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a..
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nl & Pacific at Plains,

& Nortbero, JIO*Cin
Cos
( I..-,,, . . ...nia. 637t. 044
Denver ^ K)<* t^irande Western at Tultec,

N. M.. 77/t. 816
EI Pa«> Hi S<.uih»eT.iern near Cabeza, N. M.,

106."
France and Ruuia. 268
(Jernun Hallway, UO
Great Britain in 1921. 176
Houilon, Tex., Crowing at, 874t. 906
I. C. C. Quarterly Record. 79, 669
Inve«tigatioin of Tra n Accidcnls. I. C. < .

Quarlrrly Sumnurici of. 1239 (July.
AugUHt and ScptenilicrJ

Mexico. 623
Michigan Central .it C.ary. 392*. 422, 305
M., St. P. & S. S. M. near Annandale, 353.

361t
M., St. P. & S. S. M. near Thorpe, 1205
MitMuri Pacific at Sulphur Springs. 287*.

318t. 366t. 938
Missouri Pacific near Leeds. 317t. 328, 3661
New York. New llavtn 4 H.-irtf,.r<l near
New|>ort— Relief l.y Wig Wag Signals. 443

Philadelphia & Rcailing .it Winslow Junction
49t, 77', 93t, 547t, 584

St. I>iuis-San Francisco at Logan, Mo., 217
Seatmard -Mr Line near Cox, Ga., 173
South Eastern & Chatham (England) at

Milton Range, 486*, 1105
Southern Pacific at Mumble, Tex., 1157,

1208*
Southern Pacific near .\deline. 906
Syphilis Relation of to, 1103
When Headlight .Meets Headlight. 703, 784t
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F^iuipment Hints. Showing. 777t. 830t, 875t,

vjjt. v</l1. lOJUt. lO/Jt, 1173t. 1218t
Joint ISurcau of Research. A., 236t
Operating Expenses Classifications. Proposed

Kevi»i..n of, 50t, 1431. 365t. 457»
Keduclmn in Number of Primary .Accounts,

1005
Sutisiical Requirements, L C. C. 50t, MSt,

365t
Acworth. Sir William: Operating Statistics. '962

Adams, II. M.: Southern Pacific-Central Pacific

Hearing, 1154
Xjurslmtnl ol Brake Power on Tank Cars. 34
Adjustment of Claims .Xgainst RaUrcad .\dmin

istration. 948
Administration (See also President Harding)
Adm>nistr:.lii>ii. Kailioad (Sec United States)

Administration's Coal Uislributitn (See Fuel)
Advance in Price of Hails, 547t
Advertising:

Campaign; C. B. & U-. <ir«' Northern and
Northern Pacific. 1253

Central of Georgia, 909
Illinois Central, 669, 909, 967t
Northern Pacific's Photographs, 185t
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SellinK Sen-.-, Railways Lack. I027t, 1039,

1041. lUVt, 1113, 1223t
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Agricultural Iniiuiry, Report of Joint Commis-

SR.n of, y6t, 'JH. 107
Agricultural Representative, Car Service Uivi-

si..n. 1253
Auriculiure (See F'armcr)
Air Brake Hearings, 1. C. C, 906, 1157
Air Brakes, .Maintenance of, 1004
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AishKii, K. II.; Address Before Telegraph and
lelej.hone Sccti. n of A. K. A., 1141 ..,

Alabama, Passenger I'ares Three Cents a Mile
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Alabama, Tennessee & Northern: Motor Cars,

909
Alaska Railroad: Passenger Service. 217. 580
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All-Service Power Reverse Gear, 1051*
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Amalgamation, Consolidation by, 875t
Ambiguity of Recapture Provisions. 106. 4101

Aiiu-
Rr,

.,

ompony: .\nnual

.Association;
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llmn.in l'rMM.-m in In.luslry. 1097. I119t
\>"i-ri< . hvav Association: Heavv

I .. 639t
Anirrii . Standards Committee;

S>- ..f. 951
Wir,- C, -.MO.,;., 173. 274t

American Institute of Electrical Engineers;
Status of Railroad Electrification, 348

American I.egion, Rates fi)r the, 494t
*

American l>K*itmotive -Company

:

C..ns..li.l.ili.n Tvpe; L. & N. E.. 1197*
Mountain Tvpe; Union Pacific. 687*
Report for Six Months. 357

American Railroads and a Centennial, 778t
American Railway Association (Sec also Car

Service Division):
BillinK for F< reign Car Repairs. 816
Coal Commission. Co-operalion with, 958
Freight Claim Division:

.\diusting Claims. Time for. 860
Meeting in Denver. 21
Pavmeiits. 526, 668
Perfect Package Campaign. 1198*
Quarterlv Circular. 120

FreiRlit Station Section: Annual Meeting, 27
l.aws. New, 264. 1250
.Mechanical Division:

Convention Not to Be Held in 1923,
87It. 907. 919t. 924t. 968t, 1026t,
1076t, 1077*. II19t

Conventions, A Supply Man's View on,
1076t, 1077t

Co-Operalive Research, Need for, 1221

1

Opportunity of, 1026t
Personnel Problem, 1074t, 1097. 1119t
Problems Before, Important. 968t
Safety -Nppliancc Handbook. 623
Shop Operatiim and Management. 1173t
Tank Car Safety Valves. 906
Tanks. Suspension of Ilyiirostatic Tests

of, 623
Rules of. Interchange, 1921, 34

Crossing Campaign, 2t, 931,
9St, 121, 45lf, 467 (Results), 637t.
644 (Pennsylvania Reports), 671 (Chi-
cago). 813, 838, 906

Signal Sectii n:
Candidates for Officers, 1106
Highway Crossing Protection, 636t,

6-tl*

.NUcting in New York. 983, 1028t, 1118t
Telegraph and Telephone Section:

Annual .Meeting. 970t, 1141, 1205
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Comnnttee Reimrls, 874t
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Rate Increase .Asked, 862

American Railways L.-ick Selling Sense, 1027t,
lii.tv. llltft, 1133, 1223t

Aiiii-rican Relief Administration, Railway Im-
provement in Russia, 698

American Short Line Railroad Association; Pur-
chasing Agency, 1209

.-\nicrican Srciety for Testing Materials:
,\nnual Meeting. 33
Paints. Physical Properties of. 689

Americ.in Society of Civil Engineers;
Duiilap. I. ll.. Elected Secretary, 34
I..K'.onolive Loadings for Bridges, 484

.American Society ol .Mechanical Engineers;
.\nmial Mec'linK^. W<rf
Kxtculive Commillce. Railroad Division, 668
Human Problem in ImUlstry, 1097, 1119t

Aiiicricati Wood Preservers' .Association; Speci-
fying Timbers for Treatment, 5451

Aiiu-i icaiii/iitii n of Employees; Pennsylvania,
1251

Americanii:.ition Progium; C. N. S. & .M., 1225*
Analysis of Box Car Situation, 755
.Anarchy or Arbitration? 320t
.Aiideison. Sydney (See also Joint Comroiss'on of

Aiiriiultural lnf|uiry);

National Transportation Institute, 29, 1120t,
1131

Ann Arlxir: Grade Crossing Controversy in To-
ledo, 1106

Anniversiiry. Seventieth; C. R. I. & P., 319t,
668, 717. r.tJt. 7.13*. 778t

.\l lot.

ir3f,
ij:st

Another Big Week. 452t
Anthracite Shipments. 1065. 1210 (November)
.\ntiuue ( ..inru nnc.iIMi r.icilities. 593t
.Antoi.i.

, 1237*
-^pol. k r. 1078t
Appeli on Pennsylvania's* ll..ard 193
.Applicaii"ii ot I n^uirrrini; in Traosportation.

289*
Apprenticeship. F'ulure of. 1027t
.Appropriation for I. C. C. for .Additional Service

and Safety Inspection. 566. 623, 761
.Appr. priation for Valuation Work, 906
.Arbitration:

Coal Strike, President's Plan for Settlement
of, 118. 174

( ompulsory. 976, 1063
Emery, James A., on, 886
Need for Final Arbitrators, 598t, 784(
Wage Controversies, 2t, 5 It, 320t

Arch Bridge at Harrisburg; P. & R., 1035*
Argentina:

( hile & .Argentina Agree on Trans-Andine
Roads. '68

Electrification. 375*, 912
Railroad N. tes. 721
Rate Controversy. 221
Transcontinental' Line. 1237*

.Armstn ng. .A. II.. on Electrification, 1209

.Aronsr.n. Jacob. Beftre Labor Board, 476
Ash Pits in Solvay Enginehouse; N. Y. C-, 139t,

154* jt

Ashtabula. Coal Handling at; N. Y. C, 841*
Assessing Railway Property. 740
.Association of .Mechanical Department Em-

ployees—New Haven System, 372
.Association of Railroad Chief Surgeons: Meeting,

761
.Asscciation of Railway Electrical Engineers: An-

nual Cc nvention, 897*
Association of Railway Executives:

Bad Order Car Situation, 473
Cars. New. in 1922. 526
Conference with Train Service Leaders, 340,

367, 417
Death of T. DeWitt Cuyler, 857*, 937
Locomotive Situation, Bad Order, 282
Meeting in Chicago^ 1157
President's Plans for Settlement of Strike,

233t. 2-13. 275t, 276t, 279, 321t, 341
Rate of Return 3.47 Per Cent. 769
Securities, Competitive Bidding on, 848
Shopmen's Strike— -Meetings and Negotia-

tions. 233t. 243, 342, 367, 417
Telegram fnm B. M. Jewell to T. De \Yitt

Cuyler on Strike. 13, 53
Associations, The Smaller .Mechanical, 681t
Atchison. I'opeka & Santa Fe;

Accident at East Ft. Madison, 454t
Cars, Dining, 459*
Cars, Refrigerator, 189*
Reading Roi ms for Employees, 640t
Robbeo' ' n Cal foriiia Limited, 761
Shop Employees* .Association, 907
Shopmen Petition for Protection, 284
Shops at Albuquer(]ue, 237*
Train Service Men Abandon Trains in Des*

irt Towns. 344. 345. 1205 (Conviction)
Athletic Meet; Pennsylvania System, 597t, 607*,

874t. S94 (L. H. Poor on)
.Atlantic Harbors, Marine Borers Invade, 452t,

483 (New York), 1071t, 1083*
.Atlantic City; P. & R. "Biardwalk Hycr." 624*
.Atlantic City Railroad; Winslow Junction De-

railment, 49t, 77", 93t, 547t, 584
Atlantic City's Pageant; Pennsylvania, 483
.Atlantic Coast Line:

Accident near .Mlenhurst, Ga., 1205
Annual Report, 294
.Apiieal to Shopmen to Remain at Work

During Strike, 59
Locomotive, Pacific Tyi>e, 947"

.Atterbury, Gen. W. W.; Freight .Agents and
Public Service. 27

.Attorney General (See Daughcrty. II. M.)

.Attorney's l'"ee. Decision on; C. & N. W., 1065

.Audible Cab Signals in France, 606, 669, 670

.\udiblc Signals and Safely, 366t, 454t

.\iirora Track Elevation, 7*

.\ustralia:
Motor Car: Victorian Kys., 446. 6.':*

Railroad Notes. 585
Victi rian Rys. Consolid.itc Departments 1245*

.Automatic l-'laginen and Gates. 644*

.Automatic Signals (See Siknaling)
Automatic Substation; N. V. C, 1058
.Automatic Train Control:

Block Signals. Combine, 1078t
H.ston & .Maine. 1157
British (ommitlee's Report, SO, 93t, 142t.

149*, Jir. 232t
Chicago Jv North Western, 817
Clifford, lest of; Erie, 1085
Collisions, Six, 454t
Developmrnis to Date, 805
Four Viewpoints, S05*, 853, 924t
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Regan: C. R. I. & P.. 951
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Gier's Loading Blocks. 698*
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pended. 650*
Bureau of Research. .\ Joint. 236t
Bureau of Safety (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission—.\ccident Reports) : Annual
Report 1135

Burlington (See Chicago. Burlington & Quincy)
Bus'ness (See also Equipment—Orders):

Conventions. Participation in the, 406t
Democracy in. S. O. Dunn on, 977
Employees as Solicitors; S. P., 534
Newspaper Investigates Shipping Conditions.

580
Revival and Transportation Situ.ition. 59St

Business Organizations Urged to Support Presi-
dent's Stand on Strike. 148

Busy Commission, A. 1018
Busy Terminals. Signaling, 896*. 1176t*
Buying (See Purchases)
Byram, H. E.: Consolidation of Hill Lines. 1011

C. & O.— Nickel Plate. 12l9t
Cab Signals in France. 606. 669, 670
Cabeza, N. .M.. Derailment near. 1062*
C-abinet Officers Discuss Transportation, 789
Cairns. C. A., on Ticket Salesmen. 1119t, 1133.

12231
California Commission (Sec Stale Commissions)
Cambria Sleel Company .Acquired by Bethleliem

Steel Corp.. 106?

Camden Terminal; P. & R.. 534. 816*

Canada

:

Cars on American Roads. Officers Confer on
Return of. 580

Freight Rales Reduced, 81
Pacific Great Eastern, Re|>ort on, 484, 1243*
Shopmen's Wages Reduced 474
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Extension,

925*

Canadian Car & l-"oundrv Company: locomotive.
Gasoline Switching, 323*

Canailian National Railways:
Grain Car I'nlo.iders at Port Arthur. 498*
Monclon Engine Terminal. 463*
Motor Car. I'nlt Railway. 711*
Thornton. Sir Henry W., to Head, 669,

68 It, 699"

Canadian Pacific: Memorial to David Thompson,
34

"Canned" Safety Speech: X. A'. C, 121
Cape Charles Car Ferry Handles Record Traffic;

Pennsylvania. 484
Capital Expenditures. 1029t
Capper, Arthur (See Senator Capper)
Car:

Dining; A. T. & S. Fe. 459*
Dining; Pennsylvania, 889*
Liner for Grain Cars. 394*
Manufactured in 1919 and 1921, 908
Motor (See Motor Car)
Orders in Tune. 140t: July, 234t: .August,

407t: September, 732t; October. 779t;
876t; November and 11 months. 1073t

Philadelphia & Reading Steel Coaches, 117*,
466*

Pullman: C. & N. W.. 1139
Refrigerator: A, T. & S. Fe.. 189*
Sleeping. AlbSteel European. 1137*
Suburban. Steel; P. & R., 466*
Trailer, Russell; M. & P., 943*
Unloader, Grain: Canadian National, 498*
Wooden Mail. Only Four. 669

Car Distributor. The. 45St. 10311
Car Ferrs-. Cape Charles. Handles Record Traffic:

Pennsylv.inia, 484
Car, Freight:

Coal: P. & R., 1148*
Container System; X, Y. C, 833*
Design of Steel Car. 645
Gier's .Automobile Loading Blocks, 698*
Lettering of. 1217t, 1224t

Car Loading. Increase the. 594t, 681 1. 777t
Car Loading, Weekly Reports of (See Freight

Car Loading)
Car Manufacturing Firms. 908
Car Ownership. Freight, 1229*
Car Rental Charge. I. C. C. on. 1019
(jr Repair Work, Sp«:iali,sts Needed for. 322t
Car Repairs Ordered in Wisconsin, 911
Car Service:

Bad Order Situation. 282. 473
Box Car Situation, 755
California Needs Refrigerator Cars, 669
Canadian Cars. Return of. 580
Classification of Cars: B. & O., 329. 494t
Coal— I. C. C. Service Orders. 195, 297,

332, 479, 576. 595t. 605. 770, 1018
Delays to Freight Cars. 8741
Demurrage. Reports on. 982. 1005
Distribution. I. C. C. Decline to Take
Charge of. 887

Distribution of Car Ownership. 1229*
Distribution of Freight Cars. 458t, 1031t
Incrcnsing Car MilcTge. 494t, S45t, 546t,

593t. 684t. 874 1. In28t
Increase the Car Loading. 594t, 681t. 777t,

1218t
Inspection. .Appropriation for. 566, 623
Interchange (Tonnections. Chart of: M. K. &

T.. 287*
Loading and Equipment Shortage, 1002,
1218t

loading. Heavy, of Steel. 1018
New Cars in 1922. 526

•Pooling of Cars Proposed. 256. 1019
Stale Commissioners Report on. 1005
Transpirtation Crisis. .A. 405t

Car Service Division. A. R. A.:
Agricultural Representative Appointed, 1253
.An.alvsis of Box Car Situation. 755
Coal Car Distribution Rules. L C. C, Or-

ders on. 148. 297
Freight Car Loading (See Freight Car)
I. C. C. Declines to Take Charge of Car

Distribution. 887
New Freight Cars in 1922. 1106
Orders Box Cars Returned, 798, 82St, 862,

887, 960, 1018
Car Shortage and Car Distribution. 458t
Car Shortage Largest in History. 829t
Car Shortage. Secretary Hoover en, 789
Car Surpluses and Shortages (See also Freight

Car Loading), 555*, 595t. 621, 731t
Carbon Tetrachloride Fire Extinguishers, Safety

of. 353
Care in Buving Used Machinery, 1027t
Careful Crossing ( ampaign. 2t. 93t. 95t. 121.

451t. 407 (Results!. 637t. 644 (Pennsvl-
vania Reports). 671 (Chicago), 813, 838.
906

Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio: Annual Report.
260

Catechism on Employee Relations. 1079
Cattle Shipments in Utah Subject to Inspection.

265

Cedar Hill. Treating Plant al; N. V. N. H. &
IL. 1179*

Cement. French. Tests of, 1093
Centennial of .American Railroads. 778t
Central New A'ork Southern: Resignations, 1215

Central of Georgia:
Advertises Clay Indu.stry. 109
.Annual Report. 75. 88
Boll. Weevil. How to Fight. 1253
I'uel Economy, 120
Robbery of Passengers. 581
Shopmen Entertain Business Men. 813, «27t
Stril<ing Shopmen Fined. 906
Traffic Record., 813
I'nions. New. 580
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Central of New Jersey:
Uinufei Aiainil Truck Owner (or Cullitioo

oil)> I>i.-..m..T,vf. «:5t. ft?
Central

''
I>it»olotioo

I 891. 960.

frntr:.: '-n. 1079
(Tiair L'niverjity

Cham'' ~l»tes:

t'. , n I ran-l-.itallin Situ*-
ner. ?Jlt. 757

Sit <73
-• . Stand on. 14W

( a Liability ti> .in A«et;

-. lint

ii (See "Veri- Direct" Method)
. ing with Traffic, 6J6t

Kr
'

ivc ri"nu»es. 1106
Pr. ' -vie, 362t, -tOl

Pu, , l)ci.arimrnl. 5Ji. 103U
\-.u \1 .) Aciiiirc. I.M9t

Chicaiu:
Careful Crowing Campaign, 671
Car Strike. Kailria>Is Ilandle Traffic Huring,

249. 310
Dearborn Station on Fire. !iS2
Eltctnlxation ..f Term nals; Illinoij C cntral.

665. /34t. 743*
Express Cumpany Wanted, Competing. 817

Mail Terminal. Largest. 1106
Shopmen'!. Strike. 161'. 283. 475, 505. 569.

Stibwav Floors Kcnew.-d; C. R. I. & P. and
N. Y. C, 199*

Tag Dav for Strikers, 5«0
Track Elevation Work Resumed, 1061

Union Station Headhouse, 593t, 599*

I'ni. n Station Signaling, 896*. 1176f
Chicago & Alt. n:

I,aht.r ll..ar<l. Petition llcfore, 908
Strike IHslurbances, 98*

Chicago & l-:a.tcrn Illinois:

Coal Division Sold, 581
"Cnipanv Inions," 1251

Chicago * North Western:
Attorney's Fees in Nebraska, 1065
Automatic Train Ctmtr. I, 81"

Department if Tours, 1015
Highway Crossing Protecfon, IIJ'. 636i,
641"

Outside Contract Repairs, 1. <". C Repoil

on. 28
Pullman Car, 1139
Ticket Salr'.men, C. A. Cairns oi. 1119,,

1133, I223t
, , r

Chicago Assoiiatinn of Commerce: Jackson, t-.

D., I'rges Constructive Regulation. 1183

Chicago, Attica & Southern, 581

Chicago. Aurora St Elgin: Equipment i.cased, 911

Chicago. Iturlington &• Quincy:
Accident near Saxton, Mo., 1251
Advertising Campaign Planilcil, 1253
Agreement with Shop Employees. 0I>3, 6J5T
Aurora Track Elevation. 7"

Consolidation Plan Opiiosed, 1007

Fire Prevention, 799, 875t, 905
Motor tar. Edwards (iasolinc. 352*

Pension Hadge. 669*
Seventvlw., Years Old, 526
Tics, Trcateil. Durability of, 35

Chicago Great Western:
Mot. r Car Service, 581*, 624
Tax V.ilualion in Iowa. 264, 860, 951

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul:
Cons<ili.lati..n Plan < )pi)ose<l. 1007
Educati..n .>f Employees, 4t
Electrification. 1014
Hog l-ecdcr, McC.arvey's, 1006*

I,ocomi,livi- with Divided ("ab, 668
Water Treating Plants, 545t. 573*

Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee: Education
of Trackmen, 1225*

Chicago, Peoria & St. I^uis: Abandonment, A
Plea for, 716, 908

Chicago, Rork Island & Pacific:

Accidrni at Plains, Kansas, 703, 7841
Annivcrsarv. Seventieth. 319t, 668, 717,

734t, 737*, 778t
Annual Keliorl, 257
Regan Autoinaiic Train Control, 951
Subway Floors Renewed. 199"

Tax Valuation in Iowa. 264, 860, 951

Chicago Safely Council's Campaign, 1251
Chicago Shippers' C( nferencc Association: An-

nual Meeting, 907
Chile:

\riieiilina
Roads, ... „ .

Westinghouse Shipments of Electrical Equip-

ment. 177', 312- ^ ..

Chicago Tribune Investigates Shipping Condi-

tions, 580 .
, ^ c

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors and Car l-orc-

men's Association: Annual Convention, 951

Chihuahua & Oriente Completed, 312

'""f<ailroad Nrtes, 83, 487, 535, 626, 674, 913

Railway Ties. 221
Safely First Movement, 312*
South Manchuria Railway Improvements,

Chinese "Eastern. End Control of, 826t, 864

liristmas Holiday Traffic. 1253
hrintnij. M.i.I. S: C.ncf.'inn ,,f. 12

h.ion, 310*
515

1 i\i! .n I i-i'- i>t M.,.-.!. r.iii.iia.nrii by Shop-
men; C. of I.., l.27t

I laims (See also American Railway Auocialion—
Freight Claim Division):

Erb, C. E., on. 1005
Fires During Federal Control, 218
Freight Lots and Damage Payments, 526,
668

I^ss an.l Damage Pavments, 526. 668. 1061
(\ V . N. H. & H.)

"No i:xcrpti..n Month." I. C, 354
Over.liarge. t.v the Thousand, 81
Railr.al A.lminislration. Settlement of. 948
Selllrinenl, Pr..fit ; It. & M.. 217

riark Trn. k w.lh Eli-vating I'latf. rm, 2ft3'

(•lassir.c.ili. n of Cars; B. & 1^.. 329, 494t
Cla^sific:iii..n of OperatinK Expenses, Pro|)osed

Revision of. 50t. 1431. 365t
Cleaning Track With a Power Driven Sweeper:

P.-iiiisvlvania, 655*
Clerks P.uv llml.ling Site. 264
Clerks lleman.l Wage. Increases, 1057
Clerks Hnirr.lc.l hv Physical Contact, 1117t
Cnevelan.l. Cincinnati, Chicafo & St. Louis:

Annual Report. 69
C.nlract.ir Petiticns Against I,alior Itoaid's

Decision. 1062
\aluati.in. Tentatis-e. 650

(Tlevelan,! Cnion Terminal: Signal iiiji. 1176'
Clifl.rd Automatic Train Control; Erie, 1085
Coal (See also Fuel):

.\nalvses, 624

.\nth'r.icite Shipments, 1065, 1210
Distributi.in Plan, Federal, 195, 261, 297,

330, 373, 437, 479, 525, 579, 619, 6:2,
715

Investigation Committee, R. B. A. on, 937
Movement. .Xppeal to Increase, 652, 669, 715
New York Central Handles Coal it Record

Rate at .Vshtabula, 841"
Prices and Distribution; 579
Prices—Cost to Railroads. 97 It
Priority Bill Passed, 437. 461. 302. 556
L C. C. Service Orders. 195, 297, 352, 479,

576, 595t. 605. 770, 1018. 1164
Ppduction. 40. 81. 129. 175*. 219, 355, 445,

477*, 524, 578, 609. 673, 715, 770, 817,
852, 862, 910, 959, 1019, 1065, 1164, 1252

Shortage, Responsibility for Threatened,
234t

Situation Fairly Satisf,-ictory, 852
Supplies on Hand, 719, 910

Coal Car Distribution Rules, I. C. C. Hearing
on, 148. 195. 261. 297, 330, 959

Gal In.lustry and the Public, 510
Coal Strike:

Arbitration or Anarchy? 320t
L & N. .Moves Coal in Spite of Obstacles,

551t, 557*
Pr.-si.lent Asks Arbitration, 118, 174
President's Address to Congress. 362t. 379*

Railr. ad Situation. Effects on, 3t
"Settlement." 364t. 405t, 406t
Shopman's Strike, 4S3t

Coaling Plant at Solvay Engine Terminal; N. \.

C, 139t. 154*
Cochrane. lohn T. : Car Pool, 909
Coffin, Ch.-i'rles A., Foundation, 1111
Cohen. Jacob. Sentenced to linprisonment, 580
Collective Bargaining. Elisha Lee on, 1193

Collision (See Acidents)
Color-Light Signals. Hall, 1251

Colorado: Moffat Tunnel, 571*, 1062, 1139

Colorado & Southern:
Annual Report, 211, 226
Consolidation Plan Opposed. 1007

Colora.lo River Basin Compact Signed. 1065

Color-Light Signals; D. L. . & W., 7a5*. 1185'

Commercial Tr.-ivelcrs, Reduce.l Rates for, 613,

638t. 657
Commission (See Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion)
Committee on Public Ownership and Operation:

The Railriad Labor Board, 1002
Committee on Public ReKations; I.. I., 174, 527

( ommoditv Prices and Freight Rates. 872, 1219t
Comniunication Facilities. Antiqu:. 593t
"Company Unions." C. & E. I., 1251
Comnetiiion of Motor Trucks, 128, 760, 778t,

970t, 991 (W. H. Lyford on), 1082,

1222t, 1249
Competitive Bidding on Securities, 846
Compress, rs, Vertical-Type Air. 1105*

Compulsory Arbitration (See Arbitration)

Concrete:
Development in Railway Construction, 705 ,

791 •. 843'
French Cement, Tests tf, 1093
Telegraph Poles, 1141

Theory and Practice. 273t
Water Tanks, 750

Conductors. Agreement with, 656, 683t, 716
Conference Committee of Managers: Agreement

with Conductors and Trainmen. 656, 6S3t
Conference on Help for K. C. M. & O., 82, 128,

l.il, 173, 218
Congress (See also Senate, also llo'ise):

Elections, Effect of the, 920t, 946, 1025t
Legislation, Proposed, 976, 1063
President's Address on December 8, 1149
President's A.l.lres. on Strike, 362t. 379'

Congress ( Contimued) :

Radicals Elected, 1025t
RriNirt of Toint Commission of .\gricul-

96t. 97t, 107
Con-' '. The, 366t
Con- s,,lidation Plans, 779t
Cons i,e Tool Corporation of

ConsoliiLiied Purchasing .Agency of American
Sh. rt Line Association, 1209

Consolidation .-Xctivity, Much, 1173t
Consolidation by Amalgamation, 875t
Consolidation Discussed bv New England Cot-

ernors' Committee. 959. 1018
Consolidat on. Frisco I. -(J. N., 1174t. 1191*
Consolidati. n Hearings. I. C. C. 768, 10:)7 (Hill

Ri,ads Object), 1164, 1173t
Consolidation in lireat Britain, 875*, 1020
Consolidation Locomotive; L. & N. F., 1197*
Consolidation Plans, Consideration of, 779t
Consolidation Proposals, Maine Holds Hearing

on. 173
Ccnstituiionalii^' of Recapture Law, 1252
Construction, New:

Activity in, 94t
.'Vrgcntina, Transcontinental Lire in, 1237*
-Aurora Track Elevation, 7*

Canadian National at Moncton, 463*
Concieie, Development of U.se cf; D., L. &

W.. 705*, 79l', 843'
Illinois Central Imprtves Line, 1123"
Oregon Petitions I. C. C, 950, 10721
Penrsylvania Improvements, oOO. 842, 1162
Tcmiskaming & Northern Cjntario. 925*
Westrrn Pacific at Stockton. 578*

Construction Program for 1923. 922t, 1030t
Construction of Street Starter, 858*
Constructive Machine Tool Program. 826t
Constructive Regulation, C. D. Jackson on, 1183
C. ntainer Cars; N. Y. C, 833*
Continjen; Fund, General Railroad, 934
Contract. Express, with Rail Carrier,, 1003
Contract f. r Exchange of Materials, i C. C.

liisinisses Application for. 112
Contract. Land; Northern Pacific, 1061
Omtract Repairs. I. C. C. Report on. 2.S

Contracting. Labor Board's Decisions on. IS,

526. 718, 985 (Weslern Maryland), 1062
Contracting of Work, Early, 922t
(Contracts, Missouri Pacific to Terminate Van

Noy, 668
Conventiin .and Vacation Traffic Heavy, 303
Conventions (See also Names of Associations):

Business .\s Usual, 406t
Mechanical Division in 1923, 871t, 907,

919t. 924t, 968t, 1026t, 1076t, 1077t,
.I119t

Cooper Loadings for Locrmotives. 484
Co-o|>eration Between Officers and Employees

(See Managements)
Cooperation Between the Track and Signal De-

partments. 998
Co-operation, C. C. McChord on, 1001
Co-operation with Motor Truck. 970t, 991
Co-operative Research. Need for. 1221t
Cost (See also Prices):

.\ccidents. 1103
Boston Switching Rates, 337*
Coal Prices, 9711
Federal Control—Claims, 949
Crossing Protection, 641'
Direct Freight Delivery. 515
Electrification. 1209
English Coal Strike's Cost to Railway Em-

ployees. 446
Freight Car Repairs in 1920, 317t
I'uel anil Wages, 74
Headlight Turbine Units. 31'
Highways, 1082
locomotive (Operation, 901
Mail. Carrying and Handling, 218
Selling .Machines to Railroads, 93t, 735t
Sweeper, Track; Pennsylvania, 656*
Ton- Miles of Full and Reduced Tonnage

Trains; I. C, lll8t, 1 US-
Train Operation and Stokers. 902
Train Stops at Crossing. 1217t

County Seats Without Railroads, 217
Court News (See Legal Decisions)
Court of .\ppeals Reverses Pennsylvania In-

junction Decree. 193
Courtesy, Definition of, 315
Courts of l..lst Resort, 598t, 784»
Cox,.C,a., Derailment near. 173
Crane fir Turning Locomotives; D. T. « I.,

662*

Crane Tyi.e Truck; N. Y. C, 897*
Crane, Wrecking; Virginian. lOOO*
"Crimes" of the Railways. The, 27St
Crossing Campaign. Carcl^iil, 2t, 93t, 95t, 121,

451t, 467 (Results), 637t, 644 (Pennsyl-
vania Reports), 671 (Chicago). 813, 838,
906

Crossings (See also Highway Crossings):
California Commission Checks Construction,

626
Controversy in Toledo, 1106
Overhead, Standards for. 173, 274t
Sianil at Newfields: B. & M., 825t, 835'*

"Whistle Stops" and Signals, 735t, 783t

Cuba Northern: Improvements. 447
Cultivating a Family Spirit, 733t
Cummins (See Senator Cummins)
Cuyler, T. De Witt (Sec also Association of

Railway Executives):
Death of, 857*, 937
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[Illuslralcd articles are indicaicd thus*; Editorials lliu^f; Letters to Editor tlMst-]

Cuyler, T. De Will (Coniinucd):

Jewell's. B. M.. Telegram on Strike Issue,
13, 53

President Harding's Plans for Settlement of
Strike. 233t. 243, 275t, 276t, 279

Strike. Collapse of, 472

D
Danish Railways, Tie Preservation on, 215*
Uaughcrty. Attorney ticntral 11. M.:

Injunction .'Ngainst Shopmen. 453t, 469*,
507, 509, 560. 611. 718, 768, 816

Shopmen's Strike, 789
Davidson. Lieut. -(_iov. I.., Urges Slate Control

for K. C. M. & O., 353
Davis. James I'. (See l)i ector Gcncr.il)
Dayton-Goose Creek Railwav: Constitutionality

of Recapture Law Contested, 1252
Dead Weight in -Motor Cars, I85t
Dealing with Labi r ProWem. 828t. 1032t
Dean, J. Clcvc: President Harding's "Telegram

on Strike. 201
Dearborn Station on Fire. 1252
Decisions (See Railroad Labor Board)
Decline in Railwav Development, 883
Deficiency -Vppropfiation Bill. 566, 623, 761
Deficiency of Cir Ownership, 1229'

Delaware & Hudson;
Boislcr for Tender Trucks, 139t, 145*
First Aid Training, 816
Floods. Damage by, 120

Delaware, Lackawanna & VVcstern:
Concrete in Railwav Construction, Develop-
ment of, 705*. 791 ', 843*

Ice Transported in 1921, 1081
Operating Study, 785*
President Trucsdalc's Formula. 784t
Signals on .Meadows Line, 785*, 1185*

Delays, Increase Miles Per Hour by Decreasing,
1118t. 1145*

Delays to Freight Cars, 545t, 546t, 874t
Democracy in Industry. 977
Demonstration Train; Southern Pacific, 1106
Demurrage (Sec Car Service)
Denmark: Tie r*reservatii n, 215*
Denver & Rio (Irande Western:

Collision at Toltec, N. M., 777t. 816
Expenditures. Program of, 580, 1208
Receivers' Certificates .Authorized, 1208

Denver & Salt Lake:
Freight Rate Case, 81
Moffat Tunnel, 571*. 1062, 1139

Department of Commerce:
.Manufacture of Cars in 1919 and 1921, 908
Standardization of Lumber. 11211

Department of Purchases and Stores. 521, 103U
Department of Tours; C. v^ .V. \V.. lOlS
Department of Transp: nation, University of

Michigan F.stablishis, 827t, 836*
Department. Personnel (Sec Organization)
Derailment (See Accidents)
Design of Headlight L'nits. 31*
Design of Passenger Terminals. 429*. 593t
Design of Steel I'reight Car. 645
Desk .Man a Cliancc. Give, 1117t
Determining the Impact Loads on Track Bolts;

P. & R., 277*. 353
Detroit, Toleilo & Ironton:

Crane for Turning Locomotive, 662*
Deficit fir Ten Months, 1106
Employees' Investment Plan, 1015, 1165
.Monthly Earnings Refiorts—.Showing Equip-
ment Rents. 876t. 969t. 1028t, 1106

Stick Ownership bv Employees, 217
Dei'cloping Efficient Shop Employees, 1119t
Developing M.ichiiicry and Neglecting Men,

495t
Development of Concrete in Railway Construc-

tion; D. L. Sr W.. 705*, 791'. 843*
Development of Train Contnl, 805
Development, Railway, Decline in, 883
Developments in (iasolinc Kail Cars, 17*
Difficulty in Chansing Shop Methods, 1117t
Dining Car; A. T. & S. Fc, 459*
Dining ( nr; Pinnsylvania, SH9'
Dining Cars Unpr. fitable. Why Arc, 832t
Direct Freight Delivery, 514
Director General Davis: Claims, Ailjustment of,

948
Directors. Common. Regulat nns Concerning. 359
Dispatchers and Engineers. 144t
Dispatchers, Kulei for. 670
Distribution of Each Hollar of Opernting Reve-

nues. 1916 1921. 650*
Dislrihulion of Freight Car Ownership. 1229*
Distributiin of Freight C.irs. 458t, 103U
Distribution of Power. ;l)l

Division Engineer's Territory. The, 3t
Division;il and Through Classification; B. & O.,

Do An
on Superintendent and Car Loading, I2l8t
mrrican Railways Lack the Selling Sense?
I027f, lnj9. 1223t

Dollar, 1921; Illinois Central. 292
Dollar of I'lprrnilng Revenue. Distribution of

Do.

Mechanical. inQQ*

Duluth. Missabe & Northern:
Fire Train. 584
Merger of Roads Opposed. 1011

Du Pont-Simplex Stoker. 809*
Du Quoin, Water Supply at; I. C. 334*
Durant Motors, Inc.: Traffic Department, 909
Dust. Sprinkbr for Laying; S. P.. 760*

Dutch .Market for American Ties. 487
Duty and an Opportunity, A, I85t
Dwarf Signals for Terminal, 896*, 1176t*
Dyflamimeter Tests of Locomotive Booster, 511*

E
Early Bird. The. 922t
Earnings (See Revenues and Expenses)
Earnings. Exc:ss (See Recapture)
East Fort Madison Collision, 454t
Eastern Presidents' Conference to Broaden Scope

of Public Relations Work. 1205
Echoes of the Recent Strike. 1034t
Economic Status of Rail Workers. 62
Economical Tonnage for Various Speeds, 71*
Economics fir Railway Men, 825t. 860
Economics of Signaling, 983. 1028t
Economies. Railroad Power Plant, 546t
Economy. Suggestions for Greater, 702, 831t,

972t
Economy, Fuel (See Fuel)
Economy in Engineering Investigations, S94t
Eci nomy of Purchasing Electric Power, 185t
Education (.See also Next Step):

.Apprenticeship, Future of, 1027t
British Railways, 1071t
Engincmen and Firemen. 942
Human Problem in Industry, 1097
Morale, Essentials of. 998
Juneau, C. G.. on, 4t
Tirrell, W. W., on. 783t, 1078*
Trackmen: Chic. North Shore &"Mil.. 1225*
Training Employees in England. 681 1, 864
Training Foremen, 996, 1074t. 108O

Edwards Motor Car; B. & O., 170*
Edwards Motor Car; C. B. & Q.. 352*
Effect of Design on Headlight Maintenance. 31*
Effect of the Elections, 920t, 946
Effect of Tonnage and Speed on Fuel Con-

sumption, 71*
Effect of Traffic Fluctuations on Operating Ex-

penses, 1

1

Effect on Ton-Mile Cost of Reducing Train
Loads; I. C, 1118t, 1145*

Efficiency. Suggestions for Greater, 702, 831t,
972t. 1033t. 1176*

EflSciency, The Unions' Interest in, 185t
Elections. Effect of the, 920t, 946, 1025t
Electric Heat in Shoiis. 2t
Electric Headlight (See Headlight)
Electric I-ocomotivc (See locomotive)
Electric Power. Ecom mv of Purchasing. 185t
Electric Prwer for the Pennsylvania, 120
Electric Rivet Cutting. It
Electric Service, To Extend; L. I.. 602*
Electric Traction. Heavy. 639t. 897*
Electrical and Magnetic Weld 'Testing, 33
Elcctriral Engineers Meet, 897*
Electrification:

.Argentina. 375*, 912
Armstrong, A. IT., on, 1209
Bombay, India, 130
Brazil, 82
British Combine, 1211
Buenos Aires & Western, 375*
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, 1014
Chile. 177". 312*
England. 83, 585
Brazil. 82
France, 221, 535. 803, 1211
Heavy Electric Traction, 639t, 897*
Illinois Central. 665. 734t. 743*
Japan. 220, 585
Long Isl.-ind, 602*. 1013
Mexico, 721
Montreal Harbor Railway, 443
New York Central. 1058
New York. New Haven & Hartford, 1013
New York, West. & Boston, 1013*
Norfolk & Western, 1013
Paris-Orleans, 803
Pennsylvania. 761, 1013. 1014
Service Kecor.ls of Kipiipnunl. lUKf
.South Africa. 82, 486. 1110
South Eastern & Chatham, 83, 585
Spain. 220. 447"
Substation. Automatic; N. Y. C, 1058
Switzerland, 17(>. 312. 446
Townlry, Calvert, on. 348

Electrolysis Mitigalii n. 1142
Element of Speed. The. 4Vt
Elkhart, I'iece Work ,nt ; N. Y. C. 1050
Elliott, Howard: Consolidatirn of Hill Lines.

1010
F.I Paso & .Southwestern: Derailment near Ca-

beta. N. M., 1062*
Elvin Stoker. 216*
Embargoes Declared in Ea.st. 506, 577
Employee (See also Labor; also Personnel; also

Education; also .Shopmen's Strike):
.Varcemenls:

l.ehigh Valley. 664
N. v., N. H. & H. 1106
Pennsylvania. 168, 371

Employee (Continued):

New York Central, 570
Shopmen, 368, 417. 503*, 603 (Union

Pacific and C. B, & Q.), 635t, 649,
716. 761, 768, 821, 907

Trainmen. 570, 656. 683t, 716
Union Pacific, 1252

Americanization on; C. N. S. & M., 1225*
Apprenticeship in Shops. 1027t
Athletics, Value of, 874t, 894
Bonuses; C. & O.. 1106
"Boist" Co-operation, 783t, 1078t
Brakeman Awarded $41,000; P. M., 1106
Car Distributor, The. 458*. 1031*
Clerks, a Chance for the. 1117t
Clerks, Wage Demands of, 1057
Dispatchers and Engineers, 144*
Duty, Circular on; S. R. S: P.. 670
Economics for, SJ5t. 860
Educ.iti. n (See Education)
Efficiency, Unions' Interest in. 185t
Employment Bureau. Value of, 661
Engincmen and I'iremen, Employing, 942
ForeignBorn; Pennsylvania, 1251
Foremen (See Foremen)
Imprisonment for Bridge Burning; Penn-

sylvania, 1021
Insurance. Group; N. Y., N. H. & H., 501
Investment Plan; D. T. & I., 1015, 1165
Leaders, Choice of, 1032*
"Locomotive Improvement" Classes, England,
107K

Loyal Men During Strike, 537, 552*, 736*
Making Friends for th4 Railroads, 1075t,

I171>
Magazines. Value of. 783*. 1033*
Managements, Improving Relations with,

3I9r, 363t, 407t, 455t. 495t, 598*. 640*.
682t. 783*. 874t, 893, 1033*, 1078*, 1079,
1097, 1221t

Morale of Train Men, 493t, 547t
Morale, Winthrop Martin on, 922t. 929,

1122*
Number and Compensation, 121
Passes, Free. 702, 831*
Pennsylvania Newspapers, 79, 733t. 754
Pennsylvania Representation Plan—Contro-
versy with Labor Board, 193, 682t, 691*,
S76t. 1015, 1061

Pennsylvania Shi pmen Confer with Senator
Pepper, 1061

Pennsylvania System Field Meet, 597t.
607 *, 874t. 894

Pension Badge, C. B. & Q., 669*
Pension Rights Restored; I. C. 906
Pensions Paid; N. Y. C, 580
Personnel Departments. 319t, 363t, 407t,

409*, 455t. 495t, 598*. 640*
Physical Soundness a Necessity, 393
Pleasing the Public. 552*
Premiums; New Vrrk Central. 570
Prizes for Essays; Pennsvlvania, 1021
Promotions; Southern Rv.. 34
Reading Roi ms. .A. T. &' S. Fe. 640*
Selling Sense. 1027t. 1039. 1223*
Solicitation of Business; S. P.. 534
Stock Ownership Proposed; D. T. & I., 217
Stock Purchased; Pennsylvania, 1061
Strikes (See Shopmen's Strike; also Coal
%ike: also Strikes)

Suifrise Checking, 454t. 1118*
Syphilis and Railway Accidents. 1103
Talk Monev. 4*. 322*
Training in Great Britain. 581t. 864. 1071t
Veteran Employees' Assiciation; L. I.. 821
Veterans Receive Medals; 1.. & N.. 217
Wages (See also Railro.id Labor Biard):

An.alvsis bv Conference Board. 62
Bonus System for Train Service Em-

ployees, 639*
Bonuses for Mechanics: B. & O.. 474
Britain. Sliding Scale in. 637t
Oerks. Demands nf, 1057
Ciilductors and Trainmen. 656
Contr.acts with Train and Engine Em-

ployees. 570
Foremen. (Graduated Riitcs for, 186*
Increases to Maintenance of Way Em-

ployees; Pennsylvania. 1157
M. of W. Men. 423. 476, 66v^.. 716, 741

(Decision). Ki?. 905
One Way to Raise, 407t
Overtime; Southern Pacific. 985
Piece Work; N. Y. C 10.50
Re<luctiins. .\gree to; Pennsvlvania. 16
Shop Wages 32 Per Cent .Above Outside

Industries. 250
Sign.ilmcn .Ask for Increases, 625
.Statistics. Monthly: April, 121; May. 354:

June. 484: lulv, 7lf: August, 958; Sep-
tember. 1107

Telegraphers' Pay, 1130
Trainmen. 570. ({56. 683t. 716
Union Pacific. 1252
Yardmaslers. Rules for. 756

Women's Aid; P. R. R.. 610. 768
Yardmaslers and Ihe II. of R. T.. 636*

Employee Relations. Imnroving. .S74t. 893, 1033*.
1079 (Roy V. Wright on)

Employee Representation; Pennsvlvania, 682t,
h")|*. S7(.t

Employing Engincmen and Firemen. 942
Emplnyinent Bureau Functions in Strike. 661
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Kocinc (See Ixcomolive)
En^.nrrr an. I I^T-t Pr. Mrniv ir--J

Eodi.h

niinal»>
ii'HH Exprrtt, 547t

.It Ml ncton, 463*

-aim. 860
it Mujavc, Cal., and at

iiiimal Railway Congrcsi,

<irrai Ilritain)
iiurit» in Shopf: C. of C, 813,

.n. 1235
. 36Jt, 748

. , t.on. 1. C. C. Report oo.
-J. 4_'K

Expenditures, Investigation of,

' 1 106

Or

'au. . ., ir. 452t. Uet, 732t: Octo-
ber, .Tvi, f>7bt; November and 11 Months,
1073t

Prnloncini; th- I ife of. 317t
Pii-i I'l I: 1). & R. G. W.. 120"
P.- : St. L., S.W., 1061
R<- :ig for. 253
R., mJc, 593t
Sl...i,.,t. ...... i...i.ic 1002

Equipment Uciit> C^ee Net Railway Operating
I no. me)

Erie:
Cliff -' '

- -• - Train Control, 1085
Dir ^'vcry. 515
Ei. rnia Perishables, 506, 57"

Em .M-y City, 877*
Tram . . 1. 1 .~TKiial Indications, 545t, 553',

103.;t
"Veri-Uircct" Method of Loading Freight,

in:7t. 1053*
F ' ' liill (See Transportation Act I

I Ills of Human Problem, 1097
V !-.rale, 998
I- . n..m-« of countries):

.„>,. 1J34
l,v ingCirs. 1137*
In n of Railways, 921t

Evans^ lis: Valuation, Final, 808
Everyl U Nobody's, 777t
Excr .ilso Recapture), Senator

< .:: I on. 1157. 1 !05

Exces> I Kreiisht Car Ownership,

Executives (See also Association of Railway Ex-
ecutives; also Officers; also Manage-
mcnl^: r.l»o Personnel):

.\dvisorv Commillcc on Fuel Distribution,

6J(), (.52, 715
Ci.al. I'laii to Expeilite. 652, 715
Kailwav Hooks Selected, 5S4

Exliil.ils (Sec .nls.1 names of .i-s.,. i.ilions)

:

.Mechanical O nvenii..n-. I(i7i.t. 1077*
Ex l..ke Ore Rates. I. ( . ( .

I)..i-i..n in, 258
Expe.lile.l .Service an.l R.ile .MakiliK, 972t
Expen.lilur. >. ( .ipital I029t
Ex|H.iiilitiir< . f..r .\laintciiance nf Equipment,

.\.ks liive-tiKali..n of, 1253
Exiicn.lililii.s, lliRhw.iy, 1082

Kc 1.1 K
K : .s, C.mpany W.nnleil in ChicaR... 817
Kx) . , Kates. Increase .\ske.l in. S62
Exi.i.,~ Rales. I. C. C. InvcsliKatcs, 129, 1018
Expr.ss Service, I. .Martin on, 1U03

Facilities and Traffic, Equalizing, 635t
Facilities Inadequate for Traffic, 883. 899, 1002,

IIR3
Facilities, Illinois Central Urges More Intensive

Ise of. 1252
Factors (ioverning the Design of Passenger Ter-

iiiinaN. 420'
Factors Underlying Primacy of American Rail-

ways. Us
Facts 'm K.'< numics of Signaling, 1028t
False Economy— Engineering Department, 594t
Fan Draft for Locomotives, 1099*
Fares (See Passenger Fares)
Farmer ami Freight Rales. 872t, 920t, 923t
Farmer an. I the Transportation Situation, 731t.

757 88.1

Railway Public Relaliims Work,

t, 107
Jlrikes, 789

Fast Freights antl Strikes, I39t, 273t, 420
Federal Contrnl (See Government Control)
Federal Fuel Distributors (See Fuel)

Fedenled Ship Crafu (See Shopmen's Strike)
Feeder, M.i.jivr, . II,,.. C .M. h St. P., 1006*
'

I r Reduced Kates,

. .-. .V 875t
I .Vnn'-ial Re|>ons, 1072t.

I for, S98t. 784t
\ aluaiion)
- .ind Ex^tenses; alw, Stock,

I in.liiiij Hi.- l:

Finlan.l, Kailr
Firemen, Fm.

l'...U.l.ni.. f.O

l-ist S..merville. 1157
L- at Chicag.i, 79'<. 87St

l::, SIJ
cuse at Co

Fir

C. B. & Q.. 799. 905
Insurance, Railroad, / 39
.M. A N. A. BridKes, "v
New Orleans, Wharves at, 580
New York Central Freight Terminal. 350*,

353
Northern Minnesota Forests. 584
Penn-vlvania's Elevator at Chicago, 951
Pitisliiirgh; P. R. R. Car Shop, 474. 581
Prevtnli.i, Week, 623

_

Pr.)te.ii..n .-Vssuciation's Annual Meeting,
745. 799. g7St, 905

Safety of Carbin Tetrachloride Extinguish-
ers. 353

SpriiiKliel.l Statinn; B. & .\., 1067~
(.entral, Nashville Shops, 860

>ti.ke •X)2

First Aid Training; D. & ?L. 816
F',, r, „! Differential, The, 451t
I 1.. II. (jive a Thought tolhe, 924t

,
:>. 120

111, l^enewcd in Chicago, Subway, 199*
I ..f .sii:iialiin! in Crcat Britain, 961
l-ootbaM Traffic: N. Y., N. H. & H., 1064
Foreign r.orn Ktnployces; Pennsvlvania, 1251
l-'oreigii Railways in 1922, 1174t
Foreign Raihvay News (See names of ccuntries)
Foremen

:

Gra.luaie.l Wage Rates for. 186t
Pillars ..f the Organir-ition. 50t
Railway Ages, Pass Along, 409t
Sli..|.-. ViMiiiig Dther, 594t
S"! rl th_-, JJlt
Training. 996. lQ74t, 1080

Forest i'lres in Northern Minnesota, 584
Form 1'' (See Train Order)
Four Papers on Train Control, 805*
Fourth Section as Amended—L C. C. Ruling on

Transcontinental Rales, 939
Framing Timbers Before Treatment, 751
France;

Audible Cab Signals. 606, 669, 670
Cement, Tests of, 1093
Earnings. Railway, in 1922, 176
Elecirilication, 221, 535, 803 (Paris-Orleans)

1211
Labor Act Rcvi.sed, 961
Loconioilve. Record of Pacific Type; Paris,
Lyons & Med., 617*

Railroa.l Notes, 82. 220. 268
Railways Show Impruvcment in 1922. 486
Results of Operation of Railways in 1921,

It, 23
Franklin Railway Supply Company: Dynamom-

eter Tests of Booster. 511*
Free Passes. Franklin Snow on, 702
Freiglit

:

Container System; N. Y. C, 833*
Direct Delivery Discussed, 514, 958
EnibarB..es in East. 500. 577
Fast Freight and Strikes. 139t, 273t, 420
L. C. L,, and Motor Trucks, 970t, 991,

1003
Pe'erfect Package Campaign, 1198*
•erishal.le Freight .Service; R. F. & P.,
1045*

Priority i.. Certain Commoiliiies— L C. C.
Service Or.ler No. 25, 479, 576, 595t. 605,
770. 1018, 1164

ReweiKhing. ( onservcs by. I, C. 264
"Veri Direct" fading .Method; Erie, 1027t,

I05.I-

Freight Business and Equipment Orders, 779t
FreiKhi Car, Design of, 645
Freight Car I^iading, Weekly Reports of, 12,

68*, 119, 147, 194. 242. 2''6. 349. 386,
416, 468, 519'. 555', 595t, 621, 654, 709,
731t, 753, 788. 829t. 851*. 882*, 944*,
980*, 1029t. lO.IO*. 1086, 1128*, 1192*,
1230 (Week en.lr.l Dec. 16).

Freight Car Ownership. Distribution of, 1229"
Freight Cars, Distribution of, 458t
Freight Claim Division (See American Railway

.Vssocialion)

Freight Claims (See Claims)
Freight ConimiKlity SLitislics, 40, 673, 1210
Freight Operation, Franklin Snow on, 702, 831t

•i7.'l. lO.l.lt. I17(,t

Freight Rales (See Rales)
Freight Station Section, A. R. A.: Annual Meet-

ing, 27
Freight Train Tests; I. C, 1118t. 1145'

Freight Train*. Ssvinc Minoi's for, 732t
French (See Innre.
Frieii i !075t, 1171t
Fuel ibution):

L . .- .0
1 . .- and Sj^cd un Fuel Con-

I nsp^rtalion. 387*
<> • .M8t

- 35
Woodin, 483

Transportation, 620,

Fuel
Fuel I

052, 715
Coal Situation Fairly Satisfactory, 852
Conference at r>rrar'mcr- f Commerce, 579
C" " ' " " • - u,\, 502, 556
F' d, 652, 71S

r, 195

Service Orders. 1. (.. C, 1»5, 297, ill. 479.
576, 595t, 605. 770

Spencer, H. B., .Appointed, 261, 298. 330,
619

Spens, C. E., Appointed, 619, 652
Work of Committee, 197, 261, 297, 330. 373,

525
Functions < f Department of Purchases and

St..res. 521
Fund, (ieni- al Railroad Contingent, 984
Fundameiilals ..f Good Organization, 1247
Future of .Apprenticeship. I027t
Future of Irish Railways. 1020, 1118t
Future Setllement of tibor Disputes, 362t

Gages Throughout the World, 1234
Gary Wreck. 392*. 422. 505
Gasoline Car (See Met. r Cars)
Gasoline. .Natural Gas. Transportation of. 35
Gasoline Switching Locomotive. 323*
Gas-Operated Industrial Truck with Elevating

Platform. 263*
Gear. All-Service Reverse. 1051 •

General Contingent Fund. $25,000. 984
General Electric Company:

Automatic Substation; N. Y. C, 1058
Coffin. Charles .\.. Foundation, 1111

General I-'nremen's Convent i.n. 35. 50t
General Railway Signal C. mpany: .'Vutomatic

Train Control; C. & N. \\.. 817
Genuine Employee Interest, 1071t
Georgia, Passes to Sheriffs in. 580
Germany: Railroad Notes, 130. 175. 220
Gel Service From Freight Cars. 458t, 103U
Get the Employees to Boost. 783t
Getting Most Out of Locomotives, 684t
Getting Results fr. m Shop Forces, 493t
Getting Tojjelher (Sec Maiugements)
Gier's .Automobile Loading Blocks, 698*
Give the Desk Man a Chance. 1117t
Golden Rule Pledge, 1081
Gompers. Samuel:

Injunction Against Shoiimcn, 471
Locomotives, Unfit, and Railroa.l Wrecks,

Gonzales. Mexico. Train Wreck. 623
Good Will. Tackling Pr. lilem of. 1221t
Gorman, J. E. : Rock Island's Seventieth Anni-

versary, 734t, 737*
Goveninient Control:

British Railways Since Return tn Owners,
.\cconipIislinients of. 5.'^6

Claims (or Fires. 218. 948
Claims. James C. Davis on. 948

Government Interference in t-abor Disputes, 886
Government ()wnership:

.State Commissioners Rep. rt on. 1001. 1002
Irish Railways. 1020. lllSt

Government Regulation:
Cummins, .\, II,, on, 931
Jackson. Carl D.. on. lli'3
Restrictive. 595t. 73It. 757, 883

Governor Kendall: Car Shortage, 595

1

Gowanus Bay, Grain Elevator at, 4S3
Grable, E. F.

:

Conference with President. 164
"Living Wage" Principle. 423. 476
Mainienance Strike Calle.l Off, 55. 57. 205

Grade Crossing (See Crossings)
lira.le Re.luction; Illinois Central. 1123*
(ira.ic Revisi. n and Second Tr.ick. 12I8t
l.r.iduated WaKc Rales (or For .-men. 180t
llr.iin Car Liner. 394*
Grain Car Unloaders; Can. Nat.. 498*
Grain Door Reclamation, 351
(.7rain Flcv.ilor at (^owanus Bay, 483
Grain Ralc Case, Western. 534, 1164
Grain Trade ami Transi>ort.ilion, 731t. 757
(irand Central Terminal, "Message Exchange,"

218, 1253
Graphic Presentation of Earnings, 650*
Gray, C. R.: .Southern P.icihc Central Pacific

Hearing, 1155
Grays.. nia. N.ishvillc & Ashdown, 526
(jreat Brilaiii:

.Accident Record for 1921. 176

.Aeei.lciit near Gravesend; S. E. & C, 486*.
1105

AMingt.in, Charles. Death of, 912
Automatic Train CoiiUol, Report on. 80, 93t,

142t, 149', 217. 23.'t
Consolidation by .Amalgamation, 875t
Consolidation of Northeastern Group, 1020
Electric Locomotives; Metropolitan Ry., 198*
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[lllustnitcd articles arc indicated thus*; Editorials thtuj; Letters to Editor tinist]

Great Britain (.Conlinucd)

:

Electric Locomotive; North Eastern, 212*
Electrification Combine. 1211
Electrification of the S. E. & C. 83. 585
Employees' "Locomotive Improvement"

Classes. 1071t
Fares. Cheap, 176
Fog Signaling. 961
Freight Rates Reduced. 82, 221
Japanese Electrical Order. 220
Labor Situat-on, 63/t, 685t, 780t, 961, 1071t
i >pcrating Statistics Compared. 962
Passenger Fares Reduced, 913
Railrrad Notes, 41. 83. 130, 176. 312, 446,

486. 585, 819. 864. 912. 1020, 1110, 1211
Rail Specifications Revised. 386
Rate Reductions. 777t
South African Electrification. 1110
Store Door Delivery, 514, 958
Terminal Opcr.itions. W. H. Lyford on. 992
Training Railway Employees, 681t. 864, 1071t
Union r.cidcrship in, 780t
Vacuum Brake Tests, SZit
Wages Reduced, 176
What Railways Uave Accomplished Sines Re-

turned to Private Control, 586
Great Northern:

Advertising Campaign Planned, 1253
Annual Keporl. 213, 227
Consolidation Plan Opposed, 1007
Mechanical Devices, Use of, 839
Stock on Five Per Cent Basis, 1174t
Tariff, Constructii n of a. 584

Great Northern of England: "Locomotive Im-
provement" Classes, 10711

Green Bav iv Western a Class 1 Carrier. 311
"Green Caps" at Pennsylvania Station, 1253
Group Insurance for Officers; N. Y.. N. H. &

H.. 501
Growing Menace of Iliphwav Crossing. 36U
Guard Against Physically X'nscund Employees,

393. 1103
Gulf Coast Lines:

Annual Report. 480*
Shopmen's Strike. Settlement c f , 716, 761

H
Haggling Over Material Prices, 593t
Hall Three-Color Signals. 1251
Hamilton, T. A., Pics.dent l.-'".. N.. 811'
Handling L. C. L. Freight (Sec Freight)
Harbor Railway Terminals. Montreal: Electrifica-

tion. 443
Harding, President (See President)
Harrisburg, Pa., Bridge at; P. & R., 1035''

Hauling Unnecessary Dead Weight, 185t
Ilayden, (Tliarles: ftock Island's Seventieth An-

niversary. 734t. 737'
llcidhouse. Chicapo Union Station, 593t, 599*
Headlight Meets Headlight, When, 703, 784t
Headlight I'nils. Design of, 31*
Health of Employees, 393, 1103
Heating Devices, Electric, 2t
Heavy Electric Tracticn (See Electrification)
Heavy Lo.iding rf Steel Products, 1018
Herbert, J. St.. Death of, 293*
Heavy Electric Traction. 639t
Hctch-Hetchv Railroad: Motor Car, 1012*
Higgins, J. AV.. Before Labor Board, 476
llighw.iy Crossings (See also Crossings):

Menace. The Growing, 361t
Protection, L, S. Brach on, 859
Protection, Ntvel Form of, C. & N. W.,

112*
Protection, Theory and Practice, 636t, 641*
Rules in III nois. 623
Signals. Standard. 95t

Highway Problem. The. 128. 760. 778t, 970t,
991. I0S2 (Expenditures), 1222t. 1249

Hill Roads Oppose Consolidation, 1007
Mines. W. D.: Consididalion of Hill Lines, 1007
Hire of Equipment, 969t
Hog Feeder, McGarvey's; C. M. & St, P.. 1006*
Holden. Hal-: ( ousolidation of Hill Lines, 10t)9
Holiday Travel, 80, 1253
Holland: Market for American Ties. 487
Holt, T.. on Signaling Terminals, 896*, I176t*
H....|,rr. It.-, W :

r Western Railway Club. 1195
' 905

Coal I n. 195, 261, 297. 330,
37.1 715( l..r . ( .np.ict. 1065

ly.. 89')

. 510
II rv, 958
II y R.iilwBv Ex-

House nf Representatives:
Appr.i.n.iiu.n f. r I. C. C. for Service and

Safrl.

Bill u.
n. 566

Seven Regional I. C. C.'».

Mileise P. k Mill Pa.sse<l. 76
Houston. CrossioK Collision »I, 874t. 906
Houston. Fjist >V West Twin: Collisi,

Ifumble, 11.^7. 1208"

How Much Surprise Testing Do You Do? 1118t
How to Get at the Inside of a Railroad Payroll,

1094*
How to Get New Railroads Built, 1072t
Hudson B.iy. Railroad to; T. & N. O., 925*

Human Element (See Personnel)
Human Problems in Industry, 977, I220t
Human Problems in Mechanical Department.

1074t, 1097, 1119t
Human Versus Machine Flagman, 825t, 835
Humble. Texas. Collision .it, 1157, 1208*
Hungary: Loci motives, 585

Ice Transported in 1921; D.. L. & W., 1081
If Wc Do Not Produce We Shall Starve to

Death, 922t. 927
Illinois Central:

Coal, Co-operation in Movement of, 669
Dollar, the 1921, 292
Electrification. 665. 734t. 743*
Facilities. More Intcns vc Use of. 1252
Fire in Council Bluffs Roundhouse. 813
Improves Line near Chicago. 1123*
Motion Pictures en Train. 120
"No Exception" Month, 354
Pension Rights Restored. 906
Public. Pleasing the. 552t
Public Relations Advertising. 967t
Reweighing. Conserves bv, 264
Strike Issue. Appe.il on. 38
Shovels. Large Purchaser of. 173
Tests of Ton-Mile Cost. 1118t. 1145*
Water Supply Development, 333*

Illinois, Highway' Crossing Rules in, 623
Immigraticn Law. R. B. A. on, 937
Impact Loads on Track Bolts. TesU to Deter-

mine: P. & R.. 277*. 353
Important Problems Before Mechanical Division.

968t
Imprisonment (See Employee)
Improvement District. Mi (Tat Tunnel, 571*, 1062
Iniprovement Program—Selecting the Work. 231t
Improvement Progr.-im: D. & R. G. W.. 1308
Imprrvement Program: St. L. S.-W.. 1061
Improvement Program—Starting Early, 922t,

I030t
Improvements (See also Construction, New):

Physical Property. 1029t
Improving Emplovee 'Rclati. ns. 874t, 893, 1033t,

1079 (Roy V. Wright on)
Improving Train Service Morale. 547t
Inadequate F.acilities. 883. 899. 1002, 1183
Inbreeding. Railroads Suffer From. 682t
Incentive for Fuel Eernomy. An. 406t
Increase in Railroad Stockholders. 635t
Increase Miles Per Hour by Decreasing Delays.

lllSt. 1145''

Increase the Car Loading, 594t, 681t, 777t
1218t

Increasing Car Jlileage, 494t. 545t, 546t, 593t
684t

Increasing Ton-Miles Per Locomctive, 493t. 545t,

684t
Increasing Track Capacity, 1071t

India:
British Concern to Build Locomotives, 819
Electrification .it Bombay, 130
locomotives. Standard Designs for, 299*
Railways to Buy Equipment, 446

Indin Enginehouse; S. P., 93t, 105*
Industrial Section of Stockton, W. P.. 578*
Industrial Works: Crane: V rginian, 1000*
Industry, llum.in Problems of, 977, 1097, 1119t
Inefficiency on the Railroa.ls, What Causes, 455t,

640t
Tufortnation Bure.iu. Work of. 1135
Iiigcrsoll Rand .-\ir Cr mprcssors. 1105*
Injunction .'\gainst .Shopmen. D.-iugberty, 4531,

469*. 507, 509. 560, 611, 718. 768, 816
liijuncli.m Decree Reversed; Pennsylvania, 193
Inspection:

Appropriation for I. C. C, 566. 623. 761
Cars; B. & O., 329
Locomotive, 281, 345, 42S (1. C. C. Report).

566, 623, 761

Institute a Signaling Investigation, 874t, 1078t
Institute. Nation.il Transportation, 29, 1120t.

1131
Institution of Civil Engineers: Vacuum Brake

Tests. 322t
Instructing and Pleasing the Public. 552t
In Summer Prepare for Winter. 232t
Insnr.mcc and Firr Prevenlion. 739, 799, 905
Insurance. Group; N. V.. N. H. & H.. 501
(nterix rough Rapid Transit Company: Surprise

. Testing, lllHt
Interchange Connections, CTinrI of; M. K. & T.,

287*
Interchangeablo Mileage Ticket Investigation, 76,

445. (.1.1. hixK '''. "50
International !t Gre.it Northern:

Crossing Collision at Houston. 874t. 906
Master's Report in Suit Against Pierce Oil

Corporation. 670
Officers. New. 811*

International-Great Northern Purchascil by S(.
L.S. F^ II74t. 1111*

International General Electric Crmpany: Electri-
fication of Mexican Riiilway, 937*

International Motor Truck Company: Motor
Bus; Northern Pacific. 218

International Railway Congress:
Design of Passenger Terminals. 429*
Language Problem. 141t. 144t

International Railway Fuel Association:
Locomotive Fuel, the Life Blood of Trans-

portation. 387*
Tonnage and Speed on Fuel Ci nsuraption.

Effect of, 71'

Internaticnal Railway General Foremen's Asso-
ciation: .\nnual Convention. 35. 50t

International Sleeping Cars, 1137*
International Union of Railways. 921t
Interstate Commerce Commission:

Accident Bulletin No. 82—Annual Report,
1921. 637t, 652

-Xccident Investigations, Quarterly Summary
of, 669. 1239

.\ccidcnt Record. Quarterly. 79, 669
Accident Rei>orts:

-Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe at. East Fort
Madison. 454t

-•Vtlantic City Railroad at Winslow Junc-
tion, 547t, 584

Houston, Texas. Crossing at. 874t, 906
Michigan Central at Gary. 505
Missouri Pacific at Sulphur Springs, 938
Missouri Pacific near Leeds, 31 7t. 328,

366t
Air Brake Hearings. 906. 1157
Annual Report, 1089, 1135
-Appropriation for Additional Service and

Safety Inspection, 566, 623, 761
-Xutomt'bile Industry. Cars for. 625
Bill to Protect .\gainst Influence. A, 1252
Block Signal Statistics for 1921, 336
Busy Commission, A. 1018
Car Distribution. Declines to Take Charge

(f, 887
Coal Car Distribution Rules, 148. 195, 261,

297. 330. 959
Co.il Priority Bill Passed. 437. 461. 502, 556
Coal. Warns .\gainst Confiscating, 332
Cinsolidation Hearings, 768, 1007 (Hill

Roads Object), 1164, 1173t
Cooperation. C. C. McCliord on, 1001
Equipment, Investigation Ctncerning, 1235
Express Rates. Increase .Asked in. 862
Express Rates. Investigation of. 129, 1018
Freight Commodity Statistics. 40. 673. 1210
General Railroad Contingent Fund. 984
Grain Rate Case. Western. 534. 1164
Investigation of Expenditures for Mainte-

nance of Equipment .Asked, 1253
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, Conference

in Help for, 82, 128. 131. 173, 218, 327
Labor Division Proposed. 1149
Leasing of Lands to Shippers, 911
Locomotive Inspection. 281, 345, 428 (Re-

port on). 566. 623. 761
Members Reappointed. 1211
Mileage Ei ok Investigation. Interchangeable,

76. 445. 613. 638t. f.57. 959
New Vrrk rerminal Plan, 1205
Operating Expense Classification, Proposed

Revision of. 50}. 143t. 365t. 457J
OMfatine Statistics (See Operating)
Ortinn Wants More Railroads. 950. 1072t
Pooling of ( ars Proposed. 256. 1019
Pullman Rates Reasonable. 618
Regional Commissions Proposed. 1107
Revenues and Expenses (See Revenues)
San.I and Gravel Producers Want More Cars.

595t. 605
Securities. Application to Issue, 271, 761, 846
.Securities. Competitive Ridding on. 846
Senator Capper .Asks Repi rt on Excess

Earnings. 115"
Southern Pacific Appliciti. n to Retain Con

trol of Central Pacific. 758. 797, SIS, 891
960, 987', 1059. 1087. 1151. 1209

Southern P.icific .\sk5 Modification of Train
Control Order. 4,><3. 813. 818

Valuation (See Valuation)
Wage Statistics. April. 121; Mav, 354; June,

484: July. "17; August. 958; September.
1107

Interstate Commerce Conim ssion Rulings:
Automatic Stop Specifications, Permissive

Feature Omitted from, 51 f. 93t. 186t.
l8St. 236t

Automatic Train Control Order Modified.
81J, 1106. 1157

Boston Switching Rales. 130, 337*
C^nr Rental Charge, 1019
Contract for Exchange of Materials; N. Y.

C. & St. L. and L. E. & W.. 112
Cotton. Emergency Fourth Section Order

for, 771
Directors, Common. 359
Er)uipment Renewals. Accounting for, 253
Foreign (" mmercc Order No. 5, 534
Fourth .Section as .Amended—Transconli-

nental Rates. 939
lojnt Rat.-s. Cancellat on of. 129
K. C. M. & O., Increased Divisions for, 327,

670
Livestock Rates. 219
Outside Contract Repairs. 28
Pennsylvania Lease of Panhandle, 139t, 159
Rales, ExI-akc Ore, 258
Rales to Pacific Coast, 939
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Intcriiatc r..mm*rre Cmrrmit^i'm fCcntinvrd):

r4t, 10781
. H. John

1>. T. » I.. 1015
,.. 801

•'1. V5I

' Aulonulic Tr»in Contr. 1 Toll. 585
ConMlidalion o( Kailwavf ('• luidcrni, 1211

Govrmmrtii Own«r»bip Rtcommrnded, 1020.

lllMt
\V»«r» lo Slay l>, 585

Iron ana Steel, Rcnortt on. 33

It Depend* I'lHin Who«- Ox It Beinn Gored. 7"8t

J

Tmckmm Shop>, Schedule Sytiem at; Michigan
Central. 969t. W3'

Japan:
Etc England, 220
k:.

K.. !
Jersey < .mehouse at. 877*

Jewell, l; M
Car bupply, HO
Conference with Ijibor Board Member* on

Strikes. 103, 161, 187t. 205
Executives' Vote on Strike, 368
Injunction Against Shopmen. 470
Tele|ir,im to T. UeWitl Cuylcr on Strike

Issue, 13, 53 „ .,

WilUrd lewell Agreement with Shop Strik-

er-, 503, 548t, 567, 004, 649. 714

Johnson, C. O. : "Vcri Direct" Method of Load-

ing FreiKhl; Erie. 10.'7t. 1053"

Johnston. W. II.. Ask Investigation of Strike tx-

j«enditures. 1J53

Joint Bureau of Research. A. 2361

Joint Commission^ o_f_^AgnculturaI Inquiry. Re-

iscusscs
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Ijibor Tni'Ts (Cimlinmftll

iK)rt of. 96t, 97t. 107

Joint Sew Enslan.l Railroail Committee D
Ci nsolidaiion, 959

Joint
Rales, I. C. C. Ruling on, 129

uncau, C. G., on Education, 41
une Earnings Statements, 232t, 273t, 304

K
KankakeeMalteson Improvements; I. I".. 1123*

Kansas Ciiv. Mexico & Orient:

I. r. C. Conference on Help for. 82. 128,

131. 173. 21S ...
I. C. C. Orders Increase in Divisions. 327,

67U (Restraining Order)
Stale Control L'rgcd for. 353

Kansas City. Mo., lollision at. 120

Kansas City Sectional O mmiliee Meeting. Signal

Scctl. n, A. R. A.: Highway Crossing Protec-

tion. 636t, 641*

Keep ( ar» Out of Yards, 546t, 874t
Keep Iiilivi.lual Car M. ving, 684t

Kell'KK .Mun Protection Dili, 443

Kcmlruk. I. \V.. Chairman f.G. N., 811*

Kerr \iiilr. w; Automatic Train Control Tests in

Ir.l.in.l, 585
Kinds of 1 "ion I-eadershin. Two. 496t ^
Knife and 1 ork Club of Kansas City: Secretary

Wiillace in the Tarmers and Strikes, 789

Kruttschnitl. Julius: Soulliern Pacitic Asks to Re-

tain Central Pacilic, 990*

1-ibor (See .ilso Employee; also Railroad Labijr

Bnard; also Lab< r Unions; alto Personnel;

also Shipmen'a Strike):
Arbilratioii or Anarchy' 320t
A.hilrMor, Need for Final, 5981. 784t
lltilish Xleth. ds. 637f. (,«5t. 7H(lt, 961. 1071

1

Echcie. ..f the Recent Strike. 1034t
Educational Methods. 31'n. 363»

Kiiliuuir andljlior I'rolilems. The. 1193

1 .eiuh Railway Act Revised. 961

(iovcrtillirnt Interference in Disputes, 886

Hooper, Hen W.. on. VUS. 1195

I. C. C. Division Pro,».»rd, 1H9
Opportunity to .Manage a ki ail. 598t
Organized. B. A, Worihiiiglon on, 922t, 927

Oriiani/ed Lalx.r"s Scn.e of Responsibdity.

oust
Problem. Dealing with the. 828t. 1032t
Strikes (See Shopmen's Strike; also Coal

Strike)
Union (Sec Ijibor Unions)

Labor Iloaid (Sec Railn ad Lalxir Board)

LaN,r Day Traffic, 473
Labor Organizations (See l.alior Unions)
Labor Problem (See Labor)
Uibor Provisions of rriinsiiortallon Act, 50t, 51

1

Ubor Review: Editor Sentence.1, 580
L.ibor Saving Equipment, 273t, 362t, 748, 997

Labor Uni. iis:

,\malcamating, Plana for, 1157
"IligVour" No Longer Exists, 717, 1015

Britain Succeeds, 637t, 685t
llrotherhoo<ls' Bank, 173, 1205

M .

for, 112

strike, I87t
.nd Bnlain, 780t

^ I, N Ml, 496t
'.7«

;;2. 526, 580. 906, 1104

jtor)
ct for Exchange of

.Xpplication

Ijnd rontraet; Northern Pacilic, 1061

Und. I c.i..,l Rental . n. 740
Lang 1 the Intemaiiojul Railway

t. 144t
Lar^r ,tc.. 120
I nrifr - :n History, 829t
l.Ti!,.: i;..:;.>..v .Mail Terminal. 1106
I -,1.',;. W I : "Living Wage" Principle. 423, 476
l.j.w. Ne.»,' J64, 1250
l_imcr» Rclleclions on the Recapture Clause, A.

410t
Ijviiig Dust for Passenger Trains, 760
I. r I Pr '.tnn (See Freight)

1032t
: Unions)
.n. 740

: . Shippefs, I. C. C. Report
in. 'M 1

lectures to Employees, 1071t
Lee. Elisha: Pennsylvania Contemplates Improve-

ments at Norfolk, 842
Lee, W. G.: "Big Four'' No Longer Exists, 717

Leeds Forge Company, Ltd.; International Sleep-

ing Cnrs, 1137*
Leeds, Mo.. Collisi. n, 317t, 328, 366t

Legal Decisions;
Alabama Cattle Guard Statute, 1254
.\ntiTrust Act, Alleged Overcharge Not Re-

c.verabic Under, 1108
Allorney's Fees in Nebraska, 1065
llaecaKi- Regulations. I'. S. R. A.. 1108
far-. Failure to Furnish, 1254
Central of New lersey vs. Colonial Ice Cream
Company. 825t. 842

Channel Under a Bridge, 720
Charge for Parking Showman s Cars Valid,

41
Co:d Spur—Right of Eminent Domain, 41

O nsiijnec. .Vgent of Shipiier, Liable for De-

ficiencv in Freight Through It. 1... 1254
DaiiRhertv Injunction Sustained. 611. 718
Delav Due to Strikes, 720
Disciiiiiiuance of Branch Line, 720
Fnii'l<»vment in Interstate Commerce, 535
Excessive Verdict, 485
Explosion of Powder, 1211
Federal Emplovers' Lialiility Act. 130. 720
l-ireiii.in's Primary Duty. XI9
Indiana Statute Requiring Settlement of

I)ainaRe Claims, 1211
Injuries to Employees, 1165
Injuries to Passengers. 446. 720. 1165
Injurv to B.y Climbing Bridge. 1108
"Interstate .Shipment" Within Federal Ijir-

cenv Status. 720
I.an.l Condemned, Ownership of. 1254
Lan.l (".rants; S. P., 130
Live Sti ck. Damages to. 720
leading Services, No Reparation to Ship-

l>crs for, 863
l>is Angeles Terminal C-isc, 1254

M. & N. A. Strikers Lose Rights, 1205
.Minnesota Commission's Order for Union

Stations, 911
Miniiesita Statute Regul.ating Car Repair

Shops, 911
Minnesota Suits Dismissed— I. C. C. Order

Increasing Rales for Intrastate Transporta-

li. II, 771
Mistellancous, 41, 82, 220. 311, 446, 485, 626,

674. 720. 863. 911. 1108
MolTat Tunnel Act. 1062
Obstmciion of River by Piles. 1108
Pennsylvania Injunction Decree Reversed,

193
Placing I'reight Cars so as to Obstruct View

of Crossing, 960
, , ,

Rates, Combination of Interstate and Local

Rates to Defeat Through; B. & O. S.-W.
1019

Right lo Use Other Railroad's Right of Way
Inellliles Right In Inslnll Siding, 720

Southern Pacilic Control of Central Pacific

Severeil, 535. 758, 797. 891, 960. 987*

Spur Track llebl Ifnnecessary. 41
Stoppage of Train. Sudden, 1019
I'.iriif. Cnsiruction of a, 584
Taxes In Nebraska. 1251

Cla 20
Trailer Car N« t an .\ppurteiiancc Within

Holler Insiieclion .\cl, 1211
V'aluaiion of Capital Slock for Taxation, 82

Warning Against Flood, 485
Work Contracted Under Federal Control,

1254
Lrgislilion (See also Transportation Act; also

Hill I :

Klections, Effect of the, 920t, 946
New l.;i»s Enacted, 264, 1250
Promised. 976, 1063

I ehigh & New England: Locomotive, Consolida-

tion, 1197*

\ SI

lib Employees' Aaaocsation, 464
', 79
I, 1 107

aim Plant at: a M.
„ . - - , 5-151, 57

3

•

Uasons of 1920, Remember the, 452t
l.eit We Forget. 319t
Lettering^of Freight Cars. 1217t. 1124t
Life of Equipment, Prolonging the, 317t
Like F-guies Should Agree, ll73t, 1218t
Lima L.K:omotive Works:

Financial Plan. 44
Mikado; Michigan ( enlral. 171*. 231t. 411*

Une Wire Cr. ssincs. 173. 274t
Liner for (irain Cars. 394*

List of Salaries of Railroad Officers. 1201, 1227
"Living Wage" Principle, 423, 476, 668. 716,

741 (Decision), 837, 905 (Ben W. Hooper
on)

Load Awaiting Everv Car, 1218t
leading (See also Car Loading)
L-ading Freight, "Veri-Direct" Method of; Eri*.

I027t. 1053*
leading Blocks. Gier's Automobile. 698*
Loadings. Locomotive, for Bridges, 484
Loans Repaid to War Finance Corp., 768
Local Freight Agents' Public Service, 27
Locomotive:

Bad Order Situation, 282. 408t. 473
Bo. sier. Dvnamometer Tests of. 511*
B.«>ster. Tender; D. & H.. 139t. 145*
Cab. Divided; C. M. & St. P.. 668
Cons..llclalion; L. & N. E., 1197*
Cost of Operation. 901
Cranes for Shops; D. T. & I., 662*
Detcri..rali. n Since July 1. 345
llcvelopment. .\ Logical Step in. I39t
Drafting. Mechanical, 1099*
Electric:

Buenos Aires & Western, 375*
French-Built, 1211
Metropolitan Railwav, England, 198*
Mexican Railwav, 937*
Norfolk & Western. 664*
Ntrth Eastern Railwav. 212*
Paris Orleans Railr. ad, 803
Wheel .\rrangemcnt. 140t

French Records tor Weight Per LocomotiTe
Horsepower. 617*

Fuel Consumption, Effect of Tonnage and
S,K:ed on. 71*

Fuel, the Life Blood. 387*
Gasolinellvdraulic Switching. 323*
Celling Most Out of. 6K4t
Hc-idliRht Units. Design of, 31*
lle.adlit.bls .and Crilisi. ns. 703
Incrcaslni; Ton-Miles. 493t, 545t. 684t,
India. Standard Desisns for, 299*
Inspccii.n. 281, 345, 428 (I. C. C. Report).

566, 623, 761
Loadings for Railway Bridges, 484
Ljungstrom Turbine-Driven, 561*
Xlikado; Miclilcan Central. 171*. 231t, 411*
Mountain Tvpe No. 7,000, Performance of;

Union Pacific. 687*
OilBurning. Operation of. 949
Orders in June. 140t; July, 234t; August,

407t- September. 452t. 54(.t. 732; October,
779t. 876t; November. 1073t

Pacific Type; A. C. L.. 947*
Pac fie Tvpe; Paris. Lvons & Med.. 617*
P.wer. Pr. blcm of. 497t
Reverse Gear. All-Service. 1051*
Runs. L..n|!. T. E. A. Discusses, 901
Sprinkler for Laying Dust, 760*
Starter, Street, 858*
Stoker, du Pont-Simplcx, 809*
Stoker, Elvin. 216*
Stoker Firing. 902
Turn-Around Service, 493t

Locomotive Enpinemcn, Employing, 942
"Locomotive Improvement" Classes, 1071

1

.Locomotive Inspecti. n Bureau, Rci>. rl of. 1>)92

I-oconiolivc Repair Shops at Albuquerque; A. T.

& S. Fe, 237
•

Logan. Mo.. Collision, 217
Logical Step in Locomotive Development. 139t
London & N. rib Western: Employees Asked for

Suj(ge 176
London *icliool of Economics: Training Railway

Emplovecs. 681t
I.ong Distance Telephone Circuits. 1217t
Ixjng Engine Runs. 901

Long Island;
Committee on Public Relations. 174, 527
Electric Service. 602*. 1013
Veteran Employees' .\ss. elation. S2I

Looking Ahead. 363t. 409t
Loree. T. F.; Labor Unions. 670
Lo. Angeles Termln.il Case. 1254
Loss anil Damage (See Claims)
Uist Opporlunity. .\, 546t
l^iulsliiiia & North West Changed from a Lia-

blllly lo an Asset. 666*

l..)uisvillc & N.ishvillc:

.•\greement with Shopmen, 821
Cial Movc.1 Under Difficulties, 55lt, 557*

R.a.li..ph,ines on Passenger Trains, 580
Veterans Receive Medals, 217

I ovett Robert S.: Southern Pacific-Central

Pacific Hearing. 1151

Lowell Public Warehouse Company. Inc.: Ad-
vertisement Regarding B. vV M.. 733t

Low-Voltage Switch M.achines; N. V.. N. IT. *
H.. 231t. 251*
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[Illustrated articles are indicated thus* ; Editorials thusf; Letters to Editor tliust-]

Loyalty nuring Shopm;n's Strike. 537. 552t. 736t
Ljungstrom Turbine-Driven Locomotive. 561*
Lumber (See also Ties and Timber): Standardiza-

tion. 1121t
Lump Buvinc of Machine Tm Is. 778t

M
Mace, B. S.: Fireproof Vaults, 799, 875t
Machine Tools:

Constructive Program. A. 826t
Cost of Selling. 93t. 735t
Engineering Service of Manufacturers, 035t
Handicap of Poor. 4n(>t

Modern Methrds. 361t. 406t. 494t
Prices and Purchasing Policy. 546T, 593t.

733t. T/St. 1027t
S.-cond-Hand. Buying. 1027T
Tool Committees. Back Up. 49t

Machinery. Antiquated. I'se of. 494t
Machinery, Developing. 495t
^lagazines and Pennsylvania Newspapers, 79.

733t, "54
Magazines. Employees", 783*. 1033t
Mail:

Christmas. No Congestion of. 1210
Cost, To Ascertain. 218
Effect of Strike on. 671
Terminal. Largest, in Chicago, 1106

Maine Holds Hearing on Consolidaticn Proposals,

173
Afaintenance of Equii>ment:

Air Brakes. 1004
Emplovecs' Association. Agreement with;

L. v.. 664
Expenditures. Asks Investigation of, 1253
Headlights, Dcsifn of. 31'
Oil-Burning Locomotives, 949

Maintenance of Wav:
Retrenchment After Shopmen's Strike, 594T
Roadmasters Hold Annual Convention, 995
Starting Work Early. 922t. 1030t
Tracks near Passenger Stations, 317t

Maintenance of Wav Employees:
Education of Trackmen; C. N. S. & M.,

Labor Board Hearings on Demand for Mini-
mum Rate, 423, 476, 668, 716, 741 (De-
cision), 837, 905

New Rules for, 1199
Strike Called Off. 55, 57, 205
Wage Increases; Pennsylvania, 1157

"Main Tracker" Here to Stay, 1072t. 1117t
"Main Tracker," The; B. & O., 329, 494t
Make Evcrv Dollar Count. I218t
Make Hav AVhile Sun Shines, 594t
Make It a Real Convention. 919t
Making a Track Capacity Study, 1071t
Making Friends f. r the Railways. 1075t, 1171t
Managements and the Men. 319t, 363t, 407t,

455t. 495t. 598{, 640t, 682t, 7S3t, 874T,
8<>3. 10331. lO/SJ. 1079, 1097, 1221t

Man-Failure Accidents. 1 103
Manufacture of Cars in 1921, 908
Manufacturers' Flngineering Service, 635t
Marine Borers Invade Atlantic Harbors, 452t,

483 (New York), 1071t. 1083*
Markham. C, H. (See Illinois' Central)
Martin, Winthrop, on Railroad Morale, 922t, 929,

Maryland & Pennsylvania: Motor and Trailer

Car. Russell. 943*

Masks for Tunnels. 485
Master's Report Favors I. & G. N. in Suit Against

Pierce Oil Corp., 670
Material Pr cos. HaRgling Over. 593t
Materials. Piece meal Ordering of. 232t
Matter of Statistics, The, 50f, 143t
Maltese n-Kankakec Improvements; I. C, 1123*
MrChnr.l. C. C. on Co-opcr.ition. 1001
NIrf li'ird. C, C, on Locomotive Deterioration

Since July 1, 1922. 345
Mcr,ar>-ey'9 Ilog Feeder: C. M. & St. P., 1006*
McGonagle, W. A.: Consolidation of Hill Lines.

lOU
Mr.iI'v.v. I ;,," <;;rna1ing; D. L. & W., 785*.

V ..,\ Public. 920t
r- Ihe Smaller, 681t
"

:

( Sec .\merican Railway
mical Division)

• tr..l, 807
I . T(H.l Program. 826

1

ilu. '.-41. 1097. 1119t
Mar ion of. 733t
Scv. 'It

M , 111 1 teasury Department, Use

\\ ; in (See American Railway As-

'•Driven Car;

Peona., 371

''Message Exchange," Grand Central Terminal,
218. 1253

Methods for Taxation of Railroads. 740 '

Methods of Making Tie Renewals. 996
Metropolitan Railway. England: Electric Locomo-

tives Rebuilt. 198*
Mexican National (See National Railways)
Mexican Railway; Electrification, 721. 937*
Mexico:

K. C. M. & O. in Trouble. 131. 173, 218
Railroad Notes, 312, 721

Michigan Central:
Accident at Gary. 392*. 422. 505
Automobile Loadings. 580
Locomotive 8.000. Mikado. 171*. 231t, 411*
Schedule System at Jackson. 969t. 973*

Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company Acquired by
Bethlehem Steel Corp., 1067

Mikado (See Ixcomollve)
Mileage by Gages, 1234
Mileage Book Bill Passed, 76. 445, 613 (I. C. C.

Hearing). 63St. 657. 959
Mileage, Increasing Car, 494t, 545t, 546t, 593t,

6S4t, 874+. I02St
Mileage Operated by Block Signals. 336
Militant Safety Campaigners. 93t
Minneapolis & St. Louis: Union. New, 526
Minneapolis. St. Paul & S,iult Ste. Marie:

.\ccident near Annandale. 353, 361t

.Accident near Thorpe. Wise. 1205
Minnesota Forests. Fire Risk in, 584
Missouri: County Scats Without Railroads, 217
Misouri & North Arkansas:

Bridge Damaged by Fire. 79
Service Resumed. 906
Strkcrs Lose all Rights, 1205

Missouri. Kansas & Texas:
Associ.iiion of Metal Craft and Car Depart-
ment Employees, 906

(Tliart of Interchange Connections, 287*
Schaff, C. E., .*\sks Federal Protection from

Virlence During Shopmen's Strike, 164
Missouri Pacific:

-Accident at Sulpher Springs. 287*. 318t, 366t

Accident near Leeds. 317t. 328, 366t
Annual Report, 113. 136
Stove. Pyropad Roundhouse, 1140*
\'an Nov Contracts, to Terminate, 668

Modern Industry (See Imlustrv^
Modern Machine Methods. 3hit. 406t, 494t
Moffat Tunnel; D. & S. L., 571* 1062, 1139
Mojave, Calif., Enginehouse; S. P., 93t, 105*
^^oncton Yard ; Canadian National. 463*
Mcnce Cut; Illinois Central. 1123*
Money to Employees. Talk. 4*. 322t
Money Saved bv Using Form 19. 406t
Money Talks. 121 7t
Montreal Harbor Railway. Electrification of, 443
Monthly and Annual Reports. 777t. 830t. 875t.

922+. 969t. 102St. 10-2t, 1173t. 12181
Monthly Earnings Reports (See also Revenues

and Expenses)
Morale of Train Men. 493t. 547t
Morale. A Shipper Comments on. 922t, 929,

I122t
Morale, Essentials of, 998
Morris Canal Abandoned; L. V.. 1107
Motion Pictures on Moving Train; Illinois Cen-

tral. 120
Motor Age. President Harding on. 1150
Motor Bus Line Authorized in New York State.

Motor Bus Problem, 1O03
Motor Cars:

Australia. Victoria Railways of. 446. 522'
Chicago Great Western. 581 *, 624
Dead Weight. Hauling Unnecessary, I85t
Edwards Gasoline; B. & O.. 170*

1 Edwards Gasoline: C. B. & Q., 352*
Hetch-Hclchv Railroad, 1012*
Northern Pacific. 218
New York Railroad Club Discusses, 17*
Roadmasters' Report on. 999
Russell; MarvLand & Pennsvlvania, 943'
Unit; Canadian National. 711*
Victorian Railways. .Australia, 446

Motor Trucks:
Compeiitiin. 128, 760, 778t. 970t, 991, 1082,

I222t. 1249
Direct Freight Delivery. 514
Kuykendall. E. V.. on. 1003
L. C- L. Problem, 97nt. 991
Wreck of Soo Line Train at Annandale,

Minn.. 353, 361

1

Motor Vehicle Revenues and Highway Expendi-
tures, I08J

Mott, Dr., John R., on the Railroad Y. M. C. A..
115

Multiple Unit Train; N. Y. W. v"k B., 1013"
Muscatine. Burlington & Southern: Foreclosure

Suit, 218

National Association of Owners of Railroad Se
curities. Inc.:

Car Pool Proposed. 256, 1019
Distribution of Car Ownership, 1229*

Nation.il Association of Railway and Utilities
Commissioners: Annual Convention, 926,
1001, 1042

National .Association of Sand and Gravel Pio-
ducers; Cars Wanted, 595t, 6Ci5

National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Under-
writers: Automobile '.Accident Prevention
Campaign, 79

National Coal Association, 959
National Conference of Business Paper Editors:

Transportation Situation and the Farmer,
731t, 757

National Election (See Election)
National Exposition of Chemical Industries:

Standardization, N. F. Ilarriman on, 1194
-Vational Foreign Trade Council Extends Trade

Advisor Service, 1061
National Industrial Conference Board:

Analysis of Employees' Wages, 62
Shop Wages 32 Per Cent Above Outside In-

dustries. J50
National Industrial Traffic League:

-Annual Meeting. 94S. .^81

Labor Board. Conclusions as to, 982
Shj^ppers _Urged to Support Railroads on

SOStrike Is5U_.
National Lock Wash

termine Imjinct
Company. Tests to De-
Loils Track Bali:

Economics for

Life Exposition:

National Personnel Association:
Employees, 825t. 860

National Railways if Mexico:
Accident at Gonzales, 623
Railroad Notes. 819, 961

National Research Council: Marine Borers In-
vade .Atlantic Harbors, 452t, 483, 1071t.
1083*

National Safety Council: Annual Meeting. 467
National Transportation Institute Proposed, 29,

1120+. 1131
National Travel and Out Doc

"Sell Recreation," 910
National Tube Co.: Car Loading. 1018
Natural Gas Gasoline. Transportation of. 35
Navigable Streams, Bridges Over, 636t, 640t
Nebraska. Unequal Taxes in. 1251
Need for Co-operative Research. 1221t
Need for Diplomatic .Apologies. 107St
Need fir Final Arbitrators. 598t, 784t
Need for Salesmanship in Transportation. 1027+.

1039. 1119f. 1133. 1223{
Needles Tie-l'p; A. T. &• S. Fe. 344. 345. 1205
Needs of Water Transportation. 636t. 640*
Net Railway Operating Income—Monthly and An-

nual Reports. 7/7t. 830t. S75t, 9"22t, 969t.
1028+. 1072+. Iirjt. I21S+

New Construction (See Construction, New)
New England Governors' Committee Discusses

Railroad Consolidation, 959, 1018
New England Lines:

Freight Car Ownership. 1232
Maine Holds Hearing on Consolidation Pro-

posals, 173
Shipper Advertises Boston & Maine, 733t

New Figures for Old. I21St
New Freight Cars in 1922, 1106
New Hampshire (See St.ate Commissions)
New Laws Enacted, 264. 1250
New Orleans. Fire at, 580
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico: .Annual Report.

480*
New Project (See Construction, New)
New Wes (Sec Railroad Labor Board)
New York Central:

Automatic Substation, 1058
Coal Handling at Ashtabula, 841*
Engine Terminal at SoU-av. I39t, 154*
Fire at Freight Terminal. 350*, 353
Locomotive 8.000; M. C. 171*. 231t, 411*
Pensions Paid. 580
Personnel Vice-President. S27t, 828t, I032t
Piece W. rk .at Elkhart, 1050
Safety Speech. "Canned." 121
Subway Floors Renewed. 199*
Ticket Frauds. 40
Tickets with Hat Checks. 78*
Train Control. Clifford; Erie. 1085
Trucks. Crane Type, 897*
W:iBo Contract with Trainmen and Conduc-

tors. 570
New York. Chicago & St. Ixiuis:

C. v<i O. .Acquisition. 1219t
Contract for Exchange of Materials. I. C. C.

Dismisses .Application for, 112
New York Citv:

Direct Freight Delivery, 514
Marine Borers Invade Harbor, 452t, 483.

1071 t. 1083*
"Message Exchange" at Grand Central Ter-

minal, 218, 1253
President Rea on R.ipid Transit. 1217t
Rate Hearings bv Trunk Line Association.

817
New A'ork Electrical Socictv: Armstrong. A. H.,

en Electrification. 12^9
New York. New Haven X Hartford:

Accident at Newport— Relief by Wig-Wag
Signals. 443

.Agreements with Enjtincmen's and Firemen's
Brotherhoods. 1106

Boston Switching Rates. 337*
Electrification. 1013
Footlvall Traffic. 1064
Gasoline Cars. Operation of, 20
Group Insurance for Officers, 501
Loss and Damage Payments. 1061
Shopmen's Organization. New, 372
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Fuel Savings, 35
Valualir.n, 118
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Perishable ImcikIu Servicr; R. F. & P.. 1045*
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Stop Sprcificitions, 51t, 93t, 186t. I88t.
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Personnel Association, National: Economics for
Employees, 825t, 860
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Perionael Department—Dealing with tho Labor

Problem. 828t
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Phot. . rise; Northern Pacific, 1851
Phv- I Paints, 689
Physi. . - f Employees, 393
Piece-mcai ..r.ie-iiiK. 232t
Piece Work Approved; N. Y. C, 1050
Pierce. Frederick: "Our Unconscious Mind."

J19t
Pierce oil Corporaton: I. & 0. N. Suit, 670
Pile Driving. /47
Pillars of the Organization, 35, 50t
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago 6; St. I»uis:

Lease by Pennsylvania, 139t. 159
Pittsburgh Fire; Pennsylvania, 474, 581
Pittsburgh. Improvements at; Pennsylvania,

1062
Plains. Kansas, Collision, 703, 784t
Plan f..r C.sil Distribution (See CoaD
Plumb. Glenn E., Death of. 264
Poland: Railroad Notes. 82
Pole Lines. Tclepriph Sicnal. It
Poles. Concrete Telegraph, 1141
Pooling of Cars Pr..p..seil. 256. 1019
Poor Tools Always a Handicap, 406t
Port Arthur, Grain Car Unloaders at; Canadian

Natiinal. 498*
Port of New V. rk Authority:

Direct Freight Del very, 514
1. C. r. to Hold Hearing. 1205

Portugal: Railr. ad Notes, 585
Post Office Department:

Christmas Mail, 1210
Cost of Handling Mail, 218
Effect of Strike on Mails, 671
Trains, Lale, 1210
Wooden Mail Cars. 669

Potato Business on the Pennsylvania, olO
Power (See also I-ixromoiive: also Electric

Powerl : Distribution of. 901
Power Driven Track Sweeper; P. R. R., 655*
Power Plant Economies. 546t
Power Plants. Recording Instruments in, 1218t
Power. Overcoming Shortage of. 317t. 493t, 497t
Power Reverse Gear, .MIServicc, 1051*
Premiums for Freight Train Employees; N. V.

C, 570
Prepare for Winter, 232t
Preservatirn (See Ties and Timber)
President Harding:

Address to Congress Dec. 8, 1149
Address In Congress en Coal and Railroad

Strikes, 362t, 379*
Cabinet Officers Discuss Transportation, 789
Coal Distribution Committee .\ppoir.ted, 197,

262
Coal Strike, Arbitration of, 118, 174
Emergency Authority Wanted, 435
Locom. live Inspection. 345. 428 (1. C. C.

Repi.rl). 556. 623. 761
Railroad V. M. C. A.
R. U. A. Letter i i

Transp*>rtalion Act.
Spens. C. E.. Appo

trihutnr. 019
Strike of Shopmen, 58. 103 (Proclamation),

14S. 162. 164, 187, 201', 23.n 243 (Plan
for Selllcmrntl, 275t. 276t. 279, 321t,
341, 362t. 379* (Address to C. n^ress),
435. 470 (Injunction Against Sh.jpmen),
509. 714 (Settlements)

Press, Receiving Representatives of, 373t
Price Fixing and Coinpelitive Bidding on Rail-

road Securities (jpposcd, 846

Prices (See also InsO :

Coal. Kill lo Control, 437, 4ol. 502. 556
Coal. Bituminous. 853
Coal—Cost lo Railnads, 971t
Commodities an.l Frtight Rales. 872t, 1219t
Freight Rates, Relation lo, 96t, 108, I2l9f
Machine To. Is. 546t. 593t, 733t, 778t
Piece meal Or.lering, 232t
Rail, A.lvancc in, 547t

Priority Bill Passed. Coal. 556
Priority Orders of I. C. C. 479. 576. 595t, 605.

77(1. 1018. 1164
Piivate Control. What British Railways llav*

Act'mplishc<l Since Returned 'o, 586
Problem of G.iod Will. 1220t
Problem of Railway Power. The. 497t
Problems Before llie .Mechanical Division, 968t
Pioclamation of President Harding on Shop*

men's Strike. 103. 148, 162, l64
Produce or Starve, 922t. 927
Program. Constructive Machine Tool. 826t
Programs for Second Track Construclloii, 12181
Prolonging the Life of Equipment, 317t
Proof of the Pud.ling, 274t

nted Federal Fuel Dis-
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[llluslratcd articles arc indicated thus*; Editorials Ihusj; Letters to liditor thus%.\

Proiwr Punctuation of Train Orders, 7771, 816

Prop.scd National Transpi.rtation Institute, 29,

1120t. 1131
Proposed Railroad Legislation, 9/6

Proposed Revision of Operating Expenses Classi-

fications. 50t, l-t3t. 363t, 45/

1

Prosperity in Steel and Lumber, 303

Protection, Fire (See Railway Kre)
Protection. Highway Crossing. 636t, 641

P R R V. M. C. A. Building and Loan Associa-

tion 1184
Public and the Coal Industry, 510, 551,

Public Opinim and Strikes, 452

1

Public Ownership Theory Denounced. 1001

^"^kcJ^^U^ .^:'''S<^f ^Situation, 920t,

Central of Georgia Entertains Business Men
in Shops. 813, 827t

Cornwell. J. J., on. 1144

f^.^'vW.hZf'^f^icf.'^l to Broaden

Scope of Work. 120.=;

Fanners. The, 96t, 97t. 107

Freight .Xgents as Promoters^. 2/

Highway Development, 1222t

Instructmg and Pleasing. 552t

Long Island Establishes tommittee, 174 5^/

Making Friends for the Railroads, 1075T,

"Message Exchange." 218, 1253

Radicals Elected to Congress 1025t

Receiving Representatives of Press, 875T

Semig Sense, American Railroads Lack,

1027t, 1039. 1119t. 1133 1223t

Service Accommodation and Claims, 1005

Shipper Advertises Boston & Maine 733t

Shipper Comments on Morale. A, 922t, 929,

Tr'an'sportation and Restrictive Regulation,

Public Re/ations Work (See Public Railways" Re-

Public Utilities Commission (See State)

Pullev, Axle. 898*

PuUnian ( ar; r. & N. \V., 1139

Pullman Car Tax in Wisconsin, 265

Pullman Company:
Annual Reprrt. 724

( ourtesv. Dchnition ol, 315

{^-f,s:fna^;^.;t^/;Fit|.6i8
Punctuation of Train Orders, /77t, 816

Purchases:

^^^LlrOrA:.f.\m. 234t. 407t, 452t.

546
Functions of Department of, S21

Machine Tools, 546t, 593t, /33t, 778T, 102/T

Paints, 2351
Piecemeal Ordering, 232

1

Kight-of Way, 739

Shop Machinery, It

Shovels; Illinois Central 173

Stability, R. B. A. Resolution on, 937

Tool Steel, 921t _, -,,
Purchases and Stores Department, The, 5-1.

Purchal?ng*Agency of Short Line Association,

1209
Purchasing Agents, A Word to It

P>rop.ld Koundhoii'^r Stove. 1140

Quality Rather Than Quanli y, 874t

Question for the Signal Engineer, A, 735J, 7831

Huestionnaire on Employee Tjelations, 1079

Questionnares Coneerning h.|.i.pnieiil, 1235

Kad
Raili

Rail

calism More Dangerous to Public, 02St

r> Discussed by T. and T. Sectun, 1141

„ on Broadway Limited; P. R. «... 769

[iphoncs; L. & N., 580

British Revise Specifications, 386

Prirr. Adv.ince in, 547t
, ,

Ir.ia.l Admini.lr.ilion (See I'nited Stales)

Ir, -,.l ll..n.|> .1- Invritincnts. 801

1;:;;;;
;;..',' '|,„;, ,,,.1 l^,:,n Association, 938

1 . . 1 Sec Consolidation)
lire Prevention. 739

i.v President. 1149

i.ises, 1057

.,„., ,. The, 275t

"c'ont'raclinn, IS, 526, 718. 985. (Western
M.i-Nl.n.I). Iff.:

... .- ^n5_ ,,„
1109

Railroad Labor Board (ConliniieJ)

:

Hooper, B. \V.. Addresses Western Railway

Club, 1195
Hooper, B. W., on "Living Wage, 905
Inequalities in Telegraphers' Pay Removed,

130
, ,, .

"Living Wage" Principle and Maintenance
of Way Employees. 423, 476, 668, 716, 741

(Decision), 837, 905
M & M. A. Strikers Lose Rights, 1205

Nat. Ind. Traffic League on. 982
New Rules for M. of W. Men, 1199
Pennsylvania Injunction Decree, Court of

Appeals Reverses, 193
Pennsylvania's Representation Plan, 682T,

691'. 876t, 1015, 1061
Piece Work Approved; N. V. C. 1050
Signalmen Ask for Increases, 625

State Commissioners Report on, 1002

Strike of Shopmen (See also Shopmen s

Strike). 2t, 13', 49t, 51t, 53*, 94t, 98',

141t, 161. I87t, 205, 838, 985
Striking Shopmen Reopen Relations, 816

Testimony of:
Aronson. Jacob. 476
Fitzgerald, E. H., 1057
Grable, E. F.. 423
Higgins, j. W., 476
I^uek. \V. J., 423
McClces, E. J., 1057

Train Dispatchers' Rules, 670
Train Service Employees, Settlements with,

570. 656, 683t
Yardmasters, New Rules for, 756

Railroad Legislation (Sec Legislation)

Railroad .Morale (Sec Morale)
Railroad Payrolls. J. C, Owers on, 1094*

Railroad Power Plant Economics, 546T
Railroad Securities (See Securities).

Railroad Situation. Senator Capper on the, 923T
Railroad Situatim (Sec also Transportation)

Railroad Yardmasters of America: New Rules,

756
Railroad Y. M. C. A.: ^ ,

-Ada r. Ward W.. on Improving Employee
Kelalions. .S7-lt. 893

Fiftieth .\iinivcrsary, 115
P. R. R. Building and Loan Association, 1184

Railriads Lack Selling Sense, 1027t, 1039, 1119t,

1133, 1223t
Railroads Suffer From Inbreeding. 682T
Railway Acc'idcnts and Syphilis, 1103
R.-iilway Accounting Officers .Association: Sta-

tistical Rciiuircments, I. C. C, 50t
Kailicay Age, Pass -Along the, 409t
Railway & Locimoiivc Historical Society, 716

Railway Books Selected by Executives, 584

Railway Business Association:
Annual Dinner. 883, 937
Appointments. 1015 „ „
President IIarding_ Asked to Let Rate Pro-

visions Stand, 671

Railway Club of Pittsburgh: Design of Steel

Freight Car, 645
Railway Club Secretaries Meet, 173
Railway Construction (See Construction. New)
Railway Development, Decline in, 883
"Railway Engineering and Maintenance," 1208

Railway EiiuTpnient Manufacturers' -Association:

Exhibits, 850. 907
Railway Fire Protection Association: .Annual

Meeting. 745, 799, 875t, 905
Railway Mileage by Gages, 1234
Railway Operating Revenue (See Revenues)
Railway Real Estate .Association: Annual Meet-

ing. 739
. „ . .

Railway Service & Supply Corporation: Petition

in Court Against Labor Board, 1062

Railwav 'rreasury Officers' Association: Annual
MeelinR, 801, 839

. , .. c •

Railway's Part in Developing Labor Saving
Equipment. The, 2731, 362t

Raising^ Wapes, 407t
Rapid Transit, President Rea on, 121/t
R,ite Making Provisions of Transportation /\et.

671, 932. 10731
Rate of Return on Valuation. 769

Rate of Return (Sec also Transiwirlation Act)

Rates (See .ilso Passcnucr Fares):
American I-egion, Rales for, 494t
California Saved by Reduced Freight Rates,

625
Ccal Prices. <>71t
Commodity Prices. 872t, 12I9t
Denver & Salt 1,-ike, 81
England. R:dncti..iis in. 82. 221, r77t
F.xprcss. I. Marl in on, 1003
Express, I. C. C. Invesligali.m of, 129. 1018

Farmer and Freight Rates, 872t. 920t. 923t

Grain Rale Cise, Western. 534. 1164

I. C. C. Decision on Ex Lake iron Ore, 258

Joint R^v.. 1. C. r. Ruling on, 129

i^„„... . ... M-.:,.„ & Orient. I. C. C. Or-
.\.- nivisions for, 327, 670

Liv Hccision on. 219
Pri. ')7J, 108
Re.,n, , ... ,. o« /or, 1233
Re<lii<.l>..iii III ( .in.id.i. 81
RediKio.n- in i..:,! Britain, 82, 221, 777t
Reductions to Pacific Coast Denicil. 939
Reductions l'rge.1 l.y President, 1149
Service, Expedited. '>7Jt

Southern Pacific Reductions Allowed. 939

Rates tConlinued)

Stock Prices. 1025t
Transcontinental. I. C. C. Decision on. 939
Trunk Line Association, Hearings by. 817

Raven. Sir V. L. : Electric Locomotives. 140t
Rea. President, on Rapid Transit, 1217t
Reading (See Philadelphia & Reading)
Reading Rooms; A. T. & S. Fe. 640*
Real Estate Association Meets, /39
Real Issue in the Strike, 51

1

Recapitulation of Payrolls. 1094'

Recapture (See Transportation -Act)

Receivership of Louisiana & North West, 666*
Receiving Reprcscniatives of the Press, 875t
Reclamation of Grain Doors, 351
Recording Instruments in Power Plants, 12I8t
Records Made. Six New, 1172t
"Recreation, Sell," 910
Recruiting (See Shopmen's Strike)
Reduced Rates (See Rates; also Passenger Fares)
Reduced Tonnage Trains, Effect on Costs of;

Illinois lentral. 1118t. 1145'
Regan Automatic Train Control; C. R. I. & P.,

951

Refrigerator Cars; A.. T. & S. Fe.. 189-

Regional I. C. C.'s Bill to Create, 1107
Regional Newspapers; Pennsylvania, 733t, 754
Regions, Box Car Situation in, 755
Regulation (See Government Regulation)
Relation Between Train Load, Speed and Fuel

tonsumption, 71*
Relation of SvphUis to Railwav .-Vccidents, 1103
Relations of Transportation to -Agriculture, 96t.

97t. 107

Remember the Lessons of 1920, 452t
Remote Operation of Switches; N. Y., N. H. Sk

H., 231t, 251*
Rental on Leased Lands. 740

Repairs:

Billing for Foreign Cars, 816
Outside Contract, I. C. C. Report on, 28
Wisconsin Commission's Order, 911

Reparation Claims, Adjustment of. 949

Report of the Joint Commission of -Agricultuial

Inquiry, 96t, 97t, 107

Report on St. Louis Terminals, 63*
Report (See also names of associations)
Research. .-V loint Bureau of, 236t
Research. Need fir Co-Operative, 1221t
Reservoir. Bois; Illinois Central. 335*
Resolutions of R. B. A.. 937
Respirators and Masks for' Tunnels, 4S5
Responsibility for Threatened Coal Shortage.

J34t

Respun.sibility. Labor's Sense of. 685t
Revenue l-'reight Loaded (See Freight Car)

Revenues and Expenses:

D. T. & I..—.Net After Rents, 876t, 969t,
1028t, 1106

Monthly and Annual Reports, 1072t, 1173t,
1218t

Mcnthly Detailed Figures: May, 122; June,
232t, 273t, 304; Julv, 528; August, 762;
September, 826t, 876t. 952, 1022; October,
1158

>Mnhlv ReiKirts—Net Railway Operating
Tncome, 777t, S30t, 875t, 922t, 969 f,

i()2st. lO/Jt. ii;3t. ijist
.M.nthlv Summaries: May, 121. 174: hme.

354: 'Julv, 547t, 581; .\ugusl, 770; Sep-
tember, 907, 958; October. 1028t, 1208

Opcr.iting Revenue and How It Was Ex-
landed, 1918-1921, 650

Traffic nucluations. Effect of. 11

Reverse Gear. All Service. 1051*
Revision of Operating Expenses Classifications,

Proposed. 50t. 143t, 365t, 457J
Revision of Transiiortation .\ct, 1189
Uh.desia Wants Railways, 41
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac: Operating

Study, 1(145'

Kiga Railway Conference, 585
Right of-Wav, How to Buy, 739
River Rouge Repair Shop, Crane in; D. T. & I ,

662"

Rivet Culling, Electric, It
Roadmastcrs' and Mainlen,incc of Way .Associa-

tion: Annual Convention, 406t. 995, 1107

R.ihl)ery (See Train Robberies)
Robson. John: Ga.soline Switching Locomotive,

323'

Rock Island (See Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific)

Rolarv Club of Macon Entertained by Shopmen;
C. of G., 813. 827t

Roun.lliouse Stove, Pyropad, 1140'
Rules, New (Sec Railroad Labor Board)

Russia:

.American Relief Administration on Rail-

way Improvement. 3''8

Railroad Notes. 220. 268. 626

Rust Resisting Sheets for Cars, 3l7t
Ruts. Avoiding Mechanical. 273t
Russell Motor and Trailer Car; Maryland *

Pennsylv.inia. 943*

Rverson. Joseph T. ik Son: Eightieth Anniver
Mrv. 866"
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S«lcty Applianc* lluKlbook. 623
Safety Ci'Uncil: Annual Congrru. 4o7
Safdv l>r'.^t-::>cr.t A Moocr Maker. JJSS

A . Checked; Southern, 264
\. Y. f.'., 121

( :n..j,wn JT '.Jt. S($t. IJl.
iJ (Penniyl

USl

IV rcord. 483
Pt vlvanu. 1021
S«-;... .- -rj. 527
Trit>u'.a : liic Sa!ci> Muvemeol. 2t

Safely Iniprclion. A(>prt>|irulion fur, 566, 623

Safetv
761

St
St.

Si.

CI.
I.

1

St. I

A.

St.

1:
I

I

Sal

Trtrachloride Fire Extin-

: Traniportalioo Club, 909
..ght Delivery. 514
lub: Revision of Trans-
189

.Mo.. 217
!. 1174t, 1191*
led, 906

. .m. 1061
- .lent. 714*
.1. 1140*
n. 63*
I.'01. 1227

..t the .\merican Cbemi-
I'uhhc and the Coal In-

. 1251
itral. 969t. 973*

v.s, -32t
.tmdu. K .M. Herr on. 1097

'
. Water Treating Plant at; C,

• P.. 545t, 573'
I.inc:

Acti 1. :r near Cox, Ga.. 173
Outside Cmtract Repairs, I. C. C. Report

on. 28

' " • '
'• '' '••ni?, 1027t

d. S19
218t
K- on, 846

.
. n.i'.i.^ uii .\pplicalion for

i/l. /"(.I. f-4(,

cr (See Hoover)
= Kxtra G.ings, 995

Be Done. 23 It

. f, 93t, 735t
.in Railways Lack, 1027t.
1. 1223t

I., r'r.ict I. C. C. A, 1252
Br. ".'

, Attacks Railroads, 1190
( . 437. 502
Kl. ; .V,iii..nal. 920t. 946
I-.,. .hi Rates. 872t, 920t, 923t
L-.t.in .w insi.iction. I. C. C. Report on,

JMI. ,H.S. 4J0. 42S
Strike IJucstions Debated. 436, 472

Senate C'.nimillec on Intcr>tate Commerce:
Railr..a.l InvestiKatlon ( ompleled, 256
SaLirir, ..f R.lilway Officers. 1201. 1227

Senator I'.n.okh.nrt .\llacks Railroads, 1190
Senator Cj|.|ier Asks ReiK.tt on Excess Earn

ints, 1157. 1205
Seti.-iti.r ('.i[>t>er on Railrfiad Situation. 872t,

'iJJt. 1025t
Scnaii.r I ..irii.s

(. , 437. 461, 502. 556
I . . .-.1, 976. 1063
l< :i.)n Completed. 256
•1...1

,
I, 931

Senator U |..,lltt!i:

II. II to Pr.iect I. C. C, A, 1252
.Salaries of Railway Officers, 1201. 1227

Senal.ir Pepper (..nf.ts w.th W. W. Allerbury
an. I Pe. . ..len. 1061

Seniority Iss... . s Strike)

Sen.«e of Ue»i : s. 685t
Scp.ir.Ue AKt,-. 1... ., i ,i.l..yci-)

September Railway ILirniiius, 826t
Series of lllunders. A—The Shopmen's Strike,

550t
Service Accommo.lation and Claims, 1005
.Service, Kxi.c.liled, an.l Rale .MakinR. 972t
Service of Supply, The, 521. 10311
Service Orders. I. C. C. 195, 297. 32. 576, 595t,

605. 770. 1018, 1164
Service Recor.ls of Electric Equipment, 1013*
Service Rec. rds of U. P. Mountain Type Loco-

motives. 687*
Sctilemeni of Claims, J. C. Davis on, 948
Setllements (See also Employee—Agreements):

Train Service Employees, 656, 683t

Setllemetin *ith Riilf, i.Is (See L'niled Slate.
!• ' ' ..I

Seve. R. I. * P., J19t.

tr, A. 733f
t.....s, Chicago Tribune Invesli

Shop
Shop

Shopmen s binkc.
.\dni.ni>traii..n Backs Up Labor Board. 58.

101. 14(1. 1A2. 164, lg7t. 201*
Ai-.,, ........ ^ ... tftg. 417, 503«, 603

I B & Q.), 635t,
i. 907

\ 320t
1^ -. •'• .dard Addresses, 605
l: >> lail, 248
II- 13*, 49t, 5It, SS'
! •- ..f. S50t
H Ohio, 1106
1- ' itTers Seniority, 421
1 cctel, 61
< 11. 148, 373
I.. ..,,.... ..,xc...i...ien,s at. 161*. 283. 475.

Coal Sliike. 453t
Conference with Senator Pepper and W. W.

.\tterliury; Pennsylvania. lOM
t nferences of I.aU.r l.eader» and Railway

Kxecutives with President, 201*
I'al:^:l..rt^. .\ltorney General, on, 789

.n, 453t, 469', 507, 560,

i^atlness Men,

:. I117f
s. 662*
1119t

-16

I '

: to Imprisonment, 580
Km'.L.K.,, I.,-blared in East, 506. 577
Kni|.l..\meiit Bureau, Value of, 661
Executives and Train Service Leaders Con-

fer. 340, 367, 417
Expenditures, Investigation of, 1253
l'..sl i-rrlk'ht Service. 13Vt. 273t. 420
line an.l Imprisonment; C. of G., 906
U-iN.r Hoard. Reopen Relations with. 816
l.al.or Board's Conferences, 54. 103, 161, 205.

838
Labor R. ard's Decision on Contracting of
Western Marvland. 985

Lalx.r Dav Traffic, 473
I.chiRli Valley. 569
Locomotive (.onditi.ns, 282, 345, 420. 428
I.. & N. Moves Cral Traffic. 551t. 557*
Lo.valtv During, 537. 552t, 736t
.M.iils. Effect on. 671
MainteiLincc of Way Work, 59lt
-MichiKan Central Wreck at Gary, 392*, 422
l...yal .Men, 552t, 736t
M. K. & T. Receiver Asks Protection, 164
X.rthern Pacific Sue.1, 526
OlTicers, Duties of, 185t, 552t
"Open Sh..p," The, 545t
Peiinsvlvania's Agreements, 168, 371
PittsbiirRli Eire, 474, 581
Public Opinion. 2t. 452t
P..vM-r. Overcoming Shortage of. 317t. 593t
Prc.si.lrtit's Address to Crngress, 362t, 379"
I'n -..Kill's Eirsi Plan for Settlement Re-

jtcie.l by Railway Executives. 233t, 243
I're-...lent's Proclamati. n, 103, 148. 162, 164
Pre-i.lent'» Second Plan, 275t, 276t. 279,
.'JO. 341

I'r.si.lciii's View on Settlements, 714
I'ti-il.iit Wants Emergency .-Xuthority, 435
Uail St.cks .\.lvance, 273t, 361

1

K.i.lr.u.ls Appeal to Employees. 38, 59
U.al Isstie, I'he. 51

1

Kc.ruiting of Men, 421, 472, 505, 649, 661
I E.n|.I..vment Iturcati)

Senate. Discussions in, 436, 472
Seni..rily Issue, I41t. 161. 163. 187t. 206.

233t, 243, 275t, 279, 321t, 341, 367, 417,
714

Sritlrment, Points Involved in, 141t
Setlletneni, Term* of, 503, 548t, 567, 604,

(.-19. 714. 716, 761
Shippers Urge to Support Roads, 80
S .1. I. .Kills I'pon Siliialion, 730t
SiKi.il.^ance of Strike, 94t
SiiM.it. i.ii in the East, 59, 100*, 168, 206',

2VI. JS.';, 346, 371, 569, 605
S.i.iati. n in the West, 79, 98', 167, 209, 249,

JM.I, .145. 370, 422. 475*. 505. 569
S.uiluni Railway's Proposals, 248. 282, 347,

.17 2. 4JI, 569, 605 ('Terms of Settlemeni)
I. Ik- l>av in Chicago, 580
II.1..KS to lie Done. 405t
•|-...,.i Sirv.ce Not Aflcclcd, 59
rt....s .\l.and..ne.l in Desert Towns; A. T.

,\ S l-V. .144. 345. 1205 (Convicti..n>
Iril.iitc l.i Loyal Men, 552J
r.ii..i.s, .New. 372, 526, 580
\'ict. rv, L'sing the, 596t
Violatl, n of Ijiw, A, 49t
Vi..lriKe During, 94t, 98*, 161 *, 167, 249,

jsi 144. .14^. 37(1. 422. 451t. 475, 4'il.
Sii.";'. 508. 559*, 569, 604, 649

Wasl.il. gtoii. Developments at, 164, 568
Which Do Employees Prefer? 2t
Willar.l J'rwell Peace Plan, 503, 54at, 567,

004. 649, 714

.Vpprenticeship, Future of, 1027t

.\. T. & S. Ke at Albuquerque, 237'

Central. 173
^ee .Monthly Reports)

- -;ke Situation, 736t
.ranch; Victorian Rail-

nl, 1173t
I -N- V. C. 1050
^

.
, . ,

.--»son; Michigan Cen-

Trans|x>rtation Facilities, 274t
.Shortage of Power IVjrinc Strike, 31 7t
.Short Line "^'- "

Shovels Pur
Show.n,? E.I'
Side Lrghts I

Signal and i r<< ,;

ways, 1245'
Signal an.l Track Departments, Co-operation Be-

tween the, 998
Signal Plngincer, A Question for the, 735t, 783t
bignal Engineer's View on Automatic Train

C. ntrol. 853, 924:
Signaling (See also Aut. malic Train Control)-

.Vud.l.lc Cab. in France. 606, 669, 670

.-Vu.liblc Signal an.l Safety, 366t 454t

.\ut..matic lilock an.l Safetv, 1004

im"'".'"^'"''
^''^* Zealand ftailways. 819

Hock Signal Statistics for 1921. 336
Block Signals and Train Control. 1078J
Block Sigijals and Train Speed Control; C.
& N. W., 817

Checking Signaling with Traffic. 636t
Color Light; D. L. & W.. 785*. 1185'
Color Light. Hall. 12,-1
Cress.ng at .N'ewtields; B. & M.. 825t. 835*
D.. L. & W. Meadows Line. 785* 1185°
Dwarf Signals for Terminal. 896*, 11761*
Ecmomics of. 983, 1028t
Flagman. .Abolition of the. 924tlog Sign.-iling in Britain. 961
Highway Crossing Protection. 636t, 641*,

Investigation Iiistituie an, 874t, 1078t
Standardi7e 1 raffic Signals. 95t
Surprise Testing. 454t. IllSt
Telegraph Signal Pole Lines. It
Terminals. Busy, 896*, II76f
Track Capacity Increasing, 1071t
Train Orders; Erie. 545t. 553*. 1032t
Train .S;,.,,s at Cr..ssings. 7351. 783t, 1217tSignalmen .\sk for Wage Increases. 625

Signal Section (See .American Railway .\ssocia-

.Signilicancc of Shopmen's Strike. 94t

.Signs for Crossing Pri lection. 642*

.Simplified Schedule (See Schedule)

.Simplon Tunnel Opened. Second, 819
S.x Collisions. 454t
Six .New Records .Made. li;2t
Sleeping Car. International. 1137'
Smaller Mechanical Associations. The. 681

1

Snow's, Franklin. Suggestinns for Greater Effi-

,, . ,S'f-""-*'-
'02-.Wlf. 972J. 1033t, 1176t

.Social Diseases. Wars <n; B. & C. 34
Society of Railway Club Secretaries: Meeting,

.Society < f Terminal Engineers:
Container Cars; \. V. C., 833'-
Direct Freight Deliverv, 5U
English Stcrc Door Deliverv. »5S

Solv.-iy Enginehouse; N. V. C.. 'l39t. 15-t*
Some Things That Must Be Done, 40if, 497t
South Africa:

Construction Program, 398, 535
Electritication, 82, 486, HIO

South .-\merica (See also names .>f counlries):
Gages of Railways, 1234

S.ulh .-\merican Railway Conference. 82
South Australian Railways: Webb. W. A.. Ap-

poinlc<l Chief Commissioner. 440
South Eastern & Chatham:

.\ccideni at Milton Range, 48ti' 1105
Elcelrificalion, 83

Southeastern Express Company Wanted in Chi-
cago, 817

.Soulh .Manchuria Railway: Improvements, 721
Southern Freight .-Vssociation, 910
Southern Pacific:

Accident .-it Humble, Texas, 1157, 1208*
Accident near Adeline, I.a., 906
Automatic Train Control Order. Asks Modi-

fication of, 483, 813
Central Pacific. .\sk» .Authority to ICecp,

303, 535, 758. 797, 818. 891, 940, 987*,
1059, I0S7. 1151, 1209

Collision at Humble, Texa.s, 057
Crossing Collisi..n at Houston, S7lt, 906
lleni..nslr.ilion Train. 1106
Enipl.yees as Solicit, .s, 534
Ei.g.nrhou.ses at Mi-jave, Cal., and Indio,

9Jt. 105*
Freight Cars, New, 962
Laying Dust, Sprinkler for, 760*
Mexico, Improves Lines in, /21
Overtime, I.abor Board Decision on, 985
Pacific System Shop Crafts Protective League

Rale Reiluclions .Alh.wed, 939
Train Order Form 19, 10J2J, 1071T

Southern Railway:
Annual Report, 727
Automobile Drivers More Careful, 264
Bridge at Cincinnati, 636t, 640$
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GENERAL INDEX—Continued

[lliu.lralcd clicks arc Micalcd //..«*; Ediloriols Ihm; Letters to Editor thusU

Southern Railway {Continued):

Promotions to Worthy Men, j4

Safety Record, 526
Strike of Shopmen. 248, 282. 34/. 3/2. 421,

569. 605 (Terms of Settlement)

Spain: Railroad Notes. 912
Spanish Railway Electrification, 320

Spanish Railway Officials Here to Study Electric

Traction. 447*
Special Departments Suffer f rr m Inbreeding,

682+
Specialists Needed for Car Repair Work. 322t

Specificaticn Paints, Buying, 235t
Specilications;

A. R. E. A. Building. 581

British Rail. 386 . ..

Timber lor Preservative IrcamKnt, o-isT

Speed (Sec Train Speed) .
Speeding Up Train Movement. .-,9/+. /3ot

Spence. Lewis. J.: Southern Pacific .Vsks to Re-

tain Central Pacific, 987*

Spencer, H. B., Fuel Distributor. 261, 330, 619

Spens, C. E.

:

Advisory Committje on Transportation. 620,

Executives Plan to Expedite Cral, 652. 715

Fuel Distributor. Appointed. 619

Springfield. Mass.. Station at 1213

Sprinkler for I-aving Dust: S. P., 760*

Standard Cage, Mileage rf, 1234 „ . „. , _
Standard Stoker Company: du Font-Simplex

Standard Stoker Company Reorganized, 1068*

Standardization from Consumer s \ lewpoint,

1194
Standardization of Lumber, 1121

1

Standards:
Indian Ij^ comotives, 299
Wire Crossings, 173, 274t
Traffic Signals, 95t

Starter, Street Locomotive, 8j8 ,„,n4-
Starting Maintenance Work Early, 922t, 1030t

State Commissioner Urges Constructive Kegula-

tion. 1133
State Commissions:

California; , ~ • ,i^
Construction of Crossings, 626

.

Letter to L C. C. on Southern Pacifies

.\pplication to Keep Central Pacific. »i»

Los Angeles Terminal Case. 1254

Rcfrigeratcr Cars Needed, 669

Saving by Reduced Rates, 625

TenUtive Valuations. Increase in, 219

Kansas: Grain Rate Case, 534

State Commission Rulings:
. ,,„ ,.i7

Alabama: Pasesnger lares Reduced. 219. i~l/.

New Hampshire: Crossing Signal at New-

fields; B. & M.. 825t, 835*

New York; Omnibus Line. 818

Oregon; Railroad Construction Asked, 95U,

lO'-t
Wisconsin: Car Repairs, 911

• . „^
State Commissioners (See National Association)

State Control Urged for K.^C. IL & O .
353

State Railways of Victoria (See Australia)

^""'Chicago Union, Hcadhousc for, S93t, 599*

Dearborn Station tn Fire. 1252

Design. A. S. Baldwin on, 429*, 593t

Track Maintenance near, 31/t .

Slali<iir.->1 r,,mparisons Should Consider Busi-

'.lions, 83U. 972t .
.

,lsn f)p>rating Statistics; also

,nd Expenses):
11 1921. 637t, 652

P.l.cl. '^niiKils. Ian. 1. 1922, 336
Equipment Aciiuired and Retired, 408t, 416

Freight Commoditv, 40, 673 ^ ,_.
I (* C Requirements, 50t, 143t 365*.

457t
Meyer. B. H.. on. 1005 _ , ,„ „
Operating Revenue and How It Was fcx-

\:(.,i,!.-.i. V'u: V'jo. 650*

T,'. i in 1921, 391

\V 1 ; Mav. 354; June, 484;

1
-t 958;' September, 1107

V.,. >. irificalion. 348
C. N. R., 71f

1

1.fading of, 101

«

rger, 1011
ng of, 921t

icomctive Loadings for

4H4
^.f -!, lUr . III. tr.i.r ,n, 635t
.St . L l..ue. Preferred: C. IK O., 362t, 401

Si... I .n Five Per Cint Basis: fircal Northern,

-; D. T. & L, 217

73t, 361t
r, 1028t

s Pcnna., 1061

I rain Conlr.l; also Train

.,=, .Iv.r,!, -,1.1. 958

Strikes^ (Sec also Shopmen's Strike; also Coal

Chicago Street Car Lines, 249, 310

Farmers and Strikes, 789
Freight Handlers: Pennsylvania 9=1

Missouri & North Arkansas, J205

Study, track Capacity. 107n
Substation, Automatic: N. i C- '"^o

Suburban Coach; P. & R.,. 466

Subway Flocrs Renewed in CTiicago, L. K. 1.

& P. and N. V. C, 199*

.Suggestions, A Few Terminal, 5-t

^"-^^.•s.^y02,^8irr97^ff03'?i fff"
Sullivan T G . Advises Abandonment of Pacific

cVeaV Eastern, 484. 1243-

Sulphur Springs Collision. 28/ V -''^t. 366^ 938

Superintendent and Car I^oading. The, 1218

1

Superintendent's Terminal Suggestions. A. 521

Superp'hone. The. 1142 -i, .out
Supply Department. H. C. Pearce on, o21 103U
Supply Man's View on the Mechanical Conven-

tions, 1076t, 1077t „,....„.,
Supplvmen Admitted lo Memhersh.p m Pacific

Railway Club, 1015
Support the Firemen, 231t

. .

Supreme Court (See Legal Decisions)

Surprise Testing. 454t, UlSt
Swedish State Railways: Ljungstrom Turbine-

Driven Locomolive. 561
•

Sweeper, Track; Pennsylvania 633

Switching Charges at Boston, loO 337

Switch Machines. Low-Voltage; N. \.. N. H- *^

H.. 231t. 251''
.^ ,,, ,^,

Switzerland; Electrification. 1/6, 312. 446

Syphilis and Railway Accidents, 1103

Syracuse Universitv: Chair of Transportation,

1033:f

Tackling Problem of Gocd Will. 1220t

Tag Day for Strikers. Chicago. 580

Take Advantage of Natural Tendencies. 681

1

Talk Money to Employees. 4t. 3221

Tank Car Safety Valves, 906
Tank ( ars. Adjustment of lir.-ike Power on, 34

Tank Cars, Hydrostatic Tests of, 623

Tanks, Water. 750 ^, ,^,,^ ,,.„
Taxation and Highways, 1082. 1222 1, 1230

Taxation of Railroad Prtperty, /40, /41

Tax, Pullman Car, in Wisconsm, 265

Tax Valuation in Iowa, 264, 860, 951

Taxes in Nebraska. Unequal. 1251

Teachers of Transportation to .Meet. 1164

Technology Clubs. Associated; Labor Problems

frrm an Engineer's Point of View, 1193

Telegraph and Tclephi ne Facilities. 593t

Telegraph and Telephone Section, A. R. A..

.Annual Meeting. 9701. 1141, 1203

Telegraph Property, Valuation of, 34

Telegraph Sign:il Pole Lines, It

Telcsr.iphers' Pay, Labor Board on, 1130

Telephone Circuits, Long Distance, 1217

1

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Extension,

Tend .-r' Booster: D. & H.. 1.19*^ 145*

Tennessee Central: Fire Destroys Nashville

Shfps, 860 , „
Tentative RepcTt on Pullman Rates, 618

Tentative Valuation (Sec Valuatioii)

Terminal Engineers (Sec Society of)

Terminal Problem and Motor Trucks 9/Ot. 991

•ferminal Relief by Direct Delivery, 514

Terminal Suggestions. A Few, 521
Terminals (See Yards and Terminals)
Testing, Surprise, 4541'.' lllSt
Tests'

Booster. Tender; D. & H.. 139t. 145*

Cement. French, 1093
Clifford Train Control; Eric, 1085
linpacl Loa.ls on [rack Bolts; P. & R., 277',

353
Lccomitive Booster, 511*

Research, Need for, 1221t ^ . , .

Ton-Mile Cost and Reduced Train I^'ad;

Illinois Central, I118t, 1145'
.

Vacuum Brakes on English Freight Trains,

322t
Thefts (See Train RoWwries)
Theory and Practice in Concrete, 273t
Thompson, David, Memorial to, C. P., 34

Thompson. W. O.. Tribute to, 849'

Tlvrnton. Sir Henry \\ ., to Head Canadian
National <".". ''81 1. 699', 759*. 775

Thorpe. Wis.. Collision. 1205
Three-Machine Option Criticiied, 733T
Tickets: „ , „

Frauds; New York Central, 40
Interchange.ible Mileage Ticket Invesliga-

ti'.n 76. 445. (.l.t. 638t. 657
New York Central, 78*

Scalping Prevalent in California. 484

Selling Sen.e. R .ilways Lack, 1027t. 10J9,

lll-Jt. 1133. I223t
Ties and Timlwr:

Belgium. Concrrle Ties in, 486
Danish U..ilrn.i.U, Tie.ilnient on. 215*

Framiiii: Timlwr Itrf.ie Treatment. /51

Marine H.'rers Inv.i.le Atlantic Coast, 452t,

483, 107lt. ins.f

Ties and Timber (ContiMiicii) ;

Non-Spacing tf Joint Tics, 997
Preservation in 1921, 391

Preseriative Treatment of Sap Wood, 345T

Renewals, Methods of Making. 996
Tests of Ties; C. B. & Q.. 35

Treating Plant. N. Y.. N. H. & H.. 1179*

Timber (See Ties and Timber)
.

Toledo, Grade Crossing Controversy in, 1106

Toltec. N. M.. Collisitn. 7771, 816

Ton-MUe Cost of Reducing Train Loads, bBecl

on; I. C, UlSt, 1145* ^„,.
Ton-Miles Per Locomotive, Increasing, 493T,

545t, 684t ,„. .

Ton-Miles Per Train Hour—Tests on Illinois

Central, lUSt, 1145* „ ,,~ .

Tonnage and Speed on Fuel Consumptiin, tttect

of, 71*
Tool Cummittees, Back Up the, 49T
Tool Steel, Brand Buying of, 921t
Tools (See Machine Tools)
Track: ,,,.

Maintenance near Stations. 317T
Sweeper. Power Driven: Pennsylvania, 635

Track and Signal Departments, Co-operaticn Be-

tween tlie, 998
Track Bolts Tests to Determine Impact Loads

on; P. & R.. 277'. 353
Track Capacity Study. Making a. 10/ It

Track Elevatic n in Aurora. 111.. /*

Track Elevation in Chicago, 1061

Track Supply Association : Exhibit, 999

Trackmen. Education of; C. N. S. S M.. 1^^3

fraffic (See also Transportation Crisis):

Cape Charles Car Ferry Handles Record
Traffic, 484

Coal, /\ppeal to Concentrate on, 652
Convention and Vacation. 303
Development. Railway, Decline in, 883
Facilities and Traffic, Equalizing. 635t
Facilities. Inadequate, 883. 899, 1002

Football; N. Y.. N. H. & H., 1064
Lessons of 1920. Remember, 452t
Motor Traffic, Competiti.m of, 128, 7/8t
Records; Central ot Gcrgia. 813
Signaling, Checking Efficiency of, 636i

Traffic Direction by Signal Indication; D., L. a
W.. 785*. 1185*

Traffic Fluctuations on Operating Expenses, ti-

fcct of. lit
Traffic Man. Utilize the. 1028t
Traffic Movement and Water Supply, 6821, 111/

1

Traffic Signals. Standardize, 95t
Traffic Statistics for /\pril, 175; First Half of

1922, 534
Trailer Car. Russell; M. & P.. 943*

Train .\ccidenis (See Accidents)
Train Control (Sec Autimatic Train Control)

Train Dispatchers and Engineers. 144t
Train Dispatchers' Rules, Labor Board Holds

Hearings i n, 670
Train Dispatching;

Efficiencv. Franklin Snow- on, /02, ii\t
Form 19. 406t. 1032t. 1071t
Schedules for Passenger Trains, 732t

Train-Load of Chocolate; Pennsylvania, 121

"Train Load. Speed and Fuel Consumption, Re-
lation Between, 71* _

Train Leads. EtTect on Ton-Mile Cost of Re-

ddfing; I. C. lllSt. 1145*

Trainmen. /Sgrcinients with. 570, 656, 683t, 716

Train .Men. .Morale . f, 493t. 547t
Tr.iin Movement. Speeding Up, 597t, 735t
Irain Operation and Stokers. 002
Train Order Form 19. 406t. 1032t, I071t
Train Orders bv Signal Indications; Erie, 545t,

553*. 1032t
Train Orders. Punctuation of. 777t, 816
Train Robbers Killed. 906
Train R..hl>cries:

Centr.al of Georgia. 581
Santa Fc California Limited. 761

Train Service Employees. Bonus System for.

Train Service Emplovces, Settlements with, 570,

656. 6S3t. 716 . ., „ o
Train Service Men Abandon Trains; A. T. & S.

I'f. ,144. ,'45. 1205
Train Service N. t .\ffecied by Shopmen's Strike,

59. SO

'"'AccllTcm at Winslow Junction, 49t, 77*, 93t
Automatic Train Control, 51t, 93t. 186t,

18St. 23M
Increasing TonMiles per Locomotive, S97t
Terminal Signaling. 896*. 1176t*
Fonnage and I uel Consumption. /I*

Trains (Sec also Passenger Trains)

Train Stops at Crossings. 735t. 783t. 1217t
Training (See Education)
Trainmaster .and Surprise Testing, 454t. 11 18T

Train. •'Mam-Tracker"; B. vSc 0., 329. 494t.
mrjt. iiirt

Trans Andine Railroads. Chile and .\rgenlin«

.\gree on, 268

Transcc ntinenial Line in /\rgentina, 1237*

Transc. ntinental Rates. I, C. C. Ruling on, 939

Trans-Siberian: Allies End Control of Chinese

Eastern. 826t. 864
Transportation Act:

_
Amendments, Proposed. 9/6. 1063

Cummins. Senator A. B . on. 931

Effect of the Elections. 920t. 946
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Trnwponalioa Act {ConlinmfJ):

I. C. C. lnl«-ri>r«i« Amfn.lmtnl.-Rilo lo

Lit,'"
l^>

.

Ore. > I,. 550, 1072t
()\c:,..- .-.;

Ki'c ..: Uf.uiu Imc l.i> Ye«r> 3.47 Per

kjle ••( Krtr.TT! l-roriiion. 61. MS. 1025t
Kj,- \r ...... 1.. ..„un». 9JJ. I07jf
K»tr > B. A. Letter lo Prc»i-

L'niiMl Sutra Railreail Adniniuration iCon-

Xn- ' -r ..... . .,, Reduced Tr«io

1189

T: .National Bank.

T- ' 'iBccri Diicuss. 789
1 •

. 497t
hn : i.le. Il72t
Suir. Mu« Be Done, 40St.

Ti ;MTiiucnt Payrolls, Rtcapilula-

T- ''
tarimcnt; Syracuse Umversity.

Trjnn;. :
" iversity of Michi-

!;
Tramp-

r

i 'n: All-Service

.'89*

Tranjikirtaiiun laciliiies Inadequate. 883, 899,
1002

Transportation Fa.ilities, Shop, 2"4t
Transportation Institute, National, 29, ll20t,

1131
Transportation National Dank of Minneapolis,

173
TransporUtion of Natural Gas Gasoline, 35
Transportation Problem. President Discusses.

1149
Tran>p..i'j^i ti. S,.I>Mn;inship in, 1027t, 1039,

Cause and Effect, 595t
Tit on Train Control, 808

Irj.'ln.- I !, tints' .\ss<Kiaticn: Annual Con-
vcnli..ii. »Vf, 901, 907, 942, 949

Trc.i'urv |ic|.artmeni (See Railway Treasury
ORic.rM

rrca.ur> I'avmcnti to Railroad-*, 87, 315. 543. 678.
111.1

Treated Ties. Durability of; C. B. & Q.. 35
Treating Plant at Cedar Hill; N. Y.. N. H. &

II.. II79-
Treatment, l-'raming Timber Before. 751
Treatment. Water (Sec Water Treatment)
Tribute t.i l^yal Men During Shopmen's Strike.

55Jt
Truck, Crane Type; N. Y. C, 897*
Truck, Industrial, with Elevating Platform, 263*

Truck, .M.lor (See Motor Trucks)
Truesdale', I-..rniula. .Mr., 784t
Trunk Line .\s»ociation: Rate Hearings. 817
Truth Ati.int Transpfjrlatinn Act. 931, 1073t
Tunnel. .MolTat, 571'. 10(i2, 1139
Turbine Driven Locomotive, Ljungslrom. 561*
Turn Ar..un.l Service, 493t
Turntable. Iw.n Span, ilt3'

Twin Span Turntable. 383*
Two Kinds ..f Union Leadership. 496t

u
Union (See l.ab<ir I'ninns)
Union Pacific;

Agreement with Shi p Kmplnyees. 603, 635t
I.ocomi<tive 7(K)0, Performance of. 687*
Southern Pacific Application to Keep Central

Pacific Opposed. 797, 891, 960, 987'. 1059.
1087. II 51

Wages. Riadjustmenl of. 1252
Union Station lleadhouse, Chicago, 593t, 599*
Union Switch & Signal Cinipany:

Signaling on Meadows Line; D., L. & W.,
11S5'

Train C.iitr.l on Pennsylvania, 120
Unions' Interest in Efliciency. The, 185t
Unit Railway .Motor Car; (. N. Uys., 711*

United Slales Bureau of Mines:
Coal Analyses, 624
Respirators and Masks for Tunnels. 485
Transportation of Natural Gas Gasoline, 35

United Stales Coal Commissi, n. 958
I'nited States Porct Pro.lucli .Service: Timber

Preserv.ltion in 1921. .V(l

I'nited States Railr.iad A.lministralicn

:

Claims, .Adjustment of, 948
Settlements with Railroads, 87, 135, 225, 272,

491, 631, 774, 823. 868, 917, 1113

United

United >.

II Car Loading

-i;irnir i uri (.See I.cfal De-

War Det>artinent : Cincinnati
IMI^r. 636t, 640J

Corporation: Gastliitc

Department of Tr»n»-
16*. i033t
in. Nal.. 498*

-. 394*

iner}', 494t
ce« in Treasury l)e|iort

Utah

tics, 365t
in. 265

u- I n t oinpany: Western Pacific
Plans Industrial Section, 578*

Utilities ('< mmi!>.<.ionert (See National .\asocia-
ti'.ni

Utdire the Traffic Man. 1028t

V
Vacation Traffic Heavy. 303
Vacuum Brake Tests on English Freight Trains.

Valuation:
Appropriation. Cut in, 906
Bureau of. Report of, 1092
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

650
Cummins. Senator A. B., on. 933
Evansville & Indianapolis, 808
Final. First. 808
I. C. C. Denies Permission to Inspect
Records. f68

I. C. C. Hearings. 769, 888
Iowa Wins Tax Battle. 264, 860
N. Y., N. H. ft H., 1038
Pere .Mar<iuette, 118
Progress in Work, 659
Rate of Return on, 769
State Commissioners' Report on, 1042
State Commissions to Resist Increase in
Tentative Valuations. 87. 219. 650. (C. C.
i'. & St. I..), 860. 917. 9o5. 1113

Taxati.in in Uma. 264. 860. 951
Taxation of Railroad Priperty, 740. 741
TelcKraph Property, 34

Value of Rebuilt K<]uipment, 253
Van Noy C' ntracts, to Terminate; Missouri Pa-

cific. 668
Van Swerinsens May Acquire C. S O.. 12191
Vauclaiii. S, M.. Dinner lo. 353
Vaults. Fireproof. 799. 875t
"Veri-Dirrct" Method of Loading Freight; Erie.

lO.'/t. 1053*
Vertical-'r>-pe .Mr Compressors. 1105*
\'ctcran Employees' Association. L. I.. 821
\' ice President. Personnel, 827t, 828t, 1032J
X'ict.'fian Government Railways;

.Motor Car. 446. 622*
Signal and Telegraph Branch. 1245*

N'iolence (See Shopmen s Strike)
Virginian

:

.\nnual Rejirrt, 295
Crane. Wrecking. lOno*

w
Wages (Sec Employee; also Railroa.l Labor

Boaril

)

Walber. John G., Appointed Vice-President in
(liarge of Personnel: N. Y. C, 827t, 828t

Wallace. II. C. : Farmer and Strikes. 789
War Department (See United States)
War I'lnaiice Corp- ration; I^oans to Railroads

Rcpai.l. 768
Warhel.l. S. Davies:

Car Shortage. Reinedv for. 1019
(^o or.linatii n .of Railroad Facilities Urgeti

256
rged.

Washington Committee, A. R. A., 668
VVashinston Department of Public Works: I.

( C. Declines to Take Charge of Car
Distribution, 887

WasliiiiKtoti State GoofI Roads Association:
llighway Problem. 760

Waste .Merchants' .Association of New York:
Loading Services. Court Decision on, 863

Watch .Mcrale of Train Men, 493t
Water Si-riice Organiiatii.n, 1117t
Water Spi inkier for Laying r>ust, 760*
Water Supidy ami Traffic .Movement, 682t. 1117t
Water Supply Development; Illinois Central,

333*
Water Tanks, 750
Water Transportation, Needs of, 636t, 640t

Water Treatment:
Chicaita. Milwaukee & St. Paul, 545t, 573*
I't.- ( I tho I',i,!,l;.,u- Thr ^rjt

.\iinujl Kcpxil. It.'.;

Contracting. I.abor Board Decision .n. 985
Western Pacific: Industrial Section .^f Stock*

Ur-.rrn' Kail^av Club:
II- i.r. lien W.. Addresses, 1195
llifi,: l'r.i>!rm< "f Industry. 977
J"i^ •- •' --.n. 4t

Westell on Public Rel«-
i Ijced Rates, 1233

Weste 1,

Au' ,,i. ,,.. i.,,..i. (OS'
Engineering 111 1 iai.»i...rlati.n, 289*

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
(.any

:

Chile, Shipments to. 177*, 312*
France, Electrical Equipment to, 221
Spanish Railway Officials to Study Electric

Traction, 447*

Whalen. W. H.: Water Sprinkler for Laying
Dust. S. P.. 760*

Wharton, A. O.: Living Wace Theory. 837
What Causes Inefficiency on the Railroads. 455t,

64<lt
What Is Future of .Apprenticeship? 1027t
Who Are Employees' Leaders? I032t
Wheel .-Vrrangements for Electric Locomotives,

I40t
When Equipment Renewals Become an Invest-

ment. 253
When Headlight Meets Headlight, 703, 784t
When Treating Plants Pav Dividends. 186t
"Where the Railroad Hai Failed." 35
When There Is a I»ad for Ever)- Car. l.MSt
Whistle Slops" at Crossings. 735*. 783J
Who Builds the Highways? 1082
Who l.eft the Door Open? 545t
WiK Wag Signals. Relief bv. 443
WiUard. Daniel (Sec also Baltimore & Ohiol;

Shopmen's Strike—Conference of Executives
with Train Service l.eaders. 417, 419

Willard Jewell Agreement with Shop Strikers.
503. 54St. 567. 604. 649, 714

Winslow Coal Bill, 437, 461. 502, 536
Winslow Junctiin. Derailment at, 49t. 77*. 93t,

547t. 584 (Report on)
Winter.' Prepare for, 232t
Wire (Crossings. Standards for. 173. 274t
Wireless Radio; Pennsylvania. 769*
Wisconsin: Pullman Car Tax. 265
Women's Aid. Pennsylvania. 610, 76S i Daiu-e)
Wood Preservation in' 1921. 391
Wood (See .tlso Ties and Timber)
Wooden Mail Cars. Only Four, 66<)

Woiden Water Tanks. 750
Wiiodin. W'. H., Fuel .Administrator. 4Sj
Word of Warning, .A. 876t
Workmen's Compensation .Acts and Physical

Soundness of Eraplovees, 393
World, Gagts Throughout the, 1234
Worley. J^ohn S.. Professor of Transportation and

Railroad FZngineering; U. of M., 827t,
836-, 1033t

Worthington, B. .A.: Condition of C. P. & St.

L., 908
Wrecking Crane; Virginian, 1000*

Yardmasters and the B. of R. T., 636t
Vardmasters, New Rules for, 756
^'ards and Terminals:

B. & O. Svstematizes Operation. 329, 4941
Camden Terminal; P. & R., 534. 816*
Canadian National at Moncton. 463*
Cars Out of Yards. Keep. 545t. 546t. 874t
Chicago Terminals, Electrificati. n of; I. C,

665, 734t. 743*
Design of Passenger Terminals, 429*. 593t
Enginehouse at lersey C ty; Erie, 877*
F:nginehouse at Solvay; N, Y. C, 139t, 154*
Enginehouses at Mojave, Cal.. and Indio,

93t, 105*
Mad Terminal in (Hiicago, 1106
N.w Vn.k Teriiiin.-il I'Lin, 1205
St. Louis Terminals, Report on, 63*
Sitinaling Busy Terminals, 896*, 11761*
Suggestions of a Superintendent. 52t

V. M. C'. A. (See Railroad l

Zinc as a Building Alalcrial, 439

Alaskan Engineering C.TOmi.sion, The, 780
American Malleable Cast Iron, 1175
American Railroads: Government Control and

Rt-consI ruction I'olicies, 1222
Biographical Directory of Railway Officials of

America, 971
Canadian Railway .Act, 1919, Third Edition,

The, 781

NEW BOOKS
ConstilulM-n .f the I'liilcl Stales. The, 780

Eastern Railro.-ld, The, 686

Enginrrring Index, The, 1921, 4

I'reight Traffic Red Honk for 1923, 1175
Hot Springs of Ia|iaii, The, 1175
I'rtcrcdings of tne American Railway Engineer

ing A soci.ition. 1175

Proceedings of the American Wood Preservers'
As»..ciation, 686

Railroad Freight Transportation, 781
Railroads and Business Prosperity, 685
Sampling and Analysis of Pig Iron, 1121
.Selection of Cases Under the Interstate Cora-

inerce Act, A, 1121
Universal Directory of Railway Officials, 686
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
l*Indicatcs photograph and sketch. XIndkates sketch only.]

Aagaard, P.. 870
Abbott. A. T., 138
Adams, A. E., 724
Adams, C. C... 870
Adams. H. R . 1023
Agin. H, M.. 680
Alexander, I'". T.. 1216
Alexander, J. P.. 1111
Allen. C. R.. 1023
Allen. Harvey. 1116. 1258t
Allen. L. B.. 1070, 1U3*
Allen, W. L.. 1166
Allison. F. M.. 679
Ames, C. T.. 138
Ancram. George F.. 34'>

Anderson, D. W.. 184
Anderson, H. B.. 917
Andrews. VV. S.. 1258
Angrick. W. A.. 48
Armitage. .\. D., 43
Armstrong. J. T.. 632
Arn, W. G.. 1024*
Arnold. C. F.. 1258
Artaud, T. P.. 660
Atkinson. A. K.. 369t
.Mkinsrn. G. I.. 8o6
Atterbury. W. W.. CO 66S
Atwater. A. B.. 591t
Atwood. L. L.. 775. S6<>i

Aubrev, H. M.. 538
Aul, R. r.. 48
Avdelott, I. H.. 1070, 1215t
Aver. John. 44S

Bacon. C. H.. 138
Bacr. V. H.. 719
Bailey. H. T., 223
Baisinger, VV. C. 77o
Baker. B. T.. 223
Baker. J. ft.. 403. 730t
Baldw n. Charles B.. 1210
Baldwin. W. A., StiO"

Ball. J. M.. 360
Bard. F. N., 773. 1015
Bardo. B. F.. 592'

Bardwell. R. C, 1170
Barham. Charles. X69. 910

Barnaby, lames C. 1166
Barnes. W. C. 1258
Barrus. II. F.. 314
Bartholomew. Harland. 1111

Bassett. John B.. 1067
Batcheldcr. F.. H.. 632*

Battey, F. L., 85
Battle. J. D.. 959t
Bchrle. J. A.. 1023t
Bell. G. A.. 669. 701

Bell, G. H., 775
Bender. C. II., 591
Benedict, P. C, 623
Bennet, W. R.. 1070
Bennett. J. L.. 138
Bernstein. E. R., 666
Berrington. Robert G.. 1167
Berrv. E. S., 723
Bigeiow, G. S., 314
Bikle. Henry Wolf. 1023, 1115'

Binford. Julien. 1111
Bishee. F. M., 776. 918*

Bishop. Ilenry A.. 1111
Bivens. T.J,. 633
Black. K. F.. 184
Blackmore. G. A.. 223t
Blanchard, M. C. 776
Blandford. E. I-.. 1116
Blauvclt. Majo. L. D.. 48
Bloom. J. G.. 92*
Blue. L.. 776
Bluske. Charles II., 85
Boardman, F. \V.. 403
Bodde. F„, 1067»
Boggs. It. R.. 491
Boguc. F. A.. 13S
Bonham. Hugh, 314
Bowen. C. K., 403
Bowen. Edmund I., 1023
Ilowersox. C. 824
Bowker. C. G, 775*
Ixwker. I>. W., 729. 775t
Bowman, Bion A., 448
Boyd. \V. N.. 824
BovLin. P. N.. 679
Boyle, E. F., 490
Bradley, J. C.. 1015
Bradshaw. C. \V.. 403
Brady. Daniel M.. 111!
Brady. J. F.. 632
Brahan. T. \V.. 632
Bnihany. VV. II.. 1023
Braillicr. C A.. 4H
Brattain, E. T.. 1116
Bray. T. J.. 724
Breckenri.lge. H. VV.. 223
Bremser, I,. R.. 963
Brent, r R.. 633
Brnck. II. C. 729
Prockmaver, E. M.. 1170
Ilrodie. H. \V.. 591. 632*
Hrnokmeyer, O F,, 91
Brooks. F. S . 316
Drooki. k. E. IJ8t
Brown. Mrran.ler. 101

S

Ilfiwn A r -iHS

Ilriwn. C. H.. 632
Brown. C. J., 183
Brown. C. L., 679
lirown. E. L.. o32
Rrown. F. G., 591
Brown. H. D.. 1070. Ill5t
Browning. M. C. 917
Brunck. E. \V.. 1023
liuckminister, E. E.. 183
Buckwell, E. G., 1021. 1167
Bucchlcr. J. A.. 824
Buffington. D. T.. 628
Bugbee, C. VV.. 403
Burchard. Anson W., 85
Rurnham. V. S., 965
Burpee. G. P.. 591
Burton. M. C. 1023
Rush. B. F., 620. 668
Rush. S. P.. 1015
Rutler. Pierce, 1061. 1157, 1252
Bvram, H. E.. 620, 668
Byrne, G., 1258

Cahill, M. H.. 47*
Cain. James W.. 1209
C-ilcutt. F. M.. 1245
Caldwell. A. B.. 1023
Caldwell, E. de II.. 723t
Caldwell. VV. E.. 1021. 1167*
Calkins. K. T.. m.
Call.ihan. John. 959
Camoie. A. f. (2i
Cameron. -Mian. 450
Campbell. James .-V.. 724
Campbell. Louis I.. 7 -'4

Card. VV. A.. 1070. 1169t
Carder. S. W.. 1023
Carhart. Alfred R.. 1167
Carr, E. L., 1023
Carr. VV. J.. 1023
Carrigan, Leo T.. 544
Carruthers, J. G., 628
Carscadin. Cf. A.. 180*
Carter. F. W., 223*
Carter. J. F., 724
Cartledge, E. T.. 492
Cassil. 11. A.. 633. 730*
Chalenor. L. E.. 910
Chamberlain. I>awrence. 223
Champion. H. VV.. 223
Chase, M. L.. 1255
Chisholm, W. C, 402
Chissom. R. M.. 1166
Clancey,
Clancy,
Clark, C. C. 85
Oarke, Ray VV.. 626
Cochlan, G. C. 1258
Coe, D. VV.. 395
Coffin. Charles A.. 1111
Collett. Robert, 592
Collins, VV. E.. 775
Collister. C. C. 402
Colttn G. A.. .'24

Conard. C. K., 395
Conklin. T. F., 591
Conn, Donald C. 620. 680*
Connable, Frank L.. 1068
Connelly, N. D.. 48*
Ccnners. F. E.. 230
Conway, C. M., 544
Corbctt, F. M., 403
Corev. Chester. 230
Cornwell. J. J., 230
Cotsworth. A.. Jr.. IJiSj
Coughlin. D.. l'3S

Coyne, O. E., 183
Crocker, A. G.. 1111
Crowley, P. E.. 360
Crowley, T. D., 915*
Ciuicc. F. P.. 633. 9i8;
Cuenot, Paul .V., 915
Cumberworth. VV. VV.. 679
Cummins, G., 355
Cundev. VV. II.. 623
Dale, J. J., 223
Dahon, H. G., 724
Dana, C. C, 184*
Dare. C. E.. 403. 492. 633t
Daschlach, J. J.. 230
Davi.lson, VV. K.. 1115
Davidson. VV. VV., 1255
Davis, D., 1116
Davis, Everelt D., 1170
Davis, F„ N,. 1023
Davis, F. D.. 92
Davis, George I.., 85
Davis, J. N7, 824, 869*
D.avis. M. P.. 918
Dawson. C. O., 355
Dawson, Frederick ("... 669. 701
Dawson, VV. S.. 1258
Day. VVilliam R., 1061
Da/e. VV.. 918
Dean, R. S., 821
Decary. Ernest R., 661. 701
Delf, A. E., 402
De Long, E. C... 775
Dcnnisi, A. P., 1213
De Put, G. T, 1 1 16
DesBrisay, VV. R.. 591. 633*
Devans. E. T.. 679
Drvrr. Francis A., 34

De Witt. I. P.. 1114, 1115
Dickey. H. .V.. 729
Dilks. Lorenzo C, 1111
Hillard. W. C, 824
Dillars. VV. C. 633
Dillev. W. D.. 403, 775t
Dinan. A.. 1116
Dittie. W. P.. 230
Dix. L. E., 403
Dixon, T. F.. 544
Doering. W.ilter C, 1255
Donald, L. F.. 824
Donnatin. G. E., 870
Donop. A. W.. 628*
Dove. A. E.. 138
Dow. Charles S.. 230
Dow. C. VV., 544
Dow. Marcus A.. 1024
Drwns. L. A., 303
Dovie, T. L., 592
Drew. C. D.. 395
Duffy. J. E.. 917
Duncan. W. M.. 91. 137*
Dunlap. J. H.. 34
Du Pont, Eugene. 1068
Durham. E. M., 620
Durland. W. R.. 1115
Dusenbark. W. R.. 1116
Dynes, O. VV., 823*

Eager. William H.. 43
Earle. Edgar P.. 679
Eastman. Joseph B.. 1211. 1252
Eken. Andrew J.. 1111
Elder. C. C. 1024
Elliott. F. S., 544, 1070
Ellis. C. A.. 43
Elmendorf. W. H.. 679
Englebright, H.. 183. 403*
Ennes, Stanton. 91. 182*
Enfch. A: E.. 824
Enos. L.. 1 1 16
Esmand. J. W.. 230
Etter, VV. K.. 591
Evans. David. 776
Eversman, J. C. 43
Everson. R. W.. nil
Exiey, L. P. O.. 776

Farmar. J. A.. 918
Farnan, W. E,. 314
Farrell. Harry L.. 360
Farrell, W. L. 1170
Farrington. J. D., 1070
Farwell. Carroll .\.. 448
Faulconer. C. J., 48
Field. H. IT.. 823. 824t
Fields. C. J.. 1106
Finegan. L.. 490
Finley. R. F.. 1070
Finley. VV. H., 591
Finne.v. J. J., 316
Fish, R. H., Ills
Fisher, Charles E., 723t
Fisher, II. C. 48
Fishwick, E. T.. 1166
Fitch. L.. 223
Filch. William C, 22
Filton, VV. A., 1169
Fitzgerald, J. T., 491
Flanagan, A. W., 183
Florandin. C. H., 399
Floto. T. VV., 628
Flynn,"E.. 1070. 1169*
Fort, Gerrit, 1210
Foster, C. B^ 450*
Foster. O. Nl.. 729
Foster, Pell W.. Jr.. 628
Fowles. John F., 1111
Fox, Eugene. 1215
Fox, F. C. 591
Fox, T. H., 824
Fox. J. P.. 316
Francis. VV. II.. 1170
Fra.ser, J. It., 775
Frauenheim. H. T.. 490
Freedman, L. D.. 1070
Friend. J. E.. 824
Fulton, VV.. 592

Gaffenev, Charles H.. 450. 591*
<;age. M. E., 85
Gahagan. F. D.. 1023
Gaines. E. M., 918
Galloway. D. E^ 775*
Gannaway, J. F., 2.30

Gardner, II. V.. 862. 1024
Gardner, K. C 179
Gardner, R. G.. 592
Garin. J. J., 6?9
Garrett, N. B., 633
(iarrity, J. H., 1170
Ganit, lolin J.. 1255
Gay, R. S., 915
Geer. George, 935
Oer. Harrison, 544
Geer. VV. A, .<44

Gennei. C. VV.. Jr., 1111
Onl, I. W.. 360
Cetlle, I.. E., 1165
t;il1. J. O.. 679
Gilleland. G. W., 633
Gillespie, II. R.. 395

Goebel, F. J.. 182
Goodfellow. J. C. 1114
Goodman. George, 628
Goodman. VVilliam. 1166
Gough, Richard P.. 669, 700
Gouldburg, F. D.. 824
Gowen. F. I., 917
Grace. E. G.. 723
Graham. VV. B.. 632
Grandy, A. L.. 631, 633
Graves, W. H.. 1024
Gray. Carl R.. 620. 668
Green, C. E.. 870
Green, E. B., 724
Green, VV. E., 1070
Greenway, G. H.. 824
Griffin, F. S., 824
Griffin, G. H., 824
Griffin, VV. M., 395
Griggs. II. M.. 620
Gross. T. C. 679, 1170
Gross, R. J., 724
Gruss, VV. J., 132
Guild, W. A., 775
Gutheim, .A. G., 47, 680

Ilaberkorn. A. C, 223
H.ickeU. J. H.. 1116
Haines. VVinfield S., 918
Hamilton. T. A.. 775. 811*
Hammond. A. J., 680. 730*
llandv. C. VV.. 823
Handv. G. VV.. 824
Handy. Helen M.. 824
Handy, Thomas L.. 823
Ilanlin, Tohn J.. 592, 633, 776*. 1070
ILinna, D. VV'., 775
Hanna. H. L., 1216
Hardin, J. P., 1258
Harley, W. R., 591
Harrison. VV. R.. 492
Hartzell. C. M.. 1255
Harwig, C. G., 1067
Hastings, E. M., 403, 492t
Hayler, E. J.. 48
Heaccck. VV. F.. 490
Heacox, VV. L.. 355
Hedeman, W. R.. 966
Heilbron. Louis, 544
Heiserman. C. B., 917
Hench. J. L.. 132*
Hennessv, J. J., 314
Ilenry. John .\I.. 813
Henrv. VV. C. A.. 776
Hepburn. C. J., 620
Herrick. H. B.. 673
Herrman. Bernard W., 48t
Ilevemr. H. P., 866
Hext. J. C. 63-'

Ilevworth. James O., 680, 730
Higgins, J. L., 918
Hildcbrant. O. R.. 85
Hill. Charles F... 1024J
Hill. C. C. 775
Hill. George D.. 182
Ilille.s. T. Allen. 223
Hillman, A. L., 965
Ilinchev. D. J.. 591
Hinchnian. C. F.. 183
Hippert. VV. L., 669
Ho.ir. H. H.. 869
Hodge. George. 91. 183*
Hodges. H. B.. 404*
Hodgson. L. .V.. 403
HoflTman, R. B.. 272. 360t
Hoffman. VV. F., 179
Holden. Hale. 620. 66S
Iloltz, D. L.. 48
Hooper. II. H.. 7.^9

Il.pkinsi. L. O., 43
Hopkins, Z. G.. 316
Hopper. Blake C. 1021
Ilorder. VV.. 592
Home. Ralph VV.. 448
Ilouchins. VV. B., 91
Howard, VV. R.. 592
Howard, VV. II., 633*
Hudson, VV. D., II 1

1

Hughes, I. G., 492, 680t
Hulatt, IL. 1115J. 1169
Humphrey. G. VV.. 138
Humphrey. Dr. Herman, 1024
Humphrey, H. J.. 137. 360t
Hungale. f. VV., 230
Hungerford. .S. J., 775
Hunter, Arthur H.. 724
Ilunier, A. VV., 963
Ilurlbul. C. G.. 402
Hulchcraft. D. S.. 1021
Hulchins. H. A.. 1255
Hutchinson. I. 11., Ir., 91
Hyatt, R. G.", 138

llsley, Arthur B., 1067J, 1070
Ingle, A. II.. 223
Irwin, E. G.. 1258

Iacobsen,
G. M.. 179

ackson, Carl T.. 116S
ackson. Ralph T.. 448
arrell. P.. 633
efferson. C. S . »2i'

Jefferson, It.. 729
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-. W. Nrvton. 629
<i. T. O.. «24
Harrv. 1167
'• 'Oil

n. 1015
II.. 1166
591. 729

IJJ. 821

' N.. J60
1 E.. 824
1 H.. 1166
1

. C. 679
11 M.. 660
1 H.. -191. 5')JI

K H . lO.'l
•;. P.. 917. IIU*
\Uuncc. 7:4
I.. IIU

K-iin. K M.. 1116
Kalma n. P. J.. 22J
K*>i. 1iKortc. 1167
Kaufman. P. I_. 43
KarlT . W. C... J99
Krrff. F. H.. 6J2
Ke*Icr , F. D . K.M
Krftr. r.corir. 404. 450*
Kehoc. John /. 677. 1166
Kciih. M. A.. 770
Kfilhlfv. T. \V.. 1068
Kril.r \\ 1 . r76
K. 402". 1018
>

. 917
270

Kr" :<-, I I .1116
Krnlall. J. L. 1114
Krn.lfck. I. \V.. 775. 811*
Kcnntv, Vf. B., 491
Krr. S. P , 724
Kerr. R. C.. 1116
Kftclmm. Prof. .M. S., 79
Kmhcrgrr. J. X.. 824
Kme. Edwin I... 1255
Kind. C. 1258
Kingslcy. .^. T. 1258
K.pi.. .\. R.. 85
Kipi.. I^nar.1. 1222
Kirkbn.1, A. W., 1170
Kirkp.itnck. W. M.. 965
Ki^k.i.l.lon, A. H.. 1169
KiLipp. II. S.. 862
Kn.rkcrb<K:kcr, C. E., 132
KiiKkrrWker, !••. II.. 272*
Knight. II.. 633
Knight. I.. I... 917
Knowlcj, T_ D., Ug
Knox. I.. I... 357
Kni,i,un. Elmer. 1253
K.<:h. II. C. 183
K..hlcr. W. P.. 632
K. Ge

nil. G. \v!. 1170
Kuhn, B. F.. 680

Lakin, F. D., 633
Lally. R. R.. 1255
I.jmonI. R. P.. 223. lOIS
I^nahan. Frank /., 1015
Ijnca«tcr. W. C, 395
Ijnc. J. J.. 824
I-anr, W. R.. 918
Lanjjf. T. H.. 270
Lanigan. William B.. 917'
Unyi. I... nil
I-anyon. S, H.. 179
Upp. I.. I... 679
Ijircl. A. H.. 184*
I.arimnrr, II. II.. 402. 544*
Ijrncr, \V. .v.. 1068
Ijirrimnrc. C. II. G.. 270
I.ar»on. Frederick B., 91

S

I-mitcr. C. K.. 223
I.a»siter, R. R., 223
I-aMwtll. L. I... 918
l.atham. A. \V., 679
Ijwcs, T. a.. 1216
Ijwlrnj, n. I.. 679
I.azrar. I. W.. 314
Uakc. Slu.nrt C. 138
I.ralhcrman. C. F.. 776. 918
l.r ftrl. L. B.. 357
I.e Comntr, William. 915
I..f1rr. Edward L.. 357
l.<-hmkuhlc. II. r... 679
I^igh. J. K.. 48
I^sTir. G. W.. 1215
I^vrr. T., 102.1
Lcvtrich, r. E.. 1070
I.fwiH. E. r.. 660
I-rvdcn. r. VV.. 1114
I.illrngrrn. H. W,. 591
I-inroln. VV. F.. 491. 679$
I.inncy. I,. F.. 402
Little. F. P.. 230
I.ockwood. n. W.. 866
I.ngan. R. S.. 631»
Long. G. A., 1106
I^ongycar, Frank H.. 677
I^rd. T. F.. 91
I^wc. W. A.. 824
I.nkr. I. H.. 1070. 12I5t
T.upion. G. W.. 591
I-«Ii. S. G.. 491
I yc. W. R.. 729

I.>iiun. L. B., 1070
I-rneh. C. T.. 1213
Lynch. E. D, llll

McCabc. J. H . 184-
McCarthy. J. D.. 824
M.rjrth%. Y. C, 679

IL. 1023
C., 1211. 1252
1 . 1116*

' B.. 544
E., 1258

\ . 776
\ C. 729
.631

M I^.Mcn K. H., 1024
.McCiano. Jav F.. 490
.McGarr, W. H.. 1215
McCcc. I. C. 869*
.McGhec. C P. 632
McGinley. I. hn R.. 43
Mc(K,wan. AV. B., 48
XIcGrlw, W. F.., 729. 868*
McGregor. H. D.. 1258
McIIugh, C. O., 230
.McIIugh. T. H., 48
Mclncrnrv. M. G.. 679
McKcc. Walter S.. 773
McKinlcv. A. C. 48
XIcNc.llic. R. G., 591. 632*
Mc.-^hanc, Joseph M., 270
McVey. \V. U.. 1023
Machovec, E. t, 492
MacDonald. G. C. 824
Mack, A. B.. 183
MacUan. M. II.. 230
Macihcrry. Richard. 824
Main. H. J.. 137
Maloney, P. J.. 918
Manchester, L. A.. 724
Manning, Charles, 775t
Mantell. John J.. 868'
Marconi, Senator G., 34
Markham. C. II.. 620. 668
Marshall. Ross S.. 137t
Marshall. W. H., 223
Martin, Francis A.. 357
Martin, H. R., 544, 679t
Martin, T. L.. 909
Martin, L. E.. 102.1. 1215'
Martz. J. W., 1070, 1215t
Mason, J. D., 1258
Mather, S. Livingston, 724
.M.itthews, H. A.. 399*. 448
Matthews, L. H., 270
Maughan, Walter, 591, 633*
May, A. W., 776
Mayham, A. J., 230
Mayhood, L. W., 403
Meclcr, W. R.. 403
.Mechan, M.. 183
Meek, R. W, 776
Middleton, P. Har\ev. 1015
Miller, A. A., 1)14

'

Miller, D. II., 679
Miller, H. P., 450
Miller, O. D., 223
Miller, P. B., 40.1

Miller, R. H., 31'.

Miller. S. £., Ill;
Mirick. George I... 44S
Mitchell, E., 965
.Montgtimerv, E. A.. 824
Mo, re. Tom, 669. 701
Morgan, W. G., 92
Morris, S. S.. 986
Morse, C. S., 1258
.Moses. C. IL, 775
Mosirr. Harold G.. .157

M.nilton. C. F., 491
.Mu.lge, Burslon. 179-
Mnlick, J. E., 544. 6.12t
Mull. H. C. 588
Mullaney, J. T., 866. 870
Mulliken, A. H., 1015
Munchin, G. H., 775
Murphy, A. A., 223
Murphy, B. C, 917
Myers, \V. D., 724

Xash, E. E.. 679
N'avlor. C. E.. 915
Xe.il, W. M.. 91, 13Rt
N'eedham, C. W., 660
Neff, P. I., 1114. 1170
Xrff, Wifiiam N., 230"
Neil. Or. Oiarles P.. 761
Neudling, G. W.. 591
Newman. F. R.. 632. 1023
Newman. T. V.. 632
Nichol. VV. r... 869t, 965
Nichnls. TI. G.. 724
Nichols, J. L., 986
Nicholson, R. G.. 184'
Niel. Edward A,. 1170*
Niemann. H. J., 965. 1216*. 1258
Nrlen, G. M.. 1024
Novak. A. VV.. 824
Nox. n. Frank VV.. 101.^

Nutting. R. n., llll

O'Br n, F. J.,. 23
n-Brien, John I... 724
O'Rricn, J. F... 966'
O'Brien, Vl. P., lltti

O'Brien. Morgan I., II

O'Brien, R. L., /".M

O'Brien, VV. J.. 824
O'Connor, A. P., 773

O'Connor. R. C. 773
Odell, P. E.. 96S
Odrmar, P. W., 588
O'Uary. L. M., 35S
Oliver. Frank W , 4)
Olson. J. E.. 591
O'Neill, O. A., 965
Oshorn. N. C. 183
Oiborne, S. H., 632, 6JJ
Oiroer, /. E., 138

Packer. C. B.. 91
Paine, C. E., 43
Paine, Waldo C. 230
Palmer, H. A.. 631
Pantall, O. C, 183
Parker, E L., 591
Parker, W. J.. 357
Parks, R. G., 965
Parnwell, S. A., 1110
Parsons, R. S.. 869
Patterson. II. E., 679
Patton, C. S., 1070
PaiziK, Monroe L., 314
Payne. A. S., 91
Payne, F. I).. 223
Payne, W. W^., 680
Pearson, A. M., 179
Peck, I). R., 591
Peck, F.<lward O., 3S7
Peckham, C. L., 679
Persels. B. R., 1170
Petersim, A.. 316
Peterson, C, 776
Peterson, E. E., 183
Phaup, William E., 138
PhUlips, H. C, 403
Pettyjohn, Fred, 270
Peyton. VV. C, 1068
Phelps, Frank N., 1166*
Phillips, L. R., 1255
Phipps, F. IL, 395
Pierce, G. B.. 399
Pierce, J. F., 588
Pierce, R. A.. 272'
Pigott, II. L., 138
Pine. M. S., 11S4
Pinkerlon, F. E., 824
Pinkham, R. H., 91
Piatt, T. G., 1015
Piatt, K. J., 915
Pontius. VV. VV.. 316
Pope. J. B., 403
Poor, Fred A., 179*
Poor, F. A., 1015, 1251
Post, F. H., 679
Potter, E. H., 1258
Pratt, C. T., 588
Pratt, J. P.. 631
Preston. C. .V.. 870
Price, Alfred. 91. 183*
Price, H. VV., 230
Pride, E. F., 1213
Pritchett, A. L., 631

Suimby, J. II. , 395
uinn, F. McD., 824

Rams,iy, VV. C, 1114
Randall, P. L., 591
Raper, Charles Lee, 1033
Raycroft. T. C, 633
Reagan. J. T.. 915
Ream. L. C, 230
Redan.s, C. F., 870
Redd, Miss E. S., 1070
Ree.l, W. IL, 625
Reilly, A. E., 1216'
Reilly, J. E.. 1070
Renshaw, W., 223
Reynolds, A. M., 1184
ReynoMs, C. C, 918
Reynolds, F. N., 138
Rice, Ernest VV., 1067
Rich, Barzillai A., 448
Riffel. r. K., 544
Riggs, "M. n., 965
Rifey, Col. Walter J,, 43
Riley, J. W., 729
Rilley, H. E., 869
Ringer, D. L., 824
Ritchie, E. VV.. 679
Rohb, W. D., 402*
Rohbins, Frank S., I213t
Rohbins, Franklin G., 868
Rohbins, W. B., 48
R.iberis, A. L., 270
Roberts, R. L, 631
Roberts. T. E.. 403
Roherls. L If.. 724
Roberts, T. A^ 91
Robinson, IL C., HIS
Robinson, R. F., 1021
Robinson, Stephen, J-r., 490
Rockwell, I. D., 132
Rmlger, J. H., 179*
Rodger, T., 1169
Rodxers, I. G., 1251
Rcxlwell, W. E.. 91
Roesch, Frank P., 1068
Rogers, James C. 91, 444
Rogers, J. D., 85
Rohrer, F. F., 963'
Rose, William J., 1070'
Ross, G, C. 360
Rnwc. W. R.. 395
Ruble. John S., S88t
Ruel, G. G.. 669. 701
Rileler. E. P.. 1116
Rugg. W. S.. 629"

Rush. F. D. 633
Russell, P. A., 918
Ryan, C. H. Jr., 632

Sa^e, J. E., 116«
Sam. J. D., 775
Salmon, W. W., 1015
Salter, J. M., 869
Saurman, A. B., 132
Sawhtll, E. P., 677
Sayers, VV. W., 963
Scanlon, .VI. R., 729
Scherer, A. C, llll
Schnitier. G. E., 869
Schram, Irwin H., 96<
Schroeder. IL, 402
Schwab, Charles M., 43
Scbweiter, J. M., 591
Scott, Frank. 491*
Scott. H. L., 544
Scully, John J.. 91, 183*
Seeburger. F. F., 870
Sdey, Charles A., 490
Severin F. C., 1068
Sharp, William E., 1015, 1251
Shaw, B B., 966
Shaw. William N., 1166
Shea, W. J., 395
Sheahan, J. P., 1170
Sheldon, F. B., 360
Shepard, H. .\., 230
Shepard, H. E., 138
Shepherd, J. A., 403
Sherman. W. C, 729
Shindel. G. C, 544
Shoemaker, W. W., 679, 680
Shute, H. D., 132
Simons, J. E., 179
Simonton, VV. A., 1068
Simpson, R. L., 1024
Sinclair, T. H., 669. 700
Sisson, M. M., 1023
Slaughter, VV. G.. 776
Slawson, J. IL, 180*
Sloan. E. B., 403
Slian, G. W., 965, 1024t
Sloan, T. XL, 491

1

Smith, A. B., 403
Smith, A. II. , 620, 668
Smith, B., 773
Smith, Clarence R.. 729
Smith. E. M., 402
Smith, E. W., 776, 870t
Smith, Frank VV., 1064
Smith, G. W., 1023
Smith, H. H., 395
Smith, J. E., 1169
Smith, L. B., 1116
Smith, S. L., 1015
Smith, W. J., 1023
Smith, W. R.. 544. 1070
Snell. VV. IL. 591
Snider. C. VV.. 402
Snow. J. B.. 395
Soergcl, E. VV.. 918
Spencer. Henry B., 261, 619
Spens, Conrad, E., 619, 1258
Stack. J. I).. 1070
Stackpolc, Stephen T.. 92
Stanley, Walter L., 47*
Staples. Charles F., 660
Starbuck, R. 11.. 360
Starrct, Paul, llll
Starrett, Ralph, llll
Starrett, W. .V., llll
Staus, J. A.. 360
Stephen, George, 965
Stephens, IL H., 492
Stephens, R., 592
Sterling, H. J., 91, 591
Stewart, lames. 669, 701
Stewart, O. VV., 403
Still, A. L., 965
Stineman. J. C, 1215
Stinson. S. J., 592
Stith, C. F., 918
Stolp, G. E., 918
Stone, J. W.. 870*
Stovall, C. B., 138
Strauss, J. B., 43
Street, O. D., 1255
Strom. C. L.. 450
Strong, L B., 538
Strong, Stanley, jr., 1157
Stuart, M. H., 632
Slurdevant, E. J.. 870
Sullivan. T. A., 92
Sullivan, J, J., 1114
Sullivan. T. S.. 632
Swan, A. E,, 357
Swofford, F. G., 1116
Swrpe, n. J., 230

Tasker, VV. S., 1116
Tennis. A. R., 1116
Thiehoff, VV. F., 1070
Thom, Alfred P., 1157
Till mas, Charles S., 724
Thomas, H. C, .188

Thomas, L G., 355
Thomas. T. JT., 1070
Thomas, W. A., 724
Thompson, G., 776*
Thompson, L. F., 833
Thompson, P. R., 310
Thompson. VV.nlfrr S, 492. (.34*

Thompson. VV. O., 849*
Thom, W. C, 403
Tier, G. F., 492
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS—Continued

[*Indicatcs fhotograt'h and sl'CtcIi. t/)i</if(7/i\t sketch only.]

Titus, A. P., 491
Todd, E. N., 965, 1116'
Tcdd, H. R.. S44
Toland. H. A., 91, 591
Toland, H. L., 824
Toms, J. E., 918
Torrey, F. A., 824, 918t
Tolten, J. L., 491
Towle. Joseph H.. 133
Towne, W. H., 1115, 11 "Ot
Tow-nsend, A., 1024
Townsend, J. Fred. 591
Trainer. J. A., 490
Trask, Warren D., 448
Tremaine. W. J.. 1358
Trench, C. S.. 1112
Treueb, C. C, 403
Tripp. B. H., 1068
Trumbull, Alonzo G., 918
Trumbull, Morris K., 182
Tucker, F. P., 1258
Turner, W. T.. 1024
Turney, j. R., 591. 631. 1169
Turpie, John J., 866
Tuttle, Arthur S.. 395
Tuttle, C. E., 297
Tuttle, S. \V., 270
Twining, H. F., 965

Ulmer. W. L., 357
Upthegrove. 15.. 360. 631. 679. 714*

Ussher. C. E. E., 450'

n Laan, L. C, 1023
incc, J. E.. 679
in ner Voort, H. F., 724
indivcr. W. K., 544
in Hnok, \V. A.. 270
in Loan, Leo C, 824
in Nnrte. \V. F.. 544
irdaman, W. T.. 544
luclain. S. M., 353. 620
)sburgh, L. F., 360

Wadleigh, F. R., 619
Wagner, B., 776
Wakeley, L. W.. 1258
Walber, John G., 823, 827, 963t,

1116
Walden, Diaries F.. 912
Wallis, James T.. 813
Walsh, Martin. 544
Walsh, T. I., 182
Walton, George A., 591
Ward, T. A., 869
Wardrop, W. M., 91
Warner, Jonathan, 724
Watkins, 'W. H., 357
W.ntson. J. M.. 1184
Wear, F.. 544, 1070
Webb, W. A., 440*
Webster, T., 824
Weegar, J. T.. 824
Weeks, Edward W., 138
Weidmer, F.. 230
Welch, J, 182

Welch, M., 824
Welles, G. E. B., 182, 403
Welsh, M., 776
West, W. F 402
Westerman. F. X., 1258
Weslinghouse, H. H., 1015
Wetterau, L E., 632
Whipple, G. L., 824, 870*
White, A. B., 679
White, C. F., 824
White. C. P., 297, 620
White, J. L., 1018
White. Ray G., 1111
White. W. H.. 85
Whitencr. R. L., 917
Whiter, W. L.. 450
Whit ford, A. O., 1023
Whitnev, E. L., 679, 776
Whitsitt, W. B.. 966
Wickes. L. S., 591, 633
Widmeier, L. VV., 490
Wilkerson. B. C. 179
Wilcox-. G. II.. 1024
Willard, Daniel, 620. 668
Willard. M. O., 729
Willets, W, W., 1015
Willcv, J. M.. 660
Willi.ims, A. N.. 775
Williams, C. C., 918
Williams, C. S., 1216
Williams, G. D., 824
Williams, L. B., 137
Williams, N. A., 544, 679t

Williams, Roger B. Jr.. 1215
Williams, R. B., 1215
Williams. R. E., 360
Williams, W. E., 316
Williams. W. R., 1068*
Wilson, E. C, 628, 963
Wilson, F. D., 403. 591
Wilson. R. L., 677
Wilsm, W. A.. 544
Wiltsee. W. P.. 138. 316*
Winchell. B. L., 1015
Witchel, A. J.. 230
Womach. O. B., 402
VVcod, E. E., 223
Wood, G. W., 776
Wood. J. R., 669
Woodin.' W. H.. 483
Woodman, G. A., 179*
Woodruff. Robert E.. 1023
Woodul. W. F.. 360
Woolever. W. B., 1116
Worley, J. S., 827, 836*
Worthing. E. E.. 776
Wright, Frank C., 1018
Wylic. E. G., 355

Yates. T. A., 491
Yohe, C. M.. 230
Youman. J. D.. 824
Ycung, E. W., 824
Young, J. D., 776

Zehnder. E. M., 1015

OBITUARY
.Mdingion, Charles. 9121:

Allen, R. A., 1019
Ames, C. T.. 634. 680t. 870
Angus. R. B.. 634t
Arnold. E. C. 1116
Arp, William C, 48, 92J

Bailey. M. L.. 724
Baldwin, A. S.. 48*
Barnes, J. L„ 1170t
Batturs. F. E.. 1170, 1216t
Bcnscoter, C. A., 592
Biggar, W. H., 138, 402
Bridges, B. A., 1019
Bryson, Thomas B., 490

Gary, T. C, 270
Carter. Charles M.. 592"
Caldwell. Burns [).. 634'
Chamberlain, Edwin, 404'
Chamberlain, John T.. 1170'
Clark, James T., 544'
Clark, William J.. 1213
Connelly. W. I.., 1070. 1116
Cooke, Frederick W., 490, 588*
Cross, William, 404t
Cullen, George A.. 360"
Cuyler, Thomas De Witt, 857*, 937

Dawson, L. L, 1216*
Decker, Martin S., 92*

Dickinson, j. R.. 592.
Doty, F. W., 1021
Drake, W. A., 404, 492t

Everest, \V. B., 1167*

Flagiler, John H., 538
Follinger, Herbert C, 677

Hall, H., 730
Handy, T. L., 917
Hanson, Burton, 316*
Harrigan, John F., 724
Healv, Dan, 659, 855
llenggi, L. O., 270
Herbel, H. G., 404, 492"
Herbert, James M.. 293", 360. 631.

679
Hewitt, Herbert H., 12131
Hilton, Alexander, 1258
Hurlbut, E. A., 866

Jones, C. W., 230, 316"

Kennedy, James, 357*
Killam, A. E., 450
Kinney, O. L., 966*. 1070
Kruthoffcr, E. E., 918. 966"

1 clourneau. G. E. A., 357
Lewis, C. W., 1169
Lightner, A. D., 634
Lockver. Norman T.. 41

J

l.oveiand, H. D., 41

Manter, T. H., 138t
Martin, rVank S.. 357
McCaa. Burwell B., 450t. 591
McCarthy, J. J.. 1068, 1112"
McCauIev. W. W., 1258
.Marsh. Fred A., 1256
Meriwether. David, Jr.. 138
Miller, Harvey E., 133

Xicholson. Will, 492

r.iepcke, Herman. 230
Place. T. W., 776t
Plumb, Glenn E., 264
Potter,J. M., 588
Pratt, Edwin A., 1020t
Preston, Cecil A., 730"

Schrader, John R., 360
Sellers, Coleman. Jr., 357, 400"
Sheldon, Allen. 724
Shepherd, E. S., 400*
Sherman. Frederick G., 404, 450t
Simmons, H. L, 870t
Simmons, J. E., 1068t
Simpson. G. E.. 360. 404* •

Smith. Frank Burr, 400t
Sparks, H. G., 680t
Stall, Roy L.. 404. 824
Stewart, J. A., 776

Taylor. E. B.. 1024t
Thompson. William Andrew, Jr., 270
Torrev, C. P., 92*, 491
Tvler,' E. B., 724

Vickroy. A. F.. 824, 966*
Visscher, H., 680*, 869

Waldo, Fr.ink Owen, 730*
Walker, William R.. 1256
Wand, Alfre<l G.. 912
Wood. William B., 866*

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc, 45, 86, 180, 224.

270, 358, 401, 448, 489, 538, 589, 677,
1167, 1213

Atlantic Coa^l Line, 133, 773, 964

Baltimore «t Ohio, 133, 180, 314, 358, 448, 821,
916. 964, 1112, 1256

Bangor ft Arnuslor.k, 867
Bell Railway of Chicago, 1167, 1256
Boston ft .\lbany, 1213
Buffalo Creek & Ganlcv, 916
Buffalo, Rochester ft Pittsburgh, 45

Car ' ^ ' 133, ISO, 358, 629, 964, 1213
Cai 113. 180, 401, 725, 773. 1112

Clf 45. 1213
Ch- 'f.irin. 45. 134, 489, 821
CI. ' ln.li.ina, 589, 1256
Ch 11 & (,1'iinrv, 45. 86, 133. 134.

:o, 314, 358. 401, 448, 538,
-'. 916. I0'.7. 1112, 1167, 1256

Ch. icrn, 725
Ch.. 1.. ft Ix>insville. 1112
Chi..., 1 r ft St. Paul, 629. 916. 1JS6

Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific. 45. 86, 314. 448,

629, 725, 964, 1022, 1067, 1213, 1256.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis ft Omaha, 1022
lliic.igo I'nii.n Station, 314, 489, 538, 589, 7J5.

Clcvel.inil. Cincinnati, Chicago ft St. Louis, 134.

1167
Cole ra.lo, Columbus & Mexican. 964

Dayton. Toledo & Chicago. 314

Eastern Maine, 1256
Elgin, loliel ft Eastern, 448
Erie. 45. 677
Evansville, Indianapolis ft Terre Haute, 134

l-lnrida East Crast, 589

(irand Trunk, 629, 773
Great Northern. 134, 1167
Green Bay ft Wcsicrn. 629
<;iilf Coast Lines, 964
Gulf, Colorado ft Sania Fe, 677, 1167, 1213

Illinois Central, 45. 86, 134, ISO. 224, 270, 314,

Jefferson Southwestern, 538

Kansas ft Oklahoma, 45
Kansas City Southern. 964
Kansas City Termin.il. 1256
Kansas. Oklahoma ft Gulf. 358. 538

Lake Superior ft Ishpeniing. 589
l.chigh ft New England, 489
L.ng Island. 629
l.ongview, PortLinil ft Northern, 1167
Los Angeles & Salt Lake. 134. 401. 821
Louisiana ft Arkansas. LSO, 1167
Louisiana Southern, 6"7

L.misvitle ft Nashville. 867, 1022, 1256

Magma .'\rixona, 224
Michigan I enlral, 538, 773. 916
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'linncmfMili* k Si. Louit, 944
'liancapi'lu. Si. Paul <c Saull Sic. Mane, 45.

'M. «0I. 6M
• I t Tcua. U4, ]I4, ]$8, 401.

, 84, .;.>4. 489. S89. 630. 677.
--. 1022, 1067. 1112

'-Kirsaii'a LouBiana It Texaa, 1067

.Sew i.rii. .SrA

1022
Nortli«rii Pacific.

Oncon. I'aJitornia & iUitern. 589, 1167
Orcion Waahiofton Railroad k Navigation, JS8

! • 1112
I' IJ4. 224. 538, 630, 677,

:. 1022. 1167, 1256
i .-. J58
1' Mi ,n I. .\»t ,ri.i .V 1-jcilic. 86

Kichmood, Frcderickiburf k Potoouc, 358

.. '>64, 1022. 1167, 1256
. Pass. 630. 964

: Public Works, 224
nlo. 401

>jMi Ir .\ I.,, \ni!clc« Harbor, 916
Soiiilicm Pacific. 538. 589. 1022. 1256
Sialcv Sv.icni. 725

Tennessee, .XIatiama & Georgia. 358
Tennes«T Cenlral. H67
Texas k Pacific. 821, 1022

70, 314, 401. 448, 589.L'nicn Pacific. 45,
725. 1213

L'nion Railroad. 1022
L'uh Central. 358

Vancouver Harbor Terminal Railway. 448
Virginian, 867
Virginian 5c Western. 45

Wabash. 45. 86. 224. 1256
Wenatchee Southern. 725
Wisconsin Southern, 1112

Yakima Southern, 1067

FINANCIAL NEWS
Alabama k Mississippi, 46. 315, 964. 1163
.Mabama k Vicksburg, 181
.\Ubanu Great Suuthem. 542, 1022, 1214
Algoma Eastern. 630
Ann Arbor. 1214
Atchison. Topeka 4 Santa Fe. 46, 867
Atlanta 4 North Carolina. 10<.9

Atlanta & St. Andrews Bay, 46
Atlanta. Birmincham k Atlantic. 1069
Atlantic 4 North Carolina, 1168
Atlantic Coast Line. 134

1168
401, 542, 630, 1022.

4 Aroostook. 590. 1069, 1168
Bamegat Railroad, 630
Birmingham 4 Northwestern. 134. 401
Boston 4 Maine. 46. 181, 224, 271, 358. 726, 867,

964, 1069
BulTalo 4 Susquehanna, 1113
Buffalo Creek 4 Gauley, 449
Buffalo, Rochester 4 Pittsburgh, 46, 774

Canadian National Railways. 46, 224, 726
Carolina 4 Vadkin River, 867
Carolina. Cinchfield 4 Ohio. 224, 1168, 1214,

1257.
Central Indiana. 867
Central of (icrgia, 86
Central Vermont, 46, 867
Chesapeake & Ohio, 134, 401, 449, 490, 630, 726,

1023, 1214, 1257
Chicago 4 Alton, 271, 449, 490, 678. 916. 1069,

1168, 1214
Chicago 4 Eastern Illinois, 867
Chicago & North Western, 134, 822
Chicago, .\tiica & Southern, 774, 1069
Chicago Great Western, 542, 867. 916, 964, 1023
Chicago, Indianapolis 4 Louisville, 490, 590
Chicago, Milwaukee 4 St. Paul, 46. 134. 916,

1168
Chicago, Peoria 4 St. I^uis. 1168. 1214
Chicago River 4 Indiana, 449, 726
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, 1257
Chicago, Rock Island 4 Pacific, 271, 542, 590,

678. 726, 822
Chicago, St. Paul, .Minneapolis 4 Omaha, o30
Chicago, Terrc Haute & Southeastern, 1113
Chicago l'nion Station Companv, 46, 315
Chicago W.irehouse St Terminal Company, 1257
Chowchilla Pacific, 224
Cincinnati, Inrlianapolis 4 Western, 46, 358, 449,

1023, 1113, 1168
Cincinnati, New Orleans 4 Texas Pacific, 590
Cincinnati N^irthern, 134
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago 4 St. I>ouis, 86,

181, 224, 542, 590, 867
Clinton & Oklahoma Western, 181
Colorado 4 Southern. 224, 315
Colorado Springs 4 Crinple Creek District, 822
Crystal River & San Juan, 726
Cuba Railroad, 134

Dayton-Goose Creek. 86
Dayton, Toledo 4 Chicago. 181, 726
Death Valley, 271, 1069, 1214
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 590, 678
Denver 4 Rio Grande. 726, 867, 1168
Denver 4 Rio Grande Western, 134, 224, 590,

630. 822, 1168
Denver 8 Salt Lake. 358
Detroit 4 Mackinac. 867, 1069, 12S7
Detroit, Bay City 4 Western, 726
Detroit, Tole<ln 4 Ironion, 1113

Eastland, Wichita Falls 4 Gulf, ISl
El Dorado 4 Santa Fe. 225
Electric •^h.Tt Line, 774
Eluiii. Toliot 4 F.aslern, 134
Erie. 80. 1023. 1113. 1214
Eureka Smelting 4 Sfining Company, 358

I'onda, Johnstown & Gloversville, 181, 225, 358
Fort Smith 4 Western, 1168

ticorgia, -Vshburn. Sylvester & Camilla, 1214
Georgia, Florida 4 .Mabama, 964
Gcurgia, Southern 4 Florida. 590
Gladvs \ .Mpena. 1111,9

Grand Rapids 4 Indiana, 271
Grand Trunk, 225, 358
Grand Trunk Pacific, 867
Gravsonia, Nashville 4 Ashdown, 1168
Great Northern. 46, 225, 271, 1214
Green Bay & Western, 678
Gulf, Mobile 4 Northern, 181, 358, 401

Hocking Valley, 135, 630

590, 630. 726.Illinois Central. 135. 271. 542,
822. 964. 1168

Indi.in Creek & Northern, 630
Intcrnalional-Grr.it Northern. 86. 271. 449, 726,

822, 868, 1168, 1214, 1257
Interstate, 964, 1168

Kansas 4 Oklahoma Southern, 358
Kansas City. Mexico 4 Orient, 46
Kcntwood & Eastern. 964, 1168. 1257
Knoxville 4 Carolina. 181

Lackawanna of New Jersey, 590
Lake Erie 4 Western. 46, 13S, 358
[.^ctonia. 271, 490
Lehigh & Hudson River. 822
Louisiana & Arkansas, 774
l^.uisiana & North West, 181, 542

.Macon & Birmingham. 774, 822, 964
Madison Southern, 822
.Magma Arizona. 46. 1069
Manila K.iilrna.l, 631
Marietta & Vincent, 964
Marshall (v East Texas, 86. 822
Marsh.ill. Elvsian Fielils 4 Southeastern, 543
M.mphis. Dallas & G.ulf, 135, 181, 401
.MichiRan Central. 1168
Minarets & Western. 135
Minn.Mpolis \ St. Louis. 822. 1113
Minneapolis. .St. Paul 4 S.iuli Ste. Marie, 46,

358, 631, 1113, 1257
Mississippi 4 .Mabama. 726. 964
Mississippi Export, 1214
Missouri, Kansas 4 Texas, 47, 86, 135, 181, 3.';'),

631. 774. 916. 1069. 1113. 1168, 1214
Missouri P.icific, 135. 822
Mobile 4 Ohio, 543, 631
Morgantown 4 Wheeling, 726
Muscatine, Burlington & Southern. 181

Nashville. Chattanooga 4 St. Louis. 401, 54.1.

678. 774, 822
Nevada California Oregon. 359, 401
New tirleaiis 4 Northeastern, 543
New Orleans, Texas 4 Mexico, 86, 315
New York Central, 87. 135, 181, 225, 590, 822,

964. 1069. 1113

New York. Chicago 4 St. I-ouis, I3S, 271, 490,
590, 678

New York, Lackawanna 4 Western, 315
New York, New Haven 4 Hartford, 135, 631,

678
New York, Ontario 4 Western, 1069
Niagara Junction, 1257
Norfolk 4 Portsmouth Belt. 47
Norfolk & Western. 631. 823. 868, 916
Norfolk Southern, 271, 1214
Northern Pacific, 181, 359, 490, 590, 823

Ocala 4 Southwestern, 181, 490
Oregon Trunk, 726
Osage, 1168

Pacific Soulhwcslern. 774, 964
Pennsylvania. 181. 271. 315. 359. 402, 631. 729,

823, 1069. 1214. 1257
Peoria Railway Terminal Companv. 359
Pere Marquette. 271. 678
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 1169
Pittsburgh & West Virginia. 271
Pittsburgh & West Viruinia. 449
Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chicago 4 St. Louis. 181.

225. 1069

Rciding Company. 87. 590, 631. 1214
Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac, 1069
Rockingham Railroad. 135
Rutland, 182

Sabine 4 Neches Valley. 729
St. LouisSan Francisco. 182, 543, 678. 823,

1169. 1214
St. Louis Southwestern 271, 1069
St. Paul l'nion Depot Company. 449
Salt Ijke 4 Utah, 1169
San Francisco Sacramento. 271
-Santa Fe & Los Angeles Harbor. 965
Savannah & Southern, 965
Seaboard Air Line. 181. 359, 590, 678, 774. 823" veport 4 Southern. 182
Silv 135
Siou.v City Terminal, 490
South Georgia, 823, 1169
Southern P.ncific. 135, 359, 729, 1214
.Southern Railway. 543. 774, 1023, 1169
Stewartstown. 1113
Superior & Southeastern. !^23

Tennessee, 678
Tennessee Central, 225, 678
lexas & P.icihc. 4". 490. 774. 868. 1069
Terminal Railroail .Vssociation of St. I.x)ui5, 315,

543, 500. 729
rionesla V.illev. 1113
Toledo 4 Ohio Central. 225
Toledo, St. Louis 4 Western. 87
Toledo Terminal. 182

IMstcr & Delaware. 22>
l'nion Terminal. 359
I'pper Marion \- PIvm. uth, 449, 965
Utah Terminal, 87

Virginian, 359. 449, 729, 1257
Virginian & Western, 315, 359

Wal.ash. 87
Washington, Brandywine 4 Point Lookout, 225
Western Maryland. 135. 868. 916
Western Pacific. 271. 729, 774
West Virginia Northern, 916
Wheeling 4 Uke Erie. 490. 1069
Wichita Falls & Oklahoma. 1113
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With the in:!'tulhition of automatic block signals in prospect

•n sfvcral roafi* the question whether a sei)arate |Kjle line

siiould lx> installed to tarry the line

Telegraph- circuits deserves serious consideration.

Signal Pole For alternating current signaling using

Lines approximately 4,400-v()lt feeding cir-

cuits a separate i>ole line is essential,

Ijut with low-voltage direct current circuits another cross-arm

has simply Ixx-n added to the existing telegraph lead in the

majority of installations made in the past. Serious accidents

are said to have lieen cau.*ed Ijv crosses between telegraph

and signal wires carried on tht- same pole line. Again, in

case the pole lines are damaged by wind or sleet storms, con-

siderable confusion and delay often result because of a lack

of co-operation l)etween employees maintaining the separate

signal and telegraph lines. .\lso adding another cross-arm

for signal wires to an already overloaded telegraph lead is

poor economy, as has l>een found by some roads in the past.

A study of these factors on several roads has resulted in the

decision to build a separate pole line. The local conditions

in each case should i>e carefullv studied ijefore determining

the practice to be followed.

Cutting out rivets with the gas flame is a jiractice quite

common in railroad shops. The practice of using the elec-

tric arc for this pur{X)se is compar-
Electric atively new. Numerous ol)jections have

Rivet been raised from time to time to the

Cutting "^«^ o^ 'li^' electric arc for this purpose,

but, one by one they have been disposed

of and there are now several railroads using the process.

Damage to the j)late is offered as an objection but anyone

who has watched the work has noticed that the arc sticks to

the rivet after it is started and does not wander around on

the |)late as might i)e ex[)ected even though the rivet is

burned completely out of the hole. Mechanical and in-

ductive "kick" have been |)ractically eliminated lay improve-

ments of welding i-<iuii)ment. Com|)aratively large amounts

of [Mjwer are, of course, re(|uired which in turn means lieavy

welding leads and bulky cutting electrodes. On the Chesa-

jx-ake & Ohio the welding machine is connected to a l)us to

which are connected in turn a number of welding leads.

The cutting electrode only is carried about and the dragging

of heavy leads is eliminated. .As yet no way has bee;i found

to cut down the siie of the elertnxles so they are difficult to

use in confinetl sjiaces, but there is ajiparently a broad field

to which this practice can be a])plied to advantage.

Railroad purchasing agents have come in for considerable

( riii( ism from time to time on the grounil that purchases

are ba.sed on price ratlur than ((uality.

A Word for During tlie past two years other in-

—and to

—

dustries than the railroads have been

Purchasing Agents "''I'Kfd to disregard ultimate costs in

meeting their immediate necessities with

the limited funds available. Not all manufacturers are

agreed that railroads make price the .sole factor governing

the |ilacing of orders. .A])parently certain roads are greater

offenders than others in this regard. In extreme cases it

seems that everything is left to the purchasing agents who,
if not technical men, know little about the tools, e<|ui|)ment
or material i)urchased. exce|)t the [irice. Several manufac-
turers have expressed the o])inion that the tendency to bu^- on
price has Ijeen decreasing in the past few years and es-
pecially since the war. This has probably lx.-en brought
about by the introduction of well-trained technical men into
the purchasing departments, enabling more clear-cut, stand-
ard specifications to be drawn. In a specified case one manu-
facturer writes that "the (purchasing methods of railroads
have Ixjen changed considerably in the last few vears, in-
dicating that more modern, businesslike methods are Ijeing

employed by some roads." However that may \x. there is

still room for im])rovement. esj^ecially in the purcha.se of
sho]) machinery and laljor-saving equipment. So few orders
are jilaced for this e(juipment. compared to the enormous
number of other orders, and the relative amounts of money
involved are so small that there is j>erhaps a natural tendencv
for purchasing agents to consider shop equipment and tools
relatively unimportant. They should not forget that monev
spent for shop machinery and equi|)ment is in the nature
of an investment rather than a routine expense. Considered
in this light, a small saving in the first cost of a tool which
may be used anywhere from 10 to 20 years is immaterial
compared to its durability, convenience of operation and
l)r(Kluctive cai>acity.

The article by Marcel Peschaud regarding the conditions
and results of operation of the French railways in the year

l''-l shows that while these railways
Irench

i,.,^^. „(,( recovered from the effects of
Railroads the war, they are recovering with re-

in 1921 niarkable rapidity. The five large lines

which are o])erated by private compa-
nies had an aggregate operating deficit in 1921 which, at the
present rate of exchange, amounted to about $J8,000.000 in

American money. Including fixed charges their deficit was
about $160,000,000. Thc^^e figures are, however, a great im-
provement over those of 1920, when the operating deficit

was $1.50,000,000, and the total deficit $200,000,000. The
reduction in the deficit was due both to advances in rates
and reductions of o])erating expenses. In spite of these
changes, however, expenses were still 4.U) per cent more than
before the war, while earnings were only 19.5 per cent more.
Each of the large private railways now lias more locomotives
and freight cars than before the war in 191,5, the total in-

crea.se in number of locomotives being ,52 per cent and in

freight cars 22 |)er cent. Freight business on the other hand,
was less than in 19K5. Nothing is said alxiut the change in
number of passenger cars since 191.5. Imt pas.senger business
was 12 jier cent larger than in 191,5, and those who have
traveled rwently in France know that passenger equipment
is inadiHjuate and trains generally are crowded. The number
of employees was reduced nine per cent as compared with
1920, but was still 28 per cent larger than in 191.5, "be-
cause," as M. Pe.schaud says, "the lines continued to suffer

under tlie burden.some effects of the eight hour dav without
having been alile to obtain, as they had hoped, a revision of
the truly unreasonal)le conditions of its application." The
.American reader will, we believe, find M. Teschaud's article

1
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very interesting because of the opportunity it gives both to

compare and contrast the railway developments that have

occurred in France and in the United States within recent

years. Among other things the American reader probably

will grasp the significance of jM. Peschaud's statement that

the deficit of the State Railway in 1921 was, in American

money, about 5!67,500,000, or over one-half as large as the

combined deficit of the five large private railways. The
State Railway is not comparatively a large system, but like

most government-managed railways it shows remarkable

ability in producing deficits. There is much talk in France

about the desirability of selling or leasing it to a private

company for operation. This would work a hardship on the

multitude of useless employees who would lose their jobs,

but would give quite a substantial relief to the French tax-

payer.

classified as electric heating devices. "Electric heating of

houses would be a gross waste rather than a consen-ation of

fuel resources and so prohibitive in cost to users as to be
beyond all consideration." This statement was made in a

report on electric cooking and heating by consulting engineer

Wyer, an electrical expert. It is generally considered to be

correct and can Ije used properly as a guide, tmt it does not

mean that such devices as listed above cannot be used to effect

large economies. In many cases fuel burning devices are less

efficient than those utilizing electric heat. In other cases

much can be saved because the material to be heated will

not be o.xidized in the electric furnace or hecau.se the electric

heat can be controlled automatically and held within limits

of a few degrees. Many new electric heating devices have
been perfected and anyone who happens to be in a jX)sition

to use such equipment may profit by studying their ad-

vantages.

The results of the safety movement among the railways were

emphasized in a striking manner at the recent triennial con-

vention of the Brotherhood of Railroad
A Tribute Trainmen in Toronto, when this or-

to the Safety ganization voted to increase the

Movement amount of insurance for members from

$2,000 to $2,700 while retaining the

same rate as heretofore. The amount of insurance was thus

increased 3,S per cent without any additional cost. No finer

tribute could be paid to the safety movement than this action

on the part of the employees themselves, evidencing as it

does the decrease in the number of casualties to their mem-
bers. The reasons for this decrease are evident; modern
equipment embodying accident preventive features, better

roadbeds, corps of efficient safety supervisors and instructors

and a staff of employees, who are co-operating in putting

the "safety'" princii)les into effect. The distressing feature

of the safety movement at the present time is the increase

in the numlier of grade crossing accidents at the time when
the number of casualties to employees is being reduced.

Here the railways are facing a different problem, for instead

of conducting an educational campaign among groups of

employees under direct control, it is necessan.- to reach large

numbers of scattered individuals. Furthermore it is difficult

to penalize the public for its carelessness, although it is in-

teresting to note that the Southern Pacific is suing careless

drivers who crash into its trains or otherwise damage its

()roperty, while the Northern Pacific and other roads have

installed train "checkers"' at imjiortant grade crossings to

detect those guilty of "chance taking,"" who later receive

written advice regarding the importance of protecting their

own lives.

Electric heat cannot be used economically for general heat-

ing purposes, such as the heating of buildings, but in si)ite

of this fact electric heating devices in

Electric various forms are finding a place in

Heat in railroad shops. The term, "electric

Railroad Shops heating devices," is ajit to suggest to

the casual reader such things as toast-

ers, flat irons, grills and percolators, but in industry it now
applies to such apparatus as ]>aint and varnish drying ovens,

glue pots, soldering iron furnaces, shcrardizing drums, core

t>aking ovens for foundry work, ovens or furnaces for shrink-

ing pits, ovens for drying and baking armature and field

coils; melting pots for lead, tin and babl)itt; air heaters for

cabs; vats for impregnating woods; furnaces for annealing

bra.ss, steel and malleable iron [larts; furnaces for heat treat-

ing steel forgings, for case hardening, for tcm|icring tools,

etc. Rivet heaters ,ind electric wilder- mav also be propirlv

Which Do Railway Employees Prefer ?

MOST OF THE coal mines of the country- have been shut

down and most of their employees have been out of

work for three months because the managements and em-
ployees have been unable to agree on any method for settling

a controversy regarding wages. Recently the importation of

non-union workers by the operators and wholesale murder
by the strikers have been adopted as means of settlement in

one part of southern Illinois.

There is a wage controversy going on between the rail-

ways and a large number of their employees. The situation

in the railroad industry is different from that in the coal

mining industry' in one very important respect. The govern-

ment has established for the railroad industry a board of

arbitration—the Railroad Labor Board—for settling con-

troversies which may arise regarding working conditions

and wages.

The railway employees, as well as the railways and the

public, are represented on this Board. In 1^20 it awarded
to the employees the largest advance in wages ever made in

any industry in history. The railways accepted the award.
.\ strike and prolonged and extensive unemployment were
avoided. Since then the same Board has awarded reductions

in wages which, if accepted by the employees, would leave

most of them with al)i)ut the same money wages, but with

wages having larger purchasing power, as those they had
before the large advance was granted in 1020. The existence

of the Labor Board and the policy it has followed have re-

sulted in railway employees being paid higher wages than
those received by most men doing similar work in other

industries. After the reductions awarded, which are to go
into effect today (July 1), the employeo .iffected will still,

according to the findings of the Board, be p.iid higher wages
than those of men doing similar work in other industries of
the country.

If the emjiloyees jieaceably accejit tlu .iwards they will

have steady emi)loynu'nt at goo<l wages, whether compared,

with tho.se they have received in the jiast or with those re-

ceived by other workers. If they strike, many of them will

go through a jieriixl of unemployment when, like the coal

miners, they will have no wages; and they will disregard

the decision of the Railroad Lalior Board which heretofore,

if it has favored either side, has favored them and not the
railways.

The Transportation .Vet relies upon i>ul>lic opinion tO"

enforce the awards of the Labor Board. Public opinion de-

mands that the employees as well as the railways shall accept

the awards made by it when made in the exercise of its legal

authority. The awards to which the employees object were
'-o made. If the cniiilcAci-. strike tlii\ will be defying both
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the L;ilx)r Board and public opinion. They will show that

public opinion is not sufficient to secure conformity to the

Board's awards by the employees. It is most improbable

that after striking they would get higher wages than those

awarded by the Board. It is quite possible, however, that

t'
' ' ifStroy the whole plan of f)eaccably settling lalx)r

- in the railroad industry which the government

i. -hi-d.

W hich would railway employees rather have—a situation

like that now existing in the coal mining industr)' or one

like that now cxi.sting in the railroad industry? .Apparently,

their leaders, while perfectly willing to accept all decisions

made by the Board which are in their favor, would rather

destroy it than accept any decisions it may make which are

adverse to their claims. Will the employees support their

leaders in trv-ing to earn.' out such an unfair p>olicy? Will

the>' su[)port their leaders by engaging in a strike which

almost certainly would not result in their getting higher

wages than tho.<e awarded by the Board or which economic

conditions would force the railways to pay them, but which

might result in the destruction of the plan of settling labor

controversies which, on the whole, has thus far worked to

the advantage of the employees?

We shall soon know whether railway employees prefer

such anarchic conditions as now prevail in the coal mining

industn.-. or the orderly and, from their standf)oint at least,

beneficial procedure in resixct to labor controversies which

has now prevailed in the railroiid industry for more than

two vears.

Overloading the Division Engineer

/^.\K i)F THE MOST 1-KiiTFLL topics for di>^u?>i<<ii among
^^ maintenance of way officers is the maximum length of

sub-division which should be assigned to a raidmaster or

track super\-isor. This cjueslion could be raised with equal

appropriateness with reference to the proper length of the

division engineer's territory. It is hard to reconcile the dis-

crepancies in the lengths of territories or in the number of

miles of line assigned to division engineers on different rail-

ways. Roads of more or less similar physical characteristics

and tniffic van,- in their practices in this resiiect almost as

widely as roads totally unlike. This may arise l>ecause of

the fact that the present division limits are the heritage of

organizations developed many years ago when there was a

smaller mileage of tracks per mile of line and fewer other

complicating factors.

In general the division engineer is in effect an assistant

.superintendent in charge of maintenance of way and as such

his territory coincides with that of the division sufxrinteiid-

ent. A few months ago there was a distinct tendency, par-

ticularly among the western roads, to reduce the number of

divisions by giving each superintendent more mileage. This

in turn has added to the mileage of tracks under the super-

vision of the division engineer. In some cases his problem

has been complicated still further by the fact that his juris-

diction has tjeen extended to include two or more divi-

sions.

The division engineer has to exercise detailed supervision

to secure the In-st results. His forces are scattered in small

units over the entire territory and do not come to a common
point at any time in the regular course of their work. To
exercise such supervision it is necessary for the supen-isorv

maintenance of way officers to visit the gangs on the line

frequently in order to insure that they are performing their

work economically. It is im|)ossiljle for the division engineer

to do this over a long division of niultii)le track line handling

heavy traffic. It is practicable, of course, to handle a greater

mileage of single track lines with medium to light traffic

than of bu.sy multiple tracks and divisions of JiOO miles or

even more arc not impracticable in most such cases. But a

dense traffic multiple track division of 3Q0 miles of line may
aggregate as much as 800 miles or more of main tracks in

addition to terminals. Such tracks must of necessity be main-

tained in condition to handle comparatively fast and dense

traffic, and the forces required are increased accordingly. The
magnitude of maintenance of way expenditures today is so

great that it would seem desirable that the officers of the

maintenance of way and operating departments study their

organizations at frec|uent intervals in the light of the condi-

tions which exist in order to keep them abreast of the devel-

opments of the rcxid itself. It is not unlikely that such an
investigation would develop the fact that there are divisions

which should be lengthened—and others that should be

shortened to secure the best results.

Coal, and the Railroad Situation

IT
IS HICH TIME that the effects that may be produced by

the coal strike on the transportation situation and general

business were given more consideration. There is verv- great

danger that unless something is done soon to increa.^e the

production and transportation of coal there will be thrown

upon the railways after the strike is ended a burden greater

than they can bear. The public should be warned now of

conditions which apparently are going to develop on the rail-

roads unless the amount of coal given to them to handle

speedily is largely increased.

The Railway Age in an editorial in its last issue gave some
facts which indicate that a serious congestion of traffic and

shortage of cars may come this fall and winter. Some persons

and publications have expressed the opinion that we are

unduly alarmed. Let us consider the situation in the light

of the latest available facts.

In the year 1920 the railways handled the largest traffic

in their history. E.\cepting coal, they recently have been

handling more traffic than they did in the corresponding part

of the year 1920. In the week ended June 11. 1920, the

niunber of cars loaded with all kinds of freight was 9^0,976.

Of this numix'r 191,494 cars were loaded with coal, leaving

739,472 that were loaded with other freight. In the week,

ended June 10, 1922, the number of cars loaded with all

kinds of freight was 846,002. Of this number only 94,824
cars were loaded with cail, leaving a total of 751,178 cars

that were loaded with other kinds of freight. The number
of cars loaded witli freight other than coal was 11.706 more
than in the corresponding week of 1920.

Traffic always increases during die late summer and early

fall months. This is especially true of coal traffic. The
average numl)er of car loads of coal handled by the railways

in the weeks from Septenil)er 2.^ to December 18. 1920, was
217,200. This was 112,191 more than the number of cars of

coal shi]>ped in the week ended June 10, 1022. If the rail-

ways in the week ended June 10, 1922, had handled as much
coal as the average amount handled weekly in the fall and
winter months of 1920, their total car loadings would have
been 9.>8,10.v Tlu- largest traffic they ever handled in any
week was in that ending (October 15. 1920. and was 1,018,-

539 car loads. Of this 226,671 car lands were coal, leaving

791,868 car loads of other traffic. If this figure be compared
with tliat for the amount of traffic other tlian coal handled
in the week ended June 10. 1922, it will he fciund that in this

latter wirk the amount of traffic other than coal handled was
only live fr '"'"^ ''''"' '''"" ''"' n'liouiit of InMc oth^-r than
coal handlid in the week ended October 15, 1920, the largest

week's business in history.

Does anybody doubt that traffic other than coal is going
to increase between now and October? In 1920, between the
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week ended June 11 and the week ended October 15, traffic

other than coal increased 52,.>96 car loads, or over seven per

cent. .\t that time the country was entering a period of

violent Ijusiness readjustment and depression, and the in-

crease in traffic between June and October was not normally

large. This year the country apparently is in a period of

increasing business activity. This indicates that the increase

in traffic other than coal between now and fall will be more

than normal.

The amount of coal produced and transported during thj

first half of 1921 was about 60 million tons less than the

average amount produced and transported in the first half

of the last five years. This plainly indicates that after the

strike ends the railways will be called ujx)n not only to deal

with at least a normal increase of other traffic, but to handle

an abnormal coal business. All these facts seem to make it

reasonalily sure that after the coal strike is settled the de-

mand for railroad transportation will be greater than ever

before.

One of the most ominous features of the situation is that

uj) to the date of the latest available report the amount of

coal which had been carried by the railways to the Lake Erie

ports and thence by water to the head of the lakes to supply

the needs of the northwest was only al)out three million tons.

At this time last year the amount of coal that had been

dumped at the head of the lakes exceeded eight million tons.

If the northwest is to have sufficient fuel to carr)- it througii

the winter there must be dumped at the head of the lakes

during the season of navigation from 25 to 30 million tons

of coal, and already the dumpings at the head of the lakes

are five million tons below normal.

The situation developing demands speedy and constructive

action. The production of coal must soon be increased. The
shipments of all otlier freight which can l)e accelerated must
be accelerated. The railways must get ready as rapidly as

practicable to deal with a record-breaking business. The
shipping pul)lic must prepare to co-of)erate with the railways

by loading cars heavier and loading and unloading them us

rapidly as practicable.

Whatever the cau.se or causes of traffic congestions and
car shortages, it always has been in the past the custom for

some newspapers and regulating bodies and many people to

denounce and fume at the railways for such conditions. The
railways are in no way responsible for the coal strike or its

probable disagreeable and costly aftermath, and in this in-

stance co-operation with them of all who can help solve the

jiroblem which will be ])re.sented should be substituted for

the usual outcrx auainst them.

New Books

The F.tigincfriti^ Index. 1921. 584 pages. 7 in. by 9'/j in., boiiiui

iH chill. I'liblished by The American Society of Mechanieal

Engineers, 29 ll'ejit Thirly-ninlh Street, Nezu York.

The Engineering Inde.x lias for years been considered an

absolutely essential refereiKe book by those who wish to keep

in touch with current engineering literature. The first volume
of the Index appeared in 1892 and the book has been issued

annually since 1906. The current volume contains over

14,000 items referring to articles which appeared in some
600 engineering and other technical publications. In tlie

j)re[)aration of tlie Index the staff of the Smiety reviewed
more than 1,200 ]x-riodicals, reports and other i)ul)lications

regularly received during the year by the Engineering So-

cieties' I.ibrar), New York. These publications were printed

in ten different languages and, as a re.sult, the t>ook is the

nir>st complete reference to scientific and engineering current

literature in the world. The railway field is. if anvthing,

even more comi)lel(ly covered tlian in former editions.

•jiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllllliiilliniiiiillllillllilllllilliiiilliiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHllu

I Letters to the Editor I

iiriiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitMirriiiiiiitiililR

[ The R.Mi.w.w Age -^L-elcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

-iiords—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for fads or opinions e.xpressed.]

Talk Money to Employees
Ciiic.^oo.

To THE Editor:

At a meeting of the Western Railway Clul) in Chicago

a short time ago a paper pertaining to the education of rail-

way employees was read by C. G. Juneau of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul. By a series of monthly bulletins,

circular letters of instruction, and through meetings of em-
jiloyees this railroad apparently has accomplished wonderful

results ;ind the mechanical department officers are to be com-

plimented not only as to their progress, but as to their

sincerity in fitting their employees for better jobs, thereby

helping the individual and by so doing helping the railroad.

The writer has absolutely no criticism to make on Mr.

Juneau's paper. The following is merely the result of

thinking over the many good points brought out.

After considerable railroad service in the mechanical de-

partment, plus three years' service with a manufacturing

corporation, I simply clraw a comparison of the educational

features in both lines and sum it up by saying that the

railroads overlook in their endeavors to enlighten their em-
ployees the one big word ''money."

In the manufacturing game we talk, eat and sleep money,

not in a miserly fashion, but as a matter of pure business

principle. Our first questions before buying a machine, for

example, are: What is the cost? What will we make out

of it? Can we afford it? Can we not resort to some other

method? What is the other concern doing? Is it the best

tj'pe of machine for the purpose? Have we enough work
to keep it going? Will it take a skilled operator?

Everyone from the set-up man to the general manager is

given an opportunity' to voice an opinion and if the purchase

is made evcrvone concerned is aware of the amount involved,

the output expected, etc. Further, the general manager does

not as an individual drop out in the plant, size up a situa-

tion, return to the office, order a machine, get it, and say

to the superintendent "use it." To the contrary his superin-

tendent rejiorts, "The machine .shop foreman wants an auto-

matic machine and I approve his request," the committee is

convened and tlie above questions are raised. The point

is this: you can get results out of a machine when the man
who expresses a desire for one gets it. If you force a

machine on him your results are negligible.

When WT run into a lot of scrap or defective parts we put

tlie losses into money: we tr.ice it to the individual responsible

and we say to him, 'Hill, you made ?8.00 yesterday but you
only earned $4.00. One half of your work was spoiled."

We don't tell him he spoiled so many pieces; we put the

figures in dollars and cents. On the other hand, if a day
worker has given us an extraordinar)- amount of good work
we place this to his credit and tell him in money how much
he has saved.

We talk money to the individual employee in many ways
We say, "Hill, while you are a human being and we will

treat you as such, nevertheless from a business standpoint

we look on you as an investment. You are earning $2,400
a year. You represent to us an annual expenditure of

$2,400 just the same as that milling machine you run. We
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expect a ten per cent return from tlu-st two investments.

When you and the machine earn this return, our company
will prcfeper and so will you. If you or the machine don't

futiction pro()erly, we all lose. And a» we most certainly

e\|iect to take care of any depreciation or lireak-downs in

our machine investment, we most certainly will take care

"i you."

We get all of our lead men together in meetings and reflect

.ill of their operations, losses, earnings, etc., by money figures,

not pounds or pieces. We draw a circle (representing a

dollar) on the blackboard and to reflect o[)erating costs we
f>ortion this off in segments and show that for each dollar

spent, 50 cents went for labor, .>0 cents for material, 8 cents

for overhead, etc., until the t-ntire dollar is disposed of. We
also show them in the same way the net results of the sale

of a dollar's worth of goods. So much for making the

article, so much for sales e.xpense, and so on, taking in taxa-

tion, insurance, and last, but not least, the stockholders'

share. Each employee is fxwtcd as to the value of the article

he works on so that he will understand the monetary loss

in the event it is spoiled.

Now. reali/ini; that dollars and cents are seldom, if ever,

mentioned to the railroad employees holding positions below

that of supervisors, if I were in charge these are some of the

things I would do:

Give the apprentices to understand that on everything

they work they are using someone's money and to loaf or

spoil through carelessness is nothing short of obtaining

money under false preten.ses. .\s the boys of today arc our

men of tomorrow. I would la\ particular stress on tiiis feature.

See that so far as is possible money values are placed

on all commodities used. As it is now a foreman orders

a piece of material, the requisition is priced by a clerk of

the store department, sent to the shop accountant and dis-

tril>uti-d to the proper account. At the end of tlie month, the

shop sujicrintendent gets one figure showing what his bill

lor locomotive material was. He may know individual costs

but the point is the man who is machining or applying the

piece does not. Isn't it true that the average railroader

thinks "This company is worth $250,000,000.00; what does

a piece of material thrown away mean to them? I'll throw

this away and get a new piece instead of repairing it." Now,
if this man knew that the piece he was discarding represented

one dollar instead of just a piece of material, he naturally

would hesitate.

I would start a propaganda throughout my railroad so

that every emj)loyee would think "How would I do this or

what would I do if this was m\- own money I was .spending

instead of the com|)any"s?"' If you can make the man feel

that he is reaching right down in his jeans to pay for the work

he is doing, you can rest assured he will be careful.

I wouldn't go to a car inspector and say, "Rill, nunil)er

5.^ had a derailment north of here last night. Defective

drawbar drojiped down; be careful." I woulrl say, "Bill,

by your carelessness numbe? 53 was derailed; drawbar

dropped down. Damage to e(|uipment was So,500 wliich is

more money than you could earn in four or five years. You
ought to work for this company for five years for nothing."

And believe me he would sit u|) and take notice.

I would have the valuation (le|)arlment see that the mait

in charge of any er|uipment or pro[)erty was cognizant of its

value so he could go to the individual and inform him of

the responsibility resting on him in handling a machine

representing a given amount of the company's money.

1 would tell my engine crews that it cost them so many
dollars for coal for liandling a passenger train over the

division whenas the i riw tlial handled the same train yes-

terday operated ten dollars cheaper. I would not mention

the saving or waste in pf)unds; make it money.

I would see that my train dispatchers were informed of

monev losses bv nii^iuindling trains over their territory.

I would get my auditing department lined up to check
joint facilities by first getting a true value of these f.icilities

and working it down through the operation end so that I

would not l>e paying out or investing money for the benefit

of sonie other company.
I would say to my traffic department "The XYZ Railroad

got that freight business out of Bloomington. You have
lost so many dollars worth of business by failing to land
it."

I would see that sufficient analysis was made of the work
being performed by my supervisors to know that high
salaried men were not l>eing tied up with responsibilities

that could be handled by cheaper men, so that the supervisor

could devote more time to a study of economies. How many
general foremen and foremen in the mechanical department
are principally material chasers, so busy they have no op-

portunity for time study which more than anything else

means money?
In every instance where I learned that another railroad

was performing a certain operation more economically than
I was, I would send my representatives over to find out why.
And so on, always talking money.
Your employees should know more about actual costs

and you can rest easy that their knowledge will be beaeficial

to you. I recommend that all railroads follow the lead o£

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and emphasize particu-

larly MOXKY. Grant Gibson.

The Transportation Act of 1920

To THE Editur:
We have heard much criticism of the Transportation Act

of 1920 from the public, the employee, managements and
shippers. Each group condemns it on account of certain pro-
visions, but to criticize this legislation intelligentl\-, the act

must be considered as a whole. Furthermore, this legislation

must be considered from the standpoint of the transportation

needs of the country as a whole, and not any particular state,

(onimunity or other designated territorw

111 order to grasp this view|)oint, we will illustrate with
the grain grown in Kansas. .\s a matter of fairness to the

Kansan. it would l>c asking too much to i)urden him with a

trans|)ortation bill necessary to provide a return on sufficient

railroad trackage and equipment to move the entire output
of grain of that state, even to the border of his own state,

for tlie reason that the amount produced is greatly in excess
of his needs. The man in New York is as vitally interested

in an ade(|uate transportation system for Kansas as the
Kan.sas man him.self; likewise, tliis same principle is ap-
plicable to the products of the east, the nonh and the south.
Therefore, as a matter of economy anil self-]>reservation, the
transportation bill of the country as a whole should be paid
by the country as a whole and the trans]iortation problem can
only be handled fairly and economically as a national one.

There are four groups vitally interestetl in the transpor-
tation problem of our country; namely, the ]iublic, the em-
ployee, the shipper and the investor. Public opinion ranks
them in the im[x)rtaiice named, notwithstanding how unfair
or unfortunate such da.ssification may seem to an individual
class. The interests of the.se four groups are shown in the
order named which in itself shows the wisdom of public opin-
ion's classification.

First—The pul)lic's interest is a transportation system
adequate to take c.ire of the needs of the countr\-, at a reason-
alile cost for service, without interru|>tion.

Setond— The employee may have selfi.sh interests, but his
interests are subordinated to those of the public; therefore,
lie is cntitlcil to a comparative fair rate of compensation,
not hourly or daily, l)ut annually under jiroper w^orking
conditions.
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Third—The shipper may have selfish interests, but, his

interests being subordinated to that of both public and em-

ployee, he is entitled to dejiendable service without inter-

ruption, rates on a parity with his competitors (both indi-

vidual and community) and as low as will provide the neces-

sarj- capital to create the transportation system demanded by

the first interest and compensate the second interest.

Fourth—The investor, like tlic employee, may have selfish

interests, but such interest is subordinated to that of the

public and employee, and shipper, and under the present

school of public thought, he will be permitted to make only

a nominal return on his investment, the permanency of which

will compensate him for the small return.

Will the Transportation Act properly administered provide

such conditions essential to puljlic welfare?

The Public.—The first interest of the public, "A trans-

portation system ample to take care of the needs of the

country" is provided by empowering the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to name rates that will permit a fair

return on the investment in projjerty used in transportation

service (not guarantee as many ill-advised people have been

led to Ix'lieve). This provision, it must be understood, does

not mention stocks, bonds or any other securities outstanding,

but permits a fair return (the amount of which constitutes

a fair return to l)e determined by the Interstate Commerce
Commission from time to time.). The most recent decision of

the commission reduces this rate from 6 per cent to 5-^:i per

cent on the value of the physical property employed in the

system of transportation. Furthermore, the value is to be

determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Physical units of propert}' constitute right-of-way, ties,

rails, ballast, bridges, locomotives, cars, etc. The term does

not include good will, which is a valuable asset.

The second interest of the public—reasonable cost of serv-

ice—is provided for: in part, by the Railroad Labor Board,

a creature of the jiublic which names the rate of pay for

laix>r costing 50 per cent of the total; in part, by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission's poWer to determine the maxi-

mum return on investment; and the general market for

supjjlies which railroads use.

The Employee.—The selfish interests of the employee are

guarded by the personnel of the Railroad Labor Board by a

two-thirds of its members having no personal interest in the

rate of pay: likewise, justice to the employee is guaranteed

Board through another two-thirds of its members.

The Shipper.—His first interest, "dejiendahle service with-

out interruption" is guaranteed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission's power to provide rates ample to secure capital

to provide the transportation system and the power of the

Labor Board to name rates of pay that will attract employees.

It may be argued that the latter has not power to enforce

its decisions and much criticism has been directed at this

feature. However, this ]irovision is one of its strongest and

under a democratic form of government could not and should

not be otherwise. This provision will be more rigidly adhered

to i)y both managements and organizations of labor than

any jirovision of the law and each decision of the Board
will l)e more strictly obeyed than the preceding one.

His second interest, "rates on a j)arity witli competitors."

be has always enjoyed except in isolated cases and the Inter-

state Commerce Commission with its new |x)vver of naming
minimum as well a- maximum rates can prevent unduly low

rates being named on sjiecific commodities or in favor of

communities and individuals.

His third interest, "as low rates as will provide capital

to create a trans|>ortation sy.stcm adecjuatc for his needs."

This interest is jjrovided by permitting railroads to earn a

fair return on inve-tment in railway proix-rty. and the pro-

vision that the government is authorized to loan money at

six per cent from its revolving fund, which will ]ircvent

railroads from being com|>eIIed to pay a higher rate in the

future; furthermore, lower transportation rates will obtain

through the increased traffic of the country- and the provision

restricting railroad building to projects authorized by the

Interstate Commerce Commission restrains speculative enter-

prises and thus relieves the transportation bill of the country

of the burden of supporting non-productive properties.

The Investor.—-The interest of the investor, "his return

on liis investment," is not guaranteed as some would lead

us to believe, but he is assured by the law that his govern-

ment will permit rates for railroad service that should yield

a fair return (5^ per cent at present) on the value of the

railroad property investment of the country. If he has been

unfortunate and purchased securities representing which

there is no physical units, he must take his loss; likewise,

if he has purchased securities representing excess physical

units, he is entitled to any gain therefrom.

It should not be assumed in the future all railroads will

earn a 5% per cent rate of return and thereby establish a

5^ per cent market for securities but on the other hand,

railroad credit having been established by law on a sound

base, will eventually enable railroads to borrow money at

the lowest market rate.

This act also provides that if any railroad earns an income

in excess of si.x per cent such excess amount is prorated

equally between the government and the railroad. The gov-

ernment's proportion of excess earnings so accumulated is to

be used to loan to railroads at six per cent for additional

facilities. The railroad's projx)rtion so accumulated must be

set aside in a reserve fund until such time as such reserve

fund equals five per cent of its physical property value.

.\fter such fund has been accumulated the railroad is p)er-

mitted to distribute excess earnings.

Note.—The arbitrary- rate of six per cent named by the

act for the use of the fund accumulated from excess earnings

should be amended to permit the commission to loan this

fund at a fair rate of interest to be determined by the com-
mission. Otherwise, the fund accumulated under this pro-

vision will lie dormant in the treasury as undoubtedly in the

future only weak roads with f)oor credit will l>e compelled

to pay six per cent for funds. Thus a fund created from

excess charges for transportation will not be available for

the enlargement of facilities at a nominal cost.

The two latter provisions of the act will react to the benefit

of the public owing to the powers granted the commission to

lower the rate of return ])enBissible on railroad prof)erty from

time to time in keeping with the market price of funds. Thus
by the different features of the act dovetailing with each

other, we furnish the ]iublic with an economical, adequate

transportation system, through restricted building and eco-

nomical financing, with an employee fairly compensated

under propiT working conditions, with a shipper contented

with comparatively the cheapest rate ever enjoyed witli unin-

terrupted service, and an investor contented with a nominal
return, the permanency of which is assured by the growth

of the country. '
The additional benefits to be derived from the operation

of the Transportation .\ct will be the reduction in operating

expenses by the increase in capital ex|xMiditures. In other

words, prior to the Transportation .\ct of 1020, tliere was
no incentive for the making of capital expenditures, that is,

the i>ul)lic was a great deal more watchful over the amount
expended for interest and dividends on capital than for any
other purjwse; tlierefore. ever\' railroad employee and officer

was (barging as much of any replacement to expenses as

possil)le—owing to necessity, capital not being available.

Now that a plan has been provided that will attract the

necessary capital for increased facilities, the incentive has

been restored to capitalize such betterments. Tiius operating

expenses will lie relieved of the burden of many capital

e\|)enditures heretofore carried through necessity.

A. A. Lampert,
Andilor, Missouri it Illinnij nri.lgc ,% l\c\t K R.



Aurora Track Elevation Expedites Traffic

Burlington's Grade Separation Project Is Supplemented by

a Plan for Increasing Facilities

THE ELIMINATION of "radf crossings between the streets

of Aurora. 111., and the tracks of tiie Chicago, Burling-

ton & (Juincy is only one of a number of improvements
to be effected by the completion of track elevation work now
in progress in that city. The grade and alinement will be
improved, additional trackage will be provided, new local

freight and passenger facilities will be constructed and addi-

tional space will be afforded for the further development of

the extensive locomotive and car repair facilities maintained

transfer or interchange with the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern at

Eola, three miles to the east and to fill out trains destined

for Chicago. Being a manufacturing city of about 40,000
population, it originates a considerable amount of traffic

which, together with the "company" freight incidental to

the o|)eration of the car and locomotive shops and a store-

house, also calls for an extensive switching movement. About
50 passenger trains are operated through the station each

day, a portion of which must be afforded terminal facilities

Looking North East from Spring Street. Partly Completed Embankment on the Right

by the Burlington in that city. These physical changes,

coupled with a new operating artangemeiit, will greatly e.x-

I)cdite the movement of traffic through what has been a

neck-in-the-bottle on the main trunk line of the Burlington

out of Chicago.

Aurora is lex ated .>7 miles from Chicago where the three-

track main line of the Burlington divides into a double track

line to Galesburg and the west and southwest, a single track

line to Savanna, 111., and the north, and a single track line

known as the Streator branch. Wliile .\urora is the terminal

point only for trains of the Streator branch, a considerable

amount of switching is done here in connection with the

since .-Xuroru is tlie terminus for a consiilerable part of the

suburban [>assenger service maintained by tiie Burlington.
Physical conditions have .seriously hampered tlie handling

of the Burlington's business through .\urora. The city is

located on the banks of the Fo.x river so that access to it is

obtained only by a descent into the river valley. This has
entailed appreciable grades on the railroad, particularly to

the east on the line to Chicago and to the west on the Savanna
line. It has also resulted in a rather tortuous alinement and
this, together with the 0..^ per cent grade eastward, has neces-

sitated pusher service for freight trains. .A further compli-
cation was a right of way only 36 ft. wide through tiie busi-
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ness part of the city and immediately west of the passenger

station and engine terminal. This terminal and the adjacent

shop facilities have been seriously cramped for space and
because of the lead tracks which enter them from the south

it has been necessar)- to conduct the switching movements
across important business streets where the right of way is

the narrowest. This also had served to interfere with the

efficient handling of the suburban passenger trains.

Coupled with this unsatisfactorv- condition as regards the

handling of railway traffic has been an exceedingly serious

situation with respect to grade crossings in the cit\- streets,

which was re.<ponsil)le in 1914 for the passing of an ordi-

nance by the city and an order by the State Public Utilities

Commission providing for grade separation. After some
investigation as to the possibilities of a detour line that would
enable through traffic to avoid the city, a decision was made
to adopt a plan for track elevation involving a considerable

revision of alinement and accompanied \vith provision for

additional tracks and other added facilities that would
greatly increase the traffic capacity of the line through the

city. An auxiliarv' project has In-en the construction of a yard

and engine terminal at Eola to facilitate interchange with

the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and provide adequately at that

p)oint for all remaking of main line freight trains that is

necessary. This not only releases considerable yard trackage

in Aurora occupying space which will be utilized for the

enlargement of the locomotive and car repair facilities but

it will also greatly reduce the amount of switching within

the city.

The plan for track elevation provides for the elevating of

the tracks a maximum of about 22 ft., so as to provide ade-

c|uately for under-crossings for the streets and obtain a maxi-
mum eastbound grade of 0..5 per cent compensated which
will obviate the necessity for pusher service. The total

length of the elevation is 4.51 miles on the main line and
0.67 miles on the Savanna line.

South of the station a marked improvement in the aline-

for the only streets crossing the right of way. On the Savanna
line the runoff is very readily made because the original

grade was on a 0.9 per cent descent into the cit\-, while on
the Galesburg main line the change of grade involves a run-

off a mile long extending almost to Montgomery, the first

station to the south. This involves some changes in the tracks

serving the sheep yards maintained by the Burlington at

The Concrete Plant as Seen from the Elevated Structure.

Hopper Car Loading Station on the Left

that point, but the problem was not complicated in any way
l)y intersecting streets or highways.

One interesting feature of the project was the cutoff across

Hurds Island involving a fill 32 ft. high and arch bridges

across the two branches of the Fox river, one of three 6S-ft.

arches and the other two arch spans of the same length.

Legend

/Vi?»v location

Old line

Temporary tracks

Cyy W_ ~^i^o Savanna

South End of Track Elevation District

ment wa.** effected liy a new line across Hurds Island. North
of the station the new location is thrown against the hillside

to the east as a me;ins of obtaining su]»port for the elevated

line. This change al.so adds to the space available for the

shop facilities.

The project provides subways for the passage of 14 streets

underneatli the tracks and also for two under crossings of

the .\urora branch <A the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern wiiich

crosses the Hurlinglon in the .Miutiiern portion of tile city.

Physical conflitions favor the construction of the runoffs con-

necting tlie new and tlie old grades at the ends of the track

elevation territon,-. .At the north end of the city this occurs

in a cut where three overhead crossings are readily provided

.Xiiother unusual complication on this line was the presence

of an al)andoned stone ([uarry on the location, whidr had
l>een excavated to a deptii of 70 ft. l)elow the track level.

The filling of this (|uarry required 400.000 yds. of material.

Reinforced Concrete Structures

Following established practice on tlie lUirlington, the

street subways are of reinforced concrete of the character

shown in tlie photographs. In general, these consist of four

spans of reinforced concrete slabs supported on abutments

and three reinforced concrete l)ents. .At one point, the cross-

ing of Henton. Broadway and Clark streets by one continu-

ous structure on a skew entails rather complex construction.
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Here it was nctcssar) to iiitruduii- >truaural stevl faciu

girders to carry iHl* ends of floor slal>s not su|>|H>rtcd by the

bents. In other resix-cts. the subway ton>truction conforms
closely to that followed by the Burlington on the other track

elevation work.

For the thn-v block.s from Fox street to Spring .street a

marked departure has tjeen made from u>ual practice in the

use of a continuous elevate<l viaduct of reinforced concrete

in place of an eml)ankment sup|)orted In-tween retaining walls

The Temporary Passenger Station Looking South West

and pierced by subways at the intersecting streets. Com-
parative cost estimates of tlie two forms of construction under

the conditions im|X)sed at this [X)int gave favorable results

for the elevated concrete viaduct, Imt an im|)()rtant factor in

the decision to ado|)t this form of construction was the value

of the space lielow the tracks, since it is located in the heart

of Aurora's business district. The typn; of construction

adopted, a fiat slab construction with columns spaced 19 ft.

in one direction and IS ft. the other lends itself very readily

vation north of Spring street and five tracks .scxjth of that

[Mint, but only three tracks are to lje constructed at the pres-

ent time. The neck-of-the-ixHtle, that is from New York
street to Washington street, was broken by the purchase of

additional right of way to make room for two ojx-rated tracks

on the surface while the structure is Ix-ing built for three

tracks on the new grade. The flat slab viaduct is of particu-

lar advantage in this connection l>ecause it obviates the

necessity of a temporary retaining wall Ijetween the two

surface tracks and those on the elevation. This is clearly

brought out in one of the |ihotoi;rapli<

Work Started at the South End

The initial work was done on the structures at the south

end of the district. This included the river bridges and the

suliways at Xorth avenue, River street and Rathbone avenue,

as all the.se could be built without interference with the track.

Ii)llowing this, temporary main tracks north of Montgomerj'

'..re constructed and a contract awarded to Morris Be

iJ.iugherty for the filling Ix-tween Montgomen,- and the north

end of the cutoff. This involved a million cubic yards of

tilling and was taken from a shovel cut west of Montgomery,

the average haul being aljout .>J/2 miles. This work was

carried out intermittently for a number of years, during

which the other structures on the southern portion of the

l)roject were completed until 1Q20. when traffic was turned

over the cutoff with a runoff at Broadway.

.\bout that time work was undertaken on the north end

of the project, the grading on the relocated line being carried

as far as possible without involving interference with the

existing yards north of Spring street. In conjunction with

this work, the viaduct at High street was constructed and the

piers for viaducts at Wood and Ohio streets were partly

built. They will not Ik> completed until the temporan.- tracks

are abandoned. The viaduct for High street involves four

truss spans and several reinforced concrete approach spans.

The final and most complicated step in the work is now

North End of Track Elevation District

to the use of this space either as passageways or for com-

mercial purposes.

The Construction Plan

Unlike most grade .sejiaration jirojeds, tin- .Aurora track

elevation was readily prosecuted according to a plan that

gave a minimum interference with train oinTatioii. Ohvj-

ouslv, the two changes of line were of siwcial advantage in

this'connection, since the work on the new alinement could

be carried out without interference with train movement.

For the con.struction of the runoffs at the ends of the work,

temporarv operating tracks were provided on offset locations.

The plan adopted calls for four main tracks on the cle-

in |)rogress and comprises the closing of the gap between

the ends of the work previously done. This involves the

work in the business part of the city including the provision

for structures over eight .streets and the filling north of Spring

street, where the embankment will cover a considerable pwr-

tion of the freii;iit yard wiiicli cannot l)e abandoned until

additional yard facilities are completed at Kola.

The ])rasecution of this ix>rtion of the work also involves

the .solution of the ])roblem of a new passenger station which
was finally concluded l)y the .selection of a new site ,i.0()0

ft. south of the existing station on unoccupied land fronting

on South Broiidway. Here space was available for si.x station

tracks in addition to the three main tracks and four coach
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storage tracks, a turntable and a cinder pit. All the station

tracks are to be elevated, with access to and from the pas-

senger station bv means of a subway with three communicat-

ing%tairwavs. To permit the wrecking of the old station at

New York street preparaton,- to the construction of the ele-

vated structure, the new station site was utilized for a tem-

porary station which consists virtually of the south end of

the final station track layout supplemented by a temporary-

station building. Work on the new station will be under-

taken shortlv.

The work between Clark and Spring streets is primarily

a structural one since the grading is a relatively minor fea-

ture. It involves the placing of 15,500 cu. yd. of concrete,

a quantitv dearlv justifying the application of considerable

thought to the development of an efficient concreting plant.

This°has taken the form of a duplicate mixing plant in the

space immediately west of the tracks between Benton and

Clark streets where some buildings and a yard were acquired

with a right of way purchase. This afforded space for the

storage of 9,000 bbf. of cement and some large piles of gravel

and for the housing of two concrete mixers with superimposed

material hoppers of 60 cu. yd. capacity, four hoisting engines

ture. For these a portable concrete plant set up on a car

operated on a track laid between the columns was used. This

plant was equipped with a tower high enough to reach the

tops of the columns.

The presence of bed rock at a reasonable depth below the

Cress Secfion Setiveen 5^'e^'e

Typical Details of the Concrete Viaduct

surface afforded an easy solution of the foundation problem.

Rectangular pits were excavated to the rock level and filled

with concrete to the surface. In most cases the rock was

found at a depth of from 12 to 19 ft. but lor one of the

bents a cleft or fissure was encountered which required an

excavation to a depth of 40 ft. before the rcxk was reached.

The excavation was made with the aid of two small derricks

The -Neck -t the Bottle" Looking North East, Temporary

Tracks on the Left, New Three-Track Concrete Viaduct

on the Right

for the handling of two material derricks and two elevating

towers, two locomotive type boilers supplying steam to the

concrete mixers, the hoisting engine and two pumps. One

of the old buildings is also used as a carpenter shop for the

housing of power tools used in connection with the form work.

The concrete is elevated in towers and discharged in

chutes Itv which it is transmitted direct to a considerable

part of the form. For the more remote work, that is north

of Benton street, the concrete is chuted into auxiliar>- hop-

pers which in turn deliver the concrete to hoi)per cars oper-

ated on a standard-gage track erected above the structure.

These cars arc delivered to the forms by Fairmont section

cars, as illustrated in one of the pliotographs. This double

concrete plant operated with the motor car deliver)' has a

capacity of 50 cu. yd. of concrete per hour continuous oper-

ation. It has l>ecn effective in placing .nS6 cu. yd. in 1 1 hr.

while there is a faster record of 211 cu. yd. in 4 hr. and

45 min. The du|>lication of the mixer was considered essen-

tial as insurance against a stoppage of the work in case of

a breakdown which would have been a rather serious matter

for the flat slab construction adopted lietwecn Fox and Spring

streets. This concrete plant is being used for all of the

work except the footings and columns of the flat slab struc-

A Typical Track Elevation Subway

mounted on cars, one of these Ijeing a rail layer derrick with

a self-proiH-lling car. Iliese derricks were used to hoist

bottom-dump buckets which had been filled by hand and

were dumiH'd into wagons, each derrick car serving several

pits simultaneously.

The program now laid out contemplates tlie completion of

the work during the coming season. The concrete structure

is now virtually comiileted as far as Main street so that the

remaining work consists only in extending this to Spring

street. The grading involves the completion of the fill from

that point to the vicinity of Litierty street and the completion

of tlie runoff at the north end, a total of a)>out 200.000 cu.

vd. of fill.
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This project is being handli-d under the general direction

of A. \V. Newton, chief engineer, and C. L. IVrsons, assist-

ant chief engineer, of the Chicago, Burlini;tun & Quincy.
All l»ritlgfS and viaducts were designed uiuUr the direction

of G. A. Haggandcr, bridge enijinccr; all building work has
l»een done by the building di-i)anment under the direction

of \V. T. Krausch and all signal work under the supervision

of J. B. Latimer, signal engineer. C. J. McCarty, engineer

of track elevation, is in direct charge of the work on the

ground.

The Effect of Traffic Fluctuations

on Operating Expenses

T'<
WHAT E.XTENT should expenses increase when traffic

increases? How large a decrease in exp>enses should be

exf)ected when traffic decreases? These are questions

which constantly confront all executive and operating officers

as the tide of traffic rises and falls. Everyone familiar

with the facts and conditions of railroad operation knows that

ojjerating expenses neither increase nor decrease in the same
ratio as traffic. It is a matter of judgment, however, as to the

extent to which expenses lag l)ehind traffic changes.

This question, like almost all statistical problems, is not

subject to definite rule. The cause of the condition is well

known. In the grand total of railroad operating expenses,

there are certain items which tluctuate with traffic. There
art- others which arc but partly affected, and a few which are

practically unaffected by normal fluctuations in business over

a considerable period. There is a fourth element, which
includes maintenance expen.ses and which is, to a certain

degree, subject to company policy. In the first or directly

variable element are included labor expenses at large stations,

yard expenses in large terminals and through freight train

expense. In the second or semi-variable group are included

expenses of medium sized stations and yards and expenses

for local freight trains. In the third, or fixed group, are

included suix-rvison.' expense and expenses for small stations

and yards, towers, drawbridges and crossings, the larger

proportion of passenger train expenses and general and traffic

expenses. This classification is subject to many qualifica-

tions. Almost all accounts contain elements of fixed and
variable expense, and at times of depression, all expenses are

subject to reduction. Nevertheless, it is believed that for

noimal increases and decreases, the operating charges fall

into these general groupings.

It is of no value to know that expenses are divided into

three groujis of which one is fixed, one variable and one semi-

variable. It explains the cause of the condition, but it does

not analyze its effect. The following mcthcKl was developed

in an attempt to determine for use of operating officers the

extent to which expenses should follow traffic changes. This
mftho<l was ap|)lied to transportation expenses alone, since

maintenance charges are to so great an extent dependent

upon policy.

The measure of expense used was the man hours. This

was due to the fact that labor is the controlling factor in

transportation exjjenses, the changes in the amounts of fuel

and material used Ijeing reflected in fluctuations in charges

for lal)or. The man hours, rather than payrolls, were used
on account of the disturjjing dement of changes in wage rates.

The measure of freight traffic us<-d wa.* the gross ton miles.

This unit reflects better than any other the amount of trans-

portation which the operating department is called upon to

handle.

The factor used in measuring passenger business was the

passenger train miles. Here again it should be pointed out

that the most desirable unit is that which controls the expense.

The increase in the numlier of passengers necessitates little,

if any, additional expense, and even the increase in the

number of cars per train does not materially affect the pas-

senger expenses as a whole. On the other hand, the addition

or elimination of a train directly affects all passenger train

expenses and may reflect a change in the amount of business

which will justify an increase or decrease in passenger station

and yard expenses.

We have then the transportation man hours, gross ton
miles and passenger train miles. In the study made, these

statistics were obtained by months for a three year period.

They were then all translated into index numbers, using the

first month of the first year as 100. The results below are

fictitious but are indicative of the results obtained:

Indkx Nuubeiis—Janiakv Ut Yea« = 100

First vear Second yrar Third year

Gross Pass. Gross Pass. Gross Pass.
.Man trn train Man ton train Man ton train

MoRiti hrs. miles miles hrs. miles miles hrs. miles miles
lanuary ..100 100 100 101 103 lOJ 103 104 102
February .. 96 94 88 96 100 90 98 92 90
March ...100 102 92 101 109 103 103 100 101
.\pril 103 106 100 103 116 104 101 98 102
.M.->y 105 113 103 r04 118 105 102 104 101
June 105 112 108 104 115 109 101 103 102
July 106 106 115 108 118 117 102 101 109
.\ugust ...107 109 118 109 119 120 101 100 108
Scpte3:btr..l07 112 117 110 122 119 102 103 108
October ..107 118 108 110 128 110 100 102 104
November.. 103 111 104 106 114 106 100 100 103
December.. 101 104 102 104 106 105

,
99 96 100

The next problem which presents itself is that of deter-

mining the relative effect of freight and passenger business.

The fluctuations of the two differ widely and it is necessary
to obtain the combined effect of the two on the man hours.

The importance of freight and passenger business on differ-

ent railroads varies. If transportation expenses are made up,
half freight and lialf passenger, it is possible to obtain the
combined index by finding the simple average of the gross ton
mile and the passenger train mile indexes. For example, in

January of the first year, the combined index would be 100,
Februar>- 91, March 97, .-Vpril 10.5 and so on. On the other

hand, if expenses are divided one-third passenger and two-
thirds freight, a weighted average of the two would be neces-
sar}'. The comi)incd index for January would be 100,
February 92, March 99, .\pril 104, etc. With a coml»ined

index of freight and passenger business, it is possible to

check the fluctuations of all traffic v.ith the changes in man
hours. The simplest method is to show the increase or de-
crease each month, compared witli the prrvious month.

Man
Month hrs.

January 1 00
February 96
March 100
Aptil 103
May 105
lune 105
July 106
Augnist 107
September 107
October 107
November 103
"December 101
Total increase ,

'\nd decreases

First^year Second year Third year

^ronlhly Traffic Monthly Man M.ntbly Tr.nffic Monthly Man Monihlv Traffic Monthly
fliicttiaiions index fluctualions hrs fluctuaiiona index Buctu.iti(ns hrs. flucln.iiions index fluctuations

ino 101 103 103 I 103 — 3— 4 91 — 9 96 — 5 95 — 8 98 5 v\ —12
+ 4 07 + 6 101 + 5 106 + 11 103 + S 101 + 10
+ 3 103 + 6 103 + 2 no + 4 101 100 — 1

+ 2 1(18 + 5 104 + 1 112 + 2 102 + 1 103 + 3
no -f 2 104 112 101 103

+ 1 III + I 108 + 4 118 + 6 102 + 1 105 + 2

+ 1 114 + 3 109 + 1 120 + 2 101 104 — 1

115 + 1 110 + 1 121 + 1 102 + 1 106 + 2
113 — 2 no 119 — 2 100 — 2 103 — i— 4 107 — 6 106 — 4 no — 9 100 102 — 1

2 1(j3 — 4 104 — 2 106 — 4 <>9 -^ 1 "8 — 4
+ 11 + 24 -1-14 + 26 + 8— 10 —21 — 11 —23 — I.l
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On the basis of the first example given above of the combined

business index, the results would l)e:

February minus 9

March plus 6

.April plus o

For purpose of simple illustration, it is assiyned in this

example that freight and passenger traffic are equal in im-

jwrtance. The traffic index numbers given above, are, there-

fore, combined on that basis and the fluctuations of traffic

and man hours are given in the table at the bottom of the

precedina page.

In the first year, the decrease of traffic in February, as

compared with Januar)-, is nine points, the decrease in man

hours four points. March shows an increase in traffic over

Februarv of six points, while man hours increased but four

points. For the first year, the total traffic increases amount

to 24 i>oints. while the man hour increases total eleven points.

The total traffic decreases amount to twenty-one points, the

total man hour decreases equal ten points. Likewise in the

other two vears. the man hour increases as compared with

the traffic decreases, are as 14 to 26 and 8 to 17, while on

the decrease side the ratios are 11 to 23 and 13 to 25.

From this it is evident that the increases or decreases in

man hours over a considerable period, were approximately

one-half the increases or decreases in traffic. For this par-

ticular railroad, it is to be expected that the per cent of

increase or decrease in man hours and expense will be about

one-half the per cent of increase or decrease in traffic. The

actual results on one railroad were 56 \kt cent for one year,

58 per cent in the second and 57 in the third.

It is not necessar>-, of course, to use the percentage actually

obtained from the results of actual operation. If a better

performance is to be sought in the example given, the stand-

ard percentage of increase to be expected would be a figure

less than one-half the percentage of increase in business.

If traffic increased 10 per cent, it would be the task of the

ojverating department to hold the expenses to a figure less

This analysis is extremely valuable in the checking of ex-

penses from month to month over a period of time. It is

not practicable for short periods when fluctuations in business

are frequent and do not materially affect expenses. More-

over, many exceptions to the rule will be found over longer

periods because of particular conditions.

Nevertheless, it provides a measure of the relationship of

traffic and expense fluctuations which will enable the chief

operating officer to determine whether transportation ex-

penses as a whole have been sufficiently reduced or too

greatly increased. It provides a check on the entire situa-

tion, without attention to any special group of e.xpenses.

Freight Car Loading

IIXGTOX, D. C.

THE NUMBER OF cars loaded with revenue freight show
another considerable increase during the week ended

June 17 to a total of 860.772, as compared with 775,-

.i2S in the corresponding week of last year and 916,7,i6 in

the corresponding week of 1920. As compared with the

week of June 10 this was an increase of 14,000. The de-

crease as compared with 1920 was only 55,964 and is more
than accounted for by the decrease in coal loading of 96,702.

The coal loading was 63.172 less than for the corresponding

week of 1921 and it was also a decrease of 2,688 as compared
with the week before. The loading of miscellaneous freight

alone showed an increase of 74,000 cars as compared with

last year. All classes of commodities except grain and grain

products and coal showed increases as compared with last

year and all districts showed increases, while there were

increases as compared with 1920 in the Pocahontas, Southern

and Southwestern districts.

The summar)-, as compiled by the Car Service Division of

the .\merican Railwav Association follows:

REVENIK FREUIIIT I.O.XDED SUM.M.\RY

Alt Dt SIRICTS, CoMP.\»ISON OF Totals This Ye,m< , I.AST Ye.\r, Two Years .\qo. \\ EEK EnDET SaTIRP.M., .UxE 17 . 1922

... — > ._ Talal revcnue freighIt loaded

^^^'-*—

—

— '

Corre- Corre-~'
Grain sponding sponding

and grain
promicts
9,225
6,764

l.ivc I-orcst % Misccl. This year. >ear.

Districis Veir Coal Coke products Ore I., c. u lancous 1922 1921 1920

. . . is),;2 2,683
3,126

8,076
42.591

1,629
951

6,004
5,375

3.613
1.571

70,945
57,559

90,978
70.331

193.153
i.S8."56si

ta. te n
217.429

All k ... 192-' 2,138
2,480

2,490
2,822

16.822
48.273

4.681
2.194

3,155
3,003

9,140
6,535

51,713
43,93r

76,196
50,949

166,335
166.193 196.502

Pf-cahontas ... 1922
1921

185
189

112
148

30.514
24,124

245
141

1,544
1,293

21
24

6.450
5,3""

4.188
3.708

43,259
35.005 .'3.839

_ .
... 1922 3,520

3,197
2.230
2,022

23,033
18.323

720
442

19.625
14.609

1.084
792 35..X50

42.783
34.509

130.780
i69.y44

dotttnt
1921 124.991

Northwestern . . ... 1922 9,601 8.147 6.461 1.608 18.860 36.830 31.044 39.354 151,905

1921 10,897 8.020 4,882 625 14.039 18,216 26,849 32.163 115,691 15r.773

Central Western ... 1922 10,267 10.946 4,510 227 6.429 2,768 44.016 113.135

1921 11.723 9,971 12.959 138 6.167 687 31.417 35.459 108.521 127.581

... 1922 4,397
5.008

2.543
2,129

2.720
4.155

192
121

8.465
6.077 738

16,135
15,604

27.387
23.774

62,205
57.6061921 60.621

Total Western Di?l5. 1922 24.265 21.636 13.691 2.027 33.754 39,964 81,151 110.757 327.245

1921 27,628 20.120 2 ',906 26.283 91.396 281.818 343.975

Total all mads ... 1922 39.333 29.151 92.136 9.303 64.082 53.822 248,044 324.902 860.772

1921 40.258 28.238 155,308 4.612 50.563 28.863 216,593 250.893 775.328
I92fi 34.425 29.840 188,838 11.01

1

61.468 71,374 164,693 355.087 916.736
... 1921 913 4.690 13,519 24,059 31,451 74.009 85.444

... 1921 925 63,172

... 192n 4,908

DrtrMJC TOTTiirareil .

.

June 17, 1122
... 1920 689 30.18S

39,333 29,151 92.136 9.302 64.0«!2 53,822 248,044 324.902 860.772 775,328 916.736
40.035
37,931
45,712
42.772

29,765
27,792
29,502
29.133

94,824
86.626
91.370
81,967

9.008
8.927
8.851
9.335

58.923
64.0?n
61.930

46.372
31.552
23.S71
16.917

248,405
217.254
247.331
243,971

315.235
281.640
310.464
306.434

846.002
7.50.645

821.121
792.459

787,283
693,903
795.335
770.991

930.976
828.907
898.169

May 20". 19:: 862.074

than 5 per cent alwve those for the period witli which conri-

parison is Ix-ing made. On the other hand, when traffic

dccrea.ses. the attempt will l)c made to reduce cxpeii.ses tiy

more than one-half the per cent of decrea.-c in traffic. The

value of the compilation similar to that showTi above is that

it shows what actually has taken |)lace during several years

and i.« a measure of what can be done.

The freight car surplus for the period June 8 to 15 showed
a further reduction of 15.326. as compared with the preced-

ing week, to 268.86.V

TiiK CiKNF.RAL Officks of thc Wcstcrii Maryland, in Balti-

more, have Ih-cii moved from thc Morris Building to the Standard

Oil Biiildinif.



Shop Workers' Walkout Scheduled for July 1

Unless Roads Agree to Restore Old Working Rules, Abolish

Contracting and Keep Wages Up

AiiMKDiM. Ill A lini;tli\ tcU-nraiii iroiii IJ. M. Jt-wcll,

|pri-i(lrnl of tin- k;iil\v;iy Kmpluycis' Dciiartmcnt of

till- Amirican Fi-dtration of Laltor, t<j T. Dc Witt Cuy-
liT, chairman of the Association of Railway Kxccutives, the

unionized shop crafts will po out on a strike on July 1

—

unless the roads will aprec to maintain wapes at present

levels, restore some working rules abolished hy the Lalx)r

Ko;ird and do away with the contracting of repairs. This
telegram w;ui received at Mr. Cuyler's office on June 28.

Mr. Jewell's teletiram follows:

Mr. Jewell's Telegram

Since passaKe of the Transportation .\ct a scries of controversies
between the carriers and their employees have developed a situa-

tion wherein today approximately two-thirds of the men engaged
in railway service are voting upon withdrawal from employment.
The responsibility for this situation rests squarely upon the

.Vssociation of Railway K.xecutivts, of which you are chairman.

Cotynnhl. \')22, Xctv )'>'rl: I n'"nu. In,-., t Hcl h\- r.-rm,

Slow Down, Dangerous Curve Ahead

This telcRram is for the purjKise of making clear to you and to

all others interested the measure of your responsibility.

1. The Transportation Act provided machinery for negotiations

and ready adjustment of disputes regarding grievances, rules and

working conditions which the carriers from the outset refused

to employ. It provides: "Section 302. Uailroad Boards of

Labor .Xdjustment may be cstablishe<l by agrc-emcnt between

any carrier, group of carriers, or the carriers as a whole, and any

employees of subordinate officials of carriers or organization or

group of organizations tlicreof." On Xfarch 10. 1^20, ten days

after the Transportation .'Vet went into effect, the 16 standard

railroad labor organizations requested the railroad inanageinents

to continue the operation of National lioards of Adjustment, but

after considerable correspondence this request was refused.

tin .March 24. and April 5, 1V2(J, the chairman of the Railway

Employees' Conference Committee addressed letters respectively to

the chairman of the Railway Managements' Conierence Committee

and to the chairman of the .Assiciation of Railway Kxecutives, re-

(|ucsting the continuation of National .-Xdjustment Boards which

had successfully functioned previously and were provided for in

the Transportation Act. Vou replicxl that the association was
opposed to the continuation of National Boards.

On July 29, 1920. the chairman of the Railroad Labor Board
wrote a letter to the interested parties, directing attention to the

alxive quoted section, which he stated contemplated "as an essentia!

part of the machinery to decide disputes between the carriers and

their employees the creation of railroad labiir boards of adjustment."

.\fter further discussion and conferences, the Labor Board was
notified September 6, 1920, that at a meeting of the .Association of

Railway Kxecutives, a resolution had been adopted, declaring that

the "carriers of the country are unable to agree with the sug-

gestion presented for the formation of National Bt>ards of Ad-
justment."

Following this, the carriers refused to submit the question of

continuing National Boards of .Adjustment to the L'nited States

Railroad Labor Board, and after submission of the question by
the railroad labor organizations, the Labor Hoard decided on
December 7. 1920, that it had no power to "exercise jurisdiction

over the question of creation of adjustment boards." Thus, in the

beginning of operation under the Transportation .Act. the carriers

refused to establish what the Labor Board has described as "An
essential part of machinery to decide disputes between carriers

and their employees." It thus became evident early in the de-
velopment of the present controversies that the purpose of the

carriers in dealing with their employees were, first, to organize
managements for national action in support of uniform policies;

second, to avoid negotiations with the employees organized like-

wise for national action ; third, to attempt to impose the na-
tional policies of management upon local organizations of em-
ployees ; and fourth, up<jn the inevitable failure of such unfair
nif^thods of negotiation, to throw upon the Railroad Labor Board
an unintended and impossible burden of arbitration.

2. .Another example of the national program of the carriers

was evidenced in their position regarding the national agreements.

, On .April 14. 1921, after a hearing before the Labor Board, a de-
cision was rendered abrogating the national agreements as of July
1, 1921. and referring the negotiation of an agreement relating to
rules and working conditions to the carriers and their employees,
in accordance with the sixteen basic principles laid down by the
Labor Board. In these negotiations on each railroad, the railway
executives presented a nationally agreed upon program for the
modification of some of the most important rules. uiKiii which
agreement with the employees was thus made impossible. The
matter was then submitted to the Labor Board, who later issued
Decision 222. proposing amendments of Rules 6. 10. 12, 14, 15, 46,
and 177, which were not acceptable to the employees.

It will be noted that these proposals of the Labor Board affect-
ing the rules above mentioned were in line with the nationally-
agrecd-upon program of the railway executives.

3. During proceedings before the Labor Board concerning
rules and working conclitions. after the carriers had completed
their ca.se and before the employees had even had an opportunity to
present their case, it will be recalled that Mr. .Atterlniry in liciialf

of the railway executives made a peremptory demand for the im-
mediate abrogation of the national agreements, and for an imme-
diate reduction of wages of maintenance of way employees. This
<lemand was shortly followed by a meeting of the .Association of
Railway Executives, resulting in the presentation by managements
of the respective railroads at a uniform reduction in wages to the
employees. There was no real attempt made in carrying out this
demand to negotiate a wage agreeincnt. but upon the refusal of the
representatives of the employees on the different systems to sign on
the dotted line, the disputes thus inaugurated by concerted action
on a national scale by the railway executives, and which were not
submittal for national or even genuine local negotiation, were
brought before the I.abor Board.

Following the decision in this first wage hearing of 1921, the
same procwiure was repeattxl and after further hearings decisions
have been rendered within the last sixty days, attempting to im-
pose uiKin the railroad employees recluctions in wages in violation
of the principles laid down in the Transportation .Act to govern
the fixing of reasonable wages. These derisions arc not only un-
just as amply shown in the minority opinions of the Board, but

13
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are in violation of the requirements of the Transportation Act,

and are wholly outside any authority conferred upon the Board.

They amount to nothing more than a proposal on the part of six

members of the Labos Board, that the employees should accept

unjust and unreasonable wages as their acquiescence in the pro-

gram of the Association of Railway Executives to pay returns on

billions of dollars of railway securities, representing no actual in-

vestment, and to reimburse the railways for the losses caused by
present and past inefficiency in operation and dishonesty in financial

management, by denying to the railway employees a fair return

upon the investment of their life and labor in the transportation

induitrv.
The railway executives have been able by concerted action to

induce six members of the Labor Board to overthrow the pre-

cedents of a generation of arbitrations, establishing the prin-

ciple that the financial obligations of a railroad do not provide a

reason for denying to the workers a just and reasonable wage
The findings of six members of the Labor Board upon the ques-

tion of wages would make the railways a parasitic industry surviv-

ing onlv by the process of denying a reasonable livelihood to the

workers.
You well know that rates of pay, involving wages of 23 cents

per hour. $1.84 per day, or $563.00 per year, are not rates of pay

bearing the relation "between wages and cost of living" required

in the Transportation Act.

Senator Cummins, who was more responsible than any other

person for the language of the Transportation Act has stated

publicly that it was the intention of the government to provide in

the act that railroad employees should under all circumstances re-

ceive a living wage, and he has stated that "it is no more right to

fix the wage belo\v the point of living and comfortable living than

it is to fix a return on capital below a reasonable point."

It is clearly in violation of the intention of the Transportation

Act, which provides for a minimum return of Sj/S per cent to the

oxvners and provides for a salary of $10,000.00 per year for mem-
bers of the Labor Board, that the wages of any employee in the

railroad industry should be fi.xed upon so low a basis that he
cannot support himself and family in a condition of decent living,

make provision for the necessary education of his children and
provide against the vicissitudes of sickness and old age.

It is simply impossible to show that the wages sought to be

imposed upon the railroad employees through the concerted ac-

tion of the railway executives meet these requirements.

4. During the progress of the controversies above set forth

the various railroad systems—obviously acting pursuant to a pre-

arranged program—have undertaken to contract out from under
the operation of the transportation systems, both work and shops
wherein work necessary to the operation of these systems is

carried on. The two-fold purpose of this procedure has been,

and even has been frankly admitted to be

:

First: To take the men employed out from under the protection
of the railroad labor organizations and to destroy their effect-

iveness, and.
Second : To deny these large groups of employees engaged in the

transportation industry from such meager protection as the
Transp'irtation Act might aflford them.
This program has been in such clear conflict with the purposes 'of

the Transportation .-Xct and such an obvious attempt on the part
of the railroads to evade their legal obligations, that the Railroad
Labor Board has issued orders specifically holding such contracts
so utilized to be void.

Here, the employees have had a vivid demonstration that the
management of the railroads will use or violate the Transporta-
tion Act as suits their purposes and is to their advantage.

It should be clear that the conduct of the carriers in their rela-
tions with their employees as heretofore outlined and as carried
on pursuant to the policies determined by the Association of Rail-
way Executives, has operated intentionally to create dissatisfaction
among the employees and to hamper their collective efforts simply
to maintain rea.sonable wages and working conditions. A desire
has been shown to avoid and discourage the settlement of dis-
putes by negotiation, to create, by carefully planned stratcg>-. sharp
differences "1 npinimi and then to carry a program of unconscion-
able demands before the Labor Board, on the theory that, a com-
promise decision being the usual product of such a board of
arbitration, the managements would be able to deprive the
employees of sonic part of their just dues in each procee<liiig.
You are also aware as we arc. that a minority of enlightened

and humane executives of the railway systems have been forced
by this proccedurc. and by pressure of financial interests, to take
part in this national drive against fair treatment of the railwav
cinpl'iyeev By the refusal at the outset b>- the executives to
permit cr.nliiniation of boards of adjustment they have liccn able
to force the employees to abandon their natural efforts to negotiate
agreements witii injividual carriers and groups of carriers, and
to compel (hem in protection of their interests to act through
national organizations in order to meet on a comparable basis, the
national organization of the managements. The system federa-

tions, being organizations of the employees of a single railway
system, have had complete authority to enter upon and carry
through negotiations \nth the respective railway systems, but

the national organization of the carriers has been unwilling to

permit in this manner the more humane and enlightened manage-
ments to agree upon just and reasonable wages, which would
have operated to prevent the establishment of unjust and un-
reasonable wages elsewhere, which the majorit\- of the executives,

under pressure of the financial controllers of the railroads, have
desired to impose upon the employees as a part of a nation wide
drive against the interests of labor.

The unhappy result of the policies adopted and carried out
by the Association of Railway Executives is now made clear in

accordance with the laws governing the various organizations of
railroad employees involved, it has become necessary to submit
to the employees for their own determination, a matter funda-
mental to their daily life and the well being of themselves and
their families,—the question of their willingness to continue to

render service.

FresT: Under the inadequate wages submitted by the action of
the Railroad Labor Board, and to become effective July 1, 1922.

Second: L'nder the injust amendments of Rules 6, 10, 12. 14, 15,

46 and 177, proposed in Decision 222 of the Labor Board, and
TnrRD: Under the illegal practices of the railroads in contracting

out w^ork and shops which have been and are a normal and
necessary part of the transportation industry.
The votes of the employees upon these questions show in each

instance the decision of an overwhelming majority of the em-
ployees to withdraw from the service of the railroads, rather
than to continue under these intolerable conditions. It, therefore,
becomes the obligation of the representatives of these employees
to sanction their withdrawal from employment. The national
organization of the e.xecutives of the railroads and their con-
certed action in support of a common program, have forced the
employees of the railroads as represented in their several organi-
zations, to co-operate nationally for the protection of their com-
mon interests, despite their desire and the expressed purposes of
their organizations to preserve negotiations and to bring about
agreements between the representatives of management and em-
ployees on each railway system so far as possible.

There is, however, one benefit which may come to the carriers
and their employees, and to the general public, from the fact

that there are national spokesmen of the conflicting interests who
might be able to halt a nation wide withdrawal of men from
employment in the railway service, if the railway executives

sincerely desired to avoid this consequence of their pre\Hous
course of action. For this reason, in behalf of and by the
authority of the executive council of the railway employees'
department, I am informing you and through you informing the
responsible heads of the various railway ,<;ystems in the L'nited
States, and also the Pullman Company, most of which are rep-
resented in the .\ssociation of Railway Executives, that unless

an immediate arrangement can be made: (1) To continue the
paj-ment of the wages at present in force : (2) to restore

operation under Rules 6, JO, 12, 14. 15. 46 and 177, as they

existed prior to the amendments thereof proposed in Decision
222; and (3) to discontinue the contracting out of work and
shops, pending negotiations between the .Association of Railway
Executives and the Railway Employees' Department, looking
toward adjustment of the existing disputes upon thes> questions,

a sanction of withdrawal from employment on July 1, 1922. as

voted by the employees, will be unavoidable.

Canvassing the Strike Vote

General committees at Chicago, the headquarters of the

Raihv.iv Employees' Department of the .\merican Federation

of Labor and at Detroit, headquarters of the maintenance of

way union have been in session canvassing the strike vote

polled among these two classes of employees. Statements

emanating from botli headquarters are to the effect that the

men are voting overwhelmingly in favor of a strike. How-
ever, unconfirmed reports indicate that the returns have been

coming in rather slowly and that a much larger percentage of

the workers are not in favor of a strike at this time than
would be indicated by the statements issued by the heads of

the organizations involved. These reports have brought forth

more emj^hatic statements from various labor leaders to the

effect that the ballots so far tabulated show that approxi-
mately the same overwhelming ratio in favor of a walkout
is shown on all three of the issues put up to the men—use
of the contract system by the roads, abolition of time and
one-half for overtime and Sunday work, and the recent wage
cut ordered bv the Labor Board.
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The s«ntimi-nt pri-vuilinj; among western railroad officers

and about the headquarters of the Railroad Labor Board,

is that the present threats of a nation-wide strike are merely
repetitions of the «tratei{y employed by railroad labor leaders

so often in the past and that when the issues are brought to

a head, there will tje no general concerted movement although

there may t)e sporadic disturbances which will be entirely

local in nature.

Regarding the possible intervention of the Railroad Lalx>r

Board, as was the case in the threatened strike of train ser\'-

ice employees last October. B. M. Jewell, president of the

Railway Employees' Department of the American Federation

of Labor, is quoted as saying:

"The President, through the Railroad Labor Board,

stopped the threatened railroad strike of last October. He
told the Boiud to justify its e.xistence. The Board got busy
and the strike was called off. If President Harding again

tells the Board to justify its existence it will not be able to

do so tliis time l>ecause we are going to strike. We have our

backs to the wall and we are going to fight."

Board Renders Six Decisions on Contracting

Several decisions, interesting in the light of the threatened

strike, were handed down by the Board on June 24. Its

decision regarding contracting, rendered recently in the In-

diana Harlx)r Belt case and descriljed in the Railway Age
of May \S. page 711. is applied to si.\ similar disputes

which have been before the Board for some time.

The disputes so decided by the Board include the fol-

lowing:

That between the Chicago Great Western and its shop

employees over the leasing of repair tracks at South St.

Paul, Minn., to the A. S. Hecker Co., on July 25;

that between the Chicago Great Western and its clerks,

foremen, freight checkers, stowers, stevedores and truckers

over the contracting of the operation of a freight transfer

platform at Oelwein, Iowa, by the A. S. Hecker Co., on
October 3

;

that between the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and its shop

employees over the contracting of the operation of its railway

shops at Sedalia. Mo., Persons, Kan., and Denison, Tex.,

to the A. S. Hecker Co., in April;

that between the Chicago Great Western and its mainte-

nance of way employees over the contracting of certain extra

gang and regular section labor work at rates of pay lower

than those established by the Board;

that between the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico and its

shop employees over tlie contracting of passenger car clean-

ing at Brownsville, Tex., on April 1 and;

t\\iA between the Indiana Harbor Belt and its maintenance

of way employees over the contracting of certain maintenance

of way operations to Colianni & Dire.

The details of several of these disputes have i)een outlined

in previous issues of the Railway Age.

The reiiction of the employees to these decisions is indi-

cated by the comment of John Scott, secretarj- of the shop

crafts organization, wlio declared:

"The fact that the Board after months got busy and put

out these decisions doesn't give us any assurance that con-

tracting will cease."

He thought the decision would not ameliorate the men's

grievances.

At the same time Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the Board,

issued a statement expressing the belief tiiat the railroads

will al)ide by the Board's decisions in tiiis regard in the

future and announcing his intention of calling their attention

more firmly to this violation.

"Some of tile carriers." he said, "have proceeded upon the

assumption that, beoiuse they contracted various kinds of

labor before the Transportation Act, this practice is still legal

and proper. To my mind, it seems so unjust and unfair to

employees and so violative of the spirit of the Transportation

Act that public sentiment cannot uphold it.

"Of course the Board has not held that the carriers may
not contract their work. It has simply held that such con-

tracts cannot have the effect of removing the railway em-

ployees from under the a|>plication of the Transportation .\ct.

I still tx'lieve that the carriers will all get in line with the

Board's decisions on this question and it is my purpose to

press this matter upon their attention.''

Labor Board Opens Hearings on Contracting

On June 2b tiie Board commenced the hearing of 28 dis-

putes, all involving alleged violations of the Transportation

Act and of the orders of the Board through the contracting

of shop and maintenance of way work and other similar

activities.

The disputes which are now being heard by the Board,

the carrier, the organization and the "bone of contention"

are as follows:

The New York Central vs. the Federated Shop Crafts,

contracting of car repair shops at East Buffalo.

The New York Central vs. the Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks, contracting the work of laborers at the Orange avenue
freight house and Union depot, Cleveland. Ohio.

The New York Central vs. the American Federation of

Railroad Workers, contracting of the Campbell street shop,

Toledo, for the repairing of cars.

The New York Central vs. the American Federation of

Railroad Workers, the contracting of the work of coach clean-

ers and of emf>loyees in mail and baggage rooms at Toledo.

The New York Central vs. the Brotherhood of Railway
Clerks, the contracting of the work of freight handlers at the

Franklin street station, New York, Weehawken, Barclay

street and St. Johns Park stations to the New York Marine
Company, and the Sixtieth street. Thirty-third street stations

and Pier No. 83, North River, to Spencer & Sons.

The Indiana Harbor Belt vs. the Federated Shop Crafts,

contracting of shop and enginehouse operation at Gibson,

Ind.; Blue Island and Norpaul, 111.

The Chicago Great Western vs. the Federated Shop Crafts,

the contracting of shops at Oelwein, Iowa.

The Chicago Great Western vs. the United Brotherhood
of Maintenance of \\'ay Employees, the contracting of the

work of foremen, mechanics, helpers and laborers in the

maintenance of way and structural departments, to the

Hecker Construction Company, on March M. 1922.

The Erie vs. the American Federation of Railroad Work-
ers, the contracting of the work of crossing watchmen, flag-

men and trackmen.

The Erie vs. the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, the con-

tracting of the work of clerical and station forces.

The Chicago & .\lton vs. the United Brotherhood of Main-
tenance of Way Employees, the contracting of coal chute,

pump and cinder work, engine watchmen, etc., in the fuel

and mechanical departments at various points.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie vs. the .American Federation

of Railroad Workers, the contracting of wheel room and air

brake work at Toledo.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & \\'estem vs. the Brother-

hood of LcKomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Firemen and Enginemen, the contracting of locomo-
tive hostler work on December 10, 1921.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western vs. the Brother-

hood of Railway Clerks, the contracting of the work of

clerical and station forces at Indiana|)olis.

Tlie Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western vs. the Federated
Sho|> Crafts, the contracting of shop work.

The Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis vs. the

BrotherhotKl of Railway Clerks, the contracting of the work
of freight handlers at Indianapolis and other points to the

A. S. Hecker Company.
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The Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis vs. the

Federated Shop Crafts, the contracting of the Beech Grove

Shops to the Railway Service Corporation on March 20, 1922.

The Michigan Central vs. the Federated Shop Crafts, the

contracting of the car repair shop at Detroit to the Illinois

Car & Manufacturing Company.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western vs. the Brother-

hood of Railway Clerks, the contracting of the work of freight

handlers and freight check clerks at the Hoboken and Jersey

Cit}- piers to the Xew York Marine Company: at East Buf-

falo to Hanrahan & Co., and at Scranton to Downey Brothers.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Gulf vs. the United Biotherhood of Mainte-

nance of \\a.y Employees, the contracting of coal chutes at

Courtland, Kan.; Fairbur)-, Xeb. and Lincoln, and a pump-
ing station at South Bend, Xeb.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe vs. the United Brother-

hood of Maintenance of Way Employees, the contracting for

the painting of buildings, water tanks and bridges, the driv-

ing of piles and other bridge construction work, the con-

struction and repair of turntables, right of way fencing, the

re-decking of viaducts and other bridge and building depart-

ment work.

The Bangor & .\roostook vs. the Federated Shop Crafts,

the contracting of car shops at Houlton, Maine.

The Boston & Albany vs. the Federated Shop Crafts, the

contracting of car cleaning at the Exeter Street Yard, Boston.

The Pere Marquette and the Fort Street Union Depot

Company vs. the Federated Shop Crafts, the contracting of

the Baldwin Power Plant, April 25, 1921, car repairing at

Ionia, Grand Rapids and the Saginaw Shops, and car clean-

ing at Detroit in March, 1922, to the Kellogg-Grego Railway
Service Corjxiration.

The Western Maryland vs. the Federated Shop Crafts,

the contracting of shop work.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas vs. the United Brotherhood

of Maintenance of \\'ay Employees, the contractmg of the

positions of crossing watchmen at Clinton, Mo., to the mayor
of that town.

The Ann Arbor vs. the Federated Shop Crafts, the con-

tracting of shop work.

The argument in the first of these cases to be heard bv the

Board followed ven,- closely the previous arguments which

have been made by representatives of both the carriers and
the employees in previous and similar contract cases, the

employees contending that this contracting constituted a

violation of the Transportation .\ct and of the Board's orders

and the representatives of the carriers holding that there is

nothing in the act to prohibit the contracting of operations

of this character, that it has been the practice of the railroads

for many years and that it has been done in the interest of

efficient and economical operations.

Pennsylvania's Maintenance and

Signal Men Agree to Reductions

The Pennsylvania has reached an agreement with some
-12,500 of its employees—signal and telegraph men and
maintenance employees—agreeing to a modification of wages
"to conform with the lower costs of living, the general con-

ditions of emplo}ment throughout the country and the de-
mand of the public for cheaper transportation." The rail-

road's announcement says in part:

The negotiations were entirely voluntary and were conducted
solely between the manageinent's representatives on the one
side, and elected representatives of employees on the other, free
from outside intervention. The inlormaticm on which these
negotiations were based was gathered jointly by representatives
of the management and of the employees, from industries in the
territory served by the Pennsylvania System. The management
desires to thank not only the employees and their officers con-
cerned, for the spirit in which the negotiations were condjicted,
but also the industries along the lines of the system, for their

co-operation in furnishing.

This successful outcome of the wage negotiations with the

maintenance of way and telegraph and signal employees, con-
stitutes one of the most notable achievements, thus tar recorded.

by the Pennsylvania Railroad's employees" representation plan.

This plan, for the amicable settlement of controversial questions,

was rirst put into effect, by mutual consent, on January 1, 1921.

Since that time, and prior to the opening of negotiations over the

pending wage revision, the plan has been instrumental in bringing
to peaceful and satisfactory settlement, more than 9.000 con-
troversial questions between management and employees.

.Vlthough no official announcement has been made as to

the extent of the reductions agreetl to by the Pennsylvania's

employees, it is understtwd that, in general, they are some-
what less than those ordered bv the Lalior Baird.
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Developments in Gasoline Passenger Rail Cars'

New York Railroad Club Discusses Design. Power Requirements

and Operating Results of Self-propelled Cars

By W. L. Bean
Mechanical Assistant to the President, New York, New Haven & Hartford

MANY CARKIKKS have lines of road which, on account of

traffic diversion to trolley lines, or to hij^hwav vehicles,

or thri)Ui;h other causes are unprofitable, while short

line railroads are ver>- definitely confronted with a high cost

of transportation. Large losses are sustained through oper-

ating steam trains, with expenses ranging apj>ro.\imately

from 75 cents to $1.50 per train mile and with revenues from
20 cents to $1.00. Expenses mentioned are those for train

and enginemen's wages, fuel, lubricants, enginehouse e.xpense

and maintenance of ecjuipment. Item, of interest on invest-

Rear Truck Showing Brake Rigging and Spring Pockets

ment, superintendence (including dispatching), maintenance

of way, signals, stations, station employees, and kindred

items, are not included. Naturally, there are wide differ-

ences in the total costs of furnishing service as Ijetwcen

different roads or portions of the same road, but when segn

gation is made of the items accruing to each separate rout'

or schedule, discrepancies between revenues and expenM^-

show that the patrons of the carrier are usually receiving ser-

vice at less than cost.

The excess of costs over revenues is such that usually it

would Ije difficult, if not impo.ssil)le, to handle the lousiness

at a profit. Hence the possibility for many carriers seems to

be that of decreasing deficits rather than transforming them

into surjjluses.

There may well be consideration of the desirability of car-

riers further developing the costs of rendering service on

thin lines of road and acquainting the public with the facts,

especially with the inauguration of service through the utility

of e(|uipment different from that commonly used. The pul)-

lic does not always receive innovations in the best of spirit,

conse(|uent]y, if a clearer understanding of the relation be-

tween revenues and expanses could be had, the logic of the

situation might appeal. Railroad managements are rightly

expected to devise ways and means to reduce transjwrtation

costs but they must receive the co-operation of patrons.

Self-propelled railway cars have been in use for a con-

siderable number of years, but not to wide extent. The

subject has received an encourageing impetus recently and if

there is progress along right lines, accomplishments should
Ik.- considerable and of early realization.

The gasoline engine is attracting the widest attention and
it ajyjiears further development will be chiefly through its

use, although light weight Die.sel type machines may offer

comi)etition and steam is not out of the running.
As in previous developments, two forms of transmission

of power from the engine to the wheels and axles are
prominent. While gasoline-mechanical drive is at present in
the fore-front, there is renewed interest and endeavor to revive
the gas-electric system along new lines, embodying lighter

construction and less power than formerly used.

Adaptation of Highway Motor Trucks

.Adaptation of highway motor trucks to rails has been con-
siderable in extent and with generally satisfactory results.

.\t a reasonable first cost, it is possible to modify a highway
vehicle to adapt it to rail use and to produce a reliable piece
of equipment which will operate at low cost for fuel, oil, and
maintenance. The jjroduction of vehicles which stand up
under the severe conditions of highway use have favored the
operation of similar appliances on rails. Skillfully designed
clutches, transmissions, gear shifts, etc.; iieat treated allov

•AIistMcl of 11 paper
York, May 1ft, 19.'2.

ad htfurc ihe New York Railroad Club at Nrw

Front Truck Showing Direct Acting Brake Cylinder and
Cushioned Spring Rigging

steels; efficient systems of lubrication; ligln weight parts of
great strength, durability and flexibilit.\ . have worked out
well. Furthermore, the extensive use of automotive vehicles
for i)assenger and trucking service has resulted in a wide
knowledge of automotive design, construction and operation,
thereby making less difficult the adaj)tation of this cxjuipment
to railroad .service than would otherwise obtain, l^sually
the adaptation has been tlirough using the rear pair of wheels
to do the driving and substituting a four wheel swivelling
truck at front.

Many have been doulitful about the success of a single

17
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pair of wheels operating on rails at speeds necessary- for

passenger ser\Mce. It can be stated, however, that the great-

est success has resulted and over a sufficient period of time to

demonstrate there is nothing to be feared in the trailing of a

single pair of wheels under a car of this sort. It is not

recommended, of course, that cars be operated at high speed

in reverse motion, but it has not come to notice that any

difficulty has been experienced in backing six wheel rail

cars, the usual backing movement being under sjjeeds of

25 m.p.h.

Advantages in Using Standard Equipment

Equipment of this sort sliould utilize all possible parts

which have been developed and are of minimum weight and

maximum strength and durabilit}-. The carrier is benefited

by the stocks of parts available for quick deliver}' through

the extensive service stations of the manufacturers. Further-

more, the advantage of a stable organization back of the

product which is being put into use is important.

In further consideration of the six wheel arrangement, it

may be stated that there is no advantage in going to more

wheels under a car which can be propelled by existing auto-

motive truck power plants. However, in order to secure

acceptable riding qualities in the rear of a six wheel vehicle,

it is desirable to have a wheel of a relatively large diameter;

namely, 36 in. to 40 in. and arrangements to absorb shocks

by rubber or other devices in connection with springs. Spe-

cial consideration should be given to keeping the unsprung

weight to the absolute minimum.

Operating Costs

Cars built on two to three ton chassis have a gas consump-

tion of 8 to 11 miles per gallon and cars built on five ton

chassis a consumption of from 4 to 6 miles. The consump-

tion, of course, depends on atmospheric temperature, length

of run, loading, grades and especially speed. Maintenance

should not exceed five cents per mile on the smaller car or

eight cents on the larger one, over a period of time. Other

operating and maintenance costs depend on local conditions,

particularly as to wages. One man is required for the me-

chanical operation of the car but whether he can handle the

collection of tickets and the performance of such other duties

depends altogether on local conditions. First cost of a car

of the smaller type is usually around $9,000, and of the

larger car around 516,000, depending on the refinements of

construction and particularly whether or not the body is

built for severe or mild weather conditions.

Depreciation charge rates are not established but a reason-

able assumption is that vehicles of this sort can be perpet-

uated as long as it is desirable to maintain them. The final

disposition of these cars probably will be determined from

obsolescence rather than physical depreciation, and this will

be determined largely by the rate at which manufacturers are

able to develop something better than is offered at present.

Cars of Larger Capacity Needed

Development of the present six wlieel cars was relatively

simple but in designing cars to meet from 50 to 75 per cent

greater capacity requirements one is confronted l)y a differ-

ent problem. This is unfortunate because, although a con-

siderable hel'l for cars of the six wheel type exists, there is

a substantial and persistent demand for larger cars. Si.x

wheel cars are liuilt on the basis of two to three ton chassis,

seating about 24 to 28 peojile, with a nominal baggage space,

and cars on tlie five ton chassis seat about .^5 people with

a baggage space of approximately SO sq. ft. There is need

for a car whidi will seat from 50 to 60 people and have a

baggage space of about 100 sq. ft. and be able to make
sfieeds of 40 to 45 m.p.h. in either direction. This require-

ment cannot l>e met by adajitation of any higliwa)- vehicle

and requires the design of a new outfit. A double four wheel

truck arrangement is necessary because even if a power plant

of sufficient capacit}- were available in a highway chassis,

it would not be practicable to operate with a single non-
swivelling axle except possibly on exceptional conditions of

straight track. T\vent>-five feet is about the practicable

limit for distance between front truck center pin and rear

axle center.

If similar economies are to ensue with the larger car, thv;

same characteristics of construction and weights per horse-

power must prevail as In present equipment. A t\-pical rail

car weighs 23,750 lb. light; with 35 passengers, two man
crew and 2,000 lb. baggage, the weight (at ISO lb. per per-

son) is 31,300 lb. or 489 lb. per brake horsepower. For
cars which operate at speeds of 40 m.p.h. on level or nearly
level track, the nominal loaded weight per brake horsepower
should not exceed 440 lb.

Gasoline propelled vehicles developed a number of years

ago were of usual railroad tjpe and exjjerience with them
in the consideration of later exp)erience with lighter vehicles,

points out the necessit}' of not following usual railroad

equipment tj-pes.

Automotive truck manufacturers are the logical agencies

for the successful development of the larger cars. These

Chassis of Mack Rail Motor Car

manufacturers, however, apjjear lacking in confidence that

there is a sufficient field of sale of such vehicles to warrant

undertaking the expense of engineering development and
additional shop equipment necessar}- to produce on a quan-
tity' basis. Anticipation that there will ever be sales of

gasoline-propelled rail cars of few enough types to favor

manufacture on a quantity production basis in any way
approximating the procedure of the automotive industr)-

today, is not sound. It is to be hoped, however, that manu-
facturers will undertake these larger units on a modified

quantity basis: in other words, if these producers could

inject flexil)ility into their organizations and their manufac-
turing appliances sufficient to meet this demand, it would
appear a satisfactory outcome could be expected.

Railroad men have a great variet)- of ideas as to the char-

acteristics of equipment to suit local requirements of service

and it is too much to anticipate that they can soon be brought

to close agreement c)n all points which would favor approxi-

mate quantity [iroduction. However, the manufacturers

could unquestionably develop such separate units as engines,

clutches, transmissions, etc., on a quantity basis and with

sufficient flexibility as to the arrangements and connections

Ijetween the several units to meet the varj-ing ideas of indi-

vidual carriers.

The development of larger, lightly constructed, economical

and efficient rail cars, may be retarded by the attitude of

the carriers if they misunderstand such facts as the limita-

tions of the power of gasoline engines, relation between

weight and power and suitability of the several types of

wlieel and truck arrangements, etc. .Apparently many rail-

road men cannot think of operation except in trains contain-
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ing u multiplicity of units. They have so long been accus-

tomed to couple up a series of cars that when they approach

the proposition of transporting a few passengers and a little

baggagi- and mail they endeavor to string the proposition out

into two or more cars when there is not rcviTiue enough to

support the operation of one car. Those railroad men who
attack the problem from this standpoint appear as incorrect

in their assumptions as some of the manufacturers who have

undertaken the design and construction of single gasoline

rail cars having eight wheels where the driving is done on

all eight wheels and no contemplation of hauling any trailers

is involved. Such excess driving mechanism absorbs jxjwer

without comiK-nsatini; l)i-i)etit and is a liability instead of

an asset.

Little Need of Trailers at Present

It should not l>e understood that there are no conditions

under whicii trailer operation may be desirable or that as

development i)rogresse5. propelling units capable of handling

two or more cars may not Ix-come available and desirable,

but the need at present is a real single unit within the limits

of weight carried by two four-wheel trucks.

Rolling friction increases more rapidly as wheels and
a.xles are added rather than through the addition of weight,

and for the same total weight on rails the frictional losses

are greater than hauling the same weight on fewer wheels.

As the body is lengthened the weight increases at a faster

rate than length tx-cause of the necessity for sufficient beam
strength in the underframing but it is better to have a little

more dead weight in a car underframc than to have two

units and to add weight through multiplicity of wheels and
through the addition of draft gearing for multiple car

operation.

The use of trailers furthermore may raise questions in

regard to the numljer of men required in the crew and thereby

disrupt estimates with respect of economies versus steam.

Under many conditions a train consisting of two or more

cars with a seating capacity of perhaps 60 people and with

a small baggage compartment, would be unhandy to operate

around terminals as compared with the same ca|)acity in a

single car. particularly if the single car operated in either

direction.

Double end operation is certain to attract increasing inter-

est and there are assurances by .some manufacturers that

successful double end control mechanism can be applied so

that a single car can be operated with equal facility and

speed in either direction and therefore be used in the same
manner as a trolley car.

Consideration of the expense of self-propelled cars should

carry with it the many factors involved, beginning with first

cost and tl>e attendant charges for interest on investment,

taxes, insurance, depreciation, operation and maintenance.

Equipment provided for a given service, therefore, should

cost the minimum.
When considering larger capacity cars it should be remem-

bered that weight increa.ses much more rapidly than capacity

and that the economies oljtained from the use of small cars

may not be possible with those of greater size. .As the size

of vehicles increases, tlie margin of profit rapidly decreases.

Engines should be so chosen and applied as to reduce

vibration to a minimum. Larger cooling surfaces should be

provifled than are sufficient for the same engines on highway

trucks.

Gas-Electric Cars

The gas-electric car is receiving consideratiim by engineers

of two large electrical manufacturing (()m[)anics in conjunc-

tion with car builders, gas engine l)uildcrs and railway engi-

neers, will) the idea of obtaining lighter construction than

in former designs. The gas-electric car has a number of

advantages over the gas-mechanical drive, one of which is

the case by which double-end operation can be secured and
by which power can Ijc transmitted to any or all of the

wheels of the car. However, because of the characteristics

of gas-electric equipment, it is not possible to use as small

an engine as with the mechanical drive.

Final figures from current studies are not available but

preliminan,' values indicate that gas-electric equipment will

weigh in the neighborhood of 25 to 50 per cent more per

unit of carrying capacity than gas-mechanical. The input-

output efficiency of the electric generator multiplied by the

input-output efficiency of motors, gives an overall trans-

mission efficiency of about 75 per cent to 80 per cent for

the gas-electric, this being the per cent of power delivered

from the crank shaft to the rim of the wheels. In mechanical

drive of the automotive type, the corresponding efficienn,- is

about 85 j>er cent.

Furthermore, the combined weight of generator, motors

and control apparatus is greater than corresponding parts

in a mechanical drive. The combined effect of lower trans-

mission efficiency plus greater weight of machinerj' reacts on

the size of gasoline motor, which reaction increases the

weight of body and trucks. It will be surprising if a gas-

electric car can be produced which will weigh as little jjer

unit of carrying capacity as a gas-mechanical. Weight, how-
ever, is of prime importance in gas-engine design, cost, oper-

ation, maintenance, reliability and availability.

Those who have given most study and have had most
experience with both the gas-electric and mechanical drive

agree, at least on one point, that construction must be light

if operation is to be satisfactor)-. Use of carefully designed

parts, heat treated metals, avoidance of all unnecessary- parts,

reduction of friction in bearings, in truck parts and from

atmospheric resistance is imp)erative. It is impossible in the

space available to go into detail on many points but a few

of the details may pwrhaps be considered profitably.

Details of Construction

The six-wheel design has demonstrated its ability to track

well. Because of unsymmetrical wheel arrangement and ab-

sence of a swing bolster at one end, cars of this design

operate well with lack of lateral oscillation even at speeds in

excess of 40 miles an hour on track which is not the best.

Four-wheel trucks with too short a wheel base in conjunc-

tion with small wheels do not ride well. It is necessary to

keep the wheels in excess of 30 in. and preferable to have

a wheel base in excess of 48 in. Experience indicates the

wisdom of using shock absorbing devices in connection with

the spring arrangement. .\n efficient hand brake should be

provided in addition to the air brake. The air compressor

should be of sufficient capacity to supply air for blowing

a signal whistle in addition to operating the brake.

The body should be designed to give lightness, abilitv- to

withstand vibration without setting up noises, to be of pleas-

ing appearance, to have sufficient strength and to jirovide

protection from the elements. Body construction for cars

operating in warm climates, of course, can be much lighter

than in the north. Hair felt insulation in walls between the

belt rail and the floor and beneath the floor witii proper

sheet metal protection beneath the latter, has lieen found
helpful in dampening body noises and providing warmth.

Scats should l)c of liglit design and because of the char-

acter of the service, closer spacings, shorter backs, shorter

seats and narrower aisles can be used, [irovitling thereby

greater capacity for a given floor area than with the usual

passenger coach. Since railway cars can be made wider than

street cars, seats can hold three persons on one side of the

aisle and two on the otiier side.

In small cars it is relatively easy to heat through the use

of exhaust gases from the motor but in large cars, seating

SO or 60 people, especially if designed for double end oper-

ation, it is not an easy problem and it may be necessary to
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relv on a hot water or a hot air heater hut the provision of

electric current for the circulating of the air in the latter

case is also not easily arranged in cars having mechanical

transmissions.

At speeds ahove 25 m.p.h. wind resistance absorbs a large

part of the power produced. The unit pressure due to wind

resistance increases as the square of the speed while the

horsepower expended in driving the car against this pressure

increases as the cube of the speed.

The continued operation of steam trains to handle ,?0 or

40 passengers and small amounts of baggage, mail and ex-

press, is wasteful and should be supplanted by more efficient

equipment. Existing gasoline cars can handle tlie traffic

offered on many light lines but occasional spurts requiring

pariment have been tried but the operating costs are reported

to be as high as 90 cents per mile.

F. S. Gallagher (engineer rolling stock. New York Cen-

tral) told of the development of the gasoline car since it

was first tried out in 1891. To meet present requirements he
considered a car which would seat 60 to 70 people essential.

C. Lewis Diesterweg (president, Bowen ^lotor Railways
Corporation): There is today a considerable mileage of

branch and short line roads built at a heavy expense which
does not pay the cost of operation. By changing from steam

operation to gasoline motor-driven cars many of these roads

could be converted into valuable feeders for the trunk lines

which own them. The first car we built was for the West-
field ^lotor Railway at Westfield, 111., and is operating on
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the seating of 60-75 people create a need for a larger car.

In many cases, the change from expensive steam locomotive

to cheap gasoline car operation, hinges on the production of

the largercapacity self-propelled vehicle. The small gasoline

cars built on modified highway chassis are exceedingly sat-

isfactor}- to the extent of their capacity. Surely American

engineers can increase that capacit^- 50 per cent to 75 per

Car Operating between

9000 Derby, New Haven, and New Hartford, Con
9001 Fairhaven and Tremont, Mass
9002 Litchfield, Danbury and Waterbury, Conn..

Tamuary 4, 1922
(an.Liary 18, 1922
Jan-nary 30, 1922

cent with corresponding efficiency, reliability and economy

of operation. If the carriers and manufacturers get together

properlv, the problem can be solved and without either party

hazarding funds of such extent that they are worth consider-

ing in view of the Ijenefits ]>ossible.

Discussion

C. B. Young (general mechanical engineer, Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincv) : A gas-electric car was placed in service

on the Burlington in 1902. The gasoline engine was heavy,

poorly balanced and not thoroughly developed at that time.

As a result the use of the car was abandoned within a year

or so. In 1904 or 1905 we purchased a steam car designed

by Mr. Toltz, formerly mechanical engineer of the Great

Northern. The boiler was of the vertical type with super-

heater. This car was more or less of a failure due to its

heavy weight and insufficient capacity of boiler and engine.

A gasoline car which will weigh ai)OUt 16,000 lb. has been

ordered recently from the Edwards Railway Motor Car Com-

panv.

In developing motor cars it should be remembered

that such cars can never take the place of a small engine

and should not be used where one or two trailers are neces-

sarv or where switching of freiglit cars is to be done.

H. P. Kdwards (president, F.d wards Motor Car Com-

pany): .^s general manager of several short line railroads,

I have been experimenting with gasoline-propelled passenger

cars for the past seven or eight years. Where conditions are

favoralile large c( onomies can be obtained In' using this

method of propulsion. Some .short lines, however, do not

pav the standard wages prevailing on larger systems and are

abie to i)rovide steam trains at an operating cost of 50 cents

[K-r mile. In ."tuch cases there is little incentive to change to

gasoline cars. The successful sclf-proi)elle(l passenger car

has thus far been of small capacity, not over 50 passengers,

f'ars seating from 75 to 80 people with a large baggage com-

the old Sidell & Olney which had been sold as junk but was
bought in three years ago by people along the line and since

operated by them. This car has covered some 100,000 miles

with practically no care and few replacements. Cars of later

design are in service on a number of other roads.

Charles Guernsey (general manager. Service Motor Truck
Company) : The field for gasoline rail cars is limited by

the size of the engines available and the economies of the

situation. When cars become of such size and initial ex-

pense that the operating costs approach that of .steam equip-

ment they cease to have an advantage. For die present cars

should be built for a passenger seating capacity of not over

50 or 55 and sufficiently light to be handled satisfactorily

by a motor of not over 70 hp.

Dwight C. Morgan (vice-president, Pittsburgh & Shaw-
mut) : The cars used on the Pittsburgh & Shawmut were

])urchased from the Bowen Motor Railways Corporation and
were designed along railroad lines, not as a makeshift but

as a real sul)Stitution for steam passenger coaches. They are

I>opular with the puldic and have been very satisfactory

from an operating point of view. The cost of operation,

compiled by I.C.C. classification, has averaged 35 cents per

motor car mile as compared with 71 cents for previous steam

service.

E. S. French (vice-president. White River Railroad):

After thorough investigation we placed in service on our

road in Vermont a high pressure steam railroad car made
liy the Unit Railway Car Company. This car weighs about

6(),000' lb. and while the schedule does not call for trailer

service, an extra car is frequently hauled. The boiler is

designed for 1,000 lb. pressure and uses oil fuel. At present,

with fuel oil purchased for oVj cents per gallon, the fuel

cost is about 2.45 cents per car mile and lubricating oil

about 0.3 cent. The engine is of the two-cylinder, piston

valve tvpe and extremely simple. Tlic power available is

more tlian ample while the flexiliilily and ease of control are

nf)ticeal)le. .After five \ears' exix-rieiue we are still convinced

that high pressure ^If im nnVrs the 1>(<1 i^invcr for unit cars.

\rrnM.\TK' Tk \i N ION rNiM 11kvui> Ikim Inn .'rdercd by the

Inkr'.MIe Coniincrcc I'omiiiissioii on IcatliiiK railroads of high

Ir.TlIu- (Inisity. It lias long hccn apparent that this must come in

tinir. lint the latest accitlcnt report shows three collisions occurring

I'll liiMs unprotected or mcaRcrly protected by automatic block

signals. The purpose of train control is to prevent disa.-iler when

an engineer fails to ohscrvc the signals, hut on these unprotected

lines there are no signals to ohscrve.—-T/'riiis^cM Reful'lioin.



Freight Claim Division of A. R. A. Meets in Denver
Means of Reaching Goal of Fifty Per Cent Reduction in Claim

Payments Principal Topic

Tin rniKTV-KiKST annual -.tssion of tlu- Frciulit ("laim

Division of the American Railway Asscxiation was
held in Denver. Colo., on June 20-22, with al)OUt 175

irei){hl claim and claim i)revention re[)resentatives in at-

tendance. The principal work l>efore the convention was the

consideration of im|M>rtant changes in the freight claim rules.

Numerous chanijes were adiiptcii which are e\i)ected to facili-

tate the investiijation and payment of claims. Several rules

were also amended to eliminate delays in ap|>ortionin); paid

claims, thus prnvidini; for more economical accounting

practices.

Freight Claim Prevention Committee Reports

The rejKjrt of the Committee on Freight Claim Prevention

was adopted in full. This report consisted of a detailed dis-

cussion of the results that had In-en accomplished during the

past year and a de.scription of the activities in which the

committee had tjeen engaged. It said in part:

"In November. 1120. your committee adopted as a slogan

'Cut loss and damage in half— it can be done.' This slogan

has Ijecn translated into an accomplished fact. The monthly

reports of claim payments are now showing a reduction of

SO per cent or more in the freight claim expense under the

corrcsjwnding months of last year. While the decreased vol-

ume of traftic and price deflation were factors in bringing

this result about, to a very large extent the improvement

reflects increased activities of the railways and their joint

agencies in studying and eradicating the causes of claims.

It is particularly gratifying to note a reduction of 23.4 per

cent in the numlx-r of new claims presented in the first quar-

ter of 1922 compared with tlie same jjeriod in 1021. in the

face of an increase of approximately 11 (x'r cent in the num-
ber of cars loaded in {he first quarter of 1922. .\lso, at the

end of the first quarter of this year there were carried over

as unadjusted only 229,880 claims, whereas at the end of

the corres|)onding quarter in 1921 there were on hand

408,629 unsettled claims, a reduction of 4.?. 7 jkt cent.

"For the year 1921 the main efforts of the committee,

through its special representatives, were devoted to the en-

couragement of freight claim prevention organizations on the

individual lines where none existed and the stimulation of

activities on the part of lines already organi/.td. To this

end, the committee's bulletin service was inaugurated, having

in mind the dissemination thereby of valual)le thoughts and

suggestions among all interested. The l)ulletin service is

conducted in five series. One series is called 'Freight Claim

Prevention Suggestions' and is addressed to superintendents,

copies being sent as information to chief operating, claim

prevention and freight claim officers. These contain sugges-

tions as to metluKls which liave l)een found useful on certain

lines and may be found ajjplicable on others, .\nother scries

is entitled 'Freight Claim Prevention Suggestion Letters,' and

is addressed to general managers, general sui)crintendents

and superintendents of transportation. coi>ies being sent as

information to claim prevention and freight claim oftkers.

These are issued less frequently than the 'Suggestions' to

superintendents and deal more with matters of recommended

practice and ])olicy. The third .scries is designated 'Freight

Claim Prevention Bulletins' and is addressed to freight

(laim and claim prevention officers only. Carried thereby is

material of particular interest to those officers and of a nature

different from the other series mentioned. .\ further series

is known as 'Crop Condition Re[H)rts,' issued from time to

time as conditions warrant and is sent to freight claim and

I laim ]>revention officers. A fifth series is known as 'Infor-

mation' bulletins and are addressed to chamt>crs of commerce
throughout the Cnited States."

Perishable Freight

"Plans are now l)eing [jerfected for a national drive against

perishable freight irregularities, which for the year 1921 cost

the railways api)roximately $20,000,000. The months of

July and .August have lx>en set apart for special education
work among all employees in i)erishablc freight serx'ice, to

the end that there shall be a l>etter understanding of tariff

and operating rules and that service defects shall t)e reported

promptly to responsible agencies and corrective action taken.

The substantial savings which can be effected through expert

inspection of fruits and vegetables and fresh meats to deter-

mine the true cause of damage—-whether by disease, viola-

tion of package or loading regulations, etc., or through fault

of the carrier, will be emphasized during the campaign;
likewise the importance of each ro;id maintaining a f)erish-

abl.e freight .service department where the volume of such
business ju.stifies."

"Figures for 1921 show that approximately $14,000,000
was charged for loss and damage tn fruits and vegetables,

an average of $18 per car transimrted, this amount being
nearly seven times the amount per car for loss and damage
to live stock. Discussions in the territorial conferences devel-

oped great need for inspection service at both initial and
destination points."

The committee, after carefully considering the views of

the territorial representatives offered the following recom-
mendations:

(1) That perishable freight should be given adequate inspec-
tion at destination

;

(2) That the inspection services of established inspection
bureaus, including that of the U. S. Department of .Vgriculture,
be fully utilized so far as availalile and that such service be
e.\tendc<l to cover as much of this traffic as possible when damage
is found nr reported by consignee

:

(3 ) That damages due to held diseases and other conditions
controllable at the source, to improper packing and bracing, or
to other privcnlal)le causes, shall be reported to the initial lines

:

(4) That damages shown to have resulted from transportation
or temperature failures en route .shall be reported to the line

responsible by the carrier whose investigation determines such
failures;

(.S) That sucli reports shall be by letter or form, as may be
determined upon to meet the individual conditions of each re-

porting line; but in either case the facts must be fully covered.

(6) That each carrier shall notify the Secretary the title and
address of its official designated to handle such rcixirts

;

(7) That carrier receiving such reports will investigate same
with the view of determining and applying remedial measures

:

(81 That, inasmuch as the arrival of perishalile tratlic at

destination in good condition is of general importance, equally

affecting the interests of agriculture trans|Kirtation agencies and
the public at large, efforts should be made to co-ordinate the

insiKCtion service of the Bureau of Markets, U. S. Depart-

ment of .Agriculture, with the efforts of the transportation lines,

til the end that the department shall investigate at their source

the conditions such as field di.seases, etc., developed in inspection

at destination.

On Decemk-r 7, 1921, a conference was held in New York

by the special re|)resentatives of the committee with the repre-

sentatives of the National .Association of Finishers of Cotton

Fabrics, the New York Textile liureau and the Converters'

.Association to discuss ways of reducing loss and damage to

cotton pie<e goods, estimated at $200,000 ])er annum. Plans

were worked out for joint study of the matter liy the organ-

21
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izations represented, together with the eastern claim confer-

ence and the Trunk Line Freight Inspection Bureau. The
convention's attention was also called to the desirability of

extending bureau inspection of concealed loss and damage
to all cities where the volume of business warrants. This

service, the committee felt, has been satisfactorily performed

by the Western Weighing and Inspection Bureau at an aver-

age cost of 51 cents per inspection and is preferable to indi-

vidual road inspection because it secures uniformity, is more

efficient, and costs less; also it is a distinct advantage in

ha^ing inspection made by a disinterested organization.

In addition the following subjects came before the com-

mittee for consideration and action thereupon during 1921-

1922: Improved methods of loading sacked goods to provide

better side door protection; damage caused to automobiles

by improper bracing; proper strapping for shipping con-

tainers; proposed central bureau for reporting over and short

freight of unusual character or value; mailing waybills for

astray l.c.l. freight; cotton shortages; reducing claims on

household goods; co-oi^eration with the .American Railway

Express Company; damage to fresh meats and packing house

products; reducing loss and damage claims on live stock;

damage to newsprint paper; wrongful deliveries made on

presentation of stolen or forged papers.

Addressed by Retiring Chairman

H. C. Pribhle, who has been chairman of the Freight

Claim Division for nearly four years, briefly summarized

the activities of the division since the last annual meeting.

The undertaking of "cutting losses and damages in half"

will be realized, he said, if the claim payments ligures avail-

able for the current year and the revenues for the same

period maintain their ratio for the balance of 1922. If so,

the claim payments and the ratio will be less than one-half

of that of 1921. While the Freight Claim division did not

bring the changes which produced these results, he continued.

it was the first to have the vision and then promote the

necessary work to be done. He also said: "Claim prevention

naturally involves many departments of a railroad, hence

several of the divisions of the American Railway Association.

We will have to be quite circumspect in dealing with these

matters lest we presume upon the prerogatives of some other

division. It was found that the efforts of several of the divi-

sions were over-lapping and causing some confusion, hence

President .Aishton called a meeting of the chairmen and

secretaries of the divisions on January 31, 1922, with a view

to adopting a policy which would reduce these conflicts to

a minimum. .An advisor}- council was formed of represen-

tatives of all of the divisions, whose duty it is to canvass

the activities of all of the divisions and adopt a program of

operation to avoid conflicts. .Any matter of importance that

may come up hereafter and which may invohe more than one

division will lie referred to this advisory council for decision

as to how it shall be handled. Of course this refers only to

our claim i)rcvention work.

"I know of no way to advance the desired friendship with

patrons of the railways more than l)y prompt and intelligent

investigation of freight claims and their adjustment on fan

and reasonalile lines with our claimants at the earliest pos-

sible time. I do not mean to say that we should pay any

claims we have not heretofore jiaid. If our investigation

shows we owe a daim. the claimant is entitled to his monix

promptly. If the investigation shows he is not entitled to

the payment, we sliould l)e al>le to convince him in a way
that will not lessen his friendship. Our success, individually

or rollecfively, can Tv<t permanently on no other basis tlian

honest, fair and prom|)t adjustment of our claims with our

patron'."'

Colonel Dunn Talks

B. W. Dunn, thief in>[>ector of the Freight Container

Bureau of the .American Railwav .Association, di.scus'cd the

problems of that body in one of the most interesting and
constructive talks before the convention. "AVe are asked,"

he stated, "to make an engineering study of the construction

of a container to give it the strength necessary to meet certain

destructive forces. We are asked to pass upon the strength

of a freight container to carrj- 100 lb. of freight but we are

not told the ma.ximum destructive force that container will

encounter in transit, ^^'hile that service is being performed
that container is liable to meet certain destructive forces. If

a car is handled in a certain way during transit, forces are

going to be generated which will have a tendency to break
that container. We know how to test and prepare specifica-

tions for a container where it is expected to carry 100 lb.

of freight under normal conditions, but what we do not know,
is the maximum shock that that freight car is liable to

receive."

Fitch Elected Chairman

William C. Fitch, freight claim agent of the Southern
Pacific, w-as elected chairman of the freight claim division

for the ensuing year. J. B. Baskerville. assistant general

claim agent of the Norfolk & Western, was elected first vice-

chairman to succeed H. C. Howe, recently deceased, while

J. F. Horrigan, freight claim agent of the Northern Pacific,

was elected second vice-chairman to succeed Mr. Fitch. Lewis
Pilcher remains as secretary of the division. H. M. Moors,
freight ' claim agent of the Southern Pacific in Louisiana,

C. M. MacDonald, freight claim agent of the Boston &
Maine, H. C. Pribble, general claim agent of the .Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe and W. B. Kellett. freight claim agent

of the Ft. Worth and Denver City were elected members of

the general committee. R. L. Calkins, freight claim agent

of the New York Central and H. R. Grachau. freight claim

agent of Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, remain
on tliat committee, their terms having not yet expired. H. B.

Bierman, general freight claim agent of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas of Texas, was elected chairman of the .Appeal com-
mittee, the other members of which are J. J. Hooper, general

claim agent of the Southern and J. F. Horrigan, freight

claim agent of the Northern Pacific.

It was decided to hold a second freight claim prevention

congress in the early fall, the place and date to be determined

later by the general committee. It will, liowever. probably

l)e held in Chicago in cither Septemlier or October.

Cushions to Make Sleeping in German Day Coaches More
Comfortable



Results of Operation of French Railways in 1921

Deficit Reduced About One Billion Francs—Earnings 190 Per

Cent Greater Than Pre-War; Expenses, 429 Per Cent Greater

By Marcel Peschaud

General Secretary of the Commit tic of Maiiat,-cnicnt of the Great French Railways

IN
1921 a new railway regime, established \t\ the conven-

tion of June 28. 1921, was substituted in Frann- for that

instituted liv the conventions of 18S.>. .Mthouiih the law

sanctionini; this convention was not promuliiated until Octo-

ber 29. 1921, and the convention was not ratified by the

shareholders of the railway cotnj)anics until Januan.' and
February followinj;, the financial organization provided for

came into ofHjration with retroactive effect as from January
1, 1921, this date marking the commencement of the fiscal

year for the companies.

From the administrative point of view the new regime

brings about co-ordination between the managements of the

different lines by the establishment of a Committee of Man-
agement dealing with all questions of a general nature of

common interest, and between the managements and the

general interests of the countn,-, by the establishment of

a Superior Council, a consultative body, on which have seats,

tcjgether with the representatives of the lines and of the

employees, representatives of general national interests (com-

merce, industr)-, agriculture) and also of the great public

administrations interested.

The Common Fund

From the financial point of view this co-ordination takes

the form of the estalilishment of a common fund for all

the railways, from which each railway may draw sums re-

quired to enable it to meet unearned expenses and charges,

and to which the prosperous lines are to pay in their sur-

pluses after all their own charges have been nut. In prin-

ciple the ef|uilibrium of this fund is secured In- the working

of the tariffs; and eventually, if economic circumstances do
not allow of the necessary advances in rates, it will be main-

tained at the expense of the public treasun,-, the government

having requested the companies to make advances to the

fund for its account and the companies borrowing the neces-

sar}' sums for that purpose.

The reports which have ju.st been presented by the Boards

of Management of the great [)rivate companies to the meet-

ings of shareholders, .show what have been the results of the

first year of this new regime. It will not be possible to appre-

ciate fully the effects of tiie Convention until 1<)22. because,

although it came into force as from January 1. 1921. it was

not really applied with all its provisions until Januar)-, 1922.

The financial [Kjsition of the French [)rivate railway com-

panies in 1921 appears much better than in 192(1. in spite

of the economic crisis and the drought, which have hampered
traffic. In the case of the five large concessionary (private)

lines the deficit on tiic operation account has been reduced

frcm 1. .»()() million francs in 1920 to .>8.? million francs in

1921; and the total deficit, in spite of the heavier fixed

charges for the loans, was only 1,600 millions in 1921, a

decrea.se of 1.000 millions on the preceding fiiiiincial year.

It is to be noted that only llie concessionary (private)

lines are referred to here. The .state lines generally do not

j)ublish their reports until a year later than the companies.

Issues of Bonds

The issues of bonds by the coin|Kinies in 1921 were of

greater importance than in the preceding years. In the first

place, the expenses connected with the purchase of rolling

stock, the constructing of new lines and especially electrifica-

tion, were greater; and, while awaiting the coming into force

of the new regime, and under the legal authority given them
in 1914, the Xord and I'. L. M. companies continued in

1921 the issue of bonds to cover the deficiency for the finan-

cial year (653 million francs for the two lines) as these

companies, in contrast to the other three large private lines,

have ceased to enjoy the guarantee of the state since 1914.

The amount of capital raised by the companies in 1921

was. consequently, the highest attained since they were estab-

lished. The bonds and debentures sold reached a total of

.\052,000,000 francs. This new capital was distributed as

follows among the individual companies:

Capital realized

Xord 694,000,000 (ran«
Est 120,500,000 franca

Paris-LyonsMediterrean 1,427,500.000 francs

Paris-Orleans 562,800.000 francs

Midi 24r.400.000 francs

Total .'.052.200,000 francs

Previous to the war the proceeds of issues did not exceed

a total of 400 millions for all the companies taken together.

In 1918 the amount increased to nearly 500 millions. In
1919 it reached l..i96 millions and in 1920. 1.0o2 millions.

What an effort was made by the companies in 1921 can be

judged from the fact that the figure of their issues exceeded
.1.000 millions.

Thus the amount of the ixmds issued by the five compa-
nies from their establishment to December ,U. 1921, reached

21 billions 425 millions. If to this be added the share capital

raised (1..518 millions) the figure of 22 billion? 800 millions

is arinved at, which represents the call upon savings made
since their establishment by the only concessionary lines still

in existence.

Interest Charges Heavier

Unfortunately, if the issues of the companies were con-

siderably larger in 1921 than in the preceding years, the

expenses for interest and redem|ition were also greater. The
minimum rate of interest and redemption for the bonds,

which did not exceed 5.5 per cent in 191.v and had risen to

7.5 jier cent in 1919 and to 8.5 |xt cent in 1920. increased

to 9.5 per cent in 1921. This progressive increase is the con-

se(|uence of the general increa.sc in the price of capital.

The desire to take advantage of the coming fall in the

rates of interest led the com|>anies to continue in 1921 the

i.ssue of short period debentures, repayalde in 2. .\ 4 or 10
years. These debentures, on which the comjianies undertook
to pay the taxes, were veri- favoralily received by the pulilic.

On the other hand, the Midi and Orleans companies
issued 6 i)er cent lionds in the United States and the Nord,
P. L. M. and Orleans companies have more recently floated

loans on the London market, which have had great success,

although the rate at wliiili they were issuiHJ was lower than

that of the last loans floated in France. The subscription

lists were open for a few minutes and the amount was sub-

scribed immediately. It can be seen from this that the credit

enjoyed l)y our great comiianies is as good abroad as in

France.

The net cajiital liabilities (after deduction of the annual

23
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payments due by the state) have increased since 1913 and

1920 as shown by the following table:

Net C.vpitai. Liabilities (Siiares and Bonds)

(In Millions)
Xet capital liabilities Increase % in comparison

Companies

Word
Est
P. L. M
P. O
Midi

In 1921 U1920 In 1913 With 1920 With 1913

1^6.3 226 122 —30% 28%
149 124.6 110 20% 3j%
338 r 327.6 248 3% 36%
200.3 162.5 146 23% 37%
104 78.1 67.7 33% 52%

Total

.

948.. 918.8 693.7 3% 36%

If in order to make a comparison with the year 1920,

there are added for 1921 tlie payments due by the state, a

total of 1 billion 12.> millions is arrived at, an increase of

205 millions, or 22 per cent, on the figure for 1920. The

charges connected with the share capital have remained per-

fectly unchanged. The progressive increase in the charges

must be ascribed to the bond capital.

During the past financial year the companies continued

re"ularlv"to insure the retirement of their capital. The num-

ber of bonds repaid in 1921 increased, for the concessionary

lines, to o40 million francs. If there be added to this figure

the retirement of shares (about 15 millions), a total figure

of retirement of 355 millions is arrived at. On Decemijer 31.

1921. the amount of retirements effected since the establish-

ment of the companies was 5 billions 934 millions of bonds

and 300 millions of shares.

Capital Expenditures

Capital e.xpenditures were made for the construction of

new lines, for electrification, for various works and for the

purchase of roUina stock.

The work of constructing new lines, which was susjiended

durin.' the war and resumed from 1919 onwards, was con-

tinued. On the P. L. M. the work on the line from Nice to

the Italian frontier via Sospel. and on the Est the construc-

tion of the line from St. Die to Suales is in progress. On the

Midi the work of constructing the trans-pyrenean lines is

'\>e\n'j. activelv carried on. The shareholders' meeting uu-

thorfzed the companv to advance to the state in 1922 a sum

of .>6 millions for the covering of the expenditure connected

with this work.

During 1921 the electrification programs of the great rail-

way svst^ems entered ujwn the period of realization. The

Orleans, which is to electrifv ai)OUt one-third of its system,

submitted to the Ministn- of Public Works projects relating

to the electrification of the lines from Paris to Orleans and

from Bretignv to Dourdan. As regards the other portions

of the svstem' which are to lie electrified, it has granted the

contract for the construction of hydraulic works in the Haute-

Dordogne district and obtained an interest in the construc-

tion of another hydraulic works, on the Creuse, tiie work on

which has commenced.

The P. L. M. has com])leted its (ireparations for the hrst

stage of its electrification program. It contemj^lates. first of

all! the eijuiiiment, witliin a periwl of four years, of the line

from Culoz to Modane. tlie prolongation of which in Italy

is already electrified: then, simultaneously with the eU-ctri-

fication of the line from Nice to Coni, in course of construc-

tion, that of the Nice suburban section Ix'tween Cannes and

Meiitone. On the Midi, which is to l)e almost entirely elec-

trified, the work i> in full progress.

Reconstruction of Destroyed Railway Systems

The reionstruition of the lines destroyed l>y the Germans

may be regarded as .irromplished. On the Xord the destroyed

constructive works ii.ive l)een finally restored (5 tunnels, hOO

rail-1)earing bridges and viaducts, 160 over-bridges); as re-

gards raiUvav stations, .vv^ station buildings and 3.^9 goods

.sheds have Urn rebuilt. In the large centres the recon.struc-

tion and transformation have been carried out in accordance

with the best technical plans. The shunting (switching)

stations in particular have been reconstructed with improve-

ments calculated to insure the best results from the labor

employed, while at the same time f)crmitting, in proportion

as may be neces.sary, a considerable increase in output. On
the Est the work of restoring the destroyed lines is nearly

finished. The reconstruction of the great bridges over the

Meuse, which had been delayed by the floods, will be com-

pleted this year. The same will be the case with the station

buildings, the sheds and the gate-keepers' houses which have

to be rebuilt.

More Locomotives and Freight Cars

Than Before the War
The rolling stock of the companies increased still further

in 1921. On December 31 it comprised 14,464 locomotives

(as compared with 10,959 in 1913 and 11,333 in 1920)
with an output, in round figures, of 14,000,000 steam h.p.

(as compared with 11,(100,000 in 1913 and 13,000,000 in

1920).

The number of goods wagons increased from about 300.-

000 in 1913 to 345.000 in 1920 and 367,000 in 1921.

The number of passenger coaches has slightly decreased

since 1920 owing to certain lines having discarded coaches

the type of which was no longer suited to present require-

ments, or the renovation of which would have been too

expensive.

Because of the decrease in the traffic there is a plethora

of rolling stock on the French railways.

Results of Operation in 1921

The gross receipts of the concessionary (private) lines

amounted to 4 billions 910 million francs in 1921, an in-

crease of 193 per cent over 1913 and of 10 per cent over

1920. Operating expenses were lower than for 1920 by 8

per cent, amounting to 5 billions 292 million francs; but

they are still higher than in 1913 by 430 per cent.

The Est Company alone shows small net earnings; the

other companies show deficits. The deficit on operation for

all the concessionary lines taken together amounted to 383
millions, distributed as follows:

ton
Xord

i;.anies (

Kst .

P. L.
V. O.

yi'.'.i^l'.'.'.'.l'.

Ratio
Gross Working Net of working
receipts expenses

.
"nj.'.nss

^
expenses to

(in millions) (in millions) (in millions) gross receipts

984.«' 1.059.5 — 74.9 107%
910.1 908.2(2) + 1.9 99%

1.670.8 1,732.4 — 61.6 104%
923.8 1,004.3 —170.5 120%
420.2(1) 498.4 — 78.2 118%

(1) Net receipts (after deduction of taxes and rebates).
(2> Including tlie repayment of one-fifth of the proceeds of the increase in

the rates ( Convent ini of November 10, 1916).

The deficit from operation amounted in 1920 to 1,927

millions. The decrease in the deficit amounted in 1921 to

913 millions—that is to say, 70 iter cent. This decrease is

even more important than apjiears at first sight, because the

operating account of the companies is burdened in 1921

with expenses which were payable by the state in 1920, these

being the family allowances and tlie bonuses for the increased

cost of living granted to jiensioned emjiloyees. In 1920 these

e.xpen.ses, taken together, represented a total of about 115,-

000,000. Taking these into consideration for 1920 the total

deficit for that year would be l,.il2 millions. The actual

decrease in the deficit in 1921 was therefore 1 billion 29

millions. This improvement in the operating results was

due both to an increase in the earnings and a reduction of

ex|)en,ses.

The increase in earnings is in part due to the fact that

the last advance in rates authorized by the law of February

14, 1920. which brought the total of the increases up to

140 per cent for goods rates and up to 70.75 and 80 per

cent (according to the class) for passenger rates, benefited
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the whole of the t'lnanciul year 1921, whtTtas it affected

only the last ten muoths of 1930. It is further to l>e ascribed

to (he K<''n<^rul increase in traffic in 1921, e>i|)ecially in pas-

senger traffic, due to the improvements in their service made
by the companies. The increase i> of imjKjrtanie on the Nord
and I'm .sy.Ntems alxive all. In fact, it is upon those systems

that the increase in traffic has l>een greatest.

The receipts for the conveyance of passengers reached 1

billion 2.<.> millions, representing 25 j>er cent of the total

gross rccei[)<s. The advance in the rates having Ijeen 70.75

to 80 per cent, according to the class, it will Ik- seen that

that advance diil not lead to a reduction of the traffic, .seeing

that the receijits from the latter increased by 1.>1 jht cent

as comparitl with 1913.

The numln-r of passengers carried exceeded on all the

lines the figures for 1913 and 1920. It amounted to about

4.>t),000,0(K) for the large private companies, as compared
with 379,000,000 in 1920 and 388,000,000 in 1913; the

increase is 15 jx-r cent as compared with 1920 and 12 per

cent as com])ared with 1913.

Improvements in Passenger Service

The imn-asc in travelini; is to a grtat ixtt'nt due to the

improvements effi-cted by the companies in the train ser\'ice.

The companies have again put into force the sale of collective

return tickets to the members of certain associations and have

granted fresh facilities for colk-ctive family traveling. Fur-

thermore, they have continued to make improvements in

long-distance connections. New express trains have been

introduced, direct ser\'ices have been established, for instance,

between Strasbourg and Bordeaux, and between Bordeaux,

Toulouse and Marseilles. The south express, which had not

been running since the war, has been reinstated. To en-

courage tourist traffic they established joint offices at Brus-

sels, Berne, New York and Rome. VVith the same object

they continued to extend the motor car services in the dis-

tricts favored by tourists and joined in the estaiilishment of

hotels or encouraged the hotel industry in those districts.

.At the same time the sers-ite became more regular. The
number of delays to trains, which had reached 48 f^>er cent

after the war, was almost insignificant in 1921, being 2.8

per cent on the Nord system, 1.72 per cent on the Est, 3.17

per cent on the I*. L. M., 1.79 per cent on the P. O. and

4.3 per cent on the Midi.

The tonnage conveyed by fast freight trains has decreased

somewhat in comi)arison with 1920. This decrease is partly

exj)lained by the reversion to .slow-train conveyance for cer-

tain clas.ses of traffic, especially as regards the conveyance

of animals, which was previously effected by fast train. The
receipts of the companies for slow-train traffic amounted to

3 billions t>2 millions, an increase of 10 ]kt cent a.-- unnixired

with 1920 and of 224 per cent as compared with 1913.

They represent 62 per cent of the total gross receipts.

The increase in the receiiits in 1921 as compared with

1920 is, as has already l)een .said, jiartly due to the fact thiU

the advances in the rates authorized by the law of I'ebruar)'

14, 1920, were in force throughout the financial year 1921,

while they benifite<l the financial year 1920 only during 10

months, it is due also to the unification of the gcHKls tariffs

which was carried out during the financial year 1921 and

brought about certain increases in the rates. It is estimated

that the total advance in rates amounts to from 220 to 230

IKT cent—something very near the increase recorded in the

receipts. The latter would have been muth greater had it

not been for the economic crisis and the drought in 1921.

As regards the lines as a whole, the tonnage carriiti bv

slow train was slightly larger than in 1920 (139,900,000

tons as compared with 139,800,000) but it has not yet

reached the figure of 1913.

The Nord and I'"st .systems are those which show the great-

est increase in tonnage. This is chiefly due to the growing

activity in connection with the reparation work in the

devastated districts. But these lines are far from having
recovered their pre-war traffic in coal and metallurgical

products, which came from the mines or works at present

undergoing reconstruction.

(Jn the V. O. system the tonnage decreased by 13 per cent

as compiired with that of 1920, but was still greater than
in 1913. On the V. L. M. the tonnage carried by slow train

was le.ss than in 1920 or 1913, but the ton mileage was
greater by 5 per cent than in 1913.

On the Midi the tonnage carried by slow train was 3.7

]H.T cent less than in 1920 and also less than in 1913.

On these three systems the diminution in the tonnage has
ken chiefly in minerals and metallurgical products. This
shows that the decrt-ase in traffic is caused by the industrial

crisis and that when the latter is over the traffic will regain
its vigor.

The great lines have taken certain measures to encourage
the development of traffic. On the Est the allowances granted
on the conveyance of complete train-loads of minerals have
been increased. They amount at present to a total of 29.25
l)er cent for a train of 600 net tons in private 40-ton wagons.
The improvement in the working conditions of the great lines

has enabled relaxations to be made in the regulations relat-

ing to the storage of goods at stations. Since November 1,

1921. the charges for warehousing and standing have been
consideraldy reduced, the reductions for the warehousing of
goods varying from 20 to 90 per cent and for standing places
froni 10 to 50 per cent. The lines are studying the readjust-
ment of tariffs in order to meet the reduction in the value of
the goods, and in doing so are endeavoring to give preference
to raw materials and long-distance traffic.

Operating Expenses 429 Per Cent Higher Than in 1913

The workini,' exiK-nses in 1921 were 5 billions 292 mil-
lions, as com])ared with 5 billions 758 millions in 1920. In
1913 the exjx-nses amounted to only 999 millions, and in
1921 were .still greater than in that year by 429 per cent,
whilst the earnings have increased onlv 193 per cent from
1913 to 1921.

.anics

1

kVorking expenses
:in million franco

Increase 01

compai
decrease in

ison with

..nit

.rd

in 1921

1,059.5
908.2

1,732.4
1.094.3
498.4

in 1920

1,216
«96

1,858
1.240
546

in 191.!

207
188
340
184
80

1920

—12%
+ 1%— 6%
-1-11%— 8%

1913

4-411%
+383%
-h409%
-(-494%
-(-525%

L.
O.

-M . . .

The reduction in expenses in 1921 is to a great extent
attributable to the reduction in expenditures for fuel, to

inijirovements effected in the service and. in a lesser degree,
to the decrease in the cost of the .staff.

The decrea.se in the expenditure for fuel, which amounted
to 5,> .000,000 on the Est system, 153,000,000 on the P. O.,
36 per cent of the cxiienditure for 1920 on the P. L. M. and
30.0()(),000 on the Midi, is chiefly due to the fall in the i)rice

of coal. The average ])rice per ton on the P. L. M., for
instance, which was 266 francs in 1920. comes out at 187
francs for 1921; that is to say, 30 per cent lower.* The
lirices at the end of the financial year were around 150
francs, liut that figure is far removed from the pre-war price
(30 francs in 1913).
The decrease in the exjx^nditure for fuel is also due to

the decrea.se in the consumption per kilometre of the engines.
On the Est system, for instance, the consumption per kilo-

metre of the Iwomotives was reduced from 24 kilograms in
1920 to 20.6 kilograms in 1921. Likewise, on the P. L. M.,
the consumption of coal per kilometre, which liad fluctuated
U'tween 24.5 kg. and 22. ?: kg. in 1920, diminished to about

"Fiitured at the present rate of exchanfir. these jirices for coal were about
$26 per Inn in 1920, and about $18 per ton in 1921. A franc at present
rxchiiiit;r« i,.r :th..ut 10 cents in American money.

—

liditor.
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20 kg. during the last three quarters of 1921. During 1921

that line continued its experiments for improving the con-

sumption of tlie locomotives hy the utilization of superheat-

ing and the pre-heating of the feed water.

The Paris-Orleans completed the fitting-up of the ap-

paratuses for firing with fuel oil (mazout) on three of its

locomotives. The runs hitherto made on fuel oil (mazout)

have not justified the more extensive use of that method of

firing.

Employees Reduced 9 Per Cent

Generally speaking, the cost of the personnel declined in

1921. This decrease is in part attributable to the diminution

in the number of employees. The decrease in the traffic on

certain lines and the greater experience gained by the em-

ployees engaged since the war (thanks, more especially, to

the establishment of trafiic and transport schools) enabled

the lines to discharge a certain number of minor officials and

day laborers and to make less appeal to the services of

auxiliary labor. The reduction of personnel amounted to

nine per cent.

XCNtBER OF EMPLOYEES
(Including Auxiliary and Temporary Employees)

Companies Number in 1921 Number in 1920 Decrease %
Nord 72,444 76,909 5%
Est 65,464 75,326 13%
P. L. M 103,771 118,577 14%
P. 65,490 72,179 10%
Midi 34,705 35,331 2%

Total..' 341,874 378,322 9%

The numl)er of employees is still greater by 28 per cent

than in 1913. because during 1921 the lines continued to

suffer under the burdensome effects of the 8-hour day, with-

out having been able to obtain, as they had hoped, a revision

of the truly unreasonable conditions of its application to the

railways. The additional expenses for materials and staff

entailed upon the six great lines by the 8-hour law amount

to about 1.100 million francs. That figure represents rather

more than half of the total deficit of the lines.

Maintenance Expenses Increased

The expenses for repairs to rolling stock increased slightly

in 1921. This increase was due to the measures taken to

accelerate the reconditioning of the rolling stock, which had

been postponed during the war. It was also due to the impor-

tant nature of the repairs effected in 1921 to rolling stock

which was in a very bad condition, for in 1920 the lines

began b\' repairing the locomotives and wagons which were

least damaged so as to be able to recondition a large numlier

of units more rai^idly. This work is nearly completed. The
expenses for the maintenance of tracks and buildings also

increased, for in 1920 they had to be reduced owing to the

scarcity of materials. This increase was also due to the

energy with which the work of rehabilitating the tracks of

certain lines was pushed forward with the object of per-

mitting the running of heavy engines.

To sum up, the earnings increased in 1921 in spite of

the crisis which bore hard upon industry and contributed

to the decrea.se in traffic, and there has been a decrease in

expenses in spite of the paying off of a considerable amount

of arrears left by the war and the taking upon themselves

by the lines of the payment of grants to the em|>loyees whic|i

were formerly paid by the state. The point cannot be too

strongly emphasized that these results, which are shown li\-

a decrease in tiie deficit from operation, were attainal)le only

by means of a continual effort on the part of the manage-

ments. If traffic has increased, this is due in the first place

to the fact that the companies whose lines had l>ecn damaged

in the war pushed forward, with the greatest energy, the

work of reconstruction which was to enable the districts

served by them to carry on a more normal life. It is also

due to their havini; jirogressively inrreased the number of

passencer tr.iin- .md encouraged tourist traffic. It is further

due to the fact that, thanks to the continuous improvements
in their methods of working and the care they have devoted

to the organization of a personnel hastily recruited on the

morrow of the armistice, they have oljtained greater regu-

larity in their passenger and goods services. Finally, they

endeavored to effect every possible economy—in the cost of

personnel—by reducing the number of employees; in the cost

of fuel, by improving its consumption.

The Balance of the Financial Year

If the deficit on the subsidiary services and the capital

liabilities be taken into account, the operation of the con-

cessionary (private) lines shows a total deficit of 1,351 mil-

lion francs in 1921. This deficit no longer falls upon the

state, as was the case when interest was guaranteed, but upon
the fund established by the Convention of June 28.

Although the accounts of the state railway for the finan-

cial year 1921 have not yet been definitely made up (the

accounts for the year 1920 have only just been published)

it is possible, judging by the credits voted by Parliament on

the budget, to estimate the results of operation for the year.

They show a deficit on o|)eration of 675 millions in round
figures—that is to say, nearly half as great as the deficit

of all the five concessionary (private) lines taken together.

Thus the operating results for the whole of the French rail-

way systems taken together show a deficit of, in round fig-

ures, 2,026 millions in 1921. [At the present rate of exchange

this is about $203,000,000.—£(/ifor.]
This figure does not include the special war-time compen-

sations (720 francs per official), which were still paid by
the state in 1921. The amount of these for 1921 is about

320 million.s—namely, 250 millions for the concessionary

(private) lines and 70 millions for the state railway system.

If these be taken into account the total deficit of the con-

cessionar}- lines comes to 1,600 millions, as compared with

2,610 millions in 1920; thus the deficit has decreased by

1,000 millions, or 38 per cent. For the whole of the French

lines, including the state railway system, the deficit comes
to 2,345 millions in 1921, as against 3,530 millions in 1920,

there being thus a decrease of S3 per cent.

The "convention" of June 28, 1921, authorizes the insti-

tution of a management premium intended to give the com-
panies, and also their [x^rsonnel, an interest in the develop-

ment of traffic and in economy in expenses. The premium
for the company consis^ of two elements, both based upon
the comparison of the year under consideration with the year

1920. The first is C(|uivalent to three per cent of ihe increase

in the receipts (not including advances in rates). The second

is equivalent to one per cent of the decrease in the deficit or,

if the receipts exceed the expenses, to one per cent of the

total of tlie sur]ilus and the deficit for 1920. In the case of

the Nord and Est s\stems this ratio has l)cen raised from
one per cent to two per cent. If the deficit is greater than

for the financial year 1920 the company is subject to a pen-

alty proportional to the amount of this increase in the deficit,

to be charged against the ])reniiums for the following years.

Generally sjieaking. the premium granted to the personnel is

doui)le that for the company.
For the concessionary lines the premiums thus earned for

the financial year 1921 amount to 32,576,000 francs, of

which sum 11,326.000 francs goes to the companies ynd
21,250,000 francs to the personnel. In the rase of the state

railway system the premium in conntxtion with the first ele-

ment amounts to 1.U1.800 francs, being -l.^hOO for the railway

and 87.200 for the personnel. As regards the second element,

the state railway system not only does not lienefit by any
premium at all. but is jicnalized .^51.000 francs, which will

liave to be made up out of the premiums for subsequent years.

The premiums have to Ix- paid out of the joint fund. The
latter showing a deficit, the amount of the premiums must
be added to tlie lines' deficit mentioned above. Thus the
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total dirticit chargeable to the joint fund romcs to 2,059

millions. 1..5i»4 millions for the >: (private) lines

and 675 millions for the state r.i

Thus, ahiiough there is still a il^;.. ..ancial position

of the com[>anies shows an improvement as compared with

1920. What are the prospects for the Ananiial year 1922?
In the first place, the increa.se in earnings is hound up

with the resumption of economic activity and that resump-

tion, of which symptoms were thought to l>e perceptible at

the end of last year, is not yet clearly discernible. Further-

more, it is under present circumstances not possible to con-

template increases in the tariffs capable of establishing the

financial e(|uilibrium of the lines. On the contrary, the in-

dustrial crisis, while contributing to the decrease in traffic,

leads to numerous demands for rate reductions being made
in the hope that a decrease in the rates for the conveyance

of certain commodities or industrial materials would lead to

a revival oi business. The com|)anies, being desirous of

facilitating this revival, have undertaken, in agreement with

the public authorities, a revision of the unified tariffs, which

had in some cases placed an e.xcessive burden upon certain

kinds of traffic and had caused difficulties in certain trans-

actions. Numerous tariffs have alreadv been revised and

proposals submitted to the Minister of Public Works; others

are being considered. The result of all this revisionary work
will be a considerable reduction of the rates which are

burdening industry and commerce. It is to be ho[>ed that

this will increa.se traffic and that this increase of traffic will

compensate for any losses the railways may suffer.

As regards expenses, the lines will find themselves charged

in 1922 with the expenses connected with the allowance to

employees for the increased cost of li\'ing, amounting to 720

francs, hitherto Iwrne by the puljlic treasury. They will also

have to meet the considerable additional exjx-nses resulting

from the increases in pensions. On the other hand, there will

l>e a further decrease in the expenses for fuel in 1922; more-
over the hope seems justified that there will Ije a decrease in

the cost of i>ersonnel owing to a more reasonable application

of the 8-hour law.

In si)ite of all it does not seem that the lines will \ye able

to establish their financial equilibrium, and in 1922 they

will again have to resort to Ijorrowing to cover their deficit.

It may nevertheless be hop)ed that this deficit will decrease

progressively from year to year, thanks, on the one hand,
to the efforts made to develop traffic, and, on the other hand,
to the re-establishment of normal economic conditions.

Annual Meeting of Freight Station Section—A. R. A.

Large Attendance—Illuminating Discussions of Many
Topics—Inspiring Address by Gen. Atterbury

TiiE .AN.vi AL meeting of the freight station section of the

American Railway Association was held in Philadel-

phia. Pa. on June 20, 21 and 22, J. C. Gilmore, chair-

man of the Section presiding. The members were welcomed
to Philadelphia by Robert L. Russell, vice-president of the

Philadelphia & Reading and by E. J. Cattell, city statistician.

More than 400 memljers and guests attended the meeting.

Detailed and instructive discussions were held concerning

all kinds of freight station activities, but most of the formal

action taken was in the shape of resolutions instructing com-

mittees how to handle various reports in connection with the

parent association. One interesting discussion was that on

checking of inl)Ound l.c.l. freight. Descriptions were given

of the practice of tiie Erie Railroad at Cleveland, the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe at Kansas City and the Louisville

& Nashville at Cincinnati.

Weighing freight loaded into cars from freight houses was

discussed at a considerable length. The rejiort on this sub-

ject says tiiat jirobably 90 per cent of the outbound freight

houses of the countri- have no adef|uate efjuipmcnt of plat-

form .scales, and that at such stations not more than 5 per

cent of the freight is weighed. At one station where a count

was made for four days it appeared that the consignors had

.shown tile weight on their bills in only 87 per cent of the

shipments.

The Committee on Uniform Way Bill has induced the

accounting officers' association to make some—l)ut not all

—

of the improvements which are desired by the hx-al agents.

The question of making useful records of the cost of oper-

ating a freight house was discussed briefly, but tlie consensus

of oi)inion was that usually the desired data is not obtain-

able at reasonable cost; and the sultject was dro|)ix'd. The
use of tractors in freight hou.ses was discussed in the same

connection. The subject had been .studied at length by the

committee in charge but here also no cost compari.sons could

be made with satisfaction, l)ecause of the inability to get the

records giving all the desired information.

A proposition that a quarterly circular should be issued
informing members of the activities of the different com-
mittees was warmly approved b}- the meeting.

Officers. The election of officers of the Section for the

ensuing year resulted in the choice of C. M. Teschemaeker
(C.&A.), Chicago, for chairman; H. W. Maynard, Jr.,

( C.N.J. ), New York, first vice chairman; and J. R. Hitch-
cock (.\.T.&:S.F.). Kansas City, Mo., second vice chairman.

Local Freight Agents as Promoters

of Good Relations with the Public

The feature of the meeting on Thursday morning, June
22, was an address by Gen. \\'. W. Atterbury, vice-president
of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Gen. Atterbury said in part:

The work of no other group of railroad men is of greater
importance to the welfare of the transportation industry than
the work of men in the freight departments. .\ comparatively
new field of public service has in recent years opened up to yoii
—a form of public service of the highest importance. Railroads
are regulated by: (1) Congress; (2) Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; (3)_ State Legislatures; (4) State Public Service Com-
missions; (5) County Governments; (6) City Governments.
Railroad regulation depends upon a well-informed public opinion
e.xisting bchiml all of th<),<e regulatory bodies. The railroad prob-
lem will never be settled in the courts, for public opinion has
its say even after the court of linal resort has passed its de-
cision. Our legislators, public utility commissioners and other
public officers mean to act wisely. The public in turn means to

act wisely and justly. They can act wisely and justly only if

they know the true situation.

N'o other transportation officials, either as individuals or as a
group, come into such close contact with the public as do the
local agents. None have a better opportunity to cultivate in

personal ways a fuller understanding of the railroads and a spirit

of co-operation with them in the interest of the common wel-
fare. Mere, then, is a new and wonderful field of real service
which has opened up to you. To take an efficient part calls for

an earnest self-education and a sincere interest—not only a selfish

interest in your own welfare but a statesmanlike interest in the
welfare of our entire country.
Freight agents are the railroads' "antennae." They are most

happily situated to sei\e as interpreters of the railroad to the
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public, and to interpret public sentiment to the railroad men them-

selves. What shippers think about you is, in most cases, what

they think about the railroads. To them, you are the railroads.

The railroads more than any other industry are forced to

combat continuously campaigns of misrepresentation, conducted

by individuals or organizations whose interests are not those of

the public, nor of the employees whom oft-times they profess

to lead * * *. I have no quarrel with the man who conscientiously

believes in the policy of governmental ownership and operation

of the railroads. That is not a moral proposition. But believing.

as we do. that the public welfare will be served most efficiently

and most economically through private ownership and private

operation, under a wise governmental regulation, confined to

regulation, we should be remiss in our public duty if we did not

inform those with whom we come in daily contact of the reasons

for our faith.

This resolves itself, to a large degree, to a question of ways

and means. The railroads usually are not well prepared to talk

to the men on the street in the simple terms which he understands,

and it is this maji and members of his family who vote who in

the last analvsis are back of the governmental policy toward our

railroads, and in time their ideas will find their reflection m the

laws upon our statute books, and in the decisions of the courts.

The railroad problem to most people means something extreme-

ly complex ; but the principles underlying the railroad problem

may be stated in language simple enough for all to understand.

The truth must be learned primarily through statements of the

fundamental facts. The public wants to know the facts. There

are interests which purpo.sely misinterpret the facts. Not a day

passes but that important facts about the railroads are distorted

or misrepresented in their presentation to the public.

Every freight agent in the country should feel that it is a part

of his duty, first, to educate himself in a proper way about the

business in which he is engaged: second, to pass that information

on in the countless wavs which come to bim. The proper handling

of this duty is fully as important to his usefulness as the handling

of freight. Furthermore, vou will find that there is a genuine

desire on every hand for information of the kind that you can

There is no other business about which so much can be known.

There are no railroad secrets. Every detail can lie had for the

^^Ever since Federal Control, and to some extent before that,

a numlier of so-called economists presuming to speak for tlie

railroad emplovees of the country have been filling thousands

of pages of official records with distorted or imsmterpretcd tacts.

As an example—the return which the railroads arc allowed to

earn is set by governmental authority at a percentage (at present

514 per cent') of the property value of the roads as determined

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. This is quite different

from allowing railroad investors the same percentage return up.m

their securities * * *. The valuation of the railroads has been

under constant attack. The valuation upon which the rai roads

are allowed to earn a return is determined not by the railroads

themselves, but by the government. On this work the govern-

ment and the railroads have spent more than fifty millions ot

dollars already. , u
\Bain it is alleged that railroad policies are determined by a

sm'all group of banking interests. The fact is that there are more

than one and one-half million owners of railroad securities, .'\bout

thirty million insurance policy holders and about eleven million

savings bank depositors have a direct financial interest m the rail-

roads. ...
There are numerous misapprehensions m relation to wage rates

and freight rates. But that is not enough—a great mass of preju-

dice and ignorance remains. A false picture still abides in the minds

of thousands upon thousands. The only way to remove that picture

is to substitute a new picture, based upon facts the authority ot

which can not be questioned and. more important, it must be

based upon performance which will tell its own story and paint

its own picture.

The railroads must suffer the results of business depression,

hut the railroads arc not in the same catagory as ordinary private

business Their profits arc limited by law. Their rates are set

by government authority. Their expen.ses are. to a large extent,

determined by government authority. The management has little

latitude as compared with ordinary private business in the matter

of making money. A private business in times of prosperity may

make ten. twenty, fifty or more per cent. It may prepare for the

lean years and the years of adversity. The railroads are allowe<l

to do no such thing.

The railroads in the last five years have earned less than four

per rent per annum. If railroad facilities arc to he increased so

that they may meet the demands of the commerce of this country

now so<in to increase, investments in railroads must be made

attractive This is a very simple situation concerning wbuh there

is a great misunderstanding, but which every man in the freight

department'; of railroads can put before his neighlxir or his cus-

tomer in a way that can not fail to be understood. It is not a
matter of railroad selfishness. It is a matter of the public weal.

Outside Contract Repairs to

Locomotives Found Justified

Washington, D. C.

THE Interst.\te Commerce Commission has issued

two additional reports on its investigation of the cost

f locomotive repairs in outside contract shops, in

which it finds justified the resort by the Chicago & North
Western to outside shops to obtain classified repairs for its

locomotives during 1920, including 35 repaired by the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company, '"although apparently for the most

part at costs materially in excess of those for similar work in

its own shops."

The commission also says that contracts negotiated by the

Seaboard Air Line in 1920 with various concerns under

which 51 of its locomotives were given classified repairs,

although at average costs materially in e.xcess of those for

similar work in its own shops, were not found to have been

unwarranted.

Commissioner Hall dissented from the finding in both

cases for the reasons stated in connection with previous re-

ports, that the proceeding goes beyond the province of the

commission and should be discontinued. In the report on
the Xorth Western case, the commission says in part:

"In 1919, with the approval of the Railroad Administra-

tion, 20 locomotives were sent to the shops of the American
Locomotive Company for class repairs, under an estimate

made upon inspection, at an average cost of $16,859.30 per

locomotive. In December, 1919. an additional ten were

.similarly forwarded to that company on substantially similar

terms. In February, 1920, the regional director api>roved,

subject to the concurrence of the corporate officers, the send-

ing of ten more, and 15 were in fact forwarded. This was
done u]Jon a suggestion by wire from the .\merican company
that the locomotives be sent without awaiting estimates,

which would be promptly prepared and submitted and wliicli

it had no reason to believe would not Ix- in line with the

estimates covering those sent during federal control; but the

bills finally rendered averaged $2,\944 per locomotive. Be-

tween March and Octolwr, 1920. res]X)ndent sent .?5 more
Incomotivcs to the .\metican .sho|>s, eight to the Manitowoc
Shipbuilding Corjxiration, and two to the Klgin, Joliet &
Kastcrn Railroad sliops, all without bids or contracts. Of
the 35 to the American shops, final bills for ten sent in July
averaged 5527,534 per locomotive, and final bills for the

remaining 15 averaged $29,534. The repair cast of the two
sent to tile Elgin, joliet & Eastern averaged $12,690, while

tho.se of the only two sent to Manitowoc comparable in type

with the others averaged $20,857.

"Respondent has refused to pay the bills of the .American

covering the last .i5 IfKomotives repaired, deeming them ex-

cessive, and, in view of the .American's Refusal to revise the

bills, thinks it likely that the matter can he adjusted only by

litigation. Tiie dispute appears to involve a total of approxi-

mately $500,000.

"The cost of similar work in respondent's shops is com-

puted l)y the investigators to range approximately from

$8,000 to $13,000, (le|x'nding uixin the type of locomotive.

However, the record abundantly establislies the critical con-

dition of the respondent's motive power and resjiondent's

inability to cope with the situation in its own shops, and,

subject to the jiossibility that ]>rclimiiiari- estimates mi.ght

have resulted in better terms, full> justifies the resort to out-

side shops for assistance."

Heginning soon after the end of leder.il control, the Sea-

board entered into various contracts with indu.strial concerns

under which 51 of its locomotives were given class repairs.
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at an ag};ri-(;utc cost of $81.i.4i4.41. Tin- work |>crfonned

and the cost tht-ri-ot' were clividwl as follows : Baldwin Loco-

motive Worts, Philadelphia, Pa., 25 locomotives, $545,-

974.72; Charleston Ur>- Dock & Machine C'omiiany, Charles-

ton, S. v., nine locomotives, $80,552.2»; Merrill-Stevens

Shipbuilding CorjKjration, Jackwmville, Fla., four locomo-

tives. $49,7t)().l,>; Southland Steam>lii[) Company, Savannah,

Ga., six locomotives, $5,>,0Sl.'^S; liroadftxjt Iron Works,
Wilminf;ton, N. C., four loiomotive*, $48,462.00; and Wood-
ward Iron Works, Birmin);ham. Ala., three locomotives,

$,i4,«W2.04, With the exception of the Halilwin plant, the

several contract sht)ps were l<K.ite(l on respondent's lines,

and for the movements thereto and therefrom no freight

charges were incurred. The freight charges to and from the

Baldwin plant were still in disjmte at the time of the hear-

ing, hut were estimated to Ik- hetween $400 and $500 per

locomotive, in addition to the foregoing figures. Per loco-

motive, the Baldwin charges were much the highest. The
commission says

:

"The shop records indicate that, with the exception of

those made at the Baldwin plant, the contract repairs were

generally lighter than the same class of repairs made on the

same classes of hKomotives in res[)ondent's sliops, while

thcjse at the Baldwin plant were average class j repairs.

"During the 26 months of federal control the Railroad

Administration ex|K'nded an aggregate of $4.>8.66.> on shop

buildings, shop machinery' and t(X)ls, and engine houses and
api)urtenances, chargeable to capital account; but the extent

to which these ex|)enditures increased the capacity for classi-

fied repairs is not shown. Based upon reports to tlie Rail-

road .Administration and taking 4,i locomotives repaired in

respondent's shops as contrasted with the figures covering

44 of the 51 locomotives re|)aired in the contract shops, the

average cost jht locomotive is shown as $7,156.97 in re-

s[X)ndent's shops and as $14,913.79 per locomotive in the

contract sho|)s.

"The total cost of the repair? in the contract shojjs, inclu-

sive of estimated freight charges, material furnished bv

respondent, and insjx-ction liy respondent, is shown as $836,-

030.27, an average of $16,392.75 per locomotive. The cost

of substantially similar repairs on the same classes of loco-

motives in res|)ondcnt's sho|)s in the same period is computed

to average $7,722.59 jjer l(Komotive, on which basis tin- total

excess cost of the contract repairs was $442,178.16, or an

average of $8,670.16 ])er locomotive. The items of cost in

resixmdent's shop are labor and materials, inclusive of shop

and store ex|)ense, but including no other overhead account,

on the ground that res|)ondent's overiiead expense remained

practically constant notwithstanding the re|)air of the 51

locomotives outside.

"It was suggested at tiie hearing that by putting respond-

ent's shops on a nine-hour basis the necessity for sending

locomotives to the contract siiops might at least have been

reduced. The suggestion was answered by testimony on be-

half of rcsijoniient that certain of the siiopinen agreed to

work overtime on condition tliat the same siiiedule should

be followed in all the system .<hops, and it a|)|)i-ars that at

the Savannah shop the men declined to work overtime. There

is al.so testimony to the effect that extensive shipyard strikes

along the .\llantii coast in the summer of 1920 released large

numbers of skilled mechanics who could have lieen .secured

l»y respondent, but this was after all the contracts had been

made.

"While there is much detailed evidence of record, the

determinative facts are few. There were more locomotives

on the line at the enil than at tlie beginning of federal con-

trol, whicli increa.sed respondent's cajKU ity to move traffic,

but all were actively engaged and likewise increased the de-

mands upon the shops liy so much. This is shown liy the

larger numlier in and awaiting .shop for class re|>airs at the

later date: and llie condition of llie motive power necessarily

wa> aggravated by the materially greater gross-ton and loco-

motive mileage in 1920 than in 1919, due to the increased

traffic. The figures submitted tend to confirm respondent's

estimate of the maximum capacity of its shops, and the

accrued bad-order [)ower was considerably in excess of that

capacity at all times in 1918, 1919 and 1920. The figures

also indicate that the shops were so fully utilized from the

time private control was resumed and the striking increase

in traffic on the line Ijegan that no sub.stantial increase in

the output would have been rea.sonably jwssible. While some
of the figures are rather close, it does not apjjear that the

awards of the contracts were unju.stified."

National Transportation

Institute Strongly Endorsed
Washi.ngion, D. C.

THE .MOVEMENT FOR the organization of a National
Transportation Institute, as an institution under private

disinterested auspices to make fundamental studies into

trans])ortation and its relationshi|>s and to promote education
in the processes, methods and relationships of transportation

among those responsil)le for transportation performance, as

well as to the general public, is strongly endorsed in letters

from leading meniljers of Congress and members of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission which are being published in

pamphlet form by President Bird M. Robinson of the .Amer-
ican Short Line Railroad .As.sociation. The place for the

establishment of such an institution was proposed by Mr.
Rol)inson several months ago and was outlined in his address
at the annual meeting of the Short Line .Association at

Washington on .April 25 (Railway Age, .April 29, 1922,
page 1030). The plan has since been recommended by the

Joint Commission on .Agricultural Inquiry in its report on
transportation, which is about to be submitted to Congress,
and Edgar E. Clark, formerly chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has consented to be chairman of the

board of goveniors. Those active in the work of organiza-
tion, in addition to Mr. Robinson, include Svdnev .Anderson,

chairman of the Joint Commission on .Agricultural Inquir\-,

and D. D. Conn, who, as chief of the division of trans-

IX)rtation of the Joint Commission, had charge of the trans-

portation ])art of the commission's investigation. The letters

from men-.krs of Congress are largely from those who as

members of tlie committees on interstate commerce have been
especially interested in transjwrtation affairs.

Would Fill An Imperative Need

In a letter to Mr. Clark, Representative .Anderson says:

"I am glad t<i know that this rccomnuMKiatioii is in the process
of realization tliroiigh the proposed creation of a National "Trans-
porlatioii Institute. We have just compIctc<l a year of investiga-
tion of transportation in all its pha.ses. with six-cial reference to
its economic aspects and relationships. The outstanding thing
which a year of investigation has developed, is that there is no
organized body of information touching the economic relations of
different transi>ortation agencies to each other, or to agriculture,
industry, trade, commerce or finance; nor is there any organized
basis of knowledge upon which sound transportation policies can
he predicated.

"There is, it is true, a mass of data touching operation, physi-
cal valuation, car movement, etc., hut almost nothing upon the
effect of rates or transportation service upon the movement of
commodities, the volume of traffic, or the slate of business of
the country. There are many problems vitally atTocting trans-

|)ortation agencies, shippers and the public, which should be
studied from an impartial slandpoini on the basis of delinilely

ascertained fact. No agency tcxiay is engaged in research with
respect to transportation problems in an economic sense or in

organizing the facts of trans|Hirtation on a l>asis equivalent to that

which has preceded the discovery and application of most of the

methods, machinery and organization of modern industry, en-

gineering and science.

"There is very great need for the establishment of an institute
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to obtain and organize the facts of transportation in all its re-

lationships and to make fundamental studies from which the

process and practice of transportation can be determined and re-

duced to a definite formula of action. Such an agency would

also be a splendid instrument of education, not only of those re-

sponsible for transportation performance and regulation, but also

of the general public.

"The creation of a National Transportation Institute imder

thoroughly disinterested, private auspices, would fill an imperative

need in a field which so far has scarcely been touched."

Must Be Wholly Disinterested

Chairman Cummins, of the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce says:

"I assume that the institute is to be wholly disinterested, for

it would be of little or no value unless established on this basis.

With this understanding I feel free to say that nothing is more
needed at this time than an organization having for its purpose

the ascertainment and dissemination of the truth respecting trans-

portation. I do not mean the ascertainment of the isolated facts

alone but the intelligent and impartial marshalling of the facts

in their relation to each other.

"There is no. subject upon which the people are so easily mis-

led, no subject upon which misrepresentation or half-truths are

so fatal to sound judgment, as that of transportation. I con-

gratulate the people of the country upon your selection as leader

of this most worthy undertaking and earnestly hope that the

institute will achieve the highest success."

Four Distinct Considerations

Chairman Winslow, of the House Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, in a letter to Mr. Anderson, says

:

"From your brief yet most interesting elaboration of the funda-

mental thought underlying this recommendation I gleaned that

your commission had in mind primarily four distinct considera-

tions: First, the desirability of keeping current the statistical

data and compilations which the commission has made as one

of the results of its study and investigations ; second, the need

for accurate and reliable data relating to transportation in its

broad and comprehensive sense to the end that there may be

found a sound basis of fact upon which the various agencies and
instrumentalities of transportation may be properly correlated

under a broad transportation policy ; third, the desirability of

more intensive study of the fundamental principles of transporta-

tion including those scientific and academic problems which for

obvious practical reasons are not w-ithin the legitimate scope of

the prescribed powers and duties of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and other kindred governmental agencies ; and fourth,

the dominant importance of supplying the means and facilities

for educating those who desire to enter the transportation busi-

ness in some capacity and of informing the public on all aspects

of transportation—a thing so vital to their happiness and pros-

perity.

"I was delighted to learn that this splendid conception already

has taken on definite form and that there is now on foot a move-
ment for bringing your purpose to realization through the es-

tablishment of a national transportation institute. As I under-

stand it and speaking broadly, this plan contemplates the financ-

ing of the institute by private contributions from carriers, ship-

pers and the general public and that the definition of the policies

and the direction of the activities of the institute is to be under

the authority of a disinterested bf>ard of competent, public-spirited

governors whose eminence in their respective fields and whose

character arc beyond cavil.

"During my brief service in the House of Representatives I

have been a member of the committee on interstate and foreign

commerce. I was a member of that committee during the 66th

Congress when we were confronted with the task of providing

an adequate transpf)rtation system following the termination of

federal control. 1 d'lubt if the magnitude >•( that undertaking

is yet appreciated even in substantial degree by the .American

people. The great and ever present difficulty involved was our
inability to obtain accurate and indisputable facts. The car-

riers would submit their contenlions, the .shippers theirs, and
perhaps other special interests would regale us with their views.

The net result invariably was that we were forced to resort to

compromise concerning the real facts of the problem. Palpably

no question can ever Ik' solved properly upon a compromise fad
basis. Facts in their essence are truth and truth cannot l>c com-
promised. If some means can be provided for the intensive and
scientific study of the fundamental principles of transportation

and this instruction can be directed by impartial and competent

mitKis, the prime difficulty of meeting the transportation re-

quirements of the nation, so far as legislation is concerned, will

largely lie met. To be sure, the institute must be kept free of any

suspicion of domination by special interests and its instructors

must be men of acknowledged authority on the subjects entrusted
to them. In the light of your broad experience, it will not be neces-
sary for me to add that it must be kept absolutely free from
partisan politics and be cast upon a broad American basis. The
great subject of transportation is in no sense pnlitical— it is

economic—and its proper solution is imperative if the interest of
the people is to be the guide. Every man, woman and child

in America is a constant consumer of transportation. It enters

as an important element into everything we eat. wear, consume
or employ. Notwithstanding its basic and fundamental character
and its paramount importance to agriculture, industry and com-
merce, up to this time little or nothing has been done in a definite

way to get at the fundamental principles and policies upon which
transportation may be developed, fostered, correlated and con-
trolled. \'ast sums are appropriated from the federal Treasury
for the study of insects, birds, bees and shrubs, which is as it

should be and I am not protesting, but we must not overlook this

much more important thing called transportation and leave to

chance and accident the development of adequate transportation

services. With the complexities of modern life ever increasing,

with the requirements of the people constantly taking on larger

and larger proportions, it is indefensible not to take timely

action to meet the radically changed and rapidly changing order
of things.

".\n institute of the character your commission has in mind
will, in my judgment, be the largest single factor in bringing
this important work into definite shape and in building for a
transportation system which will be adequate not alone to your
requirements and mine but which will serve posterity as well."'

A Need for Such an Institute

Commissioner Esch, in a letter to Mr. Clark, says:

"In my opinion there is need for such an institute. Its most
beneficial purpose would be in the collection of reliable data as

to all forms of transportation, the co-ordination of such data and
application to the solution of the problems now existing and
which may hereafter arise. During my service as a member of

the House committee on interstate and foreign coinmerce there

have been occasions when the need of reliable and unbiased infor-

mation was felt. .\ transportation institute composed of men of

large experience and of highest type and actuated by a zeal to

serve the public interest would be of great value, not only to

both houses of Congress, but to regulatory Ixulies state and federal

and to the general public. Your large experience in transporta-

tion matters and knowletige of the problems which both carrier

and shipper have to meet fit you in high degree to perforin the

duties and meet the expectations of the Transportation Institute.

I can assure you that your connection with the institute will be
an assurance of its success."

.At Eight o'Clock every morning, the Canadian Pacific has

36 trans-continental trains4>n their way across the continent, while

at the same time 36 dining cars are serving breakfast. These

trains include the "Trans-Canada" which makes the journey from

Montreal to Vancouver. 2,885 miles, in 92 hours.

Phcto by Kaiel 6- Herbert.

Advertising Its Radio Service



Effect of Design on Headlight Maintenance

Cost of Turbine-Generator Operation Calls for Careful

Consideration in Selection of Equipment

By R. Wayne Cargo
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

HKADLiGHT TLBBINE ixiTS setm to be a small item of

equipment. The cost is alxKit one fourth of one per

cent of the total cost of a locomotive, yet this small

part when considered for all the railroads of this countrj-, will

aggregate a large amount which is deserving of careful at-

tention.

The following figures will give an appro.ximate idea of

the investment and cost of operating these units. It should

l>e t)ome in mind that these ficures are not based on anv

The Union Kailroad Mounts the Headlight Unit as Shown

actual operatini; data, but rather are taken as uiipro.xiniale,

and are used merely as an example to show what is invested

in these installations.

A railr(xid having one hundred equipments at SI 25 each,

has an initial investment of $12,500. Repair parts should be

maintained in stock at all time.«, to the amount of SI 5 a

unit. This adds to the initial investment $1.5()(). makiiiL;

the total investment, therefore, $14,000.

The maintenance, including labor on these units, will run

from $50 to $100 a year, with say, an average of $75 a year.

This will result in an annual maintenance cost of $7,500.

Turbine units will take about 200 pounds of steam an

hour, and then to be in use an average of eight hours a day

for thrc-e hundred days a year, the cost of steam at 50 cents

per hundred pounds, will give a total of $24,000 a year

for steam on these 100 machines. Including the mainte-

nance cost, the operating cost is, therefore, $.i 1.500 a year

on 100 machines. This does not include oil or otiier minor

items.

The performance of most of the units of today dcx-s not

warrant a life of more tlian five years. Therefore, de-

preciation will jje at the rate of 20 per cent a year, to which

should \)C atlded interest on the investment at jx-r cent.

Based on the $14,000 initial investment, tliis makes an

addition of $.5,640 a year to be added to the operating cost

of $31,500. This, therefore, gives a total cost of $.^5,140

a year for ojierating one hundred turlnne-generator head-

light units.

If the.se figures are extended to take in the thousands of

equipments in service, it will result in a very large figure

which merits the closest consideration.

One of the first considerations should be: Are these fig-

ures justifiable? In view of the performance of large tur-

bine generator units for stationary work, they are not justifi-

able, even with the allowance made for the wide difference

in the class of ser\icc. Other equipment on the locomotive

includes nothing which would in any way nearly approximate
these costs.

The main points to be considered in the selection of the
headlight unit should be

1—Reliability

2—Ruggedness
3—Simplicity
4—Efficiency

5—.Accessibility for ins])ection

6—Finish and workmanship.
Greater reliability is necessar>- in order to cut down the

high maintenance charges and repair cost. The unit should
not be selected on account of the ease of repair and the e.x-

treme accessibility, but rather the frequency of repairs, and
tost of repair parts should be the prime consideration. \
machine having a great number of wearing and adjustable
parts is always subject to frequent adjustment and renewal.

Typical Installation of Headlight Unit on the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh Railroad Locomotive

These arc the items which make up tlie bulk of maintenance
charges.

The class of service to which the headlight turbine-gen-
erator is subject is very severe, and calls for the most rugged
construction jwssible. .All of the parts should be lieavy and
well i>roportioned.

S])i'cial attention should be given to the l>earings. to see

that these are as large as possible, and in fact these should
be larger than would ordinarily be called for in other cla.sses

of service. The best grade of self-alining ball bearings
should be used.

The castings should be heavy to withstand the .severe

shocks and rough handling in Ajx-ration. The design should
be so arranged that tiiere is no chance of difficulty from
temperature or mechanical distortion of the unit. The
preferable way would l)e to have only one bearing fixed in

bolting the unit down; the steam and electrical ends of the

31
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unit should be unsupponed. and, therefore, the unit would

be free to expand, due to temjierature differences. The
bolting down should be so arranged that the unit would not

be distorted when it is secured.

Due to the high rotative speed of the unit, there are heavy

centrifugal forces set up. This, therefore, requires e.xtremely

hea\y armature and turbine rotor. Also these should be of

as small diameter as possible. The quill type of construc-

tion on the armature is not preferable in this class of ap-

paratus, as tlie small diameter necessary for ruggedness can-

not be obtained.

The turbine rotor should be especially designed to

eliminate any distortion from heating or rough handling,

as this would quickly put the unit out of balance. There

should be enough metal in the rotor to readily obtain perfect

balance. Stamped or forged, inserted l)lades will not lend

amlhing to ruggedness. but rather, take from it. The rotor

should be made of steel throughout, as cast iron or sheet

iron will not give the desired strength.

Simplicity of design is very desirable. There should be

as few parts as possible in the whole unit, and esjjecially

the moving parts, which are subject to wear, should be at

an absolute minimum. There should be as few adjustments

as possible, which is only brought about through simplicit}

of design.

The governor should be arranged for the minimum number
of parts, with the minimum number of adjustments. These

parts should be rugged and accurately finished. The gov-

ernor should be connected to the valve as directly as possible,

eliminating all lever mechanism, which tends to stick and

wear, and consequently, necessitates adjustment and replace-

ment.

The inlet valve should be simple in design and operation.

This part is subject to cutting from the steam, w-ear from the

action of the governor and clogging up from accumulation

of scale and boiler compound. There should be no long

-.-^^ tlw lie... Ill,/ l-

Long Island Railroad

Efficiency is an item which has not usually been given

the consideration it deser\-es. This has been on account of

the fact that the first thought has been for reliability. If

the unit were operated, which had a steam consumption of

125 pounds an hour instead of 200 pounds an hour, there

would be a saving of S90 a year on each unit. This is

Ijased on the previous assumption of steam cost and length

of operation. When extended to the great number of units

in service, $90 a machine is no inconsiderable item. Effi-

cienc\-, therefore, deserves the fullest consideration, along

with the other items.

The units should be accessible only for inspection and
not for rejtair or adjustment. .\ unit which is totally en-

1^ Used by the

valve slecve.s or stems which can become clogged with scale

or subject to wear, with the consequent steam leakage and
poor regulation.

Stuffing boxes on turbine shaft should be as simple as pos-

sible and not subject to adjustment. .All manner of renew-

able or adjustable packing should be avoided.

On the generator end the wiring should lie all inside of

the frame .<o Uiat connections .'^hould not have to be l)roken

when dismantlini;. Connections from the outside should be

made in such a way that the conduits or permanent wiring

on the locomotive will not have to be disturtjed.

The Headlight Unit As Mounted on the Pittsburg & Lake
Erie Railroad Locomotive

clo.^ed is the most preferable, as it eliminates the collection

of dust, corroding gases, moisture and oil. While the unit

should be enclosed, arrangements should be made for ease of

inspection of interior, for trouble. .Adjustments, however,
-?lTi5irld not be especially accessible and should not be many in

number. They should be made only by authorized persons
who are familiar with the unit, otherwise unauthorized per-

sons are likely to make incorrect adjustments and spoil the

o[)eration of the unit. Ease of repair is not of greatest

importance but frequency of repairs should be given prime
.oiisideration.

'

Workmanship and finish are items which should receive

liireful attention. The finish of the individual parts and
the way they are fitted together reflect the ability of the

m.uiufacturer to turn out a reliable and rugged unit, as well

as an efficient one. The finish will usually be the best index
to the character of the machine. If the rotor is well made
and well finished, there will be higher efficiency obtainetl.

If the governor jiarts are made of the best grade of material,

accurately macliined. with the elimination of pins, using in

lace carefully made knife edges and knife edge blocks, the

regulation and operation of this governor will be far sup>erior

to one using rough cast parts and pivot pins.

By obsen-ing these various points of the machine, giving
|)articular attention to tlie material and the finish, the pur-
diaser or o]HTator will be furnished with a very good idea
of the relial)ility and efficiency of the machine wliich i< in

question.

"Tr.mns Will Run in Kansas," says Gocrnor Henry J.

.\llcn. .\skcd if he believed the government should interfere

in the event of a walkout, he replied: "Surely the men can

•ihvays strike, but the government should sec that the roads

are kept running. Tliorc will be no tie-up in Kansas. If the

nu'ti go on strike the roads will bo run anyway, and the

strikers will not be allowed to interfere. Section 9 of our

industrial court law takes care of tliat."
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Annual Meeting of the

A. S. T. M. at Atlantic City

THf TWKXTY-ri»TH annual mccling of the AnuTican
Society for Testing Materials was held this year at

the Hotel Chalfontc-Haddon Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.,

on June 20-.1O instead of at Asbury Park, \. J., as has

been the custom for the past several years. The election of

officers for 1922 was as follows: George K. Burgess, chief,

division of metallurgy, bureau of standards, Washington,

D. C, was elected president; \V. H. Walker, vice-president;

and D. M. Buck, \V. M. Corse, W. K. Hatt and J. R.

Onderdonk, menil)ers of the e.xecutive committee. The meet-

ing was well attended, the registration for the first two days
being in e.xcess of 500, considerably more than the previous

year.

In the annual address of the retiring president, C. D.
Voung, general supervisor of .stores, Penn.sylvania Railroad,

rhiladclphia. Pa., attention was called to the growth of

the .society and emphasis was placed upon the fact that this

growth was not evidenced until the society iiad freed it.self

from the limitations previously existing from the old Inter-

national Association. He stated that the most characteristic

feature of the society was the independence of its members
from preconceived notions and arbitrar\- standards. He
brought out that American standards of quality have forced

recognition throughout the world, have stabilized production

and employment through the i)roadening effect of increased

markets and have made it safer for manufacturers to ac-

cumulate stocks during dull periods.

Report on Cast Iron

While revi.sed sixjcific.itions for cast-iron car wheels were
submitted as tentative at the annual meeting of the society

last year, the committee has nevertheless continued work on
the subject and this year presented a further revision of the

car-wheel specifications as the result of this study and the

vePi- wide discussion of the cast-iron wheel throughout the

country. The .standard specifications for foundry pig iron

adopted in 1904 and revi.sed in 1909, have Ix-en brought

up to date by making a few changes found desirable as

experience was acquired. Xew specifications were pre-

sented to cover what the committee classified us "high-test"

cast iron to include those irons which show higher strengths

than the usual run of material. In the production of these

cast irons, considerable steel sir;ip is added to the mixtures,

and with a high degree of metallurgical skill the foundry-

man is able to turn out exceptionally good metal. In order

to differentiate this high-grade material from the lower
ranges of castings, none the less good in their class, these

new specifications have been prepared to enable the con-

sumer of castings to rail for a su|>erior article and to give

him some assurance that he will net quality of article which
he calls for.

f Reports on Iron and Steel

Tht Committee on Steel, among other work, i)re.sented the

report of the joint committee of the .sfx:iety and the .American

Railroad .\s.sociation. This rejiort was given on |)age 1588

of the June 20 issue of the Rnilway Af^e June Dailies. A
j>aper by Lawford H. Fry on the Tensile Properties of

Steel Castings presented a study of the tensile pro|)erties of

sti-el castings of the grades currently used for railroad

service. .About 600 tests from seven nianiifai turers were

examini-jl, groujjcd into two series. In the first series the

tensile properties as usually determined are comi>ared to

show the relation Ix-twccn strength and duilility, and the

relation between the yield point and the elastic limit deter-

mined \)y the metluKl for forgings a(lo|)ted by Cciiiiinittee .\-l

on Steel. In the second series methods of greater precision

than are a[>plie(l in commercial testing are u.sed to com-

pare the so-called true elastic limit with the yield point.

These tests show that with even a moderate degree of preci-

si<jn in the method of measurement, annealed cast steel is

found to behave as a plastic rather than an elastic material

and the term "elastic limit" has, as a consequence, little

meaning.

Detailed data were presented by Committee A-5 on Cor-
rosion of Iron and Steel bringing the results of the tests on
copj)er bearing and non-copper bearing plates up to date.

The data are in the form of numerous tables which give the

.

composition, the percentage of copper, the condition of the

plate at various stated periods, etc. The results of the tests

conducted at Pittsburgh, expressed in a general form, are

indicative of the effect which copper is having on the rate of

corrosion. Practically all of the light gage non-copp>er-bear-

ing sheets in the Pittsburgh test failed after 28 months' ex-

[)osurc, whereas only (> of the 146 coppwr-lwaring sheets had
failed at that time. .At the end of 64 months' exposure there

still remains two full grouj>s of copper-bearing sheets, as well

..3 18 other scattered copper-bearing sheets with no failures.

The heavy gage non-copper-bearing sheets now show 87 of

the total 126 sheets failed, five groups showing entire fail-

ures, whereas none of the 1.^2 copper-bearing sheets have
failed at this time. This information continues to bear out

the conclusions of the 1921 report that copper-bearing metal

in the Pittsburgh location shows marked superiority in rust

resisting properties as compared to non-copper-bearing metal

of the same general composition.

Electrical and Magnetic Weld Testing

This paper by T. Spooner and I. F. Kinnard, research

engineers. Wcstinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., desbribes a series, too long to be given here,

of lal)orator\' tests applied to arc liutt-welded steel plates to

determine the possibility of developing electrical and mag-
netic tests that would be capable of revealing the quality of

such welds, the summar}- of which is as follows: The
methods of api>lication consisted in measuring the electrical

or magnetic |)Otential drop across the weld witli a definite

e.m.f. or magnetic potential applied on opjiosite sides of the

weld. This dro|) was compared with the drop over an equal

length of unwelded plate. .After completing the electrical

and magnetic tests the plates were cut into strips one inch

wide at right angles to the welds and these strips tested for

tensile strength.

The electrical, magnetic and tension tests showed a ver}-

fair general agreement among themselves and with the known
(juality of the welds as rejiorted by the welder. The elec-

trical and magnetic tests tended to smooth out small local

defects, thus giving an approximation of the average quality
of the weld over a distance of several inches. In other

words, the variations by the.se tests were not as great as shown
by the tension tests but are i)erhaiis just as good an indication

of the (|uality of the weld as a whole.

The electrical and magnetic methods of test show consider-

able |)romi.se, at least as applied to butt-welded plates. .A

really poor weld will be demonstrateii without a shadow of

doubt.

By some suitable alterations in the details of the ap-

paratus so as to provide a more rugged portable device there

seems little doubt that the methods could be applied com-
mercially, thus greatly increasing the passible applications

of electrical and gas welding, since it should be feasible

to eliminate |)<x)rly welded sirtions before any harm could

result to the completed structure.

Other Reports and Papers

.Among the olher reports and papers which were presented

and are of interest to railway men desiring detailed data are

those on concrete and concrete aggregates, timber, fatigue

of metals and a ,symi>osium on impact testing of materials,

etc.
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Representative Burke, of Pennsylvania, has introduced in

the House a resohition authorizing the Railroad Labor Board

to rescind its decisions reducing the wages of certain classes

of railroad employees, effective on July 1.

Senator Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of wireless telegraphy,

is to be the recipient of the John Fritz Medal for 1922. The
presentation is to take place at the Engineering Societies'

Puilding, 29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York, on the

evening of July 6.

The United States Spruce Production Corporation has sold

Spruce Production Corporation Railroad Xo. 1. extending from

Disquc Junction to Lake Pleasant, Wash.. 36 miles, to Hill,

Scritsmeier & Lyon, who propose to use it for logging operations

and to operate it as a common carrier.

Samuel Gompers, president of the .-Vnierican Federation of

Labor, was re-elected without opposition last week at the

convention in Cincinnati, Ohio. It was his 41st election to

that office. Portland, Oregon, was chosen as the place for

the next convention, which will he held in October, 192i.

Reduction of losses of perishable commodities will be con-

ducted by the Freight Claim Division of the American Rail-

way .Association during the months of July and August.

During the year 1921 approximately $20,000,000 was charged

to the loss and damage account as the outcome of losses

and damages to perishable commodities, excluding live stock.

Francis A. Dever, assistant engineer for the Duluth, Mis-

sabe & Northern at Duluth, Minn., has been awarded the

Strathcona Memorial Fellowship in Transportation at Yale

University for the next academic year. Mr. Dever graduated

from the College of Engineering and Architecture, University

of Minnesota, with the degree of B. S. in C. E. in 1920, and
has been connected with the above railroad since his gradua-

tion.

B. & O. Wars on Social Diseases

The Baltimore & Ohio .\ssociation of Railroad Surgeons

at its annual meeting held in Chicago on June 16, decided

to inaugurate a campaign of education among its employees
to teach them the dangers of contagious and social diseases.

Dr. Page Edmunds, of Baltimore, Md., consulting and gen-

eral surgeon for the system, said: "The Baltimore & Ohio
is taking out of its service all persons who may be con-

taminated and is attempting through propaganda to educate

them."

Supplement No. 2 to the 1921 Rules of Interchange

.\ supplement to the 1921 Rules of Freight Car Interchange

has been prepared by the .\rbitration Committee and the Com-
mittee on Prices for Labor and Materials. This supplement,

in addition to interpretations of existing rules by the Arbitra-

tion Committee, announces the extensions of the efTcctive dates

of certain rules which arc to become effective (luring the year

1922; also labor allowances for R. & R. or R. of Transom
Draft Gear and Paris, recommended by the Committee on Prices

for l-abor and Materials.

A. S. C. E. Elects Dunlap Secretary

at Portsmouth Meeting

The .American Society of Civil Engineers through its Board
of Direction at the annual convention held at Portsmouth,

N. IL, on January 21 and 22, has elected J. H. Dunlap, pro-

fessor of hydraulics and sanitary engineering, llnivcrsity of

Iowa, Iowa City, la., as secretary of the .locicty. Professor

Dunlap was born at Ilarrisvillc, N. M., on September 9, 1882.

and is a graduate of Dartsmouth College. Before entering

university work, he spent some time in government reclama-
tion and in railway service. Professor Dunlap succeeds to

the ofhce held temporaiily by Herbert S. Crocker and E. M.
Chandler, respectivelv acting secretaries since the retirement
of Charles Warren Hunt in 1920.

Adjustment of Brake Power on Tank Cars

Request has been received from a majority of the owners and
operators of tank cars for an extension of the effective date for

complying with the provisions of Circular S. III-ll of the

Mechanical Division of the A. R. A., issued May 15, 1919, and
the Tank Car Specifications for the Adjustment of Brake Power
on Existing Cars. It is stated that this request is due to the

general business conditions prevailing for some time and also to

the fact that so many of the cars were scattered throughout the

country, many of them having been stored on railroad sidings,

making it difficult, if not impracticable, for the owners to com-
plete the work in the time limit set.

This retjuest has been granted by the General Committee and
the eflfective date for complying with the requirement of the

Tank Car Specifications in the matter of Adjustment of Brake
Power on existing tank cars is extended to Jvily 1, 1923.

Looking for Good Men
In connection with their regular work of visiting freight

stations for the purpose of supervising the billing and
instructing agents, representatives of the claim department
of the Southern Railway are under instructions to be

on the lookout for local office employees whose work shows
that they are worthy of promotion ; and to make report of such

cases. Already, several local office men have received promotions

as the result of recommendations made. This plan is in pursuance
of the policy announced some time ago to the effect that wherever
possible preference would he given to worthy local office men for

promotions in the freight traffic department. Rate classes have
been organized at the larger stations all over the system, offering

station employees a means of acquiring the training which will fit

them to hold more responsible positions.

—

Southern Raihvay
Bulletin.

A Memorial To a Great Explorer

.\s a tribute to David Thompson, who explored and sur-

veyed a good part of western Canada from 1784 to 1826, the

Canadian Pacific Railway, in conjunction with the Hudson's
Bay Company, is preparing to erect a memorial building on

the shores of Lake Windermere, B. C, where Thompson
established the first white man's trading post west of the

Rocky Mountains, and made the first accurate records and
surveys. The memorial structure will be built in the form
of a Hudson's Bay fort with stockades and bastions. It will

be used partly as a museum for local Indian relics and antiqui-

ties, and partly as a recreation hall for Lake Windermere
summer camp. The formal opening of this memorial build-

ing is being arranged for September 1, and will be accom-
panied by an Indian p.Ttjc.int.

Valuation of Telegraph Property

Tlie Interstate Conuncrcc Commission has assigned for argu-

ment, in briefs to be filed on or before October I, questions of

law regarding the making of inventories of property used by
telegraph companies and by other carriers in connection with its

railroad valuations. In the Texas Midland case the commission
held that a telegraph line is necessary in the conduct of the busi-

ness of the carrier and the cost of reproducing the telegraph

property was inventoried with that of the railroad. The notice

,^4
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of the hearing says that the commission ii continually confronted
with the necessity of determining whether any part of the tele-

graph property u»cd by any telegraph company shall be inventoried
to any common carrier other than that telegraph company in

cases where it clearly appears that the property is owned by the
telegraph company and also in cases where the matter of owner-
ship has not been agreed upon by and between the carriers who
use the property; and the commission desires further light on
the questions of law that have been presented from time to time.

Durability of Treated Ties

The annual inspection of moro than 25,000 tirs in test tracks
on 20 divisions of the Chicago, Burlington &. Quincy, located
in eight states, last fall showed that 88 per cent of the un-
treated ties in these sections had been removed on account of
decay, after 12 years' service in contrast with 1.6 per cent of
those treated with creosote, 4.4 per cent of those treated by
the Card process (creosote and zinc chloride) and 12 per
cent of those treated with zinc chloride. These results were
obtained with 20 different species of wood. The results of
these tests to date are summarized as follows:

Sdhuahv
(Regardless of Sp«i«)
Total PercentaKr
tic« Total Percentage removed

placed removed removed account
in track to date account decay other causes

Straigbt creoaote 3,261 198 1.6 4.S
Card 15,846 2.518 4.4 11.5
Baraett 2,492 629 12.0 1J.2
Untreated 3.26J1 3.106 88.0 7.1

Fuel Savings on the Pere Marquette

A letter by Frank H. .-Mfrcd, president and general man-
ager of the Pere Marquette, addressed to all employees who
have to do with the handling and consumption of fuel, calls

attention to the excellent fuel performance obtained on that

road during the month of .April. Passenger, freight and
switching records for that month show an improvement over
March, 1922, and also a better showing than in the same
month of 1921. The fuel performance in these periods was
as follows:

.\pril, 1922 March, 1922 .April, 1921
PauengcT service
AvrraBe car miles per Ion of coal 117.30 109.00 111.10

Freight service
Poun<t-. of coal per 1.000 gross im miles 144.00 148.87 187.64

Switching srrv'icf

AveraKc miles per ton 14.19 13.47 14.21

The increase in the average car miles per ton for April, 1922,

o\er March, 1922, is 7.61 per cent, and over April of last year, 5.58

per cent. In freight service the record shows a 3.29 per cent betfer

performance in .April than in March of this year and a 23.26 per

cent better showing than for .April of last year, this being in part

due to the better quality of coal used.

Transportation of Natural Gas Gasoline

The results oi a study of the hazards involved in the trans-

portation of natural gas gasoline, made by the Bureau of Mines,

in co-operation with ihe Association of Natural Gasoline Manu-
facturers and the Bureau of Explosives, are given in a report

by D. B. Dow, chemical engineer of the Bureau of Mines, which

is now being distributed by the Association of Natural Gasoline

Manufacturers, 821 Mayo building, Tulsa, Okla. The investiga-

' tion was undertaken at the request of the Interstate Commerce

Commission.

Several very disastrous explosions and fires have occurred in

the shipment of natural gas gasoline. The Ardniore, Okla.,

explosion of September 27, 1915. in which 47 were killed and 500

injured, was the most disastrous. Shipping regulations designed

to prevent such accidents have failed in many cases to accomplish

their purpose, and new regulations have been proposed in the hope

that accidents may be prevented in the future.

It was found that pressures developed in standard cars were

much hiRher than pressures developed in insulated cars, par-

ticularly in summer months. Due to this diflfercnce in pressure,

insulated cars are desirable for the shipment of natural gas gaso-

line, not only from the standpoint of safety, but also from the

standpoint of economy.

Every effort should be expended in prevention of carelessness

in uidoading tank cars of natural gas gasoline. The men who
have charge of unloading should be thoroughly instructed as to

proper methods of procedure and be required to pass examina-
tioiu as to their fitness for this work.

Railway Consolidation Plan

The Interstate Commerce Commission on Jime 23 issued a

statement saying that during the preceding 10 days the commis-
sion had received many telegrams, Ic-tters and copies of resolu-

tions from individuals, chambers of commerce, labor organiza-

tions, and others, with reference to the recent decision of the

Supreme Court affecting the Southern Pacific and Central Pacific

railroads. Some ask that the commission seek to have the decree
of the Supreme Court withheld ; others that it invoke legislation

to counteract the eflfcct of the decision. "Manifestly," the state-

ment says, "the commission cannot consider such requests. It

is also requested to exercise promptly its powers under the Inter-

state Commerce .Act, particularly the provisions of section 5.

On August 3, 1921, the commission adopted a tentative plan
for the consolidation of the railway properties of the United
St.ites into a limited number of systems. It said at that time
that the tentative plan was put forward in order to elicit a full

record upon which the plan to be ultimately adopted can rest.

The commission has recently conducted a hearing concerning
the carriers in the southeastern region, and its work has been
planned in such a way and its engagements are such that hear-

ings \\ith reference to carriers in the west are not likely to be
held before October. In the meantime, telegrams, letters and
resolutions can be of no assistance to the commission as they
cannot be made a part of the record.

"Where the Railroad Has Failed"

This is the title of an editorial of nineteen paragraphs in

"The Mutual Magazine" of the Pennsylvania Railroad for

June. It reads, in part:

"We are sometimes forced to believe that our railroad or-

ganizations are incomplete; that they need experts to expound
the virtues of the railroad. The public needs to be told that

it costs eight dollars to ship a ton of freight from Harrisburg
to Philadelphia by railroad, and </iir(_v dollars by automobile.
"The public must be reminded that the railroad goes 300

miles from the city and brings in a supply of milk at a price
which every one can afford. . . . This service advertising
man needs, also, to tell the employes the great advantages
they are enjoying; of the millions their company has volun-
tarily spent to provide a pension system; of the spirit of
helpfulness that is shown at all times by our Relief Depart-
ment. Our railroad must not be too modest to point to the
expense and effort involved in providing easier work when
wc become incapacitated for our regular jobs; to the great
advantages and education we get from a free transportation
that enables us to see the country in a way that the men
and women of no other industry can enjoy.
"The railroads have done more for the development of our

country, generally, and for their employes, especially, than
any other industry or institution, and they have suffered most
from being misunderstood and misjudged. No matter how
good the service or how great its advantages, it will not be
appreciated or popular unless constantly referred to."

General Foremen's Convention

The International Railway General Foremen's .Association has
issued the following announcement of its 1922 meeting:
"The General Foremen's convention, scheduled at Oiicago for

September 5, 6. 7 and 8. 1922, affords an opportunity for a period

of intensive instruction that no general foreman or his superior

officer can consistently disregard.

"Held annually at a nearly central point in the United States

and at a time of the year that is the most favorable for the

average railway shop supervisor to absent himself from his duties,

the attendance will comprise a class of energetic, earnest workers

who will put vim into their meetings and return to their tasks

broadened and advanced in their ideas.

"Insofar as the foreman has been the subject for a great many
printed articles showing his acts to be commendable or otherwise,

as the spirit of the writer impelled his ideas, it brings out this
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads — Selected Items for the Month
Ton-nnles (thousands)

Locoraotivc-milcs C'ar-milcs ^
--"^

; \ of

Average / ^ > .'
^"^

n Gros?. r^et. /-

miles of Principal Leaded Per Excluding Revenue Serv-

road Train- and (thou- cent locomotive and non- ice-

Regicn. road and Tear operated miles helper Light sands) loaded and tender revenue able

'^""Eortoi'ri %h^ny 1922 394 210.167 226.511 26.187 4.370 6S.9 205,900 72.031 114
} j^^j ^^^ 220.385 237.696 26.416 4.081 62.9 216,S12 81,690 129

Boston & Maine 1922 2.45S 494.538 54;,999 46,124 10,908 71.4 535,098 210,115 SIS
" « ^' ,,21 2,469 489,087 543,926 47,003 10.242 69.4 536.513 223,839 353

NY X H & H ..1922 1,959 406.723 443,817 29,493 10.561 71.0 499.942 196.864 275

1921 1,959 433,899 465,465 27,914 9,734 66.7 506,194 212,045 302

"^"^Uel^fJe 'x^Hu'dson .1922 887 270,832 361,460 30,228 7,039 63.3 426,629 195,481 283

1921 880 342,539 447,123 30,334 8,240 bO.6 558.674 273,965 277

Deia«-arc. Lacka & West"n.l922 994 393,4=2 477,931 91,725 12,773 73.2 609,884 246,998 304
19M 995 495.662 605.651 113,703 14.810 67.3 837.989 388.453 305

Erie (inc. Chic & Eric). ..1922 2.309 740.282 808,509 43.497 24.017 63.6 1,339,832 545.654 539
lOJl 2,259 788,231 892,428 36,926 25,109 6o.6 l,402.-i:3 687,487 579

Lehizh Vallev 1922 1,316 463,180 504,936 65,876 12,999 56.4 702,949 296.823 433
" 1921 1,316 523,374 579,759 55.810 14,5-12 62.6 857,340 418,206 421

Michisan Central 1922 1.827 487,663 498,284 17.462 15,531 64.8 796,465 294,074 316
" 19^1 1 829 414,321 421,184 17,994 -2.598 64.4 661,567 271,243 326

New York Central 1922 5,675 1,545,556 1,700.504 95,015 55,314 65.1 2.900,3.S9 1.106,661 1,026

1921 5.655 1,498,778 1,638.337 116,823 51.420 63.5 2,913,391 1,230,250 1,089

N Y Chic & St L 1922 510 308,916 309,978 342 '0,418 68.2 514,916 193,677 115

19J1 510 312.729 314,061 409 9,360 67.4 479.844 186.286 111

Pcrc Marquette 1922 2,191 324,709 336,826 6.043 S.321 64.2 464,201 207.432 163

1921 2.207 304,180 319.363 6.162 7,803 58.1 371,817 202,114 161

PitU & Lake Erie 1922 228 84,722 89,089 554 2,230 60.8 148.094 77.090 69
19->1 225 68.966 75,880 850 2.226 60.4 157,503 83,836 69

WaiMsh 1922 2,418 537,006 564.513 4,818 •4.975 69.8 762,229 301,750 259
1921 2.418 487,970 507,256 6,213 14,190 68.3 733,118 313,268 274

°''"B5uXe"&'oro*':^*"".\.1922 5,235 1,566,257 1,801.643 137,506 39,933 64.1 2,384,772 1.124,598 905
1921 5.185 1.515.880 1,892.092 114,088 36,815 60.9 2,325,703 1,109,839 1,008

Central of N. J 1922 689 209,767 234,926 32,771 4.7C5 65.2 263,306 118,286 223
1021 679 240,391 266,263 34.920 5,4.i2 60.1 361.798 179,295 194

Chicaeo & Eastern 111 1922 945 174.689 174.900 2.147 4,005 65.5 212.806 93,650 125
1921 1,131 191,036 192.034 2,91S 4,423 63.4 262,771 128,487 130

C C C & '^t L 1922 2,387 568,540 602,121 4,528 16,639 61.8 980,444 435,682 317
1921 2,375 581,477 608,418 1,710 15,084 57.2 963.036 412,843 324

Elgin Jolict & Eastern'. .. 1922 459 36,000 95,813 6.191 2,655. 68.5 182,789 98,483 91

1921 456 82,202 90.558 6.060 2,394 68.7 169.842 91,361 99

Lone I'land 1922 394 43,662 47,810 8,735 510 57.8 29.533 10,934 38
1921 395 39.767 47,013 6.809 451 60.9 24,4U3 9.053 34

Pennsylvania System 1922 10,882 3,622,453 3,877,105 263,490 97,007 66.0 5,868,709 2,689.140 2,562
1921 10.893 3.406.812 3.698,834 253,912 86.951 62.9 5,857,101 2,912.248 2,720

Phila ft Reading 1922 1.119 452,064 495,970 54,003 10,702 62.7 668,039 320,069 382
1921 1,119 472,741 534,077 66,568 11.743 61.S 803.837 •t37,347 34S

^""^CtMapeakc'"*' Ohio 1922 2,548 667,442 723,089 16.813 20,2S0 54.4 1,549,693 821,095 437
1921 2.543 663,409 715,869 18,469 18.289 56.2 1,416,0S7 750,407 440

Norfolk & Western 1922 2,228 860,420 1,037,492 43.657 25.266 57.8 1,9.S4,993 1,095,766 606
1921 2,210 599,817 733,800 24,515 16.472 60.7 1.220,806 656.560 581

^'""AtUntfc'^Coast Line 1922 4.923 728,460 740.484 11.738 17.511 59 4 927.213 .328,019 311
1921 4.887 722.279 725.522 11.621 15.391 58.1 838,499 298,449 294

Central oT Geoigia 1922 1.908 210.067 212.614 4.040 4.7S0 75.3 232.198 103.289 112
1921 1,908 227.127 228.929 2.457 4.507 67.8 243.078 109.425 115

I C fine Y & M V.)...1922 6.137 1.368.876 1,379.283 33,595 37,197 65.6 2,130,533 870,113 752
1921 6,151 1,542,194 1,548,706 34,636 37,764 63.5 2,381,943 1,065.897 746

Louisville & Nashville 1922 5.021 1.527.556 1.660.590 62.243 27.302 60.2 1.761.541 823.430 583
1921 5.026 1.383.561 1,466.703 51.929 23.148 59.9 1.482,763 690.367 556

Seabo.-'rd \ir Line 1922 3.537 464.282 472.795 8.552 10.572 65.7 556.001 211.095 192
1921 3.537 422.260 4:6.294 4.840 8.775 63.1 474.533 177.605 175

Southern Rv 1922 6.942 1.277,663 1,301,215 31.217 28,217 67.6 1,447,115 585.436 865
1921 6,942 1,125,014 1,143,239 27,073 23,933 67.3 1,246,083 511,631 906

Northwestern Region:
^^^^ ^^^^ 1,215,788 1,2.50,128 18,185 25,986 68.2 1.305,565 .548.273 803
1921 8.319 1.286.001 1.316.712 19,289 24,742 63.5 1,357,704 584,526 625

C V 1 St V- 1922 11.027 1.331.642 1.370.005 58.394 33.065 63.6 1,800.029 ^ 744.814 823
1921 10.618 1.200.146 1.238.637 57.306 28.361 64.0 1,537.809 * 659.576 786

C St P M & O 1922 1.726 272.124 290,121 10,692 5.252 73.3 257.883 106.993 ' 151

1921 1.726 263.381 275.874 10.501 4.684 69.1 240.484 98.121 155

Great Northern 1922 8.266 657.578 682.844 27.880 18.601 69.1 1.009.495 468.803 615
1921 8.164 631.653 651.268 25.229 16.337 70.8 877.445 421.305 614

M St P & S. Sle. M...192.' 4.384 415.482 449.854 6.230 9,522 72.8 462.877 209.175 344
'

1921 4.225 412.309 416.645 5.652 8.591 68.6 436.910 194.688 346
Northern Pa-ific 1922 6.414 640.242 668.336 42,858 10.157 70.7 1.002.140 451,866 552

1921 6,408 610.976 6.16.315 41.613 17.286 69.4 944.997 441.230 554

Ore-Wash R. R & Nav..l9:2 2.166 173.888 195.514 29.090 4.341 73.4 233.908 110.373 115
1921 2.198 177.551 195.397 23,425 4.594 74.1 255,763 128.626 116

Central Western Region: , , ,. ,
Atch Toi> & Santa Fe...l922 9.798 1.369.973 1.433,530 64.081 36,591 6.5.R 2.011.607 734.591 788

1921 9.771 1.464.640 1.553,854 67,208 39,809 62.6 2,111,520 761.575 809
(Tiiciro & Alton 1922 1.010 245,247 247.758 3,983 5,095 63.7 2.S6.249 116.983 107

1921 I.OIO 292.557 297.818 3,601 5.9.\5 60.4 36.',853 154.768 127

Chic. Burl & Qiiincv 1922 9.326 1,241,331 1,293,286 63,229 32.241 67.6 1.732,589 759.693 713
1921 9.326 1.340.756 1,398.889 62.916 34.142 63.0 2.040.O57 952.652 700

Chic. Rock IJ. & Pacific. 1922 7.662 1.132.535 1.145.177 10.094 24.820 66.6 1.298.656 510,741 611
1921 7,662 1,178,516 1,190,502 10.925 24.090 64.5 1.329.013 5.50.613 558

Dcnv. & Rio 0.->nde Wesfn.1922 2.593 188.733 232.991 45.096 4.199 69.5 235.766 112.114 229
1921 2.!i93 166.133 204.455 37.053 3.6-'0 68.8 205.2^9 9S.641 223

Oregnn Short Line 1922 2,360 262,070 274,732 21.333 6.352 67.8 369.607 166.336 169
1921 2.359 260.0S7 268,115 16.586 5.783 68.1 344,036 166,205 184

Southern Pacific 1922 6,983 916,415 1.050,864 176,477 27,064 66.6 l,529.35st 621,568 545
1921 6,975 978,186 1,125,722 222.071 25,494 62.5 1,509.274 599.972 537

Union Pacific 1922 3.665 638.527 648,408 34,759 21,588 77.3 1,0.18.154 426.011 396
1921 3,615 662,755 672,300 31,356 20,898 73.4 1,097,503 485,272 393

Soitlhwettrrn Rcffion:
Gulf Colo, t, Santa Fe....l922 1,895 187.265 195.799 4.064 4.784 66.6 257.286 115.358 129

1921 1.895 252.423 256.733 4.876 6.032 64.8 348,905 1S7..561 90
Mi««o<Ti, Kan«. A Tex 1922 1.6SR 212.977 213.100 5.088 5.805 60.6 324.954 124.898 140

1921 1.710 219.614 219.940 5.930 5.534 ^1.6 314.59? 128,431 131

Mo.. Kan». ft Teic. of Tex.. 1922 1.738 185.765 190.795 3.737 3,582 58.8 209.219 78,275 85
1921 1.740 209,778 214.139 1.898 4.085 58.1 248,602 99,884 101

MisMuri Pacific 1922 7,315 931,888 941,757 28,295 2,:.653 69.6 1,215,218 526,206 412
1921 7,263 1,003,875 1,010.447 26.744 22.470 68.3 1,269.213 574.851 381

St Louis^San Francisco.. .. 1922 4.761 755.579 755.155 11.324 13.995 M.3 7«0.5<'4 329.C07 346
1921 4.761 717.566 727.479 12,258 12,364 65,0 708,247 307,481 338

Soulherr Pacific Lines (in 1922 3,710 544,2.'4 545.650 4,827 11.292 65.6 662,062 292,922 192
Tria«andUvi.i.nnal' 1921 3,647 527,371 530,411 3,505 9,965 61.0 612.964 263.748 172

TrT«« ft Pacific 1922 1.953 208.525 208,525 1.416 4.906 64.1 267.866 102.145 122
1921 1.952 272.498 272.498 3.808 5.789 63.8 324.853 126.785 118

*No pAMCnger train service.

Comfiird bv »*# Burrau of Stalittics ff Ihr Inlrrstalt Commrrcc CommisjioH. Sub/tct to rtviiion.

of April, 1922,

Un- Per cent
ser\'- unserv-

iceable iceable Stored

30 20.9
28 17.9
133 29.5 38
107 23.3 71
83 23.1 17
71 19.0 35

36 11.4 182
38 12.0 118
60 16.4 74
54 15.0 41

226 29.5 119
137 19.2 127
123 22.1 176
lis 21.9 140
90 22.1 82
93 22.1 106
568 35.6 333
564 34.1 381
34 22.9 43
55 33.3 39
51 23.8 11
48 22.9 19
11 14.1 13
14 16.5 28
72 21.8 25
69 20.0 47

453 33.4 181
427 29.7 196
38 14.4 49
71 26.7 17
49 28.3 59
46 26.2 54
139 30.5 36
118 26.7 62
18 16.3 23
9 8.4 34
7 16.0
9 20.8 "i

873 25.4 796
709 20.7 1,017
77 16.8 223
82 19.1 139

108 19.8 76
110 20.0 75
96 13.6 174
106 1S.4 235

102 24.7 14
122 29.3 3
25 IS.O 7

23 16.7
82 9.8 iio
102 12.0 24
94 13.9 11
99 IS.l 53
71 27.1
85 32.8
185 17.6 '30

216 19.3 131

237 22.7 79
331 34.6 22
226 21.5 96
268 25.4 152
57 27.4 37
S3 25.5 38

147 19.3 168
177 22.4 280
60 15.0 31
54 13.5 52
158 22.2 99
165 23.0 166
41 26.3 1

46 28.5 11

158 16.7 216
160 16.S 1S8
55 33.7 13
42 24.8 21
243 25.4 90
258 26.9 139
144 19.1 90
179 24.3 40
79 25.7 38
86 27.8 62
59 25.8 43
45 19.7 51
209 27.7 43
227 29.7 49
135 2S.4 158
158 28.7 114

20 13.4 34
56 38.4
39 21.7 69
47 26.4 48
54 39.0 17
47 31.9 22
172 29.4 2
178 31.9 28
oq 22.3 30
151 30.9 45
92 32.5 14
115 40.1 1

73 37.2 28
76 39.0 18
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Compared with April, 1921. for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000
A%rfA((r nitml^r I'uunds of

of frriibl can un line daily tinJM Ncllon cual |>cr

/— *
> >oni Net Xrt miln 1,000 Krou I'aMriKcr icrricc

Per ccm per irmin. Net toot too- C*r- per ton-mile*. /
^

s
un- cxcludinf looi per milrt milct mile includinK Pancnfer-

Kesion, foad and jrear tcrvic*- lucooiotive per loaded per per of rosd locomotive Train- train
New Eoilaud Kriion: Ilone Foreign Total able Stored and lender tram ear car-day car-day per day and lender niilea car-milct

Buuon & Albany 192J 3.5*6 4.S0J 8.06V 6.9 915 VKO J4J 16.5 298 J6.2 6.095 207 290.'<'4 1. SIT 399
1921 3.442 4,409 7.»51 6.7 1,078 984 371 20.0 J47 27.6 6.912 204 V -M

BoMon A Uaine 1922 16.908 13.146 3U.054 18.S 1.775 1.082 425 19.3 233 16.9 2,852 159 u
1921 17.814 13,537 31.351 18.7 4.717 1.09/ 458 21.9 238 15.7 3,022 157 r o

N. v.. X. H. ft H 1922 24.749 14.835 39.584 24.9 1,730 1.229 484 18.6 166 12.5 3,349 168 '" 77
1921 24.469 15,887 40.356 17.0 3,028 1.167 489 21.8 175 12.1 3,608 173 I,uj;.»is t,. 14,292

ilreat Lakei Return

:

De.aaare ft Hudum 1922 11,383 6,282 17.665 7.5 4,059 1,575 722 27.8 369 21.0 7.347 201 184,313 948 612
1921 11.309 5.735 17.044 8.7 2,381 1.631 800 33.2 536 26.6 10,373 195 185,875 951.293

UcUa'e, Lackii.ft Woit'n.l922 18.439 6.167 24,606 10.4 936 ;,53S 623 19.3 335 23.7 8.283 182 476,022 3,404 712
1921 16,861 6,813 23.674 9.3 955 1,691 784 26.2 547 31.0 13,019 173 479,606 3,446,633

Eric (inc. riiic. ft Erie).. 1922 39,225 15,861 55,086 18.1 9,731 1,810 737 22.7 330 22.8 7,876 151 652,557 4.671699
1921 39,011 14,626 53,637 15.3 16,131 1,893 872 27.4 427 23 4 10,146 151 661,430 4,94h;977

Lchifh Vallry 1922 32.581 7,871 40,452 11.2 11,106 1,51(5 641 22.» 245 16.1 7,516 183 339.072 2,641.504
1921 31,572 9,788 41,360 14.7 3,620 1,715 799 28.8 337 18.7 10,590 161 355,767 2.652 544

Michifaa Central 1922 18,454 11,422 29,876 18.3 239 1.633 603 18.9 328 26.7 5,367 127 529,304 4,713 869
1921 19,147 10,649 29.796 15.4 2.472 1,597 655 21.5 303 21.9 4,942 128 556,851 4,769.008

New York Central 1922 82,955 40,754 123,709 18.7 10,552 1,877 716 20.0 298 22.9 6,500 128 2,271,766 18 226 756
1921 89,932 48,149 138.081 10.4 38,006 1,914 821 23.9 297 19.5 7,252 125 2,272,325 17 732 476

N. y.. Chic. 4 St. L 1922 4.912 4,995 9.9u7 7.8 1,356 1,667 627 18.6 652 51.4 12,653 112 84.508 543 209
1921 6,445 4,566 11,011 14.4 2,251 1,534 596 19.9 564 42.0 12,170 116 89,005 532,219

Pere Marqueitr 1922 11,135 10,610 21,745 13.2 833 1,430 629 24.9 318 19.9 3,156 127 234.520 1.201569
1921 10,903 9,861 20.764 14.2 1,000 1,222 665 25.9 325 18.4 3,052 162 280,123 1,368,844

Pittt. ft Lake Erie 1922 20,094 8,181 2S,275 38.2 1,236 1.74* 910 34.6 91 4.3 11,274 82 106,971 544 606
1921 17,373 6,987 24,360 13.9 2,743 2,284 1,216 37.7 115 5.0 12,441 89 108.118 565.236

Wabash 1922 13,128 9,282 22,410 11.8 808 1.419 562 20.2 449 31.9 4,160 166 540,215 2,864 717
1921 13,039 9,160 22,199 11.0 914 1,543 642 22.1 470 31.2 4,319 161 508,429 2,627,692

Ohiolndiana-Allcgbcnv Region:
Baltimore & Ohio 1922 71,022 33,128 104.150 14.5 11,966 1,523 718 28.2 360 19.9 7,161 188 1,412,175 8,893 198

1921 60.967 27,878 97.845 12.1 6,414 1,534 732 30.1 378 20.6 7,135 183 1,342,466 8,495.894
Central of N. J 1922 20,219 8,027 28,246 5.9 9,942 1,255 564 25.1 I4C 8.5 5,723 206 319636 1542 346

1921 2u,458 8,596 29.054 29.5 4,478 1,505 746 32.9 206 10.4 8,808 193 311,724 1465 664
Chicago ft Eastern III 1922 10.938 2,682 19,620 14.2 8,679 1,218 536 23.4 159 10.4 3,303 180 210,372 1392 275

1921 17,239 3,063 20,302 9.5 8,188 1.376 673 29.0 211 11.5 3,787 181 231,849 l,47j!984
C, C, C. ft St. Louis 1922 17,866 16,498 34,364 16.1 5,973 1,724 766 26.2 423 26.2 6,085 133 676,778 4 237 080

1921 19,023 15,537 34,560 11.2 3,621 1,656 710 27.4 398 25.4 5,793 140 709,041 4 S47"638
Elgin, Joliet ft Ea«ern>. . 1922 9,595 5,543 15,138 9.3 396 2,125 1,145 37.1 217 8.5 7,147 139 Ci (')

1921 10,468 3,970 14,438 4.5 3,952 .'!,A66 1,111 3K.2 211 8.1 6,673 149 (>) (>)
Long Island 1922 2,125 4,376 6,501 3.9 193 676 250 21.4 56 4.5 925 387 184,675 1,028 692

1921 2,151 3,557 5,708 3.8 980 614 228 20.1 S3 4.3 765 434 189,358 1,008 575
Pennsylvania System 1922 211,420 73,748 285,168 12.5 52,224 1,62C 742 27.7 314 17.2 8,238 150 4,795,152 31670 290

1921 215,683 66,993 282,676 7.5 88,696 1.719 855 33.5 343 16.3 8,912 145 4,897,356 32 186 885
Phila. ft Reading 1922 23,988 12,220 36,208 5.6 3,850 1.478 708 29.9 295 15.7 9,531 182 472 629 2 183 856

1921 27,644 Ufi'iS 38,739 10.2 5,877 :,700 925 37.2 37f 16.4 13,032 182 512,254 2;31-,968
Pocah'^ntas Rc-Kion;

Chesapeake ft Ohio 1922 37,591 11,577 49,168 13.6 212 2,322 1,2.10 40.5 557 24.4 10,742 132 424 087 2 350 302
1921 38,252 11,838 50,090 8.2 9,550 2,135 1,131 41.0 499 2J.6 9,835 134 427,885 2 427 132

Norfolk & Western 1922 31,011 8,138 39,149 5.0 862 2.307 1,274 43.4 933 37.2 16,396 160 379,980 2 364 617
1921 37,664 5,919 43,583 8.0 9,197 2,035 1,095 .19.9 502 20.7 9,903 168 378,324 2,329)900

Southern Region:
.'.tlantic Coast Line 1922 22,244 11,608 33,852 13.8 ... 1,273 450 18.7 323 29.0 2,221 126 814,142 5,772 580

1921 22,392 11,016 33,408 15.5 ... 1,161 413 19.4 298 26.4 2,036 145 841045 5 920071
Cential of Genrgia 1922 4,459 3,515 7,974 15.8 ... 1,105 492 21.6 432 26.5 1,805 149 307,658 1608411

1921 4,996 3,792 8.788 23.7 ... 1,070 482 24.3 4!5 25.2 1,912 160 311,410 1562 112
I. C. (inc. y. ft M. v.).. 1922 46,428 18,747 65,175 9.2 11,600 1,556 636 23.4 445 29.0 4,726 147 1,505,586 10.141609

1921 47,777 17,183 64,960 8.1 11,351 1,545 691 28.2 547 30.5 5,776 143 1,457,936 9,085 445
Louisville ft Nashville. ... 1922 36,524 14,958 51,48-2 11.1 85 1,153 539 30.2 533 29.4 5,466 169 1,015. 1S7 =918129

1921 38,530 14,170 52,700 22.7 117 1,072 499 29.8 437 24.4 4,578 167 904,134 5 135 687
Sckboard Air Line 1922 13,159 11,600 24,759 31.9 ... 1,198 455 20.0 284 21.7 1,989 168 590,749 3 537*439

1921 11,544 8,445 10,989 21.5 ... 1,124 421 20.2 296 23.2 1,674 181 576,745 3!.558,856
Southern Rv 1922 37,901 21,893 59,794 17.6 ... 1, 133 458 20.7 326 23.3 2,811 163 1,252 850 7 2C7 874

1921 39,614 20,326 59,940 10.3 7,341 1,108 455 21.4 285 19.8 2,457 205 1,319,232 8,095,064
Northern Kci(i.>n:

C. ft .V. W 1922 46,828 22,963 69,791 7.5 4,700 1,074 451 21.1 262 18.2 2,182 190 1,525,182 9,316,379
1921 48,274 21,803 70.077 8.1 7,000 1,056 455 23.6 278 18.5 2,342 205 1,613,599 9 642 837

C. M. ft St. P.- 1922 51,130 22,571 73,701 15.3 ... 1,352 559 22.5 337 23.5 2,252 166 1,401.289 8,443 590
1921 44,909 16,288 61,197 12.4 5,633 I.28I 550 23.3 359 24.1 2.071 171 1,437,736 8 650 519

C, St. P., M. ft 1922 3,799 10,459 14.25S Il.O 1,906 948 393 20.4 250 16.8 2,066 172 301,368 1.610 643
1921 3,933 11,742 15,675 11.3 4,163 913 373 20.9 209 J4.4 1,895 190 312 750 1,744 372

Great Northern 1922 45,186 5,196 50.382 14.7 ... 1,535 713 :5.2 310 17.8 1,890 164 953,022 5.541979
1921 46,724 7,398 54,122 14.9 ... 1,389 667 25.8 1'59 14.2 1,720 177 968,931 5 672 123

M., Si. P., ft S. Stc. M..1922 18,840 5,569 24,409 12.8 2,353 1,114 503 22.C 286 17.8 1,591 130 416.984 2.256.149
1921 17,138 6,275 23,411 12.2 3,524 1,06C 472 22.6 277 17.8 1,536 140 425,873 2 298 438

Northern Pacific 1922 35,900 6,933 42,8.!3 10.0 1,302 1.565 706 23.6 352 21.1 2,348 135 826,083 5.195.817
1921 37,862 7,212 45,074 !2.3 11,008 1,547 722 25.5 326 18.4 2,295 137 823,346 5.090.283

Ore-Wash. R. R. ft Nav.. 1922 6,631 2.549 9.1S0 3.0 3,256 1,345 635 .?5.-i 401 21.5 1,698 226 245,981 1,594,173
1921 5,113 3,767 8,880 4.2 2,067 1,44! 724 28.0 483 23.3 1,951 211 247,742 1,592,742

Central Wcmcrn KcRion:
Atih., ToT'. ft Santa Fe..l922 49,496 11,807 61.303 7.7 14,291 1.468 536 20.1 399 30.2 2,499 150 1,683,023 12.792,245

1921 47,538 12,222 59,760 9.9 10,990 1.442 520 20.7 425 32.8 2,598 156 1,744,476 13,152,464
Chicago ft Alton 1922 9,893 3,792 13,685 3.4 2.500 1.167 477 23.0 285 19.5 3,860 193 263,655 1,553,778

1921 9,420 4,234 13,654 4.7 1,700 1,241 529 26.1 378 23.9 5,107 190 282.967 1,591,748
Chic, Burl, ft Quincy. . . 1922 48,331 17,687 66,018 8.2 7.776 1,396 612 23.6 384 24.1 2,715 162 1,400,834 8.918.499

1921 50,420 16,120 66,540 13.1 1,888 1,522 711 27.9 477 27.2 3,406 163 1,487,635 9,545.599
Chic, Rock Isl. ft Pacific. 1922 34.007 13.078 47,n8S 9.0 7,442 1.147 451 20.6 362 26.4 2,222 172 1,249,644 7.044,537

1921 31,901 16,887 48,788 10.6 9,870 1.128 457 22.9 376 25.5 2,395 179 1,301.586 7. .583.079
Denv. ft RioGr'dcWcst'n.l922 13.489 2.676 1(..165 11.3 2,762 1.249 594 26.7- 231 12.5 1,441 211 222,257 1,576,810

1921 13,347 2,066 15,413 10,9 3,511 1,236 594 27.1 213 11.4 1,268 231 228.839 1.675.796
Oregon Short Line 1922 6.475 3 5.19 lii.iiM 7.2 148 1,410 635 26,2 554 31.2 2,350 142 278,263 1.901.208

1921 7,729 3,120 10,849 5,9 2,927 1,323 639 28.7 511 26.1 2,349 145 290.216 1.913.300
Southern Pacific 192? 2.1. 5?1 17. .107 4ii.82K 6.6 .V674 1,669 678 23.0 507 33.0 2,967 148 1,273,069 9,«24 857

1921 21,852 18,455 40,307 11,2 6,435 1, 343 613 23.5 496 33.6 2,867 159 1,352.499 10,7<K),335
Union Pacific 1922 17,383 6,139 2.1,522 14.6 3,409 1,626 667 19,7 604 39.6 3,874 162 831,314 6.658,612

1921 19,897 7,309 27,206 22.1 7,842 1,656 732 23.2 595 34.9 4,475 162 836.063 6,829,544
bou'hwestern Reition:

Gulf, Colo, ft Santa Fe..l9?2 7,429 3.279 10.708 5.0 788 1,427 616 ?4.1 359 22.4 2,030 146 188.810 1.066.221
1921 9,907 3,036 12,943 4.9 1.048 1,333 624 26,1 406 24.0 2,773 144 189,277 1,090,806

Missouri, Kans, ft Tex.. 1922 8,919 5,233 14,152 6,9 4,281 1.526 586 21.5 294 22.6 2,510 144 257,362 1,830,511
1921 9,261 4,525 13.786 7.9 1,463 1,432 585 23.2 311 21.7 2,503 148 264,337 1.936.469

Mo., Kani.. ft Tex. of Tex. 1922 359 ,10,802 11,161 7.0 2,507 1,126 421 21.9 234 18.2 1,501 160 263,881 1,554.811
1921 367 12.051 12.418 4.5 1.175 1,185 476 24.5 268 18.9 1,914 156 267,302 1.674.326

Missouri Pacific 1922 33,486 17,533 51,019 8.1 2.633 1,304 565 23,2 344 21,3 2,398 160 901,325 5,201,036
1921 33,361 16,101 49,462 8.4 8,313 1,264 573 25.6 387 22.2 2,638 158 916,814 5,293,019

St. Ixuis-S.in Fr.nnriseo..l922 20.991 9,143 3n,134 8,2 ,., 1,045 435 23.5 364 24.1 2.304 184 722,440 4,029,359
1921 21,357 9,855 31.212 7.0 ... 9R7 429 24.9 328 20.3 2,153 200 754,159 4,272,751

Southern Pacific Lines (in 1922 8,608 12,301 20,ooo 8,9 1,451 1,217 538 25,9 467 27.4 2,632 127 524,229 3,377,353
Texas ,in.l Louisiana)"...1921 9.019 13.753 22.772 16.2 3,422 1,162 500 26.5 386 23.9 2,410 140 523,647 3,269,698

Texas ft Parific 192? 6 444 4.427 10.KH 19.8 .., 1,285 490 20,8 313 23.5 1,744 146 271,99| 1,743,005
1921 6,136 5.468 11,604 18.5 ... 1,192 465 21.9 364 26.1 2,165 160 306,603 1,933,654

'Includes Chicago, Terre Il.-iutc & .S..i]thrii.torn (r. m liilv 1. 1921, only. . „ „
"Incl-idcs Onlvestoii, Harrisburft & Son Antonio, llousmn ft Shreveport, Houston ft Texas Central, Houston East & West Texas, Iberia ft Vermillion,

Lake Charles & Northern. Louisiana Western, Morgan's I-n. & Tex. R. R. ft S. S. Co., and Texas ft New Orleans.
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thought : Is the foretnan to blame for his lack of knowledge or

his apparent inability to keep step with the rapid progress of the

railway mechanical department? If due consideration is given to

the fact that four years of constant training is necessary to pro-

duce a passable mechanic, we would say that the foreman who
rarely sees any shop except the one in which he is employed and

meets no mechanical men other than his daily associates, is not

to be censured but rather to be praised for what he does accom-

plish, and that the time spent at an annual convention or meeting

yields large returns.

"Numerous men holding responsible positions today attribute

their success and value to their employer largely to the broaden-

ing influence gained by attendance at business sessions. Each
railway general foreman as a matter of benefit to the stock-

holders by whom he is employed, his superior officers, and him-

self should not only be permitted but required to attend the con-

vention of the International Railway General Foremen's Associa-

tion."

Railroads Appeal to Employees on the Strike Issue

A number of railroad presidents have issued circulars or letters

to employees calling attention to some of the fundamental principles

involved in the consideration of the strike problems now coming
up for decision. C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central,

appealed to employees to declare themselves against the strike and
stand by their employer. He said, in part

;

"There is no pending issue on our lailroads in regard to piece-

work and the contracting of shop plants to outsiders. Under
these circumstances, you cannot be expected to do otherwise than

cast your ballot against a strike on the Illinois Central system.

On the ballot relating to rules, there are seven rules mentioned.

On four of these rules your representative and our management
reached agreements. The remaining three were referred to the

United States Railroad Labor Board and by that board decided.
* * * "'You have received successive general increases in wages
and two general decreases, the most recent one to become effective

July 1, 1922. * * * Since you have accepted all decisions of

governmental agencies that have been favorable to you, my confi-

dence in your spirit of fair play is such that I do not believe you
will decline to accept a decision when it is unfavorable to you.

"I am in full sympathy with your ambitions for better working
conditions. I earnestly desire that you shall be happy in your
employment with the Illinois Central system. I want to do all

that I can to advance your interests. 1 have frequently said in

public speeches and newspaper interviews and in conversations
with our patrons that there is no more loyal and efficient group
of men than the employees of the Illinois Central system. I ask
you not to cast your ballot until you have given consideration

to both sides of this question, and if you do that I am sure you
will reach the right conclusion."

\V. H. Finley, president of the Chicago & Northwestern, issued

a statement to his employees under the caption "The North
Western—Your Railway," in which he declared that if a strike

should be called against the decisions of the Railroad Labor
Board, it would not only destroy at once the spirit of co-opera-
tion which it has taken years to develop but it would also be
a strike "against this country's progress toward prosperity." He
railed upon all employees to stand by the road, stating that the

Chicago & North Western had accepted without question the

orders for the Labor Board to increase the pay of its men.

W. G. Besler. president of the Central of New Jersey, referring

to former circulars issued by him said :

"In each of those letters I emphasized the fact that our re-

lations have always been based upon the principle of a square

deal. The Transportation .^ct of 1920 is the law of the land,

and this company and its employees, as law-abiding citizens, arc

bound to respect and obey it.

"In all of the increases and adjustments in pay and working
conditions which have been orderefl by the I.j>bor Board, some of

which were retroactive, the Jersey Central has lived absolutely

up to the requirements of the law. * * * I understand that strike

ballots have been passed among some of our employees, and
that you are requested to vote upon a strike. As your president,

and the head of the Jersey Central family. I call upon each and

every member thereof to abide by the lawful decision of the

I'nitcd Slates Railroad Labor Board. I advise and urge this

as your best friend. * • * It is only by a continuance of your

steadfast loyalty to the employer with whom you have been as-

sociated so many years, that we may continue to enjoy that cer-

tainty of position and wage which has become a part of our

everyday life. * * * Loyalty insures continued permanent po-

sition. Loyalty avoids unhappiness, distress and all that goes

with dishonorable conduct."

E. J. Pearson, president of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, reminded his employees that a vote for a strike now
can cnly be construed as a vote against organized society. There
are 30,000 employees on the New Haven system. If a strike

is called, "it follows that the 17.000 employees of the mainte-

nance of way and maintenance of equipment departments will have

arrayed against them a public, which is exclusively served, of

about four million people. Can a strike be won against such odds?
* * * The revision of rules and reduction in rates so far awarded
by the labor board, together with all prospective reductions for

other classes, assuming they are made on the same percentage

basis, will only offset about one-half of the loss in revenue from
the reductions in rates which have been ordered in the hope and
belief that business is waiting for them in order that it may
drive ahead upon some basis of cost which can be regarded as

reasonably permanent for some time to come.
"If this theory of the reductions is correct, the readjustments

to be made on July 1st will result in a material benefit to workers
generally, as industry will revive and start those activities so

essential to the comfort, well being and economic existence of

all. No individual class can reasonably hope to receive prefer-

ential economic treatment as compared to other classes, be-

yond that which may be definitely established by common consent

of society as a whole.

"The public shows no disposition to be unreasonable, * * *

There is every confidence in the integrity and ability of the labor

board, either individually, or as a group. It has been called upon
to decide some of the most momentous questions of peace times.

It has searched diligently for the truth. * * * This company
seeks, in every way, to avoid disputes with its employees. It

believes that in the interest of itself and of society in general,

its employees should be well paid; but neither employer nor em-
ployee can hope to escape the inexorable effect of economic
law. * * *"

The Transportation .Act of 1920 contemplates prosperous rail-

ways : fair and liberal treatment of employees, proper service for

the patrons and reasonable returns to the owners. On the success

of the latter, depends the ability of the management to provide

the two items first mentioned, also its ability to improve fa-

cilities and to more largely stabilize regularity of emplo>Tnent

A railroad is made by the combined endeavors of its officers and
employees, by the endeavor of every individual.

Meetings and Conventions
TJu fottou-ing list gives names of secretaries, dates of nejet or regMlat

meetings and f'^'^ecs of meetitt^s:

Air Brake Association.— F. M. Nellis, 165 Broadway, New York City.
Xext convention, M.iv. 1923, Denver, Colo. Exhibit by Air Br«ke
Appliance Association.

.\iit Brake Afi-uance .VssoriATiox.—J. F. Geitrust. The Ashton Valve
Company, 318 W. Washington St., Chicago. Meeting with Air Brake
Association.

American Association of Demirrags Officers.—F. .\, Pontious, Super-
visor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. \V. Ry., Chicago.

.•\merican .Association of Dining Car Svperintendknts.—I^ A. Stone,
C. & E. I. Ry., ChiciRa Annual meeting, Oct. 17-20. San Francisco,
Cal.

.American Association of Fnginebrs.—C. E'. Drayer, 63 E. Adams St.,

Chicago.
.'Vmer'cas .Association oi Ceneral Baggage .Agents.—E. L. Duncan, iii

So. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
American Association of l-VsiiKNGER Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope^

C. R. R. of N. I., 143 Ijbcrty Si., New York. Annu.il meeting,
October 10 and II. Seelbach Hotel, Louisville. Ky.

American Association of Railroad Svpbjiintendents..—J. Rothschild, Room
400, Union Station. St. Louis, Mo. Next Convention, August 23-25,

192Z. Kansas City, Mo.
American F.uctric Railway -Association.— I. W. Welsh, 8 W. 40th St.,

New York.
.American Railroad Mastkr Tinners'. Cofpersmitiis' and Pipe Fitters*

Association.—C. Ilorchcrdt, 202 North Hamlin .Vve., Chicago. III.

.American Railway .Assi'ii^tion.—J. E. 1'airh.inks. (icncral Secretary, 75
Church St., New York. N, Y. Annual meeting. November, 1922.

Division I—t>peratma.
Freight Station Section (including former activities of Amcrion

Association of Kreiehi Asenl*). R. O. Wells, Freight Agrnt, Illinois

Central Railroad. Chicag.>, III.

Medical and Surgical Section. I. C. Cavision. TS Church St., New
York.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association).
T. C. Caviston. ".'; Church St.. New York. X. V.
Telegraph an.l Telcph. ne Section (including former activities of the

Association of Kailwav Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-

hanks, 75 Church St., New \'ork, N. V. Annual meeting, September
20-22, 1922, Colorado Springs. Colo.
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Silrtj Sniian. J. C. Cavuion, 75 Church St.. Nr« York.
I>tvi»inn II—Tr«inpoft»ii. n (inrliHiinc (nrmrr actiTitin of lh«

>•• •
•
''•' ' ' • • -XlicCTt). G. W.

. New Yo»k.
:^h Dearborn St.,

-** .«t t-'woit..^* AMOCtallOD.
u. t. il. ^iiich.

1 -ivitti-. rf thr Katli<ra;r Si(lul

he' Maaier
' .Mrr Mr
i.jrn St..

- ii.tLt.iirr« AMociation.
tmcr •ctlTltm 0( the
>alion>. V. R. Haw-

iruiu.iing former activitirt of

lading formrr activities of the
I : ;lcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

AMiaicAN Kailwat Baiiiot a!«d Huiloinc AsaociATinx..—C. A. I-ichly, C. &
X. \V. Ky.. J19 N Waller A»e., Chicago. Next conventKUL October
ir I'i. l>::. Cliuli.ii.iii, Ohio. Exhibit by Bridiie and Building Sup-

Ami>: rurxT Auociation.—^\. Leckie, Indiulrial
Ihern Ry.. Kansai Citv. Mo.

Am«: taisn Association.— (Works in co-opcralion
!Aay Association. Division IV.) E. H. Fritcli,
St.. Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway

MtciiASica' Association.— (See American Rail-

K.iu.i.i

Matter
th r-t. t

Ami:

Ami>
[).

Amair

I'WL KoiiMtN's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
'- Road. Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
K.ulway Tiol I-oremen's Association.
i\E Kmijioad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey. Union

Trust Bldu.. WashinKton. D. C.
AMraiCAN Society t*>k STttL Treating.—W. H. Kiscman. 1600 Prospect

Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio. Annual convention. Oct. 2-7. 1922, General
Motors Building. Detroit, Mich.

Amuii'an S'xririy ro« Tr^iisr. .MATEaiAt.s.—C. L. Warwick. University of
Pennsylvania. Miiladelphia. Pa.

AuEiiCAN SociETy or Civil Engineees.— E. M. Chandler (acting secre-

tary), li W. J9th St.. New York. Regular meetings 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except July and .\uKust. J3 W. 39th St.. New
York.

Auciir«N Society or Mechanical Encinkess.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
J9th St.. New York.

Railroad Division—A. F. Stuebing. Manager Editor. Railway Me-
chanical Engineer. Wcolworth BIdg.. N'ew York.

AtlUICAK T«AIN DisfATcliEls' ASSOCIATION.—C. I.. Darling. 1310-UU Mail-
ers Bldg.. Chicago. III. Next convention. June 18, 192.1. Chicago.

Amceican Wood PaE?mvtRs' .Association.—S. U. Cooper. A. T. & .S. Fc
R. R.. Topeka, Kan. Next meeting. January 23, 1923. New Orleans,

AisociATiox or Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris. Northern Pacific

R. R., Si. Paul, Minn.
Association op Railway Electsical Engineees.— Ios. .X. .\ndreucetii, C.

k N W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sia.. Chicauo. Exhibit by Railway
Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Associalii n.

Association op Railway Executives.—Thomas Dc Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Association or Railway Supply Men.—A. W. Clokey. 1658 McCorroick
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-

men s Association.
AisociATioN or Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— (See American

Railway .Association. Division I.)

Association op Transportation and Ca« .Accounting Ofpicers— (See
American Railway Association, Division II.)

BaiDCE AND Building Supply Mens Association.—D. J. Ili^gins, American
\alve & Meter Company, 332 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Meeting
with convention of American Railway Bridge and Buildmj! Ass'n.

Canadian Railway Club.-^W. .A. Booth, 53 Rushbrook St.. .\fontreal, Oue.
Ca« Foremen's Association op Chicago.—Aaron Kline. 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,

July and August, New .Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Car FoaruEN's .Association op St. I.ouis, Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke. 604
Federal Reserve Bank Bldg,. St. Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday
in month at the American llotel Annex, St. Louis.

Central Railway Clur.— Harry D. Vought, 26 Corilandt St.. New \ork.

Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in January March. May. September
and November, llotel Iro.iuoi». Buffalo. N. V.

Chief Intercman.-.e Car IssrurTi.Rs' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. P. Elliott. Terminal R.iilroad Association of Sl. Ij»ui», East St.

I-<iui«, III. Annual c. nvmli..n, August 22-24, Chicago.

Chief Intp.rciiangp Car Issi-h io«s' and Car Foremen's Supply Men s

Association.—D. B. WriphI, 34th St. and Artesian Ave..- Chicago,

III. .Mc.-tini( with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-

Cincinnati Railro'io Club.—W. C. Cooder. Union Central Bldg., Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Meetings, 2d Tuesday in February, May, September and

Eastern KAiisoAn Associatio
ington, D. C.

Freight ( ijiim Association

.— E. N. Be««ling, 614 F St., N. W., Waih-

-(See American Railway Association, Divi-

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—

C

Central St.ntion, Chicago. Regular meetings. Wed
Fri.lay onth, Room 1414. Manhatt

Michigan Central R. U.. Detroit. .Mich.

15-17, Hotel Sherman. Chicauo. Exhit
Master Ul.ick.milhs' Supply .Xlrii's ,\

, .

NATIONAL Railroad Master IIlaoksmi s

f.Vorge P. While, 747 Railw.iy I '

International Railro.ad Master Itlack-i ".

Intprnational Railway Fuel Association- i .. .i....iord,

St.. Chicago. Exhibit by Iniernaticnal Railway Supply

[. Treichel. Grand
day preceiting 3d

Chicago.
lATioN.—W. J. Mayer,
al convention. August
International Railroad

Inter

:iatii

International Raitway Cks
W. Wabash Ave., W
Chicago.

Inti RNATioNAL Railway Supply Mpn's Associatio
lock Packing Co.. 326 W. .M.ndison St., Ch
ternational Railway Fuel Association.

L Foremen's Association —Wm. Hall. 1061

a. Minn. Next convention. September 5 8,

W. Sullivan. Gar-
Meeting with In-

Masraa B<>iLaa Masaa*' Amociatioh.—Ilarrr D. Vougbl. 26 Cortlandt St.,

Nr-» York.
y,.... ... .... Locomotive Painters" Auociatiok.— (See A. R. A., DirJ.

\l ot«s' Association.- (Sec A. R. A. Divisim Vj
.N

.

Ti^N "r KtiLWAT Tie PRODUCE«».^Wirreii C. Nixon.
,> ' ' -' - '

. 90S Syndicate Trust Bid*., St. Louis, Mo.
Natiunai .^av and Utilities C<AtMissioNERs—James

I!. ^1., New Y'ork. Next ctmventton, Se|i4ember

.National i' »>:i.v i « ii.i i • .•.ni.— O. K. Davis, I Hanover Square, New
York.

National Railway Apfliance AstociAiiox.—C. W. Kelly, People's Ga»
Bldi; . Chicik'o .\nnnal exhibition at convention of American Rail-

Niw En W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston,
\[.i -'d Tuesday in month, excepting June. July,
Au.

New York k.u.m. i l. t liarry I). Vought. 26 Cortlandt St.. New York.
Regular mrctingt, id Friday in month. exce|>t June. July and August,
at 2,1 W. J9th St., New York.

Pacific Railway Clu».—W. S. Wollner. 64 Pine St.. San Francisco. CaL
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Francisco
ana Oakland.

Railway Accounting Opficers' .Association.— E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-

Railw
Pa.

>xon. 600 Liberty Bldg.,
.Annual dinner. February

Rai

II iMiov, Washington. D.
' 'CiATioN.— Frank

.t Sts.. Philadelphii
>. New York.

Gil.—J. D. Conway. 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts-
meetings. 4ih Thursday in__ month, except June,

July and August, F, rt Pitt Hotel. Pittsbur
Developmi'nt Association.— (See .Am.

burgli.

Development Assn.)
L' RERS AisiX'iATloN.,—J. Scribner,

leeting with Association of

Assoc IS'

Meeting
J. Ilimmclright.

veling Engineers

R. Hacketl. Baltimore & Ohio

Rich-

Railway Electrical
General Electrir.-il Co.. Chicago.
Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers
17 East 42nd St.. New York.
Association.

Railway Fire Protection Associatio.s
R. R.. Baltimore, Md.

R.MLWAY Real Estate Association.- R. H. Morrison. C. & O. Ry.
mond. Va. .Next meeting October 10-13, 1922, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Signal Association.—(See A. R. A.. Division I\'.. Siiinal Section.)
Railway Storekeepers' .Association.— (See A. R. A.. Division \'I.)

Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association.-J. D. Conway. 1841 Oliver
Bldg.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Meeting with ,A. R. .A.. Division V.

Raiiway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. .A. Nel-
son. 30 Church St.. New York.

Railway Treasury Officers' Association.— L. W. Cox. Commercial Trust
Bldg.. Philadelphia. Fa.

ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF Wa\ .-Vssociation.— P. T Mc.Andrew*,
C. & N. W. Ry.. Sterling, III. Annual convention. September. 19-21,

1922, Hotel Statler, Cleveland. Ohio. Exhibit by Track Supply .Asso-

ciation.

St. Louis Railway Clur.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis. Mo.
Regular meetings. 2d Friday in month, except June, July and .August.

Signal Appliance Association.— F. W. Edmunds, Sunbeam Electric Manu-
facturing Company, New Y'ork City. Meeting with .American Rail-

way Association, signal Section.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill P. O. Box

1205. Atlanta. Ga. Regular meetings. 3d Thursday in January. March,
May. July. September and November. Piedmont Hotel, .Atlanta.

Southern Ass-jciation of Car Service Officers.—J. L. Carrier, Car Serv.
Agt., Tenn. Cent. Ry.. 319 Seventh Ave.. North Nashville. Tenn.
Next meeting. October 19. Sl. Augustine. Fla.

Supply Association of .American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
H. S. White. 9 N. Jefferson St.. Chicago.

Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Kamapo Iron Works. Hilbum,
N. \'. Meets with Riadmasters' and Maintenance of Wav .Associ.ition.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson. 1177 East 98th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Annual convention, September 1215, Hotel Sher-
man, Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers' .Asso-

ciatitn.
Western Railway Club.—Bruce \'. Crandall. 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago. Regular meetings, 3d Monday each month except June,
July and August.

P. S- ./. riwl..

Loading Meat at Chicago for 48- Hour Train to New York
to Connect With Liner to Europe
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Traffic News Commission and Court News I
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R. S. Kreitler has been appointed traffic commissioner of

the Canton Chamber of Commerce, Canton, Ohio.

Reductions of about ten per cent have been made by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad in the ferry boat rates, at Nevif York and Phila-

delphia, for the transportation of automobiles, trucks and other

vehicles, this trathc being classed as freight and as coming under
the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission calling for a

general reduction of ten per cent on July 1.

The Southern Railway, for the summer tourist season, an-

nounces the "Land of the Sky Special," a train giving over-night

service between Asheville, X. C, and the Southeast with
through sleeping cars from Wilmington, Charleston. Savannah,
Atlanta, and Macon. Through sleeping car lines have been estab-

lished to Asheville from Chicago and St. Louis in addition to

which the lines from Xew Orleans. Mobile, Montgomery, Birm-
ingham, and Chattanooga have been re-established for the summer.
Sleeping car lines have also been established between Memphis.
Tcnn.. and Richmond, Va., via Asheville, and between Cincin-

nati, O., and Goldsboro. N. C. via Asheville.

""'

Coal Production
^

Production of soft coal has taken a sharp upward turn in the

twelfth week of the strike, according to the Geological Survey

bulletin, and may approach 5,500,000 tons. Production of anthra-

cite remains practically zero.

Complete returns on the eleventh week (June 12-17) show a

production of 4,986,000 tons of soft coal and 22,000 tons of

anthracite. The record of the twelfth week (June 19-24) shows

a prompt recovery from the traffic congestion which had inter-

fered with the placement of cars at mines in Eastern Kentucky

and parts of West Virginia. The increased production comes

not from any of the strongly organized fields, but results from

a gradual return to work in non-union fields affected by the

strike, and from increased activity in districts of the Far West

where demand has hitherto been insuflicient to call out full pro-

duction. The accumulation of unbilled loads is still declining

and the draft upon consumers' stockpiles continues. In the

eleventh week of the strike the daily average number of uncon-

signed loads of bituminous coal was 4,672. The total is now less

than a sixth of that in the week of April 8. Counting SO tons to

a car, the quaTitity of unbilled coal is now about 250,000 tons.

In comparison with the country's daily requirements of over a

million tons, this appears small

Freight Commodity Statistics—Three Months

The Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission

has compiled a statement showing by districts the freight tonnage

transported by Class I steam railways for the quarter ended March

31, 1922. Below will be found a comparison, by general classes of

commodities, of the tonnage transported in 1921 with that trans-

ported in 1922

:

Number of tons originated
. »

,

Percent of

Quarter Quarter increase

Class of commodities ended ended fja over
Mar. .11.1021 Mar. .11. 102: l"-'!

Products of agriculture 26,038,239 25,754,849 '1.09

Animals and products 5,911.716 5,881,188 '.53
Products of mine, 115.791,162 120.906,905 4.42

Products of forest. 20,646,604 19.265.592 'e.eo

Manufacture* and mi* 39.812.181 40.982.017 2.94

Mdw.—All L. C. I., freight 9.883.165 9.790.533 ' ."4

Total 218,083,067 222,581,084 2.06

Tol.il tons c-rried

T.,„,i ; Tiiil.irr. 53.R92.804 1.41

An,. -; !' 10.077.556 3.27

p., I". : M .-
t 220.127.811 6 68

Pf„,i i-i. !;,". J^
• 36.464.473 '5, 23

Mtiiiiif i.l-'f- :""\ nil'.- TfJf'.T''' 70. 722.17.1 1.70

Merchandise 15,906.966 16.013,192 .67

Total 402.114,193 416.298,809 3.53

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until October 28 the operation of

schedules published by the Missouri Pacific which propose to estab-
lish from Sioux City, la., to various points in Arkansas and
Missouri south of St. Louis. Mo., rates on grain and grain products
S cents per 100 lb. higher than the rates from Omaha.

The commission has suspended until October 13 the operation

of schedules published by the St. Louis-San Francisco which pro-
pose to limit the territory to which sugar stored in transit at

Wichita. Kansas, could be reshipped. thereby resulting in increased

charges on such traffic to the extent of the local rates from Wichita
to ultimate destinations of the reshipped product.

The commission has suspended from June 22 until October 20
the operation of schedules published by the Mobile & Ohio which
propose the cancellation of joint through rates on crushed, ground
and rough-quarried limestone, carloads, from Columbia Quarry
No. 2, III., and Krause, 111., to St. Louis. Mo., when routed via

\'uk-an, Til., and the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and the applica-

tion in lieu thereof of switching charges ranging from 10 to 60
cents per net ton in addition to the present rate of 70 cents.

State Commissions
The Railroad Coniniiision of California, in conjunction with

the State Corporation Commissions of .Arizona and Xew Mexico,
after a two days' conference on the United States Supreme Court
decision in the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific dissolution case,

sent a telegram to the Interstate Commerce Commission urging
that body to hasten the proposed grouping of railroad lines in

the western region. L'nder the tentative plan proposed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission the Southern Pacific and the
Central Pacific are left as one system.

Ticket Frauds on the New York Central

The Public Service Commission of Xew York decided, last

December, in favor of the railroad company, on a complaint
made by Lanman Crosby of the alleged injustice of requiring
him to provide himself with a copy of his photograph to show
to conductors with his monthly tommutation ticket. In the full

report of the commission, which has recently been issued, interest-

ing details are given of the practices which led to the establish-

ment of the requirement that photographs must be provided.

The report deals with the suburban traffic to and from New
^'ork City on two divisions, the Hudson and the Harlem. Typical
stations are Ossining, 30 miles from New York, where the one-
way fare is $1.10, and the cost of a ride on the monthly ticket

17 cents; White Plains, 22 miles, one-way fare 82 cents, commu-
tation 14 cents.

The company sells as many as 20.000 commutation tickets a
month. These tickets for at least four years past have been
misused. They were to be bought at various stores, fruit stands,

bootblack stands, poolrooms, barber shops, cigar stores and
groceries in most of the small towns.

Continuing, the report says

:

Detectives rented commutation tickets in a great many of

the small places, and conductors took up tickets on the trains

from parties to whom they were not issued. Btindles of tickets

so taken up were presented at the hearing. It was obvious as

shown by the signatures of the purchasers thereon and of the

persons from whom they were taken that they were presented by
others than the purchasers. At Ossining one man rented space

in a store, and dealt in these tickets, and on Sunday night could

be found on llic station platform collecting the tickets from
persons to whom he had rented them, on their return. One
woman at White Plains had eighteen or twenty tickets a month.
The practice was. at the start of each month, for her to give a

customer wishing to go to New York and return the price of

a commutation ticket to be taken otit in his or her own name.
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The next man or woman did the same, and the process continued
until (he dealer had accumulated enough tickets to last during
the month. One rould go to her, secure a ticket, ride to New
York and return on it. pay her the charge, and return the

ticket to her. Her ctiarge was considerably less than the r'-gular

rate which the passenger would have needed to pay.

The company procured injunctions against pcrso'-5 renting out

thc^e tickets, in the State and Federal courts, and restrained,

for instance, in 0<sining 13 persons, in Poughkecpsic 37 persons,

in N'ewburgh 44 perscns. The injunctions, however, did not stop

the sales by other people.

.\fter the requirement of the photograph on the commutation
tickets was put ir: elTect. the sale of commutation tickets fell

off in one month at—

PcrkOllll .

I'oiirchkrrpiir

While M»in«
Mount Kuco.
Yor.kcri
Hirt..Ulr . .

I4S

Commutation tickets with a like photographic requirement

have been used on the Baltimore & Ohio between Philadelphia

and Wilmington, on the Pennsylvania between Philadelphia and

New York and between Trenton and North Philadelphia, and

lOO-ride tickets for the season of 1921 with such a requirement

were in use on the Central of New Jersey between New York
and Bradley Beach.

Personnel of Commissions

H. D. Loveland. a member of the California Railroad Com-
mission since its organization in 1907, died at his home in

San Francisco on June 11.

Court News
Charge for Parking Showman's Cars

Valid, Though Not in Tariff

The .Mabama Supreme Court holds that a railroad is entitled

to make a charge to a showman for parking his cars on its tracks

for 45 davs. although such charge is not contained in its tariffs.

—

A. G. S. v. Wood (Ala.), 90 So. 502.

Coal Spur—Right of Eminent Domain

The Pennsylvani.i Supreme Court holds that an extension of a

railroad to be employed largely to take coal from certain coal

mines is a public use sufficient to justify the exercise of the right

of eminent domain.— Pioneer Coal Co. v. Chcrrytrcc & Dixon-

ville (Pa.) 116 Atl. 45.

Spur Track Held Unnecessary

.Althiiugh a spur track would be a great convenience to certain

'^^ and decrease their operating expenses, the Arkansas
lie Court holds that this is not a service the railroad is

• '1 to furnish, where adequate facilities for all shipping

pur[ici,cs are furnished these and all other shippers at the regular

passing track, in the absence of a contractual right to have the

«pur maintained.—Thomas-Bowman Cooperage Co. v. Misisouri &
North Arkansas (Ark.) 237 S. W. 101.

Assumption of Risk^Question for Jury

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, holds that where

an employee calls the attention of his foreman to a defect in the

tool he is using (in this case a wrench) and objects to using

it, but returns to his work with it, without an assurance of repara-

tion from the employer, the qtiestion whether he voluntarily

assumed the risks incident to the use of the defective tool was
for till- jury in an actiim under the IVderal I'"mpliiyi i

^' Liability

Act ; and that the test is whether the conduct of the foreman was
such as to justify the employee in relying on the foreman's judg-

mei't rather than on his own in the continued use of the tool, or,

on the other hand, whether the danger from the <lefect in such

continued use was so imminent that no man of ordinary prudence

would hazard it.—L. V. v. Skoczyla, 278 Fed. 378.

Japanese Railway Buys American

Electrical Equipment
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company an-

nounces that it has received an order for nicitor car and sub-
station equipment from the Chichibu Railway which operate in

the vicinity of Tokio. Japan. .\ large jart of this new equipment
will be a duplicate of the large order shipped from the Westing-
house Company's plant at Fast Pittsburgh to the Chichibu Rail-
way during the past year.

L. & N. W. Withdraws Bill

Permitting Highway Transport

The London & North Western has withdrawn its support
of the bill before Parliament which was drawn to allow it

to engage in the transportation of freight by motor upon
the highways. The company's loss of interest in the bill is

due, apparently, to the insistence of the Ministry of Trans-
port that the rates to be charged be regular railway rates
and not those established by competing highway trucking
concerns. The railway rates are, as a general rule, higher
than the highway rates; consequently the railway could hope
for little business if restricted as the Ministry of Transport
proposed.

Death of Noted British Mechanical Officer

I-ONDOK.

Norman J. Lockyer. locomotive works manager of the North
Kastern Railway at Darlington, England, and one of Britain's
best known railway mechanical men, died recently. Mr. Lockyer
commenced his apprenticeship with Sir J. Whitworth & Co.. Ltd.,
of Manchester, England, in 1877. Subsequently he served in the
works of the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railway at
Gorton until 1882, when he was employed by the running depart-
ment. In 1885 he joined the staff of Sir A. M. Rendel. being
employed in superintending the manufacture of locomotives for
the Indian State and other railways. In 1896 he was appointed
manager of the works of Sharp, Stewart & Co., Ltd., of Glasgow,
the locomotive builders, and in 1859 he became works manager
of the Gateshead Locomotive works of the North Eastern Rail-
way. He was transferred to the Darlington works in 1909. He
was the inventor of a number of devices for use on locomotives
and in railway shops, one of the best known of his locomotive
invention being called the "Lockyer" double-beat regulator
valve.

Rhodesia Wants Railways

It has been reported, says Trade Commissioner P. J. Steven-
son, Johaiuiesburg, in a report to the Department of Commerce,
that Rhodesia demands railroads before entering the Union of
South ,\frica, A railroad between Walvis Bay, Southwest Africa,
and the Wankie coal fields in southern Rhodesia is considered
most important, since it will afford aji outlet through Walvis Bay
for Wankie coal to the cast coast of South Africa and will
open up Southwest Africa and the Becluianaland Protectorate for
development. A road extends from Walvis Bay to Grootfontein
and if extended, as desired, it would form the first transcontinental
railroad in .Vfrica.

Next is the linking up of West Nicholson and Messina, which
would give southern Rhodesia access to the sea through the

port of Lourencc Marques. At present a roundabout route through
the Union or through the less important port of Beira is used.

A road is desired also between Sinoia in southern Rhodesia and
Broken Hill in northern Rhodesia, to form the connecting link

that would afford an outlet through Beira for the large volume
of copper from the Katanga District of the Belgian Congo. The
people of Rhodesia are said to consider the road to Walvis Bay
as an economic necessity and to expect its early construction.
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Locomotives

Mitsui & Company. New York City, has ordered from the H.
K. Porter Company two locomotives for export to Siam.

The Del.\w.\re, L.^ckawanna & Western contemplates ask-

ing for bids in the near future on about 30 locomotives.

The Southern Railway has ordered 15 Mikado type locomo-

tives from the .American Locomotive Company. The Southern is

also inquiring for IS Pacific type locomotives.

The Lehigh Valley, reported in the Railway Age of June
24 as inquiring for 5 locomotives, has ordered 5 Mikado type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis, reported in the Railzvay

Age of June 10 as contemplating buying about 10 locomotives, has

ordered 14 locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.

The Magna Arizona Railroad has ordered 1 Consolidation

type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This

locomotive will have 22 by 28 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 199,000 lb.

The Chosen Railway (Korea) has ordered 6 Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These
locomotives will have 24 by 26 in. cylinders and a total weight

in working order of 203,000 lb.

The Standard Slag Company, Youngstown. Ohio, has ordered

two 4-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomo-
tive Company. These locomotives will have 16 by 24 in. cylinders

and a total weight in working order of 99,000 lb.

The Tennessee Copper Company, Copperhill, Tenn., has

ordered 1. 6-wheel switching locomotive from the American Loco-

motive Company. This locomotive will have 20 by 26 in. cylinders

and a total weight in working order of 133,000 lb.

The W. F. Carey Company, 90 Wall street. New York City,

has ordered 2, 4-wheel switching locomotives from the American

Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 14 by 22 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 79,000 lb.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company, .Mlcntown, Pa.,

has ordered one 4-wheel switching locomotive from the American

Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 11 by 16 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 43,000 lb.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, reported in the Railway Age
of June 17 as inquiring for ten Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered this equipment from the American Locomotive Company,

and expects to place orders for six Pacific type locomotives this

week.

The Abitibi Power & Paper Company. Montreal, Quebec,

has ordered one Mogul type locomotive from the American

Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 19 by 26 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 141,000 lb.

This company has also ordered 1 Shay locomotive from the

Lima Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Norfolk Southern is inquiring for 286 steel underframes.

The Philadelphia & Reading is inquiring for 100 refrigerator

cars.

The liRfifiKs ScANLfiN Company, Kentwood, In., is inquiring

for 25 stcol loRKiMg cars.

The Delaware. Lackwanna & Western is inquiring for 380

gondola car bodies of 40 tons' capacity.

The Lehigh & New England is inquiring for 50 low side

composite gondola cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is reported to be pre-

paring to make repairs to about 800 gondola cars in its own shops.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario is inquiring for

from 50 to 75 steel underframe, double-sheathed box cars of 40
tons' capacity.

The Buffalo & Susquehanna, reported in the Railway Age
of "June 17 as inquiring for 200 hopper car bodies of 55 tons'

capacity, has ordered this equipment from the Standard Steel

Car Company.

The Norfolk & Western, reported in the Railway Age of

June 17 as inquiring for 1.000 single-sheathed box cars of 50
tons' capacity, is inquiring in addition to that number for 1,000

hopper cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The War Department is offering for sale 7,554 new railroad

cars including box, flat and gondola cars—all built by American
manufacturers for military service in France. Bids for this equip-

ment will be received until 3 p. m., July 6, at Washington, D. C.

The Penns\xvania Salt Manufacturlng Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa., has ordered from the General American Tank Car Cor-
poration 5 tank cars for transporting liquid chlorine. This is in

addition to the 10 cars ordered from the same company as reported

in the Railway Age of June 10.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of June
24 as having ordered part of its large freight car inquiry, has

just placed an order for 1,000 automobile box cars and 250 stock

cars with the General .American Car Company. This company
is expected to place orders for 250 gondola cars this week.

The New York Central has ordered 1.106 self clearing hopper

cars of 55 tons' capacity from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany. 18 low side gondola cars of 70 tons' capacity from the

Standard Steel Car Company and 49 high side gondola cars of

50 tons' capacity from the Buffalo Steel Car Company.

Passenger Cars

The Boston Elevated is inquiring for 40 tunnel cars.

The Brown-McFarland Company is inquiring for 30 electric

car trucks.

The Virginia Coal & Iron Company is inquiring for one

private car.

The Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is inquiring

for one pay car.

The Texas & Pacific is inquiring for one combination baggaw
and express car.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is inquiring for cigl

buffet library cars.

The New York Central is building three steel baggage ca:

at its West Albany shops.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered one steel private c,

from the Pullman Company.

The Metropolitan Railway of Barcelona. Spain, is inquirir

through the car builders for 20 subway cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading is inquiring for S all-steel bai.

gage cars 63 ft. long and for 5 all-steel combination baggage an

mail cars 63 ft. long with 30 ft. mail compartments.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, reported in the Raikfay A~

of June 17 as contemplating the purchase of a number of baggai

cars, will send out inquiries for 17 cars as soon as specificatioi

arc completed.

Iron and Steel

The South MANriiVRisN Kaiiwav will receive bids until Jul

through New ^'ork export houses for 7.000 tons of 100-lb. rail.
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The KorrHCBN PAOric has ordered 270 tons of steel from the

American Bridge Company (or overhead bridges between Minne-
apolis, Minn., and St. Paul.

The rix%'iLASD. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis will re-

ceive bids until July 7. for a large number of bolts, screws, nuts,

iron bars, billets, plates, sheets, shapes, nails, wire, axles and

tubes, the equipment to be supplied for period between July 1

and October 1 of this year.

Track Specialties

The Penssvlvania is inquiring for 100,000 tie plates for 100-

Machincry and Tools

The Chicago, Burlington & QuiNCi- is inquiring for 11

traveling cranes, the largest of which are two 225-ton cranes for

its new shops at Denver, Colo. This company is expected to

issue another machine tool list at an early date to equip the new
shop.

The Great N'ortherj* is inquiring for 350 spout hoist machines.

350 cam shaft levers, 36 steel motor pinions, 36 steel spur gears,

36 nine-inch bearings for 2 7/16 in. diameter line shafting, 18

five-inch bearings for the same shaft dimensions and 4,030 ft.

of cold rolled steel line for shafting of 2 7/16 in. diameter.

Miscellaneous

The Norfolk & Wt.siERN will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, July 12, at Koanokc, Va., for its requirements of couplers

and repair parts; 10,000 steel switch plates and 2,200 signal rail

bonds.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, July 6, at Pittsburgh, Pa., for three months' requirements

of car and locomotive axles, slag ballast, Portland cement, stove-

pipe iron, pickled steel sheet, galvanized sheet steel, wire nails,

wire rope, steel billets, bars, shapes and plates.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon,

July S, at Roanoke, Va., for its requirements from July 1 to

September 30, of miscellaneous steel castings, cast steel truck

bolsters and cast steel side frames ; 3,000 tons of steel shapes,

plates and bars ; and its requirements of brake shoes. Bids are

also requested for 200 cast steel side frames, 100 cast steel truck

bolsters and 50 cast steel body bolster center castings.

Signaling

The Chicago, Bi^jlincton & Quincy has placed an order

with the Federal Signal Company for 50 Federal type "4" top

post signals to be installed in the vicinity of Aurora, Illinois.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincv will install signals oi.

89 miles of single track and 20 miles of double track at various

points this season in addition to the 56 miles reported in Railway

.Ige of May 20.

The St. Louis-San Francisco has placed an order with the

Federal Signal Company for a 48-levcr Saxby & Farmer interlock-

ing machine and other necessary materials for the rebuilding of

in interlocking plant at Aurora, Mo.

The Grand Trunk has placed an order with the Federal Signal

Company for 24 Federal type "4-A." 3-position, V. Q. l">ttom post

signals, for an installation oi automatic permissive block signaling

on its line in the vicinity of Yarmouth, Maine.

Chicago Burlington & Quincy.—This company will soon re-

quest bids for the installation of light signals between Hannibal,

Mo., and Louisiana and between Ewbanks, III., and Quincy, the

distances totaling 32 miles, and has under consideration the in-

stallation of signals between Lytic. Wis., and BIufT Sibling and be-

tween .Arapahoe, Neb., and Indianola, this distance totaling 45

miles.

Supply Trade News

Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the board of directors

of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, has been elected chair-

man of the board, also of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, New York, to succeed John R. McGinlcy, who re-

signed as chairman but who remains as a director of the

company.

The business of the Pittsburgh High Voltage Insulator

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., will be carried on in the future

under the name of the Wcstinghouse High Voltage Insulator

Company. The change in name does not affect the manage-
ment or method of conducting the business of the company
which will continue to be carried on as it Itas been in

the pa.st.

The U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

has received orders for about 500 L'SL car lighting devices

in the last sixty days from the following railroads; .Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe; Boston & Maine; Chesapeake & Ohio;

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Norfolk Southern: Norfolk

& Western; Pennsylvania; and Wabash.

Colonel Walter J. Riley, president of the O. J. Jordan

Company, East Giicago. Ind., has been appointed chairman of

the Interstate Harbor Commission, a joint commission of the

states of Illinois and Indiana and the United States Government,

to consider the development of a harbor in the vicinity of Ham-
mond. Ind., which project when carried ont w-ill include extensive

rail as well as water terminals.

The Products Distributing Corporation, 360 Madison ave-

nue, New York has been organized as a selling company for

a direct drive axle generator and system for the electric

lighting of railway cars. The equipment will be built by

the Wagner Electric Company of St. Louis, Mo., under the

E. M. Fitz patents. The generator used with this equipment

is of the self-regulating, constant-voltage type and is mounted
directly on one of the car axles.

The engineering staflf of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Com-
pany, Chicago, has been reorganized and is now as follows:

J. B. Strauss, president and chief engineer: C. A. Ellis, vice-

president and engineer in charge of design; P. L. Kaufman,

assistant secretary and contracting engineer; C. E. Paine,

designing engineer. The New York office has been dis-

continued and new eastern offices opened at room 603 .Mbee

building. WashinKton, D. C, in charge of J. C. Eversman.

L. O. Hopkins, who was transferred about a year ago from

the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company to the Strauss Yielding

Barrier Company, is no longer connected with the latter com-

pany and hi< relations with both companies have been entirely

severed.

William H. Eager, since 1918 first vice-president of the

Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Company, .\kron, Ohio,

has liccn ilccteil president to succeed A. D. .\rmitage, who
resigned on June 7, in order to give more of his time to his

duties as vice-president and general manager of the J. H.

Williams Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., with executive offices

in Buffalo. Mr. .'\rmitagc still remains a member of the

Whitman & Barnes board of directors. Mr. Eager is a

graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and

for the past 16 years has been with the Whitman & Barnes

Manufacturing Company, having joined the organization as

assistant superintendent of its Chicago factory, later becom-
ing works manager and in 1908 he was elected treasurer. In

the early part of 1909 he was transferred to .Akron, two years

later he was appointed sales manajier, and in 1918 was elected

first vice-president. Frank W. Oliver has been appointed

eastern sales manager of the Whitman & Barnes Manufactur-

ing Company, with headquarters at 64 Reade street. New York
City. Mr. Oliver has been connected with the drill and reamer
industry continuously for 23 years.
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Financial Plan for Improvements of

Lima Locomotive Works
The Lima Locomotive Works, Incorporated, plans to complete

the extension to its manufacturing plant at Lima, Ohio, at an

estimated cost of Jl. 5.00,000. The program of enlargements and
additions has been in progress during the past tliree years and
appro.ximately the same sum has already been spent. The com-
pletion of these additions will increase its capacity about SO per

cent.

The Board proposes to redeem $1,393,000 of first mortgage bonds
which are now outstanding, as the interest and sinking fund pay-

ments amount to $170,000 per annum, equivalent to 12.2 per

cent, on the amount of bonds now outstanding.

To provide money for these purposes new financing is re-

quired, which can be done to best advantage by an issue of

common shares without par value. The board proposes that the

certificate of incorporation be amended so as to change the exist-

ing common stock into shares without par value, giving each

present common stockholder two such shares for each of his

present shares, and so as to make the total authorized issue of

such new common stock 300,000 shares, and to provide that the

preferred stock, which is now convertible into the existing com-
mon stock on the basis of share for share, shall be convertible

into such new common stock on the basis of two common shares

without par value for each preferred share, and further to pro-

vide that while any of the preferred stock remains outstanding,

the holders of the new common stock shall be entitled to one

vote for each two shares held by them. While the preferred

stock will thus retain in full its preferential position as to assets

and dividends, and its conversion privilege and proportionate vot-

ing position will be protected, the common stockholders will re-

ceive two shares for each one they now hold, and there will be

available for subscription such additional number of shares as

will provide the desired new capital.

A special meeting of the stockholders has been called to be

held at the principal office of the company in Richmond, Virginia,

on July 14, 1922, to vote on the necessary amendment of the

certificate of incorporation and incidental matters mentioned in

such notice.

Subject to such amendment being authorized by the stockholders

the board has resolved to offer to the common stock-

holders of record at the close of business on July 20, 1922, the

right to subscribe for and purchase at the price of $50 per share,

one and one-third shares of such new common stock for each

share of the existing common stock.

Preferred stockholders as such will not be entitled to subscribe

for the new common stock. They can, however, obtain the right

to do so by converting their stock into common stock on or be-

fore the close of business on the 20th day of July, 1922.

There arc now outstanding 23,560 shares of preferred stock and

48,590 shares of the present common stock. If no more of the

preferred stock should be converted, the number of preferred

shares outstanding after the completion of the financing would

remain at 23.560. and the number of common shares would be

161.967.

The stock transfer books will be closed, for the purposes of the

stockholders' meeting from three o'clock p. m. on June 28, until

ten o'clock a. m. on July 15, 1922. during which period no con-

version of preferred stock into common stock is permitted, but

the books will be reopened on the last mentioned date, in order

to afford an opportunity for transfers and for conversion of

preferred stock, until three o'clock p. m. on the said 20th day

of July, 1922, at which time all subscription rights will Ivlong

to common stockholders then of record. Subscriptions will be

received up Ut the dose of business on August 16, and payment

of one-half of the subscription price or $25 per share will be

required at the time subscription is made. The payment of the

balance of the subscription price or $25 per share will be required

on or before the close of business on September 15. Suitable

subscription warrants will be mailed as promptly as possible after

the close of business on July 20. 1922, to the common stock-

holders of record at that time.

The quanerly dividend of l.V;| per cent, on the existing comnjon

stock of the company will be paid on September 1, 1922. to hold-

ers of existing common stock of record on .Augtist 15, 1922. The
new common shares which will be offered for subscription as

above .stated, will not participate in this dividend, but will be

entitled to participate in all dividends which may be declared on

the common stock of the company from and after September 2,

1922. The next following quarterly dividend date will be De-
cember 1, 1922.

Trade Publications

The Federal Signal Company, Albany, K. Y., has issued a
bulletin, numbered 12-A, describing in detail its new neutral

direct-current relay, style "M." This relay is said to embody
a new design of contact finger, giving a wide range of adjust-

ment without bending any of the parts, and a new type of

trunnion and adjustable armature support claimed to insure

perfect alinemcnt of the bearing holes.

Flood .^nd Searchlights.—The Pyle National Company, Chi-
cago has recently issued supplement 2, of catalog 101, illustrating

and describing a series of flood lights and searchlights adapted
to the lighting of yards, loading platforms, locomotive coaling

operations and construction work and general roundhouse illumi-

nation. The bulletin includes a list of parts for this equipment and
presents illustrations to show the application of the lights to

various kinds of night work.

Insul.\ting .\nd Soldering.—A catalogue supplement describing

insulating and soldering compounds and announcing the extension

of that line of products has been issued by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company. The publication is known
as S-.\, Supplement Xo. 2. The materials discussed in the supple-

ment are baking and air-drying varnishes, insulating compounds,
finishing materials, including paints, enamels, lacquers, etc., in-

sulating glue, soldering flux, and lubricating oil.

Welding Rods .\xd Electrodes.—A 40-page handbook known
as Catalog No. 500 has recently been issued by the Page Steel &
Wire Company, Bridgeport, Conn., which gives a variety of in-

formation concerning Page-.Armco welding rods and electrodes

for oxy-acetylene and electric welding. The catalog is well

illustrated and, in addition to the welding rod data, it contains a

fund of miscellaneous information useful to the welder concerning

the metallurgy of iron and steel, amount of welding material re-

quired per lineal foot of weld, definitions of electrical units,

mensuration factors, wire gage table, etc.

Shii'Mejmt of Creosoted Fir Ties from Victoria, British Co-

lumbia to India is now claimed to be a pemianent business. Last

year two full shiploads were sent. They were experimental, the

Indian Government also testing at the same time Burmese, Java-

nese and .Australian wood#^ Of all the imported woods the Brit-

ish Columbia material was most satisfactory and another lot of

7,000,000 is now going forward.

I'hot,} (>v /H(frM.ili.>rl,7(

In the West Virginia Coal Fields
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, which was
reported in the Railuvy .-Ige of June 3 as receiving bids for sta-

tion extensions and altcrutions at Lubl>ock, Texas, and VVa)i)oka,

Okla.. to cost approximately $15,000 each, has awarded contracts

for this work to E. F. Ware, El Paso, Texas.

Bu'rFALo. l\ocii»;>rEii & PiTTSBLiir.H.—This coniiaiiy has awarded
a contract t-. ibi- (H;le Construction Company. i,"bicaKo. for the

construction of a 1.200-ton frame coaling station at Kickers, Fa.,

to include Duplex hoisting equipment with two-way buckets and
complete sanding facilities.

CHESArcAKE & Ohio.—This company has awarded a contract to

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Oiicago, for the construction of an
}O0-ton reinforced concrete coaling station, sand drier and cinder

handling plant at Clifton Forge, Va. The coaling station will have

pockets for three kinds of coal, viz., run-of-minc. jasscnger engine

stoker and freight engine stoker. The station will be electrically

operated and will ha\e a hoisting capacity of 100 tons per hour.

The station is equipped with a coal crusher and screen so that run-

of-minc coal can be prepared for stoker use if necessary. The ash

handling facilities will consist of two 2D0-ft. pits equipped with

clam-shell buckets on overhead traveling cranes. The estimated

cost of this work is $92,000. The same contractors will also build

a 500-ton. reinforced concrete coaling station, sand drier and cinder

handling plant for this company at Thurmond, W. \'a.. to cost ap-

proximately $52,600. This station will handle both run-of-minc and
stoker coal and will also be provided with a crusher and screen.

The station is to be electrically operated with a hoisting capacity

of 75 tons per hour. The cinder disposal plant provides for under-

ground haulage. The company has awarded a contract to the Fair-

ticld Engineering Company. Lancaster, Ohio, for the construction

of a 300-ton frame coaling station at Charlottesville, \'a., to cost

approximately $15,500. A 250-ton frame coaling station will be

built by company forces at Raleigh. \V. \'a. .'X Koliertson cinder

conveyor will also be installed at this point. The cost of this work
is estimated at $18,000. The company has awarded a contract to

J. T. Nuckols, Richmond, Va.. for the construction of a reinforced

concrete freight house. 52 ft. by 523 ft., at Norfolk, \a., to replace

a structure destroyed by fire. This will be a one-story structure

except for 101 ft. at one end, where two stories will be provided

for office use. In this structure panels of "Gunite" siding will alter-

nate with rolling steel doors. Four fire walls of hollow tile con-

struction and automatic fire doors will be provided. The roof will

be of reinforced concrete slabs covered with 4-ply l)uilt-up asbestos

roofing. This work will cost approximately $161.(100. This com-

pany in conjunction with the state highway department of \'irginia

is eliminating a grade crossing at Longdalc, Va.. by the construc-

tion of a subway. Major Bros. & Company, Clifton Forge, Va.,

have the contract for this work which will cost approximately

$20,000. The awarding of contracts to Joseph K, Nelson & Sons,

Chicago, for extensive engine terminal improvements at Peru, Ind.,

and Peach Creek, VV. Va., were noted in the Kailway Age of

June 24.

Chicago, Bi-hi.inctos & Quincv.—This company is calling for

bids for the construction of a new 6-stall engine house at Rock

Island. Illinois, bids to close July 6.

Chicago & North Western.—This comp.-iny, which was re-

ported in the Railway Age of May 13 as contemplating the re-

building in the near future of its 12-stall engine house at Ash-

land. W is., and in the Kcrilway Age of June 24 as calling for bids

for the construction of this work, has awarded the contract to

C. W. Gindle, Chicago.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company is contem-

plating the construction of a freight station at Omaha, .Nebraska,

to cost in the neighborhood of $200,000.

Erie.—This company, which was reported in the Railway Age

of Tune 3 as expecting to call for bids in the near future for an

extension to its shops at Hornell. N. V., has awarded the contract

for this work to the P.aics .V Ivoeers Construction Company.

Hoi;sTcvN & Ukazos \'ALi^v.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing con-

struction uf an extension from a point 1.9 miles south of Clute

Station. Texas, in a northeasterly direction 13 miles, to Hoskins
MouikI, to reach a sulphur deposit.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

G, A. Johnson, Chicago, for and is now undertaking the con-

struction of an addition to the ho.spital at Chicago, to cost ap-
proximately $250,000.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Rail'vay Age of June 17, as calling for bids for the construction

of a water supply line at Kankakee, III., to cost approximately
$30,000 has awarded a contract to the Railway Water & Coal
Comiiany, Chicago.

Kansas & Oklahoma.—This company has located and is pre-

paring to build an extension to hs present line northwesterly

through Ilugoton, Kan., and on to Trinidad, Col. A preliminary

route has been established as far as Colorado.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—This company
will rebuild its 16-stall roundhouse recently destroyed by fire at

Gladstone, Mich., although plans concerning the date of rebuilding

and the t.vpe of stnicture are as yet indefinite.

Pennsylvania.—This company is receiving bids lor the fol-

lowing projects: The elevation of tracks and the elimination

of grade crossings on the Conemaugh division from the Ft. Wayne
connection at Anderson street to Thirtieth street bridge (Xorth-
side) Pittsburgh, Pa., and the construction of a reinforced con-
crete . arch bridge to carry a state highway over the tracks of
the Indiana branch, Conemaugh division, at a point south of
Reed station. Pa. The work on the two al)Ove projects will be
in charge of George Nauman, assistant to chief engineer, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. This company is also receiving bids for the construc-

tion of an undergrade bridge on line of Station avenue at Corn-
wells, Pa. The structure will have a 27 ft. roadway and a 6 ft.

sidewalk. The work will be in charge of J. P. Temple, assistant

engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

Union Pacific.—This company has authorized and will under-
take at the earliest possible date the construction of 20.47 miles
of second track on the Oregon Short Line through Glenns Ferry,
Idaho. The timber treating plant which this company was reported'
in the RaHnay Age of April 29 as platming to construct at The
Dalles, Oregon, at an expenditure of approximately $500,000,
has been authorized and a contract for the gr.iding awarded to
Grant Smith & Company, Portland. Ore., pursuant to the com-
pany's plan to push the work to an early completion and store
ties in the near future. The company's plans relative to ex-
tensive improvements to its store department facilities at Poca-
tello, Idaho, Rawlins, Wyo., and Grand Island, and Omalia, Nebr.,
as reported in the Railway Age of April 29, have advanced to
the point that it has installed gantry crane on a 1,000-ft. runway
at Pocatello and expects to start in the near future the construc-
tion of a 175-ft. addition to the store h'<use at that point as w-cll

as a small paint storage cellar. The 7' ^-niilc extension of the
Homedalc branch of the Ore.i;on Short Line, reported in the
Railway Age of May 13, as having been authorized by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, is now under construction and will

be completed this season. The company expects to start in the

near future and complete this season the construction of the

Delta-Fillmore branch of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, but does
not contemplate undertaking this .vear the construction of the

proposed terminal facilities at Los .\ngeles for which property
has been acquired, as reported in the Railzi-ay Age of .'Lpril 29.

Virginian & Western.—The Interstate Commerce Commission
has issued a certificate authorizing this company which is a sub-

sidiary of the Virginian to construct an extension from the end

of the X'irginian Connecting Branch, a distance of 3.6 miles. The
commission, however, denied the request for permission to retain

the excess earnings because the new line will be operated as a

part of the Virginian.

Wabash.—This company, which was reported in the Railway

Age nf June 24 as calling for bids for the construction of a recla-

mation plant at Decatur. Illinois, h.is awarded the contract for

this work to C. W. Gindle, Chicago,
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Railway Financial New^s
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Asks Authority to Acquire

Control.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to acquire control of the Santa Fe &
Los Angeles Harbor by lease and purchase of its stock.

Atlant.\ & St. .Andrews Bay.—Abandonment of Line

Authori::ed.—Upon further hearing and consideration of the re-

sults of a suspension of operation for an experimental period,

the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of operation of this company's branch

line between Panama City and St. Andrews, Fla.

.Alaba.ma & Mississippi.—To Be Sold.—This railroad will be

sold at public auction on July 31 at Pascagoula, Miss., by Her-

nando Money, special commissioner. The road operates between

Vinegar Bend, Ala., and Pascagoula, 78 miles. It has been in

the hands of a receiver since March 17, 1921.

Boston & Maine.—Asks Authority for EquiI'ment Trust

Certificates.—This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for authority to enter into an agreement for

the issuance of $l,815.tX)0 of equipment trust certificates, the pro-

ceeds of which, together with a government loan of $1,212,500, are

proposed to be used to acquire equipment to the amount of

$3,049,700. It is proposed to offer the certificates to several banks

in Boston who have expressed a desire to bid on them and to sell

them on the basis of not less than 6J/' per cent.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—Merger Report Denied.—
President William T. Noonan has issued a statement denying the

report that hi? road would be included in a merger of the

Western Maryland, the Wheeling & Lake Erie, and the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western.

Canadian National Railways.—//(mua/ Report.—The annual

report issued this week contains a combined income account for

the year ended December 31, 1921, as follows:

Gross Operating Revenue
1921 1920

Canadian NortlR-rn $69,088,474 $66,695,399

Canadian Government Railways 40,964„104 44.537,804

Grand Tti^nk P.icific 16,638.678 14.408.550

Canadian National R.iilways $126,691,456 $125,641,752

Operating Expenses

Canadian Northern $75,564,385 $82,953,979

Canadian Government Railways 46,551,603 54,987,680

Grand Tnmk Pacific 20.668,370 24,543.064

Canadian Nation.il R.nilways $142,784,357 $162,484,722

Net Deficit from Railway Operations

Canadian Northern $6,475,911 $16,258,580

Canadian Government Railways 5,587,299 10.449,876

Grand Trunk Pacific 4,029,692 10,134,514

Canadian National Railways $16,092,902 $36,842,970

Tax Accruals

Canadian N.rthrrn $1,191,891 $1,185,652

Canadian Government Railwa>s 35.744 61

Grand Trunk Pacific 357.395 45.409

Canadian Naii'.n.il K.iilways $1,585,029 $1,231,122

Total Operating Deficit

Canadian Northern $7.6«7,802 $17,444,232

Canadian Gc.vrrnmenI Railways 5,623,043 10,449,937

Grand Trunk Pacific 4.387.086 10.179.923

Canadian National Railways $17,677,931 $38,074,092

Non-Operating Income

Cinadian Northern $3,119,350 $1,845,995

Canadian <i.vcrnm.nt Railways 457.352 1.737.979

Grand Trunk l':irirtc 863.186 1,837,442

Canadian N.iiif.nal Railways $4,439,888 $5,421,415

T)ecluctions from Gross Income

Canadian NorlJ-crn $1,011,242 $125,637
Canadian Go»nnmenl Railway* 845,066 720,096
Grand Trunk Pacific 801,668 812.405

Canadian National Railways $2,657,976 $1,658,138

Tilal Deficit Itefi-re Fixed CharRCs

Canadian Northern $5,559,694 $15,733,875
Canadiiui Go»einmenl Railways 6.(110,756 9,432.055

tirand Trunk P.-icific 4.325.568 9,154.886

Canadian Naliona! Railways $15,896,019 $34,310,816

Fixed Charges
Can.idian Northern Railway System-

Interest due public $17,595,708 $13,993,695
Interest due siovernmcnt 13,224,208 10,326,261

$30,819,916 $24,319,956
Grand Trunk Pacific R.iUwav-

Interest due D'.iblic $3,977,447 $4,270,244
Interest due Rovernment 1,535,474 1,539,224
Interest on receiver's certificates 1,702,887 308.352
Interest due Gracd Trunk Railway 2,742,192 2,256,468

$9,958,000 $8,874,288

Canadian National Railways $40,777,916 $33,194,244

Trtal Deficit

Ciin.idi?.n Northern Railway System $36,379,610 $40,043,831
Canadian Government Raihvavs 6,010,756 9,432,055
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway 14,283,568 18,029,174

Canadian National Railways $56,673,934 $67,505,060
St.. John and Quebec Railway (leased) 316,045 346,015

$56,989,979 $67,851,075
Operating Ratios

Canadi.m Northern 109.37 124.38
Canadian Government Railways 113.64 123.46
Grand Trunk P.icific 124.21 170.34

Tot.nj 112.70 129.32

Central Vermont.—Authorized to Issue Equipment Notes.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$754,000 of equipment notes.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Asks Authority for Equip-
ment Trust Certificates.—This company has applied to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for authority to assume liability in

connection with $8,085,000 of 5 per cent equipment trust certifi-

cates for the purchase of 6,500 freight cars and 25 locomotives.

The certificates have already been offered for sale by White, Weld
& Co.

Chicago Union St.\tion Company.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate

Coinmerce Commission to issue $6,150,000 of first mortgage 5 per

cent bonds to be sold at not less than 97 and the proceeds used

for construction purposes. The proprietary companies were also

authorized to guarantee the bonds.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.—.-Isks Authority to Sell

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to sell $1,000,000 of first mortgage 5

per cent, 50-year, gold bonds at not less than 70. The company
has also applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a

certificate authorizing the acquisition and operation of that part

of the Chicago & Indiana Coal Railroad extending from Brazil,

Ind.. 25.76 miles, to a connection with the Cincinnati, Indianapolis

& Western in Parke Counjy, Ind.

Great Northern.—Certificate for Abatutonment Denied.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied this company's

application for authority to abandon 3.69 miles of its Portland

branch in Traill county, N. D., on the ground that the saving to

be effected would be relatively small and that the towns served

would be placed at a disadvantage.

Kansas City. Mexico & Orient.—Guaranty Certified.—The
Interstate Comiuercc Commission has issued a final certificate

stating the ainount of this company's guaranty for the six months'

period of federal control as $478,904, of which $38,904 was still to

be paid. For the Kansas City. Mexico & Orient of Texas the

commission certified the amount of the guaranty as $554,715. of

which $84,715 was to be paid.

Lake Erie & Western.—.luthoriced to Is.iue Xoies.—This

company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $1,300,000 of 6 per cent proinissory notes for the

purpose of refunding indebtedness.

Magma Arizona.—Asks Authority to Is.<ue Slock.—This com.

pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue at par $8(X).000 of capital stock to provide funds

for changing the road from narrow to broad gage, improving the

grade and providing equipment.

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Saui.t Ste. Marie.—Dii'idend Case.

—Federal Judge W. I'. Booth, at Minneapolis. Minn., has decided

that the common stockholders are entitled to the 2 per cent, semi-

annual dividend declared March 13, to be paid out of an undi-

vided surplus accumulated between 1909 and 1919.
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Equal dividends of 2 per cent, on the common and preferred
stock) were declared March 13, though the preferred slock had
a 7 per cent, prctcrence as to dividends declared out of any
om- > tar's earnings. The Continental Insurance and lidelily

nix Insurance companies, large holders of preferred stock,

. ill suit enjouiini; {wiymciit of the 2 per cent, on the cora-

.. -tock, claiming that the preferred stockholders must be
paid at the full annual rate of 7 per cent, before the common
stock participated m the earnings.

Ml!i.s)UKl, Kansas & Texas.—.-fx*i Dissolution of Ktceiver-

ihif.—.\ decree was tiled in the federal court at St. L.ouis, Mo.,
on June 28. by the bondholders and other interested parties for

the dissolution of the road's receivership.

Objection was cnlcri-d by the Kansas City Terminal Railroad

Association and nine constituent railroads to one provision in the

decree—the plan for the withdrawal of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas from the use of the Kansas City Union Station and estab-

lishment of its own station.

The decree held that the interests of the road and its creditors

could lie served best by dissolving the rco-'ivership and selling

the a>set> It pointed out. however, that operation under the

receiver had been successful. The decree a.sks that the sale be

held in the M , K. & T. station at Colbert. Okla.

Belief was expressed that the financial interests now controlling

the road would bid it in at an auction sale.

.\n outline of the reorganization plan was published in the

RailuMy Agi- of November 26. 1921. page 1043.

Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt.—Asks Authority to Sell Bonds.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to have ccrtitied and delivered by the Fidelity Trust

Company of FTiiladelphia $150,000 of 5 per cent RoUl bonds and

to sell them at not less than 85. the proceeds to be used to pay off

some notes.

Texas 5; Pacific.—Annual Reforl.—The annual report issued

this week shows the following income account for the year ended

December 31. 1921 :

1921 1920

Operiting revtnucj $35,600,474 $41,844,190
Operating expnutu 28.424,905 37.459.040

Net revenue from railway operations 7,175,569 4,385.150
Tax aorn-al. 1.437.974 1.337.259

RaUway operating income 5,727,387 3,039,567

Equinmcnt and join facility rents—net I>r... 1.1R1.69H 1.565,440

Net railwa^r operating income 4,545,689 1.474,127

Non^operaiing income 341,322 3,316,283
Gross income 4.887.011 4,790,410

Fnlcreit nn funded debt 1.792.166 1.729,870
Total deducti.ns from gross income 2.146,287 2.399,578

Net income 2.740,724 2.390.832
Income appropriated for investmeot in physical
property—road 1,925,502 2,241.815

Total appropriation* of income 2,422,097 2,989,564
Income balinr- 318.627 Def. 598,732

Railroad Administration Settlements

The I'liited .States Railroad A<lministration reports the

following linal settlements, and has paid out to the several

roads the following amounts:

UhlKh Valley $4,600,000
Northern Al.ihama 125.000
Cincinnati, Findlay & Ft. Wayne 18,000

Dividends Declared

Ilillirwire & Ohii.— Preferred, : (nr tint, semiannually, [layablc .Srp

lenil>er 1 |o holder., of reiord July 15.

C-nlral Kailroad of .\cw Jersey,--' per cent, onarterly. pav.ible July 15

to holders of record July 5; 2 per cent, quarterly, payable .\ugu9t IS to

holders of record Auguit 3.

Norfolk A Wcslern.—Common. $1 75. quarterly, payable .September 19 to

holders of record .\uguil 31; adjustment preferred, $1.00, payable August 19

to holder! of record July 31.
Northern Central.—4 per cent, semi-annually, payable July 15 to holders

of record June 30.
Philadelphia S Western.—Preferred, I'A per cent, quarterly, layable July

15 to hol.ler. of record lune 30.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

I-ist Last

June 27 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way slocks 64.91 6AA1 53.14

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 86.38 85.47 73.08

Waiter L. Stanley

Executive

Walter L. Stanley, who.se election as vice-president of the

Seaboard Air Line was announced in the Railuay Age of

June 17 (page 1513), was born at Wytherville, Va., on May
24, 1871. He was

_ graduated from Emory
^H^fe^^^^ and Henry College,

^^^^^^^^^^ Emory, Va.. and studied

^^L ^^ law at the University

^^^ ^^^ of Virginia. He then

^^I^B ^K^ V practiced law for live

^^^^H V years and then entered

^^^^^p^^^v the of the legal

. ^^^^^B^^^P department of the Nor-^^^^T folk & Western. He

J^^^^^^^\ went with the Seaboard

^^^^^^^^r ^^^^^ ^if Line on September

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V to the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r to the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ federal manager (under^^^^^^^^ the Railroad .\dminis-

tration) and general at-

torney, in which latter

position he was serving
at the time of his promotion to the vice-presidency. Mr.
Stanley was also a staff officer under the regional director
of the Southeastern region. Mr. Stanley's headquarters have
been at .\tlanta, Ga., since 1916.

Michael H. Cahill, whose election as vice-president and
general manager of the Seaboard Air Line was announced
in the Railway Age of June 17 (page 1513), was born at Lex-

ington, Ohio, in 1874.

He received a high
school education and
entered railway service

in 1891 as a messenger
boy for the Baltimore
& Ohio. He subse-
quently served that

company as operator
and train dispatcher

and was then promoted
to trainmaster and,
later, to assistant super-

intendent. He was
promoted then to di-

vision superintendent
and served in that

capacity on four dif-

ferent divisions. There-
after he was general
superintendent of the

Pennsylvania and Mary-
land districts. With

the exception of a short period when he was in the service
of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Mr. Cahill served
continuously with the Baltimore & Ohio until 1920, when he
went to the Seaboard .Air Line at Norfolk, Va., as general
manager, the position he held at the time of his election to
the vice-presidency.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. G. Gutheim, manager of public relations of the Car
Service Division of the American Railway Association, has
resigned to cnRagc in the general practice of law at Washing-
ton, D. C, ofTective on July 1.
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Connelly

Operating

C. A. Braillier has been appointed supervisor of work equip-

ment of the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe lines east, with

headquarters at Topeka, Kans.. effective June 12, to succeed

Win. Barnes, deceased.

Nicholas D. Connelly, whose promotion to superintendent

of the Indiana Harbor Belt, with headquarters at Gibson, Ind..

was reported in the Railuay Age of Tunc 17, was born on

November 27, 1884 at

Jackson, Mich., and en-

tered railway service on

August 18. 1899 as mes-

senger boy in the tele-

graph dcpartinent and

the office of the train-

master of the Michigan

Central at Jackson Junc-

tion, Mich. He con-

tinued as messenger

boy at this point and
later in the offices' of

the chief train dis-

patcher and the division

superintendent at Jack-

son, Mich., and there-

after as a telegraph

operator at various

points of the Michigan
Central until December
14, 1905. when he was
transferred to the In-

diana Harbor Belt as a train dispatcher. Consecutively there-

after, he served as train dispatcher, switchman, conductor

and yardmaster on the Indiana Harbor Belt, until 1912 when
he was promoted to general yardmaster, from winch position

he was advanced in 1916 to trainmaster, with headquarters at

Gibson, Indiana, the position he held at the time of his recent

promotion to superintendent.

Traffic

C. J. Faulconer has been appointed district freight agent

of the Lake Erie & Western, with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; A. C. McKinley, district freight agent, with head-

quarters at Chicago; J. K. Leigh, district freight agent, with

headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.: W. B. Robbins. district

freight agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.; D. L.

Holtz, district freight agent, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., and W. B. McGowan, district freight agent, with head-

quarters at Kansas City, Mo., all effective June 16. Effective

the same date, J. H. McHugh has been appointed division

freight and passenger agent at Peoria, III., H. C. Fisher,

division freight and passenger agent at Sandusky, Ohio, and
E. J. Haylcr has been appointed commercial agent, with head-
quarters at Muncie, Ind., and W. .'\. .Angrick, commercial
agent, with headquarters at Kokomo, Ind.

Bernard W. Herrman, whose appointment as assistant freight

traffic manager of the Norfolk & Western, with headquarters
at Roanoke, \'a., was announietl in the Rnilutiy .Igc of June 10.

page 1369. was born on October 10, 1866. at Dayton, Ohio. He
was educated in the public schools and in 1882 entered the serv-

ice of the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis (now
C. C. C. & St. L.) and the Scioto Valley (now N. & W.). In

1890 he was promoted to contracting freight agent of the Rig
Four and the following year entered the service of the Norfolk
& Western as traveling freight agent with headquarters at Colum-
bus, Ohio. In 18*^1.1 he became local freight agent for the same
company at Columbus and the following year entered the employ
of the Cleveland. Akron 8t Columbus (now the Pennsylvania) in

a similar capacity. In 1910 he became general agent of the

Norfolk & Western at Cincinnati. Ohio, and in 1012 was pro-

moted to assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at

Columbus. In |017 he was promoted to general freight agent with

the same headquarters and in 1918 was transferred to Roanoke.
Va.. in a similar capacity. In this latter position he was serving

at the lime of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

Major L. D. Blauvelt, former chief engineer of the Denver

& Salt Lake, has resigned as state highway engineer of Colo-

rado to become chief construction engineer for the commission

established to construct the six-mile tunnel through the con-

tinental divide on the line of the Denver & Salt Lake, west

of Denver, Colo.

Purchasing and Stores

R. J. Aul, storekeeper of the Indiana Harbor Belt, with

headquarters at Gibson, Indiana, has been appointed to serve

also as storekeeper of the Chicago River & Indiana and the

Chicago Junction.

Obituary

William C. Arp, retired superintendent of motive power of

the Vandalia. died at his home in Terre Haute, Ind., on

June 16 at the age of 74 years after having been engaged in

railway service for 48 years.

Archibald Stuart Baldwin, vice-president of the Illinois

Central in charge of the Chicago terminal improvements and
this company's extensive program of electrification in that

city, died suddenly on

the evening of June 26

on a Michigan Central

train approaching De-
troit on his return to

Chicago after an ex-

tended visit in Europe
where he attended the

International Railway
Congress at Rome,
Italy, and spent con-

siderable time there-

after studying European
electrification systems.

Mr. Baldwin was born

at Winchester, Va., on
September 28, 1861, and
entered railway service

in 1879 as a rodman on
the Richmond & Alle-

gheny, now a part of

the Chesapeake & Ohio,

a position which he left

in 1880 to become assistant engineer of the Iron and St<

Works .Association of Virginia. He was employed as assi>

ant engineer and engineer of this company until 1882 whi

he re-entered railway service as a draftsman on the Phila-

delphia extension of the Baltimore & Ohio. .Vdvanced a

sliort time later to assistant engineer on this work, he con-

tinued in this capacity until 188,S when he became principal

assistant engineer on the construction of the Missouri river

bridge of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Kansas Citv

Mo., a position he occupied until 1886. Consecutively ther^

after he was resident engineer of the Louisville, St. Louis ,\

Texas from 1886 to 1887, assistant engineer on the Louisville

& Nashville from 1887 to 1889 and roadmaster until Decem-
ber, 1901, when he entered the service of the Illinois Central

as principal assistant engineer. He was advanced to engineer

of construction on May 1, 1903, was promoted to chief en-

gineer on March 20, 1905, and on .August 1, 1918, was elected

vice-presi<lent of the corporation, a position he held until

March 1, 1920, when he was appointed vice-president in charge

of the Chicago terminal improvements. Mr. Baldwin has

been active in engineering associations for many years, hav-

ing been president of the .American Railway Engineering
.Association during 1916-1917 and president of the Western
Society of Engineers during 1919-1920, At the time of his

death he was the selection of the Illinois Section of the .Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers for director.

Boldwii

One Hi-NDKEn (.".\Ri.o.\ns of Potatoes all destined for New Eng
--' left Cape Charles, Va., by the Pennsylvania Railroad, on

1^

land

June 16



The Tmble o( Conlrnt* Will Bo Found Pace S a( lh« Adverbunr Sectk

INDEXES TO VOLUME 72

The indexes to the last volume of the Railu-ay Age are now

ready for distribution. Those desiring indexes to this vol-

ume should kindly advise the Xew York office, 2201 Wool-

-u-orth Building.

The omission of a small word frequently changes the mean-
irii; of an entire statement. The Railway Age in an editorial

in its issue for June 24 said: "For the
Shop Crafts' employees whose wages are to be re-

Strike a Violation duccd to strike would not he a technical

of Law violation of the Transportation Act,

but," etc. The statement should have

iK-en: "For the employees whose wages are to l)e reduced to

strike would not only be a technical violation of the Trans-

portation Act, but," etc. There can be no question that the

strike is a violation of law. Section 301 of the Transpor-

tation Act says: "It shall he the duty of all carriers and
their officers, employees and agents to exert every reasonable

-effort and adopt evcrj' available means to avoid any inter-

ruption to the opieration of any carrier growing out of any

dispute between the carrier and the employees or subordinate

officials thereof." The section then says that all disputes

shall be, if possible, settled in conference between represen-

tatives of the railways and the employees, and concludes as

follows: "If any dispute is not decided in such conference,

it shall Ix; referred by tiie parties thereto to the Board which,

under the provisions of this title, is authorized to hear and
decide such dispute." In this instance, after the Labor Board
has given the shop crafts a full hearing and decided the

matters in dispute, tliey have struck in an effort to accom-

plish the ver)' purpose the law sought to prevent—that is,

an interruption of transportation. The Transportation .^ct

does not specifically provide any penalties for any violation

of its lalx)r provision except that requiring witnesses to ap-

pear and testify w'hen subpoenaed. The violation of law in-

volved in this strike is just as plain, however, as if all the

strikers could be arrested and put in jail.

i'ersonnel is conceded to be the most imiwrtaiit fador in rail-

road shop pr<«lui tion, but even an efficient, highly-organized

[)ersonnel cannot accomi)lisli salisfac-

Back Up tory results when handica])pe(l by in-

the adequate shop machinery and equip-

Tool Committees "i^-nt. There is no denying that

literally thousands of old machines

now used in railroad shops can readily qualify for the scrap

pile and the recommendations of shop officials and tool com-

mittees regarding re|)huenient of tlicse machines sliould re-

ceive favoraljle attention. Recommendations of the tool

.committees represent the final and best medianiial depart-

ment opinion which should be respected both as to the amount
and kind of machinery jjun based. Wiiy disiourage .sliop

officials from developing im|>rove(i mctho(!> l>y continually

disapproving their requests for machinery needed in applying

those methods? And why expect a shop once equipped to

run for years without furdier additions and improvements?
Machine tool design is in a state of continual change, the
tendency being always toward more powerful, accurate,
easily-controlled and productive machines. Any business or
industr)' failing to take advantage of modem machiner)-, fails

to a proportionate extent in carni/ig a maximum return for
its stockholders. Railway purchasing agents are as a rule
more capable and broadly experienced than those serving
industrial plants but most of the former know little about
machiner)- which they are inclined to think of in terms of
price per pound. Price is of far less importance in the long
run than a machine's productive capacit)', adaptability to
the work and the amount of work available for it. These
factors are all given consideration by the tool committee. It

is a mistake to ignore tlie recommendations of these experts
and furnish another machine simply because of a few dollars
difference in price.

.•\s a result of the unfortunate accident at Winslow Junction,
X. J., on July 3, it seems not unlikely that the high sched-

uled speeds of passenger trains between
T"^ Camden and Atlantic City may be the

Element of subject of some unthoughtful criticism.

Speed •^' the present writing, only meager
press rejxjrts of the accident are at

hand and it is impossible to determine whether or not the

element of speed played any considerable part in the disaster.

Attention should be called, however, to the fact that the

Philadelphia & Reading and the Pennsylvania express train

service Ijetween Camden and .\tlantic City has few equals

in this country when speed, comfort and safety, taken as a

whole, are considered. The tracks of both railroads are

excellent, of high standards of construction and maintenance.

There are few curves and the lines are practically level.

The equipment used in this service by both roads is of the

t)est. The distance is short—less than 60 miles—and traffic

is heavy. If there is any situation in the United States where
high speeds may be safely sclieduled it is here. Indeed,

S|)eaking generally, it would seem that tliese two railroads

are to be congratulated upon the splendid services which they

offer between the Jersey coast and Camden, whence ferr)--

boats operate to Philadelphia. Passenger service in America,

as a rule, is comfortal)le and safe and relatively fast. It is

not as fast on tlie average, however, as the sen'ice in F.ng-

land. There are good reasons for this, of course. Travel in

England is of much greater density than that in tliis country

and the distances jjetween cities are shorter. But between

Philadelphia and .Atlantic City tlie conditions are favoral)le

to high scheduled spee<ls. With conditions as favorable as

they are, the railroads would be remiss in their duty to the

pul)lic if their scheduled speeds for ex[iress passenger service

on these lines were less. Indeed, 40 miles an hour is doubt-

less a more dangerous s[)eed in many places where it is pre-

scribed than are the higher speeds on the .\flantic City lines

of the Reading and the Pennsylvania. Speed as high as con-

ditions of traftu', ec|uipnunt and track justify is a factor in

the service which railroads offer to passcnsjers just as are

(omfort and safetv.
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"If due consideration is given to the fact that four years of

constant training is necessary- to produce a passalfle mechanic.

we would say that the foreman wlio

The Pillars rarely sees any shop except the one in

of the wliich he is employed and meets no

Organization mechanical men other than his daily

associates, is not to be censured but

rather to be praised for what he does accomplisli." This

(juotation from an announcement of the convention of the

General Foremen's .\ssociation, is commended to the higher

officers for careful consideration. Nothing has demonstrated

the importance of foremen more forcefully than the present

strike. Loyalty of the rank and file to the road seems now

to count for little, if it has not been entirely displaced by

loyalty to the labor organizations. Under such conditions,

the foremen are the pillars of the organization. This is true

at all times; the strike merely .ser\-es to emphasize it. The

emergency through which the roads are passing will accom-

plish some good if it brings home to the managements the

necessity for standing back of the foremen with encourage-

ment and support.

The Matter of Statistics

rHE K.MLW.Avs and the Interstate Commerce Commission

are again discussing the matter of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission's statistical requirements. This ques-

tion as it relates to both the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the state commissions is an old one and has been recur-

ring in one form or another for many years. The general

impression is that the commissions require too much statistical

data and tliat the reports are so extensive that their compila-

tion represents a heavy financial burden upon the carriers.

There is, no doubt, a great deal of truth in this opinion,

but there are so many extenuating factors that the question

is not a simple one. The chief of these factors is, of course,

that the railwa\-s require accounts and statistics for purposes

of management and many carriers find it advisable to compile

for their own ])urposes data of one kind or another in addi-

tion to that required by statute or by commission regulation.

Attention has been directed from time to time to the large

increase in the numljer of railway clerks and in their com-

pen.'^ation, which increases are somewhat out of proportion

with the increase in the number of other employees, the com-

pensation of other cm|iloyees, the amount of traffic handled,

or the revenue therefrom. Of course, there are many reasons

contributing to the increase in the number of clerks. Among
them is the fact that today many employees are designated

as clerks who in former times were reported under some other

designation. Federal control, the valuation act, the guaranty

period, rate cases, discus.*ions l)efore the l.aluir Hoard, etc.,

have further necessitated the compilation of all kintls of

material and thereby increased the number of clerks engaged

in that kind of work. .Another and not an unimportant fac-

tor is the increasing proportion of l.c.l. freight, the account-

ing costs on which \Kr dollar of revenue are much higher

than on carload freight.

The question is in tlic hands of the railways through tlie

As.sociation of Railway Executives and through the submission

of the question to tlie Railway Accounting Oflicers' .Assmia-

tion. The accounting officers have appointed a special com-

mittee, headed by F. M. Thomas, comptroller of tlie Chesa-

[K-ake & Ohio, which is discussing the matter for tlie as.so-

ciation and for the railways with the Hureau of .Statistics

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The reference of

this important f|uestion to the Railway .Accounting Officers'

Association is a compliment to that l)0<ly. The al>le analysis

of the situation as presented by President J. J, Kkin of the

association in his address Infore the opening session of the

accounting offi(ers meeting in Cleveland on June 7 (Rail-

:i;iv .Ic "f luni- 17, pace \AS>) is assurance that the matter

is in able hands. The accounting officers at their annual

meeting put themselves plainly on record as advocating sim-

plicity in accounting and direct, practical and usable

statistics.

There is unquestionably a great deal of work that can be

done in this matter of statistical requirements. It is some-

thing in which railroad officers in all departments of railway

work are interested, the operating department, of course,

being primarily interested. It will l>e borne in mind, how-
ever, that the operating statistics which are at present being

required by the Interstate Commerce Commission on the

O. S. forms are in the case of most roads but a small propor-

tion of all statistics which are compiled concerning opera-

tion. ]Many roads have come to the conclusion that they

need rather elaborate statistical reports to check up their own
affairs and there are many columns in the.«e reports which

do not appear in the figures required for submission to the

Interstate Commerce Commission. On a great many roads

statistics have grown up much like "Topsy." There are

too many instances in which the compilation of statistics has
been begun for a definite purpose but which purpose after a

time has disappeared, notwithstanding which the figures have

been continued. These are factors which must always be

borne in mind in discussing this matter of commission re-

quirements.

There is presumably much ground for the argument that

the Interstate Commerce Commission does require much
statistical material which is not urgently necessary. One is

told from time to time of masses of statistics which are re-

quested but are apparently not used. The commission must
apparently also plead guilty to a charge that there is not a

complete co-ordination of the statistics that are furnished

the various bureaus. On various occasions one or another

Ijureau of the commission has required the carriers to com-
pile information already in the files of some other bureau.

The commission, for one purpose or another, frequently has

to call on the carriers t"or special reports or special studies.

These are sometimes (|uite costly. The commission presum-

ably gives the question of cost serious thought before issuing

such requirements. Whether it gives the element of expense

sufficient consideration on all occasions is, however, a ques-

tion. The matter of co-ordination is an important one not

only as between tlie bureaus of the Interstate Commerce
Commission but as between the I. C. C. and the state com-

missions. There is nuuh room for improvement in the pres-

ent situation whereby tlifferent reports covering the same
ground are required for submission to the different regulatory

bodies.

In addition to considering the matter of .statistical require-

ments the Interstate Commerce Commission, with the co-

o]H'ration of the Railway .Accounting Officers' .Association,

has undertaken a revision of the various accounting classi-

fications, the first one to be revi.sed being tliat of operating

exjien.ses

The work of revising the statistical re(|uirements of the

commission logically begins with the revision of its classi-

fications, and we strongly suspt-ct that both the feature of

revising the classification and revising the statistical require-

ments will be merged and worked out in accordance with a

definite plan cml)racing both accounts and statistics. The
operating expense account should state clearly the cost of

performing the transix>rtation service separated into the

elements of payroll, material, fuel and miscellaneous. These
accounts together with physical statistics, bolli operating and

traffic, should form a liasis reflecting the actual operation of

the property and affording a comparison with other periods

and with other roads, from which proper deductions and
conclusions may be reached. The object of statistics is tO'

estal>lish facts and the first and primary object of tliese facts

is their use. The first test for statistics .should l)e their

utility. It is axiomatic that no statistics should Ix- compiled

unless they scn-c a useful purpose.
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.\5 Mc s«« it. railway accounts and statistics shuuKl be com-
piled for use hy four classes of users. The m:iiiagenKnt,

the regulatory l>odic-s, the investor and the public. Insofar
as concerns the nKinagenH'nt, they will be used as an aid in

operating the propert}' in an eftkient and cconomiial manner.
The Interstate Commerce Commission should l>e furnished

with them monthly and annually in summary iDnn so that

they may afford a guide or yardstick to the commission in

-determining whether the prof»crties have been efficiently and
economically opi-rated. 'I'lie investor ni-eds them to the end
that he may U- enabled to invest his capital with .i proper

degree of judgment. The pul)lic's interest lies in the neces-

sity that it be given the facts in order to be alilc to form an
intelligent opinion upon the broader aspects of railway wel-

fare.

It is to he sincerely hoped that the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Railway .Accounting Officers' .Associa-

tion, when revising the classification and statistical require-

ments, will have in mind that what is desired by all con-

cerned is a clear, direct and honest statement from month to

month and year to year of railroad ojx'rations as reflected in

the accounts and statistics prepared and published from time

to time.

Permissive Feature Omitted
from Automatic Stop Specifications

THK iNTKkSlATfc (
'().\I .\1 KkC f. ( (i.M MlS.SIoN haS Scill fit, in

its final order rec|uiring installations of automatic train

control, to omit the "permissive" feature in the s[x.'cifications

for automatic stops as originally adopted jointly by the

A.R..\. Committee and the Commission's Bureau of Safety.

This was in j)aragraph b which would allow an automatic

stop to be installed so tliat it would be "under control of

enginemaji, who may, if alert, forestall automatic brake ap-

plications and proceed." This was to be expected after cer-

tain questions were framed by the commissioners during the

hearing, apparently for the purpose of placing in the records

answers which would indicate that such a provision was
dangerous and that enginemen as a class could not Ix; trusted

to jicrform their work faithfully and conscientiously. It is

well known that all of the companies having devices of merit

can meet the conditions imposed by tlie specifications in the

Commission's order, but we still believe that for the good of

the art this paragraph should have been inserted in the final

specifications; or, in lieu of that, that railroads desiring to

u.se devices oi>erated on the permissive principle should have

been allowed to do so.

As the specifications now stand it appears that a premium
is placed by the (*ommission on the use of speed control.

This may be compared to a contractor trying to erect a build-

ing by attem()ting to construct the top H<Kirs first. In the

development of any device it is desirable to start with the

simple fundamentals first, as then, under st-rvice conditions,

other features which prove necessarj' or desirable can be

added, eventually approaching the ideally constructed device

for the use intended. Speed control has not been used in

steam railway service on an extensive enough scale or under

all ojx^rating conditions for a sufficient period to warrant

])utting on it the premium that the Commission d(X'S in its

desire to obtain absolute safety. The Commission apparently

takes no account of the fact that a device may be made so

"safe" that it will prevent trains from getting over the road.

Safety with dispatch should be the goal sought.

As a matter of fact, it would appear the (\)nimission has

"strained at a gnat and swallowed a camel." While it has

omitted paragraph b for considerations of safety, in para-

graph c under "Automatic Train Control or Speed Control"

it allows of a medium speed restriction which requires the

train speed "to be below a prescribed rate when passing a

caution signal or when approaching a stop signal or a danger
rone in order to forrstall an autonutic brake a^ication."
Is the absolute safety sought olitained if a tra%i running
under a medium spewl restriction can be automatically al-

lowed to pass a slop signal? If enginemen as a class cannot
l>e trusted to ojjcrate a permissive automatic stop feature

what is to make them take action to handle their trains prop-
erly at a stop signal under such a provision? The engineman
may t)e dead; or even if he is alert, he may, owing to fog
or .storm, slip by such a signal with disastrous results. How
can elimination of the one feature and provision for the
other in the same sf)ccification In.- justified?

The railroads are no doubt at fault and must bear part
of the responsibility for the prwisions in the specifications

liecausc, ticfore train control was studied intensively by them,
they adopted what were considereti theoretically ideal requi-

sites which appeared to be framed to discounige the devel-

opment of the art. After more thorough study and investi-

gation they are now inclined to change their views as to

what is desirable. We believe that, like other safety devices,

automatic .stops and train control, if developed along right

lines, will not only increase safety but will prove to be of
material benefit in train operation; but they must be devel-

o|)ed along proper lines if they are to be a success. Therefore,
railroads that desire to use a simple automatic stop with the
permissive feature should not hesitate to seek authority from
the Commission to do so; and the Commission should be
willing to allow wide latitude in the development of the art

in order that greater safety may not be secured at the cost of
.serious interference with train operation.

The Real Issue in the Strike

TiiK siKiKii recently begun by certain railway labor unions
jiuts the labor provisions of the Transportation .Act to

the first real test to which they have lx;en subjected. Tem-
[wrarily the labor provisions have "broken down." Their
main purpose was to prevent strikes. In this instance they
have failed to accomplish that purpose.

The situation created is quite different from that brought
about by the switchmen's strikes in 1920. Those strikes

occurred jjcfore the Railroad Labor Board really had begun
to function, and were not ortiered or authorized by recognized

and well established labor unions. The present strike has
been ordered by the heads of recognized and well established

labor unions after full hearing and decision iiy the Laixsr

Board regarding the matters in controversy. It is a revolt

by the labor unions against working conditions and wages
which the Board has held to be reasonable.

One of the grounds assigned for the strike is the system
of contracting work adopted by some railways; but only a

small number of the railways have contracted work, and
following the Board's decisions condemning this policy prac-

tically all of them have agrcvd to aliandon it. The contract-

ing of work is, therefore, merely a pretext and not a real

reason for the ordering of a strike on all the railways.

The strike might conccivai)ly have either of two outcomes.
It might result in the unions being beaten and the employees
Ix'ing re(|uire(l to return to work on the terms the unions
have rejected; or it might result in the unions triumphing
and the railways being forced to grant working conditions

and wages different from those the Board has awarded.
The former outcome would bo a victor)' not only for the

railways, but also for the methixl of settling labor contro-

versies which has lieen established by the government. It

would result not only in the strikers losing their wages while

they were out, but also probably in many of them losing

seniority and fK-nsion rights and other rights and privileges

which have l)een of value to them. The effect of such an
outcome would be to vindicate the provisions of the Trans-
portation .Act and the decisions of the Railroad Labor Board,
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to strengthen the Labor Board's position and increase its

prestige, and to make unlikely important strikes in defiance

of the law and of the Labor Board's decisions in future.

It is equally plain what would i)e the effects of even a

partial victor)- by the labor unions. If by their strike they

should gain any working conditions or wages which from

their standpoint were more favorable than those awarded by

the Labor Baird, this would convince them and other rail-

way labor unions not involved in the strike that they had

more to gain by striking than by submitting their claims to

the Labor Board and accepting its decisions. This would

speedily result in the destruction of the method and ma-

chinery for peacefully settling railway labor controversies

which have been established by the Transportation Act. Or-

ganized labor naturally is going to adopt that policy by

which it thinks it can gain the most. Even partial success

for the labor unions as the outcome of the present strike

would mean the substitution of open warfare between the

railways and their employees for hearings and decisions by

the Labor Board as the usual method of settling railway

labor controversies.

B. M. Jewell, head of the shop crafts" unions, says it is

the railways' "next move." This is not correct. The "next

move" is the public's, through its government. The public

either does not want railway labor controversies settled by

the methods and machinery it has established, or it does

want them so settled. If it does not want them so settled it

should at once repeal the labor provisions of the Transporta-

tion Act. This would be an announcement by the public that

it desires the railways and the labor unions to settle their

controversies by conferences or strikes and lockouts as such

differences are settled in other industries. The managements

of the railways would he no more fearful of the outcome of

negotiations or struggles with the labor unions under these

conditions than are the managements of other kinds of busi-

ness concerns. Furthermore, they would be relieved of certain

serious handicaps with which they are now burdened. They
would not lie required, for example, to operate under working

rules much more restrictive and wages much higher than

those in other industries as they have been recently. Each

railway would then be able to make the best terms it could

with its own employees instead of all of them being obliged

to accept jiractically uniform terms established by a govern-

ment body.

On the other hand, if the public prefers the method of

settling railway labor controversies now established by law,

and the results of which, except in few and isolated cases,

public .sentiment has compelled the railways to accejit, then

it plainly is for the public through its various government

officials and bodies, particularly the Railroad Labor Board,

to take the leadership in fighting this strike to a finish. It

may be assumed with practical certainty that the railways

will neither make any overtures to the labor unions that have

caused this strike, nor pay attention to any overtures from

them. For their own reasons, and regardless of the future

of the present system of government regulation of lal)0r con-

troversies, they cannot afford to concede a jot to the strikers

that has not been conceded to tlicm by tlie Labor Board's

awards.

The real issue presented is whether the labor unions in-

volved will be allowed to flout a law pa.^.'scd Ijy Congress

and defy and destroy a governmental agency established by

the public through Congress to carry out that law. The
public and the government must determine that issue. The
strike is not one against what the railways have done, but

against what the government has done. The .American f>cople

must either stand fast and their government must adopt

measure? which will completely defeat this strike, or witness

the certain destruction of the means for peacefully settling

railway labor controversies which the public by its govern-

ment has cstaMished.
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A Few Terminal Suggestions
St. Louis, Mo.

To THE Editor:
It is ray opinion that, with few exceptions, no locomotive

weighing more than 70 tons should be employed in a ter-

minal. I hold this view because of the fact that there is

more danger of damage to equipment and lading where the

heavier locomotive is used, and at the same time greater de-

lays occur to freight because of the practice of waiting for

the accumulation of large trains before attempting to move
them. \Miere small locomotives are employed frequent

deliveries are necessary, and these frequent deliveries reduce

the delay in moving traffic through the terminals.

I also think that many cars are too large. Too much
power is emplo}ed in pulling empty car space around the

country. With smaller cars less damage would result to

them and to their contents because the shock in switching

would be less severe.

One reason for the great increase in the payment for

damages- to cars and contents in recent years has been the

intensive loading in over-large box cars, for the larger the

cars and the more intensive the loading, the higher are the

damage claims. There is some question regarding the

economy of intensive loading. Since this campaign was
started the number of claims for damages has increased

greatly, while this can-ipaign has also led to a great deal of

indiscriminate loading which also contributes to damages.
Some of the railways are now experimenting with con-

tainers on flat cars for the handling of merchandise. While
I believe that this will be a success, there is a still further

step which could be taken, namely, the adoption of a differ-

ent type of car altogether; a smaller car which could be

made rain-proof and theft-proof, which could be transferred

from railway car trucks to automobile trucks: could be run

in on a depressed track and unloaded from that point with a

derrick which would lift the lid off the car and unload in

much the same manner as tlie hold of a vessel is unloaded.

Such a car could be loaded more compactly and thus be able

to stand the ordinarj- shocks of transportation better.

I also believe that too many loads are being transferred

in the terminals. If it is possible to get a shipment through

in the original car it should be done. Some roads are now
transferring cars in large terminals to save per diem. More
or less damage and loss is incurred invariably when these

transfers are made.
Another thing which is needed in large terminals is that

all freight shall lie inspected and loaded as carefully as

explosives, inflammables and acids are now handled. There
is no app.xrent reason for all loading not receiving the same
supervision, for the loss in claim payments would more than

|iay for it. The day will come when a shipper will have
to furnish a certificate to the railroad for every package
he ships. He now has to do this for explosives, inflam-

maiiles and acids and there is no reason why he should not do
it with flour, food stuffs and other shipments susceptible to

damage.

There arc also too many repair tracks in large cities. This
work could be done cheaper and better on fully equipf)ed

zone repair tracks where the roads could employ a better class

of men, install better methods of liookkeeping, ,md maintain

su|iplies of the various parts of different cars. The existence

of so many repair tracks creates a tremendous waste on ac-

count of the crude methods which are required ;it these out-

lying rejiair tracks. A SUPERINTENDENT.



Shopmen Begin First General Strike on July 1

A. F. of L. Leader Defies Labor Board Which Replies by Issuing

Call for New Organizations

JULY 1, 1922, will go down in railroad history as a mo-

mentous day for then ijegan the first nationwide strike

of railroad employees, accompanied by a $400,000,000

rate reduction, a $135,000,000 wage cut and a traftic revival

which, were it not for curtailed coal loading, would ije prac-

tically equal to the volume of traffic in the record-breaking

months of 1920. Of these First of July developments, the

strike of shopmen and the threatened strike of maintenance

of way, clerical and signal employees and stationary firemen

and oilers, are holding the center of the stage.

The last two issues of the Railway Age contained details

of the threat of a nationwide strike of those classes of em-

ployees affectiti by the Railroad Labor Board's recent deci-

sions fi.xing new rules and working conditions and cutting

wages. The story ended in the last issue with the "ulti-

matum" sent by B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway

Employees' Department of the .American Federation of

Labor, to T. DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the .Association of

Railway Executives, and promising a strike of the shop

crafts unless the railroads agreed to refrain from applying

the Labor Board's rulings on wages and certain working

rules and to do away with the mntracting of ri|Kiirs.

J. W. Kline Issues Call for Strike on July 1

The order for a strike of shopmen on July 1 in protest

against the wage reduction recently authorized by the Labor

Board, against the changes in overtime rules which were

made some time ago by the same bmly and against the prac-

tice of certain railroads in contracting for tin- operation of

repair shops, was .sent out on June 28 l)y J. W. Kline,

who is president of the International BrotlierhiKx! of Bbu k-

smiths.

"In compliance with the strike vote," the telegraphic order

read, "all shop craft emi)loyees below the rank of general

foremen are hereljy granted sanction to susixiid work 10

a. m. July 1 on all railroads and Pullman shops in the

United States."

The direction of the strike was delegated to \V. P. Johnston

of the International .Association of Machinists.

Carriers Reply to Jewell's "Ultimatum"

By coincidence, a meeting of the member roads of the

.Association of Railway Executives had been called some

time previously for June 29 at Chicago to consider express

contracts. Naturally, Mr. Jewell's ultimatum to Mr. Cuyler

came up for consideration with the result that the following

reply was drawn up, unanimously approved by the execu-

tives present and forwarded to Mr. Jewell over Mr. Cuyler"^

signature:

Your telegram conveys, on l)elialf of the shop crafts an ultima-

tum that, unless the carriers turn their backs on the Ivailroad

Labor Board and its recent decision, and accept your terms, the

employees on behalf of whom you speak will on July 1, resort to

force in the shape of a strike and will attempt to interrupt the

orderly processes of transportation on which the business, comfort

<-ind welfare of the American public depend. Meanwhile, before

consideration could be had and this reply sent, the public press

carries today the anmnuicenient that you have actually issued

your strike order effective 10:00 a. m. July 1.

It is impossible within any reasonable limit of space to single

out and reply to all the erroneous and misleading statements

contained in your telegram. Suffice it to say there has been

and is nothing in the conduct of the carriers to justify the act

which you m)tify us you are about to commit. There can be no

f|UC<tion about the facts.

The f.icis arc that the terms on which in your telegram you

insist, have been duly and fully presented to the Board. That
Board has patiently heard the evidence on which you rely to sup-

port your demands, as well as that olTered in opposition, and have

listened to and duly considers! your arguments in support of your

position. You fully participated in this lawful arbitration and

liad your day in court.

The Board in this hearing decided againt you and rejected

the demands which you now insist that under penalty of a strike

53
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we shall accept, and rendered a decision fixing the wages which

in their opinion are just and ftir under the circumstances.

In the spring of 1920 the Board heard the demands of labor

for an increased wage, and in July of that year granted an annual

increase which in its ultitnate application amounted to approx-

imatclv $700,000,000, making its decision retroactive for four

nu.nlhs. The carriers loyally accepted tlie decision and paid

the increased wage.
You demand now that we accept your decision and reject

that of the Board. You are clothed with none of the power or

authority of organized government. The Board is a creature of

the United States statutes, is a part of the government to whom
all goixl citizens hold loyalty and allegiance, and in what it has

done in the matter of which you now complain has been per-

forming a function expressly delegated to it by Congress. To
submit now to your demands and to reject the decision of the

Board would be to recognize your power and authority as greater

than that of the government.
The consequences of the rejection of this constituted govern-

mental authority and obedience to your invisible and irresponsible

power would be to continue a charge on the producing and con-

suming public for transportation in excess of that which the

government, through its Hoard, has now declared to be just and

fair. This imjust burden .shall not be put upon the public

by a surrender on our part to your threat of force.

If the just authority of the government is to be successfully

defied and the government is to be rendered helpless to protect

its citizens in their peaceful and lawful pursuit, if patriotic and

loyal obedience to government authority is to be denied, the act

and the responsibility is to be yours. It shall not be ours. If

you strike it will be against an order of a governmental tri-

bunal—it will be a strike against the government of the United

States.

Labor Board Calls Inquiry

Simultaneously with the dispatch of this telegram to Mr.

Jewell, federal intervention was announced in a citation

ordering the heads of the organizations threatening to strike

and the executives of all of the Class I railroads to appear

before the Board on June 29 for an inquiry into the "threat-

ened interruption of traffic." This action was taken under

Section 31.5 of the Transportation Act which gives the Board

the right to initiate hearings to detennine whether or not

there has been a violation of any of its decisions. The cita-

tion named a number of carriers on whidi it is alleged certain

work has been contracted in violation of the Board's deci-

sion and specifically requested the executives of these roads

to be present. It was expected at this meeting that the

procedure followed by the Board last October when the train

ser\'ice organizations were threatening to strike would be

followed again to bring about the recall of the strike orders

which were already out and the end of the threats being made

by the other organizations. However, indications of the par-

tial failure of this move became apparent the following

morning with the receipt of a letter at tlie Board's office

from Mr. Jewell intimating that he had changed his mind

about answering the Board's call and instead of attending

"under protest" that he might not be present at all.

Jewell Objects to Board's Investigation

His communication, addressed to the chairman of the

Board, read in part:

I assume that a similar telegram (the Board's citation) has

been sent to the executives of the shop craft organization. They

are engaged in doing all in their power in behalf of an orderly

and peaceable suspension of work on the part of those employees

who expect to act upon the sanction to suspend work granted

by these executives in compliance with the almost unanimous
vole of the crafts, ll appears to me that the result, even if not

the purpose of the telegram and the proposed hearing, woiild l>e

a confused and disorderly strike movement lacking authoritative

control and almost inevitably resulting in a mob-like action which

would be pregnant with grave possibilities which it is the chief

desire of the executives of the organizations of employees to pre-

vent and which if has been far too often the obvious desire of

employers to incite.

In protection of the public interests in law and order and in

conservation of the rarlro.nd industry and in aid of the disciplined

conduct of half a million men under trjing conditions, permit me
to urge that no action be taken at the present time which would

deprive the railroad employees of the immediate roundel and

iruidance of their chosen representatives.

A discussion of the right of tlie Board to institute such

an investigation under Section 31 J followed, Mr. Jewell con-

tending that while this section applied to the carriers it did

not apply to the employees because their conviction that

"they caimot afford to continue to render service under the

wages and working cMtditions fi.xed in a decision of the

Board" does not constitute a violation of the Board's rulings.

Mr. Jewell then continued:

A compulsory limitation upon the right to control one's own
property, "may well be within the power of our government because

all rights of property are creations of law. But a compulsory

limitation upon the right to control one's own labor is not within

the power of the government, because this right is a natural right

and is protected by the Thirteenth .Amendment of the Constitution

of the United States which provides that involuntary servitude

shall not exist within the United States. Therefore, Congress

riwlo by Undcrlivcd C~ Tn ). ruv. J

Strikers Walking Out of the I. C.'s Bumside Shops, Chicago,

on July 1.

did not and cannot grant authority to anyone to impose terms

and conditions of labor upon tlie employees of the various trans-

portation systems which these employees individually or collectively

refuse to accept.

After quoting numerous passages from the Congressional

Record purporting to show the views of the framers of the

act at the time of its passage, Mr. Jewell continued:

It is also respectfully submitted that the Board being an ad-

ministrative arm of the government should not take upon itself

tlic authority to extend its own power or to issue any orders
attempting to coerce men into non-acceptable employment, thus

forcing them into involuntary servitude.

If the Board, by its direction in its telegrram of June 29 to

the effect that the status quo be maintained on all roads until the

conclusion of its hearing means that the Board has entered an
order suspending operation of its decision, such suspension of

(operation of decisions should be clearly and unmistakably ex-
pressed. If, however, it is the intention of the Board to direct

the employees of the railroads to remain at work under non-
acceptable wages and working conditions, such order is void both
because it is not within the powers of the Board and because it

is a violation of the Constitution of the I'nited States.

K similar letter expressing practically the same views was
rocoivcd by the Board from Timothy Healy, pirsident of

the Tntcmafional Brotlicrhood of Firemen and Oilers.

Chairman Hooper Outlines Board's

Views on Threatened Strike

The attitude of the majority- on the Board at this time
was reflected in a statement made by Ch.airmnn Hooper in

whirli he declared that the Board made no mistake in its

derision and intimated there would be no < hangc in its

opinion at the inquiry- to follow. Chairman Hoo|x>r said:

The people of the United States are sick and tired of having
railway transportation and traffic periodically interrupted bf coa-
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truver&ies between railway inaua|{cincDt> uid eniplu)ct>. It was
this fcctiiiK which movcU congrcii to enact the '1 raiuportation

Act
The riijht to strike and tie up a private busiiK^> is quite a

different thinK from an> Mii'i^-M.! rikjlii ! >:!i..kc .it;! .>iruct the

flow oi interstate coiiir Kail-

way transpurt.ituiii i> ' the

very exiiteiicc oi our i . -S of

every citiicn.

It is evident to every student of the situation that the railway

laU.r ,r.' .iv/..!iiin$ have no just cause for serious complaint at

til. '.fy have received at the hands ot icdcral wage
tr: the war period and since.

\ed by the recent decisions of this Hoard will

fu:
.han the wages received by them prior to the war.

II their wages have increased by a Krtati-r pcrcent-

agt: uui.. w..^ ..ic cost of living. In some instances the increase

is strikingly notable.

With but jlifiht exceptions the great carriers of the country

have paid the wages tixcd by the various succeeding government
tribunals. Now tliat decreases have come the employees should

be good sports and accept the reductions.

If a change in conditions should at any time justify increased

wages this Board will most cheerfully respond to the situation.

Moreover, if it should at any time be made to appear to the Board
that any injustice has been done to any class of employees by any
rule or wage decision, under a continuation of present conditions,

it would be the duty of the Board to correct such mistake.

Let it be understood, however, that the Board is convinced at

this time that it has made no mistake and committe<l no injustice of

any noteworthy magnitude in its recent decisions on rules and
wages. The Board has endeavored to conform to the requirements

of the law and has established a schedule of wages higher than

those prevailing, as a rule, in other industries. It is useless to

repeat statistics on this subject.

The employees do have one substantial grievance against certain

of the carriers, and that is the contracting of railway employment
to so-called independent contractors. This is not simply a labor

grievance, it is a public grievance. This iKilicy carried to its

legitimate end destroys the labor article of the Transportation

Act, treats the United States congress with contempt, dejirives the

/h„ln hv Un.icrwO'li {• VnHcu-ood

Striking Employees of the C. & N. W's Fortieth Street Shops,

Chicago, Going to a Strike Meeting in a Ball Park

public of lawful protertioii from railway labor troubles, and griev-

ously imposes ui>on the employees.
Neither need have any fear that the public will permit injustice

to be done t.. them by the Kailroad LalKir Ilo.ird. If the Board

does not effectuate a substantial degree of justice both to the car-

riers and the employees, it will be wiped out by congress.

Inquiry Opens Without Shop Crafts' Leader

Wlu-n the time for the o|xninK of the Hoard's inquiry

arrived, it became ajiparent that Mr. Jewell would follow

out hi.s intimated detiance of that body lor neither he nor

his as.sistant.s were present. After a wait of almost an hour

the Board filed into the room, the chairman bearinp sub-

poenas for Mr. Jewell and Mr. Healy. I'.olli were issued.

The inquir)- began, nevertheless, willj the partial elimina-

tion of one of the grievances which the labor leaders contend

was a big factor in producing the "overwhelming vote" to

strike. Chairman Hooper launched an inquiry as to the atti-

tude of the railroads on the subject of contracting, meeting

witli an immediate reply from \. B. Ram.<dell, assistant to

the vice-president and general manager of the Chicago, Rock.

Island & Pacitic, who said:

"The Rock Island made the announcement this morning

that it did not at this time or at any future period expect

to contract out their labor for car repair work, has not been

n the habit of doing so and we felt we were wrongly charged

.md wrongly classified on the docket. It is not the carrier's

puqx>se to farm out or contract its labor."

Marvin Hughitt, Jr., vice-president of the Chicago & North

Western, likewise replied, "We have been obeying all the

decisions of the Board and do not understand why we have

been cited here."

The chairman announced in turn that the Southern Pacific,

tlie .\tchison, TojK'ku & Santa Fe and the Boston & Albany,

had already announced their intention of refraining from

contracting out their labor and that the Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis & Western had telegraphed, "in the interest of har-

mony we will acquiesce in any decision you may make in

our case relating to the shop contract matter." Similarly W.
R. Seaton, general attorney of the Pere Marquette, announced

that that carrier had withdrawn from the contracts for the

o|K.Tation of .^^hops and for coach cleaning.

E. F. Grable Questioned on

Threatened Strike of M. of W. Employees

E. F. Grable, president of the United Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Labor-
ers, under e.xamination described the strike ballot issued by
that organization, its contents, the manner of its distribution,

and the laws of his organization relating to the calling of a

strike.

"The calling of a strike or the calling for a ballot to be

jjut out comes from the system division in our organization,"

Mr. Grable testified. "The president is empowered to sanc-

tion the strike after a representative vote has been received

and a majority vote in favor of it."

Mr. Grable testified that the organization sent out appro.xi-

mately 650,000 strike ballots, that his total membership was
a[)pro.\imately 200,000, that tlie latest check of the retunis

show that approximately 228,000 strike ballots have been

returned and that approximately 55 per cent of these ballots

had already been tabulated, the big majority being in favor

of striking on the wage reduction issue, the only one included

in the ballot. In reply to a question of R. M. Barton, a mem-
ber of the j)ublic group on the Board, Mr. Grable stated that

he had refrained from sending out any instructions or litera-

ture to influence the vote one way or another.

In explaining the vote, Mr. Grable said:

The reason for such a heavy vote in favor of striking is not
entirely indicated by the ballot. Prior decisions of this Board
arc not being carried out properly by the carriers, decisions

of the Board being ignored on some properties in their entirety,

rchearings had and decisions not yet carried out or applied. The
contract labor proposition which arbitrarily reduced maintenance
of way employees, rates of ixiy. the matter of the eight-hour day
which some properties are trying to make the ten-hour day as a
rtgular proposition -all tliosc things iiilluenced the vote in favor

of a strike. These things have caused the unrest, dissatisfaction and
all the other terms you may care to apply to it. among the em-
ployees in our department on all properties. The executives of
our organization have heecii severely criticised for months be-

cause we used our inlluence with the membership to go along
with these things with a view that in the near future the proper

result would be obtained from this Board.

If we understood this call from the Board to mean that these

matters would be held in status quo for the time until this matter

was gone into, our organization assured that further hearings

would be entertained on increases in answer to our request and
some sort of assurance given that they see as we do at this
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moment, that the factors determining wages have changed mate-

rially since this case was filed and the evidence was presented—

in favor of increases in wages rather than the decreases that

were given us—our attitude might be different.

After mentioning in addition the ui)ward trend in the cost

of living and the alleged injustice in the failure to apply the

wage reduction to supervisory forces, Mr. Grable continued:

These are the things that made the ballot come in as it has

and these are the things that if we had definite and concrete

assurance on, as president of the organization I would use my
influence with the other officers and the membership accordmgly.

Chairman Hooper Reassures M. of W. Leader

In reply to Mr. Grable's remarks al)out the increase in tlie

cost of living. Chairman Hooper said:

Do vou think it would be worth anything to your organization

and to the members of it to know that if the evident present

trend of cost of living continues upward in such a degree as

to render an increase in wages just and reasonable, that this

Board would just cordially take that matter up and consider that

trend of conditions as it considered the contrary at the time of

its decision?

Mr. Grable replied that it would Ix- very helpful and

Chairman Hooper proceeded to state the assurance more

specifically in the following language:

The Board would like for your organization to understand

that at any future time whenever conditions of that sort (an

increase in the cost of living) become of sufficient importance

and of such an appreciable character, you can predicate a re-

quest for an increase in wages on them and come with a reason-

able !)lea of that sort to this Board, you should know and your

organization should know, that this Board will as cordially give

vou an increase as it gave you the decrease and do it because it

would be its sworn duty to do it under the Transportation .\ot.

Twenty-three Cent Wage Fiction

Answered by Board Chairman

Cliairnian Hooper spoke at length on the misunderstand-

ing and misstatements which are so prevalent in the discus-

sion of the Board's decisions and their effect, citing as an il-

lustration the 23 cent minimum wage fiction widely heralded

as the rate of pay for all common labor in the maintenance

of way department. He said:

The labor organizations complain a great deal about the un-

fairness of the press. I noticed one week in your paper "Labor

a statement accompanied by a cartoon to the effect that there wtTe

more than 100.000 men of the common lalrar class put on the

n cent mininuim wage by Decision 102«. That same statement

was repeated in the issue of the following week and yesterday

a congressman of the United States repeated it on the floor ot

Congress and put it in the Congressional Record.

Now, of course, such a very absurd and prejudicial statement

as that does an injustice to everybody coiicerne<l. misleads men,

inflames the minds of men who are concerned directly and men

who are only indirectly affected. The truth about that matter

is that there were about 6,000 men who were put on a minimum

wage of 23 cents an hour and that was all in a certain sectimi

nf the ciiuntry where lalx.r was cheap in all industries. IVrhaps

these statements are made through ignorance and sometimes

through design, but they are hurtful in a case of this sort.

In reply to the direct <iuestion as to his intentions in regard

to the further conduct of the threatened strike, Mr. Graiile

replied that the executive council of his organization met

(,ii lulv ^ at Detroit and that the (>re.scntation of the devel-

opment's of the meeting and the assurances given, together

with other assurances on iwints he rai.sed, would be very

hel|)ful at tliat meeting. However, he made no definite prom-

ises although his attitude throughout the (juestioning indi-

cated a desire to co-operate in preventing a walkout.

Carriers Promise to End Contracting of Repair Work

M the suggestion of Chairman HtHiper the hearing then

resolved itself into ".i Methwli.'^t meeting for a minute or

two," i)ractirally every executive present .standing up at the

suggestion of Chairman Hooper as "having come uj) through

the ranks as railway employees." Chainnan HiM>per then

said

:

I want your men present here, who are authorised lo represent

your roads to get out of this contract business which is in violation

of the decisions of this Board, and as we believe the Transportation

Act. We want you to announce that fact now in the interests

of not only industrial peace on your roads but in interests of fair

play to your men. I am not asking you to say your action has
been illegal because we differ about that. We are not asking you
to concede you have violated the law, not even asking you to say

you never will do any more contracting. But we are asking

you to make this simple, frank announcement that the .-Xmerican

people will approve. What I want you to do is simply to say

that you will withdraw from the contract policy on your road,

will cut out the contracts that are now outstanding and that you
have no present intention of going back into it. That you don't

do in the face of a threat to strike. You are not show-ing any
lack of manhood or moral courage but you are simply expressing

a desire to put yourself in line and in conformity with the de-

cisions of this Board which is a government tribunal.

Jacob Aronson, representing the New York Central, the

Michigan Central and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, was first to comply w-ith Chairman Hooper's re-

quest, stating frankly that it was the belief of these carriers

that their contracts were not in violation of the Board's deci-

sions or of the provisions of the Transportation Act, but

adding:

111 the interest of harmony and with a defmite view of re-

moving every vestige even of colorable cause of complaint, these

carriers are prepared now to say to the Board without prejudice

to their legal rights that if such action will avoid a strike, they
will undertake as soon as they legally may do so under the pro-
visions of the several agreements to terminate the agreements of

these carriers which have been evolved in the hearings this week
that cover repair of equipment.

Similar statements were made by Ralph M. Shaw, general

counsel of the Chicago Great Western; H. K. Byram, presi-

dent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Ralph Budd,
jiresident of the Great Xorthern; W. E. Williams, represent-

ing the Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Frank H. Alfred, presi-

dent of the Pere Marquette; J. M. Kurn, president of the

St. Louis-San Francisco; John G. Walber, representing the

.\nn Arbor; W. G. Bierd, president of the Chicago & Alton;

Hale Holden, president of the Colorado & Southern, and C.

W. Coe, assistant general manager of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie.

These concessions on the part of the railroads named,
made in the interests of uninterrupted transportation service

and in an effort to co-operate with the Board in settling the

controversy, were futile, however, insofar as the shop crafts

were concerned. Mr. Jewell was not present nor could he

be found by the officer del^atcxi to serve tlie subfXEna.

The examination of E. H. Fitzgerald, president of the

Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks. Express and
Station Employees; D. W. Helt, president of the Brotherhood

of Railroad Signalmen of America, and Timothy Healy was
ciini|iaratively .short, each witness outlining the manner in

whi( h the strike ballots were prejiared. distributed and tabu-

lated and the authority of the chief executive to order a

walkout. In each case it was develo|>ed that no strike orders

would be issued in time to call out the men represented in

these organizations before July 1. Both Mr. Fitzgerald and
Mr. Healy predicted that some of their men would join the

shopmen on July 1 despite their orders.

Shop Crafts' Leader Denounced by Chairman Hooper

Tlie ab.sence of Mr. Jewell from the hearings and the

inability of the officers of tiie Board to senv a subpicna on

him led to the following remarks by Ciiairman Hcioi>er which

are self-exiilanatorj- and which clascd the hearing:

The Board has ample power to compel Mr. Jewell's presence

line as a witness, not as a party to the controversy, but as a
witness to material facts involved in this hearing.

Tomorrow, according lo the letter of Mr. Jewell, and a previous

notification received from him, is the day set for the strike of

the organizations, the shop crafts, which he represents. That
being the case, it is not worth while for this Board to adjourn
this case over till tomorrow, to undertake to compel Mr. Jewell's

presence here. No practical purpose could be subserved by it.

The chair did want Mr. Jewell to understand that it has the
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pijvtcr III cumiH'l hi-i attendance here, and )ad lu- \iru found,
|iri«p<T stci>5 wuuld have been taken to compel it. Hut, this

Hoard irrU that it has fully carried out the responsibility resting

upon it under the Trans|M>rtation Act, to use every available

means to prevent latior disturbance which might result iii inter-

ruptimi^ "I tralVic. The i'lard having gone that iar, and to-

miii: \f day for the strike, no practical purpose can
be an adjournment of this hearing in order to

get

Tilt 1; .arj right here might express its apprcciatiim of the

different force of conduct adopted by the gentlemen representing

the other organizations of employees, and also its apprenaiion of

the very tine spirit shown by nearly all of the railroads. In

my own mind 1 can tliink of but two exceptions, which I will not

name.
So far as Mr. Jewell is concerned, let his blood be on bis own

head. Mr. Jewell has flouted a government tribunal, charged

with the duty and responsibility to investigate this matter, not

only in the interests of the public, but in the interests of his own
organizations, and the interests of the carriers the railway trans-

portation system of this country. He has shouldered the responsi-

bility of his own volition, and the Board desires to pursue the

nutter no further.

The Strike Situation to Date

>o ended the first effort of tlie Kovcmmeiu to intervene.

Tlie strike began promptly at 10 a. m. July 1, witli var>ing

success at different points. So far, it has been ven, difficult

to determine the numlxr of men actually out on .strike or to

estimate the effects of the walkout upon tlie aliility of the

railroads to meet the ever-increasing demand for transpor-

tation scr\'ice. This is due largely to the fact that the strike

was called on Saturday, two of the following three days being

holidays. It is known, however, that in many ]>laces em-

ployees have gone out with the strikers confident that their

seniority and other rights will not Ije taken away from them,

with the intention of returning to work after the Fourth of

July.

Labor Board Calls for New Unions

rhe first official expression of the opinion of the Board

on the strike was announced on July 3 in the form of a

resolution calling for the formation of new lalx)r organiza-

tions and the protection of workers remaining on duty or

hired to take the places of the strikers. This resolution said:

Be it resolved that it be communicated to the carriers and the

employees remaining in the service and the new employees suc-

ceeding those who have left the service to take steps as soon as

practicable to perfect on each carrier such organizations as may
l)e deemed necessary for the purposes above mentioned to function

in the representation of said employees before the Railroad Labor
Hoard, in order that the effectiveness of the Transportation Act

may be maintained, and
Be it further resolved, that, on any carrier, where either of

the alwve named organizations, by reason of its membership

severing their connection with the carriers, ceases to represent its

class of employees, procedure similar to that atxjve suggested

in the case of the shop crafts is recommended, and
Be it further resolved, that the employees remaining in the

service and the new ones entering same, be accorded the applica-

tion and iR'nelit of the outstanding wage and rule decisions of the

Labor Board, until they arc amended or modified by agreements

with said employees, arrived at in conformity with the Transpor-

tation .\ct, or by decision of this Board, and
Be it further resolved, that, if it be assumed that the employees

who leave the service of the carrier because of their dissatisfac-

tion with any decisions of the Labor Board are within their rights

in so doing,' it must likewise Ije conceded tlwt the men who re-

main in the service and those who enter it anew are within

their rights in accepting such employment, thai they are not

strike-breakers seeking to impose the arbitrary will of an em-

ployer on employees; that they have the moral as well as the

legal right lo engage in such service of the .American public to

avoid interruption of indispensable railway transporlation, and

that they are entitled to the protection of every department and

branch of the government, state and national.

By Wedne.sday it became possible to begin the reorganiza-

tion of the shop forces on practically all of the carriers

affected iiy the strike. Tliroughout the countr)' thousands of

new men are being hired ilaily and many shop men are return-

ing to work Ixforc the expiration of the time limits variously

.>K.t by different railroads at from July 5 tu July 10. Mr.

Jewells claim of a "\0(i jx-r cent " walkout have not as yet

l»een s|*cifically answered by railway officers, but the real

conditions will l>e disclosed during the next week when de-

tailed reports can lje compili-<i.

Comparatively little violence has iKtrn refx>rted from any

|>oint in the country, present re|>orts indicating minor dis-

turbances here and there but little or no action rwjuiring

extensive protective measures.

Maintenance Strike Called Off

.After a long tonfereiice on the Fourtli of July Ijetween the

executive officers of the maintenance of way union and
memljers of the Labor Hoiird the threatened strike of these

emjiloyees was called off. the official announcement to that

effect iK-ing issued by E. F. Grable, president of the union.

Mr. Grable"s communication stated that it was the Ix-lief

of the officers that "it is not wise for our membership to

leave the services of the carriers until every resource has been
exhausted that affords hope of a jwaceful adjustment.'" The
plan determined upon by the leaders of the maintenance of

way organization includes the taking up with the railway

managements of "all the grievances and controversies out-

standing between the memt)ers of the organization and the

carriers" including "re\ision of the recent wage decision of

the Board, certain changes in rules and the question of con-

tracting out labor." Another phase of the plan provides for

continuing work luider the present wages under protest with

the understanding that any revision of wages obtained be

made retroactive to July 1.

"With the best interests of the members of our organiza-

tion at heart," Mr. Grable said, "It is our judgment that more
will Ijc gained for them by the program here outlined than

could be derived from any other source. We l>elieve that a

just and generous public sentiment will sustain us in this

policy and everv- move necessary to its accomjilishment will

be most vigorously stressed."

Mr. Jewell's Reply

Mr. Jewell's reply to the Board's resolution quoted in part

above stated that that body has "outlawed itself" as the friend

of the unions and has adopted a tragic attitude in attempting

to force American workers to accept a wage scale below

"decent" levels.

"The Board is now attempting to direct the organization

of employees," Mr. Jewell said, "And to select those whom
it will recognize as organizations of railway emjiloyees. In

this [iartisan effort of the Board to destroy the effectiveness

of the organization which the railwaj' employees have formed
In' their own desire and in the exercise of their right of

mutual aid ;uid co-operation the Board has 'outlawed' not

the organization of employees but itself.

"It is a tragedy that the Board has, first, allowed itself

to Ik; u.sed as an instrument to lower the American standard

of living at the behest of organized greed and. second, allowed

itself to be used as an instrument of attack against the na-

tional organizations of labor that have lx>cn for a gener.ation

the me.^ns of |x-aceful, reasonable betterment of the condi-

tions of the wage earners.

"The l-al>or Baird has placed itself in the position of lieing

not an arm of the government of the p>oople of the United
States—the Board has jilaced itself in the jKisition of being

an arm of an organized financial and employing intere.^t

which is engaged in a nationwide campaign lo reduce wages
below the level of a decent livitig, to check the rising standard

of living for the .American worker and to disintegrate the

[irotective organization of the worker."

The Bo;ird's rejoinder to this letter was made public on

July 5, Chairman H(K>i)er pointing out that Mr. Jewell had
previously announced that the striking .shopmen were no
longer "under the jurisdiction of the Labor Board'' and that
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furthermore the Board had not outlawed the shop crafts in

its resolution.

"When certain of the employees went out of the employ

of the carriers," Chairman Hooper's letter said, "A majority

of those who remained in and those who may subsequently

enter will be entitled to represent all of any given class of

employees in any dispute before the Board. The Board will

not cease to function merely because certain emplojees leave

the ser%-ice nor will the Transportation Act be annulled. It

therefore follows that you are greviously in error when you

state that the Board has 'outlawed' your organization.

"It has only accepted your own statement as one of facts

and law that the striking men are not now employees of the

carriers.

"You must know that you do this Board a grave injustice

and vourself no credit when you characterize the Board as

unfriendly to your organization, as being implicated in a

'drive' of the financial interests against the employees. You

are too well aware of the numerous instances in which the

Board has upheld all the railway labor organizations, recog-

nized their right to function, declaring their right of col-

lective bargaining and sustaining them in their resistance to

efforts made here and there to deprive them of their rights

and privileges. But because we have thus recognized the

rights of the employers it does not follow that we can or

should agree with them in every contention or that we

should ignore the rights and interest of the public."'

No Interference from Washington
Wasuingto.n, D. C.

AFTER H.wiXG made it clear that the Railroad Labor

Board has the full support of the administration and

that it does not exp)ect a stoppage of transportation,

Washington officials appear to have adopted a "hands-off"

policy with reference to the railroad strike. President

Harding left the city for a holiday trip shortly after the

strike began, Attornev General Daugherty also went on a

trip and Secretaries Hoover and Davis were engrossed m
their efforts to induce the coal operators and the miners"

union offici;ils to agree on a basis for negotiating a settle-

ment of the coal strike.

No signs of the slightest intention on the part of the ad-

ministration to interfere in any way were discernible in

Washington and ncws]iaper men were reminded by high

officers of the government that a shop or maintenance of way

strike could not stop traffic or even interfere seriously with

railroad operation for some time. The attitude was in

marked contrast to that displayed when a trainmen's strike

was threatened last fall, when the attorney general and his

assistants had complete plans prepared for enjoining the

labor leaders and probably also tying up their strike bcnctit

funds, on the ground that a strike against the orders oi

the Laljor Board would require the exerci.se of governmental

power to protect the vital right of the public to uninter-

ruptefi transfwrtation scr>nce. Not the slightest sympathy

was manifested in administration circles with the claim of

the union leaders that they had not received a fair deal at

the hands of tlie I-al^or Board. On the contrar>', the view

was expressed at the White House, on the strength of re-

ports from Chairman Hooixr of the board, that its action

was fully justified and that when it spoke it enunciated the

policy of the government. Therefore there was no sug

gestion of any compromise affecting the l>oard's dedsinn.

At the White House it was stated officially nn Friday,

after the strike order had iK-en issued, that it was tlie func-

tion and duty of the T.al>or Board, delegated to it bv

Congress, to deal with wage controversies, that the Ixiard

was the agency to express the government's policy and to

\)c backed up by the government and that for the piiqiose

of tlie present case it is the government. It was also added
tliat the government expects to be supreme. A question by a

newspaper man also brought out the fact tliat the President

understands clearly that the 23 cents an hour rate, which the

labor statements have used as the basis for their claim that

the wages fixed are too low, applies to only a small per-

centage of the men and recognizes local conditions in some
[xirts of the south and southwest.

The legal theory on which the administration was pre-

pared to act in case of a trainmen's strike last fall was that

it would be directly against orders or findings of the gov-

ernment, represented by tlie Labor Board, and not against

the railroad corporations, and that, under the Debs and
.\damson law case decisions of the Supreme Court, where

a lalxir organization seeks, by an organized cessation of

labor, to paralyze the public ser\-ice of the railroads, the

I'nited States government, on the motion of the attorney

general or other proper governmental representative, has the

right to apply to a court for an injunction enjoining the

cmj)loyees from combining and conspiring to interfere with

interstate commerce. Also that upon violation of such in-

junction, the court may inflict punishment by fine and im-

prisonment, as was done in the Debs case.

It was undoubtedly the fear of such action on the part

of the government as well as the knowledge that a strike

would have no popular support, that induced the brother-

hood leaders to grasp the opportunity oft'ered them by the

statement of the Labor Board that it could not expect to

clear its dockets for a wage reduction case for some time,

and to call off their strike. Since that time Secretary

Hoover has emphasized to the railroad executives the im-
jiortance of preserving as good relations as piossible with the

train sen-ice employees, on the ground that they are the only

class o'f employees indispensable to railroad operation, and
that the mechanics and track forces in the main can be

recruited from the general labor pool of the countn.-.

Before the coal strike the government made some efforts

toward mediation because there was no established tribunal

to decide the controversy and after tlie strike had progressed

for three months efforts were renewed to settle it by negotia-

tion even on a compromise basis. However, when the shop
and maintenance of way unions threatened a strike no
efforts toward mediation were made Ixrause a governmental

tribunal had adjudicatW the dispute. The theory^ of the

transportation act is not to prohibit strikes and that if a

class of railroad employees is sufficiently dissatisfied with

the wages fixed to be willing to take the chance of having

its jobs taken by others the government has no right to inter-

fere unless the pul>lic welfare is seriously affected. As it

would probably tx- considered rather futile to try to stop a

strike by injunction after it had been in progress for some
time, and after the strikers have Iteen outlawed, the failure

to take any action at this time would .<eem to indicate a con-

fidence that the wages establislied by the board are high

enough to attract men to perform the neces.sary work, and
tliat if the men who have been doing it are unwilling to

continue, the railroads will have comparatively little dif-

ficulty in replacing many of them, Ix^sides having much of

their maintenance work done bv contract.

F. C. Gau.owav. station master of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Cinciiinafi, Ohio, writing to the Pennsylvania Railroad magazine,

The Pennsylvania Standard, says that the publir is better mannered

than it was when he first came in contact with it in the railroad

service, about 36 years ago. "The Rnimpy bluffer used fo be

always with us ; but now he is an exception. The campaiRn for

better manners among railroad men has had its effect on the

traveling public, and passengers arc more careful in their manners,

lest they be excelled by a poor railro.id man. The benefit derived

has been mutual
"



Train Service Not Affected by Shopmen's Strike

Walkout Occurs in Midst of Holiday Kush—Many Employees

Return and New Men Being Hired

THAT PASSENGER Service was being handled on schedule

and freight service practically without interruirtion and
that a record-breaking holiday traffic wa>i cared for

without untoward difficult)' were the outstanding features

of the first few days of the shopmen's strike which began
according to schedule at 10 a. m. on July 1.

The resp>onse to the strike call was fairly general. Some
roads reported that 100 per cent of their t^hop employees had
left their work and others lost emplo)ees in their mainte-

nance and clerical forces even though no strike had been

called for the latter.

The Pennsylvania, which was not a part)' to the Labor
Board's decision, has been affected by the strike to some
extent, but its big shops at .\ltoona have lost few, if any
men. The Reading stands out as an exception, its shop
forces, being members of the Federation of Railroad Work-
ers, were not called out.

The starting of the strike on Saturday morning offered a

serious situation to the railroads because it timed the .strike

with the holiday passenger traffic. The railroads had to

contend with a record-breaking holiday rush. The New
York Central, to take one example, handled on Saturday 27

extra sections of passenger trains out of New York. The
Pennsylvania Ix'tween 6 o'clock Saturday morning and 6

o'clock Sunday evening moved 100,000 passengers to At-

lantic Cit)', Cape May, Wildwood and other South Jersey

points, constituting one of the heaviest movements of holiday

travel ever recorded in a similar period. Similar experiences

were reported by the New Haven, the Boston & Maine and
many other roads. The returning traffic Tuesday presented

another problem but except for minor (iiffuultics no trouble

was presented otlier than that normally to he met with under

such circumstances.

Determination of the full effect of the strike was difficult

at the start tiecausc it was felt that many of the men who
failed to rejHjrt were merely laying off for the holiday. At

any rate the railroads took prompt steps to meet the situation.

Advertisements for men promptly appeared in the daily

papers at all important industrial centers. Applications for

emploNTnent were received in large numliers and between the

new men secured in this manner and the fact that many of the

regular employees have since returned to ser\'ice the rail-

roads have Ixx-n able to report a rapidly im|)roving situation.

Some of the railroads, notably tho.se in the New York metro-

politan district have announced a further step in the form

of action to remove from their payroll strikers who fail to

return to work. The men have been told that they will lase

their rights and will Ix.- hired only as new em|>li)yees. New
men now being em|)loyed to take the places made vacant by
strikers are assured jx-rmanent positions if they prove them-

selves competent. This polity, it is explained, is in entire

conformity witli the resolution of the Labor Board which
places the strikers without its jurisdiction. The new men
are Ixing paid at the new Latwr Board scale.

E. M. Kine, vice-president and general manager of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and chairman of the con-

ference Committee of Managers of roads entering New York,
is quoted as' saying after a meeting of the committee on
July 3 :

"A man who has left the service is gone. If his place

is taken by a new man he loses his seniority. The new men
will have permanent pasitions and protection, if thev fill the

bill.

"I he railroad companies have hirt"d more than 1,000 new
men in this, city since Saturday. We arc not hiring strike-

breakers. We are hiring men to take the place of men who
have left their jobs. We don't raise any question as to

whether they are union men or not."

The Long Island has announced to the public its plans
for paying off the strikers on Friday.

Roads Appeal to Employees to Remain at Work
Just prior to the strike most of the roads issued state-

ments to their shop emp)loyees and the public calling at-

tention to the fundamentals involved in the strike, ». e.,

that the strike is directed primarily against a lawfuUy-
arrived-at decision of the Labor Board, a government
tribunal.

A typical statement is that issued by P. R. Albright, gen-
eral manager of the Atlantic Coast Line which follows in

part:

Briefly stated the strike vote was taken on live points of alleged
dissatisfaction as follows

:

1-. Installation of piece work without agreement by committees.
2. Right of railroads to contract their car and locomotive shops

to contractors.

3. l-'aikirc of railroads to observe orders of the Lal)or Board.
4. Opposition to rules ordered by the Labor Board.
5. Reductions of wages ordered bv Labor Board effective July

1, 1922.

The Atlantic Coast Line is in no way involved in any of these
matters except that its employees have expressed opposition to
several of the rules ordered put into effect by the Labor Board
some months ago, to which only one memlxT of the Board dis-

sented in rendering the decision. The employees are also opposed
to acceptance of the reduction in wages ordered by the Labor
Board effective July 1, 1922.

In both instances conferences were held between representatives
of the employees and the management of the .\tlantic Coast Line
Railroad, and upon failure to agree the questions at issue were
submitted for a decision to the United States Railroad Labor
Board in the regular orderly way provided for in the Transporta-
tion .Act; the submissions being jointly signed by the management
and the employees of the .Atlantic Coast Line Railroad. In the
case pertaining to wages the Labor Board has recently issued an
official decision ordering a reduction in wages, concurred in by
six of the nine members of the Board which includes all of the
public representatives thereon. The strike, if called, therefore, is

between the shop employees, headed by Mr. Jewell, and tlie

.American public acting through its representatives on a federal
board delegated by the Transportation .Act to decide such matters.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad has complied with all of

the requirements of the law and has also complied with all of
the decisions of the United States Railroad Labor Board. There
has been almost complete absence of friction in the relations of
this company with its employees and at the present time, through
the best of individual effort on the part ol employees and the
supervisory officers, the operation of the railroiid has more nearly
approached norma! peace time conditions than at any time since
the war. It is much to be regretted that in spite of the facts as
they actually exist, and without regard to the spirit of the law
enacted by congress for the purpose of maintaining uninterrupted
transportation, the employees of tliese classes should leave tlic

service of this company in a body as proposed, which is witliout
ju.stilication under the conditions which now prevail.

I make an appeal to the employees to remain at work, observe
the spirit of the law by accepting the decisions of the Labor Board
created by congress, and maintain unititcrrupted service for the
future welfare and bcnelit of themselves, the public and the com-
pany, all of whom are vitally and directly interested in that being
done.

The Situation in the East and South

The following is a brief analysis of the situation on the

various railroads in the East and South as of Wedne.«dav:

59
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Balti.more & Ohio

The situation on this cotnpany's lines at the beginning of the

strike was shown in a statement issued on July 3, by C. \\

.

Galloway, vice-president in charge of operation to be as follows

:

"Complete reports from all principal jKiints indicate 73 per cent

members Federated Shop Crafts \sent out on strike Saturday

and reports thus far received for first trick today indicate prac-

tically no change compared Saturday. Our movement Saturday

was good and as much as we had been moving for several

weeks past. Yesterday about usual Sunday average. Reports

from several p<iints indicate number of the men who went out

Saturday will return by Wednesday. .\t Mt. Clare shop today

some fifty men who had gone out returned to duty. There are no

present indications of difficulty in moving passenger and freight

traffic. Everything quiet."

Vice-president (ialloway on July 5 described the strike situ-

ation as follows : "Complete reports from principal stations for

all tricks July 4 indicate no change strike situation compared
with Saturday. .Reports from some points today for first tricK

show increased force by old men returning and new men hired.

Movement yesterday somewhat less than Sunday and Monday
account holiday as well as reduced operation at some points

due to strike. No difficulty in moving passenger and freight

traffic. Everything quiet."

B.\xGOR & Aroostook

Out of approximately 410 shop employees, 80 per cent went

on strike, causing no interference with traffic. The road is gradu-

ally filling vacancies with new men and a few of the strikers

who are returning. Most of its outlying points are fully covered.

The road advises that its power is in good shape with service-

able engines stored and that it anticipates no interruption to

traffic.

Bessemer & L.\ke Erie

Shops working 100 per cent on Monday. .\ small number in

the car forces at Conneaut Harbor, Ohio and Albion, Pa., ceased

work. No cessation of train movement.

Boston & Alb.\ny

On Saturday morning about one-third of this company's em-

ployees in shops, engine houses, coal pockets, ash pits and at

inspection points went on strike. A good many section men left

the service. On July 3 the .-Xllston shops were operating with

a full complement. On the same day 85 men reported for work
at West Springfield shops. There has as yet been no interference

with freight or passenger service, which latter has been excep-

fwnally heavy. There have been no disorders of any sort at any

point on the line.

BOSTOX & M.MNE

Despite heavy holiday passenger traffic beginning Saturday,

passenger train's run with but little delay. Freight is being

handled without embargo or restriction. There has been a heavy

response to the company's advertisements for recruits. The new
men arc being assured of permanent positions if competent. Press

reports told of 200 men who went on strike Saturday returning

to work Monday.

Centra!, of Georgia

Mechanical crafts walked out on July 1 but most of the colored

helpers and shop laborers remained at work as did all mechanical

foremen. These foremen with the assistance of laborers are

getting trains out on time. A heavy holiday traffic was handled

without material delay. N'o disturbances have been reported.

Delaware & Hi'dson

Practically all employees at the smaller terminals remained at

their posts. .\t the larger terminals abo\it 50 per cent of the

engine house and stores department employees left the service,

together with practically all car shop employees, .Miout 400 new
men have t>oen employed to take the places of striking engine

house employees, engine dispatchers and car inspectors. Trains

arc moving according to schedule.

Erie

This company'.* shops are operated by contractors and it is

the contractors who arc filling the places of striking employees.

About 2.500 of the contractors' old force of 7,.50O men are at

work. Between «10 and 800 now men have been employed and

al>ouf 200 former employees have returnc«l to the service. .Ml

trains are hcing operated practically on schedule,

Leiiioh Sc New Enclano

None of thi« company's regular shop force of 279 employees

were on duty July 5, A few transfcrmcn. signalmen and line-

men also were out.

Lehigh \'ai.ley

.\l)out 1,420 regular employees out of a force of 5.573 are at

work. The road is successfully replacing the employees who
have left the service. All trains are being operated on schedule
including fast freights.

Long Island

C. D. Baker, general superintendent, made public the following
statement Saturday afternoon :

"At ten o'clock this morning about 1,000 men stopped work
in our Morris Park shops, including machinists, boilermakers,

electricians and the usual shop craft men, in addition to a

lumiber of employees, classed as laborers, who do not come under
the shop agreement.

"At the Long Island City engine house 300 of the 310 shop-
men employed there went on strike. None of the shopmen in the

Marine shops at Whitestone have stopped work. Practically all

of the high tension men of the electrical department left the

service. A number of car inspectors stopped work.
"It is difficult to determine e.xactly how many men have left

the service for the reason that a great many of the men in-

volved in the shopmen's strike order would not have been at

work Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, which are holidays. In

so far as the men actually employed in the shops are concerned,

it is our belief that their leaving the service will not seriously

affect the train service, as our equipment is in excellent condition

and can be utilized for a long period without being shopped for

repairs."

.\ special effort has been made by the striking employees, but

without success, to stop the operation of the power houses at

Long Island City.

The Long Island is advertising for shop employees. On July

3 announcement was made that the company would pay off on

July 7 those shopmen who had "not seen fit to return to duty."

Sufficient men, the announcement said, having been obtained to

take care of the work necessarj- to be done at this time.

Maine Central

.\bout 90 per cent of the shop forces left the service. No
interruption to passenger service. Freight service being per-

formed satisfactorily. Road is well fixed from the standpoint

of power and equipment condition.

New York Central-

The executive offices of the New York Central Lines in New
York reported on Wednesday afternoon that the strikers were

drifting back at practically all points over the system and applying

for their former positions. .\t the outset of the strike on Satur-

dav. the statement continued, the number of men in all the shop

crafts who had left their work were distinctly in the minority.

In some districts, the men remained at work 100 per cent, in

defiance of the strike call, while the condition was variable in

ditTerent localities and ranged from a complete walkout to the

departure of merely handfuls of men, from some of the engine

terminals and from the lo^jwrn^ive repair shops.

The combination of the record breaking holiday passenger

traffic and the quitting of 50 car inspectors, air-brake men and
others having to do with the make-up and inspection of passenger

trains at Grand Central and Mott Haven yards presented the

New York Central with an acute situation at New York during

the first few hours of the strike. The amount of traffic necessitated

the running of 27 extra trains or sections. The result was de-

layed service for a period in the afternoon but the situation was
s<K>n taken in hand.

<1ther men held in re.idiness were put in the places of the

strikers and no train was cancelled. These car inspectors having

directly to do with train operation quit generally at most terminal

points hut the railroad management succeeded in having their

places promptly filled and avoiding interruption of passenger

service,

I'Vom the beginning of the strike Saturday morning until Wed-
nesday evening, each succeeding hour saw. the company reported,

large forces employed at each jioint, the New York Central cm-
ploying considerable numbers of men on Saturday, Sunday, Mon-
day and Tuesday while Wednesday saw the licginning of the

return in considerable numl>ors of old employees. No strike

breakers were employed by the New York Central, it being stated

that every man would l>o given a permanent position if he proved
competent, that he would Ih- protected at his work and that any
strikers re-employed would have to 'come back as new employees
with the loss of their seniority and pension rights.

It was stated on Wednesday that the complete loyalty and
splendid service of the supervisory forces had enabled the rail-

road to continue full passenser and freight service, and that with
the adtlition of competent men available to fill out the forces within

a short time, the situation would improve from day to dav. The
striker- on this railroad generally had left their work i>eaccably

and there was no disorder at any point, of consei|uence.
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at West Alhany.

N'ew York. New Haven & Hartkiki>

C. L. Bardo, general manager, issued the following sUtcment
on July 1 :

'The New York, New Haven & Hartford rejwrts no delays
to trains on its lines due to the withdrawal of mechanical depart-
ment forces at 10:00 A M. today. There lias lieeii some slight
delay to New Haven trains in startinR from the Grand Central
Terminal. Out of a total authorized lorce of 6.139 men, which
covers the full complement for the entire 24-hour iHTiod (these
forces working on an S-hour day basis) all of the men on the
first shift, which consists of about 2,500 men, withdrew from the
service at 10 o'clock today, except 276 mechanics of various crafts
at the several locations. All points are now being covered by
competent men. While no strike has been ordered in the mainte-
nance of way department, the reports so far received would
indicate that from 100 to 200 laborers, widely scattered, failed
to report lor duty at the accustomed hour this morning, pre-
sumably as a result of the reduction in rates ordered by the Labor
Hoard eflfective today."

Un July 3 the road reported an improved situation with respect
to mechanical department forces and similar rciwrts followed
on succeeding days. On Monday on the first shift there was an
increase of 472 men as compared with the first shift on Saturday
after the strike was called. On Tuesday there was a further
increase of 4 men and on Wednesday another increase of 653.
The New Haven has advertised extensively and is hiring skilled

iiK-chanics at the new Labor Board scale, applications for employ-
ment lx:ing received in large numbers. From the start of the
strike passenger and freight service has been maintained on a

normal basis.

Norfolk & Western

The strike of the shop employees has had the cflFect of slowing
up freight movement on this company's lines to some extent, the

interruption being greatest between Roanoke. Va., and Hagcrs-
town, Md. More employees were on duty on July 5 than on
July 1, the first day of the strike, and some iniprovement in the

movement of freight traffic has been noted. Maintenance of way
forces have been very slightly affected by the strike. On July S,

at 10 A. M.. 99 clerks out of a total of more than 800 left the

service at Roanoke.

Pennsylvania

The most important feature in connection with the strike insofar

as it concerns the Pennsylvania System is that the .Mtoona shops

are not affected. The situation on the system as a whole on the

first day was descrilxvl in a statement issued late in the evening

to l)c as follows :

"As far as Philadelphia is concerned the Pennsylvania Railroad

is practically unaffected thus far by the strike. Up to 4 p. m. out

of a total force of 3,724 maintenance of eciiiipnient employees on
the Phila<lelphia Terminal Division. includiiiR the West Phila-

delphia Shops, only 122 men failed to report. On the evening
shift only 46 men were out. These numbers of absentees are in

no way abnormal, especially tx-fore a holiday, and might occur
under ordinary circumstances without attracting notice.

"Outside of Philadelphia, the Eastern KcKioii showed about
2,5flO men failing to report out of total forces of over 27.000. .\t

certain points, notably in the ncighlKirhood of New York City,

where there had been considerable losses on the first shift, late

afternoon and evening conditions showed improvement, and there

is no point in the region at which any engine house or shop is

unable to function.

"The Altoona Works were unaffected by the strike and worked
with normal forces all day. These arc the largest and most im-

portant shops on the Pennsylvania System, employing 12.000 men."
The report issued Sunday gave some interesting details con-

cerning the holiday traffic.

"Throughout the liastcrn Region more than 85 per cent of the

nornval .Sunday forces reported. On the Philadelphia Terminal
Division 100 per cent worked.
"Advertisements for men to take the places of those leaving the

service have been inserted in the newspapers of a number of cities,

including New York. Pliil.idelphia, Camden and .Xtlantic City,

and a numlicr of new men have l)ecn hired for work at various
points. Despite the day being Sunday, applications for permanent
jobs have been freely made.

"Train service has not been affected in the slightest degree at

'.'
' The volume of traffic, both passenger and

!'' 'lie strike began, has been unusually large.
.'•' .tiirday niornmg and 6 o'clock Sunday even-
ing, the luiiL^vhuiiu carried to .Atlantic City, Ca|)e Mav. Wild-
W00.1 and other South Jersey iH.mts approximately lOO.icO pas-
sengers, constitutnig one of the heaviest movements of holiday
travel ever recorded in a 24 liour period.

'In addition to the regular trains, 4« extra trains and sections
were operated to the shore in this intcr\al. Throughout the
entire hastern Region. 640 extra passenger coaches were in serv-
ice and these were oi>erat«l from two to four round trips each.
The total lassengcr travel in the Eastern Region has been about
_.> per cent ahead o( the corresponding portion of the holiday
period ol last year.
"Complete reiiorts received today by C. S. Krick. general man-

ager ot the Eastern Region, regarding the traffic handled on
Saturday at Pennsylvania Sution. New York Citv, established
dehnitely the fact that it was the heaviest ever recorded in a single
day since the station was opened twelve years ago. Altogether
688 trains were operated m and out of the station during the day.
Ihey made up a total of 5.066 cars, carrying an estimated num-
ber of 303.C00 iiasscngcrs."
The reports on the following days indicated that the general

tendency on the system was in the direction of improvement
Emphasis was placed on the fact that normal service both freight
and passenger was fully maintained without difficulty. Wednesday
r.ight the situation was described as follows:

"-Vormal performance of all service both passenger and freight
continued today on all four regions. Car and engine rerair
shops were generally closed for the holiday. Enginehouses at all
IK.ints performed all functions necessary in connection with train
movement At a number of points men who had left their work
reported back aiid asked to return to duty whenever thev were
needed, l-.vcrywhcre conditions on the Pennsylvania System were
not materially changed."

Philadelphia & Reading
This road is not affected, none of its shop employees having

i .if 'f";i"-. 7^F shopmen on the Reading are not affiliated
with the A. F. of L. but with the Federation of Railroad Workers.

Southern Railwav and Other Solthuvstern Lines
In the south the strike had no very marked effect on the

handling of traffic during the first few davs of the strike and
officials said it would be difficult to gage the'situation before nextMonday as many undoubtedly remained away from work over
the holiday who would return later.

Reports from the southeastern roads indicate that approximately
yo per cent of the shop employees obeyed the strike order and
left their work on July 1, but a considerable numl>er have returned
to work in the days since. Some of the roads have posted noticesMxing dates by which the men must return to their jobs or lose
their rights but other roads had not yet taken this step. On .some
roads some of the men whose organizations had not vet authorized
a strike went out in sympathy with the shopmen. On one large
road the maintenance of way employees withdrew from the organi-
zation and formed a new one of their own
There was some delay in the handling of traffic at certain points

but no oiitstanding development had taken place during the first
part of the week The Southern Railway reported that most of
Its mechanics had gone out but that a few had returned at various
points and that the strike had had practically no effect so far.

Virginian
Approximately 95 per cent of the shop crafts are out, but with

no interference with operation.

Western Maryland
The Rtiihisiy .-Ise is advLscd as follows:
"Western Mar>land Railway has contracted all repair work

Contractors have not lost a man as result of strike which began
July . Pittsburgh & I^ake Eric Railroad together with Western
.Maryland is, I am advised, the only line between Pittsburgh and
lialtimore which is giving normal service under present con-
ditions, r iK-licve this is good evidence that the public obtains at
east some benelit from the contract plan which Western Mary-
land Railway has had in effect since March. 1922."

Canadian Roads Not Affected

The Canadian Xatioiial and tho Canailian Pacific have
not lieen :iflVito(l liy the strike. The ai)[>Iication of the Lal)Or
Hoard's adjustment of sliopmen's wages to similar occupa-
lifms on the lines of the Canadian Xational is a matter of
negotiation hctwcen the management and the unions inter-
ested. No derision lias hoen reached as yet. On the Cana-
dian National's .\meri(an sul)sidiarv, the Duluth, Winnipeg
& Pacific, the sliop employees went out on strike on July 1.
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Economic Status of Rail Workers
Still 18.75 Per Cent Above 1914

Ax.-u,YSis of the wages of railroad employees by the

National Industrial Conference Board shows that the

wage cut recently ordered by the Labor Board leaves

the four main classes of men affected with an economic status

which is nearly 19 per cent higher than their position in

1914. Of the four classes affected, the car men stand at tlie

top of the list with an increase of purchasing power of 33
per cent over the 1914 level, followed by unskilled labor,

whose increase amounts to 19 per cent; that of the clerks

13 per cent, and of skilled shop mechanics. The study also

demonstrates that even after the new wage cuts go into effect

railroad employees will still constitute a preferred class of

industrial labor, as their increase in real earnings and their

actual money wages are still materially above the real wages
and actual wages paid to employees of other industries per-
forming a similar class of service.

The Conference Board's statement, made public on July 2,

reads in part as follows:

The majority of railroad employees whose wages will be re-
duced after July 1 by order of the Labor Board are included in

the shop forces, the track laborers, the clerks and the signalmen.
Various other classes, such as the stationary firemen and oilers,

have also had their wages reduced by the Labor Board's decision,
but these form only a small percentage of the total number of
railroad employees.

The shop forces include two main classes of employees, the
skilled mechanics or the so-called locomotive crafts, comprising
the machinists, blacksmiths, boilermakers, sheet metal workers
and electrical workers, and the car men, whose dut)' it is to repair
freight and passenger cars. The bulk of the car men are engaged
in the repair of freight cars. The maintenance of way employees
include, besides track lalwrers, a nun!l>er of skilled mcclianics. but
as these mechanics are paid at the same rates as the mechanics in

the shop crafts, unskilled labor only was taken account of by
the Board in making the present estimates. The same applies
to signalmen, who are chiefly electrical workers or unskilled
laborers.

The skilled mechanics of the shop crafts have had an average
working week of 48.06 hours since the signing in 1919 of the
National Agreements defining the working conditions of this
group of employees. Their rate of pay up to the present time
has been 77 cents an hour for journeymen mechanics n<it engaccd
in autogenous welding, the autogenous welders receiving a differen-
tial of 5 cents per hour in addition to the regular mechanic's
rate.

The recent decision of the Labor Board cut the rate of
skilled mechanics 7 cents per hour, making a new hourly rate
of 70 cents. It is fair to assume that the average number of
hours of employment per week will not be less after July 1 than
it has been during the past two and one-half years, and for the
purpose of estimating the earnings of skilled shop mechanics
under the wage cut, 48.06 hours have been taken as a basis.

At this rate, skilled mechanics will receive pay for 48 hours at

70 cents plus .06 of one hour overtime at time and onc-lialf.

making their average weekly earnings $33.67 per week. This
makes their average hourly earnings after July 1 70.1 cents.
The average weekly earnings of this class of employees in 1914
was $19.73, which indicates a net increase over 1914 of 71 per
cent in estimated average weekly earnings after July 1. The
average hourly earnings of this class were 38.5 cents in 1914,
making the increase over 1914 of the estimated new earnings
82 per cent. The index of actual hourly earnings divided by tlic

index of the cost of living, which was 154.9 on June 1. and which
will probably change but slightly in the next few months, gives
an index of real earnings or purchasing power of actual e.irnini.'s.

ba.scd on the average hourly earnings, of 118, and based on the
average weekly earnings, the real index is 110. In other words,
the economic status of the skilled mechanics of the shop forces
when expressed in purchasing power \s 10 per rent higher than
in 1914.

For the ear mm, computing the fiKures in the same manner,
it is found that since the signing of the National Agreements rc-

during the working hours, the average number of hours of em-
ployment per week is 4R..'!9. Thus, car men whose rate has been
reduced 9 cents from the present rate of 72 rents, will have
average weekly earnings of $31.15, which is a 106 per cent increase
"vcr the average weekly earnings of $15.09 in 1914. Their aver-
lin hourly earnings of 64.1 cents under the new rate show an
iHrrea.ec of 150 per rent over the 1914 average hourly earnings

of 25.6 cents. Their real earnings after July 1 based on their
average hourly earnings will, therefore, be 61 per cent higher
than in 1914, and based on their average weekly earnings,- ii
per cent higher than in 1914.

The average number of hours of employment per week of
unskilled labor since the signing of the National .\greements has
been 49.86. The rate of pay of unskilled labor varies somewhat
from one part of the country to another, and in the case of
negro labor in some of the southern states, was as low as 28
cents per hour before the decision rendered by the Labor Board.
However, the rate paid to unskilled white laborers in the northern
and western states, including the great majority of the railroads
of the country, has been 40 cents per hour. 'This rate, reduced
Scents per hour by the Lalxjr Board's order, will therefore be
35 cents per hour after July 1. Working 49.86 hours per week,
the average weekly earnings of unskilled labor will therefore be
$17.45 per week, which is an increase of 85 per cent over the
1914 earnings. The decision rendered by the Labor Board on
December 16, 1921, while recognizing the principle of the eight-
hour day, provided that track laborers should be paid overtime
only after the expiration of the tenth hour of continuous service.
The 1.86 hours over the regulation 48-hour week cannot there-
fore be computed at time and one-half in figuring the weekly
earnings of this class of employees. The average hourly earn-
ings will therefore be 35 cents or the same as the hourly rate
of pay. This shows an increase in actual hourly earnings of
117 per cent over the average hourly earnings of 16.1 cents in

1914. The real earnings based on the average hourly earnings
show an increase of 40 per cent ; while real earnings based on
average weekly earnings show an increase of 19 per cent.

The clerical forces of the railroads since the Clerks' National
.\greemeiit was signed early in 1920 have worked an average
of 48.18 hours per week, and, as is the case with unskilled labor,
the .18 extra hours over the regulation 48-hour week cannot be
computed at time and one-half because of the decision of the
Labor Board of January 22, 1922, which ordered that clerical

forces should not be paid overtime until the expiration of the
ninth hour of continuous service. No definite rate can be estab-
lished for all classes of clerical employees, but their average
hourly earnings in October, 1921, were 61.8 cents. The reduction
of the Labor Board, which has just been ordered, equals 3 cents
for some classes of clerks, and 4 cents per hour for other classes,

or an average reduction of 3.8 cents, which will make the average
rate per hour of all classes of clerks 58 cents after July 1. This
is an increase in actual hourly earnings of 97 per cent over the
1914 rate and the real earnings of clerks based on their average
hourly earnings will therefore be 28 per cent . over the 1914
level. Working 48.18 hours per week, the average weekly earn-
ings of clerks will be $27.94, an increase of 74 per cent over
1914. Computed on the basis of average weekly earnings, their
purchasing power will have increased 13 per cent.

Thus, the average increase in purchasing power based on
weekly earnings of the four classes is 18.75 per cent over the
1914 standard. The car men stand at the top of the list with
an increase of 33 per cent, followed by unskilled labor, whose
increase is 19 per cent, the clerks and unskilled .shop men coming
next with increases of 13 per cent and 10 per cent respectively.

Although comparisons of wages of railroad employees with
employees in other industries cannot be made for all classes, and
the latest reports of the National Industrial Conference Board
on wages of employees in manufacturing industries do not give
data for later than January 1, 1922, it is interesting to compare
the wages of railroad skilled shop labor with those of the skilled

employees of foundries and machine shops, who perform practi-

cally identical services. Thus we find that while the average
hourly earnings of railroad skilled shop employees under the
new wage cut will be 70.1 cents, those of employees in the foundry
and machine shop industry stood at 56.1 cents on January 1,

and the comparative average weekly wages stood at $33.67 and
$25.08 for railroad and foundry and machine shop mechanics, re-

spectively. The increase in real weekly earnings of foundry and
machine shop employees over the 1914 level was only 5 per cent

as compared with a 10 per cent increase for the railroad em-
ployees.

The same is true with regard to imskilled lalxir outside the

railroad industn,-. The National Industrial Conference Board's

studies show that the average hourly earnings of imskilled

laborers in other than the railroad industry were 41.4 cents as

compared with 35 cents for railroad lalior on January 1, and the

average weekly earnings of unskilled manufacturing labor were
$1''.04 as compared with $17.45 for railroad common labor. While
real earnings for unskilled railroad labor increased 19 per cent

in the eight-year period, those of unskilled labor outside of the

railroad industry mcreasetl only 9 per cent. These increases are

figured lioth for the railroad industry and for outside industries on
the l>asis of the Conference Board's cost of living index for

June 1. 1922, which shows that the cost of living at that time

was 6.6 points lower than on January- 1.



Comprehensive Report on St. Louis Terminals

Engineers' Committee Recommends Improved Facilities and

Partial Unification of Operation

WHAT IS I'KiiiiAKLV one of tliL' most complete reports

ever made on railway terminals in this country was
recently transmitted to the Terminal committee of the

St. Louis ChamU-r of Commerce by the Engineers' committee

appointed in l')20 to make a complete study of railway trans-

portation in the St. Louis terminals. This report not only

covers an e.xhaustive .«tudy of the entire problem with de-

tailed recommendations for improvinc rail facilitii's in and

of freight cars, a revised plan for the utilization of the

Mississippi river bridges and an improved handling of the

l.c.l. business. Klectrification is found to be unnecessary

and financially impracticable.

The St. Louis-East St Louis Industrial District

The St. Louis-Kast St. Louis indu.strial district comprises

an area in Mi.ssouri and Illinois about 25 miles square, of

Present Routes of Passenger Trains

about the terminals, Ijut also includes a lar^e fund of sup-

fKjrting data concerning railway facilities and oix-rations in

the St. Louis terminals as well as abstracts from recent re-

|)orts on the railway problems of other url)an areas. The
report evidences a minute study of details and the recom-

mendations made, while including the enunciation of gen-

eral principles, are exceedingly specific in their reference to

l)articular features of the intricate network which comprises

the St. Louis railway terminal area. This study has borne

fruit in recommendations for the improved routing of pas-

senger trains, increased facilities at the Union Passenger

Station of St. Louis, the unified classification and interchange

Propcsed Routes for Passenger Trains

which the cities of St. Louis, Mo., and East St. Louis, 111.,

occupy most nearly the central position. The Illinois side

consists of what is known as the Great American Bottoms,

a low level, fertile area, bounded on the east by bluffs. The
Missouri side is an undulating surface of gently rolling hills,

sloping gradually to the Mississippi. The St. Louis indus-

trial district has a [wpulaiion in excess of 1,000,000.

Local conditions at St. Louis and East St. Louis, such as

the great exjjense of Mississipi river bridges have already

resulted in considerable unification of terminal facilities in

the Terminal Railroad .\ssociation of St. Louis, a belt line

owned by 15 trunk lines. It was manifestly impossible for

63
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Composite Carload Freight Diagram—Present Routing

each railroad to provide terminals on both sides of the river 1 he Tirniinal Railroad Association has beionie the most
and to provide its ow-n river crossing facilities. Consequent- notahli- example in the United States of prouuss in unifica-

/'•..'.' .^'''•! "•'»,'"'^"' 'hat one company .should develop such tion of rai'road teniiinal,<. Its facilities have l.oen developed
on tile "co-operative" theory as distin>{uished from the "corn-

facilities for the use of al
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Composite C.irload Freight Diagram—Proposed Rerouting

pctidvi" tliKiry under which tl;e fucilitii's of iii(livi(lu;il rail- theory, while also relying on the faiilitics of the Terminal

roads ari- usually developed. At the same tinii each railroad Railroad Arsociation for additional advantage-*,

has developed its own terminal facilities to a jjreater or less 'I'lie river bridges i)la)- an important part in the solution

c.xteiit on one or hoth sides of the riv^r on the competitive of the terminal problem. Two of the bridges, the Eads
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hriclge and the Merchants bridge are controlled by the Ter-

minal Association. The McKinley bridge is controlled by

the Illinois Traction System, while the newest crossing, the

Municipal bridge is owned by the City of St. Louis but

has not been thoroughly co-ordinated into the general rail-

road situation by connections adequate to permit its ex-

tensive use by railroad trains. To perrrit this bridge to be

adequately u^ed the two present connections must be made
permanent and at least four additional connections must be

built.

Further recommendations of the committee with respect

to the bridges are that the Eads bridge, which is of in-

adequate loading capacity and encumbered by a tunnel ap-

proach, should t>e abandoned for railroad traffic and that

passenger trains should be transferred from the Merchants

and the Eads bridges to the n-n- Municipal bridge which

should also be used for such freight traffic as can lie handled

over it more expeditiously than over the other crossings. The
McKinley bridge also should be provided with ;'.dditicnal

approaches and connections which will enable it to be used

to better advantage for freight traffic.

Improvements in Passenger Facilities

Eighteen railroad companies operate passenger trains in

and out of the Union Station. The number of trains varies

somewhat throughout the year, seasonal trains being added

and taken off as necessity- demands. A detailed study of

the time tables of December, 1920, showed a total of 269

passenger trains each day. In addition, the Wabash Rail-

way operates 10 suburlian passenger trains per day in and out

of St. Louis that do not use the Union Station, their terminus

being an uncovered track on the river front at the foot of

Olive street. The 269 passenger trains that use the Union

Station may be subdivided as follows:

Trains per Day
Western entrance 10.^

Eads bridpr and tunnel 96
Merchants elevated .- 70

Little change is recommended for the routing of trains

through the western entrance to the station except for the pos-

sible addition of two more pas.senger main tracks. However,

attention is called to the objectionalile features of the other

two routings, that over the Merchants bridge and Merchants

bridge elevated having a three mile stretch along the river

front through a congested freight terminal and industrial area

while the Eads bridge routing embraces a tunnel on the west

approach, L.'^-per cent approach grades and an exceedingly

congested condition in tlie vicinity of the Relay Depot in

East St. Louis.

The solution offered for these conditions is to abandon
both the Merchants and the Eads bridges for passenger

service and substitute a route over the Municipal bridge.

while for the 2.? trains of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas which use the Merchants

bridge elevated along the river front it is pro|)oscd to reduce

interferences with other o[ierations l)y an extension of the

elevated structure for a considerable distance to the north.

The present routing of passenger trains and the suggested

rearrangement of routes arc shown clearly in tlie two routing

diagrams. The jiroposcd |>1an for an east side rerouting in-

volves the construction of some long apprnarlics to tlie

Municipal bridge, together with the elevation of tlie passenger

tracks in the virinitv of tlic Rcl;i\- Depot to eliminate grade

rossings with freight tracks.

The Union Station

The St. Louis Union Station is one of the most con-

veniently arranged union stations in the country. Numerous
filatures of this station have been copied in the design of

other stations, notably the I'nion Station at Washington.

D. C, and the C. & N'. W. Station in Chicago. The state-

ment is frequently heard that the Union Station is out-

grown and overljurdened with traffic and for that reason a

new station will soon be required. On the contrary the

station is not used to anywhere near capacit)' as evidenced

by comparison with the South Station in Boston; other

comparisons might be made, but it is thought diis comparison.

\vith the city most nearly equal in size to St. Louis, will

suffice.

No. of Trains Max. Trains
Tracks per Day One Hour

32 269 .^0

28 660 87

The North Station ia Boston handles over 420 trains per

day on 23 tracks and is also subject to the interference of a

drawbridge. The number of passengers handled annually

in the three stations are as follows:

South St.ntion. Hoston 45,000,000
North Station. B. stt n 30,000,000
St Louis Union Station 25,000,000

-Although the Union Station as a whole is entirely satis-

factory it is deficient in certain operating features both from

the standpoint of the railroads and the public, the following

being the more important of the criticisms offered:

(a^ The surroundings are unsightly and the street and street

railway approaches are inadequate.

(b) The balloon type train shed is hot in Summer, cold and
damp in Winter, smoky, dark and dirty.

(c) The midway is too narrow.
(d ) The platforms between tracks are too narrow.
(c) The station tracks are too short and the curves connecting

the station tracks to the approach tracks are too sharp.

The first of these objections will be largely overcome by a

plan proposed by the cit)' for the widening of streets and the

creation of a plaza adjacent to the station. The second

can be corrected by the replacement of the present balloon

shed by sheds of a Bush or umbrella type. The midway
can be widened by taking awa\' some of the space from the

ends of the tracks. It is proposed to widen the track plat-

forms by the acquisition of additional property to the west

of the station.

The most formidable feature of the recommendation in-

volves the lengthening of the track by moving the entire

body of tracks in the Mill Creek Valley further south of the

station. This plan also has the advantage that it would
provide space that is urgently required for a passenger train

yard immediately adjoining the station and the correction

of the inadequacies in bagjfage, mail and express facilities,

engine hou.se facilities, etc.

The rep)ort goes into considerable di.scussion of the develoj>

ments of suburban ser\-ice which is now subject to a serious

handicap because of the fact that the Union Station is a

mile from the business district of the city. It is f>roposed

to correct this by the construction of a suburban station

fronting on Market street in the vicinity of Eighth street.

Elaborate Study of Freight Traffic

Probably the most important feature of the investigation

made by the Engineers' committee was the exhaustive study

made of a movement of carload freight through the St.

Louis-East St. Louis terminals. In connection with this,

more tlian 500,000 car records were consulted from which
tables and graphic diagrams were prepared to show the

SrvuMtY or Avi>AOi NuMiiM or D.\vs Consumed im Hasdlinc TiiROi>cn

Ca>i.oad F«rir,iiT VI* Tdcuinai. I,in«s from .^lmvAl is TO D«rA>Tt;»i

nou St. t>ouis District and Local Friicht vntii Srr at

IHOITSTRY.

Via \*ia Via
ThrouRh Movement Eads Merchants Wimrins

From cast sile lines to west side lines 3.1 2.6 2.8
From west side lines to e.i«; side lines 3.0 2.1 2.9
From e.i.rt side I'ues to cist <ide lines .^.I 3.3
From west side lines to west side lines J.

5

3.3

Average Thrmigh Movement AN>ut Three Davs
local Delivery-

From east side lines to west side lines 3.6 .1.1 3.5
From west side lines to east side lines *.0 5.5 3.8
From west side lines to west side lines 3.8 .t.8 3.9

.\veraffe Inc-O deliveries al»nut four days
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fn-it;ht routing for all the railroads. In addition, a time

study was made of the rar movement, a total of .i,S48 cars

l)einj? seliTte<i at random for the [>ur|>osc of determining the

time that was re*|uiTwl for the cars to |)ass through the

terminals. The results of these studies are given in the

table at the l)oltc»m of the pretetlini; page.

The freight traffic studies were made for the month of

October, l')20, this being the last normal month prior to

the commencement of the study. The volume of business

handled that month is given in the table Ijelow:

Nl'Mtim or rAILOAD> or FKICIIT llAKDLtS IK Ociotu. 1920

Eut Wrst
Side Side Total

Thr "^ • • 'r.->u|ht in by all Iine« for
i!ir 60,201 20,030 80.231

C»it .hi hcum 6,060 10,724 16,784
C"»r. . >irie« and tram tracki... 15,356 i:.827 28,183
C«» iini. n.'r.! -,i ircichi houaes 5,723 5.823 11,546
Car* nnlmdrd ai induiiriei and team track*. 22.838 .10.970 53,808

110,178 80,374 190,552

Nuuua or Lo.u>ro amp EMrrv FaciciiT Cais Ciossinc MiMissirri Rivca

AT St. I.nuis Bases dm Octoh*, 1920, Businbss

CartoadA Empty carl

Eaalkonnd 41,584 31,832
WcMbnund 51.032 20.828

Total 92.616 52.660

Careful studies were made of the manner of handling cars

which indicated that there was a large amount of lost motion
and duplication of effort. Thus, except for freight handled
over direct connections between railroads and live and perish-

able freight, all interchange freiglit liandled by the inter-

mediate switching agencies is cla.ssified at least three times.

This work is done in over 40 freight yards which are so

located that there is a great deal of exce.<.« engine and car

mileage in back hauls and much delay on account of railroad

grade crossings and interference with and by through move-
ments, local switching and passenger trains.

In order to eliminate unnecessary classifications, and un-
necessary mileage, and to minimize delays, the committee

recommends that the present system, under which railroads

classify cars in their own yards for direct connections and for

clearing cars for other connections throuuh the Madison
yard, the Wiggins yard, and the East St. Louis yard of the

Terminal Railroad As.sociation, be changed and that there

be substituted therefor direct transfer movement between outer

classification yards and the individual railroads. As there

is not a sufficient number of cars interchanged each day
between each railroad and every other railroad to w'arrant

a direct movement in every case, the committee recommends
the assembling of interchange business in several outer group
yards. All cars brought in by any road for delivery to any
other road would be placed on the receiving tracks of the

appropriate group yard.

The management of the group yard, which might be con-

trolled l)y those roads using the group yard, would classify

cars brought in by all roads on to classification tracks for

direct delivery to every other railroad. By groujiing roads

conveniently located in group yards, interchange freight

could be handled in solid transfer movements without going

through intermediate clearing yards as at present, thus saving

one interchange and one classification of a large portion of

the cars now handled by the Terminal Railroad A.ssociation.

It is thought that tiie present average time of three days for

through cars and four days for local cars can be reduced

to one-half this time by such grouping and direct delivery.

The committee does not propose that entirely new group

yards be constructed. Locations have been suggested where

railroads now have at least the nucleus of such yards, and in

some cases nearly ample facilities. It is intended that present

facilities shall be modified and developed to suit the ])ro]iosed

grouping, with such additions as may he necessary.

In tlie St. Louis-Kast St. Louis District less than carload

freight is handled by 20 railroads in 2S l.i.I. railroad freight

stations, some of which arc located in St. Louis and otliers in

Ea>.t St. Louis. Nine east side lines have no freight stations

in St. Louis, but handle l.c 1. freight in stations at the ends

of their lines on the East St. Louis river front and in off-

track stations in St. Louis. This latter is true of the four

east side lines having freight houses on both sides of the

river.

The amount of l.c.l. freight handled by the railroad freight

houses during the week of October, 18 to 23, 1920, is given

in the following table:

S*. Loui* frcipl"

St. L.ouia frciKli

Ea>t .Si. t.oui> i

Fjn St. I^uit I

4,089
12.932
3.446
7.702

Toul local I.C.I, freight 28,169

The chief problem with respect to l.c.l. freight in the St.

Louis- East St. Louis District relates to the improvement oC
facilities for the business of the so-called East Side lines,,

having origin or destination on the west side of the river.

This may be developed by various methods which together

with others that have been considered are outlined as follows r

(1) Through the individual freight stations in Kast St. Louis
or St. I^uis as the case may be.

(2) Through universal on-track freight stations.

(i) Through individual on-track freight stations of each railroad
to be provided on each side of the river at various locations, and
immediately adjacent to the central business district.

(4) Through the present freight stations and individual on-track
freight stations located in St. Louis as close to the business dis-
trict as practicable, and so close together as to form practically
a joint universal station, receiving and delivering freight at ctnain
designated doors for each railroad.

(5) Through univcrisal off-track freight stations of the various
transfer companies.

It is apparent from a study of the present conditions that
the first plan will not suffice and must be supplemented by
other arrangements. The second plan is not recommended
because of the experience with the Terminal .Association
freight hou.se at Tenth street, St. Louis, which handles only a
negligible jiercentage of the freight to and from the citv.

The third plan, that of individual on-track freight stations
of each railroad is dismissed because it would add an
enormous overhead charge to the business handled. The
same decision was reached with resfn-ct to the fourth plan
after a detailed study for the development of an area between
Broadway and the river providing for individual houses of
each railroad in a sort of group terminal. The conclusion
is that, under present conditions, there would not be sufficient

economy nor advantage to the St. Louis shippers or to the
east side railroads to justify the construction at this time of
St. Louis freight houses for the east side lines. However,
if it should \>c found in futuie that the development of air
rights above freight stations in St. Louis by the construction
of multijdc story commercial buildings would carry all or ;»

considerable portion of the fixed charges of the freiglit

stations, less saving would l>e required to justify such a step
than if the saving had to carry the entire fixed charges.

OfF-Track Stations Recommended
The re|)ort draws particular attention to the popularity

of the off-track freight station in St. Louis. Mo., to serve
the railroads maintaining freight stations on the east side
of the river. The cast side railroads have arranged with the
transfer companies to dray the freight across the river, al>-

.sorbing their charges and recognizing their off-track stations
as the St. Louis freight stations of the east side lines.

There are about 20 puldic transfer companies whose charges
between the east side freight houses and the W(>st approach
to Eads Bridge are absorbed Ity tlie railrauls, but only three
operate off-track freiglit stations and are recognized bv the
railroads in the application of rates to and from suclv
stations.

In the committee's (i[)inion the principle of off-track uni-
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versal freight station? i? correct, and the facilities should be

developed in St. Louis. The system presents the necessary

element of flexibility which lends itself to a city whose street

traffic is congested and whose commercial industrial districts

are widely distributed.

The system promotes the short haul of less than carload

freight and the accumulation of such tonnage into lots which

can be moved with greatest economy and dispatch to and

from the rail haul.

The Ejigineers" committee resjx)nsible for this report con-

sisted of the following: Harland Bartholomew, engineer.

City Plan Commission of St. Louis; P. W. Coyle, traffic com-

missioner. St. Louis Chamber of Commerce; E. A. Hadley.

chief engineer. Mis.souri Pacific; J. B. Hunley, engineer,

bridges and structures. Cleveland, Cinciimati, Chicago &
St. Louis: R. D. Sangster. industrial commissioner, St. Louis

Chamber of Commerce; C. E. Smith, consulting engineer for

City of St. Louis; F. J. Stimson, chief engineer maintenance

of way. Southwestern region. Pennsylvania Lines; D. O.

Thomas, consulting engineer for East St. Louis Chamber
of Commerce: F. G. Jonah, chief engineer. St. Louis-San

Francisco and Charles H. Diel, secretary-, formerly secretary

Municipal Develo[)ment Bureau, St. Louis Chamber of

Commerce.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

TiiE XVMBER OF CARS loaded with revenue freight showed

another large gain during the week ended June 24 to

a total of S77.856, as compared with 775,447 during

the corresponding week of 1921 and 911.503 in the corre-

s[>onding week of 1920. The gain over the preceding week

was 17,084 cars and the fact that unusually large increases

had lieen shown in earlier weeks indicates that instead of

holding back freight to await the 10 per cent reductions in

freiglit rates on July 1, as had been considered probable,

some shippers may have hastened their shipments because

of the threatened railroad strike. The loading of coal during

the week of June 24 was 96.960 cars, which was the largest

since the coal strike began on April 1, but the total car

loading was 102,000 cars greater than during the correspond-

ing week of last year and only 33,000 cars less than in 1920

in spite of the fact that coal loading was 59,061 cars less

than in 1921 and 98,539 less than in 1920. Increases as

compared with last year were shown in all districts and in

all classes of commodities except grain and grain products.

The Car Service Division has published the accompanying

chart comparing the cumulative car loading from January 1

SuMMAKY—ALf. nr

Di.'nricts Year

Eastern 1922
1921

Allegheny 1922
1921

Pocahontas 1922
1921

Southern 1922
1921

N'orthwestern 1922
1921

Central Western . 1922
1921

Southwestern 1922
1921

Tt-tal Western districts.. 1922
1921

Total, all roads 1922
1921
1920

Int-ease compared 1921
D<-crca9e compared 1921
Increase compared 1920
Decrease ccnt|iared .... 1920
June 24 1922
June !7 1922
June 10 1922
tune 3 1922
May 27 1922

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

PAHisoN OF TouLs THIS Year, Last Year, Two Years .Ago. Week Ended Satirday, June 24. 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

9.283
6,421
2,129
2,281
183
140

3.370
2,935
9.325
11.067
10.000
11.584
4,121
4.671

23.446
27,322
38.411
39.099
34.668

38,411
39,333
40,035
37,931

Live
stock

2,803
2,960
2,377
2,719
129
148

2,385
2,112
8.473
8,007
11.152
9,741
2.615
2,246
22,240
19,994
29,934
27,933
28.774
2,001

"iiieo

'

29^934
29,151
29.765
27,792
29,502

Coal

8,200
41.503
19.029
47.333
31,460
25,237
24,117
19.342
6.940
5.239
5,152

13,407
2,962
3,960

14,154
22,606
96,960
156,021
195,499

"wiotii

'98'. 539
96,960
92,136
94,824
86,626
91,370

Coke
1,703
903

4.721
2,362
260
144
836
449

1,538
560
232
160
176
136

1,946
856

9,466
4,714

11.882
4.752

2.416
9,466
9.302
9,008
8.927
8,851

Forest
products

5,486
5,087
3,330
2,907
1.680
1,259

19,839
14,421
19,192
13.819
6.586
6,289
8,158
6,1 'JO

33,936
26,258
64,271
48.932
60.669
14,339

3,602

"641271

64.032
62.358
58.923
64,020

Ore

6.038
I,,S82

12,018
6,891

25
23

1.152
460

41,826
18.172
2.769
719
456
.S06

45,JS1
19,697
64.284
28.953
73,675
35,331

9.391
64.284
53,822
46,372
31,552
23,871

Mdse.
L.C.L.

71.301
58.538
52,734
43.933
6.357
5.336

37.475
35.746
31.354
27.656
34.0G8
31.155
15.964
15.401
81,326
74.212

249,193
217.765
158,944
31,428

'90,249

249,193
248,044
248,405
217.254
247,331

Misccl-
1

90.683
69.546
77.005
51.002
4.021
3,882

41,262
36.308
40.298
31.651
45.420
36.104
26,648
22.537

112.366
90.292

325.337
251.030
347.392
. 74.307

22.055
325.337
324.902

1922

195.497

i73i34i

'44.1 is

iioi-tie

issio-ie

115,319

6iii66

334i465

877^856

33.647
877.856
860.772
846,002
750,645
821.121

Corre-
sponding

year
1921

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

i86iS46 223;782

159,428 182.399

36,169 33,863

111,773 124,101

116,171 158,156

109,159 127,885

55,907 61.317

281,237 347,358

775,447
9111563

775,447
775,328
7)17.283
693,903
795.335

911.503
918,736
930.976
828.907
898,169

MN. FSB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN. JUL. AUO. SCP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
J 14 21 2B 4 II IB ZS 4 II 18 ZS I 3ISSZ3iB20Z73IOI7 24l BISZZZ9SI2IS2iZ3l6a30yi4ZIZa4lliaiSZ9»a3(>

Revenue Freight Car Loadings Up to June 24, 1922
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to Juiii- 17 thi> jtar with that for the prwcdinK four years.

This shows tliat the luadiriK this year, nearly IS',, million
cars, tonsitleralily exci-eds that for last year or I'M 9, but,

mainly owini; to the lii;ht coal loading; during tlie strike, is

below that for l'»l» or 1^20. TIk M.ir \')2u ,\,,,,|.-.l tli.-

|>ro\iniated by way of estimates from the experience of pre-

vious years as to what the trend of car loading is likely to

Im: for the l>alance of this year and what conditions may be

cxfjected in the way of car supply to nn-cl the requirements.

I 111- iiiimlur (.f l,.iil-,iril,r freight cars was reduced from

ityr/fi^ fir/ejYT lavar^^— Tdmi m l^/jnexTy

/
^<.^^. ^•5^^'^\HV^-«•^^)N«»•^•l>$5;^^N!>?:^^'!^S^^^$^«; ^ ^ ^

Chart Showing Increased Traffic in 1922

year 1918 but the loading for the first part of the year was
somewhat less than that of 1918 because of the switchmen's

strike. The Car Ser\-ice Division is planning to issue a

bulletin presenting such conclusions as may be safely ap-

15 to 14.6 per cent of the total from June 1 to June 15, ac-

cording to the semi-monthly report of the Car Service Divi-

sion. The number was 332,681, of which 268,305 required

heavy repairs.

Coal Loadings Elimination Fails to Hurt Big Four

Traffic Received from Connections Increases Sufficiently

to Balance Effect of Strike

THERK .ARK at present two factors of lending interest in

Big Four operations. One is the gnulually improving

position of the jiroijcrty from a traffic and earnings

standpoint. The other is the peculiar effect the coal strike

is having on Big Four o[)erations; in .spite of the fact that

not a single coal mine on its own lines is in operation, the

road is (benefiting from tlie shutdown of tlie union mines

l>ccause of the volume of non-union coal which is being

received from connections.

The improvement in tiie Big Four's position is one of the

interesting developments in the New York Central System.

The Big Four in recent years has licen showing somewhat the

same favorable results of the parent company; and its prog-

ress, except for the difference in degree, has not been unlike

that of its sister company, the Michigan Central. The Big

Four had a stanthird return for o])erations during federal

control of approximately .iilO.OOO.OOO. In 1<M« it earned for

the government nearly $15,()()(),00(); in 1919, about :i;i3,000,-

000. In 1920 it did not do so well, but its net after rentals

for the year of about $8,500,000, after charges made to

maintenance eijualization reserves, was not at all bad con-

sidering 1920 conditions. In 1920, also, the Hig Four fared

rather well during the last four months of the year, its

net railway operating income for that period being over

$5,000,000.

In 1921 the rftad's net after rentals was $10,000,000, thus

putting the Big Four practically on a pre-war or standard

return basis in s|>ite of the falling off in traffic by which

1921 was unfortunately i iiarac terized. The Mig Four's cor-

porate net in 1921, according to the recently issued annual

report, was $2,326,617; this compared with $5,323,339 in

1920.

The road pays five per cent on its preferred stock, the

dividends amounting annually to $499,925. The figure of

corporate net is after the deductions of these dividends.

Under the conditions as a whole and even with the fact that

the 1921 corporate results were not as good as the 1920, it

is not to be wondered that the directors should have decided

in May to declare a dividend on the common stock of two

per cent. This is the first dividend disbursement on the

common stock since September, 1910.

Only 4 Cars of Coal Reported Loaded Since April 1

Since the beginning of the coal strike the road has lo;ided

only four cars of coal, one car being reixjrted for the week
ending .Ajjril 8 and the other three for the week ended June
17. .-Vt this time last year the road was loading from 2,000

to 2,300 cars weekly. In spite of this fact, the Big Four has

been showing im|)roved results since the strike. In .April,

for instance, it handled 435.082,000 net ton-miles of freight

(including revenue and non-revenue) as compared with 412,-

843,000 in .April last year. F'or the first four months of

1922 its total net ton-miles were 2,065,554,000 as compared
with 1,788,008,000 last year. Further, in .April the road had

a net after rentals of $r,01(),441 as compared with $204,517

in April last year. F"or the first four months its total was

$4,526,507 as compared with $1,290,215. It had an operat-

ing ratio in .April of 73.90; for the four months of 74.60.

In March, when it was moving coal in anticipation of the

strike, it got its ratio down to 66. The reason for these favor-

able figures in spite of the elimination of its coal lixulings

is to be attributed to the increa.se in the volume of other

traffic due to reviving industrial conditions, but primarily to

the large volume of coal traffic received from connections.
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notably the Louisville & Nashville. For the purpose of put-

ting this in more grapliic form, the following figures of coal

loadings, total loadings and cars received from connections

are given. The figures selected are those of the thiid week

in each of the last four months.

Received from
Coal loadings Total loadings connections

Week ending 1922 1921 1922 1921 1922 1921

March 18 4,115 2,182 12,267 9,476 17,822 14,142

April 15 1,667 8.592 9,299 14,684 13.100

l5hy 20 2,jl07 9,033 10.090 20.737 14,795

June 17 . 2,089 9,543 10,049 22,255 14,161

Coal from L. & N. Big Factor

The Louisville & Nashville is one of those roads which

has benefited greatly from the coal strike, this being because

it serves an extensive and as yet but partly developed non-

union area in eastern Kentucky. Its loadings for the past

several weeks have been running over 12,000 cars weekly.

There have been one or two recent weeks that the loadings

have run over 15,000 cars, whereas at this time last year

Louisville & Nashville coal loadings were running less than

10,000 weekly. A large share of this traffic is turned over to

the Big Four for movement northward from Cincinnati and

from Louisville. The Big Four, therefore, in spite of the

elimination of the coal mining on its own lines, is not being

hurt by the strike, and in spite of the fact that it serves union

fields, is being helped quite considerably by the movement

from the non-union fields.

The Big Four has a rather diversified tonnage. There has

been a tendency towards an increasing movement of coal and

in recent years the proportion of coal has run about SO per

cent of the total tonnage. The road participates in the move-

ment of perishable products eastbound from St. Louis and

holds its own in this traffic. One of the characteristics of

the road is its large amount of interchanged traffic which is

a natural result of its location. The coal which the Big Four

lines originate is received in Indiana and Illinois. The road

serves SO mines in Illinois and 25 in Indiana including 20

on the Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre Haute, a controlled

property (since November 1, 1920) but separately operated.

The coal which is received from the Louisville & Nashville

reaches the Big Four at Cincinnati and Louisville. From
Cincinnati the larger part of the movement is to the west

- and northwest to Chicago, or to Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland,

etc. That received at Louisville is mainly destined to Chi-

cago. The Big Four normally does not move a ver\' large

amount of coal to Lake Erie ports for lake movement.

The 1921 Results

In 1921, as was noted, the Big Four had a corporate net

after the preferred dividends of $2,326,617. On December

31, 1921, it had a profit and loss credit balance of $18,885,-

959. The distinguishing features of operations during the

year were not quite typical of those of most of the country's

railroads. There was a reduction in revenue tons and a re-

duction in revenues, but the reduction in operating exjx'nscs

was less than the reduction in revenues which is unusual

as compared with the results shown in 1921 by most other

lines.

The revenue tonnage in 1921 was 30,043,632 as compared

with 38,513,685 in 1920, a reduction of 8,470,053. About

one-half of the decrease was in the tonnage of l>ituminous

coal. The freight revenue in 1921 was $56,289,898, a reduc-

tion of $4,535,557. The 1921 total operating revenues were

$79,793,593. These compared with $88,862,078 in 1920, the

reduction being $9,068,485. The Big Four in 1920 charged

off certain .lums for ef]uali7.ation of maintenance, the larger

part of which is credited in 1921. It is not necessary to

emphasize this factor particularly, because reference to sim-

ilar procedure has already l)ecn made in the reviews which

have npjieared in these columns of the New York Central

and Michigan Central annual reports. However, it should

be noted that the charges made to equalization of mainte-

nance of way in 1920 were $2,057,145, and to maintenance

of equipment $658,740. Excluding the.<e maintenance re-

serves and their credits in 1921, the operating expenses for

the latter year were $66,597,189. Thi.s amount was $5,322,-

196 less than in 1920.

There was an actual increase of $1,398,578 in mainte-

nance of way expenses. The reduction in maintenance of

equipment was only $783,981, the 1921 figure being $18,-

513,988. The transportation expenses in 1921 were ^33,-

005,071, a decrease of $6,025,788. The reason for the

comparatively smaller decrease in expenses as compared with

the decrease in revenues is not in evidence from the annual

report. In-so-far as concerns maintenance of equipment, it

to be noted that on June 15 the Big Four had a percentage

of bad-order cars of 18.1, which appears to be rather high.

Big Four operating statistics naturally show the effect of

the falling off in traffic. In 1921 the road's revenue train

load was 707 tons as compared with 799 in 1920. Its average

car load was 27.1 as compared with 28.8. The road in 1921

had an average haul of 177 miles, 1.5 miles less than in

1920. Its revenue traffic density in 1921 was 2,232,219 as

compared with 2,871,527 in 1920.

Improvements

The Big Four, in common with the other parts of the New
York Central, has in recent years made large expenditures

for the physical improvement of the property. In 1921 it

completed double tracking work as follows : Columbus, Ohio,

to Avenue, 4.3 miles; Briar, Ind., to Beech Grove, 9 miles;

Augusta, Ind., to Whitestown, 11 miles: Templeton, Ind.,

to Swanington, 6 miles; Winchester, Ind., to Farmland, 9

miles. Some of these projects are to assist in handling in-

creased traffic, others include relocations and grade revisions

to permit heavier tonnage. In one case the project permits

adding 500 tons to the train load behind the heavy Mikados.
^\'o^k under way or contemplated includes a second track

from Farmland to Muncie, 10 miles. At Delaware, Ohio, a

33^/>-mile single track cut-off is planned for the purpose of

grade reduction and to save 23/2 miles for through trains on
the Cleveland division between Columbus and Galion. In

connection with this grade revision work it is worth noting

that the Big Four in the last 12 vears has spent something
like $60,000,000 to $70,000,000 for grade revision. Other
Big Four projects include the grade separation and station

work at Indianapolis, engine terminal facilities at Ansonia,

Ohio, and Sheff, Ind. Tlie road has recently installed auto-

matic signals on the new double track line between Galion,

Ohio, and Berea. It is hardly necessary to say much con-

cerning the large increases made in recent years in the way
of equipment. The New York Central Lines, as a whole,

have accomplished a great deal in this respect and the Big
Four has played its part in the whole situation.

A Combined Locomotive and Crane

Pcsigncd bv C. b. CoUclt, chief mechanic.il enpnecr of the Great Western
of Kngland. Tractive effort 17,410 lb., lifting capacity 6 toni at 18-(t.

radius, or 9 tons at 12 ft. radius.



Effect of Tonnage and Speed on Fuel Consumption*

Ton Miles Per Hour Affects Fuel Rate; Economical Tonnage For

Various Speeds. Effect of Grade and Car Weight

By J. E. Davenport

Engineer, Dynamometer Tests, New York Central

THIS Disc'fssiON touches the subject of the economic train

load or train speed purely from the standpoint of fuel.

Admitting that many times other ojjerating conditions,

or costs, or returns, finally settle the question of train load,

it is altogether fitting that this association approach the

discussion with entire attention directed toward the fuel con-

sumption. The tonnages referred to herein are gross tons of

2,000 lb., not adjusted tons.

A train hauled by a locomotive is a unit made up of two
components. The first component, the locomotive, is a ma-

r
Fig. 1-

500 1000 /soo eooo
0(/na/nome/er Horse Poiwr
/O IS eo £5 so 35
Speee/'/i/Zes per Hour

Relation of Locomotive Fuel Consumption and Train

Resistance to Train Speeds

performance occurs somewhere between the most efficient

locomotive performance and the most efficient train haulage

performance.

The foregoing roughly expressed generalities are shown

graphically in Fig. 1. That portion of each curve marked

with an X indicates the most efficient point of operation as

related to that component of the train unit.

There arc, possibly, many methods of arriving at the re-

lation of load and sjjeed to fuel consumption of which the

following is suggested for your consideration. Two com-

monly accepted principles form the foundation of this meth-

od: First, the locomotive component of the train unit devel-

ops useful jxjwer related definitely to the fuel consumed.

Second, the train resists haulage in terms related definitely

to the grade, including curvature, speed and weight of the

individual cars.

The production of useful power and its relation to fuel

consumption is shown in Fig. 2, wherein the dynamometer

horsepower developed is plotted against the coal consumed

per hour. The curves are plotted from figures developed at

chine capable of exerting a maximum drawbar pull at low

speeds, and capable of producing a maximum dynamometer

horsepower output at some higher speed dependent upon its

dimensions (in the case of the modern Mikado this speed

is around 30 miles an hour) , but in terms of useful work per

unit of fuel consumed the maximum efficiency is neither at

the maximum dynamometer pull nor the maximum dyna-

mometer horsepower. A modem Mikado type locomotive ca-

pable of exerting a dynamometer pull of some 60,000 lb. at

speeds Ijelow eight or ten miles an hour, and a dynamometer

horsepower of some 2,500 at speeds in the neighborhood of

.^0 miles jxt hour, shows its maximum efficiency from the

fuel standpoint while producing a dynamometer horsepower

output in the neighborhood of 1,400, and this output may be

produced at any operating speed above approximately 10

miles f)cr hour. The second component, tlie train, is a ma-
chine capable of being hauled most efficiently, as expressed

in terms of resi.stance to hauling, at the lowest f)ossible speeds

and in car units of the highest possible weigiits which can

be placed on four-wheel trucks. This statement may need

modification when more knowledge is at hand coticerning

resistance of cars equipped with other than four-wheel trucks.

The great number of variables entering into tlie makeup of

the train unit indicates the reason that tlie (juestion of eco-

nomic train load is one so difficult of ready solution in all

its phases, including the fuel rate. The most efficient fuel
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Dr(/ Coo/ Fire<^- T/^ousanc^ Psc/m/s p^r Hoiyr

Fig. 2—Showing the Increasing Rate of Fuel Consumption in

the High Ranges of Horsepower Output

the Penn.sylvania and University of Illinois locomotive test-

ing plants and rcjiresent the most reliable information ob-

tainable on locomotive ]ierformance. It will be noted that

at the point of maximum horsepower output the coal con-

sumption increases most rapidly with each unit of power

produced. The resistance to haulage is shown in Fig. 1.

These curves are reproduced from the University of Illinois

studies on Freight Train Resistance. The values shown

tlierein were substantially checked by the writer several

years ago, and it is felt under average conditions these curves

are entirely acceptable as a measure of car resistance.

Using the Pennsylvania Class Lis Mikado tests reported

71
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in Bulletin No. 28, Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 art submitted,

showins in each case the consumption rates while the loco-

motive is working .«team. Fig. 3 shows the relation between

speed and coal as tired per thousand ton miles behind the

tender with cars of 50 tons gross weight on tangent level

track under the development of 40, SO, 60, 70 and 80 thou-

sand ton miles per train hour, indicating a reduced fuel con-

sumption at a set speed with increased ton mile production

and a rapidly increasing consumption at a set ton mile pro-

duction with an increase of speed.

Fig. 4 sliows the relation l>etween speed and coal as fired

per thousand ton miles behind the tender with cars of 50

ton gross weight for trains of varying weight on tangent level

track. These curves indicate that for each weight of train

there is a speed of minimum fuel consumption; the lighter

the train the higher this speed. Also they indicate the rapid

increase of consumption with increase of speed beyond the

point of minimum consumption; the heavier the train the

more rapid the increase in consumption. It is interesting to

note that the 2,000-ton train and the 8,000-ton train consume

the same amount of fuel at 22 miles p)er hour, but by op-

erating the S.OOO-ton train at 1 1 miles per hour its coal con-
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these economic speeds of course would be altered slightly had

other individual speed lines l>een shown. These curves indi-

cate that for 10 miles per hour operation the train tonnage

sliould l>e over 8.000 tons for minimum consumjjtion; for 15

miles per hour operation, between 7,000 and 8,000 tons; for

20 miles per hour operation, 4,500 to 5,500 tons; for 25 miles

jHT hour operation, around 4,000 tons; for .50 miles per hour

ojieration, slightly under 3,000 tons; for .55 miles per hour

operation, sliglitly under 2,500 tons; and for 40 miles per

hour operation, something less than 2,000 tons.

Fig. 6 shows the relation between speed and coal as fired

eo as
SpefcfM//«s per Hour

Fig. 3—Relation of Speed to the Ton-Mile Fuel Rate for

Various Rates of Ton-Mile Output

sumption may l)e redu< ed to 75 per (ent of the minimum
possible with the 2,000-ton train.

Fig. 5 show'i the relation between train loiid and coal as

fired per thousand ton miles l)ehind the tender witli cars of

50 ton gros.s weiglit. o|)crating at various sin-eds on tangent

level track. These curves locate 20 miles jkt hour as the

most economical speed for a train of fnnn 2,000 tons to 2.500

tons, 15 miles per hour for trains from 2,500 to 6,000 tons

and 10 mile* per hour for trains from 6,000 to 8,000 tons.
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Fig 4—Speed-Fuel Rate Characteristics of Trains of Various

Weights

jier thousand ton miles behind the tender with 40 cars of 50

tons gross weight (2,000 ton train) on tangent level track

and tangent grades of .1 per cent, .2 per cent, ..5 jxt cent,

.5 per cent, .8 per cent and 1 per cent. These curves empha-
size the effect of speed and grade on fuel consumption and

indicate that the heavier the grade, the less the speed at

wliicli minimum fuel consumption may be expected. For ex-

am|)le, tlie minimum rate on a 1 jxt cent grade is 199 lb.

per thousand ton miles at 8 miles per hour, and on level

tr.ick 42 lb. at 18 miles per hour. .\lso it requires 10 per

tent more fuel at 14 miles [x^r hour on a 1 per cent grade

than at 8 miles per hour.

The foregoing charts having dealt with cars of 50 tons

gross weight, a figure close to the average for eastbound loads

on trunk Une roads. Fig. 7 is produced to indicate the rela-

tion l)etween speed and coal as fired [Kr thousand ton miles

behind the tender for the empty car return movement, cars

of 20 tons gross weight, on tangent level track. These curves

inihcate the same n-lation as with the loaded cars: a mini-
mum consumption for each train weight at some definite
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sjRfil. till- liiiliti-r the tram tin- iiii;luT tin- -|K-f<i. I iu-\ also

indicatf that lor operating sjx-etls Ix'twii-n 10 and JO miles

per hour a train of 150 cars shows the meet economical per-

formanic; between 20 and 24 miles per hour, train.- ot 125

cars; between 24 and 30 miles, trains of 100 car>; Ix-tween

JO and 36 miles, trains of 75 cars, and ta-tween 3o and 40
miles per hour, trains of 50 cars. C'omparing the minimum
consumption of 2,000 ton trains in Figs. 5 and h, it is noted

that the empty tar train re<|uires 60 per cent more fuel than
the loadeil train. This indicates the importance of the empty
car movement in any fuel economy program.

Practical Application

Using recent dynamometer car tests with a 4-8-2 type loco-

motive, computing the train resistance established for level

.
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Fig. 5—Curves Showing the Economical Tonnages for

Various Operating Speeds

tangent tr;i( k ami relating this ligure to the actual average

dynamonutiT pull recorded, there is located what might be

termed the equivalent grade for this territory. In I'ig. 8

there is i>lotted the relation Ix-tweeii the coal as tired per

thousand ton mile.- I)eliind the tender and speed for trains of

cars of 35 tons weight, and trains of tars of 55 tons weight,

both sets of curves making u.se of the equivalent grade fig-

ure of .06 per cent. The trains shown in the upper group,

i. e., of 35 ton lar weight, represent train.s falling in the fast

freight service and trains in the lower group, i. e., of 55 ton

car weight, rei>resent trains falling in the slow freight service.

.\nalyzing the operation from the curves shown in Fig. 8

for the period of 1921, covering the five summer months, in

the fast freight service an average load of 2,675 tons was

handled at an average operating speed of X'iVi miles per

hour, and in the slow freight service an average load of 5,750

tons was handled at an operating <\»:Ki\ of 15 miles per hour.

This fast freight service from the foregoing analysis shows
the coal consumption of 76.6 lb. per thousand ton miles and
the slow freight scrv'ice a coal consumption of 54 lb. jh.t

thousand ton miles, showing an increase of 41 per cent in

fuel for the fast freight service over the slow freight. A

Sp**dM,!€s p*/- ^^av

Fig. 6—How Grade Affects the Relation Between Speed and

Unit Fuel Consumption

similar check of a different class of power in another ter-

ritory, indicating an equivalent grade of .085 p)er cent, shows

a coal consumption of 84 lb. per thousand ton miles in fast

freight ser\'ice and 63 lb. in slow freight, or an increase of

3i per cent in fuel in the handling of fast freights, which
increase results from the combination of a higher speed,

lighter train load and lighter individual car weight.

Many errors are made by the yard forces in computing the

size of the individual train in both fast and slow freight

trains. These errors in numerous cases on the slow freight

side amount to as high as 20 per cent in the tonnage ordered

and on the fast freight side running at times to 15 per cent.
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Fig. 7—Speed-Fuel Rate Characteristics of Trains of Light

Weight Cars

When errors of this nature produce a train heavier than is

ordered the resultant will produce a more economical coal

con.'iumption since the operating speed in this service is from

14 to 20 miles per hour. However, when the error results

in an underlaad of from 10 to 15 per cent the increase in the

i;perating speed of this particular unit will result in an in-

creased coal consumption as higii a* 10 per cent or 12 per

cent.
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Conclusion

The method outlined herein for ascertaining the relation

between train load, speed and fuel consumption is suggested

as possible for practical application for use during that por-

tion of freight train movement while the locomotive is using

steam. The fuel consumption during that portion of the

run while the locomotive is drifting and during the delay

periods must be computed in a different manner, and from

the locomotive test plant results will amount to from 300 to

900 lb. per hour, depending upon the class of locomotive and

method of firing. It is evident that local operating condi-

tions will in each case govern the ratio of the portions of

the run during which the locomotive is using steam and haul-

ing the train and during which the locomotive will be con-

suming coal at this lesser figure, or in other words the rela-

C/i7ss 4-8 -2 Power—Bc2sedor) Test Obseri'<7//ons—Approx/maf/'on

Speech - M//es per Hour

Fig. 8—Application to a Typical Operation on .06 Per Cent

Equivalent Grade

tion between train load, speed and fuel consumption varies in

each territory and each direction and can best be solved by

local studies. Assuming the foregoing proposed method as

containing a fair amount of merit, the conclusion is reached

that for each weight train in each direction there will be a

(kfinite speed at which the minimum coal consumption will

result, and with speeds either higher or lower than this def-

inite sf)eed there will be an increase in coal consumption.

Generally speaking the handling of heavier cars and heavier

trains and operation at moderate speeds will greatly assist

in reducing the fuel bills.

The following is an abstract of a written discussion pre-

sented by E. E. Ramey (B. & O.) :

As the subject indicates, the effect of train load and run-

ning sp>eed on unit fuel consumption alone has been consid-

ered in the paper, and the conclusions are given in pounds of

coal per 1,000 gross ton-miles. It is also fairly general prac-

tice to measure the wage performance in freight service on the

basis of some such unit as gross ton-miles per hour of crew

time or wage cost of train and engine crews per 1,000 gross

ton-miles, and it is not inappropriate to attempt a combina-
tion of the fuel and wage costs, which are the controlling

factors in the cost of producing ton mileage, and to use the

combined fuel and wage cost as an indicator of the trend

of die actual unit cost of the movement of traffic.

In practice this may \x done currently by the compilation

of a running daily and cumulative record of the performance

of similar trains and groups of trains arranged as the par-

ticular operating conditions may render desirable. Compar-
ison of the performance day by day of specific engine runs

or operating divisions with good previous performances and
with properly established standard performances will indi-

cate the trend of the unit e.xpense of moving the traffic.

To illustrate the position here taken, Table I has been

prepared on the basis of Fig. 4 of Mr. Davenport's paper.

In addition to these specified conditions, the following as-

sumptions have been made in order to incorporate the wage
factor

:

(a) Locomotive run of 100 miles for mikado locomotives.

(b) Terminal and road delays amounting to a total of three hours per trip.

(c) Train and tngine crew wages of $27.32 for eight hours or 100 miles

with overtime at the rates generally in effect.

(d) Cost of coal on tenders. $5.00 per ton of 2,000 lb.

(e) Consumption of coal during the three hours of delay at the rate of

750 lb. per hour.

Cf) Crew time used in estimating the wage and fuel expense.

The general indication of the table for the conditions a>

sumed. is that the wage factor predominates to the extent that

the running S[x?ed for the lowest unit cost of wages and fuel

combined is practically identical with the running sf)eed for

the lowest unit cost of wages alone. This running speed

20 miles per hour under these conditions.

The running speeds for the lowest unit cost of fuel under

the specified conditions vary from IQ to 20 miles an hour for

a train of 2,000 tons to 12 miles an hour for a train of 6,000

tons. This would indicate a material variation for the heavier

trains between the running speed of lowest unit fuel ca«t and

that of lowest unit ccxst of wages and fuel combined.

In a general way it would appear that for the trains o\

TABLF. I--COMBINED COST OF FUEL AND WAGES PER 1.000

Ru
GrOSS Ton.Milcs for Trains of 2,000 tons to 6,000 Tons

Crew A " 2.000 ton train 3.000-ton tra in 4.000.ton train S.OOO-lon tra " 6,000 ton train

iime,
hours

Speed,
m. p. h.

time.
6o»l Wages Total ('oal Wages Total Coal Wages Total Coal Wages Total Coal Wages Total

10.0 10 14.8 26.4 41.2 12.0 17.6 29.6 10.8 13.2 24.0 9.7 10.6 20.3 9.3 8.8 18.1

11 14.4 24.2 38.6 11.7 16.1 27.8 10.4 12.1 22.5 9.6 9.7 19.3 9.2 8.1 17.

J

8.

J

12 14.0 22.1 36.1 11.6 14.7 26.3 10.3 11.1 21.4 9.6 8.9 18.5 9.1 7.4 I6.S

7 7 13 13.8 20.6 344 11.4 13.7 25.1 10.2 10.3 20.5 9.5 8.3 17.8 9.2 6.9 16.1

7 2 14 13.6 19.3 32.9 11.4 12.9 24.3 10.2 9.7 19.9 9.5 7.7 17.2 9.2 6.4 15.6

9 7 6.7 IS 13.5 18.0 31.5 11.3 12.0 23.3 10.2 9.0 19.2 9.6 7.2 16.8 9.3 6.0 15.5

9 i 6.3 16 13.4 16.9 30.3 11.1 11.0 22.3 10.2 8.5 18.7 9.6 6.8 16.4 9.4 5.7 15.1

17 13.4 16.0 29.4 11.3 10.7 22.0 10.3 8.0 18.3 9.7 6.4 16.1 9.5 5.3 H.f

8.6 5.6 18 13.3 15.2 28.5 11.3 10.1 21.4 10.3 7.6 17.0 9.8 6.1 15.9 9.6 5.1 14.7

K.J 5.3 19 13.3 14.4 27.7 11.4 9.6 21.0 10.4 7.2 17.6 9.9 5.8 15.7 9.8 4.8 14.6

8.0 5 20 13.3 13.7 27.0 11.4 9.1 20.5 10.5 6.8 17.3 10.1 5.5 15.6 10.0 4.6 14.6

7.8 4.8 21 13.4 13.7 27.1 11.5 9 1 20.6 10.6 6.8 17.4 10.3 5.5 15.6 10.3 4.6 14.5

7.6 4.6 22 13.4 13.7 27.1 11.6 9.1 20.7 10.7 6.8 17.5 10.5 5.5 16.0 10.6 4.6 IS.-

7.4 4.4 23 13.S 13.7 27.2 11.7 9.1 20.8 10.9 6.8 17.7 10.7 5.5 16.2 10.9 4.6 15.5

7.2 4.2 24 13.5 13.7 27.2 11.8 9.1 20.9 11 1 6.8 17.9 11.0 5.5 16.5 11.2 4.6 15.J

7.0 4.0 25 13.6 IJ.7 27.3 12.0 9.1 21.1 11.3 6.8 18.1 11.3 5.5 16.8 11.7 4.6 16.3

6.6 3.6 28 13.9 13.7 27.6 12.5 9.1 21.6 12.1 6.8 18.9 12.4 5.5 17.0 13.5 4.6 18.1

6.4 3.4 30 14.1 13.7 280 12.9 9.1 22.0 12.8 6.8 196 13.6 5.5 19.1

59 2.9 35 15.3 13.7 29.0 14.7 9.1 23.8

5 5 2.5 40 16.9 13.7 30.6
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.i.iWJO >;ri<-s tons or tnon-, reduction of delays will ciusc the

running >iH-cd of lowi-st unit wage cost to approach the run-

ning speed of lowest unit fuel cast, resulting in a cumulative

lowering of the combined unit cost. It ap|>ears that for the

trains of less than 3,000 the running speed for the lowest

possible combined unit cost is around 20 miles per hour. It

should be kept in mind that the tai>le and these conclusions

are based upon the condition of tangent level track.

It ap[X'ars to I* entirely practicable for the interested

local opcratmg ofticer to advantageously apply Uie principle

here outlined to the particular conditions surrounding his

operation or at least to the fjortion covered by regular runs

which vary only slightly in character. Such an application

for use as a standard of performance for specific locomotive

runs would only re<juire the establishment of the so-called

equivalent grade of the run and the stating of the other con-

trolling conditions from ol)ser\'ation of the possibilities of

the particular opjeration.

Central of Georgia Perishable Traffic Big Factor

Corporate Deficit in 1921 of $979,814, Net Railway

Operating Income $1,220,655

TMK (KNTk.Ai. iiF Gf.oR(;ia, all the common and preferred

stock of which is owned by the Illinois Central, repre-

sents an extensioh of the lattcr's lines into .Alabama and

Georgia. .As an Illinois Central j)roperty it reflects the same
efficiency of operation which is characteristic of the parent

company. One of the features of Illinois Central activity

of late has tjeen its work in the matter of public relations.

The Central of Georgia has adopted similar plans in con-

nection with this work. It has given it proportionately as

great imjiortance and it has been having marked success.

The Illinois Central and the Central of Georgia connect

at Birmingham. Ala., but there is a large volume of traffic

which moves through Atlanta, thence over the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, reaching the Illinois Central at

Martin. Tcnn. The Central of Georgia's traffic i.< rather

diversified. .About one-fourth its tonnage is bituminous coal,

about 14 per cent lumlK>r. and al)Out 25 to 30 per cent, manu-
factures. The traffic of greatest interest, however, is perish-

ables, notably peaches and watermelons. The company's

lines serve the Georgia peach area and the company is said

to lie the largest originator of peach traffic of any road in

the United States. The peaches originate in a restricted area,

about 75 per cent l)cing secured in a district of about SO

miles radius centering on Fort Valley or Marshallville. This

area is gradually increasing in size. In June, 1921, there

were on the Central of Georgia lines 7,44.^,000 peach trees

of which 6,261,000 were bearing. The most important

feature in connection with the peach traffic is the limited

time in which it moves. It is confined to a 60-day period

and the larger part of it to .iO days. During 1921 the

Central of Georgia handled 8,170 cars of peaches moving
under refrigeration. Of this it originated 7,619 cars and an

indication of the restricted area from which the traffic is

derived is given by the fact that of the total 7,192 cars moved
from one division. The largest day's movctncnt of peaches

has l;een 544 cars.

The larger part of the peach traffic moves to Macon and

thence to .Atlanta. .At the latter point it is delivered to the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis for movement over that

line to Martin, Tenn., where, as has been previously noted,

it reaches Illinois Central rails. Some idea of the |)r()blem

presented is conveyed l)y the fact that in the licight of the

sea.son the company averages 41 trains daily, inclusive of

passenger service, U-tween Fort Valley and Macon. From
Fort Valley to .Atlanta is mostly single track protected by

automatic blotk signals. The peach traffic is growing in

volume and the estimates are that before many years it will

exceed 10,000 cars a season.

The watermelon traffic is likewise hea\T and much of it

as well as other perishable traffic is received during the

peach season. During the 1921 season the road originated

.^,802 cars of watermelons and handled a total of 8,864 cars.

The Central of Georgia also participates in the perishable

traffic from Florida. It receives a large movement of pine-

apiiles from Cuba. Much of this traffic is received from the

.Atlantic Coast Line at Albany, Ga., and moves thence to

Birmingham or .Atlanta, where it is delivered to connections.

1921 Results

For the year ended DecemlK-r 31, 1921, the Central of

Georgia reported a corporate deficit after fi.ved charges of

$979,814. The five per cent dividends on its common stock

and the si.\ per cent on its preferred, all accruing to the

Illinois Central, were paid, but from surplus. The 1921

deficit compared with a net income in 1920 of $1,516,707.

The decrease was due to the fact that the road, operating on

its own account, did not secure a net from operations as great

as the coqjoration received in 1920 with the assistance of

-jtandard return for two months and guaranty for si.x. In

1920, also, it included in its income account an extra dividend

of $40 ix;r share amounting to $799,640 on the stock of its

subsidiary company, the Ocean Steamship Company, where-

as in 1921 it received from this source only the regular

dividends.

The net railway opierating income or net after rentals in

1921 was $1,220,655. This compared with a deficit after

rentals in 1920 of $1,553,191. The standard return for the

property was $3,408,809, so it will be seen that the road

was unable to report its return to normalcy in spite of the

marked improvement made in operating results.

The road at present, incidentally, is doing very much
better than it did in the early part of 1921. Up to the end

of .April in 1921 it had reported a net after rentals of only

$2,471. In the first four months of 1922 it had a net after

rentals of $287,794. Its operating ratio for this periotl was

80.80. The improvement in net has not been due to in-

creased traffic, as is indicated by the fact that in the first

four months of this year it reported 401,121,000 net ton-

miles (revenue and non-revenue freight) as compared with

452,990,000 net ton-miles in the first four months of last

year. The road has been hurt to some extent by the coal

strike, its coal loadings having fallen off from one-third to

one-half. Coal, however, is not a very important factor on

.iie Central of Georgia.

Referring again to the imjirovement in operating results

in 1921 as compared with 1920, the facts are that the road

suffered as between the two years a dtxrease of 13.3 per cent

in revenue ton-miles. There was a decrease of 5.94 per

rent in its freight revenues and a decrease of 12.06 per cent

in its total operating revenues. The 1921 freight revenues

were $13,565,644 as compared with $15,485,718 in 1920.

The total revenues were $22,057,499 as against $25,082,-

288 in 1920, the decrease being $3,024,790. The decrease

in operating ex|x>nses was $5,712,525 or 22.2 per cent, the
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1921 figure being $20,020,843, and that for 1920. S25,7j3.-

367. In 1920 the road operated at a ratio of 102.6; in 1921

this was reduced to 90.77. In 1917, to take a pre-war ex-

ample, the operating ratio was 68.93, all of which indicates

that the Central of Georgia is not yet on a pre-war basis of

earnings.

Analysis of the reductions in operating expenses shows

that in 1921 as compared with 1920 maintenance of vvay

expenses were reduced 30.22 per cent; maintenance of equip-

ment, 23.56 per cent; and transportation, 22.3 per cent.

The reasons for these decreases were the smaller amount

of traffic, decreases in wages and material costs generally

and in the case of maintenance, "to decreased expenditures

for repairs," meaning presumably that there was less work

done. A distinguishing feature was the saving in fuel due

to an intensive campaign for fuel economy. The company

estimates that by better performance it saved 91,265 tons or

$350,999. Freight loss and damage was reduced $351,054

or 70.8 per cent.

Improvement in Physical Condition

Some interesting figures have been compiled relative to im-

provements in the Central of Georgia's physical character-

istics in recent vears. The road began the use of treated ties

in 1912, having its own treating plant at Macon, Ga. By

using creosoted ties it has reduced its annual tie renewals by

330,000. .At present in main line and side tracks 55 per

cent of the ties are treated. The road uses 90-lb. rail.

In 1916 it had 121 miles of 90-lb. rail and in 1921, 354

miles. The improvement in rail condition is given in these

figures: On December 31, 1916, there was in track 212,-

977 tons of rail with 1913.66 miles of line. On December

31, 1921, there were 227,556 tons of rail with 1914.4 miles

of track, an increase of 14,579 tons in the five-year period.

The improvement program has also included the replacement,

insofar as possible, of timber trestles and there has been a

large amount of ballasting, .\nothcr improvement is the

new engine terminal at Columbus, Ga., costing about $750,-

000 which project has already been described in the Railicay

Age.

The Central of Georgia has made much out of the pos-

sibilities of public relations work. Its plan is patterned on

that of the Illinois Central. The activities include contact

with the emi)loyees through the magazine and through bul-

letin board announcements under the name of "talking

points"; with the pul>lic through advertising; with the press

bv friendly contact. A great deal is done by means of

personal contact with the shippers. The advertising deals

with leading railway matters of interest to tlic public and the

method followed is to liave the advertising appear on the

first dav of the month in the case of all daily pajiers in the

road's territor>- and in the first issue of the month for the

wecklv publications. The Central of Georgia has thus been

able to tell the i)ul)lic its storj- forcefully and well and

wc understand that the resuts have been most favorable.

Iowa Withhraws High Tax Rau. Valuation.—The state

executive roiincil oi Iowa has announced that the $100,000,000

railroad tax case, involving all of the railroads operating in that

state will be compromised out of court. Early last fall the rail-

roads, believing that they were being taxed at from 79 to 84

per cent in excess of their actual value, brought injunction suits

against the slate executive cmincil and 99 county auditors. Un-

der the terms of the present agreement the state will rescind the

valuation it placed upon the railroad properties and return to

the taxation valuations used for the collection of the 1920 taxes.

This agreement is $27,643,470 above that v\bich was allowed by

lederal Judge M. J. Wade who sustained the carriers injunc-

tions restraining the state from taxing under its valualitm.

Interchangeable Mileage Book
Bill Passed by House

W.ASHINCTON. D. C.

THE House of Representatives on June 29 passed the

railroad mileage book bill which had previously passed

the Senate, but with numerous amendments proposed

i)y the committee on interstate and foreign commerce, and

on July 1 the Senate concurred in the House amendments.

Tlie bill as passed by the House amends the interstate com-

merce act to direct the Interstate Commerce Commission to

require, after notice and hearing, each carrier by rail subject

to the act, to issue at such offices as may be prescribed by the

commission, interchangealjle mileage or scrip coupon tickets

at just and reasonable rates, good for passenger carriage

ujwn the passenger trains of all carriers by rail subject to

tlie act.

However, the commission may. in its discretion, exempt

from the provisions of this act, either in whole or in part,

any carrier where the particular circumstances shown to the

commission shall justify sucli exemption to be made. Such

tickets may be required to be issued in such denominations

as the commission may prescribe and before making any order

the commission is directed to make and publish such reason-

able rules and regulations for the issuance and use of the

tickets as in its judgment the public interest demands; and

especially it shall prescribe whether such tickets are trans-

ferable or non-transferable and, if the latter, what identifica-

tion may be required, and especially also to what baggage

jirivileges the lawful holders of such tickets are entitled.

.\nv carrier which through the act of any agent or employee

wilfully refuses to issue or accept any such ticket demanded

or presented under the lawful requirements of the act or

wilfully refuses to confomi to the rules and regulations

lawfully made and published by the commission thereunder

or any person who shall wilfully offer for carriage any such

ticket contrar)- to the rules ;uid regulations shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined

not to exceed $1,000.

The Senate bill, passed some time ago, left the fixing of

tlie rate to the commission, but provided for a ticket of not

exceeding 5,000 miles nor less than 1,000 miles. The House

bill inserted a provision for scrip coupon tickets which will

represent amounts of niOhey ratlier than miles, and also left

the denomination to the commission. The House also in-

.^ertetl the provision for exempting particular carriers. Tins

was to take care of such roads as now charge rates higher

tlian the nonnal rate by reason of their sparsely settled terri-

tory or mountain grades. Tlie House bill also omits the

word "interstate" which was used in the Senate bill, so that

any carrier subject to the. interstate commerce act may be

required to issue mileage i)ooks gixxl for both state and inter-

state travel. Tliis |H)int raised some debate on the question

of the constitutionality of the law. Some representatives

also argued that tlie l>ill discriminated in favor of commcr-

(ial travelers, i)ut it was pointed out tiiat tliough the liill had

l)een jiassed largely at their re(|uest. mileage hixiks would be

availal)le to all who may be willing to purcha.^e a given

amount ()f transportation at one time. In the Senate an effort

had i)een made to provide in the law for a reduceil rate, but

it was decided to leave the matter of the rates to the judg-

ment of the commission and in the House this question was

not raised.

Senator I'oindexter on June 30 made an unsuccessful effort

to have the Senate accept the House amendments before the

Hou.>;e adjourned to August 15, so that the bill miglit become

l.iw at an early date, but tlie bill was taken up again on the

following day and, after some discussion of the constitution-

ality of omitting the restriction to interstate traffic, the Senate

iDniurred in the House amendments.
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Disastrous Derailment at Winslow Junction, N. J.

Reading's Atlantic City Express Wrecked at Seventy Miles

an Hour by Entering Turnout Too Fast

AUKKAII.MKXT OF ;i fast passenger train of the At-

lantic City Railroad of the Philacleli)hiu & Reading
carn-ing 90 passengers at Winslow junction, X. }.,

at aJKiut 11:20 p. m. (Eastern Time) on July 2, resulted in

the death of seven |XTsons and the serious injur\ of .^2 more.

Train No. S.i running from Camden, N. J., to Atlantic Citv,

a distance of 55.5 miles in a scheduled time of 1 hr. 5 min.

with three stops, was alK>ut five minutes late and when
running at alx)Ut 70 to 75 miles an hour entered a diverging

track, the switch Ix-ing set for a branch in error, and was
derailed with disastrcjus results. In the belief that a train

of empty passenger coaches which passed a short time before

was No. .5,?, the towennan had set the switch for the Cape
May branch, expecting a freight train which follows No. ,>3

and which was at that time occupying a siding above the

junction. Rain was falling at the time and the engineer

of Xo. .v> evidently missed the distant signal. Train No.
v>3 consisted of one Pullman car, a combination baggage
and day coach and four jiassenger coaches, all of which
were, according to the statement of the railroad, of steel.

The hxomotive was a "camel-back" of the .\tlantic tyjje.

Winslow Junction is located 24.5 miles from Camden and
is the jKjint of divergence of the Cape May branch to the

more southern Jersey seashore resorts. The Penns}lvania
Railroad (West Jersey & Seashore) also oporatc-s over this

branch reaching it through a connection mentiomxi Liter.

From Camden to Atlantic City, the Reading's line is double
track, rock balla.stecl, laid with 100-ib. rail, has but slight

grades and maximum curvature of one degree. It has a

com|)letc installation of automatic block signals—enclosed

disks.

The turnout for the Cape May branch is the Reading's

b Mtoritc City—

Track Layout at Winslow Junction

77
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standard No. 15 turnout, the curve being extended for about

200 ft. bejond the frog after which the track is tangent for

about 1.000 ft. to a fxiint where the Pennsylvania connection

joins it The \\'est Jersey & Seashore parallels the Reading

in this section on the east or left side, the connection men-
tioned leaving the main line a little north of the tower at

Winslow Junction. It is carried under the Reading and for

the distance necessary to reach the grade of Uie Cape May
branch, follows along the toe of the enbankment of that

branch. At the undercrossing there is a difference in eleva-

tion of about 25 ft. This provides for southbound move-

ments of the two roads over the Cape May branch witliout

interference from grade crossings. A like arrangement far-

ther to the south provides similarly for the northlx)und

movements. All railroad crossings in the vicinity of Wins-

low Junction are at separate grades.

Practically all movements through Winslow Junction are

through movements of passenger trains and fast freight, tlie

passenger trains being chiefly fast expresses with a total

number of approximately 50 trains daily each way. This

includes traffic to and from Atlantic City and to and from

the Cape May branch. Little or no switching as the term

is commonly used, is done at the junction. The movements

Representatives of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission,

of the New Jersey State Board of Public Utilities Commis-
sion and of the Camden county authorities were present, but

no report of the findings has been made public as yet.

Tickets With Hat Checks Attached

THE New York Central has adopted a new style of

local card ticket, to be used on all divisions of the

railroad, one of which, a round trip ticket from New
York to Rochester, is shown in the illustration. The dis-

tinctive features are the provision of a conductor's check
attached to the ticket, and the use of colors to distinguish

one division of die road from another. The engraving is

reduced nearly one-third, the actual length of the ticket

shown being 9^4 in. and the width about IJ^ in.

The color of the going ticket, brown, indicates that the

destination is on the Syracuse division. The return portion

is uncolored, diat being the standard for the Hudson-Electric
division, on which New York is situated. The number,
"308," represents the destination, Rochester; and "201" rep-

resents the destination of the return portion. On a ticket
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are controlled by a mechanically op>erated interlocking plant
located about 300 ft. north of the Cape May turnout. The
home signal is about 420 ft. and the distant signal about

3,200 ft. back of the turnout. The main track is tangent

through this section for about five miles.

The tower was in charge of John F. De Walt, an ex-

perienced operator, said to be 60 years old, who entered

the service of the Reading in November, 1898, and has Iseen

employed continuously since then at Winslow Junction.

.According to the information at hand at this writing, De
Walt mistook the train of empty coaches for No. 33. Ex-
pecting No. 491, the fast freight, to follow immediately,

he set the switch for a movement to the l^ranch, having, of

course, first set the distant signal against main line move-
ments. The engincman, Walter Westcott, was among those

killed in the wreck. The towerman discovered his error

only when No. 33 passed him. The locomotive was derailed

at or .slightly beyond the point of the frog, plunged down the

embankment and was piled up on the West Jersey & Seashore

track. It turned over on its side, the cab was stripped off

and the engine as a whole was badly smashed up. Tlu-

Pullman which was next to the engine turned complctclv

over and came to rest, bottom side up and seriou.«ly wrecked,

on top of the locomotive. The remaining cars witli the ex

ception of the last, the combination car, were piled one after

another uf>on the forward part of tlie wreck. Tlie derail-

ment was so close to the undercrossing that some of the (ar-

rested against the outer end of one of the abutments. Tlir

engineman. the fireman, a porter and three passengers werr

killed, and the conductor died later from the injuries re-

ceived. Thirty-two passengers were injured seriously and
sent to hosjiitals while numerous others were injured to vary-

ing flegrees but were ai)lc to return to tlieir homes. A steadv

rain was falling and to add to the unfortunate situation, the

derailed cars broke down a jjole supporting the lighting cir-

cuits of the town of Winslow and the vicinity. Rescue
work was carried on under extreme difficulty owing to the

lack of sufficient artificial light. No trouble, on the other

hand, was experienced from fire.

The official investigation was begun on July S, at Camden.

ftilu ai .n Grand Central terminal, New York, there would
be a fifth coupon, or stub, which is detached by the ticket

seller for use in making up his record of sales.

On through trains the conductor is able to distinguish the

division to which a passenger is destined by the color of the

hat check, the colors adopted being as follows: Hudson-
Electric division, white; River division, pink; Mohawk divi-

sion, blue; Syracuse division, browTi; Erie division, purple;

Cleveland division, red; Toledo division, green; Western

division, gray. On minor divisions the tickets are white with

a large colored letter to indicate the division; for example,

the Harlem division ticket bears a red letter "H"'; Adiron-

dack division, "A D" in red. West of Buffalo minor divi-

sions have blue letters.

r/i<il<> 6v /ii(iTiiiili.'iiii(

When a Train of Perishable Freight Was Derailed Near

Absecon, N. J., on the Pennsylvania



General News Department

To Insure Prompt Delivery of watermelons and other

perishatilc trciKhts at New Vork city the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, last week, was obliged to build about I'/j miles of

wagon road, to enable consignees to reach the delivery tracks

on Newark Meadows, five miles from New York, the destruc-

tion of a draw bridge by a steamer on June 22 havmg made
the regular highway impassable. Heavy rains continued

throughout the week, and the cost of the road building was
about $15,000.

Passengers killed in collisions between railroad trains and
street cars at crossings in the State of Pennsylvania, in a

period of eight years and nine months, numbered only five.

This fact is published as showing the value of the rule, pre-

scribed by the F'ublic Service Commission of the State, re-

quiring that conductors of street cars shall go ahead of the

car at crossings and give a hand signal to the motorman
when it is safe to pass over the tracks. The number of

crossings used by street cars in the State is 611, of which

number 310 are on main lines.

"The Pennsylvania News"

On July 1 the Northwestern Region of the PcnnsyKania issued

the first number of its "Pennsylvania News." It is an eight-page

tabloid size newspaper, four columns to the page. It will be

published every two weeks and distributed to each of the 18.500

employee"! of that Region.

Ketchum Chosen Engineering

Head of Illinois University

Prof. M. S. Ketchum. author of numerous works on engineer-

ing and member of the American Railway Engineering .Associa-

tion, has resigned his position as head of the department of civil

engineering at the University of Pennsylvania to become dean

of the college of engineering at the University of Illinois.

Floods on the Rio Grande
The recent florxls on the Rio Grande washed out approximately

1,000 ft. of the Southern Pacific trestle between Del Rio and

.Sanderson, Tex., and three 230-ft. spans and one 120-ft. span of

the International Bridge at Eagle Pass. Work of constructing a

temporary trestle to restore traffic and to serve as falsework for

the erection of a new steel bridge is under way. A new steel

structure, designed for Cooper's E-50 loading will be erected for

permanent use, and the grade line will be raised 5 ft. .Ml of the

work will be done by the Southern Pacific, the Mexican Lines

sharing in the cost to the extent of SO per cent.

To Investigate Automobile Accidents

The National Bureau of Casnalty and Surely I'ndcrwritcrs is

going to conduct an automobile accident provontiun campaign.

This bureau is the rate-making organization for automobile in-

surance against accidents, its members being 23 of the leading

stock casualty insurance companies. During 1921 there were

12,500 deaths—one every 42 minutes night and day—and over

300,000 other injuries from automobiles in the I'niled .States;

and the number of automobile accidents is increasing. The in-

surance companies are alarmed at the tendencies. Tliis is the

first organized effort on the part of insurance companies to deal

with the automobile accident prevention problem.

The Bureau will make studies looking toward better control

of traffic conditions, development of safety education in public

schools and among drivers and stimulation of an intclliKcnt treat-

ment of the matter by local communities. Part of the money

that has been appropriated will be expended through the National

Safety Council. The secretary of the National Bureau is G. F.

Michclbacher. 120 West 42d street. New York.

Black Tom Suits Settled

The suits of the governments of France and of Great Britain

and the .Aetna Explosive Company against the Lehigh Valley

Railroad for losses caused by the great explosion at Black Tom,
New Vork harbor, in July, 1916,—which suits were combined and

tried together—and which were ap|)ealed to the Supreme Court

of the State of New Jersey and finally to the Court of Errors

and .•\p|Hals. have finally been decided by the highest court.

This litigation was begun in June. 1920. The verdict was for

the defendant railroad company as to the claims of the British

Government and tliat of .Aetna Explosive Company, amounting
in the aggregate to about $1,430,000; and the French Govenmient
won as regards an amount of $510,000, but the French claims to

the amount of about $122,000 were allowed. The railroad com-
pany made its appeal as against this last item, but without success.

Accident Record to April 1, 1922

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an abstract

of its quarterly record of railroad accidents for the months of

January. February and March, 1922. Most of the totals vary

but slightly from those of the same quarter in the preceding

year. There is, however, a large decrease in the number of

passengers killed—from 75 to 23—which is no doubt explainable

largely by the fact that the disastrous collision at Porter, Ind.,

occurred in February, 1921. In the quarter now reported the

total number of persons reported killed in train accidents and
train service accidents was 1,1.54 and of injured 9.870. In train

accidents 7 passengers, 42 employes and II other persons were
killed and 311 passengers, 342 employes and 66 other persons

were injured. In non-train accidents 83 persons were killed and

17,526 injured.

The Strike Situation on Western Roads

As indicating the effect of the walkout in \\ estern territory

the following reports of the situation on representative Western
carriers are of interest:

The Chicago & North Western reported between 7,000 and

8,000 men out.

The Illinois Central reported approximately 60 per cent of

its shop forces still at work.

Of a normal 15,000 shop employees the Santa Fe reported 3,500

still at work.
The Burlington reports that 1.400 men of a normal force of

15,000 are still at work.

On the Rock Island 8.000 men left their places.

The Southern Pacific has reported that less than 50 per cent

of their shop forces have answered the strike call. Seventy-

five per cent of the shop men on the Union Pacific are out, ac-

cording to officers of that road.

Reports of the intimidation of shopmen remaining at work or

new men hired to take the places of the strikers are beginning to

be frequent. For instance at Slater, Mo., 18 new men were driven

from the Chicago & Alton shops and at Bloomington, 111,, 200

strikers surrounded a truck laden with lumber with which it was

intended to build a shelter for workmen. Similar occurances

have been reported at many points but only in one or two cases

has it been necessary to call upon the slate for protection. M
Bloomington it is reported that the sheriff has called \tpon the

governor for troops.

M. & N. A. Bridges Damaged

The Missouri & North .•\rl<an>as bridge near Freeman, .Ark.,

was damaged by fire on June 22, this being the third to be de-

stroyed or seriously damaged by fire in five days. On June 18,

a bridge near Fairview, Mo., was burned and on the following

day one near North Lcxa. Ark. Two men are awaiting pre-

liminary hearings on arsun clinrv;cs for burning the bridge in
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Missouri, but, although incendiarism is suspected in the ease of

the North Le.\a and Freeman bridges, no arrests have been

made at the time of this writing. Residents of Harrison, Ark.,

propose to oflfer a reward for the arrest and conviction of any-

one guilty of setting tire to a bridge on this road. It is believed

that the "bridge-burning campaign" is in reprisal of a meeting held

at Wheaton. Mo., the week previous at which resolutions were

adopted denouncing the strikers. Residents of Wheaton e.x-

pressed their gratitude for the opening of the road 15 days sooner

than had been anticipated and declared that they would tolerate

no interference with the operation of the road. More than 100

cars of strawberries were shipped from Wheaton in May, and

thousands of dollars was thereby saved to the growers. Regular

passenger senice was resumed on June 18, large crowds greet-

ing the trains at each station and cheering the non-union crew.^

in charge of them.

Shippers Urged to Support Railroads on Strike Issue

The National Industrial Traffic League has issued a circular

to its members urging that they support the railroads in the

recent wage reductions. This circular reads in part : "Even
if the strike is a peaceable one, and without disturbance of any
kind, it still will be highly expensive and costly to the companies.

The resultant increases in expenses necessitating government

loans, will be cast upon the shipping, traveling and tax-paying

public." The carriers may be somewhat protected by the recent

supreme court decision regarding property damage by members
of labor unions; but. says the circular, "If property of shippers

is destroyed in transit the carriers may resist claims on the ground

that the losses were due to causes beyond their control. If they

are unsuccessful and must pay judgments, they would undoubtedly

have a further cause of action against the labor organizations. If

the carriers successfully defend themselves, the shippers might

well have causes of action against the unions, their officers and

agents, who promoted the strikes.'" The circular concludes with

an appeal to members of the League to suffer any and all incon-

venience necessary to insure the award of the Labor Board being

properly enforced. Any other stand by the shippers will weaken

the carriers and give comfort to those who are about to defy

the Board.

Disastrous Fire at Baltimore

A fire at the Locust Point terminal of the Baltimore & Ohio,

Baltimore, Md., on the afternoon of July 2, caused by a stroke of

lightning, damaged grain elevators and contents, and loaded freight

cars, to an estimated total amount of more than $4,000,000. The
fire was not got under control for about five hours; and besdes

large quantities of grain there were destroyed 60 loaded cars con-

taining tobacco. The damage was mainly to Elevators B and C.

Pier 2 and a warehouse on Pier 5. Large numbers of tugs \> ere

employed to remove shipping from points of danger, and about

1,000 freight cars had to be hauled away from the yard. Erom
a military hospital, nearby, 500 patients, soldiers, were removed to

a schoolhouse as a precaution against panic.

The estimated original cost of buildings and plant is about

$2,500,000 covered to extent of insurable value. The grain de-

stroyed was valued at about $1,000,000 fully covered by in.surance.

Grain shipments will continue to Im? moved over the B. & O.

to Baltimore and taken care of temporarily at neighboring ter-

minals. All other traffic will be handled without serious incon-

venience, at the piers not touched by the tire.

A photograph of this terminal appeared in the Rmhvay .Igi'

of July 1, on page 16.

British Committee Recommends
Automatic Train Control

The committee of government and railway otficers which was

appointed by the British Government in \')20 to report on the

subject of automatic train control, the chairman of which was
Colonel J. W. Pringle. chief inspecting officer, has presented its

report and it was published on June 20. It recommends the

gradual adoption of automatic train control on British railways.

The committee >tudicd in detail the apparatus now in use i n three

roads, the Great Western, the North I-^astern and the (ireat Cen-

tral; and also examined devices which have been tried on the

I-ondon & North Western, the Great ICastern and the I.oiidon.

Brighton &: South Coast. The committee does not approve of

continuous control, and it believes non-contact devices are too

costly and too delicate; and it recommends the contact type.

The conclusions of the committee are summarized as follows

:

1. The Committee are of opinion, after careful examination

and analysis of statistics during the past ten years, that automatic

train control presents the only reliable method of preventing a

large proportion of train accidents directly occasioned by failures

of enginemen to obey signals, which amount to about one-third of

the total.

2. They consider, therefore, that a case for the installation of

control upon British railways has been made out, and recommend
its gradual adoption, in accordance with the list of requisites

given.

3. They consider that the system likely to prove most suitable

to prevailing conditions will be of the contact t}-pe, designed to

operate in conjunction with existing methods of signalling.

-1. They regard it as essential that the system of control should

be uniform in character, and that all working parts should be of

standard design in order to facilitate replacements and to ensure

interchangeabilify.

5. They are of opinion that a complete system of automatic

train control should include a train-stop device at selected stop

signals, and train control generally at distant signals. They are

satisfied from their investigations, however, that control at stop

signals is of first importance, as a means for providing additional

security.

6. If, therefore, owing to financial considerations the com-
plete scheme camiot at present be entertained, the committee

consider that the preliminary step should be the introduction of

control at selected stop signals.

7. They recommend the immediate formation by the railway

companies of a committee of experts to determine and standardize

track and locomotive apparatus, having regard to differences in

structural and loading gauges, and the position of conductor rails

on electrified railways.

Holiday Travel
The exodus from the cities of New York and Philadelphia for

the Eourth of July was this year the heaviest known, some busi-

ness houses allowing a four-day vacation.

At the Grand Central Terminal. New York, on Saturday, July
1, the addition of extra sections to many trains failed to take

away passengers as fast as they applied for passage and thousands
of people were waiting in the station almost constantly through-

out the day. The great concourse was, much of the time, densely

packed, and at one time there was an estimated crowd of 10,000

people in the station. S(fcie of the congestion was caused by the

delays to outgoing trains, which delays were partly due to the strike

of mechanics and inspectors in the yard where trains were made up.

The management did not bring on its "strike breakers" until tbi

inspectors actually left their jobs and this resulted in delays ot

an hour or two in a number of places, and these caused other

delays. Departing trains had, however, mostly recovered their

regularity by the middle of the afternoon.

It was estimated roughly that 150,000 passengers passed tlirough

the station in the course of the day.

The New York Central sent out that day a total of 25 extra

sections of 22 passenger trains, and 20 extra cars on other trains.

The total of extra sleepers sent out on Saturday was 54, of which

20 went to Montri"aI.

Trains on the River division of the New York Central wen-

delayed in leaving Weehawken by a latidslide near New Durham
which blocked the road for two hours.

The total nuniltcr of passengers passing through the Pennsyl-

vania station. New York, on Saturday was estimated at 303.000

The two roads, the Pennsylvania and the Long Island, together,

moved in and out of the station 5.066 passenger cars in (>88 trains.

On Tuesday, the 4th, the total immbcr of trains was 900, madi

up of 6.500 cars.

From Philadelphia to New Jerscj- shore resorts both the Penn-

sylvania and the Philadelphia 8: Reading reported the heaviest

holiday records in their history. Officers of the Reading esti-

mated that in three days. Friday, Saturday and Sunday, they sent

out 75,000 passengers.

The Pennsylvania, for the 36 hours ending at 6 o'clock on Sun-

day evening, estimated its movement to Atlantic City and other

South lersey resorts at 100.000 passengers.
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Commission and Court News
J

"Rocky Mounlains—L'nlimitcd" is the title of an illustrated

booklet just issued by the passenger department of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacitic It contains a "human interest story" of a
trip tlirouKli the Colorado Rockies, written by a Cliicago man
who saw the Rockies for the first time on this trip.

The Xortheni Pacific will operate a new passenger train dur-
ing July and .\ugust to be known as "The Yellowstone Special."
Through sleeping cars will leave Chicago daily over the Burling-
ton ruute. The train will lca>e St. Paul. Minn., at 10:50 p. m.,
and will arrive at Gardner, Mont, at 11:15 on the second morn-
ing. .Mso, through pullmans from Chicago have been added to

the Pacific Express, this train now leaving St. Paul at 8:55 a. m.
instead of 1 1 :05 as formerly.

The Traffic Club of Ge\ eland. Ohio, held its annual meeting
at Woodland Park. Ashtabula. Ohio, on June 26. and elected
the following officers: President. H. \. SibUiId. the National
Lamp Works; vice-president, F. P. Barr. Wheeling & I^ke
Erie : second vice-president. A. Z. Baker, Cleveland Provision
Company; secretary. F. A Gideon, the .Xmcrican Steel & Wire
Comp.iny; treasurer. M. J. N'aughton, D. L. & W. Five new
memlx'rs for the board of governors were also elected.

Freight Rates to Be Reduced In Canada

The board of railu-ay commissioners for Canada on June 30
announced its decision to order a general reduction, on .\ugust 1,

in freight rates on forest products, building material, brick, cement,

lime and plaster, potatoes, fertilizers other than chemicals, pig

iron, billets, ores, wire rods and scrap iron. The reduction in gen-

eral is ?'/• per cent ; so that the increase which was ordered in

September, 1920, will now become il'A per cent in Western Canada
aiKl l7'/j per cent in Eastern Canada. The Commissioners have
no juris<licti<in over the government-owned railways and the pres-

ent order has nothing to do with rates on grain and flour, which

were reduced by Parliament. The principle of arbitrarics from

the Maritime Provinces to all points west of Port Arthur has

been approval, the St. John arbitraries being on the basis of 24

f cents per 100 lb., first class.
'

It has been estimated that the 7yi cent reduction, in addition

to restoration of the rates of 1918 on grain and flour, may cost

the Canadian roads $18,000,000 to $20,000,000. fiovirnment roads

will be heaviest losers so far as grain is conccrmd as they are

more dependent mi the movement of grain than is the Canadian

Pacific.

Coal Production

The thirteenth week of the coal strike has been marked by

a recurrence of traffic congestion in certain of tlic non-union

fields, and as there has been no compensating increase in

the fields affected by the strike, production of bituminous

coal will be slightly less than in the week preceding, accord-

ing to the Geological Survey. Production of .inthracite is

still practically zero.

Conililctc returns for the twelfth week (June 19-24)

-how a production of 5,337,000 net tons of biluminous coal

ind 24,000 lut tons of anthracite.

The thirteenth week opened with production at a high rate,

but on Tuesday, and again on Wednesday, congestion on the

railroads serving Southeastern Kentucky and parts of South-

ern West Virginia began to curtail production and loadings

fell off 1,000 cars, liy Thursday, however, the congestion was
lessening and 16,411 cars were loaded. The decrease in load-

ings is not owing to scarcity of cars but lo inability to move
them faster than a certain limit set by the existing yard and

track facilities. The railroads concerned are making new
records in volume of traffic handleil. Production in the non-

union fields of the Middle .\ppalachian.s has reached a maxi-

mum and further gains in output are not to be expected

at this lime.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until October 28 the opera-

tion of schedules which propose to increase the rates on
iron and steel from Ohio and Mississippi river crossings to
points in the southeast.

The commission has suspended until October 28 the opera-
tion of schedules which propose to readjust the rates on
lumber from the lower peninsula of Michigan to (Jentral

Freight Association territory, resulting except in a few in-

stances, in reductions.

The commission has suspended until October 29 the opera-
tion of schedules which propose to cancel proportional com-
modity rates on petroleum from Mississippi river points to

various points in Canada, on traffic from points in Kansas,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas and Wyoming, class rates to

apply in lieu thereof.

The commission on June 27 gave special permission to

the railroads to make the 10 per cent reduction in freight

rates effective on July 1 by filing tariffs on one day's notice.

The carriers had stated to the commission that it would be
impossible to file all the reductions prescribed in the time
which had been allowed.

The commission has suspended from July 1 and July 12 to
October 29, the operation of schedules which propose to

cancel the present specific commodity rates on new iron and
steel rails and new iron and steel cross ties from various
points in Maryland, Pennsylvania and West Virginia, to

points in Canada, and apply the sixth class rates in lieu

thereof.

The commission has suspended until October 29 the opera-
tion of schedules which propose reductions in the rates on
various commodities, carloads, from Xew York, piers of
the Southern Pacific Steamship Lines (Morgan Line), to

points in .\rizona, Mexico and Xew Mexico when routed by
water to Galveston, and the Southern Pacific beyond, to the
same basis as in effect from Chicago, all-rail.

Freight Rates on the Denver & Salt Lake
The comiiiissioM lias rcoiuiutl tlio general rate case for a

hearing before Commissioner Hall at Denver on July 31 on
the question as to whether the Denver & Salt Lake shall be
excluded from the general 10 per cent reduction in rates.

This road and the receivers in charge of it have represented
to the commission that they are financially unable to make
the rate reduction and that because of a fire and cave-in of
a tunnel on the line on March 31 the road has not since
transported any freight; and it does not contemplate the re-

sumption of freight service before .August 1.

Overcharge Claims by the Thousand
The recent amendment to the Transportation .\ct, 1920, which

provides that complaints covering overcharges above the legal
tariff charge may be filed with the commission within two years
and six months after the termination of federal control, is now
in effect and tlie commission has received approximately 100,000
claims. It is continuing to receive them at the rate of about SCO
a day. These claims are being examined by the commission,
recorded and returned to claimants for handling with the appro-
priate carrier as rapidly as the work of the commission permits.

In view of (he large number of claims received, the commission
reminds claimants that it is not possible to dispo.se of these claims
with the commission's usual promptness.

The commission has suspended until Xovember 2 the operation
of schedules contained in a supplement to a Chicago Great
Western tariff changing the transit rules applicable on grain
at Missouri river cities by changing the destination territory to

read "Stations in Illinois. Iowa. Minnesota. Missouri, Michigan
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and Wisconsin." While this change widens the destination terri-

tory within the states named it eliminates the provision for transit

at the Missouri river cities on traffic destined beyond those states.

K. C. M. & O. in Straits

Chairman McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion has sent telegrams to the governors of Oklahoma, Texas

and Kansas, inviting them to a conference with the commis-

sion at Washington on July 12 to consider svhat steps may
be taken to keep in operation the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient, which has stated that unless financial assistance is

given it, it will be obliged to suspend service. In the telegram

Chairman McChord said that the situation is so serious that

vigorous steps must immediately be taken if the road is to be

continued in operation. He said that if the governors desire

to bring representatives of their state commissions or other

representatives to the conference, the commission would be

glad to have them do so.

Financial Decisions to Be Printed

The commission has in the past issued in mimeograph form

a limited number of copies of its decisions in so-called

"Finance Cases"—applications under paragraphs 18 to 20 of

Section 1, Section 20a, etc., of the Interstate Commerce .^ct,

and Sections 204 and 209 of the Transportation Act, 1920. This

method of distribution has not proved satisfactory and, in

future, decisions of this character will be printed in pamphlet

form as issued, and made available at the Government Print-

ing Office, on a subscription basis at the same cost as other

pamphlet decisions, i. e., at the rate of one dollar a volume.

These decisions will also be issued in bound volumes at the

usual price.

Volume 65 of the Interstate Commerce Commission reports,

which has recently been issued, is the first volume of finance

decisions, and volumes 67, 70 and 71 have also been allotted

for this purpose.

The plan of issuing copies in pamphlet form will begin

with volume 72. Applications for pamphlet copies of these

decisions together with remittances, should be made directly

to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing

Office, Washington, D. C.

Court News
Valuation of Capital Stock for Taxation

The Illinois Supreme Court holds that the mode of finding the

share of a railroad's "capital stock" to be taxed is to take the

value of all property, tangible or intangible, including the fran-

chise granted by the state, and deduct from it the value of the

tangible property to avoid double taxation ; and this can only be

done by the .State Tax Commission if the property is assessable

under the General Revenue Act and not a part of the charter

lines.—Illinois Central v. Carr (III.), 134 N. E. 138.

Trainman Held Not to Assume Risk

of Others' Violation of Rules

The Circuit Court of .\ppcals, Second Circuit, holds that a

freight train conductor, properly on the adjoining track to see

whether a defect in the engine of his train, which was just starting,

had been remo\ed, did not assume the risk of the violation by

a train on the adjoining track of a rule that the engine bell should

be rung while the engine was passing a train.—L. V. v. Mangan,

278 Fed. 85.

Live Stock Caretaker's Authority

to Change Stopping Points

Foreign Railway News

An attendant furnishrH

contract, to care for lamli<

to change the contract by cl

at an intermediate point

person in charge, or his p(

sufficient identification as a

to change stopping points.

203 Pac. 512.

ly a shipper of livestock, under his

n the way, had no ostensible authority

iminating the provision as to unloading

His own statement that he was the

ssession of the bill of lading was not

person authorized by the bill of lading

Cook v. N..rtl,rr,, P.„-ir„- (Mont.),

French Road Seeks Loan in Switzerland

London.

The French Paris-Orleans Railway Co., is negotiating with

a group of Swiss banks with a view to the issue of a loan of 50,-

000,000 francs (about $4,100,000 at the present rate of exchange),
paying interest at 6 per cent.

Brazil Gets $25,000,000 for Electrification

The Brazilian government has recently negotiated a loan of

$25,0(X).0OO in the New York market the proceeds of which will

be devoted to electrification work on the Central of Brazil, a
government-owned carrier.

Poland's Freight Car Requirements

Colonel A. B. Barber, .\merican technical adviser to Poland,

writing in "Poland," the journal of the .American Polish Chamber
of Commerce, estimates that the Polish railways will need to ac-

quire between 110.000 and 120.000 freight cars during 1922.

New Lines in South Africa

London.

The Minister of Railways and Harbors of the Union of South

Africa has introduced a bill providing for the construction of 21

new railway lines, mostly in agricultural districts, with a total

length of 851 miles and costing £4.087.620 (or J19.864.833 at the

normal rate of exchange").

South American Railway Conference

The Second South .\merican Railway Conference will be held

in Rio de Janeiro. Brazil, during September. Chile has already

appointed its delegation of six. headed by the assistant secretary

of the Department of Railways, according to word received from
the American embassy at Santiago.

A Central Purchasing Bureau for Polish Railways

L>.NDf S.

.\ department called the "Centraiiie Biuro Zakupow" has been

established at the Polish Ministry of Railways, which will be

entrusted with the purchase for the railways in Poland of all ma-
terial necessary for their operation. At the present moment orders

for rolling stock and bridges, etc.. will not be dealt with by this

department, the activities of which will be limited to the purchase

of rails, metals, lubricants, india rubber goods, asbestos, glass,

and so forth. It is understood that the proposal is to extend this

department gradually, and for it to undertake subsequently the

purchase of all the requirements of the Ministry.

Information About Electrification in South Africa

The May issue of the South .African Railways and Harbors
Magazine is devoted to a full exposition of the subject of rail-

way electrification, especially as it applies to South Africa, In

addition, some valuable information is given about the railway

situation in general in South .Africa together with a map of the

railways. This magazine is published by the publicity manager
of the South African Railways at Doornfontcin, Johannesburg.

Reductions in Freight Rates in Great Britain

The British railways which have been repeatedly requested

by shippers to make general rate reductions have decided that

this course of action is impossible at this time; but they have

made important reductions in the case of certain basic com-
modities in England and Wales, according to the Railway

Gazette (London). These reductions were effective on May
22. In the case of coal the basic percentage increase re-
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mains at 75 per cent over the pre-war level but the flat rate per

ton is reduced irom ^d. per ton to Jd. and the maximum
addition to this rate is reduced from 4s. to 3s. 6d. Iron ore,

limestune and other raw materials for blast furnaces are

decreased from 75 per cent over pre-war to 50 per cent.

Other rather complicated reductions are made in iron and
steel products and the cost of collection and delivery is

reduced from Is. 6d. per ton to 9d.

Electrification of the S. E. & C.

In connection with the electrification of certain suburban sec-

•ns of the South Eastern & Chatham Railway, EIngland, a
meetinK of the sK-irt-holders wa« held recently to approve the

proposal -Alt' Kitlier 2J0 miles of track extending to a distance

of 16 miles out of I.t ndon are *.o be converted for electric traction.

The scheme ha\in({ been approved, work is to commence imme-
diately. M the end of May. a company known as the South
Eastern & Chatham Construction & Power Company, with a

nominal capital of £10.000 in shares of ilO each, was registered

for the purpose of undertaking the electril'icatioii work and of

erecting a generating station. The directors of this company
are chosen from the directorates of the South Eastern and the

London, Chatham & Dover companies, together with the manag-
ing committee's secretary and the general manager of the South

Eastern & Chatham Railway.

China Notes
Peking.

Prospects appear good, today, for a resumption of railway traffic

III all directions during the coming week. Traffic has been sus-

pended, actually or practically for three weeks, and seriously

curtailed for a much longer period. During the lighting, the

Tientsin-Pukow, the Peking-Hankow, and the Pcking-Suiyuan

lines have been cut, while for a few hours a rail was taken out of

the main line between Peking and Tientsin,—this in violation of

the Protocol of 1900. It is possible that traffic between Tientsin

and Mukden will be impossible for a long time still. It is reported

that a bridge north of the Great Wall has been destroyed, and that

the Chang Tso-lin forces are, therefore, unable to retreat further

than Shanhaikuan. .Kt the same time it is known that Wu Pei-fu

is urging the president to deprive Chang Tso-lin of his command,

—

which would have the result of giving legality to the desertion of

Chang by some of his strongest commanders. This indicates that

Wu Pei-fu is intent upon absolutely destroying the Manchurian

war-lord's power, and leads to the belief in further hostilities on

the Peking-Mukden line to the \orth.

The present disturbances evidence a growing appreciation on

the part of the Chinese commanders of the part that railways

play in warfare. Hitherto, when armed forces came on the line,

their treatment of station and train forces was such that the

railway employees deserted at the first opportunity, leaving the

line to be operated at intermediate points by ignorant soldiery.

This year stringent orders were given by commanders concerning

the treatment to lie accorded railway men, and as a result, the

railway orRani7.ation has continued to function,— under general

orders from the military. Perhaps it would be fairer to say that

this situation evidences growing discipline over military forces by

the commanders than a change of attitude on the part of the latter.

The three war-lords of the North for two years, at least, have

evidenced a keen appreciation of railway control, for Chang

Tso-lin, immediately after the victory over the .'\nfuites, two

years .igo, insisted upon and secured the appointment of a personal

confidant as managing director of the Peking-Mukden. Tsao Kun

of Chihli already had a managing director satisfactory to him

directing the Ticntsin-Pukow line, and a few months ago soon

after Wu Pei-fu began to collect the Peking- Hankow revenues at

the stations, he appointed a managing director of that line, with

jurisdiction over the section which Wu's troops occupied. The

Peking appointee controlled only the 16 miles just to the south of

Peking.

Indeed, many began to fear that the fading out of the authority

of the Central Government had gone so far that the railways

would become the property of the militarist who happened to be

in control of the territory traversed, and the revenues would be

collected at the stations everywhere, the same as on the Peking-

Hankow by Wu Pei-fu's representatives. The result upon debts

owed to forfitrn rrrdir-r; nppcarrd

inter

be vfTv ^rrion5 ''crtain

i.h

The . . .
nks

as collected. Railway accounts as thc>- Ijccainc due were being

paid, to it i< auerled, on the authority of the British managers

of i!:
'' '

' British creditor in a much
mor> i any other nationality, and

if t:.' -vc British supply firms the

entire market. Naturally, ulhtr nationalities have been protesting.

But the victory of Wu Pei-fu, consolidating as it does all of the

territory served by the railways, once more serves to unify the

railway administration.

The first fruits of Wu's victory is a mandate depriving Yeh
Kung Cho of all his offices, decorations and perquisites. Yeh
Kung Oio is probably the ablest minister of communications that

China has had. But he has been guilty of "picking the wrong

horse" and assisting with all of the means at his command in

Chang Tso-lin's effort to become the dictator of North China.

It is said that the vice-minister of communications is to be arrested

also, but that individual has returned to Peking in the face of this

threat and assumed the work of the ministry, pending a re-organi-

zation of the cabinet. It is too early to predict the probable shifts

in personnel which will follow this re-organization, but the shift-

ing will affect practically all of the important lines, so far as

managing directors are concerned, as well as the important bureau

chiefs in the ministrj-. An effort will be made to oust the

Chiaotung "clique," but the more professional members can not

be discharged without seriously crippling the effectiveness of the

ministry, as there are no others with the same professional training

and experience.

The new appointees will have anything but a bed of roses, for

the financial straits of the railways and the ministry are very

shallow as well as narrow. Two years ago the .\nfu club "swept

the bin." Their successors authorized the building of an e.xtension

to the Peking- Suiyuan line, a branch to the Peking-Mukden line

and double track between Tongshan and Chinwangtao. In ad-

dition heavy orders for rolling stock and other supplies were given.

Much of the rolling stock is now laying at ports being held for

payment of lighterage and wharfage dues. Salaries arc in arrears

and the best estimates by creditors place the current obligations

of the railways as $55,000,000, whereas the yearly income of the

railways,—if it could be collected—after operating expenses, fixed

charges, etc., is only about $25,000,000 cash,—supposing that no

improvements are made during the current year. Ordinarily, this

sum would make verj- easy a simple funding scheme over a short

period. But the Chinese bankers, who know their Government best,

do not seem inclined to trust it with more funds at the present

time. The Peking-Suiyuan, which is the only unpledged piece of

rail, is held sacred from mortgages of any kind. -And Chinese

public opinion seems to be unalterably opposed not only to any

dealings with, but even to the bare recognition of the consortium.

In its opposition to the consortium, the Chinese public is caught

on the horns of dilemma. It does not trust the present militaristic

forces with any loan funds unless there is a very strict foreign super-

vision. Strict foreign supervision is interpreted to mean foreign

control, and foreign control is construed to constitute an infringe-

ment on China's sovereignty. "China's sovereignty" is now a

cherished infant, a delicate subject. It must not be chastised even

for its own moral upbringing. In order to clarify the ideas of

what is probably the greatest force for public enlightenment in

China at present, F. W. Stevens, the .American representative of

the consortium, has been making a series of speeches to the student

bodies of North China, explaining the circumstances under which

.America's railways were financed principally by foreign money

and denying that the consortium would constitute a monopoly.

Whether or no there is any significance in the circumstance, the

fact is than only the American representative of the consortium

is taking any steps to create an impression favorable to the con-

sortium.

.All the Japanese forces arc said to have been withdrawn from

the Shantung Railway. The third and last contingent was delayed

in its leaving by the f.tct that arms for the Chinese guard could

not be transported by rail on account of the interiuil disturbances.

But, with the assistance of the Japanese authorities, arrangements

were made to bring them in by sea. App.irently nothing has been

done by way of organizing the valuation forces, although the

transfer date is less than s

miles long.

itIk ill';l:int .iiid the line is 260
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liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiittiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiiniiiiiiitiiiiiMiuilliiiuiB Passenger Cars

I
Equipment and Supplies |

BiiiuiiiiriiiriininiiiiiiirHiiiiiiiiuittiiiiriiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiin nntiiiiimiimiiiKnTmmiua

Locomotives

The I.nterx.\tio.n.\l ll.\K\tbTtK Co.mia.nv is said tci have or-

dered two si.\-\vhccl switching locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The X.^shviixEj Chattanooga & St. Louis, reported in the

Railway Age of June 1 as inquiring for 5 Mountain type locomo-

tives, has ordered 3 Mountain type locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Chic.\co & Eastern Illinois, reported in the Raikmy
A St' of July 1. as having placed an order lor 10 Mikado type loco-

tnotives and about to place orders for the remainder of its in-

quiry consisting of six Pacific type locomotives, has ordered this

latter equipment from the Lima Locomotive W'orks.

Freight Cars

The Illinois Central is receiving bids for from 500 to 1,000

gondola cars.

The Great Northern has ordered 300 undcrframcs from the

Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company.

The Detroit Edison Company has ordered 6 gondola cars of

50 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Verde Copper Company, Clarksdale, Arizona, has placed

an order for 24 ore cars with the Western Steel Car & Foundry

Company.

The Alabama & \"icksbi.rg has ordered from the Kilbourne

& Jacobs Manufacturing Company 25 all-steel automatic air dump

cars of 40 tons' capacity.

The Western Pacific, rcporte<i in the Railway .liiC of June 24

as inquiring lor 2,000 refrigerator cars, has ordered this equipment

from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.

The Western Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of June 17

as inquiring for 2,000 refrigerator cars, has ordered this equipment

from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The United Verde Copper Company, reported in the Railway

Age of May 6 as inquiring for 24 ore cars, has ordered this

equipment from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of July 1

as inquiring for 250 gondola cars, has ordered 250 general service

gondola cars from the General .-Xmerican Car Company.

The Southern Pacific has ordered from the Kilbourne &
Jacobs Manufacturing Company 40 all-steel automatic air dump

cars with improved apron attachment of 40 tons' capacity.

The Norfolk & Western, reported in the Railway Age of

hily I a.-i inquiring for l.OW hopper cars, has divided an order

ir.r 2.000 hopper cars of 70 tons' capacity as follows: American

( ar & Foundry Company, 500 cars ; Standard Steel Car Company.

,=(X): and Pressed Steel Car Company, LOOO.

Thf, Chicago Great Western, reported in tlie Railway Age of

June 10 as inquiring for repairs to 527 miscellaneous type box

cars, has placed orders for the repairing of 200 cars with the Pull-

man Company, 154 cars with the Sheffield Car &• Equipment Com-

pany, Kansas City, Mo., and 173 cars with the Siems Stcml)cl

Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of July

1 as having placcrl orders for a large number of miscellaneous

freight cars, has ordcreil in addition 250 gondola cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company. This completes its large outstand-

ing inquiry with the exception of 70 passenger refrigerator cars

which the company has not decided whether if will purchase or

not.

The .\urora, Elgin & Chic.vgo is reported to be contemplating

the purchase of new electric passenger cars.

The Western Pacific is reported to be considering the pur-

chase of some passenger motor cars for short haul and branch

line traffic.

Iron and Steel

The W.'VBash is inquiring for 100 tons of tank plates.

The Missouri Pacific is inquiring for 100 freight car axles.

The Ann Arbor has placed an order with the Midvale Steel

& Ordnance Co. for 1,800 tons of steel rail.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered three steel girder spans

weighing 127 tons from the American Bridge Co.

The Illinois Central has placed an order with the United
States Steel Corporation for 20.000 tons of rails.

The Long Island will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon July

14 for 300 gross tons open hearth steel 100 lb. rails.

The Canadian Pacific has placed an order for 48,000 tons of
steel rail with the Algoma Steel Corporation, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

The Pttsburgh & Lake Erie will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon July 17 at Pittsburgh, Pa., for approximately 1.625 net tons

of fabricated steel work.

Machinery and Tools

The Long Island is inquiring for 2 axle lathes, a wheel press

and some other machines.

The Boston & .\lbany is inquiring for a 90-inch wheel lathe,

also for a box facing and boring machine.

The War Department is offering for sale a large list of com-
modities, including machine tools, shop equipment and supplies.

The Union Pacific has prepared a machine inquiry list con-

sisting of 73 items which are as follows : 22 latlies of various

types, 15 grinders of various types, 4 boring bars, 4 drills, 3 boring

mills, 2 drill presses, 2 shapers, 2 forcing presses, 2 pneumatic
flanging machines, 1 boring and turning machine. 1 disk sandcr,

1 flange clamp. 1 punch and shear, 1 riveting machine, 1 hammer,
1 boring machine. 1 centering machine, 1 slip roll forming ma-
chine. 1 pipe folder, 1 pneumatic flanging clamp, 1 pipe cutting

and threading machine and 1 cutting off machine.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has issued a new ma-
chinery inquiry for its Denver shops covering 117 items which
include 31 lathes of various types, 19 grinders of various types,

12 drills, 6 hammers. 5 presses. 5 crank shapers. 5 boring mills.

4 grindstones, 3 planers, 2 slotters, 2 turret screw machines, 2
liar iron shears, 2 combination punch and shears, 2 milling ma-
chines. 2 head bolt cutters, 2 pipe threading machines. 1 single

end punch, 1 bolt centering machine, 1 bending roll, 1 pneumatic
flanging machine, 1 pneumatic tl.inging clamp, 1 sheet metal cutter.

1 drill press. 1 forging machine. 1 staybolt and crownstay ma-
chine, 1 pipe bending niaohinc and 1 horizontal boring machine.

Signaling

The City of Philadelphia has ordered from the Union Switch'

& Signal Company apparatus for the complete installation of an
automatic block signaling and interlocking system on the Frank-
ford h'lcvated Railway, six miles in length, double track, from
Philadelphia Rapid Transit line at .'\rch street, north to Bridge

street. Electro-pne.imatic intcrlockings, utilizing alternating cur-

rent throughont. will be installed at .\rch street. Girard avenue,

Dauphin street. Torrcsdale aveiuic and Bridge 'Street. There
will be 50 automatic block sections with electro-pneumatic auto-

matic train stops with three-indication color-light signals. The
contractor will do the whole of the work and will use alternating

current for control and operation of all the signals and inter-

locking.
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Supply Trade News

J. D. Roger*, who has been representing the Baldwin Loco-
motive Work* in South Airira, has been aiiiioinlcil inanatier
of the c.iin|>an>'s office at Calcutta, India.

N. E. Gage, formerly connected with the Standard Tool
Company. ( Icvcland, Ohio, has recently been appointed sales
manaRcr r>i ihc National Tool Company of that city.

Fay, Spofford & Thomdike, consulting engineers, recently
removed their offices from 15 Beacon street to the Massa-
chusetts Trust building, 200 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

The Kennedy Car Liner & Bag Company, Shelbyvillc. Ind.,
has receiNcd orders during thi- past nionlli lor Kennedy
freight car liners aggregating about 50,000. These orders
were placed by various grain carrj-ing roads throughout the
country.

The Wilson Welder & Metals Company, Inc., \.U King
street. New York City, recently appointed the King-Knight
Company, I'ndcrwood Building. San Francisco. Cal., exclu-
sive representatives in central and northern California for
Wilson plastic-arc welding machines and Wilson Color-Tipt
metals.

C. C. Clark has been appointed assistant Rcneral sales man-
ager of the Pressed Steel Car Company and the Western Steel
Car A Foundry Company, in charge of sales matters in the
central district, with headquarters in the Farmers Bank build-

ing, I'ittsbgrgh, Pa., taking the place of K. C. Gardner,
resigned.

A. R. Kipp, mechanical superintendent of the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie with headquarters at Minneapolis,
resigned eflcctive June 30 to form a partnership with F. L.
Battey, consulting engineer specializing in railroad shop and
industrial plant design and construction shop operating prob-
lems, with offices in the Union Fuel Building 123 West
Madison street, Chicago.

Anion W. Burchard, vice-chairman of the board of directors

of the General Flectric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has
been elected president and chairman of the board of the

International General Electric Company, succeeding Gerard
Swope, its former president, who was recently chosen presi-

dent of the General Electric Company. He also succeeds
Charles N'eave, former chairman of the International Com-
pany, who has resigned.

W. H. White will in the future be in charge of the New
York City business of the Mahr Manufacturing Company,
Minneapolis, Minn., makers of Mahrvel oil luirniiit; equip-

ment. Mr. White's headquarters will be at 56 Murray street.

New York City. lie has devoted all his time to mechanical
work both in the shops and on the road, having served in

the steel and iron business for the past 10 years. Until re-

cently he was with B. M. Jones & Company, Inc., New York
City.

Charles H. Bluske has been appoiiiterl district sales manager
of the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
at its Los .Angeles, Cal., oflice, 1304 .Maltnian avenue, suc-

ceeding George L. Davis. Mr. Bluske was formerly connected
with the Pacific .States Electric Company, Los Angeles. The
Pittsburgh, Fa., sales office of the Economy Fuse & Manu-
facturing Company has been moved from 2223 F'armers Bank
building to lOO^^i Periples Bank building at l''onrl!i avenue
and Wood street.

Dwight P. Robinson & Company, engineers and construc-

tors. New York < ity, have contracted with the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company for life insurance policies, to be given,

without expense, to all members of the organization reporting
to the central olVice, under a group insurance plan. All em-
ployees included in the plan are insured regardless of their

age and condition of health and no medical or physical exami-
nation is required. The amount of insurance is increased $100
for each additional year of continuous employment, and provi-
sion for total and permanent disability before the age of sixty
is also included.

O. R. Hildebrant will in future represent the railway sales
department of the U. S. Light ft Heat Corporation, Niagara
Falls. .\. Y., in the s<iulheastern territory with headquarters
at Norfolk, Va. Mr. Hildebrant began work in 1905 with
the Pennsylvania at Jersey City, N. J. In 1909 he went to the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company and later was with
the Edison Storage Battery Company as chief inspector and
sales engineer until February. 1918. He then entered the
employ of the V. S. Light & Heat Corporation, as representa-
tive in the southeastern district, which position he held until
November, 1920, when he again entered railroad work on the
Florida East Coast. He now returns to the service of the
L'. S. Light & Heat Corporation as above noted.

American Car and Foundry Company
The annual report of the .\mcrican Car & I'ouiidry Company

for the year ended April 30, 1922. showed the operation of dras-
tic economies during the period of reduced railroad earnings
which resulted in linal net profits equivalent to $14.94 a share on
the $30.()0U,(XX) of common stixk, as compared with $21.50 in the
preceding year. The company reduced its notes and accounts
receivable from $20,002,355 to $8,399,478. Part of the proceeds
of the liquidation was invested in United States war bonds and
Treasury certificates, this account rising $13,518,974 to $18,527,-
824. Net earnings of the company after taxes declined $4,161,095,
as compared with 1921 ; net profits $1,967,536. and the surplus
after dividends $1,967,530. Cash decreased $4,663,080 accounts
pa.vable $13,239,510 and inventory $4,929,235.

President William H. Woodin, in his remarks to the share-
holders, commented on the present unfortunate situation of the
carriers, in which he stated that they are under-equipped to han-
dle normal traffic and are in great need of rehabilitation. The
present situation, he added, is the result of a lack of adustment
of rates and wages as a result of incomplete co-ordination be-
tween two different government agencies. "The development of
a fairer public attitude towards the problems of the railroads,
however, will bring about a realization of the necessity of pro-
viding and maintaining etjuipment sufficient for all needs." he
concluded. Details of the annual report for the year ended April
30 are as follows

:

I.VCOME ACCOCNT
1922

Net carniniis after Fctlcral l.nxcs $9.0.11.721
Renewals, replacements, etc 2.46S 401
Net profiu 6,S(!.t!.12(i

Preferred dividend 2.100,000
Common dividend .1,600.000
.Snrplu' f,T year 883..t20
Previnu, 5urrln» J5.276.568

Total surplus. April 30 36,159.888

.\s,sr.T»

Pinnnty and plant accrunt 72.301,696
Materials 9.08o!826
-Aocounts and note* receivable 8.390.478
U. S. securities 18,527,824
.Stork and bonds 5.764.050
Cash 6!811.'358

ToL-iI assets $130,885,232

Liabilities

Preferred stock $30,000,000
Comiron stock .tO.000.000
Arco-.ints ravaUe 8.455.0*3
Fcderd taxes . . 1.1 1».78S
Dividends declared j 42^ 000
Ri serve .iccfiunts

—

Kfr in».ir:.ncc 1.500.000
For innrovrnients, etc 1.196.778
For dividends on common »tock 10,800.000
For employees 228,6'18

Surplus account 36.159.888

Total liabilities $120,885,232

The Kkiiraska State Board of Equalization has fixed the
taxable valuations of all railroads in Nebraska, except the Chi-
cago & North Western, at $277,254,122. an increase of $9,788,540
over last year. The valuation of the North Western is withheld
pending developments in a federal court injunction suit.
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Railway Construction
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Atchison, Topek.\ & S.\nta Fe.—This company, in conjunc-

tion with the city of Kansas City, Kan., is preparing plans for the

south approach and main section of the Goddard avenue viaduct.

The consiruqtion program for the north approach has not been

completed, pending negotiations with other railroads.

Chicago, Bv^nxton & Quincy.—This company is calling for

bids for thfe constrlftction of a two-story brick addition to a freight

house at Burlington. Iowa.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, which was

reported in the Kailu-ay Age of February 25 as contemplating the

construction of a one-story brick passenger station at Graham,

Texas, estimated to cost ^5,000, is now calling for bids on this

work. This company has awarded a contract to the Gould Con-

struction Company, Davenport, Iowa, for the construction of an

8-ft. by 9-ft by 190-ft. reinforced concrete box at Pershing,

Iowa, to replace a high trestle at that point; a 6-ft. by 6- ft. by

30-ft. reinforced concrete box near Eldon. Iowa, to replace a

stone box at that point; two concrete and steel subways near

Fairfield. low^. to replace existing structures, and a 12-ft. by

12-ft. by 25-ft. reinforced concrete box near Jamesport, Iowa,

to replace a stone and steel structure at that point; this work

to involve the expenditure of approximately $60,000.

Illinois Centr.^l.—This company is calling for bids for the

construction of interlocking plants at Peotone, 111., and Manteno

to involve a total expenditure in excess of $20,000.

MissoL-Ri P.vciFic—This company is calling for bids for the

construction of a considerable extension to its car repair shed at

Sedalia, Mo.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—This company has be-

gun and will complete by company forces improvements at Dick-

son, Tennessee, involving the construction of a $16,000 passenger

station, the conversion of the present station into a freight house

at a new location and the installation of a new turntable. The

total estimated, cost of this work is $40,000.

National Railways of Mexico.—This company is undertaking

extensive improvements on its Chihuahua division between Juarez

and Jimenez, involving altering the existing line to cost in excess

of $200,000.

New York Central.—On July 6 G. .^. Harwood, assistant to

the president ; R. P.. Dougherty, designing engineer ; F. B. Hank,

assistant engineer, and Alfred Fellhcimcr, consulting engineer,

submitted a plan to the mayor and terminal commission of

Buffalo, N. Y., for the construction by this company of a main

passenger station at Clinton street, that city, and for a smaller

station on the site of the present main station at Washington

street and Exchange place. The plan also calls for necessary

track changes.

Pennsylvania.—This company is receiving bids for the con-

struction of a double-track half-through girder bridge with rein-

forced concrete floor to carry two tracks of the Delaware divison

over the state highway north of State Road Station. Del. Ap-

proximate quantities are about 960 cu. yd. of foundation and

channel excavation, 1,200 cu. yd. concrete masonry, etc., 2,250 sq.

ft asphah paint for waterproofing and 5.000 cu. yd. embank-

ment removed. Work will be in charge of J. F. CuUcn, assistant

enRinccr, Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Astoria & PAaric—This company has awarded a

contract to A. Guthrie & Co.. Portland, Ore., for laying rails and

ballasting of approximately 30 miles of new line, extending from

Vernnnia, Ore., on tlic Spokane, Portland & Seattle, to the timber

properties of tlic Central Coal & Coke Co., in the Nchalem district.

The work is now in progress.

Wabash.—This company is calling for bids for the convert-

ing of its combination freight and passenger station at Kirksvillc,

Mo., into a passenger station, and for the construction of a one-

story 27-ft. by 136-ft frame freight house at that point.

I Railway Financial News \

S
, ,
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Central of Georgia.—Amuial Report.—This company's an-

nual report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of

this issue entitled "Central of Georgia Perishable Traffic Big Fac-

tor." See also excerpts from annual report on adjacent pages.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Annual Re-

port.—This company's annual report for 1921 is reviewed in an

article on another page of this issue entitled "Elimination of Coal

Loadings Fails to Hurt Big Four." Se also excerpts from annual

reixjrt on adjacent pages.

Daytox-Goose Creek.—To be Purcliased.—See New Orleans,

Texas & Mexico.

Erie.—Equipment Trust CcrtiAcates Authorized.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $4,500,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be sold at not less than 96.94.

International & Great Northern.—To be Sold.—This road,

now in receivership, will be sold at public auction at noon July

28. L. McDaniel, special master appointed by Judge Hutchin-

son, will sell the road. An auction will be held to satisfy the

claims of the bondholders, which amount to between $18,000,000

and- $19,000,000, and will be made under the foreclosure decree

signed by Judge Hutchinson on May 17, 1915. It is understood

the bondholders have made plans to purchase the road unless a

bidder appears who will offer enough to clear the indebtedness.

They will then reorganize and terminate the present receivership.

Reorganiaation Plan Operative.—J. & W. Seligman & Co. and
Speyer & Co., reorganization managers, announce that they have

declared operative the plan and agreement of reorganization of

the International & Great Northern. See article in RailuMv
Age of June 10, 1922, page 1347.

International & Great Northern.—Annual Report.—The
annual report issued this week shows the following corporate

income account for the year ended December 31, 1921

:

1921 1920

Net revenue from operations $2,012,706 $2,129,697
Federal rental and guaranty 1.416,854
Hire of equipment—credit 1,061,430 349,91t)

Other eorp<.rate income 145,932 200,8tii

Cross coriioratc income 3,220,068 4,097.26-
Tax accruals 444,043 119.8J1
Hire of eiiuipmenl—debit. „, 2,217.348 779.15 =

Total deductions, inc. otheR 2.894.402 989.890
Net corporate income 325.666 3.107.379

Interest on funded debt 892.005 902,0-1.;

Interest on unfunded debt 916.704 874. 14»
Deficit or surplus, carried to profit and

loss Def. 1,483.043 1.331,187

Marshall & East Texas.—Sate of Property Ordered.—The
L'nitcd States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas on

July 1 instructed Bryan Snyder, receiver of this road, to sell that

part of the main line extending from Marshall, Tex., to Elysiaii

Fields, about 18 miles. The property to be sold includes building-

and appurtenances located on the right-of-way. The sale will U-

held at the County Court House in Marshall on August 1, 192J.

The Marshall & East Texas was placed in the hands of receivers

January 25, 1917, and operation was discontinued July 31 of the

same year. Under court orders certain sections of the original 92-

mile line were sold separately.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—Receivership Etidcd.—Judgt

Sanborn in St. Ixiuis on June 30 signed a decree authorizing thr

sale of this road for not less than $28,000,000. Byron F. Babbitt

of St. Louis and Joseph F. Dobbyns of Oklahoma City have been

appointed special masters to conduct the sale at public auction

The sale will be held at Colbert, Okla., in about six weeks.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—Asks Authority to Pur-

chase Daylon-Goosf Creek Railroad.—Thh company has applieil

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for approval of a con-

tract entered into with the Dayton-C«iose Creek Railroad Com
pany for the purchase of the lattcr's property for $1,000,000. of

which $750,000 will be paid in cash and the remainder in New
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I irl,..iis, Tt.\a> & Mexico live per cent adjuttmciit inc.^ic bond*.
Thr Dayton-Goose Creek was built three years axo by R. S.
Sterling, of Houston. Texas. It extends 25 miles between Day-
ton. Texas, and Baytuwn, a connection being made with the
Southern Pacific at the former place.

New YoBK CEsnAL.—.4ulhonifJ lo Issue Bonds.—Ihe Inter-
state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $25,(X)O,00O
jf 5 |>er cent refunding aiKl improvement mortgage liond*. >crics
(' to be <..I(1 at not !c^^ than 90. The procrf<ls arc to l>c applie*!
lo the payment of a like amount of 10-.vcar 7 per cent collateral
trust bonds as the latter arc called for redemption on September 1.

Rkadi.vg Cum pan v.—ro Offer MoJilied Plan—The United
-^tatcs E)i5trict Court at Philadelphia has ordered that the Read-
:ng Company, the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company,
iiid the general mortgage Ixindholdcrs' committee, after a i..ii-

:iTcncc. formulate and sul)mit to the court on or before (>i;<Nm
M). a plan for a modiRcation of the Reading dissolution decrn- i.i

conform to the recent ruling of the L'nitcd States Supreme Court
in Justice Taft's opinion.

Toledo, St. Lolis & Western.—5rofA- Ruling.—The United
States District Court at Toledo has entered an order providing
that all of the expenses and compensation of the stockholders'

protective committee of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western be paid

by the company and that the stock of the railroad company on
deposit with the Empire Trust Company, New York City, be de-
livered upon the return of the outstanding certificates of deposit,

as follows

:

"B" certificates, upon the basis of share for share, and original

certificates, upon the basis of ninety shares of railroad company
stock for 100 shares of original certificates, free of all charges of

the committee.

L't.mi Terminal.—CerliAcatc Denied.—The Interstate Com-
•urce Commission has denied this company's application for a
> irtificate authorizing the construction and operation of a line of

3.64 miles in Carbon County, Utah, as a spur into a mining

district.

Wabash.—.4sks Authority to Issue Equipment Trusts.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $4,245,000 of 5 per cent equipment trust cer-

tiiicates which had been conditionally sold to Kuhn, I-oeb & Co.

at 9S}i.

Treasury Payments to Railroads

Since last announcement, dated June 1, 1922. payincnts under

Sections 204, 209. 210 and 212 of the Transportation Act, 1920.

as amended, have been made by the Treasury as follows

:

s.dion 204:

Malachicnla Northern R.iilroaii Co $3,763.97

Arizona k Swansea Railroad Co 15,296.34

BlyiheviUe, Leachvillc & Arkansas Southern R. R. Co.... 29,892.09

BulUroK ciol.ll.el.l RailrMil Co 15,144.79

Jefferson & .Vorthwestern Railway Co 4,983.55

Lawndale Railway «c Inciustriai Co 2,730.98

l,eeion.a Railw.iy Co 44,831.32

Millers Creek R. K. Co 50,237.97

Ocean Shore Railroad Co 63,322.30

Paris 4 .Mt. Plea.s.int Railroad Co 1,748.47

Ranuette I-ike Railway Co 9,717.82

Silverton .Northern Railroad Co 20,845.16

South Iluffalo Railway Co 196,1.75.57

South San 1-rancisco Belt Railway 29,590.87

Unite.1 Ver.le & Pacific Railway Co 34,533.15
Ventura County Railway Co 17,456.32

Section 209:

Anahichicola Northern Railroad Co 14,802.29
Chi.aKo & Eastern Illinois Railroad Co 723,982.56
(•hic:i((o & North Western Railway Co 3,733,520.55
Color.i.lo Springs & Cripnir Creek Ry. Co., Receiver 170,921.69
l>uluih, South Shore & Atlantic Ry. Co 178,459.94
Kl Paso & .Southwe.tcrn Co 691,408.32
Mint River & Northeastern Railroad Co 1,238.91
jefTcTvon & Northwestern Railway 18,362.49
Mineral Raime Railroad Co 123,167.95
Miiin-apolis, Si. Paul & Sault Sle. Marie Railway 592,467.82
MisMssipni F.aslern Railway Co 4,494.77
New Orleans, Great Northern Railroad 131,055.93
Paris & .Mt. Pleasant Railroad Co 6,105.81
Peoria & Pekin Union R.nilway Co 83,829.87
Rock Island Southern Railway Co 58,711.84
The San Antonio & Arkansas Pass 'Railway Co 8I,3S4.3i>
Watervillc Railway Co 938.59

Section 210:

Boston & Maine Railroad 5.000.000.00
Hockinii V.illey Railwav Co 612.000.00
New York. New Haven & Hartford R. R Co 300.000.00
Seaboard Bay Line Company 1,100,000.00

JMeiion 212:

LouUUna Kulvay A Naviotion Ce I02,6MM
Pant k .Mt. Plcaaaai Railroad Co 5,000.00
Tcxaa k Pacific Railway Co., Receiver 500,000.00

Total $14,774,721 33

Tola) Mvmri:^« I. l-.inr W) !',_ '

(•» L'l. I by

(IJ

of

- "« P»r-
p a > lit € 11 1 « prckluUftly

de t3,397,Si0.99
Partial par

to »

•t;i l,4S«,226.51

Total payment! a/c reimourxnient of
deficit'

I'nder Section 209. as amemled by
Section 212 for guaranty in respect
to railway operating income (or
first SIX months after Federal Con-
trol:

(I) Final payments, includinx ad-
vances and partial payments
previously made 70,243,572.50

121 .\dvances to carriers as to which
.T certificate for final ijayment
has not been received by the
Ireasury from the Interstate

( nmmerce Commission 234,053.672.00
' • I'-iriial ftayments to carriers as

to which a certificate for final
payment has not been re-
ceived, as stated above 138,746,422.09

Total payments account of said
guaranty

I'nder Section 210, (or loans from the
revolving (und o( $300,000,000
therein provided

Total

443,043,666.59

314,103.080.00

$761,000,794.09

Repayments of loans have been made to the amount of $80,095,550.

Tentative Valuations
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a number of

additional tentative valuations in which, as authorized by the re-
cent amendment to the valuation law, it has omitted the report
on the cost of acquisition of land in addition to its original cost
or present value. The final values of the property owned and
used are given as follows:

S.^ndersvillc 1916
.Vshland Coal & Iron Railway !!!!..1916
New York & Fawn Grove 1916
Duluth, South Shore & .Vtlantic 1916
IVment, Tolenas & Tidewater 1916
Craig ?,rountain Lumber Company's Kailwav.1917
I Iregon, lacific \ EasUrn '.

. 1917
Manistee & Reptm 1917
Munism?. Marquette & Southeastern 1916
Carlton & Coast 1917
(incinnati. Flrminpshurg ,V Soulhea-tem 1917

Railroad Administration Settlements
The I'nited States Railroad .\dininistration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out or received from the
several roads the following amounts:
Boston & Maine Railroad $2,470,000.00
Philadelphia & Reading Railway Company, paid Director
General 8,000.000.00

5'°'?''
,

,"*' Terminal Railway Company, paid Director General 60,000.00
Rock Island-Frisco Terminal Railway Company, paid Director
Genera; .......... 21,800.00

I'ayton & Union Railroad Company, paid Director General 1,000.00

Owned Used
$46,673 $57,392

1,447,448 1,445,436
106,026

17,961.220 17,967,1»1
1 12,002
116.017
321,117 528,217
75,000 117.500

2,999,784 .'.009,889
348,603 373.603
151, .197 l.^s.497

Raquette Lake Railway Company
Paris & Mt. Pleasant Railroad Co

HOKT LINES
r

Company, paid Director Ge

Dividends Declared
Buffalo & Susquehanna.—Common. 1 14 per cent, quarterly, oavable Scp-
mber 30 to hol.fers of record September 15.

n.— 3 per cent, quarterly, pj JulyDelaware, Licka wanna & \V«
20 to holders <i( record luly 8.

Pere Marquette.— Preferred, \<i per cent, quarterly; pre(erred. on ac-
count of accuniulateil dividends, 1 per cent; prior i<reference. Hi per cent,
quarterly, all |;.ivable August 1 10 holders of record Tuly 15.

F^tlsburgh «r West Yirgini.n.— Preferred, iV, per cent, quarterlv. payable
August 31 to holders of record August 1; preferr ' "
terly, iiayable November 2'> to hcMcri i.f record Xo

per cent.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last

July 3 Week
-Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 65.91 64.91

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 86.41 ^86.38

Last

Year

54.43

73.8,1



Annual Reports

Central of Georgia Railway Company— Twenty-seventh Annual Report.

Savannah, Ca , March S. 1922.

^°ri^'Boa?d''of'i>i'i^tor5 herewith submits the followine report of the oper-

ations and affairs of your company for the year ended December 31, 1921.

ACCOUNTS WITH DIRECTOR GENERAL
Final settlement with the United States Railroad Administration of ao

counts CTOwi^ out of Federal Control (which are shown on the Balance

sJSt .TD^^iWr 31. 1921, as due to and from your Company) w-as

effected January 3. 1922.

GOVERNMENT GUARANTY
The amount accrued to vour company by the Government under the six

momhs- S^nty given by the Transportation .\ct. 1920. has not l«en ascer-

Sined and certifieS by the Interstate Commerce Comm.ss.on but final clam

has been filed with the Commission under its Order, dated December 15,

"'• INCOME

A summary of the income for the year ended December 31, 1921, as com-

pared with the previous year is slated below.

1921. 1920.

'"^n?*vea'?""
°'^"'"* **""

1.913.63 1.913.63

OiJ^ratinr Revenuei' '::::... $22,057,498.58 $20,676,55 1.05

United States Goveniment— inioficci
Guaranty Period Claim 3,111,965.51

Rental from United States
7t-) so? 77

Railroad Administration liifi-iZ.II

4-Increase—Decrease

+$1,380,947.53

— 3,111,965.51

— 732.892.77

Total Operating Revenues.$22.057.498.58 ^^^^f^^ Z^?o1?jl?total ijperaimg '•""'"" "XnMniloil
Operating Expenses 20.020,842.57

Revenues over

21,'l02'368.'50 — 1,081,525.93

Excess of
Expenses

Taxes •.,• • • •

Uncollectible Railway Keve

nues

$2,036,656.01
899,875.21

46.588.39

$3,419,040.83
795,151.18

—$1,382,384.82
+ 104,724.03

5,584.69 + 41,003.70

Operating I-come . . . .

., «l.«90.}92-«

Equipment Rents—Net credit 235,176.69

n"ebi.
"••""'*".

.

.^"*'~ .'' 104,713.76

Net Operating Income.. $1,220,655.34

Non-operatine Income
eo 139079 "I

Cfross Income..... *rJiQaoiftl
Deduction from Gross Income 3,118,893.1)1

$2,618,304.96
167,337.00

—$1,528,112.55
+ 67,839.69

83,581.37 + 21,132.39

—$1,481,495.25— 858,885.22
—$2,340,290.47
+ 156.230.60

$2,702,060.59
1,777.309.27

$4,479,369.86
2,962,662.41

Net Income •$979,813.62 $1,516,707.45 -$2,496,521.07

"^cYude's ^"r^or'ate''Operating expenses for the """'"^ <>« /TI^??/,
Febr^an^, 1920, amounting to $12,592.52, not assumed by United States

Railroad Administration. „ ,,.
Tlurino the current rear your railroad was operated under corporate

ma°a"emV. In"he"'precedin^g year the P-r^rty was tmder Federal con^

*"'
'^t" fhT fonowi;?g"'ix

^ mon'hl- an5""nd%r"crp'o'=re° ma"ntem%nT^w';hl

?S?Tt Jr^^ty ?he r^ma ;L" foS?' months. As I consequence, the only

tens^whkh are comparable are "Non-operating Income" ^D^ "Deducticn

ESrie'rrundC ^J^^^^ 'l^' "N." BaiT^a^ ^.^^{^^
'Tv^ th^Tncle'-^vc^ris-nr ztjz,:sir^.^^'irL' jr.!
S.a.«' Railroad "dTinislration'" and therefore, the operating accounts

^i''£"1^,H^fi^u:]rr"^2l"^';he-iS ^.^^t^r. '- •"

Zr«I p£rir^^ S^ ES-'hllora^V^deTT^Sp

of the year. nONOPERATING INCOME
•Non-onerating Income" this year amntmted to $918,424.05 as against

«i 777 10927 l2ft year a decrease of $858,885.22. The decrease was due

lo'/reducfion o ^W 640.00 "n dividend, 'received from Occin Steamship

Company of Savannah-; a reduction of $231,800.00 f .^l-i'^'f' [«"«'
Vro^Atrantic Compre,. ^/^r-y. and ^a net increase "5«1^2 5'4.^8^.n^ other

ira'dilT.Sent'fn D«enTe"";920."oT?nterLt* on o^n' account, with the

United Stales Railroad Administration.

DFDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME

„/'jv?^i5ns tTr fc'^rJrr^rr^ir^ -cf^ir;?:^!.^^;

^S^iIi*^J'^^ic^^7^r?U?:v^;;?':.^c;^^^'^-3
companie*. TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS

The results of transportation operations this year, compared with last

year, referred to above are as follows:

Railway Operating Revenues:

Freight
Paiuenger
Mail
Express . .

Other psssenger train . . .

Other Iransportatim
Incidental and joint facility

1921. I"-'"
,

$14,565,643.79 $15,485,717.56
5,483.676.31
454.847.87
459.989.01
228,379.16
260,7(10.00
604,182.44

6,794.3.18.45
917.380.09
591.324.55
291.956.17
306.370.25
695.201.02

+ Increase—Decrease
- $920,073.77— 1,310,662.14— 462,532.22— 131,335,54_ 63,577,01
— 45.590.35— 91,018.58

;;'''"^.T.".'i"%22.057.498.58 $25,082,288.09 -$3.024.789.51

ling Expenses
of way at

Tr.affic r78.4r5.70
Transportation 10,052,517.47
Miscellaneous operations.

.

87,677.55
General 950,019.02
Transportation for invest-
ment—Cr 8.907.12

673.246.65
12.908.739.14

64.426.70
990.233.74

-f 105,229.05— 2.856,221.67
4- 23,250.85— 40,214.7.1

— 1,005.90

Total railway operating
expenses $20,020,842.57

Net revenue from rail-

way operations $2,036,656.01 *$651,079.38 4-$2.687,735.39

Railway operating income.
Equipment rents—Net credit.

Joint facility rents—Net debit

$899,875.21

46.588.39

$1,090,192.41
235.176.69
104.713.76

$925,198.85

10.735.53

•$1,587,013.76
148,611.13
114.788.83

— $25,i23.64

+ 35,852.86

+$2,677,206.17
+ 86,565.56— 10.075.07

Asterisk indicates deficit.

RAILWAY

•$1,553,191.46 +$2,773,846.80.

OPER.\TING REVENUES

$4,042,898.33 —$1,493.5.19.9"

6.163,735.93 — 1.452.034.33

"Railway Operating Revenues." amounted to $22,057,498.58 this year
as compared with $25,082,288.09 last year, a decrease of $3,024,789.51, or

12.06%.
The decrease of $920,073.77 or 5.94% in "Freight Revenue is due to

a decline in the volume of traffic handled as a result of prevailing business
depression. The tons of revenue freight carried one mile this year were
1,112,683,441, a decrease of 170.615.035 ton miles, or 13.30%. as com-
pared with previous year.

The decrease of $1,310,662.14, or 19.29% in "Passenger Revenue" is

due to the substantial falling off in passenger travel which was affected

by the general depression in business existent throughout the year. The
revenue passengers carried one mile decreased 65,982.673, or 27.37%. The
decline in the volume of traffic was offset in part by increased rates which
were in effect during the year as against only four months of the previous
year. The average revenue per passenger per mile being 3.13%. an increase

compared with last year of 0.31c., or 10.99%.
The decrease of $462,532.22, or 50.42% in "Mail Revenue" is due priii-

cipallv to the inclusion in "Mail Revenue" for 1920. of $329,638.00 for back
mail pay applicable to the years 19181919, and to an adjustment this year
of $40,176.27 covering back mail pay for the years 1916-1917.

The decrease of $131,335.54, or 22.21% in "Express Revenue" is due in

part to a smaller volume of express traffic handled, but more largely to the

inadetiuate proportion of the total express revenue received from the Ex-
press Company for the transportation of express.
The decrease in "Other Passenger Train Revenue," "Other Transportation

Revenue" and "Incidental and joint Facility Revenue" aggregating $200,-

185.84, or 15.48% is due to the same causes as the decreases in Freight
Revenue" and "Passenger Revenue."

RAILWAY' OPERATING EXPENSES
"Railway Operating Expenses" amounted to $20,020,842.57 this year as

compared with $25,733,367.47 last year, a decrease of $5,712,524.90, or

22.20%.
The decrease of $1,493,539.98. or 30.22% in "Maintenance of Way and

Structures Expenses" is due to the decreased expenditures for repairs; de-

crease in force and wages; decrease in number of overtime hours worketl;

and a decrease in the cost of material and supplies used.

The decrease of $1,452,034.33. or 23.50!-; in "Maintenance of Equipment
Expenses" is due to decreased expenditures for repairs to equipment; de-

crease in force and wages: chatfgpes in working conditions; and a decrease

in cost of materials and supplies. Charges to "Maintenance of Equipment
K.xptnses" for depreciation were $617,951.55, an increase of $11,883.13. cr

1.96%. The increase is due to an increase of depreci.ible equipment. The
average miles per serviceable locomotive were 31.167. a decrease of 4.562

miles, or 12.77%. The average age of locomotives was 18.2 years as com-
pared with 17.3 years for the preceding year.

The increase of $105,229.05. or 15.63% in "Traffic Expenses" is due in

pan to the reorganization of the Traffic Department and re-establishment of

outside agencies after the termination of Federal control and partly to

increased printing expenses on account of the numerous changes in rates and
ihe necessary issue of voluminous tariffs in connection therewith.

The decrease of $2,856,221.67. or 22.13% in "Tr.->nsiHirtation Expenses" is

due to a reduction in train service on account of the decline in the volume
of business transported this year as compared with the previous year;

reduction of wages; and greater efficiency in the operation of trains. Tram
loading increased 2.4% over the previous year. Fuel costs decrease.!

<648,486.00. This saving was partly due to a decrease in the price of fuel,

but principally to the fuel campaicn carrird on through, ut the year which
tffecled a saving of 91,265 tons of coal hy better performance. There were
.ilso substantial decreases in the pavnienis for casually items this year, the

result of special campaigns for the prevention of causes originating such

claims. „ . ....
The decrease of ^40.214.72. or 4.06% in "General I-_xpen.se8" is due princi-

l>ally to reduction in general office forces and wages. ....
The increase of $23,250.85. or 36.09% in "Miscellaneous Operations" is due

to the decrease in passenger business.

RAILWAY TAX ACCRUALS
"Railway Tax .\ccruals" amounted to $899,875.21 this year as compare.l

with $925,198.85 (the latter figure including taxes assumed hy the Unite.!

Stales Railroad Administration for the first two
2.74%. due to suhstan

reduction in taxable inc

FINANCIAL
(."apilal Stock.
There has been no change.
Funded Debt-Equipment Trust.

Mi.iiniain Type lo

rd during the y
1 I'nited States Government $237,900.00

„,„ nis. 1922 to 1936, incliisiw. with interest

.it '6% per annum: and on February 1, 1921. issued it. Kquipmenl Trust M
,ind sold $650,000.00 of Equipment Trust Certificates maturing m eleren

passenger train steel ca

January 24, 1021, horro
l«yable in fifteen ,tnnu.il insi.all

t:
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Ih 90 pound new tied rali. of which
•ml rail o( the ume weiiibt; 2.2S8fl

II.: :jl inMaUawsls.^ 1926I9J6, iDcJuaivc, wiih iniere>t at iyi% par anaoB.

I'lth'i : '

"

N ' <o afiliatrd companie* increaacd tJ,J99,92J.S0; all du«
!' o ' < >fnpany of Savannah.

I'.^T .>4Uc (Icctcued tS4].280.00.
Curirii! I.'.Ii-rt dccrraaAl |2.I4S,J74.9J.
Your Com[>ao]r ikAi no floatinc debt.

Oi*>denJ>
Durm< 'l:r year preferred dividends Not. 16 and 17 (tout $900,000). at

: rate of lix per cent per annum, and commoo dividenda No*.
'.al tJSO.OOO) at the rale of five per cent per annum, wer<

I'nlrr ihr Valuilion Act, the Intcrttair re-
ported a tmtattvc tiful value for the rail '.ir

eoaapuiy of ^7•),ns).S2i.OO. Whde ihi< r< n
bat the book valun, your dircctort. beini; in
the actual value of the propert^r, filed protestv Ir^timnny jml linrt., have
been tubniitled, and the queatton ia now before the Cottimiaaion for final
action.

PHYSICAL CHANCES
Roadway and Structures:

J7.0S72 mde* of track were relaid

S.6184 mdn were relaid with new
mUe» of track rrUi.l \iith second hand steel rail replacing rail of lighter pat'

lilies of track relaid with second hand steel rail
c pattern: total mileage of track relaid with new and

MCOOd hand urel r:iil was 42.9249.
Work »ai beKun in the early part of the year on the construction in

JeffcTjon I ..unty, .Mabama of a line to be known as the Cahaba District,
approximately seven miles in length, extending from McCnmbs, Alabama,
in a southwesterly direction along the eastern slope of Shades Mountain,
This line will serve the Bragg and Class Seams, situated in what is com*
monly known as the Waterworks Basin of the Lower Cahaba Coal Fields.
Tipi'Ie Uvout% to serve Im th of these coal seams will be liKated near the
( .):j'j k:irr Work was started on April 7, 1921, and the line has been

-
'. for a distance of four miles from McCumbs.
Mountain Type locomotives were added during the year.

. r of an obsolete t)rpe was sold. Ten Mikado type locomotives
:

' >m the Illinois Central, m.iking an increase of six loconio.
: I ten locomotrves leased, with an increase of 845,770 pounds

"lern all steel passenger train cars were purchased from The
my crinsisting of four sleeping cars, five open coaches, four
•-S and four baggage and express cars.

•• valve gears, piston valves and other improvements were
locomotives.

^-«- no freight train cars acquired; 414 freight and work cars were
Sold, iit*:r..>c«l or retired, and four freight train cars were converted to
worlt ciuipmcnl. The average capacity of freight train cars at the close
of the year was 38.8 tons, and the total capacity was J2.1,700 tons.
One consolidated locomotive was converted to Mikado type.

Y«w Ended December Jl

replacmic r.iil ol

second hand str

The Board takes pleasure in acknowledging the fidelity, efficiency and
united effort! displayed by your officers and employees in the discharge
of their duties.
By order of the Board of Directors.

CHARLES H. MARKHAM,
Chairman of Board.

CiNT«Ai. or GiioiciA Railuay Company

Income Statement

Year Ended December 31

Arer. miles oper.iied.

Railw. Operat. Revs.:
1. Transportation —

Rail Une:
101. Freight
102. Passenger ....
103. Excels baggage
104. .Sleeping car. ..

105 r'.ir. .ind cli. car
10«. M.iil

107. Expreaa
108. (Jlhcr pa»». Ir

109. Milk
110. Switching ....
HI. Special serv. Ir.

Total .

Per Cent
of Total
Operating + Increase

1921 Revenues 1920 — Decrease

1,913.63 1.913.63

$14,565,643.79 66.03 $12,930,928.57 + $1,634,715.22
5,483,676.31 24.86 5,728,246.31. — 244,570.05

38.117.94 .17 32,090.7.! + 6.027.21
147,828.28 .67 172,853. OS — 25.024.80
16,844.24 .08 22,99K.23 — 6,153.V9

454,847.87 2.06 470,410.3.' — 15,562.45

459,989.01 2,09 489.307. JO — 29.318.25
6,433.40 .03 7, 305. .'3

19,155.30 .09 I5,RI3.''7 + 3,341.33

242,001 15 1.10 221.957.0.' + 20,044.13

18,778.85 .08 28,648.75 — 9,869.90

$21,453,316.14 97.26 $20,120,559.52 +$1,332,756.62

131. Din. and buff. $75,721.06 .34 $37,136.81 + $38,584.25
U2. Hntrl and rest 4,239.96 .02 2,893.39 + 1,346.57

Station tr. and
iK.at privileges. 44.628.96 .20 38,753.64 + 5,875.32

134, Parcel r,v*n... 637.80 7U..5: 78.72
135. 190,181.99 .86 151,505.89

t
38,676.10

136. 1.550.63 1,380.8.' I69.)il

137. 62,796.02 .29 110,342.29 47,546.27
141. Power . 3,878.53 .02 2,562.69 + 1.315.84
142. Rents of bidgs.

5,551.01 .03 1,30588 + 4,245,13
143. .Miscellaneous . 181,019.47 .82 173,050.88 + 7,968.59

Total

foint Facility:

$570,205.43 2.58 $519,648.81 + $50,556.62

IV.
J

151. Joint f.ic—Cr.
Joint fac—Dr.

Total

$34,006.70 .16 $36.26fi.24 — $2,259.54
152. •29.69

.16

76.48 — 106.17

$33,977.01 $36,342.7.' - $2,365.71

TViUl railway
operating revs. $22,057,498.58 $20,676,551.05 + $1,380,947.53

Railw'y Operat. Esp.:

201 279. Maintce of
way and strocL

301 337. Maim. of
equipment ....

351359. Traffic ....
371-420. Tranafnrta.

—rail line ....
441.446. Misc. opera.
451-462. (;cneral
471. Traiup. for

inveetment—Cr.

Total railwBy
operating exp.. $20,020,842.57

Net revenue from
railway operatioiu. $2,036,656.01

19.'

1

Per Cent
of Toul
Operaiinf
Revenues 1920

+ locrcue— Dccreaae

$3,449,358.35 15.64 $4,105,356.85 _ $655,998.50

4,711.701.60
771.475.70

2136 5,047,749.43
3.53 550,925.44 +

336.047.U
227.550.26

10,052,517.47
87,677.55

950,019.02

45.57 10,512,060.77
.40 43,877.59
4.31 852.654.69 t

459.S43.30
43,799.96
97,364.33

90.77 $21.102,36S.SO

9.23 '$425,817.45 +$2,462,473.46

532. Rail, tax accra. $899,875.21 4.08 $795,151.18 + $104,724.03
533. Uncol. rail. rr». 46,588.39 .21 5,584.(W + 41.003.7U

Rail, operat. income $1,090,192.41 4.94 •$1,226,553.32 + $2,316,745.73

+
Railway operating income 1921 1920—brought forward $1,090,192.41 •$1,226,553.32 +$2,316,745.73

Additions to Railway Oper-
ating Income:

503. Hire of freight cars

—

credit balance $235,492.89 $184,620.85 + $50,872.04
504. Rent from locomo-

22,343.57 7,684.87
505. Rent from passenger

90,954.64 21,684.33 + 69,270.31
507. Rent from work

e<]uipment 9,41-6.05 6,972.04 + 2,444.01
508. Joint facility rent in-

come 36,250.26 + 14,071.49

Total additions to rail-

way opcratinfif income

Deductions from Railway
Operating Income;

537. Rent for locomotives
538. Rent for passenger

train cars
540. Rent for work equip-

ment
541. Joint facility rent*..

Total deductions from
railway operatinfc in-

come

$279,555.92 + $128,972.98

$18,534.27 $24,017.32 — $5,483.05

102,693.27 50,274.93 + 52,418.34

1.802.92
155.035.51

1.676.41
119.831.63 t

126.51
35,203.88

$195,800.29 + $82,265.68

Net railway operatinR
income ("Standard
Return") $1,220,655.34 •$1,142,797.69 +$2,363,453.03

NnnoperatinK Income:

502. Revenues from mis-

cellaneous operations
509. Income from lease of

road (Note 1)
510. MiscclUnious rent in-

511. Miscellaneous non-
operai ing ph y sical

property
513. Dividend income ...

514. Income from funded
securities

515. Income from un-
funded securities and

519. Misccllonc
(Note 2)

income,

$41,888.89 $51,914.33 — $10,025.44

45.299.64 778,192.41 — 732,892.77

107,062.11 104.003.65 + 3,058,46

25.968.43
432,639.25

18,850.22
1,477,825.50

+ 7,118.21
1.045,186.25

127,655.66 114,239.76 + 13,415.90

36,413.32 •35,226.73 + 71,640.05

101,406.75 3,112,368.41 — 3,010,871.66

Crross income

Deductions from Gross In-

534. Expenses of miscel-
laneous operations..

.

543. Rent for leased roadi
543, Miscellaneous rents..

546 Interest on funded
debt

547. Interest on unfunded
debt

546. Amortization of dis-
count on funded debt

551. Miscellaneous income
charges

$2,139,079.39 $4,479,369.86 —$2,340,290.47

$37,444.68
371,422.47
135,887.49

$43,145.87
370,283.66
135,827.81

+
+

$5,701.19
1,138.81

59.68

2,329.290.09 2,286,333.75 + 42,956.34

151,029.28 80,413.01 + 70,616.27

33,891.31 31,570.39 + 2,320.92

59,927.69 15,087.92 -1- 44,839.77

Total deductions from
gross income $3,118,893.01 $2,962,662.41 + $156.2.10.60

Net •$979,813.62 $1,516,707.45 —$2,496,521.07

[AoviaTisiMtNT]

Vote 1. 1930 figures include comrrns-ition from United States Railroad
.Xdministrntion for Tnnuprv and Febru.iry. 1920.
Note 2. 1920 figures include claim ag.iinst I'nited States Government under

GuaLVilv provision. Transportation Act, 1920.
•Dennles credit or deficit a. may be appropriate.
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Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis— Thirty-third Annual Report

To the Stockholders of
The Cleveij\>id. Cincixxati, Chicago and St. Louis Kaii.way Company:
The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended

December 31, 1921, with statements showing the income account and the

financial condition of the company.

Road operated

The mileage covered by this report is as follows:

1921 1920 Decrease
Miles Miles Miles

Main line and branches owned 1,691.78 1,693.03 1.25

Proprietary line .,-?5 ''*

Leased lines 205.10 205.10

Lines operated under contract 326.68 326.68 ••••:•

Lines operated under trackage rights... 187.31 195.86 8.35

Total road operated 2,410.87 2,421.45 10-58

Traffic conditions

The year 1921 was one of business depression, reflected in the decreased

freijiht and passenger traffic of the company. The tonnage fell off in volume

22 per cent and the passenger traffic 20.4 per cent, as compared with 1920.

This situation was met bv economies in operation.

In cooperation with the federal government in its effort to lower costs of

foodstuffs, voluntary decreases in rates on certain agricultural products

were put in effect during the year. There was no general reduction in other

freifli* r.ites, bu* adjustments were made from time to time to remove
inequalities. The company has co-operated with State authorities in a read-

justment of rates on roadmaking material for the purpose of stimulating the

building of good roads and to meet the unemployment situation.

There was no general readjustment of passenger rates, but the practice

which obtained prior to federal control of putting into effect reduced excur-

sion rates during the summer months was re established to some extent.

Account with Railroad Administration

The company's account with the Railroad Administration covering the

period of federal control will be completed in the early part of 1922.

Claim against United Stales upon the guaranty

The company's claim against the United States based upon its guaranty

for the period Mareh-.\ugust. 1920, is approaching completion. It has been

necessary to restate this claim several times in accordance with tentative

formulas. It will be ready for presentation in the early part of 1922.

Loans and bills payable

The following demand notes appear on the balance sheet:

The New York Central Railroad Company $4,000,000
Director General of Railroads 3,500,000

Total $7,500,000

The $4,000,000 demand note was given to The New York Central Railroad

Cr.mpany in 1920 in rcnew.il of the unpaid balance cf notes theretofore given

ti> that company from time to time for money borrowed to provide additions

and betterments. This note is secured by $4,189,000 of this company's le-

funding and improvement mortgage bonds, series A. issued (nominally) in

1920 for that purpose, the note, with such collateral, being pledged as part

of the collateral security for the loan made to The New ^ ork Central Rail-

road Company by the United States under section 210 of the Transportaticn

Act.
The indebtedness of $3,425,000 to banks and trust companies, included

in the list of loans and bills payable in the annual report for 1920. was paid

during 1921. D\iring the year the c< mpany gave to the Director General

of Railroads, in reduction of its indebtedness to him for additions and bet-

terments during federal control, its demand note, above referred to. for

$3,500,000, thereby correspondingly decreasing the amount due him for

additii ns and betterments.

Issue and retirement of securities

Additional notes amounting to $65,800 were issued under the equipment
trust known as Equipment Trust No. 44 and given to the Director General
nf Railroads in connection with final settlement for the equipment allocated

to the company during the period of federal control and described in the

annual report for 1920. The total cost of the equipment was $6,937,706.50,
of which $5,195.(^00 was financed by equipment notes.

In June, 1921, the company issued $1,052,600 of its 20year 6 per cent
rcfiinrling and impiovemeni niortaage Nnds, series C. in the relundins of

prior lien bonds, paid or acquired by the company, as follows:

$567,000. principal amount, of first consolidated mortgage bonds of the Cin.

cinnati Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago Railway Companv due May
1, 1920:

$158,060, principal amount, of general first mortgage bonds of the Cincinnati,

Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago Railwav Company due August 1,

1936;
$327,600, principal amount, of 5 per cent general mortgage bonds of this

company due June 1. 1993.

The disposition m.ide of these bonds is stated on another page.
During the year the company's notes of a m.aturity of more than two years,

equipment trust obligations and mortgage bonds were increased as follows:

EqiMpment Trust No. 44 of Tanuary 15, 1920, addi
tional notes $65,800.00

Twenty-year refunding and improvement mort-

Kwc lionds of the C. C. C. & .St. L. Ry. Co.,

series C, 6 per cent 1,052,600.00
$1,118,400.00

The following bonds were retired during the year:

C, I., Si. T.. ft C. Rv. Co,, general first mortgage
bonds retired ..." $77,000.00
C. C. C. * St. L. Ry. Co. (St. I>ouis Division)
first collateral trust mortgage bonds purchased
for sinking fund 52,000.00

Central Grain Elevator Co. bonds retired 25,000.00

Payments falling due during the year and on
January 1. 1922, on the cmpany's liability for

principal installments unJrr equipmrnt trust

agreement.^ were made as follows:

N. V. r. Lines Trust of 1907, installment due
November, 1921 $246,689.81

N. Y. r. Lines Trust of 1010, InalallmenI due
January. 1022 109,625.82

N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1012, installment due
January, 1922 159,R«O.;0

N. Y. C^ Lines Trust of |0|3, inilallmeni due
January, 1922 116,733.71

Big Four Railway Trust of 1914, installment due

Big Four Railway Trust of 1917, installment
due lune, 1921 237.000.00

Equipment Trust No. 44 of January 15, 1920,
notes due lanuarv, 1921 342,000.00

C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co. proportion of N. Y.
C. R. R. Co., Equipment Trust of April 15,
:<>20, certific.ites, due April, 192i 761,111.40

2.551,050.94
Serial note of the C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co., given to the

N. Y. C. R. R. Co.. due December 23, 1921, paid at
maturity 262,933.34
There were nominally issued during the year and pledged as collateral

for a demand note for $3,500,000 given to the Director General of Rail-
roads $3,5O0,0O'> of this company's refunding and improvement 6 per coit
mortgage bonds, series A, $811,000; series B, $2,689,000.

Acquisition of European Loan Bonds
With additional purchases in 1921, the company's holdings of European

Loan bonds at the end of the year amounted to 35,415,500 francs, equivalent
at the normal rate of exchange (5.1813 francs to the dollar) to $6,835,253.70.
The total cost of these bonds was $3,318,839.58.

Purchase of capital stoch of the Eianstnllc. Indianapolis and Terre Haute
Raihcay Company

During the year this co'mpany exercised its option, referred to in the
annual report for 1920, to acquire the entire capital stcck of the Evansvillc.
Indianapolis and Terre Haute Railway Company by paying therefor on
June 14, 1921, $1,052,600 principal amount of its 6 per cent refunding
and improvement mortgage bonds, series C, due 1941, carrying interest

from January 1, 1921, these bonds being taken at 95. and $30 in cash.
The settlement with the interests formerly controlling the Evansville. Indian*
apolis and Terre Haute Railway Company was made as of November 1,

1920, and since that date the road has been operated by that company in
the interest of this company as sole stockowner.

Stock of the Cincinnati Xorthern Railroad Company
During the year the company acquired 70O shares, par value $70,000, tf

the capital stock cf the (Tincinnati Northern Railroad Company, making;
the total shares in that company now owned by this company 17,774, or
59.25 per cent of the total shares outstanding.
Propised purchase of income bonds and capital stock of The Peoria and

Eastern Raitzeay Company
There are outstanding $4,000,000 of income mortgage 4 per cent non

cumulative bonds of The Peoria and Eastern RaUway Company, due Apnl
1, 1990, and $9,994,200 of the capital stock of that company, not including

$800 of such st' ck nominally issued, but held in that company's treasury,

and $5,000 not issued, but "reserved for exchange for the stock of The
Ohio, Indiana ?nd Western Railway Company, predecessor of the Peori.i

and Eastern Railway Company. By resolutions adopted by this company's
Board of Directors on December 14. 1921. the company authorized an offer,

subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to purchase
income bonds and stock of The Peoria and Eastern Railway Compan>

.

paying therefor in 4'j per cent first mortgage bonds of The Evansvillc,

Sit. (.armel and Xorthern Railway Company (of which $2,118,000 are nov
in the ire.tsurv of this company), to be guaranteed by this company, o::

the basis of one $I,00O Mt. Carm'el bond for three $1,000 Peoria and Eastern
incf>nie morlga?e bonds, and one $1,000 Mt. Carmel bond for sixty shares

(par value $100 each) of the capital stock of The Peoria and Eastern
Railway Company. Applications for authority to acquire these Peoria an.'

Eastern securities, or such part thereof as may be offered on the abov,

terms, and to guarantee Mt. Carmel bonds to be used for that purpose
are pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

SUMMARY OF FIXAXCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOMl
Year ended Year ended
Dec. 31, 1921 Dec. 31, 1920 Increase

2.410.87 2,421.45 Decrease
miles operated miles operated 10.58 miles

Operating Income

—

Railway Operations: —
Railway operating revenuesT^ $79,793,593.13
Railway operating expenses.. 64,406,122.34

Net revenue from railway
operations $15,387,470.79

Percentage of expenses to

rei'enues (80.72)
Railway tax accru,lls $3,982,289.42
Uncollectible railway revenues 6,475.11

Items not shown are not

Comparable. See note .\

Railway operating income. $11,398,706.26

Equipment rents, net debit.. $723,356.65
Joint facility rents, net debit. 575,057.31

Net railway operating income $10,100,292.30 $1 1,829.375.54a —$1,729,083.2

1

Miscellaneous (Operations
Revenues
Expenses and taxes

$29,703.42
25,837.75

$3,865.67 $3,238.85 $626.8.

Total operating income.... $10,104,157.97 $11,832,614.39 —$1,728,456.4

?une, 1921 373.000.00
Four Railway Trust of 1915, inslallmeni due
It, 1921 115,000.00

(Other Incomf—
.Additional compensation under

contract with Direct' r On-
eral of Railroads for use of
the company's railroad prop-
erty during federal control.

Miscellaneous rent income...
Mi'cellanrous non . operating

physical properlv

$117,693.70
366.818.69

188.411 82
112.853,00
346,311.62

325.676.98

1,.122.75
53.130-79*

$257.544.45

157,995.48
70,705.90

318,492.54

810,281.07

1.479.85
a l-0.267.49c

$117,693.7
109,274..'

.W,416..'
42,148.0

Inr.ime from funded securities

Income from unfunded securi-

ties and accounts
Release of premiums on funded

debt

27,819,0

—484,604,(1

—157.1.

Miscellaneous income —223.398..-

Total other income $1,405,958.67 $1,786,76^78 —$380,808.1

Gross income $11,510,116.64 $13,619,381.17 --$2,109,264,5
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—1...
Interrtt
tntcfctt
AnoniXATi - n

fuodpl I - . -

M».mr..in.c ^ ,..; „i-

(mntiali'Ki

Corporate xrncraJ expense*.
MitcelUneoui inoome durgei.

x] drduetiou from (rou

$4<SJSJ.70 i:j5.:6:.os

0

J.J0.OI66J
JH7.569.U

— io4.:oo.oo— 1I,1M.00

liiiais'Ai.J;
- ;»

1S0.I«2.SS
464.904.04
4J9.0S1.99

U6.0i».V2 i.'-i.o't.'.e? 17.345..'5

32S.\7

'258.621.67t

;!4 01
."...IS^.M

2'*v,.'-'«.07c

74.16— J6.3J9.M
—557.847.74

tS,580.I68.l4 t7.7]O.602.03 $849,566.12

12.929.948.50 $5,888,779.15 —f2.958.8J0.6S

Oitpoiitiea of Net In-

Dividnidi dcdarnl (5 per
cent each year on preferred
eapiul iioek* 1499.925.00 $499,925.00

Sinkinf fundi J7.216.79 J5. 174.00 $2,042.79
larcatment in phyaical prop-

erty 66.189.93 30,341.41 35.848.52

Total appropriatioQ of in-

come $603,331.72 $565,440.41 $37,891.31

Sarplua for the year carried
10 profit ir.d loM $2,326,616.78 $5,323,338.74 —$3,996,721.96

a—Indodea compenaation accrued under contract i%ith Director General.
Janttary and Februarjr. Guaranty under Transportation Act, 1920, March to
AuruM, and net railway operating income—corporate—September to De-
cemoer.

ft—Includes accrual account Ouar:inty under Transp<>rtation Act, 1920.
c— 1920 figures revised to include revenues and expenses prior to January

1. 1918.
D—War taxes for 1921, included in Railway tax accruals.
•Debit. tCredit.

Profit and lots account

Balance to credit of Profit and Loss. December 31. 1920.... $16. 233,252.16
Addition*:

Surplus for the year 1921 $2,326,616.78
Damaite award in c-nncction with the relo-

cation of line between Dayton and Enon.
Ohio-Miami Cunaervancy District 326.292.00

Accumulated unrefundablc overcharges 149.326. S8
Sale* of land 44,507.81
Rcacquirement of securities below par 27,203.70
Unclaimed wages and pensions. 1915 2,078.74

2,876,125.61

$19,111,377.77
Deductions:
Road property abandoned $138,012.91
Unaccrued cepreciation prior to July 1,

1907. CO equipment retired during 1921.. 70,686.23
Adiustmenis of sundr)- accounts (net).. 16,719.53

225,418.69

Balance to credit of Profit and Loss, December 31, 1921.... $18,885,959.08

Operating expensei

In amiiiiR It the railway operating income for the Buaranly period the

Transportation Act required that the maintenance allowance should be

fi'^ed «ith rcf<-rmri- to the standards and price levels of the test |ieriod.

The company workol out a tentative factor which resulted in charges to

maintenance in excess of actual expenditures and the carrying forward cf

a reserve at the end of 1920. This factor, however, has proved to be

larger th;in the government is likely to accept. Therefore, entries were
made in December, 1921. closing out balances in the mamienance reserves

which had been accumulated in 1920: and as operating expenses for that

year had been over accrued by the .imoum of the reserves, it was necessary
tr adjust oMrating exicnses in 1921 to offset the overcharxe and preserve
the contmuilv cf the .iccoiints. In making this adjustment the amount
tentatively charged against the government for guaranty period operations

was reduced, and a corresponding charge was made against non-operating
income, as a result of which the net corporate income for 1921 was not

affected.
The operating expenses, for 1921, by groups, as compared with those for

1920, eliminating these adjustments, were as tallows:

Amount Decrease
Maintenance of way and structures $11,163,218.04 SI. 198, 577. 74*

Maintmancr of e«|uipmenl 18, 513,987. "1 783,980.67
Traffic 1.276,1 51.2.'* 4,02'i.34

Transportation 33.005,070.5' 6,025,787.61
Miicellanr..us operations 686,087.51 71,315.12

General 1,994,018. lo 103,097 59*

Transportation for investment—Cr 41,344 44 61.241.89'

$66,597,188.99 $5,322,195.52

I crease.

' e decrease in r,|terating expenses reflects the falling off in traffic, the

ec .n.imies effected bv the comnany during the year, and the rediiclion in

wages and in costs of material and fuel.

Channcs in organisation

On June 15, 19.'l, Mr. Albert II. Harris was elected a Director to fdl

the vacancy caused by the resignation on April 13, of Mr. William (-.

Brown.
On October 26, 1921. Mr. Frank J. Jerome was elected a Director to

fill the v.icancv caised by the resignation on February 9, of Mr. Samuel
Mather.

.Xiipreciative acknowledgment is made to all officers and employees of their

loyal anil efficient co-operation and service.
r r the Board of Directors,

ALFRED H. S.MITIT. President.

[AovnTinuiHT]

Executive

Stanton Enne«, vice-president and general manager of the

Whfrlintf & Lake Erie, has brcn elcclcd president and gen-
eral manager, succeeding W. M. Duncan who has been elected

chairman of the board of directors.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W, E. Rodwell has been appointed car accountant of the
Seaboard .\ir Line with headquarters at Portsmouth, Va.

James C. Rogers, general paymaster of the Pennsylvania
and president of the Veteran Employees' .Association of ihe
general offices at Philadelphia, retired from service on June 30
after having served the company continuously for 52 years
and 8 months.

H, A. Toland, a former assistant auditor of the Oregon
Short Line at Salt Lake City, Utah, and engaged for the
past two years in the New York office of the Union Pacific,

has been appointed auditor of that road, with headquarters
at Omaha, to succeed H. J. Sterling, resigned.

Operating

C. B. Packer, car accountant of the Seaboard Air Line with
headquarters at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of transportation.

O. F. Brookmeyer has been appointed superintendent of
passenger transportation of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-
cago & St. Louis and the Peoria & Eastern with headquarters
a( Indianapolis, Ind,

A. S. Payne has been appointed superintendent of the
Shenandoah division of the Norfolk & Western with head-
quarters at Roanoke, Va., and W, B, Houchins has been
appointed superintendent of terminals at Roanoke.

J. F. Lord, who was reported in the Railway Age of June 17,

page 1514, as superintendent of safety and fire prevention of
the Chicago Great Western pursuant to the abolishment of

this title and his appointment to the newly created position of
assistant to general manager, holds this position in the service

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois instead of the Chicago
Great Western.

John J. Scully, general superintendent of the Algonia dis-

trict oi the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at North Bay,
Ont.. has been appointed general manager. Eastern lines, with
headquarters at Montreal, succeeding Alfred Price who, after

a service of more than 40 years has, at the advice of his

physicians, been granted an indefinite leave of absence. George
Hodge, assistant to the vice-president. Eastern lines, lias

been appointed assistant general manager. W. M. Neal,
assistant general superintendent of the Ontario district with
headiiuartcrs at Toronto, has been appointed general superin-
tendent at North Bay.

W. M. Wardrop has been appointed general superintendent
of the Southern division of the Pennsylvania with head-
quarters at Wilmington, Del., succeeding the late Gamble
Latrobc. Mr. Wardrop has heretofore been general superin-
tendent of the Michigan division (G. R. & 1,1 at Grand
Rapids, Mich. J. B. Hutchinson, Jr., has been appointed
general superintendent nf the Michigan division at Grand
Rapids, Mr. Hutchinson has heretofore been general super-
intendent of the Toledo division, at Toledo, Ohio. T. A.
Roberts, acting superintendent of the Ft. Wayne division,

with headquarters at Ft. Wayne, Ind., has been appointed
general agent at Detroit, Mich., and superintendent of the

Toledo division, at Toledo, Ohio. R, H, Pinkham has been
appointed superintendent of the Ft. Wayne division, at Ft
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Wayne, Ind. Mr. Pinkham has heretofore been superintend-

ent of the Norfolk division, at Cape Charles. Va. F. D. Davis,

division engineer of the New York division, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Norfolk division, with head-

quarters at Cape Charles, Va.

Traffic

George W. Koonce has been appointed division freight

agent of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Canton, Ohio,

and Stephen T. Stackpole, division freight agent at Buffalo,

N. Y., has been transferred in the same capacity to Detroit,

Mich.

J. A. Sullivan, division freight agent of the Wabash, with

headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been promoted to the

newly created position of assistant general freight agent,

with the same headquarters, pursuant to the establishment of

general freight and passenger offices in that city.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. G. Morgan, assistant engineer of the Kansas City South-

ern with headquarters at Pittsburg, Kan., has beet\ promoted
to the re-establisbed position of division engineer of the

Kansas City Terminal division with headquarters at Kansas
City. Mo., effective July 1.

J. G. Bloom, whose promotion to the newly created position

of engineer, maintenance of way, system, of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific with headquarters at Chicago, was
reported in the Railway

Ag,e of May 20, page
1204, was born in Ohio
on November 25, 1869,

and studied engineer-

ing at Ohio Slate Uni-
versity. Immediately
following his gradua-

tion in 1889, he entered

railway service as a

chainman on the Penn-
sylvania at Cincinnati,

Ohio. After a few
months, he left rail-

way service and in the

spring of 1890 became
associated with the

Kenova Land Associa-

tion as an assistant en-

gineer at Kenova, W.
Va., but re-entered rail-

way service that fall as •' ^- ^'"">'"

an assistant supervisor

on the Norfolk & Western at Crewe, Va., where he remained

until April, 1892. Becoming an assistant engineer on the

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern on the latter date with head-

quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, he served consecutively in this

capacity until November, 1895; as a division engineer at

Flora, III., until June, 1896, as principal assistant engineer at

Cincinnati, Ohio, until February, 1900, and thereafter as divi-

sion engineer first at Cliillicothe, Ohio, and later at New
Castle, Pa., until June, 1903, when he entered the service of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as district engineer, with

headquarters at Topeka, Kan. Thereafter he served as district

engineer until July, 1905, as engineer maintenance of way
of the Southwestern & Choctaw district at Topeka until

February, 1907, and again as district engineer until December.

1909, when he left railway service to become president of

the Southern Ballast Company at Drnison, Texas. He was
engaged in this work until July. 1912, and then as superin-

tendent of construction of the John F. Stevens Construction

Company, New York, until October, 1914, when he re-entered

the service of the Chicago, Rock lslan<l & Pacific. There-

after he was engaged in valuation work with headquarters at

Chicago until July, 1916; as superintendent of the .\marillo

division with headquarters at Amarillo, Texas, until .\ugust,

1918; as superintendent of the Louisiana division with head-

quarters at Eldorado, Ark., until May, 1921; and as division

engineer of the Nebraska-Colorado division with headquarters

at Fairbury, Neb., until May 15, 1922, when he was promoted
to engineer maintenance of way, system.

Obituary

S. B. Rice, engineer maintenance of way of the Richmond,
Fredericksburg & Potomac, died on June 26.

Martin S. Decker, former public service commissioner of

the State of New York, died in New York City on July 1

at the age of 60. Mr. Decker's home was in .\lbany, N. Y.,

and he was in New York City on a visit. He was born at

Rosendale, N. Y., and in early life was a railroad telegraph

operator. He was for many years assistant secretary of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, at Washington. He was
appointed a member of the Public Service Commission by
Governor Charles E. Hughes when the commission was or-

ganized under the new law, in 1907, and continued a member
of that board for six years. He served two terms as president

of the National .\ssociation of Railway Commissioners.

William C. Arp, retired superintendent of motive power of

the Vandalia (now a part of the Pennsylvania), whose death

on June 16 was reported in the Raikivy .tse of July 1. page 48.

was born on June 30. 1848. near Williamsport. Pa., and entered

railway service as a machinist's apprentice on the Northern Cen-
tral, (now a part of the Pennsylvania) at Williamsport. Follow-

ing his apprenticeship he engaged in stationary engine and mill

work at Williamsport until 1875, when he was advanced to

roundhouse foreman. He continued thereafter as roundhouse

foreman and as foreman of engines of the Middle division until

1883. when he was promoted to general foreman of shops of the

Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh, at Indianapolis, Ind. In

1886 he became roundhouse foreman of the Pennsylvania, at Co-
lumbus. Ohio, and a year later was promoted to master me-
chanic at Logansport, Ind. He served later in the same capacity

at Dennison, Ohio, until January 15, 1896. when he was pro-

moted to superintendent of motive pow-er of the Terre Haute &
Indianapolis, a position he continued to hold following the ac-

quisition of this property by the Vandalia until the date of his

retirement in 1918.

Cornelius P. Torrey, superintendent of freight transporta-

tion of the Hocking Valley, with headquarters at Columbus.
Ohio, whose death on June 9 was reported in the Railway Age
of June 24, was born
on October 25, 1852, at
Coshocton, Ohio. He
completed his course

of study in the high

school of that city, fol-

lowing which he de-

voted some time to

various occupations

until December 1, 1885,

when he entered rail-

way service as a yard
clerk for the Hocking
Valley. From his initial

position as yard clerk,

Mr. Torrey worked
his way consecutively

through various other

clerical and administra-

tive positions in the

operating and transpor-

tation departments of

the Hocking Valley
and on February 10. 1914. after 29 years of service was

appointed acting superintendent of freight transportation to

relieve T. R. Limcr, granted a leave of absence on account

of illness. Thereafter Mr. Torrey continued as acting super-

intendent of freight transportation until July 10, 1914. follow-

ing Mr. Limcr's death, when he was promoted to superin-

tendent of freight transportation, the position in which he

continued in an active capacity until the time of his death as

noted above.

C. P. Tomy
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Cost of Selling

Machines

to Railroads

Manufacturers frequently complain, and with much justifica-

tion, that it costs more to sell shop machinery and etjuipment

to railroads than to other industries.

In fairness, therefore, the railroads

ouRht to be willing to pay more. One
manufacturer writes as follows: "On
many lines of machinery of a new or

improved type, railways should properly pay a higher price

than industries because, over a lone jHjriod. it is necessary

to Sfx-nd far more time and money to introduce such machines

than it requires with the general trade. Railways figure that

thev are competing with no one in shop work and, therefore,

do not keep on their toes in trying to cut dowTi shop costs."

Even when manufacturers can prm-e an of>erating economy

for a machine, the report is that they always secure a much
larger percentage of orders from the general trade than it is

jKKsible to secure from the railways. This is a severe indict-

ment of present railroad methods and to the extent to which

it is true, present methods should be corrected. It has been

suggested that valuable results would follow if tlic respon-

sibility of the shop managements in the way of reducing

costs could be increased, at the same time granting them

more power in installing efficient equipment and methods.

At present, railroad supply manufacturers are compelled to

interest shop foremen, higher mechanical department officers

and purchasing officers in all new equipment, convincing

these officers that the advantages claimed for the equipment

are actual. The cost of this educational and demonstration

work is high and must come out of profits on the machines

manufactured. In the long run increased selling costs are

added to production costs and form a tax paid by all pur-

chasers of machine tools.

Something of a precedent in safety campaigns was set re-

cently by two trainmen at a road crossing in Ohio, according

to one of our Columbus friends. Two
Militant youths, accompanied in an automobile

Safety by two girls, were racing a fast freight

Campaigners «>;'•" ff"" precedence at the highway

crossing. The motor car won, but only

by an instant, and one of the girls, frightened by the ap-

proaching train, jumjjcd from the motor car and fell between

the tracks. She, too, narrowly escaped death—indeed the

engineman on the freight train thought that she had been

run over and stopped the train.. Two members of the train

crew came u]> to ascertain the cau.se of the sudden stop.

The two young men, instead of showing a chastened spirit

as a result of their narrow escape from death, demanded that

the trainmen cut the crossing to allow the girl, wlio liad rolled

to safety on the opposite side of the train, to join them in

their automobile. Instead of complying witli their demands,

the trainmen paired with the young men and pnKceded to

thrash them soundly, only desisting upon their ])romisc

never again to take such a chance with their own lives or

with those of others. We cannot, of course, expect the

railroads to instruct their trainmen to undertake any such

extra-legal activities as the corporal punishment of those

who take chances at highway crossings. The public would,

however, we think, condone such actions occasionally when
they are so eminently appropriate as in this case. A better

plan would be for the public authorities, assisted in detec-

tion by vigilant railway employees, to undertake the punish-

ment of these prisoners by fine and imprisonment. Racing
with trains for highway crossings is a spwrt, with the ex-

ultation of winning and death as the two possible results.

If the winning motorists were invariably punished, the race

for grade crossings would cease to be such a sport. It would
be a sure thing—a fine, prison or death for the reckless

driver. Thus the grade crossing race would lose its glamor
and such accidents would seldom occur.

The Tendency
in Engine-

House Design

One of the most marked develoi)raents in the design of rail-

way buildings in the last decade is to be found in engine-

houses. The average building of this

character erected 15 or 20 years ago is

a dark, gloomy structure with practi-

cally solid walls, small windows so

t>egrimed with smoke as to afford little

light and witli little or no provision for ventilation other than

for the removal of locomotive exhaust through the smoke
jacks. As a result, smoke hangs so heavily in these buildings

at all times that it is the common practice for the workmen
to carry torches with them at all times to light their paths

and to provide them witli sufficient illumination to perform
their work. In marked contrast with such construction is

the Southern Pacific's enginehouses at Mojave, Calif., and
Indio, which are described elsewhere in this issue. While
some features of these houses are designed to meet the local

conditions prevailing at these desert locations, the extensive

provisions for ventilation and for light are in accordance

with modern practice. It is coming to be recognized in

industr>- that ample light and air are conducive to efficiency.

Gcxxl light will not only increase the amount of work a

mechanic will turn out, but it will reduce the number of

mistakes and accidents. As a step in the modernization of

old buildings to conform to this newer idea, a few roads have
undertaken to whitewash the interiors of their enginehouses

at frec|uent intervals with excellent results. Of more per-

manent benefit is the increased attention to the problems of

light and air in the construction of new houses, a subject

to which too much attention cannot be paid.

The spectacular and distressing disaster at Winslow Junc-
tion, N^ew Jerse)-, reported last week, will tend powerfully

to promote interest in "train control''

as distinguished from the simple auto-

matic sto|) with which we are familiar

in tile New York subways and the

I'enn.sylvania Terminal. At Winslow
Junction the main line is straight, and safe for 100 miles

an hour, while movements to the branch must be limited

Where
Speed Control

Is Needed

93
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to about 40 miles an hour. "Speed control" apparatus will

provide for this condition; while, if only a simple stop were

to be used, even.- branch train would have to be brought to

a stop before passing ov'er the switch. The practical operat-

ing officer—that is to say, the consensus of operating officers"

opinion as expressed recently to the Interstate Commerce

Commission, and noticed in the RailiL'ay Age last week,

pasje .^1—hesitates to use speed control apparatus extensively

until it has been more thoroughly developed; and he would

bridge this gap between ideal conditions and cold actuality

by making his automatic stop as simple as possible and

allowing the engineman to suspend its operation at a place

like Winslow Junction. This privilege of suspension is held

up bv the extreme idealists as a large sized bugbear; but

if the engineman is comjielled to get the co-operation of the

fireman in every operation—as may very simply be provided

for—the argument against the permissive arrangement be-

comes pretty weak. The Automatic Train Control Commit-

tee of the Ministry of Transport of Great Britain in its

recent report, while not recommending speed control for

such conditions as at Win.slow Junction, says that "such

cases of accidents can be safeguarded if not entirely pre-

vented by installing a train control device either of a per-

manent or temporary character, which would provide an

audible indication as well as a brake application, to remind

enginemen of the existence of a speed restriction over any

curve, crossing, etc., in advance." The arguments, pro and

con, on this important point, ought to be thoroughly thrashed

out.

Much has been said recently about tlie activit}' of the rail-

ways in the buying of equipment, while relatively little com-

ment has been heard regarding the

The Opening ;i|)|>ropriations which have been made
of for improvements to roadway facilities.

Construction WorkVet the same tendency towards in-

creased expansion of facilities is evi-

dent here. One index is the construction news columns of

the Railway Age, which required more than twice the space

during the first six months of this year than during the corre-

sponding period of a year ago. Even more instructive is a

comparison of the projects undertaken in the two years. Over

.^0 individual projects, each involving an expenditure of

more than $1,000,000, have been undertaken in the first six

months and more are being announced weekly. These include

such work as the .\tchi.son, Tojx-ka & Santa Fe second track

from Yampai, Ariz., to Griffith ($6,.S00,000) and the El-

linor. Kan., cutoff ($1 ,.';00,000) ; the Canadian Pacific pier

at Vancouver, B. C. ($2,000,000); the Chicago. Burlington

& Quincv shops at Denver ($2,000,000); the Great NortJiern

terminal' at Tenatche, Wash. ($1,500,000); the Illinois Cen-

tral third track from Matteson, 111., to Kankakee ($2,000,-

000); the Michigan Central bridge across Niagara river

($2,000,000): the Missouri, Kan.=as & Texas classification

yard at Denison, Tex. ($.? ,000,000 ) ; the New York Central

Castleton cutoff ($20,000,000); the Pennsylvania improve-

ments at Pittsburgh ($8,000,000); the St. Paul Union Sta-

tion, 1922 program ($.vOOO,000) ; the .St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco second track ($1 ,.SOO,000) ; and the Union Pacific

freight station and other improvements at Denver ($2,000,-

000). .\n even larger amount of work has l)ecn unilertaken

on projects of smaller magnitude. In the aggregate the

improvement and l)etfemienl work already authorized and
undertaken this year involves an expenditure of more than

$l.';o,000.000. exclusive of the [>assenger tcnninal at Cleve-

land and the Illinois Central terminal at Chicago which have

l)een authorized and for which plans are being prepared,

and the Union Station at Chicago, on which several million

dollars will lie spent this year.

Significance of the Shop Crafts Strike

THE STRIKE of railwa)- shop employees is, we believe, un-

precedented in one respect. It directly involves more

employees than ever were previously involved in any railway

strike in this countr)-. There were about 475,000 employees

in the shops when the strike order went into effect. Estimates

of the number who quit work differ; liut a large majority
|

quit. 1

In other respects the strike is similar to those which have

preceded it. Like most other strikes, it was the result of a

difference of opinion between managements and employees

concerning the rules under which the employees should work
and the wages they should be paid. Unlike other strikes in

this countr)-, it disregards decisions made by a government

arbitration body regarding the matters in controversy, but

strikes in disregard of decisions of government arbitration

bodies have not been unknown. Australia and New Zealand

have tried compulsory arbitration. It has resulted in peace-

ful settlements when the decisions have been against the

employers, but repeatedly has resulted in strikes when the

decisions have been against the employees.

Differences of opinion between employers and employees

regarding how much the latter should be paid have arisen

throughout the history of the wage system. Innumerable

[)lans for so settling them as to prevent resort to lockouts

and strikes have been advocated and tried; but no such

means has ever been successful long. The employer is prone

to underestimate the amount he ought to pay; but public

o|>inion and law can compel him either to pay what a gov-

ernment tribunal holds just or go out of business. Employees,

individually and collectively, are equally disposed to over-

estimate what the employer can afford to pay; but up to the

present time public opinion and law seldom have succeeded

in forcing them peacefully to accept wages that they have

really regarded as too low. They often have been forced to

accept lower wages than they demanded, but the only reall\

effective compulsion has been that of economic conditions.

Regardless of the employee's opinion of what he ought

to have, he cannot by the strike or any other means long

exact more than the employer can afford to pay. In the

controversy preceding the present strike the labor leaders

contended that the railways should be required to pay an

average wage of $2.6M a year because the employees need

this much to support their families according to a certain

standard. But, hard as it may seem to say so, the wages

any industn,' can afford to pay never have been and never

will be determined by what its employees need. What an>

industr}- can afford to pa)- out is determined solely by what

it can earn. .\ business concern can stop operating just as

its employees can stop working. .-K business concern not onl\

can but must stop operating if for any considerable time it

is forced to incur expenses which exceed what it can eani.

It is more difficult for a railway than any other kind oi'

business concern to stop operating, l>ecau.*e to do so is tn

forfeit its right ever to do business again. .Mready, however,

many small railways in the United States have been forced

to stop operating by inability to earn enough to pay their

expen.ses.

If the demands made by the leaders of the railway labor

unions should l)c complied with, either an enomious advance

in rates would have to be made, or every railway compan\
in the United States would have to stop operating. The
l)ul)lic would not pay an\- such advance in rates. It has

successfully insisted ujwn a reduction of rates. .\ reduction

of wages was inevital>le. The shop employees refused ti>

accept it. There was presented sudi a situation as has devel-

oped in industry over and over again. It liad the same result

that it has so often had—a strike. The decisions and media-
tion of (he Railroad Labor Board made no difference.

Will this alwavs be the course of events in future? The
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labor leaders doulHless will answer that it will |jc as long

as the M-age system exi>ts. The more radical amoii^ them
would avoid the devi-li)(iinent of similar irreconcilable diffcr-

ences, and tlte resulting lockouts and strikes, l>y aljolishing

"capitalism"—which is anocher name for private projierty

—

and the wa);e system with it. They would have all the means
of production and distribution owned by the public and
managed by the workers under some guild or soviet plan.

But would that prevent the workers from demanding more
than industry could produce? The soviet system has l>een

adopted in Russia; but the workers in Russia still have to

live on what industry can produce. It does not produce as

much as it did Ix-fore the hated capitalist and wage systems

were alx>lished, and therefore the workers have to live on
less. The proletariat arc sujjreme in Russia, but the incomes

of the workers are not liased there any more than anywhere
else on what the workers need Or demand. They need and
demand more than is required to keep them from star\-ing;

and yet thousands and even millions of them are starving.

Economic laws cannot Ix; repealed by strikes or revolutions,

although many labor leaders convince their followers they

can be. What men need and what they can get can be made
equal only by increasing production enough to make what
they can get equal to what they need.

There is being fought out in this strike not only the age

long issue In-'tween employer and employee, but also the

equally venerable issue of law and order versus violence.

The law says that every man has the right to work williout

interference from other men. It is just as much a crime to

threaten or assault or murder a man for the puqjose of keep-

ing him from working as it is to threaten or assault or murder
him for the purjjose of robbing him. Strikes such as this

are accompanied i>y what is euphoniously called "peaceful

picketing." The picketing is peaceful until some men try to

work under the conditions or for the wages against which

others have struck. Then the pickets usually begin to

"persuade"' them not to work ijy beating, stabbing, or killing

them. The present strike has reached this stage. In every

part of the countrv- attacks by strikers upon men who have

tried to work have been reported. The strike leaders con-

stantly express jiious hopes and wishes that there shall be

no violence. Most of them are undoubtedly sincere; but the

outrages continue. This rai.ses squarely the question whether

the public officials who have sworn to enforce the laws have

the disposition and power to do so. It raises squarely the

question whether the forces of law and order are stronger

than the forces of lawlessness and di.sorder. Usually the

forces of law and order have triumphed in this country.

When violence begins in a strike it almost invariably indi-

cates that the strikers are losing ground and know it. It

began early in this strike.

The situation in many respects is tragic. It is depressing

to realize that after all the progress which has l)een made
in increasing the efticiency of industry it is still impossible

to pay a large i)art of tiie workers wages sufficient to enable

them to live in rea.sonable comfort. It is hardly less depress-

ing to realize that most working men are so ignorant and

badly led they are unaware that this condition is at least

as much the fault of themselves and their leaders, as it is

of the system of industry against whicii tliey inveigh and
which many of them would like to overtlirow. It is easily

conceivable that with modem methods and machinery labor

and capital could so co-operate as in a short time to secure

an increase of production wliich would enaide the average

worker to receive the equivalent in necessaries, comforts and
luxuries of the $2,6,? 7 a year of which the laUir Icatlers talk.

Shortcomings of human nature, whi(h vitiate hotli labor and

management, prevent it. If labor and capital would both

use as much skill and energy in increasing |)rcKluction as

they do in fighting over the division of what is produced,

the problems of both would be largely solved.

It is also depressing to recall all the efforts that have been

made to devise means of |x*accfully settling the diffcrencvs

that arise over the division of what is produced and then

contemplate the situation now existing in the United States.

Business conditions of other kinds have improved so much
that, excejit for the co;il strike and the railway strike, the

total production of necessities, comforts and luxuries in the

United States undoul>tcdly would be greater today than it

ever was before. These two strikes, however, which are the

results of efforts to settle by force what ought to have been

settled b)- reason, already have prevented a normal and even

more than normal increase of production.

Congress, in adopting the labor provisions of the Trans-

portation Act, tried to establish a means of |>eacefully set-

tling railway laljor controversies and of substituting in this

field, at least, the rule of reason for the rule of fora*. But

human nature cannot be changed by legislative enactments;

and the country has upon its hands this shop men"s strike.

But the laws of economics are still in operation and cannot

be repealed either by statutes or by force. Increased efficiency

in production can enable industrj- to pay wages of much
grrater |)urchasing ]K)wer. Nothing else can. Strikes inter-

fere with increased production, and, therefore, in the long

run hinder increases in real wages. .\s long as there are

labor unions that are led by and composed of men who
would rather carr)- on propaganda and strikes than help

increase the efficiency of production, we shall continue to

have strikes and most laixjr unions will continue to be agen-

cies not for enabling higher wages to be paid, but for making
their pavment more difficult.

Standardize Traffic Signals

THt "C.Aktu 1. (.'kiis>i.\i. ( ami'.au..n" inaugurated by the

.American Railway Association should assist in reducing

the heavy toll of life taken in highway crossing accidents,

which are increasing so rapidly. The principal benefit from
this campaign will be derived from educating the public

through the intensive i)ublicity campaign. However, the

greatest benefits from such movements will not be derived

until traffic signals are standardized nationally and a safety

first movement is started by the various automotive societies

along lines similar to those of the railroads. Such a move-
ment means public education. The American Railway Asso-

ciation, through its Signal section, has yet to st;indardize the

automatic highway crossing signal and this work is now
well under way.

It will devolve Ufxjn automotive societies, the International

Traffic Officers .Association and other bodies to standardize

or harmonize other traffic signals with long standing recog-

nized practices. For example, red is universally recognized

to represent "danger"' in navigation and on the railroads,

but it is also used to indicate "safety" in marking exits in

public buildings and other places. The use of red in auto-

mobile tail lights has resulted in accidents (as pointed out

editorially in the Rail-j.-iiy Age for Januar)- 4, page 160)

which otherwise would have iieen prevented if indiscriminate

use had not l)een made of it. Therefore it is to be hoped

that the meeting which was held in Xew York on May 2.\

under the auspices of tiie .American Kngineering Standards

Committee, at the request of the Illuminating Engineering

Society and International Traffic Officers .Association, and
looking to greater public safety tiirough ti>e standardization

of colors for traffic signals, will protluce results.

.At this meeting .A. H. Rudd, chief signal engineer of the

I'eiinsylvania, rei)resenting the Signal section of tiie Ameri-

can Railway .Assixiation, recommended tiiat (1) red be used

for stop everywhere, such as at highway crossings with rail-

roads, in fixed signals and in the hands of traffic officers

at street intersections, at the ends of streets and [X>ssibly to
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indicate excavations in the street?, unless qualified by a more

favorahl* indication; (2) yellow for tail lights of automo-

biles, possibly for excavations in streets and for calling

policemen or for any other purpose where caution is required,

possiblv at l)usy street intersections to indicate that the traffic

lights will be changed from red to green or from green to

red, and (.>) green lights for fire escapes, for proceed at

street intersections and other purposes to indicate the way
is clear. These recommendations should form a good basis

for the standardization of traffic signals. The sooner these

signals are standardized and safety first campaigns for the

public inaugurated the more quickly will regrettable highway

crossing accidents be reduced to a minimum.

Freight Rates 6.9 Per Cent
of Wholesale Value

ALTHOVC.H THE arguments often used by shippers and

politicians in demanding reductions in freight rates

would .seem to indicate an impression that rates are the most

important factor affecting prices and the general state of

prosperity or depression, the findings of the Joint Commis-
sion on .\gricultural Inquir}' just reported to Congress show

the exact contrar}- as to rates in general.

For 1920 this report shows that the total freight revenue

of all the railroads in the United States. $4,435,911,000,

was only 6.9 jjer cent of the estimated wholesale or factory-

value of products of manufacture for that year, which was

S62,500,000.000, and that "the freight revenue shown in-

cludes not only the transportation of raw materials of every

kind handled but also the cost of transportation for final

distribution to ultimate point of consumption." In other

words, while the figure for the total retail value of the

products of manufacture was not available, the total amount
of the freight rates paid to the railroads was known and it

constituted only 6.9 per cent of the wholesale or factors-

value. Therefore, it is plain that the freight rates must
have been a still lower percentage of the prices paid by the

public.

The freight revenues of the railroads in 1900, the report

shows, amounted to SI ,049,256,32,>, which was 9.2 per cent

of the value of products of manufacture; in 1910 the freight

revenues were $1,926,940,028. or 9.3 per cent. Therefore,

the wholesale value of products in 1920 had experienced a

much greater increase by 1920 than had the freight rates.

The freight revenues for 1920. however, were the result of

eight months under the rates as established by the Railroad

.Administration and four months under the advanced rates

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission on

August 26. 1920.

.At another point in the report the jiroportion of freight

to the value of goo<ls transported is estimated at aliout 6.05

per cent, based on the census figures for 1914. In this

calculation the total jtrfxluction of agricultural, manufactured

and mineral products is added to the imports from which is

made an estimated deduction of these same articles which
do not move by railroad transportation. The estimated total

value of $,<.^,29K.OO(».0()0 for that year, divided by tlic total

railroad tonnage, 1,094,000,000, gives an average value of

S.?0.40 j>cr ton, while the average freight revenue per ton

was $1.84.

The Congressional commission has compiled a large

amount of data to show the economic relationship of freight

rates to the j>rices of agricultural jiroducts and it urges re-

ductions in these rates on the ground that they "bear a dis-

proportionate relation to the prices of such commodities.''

Its comparisons of rates and prices for agricultural products,

however, are liased on the prices actually paid by the whole-

saler and arc more imjiortant in indit.iting the relation of

tile freight rate to the amount received by the farmer than

the relation of the freight rate to the price paid by the

public. The commission finds, however, that "reductions in

rates upon the articles of higher value, or ujKin tonnage

mo\-ing upon so-called class rates are not warranted, while

the rates upon agricultural j>roducts and other basic com-

modities remain at their existing levels." It also finds that

"freight rates on highly fabricated articles of wearing ap-

parel, such as boots, shoes, dr}- goods, men"s and women's

suits, etc., are not a material factor in increasing or reducing

prices of these commodities."

''Higher freight rates are not infrequently urged as an

excuse for increases in pirices without justification," the

commission says. "While freight rates are often a consider-

able factor in the cost of distribution of low-priced, heavy

tonnage commodities and may restrict the radius of dis-

tribution thereof and sometimes even prevent shipment al-

together, as a rule freight rates have not kept pace with in-

creases in the prices of such articles as dry goods, boots,

shoes and other highly fabricated articles usually purchased

in less than carload quantities and do not restrict or diminish

the movement of such commodities. The amount of freight

in the average purchase of dn.- goods is so small it is difficult

to show it."

The report emphasizes the statement that because the prices

of farm products had fallen after freight rates had been ad-

vanced, "the farmer is suffering from a 72-cent dollar,"

measured by its purchasing power in terms of transportation.

But the same table in the report that is used to illustrate

this shows that for seven years before the decline in prices

of farm products the purchasing power of the farmer's dollar,

measured by the amount of transportation it would buy,

ranged from $1.01 to $1.89, so that for that period the rail-

road dollar would buy less of farm products.

Farmers and Railway
Public Relations Work

EVERY R.\iL\v.AV EXEciTivE in the country should read and

reflect upon the letter from C. B. Hutchings. traffic man-
ager of the .American Farm Bureau Federation, which is

published in the "Letters to the F.ditor" department of this

issue of the Railway Agr. This paper has often expressed

the opinions, first, that the future of the railways will be

determined i)y public sentiment, and, secondly, that the class

of our f)eople whose .sentiment will play the greatest part in

determining it are the farmers. While most business men
will join in every agitation for reductions of rates, most of

them are strongly opposed to every form of state socialism

and will always be found arrayed against government owner-
ship of railroads and measures which plainly tend to bring

it about. On the other hand, there is a great deal of radical

sentiment among the working men in cities largely lu-causc

most of them are not jiroperty owners and do not clearly

see how the overthrow of the institution of private property

would be directly injurious to them. It is to be feared the

resolutions adopted by tiie .American Federation of Lalwr in

favor of government ownership of railroads over the oppo-

sition of Samuel Gom|H-rs himself express the real attitude

of most of the wage earning [lopulatioii.

The farmers are not only the largest single class of our

l)eople, but also much the largest class of property owners;

they hold the balance of power. They have principally

determined the policy of railway regulation followed in the

past. The im|>ortan(e of securing a sentiment among them
in favor of fair and reasonable regulation and against .gov-

ernment ownership is. therefore, aprparent.

How is this to be done? The answer may be inferred

from Mr. Hutchings's letter. The managements of the rail-
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ways must U- made to undtTstanil Utter the fanmrs' jirol)-

Icms and ntt-ds, and the farmers must Inr made to understand
Ixlter the railways' proMems and ntrds. HeycMul any i|ues-

lion there is preat misunderstanding on l>oth sides now. The
welfare of the railways demands that their man.tgements take

the initiative in removing; the causes of these misunderstand-
ings. It is a most siKnituant fact, as Mr. Hutihin>;s (xiints

out. lliat wlien representatives of agriculture, industrv and
trans|)ortation, under the auspices of tlie Joint rommi.ssion
of Agricultural In(|uir)', sat down around a talile and dis-

cussed matters of mutual interest they were able to reach

agreentents uj)on almost ever)- <|uestion under consideration.

This was the case Intause the facts alxxit the situation of

each interest were clearly and fully presented by its repre-

sentatives to the representatives of each of tile other interests.

As Mr. Hutcliings says, "rea.^onahle-minded n>en will always
conform to the facts."

If all the farmers, business men and railw.iy men of the

country could Ir' made to know and understand the facts

about one another's businesses a fairly iiarmonious .sentiment

among them could Ik- secured. Hut the problem of placing

needed information in the po.«.<ession of all of them is vastly

more difficult than that of placing it in the possession of a

few men sitting around a table. And yet that is a i)roblem

which must Ik- solved if the relations lietween the different

industries and lietween each of them and the government

are to Ik.' made satisfactory and healthy. The railways will

never do the jtart of this work that tiiey ouglit to do until

they collectively and individually adopt and carry out plans

as large in their scope as the imjwrtance of the object to

\ie attained.

With resi>ect es[HKially to the relations of the farmers and
the railways nothing could be more certain tlian that there

is among the fanners a vast amount of hostile sentiment

toward the railways. This is ])artly due to tlie fact that the

railways never have done as much as tlu-\- should have to

hel|) the farmers solve the farmers' problems. It is also due
to the fact that for years interested |x'r.sons have disseminated

misleading and downright false pro|)aganda against the rail-

ways among the farmers, and that railway officers have not

done enough to nullify its effects by taking directly to the

farmers the facts about the develo|)ment and management
of the railways. Ever}' man who has thoroughly studied the

hi.story of and the current data regarding our railways knows
it is not true that as a whole they are overcapitalized or

inefficiently or dishonestly managed, that they are earning

excessive returns, or are cliarging higher rates than their

operating expenses make necessary. Nevertheless, there arc

literally millions of farmers who believe that not only some
but most railways are grossly overcapitalized and inefficiently

or dishonestly managed, that they are earning or are "guar-

anteed'' excessive returns, and that their rates as a whole

are liigher than conditions warrant.

Tile Kailivay Aj^r has no doubt that this sentiment among
the farmers could be remedied by constant, simple, direct

and adequate presentation of the facts about the railroad

business to them. The railways should S|)are no effort to

get the [Ktint of view of tlie fanners and their organizations

and should Ik- intluencetl by it. \i the same time, they should

spare no effort to give tiie farmers their point of view, and
without any doubt the farmers will be influenced by it.

Nothing would contribute more than this toward the solution

of both the farmers' ])roi)lem and tiie railroads' |iroi)lem.

I
The Kailw AV .\(.K utUanifs Utters from its readers and

rspnHally those ,-oiUaining constructive, suggestions for im-
proirtttrnts in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
iL'ords— tire particularly appreciated. The editors do not

Iml.i thi>ti^,l-<\ Ti ^potiiihlr for f'hl< or opinions expressed.]

Farmers and Railway
Public Relations Departments

Chicaa^o, 111.

To THK Kditor:
1 have read with a great deal of pleasure Samuel O.

Dunn's address on the Railway Situation, delivered at the

annual meeting of the Railway .Accounting Officers .Asso-

ciation at Cleveland on June 7. The part of the address in

which I am jiarticularly interested is that in which he s|x-aks

of the necessity for public relations work on the part of the
railro;ids.

The longer I have to do with the relations of railraids
and their customers the more I am convinced that a large
part of our difficulties consist in the fact that one side does
not realize the conditions surrounding the other. The farmers
today are grievously at .~ea in regard to the true facts of the

railrojid situation, and the railroads, in a verv large measure
have not realized how serious was the disease wiiich had
attacked agriculture and business. The plain truth of the
matter seems to be that each party to the argument has failed

to see the necessity for telling the other the real facts about
his problem.

As you know, the Joint Commission of Agricultural In-
{|uiry has approved the establishment of public relations

divisions on the part of the railr(xids. Without considering
where the fault lay in the past our present railroad difficul-

ties can largely be .solved if adequate work along this line

is done. As one of the staff of the Joint Commission, I sat

for weeks around a taljle where rei)rescntatives of agriculture,
industry and trans|K)rtation met to di.scuss the report, and
while some of our discu,<sions were lengthy it is nevertheless
a fact that upon only one subject did we fail to reach com-
jilete agreement. This agreement was possible because the
facts had l)een fully told and reasonable minded men will

always conform to tlie facts.

^\'hen this report was submitted to a .second and wholly
different body of representatives of agriculture. indu>trv anil

transjiortation, an agreement was reached upon this problem
although the .second body was unable to agree upon two
other (|uestions, but when such an agreement can be reached
upon 40 or SO recommendations it is not too much to say
that the solution of the whole problem lies in an adeijuate
understanding of the facts.

1 am vitally interested in this subject and hope that the
Railway Age will continue to promote the establishment of
such departnuiits. C. B. Hl'TCHINGS,

Tr.nflic Manager, .\mcric.in rami ISurc.m Federation.

L.\ST Vk.\r the total value of .supplies bought for Pulliiinn oars

was $1,.'? 1 0,283.34, or 4.11 cents for each passeiiKcr carried, ac-

cordinR to recent fiRurcs conipilcfl by that cnmpany, Durinf; the

year 113.640 Ral. of liqnirl soap and 2..S31.«()}< cakes of soap,

1,03S.92.S towels. 2,S87..';3f) lio.xes of matches and (>4.7.vS.OOO drink-

ing cups were used on the cars. Laundries washed 214.870,412

pieces of Pullman bed clothes, towels, etc.. durinK 1''21,

The State ok Michic.\n has filed 31 suits against 11 railroads

to recover $200,000 claimed lo l)e due in fei-s and penalties for

failure to pay the staliitory fee tor the riRhl lo issue securities.

There is a law providiiiR 'that utilities obtaining permission of

the Michigan I'tilities Commission to is.sue securities shall p.iy

the State a fee of one-tenth of one per cent of the value of

the securities to he issued. Certain railroads have gone to the

Interstate Commerce Commissimi for the approval of their is-

sues and have ignored (he Public L'tilities Commission.



Violence on Western Roads, Quiet in the East

Carriers Securing New Recruits to Take Place of Strikers— ^ _
Serious Interruptions on But Few Roads

Ri.i'iiKTS of rioting, slugging, bombing, and arson have

featured tlie past week in the shopmen's strike in the

West. In six states it has been necessarj- to mobilize

troopis for the protection of property and employees who are

remaining on duty or who have been recruited for service

by the railroads. In many instances it has been necessary

to dispatch these troojis to points where civil authorities have

confessed their inability to maintain peace. Injunctions re-

straining the strikers from interfering with the operation of

railwa}- shcj:>s or with the men obtained by the railroads to

operate the^e properties have l)een issued by federal courts

Signalmen Not to Strike—Their Chief, D. W. Helt (Center),

Talking with Messrs. Hooper (Left) and McMenimen
of the Labor Board

throughout the country. Innumerable instances of attempted

intimidation have been reported, these attempts l:)eing directed

not only at workmen but at the troops which have been called

to protect various shops. Despite all of these developments,

however, there has been a slow but steady resumption of re-

pair work on many roads witli the aid of loyal employees

and new workers who have been brought into the shops, in

several instances under the guard of troops, to take the places

of the strikers.

Disturbances on the C. & A.

The walkout of the shop craft employees was, as a rule,

conducted in an orderly manner and in the days immedi-

ately following there was little disorder. Sporadic outbursts

occurred now and then but they were so isolated as to be

negligible. Picketing was resorted to by the strikers at prac-

tically all points, but this too was, as a rule, orderly. The
first serious disturbance was reported when the Chicago &
Alton shops at Slater, Mo., wore seized on July 5 by strikers

who drove 25 non-union men from that town on July 4 and
IH on July 5. Union (<fficials stated that the non-union men
were placed on trains and sent from the town. Other reports

declare that the non-union men were merely driven from the

.shops and that they left Slater voluntarily. Chicago & Alton

officials staled that three guards employed l>y the railroads

at the shops had l)Ocn arrested by local authorities and placed

in jail, and that the railway iiroport)' was without protntion

t>i :inv sort ( )n Fiilv (t the Chicago & .Mton ajijx'aled to

Governor Hyde for protection, and on July 7, state troops

were mobilized and held ready for call.

Immediately following the Slater outbreak, strikers on the

Chicago & Alton at Bloomington staged a demonstration.

Little damage was done but the civil authorities found tliem-

selves unable to cope with the situation, and troops were re-

ciucstcd by both city and state officers. Five units of state

troops were later dispatched to Bloomington and had tlie situ-

ation in hand until the importation of strike l)reakers on July
1 1 occasioned another outbreak in which shooting and slug-

ging played a large part.

The uprising spread rapidly tlirough Illinois, and on July
7 a group of strikers in Aurora escorted a number of workers
sent from Chicago to work in tlie Burlington shops at that

jMjint to the city limits. On July 6 a cordon of several hun-
(irr'd men .surrounded the ^^'abash shops at Decatur, 111., in

violation of a restraining injunction, in an attempt to intimi-

date those still at work. Two guards at the shop>s were beaten

when tiiey attempted to prevent strikers from interfering with
workers in the shops. Troops are still held in readiness to

move tliere if further trouble breaks out.

On July 8, the importation of workmen led to a demon-
stration at Clinton, 111., in which stones were thrown at the

workmen by the striking Illinois Central shop men. Armed
guards opened fire on the strikers. One striker was shot

p. * .^, p/.,.f,v

Troops Patrol Yards at Clinton, 111.

and liis son kiliwl by a stray liuUet. State tnxips were im-
mediately requested.

Arson followed mob violence on July 7, in Chicago, when
after a night of rioting at the Hurnside yards of the Illinois

Central, a i>ox car was i>urned in the yards. Police rejiort that

the car had been soaked with oil and fired by strikers. Two
attempts were made on the night before to set fire to the homes
of workmen.
The hiring of men by the v.arious nxids to replace the

.strikers resulted in further outV)reaks. On July 8 four men
were ro|X)rte(l killed in the disorders. By this time, tlie situ-

ation had JH'come so serious in Illinois that the Chicago, Bur-
lington & (Juincy apjilied for injunctions to restrain picket-
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ing by >!trikers at tlie various town- along its lines. This

example was followed by the Chicago & North Western, the

Chicago & Alton, the Illinois Central and numerous other

roads. Thi-st- injunctions were granted by the courts.

Curtailment of Service

Neither traffic disturtiances nor curtailment of trains have
been general. The Mis.souri, Kansas & Te.xas is re]M)rted as

having di.scontinued the ojaTation of 47 loial trains in Mis-
souri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. I.aik of proper pro-

tection for workers, and the possibility of damage to equip-

ment, wa.- given as the cau.«e. The Chicago & Nortli Western
ha.s withdrawn 14 trains, it is rej)orted.

• A majority of the roads had issued ultimatums to their

/ .V A I'hoto

Kitchen Cars to Feed New Employees

striking employees, setting a limit after which, if tiuy did

not return to work, they would lose their seniority and pen-

sion privileges. These were followed liy a rather .slow filter-

ing back of strikers, but not to any a|)iirc( i;ihk- extent.

The Situation on Individual Roads

The following reports of conditions on various western

carriers are indicative of the strike situation in that terri-

tory:

Approximately 4,900 employees in the locomotive depart-

ment and .?,1.>8 em()loyees in the car department of the Mis-

souri I'acit'K are on strike, according to H. F. Hush, presi-

dent of that road. A total of 522 men in tlie locomotive de-

partment and 4.S0 in the car department—loyal employees

and new men—are now in service. "So far traffic has not

lK.'en affected," Mr. IJush reports. "Some disorders have been

re|K)rted .it smaller [wints but nothing serious has hapi)cned.

Recent injunctions and other activities on the i)art of state

oftirers shoulil make tlie situation more fav<)ral>le." Mr.

Hush also reported that l.S foremen returned to work at the

Little Rix-k sho()s of that road on July 1 1 and that more were

expected later.

J. M. Kurn. i)resident of the Si. I.ouis-San

Francisco, rei)orts that the general .shoji labor situation on

that carrier is very much improved. "We are hiring new

men daily and a few old men are returning to .service," Mr.

Kurn s.-iid, "There has been no curtailment of passenger

trains and none in contcm|)lation. Our passenger tVains

are running practically on time and we are handling

a heavy freight business without ver>' serious delay. Our

coal supply is adequate. We liave secured an injunction in

Missouri vestcrcbiy nslr;iining strikers or tluir sympathizers

from picketing or interfering in any way which might tend

to hamper the oiieration of our trains."

On July 11, the situation is Hloomington. 111., became

more seriou."!. In that city the engincmen, firemen and

other train sen'ice employees iH-tame restive because of the

patrolling of railway pro|Krty by .state troops and ap|)ealed

to their organizations' leaders who in turn, it is reported,

requested [termission of their international president to

refu.se to o|>erate all trains, with the e-xception of those

carrying mail, in trooj)-f)atrolled territory.

Violence during the day was s|)oradic and in few cases

of serious character. .\t Newcasde, Cal., sex'cral sticks

of dynamite were used in an attempt to blow up a large

water tank on the Southern Pacitic and at scaittercd points

throughout the country violence was used in driving replace-

ment men from their work.

Of llie roads centering in Chicago the Erie has filled

its ranks and is hiring no more men. The Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul which lost approximately 16,000 men
and has recruited 1200 men is operating full train service

without disturbances.

The Chicago & Alton has recruited 300 men to take the

place of the 2,500 who went out. It is op)erating trains

with little difficulty although it has had much trouble witli

interference of strikers at various points in Illinois and
Missouri. The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has 1800

out of a normal complement of 14,000 shopmen at work.

The Illinois Central, has approximately 8,000 at work
out of a prc-.strike force of 12,000 men. Traffic is un-
affected and no serious disorders have been reported up to

the present.

The Chicago Great Western has 550 men out of a normal

p. a A. Phoio

Military Supplies Ready for Shipment to Scenes of Violence

force of 2,100 at work and is having no difl'uulty in operating

its trains.

The Santa Fe reports 1600 men at work at its Topeka
sho|)S on July 10, while 200 men relumed to work on the

following day.

Mobilization of Troops

Conditions became so serious throughout the country late

last week that re^ieated calls for state troops led to mol)iliza-

tion in six states. The only trcwps on active duty, however,

are tluwe in Illinois and Missouri. State aid in Illinois

has also been extended tlirough the utilization of I'nited

States mar.shals and their forces. United States Marshal

Levy of Chicago was given unlimited authority by Federal

Judge Carjienter of the I'nited States District Court at
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Chicago to deiil with the situation in Illinois. Marshal

Le\y has Ijlanket authority to swear in as many deputies

and to spend as much money as he considers necessary to

maintain law and order.

Judge Carpenter pictured the federal court as the "last

bulwark between the people and Communism, Bolshevism,

and anarchy," in granting this authority for the swearing in

of deputies by the marshal.

The Strike Situation in the East

WHILE THE shopmen's strike situation in the west has

been somewhat complicated by acts of violence which

in some cases have necessitated the calling out of

state troops, in the east this has been a minor factor and only

sporadic outbreaks of an unimportant nature have occurred.

In general the situation in the east shows a progressive and

material ini[)rovement. The railroads primarily by hiring

new men iiave replaced the strikers to a considerable extent,

some, of course, having had much better success than others.

Few roads have been al)le to bring their forces entirely back

to normal although some have had a large degree of success

particularlv insofar as concerns the men directly associated

with the operation of trains. There has been in the east

practically no interruption to either freight or passenger

service. The Erie is the only large eastern road which has

curtailed its ser^-ice; it has annulled 20 suburban trains run-

ning out of Jersey City but even in this case the reason

ascribed b)- the management was the fear of a possible fuel

shortage.

Practically all the roads report that they have had good

success in securing new men to take the places of the men

who had answered the strike call. They have advertised for

men and liave continued to receive applications for employ-

ment in large number. The men are said to be competent

and e.xperienced to a far greater percentage than might liave

lieen e.\{^>ected under such circumstances. Many of them

have ijeen recruited from ship yards and similar employment.

The New Haven has received the co-operation of manufac-

turing industries in its territory. New men, if competent,

are guaranteed permanent jobs. A number of roads have

sought to enlist college men who are now on their summer

vacations.

Most of the roads have announced that the strikers have

lieen taken off the payrolls and that they can return to work

only as new men. Some put this announcement in the form

of an ultimatum or invitation setting a certain date beyond

which tile men would lose their rights. Some of the roads

have had .i number of the strikers return and have taken

them on as new men, this being the case particularly on the

Pennsylvania and Long Island which two roads were not

l)arties to the Labor Board's decision which resulted in the

strike call.

The strike, insofar as the eastern roads are concerned, has

been comparatively free from violence of a serious nature.

Guards are a familiar sight at all railroad canters. There

have been instances of intimidation. Cases have been re-

|)orted here and there of guards or strike-breakers being

lieaten up and occasionally rocks have been thrown at men
and even at trains.

.\nother feature of the second week of the strike has lieen

the contracting of Uxomotivc and car repairs with outside

shops. t)ne instance is that of the Erie which has made a

contract with the American Locomotive Company to have 25

locomotives repaired per month at the hitter's Cooke Works
at Paterson, \. J. for a |»criod of six months. The labor

forces are at present trying to ])revent the carrj'ing out of

the work.

An order sent out i>y A. J. Berres, secretar>-treasurer of

tlie metal trades de|>artment of the American Federation of

Labor, on luly 12 instructed members of all unions affiliated

with that department that no further repair work will be

authorized on Uxomotives coming from railroads on which

Strikes are in progress to outside shops employing union

labor.

The following items give a resume of the situation as it

exists on a number of the eastern roads. Most of the roads,

it will be noted, report an improving situation and practically

all advise that passenger service continues to be operated

on schedule and freight service without interruption:

Baltimore & Ohio

C. W. (ialloway, vice-president in charge of operation ad-

vised under date of July 11 as follows:

"The strike situation on the Baltimore & Ohio today

shows substantial improvement compared with July 1, when
73 per cent of the shop employees went on strike. Since

the holidays many old employees have returned and including

2,000 new men employees 7,350 men arc working, equal to 35 per

cent of the force employed on June 30. It has not been

necessary to close down the shops at any point except the

big rebuilding shops at Cumberland and Pittsburgh which
we have not tried to open.

"Only a few minor cases of strikers attacking workmen
have occurred.
"There has been no curtailment to passenger train service,

the performance, gradually improving. There are no restric-

tions against the acceptance of freight of any class and per-

ishable, live stock and food stuffs are moving according to

schedule. There has been some slowing up in the movement
of slow freight."

In his report Wednesday of the situation on the Baltimore &
Oliio Mr. Galloway said:

"The only situation that is causing any trouble is in northern

Ohio and northern Indiana, where the strikers have interfered with

the operations at Willard and Garrett on account of the lack of

protection on the part of the liKal authorities at these points, and
in this particular section certain of the passenger service will be

discontitnu'd until the authorities can guarantee protection to our

employees, who are willing and anxious to work.
"In some other sections passenger train service will lie curtailed

as a result of the acute coal shortage, but this will be minimized
so as to create the least public inconvenience."

The Staten Island Rapid Transit, the Baltimore & Ohio's
New York terminal and suburban line on Staten Island, re-

jiorts that from 60 to 70 per cent of its shop employees are

at work. The number is 260 men including X) strikers who
have returned and about '20 n\en who did not go out. The
normal force is 340 men. It also reports that there has been
no interruption to tratfic.

B.WGOR & .Vrimistook

The cluiirniau of the I'edcrated Shop Crafts on this road
was in Chica.go all of the week before the strike at the same
time that the road's general manager was there at the hearing
before the Labor Board, ami made several appeals to Mr.
Jewell and Mr. b'ranklin not to call the strike on the Bangor
& .\roostook because the men did not want to go out and
were satisfied with conditions, but thc-ic appeals were made
in vain and he was told that the men would either have to go
(Uit or lose their union carils.

.\bout 80 per cent of tlie men aflfectcd answered the strike

call. The roa<l reports a steady improvement since the strike

began. On Tuesday of this week 148 men were working or
.18 per cent of the normal force: 11 strikers had returned.
Passenger and freight service is normal.

Boston & Albanv

Conditions are reported as improving each day. The road
lias had no interruption to freight or passenger service.

Boston & M.mnk

On July 10, 45 per cent of the men were working including
new employees. Three of the shops were practically closed at

the outset and the road concentrated its efforts on locomotive
terminals and inspectiou points. Three ituport.int shops are
now working with sid>stantial forces. There have been some
isolated cases of violence. Service is normal and the situa-
tion as a whole is reported by the company to be showing
steady improvement.
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The number of mt-ii at work is 68 or 6 per cent of normal,
and none of the strikers have returned. Service, however,
has been handled without interruption and the situation i»

reported as improving.

CtNTKAL or Ge<>«<;ia

I he Central of Gcorftia has 652 men working or JO per cent
.,: Its normal force. No strikers have returned to work nor
have any more employees left service. The situation is re-

ported as unchanKcd.

Centkal of New Jek>ev

This road on July 5 had 821 men at work which force it

increased to l.-WO men i-n July <>• The latter t'lKurc i* 30 per

cent of the luirmal force of 4.7-46 men. On July 11 the per-

centaKc had risen to 35 pi-r cent. Since the licKinning of the

strike the road has had 25 per cent of its strikers return.

Service is reported as being handled without interruption.

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western

This road is opcratiuK its throuKh and suburban passenger
service as well as its manifest freight service on schedule and
has suflFercd no interruptions to its other freight service. Its

for ..

elTei I

repair- t'

iii>inf> per month
•. arc now trying to

vr plant in'«ofar as

r\righl, 192.', Snt i <rk- Trilntiie, Inc. Vied by I'l

A Question Bound to Arise Sooner or Later

situation is reported as improving rapidly, large numbers of

competent new employees being hired to fill the places of the

strikers. The rountl-house forces at Iloboken. Secauciis and

Port Morris arc now tilled out to normal. The walk-out at

the Scranton locomotive shops, and the Kayser Valley car

shops was complete and these shops are practically idle. The
situation at the Kingslaiid, N. J., shop is in somewhat better

shape.
1--RIK

The Krie is one of tlic few rt>ads in the East which has had

to curtail its train service. EfTectivc July 10, 20 suburban

trains operating out of Jersey City were annulled although

the reason assigned was that the step was taken for fear of

a possible fuel shortage. The Eric's contractors now have

41 per cent of their normal forces at work and 225 strikers

have returned to duty, .\niong the several interesting features

in the Erie situation is that it has made a contract with the

American Locomotive Company for the repair at the latter's

l^Hir.H & New Encl.^m

On July 11, the Lehigh & New ! 44 -bopmen
and laborers or 13 per cent. Thii > gradual im-

provement in the situation due t<' Miient of new
men.

Leiiicii \ali.e\

This company was o(H-ratin« on July 12 with _shop crafts'

forces about 28 per cent of normal, i. e.. with L532 out of a

pre-strike force of 5.573. The road has not suffered from
violence and is moving its trains, passenger and freight, ac-

cording to schedule and without interruption. None of its

shops have been clo.sed and 123 strikers have returned to

their posts during the week ended July 12.

Maine Central

This company on July 12 had 462 shopmen at work, which
represents 30 per cent of those at work on June 30. Of this

total 252 were old employees and the remainder recent ac-

quisitions. Since the beginnini; oi the strike a few new em-
ployees and a few obi employees who did not heed the strike

call on July 1 have left the service. The road has closed

none of its shops but work at W'atervillc is practically at a

standstill. No violence has been reported and there has been
no interruption to cither passenger or freight traffic. The
situation in general shows improvement over the preceding
week.

New York. New Haven & Hartford

On the New Haven the number of men who wont on strike

totaled 6,139. The road has been able to report a progressive

and steady improvement day by day since the beginning of

the strike. .\ statement issued under date of July 7 said "Con-
ditions have improved each day and skilled mechanics and
others have been placed in the positions formerly occupied
by men now on strike. Recruiting of desirable mechanical
experts continues as rapidly as applicants can be examined and
arrangements made for placing, and large numbers of ap-

plicants continue to appear. Manufacturers and other in-

dustries have patriotically proffered assistance in supplying

men in the skilled trades. The company reiterates that ijual-

itied men of good habits and character who accept service at

this time will be regarded and treated as permanent em-
ployees."

(5n June 11 the company reported that it had a force of

3.200 men or 50 per cent of its normal force. .'\ statement

issued by the management on the same day said in part

:

"Conditions on the New York, New Haven & Hartford
this morning have improved materially over any previous
day.

".\ large number of skilled mechanics and also a large

number of laborers have been employed at the rates awarded
by the Labor Board to permanently fill positions formerly
occupied by mechanics an<l laborers on strike. The per-

sonnel of the mechanical department is, with the assistance

of loyal and patriotic manufacturers and industries, being
built up on a firm and lasting basis. There have also been
a number of the men out on strike who have returned to

duty as new men upon coming to a realization that the strike

is not against the railroad individually but against the con-

stituted government of the L'niled States.

"This morning there is an increase of appro.ximatcly 250
skilled mechanics over the force working on the first shift

yesterday.
"There has been no interruption to freight or passenger

service, which continue to be operated on a nonnal liasis."

The New Haven reported on July 6 that it had closed a

contract with the Keith Car & Manufacturing Company, Sag-
amore, Mass., for the rebuilding of 0,0(K) bad order freight

cars. In explanation it further said: ".Vt various times in

past years when bad order cars have increased beyond nor-

mal, the excess have been sent to the Sagamore plant. There
are a large number of additional cars awaiting repairs so that

this arrangement will not affect the running of this company's
shops on a normal basis and the giving of continuous em-
ployment to those now in or who may be taken into the

employ of the company. It is the program of the company to

give preference to its own shops in currently performing the

normal amount of this work,"
The New Haven also reported on Wednesday that "three

trains of the larger locomotives have been forwarded to the shops

of locomotive builders for general reiwirs and more are lined up
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to follow so that there will be an adequate supply of power at all

times to meet the requirements of the service.''

New York. Ontario & Western

This road reports that it has had no interruption to train

service either passenger or freight.

Norfolk & Western

The Norfolk & Western on Tuesday had 1.243 men at work.

12 per cent of its normal force. Since last week it has

lost 76 additional tncn. The road has had no interruptions

to passenger service. Freight service has been interrupted,

but not to a substantial extent. The siuation as a whole is

designated as "slightly improved."

Pennsylvania

On July 11 the Pennsylvania had 41,000 shopmen working

out of an average week day force reporting in normal times

of approximatefy 55,000. The road reported that it had

gained 4.100 men' actually working this week. It has no shops

or enginehouses closed down anywhere on the system and

has not had since the strike began. Nor has it had any in-

terruption to its train service either passenger or freight.

The general situation on the Pennsylvania has been showing
material improvement every day.

On the New Jersey grand division the condition has im-

proved to the extent whereas 2,000 men went out originally.

1.500 or 1,600 new men have been hired to take their places.

The most essential classes are rapidly reaching normal. On
the New York division, including Meadows shops, more than

1.000 new men have been taken on. One agency in New York
hired 145 new men Tuesday morning.
The Pennsylvania's power house at Long Island City which

supplies power to the Pennsylvania's New York electric zone
and to the Long Island has been one of the central points

of attack on the part of the labor forces, but thus far without

success on their part. The first trick at the power house has

a normal force of 90. On Tuesday morning the number of

men at work was 122. The Long Island, like the Pennsyl-
vania has had no interruptions to service.

Philadelphia & Readino

The Reading has not been affected by the strike.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac

Practically all of the shopmen who were members of the
federated crafts ceased work on July 1. L'p to the early part

of this week the road had employed almost 150 new men or
20 per cent of its normal force. Traffic is being handled
without interruption. .As compared with last week the situa-

tion is reported as "stationary."

Se.\board Air Line

This road has only about two per cent of its men working.
All its shops are closed. There has, however, been no inter-

ruption to passenger service. The situation continues about
the same as in the early part of the strike.

Southern Railway and Other Southeastern Roads

In the Southeast some of the strikers have returned to
work, but on most roads the percentage has not been very
large and there was no general movement to return on Mon-
day as had been expected in some quarters. As a result, there
has been some slowing up of freight movement, but com-
paratively little interference with traffic. Some local trains
have been withdrawn. The Southern Railway has not with-
drawn any passenger trains and perishable freight trains are

moving currently, while the movement through some of the

principal terminals has been very large. The Southern has

issued no ultimatum to the men setting a date by which they

must return to work and it is understood has made no effort

to replace those who went out tor the present. On the Nor-
folk & Western about 700 clerks out of 3.000 went out on

strike after the shop men went out. The Alabama & Vicks-

burg secured a restraining order against interference with its

men at New Orleans. Some of the lodges of the trainmen's

brotherhoods in the Southeast have notified rnen who have
been promoted to official positions but who still retain their

membership in the organizations that if they perforrn any of

the work of the men out on strike they will lose their insur-

ance, seniority and other rights in the organizations.

Washington Terminal

Officers of the Washington Terminal Company last week,
when the semi-monthly pay day came around, indicated their

attitude toward the strikers when they refused to accept pay-
ments to the employees' relief fund tendered by the men who

Helping to Keep the Trains Running—a New Employee of

the Pennsylvania

had gone out on strike on luly 1. They took the ground that
since the men had left their jobs they were no longer to be
considered employees of the terminal. Officers of the
machinists' union said they had instructed their attorneys to
make efforts to force the railroad authorities to accept the
payments.

Western Maryland

The situation during the second week of the strike remains
unchanged. The road advises that it has all the employees
necessary. The Western Maryland has contracted all repair
work and the contractors did not lose any men followinK
the announcement of the strike call.

Developments at Chicago and Washington

D. W. Helt Agrees to Withhold Strike Order

IN'SOKAR AS the Railroad Labor Board is concerned, two of
its members, Ben. W. Hooper, chairman and one of the

three public representatives, and \V. L. McMenimen, one
of the three representatives of lalx>r on the Board, have
de%-oted a Rood deal nf their time during the past week to
inducing the leaders of the other organizations which have
threatened to strike to withhold their strike orders.

After conferences between these two menilxrs and D. W.
Helt, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen
of America, the latter announced that he would with-

hold strike orders for the members of that organization

pending the carrving out of a program being drafted by
a committee of its officers. For the time being at least this

action ends the possibility of the addition of signalmen to

the ranks of the strikers.

The program determined upon by this committee was an-

nounced on July 1 1 by Mr. Helt and included the following

provisions:

First: To instruct our general system committee on each
c.nrricr to take up promptly with the management all the grievances
and controversies outstanding between the members of our organ-
ization and the carriers for the purpose of negotiating speedy ad-
jiistment. the matters to be taken up, among others, to embrace a
revision of the recent-wage decision of the I^bor Board, certain
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change) in uur rules, the eliminatiun uf the fuur cent inequality,

ami the method of determining rates ni p^\ .is ippli, .ililr to signal-

men aivd MKiial maintaineri with lc-5-. i'imh i i:t >..ir^' ixpcriencc.

That th. i,.rrl<r> couKl not well ln-in.it<; t.. ...iisnUr a revision

of the » IS indicated by the fact that s<>mc of them
have air im.re favorable rates than those authorized
by the r. i-n 1074.

Second In clm: uf a failure to secure from any carrier fair

and rcawinable coiKessions in regard to the various matters in-

volvetl, to bring these matters before the Labor Bmrd with the
assurarKC that they shall be given the right of way for prompt
consideration ami decision.

Third: To continue work under the present wage decision of
the Labor Hoard under protest pending the efforts to obtain a
satisfactory adjustment.
Fourth: To insist that any revision of wages obtained be made

retroactive to July 1.

Fifth: To withhold strike order pending the carrying out of the
foregoing program.

"With the l>cst interests of the mcmliers of our organization

at heart, we believe that this program should be followed

prior to resorting to more drastic action," the announcement
added.

The conferences which resulted in this action and in the

similar action of E. F. Grable, president of the United
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Em[)loyecs and Rail-

way Shop Laborers, reported in last week's Railway Age,
have not l>een made public and the arguments by means
of which these two labor leaders were induced to with-

hold their strike orders are not known.
I'lan.s were made by these two memlxjrs of the Board to

hold similar conferences with E. H. Fitzgerald, president

of the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Ex-
press and Station Employees, but the latter declined to

meet them and efforts to reach Mr. Fitzgerald were futile.

This move on the part of the clerks' leader, together with
the tenor of his remarks at the Board's inquiry on June 30,

indicate according to obser\ers of the strike, that on certain

roads at least the clerical forces will soon join the striking

shopmen in an effort to tie up transportation.

Board Upholds Right of Employees to

Refuse to Do Strikers' Work
Two resolutions holding that the carriers have 'no right

to re<|uire an employee to |)erform work outside the scope

of the existing agreement or decision of the Board covering

the rules and working rontlitions of the class to which such

employee lx;longs unless the employee performs such work
voluntarily," were adopted l>y the Board during the past

week. The first resolution refers to employees who are

members of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees and Railway Shop Laljorers and was handed
down as the result of a protest by Mr. Grable, the president

of that organization, who contended tliat members of his

organization were being asked to perform the work of strik-

ing employees of other classes.

The second resolution referred to the em[)k)yees who are

members of the .\meriran Train Dispatchers' .Association

and tlie Railroad Vardmasters of .America and was handed
down as the result of protests registered l)y J. G. Luhrsen
and J. L. Eldridge, presidents of these organizations.

"The observance of the policy here ra'onimended will \>e

conducive to the ]ieaccful and uninterrupted operation of the

carriers at this time and will enhance harmonious co-

operation among all clas.sts of employees after tiie strike is

terminatixi," the la>t resolution of tlie Hoard added.

The Labor Board's Call for Conferences

On July 1 2 it became known tliat Mr. H(H)per and Mr.
Jewell and other leaders of the Six Shop Craft organizations

now on strike had particijiated in a series of conferences, the

first of which was held on July 8. Referring to these confer-

ences Chairman Hooper said: "Too much significance nee<l

not be attached to the fact that I have held conferences with

Mr Jewell and the head of the several organizations. In

the meantime I have also conferred with several railway

executives. .As a result of these conferences there are no

o(>timistic predictions to make. My participation in the pre-

vious conferences has l)een j>er.s)nal rather than official and

arose from a desire on our part to be as helpful as possible

in the prest-nt situation."

Mr. Jewell al.so statc-d that: "A conference between cer-

tain nu;mlx-rs of the Labor Board and officers of the organi-

zations of employees now on strike was held in which the

issues involveil were discussed. There are no optimistic or

definitely hopeful results to announce at this time."

Reports being circulated as a result of these conferences

indicate that the provisions under which it may be possible

to end the present walkout include, first, an agreement to

end the practice of contracting; second, an arrangement for

modifying certain working rules which reduce the overtime

pay of shopmen: third, the granting of assurances to Mr.

Jewell that hi> organization will not \>c denied a re-hearing

by the Labor Board on the wage issue, and, fourth, an agree-

ment to establish the boards of adjustment provided for in the

Transportation Act.

The report also indicates that Chairman Hooper has not

receded from the Board's contention that the shopmen must
return to work before they can expect further consideration

before that body. It is questionable, according to observers,

whether any "assurances" which might be given unofficially

i)y Chairman Hooper would give Mr. Jewell material with

which he could justify to his members a return to work. It

is al.so pointed out that the contract "grievance" has already

l>ecn practically eliminated through the statements of the

carriers involved at the Board's hearing on June 30 and
that the subject of wages and working rules can be brought

before the Board by the employees involved at any time.

Furthermore this situation has remained the same from the

time the strike was called to the present.

The heads of the Train Service Brotherhoods asked for

conference with the chairmen of the Regional committees

created by the railways some months ago to deal with the

Train Sers-ice organizations regarding working conditions.

The chairmen of the Railway Regional committees are L. F.

Loree, president, Delaware & Hudson, for tlie Eastern Re-

gion; S. M. Fclton, president, Ciiicago Great Western, for

the Western Region; \\'. R. Cole, president, Xashvillc, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, for the Southeastern Region, and B. F.

Bush, president, Missouri Pacific, for the Southwestern Re-

gion. This conference was held in Chicago on Wednesday
and was understoofl to relate to charges made by men in

train .service that they iiad been asked by some railways to do
work ordinarily performed by the striking shopmen.

The attempt of Chairman Hoojx-r to bring about a con-

ference between leaders of the striking employees came to

notiiing on July 12 when the Committee on Public Relations

of the Association of Railway Executives virtually refused

to meet the lal)or leaders at the present time.

President Calls for Law and Order

Washitigloii, P. (.'.—Following the Cabinet meeting on

Tuesday, at which the strike situation and its possil)le effects

were thoroughly canvassed. President Harding took official

action to strengthen the efforts of tiie railroads and of tlie

Railroad Labor Board to preserve uninterrupted transporta-

tion service l)y issuing a formal proclamation, signed also by

the Secretary of State, directing all persons to refrain from in-

terference witii the lawful efforts to maintain interstate trans-

portation and the carrying of the United States mails and in-

viting the c()-(>|x?ration of all public authorities and the aid

of all good citizens to uphold the laws and preserve the pub-

lic peace. It is understcwxl tliat the administration also

stands ready to iiack up the words of the President by the use

of troops if necessary.
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While not gainsaying the right of any man to leave his

work or denying the right to strike, the President emphasized
the idea he has expressed in several recent speeches by saying

that those who choose to accept employment under the terms

of the decision of the Labor Board "have the same undisput-

able right to work that others have to decline to work."

The proclamation was not issued until a late hour on

Tuesday evening and until after it had apparently been

given careful consideration. It had been announced earlier

in the day that the President would have an official statement

on the strike situation l)ut the proclamation came as some-

what of a surprise as it represents the first action of its

kind by a President for many years and is in marked con-

trast with tlie practice so frequently followed in the case of

railroad labor disputes in recent years of calling the parties

to the White House for a conference leading to a compromise.

In the case of the coal mining controversy President Harding
had called such a conference because there was no public

tribunal charged with the function of adjudicating it but in

the case of the strike against a decision of the Lalior Board
he has made it clear from the outset that the board speaks

with the authority of the government and there has been

no suggestion of a thought of any one in Washington doing
anytliing to weaken the position of the board.

Daily reports of the strike situation on the different roads

are being received by administration officials and, with the

coal strike on the way to a settlement, the railroad strike is

regarded as constituting tlie most important barrier to a

resumption of prosjierity unless the men who are willing to

go to work can be protected from the fear of violence.

Secretaries Hoover, Davis and AA'eeks, .\ttorney General
Daugherty and Postmaster General AA'ork remained at the

^\'hite House for further conference after the cabinet meet-
ing. The Postmaster General had reports regarding inter-

ference with the mail and it is understood that the participa-

tion of the Secretar}- of War had to do with the use of

federal troops. The text of the jjroclamation follows:

A Proclamation
Where.\s. The United States Railroad Labor Board is an

agency of the sovcrnmcnt, created by law, and charged with the

duty of adjusting disputes between railroad operators and em-
ployees engaged in interstate commerce; and

VVhere.as, The United States Railroad I^hor Board has re-

cently handed down decisions, on affecting the wage of the Shop
Craft employees, the other declaring the contract system of shop
craft work with outside agencies to he contrary to the intent of
the transportation act and, therefore, that such practice must be
discontinued ; and

Where.as. The Shop Craft einployccs have elected to discontinue

their work, rather than abide Uy the decision rendered, and certain

operators have ignored the decision ordering the abandonincnt of

the contract shop practice: and
WiiKRKAS. The maintained operation of the railways in interstate

commcne and the transportation of the United States inails have
ncccssilatol the employment of men who choose to accept employ-
ment under the terms of the decisifm, and who have the same
indisputable right to work that others have to decline to work; and

WiiF.HK.vs. The peaceful settlement of controversies in accord-

ance with law atid due respect for the established agencies of such

settlement are essential to the security and well-being of our
people

;

Now, TKF.REKORE, I. WaRREV G. IIaRPINC. pRESTt>ENT OF THE
I'nitep States, Do hereby make proclamation, directing all per-

sons to refrain from all interference with the lawful efforts to

maintain interstate transportation and the carrying of the United
.'stales mails.

These activities and the maintained supremacy of the law arc

the first nbligalinn of the government and all the citizenship of our
country. Therefore, I invite the co-operation of all public authori-

ties, state and municipal, ami the aid of all good citizens to uphold

the laws and to preserve the public peace, and to facilitate those

operations in safety which are essential to life and liberty, and
the security of property and our common public welfare.

In Witness Whereof. 1 have hereiinto set my hand and caused

th. seal "f the I'nitcd States ii. tir .ifTiv.cl Uvhkfs- C, IlvRiiiNr..

Reports of violence and interference with the mails at

various points in connection with the shop men's strike caused

the administration to take a more active interest in the strike

situation following the return of tlie President and the .At-

torney General to Washington on Saturday and Monday.
\Miile the President had determined not to interfere with the

strike itself, but to leave it to the Labor Board and the

railroads, the repiorts of rioting and interference with mails

created a situation requiring action from Washington and
a formal statement indicating that the government intends to

use its resources to pre.serve law and order was given out by

.\ttorney General Daugherty on his return to Washington on

^londay, with the approval of the President. After a con-

ference with Alfred P. Thom, general counsel of the Asso-

ciation of Railway Executives, ^Ir. Daugherty went to the

\\'bite House for a conference with the President.

Disorders and interference with mail trains by striking

railroad men have resulted in several appeals to the govern-

ment to afford protection. Serious charges of interference

and assault and, in one case, of forcible seizure of railway

employees, have caused the Post Office Department to lay

the complaints before President Harding and Attorney Gen-
eral Daugherty. Passenger trains carrying mails have been

discontinued in some instances.

According to telegrams to the superintendent of the railway

mail ser\-ice at Fort Worth, Tex., 26 trains have been with-

drawn on different branches of the M. K. & T. All of them
are railway post office trains with the exception of two,

which carry closed pouches.

Z. V. Rawis, attorney for Pamlico County. North Carolina,

telegraphed the Post Office Department from Bayboro that

the Norfolk & Western liad discontinued two passenger trains

from Newbern to Oriental and that the mail service was
completely paralyzed. A large portion of the mail, Mr.
Rawis said, must be held over in Newbern from 16 to 40
hours, and mail on the Oriental section must lie over from
24 to 48 hours,

Mr. Rawis requested a prompt investigation and post

office officials at Newiiem and Oriental have been directed

l)y the Post Office Dejiartment to report on the feasibility of

installing temporar}- mail service between the two places,

•lO miles apart.

The Post Office Department had announced on July 7 that

only two cases of actual ffSterference with the mails had been
reported thus far, one at Marshall, Texas, and one at De
<^)uincey. La. These cases were placed with the Department
of Justice for prosecution. It was .stated that tlie trouble

at Chaffee and Slater, Mo., had been cleared up, according
to advices received after President Kurn of the St. Louis-
San P'rancisco appealed to the governor of Missouri and the

slieriff of the county. The Brotherhoixi of Railroad Train-
men lodge at Chaffee wired the Post Office Department
denying delay of mails at tliat town. Reports of delays of

mails in Missi.ssipi)i towns (kie to general strike conditions
had al.<o been .sent in.

Later, on July 10, Postmaster General Work was notified

l)y President Taussig of tlie \\"ai)ash of serious interference

with the movement of mails, .it Moberly, Mo., on Saturday
night by strikers who stopped a mail train, cut the air liose

and threw stones througli tlie car winilows. Eighteen rail-

way mail clerks were taken from a train and marched to

a strikers' liall and several engines at Hannibal, Mo., were
put out of service by the strikers. Mr. Taussig said he had
received no rejily to his telegrams to the governor of the

state of Mis.souri.

The Postmaster General issued a notice to all postmasters
directing them to report to the divisional superintendent of
r.iilway mail service any acts of interfeunce with mail move-
ments. He also instructed the superintendent of railway
inail service at Washington to have divisional inspectors

sent to all points where railroads had re|>orted disorders bv
strikers.



Southern Pacific Builds Unique Engine Houses

Rectangular Concrete Structures Are Provided Witli Lead

Tracks at Each End to Expedite Use

TMK Sol iiiKKS 1'aiikk' C'oa.»t Lino rt-ci-ntlv aimpli'tetl

two conirrtc tn>{itu' houses at Mojave, Cal., and at

Indio, which fmliody some intiTi-stini; departures from

t)ic usual ty|K-s of Kxomotive terminal facilities. Both the

houses are rectangular in plan and similar in construction

line, the movement of a locomotive into or out of the house

interferes in no way with the other locomotives. The layout

of the engine house site is such that s|>ace is provided for

future enlargements i>y adding additional tracks.

The house at Indio is 206 ft. long by 80 ft. wide and has

P^PB^
!Oi^'- 20-0' -20^' -' 20-0—

Crffsi SecfionAA

Longitudinal and Cross Sections of the House

but differ in length, being planned to accommotlatc the types

of engines in use on the divisions served. In both cases four

tracks are provided, spaced 20 ft. center to center with ade-

quate length for two engines on each track so that the house

will accommrxlate eight engines in all. Hy providing lead

tra( ks at each end of the house with connections to the main

an annex of 110 ft. by 20 ft. to house a machine shop, fore-

man's office and engine crew's room. The house at Mojave
is of the same dimensions except that the engine house proper

is 230 ft. long instead of 20() ft.

The engine pits are 210 ft. in lengtii. and slope from the

outer ends toward sumps in the center of building. From
these sumps the drainage is conveyed tlirough 12-in. pipes

by gravity to a concrete oil trap where, l)y a system of w^irs,

the oil is separated and stored in a compartment until a

sufficient quantity has accumulated, when it is pumped into

the fuel oil tanks. This oil separator also acts as a sludge

trap. Transversely of the liuikling at the center is a 14-ft.

wide gangway opposite the entrance to the machine shop.

Where this gangway crosses the engine pits, heavy plnnk

crossings are laid.

In addition to the engine i>its, a truck-wheel pit and a

drop-table pit are jirovided. The drop-table pit is arranged

on No. 1 track and extends outside of the building to a

-230-0'

The Arrangement of the Engine House Is Simple Yet Convenient
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wheel storage track. This arrangement prevents the blocking

of two tracks when wheels are being removed from an engine

and brings the wheels to a point immediately adjacent to the

machine shop.

Smoke jacks are provided as shown in the drawings. The

two outer jacks shown are for the accommodation of the

Mallet locomotives operated with the tender at the front end,

a practice peculiar to certain portions of the Southern Pacific.

The building has been completely piped for air, steam, hot

and cold water. Blow-off steam from engines is conveyed to

a large tank outside of the building where it is used to heat

water for washing and filling of boilers.

The building is of reinforced concrete construction through-

out, including the roof slab which is carried on a series of

beams, girders and columns. The columns are spaced 20

ft. center to center across the building and 24 ft. on centers

lengthwise of the building, except at tlie ends and in the

center where the spacing has been reduced to IS ft. and 14

ft., respectively, to suit the planning.

The lighting of the building is unusually good, sash being

used in practicall>- the whole wall area between columns with

the exception of ventilation openings near the roof and neces-

sary low spandrel walls Ix'low the sill line. In addition to

the sash in the side walls, sash area has been obtained by

breaking the plane of the roof to form clerestories. An un-

usual arrangement has been adopted in the center of the

building above the transverse gangway, where the clerestory

has been formed by depressing the roof line in place of rais-

ing it. This arrangement gives a large sash area and still

preserves sufficient head clearance for engines to pass under

and is one which has no disadvantage since the house is

located in a region where snowfall is a rarity.

The floors are of paving brick set on edge on a concrete

base and between engine pits are laid with a crown to drain

to the pits. The engine doors at ends of building are made

to slide on parallel tracks, the tracks being arranged so that

the last door turns back against the side walls of the building.

These buildings were designed and erected under the

supervision of W. H. Kirkbride, engineer maintenance of

way and structures. Southern Pacific, and W. M. Jaekle,

assistant engineer maintenance of way and structures. South-

em Pacific Svstem, at San Francisco, Cal.

Ambiguity of Recapture

Provisions Caused Speculation

AN APPARENT ambiguity in the language of different

paragraphs of Section 15-a of the Transportation Act

has aroused a discussion in .some quarters as to whether

the so-called "recapture" of one-half of the excess net rail-

way operating income of a carrier begins at 6 jier cent, as

commonly understood, or at 5-^4 per cent, the rate which the

Interstate Commerce Commission in its recent general rate

reduction order, fixed as the rate of fair return for the

period beginning March 1, 1922.

While paragraph (> of .Section l.^-a specifically provides

for the j>ayment to tiie government of one-half of tlie excess

above 6 per cent, the preceding paragraph 5 declares that

"any carrier which receives such an income .so in e.xcess of

a fair rrlurn, shall hold such part of the excess, as herein-

after pre.scribed, as trustee for and shall pay it to, the

United States." The word "so", under the ordinary con-

struction given to the English language, refers back to the

sentence in the same jtaragraph, which states tlie impos-

sibility (without regulation and control) of estalilishing uni-

form rates upon competitive traffic which will adequately

su.stain all the carriers without enabling some of such carriers

\<) reteivc a net railway operating income "substantially and

unreasonably in excess of a fair return" upon their value.

.\lthough the commission, under the provisions of paragraph

3 of the section has prescribed S-H per cent as constituting

a fair return, there would seem to be no conflict between these

two paragraphs 5 and 6, unless the difference between 5-^

per cent and 6 p)er cent be considered enough to represent

a substantial and unreasonable excess.

However, paragraj)h 9 of Section 15-a, which directs the

commission to presenile rules and regulations for the deter-

mination and recovery of the excess income, says that "the

commission shall make proper adjustments to provide for a

computation of excess income for a portion of a year, and

for a year in luhich a change in the percentage constituting

a fair return or in the value of a carrier's railway property

becomes effective."

The commission was required to make adjustments for

that portion of the year 1920 after this part of the Trans-

portation .^ct became effective, but, it is argued that there

would be no occasion to make adjustments to provide for the

computation of excess income for a year in which a change

in the percentage constituting a fair return unless the point

at which recapture begins is to fluctuate with changes in the

percentage declared to represent a fair return.

On the other hand, the general impression tliat Congress

intended to allow an individual carrier or system 6 per cent

before recapturing any excess is strengthened by paragrapli

7 of Section 15-a, which provides that a carrier may draw
from the reserve fund, to be established with its half of its

excess, "to the extent that its net railway operating income

for any year is less than a sum equal to 6 per centum" of

the value, for the purpose of paying dividends, interest t>r

rents. It would be a rather strange procedure to require

a carrier which earned, for example, 6^4 per cent in one

year, to pay 54 P^r cent to the government and put another

'4 per cent in a reserve fund, and at the same time to permit

it to draw from the reserve fund in the next year enougli

to make up a sum equal to 6 per cent, which it might then

pay out in interest and dividends. This would restrict .1

road from paying out more than S-Ji per cent in a so-called

"good" year but would let it pay out as much as 6 per cent

in the "lean" year following.

Some confusion between 6 per cent and a fair return has

been caused because paragraph 2 of Section 15-a directs the

commission to make rates in an effort to produce a net rail

way operating income equal as nearly as may be to a fair

return, and for the two years beginning March 1, 192(1,

directed the commission to take as such fair return 5y> per

cent plus, in its discretion, not to exceed yi per cent, and
the commission in Ex Parte 74 did add the JS p)er cent

.\t the present time, however, 5-(4 f)er cent is officialh

presumed to be a fair return.

Tiie conunission has as yet made no ruling and placed no
interpretation upon the recapture provisions because the ques
tion will not become a practical one for it until at least tlu

end of this year.

The commission is still struggling witli the returns of tht

carriers to show which of tiicm earned an e.xcess over 6 per

cent for tliat [wrt of 1''20 during which they were not undei
guaranty and also for tlie year 1921. The returns ar<

naturally based on the railroads" own claims as to their vahh
and while the commission has received a few small check-
representing half of tlie admitted excess, it is understoo<l

it is somewhat at a lo.ss as to what to do with them until

it has aiicertained the value of the roads that have sent tin

checks and thus put itself in a position to be able to sa\

whether the checks are sufficient.

PuKCiiASE BV THE Feoer.\l GOVERNMENT of thc Cape Cod ailil

Dismal Swamp canals would be authorized by an amendmciii
to thc rivers and harbors bill which has been adopted by th<

Senate comniittco on coinniorcc.



Relations of Transportation to Agriculture

Congressional Commission Ma
Data on Relations

TiiK JiiiNT Commission of Agricultural Inquiry has made
pulilic recently a voluminous re[>ort to ("onRrcss of the

results of an exhaustive investigation of the relations

between transportation and agriculture which contains much
valuable data in the form of charts and tables regarding

comparisons of freight rates and the other faclors entering

into the wholesale prices of agricultural f>roducts and of

articles purchasetl by the farmer. The commission has not,

however, found it [jossible to carry its data so far as to show

the relations Ijetween rates and retail prices, on account of

the difficulty of tracing commodities through Ixxause of

mixing of gr.ides and for other reasons. Some of the find-

ings and recommendations of the commi.vsion have already

been pul)lislied in the form of advance statements by the

chairman of the commission. Representative Sydney Ander-

son of Minne.sota. This investigation is somewhat unique

among congressional committee inquiries for the reason that

it was conducted entirely without public hearings, but by the

prcxrcss of direct investigation and study in which a number

of prominent railroad officials, as well as representatives

of agriculture and industr}-, participated and assisted. The
present report dealing with transportation is Part III of the

complete report of the commission.

A large part of the report is devoted to a study of the

histor)' and development of the nation's transportation sys-

tem, including its finances, organization, plant, methods of

operation, etc.

An interesting feature is an estimate that freight charges

in 1920 represented 6.9 per cent of the wholesale or factory-

value of products of manufacture, including raw materials

of every kind and also the transportation for final distribu-

tion to ultimate point of consumption.

How the Inquiry was Conducted

The commission, in order to secure the material for this

report, established a transportation division on August 1,

1921. This division organized throughout the United

States committees representative of agriculture, industry, and

transportation, which, through specific questionnaires, ob-

tained the statistical data upon which the conclusions of

the commission primarily rest.

One hundred and fifteen general committees, repri-senting

agriculture and industry, were established, and these in turn

appointed subcommittees in the different sections, numliering

approximately 200. The appointees to these committees were

those whose knowledge and experience qualified them par-

ticularly to analyze the conditions of the [)ha.«e which was

assigned to them. In like manner executive committees of

trans[)ortati(m were formed, and in turn, appointed subcom-

mittei's tiirougbout tlie (ountn,-.

In co-operation wit!) the transportation division, the ex-

ecutive committees in charge of railroad, electric, motor, and

other branches of transportation worked out the (|ue.stion-

naires forwarded them by the commission and analyzed in

minute detail the pertinent facts in their relation to agri-

culture and industry and transportation. The committees

representing agriculture, industn,- and transportation, cor-

related their efforts w'here possible and at all times co-operated

in the endeavor to arrive at the basic data called for by

the commission.

The t ra n sport ,it ion division oiK'ned offices in Washington

for the assembling and analysis of the data pro( iired by this

romprohrnsive field organization. It also railed to Wash-

kes Report Containing Valuable

of Rates and Prices

WAtiimcToii, D. C.

ington accredited representatives of agriculture, industry, and

trans[Mirtation to confer \i[ion the details of the inquiry, to

effeil a Utter understanding of the relation of transportation

to agriculture and industry, and to obtain an initial agree-

ment as to the basic facts develojK-d by the field organization

The body of the report having tieen tentatively set up,

a further analysis of the data and the findings was under-

taken by an advi.sory board to the transportation division,

which was called to W'asiiington and requested to study a

summary of the work accomplished thus far as presented in

an agenda and working outline. This method was jxirsued

in order that the commission might have the Ix'nefit of the

views of accredited representatives of these tliree great

branches of our economic life. The collection and assembling

of the data in this report represent the combined efforts of

over 1,600 people and the circulation of more than 250,000

questionnaires.

The commission did not undertake an investigation of the

laijor problem as effecting transportation, in so far as that

problem involves the question of prop)er wages, for it felt

that was outside of the scope of its inquiry. It does present

the facts, however, as to labor costs in transportation, gath-

ered from official reports, and it makes certain recommenda-

tions concerning the adjustment of labor disputes.

Summary of Recommendations

The commission makes the following n-commendations

:

1. That the transportation rates on many commodities, more
especially the products of agriculture, bear a disproportionate

relation to the prices of such commodities ; that there should be
immediate reductions in transportation rates applied to farm
products and other basic commodities ; and that reductions in

rates upon the articles of higher value, or upon tonnage moving
upon so-called "class rates," are not warranted, while the rates

upon agricultural products and other basic commodities remain
at their existing levels ; that greater consideration should be
given in the future by public rate-making authorities and by the

railroads in the making of transportation rates to the relative

value of commodities and existing and prospective economic
conditions.

2. That the pyramided per cent advances in rates which have
been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission or
made by the United States Railroad Administration caused the

dislocation of long-standing rate relationships between rates upon
agricultural and industrial products In'tveen competitive enter-

prises and competitive .sections of the country ; that the rail-

ro.ids and the public rate-making bodies should seek to readjust
rates of the country .so as to preserve so far as practicable the
general relationship of rates existing prior to 1918, with due
regard to present and future changes in economic conditions.

3. That in establishing the general level of rates and com-
modity and class rates the federal and state regulatory bodies
give greater consideration to existing and prospective economic
conditions and to the relationships existing between the price
level of commodities and the level of transportation rates as well
as the relationship existing between the price of different com-
modities, the weight of such cominodities, and the space required
for their transportation.

4. That regional agencies of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission be established whose duty it shall be to consider and
adjudicate questions of regional application and to co-operate

with the state commissions with a view to minimizing conflicts

between state and federal regulations a.s to rates, facilities, and
practices; that the state commissions have representation in such
regional agencies in all cases in which intrastate rates, facilities,

and practices over which the state commission has jurisdiction

may be affected.

5. In view of the conclusion of the Intcrn.itional Joint Com-
mission, this commission recommends that the government enter
into immediate negotiation.s with the Dominion of Canada for

the conclusion of a treaty for the improvement of the St
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Lawrence River, through a commission directed to make the

further study suggested by the International Joint Commission,

and authorized to proceed' with the work if its plans, including

a plan of financing, shall he approved by Congress and the

Dominion of Canada.
6. Complete standardization as rapidly as possible of all

freight equipment, except with respect to cubical and weight-

carrying capacity.

7. The unification and joint operation of facilities at terininals

wherever such unification and joint operation will result in

econoinv and better service.

8. Prompt consideration and adoption of a comprehensive

plan for central control and distribution of freight cars.

9. That railroads and shippers co-operate to secure the full

utilization of the carrying capacity of cars wherever possible

10. That the supply of box cars, coal cars, stock cars, and

refrigerator cars is inadequate to meet the demand during

normal periods of activity and should be rapidly augmented.

11. That special consiileration should be given to increasing

the available number and efficiency of refrigerator cars. Oldei

and inefficient types of refrigerator and heater cars should be

progressivclv retired.

\2. That the number of cars in bad order exceeds all pre-

vious records, and unless bad-order cars are prornptly repaired,

the supply of serviceable cars will be materially impaired.

13. That a large proportion of the cars being used in interline

movement are box cars and should be made fit for bulk grain

loading; and all other classes of freight equipment should be

proinptly made suitable for all requirements, including general

interchange throughout the country.

14. That the number of locomotives operating and owned by

some railroads is inadequate to meet the need during business

activity and it should be augmented.

15. That there is need for increase in terminal facilities gen-

erally, and that special consideration should be given to an in-

crease in facilities at ports, including facilities for handling coal

at tidewater.

16. That there should be complete correlation of ore and

coal facilities at Lake Erie ports.

17. -That permanent joint railroad and shippers^ committees

be organized to co-operate in carrying on a nation-wide campaign

to reduce loss and damage of goods in transit.

18. That freight-revenue divisions should be promptly revised

to the basis of two-figure percentages.

19. That regional clearing houses be established for the cur-

rent settlement of de<)its and credits growing out of rate divisions.

20. That the railroads should adopt universal through way-

billing of interline freight.

21. That the railroads be required to maintain complete cost

data covering each item of expense with particular reference

to the maintenance of equipment.

22. That the railroads he required to adopt better systems

for checking the extent and value of repairs to equipment when
made bv lines other than the line owning the car.

23. That the railroads of the country establish regional traffic

executives.

Better Relations With Public Needed

24. That the relations between the public and the railroads be

improved, and a closer contact and better understanding estab-

lished through the organization by the railroads of public relations

departments, so that wherever possible conflicts between persons,

industries, or localities and the railroads with respect to rates,

facilities, and practices be settled by informal negotiation, with a

view of reducing the necessity of resort to formal complaint and

adjudication before the Interstate Coininerce Commission.

25. That the Interstate Coinmerce Commission be directed by

Congress as a part of its continuing duties to investigate the de-

velopment and correlation of the various systems of tratisporlation

and their relation to agriculture, industry, trade, and commerce,

and report to '"ongress from time to time as to the correlation

of such transportation facilities and their better relation to agri-

culture, industry, trade, and commerce.
26 That the bill "To provide for classification of civilian

positions within the District of Columbia and field service" (H.

R. S92S) shall not apply to the employees of the Interstate Com-
merce Cotnmission. but if the Interstate Commerce Commission
employees are uiclude<l under the classiruation bill, due regard

shall he given to the peculiar eliaracter of the orcanization of

the comniis^ii.n and the classification and duties of its employees.

27. That Congress continue to promote an adequate prograin

of highway construction and maintenance, directed to the more
effective correlation of highway transp<irtalion with rail and water
transportation,

28. That the program of highway construction and the main-
tenance by slates .md countic.t he continued under the direc-

tion of qualified experts with particular reference to the

construction and maititeiianre of farm-to-markcf roads. That the

program of appropriations for research into methods of road con-

struction and maintenance, density, character, and the effect of

tralTic be continued and regulation of traffic based upon the facts

ascertained by such research.

29. That the several states co-operate in effecting a uniform

basis for taxing motor trucks and other motor vehicles which
shall fairly represent the reasonable proportion of the cost of

hi.gliway construction and maintenance chargeable to such

vehicles.

30. That a study be made of postal rates with a view of a

readjustment of charges and the removal of present rate incon-

sistencies.

31. The commission makes no recommendation with respect to

government aid to .\merican shipping, but if government aid is

given to ,\merican shipping it ought to Ix; given in such a way
that the amount of such aid may be definitely known, and should

be limited to such aid as will fairly represent the difference in

capital and operating cost required by higher .American stand-

ards and more burdensome navigation regulations, compared with

foreign capital and operating costs and foreign navigation

regulations.

Rates and Prices

The commission makes the following findings

:

1. That freight rates upon perishables normally take about

one-third of the selling price, frequently running as high as two-

thirds; that these rates in periods of low-price levels and slight

deinand constitute a very heavy burden upon this traffic. This

is especially true, owing to the average length of haul of these

commodities, which was shown to be more than 1,400 miles in

a study of 9,476 shipments.
2. Prices of canned goods are practically back to pre-war

levels.

The existing freight cost per case is substantially lower in

relationship to value of the product than the freight cost of the

so-called basic commodities, including grains.

3. That rates and sales margins on hay have been abnormally
iiigh in recent months and have greatly restricted its distribution.

4. That freight rates on highly fabricated articles of wearing
apparel, such as boots, shoes, dry goods, men's and women's
suits, etc., are not a material factor in increasing or reducing
prices of these commodities.

5. That imperative need exists for the organization of the

statistics and knowledge of transportation and its relation to

agriculture, industry, trade, and commerce through the establish-

ment of private research and educational institutions under dis-

interested auspices for the purpose of promoting education in

the principles, operations, and practices incident to transportation.

6. That greater uniformity is desirable in the requirements ot

state legislation and state ro.gulatory bodies in regard to the

length of trains and crews required to man trains of different

lengths and similar requirements alTeeting operation of railway
systems.

7. The aggregate compensation )>aid to railway employees
increased 151 per cent iitl920 over 1916 and 90.7 per cent in 1021

over 1916; the number of emplovees increased 3S4.S30 in l'^2ti

over 1916. or 23.3 per cent: and 14.204 in 1921 over 1916. or

eight-tenths of 1 per cent. In most ca.ses the aggregate number
of hours worked increased in lower ratio than the aggregatt
compensation and the inunbcr of employees.

S. That the increase in efiiciency of operation of transporta-
tion is shown by the fact that in 1890. the first year for whicl;

statistics were available, for every $100 investment in propcrtv
983 tons of freight were carried 1 mile and 163 passengers car-

ried 1 mile : whereas in 1020 for every $1(K) investment in prop
erty 2.063 tons of freight were carried 1 mile and 231 passenger-
were carried 1 mile, an increase of 110 per cent in freight an<i

50 per cent in pas.senger tratlic for eacli $100 of property in-

vestment. Property investment as reported to the Interstate

Commerce Commission has increased 155.82 per cent, the ton*

carried 1 mile 438 per cent, and the passengers carried 1 mik
295 |Kr cent in the same period.

9. That in 1^21. for each 100 ton-miles yielding revenue the

railroads produced 147.6 nonrevenue and tare ton-miles. The
revenue pro<lucing ton-miles, constituting 40.3 per cent of the

total, is therefore supporting nonproductive ton-miles equalinii:

5'>.7 per cent of the total. That the expense incident to tin

transiHirtation of the nonproductive tonnage must be met either

by higher freight rates or a re<luced return to the railroad
companies.
That the significance of this is not generally understood by

railroad otVicials and the public. That economical transportation
i>f the products of agriculture and industry require a reduction
in the tare or waste ton-miles.

10. That the revenue return to the railroads slioidd be suffi-

cient to enable them to sustain the value of their properties
put to public use and to attract the capital required for the
expansion and improvement of property, facilities, and service.
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iiri.l railroad finance rr<|utrc* that a UrKcr part
^ary (or railway <l<vcl..i.mcnt and equipment
. iiiXKi instead ci l.y l„,inl issues

.n i.iir iini-rrsi r.ilc ij^niulturr.

f the iipt r.i";iii .if the r.iilr.i.ids dur-
man-
as to

Tlle

-on or accurate
An cxaniinaticiti

Is in forriKn coiiiilriis Injiii lK:iori:

. r. does afTord some basis for an es-
ncicncy with which private manaRcmcnt

;;, :!:;. . .;;.;;, .nal ,;,.\vriiment management in foreifin countries
have uth-t.cd and surmounted the dilViculties altemlaiK upon
the di»!'>iMtiMns and the abnormal conditions which iollowe.i the
uar period. It may be said that, measuretl by the relative jHir-

tormance and cost of service, private manaKcment in this coun-
try is more efficient at less cost than foreign governmental
management.

14. Tliat the daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly fluctuations

in shi|mients of live stock are very marked. Railroads, shippers,

and stockyards should co-operate to bring alxmt a more even
distribution of shipments at the live-stock markets.

15. That mine prices, freight rates, and sales margins on both
bituminous and anthracite coal have very greatly increased since

1913. There has been practically no deflation in this industry,

although prices were somewhat lower in 1921 than in 1920. Coal
is an element in the cost of production of a very wide range of

manufactured products, and increases in coal prices are promptly
reflected and often multiplied in the final price of highly fabri-

cated articles. A reduction in mine prices, freight rates, and
sales margins on coal, especially bituminous coal, would prob-
ably be promptly reflected in improved business conditions.

16. That fertilizer and phosphate prices are now close to the

pre-war basis, e.xccpt for the higher freight costs now prevailing.

17. That the weighted average of farm implement factory

prices shows these prices, exclusive of power, equipment, and
twine, to be 41 per cent above 1913; inclusive of power, equip-
ment, and twine, these prices are now appro.ximately 20 per cent

atx>ve 1913.

Relation of Freight to Farm Prices

The four.-ie of the relation.ship of freij^ht charges to farm

prices from 1909 to 1921, inclusive, is shown in tables given

in the rejiort. Tlie five-year averajje from .August 1, 1909,

to July 31, 1914. is used as 100 ])er cent of tlic average price

of farm products, and the railroad revenue per net ton-mile

from July 1. 1909, to June .>0, 1914; the nearest comparable

figure in the statistics of tlie Interstate COmmerce Commis-
sion, is used as 100 per cent of the railroad charges. From
1910 to 1916 the two lines moved side by side in very close

relationship to each other. Then began a tremendous in-

crea.sc in the price of farm products, until in June, 1920,

it reached the maximum of 246. Railroad freight rates

from 191() to 1917 show practically no increase. From 1917

to 1920 they increased more slowly than did the price of

farm products.

In July, 1920. the .slumj) i)cgan, which brought the index

figure for farm pnxiucts down from 246 in June, 1920, to

106 in June 1921. In the same period railroad charges went

up from 127 in July, 1920, to 171 in June, 1921. On the

basis of the la.st monthly figures availaltle, in October, 1921,

farm products show an index figure of 102 and railroad rates

of 169. "In this |)eriod of falling prices for farm [jnxlucts

the increa.sed freight cliargcs made the farmer feel more

keenly the relationship of freight charges to the prices ob-

tained for his products." The rejiort says: "On the basis

of this a table has been constructed to show the purchasing

l)ower of farm products in terms of transportation. This

figure is obtained by dividing the index figures for fanii

l)roducts by the corresponding index figure for freight

changes. While the purchasing power was about 100 in the

previous years, it was in Novemlier, 1921, only 72. So far

a> ir.in.s|M)rtati(>n is lonierned the farmer i« suiiermg from a
72-<rent dollar."

*' ri-|iA«iiko P"%irfc

Pur.
^ ur cbailoc

jn<i nwittli po»cr
I'ln tl.OJ
1911 95
1912 1.00
19U I.OI

F»»«r P»<'oici« TtaHt Of T>A»rotT<Tio«

Pnr.
Year cbatioc

an*l mQnih [x>«rr

IV.'i)—Conunurl.

I'M*
1VI5

1.03
1.02

Pur-
Year chasinf

and roonili po»«r

19JI—Continued.
Krhri'ar> . . »ll.r6

Mar.li .-. .M
.\(,ril .61

Uiiu.ir>' 1.76
Febnury ... 1.7i

.Sci.lcr.iUi

<>ciol)er ..

Novcrobcr
December
1921:
January .

i.U
1.16
.99

M.I

juu .;::.
Aufutt ....

Seirtember
Ocu*er . .

.

November
December .

One table in the re|K>rt indicates the estimated value of

commo<lities transjiorted in tile United States in accordance
with the United State:, census of 1914. The total produc-
tion of agriculture, manufactured, and mineral products is

added to the imijorts, from which is made an estimated

deduction of these same articles which do not move by rail-

road transportation. The estimated total value of S.?3,298.-

000,000 divided li> tlie total tonnage of railroads. 1,094,-

000,000, gives an average value of S.50.40 per ton. The
average revenue per ton for the same [xrriod was §1.84; the

projwrtion of freight to the value of goods transported as

estimated is about 6.05 per cent.

Valve ok 0>M»iODiTies T«AXsro«TEo ix I'siitD Staifs. 1'<H

(01)0.000 OmiUed]
Production:

Products of agriculttir
Mamif.'Ctures
Minerals

$9,849
34,246
2,394

Imports 1,894

Toul $38,383
De<tuctions for Iccal use:

I'roourts of agriculture $2.?02
.M.inufactures 2,02}
Mineral! 620
Imports 240

Total 5,085

$33,298
1.094

$30.40
SJ.ll.s

$1.84
6.05

5.26

Tot.il amount transiv-rted
T'ttal tonn.Tgc carried by railroad
\'aluc per Ufl
FreiRht revenue (Class I and II roads>
Hevemie rer toil

IVr cent freitihl to value 'if i(oo<1s transported..
Per cent freight to total p^l^duction plus imports

This commission has compiled a large amount of data to

show the economic relationship of freight rates to the prices

of agricultural products. In compilation of such informa-

tion data was secured from the various market pwints siiow-

ing tlie prices actually paid t)y the wholesaler for these farm
products as near as jxissible to tiie third Tuesday of each

month during the sea.sons of 191.>. 1916, and 1921. Similar

information was then secured from the country siiipping

points showing the (prices a few days earlier, in order to

allow for the time in transit. .\n addition of the freight

rate to this country price would show tiie margin or spread

upon whicli the cit\' dealer o|»erated.

Tliis metliod of making comparisons is, of course, sub-

ject to various objtvtions. tlie re|K)rt says. The commission
met a great deal of difficulty in matching grades, particularl)

in tlie ca.se of wool and fruits and vegetables. In other

cases it was impossible to secure data throughout the years.

Furtiiermore, it was impossible in every case to secure a

weighted average of ])rices either at the market or on the

farm, and it lias been iiecessar)- to use a mean between the

high and low point in the construction of the economic re-

lationship charts.

.Some extracts from tlie report follow:

It is obvious that freight costs distributed over the unit of sale

will always he greater upon the bulky, heavy-loading commodities,
whose original value is comparatively low, than on the higher

class of articles, such as finished food pnxiucts. clothing, high-
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grade furniture, etc. It must be expected that the percentage of

freight costs to the prices of these low-grade commodities can not

be as low as those for the higher-valued articles, as these com-

modities, with the other so-called low-grade commodities of heavy

tonnage, represent the great factors in the earning capacity of

our railroads.

Rates on Basic and High Grade Commodities

Higher freight rates arc not infrequently urged as an excuse

for increases in prices without justification. While freight rates

are often a considerable factor in the cost of distribution of low

price heavy-tonnage commodities, and may restrict the radius

of distribution thereof and sometimes even prevent shipment alto-

gether, as a rule freight rates have not kept pace with increases

in prices of such articles as dry goods, boots, shoes, and other

highly fabricated articles usually purchased in less than carload

quantities and do not restrict or diminish the movcrnent of such

commodities. The influence of freight rates upon basic commodi-
ties is increased by the fact that such increases usually become

a part of the dealer's cost and the basis of profit additions, and

arc thus multiplied in the final price paid by the consumer. Upon
the higher cost and more highly fabricated articles the freight

diarges arc sometimes absorbed by dealers, and even where they

are a part of the basis cost upon which profits are figured, are

not multiplied to the same extent as freight rates upon high ton-

nage, lower-priced commodities.

Adequacy of Equipment
The adequacy of the present railroad freight-car equipment is

dependent to a large extent upon the efficiency with which cars

are handled with respect to their proper maintenance, distribution,

and movement. The question of car distribution will be dis-

cussed later. It is the desire at this point to consider the increase

in the number and capacity of cars available during the past

several years in its relation to the amount of tonnage transported.

The number of cars owned and operated by the railroads has

increased 6.7 per cent over 1911. The aggregate capacity has

increased 18.2 per cent. The net ton-mileage for 1920 shows an

increase of 62.4 per cent over 1911. The traffic handled during

1920 was greater than in any previous year. It appears fair to

assume that the increase in car supply must be based upon the

increase in the volume of traffic offered, with due consideration

for efficiency of handling. The necessity for a greater number
of freight cars during periods of maximum movement is in part

the result of light loading, bad-order cars and slow movement on
congested railroads or in terminals. The purchase of the neces-

sary new frei,ght-car equipment by the railroads depends upon their

financial condition. There appears to be in this question a much
more important principle; and while it is desirable to prevent any
unnecessary outlay of money, we have here a situation of vital

interest, not only to the investor in railroad securities but in a

much larger degree to the shipping public, and, in fact, to our
entire economic structure. Carriers feel that the supply of cars

should be adjnsted fairly and equitably as between supply and
demand. In other words, it is felt by the railroads that they can

not be expected to meet a short peak demand. They take the

position that they must guard against the acquirement of cars to

serve only during short peak periods and which must necessarily

lie idle at all other times, thus creating an economic waste.

The commission feels that transportation should be made, an
incident to trade and' should not restrict commerce. If the carriers

do not supply sufficient equipment to reasonably meet the de-

mands, an artificial situation economically unsound is created.

Failure to supply cars in adequate numbers during any consider-

able period usually results in an inflation of prices. During times

of general business activity as well as at other times there are

a large number of individuals throughout the country striving to

make a living through the purchase and sale of goods, each trans-

action dependent upon transportation by railroad. It does not
seem right or proper to deny them the opportunity which should
be extende<l to every shipper. The commission is of the opinion
that a sufficient number of cars should be ;i<lded to the supply to

meet the demand for cars wherever ordered and in whatever
quantity ihcy may he required.

The major trend of freight traffic is from west to cast, and it

is largely move<l in box-car equipment. The return movement of

empty box cars from the East to the West must be made in heavy
volume to inert the needs of originating territory. The supply
of box cars is insufficient to meet the peak demands, and it should
be aiigmcntrfl by additional cars.

The supply of stock cars <loes not fully meet the requirements
of the peak demand, which in the case of stock is especially ur-

Hcnt. The number available should be augmented by new con-
struction

The present number of coal cars is insufficient to meet the peak
demands of the basic industry requiring such equipment, and
should be augmented by new construction.

The present supply of refrigerator cars is insufficient to meet

the peak demands for perishable loading and should be rapidly

augmented by new construction.

Although an advance has been made in the standardization of

freight car equipment, there is room for still further improvement.

Types of freight cars have been developed ostensibly to serve the

shipper along a particular railroad to better advantage, but which
in reality represent tlie personal views of some executive, and in

most cases cost more money. The eastern lines generally have
adopted the 36-foot box car as standard while the standard of the

western lines is a 40-foot car. When it is understood that a very

great proportion of the loading must be moved in cars foreign to

the originating line, the folly of such a course will be appreciated.

Car Service

This commission is of the opinion that the public welfare re-

quires the adoption ot a comprehensive system for the control of

freight-car equipment which will make possible the reduction and
the elimination of the waste at present incurretl by the unneces-

sary haul of empty cars and which will prevent the development
of emergency conditions. The country needs uninterrupted trans-

portation service. It is all veiy well to prepare for emergency
conditions. It is, however, clearly apparent that with respect to

freight-car control and distribution, and the co-ordination and uni-

lication of terminal facilities, tlic carriers have not progressed.

In fact, there is a strong tendency toward reaction in this impor-
tant matter, and unless prompt and adequate action is taken,

emergency conditions with all of the attendant harassments to

business will certainly result.

It would seem impossible to intelligently handle the car dis-

tribution of the country without current information as to the

flow of traffic throughout the country. One plan has been sug-
gested which contemplates the subdivision of the railroad mileage
into districts of comparatively small extent, each division thus
formed to include, so far as possible, distinct producing territories

hut not necessarily to include all lines of any particular railroad.

The points of contact with other districts would be fixed at rail-

road division terminals or at junction points, each district placed
in charge of a supervisory officer who would secure daily passing
reports from each point of contact with the adjoining districts.

These reports would indicate the volume of loaded and empty
cars moving in each direction, classified as to type of car. This
plan would make possible a daily balanced movement and the

fuller utilization of power. Heavy loaded movements in one
direction could, where desirable, be instantly met with a move-
ment of empty cars in the opposite direction. Whatever plan is

adopted must be based upon the premise that each individual ship-

per, each group of shippers, and each of the several producing or
originating districts throughout the country must be fully sup-
plied with freight equipment at all tim.es. Shippers in one section

of the country should be wholly dependent upon the voluntary
action of railroad officers in another section of the country who
arc only concerned with the requirements of shippers in the dis-

trict served by them and who may hold and use cars belonging
to other railroads serving other districts.

Increased Terminal Facilities and Equipment Needed
Although operating efficiency shows a steady improvement, the

lack of terminal tracks and facilities and of a sufficient number
of freight cars has, during periods of business prosperity, proved
to be a severe handicap to the business of the country, influencing
as it does the processes of inflation at the outset and later the re-

action by the stagnation it has induced.
The necessity for the increase and improvement of railroad

facilities must be measurwl not by the volume of traffic moving
presently nor in previous years on the average, but by the amount
moved during the years of greatest business activity plus the an-
nual increa.se produceil by the steady growth of the country and
the expectancy of the continuance of such normal growth. In-

creases in efficiency made possililc by improved devices will in

some degree modify these requirements. It is essential, however,
and the country demands thai there shall be a margin in the trans-
portation facilities in excess of what are termed "normal require-
ments," so that any expansion of business activity may proceed
unhampered
The car supply must at all times meet every reasonable demand

The terminal facilities must be improved to handle adequately all

traffic seeking an outlet throuRh the ports or inland termini, either

by the unification and joint operation of existing terminal facili-

ties or by the addition of new trackage and other facilities, or by
both.

The transportation facilities of the country must be place<l upon
a solid foundation. It will not do to make up deficits by appro-
priations of public funds. The railroad companies must be oper-
ated with the expectation that the gross revenues will be suf-

ficient to cover operating expenses and leave a reasonable return
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upon the invotmcnt. Il is uf paramount iin|>urtaiicc tu the public
welfare that the transportatuHi cumpanics be made goiiiK concern*:
that they be placed upon a substantui foundation in every respect;

and that the opcratnu; rxpensci be reduced tiy careful and efficient

maiia^i ni- '.
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There is an excessive dM|>lication of tracks to parallel construc-
tion which should be eliminated by appropriate traffic arrange*
ments bttween the railrords concerned. This commission believes

such arranticnu-nts should be consummated wherever they can be
in keeping with the maintenance of reasonable competition be-
tween the railroads, in order to avoid the unnecessary expense of
operation which this parallel construction involves.

Relation of Railroad Credit to Industry

The railroads are one of the largest ct)nsnmirs. t.ixpayc-rs. and
employers of labor, but thcie low returns prevent them from pro-
mutniR prosperity and providing adequate facilities, improvemeijts,
and equipment until that situation is improved.

Considering the present obligations resting upon the govern-
ment and upon the country at large, and as a matter of economic
policy, new money for railroad improvctnent should not be raised

through constant government aid. In the public interest the rail-

road industry must rest upon its own foundations, and its revenues
must be po constructively regulated that their operations will pro-
duce enough to pay fair wages, cost of materials, taxes, meet the

fixed charges, pay a fair dividend, and leave a small margin to

attract investors of new capital In other v\'ords, to obtain new
railroad capital, the opportunities to earn and pay regular returns
must exist, and railroad managements must be encouraged to

exercise the greatest initiative in improving and extending trans-

portation facilities. i*"urthermore, conditions should be created
whereby the sale of capital stock by the principal roads will be-

come possible and the continued increase in funded debt will be
minimized.

Railroads can not go on constantly increasing their indebtedness
and not building up an equity in their properties underlying their

debt. When the nivcstor thinks that too large a percentage of
the value of the property of a given company is represented by
debt and not enough by stock, he will decline to buy further boiuls

of that ci>mpany, or if he takes them it will be only at an unduly
high interest rate. It is important, therefore, that railroad credit

should be so strengthened as to enable a properly capitalized, well-

managed company with adequate traffic to do its financing through
issues of stock. Stock. I)cing junior to debt, and having no lien

on the property or equipment, naturally must bring a larger re-

turn in order to be attractive.

In considering the financial aspect? of the transportation indus-

try, it is recognized that the cost of capital is a part of the cost

of transportation and enters into the rate charged for transporta-
tion. An investment which commands public confidence and
lirings an assured return i.» more freely made and on a lower
basis of cost than one which is subject to uncertainly and possible

attack. It is therefore of great importance that the earnings of

well-managed and properly capitalized railroads should be such as

will protect their securities outstanding and attract, on reason-
able terms, the new money needed for additional facilities. While
there has been more genera! public discussion of, and inquiry into,

the cost of sustaining railroad investment, yet the return paid
thereon requires a much sm.illir oullnv lli.iti for most of tlie other
important railroad co-ts.

Railway Expansion Necessary

The transportation systems must be continually improved to
keep pace with industrial progress. It is possible to cheapen
transporlati( n through intensive development such as electrifica-

tion, improvement of rolling stock and other equipment, and the

use of the most modern methods in the loading of trains. This
country has enioycd railroad transportation on a cheaper basis

than practically any other civilized country in the world, but can
not continue to do .so by restricting initiative or by undue limita-

tion of railr(jad profits earned under uniform ainl reasonable rales.

The production of the principal pro<lucts of the country in-

creases on an average from 3.0 to 4 per cent per annum, and the
traffic units consisting of the combined ton mileage and passenger
mileage of the railroads incrense<l on the average between 6 and 7
per cent per annum since I90ii. In periods of i)rosperity these

increases ar. substantially exceeded, but the transportation service

of the ouniry nerd* an imTrr»<.-d ye.irly investment to finance
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.'\n importai action is that the capital

funds of the C' ••Ts and the banks is the
surplus derived inni the entcrjin-c, thrift, and sacrifices of all

hard-working, prudent citizens and conservatively managed cor-

poration-, and is a species of general reservoir from which all

forms of industry must draw. It is important to the agricultural

industry, which depends on that reservoir in the same way as the

railroad industry, that the rale i'i interest should not be unduly
rai.sed to the railways because of reduced net earnings, nor because
of large issues of tax-free securities. If the interest rate to the
railways rises, the interest rate to the farmer will also increase,

for the capital market is on a competitive basis, and what effects

the interest late for one industry affects the rate for all industries.

In this emphatic way does the indepcn<lence of all illchl^t^v in our
highly complex econmnic system disclose itsclt.

National Character of Commerce
The national character of commerce is becoming more and mere

apparent, and nothing has been made more evident through the
investigations of this commission than this fact. It is witnessed
by an increase in the average haul of commodities, by the wide
distribution of many commodities, the production of which is cen-
tralized in a few localities, and by the competition of far-distant

communities centralizing at points of concentrated use and con-
sumption All of this emphasizes the wisdom of the recognition
and assertion of the paramount authority uf the federal govern-
ment in the control of interstate transportation. On the other
hand, the widely differing conditions found in different states and
communities emphasizes the importance of state control of such
matters as are of local concern, including the rates and regula-
tions local and only statewide in application. No centralized
authority, however efficient or democratic, can with reasonable
dispatch and with due regard for local requirements consider and
finally determine the vast numlier of questions of rates, regula-
tions, practices, and facilities which properly and inevitably arise
in connection with concerns wholly within a state; and the held
of regulation of state legislatures and of state commissions ought
and will continue to be a very wide one. It is probable that no
court will ever be able to lay down a rule eliminating the respec-
tive federal and state powers with respect to transportation with
sufficient definileness lo avoid conflicts in the future in the exer-
cise of their representative powers.

All of these considerations, it seems to us, lead logically to the
conclusion that there is need for the establishment of regional
agencies of tlio Inter.state Commerce Commission to consider and
adjudicate questions of regional application and to co-operate with
the state commissions with a view of minimizing conflicts between
stale ami feder.-il legulations as to rates, facilities, and practices,

and in order that these conflicts may be disposed of in larger
measure by consultation and co-operation between state and na-
tional authorities, thus limiting the range and number of cases to
lie judicially determined by the federal authorities. In such regional
agencies the state commission should have authoritative represen-
tation in all cases involving intrastate rates, facilities, and prac-
tices in which the state commission is interested.

riiairman .Anderson has received the following letter from
I'residcnt Hardinij with respect to the proposed National
!"ransiK)rtation Institute:

"I want to thank you for your communications, both per-

sonal and otherwi.se, concerning the program for organizing
a National Transportation Institute. I was much impressed
with your statement of tlie [lurjxjse of such an organization

and am convinced tiiat it would In? of great practical use-

fulness. Tlie liroad and outstanding study of the entire

transportation prohlem is unquestionably a serious national

matter-—indeed I think I may well say a serious world neces-

sity, at this time. Sudi an organization as you are proposing
ought to become a jiower in connection with the nation-wide

consideration of these i)roi)leins and a useful directing force

in connection with the determination of public policy."

In the Railway Agi- of July 1 a letter to Mr. Anderson
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regarding the projwsed Transportation Institute which was

written by Representative Webster of Washington was er-

roneously attributed to Chairman Winslow, chainiian of the

House committee on interstate and foreign commerce.

Contract for Exchange of Materials

Held Not to Constitute Control

W.XSH.NCTON, D. C.

TIE Intekst.atf toninHTce Commission has dismissed

the joint api)lication of the New York, Chicago & St.

Louis and the Lake Erie & Western for ajjproval of a

contract for the exchange of materials and supplies between

the two comjxinies. which was filed on the theory that such a

contract might come within the provisions of paragraph 2 of

Section 5 of the interstate commerce act, which provides

for the acquisition of control of one carrier by another to

the extent authorized by the commission. The application

was filed for the two roads l)y W. A. Colston, vice-president,

who was recently director of the Bureau of Finance of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, but the commission holds

that the proposed contract does not constitute a means__ of ac-

cjuiring control within the meaning of the paragraph' of the

law referred to.

The contract provides, in effect, that whenever either com-

pany shall have, or may conveniently obtain, any materials

or supplies not needed for its own immediate purposes, it

shall, when desired by the other company, furnish .-uch

materials or supplies to the other at not more than cost,

plus 10 per cent of cost, freight charges, and the cost of labor

employed in handling, applying or fabricating any such

materials and supplies; that the officers of said companies

may purchase or obtain any necessar}- materials and supplies

on joint account and when so obtained they ma\- i)e furnished

when desired to either of the companies, and when so fur-

nished shall be accounted for in all respects in conformit\-

with the assumption that the lines of said companies form

one operating system under common control and manage-

ment, irrespective of separate ownership and accounting,

and that, so far as transactions between said companies arc

involved, the agreement shall apply to all dealings in su:

])lies or other articles of commerce and all contracts for i ^

struction or maintenance, or other matters contemplated

.section 10 of the so-called Clayton Anti-trust act.

The applicants stated that the object of the agreement i>

to relieve the companies of the necessity of complying with

tliis provision of the CTayton act to the extent that it ma)-

be involved in transactions lietween them, thereby avoiding

inconvenience and delay and jjermitting more efficient and

economical operation. The applicants have certain common
directors and officers, the holding of such positions having

been authorized l)y the commission, and the same interests

own a majority of the outstanding ca]iital stock of both

companies.

The commission says in its report

:

"The projiosed contract may be .siid to give each company

a certain measure of control over s|)ecific transactions and

contracts of the other and to facilitate the establishment of

a relation that will make jxjssible a closer union for opera-

tion and management. 'I'lic ajiplicants contend that common
control of two or more cor[>orations by means of common
directors and officers is one of the means of control which is

recognized by the act, and that the additional measure of

control afforded by this contract is supplementary thereto,

and simplv carries the common control one stej) farther to-

wards an ultimate com|)lefe unification of oper.ition and

management, without resulting in any corresponding unity

of ownership.

"The control provided for by this paragraph, however, is

control over one or more carriers by anotlier carrier and not

mutual control b)- the two carriers over the same subject-

matter. Moreover, we think the 'control' that the framers of

the act had in mind is the full and complete control which
may be exercised Ijy the owner of the majorit}" of the capital

stock of a carrier, or by the lessee of the property, and not

the control which might l)e exercised by one carrier in the

purchase of materials and supplies for another carrier. It

is obvious that, unless the ])aragraph gives us authoritj' to

make an order ajjproving this contract, no expression of ap-

proval on our j>art would have the eft'ect of relieving the

applicants from the possible a]3plication of restrictive laws.

Inasmuch as we are of the opinion that paragraph (2) has
no application to the transaction involved herein, it follows

that the application must be dismissed."

Novel Form of Highway
Crossing Protection

A.N"
IN'TERESTINX. type of highway crossing protection,

designed to retard the speed of automobiles when ap-

proaching railway tracks, has been installed recently

on the Eastern division of the Chicago & North \\'estern

about two miles west of Meadow Grove, Xeb. This consists

of the construction of a mound of stone in a conspicuous

position in the center of tlie highway 100 ft. on each side, or

50 ft. beyond the limits of the right-of-way. Being located

in the center of the highway these mounds are in the most
consjiicuous position possilile. Automol)ile drivers are made
aware of the fact that they are approaching a railroad crossing

and must |vut fortli physical effort to retard fast moving cars

A V;i\\ til the Crossing

and steer tliem around the mound. If they tlien find a train

approaching they still h.ive nearly 100 ft. in which to stop,

which distance is sufficient for speeds up to -U) to .v'i miK>
l)er hour. This ty|H- of "retard" avoids the objection tu

the "humps" on account of the danger of damaging auto-

mobiles, whose drivers might not know of their presence and
who might overlook or disregard tlie advance warning signs

In this instance tlie county did the grading and the railway

furnished the signs antl the rijtrap.

We are indebted for the above information to C. F. Womel-
dorf. division engineer, Chicago & North Western, under
whose direction the crossing was built.

The Coxstructiox .\cTniTV in the I'nitcd States is having its

cfTeot in Quebec. The mills arc kept busy on lumber for shipment

to the N'cw England and middle states. During the second week

of May one company shipiicti 70 carloads of lumber to New York.



Operating Characteristics of Missouri Pacific

Good Progress Made in Rehabilitation and Financial

Reconstruction of This Property

Tut Missouri Pacific's cor|x)rati- rut after fixed chartst-s

lor the year 1<>21 was $.5.5.S7.(il(. a* ronipared with
$,»,0.5.>.075 in 1Q20 and with S4,.'4(i..s><> in IQ1<>.

Hnucvcr, the n-lative magnitude of tlu-x- rif{uri-s affords no
itc index of the results secured 'durini; the past vear
:ie alxjvc figures for the years l'M'> and 1020 take into

ai. 1 lint the comiK'nsation received from the novernment under
the regime of tlie Railroad Administratiim and also of the

six months' guarantee |HTiod immediately following. The
road did not earn its rental during federal control.

A somewhat l)etter measure of the oixrating results for

1920 is obtained l>y comparing the net after rental for the

last four years. This was SI 1.821.')"f) in 19IS and S4..;6,).-

698 in I'MQ. It represented a deficit of S4,()17,009 in 1920,

which was changed to a net of S10,2.>ti,S4» in 1921. In
other words, the result in l'>21 was an improvement as cora-

j)ared with the previous year of $14,853,857.

In making this improvement in 1921 over the results for

1920, the Missouri Pacific had the advantage of a rather

minor decrease in ofierating revenues as compared with that

experienced l>y many other railroads, namely, 7'j per cent.

Therefore, by effecting a reduction of 18.78 per cent in

operating exjjcnses as compared with 1920, it was possible

to obtain a net revenue from railway operations of $18,092,-

094 a-s compared with $3,284,672 in 1920.

The 1921 Results

In 1"'21 the Missouri Pacific carried 27,045,162 tons of

freight. This compared with 33,960,017 tons in 1920 and
was a reduction of 20.36 per cent. Of this total traffic, 24.37

j>er cent was in products of agriculture; 2.93 per cent, prod-

ucts of animals; 35.38 ])er cent, jiroducts of mines; 14.89

jK-r tvnt, i)roducts of forests, and 18.92, manufactures and
mi.scellaneous. In 1921. as against 1920, there were increases

of 7.74 i)cr cent in agricultural and 5.25 per cent in animal
products. There were decreases of 25.46 per cent in products

of mines; of 30.24 per cent in lumber and of 27.91 per cent

in manufactures.

The freight revenues totaled $81,660,401 or 5.64 jK'r cent

less than in 1920. The total operating revenues were $109,-

745,073 as compared with $118,721,428 in 1920, a reduction

of $8,976,356 or 7.56 [x^r cent. The Missouri Pacific's char-

acteri.stics are reflected in an average haul for the year 1921

of 238 miles. The average receipts ])er ton-mile in 1921

were 1.27 cents as compared with 1.07 in 1920, an increase

of 18.03 per cent.

.\s already indicated, the system in 1921 made a reduction

of 18.78 per cent in operating expenses. It ojierated at a

ratio of 8.>.87 in 1921, which is considerably better th.m the

figure of 95.45 for 1920. The operating i\|>enses for 1921

were actually $')2,042.45() as compared with $113,319,940

in 1920. In maintenance of e(|uii)nient, the reduction was

$6,827,400 or 22.94 per cent, despite the fact that the Mis-

souri Pacific reported only 8.2 ])er ceilt bad order cars on

May 1. In maintenance of way, the reduction in expen.ses

was $6,617,802 or 26.74 per cent. A reduition of this ])ro-

|K)rfion in the maintenance of way exjienditures of any rail-

road alway.'- raises the (juestion as to the i>ossibility of some
deferred maintenance.

The Missouri Pacific has a rather different jjosition among
railroads today from that which it had wluii it was the cen-

tral link and most im|)ortant part of a nearly completed

transcontinental system. Tlie intervening |ieri(xl, to put it in

its briil'i'^l liTiii^. b,i- lici-n devoted to reli;iliilit.ition ,ind to

financial reconstruction. The Missouri Pacific has made
good i)rogress in overcoming the difficulties arising from the
failure of the transcontinental [)roject.

The Missouri Pacific System's oj)erated mileage totals

7,300. Of this it owns 6,783 and ojjerates 517 miles under
lea.sc or trackage rights. Its lines reach 10 states and serve
a ver>- productive territory-. The main lines of the system
are in two group*—the grouj) of the original Missouri Pa-
cific and those of the former St. Louis, Iron Mountain 8:

Southern. The former includes the lines from St. Louis to
Kansas City, from Kansas City to Omaha and from Kansas
City, to Pueblo, Colo. The main stem of the Iron Mountain
extends from St. Louis to Texarkana, Ark., and is supple-
mented by the lines to .Alexandria, La., from which trackage
rights over the Texas 8: Pacific bring the Missouri Pacific
into New Orleans. The line from St. Louis to Kansas City
receives its importance l>ecause it is the main stem of that
part of the Missouri Pacific System. From Omaha to Kansas
City is a good territory l)ecause of the large livestock and
dressed meat i»usiness. The line from Kansas Cit>' to
Pueblo gives the system a large grain business, and a con-
nection with the Denver & Rio Grande Western.
The Iron Mountain section is the most productive part of

the system. Its Illinois division ser\es the coal districts of
Southern Illinois, the Missouri Pacific l)eing well situated
in this field and one of the leading carriers. The Missouri
Pacific also ser\-es coal fields in .Arkansas and Kansas but
these are of less importance than the Illinois fields. Bitu-
minous coal constitutes about 20 per cent of its total tonnage.
The Iron Mountain line also serves a lumi>er territor)' in
.Arkansas and Louisiana. .About 15 per cent of the total

tonnage on the whole .system is products of forests. A third
factor in the traffic of the southern lines is agriculture

—

important on tiiis line now and ra|)idly exjianding.
The line from St. Louis to Texarkana, .Ark., as already

noted, is the main stem of the Iron Mountain. It is over
this line that the Missouri Pacific operates its best passenger
train—the .Sun.sliine Special. This train runs from St. Louis
to San .Antonio, Tex., over the Missouri Pacific to Tex-
arkana, Texas 5: Pacific to Longview, thence via the Inter-
national & Great Xorthern. The line as thus map|)ed out
is likewise an imiwrtant freight route. IJecause of the Inter-

national & Great Xorthern 's position at Laredo, as the road
which has the largest interchange business with the Mexican
lines of any of the United States carriers, the route has great
potential value, which should be realized when conditions in

Mexico again become normal. The Missouri Pacific also
o|)erates another through freight line to the south. This uses
the Illinois division to Thebes, thence by means of trackage
rights over the St. Louis Southwestern tracks to Paragould
and from there on it uses the .Missouri Pacific rails to .Alex-

andria, La., reaching New Orleans over the Texas &• Pacific.

Not the least among the physical advantages of the .Mis-

.souri Pacific is its strategic position in the St. Louis ter-

minals, whereby it is in large measure independent of the
St. Louis Terminal Railroad .Association .so necessarv to

practically all of the other trunk lines that serve the St.

Louis-East St. Louis Terminal area. The Missouri Pacific,

through the pos.se.ssion of a car ferr>- with convenient con-
nections, is the only road that has its own inde|H-ndent river

crossing at that jwint. It has independent trackage to a
large i)roportion of the industries. .As a result of these ad-
vantages tile Missouri Pacific with a main line mileage of
onl\ ;il.(Mii iiliif |itr i iiit .)f the aggregate main line mileage

113
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of all the railroads entering the "Mound City,'' according

to comparisons made late in 1920, handled nearly 20 per

cent of all the carload freight and 15 per cent of l.c.l. freight

in the St. Louis terminals.

The Missouri Pacific's main lines are probably as good

as those of any line occupying the same territory. They are

laid with S5-lb. rail, or heavier. The company's standard

is 90-lb.. although there is some 100-lb. rail—242 miles

between Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Little Rock, Ark., on the

main line to Texarkana. The remainder of this line is laid

with 90-lb. rail. Rail of this weight is also laid on the

larger part of the line between St. Louis and Kansas City

and for a distance out of Kansas City on the lines to Omaha
and Pueblo. The mileage of 90-lb. rail totals 838 and that

of 85-lb. rail. 2,717. Of the system's total mileage of run-

ning tracks. iJ9 per cent is laid witli 100-lb. rail; 11.74

per^cent with 90-lb. and 38.08 per cent with 8S-lb. Of the

total mileage. 80.39 per cent is ballasted: 2,185 miles, or

30.62 per cent, with gravel; 1,350 miles, or 18.92 per cent,

with cinders and slag; 1,913 miles, or 26.81 per cent, with

zinc, chatts, etc. White oak and red oak ties are used. More

recently a larger percentage of treated ties is being applied.

The system has 358 miles of automatic block signals from

St. Louis to Jefferson City and from St. Louis to Poplar

Bluff. Manual block signals are used on most of the other

main lines, the mileage of these signals totaling 2,210. Tele-

phone dispatching is the rule on the main lines and the

system has 2,909 miles of it.

Some Operating Details

The Missouri Pacific compiles some extremely complete

statistics and it is from some of these figures covering the

months from September, 1920, to December, 1921, that

the following detail.^ were oljtained:

The highest "out-of-pocket" cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles

for the period in question was in December, 1920, when it

amounted to 119.6 cents. In October, 1920, it was 99.9

cents. In October, 1921. however, it had been reduced to

81.5 cents and in Deceml)er. 1921, it was 87.7 cents. The

December, 1920, figure included wages amounting to 47.6.

In October, 1921, this item had been reduced to 34.6 and

in Deceml>er, 1921, it was 35.1. There was a wage reduction

effective July 1, 1921, which must be taken into considera-

tion. In the period, however, there was a steady decrease

in train service overtime. The cost per train mile for Sep-

tember, 1920, was 14.20 cents and for October, 1920, it

was 13.89 cents. There was a gradual improvement through-

out the entire year 1921, when in October of that year it

had reached the low average of 9.04 cents, the marked im-

provement being made particularly in through freight service.

.Average overtime expenditure per freight train mile for the

calendar year 1920 was 11.66 cents, compared with an aver-

age of 8!l7 cents for the calendar year 1921. The 1920

figure for overtime per 1.000 gross ton-miles was 9.02 cents;

in 1921, but 6.34 cents.

In the case of fuel, the cast per 1,000 gross ton-miles in

December, 1920. was 47.8; in October, 1921, 31.3 cents and

in Decemlier, 1921, 34.7 cents. This reflected a decrease in

cost of coal from $4.12 per ton in October, 1920. to $3.50

in October, 1921. There was also a reduction in consumption

by reason of greater economy for the year 1921, compared

with the year 1920, based upon the unit of measure—per

ton-mile—the saving in reduced consumption measured by

the work performed was 128,234 tons, or $446,000.

The unit of cffu icnry in yard operations is the averajtc

numt)er of cars liandled per switch engine hour. This in-

creased from 12.5 cars in September, 1920, to 15.9 cars in

October, 1921. The average for November, 1921, was 15

cars and the averap' for Dcceml>er, 1921. was 14.8 cars.

The labor cost yxr car handled decreased from 47.4 cents

n September, 1920, to 33 cents in October, 1921. Thr .ivrr-

age for December, 1921. was only 35.9 cents. While a por-

tion of this decrease was due to the reduction in wages, the

substantial increase in the number of cars handled per engine

hour indicates that the larger portion of the reduced cost

was obtained through greater efficiency.

The unit of measure in handling merchandise in the

warehouses is the average number of tons handled per man
hour. In September, 1920. tons handled per man hour

(truck-loaders, stowers and truckers) amounted to 0.79,

while for December, 1921, the average had increased to 1.22

tons per man hour, or 54.4 per cent. The average labor cost

per ton in September. 1921. was 103.2 cents. This average

had decreased to 68.6 cents in December. 1921. and measur-

ing the results for each month since September. 1920, making

proper allowance for the decreased wages effective July 1,

1921, the saving for the 15 months' period amounted to

$314,000.

Transportation enginehouse expense likewise showed a

marked improvement. The unit of measure in this case is

man hours per engine handled. Prior to .April, 1921, the

Missouri Pacific statistics included both mechanical and

transportation. Subsequent to April. 1921. the mechanical

time was excluded, consequently the first month of exclusive

tran.sportation handling susceptible of comparison is April.

The average for that month was 12.72 man hours per engine.

This had decreased to 11.32 in October. 1921. the average

for November and December being 11.95 and 12.00 man
hours, respectively. The average labor cost decreased from

$7.47 per engine to S5.62 per engine.

1922 Improvement Program

The Missouri Pacific for 1922 has an improvement pro-

gram which calls for about $8,000,000. In this total the

mast important item is a $2,000,000 double track project on

the eastern division (St. Louis to Kansas City). This in-

cludes 30 miles of double track extending westward from

Kirkwood, a short distance out of St. Louis. This work is

required to overcome traffic congestion between St. Louis

and Jefferson City. Mo. Other items in the program include

a new bridge, built in connection with a levee project, at

Corning, $220,000; river protection, $100,000: 14th Street

viaduct in St. Louis, Missouri Pacific share. $115,000; new
bridge over the Osage river, $220,000: water projects at

Hoisington, Kan.. $250,000 (total cost to be $300,000);

filling in bridges on the White River division (in southwest

Missouri), $215,000; work equipment. $325,000, etc. About

20.000 tons of new rail are t(i l)e laid.

Railroads Play Important Part in Recent Fighting Between

Wu-Pei-fu and Chang Tso-lin in China



Factors Underlying Primacy of American Railways
Importance ot Developing and Maintaining the Right

Relationships Between Managements and Men

Tiif FtiriKru annivcrsan of tlie Kailro;ul V.M.C.A.
was celebrated widely tlirouijliout the United States

during the week iK-ginninn June 11. At the celebra-

tion in St. Louis, which included a luncheon at the Statlef

Hotel on June 12 and a program durini; the evening of the

same day at the .A.ssociation Uuildini;. the followini; mes.sage

was read from President Hardini;.

President Harditig Commends Railroad Y. M. C. A.

"The half centur)- of [iro!.;ress whicii has characterized the

work of the Railroad Department of the Younj; Men's
Christian As.>ociation is of distinct national significance.

The 125.000 nunihers. or the ap[)ro.\imately $9,000,000 in

buildings and cc|uipment. or the $6,500,000 annual cx-

jjenditure, indicative as they are, do not adequately measure
either the service which has been rendered in the lives, char-

acter, and efficiency of the men or the safety of life and
projjerty upon the railroads. It is a privilege to e.xpress the

deep interest I have in the welfare of the great work which
is done in St. Louis as well as in all parts of the United

States."

On the same day a luncheon was held at the Hotel Com-
modore, New York, presided over by President Trucsdale

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and including a

large gathering of railway executives and representative rail-

way men. Addre.s.scs were made i>y President J. H. Hustis

of the Bo.ston & Maine: Samuel Rea, president of the Penn-
sylvania Lines; Dr. John R. Mott, general secretary of the

International Committee of the Y.M.C..\.; L. J. Tate, con-

ductor on the Long Island Railroad; Fred Ferguson, a train-

man on the New York Central, and Ward \V. .^dair, secre-

tar>- of the New York City Railroad Y.M.C.A.
At the close of his address Mr. Hustis said: "We recog-

nize, too, that the old order of things has passed away and

we jjelieve that while conditions and the view7X)int of all has

changed, human nature is very much as it has always been.

'I'lie solution is in the restoration of confidence between men
and management. The duty of finding the methods by which

this can Ik? accomplished is (|uite. if not more, incumbent on

tho.se managing the railroad |iroperties than on any other

agency. Hut whatever the method or the organization used,

it must, if it is to be successful, ije based on the principle

for which the Railroad Association stands—that of service."

Doctor Mott's Address

Doctor Mott spoke on the factor.s umlerlying the leader-

ship of the railways of .\merica, as follows:

It has been my lot to devote muih of my life abroad as

well as here in .\merica to travelling work. I find myself,

therefore, always at home in the midst of railway men,

having s|)ent nearly .i5 years in almost incessant travel

among the nations. I am prepared to a|)preciate sympa-

thetically as well as with my whole mind's assent the finer

aspects of this work in honor of which we meet to-day, and

also lying back of that, tiie work of tlie railways them.selves.

Every time I come back from a foreign journey, whether from

the Orient, or from the western nations, or from those that

lie south of us, I have a deepened sense of appreciation of

the uni(|ue and stupendous service rendered by the railways

of America to the ujjljuilding of the life of our nation.

It is due to the railways that we have liad the almost un-

Ix'lievable development of the vast material resources of the

American continent. It is due to the railway service, and

this is often overlooked, that there lias been facilitated so

largely the nation-wide dissemination of intelligence as well

a.s the physical and social well-l>eing of the American people.

Likewise, the railways have done more than any other one
factor to promote the unity of the nation. Just as the Civil

War fused together forever the American states politically,

so the ceaseless shuttling of the railways has made {XKsible

and done much to realize the social unification and the real

s|>iritual solidarity of our strongly sectional and markedly
casmopolitan population. How much that means only those

of us fully appreciate who travel widely over the land.

Moreover, the .\merican people do not realize the great con-
tribution of our railways in preventing some of the great

ills and perils that have well nigh undone other nations and
have actually brought on some of the greatest calamities of

mankind.

Importance of Adequate Transportation

W hen on my recent visit to China I heard of the terrible

havoc and suffering cau.sed by the famine, I said, "How much
of this might have been prevented by an adequate railway
service." When in India I have found, even under the

matchless administration of Britain, how great famines at

times still obtain among the three hundred millions of Hin-
dustan, and have saitl, "What would not \>e the situation

were it not for the railways they have, and what is not a

widely e.xtending countr)- saved by having an adequate rail-

way system?" When I was in Russia in the summer of 1917
with my good friend. General Scott, sent by the President as

meml)ers of the Root Mission, and we saw the crumbling
of the Russian .Army and the rise of Bol.shevism. we recog-

nized that the principal thing which made this great catas-

trophe possible was the breakdown of the means of com-
munication. 'Vhe rea.son why we have had to pour tens of

millions of dollars worth of provisions into Russia this year
to save them from star\'ation, and the reason why the great

political distemper of Bolshevism, like a malignant disease,

still eats its way into the heart of Russia, is because of in-

sufficient transportation.

Think also of the great contribution of American railways
in opening in the railway .service boundless opf)ortunit>' to

successive millions of men for useful work and for advance-
ment. Our railways constitute one of the greatest, if not the

greatest, school of demcKracy we have.

Why is it that tiie .•\merican railways hold the primacy
among the railroad .systems of the nations? It is a fact

familiar to those present that America has practically one-
half of the railway mileage of the entire world. That, how-
ever, is not what impresses us so much as the causes which
have given the railways of .America their unicjue distinction

and great achieving pwwer.

What are some of the factors which have made the Amer-
ican railways great and given them leadership among the

railway systems of the world? I may be far afield liut I

think one of the factors has lieen the s|iaciousness of the op-
|)ortunity. They had a vast continent thrust upon them to be
opened, .settled, subdued and (ieveloj)ed. There was some-
thing about this which ap|)ealed powerfully to the imagina-

tion and also to the adventurous and heroic in strong men.
It served to call out the best that was in them. Someone
might say: "Is there not a great continent in .\frica? What
about Siberia which is nearly three times the size of Canada
or the United States?" Yes, their day will come, and I

predict that the very spaciousness of thase vast arcits, which
grew upon me as I made my long journeys over them, will

11.=;
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yet cliallengc some of the sjreatest minds and release the latent

energies not only of the Russian people Imt also of other

nations whose co-operation they must have.

Why America's Railways Excel

The admitted leadership of American railways may also

he explained by the freedom which they liave had to evolve

plans and project them through the decades, notwithstanding

embarrassing and harassing restrictive legislation—^legisla-

tion which in its practical effects or outworking has often

proved to have been unpatriotic. Wlien we contrast the

developments on this side of the Atlantic with those in the

European nations, and even more with those in Latin Amer-
ica, we recognize that we have had a measure of liberty that

has made possible our showing what railways can do and how
they can serve the interests of a great peo])le.

Another factor that explains the greatness of our railways

has lieen the eminent leadership which these enterprises have

had. I make bold to say that there is no work in America

or in any other countn.-, which has called out among men
more power of vision, more capacity for initiative, more

organizing abilit}', that is, the ability to wield and combine

men, than has the leadership of the railway systems of this

country. Undoubtedly another cause has been not only the

power of mentality- and personality to which I have called

attention, but likewise the money power. What undertaking

in America or in any other nation has had so largely poured

out upon it the great energies of capital, not only of the rich

but also of what we might call associated poverty. What
project have we t(xiay that is more truly American?

Then I like to add another factor that has made us forge

to the front. That has been our power to co-operate. I

remember the discerning remark of Senator Root, "You may
judge the degree of advancement of a nation's civilization

by its ability to co-operate with other nations." This is just

as true of companies as it is of nations. Judging by this test,

the railway companies of this country have evolved into a

liigh stage of advancement and present an example of which

we may be jiroud. We all remember the days of keen and
remorseless com[)etition, even unto warfare.. It .sometimes

had its advantages in calling out the latent capacities of

men and companies; but we have evolved, I repeat, into that

state wliere railways, notwitlistanding centrifugal energies,

liave shown their ability to co-operate with one another, and.

what I sometimes think is even more striking, have developed

unusual capacities of co-operation internally. When we think

of trouijles between companies and men we may at times

feel depressed, and wonder whether or not this point is true,

but if we contrast what we have here with what they have in

certain other nations, we shall find abundant ground for en-

couragement and hope.

Establishing Right Relationships

Were I to mention another factor, it would be to empliasi/.e

the general character and s|)irit of tlie men in the service

from top to l>ottom. 1 do not wonder that you are proud
of this service. Nor do I wonder that tlie thing that causes

us most solicitude is the fact that at times we are con.scious

that there is not the desired solitlarity, or the sen.se of the

soliflarity th.it dot's exist. This leads us right into the lieart

of what has brought us here to-day.

Among the influences that liave made jwssible tlic re-

markable iHTsonnel of tlic American railway systems is the

work of the Railroad Y.M.CA. It deserves to l)e ranked
ver)' high indeed if we may judge by the testimony of the

railway offici.ils. What agency lias begun to do as much to

promote right diaracler, riglit relationships and right spirit

among the men in the varied services a^^ has the V.M.C.V.?
The word that I .'>upi>ose wc heard most fre(|uently in the

war was the word "morale." You will remember the dictum
of Napoleon that morale is to otlier factors in war as three

to one. The \\'orld War was a war of morales. You will

recall that Hindenburg in the early days of the war said that

the victory would ultimately i)e achieved by the nation that

had the strongest nerves. I do not like that word as well

as I like the word "morale," which represents, as I see it,

the spirit of men.
It will be interesting to remind ourselves of what it was

tliat at times tended to destroy the morale of men in the

armies. \\'ar-ti redness in .some cases was the cause; again

it was idleness; at other times it was uncertainty or doubt;

and not infrequently it was what we called enemy propa-
ganda. These were among the ])rincipal influences. On
the other hand, what were the causes that contributed most
powerfully to the building up and maintaining of high
morale? As I answer this question my answer will con-

stitute in some respects the bei^t outline I could give of the

work of the Railroad Y.M.C.A., because of what this or-

ganization is striving to do along railway lines of the country

is to promote the right morale, that is right the character,

attitude and spirit of the men. I would, therefore, ask the

question again: What were the factors in the war that did

most to maintain and strengthen morale? One of them un-
doubtedly was the promotion of the physical comfort of the

men. That is one of the great objects of the Railroad Y.M.
r.A. When you think what it does with its dormitories,

restaurants, rest rooms, athletic features, its homelike lounges,

)ou understand what we mean b\' the physical comfort of

the men. A second factor that contril)uted to morale was the

mental and heart contentment of tlie men. Again you will

recall vividly the entertainments, the lectures, the reading

rooms of the .Army Y. huts and of the Railroad Y. build-

ings at terminal and division points, and you recognize the

full force of this jxiint.

The right use of the leisure hours liad very much to do
with preserving and strengthening morale. I trace nine-

teen-twentieths of the trouiiles among young men to unac-
counted-for hours—sometimes an evening off. sometimes a

day. sometimes a week-end. It is to these vacant hours that

I trace the lapses and falls of men. We cannot well over-

state the importance of a program such as that of the

Association to occupy usefully the vacant spaces in the time

of men.
.\notlier thing that contributed much to feeding the morale

of men in the war w^ the opportunity the .Association

.ifforded them to change their minds. .After spending long
days and nights in the trenches, or .ifter being on the

battlefield where they witnessed scenes and had experiences

wiiicli tliey would fain forget, or after the irk.>ome routine

of cam]) life, to be able to go into a bright and cheerful

room and mingle with their fellows and converse with the

men and wcmen workers in charge and enjoy the diverting

games and uplifting ministries to mind and spirit, was the

means of transforming their whole mental outlook.

Another influence that made for morale was the conscious-

ness the men had that they were not forgotten, that the

jieople back at home—the citizens of their native land—be-

lieved in tliem, were indeed interested in them, and followed

them, not simply through government taxes liut through such
welfare organizations as the Y.M.CA. Tens of millions

were contril>uted for Y huts, equipment and facilities. The
same influence is exerted by the Railroad Y. with its

generous backing from the companies and their stockholders

and friends.

I'lie secretarial leadership of this work has also had a

profound influence. I can sjx-ak freely on this |x)int he-

cause I am not known lechniially a> a Railroad Y.M.CA.
secretary. lUit 1 know these secretaries ,ind how tl'ey have
spent liiemselves and how they count it a high honor to be

of >ervice to the railway men. They have heliied immeasur-
;il]ly, in my judgment, to kee|» alive the ideals that li.ive done
>.o much to I'eed the -spirit and maintain tlie morale of the men.
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I.»t mc emphasize as .1 chiff factor tin- ministry i)f |>urc

n-liKion, thf ri-li);ion tliat St. James ^x>V.v of. pure and un-
detiletl, which is being exemplified, lived and communicated
in the religious program of these A.ssociations. What did

this not mean to men going into battles; what has it not

meant to men since in the more difficult period following

the armistice; what has it not meant to millions of men in

the railroad service, who through the>e Associations have
come under the wonderful, superhuman influence of Jesus
rhrist.

The Railroad Y. M C. A.

Well, therefore, may we to<lay. on the turnmt; of tlu- fiftieth

milestone of the work of the Railroad Y.M.('..\.. pay our

tribute to this nation-wide. iK-neficent. efficient and fruitful

organization. It has accomplished a great work. With its hun-
dreds of Associations, with its scores of thou>.in(l> of mem-
bers, with its large property interests of many millions, with

the backing of nearly even,' railway company of importance

in the land, with the wise outreach of its influence to other

lands, it is on the threshold of va.«tly greater achievements.

If I were to mention another great result that has l>een

achieved and is In-ing increasingly achieved, ne.xt to its in-

fluence on the character and spirit of the men. 1 would s[«ak

of the unifying [)ower of the Railroad V.M.t"..\. In these

recent fateful and tragic years we have witnessed an alarm-

ing development and manifestation of the divisive forces of

mankind. I sometimes think the greatest problem I)efore us

for the ne.\t 15 years is the racial problem. Not only the

divisive tendencies among the races but among the nations.

Nor would I overl(K)k another great divisive tendency—that

in the social and industrial order. The conflict is on. What
does it not mean that we have an organization which for 50

years has shown its ability, as no other society with which

I am familiar, to unite in one membership, one program

and one objective, the employers and employees, and tliis in

a voluntary and not an obligatory way, witii the large-t

possible freedom of e.xpression and action, and, therefore,

ensuring the finest and most effective cooperation? Wliat

has it not meant?
I am not surprised that the other great industries of the

world have finally Ijeen convinced after watching for years

this practice game of the Railway V.. and now we lannot

keep up with their demand for the extension of the V..M.

C.A. work on the railway Association moilel to their in-

dustries. Nor should we wonder that industrial leaders in

Eurojie and in Asia have refjuested that we .iend expert-

to study their fields at first hand, and to |)Ian agencies ami

facilities for their service. Discerning observers recogni/cc

afresh the stabilizing and steady guiding power of this great

work.

In a time of strain like the present, it as.-umes added

meaning and importance. To my mind, we are summoned
at a moment like this to expand greatly our plans. There

are some things on which we have to call time. l)Ut this is

not one of thtiii. Tliis is cmi- uf the projeits fmm the nature

of the ia>c that should be e.K|)anded until the helpful net-

work of the organization is spread much more intimately

over all i lasses of men throughout all the railways of .Anwr-

ica. We want to keep in mind what the French call "grand

strategy." By grand strategy they mean that which takes

in the whole ma|)—all the fronts.

.\s I look over our great American Republic and notice

the spaces that are without these- facilities and without the

helpful working of these vital and steadying processes, I

say let us have grand .strategy that takes in e\'ery railway

system in its entirety. To this end we must e.xpand greatly

the resources for this work. So far as I can see there is

no more higher multiplying use of money right now than that

of relating it to the.se plans, to influence aright the ideals,

the character, the spirit, the efficiency, the relationships, the

output of the men to whom we commit such unparalleled

interests of property and of human life.

New Steel Passenger Cars

for the Philadelphia & Reading

rK FIRST deliveries of cars for the Philadelphia & Read-

ing on an order for ,S5 main line all-steel passenger

e(|uipment cars have lH."en made recently by the Harlan

plant, Wilmington, Del., of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

|)oration, Ltd. Thirty of the main line cars ordered from the

Uethlehcm Company are all-steel passenger coaches and five

are all-steel combination pas.-enger and baggage cars.

These cars are all ().i ft. in lengtii. the coaches being of

the wide vestibule type with a seating capacity of 78: the

New 63-(t. Steel Coaches for the Philadelphia & Reading
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combination passenger and baggage cars have a seating ca-

pacity of 51. Hale & Kilburn Walkover design seats up-

holstered in Philadelphia & Reading standard blue plush

are used in the coaches, and black fabricoid is used in the

combination cars. Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-

pany body hung electric light equipment of the latest t\T3e

is iiistalled in each car, and the same company's Thermo-Jet

heating system is used. Current for lighting is furnished by

the Electric Storage Batten,- Company's .300 ampere hour,

type No. 13 batteries. Gould buffers and draft gear, Pitt

couplers and Westinghouse universal control air brakes are

part of each car's equipment.

The interiors of both coaches and passenger compartments

of the combination cars are plain steel finished in imitation

mahogany, and the baggage compartments are painted and

enameled buff color on "the side walls with the upper and

lower decks painted and enameled white. The interiors of

all cars are insulated with three-ply Salamander, and the

headlining is of fire-proof agasote painted to harmonize \vith

the interiors. The exteriors are painted Philadelphia &:

Reading standard body color with gold lettering. Each car

is equipped with four-wheel Commonwealth cast steel trucks

with 36 in. forged steel wheels and clasp brakes designed

bv the builder.
'

In addition to the above order the Harlan plant also has

under construction for the Philadelphia & Reading 50 all-

steel cars for suburban traffic, 45 of these being passenger

cars and five combination passenger and baggage. These

cars are designed to have strength equal to the main line

cars and are in every respect high grade cars for suburban

traffic.

President Asks Arbitration

of Coal Strike

W.^SHIXGTOX, D. C.

A PLAN FOR a settlement of the coal strike by arbitration

and an immediate resumption of mining was proposed

by President Harding on :\Ionday, July 10. to the

conference of coal operators and union leaders which he had

summoned to Washington and which had been in a state of

deadlock for the week during which they had been holding

meetings among themselves and in the presence of Secretaries

Hoover, Davis and Fall. The plan was not immediately

accepted, however. The mine union leaders said it would

be necessar)' to first hold a meeting of their policy committee.

which was called for Saturday, and the representative.« of

the ojierators also asked for further time for consideration.

The President proposed tliat the mine workers return to

work on the scale of wages which expired last March 31

and which would be continued in effect until August 10.

.\ coal commission would be crcatetl at once, consisting of

three members selected by the mine workers, three selected by

the mine oiXTators and five to be named by the President,

all decisions of the commission to be accepted as final. This

commission would determine, if possilile, within 30 days a

temporary liasic wage scale for the miners on strike, which

would be effective until March 1. 1923. In event that the

commission is unable to rejHirt thi.s scale by .August 10, it

would have power to direct continued work on the l^ZZ scale

until the superseding scale is ready. The commission would

al.'so investigate exhaustively every phase of the coal industry,

and the President promi.«ed to ask Congrt.ss to confer

authority for the most thorough investigation and make ap-

propriations necessary for the work. The commission would

1)C asked to make recommendations l(K)king to thi- establish-

ment and maintenance of industrial peace in flu- coal in-

dustry, the elimination of waste due to intermittoncy and

instability, and suceest plans for a dejiendaMe furl sujiply.

The President in addressing the conference said that the

government required the parties to the dispute to settle it

among themselves. The government could not settle it for

them and it will force no man to work against his free will,

nor force men to employ men against the free exercise of an

employer's rights.

The operators in a statement to the press pointed out that

they had already proposed that a committee of operators and

miners be charged with the grouping of the districts where

possible and mutually agreeable, and that a board of arbitra-

tion be set up by the President in each group or district to

report on or before August 1, They also suggested that a

board be appointed by the President to state the fundamental

problem of the bituminous coal industry- and to make recom-

mendations. The proposals of the operators, however, were

promptly rejected by the union.

Pere Marquette Valuation

Washington, D. C.

THE IxTERST.\TE Commerce Commission in its tentative

valuation report on the Pere Marquette, as of June

30, 1915, finds a final value of $63,309,242 for the

property used, including the leased lines, the Grand Rapids.

Kalkaska & Southeastern, Huron S: Western and Chicago &
West Michigan, and $60,522,576 for the propertj- owned.

The used property covers 1,829.99 miles of first main track

and 2,613.97 miles of all tracks. Lines operated in Canada
are excluded.

The outstanding capitalization on the valuation date was

$108,837,176 of which the report says $7,125,790 is only

a nominal liability due to securities held by or for the carrier

and $101,711,386 constituted the actual liabilit>' to the

public. The investment in road and equipment, including

land, was stated by the carrier to be $87,100,296 but the

report says that if certain readjustments were made the

balance in this account would be decreased to $80,179,569.

The original cost to date cannot be fully ascertained, the

report says, and no data supported by accounting records

are obtainable as to the cost to predecessors of the carrier

in creating and improving 838 miles of road now owned by

the carrier. For creating the remaining 951 miles of road

owned by the carrier on the date of valuation and for im-

]iroving all the f>ropert>- owned, the report gives the recorded

money outlay as $38,272,894 and the outlay in securities as

$14,542,499, but says that from these items should be de-

ducted certain amounts not definitely ascertainable repre-

senting expenditures on lines not now owned. The cost of

reproduction new of the common carrier property other tlian

land used is given as $00,730,170 and the cost of reproduc-

tion less depreciation as $50,103,559. The present value

of the carrier lands is given as $7,511,647 and the value of

materials and supplies on hand as $1,196,533.

Eco.NOMic .Aspect of Poor Vision.— In the examination of more

than 10,000 employees in factories and conmicrcial houses, 53 per

cent were found with uncorrected fauhy vision and 13 per cent had

defects which were corrected, making a total of 66 per cent with

defective eyes. This is the summary of a report of studies made

by the Eye Sight Con.scrvation Council of America, headquarters

Times Building, New York city. In one manufacturing establish-

ment over 70 per cent were found with eye defects. As an example

of incfliciiMuy and resulting waste, 20 per cent of the inspectors

in a large factory were found to be unable to see sufficiently well to

detect defects in the product they were inspecting. More attention

has been given to the perfecting of machinery than to the correcting

of physical defects in Ibc workman. F.very manager should see to

it that the eyes of all associated with him are corrected to com-

pensate fi-r defects It will pay from a purely brl^im•-v -cindiioint.
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Freight Car Loading
WuHtllcTOK, D. C.

Tiif MMiii-K of cars loadt'cl with revenue freight for

the wttk endf<l July 1, which was thf last week before

the 10 per cent reduction in freight rates took effect,

u> well a5 the last week before the sho|)nu-n's strike, was
876,896, or 960 less than the total for the prt-ccKiing week.

TTiis was. however, an increase of over 100,000 as compared
with the corresponding week of 1921. when the loading was
776.079 and only 14.725 less than the loading for the corre-

sponding week of 1920, which was 891.621, although the

coal loading was 62,365 cars less than in 1921 and 98,286 less

than in 1920. Coal loading showed a decrease of over 2,000
cars as compared with the week lx.'fore. There were increases

as comparrd with the last year in all classes of commodities
except coal, but there wi-re decrea.ses as compared with the

week U-fore in grain and grain products, live stock, coal,

forest products and merchandi.se l.c.l. Increases as compared
with 1920 were shown in the Pocahontas, Southern and
North Western districts. The summary as compiled by the

Car Ser^ice Division of the American Railway Association

is given in the table Ix-low.

The freight car surplus for the period June IS to 23 showed
a further reduction to 255,685, which included 160.733

surplus coal cars and 62,577 lx)x cars and for the period

June 23 to 30 there was a further reduction to 239,225,

which included 60,101 bo.x cars and 147,558 coal cars.

There were also scattering shortages amounting to some 4,803

cars.

St'UMAIV

—

.\lj. DltTIICTt Couriti!

District* Vcar

EaMcrn 1922
1921

Allrghcny 1922
1921

Pocihonti'. 1922
1921

Southern 1922
1921

Nc<thwa:tm 1922
1921

Ceniral Worteni 1922
1921

So'Ubwratrrn 1922
1921

Total Wmrrn dtttricli.. 1922
1921

Total, all roadt 1922
1921
1920

lncrra»r cnin|iami 1921
n*crca»c compared .... 1921
1nc'ca«c compared . ... 1920
l>ccrcaM comparctl 1920
July 1 1922
June 24 1922
June 17 1922
June 10 . 1922
Tun- 3 1922

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

Total* This Yiai, Last Yea*. Two Vkais Acc. Whk Expit) Sati «dav, Jvuv I, 192.'

Toul revenue freight loaded

Crain
'

Corre. Corre-
and This sponding sponding
gram Forest Xlisiel year year

products stock Coal Coke products Ore L.C.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920
10.00< 2.796 7.856 2,084 5.437 7.125 70,441 93.993 199.738
6.585 2,509 43,021 866 4.867 2.522 57,694 70.334 188.398 218.267
2,271 2,651 18,630 4,753 3.164 11.213 51.675 75.683 170,040
2.115 2,087 47,288 2,223 2.59! 6.71) 43.602 49.042 155.659 172,073

169 145 31.331 254 1.489 29 6.465 4,111 43,993
119 116 24.681 107 1.309 '4 4.983 3,965 35,294 35.263

3.734 2.126 23.167 1,281 19,349 1.2'.4 37.59J! 40,031 128,550
3.018 1.597 19.120 382 14,902 485 35.546 37,102 ii2,i?2 121,836
10.093 8,189 5.415 1,567 16,816 42,693 30.>il7 40,451 156,041
10.143 6,961 5.677 490 11,574 19,513 28.239 32,338 114,935 153.875
10.623 10.297 5.279 256 6,559 2.053 34.199 48,429 117695
1 .^277 9.364 13.754 178 6.067 729 31,810 37,707 112.886 128.272
5.001 2,342 3.070 166 K.608 100 15,916 25,337 60,839
5.437 1.890 3,572 145 6,255 792 14,645 24,019 56,755 62.035

25.717 20.828 13,764 1.989 31.983 45.145 80,932 114.217 334,575
28.857 18.215 23.003 813 23.896 21.034 74.694 94.g64 284,576 344.182
41.897 28,546 94.748 10,361 61,422 64.776 247.111 328.035 876,896
40,694 24,524 157,113 4,391 47,565 30.766 316.519 254.507 776,079
34,051 27.063 193,034 9,657 55.665 71.<72 157.651 342.828 891.621
1.203 4.022

' 6'2',365
5.970 13.857 34.010 30.592. 73.528 100,817

7.846 1.483
'98!286

04 5.757
"6.896

89.460
'14793 ivis

41.897 28,546 94.748 10,361 61.422 64.776 247,111 328.035 876.896 776.079 891,621
38.411 29,934 96,960 9,466 64.271 64.2f4 249.193 325.337 877,856 775.447 911.503
39.333 29,151 92.136 9.302 64.082 53.822 248.044 324.902 860,772 775.328 916.736
40,035 29,765 94.824 9.008 6?.}5i 46,372 248.405 315.235 846.002 787.283 930.976
37,931 27.792 86,626 8.927 5'<.923 .;i,552 217.^54 281.640 750.645 693.903 828.907

P/iol./ by Kadrl fi- llrrhrrt

Batigonlles Tunnel, Paris, the Scene of Disastrous Accidents, Being Converted into an Open Cut
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The Missouri Pacific "Scenic Limited," westbound from St.

Louis to California, collided head-on with a local freight train

near Kansas City. Mo., resulting in the death of live persons and

the injury of forty.

The Delaware & Hudson and the Xew York, Ontario &
Western railroads were on July 2 blocked by a flood between

Carbondale, Pa., and Jermyn, 4 miles, for the fourth time

within four weeks. The total damage done by this latest

flood is estimated at more than $1.000,0(X).

The feasibility of motion pictures on a moving train was

demonstrated on June 17 on train No. 3 of the Illinois Central,

operating between Chicago and Xew Orleans. A curtain

was hung at one end of the dining car with the chairs re-

arranged to face it. The passengers were then in.vited to the diner

and a three-reel tilni was shown. The current for the pro-

jector was taken from the regular lighting circuit.

Members of Congress have received complaints from com-

mercial organizations on the Pacific Coast and from other

parts of the country against the alleged activity of the oflicials

of the Southern Pacitic regarding the Supreme Court decision

ordering the merger of the Southern Pacific and the Central

Pacific dissolved. The Peninsula Bureau of Chainbers of

Commerce and .Associations, which met at Redwood City,

California, petitioned members of Congress outlining the

attitude of those commercial bodies against any reversal of

the Supreme Court ruling in the dissolution case. .Another

petition was received from the Omaha Chamber of Commerce
in which it is charged that •'the Southern Pacific Company is

making a determined effort, by appeals to senators and mem-
bers of Congress, to nullify the effect of the decision of the

Supreine Court in the Central Pacific case, requiring a separa-

tion of the Central Pacific Railroad from the Southern Pacific

Company."

General Foremen's Convention

The International Railway General Foremen's Association has

announced a tentative program for its convention to be held in

Chicago. September ?-8 as follows : Repairs to Steel Cars and

Appliances for Doing the Work; Labor Saving Devices- in the

Locomotive and Car Departments; Methods of Increasing Shop

Output, and Engine Failiu-cs and Their Remedies.

A Correction

In an article entitled, "Large Size Boiler Plates," published

on page 1620 of the Railtcay .Igc of June 20, 1922, the size

of the boiler plates for the Southern Pacific 2-10-2 type loco-

motives was incorrectly stated as 223 in. by LSO in. by 's in.

The actual sizes of the plates for the crown and side sheets

were 247'/i in. by IPa'^i in. by Vii in. and for the wrapper

sheets. 291 in. by 149 in. by Ss in.

Quarterly Circular on Loss and Damage

The freight claim divisimi of the American Railway .\ssociation

has rcec'itly issued its quarterly circular on freight loss and

damage expenditures as divided among the principal causes and

commodities for the three months ending March 31. This state-

ment shows a decrease of 49.2 per cent in the amount charged t<i

loss and damage as compared to the -^anK peritxl in l'>21. Mem-
bers are '.irged to study their own cause anil commodity ratios as

they fluctuate from month to month, for the reason that an in-

crease in the ratio, as compared to previous months, is indicative

that decreases in that cause or commodity are not keeping pace

with the list as a whi>le. The total loss and damaKc ex|)enditure

recorded for this three-month pcriinl is $14.8.'>2.103

Interesting Colored Firemen in Fuel Economy

In connection with the fuel economy campaign on the Central of

Georgia a meeting of colored firemen was recently held at Colum-

lius, Ga.. at which an address was delivered by Dr. M. L. Taylor.

Dr. Taylor is a physician, one of the prominent colored citizens of

Columbus and one who exerts a great deal of influence with the

members of his race. It is sometimes difficult to secure the interest

of colored firemen and Dr. Taylor's talk, which was widely com-

mented on and was published in the Right Way Magazine, has

.served as a further encouragement to these employees in the efforts

to save fuel.

Electric Power for the Pennsylvania

Electric energy, purchased from the Philadelphia Electric

Company, will be used for the operation of the West Jersey

and Seashore Electric line which runs between Camden and

Atlantic City. An agreement has been reached between the

Pennsylvania, which controls the West Jersey, with the elec-

tric company for the necessary work of building a connecting

line." The power now used is generated by the railroad at

its Westville plant. It has not been decided whether this

plant will be abandoned or maintained for auxiliary and

emergency purposes.

To obtain power from the new source, the Pennsylvania

will run a line across its Delaware river bridge and connect

with the West Jersey at Westville. The power line after

reaching Delair, N. J., across the river from Bridesburg, will

follow the old Haddonfield-Westville cut-off to Westville.

Annual Safety Congress Next Month

The Eleventh .Annual Safety Congress will be held in Detroit.

Mich., from .August 28 to September 1. In the past this con-

ference, which is promoted by the Xational Safety Council, a

co-operative non-commercial organization of men. industries and

communities interested in the prevention of accidents, has annualh

brought together 3.000 or more persons who are actively engaged

in safety work in both the United States and Canada. This

year invitations will bf sent to 15,000 executives and safety

workers and a lerge attendance is expected. Complete discussions

of the various phases of industrial and public safety will be con-

ducted at the meetings of the 20 different sections into which the

counciTs activities are divided. These ineetings will cover safety

problems in a wide variety of fields. The steam railroad section

will hold sessions on Tuesilay and Wednesday. .August 28 and 2^.

The subjects covered will include "Safety and Publicity." ".Acci-

dent Prevention from the Standpoint of the Operating Depart

ment." "Report of Progress—Careful Crossing Campaign" ami

"Safety as Seen from the Pulpit."

Train Control on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Railroad has arranged with the Cnion

Switch & Signal Company for the installation of continuous in-

lucllon. full-speed train control system on 4.S miles of single track

and live miles of double track between Lewistown. Pa., and Sun-

bury. .Mlernating curreiU track circuits and position light sig-

nals will he installed at the same time. This will require thai

a 4,400-volt, single-phase. (iO-cycle transmission line be built

Speed control apparatus is being applied to eight freight and

four passenger locomotives. It is expected that the installation

will he completed and in full operation before fall.

This will he the first extensive installation working on the con-

tinuous induction principle. This system requires that a signal

he transmitted to a train lo permit it to proceed, while non-receipt

of a signal results in slopping of the train. .As continuous track

circuit protection is installed, this provides that the train will be

inider control at all times, occupying or entering the main track

IJO
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Thirty-One Cars of Chocolate

The Pennsylvania Kailri^id call> attt-miMii to ;t -ccund "Pm*-
perity Special" which pa^M-fi over its lines ihi-. week, a train-load

of clRK-ulate. It is said to tic the larKest single shipment uf

chocolate ever made hy rail in the history of the candy-making

industry. I.25O.000 Ih., chiefly of what is known as confectioners'

"coveriiiR" chocolate, in IO-|Mnind cakes. It completely tills 31

box cars. The train left the works of the Stollwcrck Chocolate

Company at Siamlord, Conn., on July I. and move<l liy way of the

llcllKate bridde to Greenville, N. J., Philadelphia and PittslmrRh.

Tlie western candy trade feels the revival of businos. live of the

cars Ko to IVnver. Col.; three each to Cincinnati, ().. and Portland.

Oregon; two each to St. Paul. Minn., and Siou.x City. Iowa; and

one each to Newark. C. Dayton, O., Muskegon. Mich.. Galcs-

burg, III.. Freeport. 111.. St. Louis. Mo.. St. Joseph. Mo.. La

Crosse. Wis.. Fond du Lac. Wis.. Minneapolis. Minn.. Burling-

ton. Iowa, Sioux Falls. S. D.. Ottumwa. Iowa. Pueblo. Col.,

Pennsylvania Railroad estimates that the candy of which this

? pound box to each one of live million .American girls.

Cleveland. O.. and Milwaukee. Wis. The statistician of the

rli, ....lit. ulll liii-.mie a c^instituent will bo sntViciriil 1.. furnish

Wage Statistics, April, 1922

For .April, 1922, the numU-r of employees reported by Class I

railroads was 1,578,133. an increase of 7.975, or 0.5 per cent over

the number reported for the preceding month, according to the

monthly bulletin of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Owing

to a decrease in the numlKT of the higher paid employees, the

total compensation decreased $13,291,337. or 6.1 per cent.

Compared with those for March. 1922. the returns for .\pril.

1922. indicate the following increases or decreases ([)) by groups

of employees

:

Execulivr "flicuils, and staff assistants.

Profe»si. n.il. clerical, and general
Mainten.iii"- of way and siruciures. .

.

Slatntcn.iiuc of r<iuipment and stores,

rraiuportaiion (other than train, engine, and yard).
Transportation (yardmasters, s*

Transportation (train an.1 engine

I. ciiKiiiv:.

itch tende

21

KI.170
.tl.045

n8.J94
1)789
l)68X

Net

A comparison of the number of employees and their compen-

sation, by months, for the period covered by the new classitication

follow s

:

Month
Juiv. IWl
.\ugu«I, 19JI '

,

."seiitember, 1921'.
October, 1921 '

Number of
employees
1,(>34,872
1,679,927
1.718,330
1,754,

nber, 1921' 1,732,353
Peccmher, 1921' 1,637,151

January, 1922' 1,552,014
February, 1922' 1.545.040
March, 1922 ' 1,570,158
.\pril, 1922 1,578,133

' Kxcluilrs Krtrnil, Toledo * Ironlon Railroail

Total
compensation
J214.339,385
227,745,895
223,972.822
237.602,959
225,304.005
214,921,396
205.178.639
194.523.427
216.704.408
203.413,071

The N. Y C "s "Canneti" Safety Sptech

Tlu- New Nnrk (.entral is circulating a "caniud s|Kech"

which is iH'ing re.id before all kinds of public gatherings, in

furtherance of the "Cross Crossings Cautiously," camjiaign.

This speech, which takes four ininules to deliver, already has

been read at sessiotis of commercial organizations. Rotary clubs,

automobile clubs, in motion picture theaters and even to church

congregations assenibleil at their worship. The siHvch was writ-

ten by Marcus A. Dow, g'-neral safety agent of the New York

Central. The :iil(lres» follows in part

:

"Approximately l,«(K) persons arc killed on railroad grade

crossings throughout the country each year and about 5,000 sus-

tain painful and crippling injuries. In the last 30 years the

country's jrapulation has increased only 68 per cent, while fatal

crossing ;iccide'<ls have increased MS per cent and injury cases

ha\e increased 6S2 per cent .\boui 75 per cent of the persons

killed and injured in these deplorable railway crotsing accidents

are occu|ant> of autuOKibiles.

"Thrrr nrr at present over 251,000 railroad grade cros<ini75

Slates To ebmiiute all of these

•II would rerjuire a sum of money
Constant work is being done in il)

and 3vs> ^radc crossings were eliminated in 1919, but c\cn at this

rale it would take 629 years to abolish all the crossings of the

country.

"The only solution of the problem is in safety education. A
railroad crossing, no matter whether or not it is protected, is a

place of danger where no chances must l)e taken. If you are

driving a car, slow down approaching every railroad crossing,

look carefully both ways before entering upon the tracks, and do
not proceed until you have made sure that no train is approach-

ing from either direction If a train is coming

—

WAIT. Do not

attempt to cross ahead of it. .Many lives have been snuffed out

because the driver of a car thought he could beat the train to

the crossing and the race was a tie.

"To "stop, look and listen* is about the best piece of advice

that was ever written. This remedy for crossing accidents is

sure and is within the reach of everyone. It takes only a

little thought, a little care, and perhaps a moment's time to

ii«r it."

Railway Returns for May

The I'lass I railroads of the Cnited States in May had a net

operating income of $61,980,600, which on an annual basis rep-

resented a return oi 4.3f) per ct-nt on their tentative valuation. In

May last year their net operating income amounted to $36,943,248.

or at the annual rate of return of 2.60 per cent, while in .\pril

this year it was $50,271,865, or 3.93 per cent. The net operating

income fell $19,680,500 below a return of 5-ki per cent, the figure

fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its recent rate de-

cision as representing a fair return.

Ofierating revenues in May totaled $448,947,900, an increase of

nine-tenths of 1 per cent over the same month last year, while

operating expenses totaled $355.588.80t). a decrease of 6.4 per cent.

Fifty-six railroads—27 in the Eastern. 2 in the Southern and
27 in the Western district—had operating deficits in May. com-
pared with 59 in .April.

For the first five months this year the net operating income of

the railroads totaled $273,259,000. compared with $94,417,907 dur-

ing the same period last year. This is at the annual rate of re-

turn of 4.36 per cent (the same as for the month of May) com-
pared with 1.51 per cent during the first five months in 1921. The
operating revenues for the \\\t months period totaled $2,137,339,700,

a decrease of V/i per cent compared with the corres|x)nding

period last year, while operating expenses totaled $1,714,688,900,

a decrease of 13'! per cent.

The railroads in the Eastern district had operating revenues in

May of $218,955,300. a reduction of 1 per cent, while the operating

expenses totaled $173,147,700. which was a reduction of 7.4 per

cent. Their net operating income was $31,752,380. compared with

.$20,801,715 in May the year before. The net operating income
for the month was at the annual rate of return of 4.57 per cent.

The railroads in the Southern district had operating revenues

of $61.778..S00. an increase of 12.6 per cent compared with May.
I<i2l. Operating expenses totaled $4<i.2S7.700. a reduction of 6.7

per cent, while their net operating income was $11,304,700, com-
p.ired with $2,064,841 during the same month last year. This
was at the annual rate of return of 6.63 per cent.

The operating revenues for the carriers in the Western district

tot.nled $168,213,700, a decrease of three-tenths of I iH-r cent

coinpaied with the same month last year, while their ojierating

expenses totaled $136,183,360. a decrease of 5 per cent. Their

net operating income totaled $18.923,.500. compared with $14,076,692

in May. 1921. This is at the annual rate of 3.41 per cent.

There was an increase of approximately 3'j per cent in the

ntindier of freight cars Ioade<l with all commodities in May.

compared with the same nioiitli in 1921. Hecaiisc of the coal

strike coal loading fell off 47.4 ivr cent, but there was an increase

in the loading of all commodities other than coal of 16.8 per cent.

Measured by net ton miles there was a decrease in freight traffic

in May of eight-tenths of I per cent compared with the same

month last year.
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Conference on Help for K. C. M. & O.

An effort to find ways for extending help to the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient, whose receiver has stated that the road cannot

continue operation much longer without assistance, was made at a

conference between Chairman McChord and Commissioners Meyer

and Potter, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Receiver

Kemper, traffic officers of connecting roads and representatives

of the state commissions of Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma at

Washington on July 12. but without definite result. Another

conference will be held in Chicago on July 18. Various possible

ways of tiding over the road until it can recover from the effect

of three drought years, high prices, etc., were discussed, ranging

from the remission of taxes and the hope of discovering oil along

its line to an increase in its divisions and the diversion of traffic

from other lines. A formal complaint asking an order extending

the latter forms of relief is now before the commission and a

hearing has been held but it was represented that the condition

of the road was such that it could not await the outcome of these

cases. One of the traflic officers brought out that shippers have

something to say about the routing and that one shipper of live-

stock would not allow the Orient to be used for his shipments

for fear that he could not collect in case of loss or damage. The

question of increased divisions was considered at length and a

committee was appointed to examine the figures of revenues and

divisions. The conference was called by Chairman McChord,

who had invited the governors of the states through which the

road operates, but they sent representatives.

Commissioner Meyer, in a letter to two Texas Congressmen

who had asked for an investigation, discussed the situation of

the Orient as follows:
_

"You suggest 'an immediate investigation.' The Orient Rail-

road has been and still is under investigation in the sense that

many months ago, prior to the making of a loan, we investigated

its financial, traffic, and operating conditions. We now have pend-

ing before us two proceedings relating to routing of traffic and

divisions, respectively, which have recently been heard and which

will be disposed of at the earliest possible date.

"We are fully conscious of the dependence of thousands of

people upon this railroad. The situation in which many may

find themselves is tragical. We have been and are doing every-

thing within our power under the law to be of assistance in

working out this extremely difficult situation. However. Con-

gress has not authorized us to make donations to a railroad com-

pany which may be in severe financial distress. We have made

the Orient a loan under section 210 of the transportation act.

We are not authorized by law to reach into the public treasury

to relieve suffering, no matter how acute it may be. We will

soon have exhausted all our resources under the law. Further-

more, we have conferred with other departments of the govern-

ment in the hope of finding a way of rendering still further

financial assistance. Thus far we have been unable to find it.

"This leads me to inquire whether the communities served by

the Orient and the thousands of people dependent upon it have

exhausted all their resources in rendering assistance to this rail-

road with a view of keeping it permanently in operation. The

states, the counties, and the municipalities in which it operates

have an immediate and direct interest in this property and it may

be that it is possible for those authorities to render assistance in

ways that have not thus far been considered and resorted to.

"We arc advised that the Director General has made final

settlement with the Orient. I'nder the provisions of the transpor-

tation act we made partial payments to the Orient on .Xpril 7.

June 12. August 4. Augu';! 2.=;, and October 21. 1920. respectively.

These payments aggregated $916,000. They were made as large

as we rnuld lawfully make them. Since these partial payments

were made, representatives of the carrier and of this commission

have at various times conferred with respect to the determination

of the amount due in final settlement of the guaranty provisions

of the transportation act, under which the above-mentioned partial

payments were made. The carrier is now in default of interest

on the government loan of $2,500,000 by $75,000. The maximum
amount which we may he able to certify to the Treasury as payable

to the carrier in final .settlement will probably nut exceed the

amount of the interest in default by more than about $40,000.

A certificat'- for whatever amount may be determined as due

will be issued in thr immediate future.

"What, if anything, ran be accompli.shcd in the two other pro-

ceedings pending remains to Ik; seen, although it is safe to assume

that no substantial financial assistance may emanate from that

source in the immediate future or before July I.

"Whether Congress can devise ways and means of keeping this

railroad in operation in the event that the receiver should be

unable to do so, is for you gentlemen who constitute Congress

to decide.

"My official contact with the Orient has created in me the im-

pression that its original construction was spectacularly speculative

and an invitation to disaster. I am losing no sympathy over the

speculators who prematurely created this railroad and those who
personally and officially encouraged them to do so. However, I

have the most profound sympathy for the people who have built

their homes, schools, churches, and places of business along the

line and who are dependent upon it. If there is a way to save

and protect them, that way should be found.

"In this connection I can not refrain from remarking that in

spite of tragedies like those of the Orient, which may be found

in every part of this country, we are constantly being appealed

to and importuned to authorize the construction of certain new
railroads which in all probability, if constructed, would end in

disaster. If such disaster should strike only those who are

clamoring to be permitted to take the risk, authority might

conceivably be granted ; but the real sufferers will be the people,

largely innocently persuaded, who may make their home in

localities dependent upon the success of the enterprise.

"Please regard this letter as my individual expression. I

sincerely hope the Orient will continue to operate."

"The Railroad and the Auto Truck"

An evolution is taking place in the transportation of the country

that does not seem to be attracting the attention which it de-

serves. The automobile is elbowing the railroad out of service

in many respects. Railroad officials and investors do not seem to

realize and legislators do not seem to understand that it is useless

to make appropriations for hard roads and have them smashed

to pieces by heavy trucks that are transporting freight between

industrial points. Millions and millions of tons of freight which

formerly went by rail are now transported by automobiles. The
highways are sustained at public expense. The railroad is com-
pelled to build its own thoroughfare, buy its own right of way
and. in cases where it occupies a public street, pay compensation.

Is the competition between the two modes fair?

A great deal of dissatisfaction is manifested toward the rail-

road and many people are wondering why it is that its returns

are so small as compared with what they were years ago when
there was less freight to transport and millions of dollars were
paid in rebates. N'ow no money is returned to the shipper oy

the railroad and all .'hiypcrs are supposedly treated alike. Why
should the state build a hard road costing as much per mile as a

great steel thoroughfare and not compel the motor truck trans-

portation company to pay a proper remuneration for the use of

it? Why should thousands of citizens be compelled to pay

special assessments to have the street in the front of their

residences pounded to pieces by those who aimlessly chase about

. in automobiles, hardly knowing where they are going and know-
ing less about how to operate the cars, to .say nothing of the

business vehicle? One reason why there are so many automobile

accidents is because so many people are operating cars who have

not the experience necessary for the protection of their own lives

and their own property or the lives and property of others who
are using the streets.

Something ought to be done. Many railroads are slipping

financially. Vast sums are Ix'ing expended in bard roads with-

out proper provision being made for keeping these roads in re-

pair. The glamour of the railroad has disappeared and the en-

thusiasm now centeri around the automobile. The average citizen

has his mind on a new form of transportation and the public

through its officials and legislative bodies should recognize this

sentiment and prepare to meet new conditions.

The railroad cannot be obliterated on account of its ability to

compete for the long-haul business and something should be done

to dovetail the two forms of transportation, one dealing with

long hauls and the other with short hauls. One is as important

as the other and it seems that the transportation company which

will bring those two methods of transportation into juxtaposition

will have solved the que-ilion. Either the automobile companies

should own the railroads or the railroads should control trans-

portation.

—

Manufacturrrs Nnes.
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Traffic News

The Geveland. Cincinnati, Giicago & St. Louis on June 25
put on a new passenger train each way between Chicago and
Indianapolis, Ind. The new trains will leave each city at 5 p. m.
and arrive at the opposite terminal at 10 p. m.

On July 1 the Texas & Pacific inaugurated double dining car
lervicc on its "Sunshine Special" opcr.iting between El Paso,

Tex., and Memphis. Tcnn. It is said lh.it two diners were neces-

lary during the heavy summer travel in order that the passengers

would not be delayed in getting their meals.

On July 10, the Wabash and the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western inaugurated additional sleeping car service between
Chicago and Scranton, Pa., operating eastbound on Wabash
train No. 6 and Lackawanna train No. 2, and westbound on
Lackwanna No. 5 and Wabash train No. 1. This arrange-
ment also gives the Wabash through sleeping-car service on
train No. 3, leaving Buffalo at 7:45 a. m. and arriving at

Detroit at 1:45 p. m., and Chicago at 9:50 p. m.

Coal Production

Production during the lourtcciuh week of the strike was in-

terrupted by the Independence Day Holiday. The total output
of bituminous coal will probably fall between 3.500,OtK) and
4,000,000 tons, and even the average production per working day
will show a decrease, according to the Geological Survey bulletin.

Production of anthracite remains practically zero.

Complete returns for the thirteenth week (June 26-July 1) indi-

cate an output of 5,207,000 tons of bituminous coal and 25,000

tons of anthracite, a total of 5,232,000 tons, of all coal. In the

corresponding week of 1921 bituminous minus produced 7,660,000

tons and the anthracite mines 1,870,000 tons, a total of 9,530,000

tons. In 1920, a year of active business, the total coal raised

was 12,064,000 tons. Considering anthracite and bituminous coal

as a common source of supply, it will be seen that present pro-

duction is running from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 tons behind normal.

The record of daily loadings of cars of bituminous coal clearly

discloses the effect of the Fourth of July holiday. On Saturday,

July 1, 12,614 cars were loaded as against 13,^93 cars on the pre-

ceding Saturday. On Monday only 11,165 cars were loaded. On
Independence Day itself production ceased almost entirely, and

the recovery thereafter was slow. By Thursday, July 6, loadings

had reached 14,000 cars but were still running 2,000 cars below

the le\el of the week preceding. Even allowing for full recovery

on Friday and Saturday, it does not appear likely that the week's

production can pass 3,900,000 tons. Contributing to the decrease

in output was a recurrence of traffic congestion on the railroads

of Southeastern Kentucky and parts of West \'irginia.

The quantity of unbilled coal at the mines has now fallen to

small pro|)ortions and continues to decline. In the week ended July

1 the averaKC daily number of unconsigncd carloads of bituminous

coal was 2,898, equivalent to 145,000 tons. This includes all the un-

billed coal held by all carriers.

The mine reports for the week ended June 24^thc twelfth of

the strike—show conditions during the period of highest produc-

tion since the strike began.

The traffic congestion in Southeastern Kentucky which had

been the immedi.itc cause of the decrease in output in the eleventh

week, was matc-rially relieved. Losses ascril>cd to transportation

disability in the Harlan field declined from 49.4 per cent of full

time to 21.3 per cent, and in the Southern .Appalachian field also

the placement of cars at the mines was better. This improvement

more than offset an increase in transportation disal)ilily in the

Hazard district and in Northeastern Kentucky. The only other

field to report significant loss through transportation was Winding
Gulf. The report of transportation disability for Colorado was

conlincd to the Routt County field, the peculiar situation of which

has been referred to in these reports. No great change in the

number of men on strike is indicated by the mine rci>orts. Pro-

duction in non-union Pennsylvania continued to increase slowly,

but the mines operating had less than their normal working force

and shipments were still below those just before the strike.

Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended from July 10 until November

7. the operation of schedules published by the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh, which propose to cancel the specific commodity
rates on brick from New York and Pennsylvania points to Nor-
folk & Western stations and apply class rates in lieu thereof.

A hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission on
its Docket No. 13896, in re rules governing ratings of coal
mines, other than anthracite, and the distribution of cars to

such mines, consolidated with the commission's Docket No.
12530, in re distribution among coal mines of privately owned
cars and cars for railroad fuel, will' be held at 9 a. m. on
July 17, at Washington, D. C. The committee which will

handle this matter on behalf of the .American Railway Asso-
ciation is prepared to offer testimony on behalf of all the
railroads with respect to both general subjects. Individual
railroads are not, however, precluded from offering any tes-
timony through their own witnesses and counsel with respect
to the matters under consideration on behalf of their indi-
vidual lines.

Express Rates to Be Investigated

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered an investi-

gation, upon its own motion, into the interstate rates and charges
of express carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce .-\ct for
the transportation of express traffic in and between the several
zones as defined in In Re Express Rales, Practices, Accounts,
and Revenues, for the pOrpose of determining whether such rates'

and charges, or any of them, are unreasonable or otherwise in
contravention of the provisions of the IntcrsUte Commerce .\ct,

and of making such findings and entering such orders as may
be necessary to remove any unlawfulness which may be found to
exist.

All express companies and common carriers by rail subject
to the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act engaged in the
transportation of express traffic between points in the United
States and between such points and points in adjacent foreign
countries be, and they are made respondents to this proceeding.

Joint Rates Must Not Be Increased or

Cancelled Because of Disagreement
The Interstate Commerce Commission in a notice to carriers

says it frequently occurs that carriers, unable to agree among
themselves upon the division of joint through rates, propose can-
cellation or increase of such joint rates as a means of adjusting
their differences. .Mmost invariably when no substantial justifi-

cation for the proposed increase other than dissatisfaction with
division is offered, the commission suspends such cancellation or
increase and after hearing, requires that the schedules under sus-
penion be cancelled, continuing the joint rates in effect.

"Section IS of the Interstate Commerce .Act places upon the

carrier the burden of proof to show that a rate, fare or charge
increased after January 1, 1910, is just and reasonable. Disagree-

ment over divisions is not considered by the commission as jus-

tification for increases in or cancellation of joint rates or charges,

and therefore, as it constnies the law, it has no option other than

to condemn such changes unless substantial justification other

than dissatisfaction with divisions is submitted. The commission

is authorized by the same section of the act to prescribe just,

reasonable and equitable divisions to be receive<l by the several

carrier* parties to joint rates and therefore, if unable to obtain

equitable divisions from its connections, a carrier should bring

the uluation to the attention of the commission in an appropri-

ate proceeding rather than without justification attempt to increase

or cancel joint rates. Ordinarily the commission will not under-

take in investigation and suspension proceedings to pass upon

the reasonableness of divisions of joint rates involved therein.

"The attention of carriers is called to the fact that the only
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result of attempting to cancel or increase joint rates, which in

themselves are reasonable, because of disagreement over divisions,

has been waste of time and added expense to shippers, the com-

mission and themselves. Therefore such practice should be dis-

continued."

Switching Charges at Boston Reduced

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a decision

finding unjust and unreasonable the switching charges, rates and

practices at Boston, Mass., and vicinity and prescribing enlarged

switching limits and a unifonn basis of switching charges and

absorptions, effective on October 2. The case is that of the

Boston Wool Trade Association vs. the director general and the

various railroads and has been under consideration by the com-

mission since the period of federal control. Various other

shippers and receivers of freight intervened and the case was

submitted to the commission finally on May 11, 1921. The de-

cision reviews at length the evidence submitted in the case, in-

cluding a study of the cost of switching service. The order

provides for a rate of $10 per car for interchange switching, $15

per car for intra-terminal switching and $20 per car for inter-

terminal switching, as defined in the report. The railroads were

also ordered to establish between points outside and points in-

side the switching limits of Boston a rate that does not exceed

the rate or charge contemporaneously maintained and applied on

like traffic between the same outside point and any other point

within the future switching limits. They are also required to

maintain through routes between local points outside the switch-

ing limits and points within the limits and to apply to transporta-

tion over such through routes rates which shall not exceed the

rates applied on like shipments from and to the same pomts to

or from Boston by more than $5 a car. provided that these

provisions shall not apply to the extent that the defendants ac-

complish similar results by the partial absorption of switchmg

charges In view of the intricacy of the situation and the some-

what fragmcntarv character of the evidence, the report says it

is not an easv matter to determine just where the limits ot the

Boston switching district should be placed nor what the switching

charges or absorptions should be. For this reason its conclusions

with respect to these matters must be regarded as in a measure

tentative or experimental. Applications of the shippers tor

reparation and of the carriers for fourth section relief were denied.
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Foreign Railway New^s

Reserved Seats in British Coaches
LONDO.S.

Owing to the increasing popularity of the system of reserving

seats on express trains, the Great Western Railway (England") is

extending and improving this facility on the principal trains dur-

ing the summer months, commencing in July. The registration

of seats will be based on the system adopted by theatres, plans of

the trains being provided at the railway stations concerned, show-
ing intended travellers the exact position of every seat, and its-

number in the train, smoking compartments being indicated. The
registration fee will be one shilling (about 25 cents at the normal
rate of exchange). The tickets for first and third class seats will

be distinguished by different colors and will show the date on which
the passenger will travel and the time of the train. Arrangements
are also being made for reserving seats by mail.

Forty Die in German Railway Accident

LOSDOS.

A serious railway accident occurred on June 27 on the Berlin

Metropolitan Circle Line. The number of dead is 40 and injured

30. The accident is explained by the extraordinary traffic con-
ditions which were created by the stoppage of work as a tribute

to Dr. Rathenau, who was murdered, supposedly by monarchist
sympathizers. At noon work in all factories and most shops

ceased, but at the same time, tramcars and motor omnibuses
were withdrawn from the streets and for thousands of people the

metropolitan trains were the only means left of getting anywhere
near their homes.
The accident occurred between the two stations of Gesund-

brunnen and Schonhauser AUe. A coach door on the near side

of one of the trains was left open, swinging outward. It seems
that this door caught the projecting ends of a number of planks
which a workman standing on the footboard of a car on a passing

train was carrying in a bag on his back. Practically all the

people who were on the footboards of the rear portions of both

trains were brushed off.

Court News

Nonmineral Character of Railroad Grant Lands

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that, while

the act of 18S6 making a grant of lands to the Southern I acihc

excluded mineral lands, it was intended that the character of the

lands should be determined by the Interior Department before the

issue of patents, and after a patent issued under the grant, it

must be accepted, in a suit where the attack is collateral, as con-

clusively showing the nonmineral character of the land and the

regularity of the procecdings.-People's Development Co. v.

Southern Pacific, 277 Fed. 794.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act

The Illinois Supreme Court holds that an employee engaged

in interstate commerce work, killed in a collision while going

from the yard to his home on a hand-car provided by the railroad

and under the dirocti. n of a foreman, was withm the act.—Ram-

say v, B. & O. (Ml.). 133 N. E. 703. ,, . .

A blacksmith, injured while carrying a drawbar belonging to

an engine used in interstate traffic, was held within the act.—

GlidewHI v. Quincey. O. & K. C. (Mo. App.), 236 S. \V. 677.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court holds that an employee sent

from one town to another to make repairs on cars being used

in interslntr commerce, was engaged in interstate commerce when

killed on hii way back, by a train cntrngcd purely in interstate

commerce- Kichtcr v. Chicago, M. & St P. (Wis.), 18<^ N. W.

<51<5.
. . , ,

The Iowa Supreme Court holds that a switchman of a terminal

company moving an empty tank car having its origin out of the

state, to the track of the owner, was ensagrd in interstate com-

merce precluding recovery under the Workmen's Compensation

Act.—O'Neill V. Sioux City Terminal (Iowa). 186 N. W. 633.

Electrification at Bombay, India

.Approximately 40,000,0tX) rupees (about $13,000,000) will be

^pcnt in the next five years in the electrification of railways around
Hombay, according to Commerce Reports. The first of this work
will be on the Harbor Branch of the Great Indian Peninsula

Railway and bids on this will soon be asked. This line is about

seven miles long, half of which is double-tracked. The Tata
Hydroelectric Power Company will furnish the power from
existing power houses and sub-stations. It is estimated that the

electrification of the Harbor Branch will represent about one-

thirteenth of the total program.

The second step on the program will be the electrification of

the Great Indian Peninsula's double-tracked main line from

\'ictoria terminus to Kurla. Bids for this will be called for in

about six months. Other projects are for the electrification of

the G. I. P line from Kurla to Thana. 14 miles, and from

Thanan to Kalyan. Kalyan is 34 miles from Bombay. Meantime
the Bombay. Baroda & Central India proposes electrifying its

double-tracked line from Colaba station to Virar, a distance of

approximately 39 miles. It is understood that the government of

India will advance the funds necessary for this work.

The English Engineering Trades Lock-out Settle!

loNT.

The Rrcat cnpinrorinc lock-out in Great Bril.iin which li.

lasted for three months lias at last liccn settled. The result of

the ballot which was taken shows that 75.478 memliers were in

favor of a settlement and 39,423 airainit, leaving a majority of

36,055 in favor of settlement.

From the outset the employers were unanimous in their decision

not to give way on any matter of principle. They felt that the time

had come when it must be decided once for all whether management

of the works was to he in the hands of the owners or in those
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-cnutivcs of the onpluyccs. That *zi the real point at itme
> great many employers declared that sooner than give way
would rloie their btuinesies. However, although the men
obtained certain concessions, the principle that the managc-
shall be vested in the employer has been niamtaincd, and it

remains (or the whole community, which ll.l^ ^ll!^^•lCTl severely
A the effects of the struggle, to deplore the iitccssiiy for a

fi^hl of this character before a decision that was inevitable could
be reached.

The end of this lock-out, however, does not mean that the un-
anplo)'ment in the metal trades will immediately cease. On the
contrary there is reason to believe that the proportion of unem-
ployed in the engineering unions will be large for some time to

come.

K. C. M. & O. in Trouble in Mexico Too
It is authoritatively staled in advices from Monterey, Mexico,

that unless immediate steps arc taken by the Kansas City, .Mexico

It Orient to rehabilitate and connect up its broken stretches of
track in that country the Government may take over the property
under forfeiture of the company's concession. No public an-

cment has been made as to what status the Mexican lines

Kansas City. Mexico & Orient occupies with regard to the

',e abandonment of that part of the system which lies in the

'1 States. It is explained, however, that from a fmancial

;>uint, the Mexican divisions are in as bad shape as those

.V. • . the Rio Grande. It was recently reported that the South-

ern Pacific of Mexico was negotiating for the purchase of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient of Mexico, with the view of con-

necting up the different links in the system and thus forming a

new route from the port of Topolobampo to Alpine, Texas, where
connection would be made with the transcontinental line of the

Southern Pacific. If this pending deal is not made, the govern-

ment will probably take over the property and merge it with

the National Railways of Mexico.

The route across Mexico as laid out for the Kansas City.

Mexico & Orient is 633 miles from the Rio Grande crossing, three

miles below Presidio, Texas, to Topolobampo. Of this mileage

there is completed three stretches of track, operated as separate

divisions, aggregating 227 miles, leaving gaps aggregating 406

miles yet to be built. The first division runs from Marquez,

State of Chihuahua, to the city of Chihuahua, 91 miles. The
second division runs from Minaca to Sanchez, 74 miles, and the

third division from l"i\erte to Topolobampo, 62 miles. The lat-

ter crosses the main line of the Southern Pacific of Mexico at

San Bias.

The distance from Alpine to the proposed Rio Grande crossing

is ft3 miles, and from there to Marquez, 165 miles. For several

years preceding the revolutionary period the Kansas City, Mexico

& Orient operated its trains west from Chihuahua over the track

of the Mexico & Northwestern to Minaca, thence over its own
track to Sanchez. From Chihuahua to Minaca is 122 miles. The
unfinished gap between Sanchez and l'"uerte is 2()9 miles, and this

part of the route is said to be through a mountainous region that

offers great engineering and construction difficulties to the build-

ing of the proposed railroad.

It is pointed out that the rounding out of the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orinit in Mexico as originally planned would give

an enormous scope of rich territory of this country a transporta-

tion outlet to the United States. The Conchos river valley in

the State of Chihuahua, which the line already penetrates, is

capable of being irrigated and made very productive, while the

western part of that slate has mineral resources almost un-

equalled anywhere in the world, it is asserted. The Pacific

Coast region is being rapidly (kvcliiped agriculUirally .iiid much
of its products are finding a market in the Western part of the

United States.

In the event of the National Railways of Mexico taking over

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient's division in that country, it

is considered doubtful if the connecting up of the different

stretches of track would be inadc for many years to come. It

is ihc expressed opinion of men who arc familiar with the situa-

tion that in their present positions of isolation these component
parts of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient cannot be made to

pay profitable returns, but that by finishing the line all the way
througli from .Mpine, Texas, to Topolobampo, it would obtain a

heavy freight traffic.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives
The Sewcu. v alley has ordered one Mikado type locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The New Vobk Cektsal is having SO locomotives overhauled
at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 15, 0-8-0 type switch*
ing locomotives, 25 Santa Fe tj-pe locomotives and 25 Mikado.

The I nteji .national Habvester Company has ordered two
6-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Western Meat Company, San Francisco, Cal., haj
ordered one 6-wheel switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company.

The Erie has entered into a contract for the repair of 20 loco-
motives a month for a period of six months at the American Loco-
motive Company's Cooke Works.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 35 .Mikado type locomo-
tives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. This road is also hav-
ing repairs made to 25 locomotives at the Baldwin shops.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, reported in the
Railway Age of July 1 as contemplating asking for bids on about
30 locomotives, is now asking for 5 Pacific type and 25 Mikado
type locomotives.

The Pittsburg Plate Glass Company, Zanesville, Ohio, has
ordered one, 0-4-0 type switching locomotive from the .-Xmerican
Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 13 by 20 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 65,000 lb.

The Central .X.merica of Cuba has ordered one Mogul type
locomotive from the .American Locomotive Company. This loco-

motive will have 17 by 24 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 111,000 lb.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered one Consolidation type
locomotive from the .American Locomotive Company. This loco-

motive will have 23'/; and 41 by 30 in. cylinders and a total

weight in working order of 312,000 lb. and will be equipped
with superheater.

Freight Cars

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 250 general service

cars.

The Pere Marquette is considering having repairs made to

1,000 box cars.

The Buffalo Creek & Gauley is inquiring for from 300 to

300 hopper cars

The Burdett Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is inquiring

for one V. S. R. A. box car.

The Humble Oil & Refining Company is inquiring for three

12-yd. capacity air dump cars.

The .Argentina State Railways have placed an order with

the .Standard Steel Car Company for 100 ballast cars.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia and the West Side Belt

are inquiring for 1,000 hopper cars.

The Northern Refrigerator Car Company has ordered 500

refrigerator cars from the Pullman Company.

The Chicago & North Western is preparing to issue in-

quiries for repairs to a large number of cars, the number and

type yet to be determined.
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The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is inquiring for re-

pairs on from 1,000 to 1,500 box cars and 250 gondola cars.

The Chicago, Burllngton & Quincy is preparing to issue in-

quiries for repairs to a large number of cars the number and

type yet to be determined.

The San Antonio Uvalde & Gulf is inquiring for 25, 30-ton

steel underframc ventilated box cars and 25, 30-ton steel under-

frame composite gondola cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Paofic is inquiring for repairs

to 1,500 box cars, from 500 to 1,500 gondola cars, 500 refrigerator

cars and 500 furniture and automobile cars.

The Central Vermont will have repairs made to 200 steel

gondola cars, 100 wooden underframe box cars and 400 steel

underframe box cars at the shops of the American Car & Foun-

dry Company.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railzmy Agt of July 8

as inquiring for from 500 to 1,000 gondola cars, is now inquiring

for 2,000 gondola cars and is asking prices on the repair of 600

gondola cars.

The Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis has increased its

recent freight car inquiry from 750 to 1,000, the revised inquiry

calling for 750 box cars, 150 stock cars of 40 tons' capacity and

100 flat cars of SO tons' capacity.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western reported in the

Railway Age of July 1 as inquiring for 380 gondola car bodies of

40 tons' capacity, has given an order for 370 car bodies to the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has given a con-

tract to the Keith Car & Manufacturing Company, Sagamore,

Mass., for rebuilding 6.000 bad-order freight cars. The company
also has a large number of additional cars awaiting repairs.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, reported in the

Raihi-ay Age of June 10 as inquiring for 500 box cars, 150 stock

cars and 100 flat cars, has ordered 500, 40-ton single sheathed box
cars, 250, 40-ton double sheathed box, 150, 40-ton stock and 100,

SO-ton flat cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Texas & Pacific will build 532 freight cars in its shops

at Marshall, Tex., as soon as the shopmen's strike is settled.

This is the first authorization of a total 1.100 cars which are to

be built in these shops, the company already having the necessary

material on hand for the construction of the initial lot.

Passenger Cars
The Tennessee Central is inquiring for from 2 to 5 coaches.

The New York Central is having seven dining cars built at

its West Albany shops.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is reported to be

considering the purchase of 17 passenger cars.

Machinery and Tools
The I^ng Island has ordered a 150-tan overhead traveling

crane from the Whiting Corporation for its Morris Park shops.

The company is inquiring also for the following tools: Vertical

boring mill, car wheel borer, car axle lathe, vertical double

slotter, upright bushing press and a wheel press.

Signaling
Pennsylvania.—See item in Griicral News Department.

The Grand Trunk has placed an order with the General Kail-

way Signal Company for 12 color light signals complete, 36 type

K Yi transformers, 26 Model Five switch boxes and 10 light type
switch indicators for installation between St. Henry, Que., and
Lachine.

The Victoriajj Railways, Australia, have placed an order
with the General Railway Signal Company for two Model 2 B
unit lever electro-mechanical Interlocking machines for installa-

tion at Camberwell, Victoria, and Hawthorn. Both machines
will have 32 levers.
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The offices of the Air Reduction Sales Company, formerly

maintained at 120 Broadway and 160 Fifth avenue. New York,
have been consolidated with the executive office at 342 Madi-
son avenue.

The Clarence Cottman Company, which operates one of the

large piers at Canton Terminal, Baltimore, Md., has given a

contract to Heyl & Patterson, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., for an

11-ton man trolley ore bridge.

W. J. Gruss, who has been head of the pig iron sales

department of Pickands, Mather & Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
has resigned to become manager of sales of the Gartland-
Haswell-Rentschler interests, with headquarters at Davton,
Ohio.

The Greenville Steel Car Company, Greenville, Pa., is erect-

ing a new building 75 ft. by 390 ft. in which the company
plans to install its present fabricating equipment. The com-
pany has heretofore only repaired and rebuilt steel equipment
but will in the future also build new freight cars.

Jay L. Hench, who resigned recently as Chicago district

sales manager of the Lackawanna Steel Company, has formed
Jay L. Hench & Company, 208 South La Salle street, Chicago,

to engage in the pur-

chase and sale of vari-

ous iron and steel prod-

ucts including steel
sheet piling, light and
heavy tee rails, sheets,

plates, shapes and bars

with an additional line

of open-hearth electrf'

castings. Mr. Hench
was born on April II,

_ ^^^-——, 1885, at Hinsdale, III.

^^^^Hl ^^^Kf}^ t'c attended Cornell

^jK̂ ^m JI/KSf I'niversity from 1903 to

* JRB '

'^"Y 1905, specializing in

^^ '^^^ «, iron and steel analvsis.V y^ M / From 1905 to 1906 he

W ^ ,«jr w'as employed in the

open-hearth and Besse-
mer departments of the

Illinois Steel Company,
and from 1906 until

1911 he was connected
with tlic sales department of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son.
He left in 1911 to become a sales agent of the Lackawanna
Steel Company, having jurisdiction over the Indiana and
Michigan territory. In May, 1919, he was promoted to dis-

trict sales manager in charge of the Chicago office, which
position he held up to the time of his resignation.

The Pilliod Company, Swanton, Ohio, manufacturers of
the Baker locomotive valve gear, with New York office at

30 Churcli street, has secured control of the Southern Valvr
Gear Company. The former offices of the Southern Vah '

Gear Company located at Knoxville, Tcnn., have been di-

continued.

H. D. Shute, vice-president and general sales manager i'

the Westinghouse F.lectric & Manufacturing Cotnpany, Pitts
burgh. Pa., has lieon clrrtcd a nicnilior of the hciard of dire,

tors of the Standard Underground Cable Company, Pitts
burgh. A. B. Saurman, i;oiural sales manager of the Standard
Underground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, has been elected
vice-presi<lent in addilinn to his other duties.

C. E. Knickerbocker, regional engineer, Eastern Region
I'nited States Railroad Administration and formerly chir
engineer of the New York, Ontario & Western, resigned
effective July 1 and has formed a partnership with L. 1>

Rockwell, under the name of Knickerbocker & Rockwell.

Hench
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wilh office at 2 Rector street, New York City. The new firm

will handle railway supplief and specialties.

The YoiniKlove Conttniction Company, United Bank build-

ing, Siotix Ciiy. Iowa. ha\c Ixrii .TpiKniilrd representatives o(
the CoBveyor* Corporation of America, 326 West Madison
street, ChicaKc for ihi- sale of .-Vmirican trolley carriers in

northwettcrn Iowa and in South Dakota. The trolley carrier

is equipment used for handling coal from cars to storage pile

or overhead silos by means of monorail and self dumping
buckets.

Sidney G. Johnson on July 1 resigned as assistant to the

president of the Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company.
In the Railway Age of June 24, on page 1754, Mr. Johnson
was by error mentioned as being connected with th- Okonite
Company instead of the Hazard Manufacturing Company,
Wilkes- Barre, Pa., with which he has been connected since

.April, 1921. Mr. Johnson's headquarters arc at 30 Church
street. New York City.

Joseph H. Towle, who joined the selling forces of the

National Railway Appliance Company of New York, some
time ago, is now in charge of the company's new Pennsyl-
vania headquarters at Ilarrisburg, Pa., where an office was
recently opened at 85 Union Trust Building. Mr. Towle
was formerly with the Railway Improvement Company, New
York, as sales engineer. The National Railway .Appliance

Company is now selling a new product known as Tncmec
paint. The principal use of this material is the protection

and rust-proofing of metals and other materials.

Obituary

Harvey E. Miller, vice-president of the Fairbanks Company,
New York City, died on July 9 of injuries he received in the

Atchison, Topcka & Santc Fe collision at Burrton, Kan.

Trade Publications

Cebtifieo Malleable Iron.—The daily service that is being

rendered by one of the most important branches of the iron and
steel business is outlined in a book, entitled "Ccrtiticd Malleable in

Transportation and Industry," just issued by the American
Malleable Castings Association, Cleveland, Ohio. It tells in an

interesting way the story of ccrtiticd malleable castings and their

contribution to safety, strength and economy.

The book points out the great responsibility that malleable

castings assume when used for vital parts of railway and general

industrial equipment and also describes the methods employed by

the American Malleable Castings Association in bringing the prod-

uct of its members to a uniformly high standard and maintaining it

at that point. By standardizing the manufacturing process of an in-

dustry, scientists and practical foundrymcn, operating through the

American Malleable Castings Association, have produced certified

malleable, a superior metal assuring high strength and ductility.

In the strict supervision of the product of its members, the work
of the .Association parallels the activities of the trade guilds of

the middle ages whose chief reason for existence was the guardian-

.ship of the consumers' interests. They saw to it that their metn-

bers conformed to adopted standards of material and craftsman-

ship, and their supervision was accepted by the careful buyer as a

certain guaranty of quality. The book is a complete treatise on

the subject of malleable iron and gives information regarding the

properties of the metal that are of interest and value to all users.

"Take a Chance on Reading This, but never on a railroad

crossing." This is the introduction to a circular addressed

to "Our Friends the Automobilists," which has been issued

by W. H. Gcmmcll, president of the Minnesota & Interna-

tional, for distribution in garages, hotels, commercial clubs

and other places where it will be seen by the people addressed.

"One hundred per cent of the terrible and distressing crossing

accidents that happen," says the circular, "are caqsed by the

drivers of cars and teams failing to exercise the ordinary

care that is expected of prudent men and women in the inter-

ests of themselves and their families. Does this seem like

a strong statement? Think it over. How can it be other-

wise? • • "

Atlantic Coast Like.—This company's shops at Montgomery,
Ala., were recently destroyed by fire, but as yet no definite plans

(or rebuilding them have been made.

Baltimoke & Ohio.—This company has placed contract with

the Pittsburgh Construction Company, Pittsburgh, Penna., for the

erection, concreting and waterproofing of a new railroad bridge

crossing Spring Grove avenue, Cumminsville, Cincinnati, O. The
new structure at this point is to be a solid floor bridge, consisting

of four through plate girder spans, two 43 ft. in length and two

30 ft in length. The work has been undertaken for the purpose

of replacing an old and light bridge, and constitutes a step in the

modernization of the company's facilities in the Cincinnati district.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Contracts for bridgework recently placed

by this company include the following : Bridge over Grand

Calumet river, Gary. Ind.—Two plate girder spans. 78 ft. and 25

ft. in length, respectively, required for extension of opening pro-

vided by 14-ft, masonry arch. Contract for the fabrication of the

steelwork has been placed with the American Bridge Co. ; de-

livery is to be made September 1, and erection will be performed

before the conclusion of the present working season. The in-

stallation of these spans has been found necessary, due to the in-

creased volume of water in the Grand Calumet river, occasioned

by drainage from the adjacent plant of the Illinois Steel Co.

Similar work on the adjacent bridges of the New York Central

and the Elgin. Joliet & Eastern is also involved, and is being

prosecuted simultaneously : bridge crossing public road, south of

Painsville, O.—The new structure at this point, consisting of two
plate girder spans, with respective lengths of 63 ft. 6 in. and Zi ft.,

was fabricated by the American Bridge Co. Contracts for the

erection has been let to the KsJly-.Atkinson Construction Co., Chi-

cago, III. The new bridge replaces an old masonry arch viaduct,

constructed almost 70 years ago. wbich had been found inade-

quate for the company's needs and which provides a restricted

opening for the passage of highway traffic : bridge crossing.

Black river, Elyria, O.—This structure consists of two deck plate

girder spans, each 47 ft. long, and two "I" beam spans, each about

20 ft. in length. The superstructure was fabricated by the Ameri-
can Bridge Co. Contract for the erection has been placed with

the Kelly-Atkinson Construction Co. ; overhead bridge west of

Metchell, Ind.—This structure, which crosses the company's tracks

on the line of the Lincoln highway, is to consist of three spans of

plate girders, encased in concrete, center span 63 ft. long, two ap-

proach spans each 32 ft. long. The new bridge replaces a wooden
structure, and the work is occasioned by the absorption of a

county road into the Lincoln highway, increased volume of high-

way traffic and weight of vehicles. Contract for the construction

of the new bridge complete has been placed with the American
Bridge Co., and the work will be pushed to a prompt conclusion.

Canaoian National.—This company has awarded a contract
for grading and culverts on a revision of the Grand Trunk
Pacific main line, at the crossing of Sundance creek betweeiii

Mile 60.71 and Mile 64.46. to David Fitzgerald, Carstairs, .Mta.

;

also for grading and culverts on a proposed tive-mile connection
between the Canadian Northern .Mberta and the Grand Trunk
Pacific, near Magnolia. Alta.. to James Fitzgerald. Edmonton.
Aha. ; also for grading and culverts on a proposed connection at

Camrosc lietwcen the Bashaw division of the Grand Trunk
Pacific and the Battle River subdivision of the Canadian National,

to Fred Mannix. Calgary. Alta.; also for the construction of a

pipe line approximately 16.200 ft. long at Kindcrsley, Sask.. to

C. U. McManus, Moose Jaw, Sask.

C\NA!)iAN Pacific.—This company is calling for bids, up to 3

p ra. Monday. July 17. for the construction of a new pier be-

tween piirs .\ and D at its Pacific terminals in \'ancou\er harbor.

Tlic pier will be 850 ft. long and 330 ft. wide, and is estimated

to cost $2,000,000. It is to be completed by September 30, 1923.

H. Rindal, district engineer, Vancouver, B. C, is in charge.

Chicago, Bi'rlinctox & Qitinc^'.—This company has com-
plete<l surveys for and may undertake next year the construction.
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of a 17-inile cut-off authorized between Frederick, 111., and Ver-

mont, the work to involve heavy grade revision and probably to

include four tunnels. This company is making surveys in con-

templation of building a 45-mile extension northerly from Casper,

Wyo., to the Salt Creek and Teapot oil fields.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has awarded a

contract to the Great Lakes Construction Company, Chicago, for

the construction of a power plant at Aurora, 111. This company,

reported in the Railimy Age of July 1, page 45, as requesting

bids for the construction of a new round house at Rock' Island,

111., has awarded the contract for this work to G. .A. Johnson &
Sons, Chicago. The company will also accept bids for the con-

struction of one-story brick passenger stations at Fort Morgan.

Colo., and Hardin, Mont., respectively.

Chicago & North Western.—This company will accept bids

until July 16 for the construction of a one-story frame passenger

station at Bassett, Neb.

Clex-eland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—This company

has been ordered by the Illinois Commerce Commission to con-

struct a viaduct over its tracks and the track of the Lake Erie &
Western at Bloomington, 111.

Evansviixe, Indianapolis & Terre Haute.—This company re-

ported in the Raihvay Age of May 20. page 1197. as preparing to

replace four steel bridges at various points on its line, has awarded

the contract tp the Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, Iowa,

for the sub-structure work on three bridges, the fourth not requir-

ing such work.

Great Northern.—This company has been ordered by the Board

of Railway Commissioners of Montana to extend its line from a

point in or near Gilman to Augusta before September 15.

Illinois Central.—This company is contemplating the im-

provement of its freight facilities at Indianapolis, Ind., the work

to include the construction of a freight handling platform, the

paving. of the drive way and the laying of two tracks.

Los .Xngeles & Salt Lake.—The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has issued a certificate authorizing the construction of a

branch line from Delta to Fillmore, Utah, 31.4 miles, together

with 3.6 miles of secondary track. The cost of the proposed

line is estimated at $701,188.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—This company has awarded a

contract to Bowie, Lydon & Co., Inc., Chicago, for the construc-

tion of a freight terminal at Denison. Texas, to cost approximately

$450,000.

MissoiRi. K.VNSAS & Texas.—This company is reported to have

awarded a contract to the A. McKcnzie Company for the construc-

tion of a two story brick and concrete freight house. 58 ft. by 400

ft. at Waco. Texas. It is also accepting bids for the construction

of freight houses at Wichita Falls, Texas, and Fort Worth, re-

."spcctivcly

New York Central.—This company is receiving bids until

July 25 for covering a new metal superstructure for its bridge

over Sherman street. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Pennsylvania.—This company is receiving bids for the eleva-

tion of tracks from Everett street to south of White Horse Pike.

Camden. N. J. Approximate quantities are as follows:—45,000

cu. yd. embankment ; 590 cu. yd. concrete abutment masonry and

concrete bridge floor, including reinforcement; 6.500 sq. ft. water-

proofing; 2 4 miles track material unloaded, piled, distributed and

laid ; 4 turnouts and 1 crossover, etc. This company is also receiv-

ing bids for paving and track work along Front street. Chester.

Pa., from Ridley river to Pennell street. .Xpproximale quantities

are as follows 3.000 cu. yd. excavation; 76 mile track material

imloadrd. piled, distributed and laid ; 2.000 ru. yd. unloading and

surfacing slimc ballast; 5 turnouts and 2 cross overs l.iid ;
2,')00

cu. yd. street grading; 3.7,50 lin. ft. concrete curb; 5.400 sq. yd

Belgian Mock p.Tving oti roncrele base. The work will be in

charge of r. W Thorn, assistant engineer. Pliiladelphia. Pa.

Union PArtFir—This company will accept bids until July 21

for the conMriiclion of a brick frcigfif house at Denver, Colo. Its

superstructure will be of steel. 610 ft. by 70 ft . including two

platforms. 16 ft. by 865 ft. and an automobile unln.iding shed.

50 ft bv 400 ft.
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Atlantic Coast Line.—Authoriced to Acquire Control.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the acquisition

by this company of control of the Rockingham Railroad by pur-

chase of additional shares of its stock. The Rockingham Railroad

operates 21 miles between Gibson, N. C, and Rockingham.

Birmingham & Northwestern.—Purchased.—This road has

been purchased by the Gulf. Mobile & Northern, subject to the

approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Birming-

ham & Northwestern operates between Jackson, Tenn., and Dycrs-

burg, 49 miles.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Ashs Authority to Acquire Trackage

Rights.—This company and the Norfolk & Western have applied

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for approval of the ac-

quisition by the Chesapeake & Ohio of trackage rights to operate

over the line of the Norfolk & Western between Waverley and

Valley Crossing, Ohio.

Chic.\go & North Western.—Equipment Trust Authorised.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this com-

pany to assume obligation and liability in respect of $5,250,000

of 5^^ per cent certificates to be issued by the Farmers Loan &
Trust Company at not less than 975^.

Chic.vgo. Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Equipment Trust Certifi-

cates Aiithoriccd.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has

authorized this company to assume liability in respect of $8,085,000

of equipment trust certificates to be sold at not less than 96f^.

Cincinnati Northern.—Annual Rct'ort.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31. 1921, follows:

1921 1920

Miles operated .• 245 246
Operating revenues $3,757,713
Operating expenses 2.642,291

Net from railway operations 1.115.423
Railway tax accruals 274,948
Railway operating income 840,448

Net railway operating income 702,255 $475,243t
Total other income 8.224* 1,638

Gross income 694,031 476,882
Total deductions from gross income 131,543 121,665

Net income 562.488 355,217
Dividends declared (5 per cent in 1921: 3 per

cent in 1920 charged to profit and lossl 150.000
Surplus for year 412,488 355,217

tincludes compensation nflftued for January and February, guaranty.
March to August, and net railway operating income—corporate—September
to December.

"Debit balance.

Cuba Railro.vd.—Dividends.—This company has declared two
semi-annual dividends of $3 a share on the preferred stock, payable

.-\ugust 15, 1922. and February 15. 1923. Both disbursements are

payable to stock of record July 20, 1922. The last previous pay-

ment was a $3 semi-annual disbursement on August 1, 1920.

Denver & Rio Grande Western.—Receivership Is Asked.—
Receivership for this road has been requested by the New York
Trust Company in an application filed July 7 in the Federal Dis-

trict Court of Denver. Colo. The petitioner alleges that there

have been several defaults on the mortgage bonds which were first

issued by the Denver & Rio Grande and later purchased by the

succeeding company, the Denver & Rio Grande Western. Judge
Foster Symes has set the hearing on the application for July 21.

Elgin, Joliet &• Eastern.—.4hhiki/ Report.—The income ac-

count for the vrar ended Doceinbcr 31. \^2\, follows:

Miles nperatc.l
Operating revenue.^
Operating expenses 13.61.1.040

Net from railway opcmtions
Railway tax accrual*
Railway operating income

Net railway operating incnme
Other income

Orns* income
Rent of lease^l road«
lnirrr<i on fundei' debt 'E. J, ft E. Ry. Co.). ,

Total deduction)! from grrM income.
Net income

1921 1920

457 457
9,334.942 $22,051,470
3.61.1.040 16.249,936
5.721.902 5.801.534
933.167 644.294

4.788.736 5.157.241
3.370,349 3,106.832
1.470.297 220,033
4.840.646 3.326.864
3,008,088 1.358.98!
500.000 500.000

.1.579.869 2.238.548
1.260,777 1.088.316
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HocKlMC VAlXZy.—To Exchange Bonds.—Tht GiMranty Trust
Company of New York announce* that on and -i'-

Hocking \'.illey Railway Company 6 l>cr cent

notes, ieriei 32 anJ 32A. in definitive form, « •

July 15, 1922, and subsequent attached, will )>c >ic;ikci<.'U iii ca-
changc for truM receipts now outstanding iii«)n presentation of

the Utter at its trust department, 140 Broadway, New York City.

lu.i>(ois CtstKAU—Authorised to Operate Line.—Tht Inter-

state Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing

this company to opcr.itc in interstate commerce a line heretofore

built and operated as an industrial spur track, from a point near

Zciglcr, III., for a distance of 4.83 miles and also to operate under

trackage rights in connection with it 3,600 feet of track owned
by a coal company.

Lake E«ii; & V\este«n.—.-tnnual Report.—The income account

for the year ended December 31, I92I, follows:

Mile* opcrattJ
Opcrumf rrvenuet $9,06^494
Operatinf expen»e« 66

Net from railway opcrktions
lUilway U< accruala
Railway opcratmif income

Net railway operating income
Total other incumc

Greta income
Intercat on funic! debt
Total de<iucti..n-> from grou income

Balance for year Def.

'Includea compeniation accrued for January and February, guaranty,
March to August and net railway operating income—corporate—September
lo December.

1921 1920

719 738
,061,494
,137, 7J4
92J,761
596,235
327.674
197,252 »1,075,123'
112.902 208,787
310.154 1.283,910
702,741 672,041
898.458 894.181
588,304 389,729

Applications Before I. C. C.—See New York, Chicago & St.

Louis.

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.—Sale Again Postponed.—The sale

of this road was again postponed on June 21, this being the third

postponement.

Minarets & Western.—Asks Authority lo Is.uie Securities.—
This company has applied to the Railroad Commission of California

for authoiity to issue $50,000 common stork and to .sell $2,200,000

six per cent bonds at not less than 97. The road is being built

primarily for the lumbering operations of Sugar Pine Lumber

Company which recently established its mills in Fresno. The pro-

ceeds of the securities now asked to be issued are to reimburse

the lumtwr company for advances and to provide funds for the

completion of the road.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—C/iorf<rr.—The reorganized com-

pany filed incorporation papers in Missouri on July 6 with Secre-

tary of State Charles U. Becker and was given a charter upon

payment of an incorporation fee of $175,025.

Missouri Pacific—.-1(i»ii«i/ Report.—Thh company's annual

report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of this

issue entitled "Operating Characteristics of Missouri Pacific."

See also excerpts from annual report on adjacent pages.

New York Central.—B<wu/j Sold.—J. P. Morgan & Co. and

associates have sold $25,000,000 refunding and improvement mort-

gage 5 per cent bonds, series C, at 94!^ to yield approximately

5.30 per cent.

The l>ond», whioh have been aiilhorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, are dated October 1, 1921, and are due October 1, 2013. They are

redeemable aa a whole, but not in part, at 105 .ind accrued interest on, but

not before. Octi>l)er 1, 1951, or any inlerest dale thereafter, on three numlhi"

notice. The proceeds of Ihe issue will be applied In the retirement of the

$25,000,000 of 7 per cenl cullaler.il trust bonds of the comi-ony. which will

be called for redemption on September 1, 1922. and these bonds, due Sep-

tember I, 1930, will be accepted in payment al 105.

In a letter to Ihe bankers, A. II. Smith, president of the New York Cen-

tral, said that Ihe comp.my's net railway operating income for Ihe first five

months of 1922 was $20,190,353, compared with $11,775,742 for the cor-

reapondiny pcriinl of List year, an increase of 60 per cent. He said

also that the avcraRC interest rate on Uie entire ctirporatc indebtedness of

Ihe New York r.-nlral, including Ihe present issue and $480,161,000 of un-

derlying bonds, is approxini.itcly 4 per cent.

Equipment Trust Aulhoriied.—The Interstate Cxjmmercc Com-
mission has authorized the New York Central Lines to assume
obligation and liability in respect to $27,645,000 of equipment trust

certificates to be issued by the Guaranty Trust Company and to

be sold at not less than 95.495.

New Yo«r Central —.-ffTninfton of Further Control Author-
: lias authorized the

:.'l, Cincinnati, Chi-

. \>y the purchase of

iiiidiiioiiai lUjt.ik. Itic New ^urk Lcairal now controls the Big

Four through the ownership of $30,207,700 of its common stock

out of a total of $47,028,700. This does not, however, constitute

complete control since the consent of a majority of the preferred

stock is required for the issuance by the Big Four of any evidence

of funded debt or the making by it of any lease of railway

property which may entail increased fixed charges. The New
York Central, therefore, desires to acquire at least a majority

of the preferred stock. A group of the owners of preferred stock

objected to the plan, contending that the proposed price is in-

adequate.

.\'ew York, Chicago & St. Louis.—Asks Authority to Acquire
Control.—This company and the Lake Erie & Western have

filed a joint application with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for an order approving an agreement made between the

two roads elTective July 1 providing for the operation, manage-
ment and control of the Lake Erie & Western by the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis as a single system. The application is filed

under Paragraphs I and 2 of Section 5 of the Interstate Com-
merce .Act, but it asks that the commission consider that it is

also tiled under other parts of the act if the commission con-

siders necessary, and if the commission cannot give its complete

approval of the agreement it is asked to state the extent to which
it will give approval.

Contract for Exchange of Materials.—See article on another
page entitled "Contract for Exchange of Materials Held Not to

Constitute Control."

New York. New Haven & Hartford.—,-/u//ioWrcrf to Issue

Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an
issue of $5,500,000 of first and refunding mortgage bonds to be
pledged with the Secretary of the Treasury as part security for a

loan from the United States.

Rockingham Railroad.—Acqui.tilion of Control.—See Atlantic
Coast Line.

SiLVERTON-^uf/iorirfrf to Abandon Line.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has authorized the abandonment as to

interstate and foreign commerce of this company's narrow gage
railroad from Silverton to Joker Tunnel, Colo., 15.5 miles.

Southern Pacific.—Asks Authority to Acquire Line.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to acquire the Chowchilla Pacific, 10 miles, in Madera
County. Calif.

Western Maryland.—Annual Report.—This company's annual
report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of this

issue entitled "Western Maryland Increases Net with Less
Traffic."

Railroad Administration Settlements

The I'nited States Railroad Administration reports the follow-
ing final settlements, and has paid out to or received from the
several roads the following amounts

:

San .Antonio & Aransas Pass $1,000,000.00
Gulf & Shin Island 575,000.00
VicksburK^ Shreveport & Pacific 250,000.00
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis I.OO
Calumet Western paid Director -General 7,377.87

Dividends Declared

Central of Georgia.—Common, 2'j per cent; preferred, 3 per cent; both
payable June 30.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—3^ per cenl, semiannually, pny.ihle

August 1 to holders of record July 22.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last Last

July II Week Year
.\veragc price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 67.25 65.41 55.31

.Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 87.02 86.41 73.96



Annual Report
Fifth Annual Report of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company

TO THE STOCKHOLDERS: St. Louis, Mo., AprU 15, 1922.
The Board of Directors herewith submits report of the operations and

affairs of the Company as of December 31, 1921.

CORPORATE INCOME STATEMENT
For the Ve.mi Ended Decemper i\, 1921, Comparo) with the Previous

Year

1921
Railway operating revenues $109,783,949.76
Railway operating expenses. 91,693,855.71

1920
$98,194,270.81
94,909.598.69

Increase
OR Decrease

$11,591,678.95
—3,215,742.98

Net revenue railway
operations $18,092,094.05 $ 3,284,672.12 $14,807,421.93

Railway taxes and uncollect-
ible railway revenue, $

E^Uway operating income,.
Other operating income,..

4,396.528.73 $ 3,820,708.53 $ 575,820.20

Total operating income $ 14,494,738.91
Deductions from Operating

income, 4,257,890.60

124,193.64 $14,370,545.27

4,741,202.29 —483.311.69

Net railway operating income, $ I0,236,848.31Df.$4,617,O08.65 $14,853,856.96
Non-operating income 3,061,557.37 1.274,901.50 1,786,655.87
Compensation accrued under

Federal Control, (Stan-
dard Return) 1,872.101.47 —1.872.101.47

Government guaranty under
Transportation Act of
1920

Gross income $
Deductions from gross in-

1.972,080.96 15,638,828.92 —13,666,747.96

$14,168,823.24

11,135,748.07

$ 1,101,663.40

Balance—Net income trans-
ferred to profit and loss, $ 3,537,016.09 $3,033,075.17, $ 503,940.92

FEDERAL CONTROL
The Board of Directors at a meeting held on July 15, 1921, approved

the settlement negotiated with the Director General of Railroads, covering
the use of the properties of the Company during the Federal Control Period,
January 1, 1918 to February 29, 1920.

Under the terms of settlement the Company received $13,927,787.35
consisting of a cash payment of $9,000,000.00 and the cancellation of all open
accounts, the balance $4,927,787.35 was in favor of the Director General.

The settlement was an arbitrary one and no detailed information is

available as to the allowances made by the Director General for Additional
Compensation, Depreciation, Under-Maintenance and other items included
in the claims presented by the Company.

The total amount credited by the Government was $43,959,387.35, of
which $30,031,600.00 constituted Compensation for use of the property and
the balance $13,927,787.35, the cash payment and cancellation of open
accounts and all claims. The latter amount has been credited to Profit and
Loss in compliance with Order of the Interstate Commerce Commission
dated January 25, 1922.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
December 31, December 31, Increase or

Assets. 1921 1920 Decrease
I&vestments;
Investment in Road and
Equipment $376,558,051.91 $367,672,892.18 $ 8,885.159,73

Improvement on Leased
Railway Property 1,078.88 924.95 153.93
Sinking Funds 1.294.72 16,456.32 —15,161.60
Deposits in Lieu of Mort-
gaged Property Sold

Miscellaneous Physical Prop-
88.689.09 92,892.92 —4,203.83

erty 2,385,255.25 2,319,733.53 65,521.72
Investments in Affiliated

Companies—Pledged .... 6,004,125.65 6,984,125.65 —980,000.00
Investments in .Vffiliated

Companies—Unpledged . . 6,037,104.89 4,932,725.83 1,104,379.06
Investments in Securities
Issued or Assumed or
otherwise carried as a
Liability by the Accounting
Company—Pledged 4,165,065.10 5,816,000.00 —1,650,934.90
Investment in Securities
Issued, Assumed or other-
wise carried as a Liability

by the Accounting Com-
pany—Unpledged 1,976,585.65 1,976,585.65

Other Investments—Pledged 15,355,549.87 15,375,448.31 —19,898.44
Other Investments— Un-
pledged 18,259,947.78 8.195.373.48 10,064,574.30

ToTAi. $430,832,748.79 $411,406,573.17 $19,426,175.62

Current Assets:
Cjsh $1,941,990.59 $4,527,655.33 —2.585,664.74
Special Deposits 935.274.73 4,100,972.32 —3,165,697.59
Loans and Bills Receivable 115.344.25 132,804.97 —17.460.72
Traffic and Car Service
Balances Receivable 565,465.86 1,831,838.05 —1.266,372.19
Net Balance Receivable
from Agents and Conductors 2,356,038.31 3.211,672.71 —855,634.40
Miscellaneous Accounts Re-
ceivable 464,814.26 158,031.99 306,782.27

Material and Supplies 11,221,087.11 14,543,515.00 —3,322,127.89

464,814.26 158,031.99 306.782.27
37,350.00

242,535.29
33,750.00

355,356.53
3.600.00

Other Current Assets —112,821.24

Total $22.727,702.!J7 $36,189,289.60 $13,461,586.63

r>srxx«n> Assets;
Working Fund Advances... $256 128.81 $257,962.63 —1,833.82
U. S. Government Open

22,267,105.72 —22,267.105.72
Other Deferred Assets 1.00 1.00

$256,129.81 $22,525,069.35 --$22,268,939.54

Unad;ustko Deeitb:
Rents and Insurance Pre-
miums Paid in Advance. . $57,135.08 $139,076.23 —81.941.15
ir. S. Railroad Administra-
tion, (rompensation) . . . .

U. S. Govt, (;iiaranly under
11.612,729.76 — 11,612.729.76

Transportation Act
Other Cnadjusled Debits..

5,027,909.88 6,155,828.92 —1.127.919.04
344,540.39 349,321.25 —4.780.86

Total $5,429,585.35 $18,256,956.16 --$12,827,370.81

$459,246,166.92 $488,377,888.28 --$29,131,721.36

Seen included in PaUnce Sheet Accounts:NfTE- Tt-r f llnwin
Securities Issued or As-
sumed— Unpledged $5,501,500.00 $3,501,500.00 $2,000,000.00

Securities Issued or As-
sumed—Pledged 7.031.500.00 0.031.500.00 —2.000.000 00

Total $12,513,000.00 $12,533,000.00

Liabilities. 1921
Stock:
Capital Stock:
Common $82,839,500.00
Preferred 71.800.100.00

Total .$154,639,600.00 $154,639,600.00

.$243,447,980.00 $243,752,880.00 —$304,900.00

Total Capital Liabilities.$398,087,580.00 $398,392,480.00 —$304,900.00

Current Liabilities:
Loans and Bills Payable...
Traffic and Car Service
Balances Payable

.'Vudited .^ccounts and
Wages Payable

Miscellaneous .\ccounts Pay-
able
Interest Matured Unpaid. .

Unmatured Interest Accrued
Unmatured R:nts Accrued
Other Current Liabilities.

.

$70,000.00

1.388.000.29

8.071.378.78

719.448.94
1.071.270.80
3,009.427.11
284.256.61
394.980.60

$3,971,225.00

1,920,161.21

13,259,924.65

982.663.55
1.073.967.67
2,891.614.58
254.553.20
819.790.53

-$3,901,225.00

—532,160.92

—5,188,545.87

—263,214.61
—2.696.87
117.812.53
29.703.41—424.809.93

Total $15,008,763.13 $25,173,900.39 —$10,165,137.26

Deferred Liabilities:
U. S. Government Open Ac-
counts

Other Deferred Liabilities..* $125,567.38
$36,409,705.36 —$36,409,705.36

207.850.30 —82.282.92

Total $125,567.38 $36,617,555.66 —$36,491,988.28

Unadjusted Credits:
Tax Liability $2,607,238.57
Insurance and Casualty Re-
serves 110,179.70
Operating Reserves 2,836,113.73
Accrued Depreciation —
Equipmcnf 5.130.638.51
Other Unadjusted Credits.. 1.129.009.12

Total $11,813,179.63 $11,319,162.98

Corporate Surplus;
Additions to Properly through

Surpli
id Lo

Total $34,211,076.78 $16,874,789.25 $17,336,287.53

$459,246,166.92 $488,377,888.28 —$29,131,721.36

Note:
The following Capital L
bilities not included in B
ance Sheet Accounts:

Funded DeH— Unpledaed.
Funded Dehl—Hedged . . .

$3,501,500.00 $2,000,000.00
$9,031,500.00 —$2,000,000.00

Total $12,533,000.00 $12,533,000.00

The Capital Liabilities shown above include the securities issued under the
Reorganiration Plan for bonds of various issues dealt with by the Plan,
including $1,687,500.00 principal amount, not acquired on December 31. 1921.
which are accordingly not shown as Liabilities.

The company is guarantor jointly with other companies of the securities of
certain terminal companies none of which are in aefault.
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GUARANTY PERIOD

lnlcr*c*lc Cofumcrcc ConmiMton tUlctJ L>«<cutt«cff 15. IVil.

OPERATIONS
(Comp«rcd with prcvioui jfe»r»

Tbc Toul Railwar Opcratint Revenue* for the ;«r were |I09,74S.073.SI.
> decreue oi »8.976.J55.92 or 7.56%.

Thi> drcrcair i> itlribulablc to the (enrral <lrnir««inn in l>u>lnr>v
The Total (iperatinf K>pcnK> were t'):.<^i:.A\(, IJ. j ,|r ' »-

2:T.*-<)7S or IflVs't. largely due to rr.lu.n i i, ( . r. t

of materiata and economica effected in lf>tli .M iiiitrn.in.T

The arerafe number o( employe* in aervice ».,. .ii.4i..'. ., ir.;

or in 75%.
Net Revenue from Railway Operattont wai S17,702,6I6.}9, in Increaic

of tl2.30l,127.gj
The total number of ton> of revenue frei|^hl handled decreased

6,914.855 torn or 20 36%. while the revenue ton milel decreased 20.05%.
The average revenue per ton mite was $0.01270, aa compared with

$0.01076.
The number of revenue paaiengers shows a decrease of 27.98%, while

the number of passenger miles decreased 25.29%, with an increase of 1.81

mile* in the average haul per passenger.
The average revenue per passenger mile was $0.0344, ai compared with

$0.0294.
FEDERAL VALUATION

The federal valuation of the properties of your Company is to be made
al of June 30, 1918. The Bureau ol Valuation of the Intersute Commerce
Commission has completed the inventory of the physical property of the

Company and is now engaged in compiling and pricing same; it is expected
that the tentative report will be completed and referred to us for review,
before the close of the present year. The valuation department of your
Company has worked in close co-operation with the Interstate Commerce
Commission forces in completing the inventory and has done a lar^e

amount of work in anticipation of the receipt of the completed report in

order that a prompt review may be made, as but thirty days are allowed
for filing exceptions.

PENSION SYSTEM
The Employes' Pension System has been in effect since July 1. 1917.

During the operation of this system, 242 employes have been carried on
the pension rolls; the number on the rolls at the present being 189, with an
average monthly allowance of $56.15 involving a monthly contribution of

$10,617.50.
CAPITAL STOCK

No changes have been made in the Capital Stock during the year.

FUNDED DEBT
Funded Debt outstanding in the hands of the public decreased $304,900.

During the year the Long Term Debt was increased by notes to the

I'nited States Government payable proportionately. January 15, 1922 to

1936. inclusive, amounting to $1,200,000 and Equipment Trust Certificates.

.Series A. to the amount of $1,836,000, a tot.il of $.1,036,000 to cover the

cost of fifty (50) locomotives. Equipment Gold Notes. Series 41, in an
additional amount of $181,500 were issued to complete the b>ilance due on

the eijuipment allocated in 1920 to the Company by the Director General

of Railroads.
. », , ,

Note in favor of the United States Government maturing March 1.

1930 for $3,000,000 was issued to cover a loan made by the Director General

of Railroads on account of Additions and Betterminls completed during

the period of Federal Control, the Company having paid the Government
in full for all such Additions and Bettermcnls in the final settlement hereto-

fore referred to.
.

Equipment Trust Certificates aggreR.itinK $2,135,400 were paid and
General Consolidated Railway and Land Grant Mortgage bonds to the

principal amount of $25,000 were purchased and retired during the year.

Note renresenting a loan from the United States Government of $4,362,000

matured November 1, 1921 and was paid.
. .

First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds, Series D. to the principal atnounl

of $5,600,000 were pledged with the Government as security for the Note*

above mentioned issued during the year and $9,416,000 of the amount m(

the same issue of bonds were returned to the Company's Treasury by the

retirement of notes heretofore issued to the Governmmt. This resulted in

increasing the amount of unpledged bonds of this Series in the Company s

Treasury $3,816,000 of which $1,816,000 principal amount are earned a«

•Investment in Securities Issued. As.ume-1 <r Otherwise Carried as a

Liability by the Accounting Company," and $2,000,000 principal amount

nominally issued.

LOANS AND BILLS PAYABLE
Notes of the company in favor of th; Government aggresating $3,901,225

were returned and cancelled reducing this account to $70,000. which is

represented by a demand note covering surplus funds of the Missouri P.icific

Mospital Association.
NEW LINES

There were no new lines constructed during the year, and only

changes of minor Importance occurred in the nprraled mileage.

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
The following new equipment has been received and taken into the

accounts during Ine year:
25 Mikado Type Locomotives.
5 Mountain Type Locomotives,
5 Pacific Type I.oromr<ives.

15 Switch I(Comoiive«.
10 Steel Passenger Coaches.

.

The details of charges fo Road »nd Kquipment nre summarised as

'°"X'ad $4,366,243.84

Fnuiiinient $5,378,679.35

SrEquUeni Relired.. ! i. 1 ....... . 913.391.95 4,465.287.40

General Expenditures, .• • tl'^oJi
Assets and Liabilities not appraised June 1, 1917.... ".348.58

Total Charges to Road and Equipment . $8,885,159.73

In the following pages the Corporate and Federal Accounts have been

consolidated to afford ready comparison of results of Ihs year covered by

the report and with the previous year.
, . r.- .„ .

By Order of the Board of Riffclnrs.

n. r. nt'nM,
President.

fAnVKRTISrMKNTl

Railway Officers

Executive

Rosi S. Marshall, whose appointment as assistant to the

president on the Chesapeake & Ohio and Hocking Valley

with headquarters at Richmond, Va., was announced in the

Railuvy Age of June 24, page 1761, was born at Rock Island,

111., on March 15, 1880. He attended high school at .Vnaconda,

Mont., and, in 1897, entered railway service as a clerk. From
1902 until 1915 he served as division accountant and chief

clerk to division engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific. He then went to Panama where he served as chief

clerk to the general superintendent and as local auditor of

the Panama Railroad. Returning to the United States two

years later he became a statistician to the general superin-

tendent, the general manager and vice-president in charge of

operation of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. From
1911 to 1914 he served consecutively as assistant to the vice-

president in charge of operation and as division superintend-

ent of the Minneapolis & St. Louis. In 1914 he went with

the Seaboard .Air Line as superintendent with headquarters

at Richmond, Va. He subsequently served this company as

assistant general manager and as general superintendent. In

1918 he went with the L^nited States Railroad Administration

as statistician in the division of law, where he served until

his appointment as assistant to the president of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio.

W. M. Duncan, president of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,

whose election as chairman of the board of directors was
announced in the Raikcay Age of July 8, page 91, was born

at Pittsburgh, Pa., on
May 19. 1873. He was
admitted to the bar

soon after his gradua-

tion from the school of

law of Cornell L^ni-

versity in 1894, and
entered railway service

in the same year as an
attorney for the Cleve-

land, .Akron & Canton.

He served in this capac-

ity until 1897 when he
joined the law depart-

ment of the Wheeling
& Lake Erie where he
remained until 1905,

following which he
served as general at-

torney of the Wabash-
Pittsburgh Terminal

w. M. Duncan Railway, the West Side

Belt and the Wheeling
& Lake Kric. He became general attorney for the receiver

of the Wheeling & Lake Erie in 1908, which position he held

until June 20, 1912. when he was appointed receiver of this

road. .At the close of the receivership on Jan. 1, 1917, Mr.
Duncan was elected president of the reorganized company
and has continued in this capacity until his recent election

as chairman of the board.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

L. B. Williams, tri;isiirer of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis, with he,T(l(iiiarlers at Cleveland, O., has been ap-

pointed general treasurer of that road and of the Lake Erie

& Western with the s.uiu' headiiuarlers.

Operating

H. J. Humphrey has been appointed assistant general

superintendent of the Ontario district of the Canadian Pacific

with headquarters at Toronto. H. J. Main has been ap-
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pointed superintendent of the Trenton division with head-

quarters at Toronto.

F. N. Reynolds, superintendent of the Indianapolis terminal

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has had

his jurisdiction extended to include the Springfield division

from Springfield, Ohio, to Indianapolis, Ind., with title of

superintendent Springfield division and Indianapolis terminal.

D. Coughlin, general superintendent of the first district of

the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific with headquarters at

Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed acting manager of the

district with the same headquarters, to succeed C. W. Jones

granted leave of absence due to ill health. A. T. Abbott,

division superintendent with headquarters at Des Moines, has

been appointed acting general superintendent, to succeed

Mr. Coughlin and he will be succeeded by C. T. Ames, train

master at Des Moines who has been appointed acting super-

intendent. Mr. .'Vmes will be succeeded by F. A. Bogue,

trainmaster of the Chicago Terminal division, who has been

appointed acting trainmaster, with headquarters at Des Moines.

R. E. Brooks, assistant superintendent of the Oregon

Short Line, who has been promoted to superintendent of the

Montana division effective June 25, was born at Bismark, Mo.,

February 5, 1885, and entered railway service in 1900 as a

messenger with the Louisville & Nashville. He was employed

by this road as messenger, telegraph operator, train dis-

patcher and chief dispatcher until .\pril, 1910, when he entered

the service of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as train dis-

patcher. He was employed as a dispatcher by the Denver &
Rio Grande from September to December, 1911, and by

the Union Pacific from December 15, 1911, to .^pril 1, 1917.

On June 15, 1917, he entered the service of the Oregon Short

Line as dispatcher, later serving as chief dispatcher and assist-

ant superintindent until the date of his recent promotion.

W. M. Neal, whose appointment as general superintendent

of the Algoma district of the Canadian Pacific with head-

quarters at North Bay, Ont., was announced in the Raihvay

Age of July 8, page 91, was born in June. 1886. On January

25, 1902, he entered the employ of the Canadian Pacific as a

clerk for the Canadian Pacific in Toronto. In May, 1903,

he became a stenographer and clerk in the general superin-

tendent's office at Toronto. The following year he was trans-

ferred in a similar capacity to the office of the superintendent

of transportation at Winnipeg. In January, 1908, he became

chief clerk to the superintendent at Souris, Man. Two months

later he became clerk to the general superintendent at \\inni-

peg. In June, 1910, he was promoted chief clerk of car service

at Winnipeg and in May, 1915, was transferred in a similar

capacity to Montreal. In January of the following year he

was appointed car service agent of the Eastern division at

Montreal. In April, 1916, he became acting superintendent

of car service and, two months later, assistant superintendent

of District Xo. 2, with headquarters at Montreal. The fol-

lowing month he again became acting superintendent of car

service, and, a few days later, assistant superintendent of car

service. In November of the same year he again became

acting superintendent of car service and remained in that

capacity until October, 1917, when he entered the service of

the Canadian Railway .\ssociation for National Defense. In

February, 1920, he was promoted to assistant general superin-

tendent, which position he held on the Ontario district until

his recent promotion.

Traffic

L. D. Knowles lias been appointed fraftic manager of the

Union Refrigerator Company, Milwaukee. Wis.

C. B. Stovall, has been appointed district freight agent of

the Lake Eric & Western, with headquarters at Memphis,

Tenn.

G. W. Humphrey lias been appointed assistant general

freight agent of the liangor & Aroostook with headquarters

at Bangor, Maine.

A. E. Dove has been appointed general agent of the pas-

senger department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

with headquarters at Minneapolis, to succeed W. L. Hathaway,

deceased.

H. E. Shepard has been appointed commercial agent of

the Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at Jacksonville,

Fla., effective July 10.

R. G. Hyatt, formerly traffic manager of the Waco (Texas)

Chamber of Commerce, has been appointed manager of the

Texas Freight Traffic Association.

H. L. Pigott, traveling passenger agent of the Wabash with

headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been promoted to divi-

sion passenger agent, with headquarters at Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

succeeding G. D. Maxfield, deceased.

J. L. Bennett, travelling freight agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has

been appointed commercial agent with the same headquarters,

succeeding C. H. Bacon, retired.

Stuart C. Leake has been appointed general agent of the

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, William E. Phaup,

commercial agent, and Edward W. Weeks, commercial agent,

all with headquarters at Richmond, Va.

Mechanical

J. E. Osmer has been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Denver & Salt Lake with headquarters at Denver,

Colo.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. P. Wiltsee has been appointed principal assistant engi-

neer of the Norfolk & Western with headquarters at Roanoke,

Va., effective July 1.

Obituary

W. H. Biggar, vice-president and general counsel of the

Grand Trunk, died suddenly at Toronto on July 7.

David Meriwether, Jr., regional engineer of the United

States Railroad .Administration at Washington, D. C, and

formerly assistant chief engineer of the Southern Railway,

died at Washington on June 21. He had been connected with

the Southern since 1901 and became regional engineer for the

Railroad Administration in March 1, 1920.

J. H. Manter, assistant freight traffic manager of the

.\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, died at Chicago on July 5

after a long illness. Mr. Manter was born at Murphysboro,

III., on May 14, 1865, and entered railway service as a tele-

graph operator on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern

in 1883, which position he held until 1885 when he left to

become a telegraph operator on the Minneapolis & St. Louis.

He later became a clerk in the general freight office of the

same road and in 1886 he entered the service of the Minnesota

& North Western as a chief clerk to the general agent at

Minneapolis. From April, 1887, until August of that year

he was a train dispatcher of the same road at St. Paul, Minn.,

and in -Vugust, 1887, he was transferred to Chicago as chief

clerk to the general agent. From April. 1889, to September,

1890, he was chief clerk for the general agent of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa I'e at Chicago and from September, 1890,

to February, 1891, he was contracting freight agent with the

same headquarters. In February, 1891, he was promoted to

commercial agent with headquarters at Peoria, III., which

position he held until October, 1895, when he was transferred

to Kansas City, Mo. On January 1, 1897, he was promoted
to general agent with headquarters at Chicago, and he held

this position until March 1, 1903, when he was promoted to

assistant general freight agent with the same headquarters.

On March 1, 1920, he was promoted to assistant freight traffic

manager, which position he was holding at the time of his

death.

Force or Hahit— (From a recent train bulletin). "Nos. 10 and

I on time ; cause unknown."



The T.bl» ol Cofilrnia WiU B< Found on P«»e S ol lh« A<iv«rU>ini Section

The plain saturated Icxomotives with narrow fireboxes built

Ufon- lorio all h.id one outstandinij limitation, the lack of

boiler capacitv at s|K'i-ds above alxxjt
A Logical Step 20 miles an himr. The first step taken
In Locomotive to remedy this condition was the ap-

Development plication of a wide firebox and a trail-

ing wheel on passenger hx-omotives.

As the size of motive jiower incre;ised it iK-camc necessani-

to place the firebox Ix-hind the drivers on freight engines as

well, adhesive weight being sacrificed to get greater steaming
capacity. Most of the im|)ortant develo|)nii'nts since that

time have tended to improve locomotive fjerformance at the

higher speeds. Typical modern designs for liotli p:issengcr and
freight senice have considerable excess Uiiler capacity at low
speeils and a relatively large proportion of weight on leading

and trailing trucks. \Vhcre the locomotive of twenty years ago
had relatively high starting tractive effort and was deficient in

steaming capacity the modern locomotive often has inadequate

adhesion for starting and considerable excess boiler capacity

at low speeds. The desirability of a better balance between

the starting tractive force and the power at running sjieeds

is shown by the numerous efforts now being made to utilize

the locomotive and tender trucks to secure additional power.

Three different designs have Ijeen brought out of which two
have already received thorough tests. There is no longer

any room for doubt as to the practicability of locomotive

boosters mechanically or their advantages from the operating

standpoint. They represent the logical increase of machine

fwwer to utilize the increa.sed boiler power already secured

and will no doubt assume an important place in future loco-

motive design.

The Interstate Commerce Commission in a decision dated

July 10 has approved the lease by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chi-
Pennsylvania's cago & St. Louis. It has made its ap-

Lease of proval conditional by adding a proviso

Panhandle th^i' 'lie Pennsylvania Comi)any and

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
hall not dispose of their stock in the Panhandle without the

commission's con.sent. .-Ml of the st<x:k of the Penn.sylvania

Company is owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
The Pennsylvania Company and the Pennsylvania Railroad

together own 98.,) per cent of tile total shares outstanding.

The proviso resulted in a number of dissenting opinions,

these l>cing expressed by Commissioners Hall, Daniels and

Campbell. Commissioners Eastman and Aitchison dissented

for other rea.sons. Commissioner Potter in a concurring

opinion giving the views also of Commissioners Lewis and

Cox expres.sed his disapproval of tlie proviso. It has not

yet been announced whether the Penn.sylvania management
will go forward with its plans or not. The proviso is an

apparent handicap to future financing on the part of the

Pennsylvania insofar as concerns the Panhandle stock.

Commisioncr Potter says that "The condition is inherently

unwise and unreasonaiile." A most important feature of

the decision, however, reverts back to one of the main
reasons for the desire to lease tlie Panliandie propert)'.

This was to save accounting costs and to get around the

necessity of figuring out divisions of rates and classify-
ing charges and costs of ojKTation as between the Pan-
handle and the parent company. The savings in costs
would \>c great and veri- much in line with the country's
desire for decreased railway costs. It is disap])ointing that
the Commission should feel it desirable to put obstacles in
the way of such progress and particularly disappointing be-
cause of the unusual nature of the obstacle it.self. We shall
probably hear more of this decision.

Press dispatches from Fresno. Calif., are to the effect that
S200,00n,000 worth of fruit may be endangered by lack of

freight transportation. This figure
Strikes may be exaggerated. It may, indeed.

and Fast be strike propaganda. Whatever it is.

Freights '* emphasizes the importance that fast

freight ser\'ice bears to the welfare of
the nation from the standpoint of keeping consumers distant
from the producing centers supplied with foodstuffs of one
.sort and another. Fast freight .service in this country is

also one of the best indexes of efficient railroad service, the
degree of efficiency being, indicated by the fast freight
schedules and the manner in which trains are kept on
schedule. It is, therefore, at the present time an index, in
addition, to the manner in which the various railroads are
lieing affected by the shopmen's strike. If anything, it is a
better index than the passenger service for the simple reason
that special efforts are usually directed towards keeping
passenger trains running normally and other things in com-
parison are secondar}'. Witli these ideas in mind it is in-
teresting to learn from shipfxrs that a number of roads,
among tliem notal)ly tlie Lackawanna, the Lehigh Valley,
the Illinois Central, the Nickel Plate, the New Haven, and
to a lesser extent, the New York Central and Pennsylvania
are keeping their schedule freights on time, thereby showing
that they apparently have the strike situation well in hand.
The idea might be carried further. It is axiomatic that
strikes are won or lost tlirough the force of public opinion.
It is an interesting psychology whereliy the striking shopmen
tr)' to prove their case to the public. by desiring first to tie

up or delay passenger service which inconveniences the pub-
lic itself and second to tie up the freight service—notablv
the fast freight service—which endangers the public's food
supply. Various able students have recently been making a
careful study of public opinion— its cause and effect. They
will l)e very likely to find much material in the present
railwav strike.

One of the most attractive fields for the display of en-

gineering ability in railway scr\ice and one which has only

recently come to be recognized to any
The Trend extent lies in the design of buildings

in Building for their most effective occupancy. The
Design "'"'' ''-'s not long pas.sed since the

average engineer confined his attention

to the design of the foundations, walls, roof and tloor to

carry the loads imposed on them safely and to the selection

139
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of the materials of construction on consideration of maximum
economy in first cost and maintenance. The more modem
idea of building design contemplates all of this and more.

It is coming to be considered that a building is well designed

only when it complies with the principles of engineering as

ajtplied to both the construction and the operating needs of

the department which will use it. This implies a thorough

study of the methods of the using department and the

visualization of these methods as they will be applied in the

new structure. Only by such an investigation prior to the

design of the structure can arrangements be made for the

installation of the facilities required by the using department.

The engine terminal which the New York Central is now
completing near Syracuse, X. Y., and which is described on

a following page, is an illustration of the care with which

such buildings are being designed. It is evident that the

spending of a relatively small amount for additional en-

gineering services in the design of such a structure will yield

large returns in decreased costs of operation by the depart-

ment which will occupy it. It is from refinements such as

are, for instance, noted here in the design of the enginehouse,

the coaling station and the somewhat unusual t}'pe of ash

pit, that many of the economies of railway operation must

come in the future. Engineering department officers can

contribute in no more effective way to the success of their

companies than by utilizing ever)- opjjortunity to familiarize

themselves with the needs of the other departments which they

serve and then so designing their structures that they may
meet tliese needs to the largest possible e.xtent.

•Electric Locomotives'' is the title of a paper presented

recently to the Institution of ^lechanical Engineers by Sir

\incent L. Raven, chief mechanical
Effects of engineer, Northeastern Railway, Eng-

Wheel land. The paper descril)es the char-

Arrangement acteristics of many existing electric

locomotives and outlines the require-

niint> of electric locomotives for various clas.ses of service.

I he comments made by Sir ^incent on the effect of wheel

.irrangement are of i)articular interest. There is a well-

founded opinion in America that a symmetrical wheel ar-

rangement is undesiralale for high sliced service as it may
be the cause of excessive lateral oscillations or "nosing."

Sir Vincent mentions this and then points out the fact that

tliere are a number of locomotives with symmetrical wheel

arrangements u.sed successfully up to speeds of 75 miles an

hour Jjotli on British and Continental railways. As an ex-

jilanation for this difference he suggests that a possible cause

of the trouble experinced in the United States and from

wliich European railroads seem to l)e free is that on j>rac-

tically all railroads in the United States the rail joints are

staggered, whereas on the British and al.so on French rail-

roads the rail joints are opjjosite each otlier. (,)uite |X)s-

siblv staggered joints do contribute to tlie nece-^sit) for using

unsymmetrical wheel arrangements and it is a point whicn

may j)rofitably In' determined. In any event the ]>aper bv

Sir Vincent provides an example of how the knowledge of a

ibject may be broadened liy interchange of ideas and in-

I'-rmation. There is a more or less |)revalent opinion in

iliis country that the United Slates has nothing to learn al)OUt

electric railroads in Euroix- becau.sc conditions in the two

countries are sr) different. I'ucl costs in Europe arc gener-

ally high, train weights are comparatively light and tlie

hiigth of haul short. The point brought out liy Sir Vincent,

however, indicates wliat ran be accompli'^hed and how much
li.is lieen done by the International Railway Congres;-. by
' -i^its of ?'uro]iean engineers here and American engineers

! and the exchange of information iiy letter and

iiral.

Equipment Orders in June

THK LOC(),Moii\E orders reported in the issues of the 7^iii7-

u-dv -I.ije in June totaled 27: for freight cars, 11,097, and
for passenger cars, 37. These totals include only the orders

for equipment for domestic service. They are the orders re-

porteci in the issues of the Railway Age of June j, 10, 17 and
24, but they do not include the cars or locomotives reported in

the Railway Age of July 1. The June totals would be some-

what disappointing were it not for the fact that whereas

normally there is seasonal decline at this time of the year,

this year the buying movement has been continued into July
in rather favorable manner. Totals for the first three weeks

of July show 111 locomotives, 9,475 freight cars and 11

jjassenger cars. The totals for the month, for the half year

and for July to date are shown in the following table:

DOMESTIC ORDERS
Month Locomotives Freight cars Passenger cars

January 5 7,960 235

February 8 14,721 160

March ; 76 5,550 25

.\pril 272 30,507 540

.May 99 18,337 235

June 22 11,097 37

Total six months 482 88,172 1,232

Tuly—first three weeks: Locomotives. Ill; freight cars, 9,475; passenger
cafs, 11.

Presumably the most interesting feature of this table is

that while the car and locomotive buying this year has not

ijeen exactly spectacular or record-breaking, it has gone on

during a period when there was a car surplus and when
there were large numbers of bad order cars and unserviceable

locomotives. I'he buying movement has continued during a

severe coal strike and seems to have suffered little, if any,

retardation from the effect of the shopmen's strike. In fact,

if anything, the latter strike has helped the builders because

it has resulted in additional orders for contract repair work.

The coi'.l strike has hurt railway revenues but its continuance

for a period of 3]^ months is rather an argument in favor

of equipment purchases liecause when the coal finally docs

begin to move the demands upon equipment supply will un-

questionably prove severe particularly in view of the increase

in the tonnage of other commodities which has characterized

recent months.

The car and locomotive market has been greatly assisted

by lower prices. Steel lu^erframe box cars have been secured

in recent months at prices approximating $1,500 or $1,600,

steel hopper and gondola cars at from $1,600 to $1,800, the

price varying, of course, witli the size and design. Refrig-

erator cars cost at present about $2,700. Typical locomotive

prices are $40,000 for a Pacific and from $37,000 to $42,000
for a Mikado. Six-wheel switchers have been bought at

about $30,000 to $33,000. Passenger coaches have been

secured at al)out $20,000. These prices represent marked
decreases from the high prices which ruled in 1920 and are

apparently proving a real attraction in so far as concerns

i>ringing out orders. Considering the situation as a whole,

other than the fact that we should normally expect a decline

in business in the summer months, there is nothing at present

in sight to lead one to believe that the equipment business

will do else than continue in good volume.

The important orders in June included orders placed by
the Baltimore & Ohio for 1.000 gondola cars and 1,000 box
car bodies: Seaboard .\ir Line, 1.000 cars; New York, Chi-

cago & St. Louis, 1,000 automobiles : Wabash, 2,050 gondola
car bodies; Atlantic Coast Line, 700 box, 30 passenger train

cars, etc. Orders thus far in Jul\- have included among the

important orders: Baltimore & Ohio. .>5 Mikado locomotives;

Chicago & Eastern Illinois. 10 Mik.ido and 6 Pacific type

l(x-omotives; .Soutliern, 15 Mikado, ,inil New York, Chicago
& St. Louis. 14 locomotives. Freight car orders have included

1,000 automobiles, 250 .stock and 250 gondola cars ordered
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by the Northeni Pacific. 2,000 rtfr

the Western Pacific, 2,000 hopper . a

folk & W i-stem, etc.

.itor car* placed by
.jfijcred Ijv the Xor-

English at the International

Railway Congress

CiMMKMS puldishid in the A'ui/uuv Ai^e fur May 20 on
the difficulticTJ met by English-speukinR dele^iates to the

ConRrcss of the International Railway Ass<K:iation at Rome
last April in following and participalini; in tlic disiussions

have called forth a letter from V. Tondelier, pre>i<lent, and

J. Verdeyen. general secretary of the Association, which is

published elsewhere in this issue. Messrs. londelier and
Verdeyen evidently think that what was said in the Railway
Age may cause misunderstanding. The article in the Kail-

u-ay Age specifically stated that "French is the official lan-

guage of the Association; and courtesy re(|uired that the

language of the country in which the Congress was held

should al.so be used." It added, however, "but certainly all

the English-speaking delegates felt that Knglish should have
been used more, in view of the fact that more of the world's

railway mileage is ojjerated and more of its traffic is handled
in countries using Elnglish than in countries using any other

language."

Messrs. Tondelier and Verdeyen pwint out that all the

reports were published in English translations and that

resumes of all rcjxirt.s also were publislied in English. This
is, of course, correct, and it might be added that the sum-
maries of the reports published in English in X'olume 4,

\umt)er 4, of the bulletin of the Association constituted dis-

cussions of a large number of technical railway problems

which could be studied with profit by every man who desires

to acquire a broad knowledge of the present practice, and
the progress in practice, of the world's railways.

The comments made in the Railuuiy .l^'f pertained solely

to the difficulties met by the Engli.sh-speaking delegates in

following and participating in the prcKcedings and discus-

sions at the sessions of the Congress in Rome. Messrs.

Tondelier and Verdeyen refer to the fact that all the speeches

anrl communications made in each section were immediately

rendered IjrieHy in English and published in the English

edition of the Daily Journal. Frankness requires us to say,

however, that the summaries of the discussions published in

English in the Daily Journal were so brief and fragmentary

that they were not as helpful as they might have i)een made,

and that in many cases interpreters who were emj)loyed to

state in English what delegates had said in French, Italian

and other languages, spoke English which it was difficult

for the English-speaking delegates to follow.

The Railway Age does not desire to injure the Interna-

tional Railway Association, jjut to help make it a stronger,

and more useful organization. We realize that tiic language

problem [tresented is a very difticult one. If, however, the

problem is to be solved, it must be clearly stated and boldly

attacked. 'Ihe fact is, the United States is so far from France

and the rest of Europe that extremely few .Americans, includ-

ing railway officers, speak or understand French or any other

European language except English; and it had just as well

be recognized that this will always be the case. Tiie same

thing is true of all other English-speaking countries, al-

though not to the same extent of England becau.se England

is separated from the continent of Europe only by a very-

narrow body of water. It is further true that at the recent

sessions of the Congress in Rome most of the English-speak-

ing persons attending could not understand a word of what

was said in discussions often lasting for hours at a time,

in addition to which, as we have said, the reports of the

discussions publi.shed in English were vcr\- fragmentary and

inudetjuatc. To say that French is the official language of

the Association largdy explains the situation, but it does

not in the least tend to remedy it. The only remedy is for

English to be used more.
\' ' 1 > ' - . • (• - - < — -=ion of tl»e Asso-

()th French and
1 i..r English to be

Used as niucli as 1- rcncli f It may be replied that the attend-

ance of English-speaking delegates has not been sufficient

to ju.stify this. But how can the .Association reasonably

exjR-ct to get a larger attendance and participation by

English-s|)eaking railway men if it does not arrange for more
Use of the only language that most of them can understand }

It would Ite no more tedious and unprofitable for delegates

s|>eaking other languages to listen to long discussions in

Engli.sh than it is for those who speak English to listen to

long discussions in other languages. We urge upon the

IVrmanent Commission s«-rious and early consideration of

this problem, as we feel sure that whether there will be an
increase or decrease in American participation in the work
of the Association will depend mainly on what is done
alxHit it.

Why the Strike Is Not Settled

THK i.NFoKM.-VL Conferences held by Chairman Hoopter

of the Railroad Lal)or Board recently with several

railway executives and representatives of the striking shop
crafts unions has made clear tliere are five matters upon
which these railway executives and the labor leaders differ

widely, and which must be settled before the strike can be

terminated.

The public mind lately has apparently become somewhat
confused regarding the attitude of the two parties relative

to these matters. It is necessary that this confusion should

be cleared up, since public sentiment must be relied upon
to determine the outcome. The five major points involved

and tile jwsitions taken by the railway executives and the

labor leailers in these conferences are as follows:

First: Wage decisions of the Labor Board. The labor

leaders insist that before the men will return to work the

railroads must agree to pay wages different from those

.iwarded by the Labor Board. The railway executives have

I
ositively refused to consider paying any wages except tiiose

awarded by the Board, but have indicated that the railways

will be represented at any further hearings that the B(Kird

may hold, and will accept such modifications, if any, in the

wage awards as the Board may hold reasonable after re-

hearing.

Sicond: Rules and working conditions. The labor lead-

ers ilemand that the railways agree to modifications of the

working rules made by the Labor Board as a condition of

calling off the strike. The railway executives have positively

refused to consider this, although indicating that if any
modifications of the rules should be made by the Board after

further hearings they would be accepted. The [Position of

the railway executives who have conferred with Chairman
Hooper has been that for the railways to grant to the strikers

any rules or wages not authorized or fixed by the board
would be to concede, in res|x)nse to the use of force, more
than the employees were able to secure by peaceful means.
For the railways to let the lal)or unions get by force what
they couhl not get by arbitration as prcscriln-d by law would
be directly to encourage the use of force in future labor

controversies.

Third: Contracting of work. The labor leaders still

claim that this is one of the principal matters in controversy.

Samuel Gompers, president of the .American Federation of

Labor, in an interview published in the newspajx^rs July 14

made the statement: "'Fhe railroads, in ignoring the Board's
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decision on repair work contracts, are violating the Trans-

portation Act because that Act specifically provides that such

repair work shall not be let to outside contractors." Mr.

Gompers' statement is entirely false. Neither the Trans-

portation Act nor any other law does or ever did specifically

provide that the railways should not let repair work to

outside contractors. Furthermore, all the railways except

two which have done contracting of the kind against which

the Labor Board has ruled have agreed to discontinue doing

so in compliance with the Board's request.

Fourth: Boards of adjustnietit. The labor leaders have

succeeded in making many people believe that the railways

have refused to establish boards of adju.stment as provided by

the Transportation Act. The facts are as follows: The

Transportation Act provides (Section 302) that "Railroad

boards of labor adjustment may be established by agreement

between any carrier, group of carriers, or the carriers as a

whole, and any employees or subordinate officials of the

carriers, or organization, or group of organizations thereof."

The leaders of the shop crafts have demanded the establish-

ment of national boards of adjustment by the "carriers as

a whole." The railways have insisted on the establishment

of boards of adjustment representing only each carrier and

its own employees. Imt the railway executives who have con-

ferred with Chairman Hooper have indicated willingness

to establish regional boards of adjustment on which would be

represented each "group of carriers" and their shop em-

plovees, such as have been established for the train service

employees. Either local, regional or national boards of ad-

justment would be in complete accordance with the Trans-

portation Act.

Fifth: Seniority and pension rights, etc. The labor

leaders insist that all men who have struck shall be taken

back with die same seniority-, pension and other rights and

privileges which they had before they struck. IMost of the

railways individually have published advertisements and

posted notices to the effect that strikers who did not rctuni

to work within designated periods would lose all these rights

and privileges and have to return, if they returned at all,

as new men. On every railway there are many men who

have stayed at work or gone back to work with the under-

standing that at the termination of the strike they would be

protected in seniority rights superior to tho.«e of the men

who struck or did not return to work within the limits set.

The men who struck voluntarily dissolved all relationships

with the railways for which tliey had been working, and

gave up ever}- claim, ba.^ed on continuity of service, that they

had to special consideration. Tlie men who have stayed at

work or gone to work during the strike have prior claims

upon the companies, the establishment and recognition of

which are based upon working rules which the striking unions

themselves have got adopted. The seniority rule is a rule

which has been established because the unions demanded it,

not because the railroads wanted it. For the railways to

let the strikers come i>ack with all their old rights and

privileges would be to encourage still more men to strike

when there is another controversy.

The public cannot, in its own interest, sanction any settle-

ment based on any wages or working conditions excejjt those

established by the Labor Board. It cannot rationally sanc-

tion continuance of a strike against all the railways of

the United States Ijecause two persist in contracting work.

It cannot sanction continuance of the strike because the

railways will not establish national boards of adjustment,

when the Transportation Act also provides for local and

regional boards of adjustment. Nor, it would .';ccm, can it

afford to support the labor leaders in demanding that men
who have «truck against the decisions of the Railroad Labor
Board shall be taken back into service with rights and

privileges superior to those of men who have accepted these

decisions and stayed at work.

For men to gain anything by striking against the decisions

of a government arbitration iDody would be to destroy the

government arbitration body, and with it, the means of peace-

ful settlement of railwav lal)or controversies in the future.

The British Report on Train Control

AMONG THE HIGH LIGHTS in the rep)ort of the Automatic

Train Control Committee to the Ministn,- of Transport

of Great Britain are its recommendations that the contact

tj-pe of train control be adopted; that continuous control and

speed control are not necessary to meet British operating

conditions, and that a system of train control should supple-

ment, but not replace, the existing signal system. On reading

the report (which appears elsewhere in -abstract in this is-

sue), one cannot help but be impressed by its thoroughness.

It appears to have been handled strictly from an engineering

standpoint and its conclusions are based on intensive

investigation.

The committee selected the contact type of control in pref-

erence to others because the ramp and shoe t\'pe has been

more highly developed, is better known and has proved reli-

able after many years of satisfactory operation under all

conditions. While the committee felt that the continuous

tj-pe of control had advantages, it concluded that its dis-

advantages outweighed tlie advantages. Speed control was

not' deemed necessan,' because the accidents investigated

which might have been prevented by it comprised only 1.6

per cent of the total and these, Uie committee felt, could have

been prevented by other means. The committee felt that the

intennittent induction type required more or less complex

electrical apparatus on the locomotive which would add to

the expense of installation and increase the likelihood of

failures, which, even though on tlie safe side, would cause

unnecessary delays.

In Great Britain, it is interesting to note that the Great

Western has had an electro-mechanical system of control in

service at distant signals for the past 16 years with aboui

200 track miles and 100 engines equipped. The North East-

em has had a mechanical appliance in operation at distan;

signals for about 15 years with 89 route miles and 1,.>2>

locomotives equipped. The Great Central has had apparatus

known as "Reliostop" in ser%-ice for seven years, on 42 route

miles and on 20 locomotives. The London & North Westerr,

has experimented with the Leigh de\'ice and the Biddle dc

vice, while the Great Eastern has experimented with tlv

Syx, Daniels and Regan systems. The London, Brighton &
South Coast has l>een experimenting with the Angus systen

of continuous train control.

While conditions in Great Britain are different from those

in this country, the fundamental principles affecting the an

plication of train control are largely similar and the repor:

of this committee confirms the views already expressed edi-

torially in these columns that it is advisable for .\niericaii

roads to start with simple apparatus and develop it alon'^

lines which exjx-rience sliows to \^c necessani- to meet traflu

conditions rather than to attempt to force installations which

later may prove unsuccessful. In striking contrast to the

British report tliat such devices should be an adjunct to thr

l)]ock system, we find the Interstate Commerce Commission,
in its order, saying that it has "no desire to discourage effort-

to automatically control trains without the aid of fixed way-
side signals," which position we i)elieve to be a mistake on

the part of the commission, considering the present develop

nient of the art.

Considering the importance of the train control question

in this countr}- we suggest that the report of the British

committee be studied l>y railroad officers and mcml)ers of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, as it is a valuable

contribution to tlie literature on this subject.
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Letters to the Editor

( The Railway Age Uflcomes U-tlers from its readers and
especially those cotilaining conslructii'e suggestions for im-

proiTmmts in the railway field. Short Utters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

The Operating Officers' Interest

in Statistical Requirements
N(« Il«vts. C<nn.

To THE EniToR:

Your editorial entitled, "A Profxised Revision of the

Operating Expenses Classifications'" in your issue of June
17 and that headed, "The Matter of Statistics" in the issue

of July 8 have in them much that should be of interest to

railway ojxjrating men. The only adverse criticism which

I would make of them is that you do not sufficiently show
your position in the matter of the proposed changes in ac-

counting requirements. This is doubtless due to the fact

that you do not wish to take a definite stand at this time

when the situation is still more or less indefinite.

It is my understanding that the source of the present in-

quiry came, first, from the difficulty experienced in compiling

quickly information for the I. C. C. and the Senate Com-
mittee in the hearings in the past two or three years, and
second, from the complaints made concerning the increasing

cost of clerical work.

With reference to the latter, I have checked up the facts

as to the increase in the numljer of clerks. I know that on

our own road there was a large increase in clerks, but during

the last year or so, there has been a considerable decrease.

It is reasonably certain that if we exclude the men who are

working on the various special jobs required by federal and

guaranty period .settlements, rate hearings, wage investiga-

tions, etc., the number, in comparison with the amount of

business, will not be much different from the number in the

period prior to federal control.

I assume that the first item is that which is of the most

serious importance. As expressed by J. J. Ekin in his

president's address at the Accounting Officers' meeting, the

general impression seems to be that we should proceed along

the lines of simplification in our accounts. Does simplifica-

tion mean primarily, reduction in the number of accounts?

I do not think that any one would be rash enough to state

that it is not an advantage to reduce the number of accounts

if this can he done wthout reducing the amount of necessary

information. Simplification, however, does not necessarily

mean elimination.

I think everyone would be glad to see a reduction in the

enormous amount of detailed statistical and accounting work

which is now necessary. This applies to Iwth the revenue

and exf)cnse sides. W'e have, however, this situation con-

fronting us. The total net railway ojjerating income which

the railroad can earn is now limited to a percentage so low

that in many cases it will do no more than provide a small

return on the total amount of capitalization. Furthermore,

there appears little prosjiect that the freight and passenger

rates will be so fixed tliat this return can be made without

difficulty. In the third [)Iace, the Transjwrtation Act re-

quires the Interstate Commerce Commission to give attention

to the efficiency and economy with which railroads are oper-

ated. Since these three things are so, it is particularly

necessary that the roads should know:

1. What classes of traffic are remunerative and those which
are not.

2. Where further economiei can be effected thruugh iocreascd

efficiency and how much can be expected from these economies.

To obtain this sort of information requires a large amount
of data, both accounting and statistical. It may be possible

that the reduction in accounts will effect some reduction in

the number of clerks in the accounting offices, although I

l>elieve there is room for considerable argument on this p>oint.

Regardless of this feature, however, the amount of work
necessary to provide detail required by the operating officers

would be very largely increased if we are to continue to

provide the same amount of information to our operating

officers that is given them today. This is particularly true

in the grouping of the trans[)ortation expanse accounts. The
group "Other Yard Expenses" contains many elements which
have no bearing on each other and which will vary from

month to month by differing percentages. It will never be

sufficient for an operating officer to know that other yard

exp>enses have increased or decreased by a certain per cent

when that group includes everything from the wages of a

general yardmaster to the price of a fire hook on a yard

locomotive. It would not be logical to combine the labor

accounts into one item since the fluctuations of cost of yard-

masters and clerks or of switch and signal tenders do not

correspond with the fluctuations in yard enginemen and train-

men. The same general criticisms apply to grouping all the

train accounts, other than fuel, into one item.

From the point of view of the operating officers, it is

illogical to reduce the amount of information available for

their purposes just at the time when the slight margin be-

tween revenues and expenses makes it absolutely necessary

that they be provided with all the data which can be pro-

vided at a reasonable expense.

This objection to a decrease in the amount of information

|)rovided is even more serious when an attempt is made to

determine the cost of some particular class of traffic. If we
wish to ascertain the cost of suburban passenger service near

a large city, or the cost of milk traffic, or the cost of less

carload freight within a certain territory, it is necessary to

sub-divide the accounts in even greater detail than the pres-

ent classification provides. For example, the maintenance of

station and office buildings must be divided as between office

buildings and station l)uildings; the maintenance of shops

and engine houses between shops and engine houses. Fur-
thermore, accounts such as the various yard and train ac-

counts must be sub-divided by individual yards or individual

groups of trains. The proposed yard groups, containing not

only wages but other elements which fluctuate in varying

degrees, would render any such further sub-division ex-

tremely difficult. For example, if an attempt were made to

divide freight train expense as between fast, .slow and local

trains, the sub-division of the expenses for wafer, lubricants

and other locomotive supplies might well be made on the

basis of locomotive fuel. On the other hand, the sub-division

of the wages of train and engine crews into these three ele-

ments would ref|uire an entirely different basis of apportion-

ment. When any such studies were made, therefore, the

entire account would have to be broken down and set up on

some basis as is provided at the present time. There appears

little doubt that the additional work of breaking these ac-

counts would entirely offset the economies which would be

affected in compiling tlie accounts currently.

There is one other feature from the [wint of view of the

operating department which requires attention. If accounts

and statistics are to be changed, it would appear that operat-

ing department representatives sliould be consulted as well

as the accounting department. The operating department

officers are interested in the results although they may not

l)e interested in the niethfxls by whicli thase results are ob-

tained. In this work, I believe that a committee of operating

officers, who have knowledge and understanding of statistics

and make practical use of them, could well co-of)erate with
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the accounting committee and the commission, at least when
they are near the end of their labors. If such a committee

were provided, the results obtained would furnish the proper

balance in results obtained. The accounting department is

responsible for the compilation of the statistics and for their

accuracy and would be in a position to keep down the re-

quirements in the way of accounts and statistics to a p)oint

where they can be effectively handled. In addition, the oper-

ating department would be represented and its voice heard

to the extent that the data provided would be of practical

use to the operating officers. J. E. Sl.\ter,
SpcciAl Assistant to General Manager, New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Dispatchers and Engineers
Hailevville, Okla.

To THE Editor:
I have been reading the recent articles in the Railway Age

concerning the controversy between the dispatchers and en-

gineers. When the thing is all boiled down to the proper

degree there is not ven.- much to it. When one man com-

mences to criticize another, who is in an altogether different

department, there are ten chances to one his criticism is un-

just. We cannot all be first class workmen in our several

lines of work but I will venture to say that the man who has

the interest of the company and his family at heart is doing

the very best he can under the conditions which are open to

him. In my experience in the railroad game which dates

back over 30 years, in various departments, I have found

some poor men in each department and the percentage of

p>oor dispatchers, compared with engineers, is in favor of

the engineers. It is true the dispatcher is always working

against an unknown quantity; in other words he is banking

his judgment on moves which he anticipates will be made
providing ever>- thing goes all right. If some engineer falls

down his plans are all shattered; so with any one else con-

cerned in the movement, or some part of the machiner}'.

If the dispatcher falls down there will be some body else fall

dowTi and vice versa from one day's end to the other.

As long as the world stands individuals will make mistakes

and have shortcomings but why not bur\- tlie hatchet and let

the principles of the golden rule prevail? The railroad

company pays us for every minute we work and it should

make but little difference what we are doing, whether laying

in the side track a while or sitting in the office smoking

cigars.

It is the opinion of the writer that so much strife between

the men emjjloyed by the railroads is caused by the fact that

they are not better personally acquainted with each other;

they should do more visiting with one another and study the

characters of the individuals; in other words tune up for

each other. I worked with a conductor once for nine years

and had never met him personally; I came to the conclusion

that he was about the worst man I had ever run across; we
frcqutntly had little tilts in connection witli the work; no

doubt he had formed the same opinion of me. However, I

had the opportunity one time to meet him personally and we
had a long visit. From that day to this I do not know of

a finer man to work with. We know each other now and
know just about how to set our pegs to avoid any friction

whatever. Let's all get together closer, line up for each other,

cut out the criticism and this old world will be a better

place in which to work and live. My argument is borne

out here on the Rock Island where the employees' clubs have

been functioning for over a year; we know each other better;

we get together frequently. The atmosphere is altogether

different to what if was before the dubs were formed. I-et's

keep the dubs going. The railroa<l will be tielter off in ever)'

way; the employees will be better; the public will be bene-

fited. J. L. Coss,
Train dlspalcher. Rock Inland Linet.

Language Problem of the

International Railway Association

Bki'Ssels, r.eiginm.

To THE Editor:
We have read in the Railway Age for May 20, 1922

(pages 1156 and 1163), the articles published on the Inter-

national Railway Congress held in Rome in April last.

Our attention has been specially called to the paragraph

entitled "In French and Italian," in whicli you point out

the difficulties met by the English-speaking delegates, and
especially by Americans, in taking part in the discussions.

W'e think we ought to remind you that article 16 of the

statutes of our Association stipulates that "The discussions

shall be conducted in French or in the language of the

countrj' in which the Congress is held. Speeches in any other

language shall be translated into French.'" However, at the

Berne session in 1910, at the request of delegates from

English-speaking countries, a resume of the discussion was
given in English in each section in order that the said dele-

gates might effectively follow the proceedings.

Special arrangements were made by tlie Organizing Com-
mittee for the Congress at Rome for the translation into

English of all documents, discussions in sections and pro-

ceedings of the general meetings. All the reports of the re-

porters were published in English and distributed to the

delegates before the opening of the session.

For every subject or question a brief resume of these re-

ports was published in English so that delegates, whose
appointment had been delayed (as was the case with several

American administrations), were able to obtain sufficient

information before the sectional meetings.

All the speeches and communications made in each section

were immediately rendered briefly into English and pub-
lished, for the first time in a uon-English speaking country,

in the English edition of the Daily Journal. Sir Henry
Fowler, chief mechanical engineer of the Midland Railway
(England), was app)ointed a general secretary of the session,

and altliough it was impossible for him to correct all the

proofs of the Daily Journal, he paid attention to the con-

clusions arrived at.

In addition of the five sections of which the Congress
was composed, the presidency of two of them was confided

to English-speaking officials: George Gibbs, chief engineer

of electric traction. Long Island Railroad (U. S. A.), for

the second section, and Gustav Behrens, a director of the

Midland Railway (England), for the third section. The
first section was presided over by a Belgian, the fourth by
a Frenchman, and the fifth by an Italian.

It is possible that the organization was not quite as satis-

factory as we had hoped, but this was chiefly due to the

small number of delegates from English-speaking adminis-
trations having sufficient knowledge of either of the official

languages of the Congress (French and Italian). We are

already trying to discover what improvements can be made
in this organization for future .sessions which do not take

place in an English-speaking countr)-.

We trust, however, you will be good enough to recognize

that we have done tlie best we could to give even,' satisfaction

to tlie English-speaking delegates.

We may also add tiiat the I'.nglisli and .'\merican delegates

generally expressed tlieir appreciation of the arrangements
made to a.ssist them in understanding the discussions.

As the articles whicli your estimalilc journal has publi.shed

might lie wrongly inteqiretcd by readers having no knowledge
of the organization of the congresses of our .Association, we
should be very glad if you would kiiidlv publish this letter

in an early number of the Railway Age. V. Tondelier,
Preaideni.

J. Verdeyen,
Gentral Secretary. International Railway .\j«oci»tlon.
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Booster for Tender Trucks Developed on D. CEi H.

Utilizing Tender to Increase Tractive Power Enables

Locomotives to Haul Heavier Trains

~X I 1<IN(. THK past two yuars there li.i> laeii tlivelc(|.eil

I <m the Dehiware & Hudson a booster designed for

;i|)|)lic'ation on the tender trucks. The basic prin-

ples underlying this development were: First, to utilize

I a source of revenue tractive power at moderate speed the

Fig. 1—Booster Engine Assembled in Shop

itcess boiler cajiacity, the volume of which is increased matc-

ially by the use of superheated steam. Second, to convert

le ten<ler weight, unused as a motive a)ient, into a means
f obtaining additional tractive jHjwer, tin- amount of in-

rease depending on the speed and vvhetlur the application

i> made on one or both tender truiks. 1 iiiul. to obtain more
nearly constant tractive force at the tender draw bar during
successive revolutions of the locomotive. The development
of the tender truck booster has now progressed sufficiently to

l)rove that these objectives have been attained.

The tender booster, which has been patented jointly by
I. A. McGrew, general superintendent of eijuipment and way
and J. T. Loree, general manager, comprises a four-wheel

truck fitted with side rods and a reciprocating steam engine,

arranged to drive one of the axles. The engine which sup-
plies the motive force for the booster is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2—Booster Truck Before Frame Has Been Applied

It is a simple two cylinder engine with Id-in. by 10-in.

cylinders. l)n the main shaft of the booster engine is a

pinion and on one of llie tender truck a.xles is a large gear.

Intennediate between them is a gear arranged to be thrown
into mesh between the jjinion and the large gear by a bell

crank o|)erated by a piston imi)elled l^y the superheated steam

forming the motive agent for operating the booster cylinders.

In Fig. 2 the engine is shown mounted on the axles before

the frame has been put in place. The two bearings shown
in the foreground of Fig. 1 span the geare*! axle and the

op|x)sitc end of the frame casting rests on springs sup|)orted

by jiiurnal boxes on the other axle, giving a three point

145
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support. A view of the completed truck as applied under

the tender is shown in Fig. 3.

The steam supply for the l)ooster is taken directly from

the steam pipes of the locomotive. Admission of steam to

the booster is controlled by an air-operated valve in the main

steam line, as shov\-n in Fig. 4. Operation of the booster

is governed by an independent air valve in the cab, thus in

no manner interfering with tlie engineman in his method of

running the locomotive, enabling him to use or cut out the

booster at will as road conditions may indicate to be desir-

able. The booster caimot be started except when the main
throttle is open and if the locomotive is shut off the booster

ratio between the booster engine shaft and the tender axle

is 1 to 4.25, and the wheels are 33 in. in diameter. The
rated tractive effort with 210 lb. steam pressure, based on the

formula commonly used for locomotives, is 12,200 lb.

The locomotive to which the booster has been applied is

Fig. 3—Completed Truck as Applied Under Tender

is automatically thrown out of gear. Barco joints are fitted

in the steam [lipe between the locomotive and the tender to

give the necessary flexibility at this point.

The steam on its way to the engine entrains the booster

engine transmission gears. The fact that superheated steam

in the locomotive steam pipe is simultaneously the motive

agent of the booster and the controlling power effecting the

meshing of the gears, produces practically perfect synchroniza-

tion of effort of the locomotive and booster engines and also

provides an elastic cushion for disengagement should excessive

stresses be set up within the gears. The steam from the

booster is exhausted direct, without pipe couplings, into, a

simple feed water heater located in tlie tender tank. The gear

Fig. 4—Steam Pipe to Booster and Air Operated Valve

shown in the photograph at the beginning of this article.

It is of the Consolidation type, the weight of die locomotive

being 207,150 lb. and the' rated tractive power 42,100 lb.

developing a maximum draw bar pull of ,^6,000 lb. en levt

,-M\-V\VVAAVVVVVVV^^V'VVVv-<-r^»-^-'<»"V-

Fig. 5—Dynamometer Chart Showing Operation of Booster on a Ruling Grade
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rack. The weight of the tender when empty is 58,800 and
»hen loaded 120,800 lb.

To detvmiine the results that can be ot)taincd in actual

ervice from lucumotives equi|>pcd with the booster, tests

made over the Pennsylvania, Su.^tjuehanna and
l.iin (iivision.s. A photograph taken frtjm the dyna-

;..r chart on the controlling grade on the Champlain
livision is shown in Fig. 5. The increa.se in tractive power

lue to the booster is clearly shown in tlie draw bar pull

urve. The standard rating for tliis class of Icxromotive,

without the Ixwster, on this division is 1,650 adjusted tons,

fhile the tonnage of the test train was 2.477 adjusted tons

D 51 cars, an increase of 48 jx.t cent.

An analysis of the various tests conducted with the booster

levelojK'd the following principles:

When su|>erheatcd steam is used as the motive agent in the

40000 -
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Oneon-ta. Ya>rd- Hompin(5
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Mg. 6—Chart of Tractive Effort of Locomotive writh Booster

Pushing Over a Hump

Kwster, and advantage is taken of the opportunity thus

ifforded for using steam expansively in the locomotive

rylinders, no difficulty is experienced in maintaining prac-

ically constant .«team pressure.

The use of steam for the gear operating cylinders as well

IS for supplying power to the locomotive and booster

cylinders, gives a complete s)TichronizatJon of effort between

the primary and secondary engines.

The results of the tests also clearly demonstrate the follow-

ing operating advantages resulting from the booster ap-

plication:

The tonnage which the ItKomotive can haul is increased;

abnormal stresses on draft gears and equipment are de-

creased, and more prompt and constant acceleration is ef-

fected. Tire wear and rail wear, due to slipping of the

locomotive driving wheels, are decreased. The average speed

over grades is increased and grades may be equalized with-

out a very- hea\7 capital expenditure. The Ixjoster makes it

possible to haul increased tonnage over divisions where the

trainload is now limited by the weight of locomotives which

the bridges can safely carr>. The location of the Ixxister

is such that no delay in turning of power need be occasioned

by repairs. The addition of the geared |)o\ver unit on the

lender permits of using a lower factor of adhesion in loco-

motive design. The booster also effects a saving in fuel

bv reducing the time required for movement over the divi-

sion, and by making it possible for a smaller locomotive to

do the work of a larger typo.

Freight Car Loading
Wasuinctok, D. C.

FREIGHT CAR loading during the week ended July 8

showed the effect of the Fourth of July holiday by a

reduction to 718,319 cars, as compared with 876,896

the week before but this still represented r.n increase of 77,-

784 as compared with the corrc.-iwnding week of 1921. which

also included a holiday, when the loading amounted to f)40,-

535 cars. In the corresponding week of 1920 the total was

796,191. On the basis of a five-day week the average daily

loading during the week of July 8 was 143,664, as compared

with 146,149 cars for a six-day week the week before. As

a holiday usually rei>resents a loss of more than a single day

tliis leaves only a slight decrease to be possibly accounted

for by the first week of the shop strike. As compared with

the corresponding week of 1921 increases were shown in

all districts and in all classes of commodities except grain

and grain products and coal. Coal loading. 68.990 cars,

was al)OUt 26.000 cars less than during the week l)efore and

54,974 cars less than during tht corresponding week of 1921.

The summary as compiled by the Car Service Division of

the .\merican Railway .Association follows:

RF.VKMF FREIGHT I.OAHED

SOUMAIY-Alt DlSTHlCTS, COHPA.ISON OK ToTALS THIS Y»A«. Uxi-T Yrji«. Two YtARS Acn. W« KNuro Sati'Uday, Juir

Total

D:>!ricl<i Year

EMIern 1«2
1'<J1

(Ulciihcny 19-'^

1921
PocahoflM 1922

1921
Soiilhein 1922

l'J21

KorthwciUrn 1922
1921

Cetilral WrfiKrn 1922
1921

SoulhwCTicrn 1922
1921

Total Western diilricK. . 1922
1921

Total, all rods 1922
1921
1920

Increase comfwired 1921
D«Tca!ic c<»ni|>arc<l 1921
Increase comjKireil 1920
Decriasc compared 1920

Iulv
8 1922

uly 1 1922
one 24 1922
une 17 1922
unc 10 1922

Grain
and
grain

products

7.924
5.997
1,743
2.188

151
151

3,803
3,526
7,142
6,806
9,983
13.197
4,515
6.577
21,640
26,580
35.267
38,442
29,793

35,267
41.897
38,411
39,333
40.035

.'lock Coal Coke

2.303 5,545 2,074

3.164 34.231

2.037 12,793 4.265

2.159 36,660 1,798

173 22.945 272

190 17,394 93

1,971 15.231

1,973 16.245 396

6,124 6.048

5.459 5.071 511

7,333 3.859 401

7,076 11,611 143

1,906 2.575 109

1,602 2.758

15,363 12.482

14,137 19.440 792

21.847 68,996

20.623 123.970 3,709

21.897 184,127

1.224
54'.974

"'so 115.131 262

21.847 68.996

28.546 94.748
29.934 96,960

29.151 92,136

29.765 94,824 9,008

Forest
products

4,597
3.748
2,548
1,901
1.150
1.112

16.753
12,313
8,297
6.765
4.444
3.834
6.947
5.006
19.68H
15.605
44,736
34.679
46,011
10,057

1.275
44.7.16

61.422
64.271
64.082
62.3S8

6.842
2.025
11.396
6.010

li
1.175
313

34.430
16,525
1,529

5.16

335
899

36,294
17,960
55,729
a6,319
68,564
29,410

13.835
55,729
64,776
64,284
53,822
46,372

Mdsc.
l..l,I-.

59,946
47,961
44.748
37,824
4,775
4,256

31,978
31,370
26,224
23,352
28,913
26,697
13,556
13.123
68,693
63.172

210.140
184,583
141,397
25,557

"68',74.i

iio.iio
347,111
249,193
248,044
248.405

This
Miscel year
Kincous 1922

73.384 162.615
56.570
61.375 140.905
4(1.643

3.272 32.760
3,166

36,310 108,042
32.408
33.583 123.577
24.913
40.768 97.230
29.919
23.247 53.190
20.591
97.598 273.097
75.423

271.9.10 718.319
J0II.2I0
2')4,475

63.729 77.784

8. 1922

freight loaded
*

V

Cc«Tc- Corre
spending spending

year year
1921 1920

i 53^326 1961662

i 29.' 183 162.976

'26!373 ii'.sii

'98!S44 ii7!i78

891462 i32!2S2

93!6i3 i6Ai6J9

'

561694 isisii

23.iii69 -Niiiii

Mo'.s.is
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

796,191

22.536
271.9.10

32K 0.15

325.33"
324.902
315.235

77.872
718.31''

8/6.896
877.856
860.772
846.002

(.40.535

776,079
775,447
775,328
787,283

:oi.l')l

891,ft21
OM.50J
9I6,7J«
930,976
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Hearing on Coal Car Distribution Rules

Washington, D. C.

HK.\RiNi. \\.\s begun before Commissioner Aitchison of

the Interstate Commerce Commission on July 17 on

;i proposed revision submitted by the Car Scr\-ice Divi-

sion of the American Railway Association of the coal car

distribution rules now incorporated in Circular C. S. 31

(revised) together with rules for the rating of and car dis-

'tril)ution to other than tipple mines loading bituminous coal.

The projxised rules iiave Ijeen generally assented to by the

National Coal Association, except as they apply to assigned

cars, and the commission has ordered a general proceeding of

investigation, consolidating with it its investigation of the

distribution among coal mines of privately owned cars and

cars for railroad fuel. Representatives of the Indiana and

West Virginia state commissions also sat with Commissioner

Aitchison and other members of the commission sat in for

part of the time.

At the outset the attorney for the National Coal Asso-

ciation and other representatives of the coal operators asked

for a continuance of the hearing on the ground that the

oi->erators have Ijeen so busy in labor negotiations and trying

to open their mines that they are not prepared. R. ^'.

Fletcher, general solicitor of the Illinois Central, on behalf

of the railroads, declined to join in the request, saying that

a car shortage may occur very .soon if the coal strike is settled

and the railroads desire to have the rules ready for use.

He said that because of the strike it may be impossible for

some of the operating officers desired as witnesses to appear

but that the first witness was ready, A. G. Gutheim, who

has recently resigned as manager of the public relations

section of the Car Service Division, and who was chairman

of the railroad committee that conferred witli the National

Coal Association on the i)roposed rules. Commissioner

Aitchison then said the hearing could proceed at least that

far.

Mr. Gutheim outlined the history of the car distribution

rules, the present rules representing a modification of the

uniform rules put into effect by the Railroad Administration.

He said that thev are recommendatory but that so far as

the Car Ser\ice Division is informed the)- have been generally

ob.ser\'ed. Commissioner Aitchison was interested in know-

ing to what extent they have been in effect and whether they

would automatically go into effect in case of a car shortage.

Mr. Fletcher said many roads have had very little use for

such rules during the past year and a half and some probably

now have none in effect Init that the old rules would go into

effect unless new ones were available and unless restrained

in some way most of the roads would probably put in effect

the new revised rules which are the subject of the investiga-

tion.

Mr. Gutheim explained the desirability of having uniform

rules and proper mine ratings, saying that the projiosed rules

ba.sc the ratings on tlic demonstrated producing and shipping

capacity of a mine for the previous calendar month. He also

spoke of the desirability of deflating the present ratings,

which manv o|)erators admit are too high, saying that if they

are uniformly too high the effect is not especially serious

but that it is not pleasant to have it generally advertised

in tiie newspajiers that the railroads are furnishing only a

50 [HT cent car supply when tliey know that they are [irovid-

ing a 7S per cent supply.

He also said that the jiroimsed rules re(|uire the o|)erators

to report the actual mine working lime, wliidi gives a more

accurate index of the capacity tlian the tipple time, because

some mines by increasing their tipple investment out of

pro|K)rtion to liieir other facilities, may secure more than a

fair share of tiie cars if their rating is l>ased on tipple time.

The rules also propose a reinstatement of the princ iple that

'a mine served l>\ more than one railroad shall have ,\ higher

rating, whicli was abolished by the Fuel Administration on

the ground that under government control the railroads con-

stituted but one system. However, this matter is now pend-

ing before the Interstate Commerce Commission and the roads

are willing to put into the rules what the commission decides

on this point. Mr. Gutheim also discussed the assigned car

rule, saying the only alternative, except confiscation, for

railroads that have not l)een able to make contracts or to

oljtain coal under their contracts, is to go into the spot

market, which is expensive for the roads and has a serious

effect on the market. Confiscation, he said, is the worst

possible way for a railroad to get the necessary coal, both

because of the effect on the owner of the coal confiscated

and also because it is uneconomical for the railroad and
often gives it the wrong kind of fuel. Also some roads do

not handle enough commercial coal to supply their needs

if they confiscated it all. Many roads have made a large

investment in private coal cars to supply their own needs.

Mr. Gutheim occupied the stand for two days and was
followed by Eugene Mc.Auliffe, president of the Union Col-

lieries Company, who advocated ratings based on tipple

time. The hearing was then adjourned to August 14. J

Business Organizations Urged to
"

Support President's Stand on Strike

BisiNKSs iik(;.\Niz.ATioNs of the countPi' are called upon
Ijy the board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States to take such leadership as will

crystalize public sentiment in upholding President Harding
in the exercise of his authority for the maintenance of un-

interrupted railway transportation. At the same time the

board commended President Harding's statement making
clear the issues involved in the strike, and urged the ad-

ministration to use all the pyower of the government to the

end that the supremacy of the law be maintained.

President Harding was informed of the action of the

board in a letter written by Julius H. Barnes, of Duluth,

President of the Chamber. The declaration of the board,

as set forth in the letter to the President, follows in part

:

"The Board of Directors of the Chamber of Commerce of

the United States commends the statement of President

Harding making clear the issues involved in the railroad

shop crafts strike. \\'e believe in the peaceful settlement

of controversies and due. respect for agencies established by

law or mutual agreement for securing just and impartial

decisions, ^\'e believe in the compliance with such deci-

sions by both parties and that the public will trust decisions

so arrived at as generally fair and accord them the suppK)rt

of public opinion.

"This strike of a section of railroad employees is against

a decision of the government's own agency.

"The attempt of the striking railroad employees to enforce

their own views through methods of industrial war should

meet the condemnation of all who believe in orderly pnxe-
of settlement.

"This country is slowly emerging from a period of un-
employment and severe business depression, and cannot

patiently view any unlawful interference with its transports

tion facilities, retarding its industrial recoverv.

"We commend the President for his determination to main
tain the supremacy of tlic law and we urge the administration

to use all the power of the agencies of the govemraent to

that end.

"We call upon the busine.ss organizations of the country

to take such leadersliip as shall crystallize |iublic .-ientiment in

upholding the President in the exercise of his authoritv foi

the maintenance of uninterrupted railroad transportatior

and for such loial protection and community public order a<

will secure every man his right to work without intimidation



British Approve Automatic Train Control

Ministry of Transport Committee Recommends Intermittent

Contact Type—Disapproves of Speed Control

TiiL PRACTKAiiiLiTY of train control

devices "has been proved beyond
lispute by extended trial and

.uiuiil operation covering long periods"
md these devices can no longer be re-

garded as in the experimental staj;c, according to the

Automatic Train Control Committee appointed by the

Ministr}' of Transport of Great Britain. In its report

which was submitted on April 20, 1922, the committee

recommended the gradual adoption of the intermittent contact

t)'pe of train control as best adaj)ted to prevent a large

proportion of train accidents directly occasioned Ijv the failure

of enginemcn to oljey signals, which it found amounts to

about one-third of the total number. While the committee

considered continuous control to possess merit, it was thought

to have too many disadvantages to warrant its recommenda-

tion. Sjx-ed control also was not considered essential be-

cau.se an analysis of the accident records for the past 10

years indicated that only 3 out of 19J, or 1.6 per cent, of

the accidents could have been prevented by speed control.

The intermittent induction tyf)e likewise was not considered

suitable for British railways because it would require complex

electrical arrangements and a considerable addition to the

skilled maintenance forces. Any system of train stop or

train control must be used to supplement the present highly

developed ;ind efficient signal systems and be reasonable in

first cost and annual charges for maintenance and renewals.

The committee recommended that multiple track lines only

(except in exceptional ca.'ics, single track) l>e C(|uippcd. This

mileage was estimated to lie 24,00 track miles. .Apjiroximate-

ly 2ifiO locomotives should be e(|uippe(i, while track devices

would be required for 24,000 distant signals and .^8,000

stop signals. I'he total estimated first cost was £4,660,000

($20,550,600), with a total annual charge for maintenance

and renewals of £407,000 ($1,8<'4.870, based on a rate of

exchange of $4.41 ).

Of 19.1 accidents analyzed for a 10-year period ending

September 30, 1921, the' committee said that 71, or 36.8

per cent, could have been prevented by train control and that

on the basis of the number of accidents reported by the rail-

ways but not investigated by the government, train control

"would have a jireventive effect, not obtainable by any other

means, upon a yearly total of more than 100 cases." The
committee did not recommend the use of speed control, saying

that "the difficulties arising—* * * and the need for in-

suring that the capacity of roads is not injuriously affected

by imposing unnecessarily low speed restriction upon express

traffic, would, in the opinion of tlic committee, render such

devices unsuitable to British conditions." In di.scussing the

continuous type of control, while tlie committee felt that

such a system would cover practically ever)- risk which such

devices arc designed to .safeguard, other conditions would not
make the expenditure justifiable upon surface lines in Great
Britain. Therefore, the committee recommended the use of
the intermittent contact type, which supplements rather than

replaces existing signaling and block tele-

graph systems.

The use of train control was considered
only for multiple track lines handling pas-

senger and mixed traffic because of the security-

afforded on single track lines "by single line

token working, with interlocking of signals

and relative tokens, and to the small number
of accidents upon single lines. The committee
is of the opinion that a case for the adoption
of automatic train control upon single lines so
worked and protected has not been established

although there may be a few special cases

where control may eventually \>c found desirable. It con-

siders also that lines used purely for freight or mineral

traffic do not as a general rule call for the adoption of auto-

matic train control."

The committee was instructed to enumerate the possible

functions of train control as it relates to railway conditions

in the United Kingdom; prescribe requisites which the devices

should meet; examine those under trial; recommend others

which are or may become availal)le during the period of

investigation and form conclusions on its adoption with re-

gard to its advantages and the cost involved.

Three Early Conclusions

Three of the earliest general conclusions unanimously ar-

rived at by the comniittee were: (1) That existing traffic

facilities and line capacity must not be injuriously affected

by the general intrcxiuction of automatic train control; (2)

that any acceptable method of control must be such as can
be fully developed in conjunction with the highly developed

block working and signaling systems on the British railways

and (3) that the introduction or extension of any system of

control could not be recommended unless a standard, in

respect to track and locomotive ajiparatus, l)e first decided

upon, which would enal>le the desin-d effects to be produced

upon all locomotives, whether on home or foreign lines.

Calling attention to the high degree of .security attained

on British railways in the past, the committee points out

that in recent years the growth of traffic has made it necessary

to shorten block sections in order to increase track capacity

without incurring the cost of constructing new interlockings

or additional lines. This has resulted in the adoption of

track circuits, electric interlocking and other safety devices

"to supplement the jwwers of observation and memory of

signalmen." Continuing, the committee says that "no gen-

eral action, however, has \iccn taken to provide appliances

for obtaining additional security- against mistakes by engine-

men, although they must have been affected, jxissibly to an

cf|ual extent with signalmen, by growth of traffic and altered

conditions of working. The functions of automatic train

control * * are broadl>- to assist enginemen in the jiroper

observance of signals and regulations and to safeguard

liability to train accidents which may arise from failure in

this respect." In the opinion of the committee, train control

can no longer l)e regarded as being in the experimental

stage. "The question is ratlier whether its adoption is ex-

149
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pedient in the interests of safety, and financially possible."

Applicability to British Railways

In discussing the applicability of train control and its

adoption on British railways, the committee considered it

from the standpoint of (1) the conditions, whether technical,

climatic or physical, which govern the conduct of railway

traffic and which may render special treatment necessary;

(2) the degree of safety existing, and the extent to which

additional security is desirable and can be obtained; (3)

the methods of control which appear most suitable for the

purpose and (4) the cost of installation. In this connection

the committee obtained the views of responsible officers and

a number of locomotive inspectors and enginemen of standing

and experience; it analyzed accident statistics furnished in

government returns and by certain railway companies; sys-

tems of train control in operation on the Great Western,

the North Eastern, and the Great Central were inspected and
studied in detail and the experimental installations on the

London & North Western, the Great Eastern and the London,
Brighton & South Coast were also inspected. Estimates were

obtained from railroad companies and inventors, which were

based on present day prices, but without allowance for

quantity production.

Relation of Block Signaling to Train Control

The committee, commenting on certain outstanding features

in the working conditions, equipment, and methods of block

signaling upon Briti.sh railways, called attention to those

peculiar to Great Britain and which needed special considera-

tion. ."Ml are factors which have to be allowed for satis-

factorily in considering the expediency of automatic train

control. They are as follows:

"(a) The dissimilarity in brake power of trains. Three classes

of trains have to be provided for, viz., passenger and express
goods, which are fitted throughout with contijuious power brakes

:

freight trains, which have only the locomotive fitted with the

power brake ; and mixed trains in which a certain proportion of

unfitted freight cars may be attached to fitted passenger cars, and
partially fitted freight trains with which the proportion of fitted

cars is variable.

"(b) The speed maxima likely to be attained on level road
by various classes of trains may differ as widely as 20 and 80
miles an hour.

"(c) The standard block interval or overlap (440 yd) has

been fixed without any regard to speed or gradient. On level or

falling gradient, therefore, if the brake, owing to inattention, etc.,

on the part of the engincman, is not applied until a stop signal at

danger is actually reached, the speed of the train may be such that

it will not be brought to a standstill, even though full brake is

exercised, until a train has passed beyond the clearing point and
entered the danger zone.

"(dl The liability to bad atmospheric conditions, such as fog,

falling snow, etc., and the consequent difficulties that enginemen
have in observing signals, have necessitated the use of a manual
fng siiriial, supplementary to wayside signaling, without which
congestion, amounting even to complete stopping of traffic would
inevitably result.

"(e) The high frequency and complex character of traffic in

many railway areas.

"(f) The number of lines cither jointly owned or used by
different railway companies.

"<k) Existing variations in structural and load gages will

present difficulties in adopting a uniform system of automatic

train control unless these arc foreseen and provided against. This
pfiint also calls for special consideration in connection with the

cleclrifiration of railways."

Devices to Prevent Mistakes by Enginemen

Continuing an abstract of the report, the committee says

that all flevires designed to prevent accidents primarily due

to mistakes of enginemen obtain their effect either indirectly

or directly as follows:

"(a) Indirectly: Ry automatically providing either on the

train or on the track, distinctive visual and audible indications,

supplementary to those given by the wayside signal. Reliance for

necessary action to avoid datiger is. with Ibcsc invention";, still

placed upon enginemen, and appliances of the kind are often
described as cab or fog signaling devices.

"(b) Directly: 1. By the automatic application of the power
brake. In this case it can be arranged that enginemen either have
the power to release the brake at any time after it has been
applied, or do not have the power of doing so until the train has
come to rest. Appliances of this nature arc indifferably termed
"train stops' or 'train control' devices.

"2. By automatic speed control. In this case the brake is

applied at any desired point if the speed exceeds a prescribed rate,

and cannot be released until either the train has come to rest or
the speed has been reduced to a predetermined limit. All these
effects can he produced either singly or in combination."

Continuous Train Control

The committee next divided the devices into two general

tj'pes: "continuous" and "localized" or "intermittent."

With respect to the continuous type of control the committee
says

:

"(a) A continuous type of control aims at entire and constant
protection of the train at all stages of its journey against every
risk of collision, either with other trains, or in some cases, with
earth slides; and, as a general rule, against risk of derailment due
to rail breakage, lack of continuity of track, washouts, etc. Devices
of this kind are essentially electrical, and usually, though not
invariably, of the non-contact type so far as the control mechanism
is concerned. They are dependent on complete track circuiting or
its equivalent. The outstanding advantage of a control of this

type is that it can be made to cover practically every risk which
automatic train control can be expected to safeguard.
"There are. however, the following arguments against the

adoption of this form of control upon British railways

:

"1. The first cost of engine and track equipment is higher than
that required for localized control.

"2. The cost and diflnculty of supplying electrical energy to all

railways in the country in such a form as to be suitable for a
standard system of control, is likely to be prohibitive, and would
delay installation almost indefinitely.

"3. Although it can be arranged to exercise control at signal
locations, its function, broadly speaking, is to provide a substitute
for, rather than addition to, existing systems of signaling and block
workings, which have already been installed at considerable cost,

and have reached a high state of development.
"4. Maintenance would be costly and necessitate the use of a

large number of skilled workmen.
"5. The principle of action in apparatus of this class is that

electrical energy must be constantly supplied to the train during
the whole of its journey. If this energy is cut off, the train is then
unable to proceed. Its encrgj- may be cut off for two reasons

:

(a) Because it is unsafe for the train to proceed owing to some
obstruction, etc., on the line ahead; or (b) in consequence of
failure in the source of supply, or break-down of the control
apparatus.
"No foriu of automatic train control can be considered wholly

immune from risk of failure such as described in (b). The con-
tinuous control systems which have been examined require the use
of comparatively delicate locomotive apparatus. Such apparatus
is more likely to be affected by the vibration and shock of ordinary
working conditions than the more robust apparatus used in local-

ized systems. .Mthough failures from this cause would doubtless

be on the side of safety, they would cause traffic delay. With
regard to the breakdown of the main electrical supply, such a

contingeni y would be .serious in a continuous control system
handling a frequent service of trains, as all traffic would come
to a standstill in the area concerned. Failures from either of the

above causes would necessitate arrangement to enable release from
the control to lie effective. The difficulty and risk of accident

attached to such a provision will be apparent, particularly when
the main electrical supply fails."

Localized or Intermittent Control

"In the light of the foregoing disadvantages, the committee is

of the opinion that expenditure to the extent necessary for con-

tinuous control would not be justifiable upon surface lines in Orcat
Hritaiu. On the other hand, in the case of an entirely new rail .vay

system, or on railways upon which appliances arc less complete,

or where accidents of the class preventable only by continuous

control are comparatively common, this type of control might be

worthy of consideration. The attention of the committee has

therefore been directed to localized control, which supplements

rather than replaces existing signaling and block telegraph systems.

lxicali?ed control can be either of the non-contact or contact type.

"The non-contact type is essentially electrical, and althnugii it

has the advantages cnnscqucnt upon the avoidance of any physical

contact between track and locomotive apparatus, it necessit.itcs

the use of somewhat complex electrical arrangements, entails a
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contidcrablc addition to the 'killed mainiciunce suflf, and is likely
to be more expensive, both in first cost an<l upkeep, than the con-
tact type. There is also a difficulty in arranging for the pruduc-
lion of more than two distinctive effects.

"The rnntart type i« the be»t known and ir"«' HrvHnprd Despite
the r . ' ' • ,^.c^ i„ regard tu ' ' '

com:' • contact control, .i;

has ; . many yrnr? •
'

COndltl. li~ .11111 ,.i;..iMr of wi!: • '

of high >peed traffic. Three ;

viz., 'clear.' 'warning,' and '(l.u -

obtaining brake release can Ik- .irr.iiii;''! .
'

. i ~ ..i 'hi- lyiK .!.

not nccc->s;irily require cither primary .r mCi Hilary batteries on
the locnm"t:vr. In rnniunction with lu^.ii lr.uk circuiting, this

type used with autoni.iiic and three-position
sign • track circuitijiK is (.-xtendcd, the control
excr nl device, although not strictly continuous
in cl .nur nearly all the benefits obtainable from the
conn

"I shock effects in the case of contact devices at
waviiile Mgn.ii Iix-ations. locomotive and track elements used to
obtain control of tracks at distant signals should be more robust
than those at stop signals. Trains are authorized to pass, and do
[MS.S. distant signals at high speed, whether they indicate 'clear'

or 'warning.' It follows, especially if separate indications fiir warn-
ing and clear are required, that contact between locomotive and
track elements will be of high frequency. On the other hand, the
occasions upon which trains pass stop signals at danger arc com-
paratively rare, and it is not considered necessary for the stop
signal apparatus to provide more than one effect, i.e., 'danger.'

In special cases a 'clear' indication can. if required, he provided
at stop signals by other means, e.g., hand signaling. While, there-

fore, means for detecting integrity and correct position of the

track mechanism for affording control at stop signals will be
required, to insure that contact is made when en^;inemen pass

them at danger, it is not a matter of primar>' importance if damage
to the apparatus should result from contact between locomotive

and track elements at such signals."

Speed Control

"The emplo>-ment of speed control and time element relay do-

vices, in conjunction with other indirect or direct methods already
mentioned, has been very fully considered by the committee, espe-

cially in relation to the outstanding features which characterize

British railways. It is argued with some cogency that an ap-

pliance either of one character or the other is necessary, because
the clearing point, which defines the lengtli of overlap in advance
of home signals, etc . is often too close to insure, in all conditions

of gradient, speed, and brake equipment, that a train will be

stopped by a full application of the power brake when the danger
point is reached.

"With some well-known speed control devices, the conditional

character of release would, in certain conditions, impose restric-

tions in the rate of speed unacceptable to British practices and un-

necessary for safety. There is not only the dissimilar extent of

power brake equipment upon trains to be remembered, but also

the variation in speed maxima, in combination with gradient effect.

It is common practice for the same engine to be used for hauling

fully fitted passenger and unfitted freight trains. Consequently,

an engine working a passenger train on one trip might require a

speed control set to act at 40 miles an hour, and on another trip

hauling a freiiiht train, the device would have to be adjusted for

a different speed, of, say, 20 miles an hour.

".Again, a time element relav arranged to apply the continuous

brake to a passenger train which approaches a home signal at

danger at a higher speed than. say. 55 miles an hour, would not

furnish a safeguard to an unfitted freight train approaching the

same signal at a very much lower, and yet, dangerous speed.

Moreover, with time element relay appliances there is always in

existence an clement of danger. A train may be traveling at a

comparativelv slow rale of speed when the first point of contact

on the track is made and afterwards accelerate, so that, although

the lime occupied in traversing the measured length of track is

not less than that for which the apparatus is set. its speed at the

moment it passes the second point of contact is considerably higher

than that calculated to he safe in the event of the signal in ad-

vance being at danger
"The difficulties arising from such conditions, and the need for

insuring that the capacity of roads is not injuriously affected hy

imposing unnecessarily low speed restrictions upon express traffic,

would, in the opinion of the committee, render such devices un-

suitable to Hritish conditions. Moreover, it will be seen that out

of 10.^ arcidenls which have been fully aiiaKvcd, in only three

(or 1.6 per cent") of the whole number could it be said that a

speed control device would alone have proved remedial. Such

cases of accidents can, in the opinion of the committee, be ade-

quately safeguarded, if not entirely prevented, by installing a tram

control device, cither of a permanent or temporary character.

which would provide an audible indication, as well as a brake
application, to remind enginemen of the existence of a speed re-
striction over any curve, crossing, etc , in advance.
"The question of the utility of any form of automatic train con-

trol .IS a mran^ for prevrntirt; hv.ffrr stop i' .;!i-i..ns has beeti

nd the
- Con-

r ' take
• 1(1. •m I- vending .s c,r '. ^l:l^^ .in hdir. Col-
i-ds are of rare occurrence, and are almost

inc or pump failures, or to lack of continuity
ot tin- [Kjwir hrake u|K)n a tram. For accidents of this description
no remedy could be found in any fono of automatic train con-
trol. • • •

Analysis of Accidents

"An analysis of accirleiit> reported iijoin during the 10 years
ending Scptemfccr 30, 1921. furnishes information with regard to
the preventable character of typical accidents upon British rail-
ways. It will be seen that the 193 cases analyzed have been
divided as follows

:

".\.—Accidents of various types (including buffer stop col-
lisions) for which automatic train stop or train control is not
likely to afford any remedy—73. Percentage. 37.8.

"B.—Train accidents due mainly to signalmen's errors, which
are preventable by such well-known appliances as track circuit,

electrical control of signals, etc.—49. Percentage. 25.4.

"C.—Train accidents mainly caused by failure of cnginemen,
which some form of train stop or train control with automatic
application can alone prevent or beneficially affect—71. Percent-
age. 36.8.

"The 71 cases of accidents under C have been allocated under
three heads

:

"1. Derailments due to speed upon sharp curves, etc., for which
speed control would be the best remedy, 3. Percentage of these
cases, 4.22; percentage of all cases. 1.6.

"2. Miscellaneous cases, such as collisions with platelayers'

trollies or other vehicles standing in the section between block
posts, and derailments due to switches being out of position, or
to rail breakages. For these classes of accident either a form of
continuous control is necessary or localized control combined with
continuous track circuiting and signal interlocking. Xumber. 12.

Percentage of these cases. 17.0; percentage of all cases. 6.2.

"3. Train accidents directly due to failure of enginemen to ob-

serve or obey signal indications. This type of accident is pre-

ventable either by localized or continuous control. Number. 56.

Percentage of these cases. 78.87 ;
percentage of all cases. 29.0."'

The committee considers that on a ven,- conservative esti-

mate, automatic train control would have a preventive or

beneficial effect, to the same percentage as is shown in the

foregoing tabular statement, upon a total number of acci-

dents at least 10 times as great as those actually inquired into.

Relative Value of Train Control

at Distant and Stop Signals

"The evidence of <)Otli railway officers and men was generally

in favor of some form of automatic train control, as a preventive

measure against accidents of the class under consideration. But
with regard to the relative value of train control at distant and
stop signals, there are two distinct schools of thought. One. per-

haps the older, school considers that the provision of control at

dist9nt signals is indispensable for safety ; and that control at stop

signals is of quite minor importance. This view is held very

strongly by some of its advocates, so much so that it is thought

that, if observation by enginemen of distant signals can be se-

cured, security will result in many cases of .accidents. The other

school regards control at stop signals as of first importance, and
control at distant signals as of secondary value. The main points

in the evidence may be briefly summarized as follows:

"(a) In respect of stop signals—the weight of evidence was in

favor of control by means of a full bnike .application when danger

was indicated, but against any audible indication.

"(hi In respect of distant signals—a partial brake application

combined with an audiMo indication was favored by the majority

for the warning position

"(c) There was unanimity against the utility of visual cab

signals, with which the general opinion of the committee concurs.

"The committee is in no doubt respecting the relatively higher

value of control at stop than at distant signals Further informa-

tion obtained from the critical analysis of accidents confirms this

view. In the .56 cases in which it is considered that beneficial

results might have been expected from a system of automatic

localized train control, it is shown;

"I. That control at distant signals would in the circumstances

have been necessary as a preventive measure in 7 instances.
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"2. That control at either a distant or stop signal would have

proved effective in 18 instances.
'•3. That control at a stop signal, either home, starting or

advance, would have been necessary in 31 instances.

"The above figures prove conclusively that control at the se-

lected stop signals is an essential feature of automatic train con-

trol. • * * The committee finally agreed that in general, and

especially in areas liable to bad atmospheric conditions, suflicicnt

provision for safety against preventable train accident due to

failures of enginemen cannot, in the existing conditions, be made
without recourse to train control at distant signals also.

"There are three alternative methods of train control at distant

signals

:

"1. The first and simplest, which provides 'location' effect, is to

provide a track appliance fi.xed in character which shall give one

and the same effect on locomotives whenever the distant signal is

approached, irrespective of its position. Advocates of this method

were particularly unanimous that a brake application and audible

signal should be combined for the desired effect.

"2. The second method is to provide an appliance which shall

give these warning effects, whenever distant signals are passed

in the 'warning' position ; no effect being produced when the signal

is in the 'clear' position. This method necessitates, if the track

appliance is fixed in character, the employment of electrical energy

for the purpose of differentiating between the warning and clear

positions of the distant signal. It is consequently more costly,

both as regards track and locomotive apparatus than the 'location'

system. * » *
• t .

"3. The third method, advocated by a large majority of the

witnesses examined, provides train control in the direction of two

separate effects for the warning and clear positions, respectively.

The clear effect to be an audible signal distinctive from that given

for the warning effect, but with no brake application. The increase

in cost of this over the second method (presuming the track ap-

paratus is fixed in character) is small, and affects the locomotive

apparatus only. * * *"

Fog Signaling and Train Control

"Train control at distant signals should be consi(lcrc<l in rela-

tion to manual fog signaling. The questions that arise are
:

Will

control prove an acceptable substitute for fog signaling; and if so,

what effects must train control produce to prove accept,ible? On
the first point, though some of the witnesses expressed doubt, the

answer was in the affirmative by a large majority of both officers

and men. On the second point, it is clear, at all events, in areas

subject to fog, that train control must produce effect on all occa-

sions when the train passes distant signals, otherwise, one of their

functions, i.e., to give geographical information to enginemen of

their whereabouts, will onlv be performed when these signals are

passed in the warning position. With this minimum requirement,

both the first and last methods comply, but the second does not.

"There was considerable diversity of opinion whether it is essen-

tial, in order adequately to meet all fog signaling requirements,

that separate effects must be produced by train control to dif-

ferentiate between the clear and warning positions of distant

signals. It appears to the committee to be more a traffic than a

safety question. In some areas, no doubt, existing traffic facili-

ties would \tc reduced unless a dual indication were provided.

"As a general rule, the committee considers that train control

at distant signals, in order adequately to meet fog signaling re-

quirements, should provide distinctive effects for both clear and

warning positions. Over large and well defined districts, how-

ever, where there is no liability to fog. the 'location' rnethod.

whereby the warning imiication only is given on approaching, all

equipped distant signals, whatever their position, may prove suf-

ficifnt. * *"

Outside of the financial effect which the committee states would

not be so great as might be expected, it continues, saying, "there

are certain beneficial effects which it may be anticipated will result

from the use of control wherever possible, in place of manual fog

signaling. These arc: ...
"C[) Manual fog signaling is not free from special danger to

the personnel employed. A number of fatalities occur yearly to

men employed in visiting fog posts, and iniiirirs result to foginen

from the explosion of detonators. The elimination of this class

of accident proportionately to the decree of .substitution of control

may be anticipated. ....
,

"(21 Owing to the sudden appearance of fog, it is not always

possible for fogmen to be at their posts when their services arc

essential. Fnginrmen in such conditions have an anxious tunc.

Sr.melinirs they receive no geographical indication of their where-

abouts and are in complete unrrrlainfy whether they have passed

a signal, and have missed seeing the fogman's green light, or

whether the ahsmce of an explosion or green light is to be ex-

plained bv the fact that the fogman has not arrived at his |x>st.

Control producing both an unmistakable clear and warning effect

would do away with this sense of insrcnrify. and undoiibte<lly im-

prove safety conditions.

"(3) Failures of detonators to explode, and of enginemen, espe-

cially in the case of double-headed trains, to hear the sound of

detonations, as well as mistakes made by fog-signahnen themselves,

are not unknown under the manual system of fog signaling. A
betterment in all these respects may undoubtedly be expected from
the introducation of control.

"(4) Some additional facilities to traffic working may be counted

upon."

Train Control Considered Essential

''As the result of this general investigation of the subject matter,

the committee has found that there is a prima facie case for auto-

matic train control upon Briti.'-h railways, as the only means for

obtaining greater security against the class of train accident, which
in general results from failure on the part of enginemen.

"They consider that the method of automatic train control most
likely to suit existing conditions upon British railways should

supplement rather than replace existing block telegraph and sig-

naling systems, and comprise:
"(a) Automatic train stop, located at or near selected stop

signals, w-hich shall, in the event of a train passing such signals,

when they indicate, or should indicate, danger, bring the train to

a standstill.

"(6) Automatic warning control at unworked distant signals,

also at worked distant signals, whenever these are passed in the

warning position, and at such other places where danger from
too high a speed may l>e anticipated. In addition to the almve,

which the committee regards as the minimum necessary to obtain

adequate security against train accident, it is held that the se-

lected system of control should be capable of producing a dis-

tinctive audible effect for tlie clear position of worked distant

signals, in order to meet conditions of fog signaling."

Requisites for Installation

"In compiling these requisites, due weight has been given to

safety requirements, as well as to the following considerations

:

"(a) Standardization of equipment to obtain uniformity of ef-

fect upon all railways.

"(b) Fu'urc development in the direction, for example, of three-

position and automatic signaling, and extended electrification.

"(c) Lowest cost compatible, with due regard to safety condi-

tions.

"1. The control apparatus should be constructed to work in

conjunction with any system of fixed signaling, mechanical, power
worked, or automatic.

"2. To be so constructed in respect of both track and train

elements as to uisure the undermentioned effects being produced

upon locomotives* when running either upon home or foreign

lines in Great Britain.

"3. The control to be capable of producing three alternative

effects, namely, (a) danger, (b) warning, (c) clear, as follows.

"(a) The danger effect to be produced at a two- or three-

position stop signal, when this indicates or should indicate danger,

and to consist of a full application of the power brake. In the

case, however, of purely automatic signals, the danger effect is

required to be produced only when the signal correctly indicates

danger. The brake application to be cap.able of release by the

engineman. only bv an action entirely distinctive in character from

that required for the release of the warning brake application.

"(b) The warning effect to be produced at a two-position dis-

tant signnl or at a three-position signal, whenever these indicate

or should indicate caution, and to consist of an uninist.akable brake

application and audiMe warning. The brake application in this

case to be capable of immediate release by the engineman. The

action for brake release in respect of both 'danger' and 'w.yning'

effects must necessarily reset the locomotive apparatus in the

normal receptive position.

"(c) The 'clear' effect to be pro<hiced at a two-position distant

signal or at a three-position signal, when these correctly give the

dear indication, and to consist of an audible signal distinct from

that required for the warning effect. The control of this locomo-

tive apparatus to be in the hands of the engineman, so that he can

render it operative or inoperative at will.
_ , . .

"The clear effect shall be produced only when this condition is

indicated both bv the signal concerned and bv the position in the

frame of the corresponding signal levor ; and in the case of auto-

matic or semi-automatic signaling also by the condition of the

corresponding track controls. In all other circumstances, cither

the danger or the warning effect, as the ca.sc may be, shall be

produced. . . ,

"4. To he .so constructed that the correct position of all track

and train elements of the device shall be assured under all condi-

tions of speed, atmosphere, weather, wear, oscillation and load-

ing; and that the device shall operate under all conditions which

permit of traffic movements,

•Tlie word "loconioiivr" whfrcvcr ii«fH id tliMf requisilo includes the

Ica.ling control vctiiclr of multiplf unit trains, whether •team or electric.
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"5 Tht trarJc apparatiu in the event ol failure of any of the
'

' 111, electrical encrg>-, or ..nii<xti .u-,. and in the
'rical faults, to assuiiK- : .|.i:;<. r ..r Aarimit;
ise may be, and gi\c tii' -rr;^l..iii(l iiy inilica-

ti'ii II' :;'-.Miy and correct positiuii i .i:i ni.wnij parts of
the track aiUMr.itii'., which are designcil t • ..iiic m >ontact with
rhc lor ::•. tiw apparatus, must be coiir- : :'. imluaicd to the

r detected m the case of a' iliiiK I-'ailure

n of the locomotive com- winch preju-
' ts the brake control in . . ith the danger

all 1 »ariiiiiK ctTects, to give an unmi^iak.iMc application of the
power brake.

'6. To be capable of operation upon locomotives fitted with
air, vacuum, steam or other power brakes, or any combination
thereof.

"7. The locomotive apparatus to be such as not to interfere

with or impair the efficiency of the normal working of the power
brake.

"8. The apparatus to be such that it will he operative when the

locomotive is running in forward or backward gear, without in-

volving any action additional to that noniially necessary for rc-

versiuK the direction of travel of the locomotive.

'V. The app;iratus to be inoperative automatically in respect of

the danger effect when a train passes a signal not applicable to the
direction of its movement.

"10. To be of simple standardized construction with easily
;rri rrhaiigcahle parts so that maintenance, inspection and tests to

efficiency of all the parts shall be easily carried out. Any
1 the apparatus which is liable or designed to be destroyed

• ck of impact must be capable of rapid replacement.
"ll. To be so constructed ami installed as not to constitute a

source of danger to railwa)Tncn or passcnuers.
'"12. Where there arc a number of signals at any point applica-

ble in the same direction to one road, the track apparatus for that

road must \k capable of operation in conjunction with any one
of the signals in question."

Recommendations Regarding Requisites

The committee has the following rciommcndiitions and
remarks to make in connection with the requisites:

"(a) Localized (intermittent) control is recommended as more
'c for prevailing conditions on British railways than con^
:^ control. The contact type is selected in preference to the

ntact type. The necessity in this country for a speed con-
Irul or time element device has not been established.

"Locomotive and track apparatus for train control at distant

signal locations must he of a robust and durable character ; the

track apparatus of the fixed element type. The use of electrical

energy for obtaining a distinctive clear effect is acceptable. Loco-
motive apparatus should preferably not require the carriage of

batteries, particularly those of a secondary character.

"For stop signals the train slop apparatus. t)oth track and loco-

motive, should be of a simpler and less expensive character, the

track element preferably of the mechanical movahle trip type. In

the case of the locomotive apparatus a mechanism of the frangible

character would not be objectionable. Overhead train stop or

train control devices arc not regarded as suitable. The possible

development of power working of signals should not he lost sight

of in the selection of train stop and train control devices.

"(h) In the opinion of the committee the most suitable position

for the track element of train control at distant signals is the

center of the four-foot way. The possible effect of the selection of

this position upon any scheme for electrification has to be borne

in mind.
"(c) Requisite No. 3.—Change of effect: In connection witli

the release of this effect of control the committee records its

preference that the arrangement should he such as will permit of

the engineman actuating the release without having to leave thi-

foot-plate of the engine for the purpose, unless the additional ex

pensc thereby incurred is considerable.

"(d) To meet the possibility of failure of locomotive apparatus

for train control or train stop appliances, the cutout or other

device for the purpose should differ essentially from that in use

for obtaining the normal stop signal control release, and wil!

require to be prolecterl from unauthorized use.

"(e) For emergency, e.g., pilot, working upon track equipp"'

with control apparatus for one direction of travel only, it will In

necessary for railway comp.'inies to issue instructions regardinL;

the precautions to he taken for cutting out the locomotive control

or stop apparatus as required.

"(O The requisites do not deal specifically with difTictiltie^

which may arise from the adoption of automatic train control in

connection with helper engines, double-headed trains, or two trains

coupled together. As regards helper engines, it is held that tracU

control apparatus will not be required at sinii;il locations on short

aiid continuous lengths of service rising gr.tdiint where helper en-

gines are normally employed at the rear of all trains. This may

perhap; rfndor the rfTentii'ii ! manual or fog signaling at distant
•I-

. cssary.

sections of track, with varia-
< I gradient, automatic train con-
I-

,
lire {' '>: ln^talled, there is a possibility of

s - ' track control device from clear to normal
t" - lie in rear oi a train, or the second engine
of tw" Irani? fiiiilol together, has ;>assed it. The committee
suggests a last-vehicle or track circuit device would meet tfic

caj«. In the case of double-headed trains, tin i^jmniittee sees no
reason why both enginemen should not ' ii to release
their brakes in the event of a train conir , al warning
effect. In the case of stop signals, the i the signal
being returned to danger before the second tntjint has passed is

inconsiderable.

"(g) The effect of the extended adoption of electric traction
upon the use of the electrilied ramp for distant signal control will

require consideration, and special precautions may be necessary
to safeguard a false clear effect lieing given as the result of the
ramp becoming energized from an extraneous source. The pos-
sibility of alternating current proving necessary eventually for
the purpose of energizing the ramp, will lie for consideration in

the design of the engine apparatus.

Cost of Installation

III estimating the cost of installation the comniittee has
taken the figure of 24,000 track miles as representing the

maximum mileage for passenger lines to which automatic

train control would in any circum.stances require to be ap-
plied. Regarding the number of signals and locomotives it

estimates as follows:

Distant signals—Equipped with dual application, 18,000;
K<|ui()|x'd with warning indication only, 6.000.

Stop signals—Equippetl with trip device for "danger"'
effect, MifiOO.

Locomotives—23,000.

The estimated first cost i.-:, 18,000 distant signals at $j08.-

70 each, $5,556,600; 6,000 distant si.gnals at'$l 10.25 each;

$661,500; total for distant si.gnals, $6,218,000.

The annual charge for maintenance and renewals at lyi'
per cent of first cost, $466.,?57.50. First cost of fitting 38,-

000 stop signals at $4,1 8<), 500. .Annual charge for mainte-
nance and renewals, 7'j \<-t cent, $314,212.50.

First cost of fitting 23,000 locomotives at $441, $10,143,-
000 .Annual charge for maintenance and renewals (10 per
cent first cost) $1,014,300.

The total cost of the full scheme would appear to l>c:

Di.stant signals, $6,218,100.

Stop si,gnals, $4,180,500.
|

Locomotives, $10,143,000.
!

Total first cost $20,550,600. Total annual charge for,

maintenance and renewals, $1,894,870.

The Crossing at Hurricane Gulch, Alaska Railroad



A Panoramic yieiv of the In cle of the Engiiiehouse

Unusual Ash Pits Feature New Engine Terminal

New York Central Incorporates Interesting and Economical

Designs in Solvay Enginehouse Project

THE New York Central has recently completed and

placed in operation an interesting 30-stall enginehouse

and terminal layout at Solvay, outside the city limits

of Syracuse, N. Y., for the care of passenger locomotives

turned at this division point. The new terminal, which re-

places one that had become congested and crowded because

of its circumscribed limits within the city, contains many
features of economical design, construction and operation

which are a departure from ordinary practice. This is notable

in the design of the ash pits, which are circular in section,

of mass and reinforced concrete and economical both in cost

and operation.

Location and General Features of the Terminal

The new terminal had been under consideration for a

number of years preceding the war and in 1918 construction

was started but on account of financial and other conditions

One of the Wet Ashpits Before It Was Placed in Service

little was done. Work was resumed in 1''21 :in(l the project

wa^ larried flirough rapidly to completion. Tlie layout is

primarily for the care of p.issenger train liKomotives received

from and sent out over the several divisions of the New
York Central centering at Syracuse. Some freight power is

handled, however, as well as switching locomotives. The
terminal is located aliout J.5 miles west of the Syracu.se

pas.senger station. It adjoins the four-track main line to

Buffalo and the two-track line of the West Shore Railroad,

also a part of the New York Central.

The terminal includes a 30-stall enginehouse of brick walls

and timber roof on concrete foundations which is ser\'ed by

a 100-ft. turntable. All stalls are completely equipped with

modern facilities, including electric welding and are excep>-

tionally well lighted, aside from the natural light, by a com-

prehensive overhead direct lighting system. Portable inspec-

tion lights are also provided. Flood lights are used in con-

siderable number in and around the turntable, the ash pits

and the coaling station. A modern power plant furnishes

hot air for heating, steam and compressed air. A well

equipped machine shop adjoins and is a part of the engine-

house, as are the offices, etc. The coaling plant has a rated

capacity of 1,000 tons with duplicate hoisting machinen.'

Four ash pits of the circular type have been -nstalled, giving

a capacity for about four days, normal operation between

cleanings.

Passenger and Freight Power Are

, Turned at Different Points

Both the New York Central's four-track main line an

the West Shore's two-track main line pass through Syracu>

and there is a heav\' through p;issenger and freight trafti

over both of these lines. There is also considerable traflu

which originates at or is destined for industries in Syracuse

and the immediate vicinity. In addition the Rochester divi-

sion, better known as the Auburn Road, leads to the west

the Ontario division to the north and the Clienango branch

to the south. Tlie traffic liandled tlirough Syracuse is natu

rally large and the problem of turning power quickly and

ofliciently becomes important. Under the method of operation

now in use in connection with the new terminal, freight an

jia.s.senger engines are, with a few exceptions, turned .

se|)arate points. Freight power from and to the west, i.c

locomotives u.sed on the Syracuse and Rochester division:

are handled at DeWitt, a coml)ine(l engine terminal anr

freight yard, while those on the Mohawk division (Syracus

to Albany) are handled at Minoa. Roth of these terminal

are cast of Syracuse proper. Other freight power is ordi

narily handled at lU-lle Isle to the west l)Ut at the present i

being tunied along with all of the passenger engines ,i

Solvay.

In more detail, the power now turned at Solvay consi

of both passenger and freight locomotives for the followiii;

approximate number of trains and divisions over which tht

pass: The passenger train movement over the Syracuse div

sion is about .'^0 trains daily each wav and the number ov

\>4



the Mohawk, its lumpli-nu-ntary division, i> aljout the same.

ThiTi- art- ahout six i>asscnger trains each way over the

(Ontario division, about five each way on the Rochester divi-

sion and about three each way on the Chenango branch.

Added to this numl>er of passenger train movements, there

are five double header freight trains each way on the Ontario

division while from one to three coal trains are received

daily from the Pennsylvania or handled by the Pennsylvania

from Elmira, N. Y., over the Centrals line. Thus 85 or

more locomotives are haJidled daily without taking into ac-

count the switching power housed and handled at Solvay.

It should be noted in connection with this, that the turning

of freight power at Solvay is only tem[)orary and that it is

intended solely for passenger locomotives.

The Ash Pits Are of Unusual Design

The asliini; facilities at Solvay are ia,~il> the outstanding

features of tin- Solv.iy terminal because of their departure

The Arrangement of the Three Ashp)

Tracks

Inbound

from ordinary [jractice, their low cost and tlieir easi- of con-

struction. The arrangement consists of four wet ash pits of

ma.ss and reinforced concrete, built in the form of circular

wells. Three of these pits are located under the inbound

engine tracks and one under one of the out!)ound tracks,

thus providing ashing facilities for outbound power, an ar-

rangement of which the advantage is obvious.

Certain advantages are accorded to tiiis type of pit whicli

are of importance. They can i)e built for about $11,000 each,

exclusive of water connections and drainage. Three pits,

giving the same number of engine positions as would be

permitted by a 200 ft. pit, can l)e Imilt for less than half

the first <ost of the long pit. Maintenance of traffic not being:

a necessity, these particular pits were constructed and others

can be constructed likewise by forming the circular rim and
then excavating inside the shell by means of a crane and
clam shell bucket, the weight of the shell carrying it down
into position, .\fter the circular shell has reached the proper

elevation the l>ottom and piers can be placed and likewise

the section of concrete forming tlie slope.

.\s compared with the long 200-ft. pit, there is very much
less structure to maintain. In the case of the long pit, 400
lin. ft. of steel girder construction must be maintained, as

contrasted with 150 ft. for the three small pits. The storage

is concentrated directly opiX)site the engine positions for the

full capacity of the pit, and until any one pit is completely

filled, the number of engine positions is not reduced. While
the long pit will allow greater storage capacity for the same
number of engine jwsitions, nevertheless to utilize the maxi-

mum storage capacity of the long pit, the number of engine

positions must he reduced for ,i portion of the time in order

to completely fill it, thereby reducing the efficiency of the

terminal from an ash pit standpoint. In the circular types,

additional storage capacity can lie obtained by deepening

the pit.

If an extension of plant is required, one or more pits may
lie added without disturbing the others. In view of the lesser

lengths of track supported over or adjacent to the water, a

much better opportunity is afforded for protection and a man
nuiy cross between the engines without as great an element

of risk. On account of the smaller first cost, it is reasonably

1 c onomical to install ])its with walkways on the water side

rither than to leave them open or to install gratings. When
the circular tyjjc cannot be built by the methods described

here, an alternate type, somewhat hexagonal in section, has

been developed which can be built in place at about the

same cost.

Basically the pits are concrete wells with an inside diam-
eter of M ft. and with 15-in. walls. The total depth from

base of rail to the under surface of the bottom slab is 20 ft.

and to the ujiper surface, 17 ft. 8 in. The outer ring was
|)Oured as a unit on the surface of the ground and when the

concrete had set sufficiently it was brought to final position.

This was done by digging out in the center of the asli pit

by means of a clam shell iiuckct, the pit wall sinking of its

own weight as the dirt was remove<l. Once in position, the

reinforcing could be placed for |K>uring the slab base or

floor, which was jiourcd integral with the track supports.

The circular wall was not reinforced except at the base which
was strongly reinforced by a series of '^.>i-in, rods and stir-

rups, the ba.se lieing not unlike the liottom edge of some
caissons; and at four points around the circumference where
the wall was built out to form supfwrting posts. This is

shown clrarly in the drawings.

The two lines of rails nearest the circumference of the

155
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pits are each supported upon a concrete sector with a nia.xi-

muni thickness at the top of 1 ft. 10 in., measured along

•the diameter at right angles to the track center. The inner

surfaces of these supporting sectors are perpendicular for a

distance of 2 ft. 9 in., after which they slope inward to a

ma.ximum thickness of 6 ft. 9 in. Each sector is poured

integrally with a small pier extending at a 90 deg. angle

from the sector and forming a center support for the inner

with clam shell bucket, operating on a stub track adjacent

to the pit tracks. In order to protect against damage from
the bucket six rows of old rails 30 ft. long and on 24-in.

centers have been imbedded in the concrete at the bottom of

the pit with the ball of the rails slightly above the surface

of the concrete. Each side of the opening between the 4 ft.

walks on the inner side of the pit tracks has been protected

by a series of 80-lb. rails bent at about a 30-deg. angle.

Wheel tmelts'

Scale in feet

General Layout of the New Terminal

rail of the track. This pier is finished flat under the sup-

ports but is brought elsewhere to a "V," thus diverting the

ashes to either side. In order to continue the supixirt under

the outer rail to the same distance that the inner rail is sup-

ported, concrete blocks 4 ft. deep were |x>ured on the outside

of the pit wall. There are four of these blocks, two to each

track over the pit.

The tracks over the pit are supported above the concrete

by sjiecial castings for the lines of rail nearest the circum-

Tliese rails are vertical above the edge of the pit but slope

toward the walls, thus forming guides for the bucket when
it is withdrawn. Each alternate rail is extended and im-

bedded in the concrete sectors mentioned. The ends of the

shorter lengths of the bent 80-lb. rails and the centers of

the longer ones are tied together on each half of the pit by

a length of 105-lb. rail jiaralleling the center line of the

track while a second line higher up adds to the rigidity of

the arrangement. .\ clear opening, 11 ft. wide, is secured.

-/«^ -i^ ~irr- *jJv-

UUUUU

Mill A/i/At^^'Oix A Swi lllh

HiTi

A Plan View and Cross Section of One of the Circular Pits

•ference and by I-I)eams on the inner lines. Two 12-in., The extended vertical sections of the 80-11). rails form the

'.SS-'lb. beams are used for each line of rail, the space between posts for the protective "railing" on the inside of the walks,

the beams l)eing filled with concrete and the side exposed The railing consists of -^^-in. steel cables run through holes

to the hot ashes In-ing protected by a ,'4-in. steel plate spe- drilled in the web of the rail and is carried around the ends

tially fitted.' T'hc pits arc cleaned by n locomotive crane of the pits by wooden posts, "making a continuous protection.
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The two walkways arc placed indc|it'iidcntly in the pit and
are built uf timU-r. easily reniovol and replaced when
necessari'.

A Well Arranged 30-Stall Enginehouse

The type of enginehouse which li.i> lnvn liuilt at Solvay

is one which has become, in a way, a »tandard <»n the New
York Central. This particular house is a .>0-stall structure

with mass concrete foundations, brick walls and fire walls,

timl)er posts and a timber monitor roof structure. It is felt

on this roiid that in view of the question of oljsolescence and

where the angles to either .*ide have been increased to 7 dcg.

15 min. This gives an ofK-ning of IS ft. center to center of

door iMsts on 29 stalls and 16 ft. 11 >4 in. for the outbound

track, although this section has no doors at front or rear.

Kach stall is divided into thrc-c bays which, in the 110 ft.

sections of the house, are 25 ft., 64 ft. and 21 ft., resjx-ctively,

from the door end. In the 125-ft. S-stall section they are

25 ft., 75 ft. and 25 ft. The nxif is a timber structure car-

ried on 12-in. by 12-in. yellow pine p>osts. The center bay

forms the monitor and this section is supported by timber

trus.*es iK'tweon stalls. The trusses are reinforced with steel

' ' ' ^-^

A Section Through a Standard 125-ft. Stall

the considerable amount of reconstruction work which is

nearly always being carried out around engine terminals in

which the location of the enginehouse is often changed, the

more permanent forms of completely fireproof structures

have serious disadvantages. The road also favors the idea

of a minimum number of supporting posts between engine

stalls and the elimination of all metal possible in the

sufKrrstructure.

The enginehouse is a semi-circular >tructure with an inner

rods in the 12S-ft. section, which is chiefly the repair section

of the house and little affc-cted by hot gases. The roof over

each bay is of the shed type, the slope of the inner bay and

the monitor being toward the first line of interior jx>sts and
of the outer bay toward the rear of the house. In the 125-ft.

5-stall section the entire roof structure has been raised

slightly over five feet, thus increasing the clearance under

the monitor section for the use of a monorail hoist of 7^-2

tons capacity. The effectiveness of the lighting was also

A Compact W \: i ^.cd Layout

radius of 126 ft. 5 9/16 in. With the exception of live stalls

at one end which are 125 ft. deep, all stalls arc 110 ft. from

center line of the door posts to the interior faces of the

pilasters in the rear wall. One stall has Urn constructed as

an outbound track through the building; this divides it into

sections of 10, 14 and 5 stalls, respectively, each separated

by fire walls. The angle between ciiitcr lines of stalls is 6

deg. 48 min. for all except the outbound track mentioned

improved—a distinct advantage since this .section is also the

main repair .section of the enginehouse.

Windows of large si/.e have been installed in the rear and

end walls, in both sides of the numitor and over the doors

of the 125-ft. .section. Smaller sash has been installed over

the door.s of the 110-ft. .section. Daylighting is thus well

taken care of, there being about W.OOO sq. ft. of windows

in the enginehouse and in the 52-ft. by 92-ft. annex which
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includes the machine shop, of6ces, oil storage and quarters

for engine crews. The interior electric lighting is also well

taken care of. Besides three large drop lights between stalls,

six drop lights have been provided in clusters of two with

large reflectors, so arranged as to throw the light on each

side of the locomotives. These lights are controlled by a

switch arrangement on the rear wall. There are also nu-

merous outlets for the use of portable lights. Another in-

stallation of interest electrically is the provision at each stall

for the use of a portable electric welder.

Engine Pits Form Sides of Hot Air Ducts

The engine pits are of concrete, crowned slightly at the

bottom and drain toward die inner and outer circles. The
wheel pits have all been installed in the 125-ft. section, three

tracks having driver wheel pits and two tracks having pony

truck and tender pits. One wall of the pits forms one side

of the hot air ducts through which the pits and the house

are heated. These air ducts have five screened openings into

each pit and connect at the inner circle with a large hot air

duct which follows the line of the inner circle just below the

floor system and inside the doors. It is of concrete of variable

inner dimensions to secure the most efficient flow of the

heated air. The two arms of this duct tap into the main
heating duct from the power house adjacent to the engine-

and drum on the turntable, dead engines can be hauled into

position. Another unit of interest is a portable oil and repair

truck used by the enginehouse forces. This truck contains a

generous equipment of tools, oils, grease, etc., necessary for

the pit work and inspection on the engines. It also contains

a special high candle-power inspection light which can be

placed in the pit or at any other desired location, greatly

facilitating the work. By concentrating all of the various

needs of the locomotive, electrical, air brake and other in-

spectors, and the men and their helpers, it is estimated that

a substantial saving has been made in time saved. A test

indicated that the amount of walking eliminated by the fore-

man and his 1 1 men in one 8-hour period was the equivalent

of 43 miles by one man.
The enginehouse, power house and machine shop are com-

pletely equipped with all necessary facilities where needed,

arranged for easy access. The equipment includes three 400
hp. water tube boilers with space for a fourth unit, pumps,
feed water heaters, boiler washing plant, hot air heating coils

and large size blower, oil filters and an ash hoist and storage

bin, etc. The power house has an inside trestle for coal cars.

A Large, Modern Railroad Designed Coaling Plant

The coaling plant is of reinforced concrete and steel

throughout, making a fireproof structure with a rated ca-

A Modern. Workmanlike Coaling Plant

house between stalls Nos. 18 and 19, the sides of the pits

at this fx)int forming the sides of the duct. The clear height

at this point is al)out 7 ft. 6 in. The junction of the two
arms is constructed to divert the air in the proper quantities.

This is accomplished chiefly through a "V" or baffle wall

located so as to give different dimensioned passageways to

either end of the house. The entire enginehouse is floored

with six inches of concrete, this flooring forming the fop of

all air conduits except the feeder extending around the inner

circle, over which the enginehouse tracks pass. At these

f)oints a reinforced concrete slab 11 5-2 in. thick forms the

top and on this is placed ly^ in. of cinders and then the

regular flof)r construction. .\s a precaution against engines

going through the rear walls, an opening has been left in

the flfK)r l):Kk of the bumpt-rs. This opening is covered with

I)lank flooring wliich the pony trucks can easily break

through, thus effectually stopping the engine.

In addition to the equipment mentioned for the engine-

house proper, each stall is provided witli a link in the rear

wall by means of which, in conjunction with a speiial motor

pacity of 1,000 tons. The actual capacity appears to be

somewhat greater than this. The entire design aside from
the machinen,- was prepared by the engineering department
of the road with the purpose, among other things, of facili-

tating tiie rapid construction of the plant. Coal is delivered

in hopper-bottom cars operated by gravity over two tracks

and is discharged into hoppers under the tracks from which
it is elevated to a conveyor gallery. Duplicate hoisting and
conveying machinery has been installed. Tlic storage fa-

cilities are in the form of two circular concrete bins resting

on a "flat" slab which in turn is supported by 15 concrete

posts, all concrete being reinforced. The bin structure spans

four tracks and serves six tracks with two coaling spouts per

track. The shed over the hopper tracks, the enclosure of the

hoisting «|ui|imcnt and the conveyor galler)- are of steel

construction. Tlie concrete bins arc .vi ft. 8 in. inside diam-
eter, ,iO ft. 8 in, in height and have a wall thickness of 8 in.

The slab measures 74 ft. long by 37 ft. wide by 1 ft. 7 in.

thick and the supporting posts vary in size from 2 ft. by 2

ft. '1 in. to 2 ft. 6 in. I)V .> ft. 6 in!
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.\n interesting feature of this coaling statioa, aside from
its design, was the short period of time required for its

creation. The excavation for tin i. .airii;^ was started on
August iO, 1921. By October S ih. . ..kmitis supporting the
bins had been poured and by Octolx-r 31, the concrete work
in the storage bins had been completed. Thus in about SO
workini; days after excavation had U-cn started all footings,

piers, columns, tloor slab and bins involvinR a total of 850
cu. yd. of concrete had l)cen reinforced and poured with due
time given for aging of all parts. While the speed of the
work in this instance was the most outstanding feature, ex-
cellent time was made in the con.^truction of the terminal
as a whole. No delays were encountered at anv time, the
contractors having their materials and their forces well in

hand at all times.

The Solvay terminal was designed by and erected under
the supcr\ision of the engineering department of the New
York Central, Geo. W. Kittredge, chief engineer; J. W.
I'fau. engineer of construction, and R. E. Dougherty, design-
ing engineer; and J. H. Van Buskirk, mechanical engineer.
R. H. Colson, assistant engineer, was in active charge of the
field work. W. M. Ballard, Syracuse, N. Y., was the general
contractor for the grading, framing and masonry; the Edward
Jay Company, Syracuse, for the piping, plumbing and elec-

trical work; and the Link-Belt Company, Chicago, for the
coaling plant machinery.

Lease of Panhandle by Pennsylvania

Authorized Conditionally

WASiii.s^iu.-i, D. C.

TiiK Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered

a decision authorizing the acquisition by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company of control of the railroad

and leased lines of the Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis by lease for 999 years from January I, 1921, sub-

ject to the condition that the Pennsylvania and the Pennsyl-

vania Company shall not dispose of their stock in the Pan-
handle without the consent of the commission. Commi.ssioners

Potter, Lewis and Co.x signed a concurring opinion vigorously

opposing the imposition of this conrlition as not workable;

Commissioners Hall, Daniels and Campbell dissented be-

cause of it, and Commissioners Eastman and Aitchison dis-

sented on the ground that the lease is not in the public

interest.

The Pennsylvania on June 2, 1921, filed an api)lication.

pursuant to paragraph (2) of section 5 of the interstate com-

merce act, for an order authorizing the lea.se. Hearings were

held on September 27 and December l.\ 1921. No represen-

tations were made by any state authority either in favor of

or against the granting of the apjilication.

At the first hearing the Continental Insurance Company
filed an intervening petition asking that the application be

denied on the ground that the proposed lease is unfair to

the independent stockholders of the Panhandle. M the sec-

ond hearing it was contended in l)chalf of L. Kemp Duval,

an intervening minority stockholder owning 1,225 shares of

the Panhandle, that not only should the past earnings for

a period of not less than 10 years be considered, but that in

determining what those earnings were, the commission should

make an investigation and ascertain what tlie true earnings

were.

4 Per Cent to December 31, 1925,

5 Per Cent Thereafter

By the terms of the proposed lease, the Panhandle demises

to the Pennsylvania all the railroads owned and ojK-rated

by it, and assigns to the Pennsylvania the leases which it

holds of the Little Miami, the 'I'erre Haute & Peoria, and

that portion of the Evansville & Terre Haute extending from
Terre Haute, Ind., to Rockvillc. Ind. The Pennsylvania
proposes to pay to the Panhandle, as rental: (a) a sum
equivalent to four per cent on the Panhandle's outstanding
capital stock until December 31, 1925, and five per cent
thereafter, without deduction for any taxes other than an
income tax on the stockholder levie<l by the government of
the United States; also a sum ecjuivalent to such jjercentage

on any additional capital stock that may be issued in the
future, (b) A further sum sufficient to enable the Panhandle
to maintain its corporate organization and to pay all taxes
and assessments and all installments of interest and sinking
funds on its bonded and other indebtedness, when due and
payable, and all taxes in respect of such bonded or other
indebtedness.

The Pennsylvania further agrees to pay all rentals accru-
ing under the leases of the Little Miami and the Terre Haute
& Peoria, and all sums to become due under any contracts
for trackage or other rights conferred upon or possessed by
the Panhandle. The lease further provides that the Pennsyl-
vania may and will make all such improvements, betterments
and additions to the demised premises as shall in its judg-
ment be necessar)-, and that the cost thereof shall be repaid
to it by the Panhandle, either in money, or by the issue and
deliver)' to it of bonds of the Panhandle, or of its capital

stock, as the Pennsylvania shall elect. Upon the maturity
of any of its bonds, during the term of the lease, the Pan-
handle, if unable to pay them, agrees to provide for their

extension, or to issue and deliver to the Pennsj-lvania other
bonds to provide for such payment.

Owns 98.3 Per Cent of Panhandle Stock

On March IS, 1920, the Pennsylvania Company, whose
entire capital stock is held by the Pennsylvania, owned
651,245 shares of the capital stock of the Panhandle and
the Pennsylvania owned 4.500 shares. These holdings ag-
gregated 77.54 per cent of the entire capital stock. The
remainder of the stock, amounting to 189,908 shares, was
held by outside stockholders.

For many years the Pennsylvania Company and the Penn-
sylvania have been the financial backers of the Panhandle
and its predecessor companies. Either one or the other of
these two comjjanies has guaranteed all the outstanding bonds
of the Panhandle and has advanced funds from time to time
to enable it to enlarge and improve its property, to provide
equipment and to sustain its credit. On March 15. 1920,
the Panhandle was indebted to the Pennsylvania Company
for advances to an amount approximating $22,000,000, and
thereafter issued and delivered to the Pennsvlvania Com-
pany $20,000,000 of its five per cent, 50-year bonds, to dis-

charge this indebtedness. Thereupon the Pennsylvania Com-
pany offered to purchase the outstanding minority stock of
the Panhandle by paying to the holders thereof, par for par,

50-year five per cent bonds of the Panhandle, guaranteed,
principal and interest, by the Pennsylvania. Tliis offer was
accepted by the holders of 174,791 shares. There remain
outstanding 15,117 shares of minority stock, comprising 1.7

per cent of the total issue, of which the Continental Insur-
ance Company owns 2,000 shares. The shares held by the

Continental company were the only shares that voted against
the apjiroval of the pro|K>sed lea.se.

The Commission's Report

The commission says in its report

:

"For many years the Fanliandic and the Pennsylvania have
worked in close co-opcralimi ami liavc interchanged and moved
traffic as one fran.iixirtation sy.stcni. It is stated bv tlie applicant
that the proposed lease will enable it to operate the railroad of
the Panliandlc as a part of its system, whicb will eliminate much
of the separate accouiitinR now necessary. It is e.xpccted that

economies in operation will be effected tlirouRh a belter alignment
of operating divisions and the reduction of overhead expenses.
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It should also simplify the work of preparing reports required
by federal and state regulatory bodies.
"The interveners do not contend that the proposed lease would

not be advantageous to the railroad companies involved nor that
it would not effect economies beneficial to the public. They do
contend, howevcr._that the net income of the Panhandle for the
years 1908 to 1917. inclusive, before dcductinir payments required
to be made to sinking funds, averaged 6.75 per cent on its out-
standing capital stock. They contend further that the principal
factor in determining the value of the capital stock of a railroad
company is the prospect of future earnings of the company, and
that the circumstance that the stock of the Panhandle is virtually
guaranteed by the Pennsylvania should not be given any appre-
ciable weight in determining its value. For obvious reasons, the
earnings for the period 1908 to 1917 cannot be taken as an index
of future earnings. A vice-president of the Pennsylvania testified

that in his opinion there was no hope that the Panhandle would
earn a return equal to 4 per cent on its capital stock during the
next five years, even with all economies that might be effected.

As to the value of the guaranty, it is common knowledge that in

many cases a guaranteed stock may sell on an interest basis com-
parable to that of bonds. Furthermore, in comparing the value
of a rental with a return through dividends, it must be taken
into consideration that dividends are not ordinarily measured by
net income but are usually and properly much less.

"We do not consider it necessary to discuss our responsibility in

protecting the interests of minority stockholders who may object

to proposed action on the part of a carrier corporation, inasmuch
as it is our view that the granting of the authority herein re-

quested will not be inimical to the interests of any of the interested

stockholders.

"As heretofore stated, approximately 98 per cent of the Pan-
handle stock is owned by the Pennsylvania or by the Pennsylvania
Company. It is obvious that so long as that situation continues,

the payment of the rentals reserved in the lease will be merely a

matter of bookkeeping as regards the 98 per cent of the stock

which is so owned. If the Pennsylvania were to dispose of the

stock which it and the Pennsylvania Company now hold, an
entirely different situation would be presented and one which
might very well be said to be against the public interest. Such
a sale of stock would separate the responsibilitv in operating the

property under the lease from the proprietorship in the property

which is now vested in the lessee. The Pennsylvania contends

that we have no power to guard against such an occurrence by
means of a condition attached to our authorization which would
prevent the Pennsylvania from disposing of the stock without our

consent, its position being that the conditions referred to in para-

graph (2> of section 5 of the act are the conditions of the lease

itself, and that the language does not cover a condition subsequent

which is unrelated to the subject matter of the transaction.

The Condition

"We are unable to accept this construction of the law. In con-

sidering the propriety of proposed action for which our authority

is sought, it is plainly our duty to take irito consideration all sur-

rounding circumstances that have a bearing upon the interest of

the public in the thing sought to be done. It follows, in our

opinion, that where the authorization depends for its justification

upon certain existing circumstances, the authority given may be

conditioned upon a continuance of the controlling circumstances,

and proper provisions may be made to insure such continuance,

or the substitution of circumstances as satisfactory from the

standpoint of the public interest. In this case, we regard the

relationship between lessor and lessee as essential to our approval

of the proposed arrangement, ami such approval will be given

upon condition that the Pennsylvania Company and the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company shall not dispose of their stock in the

Panhandle without our consent. Subject to the aforesaid condition,

we find that the acquisition by the Pennsylvania of control of the

railroad and leased lines of the Panhandle under the terms of the

lease described in the application will be in the public interest."

Commissioner Potter Dissents

Commissioner Potter in his concurring opinion, said:

"Our proper function is limited to an approval or disapproval,

in whole or in part, of the proposed acquisition. We possess no

power to require the establishment of a relation between the

acquiring carrier and this commission, by virtue of which we may
say what the carrier may or may not do in the future. We may
not exact tribute from a' carrier as an indurcment to us to grant

approval. We may not, as a condition, require that a carrier part

with anv of it-^ pr<it>crly <>r surrender any of iln existing rights.

We could not iiroperly demaml that the ap|)licant surrender to

us its Panhandle stock. Nor should we demand control of that

stock by tying it up so that if cannot be us'-d witliout our consent.

And yet this is exacilv what the report attempts to do when it says

the Pennsylvania may acquire the Panhandle by tease only upon

;he condition that it surrender control of an important asset which
it now owns, and give to us the power of saying how it shall be
used during 999 years.
"There is much that can happen within 999 years. This com-

mission may not be in existence that long. Notwithstanding our
order, the Pennsylvania might in the future go ahead and sell

the stock without coming to us. It may be sold under a decree
of court at the instance of a creditor. The condition would not
prevent these and many other events. Certainly it could not be
said that we are empowered to destroy the value' of the Panhandle
stock as property, although such is really the logic of the condition
imposed. The stock in question is property, and will continue to
be property, and the title and power of sale remains with the
Pennsylvania. Would its sale constitute a breach of a contract
made with us, and, if so, would the remedy be to recover dam-
ages and how and to what extent would we have been damaged?
We have no authority to build up such a right for the government.
Would the lease automatically terminate and the property revert
to the Panhandle? Clearly not. Would a breach of the condition
which we have exacted give the Panhandle the right to re-enter
and take its property? If we thought we secured that right to

the Panhandle and it did not want to exercise the right, there
apparently would be nothing that we could do. But the Panhandle
could not have any such right. It would have agreed otherwise.
The condition simply is not workable.
"The condition is inherently unwise and unreasonable. If ef-

fective, it is a destruction and waste of which we ought not to be
guilty. Our job is to develop financial strength—not dissipate it.

We should conserve assets for credit and other purposes and not
render them unavailable. A lease without condition would vastly

improve and strengthen the position of both carrier properties

and serve the public interest. The condition, if valid, will injure

the carrier and the public. In imposing such a condition we trans-

gress our duty rather than perform it. We prejudice where we
should benefit. The Pennsylvania now has a practical control

through stock ownership of the Panhandle. The continuance of

that control we find to be desirable and obviously it is. The
Pennsylvania could part with the Panhandle stock and could
hypothecate and otherwise use it. It is available to serve the

public interest for credit purposes, but with the present relations

between the companies such use might disrupt the system. .Mlow
the lease to be made without condition and the stock could be
used no more freely than now, but if through any adversity the

stock should get out of Pennsylvania control the system would
not be disrupted as would result from a sale of the stock without

a lease. The public interest clearly requires that the lease should

be made and that the stock should remain available for use as now.
It cannot be in the public interest to render unavailable an avail-

able $50,000,000 asset.

"We say it is a good thing to put the properties together. We
don't even say that the stock ought not to be sold. We recognize

that perhaps it should be sold—but only with our consent. We
say the Pennsylvania may acquire the Panhandle by lease if it

will turn over to us the right to say whether an asset consisting

of shares of stock shall be continued in its present form for 999
years or be converted into something else. To my mind this is

an invasion in management in the field of company policy which
has not been authorized and which properly was withheld from
a government agency.

"Section 2 of paragraph (5) authorizes us to ascertain whether
the terms and conditions of the lease or other instrument of

acquisition are just and reasonable. Such an instrument necessarily

must have terms and conditions. The tenns and conditions con-

tained in such an instrument presented by the application, and only

those so contained, arc the ones we are authorized to consider.

The purpose is to give us power to determine whether the terms

and conditions are unduly burdensome There is no warrant in

the statute for imposing any outside or new conditions establishing

a right in us or a relation between the applicant and us as an
inducement to us to act.

"The explanation of my vote in favor of the report containing

the offensive condition is this. Perhaps the applicant will desire

to proceed imder the report. The application has been before us

for a long time. Bad as I think is the report, it seems to be the

only way by which the applicant can obtain what I conceive to be
even partial justice Perhaps the applicant will conclude that the

condition is illegal, as 1 am strongly inclined to think it is, and
that it may he disregarded, as seems to me it may. Whatever we
may think of our power, we are not above the law. The courts

may intervene in a helpful way. .^nd then, too, it may be that

some time within 9''9 years this commission will be composed of

men whose views do not accord with ours. Perhaps other men
at another time will correc* our error. 1 even indulge the hope

that with further consideration we m.iv change our mind. The
report is no worse than a denial and it mav be helpful to have our

views understood. So T vote for the report in its present form
rather than for a denial. Commissioners Lewis and Cox concur

in these views."



Strike Situation Shows General Improvement
Roads Refuse to Restore Strikers "Rights"—Interruption

to Traffic on ¥cw Roads

Nt ' .. iTtATiiixs BY the LalK)r Btxird for ending the strike

lamc to an end this week when it was learned that

representatives of the manactments were steadfast in

their resolve not to restore seniority and other "rights" to the

HH-n out cm strike in precedence over men now employed,
should the strikers decide to return to their jobs. Announce-
ment to this effect was made by Chairman Hooper on July
20. A. O. Wharton, a laljor memlH-r of the Board, at the

same time characterized the attitu<ie of the carriers in this

refrard as "unusual" and said that this action "will place

full resjxjnsibility" for the "continuation of the strike with

the inevitable consequences" u|)on the carriers. The posi-

tion of the executives was outlined in a statement i.ssued by
the western presidents' committee on |>ublic relations on
July 20.

Acts of violence and intimidation continued throughout

the week, although such instances were, on the whole, less

serious than those which occurred last week. .\ number of

railroads secured injunctions restraining strikers from inter-

fering with new employees or the oi)eration of trains. The
walkout of clerks and stationary firemen and oilers on some
nwds caused some trouble, but on the whole the situation

of the railro:ids all over the country shows steady improve-

ment. On some roads, esjiecially in the Southwest, a number
of passenger trains have been cancelled and in a few in-

stances the movement of freight has been slowed up some-

what.

The roads with a few exceptions are continuing to employ
new men and in most cases applicants are so numerous that

little difficulty is being experienced in selecting skilled men.
In the East present forces are reported as being from 50 to

60 per cent of normal and with overtime work seems to in-

sure a continued improvement in operation in the few cases

where it has been impaired.

Strike Developments at Chicago

ViKWED FROM Chicago, headquarters of the Railroad

Labor Board, the strike developments during the past

week have included continuance of violence at many
points, the clarifying of the real issues involved, and indi-

cations of a possible spread of the movement.
The "secret" meetings between Ben \V. Hoof)er, chairman

of the Laljor Board, and B. M. Jewell, head of the federated

shop crafts, were briefly outlined in last week's Railway Age.

Thi-se mei-tiiiL's i|iAil(i[JCfi tlic sho]inifn's attituiic toward a

E. F. Grable (Right), Leaving White House After Conference

With President

settlement, namely, that the jjresent walkout may be ended

(1) if an agrec-tnent to stoj) tlie jiractite of contracting is

made l)y the carriers; (2) if an arrangement for iiKxlifying

certain woi-king rules which reduce the overtime pay of the

shopmen is made; (3) if assurances are granted to Mr.
Jewell that his organization will be given a hearing by the

Labor Board on the wage issue; (4) if the establishment of

tuiliotial boards of adjustment is agreed to by the carriers;

and (5) if the strikers are taken back without loss of their

seniority and other ''rights.''

This program was presented to a committee of railway
e.xecutives composed of B. F. Bush, president of the Missouri
Pacific, representing the southwestern roads; \V. R. Cole,

president of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, repre-

senting the southeastern roads; L. F. Loree, president of the

Delaware & Hudson, representing the eastern roads, and
.Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western,
representing the western carriers. The results of this con-
ference arc indicated in the following parts of a letter which
was subsequently sent to Chairman Hooper by the e.xecutives

|)resent at the meeting:

This strike is a refusal to accc-pt the results of the arhilration of
the Labor Board pursuant to law, after exhaustive hearings in
which all parties concerned were fully heard, .\fter careful con-
sideration of your inquiry the conclusion seems necessarily to fol-
low because of the strike called in defiance of the decision and
order of the Labor Board and the conlrollinR provisions of the
Transportation .'\ct, the issue thus raised is not one for considera-
tion between the carriers and the representatives of the organized
crafts on strike e.xrept through the further orderly processes be-
fore the Labor Board as conteniplat«l by the Transportation Act.
This statement is confirmed by statements which have appeared in

the public press to the effect that these representatives are only
williiui to abandon this strike and return to .service on the condi-
tion that they be relieved from acceptance of the mature decision
of the Labor Board in tlic case referred to.

No conference for that purpose is in our judgment permissible
or tolerable because it would place the carriers participating therein
in apparent cooperation with those on strike in seeking to find

means to subvert the decision of the Labor Board. On the other
hand, a prompt recall of the strike order would permit the re-

sumption of former methods of conference and pcnnit the con-
sideration of any matters which representatives of the employees
might desire to submit.

The letter also assured the iioard that the carriers will

respond to the Board's call for further hearings on the issues

involved should that course t>c taken.

The meeting on the same day between the heads of the

five train service brotlierhoods and the committee of railway

executives named above, announced in last week's Railway

161
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Age, resulted in the agreement by those present that tlie car-

riers would refrain from requesting the members of these

organizations to perform work which would otherwise be

done by the men on strike.

On July 13 tlie heads of the striking shop crafts unions

carried their controversy to President Harding in a telegram

in answer to the President's strike proclamation. In this

telegram they charged the railroads with many violations of

the Transportation Act, charged the Labor Board with hav-

ing fixed lower than "living wages," and added:

We respectfully insist that no interruption of commerce or inter-

ference of mails was caused by direct or unlawful acts of the or-

ganized employees. Such interruption and interference result in-

evitably from attempts of railroads to operate with insufficient,

incompetent and unskilled workmen.
Such interruptions and interference will continue and increase

until agreement is obtained upon just and reasonable wages be-

tween Ihc representatives of the skilled employees and railroad

executives, who up to date have refused even to meet with em-
ployees' representatives.

Unrest Prevails Among Other Employees

Reports from Cincinnati told of a serious split in tlie

ranks of the maintenance of way men, many of the general

chairmen of that organization being in favor of joining the

walkout and disregarding the refusal of E. F. Grable, presi-

dent of the organization, to call a strike. In a statement T.

C. Carroll, president of the general chairmen's association

of tlie brotherhood, said that he had received from a ma-

jority of the general chairmen requests that he call them

together in a meeting at which plans might be made for

calling out the maintenance men.

Mr. Grable, who immediately announced his intention of

going to Washington to enlist the aid of the President in

holding his men in line, attributed a great deal of the unrest

among them to requests made ujson them to perform work

formerly done by members of the striking organizations. He
said, however, that only. 24 out of tlie 197 general chairmen

of the union were in favor of a strike.

It became known on July 14 that other workers, particu-

larly the stationary firemen and oilers and clerks, had either

been authorized to join the shopmen or were seriously con-

templating such action. Timothy Healey, president of the

International Brotherhood of Stationan,- Firemen and Oilers,

authorized a strike of the members of that organization effec-

tive on July 17 in response to an "88.6 per cent strike vote

of the membership." Defections in the ranks of the clerks'

organization similar to those being reported among the main-

tenance of way men were indicated on July 14 in the rep)orts

of sporadic strikes of clerks on various railroads and threat-

ened walkouts at many other points. E. H. Fitzgerald,

president of the clerks' organization, predicted that some of

his men would ijuit work despite his orders to the contrar)-.

The prediction has been partly fulfilled.

Chairman Hooper continued his "personal" efforts to bring

about a settlement of the shop crafts strike but on July IS,

after a series of conferences, i.ssued a statement outlining the

"fundamental differences." He said:

Mr. Jewell and his associates suggested four things for considera-

tion. Set out in the order of their importance, namely, the cnii

tract question, the protested rules embraced in board decisions, the

recent wage decision and the establishment of a national adjust-

ment board Incidentally they demanded that after a satisfactory

adjustment of the four matters named, all men out on strike would
be reinstated in their former positions without impairment of their

rights of seniority.

The carriers suggested that they would undertake to meet the

first request of the employees by wiping out the contract system
on the two or three roads where it still exists. They expressed

the belief that this could he done and the board's decision against

this practice made effective on all roads.

The railway executives further agreed to establish regional

board.! of adjustment similar to those already in operation for

the train and engine service men.

The executives would not agree that the strikers, when they

returned to the scrvirr. should lake the position? and the seniority

of the new men and the men who had remained in service.

.\s to the rule decision and the wage decision of the Labor Board,
the carriers took the position that the shop crafts were at liberty

to petition the board for a rehearing of these decisions, in which
hearing the carriers would participate and by the result of which
they would abide.

Mr. Jewell and his associates insisted that the carriers must
agree to satisfactory modification of both the wage and the rule

decisions of the board before the strike is called off. The execu-
tives declined to consider these two decisions, except in connection
with a rehearing by the board.

Roads State Their Position

The jxisition of the railroad-s was further clarified the

following day when the western presidents issued a statement

outlining the strike situation and answering several of the

contentions being wideh' circulated by Mr. Jewell through

die medium of statements to the press. The statement of

the executives said in part:

The situation is somewhat better in eastern territory than else-

where, but western railways report increasing numbers of men
returning to work, and most of them report the movement of
trains normal. Developments show that the main thing needed
to insure the return of normal conditions is protection of men
who want to work from violence by strict enforcement of the laws.

Photo by Intcrnali^ntil

Strikers at Slater, Mo., Looking Over Incoming Passengers

for New Employees

Several railway executives have, at his request, met and con-
ferred informally with Chairman Hooper of the Railroad Labor
Board regarding possible means of terminating the strike. The
railway executives have unanimously indicated that they will not
agree to any plan which is inconsistent with the decisions which
have been rendered by the Labor Board, and that they will not
confer with representatives of the strikers while the strike con-
tinues, but that they are perfectly willing to attend any meeting, or
participate in any hearing called by the Latx)r Board with a view-

to effecting a .settlement that would not nullify but uphold An<\

carry out the board's decisions.

The railway executives also have indicated a willingness to

accept any modification of its decisions which the Labor Board,
after hearings, might make. They cannot agree to any confer-
ence with the representatives of the strikers because the very
purpose for which such conference is sought by representatives

of the strikers, as avowed by B. M. Jewell, is to secure a settle-

ment contrary to the decisions of the board, and for the railways

to agree to this would be to undermine the dignity and influence

of the board, just as the unions are trying to do by this strike.

The facts show clearly that the executives of the railways have
shown willingness to do everything that is reasonable to end the

strike, while Mr. Jewell has intlicated that only by the railways

surrendering to his demands and disregarding the decisions of the

Labor Board can it be ended. This leaves responsibility for con-

tinuance of the strike solely upon the leaders of the strikers.

Hooper Abandons Peace Plans

The proposed plans for the settlement of the strike were

outlined .and the futility of reconciling the men and the
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railroads on certain points were stressed by Chairman Hooper
in a statement issued on July 20 intended apparently to

end the many rumors of new "iH-ace" plans sponsored by
members of the Board.

"As there does not seem to Ik- any probability of reconciling

the antipodal views of the carriers and the men on the

question at issue (seniority) the L.iljor Board or none of its

memU-rs are now ent;aged in further efforts aUmp that line,"

Chairnun Hooper said. After outlining again the peace
pro{X)sals of Mr. Jewell which ha%e been destril>ed in

previmjs issues of the Ruilwiiy Agr but to which has l»een

Coryrithl. 1922. Xra York Tribvn*. Inc. Used by Permission

Meanwhile the Public Should Keep Cool

addid the provision tliat all striker.- must lie rotortd to service

with their seniority and other rights unimpaired, the statement

says: "My investigation of the attitude of the carriers has

convinced me that no serious <)l)Stable is to l)e found in any

of the items enumerated except the lifth (seniority). As to

the contracting of railroad shops only 16 out of the 201

Class I roads had entered into or proposed to enter into

such contracts. Nearly all of them have desisted from this

objectionable practice and a majority of the carriers would be

plea.sed to see the few remaining roads withdraw from it.

As to the reoi)ening of the wage decision and the disputes in

regard to the .seven protested rules, the carriers have no ob-

jection to this course. The foregoing disposition of wages,

contracting and rules would remove from conflict all three

of tlie questions on which strike votes were taken. The

projOTsal to establish an adjustment board was not embraced

in any strike ballot imt has l)een a mooted question a long

time. Many of the carriers are willing to have regional ad-

justment boards, some are willing to have a national l>oard

and some would favor such a board on individual roads.

An agreement of some sort could doubtless be reached on

this matter. Hut at present tliere is no possibility of an

aKreemenl on the question of the reinstatement of the strik-

ing empltners with all right> re>tored."

Chainnan Hoo|»er then outlined the carriers' [xisition on

this (juestion as stated in the announcement by the Western

presidents and the employees' {xsitioa as described by A. O.

Wharton, labor memljer of die Board. Mr. Wharton's an-

alysis of the cmployci-s' views is as follows: "Any settlement

of the present controversy which has for its ol>ject the res-

toration of harmonious relations and efficient operation of the

.shops must take into consideration, first, the restoration of

the men involved to their status as employees as of date prior

to the stoppage of work; second, that the great majority of

these men are permanently located and are more desirable

employees than those who have Utn employtxl since the stopy-

page of work began; third, that it will Ix- an unusual position

and one which it is not Ijelieved to Ix- justifiable if the car-

riers in this case adopt an attitude denying the requests of

the organizations in this resfx'ct when by so doing they pre-

vent the possibility of a settlement; fourth, no organization

has heretofore been called upon or expected to sacrifice all

the accumulated rights of years of service in situations of a

similar character; fifUi, that this action on the part of the

carriers will place full responsibility of a continuation of the

strike with the inevitable consequences therefrom on the

carriers."

The Carriers' Position on Seniority

On July 20, the western presidents' committee on public

relations issued a statement outlining the carriers' position

on the seniority of the strikers in the event of a settlement

of the present controversy. This statement said in part:

"Not only justice but the public interest demands that in

any settlement of the strike the seniority rights of men who

are now working shall be recognized. If those who have

struck against the decisions of the Labor Board and tried

to interrupt transportation are favored in any settlement

that may be made, the incentive of men to stay at work in

C. & A. Shops at Bloomington Under Guard

case of future strikes will be destroyed and difliculty of

maintaining transportation service increased."

After calling attention to the ruling of the Labor Board

on tlie right of the men who remained in the service and

tliose who are em|iloved to take tiie place of tiie strikers

and President Harding's statement on the same sul)ject, the

wc-stern executives said "that it will be seen that the men who

are now working iiave claims upon the railways and the

puitlic superior to those of the strikers is a fact tluit hasbeen

repeatedly recogni/.ed by Government Ixxiies and officials

and that they have remained at work or gone to work with

the distinct understanding that their rights will be protected."
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Developments at Washington

Washington. D. C.

THE Preside.vt and his advisors have been devoting more

of their attention to efforts to settle the coal strike than

they have to the railroad situation, although both of

them have been under constant consideration by the cabinet

at its meeting? and the administration has kept in close touch

with the situation through its reports. .Apparently it has

been considered that if a basis for settlement of the coal

strike could be reached it would be less difficult to settle the

railroad strike becau.-^e in that case a government tribunal

is in e.xistence to deal with the situation, and optimistic ex-

pressions have been made as to the probability of an early

adjustment of the railroad controversy. For several days it

has been stated to newspaper men that the question of restor-

ing seniority rights to the strikers if the strike should be

called off on a promise of a new hearing by the Labor Board

has been the principal stumbling block to a settlement.

Following the failure of negotiations with the mine oper-

ators and the union the next step of the President was the

sending of the message to the governors of the coal-producing

states, "the purpose being to give the coal operators an oppor-

tunity to demonstrate whether they can open their mines, as

many of them have said they could, if the government would

refrain from interfering and would furnish protection for

those willing to work. Calling upon the state authorities was

also regarded as a necessan' preliminary before making use

of the federal troops.

Action of State Authorities Awaited

Secretar>' of War Weeks on July 13 made public a tele-

gram he had sent in reply to a request for federal troops

from C. E. Schaff, receiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

advising him to make demand on the governor of Texas for

the protection of lives and propert)-, including requisite pro-

tection from lawlessness and violence to permit the operation

of trains. The state is charged with responsibility in such

matters, he said, "but in case the state authorities are unable

or unwilling to maintain law and order the federal govern-

ment is ready to afford protection and will take action, if

necessar)-," as soon as Mr. Schaff had a reply from the

governor.

Secretary Weeks also sent a message to Major General

John L. Hines, commanding the Eighth Corps Area at San

.Antonio, stating that if protection is not furnished by state

authorities the federal government will take action and di-

recting him to prepare a sufficient force for that purpose.

He added that the receiver is acting under appointment by

a United States court. The telegram from Mr. Schaff was

as follows:

"Referring to President's proclamation assuring movement inter-

state commerce and protection of men employed therein the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas Lines arc being operated by me as receiver

under appointment by United States Court. The largest and most

important terminals on these lines are at Parsons, Kansas, and

Denison. Texas. At Parsons wc now have for protection state

troops and are having no difficulty in operations. .Vt nenison wc
have not been able to get protection and a serious situation has

arisen. K. O. & 'i. roun<lhouse foreman was shot and killed last

night -while at work; thirty guards brought into Pcnison on our

passenger train ntimticr four about midnight last night were taken

in charge by mob of strikers while being escorted to shops by

deputy Unite<l States marshal and sent out of town ; a number of

our guards have Ix-cn taken off and beaten up. Sixty-four cars

of livestock and meat in interstate commerce are being detained

on account of interference by strikers. United .Slates marshals
so far have ber-n unable to cope with situation. W'e have just

now reported situation by telephone to Commantling General of

Eighth Corps Area at San Antonio. Wc have also rep<irled it to

governor of Texas. I respectfully request aid and urge that you
semi to Denison toflay a detachment of United Stairs troops to

prevent riot and hloodslird or joss of livrs and property and to as-

sure movement of interstate commerce on Missouri. Kansas &•

Texas lines which have heretofore been designated by War De-

partment as Class A military lines to be maintained and operated

in event of major emergency. Please telegraph your decision and

greatly oblige."

Messages received since then from Col. Lincoln, the in-

spector general, indicate an absence of disorder at Denison

because little effort is being made to operate trains from

that point. He also reported that the governor of Texas

wanted more time before deciding whether to send state troops

to that point and also that he had taken the position that

local authorities should act first. The Secretary of War said

on Monday that he had received no additional requests for

troops but the .Attorney General has received many requests

for additional deputy marshals and many of these have been

complied with.

Secretary' Weeks said on Friday that he had not as yet

acted to send federal troops to Denison. Tex., because the

governor of Texas, by sending the state adjutant general to

make an investigation, was apparently acting in good faith

and so he had also ordered an insp)ector general to that point

so as to be prepared to act if necessary in case the state

authorities failed to do so. He said most of the represen-

tations made to him in telegrams from railroad officers in-

volved cases of individual sabotage rather than mob action

and that they were therefore rather difficult to deal with by

the use of troops.

Following the cabinet meeting on Friday the administra-

tion apparently held a most optimistic view of the situation

and it was stated that a settlement might be reached before

morning.

The cabinet meetings on Friday and Tuesday were devoted

entirely to the railroad and coal strike situations. The Sec-

retar)- of ^\'ar and the .Attorney General reported on the

numerous telegrams that they had received from various rail-

road officers asking for or suggesting the possible need of

protection from federal marshals or troops and Secretary'

Hoover had complete reports as to the situation on each road.

There was also a rejwrt from Chairman Hooj^t of the Labor

Board on his negotiations looking toward a settlement of

the strike.

President's Power

President Harding believes that the executive has full

power to take over and operate the coal mines or the rail-

roads and to draft men into the service to keep them in 0[>er-

ation in the event of any well established emergency, it was
stated officially at the White House, in rejily to questions

from correspondents, but it was also stated that the railroad

situation was not likely to take that' tack. The President

believes that in case of a sufficient emergency involving the

welfare of the public the executive has almost limitless power,

because the only way of proceeding against him would be

impeachment and he would be willing to run the ri.«k of

impeachment if he considered it neccssar\- to serve the people.

He also believes that it would liardly l)e held to constitute

an abrogation of any one's liberties to draft a citizen into

the public service in an emergency.

Grable Calls on President

E. F. Grable, president, and Fred L. Fcick. legislative

representative, of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance

of Way Employees and Railway Shoji Laborers, spent two

hours on Saturday in conference with the President and

urged him to call a conference Ix'twcen Mr. Jewell and the

railroad executives in order to prevent a continuance and
spread of the strike. .According to a statement from the White
House "they brought to the President the first jKTSonal and

official protest that the railway managers were ignoring the

decisions of the Railraad Labor Board, and presented their

objections to the derision of the board relating to the appeals

of that brotherhood." If was also stated that "the President
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gave the fullest possible hearing and assured Messrs. Grable

and Fi-iik that they had taken the oni- dcfensiMc course in

pn-sfntin)» thoir cast-. He a:>suri-<l ilu-tn that ina<much as

Congress has constituted the Railroad I.al>or Board for the

express purfiose of settling disiHitcs and preventing inter-

ruptions to trans|)ortation, all decisions must U- accepted by

employers and employees alike, and assureti them also that

non-compliance on the part of railways had not Inrn brought

to his attention until the strike was called. He explained

that any inadequacy in the law mu.-t lie lorrected by Con-
gress and cannot lie affected by interrupting railway opera-

tions. Messrs. Grable and Feick e.\i)ressed a hope for an

early settlement and declared that the proper conferences

would end in such a settlement. The President assured them
that ever)' possible conference was t>einii sought."

After his visit to the White House Mr. Grable announced

that he had issued a call for a meeting at Detroit on Wed-
nesday of the grand officers of the brotherhocKl to decide on

its policy.

Amendment of Transportation Act Proposed

Hearings for the purpose of considering amendments to

strengthen the labor provisions of the Transjwrtation .\ct will

be held soon before the Senate committee on interstate com-

1 \fM\
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Instructing New Employees in the Care of Journal Boxes,

Erie Yards, Jersey City

merce, Senator Cummins announced on July 15 after a con-

ference with the President on the strike situation. While

he said there was no expectation of legislation in time to

affiTt the present strike he was convinced that the law ought

to be changed to make the decisions of the Labor Board

mandatory and enforceable by the provision of penalties for

their violation and also to guarantee a "living wage" to the

railroad emi)loyees as a mininuiin, induding a dcfinitiim of

a living wage. Senator Cummins, at the time the transpor-

tation act was being written was in favor of imposing pen-

alties for failure to comply with decisions of the Labor Bojird

and for conspiracies to interfere with interstate commerce

by strikes.

Senator Cummins has also announced his intention of in-

troducing a bill |)roviding for a tribunal similar to tlie Rail-

road Labor Hoard to deal with coal labor controversies.

Gompers Advises the Press

Washington ni'\vs[ia|ur correspondents on Friday were

given their choice between two very different sources of news

and guidance on the railroad situation. The information and

publicity .service of the American Federation of Labor sent

out a notice that President Gompers "has thought that re-

porters and correspondents might care to come together with

him for a discussion of thr prr<<-nt railroad situation in

which views might be e\
'

! questions asked freely"

and that he would be ).•' m at his office at three

o'clock, hoping "that sui: - :.^e may Ije of value \xAh

for its general interest and for its news value." The time

corresponded exactly with one of the regular twice a week

conferences of the newspafx-r men with President Harding,

who was also expected to have something of interest to say

on the railraad situation. The press associations and the

larger pajR-rs that have large staffs in Washington were able

to ctn'er lioth conferences but more papers have only one man
here and it was observetl that the number at the White House
was aliout the same as usual. However, the President had
very little to say on this occasion, being in expectation of

more definite news from Chicago, and many of the corre-

spondents were able to arrive at Mr. Gompers' office a little

late but still in time to hear some of his fulminations. The
extent to which they exchanged views with him was not

reported but he apparently succeeded in convincing some of

them that the government was trying to "enforce" the deci-

sions of the I^abor Board by "coercing" the employees but

not its decisions against railroads that have failed to

comply with orders of the board, rather than trjing to pro-

tect those who are willing to work under the board's decision

from interference by those who do not wish to. Mr. Gompers
also took the position that the Labor Board is a "fifth wheel,"

that attempts to regulate wages are all wrong, and that the

three public representatives on the board are simply repre-

sentatives of the railroad interests, although two of them were

those who two years ago voted for the wage increase of over

.'>()()(),000.000. He said that the best medium for a settle-

ment would be direct negotiations between labor and. the

railroad managements without interference from the board,

and he has issued numerous statements to the press along

tliise lines.

Motor Trucks and Airplanes for Mail Transport

Plans for mobilizing motor trucks and airplanes for tlie

transportation of mails if the strike conditions make it neces-

san,- have been worked out by the postoffice authorities and

motor trucks were put into service on July 15 to carry the

mails l)Ctween Bedford and Switz City, Ind., after the mail

trains had been annulled. The Sccretar)- of War has fur-

nished the postoffice department with an estimate that \M
l>lanes and 172 air pilots are available at l.> widely dis-

tributed fields while the Navy Department said it could

furnish 163 planes and 240 pilots. Postmasters were also

directed to make a canvass of all government agencies in the

immediate vicinity of their offices for the purpose of ascer-

taining what government-owned trucks other than those be-

longing to the postal service will be available for mail trans-

[jortation. Should a contingency arise necessitating the use

of motor trucks in lieu of mail transportation service they

were to advise the department promptly by wire or letter,

dejx-nding upon the nature of the emergency, stating the

motor trucks available and the branch of the government

having jurisdiction over them.

However, it was stated at the White House on Tuesday
that there had been very little real disturbance of the mails

and the report that marines would be placed on mail trains

as guards was characterized as "bunk."

Mail Train Schedule-, Affected

Reports received by Paul Henderson, secontl assisl.uit iK>.*t-

master general, from Lovilla, Iowa, on Tuesday, state that

the interference of strikers who sought to prevent strike-

breakers from clearing the wreckage of a Burlington pas-

.senger train which jiim|X(l tlie track has ceased, and the

wrecking crew has been permitted to build a temporary track

around the wreck, which allows the passage of trains.

Tns|)ector-in-Charge S. 11. Cisler, St. Louis, wired that
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20 deputy United States marshals are on duty at Hannibal,

Mo., but officials of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and

Wabash railroads state that SO will be necessary before they

can take action to open shops or restore trains. No more

trains have been taken off, but the Wabash railroad reported

that its stock of coal is being depleted rapidly. The St.

Louis-Omaha line, which has been interrupted by washouts,

was expected to resume during the day. Branches of the

Burlington in northwest Missouri are getting in better shape

and regular service will be resumed shortly. The M. K. & T.

advised the in.«pector that it expect.s to resume service on the

Hannibal-New Franklin line by Wednesday.

Superintendent of Railway Mail Service Gaines, Fort

Worth, Texas, wired that passenger train service between

Colmesnell and Trinity has been superseded by motor car

service, with no delay to the mails. Trains S and between

Dallas and San Antonio have been annulled, but mail cars

will operate on trains 7 and 8 between those citie.-;. Trains

25 and 26 between Fort Worth and Waco have liein dis-

continued but mail service will be transferred to trains 17

and 18. All train ser\-ice between Stamford and Rotan was

omitted Saturday and Sunday, but was resumed Monday.
The superintendent stated that all of the services referred to

are on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the discontinuance

of trains has been due to strike troubles.

Superintendent of Railway Mail Service Harris, Atlanta,

stated that the following trains were discontinued Monday
to conserv'e power, mail cars being assigned to other trains:

Trains 5 and 6 between Harriman and Nashville; 17 and

18 between Hamlet and Atlanta; trains 20, 21, 23 and 24

between Hamlet and Jacksonville; 402 between Nalaca and

Burtow; 13 and 14 between Savannah and ]Montgomer}'.

Mr. Henderson on Wednesday heard from Superin-

tendent Gaines, Fort Worth, Texas, that striking employees

prevented the operation of train service on Tuesday on the

Deleon-Crpss Plains, Texas, line. Gaines stated that the

railroad people expected to get a train out some time during

the night, but the superintendent regarded that as a doubt-

ful possibility. The superintendent further stated that if

train service is not resumed by this morning, he will ar-

range to .supply Cross Plains, Pioneer and Rising Star Ijy

truck from Cisco.

A. A. Fisher, superintendent in charge of the Washington
division, stated tliat Norfolk & Soutliern trains 30 and 31

between Raleigh and Charlotte, N. C, and trains 32 and
33 between Raleigh and Fayetteville, N. C, had been with-

drawn, and announced that the mail carried on tliose trains

had been transferred to other trains.

S. H. Cisler, superintendent at St. Louis, wired that the

St. Louis-San Francisco would discontinue trains No. 3 and
No. 4 between St. Louis and Paris, Mo., and also annul trains

18 and 19 between Springfield and Clinton, Mo., trains 22

and 23 l)ctween Kansas City and Clinton, trains 827 and
828 between Cape Girardeau and Hayti, Mo., and trains

873 and 874 between Cape Girardeau and Poplar Bluff.

Mail cars scheduled to run on these trains have been trans-

ferred to other trains.

Superintendent Formanek at Clevciand, stated that trains

2 and 7 between Grand Rapids and Chicago have been with-

drawn because of coal shortage and strike conditions. Trains
101 and 108 between Pentwater and Holland, Mich., trains

1 and 4 between Saginaw and Manistee, train ciglit from
Pcto.skey to Grand Rapids, trains 102, 105 and 120 be-

tween Bay City and Detroit, trains 22 and 27 l)otwecn Port
Huron and Saginaw, and trains 21, 22, 23 and 26 between
Big Rapifis and Grand Ledge, Mich., have been annulled,
the mail cars l)eing transferred to other trains.

Instructions to U. S. Marshals

The Attorney General fcleRraphcd the following instruc-

tions on Tuesday to ITnitcd States mar.'^hals:

Tn making requests for the appointment of special

deputies, you should base them on specific facts, the result

of investigations made by you and the United States attor-

ney. You should make your investigations independent of

the railroad companies and reach your conclusions unin-

fluenced by their requests, except as they are competent and

relevant to the situation as you find it to exist. You will

readily appreciate that the Department of Justice is anxious

and willing to do all witliin its power to preserve federal

law and order in your district. You will just as readily

understand that the department cannot police the railroads

and prevent the infraction of state laws at different jwints

where disturbances occur and are likely to occur.

"In making your investigations you should particularly

inquire as to %vhat steps, if any, the .state and county offi-

cials have taken to uphold tlie law of the state in which

your district is located. You should co-operate with the

local authorities and request tliat they co-operate with you
in enforcing the law. When you do reach a conclusion,

based on the investigation and evidence above outlined, you
should submit it to your federal judge for approval if p)os-

sible, and then only make your Sfjecific request of the de-

partment for authority to appoint deputies or additional

deputies to prevent either a direct or immediate indirect

violation of the federal laws in your district. You should

reduce this special force as the situation improves and will

permit keeping the best and most experienced men until the

last." Commenting upon his telegram, Mr. Daugherty said:

"Deputy United States marshals cannot run trains, but

they can see to it that the mails are not interfered with and
that interstate commerce is maintained. The Department of

Justice cannot furnish a regiment of deputy marshals to

run the railroads, but it can and will prosecute violations of

the law. Deputies will do what is necessarj" to be done
until other agencies are required. If any one doubts the

jxjwer of the government, he is very much mistaken, and if

any one doubts the intention of the government to preserve

order, he, tcx), is very much mistaken.""

A. F. of L. Asks Support of Strike

The executive council of the American Federation of

Labor has addressed an appeal "to all workers everv-where

to support the railroad workers in their efforts to secure a

ju:^t .•settlement of the railroad shop trades dispute."' The
appeal has been forwarded to every labor organization in

the ITnited States, to even,' labor publication and to all

organizers of the American Federation of Labor, as follows:

"\\v call upon working people everywhere and upon all

Americans who love justice to sustain tlie cause of the rail-

road workers who have ceased work as their onlv remain-
ing method of protest against an injustice which must rank
as one of the most reprehensible wliich anv American in-

dustrial or political in.stitution has ever sought to imfx)se.

"No workman, whether a member of a union or not, will,

if he is possessed of true American manhood, engage in any
work formerly done b\- men now on strike.

"No man now on strike, will, if he is true to the cause,

conduct himself in any but a law-abiding manner.
"The cause for which the workers are contending is

wortliy of ever)- just and proper effort that can be put forth

in its lichalf.

"Let there be a determination and a soliduritv whidi shall

at the same time bring victory in the present struggle and
serve notice upon reactionary employers and financial inter-

ests cver\wliere tliat there is to be no return to autocratic,

despotic methfxls in .American industrial life."

President Asks Governors to Protect Mines

President Harding on Tuesday addressed to the governors
of the 28 coal pro<lucing states a telegram urging them to

second liis invitation to the mine o(X'rators to return to
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their mines and resume activities, in which he cspre>scd in

a Ktneral way the policy of the federal i;uvernmcnt toward

both the coal and the railroad strikes. He stated that the

invitation should be accompanied "by such assurance of

maintained order and the protection of lawful endeavor

as will give assurance to everybody concerned," by way of

-•in? out that the preservation of law and order is

rily the function of the state and local authorities. He
. he wanted to convey the assurance of the prompt and

full support of the federal government "whenever and wher»-

e>"cr you find your own agencies of law and order inadequate

to meet the situation," and that "your state government and

the federal government are jointly responsible for maintained

conditions under which free men, willing to work, may work

in safety" and that "we are responsible for the production

and transportation of a fuel supply ample for the necessities

of the .\merican people and the public utilities which serve

them, particularly the railways engaged in interstate

commerce."

"Thus far," he said, "there has been no challenge of

the right of the workers to decline emplojment or the right

of the employers to hire as they elect," and "there has been

no government assumption of a part in the dispute between

the organized workers and organized emplo>ers."

The Situation on Western Roads

TIE THIRD week of the strike brought few developments

of a serious nature. The sharp encounters of the pre-

ceding Weeks gave way to "trench warfare" with both

sides on the defensive. The center of violence shifted from

Illinois to the southwest. The presence of state troops in

Bloomington and Clinton, 111., seemed to have a salutary ef-

fect and a certain degree of quiet was restored. In Bloom-
ington the meml)ers of the train ser%'ice brotherhoods, who
had voted on July 11 to not handle trains out of the Chicago
& .\lton yards as long as troops were on duty there, rescinded

their action the following day.

One more state, Ohio, found it necessary to mobilize troojjs

during the past week. Disorders at Cleveland, Toledo and
other points forced Go\'ernor Davis, on July 14, to order a

battalion of infantry and auxiliary troops to Ije mobilized

and held in readiness for the suppression of further disorders.

It was also found necessary on July 14 to mobilize another

detachment of the Missouri national guard to reinforce the

troops on duty at Poplar Bluff, but by July 17 the situation

at this point had so quieted that one company of guardsmen

was believed sufficient to cope with the situation, and three

companies were transferred to Chaffee, Missouri, where state

troops had been requested by the sheriff following the an-

nouncement that the St. Louis-San Francisco vrill reopen its

shops at that place on that date.

Gwemor Boyle of Nevada was asked by the Union Pacific

for protection at Las Vegas, while Governor Russell of Mis-

sissippi received an appeal for troops to protect the shops of

the Mississippi Central, and the St. Louis-San Francisco re-

newed its appe;il to Governor Taylor of Tennessee to send

national guardsmen to protect its shops at Memphis. The

situation at Grand Rapids and Saginaw, Mich., where offi-

cials have threatened to appeal for federal troops in the event

of strike violence, is said still to be critical, although no open

outbreaks have occurred.

The center of violence during the past week has been in

Texas where orders for the mobilization of regular army

forces at San Antonio were expected as a result of the state-

ment by Governor Neff that state trfK)ps would not lie ordered

out to protect Missouri, Kansas & Texas property. The

governor's statement followed a telegram from Secretary' of

War Weeks to Maj. Gen. Jolin L. Hines, commander of the

eighth corps area, to the effort that "if protection is not fur-

nished by state authorities, the federal government will take

action and you will prepare a sufficient force for that pur-

pose." Secretary Weeks announced on July 14 that he had

ordered the inspector general of the eighth corps ari-a to pro-

ceed to Dcnison, Tex., and rcjxirt on conditions then', further

apjx-als for assistance having \Kvn recrivcd from the n-reiver

operating the line from the Dallas, Tex .
ChamU-r of Com-

merce.

Strikers arc believed to lie responsible for the mcreasmg

number of train wrecks reported since July 16. At Nevada,

Mo., it was reported that a switch on the main Ime of the

Missouri. Kansas & Texas had been thrown thr.x tim^'^. l)Uf

that it was discovered each time by employees before an acci-

dent resulted. Postmaster General Work received notice at

Washington that coal and rail strikers and s>-mpathizers had

blocked all attempts by wrecking crews to clear the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy tracks at Lovilia, Iowa, where a train

had been derailed. Local authorities were said to be "luke-

warm."
On July 16 an attempt was made to wreck Texas & Pacific

train No. 16, running between New Orleans and El Paso.

The engine was derailed but the remainder of the train did

not leave the track.

On July 14, temporan,- injunctions restraining strikers

from violence or intimidation were obtained from federal

courts l)y the Wabash at Little Rock. Ark.; the Chicago &

North Western at Winona. Minn.; the Kansas, Oklahoma

& Gulf, at Guthrie. Okla.; the Union Pacific, at Reno. Nev.

;

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Fort Smith. Ark.,

and the Baltimore & Ohio at Indianapolis, Ind.

Picketing of railroad shops by strikers was definitely for-

bidden in preliminar>- injunctions granted four railroad

companies by Federal Judge FitzHenry at Springfield, 111.,

on July 17. The injunctions continue in effect the temporary

restraining orders granted several days previously. They

are directed against strikers of the Wabash, the Illinois

Central, the Chicago, Burlington & Quinc>- ;\nd the Chicago

& Alton.

Reports from western roads indicate that operating condi-

tions are improving. Recruiting of workers has resulted in

shop craft forces ranging from 25 per cent to 60 per cent

of normal. Full traffic schedules are being maintained with

comparatively little difficulty. Injunctions have proven ef-

fective and iiave contributed to the maintenance of service.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Lcxiis reports

a 60 piT cent locomotive and a .^0 per cent car department

force working, and recruiting progre.-^sir.g favorably in spite

of much intimidation. Little trouble has been experienced

with men in other departments. This company has operated

everv pas.«enger train on schedule and about 85 per cent of

the time has accepted all freight offered, with no accumula-

tions at any time.

The Pere Marquette has experienced much trouble through

till- interference of strikers, but secured an injunction on

lulv 18, which is expected to eliminate the majority of the

difficulty.

The Great Northern has a force of appro.ximately 2,000

men at work out of a normal force of 9,000. The strike of

firemen and oilers crippled this road somewhat, but normal

traffic has been maintained.

The Michigan Central is operating normally witli a 60

per cent force. Traffic has not suffered and recruiting of

workers has been carried on r.ipidly. This company is

contracting with outside sliojis for rejiairs wherever (possible.

The Denver & Rio Grande \\e.stern has 211 shopmen

working and 2,400 still on strike, more men being hired

(I'ilv. No serious disturl)ances or interferences with traffic
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have been encountered and other cla.<sc.>; of employees have

remained neutral.

The Soutliern Pacific System reports that of the 9,778

shopmen who walked out 764 returned by July 6, on which

date the ultimatum regarding the lo.ss of seniority rights

expired. The working force has since been recruited to 6,-

768. The company reports that it is encountering serious

interference by intimidation and that violence is being con-

tinually used to prevent recruiting. Sufficient protection has

been obtained at the present time and with an injunction in

force traffic is being maintained at a normal status, other

employees remaining neutral.

The Missouri Pacific has increased its shop forces to

within approximately 25 per cent of normal. It has suffered

some congestion but with the assistance of the United States

marshals, militia and local authorities the situation is well

under control. The injunctions are proving effective and the

attitude of other employees is satisfactor}'.

The St. Louis-San Francisco reports improved conditions.

With a numlx^r of its former employees returning in addi-

tion to the new workers, it has a sufficient force to handle

all traffic; all passenger trains are now being operated al-

thoiigh the removal of several trains from branch lines is

contemplated due to the difficult)' in turning engines at

small terminals and the decrease of travel due to the strike.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has 25 jjer cent of its nor-

mal force at work and is having no serious labor disturbances

or interference with traffic nor has any difficulty been ex-

perienced with its other employees.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe reports that 8,358 men
are working. Appro.ximately 1 1 ,000 are on strike. No
difficulty has been encountered in operation and traffic is

moving satisfactorily, the attitude of other employees re-

maining neutral.

The Pennsylvania, Northwestern region reports that con-

ditions are practically unchanged and that from 50 to 60
per cent of its shop positions are filled. Little or no inter-

ference or operating difficulty is noticed and all train sched-

ules are being maintained.

The Chicago & Alton reports that it has approximately
500 men at work in place of its pre-strike force of 2,450.

This company has Ijeen seriously hampered by labor in-

fluences at points on its line although traffic is moving satis-

factorily and conditions are improving.

Conditions in the East

DEVELOPMENTS IN the Strike situation in the East have

been largely in the nature of steady and gradual im-

provement. Passenger and freight business is moving
in normal volume with few delays chargeable directly to strike

conditions. Most of the roads are building up their shop

forces by the emplo3Tnent of new men and from observation at

some of the railway recruiting offices in New York City, it

seems that there is no shortage of applicants. As to the

numerical strength of present forces as compared with those

of pre-strike days, John P. Walber, executive secretary of

the Bureau of Information of Eastern Railways, said on July
19 that in the eastern district, present forces represent from
50 per cent to 60 per cent of normal and that this figure

shows an increase of about 50 per cent over July 5.

The strike of the stationary engineers, firemen and oilers

which was scheduled for July 17 has apparently had little

effect, inasmuch as most of these employees who were likely

to respond to the strike call had already gone out, without

authority from their leaders, with the rest of the shopmen.
Several of the roads have secured from federal courts

injunctions against strikers forbidding them to interfere in

any way with the work of new employees or the operation

of trains.

The refusal of mechanical employees in outside shops to

have anything to do with repairing equipment sent to these

shops by the railroads on account of the strike, which was
rumored, has apparently fallen through in at least one im-
portant plant. Pre.ss dispatches from Albany carry the news
that the employees of the Schenectady plant of the American
Locomotive Company have voted by an overwhelming ma-
jority to continue repairing locomotives iielonging to railroads

affected by the strike.

Pennsylvania and Shopmen Come to Agreement

The rennsylvania. on July IS, announced tliat it had
readied an agreement as to wages with its shop crafts em-
ployees who had not left the sen'ice. This completes a series

of wage negotiations which the comjiany lias carried on with

employee? in a number of its (le|iartments. viz., maintenance
of way, signal department, clerks, miscellaneous forces and
shop crafts The (()m(>any's aiinoiMKement reads in part

as follows:

The matter nf .idjiisting rates of pay of thc.>!c cla.sscs has been
under negotiation for several niontlis. It was handled entirely
with committees of employees rcprcscnlinR tlic various classes.

The new schedules of wages differ in some respects from the
rates established by the Labor Board for other railroads, but the
difference is in favor of the Pennsylvania employees. For the most
part the Pennsylvania System rates are graded in accordance with
the skill and experience required and the prevailing rates are gen-
erally higher than those established for other railroads.

The completion of these wage adjustments marks the third im-
iwrtant achievement in industrial relations under the Pennsylvania
System's plan of employee representation which was established
last year in order to give the employee an opportunity to have a
voice in the Pennsylvania management. The tirst was the negotia-
tion of mutually satisfactory rules covering working conditions to

take the place of the so-called "National Agreements," and the

second was the establishment of permanent methods of settling

controversial questions.

All three of these matters have been determined in joint con-
ferences between the management and employees elected by secret

ballot to represent the various classes.

Conditions on Baltimore & Ohio Improve

The Baltimore & Ohio, which was affected in a compara-
tively serious manner at a few of its points, reports continued

improvement. The situation on this road is reported in an

unusually complete fashion in a statement given out by C
\V. Galloway, senior vice-president, last Saturday, which

follows in part:

A number of the old men who have been working at Mt. Clare,
who failed to show up for work Monday, reported for work this

morning. Their fears have been allayed by the issuance of the

federal injunction of Maryland, and the realization of this means
protection against the intimidation, threats and fear of bodily harm
on the part of strikers and their s>inpathizcrs, who have Ikcm
stopping the men on the streets and threatening them. This fcelint;

on the part of the men who arc working is justified from the

results in other territories where federal injunctions have been
granted.

Information coming to me this morning from a number of men
is that they want to return to work and I believe they will do so

at many points as soon as they fully realize the value of the pro-

tection obtained under the injunctions which have been granted at

various points on the Raltimore S; Ohio and which have tended
to restore almost perfect order. •

The llaltimorc &• Ohio continues to lose its business to non-
union roads, one non-union road oflfcring to handle the Baltimore
& Ohio's lake Inisincss, the movement of which has been delayed
by curtailed operations resulting from the strikt.

We hired R29 new men yesterday on the system as a whole, 550
of whom WTrc employed on Eastern lines and 279 on Western lines.

Everything is quiet this morning. The only disturbance in the

last 24 hours was at Glenwood, Pa., where at 4 o'clock yesterday
afternoon an attempt was made on the part of strikers and sym-
pathizers, among them women, to assault a motor truck driver

making deliveries to shops, which resulted in a large crowd gath-
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rriiiH .>rf the prupchy of the Haltimorc 4 Ohio, some stones bcinu
tlirovvn. The crowd was dispersed liy rity pnlicr hy thp ii«^ of

»ii" n.i' u v.n ^.ni-i.i iiitit ".I |ii<i|Kit\ <i.iiii.iK>: .inii no
one hurt.

The cflfect of the firemen and oilers IxrinK called on strike so far
:l^ the Baltimore & Ohio is concerned, is neKliRible, as a good many
I them had illegally struck in sympathy and have been replaced.

Overtime Work a Factor

I. F. Loree, president of tin- Dtlawan- & Hudson, on

July IQ tailed attention to the fart that shop employees of

his ro;id are now workinij twite as many hours a day as

normally, a factor which must t)C taken into con.sidcration in

-timating the effect the strike is having on the railroads.

I he |>ercentaj;e of present forces as compared with prc-strike

forces is not enough—this figure in many cases should be

practically douliled to determine with any degree of accuracy

the railroad*-' pre.sent lal)or strength.

The Rail-u-ay Age this week has not attempted to publish

rejHirts of the strike situation on the various Eastern roads as

has been done in previous issues. The reason for this is

that there have Ijeen few changes of a sufficiently pronounced
character to warrant a complete summar>' of present con-

ditions. In most rases the summaries |>ul)lishc-d last week

need only lie amended by the simple statement, "Conditions
imjiroved."

Some Violence Reported

>i)me in.stances of violence and intimidation have been

rtjx>rted. One of the most outstanding of these occurred

at Concord, N. H.. where, it is said, IS or 20 heavily armed
masked nKH evaded the guards at the Boston & Maine shops
on the night of Jul> 18 and routed new emplo}-ees of the

railrcxid from the dormitor)' where they were sleeping. .Ap-

proximately 40 new men were driven out into the rain by
the invaders and some of them were injured.

Strike Situation in the Southeast

The strike situation in tiie .s<jutheast varied considerably
with the different roads. On some roads a considerable
number of the men had returned to work or had been
replaced by others but on some of the larger roads there
was very little change. Freight ser\nce was somewhat de-
layed and .some local passenger trains were withdrawTi. On
a number of roads some of the clerks have gone out while
others are talking alx)ut going out and whereas the situation
had been rather quiet during the preceding two weeks, dis-
orders have broken out at several points and in many cases
the local authorities instead of trying to maintain order
have been acting in support of the strikers.

Western Maryland Increases Net with Less Traffic

Tonnage Falls Off 36.9 Per Cent. Transportation Ratio Reduced

to 36.64. Maintenance Savings

THE Western Maryland in 1921 moved 36.9 per cent

less tonnage than it moved in 1920. In spite of this

fact it improved its net income markedly. The cor-

porate income account for 1921 showed a credit income

balance of $421,296, which compared with $57,735 in 1920.

This meant that the road had a wide margin over fixed

charges; it pays no dividends. The net was not up to pre-

war standards. In 1917, for instance, there was a net after

fixed charges of $1,614,285; in 1916, of $1,319,060. The
1921 income account included an item of $400,400 partial

payment on the guaranty. In 1920 there was credited on the

guaranty $1,001,788.

Because of the fact that the corporate income account takes

into consideration the matters of standard return and guar-

anty, it does not give an adequate idea of tlie road's real

operating results and does not reflect the real im.provement

that was made during the year. The improvement is tetter

shown by the fact that in .spile of the decline in traffic the

road operated during the year at a ratio of 78.59. This

compared with ratios of 101 in each of the years 1020, 1919

and 1918. In 1917 the ratio was 70.10. Transportation

expenses in 1921 were brought down to 36.64 per cent, a

figure which hut few of the country's railroads were al)le to

better. The transportation ratio in 1920 was 44.88; in 1919,

39.77; in 1918, 46.44 and in 1917, 34.62.

Bituminous Coal About 60 Per Cent

Bituminous coal makes up about 60 per nnt of the West-

em Mani-land's tonnage. In 1920 the road moved 11,527,675

tons of this commodity which made up 62.9 jx-r cent of its

total tonnage. In 1921 the bitumiiunis tonnage totaled only

6,524,286 tons, or 56.4 per cent of the total. The drop in

the roal tonnage was sharp and derisive as should he suffi-

ciently dear from the figures given. This detail is further

emphasized if it is noted that the tonnage of the best month

of 1921—January, 626,731 tons—was less than the tonnage
of the poorest month of 1920, June, in which month 674,474
tons were moved. The best month in 1920 was January, in
which month the bituminous totaled 1,317,270 tons. The
Western Maryland is being rather severely hit by the present
coal strike. Its loadings of coal in the week ending .-^pril IS
this year were only 313 cars. In March and April, 1921,
its weekly loadings approximated 1,300 cars. This reduction
in coal tonnage will very likely be clearly reflected in the
.April, 1922, net.

The total tonnage of tlie Western Maryland in 1921 was
11,578,111 as compared with 18,335,345 in 1920, a reduc-
tion, as noted in the first paragraph, of 36.9 per cent. The
transportation revenues totaled $17,643,054 as compared
with $20,205,687, or there was a decrease of $2,562,633.
The reduction in coal and coke revenues as t>ctween the two
years was $2,200,647.

A Program of Drastic Economy
With this reduction in revenues confronting it. the road

carried out a program of drastic economy. Whereas the
revenues were reduced about $2,500,000, operating expenses
were reduced $6,508,263. Maintenance of way was reduced
$1,237,042; maintenance of equipment, $2,543,304; trans-
portation, $2,605,185; the latter reductions, as above noted,
resulting in a transportation ratio in 1921 of 36.64.
The reduction in maintenance of way expenses was partly

due to lower material and wage casts. There were also
actual savings in the amount of work done. There were
laid 26.05 miles of new rail as compared with 20.65 miles
in 1920; rail renewals were up to the average of preceding
years. At the end of the year the road had in its total of
774 miles, 5()S miles laid with OO-lh. rail, as compared with
561 at the end of 1920. On the other hand, the number of
ties put in in \^2\ totaled 26')..i51, as compari-d with 322,056
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in 1920. The ties put in track in 1921 were the smallest in

number for a period of 10 years with a single exception, 1916.

The Western Mar>land is mostly ballasted with cinders

and slag. Of the total mileage of 774 on December .51, there

were 88 miles ballasted with stone, 561 with cinders and

slag, and 125 were partly ballasted. In 1921 ballast on 57

miles was renewed as compared with 103 miles in 1920. The
1921 ballast renewals were the lowest for a ten-year period

with the e.xception of 1917 and 1916. It is interesting to

obser^•e that in 1920 the road had 206 miles ballasted with

stone; in 1917, 539 miles, but in 1921, only 88 miles. The
road's practice since 1917 has been to prefer cinder and

slag in renewals instead of stone.

Some Detailed Figures of Equipment Maintenance

With reference to equipment maintenance, the stor\- is

told in a percentage of bad-order cars on April 15 of 13.5

not as low as it should be but about the average for the

country- as a whole. The Western :Mar)land annual report

gives some detailed figures relative to the maintenance of

both way and equipment. Some of the maintenance of way

figures have already been quoted. The maintenance of equip-

ment figures include such details for cars as cars repaired

and new wheels applied, and such details concerning loco-

motives as: locomotives receiving general, heavy and light

repairs shown separately; boilers receiving general repairs;

new driving and truck axles; new cylinders; new engine

frames; new main and side rods; new tires, etc. The figures

for 1921, in nearly every case, show reductions from those of

1920 and previous years, with the single exception of one

item—cars receiving light repairs. Locomotives receiving

gfeneral repairs in 1921 totaled 138, or 97 less than in 1920;

those receiving heavy repairs, 95, or a reduction of 23.

Freight cars receiving general repairs totaled 6,208 as com-

pared with 8,023 in 1920; cars receiving heavy repairs,

2,557 as against 3,113; light repairs, 210,589 as compared

with 157,958.

These details would seem to indicate that much of the

economies carried out in 1921 will, of necessity, have to be

made up in more opportune times than a year in which the

road suffered a reduction of 36.9 per cent in its tonnage.

Of course, it will be borne in mind that the figures which

have been quoted must be used witli discretion. With smaller

traffic the amount of repair work to equipment would neces-

sarily be less. To take one instance, the average mileage

per locomotive in 1921 was 18,250 as compared with 25,745

in 1920 or approximately similar figures in other previous

years. The road has also recently received a considerable

number of new locomotives which makes a difference. These

factors, however, do not get around a percentage of unserv-

iceable locomotive.? on April 15 of 27.8 per cent, or the per-

centage of bad-order cars above noted of 13.5 per cent on

the same date.

The savings in transportation expenses were due first to

the smaller amount of traffic handled and to lower costs gen-

erally. To take one example, coal consumed by locomotives.

The number of tons consumed in 1921 was 499,296 as

against 640,543 in 1920. The average cost on the tender

including handling was $3.68 per ton in 1921; ?3.94 in

1920, a reduction of 26 cents. The pounds of coal per

thousand gross ton-miles in 1921 were 245 as against 252

in 1920.

New Grain Elevator

One of the outstanding drvdnpmcnt.s on the Western

Man.land in 1921 was the work on the new grain elevator

at Port Covington, BaUimorc, Md. This will increase the

present grain storage capacity at this terminal 1.500,000

bushels, The new elevator is expected to be completed in

al)Out four months The capacity of the terminal with the

new facilities will aggregate 3,500.000 bushels.

The We'tern Nfar>Ian<l has built up an important traffic

in grain. It receives this commodity largely from the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie at Connellsville and, on the whole, has

been securing a larger proportion of the traffic than one

might expect. The reason is presumably that the road is

making a special efi'ort to get this business and is handling

it well. It should be noted, however, that in 1921 the road

did not get the same increa.se in wheat traffic that the roads

serving the Gulf ports secured. The wheat tonnage in 1921

was 236,911 as compared with 328,195 tons in 1920. Corn,

however, increased from 44.782 tons in 1920 to 276,235

tons in 1921.

Gasoline Motor Car and Trailer

for the Baltimore & Ohio

THE Baltimore & Ohio has recently received from the

Edwards Motor Car Company, Sanford, N. C, a gaso-

line motor car and trailer for use in passenger service

en branch lines out of Green Springs, W. Va.

The motor car has a baggage compartment 9 ft. 3 in.

long by 7 ft. 8 in. wide just behind the operator's com-
[)artment, the rear of the car being fitted with seats for 22

persons. In addition, the trailer has capacity for seating

.54 passengers. The cars are equipped with water coolers

and toilets. The total weight of the motor car empty is

17,200 lb., and the weight of the trailer empty is 9,350 lb.,

or a total of 26,550 lb. It is stated that this equipment is

lighter per seated passenger than any other of similar type

Looking Forward from the Rear of the Trailer

due to the use of heat treated chrome nickel steel and

aluminum castings in the construction. On a recent test

trip from Baltimore to Philadelphia over the Baltimore &
Ohio, these cars made an average speed of 30 miles an hour,

the maximum speed being 40 miles an hour.

Both the motor car and the trailer arc carried on two
four-wheel trucks. The rear truck of the motor car has

fixed axles and drives through three chains, two of the chains

transmitting tlie power from the differential shaft, the third

diain carrying the drive from tlie front to the rear axle. It

is stated that driving on all four wheels gives unusually good

traction and enables the car to run when snow or frost is

on the rails. The power to propel the car is furnished by
a Kelly-Springfield motor with four cylinders, 4^/2 in. x 6yi
in . which develops (id hp. at 1.600 r.p.ni.
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The equipment of the care includes Westinghouse air

brakes, an air alarm whistle, a hot air heating system and 12
volt liphtinR system. The hot air heaters are of .special

design with aluminum castings made by the Peter Smith
Heater Company, Detroit, Mi> h. An eUvtric fan is mounted

by the Edwards Railway Motor Car Company. There are

two compressors, one driven from the line shaft and one
from the axle of the rear truck. The compressor driven
from the line shaft is u.sed before the car is in motion.
It is then cut out and the compresjor driven from the axle

Edwards Motor Car Unit with Seating Capacity for 56 Passengers

on each heater which drives the hot air through the cars

and distributes the heat uniformly.

The air brake system is a standard Westinghouse traction

brake e.\ce[it that the compressors are of special design mide

is used thereafter. Both com|)ressors weigh only 140 lb.

and furnish 10 cubic feet of air per minute. .\n automatic
cut-out device stops the compressors when the required pres-

sure is obtained and a reduction .starts them again.

A Remarkable Mikado on the Michigan Central

Maximum Power Per Unit of Weight and Utmost Efficiency
,

in Use of Fuel Keynotes of Design

FOR THE ))ast month the Michigan ( entral has l)een

operating a Mikado tyi)e locomotive built by the Lima
Locomotive Works, which incorporates many new fea-

tures of design. On account of the unusual character of

this new motive power the railroad has not heretofore made
|)ublic any of the details of its construction. The following

general description has now lieen given out by the New
York Central Lines:

An extraordinary locomotive "No. 8000," which is ex-

pected to prove a most im|«)rtant contribution to motive

power progress, has just been put in service on the Michigan

("tntral. In numerous details of its design and construction

it is ra(li<ally different from any locomotive previously l)uilt

and in general ajjpearancc it presents striking departures

from the familiar features of the ordinary lixomotive.

The locomotive was planned and constructed under the

personal direction of President A. H. Smith of the New
^'ork Central Lines, who specilied the several most im-

l)ortant main accomplishments to be sought by the new design

and made |)rovision for the use of every up-to-date improve-

ment (if proved worth, lirought to the last degree of refine-

ment for economy and efficiency. The engine is of Mikado
type, but contains features never before incor|>orated in any

locomotive.

Locomotive 8000 in its preliminary tests and subsequent

daily service hauling heavy trains between Detroit and
Toledo, has performed in a way highly satisfactory to the
New York Central officials and the builders. In its initial

road test, it hauled 100 heavily laden coal cars and later

easily pulled a train of 140 cars containing more than 9,000
tons of coal, indicating a capacity of more than l.=;0 cars and
load in excess of 12,000 tons.

I-ocomotive 8000 is considered the last word in efficiency

and economy in freight motive power. The principal ad-
vantages which it is ex|KTted to demonstrate in service
are the following:

(1) For its weight, it will deliver more power than any
other locomotive in the world.

(2) It will develop more power per ton of coal consumed
than any locomotive ever built.

(.5) It will prove a locomotive easier to operate and re-

pair than its predecessors, this making for quick turn-
arounds and safety.

Locomotive 8000 was designed and built to expedite the
movement of heavy fast freight trains. With an increase
in weight of less than two per cent as compared with the
heaviest Mikados in service on tiie Michigan Central, No.
8000 has an increase of nearly eight per cent in tractive
power derived from the forward cylinders and an increase
of over 26 per cent when the booster is cut in.
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The designers of this IcKomotive in addition to securing

the greatest possijjle tractive effort with a minimum weight

at which strength would not be sacrificed, incorporated the

best known practices and devices for securing econom>- in the

use of fuel and water. A type E superheater has been

applied which produces a higher temperature of steam than

the superheaters in general use.

On Locomotive 8000 a maximum tractive effort of 74,500

lbs. is obtainable. Of this figure 11,000 lbs. are delivered

by the booster, the remaining 63,500 lbs. being obtained

from the main cylinders.

Refinements in design and the use of alloy of steel and

hollow axles and crank-pins have made it possible to elim-

inate a great amount of weight ordinarily necessary. The

weight of the locomotive, exclusive of tender, is 334,000 lbs.

The tender, which has a capacity of 10,000 gallons of water

and 16 tons of coal, weighs 199,700 lbs. The boiler carries

200 lbs. per square inch steam pressure. The main cylin-

ders are 28 in. in diameter, with 30 in. stroke. The diameter

of the driving wheels is 63 in.

On this locomotive for the first time superheated steam is

used to operate the air pump, feed-water pump, booster

engine and headlight turlio-generator.

The locomotive is equipped with the superheater company's

feed-water heater. The heater is located at the front of the

engine, above the headlight and near the top of the boiler, on

a level above the top of the tank so as to give the condensate

pipe line plent)' of fall to return the condensed water to the

filter on the rear of the tender. The feed-water pump is

mounted on the left side of the boiler just back of the smoke-

box.

Another important departure from standard railway prac-

tice is the feature of superheating the steam before it reaches

the main throttle. In locomotive 8000 the steam from the

boiler passes through the steam dome into the dr)- pipe and

thence to the superheater units, the dry pipe, which is outside

of the boiler, being connected at the forward end direct to

the superheater.

Before the steam leaves the dome it is passed through a

reverse gear, .an Elvin stoker and a power grate shaker.

The interior arrangement of. the cab is such that the en-

gineer and fireman perform the necessary duties in connec-

tion with the operation of the engine with minimum of

movement from their positions on either side of the cab, the

The Front of the Locomotive Presents a Striking Appearance

physical effort of each being practically nil. Even the lilow-

ing of the whistle is pneumatically controlled, an air valve

being located near the side of the cab and immediately in

front of the engineer.

As is customary on the Michigan Central, the engine is

equipped with a water scoop, which eliminates stops and con-

sequent delays for taking water.

Before being put into service the engine was inspected by

HH^SL.!- - ii^ i
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Many Radical Changes Have Been Made in the Construction of This Locomotive

separator which collects any water that may be carried in

the .steam, the water being automatically returned to the

l)oilcr, which, together with the taking of steam from the

highest possil)le jwint of boiler, insures absolutely dry steam.

From the sui>erlnate(l steam i>assages in the header, the

superheated steam is conveyed to the throttle, located in a

tlirottle box, at the top of tlie smoke-box and just forward of

the stack, another unusual dei)arturc from existing designs

and practice which was necessary in order to permit the use

of sujKTheatcd steam for the auxiliaries.

Careful attention has been given to the application of

devices to facilitate handling the locomotive by the engine-

men, the special equipment consisting of the precision power

President Smith, Vice-President Iv D. Bronner and General

Manager Henry Shearer of the Michigan Central.

Locomotive 8000 has more than lived up to expectations

in the short time it lias i)een in service. \Vhen it has i)een

in service a sufficient length of time dynamometer tests will

be taken and results ven,' definitely determined.

The Central Kau.wav Club, Buffalo, owing to the current

labor troubles, lias postponed until further notice its outing

scheduled to lake place on the Inst Thursday in August. The

next regular meeting will be hold on September 14, at 8 p. m.

(standard time) at the Hotel Iroquois.
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General News Department

The Aihley, Drew 9t Northern has annijuiici.d that it will

install oil burncrn un all its locomotives in the near future.

A Broken Rail caused the derailment of Seaboard Air Line
train No. 3 one mile south of Cox, Ga., on the morning of

July 17. Five cars left the tracks. A dining car employee
was killed and several passengers were injured.

Brotherhood Bank Gets Charter

The Transportation .National Marik of .Minneapolis, organized

by the four transportation brutherhoods. has been granted a charter

by the government and is preparing to open for business on Scp-— 1 ,.j. I This bank will be patterned after the cngincmen's bank

eland. Ohio. It will accept deposits and carry on a regular

m business. The stock will be sold exclusively to the mem-
' nf the four brotherhoods and will he limited to 10 per cent

!;. Ii'ids The capital of the new bank, as given in the charter

aptliiMtion. is $200,000.

Connecting Lines Discuss K. C. M. & O. Problems

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient problems were discussed at a

conference held in Chicago on June 18 between the executives

of the company and representatives of connecting carriers. The
chairman, S. H. Johnson, vice-president and freight traffic man-

ager, stated that no definite conclusions were reached regarding

the situation. The plans discussed, however, will not be divulged

mtil reviewed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is

believed that car routing and readjustment of freight rate divi-

sions were the immediate .subjects under discussion.

Baldwin Locomotive Works
Issues Quarterly Magazine

Icr the title "Baldwin Locomotives," the Baldwin Locomo-
Works ha? published the first issue of a periodical devoted

interest of transportation and motive power problems. It is

N d to illustrate from time to time the newest types of locomo-

nnstructcd at the Baldwin Works and to present articles on

al or commercial subjects allied to transportation. The
sue. dated July, 1922, contains articles on the first uniform

•ranscontincntal railway in South America, on the lubrica-

f railway car journals, and on South American business.

'iicomotivcs described include the Consolidation type built

' r Western Maryland, Santa Fe and Pacific types built for

•dentine state railways and also logging and tank locomotives.

• terests of foreign readers have not been overlooked .is some

articles arc published in both English and Spanish and the

Mtivc specifiratidns are given also in I'rench and rortugiiese.

Railway Club Secretaries Meet

At a special meeting of the Society of Railway Club Sccrc-

tmries held on Tuesday at the Railway Club of N'ew York,

farther consideration was given to the matter of enlarging the

organization and broadening the scope of its work which

was agreed upon at the annual meeting held at Atlantic City

in June at the time of the convention of the A. R. A. Mechani-

cal Division. Considerable time was given to a study of a

tentative plan which is to be submitted to all secretaries of

other organizations representing cither directly or indirectly

various railroad interests and is to be made a subject of more
definite action at a general meeting of those concerned. It

is expected that this movement will ultimately result in the

formation of an association of mutual advantage to those

engaged in secretarial work for the organizations in question.

The men identified in this capacity for the railroad clubs have

taken the initiative and express their earnest wish to make the

:>UKK>''!>ted urganizatiun a medium for increased usefulness
and efficiency.

Illinois Central Large Purchaser of Shovels

During the last four years the lllinoi.s Central and the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley have used 129,110 shovels of all

kinds at a cost of more than $143,000. Of that number 68
per cent or 88,266, were track shovels, representing an ex-
pense of $81,102, or an annual expenditure of $20,275. An
average of 74 track shovels were furnished each working
day at a daily expense of $70 and, assuming that 50 per cent
of the time the track forces used no tools other than shovels,
the average life of each shovel was only a little more than
two months. The company states that if the employees give
the proper care and use to track shovels a reduction of 50
per cent in the purchasing of these implements would be
effected. Many shovels arc broken by nipping ties, being
thrown under pressure bearing materials, pulling the ties, or
by driving stakes, etc.

Maine Holds Hearing on Consolidation Proposals

Opposition to an all-Xcw England railroad system and ap-
proval of the plan of A. II. Lane, chairman of the transporta-
tion directorate of the State Chamber of Commerce and .Agri-
cultural League, for linking up the Maine railroads with the
New York Central and other trunk lines were voiced at a
hearing on July 13, by the committee appointed by Governor
Baxter to get the views of Maine people on the proposed
consolidation, according to the Boston Transcript.
Judge Benjamin F. Cleaves, executive secretary of the .-Xs-

sociated Industries of Maine, declared his belief that if the
railroads of Maine were left alone within the next 15 years
they would be back in as good condition as several years
ago. Others who participated in the discussion asserted that
the roads must have help. .Among those present was Profes-
sor William Z. Ripley of Harvard University, who prepared
the tentative consolidation proposals for the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.
James Q. Gulnac of Bangor, president of the State Chamber

of Commerce, said he thought there was an absolute need
for the consolidation of the Maine Central and Bangnr &
Aroostook railroads.

Standards for Overhead Wire Crossings

The .Xnierican Engimering Standards Committee, by letter

liallot, has approved the National Electrical Safety Code of
the Bureau of Standards which covers the generation, dis-

tribution and utilization of electricity for power, light and
communication.

In making public this decision, the Standards Committee
announces that there is now in process of formation a
thoroughly representative sectional committee to consider any
revisions of Part 2 of this Code, "Rules for the Installation

and Maintenance of Overhead and L'nderground Electrical
Supply and Signal Lines," which may be deemed necessary
by any of the interested parties. There are also being
organized three sub-committees to lake up the unification of
crossing specifications under the three following heads:

Signal lines crossing railways.

Power lines crossing railways.

Power lines crossing signal lines.

These committees arc being organized in conformity with
the action of the recent conference (March 2) on the stand-
ardization of crossing specifications at which there were
present representatives of 14 national, engineering, utility and
industrial associations, four departments of the federal gov-
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ernment, various state commissions of Connecticut, Iowa,

Minnesota, New York, and of the telephone, telegraph and

cable companies.

Plan for Settlement of Coal Strike Fails

The President's plan lor a settlement of the coal strike by a

submission of all points in controversy to a commission of arbi-

tration having failed because of a flat rejection of the plan by

the United Mine Workers, President Harding on Monday in-

vited the operators, who had accepted the plan, to return to their

mine properties and resume operation. The President had received

the replies of the operators to his proposal during the day, and

while some groups of them had accepted only conditionally, he had

construed them as an acceptance by the majority of the principle

of arbitration. He expressed his disappointment at the lack of

unanimity among the operators but his gratitude to the large

majority who had pledged readiness to resume activity under

the government's proposal and said that "we have now reached a

point, owing to the refusal of mine workers and the minority of

your operators, to accept the proposed arbitration, where the good

offices of the government in seeking a voluntary adjustment of

the dispute between mine operators and mine workers are without

avail."

It was explained by administration officials that the administra-

tion had now exhausted its resources and that efforts would now

be made to test the ability of the operators to resume operation,

as many of them had taken the position that if assured protection

they could induce a large percentage of their employees to return

to work. Legislation to protect the public interest will be sought,

however, as soon as the House returns after adjournment to

August 15.

Long Island Establishes "Committee

on Public Relations"

The Long Island on July 19 announced the appointment and

organization of a "Committee on Public Relations." The com-

mittee consists of C. D. Baker, general superintendent; J. F.

Keany, general solicitor ; C. L. Addison, assistant to the president

;

Donald Wilson, general freight agent; P. H. Woodward, general

passenger agent, and George Flatow, publicity agent.

In addressing the committee at its first official meeting, Ralph

Peters, president of the road, referred to the work that the

company had already done to bring about closer co-operation

between management, employees and public, and said that the

time had come for an expansion of such activity. Continuing,

he said

:

"I believe that the public is beginning to realize that it has

been duped, in many instances, by political regulation, rather

than economic regulation of many of our industries. The public

is beginning to realize that capital, the public and the govern-

ment must all co-operate through a mutual understanding. The
loose way in which language and figures are used by so-called

experts in economics, must be counteracted by plain and simple

facts which all can understand. The propaganda of many em-

ployees' organizations must be met with clear, patient and pains-

taking statements of facts.

"The railroad employees need more liberal education. They

need information that will give them courage to speak for the

company. It may be that officers of this railroad and its principal

cmpinyce.i have been reticent in speaking out on railway ques-

tions for fear of incurring the displeasure of their higher officers.

This we want to overcome, and I hope the committee on public

relations will plan to supply officers and employees with such

facts as will enable them to speak authoritatively and clearly on

matters pertaining to our own situation, as well as railroad

problems generally."

The committer elected Mr. Woodward, chairman; Mr. Wilson,

vice-chairman: Mr. Flatow, secretary, ami T. P. Rronnan, special

representative.

New York Railroad Club Officers Attend Shore Dinner

Celebration of the Golden .Anniversary of the organiza-

tion of the New York Railroad Club will be observed

in a more pretentious way next December than the usual

annual dinner at the Hotel Commodore, New York. Plans

to this effect were initiated last Tuesday evening with a shore

dinner at the Atlantic Yacht Club in honor of the officers and

members of the executive committee. The host of the

occasion was Daniel M. Brady, the club's oldest member and

active in its affairs from its inception. The number of guests

participating was nearly 100 and would have been greater

had it not been for the absence of railroad officers who at the

last minute were forced by labor disturbances to cancel their

acceptances and remain in direct touch with the properties

they have in charge.

At the dinner formal addresses were made by L. F. Loree,.

president of the Delaware & Hudson, and Elisha Lee, vice-

president of the Pennsylvania. Both speakers stressed their

conclusion that the present labor troubles are largely attribut-

able to politics and to politicians who use the railroads to

create political issues for their personal advantage, and to

labor leaders who seek chiefly to gain their personal ends,

while the public suffers from their interference with the

legitimate functioning of public utilities and industrial inter- J

ests. In these comments they were joined by Frank Hedley, 1

president of the Interborough Rapid Transit, and they ap- '

peared to be agreed that unless a strictly impartial tribunal

is created with sufficient power to safeguard the public and

vested interests on a parity in this regard with the United

States Supreme Court, the situation will become worse in-

stead of better. Such a tribunal should be free from every

possibility of bias in behalf of either side of pending con-,

troversies. :

Mr. Lee dwelt upon the method of handling disputes on
the Pennsylvania as a result of which so far as known at

present no grievances are pending on that system and none

is at this time anticipated that cannot be amicably adjusted.

He also indicated that men and women should meet their

own responsibilities at the polls. Others spoke concerning

the value of the railroad clubs, notably in that they assist in

training and educational work for young men in railroad

service. It was urged that railroad companies give to the

clubs substantial practical encouragement.

Railway Returns for May
The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of railw.

revenues and expenses of Class I roads for May is as follow

May Four months

Item W22 1921 1922 19J1
.\verage number

of miles opcr. 235.228.30 234,721.28 235,183.99 234,-l.vU
Revenues:

Freicht $319,361,730 $313,132,827 $1,533,531,215 $1,548,206.1-11
Passenger •85,532,720 193.500.428 $406,840,345 1475.187..' i
Mail 7,60036

n,7SfiO10
7.828,163 37.223,429 41.428."-'.'

Express 6,961.162 46.992.677 34.062.r:9
All other trans

portation .. . 15.171,893 13.367.849 67.850.895 63.705. lira

Incidental 8,953,161 9.634.038 41,763.407 49.719.627
Joint facil.—Cr, 741.458 628.691 4.007.278 3.257.4'i2

Joint facil.—Dr. 180,910 193,647 869.505 971.r'i6

Railway oper-
ating revs.

.

448.947.898 444,859,511 2.137.3.19.741 2.214.595.9.^0

Expenses

:

Maint. of way
and struct.. 68,033,436 65,095,833 275.635.778 301.200.S18

Maint. of equip. 100,893,624 101,100,850 488.619.683 542.164.164
Traffic 7.266.242 7,200.205 35.396.644 35.961,271
Transportatii n. 163.026.584 188.969.442 832,950.238 1,011.774.400
Misccl. opera. . 3.814.595 3,884,184 18,514.341 20.705,707
General 13.004.812 14.177.703 65.772.732 73.333.294
Trans, for in-

vest.—Cr 450,416 562.941 2.200.494 2.651.789

Ry operat. ex. 355,588,877 379.865.276 1.714.688.922 1.982,487.667
Net rev. from rail-

way operations. 93,359.021 64.994.235 422,650,819 232.108,.'1J
Ry. lax .iccruals. 25,673,518 22,543,709 119.964.000 109.990.6:3
l^ncol. ry. rev. . 135,936 103,726 554,173 419.9.19

Ry. operat. in. 67,549,567 42.346.800 302,132,646 121.697 -
1

Enuip. rcnti—Dr.
4,002.296 3.967.43') 21.748.843 19,137

It. fac. rent-Dr
h.i1 1,.566,652 1.436.12.5 7.124.792 8,14:

Net ry. oper.
income ... 61.980,619 36.943,236 273.259.011 94,417

Ratio of exp. to

rev. (per c<nt> 72.20 85.39 80.23 8"

•Includes $2,619,329. tltcpinK and parW car •urehariie.
tlnchidrs $2,717,926. sleeping and parlor car surcharge,

car surcharge.Jlnclrd.s .H;. n:.529. slecpi ig anrl parlor
ilncludrs $1.1.101,5.18. sleepin fi and parlor car surcharne.
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Traffic News

C. A. Bland has been appointed general traffic manager of

the El Paso (Tex.) Chamber of Commerce.

.\% a further step in its cfTorts to eliminate the abuse and mis-

use of commutation tickets the l^ng Island has just established

a new rule which requires commuters to buy their own tickets

and sign them with pen and ink at the time of purchase.

It is reported that (he cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth and
Newport. Va., will raise $10,000 to fight Boston's appeal to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for an equalization of

alt import and export freight rates with other .Atlantic ports.

.A hearing will be held in Boston on September 12.

The Traffic Club of Augusta, Ga., has been organized with

E. W. Matthews, traffic manager of the Riverside Mills, as

president, and R. B. .-Xrthur, commercial agent of the South-
ern, as secretary; the election of other officers being postponed
pending the report from committee on organization.

Traffic Statistics for April

The revenue ton miles of freight liaiidkd by the Class 1 rail-

r..a<U in .Npril ti.talkd 22.i}<4.7X«.(K)0 as c.mparid with 23.083.-

75'',0OO for ,\pril. 1''21. acconlins to the monthly re|)orl of revenue

tratVic statistics compiled by the Interstate (.'omnKTce Commission.

The decrease is accounted for by the falling off of coal produc-

tion due to the strike. For the first four months of the year the

ton miles totalled 100,846,975,000. as compared with 96,141.529.000

in 1921. Freight revenues, however, showed a decrease from

$1,230,964,365 in 1921 to $1,209,894,593 in 1922 and the average

revenue per ton mile was 1.2 cents as compared with 1.28 in 1921.

The revenue passenger miles showed a decrease both for April

and for four months as compared with \92\. For April the total

was 2.701.730,000 as compared with Z846348.000 and for four

mcMhi it was 10J93,936000 as compared with 12.170.328,000.

Passenger revenues for the four months were $321,272,002 as

compared with $381,559,164 in Pv2l and the number of revenue

putengers per car was 14.66 as compared with 16.4. The figures

are for 183 roads, excluding switching and terminal companies.

Coal Production

A new cause has arisen to limit the production of coal,

namely, local congestion of traffic associated with the strike

of the railway shopmen, according to the weekly bulletin of

^he Geological Survey. Because of the uncertainties of the

situation it is difficult to forecast production for the week
of July 10-15, but the record of the first four days suggest

that the output of bituminous coal can hardly exceed 4,300,-

000 tons. Production of anthracite continues practically zero.

Final returns on the week of Independence Day, the four-

teenth of the strike, show that 3,936,000 net tons of soft coal

and 23,000 tons of anthracite were produced, a total of all

coal of 3,959,000 tons.

The trend of production in the fifteenth week of the strike

(July 10-15) is indicated by the cars of coal loaded daily.

.Monday's loadings (14,952 cars) were lower than those of

Monday in other recent weeks, yet on Tuesday loadings

dropped to 12,829 cars, and on Thursday they fell to 11,584,

the lowest on any Thursday since mid-.\pril.

The cause of the decrease is said to have been congestion
of traffic resulting indirectly from the shopmen's strike. The
first districts to be aflfectcd were Lojian and Eastern Kentucky,
but in Western Kentucky and Southwestern Virginia also

loadings soon began to decrease, and by Wednesday even the

Pocahontas, Tug River, and Kenova-Thacker districts were
producing far below normal. In the non-union fields of

Pennsylvania and in .Alabama and the Far West no decrease
in output had been reported up to Wednesday. No reports

have been received to indicate any significant change in the

number of men on strike.

14 2/ a 4 II IB is z 3 16 is SO
OCT. NOV. 0£C.

Fluctuations in Coal Production During Last Five Years
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Foreign Railway News
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German Car Plant Burns

According to press dispatches from Berlin, the Orenstein &
Koppcl Works, builders of cars, was completely destroyed by

fire on July 16.

Reduction in British Railway Wages
London.

Owing to the fall in the cost of living in Great Britain, the rail-

way workers' war bonus has been reduced by 4 shillings (about

97 cents at the normal rate of exchange) per week. However.

a number of classes have not been affected by this reduction, as

they have already reached their standard of wages.

French Railway Earnings

The gross earnings of the leading railways of France from

January 1 to June 3 are as follows, according to the Economic

Review (London) :

r Francs (mill.) ^

(o) (fr) Increase % per
1922 1921 (actual) kilometer

State 394.0 385.7 38.3 10.78

Pari5-Ly)n-Mediterrancc French section 702.2 663.4 38.7 5.8

Nord 412.1 368.4 43.7 11.6

Orleans 359.2 352.3 6.8 1.94

Est 393.5 355.6 37.8 10.64

Midi .- - 182.0 166.5 15.5 9.31

Alsace-Lorraine and Guillaume-Luxem*
bourg 187.3 170.7 16.5 9.72

(a) Estimated. (6) .Ascertained.

Switzerland Finances Electrification

London.

The Swiss Federal Qiuncil has decided to tix the amount of the

second railway electrification loan at 150,000,(X)0 francs (about

$28,713,000 at the present rate of exchange) only, although the

lirst intention was to take up 200,000,000 francs (about $38,540,840

at the present rate of exchange). The amount subscribed was
280,000,000 francs (about $53,957,173 at the present rate of ex-

change). The cause of the reduction of the amount of the loan,

which was issued at 4Vi per cent, is to be looked for in the ex-

pectation that the rate of interest in Switzerland will be further

reduced. Electrical locomotives now cost in Switzerland only

500,000 francs (about $%,349 at the present rate of exchange)

each as compared with the former price of 900,0(XJ francs (about

$173,429).

Further Cheap Railway Fares in Great Britain

i-ONUON.

The railway companies of Great Britain have announced lur-

ther cheap railway fare facilities, as follows

:

Special day excursion tickets for individuals arc to be reduced

to a single ordinary fare for the round trip. At present the

charge is a single fare and a third. These tickets, available for

the day of issue only, will be issued to passengers in the follow-

ing circumstances: (1) Local journeys from holiday resorts, (2)

Ioc.tI journeys frum towns to holiday resort.s within a radius of

60 miles. (3) passengers attending local events, such as agricul-

tural and flower shows, regattas, bazaars, etc., (4) on early

closing days to towns within a radius of 60 miles, (5) to impor-

tant cricket and football matches from st.itions within a radius

of 60 miles, (6) to metropolitan sports clubs, (7) pleasure party

tickets, with a minimum number of 12 adult fares. The reduc-

tions are to come into force on July 1, 1922.

First, second and third class walking tour tickets, available on
the day of issue, enabling individual passciiRcrs to travel out to

one .Mation and return from another are also to be introduced.

These tickets are to be issued at two-thirds of the ordinary sin-

gle fare from point to point to stations within a radius of 30

miles.

Improved Condition of Palestine Railway System

Local communications have been greatly improved within

the past year, and today Palestine enjoys probably the best

railway, telephone and telegraph and mail service in the Near
East, according to advices from the L'. S. Shipping Board
representative at Constantinople.

-An efficient railway system in Palestine is a heritage of

the war. In their military operations the British built the

line from Kantara on the Suez canal to a point near Gaza,

connecting there with the old pre-war narrow gage system.

The gage was broadened and an extension built into Haifa.

The system, now 500 kilometers in length, connects with the

Egyptian State Railways at Kantara and with the Syrian

railways in the north.

The motive power and rolling stock is in first-class condi-

tion. .American locomotives built in 1918 for the British war
department are used, having evidently been turned over to

the Palestine railways. A few mountain saddle-tank type

locomotives built in Leeds, England, have been added recently.

A number of new passenger coaches from England, together

with international sleeping cars afford good accommodations
to travelers. Daily passenger and mail service are proving
beneficial to business.

L. & N. W. Asks Employees for Suggestions

LliNUO.V.

In a circular Arthur Watson, general manager of the London &
North Western, asks employees for suggestions as to improved

service and efficiency. The circular reads in part

:

"It is further recognized that almost every railway employee

has ideas concerning the management or working of his railway,

but that there has existed a certain amount of diffidence, and in

some cases, difficulty, in making known those ideas to some one

in authority. Suggestions from the staff on all matters likely to

promote the economical working of the concern or to increase the

receipts are, therefore, welcomed. Such matters are:

(a) Any new method—mechanical or electrical—which it is be-

lieved will result in economy.

(b) The elimination of the waste of engine power, stores and

materials.

(c) Improved methods of working trains or road vehicles and

accelerating movement.

(d) Improvement in rolling stock and equipment.

(e) Improvements in passenger and goods station working,

(f) Improvements in stationery forms, office methods and equip-

ment.

(g) The prevention of Occidents.

(h) The improvement of relations with our customers and the

securing of additional business to the company."

Decrease in Railway Accidents in Great Britain

London.

As compared with the year 1920, there was a decrease in the

number of passengers killed from 121 to 89 in the year 1921, on

the railways of Great Britain and Ireland, while the number in-

jured fell from 2,675 to 2,095. There was a still more satisfactorv

decline in the number of railway employees killed and injured, the

figures being 231 killed and 2,892 injured as compared with 370

killed and 4.414 injured in the year 1920. The figures for indi-

viduals not included in the two foregoing Ciitegories were: killed

406 for the year 1921 as compared with 409 killed in the year

1920. and injured 1()8 in the year 1921, as compared with 286 in

1920. The grand total of passengers, employees and other per

sons was 726 killed and 5.155 injured in 1921, as against 906 killed

and 7,375 injured in 1920. It is noteworthy that the number of

accidents due to failure of rolling stock or permanent way fell

from 13.675 to 9,408. an indication of the increasing care excrcisetl

by the companies with a view to the .safety of passengers and em-

ployees. The number of accidents to trains was also considerably

less. There were only 14 collisions between passenger trains in

1921, as compared with 39 in 1920. 49 collisions between passenger

trains and freight trains or light engines in 1921, as compared with

62 in 1920, and 85 collisions between goods trains, light engines

or other moving vehicles in 1921. as compared with 187 in 1920

There was also a decrease of 153 or nearly 33 per cent in the

number of derailments.
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Officials of Chilean State Railways Inspect

Their New Equipment at Westinghouse Plant

Manuel Trucco. director general, and other rcpr«cntati\es of

the Chilean State Railways recently mode a tour of inspection

of the \Ve^tinRhou«e Electric & Manufacturing Company's plant at

l-jiNt
'

the $7,000,000 order for clectritication

n|ii;: Octt>l)er. i* now being fullilled .\ccom-

pai.. nd the other of?Kcrs of the railway were

One of the Locomotives for Chile

Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the board of directors, E. M. Herr,

president, and other representatives of the Westinghouse Company.

Only a few days prior to the visit of the Chilean representatives,

a train, almost a quarter of a mile long, left the Westinghouse

works loaded with sub-station ctiuipment for the Chilean State

Railways. This was the first shipment of material on this order.

A Train Lead oi i .]in),nicm for Chile with a Chilean Loco-

motive at the Head

At Ihc lu-,i<| .,1 ihe train was one oi tlie 39 I'.alilwiii- Westinghouse

locomotives to be furnished for the electriliialion.

An accompanying photograph shows the group of Chilean

Railway oHicials with representatives of the Westinghouse Elcc-

Irii- Company and liaWwin Ixicomotivc Company in the yards of

the Westinghouse llast Pittsburgh plant following the inspection

tour.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The BALTiMoae & Ohio is inquiring for 15 Pacific type loco-

motives.

The Canaoia.s Pacific is inquiring for 13 Mikado type and
15 Pacific type locomotives.

The Souther.v Railway has ordered six 0-S-O type switch-

ing locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago & North Westebn is considering repairs to a

liiimber of its locomotives, although no definite decision reached
regarding number or time when.

The Dei^aware. Lackawanna & Weste«.\. reported in the

k'iiilutty ^-Ige of July 15 as inquiring for 5 Pacific type and 25
.Mikado type locomotives, has ordered this equipment from the

\merican Locomotive Company.

The Lehigh Vau.ey is having 5 Consolidation type and 10

>witching locomotives repaired at the shops of the American
l-ocomotive Company and 6 Consolidation type and 9 switching
locomotives at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The National Enameung Company, Granite City, 111., has
ordered one, 0-6-0 type switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 21 by 26 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 141,000 lb.

The Illikois Central, reported in the Railway Age of July
15 as inquiring for locomotives, has ordered 15 switching loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, 25 Santa Fe type
locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works and 25 Mikado
locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.

Freight Cars

The Northern Pacific is inquiring for 1,000 sets of steel

center sills.

The Canadian Pacific is asking for prices on from 250 to 500
refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is inquiring for 300
-oiidola cars of SO tons' capacity.

The Union Refrigerator Tra,nsit Company, Milwaukee, Wis..

i^ inquiring for 350 refriKCrator cars.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is inquiring for 50 steel underframe
refrigerator cars of 40 tons' capacity.

liiE Norfolk & Western has ordered 1,000 single sheathed
iio\ cars of 50 tons' capacity from the Ralston Steel Car Com-
I'.iny.

The Manila Railroad Company has ordered SO cane cars of
30 tons' capacity from the Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment
Company.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Wai/uvjy Age of June
IS as inquiring for repairs to 600 gondola cars, has contracted for

this work with the Ryan Car Company.

The New York Central will have repairs made to 500 freight

cars at the shops of the Ryan Car Company and to 500 cars at the

«hops of the Buffalo Steel Car Company.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia, reported in the Railway
Agr of July 15 as inquiring for 1.000 hopper cars of 55 tons'

capacity, has ordered this ei|uipineni from the Cambria Steel

Company.

The Phii adelphia & Rkaking. reported in the Railway Age
of June 17 as inquiring for 1.000 gondola cars of 70 tons' capacity,

lias ordered 500 cars of this type from the Pressed Steel Car
Company and 500 from the Standard Steel Car Company.
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The Missouri Pacjkic will have repairs made to 2.500 freight

cars at the shops of the following companies : American Car &
Foundry Company, 1,250 cars; Mount N'ernon Car Manufacturing

Company, 250 cars and Sheffield Car & Equipment Company,

1,000 cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Qiincv, reported in the Railway

Age of July 15 as preparing inquiries for repairs to a large num-

ber of cars, is now inquiring for repairs to 500 box cars and 500

steel gondolas. This company may call for inquiries for further

repair work later.

The Humble Oil & Refining Company, Houston, Texas, re-

ported in the Railway Age of July 15 as inquiring for three

12-yd. capacity air dump cars, has revised the inquiry to three

16-yd. capacity air dump cars with alternate on one 20-yd.

capacity air dump car.

The Buffalo Creek & Gauley, reported in the Railway Age

of July IS as inquiring for from 200 to 300 hopper cars, has

ordered 300 steel hopper coal cars of 55 tons' capacity from the

.American Car & Foundry Company. This road is owned by the

Elk River Coal & Lumber Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pall, reported in the

Raikvav Age of July 15 as inquiring for repairs on 1,000 to 1,500

box cars and 250 gondola cars, is now asking for prices on re-

pairs also on 750 wooden gondola cars of 30 tons' capacity and

4.50 wooden gondola cars of 40 tons' capacity.

The Baltimore & Ohio has let contracts for freight car re-

pairs as follows: To Baltimore Car & Foundry Company, 1,000

steel coke cars; .American Car & Foundry Company, 1,000 box

cars; Pullman Company, 1,000 composite gondola cars; Pressed

Steel Car Company, 1,000 box cars; Hamilton Car Company,

50O box cars ; Youngstown Steel Car Company, 500 hopper cars

;

Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company, 500 box cars, and General

.American Car Company, 500 gondola cars.

Passenger Cars

The Winston-Salem Southbound is inquiring for 6 coaches

and three baggage and mail cars.

The Chicago, .Aurora & Elgin, reported in the Raiticay Age

of July 8. as contemplating the purchase of a nunil>er of new elec-

tric passenger cars, is said to be preparing inquiries for 20 all-

steel coaches.

The Philadelphia & Rfadi.nc. reported in the Railti\iy Age

of July 1 as inquiring for 5 baggage cars and S combination

baggage and mail cars, has ordered this equipment from the

.American Car & Foundry Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, reported in the

Rnihcay Age of July 15 as considering the purchase of 17 passen-

ger cars, has ordered five baggage cars, four mail cars, two com-

partment cars and four coaches from the .American Car & Foundry

Company.

The Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee, in addition to its

recent order for 15 merchandise dispatch cars and one utility line

car from the Cincinnati Car Company, has purchased seven motor

limited coaches, two parlor observation cars and one motor dining

car from the same company.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.—The New A'ork Transit Commis-
sion has issued an order for increased service on the rapid transit

line5 ; the order includes the purchase of 50 new steel passenger

cars for subway use and the order has been acreplcd by the New
York Consolidated Railroad Company, The company will retire

65 of the present wn<iilcn car ecinipmcnl.

Iron and Steel

The Pennsylvania is expected to issue inquiries sixm for 5,000

to 10,000 tons of car repair plates.

The Soi'THERN Pacific has placed an order with the Tennessee

Coal. Iron & R.nilro..,! ( ,,n-p.-.nv l;irii,invli;.m \1:.
,

f,.r .10.000

tons of steel rails.

The Union Pacific is reported to have placed an order with

the Illinois Steel Company for 10.000 tons of steel rails.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has issued

inquiries for its third quarter requirements, including 500 tons of

plates and 700,000 small bolts.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has placed an order with the

Mount Vernon Bridge Co. for 1,400 tons of steel for repairs to

its locomotive shop at Waco, Te.xas.

The Illinois Central has placed orders with the American

Bridge Company for 369 tons of structural steel and field rivets

and for 142 tons of steel deck plate girder spans.

The Michigan Central will receive bids until October 1 for

its requirements of steel sheets, bars, shapes, plates, billets,

springs, axles, tubes, crank pins, piston rods, steel rope, wire.

bolts, nuts, washers, cotters and keys, rivets and bar iron.

The J.\va State Railways have ordered through the Nether-

lands Government, Colonial Department, New York City, from the

Hlavv-Knox Company, 60 galvanized steel transmission towers

making a total of about 160 tons of steel. These towers form a

part of a transmission line to be used to transmit power to the

P.atav ia-Buitenzorg Line, about 40 miles long, which is now being

electrified. The same company is iiiquiriii.g for 4.00O unfinished

car wheel tires to weigh about 400 lb. each.

Track Specialties

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is inquiring for 400 tons of

tie plates.

Machinery and Tools

The New York Central has orderetl a 6 ft. .American radial

drill from the American Tool Works.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has bought a 5 ft. Western radial

drill from the Dale Machinery Company.

The Illinois Central, reported in the RailuKiy Age of June
10 as inquiring for a large list of machine tools, is expected to be-

i-'in placing orders for these supplies this week.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe has placed an order with

the Whiting Corporation for a 240-ton screw jack locomotive

hoist to be used on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

The Louisiana & .Arkansas in connection with the construc-

tion of a new shop at Stamps. .Ark., will receive bids until 1 1 :(X1

a. in., [uly 31, for the following: Three overhead electric travel-

ing cranes, one of 90 tons' capacity, 1 of 10 tons' and 1 of 7'/i tons'

;

steam heaters with motors and diffusing outlets; 150 hp, boilers

of either return tubular, water tube or Scotch marine type; 2.100

kw, d. c, electric generators connected directly to four valves,

unaflow condensing or non-condensing, turbines condensing, full

Diesel or semi-Diesel engines; one 69-in. wheel lathe; one 24-in.

sli>tter; one 48-in. Ixjring mill; one 24-in. shaper ; one 2'4-in.

Hat turret lathe ; one 48-in. car wheel borer ; one 4-ft. radial

drill; one 18-in. tool room lathe; one double car wheel press; one

2,5(K)-lb. steam hammer; one 15<i-in. forging upsetting machine:
one 1'4-in. holt heading upsetting forging machine; one condenser,

boiler feed pump and feed water heater.

Sis;naling

The Karitan Kivkr has placc<l an order with the Hall Switch

& Signal Company for 19 unit type color light signals, 52 relays

and 36 switch boxes.

The New York Central has placed an order with the Hall

.Switch & Signal Company for 59 Style L top post motor signals

with accessory material and 156 neutral relays and 52 motor type

relays.

The Missoiri Pacific has placed an order with the General
Railway .Signal Company for one ,16-le\er Saxby & Farmer inter-

locking machine and four Model-2, form "B" locks, all of which
are to lie installed by company forces at Kenneth, Kansas.
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K. C. Gardner, fornirrly general sales nian^Kcr, central dis-

trict, of the ^rt^1ccl Stttl Car Company, i> now associated

with the Greenville Steel Car Company, tirtcnvillr, Pa., as

vice-president in charge of sales. Mr. Gardner's headquarters
are at Greenville.

S. H. Lanyon has been appointed manager ut the recently

opened San I rancisco branch oflice of the Okontte Company,
Passaic, .\. J., manufacturers of insulated wires and cables,

splicing tapes, etc. His office is located at 509 New Call

building.

J. H. Rodger, western manager of the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has l"-en

promoted to vice-president with the same headquarters, in

charge of that com-
pany's western business.

Mr. Rodger entered
the railway supply busi-

ness in 1899, in the

service of the Standard
Coupler Company,
which company he left

in 1905 to become as-

sistant to the president

of the Monarch Ma-
chine Company, New
York. In 1911, he be-

came a sales agent of

the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company
in its Chicago offices.

He was promoted to

western manager of

that company in 1919,

which position he was
*" holding at the time of

his recent promotion.

0. A. Woodman has been appointr<l sales manager of the

Northwestern Malleable Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

with offices at 237 Railway Exchange building, Chicago. He
will have charge of the

sales of the Joliet

journal box which was
formerly handled by
the Joliet Railway Sup-
ply Company, Chicago,

now the Republic Rail-

way Kquipment Com-
pany, of the same city.

Mr, \V o o d m a 11 was
born at Dunkirk, N. Y.,

on .\ugust 21, 1866. On
\nKUSt 21, 188J, he

riitered the service of

ihe Brooks Locomotive
Company as a machin-
ist's apprcntii'c and was
successively thereafter,

in the drafting depart-

ment, same company

;

mechanical engineer.

G. A. Woodnuin I.inia Locomotive &
Machine Company; as-

sistant master car builder, Swift &• Comp.iny, Cliicago; as-

sistant superintendent, .American Car & Foundry Company,
Chicago; mechanical engineer, Kirby iMinipincnt Company,
Chicago, when that company sold the Woodm.in journal box,
the name of which was later chantred to the Franklin journal
box; and the National Car Fcpiipment Company, Cliicago.

He retired two years ago and has been inactive in the rail-

way supply business up to the time of his recent appointment.

G. M. Jacobsen has joined the service staff of the Pnnklin
Railway Supply Company, New York, and is now in charge
of Southern territory with headquarters at .Atlanta, Ga., re-

lieving B. C. Wilkerton, who has been appointed a special

service representative of the company on locomotive booster
applications.

The U. S. Light A Heat Corporation, of California, has
been incorporated as a subsidiary of the I'. S. Light & Heat
Corporation, Niagara Falls, N. Y. .A site has been leased

and construction started on a new plant at Oakland, Cal.

The new plant is to handle the company's business on the

Pacific Coast, and it is expected that production will start

in the new factory about October 1.

Republic Railway Equipment Company

The Republic Railway Equipment Company, Inc., Chicago,
has been organized to take over the Joliet Railway Supply
Company, which owns and operates a modern brake beam
and bolster plant at 93rd street and Urexel avenue, Chicago.
At a meeting of the board of directors of the new company
in Chicago on July 7, l-'red .\. Poor, president of the P. & M.

Company, was elected

chairman of the board;
Burton Mudge, presi-

dent of Mudge & Com-
pany, was elected
president; J. H. Slaw-
son, vice-president of

the Joliet Railway
Supply Company, was
trade first vice-presi-

dent; C. A. Carscadin,
vice-president of the

Joliet Railway Supply
Company, was elected

vice-president, sales;
A. M. Pearson, secre-

tary of Mudge &
Company, was made
secretary, and W. F.

Hoffman, treasurer.
J. E. Simons, manager

F. A. Poor of sales of the Joliet

Railway Supply Com-
pany, has been appointed to the same position in the new
organization. Fred A. Poor was born in Maine in 1870. He
was superintendent of electric signals of the Illinoi- t'eniral

with headquarters at Chicago from 1892 to 19(K1. In the

latter year lie entered the service of the Wcbcr Railway Joint
Manufacturing Company as western sales manager with office

in Chicago, which posi-

tion he held until 1906,

when that organization

was merged with the

Rail Joint Company, at

which time he was sent

to London, England, as
foreign manager. In
1908 he returned to this

country as western sales

agent with headquarters
at Chicago, which posi-

t^^'^^^^^^^ '"" '"^ 'i<'l<l ""*' '*''-''

J^l^t^^ -4|^^^^^^^k he>BHV' ^^HpPiP the V. & M.
^^V ^*^ Company which he had

J^^r „ ^^ organized in 1905. In

^^r >/^ / .• 1914 he became presi-

w y^ f -' dent also of the Ver-
million Malleable Iron
Company ; in 1916,

president of the P. & M.
Company. Ltd.. of

Canada: in 1921. chairman of the board of the Canton (Ohio)
Forge & .Axle Company, and most recently chairman of the
board of the Republic Railway Equipment Company, all of

Kiirlon Mudiir
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H. Slaws

which positions he is now holding. Burton Mudge was for-

merly connected with the operating departments of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & North Western,

the Fort Worth &
Denver City, and the

Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific. He resigned as

assistant general man-
ager of the last named
road in 1908 to enter

the railway supply busi-

ness and in September

that year he organized

the firm of Burton W.
Mudge & Bro., repre-

senting the Common-
wealth Steel Company,
which later became

Mudge & Co. In Janu-

ary of this year Mr.

Mudge was elected vice-

president and director

of the Pilliod Company,
New York, which duties

he assumed in addition

to those with Mudge &
Co. His work as president of the Republic Railway Equip-

ment Company will also be in addition to that mentioned

above. J. H. Slav»son was born at Cleveland, Ohio. He
entered railroad service in 1890 as a clerk in the office of the

assistant general freight agent of the Lake Shore and Michi-

gan Southern (now a part of the New York Central) and

was thereafter employed
successively in the re-

vision department, the

tariff bureau, the audit-

ing department and the

office of the chief en-

gineer. In 1902 he en-

tered the service of the

Malleable Castings

Company at the Sharon.

Pa., plant with special

duties pertaining to

railroad matters. He
later became chief clerk,

following which he was
promoted to local trea>^-

urer in charge of the

finances of the Shanm
plant. He was trans-

ferred to Chicago in

1912, as sales agent,

which position he held

until 1917, when he

was elected vice-president of the Joliet Railway Supply Com-

pany, a subsidiary of the Northwestern Malleable Iron Com-

pany, Milwaukee! Wis. He was holding this position up to

the time he became first vice-president of the new organiza-

tion. C. A. Carscadin, vice-president, sales, was horn in

Buffalo, N. Y. He entered railway service in 1881 as a

stenographer in the employ of the New York Central &
Hudson River (New York Central), at New York, which

position he held until 1882 when he left to become stenog-

rapher and secretary to the president of the Michigan Central

at Detroit, Michigan, and from 1887 to 1902 he was a traffic

representative of the same road. From the latter date until

the present he has been engaged in the railway supply busi-

ness, having been connected with the Detroit Seamless Tube

Company the Glolie Seamless Tube Company and the National

Car Equipment Company. He was elected a vice-president

of the Joliet Railway Supply Company in October, 1917, whiih

position he has held until the recent change in the organization

The O'Malley Beare Valve Company has removed its down-

town. Chicago, s.iles and service office from 841 Railway Ex-

change building to its new general office .ind manufacturing

pl.int 2,11 t» 2S<i Fast Ninety-fifth strut.

^flliuiiililliliiiiiiiitittiiitiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiiiinililllllnllillnttiiinii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHriiKie

Railway Construction

Carscadin

Tiullllllllllllliiiiiilliiiiiniliiilllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiilliiiiiriilii iiiiiiirimiKiiiiinf;

.\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, reported in

the Raittcay Age of June 17, page 1507, as authorizing the con-

struction of the first unit of enlarged freight terminal facilities

at Dallas, Tex., to cost approximately $200,000. has completed

plans for this work. The work includes a new concrete ware-

house and office building, 60 ft. by 240 ft. with an 8 ft. by 200 ft.

platform; a 60 ft. by 60 ft. concrete warehouse addition with

an 8 ft. by 60 ft. platform, and a 30 ft. by 150 ft. open concrete

platform.

Balti.more & Ohio.—This company will rebuild its elevators

and grain piers at Locust Point. Baltimore, recently destroyed by

fire. The new facilities will be built of steel and concrete and

provided with modern conveying machinery. The elevators will

be equipped with conveying galleries leading from storage bins to

merchandise piers and running the full length of these. These gal-

leries will be provided with chutes enabling vessels to load grain

simultaneously with general cargo, thus effecting a saving in time

in loading vessels and enabling shifting at the piers to be reduced

to a minimum.

Can-\dian Pacific.—This company has completed plans for

branch lines, construction to include the closing of the existing

gap in the Weyburn, Sask.-Lethbridge. .Aha., line; the grading

of the first 60 miles east from Consul, Sask. ; the equipping for

traflrtc of the first 50 miles of the line from Lanigan, Sask.. to

Naicam and the corrpletion of the line extending north from

Russel, Man.. 12.5 miles.

Canadian National.—This company has awarded contracts

for water supply improvements on the Grand Trunk Pacific as

follows : The construction of dams at Pope, Man., Ra>Tnore.

Sask.. Maryfield. Sask., Mecheche, Alta.. and Conquest, Sask.. to

W. .\. Dutton. Winnipeg, Man. ; the construction of a dam at

Wiseton, Sask., to the Northern Construction Company, Winni-

peg. Man. ; the construction of a dam at Rama. Sask., to C. G.

Anderson, Norwood, Man. ; the construction of pipe lines at Wise-

ton. Sask.. Rama. Sask., Raymore, Sask.. and Maryfield. Sask.,

to Green & Elsasser. Winnipeg. Man. ; the construction of a pipe-

line at Pope, Man., to G. M. Irwin. Stonewall. Man.; a pipe line

at Mecheche, .Mta., to the Jamieson Construction Company. Ed-
monton. .-Mta. ; a pipeline at Tilney. Sask.. to Riley & Reed.

Patience. .M'a. ; and lO.OQp ft. of pipeline at Lloydminster, Alta.,

to Simpson & Shillington. Winnipeg. Man. This company has also

awarded contracts to Gibbs Bros., Lumsden. Sask. ; and to Rnssa

& Wikstrand. Saskatoon. Sask., respectively, for a line revision

of the Boundary subdivision near Lampman, Sask., and for a con-

nection between the Craik and Riverhurst subdivisions at Regina.

Sask. : also a contract to the Ideal Fence & Spring Co., of

Canada. Winnipeg. Man., for approximately 50 miles of fencing on

the Oakland. Man., subdivision.

CHiCAr,o. Burlington & Quincy.—This company reported in

the Raikiay Asic of June 24. page 1755. as accepting bids for the

construction of a power house at Plattsmouth, Neb., and a five-

stall romidhouse at Council Bluffs. Towa. has awarded the con-

tract for the former to the Jones Engineering Company. Chicago,

and contract for the latter to the Home Builders. Omaha, Neb.

Illinois Ckntral.—.\ contract has been awarded to Joseph

F. Nelson &• Sons, Chicago, for the construction of brick standard

interlocking towers at Peotone. III.. Maiiteno and Moncc streets.

LofisivNA & ."\rkansas.—This company will receive bids until

ll:(X) a. ni.. July M, for the construction and equipment of a

locomotive repair .shop at .Stamps. Ark. The work includes a main

building 286 ft by 129 ft., a blacksmith shop 60 ft. by 80 ft., a

power hou.se 68 ft. by 72 ft., a lavatory building 17 ft. by 32 ft.,

and an office buildinij ,Vi ft. by 60 ft. With the exception of the

office building, which will be a two-stnry frame structure, all the

buildings will be of brick construction with large glass wall areas.

The main building and the blacksmith shop will have structural

steel frames. The equipment to be provided will he foimd in our

equipment and supplies column.
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Railway Financial News
.J

Alabama & VicK5Bl-«c.—A^rtf Direclors.—^. E. Kennington,

of Jackson. Miss., and A. S. Bozcman, of Meridian, Miss., have
bern elected directors.

HALTIMoaE & Ohio.—Equi/^mfnt Trusts i'oW.—Kuhn. I.ocb &
Co.. Speycr & Co.. and the Natitm.il City Company li;m- sold

privately at prices to yield an average of 525 per cent and sub-

ject to approval by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

$^).7S0,000 S per cent equipment trust certificates, maturiuK in equal

annual instalments from August I, 1923, to August 1, \^i', in-

clusive,

Boston & Mai.se.—.V/cWing Postponed Again.—The annual

meeting, several times adjourned, was again held up on July 14 by
new court action of E. D Codman. A bill in equity was filed in

the Supreme Court of Massachusetts again.st the New York
Central and 42 other defendants, including otVicers and directors

of the Boston & Maine, to prevent what the plaintifT says is an
attempt on the part of the New York Central to secure a control

of the Boston & Maine, Judge Crosby issued an order of notice

returnable July 18 and the Boston & Maine meeting was adjourned

unlil July 27.

Mr. Codman filed his suit .nfler Supreme Court Justice Crosby
liad denied his previous petition for an injunction to prevent a

declaration of the vote cast at the I'nston & Maine meeting in

May on 222,000 shares of «tock held by the New York, New Haven
& Hartford. These shares are in the custotly of trustees appointed

by the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District of

New York. Under the order of that court the trustees were

directed to vote for si.x directors nominated by the New Haven
Road.

Boston & Maine.—Equipment Trust Authori:ed.—This com-

pany has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission

to assume obligation and liability in respect of $1,815,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be issued by the First National Bank of

Boston and sold at not less than 98.42.

Ci-EVELAND. Ci.sTiNXATi, CHICAGO & St. Ijoxjis.—Payment for

Slock—See New York Central.

Clinton & Oklahoma Western.—'luthoriced to Issue

Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to issue $500,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent

gold bonds and $400,000 of second mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds

to he exchanged at a par for $900,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent

gold bonds now outstanding.

Dayton, Toleoo & Chicago.—To Be Sold.—W. H. Ogborn,

receiver, pursuant to a court order, will offer this road for sale

at public auction on .August 24. 1922, at the court house in Troy,

Ohio. The sale will include the 90 miles of main track between

Stillwater Junction, Ohio, and Delphos, 12 miles of side track, one

Uicomotive, two coaches, one baggage car, right-of-way, real estate

and all other properties incident to and connected with the opera-

tion of the line.

DuLUTH & Iron RAjiCE.—Annual Report.—TUc income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1921, compares as follows:

1921 '19^0

Gfct inline '•^,J5'J15 'I'lolSw
Opcr.tini, cxpcn»r. '••"Mil ?'?w'SSJ
Railway tax accntiU • 298,852 1,159,229

Intcrr,' on fumM del,;:
.'

! ! ! ! !

.' .'

! ! !

."

. . . !

. ^'-J?? « J^i'Jm

5^;l^;;r:-^::::;:;::::::;::::;:;;:::: 'M« f:Income applird to ninkini; .ind other reiervc funds. •••/.;.;; !'fn<aJ^
Balance to profit and losn 144,676 l,495,g».

•n..r. not include federal income for mi.nlln of January and February.

Eastland, Wichita Falls & Gvt.r.—Authorised to Issue Se-

furificc—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

the issuance of $5.56,000 of common stock and $3.50,000 of lirst

mortgage bonds to be delivered to John Ringling in payment for

advances.

KovoA. JoHN'Towv A Gi/n'tusviLLC.

—

Askt Authority to Issu*

p.
" '

' •! to the Interstate Commerce
1 and sell $550,000 of A<A per
'->

'

' ral refunding mortgage bonds.

Gulf, Mobile & SiMinitis.—Authorised to Abotulon Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of 3.4 miles of this company's McLain
branch north of Piave. Miss.

K.vivviLLe & Carolina.—Authorized to Issue SecMnlies.—This

vom|>aiiy has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue at par $260,200 of common stock and $132,000 of

first mortgage boiuls to be used to pay for the railroad property

acquired from I.. C. Guntcr, formerly the Knoxville, Sevierville &
l^a^terlI.

Louisiana & Noicthwt.st,—/iii/ioy Diiidend.—The directors

liave placed the slock on a 6 per ceqt annual basis by declaring an
initial dividend of $1.50 a share, payable October 1, for the

quarter ending September 30, 1922.

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the receiver to abandon as to interstate and foreign

commerce its lines from Glcnwood to Hot Springs, Ark., 35.3

miles; Gray.sonia to Leard, Ark., 5.49 miles; and from Daleville

to Qark's Mill. Ark., 10.64 miles.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—Cash Installment on Deposited
.'>tocl! —J. & W. Scligman & Co and Hallgarten & Co., reorgani-

zation managers, announce that a cash installment of $5 a share

on the common stock and $4 a share on the preferred was payable

July IS on stock deposited with the Equitable Trust Company of

New York.

Bond Readjustment.—Sec Sherman, Shrcveport & Southern.

Muscatine;. Burlington & Southern.—To Foreclose.— Fort-

closure proceedings to collect $517,800. brought by the Continental

& Commercial Trust & Savings bank. Chicago, against the Mus-
catine, Burlington & Southern, were heard in the Federal District

Court at Muscatine on July 13. It is expected that this road,

which operates between Muscatine. Iowa, and Burlington, 54
miles, and is now in the hands of a receiver, will be ordered sold

by the court eventually. There arc rumors that the Minneapolis &
St. Ixiuis, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul or the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy might seek to annex the property.

New York Central.—.-iuthorised to Issue Stock.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $23,478,880
of stock to be used in payment for common and preferred .stock

of the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. The order
calls attention to the fact that the Big Four is imMuded in the

New York Central System in the grouping of roads under the

tentative plan for consolidation promulgated by the commission
and that it is represented that the proposed acquisition of stock

of the Big F'our will be in aid of such consolidation.

Northern Pacific.—Bond Offering.—]. P. Morgan & Co., the

First National Bank and the National City Company are offering

this morning an issue of $8,702,300 refunding and improvement
mortgage 5 per cent bonds, scries "C." dated January I, 1922, and
due July 1. 2047. at Ui .md interest to yield 5.20 |H.-r cent. The
bonds are callable at 105 after 1952. The proceeds will be used
to pay off the outstanding Northern Pacific-Great Northern joint

6Yii. which were not exchanged.

Ocala & Southwestern.—./jil-i ./ii//i<>ri(y to .Ibandon Line.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a certificate authorizing the ahandonmeiit of its line from
Ocala to Ray, Fla., 6 mdes.

Pennsylvania.—Lease of Panhandle.—Sec article on another
page entitled "Lease of Panhandle by Pennsylvania Authorized
Conditionally."

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Chic.vco & St. Louis.—PennsyliHinia's

Lease.—See article on another |>age entitled "Lease of Panhandle
by Pennsylvania .Vulhorizwl Conditionally."

Seaboard .\ir Line.—Asks .-luthority for Equipment Trust.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to enter into ;in eiiiiipnieiit trust agreement with the
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Chase National Bank for the issuance of $2,450,000 of 6 per cent

equipment trust certificates under the Philadelphia plan for the

acquisition of 1,000 new freight cars and 4 dining cars and 1.000

rebuilt box cars. The certificates have been sold to Freeman &
Co. at 97.02.

Shesm.\n, Shrevf.port & Southern.—Readjustment of Bonds.—
A plan and agreement of readjustment of the 50->-ear first mort-

gage 5 per cent gold bonds, guaranteed by the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, has been prepared by the protective committee of these

bonds, according to an announcement by R. Walter Leigh, Chair-

man. Mr. Leigh has sent a notice to all holders of certificates of

deposit of the Columbia Trust Company, issued under the deposit

agreement of February 15, 1916, stating that they shall be assumed

to have assented to and ratified the plan unless within twenty days

after July 19, 1922, the date of first publication of the announce-

ment, they shall dissent and withdraw the bonds represented from

the deposit agreement. Holders of undeposited bonds who do

not deposit shall have no right, the notice states, to participate

in the plan of readjustment.

St. Louis-Sax Fr-ancisco.—Six Months Giiarnnty Certified.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a final certificate

placing the amount of this company's guaranty for the six months

period of 1920 at $5,385,449, cf which $835,449 was still to be

paid and that of the St. Louis. San Francisco & Texas at $314,967

of which $114,967 was to be paid.

RuTi^ND,

—

.4sks Authority to Discontinue Operation of Line.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission

for authority to discontinue operation between the \'crmont shore

of I^ke Champlain and Fort Ticonderoga, .\.
'\'.

Toledo Ter.mik.\l.—Authorised to Is.iuc Bonds.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $321,000

of first mortgage bonds at 91.78 for the purpose of liquidating

$294,613.80 of demand notes payable to proprietary companies.

V.\zoo & Mississippi V.\lley.—A.vks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for authority tc issue $5,034,000 of 5 per cent gold

improvement mort.gage bonds to be delivered to the Illinois

Central it par in payment of advances for additions and better-

ments.

Dividends Declared

iiinually. ].ayable AiiRiist 15 to

lly, payable February 15, 1923, to
Cuba Railroail.—Preferred, $.\

holders of TcrcnA July 20; $J, sciT

holders of record Tttly ?0.

Lmiisiana & Northwest.—$1.50, quarterly, payable October 1, for the

quarter endfttp Scptrmber ^0.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last Last

July 18 Week Year

.Average price cf 20 representative rail-

way stocks 67.65 67,25 55.37

.\vcragc price of 20 rcprescnt;iii\e rail-

way bonds 87.7S ii7.02 74.42

%il#'l

Ccpyifhl by / :i!njc (.ul/nti.i ' 1

The Erie Triplex on the Susquehanna Grade

ilimiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiilnillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiliiiiiiniiitiiniliiitiiiitniiiiiiiiiitii<

Railway Officers

altttltlltlllltllltmilltnillllltllllMiiiinlir iinntii iii;-iiiiiii:iiniiiiiiiiiiiii;iHiiiiiiiiiii'iini'ii!iiiiir nMllMluiiniMnilirs

Executive

Morris K. Trumbull, formerly assistant chief engineer of

the Chicago & Western Indiana and more recently consulting

engineer with the American Sugar Refining Co., has been ap-

pointed executive assistant to the president of the Canton

Railroad Company with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

Stanton Ennes, whose election to the presidency of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie was announced in the Railway Age

of July 8, page 91, was born on March 19, 1862, at St. Louis.

Mo. He "began his

railroad career on July

10. 1881, on the Texas
Pacific. Leaving this

road on December 31,

1881, he entered the

service of the Southern
Pacific as a telegraph

operator and was em-
ployed in this capacity

and later as a brakeman
ill the service of this

ocmipanv until Decem-
l.er 20,' 1883. On Au-
gust 9, of the following

> ear he entered the

<ervice of the Missouri
Pacific as a telegraph

operator and consecu-

tively from that time he
was engaged as a tele-

graph operator, until

May 15. 1886. as a train

dispatcher until June 1, 1893, and as chief dispatcher
until July 1, 1902, on which last date he was pro-
moted to division superintendent with headquarters at Nevada,
Mo. He left the Missouri Pacific in .April, 1904, and con-
secutively thereafter was superintendent on the Western
Maryland until September, 1905; assistant superintendent on
the Grand Trunk at Ottawa, Ont., from January 15. 1906. to

.\pril 1, 1907: and superintendent on the Great Xorthcrn from
the latter date until 1915, when he re-entered the service of the

Western Maryland as general manager. During federal con-
trol he was transferred to the Baltimore & Ohio and served
as general manager of the lines of this road from Cumber-
land, W. Va., to the .\tlantic coast after March I. 1920. He
continued as general manager of the Eastern Lines of the

Baltimore & Ohio until January 1, 1921, when he was elected

vice-president and general manager of the Wheeling and
Lake Erie, which position he held at the time of his recent

promotion.

Financial. Legal and Accounting

G. E. B. Welles Ii.ts been appointed to the newly created

iM.Mtion oi .-.upirvisor of land valuation of the Southern
I'iicific, Pacific system, with headquarters at San Francisco.

F. J, Goebel, assistant counsel of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis
s WrstiTii, with headciuarlcrs at Indianapolis, Inil., has been
il'poiiited Lieneral attorney which position he will hold in addi-

tion to serving as secretary of that road.

J. Welch, assistant comptroller of the Ihicago, Milwaukee
\ St. Paul with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to

i^sislant secretary and treasurer with head<|uarters at New
\or\s.. Ho will be succeeded by T. I. Walsh, assistant auditor
ol expenditure with headquarters at Chicago.

George D. Hill, statistician in the operating department of

lite ."seaboard .\ir Line, has been appointed travelini,: auditor
of joint faoilily arcotinls. with lu .iibiu-irtt r- ;ii I", rtvtnouth.
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C. Hodfc

Va. The office of siaiistician has been abolished, the work
hrtna iritwfrTTtti to the accountinR clcpartment.

Operating

E. E. Petenon has been elected secretary and general man-
ager of the Lakeside & Marblchead with headquarters at

Cleveland, ' )hio, succeeding A. B. Mack, resigned.

A. W. Flanagan has been appointed assistant superintend-
; telrtjraph of the Southern Pacific, Pacific System, and
Western Union Telegraph Company, with headquarters

. Francisco, Cal.

George Hodge, whose appointment to assistant general

manager. Eastern lines, of the Canadian Pacific was an-

nounced ill the Kailtvay Agr of July 8, page 91, was born in

October, 1874. In

March. 1«90, he entered

the service of the

Canadian Pacific as a

clerk in the tjeneral

passenger department
at Montreal. In .\u({ust,

1890, he became a clerk

in the office of the as-

sistant to the president.

Two years later he was
promoted to secretary

to the vice-president

and. in 1897, became
chief clerk to the vice-

president. In March,
1907, he was promoted
to superintendent of

terminals at Montreal
and, in Marcli, 1911,

was transferred in a

similar capacity to

London, Ont. .\ year

later he was appointed general superintendent with head-

quarters at Montreal and in June, 1915, was appointed as-

sistant to the general manaRer, Eastern lines, with head-

quarters at Montreal. In October, 1918. he became assistant

to the vice-president which position he was holding at the

time of bis recent appointment.

Alfred Price, whose r<:tirement from the general manager-

ship of the Canadian Pacific, Eastern lines, for an indefinite

period at the advise of physicians was announced in the

Railway Age of July 8,

page 91, was born in

Toronto, Ont., on De-
cember 6, 1861, and was
educated in the public

schools and tlie School

of Practical Science.

Toronto. He entered

business as a messenger
for the Montreal Tele-

graph Company, at the

Toronto oflicc in 187.S.

On September 3, 1879,

he joined the service of

the Ontario Credit Val-

ley Railway as a tele-

graph operator and

clerk. In 1881 he took

charge of the car ac-

counting and records

department of the com-
'^ " '"" pany and in July, 1882,

was promoted to dis-

patclirr. Ill July, IKHK, be became car distributor and in May,

1896. assiiiiiril the duties of chief dispatcbcr. Mr. Price was

in .'\iigust, 1898. appointed sni)erintin(lcnl of the Toronto
terminals of the Canadian Pacific. In May, 190.1, he became
superintendent of the Fort William terminals and in .August,

1904, was promoted to superintendent of transportation with

beadqiiartir-; at Winnipeg. Three years later be was promoted

Scully

to general superintendent with the same headquarters and in

December, 1907, was transferred in a similar capacity to

Calgary, .Mta. In 1913 he became assistant general manager,

Eattem lines, with headquarters at Montreal and in October,

1918, was promoted to general manager. Eastern lines.

John J. Scully, whose appointment as general manager.

Eastern lines, of the Canadian Pacific was announced in the

Railuav Age of July 8, page 91, was born on February 3,

1872. On January 4,

^^^^ 1887, he joined the

^^^l^^n^^ service of the Canadian
^^^^^^^^^^^ Pacific as office boy in

^^^L ^1 the offices of the car

^^^B| 7 accountant at Montreal.

^^^^^^1^ _^ He successively filled

^^^^Bv^K^^ the following positions:

^^^k A^ February, 1888, clerk in

^^^^L ^^^_ the car account's office,

^^^^C^ Montreal; June, 1888.

^^^^^^^^^ clerk to the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ superintendent at Farn-
^^^^^^^^^k^>^^^^^^ ham, Quebec;^^^^^^M^^^B the

^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^P the at

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^W to the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^r Farn-

^^^tttKH^ ham: March. 1893, clerk

in the mechanical de-

partment at Montreal;
September, 1894, clerk

in the mechanical department at Toronto Junction. In March,
1898, he was appointed assistant to the master mechanic at

Toronto Junction and in .\ugust, 1901, he was transferred
in a similar capacity to Winnipeg. In .August, 1902, he be-
came chief clerk in the general superintendent's office at

Winnipeg. He was appointed assistant superintendent of the
Western division in June, 1903, and in July, 1903, chief clerk

to the assistant manager at Winnipeg. In April. 1904. he
became assistant superintendent at Brandon, Man., and three
months later was appointed superintendent at Brandon, Man.
In Xoveniber, 1906. he was transferred to Kenora, Ont., and
in May, 1910, became superintendent of the Western division.

He was promoted to general superintendent of the Saskat-
chewan district in July, 1910, and in .April, 1912, was trans-
ferred to the -Mgoma district, Xorth Bay, Ont., where he was
serving at the time of his recent promotion.

H. C. Koch has been appointed general superintendent of
the New Orleans, Xatalbany & Western with headquarters at

Xafalbany, La., to succeed O. C. Pantall and the office of
superintendent has been abolished.

C. J. Brown, trainmaster of the Chester district of the

Missouri Pacific, has been appointed acting superintendent of
the Illinois division, to succeed O. E. Coyne, granted leave of

absence due to ill health. E. E. Buckminister has been
appointed acting trainmaster of the Chester district.

Mechanical

M. Meehan has been appointed master car repairer of the
Western division of the Southern Pacific, Pacific system, with
headquarters at West Oakland, California, to succeed H.
Englebright, retired.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

C. F. Hinchman, engineer maintenance of way of the In-

dianapolis terminals of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
.St. Louis, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., has had his

jurisdiction extended over tlie Springfield division, from
Springfield, Ohio, to In<liana|>oIis, with the title of engineer

maintenance of way, Springfield division and Indianapolis

terminal, with the s.iiiu- luadquarters.

Traffic

N. C. Osborn lias been appointed commercial agent of the

Seaboard .\ir Line with bcubpiarters at Memphi.s, Tenn.,
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succeeding D. W. Anderson, effective -August 1. B. F. Black
has been appointed general eastern freight agent with head-
quarters at New York, N. Y., succeeding N. C. Osborn and
D. W. Anderson has been appointed commercial agent with
headquarters at New York, N. Y., succeeding Mr. Black.

R. G. Nicholson, chief clerk in the general freight office of

the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe at Chicago, has been pro-

moted to assistant general freight a.ecnt, with headquarters at

Chicago, to succeed J.

H. McCabe, promoted.
Mr. Nicholson was
born oh October 10,

1882, at Milwaukee,
Wis. He entered the

service of the Wiscon-
sin Central (now a part

of the Minneapolis. St.

Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie) in October,

1898, as a clerk, which
position he held until

1900 when he loft to

become a stenographer

and clerk for the At-

chison, Topeka & Santa

Fe. He left in 1902 to

engage in other busi-

ness and in 1905 he re-

entered the employ of d ^ », ^ ,

the Atchison, lopeka
& Santa Fe as a clerk

in the traffic office at Milwaukee, Wis., and was soon trans-

ferred to the Chicago office. He was promoted to claim clerk

in the freight department at Chicago in 1907 and served suc-

cessively as rate clerk, chief rate clerk, assistant cliicf clerk

and chief clerk in the same department, which latter position

he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

C. C. Dana, general freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted
to assistant freight traffic manager with the same headquarters,

to succeed F. A. Man-
ter, deceased. Mr. Dana
was born on August 17,

1868, at Morris ville,

N. Y., and after grad-

uating from Princeton

University in 1891, en-

tered railway service as

a clerk in the general

manager's office of the

Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Topeka,
Kan. He was later

employed as a clerk in

the local office at

Topeka, which position

he held until 189.=!.

when he left to be-

come material agent of

the Ccrrillos Coal Rail-

road Company at Los
Cerrillos, N. M. He
returned to the .At-

chi.son, Topeka & Santa Fc in March, 18V5. as assisianl chief

clerk in the assistant superintendent's office at l-orl Madison,

Iowa, and on December 31, 18<>7, he was promoted to agent

at Pckin, 111. From January. 1898, to June, 1913, he was suc-

cessively traveling freight agent with headquarters at Streator,

III., and division freight agent with hracUiuartcrs at Fort

Madison, Iowa, 'in the latter dale he was promoted to in-

dustrial agent with headquarters at Chicago, which position

he held until July 1, 1916, when he was pnuuclrd to general

freight and passenger agent of the Panhandle S: Santa I-e and

assistant general freight agent of the .\tchison, Topeka &
Santa I'e, with headquarters at .\marillo, Tex. He held these

positions until July 14, 1920, with the exception of the period

from flctober I. 1918, to April 15, 1919, when he was assigned

C. C. Dana

McCabe

to the U. S. R. A. at Washington, D. C. to act as personal

assistant to Edward Chambers, director of the division of

traffic. On July 15, 1920, he was appointed general freight

agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters

at Chicago, which position he was holding at the time of his

recent promotion.

J. H. McCabe, assistant general freight agent of the .At

chison, Topeka & Santa Fe with headquarters at Chicago,
has been promoted to general freight agent with the same
headquarters, succeed-

ing C. C. Dana, pro-

moted. Mr. McCabe
was born on Novem-
ber 20, 1873, at Wash-
ington, D. C, and en-

tered railway service

in February, 1887, as

an office boj- in the

auditing department of

the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Chicago.

He has been in service

of that company con-

tinuously since the

latter date, as a clerk

in the local office from
1891 to 1898, a clerk in

the refrigerator de-

partment from 1898 to

1900, and a clerk in the

general freight depart-

ment from 1900 to 1913.

In the latter year he was promoted to chief clerk in

the general freight department, and on March 1,

1920, he was appointed assistant general freight agent, whicli

position he was holding at the time of his recent promo-
tion.

Purchasing and Stores

A. H. Laret, whose appointment as assistant to the vice-

president and chief purchasing officer of the St. Louis-San
Francisco was noted in the Raikvay Age of June 17, page
1514, was born on Oc-
tober 11, 1890. at Pitts-

burg, Kan. He entered

railway service in 1906

as a stenographer in

the local freight agents
office of the St. Louis- .^^^^iHlto ^C*
San Francisco at Pitts- ^^^^^^^^H ^^
burg, Kan. He was em-
ployed as a stenog-

rapher in the general

storekeeper's office of ^^^^^^^^S^l
the Kansas City South-

ern from January, 1907,

to .\ugust. 1909, and as

a stenographer in the

stores department of

the .Atcliison, Topeka &
Santa Fe from August.

1909, to December. 1910.

He was then promoted
to secretary to gen- a. H. Laret

cral storekeeper of the

latter road. He re-entered the service of the St. Louis-San

l-'rancisco on November 15, 1913. as secretary to the chief

purchasing officer. In .\pril. 1914, he was promoted to assist-

ant chief clerk, and in ,'\ugust. 1915, to chief clerk, which lattct

position he held until the period of federal control when he

acted as assistant chief clerk to purchasing agent of the Si

Louis-San Francisco and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas. A'

the close of federal control on March 1, 1920, he was appointed

chief clerk to the vice-president and chief purchasing officer

of the St. Louis-San Francisco, remaining in that capacity

until June I, 1922. when he was promoted to his present

position.
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Tba TskU of Coalntls WiU B* Found on P«f< i al iKm A<lv«rtJ«in( S«ctkio

Tb« N'orthcm Pacific has found a new way to advertise the

scenic attractions along its route and hereafter the slogan of

its publicity department will be "Say
A New It \^-ith Pictures." Beginning last week,

Way actual photographs, each showing some

to Advertise point of Ix-auty on that road, were sub-

stituted for the ordinary printed menus
on its dining cars. Patrons will Ik* permitted to retain these

photographs as souvenirs, and to increase their value as such,

no advertising has been added to mar the face of the picture,

the meal items being printed on the reverse side. This seems

to be a step forward in the art of railway advertising, for no

words can describe the garden spots of this country as well

as a clear photograph. It is reasonable to e.xpect, as the

Northern Pacific does, that this advertising will prove to be

an excellent means of developing travel, for the photographs

will find a wide distribution in homes and offices throughout

the country.

\Nhile foremen and the rank and file of railway forces are

in many instances excluded from participation in any work
of the departments now affected by the

A Duty strike, it is commonly expected that

and an the subordinate officers shall willingly

Opportunity assume any duties that the requirements

of the hour demand of them. This is

as it should \>c. These men and their superiors, taken col-

lectively, constitute the management of the railroad, and as

a part of it each man should do his share to insure the con-

tinuity of transportation service. While such duties have

their disagreeable aspects and may take men away from their

regular work to its obvious detriment, the emergency employ-

ment which the present condition imposes on them affords

an opportunitv' for acquiring a knowledge beyond the scope

of their regular employment which is bound to accrue to

their benefit. As the railroad man is advanced in his depart-

ment to positions of increasing responsibility, he soon finds

that his progress is governed in considerable measure by the

extent of his knowledge concerning railway matters outside

his own regular work. Therefore, any opportunities afforded

him for obtaining a broader grasp of railway transportation

should be seized with enthusiasm.

A choice from a number of designs of rail motor cars is now
offered to railroad officers. A study of these cars brings out

one point with the greatest clearness;

Hauling namely, that those responsible for their

Unnecessary design strongly realize the importance

Dead Weight "^ holding the dead weight to the low-

est possible amount consistent with

strength. One of the latest designs of such equipment con-

sists of a motor lar with a baggage compartment which

weighs 782 lb. per pas.senger seat, together with a trailer

which weighs 27.S lb. per passenger seat. The two cars com-

bined have a seating capacity for 56 passengers in addition

to baggage and weigh only 478 lb. per passenger. Other

designs of motor cars weigh from 600 II). to 700 11). per

passenger seat. The operating economies claimed for gaso-

line driven rail motor cars depend to a considerable extent

on keeping the dead weight down to a minimum. The cwx-

trast between the weight of such cars and the usual passenger

coach is striking. Modern steel day coaches rarely weigh
less than 1,500 lb. and frequently 2,000 lb. per passenger
while sleeping cars run as high as 7,000 lb. per berth. There
would appear to \)C possibilities of some real reductions in

railway operating costs by a somewhat greater attention to

passenger car design and an elimination of all unnecessary

dead weight.

Various methods have been adopted by the railroads from
time to time in the effort to get suggestions from employees

as to improving efficiency and safety
The Unions of operation. Many attempts also have
Interest in been made to educate employees for

Efficiency advancement, but this only to a limited

extent in the operating department.
None of these trials has been successful in great enough
degree to attract general attention. One method by which
the desired results might be obtained seems to have been
given but scant chance to prove its merits. That is an out-

and-out bid to the unions for their co-operation. Cars, loco-

motives, yards, signal plants—these are the tools with which
operating department employees work. That the men have
some degree of interest in these tools and the regulations

under which they are used is self evident. Notwithstanding
this, it has been difficult to get them to express their opinions
when appealed to as individuals. Why not call in the local

officers of the unions affected and ask them to find the senti-

ment of their men regarding proposed changes in facilities or

methods? Is it not reasonable to suppose that a greater

degree of co-operation might be secured than under present

methods of appealing directly to the employees as in-

dividuals? .\lmost ever}- magazine published by the operat-

ing department unions contains a certain amount of technical

material, indicative of some interest in these matters and
this in spite of the fact that the railroads have done little

if anything to encourage the interest of the unions as such
in technical problems. Great economies could doubtless be
effected if the interest of operating department employees
could be aroused. A general movement of this nature might
go far toward bringing about the increased efficiency of labor
which alone makes general wage increases possible. More
than that, the interest of the worker in securing the greatest

efficiency of production is the only solution of the labor
problem.

In view of the increasing use of electricity for power and
lighting by the railways and the rapid extension of local

utilities companies, it is worth while
The Economy to investigate whether this power can-

of Purchasing not be purchased more economically

Electric Power ''•''" '' *^'''" '"•' .iJfnerated with railway

owned and operated equipment. While
the decision in each case must be based on the local condi-

tions existing at that point, it is capable of demonstration
that roads can buy electric power for driving shop ma-
chinery or ligliting large office buildings cheaper than they

are now producing the same energv' at many points. The
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electrical engineer of a southern road said recently that while

"the demand for electrical power in our shop has far exceeded

the capacity of our boilers and generators, as long as we
can buy power from the public utilities company at the

present rate we cannot justify an expenditure for further

additions to our generating plant, for investments in other

improvements will pay a much higher return." This condi-

tion is not due to any lack of skill on the part of the railway

engineering forces but rather to the fact that the public

utilities companies operate large and efficient generating units

and their load factor is more nearly constant during the 24

hours of the day. Where they have large evening lighting

demands, they can offer attractive power rates during the

day in order to keep the machines on a constant load. While
it is true that up to a certain capacity exhaust steam can be

used economically for heating buildings, this capacit)' is ex-

ceeded in many cases. Furthermore the heating of buildings

is necessary during less tlian half of the year, although in

some cases it is possible that money can be saved by buying

power only during certain months of the year. Of course,

there are many well engineered and efficiently operated power
plants in the large railroad shops of this countr)' but there

are as many or more that are losing money, if all operating

and overhead charges are considered. After extensive en-

gineering studies the 5,000 kilo-watt connected load to be

used in and about the new union station in Chicago is to

be furnished under contract by a public utility company
at such a low rate that a power plant for even this large

load was not considered a profitable investment. If such

a condition prevails here it would seem advisable for rail-

roads to make a similar study of many of their smaller

projects.

The principle of regulating wages through the agency of a

national authorit)', which was first exercised by the Railway

Wage Commission of the United States

Graduated Railroad Administration and subse-

Wage Rates quently perpetuated by the Railroad

for Foremen Labor Board, has had a general leveling

effect on the wages of all classes of

railway employees. Whatever the effect of this so-called

standardization may have been on laborers or craftsmen, it

is undeniably unfortunate as applied to foremen. Whereas

the railroads formerly maintained differentials in the rates

for these men to compensate for variations in degree of

responsibility, capacity or service record, the tendency now
is to pay all men the established minimum rate without re-

gard to the effect of these influences. The section foremen

may properly be taken as an illustration. It is not feasible

or desirable to subdivide sections so tliat each man is ac-

corded exactly the same degree of responsibility. Some of

these men have more ability than others and any tendency

to reduce these men to a common level by an arrangement

that would insure each of them the same degree of re-

sponsibility would represent a shameful waste of ability.

However, any attempts to recognize difference in capacity

without acknowledgment in the form of graded compensation

cannot be entirely successful. Men are selected for foremen

because they have demonstrated the "will to do" and this

characteristic cannot be fostered to the fullest extent unless

the men are afforded encouragement tlirough the promise

of reward. That the wages of foremen in railway service

are now well within reason is evidenced by the findings of

the Labor Board in the recent wage reduction for mainte-

nance of way and mechanical department employees. By
recognizing these rates as true minimum rates and applying

proportionate incrca.ses to them for the foremen deserving

of special recognition, it sliould be possible for the railroads

to effect a marked improvement in the morale of their sub-

ordinate supervisory forces.

In the last few years a very considerable number of water

treating plants have been installed on various railroads.

These installations were undoubtedly
When made only after the management was

Treating Plants convinced that certain good would come

Pay Dividends from an investment ranging from a few

hundred dollars, perhaps, to a figure in

excess of $20,000. Once installed and set in operation, how-
ever, it has happened in many cases that little interest has

been shown in these installations, other than perhaps to

ascertain occasionally if they are operating or to inquire into

the seemingly large expense for their maintenance or longer

justification for their use. At a time like this when the para-

mount concern is the getting of trains over the road with a

crippled organization, the treating plant is apt to receive

little attention either from the roads operating them or such

roads as have had the matter of their installation under
consideration. As a matter of fact, however, on roads where
bad water is encountered, in even small amounts, this is the

ver}' time when the treating plant should receive sp)ecial

attention, for by removing scale-forming matter and improv-
ing wafer in other respects, the properly designed and proj>-

erly operated treating plant at once emerges from a position

of relative obscuritv- to one of much significance as an im-

fwrtant factor in getting trains over the road when, regardless

of the cost, it is next to impossible to give more than a mini-

mum amount of attention to keeping the rolling stock in

repair and operation. On some roads a survey will undoubt-
edly disclose the fact that a system of treating plants is

enabling locomotives to operate without boiler trouble for

several days more than they possibly could under raw water

conditions and may even disclose the fact that by reason of

treating the water, the power can be operated over much
longer divisions than it now is. To the same degree that

railroads having good water, therefore, can congratulate

themselves on their good fortune, railroads having bad water

can look with satisfaction upon their earlier foresight in

having established treating plants. This is a time when treat-

ing plants pay big dividends, by reason of which railroads

having them should by all means give close attention to their

proper operation.

The Train Control Question

ADVOCATES OF train control may be classified under three

heads: (1), those favoring a simple automatic stop;

(2), those who advocate speed control as the only logical

solution of this problem, and (i), those who feel that

there is a field for both types, depending upon the service

conditions to be met. Regarding the automatic stop,

we have on the one hand the railroads, who requested,

through A. M. Burt at the hearing before the Commission in

March, that prohibitive restrictions should not be placed on

the use of the automatic stop by roads wishing to avail them-

selves of such a device and on the otlier hand the Commis-
sion's decision that the granting of this request would not

provide the necessary safeguards. Advocates of speed con-

trol contend that the only logical way that train control should

be installed is with the speed control feature and good argu-

ments are advanced in support of tliis contention. Others

(and we are among them) feel that there is a field for both

tyi^s and that the railroads should Ix; allowed some latitude

in their selection of devices in line with the Commission's

statement that "the degree of control desired by a railroad

will depend upon the particular operating and traffic condi-

tions upon its road."

Speed control has proved its case insofar as tlie control

of trains is concerned in dense traffic territory on electrically

operated lines with equipment having practically the same
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constant in its braking j)ower. Wc contend, however, that

undue weight hus been giv^n to the application of speed
control to steam line service in open tcrritor>' with much
lighter traffic in the majority of ca.se*. and with varjing
pircentages of braking power depending on the type of

train because we believe that the effects of $|>eed control on
freight trains have not Ut-n dcmonstrutitl on a large enough
scale and o\'er an extensive cnouu'h territory to determine
definitely its effects in this service. We agree that speed
control applied to passenger ec|uii>ment should operate satis-

factorily, but freight service must al.so l)e considered.

ITie control of long freight tr.iins. particularly on long
descending grades, is a matter which ri-nuircs the exercise

of sound judgmi-nt. In the exercise of this judgment many
times there is little latitude iK-twccn what iun>tituti's suc-

cess and what constitutes failure, which generally means
disaster. Under the cycling system of brake operation with
alternate high and low spx-eds on long descending grades it

is as yet an open question whether the operation of an auto-

matic speed control is not likely to create a hazard greater

than that which it is intended to remove? ("an it be applied

to drag freight trains under all conditions without increasing

the chances of wrecks and damage due to break-in-twos? If

it is impracticable in one class of freight scr\'ice can it be

made applicable in any other without completely equipping
all locomotives? Are any of these questions as yet answer-
able on the ba.sis of experience under service conditions?

Train control, we believe, if properly applied, will mate-

rially assist in train operation as well as promote safety.

However, as only one tj-pe of automatic train stop or train

control has proved itself, viz., the intermittent contact type,

train control as respects the induction, the continuous and
the wireless types is still in the exjjerimental stage. Conse-

quently we have contended that the order of the Commission
was drastic and that much greater good would have been

accomplished if arrangements had been made for eight or

ten roads to make installations of various types on a suffi-

ciently extensive scale to furnish comparative data as to the

operating results of speed control in comparison with the

intermittent contact type. The roads then would be in a

better position to determine which types of control meet their

op)erating condition-; most satisfactorily.

Union Leaders' Concessions Show
Strike Was Without Cause

D M. Jewki-i, and other leaders of the shop crafts unions
*-'• now arlmit that they had no good rca.son for ordering

the shop employees' strike. They do not do this in specific

language but by stating the terms on which they are now
willing to call the strike off.

They indicate that they arc willing to accept the wages

and working conditions fixed by the Railroad Lal)or Board,

provided they shall be given rehearings regarding these mat-

ters. But they knew when they ordered the strike that the

Labor Board was functioning daily and that they could

always get hearings by it regarding any controversy with

the railways. .Ml tliey had to do to get furtlicr hearings

was to go to work under the wages and rules awarded by the

Board, get conferences with the railways regarding proposed

new wages and working conditions and thus start a con-

troversy within the meaning of the law. The Board would

then have h;i(l to give them hearings even if there never had

been any strike.

Another condition they make for calling off the strike is

that the railways shall agree to abolish the system of con-

tracting out work. But all the railways except two promised

to do this Ijefore the strike order went into effect.

Another condition they make is that the railways shall

agree to the establishment of a national board of adjustment.

They knew when they ordered the strike and know now that

most of the railways will nev( r • rhis. although many
of them arc willing to estal : 1 boards of adjust-

ment. The question of a : ird of adjustment

really was dragged in after the strike order was issued and
had no actual part in causing it to be issued.

The labor leaders also demand as a condition of calling off

the strike that all ."-trikers shall be taken back to work with

their full seniority rights. This the railways refu.se to do.

Recent developments have made clear the seniority issue for

some days has presented the only real and substantial ob-

stacle to the termination of the strike. This fact con-

clusively demonstrates that there never was any good reason

for ordering the strike. Of course the issue of seniority

rights arose only l)ecause tiie strike occurred, and after it

occurred. Since the labor unions are willing to yield on every

issue that existed before the strike began, it necessarily fol-

lows that no issue existed before the strike began that was
sufficient to justify its being begun.

A large part of the public apparently does not fully under-

stand why the railways are standing so firm on this question

of seniority in spite of the fact that their stand obviously is

protracting the strike. There are three main reasons:

First, the men who stayed at work and those who have
since gone to work have been promised steady employment
by the railways. On many railways if the strikers should be

taken back with their full seniority rights it would be im-

possible to retain in the service even at present a large num-
ber of the men who are now at work. Furthermore, in

periods of business depression when it is necessarj- to reduce

forces, the men with the highest seniority rights are able to

stay at work while those who come last on the senioritj' list

are laid off. Therefore, to take the strikers back with their

full seniority rights would be to condemn a large part of the

men who are now at work to relative irregularity of employ-
ment, or to complete loss of their jobs. This would be unjust

to these men and would involve violation by the railways of

the promises they have made to them. It would also involve

disregard of promises to protect them which were made by
President Harding in his proclamation, and by the Board in

the resolutions that were adopted when the strike began.

Second, it is not improbable that there will be future

strikes on the railways either in the absence or in disregard

of decisions rendered by the Labor Board, and if the men
who have worked during this strike are not protected fewer

men will be willing to work during future strikes, thereby

increasing the difficulty of preventing interruptions of trans-

jiortation.

Third, the labor leaders have indicated that they will

"discipline" their members who have stayed at or returned

to work during the strike. This doulitless means that they

will throw them out of the unions and make their work as

disagreeable as possible in future wherever they work among
members of the unions. If these men are not to \x protected

by the railways in the settlement of the question of seniority

and at tlie same time are to be "disciplined" by their unions,

their i)unishment for liaving stayed loyally at work when not

only the railways l)ut tiie government of the L^nited States,

through the President and the Railroad Labor Board, asked

them to do so will be severe indeed.

It is very unfortunate that the strike is being protracted

because of inability to settle an issue which was not involved

in the controversy which caused the strike, but it is a natural

and indeed inevitable result of tlie calling of flie strike with-

out any justification. In the circumstances it is plain if the-

railways should lose, why this would make strikes more
jirobable and numerous in the future. If, on the other hand,

they win, and they are gaining ground every day, the out-

come will greatly increase the probability of peaceful settle-

ments in future. Certainly this is what the public and the

railways desire, and what railway employees, in their own
interests, ought to desire.
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[ The Railway Age -xelcomes letters from its readers and

especially these containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

Mold them^^clves responsible for facts or opinions e.\-pressed.]

Speed Control vs. Automatic Stop

Chicago.

To THE Editor:
I have read with considerable care the editorial appearing

on page 51 of the Railway Age of July 8, entitled "Permis-

srv-e Features Omitted from Automatic Stop Specifications."

This editorial is not at all in line with the facts, as I under-

stand them, either as to the omission of the permissive feature

or as to speed control. Certainly the statement of the editor

that the use of speed control in connection with train control

"may be compared to a contractor trying to erect a building

by attempting to construct the top floors first," is incorrect

to sav the least; because obviously such construction is im-

possible while the use of speed control is not only practicable

but it is, in fact, comparable to the foundation of a building

upon which the entire structure is erected.

It is a well known fact that before a train can stop it must

he slowed down. Where, then, in the movement of a train

should the reduction of speed be made if not when approach-

ing a stop signal? How can we insure that a train will

approach a stop signal prepared to stop, other than by the

use of speed control? How can safety be assured for a train

passing a stop signal and running into an occupied block

other than by prescribed low speed control? How can

safet)' with dispatch be obtained by means other than speed

<:ontrol ?

The successful solution of the problem of automatic train

control in connection with railway operation must take into

account trains of var\-ing tonnage and var\-ing speeds, areas

of thin and areas of thick traffic density, gradients and cur%-es,

railroad crossings and junctions at grade, etc. A train mov-

ing slowly, particularly a heavy tonnage train moving slowly,

should not be affected or restricted as to speed when passing

a caution signal nor should such a train be restricted as to

speed, so long as it approaches the stop signal prepared to

stop.

The same rule holds true for a train of light tonnage

moving slowly. Certainly all trains moving at high speed

should be reduced as to speed, so that they will stop within

safe limits.

It must be apparent that wthout automatic speed control

either one of two objectionable conditions will be present:

(a) An automatic stop located a sufficient distance from the

stop signal to insure that the highest six-ed train, under

steam, will l)e brought to a stop In-fore passing the stop sig-

nal, (b) An overlap of sufficient length to insure that the

highest speed train will stop within the overlap limits, (c)

A combination embracing (a) and (b). The objection to

such an arrangement is olivious. With reference to (a) : Slow

moving heavy tonnage trains would receive an automatic

stop more than a mile from the stop signal, thus not only

causing unneressarv stops liut when the vision of the engine-

man is obscured as by rain, snow and fog, such a stop would

leave him entirely uninformed as to conditions ahead and

of necessity, in addition to the loss of time due to such an

unnecessar\' stop, consideral)le additional time would be lost

in approaching the stop signal. Precisely the s.ime conditions

are fni'' nf nnv trnin even when movini; slowlv .md under

complete control of the engineman. (b) An overlap is not

practicable at all locations as at an interlocking plant at a

crossing or junction where derails are adjacent to signals so

that it is impossible to establish uniform operation with

satisfactor)- results when (a) and (b) are considered.

Automatic speed control is necessarj' to successful opera-

tion and to make the train control system consistent with

signal indications; it is necessan.' to provide sufficient flex-

ibility to meet the varying demands of traffic. Why put a

two-way train control system on a three-position signal sys-

tem or a signal system carrving the three standard signal

indications as proceed, proceed with caution, and stop? Sjjeed

control is necessarj' to insure tliat the train will conform
with the indication of the caution signal and to avoid unnec-

essan.- delays when a train is running at a safe speed.

By a proper application of automatic train control, includ-

ing speed control, trains may l)e kept moving safely and
ma.ximum capacity of the track will be secured. Automatic

speed control may be applied to provide protection wherever

conditions necessitate reduced speed.

Automatic speed control may be so provided that when
the engineman is on the alert, the necessitj- of stopping a

train at a permissive stop signal will be eliminated since

the speed of the train may be restricted automatically to that

predetermined for an occupied block.

It is evident that any train control system, to insure safety

and observance of signals, should control the train when
danger is immediately impending, hence speed control is

necessar}- when approaching danger. Why permit unlimited

speed to he restored when conditions necessitate reduced

sjxed preliminary- to a stop? Why provide for a repetition

of such an accident as occurred at Porter, Ind.?

Automatic speed control is necessarj- to insure safe speed

when approaching railway crossings or junctions at grade

as an extended overlap cannot be provided at such locations.

Obviously it is not good practice to stop a train automatically

a considerable distance from a crossing or junction and then

remove all speed restrictions in the face of danger.

Now as to paragraph (c) of the requisites of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, referred to in your editorial,

I believe Uiat the editor is grossly incorrect in his interpreta-

tion of this paragraph. The order of the commission as

published provides for the following: (a) Automatic stop,

after which a train may proceed under low speed restriction

until the apparatus is automatically restored to normal or

clear condition by reason of the removal of the condition

which caused the stop Operation, (b) Low speed restriction;

automatic brake application under control of the engineman
who may, if alert, forestall application at a stop indication

point or when entering a danger zone and proceed under the

prescribed speed limit, until the apparatus is automatically

restored to normal or clear condition by reason of the re-

moval of the conditions which caused the low speed restric-

tion, (c) Medium speed restriction, requiring the sjjeed of

a train to be Mow a prescribed rate when passing a caution

signal or when appraiching a stop signal or a danger zone,

in order to forestall an automatic brake application, (d)

Maximum sjieed restriction, providing for an automatic brake

application if the prescribed maximum speed is exceeded at

any pwint.

I'nder paragrai>h (c) it is evident that the medium speed

restriction is provided so as to forestall automatically an

automatic stop wlien passing a caution signal or in other

words, to insure a safe »[Hxd when a|>proaching a stop signal

or danger zone. Under such conditions the train will receive

an automatic stop In-fore paj^sing the stop signal, the stop

indication being received a sufficient distance from the stop

signal to insure a stop before pa.»sing the signal. Where the

indicating point is close to the signal a short overlap would

l)c provided at the rear of the signal to insure protection.

J. Beaumont.



Tkt Sania ft Hai Rtctnlly Krcrivtd 2,500 of Thete Cars

New Designs of Refrigerator Cars for the Santa Fe
Include Two Similar Types, One with Movable, the Other with

Stationary Bulkheads

FESH FRUITS and vegetables form an important part of

the eastbound traffic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, and to care for this business the road had in service

at the end of l')21. 11.751 refrigerator cars. This is ap-

Bulkhcad Sections and Floor Racks Raised to Permit Loading
Entire Length of Car Body

proximately 16 per cent of all the freight cars which the

company owns. Compared with this is a total of .?2,282

box and furniture cars. Since refrigerator cars form a com-
paratively lar^c i)ro[)ortion of tlie house cars, the problem
of keeping this equipment in revenue-earning scr\-ice is im-

portant, and file road has followed the practice of loading

suitable commodities in refrigerator cars for westbound move-

ment. As the traffic is fairly well balanced, there has been

comparatively little empty mileage, in fact it has sometimes

been necessary to haul empty box cars eastward.

In 1920 the Santa Fe needed refrigerator cars and in view

of the excess of westward traffic at that time, a design with

collapsible bunkers was prepared so that the cars could

J j-^ -r- -—
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End View with Sectional Bulkhead and Floor Racks Down

haul perishables eastward and be loaded to full cubical

capacity witli box car freight westward. Two thousand five

hundred of these cars were accordingly built, half by the

189
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American Car & Foundry Company and half by the Haskell

& Barker Car Company. In the following year additional

refrigerator cars were found to be required. At that time

the traffic situation had changed and the box and refrigerator

I /'-/»''f-4-4r^-i--j-*i
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Sections Through the Car Body

ar equipment was adequate to handle the westward move-

ment. The fixed bulkhead was somewhat cheaper and gave

a capacity of 1,000 lb. more ice per car and was therefore

View of Bunker Before Bulkhead Is Applied, Showing
Removable Ice Grates

adopted for the later design. .An order of 2,500 of these

cars, also divided equally between the American Car &
Foundry Company and the Haskell & Barker Car Company,
lias recentlv been delivered.

Construction of Bunkers and Movable Bulkheads

The movable bulkhead applied to the first older of cars

consists of four parts, each built up of 2^'2-in. boards lined

on both sides with No. 20 galvanized sheets. Each section

has arched screens on the inside, as shown in the illustration

of the bulkhead in the raised position. A movable post

is located at the center of the bulkhead to support the sections

at that point. The ends of each section of the bulkhead
are fitted with trunnions sliding in guides extending up the

sides and horizontally just beneath the ceiling. Above the

top section and hinged to the ceiling is a screen bound in

a channel iron frame. When the screen is down the bulk-

head sections are locked, making it impossible to enter the car

through the hatches. When it is desired to raise the bulk-
head the screen is swung up and secured beneath the ceiling,

leaving room for the bulkhead to slide by in the guides to

the overhead position. The bulkhead sections when raised

are locked in place by gravity catches. The bottom of the

bunker is formed by a floor rack hinged to the end so
that it can be swung up out of the way when the bulkhead is

raised. The back of the ice bunker consists of screens

stapled to vertical wooden spacers. A recess is provided be-

tween tlie two center spacers to receive the movable post

I
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Interior of Car With Stationary Bulkheads; Floor

Racks Raised

The sides of the bunker are lined with No. 24 galvanized

iron sheets. A locking chain is used to hold the hatch plug

down and prevent anyone entering the car through the hatch'

when the bulkhead is raised. The icebox pans are made of

No. 12 galvanized steel with double outlet traps and drains

as shown in the drawing.

Stationary Bulkheads

The stationary bulkhcati.s used in the later cars have four

intermediate posts, 4 in. by 4 in., and two side jx)sts, 2 in.

by 4 in. The tops of the intermediate posts are secured

by stirrups, flius avoiding the use of a transverse member
which would deflect the air current at the top of the bulk-

head and retard circulation. The bottoms of these posts

rest on galvanized malleable iron castings which bridge the

gutters of tiie floor pans.

The bulkheads are insulated with two layers of Y^-va..

Insiilite backed by 13/16-in. lining and faced on the outside

of the posts by 1-in. shiplapped l)oards. The inner side of

the bulkhead is covered with No. 24 gage galvanized sheets.

The top opening of the bulkhead, which is 14 in. high, is

covered with a galvanized screen of No. IS wire, 2J^ by
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21/2 mesh to the inch, and a netting of No. 9 wire with .977-

in. openings is applied across the inside of the bulkhead posts.

The sides of the icebo.xes are covered with No. 20 galvanized

sheets without netting. The ends of the cars are lined with

No. 28 galvanized sheets. Over these sheets 2
J-
2 in. by 3 in.

wood spacers are applied which in turn hold the netting

of .177-in. wire with 1^4 by l>^-in. openings.

The ice grates are supported on 452-in. galvanized tee

bars at each of the bulkhead posts and by galvanized angles

at the sides of the bunkers. The grates consist of iy'2 in.

by 4 in. oak pieces rounded on the top, joined with rods

and malleable iron spacers. The grates can be raised if it is

desired to clean the floor pans and if it is necessar\' to re-

move the grates, they can be taken out through the hatches.

The outlet traps and drains are of the same type used with

the movable bulkhead.

General Design

Aside from the arrangement of ice bunkers, these two

orders of cars have other interesting details of construction.

Both t>-pes have the same general dimensions, the length

over striking plates being 42 ft. IJ^ in.; the width over

eaves 9 ft. 4-^ in.; the height from rail to top of running

.-Top ofRail

pii'll- k\
^-^'i^-3j^.

^^

4l^i^
^'iiH'l-

Secfion ot ln+^rm#dtate Cro&&Ti«

^-Tep ofAii/

tween webs and reinforced at the top and bottom by a 14

in. by J/2
in. cover plate. There are two main cross ties,

each with a single diaphragm of the same section as used

in the body bolsters, reinforced by plates on the top and
bottom. The three intermediate cross ties are pressed of

J/4 -in. plate and are of a channel section 7Js in. deep. Six

longitudinal stringers of fir support the floor.

The construction of the body framing in general follows

the usual practice, one novelt}' being found in the use of

Sections Through the Underframe

board 13 ft. % in., and the height inside from floor to ceil-

ing, 7 ft. S^ in. The length between inside linings is 39

ft. 11^ in., the distance between the stationan,- bulkheads

being 3i ft. 1^ in. and between the sectional bulkheads ^3

ft. 254 in- When the movable bulkheads are raised, the

in.side length of these cars is increased to 39 ft. 2V4 in., thus

adding about 370 cu. ft. to the capacity.

The cars have steel underframes with wooden super-

structure. The underframe is of the fish-lx-lly centcrsill type,

the depth of these sills at the middle portion of the car being

2 ft. 2% in. The web plates are 5/16 in. thick and are

reinforced at the top by one 4 in. l)y 3', 2 in. by 5/16 in.

angle on the fHjfsidc and at the bottom l)y one 4 in. by 3'/j

in. by }i in. angle on the outside and by a 4 in. by 3 I'i in.

by 7/16 in. angle on the inside. The sills arc reinforced

at the top by a 20!/2-in. by % in. cover plate extending

the entire length of the car. The side sills are O-in. cliannels

weighing 17J/^ lb. per ft., and the end sill.'; are of the same

section. The l>ody Iwlsters are of a built-up design with

cast center fillers and two side diaphragms pressed from

J/j-in. steel plate. The diaphragms arc spaced 7' 2 in. bc-

fees -fOUA^rr

Section Below Bottom B.ltft).l

Sections Showing Insulation in Car Body

turnbuckles in the horizontal tie rods at the carlines. These

provide a ready means for tightening the framing at this

p>oint .should it l>ecome loose in service.

The false flooring which is laid on the floor stringers is

13/16 in. thick. A layer of pajwr is placed over the false

floor and is covered with 'x in. of asphaltum. A layer of

2-in. cork lH>ard is then laid and is covered with '-^ m. of

asphaltum and one layer of pajxr before the 1-^s-in. top

floor is applied. The floor racks u.'^cd in both t>-pcs of cars

arc the same with supjwrts 3^ in. high and 1 in. slats.

The sides of the car have 13/16 in. inside lining next to
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which is a 2-in. air space. Between the lower belt rail and
the side stringers hairfclt insulation is used. A ^-in. blind

lining is applied which overlaps the tltxtr at the bottom and
the lower belt rail at the top. Next to this a layer of water-

proof fabric is placed and the hairfclt is then inserted be-

tween the fabric and the 13/lO-in. outside sheathing. Waler-
prooting compound is {MXircd between the blind lining and
the inside lining to a depth of ^ in. over the floor to seal

the joints between these parts. Above the lower belt rail

the insulation in the sides and ends is made up of four

layers of J^j-in. fla.xlinum covered with a layer of paper.

The side of the door opening is 5 ft. in. by 6 ft. 4}^ in.

The doors are made double with siding on the outside and
lining on the inside and with insulation to correspond with

that in the sides of the car.

A ->^-in. blind ceiling is laid over the top of the carlines

and hairfelt insulation, held in place by a nailing strip, is

applied to cover the joints iK-tween the blind ceiling, the

lining, the ceiling and the side plate. The j^-in. ceiling

is then applied under the carlines. The insulation in the

Double Outlet Drain and Trap

ceiling is ZJ/j in. of hairfelt in one 2-in. and one J/z-in.

layer. The hairfelt is covered with a layer of paper and

a 13/16-in. sub-roof is placed over it, supported by the ridge

pole and side plate and one intermediate purline. The
Standard Railway Equipment Company's outside flexible

metal roof, with No. 24 galvanized sheets in the center of

the car and No. 20 gage around the hatches is laid over the

sub-roof.

The light weight of the cars is 55,000 lb., being practically

the same for both designs.

Painting

.All parts coming in contact on the trucks and underframes

are given one coat of carbon paint before assembling. The
finished underframe is painted with three coats of carbon

ready-mixed paint and the top of the underframe coated with

Lucas car roof cement. The trucks are protected with two

coats of carbon paint.

The sides of the car are finished with three cants of re-

frigerator yellow and the ends with three coats of mineral

paint of the Santa Fe standar<l color. The roof boards, out-

side flexible metal roof and the hatch covers receive one coat

of mineral paint. This is also applied on all tenons and in

all mortises on both ends of (wsts and braces, on shoulders

at all tenons and post and brace castings and in all places

where two pieces of wood touch each other, except siding,

lining, roofing and flooring. All iron fittings of the car re-

ceive two coats of paint, the same as used on the trucks and
underframe.

I'he interior of the sides, the ceiling and all exposed wood
in the interior of the car body is painted with three coats

of raw linseed oil mixed with an equal quantity of Sipes

Japan. All nails are set and i>uttied after applying the first

coat of oil and Japan. The floors are finished with two
coats of raw linseed and Japan.
The cars are carried on trucks with S in. by 9 in. jour-

nals, having Andrews cast-steel truck side frames and cast-

steel truck bolsters fitted with the Standard Car Truck
Company's lateral rollers. .A.R.A. type D couplers with

6 in. by 8 in. shanks are applied, connecting to cast-steel

coupler yokes by a transverse key. The draft gear is the

Miner friction type A-18-S. The brake equipment is the

VV'estinghouse Air Brake Company's schedule KD-1012.
Other specialties applied to the cars include Creco brake

beams and Imperial uncoupling arrangement.

Court of Appeals Reverses
Pennsylvania Injunction Decree

THE RECENT RULING of Judge George C. Page of the
United States District Court at Chicago upholding
the Pennsylvania in its legal controversy with the

Railroad Labor Board has been reversed by the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals. Judge Page's decree was
abstracted in the Railway Age of April 29, page 1021, and
the hearings before the Court of Appeals were similarly
described in the Railway Age of June 10, page 1339.
The latest ruling in this controversy, which was written

i)y Judge Alschuler who with Judges Baker and Evans heard
the case, followed to a large extent the analysis of Judge
Page's decision made by Ben W. Hooi)er, chairman of the
Railroad Labor Board, and outlined in the Railway Age
of May 13, page 1124.

After reciting the history of the case, the Appellate Court's
decision answers in detail the contentions of the Pennsyl-
vania and the ruling of the lower court. The following is

an abstract of the latest decree from which have been taken
practically all of the .supporting arguments of the court.

The Pennsylvania contends that if Title III of the Transporta-
tion Act makes the decisions of the Labor Board binding upon
the carriers and enforceable by appropriate proceedings it is

unconstitutional. Suffice it to say, there is not here involved any
proceedings for the enforcement on the carrier of a decision of
the Board as to wages or working conditions. Indeed, the action
of the Hoard most complained of by the Pennsylvania was in
furtherance of securing an agreement between the carriers and
their employees with the probable alternative that if ultimately
they failed to agree, the Board itself will decide upon and prescribe
rules and working conditions. It and when this stage is reached
and one or more of the parties refuse to obey the Board's decision,
it will be time enough to interpose the defense of unconstitution-
ality to any undertaking to enforce the decision as one binding and
conclusive on the parties.

The decree (of the lower court) seems to be predicated upon
the assumption that the action of the Board in these matters was
wholly under the provisions of Section 301 and that in the absence
of a joint submission of the dispute to the Board, it was wholly
without jurisdiction. Section 301 by its terms is applicable to "any
dispute between the carrier and the employees." If the conclud-
ing sentence of the section, providing that in case the dispute is

not decided in conference, it shall be referre<l "by the parties"

thereto to the Board authorized to deal with the dispute, means
that unless both parties agree so to refer it. the Board can not in

any event deal with the matter, Title III might as well not have
been enacted; for if the right of the Board to act depended upon
the joint submission of the parties to the dispute, it lay in the

power of either party to blcKk utterly any action by the Board
by simply refusing to join in the submission.

Referring to tlie Pennsylvania's contention that there was

involved no <iisi)ute of which the Board could take cog-

nizance, or of which under Title III it had jurisdiction, the
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Appellate Court's decision calls attention to the existence

of a nationwide controversy over wages, rules and working

condition prior to the creation of the Board, adding:

The fact that the dispute existed long before the Board was
created made it none the less a dispute cognizable by the Board
in continuing to exist after the Board began to function. It is thus

apparent that at the very outset, this dispute as to rules and work-
ing conditions zvas before the Board and was so treated by both

parties to the dispute, including the Pennsylvania. Under these

circumstances, it would be immaterial whether it got there by

ex faric or joint submission or on the initiative of the Board itself.

Title III is broad and remedial and no fine jurisdictional lines

should be drawn to circumscribe its scope or by procedural tech-

nicalities to limit its application.

This will answer also the Pennsylvania's contention that the

Board had no power to order (as in Decision No. 2), that exist-

ing rules and working conditions, until further order, remain as

they then were under the National Agreement. The whole sub-

ject matter being before it, it could make such temporary order

concerning it as in its judgment the exigencies of the case required.

Referring to the Pennsylvania's contention that "the matter

of the election of representatives by the employees is wholly

procedural and is something with which the Board is in no

wise concerned and its action in this regard was wholly

beyond its jurisdiction," the Appellate Court says:

The force of the contention is not apparent. Title III confers

upon the Board important duty and prescribes in Section 308 that

it "may make regulations necessary for the efficient execution of

the functions vested in it by this title." This alone, if indeed in

the very nature of things it were not necessarily so, would empower
the Board to make provision for determining whether those pur-

porting to represent disputants before the Board do in fact so

represent them. If it is claimed that a pending dispute has been

adjusted between the parties to it, it is very essential that the body

before whom the dispute is pending assure itself of the authority

to so dispose of the controversy of those who purport to act for

the parties. This is especially true where one side of the dispute

is a body of individuals such as employees of a great carrier. It

was eminently proper that the Board, either by general rule or

otherwise, indicate how in its best judgment such representation

should be manifested and the election conducted.

The question of whether the employees may be represented

by an organization as held by the Board or whether they

may be represented only by individuals who arc employees of

the carrier as contended by the Pennsylvania "is not properly

a question for account," the Appellate Court held. "Even

though the court were of the belief that more just and true

representation would result through the method of the Penn-

sylvania, it is not for the court to substitute its opinion for

that of the Board in matters by law committed to the Board,"

the decree added.

In closing the decree, the Appellate Court said

:

"Under the foregoing views, it follows that the Labor Board did
not, as to the matters involved, transcend its power and functions
under Title III and that relief under the bill should have been
denied. It will not be necessary to consider the contention earnestly

pressed for tbc Board, that the action is in effect one against the

United States, which has not given its consent thereto, and must
for that reason be dismissed. The decree of the District Court
is reversed with directions to dismiss the bill."

Pennsylvania Will Appeal

The Pennsylvania has announced that it will appeal from

the Circuit Court decision and take the case to the United

States Supreme Court. \V. W. Atterbury, vice-president in

charge of operations, addressed a statement to this effect to

the employees under date of July 21.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

FREIGHT CAR LOADING during the week ended July IS,

the second week of the shopmen's strike, totaled 860,-

907 cars, an increase of 86,023 as compared with the

corresponding week of 1921 and a decrease of 81,944 as

compared with 1920. This represented a decrease of about

17,000 cars as compared with the loading during the last

two weeks of June, some of which may be attributed perhaps

to the strike, the principal reduction being in coal loading,

which was 77,.^34 cars as compared with 96,960 during the

week of June 24, and 94,748 during the week of July 1.

As compared with the last week in June increases were

shown in the loading of grain and grain products, livestock

and ore, but there were small reductions in the loading of

coke, forest products, merchandise and miscellaneous freight.

As compared with the corresponding week of last year in-

creases were shown in all classes of commodities except grain

and grain products, and coal and in all districts except the

southwestern. The summary as compiled by the Car Service

Division is given below.

The freight car surplus for the period from June 30 to

July 8 averaged 239,160 as compared with 239,225 for the

period ending June 30. Of the total. 147.558 were coal cars

and 60,101 were box cars. The number of bad order cars

also showed a further reduction during the half month ended

July 1 to 14.3 per cent of the total as compared with 14.6

on June IS.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

Summary—All I>ist«icts, Compakison of Totals This Ykak, Last Yeah, Two Yeass Ago. Week Ended Satvbdav, July 15. \922

Total revenue freight loaded

Districts Year
Eastern 1922

1921
Alleghany 1922

1921
Pocahontas 1922

1921
Southern 1922

1921
Norlhwc.lrrn 1922

1921
Central Western 1922

1921
Southwestern 1922

1921
Total Western DIsts. . 1922

1921
1922
1921
1920
I92I
1921
1920
1920
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

Total all roads.

Dccre
Inrrci
Dfcre
JolT
July
July
Tune
June

compared,
compared

.

cumpArrd.
compared

.

Grain
and grain
products
10,752
9.500
3.156
3,824
256
253

5,098
4.562
10,449
8.898
13,478
20.618
5,722
9.528

29.649
39.044
48.911
57,183
33.967

8.272
14.944

Vs.jii
35.267
41.897
38,411
39,3.13

Live
stock
3.229
2.677
2,455
2.516
215
222

2.549
2,215
8,722
6.372
10.333
8,335
2.713
2.130

21.768
16.837
30,216
24,467
26,643
5.749

"3!573

Vo'.iii
21.847
28.546
29,934
29.151

Coal
7,744

42,142
15.888
44.494
22,174
20,800
16,266
18,904
7,215
6,451
5,195

14,21.1

2.852
4,284
15,262
24,948
77.334
151.288
207.425

73.954

u'o'.bii

77.334
68.996
94.748
96,960
92.136

Coke
1,838
819

4,483
1.847
272
92

884
254

1,672
493
376
171
173
131

2,221
795

9,698
3,807
11.668
5.891

1.970
9.698
9,665

10..I61

9.466
9.302

Forest
products
.mi
4,454
2,987
2.527
1.416
1,394

19,350
13,837
1.1,672

10,040
6,669
5.616
8.424
5,961

28.765
21.617
58.121
43.829
56.800
14,292

1.321

'ss'.iii

44,736
61.422
64.271
64,082

Ore
7.110
1,769

11.657
7,073

62
23

1,192
215

47,050
20,823
1,719
696
372
80n

49.141
22.319
69.162
31.399
78.222
37.763

9.060
69,162
55,729
64.776
64.284
53.822

Mdse.
UC.L.
70.034
56.503
49.934
41.783
5.336
5,152

36.589
34,056
30,280
27,251
33.514
31.307
15.493
15.111
79,287
73.669

241.180
211.163
180.872
J0.017

iso.ios

241,180
210,140
247.111
249,193
248.044

Miscel-
laneous
91.126
69.841
77.991
49.834
4.202
3.714

40,763
34,697
40.586
33.549
46.168
35.671
25.449
24.442

112.203
93.662
326.285
251.748
347,254
74.537

20,969
326.285
271,939
328,035
325,337
324,902

This year,
1922
197.436

168.551

'3'3'.933

122.691

159.646

117.452

61.198

.l3s!J<)6

860,907

86.023

81.944
860.907
718,319
876.896
877.856
860,772

Corre-
spond-

ing year,
1921

187.705

'3V.656

108.746

l'l3!s77

116,627

62.387

292.89 i

7'7V.884

774,884
640.535
776,079
775.447
775,328

Corre-
spond-

ing year.
1920

228,266

192.082

34.618

l'29,i27

168!.5(>4"

127.261

62,993

358.736

943,851

942.851
796.191
891,621
911.503
916,736



Plan for Coal Distribution and Price Restraint

Presidential Committee to Be Appointed— I. C. C. Declares

Emergency and Issues Priority Orders

Tiif administration's plan for controlling the dis-

triliution of the available coal supply to the most es-

st-ntial consumers, including the railroads, which is

also dcsij;n«l to exercise a rcstrainini; influence upon coal

prices during the f>criod of coal shortage, as worked out by
Secretary' Hoover in collalwration with representatives of

the Interstate Commerce Commission and other governmental

depiartments and the American Railway Association, and
coal operators was announced on Monday and the Interstate

Commerce Commission on Tuesday issued two service orders,

declaring the existence of a national emergency because of

unfavorable lalxjr conditions and shortage of fuel supply

which furnish the necessary basis of legal authority to carry

the plan into effect. Service Order Xo. 22, numbered to

follow the series of service and priorit)- orders issued by the

commission in 1920, directs the railroads to forward traffic

by the most available routes regardless of routing orders,

and is intended to hclf) clear up the congestion which has

develoiK'd on certain lines. Sen'ice Order No. 2.> directs

the railroads east of the Mississippi to give preference and
priority to food, feed, livestock, perishable products, coal,

coke and fuel oil and preference in the use of coal cars for

the transportation of coal over other commodities. It also

sets up a classification of priority of coal for various

purposes.

An outline of the general plan, as given out by Secretary

Hoover on Monday after it had been approved by the At-

torney General and accepted in principle by representatives

of the coal operators, is as follows:

1. A committee in Washington, to be appointed by the Presi-

dent, of representatives of the Department of Commerce, the

Interstate Commerce Commission, the Department of Justice, and

the Department of the Interior, to be designated the Presidential

Committee. This committee is to have general supervision of the

measures to be taken hereunder and to authorize the execution of

such of these measures as may be necessary from time to time.

2. The Administrative Committee, comprising representatives of

the Presidential Committee together with representatives of oper-

ators, representatives of the railways, and. where necessary, rep-

resentatives of the larger consuming grcjups.

3. The Presidential Committee will establish a representative in

each coal pro<lucing district.

4. The Presidential Committee will appoint a committee of oper-

ators in each district to be nominated by the district operators'

association or independent operators (in case of failure of the

operators to take such action the Presidential Committee may
appoint such o[)erators as they see fit on such committee). The
members of these district committees may be changed as deter-

mined upon by the Presidential Committee.

5. The Presidential Committee will co-operate with the Interstate

Commerce Commission in carrying out preferential orders issued

by the commission.
6. The governmental representatives of the districts with the

co-operation of the district committees shall advise the agencies of

the Interstate Commcrrc Commission as to local car movement to

effect the purpose of this plan.

7. The operators will proceed with their usual business until

they arc affected by preference orders.

8. It is expected that the district committees under authority

of the Presidential Committee will recommend the allotment of

cars on the basis of tho.se who conform to the fair prices to be

agrcctl upon with the Presidential Committee.

9. When the operators demand, then suitable guarantees shall

be given for payment by persons buying umler priority orders.

10. The railroads will be requested to appoint a representative

to deal with purchases of railway fuel.

11. The basis of prices agreed upon between the operators and

the Secretary of Commerce on June first are to be maintained,

except where varied by the Presidential Committee, and this same
basis of price determination shall be applied to all districts which

are so far not co-operating.

Washikctos, D. C.

The whole of the above was called tentative, pending further

consideration by the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Depart-
ment of Justice, Department of Interior, and the Department of

Commerce.

Secretary Hoover Busy on Situation

While the President was working on the railroad strike

Secretary Hoover busied himself with the coal situation.

On Thursday he talked with Commissioner Aitchison, who
is in charge of car sei^'ice matters for the Interstate Com-
inerce Cortunission, after which the commissioners held a

conference among themselves and on Friday Mr. Hoover an-

nounced that "plans had been formulated for the co-operatic«i

of the Department of Commerce and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the Department of Justice by which,

with the co-operation of responsible operators, the control of

price and distribution can be effected." The plan was placed

before the Department of Justice for its consideration and

further conferences between Secretary Hoover. Attorney Gen-
eral Daugherty and Chairman McChord and Commissioner

.•\itchison of the commission were held on Saturday and

Sunday.

Mr. Hoover also called a meeting of the distiict repre-

sentatives from the producing Virginia, West Virginia,

Tennessee, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Alabama districts

for Monday to consider the questions of price and distribution.

In explaining the need for a coal distribution plan, Mr.
Hoover emphasized the necessity of taking care of the rail-

roads as well as of the public utilities, industries producing

necessities, public institutions, etc. Some of the railroads,

he said, have a three months" supply of coal, while others

will need assistance within a week or so. Some have made
arrangements for importing coal. British coal is being laid

down at .American ports at prices ranging from $6.50 to

$7.75 and 600,000 tons of shipping have been engaged for

the transportation of coal to this country from abroad. Forty-

three Shipping Board vessels having an approximate ton-

nage of 350,000 tons have been chartered through the Ship-

ping Board to transport coal from Wales and the east coast

of England and the board has announced that it could place

a sufficient number of its own ships in sei^'ice within a short

time to guarantee tlie importation to this countr)' of at least

500,000 tons a month.

It is estimated that 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 tons of coal

will be needed to supply the districts served through the

Lake Superior docks during the balance of the season of

navigation while the needs of the entire lake district are

estimated at 17,000,000 to 25.000,000 tons.

Plan Approved by Attorney General

.Vttorney General Dauglurty announced on Monday that

he had submitted an opinion to Secretary Hoover sustaining

every phase of his plan with reference to its legality, in part

as follows:

"I have before me your letter of the 21st instant in which you
inquire whether certain steps which you propose to take to safe-

guard the public interests in the face of the impeding coal famine
run counter to the law of Congress. . . .

"As I understand it, your plan is to form associations acting
under your directions whose sole purpose will be to meet the

emergency in distribution and stop profiteering ; and at the proper
time you intend to apply to the Interstate Commerce Commission
to promulgate rules governing car distribution during the existing

shortage, to the end that the available equipment can be placed
at mines affording the greatest opportunity of service and willing

to charge for its coal no more than is fair and just. As between

195
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two mines whose output is the same, your plan contemplates, dur-

ing the e.xisting shortage, favoring the mine in the supply of cars

which charges the public fair prices as against the mine which
allows its greed to e,\act whatever can be obtained, however
unwarranted and extortionate the price may be. You have no
purpose other than to promote the welfare of the public by inaugu-

rating a plan of distribution designed to maintain national life

itself and to restrain extortion by the stern hand of repression.

Your idea is to have both operators and miners furnish you with

statistics along the lines just mentioned, thus enabling you to

place before tlie commission from time to time whatever informa-

tion is necessary to enable it to give proper and intelligent direc-

tions. In thus acting you intend to represent the commission as

one of its designated agencies, or to go before it in any other

rapacity, whichever method meets with its approval. In view of

all these conditions causing the present emergency, the inevitable

result of which is to disrupt and demoralize interstate commerce,

you inquire whether the plan you have outlined would be illegal

and whether authority exists for its adoption and enforcement.

"In my opinion the plan is entirely lecal. I fail to see wherein

any law of Congress will be violated. The interests of the public

are deserving of paramount consideration, and 1 have no misgivings

in giving it my unqualified approval. Moreover I feel convinced

that full and ample authority cxi.sts for its adoption and effective

enforcement. If the Interstate Commerce Commission finds the

existence of an emergency such as you describe, that body has ample

and unquestioned authority to provide such rules and regulations

as will enable the plan you suggest to be carried into operation.

"In concluding I want to say that I have no hesitancy in advising

you that in my opinion where and when an emergency exists on

account of the shortage of coal for use in interstate commerce

and in the transportation of the mails and when the price of coal

for such purposes and for the general necessities of the people

has been unjustifiably and unbearably increased by operators who
produce a large supply, associations such as your plan contemplates

to act with and under governmental agencies to meet the existing

emergencv, more equitably to distribute coal, and to prevent extor-

tion in the price thereof while acting with and under governmental

agencies for the purposes aforesaid, are legal and do not violate

any provision of the so-called Sherman anti-trust law or any other

federal law.

"In carrying out such plan for the sole purpose you propose all

persons, firms, or corporations chosen by governmental agencies

to assist you, as long as they act in good faith to carry out such

plan with and under governmental agencies and not otherwi.se,

will violate no law of the ITnited States."

District Associations Express Approval

General approval of the necessity for a plan to maintain

fair prices and distribution of coal was expressed by repre-

sentatives of the producini; bituminous fields in conference

•with Secretai^- Hoover on Monday, subject to reference hack

to the district associations concerned, .^n executive commit-

tee composed of the chairman of the district delegations

considered details of the plan and reported back to the whole

conference in the afternoon. The executive committee also

appointed a smaller drafting committee which met with

officials of the Interstate Commerce Commission and with

representatives of the .American Railway Association in the

afternoon and discussed the general plan for coal control

and discussions were conducted under the chairmanship of

Secretary Hoover, in collaboration with Commissioner Aitchi-

son of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Blickbum

Esterline of the Department of Justice. Director Smith of

the Geological Survey, and .Acting Director Holbrook of the

Bureau of Mines for the Department of the Interior, the

representatives of the coal operators, M. J. Gormly, chair-

man of the Car Se^^•ice Division of the .American Railway

.Association, and J. C. Davis, director general of railroads.

I'nder the Hoover plan the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion's emergencv powers over car distribution are to be used

not only to alloiate coal to the most essential consumers but

also to meet a situation with which the government found it

impossible to deal at the time of the great demand for coal

in 1020, that is, to control prices within reason by with-

holding cars from ojH-rators who refuse to observe the volun-

tarv- agreement entered into with Secretary Hoover a few

weeks ago to ol)serve a scale of maximum prices based on

the Garfield scale with mo<lifications, which in most instances

means $.^.50 a ton at the mines. While there is still a large

surplus of coal cars, because of the congestion which has

developed in some of the coal fields the surplus cars are

not where they are needed and shortages have occurred at

a few points during the past two or three weeks. The effect

of the plan, it is understood, will be that no very strenuous

efforts will be made to place cars for those who will not

observe the price agreement and it is also expected that the

plan will necessarily remain in effect during the balance of

the year and will therefore be available if a real shortage of

cars or congestion should develop after a settlement of the

coal strike, which is regarded as inevitable sooner or later.

Mr. Hoover had received reports that operators in one or two
di.stricts had refused to co-operate in the plan of voluntary

price restraint and that certain operators in West Kentucky
last week were charging as much as $7.50 a ton and on

Monday had raised this to $13 a ton, although a group of

operators in the same district were observing the $3.50

maximum. Also a minority of irresponsible operators in

other districts have broken away from the agreement. "The
responsible operators," Mr. Hoover said, "are holding to the

price. On the other hand some panicky railway buyers are

sending out orders offering $8 at the mines. The plan for

restraint of prices to the Garfield basis threatens to break

down through the above influences."

Mr. Hoover explained that the plan intends merely to

make the best use of the available coal and does not guarantee

the production of a pound of coal but that for the present

the government has e.xhausted its resources in its efforts to

settle the coal strike.

Service Order No. 22

The orders issued by the commission under the new plan

are as follows

:

The subject of routing of freight traffic being under consideration, and

it appearing to the Commission, that an emergency exists upon the lines

of all carriers bv railroad in the United States subiect to the Interstate

Commerce Act. which requires immediate action; and that each of such

carriers, by reason of unfavorable labor conditions, and shortage of fuel

supply, is unable to transport the traffic offered it so as to properly serve

the public.

Therefore, in order best to promote the service in the interest of the

public and the commerce of the people, U is ordered and directed:

1. That from and after July 26, 1922. and until the further order

or direction of this Commission, all said common carriers by railroad are

hereby directed to forward traffic to destination by the routes most avail-

able to expedite its movement and prevent congestion, without regard to

the routing thereof made bv shippers or by carriers from which the traffic

is received, or to the ownership of the cars, and that all rules, regulations,

and practices of said carriers with respect to car service arc hereby sus-

pended and superseded in so far only as conflicting with the directions

hereby made. «
2. That ina.<^much as such disregard of routing is deemed to be due

to carriers' disabilitv. the rates applicable to traffic so forwarded bv routes

other than those designated by shippers, or by carriers from which the

tr,'Jfic is received, shall be tlie rates which were applicable at date rf

shipment over the routes so designated, unless the rates applicable over

^uch designated routes are higher, in which event the rates applicable

over the route of movement will apply.

3. That in each instance where the traffic is routed, or rerouted by
carriers by railroad under the authority of this order, the carrier respon-

-.iWe for such routing or rerouting, shall, within 24 hours thereafter de-

)iostt in the Ignited States mail, a notice addressed to the consignee of the

traffic, stating; the car numbers and initials, places and dates of shipment,
the routing, and respective routes over which the traffic is moving and that

rharges for the transportation of the tr.affic. including transportation, and
schedules of rates, fares, and charges, as those terms arc defined in said

.\ct, will be the same as they would have been if such routing, or re-

routing had not taken place, unless, as above provided for, the rates

applicable over the route the traffic moves is less.

4. That in the case of shipments in private cars, which are subject to

equalization of empty mileage, and also of fruits and vegetables, live

poultry and other shipmetits customarily reconsigned upon instructions

•>f the consignor, a telegraphic notice of the diversion shall be sent to

the consignor by the carrier responsible therefor.

5. That in executing the directions of the Commission contained in

this order, the common carriers involved shall proceed withotit reference

to contracts, agreements, or arrangements now existing between them with

reference to the divisions of the rates of transportation applicable to said

traffic; that such divisions shall he, durins the time this order remains
in force, voluntarily agreed upon bv and between said carriers, and that,

tipon failure of the carriers to so agree, sai<1 divisions shall be hereafter

fixed by the Commission in accordance with pertinent authority conferred

upon it by said Act.

6. That copies of this order and direction he served upon all carriers

hy railroad in the I'nited Slates, suhjeel to the Interstate Commerce Act,

and that notice of this order be given to the general public by depositing

a copv of the order in the office of the Secretary of the Commission in

Washington, D. C.
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Service Order No. 23

tniiaion thai an cmctccacy
the tinct of each aod all

Ihr

,f - '^ . .r we*t battk croft»ingt thereof,

aixl -<«"•«• •( '.he iiuMlity oi »aiJ cuiniii ,ti earners properly uui com-

plclelr to lervc the public in the tran*pi<riaiiun of eweotial commoditin,

/r is ardtrtd and dirtctfd:

J. Tliat each »iich common carrier bjr railroad, to the extent that it

ia currently to te unaMc prumptly to traniitort all freiKht traffic offered

to It for m' vrmrnt, or t ' \>r moved over iti line ur line* of railway shall

give preference and ijricrity to the movement of each of the following

commodities: food fur human cofiiumption, feed for live itoclc, live itock,

pcrithable products, coal, coke and fuel oil.

J. That to the extent any luch common carrier by railroad is unable

under the existintj uitcrchanBc and car krrvicc rules, to return cars to

its ronnccti^n* ;>iutnplly, it shall give preference and priority in the move-

nrnt. exchanKc. interchange an, I return of empty cars intende<l to be used

for the tran»portatiun of the commodities specially de&igfuted in para-

graph numbered 1 hereof.

3. That any and all such common carriers by railroad which serve coal

mines whether located upon the line or lines of any such railroad or

customarily dependent upon it for car supply, herein termed coal-loading

carriers, be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed whenever unable to

supply all uses in full, to furnish such coal mines with open top cars

suitable for the loading and transportation of coal, in preference to any

other use. supply, movement, distribution, exchange, interchange or re-

turn of such cars; prtn-idtd, that the phrase ''suitable for the loading and
transportation of coal" as used in this order shall not include or embrace

flat (fixed) bottom gondola cars with sides less than 36 inches in height,

inside measurement, or cars equipped with racks, or cars which, on July

1. 1922. had been definitely retired from ser\ice for the transportation of

c»al and stenciled or tagged for other ser>-ice.

4. That all such common carriers by railroad other than coal-loading

carriers, herein termed noncoalloading carriers be, and they are hereby

authorized and directed to deliver daily to a connecting coal-loading carrier

or carriers, or to an intermediate ncn-coal-loading cirrier for delivery

through the usual channels to a coal-loading carrier, or carriers, empty

coal cars up to the maximum ability of each such noncoalloading carrier

to make such deliveries and of each such connecting coal-loading carrier

to receive and use the coal cars, so delivered for the preferential purposes

herein set forth.

5. That all such common carriers by railroad be, and they are hereby,

•othorized and directed to discontinue the use of cars suitable for the

loading and transportatiin of coal, for the transportation of commodities

other than coal, so long as any coal mine remains to be served by it with

such cars: and as to each non-coal-loading carrier, so long as deliveries of

any such cars to connecting carriers may be due or remain to be per-

formed under the terms of this order.

6. That all such common carriers by railroad be, and they are hereby,

authorized and directed, to place an embargo against the receipt of coal or

other freight transported in open top cars suitable for ccal loading, by

any consignee, and against the placement of such open top cars for con-

signment to any consignee, who shall fail or refuse to unload such coal

or other freight so transported in coal cars and placed for unloading, within

24 hours after such placement, until all coal or other freight so transported

in coal cars and so placed has been unloaded by such consignee and shall

notify the Commission of such action. This authorization and direction as

to embargoes shall not interfere with the movement of coal to tidewater or

the Great Lakes for transshipment to water, nor shall it apply where the

fadure of the consignee to unload is due directly to errors or disabilities

of the railroad in delivering cars.

7. That in the supply of cars to mines upon the lines of any coal-

loading carrier, such carrier is hereby authorized and directed, to place,

furnish and assign such coal mines with cars suitable for the loading and

transport.-ition of coal in succession as may be required for the following

classes of purposes, and in following order of classes, namely:

Class I. 1-or such special purposes as m.iy from time to time be

specially designated by the Commission or its agent therefor. And subject

thereto

:

Class 2. (a) For fuel for railroads and other common carriers, and

for bunkering ships and vessels; (b) for public utilities which directly

serve the general public under a franchise therefor, with street and in-

terurban railways, electric power and light, g.is, water, and sewer works;

ice plants which directly serve the public generally with ice, or supply

refrigeration for human foodstuffs: hospitals; (c) for the United Stales,

state, county, or municipal governments, and for their hospitals, schools,

and for their other public institutions—all to the end that such common
carriers, public utilities, quasi public utilities, and governments may be

kept supplied with coal for current use for such purposes, but not for

storage, exchange, or sale. And subject thereto:

Class 3: (As to each coal-loading carrier which reaches mines in

Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama.)

For bituminous coal c-ansigncd to any Lake Erie port for transshipment by

water to ports upon Lake Superior. And subject thereto:

Class 4: (As to all such common carriers by railroad.) Commercial

sizes of coal for domestic use. And subject thereto:

Cla-is 5: Other purposes.

No coal embraced in Gasses 1, 2, 3, or 4, sh.ill be subject to re-

consignment or diversion except for some purpose in the same class or a

superior class in the order of priority herein prescribed.

8. That all rules, rcgul,-ltions and practices of s.lid commrm carriers by

railroad with respect to car service as that term is defined in said act

are hereby suspended so far at they conflict with the directions hereby

mi.dc.

9. That this order shall be effective from and after July 26, 1922, and

shall remain in force until the further order of the Commission.

10. That copies of this oriler be .served upon the carriers hereinbefore

described, and that notice of this order be given to the general public

by depositing a copy hereof in the office of the Secretary of the Com-

mission at Washington, I), C.

The commisiiion is also expected to issue special orders

from time to time to expedite particular shipments desig-

nated by the district committees. It is hoped that tlie rout-

ing order will assist in a short time in relieving the congestion

which is said to have been cau.sed to some extent by the desire

of the coal-originating railrtKids to route cars in such a way
as to save for tliemselves the long haul. The priority

order, in addition to providing for the most essential uses

for coal also gives recognition in Class 3 to the needs of the

Northwest for shijmu-nts via the lakes.

The Intent of the Service Orders

While the commission's orders were heralded in some of

the newspajjers as amounting practically to "government con-

trol of the railroads" similar to that exercised during the

war, an examination of the orders shows that they do not

become applicable except to the extent that a road may be

"currently unable promptly to transport all freight traffic

offered to it for movement"' and such a condition does not

exist on many roads, although it would be very likely to

exist very generally if a full production of coal were suddenly

to be offered to the roads by a resumption of mining in the

union fields. One of the most important, if not the most

vital of the considerations which led to tlie issuance of the

order and the .setting up of the plan of distribution was the

fact that whereas coal production had fallen to approximately

3,600,000 tons a week the railroad requirements alone were
approximately 2,500,000 tons a week and some roads had
only a few days' supply left. Therefore unless something

was done at once many railroads that would not have been

materially affected by the shopmen's strike for some time

would have been disabled by shortage of fuel. It was also

apparent that the effects of the railroad strike were being con-

centrated wliere they would have the most effect on the coal

situation.

While the plan dcx^s not provide for repairing a single

car or engine nor for digging a pound of coal it is intended

to prevent efforts to stock up with coal on the part of those

who might be able to do so by offering high prices, at the

expense of other consumers who need it currently. While
many telegrams received in Washington indicate apprehen-

sion on the part of shippers of other commodities that use

open-to{) cars they will not in general be affected as long

as the surplus of such cars exists unless they are so located

as to come into competition with a coal mine for the cars

in a particular locality. This part of the order will have
more effect later if coal production is increased. The com-
mission's order said nothing about withholding cars from the

profiteers, which the Attorney General's opinion said would
be entirely legal, but it is understood that that object will be

accomplished in the practical administration of the plan.

R. H. Aishton, president of the .American Railway Asso-

ciation, has been spending a large part of his time in Wash-
ington for some weeks and is in charge of the situation for

the railroads.

Tile following telegram has been sent by Commissioner
Aitchison to the various state commissions:

Commission desires to know whether if local developments con-
nected with our general service orders require we can rely on
having active assistance your Commission. This possibly may
involve survey certification and policing certain local needs under
priority orders issued or to be issued. Emergency most acute

and requires best eflforts of all under common plan if distress

which will come is to be mitigated.

Coal Distribution Committee

The Presidential coniinittce proposed in the plan was ap-

pointed on Wednesday when the Trcsidcnt requested the

Attorney General, the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary

of Commerce, and ("oniinissioner Aitchison of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, or their representatives, to act as a

Coal Distribution Committee under the temporary chairman-
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ship of the Secretan- of Commerce. A fifth member is to be

added to the committee later who will undertake the ad-

ministrative direction. The ultimate character of the or-

ganization, it was stated, must depend upon the situation.

Secretan,' Hoover sent the following telegram today to

the Governors of the states on behalf of the Presidential

Coal Distribution Committee, as the first step toward de-

centralizing the organization for equitable distribution, and

maintenance of fair prices, of coal. Under this plan the

distribution for railway use will be directed from Washing-
ton, but, witli the possible exception of a few interstate public

utilities, the resfwnsibility for all other distribution will rest

upon organizations set up under state control.

In order that the federal government may do its part in the

distribution of coal supplies over the present very difficult situation

the President has appointed a committee on coal distribution com-
prising representatives of Departments of Justice, Interior, Inter-

state Commerce Commission and Department of Commerce under
my chairmanship for the purpose of securing co-ordination of

federal agencies in the best distribution of the available coal sup-

plies. Certain priorities have been established in necessary com-
modities and fuel by the Interstate Commerce Commission, who
have asked your state public utilities commission if Interstate

Commission may have its active assistance in the distribution of coal

to transportation and public utilities and governmental institutions

if necessan,-. Beyond this the Presidential Committee on coal

distribution are co-operating with coal operators and with the

Interstate Commerce Commission in an endeavor to secure that

coal shall be sold from the mines at a fair price. The agencies and
present authority of the federal government of course do not

enable it to protect the ultimate consumer of coal within the

boundaries of a state further than such protection can be secured

by the above means that coal sold in Interstate Commerce shall

be sold to the original purchaser at a fair price and that fair dis-

tribution between states be obtained. The problem of securing

that the ultimate consumer shall be protected upon coal now in

circulation and on resale of coal distributed as above and that

equitable distribution shall be carried out must rest within the

authority of each state. I am sending this telegram at the request

of the President to learn if you feel that you can undertake to

create a state organization under your direction to secure that this

shall be done and with which we can co-operate.

Electric Locomotives Rebuilt

for English Railroad

THE Metropolitan Railway in England has recently

made alterations in track layout on its electrified sec-

tion which make it possible to run a number of trains

without a stop from Baker Street to Harrow-on-the-Hill, a

distance of nine and one-half miles. The greater part of

the electric train senrice includes many stops requiring loco-

motives with large starting effort and mwlerate running

speeds. The new service requires also high speed and for

this purpose 20 locomotives are being reconstructed. Six-

car trains are used, weighing with passenger load about 180

tons and with the locomotive 240 tons. The locomotive has

a 0-4-4-0 wheel arrangement and is equipped witli four .^00

hp. motors. According to American standards the train is

light, but the power of the locomotive is proportionally large.

The cost of coal in England has made the power consumpy-

tion by electric trains a matter of greater importance than it

was at one time and careful tests have been made to as-

certain the performance of the locomotives. Automatic ac-

celeration is used as it increases efficiency of operation when

train weights arc fixed as they are in this case. The tests

showed the power consumption to be under 55 waft-hours per

ton-mile. Complications of design are avoided in the re-

constructed locomotive as regenerative braking is not re-

quired and the total amount of jKiwer u.sed is not extremely

large, permitting the use of self-ventilated motors.

There are four series-wound, commutating-pole motors on

each locomotive. Each is rated at .^00 hp. at 600 volts on

the one hour rating, the corresponding locomotive speed being

.^0 miles an hour. The maximum speed of the locomotive on

the non-stop runs is about 60 miles an hour. The motors

are the largest it was possible to have with the standard roll-

ing stock wheel which would at the same time conform to

regulations for clearance between track level and the bottom

of the motor and the gear case. The magnet frame is of

the box type cast in one piece and pro\nded with the usual

arrangement of suspension bearings from the running axle

and with a nose support at the other end. The nmning
wheels are of the disc center type having brake blocks acting

on both sides of the rim. The truck frames consist of plate

frames stiffened with cast steel corner castings.

Vacuum brakes are used on the coaches while the loco-

motive is equipped with vacuum brakes and WestLnghouse
air brakes. These are interlocked with the controller so that

unless one or the other of the two brake systems is operative,

jxivver can not be applied to the motors. The Westinghouse
brake is used generally for switching in the yards and the

vacuum brake for operating the train.

Direct current power is supplied to the locomotive at 600
volts on the third rail system and an insulated return rail is

laid in the center of the track. The running rails are not

used for the return and carry only signal circuits. There are

One of the Reconstructed Locomotives

four positive and two negative collecting shoes on the loco-

motives; the positive shoes are in duplicate, one set of two
being placed on each side. The negative shoes are on the

center line. Collecting shoes are also fitted to some of the

coaches whidi are connected to a power bus line carried

through the train to enable the train readily to pass over

breaks in the collecting rails.

There is a driver's compartment in either end of the loco-

motive. The control apparatus, including contactors, re-

sistances and auxiliar\- machinerv- is arranged in a group
placed along the center line of the locomotive. This arrange-

ment provides a runway on each side which facilitates in-

spection and the making of repairs.

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length over buffers 39 ft, 6 in.

Tx'nKth over tiody 35 ft. in.

Width over bfdy 8 ft. in.

Height from rail 12 ft. ^V< in.

Centers of motor trucks 20 ft. 3 in-

Wheelb.i«e of motor trucks 9 ft. 3 in.

Total » hrelhase 29 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of runninR wheels 43X in.

f.ear ratio 26/54
Ca[xicity of motors 30O hp.
Total hp 1,200

The mechanical work on the locomotive is being done at

the Harrow Works of Messrs. Vickers while the electrical

equipment is lieing supplied and creded by tlie Metrojiolitan

Vickers Electrical Company, uniler the direction and super-

vision of Charles Jones, chief loctmiotive and electrical en-

gineer. Metropolitan Railway Company.



Strengthening Chicago Track Elevation Subways
Floors of Structures Built in the Nineties Are Now Being

Renewed for Heavier Loading

ADOfT TWO YEARS ago, the Illinois Central compltted
the replacement of its street subway structures for

the first track elevation work done in Chicago in 1892.

Kvidrncc that some of the other structures of the early track

elevation work in that city are gradually nearing their service

life is seen in the replacement of the tloor system of subways
used by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the New
York Central in their joint entrance to the La Salle Street

station. The first stage of this work was completed last

fall and it is anticipated that further progress will be made
during the coming year. The jiresent work is of interest

.f

\ !')*"•

^ lO'S^-I-beam

Fig. I—The Original Construction

because it relates to a t)'pe of floor which was rather popular

in the early subways, namely transverse steel I-beams cov-

ered with a steel plate, the rails being supported on a rail

plate which was carried directly on the cover plate and se-

cured by means of clips. The old floor in this case is be-

ing renewed with heavier construction of substantially the

same tyjjc though with a number of improvements that de-

crease the cost of the work.

The old Rock Island-New York Central subways had
floors consisting of 10-in. 33-lb. I-beams spaced 12-15/16
in. center to center and covered with a plate 15/16 in.

thick, the general nature of the construction being shown
in Fig. 1. However, after 20 years, through increases in

the imp)osed loading and reduced strength of the steel on

account of corrosion, it became necessary to relieve the floor

beams by introducing cross ties supported on the beams by
means of oak blocks under their ends. This had the effect

of concentrating the live load on the beams closer to the

ends and thereby reducing the live load bending moment.
This, however, was designed purely as a temporary' ex-

pedient and conditions finally required the renewal of the

floor with heavier material.

The new floor beams are 12-in. 70-lb. Bethlehem girder

beams carried on end connections sul)stantially like those

in the old structure and covered with a %-in. plate. The
track is sup|)ortecl on this floor after the manner of the

original construction as modified, that is, with the use of

cross ties and bearing blocks, every third tie being made
long enough to engage a bracket on the girder so that tlie

track can be secured to line without any connection being

made through the dci k j)late.

The con.struction differs from the old in one important

essential. There are no direct rivet connections l)etween

the deck plate and the flanges of the I-beam. The only

rivets in these plates are those required for splices, for

connections between plates, for curb angles along each side
' and for clip plates for holding the plates in position on the

beams. Tlii.'; change in construction was effective in elim-

inating practically 1,000 rivets per track for each bridge,

or approximately 20,000 rivets for the work done on 13

subways last year.

In order to further eliminate field riveting, the old shelf

angle which was riveted to the web of the girders and to

the old dt^k plates, was not provided for under the new
arrangement. The new deck plates are entirely free or

separate from the girder webs, small angles being riveted

along the edges near the girders and the space between the

web and this angle being filled with concrete for a water-shed.

Work Done Jointly

The line on which this work was done consists for the

most part of four tracks, the right of way being on the

center line between tracks so that each railroad owns two
tracks. The two middle tracks are used as joint double
tracks, the outside tracks being used as ser\-ice or stand-

ing tracks. The work has been carried on jointly by the

two roads; but instead of working independently with ar-

rangements for cross piling, it was decided to carry on the

work simultaneously with a crew for each road working
on either side of the center line and arranging for an
amicable sub-division of the work to be done on the cen-

ter line girder as occasion demanded. This work was car-

ried on under this arrangement without any misunderstand-
ing or friction and the presence of the two crews assigned

to exactly the same character of work served to foster a

friendly rivalry which was instrumental in speeding up the

progress. During the course of the work on a given structure

a portion of the two middle tracks was isolated by introducing

temporary cross overs to the outside track on either side.

This left the tracks over the bridge free for the use of the

construction forces and for occupancy by the erecting equip-

ment. .According to the usual arrangement the compressor

tfV*? crtcaoted^ordnth

^ jStgndard tie plates

.. S\3'crtosoltd lit

No chan^ in sifti worA

-Introduction of the Ties Reduced the Stresses in the

Old Floor

car occupied the track at one end of the bridge and tlie der-

rick car that at the other end. The manner of carr)'ing out
the work at the individual bridge was as follows:

First the ties and rails were removed from tlie bridge.

.At this time the concrete along the sides of the girders

and the ends was also removed and the brackets were
burned with acetylene torches on the girders between the

main line and side tracks, this being necessary so that the

old rivets could be cut and new ones driven.

On many of these bridges considerable dirt had collected

and packed down and hardened, and all this had to be re-

moved before access could be had to the deck plates so as

to cut the rivets. This work usually required about half a

day's time.

The next step was cutting the rivets. When this work
was started at Twenty-fourth street, the rivets had to be cut
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by hand, which was a slow process, requiring 13 days. Later

a Duntley-King pneumatic rivet buster, was used by which

it was possible to reduce the time required for a bridge to

five days. The first step in rivet cutting was on the brackets

and angle irons running the entire length of the structure,

then cutting the rivets in the hangers for the floor beams, and

ne.xt cutting the rivets in the deck plates. To subdi\'ide the

work on the center girder, the New York Central forces cut

the old rivets and the Rock Island forces drove the new rivets.

This was considered an equal division of the work, with the

exception of the Thirty-ninth street subway, where this

method of procedure was reversed with respect to the center

girder.

The deck plates were loosened and pried off and swung
around in a parallel jxKition, making them convenient for

^hpiio-.i'.i-a]^

Fig. 3—The Present Floor with New Steel Beams

handling with the derrick. The derrick was then used to

lift these plates and carry them from the bridge out of the

way.

This being finished, the beams were next removed, using

the derrick also for this purjx>se. Two beams could be

removed at once and carried back out of place, and then

a new beam brought up and installed. This method was fol-

lowed until all of the beams were removed and the new ones

installed. In doing this the rivets on the girder between the

main line and the side track were driven out of place as

the old beam was removed, and as the new one was installed

it was held in place by a drift pin or a bolt, in some cases,

until necessar)' to go on with the riveting.

When the old beams were removed the Ixjttom flange

of the girder was thoroughly cleaned of all rust and dirt

and repainted on the face where the beam had been re-

moved before the new beam was put in place. The nei^

beams all being in place, the new top deck plates were
installed and the riveting was then started on the floor

teams. Riveting the deck plates was the next step and
riveting the brackets last. During the period of riveting

part of the crew was loading up the old beams and plates

in gondola cars for shipment.

\\'henever a girder was found out of level it was jacked

up and shimmed to a fairly good level by placing oak board
shims underneath the bearings. This was done in all cases

where practicable. The rivets in the floor beams were all

tested by inspectors from both the Rock Island and the New
York Central, those for the center girder were inspected by
both inspectors.

After the steel erecting crew had completed its work by
replacing the new beams and deck plates, painters did the

necessary painting, then the carpenter forces replaced the

ties and the section forces replaced the rails. The division

forces put on the necessary concrete w'ork along the girders,

and, where necessar}-, removed the old cracked and shattered

bridge seats under the west girders and replaced them with

new concrete bridge seats.

As the floors of these bridges are level, it was not thought

necessary to waterproof the tops of the deck plates, as it

would not be possible to obtain a good job of waterproofing

with the ties resting directly upon the plates, as they do.

However, as so many rivets connecting the deck plates to

the beam flanges have been eliminated, thus doing away with

the possibility' of many loose rivets developing, it was thought

that due to this change the steel itself would be tight enough
to hold the water until it had either evaporated or run off over

the backwalls of abutments.

This work was done under the direction of I. L. Sim-
mons and B. R. Leffler, bridge engineers respectively of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the New York Cen-
tral, Western Lines. The Railway Age is indebted for the

above information to S. T. Corey, assistant bridge engineer

fif the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.

Five Hundred Tons of British Columbia potatoes recently went

to Cuba. The potatoes were all grown in the neighborhood of

Vancouver City.

Waterloo Station, London, from the Air



Administration Continues to Back Up Labor Board

No Settlement to Be Considered That Is Not Founded on

Recognition of Its Authority

THERE WERE sonu' indications 1 hurs<ldy morning tliat

efforts to sottle the strike were coming to a head. T.

DeWitt Cuyler, cliairman of the Association of Railway

Eiecutives, went over the entire situation with the Prc-sident

after which Mr. Jewell and heads of the organizations on

strike conferred with the President. Mr. Cuyler remained

in Washington to await further develo|imc-nts and other rail-

way executives were to see President Harding.

WtSBincroii, D. C.

nuiiy of them gave everything thai men can give for the service

of this country in the World War. Nor is it disputed that the

men on strike arc exercising their constitutional and lawful rights,

under e.\sting statutes, in declining to work under the terms

decided by the Railroad Labor Board or tendered to the workmen
by the mine-operators of the country. No one has attempted or

proposed to draft free men into either the railway or mining

service, or suggested coercion under military force. The military

forces of free America are never used for such a purpose. Their

service is only that of preventing lawlessness and violence.

That same unchallenged freedom which permits you and your

associates to decline to work is no less the heritage of the free

American who chooses to accept employment under the terms pro-

posed. The difference between the two positions is that the strik-

ing railroad workers e.xercisc their rights of freedom in seeking

to hinder the necessary transportation of the country ; notwith-

standing the provision made by law for the consideration of any

just grievance; and the striking miners seek to prevent the pro-

duction of coal necessary to common welfare, notwithstanding

the offer of an agency to make an impartial settlement ; while the

men who choose to work in response to the call of the country

are exercising their like rights, and at the same time are

making their contribution to our common American welfare. The
decisions of the Railroad Labor Board are in compliance with a

mandate of the law-making body of the United States. Without

discussing the decisions at issue, it is fair to assume that a govern-

ment agency is ever ready to correct an error which is made, else

government itself would become unjust. Moreover, it is indis-

putable that there can be no government unless its mandates are

accepted by the citizenship of the Republic.

This observation relates more particularly to the railroad situa-

tion. When the mining situation became menacing I invited repre-

sentatives of the mine-workers and the operators to a conference.

Among the Interested Parties

That the first essential looking to a settlement of the

railroad strike is that the strike be first called off is ap-

parently the position now taken by President Harding

after a scries of conferences during the past week at which

he has gone over the entire situation. In a telegram made

public on Wednesday, addres.sed to J. Cleve Dean, chair-

man of the "Railway Employees' Publicity Association,"

Chattanooga, Tenn., in reply to a protest against the attitude

of the President, he extended an invitation to urge the strik-

ing railway men to accept the decision of the Railroad Labor

Board and return to work under its decision, pending a re-

hearing on any question concerning which there is reasonable

doul>t as to the correctness or justice of the decision made.

The President s;iid in his telegram, dated July 25

:

Since you speak as chairman of the Railway Kmployccs' Pub-

licity Association, and since it is exceedingly important that the

American people know precisely the question at issue in the present

railway and coal strikes, I am more than gl.id to .inswer your

telegram, though I can only treat your politically partisan refer-

ences with that contempt which is felt by every goml citizen in

the hour of deep public concern. Happily for the .American public

everything done ami everything said by Rovernment authority

relating to the two strikes is a matter of record, and can not in

any way be distorted. There is no dispute al)out the .American

citizenship of the men on strike, nor will anyone question that

Pholo by Key si one

New Employees Work on Lackawanna

Hoboken, N. J.

Locomotive,

They came together, thiy wire advised as to the call of common
welfare, yet in eight davs of opportunity no progress was made.

In the absence of any tribunal authorized to settle disputes between

mine-workers and their employers the federal government then

voluntarily proposed the creation of a national commission before

which the disputes might be settled justly, in the light of full

information and in accordance- with the best expressions ot our

modern civilization. Instead of contemplatmg the resort to force,

it anticipated the very opposite—industrial peace with justice to

every man concerned. Instead of aiming at involuntary servitude,

to which you inexcusably refer, the government asked the mine-

workers to resume their activities, in response to a manifest public

need, at precisely the same wages and under precisely the same

working conditions as those under which they had been working
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contentedly for the last two years. Those who spoke for the mine-

workers refused such a proposal. There is no dispute of the right

to refuse. Since they declined to respond, and since it is believed

there are enough men who love this country and cherish its

security, and believe in serving the common welfare, to come to

the relief of the mining situation, and avoid suffering, privaton

and paralysis, I asked the governors of the coal-mining states to

invite mine-operators and mine-workers to resume their activities,

and to promise that to which every man is entitled, namely, pro-

tection in his lawful pursuits. This protection applies alike to the

men on strike who observe the law and make no lawless inter-

ference with men at work, and to the men who are lawfully at

work and entitled to protection by every agency of government in

that work. If you mean to challenge the rightousness of free men
to be protected in their lawful pursuits against interference and
violence, I will be glad to join you in submitting that question to

the decision of the .'\merican people.

It will interest you to know that instead of the government's
action being an expression of the preference of the capitalistic

class, it has been quite as much opposed by those who speak for

employers as it is by you and your associates. Government under-

takes to represent neither class alone, and is opposed to all con-

flict among classes, and disputes the right of any group or class,

organized or unorganized, to imperil American welfare. Govern-
ment speaks only for the .American people as a whole and the

common good of all its citizenship.

In view of all that the government has done or attempted to

do during the past year and a half to relieve the American farmer
from the burdens of readjustment and to relieve labor from the

hardships of unemployment. I know your attempted appeal to

American prejudice will fall upon deaf ears. It is ungrateful

and it is untruthful. If you are the believer in peace and harmony
and the reign of justice which you would have believed, I invite

you now to pass judgment on the failure of the mine-workers
to accept the awards of an able and impartial commission in de-

termining the merits of the dispute between coal-miners and coal-

operators, and I invite you to urge the striking railway workmen
to accept the decision of the American Railroad Labor Roard, acting

under authority of the law. which must be supreme, and return

to work under that decision, until you and I, and everyone else

interested in American welfare, may join in asking the Railroad

Labor Board to give a rehearing on any question concerning which
there is reasonable doubt about the correctness or the justice of

the decision made. These are the ways of peace, these are the

requirements of enlightened civilization, these are the things ex-

pected by your government of its loyal and law-abiding citizenship.

The telegram from Mr. Dean to which the President re-

plied was as follows:

I wish to point out to you that the railway employees and miners

who are on strike are loyal American citizens and are only ex-

ecuting their constitutional rights. A large percentage of them
fought on European soil that there might be no more war, and
for you or any governor to attempt to operate the mines

or railroads by military forces or to attempt to draft men into

mining or railroad service would be an attempt to establish in-

voluntary servitude. .'Xnd I dare to predict when "involuntary

servitude" is attempted by you, then the long predicted war
between labor and capital will loom up. The .\merican farmer

and laborer have come to realize the hostile attitude of the G. O. P.

toward them, and they realize that the hard times that now exist

is a premeditated plan to bring the farmer and labor down to

their knees. The blood of the American farmer and labor is at

a boiling heat because they came to the firm conclusion that their

government, or your administration at least, is against them. I

pray that it will not come, yet I feel at liberty to predict that in

your attempt to place the .'\mcrican labor under the giui nothing

short of a revolution will happen. I am a lover of peace and
harmony, yet I am for these striking railway employees and
miners and I know that they will put forth cver>- |)ossible means
to keep peace in our country. But these are days which "try the

verj' souls of men," and I am hoping that you will be wise enough

to see the dark clouds that arc in the horizon sky and will change

your attitude so as to remove tho.se clouds.

It was stated that the Rovernmcnt is not unmindful of

the seriou.sness of the situation, the countr>- bcini; threatened

with a coal famine this winter and diminished industrial

production lx>fore that time, while there is "more or less of

a threat of a i)aralysis of transiwrtation," and tliat tlie rov-

emment is seeking to work out the problem and at the same

time "maintain the dignity and majesty of the gnvirnment."

The President had said on July 20 in a telegram to Governor

Sproul of Pennsylvania that the selection of a commission

similar fo that proposed in the President's arl)itr.ition plan,

not only to settle the coal wage controversy but to conduct

a broad inquiry into the fundamental economic condition of

the coal industry, may be expected in due time but that it

may be desirable to modify the form of the commission as

originally proposed. It was stated again on Tuesday that

this commission would be appointed but not this week and
it is thought that the President may be awaiting an oppor-

tunity for legislation authorizing its apfwintment. A bill

providing for a commission was introduced in the Senate

by Senator Borah on Tuesday.

President Takes Personal Charge

President Harding on July 20 took personal charge of the

efforts to ascertain whether a basis exists for the settlement

of the railroad strike, after word had been received from
Chicago that the endeavors of Chairman Hoof)er of the

Labor Board had failed to reconcile the "antipodal views"

of the railroad executives and Mr. Jewell and his associates.

Up to that time the President had been devoting more of his

attention to the coal situation and leaving the railroad strike

to be dealt with by the Labor Board but the failure to settle

the coal strike served to emphasize the effect which the slow-

ing up of rail transportation is having in some districts. At

this writing the efforts of the President apparently have been

confined to obtaining complete information regarding the

situation from all angles. There has been no announcement

that would indicate that he has found any method of pro-

cedure that can have any present effect. For some time ad-

ministration officials appeared optimistic over the prospects

of an early settlement after they had been told that Mr.

Jewell was no longer insisting upon tlie rescinding of the

wage decision that was the cause of the strike, but that, pro-

viding the board would allow a rehearing on the wages and

working rules, a settlement could be speedily agreed upon
if the railroads would waive the seniority issue and discharge

their new employees to take back the strikers. They appar-

ently failed to appreciate the importance of this question

until they had l)een informed of the extent to which many
roads, particularly those in the east, had replaced the strikers

with new men to whom they had promised permanent posi-

tions and the places in the seniority list that had been for-

feited by the strikers.

The President delegated three Republican members of the

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce to meet with a com-

mittee of railroad executives; Secretary of Labor Davis, while

on a visit to his home at Mooseheart. 111., conferred w-ith Mr.

Jewell and the President himself summoned Chairman Hooper
to Washington for an extended conference at which the entire

situation was gone over in the light of the information reported

l)y the senators and Mr. Davis. It is understood that the sen-

ators were called upon to act as intermediaries with the idea

that possibly a solution might be found in some form of

emergency legislation, but it was early agreed that nothing

of this kind could be made effective for the present and the

discussion of legislation was mainly confined to changes in

the Transportation Act designed to strengthen its provisions

in such a way as to prevent a recurrence of the situation

that has arisen.

Railway Executives Called to Washington

A telegram asking for a conference with the railroad execu-

tives for the purpose of ascertaining their exact position and
the possibility of their making concessions was sent to a

meeting of the eastern presidents at New York on Thursday,

July 20, and in response a committee consisting of Thomas
De Witt Cuyler, cliaimian of the .\ssociation of Railway
Executives; W. H. Truesdale, president of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western; L. F. Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hudson; .\. H. Smith, president of the New York
Central, and W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the Penn-
.sylvania, came to Wasliington Thursday evening and held
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a thrt«-hour conference with Senators Cummins, Kellogg
and Watson. The senators then reported to President Hard-
ing the next mominR.

It was anncxinccd that they had discusst-d the possibility

of legislation and had reached the condusion that thi-rc was
no inimfdiate legislative solution for the present situation,

although the possibility of future legislation had tieen con-

sidered, and that the senators had sought full information

for the President regarding the points at issue which were

in the way of a settlement. Senator Cummins said that there

was "no immediate hope" and Senator Watson said that the

committi-c of e.xeculives did not have full authority and that

there would probably be other conferences. He said both the

senators and the executives understood and that Mr. Hooper
had indicated, that the question of seniority is the only real

issue involved but that there was some douitt as to whether

the question of adjustment boards is involved. It was ap-

parent that the railroad men had offered no hop)c that they

would recede from their insistence on standing by the new
men they had taken on.

The senators communicated President Harding's convic-

tion that with a big part of the year's coal production already

lost, a heavy movement of fuel during the rest of the year

necessary and large crops coming along, it is imperative that

some settlement be reached, if possible, without waiting for

the carriers and the unions to fight it out. The executives,

on the other hand, pointed out the necessity of establishing

the authority of the board and that this cannot be done if

concessions are to be made to men who have struck against

its decisions. They al.so pointed out that some of the. eastern

roads have filled half of the jobs made vacant by the strikers,

giving the new men assurances of jiermancnt emplo\Tiient,

and therefore have the strike practically won, and that if

they were to displace the.«e men for the benefit of those who
left their service they would not only be paving the way for

future strikes but would make it much more difficult to

replace strikers on another occasion.

Chairman Hooper Consults with President

After the senators had reported it was announced that

Chairman Hooper had been summoned to Washington so

that the President might inform himself more closely than

he had been able to at long range. Mr. Hooper arrived on

Saturday morning and spent five or si.\ hours with the

President, giving him a complete history of the situation up
to date, including his various conferences with the strike

leaders and the railway executives. During a part of the

time Senators Cummins, Kellogg and Watson were also pres-

ent and also Secretary Weeks of the War Department. Mr.
Hooper left Washington late in the day to return to Chicago

without making any public statement and there was no
announcement from the White House. Senators Underwood
and Pomerene, Democratic members of the Senate interstate

commerce committee, also conferred with the President later.

President Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio had been at the

Capitol earlier in the day talking with senators regarding

the situation and apparently inspired some confidence in the

ability of some roads to effect individual settlements as he
had arranged for conferences with the former employees of

his road for Tuesday.

Secretary Davis re|K)rtcd to the President by long distance

telephone regarding liis conference with Mr. Jewell on Sat-

urday and on Monday he reported pcrson;illy. He expres.sed

the opinion that the strike could be settled at once if the

railroads would restore seniority rights to the strikers. J. C.

Davis, director general of railroads, was also consulted by

the President.

On Wednesday W. W. Atterbury of the Penn.sylvania

conferred witli the President for an hour or so and it was
learned that Cliairman Cuyler of the Association of Rail-

wav Executives was to see the President on Thursdav. Mr.

Atterbury on leaving the White House gave out a statement

that the Pennsylvania was willing to leave the question of

seniority to its "employees," who are now those who did not

strike or who returned after going out and new employees
who have taken the places of the strikers, and who therefore

would hardly l>e expected to vote to displace themselves in

favor of the strikers. Mr. Atterbury said : "The President,

realizing the importance of the seniority question as the crux
of the present railroad situation, desired to discuss its va-
rious angles in a definite settlement of the railroad problem.
I expressed to him the opinion that, so far as the Pennsyl-
vania system was concerned, such a question should properly

be determined by our employees and that the Pennsylvania
system would be entirely guided by any determination that

our employees thought wise, fair and equitable."

Jewell in Washington

B. M. Jewell and tlie heads of tlie unions on strike came
to Washington on Thursday morning to see the President.

It was stated at the White House that, while they had not
been invited, the President would see them. Several railway
executives were also expected.

Conferences at the Capitol

Attorney General Daugherty also conferred at the Capitol
on Saturday with Senator Cummins, chairman of the com-
mittee on interstate commerce, and Senator Borah, chairman
of the committee on education and labor. Senator Borah and
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llalladay in the Pratidctuf Journal

Out of the Way!

Senators Walsh and King of his committee had previously

held a meeting with President Gompers and Secretary Mor-
rison of the .American Federation of Labor and Edgar Wal-
lace, legislative agent of the Unitcxl Mine Workers. "I think

we agree," the attorney general said, "that the government
has all the law needed in ca.se of emergency. If the govern-

ment has the right to protect interstate commerce it has the

right to protect the men in an industry essential to the main-
tenance of interstate conimorce. Wc discussed the Transpor-

tation Act and additional legislation wliich might be tiiought

necessary. We have a jjlan for anything which might hap-

l>en." He also said that the Department of Justice was
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watching the strikes with a view to determining whether

there existed a conspiracy among the leaders to interfere

with interstate commerce but that no evidence along this line

had yet been discovered.

The legislative agents of the four train service brother-

hoods at a long conference with Senator Cummins on Satur-

day presented a wxitten argument urging the repeal of the

labor provisions of the Transportation Act and the restora-

tion of the plan of mediation and arbitration provided by

the Newlands act. The latter has not been repealed but the

United States Board of Mediation and Conciliation has been

allowed to go out of existence by failure to make any appro-

priation for it. They also told the senator that they were

receiving numerous reports of locomotives and cars in unsafe

condition and that the trainmen might refuse to take out

trains for this reason. Senator Cummins indicated that he

might be willing to have the Transportation Act amended so

as to provide more specifically for a "living wage," including

a definition of a living wage, and also to make the orders

of the Labor Board enforceable. He said the law now, at

least by implication, contemplates a living wage and that he

had no doubt the board had taken it into consideration in

its decision.

Menace to Mail Service Past

Postmaster General Work announced on July 20 that any

menace endangering the delivery of mails arising out of the

strike of railway shopmen had passed. Except in isolated

instances where local trains have been annulled and motor

truck transportation has been substituted, he said, no emer-

gencies have arisen recently and few are expected in the

future. Since the outbreak of the strike the Postmaster Gen-

eral has received innumerable offers from private sources

volunteering automobiles, trucks and aeroplanes.

"We will have no train service between Deleon and Cross

Plains (Texas) until we get protection for men who will

work at Deleon," was stated in a message received on July

20 by the Post Office Department from General Manager
Whitenton of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas. "Also there

will be no service between Stamford and Rotan," he con-

tinued. ''The United States marshal is not furnishing

deputies to protect our workmen at Deleon and as a result

men will not go there to work. Service generally is going to

depreciate unless the question of protection is settled and

men given an opportunity to work who are so inclined."

The Post Office Department arranged for truck service

between Deleon and Cross Plains, and the statement of

Whitenton was placed with the Department of Justice for

action.

Superintendent of Railway Mail Service W. G. Van
Der\'oort, Seattle, announced that the following Northern

Pacific trains were discontinued: Trains 422 and 423 be-

tween Seattle and Moclips, Wash.; trains 59.i and 594 be-

tween Centralia and South Bend, Wash.; two train.* between

Bellingham and Seattle; two trains between Kansaskat and

Tacoma; two trains between Lewistown and Spokane; two

trains between Dayton and Pa.sco; two trains between North

Bend and Seattle; two trains between Missoula and Wallace,

Mont.
Superintendent of Railway Mail Service A. A. Fisher,

Wa.shington division, reported that the Norfolk Southern had
reduced train service between Bclhaven and Mackeys, N. C,
from six times a week to three times a week.

Superintendent of Railway Mail Service S. A. Cisler, St.

Louis, staled that but 20 United States marshals were on

duty at Hannibal, Mo., where the shops of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas are located, and that some minor conflicts

had occurred between the marshals and the strikers at that

point. Cisler stated that there was no immediate prospicct

of opening the shops, or resuming train service on the M. K.

& T. between Hannibal and Molierlv. The Wabash was

still running trains through Hannibal by continuing the run
of engine crews to Springfield. 111., and Kansas City, Mo.
The superintendent said that the Wabash had only 20 days'

supply of coal, but he knew of no shortage on other roads.

A. F. of L. Urges Joint Conferences

Invitation to the federal government to "take the one step

which labor believes effective" in settlement of both coal and
railroad strikes was extended by President Samuel Compwrs
of the American Federation of Labor on July 21.

"We invite the federal government," he said, "to se^ to it

that employers and workers come together. The government
has done everything except this one logical, necessary thing.

The government has threatened a great deal. It has talked

about troops and about the rights of the public. It has not

talked effectively about conference and it has had little or

nothing to say about the rights of the workers. Labor calls

upon the government to talk about conference between em-
ployers and workers, both in the coal industry and in the

railroad shop strike.

"The President has talked about the similarity of his ac-

tion and the action of President Roosevelt in the anthracite

strike. There is no parallel. The Colonel told the operators

to get into conference with the union and he fixed a time

limit for that conference to begin. President Harding has

not told the mine owners to get into conference.

"Conference is the thing that is needed. Let there be less

talking about force and coercion. It is un-.American and it

will have no good effect. American workers are the most

efficient workers in the world, but they will not work under

duress. They will not enter into involuntary servitude in

violation of the constitution.

"Labor asks for conference with the employers. If the

government wishes results, if it wishes operation of mines

and railroads let it adopt the only course that can secure

those results. Let it exert its tremendous influence to bring

the employers into conference with the representatives of

the workers.

"If the government cares more about sustaining the repu-

tation of its helpless and all but defunct Railroad Labor
Board, if it cares more about a costly and ineffective militar}'

show than it does about justice and results, then it is on the

right track.

"But labor urges the government to come back to a con-

structive and sane viewpoint. Labor invites the government

of the United States to bring about conference between

workers and employers. Labor will enter conferences in

every case in absolute good faitli and unless employers are

absolute bourbons and autocrats the strikes can quickly be

adjusted and production and transportation put into effective

operation."

Telegrams of support, sympatliy and co-operation were

sent on July 22 to President Bert AI. Jewell of the A. F. of

L. Railway Employees' Department and to President John
L. Lewis of the United Mine Workers by the joint legislative

conference, composed of the legislative repre.sentatives of the

American Federation of Lalx)r and of all national and inter-

national unions in Washington. The conference is composed

of more than 50 representatives of labor organizations.

That the railroad sliopmen have been preparing for this

strike since .\pril, 1921, and waited 15 months because of a

desire to "accumulate enougli grievances" was asserted by

P. J. Conlon. vice-president of the International Union of

Machinists, in a speech to a meeting of strikers in Washing-
ton on Sunday. At that time it was learned, he said, that

the national agreements were to \k- abolislied. "It generally

takes from .HI to ()0 days to make a shop strike effective,"

lie said, "but before this one had been on ten days more than

250 trains had been cancelled, tlie West Virginia non-union

mines had In-cn bottled up, and the iron and steel industries

were cri^ng for help. And we have hardly started yet."
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Labor Board Works to Prevent Spread of Strike

PLLOwrNc the Labor Board's annountcmcnt, quoted in

last wwks Railway Age, to the cffi-ct that it had found
irrcconcihiMe differences between the railroads and the

shof>fnen on strike and that, therefore, its efforts at settlement

of the controversy had ended, Washington l)ecame the center

of interest txxause of the expressed desire of the present

administration to end, if possible, the twin coal and rail

strikes. The Labor Board's activities since July 20, when
Chairman Ben \V. Hoinx-r announced the end of its efforts

to bring the railroads and the strikini; shopmen together,

have Ix-en confined largely to conferences with government
officers including President Harding and Secretary of Labor
James J. Davis and to efforts to prevent the spread of the

strike to other classes of employees on several of the large

carriers.

On July 21 Chairman Hooper was summoned to Wash-
ington by President Harding for a conference on the strike

situation. Following this meeting, Chairman Hooper said:

"I have gone over the whole situation ver)' thoroughly with

the President, undertaking to give him the history of the

controversy in every phase down to the present time. I do
not feel at lilierty to discuss details of the things talked

about."

At the same time W. L. McMenimcn, mcml)er of the labor

group on the l)oard: B. ^L Jewell, head of the Federated

Shop Crafts; the leaders of the seven shopmen's organizations

involved in the strike; Arthur S. Nelson, Department of

Lalx)r Commissioner of Conciliation, ;ind Timothy Healy,

head of the firemen and oilers' union, were summoned to

Mooeeheart, 111., by Secretary of Labor Davis for conference

on the strike situation. Following this meeting. Secretary

Davis announced that he l)elieved "the strike could be settled

if the roads would give the striking shopmen their seniority

rights and there was a re-hearing by the Labor Board on

other disputed questions." Secretar)' Davis said he believed

the matter of establishing national adjustment boards "could

be adjurted" and asserted that in his opinion the contract

question "does not stand in the way of an agreement." He
also admitted that every angle of the situation had been dis-

cussed with Mr. Jewell and the other labor leaders and that

the general complaint was that the carriers did not accept

the decisions of the Labor Board, while the employees in

nearly ever)' instance have abided I)y these decisions. He
later talked with President Harding, submitting a report of

the information he had gathcnrl.

Jewell Cites Adjustment Board

Controversy as Real Issue in Strike

Prior to these conferences, Mr. Jewell issued a statement

in answer to the railroad's contention on seniority, accusing

the latter of camouflaging their real objection to the union's

stated terms of peace. The railroads' position that they can-

not restore the seniority rights of the strikers if they should

return to work is not "sincere," according to Mr. Jewell.

"The real stumbling block is our demand for a central

lx)ard of adjustment as outlined in the Transportation Act,"

he declared. "The railroads know they cannot justify their

fight against the national adjustment board l)efore the public.

The baird woulcl take working rule disputes off the hands

of the Labor Board, except in Ciu'ses of appeal, and leave the

board free to devote practically all its time to wage questions."

In sup|)ort of his demand for a national adjustment board,

Mr. Jewell enumerated tile following arguments:

"(n Conditions of shop work arc practically the same in all

sections of the country and the character of the work is the same.
Car and locomotive repairs are the same and must be made in

about the same manner everywhere.

"(2) Uniform national rules have been promulgated by the

Labor Board.

"(3) If these rules arc interpreted and applied differently by
different adjustment boards, a mass of conflicting cases eventually
would be presented to the Labor Board.
"(4) Since uniform interpretation and application is desirable

and will be the result of final decisions by the Labor Board, it is

inefficient to establish several intermediate boards who will create
inharmonious rulings which the Board must harmonize.
"(5) Regional boards would impose unfair expense and dupli-

cation of efforts upon labor organizations, requiring a representa-
tive of the six crafts on each adjustment board, thus requiring
pa>Tnent of expenses amounting annually to a large sum.

"(6) Since a national labor board has been established, thus
insuring a national code of rules and working conditions, an inter-

mediary court should be organized on the same basis logically and
efficiently."

In commenting on the adjustment board issue, William H.
Finley, president of the Chicago & North Western, said:

"The strike was declared against a decision of the Labor Board
involving only wages and working rules in which no mention
whatever, directly or indirectly, was made of a board of adjust-

ment, national, regional or otherwise. The creation of such a
board was never mentioned officially in the hearing of the shop-
men's case and is in e%'ery way foreign to the issues now involved.

"The railroads are accused of opposing the formation of a

national board of adjustment. How can the railroads oppose a
matter to which they have never been asked to agree?

"Regional boards of adjustment have Ixen formed by the rail-

roads and employees in the train service, but the question of form-
ing such boards or a national board of adjustment in connection

with the shopmen has never been put up to the railroads.

"There is no connection whatever between the present strike

and a national board of adjustment and by no stretch of the

imagination can such a connection be construed. It is merely an
attempt on the part of persons without a just cause to introduce

purely irrelevant matter."

Maintenance of Way Men Approve Leader's Action

The spread of the strike of maintenance of way employees

was finally ended when the grand lodge officers of the Broth-

erhood of Maintenance of \\'ay Employees and Railway

Shop Laborers voted their support of the course taken by

E. F. Grable, president of that organization, in withholding

a strike order. The fear that the general chairmen would

censure Mr. Grable for having accepted compromises and

that an "outlaw" strike might follow, failed to develop. The
various district leaders reported concessions or progress ob-

tained in local conferences with various railroads. Follow-

ing the meeting, however, Mr. Grable announced that any

road which refuses to confer with Uie unions' representative

would immediately face a walkout of its maintenance of way
employees.

Some interesting sidelights on the administration's attitude

towards the strike and its settlement were given by Mr.

Grable, who, after conferences with members of the Labor

Board, said:

"I have received advice that Senator Cummins, chairman of the

Interstate Commerce Committee of the Senate, is going to hold

hearings immediately on disputed points in the labor provisions of

the transportation act, principally to ascertain how the law may
be amended so that tlie living wage principle would be made clear

so that every employee would be granted a living wage.

"I advised the l)oard of instructions I issued and sent to each of

the general chairmen throughout the United States to immediately

open negotiations with their respective roads on rules, working
conditions and wages and if they cannot be satisfactorily adjusted,

to submit these disputed matters to the board. The tirst of these

new disputes has been receivc<l by the board coming from the Chi-

cago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. The officials on that ro.id set aside

the 30-(lay clause in the existing agreement in order to meet with

our representatives to negotiate the matters in dispute and forward

the unadjusted matters to the board.

"This is the tirst of many disputed submissions on these subjects

which the board will receive very shortly and I respectfully

requested the board to give me their assurance that these cases

will be set for a hearing at an early date and I have receivi-d

assurance of the board that this will be done. I have also requested

the board that any further decision on these new disputes, more

favorable to the men, be retroactive to July 1.''
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Numerous Conferences Held

Numerous conferences between members of the Labor

Board, particularly Mr. Mc!Menimen and Chairman Hooper

and the leaders of the national and system organizations

of employees who have been threatening to walk out, have

been held during the past week, representing the continuing

effort of the Board to prevent a spread of the present strike.

The result of these conferences have been for the most part

to hold the employees involved in line and the efforts of the

Board in that direction have Ix^en successful. Largely

through work of this nature, strikes of station employees,

signalmen, clerical and maintenance of way forces on several

large carriers have been averted. For instance, the clerical

forces on the Chicago & North Western, who have been

threatening to strike for some time, have settled their dispute

largely through the efforts of Mr. AIcMenimen. Many other

similar disputes of system extent have likewise been settled

during the past week by agreement with the carriers in-

volved. At the present time, therefore, there seems to be

little likelihood of a spread of the .strike, although conferences

are continuing, looking to the avoidance of such a con-

tingency.

Appro.ximately 300 general chairmen of the Brotherhood

of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, ex-

press and Station Employees met in Chicago on July 26 to

discuss the strike situation and formulate their plans for

the future. Headed by E. H. Fitzgerald, president of the

organization, a delegation met with certain members of the

Labor Board behind closed doors, discussing, it is reported,

the grievances of these employees concerning the Board's

recent wage decision and certain working conditions. The
clerks' general chairman subsequently adopted a resolution

warning that they would resort to their ''economic power"
if grievances are not adjusted. However, at the same time

they took action which will end the recurrent rumors of a

general walk-out of clerical forces.

That new organizations of shopmen are being formed on
various Eastern and Western carriers is indicated in telegrams

and letters, which are being received at the Labor Board
from newly created organizations asking that body for recog-

nition under the Transportation Act.

Situation in East Improves Rapidly

EXCEPT AS concerns the developments at Washington, in-

terest in the railway shopmen's strike in the east has

been divided during the past week between tlie discus-

sion relative to seniority and the outcome of the Baltimore &
Ohio's conferences which began on Tuesday with the repre-

sentatives of the shop crafts relative to a separate settlement.

The railroads in the eastern district apparently have the

strike situation well in hand insofar as concerns operation.

Latest reports are to the effect that forces have been recruited

to between SO and 60 per cent of normal and the situation

is characterized by its continuing improvement. Passenger

and fast freight schedules are generally being operated on

time. Such delays as have occurred have been given pub-

licit}^ by the shop crafts organizations, but for the most part

the delays have been only those such as would occur under

more normal conditions. Reports are also to the effect that

.-low freight is being handled currently with certain excep-

tions. One of these is the Baltimore & Ohio, which, how-

ever, during the past week, reports considerable improvement

over the preceding week. The (Micsapeake & Ohio and the

Norfolk & Western with a combination of a clerks' strike

and a shopmen's strike have Ix'un handicapped to the e.xtent

that on the latter, for instance, the coal movement is running

at present between 50 and 60 per cent of the unusually heavT

movement in June. Coal loadings in the Pocahontas district

for the week ending July IS—the latest figure reported

—

were only 22,174 cars, as compared with about 31,000 cars

a week in June.

The Question of Seniority

The question of seniority is at [irescnt the outstanding

feature in the strike in the eastern district as it is in the

western district and in Washington. The subject is a leading

one for discussion at the meeting of the Eastern Presidents'

Committee, of which L. F. I>orcc, president of the Delaware

& Hudson, is chairman. The position of the committee is

given in the following statement which appeared over the

signatures of the various railroads in new.spapers in im-

fwrtant centers, beginning Wednesday morning:

"Seniority"

What is this qiir!«tirm of "Seniority" that is being cliscu^Hcd in con-

nection with the railroaH strike?

All employees on railroads are accorded seniority of service, if other-

wine competent. This means that the senior employees are cnlilleil to

choice of work, and when it becomes necessary temporarily to reduce
forces that the junior men arc released and the senior employees retained.

A strike waa ordered by union officers who have no connection with
any railroad. Many employees, in compliance with the order, quit their

jobs and left tiie railroad service, and many did not leave but remained
loyally at work, accepting the Government Labor Board decision.

There are thousands of such men who must, under the rules of fair

dealings as well as the rules of seniority, be protected and supported. To
discharge these men would be ingratitude of the grossest sort.

In addition to those thousands w-bo remained in service, other thousands
who wanted to work have been employed in good faith. The new
employees in a great many cases left other employment with the under-
standing that if competent, they would be retained in their present position.

These men—those who remained and those who enlisted—have kept
the trains in operation and the neetis and the comfort of the people supplied.

It is submitted that to ask the railroads now to set aside these loyal

men and replace them with the men who left, is to ask the railroads as
well as the Government, which is concerned through the action of the

U. S. Railroad Labor Hoard, to be disloyal to these thousands of loyal men.

Optimistic Attitude

The attitude of the railroad managements towards the

.strike situation is rather apparently characterized by its

increasing optimism. The executives apparently feel that

the railroads have approached or will soon reach the point

where they can say that the roads have won the strike.

They draw attention particularly to the fact that the roads

have succeeded in recruiting their forces to a satisfactory

degree and they emphasize the fact that interruptions and
delays of traffic have been kept at a minimum. The opinion

is expres-sed in many quarters, however, that there is one
un.«atisfactory feature in the situation. It seems to be the

idea that the strike would be settled more promptly if the

railroads could be left to work out the matter themselves.

It is realized that it was the duty of the Labor Board and
of the administration to take whatever steps tliey could to

.settle tlie strike. It is, on the other hand, felt that each

announcement of further steps to be taken by the Labor
Board or tlie administration is looked ujwn with hope by
the strikers with the result that the latter decide to wait for

developments. It is, therefore, felt that if the government
authorities would adopt a hands-off attitude the men would
see that they have nothing further to gain by waiting and
would return to work in increasing numbers.

Baltimore & Ohio Holds Conferences

Another interesting factor which has received comment
is the attitude of the American Federation of Lalwr notably

with rcs[>ect to its statements in favor of the strikers which
have been issued by President Gompers. The fact that the

A. F. of L. has found it advisable to take a part in the

strike in this fa.shion is regarded in many quarters as a
sign that the strike is not going as well as the shop crafts

organizations would desire and as a rcspwnsc to a call for

much needed support and assistance.

Representatives of the striking shop crafts organizations
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mtt in conference with C. W. Galloway, vice-president, in

charge of operation of the Baltimore & Ohio, in Baltimore on

Tuesday. 'I"he conference was held at the invitation of the

management. The representatives of the Baltimore k Ohio
System Federation received permi.«sion from the Railroad

Employees' Department of the A. K. of I,, in a telegram which

read: "Conference will be permitted, hut no action is author-

ized." It was understood that no mattt-r what agreement is

reached during the conference it will have to be referred to

the employees' department for ratification.

The Tuesday meeting beijan at 2 o'clock and adjourned

at 6:30 until VVcdm-sday morning. The following statement

was issued by the Baltimore & Ohio Tuesday evening: "The
meeting was devoted to a general discussion of the wage
reduction and the various rules and working conditions as

handed down by the Labor Board. No conclusions were

reached. . . . The discussion was harmonious."

The conference was still in .session on Thursday.

Prior to the meeting Vice-President Galloway declared that

he went into the meeting with an open mind in regard to

seniority rights. President Daniel Willard in a statement

issued prior to the conference said:

There arc no matters in controversy between the Baltimore &
Ohio Company and its employees that cannot in my opinion be
lettted and settled promptly by a conference called for that pur-

Eose. The Baltimore & Ohio Company would much prefer to

eep in its employ the men who have been in its service, many
of them for years, and who are familiar with its working condi-

tions and requirements, and I am confident that if a conference could

be had between representatives of the men and the officers of

Orr in tht Chicago Tribune

A Little Sacrifice on His Part Would Help

this company, that the present unfortunate situation could be

quickly cleared up, and the company earnestly invites the men to

join in a conference for this purpose.

Unless those who left their positions arc willing to return to

work without further delay, or are willing and able to promptly

join in such a conference as is suggested, it will be the duty of

the Baltimore & Ohio Company to take such other steps as may
be necessary ami still possible in order to resume normal oper-

atk)ns. 1 feci confident that if a conference can be arranged and

if the parties to such conference arc willing to approach the matter

in a spirit of fairness and with a sincere desire to effect a settle-

ment, a prompt and satisfactory conclusion can be reached. The

Baltimore & Ohio Company, for which I am authorized to speak,

will approach the matter in that spirit. The public has a right

to expect all of us to make every reasonable effort to bring about

an early settlement of this controversy in order that we may thereby

be enabled to give to the public the service which it has a right

to demand and expect.

On Wednesday evening Vice-President Galloway submitted

to President Harding a copy of the road's proposals.

Southern Says It Has No Quarrel with Men

"We have no quarrel with our men. . . . We have is.sued

no ultimatum nor have we employed any man to take a

striker's place." These sentences are from a communica-

tion addressed to the striking shopmen on the Southern Rail-

way by President Fairfax Harrison. The letter said in

part:

"I have the greatest sympathy with our men in their respect for

their fraternal obligation. Some of those now on strike, in obedi-

ence to a call from without our ranks, are my old and tried friends.

My effort during a difficult ten days has been to keep the door
open for all to return to work with honor. We have issued no
ultimatum nor have we employed any man to take a striker's

place. The only new men wc have employed have been common
laborers to do work deserted through sympathy or otherwise by
men whose organizations arc not on strike.

"The work of turning engines and current repairs necessary to

keep the railroad running (and as everyone has seen, it has been

kept running) has been done by officers and their clerical forces.

On their behalf and my own I am glad to testify that the striking

employees, with few exceptions, have not molested them unlawfully.

The cases of violence and sabotage which we have experienced

have generally bcc-n traced to a few youthful adventurers and it

has often developed that they were never on our pay roll.

"All of this is testimony that we have no quarrel with our men.

More than that. I have myself had during the past week on the

road many assurances that the great majority of the men have no

quarrel with us. In this situation I have hoped that, having

recorded their impressive protest against the award of the Labor

Board, the men would see the wisdom of returning to work and

accepting the Labor Board's invitation to go into a rehearing of

their grievances. Of course, if law means anything, that is the

only way the Labor Board can now deal with the question.

"Having said this much, it is only fair to add that, if it shall

be necessary, we will undertake to run the railroad without the

aid of those on strike. Unless the men soon return to work we
shall deem it our duty to the public to put others in their places

and invoke all the authority of the United States to protect the

newcomers in their work. That protection has been offered."

Number Now Employed 60.6 Per Cent

Following a meeting Monday of the eastern Presidents'

Conference, L. F. Loree issued a statement in which he said

in part:

"The last information, for the month of .April 1. 1922. of the

Interstate Commerce Commission gives as employed on the rail-

roads of the United States in the six shop crafts 351,834 men.

In order to furnish work to as many as possible of the men the

roads exerted great efforts, in some cases working a part of the

force only in alternate weeks and in others greatly reducing the

hours of labor, so that these forces were not averaging more than

40 hours each week and in numbers were much greater than were

needed. The figures available indicate that on June 30 on the roads

in the eastern traffic region there were in service about 145,-

872 men.
"From such sources of information as we have there are now

employed in this region 88,404 men, not including the foremen, or

60.6 per cent, and as these men are working full time the actual

work performed will compare favorably with that before the walk-

out. Especially is this true if wc consider that there is a full com-

plement of foremen and their assistants and that the efficiency has

been greatly increased by the elimination of many rules designed

to restrict output and the fact that one willing mechanic now

does the work that formerly was taken up in routine by several,

with the consequent delavs.

"It may, therefore, be said that, so far as the eastern region

is involvc-d. the possibility of the strikers tying up the railroads

has passed. What remains to be done is to preserve the public

peace, to protect the old men and incorporate these new men m
the communities where they are located, gradually recruiting the

forces to normal through the employment of additional men or

the return of the former employees for whom places can still

be found."

Traffic Moving Without Interruption

Reports from individual roads in nearly all ca.ses show a

gradually increased poncntago of shop forces at work and

in practically every instance the statement is made that

conditions show a marked improvement. The strikers'

organizations have made much in their publicity concerning

delays reported to passenger and fast freight trains, but

they have not shown how mucli of the delay may be due to

the .strike as distinguished from delay which might occur

under normal conditions. The strikers' publicity has also

bad a great deal to say concerning equipment condition

notably with respect to an alleged failure to keep motive
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power in proper shape, but it is noticed that in general

trains are beini? handled without unusual difficulty.

Recruiting continues in good volume, the railroads em-
phasizing that they have had sufficient men to permit of

careful selection. An interesting feature is the advertising

for men in the newspapers published in eastern industrial

centers by loads such as the Denver & Rio Grand Western,

the Great Northern, etc. The statement is made in some
quarters that striking shopmen in large numbers are being

hired on other roads.

The spokesman for the eastern roads is John G. Walber,

secretar}' of tlie Bureau of Information of Eastern Railways.

The information given out by Mr. Walber, however, has

been of a general and rather interpretive character. The
following reports have been given the Railway Age by indi-

vidual roads, in most cases in response to telegraphic or

other requests.

Atlantic Co.\st Line

This company now has forces at work in place of striking

shopmen equivalent to about 40 per cent of the forces employed
just prior to the strike. Both passenger and freight service are

normal. Forces are being recruited daily and the road reports that

it will soon be able to resume all normal maintenance work.

B.\LTiMORE & Ohio

This company reports continued improvement. Many old em-
ployees are returning to the service. On July 21 the company
reported a movement of 20,000 cars and gains in the number of

employees at 32 points on its system. On that date it was
announced that no more daily bulletins would be issued by the

company until the result of the conference with striking employees,
which began on July 25, was ascertained.

B.\NGOR & Aroostook

This company is working a force of 317 men in its shops,

compared with a normal force of 337—making its present labor

strength 94 per cent of that of pre-strike days. Furthermore, of

the present force but 11 are returned strikers. No delays or

interruptions to any class of traffic have occurred which could be

charged to the strike.

Boston &: .^lb.^ny

On July 26 this company reported as follows

:

"Our conditions continue to improve. No interruption in freight

or passenger service."

Boston & Maine

This company's present shop forces number in excess of 30

per cent of normal. There have been no unusual interruption to

traffic, either passenger or freight, and conditions are said to

generally satisfactory.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsbi;rch

Of this company's normal force of motive power mechanics,

So per cent were working on July 26 as were 29 per cent of its

car department mechanics and laborers, making 41 per cent of the

shop employees taken as a whole. The company reports that it

has had no interruptions to movement and that traffic conditions

show daily improvement.

Central of Gfx)RCIA

.\ force of 785 men is now employed in this company's shops,

representing 38 per cent of pre-strike strength. There has been

no interruption to traffic, all freight being received and handled

on time and passenger trains run according to schedule. No trains

have been annulled. Conditions are reported as steadily improving.

Central of New Jersey

This road has a shop force of 2,416 men, out of a pre-strike

toul of 5,013. There have been no delays to trains on its lines

chargeable to the strike. The company has no embargoes against

any classes of traffic and is accepting all the business offered.

Conditions are reported as steadily improving.

Chesapeake & Ohio

Some new men are being employed to take the places of striking

shopmen. Positions of clerks made vacant by the walkout which

occurred on July 20 arc being rapidly filled.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Westfj«n

The Lackawanna reports a rapidly Improving situation. It has

suffered no delays to traffic since the strike began.

Erie

Prior to the strike 9,450 men were employed by the contractors
who operate this company's shops. The present force is 5,280 and
of these 2,010 are old employees. There have been no interrup-
tions to traffic on this road and conditions are very noticeably
improved. During the first three weeks of July the road moved
243,612 loaded cars, a total comparable to that for the same period
in June, and is accepting all business offered to it. Its suburban
passenger trains are operating 95 per cent on time. The road has
made no move toward the formation of a union among its present
forces. There has been no destruction to property, although one
man was killed in a minor disturbance at Hornell, N. Y.. last

week. Injunctions have been secured by the company at the
following points : Jersey City, liornell, Salamanca, Cleveland,
Gallon, Huntington, Meadville, Brier Hill and Kent. These
injunctions are said to have been effective in breaking up picket-
ing. State troopers are guarding company property at Port
Jervis, N. Y., Susquehanna, Pa., and Hornell, N. Y. The road
has plenty of equipment and has suffered no congestion of traffic.

Lehigh Valley

"The Lehigh Valley has shown notable improvement since the

last report. A few old men have returned to work but in addition
the management has been able to recruit a considerable force of
competent machinists, boilermakers, etc. This, with the fact that

the Lehigh Valley has never been compelled to close its Easton
back shop, because of the loyalty of the men there, has enabled
the road to operate all its freight and passenger service without
interruption.

"In accordance with the suggestion of the Labor Board a num-
ber of employees who remained loyal, together with some of the

new men, have started a shop crafts organization and considerable

progress has been made with it. The management, however, has
taken no active part in its formation."

Maine Central

On the morning of July 26 the road had a total of 616 men
working out of a total on June 30 of 1,502. Of the present force

227 arc old men and 389 are new employees. Mail, passenger and
freight service has been fully maintained. The number of work-
men increasing daily.

New York Central

This company on Thursday in a statement giving the reasons

why "it is impossible that the striking shopmen be taken back with
restoration of their former seniority" gave also the following

figures as to the number of men affected : "20,000 shop workers of

all classes were on the payrolls on June 30 and were affected by
the strike call on the New York Central Railroad. On July 26
a total of 15.000 men were working in these positions and of these

forces at present working, 57 per cent are old employees and 43
per cent are new workers employed since the strike."

New York, New Ha\-en & H.vrtford

This company continues to maintain normal movement of freight

and passenger traffic. Its force of skilled mechanics is In-ing

increased daily by the emplojTiient of new men and the road

reports that its forces are rapidly approaching normal. Some
delay to passenger trains has been reported during the past week
due to storms, one of which caused washouts at Providence, R. I.,

on the night of July 23.

Norfolk & Western

This company tells the Railu'ay Age of the situation on its lines

as follows :

"In so far as strike of clerks is concerned, it amounts to nothing.

There has been no interference with the orderly conduct of the

business on this account and the positions vacated by them have

been largely filled. With reference to strike of shopmen, some
of the older employees have returned to service and we are

hiring new men. being careful to select competent and desirable

ones. Of course, traffic is to some extent affected, more particu-

larly with reference to coal loading. Coal movement is probably

between SO and 60 per cent of the June movement which was
abnormally large."

Pennsylvania

On July 25 this company issued a statement which read

:

"The most favorable situation that has existed on the Pennsyl-

vania Svstcm at anv time since the shopmen's strike began on

July I, was disclosed in today's reports from all regions of the

system. Consistent and satisfactory gains were shown in the

forces of every region.

"The total number of shopmen actually working on the entire

system is 42..'<36. an incrca-se. as compared with a week ago, of

1,851. An average week-day force under normal conditions would

be approximately 55.000.
. • . •.

"The Eastern Region and the .Mloona Works comhmcd have
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total woul.1 ;i.uc U,ii ^rgcr but for the fact that the
current movement ol c.jI is only approximately CNie-third of
nornul.
"From the point of view of on-time performance, the freight

movement last week, of arranged ami schcilulcd service, was prac-
tically ItO per rent perfect, f'romptncss of dispatching was con-
sidcrahly above normal, and unusually good records were made in

the return of empty refriKrrator and slock cars in order that the
transportation of food sujiplics could be maintained uninterruptedly.

••.V"ni..il ..II. time performance was mnintaine<l in passenger
ieri It all portions of the system. I^st week showed
th« ..re and summer resort traffic of any period thus
far .: resent season, the volume of that class of travel

btmg ippru-xiinalely 5 per cent greater than during the corres-
ponding week a year ago.

'.\t n.i tiiiii- iince the strike began has any train movement,
eiili.

•
..r freight, been cancclcti or interfered with, by

an\ • connected with the strike, on any portion of
thi i 1 System."

PHtt..M>ELPHiA & Reading

i'iiMicity from the shopmen's organizations on Wednesday said

that l.OOO Reading shopmen walked out that morning at Philadelphia,

Harri^burg, .Mlentown and Tamaqua in sympathy with the strike

on other roads. It was explained that the walkout took place at

this late date because the majority of the shop workers on the

Reading are affiliated with the .American Federation of Railroad
Workers and the present strikers had previously remained at work

iT^j*'
**" majority agreement. Inquiry addressed to the

Reading management brought out the following details:
"AUer special effort on part of A. F. of L. this (Wednesday)

morning, at various points on system, there are 318 men out, of
a total of HJMO, or less than 4 per cent."

Riciiuo.sD, Fbedebicksburc & Potomac
Of a normal shop force of 981, this road now has 668 employees.

There have been no interruptions to traffic and conditions are
said to be improving as the strength of forces approaches normal.

SooTHEBN Railway

The Southern Railway has made a separate agreement with
its clerks, who had been threatening to go on strike and has pro-
posed a conference with representatives of its shop employees.
The Southern had not issued any ultimatum setting a date by
which the strikers must return in order to retain their seniority
and it has made no effort to employ new men.

VniCINIAN

This road reports as follows

:

"We have not undertaken to open back shops because of excel-
lent condition of our power when strike was called. We have
about 60 per cent of our normal force at work in roundhouses. We
have had little or no interference with traffic except in maintaining
our heavy pusher engines. This we have overcome and will soon
be normal at all points. We are getting men from various sections
of the country and some of our old men are returning to work."

Western Maryland

This company, which has its shop work done by contractors,
reports conditions normal, none of the contractors' employees
having left the service on account of the July 1 strike. The road
reports all traffic being handled currently and "in addition to" its

own business "traffic of other railroads is being diverted via the
Western Maryland."

The Strike Situation in the West

riE roL'RTH week of the strike bore a less turbulent

aspect on the western roads than those preceding. The
disorders on the part of the strikers .seem to have sub-

sided to a great extent while those outbreaks which occurred

were of a less seriou.'; nature than in the preceding weeks.

This was due, in large measure, to state and federal inter-

vention and the injunctions which have been granted the

roads. The suspension of train service was much greater

than heretofore, but most of tliis was due to the shortage

of fuel. It is estimated that the total withdrawal of trains

at the present time is appro.ximately 300.

Included in the list of roads curtailing service was the

Pere Marquette which removed 20 trains and shortened the

runs of many others; the St. Louis-San Franci.^co dropped
two trains between Uirmingham and Memphis and the

Wabash two lietwcen Detroit and St. Louis, two between

Toledo and Fort Wayne and two Ijetween St. Louis and
Decatur, 111. The Chicago & North Western dropped seven

trains on the Milwaukee division, ten Chicago sul)urban, and
other trains on its western lines. The Kansas City Southern

remm-cd four; the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas dropjicd its

Katy Flier Ix-tween Waco, Houston and Galveston, and
merged six other trains. The Great Northern dropped a

numlier of short run and liranch line trains. The Chicago

&: Kastem Illinois is re[X)rte(l to have dropped 11 trains from

its schedule. The Grand Trunk removed 16 trains, prin-

cipally on its Michigan lines, four of wiiich ran between

Chicago and Detroit. The Ann Arbor has also dropped
several trains from its schedule.

The gloomy cast that this curtailment gave the situation

on the roads was offset, however, by the greatly increa.sed

recruiting of men to fill the places of tliose who went on

strike. Sufficient men are available to fill all vacant posi-

tions and with the continued progress of recruiting the roads

should have a full complement of men within a short time.

A number of restraining injunctions were granted. The
Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis-San Francisco secured

temporary injunctions at Kansas City, Mo.; the Pere Mar-
quette at Detroit; the Baltimore & Ohio and the Louisville

& Nashville at East St. Louis; the Wabash at St. Louis and
the Great Northern at St. Paul were also granted temporary

injunctions. The injunctions granted the Chicago. Bur-
lington & Quincy at Keokuk, Iowa and Chicago were made
permanent and others were granted the Erie and the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville at Hammond, Ind. The Pullman
Company, declaring that its employees were walking out in

sympathy with the striking railway shopmen, also secured

a restraining order against interference with its shops

throughout the country.

State troops arc on strike duty in nine states at the present

time, but are encountering little disorder. Dispatching of

state troops to centers of disorder was necessanr' in Kansas
and Te.xas. Militia was ordered to Hoisington, Kansas, to

do guard duty at the Missouri Pacific shops where rioting

broke out last week and to Denison, Tex., where fresh out-

breaks occurred. The situation at Denison had quieted for

several days, and it was believed that troops would not be

needed, but recent outbreaks forced Governor Neff to declare

a state of martial law at that place, and to send troops to

enforce the proclamation. The governor also issued two
other proclamations jilacing the strike situation at Childress

and Shemian untler ])rovisions of the "'open port" law. State

rangers will take charge at these ]>laces.

The situation on the Western lines, on July 25, may be
summarized as follows: All freight is being moved as of-

fered while passenger trains are being operated normally.

Large numbers of men are being added to the shop forces

and the number at work ranges from 2,^ to 75 per cent of

the normal forces on the different roads. Freight car load-

ings reported for the first two weeks of July, as compared
with the same weeks of last year, show increases ranging from

6 per cent to S3 per cent, the average being about 25 per

cent. Railway fuel receipts are said to be satisfactoni-. Out
of 22,644 cars of coal purchased by the lines with head-
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quarters at Chicago since June 7, for delivery up to August

31, 60 per cent has already been received. This is in addi-

tion to the coal in storage.

The situation on a number of indindual roads is re-

ported below:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe had 52 per cent of its normal
force at work on July 25. No trains have been annulled nor have
any embargo^ been issued against any kind of traffic. Both freight

and passenger business have been better during the first three
weeks of July than during the first three weeks in June. Eighty-
seven per cent of the trains have arrived at their terminals on
time since the strike started. -A.t the Topeka shops, the number
of cars repaired during the first three weeks of the strike averaged
44 per day. as against 74 per day for the corresponding period in

June, but for the five days ending July 22, 11 cars were repaired
per day, a gain of three per day over the average number repaired

. during the corresponding period in June, before the strike.

Chicago, Burlington & Qnincv

Recruiting has been progressing steadily on the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy since July 10, 125 to 150 men being hired per
day. The highest enrollment up to the present time was on July
24, when 455 men were employed, the greatest proportion of whom
were skilled mechanics.

Cleveland, CiNaNNAXi, Chicago & St. Louis

The Big Four is operating without serious difficulties, and is

handling all traffic promptly. Passenger trains are running on
time and recruiting is progressing favorably.

Denver & Rio Grande Western

This company has recruited a force of 324 men. its pre-strike

enrollment being 2,400. Employment has been progressing in good
shape, especially during the past week.

Great Northern

This company reports conditions improving daily. On July 26
163 more men were working than on the previous day. The
embargo has been raised in Montana and if the road is given
necessary protection it says that it will be able to furnish suf-

ficient men at Wolf Point, Havre, Whitefish and Troy to relieve

the situation at an early date. The matter of securing protection

in Montana has been up to this time the greatest hindrance the

company has had. On July 25. 2,333 men were working out of

a total pre-strike force of 9,253.

Illinois Central

Conditions on this road are rapidly approaching normal, 9,514
shopmen being at work on July 24, as compared with a pre-strike

force of 12,701. Little picketing or trouble with strikers is being
experienced.

Kansas City Southern

The Kansas City Southern with a shop force of appro.ximately 15

per cent of normal is moving traffic normally. Men are being
added daily and no serious disturbances have been encountered.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with a normal force of 4,200

men, has 1,300 at work. New men are being employed daily, h
number of disturbances in Texas necessitated the calling out of

troops.

Missouri Pacific

This company has a working force between 25 and 30 per cent of

normal. There has been some tampering with engines and
machincrj- on the part of strikers, but business and traffic move-
ments are in a good condition.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Ix>uis

This company reports 1,687 men at work out of a normal force

of 2,500. Only slight labor disturbances have been encountered.

St. Louis-San Francisco

The situation is improving. A 30 per cent of normal force is

handling a heavy freight business without serious delays.

SotiTHEHN Pacific

The Southern Pacific System with a normal complement of

9,000 reports 7.438 now working. Strikers have caused much
trouble by picketing and intimidation. Full freight and passenger

schedules arc being maintained and other classes of employees
are remaining neutral. In a telegram to Chairman Kruttschnitt,

President Sproule made clear the road's attitude on the question

of restoring seniority rights to strikers. This telegram, which
was made public in New York on July 26, follows:

"Press dispatches carry suggestions which leave the inference
that negotiations may now be in progress between government and
labor leaders that might result in strikers returning to work with
their senority rights unimpaired. So far as the Pacific system is

concerned there is no need for such concession. We told the 5,000
men who stayed with us that their loyalty would be respected and
their senority rights, thus improved, would be protected.
"On the other hand, we have announced to the men who quit

work that iuch of them as resumed work with us will do so as
new men, taking their seniority from date and hour they resumed
work. In employment of new men the question almost invariably
asked has been answered by giving assurance that we will not
displace them in order to take back deserters.

"Our officers unite in judgment that the backbone of the strike
has been broken. We are constantly gaining accessions to workers
and e.xpect to have a high-grade labor organization for the Pacific
system as a result which will be far more satisfactory to our-
selves, to the government and to the men than under the disloyal
labor leadership which has thrived upon unbalance to the detriment
of the men and the whole country.
"Our officers unite in conviction that to bring deserters back by

granting them restoration of their seniority rights would be for
them the equivalent of winning the strike, because of surrender
by the managements and the government, and in doing so the real
intention of the labor leaders is to create such a condition as will
make it impossible for the railroads of the country to win another
strike, because men could not be found who would either stay
with the company or take employment, if, after hardships of
strike, they were to be displaced by strikers, who would show
ihem but dastardly consideration as soon as they got into power
again.

"We can, and will, win this strike on basis of Labor Board de-
cision, which was the pretext for the strike ; and the point of
greatest importance at this time is that decision of Labor Board
be sustained without tarnishing their authority by compromise."

Union Pacific

This system has approximately 5.000 men employed in its shops,
which constitutes 75 per cent of its normal force. A full schedule
of passenger trains is being operated and freight is handled with-
out delay.
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Colorado CEi Southern Assisted by Coal Strike

Beginning Late in May Coal Loadings Commenced
to Be Much Ahead of Last Year's

THK CoLoRADti & StifTHERN Lines oixratc a total of

1,809 miles of railroad of which l,i4 is ojjcrated under
lease or contract. It also owns IM miles which it

docs not of)crate. The system's main line extends from
Orin, Wyo., where connection is made with the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy south through Cheyenne, Denver,

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad, etc., and thence south-

east across the panhandle of Texas to Fort Worth. The
system is divided into three main parts. The Colorado &
Southern, operating 1,099 miles, includes the northern part

of the system. The Fort Worth & Denver City, 454 miles,

operates that fwrt from the Texas state line, Texline, to

Fort Worth. The Wichita Valley Lines, 256 miles, operate

a line southwest from Wichita Falls. The system is tied

together financially by the Colorado & Southern's ownership

of practically all the capital stock of the other two companies.

The Burlington has controlled the Colorado & Southern

since 1908, this being exercised by majority stock control.

On December 31, 1920 the Burlington owned' $23,657,500 of

the C. & S. $31,000,000 common stock, $1,130,000 of the

first preferred and $6,078,700 second preferred, the C. & S.

preferred issues totaling $17,000,000.

The Colorado & Southern figures are reported separately

for the three companies. In 1921 the parent company had
an income balance transferred to profit and loss of $870,156.

This compared with $1,926,066 in 1920 or with $1,103,-

946 in 1919. Dividends for the year totaled $680,000, this

including 4 per cent on each of the two preferred issues.

A dividend of 3 per cent, amounting to $930,000, was de-

clared on the common shares. This was the first common
dividend since 1912; it was paid from surplus. Outstand-

ing features in the 1921 income account were an increase

in receipts in the form of dividends and miscellaneous in-

terest from $1,352,530 in 1920 to $1,923,140 in 1921 and
a decrease of about $120,000 in the credit balance for equip-

ment hire. Details concerning the income from operations

are di.scussed below.

The Fort Worth & Denver City reported an income balance

for the year of $2,075,079, which compared with $836,898
in 1920 and $676,325 in 1919. Interest disbursements in

1921 were $916,466; in 1920, $639,152. The Wichita Val-

ley had a net for 1921 of $178,122; in 1920 of $143,386.

While the Colorado & Southern annual report shows
separate figures for the three constituent companies, it also

gives a selection of certain grouped figures. These show
that in 1921 us compared with 1920 the operating revenues

of the throe companies decreased $4,930,059 or 15.8 per cent.

The operating expenses decreased $6,387,732 or 24.03 per

cent. Net revenue from railway operations increased $1,-

457,673 or 25.62 per cent and net railway operating income
increased $1,918,534 or 49.74 per cent. The system's oper-

ating ratio in 1921 was 72.80 per cent; in 1920, 81.77 per

cent. The interesting feature is that whereas the net rail-

way operating income of the Colorado & Southern decreased

$9^1,308, that of the Fort Worth & Denver City increased

$2,572,228. The latter company had a decrease of $1,814,-

290 in its operating revenues and a decrease of $3,985,067
in operating expenses; it operated at 66.27 in 1921 as com-
pared with 87.44 in 1920.

These details are possibly better shown in the figures of

net railway operating income. The Colorado & Southern
had a standard return of $2,481,212; in 1920 it had a net

after rentals of $2,835,102; in 1921 its net after rentals was
$1,903,794, a decrease of $931,308. The Fort Worth &
Denver City had a standard return of $1,891,386. In 1920
it had a net after rentals of $884,885; in 1921 it earned $3,-

457,113, an increase of $2,572,228. The Wichita Valley

increased its net after rentals from $136,791 in 1920 to

$414,404 in 1920.

The Colorado & Southern's tonnage in 1921 was 49.30

per cent bituminous coal. Products of agriculture made up
17.92 per cent. The tonnage of all commodities totaled 4,-

753,055 which compared with 6,789,747 in 1920. The de-

creases in tonnage were general although coal got more than
its share of the falling oft'. There was an increase in prod-

ucts of agriculture.

The Fort Worth & Denver City in 1921 moved 2,851,717
revenue tons; in 1920, 3,441,773. Of the 1921 tonnage

30.83 per cent was products of agriculture; the tonnage of

this commodity did not increase greatly over 1920 but the

percentage did; in 1920 it was only 25.17 per cent. Bitu-

minous coal made up 17.11 per cent as compared with 21.78

per cent in 1920; the 1921 tonnage was 487,936; the 1920
figure was 749,623. Refined petroleum made up 454,643
tons in 1921, 15.94 per cent; in 1920, it made up 461,177

tons, 13.40 per cent.

The Wichita Valley tonnage in 1921 was 385,456. In

1920 it was 472,020. In 1921 products of agriculture made
up 34.60 per cent; 133,380 tons, as compared with 171.832

tons or 34.6 per cent in 1920. Bituminous coal in 1921
made up only 10.90 per cent. Refined petroleum made up
69,168 tons or 17.94 per cent.

The Colorado & Southern owns the Colorado Springs &
Cripple Creek District. This line it leased to another com-
pany for operation. The road has been in the hands of a

receiver but the line has not been operated for some time,

and no plan has been advanced for its reorganization. The
entire capital stock which is owned by the Colorado &: Soufh-

COI.OKADO & SOUTHERN I-INES—K.MLVV.W OPERATING INCOME

k Colorado & Southern Fort Worth & Denver City
I ,

«
, ,

« —

^

1921 1920 1921 1920
Railway operating revcnuci:

Frtiili; $9,897. 7«1 $11.9.U,164 $8,027,522 $8,3.17,901
Pa«.enger 2,394.205 3.023,812 2,725,418 4,083.553

T..tal milway operating revenues.. 13,223.220 16.223,954 11,334,958 13,149,243
Railway operating expenses;

Mainlrn.ince of way and structures 1.993,464 2.587.479 1.190.946 2,052,406
Maintenance of equipment 2.981.257 3.427.673 2.096.648 2.939, .!97

Traffic 146.129 145,867 136,825 96. "'M
Transportation 4.703.027 5.678,460 3,590.665 5.891. ,!00

Tot-il railway operating expenses.. 10.523.890 12.572.507 7.512.206 11.497.273
Net revenue from railway operations 2.699.330 3.651.447 3,822,752 1,651.976
Railway ux accru.ils 758.972 .K8(1.123 385.026 388.336

Railway operiling income 1,932.714 2.768. 5?6 3,434.990 1.262.207
Equipment rents (net) 33.480 124.257 21,523 Dr. 374.709
Joint facility rents (net) Dr. 62.400 Dr. 57.681 601 Dr. 2.61

2

Net railway operating income 1.903,794 2.835.102 3.457.113 884.885

211

Wichita Valley

1921 1920 '

$1,269,502 $1,215,504
362,134 521,140

1,723.110 1.838,145

315,684 443,817
138,498 182,057

406 966
624.866 804,450

1.097.987 1,452.036
625.123 386.110
70.121 70.870
554,650 315.160

Dr, 155,430 Dr. 186.378
15.183 8.008

414,404 136,791
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em has been determined to be worthless and the C. & S.

profit and loss account for 1921 shows a debit charge of

$1,397,013 representing the book value of the capital stock

and certificates of indebtedness of the Colorado Springs &
Cripple Creek District Railway Company.
The fortunes of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, in which

the Colorado & Southern and the Rock Island each have a

half interest, were in 1921 quite the opposite, this more

pleasant state of affairs being due to the business derived

from the opening of the Alexia (Texas) oil field and, ac-

cording to the C. & S. annual report, to the "good manage-

ment of the receiver." The T. & B. V. in 1921 had total

operating revenues of $3,501,010 as compared with $2,273,-

445 in 1920 and its net railway operating income for 1921

was $288,066 as compared with a deficit in 1920 of $645,513.

The Colorado & Southern has been assisted rather than

hurt by the coal strike due to the manner in which the

Colorado mines are ojxrating. This improvement, however,

was not in evidence until late in May. Coal loadings in

March—before the beginning of the strike—ran about 1,400

cars weekly. In April they averaged about 550 weekly. They
increased gradually in Alay and figures for recent weeks

have approached 1,300. Coal loadings at this time last year

approximated 1,000 weekly. The effect has been reflected

in total loadings. In tho week ended July 1, the total load-

ings of all commodities were 2,088 as compared with 1,602

for the same week last year. Traffic received from connec-

tions for the same week totaled 1,701 cars as compared with

786.

The latest figures for net ton-miles (revenue and non-

revenue freight) are those for April and the four months,

the 1922 four months total being 232,153,000 as compared

with 247,995,000 in 1921. These figures are not particularly

North Eastern Railw^ay, England,

Tries Out New Electric Locomotive

ANEW TYPE of electric locomotive for high speed

passenger service, which has a symmetrical wheel

arrangement and unusually large driving wheels, is

Ix^ing tried out on the North Eastern Railway in England.

The locomotive was designed by Sir Vincent L. Raven, chief

mechanical engineer. North Eastern Railway, the mechanical

parts were built by the Locomotive Works at Darlington

and the electrical equipment was supplied by the Metropoli-

tan-Vickers Company. Only one locomotive has been built.

The locomotive is designed to haul a 450-ton express

Gkneral Dime.vsions of North EIastern Passenger Locomotives

W^heel arrangement 4—6—

4

Electrical system Direct Current
\'oltage 1.500

Length over all 53 ft. 6 in.

Width over all 8 ft. 10 in.

Height, pantograph locked down 13 ft. H in.

Driving wheel diameter 80 in.

Pony wheel diameter 4314 in.

Rigid Wheel ba.se 16 ft. in.

Weight of locomotive 102 tons

Weight per driving axle 18 tons 10 cwts'.

One hour raring—Tractive effort 15,900 lb.

Speed ••3 nup.h.

Horse-power 1,800

Continuous rating—Tractive effort 9,480 lb.

Speed 51.5 in.p.h.

Horsepower 1.300

passenger train at an average sjieed of 65 miles an hour on

level tangent track. The running gear is designed for a

maximum safe speed of 90 miles an hour without doing

damage to the mechanical parts of the locomotive, which is

of the 4-6-4 type and consists of main frames mounted on

High-Speed, 1,500-Volt, Direct Current Electric Passenger Locomotive Built for the North Eastern Railway

favorable but should show some im[)rovenient with the in-

clusion of the June or later figures. Net after rentals figures

are available for May. For the five months ending May 31

the net this year was $564,508 as compared witli $852,147

in the same period of last year. The Fort Worth & Denver
City figures are much more favoral)le. For the fir.st five

months of 1922 that comi)any has made a net after rentals

of $916,218 as compared with $1,086,513 in the first five

months of 1921. Its tonnage is also running behind that of

last vear, the four months net ton-mile figures being for

1022' 150,137.000 and for 1921, 180.919,000.

Twelve Steamers arc now onRaRrtl in carryiiiR iron ore from

Newfoundland to Germany via Rotterdam, and it is estimated that

about 7.SO,000 tons will have been taken across hy the end of the

Tear.

three driving axles with thrtx" pairs of driving wheels 6 ft.

8 in. in diameter, and a four-wheel truck at each end. The
call and sloping ends are rigidly fixed to the main frames,

and are provided with the necessary supiwrting members for

carrying the auxiliary- and control e(|uipment.

Tlie current is collected from tlie overhead trolley by

pantographs mounted on the roof at each end of the center

compartment. The main traction motors, which are of the

twin-amiaturc ty|ie, are rigidly fixed to the main frame of the

ItKomotive, and transmit the tor(iue to a gear wlieel mounted
on a hollow shaft or quill. The connection l>ctwcen the quill

and driving wheels is through springs. The high tension

apparatus is located in one of the sloping ends; the other

sloping end contains an electric boiler for supplying steam

for train heating.

The capacity of the locomotive is 1,800 hp. one hour

rating, or 1,260 hp. continuous rating.
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The lixomotive was built for mnning on the main line,

but at present trials can only be carried out on the New-
port-Shildon branch, which has the same voltage which the

locomotive is desij;ned for.

The satisfactor)' result of the trial clearly indicated that

the full horse-pcjwer for which the loKjmotive was designed
could Ix- developed. The test further proved that the heavy

grades on this line could be dealt with in the manner
anticipKited. The results of the trial showed that, when this

locomotive is put on the main line, it will be able to take

the heavy passenger traffic up the grades at a higher spjeed

than .steam locomotives are able to do at the present time,

and that it wiU be able to maintain a faster schedule with-

out running e.xce.'^sivc spc-vds on the level and down grade.

Great Northern Ore Traffic Will Help 1922 Net

Ore Loadings Increasing Rapidly After Long Period at Low Level

—Totaled 10.149 Week Ending July 1

Wilts, IS M.\Kcn. the Great Nortliern directors

1 hanged the dividend payments on the preferred

>tock from a quarterly to a .semi-annual basis, there

was much uncertainty in financial circles as to whether the

company would Ix; able to maintain the seven per cent rate.

This uncertainty was due not only to the statements issued

at the time by the chairman of the board, but also to the

rather poor earnings which the Great Northern was then

reporting and had been reporting over an extended {>eriod

of time. A few weeks ago the directors declared a semi-

annual dividend of 3|1. per cent, thus maintaining the regu-

lar seven per cent dividend rate. It is not difficult to give

the declaration of the regular dividend even more importance

than that it retained the regular rate. We believe that future

earnings reports will show that it will have marked the long

hoped for change in Great Northern fortunes. The out-

standing reason for this opinion is that the Great Northern

has within the last month begun to move iron ore in rapidly •

increasing volume. Thi.s, combined with the expansion of

traffic in other classes of tonnage and the fact that Great

Northern is operating on a very economical basis, should be

reflected in the future monthly earnings statements.

It was primarily the Burlington's extra dividends which

brought the Great Northern through in 1921. There accrued

to the Great Northern, Burlington dividend payments

amounting to $21,809,560. In addition, the Great Northern

shows in its 1921 income statement tlie sum of $7,233,100

interest on bonds of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, repre-

senting accruals for the period from March 1, 1915, to

March 1, 1920, of which, it is noted, $1,005,379 has been

paid. The net railway operating income for the year was

$12,866,411. The income statement shows a l>alance after

the seven per cent dividends and appropriations to sinking

and other reserve funds of $10,982,668. In 1920 the income

balance was $1,815,497.

The net railway operating income of $12,866,411 in 1921

represented a marked increase over 1920, but it was less than

one-half the figure that was set for the Great Northern's

standard return during federal control, which was $28,613,-

045. During federal control and continuing until quite re-

cently the Great Northern showed extremely yxMT net earn-

ings. In 1918 its net after rentals was about $11,978,800.

In 1919 it re[.orte(l about $12,459,620 and in 1920 it was

but $3,000,000, the total for those three years being less

than the standard return for one year.

Operating Expenses Decreased 29.36 Per Cent

The 1921 result was brouglit about by very drastic econ-

omies. As comi)ared with 1920, the road in 1921 carried

40.72 per cent less revenue tons and 32.61 less revenue ton-

miles. Its freight revenues were decreased 16,78 per cent

and its gross oix-rating revenues 17.36 per cent. On the otlier

hand, it rcdincd its o[H'rating expen.ses 29.36 per cent. Main-

tenance of way expenses were reduced 46.09 per cent; main-
tenance of equipment, 21.18 per cent and transportation

27.28 per cent. There were but few roads that were con-
fronted with a situation quite as difficult as was the Great
Northern's in 1921, and there were few that came through
with better results under comparable circumstances.

The revenue tonnage in 1921 was 19,533,134 as compared
with 32.948,292 in 1920, the reduction being 13,415,158
tons. The average haul in 1921 was 293.91 miles; in 1920,
258.55. This explains why it was that the revenue ton-miles,

5,740,921,478, represented a reduction of 32.61 per cent,

whereas the reduction in revenue tons was 40.7 per cent.

The tonnage that suffered most strikingly was iron ore. In
1920 the Great Northern moved 299,471 cars and 14.755,241

tons of iron ore; in 1921 it moved but 90,824 cars and
5,048,120 tons, the reduction in this important commodity
being, therefore, something like 65 per cent. Forest products
in 1921 made up 2,597,018 tons as against 3,804.135 tons

in 1920. In the case of farm products there was an increase,

notably in wheat, the 1921 tonnage of the latter being 2,548,-

124 as against 1,928,737 in 1920.

The 1921 freight revenues were $74,700,241. In 1920
they were $89,760,845, the reduction being $15,060,605 or

16.78 per cent. Total revenues were $101,317,204, as com-
pared with $122,597,865 in 1920, the reduction being $21,-

280,661 or 17.36 per cent. The reductions in operating

expenses, which amounted to $33,450,202 or 29.36 per cent,

were as follows:
Per

1921 1920 Decrcisc cent

Maintenance of way $13,865,917 $25,718,561 $ll,852,6-44 46.09
Maintenance of equioment. 21,075.308 26,739,434 5,664,126 21.18
Transportation 40,494,719 55,684,548 15.189,829 27.28
Total 80,496.913 113.947.115 33.450.202 29.36

In 1921 the operating ratio was 79.45; in 1920 the Great
Northern operated at 92.94. Now, of course, the first reason

for the sharp decreases in expenses in 1921 as compared
with 1920 was the fact that the 1920 expenses were abnor-

mally high. A second reason was the severe decline in traffic,

but the outstanding factor is that the Great Northern was
able to take its situation in hand and bring things back to

a more nonnal basis. The striking feature in the reduction

in expenses is the decrease of 46.09 per cent in maintenance
of way. It is worth noting, first, that in 1920 as compared
with 1919 the road had an increase in this item of 41.61

jxT cent. Second, while the 1921 reduction was due to some
extent to the decreased traft'ic, the annual report also says,

"contributing factors were the favorable weather conditions

and the improved individual |Terformance of the employees.

The tie and rail renewals in 1921 amounted to $2,496,160

as compared with $2,629,583 in 1920, practically the same
for both years. There was no curtailment of the renewal of

ties and rails and the track was maintained up to standard.

The company, however, suspended certain other work, such

as cutting grass and weeds and removal of snow and ice,
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the efifect of which was only transitory and which did not

impair the road for safe operation.''

Improvement in First Four Months

The idea was expressed above that Great Northern earn-

ings should show a marked improvement in coming months.

The latest earnings report we have at this WTiting is that for

May and the first five months of 1922. The statement shows

gross of $33,487,954 for the five months as compared with

$33,455,184 in the first five months of 1921. E.xpenses were

$28,937,099 as compared with $32,653,805 in the same pe-

riod of last year, which indicates that the economy effected

in 1921 is being continued. The result was a net after rentals

for the first five months of this year of $2,208,792 as against

a deficit after rentals last year of $2,799,145. an improve-

ment of over $5,000,000. The May operating ratio was 81.3;

for the four months it was 86.5. The traffic figures show a

similar improvement. For the first five months of 1922 the

Great Northern moved 2,538,545.000 net ton-miles (includ-

ing revenue and non-revenue freight) as compared with

2,162.584.000 net ton-miles in the first five months of 1921,

which shows that the revival of business has finally reached

the Great Northern. The traffic on this system does not run

large in the early part of the year. If, however, the road

thus improved its position in the months of light traffic, the

situation augurs well for the hea\y traffic months later in

the year.

Ore Loadings Show Rapid Increase

Although the June earnings figures are not yet available,

the indications are that they will l)e much better than those

for May. They will unquestionably show the effect of in-

creasing ore traffic. After a long period characterized by the

small amount of this tonnage, this traffic has again begun

to move and in rapidly increasing volume. It began about

the middle of April at the opening of the season of naviga-

tion on the Great Lakes. Prior to that time the ore loadings

ran less than 100 cars weekly. In the week ending April 15

they were only 166 cars; the following week they jumped

to 1,138 and for the week ending April 29 they were 2,006.

There was a progressive increase during May. For the week

of May 20 the figure was 2,436; for that of May 27, 3,460.

The June figures showed the following favorable results:

Week ending June 3—4,387; June 10—6,479; June 17—
7,066; June 24—8,961; July 1—10.149. This last figure

begins to approach normal business levels. In 1920, when

tonnage was running hea\7, weekly loadings of ore were at

a rate of 10,000 cars weekly. In September they reached over

11,000. Ore in 1920 made up over 44 per cent of the Great

Northern's total tonnage so the relative importance of the

ore traffic will be readily appreciated. It has already been

noted that the 1921 ore tonnage was about 65 per cent less

than that of 1920; in May and June, 1921, ore loadings

were running about 4,000 cars weekly. The rapidity of the

present increase in ore traffic is a factor to be watched with

interest as it will have a most important effect on Great

Northern results.

In addition to ore, the Great Northern is also showing

improvement in other commodities. Forest products this year

have been ahead of the 1921 loadings for some months. The

week ending June 24 was a typical wivk in this respect,

the loadings of forest products being 2.749 cars as compared

with 1,627 for the same week of last year. Grain loadings

are ahead of last year. Coal is, comparatively speaking,

not an important commodity to the Great Northern. Tin

loadings have l>ccn, however, ahead of last year, the loml

ings during the past three months ranging from 400 to 900

cars a week. Total loadings of all commtxiities have l>een

running slightly ahead of the loadings for tlic comparable

weeks of last year, that is up to the lieginning of June, when

the great increase in ore loadings began to put the 1922

figures much ahead. The figures .<ihow the totals to be as

follows: For week ending June 3. 13.375 as compared with

11,976 for the same week last year; June 10, 16,468 com-
pared with 13,446; June 17, 17,061 compared with 12,273;

June 24, 18,978 compared with 12.878. It will be a matter

for surprise, it would seem, if the June earnings should not

show some rather striking figures.

The Great Northern, taking things as a whole, seems to

have finally made a change for the better. Its trafi[ic is

rapidly increasing, especially in its two important classes

of ore and forest products, and the fact that the tonnage is

being handled on a more economical basis should show in the

size of the figure of net railway operating income. It is, of

course, a question whether the road will be able in 1922 to

restore its position to that of before the war when it was
able to operate at 60 per cent, but there can be no question

that the 1922 results will be strikinglv better than those of

1921.

There may be some adverse effect from the present shop*-

men's strike. In the first five months of this year, how-
ever, the Great Northern earned practically $5,000,000 more

net than it did in the first five months of 1921. It may, of

course, not be able to keep up this record throughout the

year, but it is presumably safe to assume that the system will

earn $10,000,000 more in 1922 than in 1921. If this proves

to be the case the net railway operating income for this year

will appro.ximate $23,000,000. Other income will bring this

up to $25,000,000 or $26,000,000. As the fixed charges are

$8,000,000 this will leave $17,000,000 or $18,000,000, or

practically seven per cent on the stock. The evidence is that

the poor earnings of tlie federal control period can be re-

garded as having been definitely left behind. The seven per

cent dividend now seems to be safe.

The Southern Pacific received from the Union Pacific at

Ogden 580,000 tons of freight and delivered to the Union

Pacific at Ogden 1,332,000 tons of freight in the year 1921,

William Sproule, president of the Southern Pacific, pointed

out in a recent statement.

"Contrast this with the Sunset Route about which so much
has been said," Mr. Sproule continued. "In 1921 we de-

livered at El Paso to the Sunset Route 348,000 tons of freight

and received from them 412,000 tons of freight, showing how
little figure the El Paso route cuts in comparison with the

Southern Pacific's great contribution to the Ogden route."

P. f- A. riwio

When a Ferry Boat Crashed Into a Car Float Under Brook-

lyn Bridge, New York



Danish Railroads Benefit From Tie Preservation*

Careful Records of Renewals Over Long Period Demonstrate

Advantages of Timber Treatment

RATIONAL IMPREGNATION of railway tics was introduced

in Denmark over 30 years ago by starting a plant

in the provincial town of Kogc on the Baltic coast.

Uuring the first five or six years the activity of the plant

was ver)- restricted as only the state railways employed im-

pregnation and that only as applied to the roads on the island

of Zealand. In 1S99 the second plant was built at Horsens

and at the present time all railways in DeiHnark. with a

single cxcei>tion use pressure treated ties.

Various Preservatives Have Been Used

A mi.xture of zinc chloride and creosote oil has been

used from the first in Denmark for timber treatment. Dur-

ing the war, however, it became necessarj' to resort to treat-

As is known, the various salts are not adapted for Im-

pregnation to beech. Only tar oil should be used for this

species of wood, whereby it acquires an e.xcellent durability.

For lack of tar oil a limited number of beech ties were

impregnated with crude naphthalene. Naphthalene, however,

was found too difficult to handle since it stiffens even at

quite high temi)cratures and the treatment of beech with it

was soon discontinued.

Tie Renewals

The Danish State Railways Administration has for years

kept record of the renewals of impregnated ties from year to

year. The number of renewals show also the number of ties

taken out during the year. An essential number of these
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ment with dinitrophenol, sodium-silico-fluoride and crude

naphthalene. Both dinitrophenol and sodium-silico-fluoride

are salts soluble in water. Both substances possess good

decay-preventing qualities, but their defect, as in the case

of all salts u.sed for impregnation, is that in the course of

time they leach out. There is also to be considered the in-

convenience arising from their use by reason of the fact

that the wood after full-cell impregnation is heavy and wet,

and must remain jiiled for a considerable time before it can

be used. Another diflKulty in the use of stxiium-silico-

fluoride is that it is hard to dissolve, necessitating the use

of very warm liquid to obtain sufficient penetration.

'From a paper by A. Collstrop, of Denmark, translated by M. P. Jensen,

»nd Published by the United Sutes Forest Products I-aboratory, Msdison,
Wis.

ties are, however, presumably untreated, since of late years

they have not been kept separate. However, the figures from

which the accompanying curves were made represent in the

main the true conditions.

The renewals represent both beech and pine. For 1908

the beech ties were impregnated with a mi.\ture of chloride

of zinc and tar oil, a practice affecting the renewal un-

favorably since these hivch tics have lasted hardly more than

10 years. The l)eech ties are now impregnated exclusively

with tar oil and the result is an excellent tie, provided it has

no red heartwood. In renewal, all ties are considered dam-

aged which have been renewed for mechanical reasons.

In the reports of the State Railways, in tlie peninsula

of Jutland and the island of Fiinen, the number of ties

215
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renewed annually was estimated in accordance with the

number of ties in stock at the close of the fiscal year with

the following results:

In 1897-1898 6.77 per cent
In 1898-1899 7.24 per cent
In. 1899-1900 6.50 per cent
In 1900-1901 6.53 per cent
In 190M902 8.23 per cent

In 1900 the treating plant at Horsens was started and

the annual renewals in recent fiscal years for the Danish

Kingdom are as follows:

In 1913-1914 3.20 per cent
In 1914-1915 3.05 per cent
In 1915-1916 2.98 per cent
In 1916-1917 3.11 per cent
In 1917-1918 2.50 per cent
In 19181919 2.26 per cent
In 19191920 2.48 per cent

These records show among other things that in the re-

newals for ordinary maintenance of late years only about

115,000 ties have been used, as compared with 300,000,

which would have had to have been renewed if the annual

renewal requirements had remained as high as they were

initially. While this result is due, to a certain extent of

course, to the many improvements in surface construction

of late years, as tie plates, better ballast, use of screw-

spikes, etc., it is principally the result of impregnation.

The Records for Certain Roads

In addition to the information on tie renewals to be

obtained from the accompanying chart the following state-

ments may well be noted respecting certain roads: The
Slangerup Railway was opened for traffic on April 20, 1906.

Originally constructed with 53,700, 6-in. by 8-in. by 8 ft.

ties impregnated with zinc-chloride and tar oil, there have

been exchanged in renewals 338 ties, or 0.63 per cent after

14 years of service.

That portion of the Naestved-Praestoe-Mern Railway,

opened for traffic on March 20, 1900, was laid with 9,889

6'4 in- by 8'4 in. untreated Swedish pine ties and 22,344

impregnated Swedish pine ties of the same size. After 20

years of traffic over this section there has been a renewal

of 10 per cent of the impregnated ties and 84 per cent of

the untreated ties. That portion of the same line o[K'ned

for traffic on November 16, 1913, was laid with 17,200,

6-in. by 8-in. by 8 ft. Pomeranian pine ties impregnated

with tar oil. Of these none liave yet been renewed.

The Odense-Norre-Broby Railway, opened for traffic

October 3, 1906, was originally constructed with about 75,-

000 Pomeranian pine ties impregnated with zinc-chloride

and tar oil. After 13J4 years of service no renewals had
been made. The Langeland Railway, opened for traffic on

Octol)er 5, 1911, was originally constructed with about 54,-

000 Pomeranian pine ties, imjiregnated with tar oil, of which

only 50 ties have been renewed.

As compared with the renewal records of these roads,

records for the Veile-Vandel-Grinstcd Railway, opened for

traffic on September 10, 1897, and constructed with about

40,000 6-in. by 8-in. by 8-ft. untreated Swedish [)ine ties,

are as follows:

After 4 yc.-irs 1 per cctit renewal
After 5 years 4 per cent renewal
After 6 years 7 per cent renewal
After 7 years II per cent renewal
After 8 years 16 per cent renewal
After 9 years 2fl per cent renewal
After 10 years 26 per cent renewal
After 1 1 years 32 per cent renewal
After 12 years 37 per cent renewal
After 13 years 43 per cent rcnew.il
After 14 ye.irs 49 per cent renewal
After l.'i years 55 per cent renewal
After 16 years 61 (ler cent renewal
After 17 years 67 per cent renew.-il

After 18 years 74 per cent renewal
After 19 years 9n per cent renewal
After 20 years 9^ per cent renewal
After 21 years 98 per cent renewal
After 22 years 102 per cent renewal

The renewals have been made principally with impreg-

nated pine ties and the record of renewals is similar to that

of icviral other roads.

Changes in Design of Elvin Stoker

IN
THE ORIGINAL design of the Elvin Stoker a screw con-

veyor was used to carrj' the coal forward from the tender

to the screw conveyor that delivers it to the elevator. In

machines now being constructed the Elvin Mechanical Stoker

Company, New York, is applying an improved type of chain

belt feeder combined with a reciprocating crusher.

The feeder consists of four endless drag chains in a wide,

shallow trough. The rate at which coal is delivered to the

stoker is governed by the speed of the chains. They are fed

forward intermittently at any rate required by the operator,

delivering coal at any desired rate up to the maximum
capacit)' of about seven tons jjer hour.

Coal which does not require crushing passes through four

slots just back of the main crusher jaws, leaving the crusher

to handle only the coal which requires breaking in order to

reduce it to the proper size for the stoker shovels. No slide

plates are used over the chains as the feeder operates under

a full load of coal with a relatively small consumption of

A View of Feeder and Crusher with Tender Deck Removed

power. There is no possibilit)' of injur)- to anyone walking

back in the tender as the maximum speed of the cliains is

only about six feet per minute.

The crusher has a single crushing roll which revolves

backward and forward through a partial revolution. Tlic

crusher is aliead of the coal gates and is not covered even

when the t;mk is full of coal, being in plain view at all

times during operation. Any obstruction in the crusher will

stop tlie entire machine tluis making its presence known.
By reversing tlie stoker engine the crusher jaws can be opened

allowing the foreign matter to be removed. The cover plate

over the crusher is normally set at an angle to form a guard

when laid flat it forms a .shovel plate for shoveling coal b

hand on sidings or at terminals.

In order to compensate for the variable loads which are

im|)ose(! by the crusher the stoker engine has been provided

witii a simple and compact governor apparatus. This op)er-

ates on the hydraulic principle utilizing the varied pressure

from a small gear pump to operate a balanced piston control

valve By means of the governor the stoker speed is main-
tained at any rate desired by tlie operator regardless of

whether the fuel supply consists of slack coal or lumps or a

mixture of both.



General News Department

Sleeping cars arc now in use on the Alaska railroad, acconl-

inc I" a recent press dispatch from AnchnraRc. AnchoraRe
is 114 miles north of Seward. From there the sleepers

are said to he in use to Fairlianks, the northern terminus

of the road. Passengers will lie allowe<l the use of the

cars at division points where, heretofore, they had to sleep

in "roadhousci " .AccordinR to the latest time tahic of

the road, as given in the Official Guide, passengers going from
Anchorage to Fairlianks have to stop over niRht at Curry,

135 miles from Anchorage and again at McKinlcy Park, 99

miles from Curry. From McKinliv Park i.. I- urhanks the

distance is 120 miles.

L. & N. Veterans Receive Medals
' teran imployec-- ni' the Louisville \- .\ashvillc. at a

meeting in Nashville. Tenn.. on June 27 were presented with

medals recognizing their length of service. Large numbers
of officers as well as of employees, together with families and
friends, attended the ceremony in the Young Men's Christian

Association Building. An address was given hy Rev. J. H.

Parsons. The medals are of five diflfcrenf kinds: bronze, silver,

silver with colored enamel, gold with colored enamel and
gold with diamonds, the most costly going to the men of

longest service. The total number awarded was 292, as

follows: to employees over 45 years in service three: 25 to

45 years, 22: 25 to 35 years, 34; 15 to 25 years, 233.

County Seats Without Railroads

Traveling inspecturs for the Missouri state boards have re-

cently rep<irted that of the 114 county seats in that state, 25 arc

without railroad facilities of any sort while several others have
only meagre train service. The majority of the county seats in

question are in the central and south central part of the state

an<l only one of the 25 has more than 1.000 inhabitants. The
largest county scat without railroad connections is Lebanon,

Laclede county, with a population of 2.848, while the smallest is

Danville, in Montgomery county, with 76. The most inconvenient

county scat to reach is Gainesville, Ozark county, which is 43

miles from West Plains, the nearest railroad point.

Six Killed in Frisco Head-on Collision

^>x persfins were killed and a number injured when .St. Louis-

San Francisco passenger trains .\o. 2 "Texas SiK'cial," eastbound,

and .\o. 9 "Meteor." westbound, met in a he,id-on collision at

3:47 a. m. on July 22, at Logan, Mo., where Nt>. 2 was waiting

on the main track. The wreck was the result of the engineer

of train No. 9 failing to ob.ser\e or<lers to take the siding at

Logan, as well as disregarding the automatic signals. He had

received orders at Hillings, Mo., five miles east of Logan, but

overlooked ihem and ran past the block signal, into No. 2, which

was standing clear «( the switch. He was killed, as were live

passenger-,, all of the same family

D T. & I. Proposes Stock Ownership by Employees

The Detroit, Toledo S: Ironton, Mr. Ford's railnjad, on July 19,

petitioned the Michigan Public L'tilities Commission for permis-

sion lo issue certificates of indebtedness up to $1.(X)0,00(), which
will be sold only to its employees, the rcciuest stating that the

purpose of the certificates is to "promote a sense of participation

in the company, its welfare and its earnings." According to the

present plan the certificates arc to be issued in $100 denominations

and will be non-negotiable. The company has 2.225 employees,

with average earnings of $185 a month. The prnposal is that

these cmplovecs shall pay five per cent of their earnings month
ky month until the .securities are settled for in full The rate of

interest will be determined by the lioard of directors of the com-
pany, although no set interest will be guaranteed. The funds
derived from the money paid by the employees will lie invested

at the discretion of the directors.

The request to the utilities commission to sanction the issue of
these certificates raises a new question. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission claims to extTcise jurisdiction over the issue

of railroad securities, and the Michigan Public L'tilities Commis-
sion contends that it is vestetl by state law with authority over
all issues of securities by Michigan railroads. The fSetroit,

Toledo & Ironton lirst went to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to get authority to issue the certificates and the latter .sug-

gested that the case would he facilitated hy getting an informal
approval of the Michigan commission, and the latter now has the
petition.

British Train Control Report

A limited number of copies oi the report recently issued by the
.Ministry of Transport on autumatic train control—a 33 page
pamphlet, including appendices—will be available at the New York
office of the Knihiay .4i;c at 50 cents a copy.
The report, which was abstracted in the Kailwiy Age of July

8, page 80 and July 22, page 149, is signed by the following

;

l.^'v!- y^'> frin?!'-. Chii-f InsKciins Officir. Chairman.
W. C. Acficid, Signal Supt., .Midland Ry.
E. C. Cox. Supt. S. K. & Chatham Ry.
.M-ij. C. H. W. Kdmonds.

^V."*"'
f'-rflty. Locomotive Engineer (superintendent of motive power).

Great Northern Ry.
.M.aj. <;. I,. Hall. Inspecting Officer.

,'.'."":, J.- "• Thomas. General Secretary. N.itional Union of Railwavmen
Sir Rohert Turnbull, director, L. & N. W. Ry.

The report says that the cost of the committee's inquiry, includ-
ing the cost of printing the report, was i75 2s. 6d. ($334).

Prompt Settlement of Freight Claims

C. .M MacDonald, freight claim a.gcnt of the I'.oston &• .Maine,
reports that during the first five months of this year 65 per
cent of the freight claims paid by his office were settled within
30 days; 12.000 being thus settled, out of a total of 18.544.
.Another 18 per cent was settled within 90 days, and about 3,000,
or 17 per cent, were over 90 days in course of settlement. In
this connection it is to be noted that here, as in the other depart-
ments of railroad operation, the person in immediate charge fre-

quently finds himself in some degree thwarted by governmental
regulations. The claim agent who wishes to expedite matters may
often be justified in paying a claim before the claimant has fur-
nished full and legal proof that the amount is due him; but
under the rulings of the Interstate Commerce Commission it is

necessary in all cases that the investigation of a claim shall be
thorough, "and must disclose a lawful basis for payment Ivfore
the claim is adjusted." This requirement applies, of course, in

the case of every one of the several carriers that may be in-

terested in a claim.

On the Boston & Maine there has also been a noticeable im-
provement in the freight service, resulting in a smaller number
of claims being presented. .'\t the close of business on December
31, 1920, there were outstanding 8,042 loss and damage claims;
one year later the total was 3.92'), and on May 31, 1922, the
number unsettled was but 2,980. This last number is 63 per cent
less than the total at the end of 1920. There has Iwen also a
marke<l decrease in the gross amount paid on claims, although
this is partly due to the lower level of commodity prices at the

present time as compared with a year ago. The percentage of
loss and damage payments to gross freight revenue, for the first

five months of 1922, was 1.21. whereas that for the twelve
months of 1921 was 2.46. a rediiclioii of more than one-half; and
freight revenues for the fi\e months of 1922 was greater than
that for the same five months in 1921.
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I. C. C. Audits Orient's Sooks

Six auditors from the Interstate Commerce Commission are

making an examination of the books of the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient. The auditing is being done at the request of W. T.

Kemper, the receiver of that road, for the purpose of answering

charges by the employees that the road has not been operated

economically. The Orient must cease operation, its officers as-

sert, unless employees accept voluntary wage cuts and other

financial relief is obtained.

Roads Intervene in M. B. & S. Suit

An attack on the foreclosure proceedings brought by the Con-

tinental & Commercial Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago, against

the Muscatine, Burlington & Southern to collect $517,000 has

been directed against this bank by 23 railroads in an amended

petition filed in the District Court at Muscatine, la. Various

Muscatine attorneys have also joined the railroads in challenging

the seniority of the claims of the financial institution.

The railroads, each an intervener in the foreclosure litigation,

whose total claims against the Iowa road are believed to ag-

gregate in excess of $200,000, charge that during the time the

indebtedness was incurred the carrier in question and the bank,

together with William P. Kopf, as trustee, were the actual

owners. In line with this contention, the railroads concerned

maintain that the mortgage held by the bank has no precedence

over thei' claims. The trustees, it is asserted in the amended

petition, were holders of all the capital stock of the Muscatine,

Burlington & Southern and were the owners of the bonds. It

is added that they likewise were the equitable owners of the

road's obli.gations. The court is asked to have the bank's claims

adjudged inferior to thcisc of the railroads.

Claims Against Government for Fires

Occurring Under Federal Control

An investigation is now being conducted by a federal grand

jury at Duluth, Minn., to determine the validity of claims

amounting to $2,000,000, filed against the government in con-

nection with losses from forest fires in the Cloquet, Moose Lake,

Autumba, Lawler and Kettle river districts of that state, which

arc said to have been started by sparks from a locomotive in

October, 1918, when the railroads were under federal control

These fires resulted in a loss of 400 lives, and property damage of

approximately $40,000,000, on which a number of claims already

have been settled.

Legal questions regarding the liability of the individual rail-

roads, their insurance companies, and the government, developed

with the filing of the claims. The liability of the government,

however, for losses due to the fires was established in an opinion

handed down by the Minnesota supreme court on July 22, 1921.

The decision directly affected claims of 276 people, all residents

of the city of Ooquet, Minn. The claims had been filed against

James C. Davis, as agent for the president of the United States

under the Transportation .Act, and while their claims aggregated

but $1,000,000, other claims indirectly depending upon the out-

come of the test cases, aggregated $35,000,0(X) to $40.0(10.0(X). The
cases were fried first before five St. Louis county judges by

stipulation and without jury, to determine the issue of liability.

The five judges concluded that the director general's negligence

cau.sed the destruction of the property. Subsequently to facilitate

carrying the rase to a higher court, a district court at Duluth

fixed the amount of damage in a specified case. The director

general of railroads then moved for a new trial or amended
findings, hut the motion was denied and the appeal was taken

to the supreme court, which sustained the findings of the lower

court. Under the act of I'ebruary 2X. 1922. was fixed as the

last date on which claims could be filed against the director gen-

eral : In all. it was estimated nearly ."i.OOO claims were filed.

Suits were filed in St. I.ouis, Carlton. Aitkin and Pine comities.

Non-rcsidcnis who owned burnt-over timber land were among
those who failed to file claims. A corps of claim agents acting

for the government, has carried on extensive negotiations with

the claimants in settling claims. Under an agreement made in

1921. settlements were made on the basis of 50 per cent of the

appraise<l losses in each case, but they were without power to

settle except where suit has been brought. Thousands of the

claims have been settled in that wav
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Traffic News
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The Pennsylvania has inaugurated new 22-hour train serv-
ice between Chicago and New York in the establishment of
the "Gotham Limited," which leaves Union Station, beginning
July 16, will leave Chicago at 8:10 p. m. and arrive in New York
at 7:10 p. m. the ne.xt day.

A sub-committee of the United States Shipping Board has gone
west to hold a series of hearings at Chicago, 111., Portland,
Ore., Seattle, Wash., and San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Calif., on the question whether or not adequate Ameri-
can flag tonnage facilities exist to warrant the enforcement of

section 28 of the merchant marine act. They will be accomp.anied
by an attorney examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has placed in effect round-
trip summer tourist fares from Chicago to New York and Boston,

via the "Dixie Flyer'' to Jacksonville, Fla. ; thence to Charleston,

S. C, where connection is made with the Oyde Steamship Com-
pany for the remainder of the journey to New York. The return

trip may be made from New York or Boston by any direct route to

Chicago, including rail or steamship service. "The tickets are

limited to 60 days with the privilege of stop-overs at all points.

Rail Motor Bus on the Northern Pacific

.•\ rail motor bus is to be put in operation on the Fargo &
Southwestern branch of the Northern Pacific, to run between
I'argo, N. D., and Lisbon, 56 miles. The Northern Pacific has

experimented with a motor car on its subsidiary line, the Gil-

more & Pittsburgh, but this will be the first car of this sort to

run on the Northern Pacific proper. The car was built by the

International Motor Truck Company, and has a seating capacity

of 40 passengers.

"Message Exchange" at Grand Central Terminal

A "Message K.xcliange" is the latest innovation in the

Grand Central Terminal, New York; a large booth where a

clerk will attend to all sorts of passengers' wants, especially

requests to send (.or receive) a telephone message when the

passenger has not time to attend to it himself; and a corps
of uniformed attendants, wearing green caps, who qre sta-

tioned at numerous places throughout the waiting rooms and
upper and lower concourses, and perform the same functions.

The uniform fee is tell cents. W ritten messages, telegrams,

etc., arc forwarded, or received and held to await the ad-

dressee. Another innovation is Polk's Information Bureau,

adjacent to the regular information bureau, on the upper
level. Polk is publisher of directories in various cities ami
his specialty is hunting up addresses. A city directory

placed on a public shelf where everybody can have acces>

to it is a convenience which, at the Grand Central Terminal,
is classed as an impossible accomplishment. People who.
when in a hurry will tear out a page or two from the book
and carry them off, come along too frequently.

To Ascertain Cost of Various Classes of Mail

I'iftcen inspectors representing the various inspection division-

and fifteen otlicers representing the various railway mail servici

divisions assembled on July 24 at the Post Office Department to

secure direct instructions upon the process to be followe«l by tin

post offices in securing data upon which to make an ascertainment

showing the cost of carrying and handling the different classes

of mail matter. The Committee on Cost .\sccrtainment has chargi-

of the instructions and the 30 inspectors and railway mail service

officers gathered in their office. After receiving this instruction,

which deals particularly with the weighing and counting of the

number of pieces of mail matter of each class, these officers

were to return to thoir districts and give an intensive course al

the 61 central accounting offices ami at the 50 large post oftice--

of the country, 30 of which, however, :irc central accounting offices
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Thry will also tuperintend the work in the field, which is sched-

uled to bcKin SrptcmlKrr 18 and continue for 30 days in every post

office in thr CnitrH State*

St:i'

ofl..

.

.;•
The tiikil aitti Completed report, with tin. aiccrlaiiuiiciit ut cu>t,

will not be ready for submission tn the Joint Commission of
Congress on Postal Ser\-ice by Posimaslir General Work before

sometime in February or March. I'J23. Among other results

the tindtngs will show the cost of carryini; parcel post packages.

It is Ix'Iicved that the Department has U'en losing heavily on
this particular class <if mail matter The Inst survey of this sort

was submitted to Congress \n '.he Po'^t Office Department in

1909. It did iKit, however, result in any legislation.

The Commission has suspended from July 25 until November
22, the operation of schedules which propose to increase rates

applicable on carlo.vl traffic, moving between industries on
various lines in the Chicago district.

Coal Production

Under the influence of the railway shopmen's strike coal pro-

duction is rapidly declining, according to the weekly bulletin of the

Geological Survey. Traffic congestion has interfered with the

placement of empty cars at non-union mines, and the weekly out-

put of coal is already running 1,700,000 tons below the high point

reached late in June. Preliminary reports for the week of July

17-22 itKlicate that pro<luciion cannot exceed 3.600,000 tons, against

a minimum of 3.575.000 tons in the third week of the strike and
a maximum of 5,363,CXX) tons in the twelfth week.

In comparison with normal years the present deficit in produc-

:: is even more marked. Final returns on the fifteenth week
•lie strike (July 10-15) show 4,114.000 tons of bituminous coal

31.000 tons of anthracite, a total for all coal of 4,145.000

In the corresponding week of 1921, the total quantity raised

ithracite and bituminous—was 9,280.000 tons; in 1920 it was
iKJ.OOO tons. In other words, considering anthracite and
iminous coal as a common source of supply, the present

• kly output is from 5.000,000 to 6.000,000 tons below normal.

The trend of production is shown by the cars loaded daily. On
Monday railroads reported loading 12.657 cars, a decrease of

2,437 cars IkIow the preceding Monday. By Thursday loadings

had droppctl to lO.WK) cars, the lowest on any Thursday since the

strike began. On some days it had been as high as 17,000.

The cause of the decrease is said to have been unmistakably

traffic congestion on railroads serving non-union fields. In the

Southern West Virginia and Eastern Kentucky from which the

bulk of the country's supply during the strike has come, almost

every field reiMirted acute transportation disability. In Virginia,

Western Kentucky and Tennessee the interruption of car supply

w,is less serious and in Alabama and the Far West increased.

The reports so far received indicate no significant change in the

number of men at work. Production in non-union Pennsylvania

during first half of the week showed a slight decrease from the

week preceding.

The bulletin says that the .icciimulation of unbilled coal in

cars at the mines has now been so far reduced that it no longer

••istitutes a significant factor in the reserve of coal above

iind. The estimated production of bituminous coal from the

~t of the year to July 15 has been 195,644.000 net tons, as

lompared with 210.0.V).0(K) in the corresponding periiKl of 1921.

Cumulative dumpings at the lake ports for the same period now
stand at 4.244.095 tf>ns. as compared with 11.907.210 in 1921 and

5,376,150 in 1920 when this movement was so delayed that priority

orders were issued to hasten it later in the year.

A now weekly statistical service is inaugurated by the Geologi-

cal Survey, showing weekly shipments from each of the pro-

ducing fields. The figures are based on reports furnished by the

railroads, giving the number of cars loaded for shipment at the

mines on each railro.nd division.

Toi'RisT Traffic left in Canada, in 1921 about $18,000,000, ac-

cording to J. H. Uarkin, N'ational Park Commissioner, in an n<\-

ilress before the Caiiaflinn Good Koafls Association. This was

more than twice (lie sum which had been expended during the

year on the parks C which had been one of the attractions drawing

the tourists). In 1020. 99,000 American automobiles entered Can-

ada, and in 1921 about 150,000.

Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
Records of Time of Employees on Duty and of the Movement

of Trains are to be kept by railroads on forms prescribeti by the

commission in order of May 2, 1921 ; but by an order issued or.

Julv 1. 1922, this requirement docs not go into effect until August
30, 1922.

Commission Denies Further Reduction

in Livestock Rates

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in a decision made
public on July 21, after further argument on the complaint filed

by the National Livestock Shippers' League, et al., has declined

to order a further reduction in western livestock rates beyond
the rc-ductions made last fall on its recommendation and m;ide

permanent in its recent decision in the general rate reduction ca.se.

The opinion is by Commissioner Hall. Commissioners McChord.
Co.x, Potter and Campbell dissented on the ground that the rates

should be further reduced. In its decision of last August the

commission expressed the view that carriers should reduce by

20 per cent all livestock rates in western territory, except those

on horses and mules, which were higher than 50 cents. The
carriers made the reduction without an order. Subsequently the

complainants, represented by S. H. Cowan and Clifford Thome,
asked that the reduction be extended to rates less than 50 cents,

which the commission denied. In the general reduction on agri-

cultural products made by the railroads on January 1 the rates

less than 50 cents were reduced 10 per cent, effective for six

months and this was made permanent by the general decision.

Commissioner McChord said that far more substantial re<luc-

tions of all the livestock rates should be made without delay.

Commissioner Potter also expressed the opinion that the com-
mission should now make such reductions in livestock rates as

would have l)ecn m.idc if in addition to making the temporary

reductions permanent, it had permitted livestock to share in the

general reductions.

State Commissions

The Alabama Public Service Commission on July 11, ordered

all railroads operating in Alabama to reduce their passen,eer fares

from 3.6 cents per mile to 3 cents and to sell 1.000-mile hooks at

the rate of 2.12 cents per mile, effective August 15. This order

followed an investigation which has been conducted by that Ixxly

since the first of this year. The commission stated that the rail-

roads have failed to show that a reduction would not stimulate

travel in Alabama.

The California Railroad Commission has issued a statement

lo the effect that it will co-operate to the fullest extent of its

.ability with the public utility commissions of other .states in

resisting the efforts of the railroads to increase by ten billion

dollars or more the leiilative valuations of the roads which were

established by the Interstate Commerce Commission for rate

making purposes. This announcement was authorized by the

state commission, following a conference of the middle-western

and western states held at Des Moines, Iowa, on July 6 and 7.

"The Esch-Cummins Act," this commission states, "provides that

railro.Kl rates must be based on the value of the roads as found by

the Interstate Commerce Commission. .\ tentative estimate of

the value of all the railroa<Is in the United States amounts to ap-

proximately $20,000,000,000. It is estimated that if the claims

made by the railro.ads were allowed in full, the valuation tenta-

tively fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission would be

increased by about 50 per cent, or in the neighborhood of ten

billion dollars. If 5 per cent is t.aken as the minimum r.itc of

return, it is apparent that a difference of $10.()(X1,(KX),(W in the

v.ihi.ntion will mean a differenre in railroad and passenger rates

of $.S0O,0(H),0<10 a year. These figures show the gnat imporlance

of these valuation proceedings."
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Court News
Passenger Sitting on Steps of Car Negligent

The Massachusetts Surrcme Judicial Court holds that a pas-

senger who sits on the step of the platform of a moving car on

a steam railroad with his foot extending beyond the line of the

car. so that it comes in contact with a signal about six mches

from the edge of the lowest step, is negligent, although the cars on

the train are crowded, and a submission of the case to the jury is

not required, notwithstanding the Massachusetts statute makmg

contributing negligence an affirmative defense—Daly v. Boston,

R. B. & L. (Mass.). 134 X. E. 376.

Discriminating Drainage Assessment

In a suit to enjoin excessive drainage assessments the Circuit

Court of Appeals. Eighth Circuit, holds that the assessment on

a railroad of half the cost of an improvement which would

increase land values at least $250,000, in a district of 12000

acres in which the railroad owned only 40.43 acres and 3.61

miles of track, constructed for the most part on high fills and a

trestle and above overflow, was a discrimination so palpable and

arbitrary as to amount to a denial of the equal protection of the

law.—Thomas v. K C S.. 277 Fed 70S.

Notice of Arrival of Goods, If Duly
Mailed, is "Duly Sent"

The conditions of liability while goods are retained aitei

arrival as stipulated in the bill of lading, are controlling. A bill

of lading limiting liability to that of warehousemen after notice

of arrival, provided that the notice of arrival might be "duly sent

or given" The Court of Appeals of District of Columbia holds

that "duly sent" means sent in a regular and approved manner,

and it is sufficient if notice is deposited in the post office in a

stamped and properly addressed envelope, though it is never

received.—Peavey v. P., B & W.. 277 Fed. 333.

Barred Suit Under Employers' Liability Act

Not Revived by Transportation Act

The Minnesota Supreme Court holds that the provision in the

Transportation Act that the period of federal control shall not be

computed as part of the period of limitations in actions against

interstate carriers on claims arising prior to federal control does

not apply to causes of action under the lederal Employers

Liability Act which had become barred by failure to bring suit

within the allotted two years, and were not existing rights of

action at the date of passage of the Transportation Act.—Kan-

nellos v. Great Northern (Minn ). 186 X W. 389.

Delay in Transporting Live Stock

—Reasons Not Good Excuses

The Kansas Supreme Court holds that under the state statute

requiring railroads to transport live stock without delay and

at a rate of speed averaging 15 miles an hour, unless prevented

hy unavoidable accident, the following causes given for delay

arc not excusable allowing trains to pass; track blocked by

trains; waiting for block; taking water and coal; mspccting

train;' lunch for train crew; waiting for engine; cutting out

helper; hot box; sparks from brake shoe; removal oi team rod

;

loading stock for other shippers —Anderson v lliius (Kan).

203 Pac. 726.

B. L. Provision Against Liability of Loss from Strikes

A provision in a bill ..f l.iding th.it ibe r.irner shall not be

liable for loss or damage 'from riots or strikes" is brnding upm

the shipper. It is. however, held to be incumbent on a carrier

setting up a strike as a defense to show that notwithstanding the

strike it had used every reasonable effort to preserve the shippers

property, to prevent its being damaged, and to cause it to be trans-

ported to its destination. (This question as to where the burden

of proof rests, upon the issue of a strike as an excusing condi-

tion, is suggested but not decided in Pennsylvania v. Olivit Bros.,

243 U. S 574. 37 Sup. Ct. 468).—American Fruit Distributors v.

Hines (Cal. App.), 203 Pac. 821
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Spanish Railvi^ay Electrification

Loxr.oN.

It is reported that the Compania Valencia de Tranvias y

Ferrocarrilcs intends to electrify some of the railway lines it

operates, in all amounting to about 45 miles. The head-

quarters of the company are in the Callc Orilla del Rio,

Valencia.

Germany Building Rolling Stock
LONHON.

Germany is making progress in the construction of rolling

stock. Already the 150.000 freight cars and the 5.000 locomotives

delivered to France by Germany after the armistice have been

replaced by new equipment and it is estimated that by August 1,

1922. the German railways will be in exactly the same position

as they were at the outbreak of war as regards the quantity of

rolling stock and even better ofT as regards the quality.

Safety of Travel in Russia
Lo.NPON.

A Times (London) correspondent states that from reports pub-

lished by the statistical department of the Bolshevist Commissariat

for Communications, 427 passengers and 526 employees were

killed in accidents on the railways of Russia during the year

1921. Moreover, 1.159 employees and passengers were taken from

the trains and shot during the same period by order of the

Revolutionary Tribunal.

French Railways Measures Against Accidents
LoNPCN

M. Ic Trocqucr, Minister of Public Works, recently made a

statement on the prospects of French railways. He believes that

they have practically recovered from the worst of the difficulties

through which they have been passing as a result of the war.

"If nothing intervenes to thwart our efforts," he said, "in twenty

years from now all the railways south of the Loire will be

running by electricity. Over half the area the familiar black

smoke will have vanished and we shall be saving nearly 3.000.000

tons of coal. The waterfalls of the Pyrenees, the Alps and the

central range will all give their share of 'white coal.' " After

careful consideration the *ninister has chosen a single type of

current, 1,500 volts d. c, which will he used exclusively for elec-

trification in France.

\\ ith regard to the safety of passengers. M. le Trocquer states

that two measures ha\e been taken up which cannot fail of suc-

cess. The lirst is that all the French systems will very shortly he

provided with audible cab signals, so that a driver can no longer

run past the disc without being aware of it. The second is that

all passenger cars will be lighted by electricity.

Britain Gets Big Japanese Electrical Order
Losnrs.

The Imperial Government Railways ol Japan have just placed

with The Knglish Electric Company for their Diek-Kcrr Works

at Preston .in order for 34 complete electric locomotives of a

intal \alue of upwards of £500,000 This represents the whole

requirements of locomotives up to the end of 1923 for those

sections of the main line railways which the Japanese government

has decided to electrify at once. The order, it is said, was

obtained in the face of keen foreign competition, particularly

from .Vmerica.

Fight of the locomotives now ordered are for heavy express

passenger service. They are of the 2-C-C-2 (i.e 4-(i-6-4) type.

Their weight is approximately 96 (lout;) tons and they are de-

signed to haul a 41S-ton train at a balancing speed of alxiut

H) miles per hour. Each locomotive is equipped with 6 motors,

each rated at 306 h.p at 500 volts, the motors being connected

in two groups of three in permanent scries on a trolley voltage
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oi 1.500 volts. The control equipment ii ot the standard "Engtish
Electric" cam-shaft imitlipic unit type.

Of the rrnuiiiinK locomoiiics, nine arc for local passenger
Kr^ice and 17 for heavy freight service. These 26 are all of
the -I ;

' will weigh approximately 56 tons each. They
are ' I four motors similar tu those on the express
p»«->c:.., : :ives. but in this ca<ie the niulors will be con-
nected m two pairs in permanent series. Here too the control

n the •landar'l "f-neli^h FIrrtric" multiple unit type. The loco-

: uce are desiKia-d to haul a 315-ton

• rs a 600-ton train, the balancing

niilis ptr hour ri-<;pcctivcly.

Further Reductions in British Freight Rates

Effective August I. by agreement between the managements
of the railways of England and Wales and shippers, freight rates

are to be reduced as follows

:

Coal, Coke and Patent Fuel—Increase over pre-war rate to be

reduced from 75 per cent to 60 per cent, flat rate from 3d. per to

2d. per ton and maximum addition to remain at 3s. 6d.

Iron Ore, Limestone, etc., for Blast Furnace and Steel Works

—

Flat rate to !< reduced from 3d. per ton h) 2d.
;
percentage in-

crease over pre-war to remain at 50 per cent and maximum addi-

tion to remain at 2s.

Manure and I.ime for .'\griculturc— Flat rate to be reduced from

W. per ten to 4d., percentage increase remaining at 50.

Iron and Steel— Flat rate re<luced from 6d. per ton to 4d., per-

centage iiK-reasc remaining at 75.

Rollinik: Stock— Percentage increase to be reduced from 100

per cent to 75 per cent and flat rate from 6d. to 4d. per ton.

Livestock at Carload Rates— Percentage increase reduced from

100 to 75 and flat rates from 2s. per car to Is.

Livestock at Head Rates—Percentage increase reduced from

100 per cent to 75.

Small Parcels— Percentage increase reduced from ISO per cent

to 100 p<r cent.

Returned fijnpties— Percentage increase reduced from 100 to 75.

Certain other basic commodities bear similar reductions.

Westinghouse Ships Large Order to France

The Wcstmghuusc Fkctric Si Manufacturing Company recently

shipped 32 carloads of electrical equipment—transformers and

lightning arresters—to the Midi Railway (France). This material

weighed over TOO tons and is part of an order totaling over $1,000,-

000 for this railway which is pushing its electrification program.

The lines of the Midi Railway are mostly located in the South

of France north of the Pyrenees. As far back as 1906 the man-
agement of the railways commenced an exhaustive study of the

electrification of this part of the system, having in mind the

utilization of the water power available on the northern slopes

of the Pyrenees. By 1914 four sections had been electrified with

single phase current at 12,000 volts and 16.67 cycles, but all work
was stopped at the outbreak of the war.

The French early in the war lost practically all their coal

fields to the Germans. This more than anything emphasized the

necessity of developing the water power resources of the country

and electrifying the railroads wherever it could be economically

done. Thus on the cessation of hostilities one of the first acts

of the government was to send a technical commission abroad to

study existing electrified railways.

The commission, after visiting Switzerland, Italy and America,
recommended that 1.500 volts, direct current, be adopted as the

standard for the electrification of all French railroads, and the

Midi Railways Company, in conformity with this decision, imme-
diately resumed the work interrupted by the war on this new basis.

The sections already electrified at 12,000 volts will be changed

to 1,500 volts direct current, so as to have a uniform system

throughout.

Argentine Rate Controversy Not Yet Settled

nirr.Nn» Amiui.

The controversy between the foreign-owned railways with the

government over the question of increased r.itcs has not yet been

decided. A committee has been appointed by the government to

sttidy the rate situation, but, until this body reports, all rates are

to remain at previous levels and the companies have been called
upon to refund amounts cliargcd in excess of these levels.

This reimburscnienl involves m.iiiy <lit1icultie5. In first place,

the companies are not at all willing to refund the extra sums col-
lected (which in some instances amount to several million pesos).
They rnust, however, comply with the decision of the public
authorities and they seem to have come gradually to the decision
to refund 70 per cent of the sums in point. The attitude taken
up by the companies in this emergency is not, however, a uniform
one, as some of them want to return but 50 per cent, and a few
do not consider at all the possibility of a reimbursement.
There are three companies, whose general managers held recently

a meeting with a view of adopting a common policy : the Buenos
Aires &• Pacific, the Southern Argentine and the Western Argen-
tine. The first two companies were inclined to refund 70 per cent
and the Western was willing to pay back the full sums in point.
They have finally adopted the proposition moved by the Pacific and
Southern.

The settlement of this question of reimbursement seems likely to
lake several months. The railway companies have to deal with
opposite forces in the shape of associations like the Cereal Ex-
porters' Association (Centro dc Exportadores dc Cereales) which
m this occasion represents not only the large exporting firms form-
ing the association itself, but also the brokers and the agriculturists
of the provinces. The members of the "Centro" referred to have
decided not to accept less than 70 per cent from the railways
for their own account as well as for the brokers and the sellers'
account. It is to be anticipated, however, that the railways and
the cereal exporters will find a satisfactory solution, as their
reciprocal interests command a close collaboration with each other.

Railway Ties in China

There are both present and future market possibilities for selling
.American railway ties in China, according to Trade Commissioner
i'rank Rhea at Peking. Steel and concrete ties are used but the
demand is mostly for wooden ties. While concrete ties are quite
satisfactory where there is a well-ballasted railroad, as is the case
with the Canton-Knowloon, which runs through a territory not
subject to freezing, and therefore has no heaving of track in the
wintertime which would cause breakage of these ties, conclusions
arc that this tie is entirely too expensive to compete with the
wooden tie which is imported into China. On the Canton-Samshui
Railway use has been made of a Belgian steel tie, and while this
was very expensive it has been reasonably satisfactory, especially
as this railway has light trafi^c and also very light wheel loads.
The mete, gage Yunnan Railway is all laid with steel ties The
Shantung Railway was originally laid with a German-designed
steel tie, but many of these were removed during the Japanese
administration and replaced by wooden ties.

Northwestern American and Canadian timber is used very
generally ant! is reported to give better results than either the
Japanese or Manchurian timbers. In South China, however, the
Australian, Indian, or Philippine hardwoods are said to give better
service. This is because the wood resists the attack of the white
ants, which are very destructive to railw:.y ties in that section.
Humidity also afl^ects the tics in that territory to an extent!
Most of North Qiina has light rainfall and most of this during
the summertime. This condition probably does not aflfect the life
of railway tics, although the opinion is expressed that in such
territory as the western end of the Pcking-Suiyuan Railway ex-
tendinjf into the Mongolian territory, it would increase the life
rather than shorten it.

The usual dimensions for railway ties are 8 ft. by 9 by 6 in.

Bridge tics, as a rule, arc 10 ft. by 9 by 8 in. There are very few
creosotcd ties in use in China. The Chinese Rovcrnnient railways,
such as Peking-Hankow Railway, Tientsin-Pukow Railway, etc,,'

treat their tics in their own creosotin.ir plants. Treated ties will
probably be used in the future as they become better known.
Tenders are usually called for by the railways concerned and

terms of payment arranged by the railway. Payment is probably
the most difficult situation at present, as the Chinese railways will
give the business to whoever will give them the lon.ncst crwlit
almost regardless of price. .American exporters may deal directly
with the several railway purchasing departments. A great deal of
this business, however, is handled through commission houses.
American species are included in official and semiofficial invita-
tions for tenders.
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The Pittsburgh & West Virgini.\ is inquiring for 2, 60-ft.

Equipment and Supplies
steel baggage cars, 1, 70-ft. steel ?age and mail, 1, 70-ft.

mtiiittiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiitiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiii

Locomotives

The Unmon Pacific is inquiring for 55 Mountain type and 15

Santa Fe type locomotives.

The Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville is inquiring for S

Mikado type and 2 Pacific type locomotives.

The Tuckerton Railroad is having one locomotive repaired

at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Erie will have repairs made to 15 locomotives, including

Santa Fe and Mikado types at the shops of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford will have repairs

made to 25 locomotives at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works and to 10 locomotives at the shops of the American
Locomotive Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon July 29, at Richmond, Va., for general repairs to three

Mallet compound locomotives. Bids will also be received until

12 o'clock noon .August 11 for general repairs to SO locomotives.

The New York Central announced on Thursday that in

anticipation of the motive power requirements of 1923 and to pro-

tect the expected traffic needs of the winter in the territory

.'^erved by the New York Central lines, orders have just been

placed for the construction of ISO modern .freight locomotives.

The locomotives are to be the Mikado type, identical in design

with Michigan Central locomotive 8.000, described in the Kaihi.'ay

Age of July 22. It is understood that the order has been divided

equally between the .\merican Locomotive Company and the Lima

Locomotive Works, Inc.

Freight Cars

The New York Central is inquiring for SO King-Lawson

air dump cars.

The Lehigh & New England has renewed its inquiry for 100,

50-ton gondola cars.

The Chicago, Bltslington & Quincy, reported in the Railway

Age of July 22 as inquiring for repairs to 500 box cars, will

have these cars repaired at the shops of the Streator Car Com-
pany.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy reported in the Railway

Aze of July 22 as inquiring for repairs to 500 box cars and 500

steel gondolas, has placed on order for the latter with the

.\merican Car & Foundry Company and is expected to place an

order for the box cars this week.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age of July

IS. as inquiring for 2.000 gondola cars, has ordered 1,000 from the

Pullman Company. 500 from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany, 500 from the Mt. \'crnon Car Mannfacturing Company,

500 from the Bcttcndorf Company and 500 from the Western Steel

Car & Foundry Company.

Passenger Cars

The \\ Ak I if.pXHTMF.NT .\\H Skrmce is ini|iiiriiiv! fur nne steel

baggage car.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 70 express refrigerator

cars from the .Xmcrican Car & Foundry Company.

The Maryland & Pennsylvania has ordered two passenger

motor cars and two trailer.s from the Russell Company, Kenosha,

Wis.

steel passenger, baggage and mail.

Iron and Steel

The K.\nsas City Southern has placed an order with the

McClintic-Marshall Construction Company for 1,900 tons of steel

to be used in the construction of a bridge over the Arkansas
river at Redlands, Okla.

Track Specialties

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for 2,500 kegs of spikes.

The Erie is inquiring for 5,000 kegs of spikes.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is inquiring for 2,500 kegs
of standard track spikes.

Miscellaneous

The New York Centr.\l will receive bids until October 1 for

its requirements of fuel oil, gasoline, kerosene, lubricating oil,

grease and tallow candles.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, August 3, for structural steel, castings and railings for

bridge repairs and non-composite lead paper insulated covered

cable.

The Chicago & North Western has placed an order with the

Graver Corporation for a Graver type "K" ground-operated water

softener to be installed at Boone, Iowa. This plant will have a
treating capacity of 23,000 gal. of water per hour.

Signaling

The Canadian National has ordered from the Federal Signal

Company an electro-mechanical interlocking plant for Smith
Falls, O'nt.

The St. Louis-San Francisco has ordered from the Federal

Signal Company a 28-le\cr interlocking machine and the neces-

sary materials for the rebuilding of the interlocking plant at

Claremore. Okla.

The Norfolk & Western has placed an order with the France

Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for 470 mechanical

type rectifiers, for use it charging storage batteries on the signal

system between Phoebe, Va., and Bedford, Norfolk division, and

between Lamberts Point, Va., and bridge eight, Norfolk terminal

The Atlanta & West Point has awarded a contract to tbo

Union Switch & Signal Company for the materials for the instal-

lation of 16 miles of absolute-permissive block signaling on it-

main line between LaGrange, Ga., and West Point. These

signals will be Style S 3-position, low voltage. Installation will

be by railroad forces.

Trade Publications

.Architects' Specikuation II vximiHiK.—The Truscon Labora-

tories, Detroit, Mich., have issued a lo<isc-lcaf handbook of specifi-

cations of 108 pages of 8!j in. by II in. size covering the use ot

Truscon waterproofing and dampproofing products, floor hardeners,

enamels, paints and varnishes. The Ixmk is conveniently prepared

for ready use by architects and engineers.

Adzing and Boring Cross-Ties.—The Century Wood Preserv-

ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,' has issued a large size, 8-page bulle-

tin, illustrated, devoted to the adzing and boring of cross-ties be-

fore treatment. The bulletin discusses the advantages of adzinc

and lioring all cross-ties before treatment and shows by text and

illustrations, the different methods which can be used. The ma-

chinery for Ibis class of work is also described as well as a typical

plant layout.
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Supply Trade News

The refinancing plan of the Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.,

.^ noted in the Kailwoy .'tge of July 1, was adopted by the

l>oard of directors and approved at a special meeting of the

stockholders in Richmond, Va., on July 14.

The Mid-West Engineering Sales Company, Masonic
Temple, Ccd.ir Kapids, Iowa, has Ihcti apiioinltcl niircscnta-

tive in eastern Inwa of the Conveyors' Corporation of

Anterica, 326 West Madison street, Chicago, for the sale of

.\mencan trolley carriers.

A. A. Murphy has been appointed resident sales manager
of the industrial and railway paint and varnish division of the

E. I. du Pont de Nemours ft Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del. He
will be located at the new office the paint and varnish division

has opened at 30 Church street. New York City.

Johns-Manville, Inc., New York, will build a new plant in

mada at .\sbestos, Quebec, for the manufacture of asbestos.

Work is to be started at once on the plant and is expected to

be completed in about six months. The plant will cost over

$1,000,000 and will give employment to about 300 people. The
company has taken over the Bennett-Martin mine at Thetford
Mines, Que.

A. C. Haberkom, formerly Detroit branch manager of

Manning, .Maxwill & Moore, Inc., and the Biggs-Watterson
Co.. and E. E. Wood, former sales manager of the Jones &
Lamson MachJTic Co., have formed a partnership under tlie

name of Haberkom & Wood, with an office and warehouse at

620 E. Hancock avenue, Detroit, Mich., to handle a line of

machine tools, cutting oils and compounds, also permanent
mould aluminum alloy castings.

F. W. Carter, assistant manager of the heavy traction

division, railway department, of the Westinghousc Electric &
Manufacturing Company, has resigned to become president

of the Louisville Frog
& Switch Company,
Louisville, Ky. .Mr.

Carter was graduated
in electrical engineering
from the Virginia Mili-

Jgaji^^^^^^ tary Institute in 1912
i^^ ^^^* ^w and in the same year

entered the employ of

the Westinghousc Com-
' i^^M ^^\ pany on the graduate

•^^M/r ,^^ student course. Between
^^^*^^^^k 1912 and 1916 he filled

^^^Bm ^^^^^^^^^B
.

then

^[^^^^^^^r In

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the

^^^BBJ^^^^ Plattsburg Camp and
was ordered immedi-
ately to France where
he served with the

Rainliow division until July 28, 1918, when he was severely
wounded in action at Chateau-Thicry and later was honored
with the D. S. C. .After returning from the service Mr. Carter
again entered the railway sales department at East Pittsburgh
in charge of heavy traction negotiations. . The Louisville Frog
& Switch Company, of which Mr. Carter will l)e president,
manufacture manganese frogs, crossings, switrhos, signals
ami other railway specialties.

G. A. Blackmore, vice-president of the Union Switch &
Signal Company, Swissvale. Pa., has hocn ekcird first vice-
president and Rciural manager. He entered the service of the
I'nion Switch & Signal Company in July. 1806, and in 1901, he
was m.ide chief clerk of the engineering and estimating depart-

F. W. Carter

mem at Swissvale. In July. 1904. he was traiuferred to New
York where he was engaged in work on the Interborough Rapid
Transit Subways, the New York terminal of the Pennsylvania
Railroad and other large signaling projects. In March, 1909,

he was appointed assistant eastern manager with headquarters in

New York and in .April, 1911, was made eastern manager in charge
of the .\e» York. Montreal and .Atlanta offices, and of sales

and construction. He was appointed general sales manager of
the Cnion Company in 1915, and his headquarters transferred to
Swissvale. remaining in this capacity until January, 1917, when
he was elected vice-president. He now assumes the additional
duties of general manager

Attorney General Approves Steel Merger

In response to a Senate resolution .Attorney General Daugherty
has transmitted to the Senate a report stating that in his opinion

the merger of the Bethlehem and Lackawanna steel companies
and the proposed mercer of the Midvale, Republic and Inland

companies are not in violation of the Sherman, Clayton or Webb
laws and that there is no reason to bclie\e that restraint of trade

or monopolistic control will result. He did not express his

opinion as to whether they are in violation of the federal trade

act. The Federal Trade Commission is conducting an investiga-

tion on this |)oint in accordance with the .Senate resolution.

Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Company to be Sold

Negotiations are now under way and are expected to be
completed soon for the sale of the Globe Seamless Steel

Tubes Company, Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturers of station-

ary boilers and of steel tubes for use in locomotives. This
company has been owned principally by W. Renshaw, Chicago,
president, and L. Fitch, Milwaukee, vice-president and secre-

tary, both of whom will retire. The new interests will be
headed by R. P. Laniont, president of the American Steel

Foundries, Chicago; P. J. Kalman, president of the P. J.

Kalman Company, St. Paul, Minn., of the Bliss & Laughlin,
Inc., Harvey, 111., and of the Hudson Motor Company of

Illinois; and by F. J. O'Brien, vice-president and general
manager of the Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Company, who
will continue in active charge of that business. The com-
pany at present maintains sales offices in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Mich., Atlanta, Ga.; Houston, Tex.; Portland, Ore;
and San Francisco.

The Consolidated Machine Tool

Corporation of America

The Consolidated Machine Tool Corporation of .America,

with general offices at 17 East Forty-second street, New-
York City, is a consolidation of the Bctts Machine Company,
Rochester, N. Y.; Ingle Machine Company, Rochester, N.Y.

:

Hilles & Jones Company, Wilmington, Del.; Modern Tool
Company, Erie, Pa. ; the Newton Machine Tool Works,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.; the Colburn Machine Tool Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, and the Dale Machinery Company, Inc.,

New York City and Chicago, 111. The company's capital stock
includes $10,000,000 preferred stock of $100.00 par value and
200,000 shares of common stock with no par value.

W. H. Marshall, formerly president of the .American Loco-
motive CoiTipany, is chairman of the board of directors of

the new company and C. K. Lassiter, formerly vice-president

of the American Locomotive Company in charge of operations,

is president of the new company. H. J. Bailey, H. W.
Breckenridge, II. W. Champion, J. J. Dale and .A. M. Ingle
arc vice-presidents; O. D. Miller, treasurer; and R. R. Lassiter,

secretary. The directors include W. H. Marshall, C. K. Lassi-

ter, H. J. Bailey, formerly president I lilies & Jones Com-
pany, B. J. Baker of B. J. Baker & Company, bankers. II. W.
Breckenridge, formerly vice-president of the Colburn Machine
Tool Company, Lawrence Chamberlain, president of Law-
rence Chamberlain & Co., bankers ; H. W. Champion, formerly
president of the Newton Machine Tool Works, Inc.; J. J.

Dale, president of the Dale Machinery Company; T. .Allen

Hilles, .A. H. Ingle, formerly president of the Betts Machine
Company and Ingle Machine Company, and F. D. Payne,
formerly inanagcr of Modern Tool Company.
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded

a contract to the Bates & Rogers Construction Co., Chicago, for

the construction of a 38-niile cut otif between Ellinor, Kan., and

Eldorado. A belt hne also will be constructed around the city

of Eldorado, which, with other trackage, will total 55^ miles

additional. The project will shorten the present route by 13.65

miles. The estimated cost is $3,046,000.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has applied

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority for the

construction of two branches, one from a point 1.7 miles south

of Burbank, Okla.. 6.24 miles in a northeasterly direction, and

one from Denoya, Okla., east 2.97 miles.

Board of Pitblic Works of the city and county of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., opened bids on July 26, for the construction of a

plate girder bridge at Si.x-bit gulch ; for the construction of abut-

ments and piers for this bridge, and for the grading of a road-

way involved in the relocation of tracks, all on the Iletch Hetchy

railroad.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company, which was

reported in the Railzuay Age of July 8, page 86. as calling for bids

for the construction of a two-story brick addition to its freight

house at Burlington, Iowa., has awarded the contract for this

work to the T. S. Leake Construction Company, Chicago.

Illinois Cejjtral.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Fred R. Jones Company, Cleveland, Ohio, for the laying of

approximately three miles of spur tracks in Louisville, Ky.,

to connect with the Standard Oil Company properties in that

city, the work to cost approximately $100,000. This same

company has awarded a contract to the Merrill Road Improve-

ment Company, Vicksburg, Miss., for raising the grade and

paving freight house approaches at Vicksburg, Miss., at an

estimated cost of $25,000.

Magma Arizona.—This company has awarded a contract to

Twohy Brothers. Phoenix, Ariz., for improvements on its line

to include extensive grade revision work and the re-laying of

35 miles of track.

Missouri Pacific—This company has awarded a contract to

the T. S. Leake Construction Company, Chicago, for the construc-

tion of a car repair shed at Sedalia, Mo., to cost approximately

$25,000.

Pennsylvania.—This company is receiving bids for the con-

struction of an overhead bridge at Leaman Place, Pa. The ap-

proximate quantities are as follows: 1,200 cu. yd. foundation ex-

cavation; 2.200 cu. yd. foundation and abutment masonry; 250 cu.

yd. concrete bridge floor including reinforcement; and 375 sq. yd.

paving on bridge. The work will be in charge of D. P. Pugh,

assistant engineer, Norrisfown, Pa.

Wabash.—This company, which was reported in the Railway

Afie of March 4 as having been ordered by the Missouri Public

Service Commission to construct a new freight station and to

remodel its present passenger station, at Kirksville, Mo., has

awarded a contract for this work to the T. S. Leake Construc-

tion Company, Chicago.

The Panama Limited, which is operated between Chicago and

New Orleans. La., as the Illinois Central's dc luxe train, has com-

pleted one of the best "on time" records in its history. During

the 12 months ending May 31 this train arri\cd in Oiicago on

time every day, while southbound, it arrived in New Orleans o"

time 361 days out of the year. The suburban trains of the Illinois

Central to and from Chicago have been 99 per cent on time

for the same period. This service runs 370 trains to handle an

average of about 75,000 passengers a day. Approximately 60.000

of these pa«sengers are carried during the morning and evening

rush periods on their way to and from work.

Boston & Maine.—Injunction Petition Denied.—Justice Crosby,

of the Superior Court at Boston, Mass., has denied the petition of

Edmund C. Codman for an injunction to restrain directors of the

Boston & Maine and the New York Central, as operators of the

Boston & Albany, from carrying out an alleged scheme to obtain

"illegal control over the Boston & Maine."

Canadian National Railways.—Directors Resign.—President

D. B. Hanna on July 21 gave out the following statement:

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Canadian National Rail-

ways, held yesterday, the members of that board tendered their resignations

to the Rovernment.
These resignations are preliminary to the appointment of the single board

of directors which will succeed the separate boards of the Canadian National

Railways and the Grand Trunk Railway. This will afford the government
a free hand in the selection of the new directors.

Such selection m.iy not be completed immediately, but in the meantime the

interest of the Government Railways will not suffer, as the present directors

will continue lo .ict until their resignations have been formally accepted.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—Annual Report.—The income

account for the year ended December 31, 1921, compares as fol-

lows:
1921 1920

Operating revenues $7,464,112 $6,524,755
Operating expenses 5,320,170 4,982,121

Net operating revenues 2,143,942 1,542.6.^4

Taxes 440,000 365.000
Railway operating inc.me 1,702,140 1,176,S6S

Neb railway operating income 2,492,298 •2,318,716

Total non-operating income 116,247 481.275

Gross income 2,608,545 2,799.991

Interest on tundcd debt 1,187.582 1,187,904

Total deductions 1,622,117 1.914,767
Net income (exclusive of interest on income
debentures) 986,428

Interest on income debentures 262,820
Net income 723,608 885,224

•Includes corporate expenses for January and February, and covers ten
months' cperati<ns, March 1 to December 31. 1920.

Chowchilla Pacific.—Asks Authority to Sell Property.—This

company has asked permission of the Railroad Commission of

California to sell its entire property to Frank G. Drum for an

agreed price of $730,000. This road extends from Chowchilla, Cal.,

a station on the Southern Pacific, to Dairyland, a distance of

about 10 miles.

Cleveland. CINCIN^•ATI, Chicago & St. Louis—Ca// for De-

posit of Stock.—The protective committee for the preferred stock

has issued a call for the deposit of the stock with the committee.

The letter sent to the stockholders was occasioned by the recent

ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission approving the

offer by the New York Central to change its stock on equal terms

for the preferred stock of the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago &
St. Louis. The committee opposes the exchange, contrasting the

earnings of the Geveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis avail-

able for preferred stock with the earnings of the New York
Central available for dividends, and comparing the assets of the

two roads. It is asserted also that by acquiring the majority of

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis preferred stock the

New York Central would be able to control the issue of bonded

debt and negotiation of leases in\clving an increase in fixed

charges.

The protective committee is headed by Edwin G. Merrill, pres-

ident of the New York Life Insurance and Trust Company, and

includes George E. Roosevelt of Roosevelt & Son, and Willis D.

Wood of Ladd & Wood, New York.

Coi.oRAiX) & Southern.—Annual Report.—Th\s company's an-

nual report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of

this issue entitled "Colorado & Southern .Assisted by Coal Strike."

Sec al'io excerpts from annual report on adjacent pages.

Denver & Rio Grande Western —A'^,n!rr.fAi/>.—Joseph H.

Young, president of the Denver & Rio Grande Western, was ap-

pointed receiver for the road in the I-cdcral District Court at

Denver. Colo., on July 21. The receiver was petitioned by the New
York Trust Company and the Bankers Trust Company of New
York, trustees for holders of defaulted mortgage bonds.

Richard Sutro, chairman of the committee of the adjustment
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mortgafie 7 p«r cent bondholders of the Denver Sc Rio Grande,
in en-' • •' rtppointment of a receiver said:

A " niijc bx New Yurk Iruii Company •> truatc*
«fi-'- - rsm*- a* thr rr^v!' of f-ririy nwnth* of eifortft
' "' " •

' • -' • ' •-:ile« and ii>

'. and of all

'I »itli whom wc have bc«n in conference
con fnr refunding bondholder*, alw appeared
•B'! vrr.
^ rnt bonds since April 1, 1921, and

OB :

N rrty under it> protection, the com-
mrtTr ,rri, ilial rarningi will be available for
rehj ,.My for interest, instead of being received
by - \ Rio Granilc Kailroad) which claims not
to 1

'
;
al and i^tcrc^t ot any of the bonds upon

the fija:i^

We accordincly look conndently to eventual readjasunenc whereby the
bondh'.ldrr* will ser'ire equilahle trralmetll.

Alvin \V. Krech, president of the Equitable Trust Company, and
chairman of the Western Pacific, which bought the old Denver
& Rio Grande, said that he had no idea of what would be done
with the property following the naming of a receiver. The offer

to bondholders, he said, of a plan of reorganization was rejected

through their failure to deposit a sufficient number of bonds. As
far as the Western Pacific is concerned, Mr. Krech declared, the

offer will probably be withdrawn.

El DoBAiX) & Santa Fe.—Authoriced to Construct New Lines

and Issue Stock.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a certificate authorizing this company to construct three new lines

totalling 43,VS miles connecting with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe in Chase and Butler counties, Kan., and has also authorized

the company to issue $50,000 of stock. The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe was also authorized to acquire control of the company
by purchase of its stock and by lease.

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville.—Anmtal Report.—The in-

come account for the year ended December 31, 1921, compares as

follows

:

1921 1920
Miles operated , 89 89
Operating revenues $1,355,659 $1,431,562
Opera: iig expenses 865,245 920,880

Net fr.m railvsv operations 490,415 510,683
Railw.iv tax accrmis 71,065 53.896
Operating income 430.919 463.478
Grosi income : 484,269 503,903

Deduciioiis from fr<m income 383.147 392.327
Net income 101,122 111,576

Dividends cm preferred "lock 30,000 30,000
Balance to profit and loss 71.122 31.576

Grand Tri-nk.—Directors Resign.—Sir Joseph Flavelle, chair-

man of the board, president H. G. Kelly and A. J. Mitchell have

resigned, and the resignations of J. N. Dupuis and E. L. New-
combe, K. C, are expected.

The resignation of the directors of the Grand Trunk, like those

of the Canadian National directors do not take effect immediately.

The purpose of the resignations is to give the Minister of Rail-

ways a free hand in the selection of the new board.

Great Northern.—.-hmual Report.—This company's annual

report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of this

issue entitled "Great Northern Ore Traffic Will Help 1922 Net."

See also excerpts from annual report on adjacent pages.

New York Central.—Authorized to Acquire Control.—The
Interstate Ccmmcrrc Commission has authorized the acquisition

of control of the Toledo & Ohio Central and the Kanawha &
Michigan and their leased properties, by lease, on condition that

none of the lessees shall dispose of any of the stock of the lessor

now owned by it without the approval of the commission.

New York Central.—Exchange of Stock Opposed.—See Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

PlTTSBUROH, Cinonnati, CHICAGO & St. Louis.—Diti'dfm/

Declared.—The directors at a special meeting on Wednesday de-

clared a dividend on the company's capital stock covering the

period from January, 1921, to July. 1922, at the rate of 4 per

cent per annum, being in the agRregate 6 per cent for the period.

The dividend is payable .\ngust 15, to slock of record August

7, out of rental to be received by the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati.

Chicago & St. Louis from the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
under the terms of the lease of its railroad property.

Tenkessce Oufnxu—Authorised to Issue Securities.—1\\e
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$3,000,000 of common stock in respect of the purdiasc price of

the Tennessee Central Railroid, $1,700,000 of which is to be ac-

quired and pledged as security for a loan of $563,000 from the

government, also an issue of $1,500,000 of first mortgage 6 per

cent gold bonds in respect of the purchase price, $850,000 to be

acquired and pledged as further security for the loan, and $563,000

also to be pledged with the Secretary of the Treasury. The com-
pany is also authorized to assume liability in respect of $850,000

of promissory notes given by the stock and bond subscribers in

respect of the purchase price, also to be deposited as security for

the loan, and to assume obligation in respect of $210,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates.

Tennessee Central.—Mortgaged.—This company has mort-
gaged all its properties to the American Trust Company, of

Nashville, Tenn.. for $3,000,000.

Toledo & Ohio Central.—Annual Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1921, compares as fol-

lows :

1921
504

$10,711,986

Miles op'.rat-d
Operating revenues ^._
Operating expenses 8.425.297

Net from railway operations 2.286.689
Railway tax accruals 693,590
Railway operating income 1.591.223

Ne; o|jeratmg income
Tolal t<her :nconie

tjross income _, ,

Interest on funded debt 1,247,276
Toial deductions from gross income 1.571.236

Suri'lus for the year 658.869

1,858.993
371.112

2.230.105

I $2,193,342
663.041

2,856.383
1,246,838
I.6I5.390
1.240.993

•Items not shown are not ccmparablc. See note a.
A Irdudes compensalion for .lanuary and February, Ruaranlee. March

to August and net railway operating income—corporate—September to De-
cember.

Ulster & Delaware.—.<4mmi«3/ Report.—The income account
for the year ended December 31, 1921. compares as follows:

1921 1920

Gross ircomc
Interest en funded debt
Total deductions
Net corporate

Mileane operated 129 129
Operaiinj revenues $1,747,687 $1,324,180
Operating expenses I.379.8I5 1. 745.831

Net from railway or>erations 367,872 Ilcf. 421.651
Railway tax accruals 82.659 59.576
Total operating income 285,214 Def 481 177
Tojal nonoperati.ng income Def. 32.192 690.538

253.021 2091361
140.000 140.000
247.295 225,709

5,727 Def. 16.348

Washington. Brandywine & Point 'LooKovT.-Aulhorized to
Issue Slock.—Thh company has been authorized by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission to issue $431,400 of stock for the
purpose of continuing the construction of its line from Mechanics-
villc to Point Lookout, Md.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the follow-
ing final settlements and has paid out to the several roads the
following amounts

:

Missouri, Kan^s & Texas $5,000,000
Wichita Falls Si North\vestei»( 3 500
Unirn Passcneer Depot Comp.iny of Galveston .'

.'

35^000
Northern Pacific Terminal Company of Oregin 26.500
S.ilina Northern ,500

Dividends Declared
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittshurnh—Cmmon, $2.00, semiannuallv; pre-

ferred, $3.00, semiannually; both payable .\uBust 15 to holders of^ record.August 5.

Illinois Centr.-il.— Preferred. $1.10. quarterly, payable September 1 to hold-
ers of record August 4. Common, ly^ per cent, quarterly, payable September
1 to holders of record August 4.
Pennsylvania.—$.50. quarterly, payable August 31 to holders of record

I ittsbtirRh. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—4 per cent, payable August
15 to holders ol rcc<ird August 7.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last Last
July 25 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way .stocks 67.23 07.65 5634
.A\cragc price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 87.82 87.78 74.10



Annual Reports

Colorado & Southern Railway Company—Twenty-third Annual Report

Chicaco. January 2, 1922.

To the StockhoUeri of The Colorado and Southern Railu-ay Comfany:
Herewith is submitted the Twenty-third Annual Report of your Board ot

Directors for the year ended December 31, 1921, setting forth comparative

statements for the fiscal period of The Colorado and Southern Rarlway Com-
pany, Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company and The Wichita

Valley Railway Company.

THE COLORADO AND SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Comparative Statement of Corporate Income, Years Ended December, 31

1921 1920
Standard Return $413,535.30+

RAILWAY OPER.XTING REVENUES.
S9.897.-f;0.91 Freight $10,212,960.99'

"2,394,204.57 Passenger 2,656,946.46

173,036.35 -Mail 136,820.29*

207,046.69 Express 235.162.17

309,960.20 -Ml other transportation 319,228.16

203,300.72 Incidental 228,111.58*

37,910.48 Joint facility 27,511.22*

Total railway operating revenues $13. 816.740. S/'

RAILWAY OPERATING EXPENSES.
....Maintenance of way and structures $2,376,876.44*

Maintenance of equipment 3,16K,45l).l l'

Traffic 125,689.84*

Transportation 5.020,565.67*

Miscellaneous operations 113. 6J.'. '*•

General 541,574.34*

Cr. .Transportation for investment—Cr..Cr. 3,899.65*

$13,223,219.92

$1,993,464.39
2,981,257 16
146.129.21

4,703.027.10
108,556.88
603,157.23
11,701.88

$10,523,890.29 Total railway operating expenses $11,343,898.95*

Net $2,887,377.22*$2,699,329.63

$33,479.72
62. .199.74

62.799.86
1,923,140.37

1,779.44

Railway operating income (includes

..two months of standard return of 1920) $2,099.992.73*

NON-OPERATING INCOME. $150,978.36*

Equipment rents (Net) $150,978.36*

Dr Joint facility rents (Net) ...... .Dr. 33,268.51*

Miscellaneous rents 59,462.00

...Dividends and miscellaneous interest... 1.352,530.15

tDr MiscclLineous income 509,161.76}

(Estimated amount due under Guaranty, „,„,„_„.
Transportation Act. 1920) 939.687.98

$J.y9S.5.>1.74$1,955,240.77 Total non-operating income.

$3,887,955.18

$112,510.32
2,139,025.50

102.07
13.603.56
72,558.16

$2,337,799.61

Gross income $5,098,544.47

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
.. Miscellaneous rents $112,398.06

Interest on funded debt 2.140.438.47

Interest on unfunded debt
,V???-2^

. ..Amortization of discount on funded debt. . P'„,o'oi*
{Miscellaneous income charges 224,078.83}

.Total deductions from gross income. $2,492,478.17

.Net income $2,606,066.30

DISPOSITION OF NET INCOME
Dividends

Tot.al appropriations of income $680,000.00

Income balance transferred to profit and loss $1,926,066.10

FORT WORTH AND DENVER OTY RjMLWAY COMPANY
Comparative Statement of Corporate Income, Years Ended December

1921 * "20
Standard return $315,231

$8,027,522.23
2,725,417.53

141.903.80
184,899..'iO

91,609.80
162.041.79

1.563.60

$11,334,958.25

$1,190,946.41
2,096.648.06
136,825.19

3.590,665.40
84.348.66

426.903.84
14.131.73

$7,512,205.83

RAILWAY OPERA-nNG REVENUES
Freight

Passenger
Mail

Express
All other transportation

Incidental
Joint facility

Tol.ll railway operating revenues.

RAILWAY OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of way and structures

Maintenance of ei|iii|>ment

Traffic
Transportation

Miscellaneous operations
General

Or.. Transportation for investment—Cr..Cr.

Total railway operating expenses

Net

$7,175,940.38*
3,457.155.07*
134,023.17*
151.697. 28*

103.563.70*
174.157.19*

348.12*

$n. 116.884.91*

$1,863,733.33*
2,667.9<10.15*

90.5JI.6S*
5.310.743.20*

82.048.82*
385.483.06*
16.902.70*

$10,383,617.51*

Railway tax

. Uncolleclible raib

Railway operating income (includes two

...months of standard return ..f 1920)... $"9;.275,29*

lAoVKSI

NON-OPERATING INCOME.
$21,522.70 Equipment rents (Net) Dr.

600.94 Joint facility rents (Net) Dr.
6,336.80 Miscellaneous rents

164,435.59 ...Dividends and miscellaneous interest...
60.000.86 jMiscellanei us inci me

(Estimated amount due under Guaranty,
TranspcTtation .Act, 1920

S240,176.18*
2,921.24*
11,708.49

106,990.42
538.000.04}

1.113.733.12

S252.896.89 Total non-operating income $1,527,334.65

$3,687,886.51 Gross income $2,319,609.94

DEDL'CTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME
$19,792.80 Miscellaneous rents
.= 36,1-10.62 Interest on funded debts
21,449.12 Interest on unfunded debt
3,420.99 .A.mortization of discount on funded debt.

115,537.37 JMiscellaneous income charges

$696,340.80 .Total deductions fr gross income.

$18,843.50
544.511.29
19.003.92
2.755.58

258.445.53$

$843,559.82

$2,991,545.71 Net income.

DISPOSITION OF NET INCOME.
$916,466.32 Dividends

$916,466.32 Total appropriations of income.

$2,075,079.39 Income balance transferred to profit and less $83^.897.80

THE WICHITA VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY
Compara'ive Statement of Corporate Income. Years Ended December 31

J921 1920

Standard rtturu $58.727.84t

RAILWAY OPERATING REVENUES.
$1,269,502.04 Freight $1,015,016.63*

362,133.65 Passenger 436,800.54*
27.367.12 Mail 23,458.49*
44.764.15 Express 34.859.40*
5.851.66 All other transportation 4,445.97*

13.491.71 Incidental 11.851.43*

$1,723,110.33 Total railway operating revenues $1,526,432.46*

RAILWAY OPERATING EXPENSES
$315,683.99 ....Maintenance of way and structures..

138,497.80 Mainten.ance of equipment
406.18 Traffic

624.865.60 Transportation
19,317.11 General

783.79 Cr. . .Transportation for investment—Cr.

$397,228.24*
189,565.04*

1,262.9.5*
764,243.71*
19.577.20*

450.50*

$1,097,986.89 .Total railway operating expenses

$625,123.44 Net

S155.429.72
15.183.45
2.584.21
7,036.65
4,508.45

$1,372,327.64*

$212 ,832.66*

$57 ,120.48$
553.63*

$155 ,158.5.5*
Railway operating income (includes two
. . . .months of standard return of 1920) ....

NON-OPERATING INCOME.
Dr Equipment rents (Net) Dr. $169,755.4:*

Joint facility rents (Net) 8.433.00*

Miscellaneous rents 3,345.89

..Dividends and miiscellaneous interest.. 4.389.48
{Miscellaneous income 132.673.03}

(Estimated amount due under Guaranty,
Transportation Act. 1920) 270,738.12

$126,116.96 Dr Tot.il non-operating income.

$203,392.80
38,450.00

32.01
8,536.23

$250,411.04

$178,122.33 I

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
Miscellaneous rents

Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfundc.l debt

{Miscellaneous inromr charges

Total deductions from gross income

balance transferred lo profit and loss

Ife'^on
months.

{Includes
tralion.

isimentI

y, 1120.
ionths except war taxes which are included for twelve

items credited and chargetl by Federal Adminit-
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Thirty-Third Report of the Great Northern Railway Company
To tlu Vi.

.

<1 of Uiirctort iubmilt the foUowing rrpuri (or the year todtd
I. 1921.

CAPITAL STOCK
• btm no chanie durinie tbc jrrar in the aulboriird tlurr
r (cnuinuif al I2SO.OOU,4H>0, of which ibrre had b«cn iuucd to
!. 19.M. l34<),478.25i>.W).

FUNDED DEBT.
i been an tncrravr of |7,J1'>.5(H) in the bonded indebtrdnraa of
y in the handi of tbc public, made up at foUowa:
the Corapanv't (ieorral Mortgace 7 per cent.
'. Serm "A." dated July 1, 1921, maiurmg

1 1 15,000,000.00

bilateral 4 per
and paid July

St. P. .M i .M K< t'. <on*olidaled Mort-
rafe bonda rrdrrtne<l Ihruugb the opera-

tion of the Sinking Fund

1107,613.500.00

1 niler dilc :

road C<"m[ony
par value <>i $l'i<j c.yh. I'he dividend upon the aiock pledKed under the

\7u,l h. !.,,•;, r -.- r • . V. P.C. N.. C. B. & g. Collateral 4 per cent
.539 shares which were msued to the Guaranty

' ler the joint indenture, increasing the security
res, of which onehalf is uwned by the Great

. and one half by the Northern Pacific Railway

\a onirr to secure funds with which to pay oiT and discharge the

above de>tnbe<l joint bonds, the Board of Directors of this Comuany at

mcetinit lielil March 22, 1921, authorized the execution, with the Northern
Pacific Railway Company, of a joint indenture to be dated July 1. 1921, for

the n»uc of $210,000,000 in bonds to be known as Northern Pacific-Great

Northrm Joint 15-Year 6^4 per cent Convertible Gold Bonds, dated July
I, l'>2\. maturing July 1, 1936, and secured by deposit with The First

National Bank of the City of New York as Trustee under the joint in-

denture. 1.658,674 shares of the capital str<k of the Chic.igo, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad Company; $33,000,000 Northern Pacific Railway Com-
pany Refunding and Improvement 6 per_ cent. Mortgage Bonds. Series "B,"
maturing July 1, 2047; and $33,000,000 C.

Cieneral Mortgage 7 per cent. Gold Bo
ioint bonds be
Railway Compa

inat

Gener
1936.
respect
ndenture provid

Northern Railway Company
,. Series ".-S," maturing July 1,

ertible. |«ir for par. into bonds of tbc

es to the amount of $115,000,000 each. The
^ ._ release of the above security upon a pro rata

upon conversion of the joint bonds into the bonds of either of the

Railway Companies, The Interstate Commerce Commission approved this

plan on Aprd 21. 1921.
The entire issue of the joint 6'/, per cent, bonds was subscribed for by a

syndicate represented by J. P. Morgan & Company and The First Natiinal

Bank of the City of New York at price of 91 ^^ per cent, and payment
nude therefor on May 16, 1921.

The amount required to pay and discharge the joint 4 per cent, bonds

on July 1, 1921, aggregating $215,227,000, was obtained as follows;

From tale cf tbc joint 6V4 per cent, bonds, $330,000,000 at

9\'A per cent $210,450,000.00

Less expenses covering fees, taxes, printing, authentication,

etc, to Dec. 31, 1921 335,963.27

Net proceeds $210,114,036.73

Provided by the railway companies from other sources.... 5,112.963.27

Total $215,227,000.00

The conversions of joint 6)4 per cent, gold bonds during the period

May 15, 1921, to December 31, 1921. were .is follows:

Into Great Northern Ry. Co. General Mortgage 7 per cent.

Good Bonds. Series "A" $115,000,000.00

Into Northern Pacific Ry. Co. Refunding and Improvement
6 per cent. Bonds. Series 'V ?'"S''*5"-2S

Unconverted December 31, 1921 (N. P. Ry. Co. proportion) 105,049,600.00

Total $230,000,000.00

The burden of interest to the Great Northe
Issue of its 7 per cent, bonds by way of conve

lilway Company in the

as .igainst the interest

Northern Pacific Railway Company's proportion of the joint debt

whether represented by the remaining joint 6'/, per cent, or by the 6 per

cent, bonds issued or which may be issued by the Northern Pacific Rai way
Company by way of conversion is claimed by the Great Northern Railway

Comiiany lo be subject to eiiualiialion as a part of the cost of the joint

financing. The Northern Pacific Railway Company opposes this claim and

matter has been submitted lo arbitration.

In order lo have a more comprehensive ami satisf.iclory mortgage to

secure the issue of the series of 7 per cent, bonds above referred to, and

also to secure the issue of other bonds for the purpose of future enlarge-

ment, improvement, extension, and equipment of the Company s properties,

the Company executed and rielivered to The First National Bank of the

City of New York a« Trustee, its mortgage dated January 1, 1''21. to

secure the issue of its General Mortgage Bonds.
. , , i ,

The indenture provides for the issue of bends in series dated July 1,

1921, maturing on dates subsequent lo June 30, 1936. and on or priiir lo

JlUy 1, 2l:l. with inlerrst rater, ind such special provisions as the lloarel

nf Directors or the Kxcculive Committee shall determine, and limited in

amount, including bonds reserved lo retire prior debt, to three limes

the then outslnndinK capital stock of the Company. Provision w'as maJe
for the closing of the Company's First and Refunding Cold Bond Mortgage

at $72 Olio lICK). of which $ 15.66R.OOO are in the hands of the public, and

$36,332,000 pledged under the indenture. Provision was also made lor

the issue al once of $140,000,000, Series "A," 7 per cent, bonds, dale-l

July 1, 1921, and maturing July 1, 19.16, of which $33,000,000 were

pledged under N. P.-fT. N. Toint 15-Year G nverlible Gold Bond Mortgage,

and $107,000,000 held for conversion pur|»ses. and in case of same being

so used thai the Chicago. Burlington «! Quincy Railroad Company stock

released from the lien of the joint indenture as result of such conVCTSi. n

should he pledged with the Trustee of this indenture. ....
By the conversion of $115,000,000 of the joint 6)4 per cent, bonds into

General Mortgage Gold Bonds of' this Company there were released from tlie

lirn of
ton k

late

pur

-37 share* of stock •

.>ny, which were in.-

f January 1. 1921. .:

'

ersl

the
hi .

Commr
chase o

per CCrn. Gild B<m«i*. fi * : u :i ;^.•nJ•_•,^J<,

' mralionrd abovr) have brm used in cun
1 in the Treaiuo" ^^ the Coitijjany for u»e

The
financii
dllchrr

Inl

IK

OKNKRAU
rcc t"mniifc»ion a(t{>roved ihe C<-nii»an>'» plan for
f (ivt hufnirrd 40-tun refrigerator car*, one »tram

jnd
a!l> 1,

1''

n^ mtcrert
at the rale oi .

i

H lecured by
StatcH of *7>0.Wii.

I ,r v.iln.. (.r..,t .N.irtlirrn K.iiiA..> (.in;.any Ocncral
MortffaKc 7 per cent. (*oId Kond». The balance of the funds required
wa« pr I cured by the i*»ue of the Comiiany'* 6,'i per cent. Kquipment i iold

Note*. Series "A," dated Au«u*t 1. I^Jl. in the princir«al sum of $606,000,
payable in fix annual tnifLiIImenls of $101,000 each, beginning August 1.

I9J6, and endinp Augu&t 1. 1*^31. These notes were sold at 97 '^ per
cent., the Company realizing $590,850.
The details of expenditures for Equipment are given in the report of tbc

President.
There was expended for Investment in road, tbc sum of $2,971,489.14

of which $2,965,810.05 was for Additions and Betterments, and $5,679.09
for Improvements on leased railway property.

The records of the Pension Department show the following:
Number of pensioners December 31, 102') 120
Kmployes added to roll durinp the year 40
Pensioners died during the vear 16

Number of pensioners December 31, 1921 144
Pensions paid during the vear $49,683.04
Pensions paid September 16. 1916, to December 31. 1921 I6M54.91
Work was continued during the year in connection with Federal Valun-

tii-n of this Company's property. Conferences on the tentative land and
accounting reports were held by the Company with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and many dift'crcnces adjusted. It is expected that the
Company will shortly receive revised engineering, land and accounting re-

ports to be followed by the tentative valuation. This tentative valuation
will then become the subject of hearings before the Commission and its

examiners. Data are being compiled for use in such hearing's, and every
possible effort is being made to see that the Anal values when determined
shall be just and fair.

As stated in last year's rejort, the Company filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission its claim for deficit due under the guaranty pro-
visions of the Transportation Act, 1920, and had received as partial pay-
ment thereon $12,500,000. It is expected that a final settlement with the
Government will be effected durinp the current year.

An additional amount of $91,054.40 has been received from the Director
General due to the revision of the annual rental, as mentioned in last year's
report.
The Board respectfully cills the attention of the Stockholders to the

reports of the President, of the Comptroller, with customary balance sheet
,-ind statistical tables, and of the I^nd Commissioner.

For the Board of Directors.
LOUIS W. HILL, Chairman,

April 30. 1922.

REPORT OF PRESIDENT.
To tht' Btcrd of Directors:

Herewith report for the fiscal vear ended December 31. 1921:
REVENUES. OPER.\TING EXPENSES, VOLUME OF TRAFFIC, ETC.

Gross Operating Revenues for the year were $101,317,203.81, a decrease
of $21,280,661.40. or 17.3581 per cent, as compared with last year, while
the decrease in Operating Expenses was 29.3559 per cent. The various
amounts making the increases and decreases and the percentage for eacli,

as compared with last year, are as follows:
Incrcise or decrease

Revenue from transpdrtatit

FreiKht

Passenger
Mail
I'.xpress

Sleeping car, Parlor and chair car, Ex-
cess baggage, and other passenger-
train revenue

Amount Per cent.

Decrease $15,060,604.56 16,7786

Decrease $4,090,745.58 19.9053
Decrease 320.78<i.05 10.0943
Decrease 538,356.60 17.9544

23.111.65 1.6276

Total Passenger service train reve-

Switching, Special service train

Othet freignttrain revenue....

Decrease $4,926,779.58 17,5036

143,537.83 17.94.^9

Total revenue from transportation.
Revenue from Operations other than

Transportation

Decrease $20,130,921.97 16.95S3

Decrease 1,149.739.43 29.5576

nro.ss operating revenues.

Operating Expenses

Maintenance nf way and structures.
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic exprusrfl
Transportation exiicnses
Miscellaneous operations
General expenses
Tran«iportation for investment—Cr.

.

Total operating expenses.
Net operating revenue...

Taxes accrued
Uncollectibtc railway revenue

Decrease $2 1 ,280,66 1 .40 1 7.358

1

Increase or decrease

Amount Per cent.

Decrease $11,852,64.1.55 46.0859
5,664.126.18

Increase 369,322.38 29.')r.i7

15, 189,82'). 61 27.2784
Decrease 544.157.43 28.1900

185.800.41 6.3242

Increase 382,967.24

$33,450,202.04 29.3559
$12,169,540.64 140.6761

1,759,041.26 17.5024
17,128.85 55.3421

Operating inco Tncrease $13,911,453.05
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The substantial decreases in revenue during the year were due primarily

to the rcdi'Ctiin in tralftc handlt-d resulting from the post war business

depression. Net ton miles, reflecting the volume of frcisht traffic, decreased

32.6%, and passengers carried one mile, reflecting the volume of passenger

traffic, decreased 30.2%. Although the Interstate Commerce Commission
ordered rate increases <,n August 2^, 1920, full benefit of these increases

was not secured because of the many reductions and readjustments in rates

made necessary in 1921. .,.,/. t .u
Effective March 31, 1921, rates on lumber and shingles from the north,

western states destined to Missouri River, Chicago district, and points east

were reduced 6 and 7 cents per cwt. This was followed on September 10,

1921, by reductions in rates to southwestern points, including Kansas City

and Oklahoma districts, in amounts varying from one to three and one-

half cents per cwt. On December 24, 1921, further reductions were made
in r.lles to points east of Chicago, including Atlantic Seaboard, ranging

from onchalf cent to i6'/i cents per cwt.

Effective June 23, 1921, rates covering east bound movement of vegetables

from northwestern states destined to points cast of Chicago were reduced

by amounts ranpine from 17 to 33^4 cents per cwt. This was followed

on October 3. l'^21, by reductions to points Chicago and west on the

basis of taking off onchalf of the general increase of August 1920. This

resulted in a reduction of about 15 cents per cwt.

Effective July 21, 1921, rates for movement of apples from Washington,

Montana, etc., to destinations east of Chicago were reduced to the extent

of 16yi cents per cwt. „ . , , ,. ^ t
On December 15, 1921, all rates in Canada were reduced to the basis ot

20 per cent, higher level than those in effect prior to September, 1920.

As a result of the falling off in tonnage handled, the rate reductions

mentioned above and other r.lte reductions and adjustments not specifically

mentioned, there was a decrease in the freight revenue of 16.7786 per cent,

as compared with the previous year.

Passenger traffic decreased $4,090,745.58, or 19.9053 per cent. Rates

and train service were unchanged, but the busmess depression prevading

in all lines of industry had its effect in reducing the passenger travel.

The immigrant movement for the year 1921 was very light as compared

with former years. The unusual deflation in the price of agricultural

products and the increased rates for transportation prevented many home

seekers from investigating and locating in the territory served by the

Company.
, , ^.

With respect to the decrease in operating expenses, there was a reduction

of 34 per cent, in gross ton miles and 30 per cent, in passengers carried

one mile as compared with the year 1920. This reduction in traffic is re-

flected principally in the accounts under Transportation -Rail Line and

Maintenance of Equipment. It is also partly responsible for the large

decrease in Maintenance of Way and Structures, although contributing

fact^.rs were the favorable weather conditions and the improved individual

performance of the employes. The tie and rail renewals in 1921 amounted

to $2,496,159.61, as compared with $2,629,582.56 in 1920, practically the same

for both years. There was no curtailment of the renewal of ties and rails

and the track was maintained up to standard. The Company, however,

suspended certain other work, such as cutting grass and weeds and re-

moval of snow and ice, the effect of which was only transitory and which

did not impair the road for safe operation.

Due to conditions over which the company had no control, operating

expenses were abnormally high in 1921, notwithstanding the many economies

effected which resulted in substantial reductions. In 1921 the operating

expen.ses totaled nearly 80% of gross revenues, compared with approxi-

mately 60% in 1916, the last prewar year. The cost of coal m 1921 was

$13 000.000, the price per ton amounting to two and four tenths times as

much as in 1916. On Tune 1, 1921, the United States Railroad Labor

Board rendered a decision providing for a general decrease jn w-ages

effective July 1, 1921. which resulted in a saving of approximately $3,000,000

for the last six months of the year. Notwithstanding this fact, the payroll,

58% of the total expenses, amounted to $47,000,000. and was the largest

single item of expense, th rage compensation per man being two and
1916. The Company endeavored to reach
for lower wages, but failed, and the dis-

abor 13oard, the only method of procedure

ed and taken into

one-seventh times as much
an agreement with its employ
pute has been referred to the

under the law.
EQUIPMENT.

During the year the following equipment

account:
Fiirchasetl: , , ,„ „„„ ,.

SOO Refrigerator cars, 40 feet long, 60,000 lbs. capacity.

1 Biwrdmg car, 60 feet long, second hand.

1 Steam timber derrick, 38 feet long, second hand.

2 Automobiles.
2 Automobile trucks.

Built at Company Shops:
4 Flat cars.

3 Timber derricks.

2 Water cars.
. , , t. .

Improvements to rolling stock have been continued, such as superheaters.

Dower grate sh.ikers. automatic stokers, steel cabs and pilots for locomo-

tives mimr improvements to passenger cars to insure the comfort and

safety of oassenV-ers. to compiv with the law, and to secure economy in

operation Owing lo the readjustment of prices the Company has found it

advantaeTOus t.. use fuel oil as locomotive fuel on the Western divisions and

has converted, during the year, 64 locomotives from coal lo oil burners.

There were taken out of service:
3 Steel ore ears.

21 Italla.st ears.

1 1 S.and cars.

15 Caboose cars.

9 Cinder cars.

13 Hoarding cars.

2 Derrick and tool cars.

5 Other work equipment
and for
original

5 Steam locnm..live!

1 Passenger and baj

3 Baggace and cxpi

193 Box cars.

51 Refrigerator cars
114 Stock cars.

43 Flat and coal cat

13 Wooden ore cars. j >. ,. i.

Total amount expended for equipment purchased built at shops

imorovemenls lo equipment in service, was $1,891,1 l.-i. 3,1. 1 ti< .

cost of the equipment taken out of service, conversions, and adjustments,

mounted lo $6(15.072.03, resulting in a net increase in Investment in Equip

ment of $1,285,143 30.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
The replacing of outer half of Ore Dock N

trestle extension and fender at outer end. aK

limber approach to Dock No. 1, at Allouci, Wis, which was in progress at

the riosc of 1920. has been completed.

The improvements made this year are: 55^5

»y«tem installed between I-e.n

feet of new steel and

season; constructing new terminals at Minneapolis Junction, Minn., and
at Wcnatehee. Wash., installing automatic block signals uptn 165 miles of

road: constructing 48.5 miles new second track; and rene-*ing 1,457 lineal

feet single track snowsheds between Leavenworth and Scenic. Wash.
The number of stockholders in the Company far exceeds that of its

employes. At the annual meeting in 1921, its stockholders numbered
43,023, while the average number of employes during the year was only
24,403. Respectfully submitted,

RALPH BUDD, President.

COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

MR. LOUIS W. HILL,
Chairman, Board of Directors.

Dear Sir—
Herewith I beg to submit statements showing the result of operations

of the Great Northern Railway Companv for the year ended December 31,
1921.
The statements, this year, do not include the operations of the Minne-

apolis Western Railway Company and the Duiuth Terminal Railway Com-
pany and for purposes of comparison the figures for last year have been
revised to exclude the operations of those companies.

Respectfully submitted,
GEO. H. HESS, JR., Comptroller.

REVENUE ACCOUNT.
EXCLUDING THE OPERATIONS Ot THE MINNEAPOLIS WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY

AND DULUTH TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY, FOR BOTH YEARS.

YEAR 1921 COMPARED WITH YEAR 1920. OPERATING
REVENUES.
1921 (Excluding

delayed items audited

Class in the accounts of the
U. S. R. R. Administration) 1920
^

.

^ ^
J,

,

Revenue from Per cent Per cent
transportation of tota! .-Vmount Amount of total

Freight 73.7292 $74,700,240.68 $89,760,845.24 73.2157
Passenger 16.2463 16,460,279.62 20.551.025.20 16.7630
Excess baggage 1587 160,800.62 162,720.95 .1327
Sleeping car 7637 773,804.63 1,112,882.40 .9078
Parlor and chair car.. 0912 92,403.85 127,816.63 .1043
.Mail 2.8198 2,856,978.30 3,1 77,767.35 2.5920
Express 2.4281 2.460,104.48 2,998,461.08 2.4458
(Jiher passenger train. .0115 11,678.41 16,562.23 .0135
MUk 3992 404.442.17 35.82 .0000
.Switching 5881 595,880.57 76«,741.04 .6254
Special service train.. .0583 59.111.13 33,514.47 .0273
Other freight train 0014 1,398.16 327.S2 .0003

Total revenue from
transportation 97.2955 $98,577,122.62 $118,708,044.59 96.8272

Revenue from Operations
Other than Transpor-
tation:

Dining and buffet 6101 $618,103.68 $873,464.53 .7124
Hotels and restaurants. .3915 396,656.20 709,101.03 .5784
Station and train priv-

ileges and train news
service 2215 224,464.01 330,018.78 .2692

Parcel room receipts... .0397 40,237.16 62,135.20 .0507
Storage— Freight and
baggage 1254 127,011.60 614,267.39 .5010

Demurrage 1936 196,133.59 323,533.98 .2639
Telegraph and telephone .1388 140,580.58 156,083.23 .1273
Power 0232 23.515.98
Rents of buildings and

other property: 1551 157,159.39 142,553.40 .1163
Miscellaneous 8056 816,219.00 678,663.08 .5536

Total 2.7045 $2,740,081.19 $3,889,820.62 3.1728

Gross operating revenues 100.0000 $101,317,203.81 $122,597,865.21 lOO.OOOO

OPERATING EXPENSES
1921

Class of total

Maintenance of way
and structures...... 17.2254

Maintenance of equip-
ment 26.1815

Tr.affic expenses 1.9895
Transportation expenses 50.3059
Miscellaneous operations 1.7220
General expenses .

.

3.4189
Transportation for in-

vestment—Cr .8432

Amount of total

$25,718,560.76 22.5706

26,739,433.94 23.4666
1.232,155.61 1.0813

55,684,548.17 48.8688
1,930.319.70 1.6940
2,937,928.83 2.5783

Amount

$13,865,917.21

21,075,307.76
1,601,477.99

40,494,718.56
1,386,162.27
2,752,128.42

678,799.71

$80,496,912.50 $113,947,114.54 100.0000

295,832.47 .2596

Total operating expenses lOO.OOOO

Per Mile of Road Oper.aied 1921

Revenue from transportation $12,075.44
Revenue from operations other than transportation 335.65

Gross operating revenuei $12,411.09

0|>erating expenses 9,860.66

insisting of 166 pockets, "tTTsaTl
cwing m kind pile and Net operating revenue $2,55S.43

concrete *nd cast iron culverts.

3J.6I miles of woven wire placet

cal coal chutes. 5 water tanks,

cubic yards "I material moved
inf and filling bridges '•^ -

yards of eoncrete and riprap.
, , .,

Work is in iirosress replacing limber dock N;

concrete and steel dock lo be ready for operati

automatic block signal

th and Skvkomish, Wash.: \.2M lineal

rete bridees, 6,349 lineal feet of bridges filled, 121

03.71 miles of

uiKtn existing fe

P5 sidings and
changes of line

There were placed iipii

ight of way fence,

ice, 10 deools, 5 mechani-
.|iur tracks, and 357.823
widening banks, ballast-

1 old lines 57,332 cubic

2 at Allouei, Wis., with
at opening of 1923 ore

Taxes .icerued

Uncollectible railway revenue

Operating inc'-m-c

.\veraKe miles of road under operation....
Operating expenses, per cent of:

Total revenue from transportation
Gross operating revenues

Operating expenses and taxes, per cent of;

Gross operating revenue revenues

1,015.65

S,89

$14,998.00

13,939.71

{1,058.29

1,229.50

3.79

tt'SOO

8,174.28
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INCOME ACCOUNT
<EAt »BC» —TIMIf Jl, 1921

OMnttnc locumc:
iUilvar opminif rrrcnnn tl01,]|7J0].«l
K>ll>ty opcralinf npnuc* 80,496.912.50

N.-I rrvrour (ram rsilwar opcntiea*.'. . . (20,820.291.31
Kjil.iy ux accnuUi 8.291,22J.«1
I r: '--r'Nr rjil»3]r rrvcauc* 48,079.69

• rO<o«
' Cr. »7J9.997.26

rt Dr. JS4,S74.1J

.N.-1 ijii«a. Dtmaiiof ineaaic (Tnuupor-
(jr. II AL-t (

Non Ot.<T j!^i;.: Incune:
Mitcrlljtir. 1. rent income $456,991.40
Ui«ct:ijnruu'. nui-oprrmltiit phytical fTO^
'"f 79.508.96

C. II & u. K. R. nock—
Pledged $21,809,560.00

OtheT •lock* 257,592.84

2i.OA7,\i2.St
Intrrrst frum funded tecuntiet:

'Spokane, rortlaod & Seat-
tle Ry. Co. bonds $7,233,100.00

Other Mcuritiea 701,776.87 7.934,876.87

Income (ram unfunded •ecnritie* and ac-
countt 1,030,922.30

Mitceilaneout income 181,669.58

Total non-operatmg income

GroM mcf>me i

RAILWAY AGE

De<>

il

GroM inoffie 'brutight forward).

"g in handi
$13,188,068.48

int 15'Vear
>.on%xttil>le Gold

132.556.04
rm tru« and Mii-
rout obligations 426,884.67

Interest (.n unfunded debt
Amortuaiion of discount on funded debt..
Miscellaneous income charges

Total deductions from gross incomf

Net income
Diiposition of net incume:
Uividmd appropriations of income:

Feb. 1. 192), 1^% on $249.470.600
May 2, 1921. 1«% on 249,471.000
Aug. 1. 1921. 1M% on 249.471,200
Nov. 1, 1921. 1M% on 249.471,400
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144.597,532.89

Toul
Income .ipplied to sinking
funds

ad other reserve

$13,709.54
15,398.39

154,767.12

1,161,805.69
13.709.81

1,020,707.37

$4,365,735.50
4,365,742.50
4,365.746.00
4.365,749.50

$17,462,973.50

24,284.44

Total appr.ipriations of income.

.

Balance, transferred to profit and loss.

•This amount represents accruals for period
1920. of which $1,005,378.64 has been paid.

$10,982,667.84

March 1. 1915, to March I,

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, December 31, 1921

IXVUTUINTS.
Investment in road and equipment:

R.«.l $344,823,120.81
Eqaipment 85,986,869.87

Improvements on leased railway property. ...

Sinking funds
Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property sold.

.

Miscellaneous physical property
iHVISTMr-ITS IN .\rtILl.\TtD Co«rAsi«s.

Sir.cks

:

C. B. & Q. R. R. Co.—
Pledged $109,114,809.76

Other stocks 77.994,561.34

$430,809,990.68
27,382.32
6.362.87

32.986.77
4.525,246.24

Bonds .

.

Notes . .

.

Advances

Other investments:
Stocks
Bonds
Notes
Hitcellaneons .

.

$187,109,371.10
26,787,600.50
1,674,016.43

11,895,973.18

$1,303,471.93
3,842.100.00
2.812.397.28
1,148,006.31

Total investment 1

CuauMT Assrts.
Cash
Demand loans and deposits
Time drafts and deposits
Loans and bills receivable
Traffic and car.service balances receivable.

.

Net balance receivable from agents and con-
ductors

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Material and supolies
Interest and dividends receivable
Other current assets

Total current assets.

DirratRD Assrrs.
Working fund advances...
Insurance and other funds.
Other deferred assets

Total deferred assets.

UWADJirSTlIO Dl:llTS.
Rents and insurance premiums paid in ad-
vance

Discount on funded debt
Other Unadjusted debits

Toi.il unadjusted debits.

227,466.961.21

$671,974,905.61

$17,208,530.68
35,000.00

8,150.000.00
14,449.59

1,394,350.43

2,571,678.70
12,154,252.06
9,353.962.10
6,293,552.28

61,829.17

$51,829.23
5,000.00

2,702,700.00

$52,677.88
592,883.98

6,464,699.61

57,237,605.01

Capital stock $249, 47!:". 250.00
i «J—In treasury of company 1,100.00

Premium on capital stock.

Total stock

GOVERNMEMTAI. GRANTS.
Grants in aid of construction
LoNG-TERu Debt.
Mortgage bonds $333,871.909.(Lc«—Held in Treasury $1,755,000.00
Held by Mortgage Trus-

tees 51,145,393.93
Pledged with Treasury De-

partment U. S. A 23,250.000.00

$249,558,413.44

180,394.21

OutstaudinE in hands of public
Equipment trust obli^tions
Miscellaneous obligations
Nonnego'i^iblc debt to affiliated companies.

76,150,393.93

$257,721,515,16
5,200.200.00
2.776.000.00
519,6.S6.55

Total long-term debt.

CuRRE.VT Liabilities.
Leans and bills payable
Traffic and car-service balances payable.
.Audited accounts and wages payable.

.

Miscellaneous accounts payable
Interest matured unpaid
Dividends matured unpaid
Funded debt matured unpaid
Unmatured interest accrued
Other current liabilities

Total current liabilities.

Heperred Liabilities.
Other deferred liabilities

Unadjusted Credits.
Tax liability

Insurance and casualty reserves
Operating reserves
.\ccrued depreciation—Road
.\ccrued depreciation—Equipment
.\ccrued depreciation—Miscellaneous physi.

cal property
Other '.inadjusied credits

Total unadjusted credits.

Corporate Surplus.
.\dditions to property through income and
^surplus $37,457,666.38
Funded debt retired through income and
surplus 1,392,002.39

Sinking fund reserves 25.184.55
Appropriated surplus not specifically in-

vested 615.8M.18

Total appropriated surplus $39,490,715.50

Profit and loss 89,881,082.67

$739,082,301.32

[ADVIRTIiEMENT]

Total corporate surplus.

Grand Total

266,217,371.71

$21,500,000.00
369.331.38

5.735,830.70
7,578,054.64
6.805,263.62

14,453.00
1,200.00

626,040.20
58,605.43

$5,147,437.34
2,167,312.23
286,063.15

2,193,955.23
32,195,905.85

129,371,798.17

$739,082,301.31
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. W. Price lias been appointed auditor of the Tuckascegee

& South Eastern, effective July 31.

J. J. Comwell has been appointed general counsel of the

Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.,

succeeding Hugh L. Bond, Jr., deceased.

Operating

C. O. McHugh has been appointed transportation assistant

in the office of the general superintendent of the Quebec
district of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Montreal.

D. J. Swope has been appointed acting superintendent of the

Toledo-Ludington division of the Pare Marquette with head-
quarters at Saginaw, Mich., to succeed F. P. Little, granted
leave of absence on account of ill health.

W,

Purchasing and Stores

P. Dittoe, purchasing agent of the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis, has been appointed general purchasing agent of

that road and of the Lake Erie & Western.

C. M. Yohe, assistant purchasing agent of the Pittsburgh

& Lake Erie with headquarters at Pittsburgh. Pa., has been
promoted to purchasing agent with the same headquarters.

Special

William N. Neff, until recently chairman of the South-
western Railroad Executives' Association, with headquarters
at St. Louis, Mo., has been elected president of the Inter-

national de Productos
Company, with head-

quarters at Asuncion,

Paraguay, South .\mer-

ica, this company con-

trolling large interests

including a railroad,

packing house, timber

lands, live stock and
boat transportation on
the Paraguay river. He
will leave New York
on July 22, to assutpe

his new duties. Mr;
NefT was born on Aug.
11, 1874, at Lawrence,
Kan. He entered the

service of the Missouri

Pacific in June, 1889,

as a warehouse foreman
and served successively

as telegraph operator,

agent, roadmaster's
clerk and chief clerk to a division superintendent of the sami
road, until September, 1895. From the latter date until March,
19fX), he was a telegraph operator, maintenance of way clerk,

clerk in superintendent's office, chief clerk to superintendent,

chief clerk to the general superintendent and assistant su-

perintendent of the Great Northern. He left in March, 1900.

to become superintendent of the St. Louis-Southwestern which
position he held until June, 1901, when he was transferred to

the St. Louis-Soulhwestern of Texas. lie later became chief

clerk to the president of that road and on May, 1911, he was
elected vice-president and general superintendent which posi-

tion he held until January, 1915, when he left to become su-

perintendent of the Northwestern Pacific. lie returned to

the St. Louis-Southwestern in November, 1917, as vice-pres-

ident and general manager, and from July, 1918, to March,
\'>\9, he was general manager of the St. Louis-Southwestern,

the Louisiana & Arkansas, and the Illinois lines of the Mis-
souri Pacific. During the period of federal control he was
federal manager of the St. Loviis Southwestern and the

Louisiana & Arkansas. Since .April, 1920, he has been chair-

man of the Southwestern 'Railroad Executives Association,

which position he resigned recently.

Mechanical

H. A. Shepard, superintendent of telegraph of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford with headquarters at New
Haven, Conn., has been appointed superintendent of electric

transmission and communication with the same headquarters

and the position of superintendent of telegraph has been
abolished. The jurisdiction of Mr. Shepard's new office will

include all lines of electric communication and transmission

on the system, including the electrified territory between New
York and New Haven. Charles S. Dow has been appointed
superintendent of communication with headquarters at New
Haven.

General

M. H. MacLean, vice-presiiknt of the Spokane & Eastern
Railway and Power Conip.inx and tlie Inland Empire Rail-

road, has been elected president with headquarters at Spokane.
Wash., succeeding George H. Taylor, deceased. Other of-

ficers have been appointed as follows: J. W. Esmond, vice-

president with headquarters at Chicago; F. E. Conners, vice-

president and general manager with headquarters at Spokane;
Waldo G. Paine, vice-president, traffic manager and treasurer
with headquarters at Spokane: L. C. Ream, secretary and
auditor with headquarters at Spokane: Chester Corey, assist-

ant secretary and assistant treasurer witli headqurters at

Chicago: Graves, Kizer & Graves, general counsel with head-
quarters at Spokane: F. Weidmer, claim agent: J. F. Gan-
naway, superintendent: J. W. Hungate, electrical superin-
tendent; A. J. Mayham, mechanical superintendent: J. J.

Daschbach, storekeeper; A. J. Witchel, chief engineer with
headquarters at Portland, Ore.

Obituary

Herman Paepcke, chairman of the board of directors of the
Blythcville. Leachville & -Arkansas Southern, died on July 22
at Chicago.

C. W. Jones, manager of the first district of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Des Moines, la.,

died in that city on July 22 after a long illness.

Phoin ^y Kaiiri f- H.rle,t

Train Ferry at Cork, Ireland, Loading Army Trucks for

Shipment to England
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Railway developmi'nt has l>efn practirally at a staniistill for

five years and rclativt-ly little im|>ri;vi nu-iit work has Iktii

(iriie for ti-n yi-.irs. NKanwhile the traf-

Selecting
fj^- i,;,^ continued to urow and the need

the Work for increased facilities and for improve-

to Be Done ments to reduce the cost of opei^tion

has grown likewise. As a result the

road." are facinj; an improvement program of tremendous pro-

jjortions, involving work which will yield excellent returns

on the investment. In fact, the prol>lem of the managements

now is to select for first attention those projects which will

yield the largest returns. The president of a large railroad,

to whom a promoter had presented a plan for improvements

on a certain portion of his property which he claimed would

yield a return of IS jier cent on his investment, replied

recently that if he had available the amount of money which

this project would require, he knew of many other places on

his road where he could spend it and secure an even larger

return. This indicates the necessity for a close analysis of

each project in the light of present traffic and other conditions

to determine what it will accomplish. With this information

in hand, it is possible for a management to select the projects

for first action most intelligently.

On a busy railro;id like the two-track portion of the New-

York, New Haven & Hartford main line, described in an-

other column of this paper, the benefit

The New Haven's derived from avoiding a stop, in the

Low-Voltage case of a long and heavy freight train.

Switch Machines '^ found in two principal directions,

( 1 ) the saving of time for the freight

and for following passenger trains, and (2) the saving of the

additional coal which would be used in starting the freight

to resume its journey. In this case both of these elements

are very considerable; but the most definite word about the

savings that we find in the account given to us is that they

are "incalculable.'' This word means, usually, "too large to

be calculated,'" and |)resumahly is used somewliat in that

sen.sc in this place; and with some rea.son. Taking it more

literally, as meaning that the proper methods of making the

calculations are not known, or are very difficult of applica-

tion, the statement may, no doubt, be accepted, at least as

far as the value of time saved is concerned. If passenger

trains are kept on time and if consignees of perishable freight

make no complaint of delay, it is perhaps permissible to de-

fer the task of measuring these benefits in dollars and cents

—at least until the strike and its burdens are out of the way.

As to the amount of coal u.sed, while different students of

the problem have rcjjortcd different estimates, it i- to l)e said,

first, that the smallest estimates show (|uaiilities well wortii

saving and, secondly, that the New Haven ouglit to be able

to be the first to give to the world an accurate estimate; for it

has now been using electric locomotives extensively for sev-

eral years, and electric power (and fuel consumption) will

be more susce|)til)le of precise measurement. One significant

item in the time-estimates of the New Haven people, and one

which is soniitimis overlooked, is that with hand-thrown

switches the time lost in leaving the sitle track is, if trains

are very long, niuili more than llic time lust in stopping to

enter the siding. In entering, they lose five to ten minutes;
in leaving, from 1 5 to 20. To stop an 80-car train so that
the caboose shall be just clear of the switch is a trick which
in practice is often very poorly executed.

The foremen in the various mechanical departments are a
picked lot of men who never would have been placed in their

positions had they not shown more than
Suppoi^ ordinary ability both as mechanics and

the as leaders. In spite of the fact that

Foremen '''ey are projiortionately poorly paid,

the> can usually be de^x'nded upon to
meet an emergency and as a class have again and again
shown their loyalty to the railroad on which they are em-
ployed. These are the men who come in direct and constant
contact with the rank and file of the workmen and unless
they work in the interests of the higher officers and pass on
a spirit of fairne.-s and loyalty, the whole organization of
the department is bound to be at least inefficient. These
men have been going through a trying period during the past
few weeks and most of them have been working hr.rd and
intelligently. Like all men, they are human and appreciate
a little praise when work has been well done and where
supijort is needed they like to know that they can rely ujicn

the interest and backing of the officers higher up the line.

A good foreman knows the conditions under which his men
work and their needs and will stick up for his men when
they are in the right, knowing that by so doing he is bound
to win and to hold their co-operation. In the same wav an
officer should know and support the foremen reporting to

him either directly or indirectly. It takes time and experi-
ence to develop a foreman and it costs money. Having found
a promising man or one who has shown ability, do not allow
him to become discouraged or to leave for the lack of appre-
ciation or supiiort.

When a railroad buys a locomotive differing radically from
those in service and after testing it for scarcely more than a

month, buys ISO more identically like
A Locomotive

jt, no further prtx)f is needed that the

That luw design has made gocxl. The order

Made Good placed liy the New York fentral last

week is one of the noteworthy events of
recent years and one that is likely to have a decided effect

on motive power policies and on operating practice Few
details regarding Michigan Central locomotive 8000. after

which the new motive power is to Ik? patterned, have been
made public. The announcements given out by the railroad

indicate thiU tlie leading features of the design are maximum
power per unit of weight, minimum fuel consumption and
ease of operation. .'\pj)arently a few weeks' service has
shown conclusively that these objectives have been attained

and, what is more imjiortant. that a locomotive meeting these

requirements is also a locomotive that will make money for

the road. The engineers of the railroads, the loromotive

l)uilders and the supply com|i,inies have succeeded in develop-
ing the steam locomoti\e into a highly efficient machine from
the engineering staiidpoiiil. I'lie-e improvements are often

231
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discussed by ensjineers but up to this time huve been t<x; sel-

dom applied as effectively as they might be to reduce the

cost of operation. When, as in this instance, the higher

officers co-operate in designing a type that will meet the

operating requirements and then give the motive piower a

chance to perform at its best efficiency, the savings that can

be effected are remarkal)le. The New York Central's laic^t

type of jx)wer is likely to be the forerunner of many desiL;iis

of improvtd locomotives.

It is to lie e.xpccted that the stockholders of the Pennsylvania

received with much pleasure the June earnings reports of that

company. In view of the size and im-

June [Kirtance of the Penn.-iylvania System

Earnings the report will be received with equal

Statements satisfaction by those interested in the

railroad situation generally if not in

the Pennsylv;'.nia in |)articular. The reason is that the report

for the Pennsylvania System as a whole shows a net railway

operating income for the first six months of l')22 of S44,-

442,202, an increase of $o4,788,204 over the net for the first

half of 1921. The report shows a decrease of $7„586,250

in gross revenues. The reason for the increased net was the

cutting of expenses in the amount of 540,609.204. Nor was

this decrease due to .savings in maintenance; of the total,

5)29.197,.>0.5 was in transportation exi>enses. The Pennsyl-

vania has been making some unusually rapid strides in get-

ting back to something like its old-time form, but one must

feel that this rather caps the climax. The Pennsylvania.

however, is only one of a number of roads which have issued

interesting earnings reports for June. The Rock Island, for

instance, reports that its June net o|)erating revenue was the

best for that month in ten years. The Baltimore & Ohio's

net after rentals for the six months was $14,,S80,29S as com-

pared with $7,6,50,464 for the first half of last year. This

road reported an increase of about $2,500,000 in its operat-

ing revenues. Its maintenance exjienses increa.^^ed slightly

I'Ut its trans]X)rtation expenses, the real test of operations,

were decreased nearly $8,000,000 and total e.xpenses nearlv

$6,000,000. Wall street seems to be very much interested

in railroad stocks just now—coal .strike or shojimen's .strike

notwithstanding. With monthly earnings statements like

these and the jxxssibilities that many of them hold out fo.-

increased dividend rates, this interest is hardly surjirising.

A correspondent asks us to give an exjilanation of the

British train-control committee's declaration (See Rdilway
.l^'c. July 29, i)age 149) that train

British Views ^tops are more necessary at stop than

on at caution signals. We are not sure

Automatic Stops '''' "'" can do so. The report indicates

tliat the committee's decisions, on this

and on other points, were based on the number or percentage

of collisions which during the past ten years have been due

to different causes. In .\merica the advcK-ate of automatic

train-control aims to forestall nrrv cause of collision,

whether it shows itself once a month or once in twenty years.

The engineman who from pure absentmindedness may run

past a distant signal ,it ,^0 miles an hour is constantly con-

sidered in our calculations; while in theirs the jirominent

example i.<> the case of a runner who by an error of judgment

runs a short distance ln-yond a stop signal. It is to l)e

remembered that Knglishmen lake for granted that there

will always be an overlap of 80 r™ls beyond the stop signal.

Their signal* are almost all manually o|ierated. and the

signalmen's rules require them to allow this; never to admit

a train at .1 until the rear of the preceding train h.is (lassed

a quarter mile lieyond H. When they depend on this overlap

their problem is much simplified. The .\merican habit of

mind d(K's not recognize this feature. .Another query which

occurs to the .-Xmerican in reading this report is as to the

paragraph recommending the commencement of the installa-

tion of train stop apparatus at "selected" home signals. Who
shall make the selection, or on what basis, is not indicated.

Considering the question from the standpoint of cost, very-

few can be selected anywhere at present. This difficulty is

felt in England, no doubt, as badly as it is felt here. On
the basis of the fundamental theory in the premises, it is

desirable to safeguard a great multitude of places; for to

calculate the location of the next disaster, or next dozen
disasters, would be harder than to predict what building in

New York or London will next be struck by lightning.

We may be quite sure that the British committee has no
idea of requiring the installation of automatic train-control

throughout 49 locomotive divisions within the next two years.

Indeed, there will be critics who w'ill say that the English-

men's cautiousness—which is ver)- evident, notwithstanding

the positive and progressive tone of the report—is excessive.

Evidently, they were able to reach a unanimous agreement

only by keeping silent on some imjKjrtant points. But where
is the competent engineer who- today would proceed any
faster?

So far as possible the railroads should budget their material

needs, particularly for shops and enginehouses, determining

how much material of a given kind will

Piece- hf needed in a year and placing the

meal order all at one time. Deliveries may

Ordering ''*^ arranged as convenient throughout

the year, but by placing a single large

order for the year, important concessions in price can be

obtained. Many railroads are not adhering to this prac-

tice and the following is but one of many examples which
might be cited: A manufacturer of rivet forges for both

car and locomotive shops uses a special tile lining for ap-

plication to the forges when the firebo.xes bum out. The
manufacturer gets orders for one, two, four, twelve and

uj) to fifty tile linings, at $14.00 a lining. If purchased

in car load lots, the railroads could save $4 apiece on their

linings, to say nothing of reduced cost of transportation.

Small orders are usually wanted in a hurry, go by express at

higher cost, and must be boxed with special care to avoid

chi|)ping and i)reaking. Knowing the number (if forces on

an entire system, and the average life of firebox linings, it

would be easy for any road to determine its annual con-

sumption of tile linings and order at one time instead ot

placing several small orders througliout the year. Other ma-
terials should l)e purchased in this way with resulting

economv.

While it tii.iy seem premature at tliis season of the year

to suggest tiiat the railwa\s should undertake now to prepare

to co|H' with winter problems, less than
In Summer (^•^lr months remain Iwfore cold weather

Prepare may be ex|)ccted with its added diffi-

for Winter culties of operation. It is particular!)

important that adecjuate steps be taken

in time this year because the indications are that the railroads

will be called upon to handle a tr.ilTic of record proportions

during this sea.son of adverse operating conditions. A grain

crop of unusual size is to be moved, much of which must oi

necessity U- trans|wrted after snow tlies. Even more pressing

will be the demand for the transportation of ciwl, for it is

evident that tiie normal reserves c.innot be built up before

winter, and that coal must therefore move during the cold

weather in much larger volume than is customary-. Con-

fronted with such a situation the forehanded railway execu-

tive will i)lan to remove every possible obstacle to operation
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Ijffore the critical time arrives. In vk-w of the relativcly

short period remaining and the special demands which are

now iH-inK made on engineering and maintainance officers in

common with those of other departments, it is imiwrtant that

attention Ik.- ijiven to the conn-ntratioii of nuiintenanie forces

on that work which will contriliute in the lar^jest measure to

good track, the rejKiir of those buildings essential to oi)era-

tion, the rehaliilitation of im|>ortant |>umpinK stations and

other facilities which, if they fail, will affect operation most

adversely. Likewise, it is ecjually advisable that preferred

attention Ik? given to those improvement projints which will

relieve longi-stion and facilitate o|KT.iti()ii to the exclusion,

for the time Ix'ing, of that work which, while perhaps equally

important, will not aid in carrying the peak load of the im-

mediate future.

Railways' Rejection of President's Plan

Tiu l>fsik.\iill.i I V of entlini; the sho|) crafts' strike was

oi)vious to everylxxiy when the railway e.xecutives met

in New York on Tuesday to consider President Harding's

plan of settlement. The country's prosperity is l>eing

jeo[)ardized by industrial warfare. It sorely needs industrial

peace. But the railway executives rejected the President's

plan with more real unanimity than we have ever known
them to .«how upon any subject.

It is imjwrtant that the public should i)e made to un-

derstand just why this was the case. The crux of the Pres-

ident's plan was tliat part of it which related to the seniority

rights of the strikers. He proposed that they should he taken

back into service with the same seniority rights that they had

before they struck. The railway executives refused to do

this iMJcause it would have been not only inexpedient in the

long run, but jxjsitively immoral.

It would have Ijeen contrary to the highest considerations

of expediency from the standjwint not only of the railways,

but al-<o of the public, JK-cau.^e in ca.se of future railway

strikes it would have furni.shed everybody an incentive to

strike and nobody an incentive to work. Therefore, in case

of strikes in future it would have greatly increased the dif-

ficulty of preventing an intcrrujition of transfwrtation.

It is most desirable tliat railway labor controversies should

be settled by arbitration and not by strikes and lockouts. But

to have adopted the President's i)lan would have been to

have discriminated against men who acce|)ted the arbitra-

tion awards of the Railroad Labor Board and stayed at work

or went to work under them and in favor of men who refused

to accei)t the awards and struck. The heaviest blow ever

deiilt the cause of j)eaceful settlement of labor dis|)Utes in

this country was dealt by President Wilson in 1916, when
he sup|K)rted the railroad brotherluxKls in their refusal to

arbitrate the fjuestion of a basic eight hour day. Another

heavy blow would be dealt the cause of arbitration if men
who have struck rather than accept the awards of the Labor

Board should lose nothing by doing so and those who have

stayed at work under the awards should gain nothing.

The worst feature of the President's j)lan, however, was
that most railway executives could not have accepted and
carried it out without committing an act of fKrfidy and dis-

honor. .\n<l the fad should not Im; overhwked that the Rail-

roiid Labor HiKird would liave been a |)artner in tills jKTtidy

and dishonor. Tiie existing seniority rules were adoptitl l)y

the Lalwr Board at the instance of the labor unions them-

selves. As the railway executives pointed out in the resolu-

tions they adopted Tuesday, the riiairman of the Labor
Board at the time the strike was called said in a public

statement, which he inflicated exjircssed the sentiments of

a majority of the board, that "it must be understcxKl now
that men who remained in the .-iervice and tiiose who are now
entering it will have rights of seniority that the board could

not ignore."

I'he railway managements, in order to maintain operation,

had to offer inducements to men to stay at work and to new
men to go to work. In most cases, therefore, the manage-
menLs ])romised and authorized their supervisory officers to

promise old employers who stayed at work and new men who
Went to work that they would tx: given seniority rights and
the regularity of employment which those rights carry with

them. The executives of the railways could not take back

the strikers with their full seniority rights without violating

their own promi.'ies to men now at work and completely stul-

tifying the su|K-rvisory officers whom they authorized and
directed to hold and to employ men under the obligation of

the same promi.^es. Furthermore, the Railroad Lalnir Board
could not consent to the railways taking back the strikers

with their full seniority rights without having to eat state-

ments bearing upon the matter repeatedly made on l)ehalf

of a majority of its members immediately before and after

the strike l»egan.

It is plain that President Harding, in proposing his plan,

did not fully realize how he was asking railway officers, lx)th

high and low, to sacrifice their personal honor, and that he

was profoundly impressed by the menace to the country's

welfare presented by the coal strike, the shop emplojees'

strike and thinly veiletl threats from high labor union sources

to call sympathetic strikes in other industries if these strikes

arc not settled satisfactorily to the labor leaders. By a

curious coincidence President Wilson in urging the railway

e.xecutives in 1916 to grant the basic eight hour day, and
spokesmen of the Harding administration six years later in

urging that striking railway employees Ik.' taken back with

their full seniority rights, have used the same argument—

-

namely, that the railways should accept the terms proposed

to help save the country- from a great disaster due to the

attitude of organized labor.

If a great disaster can be averted only by railway officers

violating solemn promises they have made in order to keep

the railways running and thereby sacrificing their personal

honor, the disaster is so near and so inevitable that no

sacrifice or concession that the railways or their officers

could make would avert it. But President Wilson was un-

duly alarmed in 1916, and some other i>ersons are unduly

alarmed now. There was no real occasion tlien, and there is

no real occasion now, for surrender to men who refuse arbi-

tration of differences with their employers, or who refuse to

accept the results of such arbitration. On the contrary, the

surrender of President Wilson and Congress to the demands
of the railroad brotherhoods in 1916 has caused since then

far more labor trouble than it has ])revenfed; and a similar

comiiliance now by the government and the railroads with

the demands of the striking shop employees for reinstate-

ment of their full seniority rights jirobably would cau.^e the

country to rea|i a harvest of dragon's teeth as large as it has

reaped as a result of the passage of the .\damson Act.

The only safe course for the government is to insist upon

full compliance with the awards of the Railroad I-alior Board

and complete protection of those who have iKvn willing to

work under those awards. The only safe and honorable

(our.se for the railway managers is to kee|) the promi.ses they

have made to the men without whose lo\al work they could

not have kept the railways running. If organized lal)or

has become so strong and reckless that it can bring disaster

on the countr)- because the railway managers will not com-

mit an act of perfidy and dishonor to which the government

itself would be a party, then a surrender to the unreason-

able demands of organized labor would prove a far gR-ater

disaster to the country than any disaster which organized

ialwr's own acts could liring upon it. Fortunately, however,

organized labor is neither so strong nor .•^o reikless as many
peoi)le believe, and if government officials would only let

developments in the .shop crafts' .strike take their natural

and logical course they would soon see that at no time has

there Iteen any basis for some of their apprehensions.
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Responsibility for the

Threatened Coal Shortage

THERE is going to be a coal shortage. There can l)e no

possible question about that now. It will come no matter

how soon the coal strike is settled. In fact, it is already

here in some parts of the countn-. The only question is

how serious it will become.

It has been the custom for certain spokesmen of the coal

operators when a coal shortage existed, or was threatened, to

trv- to put all the responsibility for it upon failure of the

railways to move all the coal offered tliem. They even did

this after the great coal strike in November and December,

1919. They are starting to do it again. Already they are

magnifying the effects of the railroad strike upon coal pro-

duction with the obvious object of fastening upon the rail-

wavs all the responsibility they possibly can for the coal

shortage that is coming.

The Railu-ay Agr does not blame the coal operators for the

coal strike or its effects. But the efforts of their spokesmen

to make it appear that the threatened coal shortage will be

due to transportation conditions rather than to mining con-

ditions renders it necessarj- to present the facts regarding

developments to date.

The strike in the coal mines began on April 1. Up to

that date there had been produced by the mines and moved

by the railways this year 129,300,000 tons of bituminous coal.

This was 28,600,000 tons more than in the same period of

1921. In the four weeks before the coal strike the average

tonnage of bituminous coal moved by the railways \yas

10,714,000 tons. If the railways had been given opportunity

to move coal at that rate until their own strike began on

July 1 , there would not now be any danger of a coal shortage.

But the coal strike came. In the thirteen weeks from the

time it began on April 1 until the railway strike began on

July 1, it reduced average weekly production from 10,714,000

tons to 4,505,000 tons. This was a reduction of 6.209,000

tons a week, which means that in these thirteen weeks the

coal strike prevented the railways from moving 80,717,000

tons of bituminous coal which they easily could have moved,

and would have moved, if the coal strike had not occurred.

This is what the coal strike did before the railroad strike

began. What effect has the railroad strike had. In the last

week before the railroad strike began the production of

bituminous coal was 5.226,000 tons. The production in the

next week has no significance, because it included the Fourth

of July holiday. In the week ended July IS, total produc-

tion was 4,114,000 tons.

Even if the entire decline in production between the week

ended July 1 and that ended July 15 be attributed to trans-

portation conditions it amounted to only 1,112,000 tons, or

to less than one-fifth as much as the average weekly reduc-

tion caused by the coal strike in the thirteen weeks before

the railway strike began.

If the coal strike should end today the railways could

immediately increa.se by 100 to 150 per cent the amount of

coal they are transporting, regardless of the shop employees'

strike. That would not be sufficient to offset the effects al-

ready producefl by the coal strike. But it would be suffi-

cient to meet all the country's really pressing needs for fuel,

except possilily in the Northwest.

If there is any industry in this countn' which would be

justified in denouncing the coal strike and its results and

ever)body responsible for it, it is the railroad industr)'. The

railroads will have their traffic demoralized i)y if. and be-

cau.«e they are the largest consumers of coal will have their

operating expenses increased more by it than any other

industr}'.

The railroads have troubles enougli of their own without

having other fieople's troubles shouldered upon them. Both

they and the roal operators are the objects of constant attack.

but at the present time the coal industry is far more vul-

nerable to attack than the railroad industn,-. The solution

of the problem of providing the countr)- with as much coal

as possible is going to require close co-of>eration between the

railroad and the coal mining interests, and mutual recrimina-

tions will niake it more difficult to bring this co-operation

about.

So far as we know no criticism of the coal operators

because the coal strike prevented the production and trans-

portation of 81,000,000 tons of coal in the first thirteen

weeks it was in eft'ect has yet come from any railroad source,

although it would have been easy to have found grounds for

such criticism. The coal industry will be well advised if it

influences those who speak for it to be as reser\-ed in what

they say about transportation conditions in future as persons

connected with the railways have been in what they have

said recently about conditions in the coal mining industry-.

Equipment Orders in July

THE New York Central's order for 150 locomotives of

the same t}'pe as Michigan Central 8.000 described in the

Railway Age of July 22 brought July's total locomotive

purchases up to 353. This made July the biggest month in

locomotive purchases so far this year; the best previous month
was April when 272 locomotives were ordered. The freight

car orders in July totaled 15.675. the best month so far in

1922 with two exceptions namely .\pril and May, in which

months 30,507 and 18,337 cars respectively were reported.

Passenger car orders in July totaled 120. The orders to

date in 1922 have now reached the following figures: Loco-

motives, 835; freight cars, 103,847 and passenger cars, 1,352.

These are shown in tabular form by months as follows:

Car and Locomotive Orders

Month Locomotives Frtight Cars Passenger Cars

January 5 r.960 2.15

February 8 14,721 160

March 76 5.550 25

April 272 30.507 540

May 99 18.337 235

Tune 22 11.097 37

July 353 15.675- I.'O

Total 7 mos 835 103,847 , 1..152

The most important locomotive order reported in July was,

of course, that of the New York Central, not only on account

of the size of the order, but because of the progress repre-

sented in the locomotives' design. Other important orders

reported during the month were the Southern's 15 Mikado
and 6 switching; the Nickel Plate's 14 Mikado; the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois' 10 Mikado and 6 Pacific; the Baltimore

& Ohio's 35 Mikado; the Lackawanna's 5 Pacific and 25

Mikado and the Illinois Central's 15 switching, 25 Santa Fe

and 25 Mikado locomotives. There is still pending the

Union Pacific's inquirj- for 55 Mountain, 15 Santa Fe and

10 Mallet locomotives. There scxms to be a tendency in

many quarters to admit that business is good but at the

same time to feel, on the whole, pe.ssimistic over the general

situation. This, however, is a rather representative list of

roads. It is significant that they .'should have placed orders

in the face of the caal strike and the railroad strike and

furthermore in sufficient quantity to make July—a month

when business ordinarily falls off—the best month so far this

year. Favorable prices are one factor. The necessity for

catching up on the small acquisitions of new power in the

recent past is another. The most important reason, however,

is the expectation, exi>ressctl in those orders in a very prac-

tical manner, that the prosperity we now have with us is

here to stay.

One wonders liow it is that (x-ople can feel pessimistic

in tin- light of such conditions aslhesc
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Letters to the Editor

J

(
The Railway Ace welcomes Utters from Us readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
prai-fmenls in the railxvtiy jielJ. Short Iftlers—,ibout 250
words— <ire particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.
]

The Safety Department
—A Money-Maker

St. Paul, Minn.

To THE Kdituk:
During the past few years much has been said about the

safety movement on railroads and figures have been pub-

lished frequently to show that there has l>een a large decrease

in the number of p)ersons killed and injured as a result of

that movement. Little or nothing, however, has appeared to

illustrate the financial saving to the carriers from the de-

creased casualty lists.

To the railway managers who are imjielled in these times

to overlook no opportunity to decrease operating expenses, it

would seem that this feature is important and one on which

they should be fully enlightened in order Ijetter to appreciate

what their safety departments mean to them. Instead of the

safety department being the obtruding semi-essential hu-

manitarian agency it is frequently regarded, it is an organi-

zation which, on many well managed roads, has become a

big money-maker and a valuable asset to the company in

other ways.

Illustrative of its money-making ability, a certain western

trunk line's record shows that for the first three years after

its safety department was established (year 1913) the yearly

average number of employee casualties was 2,546. By un-

ceasing safety activities, a gradual and material reduction

of these casualties was effected so that during the past three

years (notwithstanding that there was an annual force in-

crease of al)Out 20 f)er cent as compared with the former

f)eriod) the reduction averaged 703 per annum. Each com-

pensated injury averaged $350, and 65 per cent of all of

the casualties were compensated, hence this reduced casualty

list meant a saving in compensation payments of $140,832

per annum—a saving which is amply verified by the official

operating figures.

The total cost of conducting the safety department on that

line did not exceed $12,000 per annum. The return upon
this exfjenditure therefore was 1,173 per cent, from which,

of course, should Ijc deducted the expenditure for physical

changes made in carrying out the safety program. If a lil)-

eral estimate of $50,000 jter annum was allowed, the yearly

profit to the railroad would l)e 214 |)er cent as the result of

its safety ojK-rations.

That the safety department activities were responsible

for this showing is rather conclusively confirmed by tlie 1021

record of emi)loyees' casualties (the best showing per 1,000

men in service for which there is a record). During that

year the major |)orlion of the force was composed of men
who had long been in the service of the company and had

become thoroughly imbued with the principles promulgated

by safety representatives.

The above amount was a direct and tangilile saving, but

there was a further saving effected which, tliouiih direct, is

less possible to determine, and that is tiie increased efficiency

produced through a decrease in casualties which automatic-

ally reduced the lai)or turnover.

F. M. Metcalfe,
Supertntenrlent, Safety Sectinn, Northern P.icific.

Buy Specification Paints

Or Buy Results?
D*TTO«. O.

TO THE EDITOR :

There are many ways of approaching a problem. For in-

stance, if a given numljcr of cubic feet be required in a

block, the block could be of several different dimensions and
still the number of cubic feet contained therein would be

the same. So it is with the manufacture of a gallon of paint.

Recently the writer was requested to criticize a specifica-

tion in which one of the ingredients specified was found to

be unnecessary. A better result would have been obtained

\>y omitting this particular ingredient as the paint would
have Ijeen easier to apply, with less wa.-itage to the consumer
and with equal or even greater durability.

Many paint manufacturers maintain a research depart-

ment, taking pride in the ])aints they produce and carefully

checking their raw materials and finished products. Surely

a purchaser who buys from such a manufacturer should

value very highly every provision that is made for this re-

search and for ix'ttering the product. The buyer is more apt

to secure a superior paint, possibly at less cost, than when
he submits his own sf)ecification for a given paint to the

manufacturer and solicits the lowest {xjssible bid. A man-
ufacturer furnishing paint on this basis can have no object

otlier than to produce a paint which will just meet specifica-

tion, and cannot, therefore, take the pride in such a product
that he would in a material designed by himself.

Any reputable manufacturer would object to being judged
by the performance of paints made to certain specifications

now in force: yet a manufacturer who would hesitate to bid

upon such specification paints might lose other business

which he considered desirable. It is not our intention to

intimate that all sjjecifications are bad; on the contrary, from
the results of practical tests by railroads, there have been
drawn up some specifications which have assisted the paint

manufacturer to produce su[>erior paint for some particular

purpose. Is it not also reasonable to assume that tlie pur-
chaser can receive valuable information and assistance from
the experience and knowledge of the manufacturer?

If there were seven brothers operating as many different

paint factories, all having equal amounts of capital invested

in their businesses, it is safe to say that no two of them
would make their paints upon exactly the same formula-.

.And were they to figure upon supplying paints such as are

required by some specifications today, it is again safe to say

that no two of them would figure the same way. Differences

of 100 per cent have been known in the estimate submitted
by different manufacturers on a given specification.

If a purchaser of paint reijuested a price on specification

paint from each of the brothers mentioned above, it is quite

certain that if each one (|Uoted on the specification, there

would be a material difference in the prices.

Paint and varnish manufacturers might be compared to

housewives making Itread. Two housewives might each use
the same ingredients and the same oven or "mixer," yet un-
questionably one would produce a loaf superior to that of

the other, though botli followed the same specification or

recipe. Superior ingredients do not insure a superior loaf:

neither do exact proportions nor perfect ovens, but judgment
and experience make the difference l)Ctween good bread and
poor bread.

In conclusion let us say
—

"give the paint manufacturer a

chance to use his experience and resources." The policy of

many manufacturers is to pnxiuce quality. Paint manufac-
turers are like manufacturers of any other product; some en-
deavor to produce the best that money and brains can devi.se,

while the policy of others may be to prcKJuce paints to he sold

strictly upon price, regardless of quality. Let the manufac-
turer use Ills l)rains, his experience and his facilities to prcK
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duce results and let the purcliaser benefit by the results

produced.

Ver}- little has been done in an effort to establish anything;

approaching a close relationship between the purchasing

agent, the engineer of tests and the manufacturer, but the

more the manufacturer develops his business along these

lines and the closer the relationship l)et\veen the three upon

a broad scale, the better will be the results obtained.

L.\NGLEY InC.R.«IAM.
General Sales Manager. Railway Department. The Lowe Brothers Company.

Why Speed Control Is Needed
Xew York City.

To THE Editor:
I have noted with interest the editorial comments in your

recent issues on the omission, by direction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, of the permissive feature in the

"automatic stop" specifications, and the view expressed that

this decision puts a premium U[ion speed control, or what is

designated by inference, an incomplete or more complicated

system. It is. of course, the easiest way to Ix^gin with

the simplest fundamentals, but there are two sides to ever)'

question, and it may not be amiss to point out the fact that

the Automatic Stop committee of the Railroad .Administra-

tion, composed almost entirely of operating railway officers,

specifically emphasized the need and importance of speed

control in order to get trains over the road, in apparent

recognition of the fact that it could be so develof)ed as to

secure the necessary freedom of movement sought by the ad-

vocates of permissive elimination of control by the engine

crew, but with certain limiting conditions imperatively de-

manded for safe operation.

Of course, there must at all times be certain permissive

possibilities in order to keep trains moving, and I would

not for one moment insist that this feature is under all

conditions necessarily limited to track elements under control

of traffic conditions, imperative as this may be at times.

But I am firmly of the opinion that free ]iermission for an

engincman simply to acknowledge the rccci]it of a track im-

pulse and then cut out all automatic control, as has been

sought by some proponents, would be fatal to success, for

such practice could not but imperil train operation. This

would afford no more protection than a simple cab signal

or a track torpedo, its dangerous possibility lieing that the

engincman. relieved from all compulsory braking, would be

allowed to enter an occupied block at the sjteed at which
he acknowledged the track impulse, or in fact at any speed

to which the train could be accelerated, however unlikely he

would do so.

If a frank recognition of this fact needs stress the im-

portance of speed control. I fail to sec why tlie Commission
and its technical advisors, the Bureau of Safety, should lie

criticised for the elimination of a permissive feature which
strikes at the root of the whole jirotective intent. Speed
control limitation d(X'S not necessitate any serious increa.sc

in either first cost or cost of maintenance, nor does it spell

undue complication. It is essential to flexibility of opera-

tion, and, properly installed, will secure not only safe re-

duction of operating sjieeds when needed, but permit the

maximum of train movements with the minimum of delay.

It is quite a different thing to ]>emiit an engincman to

proceed under a low sptx-d after definite warning or an
enforced manual br.iking from allowing him to proceed under
unrestricted speeds regardless of circumstances. Even with-

out speed control definite restriction should and can l>e put

ui>on manual permissive features, but whatever provision

is made in this res)H-it the use of a suitalile speed control

equipment will simplify and safeguard the entire operation.

Frank J. Spracite,

rre»ii1rnl. Srr»(Pie Sdfelr Control ft SiRnal Corpomlion.

A Joint Bureau of Research
New York.

To THE Editor:
In your issue of May 6 you publish a letter from Professor

.\. J. Weishardt of the University of Arizona with a head-

ing "Why Not Have a Joint Bureau of Research?"

Out of Arizona comes a ray of sunshine which if ap>-

projtriated by the railroads will be to their ver}- great ad-

vantage. Ways and means of cutting corners and effecting

economies have never been sought after as vigorously by the

railroads as they are today.

In a number of years' experience in contact with the ac-

counting officers of the railroads it is our observation that

the accounting officer in most ever}- instance is interested in

what his brother accounting officer on some other road is

doing when this information is brought to him.

Why not have a joint bureau of research and where an

accounting officer has by reason of a system installed, or by

an installation of a mechanical device made, effected econ-

omies and ironed out wrinkles in accounting procedure why
should information regarding this not be passed along the

line by the bureau?
This leads us to quote from an article by Frank Nay.

formerly comptroller of the Rock Island, addressed to the

president of the R. A. O. A. in which he says:

I express the hope that we may all take inore time to co-oper-

ate with our brother accounting officers in the two ways which
you set forth, viz.. in presenting to the association the problems
which have perplexed us. over which we may be "stewing."

while our brother accounting officers across the way have already
reached the solution : and. second, with due modesty, presenting

certain methods and practices which wc have found to be helpful,

economical and efficient which may be just what our brother
accounting officers would like to know about.

Again the same writer says:

Our work is done in offices in the top stories in buildings.

. . . Rarely do we meet our own brother officers outside of the

circle of a certain half dozen with whom we come in contact

regularly. . . Without the constantly broadening influences of

contact with people outside of our own department and outside

of railroad service, as is the case with nearly all other depart-

ments of r.TJlroad ojierations. it is no wonder that we do some-
times become narrow.

While the high cost of travel does not affect the railroad

official as it does the general public, it is a fact that he does

not \nsit with his fellow accounting officers as frequently as

he well might. •
It is not on the largest system that we find at all times

the l>est and most economical accounting procedure, but many
times the officer in the little tckxA. by reason of necessity,

has effected economies that are well worth while. Here is

where your bureau of research would liring out in detail this

procedure and apply it to similar departments of other

railroads.

The bureau of research could be well appealed to bv the

higher railroad officials to check up any de(>.irtment in their

system which they thought might Ik- improved ujion. and
also to confirm the practicality of recommendations for an

installation a.sked for by some of their department heads.

Where a mechanical device is offered to a railro;id officer

today his first question is, "\Miat can I save in the wav of

clerical help by its use?" At times it is imjiossiblc to save

a clerk, but many clerk hours can lie saved and the exjx'nsivc

overtime eliminatetl; to say nothing of the work being handled
more correctly and in a lietter manner.

.\ joint bureau of research pro|H'rly equipped would Ix-

cne of the U-st investments the railrojids could make.

SlBSCRinER.

TtiK CvNAniAN PACtFic announces that it has opened an office

in \'icnna, .-Xusfria. Prepaid tickets may be purchased in the

United States and Canada for west-bound trips.



Santa Fe Completes Modern Shops at Albuquerque

Large Locomotive Repair Building Embodies Numerous New
Features of Construction

THE Atchison, Tojieka & Santa Fe is now engaged in

an exteiihive program of rehabilitation of its extensive

locomotive repair facilities at AlliU(|Uer(|ue, X. M.,
which involves the expenditure of more than $2,500,000.

The most important unit in the new layout is a large ma-

Thc I'luc Shop Is Typical of the Smaller Buildings

cliinc shop 2M) ft. wide and 004 ft. long, which has just

iK'en completed and |)hiced in operation. This building,

which with its c<|ui|)ment cost a|)pro.\imately $1,750,000, is

indicative of the trend of modern shop building construction.

Conspicuous among the newer features is the large |)ropor-

tion of the w"ill and rof>f areas which are of glass construc-

tion, affording light and ventilation to an unusual degree.

.All)ui|ucr(|ue is one of the most imjwrtant liKomotive re-

|)air points on the Santa Fe, being located at the junction of

the III I'aso line and the low grade main transcontinental

freight line with the main line between Chicago and the

Pacific coast. These lines are im[)ortant main traffic arteries

over which the largest locomotives of the .system are

operated.

The first sho|)S were l)uilt at .\lbui|ii(ri|uc in ISSl soon

after the main line was extended wi>l to the coast. The

more im])ortant buildings erected at tliat time consisted of a

machine sho|), a boiler shop and a blacksmith shop, all of

which were constructed of red sandstone walls, supporting

frame trusses and tile roofs. All of the other buildings were

of frame construction with the exception of the enginehouse,

which was of white stone.

The Old Layout Was Outgrown

It became apparent several years ago that this layout had
become inade(|uate and consideration was given to the con-

struction of entirely new facilities. The studies made at

tluit time indicated that the best arrangement would be se-

cured by constructing the new facilities on the present loca-

tion. To that endj additional land was acquired in lQl,i and
several units of the new layout were constructed in 1914 and
1915. These consisted of a reinforced concrete carpenter

sho|) and storehouse, a frame coaling station, a frame car

repair shed and three lavatories of brick construction. The
tracks were also rearranLicd at the same time to conform

The Doors, Open and Closed

with the new design. In 1917, a blacksmith shop 80 ft.

wide and .U)6 ft. long was i)uilt of steel and brick and an-

other lavatory was added.

Following the outi)reak of the war, further work was held

up until 1920, when it was decided to construct a new ma-

chine shop and five small special buildings. The program

called for the construction lirst of a pattern storage l)uilding

and a tlue sho|) and a contract was let for the building of

these structures in June, 1920. Cpon their completion work

was commenced on the clearing of the site for the new ma-

237
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chine shop ?oufh of the transfer talile which area had been

occupied by the boiler shop, the blacksmith shop and several

other buildings of frame and adobe construction. The equip-

ment in the boiler shop was moved temporarily into the

blacksmith shop, which arrangement permitted all work to

be carried on north of the transfer table and left the space

soutli of it for the use of the contractors engaged in building

the new machine shop. In December, 1920, work was com-

with a -mall mezzanine floor 88 ft. long between it and the

main floor.

The building is of steel frame construction supported on
concrete piers. The end walls are of concrete construction

with liberal provision for steel sa.«h, while the sides are al-

most entirely of sash. The roof consists of double sheathing,

Showing the Skylight Construction

menced on three other small buildings, a locomotive cab

painting shop, a waste cleaning building and a tire depart-

ment building. Early in 1921 a concrete babbitt shop was
also built, while changes were made in the present power
plant to enable it to carry the increased load from the new
shop.

Locomotive Repair Shop Most Important Structure

The principal interest in tlie ini])rovement5 at tliis point

centers in the locomotive repair shop. This building, which

The Fire Station Is Unique in Appearance

carried on steel roof trusses and covered with five-ply Barrett

Specification roofing.

The columns supporting the erecting bay and the traveling

cranes are supported on creosoted wooden piling designed to

carry a load of 16 tons. A total of 836 piles were used, for

which an average penetration of 26 ft. 4 in. was secured.

.\t other points the concrete footings rest on a thick stratum

Cor Jresfle

Oepressect cinder car pit^
]
Concre teConcrefe fire runway-^

rovers a ground area of .v5 acres, i.s divided into four bays.

The cre<tinu liay. which is 90 ft. wide and 57 ft high from

floor to undiT-iidc of trus.<!cs. is located adjai ent to the transfer

tnltle. .\fljoining thi- section is a heavy machine bay, 65 ft.

in width, and light inarhino and bench bays, each 40 ft. in

width beyond. Tlie heaN-y and light machine bays arc 35 ft.

in heiglit. while ,i l>alcony extends over the entire bench bay

Layout of the New and Old Buildings—

of stiff adobe and are designi-d for a loading of 3,000 lb. per

sq. ft.

The most noteworthy feature of this building is the large

area of wall wliich has been given over to Truscon steel sash

and glass construction. The two sides of the building arc

of glass from sill to cornice, while liberal use of the same
construction has prevailed in the ends. The glass in the
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sides is placrd in a plane four inches Uyond the face of the

structunil member.-, thus presenting an almost unbroken sur-

face of ^'!ass. This arrangement simplified the lonstruction

details and protects the steel work from outside exposure.

"Solite," fattory rihlied glass, made !>> the Streator Glass

Co., Streator, 111., was used in panes 14 in. by 20 in. All

fronts uf steel sash are e(|uip|>ed with ventilating sash which

arc f)p<-ned :md rhused f>v mechanical o[K'rating devices, wliicll

ing coils from which it is distriimied through the shop hy

means of a <eries of main ducts encircling the building, with

small branches leading down the columns and discharging the

air at a level of seven feet ai><jvc the floor. When the tem-

(K-rature is such that the full capacity of the fans is not

required, one or more can be shut down. The ventilating

sys'im has a cajjacity sufficient to change the air in the entire

shoji building three times in an hour.

The Old Machine Shop Differs Radically from the New

Work in sections of four panels 288 ft. in length. Appro.xi-

mately 14 j)er cent of the wall area above the doors in the

sides ol {he building is e(iuip[x-d with this ventilating sash.

To supplement the natural illumination from the sides,

A-shap>e.l s-ky-lights have been installed at intervals of 22 ft.

over the heavy and light machine bays and the balcony floor.

These lights are glazed with 14 in. Pcnticor ribbed wire gla.-s,

made by the Mississippi Wire Glass Co.. New York, whicii

bars the direct rays of the sun.

The upfH'r portions on one-half of the sash area in these

.Artificial illumination is >ccurcd in the erecting l)ay by a

direct system of ekxtric lighting with sockets for portable

lamps in the pits. Other bays are lighted by incandescent

lamps.

Another sf)ecial. feature of this building is the use of three-

inch Kreolite creosoted wood blocks on a six-inch concrete

base as a fl(X)r. This concrete sub-tloor was finished to a true

surface and primed with a one-eighth-inch bituminous coating

upon which the blocks were laid. Pitch was scjueezed in the

cracks between the blocks, effectively waterproofing them. Of

'nnrrpfe fire runway-

New Buildings Shown in Heavy Lines

skylights arr arranged to be opened and closed mechanically.

Artificial ventilation and heat are provided through two

fan rooms placed on the roof of the heavy macliiiie bay,

adjacent to the erecting shop and opening into it. Each of

these rooms contains two electric fans, of the Buffalo Forge

type, one of ')0,700 cu. ft. and the other of 68,000 cu. ft. air

capacity per minute. These fans force the air through heat-

tlie nearly four acres of tloor area in this building. 123,916
s(|uare feet, or nearly three acres, is of wcxxl blcxrk construc-

tion, all of which was furnished by Jennison & Wright, To-
ledo, Ohio.

.\nothcr new develo|iment in this shop is the type of door

construction provided in the north wall of the erecting bay,

through which locomotives pass to the transfer platform.
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These doors, which are of Truscon design, witli Richards

Wilcox hardware, are 8 feet wide and 18 feet high. They are

of bifold design and o[ien outward with a ma.ximum projection

of only slightly over four feet. When o[)en they are held in

place by means of latched ]5osts. They are glazed with '
t-

in. wire glass. Tliese doors are built with a heavy drawn
steel tubing frame and are supported on rollers on overhead

tracks, causing them to operate unusually easily for doors of

three push car trucks e.xtend through the folding doors in the

north wall to the transfer table.

A special feature of the equipment of this building is the

liberal installation of cranes, all of which were furnished by
Manning. Ma.xwell & !Moore, Inc., New York. A 2S0-ton,

and two 15-ton electric cranes have been installed in the

erecting bay. Two I5-tcn cranes have been erected in the

heavy' machine bay and two ly^-ton floor-controlled cranes

The Layout of the Shop

this size. Smaller pilot doors 2 ft. 6 in. wide and 6 ft. 3 in.

high are provided in a number of these doors for pedestrian

use.

The erecting bay contains 26 concrete engine rejiair pits 6,5

ft. long, 4,5 in. wide at the bottom and 48 in. wide at the top

and 2 ft. 8 in. to ,? ft. deep. These pits are fitted with slots

containing connections for various power, gas and light

scxrkets for portable lamps. The tracks over these pits and

liave been placed in the bench bay. The light machine bay
is served by a five-ton monorail crane, in addition to which
automatic power-driven jib cranes .serve individual machines
when re(|uired. A crane runway has also been provided out-

side of and around the south side of the building, extending

SO ft. beyond the west wall. This crane, which has a 55-ft.

span, serves a storage yard to be paved with concrete.

More than 60 new tools are included in the equipment of

Looking Across the Erecting Bay into the Heavy and Light Machine Bays
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the new shop. Among these are IS engine lathes, two of
hich are (>ortal)lc. a car-wh«tl lathV and a douMc-ht-ad car

•\c lathf. two vi-rtical and one horizontal turn-t lathes, one
H-in. tioring mill and four of <malUr si/c, fivi- radial drill

presses, one double-head and five sin(;le-head shajK-rs, thrtx

-lotters, one piston rod. and one guide grinder, three douMe-
head dry grinders and two single wet tool grinders, and,
among olhcr>, several tools for the tin shop.

The e.xterior sieel .*ash and doors of the l)uilding are

mezzanine floor. Three Otis electric elevators and stairways

connect these floors.

Work, on this building was commenced on October 28.

1920. The driving of the fundation piles was completed on
January 19, 1921, and the foundations early in March,
7,401 cu. yds. of concrete and 9,2S6 cu. yds. of excavation

Ix-ing handled. The steel erection was Ix-gun on March 6 and
finished on June 2, .>,849 tons l>eing placed in [x)sition in

this interval by the .Xmerican Uridge Co.. which also fabri-

,-C^i^pc}ition :o''ng

Section Through the Main Shop Building

painted with Tocholith in a dark green, while the steel frame
interior is painted with Toch Bros, battleship gray in enamel.

The underside of the roof and the interior walls are painted

with Pratt & Lamberts" Lyt-All mill enamel.

Wash rooms fitted with Lyon nii'tiillic lockers for 800 men,
together with a brass ro<jm, a headlight room, an electric

shop and an apprentice .school room are located on the bal-

cony, while the file nxjm, storeroom and office are on the

cated tile steel. The building itself was practically completed
by January 1, while the machiner}- was in place and the shop
in ojjeration in June of this year.

Several Other Buildings Also Added

Other buildings which have l)een completed at this point

include a flue sho|), 4() ft. \i\ l')6 ft. in area, a cab paint

shop .16 ft. in- 122 ft., a pattern shop 40 ft. by 70 ft., a waste

The Large Areas of Glass Are Evident Here
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cleaning shop 24 ft. by 66 ft., a babbitt shop 36 ft. by 50 ft.

and a fire department building 40 ft. by 47 ft. All of

these structures except the fire station are one-storj- in height

and of reinforced concrete construction. The latter building

is constructed of stone salvaged from buildings which have

been dismantled and is two stories high. .Additions have

also been made to the power house and a chimney 230 ft.

high has been erected. A new transfer table 60 ft. by 611

ft." is now under construction between the new machine shop

and a projected boiler shop.

As now planned, this latter building will be 416 ft. long

and 140 ft. wide, with drop pits outside the west end to be

covered by a steel and concrete canopy 80 ft. square. The

construction of the new boiler shop will be along the same

general lines as the machine shop. Other projected im-

provements include a complete system of concrete fire run-

ways about the yard, a welding shop, a dr)- kiln of 300,000

ft. b. m. capacity and extensions to certain of the lavatories.

These structures have been designed by E. A. Harrison,

architect of the Santa Fe System, under the immediate super-

vision of C. F. W. Felt, chief engineer system, and G. W.
Harris, assistant chief engineer system, A. F. Robinson,

bridge engineer system, co-operating in the design of the

structural steel. The construction of the buildings was car-

ried on under the supervision of F. AI. Bisbee, chief engineer

Western lines, with W. M. Holm resident engineer on the

ground. The work of installing the machinery and piping

was handled under the jurisdiction of B. P. Phelps, engineer

shop extensions, while all electrical installations were in

charge of C. E. Nutter, electrical engineer of the Santa Fe.

The contractor for the main locomotive repair shop was

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago. C. A. Fellows, Los

Angeles, Cal., was the contractor for the remainder of the

buildings.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

REPORTS received by the Car Service Division of the

.American Railway Association show that despite the

railway strike the total loading of all commodities,

other than coal, during the week which ended on July 22,

was the heaviest for this season of the year of any in the

history of the carriers, and within nine-tenths of 1 per cent

of the peak of October IS, 1920.

During that week 861.124 cars were loaded with revenue

freight, an increase of 217 cars over the preceding week and

an increase of 73,090 cars over the corresponding week last

year. Compared with the corresponding week in 1920, how-

ever, total loadings for the week of July 22, this year showed

a decrease of 67,294 cars. Omitting coal loadings, the load-

ing of all other commodities during the week of July 22,

this year totaled 785,064 cars, which w-as an increase over

the total for the same commodities during the same week

two years ago of 58.236 cars.

Grain and grain products totaled 57,566 cars, an increase

of 8,655 cars over the previous week. This was a decrease

of 7,149 cars compared with the corresponding week last

year, but an increase of 22,089 cars over the corresponding

week in 1920. Loadings for the week, however, were the

highest since the week of September 3, 1921.

Coal loadings totaled 76,060 cars, a reduction of 1,274

cars under the previous week. Compared with the same
week last year this was a decrease of 73,745 cars, and with

the same week two years ago a decrease of 125,530 cars.

Coke loadings amounted to 9.949 cars, a gain of 251 cars

over the preceding week. It also was an increase of 6,179

over the same week last year, but 3,178 below two years ago.

Live stock loadings totaled 27,455 cars, a reduction of 2,761

compared with the preceding week. However, that this was
an increase of 3,199 cars compared with the same week last

year, and an increase of 1,345 cars over the same week in

1920.

Merchandise and miscellaneous freight, totaled 567.165

cars, 300 cars less than the week before. This exceeded the

corresponding week last year by 98,342 cars, and the cor-

responding week in 1920 by 50,480 cars. Forest products

totaled 58,512 cars, a gain over the week before of 391 cars.

This also was a gain of 15,454 cars over the same week last

year, and 397 cars over two years ago. Ore loadings totaled

64,417 cars, 4,745 cars less than the previous week. While
this was an increase of 30,810 cars above last year, it was
a decrease of 12,897 cars under two years ago.

Compared by districts, the reports show an increase over
tlic week before in the total loading of all commodities in

the Eastern, .Allegheny and Southwestern districts, while
the Pocahontas, Southern, Northwestern and Centralwestem
districts reported decreases. Compared with the correspond-
ing week la.st year all showed increases witli the exception of

the Pocahontas and Southwestern districts.

The car surplus was reduced during the period July
15-23 to 203,322, and shortages amounting to 15,366 were
reported from various sections. The surplus included 35.-

145 box cars and 141,430 coal cars, while the shortages in-

cluded 8,330 box cars and 3,597 coal cars.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
Summary—All Districts, ComparisON OF Totals This Year, Last Year. Twc Years Aco. WtE K ENDtr Satirdav. July 22. 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Corrc- Corre-

'

Grain
and grain
products

Live Forest Mdse. Miscel- This year.

Districts Year stock Ctal Coke products Ore LC.L laneous 1922 1921 1920 '

1922 11.673 2.622 8.547 1.873 5.399 8,051 69.886 92.964 201.015
1'121 10.228 2.526 41.066 793 4.258 3,023 56,365 70,678 188.937 228.161

Allegheny
1921

4,082
4,171

2,429
2,502

16,962
44.723

4,460
1,857

3,131
2.401

12,535
7,093

49,204
42.584

77,147
51,486

169.950
l'56,8i7 189,129

1922
1921

2.'i.1

254
200
203

19.037
19.884

269
81

1.363
1,349

27
22

5,141
5,105

4,200
3,805

30.490
30.703 34.639

1922
1921

S.I60
5.535

2.155
1,919

15.440
19.371

835
250

18.586
13.245

1.117
184

36,333
35,332

37.544
33.611

117.170
109.447 126,335

1922 11,641 8,074 8.170 1,917 15.225 40.266 30,246 42.372 157.011
1921 11.371 6.632 6,423 469 10.583 21.878 27,151 32.975 117.482 163,391

Central Wemtrn 1922 18,003 9.335 4.900 411 6,897 2.012 33,395 47.528 122.481
1921 23,721 8.311 14.105 160 5.496 698 30,600 .38,434 121.525 126,282
1922 6.754 2,640 3.004 184 7.911 409 15.305 25,900 62,107
1921 9,435 2.163 4.233 160 5,726 709 15.075 25.622 63.123 60,481

Total Western Dists: 1922 36.398 20.049 16.074 2,512 30.033 42.657 78.946 115.800 342.499
192. 44.527 17.106 24,761 789 21,805 23.285 72.826 97.031 302.130 350.154

Total. All Roads 1922 57.566 37.455 76.060 9,949 58.512 61,417 239,510 327,655 861.124
1921 64.715 24.256 149.805 3,770 43.058 33.607 212,212 256.611 788.034
1920 35.477 26.110 201,590 13.127 58.115 77.314 186,209 330,476 928.4 IS

Increase rnmpared.

.

1921 3.199 6.179 15,454 30,810 27.298 71.044 73.090
Decrease rompared.. 1921 7.149 73.745
Increaae Ojinpareil.

.

1920 22.089 1.345 39- 53,301
1920 125.530 3.178

9.949
12,897 2.821 67.294

ulr 22 1922 57,566 27.455 76,060 58,512 64.417 239.510 327.655 861.124 788.034 928.418
ulr 15 1922 48.911 .10.216 77.334 9.698 58.121 69.162 241,l!-0 326.285 860.007 774.884 942.851
ulr 8 1922 35.267 21.847 68.996 1.665 44.736 55.729 210,140 271,939 718.310 640.535 796.191
Illy 1 1922

1922
41,897
38.411

28.546
29.934

94.748
96,960

10.361
•>.466

61.422
64,.'71

64.776
64.284

247,111
249,193

328.035
325.337

876.896
877,856

776.079
775.447

891.621
911.503une 24



Executives Flatly Reject Harding Peace Proposal

Rail Carriers Ketiise Absolutely to Restore Shop Strikers"

Seniority—Unions Accept Plan

MKMHER KOAbs oK thc Association of Railway Executives

mifting in New York on Tuesday rejected President

Harding's proposals for a settlement of the shopmen's

The rejection was unanimous. It was based on

lird of three suggestions contained in a letter from the

. . .dent to T. DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the Association.

This suggestion was that all strikers lie n-lurned to sen'ice

"with seniority and other rights unimpaired." The ex-

ecutives held that they could not with honor accept this

part of the President's program, since it would involve a

breach of faith with men now at work in the strikers' places

who have been promised "that their services would l)e re-

tained regardless of the settlement of the strike, with all the

rights appertaining to such emplo)-ment, including that of

seniority under the working rules and regulations previously

apj)roved by the Later Board." Special reference was made
in the executives' reply to the President's letter to a state-

ment made by Chairman Hooper of the Labor Board in the

early days of the strike which said that "It must be under-

stood now that men who remained in the ser\-ice and those

who are now entering it will have rights of seniority that

the Bo;»rd could not ignore." The President's letter to Mr.

Cuyler contained thrct; proposals which were briefly: (1)

that executives and shopmen agree to recognize the validity

of all decisions of the Labor Board: (2) that the carriers

withdraw all lawsuits growing out of the strike and that

Laljor Board decisions involved in the strike be taken to

the Labor Board for a rehearing, and (3) that all employees

now on strike l>e returned to their former positions with

seniority and other rights unimpaired.

The executives accepted the first two proposals with con-

ditions, these being in the case of ( 1 ) that the roads reserved

the right to question in the courts the validity of any order

of the Board which they believed beyond its jurisdiction and

in the ca.se of (2) with the understanding that the strike is

first called off, that the unions pledge themselves against

any form of violence "since otherwise it be impossible to

consider the dismissal of injunctions" necessary to protect

railroad property.

The third measure was flatly rejected. Moreover, the

executives showed their astonishment when it was read that

the President should make a suggestion of its character.

Last Thursday Chairman Cuyler called on President Hard-

ing and discussed with him possible means of Ijringing the

strike to a clo.sc. .^fter the conference Mr. Cuyler called a

special meeting of member roads of the association to be held

in New York on Tuesday. This meeting was to consider

a plan to be presented to Mr. Cuyler by the President and it

was the general understanding that the plan would be such

that Mr. Cuyler would recommend its adoption. No official

statement was issued, however, concerning thc form which

the President's suggestions would take. It is underst(KKl in

fact that no particular plan was talked over at the conference

between Mr. Cuyler and the President. Later, however, thc

understanding was given out that settlement of the seniority

issue was to be contained in a provision somewhat as follows:

The shopmen who remained in service were to have seniority

over returning strikers, and em[)loyees hired since the begin-

ning of the strike were to acquire seniority only in accordance

with the length of their service.

'I'his [il;in would presumably have iK'cn acceptable to some

of the executives, and it was the geiural inij)ressi()n that the

issue would result in no small amount of discussion at the

executives' meeting. Possible conflict of opinion among tlie

executives, however, was not realized. When it was learned
that the President's proposal was so far reaching the opinion
against it was unanimous. The resolution rejecting thc
president's suggestion was passed with two dissenting votes

—by a vote of 265 to 2—both of these Ijeing cast by L. F.
Loree, voting as president of the Delaware & Hudson and
as chairman of the board of the Kansas City Southern. Mr.
Loree dissented on the ground that the rejection was not
sufficiently strong.

The full text of the President's letter and of the executives'

resolution in reply will be found on an adjacent page.
Immediately after the meeting the resolution was wired to

the President at Washington. Secretary of Commerce
Hoover was at the meeting to give the viewpoint of the
Administration on the strike issue. He expressed the view
that the Administration was feeling great anxiety about the
labor situation and desired a prompt settlement.

The Situation at Washington

That the President had reached in his own mind a basis

for "a compromise settlement'' of the railroad strike, which
was to be put in writing and submitted to the railway ex-
ecutives at their meeting in Xew York on Tuesday and to

the shop crafts at a meeting of their general committee in

Chicago on Tuesday or Wednesday was officially announced
at the White House Friday afternoon after a series of con-
ferences which the President had held with Thomas DeWitt
Cuyler, chairman of the .\ssociation of Railway Executives
and W. W. Atterburj-, vice-president of the Pennsylvania,
representing the railroads, and B. M. Jewell, president of
the Railway Employees" Department of the .American Feder-
ation of Labor, and thc heads of seven unions on strike.

The President was represented as confident that "the plan
would meet the situation in a way that cannot be denied"
but it was stated that the details could not be divulged and
that the. plan had not \et been comi)letely formulated but
would be on the following day. He had also expressed con-
fidence that the coal situation would be met.

The fact that the President had a plan to prof>ose was
also announced to the press l)y the labor leaders a few min-
utes before thc official announcement from the White House,
as they left the President after a final conference. They
also stated positively that there would be no separate settle-

ments with individual roads. This referred to the fact that
the proposal of the Baltimore & Ohio had been submitted to
the President through Senator Watson.
The meeting of the member roads of the Association of

Railway Executives at New York on Tuesday, for the pur-
po.se of considering whether the railroads would make any
concessions to settle the strike, in accordance with the wishes
of the President, was called by Chairman Cuyler following

a conference with President Harding at the White House,
Thursday evening and after the President had spent the

day in conference with Mr. Cu>ler and tlie heads of the labor
organizations now on strike. While Mr. Cuyler said that

no definite basis of settlement had been proposed and that

the President had made no definite request of the railroads,

it was understood that he had expressed to them his very

great anxiety that some method of settlement lie reached that

would end the strike without a long-drawn out fight. The
President had begun conferring with thc direct parties to

the controversy, after having |)reviously dealt through Chair-
man H(«)|)er of the Labor Hoard, members of his cabinet

and senators as intermediaries, by meeting on Wednesday-

243
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Text of President Harding's Suggestions
for Ending Shopmen's Strike and the

Reply by the Railway Executives

The President's Letter

.\Iv Dfak Mr. Cuyler:
I am writing to convey to you tlie terms of agree-

ment, as I understand them, upon which the railway

managers and united shopcraft workers are to agree,

preliininar}- to calling off the existing .strike.

First—Railway managers and workmen arc to agree

to recognize the validity of all decisions of the Railroad

Labor Board, and to faithfully carry out such decis-

ions as contemplated by the law.

Second—The carriers will withdraw all lawsuits

growing out of the strike, and Railroad Labor Board
decisions which have been involved in the strike may
be taken, in the exercise of recognized rights by either

party, to the Railroad Labor Board for rehearing.

Third—.Ml employees now on strike to be returned to

work and to their former positions with seniority and
other rights unimpaired. The representatives of the

carriers and the representatives of the organizations

especially agree that there will be no discrimination by
either party against the employees who did or did not

strike.

In view of the things said in our personal inter-

view, it is hardly necessar}- for me to emphasize my
belief in the wisdom of the railway managers accept-

ing this compromise in order to bring the strike to an

end. I have made a ven,* full appraisal of all the

embarrassments involved in making the seniority res-

toration. It has seemed to me that the proposition

that the order of things on the day the strike began

be restored, and that both employers and workers

agree against discrimination toward either those who
struck or did not strike, will leave to the managers

only the difficult problem of dealing with the new
men employed. It would be futile for me to attempt

to point the way of most easily solving that diffi-

culty. I have only attempted to appraise the situa-

Tme White Hoise, Washington, July 31, 1922.

tion from the larger viewpoint. It seems to me that

such a settlement brings, first of all, the restoration

to normal operations in transportation for which the

countr}- is calling. In the second place, it establishes

definitely the full recognition of the Railroad Labor
Board by all parties concerned. I have not specifi-

cally stated it in the terms of settlement, but, of

course, the abandonment of the contract system, in

accordance with tlie decision of the board, is to be

expected on the part of all railroads. It is wholly

unthinkable that the Railroad Labor Board can be

made a useful agency of the Government in main-
taining industrial peace in the railway service unless

employers and workers are both prompt and unques-
tioning in their acceptance of its decisions. I think it

is more desirable than I know how to express to have
established the imchallenged authority of the Railroad

Labor Board, because we must do those things w-hich

are necessar}- to bring about the recognition of suit-

able authorit}' to decide and end such disputes as

menace the continuity of transportation.

You are at liberty to present the situation as I have
outlined it to you, and I hope \ou will convey to the

members my deep conviction that this dispute must
be brought to an early termination. I need hardly

add that I have reason to believe these terms will be

accepted by the workers. If there is good reason why
the managers cannot accept, they will be obligated to

open direct negotiations or assume full responsibility-

for the situation. With very best regards, I am, ven,-

truly yours. \V.\rrex G. H.\rdixg.

T. DeWilt Cuyler, Chairman. Association of Railway
Executives, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Citv, iV. 1'. -

The Executives' Reply
.ASSOCIATIOX OF K.MLWAV EXECUTIVES, 01 BK(I.\D-

u Av, New York.

Resolved, (1) That we accept the first recom-

tntndation of the President, reading as follows:

First—Railway managers and workmen are to agree

to recognize the validity of all decisions nf the Railroad

Labor Board, and to faithfully carry out sucli decisions

as contemplated by the law.

with the understanding that this is not intended to

preclude any party to a controversy from pnx-eeding

by legal action to (juestion the validity of any order

of the board on the ground tliat jurisdiction and
authority to make tlie order was not conferred by
the statutes creating the Board and defining its au-

thority.

(2) That we accejit the second projxisal of tlie

President, reading as follows:

Sfcnnd—Tlic carriers will withdraw all lawsuits

crowing nut of the .itrikc. and Railroad I^bnr Board
decisions which have been involve*! in the strike may
be taken, in the excrci.<!c nf recognized rights by either

r>.irt\, ti. till R,ii1r...i(l I.abi.r Bi..ir.| fi.r rclioarii'n:.

with the understanding that the strike is first called

off, and the representatives of the strikers pledge them-

selves and the strikers against violence in any fonn

against the men now at work and the i>roiierty of

the carriers, since otherwi.<e it would W impossible

to consider the dismissal of injunctions and other

legal measures ntxessarA- to protect such persons and

j)ro|H'rty from the violence ;uid intimidation of the

character resorted to in many localities since the strike

was called.

(,i) That it is impossible to agree to the first sen-

tence of the tliiril jiroposal of flie President, the whole

of which reads as follows:

Third— .\!1 employees now on strike to be returned to

work and to their former positions witli .seniority an<l

other rights unimpaire<l. The representatives of the

carriers and the representatives of the organizations

especially agree that there will be no discrimination
by either party against the employees who did or did

not strike.

The railroad executives and managers agree entirely

witli tlic Prcsidciit's statement in his letter that "It
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wholly unthinkable that the KailrcKid Lulwr Bo;ird

1 .in \)e made a useful ageno- of the Government in

maintaining industrial |)eace in the railway service

unless employers and workers are l>oth prompt and

unquestionini; in their acccptanie of its decisions. I

think it is more desirable than I know how to expre.ss

to have estalilished the unchallenged authority of the

Railroad Latior Board. Ix-cau.se we must do those

things which are necessar)' to l)rinu al)<)ut the recoi;-

nition of suitable authority to decide and end such

dis|)utes as menace the continuity of transi)ortation."

By this languaf;e the President has expressed with

great force and clearness the iK)licy which we advo-

cate. But the decisions of the Railroad Labor Board
were flouted and defied by the six organizations com-
prising the P'ederated Shop Crafts; the strike was
called to take effect July 1, l')22, and even the sum-
mons of the Board to appear with the railroad execu-

tives l)efore the Labor Board, after the strike was

called and before it took effect, was contemptuously

ignore<l by the leaders of the strikers, who refused

to attend the hearing. Thereupon it became the plain

duty of the railroads actively and vigorously to un-

dertake to u{)hold the orderly j>rocesses for the ad-

justment of industrial disputes contemplated l>y the

statute creating the Labor Board, and represented by

the decisions of that Board against which the strike

in question was directed, and at the same time con-

tinue to the best of their ability to discharge their duty

to the public as common carriers.

Many men in the service refused to join the strike

and in so doing were assured of the seniority rights

accruing to them and of the permanence of their

positions. On some important lines SO per cent or

more refused to join the strike. To these old loyal

employees have been added thousands of new men who
were employed and could be secured only u|K)n a

definite ])romise that their ser\'ices would be retained

regardless of the settlement of the strike, with all

the rights a[)pcrtaining to such employment, includ-

ing that of seniority under the working rules and

regulations previously a|)|)roved by the Railroad Labor

Board. We especially jjoint out that a refusal to the

old men who remained in the .service and to the

new men who accej)ted ser\-ice of the rights of .seniority

incident to tlieir em])loyment woultl have ju.st the op-

j)osite effect to that desired by the President, and

would most .seriously discredit the Labor Board. The
Boarrl itself [trescribcd the rules of seniority under

wliich the men referred to have secured their seniority

rights, and the railroad companies have neither the

legal nor moral right to deprive these men of those

rights. By public utterances since the strike began

the Board has recognized and emphasized these rights,

and to deny them now would, instead of upholding the

authority of the Labor Board, overthrow its rules and

discredit its authority.

The ("hainnan of the I-abor Board at the time the

strike was called made the following public statement:

Upon one f|iicstioii the .sirikiiiK employees should nut

l)C (lereived. 'I'luir le.ider has sai<l that the strikers

are no loiiKer eni|ili>yees of the railways, and they have
thus automatically ahaiuloiied all the rights they possess

imdcr their aKreemcnts and under the decisions of the

iMiard, IncludinK their seniority. This is not the board's

action. It is their own.

Many carriers are giving their former employees the
opportunity to re-enter the service within a limited time.

It must be understood now that men who remained in

the service and those who are now entering it will have
rights of seniority that the lxjar<l could ntit ignore.

The chairman of the Ixtard's statement that this is

an individual utterance, but it expresses, in substance,

the sentiments of a large majority of the memlK-rs of

the RailrtKid Lal)Or Board was justified by formal ac-

tion of the BtKird taken in its resolution of July 3,

1922. which stated, among other things, as follows:

Be it further resolve*!. That the employees remaining
in the service and the new ones entering same, be ac-

corded the application and benetit of the outstanding
wage and rule decisions of the Railroad Labor Board,
until they are amended or modilii-d by agreements with
said employees, arrived at in conformity with the Trans-
(Kirtation act, or by decision of this board, and

Be it further resolved. That if it he assumed that the

employees who leave the service of the carrier because of
their dissatisfaction with any decision of the Labor
Board arc within their rights in so doing, it must like-

wise be conceded that the men who remain in the service

and those who enter it anew are within their rights in

accepting such employment : that they are not strike-

breakers seeking to impose the arbitrary will of an
employer on employees ; that they have the moral as well

as the legal right to engage in such service of the Amer-
ican public to avoid interruption of indispensiblc rail-

way transportation, and that they are entitled to the

protection of every department and branch of the Gov-
ernment. State and national.

It must be understood that any proposal that em-
ployees now on strike shall Ije permitted to return to

i.he service, without impairment to their seniority,

is merely another way of suggesting that those men
who took employment in this crisis in good faith,

relying on the promises of the railroads to protect

them in their positions, these promises being justified

by the authoritative utterances of the Labor Board,

and thus have made possible the continued operation

of the railroads, shall now lie sacrificed in favor of

men now on strike, who not only brought about the

crisis, but, by their own action and declaration, are

no longer employees of the railways, under the juris-

diction of the United States Railroad Labor Board,
or subject to the application of the Transportation Act.

In addition to the nccessit\' of upholding the Labor
Board, and maintaining the pledges made by the rail-

roads to the men now at work, there is the practical

effect on the supervisory officers of a violation of

the jdedges they were authorized to make. Their dis-

couragement and demoralization would be far more
disastrous than this or any other strike. Much hami
has already lieen done liy rejx'atcd publication of

rumors in recent days that the loyal men and the

new men are to be sacrificed to the strikers. This has

discouraged new men from accepting emplo)inent in

as great numbers as would come forward if cer-

tain that the i)ledges given would be fulfilled. Such
published rumors only delay the complete collapse of

the strike.

In view of the above, it is submitted that the strik-

ing former employees cannot be given |)reference to

emidoyees at present in the service without doing

violence to ever}' princijile of right and justice in-

volved in this matter and without the grossest breach

of faith on the part of liie railnxids to the men at

|)resent in their service. Under these circumstances,

it becomes api)arent that the railroads cannot con-

sider any settlement of the prescTit strike which does

not provide protection in tluir |)resent employment both

to the loyal em])l()yees wlio remained in the service and
to the new employees entering it.
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with General Atterbury, who had said that the Pennsylvania

would be guided on the seniority question by the determina-

tion of its employees.

On Thursday morning he conferred for over an hour with

Mr. Cuvler, who said he would remain in the city awaiting

the pleasure of the President. From 11:00 in the morning

until nearly six, with an intermission for luncheon, the

President met with B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway

Employees' Department of the American Federation of Labor,

and the officers of the seven organizations on strike who had

come from Chicago for the purpose. While it was stated at

the White House that they had not been invited to a con-

ference with the President it is understood the visit may have

been arranged by Secretary of Labor Davis who had met

with Mr. Jewell at Mooseheart on July 22. Secretary

Hoover joined the conference for a short time toward its

close.

The labor leaders on emerging from the conference de-

clined to say what had been discussed except that they had

gone over the entire situation with the President and had ex-

pressed their views and that tliey were remaining in the city

over night, whereas they had earlier announced their inten-

tion to return to Chicago immediately after the conference.

They indicated that they were barred from an.<wering ques-

tions of the newspaper men by the request of the President.

It was understood that they were staying over to await pos-

sible results from the second conference between the President

and Mr. Cuyler in tlie evening which lasted for two hours.

While there had been reports that at least a tentative proposal

for a settlement had been made during the day Mr. Cuyler

said that he had no definite proposal to place before the

meeting on Tuesday and in reply to a question as to whether

the President had requested the roads to yield on their posi-

tion of declining to subordinate their new employees or those

who had remained loyal to the strikers in point of seniority,

he said that the President had made no request of any kind.

The conference, he said, had been devoted to a general survey

of the situation but he could not report what he or the

President had said. He would place the views of the Presi-

dent before the meeting but would not attempt to predict the

outcome.

The labor leaders who accompanied Mr. Jewell to the

White House were: W. H. Johnston, president of the

International Union of Machinists; J. A. Franklin, president

of the International Union of Boiler Makers; M. F. Ryan,

president of the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen; James

Bums, vice-president of the Sheet Metal Workers' Interna-

tional Alliance; Edward Evans, vice-president of the Brother-

hood of Electrical Workers; James Kline, president of the

International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, and Timothy

Healy, president of the International Brotherhood of Station-

ary Firemen and Oilers.

Mr. Jewell held another conference with the President on

Friday morning and in the aftemon he saw the President

again accompanied by Mr. Johnston and Mr. Franklin, who

made the announcement as they came out that the President

would submit a plan.

It is understood that there was considerable difference

of opinion among the President's cabinet advi.sors over the

question as to whether lie should demand lli;it the railroads

take back the strikers with full seniority rights if they would

agree to call off the strike pending a rehearing of the wage

question. Some of them have been inclined to consider this

question a mere technicality, failing to appreciate its effect in

the case of the large number of ro;ids that have In-en able to

retain or recruit a considerable percentage of a normal force.

It was suggested that a possible l)asis of settlement would Ix"

for the strike to be railed off and the men to return to work

with an understanding that the seniority question would be

submitted to the Labor Board as a new dispute.

The President's plan, as given out at the White House
for the first time on Tuesdav noon, caused considerable

surprise because the proposed surrender of the seniority

question was so much more complete than had been in-

dicated in the newspaper forecasts. While government of-

ficials had freely predicted that the plan would be ac-

cepted by both sides, in other quarters it had been assumed

that this optimism must have been based on some feature

of the plan which had not been published or upwn the

idea that some assurances would be given to the railroads

of legislation to prevent a recurrence.

Lack of Balance in President's Plan

In proposing to settle the railroad strike by a compromise,

President Harding was actuated by two primary motives

—

the desire to increase coal production and to strengthen the

authority of the Labor Board. The most direct object,

undoubtedly, was to make it easier to deal with the coal

situation in which the President's plan of arbitration was

rejected by the miners' union. Although the railroad strike

has not yet interfered ver}- seriously with commerce in

general, as indicated by the fact that car loadings during

the second and third weeks of July were only 15,000 to

17,000 cars less than during the last two weeks of June,

the effect of the railroads originating most of the present

supply of coal was becoming very serious, especially when
added to the difficulty of car shortage and congestion that

had begun to develop even before the railroad strike. The
week of maximum coal production since the strike began

was that ending June 24, when it reached 5,363,000 tons.

There was a drop in tlie following week ascribed to rail-

road disal)ilit\-. followed by a sharp)er drop during the first

three weeks of July after the calling of the shopmen's

strike. There was an increase to about 3.900,000 tons

during last week but this had not tteen shown by the

time the President formulated his plan for settling the

railroad strike, and preliminar\- reports indicate only a

small further increase during the present week. Following

failure of the efforts to settle the coal strike it then be-

came necessary to try to meet tlie situation as well as pos-

sible by setting up the organization to distribute the

available coal to the most essential consumers and it was
the hope that if the railroad strike could he terminated the

production of coal from the non-union mines and such

union mines as could be opened might be gradually in-

creased until it could at least supply the most essential

requirements and possibly amount to enough to gradually

break the strike. .

Aside from the question of expediency presented by the

coal shortage, the President also apparently saw an op-

portunity to strengthen the authority of the Labor Board,

without waiting for "teeth" to be furnished by new legisla-

tion, by inducing both sides to recognize hereafter the

validity of all its decisions.

The lack of balance in the President's plan .«eems to

have arisen from his failure to appreciate the importance
of the seniority issue and tlie fact that the roads that were
most anxious to settle the strike, because they have not

been able to recruit a sufficiently large force to replace

the strikers, and to whom, therefore, the return of the strikers

with only a promise of a rehearing might t>e regarded as

a concession on the part of the unions, were not the ones
to which the seniority question was an acutelv practical

one. Many of them had not issued any ultimatums to the

strikers and would l>c alile to take back all their old men
with full .seniority, without in any wav displacing or break-

ing faith with new employees. On the other hand, to roads
located in districts having an industrial population to draw
from, that had bcvn alilc to retain and recruit a large per-

centage of a normal force, a calling off of the strike rep-

resented no concession on the part of the unions and an
agreement to take the strikers l)ack with unimpaired
seniority would raise a very practical question of how to

use Imth the old and the new men unless thev were to
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break faith with the new employees. To roads of this class

the pruiMXMxi cumpruniiM; meant that, after they had beaten

Mr. Jewell and, they ho|)ed, in such a way as to make him
very relu> tant to tall another strike in the near future,

he was asking that his men t>e taken back, with only the

loe>* ui ihc mtinth's work which tiiey had spumed; that

the nx-n who had remained loyal should receive no reward

€xcept the overtime they had earned and the ill-will of the

Striker> who would naturally blame them for their own
lack of suiiess. and that the new men Ik." treated as "scabs"

in .spite ol the I,al)<>r Board resolution.

No >tatenient was forthcoming fnnn the White House
on Wednesday as to the President's next move. Secretary

Hoover repwrted to him in the morning on his return from

the New V'ork meeting but said he could not say whether

the President would reply to the letter from the railway

e.xecutives.

A resolution was introduced in the Senate on August I

by Senator Harrison for Senator King of Utah directing

the Interstate Commerce Commission to make an imme-
diate investigation of charges made Ijv the unions that

locomotives were being used without federal inspection in

violation of the law. It was referred to the committee on

interstate commerce.

Unions Accept President's Plan

I The shop crafts' leaders nieetinL; in Chicago voted on
' Wednesday to accept President Harding's peace profKeals,

conditioned, however, upon recognition of the unions' in-

terpretation of the settlement suggestions. President Hard-
ing was apprised of the acceptance by the shopmen's leaders

in a lengthy telegram emphasizing the shop crafts' demand
for the estal)lishment of a national board of adjustment and
reluctantly accepting the other issues.

The mes.sagc read as follows

:

"The representatives of the employes feel themselves under
oblifiation to support every proper effort on the part of the Gov-
ernment to bring about or to preserve the uninterrupted opera-

tion of the transportation industry. The stubborn refusal of

the railway executives to establish a board of adjustment, as

contemplated by law, in order to settle efficiently disputes over
rules and working conditions between the carriers and their em-
ployes ; the continued refusal of railways, representing over a

<iuarter of the mileage of Class 1 railroads, to comply with the

decisions <jf the Kailri.ad I^bor Hoard against the practice of

contracting out work and 5ho[>s ; the persistent campaign to deny
to the railway employes just and reasonable wages, to impose
upon them unfair working conditions and to disintegrate their

-organizations ; all in cumulative effect rendered service by rail-

way employes under the terms and conditions to t>e effective July
1, 1922. intolerable to over 95 per cent, of these employes, who,
therefore, voted to suspend work.

"It is now proposed that the return to work, temporarily ac-

cepting wages and working conditions which they feel to be un-
just, with reliance upon the following program for redress of
grie\'anccs

:

" *Fir«»—Railw.ty maiiaffcrs and workmen arc to agree to recognize the
validity of all decisjims of the R.iilroad Ijbor Board, and to faithfully carry
out »i:ch Heciwon* a^ contemplated hy law.'

"The employes have always taken the position that as long as
they continued to render service they should abide by the rules

and working conditions and accept the wages agreed upon by
proper negotiation or determined by the Labor Board after a
hearing of a dispute U|)on any of these matters. They respectfully

point out again that violations of law and refusals to comply
with decisions of the Ijl>or Board have been exhibited only by
the railway managcment>. and that it has been imiversally ad-
mitted that the employes. In exercising their right to suspend
work upon non-.icccplablc conditions, were neither violating the
law nor the derisions nf the board.

Quotes Case of Pennsylvania

"We understand that the recognition ol the validity of all de-
cisions bv the Railroad Labor Board, as mnteinplatod by the law.
means, for example, that in the case of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, all ciitploycs will return to work imdcr the wages and
working conditions cstaldished in the decisions of the L.ibor
Board, and that the sole question of 'validity' pending Is the
authority of the I^ibor Board to detennlnc. as In nccision No.
21S. the method of selecting accredited representatives of the
employes, .i-isciniinc that the railroad has appealed from the de-

cision of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, which sus-

tained the action of the Labor Board.
" 'Second- Tlie carrier* wi'l «ithtlr.iw all U««uilt growinx out of lh«

urikr. and il'e Kailr>a>l I^Ijui Hard deciMoni which hare Sem invulved
in the strike mav lie taken, lu the exerciac t>f rccvfniicd rights by either
party, to the Railroad Lat>or Buard fur rehearing.'

"It is our understanding that the representatives of the em-
ployes, upon seeking a rehearing of the controverted decisions

concerning wages and working conditions, will be afforded a
prompt rehearing and decision by the 1-abor Board. We assume
also that the practically unanimous action of the employes in

electing to suspend work and in continuing this suspension under
the sanction ot, and in accordance with the laws of their national
organizations, has ended any captious questioning as to who are
the properly accredited spokesmen of the vast majority of rail-

way employes.
"We desire to call attention to the orderly and disciplined

conduct of these employes under difficult conditions, which has
demonstrated the indispensable value of their national organiza-
tions in aid of the effective adjustment of controversies and the
efficient conduct of the industry.

" 'Thir<l—All employes nww on strike to be returned to work and to their
former posiucns with seniority and other rights unimpaired. The repre-
sentatives of the carriers and of the rTganuations especially apne that
there will be no diMrrimination by either party against the emploves who
did or did not »trike.'

"We are glad to observe that the obvious justice of this propo-
sition has been accepted. It would certainly be a wholesale Injus-

tice of unparalleled extent if hundreds of thousands of experienced
men, who have given four to forty years' service, and whose value
to the transportation Industry is proportioned to the length of
their service should be placed in a position of Inferiority to a
limited number of men who have been employed as substitutes
for these experienced railroad workers. The demand that such a
wrong should be perpetrated as a penalty against men who have
exercised a fundamental and admitted right not to render service
under non-acceptable conditions, was so unfair that we could not
believe It would receive the sanction of any Impartial judgment.
"We understand the language 'all employes now pn strike' to

include all employes who hold seniority rights under the rules agreed
upon between the carriers and the organizations of employes or
as promulgated by the United States Railroad Labor Board.
It should be understood that in acting favorably upon the pro-
posals for settlement of the pending controversies, the repre-
sentatives of the organized employes feel that they are making
concessions and sanctioning sacrifices on the part of the employes
which entitle them to the highest consideration and to recognition
as law-abiding .American citizens, who are ready and willing to
do all In their power, even beyond that which is strictly reason-
able, in order to promote industrial peace and to further the unin-
terrupted flow of the commerce of the nation.
"We see evidence of little sacrifice required on the part of the

managements to whom like proposals have been submitted. They
will suffer no loss In abandoning a host of futile lawsuits, com-
plaining of wrongs which have never been committed. It is un-
derstood that the Labor Board must confirm Its previously an-
nounced position and that the railways must abandon the con-
demned practice of contracting out work and shops and restore
the employes to their former status. It should be noted that this
practice is not only a violation of the transportation act and of
the decisions of the board, but, as shown by many decisions of
the courts, in violation of the charter obligations of the rail-

roads and would have been unlawful without the passage of the
transportation act or any action by the Labor Board.
"We understand that an effort will be made to insure the setting

up of a board of adjustment, hut Inasmuch as such a board
can function effectively only with the full co-operation of both
managements and employe, we can look merely with hope, and
not with certainty for the establishment of this 'essential part of
the machinery to decide disputes between the carriers and their
employes.' In the meantime, upon advice from you of the ex-
pressed acceptance of your terms of agreement contained in your
telegram of July 31, by all carriers, we will take the responsi-
bllit.y of directing the employes to return to work, and upon the
confidence that Iiy action of the Labor Board ui>on rehearing of
the recent controverted decisions a delayed justice will be ren-
dered to the employes in the matter of wages and working con-
ditions.

"We should certainly assume that the railways executives, in
their own obvious Interest, eventually will accept the proposals
made, unless their counsels are dominated sufficiently hv anti-Jabor
forces to resist even the pressure of public opinion exerted
through your high office, and to carry on to the bitter end a
nlhllislic policy of attenititing to destroy the self-respecting, demo-
cratic institutions of organized labor. We can hardly believe
that such a counsel of folly will finally prevail within the rail-
road tnanagcments.

"It. therefore, appears that upon the organizations of railway
executives and employes rests the Immediate responsibility of
serving the public interests In bringing about a resumption of
efficient operation of the railroads. Under pressure of this respon-
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sibility we have voted, by the required constitutional majority,

to accept the terms of agreement which you have submitted to us.

\Vc accept reluctantly, it is true, but commit ourselves to carry

out the terms of settlement in utmost good faith and in aid ot

the general welfare. If these proposals fail to bring about the

results which you desire, the responsibility of failure will not rest

upon the representatives of the organized employes."

Ben W. Hooper, chairman, and A. O. Wharton, labor

member of the Railroad Labor Board, attended the opening

session of the shopmen's meeting. The former is reported

as directly representing President Harding, occupying the

same place in the Chicago meetings that Secretary Hoover

occupied in the meeting of the executives at New York.

Insofar as the Railroad Labor Board is concerned no

further steps to bring about the settlement of the dispute

have l)een made, E, F. Grable, president of the maintenance

of wav brotlierhood, has filed approximately 35 disputes on

various carriers with the Board, all of them involving ques-

tions of wages and working conditions. This action follows

the Labor Board's assurance to Mr. Grable that it would

hear at any time disputes over wages or working conditions

which the men felt were justified by the changes in the

economic factors governing these questions.

Baltimore & Ohio Negotiations Fail

The negotiations of the Baltimore & Ohio with repre-

sentatives of the Federated Shop Crafts looking to a possible

separate agreement as to the strike ended on July 28 in

failure to arrive at the desired result. This conference be-

gan on Tuesday and lasted until Friday. Announceinent

of the failure to' come to an agreement was made on Friday

in a statement issued from the office of C. W. Galloway, vice-

president in charge of operation. The statement made pub-

lic for the first time the plan which the railroad submitted

as a basis for the negotiations. Mr. Galloway's statement

follows

:

The Baltimore & Ohio management met the committee repre-

senting the Federated Shop Crafts on the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, in conference on Tuesday, July 25, and again on W ediies-

day, July 26. The meeting on Tuesday was devoted to a general

discussion of all the questions involved. At the meeting on

Wednesday the committee assured us that they had authority to

order the men on the Baltimore & Ohio back to work provided a

proposition satisfactory to thein was submitted, and at their re-

quest for a specific answer to the proposition submitted by them,

the following memorandum was handed to tliem

:

MEMORANDUM
"Taking up the questions in the order in which tliey were discussed yester-

day, and in reply to your rciiuest for some definite expression from the

Baltimore & Ohio Management <-n the particular iwints raised by your

Committee, you are advised as follows:

First: REQeEST fob National Board of Aojustment.

•'You arc reminded that the question of Natic.n.tl Hoard of .Xdjustmcnt

was not a factor in the issuance of the strike order and has only been

injected' into the question since the strike occurred, consequently it is hardly

a proper matter for negotiation in conncctirn with rc.iching .in undcrstandinc

that would re-sult in the resumption of service. However, .is iiointed out to

your Committee it is our belief lh.lt a Nation.ll Roard of .\djustment is

unnecessary and would not correct the conditions of which you complain,

for the reasons which I endeavor to specifically set forth. The n.iltimorc

& Ohio is willing however to set up a Boaril of Adjustment or reviewing

board for the naltimorc & Ohio System, to be composed of its own em-

ployees and represcnt.ilives of the M,inagement, believing that Ibis direct

de.iling between the men and the Management will go far towards an early

adjustment of any differences that might arise and which could pro|>erly be

referred to such a Hoard; or. if the employees .are unwilling to have an

indivi<lii.il Roard of Adjustment, then the Raltimore S Ohio is willing to

join with other companies in the Kastern Region in the establishment of a

Regional Roard of Adjustment on a basis similar to that governing the

Train Service Board of Adjustment of the Eastern Railroads eomiwsing

or Overtime Ri'Lfs in Existen
that Board.

Second: Reo"Est for Resth
Prior to Jim.y First.

Third: Reqi est to Restore hie Waoes in Effkct Prior to Jti.v First.

"With the understanding th.nl the men now on strike will promptly report

for service under the rules and working conditions as now prescribed by

the Cnited States Railroad tjlior Board and which will remain in effect

until or unless changed by the I,abor Board or by mutual agreement between

the Company and the men, the Baltimore St Ohi.i is willing to join in a

conference with represcnlalives of its employees lo discuss these questions,

and failing to reach an unilerstanding, join in submission of the ((uestions

lo the Ijibor Board for their consideration in accordance with the terms of

the Tfansportati' n Act.

Fourth: Request That Senioritv Be Restored to the Men Who
Have Left the Service.

"The men who withdrew from the service of the Baltimore & Ohio at

10.00 o'clock A. M.. July first, and those who have left since and who have

not returned and who have not in the meantime committed any overt acts

against the law of the land, will be taken back at the rates of pay and
under the rules now in effect for their respective crafts, the question of

wages and rules to be taken up for di^"cussion in the manner outlined above,

"Men who, through pernicious activities or by the commission of overt

:icts during the period of this strike, have made themselves objectionable,

will have charges preferred against them and be given a trial in accordance

with the discipline rules of the shop crafts.

"It is not the purpose of the Baltimore & Ohio Company to ignore the

loyalty of those who have continued in its service or the rights of those

who have entered the service since the strike was called, and it is fair to

slate that the position of your organizations, as has been expressed, is that

the men who have left the service are not employees of the railriads and
therefore are outside the jurisdiction of the Labor Board. Aside from any
other commitments or assurances to the employees who h,ave remained in the

service under their recognized right to work, the matter of seniority does

not niesent an insurmountable situation, but as pointed out to you in our
conference, it is one that can be very readily adjusted to the mutual satis-

faction of all concerned and without surrender of principle on the part of

cither and is one that will be given prompt consideration by the officers of

the Baltimore & Ohio Company and an earnest effort made to adjust all

matters of that character on the basis of equity and fairness and in a man-
ner that we firmly believe will ultimately prove satisfactory to both sides

and be looked upon as fair and decent by every interest.

"If, at the end of 30 days any individual cases have not been adjusted

in a manner that would be considered satisfactory to the emplryees we arc

willing to have such cases submitted for decision to a Committee to be se-

lected, upon which the company and the men will have equal representation.

"V\'e desire to emphasize the fact that the question of rates of pay and
rules and working ccnditions, suggested in the forepart of this memorandum
to be handled in accordance with the provisions of the Transportation Act,

narrows the questions in dispute down to that of seniority, so far as the

Baltimore & Ohio is ccncerned, and on that question we have pointed out

how it may be disposed of in a fair and honorable manner.

"While much has been said in objection to the leasing of engine and shop

facilities to outside contractors, this has not been in question on the Balti-

more & Ohio, but in order to make the matter clear to its employees, the

Baltimore & Ohio Company is willing to refrain from such action so long

as the employees aflfcctcd are willing to accein the wages and abide by the

working conditions prescribed by the Labor Board or mutually agreed to in

conference with the company.

"In concluding this memorandum, let me again remind you of the fact

that the relations between the Baltimcre & Ohio and its employees have for

many years been pleasant, and I am hopeful that in considering this ques-

tion, due consiileration will be given to this, and the employees will see the

reasonableness of the opportunity to resume service."

Conference with the committee was resumed this afternoon

(July 28) when they advised us that our proposition was declined,

which terminates all negotiations and our proposal is consequently

withdrawn.
Of course, I regret the failure of these negotiations, being hopeful

that the Baltimore & Ohio, first by seeking conference and then
nffering basis for negotiating a settlement which we lielievc to be

fair and equitable to all parties under the circumstances, would indi-

cate to the men the sincerity of purpose on our part that would
justify acceptance of our terms, at least as a basis for discussion,

hut now that the negotiations have failed the Baltimore & Ohio
will continue vigorously to build up its forces with a view to

restoring normal conditions as early as possible.

Southern Invites Strikers to Return

The Southern Railway on W'edncsdav invited its striking

shopmen to return to work witli full seniority rights

unimpaired, on tlie Ijasis of the President's proposals for a

settlement. In a statement to the employees Vice-President

H, \V. Miller said:

"The policy of the management of the Southern Railway sys-

tem has been to create no conditions pending a termination of the

strike that would embarrass the company, its employes or the

public, and with this end in view no ultimatum has been issued to

the men, no promises have been made, no new men have been

employed and no writs of injunction have been invoked. There
is therefore now no obstacle of the company's creation to prevent

its men returning to work under the President's proposal as of

their former seniority. The shop crafts committee on the South-

ern has been invited to confer on this basis."

L. E. Jeffries, vice-president of the Southern had ex-

pliiined the company's purpose to President Harding on

Tuesday.

The Southern, from the lieginning of the strike, has

adopted a jxilicy different from that of the other roads. It

lias not attempted to fill the places of the strikers and no

ultimatum was given them to return by a certain date or

forfeit tlieir senioritv and other riglits.
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Strike Situation in the East

The strike situation in the Kast during the past week
continued its gradual improvement. It was too early at

time of guing to press to determine the full effect of the

lion of the President's pro|M«al as to seniority rights liv

^ ition of Railway Kxeiutives. It was the general

however, that, the strong stand taken by the

would ser\e to entourage thi- men now at work

and possibly assist in the recruiting of new men. Whether
it would .serve to induce men now on strike to return to work

in large numl)ers is still to Im- determined.

Several of the carriers promptly jK)steti on bulletin lioards

notices concerning the stand on seniority, the purport of

these notict-s U-ing to renew and strengthen the promises made
to the loyal em[)loyees.

The notice posted on Pennsylvania Railroad bulletin

boards was signed by Vice-President W. \V. .\tterbury and
read as follows:

August 1. 1922.

To the cmploycfs of the- IViinsylvania System, the old men who
have remaiiic*! loyal, and to the new mt-n who have ciittn-d our
service, and who jointly have enabled the railroad and its officers

to perform its duty in a full and efficient manner

:

I Kive you my personal assurance that my obligation to you
under our agreements will be fully carried out.

Those agreements fully protect the old and new men in their

seniority an<l the terms of the agreement cannot be changed ex-
cept by mutual consent.

Strike Situation in the West

In the West the strike's liftli week was one of increased

activity. The roiids continued to devote their efforts to

the upbuilding of the working i)er.sonnel while the strikers

retaliated with violence. The week ])revious to July 27

saw i)Ut few isolated outbreaks but on this date strikers

in many centers throughout the count r\- resorted to violence,

but after several days of widespread outbreaks the violence

subsided. The nature of the violence changed to some

e.xtent from that of the first weeks of tiie strike. The
previous acts were directed at the railroads in an attempt

to prevent the operation of the shops, and now that these

acts are prevented by the injunctions secured by the roads,

the strikers are aiming their attacks at individual workers

in an attempt to intimidate them.

On July 27, a Pullman car occupied by sleeping non-

union sho|)men wa.s dynamited in the yards of the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville at Hlcxmiington, Ind., the car

being badly damaged but none of the occui)ants being in-

jured. On the same day a special guard in the yards of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at San Bernardino, Cal.,

was shot and killed; two Male.sus, Tenn., shopmen died

from' l)ullet wounds received when unidentified men fired

at them as they were returning from work, and workers

were kidna|)ped and beaten at Galesburg, 111., Chicago,

Aurora, Hurlington, la., and Memphis, Tenn. Three

workers were assaulted at Janesville, Wis., and .50 non-

union mechanics (|uit their work at Milwaukee when shots

were fired at them.

On July IH, Chicago l)ecamc the scene of further violence

and two strikers were shot in a cla.sh between one hunilred

striking shopmen and fifty workers at the Hurnside yards

of the Illinois Central. Numerous other sluggings and

stonings occurred in Chicago on the same day. A non-

union sho[) worker at Roseville, Cal., was carried out of

town in an automobile, iieaten and warned to stoji work. .\

deputy federal marshal on guard at the Missouri Pacific

roundhouse at Jefferson City, Mo., was slugged by three

men after he had been called from the Imilding. Striking

shopmen of the Mobile & Ohio were said to have taken

charge of the shoi)S at West Point. Miss., and driven out

new men who bad been cmj)l<)yed. At St. Louis two guards

of tlie Missouri Pacific and a l)lacksmitli of the Tcrniin.il

railroad were stoned and beaten by men l>elieved to have

Ix-en strikers.

Western railroads whose headquarters are in Chicago re-

port continued improvement. Substantial increases in the

numl>er of shop employees at work on the western railrcxids

were recorde<l and in addition, all of these railroads re-

|X)rted that the>- were handling a heavj" freight traffic

without serious delays and that the operation of passenger

trains continues normal.

.\tchiso.s-. Topf.k.\ & Sante Fe

On the .Atchison. Topeka & Sante Fe the shop forces were ap-
proximately 60 per cent, of normal on .\ugust 1.

ClIUACO. BlRl.l.VCTO.V & QriNcv

The total number of men at work in the shops of the Chicago,
Burlington & Ouincy was approximately 50 per cent, of normal
on .August 1.

Chicago. Mii.wackee & St. Pavl

The Chicago, .Milwaukee & St. Paul reports that conditions on
that road are improving steadily, approximately 4,300 shop em-
ployes being at work at various points along the line.

Denver & Rio Grande Western-

This company reports that 467 men are at work in its shops

—

an increase of 256 over the number reported in last week's Rail-

u-ay Age. Operating conditions are said to be practically normal,
and many strikers arc returning to their posts.

Ii.Li.Nois Central

The Illinois Central had 10,698 shopmen at work on August 1,

as compared with a normal force of 12.701. This compares with
8.149 on July 14 and 9,514 on July 24. That the strike has had
no effect on the passenger traffic of this road is shown by the

report that 98.2 per cent, of the Illinois Central passenger trains
were on time during the month of July.

Kaxsas City Solther.n

The Kansas City Southern has increased its shop forces to

374 men, or abno.st double the number employed July 26, and
new men arc being added daily. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas
is making substantial progress: 1.550 men. or approximately 37
per cent, of normal forces, are at work.

MiSSOVRI P.^OFIC

Of this company's normal shop forces, approximately one-third
are at work and the movement of traffic is said to be fair.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has 1.797 men at work.
87 per cent, of its normal force.

Chicago Car Strike Places

Pressure on Steam Roads

TIE STEAM ROADS entering Chicago were again forced to

handle the bulk of the city's local transportation busi-

ness on Tuesday of this week when a strike of 20.000

employees of the street railway and elevated lines tied up
the regular channels of traffic. However, experiences witli

like situations for tliree days in June, 1915, and for four

days in July, 1919, found the carriers prepared to meet the

increased l)urdcn ])laie(l upon them. The number of |X'r-

sons using suburban service daily has l)een variously esti-

mated in the past, i)Ut no late accurate figures are availai)le

at the present writing. The estimated daily traffic handled

by the roads during the 1915 strike was 625,000, and it is

not believed that this nunik-r will be exceedtnl during the

present walkout as a larger number of street vehicles were

jires.sed into immediate service with the beginning of the

strike. Owing to the perfected arrangements the traffic is

being handled with much less congestion tlian in the other

two emergencies. One factor which tended to lielp the situa-

tion was that the strike was tiireatened and expected for more
than two weeks, thus giving the railroads |»lenty of time to

complete their arrangements. 'I'he traffic did not reach its

maxinuim until Tuesday evening or Wednesday morning,
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which enabled the traffic officers to test their plans. .-Vs it

was, little overcrowding was noted, while some of tlie roads

actually provided more equipment than was necessan.-.

By far the largest part of the crowd is being carried by the

Illinois Central and the Chicago & North Western. These
roads normally carry the bulk of the suburban traffic since

their lines traverse the more highly developed residence sec-

tions of the city from which most of the down-town workers

are drawn.

The Chicago & North Western which normallx- han-

dles about 60,000 passengers averaged 110,000 in and out

of cit)' during first day of the strike. Trains were rushed

back and forth as quickly as possible during the rush

hours. The Illinois Central usually hauls about 75.000

suburbanites daily but tliis number was increased to

150.000 on the first day of the strike and a gradual in-

crease beyond this figure was in evidence each succeeding

day. In place of the normal MS trains operated daily,

592 were placed in running by this road with the start of

the strike. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul added 17

suburban trains to its schedule and reports a heavy increase

in its traffic. The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific added
5 train crews and all the coaches available to take care

of its suburban traffic which was increased by more than

50 p)er cent, its normal business being 4,000 passengers.

The Chicago & Western Indiana added IS extra trains and
estimates its increase in traffic to be more than 60 per cent.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy and the Pennsylvania

added no e.xtra suburban trains to their service although

both these roads added local stops to their schedules and
increased the lengths of their trains. The New York
Central was not forced to increase its service to any great

extent as the majority of the people now using the line

use it also under normal conditions. The Chicago, Aurora
6 Elgin and the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee are

both operating but are not permitted by union labor to

make local stops.

In most cases extra train service was provided by abandon-
ing the regular suburban schedules and substituting a shuttle

service under which trains are run as fast as traffic conditions

permit. In handling the passengers at terminals little diffi-

cult}- was encountered in disposing of the crowds arriving

at the stations during the rush hours in the morning.

The use of long trains with capacity crowds makes it un-
practicable for the trainmen to collect cash fares, consequent-

ly the passengers were required to buy trip or commutation
tickets before entering trains, and to avoid interference with
the regular through business of the ticket offices, liberal use
is being made of temporary ticket l)ooths for the sale of

suburban tickets. Several of the roads avoided the collec-

tion of fares on incoming trains by fencing off the platfonns

at the local stations and taking or punching the tickets as

the passengers passed on to the platform.

Railroad Shop Wages 32 Per Cent
Above Outside Industries

A COMPARISON OF the wages of railroad shopmen with
the wages paid to employees in foundries and ma-
( hine shops in otlier industries, prepared by the Na-

tional Influstrial Conference Board, New York, .shows that

the average hourly earnings of the railroad employees stand
at least 25 |>er cent and weekly earnings at least ,^2 per cent

at)ove those paid to men performing practicallv identical

work in privately coiitrdllcd plants. Railroad skilled shop
meclianirs include machinists, boiler makers, i)lacksmiths,

sheet metal workers, and electrical workers, whose duties in

the railroad shops are practically identical with the duties
of men employed in commercial foundries and machine shops.

The N >tional Industrial Conference Hoard has just com-

pleted a surve\- of the wages of employees of foundrv' and
machine shops other than railroad, which shows that the

average earnings of skilled labor stood at 56.1 cents on
January 1, 1922. In a statement given out by the Board on

July 2, the average hourly earnings of railroad skilled shop
labor was shown to be 70.1 cents under the new wage rates,

this being based on the hourly rate of 70 cents laid down by
the Labor Board, and a working week of 48.06 hours.

The hourly wages of skilled mechanics employed by the

railroads are therefore 25 per cent higher than those paid
skilled mechanical employees of all the other industries in

the country at the first of the year. Wage rates in private

industry, moreover, have declined in the past six months,

so that the comparative position of railroad shopmen and
other shop workers in private industry in probably at present

more marked than here shown. The National Industrial

Conference Board's rep>ort covers the wages of 388,560 men
employed in 1,338 plants, or 73 per cent of all the wage
earners in foundries and machine shops as shown by the

United States Census of Manufactures in 1919, and can
therefore be regarded as thoroughly representative of the

conditions existing in foundries and machine shops through-

out the country.

Railroad Wages Almost Equal

to Peak Wages in Industries

Studies by the Board show that the average hourly earn-
ings of skilled shop labor in privately controlled plants rose

from 30.4 cents per hour in 1914 to 71.3 cents in September,
1920. On January 1 of the present year, these wages had
declined to 56.1 cents per hour. The railroad shopmen's
wages rose during the war period from 29.8 cents per hour in

1914, to 86.4 cents per hour at the peak in November, 1920.
and despite two wage cuts ordered by the Labor Board, the

wages of the striking shopmen have been reduced to a point

which is onl\ 1.2 cents per hour below the rates paid to shop-
men in other industries at the peak of the industrial inflation.

Weekly Wages Even More Favorable

A comparison of the weekly wages of the two classes of

employees .'^hows a situation which is even more favorable to

the railroad shopmen than in the case of hourly earnings.

This aspect of the matter is important, as weekly earnings
constitute a much better basis for judging the comparative
status of the two groups of workers than do hourly earnings.

The statement of the National Industrial Conference Board
referred to above, estimated the average weeklv earnings of

skilled railroad mechanics to be $33.67, under the reduced
rates recently established by the Railroad Labor Board. Tlie

weekh- wages of foundry and machine shop employees, how-
ever, on January 1, 1922. were $25.08, giving the railro;i(i

employees a clear advantage of 32 jxt cent in weekly earn-
ings over the earnings of men performing work identical with

their own, but in the shops of privately controlled companies.
Since a decline in wages of outside shop workers has taken
jilace since tlie first of the year, the position of the railroaii

shopmen is even more favorable.

The em[ilo>ees of the foundry and machine shop industr}-

are shown to have been working an average of 44.7 hours per
week on January 1, while it is estimated tiiat on the basis

of the average number of hours worked per week since Sep-
tember, 1010, the rail shopmen will average 48.06 liours

Statements have recently appeared which purport to show that

any comparison of the estimated earnings of railroad em-
ployees for 1Q22 with the actual earnings of 1914 are un-
favorable to the employees lx\ause of the fewer hours of

work |xTfornied in 1Q14 on account of the severe industrial

depression of that year. The figures publi.shed by the Inter-

.state Commerce Commission, however, show that in 1914.

the average numi>er of hours of work jx-r week for railroad

shopmen was 51.4 or nearly three hours per week more than
the estimate of 48.06 hours for 1022.
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In 1114, mon-o\'tr. rhc uveragi- working day of railraid

'. L» nominalh ten liours hut fell to the lower figure

>i lack oi business. Since that time the nominal
....^ :<ai reduied b) the insistence of the unions to 48

- or 8 hours per day, with a 6-dav week, and the attenipl

Av U-ing made to use this fact to m.ike the real earnings

of railroad employees appear to be less than they were in

the year l<^14.

The n-<nlt is, therefore, that railroad shopmen are in a

more advantageous position llian they were in 1914, in three

ways: First, 7 hat their hours of employmenl have been

reduced, gi%'mg them more time for leisure and recreation;

second, that their economic status, even under the new wage

cuts, is 10 per cent higher than eight years ago; and third,

that the average weekly wages of railroad shopmen are at

least J 2 f)er cent higher than those of men doing the same

work but employed by other industries, where wagi-s are reg-

ulated by the supplv and demand for laljor.

Remote Operation of Sw^itches on the New^ Haven
Highly Satisfactory Results Reported After Four Years"

Experience with 28 Low-Voltage Machines

TiiK Ntw VoKK, New Haven &: Hartford has now been

using an extensive installation of low-voltage switch

machines for about four years, with marked satisfac-

tion. The introduction of this important economy on the

main line of the New Haven was the subject of an article

in the Railway Age of April 19, 1918, page 1041. The
low-voltage machine is one that can be operated in isolated

situations and from a long distance, at small operating cost.

West of New Haven, Conn, and east of Readville, Mass.,

this line is four-track and completely signaled; but between

signal tower, having either mechanical or power interlocking,

an economical combination is accomplished. The only

disadvantage of the low-voltage machine, its slowness, is no
disadvantage at all, for in these situations the signalman

always has two or three minutes, or longer, in which to per-

form the operations necessary for moving a train to or from

the siding.

The approximate locations of the remote controlled switches

are shown by dots on the sketch map. The first location,

starting eastward from New Haven, is at Ekist Haven, six

Switches at East Haven, Conn., New York, New Haven & Hartford—Looking East

New Haven and Readville, 147 miles (mostly two-track),

there arc 16 stations where, until this improvement was in-

stalled, the movement of the heavy freight traffic of the line

was greatly hampered by the necessity of using passing tracks

which could be entered only by means of hand-thrown

switches.

The cost of estaijlishing and operating interlockings for

the.sc sidings with current at 110 volts would be excessive,

either nearby or at remote l(x.ations; but by operating the

switches (and signals) by low-voltage machines, requiring

no power sup|)ly but a small battery, and from the nearest

miles from New Haven. Altogether there are 1 1 facing-

point switches and 17 trailing points. The maximum dis-

tance between a tower and a switch is 7,300 ft. Throughout
the main line, Harlem River to Boston, the signalmen in the

lowers now control ever}' switch, either facing or trailing,

which connects the main line with a passing siding and also

ever)- switch of the cross-overs which connect two main
tracks that are operated in the same direction.

The illustration, .-1, shows an electric switch and lock

movement, the batten', the relay housing and the pipe line

to the derail, at a facing point switch. The next view, B,

Switches with Remote Control at East Haven, Connecticut—Looking West
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shows a similar equipment installed for the operation of a

trailing switch.

The other two views show (C) the derail and the target

(both pipe connected from the switch) shown in .1; and

(D) a facing and a trailing switch nearly opposite each

Smfch andLock Derail Pipe-Connected

.

torFacing ^iovements Onl/.--^^^^.

battery being taken to the division headquarters periodically

for recharging. The frequency of recharging depends main-

ly upon the number of switch operations and the climatic

conditions. A test made in 1918 at one facing switch is per-

haps a criterion for the average condition. At this point a

{Confmffed tianualBhck6ignal

Pasiing Siding-

Trailing Switch

Facing Switch For Tmifing fioremenh Only

Passing Sidings, New York, New Haven & Hartford—Switches and Signals Operated from Remote Tower

other, one on the eastbound track and the other on the

w'estbound.

In the drawing showing typical facing and trailing lay-

outs, it will be noted that the facing switch is provided with

a high-speed main line signal, and a dwarf signal for the

diverging route; and that the approach to these signals is

regulated by a distant signal. The trailing switch is pro-

tected by an absolute block signal both on the main line and

from the siding. The.se signals are operated from the tower

and are under the control of the block system. \\"i\.\\ the

distant signal controlled from the tower the speed of trains

approaching the stop signal can at all times be regulated from

the tower.

A complete equipment consists of an electrically operated

switch and lock movement o])erating a detector bar for facing

switches, the switch points and pipe line connection to a

Hayes derail. The energy for the motor of this movement

is derived from a 24-volt portable storage batter)'. The con-

trol of the switch and lock movement is by means of a

polarized relay using the standard tyjie F circuits, in which

there is no common wire. The indication from the switch

and lock movement and the switch points is of the SS

method, also without common wire and the signals are oper-

ated by inde[)endent levers in the interlocking tower. These

are interlocked with the levers controlling the switch and lock

movement. The layout is fully equipped with track circuits

so r.- to i)rovide approach indication, approach locking and

route locking.

For operating efficiency and reliability these isolated elec-

trically operated units are about on a par with the units

of a standard r>ower interlocking, assuming that they are

given sul).stantially the same amount of attention.

The first low voltage movement installed on this road was

at East Greenwich, R. I., and was put in service October

14, 1915. The cqui|)ment shown in tlie illustrations was put

in ser^•ice April 29, 1918. Experience has .shown that the

failures most likely to occur are those which develop by the

non-use of the switch, and it is ven,- pronounced that the

number of failures decreases as the number of operations

incj-eases.

All of the low-voltage movements and the signals at these

locations are energized from portable storage batteries, the

storage Ixitter}- having 5o ampere-hour capacity on inter-

mittent discharge was put into service August 26, 1918;

volts per cell 2.2, specific gravity 1210. The battery was

taken out of service October 1, 1918. The number of switch

movements from August 26 to October 1 was 358. In addi-

tion to this load the batten,- also energized the automatic

signals for this section, so

that aside from the through

movements of approximately

45 trains per 24 hours, the

dwarf signal and high signal

each had to operate 179 times

to correspond with the switch

movements. The relays and

repeaters in the tower are al-

so continuously energized

from this liattery, which has

two circuits of 2,000 ohms
each and 1 circuit of 1,000

ohms.

The use of power operated

switches has enabled train

dispatchers to establish routes

in anticipation of the arrival

of hea\-)- trains, which in

times of dense traffic, has not

only facilitated the move-

ment of heavy trains but has

greatly facilitated the clear-

ing of the way for passenger

trains.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad—Main Line

Cntthalche.l Sf.ti.x.i Arr Inrr-rnrk. Harlrm Hittr Bron.A Is Six-Tract. liglH lines rrfrrsfnl olh,

iti-.i'iioHj of .Vrw Havtn System.



When Equipment Renewals Become an Investment

Expenditures Requiring Retirement of Old and Reinstatement

of Rebuilt Units Under I. C. C. Rules

By George W. Bashaw

Mechanical Valuation UnginctT, Denver & Rio Grande Western

Tii» N'Ai.fAiiuN AtT and the requirements of the Inter-

state {'ommerre Commission as contained in Order

No. .>, second revised issue, reiiuire a different treat-

ment of reconstructed e<|ui|)ment from that which has gener-

ally k-en the practice. Carriers have generally treated all

rehabilitation and renewals as repairs and charged the e.\-

jien-ses to o|)eration. If this practice is continued it will

result in violations of the commission's instructions and

the loss of a vast amount in the investment from which no

return may U* fX[K'Cted.

The instructions of thi- Interstate Commerce Commission

relative to accounting for equipment renewals* reads as

follows:

\\'hi-ii the CO'"! of renewals to be made to any unit of e<iuipment

will constitute the major portion of its value as renewed, the

equipment, when taken out of service, shall be considered as retired

and accounted lor as provided in the preceding paragraph, and for

the pur|K>se of this classilication the renewed equipment shall be

considered an addition and the appraised cost thereof shall Ik? in-

ciudnl in the account appropriate for the cost of the etiuipment. In

no case shall the charge for the renewed equipment exceed the

cost (at current market prices of labor and material) of new
equipment of similar lyiw, e<|ual capacity and equal expectation of

life in service, less a suitable allowance on account of the second
hand parts remaining therein.

The determination cf just how extensive renewals must be

before they cease to be re|)airs, chargeable to operating ex-

pen.ses, and become rebuilding, requiring the retirement of

the old unit and reinstatement of the rebuilt unit in the

property account at an appraised value, has l>een the subject

of considerable di.scussion. and is a matter in which both

the accounting and mechanical departments are interested.

The i)resent rule, in all |)robability, is an adaptation of

a somewhat similar rule appearing in the Classification of

Ex|K.'nditures for .Additions and Betterments, first revi.sed

issue, effective July 1. 1910, which reads in part as follows:

When any equipment is in sucii physical condition that it must he

practically rebuilt in order to lit it for .service, or when any e(|nip-

ment requires repairs, which, if made, would constitute the major
portion of its value, it should, when taken out of service, be con-

sidered as retired and be written out of the accounts. * • •

It is apparent that the end sought is the j)roper determina-

tion of the c|uestion as to when repairs are of sufluient mag-
nitude to constitute a virtual rei)uilding of the unit. The
rule in the old classification was, jjcrhaps, more siiecific with

respect to the end sought than tlie present rule. 'Fhe present

rule in making the money costs of the renewals the gage for

determining whether the unit shall be retired was j)rol)al)ly

an acceptable substitute to be ap|)lie(l under conditions ob-

taining wlmi tile |>re.sent classification for iiivcstnieiit was
i.ssued in 1V14. M that time there was little or no tluctua-

tion in the market for i-<|ui|)ment and the terms "value" and
"cost" were approximately synonymous. Since the increases

in prices of labor and materials we cannot use the tenns

interchangeably in the interpretation of these instructions.

Such an interpretation would lead to the unjustifiable result

of accounting for minor e(|ui|>nient repairs as if tliev con-

stituted rebuilding when a very small portion of the physical

unit would actually be renewed.

'See fagc 33 of the current issue at the Clauification of Itiveatmrut in
Road .-ind Kijuipmcnt of Sic.im Ko.iils. pri-stcrilHrd l>y ihc TiitcriiUlc Com-
nicTce CVmmission.

It is evident, then, that the word "value" as it occurs in

the instructions now in force should be interpreted to mean
current value and not original or book value. Therefore,

for the pur]X)se of determining what course to take in ac-

counting for the cost of heavy repairs to a unit of equipment,

a comparison should be made as to all costs involved in the

repairs, including additions and betterments, and the ap-

praised value as rebuilt. If the cost of renewals, including

additions and betterments will constitute more than SO per

cent of the appraised current value as rebuilt, then the re-

tirement instructions are apjilicable.

Iiecau.se this subject has never been given the place to

which its imiwrtance entitles it, the mechanical department

as well as the accounting department will need to make a

careful study of the i)roblem if the |)ractices introduced are

to get results, .\fter considerable inquin.- it is found that

many carriers have intrcxluced formuK-e which cannot be in-

terpreted by the forces who must ap|)ly them and others em-
])lo)' .systems which are so cumbersome as to be beyond the

ca|)acity of the forces to handle intelligently.

It is the purpose of this article to introduce a method which
will lie easy to ajiply in practice with little or no extra

expense. It has as its central feature the development of

a table or tables showing for each class or series of equip-

ment an amount in dollars which, if spent in direct labor

and material at one shopping, exclusive of additions and
betterments, will constitute the renewal of a major portion

of a unit, within the meaning of the Interstate Commerce
Commission's instructions.

Reproduction New
The first stej) in the development of this method is to

ascertain or estimate the current cost to reproduce or re-

build the ec|uipment new. This can be done and has been
(lone in many ca.ses by the u.se of the Equipment Committed'

niitliod ado|)ted l)y the President's Conference Coniniittee.

Tile figures so oi)taincd must i)e modified according to the

trend of prices in order to find a reasonably correct current

l>rice. The current price has been trended forward by the

Kiiui|)ment Committee to June .SO, 1920. but unfortunately

tile work has ijeeii suspended since that date. It is hoped
that this committee can keep these prices current i)ecause

of the constant use to which they may he put. In the aijsence

of figures sup|)orted l)y sales data, we can reasonably esti-

mate the modifying factor by the general ta-nd of com-
modity prices, together with any recent sales which are

:ivailal)le. The .American Railway .Association rules for

finding tlie current value or cost to replace new can iie used
for freiglit cars and siniihir ii|uipnu'nt in .Account 57 in the

absence of better jirices.

The current reprtxluction cost is the prime factor in the

method propo.sed. or in any other, because in order to meet
the re(|uirements of the classification it is necessary that the

rel)uilt unit shall not exceed the current cost new.

What Constitutes a Major Portion

of the Value as Rebuilt

Tlie (IcterniiiKition of lliis i|uestion is the most difficult part

of the wiiole task. It c;inn()t lie left to the accounting or

253
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mechanical department forces for settlement as each case

arises if consistent results are to be obtained.

Major renewals are generally construed to mean more than

50 per cent of the current value of a unit of equipment as

rebuilt, and not of a like unit new. The current value of the

second hand portions is less than their value new. The

solution of the problem depends on the appraised values

assigned to the "major portion renewed" and to the "second

hand portion remaining therein."

There can be no objection to assigning 51 per cent as the

lower limit of what constitutes a major portion. Similarly,

there can be no vital objection to assigning 70 per cent of

the current value new as the service value of the second hand

portion remaining. There may be a few cases where wrecks

rquire the rebuilding of new cars, in which a rating of 70

per cent as the condition of the old parts may be considered

less than the circumstances would warrant. These cases may
require the use of a different appraisal if of sufficient im-

portance. But a factor of 70 per cent can be applied to

equipment over seven years old, because as a general rule

equipment must be maintained up to this standard to be

serviceable.

It is proposed then to determine the amount of money

which, when spent on a given unit, will equal 51 per cent

of its value as rebuilt and will, therefore, determine the

point at and above which the unit must be retired and re-

instated in the property account at its appraised cost after

reconstruction.

If we let

Current value of a new unit =100
Major iiortirn renewed — 51 per cent of the value of the unit as rebuilt

Service v^ue of seconfi hand portions used will = 49 per cent of the

value of the init as reHiilt
.

Service condition of second hand portions = 70 per cent of their current

value new
Current value new of old part3 used = X
Current value of renewals = Y
Value of unit as rebuilt —- Z

Then
(1) X + Y - 100
(2) .70X + Y = Z
(3) Y = .S\7.

(4) .70X + .SIZ = Z
49Z

(5) X =
.70

Substituting the value of X and Y in (1), we have:

Z = 82.65

Substituting the value of Z in (5) we find that

That is, if 42.1 per cent of the current cost new of a unit

of equipment is expended at one shopping for repairs and

renewals, it will amount to 51 per cent of the value as re-

built, consideration being given to the depreciated condition

of the second hand parts remaining. Likewise the service

value of the rebuilt unit as it leaves the shops will be 82.65

per cent of the current value of a complete new unit and the

current value, new, of the old parts retained will he 57.9

per cent of the value of an entire new unit. The percentage

representing the value remaining in the second hand portions

mav be varied for u.se with efjuipment less than six or seven

years old.

The money expenditure obtained by this process will con-

tain such overhead elements of cost as store expense on mate-

rial and shop expense on lal)or. The clement of profit may
be neglected for the reason that, as a general rule, it will cost

the railroad company as much to build the equipment as it

would to purchase from the manufacturer. We cannot well

include the element of profit in the cost to the railroad

company.
Where circumstances will permit the elimination of shop

and store expenses it is by all means advisable not to com-

plicate the estimate by including these elements. Our tables

should be prepared .so as to show only the direct lalior and

material casts which will constitute a major renewal. We
should also know within reasonalile limits what is the labor

and material ratio in connection with the reconstruction of

various classes of equipment. From an investigation of the

latter, it has been found that for locomotives and passenger

cars the ratio is approximately 70 per cent for labor and

.30 per cent for material. For freight cars labor is 40 per

cent and material 60 per cent. If we assume then, that store

expense is five per cent and shop expense 20 per cent, the

factor to cover labor and material only would be as follows

:

For Locomotive and Passenger Cars

nt of current cost

For Freight Train Cars

Material 42.1

Labor 42.1

Per cent of current cost new

It is obvious that considerable fluctuation in the labor and

material ratio will not distort the factor for various classes

of equipment to any appreciable extent,—certainly not

enough to affect the figures as a seasonable appraisal of the

amount which will constitute a 51 per cent renewal. Similar-

ly, a considerable variation in store and shop expense would

have ver}^ little bearing on the general result.

Tables for Shop Use in Rebuilding Equipment

Having derived these factors for the different classes of

equipment, we may now proceed with the construction of

tables which will show the direct labor and material cost,

exclusive of additions and betterments, constituting a 51 per

cent renewal. The values for the tables are derived by mak-
ing up a list of current prices new and multiplying each of

these values by one of the factors derived above. In the

sample table shown it will be noted that the reproduction

value has been omitted in order to avoid confusion when the

table is used in the shops. The reproduction value may be

readily obtained by multiplying the figure given in the table

by the reciprocal of the factor used in building up the table,

i.e., 2.67 in the case of freight cars and 2.81 in the case of

locomotives or passenger cars.

Cost of T^bor *kd Material Per Car Which Must Not Be Excf-edbd

AT O.NE Shopping Without Obtaining Authorities fob Retiring

Old and Reinstati.vc Rebuiit Unit

.\niount .\mount

Car Series Kind Dollars Car Series Kind Dollars

15000.15987 . Coal . 360 29800-29824 Coke . .... 455
16000 16258 . Coal . .«».. 460 29908-29922 Coke . .... 375
17000-170O8

. Cpal . 400 1740017494 . .. Flat . 500
1710017186 . aai . 445 20000-20339 Flat . 310
1750017999 . Coal . 475 20341-20463 Flat . .... 320
18100-18198 . Coal . 530 20500-20598 .... . Flat . .... 415
18200- 18223 . Coal . 520 21000-21249 Flat . 520
18224-18271 . Coal . 540 29000 .^9249 Ore .

.

535
27000-27499 . Coal . 500 31000-31199 . Ref. . 665
28000-28499 . Coal . 590 10007-10187 Stock . 380
40000-41000 . Coal . 610 35000-36004 Stock . 470
41001-43.149 . Coal . 615 37000-37499 Slock . 560
26475-26749 . Coke . 575 37500-37599 Slock . 575
26750-26999 . Coke . 625

Note—This taMc to he modified a < ihe change in rqi ipmrni prices will

Rebuilding Involving Additions and Betterments

Very often extensive improvements are made in connection

with heavy renewals and. instead of treating these improve-

ments under the accounting provisions of the investment

classification for additions and lietterments, the old unit

should be retired and the improved and reconstmcfeti one

reinstated in the property account under the provisions for

major portions renewed. When surli cases arise a com-

pari.son must be made between all costs in connection with

repairs, including the additions and betterments, and tlie

apprai.sed value of the improved unit as rebuilt. With the

table giving the expenditures for a 51 per cent renewal of

the unit without additions and betterments as a base, the

problem is to determine what per <cnt of the total cost of

the additions and liettenments must bi added to the amounts
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-li'wii III the table The additions and betterments arc

ii. exclusive of store and shop exi»ense:

For foe. m .111 r. >n.l Piumf-r Cart,

Material portion }0 X .9S = 20.50
Labor portion 70 X .80 = 56.00

T«il per «ni o( iir\» M.SO

F.r Freight Can
Ualrrul portion 60 X .95 = 57.00
I.at>or lavtion ... 40 X .(0 = 12.00

Tnial per cent of new 89.00

N'ow, if we wish to take into account 51 per cent of the

total cost of the additions and betterments in the rebuilt unit,

for the direct cost of labor and material we must add 84.50

X .51, or 43 per cent for locomotives and passenger cars,

and 89.00 X SI, or 45 per cent for freight cars.

In case additions and betterments are involved, then, add

43 i>er cent or 45 per cent, as the case may \>c, of the net

cost of the additions and betterments to the amount shown

in the table to obtain the total expenditure for labor and

material which must not be exceeded without authorities to

retire from and reinstate in the proi>crty accounts.

Value of the Rebuilt Unit

What has been said heretofore is applicable only to the

determination of whether a unit is to be considered as re-

built or simply repaired. The vi.lue at which the rebuilt

unit is to l)e entered on the books must be based on the

costs to the carrier. These costs are made up of the fol-

lowing elements:

(a) The estimated original cost of that portion of the

old unit used in reconstructing the new, less a suitable al-

lowance for depreciation. If the original cost of the old

unit is a depreciated one, then no allowance may be made on

this account because this would result in an unduly low apn

praisal for this portion. In other words, we should not

•doubly depreciate the second hand portion.

(h) The actual current cost of renewals, including the

conditioning and repair of old parts used.

(c) The cost of additions and betterments, if any.

The first of the.sc elements alone needs discussion. This

can best be determined from an analysis of the actual charges

for those portions referred to in (b) and (c).

We have seen that an expenditure for labor and material

equal to .^5.57 per cent of the cost new for locomotives and

pa.s.senger cars and .^7.47 per cent for freight cars is equiva-

lent to the use of 57.9 per cent of the old unit. Similarly,

eliminating store and shop expense, 84.5 [ler cent and 89

per cent res|)ectively, of the cost new, will represent com-

plete retonstruition. Hence, the increase in expenditures

for labor and material from a 51 per cent renewal to a 100

per cent one, exclusive of overheads, will be:

84.50 — .15. .'57

'
r Incotnotive and raaacngcr cars: = 1.375 linics.

35.57
89 — 37,47

r freighi train cara: rz 1.375 tinirs.

37.47

There is no difference in the factor produced for the various

classes of equipment, and by dividing this factor by 57.9,

an increment is obtained l)y which to construct a talile of

factors ef|uivalent to the various proportions of the old unit

used, as obtained from the amount of money spent, which

can l)c usi-d for any class of equipment. If 1.000 be as-

signed as tlic fador where 57.9 per cent of the old unit is

U.sed, the factor for (oiiiplcte reconstruction will l)e 2.MS,
and tile variations between these extremes are as shown in

the table given lielow.

When rebuilt witiiout additions and betterments, this table

of factors is used for finding the cost of the second hand i)or-

tions as follows: Suppose the cost to rebuild a car for re-

newals and repairing second hand parts used is $700. Look

in thi' tiililc -howiiii; tln' lalxir and material exiienditure

equivalent to a 51 jx*r cent renewal, and sup|)Ose it to be

$M0. Then 700 is 1.890 times 370 and the factor 1.890

in the table corresf)onds to 20 per cent of the old unit used.

Suppose that a unit of equipment is rebuilt at a total cost

of $675, of which S200 is for additions and Ixtterments and
$475 for renewals and conditioning. If the car is of the

FACToat roa .^tCCaiAIN INC P«a CixT
Eoi'irMi

or Oi4>

EKT

Ukit Used IK Reiuilt

Per (Vnt Per Tent Per Cent
.if OM of Old of Old

fn.t I'Kd Factor Unit Used Factor Unit Uaed Factor
57.9 1.000 38 1.472 18 1.947
57 1.021 37 1.496 17 1.971
56 1.045 36 1.520 16 1.995
5S 1.069 35 1.544 15 2.019U ).il9J 34 1.567 14 2.042
53 1.116 33 1.591 13 2.066
52 1.140 32 1.615 12 2.090
51 1.164 31 1.63V II .',114
50 1.187 30 1.662 10 2.137
49 1.211 29 1.686 9 2.161
48 1.235 28 1.710 8 2.185
47 1.259 27 1.734 7 2.209
46 1.282 26 1.757 6 2.232
45 1.306 25 1.781 5 2.256
44 1.330 24 1.804 4 2.280
43 1.354 23 1.829 3 2.304
4J 1.377 22 1.852 2 2.327
41 1.401 21 1.876 1 2.351
40 1.425 20 1.900 2.375
•'" 1.449 19 l.'<24

same series as tliat just considered the factor would be equal
to 475 divided by ,S70, or 1.283, which is equivalent to the
use of 46 per cent of the old unit.

Knowing the jjcrcentage of old unit used, it is reasonable
to say that the cost of the old parts used is that per cent
of the total cost of the old unit as carried in the accounts
of the carrier. W^e can further say that its condition in the
luiit as rebuilt will not be less than 70 per cent as a fair

estimate. Then, if the car cost is carried on the books
at 5900, tiie value in the two cases cited is 900 X -20 X
.70 = $126, and 900 X .46 X .70 = $298.80, respectively.

Some roads attempt to value the second hand portion on
the basis of its condition before the process of repairs begins.
The rule referred to in the classification does not contem-
plate any such treatment, but intends that the appraisal shall
be ba.scd on the condition of this part of the unit as finally

turned out of the shop. Of course the use of 70 per cent
condition for old parts is susceptible of variation on the part
of each carrier to suit conditions. But if 70 per cent is

used in determining whether or not the repairs constitute a
major renewal, the same conditioning factor should be ap-
plied here for the sake of consistency.

Incidentally, this method of estimating the extent to which
old parts are used in the reconstructed unit may also be of
service in estimating scrap and salvage since, if we use 40
per cent in reconstruction, 60 per cent will be scrap or parts
returned to the store. When scrap credits are distributed
over the accounts, the amount estimated on tliis l)asis may be
credited to retirements as shown in the estimate.

Incidental Costs Chargeable to Operating Expenses

The supervising forces should be educated thoroughly in
what constitutes charges to operating exix'nses, for, if these
costs are included in the cliarges for renewals, an exaggerated
reconstruction cost will result.

First, there are the operating expenses pertaining to the
retirement of the old unit, which occur under the A. F. E.
for the retirement. The appropriate operating expense ac-
count for ef|uipment retirements should be charged with the
expen.se of .scrapping old parts, removing old material and
all other analogous processes in preparing for the actual re-

!)uilding oi)erations under the A. F. E. for reconstruction.
The latter may have o|XTating expenses charged with such
items as the removal of material incident to re|)airs which
were overlooked under the authority for retirement.

The important point in administering the system here
jiroposed is to ^ct ilic iii:i-;tir mechanic to estimate and report
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whether the renewals and repairs required on ;iny unit of CumminS Investigation Completed
equipment will come within the amount shown in the tables Washington, d. C.

prepared for his use. These officers and their supe^^•ising ,-p,„,, taking of testimony in the general investigation of

forces can generally !« depended on to know from experience I
^^^^ railroad situation 'bv the Senate committee on in-

what their heavy repairs will amount to wUhm reasonable 1
^^_^^^^^^^ ,ommerce. which was begun earlv last year,

limits. If they have reason to behevc the amount sho^vn w.l
^^^^ .^^^ u-ted on Julv 26 bv tlie lilin- of a statement of S.

be exceeded, certamly they can go into the matter m sufhc.ent
^^^_.^^ (xarfield, president of the National Association of

detail to settle the question with reasonable accuracy. In
^^^.^^^^ ^^ Railroad Securities, urging legislation to put into

their estmmtes, care should be taken to ehm.nate costs charge-
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^.^^ ^j^^ association has been advocating

able to operatmg exix>nses. An occasional check by some
^^^ coordinating railroad facilities under the direction of

member of the executive staff may be necessary to ascertain
^^^ Xational Railwav Ser^-ice Corporation. Senator Cum-

whether the mechanica department is making reasonable
chairman of the committee, will prepare a report on

efforts to comply with the instrxictions issued. I" ™tmting
^^^ in^.^^ticjation but it probablv will not be completed before

this or any other methocl, it will be necessary o educate the
^,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^.^^ ^^ (,^^» ^^^^

-

forces dealing directly with it, but eventually the system
^^^ ^^•arfield said That permanent standing conference

should take care of itself.
committees have been named bv the Xational Association

Authority for Expenditures of 0""ers of Railroad Securities and by the Association o.

Railwav Executives to discuss the proposals for poolinL;

Two authorities are required, one to retire the old unit, interchange freight cars under a central agencv, advocated by

and one to reinstate the rebuilt unit in the property account,
rejiresentatives of the .securitv owners before the Interstat'c

In order to secure unifonnity of results and efficiencv in
(^-Qmnjerce Commission in Februar\- last,

handling, one man should be charged with the responsibility ^ tentative bill was presented for the Federal incorporation

for making up all authorities of this character. The re-
^^ jj^^ National Railwav Ser\-ice Corporation. This is tlu

quests for authorities should contain all necessary informa- agency of a public character, operating without profit, or-

tion, such as the cost of renewals, additions and betterments, rranized by the association of security owners under stair

incidental operating expenses and probable amount of sal- charter to 'demonstrate its feasibility and economic necessity,

vage or scrap. From this information both of the A. F. E.'s ^^^ ^^.j^j^i, j^^^ financed equipment 'for a number of carriers

may be prejjared. Freight cars should be handled m groups
i_'nder federal charter, he said, its operations and usefulness

if found practical to do .so, because of the amount of clerical „ould be extended.
work involved in individual treatment. Advantages of this agencv for also financing the rebuild-

Thc following example illustrates the metliod of preparing j„„ ^f freight cars without cash margin from the carriers

detailed estimates for retirements and reinstatement:
^^.^^e also set forth.

".As a result of correspondence." Mr. Warfield stated, "a
Detailed Estimate for Retiring Locomotive 1101 . . ^ f ... r »i i • »- »i

committee was appointed consisting of the chairmen of the

\.XTZ"L. credi, .xccount u $9.ooo.co ^our railroad groups and the chairman of the Advisory Com-
mittee of the .Association of Executives to meet a committee

.XwruT/'dcprcciMion. debi. .-.ccrued deprecmtion. . . 5.000.00 n^med by thc association of Security owners to discuss its

•Parts lo be used in rebuilding, debit material 2,250.00 proposals." M A conference no objection was found by the

Scrap, debit material 930.00 Railroad Committee, it is stated, to the use of the Service

Total $8,180.00 Corporation by carriers so desiring, for financing e(iuii>ment,

new or rebuilt, or to the federal incorporation thereof. The

iX'' v^u?".'.':. .':. ^!''T:':!: $9,000.00
proposal for poohng freight cars were deferred but will be

l-css Salvage s, 180.00 immediately presented before the permanent Railroad Con-

,.,.,_. ™ Ki . B .-, ™ ....
$820.00 ference Committee recently apiwinted. Senator Cummins

Incidental Costs Chargeable to Retirements - \' . i- i i

Labor dismantling $200.00 requested a copy of the profK)sals tor car pooling also, as he

Sh<i> Rxpcnsc -10.00 had been waiting for all available data to close the hearings.
Material used in dismantling 20.00 j^ the Statement to the Senate Committee. Mr. Warfield
Store Expense TOO 261.00

^^^^j^ ,^^ ^^^_^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ maintain the provisions of Section

_,., r.1.. A . ,,n -, „„, ,

"
l.Sa of the Transportation .\ct as a necessity to adequate

Total Debit .^ccount 310 $1,081.00 ., . ' • '

rail transportation.
Detailed Estimate fo« Including Locomotive UOI in the Accolnts yi^ ^^arfield said the attempt tO provide for traffic in-

Propcrty Added: cqualities through the consolidation of all the railroads into
Value of second hand ,x„1s used (found hy me.h<„I ,e.

^ , ^^.^ j^ ^^j^^,^. j^ practicable. He contends
fnrth above, .ind rated as 70 per cent new) s.l.un.On

, . . • , . ,

tUibor used in reconstruction 10,500.00 that to lay out territories so that comjx-ting newly ron-

Shop expense 2,100.00 solidatcd large railrcKid systems operating therein will e.irn

tM.itcrial used in rce.msinicting -1,500.0(1 alike, "cannot lie donc," and that "the necessary results of
Store Expense ^ comi^tition would lie varied earnings among the systems."

Total, Charge .\ccount 51 $20,465.00 jjc ,.,(,1 (1,^ ineijualities U'tween traffic territories could be

•Experience has shown that this maleri.il is Rener.illy worth 50 per cent of Jirovided for, other than through Section l.^a, Onlv bv the
its value new bef»»re repairs are made. The mechanical forces should be (. i .- *! i r i; l »;"„ . li •!, _ ;l_^ a'„ V »1.

refiuired. however, t.. «ivi- this value in their r.iiuest f.r A. F. E. iii drastic metliotl of consolidating all the railrMds ol the

order thai the estimator may cheek up his w,.rk. countrv into one large systcm," and that the full use of the

an,7bet.e?meVwI,rr'"'"'
'"''"''" "'''""'" '" *""' "" "'" " •"'''""'"

Ser^•ice Corporation in
'
connection with the provisions ,.i

Section l.^a of the .Act, will i>r(xluic much greater saving-

than from thc large consolidations, which should ri'inain

I,N Dank Coi-ntv. Wisconsin, JikIrc E. R. Stevens, in the Cir- liennissive.

cult Courl has rcvcrscil a rcrrnt rulinR of the slate railroad com- The members of the Railroad Conference Committee are:

mission which ordcrcfl the Chicasro & North Wislcrii to rebuild T. DeWitt Cuyler, Chairman; Howartl Elliott, 1.. F. I.oree.

an industrial spur track at Rcloit, which it had rcnuncd more W. H. Storey and Daniel Willard. The members of the

than a year ago. JikIrc Stevens held that thc stale railroad law seturity owners' Conference Committee are: S. Davies War
does not compel railroads to build spur tracks to accommodate field. Chairman: George E. Brcxk, Haley Fiske, Darwin V
single industries, Kingsley and John J. Pulleyn.



Rock Island's June Report Best in Ten Years
System Earned 2.95 Per Cent on Stock in 1921 ; June Net

Operating Revenue $2,699,212

TiiK km'K Island's recently issued monthly rejiort for

June shows a net oj)erating revenue of $2,699,212.

This compared with a fijjure for May of $1,8.?2,1.<8

and with a figure for June a ye;ir apo of S2,0.>2.656. The
report shows also that the coriKjrate net after fixed charges

for the month was $988.64.5 which compared with $.595,220

for June last year. For the six months' period the corjwrate

net after fixed charges was $9,477. I'p to the end of June
a vear ago the svstem had suffered a deficit after fixed charges

of $.597,167.

With reference to this monthly re|)Ort Charles Haydcn,
chairman of the Rock Island Ixiard of directors, has issued

a statement saying:

"The results for June wc consider very satisfactory. The net

operating revenue is the largest net operating revenue we have
had for the month of June in the past ten years. The ratio of

operating expense to r)pcratiiiK revenues, namely 76.01, is substan-
• • "' licttcr than was our 1921 ratio. We estimate that the loss in

t revenue for the first six months of 1922. due to the rc-

II in rates whirh was made eflfective January last, on grain

.liiii livestock, amounts to aUjut $3,000,000."

Outside of the fact that the June report shows the largest

net operating revenue for June in a period of ten years, the

next mfjst intcrcstinq detail is that the June results finally

succeeded in putting 1922 ahead of 1921 from the standpoint

of coq)orate net income. Up to the end of May, 1922 was
not showing quite as favorable results as last year. For

the first five months of 1922 there was a corporate deficit

after fixed charges of $979,166 which comjiared with a

deficit in the same period of 1921 of $792..587. The fact

that the figure after fixed charges in the earlier part of the

Rmk Island year's earnings is shown in red as it was up to

May is somewhat of secondary importance. The Rock
I.sland earnings are much better in the latter part of the

year than in the first part.

In the annual report for the year 1921, President J. E.

Gorman's opening paragraph read:

"We arc very happy to advise you that, after the payment of all

fixed charges and taxes during the year, the company showed a

balance of income available for dividends on the preferred stock,

leaving a surplus credited to profit and loss of $2,212,564, equiv-

alent to 2.95 per cent on the common stock. While this is not as

much as the property should earn, and as we believe it will earn
when conditiiins have been readjusted, it is so much better than
the result of operations during federal control that we consider it

a most crc<Iitable showing. The Rock Island is one of the few
railroads in its territory which in 1921 showed an increase in

freight earnings ; and. although present conditions are not so

favorable as in 1921 towards an increase in gross earnings, wc will

make every effort to maintain the enthusiasm on the part of the
operating staff and the friendly reUifioiis with the shipping pub-
lic which that fact manifests."

Best Year Since 1917

The Rock Island's balance after payment of jireferred

dividends was in 1921, as noted, $2,2i2,564. This com-
I)ared with $1,095,670 in 1920. The per cent earned on
common .sttKk in 1921—2.95 per cent—compared with 1.46

per cent in 1920. The reason for the improvement was the

manner in which earnings held up—there was an increase of

4.24 jKT cent in freight revenues—combined with a reduction
of 14.10 per cent in operating expenses. This situation re-

sulted in an im|)r(ivcmcnt in net revenue from railwav o|XTa-
tions from S1(),527.44,S in 1920 to $26.,51S.967 in 1921, or

150 per cent, more than sufficient to supply the place taken
in 1920 by the standard return and guaranty.' The Rock

Island's net availal)le for dividends in 1921 was the Ijcst

since 1917; it was not as good as in 1917 or 1916.

One of Few Roads to Increase Freight Earnings
The road's good fortune in having in 1921 an increase in

freight revenues which jiermitted it to realize on the re-
duction made in its operating exjienses makes it an excejition
from the majority of the country's railroads. Most of the
railways were able, in 1921, to' effect drastic economies in
their operating expenses, but the larger profiortion were un-
able to realize in adequate measure on the reduction in ex-
penses IxTause of the severe falling off in traffic which they
cx[)erienced. The Class I railroads, as a whole, suffered a
decline in 1921 as compared in 1920 of 9.4 per cent in
freight earnings. There were, however, a fairlv large numtK>r
of carriers which had larger freight earnings' in r921 than
1920. Most of these lines were in the east. The Rock
Island was one of the few in its territory-, as Mr. Gorman
jjoints out, to have this good fortune.

This makes it important to a.scertain why the Rock Island
should not have suffered from the general decline in the
freight earnings. The first reason was the increase in earn-
ings per ton-mile; the second, the manner in which the road
was helped by a large increase in its tonnage of wheat,
perishables and oil. The total tons carried in 1921 were
actually less than in 1920. The figure for 1921 was 25,-
924,576 tons as compared with 29,867,2,5.5 tons in 1920, a
decrease of 13.20 per cent. The revenue ton-miles were 6,-
857,672,91,5 as compared with 7,885,424,422. In spite of
this reduction in tons and tons one mile, the freight revenues
totaled in 1921, $99,000,440 as compared with $94,973,798
in 1920, an increase of 4.24 per cent. The f,act that there
was an increase in freight revenues witli .a reduction in tons
one mile is explained largely by the freight rate increases
which became effective during the year 1921; the rate per
ton-mile in 1921 was 1.44 cents as compared with 1.20 cents
in the [ireceding year.

Increased Freight Earnings—Decreased Ton-Miles
The figures of tons carried, given above, show a decrease

of 3,942,657 tons as between 1921 and 1920. The larger
part of this reduction came in coal, other products of mines,
lumlx-r and manufactures. On the other hand, there was a
very decided increase in products of ;igriculture: namelv,
1,276,443 tons or 14.64 per cent. Products of agriculture
which totaled 24.22 per cent of the total tonnage in 1920,
made up 32.83 per cent of the tonnage in 1921. There was
an increa.se iri tonnage of crude jjetroieuni of 109.06 per cent.

.\n analysis of this situation will bring out some of the
interesting railway develoiiments which have been taking
place in the central west and southwest during the past year
or, in fact, several years. These factors have been treated
in the reviews of the operations of some of the other roads,
so a brief resume is all that is necessary^ at this time. Refer-
ence is made to the three factors of increased traffic in perish-
ables, the oil business and, as a .special feature of 1921, to
the wheat traffic. .Some of the roads liave been afifected by
one or the other of these factors—the Rock l.sland. as we
liave noted, by all three.

1921 Wheat Traffic Big Factor

First as to wheat. It will be remembered that in nearly
every week of 1921 the car loadings of grain were in excess
of tlie lo:ulings for the comparable week of 1920—a fact

257
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which applied to no otlier leading commodity. The reason

was the fact that the 1920 crop, held on the farms in 1920,

was offered for 1921 movement. There was further a large

export demand, an interesting feature of which was the

tendency to move the grain to the Gulf ports rather than to

the Atlantic seaboard with resulting advantage to the lines

serving the Gulf. The effect on the Rock Island was

marked. Wheat in 1921 constituted 11.53 per cent of the

total tonnage of the road as compared with 6. 52 per cent in

1920. There was an actual increase of over 1,000,000 tons

in wheat traffic, or 53.61 per cent over 1920—the 1921 ton-

nage being 2,988,922. Similarly corn, which in 1921 made

up 6.40 per cent of the total tonnage, showed an increase

over 1920 of 49.85 per cent. The grain traffic, incidentally,

is one of the uncertain features of 1922, primarily becau.^e

of the reduction in grain rates reference to which is made in

Chairman Hayden's statement quoted above.

The Rock Lsland has a very large tonnage in fruits and

vegetables, it ha\nng a special position in that connection

because of being a part of the traffic route from California

constituted by the Southern Pacific, the El Paso & South-

western and the Rock Island. This tonnage moved in hea^y

volume in 1921, the tonnage of citrous fruits being 18.85

per cent greater than in 1920, and other fresh fruits, 26.35

per cent greater.

Increase of 109.06 Per Cent in Crude Petroleum

Tlije Rock Island, in 1920, handled crude petroleum

amounting to a total tonnage of 287,405. In 1921 it carried

600,849 tons, or more than double that amount. This means

that the Rock Island, in the space of one year, has become

an oil carrier of some importance. The details are given

in President Gorman's remarks as follows:

"The most important devclopmeiit along these lines of the com-

pany for many years was the increase in traffic obtained from the

discovery of oil fields adjacent to our lines. In January. 1921, the

first oil well was brought in at Eldorado, .Xrk., and since that time

479 producing wells have been brought in in that field, of which

462 were oil wells. The aggregate daily production from the field

has been about 38,000 barrels. Up to January 31, 1922. 3,855.84:)

barrels had been moved by rail, of which .your company hauled

approximately 88 per" cent. Our right-of-way extends throughout

the length of the field, about 12 miles. While no great pnxiuction

has been developed on this right-of-way, the company has profited

greatly from the traffic development. In 1920 the earnings of the

El E)orado station on all freight traffic were about $300,000, and

in 1921 about $2,700,000. Of course, the future of any oil tlcld

is uncertain, but we have been very much gratified over this de-

velopment.
"There have been new oil developments also in the vicinity ot

Duncan and Walter, Okla.
"The field of Mexia, Tex., which %vas developed in 1921. promise*

to be a much larger producing field than the El Dorado field. This
is located on the Trinity & Brazos Valley line, of which your com-
pany is one-half owner, the other half being owned by the Colorado
& Southern Railway Company. The Trinity & Brazos \'alley has
I:>een a losing venture for many years, and it is with great satis-

faction tliat we observe this oil development along its lines."

Maintenance

It was noted above that the Rock Island freight revenues

in 1921 were 4.24 per cent in excess of freight revenues for

1920, due to the increa.«e in earnings |)er ton-mile. The
passenger revenues, however, experienced a reduction of 13.46

per cent. The total operating revenues. SI. >**, 272,024, com-
pared with $142,026,152, a reduction of 1.94 per cent. As
against this reduction of less than 2 per cent in o(H"rating

revenues, there was a reduction of 14.10 per cent in oper-

ating expen.Hes. The operating exix-nsi-s in 1921 totaled

§112,953.057, as compared with §131 ,49,S,7()4 in 1920, Re-
ductions were made of 20.76 per cent in maintenance of way;
17.50 jHT cent in maintenance of e(|uipment and 11.32 per

cent in transportation.

With reference to the reduction in maintenance expenses,

the figures show that the average number of ties renewed

per mile of track in 1921 were 232 as against 255 in 1920.

Figures with reference to rail show that there were laid 54.19

miles of 100-lb. and 234.80 miles of 90-lb. rail, as compared
with 99.88 and 131.30 miles respectively in 1920. Track
miles of new ballast show 47.07 for 1921, rs compared with

17.40 in 1920; track reballasted was 148.99 miles as com-
pared with 164.51 miles. Although these figures give vary-

ing comparisons with 1920, it appears that the savings in

maintenance expenses were not due to reductions in the

standards of maintenance.

The Rock Island appears to be in good shape insofar as

concerns maintenance of equipment. Its percentage of bad-

order cars on July 1 was only 10.5 per cent as compared with

the country's average of 14.3. The percentage of unservice-

able locomotives was 11.4.

I. C. C. Prevents Reduction

in Ex-Lake Ore Rates
Washington, D. C.

THE IxTERST.ATE COMMERCE COMMISSION in its deci.^ion

handed down on July 27 in the trunk-line and ex-lake

iron ore rate cases has exercised its authority to prevent

a reduction in rates asked by the railroads on the ground
that the reduction would not only be unreasonable in relation

to other rates and cast an undue burden upon other traffic

but would tend to jeopardize a 5.75 per cent return. The
commission says the reduction on ex-lake ore rates, which it

declined to allow to become effective, would not result in

increased revenues but in substantial reduction, probably

more than 53,000,000 per annum, and that the record does

not justify the conclusion that increases in movement will

result from such reductions sufficient to offset the reduction in

rates. The railroads took the position that the lower rates

would increa.^e their revenues and Commissioner Potter vigor-

ously dissented from the majority opinion, saying that their

judgment is probably better than the commission's and ""ii;

individual instances of this kind they are entitled to have it

prevail."

By tariff's filed to become effective April 1 and at later

dates the railroads had proposed to reduce the rates on iron

ore in carloads from mines and tidewater f)orts to points ir

trunk line territory 28 per cent and from Lake Erie pon-
to interior furnace points in central and trunk line ter

ritories 20 per cent. Protests were filed by iron and stot 1

interests at Buffalo on the ground of discrimination and the

operation of the tariffs was suspended by the commission
Practically all other iron and steel companies having fur

naces in the territory wherein the rates would apply appeared

at the hearing in support of the proposed reductions.

In October, 1921, reductions of about 28 per cent weri

made in both the eastern trunk lines and ex-lake ore rate-

limited to expire December 31, 1921. The carriers applied

to tlie commission for authority to extend this p)eriod for an

additional three months, which was denied. A large pari

of the decision is taken up by comparisons of rates and .i

discussion of the complications caused by the fact that n.

change was made in ex-lake ore rates at the time of fh<

Railroad .Administration increase in 1918 and that no further

increase was made in the rates to the upper lake ports fol

lowing the commission's order in Ex Parte 74. "The com
mission finds. that no undue |)rejudice is caused protestant-

i>y pennitting the susjiended rates on ore in eastern trunk lin^

territory to go into effect.

.\s to the ex-lake rates, the Buffalo interests, representing

22 blast furnaces out of a total of 200, were the sob

protestants. They objected to the jiroposed reduced rates on

iron ore for the benefit of their competitors without a simul-

taneous and corresponding reduction in the rales on coal
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and coke to Buffalo. The commission [loints out that the

pro(x»jl is now to reduce the ex-lake rates by twice the

ptrtrnlaiif that rates on other traffic were reduced by its

general decision effective on July 1. It also says that the

proposal of the carriers in this case to single out only one

of the raw materials for the manufacture of [)ig iron and

to leave unchanged the general level of rates on all other

raw materials used for the same purpose does not contem-

plate the same [>rinciple as the plan of equalizing the as-

sembling Kjst of raw materials which it had previously held

unlawful, but that in other res[>ects it is e<iually indefensible,

and in the absence of some showing that the ex-lake rates

on ore are relatively high compared with other rates on ore

with rates on traffic in general, further reductions at this

time would a|)|H'ar to l)e out of harmony with its finding in

the general rate reiluction case.

The opinion jioints out that in the general rate case ship-

pers generally contended that reductions in rates would
stimulate traffic, while the carriers in general controverted

this argument, but as to the susp>ended ore rates they claim

that lower rates would stimulate movement and perhaps in

the aggregate produce as much for the carriers as will the

existing rates or even more. In thi.s connection the com-
mission refers to the car loading figures showing an increase

of atxmt 45 per cent in the numl>er of cars of ore loaded in

the Eastern, Allegheny and Pocahontas districts in the five

weeks ended July 1 as compared with the corresponding

period of the previous year, whereas for the United States

as a whole the incrca.se was almost 80 per cent.

After calling attention to the fact that in accordance \vith

the transportation act it has recently determined that 5.75

per cent will be a fair return and that it had made a 10

per cent general reduction, the commission says:

Those rates became efTective July 1, 1922, and included reduc-
tions of 10 per cent in all of the ore rates here under consideration
except those which had been reduced 10 per cent or more since

the general increase of 1920. While the record contains no con-
clusive estimate of the effect of the additional reductions proposed
on cx-lake ore. we are persuaded that they will not result in in-

creased net revenues to the carriers, but in substantial reduction,

probably more than $3,000,000 per annum. The record does not

justify the conclusion that increases in movement will result

from such reductions sufficient to offset the reduction in rate.

\Ve, therefore, find the suspended rates on ex -lake ore unreason-
able ami unlawful, and by order shall require their cancellation

We find them unreasonable and unlawful for the reason that in

relation to rates in general and in relation to rates closely afiiliated,

such as on coal, they would tend to cast an undue burden upon other
traffic that they would be unduly prejudicial to ore traffic from
mines to eastern trunk-line territory, so far as the same carriers

participate in the interstate carriage of both ex-lake and local

mine ore traffic; that they are unlawful inasmuch as their estab-

lishment would jeopardize the rates on a large volume of other
hea%7-loading low-grade traffic which we have initiated under the

authority of section 15a of the interstate commerce act with the

intent tfiat the carriers in the rate groups by us established shall

"under honest, efficient and economical management and reason-
able expenditures for maintenacc of way, structures ad equipment,
earn an aggregate annual net railway operating income equal,

as nearly as may be, to a fair return upon the aggregate value
of the railway property of such carriers held for and used in

the service of transportation." This rate of annual return we
have fixed at 5.75 per cent, a rate of return which certain of the
respondents have protested as inadequate, and which, if our
judgment upon the effect of the proposed reduction in cx-lake ore
rates is correct, the carriers are hereby likely to further reduce
and jcopnrdi/c. We have only recently rejected tariffs of cer-

tain of the respondents intended to establish on three days' notice

a further 10 per cent rc<luction over the 28 per cent reduction
already in effect in some of the eastern and import rates, notably
the rate from Constable Ifook to Bethlehem. We mention this

fact in connection with the reductions on cx-lake ore here pro-
posed by the carriers, in order to make clear that in our judg-
ment our authority under section 15a, in the exercise of our
power to prescribe just and reasonable rates to "initiate, modify,
establish or adjust" rates is not a mere transitory authority to

establish in the first instance a general rate structure calculated
to produce a fair return, but is a continuing authority to see

that such a rate structure shall not be undermined and its pur-
pose thwarted by new rates, either increases or reductions, pro-

posed by particular carriers for the purpose of augmenting the
(rafik: on certain carrier lines, or on certain descriptions of traffic,

or for immediate and special benefit of particular persons, com-
panies, firms, corporations, localities, or particular descriptions
of traffic, in disregard of the more general and seemingly inevit-

able consequences of such rates newly proposed. To upset or
seriously to menace a general structure lawfully established suffices

to make proposed rates calculated to effect such a disruption un-
reasonable and unlawful.

Commis.>;ioner Potter said:

As to the alleged undue burden on other traffic: The pro-
posed rates on ex-lake ore to the various groups shown in the
majority report would yield from 6.1 to 11.6 mills per long
ton per mile. Generally speaking, the movement is regular at
least throughout the season of navigation, and in large volume
per unit movement. The return movement of coal and other com-
modities is heavy. The cost of handling is low. There are in-

numerable rates on practically all roads throughout the United
States which yield to carriers a lower return per ton-mile on
traffic handled at higher cost. The proposed rates would be re-

munerative. The position of the carriers afltectcd is that their

net revenues would be increased by putting these rates into

effect. It is obvious that anything that makes for a reduction
of the cost of pig iron may through stimulation of industrial

activity reach much farther than would now be apparent to us.

The carriers think it would be good traffic policy to put in these
rates. We should not on the record in this case condemn their

conclusions and force ours upon them. We are not responsible
initially for the details of traffic policy in railroad management
and we are not equipped for that job.

.As to the finding that the proposed rates would imperil the
returns to which the carriers are entitled : The carriers do not
think they would. Their judgment is proljably better than ours
and in individual instances of this kind they are entitled to have
it prevail. In working out their conclusion they have available

much information of which necessarily we are ignorant. The
majority report claims no more than that the proposed rates "are
likely to further reduce and jeopardize" a 5.75 per cent return.

This apprehension, conflicting as it does with the deliberate judg-
ment of the carriers, does not justify the interference of the

majority view. Our condemnation of reductions in rates should
have a better foundation in certainty as to what the results

would Ije.

As to the undue prejudice against mines in the eastern trunk-
line territory : The suspended rates not being unduly low. if their

relationship to the present rates from mines to eastern trunk-
line territory would unduly prejudice such mines that fact does
not justify the withholding of our approval. The extent of the

undue prejudice should he determined and its removal as a part

of the adjustment should be required by appropriate order. Speak-
ing as of prior to Reduced rales, 1922, as does the majority re-

port, a reduction of the ex-lake or rate 20 per cent would be ap-

proximately 25 cents per ton and aggregate approximately
$9,000,000 per year, based on the 1920 movement. Such reduc-
tion would reduce the cost of pig iron approximately 50 cents per

ton and correspondingly reduce the cost of iron and steel products

produced therefrom.
The total 1920 movement of ore from mines in eastern trunk-

line territory was approximately 2.096,000 tons. The protection

afforded these ores by denying the proposed cx-lake reduction is

25 cents per ton or an aggregate of $524,000 on the total movement.
The protection of the eastern mines to the extent of $524,000 is

by the majority report made to cost the consumers of products
of iron ore $9,000,000. To put it another way, in order to pro-

tect the eastern ores to the extent of 25 cents per ton the consumers
of ore products are to be compelled to pay in excess of what
they othenvise should more than $4 i>er ton on the ore produced
by the local mines. I can see no justice in such action. We are

not called upon to subsidi:^e the eastern mines out of the funds
of consumers generally of the products of iron ore. If the local

mines are entitled to protection to the extent of 25 cents per

ton, some means should be found which would not cost the con-

sumers $4 per ton. It is to be noted, too. that the higher cost

of pig iron continued by refusing the proposed reduction will

naturally affect the cost to the consumer of products of import

ore so that the aggregate amount which the consuming public

would pay on the kisis of the majority report to protect the

eastern mines to the extent of $524,000 will be much in excess

of $9,000,000. The interstate commerce act requires no such re-

lation of ward and guardian between the local mines and this

commission as the majority report recognizes. . . ._

Our function is to see that traffic moves under fair rates and

that competing industries bear a proper relation to one another.

In performing the function we should put into effect a rcnuin-

crative rate which carriers desire, anil if that rate would cause

undue prejudice, deal with competing r.itcs as f.icts and conditions

warrant.



C. C. CS, O. Net Expands with Non-Union Coal Traffic

Six Months Net Railway Operating Income Is $1,506,416

This Year; $962,718 Last Year

THE Carolina, Clinchtield & Ohio operates a line

from Elkhorn Cit\', Ky. to Spartanburg, S. C. Its

mileage totals 291 of which nearly all is main line.

Of the company's total revenues, about 55 to 60 per cent are

derived from the transportation of bituminous coal. This

coal originates in the Clinchfield district and the normal

method of operation is to move the coal in heavy train loads

—in 1921 the revenue train load was 1.22S tons—to Spartan-

burg where delivery is made to the Southern for movement

to tidewater at Charleston. Normal interest in C. C. & O.

matters results from its high engineering standards and its

general method of heavy train loading and economical opera-

tion. At present there is a special interest in the property's

operation because of the manner in which it is receiving bene-

fit from the coal strike. The Clinchfield district is non-

union. The coal loadings on the C. C. & O. are at present

running about 1,950 cars weekly whereas a year ago at this

time they were averaging about 1,200 cars weekly. While,

as was above noted, the greater part of the C. C. & O. coal

movement is south to Spartanburg, at present there is a heav)'

movement to the industrial districts to the north which are

not now- receiving coal from their usual sources. This new

movement is to Elkhorn City where the coal is turned over

to the Chesapeake & Ohio for movement beyond.

Accentuates Improvement

The result has been to accentuate an improvement in C
C. & O. net earnings which dates back to 1920. The prop-

erty had a standard return of $1,758,957. In 1918, it

earned for the government a net railway operating income of

$1,162,282. In 1919 its net railway operating income was

$1,497,762. In 1920, however, the figure was $2,489,561

and in 1921 it was $2,492,298. The result of the increased

coal movement is e.specially evident in the 1922 six months'

figures. The gross income for the fir.st six months of this

year has totaled $.S,86.i,255 as compared with $3,581,721 in

the first half of last year. The net after rentals for the six

months was $1,506,416 this year as compared with $962,718

for the same period last year. In the first half of 1921 the

C. C. & O. operated at a ratio of 79.80. For the whole year

its ratio was 71.28. The figure for the first six months of

1922 was brought down to 66.05.

The 1921 Results

The C. C. & O. in 1921, as is shown in its recently issued

annual report had less gross than in 1920 hut increased net

due to the savings in operating expenses. It is realizing on

this saving in operating expenses at ]irc.sent because of the

increase in coal tonnage from the non-union field which it

serves. The 1921 gross revenues totaled $7,464,112 of

which $4,024,728 or 5.^.92 per cent was from coal traffic

and $2,765,419 or .^7.05 per cent was from merchandise

freight. In 1920, gross revenues were $7,560,880 of which

$4,478,865 or 59.24 jier cent was from coal. The operating

expenses in 1921 totaled $5,.^20,171 as compared with $5,-

991.271 in 1920. Tiu- operating ratio was 71.28 which com-

pared with 79.24 in 1<'20. This figure of 71.28 was the be.'^t

since 1917 in which year llie road operated at 57.18. In

1921 the C. C. & O. ratio of transportation expenses to

revenues was but 21.^.^ as compared with .<,?.6S in 1920. It

is intere'<ting to observe that prior to the war the road used

lo have an operating ratio of ai)out SO or a transportation

ratio approximating 20. Increased traffic has compensated

for the fact that these results are not being obtained today.

The total revenue tonnage in 1921 was 4,887,990 as com-
pared with 5,890,136 in 1920 and the revenue ton mileage

was 817,962,370 as compared with 904,765,779 in the preced-

ing year. The annual report shows separately the figures of

tons and ton miles for coal and merchandise. The 1921 fig-

ures show a coal tonnage of 3,326.264 as compared with

4.261.427 in 1920. The coal ton mileage in 1921 was 620.-

794.859. One of the most interesting figures is that of coal

tons one mile per mile of road which in 1921 w-as 2.133,243

which one would suggest is the outstanding feature of Clinch-

field operations. It is further brought out that the averagi,

haul on coal in 1921 was 186.63 miles whereas merchandi.'ii

freight has a haul of but 126.25 miles. Coal receipts per

ton per mile in 1921 were 0.65 cents; merchandise. 1.4fi

cents and all freight, 0.83 cents.

High Coal Traffic Density

Thus the figures bring out the relative importance of thi

coal tonnage. They show the high traffic densit)' of thi

coal tonnage which has always been a feature of C. C. & O
operations. Naturally with such a predominance of coal

tonnage and considering the high engineering standards to

which the line was built we should also expect to find a heavv-

train and car load. The 1921 average train load was 1.228.

the highest in the South. The average car load was 41.92.

It is interesting to observe that both of these figures represent

increases over 1920 in spite of the falling off in traffic. Tiie

C. C. & O. owns 67 freight locomotives, the average tractive

effort of which is 69,360 lb. Of these, 38 are Mallets in-

cluding 21 of the 2-6-6-2 t\-pe with an average tractive

eftort of 73.859 lb. and 17 of the 2-8-8-2 type with an aver-

age tractive effort of 102,359 lb. The larger part of the

line is laid with 8S-lb. rail, in fact all but about 50 miles

laid with 100-lb. Over one-half the total mileage is bal-

lasted with rock, the rest with slag or stone and slag mixed.
The Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio's capitalization includes

$25,000,000 common stock, $11,500,000 preferred, and $27.-

241,000 long-term debt. There are also outstanding S6.-

854.000 equipment trusts. This gives a rather high ca[>ifal-

ization per mile—considerably exceeding $200,000 per mile.

Interest charges, including interest on the six per cent income
debentures, now total not quite $2,000,000 annuallv. In

1921 the company had a corporate net after fixed charges of

$723,608. Figures for vears immediatelv preceding were:

1920. $885,224; 1919. $.U4,298: 1918, $449,008. the cor-

porate surplus on December 31. 1921 was $4,680,680. The
company paid 3 per cent on its preferred in 1913 and 6 per

cent in 1914 but none since; no dividends have ever been paid

on the common. The outstanding feature is that while it is

true that the company has a high capitalization per mile its

economical method of operation as emlxxlied in flic lieavN

train load and high coal traftic density enable it to meet

that fact to the extent that it is able to yield a sizcabl.

margin over the heaxT fi.xed charges. The 1922 annual n
port will undoubtedly lie of special intere.st because of tin

present heavy movement of non-union coal.

F.xniRSioN Trains Ix-arinR liarvc^^tcr.-s for the VVosfcrn prairii -

have hcRiin lo arrive at Winnipeg, Manitoba. If i.<! said tliat tl^

farmrr.": want 41.000 mm awl that the pay will be $3.50 a H.i>

for harvesters and $4 for threshers.
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Administration's Coal Distribution Plan in Effect

Henry B. Spencer Appointed

Production Shows

WITH THE Ai'POLVTMENT by Uic President of Henry B.

Spencer to act temporarily as federal coal distributor

as the administrative member of the coal distribu-

1 omniittcc, the federal government's machinery for

ting the distribution of coal during the period of

.;c began functioning actively on Monday. Mr.
. r is president of the Fruit Growers' E.xpress, was

rly vice-president of the Southern Railway, director

oi the Division of Purchases of the Railroad Administration

during the war, and had charge of national coal distribution

at the time of the 1919 strike after the dissolution of the

old Fuel Administration.

Setretar)- Hoover has stated that the announcement re-

ferring to Mr. Spencer as coal "administrator" represented

a h'pographical error, and that he should be called fuel dis-

ir because it was not proposed to sot up an entire fuel

.istration. He emphasized the decentralization of the

l>ointing out that the federal government will concern

mainly with seeing that each state gets its fair qiiota

• available coal and that the distribution within the

and the prevention of local profiteering is within the

!i''ibility of the state governments. He also pointed

it until coal production is largely increased, as by the

iient of the coal strike, the priorit)' orders given to mines

over practically all of their production and that these

orders will be directed from Washington. He has re-

que.sted all bunkering companies to furnish a bunker supply

only to the next port of call and that foreign ships should

bunker for the round trip at their home port. Canada has
'

' !«en requested to import for its own safet)'. The
:iors of the principal states concerned have already un-

ki-n to erect the necessary administration to control

protiteering and distribution of coal within their states and
most of the state commissions have sent telegrams to Com-
missioner Aitchison of the Interstate Commerce Commission
promising their co-operation in accordance with his telegram.

Fuel Distributor, Not Fuel Administrator

Sccretar)' Hoover, as diaimian of the President's Fuol Dis-

tribution Committee, has announced that the plan of coal

distribution communicated to different governors embraces

the following principles:

The federal government will limit its activities in coal

distribution entirely to interstate questions. Mr. Spencer

has been appointed fuel distributor, not fuel administrator,

because the federal distribution is concerned with coal dis-

tribution between the different states, not with coal adminis-

tration in the sense of the war organization.

Tlie control of coal distriliution to individual consumers
within the state boundaries is entirely in the hands of state

authorities e.vcept for railway coal.

The methods of handling coal for railways responsible to

the Interstate Commerce Commission will Ix- determined di-

rectly from Washington in maintaining interstate conmicrre.

Distribution problems vary in different groups of states;

that is in Xew Fngland, Middle Atlantic. Soutliern, Middle
West, Xortliem Lake states, Intermounlain and Pacific states.

The last two groups are able to look after themselves and
are not now cmliraced in active administration.

Each state outside the latter groups has been requested
to canvass its situation as to storks and requirements in

order of the priority in different classes—public utilities,

public institutions, households, and industrial coal.

Isarh state has been a.sked to make such rules and reuula-

Federal Coal Distributor

—

Slight Recovery
Washimctom, D. C.

tions as it may sec fit to control sjjeculation and distribu-

tion within the iKXindaries of the state. It has Ijeen sug-

gested that the co-operation of their state wholesale and re-

tail coal dealers' associations should \>e secured. The federal

government has no authorit)- and can exert none in this

matter beyond moral pressure.

Each state that must import coal from other states has

l>een asked to create a central state agency or committee for

the purchase or guarantee of purchases of coal that may be

imported into the state from other states or from abroad, all

coal to be consigned to an agency designated by the state. By
. this arrangement a great deal more mobility is given the

state authorities in shifting coal to meet its local emergencies.

Furthermore, this arrangement will remedy the financial im-

possibility of asking coal producers to ship to strange con-

sumers whose reliability must be established. The repudia-

tion of coal during the last strike caused great losses and
litigation.

The federal fuel distributor will place these state central

purchasing agencies or committees in contact with the coal

producers in states of coal surplus and will undertake to

see that coal is sold to tlie central purchasing agencies at a

fair price. The state purchasing agencies will indicate the

destinations within the states to which coal is to be shipped.

The federal distribution will prorate the available sup-
plies between states following the general basis of priorities

declared by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Where coal is already flowing through natural channels to

priority concerns approved by the state agencies, it will con-

tinue, but it will form part of the state quota.

The whole plan is one of complete decentralization into

the hands of the state authorities, the federal agencies act-

ing solely in interstate commerce.
The governors of the following states have already under-

taken to erect the necessary administration to control

protiteering and distribution of coal within their states:

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, North
Dakota, Minnesota, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Mary-
land, Pennsylvania, W'cst Virginia, Iowa, Oklahoma,
Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Louisiana. Kansas has
already an establishment under its industrial court. It is

not considered necessary to establish coal control in the

Inter Mountain and Pacific states as they have supplies of
coal and fuel oil.

The following have so far been designated as members of
the advisory committee of operators from the producing
coal districts under the chairmanship of C. E. Bockus of
Virginia: E. L. Douglass of Kentucky, George S. Francis
of Pcnn.sylvania, E. C. Mahan of Tennessee, W. ]. Magee of
West Virginia, E. E. White, West \irginia, also C. E. i'uttle

to advise as to Lake and Northwest movement, and LeBaron
S. Willard to advise on bunker and tidewater movement.

Coal Production

Returns received by the Geological Sur%'ey on coal output
in the .seventeenth week of the strike (July 24-29) give the
first test of the response to the invitation to reopen mines.
There had been a slight recover)' as compared with the

sixteenth week. Production was running at the rate of 3,-

900,000 tons against .?,700,000 tons the week i>efore. The
increase is said to be due partly to more men at work in

Pcnn.sylvania, partly to improved car supply in Southern
West Virginia, and partly to heavier .shipments from Ala-
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bama and the Far West. Production of anthracite remains

practically zero.

Loadings on Monday, July 24, were 13,083 cars. This

was 417 cars above the preceding Monday, but 3,664 cars

below tlie last Monday before the shopmen's strike. On
Tuesday and Wednesday loadings declined, but on Thurs-

day a .flight recovery was noted. The trend of production

is indicated by the following statement of cars loaded daily.

l-t 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 17th

wc;k week week week week week week

Monday ... 11,''45 15,311 16,747 11,039 15,094 12,666 13.083

Tuesday .. 11019 16,622 15,748 334 12,909 10,821 11,861

Wednesday . 11,437 17,032 15,656 11,979 12,398 10,932 11,383

Thursday .. 11,090 16.432 16,402 14,521 11.593 10,805 11,760

Friday 11.296 16,073 15.980 14.631 11,606 10,623

Saturday .. 8.8S8 13,993 12.603 12.523 9.694 9,864

It thus appears likely that the total output for the seven-

teenth week will be less than 4,000,000 tons, probably only

3,900,000 tons. In the lowest week of the strike 3,575,000

tons were produced and in the highest week (June 19-24),

5,363,000 tons. The decrease since June is said to be at-

tributable to traffic congestion resulting from the shop-

men's strike. In the Middle Appalachian region, the con-

gestion is still acute, although a slight improvement over

last week has been reported from certain districts.

Normal production at this season, including anthracite, is

from 9.500.000 to 12.000.000 tons.

No Indication of Increased Production

There was said to be no indication of increased prod"

tion in response to the invitation to reopen mines in an)' of

the strongly organized districts. More coal is coming out

of the former non-union fields of Pennsylvania, and a little

more from the Fairmont and Kanawha districts of West

Virginia, but the additional supply from these sources is

not yet significant in comparison with the requirements of

the country.

The all-rail movement of anthracite to New England in-

creased to 433 cars during the third week in July.

Bituminous shipments, however, decreased to 445 cars. In

addition to this movement through the rail gateways of May-
brook, Harlem River, Albany, Rotterdam, Troy and ^le-

chanicsville, one car of anthracite and four cars of bitu-

minous coal were forwarded through Rouses Point.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads

continue to decline steadily. A total of 294,563 net tons

was dumped in the week ended July 22, against 355,993

tons in the week preceding, a decrease of more than 17

per cent.

Lake shipments continued to decline during the week

ended July 23. A total of 144,952 tons was dumped over

the Lake Erie piers, of which 126,150 tons were cargo

coal, and 18,802 tons were vessel fuel. In the corresponding

week in 1921, 766,436 tons were dumped. Shipments to

Buffalo and other lower Lake Erie ports have practically

ceased and but 961 tons were shipjied to such points. Of
the 4,200,151 tons of cargo coal dum|K'd during the present

season to date, 844,169 tons, or 20 per cent, have been

shipped to destinations not ordinarily taking Lake coal.

More than a million tons of coal will lie moving from

Wales and the East Coast of England by Septeml>er 1,

according to figures compiled l)y J. Barstow Sniull, vice-

president. United States Shipping Baard Emergency Fleet

Corporation, in charge of allocations and charters. "The
Shipping Board has already chartered 50 of its vessels to

impwrt coal from the Briti.*h Isles, and by September 1, a

million tons will l>c moving to this country," he said. "The
50 vessels of)eratcd through the Sliipping Board will carry

approximately 400,000 tons, and witli the charters made
abroad there will lie moving to this country the almve quantity

within the next 30 days."

Contact between the Federal Cfxil Distrit)Ufion Committee

and the railroads is maintained through M. J. Gormley,

chairman of the Car Ser\nce Division of the American Rail-

way Association. Information as to the fuel needs of the

railroads is to be collected by a committee of purchasing

agents representing the Eastern, Southern, Western and

Southwestern regions and consisting of B. P. Phillippe, as-

sistant purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania, chairman;

F. H. Fechtig, purchasing agent of the Atlantic Coast Line;

E. A. Clifford, assistant general purchasing agent of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and W. G. O'Fallon, pur-

chasing agent of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis. Mr. Spencer has established his office in the build-

ing occupied by the Car Service Division, which is also

across the street from that of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

The Norfolk & Western and Chesapeake & Ohio on July

27 issued embargoes against all freight except the classes

given preference and priority by Service Order No. 23 of

the commission.

Organization and Plan for Coal Distribution

Fuel Distributor Spencer on Wednesday announced the

following organization and plan for the distribution of fuel

in the existing emergenc)-;

(1) The President's Fuel Distribution Committee, consisting of

Secretarj' of Commerce Hoover, Chairman ; Attorney-General

Daugherty, Secretary of the Interior Fall, Commissioner Aitchi-

son. Interstate Commerce Commission; Federal Fuel Distributor

Spencer.

(2) The federal fuel distribution will be set up in Washington
for the purpose of directing the distribution of available supplies

among the railways, federal institutions and states, consisting ot

an -Adininistrative Committee, as follows

:

H. B. Spencer, Federal Fuel Distributor, Chairman; Samuel
Porcher, railroad fuel ; Le Baron S. Willard, tidewater coal ; J.

N. Snider, New England and Eastern; C. E. Tuttle, Lake coal;

George F. MacGregor, Southwestern region ; E. M. Durham, Jr.,

Southeastern region ; E. W. Thornley, manager of orders ; F. G.

Tryon, Geological Survey; Lt. Com. E. A. Cobey (S. C), U. S.

Navy; M. J. Gormley, American Railway Association; J. C.

Roth, interstate Commerce Commission ; D. R. MacLeod, secre-

tary to the committee.
The Coal Operators' .Advisory Committee will consist of C. E.

Bockus, Chairman, Virginia; E. E. White, Southern West Vir-

ginia ; E. C. Mahan, South Appalachian : E. L. Douglas, Eastern

Kentucky; William J. Magec, High \"olatile District of South-
ern West Virginia ; George R. Francis, Pennsylvania.

(3) Creation of district committees in the principal producing
districts east of the Mississippi for the purpose of distributing

orders from the Federal Fuel Distributor among the mines, con-

sisting of a representative of Federal Fuel Distributor, Interstate

Commerce Commission, Ooal operators, railroads. District head-
quarters have been established as follows: Norton, Va. ; Blue-
field, W. Va. ; Huntington, W. Va. ; Kno.wille, Tenn. ; Louisville,

Ky. ; Binningham. Ala.

Pending the completion of this organization, three intermediate

stages will ensue

:

(a) Continuation of their normal ordinary business by the

operators.

(b> Priority buyers, in accordance with I. C. C. Service Order
No. 23. will gradually encroach upon operators' business.

(c) Coal orders placed through the Federal Fuel Distributor

for railway purposes and state committees will gradually absorb
the total output of the mines.

(4) Creation of a Fuel Committee by each Governor, the orders
from whom will be sent to the Federal Fuel Distibutor. at

Washington, and thence out to the district committees, and the

Governors have been aske<I to create organizations in each state,

with the following duties

:

(a) To report at once the consumption of coal in their state

in the different categories—utilities, household, industries, etc.

(b) To furnish a statement showing

:

1. A list of those who should receive priority coal for current
use, not for storage, in the order of emergency of their need.

2. Nature of consumer, whether public utility or whatnot.
3. Character of coal required, including source from which

consumer previously obtained his supply.

4. Name of co.il operator with whotn he does business, if in

the present prtHliiiing field.

5. Weekly supply needed by such consumer.
6. Nimil)cr of weeks' sl(Kk he now has in hand.
(c) To set up a single consignee in each .state on behalf of

all coal shipped into that state on orders from the governor','
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cuinniiuee, through the Fed«rml Fuel Distributor. The gov-

ernor's coniiiiittcc will befotne responsible for payment for all

coal shipixrl into the state and will put up advance bank <lc-

posit lo cu><:r uinc, which dcpusitury will honor sight draft with

weight certiiicate, car number, etc, this being practically an

f. o. b. sale.

(d ) The povcrnor's committee will distribute coal made avail-

able • ^Jiiig to their judgment of the respective needs in

the
•

it liberty to rcconsign or to move coal after it

has - in the state.

T: committee would naturally proceed in this dis-

tribi:' .; to the rotation of public necessity:

1. I ' ^ and public institutions.

2. 1I..U5. >;..! 1 i-.al.

3. Industries manufacturing public necessities.

4. Industries in general.

(e) In order to iiU-ct proper distribution, governor's commit-

tees will t'uid It .i(l\.iiitagcous to secure the co-operation of the

wholesale and rit.iil <k'.ilers within their states.

(() Governor s committees are entirely responsible for the pre-

vention of proiitcering and extortion in the sale and distribution

of coal within their states.

(6) Shipments of coal by the Lakes to the states of Mimie-
sota. North Dakota, South Dakota, .N'ortliern Wisconsin, North-
em Michigan and Canada shall operate through the Ore and Gjal

Exchange of Cleveland. Orders for such coal on contracts in

existence will come through, or be approved by, the Federal Fuel

Distributor to the District Committees. It is the purpose to in-

augurate a regular weekly movement of coal to this trade. The
divsion of such coal between states or receiving points must be

indicated from the Federal Fuel Distributor.

(7) Coal operators will continue to function individually in

respect to filing their ordinary business or priority orders that

may come to them under the I. C. C. Service Order No. 23 until

such time as orders that have been received by the District Com-
mittees from the Federal Fuel Distributor supplant their capacit)'.

Upon receipt of orders for coal from the Federal Fuel Dis-

tributor in Washington the service agent of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on the District Committee will issue an order

upon the recommendation of the representative of the Federal

Fuel Distributor to the railroads to place the cars for the coal

shipment.

This order will be delivered to the representative of the rail-

way on the District Committee for transmission to the proper

officer of the railway for execution.

The District Committee will specify the mines from which the

coal shall be shipped. The representative of the Federal Fuel

Distributor will, subject to a guarantee of payment which shall

be satisfactory to the mine operator, with due regard to the

Hoover fair price, allocate such orders to the various mines in the

district.

Representative of the railroads on the District Committee will

report to the Service Agent of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission the number of cars shipped daily under the order.

The District Committee will report to the Federal Fuel Dis-

tributor at Washington shipments made.
(8) Distribution of fuel for the railroads will be gradually

concentrated in the hands of a Railroad Coal Committee, com-
posed of coal buyers from the different railway groups.

Railway Coal Committee—B. P. Phillippc, Chairman, repre-

senting Fastcrn group; E. A. ClifTord. representing Western
group; F. H. I'echtig, representing Southern group; W. G. O'Fal-
lon. representing Southwestern group.

This committee will sit in Washington f71R 18th street, N. \V.)

and the needs of the difTcrciit railro.uls with respect to coal will

be checked and passed upon by it and applications for emergency
coal for railroad use will be made to it for action by the Federal
Fuel Distributor.

A Gas-Operated Industrial Truck
With Elevating Platform

AN ELEVATING platform on a gas-engine-opcratcd indus-

trial truck i.s a new development in the industrial

equi[>mont field that has been added to the line of ga.s

engine trucks manufactured hy the Clark Truck Tractor

Company, Buchanan, Mi(h. The truck has a platform 54

in. by 26 in. with a minimum height above the floor of 1

1

in. This can he rai.'ied to 16 in. through the agenq- of the

lifting mechanism which consists of a system of toggles oper-

ated by a rack and pinion gear from an hydraulic cylinder.

The lifting mechanism is designed for a maximum working

load of 4,000 lb. and is equipped with a pressure release

so that the meihanism becomes ino|K'rativc if an attempt is

made to lift a load in excess of that weight. The car has a

total length of 9 ft. and a total width of 3 ft., and can be

operated with a turning radius of 8>4 ft. The drive wheels

which are under the platform are lO-in. diameter rubber-tired

wheels, spaced 20 in. center to center, while the steering wheels

are 16 in. in diameter, spaced 26 in. center to center. These

steering wheels are mounted with a pivoted connection at

All Operating Control Levers Are Conveniently Located for

the Driver

the center of the frame so that a three-point suspension is

obtained which eliminates distortion in the frame of the

truck when passing over uneven floors.

The entire operating mechanism is enclosed in a hood at

the operator's end of the truck. The power plant consists

of a 15-hp. four-cylinder tractor engine with planetar)' type

transmission to the drive wheels. The control is effected by

a small hand lever mounted in a standard H gate. The
clutch and brake are combined in a foot lever on the oper-

The Elevating Platform Adds Greatly to the Labor Saving

Possibilities of the Truck

ator's platform which is automatically in the braked position

when it is not pressed down by the operator's foot. The

truik has two speeds in each direction, the maximum beiiig

si.x miles per hour. The operation of elevating motion in

either direction can lie comi)lcti'd in eight seconds, the lilting

mechanism being equipped with automatic stops at botli ends

of the travel. It is said that the car will travel up a 12-per

cent grade under full load.
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By a Washout at East Chatham, N. Y., due to a cloudburst,

on July 28, the Boston & Albany was blocked for about 36 hours.

The roadbed was badly damaged nearly all the way for about five

miles.

Glenn E. Plumb, counsel for the principal railroad labor

organizations in matters pertaining to legislation and cases before

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the author of the Plumb

plan for government ownership of the railroads and their opera-

tion for the benefit of the employees, died at Washington on

.August 1 after an illness of several months.

The American Association of Railroad Superintendents will

indefinitely postpone the convention scheduled to be held i n

Kansas City on August 23. 24, 25, for which full arrangements

had been made. The industrial atmosphere is such that it is the

unanimous opinion of the executive committee that even if the

strikes are called off shortly, it would be too late to hold a suc-

•cessful meeting, as members would be busy for some time in get-

ting things back to normal.

Preliminary Compilation of Railway Earnings

One hundred and f^7 Class I railroads that had filed their earn-

ings reports with the Interstate Commerce Commission by Wednes-

day had a net railway operating income for June of $73,726,800,

as compared with $48,844,000 in June, 1921.

Clerks Buy Building Site

The Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight

Handlers, E.xpress and Station Employees, has purchased a prom-

inent tract of land in Cincimiati, Ohio, for $200,000 and is pre-

paring plans to construct a seven-story building, to cost about

$350,000.

Big Demand for Bus Permits

Owing to the curtailment of passenger service on a number of

roads because of the coal shortage and the railroad strike, state

public utilities commissions have been flooded of late with petitions

from motor bus companies requesting certificates of public con-

venience to operate stage lines o\er the highways. There are 25

petitions of this nature on docket with the Illinois Commerce

Commission and other state commissions report similar activity

along this line.

Illinois Central Conserves by Reweighing

One month of reweighing and ins|>ection of less than car load

freight on the Illinois Central increased the revenues of that

company $11,610. Of the shipments reweighed, 11.6 per cent

were corrected, resulting in an increase in revenue of $3,860,

while 2,777 of the 31,729 shipments inspected were found incor-

rectly described, and the resulting corrections added $7,750 to

the company's revenue. It is said that the tendency toward in-

correct description of freight and the consequent loss in revenue is

greater now than in years past.

Traveling Passenger Agents

F. R. Prrry, Cicneral .'\geiit of the Canadian Pacific. N'cw

York City, and president of the .American .Association of Traveling

Passenger .Agents, slates that the annual convention of that

association will be held in September in the Canadian Pacific

Rockies. The first business session will he held at Calgary,

Alberta, on Seplcmbcr 12. The night of the 13th will be spent

at Banff, and the 14th and 15th at Lake Louise. The members,

on special trains, will then proceed through the Canadian Rockies

in daylight, and the convention will adjourn at Seattle on Sep-

tember 20.

Roby & Northern Sold

The Roby & Northern, a railroad extending from Roby, Tex.,

to North Roby, a distance of five miles, was sold last week to

J. D. McCall and J. L. Blain of Dallas, Tex., who purchased 55

per cent of the stock of the road. The road is valued by the

Texas Railroad Commission at $75,000 to $100,000. It owns one

locomotive, two motor cars, two freight, one passenger and six

miscellaneous cars. Trains are operated on regular schedules

daily between the two towns. It is said that plans are being

made for improvements with possible extensions and the purchase

of new equipment.

Iowa Rail Valuations

.After months of wrangling between the railroads and the Iowa

railroad commissioners the assessed valuations of the railroads in

that state were finally fixed by the state executive council on

July 26, after it was settled that the railroads would contest the

alleged excessive valuation, placed against them for taxation pur-

pose. As the figures now stand, the value per mile of the leading

railroads is as follows: Giicago, Burlington & Quincy, $36,000;

Chicago Great Western. $30,000; Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.

$33,000; Chicago & North Western, $38,000; Chicago Rock

Island & Pacific, $30,400; Illinois Central, $30,500; Minneapolis

& St. Louis, $20,000; Wabash, $20,000.

Fifty-seven Per Cent Looked

-Automobile drivers are actually becoming more careful. This

is the conclusion of the Safety Department of the Southern

Railway from a check at three crossings on the Dixie Highway

in Kentucky. The checkers found

:

Xuniber of vehicles passing over crossings 967
Number stopped before crossing tracks.... 221

Number where driver locked in rne direction 354
Number where driver looked in both directions 555
Number where driver crossed without taking any precautions.

.

58
Number cro.ssed at speed exceeding twenty miles per bmr. ... 28

This check discloses that one driver out of every four actually

stopped to make sure that no trains were approaching and 57

per cent looked in both directions. Only 6 per cent crossed

without taking any precaution whatever.

New Railroad Legislation in 1921

J. K. Fairbanks, general secretary of the American Railway

Association, speaking for the committee on relations of railway

operation to legislation, reports that in the year 1921 a total of

166 laws were enacted by the legislatures of one state or another

on subjects relating to railway operation. The number of bills

of this class introduced was 588; so that something over one-

fourth of those introduced succeeded in gaining the approval of

the legislators and the executives. Mr. Fairbanks' statement con-

sists of a fable showing, for each ^tate. the number of bills intro-

duced and the number enacted, under each one of 97 classes and

sub-classes. California enacted 13 laws; Iowa, 10; Minnesota,

14; Sotiih Dakota, 12, and other states lesser numbers.

Unsafe Practices in Handling Explosives

Numerous important suggestions for avoiding danger from ex-

plosive and inllammablc articles are contained in Bulletin No.

.56 recently issued by the Bureau of Explosives. One of the most

important matters discussed is the handling of casinghcad gaso-

line. In spite of the wide publicity given to the dangerous

character of this cotnmodity after the disastrous explosions at

Ardmore. Okla., in 1915, and at Memphis, Tenn., in 1921, three

accidents occurred during May and Jiuic as results of failure to

observe the rules of the bureau. The bulletin again calls attention

to the necessity for relieving internal pressure through the safety

valve before dome covers are removed and for cooling cars in

264
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a*« the pressure rises and gas is discharxed through the valve.
••'

' Tiusc* of accidctils noted in tht bulletin arc the Jiurage
-. powder at too short a distance from a car storage yard
regard of a smoldering fire while handling a car of

naiWiti'.a involved in a wreck.

Pullman Car Tax in Wisconsin Upheld

The Wisconsin Supreme Court recently upheld the Slate Tax
Commission's assessment against the i'ullmaii Company and
ordered pa)ment of back taxes amoimting to nearly $2)X),(100,

acounulated since the case was commenced in the Dane County
Circuit Court in 1913. Justice Jones revcrse<l the lower court's
decision and directed a judgment for the state, sustaining the
constitutionality of the statute governing the valuation of rail-

road property. He said: "It is our conclusion that neither the

statute in question nor the methods pursued by the commission
were in violation of any of the provisions of the state or federal

constitutions ; that the assessment made by the commission was
not excessive or unjust; and that it should be sustained." The
nillman Company was assessed $21,2*/8 as its tax for 1913, paid

$10,728 of that amount and refused to pay the remainder and
li.is continued to refuse in like manner during the following

.trs up to the present, claiming that the state had assessed
•angililc property outside of Wisconsin.

All Cattle Shipments in Utah Subject to Inspection

I'he attorney general of Utah has rendered an opinion relative

the law governing tht transixjrtation of cattle by rail in that

slate, in which he contends that all shipments of cattle and horses

are subject to a brand inspection prior to shipping, and that no
railroad can lawfully accept cattle for shipment until the ccrtifi-

«-ate of ii'.spcction is presented. The purpose of the brand inspec-

tion is to prevent the theft of cattle. Railroad agents state that

with the law reading as it docs, they have had no option but to

accept cattle for shipment on a statement by the owner that he is

shipping them for grazing purposes only, for which an exception

is made in the state brand inspection law. The attorney general

differs with this view, which leaves a big loophole for the benefit

of the cattle thief. He stated: "It is my opinion that it was
clearly the intent of the legislature that the phraseology 'other

than (or grazing purposes' should apply only in case of driving

animals from the state or from one county to another; and such

a phrase was never intended to apply where animals are shipped

by rail, even though they arc only to be shipped from one county

to another."

Will Attempt to Keep M. D. & G. Intact

The attorney general of Arkansas has been instructed by the

railroad commission to be in rea<lincss, as soon as the sale of the

road is efTectcd, to file suits to prevent the dismantling of any part

of the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission recently granted permission to the receivers to abandon

parts of the line, this overruling former action on the part of

the .Arkansas commission, which denied a like petition several

months ago after extensive hearings. The petition alleged that

the branch could not be operated at a profit, but the Arkansas

commissioners contended that because of an increase in truck

farming and other industries in the section the road was necessary

as an outlet to the markets ; and they held that a better division

of the overhead expenses would permit a prolit on the branch.

The receiver appealed to the Interstate Commerce Commission

and recently obtained a decision favorable to junking. The
Arkansas commission, however, contends that the road operates

only in intrastate traffic and that therefore the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has no jurisdiction. The sale will be held in

St, I^uis, Mo., August 18.

Meetings and Conventions
The foUo:iins list ffii'fj names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings and places of meetings:

Ai« Bluics Association.— F. M. Nellii, 165 Broadway, New York City.

Ne»t convrnllon, May, 1923, Denver, Colo. Exhibit by Air Brake
Appliance Association.

An BiAKK Arri.iANCE Association.—J. F. Gettrust, The Ashton Valve
Company, .118 W. Waihington St., Chicago. Meeting with Air Brake
Auociation.

Amuicam Amociatioii or DtMVUACi Orricmas.—F. A. Pootioiu. Suocr-viw of Detnumcc and Stonge. C. ft N. W. Ry., Chicago.
A«uicA» A.WCIATI0II or Di«i»c Cab SerniiiTiiiDMTS.—U A. Stoot.

C. » E. I. By., Chie«io. Annual meelmg, Oct. 17 20. San Francueo,

^""'cv
**•**"*"''" •" E»ci««i««.—C. E. Drayer, 63 E. Adaau St..

AHsaicAM Amociatiok or Gmual Baccaci Acmts.—E. L. Duneu. 332
So. MicbiKan Ave., Chica,io.

Ammic^mi Amociat.ox or I'Assticort TaArr.c Ornc«i«._W. C. Hope.
C. R. R. of N. J.. 143 Liberty St.. New Vork, Annual meeting
October 10 and 11. Seelb.ich H.iel. Lou.iviUe. Ky.

"cexing.

.\mbiicaii Amociatiox or Raiuoad SuruiMnxoiiin.

—

J. Rotliacliild Room
??S, l''.'V<"> Station, St Louit. Uo. Next canrention, August' 23-25.
1922, Kanias City, Mo.

Ahiiicah Eixcraic Railwat Associatio*.—J. W. Welsh. 8 W. 40th St..New York.

Amuicam Raiuoad Mastu Tis.mss', CorrnsMiTiis' axd Fire Firrras'
ASSM'IATIOX.—C. Borcberdl. 202 North Hamlin Ave., Chicago. 111.

AMiaiCAN Railway Associatiok.— I. E. Fairbanks. General Srcretary. 75
Church St., New York, N. V. Annual meeting, November 1922

Diviiion I.—Operating.
Freight Sution Section (Including former activities of American

Association of Freight Agents). R. O. Wells. Freight Agent. IllinoU
Central Railroad. Chicaso. Ill

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St.. New
lork.

Protectice Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Oiiefs of Police Association).
J. C. (Taviston. 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y. Annual meeting. September
20-23 1922, Colorado Sprincs, Colo.

Safety Section. J. C. Cavist..n. 75 Church St.. New York.
Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the

Association of Transportation and Car .\ccounting Officers). G. W.
. Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.

Division III—Traffic. J. Goiischalk, 143 Liberty St.. New York
Division IV—Engineerinc, E. II. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111. Exhibit by N'atitn.il Railway Appliances .Association.
Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. II. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association). H. S. B.illiet, 75 Church St., New York, .\. Y.
Division V.—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master .Me-
chanics' .\ssociation). \'. R. Hawth. rnc. 431 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III. Exhibit by Railway Supply Manufacturers' -Association.

E<)uipment Painting S(-ction (Including former activities of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association). V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St.. Chicago. 111.

Divisiin VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association).

Division VII— Freight Claims (including former activities of the
Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St..
Chicago, III.

.lUERicAN Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C &
N. W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Chicago. Next convention October
17-19, 1922, Cincinnati, Ohio. Exhibit by Bridge and Building Sup-
ply Men's Associatiin.

.AuERiCAN Railway Development Association.—A. Leckie, Industrial
Agent Kansas City Southern Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

AuEaicAN Railway Engineering Association.—(Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association. Division IV.) F,. H. Fritch.
431 South Dearborn St.. Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway Appli-
ance Association.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See .American Rail-
way .Association, Division V.)

.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicano. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

.American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey, Union
Trust Bid?.. WashinRton, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 1600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Annual convention, Oct. 2-7. 1922, Oneral
Motors Building, Detroit. Mich.

American Society for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

.American Society of Civil Engineers.—Prof. J. H. Dunlap, University
of Iowa, Iowa City, la. Regular meetings 1st and 3d VVednesdays in
month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St., New A'ork.

.American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39ih St., New York.

Railroad Division— .A. F. Stuebinp, Manager Editor, Railway Me-
chanical Engineer, Woolworth BIdg., New A'ork.

American Train Dispatchers' Association —C. L. Darling, 1310-1311 Mail-
ers BldK.. Chicago, III. .\cxt convention, tunc 18, 1923, Chicago.

American Wood Preservers' .Association.— S. D. Cooper, A. T. & S. Fe
R. R., Topeka, Kan. Next meeting, January 23, 1923, New Orleans, '

La. *

Association or Railway Claim Agents.—II. D. Morris, Northern Pacific
R. R., St. Paul. Minn.

.Association or Railway Electrital Engineers,—Jos. A. Andreucetti. C.
& N. W., Room 411 C. & N. W. Sta., Cniicago. Exhibit by Railway
Electrical SiippIv %Iaiiufacturcrs' Association.

Association ok Railway Executives.—Th<fflas De Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

,\ssociation op Railway Supply Men.—A. W. Clokev, 1658 McCormick
BIdg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway Cieneral Fore-
men's Asioeialion.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— (See American
Railway Association, Division I.)

Association or Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—(See
American Railway Association. Division II.)

Bridge and Building Sur.'LY Mfn's .Association.—D. J. Iliggins, Ameri-
can V.ilve .^- Meter Companv. 3.'2 S Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Meet-
ing with convention of American Railway Bridge and Building Ass'n.

Canadian Railway Cun.—W. A. Booth, 53 Rushbrook Su. Montreal, One.
Car Foremen's .Association of Chicago—.Aaron Kline, 626 North t'ine

Ave., (Thicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,
July and .August. New Morrison Hotel. (Tiicago.

(CoMfiiiiirrf on fge 268)
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads — Selected Items for the Month of May, 1922,

Region, road and year
New England Region:

Boston & Albany

Boston & Maine

N. Y.. N. H. S H

Great Lakes Region :

Delaware & Hudson

Del., Lackx & Western . .

.

Eric (incl. Chic. & Erie)..

Lehigh Valley

Michigan Central

New York Central

N. Y.. Chic & St. L

Pere Marquette

Pitts. & L.ikc Erie

Wabash

Ohio-Indiana-.Mlcgheny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio

Central R. R. of N. J

Chicago & Eastern III

C, C, C. & St. I

Elgin, Joliet S Eastern

Long Island

Pennsylvania System

Phila. & Reading

Pocahontas Region

:

Chesapeake & Ohio

Norfolk & Western

Southern Region

:

Atlantic Coast Line

Central of Georgia

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.) . .

.

LoiiisTille & Nashville

Seaboard Air Line

Southern Ry

Northwestern Region:
C St N. W
C. M. & St. P.>

C. St. P.. M. & O

Great Northern

M.. St. P. & S. Sle. M...

Northern Pacific

Ore.-Wash. R. R. ft Nav...

Central Western Region:
Atch.. Tor. 4 Santa Fe.. .

Chicago & Alton

Chic. Burl. * Qnincy:...

Chic, Rock Isl. & Pacific .

.

Denv. &Rif- Grande West 'n

Oregon Short Line

Southern Pacific

Union Pacific

Southwestern Region;
Gull, Coin, ft Sania Fe

Miifoiiri. Kars. ft Tex

Mo.. K»n». ft Tex. of Tex .

MiMMirl Pacific

St t.cni»-San Francisco

.Southern Pacific Lines <in

TpTaii and T^ouisiana)*. . ,

Tetat ft Pacific

Ton-miles (thousands) Average number
Locomotive-milcs Car-mJes of locomotives on line daily

Average
miles of

A Gross.
Excluding

Net.
RevenuePrincipal Loaded Per Serv- Un- Per cent

*

road Train- and (thou- cent locomotive and non- ice- serv- unserv-
operate<i miles helper Light sands) loaded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored

1922 394 222,396 240.298 27.634 4,829 70.2 226.960 81,785 lis 27 19.0
1921 394 246,513 266.860 31,010 4,464 63.4 242.334 95,605 125 29 18.8
1922 2,455 502,356 559,425 47,870 11.997 74.5 559.425 220,428 326 127 28.0 '48

1921 2,469 517,318 577,398 48,133 10.888 68.7 578.209 243,861 357 104 22.5 69
1922 1,959 425,492 463,288 28.212 11,408 73.8 520,341 204,153 279 82 22.6 34
1921 1,959 430,278 461,892 31,319 9,803 68.1 502,908 212,078 291 79 21.2 36

1922 887 252,889 340.016 31,453 7.258 68.0 411,449 188,102 286 31 9.6 172
1921 880 347,632 458.688 31,349 8.538 60.8 577,956 285,840 283 33 10.6 121
1932 994 455,411 550,419 99,977 14,346 70.3 707,651 288,313 308 61 16.5 70
1921 995 490,049 598,516 114,985 14.758 66.9 833,101 383,779 307 53 14.7 48
1922 2,309 767,898 844.472 50,541 25.560 64.9 1,435,734 605,157 536 234 30.4 122
1921 2.259 826,571 924.621 43,358 27,256 67.7 1,624,761 770.095 561 135 19.3 143
1922 1,316 495,536 551,709 79,905 14.821 66.5 819,966 355.565 465 100 17.7 205
1921 1,316 527,711 586.024 60.545 15.166 636 929,394 427,402 430 105 19.6 136
1922 1.827 500,699 511,509 21.581 16.047 64.0 837,051 308,197 315 89 22.0 89
1921 1,829 418,226 428,478 17.926 12.874 61.8 708,607 269.455 331 87 20.8 112
1922 5.675 1.588.102 1,743.651 95,838 58,638 65.5 3,101.216 1.209.700 1,045 547 34.4 377
1921 5,655 1,543,562 1.698.829 131.794 54.502 63.1 3.167.232 1.365,010 1,046 604 36.6 358
1922 510 329,906 331.139 1,254 11,066 66.9 551.945 204.576 108 34 24.1 35
1921 510 308.138 308.373 674 9,260 66.9 475.550 182.327 109 52 32.4 40
1922 2,191 323.029 332.753 6.270 8.408 67.5 423.181 191.105 162 48 23.0 14
1921 2,207 300,957 312.058 6.636 7.501 66.6 438.406 186.035 165 44 21.1 17
1922 228 ,84,161 87.785 1.0O3 2.480 67.2 158.202 87.973 66 19 22.0 22
1921 225 91,281 96.284 475 2.930 61.4 217,370 124.748 67 13 15.7 20
1922 2,418 566,991 598.649 6.258 16,311 71.6 815,725 331.719 271 66 19.5 36
1921 2,418 514.735 541.719 6,980 15.442 69.1 816,193 345,361 277 67 19.4 54

1922 5,235 1.667.092 1.903.544 144.940 43,028 65.3 2,564,518 1,232,777 914 447 32.8 190
1921 5,185 1.630.907 2.034.767 131,241 38,908 59.5 2,576,366 1,267,155 1,025 406 28.4 182
1922 689 216.492 240.155 33,695 4,923 68.0 263,655 120.246 229 31 12.0 66
1921 679 246.882 273.374 34,719 5.503 58.5 372,563 182.077 194 68 26.0 15
1922 945 232,887 238.700 4,491 5,621 70.8 30S,429 151.284 123 48 28.3 49
1921 1.131 212,437 213.257 3,821 4,971 63.0 299,581 147.832 123 45 26.7 48
1922 2,387 666,677 715.369 10,605 20.223 62.3 1,227,808 567.654 307 142 31.5 19
1921 2,382 629.601 657.3S9 2,099 16.287 55.6 1.068,423 471.993 318 121 27.5 51
1922 459 97.919 107.626 5.731 3.080 68.3 216,324 117.573 88 21 19.1 22
1921 456 83.312 90.979 5,304 2,4.-'4 66.2 177,999 93.871 98 10 9.3 34
1922 394 42.996 47.195 7,387 488 59.8 2>,230 9.578 37 10 21.1 1

1921 395 39.946 44.970 7,450 432 60.8 23,961 9.0S5 34 8 19.4 3
1922 10.893 3.967.482 4.238.714 276,704 104.673 66.7 6.274.032 2.877,095 2,606 810 23.7 764
1921 10,893 3.750.533 4,075.091 286.945 95.742 61.7 6.626.413 3,283.222 2,716 799 22.7 958
1922 1,119 436.541 475.015 50.129 10.668 67.4 623.534 299,456 392 81 17.0 245
1921 1,119 485.206 550.479 70.442 12.024 61.9 822,871 430.683 376 79 17.4 171

1922 2.548 799.632 872.238 21,347 25.051 57.6 1,933,468 1.048.787 442 103 19.2 64
1921 2.545 793.410 852.002 24,863 22.653 57.0 1,808,986 984.641 444 113 20.2 50
1922 2.228 986.522 1.181.755 47,275 28.336 56.5 2,318,107 1,275.639 609 97 13.8 157
1921 2.210 742.584 900.841 37.106 20,478 56.9 1,646,025 898.209 586 109 15.7 199

1922 4.922 734.720 744.496 10.935 17,975 62.8 914,375 332,114 .305 95 23.7 15
1921 4,887 6.30.964 633.362 9.842 14,430 62.0 750,846 275.739 292 120 29.2 15
1922 1,915 226.416 231.498 4.193 5.0<<3 73.5 243.914 105.716 112 23 17.3 6
1921 1.908 239,210 240.030 2.816 4.737 67.2 257,105 113,483 111 23 17.2
1922 6,137 1,781.221 1.792,599 46.000 46,937 63.5 2.845.218 1,205.043 760 SS 10.1 59
1921 6.151 1.560.606 1.567.420 68.372 38,912 62.3 2.467.197 1.075.745 747 102 12.0 15
1922 5.021 1.851.854 2.058.238 72.222 32.588 59.9 2.160.147 1.016.306 599 81 11.9 1

1921 5.026 1.527.410 1.632.379 59.005 25,588 58.5 1.683.730 783.807 550 101 IS.S 36
1922 3,537 503.259 512.776 7.372 11.365 65.0 589.781 219.226 207 68 24.7
1921 3.537 409.898 415,609 6.141 8.715 67.0 446.821 172.746 167 91 3.5.3

1922 6.942 1.301.246 1.324.139 28.376 28.666 67.3 1,475.949 596.670 859 182 17.5 '28

1921 6.942 1,176,851 1.196,243 28.705 23.835 61.3 1.323,636 521,236 891 228 20.4 94

1922 8.393 1.347,017 1.383.074 19.864 29.027 64.7 1.537,503 580.647 783 250 24.2 71
1921 8.334 1.243,392 1.265.943 13.960 25.476 65.0 1,388.442 587.254 669 282 29.6 50
1922 11.027 1.460.315 1.501.931 62.873 37.285 66.8 1.987.478 871.476 825 245 22.9 119
1921 10.618 1.256,454 1.289.481 56.258 30.649 66.0 1.648.206 726.712 798 257 24.3 171
1922 1.726 305,727 330.109 12.190 5.730 68.9 298.118 1 23.320 156 51 24.S 36
1921 1.726 261,690 270.958 10,054 4.629 71.8 231..'566 92.792 161 52 24.4 SO
1922 8.266 793,912 825.452 33.995 23.547 69.0 1.322.272 643.087 586 157 21.1 163
1921 8.164 670.825 690.823 25.120 18.262 64.9 1,055.823 501.843 593 186 23.9 257
1922 4.384 475.218 506.081 6.261 10.801 71.2 533.793 244.112 341 63 15,6 27
1921 4.225 402.748 432.816 6.753 8.488 69.6 428.502 191.795 347 53 13.3 53
1922 6.404 731.821 763.987 49.667 22..507 70.1 1.194.472 545.360 536 151 21.9 106
1921 6.408 657.641 686.389 45.754 19.0f'l 67.3 1.056.546 484.043 555 161 22.5 154
1922 2.186 191.978 214.309 30.410 4.727 72.2 259.732 119.278 113 37 24.5 1

1921 2.198 180.957 199.632 23.994 4,504 72.2 256,608 126.330 120 44 26.8 10

1922 9.798 I.43I.I83 1.407.853 63.917 39.572 68.7 2.1.39,629 828.351 784 156 16.6 199
1021 9.771 1.437.486 1.507.576 74.858 37.585 65.1 2,110.638 785.468 800 176 18.0 172
1922 1.010 256.323 258.289 4.606 5.816 67.3 314.602 120.120 111 46 29,2 31
1921 1.010 324.0O9 330.798 4.830 6.431 59,0 406.336 171,919 122 41 25,1 16
1922 9.326 1.373.105 1.432.204 71.336 36.127 67,2 1.968.629 877.458 717 244 25.4 107
1921 9.326 1.356.501 1.4 13.088 61.426 35.059 62.8 2.130.004 1.014.186 678 272 28.6 131
1922 7.662 1.248.940 1.262.421 12.387 27.304 65.8 1.475.840 601.674 622 136 17.9 92
1921 7.662 1.203.767 1.221.208 11.072 25.279 65.6 1.400.663 600.147 575 172 23.0 56
1922 2.593 198.485 243.740 48.557 4.416 71.1 246.243 120.193 229 84 26.9 37
1921 2.593 178.050 218.770 42.222 3.99t 67.7 2.30.617 111.996 214 99 31.7 63
1922 2.360 275.882 289.124 20,839 6.526 66,9 375.006 167.205 166 61 26.9 S3
1921 2.359 255.903 263.185 17,428 5.665 67,0 343.756 165.277 189 39 17.2 59
1922 6.983 1.012.912 1.162.359 220.656 29.25? 65,0 1.675.726 679,239 552 194 26.0 41
1921 6.975 1.050.520 1.214.421 235.384 28.601 65,3 1,651,499 679.926 547 217 28.4 36
1922 3.707 682.528 601,877 30.395 23.561 77,9 1,133.833 467.294 415 114 21.? 180
1921 3.615 668.877 678.897 24.598 2].*06 76.3 1.109,749 501.047 .381 159 29.5 121

1922 1.895 206.586 217.737 4.623 5.151 65.2 288.246 120.871 125 25 16.7 34
1921 1.895 278.066 282.927 5.533 6.593 63.6 384.793 171.249 91 57 38,5

192; 1.658 235.169 235.287 5.580 6.640 62.3 374.621 152,779 135 44 24,5 M
1921 1.710 233.963 234.001 6.181 6.135 60.2 350.640 141,117 142 39 21.7 S9
1922 1.738 191.040 195.553 5.011 3.684 62.0 211.678 84.108 85 51 37.2 18
1921 1.740 214.642 219.166 '.511 4,281 59.1 254.523 102,673 101 44 30.6 24
1922 7.305 1.009,613 1.010.823 20,342 25.436 69,8 1.380.057 616.223 400 171 29.5 2
1921 7.263 1.033.013 1.030.673 26.648 24.382 69.2 1.368..395 627,384 385 178 3I.C 35
1922 4.6R3 867.617 88n.nl4 12.845 16.085 64,1 929.734 398.730 362 89 19,7 22
1921 4.683 706.468 714.-05 11.507 12.251 65,0 697.420 300.110 3.30 143 30,2 67
1922 3.710 552.402 516 014 3.954 11. .18

1

65,4 659.926 290.002 197 98 33.2 20
1921 3.647 527.431 S2O.307 3.020 10.336 62,1 619,450 266,287 171 120 41.2

1922 1,953 231,905 232.033 1.246 5.447 64,9 294,284 121,786 135 63 31.9 '.io

1921 I."52 262.156 262.156 2.956 5.802 65,6 315.111 125.247 119 71 37.3 23

C»mpilti hy »*» Biirraii tf Sttitliti of (»/ Initrttalt Comment CommisiioK. Sob/m to rrpitien.
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Compared with May, 1921, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000
AvcrAj£c Dumber
ri(hl can on line daily

:. txMi and y»r

& Al>"«i»

BoMvn k Maine.

.192J
1921

.1922
1921

N. y.. N. H. t H 1922
1921

Bt Lake* Rction:
UcUtraie ft lladaon 1922

1921

Del.. '-'" ft Western. . 1922
1V21

Erie (inel. Oiic. ft Erie).. 1922
1921

l.el>i(ii ViUey 1922
1921

Mict-ifaa Central 1922
1921

Ne» York Central 1922
1921

.N. v.. Oiie. ft St. L....1922
1921

Pere Marquette 1922
1921

.1922
1921

Wat««li 1922
1921

Ohio-lndiana-Alleglieny Rcfioo:
BaltioK.te ft Ohio 1922

1921

Central R. R. of N. J... 1922
1921

Chicago ft Eastern III

Pitts. & Lake

Home
3,611
].J47
16,884
18.074
24,450
21^72

11.391
11.207
19.078
17,938
39.833
40.767
33,067
31.975
17,496
19.539
81.658
91.024
4.562
6.071
11.206
11.390
20,994
16.S6I
12,855
13,062

1921
..1922

1921
..1922
1921

Long Island 1922
1921

Pefmsylaniva System.

C. C, C. 4 St. L

Ellin. Joliet & Eastern.

Phila. ft Reading 1922
1921

Pocahontas Rr([ic«i:

..h-sapeake & Ohio 1922
1921

Norfolk ft Western 1922
1921

Southern Reirion;

Atlantic Cast Unc 1922

71,996
72,111
21,231
21.155
17.472
16.847
18.285
17.684
8,992

10.101
2,026
2.335

1922 210.915
1921 219.968

25,871

Central &l Georgia

I. r. (inc. Y. & M. v.).

1921
1922
1921
1922
1921
1922
1921
1922
1921

Southern Ry 1922

Louiwille

Seaboard

Nashville.

Line. . .

.

Northwrstcin Region
C. 4 N. W....

1921

..1922
1921

C, M. 4 St. P.' 1922
1921

C. St P.. M. 4 1922
1921

Great Northern 1922
1921

M.. St. P. 4 S. Ste. M...1922
1921

Northern Pacific 1922
1921

Ore..\Va»h. R. R. & Nav..l922
1921

Central Western Rruinn:
Atc!i., Ton. & Santa Fc..l922

1921

Chicago 4 Alt'n 1922
1921

Chic. Burl, ft Quincy...l922
1921

Chic . Rock Isl. 4 Pacific. 1922
1921

Den. 4 Rio Grande Wcst'n . 1922
1921

Oregon Short Line 1922
1921

Southern P.irific 1922
1921

Union Pacific 1922
1921

^ii'lhwestem RctiMi:
i.nlf. Colo. 4 Santa Fe....l922

1921

Missouri. Kan». 4 Tex... 1922
1921

Mo.. Kans. 4 Tex. of Tex. 1922
1921

Missouri Pacific 1922
1921

St. I.«uis-San Fcmcisco. .1932

36.552
40.644
29.964
36,133

21,301
22.777
4.689
5.527

44.025
48.138
34.496
38.884
13.039
12.199
36.977
40,458

46,192
48,723
51,401
44.950
5,015
4.254

45.205
47,201
18,594
18,423
35,281
38,753
7,221
4,905

51,022
48,884
10.105
9,891

48,392
49.449
34.416
32.M1
13,831
13.308
6 476
7.931

23.419
22.937
18.567
21,143

Foreign
4,62S
4,012
13,582
13..'42

14.738
14.695

5.395
5.157
6,176
7,184
14,995
14,485
7.545
9,487
10,624
11.926

Total
8.236
7.359

30.466
31.316
39.188
38.567

16.786
16.364
25.254
25.122
54,828
55,252
40,612
41,462
28,120
31,465

42.388 124,046
48,913 139,937

Cross
Ions

'er cent per train. Net
an. excluding tons

enrice- locomocivr per

able Stored and lender tram
9.4 697 1.021 368

18.4

19.0
25.8
20.4

747
1.603
3.765
952

2.156

t.7 3,122
9.7 1.839

10.3 770
9.4 1.389
18.2 10.385
15.5 14.994
12.0 10.564
17.8
18.6
15.7
19.1

3,756
333

2,247
8,780

5,212
4,717
9,446
9,073
9.564
7,012
9,021
9.680

9.774
10,788
20,652
20,463
30,558
23.873
21.876
22.742

32.135 104,131
28.039 100.15U
7,821 29,052
8,094
3,874
3,334

18,278
15,379
6,133
3,299
3,347
3,336

29,249
21.346
20,181
36.563
33,063
15,125
13,400
5.373
5.671

15.5
13.0
17.0
34.3
19.1
12.3

10.4

14.4
13.7
6.1

14.3
11.8
10.9

77,097 288,012
67,941 287,909
10,371 36,242

2.08U
467

1.000
6.017
1,587
596
877

13,766
7.512
11.468
4,730
6,000
4,949
7.237
2,617
188

5.6 3,759
4.7 180
4.3 1,274

12.5 59,388
10.3 76,766
5.6 8,572

27,416 10,732 38,148 10.1 8,007

13,991
11,357
10,266
5,654

9,759
7.478
3.307
3,508

20,339
16,640
18,960
14,954
10,278
7,214

20,509
17,554

22,526
20,885
21,157
16,442
10,526
11,581
5,014
5,967
5,716
5,202
7,459
6,519
2,206
3,244

11,978
12,136
4,096
4,206
18,426
15,074
11,662
15.520
2,104
2,036
3,002
2,651
19,975
20.556
6,418
6,033

50.543
52,001
40,230
41,787

31.060
30,255
7,996
9,035

64,364
64,778
53.456
53.838
23,317
19,413
57,486
58,012

68,718
69,608
72.558
61.392
15,541
15,835
50,219
53,168
24.310
23,625
42,740
45,272
9,427
8,149

63,000
61,020
14,201
14,097
66,818
64.523
46,078
48,211
15,935
15.344
9,478
10,582
4.1, ,194

43.4<I3

24,985
27,176

14.3

16.3
16.8
19.0

22.1
11.5
10.1

12.0
25.2
34.3
23.7
19.6
11.3

16.0
15.0
11.0
11.1
15.6
17.7

13,6
11.3
10.4
13.8

1.131
5.615
614

4.118

6.092
9.132

4,337
1,840
3.934

2,700
4.732
890

11,333
3,116
2,180

14.361
9.221
2,000
2.500
9.100
543

6,330
9,131
2,827
2,864

Southern Pacific Lines (in 1922
Tex. and Louisiana)'. 1921

Texas 4 Pacific 1922
1921

24.4

5.0

2,540
5.071
7.419
3.521
6,949

527

983
1,114
1,118
1.223
1,169

1,627
1,663
1,554
1,700
1.870
1,966
1.655
1.761
1,672
1,694
1,953
2,052
1,673
1.543
1.310
1.457
1.880
2.38i
1.439
l.S8£

1.538
1.580
1,218
1.509
1.324
1.410
1.842
1,697
2,209
2,137
633
600

1,581
1,767
1.428
1.696

2,418
2.280
2,350
2,217

1.245
1,189
1,077
1,075
1.597
1,581
1,166
1,102
1,172
1,090
1.134
1.125

1,141
1.117
1.361
1,312
975
885

1.666
1.574
1,123
1,064
1,632
1.607
1,353
1,418

1,495
1,468
1,227
1,254
1,434
1,577
1.182
1,164
1,241

1,295
1,359
1.343
1,654
1,572

388
439
471
480
493

744
822
633
783
7S8
932
718
810
616
644
762
884
620
592
592
618

1,045
1,367
585
672

739
777
555
738
650
696
851
750

1,201
1,127
223
227
725
875
686

1,3J2
1,241
1.293
1,210

452
437
467
474
677
689
549
513
436

431
472
597
578
403
355
810
748
514
476
745
736
621
698

579
546
469
530
639
748
482
499
606
629
606
646
671
647
685
749

per

Net
tou-
mile*

Car.
milca
per

dsot
in ton- coal itr
mUcs 1,000 yruas Passenger serriee
per ton-miles. /

-''
\

mile including _ Passenger-
adcd per per of rrAd locomotive Tram-
car car day car-day per day and lender miles car miles

16.9 320 27.0 6,697 195 307,948 2,008,786
21.4 419 30.9 7,829 196 313.659 1,997.778
18.4 233 17.1 2,896 147 817.915 4.531.191
22.4 251 16.3 3.187 151 861.064 4.602.054
17.8 168 12.8 3.361 154 1.023.546 6.488.751
21.6 177 12.0 3.492 166 1,033.610 6.777.644

25.9
33.S
20-1
26.0
23.7
28.3
24.0
28.2
19.2
20.9
20.6
25.0
18.5
19.7
22.7
24.8
35.5
42.6

28.7
32.6
24.4
33.1
26.9
29.7
28.1
29.0
38.2
38.6
19.6
21.0
27.5
34.3
28.1

35.8

41.9
43.5
45.0
43.9

18.5
19.1

20.8
24.0
25.7
27.6
31.2
30.6
19.3
19.8
20.8
21.9

20.0
23.1
23.4
23.7
21.5
20.0
27.3
27.5
22.6
22.6
24.2
25.5
25.2
28.0

20.9
20.9
20.7
26.7
24.3
28,9
22.0
23.7
27.2
28.1
25.6
29.2
23.2
23.8
19.8
23.4

361
563
368
493
356
450
282
333
354
276
315
315
675
545
299
293
93
169
489
491

382
408
134
201
229
236
501
461
251
226
58
52

322
368
267
364

669
611

1,023
693

345
294
426
405
604
536
613
470
303
287
335
290

273
272
387
382
256
189
413
304
324
262
412
345
408
500

424
415
273
393
424
507
421
402
243
235
569
504
505
504
603
595

20.5
27.7
26.1
28.3
23.2
23.5
17.7
18.5

28.7
21.3
23.3
19.9

6.841
10,473
9.356
12.447
8.453
10,998
8,714
10.474
5,443
4,751
6,876
7,786

54.6 12.934
41.4 11.527
19.4 2,814
17.8 2,719
3.9 12,451
6.4 17,914

33.6 4.426
31.7 4.614

20.4
21.1
8.0
10.4
12.0
12.6
28.6
28.6
9.6

7.596
7.884
5.630
8.656
5.163
4,216
7.672
6.391
8.257

8.8 6.636
4.9 784
4.0 743
17.6 8.520
17.4 9.723
14.1 8.630
16.4 12.420

27.8 13.278
24.7 12.480
40.2 18.471
27.8 13.111

29.7
24.8
27.1

25.2
37.1
31.1
32.8
26.2
24.2
21.6
23.9
21.6

21.1
18.2
24.8
24.4
17.2
13.1

21.9
17.1

20.1
16.7
24.2
20.1
22.4
24.7

29.5
30.5
19.6
25.0
25.9
27.9

12.4
33.2
25.8
33.4
32,4
39.1
33.3

2.177
1,820
1,781
1,919
6,335
5.641
6,529
5.030
1.999
1.575
2,773
2,422

2.232
2.273
2.549
2,208
2,304
1.734
2,510
1,983
1,796
1.464
2,747
2,437
1,760
1,854

2,727
2.593
3.836
5,490
3,035
3,508

'

2,533
2,527
1.495
1,393
2,286
2,260
3.138
3,144
4,066
4.471

181 193,798
186 189,581
175 503.939
169 496,329
140 680,212
139 677,615
158 348,967
164 360,584
117 551,247
120 568,434
121 2,369,370 19,368,644
117 2,330,506 18,526,118
100 97,890 664,828
109 85,246
124 246,662
130 296,229
89 114,933
90 109.854

555,285
525,292

148

1.016.353
1.049,617
3.656.285
3,546,485
4,818.821
5.023.574
2.718,851
2,778.574
4,896,453
4.880.567

556.816
1.284,641
1,425.049
583,827
581,282

3,055.385
2,775.090

171 1,498.162
178 1.381.229
207 355.994
171 341.513
161 216.494
160 233,993
122 697,440
138 760.220
133 ()
138 (')

388 202.279
454 199,478
145 5,025,063 32,652.513
136 5.100,800 33,686,967
179 509,476 2,331,880

529,010 2,414,834

9,246.788
8.721.469
1.757.554
1.666.504
1.413,587
1,467,428
4,564,776
4.620.571

()
(')

1.199.356
1.136,821

183

120
123
154
153

441,237
438,100
395,025
407,363

119 717,057
129 742,481
145 327,311
151 314,567
136 1,499,323
135 1,480,424
160 1,011.452
168 970,792

555,712
577.383

1.286,209
1,330,361

156

2,497.490
2.475.912
2,399.091
2.509.531

4.594,867
4.781,963
1,646,290
1,524,353
9.406,392
9,186,515
5,880,313
5,599,819
3.165.724
3,349,214
7,273,640
7,600,459

165
194
148

1,605,432 9,904,740
1,647,224 10,000,349
1,477.317 8,923,390
1,474.064
318,261
321,322
996.825
989.612
437,382
430,334
855,877
851.936
256,299
256,631

9.088,034
1,794.829
1,804.664
5,862,044
5,808,457
2,462,279
2,320.961
5.457.524
5,357,764
1.678,401
1,645,282

185
ISO
148
156
159

143 1.666,928 12.556,576
146 1,650.073 12.205,426

284.157
294.214

1,473,833
1.531.270
1.303.788

164 1.334.291
199 283.479
212 220.545
140 285.188
141 299,089
146 1,351.318 10,682,329
154 1,407.974 11.012.137
144 875.569 7,181,907
152 868,092 7,245,899

1.651.793
1,684.337
9,436,069
9,857,146
7,459,009
7,611,285
1.641,926
1,622.021
1.959.560
2,055.561

7.113 3.342 10.455 5.0 527 1,395 585 23.5 J73 24.4 2,058 131

9413 3.071 12,484 4.9 599 1.384 616 26.0 443 26,8

9255 5.166 14.421 7.3 4,134 1.593 650 23.0 342 23.8

8822 4 528 13.350 8.1 2.275 1,499 603 23.0 341 24.6
341 10012 10.355 7.1 1,542 1,108 440 22.8 262 18.5

369 12,171 12,540 4.6 1.153 1,186 478 24.0 264 18,6

31 617 16,972 48.589 8,7 1,796 1,367 610 24.2

33 483 16.486 49,969 10,0 7,104 1,325 607 25.7

20,771 10.594 31,365 8,0 1,072 460 24.8

21474 9.376 30,850 6.3 987 425 24.5

8,253 11,555 19.808 10.0 1.447 1.191 525 25.5

9,263 13.572 22,835 18.1 3,058 1.174 505 25.8

6,203 4,838 11.041 18.8 1.269 525 22.4

6,383 5,044 11.427 19.8 1.202 478 21.6

Includes niic-iuo, Terre Haute & Soutlieasterij from July 1, 1921, only. "No passenger train service. .„,.., ,,...„ ...

•Includes G.-ilvc$lon Harrishnrg & San Antonio. Houston 4 Shreveport. Houston 4 Texas Central, Houston, East 4 West Texas, Iberia 4 Vermilion
Uke Chirlcs 4 Northern, lx)uisiana Western, Morgan's Ij 4 Tex. R, R. 4 S. S. Co., and Tex.ns 4 New Orleans.

262
264
409
4" 5

410

376
356
354

22.8
25.8
19,7
28.3
23.5
24.5
25.0

2,058
2,917
2,972
2,661
1.561
1.904
2.721
2,786
2.746
2.067
2,521
2,355
2.012
2,069

1.16

I.W

204
126
131

149

197.714
196,575
266.874
272.192
270.628
277.0.10
924.981
948,01

1

761,578
783.047
541,546
536,491
286,579
318,278

1,153.279
1,131,876
1,858.981
1,933,692
1.617,502
1,721,113
5.484.575
5.569.097
4.380,016
4,445.069
3.419,359
3,341,407
1,854.571
1.999,327
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(Continued from page 265)
Car FoRf.ME\'<; .\ssoctATioN OF St. Louis, Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke, 604

Federal Reserve B.ink Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo. Meetings, 6rst Tuesd.iy
in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. I.ouis.

Central Railw.^y Club.—Harry 1"). V'ought. 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Regular meetings. 2d Thursday in January, March, May, September
and November, Hotel Iroquois. Buffalo. N. Y.

Chief Intercha.vge Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. P. Elliott Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St.
Louis, III. Annual convention, August 22-24, Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
Association.—D. B. Wright. J4th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago.
III. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's .\ssociation.

Cincinnati Railroad Club.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg., Cincin-
nati. Ohio. Meetings, 2d Tuesday in February, May, September and
November.

Eastf-Rn Railroad Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F St., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Freight Claim Association.—(See American Railway Associations,, Divi-
sirn VII.I

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—C. H. Treichel, Grand
Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, preceding 3d
Friday in month. Room 1414, Manhattan Bldg.. Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' .Association.-—W. J. Maver,
Michigan Central R. R., Detroit, Mich. Annual convention, August
lS-17, Hotel Sherman. Chicago. Exhibit by International Railroad
Master Blacksmiths' Supply ^fcn's Association.

Intfr.vational Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.—George P. White, 747 Railway Exchange, Chicago. Meeting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

International Railway Fuel Associ.ation.— T. G. Crawford. 702 E. 51st
St., Chicago. Exhibit by International Railway Supply Men's Asso-
ciation.

International Railway Gener.\l Foremen's Associ.ATioN.^Wm. Hall, lOfl
W. Wabash Ave., Winona, Minn. Next convention, September 5-8,
Hotel Sherman. Chicago.

International Railw.ky Supply Men's Association.—C. W. Sullivan, Gar-
lock Packing Co., 326 W. Madison St., Chicago. Meeting with In-
ternational Railway Fuel Association.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St.,
New York,

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.—(See A. R. A., Divi-
sion v.)

Master Car Builders' Association.—(See A. R. A.. Division V.)
N.ational Association of Railway Tie Producers.—Warren C!. Nixon,

Western Tie & Timber Co., 905 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
National Association or Railway and Utilities Commissioners.—.tames

B. Walker, 49 Lafavette St., New York. Next convention, September
26, 1922, Detroit, Mich.

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
York.

National Railway Appliance .Association.—C. W. Kelly, People's (Jas

Bldg., Chicago. Annual exhibition at convention of American Rail-
way Engineering Association.

New England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr.. 683 Atlantic Ave.. Boston,
Afass. Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting June, July,
August and September.

New York Railroad Clur.—Harry D. Vought, 26 CortKindt St., New York.
Regul.ir meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
at 29 W. 39th St., New York.

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Francisco
and Oakland.

Railway Accounting Officers' Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-
ward Building, Washington, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bldg.,
Broad and Chestnut Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa. Annual dinner, February
1. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Railway Club or Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Regular meetings. 4th Thursday in month, except June,
Julv and .August, Fort Pitt Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway T)evelopment Association.— (See Am. Ry. Development Assn.)
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers* Association.—J. Scribner,

General Electrical Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway F.oiiipment Manifacturers" Association.— R. J. Himmelrigbt,
17 East 42nd St., New York. Meeting with Traveling Engineers'

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R. Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, Md.

Railway Rfal Estate Association.—R. H. Morrison. C. & O. Ry., Rich-
mond, V.a. Next meeting October 10-13, 1922, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Railway Sic.nal Association.—(Sec A. R. A.. Division IV., Signal Section.)

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— (See A. R. A., Division VI.)
Railway Sitpiv Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver

Bldg.. Pittsburgh, P.n. Meeting with A. R. A., Division V.
Railway Tflegraph and Tflfphone .Appliance Association.—G. A. Nel-

son. 30 Church St.. New York.
Railway Treasury Ofticfrs' Association.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust

Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. Annual meeting, October 19 and 20, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

Roadmastfrs' and Maintenance of Way Association.— P. J. McAndrews,
C. tt N. W. Ry.. .Sterling, III. Annu.il convention, September 19-21,

1922, Hotel .Slatler, Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit by Track Supply Asso-
ciatif'n.

St. Ix)Uis Railway ruiB—B. W. Frauenthal. fnion St.ition. St. I.ouis. Mo.
Regul.-ir meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, Julv and August.

Signal Apiiunce .Association.—F. W. EHmvmds, Sunbcim F.lectric Manu-
facturing Comp.iny, New York City. Meeting with .American Rail-

way As«nciatinn. Sign:il Section.

Southern and Soitiiwestfrn Railway Clib.—A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
1205, Atlanta. Ga. Recular meetings. 3d Thursday in January, March,
May. July. September and November, Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service OrrirFRS.—J. I.. Carrier, Car Serv.
Agt,, Tenn. Cent. Ry., 319 Seventh Ave., North Nashville, Tenn.
Next meeting, Ocloher f. St. .Augustine, Fla.

SorrLT Association of .American Railway Tool Forfmkn's Association.—
H. S. White. 9 N. Irflerson St.. fTiicagi..

Tbacic Sippiv AssoriATi'.v W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hilburn.

N. Y Meets with Roidmasters' and Maintenance of Wav Association.

TuAvitLiNo ENciNtrRs' Assor I ATiON.—W. O. Thompson, 1177 East 9.<ith St.,

Cleveland. Ohio. Annual convention. September 1215, Hotel Sher-
man, Chicago, Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Ask>-
ciation. _

Wutebm Raiiwat ru-«.—Bruce V. Crandall, 14 E. Jackson Boulev.rd.
Chicago. Regular meetingn, 3d Monday each month except June.
July and August.

uiimiliiitnitrttni i!itMiiiiiiiiniiiiinnimniiitTiniiiinittinittntTiii!iiniinmiiittniinittnriiiniimtimminnillminnnllillll±

I
Foreign Railway News |
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Railroad Disasters in France and Russia

Forty persons killed and SO injured is the heading of a press

dispatch from France on .August 1, reporting a rear collision

of passenger trains near Villecomtal. The trains were tilled with
pilgrims from Moulins bound for Lourdes.

Two hundred killed, many of them burned to death, is the

reported result of the burning of a five-car passenger train on
August 2 between Kiev and Schepetowka.

Chile and Argentina Agree on Trans-Andine Roads

The governments of .*\rgcntina and Chile believe that the

time has come for the establishment of a standard which shall

define and govern their future policy in the matter of Trans-

Andine railroads, according to Commerce reports.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs in Chile and the Argentine

Minister to Chile signed an agreement in Santiago, on April

25, which will put such a plan into effect. By this agreement
two railroads will be built to connect, without change of

cars: (1) In the north, Salta (Argentina) and the port of

.•\ntofagasta (Chile)
; (2) in the south, an extension of the

Southern Railroad from Zapala (.Argentina) to Curacutin

(Chile), which will connect Bahia Blanca with cities on the

Southern Chilean system. Both lines are to be completed
and put into service within three years after ratification of

the agreement by both governments.
The agreement provides that:

1. The minimum rates on freight and stock shall be based
on operating expense only, not including fixed charges. In

special cases or for the encouragement of certain industries,

an exception to the above basis may go into effect under a

temporary agreement.

2. In each case the conditions under which the commodity
is produced, cost of production, market price, and the pro-

ducer's profit are considered in establishing an increase over
the minimum or basic tariff, wliich will allow some profit to

the railroads without hindering industry and commerce.

3. The tariffs established on the above basis shall always
be of an elastic nature to allow their adaptation to changing
conditions.

4. The tariffs, in general, shall be alike for merchandise
in transit and for that consigned to intermediate points on
the lines. Special rates may be established to encourage local

production, and in such cases reciprocal compensation may
be arranged, if convenient. In other cases, unless interests

conflict, the tariffs will be developed so as to encourage gen-
eral traffic which will assist the producing zones and the

terminals.

5. The rolling stock used in common on the Argentine and
Chilean sections shall be of such type that it may be operated
with safety and without change over all sections of the samo
gage on both international lines. A technical agreement
shall be made to carry out the above. The rules established
by the Rcrnc convention for the railroads of Central Europe
will be used to govern the interchange of rolling stock, for

which payments will l)e liquidated on a pcr-car pcr-day
basis.

6. The .Argentine and Chilean governments sh.ill agree
opportunely upon the necessary supplementary regulations
and upon the detailed application of this agreement. The
present agreement shall be ratified and ratifications exchanged
in Santiago, Chile, as soon as may be possible.

There is some opposition to the ratification of this agree-
ment, but it is argued that national boundaries can no longer
limit trade. Chilean nitrate and co.il, it is said, will move
to Argentina in cxchnn.ge for agriciilliiral products. The
distance would be shortened froin .Argentina to the United
States via Antofagasta, and Chile would be in closer con-
nection with Europe through Buenos Aires.
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The DmtoiT Tuminal has ordered 2. 0-8-0 lypc locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.

The South ckn Pacific has ordered from the American
omoeive Company two snow plows, to have 12 ft. cut. and

Is by 26 in. cylinders.

The Unios PAOric is inquiring for ten 2-8-8-2 Mallet type
1ocomoti\es. This is in addition to the inquir)- for 70 locomotives

noted in the RailtiKiy .-Ige of July 29.

The Baltimobe & Ohio, reported in the Railzmy Age of

July 22 as inquiring for 15 Pacific type locomotives, has ordered
this equipment from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Paris-Orleans (France) has ordered through the General
Electric Company one, 4-6-6-4 type electric locomotive from the

American Lowmotive Company. Thi.s locomotive will have a
total weight in working order of 240,000 lb.

The Davis J. Joseph Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has ordered

one, 0-4-0 switching locomotive from the .-\merican Locomotive
Company. This locomotive will have 13 by 20 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 65.000 lb.

The St. Louis Coke & Ciiemicai, Company. Granite City,

III., has ordered one, 0-6-0 type switching locomotive from the

American Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 21

by 26 in. cylinder and a total weight in working order of 147.000 lb.

The Chesapeake & Ohio will receive bids until 12 o'clock

'1 .August 25 at Richmond, \'a., for general repairs to 50

motives. This company, as noted in the Raihivy Age of

ruiy 29, is also asking for bids until August 11 on the repair of

50 locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Fruit Growers' E.xpress is inquiring for 1,000 refrigera-

tor cars.

The Indiana Gas & Coke Company is inquiring for repairs to

50 hopper cars.

The Boston & Maine is having 1,000 box cars repaired at the

shops of the Ijconia Car Company.

The Chicago. Buri-Incton & Quincy has ordered repairs to

500 gondolas from the Keith Railway Equipment Co.

The Bi-rma Railway Company, Ltd.. is inquiring through the

car builders for 446 covered goods wagons, 60 bogie quardupic

bolster wagons and 10 goods brake van undcrframes.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railivay Age of July

22 as inquiring for 1,000 steel center constructions, has ordered

this equipment from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.

The Chicago & North Western, reported in the Railway ./^'c

of July 15, as about to issue inquiries for repairs to a number of

freight cars, has ordered repairs to 500 box cars from the .Amer-

ican Car & Foundry Company.

The Missoihi Pacific has placid orders for repairs to 2..^(K)

freight cars as follows: .\mcric.nn Car & Foundry Company.

1,250; ShifTR-lfl Car Jt F(|uipmcnt Company, 1,000; and the Mount

Vernon Car Maiuifacturing Company, 250.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Raihcn

Ase of Ji'ly 15 as inquiring for repairs to L.WO box cars. .500 t..

1,500 gondola cars. 500 refrigerator cars and .500 automobile and

furniture cars, has placed orders so far with the Western Steel

Car & Foundry Co. for repairs to 400 wooden box cars, 300 auto-

mobile and furniture cars and 400 steel undcrframe box cars.

The New York Ce,ntral is having 500 coke cars converted to
gondola cars at the shops of the Ryan Car Company, Hagewisch,
111; 500 coke cars converted into gondola cars at the shops of
the Buffalo Steel Car Company, Buffalo, N. Y., and 973 coke cars
converted into 500 flat, 3(0 double deck stock, and 173 single deck
stock cars at the shops of the .American Car & Foundry Company,
Detroit, Mich.; for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 1,200 coke cars are
being converted into box cars at the shops of the Standard Steel
Car Comiiany, Newcastle, Pa.; 300 coke cars converted into box
cars at the shops of the American Car 4 Foundry Company, De-
troit, Mich.

Passenger Cars

The Chic.\co Elevatki. Kailwav has ordered 100 elevated
cais from the Cincinnati Car Company.

The a. B. C Transit Refrigerator Company, Chicago, has
renewed its inquiry for 150, 40-ton express refrigerator cars.

The National Railways of Mexico have ordered 5 first-

class and 10 second-class, narrow gage passenger coaches, from
the Pullman Company.

The Boston Elevated, reported in the Railway Age of July 1

as inquiring for 40 tunnel cars, has ordered this equipment from
the Pullman Company.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia, reported in the Railivay
Age of July 29 as inquiring for four cars for passenger service,
has ordered nine coaches, one passenger and baggage, two pas-
senger, baggage and mail and two baggage cars from the Ameri-
can Car & F'oundry Company.

Iron and Steel

The Norfolk & Western is receiving bids for fabricated steel

to be used in repairing and enlarging its coal piers and for
track work at Lamberts Point, Va.

The Chicago & North Westfjjn has placed an order with the
.American Bridge Company for three stecl-dcck girder spans (215
tons) to be used over the Milwaukee River near Lindwerm, Wis.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has placed an order with
the Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Company for 350 tons of
steel to be used in the construction of its new shops at Denison,
Tex.

Machinery and Tools

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is inquiring for a 20-

ton crane, a l,l(X)-lb. steam hammer, two lathes, a shaper and a
drill press.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has placed an order with
the Milwaukee Electric Crane & Manufacturing Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis., for a IS-ton crane.

One of the Wheeling & Lake Erie's Mallets
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T. H. Lange has been appointed traffic manager of the

Pawling & Hamischfeger Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

C. H. G. Larrimore has been appointed general manager of

the Railway Audit & Inspection Company, Pliiladelphia, Pa.,

in charge of all operations, succeeding T. C. Cary deceased.

L. H. Matthews, for 19 years connected with the railroad de-

partment of the Fairbanks, Morse & Co., resigned on August 1.

to become Pacific coast manager of the Chicago Metallic Pack-

ing Company, with headquarters at Los Angeles.

The Rome Wire Company, Rome, N. Y., has acquired an

interest in the .Atlantic Insulated Wire & Cable Company,

Stamford, Conn. The latter company will continue to manu-

facture its brands of high-grade rubber covered wires and

cables.

A. L. Roberts, formerly master mechanic of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad, and recently chief engineer of the Arias

Crucible Steel Company, has been appointed sales engineer,

railroad department, of the United Alloy Steel Corporation,

Canton, Ohio.

The Roberts-Pettijohn-Wood Corporation has moved its

offices in Chicago to 646 North Michigan avenue. Fred Petti-

john, vice-president of the company, has taken charge of its

Eastern office in the Mills building, Washington, D. C.

W. A. Van Hook has been appointed chief engineer of the

valuation department with headquarters at Chicago. James C.

Kelsey has joined the staflf of the company as consulting

engineer and Joseph M. McShane as chief accountant of the

company's public utilities department, both with headquarters

at Chicago.

The Tuttle Railway Supply Company, Inc., has opened

offices in the Woohvorth Building, New York City, for the

handling of railway supplies and specialties. This company

has just been appointed the eastern representative of the

Edward S. Woods Company of Chicago. S. W. Tuttle, presi-

dent of the Tuttle Railway Supply Company, Inc., was, some

years ago, connected with the National Dump-Rodger Ballast

Car Company, Chicago, in their shops, and for the past four-

teen years has been connected with the American Car &
Foundry Company, in the manufacturing, executive and selling

departments.

The Air Reduction Sales Company, N. Y., has under way a

program of plant expansion. Sites have been bought for an

Airco acetylene plant at Birmingham, Ala.; an oxygen plant

at Milwaukee, Wis.; and an acetylene plant and a calorenc

plant at Pittsburgh, Pa. ; at the latter place the company re-

cently completed an oxygen plant. Construction of the plant

at Birmingham already has begtui, and plans are well under

way for putting up the plants at Milwaukee and Pittsburgh. In

addition to these new plant installations, the company's
facilities for producing oxygen from the air will be enlarged

in Buffalo and Minneapolis. The estimated cost of the pro-

posed improvements is over $500,000.

Obituary

William Andrew Thompson, Jr., one of the vice-presidents

of the Texas Company, New York City, died at his home in

Brooklyn on July 24.

L. O. Henggi, inventor of the Ilcnggi rail-anchor and for a

number of years cnnnectcd with the P & M Co., Chicago, died at

his home in Oakmonf, Pa., on July 22.

T. C. Gary, vice-president and general manager of the

Railway Audit & Inspection Company, I'hiladelphia, Pa., died

recently. Mr. Cary was born on December 25, 1878, at She-

boygan Falls, Wis.

I Railway Construction |
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company will receive

bids until August 17 for the construction of a new boiler and

tank shop at Albuquerque, N. M., 140 ft. by 405 ft., to cost ap-

proximately $400,000. Authorization of this work w'as reported

in the Railzcay Age of June 3. page 1312.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company is calling for

bids for the construction of a combination passenger and freight

.station at Elsberry, Mo. Bids for this work are to be closed

August 14.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Fred R. Jones Construction Company, Chicago, for the lay-

ing of a second track between Paducah, Ky., and Clarks, a dis-

tance of 3y2 miles at an estimated cost of $125,000.

Illinois Central.—This company is calling for bids for the

construction of nine water treating plants to be located at Council

Bluffs, Iowa, Logan, Dunlap, Denison, Rockwell City, Wall Lake
and F'ort Dodge on the low a division ; and at Amboy, 111., and

I.aSalle on the Wisconsin division, four of these to be of 10,000.

three of 20,000 and two of 30,000-gal. per hour capacity. Bids

are also asked for the rebuilding of exisiting water treating plants

at Manchester, Iowa. Galena. 111., and Scale's Mound on the

Minnesota division, to increase their capacity from 10,000 gal. to

20,000 gal. per hour and to install filters.

Illinois Central.—This company is calling for bids for the

construction of a water station, including a 100,000-gal. storage

tank, at Matteson, III., in connection with grade separation work
at that place.

Union Pacific.—This company, which was reported in the

Railway Age of June 22, page 134, as calling for bids for the

construction of a brick freight house at Denver, Colo., has awarded
a contract for this work to P. J. Sullivan, Denver, Colo., at an

estimated cost of $240,000.

U,NioN Pacific.—This company is calling for bids for the con-

struction of two standard brick oil houses 28 ft. by 115 ft. at

Grand Island, Neb., and Green River, Wyo.
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Balhmou ft OBio.—Askt Aulkority for Equipment Trust
CtrtiUcales —This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission (or authority to issue $6,750,000 of S per cent."

::pment trust certificates to be used in connection with
of equipment to the amount ct $"'.i¥jy,()«0. The

na\e been purchased by Kuhn, \jm:\> ik Co. and Spcyer
i Co.. at 96.-W.

Boston & lAAist.—Slockholdfrs Mtelitifi Held.—The meeting
of the stockholders, adjourned several times by court action of
E. D. Codman. was held July 27. The former Iward of directors
was re-elected and William D, Woolson, of Springfield. Mass.,
was elected a director to succeed the late Charles P. Hall.

Chicago & Avton.—Ownership of Stock by Rock fstand.—
See Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Chicago, Rock Isla.nd & PAaric.—Approivl of Holding of
Alton Stock Unnecessary.—The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has dismissed this company's application for an order ap-
proving the ownership and holding by it of common and preferred
stock of the Chicago & Alton on the ground that it dots not come
within the jurisdiction conferred by paragraph 2 section 5 of the
commerce act.

Death \'aixev.—W/>^;i(-<i(iVn to Isstie Stock Denied.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has denied this comparty's ap-
plication for authority to issue cither such amount of its capital
stock from time to time as may be necessary when the proceeds
thereof arc used in conjunction with its sinking fund to retire
its outstanding first mortgage 5 per cent sinking fund bonds as
they become due, or such amount as may be required in conjunc-
tion with the sinking fund to retire 100 bonds which matured
on March I. The commission says the company has failed to
show any satisfactory reason why the outstanding bonds cannot
be retired otherwise than through the issue of capital stock from
cash on hand.

Grand Rapids & India.sa.—Z-fajf by Pennsylvania.—See Penn-
lylvania.

Great \orther,\.—AJc/iforing Denied.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has denied an application for a rehearing of
the decision in which the commission denied authority to abandon
3.69 miles of its Portland branch in Traill County, N. D.

Illinoi.s Centr.kl—.?i4- Months' Guaranty Ccrlified.—Thc In-
terstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate certifying
the amount of this company's guaranty for the six mmitlis' ptrio<l

of federal control, including the Chicago, Memphis S: (iulf and
the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, as $13,689,078, of which $1,313,078
was still to be paid.

International & GRE.^T Northern.—/'ro/»fr/iV.f .S"i/W.—In ac-
cordance with the reorganization plan recently aniKJUiiccd the
properties of the International & Great Xorthern were sold at pub-
lic auction at Houston on July 28. The purchasers were reprc-
Jcntalivcs of the Central Trust Company of N'ew York, repre-
sentative, in turn, of the second mortgage bondholders. The pur-
chase price was $5,000,000.

l.tx:ioti\A.—Asks Authority to Abandon Lmr—This company
has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority
to abandon its line from Tiadaghton, Pa., to Lcctonia, 8.7 miles.

New York. Chicago & St. iMvm.—Asks Authority to Issue
and Sell I3onds.—This company has applied to the Interstate
Commerce Commission for authority to sell $5,071,000 of second
and improvement mortgage 6 per cent bonds, Series .\ and
Scries B, the issue of which had been previously authorized, and
also to issue and sell $3,592,000 of Series li and Series C bonds.
Some of the bonds previously issued have been pledged a security
for a note for $1.0()(l.lK)0 to the director general of railroads

which It i» now proposed to retire and the balance of the pro-
ceeds is to be used to reimburse the treasury for expenditures
not yet capitalized.

NoREui.K Southern.—£flMi/>«i.-H/ .\otes .Authorised.—The In-
terstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $375,000
of first lien equipment notes to be pledged with the Secretary
of the Treasury as collateral for a loan from the government.

PzsssvLVASlA.—Authorised to Acquire Control.—The Inter-
state Commerce Commission has authorized the acquisition of
control of the Grand Rapids & Indiana by lease for 999 years on
the condition that the Pennsylvania shall not dispose of its stock
of the G. R. & I., without the consent of the commission.

Pere Marquette.—Permission to Abandon Line Denied.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has denied applications of this
company for certificates authorizing the abandonment of its Free-
port branch in Michigan. 023 miles long, and also that part of
its line extending from a point near White Cloud to Big Rapids,
Mich., 19.67 miles. Objections to the proposed abandonment were
filed by interested shippers, organizations of business men and
certain public utilities, and the commission holds that it is unable
to find that present and future public convenience and necessity
permit the proposed abandonment.

Pittsburgh & West \irginia.— Fo(<r Stock Increase.—Stock-
holders of the Pittsburgh & West Virginia at a special meeting
in Pittsburgh, July 27, voted unanimously in favor of increasing
the capital stock from $47,000,000 to $51,900,000.

S.^N- Francisco Sacramesto.-Asks Authority to Issue
Honds.—Thii company has applied to the California Railroad
Commission for permission to issue $200,000 of its first mortgage
gold bonds to be known as the series of 1923. These bonds are
to bear interest at the rate of 6;1> per cent and to mature on
Jan. I, 1940. They will be redeemable on any interest date at
par and accrued interest plus a premium of 10 per cent. The
proceeds are to be used to pay for extensions and additions.

St. Louis Southwestern.—WHUna/ Report.—The annual report
issued Wednesday shows for the year ended December 31. 1921. a
net income of $2,493,481 as compared with 2,959,386 in 1920. The
report shows the following details

:

1921 1920
Operating revenues $25,140,164 $31,020,958
Kxpenscs 19,089,559 25,886,056
Ta,\es, etc 1,122,764 1,249,454

Opcraiing income $4,927,841 $3,885,448
-Non opcratint; income 962,610 1,836,952

Oross income $5,890,451 $5,722,400
Interest, rentals, etc 3,396,970 3,298,656

Net income $2,493,481 $2,423,744
Federal deficit 536,093

Corporate net income $2,493,481 $2,959,837
Investment in physical property 2.493,481 2,959,837

Wabash.—Equipment Trust Certificates .luthoriccd.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $4,245,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be sold at 95i4-

W'estern Pacific.—Rehearing Granted.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has announced a rehearing before Examiner
Clarke at Washington on .August 24 on this company's application

for authority to acquire control of the Sacramento Northern,

which was denied.

Yazoo & Mississiiti \'.\u.¥.\.—.-lulUoriz,-d In /.v.viir fionds.—
The Interstate Commerce Coininissicn has authorized an issue

of $5,034,000 5 per cent gold improvement bonds to be delivered

at par to the Illinois Central in reimbursement of advances.

Regulations for Applications for Issue of Securities

Thr Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a revised

order prescribing regulations for the filing of applications for

authority to is.sue securities or to assume obligation or liability

under .Section 20-a of the interstate commerce act, which it s.iys,

shall be filed sufficiently in advance of the date of the proposed

issur or asMiniptioii to give the coniniission rc.isonablc time.
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not less than 30 days, for the notices and investigation required

by law. The order also includes the following definitions

:

(a) Capital stock is considered to be nominally issued when certificates

are signed and sealed and placed with the proper officer of the carrier

for sale and delivery.

(b) Funded debt securities are considered to be nominalh usued when
certified by trustees and placed with the proper officer of the carrier for

sale and delivery.

(c) "Securities," as that term is defined in said section 20a, are con-

sidered to be

—

(1) Condilionallv issued, when pledged or otherwise placed in some special

fund of the obliRor or issuing carrier.

(2) Actually issued, when they have been sold to a bona fide purchaser

for a valuable consideration, and such purchaser holds them free from

all control bv the obligor or issuing carrier.
_

(3) Actually outstanding, when actually issued and not reacquired and

held by or for the obligor or issuing carrier.

(4) Nominally outstanding, when reacquired by or for the cbligor or

issuing carrier under such circumstances as require them to be considered

as held alive.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad .Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to the several roads the

following amounts

:

Maine Central $8SO,000

Portland Terminal _ 850
Southern Pacific Terminal 412,000

San Francisco & Portland Steamship Co 54,000

Troy Union '•2.000

Baltimore & Ohio, as result of final settlement, gave directqr gen-

eral its obligation, on account of additions and betterments for. 9,000,000
Short Lines

Leetonia $4,600

Okmulgee .Vorthern 100

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely made

up of balance of compensation due, but includes all other disputed

items as between the railroad companies and the administration

during the 26 months of federal control.

The Railroad Administration has also issued a quarterly sum-

mary of its settlements which shows that up to June 30 final settle-

ments had been made with 252 railroads, which received a total of

$152,259,146.73. Ten companies had paid the director general a

total of $11,181,142.

Dividends Declared

Illinois CfBtro;.—Preferred. $1.10, payable September 1 to holders of

record Auguj>t 4, common, 11^ per cent, payable September 1 to holders
of record Augiist 4.

Delaware & Hudson.—$2.25, quarterly, payable September 20 to holders
of record August 28; common 2J4 per cent, payable September 20 to

holders of record August 28.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last Last
.\ugust 1 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks $68.98 $67.23 $58.69
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 88.36 87.82 76.24
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Coal Mines to Be Opened Under Guard—Troops Leaving

Harrisburg, Pa., for Coal Fields

Operating

R. B. Hoffman has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation of the Pacific Fruit Express with headquarters at

Chicago with jurisdiction over car service matters in the terri-

tory cast of Omaha, \cb., and El Paso, Tex.

F. H. Knickerbocker, general superintendent of the Oregon
Short Line, with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho, who has
been appointed general manager of the Alaska Steamship

Company and the
Copper River & North-
western, was born on
December 10, 1875, at

Chicago and entered
railway service on
March 16, 1897, as

stenographer to the

general freight agent
of the Oregon Short
Line with headquarters
at Salt Lake City, Utah.
He was successively

.y ^^ ^^^^^^_^ promoted to secretary

^^^ i ,^^^^^P^ ^° '''^ general superin-

"^S^-Jk. ^^^Klr tcndcnt on January
^Wl^^^HI^ 1900; secretary to the

vice-president and gen-
eral manager. May 16,

1902, and to assistant to

the general manager,
F. H. Knickerbocker January 1, 1909, his

headquarters in each
case being at Salt Lake City. He served in the latter capacity
until August 15, 1916, when he was promoted to general super-
intendent with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho, which posi-
tion he held until the date of his recent appointment as general
manager of the Alaska Steamship Company.

R. A. Pierce, superintendent of the Utah division of the
Oregon Short Line with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho,
has been promoted to general superintendent with the same

headquarters to succeed
F. H. Knickerbocker, re-

signed. Mr. Pierce was
born at Elmwood. 111., on
August 3, 1875, and en-

tered railway service on
November 4, 1890, as a

yard clerk on the Rio
Grande Western at Og-
den. Utah. He served in

this capacity until Febru-
ary 1, 1894, when he w.is

promoted to general yard-

master at the same place,

resigning this position on
Xovcmbcr 26, 1902, to

become yardmaster of

the Union Pacific at 0>;-

dcn. He held this posi-

tion until .Xpril 1. 19(13,

when he entered the serv-
"• *• '^'•"'

ices of the Southern

Pacific as trainmaster at

Ogden, which position he held until November 1, 1906, when
he returned to the Union Pacific as general yardmaster at Ogdcn.

He wa.<i appointed superintendent of the Ogdcn Union Railway

& Pepot Company on April I. 1913. and was employed in this

capacity tnitil May 1, 1916, when he was appointed superintendent

of the Utah division of the Oregon Short Line, which position

he held until his recent promotion.



Tk« T«blc ol ContrnK Wi Pair S o( the Adv>rtiun( SKtion

The .-ihopmcn's strike has now U-i-n uikIit w;iy for six weeks.

It ha* had some adverse effects. These luive l)een in evidence

on some of the leading carriers ser%'ing

Sei^ice non-union co:il fields but latest reports

Continues are that conge.stion even on these roads

Qqq(] is now JH'ing rajiidly cleare<l up as-

sisted in some cases hy emiiargot-s on

traftii other than coal. On roads other than these, fast

freii{ht service—which is perhaps the l>est indicator of any

—

is not moving with ijuite its old time punctuality or regular-

ity. It can hardly \k- said, however, that the delays are

serious and certainly there is no approach whatever to any-

thing like a crisis as to the transjiortation of perishable food

su|)ply. It seems rather safe to presume that most railroad

managements a month ago would have considered themselves

unduly optimistic if they had hoi)ed that the operating situa-

tion W(xild have been as good as the situation now happens

to \k at the end of that month. The newest development in

the strikers' activity is their contention that there has l)een a

rapid deterioration of e(|uii)ment due to a failure to give it

pro|>er repairs. There may have been some deterioration

i>ut if in six weeks the strikers have failed to hinder passen-

ger ser%'ice or to slow down fast freight service any more
than they have it looks as if tlie situation could not be much
worse at the end of three times six weeks than it is now.

The use of concrete has l>ecome so universal on the rail-

roads and in fact so much a commonplace in the day's work
that cognizance is seldom taken now-

Theory and ;idays of the fact that its manufacture

Practice is really an art, based on sound princi-

in Concrete P'*-"^ of science derived from volum-
inous experimental data, and repre-

senting an infinite amount of careful study by no means
ended. 'Ihere are many evidences of this. One that merits

special attention, is the methcxl liy which a number of roads

have l)een oii.scrved to proportion aggregates on construction.

However strange it may seem to close students of modern
concrete construction, it is nevertheless true while some rail-

roads are giving close attention to the design of the structure

in the office, even to sjiecifying definitely the i)ro|)ortions of

cement, sand and gravel they give a conspicuous lack of at-

tention to the (|uality and |)roiK)rtions of the aggregate that

actually are used. .As an illustration of this, it is frequently

observed that where definite proportions of cement, sand and
gravil are called for in the specifications governing the work
of lontractors, (oncrete is actually made by mixing the

cement with run of bank gravel which often contains .strip-

pings and without giving more than the crudest considera-
tion to wide variations in the uniformity of the material not

to mention a neglect of screming to insure correct projjor-

tioniiig. In fact on some jobs it has ap|)eared that more
thought was given to the salvaging of the (emeiit sacks liian

to tile proper use of their contents. Whatever might Ik' said

about the good re-ults whi< ii have occasionally been oittained

from this method of undertaking concrete construction, this

pr.ittice may nevertheless Ik- said to represent an attitude

toward concrete construction (for whi( h surprisingK' large
sums are s|)ent annually) that will sooner or later work to

the injury of .my road countenancing it. It may iiulecd be

theory to include in s|)ecifications re<juirement> as to the pro-
portioning of tlie aggregate and as distinguished from this
it may be good practice to use bank run. But if the results
which have l)een obtained in the past justifv the specifying
of i)ro|x}rtions, as they have, it is obvious that good reasons
still exist for the railroads to conform rigidly to a practice
more nearly in conformity with the art than' some of them
now employ.

One of the curious reactions to the railwav shopmen's strike
IS the manner in which the strike has been regarded in

Ral <?t 1,
financial circles. The facts of leadingKau atriKe mterest are that last week something

and Financial like 20 leading railroad stocks ad-
Centers vanced to new highs for the year.

.Among these stocks were the Chesa-
I)c-ake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western and the Louisville &
N'ashville. all three of which have been rather badly hit bv
the shopmen's walkout. The reason for the favor which
has been shown for the railroad issues is presumably in the
main the favorable June earnings statements of a large share
of the carriers. Insofar as concerns the C. & 0.,^the X.
& W. and the L. & X., the June statements were, of course^
especially favorable because thev reflected the hea\7 non-
union coal traffic in June, \\a\l street, if one mav revert
to that expression, has come in recent weeks to look upon
railroad stocks with a much more favorable attitude than
formerly. Railroad issues have not had that same increase in
price that industrial is.sues have had. Financial circles are.
however, now turning their attention to the railroad stocks
and to what the railroads are doing generally. The fact
that they pay little or no attention to anv possible adverse
effects of the strike apparently indicates that thev agree that
the shopmen's strike has failed to hinder the railroads great-
ly m their start on a march to increasing prosperity.

There is no doubt that the stockholders of railroads as well
as other corporations sustain large annual los.ses because

mechanical methods are often over
Avoiding standardized, new labor-saving methods
Mechanical and machinery being introduced onlv

Ruts "ith great difficulty. The older mech-
;inical dejiartnient olYuers and shop

foremen, in particular, are ]ial)le to get in a rut, rely too
niuch on [jrecedent, and believe that certain o|-)crations'must
l)e correct because the>- have always been done that way.
Reali/mg that hundreds of more or less impractical machines
and methods are jirojiosed each year, it is easy to understand
the caution with which railroad men adopt' anything new.
There is no justification, however, for the point blank re-
fusal to try a promising new machine or metluxl simi)ly be-
tause it is new. Neither should it be rejected because shop
men think they know more about their business than any
one el.se and have nothing to learn. If an open-minded at-
titude is maintained, valuable lessons can be learned from
the S|)ecialists in similar kinds of .sho|) work. In this con-
nection it is safe to say that some railroads maintain too
stringent a polic\ in keeping salesmen out of the shops, as
these men ofiin convey suggestions of immense practical

273
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value regarding carrying out the work. One of the im-

portant functions of the modern mechanical department is

to avoid ruts, developing a policy of thorough invei^tigation

of the merit.* of new machinery and methods applicable to

shop work. It is also the function of the department to

show higher railroad officers the relation between modern

latior-saving shoji machinen.- and railroad net earnings.

The m;iny experiences which railways have had in adopt-

ing new ways of doing things or authorizing large ex-

penditures for equipment on the
The Proof strength of tlie glowing representations

of the made by their advocate.s, only to find

Pudding l-'ter that the results expected were not

forthcoming, has quite naturally and

rightly operated to put the roads constantly on their guard

against newcomers. The necessity for the roads maintaining

this attitude to avoid becoming the dumping ground for im-

mature ideas does not, however, mean that they should close

their minds to the ever-present possibilities of effecting

economies or otherwise improving conditions to their own
benefit, nor that they should not be always ready to consider

the introduction of .such methods or equipment as really

offer some promise of substantial benefit. In view of this

if is of interest to comment on the recent authorization by

a large western railroad of the construction of nine new
water treating plants and the remodeling of three otlier.< at

an expenditure in excess of $200,000. This action has a

two-fold .significance, arising on the one hand, from the -fact

that a railroad has deliberately undertaken the construction

of as many as nine new plants after having had several

years' experience in water treating by various means, and
arising on the other hand, from the fact of its remodeling a

number of exi.sting plants. Its action in building new plants

is conclusive e\'idence of the continued belief of this road, at

least in the efiicacy of the process, and its action in remodel-

ing existing plants affords evidence that treating plants, like

other equipment established to do a certain work, are sus-

ceptible of improvement to keep pace with the development

of the art. When it is considered that water treatment on

railroads is still comparatively in its infancy and that some
roads have not yet seen fit to interest themselves aggres-

sively in it, these two points command attention. As ever,

the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and when one
road is found building treating plants upon the strenixth of

the service obtained from others, it is rea.sonahle to conclude
that similar results mav be obtained elsewhere.

Because of the rapidly increasing number of cross coun-
try transmission lines, in addition to the growing net work

of public telephone systems, the rail-

Line roads .should be seriously interested in

Wire the character of the construction of

Crossings then' lines at the crossings with tlieir

communication and signal pole lines.

Interference between power lines and railroad telegraph or

signal control wires results in serious delays to traffic, to

say nothing of the danger to employees. If a road op<'rates

a high tension a.c. signal line on the right of wav that

((Xild become crosscfl with public telephone lines, the rail-

road may also be liable for damages resulting therefrom.

These problems have received serious consideration from
various state bodies, the American Railway As.sociation and
the Bureau of Standards. The \. R, A. specifications call

for heavier con.strui tion for felegraiih lines at power line

crossings than is deemed necessary in the National Elec-

trical Safety Code issued in 1920. The specifications of

the Telegraph and Telephone Section of the A. R. A.,

adopted in 1022, arc at vari.tnce wifli the code in respect

to tlie number of wires which may be carried by an unguyed
pole and also with reference to the limits on wire sag. The
introduction of legislation recently in several different states

relative to wire crossings has called for an unusual amount
of time and information from railroad telegraph and signal

officers and representatives of the communication and public

utilities organizations. In order that the National Electrical

Safety Code may serve as the basis for legislation in these

states with minimum changes and conferences, the American
Engineering Standards Committee is now forming a repre-

sentative committee to consider the revision of the code deal-

ing with wire crossings. There are several important mat-
ters for the railroad representatives to keep in mind in this

revision, among w'hich would be the elimination of the dif-

ferentiation between the construction of power lines over

main lines, branches and sidings. The railroad communi-
cation lines should be equally as well protected from public

utilities power lines regardless of the number of trains or

the size of the telegraph leads. The code, no doubt, will

l)e adopted in whole or part as the law in numerous states,

and the several sections of the A. R. A. and the railroad

ofiicers concerned might well follow the action of this ])ro-

posed committee in order that the interests of the railroads

mav be guarded in the changes made in the code at this time.

It is a common saying that a carpenter is too busy to attend

to small repairs about his own house or even to fix his roof

until it leaks so badly as to be decidedly
Railroad Shop uncomfortable. In the same way it

Transportation often looks as though a railroad was so

Facilities ''>Jsy furnishing or preparing to furnish

transportation facilities to the public

that no time was found to attend to the strictly local trans-

portation problems around its own shops and terminals.

Such a group of buildings, many of them often of consider-

able size, is frequentl> spread out over a large area. When
the plant is laid out pro\'ision is made for standard gage
tracks at the sides of the buildings and leading into tliem so

tliat a car of coal can be delivered to the power house or

alongside the blacksmith shop, or a car of couplers to the

freight car shop. But what are the provisions for moving
the coal from the bin to the various furnaces or for delivering

the couplers at the car to which they are to Ix? applied ?

Shops must have an adequate supply of standard gage tracks.

M certain shops these have been supplemented by a well

planned system of narrow gage industrial tracks which has
aided greatly the distribution of materials. In the majority
of cases, however, the only rolling stcnk provided is composed
entirely of hand-pusiied cars. Wliere tracks are well laid
out a small storage battery locomotive or a platform car, self-

propelled and with sufficient surjilus power to haul several

other small cars, would aid considerably in expediting de-
liveries and in reducing the costs of moving materials. In
storage battery or gasoline engine industrial trucks and trac-

tors a most convenient means of transportation is now avail-
al)lc. Because of their flexibility and spetd fhev can lie used
to great advantage even in shops which already have a

<ystem of industrial tracks. In order that they may be used
to the best advantage it is important that the aisle space be
of go<Kl width, well defined and kept free from obstructions.
Suitable concrete walks or passage-ways also should \tc laid
out to connect the various buildings. The whole problem
of shop transportation is a large one nnd needs careful stud\

,

|>referab]y by an expert. How many shops are there wliicli

liave wliat tnay pro|)crly be called ;i real transportation sys-

tem? The .system and its equipment having l>een provided,
the results obtained will then depend upon its oix>ration
The .selection of routes, the fnx^ucncy with which thcv arc
covered and otlier problems of n simij.ir character should be
easily solved jtrovided a suitable man is selected who is given
full charge of the traftic.
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President Harding's Second Strike Plan

puKsioLM HAkUiNGS first plan lor -.tiling tlic shop cm-
* ploycri' strike was •'accepted" by tin- lalwr leaders with
rescnation* that amounted lo a rejettum of it. Their answvr
to his j>ropopal tliat railway manager- .md worknx-n should
agree to r<.>.o>;nize the validity of diii-ion.< of the Railroad
Labor Hoani and faithfully larrj' tluni nut ilearlv n-served
to the eniploytx-s the rijiht to strike ratlur than carry out tlie

Board'.- detisions. The railways atupted all parts of the
Prrsident'.s plan e.Tcept that which provided for taking back
the strikers with their full .seniority righls.

The definite rejection by the railway e.\ecutives of tlic

President's |.r()|>c^al regarding senicjrity rights has resulted

in his sui>initting to the laiior leaders mid the railway e.xecu-

tives a sotond plan. That is. that tlu- strikers shall return

to work, the railways shall give theni employment, and the

question of seniority rights shall Ik- sul>mitted ujion its merits

to and U* derided by the Railroad I.alK)r Hoard. Of course
the President's .second plan, like his first, involves, although
he does not .say so, rehearing by the I-al>or Board of the wage
case and regarding the rules adopted l>y it to which the lalwr

leaders object. The President's second plan was promptly
rejected by the labor leaders. The meeting of the railway

executives called to consider it was held too late for its out-

come to Ix" reixirted in this week's issue of the Ruihwdy Agr.

It is the o|)inion of the Railway A^r that the President's

second plan is the only one he could have suggested which
would have l>een consistent with the views he e.xpressed in

his letter to Chairman Cuyler of the Association of Railway
E.xecutives. The fundamental issue presented by the shop
employees' .strike is whether controversies In-tween the rail-

ways and their employees are to Ije settletl l>y arbitration by

the Railrir.id L:il»or Board, or by strikes. The i)hiin purpose

of the lal»or provisions of the rrans|)ortation .\ct was to pre-

vent strikes by causing every controversy which might result

in a strike to l)e settled by decision of the Lalxjr Board. If

employees are to strike rather than accept any and every

decision of the Board they do not like, then the lalxir pro-

visions will fail to accomplish their purj)ose, and had l)etter

be rejjealed and the Laixjr Board atwlished. In this in.stance,

the lalxjr pnn-isions did fail of their j)urpose, and the sup-

[KJSed preventive of strikes has ])roven worse than the disease.

It has delayed changes in working rules and reductions of

wages which should have 'jeen made months before, it has not

preventi-cl a strike, and it has not made the strike any easier

to settle.,

The raiding of the seniority is.sue and its itecoming the

I)rincipal oljstacle to the settlement of the strike were inevit-

able results of the strike. Most of the railways could not

hope to maintain normal ojK'ration without keeping many of

their old shop employees and getting many new men. They

could not do this without |)romising the.se men regular ein-

plojinent. and they could not assure llieni regular employment

without [>romising them .seniority rights. Once the question

of seniority rights had lux-n raised, it was a foregone con-

clusion that it could l)e settled only eitlier first, by a comi)lete

victory for one of the combatants, or secondly, by some kind

of arbitration, the i)erforman('e of which function should

naturally Ik- <lelegated to the Railroad Labor Board. To set-

tle the ((uestion arbitrarily in favor of cither side would In-

to disregard the Railroad Labor Board, minimize its func-

tions, rt-duce its authority and impair its prestige. On tlie

other haml, to submit to it every issue involved, wliether an

issue whidi liil[)e(l cau,~o the strike, or (jne which is a direct

outgrowth of it, will tend to do the very thing the President

said he desires to do; vi/.., "e.stal)lish the unthallenged

authority of the Railroad Labor Board" and thereby help to

make it a useful agency in "maintaining industrial peace in

railroad service."

Neither the railroads, nor the employees now at work, nor

those who have struck, can reasonablv refuse to submit the

.-eniorily is.sue to the Railroad I.al>or Board, because this

involves submitting to an impartial l^iy on which all parties
in interest are re|)re>ented the detennmation of the question of
what actually are the rights of each party. Anybody who savs
that this cannot U- done with fairne-s to all says, in effect,

that there is no fair way except by the use of force to .settle

such contro\-ersies, which is equivalent to saying that civilized
society has discovered a kind of controversy that certain of
its memljers cannot fairly settle in any way except bv the
uncivili/i-d methixl of .-ubmittini: it to the arbitration of
force and violence. .\ny group of men who take the [>osition

that they have rights which are .so clear and so paramount
to those of all other memljers of society that the deU-rmina-
tion of whether they actually possess those righu cannot
more fairly and safely Ije left to some form of judicial arbi-
trament than to the arititramenl of force take a j)osition which
no civilized society can tolerate with justice to other jwrties
in interest, or with safety to itself.

It cannot reasonably Ix- assumed that the Railroad Lal>or
Board or any other governmental tody performing judicial
or semi-judicial functions always has or always will iK-rfomi
them with ]XT((Xt fairness. But the Railroad Labor Board,
or any other governmental Ixxly perfonning judicial or semi-
judicial functions is much more likely, in tlie long run. to

do appro.\imate justice as between the parties to a contro-
versy than either party is to do justice to the otlier. Both
parties to the strike have agreed to submit to rehearing bv
the Board of the controversies which caused the strike, and
the Board is just as competent to settle fairly questions which
have arisen as a result of the strike as those which caused it.

The coal strike and the railroad shopmen's strike afford
the most [xjwerful arguments ever afforded in this count^^
in favor of the public, in the interest of justice and for its

own protection, adopting and rigorously enforcing measures
which will recjuire all labor controversies in es.sential indus-
tries to U' suljniitted to arbitration and which will compel
the parties to .-ucli controversies to accept and faithfully carry-

out the arbitration awards.

The "Crimes" of the Railways

So MUCH PROP.\GAXD.\ has been disseminated from labor

union .-sources alleging wholesale violations by the rail-

ways of the labor provisions of the Transportation Act and
the decisions of the Railroad Labor Board, that it is time
the public was given a plain statement of the actual facts.

The facts given in this editorial will relate only to cases

affecting the shop crafts, since they are the employees who
have gone on strike and offered offences committed l)y the

railways as a reason for doing so. The facts which will be
presented are taken from records coni|>iled i)y and for the

Railroad Lal)or Board, and public members of the Board are

the Riiilway Age's authority for stating that the cases we
shall mention are the only cases involving alleged violations

by railways of the law or directions of the l)o;ird. which have
l)een l)r(;ught to the attention of the board.

There are over 200 ("lass 1 railways. How many of these

are involved in these alleged violations? K.xactly 24. How
many violations of the law or decisions of the Iward have
been charged against these 24 carriers? The number of the

alleged violations is .?4. What is the nature of the alleged

violations? Twenty-two out of .^4 cases involve the con-

tracting of work by 17 tliffcrent railways. These railways

had 12 ])er cent of the total mileage of all the Class I

railways. Therefore no contracting of work has been com-
plained of upon railways having 88 per cent of the total

mileage. All these railways engaged in contracting work
before there had ever been a decision h\- the Labor Board
regarding whether it was legal or even desirable. Since the

hoard rendered its decision all the riiilwavs but two have
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indicated to it that they will cjuit contractinji out work.

These two railways have a mileage of 2,691 miles, which is

1.2 per cent of the total mileage of the Class I carriers.

There are seven railways which have been charged with

making reductions in wages not authorized by the Labor

Board. The total mileage of these railways is 4,460 miles.

or about five per cent of the total mileage of the Class I

railways. There have been four cases involving alleged

violations of rules and working conditions fixed by the

Labor Board, liut they are all cases of minor importance and

in not one of them ha.s a decision been rendered by the Labor

Board. The foregoing is the sum total, as shown by the

records of the Labor Board, of all the outrageous violations

of the law and of decisions of the board which the leaders

of the shop crafts unions could truthfully charge against the

Class I railways as justification for ordering the present

strike.

The propaganda the labor leaders have disseminated re-

garding alleged violations of the law and the decisions of

the Labor Board committed by the railways, is precisely

similar in character to all the other propaganda that the\-

carry on for the purpose of misleading the public.

Labor Leaders Did Not Accept
President Harding's First Plan

/^NE OF THE MOST astounding illusions that ever pre-

^^ vailed in the United States is the illusion that the rail-

way shop crafts unions accepted President Harding's first

plan for settling the shop employees' strike. They did not

accept it any more than the railways did.

President Harding made three proposals as a basis for

settling the strike. The railways rejected the third of these

proposals—that relating to seniority rights. The labor unions

rejected the first, which related to the attitude to \x assumed

in future by railways and employees toward decisions of the

Railroad Lalxjr Board. President Harding in his letters

transmitting his second i)lan to the railways and the labor

leaders expressed gratification that both of them had agreed

to accept and carry out decisions of the board in future.

But the labor leaders in their reply to the Presidents first

proposal expressly reserved the right to order .-trikes in future

against every decision of the Labor Board wliich may lie "non-

acceptable"' to them.

The first of the tenns of agreement presented Ijy tlie Pasi-

dejit was stated in his own language as follows:

"First, railway managers and workmen an- to agree to recognize

the validity of all decisions of the Railroad Labor Board and to

faithfully carry mit se.ch decisions as contemplated by law."

President Harding must have meant when he wrote these

words that the fonner emjiloyees l)elonging to the shop crafts

unions, as one of the conditions of .settlement of the strike.

should agree not to .strike rather than accept decisions of

the l>oard in future. Otherwise his ]>resentation of this pro-

posal to the employees would have Itirn meaningU':iS, for it is

only by striking that they can refuse to accept and carry out

its decisions. The following is the language in which the

labor leaders "accepte<i" this proposal, the italics u.<itl l)eing

ours:

"The employees have always fakt-n the positi.in that u.t /c>«;e u.t

f/i.-y cnntiniicfl In n-iidrr srn-iic they should abide l«y the rules

and working conditions and accept the wages agreed upon hy

proper negotiation or determined l>y the Labor Hoard aflor hear-

ing of a dispute upon any of these matters. They rispecl fully

point out again that violations of law and refusals to iiMuply willi

decisions of the l^bor Board have been exhibited only by the

railway managements, ami that it has hcfn universally iulmillcii

thai Ihf emf'liiycrs. in r.rrrii.iini; ihrir riKlU In .tit.t/'ciirf Xi'ork K^cii

nnn-ac(rt>lnhlc cnntiilinnf. iccrr ncilhrr finlaling ihc Aiu' iiiir //i,-

Hrcitiont of thi- Poard."

Xow, everybody who ever read the labor provisions of the

Transportation Act kno\vs that if it is a violation of law for

a railroad to refuse to comply with any decis^ion of the

board, then it is equally a violation of law for any group of

railway employees to refuse to abide by any decision of the

board. When Mr. Jewell and his associates said it had been

"universally admitted that the employees, in exercising their

right to susj^end work upon non-acceptable conditions, were

neitlier violating the law nor the decisions of the board," he

stated that something had l)een "universally admitted"" which
never has been admitted by anylwdy outside of the lalx)r

unions.

But what do these phrases, "as long as they continued t<<

render ser\'ice'" and "exercising their right to suspend work
upon non-acceptable conditions,"" mean? They mean simpl\

that the labor unions demand that the railways shall accept

and carry out every decision of the Railroad Labor Board,

while the lalx)r unions themselves reserve for themselves the

"right"" to strike at any time against any and every decision

of the board which imiwi^es "non-acceptable conditions"" and
that they even claim when they do tliis they are not violating

the very decision of die Itoard against which they strike! The
railway executives accepted this proposal of the President,

but with the understanding that it was not intended to pre-

clude iuiy party to a controversy from taking a decision or

order of the board into court to determine w'hether it actually

is valid.

President Harding said in his letter of July 31 to Thomas
DeW'itt Cuyler, chairman of the .\ssociation of Railway
Executives: "It is wholly unthinkable that the Railroad

Labor Board can Ije made a useful agency of the govern-

ment in maintaining industrial jseace in railway service un-

less emploxers and workers are lioth prompt and unquestion-

ing in their acceptance of its decisions. I feel it is more de-

-iirable than I know how to express to have established the un-

challenged authority of the Railway Labor Board l>ecause we
must do those things which are necessary to bring about recog-

nition of suitable authority to decide and end such disputes

as menace the continuity of transportation."' If any interpre-

tation of the President"s first profxisal were needed, the lan-

guage here used by him would afford it. He is seeking to

make the Railroad Labor Bo-ard a useful agency in "main-
taining industrial peace in the railroad service"" and as a

means to this end he asks employers and workers Iwth to be

"prompt and unquestioning in their acceptance of its de-

cisions."' But can it be said that a group of railway

emjiloyees which expressly reserves the right to "suspend work

ui>on non-acceptable conditions"' established by the Lal)or

Board is showing any disjx)sition whatever to lie "prompt and

unquestioning in its acceptance"" of the decisions of the

lioard?

It is only tcxi plain that the lalxir leaders, in |>retending

to "accept"' the President"s plan, accepted only two parts of it.

The first part they accejitcd was that which provided that the

railways should withdraw all lawsuits against the lalior unions

or their memln-rs growing out of tlie .strike. The .second of

the terms they accepted was the President's suggestion that

the striking enijiloyees .should l>e allowed to n."tum to work

with their seniority rights unimpaired. In other words. the\-

agreed to th(vse parts of his plan which proviiled that the r.ul-

ways .should make concessions, but rejected the most inijxirtant

l>art of it. namely, that which was designixl to promote indus-

trial peace in future.

"I'here was much astonishment felt by railway officers that

the President ever could have In^lievcd the railways would

accept the first plan which he proposed for settling the

.strike.

There is even more reason for astonishment, however,

that he or anybody else could have believed, after reading

the labor leaders' letter to him, that they had accepted this

plan.
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Determining the Impact Loads on Track Bolts

Interesting Tests Performed on Philadelphia & Reading

to Evaluate and Compare Induced Stresses

S"MK INTERESTING TESTS wiTc carried out recently to de-

termine the stresses in track liolts induied hy the inifjact

of trains ;md locomotives and the pull of a trackman on

a wrench. A separate test was also made to secure the break-

ing strength of a track twit installed under the same con-

The Locomotive Stopped Over the Joint to Show Position of

Counterweight

ditions. These tests were conducted on the Philadelphia ^
ReadinR by the National I.wk Washer Company, Newark.

N. J., working with the officers of the railroad. The loail

caused by the inii)act was measured by an adaptation of the

Brinell sy.stem of testing hardness, the impact or pull of tin-

wrench forming depressions in hardened steel washers from

which the stresses were determined. The average minimum
and ma.ximum loads were 25,980 lb. and 29,298 lb., giving

stres.ses on the one-inch bolts used of 47,236 lb. per s(|. in.

and 5.5,270 lb. per S(|. in. resjiectively.

The underlying principle of the metluKl consisted of the

forming of impressions upon hardened .steel wa.shers,

through the medium of standard Hriiiel! I)alls, by the loiids

which it was desired to determine. The e(iui|)ment, which

Was developed, is shown clearly in the illustration and was
for use with a four-hole joint. It consisted of four standard

untreated one-inch bolts such as are used in insulated track

joints (the standard track bolt l)eing too short); four coned

filler blocks with an angle of 41 <leg. frcjin the largest diam-

eter face; eight hardened steel washers, 2'4 in. in diameter

and Vf. in. thick, four 3-ball retaining washers, two steel-

bars used to prevent the washers from turning and the neces-

sar)- nuts and Brinell balls. Washers were made from cru-

cible steel, about 0.90 carbon, heat treated by quenching in

oil at 1550 deg. Fahr. and drawing at 600 deg.

The field tests were made on the southbound, high-speed

main track of the Philadelphia & Reading at a point opposite

tower "PW," slightly over 2'/. miles north of Norristown

Junction, Pa. The track at this jwint was laid with the

Pennsylvania Steel rom])any"s Section lo5, open heartli. 100-

The Test Apparatus Installed in Track

lb. rail on tie-jdated, creosotetl |)ine ties, on stone l)allast with

good line and surface and four hole, reinforced angle bars.

The old bolts were removed from one of the angle bars by

a .section man. after wliicli tlie test arrangement was ]iut in

place, the new bolts being numbered 1, 2. .> and 4 in the di-

-ection of travel. The nuts were then pulled up liy the sec-

tion man, using a ,U)-in. track wrench and ai>i)lying, as nearly

as i)ossil)le, a normal amount of force. This was done in

|)reparation for train No. 92, a high-speed passenger train

which pas.sed over the joint a short time after, at 5cS miles an

hour. The equipment consisted of a fairly heavy .\tlantic

277
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TABLE S«0\VINC. THE RESULTS OF THE IMPACT TESTS

->, S = Washer No. 2 i

10,000 lb.

lest

impression
diam.

Average

MM. Ins. M..M. I^

Q N

BOLT No. 1

3.4 3.43 .13501
3.6 3.60 .1417 I

3.0 3.40 .1338 f
3.7 3.70 .1457'

.S .Uflb 547,395 lb.

BOLT No. .'

i 2.86 .1126 1

t 1 DA I in-} (. : 1

BOLT No. 3

3.5 3.5 .13781
3.2 3.2 .1260
3.7 3.43 .1350]

.1.'20 834.376 lb.

.I.i78 649,392 lb.

.1260 7SI.1.S9 Ih.

Diameter of impression

BOLT No. 1

8084 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.93

8930 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.96

7935 3.0 3.1 2.9 3.00

9458 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.16

BOLT No. 2

8483 3.0 2.8 2.9 2.90
al2J 2.9 2.9 2.7 2.83

8122 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.80

10,000 1b.

test
impression

diam.

.11411

.1114 \:

.1102 J

t 1
'

i
II

£ -

b

• s « "S—^Z i,-iSz-=-3 '^
Remarks

.; M < Q

834,376 lb.

S006 16990 S495 25485
9102 18032 9016 27048
9350 17285 8643 25929

10073 19531 9766 29298

Passenger tr.i

Freight engine
Wrench pull

Breaking bolt

834.376 lb.

8720 17203 8602 25806
8297 16419 8210 24630
8122 1624J 8122 24366

Passenger tr.i

Freight engine
Wrench pull

BOLT No. 3

10000 2.9 3.0 3.0 2.96 .1165]
8313 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.93 .1153

;

9590 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.96 .1165]

9102 19102 9551 28653 Passenger ira

.1220 834.376 lb; .S906 17219 ."610 25830 Freight eneii.,

9102 18692 9346 28038 Wrench pull

BOLT No. 4

8522 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.93

9556 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.96
8338 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.90

.\verage
26145 lb.

26374 lb.

.11531

.1165 \

.1141 J

3.1 .1220 834,376 lb.

8906 17428 8214 24642 Passenger u.i

9102 18658 9329 27987 Freight engine

8720 17058 8529 25587 Wrench pull

.\vera«e

end. pull ^5980 lb.

akinK pvll 29298 lb.

t\-pe engine with a weight on drivers of 129,210 lb.; a com-

bination car, three day coaches and twp Pullmans.

After the passage of this train, the nuts were loosened, the

impressions marked for future identification and the washers

turned through a small angle to secure a new bearing surface

for the balls. The nuts were then turned up and a heavy

Consolidation engine running light at 45 miles an hour,

was run over the joint. The weight on the drivers of this

locomotive was 251,920 II).. the weight on the third pair of

drivers being 64,690 lb. The drivers were 5,5^2 in. in diam-

eter. The locomotive was stopped gradually, backed up to

the joint and stopped with the third pair of drivers exactly

over the joint to locate the position of the counterweight. The

joint was neither subjected to a maximum nor a minimum
stress but one more nearly approaching an average.

Following this test, a new surface was again brought into

position and the nuts tightened by the same section man to

secure the load produced by the pull of the wrench. An-

other surface was brouglit into position after this had been

done and a nut on one of the l)olts tightened until it broke.

The hardened washers, carefull> marked for identification,

were taken later to a testing laljoratory where each washer

was subjected to a test load of 10,000 1!)., using a Brinell Ijall

of the same diameter employed in the field test. This was

done to determine the unit resistance to j)ressure of wa.sher

from whicli the actual field loads could be calculated.

The load, as indicated by the units of three im])ressions on

each washer, was calculated separately after which the re-

sults for the two washers on the individual i)olts were aver-

aged to secure the load. 'Ihe final loads were deterniined

from an average of the loads on each bolt. The results gi^ >

a stress of 26,145 lb. on a one-inch bolt resulting from the

passage of the passenger train, 2o..w4 lb. for the free-run-

ning freight locomotive, 25,980 lb. for the wrench pull and

29,298 lb. for the breaking pull. This gives stresses per sq

in. of approximately 47,5.S6 lb., 47,952 lb., 47,236 lb., and

5,?.270 lb. respectively, using 0.550 sq. in, as the area at the

root of the thread. The formulas follow:

P
H^

r/r

G'^)P, = 2 T r H —J

H= Unit pressure on surface of ball impression made
by test load or unit pressure resistance of material in washer.

P^ Pressure on ball making test impression = 10,000

lb. P, = Pressure on ball to make track impression.

r= Radius of ball— 5 m.m. in each case.

D= diameter of impression made by test load of 10,00'i

lb. in each class. D, ^ Diameter of impression made when
washers were on track IkjIIs.

The test described here was conducted under the direc-

tion of J. Howard Horn, National Lock Washer Compan>

.

Newark. N. J., and R. B. .\bl)ott, assistant general super

inteiulent, and I. S. Goodman, division engineer of th

Philadelphia & Readini;.

The Complete Equipment Used in the Track Test



President Proposes New Plan to Settle Strike

A

Asks Unions to Call Off Strike and Roads to Take Men Back.

Leaving Seniority Question to Labor Board
\Va»ui«oiox, 1>. (

FTUR HAViNi. maneuvered bolh the railway executives American Federation of Lalior, who was in Washington,

and the federated shop craft uniims into an aRrec- al>out noon on Monday. The I'resident then called the

nunt to ren>i'nize the valiihty dt decisions of the news|)ai)er torrespondent.s to the White Housi-, where they

K.tilroad Lal»or Hoard, President H.irding on Monday
proposed a new plan for a settlement of the railroad strike

by a submission of the respective seniority rights of the

strikers, the loyal employees who remained at work and the

new employifs to the Lalior Board for a decision.

This pro|)osal. which contemplates tliat the strikers return

to work and that the railroads take them l>ack, was embodied

in nearly identical communications sent l)y wire to Thomas
DeW'itt Cuyler. chairman of the .\ss<x'iation of Railway E.\-

ecutives. in New York, and by mes.seni;er to B. M. Jewell,

|>ri-»i(lint of tin K.iil\\.i\ T".m|ili>\o -' nip.irtiinMt nf the

were given copies of the messages with a brief explanatory

statement that after great reflection and thorough investiga-

tion of all avenues of adjustment the plan of referring to

the Lal)or lio;ird the only remaining dispute in the way of

a settlement "seems the only |)ractical course for the govern-

ment to take" and that "this is done as rather a final call,

mindful of all existing conditions' including the threatened

paralysis of trans|X)rtation affecting many varieties of season-

al traffic and "tlie very great inconvenience and menace which

threatens general industr\- through the fuel situation." and

;i> ri-|iri--i-ntini: "tin- lit-t jurlgmcm of thr uovt-rnment. stand-

Tcxt of the I'rpsidrnt's Second Proposal

n M. Jkwki-l:

I had your communication in which you and your

associates, sinraking for the striking railway shopmen

pledged your agreement to the proposals which 1 sub-

mitted to the railway executives and your organizations

for the settlement of the pending railroad strike. In-

asmuch as I was acting as a voluntary mediator, seek-

ing the earliest j)Ossil>le settlement, I confess to you

the .same disappointment which I have conveyed to the

executives that the terms were not unanimously ac-

cepted. As you are already aware the executives of

the carriers declared their inal^ility to restore seniority

rights unimpaired.

It is exceedingly gratifying, however, that in re-

s(K)nding to the terms which were proposed that both

the siKjkesmeii for the carriers and tin- s|>okesmen for

the emidoyees have ])ledged that they "will recognize

the validity of all decisions by the Railroad Lal)or

Board and to faithfully carry out such decisions as

contemi)lated by the law." Moreover, spokesmen for

carriers and em|)loyees have approved the .second ])ara-

grapli of the |>roposal and in tlieir ajiijroval have

agreed tliat "Railroad Labor Hoard decisions which

have been involved in the strike ma\' be taken, in the

exercise of recognized rights, by either party, to the

Railroad Labor Hoard for rehearing."

Inasmuch as the employees have agreed to all the

term> proposed and the executives liave agreed to two

of the bases of settlement and rejected the third, there

remains only the <|uestion of seniority covered in jiara-

grapli three in disi)ute, to bar a .settlement. Mindful

of the pledge of both the e.xeculives and the striking

workmen to recognize the validity of all decisions by

the Railroad Labor Hoard I am liereby calling on the

striking workmen to return to work, calling upon the

carriers to assign them to work, calling u|H)n both work-

men and carriers, under the law. to take the (|ue.stion

in dispute to the Railroad Labor Hoard for hearing and

decision and a conii)lian( c by both with the decision

rendered.

Wakkkn G. Hakdinc.

T. OkWh r Civi.kk;

I had your communication in which you conveyed

to me the resolutions of your association agreeing to

two paragrajjhs in the |)roposal which I submitted for

the settlement of the jiending .strike of railroad shop

em|)loyees. and declining to accept the third, which

provided for restored seniority rights of the workmen
on strike. Inasmuch as I was acting as a voluntary

mediator, seeking the earliest possible restoration of

railway transportation to full efficiency. I confess a

disappointment that the terms were not accepted.

The resolutions which you transmit on Ijehalf of the

executives do pledge that the carriers "will recognize the

validity of all decisions of the Railroad Labor Hoard,

and to faitlifully carry out such decisions as contem-

plated b)- the law." You convey the further agreement,

as exf)ressed in the second ])aragraph of the proposal,

that "Railroad Labor Hoard decisions which have i)een

involved in the strike, may be taken in the exercise of

recognized rights, by either |)arty. to tlie Railroad Labor

Hoard for rehearing."

The striking employees agreed to all the terms

proposed, therefore only the (|uestion of .seniority, cov-

ered in ]jaragra|)h three, which the executives rejected,

remains in dispute and i)ars a settlement. Mindful
cf the pledge of both the executives and the striking

workmen to recognize the validity of all decisions by

the Railroad Labor Hoard. I am hereby calling on the

striking workmen to return to work, and calling upon

the carriers to assign them to work, and calling upon
both workmen and carriers under the law, to take the

question in dispute to the Railroad Laltor Board for

hearing and decision, and a compliance by bodi with

the decision rendered.

W AKRKN" G. HaKDI.NC.
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ing between the two contending forces and seeking an ad-

justment in the puljlic interest."

The President had conferred for an hour or so on Satur-

day with Mr. Jewell, \V. H. Johnston, president of the

International Association of Machinists, and J. P. Noonan,

president of the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and they

had remained in the city and called on the President again

on Monday prior to the announcement, but it was stated at

the White House that he was not in a position to say what

would be tlie attitude of labor toward the new proposal and

that he had had no formal conference with any one repre-

senting the executives. It was said that "this is the govern-

ment's own motion, it is not a partisan appeal, and the

President hopes it will meet with public approval."

The plan is in accordance with the President's purpose

as expressed on several occasions to uphold the authority

of the Labor Board as the final arbiter of all disputes be-

tween the railroads and their employees. Although, the

President had expressed great disappointment that his

original plan had been rejected by the railroads he was

represented as attaching far greater importance to the ac-

ceptance of the principle of recognizing the authority of the

Board.

Association of Railway Executives Meets Friday

Mr. Cuyler, who was at Bar Harbor, promptly called a

meeting of the member roads of the Association of Railway

Executives for New York on Friday. \ meeting of the

strike leaders was also called to be held at Washington on

Wednesday. It was stated, however, that any decision

reached at this meeting would probably be withheld until

after a conference of the executives of all the railroad labor

organizations on Friday.

Unions Oppose New Plan

While it was at first assumed that, as before, the President

had reason to believe that his new plan would be acceptable

to the shopcraft leaders, it soon became evident that they

were as much opposed to the idea of calling off the strike

without being assured of seniority for the strikers as the

executives had been to the idea of completely surrendering

the rights of their present employees. What they now want

is that the President should get the Labor Board to assume

jurisdiction over the seniorit)' question before the strike is

called off, and without waiting for it to be submitted as a

joint dispute. The first move of the strike leaders after

receiving the President's message was to call upon the train

service and other railroad labor organizations for help and

at the same time they apparently began a campaign of trying

to alarm the public by declaring that railroad equipment is

in an unsafe condition.

General Conference of Railroad Labor Leaders Called

Me.ssrs. Jewell, Johnston and Xoonan issued a statement

Monday evening announcing that they had requested a con-

ference of all executives of railroad labor organizations to be

held in Washington on Friday and in their telegram to the

labor executives said, "it is now apparent that no constructive

program is being proposed."

Before asking for the general meeting of labor leaders

they had conferred with the legi.slative agents of the engin-

eers, firemen and trainmen. The statement said:

"Wc have requested this conference because we recognized that

railroad employees not now on strike will, in defense of the travel-

ing public and themselves, necessarily have to decline to operate

the defrrtivc locomojivcs .uid cars now in service.

"It is clear to any unbiiiscd person that railroad equipment

is growing more unsafe each day. and the relief must be had
through an honorable settlement. Employees now on strike arc

firm in fbrir position arxl will continue as long as the Association

of R.Til^-ay Kxrciitives d<-clines to accept reasonable terms of

agreement."

The message to Warren S. Stone, as chairman of the Labor

leaders, was as follows:

"Shop crafts did everything conceivable to avoid the necessity

for a strike and since the strike have at all times been willmg

to confer with any party authorized to submit a proposal as a

basis for honorable settlement. We accepted the President's terras

f.f agreement submitted to employees and managers July 31. The
Association of Railway Executives in rejecting the President's

terms of agreement, obviously acting under the direction of those

who e-xercise financial control and dictate the labor policies of

the railroads, repudiated the promise given by their chairman to

the President and defied the spokesman of the American people.

To date, only the employees have made concessions. Obviously

the strike must be settled if the country is to avoid the impending

calamity of a collapse of transportation. The government has

the authority to promptly settle the strike on the just, fair and

reasonable basis proposed by the President July 31.

"However, it is now apparent that no constructive program
is being proposed, and that unless the railroad employees can

offer additional counsel and advice, the lives and safety of em-
ployees and traveling public, already endangered by the continued

use of defective railroad equipment, will be imperiled to a greater

extent.

"Believing that the chief executive of each of the standard rail-

road labor organizations, as a result of their years of experience,

broad public viewpoint and sincere desire for industrial peace, can.

by conference with the officers of shop crafts formulate a program
having for its purpose protection of the public, preservation of the

railroad industry and an honorable basis of settlement for the

managers and the employees, we urgently recommend that you.

as chairman of the railroad organizations, wire each chief execu-
tive requesting him to attend a conference in Washington on
Friday, August 11."

Mr: Stone replied on Tuesday that the heads of all the

organizations except the train service brotherhoods were in

Washington or on their wav and that they would be present

on Friday.

Mr. Jewell has inaugurated a series of twice a day con-

ferences with newspaper men and on Tuesday he exhibited

a large number of telegrams from local organizations in-

sisting that they would not "stand for"' leaving the seniority

question to the Board and that they would accept only the

President's proposal of July 31. Mr. Jewell said that his

message to Mr. Stone carried no suggestion of a general

strike, but that the meeting was for the purp>ose of obtaining

advice and coun.«el. Regarding the seniorit\- question, he
said that in the past whenever a strike had been settled it

had been taken for granted that the men were to retain their

seniorit}-. When he was reminded that the present strike is

the first nation-wide strike and that the situation differs

from that involved in previous settlements becau.^e while some
roads could take back the strikers without difficulty, many
others consider that they liave already defeated the strikers,

he declined to admit that any road has beaten the strike and
took the position that the new men employed by the roads

are "no good."

One of the obstacles to the acceptance of the plan by the

unions is the Laiior Board resolution of July .? which recog-

nized the present employees rather than the strikers as the

real employees of the railroads, and which the Board at-

tempted to tone down by its action on August 7. The fact

that the resolution had been adopted increases the unwilling-

ness of the strikers to take their chances by trusting their

seniority rights to the decision of the Baird and they resent

bitterly the idea which they consider represents the attitude

of the government that they cannot W strikers and employees

at the same time.

House to Be in Session

The strike situation was discussed by the Cabinet in a
general way on Tuesday but no results were announced and
the President declined to give any indication as to what
course he would pursue if the latest plan is rejected. It

was stated, however, that the Hou.ie of Representatives would
he kept in session after the members return on August IS,

There had been some discussion of a series of short recesses
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that wuuld jd-niiil m;in> oi tlu- memU-n- to stay away but

it was slatrtl that it wa-s lonsidfrcd wi'-c to have Congress

on the jol> Ixtause "there is no disguisiiiL.' the si-riousness of

the coal situation and |)erhaps the seri(Hi~iu->^ of the railroad

situation." This was taken by the new-|M|>«r> to mean that

the President had a legislative plan to iiro|K>e. 'I'here has

been some consideration of amendments tn the Trans|x»rtalioi)

Act to strengthen the authority of the l.alior Board for tlu-

future but no definite plan for meeting the jiresc-nt r.iilroiid

situation by legislation has in-en suggesieil.

White House Says Cuyler Saw Plan in Writing

I hat thtTc wa- no nitxlit'uatioii of thi Urm^ of the I'rtsi-

deiit's jirojHisal for a settli-nu-nt ol the shop strike In'tween the

time of his j)ers<>nal talk with Mr. Cuyler on July 27 and
the formal statement of the jilan in his letters to .Mr. Cuyler

and Mr. Jewell, except the change in the .second part of the

plan, relating to a rehearing l)efore the L.ihor HcKird to which

he called attention in the letter to Mr. Jewell, was stated

officially at the White House on Friday. This was in

resjjonse to suggestions that appeared in the press to the

effect that the President's proposal on tlie seniority f|uestion

came as a l)oml)shell to the railway e.xecutives at their meeting

in New York on .Xugust 1 , for the rea.son that some change

had Ix^n made in the plan. There was a ven.' marked differ-

ence in the plan as formally announced and the unofficial

forecasts of it that had appeared in the newspapers and at-

tributed to official .sources, but the President authorized the

newspajH-r men to quote him as saying that "in a matter of

such importance or in any of his official transactions he

newr permits a misunderstanding or makes a misrepresenta-

tion." It was stated that there was a change in part 2

of the plan, wholly voluntary on the President's part, because

it was contrary to the original proposal, and that tiie Presi-

dent had [tointed this out in formally communicating the

plan to Mr. Jewell, but that Mr. Cuyler saw the projxisal

in writing at the time of his personal conference with the

President and that there was no change thereafter in the jiart

relating to seniority. Newspaper men had l>een told at the

White House on July 28, at the time it was announced that

the President had a plan to ])ropose. that it had not been

comjdetely formulated, and Mr. Cuyler had been (juoted in

New York as saying that when he left Washington it had

not lieen drafted. No information was given nut at the

White House regarding the terms of the plan until one

o'chxk Tuesday afternoon, after it had been submitted to

the railway executives in New York, but the stories printed

to the effect that the employees remaining at work woulfl l)e

given seniority alnne the strikers certainly received some

encouragement, if not inspiration, in official circles and the

statement indicating tliat Mr. Cuyler and Mr. .\tterbur\ had

promise*! that they would back the plan or at Ica.st not

oppose it was attriimted to a Senator who has been acting as

one of the go-betweens for the President.

It was also stated at the White House that the government

is always anxious to bring almut a settUnient in matters of

this kind which vitally affect the public welfare and that

there was very great <lisa|)pointment that the pro|Kisal sub-

mitted was not accejited all around. However the President

was represented as feeling that a great advantage had i)een

gained in that both the railroad executives and the union

leaders have accepted what he terms the two basic points in

the settlement |)ropasal, namely, that both managers and
workmen agreeil to recognize the validity of all decisions of

the I,al)or Hoard, that the carriers would withdraw lawsuits

and that I,alK)r Hoard decisions which have been involved

in the strike may lie taken to the Labor Hoard for rehearing.

This recognition of the authority of the T-abor Hoard is

regarded by the President as the most important jwint and

he feels that so long as both parties acce|)t the jurisdiction

of the I.al)or Hoard a marked degree of progress has l)een

made. .\s to the third [loint of the proposal, relating to

seniority rights, it was >.tate<l on t>ehalf of the President that

the government only undert«H)k voluntary- mediation because

that sort of mediatimi U-tween carriers and emj-loyees is

contemplated in the Transportation .\ct.

Brotherhoods Urge Acceptance of

Presidents Original Proposal

I'he legisj.itive agent> of the engineer- . tiremen - and train-

men's brotherho<xls called on President Harding on Satur-

ilav, .\ugust S. to present the views of their executives in

loiuuction with the shop strike >ituation and their complaints

that their memlH-rs had l)een urged to take out equipment in

unsafe condition. .\ telegram to the legislative agents sent

bv W. S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomo-

tive Kngineers; W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhoixl of

kailrcKid Trainmen, and I). B. Robertson, president of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, had

asked them to present the following to the President:

"Complaints in increasing numbers arc pouring into our rc-

.•ipective offices against demands that our men lake out locomntivcs

and e<iuipment which arc in dangerous and unsafe condition, in

violation of safety statutes and rulo .vhich have been enacted for

tlie protection of the lives and property of the public, and of

assaults on and insults to our members by armed guards that are

placed on the various railroad properties.

"Up to this time, by constant urging of a neutral attitude, fidelity

to their contracts and in the interest of public peace and .<afety,

we have prevailed on our members to continue at their jxists.

Constant aggravation of the above conditions and the refusal of

the railroad executives to accept the proposals of the President
for a compromise .settlement of pending questions arc making
the situation infinitely more difficult to handle. The plain intention

of the railroad executives to smash the shop craft unions is result-

ing ill more and more of the locomotives and equipment getting
into disrepair, and the dangers of a most hazardous occupation are-

iK'iiig daily increased.

"VVc fear that a continuation of these conditions will inevitably
result in our members, as a matter of self-protection, being drawn
into the controversy, and we greatly deplore such a contingency.
"We feel that the American public is fully in sympathy with

the President's efforts to settle this strike, and, in the light'of the
above facts and in the interest of public welfare, peace and safety,
we suggest you call upon the President and urge him to again'
bring this matter to the attention of the railroad executives, with,
the hope that he may yet succeed in convincing them of the
necessity for their prompt acceptance of the President's proposals,
which have been accepted by the shop crafts.

"Continued refusal to accept the President's proposals for a
compromise settlement of pending questions will place upon the
railroad executives full responsibility for the increasing seriousness
of the situation.

"We suggest you file tliis mcs.^agc with the President, as a basis
lor discussion with him of the questions at issue and to show you
have full authority of the undersigned chief executives to meet
iiim. We are wiring the President you will call upon him with
full authority to discuss this subject."

The brotherhood representatives told the newspaper men
that they had no thought of a sympathetic strike but that they
were trying to emphasize the .seriou.sness of the situation.

I. C. C. to Report on Locomotive Inspection

The Senate on August 7 adojued without debate the reso-
lution proposed by Senator King of Utah directing tlie In-
terstate Commerce Commission to report whetlier "the loco-
motive insiKCtion act is being violated ajtd, if so, the extent
of such violation, and whether in.spection of locomotive
boilers is presently being made in all federal locomotive
boiler insix-ction districts and on all roads, as required by
the act. The commission is j^reparing to reply to the resc>-

lution as quickly as possible. It will probably reply that
its force of inspectors is totally inadequate to report on the
.ondition at any given time of 70,000 locomotives scattered
over 270,000 miles of track and 4,000 terminals, but it i.s

doubtless in a position to give the n^ults of the reports that
li.ive been made by its inspectors.

.\ccording to reports reaching tlie commission, there have
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been coiiiparatively few cases of enginemen refusing to take

out locomotives liecause of their condition and they have re-

ceived instructions from tlieir officers to ignore minor defects

but to take it up with tlie management if they feel that the

engine is actually unsafe. Labor leaders said on Tuesday,

however, that new instructions had been issued.

Mr. Gompers on Record

As a part of the campaign to alarm the puijlic, Samuel

Gomiiers, president of tlie American Federation of Labor,

on August 8, issued the following statement:

"Reports of railroad wrecks have been frequent of late and in

at least one such accident, on the Missouri Pacific, 35 persons

were killed and more than 100 injured.

"There has lieen no statement as to the cause of these frequent

wrecks other than the statements issued by railroad managers
which have uniformly a.scribed the wrecks to causes other than

faulty railroad equipment. In tlie most serious of these recent

wrecks the railroad officials stated that the engineer had run past

stop signals.

"In view of the large number of apparently authentic statements

charging a deplorable condition of railroad equipment, the public

should be furnished with a more authoritative and unbiased state-

ment than any which are furnished by railroad officials where train

accidents occur.

"If it is true that a high percentage of locomotives is unfit for

operation may it not be the case that the increasing frequency of

railroad wrecks is due to the use of such defective locomotives?
"It seems to me entirely proper that in every case of a railroad

accident there should be an immediate inquiry by pul>lic officials

who arc not under the influence of railroad authorities and that

the public should be immediately informed of the results of such
iMquir\- in order that it may be known whether use of unfit loco-

motives, in defiance of rules of safety and in defiance of law, is

taking a tu.l of human life.

"Constant reiteration, by persons evidently in possession of ac-
curate information, of charges that totally unfit locomotives are
being used both in the freight and passenger .service of the various
railroads justifies the demand for some other explanation for the
increasing iniinbcr of wrecks than those offered by railroad
officials."

The Bad Order Locomotive Situation

The .\ssociation of Railway Executives on .\ugust 4

.luthori/.ed the following:

"Representatives of the striking railroad employees are attempt-

ing to arouse public concern over the alleged enormous impair-

ment in the condition of the motive power and cars of the

railroads.

"No industry in the world is conducted with anything like the

publicity which surrounds all the important aspects of .\mericaii

railroad operation. Among other things the railroads report and
publish regularly statistics covering their car loadings, their idle

cars and their bad order equipment.
"The stories to the effect that a thousand locomotives are falling

out of use every day are ridiculous. On July 15 of this year

—

two weeks after the strike began—there were fewer locomotives
in bad order than February 1, Marcli 1, April 1, May 1 or June 1.

Below are the figures showing the humber of bad order locomo-
tives from July I. 1921 to July 15. 1922, inclusive:

Locomotives

July 1, 1?2I 15,4.17

Auglisl 1, 1921 l.'i.64J

September 1, 1921 15,56")

October 1, 1921 15,471
November I, 1921 15,491
December 1, 1921 15,790
Tamiarv 1. 1922 \$.S»i
Vehrmry. 1922 l5,«(iS

M.nrth I. 1922 16,297
April 1, 1922 16,165
AIny 1, 1922 16,227
June 1, 1922 15,765
luly 1, 1922 14.424

July IS, 1922 15,764

'The numlxT of bad order cars has been excessive ever since

the period of federal conlrol. The inability of the railroads to

cam even operating expenses during a p;irt of 1921. couple<l with

the resi-itancc of the men now on strike In any reasunable reduc-

tion in wages, made the adequate maintenance of the cars of the

country financially impossible over a long peri<Kl. Mad order cars

on July 1 niunbered .^24,.S83. and on July IS. ,M2.07«, an increase

of 17,495. Thin is not an abnomial increase, in view of the traffic

indicated bv the hravv car loadings of the montlis of Tunc and

July."

Of tile 15,764 locomotives in bad order on Jul)' 15, 12,254

needed repairs requiring over 24 hours and 3,510 required

less than 24 hours.

In a conference with newspaper men on Tuesday Mr.

Jewell aiid Air. Johnston said they had been trying to get

information regarding the condition of equipment but had
not yet analyzed their reports. However, they said, ex-

perience indicated that the railroads ought to repair 70,000

cars a day, including 6.000 for heavy repairs and 64,000

for light repairs, and about 1,000 locomotives a day, and
with the men on strike these repairs are not t)eing made while

accurate reports are not being made because only a few-

inspectors are left in .service. Mr. Johnston said that even

if the strike were settled at once it would take a year to get

the cciuipment liack into proper condition.

Mr. Johnston also volunteered the information that they

had received reports from pickets that railroads had im-

ported strikebreakers from Europe, in ignorance of the char-

acter of the work, and that they had taken the matter up
with the Department of Labor. He said he had not the

faintest idea as to how many had been so imported and

he mentioned the Chesapeake & Ohio as the source of hi-

"first reijort" on the subject.

Asked whether the men would go back to work in tlie

event the government should take over certain roads on the

basis of the President's proposal Mr. John.ston said: "If

the government took over all the roads," and Mr. Jewell

assented, "is this government going to constitute itself a

strikebreaking agency by taking over the roads on which

we make the .strike most effective?" he asked. There will be

no separate settlements, they added. The labor leaders also

asserted that Mr. Cuyler had not onl)- seen a written cop\' of

the President's original plan but that he had promised to

accept it and that the J'resident was "put out" because the

labor leaders insisted that the\' were without authority to

accept a plan.

Predictions That President May Take Over Coal Roads

Press predictions that the President is thinking of taking

over the railroads or those on which coal movement has l)een

retarded since the beginning of the strike of shop employees

are apparently' based on rather vague statements of one or

two cabinet officers that the government has the power, if it

were deemed necessary, to have receiverships declared for

roads which are unable to give proper .service, l>ut there havi

been no indiiations in official circles that such a jilan has

been very seriously considered. It has been definitely stated

at the White House that the President believes he has power

in case of a sufficient emergency to take over either the rail-

roads or the coal nr'nes without legal legislation, but it wa>

added that it was not likely that the railroad situation wouh
take that tack. There has been a suggestion, however, tli.it

the President would propose legislation for the creation

a coal commission and tliere are .-iome more or le.ss definit.

plans for amendments to the labor |irovisions of the trai

jwrtation act.

Southern Railway's Proposals Rejected

The committee representing the shop crafts on the Souti

ern Railway on Tuesday definitely rejected the proposals of

the company for an individual .settlement on the l)asis of

the President's original projiosal, on the ground tiiat a na-

tional issue is involved and that any settlement must be made
on a national basis.

Dedaring tiiat the Southern Railway had "more than ful-

filled" its duty to striking shop employees in endeavoring tc

gel tliem to return to work under the terms of President

Harding's strike settlement offers, Fairfax Harri.son, presi-

dent of the road, sent telegraphic apjK'als throughout the

service for assistance in the endeavor to maintain "uniin-

jiaired transportation service" notwithstanding tlie strike.
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< >Ljr (iut>' i» to our emplo\'ef8, the puMic and the com-
thi- mo.viiji' said. "Tlif duty tn our striking vm-

is wf liavf morr tlian fulfillt-d, and I now lall u|Kjn y<xi.

viT is your otnj|>ation, to a.*.«i>! tin- nunagcmcnt in

rming its. duty also to tlic public anil ilu- lompany. This
ilion calls for unimpaired tnins|Mirt ition service and

ih:^ we will |KTt<)rm."'

Strikers' Meeting Postponed

The nvi'tinc of the officers of the shop crafts intended fo

be held on NN'ednesday to consider the l'resident"s pro|)Osal

was |>oe>t|>oned until Thursday, but it \va> stated that no def-

inite answer to the President would Ik- lumiulateti at least

until after the general conference of the 17 railroad labor

organization executives on Friday.

T. H. D.ivis, chairman of a general shop crafts committee

of the IVniisxlvania System, headed a delegation of I'enn-

svlvania employees who called on President Harding on
Wednesday and urge<l the President not to countenance any
strike settlement which would impair the seniority status of

men who remained in railroad ser\'ice in spite of the strike.

.\l»out 65 i>er cent cf the Penn.sylvania shop employees. Mr.
Davis said, remained at work and others who went out have
returned, so that at present alK)Ut 75 per cent of the old men
are on the job.

Mr. Jewell issued a statement on Wednesday based on the

figures in the .\merican Railway .\ssociation's semi-monthly

rcfwrt of locomotive e<|ui|>ment tiled for July 15. which, he

said, showed that the railroads had fallen behind in required

locomotive repairs during the first 15 days of the strike b>

6.587 locomotives. He also called attention to the fact th.it

the re|>ort it.«elf shows that the ligures of previous reports

were used "account lalior tnnjble" for KS roads. The state-

imnt al.so said that the federal locomotive insiK-ction and
safety appliance laws are not Iteing complied with during the

strike; that no pro|KT in.s|)ections are l>eing made and no
reports U-ing relea.std giving the true condition. Mr. Jewell

said there .ire only 50 government in>|nvtors and asked whv
additional governnn nt oftii iais are not assignc-<l to re<|uire

compliance with the law and protect the traveling public and
ra'lroad em|>loyees when ta-X[)ayers are called U[)on to jxiy

for "thousands of additional guards, pwlice and sheriffs, to

say nothing about state militiamen and federal soldiers."

Secretary Hoover on .\ugust 7 issued the following state-

ment in reply to re|X)rls that at a conference with a numl)er

of New York bankers on .\ugust 1. prc-ceding his address to

the railway e.xecutives. he had tried to jH-rsuade the bankers

to use their influence toward a settlement of the strike: "The
statement as it appears in the press is entirely incorrect. The
meeting took place between myself and a small group of

bankers and uthers at the request of some of their members,
in which the general economic situation that was resulting

frcni the coal and railway strikes was discus.sed by me, and
I counseled that all res|)onsible men should show moderation.

"There was no suggestion that lianking pressure should

U- brought on any particular group, but that men of influ-

ence should exert themselves toward securing compromise
and earlv settlement."

Strike Developments in Chicago and the West

IN
nif: WKST during the past wi-ek the strike of shopmen

has Ut-n a story of continued success on the part of the

railroads in rel>uilding their shop forces, accompanied by

intermittent outba-aks of rioting and violence which has

resulted in the death of strikers, loyal enii)loyees and [wlice

officers who have attempted to restore order. To a large

extent the past week's developments are a repetition of those

described for the previous week in the K<iilii.'iiy Age of August

5, page 249. The resumption of violence on the |)art of the

striking shopmen was not wholly unexpected inasmuch as

the railroads em|)hatic stand on the seniority i.ssue, their

announced intention of protecting to the fullest extent their

loyal employees and those who have lieen hired to take the

place of strikers, and the success of the larriers in recruiting

new and exin-rienced men. have all tended to make the strikers

restless and ajiprehensive as to the success of the strike and

their future. On the other hand, the (onstantly recurring

rumors of a settlement by the government, always with the in-

timation that the strikers will l)e re.stored with their seniority

and o:lier rights jiractically unimpaired has tended to retard

the return of shopmen to work.

The success western roads are meeting in rebuilding their

shop forces is clearly indicated by the fact that whereas on

July 25, 44,501 shopmen were at work, on .\ugust 1, the

forces had been increa.scd to 58,07.?, on .August .i to 6.?,.529

and on August 5 to 65,552.

Practically all of the larger roads in llie west are reporting

daily increases in their shoj) fonts of from 150 to .>00 men,

all ex|Krieiued and i apable workers who have been selected

with the view of their bn oniing pemi;inent and useful em-

ployees. Some of the large roads in Chicago have been so

successful in the recruiting of em|)lii\-ees that their .shop

forces are ra|)iflly a|)proa(hing normal and this has resulted

in .several ca.ses in an actual iinprovenient in the bad order

car situation as compared with the situation prevailing before

the .strike in-gan.

The pro[)aganfla to the effirt liiat the strike is seriously

interfering with freight and passenger traffic in western terri-

tory has led to the issuance of several statements by the we-t-

ern executives giving the results of daily reirorts, particularly

by those roads whose head(iuartcrs are in Chicago. On
.-Xugust 4 it was said

:

"The reports of the roads (with lieadquarters in Chicago) show
that the strike is having practically no effect upon the ability of

the carriers to render adequate freight and passenger service, all

of the roads reporting that they are handling freight traffic cur-

rently and that the operation of passenger trains continues normal.

"

On .\ugust 8, it was announced that:

"The western roads report that they are handling the ireight

traffic offered in a normal way. Several of the larger roads re-

port tliat they are handling an exceptionally heavy freight traffic,

almost equal, in several cases, to the heaviest movement on record.

.\s to the passenger traffic, reports of the curtailment of service,

when correct, apply practically without exception to unprofitable

and unnecessary trains uhicli have been taken off solely to con-
serve coal supplies."

Rioting and Intimidation Continues at Various Points

The violence which has accompanied the success of the

carriers in building up their shop forces and followed their

decided stand on the seniority issue has been most marked at

Joliet. 111., where on .\ugust 7 a serious riot necessitated the

calling of state militia to restore order. .\ special agent of

the Elgin, Joliet & Ea.stern and a striker were killed and
Sheriff James A. Newkirk was .seriously wounded in the

lighting. .Aiiording to the latest reports the state troops

have restored order.

.At Joliet, as has In-en the case at many other points dur-

ing the i)ast two weeks, violence has been due not to attempts

on the part of strikers to interfere with railroad o|>erations

but to their attem|)t to intimidate loyal employees in and

around their homes. In the majority of cases strikers have

gathered, mardicd to the homes of loyal emploxces with the

intention of damaging their houses and property as much as

possible and blo(Kished has rcsulte<l when police officers have

attempted to disperse llie riotirs.

The tense situation prevailing after the rioting .it Joliet
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and the arrival of state troops resulted on August 9 in the

refusal to work l)y the train service employees on the Joliet

division of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern. The walkout was
called in protest against the presence of the troops in the

tenninal yards at Joliet and was decided upon at a meeting

of tiie brotherhood men involved on August 8. The train

service men felt that the trwjps were not needed in Joliet.

according to the chairman of the local organization. The
engineers, firemen, conductors and brakemen reported for

work as usual on August 9 but refused to take out their

trains and engines until the troops had been removed.

Among the other acts of violence whicli Iiave been reported

during the p;ust week are the following:

One man said to be a striker was killed and another

wounded during an exchange of shots on .\ugust 3 at Van
Buren, .\rk.. between guards in the Missouri Pacific shop and
men who are believed to Ije strikers or strike s)Tnpathizers.

At Jackson, Mich., several police officers and striking shop-

men \vere injured, when more than a thousand strikers and
symjiathizers, including many women and children, attacked

non-union workers as they were leaving the shops of the

Michigan Central at that place. Eighty strike sympathizers

attacked more than sixty workers in the Chicago Great West-
ern shops at Des Moines, Iowa, resulting in the severe injury

of one participant and the kidnapping of several of the loyal

employees. All of the men kidnai)ped were later accounted

for, having been carried some, distance and mi.-^treated before

being released. On the same day two demonstrations before

the homes of loyal employees were made in Lincoln, Xeb., by
strikers and sympathizers. Four non-union employees of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas were severely treated and ])ut off

a train at Upton, Texas, by strike sympathizers.

On August 4 two deaths resulting from rioting were re-

ported, one in Edgemond, S. D., where a switchman of the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy was shot and the other in

Chicago where a carpenter employed in the Illinois Central

shops was tjeaten to death. .\ repaimian in the Illinois Cen-
tral shops at Chicago was also severely Ijeaten Injcause he

refused to join the strikers. A Union Pacific trainmaster

was seized by a mob at Las ^'egas, Xev., taken several miles

into the desert and given a coat of tar and excelsior by a

crowd of strike sympatliizers. Previous to this four women
had attacked the wife of a Union Pacific roundhouse fore-

man as she was carrying dinner to her husband and severely

l)eat her. .\t Binningham, .\la., two men and two women
were severely injured in a clash U'tween non-union workers

and striking shopmen of the St. Louis-San Francisco.

On .\ugu.*t ,'< the reports from various parts of western ter-

ritory included the following:

At Newark. Ohio, a negro claiming to be a federal marshal

shot and killed a striking sho|)man and wounded another.

At All)ert Lea, Minn., several men were seriously injured

and a large number suffered minor injuries in an attack

on the Minneapolis & St. Louis roundhouse by strikers

and strike sympathizers. According to the report ap-

proximately eighty men stormed tlie roundhou.se, driving

the employees then-in away but again losing control of the

pr<)j)erty when the employees l.iunrlied a counter altaik and
retook the building. .\t Joliet, 111., a striking shopman
fonnerly employed by the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern was shot

while doing picket duty near the pro|)iTty of that carrier.

Striking shopmen blanu'<l the armed guards in the emplo\- of

the railroad for the -h(K>tiiig and it resulted in tense ill feel-

ing wliich later cuhninateil in llie <listurl>an(e des( ril)ed alxwe.

On August (), a car foreman employed by the Illinois Central

at Birmingham, Ala., was kidnap|H-(l and severely tx-afen by
.•irnird men ^u|)|>os«l to lie striking shopmen.

More Carriers Obtain More Injunctions

More injunctions restraining strikers or strike sympathizers
frciin iiittTt'.rini' witli ilw work of loyal employees and new

men hired to i.ike the place of those on .strike were issued

during the past week to various western carriers. Among the

injunctions of this character reported during the past week
are included those involving the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul at Madison, Wis., Helena, Mont., and Seattle, Wash.,

the Texas & New Orleans and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
at Texarkana, Texas, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

at Chattanooga, Term., the Chicago & North Western at

Sujx^rior, Wis., and the Los Angeles & Salt Lake at Salt

Lake City, Utah. At several p>oints strikers or their sym-

pathizers have been arrested under the provisions of similar

injunctions, for instance, 1 7 men l>eing arretted at Beards-

town, 111., and Roadhouse, charged with violating injunc-

tions [jreviously i.s.sued to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

and the Chicago & .^Iton. The men were released on bond

aiul wi1! \k- tried in the Federal Court at Springfield. 111.

Rumors of the Spread of the Strike Again Circulated

Reports of a spread of the shopmen's strike are still teing

circulated, many of the leaders of other organizations an-

nouncing, as strategic moves, that their membership continue

to urge the calling of a strike in sympathy with the shopmen
or on new "grievances."

E. F. Grable, president of the United Brotherhood of the

Maintenance of Way employees, on .\ugust 6 received a

telegram from William I). Rolierts of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., vice-

president of the maintenance of way organization on 28 east-

em railroads, asking for a sympathetic strike in behalf of

the shopmen. Mr. Gral)le is ([uoted as having notifii-d Mr.

Roberts that "there would be no change in our progr;un for

the present.'" Somewhat similar situations have been rep>orted

from time to time by the leaders of the other organizations

which had previously decided to abide by the Board's de-

cisions and allow the shopmen to carry on their fight alone.

Reports of difficulties of a similar character on individual

roads in western territory have also Ix-en made during the

past week, among them the tlireat of the strike of clerks on

the Great Northern, strike balloting on seven other north-

western roads by the same class of em[)loyees, the tlireat of

the strike of maintenance of way employees on tlie Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul and a similar move by the telegraphers

on the Big Four.

That the strike situation now centers in Washington i-

indicated by the fact that not only has B. M. Jewell, ]>resi

dent of the Railway Employees Department of the .American

Federation of Lalxjr anil head of the striking shopmen, ami

his executive counsel directed their activities from there ilur

ing the i>ast week, but that Mr. Grable. J. G. Larson, head

of the train dispatchers' organization. E. H. Fitzgerald

president of the clerks' union and several other leaders liav<

either joined the Washington gathering or announced their

intention to do so in the future.

Santa Fe Shopmen Petition President Harding

and Labor Board for Protection

The loval and new >hop em|>loyees of the .\tchisun. ToiH-k.i

& Santa Fe on .August 2 urginl liotli Pa\sident Harding and

Hen W. Hoo|K-r, chairman of the Lalnir Bo;ird, to guarantn

them their jtositions and seniority when the shopmen's strike

ends. The telegram, in the fonn of a resolution, outlines thi

events which led up to the strike, adding:

"Whcre.is. the ineniber.s anil otVucrs uf the several crafts liav

openly tliroatciied to run out of the various shop.s all men now
oinploywl therein inrliuliuK foremen, when they (the crafts'* returii

to work, and,
"Whrro.TS, these threats linked with the prcs.s reports of iioaci

liciiig near have hccn the moans of keeping the minds of the men
In fear and imcerlaiiUy. thus keeping many men from rcturninv

to work ami.

"Whereas, we have reasons to l>elicvc that this is the onb
motive that actuates the strike leaders in putting out this 'peace

defensive' as they call it.
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"Rooived, by the men employed in liic ihops of the Santa Fe
railway that having confidence in ?*" i the Labor Board,

backed by the President of the l md believinit them
ineapable of permitting any nrKan deprive men who
'

, '••n loyal to the governmeui m .:'ai crisis, of the right

>>mcnt retained ur accepted undn icrtain solemn prumites

made to the men n<>w working on American railroads.

•' lore be it further re>»lved. thai a failure on the part of

rnment to nilccm the promise> made would be a betrayal

:nen who remained loyal because ni the belief so fre(|ucntly

c\tirc5?cd by government retircscntatives that the crafts were strik-

ing against a decision of a Rovenimcnt l>o;ird and would destroy

alt faith in government."

Labor Board Agrees to Take Up Seniority Issue

The Railro;ul LalH)r Hixird, acting upon the rresidc-nt's

new plan for .settlement of tlie strike, adopU'd a resolution on

August 7 agreeing to take up the seniority issue and render a

decision on it. The Board's resolution said:

H7i.v€-dj, the President of the Unilcil .States recently made cer-

tain suggestions to the railway executive^ and the representatives

of the railway employees now on strike, looking toward the settle-

ment of the strike, which suggestions were in part agreed to by
both parties, and

lyhercas, the one question upon which there was such a wide
divergence of opinion that the carriers declined to accept the

President's suggestion was that of the reinstatement of the men
on strike with seniority and other rights unimpaired, and

H'herfiis, the President has since suggested that the question

of seniority be submitted to the Railroad Labor Board for hearing

and decision, and
ll'lurr,-as, the Railroad Lalxjr Board on July 3. 1922, passed a

resolution which, while it makes no express reference to seniority

has been generally construed to have inferential bearing on same,
and

Wlii-rfos, it has been thought that this resolution, although

it does not possess the force and eflfect of a decision, might stand

in the way of the submission of this question to the Railroad
Labor Board in accordance with the suggestion of the President,

now, therefore,

Be it kesolved, that the Board signify its willingness to extend
to the carriers and any employees concerned ample opportunity

to present in accordance with the Transportation .Act and the

established procedure of the Board any dispute involving the

seniority question or to .seek an interpretation of the rules cover-

ing said question, and to submit, on both sides, such testimony
an<l argument, as may be deemc-d advisable : to the end that the

Board may, after a full and fair hearing of every phase of the

question involved, render a formal decision adjudicating the

matters in controversy. It is the purpose of the Board to indi-

cate by this resolution that it will as promptly and readily con-

sider and determine the questions of seniority growing out of
the present strike as it will rehear the wage and rule questions
which were originally involved in the strike. The only difference

in the attitude of the Board toward the wa^e and rule (|uestions

on the one hand and the seniority (luestion nn the other, is that

as to the former, the Board would be called uikiii to rehear
matters already formally decided and. as to the latter, to consider
a question which has not been formally heard an<l decided, but
which has been inferentially touched upon in the resolution of

July X 1922.

An anicndnK-nt to this resolution was offered by A. O.

Wharton, the only member of the labor group on the Board

present, to the effect that the "Board ri^scind the resolution of

July 3, insofar a> that resolution has been intcqjreted to

affect the question of seniority." This amendment, however,

was defeated and Chairman Hooper subsequently made the

following explanation of his vote which also explains the

[losition of the majority on this (juestion :

"I voted NO <.n the pro|>oscd amendment because it in effect

requires the Boar<l to take action now on the question of seniority,

which is the very thing that this resolution proj)Oses that the

Board sliall do later, after a full hearing has Xxvn had. A resolu-

tion without this amendment means that the Board is in a posi-

tion to give the question of seniority full and fair consideration

regardless of the resolution of July 3."

W. L. McMenimen and Albert Phillips, tlie other labor

members on the Board, and R. M. Barton, a member of the

public group, were not i>resent. The resolution was passed

by the votes of Chairman Hooper and G. W. \V. Hanger,

both of the public group, and tlie thrc-e members of the rail-

road tiroup. Mr. W'liarton voting against.

Labor Board Chairman Approves

President's Peace Plan

Commenting on President Harding's new peace proposals,

Chairman Hooper on August 8 said:

'The President's proposition is fair and practical. It would
conserve the law, would sacrifice the rights of neither party and
would save the country from the further ill-effects of the strike.

"It was to be anticipated that there would be some objection

to it on both sides, but such objections are not insuperable. The
concurrent condemnation of opposite extremes raises a suspicion

that the President must have fouml the safe and sane position of

fairness and conservatism. The opinion already expressed by
one executive that the President's recommendation seems to 'de-

mand a complete surrender' on the part of the railways and the

characterization of the proposal by a leader of the employees as

"an uncalled for attempt to help the railroads break the strike'

will be hard to reconcile in the public mind.
"On many of the railroads, the President's plan can be carried

out without any inconvenience whatever, on others with but
slight inconvenience, and, on a small number, it would unques-
tionably involve some difficulty.

"It must not be overlooked, however, that there are several
conditions that would contribute to the working out of such a
solution. Many of the new men employed by the carriers in the
haste and urgency of a strike are not competent mechanics, and
will ultimately be dropped for cause. On a large number of the
roads, there was not a full shop force before the strike began,
many men having been laid off for months. It is estimated that
75.000 men had thus been furlouglied. The rising tide of business
prosperity and the consequent increase of railway traffic, coupled
with the accumulated shop work resulting from the strike, will

necessitate the employment of a greatly enlarged number of
mechanics. The other ordinary processes of readjustment that
always follow a strike would likewise operate effectively. On a
very large number of the roads, in my judgment, the question
of seniority would never even arise."

The Situation in the East

SiNiKK coNDiTio.NS on the Ea.sterii roads luive, generally

speaking, undergone but slight change during the pa.st

week. No serious disturbances have l>ccn reported. Traf-

fic moves normally. The roads by continued recruiting are

bringing their shop forces to higher and higher percentages

of normal. Indeed .so favorable have conditions iK-come on

some of the roads that they are assisting roads in other sec-

tions of the country l)y sending men to them. The roads

which have l)een aided in this manner are the Che.sa|)cake &
Ohio, the Norfolk & Western, the Louisville & Nashville and

the \'irginian— all of wliicii serve non-union bituminous coal

regions and on which the unions have concentrated their

efforts to bring alwut a sto|)page of traffic. The New York,

New Haven & Hartford has l)cen acting as an employing

agent for the Norfolk & Western and Chesapeake & Oliio

ajid has placed advertisements in jiapers in its territory stating

that New Haven officers will accept applications for positions

on the.se roads.

Official figures of shop forces in Eastern territory, as of

.August 4, given out by L. F, Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hud.son, were 10.5.528 or 64.7 f)er cent of nonnal, as

agamst 97,724 or 62.7 jxt cent on July 28. The Pennsyl-

vania has Ixx-n |>articularly fortunate in increasing its shop

forces. On August 4 its forces totalal 46,60.\ or 77.5 per

cent of nonnal. A progress report on recruiting given out

by this company is given in the accomp;uiying table.

There have l>een some few in.stances of narrowly avertml

accidents suggestive of attempted sal)otage, tlie most outstand-

ing of which occurred last Sunday on the Long Island, when

a numl>er of current-carrving third rails were taken from
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tracks in tlie electrified zone, apparently in a malicious

attempt to wreck trains and bring a stoppage of heavy Sun-

\ COMPAHATIVE StA MENT . F Men Wor
Forces

No.
Normal working
60.157 40,875
60.157 tl.SiiS

60.15/ 4.',36.'<

60.157 44.44<'

60.157 46.603

INC

—

Pennsylvania System Shop

Incrcnsc over Increase
Per cent same day of over
workinR previous week July 5tli

67.9 2,590 2.590
69.6 1,010 3,600
70.4 483 4,083
73.'> 2.080 6,16.!

77.5 2.155 8,318

lulv 15th ,

Tulv 22<x^
lulV JOth
Aug. 4lh

day traffic to the beaches. The railroad has offered a reward

of SI,000 for the arrest and conviction of persons found

liuilty of the deed, and it is reiwrted that strikers in the

metropolitan area have offered a similar reward.

A strike of clerks on the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford which was threatened last week has been averted by an

agreement between the management and these employees

which is said to restore temporarily the working conditions

which prevailed prior to July 1, but under the new rates of

pay as established by the Labor Board.

Employees of the Cooke plant of the .\nierican Locomotive

Company at Paterson, X. J., to the numlxT of approximately

250, walked out on Tuesday rather than jx?rmit repairs to Ije

made to Erie locomotives. It was said that these strikers

have appealed to employees of other plants of the .\merican

Locomotive Company likewise to refuse to repair IcKomotives

of railroads whose shop employees were on strike.

The Erie has announced the cancellation of 20 trains in the

Hornell region on account of the shortage of fuel.

The Pennsylvania announced on Wednesday of this week

that striking employees returning to the service would not

lose their accumulated pension privileges. Seniority, the

statement said, depends upon the continuity of emplo\Tnent.

while pensions are based upon the total years of service, re-

gardless of whether thev are continuous or not.

A Conveniently ArranRed Chart of Interchange Connections—Missouri, Kansas & Texas Lines
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A Convenient Chart

of Interchange Connection

AiiiAki r>liu\\iii)j all inUTihaiini . luiui iioii> i»t the .Mis-

souri. Kansas & Texas system. .irr.ini;e(l alphalxrtii'ally

l<y the names uf the ruads and li> lutations on the

huine line, has Urn ilevelope<l by K. W . lulwards, su|RTin-

trndent car service of the M. K. 8: 'I liiu-s. The chart, tlic

form of which is shown in the illu>tr.itiun, is contained in

the latest circular of information and instructions governing

employix-s in the dis|)osition of em|>ty railroad owned freight

equipment, and has iK-en >o proitortioiied that it rnxupies the

two middle iKijjes t)f the Sin. I>y 11-in. circular.

By referring to the illustration on the opposite page it

will U- seen that the names of the connecting lines arc listed

across the to|). With one cxcejjtiun this list has been

arranged alphalK-tically so that any road may ije iiuickly

located. In the case of the Santa Fe. however, the fact that

numerou> interchanges witli this road are located along the

entire line led to its location at the right of the list of con-

nections, adjoining the table of junction points, merely as a

matter of convenience in the organization of the chart.

The table of junctions is arranged vertically in stanon

order from north to south, the map of tlie line l>eing distorted

sufficiently to iiermit joining each name in the table with the

corresfionding location on the road liy a horizontal line.

Ihe.se horizontal lines are continued to the left, intersecting

the vertical lines extending downward from the names of the

connecting roads, the names of the connections at each junc-

tion (xjint Ix'ing indicati*d by black circles where the hori-

zontal and vertical lines intersect In addition to the table

of junction |Kjints the names of tin- junctions are shown on

the maj) together with their station numlters, which indicate

the mileage from the northern terminals in the ca.sc of main

line |)oints and the mileage from the junctions in the ca.sc

of branch line jtoints. To simplify the ap[)carance of the

chart tho,se roads with connection- nearer the southern end

of the system have In-en star marked in the list of connections

at the top of the ciiart and re|)eated at the bottom with the

vertical reference lines extending up from the l»ottom.

The jHirpose of this chart is to facilitate the reduction of

empty mileage in the disposition of empty foreign freight

cars. It is intended for use in station and yard offices, wh-.-re

the nearest interciiange point with any connection ma)'

(|uickly Ik- located, tiie mileage being readily computed on

the basis of station numbers. The circular containing the

chart will also l)e distributed to carload .shippers along the

line of Missouri. Kansas & Texas, to whom it will prove

u.seful in routing interline shipments.

Missouri Pacific Accident at Sulphur Springs, Mo.

Rear-End Collision on Evening of August 5, Results in Death of 37

and Injury to Over 100 People.

ONK I IF THE WORST accidents in the history of the Mis-

s<)uri Pacific occurred at Sulphur Springs, Mo., on

the evening of .August 5, when passenger train No. 4,

nortliliound from Texas, crashed into the rear of local

pas.sen!.'er tram No. .>2, killing M •imi injuring over 100

Home Signal Location 232-233—Signal 232 Was Knocked Down

])e<)ple. Train .N'o. M had stopped for water wliiii train .\<i.

4, having passed a distant and a home automatic Muck signal

set against it, crashed into it. The i-ngineman of N'o. 4

jumped off and was killed; and the fireman was .ii'verel>

injured.

The collision occurred on the .Mis.souri division of the Iron

Mountain, 2.> miles south of St. Louis. This line is double

track from St. L<juis to Cliff Cave, a distance of Li miles

and is -ingle track from that point south. Trains are o|)er-

ated by train orders and an automatic block signal system

which extends from St. Louis to I'o|)lar Bluff, Mo., a dis-

tance of 165 niilc-s. The track follows the west hank of the

Mississippi River from Cliff Cave through Sulphur Springs

to River.<.ide. .v5 miles south of Suipliur Sjirings and is a

succession uf curves with onl\' -liort stretches of tangent.

.\p[)roaching the point of accident from the south, north-

bound distant si;;nal No. DIM is located 1,275 ft. north if

mile post 24. The track i« tangent to a point .^96 ft. north

of the signal where it curves to the left with a 2 deg. curv?

1,.>20 ft. long. There is then 198 ft. of tangent when a 2

deg. 48 min. curve starts to the right. The accident occurred

at a jKjint l,.i60 ft. from the beginning of this curve. Tli>>

water tank is liKated on the curve (il5 It. north of the point

of tlie accident and the Sulphur Springs station is 422 ft^

north of the tank. .\ bridge about 85 ft. long and aljout 50

ft. above water s]>ans Glaizc creek. The .south end of the

bridge is 495 ft. south of the tiink.

The single track territory where this accident occurred i-

Looking South from Point of Collision

proteited by automatic block signals. Three position

(|uadrant home signals are used and tw<i position upper

rant distant signals, the latter operating from the 4;

|X)sition to the 90 deg. jiositiun. Home automatic blcK

nals .\os. 2M and 2.vi are loc.ited .i5 ft. south of tin-

end of the bridge. The nortliliound distant signal

mentioned above! is .i,289 ft. south of its home signal.

upper

quad-
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k sig-
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control circuits of both the home signal and its distant signal

overlap the next home signal in advance, the control of north-

bound home signal 262 at Riverside, extending beyond the

next northbound home signal 2.^2, at which point the acci-

dent occurred.

The first point at which the engineman on train No. 4

could see the water tank is .\.i.^7 ft. south of it. The tank

and standing train should also have been visible 3,112 ft.

south; and the home signal, tank and all of train 32 should

have been visible to the engineman on train No. 4 at a point

2,254 ft. south. A full view of the rear of the standing train

could be obtained at a point 709 ft. south of the home signal

location. There is 1,089 ft. of tangent track approaching

distant signal D232. When train 32 stoppjed with the engine

opposite the water tank, the end of the rear car stood approxi-

mately 80 ft. south of the home signals south of the bridge.

Train No. 32 had 10 cars, including two baggage cars,

one combination baggage and mail car, one mail car, three

chair cars and three coaches. Train Xo. 4 had a mountain

t\-pe passenger locomotive and consisted of 12. steel cars in-

cluding 6 baggage cars, two comliination coach and chair

cars, one Pullman, two dead-head coaches and a dining car.

On the evening of the accident, No. ^2 arrived at River-

side at 6:48 and departed at 7:07, while No. 4 passed at

7:13. No trouble had been experienced by either train in

making running time although No. .^2 was 2 hrs and II min.

late out of Riverside and No. 4 was 20 minutes late. No.

32 was delayed at Riverside longer than usual as it had an

order to meet No. 41. No. 4 had been running about 45

miles an hour and slowed down to about 25 miles an hour

at Riverside to pick up a 19 order which read:

'No. 1 engine 5,306 wait at White House until 7:37 p.

m. Wicks 7:40 p. m. for No. 4 engine 5,312."

No. 4 then began to pick up speed and apparently passed

home automatic block signal No. 262, located about 1,380 ft

around the curve north of Riverside station. This signal

was in the stop position. No. 4 evidently failed to reduce

speed at distant signal D232 governing the approach to home
signal 232, the point of the accident. The .^peed of the train

was estimated to Ije alx)ut 40 miles an hour when it struck

No. 32, although just before the crash brakes were applied in

emergency No. 32 had stopped at the water tank alx)ut

negligence of the engineman of train No. 4 in failing to

observe signals. In the investigation by the Bureau of Safety

representatives which began immediately after the close of

the coroner's inquest meml)ers of the train crew on No. 4

stated that at the ten or twelve .«tops made before the acci-

dent they dbserved nothing unusual and that the engineman
had no trouble in making the customary station stop*. The
fireman was too badly injured to obtain a statement at that

A Close-Up of the Wreckage

time. The engineman had been in the service of the com
pany for 37 years and had a perfect record. The investiga-

tion showed that the crew of train No. 32 had been lax in

flagging at Riverside and Sulphur Springs. Both trains in-

volved were of the .«ame ilass and had equal rights. When
Xo. 32 was at Riverside the conductor inquired of the oper-

ator if he should let No. 4 pass between there and St. Louis.

l̂ouldste trainNaSt
shmdingaflo^t/^ RC

.,,^ ..\t:-3'
SignalZiZ, fank andaflhoir^ ^^* -

' \| '^

^
i

%*^Distani\ Signal D-ISZ

\'^ ^Firsfplace con s** Mnk

SULPHUR
SFRINOi
STtTION

Fullv'tewr^arotlroincwkihave
"'betn Sffn af- Ih'n point

Home Signal Ho.lSi

Layout of Track and Signals at Scene of Accident

30 seconds before the crash came, the fireman not having
started to take water. The flagman was on the fourth car
from the rear and north of the bridge.

Members of the train crews stated that the automatic sig-

nals gave the proper indir^ition after they had pa.ssed them.
They were found to be indicating properly by signalmen
after the accident and all lights were burning. The maist of

signal 2.?2 was knocked flown but the mechanism was found
in the stop position.

The I oroner's \\xt\ at the inquest held .it De Soto on .Au-

gust 7 returned a verdict that the collision was due to the

The dispatcher, when told that No. M expected to let X''o. 1

pass at Wicks, 4.2 miles north of Sulphur Springs, said he
could let Xo. 4 pass there. The employees involved were
not on dutv in violation of the hours of service law.

The Commission lias sr.inlcd llic motion of the Corporation

Comnii.ision of Oklahoma to dismiss the proceeding involving

Oklahoma intrastate rates because of the removal of the unlaw-

ful discrimination again.*! intrrsfatc commerce which had resulted

from previous actic.n of the Oklahoma commUsion.



The Application of Engineering in Transportation*

Modern Operation Requires Analytical Study of Data and For-

mulation of Practices Therefrom

By G. D. Brooke,

Superintendent of Transportation, Western Lines, Baltimore & Ohio

WHAT IS THK TEST Or Criterion of an engineer? Is it

the degree conferred by an institution of learning?

Without any thought of disparaging the value of

.such a degree and with full recognition and belief in the

advantages of the training of technical men in our colleges

and universities, the answer is. "No!" What, then, is the

measure of an engineer? The national engineering six'icties

ref)uire as qualifications of nieml)ership from six to ten years'

actual practice and some four or more years in responsible

charge of work—graduation from a school of engineering

bf recognized standing being equal to two years of actual

I)ractice—and moreover, the ability to design engineering

works. F.\()erience then is the rccjuisitc of the engineer; and
knowledge and ability gained through this experience, as

evidenced by having been in actual charge of work, of hav-

ing directed such work and of being competent in engineering

design, are the things which measure tlie engineer.

The officers of our railroads, the trainmasters, superin-

tendents, general superintendents, superintendents of trans-

portation, general managers, and others, whatever their titles

may lie, who have direct charge of transportation, through

their years of service or practice in transportation, through

their knowledge and al)ility gained in the school of cxiieri-

enre, as evidenced by the organizations, the operations, the

work under their direction, have qualified as transportation

engineers just as truly as have our engineers of construction,

our mechanical engineers and our maintenance engineers

qualified in their respective branches of engineering. And
our usefulness as transportation engineers is measured by the

skill with which wc carr\' through our undertakings, l)y our
ability to do well with one dollar that wliich can easily be

done with two after a fashion, b\ our lapability to comjire-

hend and tiring about the proper balance between locomotive

maintenance, locomotive operation, and other transportation

expen.ses.

Moreover, the methods of engineering are generally ap-

plicable in dealing with transportation problems. They con-

sist briefly of surveys, observations or otlier means of collect-

ing (lata, tlie marshalling of this data by means of drawings,

tabulations or other convenient form, the study and analysis

*.\I'^lr.ictf.I from .1 p-iP***" prcsrnltMl hcfnrc the Western Si'ciely of Fnni-
neer«. rhiiairr., M.iy 1«.

of the information tiius prepared, the designing of structures

or works or the planning of methods of procedure, and the
actual construction in accordance with the designs or the

execution of the work according to the plans. In some of
the problems of engineering the conditions are to a large

degree fixed or constant and can be met with designs or
j>lans of work which are to a certain degree permanent. In
others the conditions are gradually changing and have to

be met by changes in design. In no branch of engineering
is there such continual changing of the conditions as in rail-

road transportation. Not only is it subjected to varying
physical conditions, as by the seasonal changes of tempera-
lure and other wea^ther conditions-—by which also the main-
tenance of roadbed and tracks are affected—but the flow of
traffic is subjected to the same seasonal changes and in addi-
tion many other influences are constantly being brought to

play upon it. This inherent characteristic of transportation,

variability, places upon the transportation engineer the task
not only of thorough study and analysis of the problems
arising from the more constant conditions but also of meeting
continually in an effectual and economical way new situa-

tions which, although they present themselves almost daily

and without warning, are persistently different from their

predecessors.

Careful Analysis Will Bear Fruit

In some classes of .service the requirements of the traffic

fix to a large degree the general features of the schedules,

the size of tlic trains and tlic character of the equipment.

This is i>articularly the case in passenger service and the

opportunities for economies are not so great as in otlier

branches. But even here continued and careful analysis will

bear fruit. On a division where there are a number of local

passenger runs it may i)e found feasible, by changing the

lay-up points of engines and cars or by cou|>ling up runs

to reduce the number of locomotives and cars required, and
even to reduce the crew ex|)ense. And as passenger travel

varies with the seasons and from other causes, it will fre-

quently Ijc found that cars can be taken off during light

periods and .so save locomotive fuel and repairs to equipment

and insure greater reliability in the observance of the sched-

ules. Where a passenger train has a fast scliedule. parficu-

289
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larly if there are ,i number of stops, the elimination of one

car from the train will make a considerable saving in the

amount of fuel consumed in making the runs. The cutting

off from a si.\-car train of one heavy car will easily save a

ton of fuel on a 100-mile run over the average profile.

An important feature of transportation is the adaptation

of train operation to the requirements of the traffic. The

problems to be met vary from the simple one of a slow mov-

ing traffic, as of coal or ore on some engine district reaching

into the mine fields, where the business can best be handled

in slow freight trains, with perhaps one or two local passen-

ger trains per day. to the busy multiple track trunk line with

a heavy and diversified traffic, requiring two or three classes

of passenger trains with varying schedules, express and mail

trains, two or more fast freight trains, a large volume of

slow freight to be moved in tonnage trains, and the local

and pickup trains which handle the way freight, do the

station switching and move cars to and from local points.

Each case between and including these extremes offers a

different problem. A simple one is that of an engine district

having a mixed freight traffic requiring some two to three

through freight trains, a local freight train, and two local

passenger trains per day in each direction. It will probably

be found that the best freight ser\'ice can be given by run-

ning at least two freight trains daily on definite schedules,

suitably spaced throughout the 24 hours, and handling any

additional business in extras, run daily or every other day

as required. The freight trains may be heavily loaded and

the schedules slow liut if they are maintained with regularity

the sen-ice will be reliable and satisfactory from a traffic

standpoint as well as economical and efficient in the use of

locomotives and cars. Branch line trains of this kind should

be scheduled to arrive at the junctions so that cars of impor-

tant freight can be switched out and forwarded without

excessive delay in fast freights on the main line, thus afford-

ing continuous movement to destination. With a more com-

plex traffic situation a more elaborate arrangement of train

ser\-ice must be provided. The important thing is to plan

the train service so as to be attractive to travelers and

shippers and thereby enable the traffic department to sell

transportation, to fill the empty seats and to give the freight

lo>-omotive a full load.

Large Train Loads

In recent yearr tlie value of a high train load has become

to a great extent a matter of course, and many railroads

have systematic methods of following this important feature

of trans|V)rtation. It is not possilile to emphasize too strongly

the important relation of the train load to the cost of moving

freight. Fortunately methods of determining the proper ton-

nage ratings for locomotives have l)een established scienti-

fically and are available in the proceedings of the .American

Railway Engineering .\ssociation and in other engineering

and railroad literature, so that it is a comparatively simple

matter to compute the train load for various speeds on the_

ruling grades and the adjustment factors to compensate for

the frictional resistance of additional cars under varying

tcnii)eratures. There remains, though, the evcr-jircsent prob-

lem of determining, under varying traffic conditions, the

running time over the engine district with given speeds on

flic ruling grades and of ascertaining thereby the engine rat-

ing which will produce ton-miles at the minimum cost.

On a district having a small percentage of the mileage of

the ruling grade, particularly if broken \^]^ into short sections,

the locomotives can lie rated for quite slow >i|HT(l* on the

ruling grade—say from seven to ten miles per lioiir- -without

seriously lengthening the time over the district. On the other

hand, where much of the mileage is of the maximum gr.ule

the rating must be made for higher speeds on this grade in

order th.it the time over the district will not In- excessive.

Of course, the .imotrnt of interference bv opjwsing trains

and by higlier speed trains in the same direction on single

track lines, and by important high speed trains on multiple

track lines, is a limiting factor in determining the average

speed over the district, and must be weighed carefully in

fixing the locomotive rating. It should be realized that the

economical rating of a few months ago when traffic was
very thin may not be the economical rating today with the

more frequent business, nor that of today the proper rating

for next fall when the volume of traffic will be heav}'.

On a mountain division which moves a heavy traffic, some
two-thirds of which is coal, it has been found economical to

reduce the tonnage of the eastbound trains by one-third

during periods of light business and to use one pusher on

the helper grades instead of the two required for the heavier

train lead. This makes practicable the closing of two helper

stations and speeds up the road movement so that overtiine is

virtually eliminated, resulting in a lower cost of handling

the freight. When business is heav}% though, it has been

found that with a given number of locomotives available a

greater volume of tonnage can be moved with the heavier

trains, requiring two helpers on the hills, and it has been

found expedient to revert to this scheme of operation even

though the cost is somewhat higlier.

Through Routing of Trains

Another feature of great impwrtance in transportation is a

definite scheme of systematic switching or classification and
through routing of trains. .-Mthough offering possibilities of

great economies, it has not received anything like the atten-

tion during the last decade that has been accorded the devel-

opment of the train load, due doubtless to the results being

of a less definite nature and more difficult to reduce to fig-

ures, and to the failure of transjxjrtation men to realize fully

tlie advantages which follow tlie estal)lishment of such a

scheme. Then, too, a great deal of careful and painstaking

work is required and when the ]>lan or scheme has been

developed there is need of a firm hand to supervise it and
to .see that there are no departures from its provisions.

Detailed information as to the routing of business over

and the deliver}- and assembling of ItKids and empties on

each road and terminal district, the amount and character ot

classification already in effect at each yard, the capacity oi

each yard both for holding cars and for switching, the char

acter of the traffic and the train schedules, must be gathered

and prepared in tabulations, diagrams or other convenient

form for analysis, .^nd since the officer who is to work out

or design the scheme should have a working knowledge of

each yard and each engine district, it seems essential that

he sui>ervise and personally engage in the assembling of thi-

information. Then, with suitable jilans of the yards and

terminals and track charts of all engine districts, he is in

|)osition to analyze the problem thoroughly and to draw u|

a tentative .scheme of classification to meet l)otii the divisional

and the system requirements. .After this it is advisable to

call together in conference the yardmasters and the superin

tendents and other transportatitm officers in suitable group-

to consider the tentative scheme and make such revisions as

may be found advisable.

The completed scheine should then be published in suit-

able form for distribution to the officers and employees whosi

duty it is to carry out its provisions. The cardinal principle

of systematic classification and through routing of trains is

that the first da.ssification yard tliat switches a car after the

l)ill is made and it starts on its journey. |>laces it in thi

classification that will take it tiirough to the point of deliv

ery, or to the last yard short of its destination, without an

other switch. Station order switching of cars for the engint

districts leading out of each yard, the classification of enipt\

cars according to their class and suitabilitv for loading witli

the different kinds of freight are among its jirovisions.

To obtain the full benefit of the through muting of tr.iin-
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' is advisalilc also to cstahlish b st iicmc of car inspection

III repairs by which thi- it|uipmtMit will l)c in condition

iicn loaditl or wht-n rtfi-ivitl in int<r<hanRc to go through
thf pro|K-r classificatifm without Uini; lut out for repairs.

! ii-n, with a sufficient vokinie of l.u>inc-ss, trains ran be
lilt up to move through terminal .ifirr t.-rminal as "main
ickers,"' rf<|uiring only the chani;iii!: of locomotives and

-<ws and such ins|)oction as is neii-ssiry to detect unsafe

defects which may have develo|)etl on line of road since

leaving the last terminal.

Intensive Utilization of Cars

'I'he itonomii i)r intensive utili/.ituiii of freight cars em-
raci-s the principal factors of high average car mileage and
igh average car loading, which are to a lonsidcratile degree

mter-de|H'ndent. There must Ik- not diiIv a liigli mileage [x^r

car per day l>ut the unproductive mileage must aL^^o l)c re-

ducetl to the minimum. By unproductive mileage is meant
the useless haul of cars, whether liwded or em[)ty. When
two or four or ten cars are used to muve a shipment of freight

where one or three or nine would have sufficed, unproductive

mileage is made just as truly as wiu-re there is a cross-haul

of empty cars suitable for the same class of loading. It is

here that the feature of pro|K'r car lo;iding comes in. By
far the greatest percentage of empty mileage is not unpro-
ductive mileage, for the reason that in the nature of the

traffic there is no possibility of securing a return load and
the movement of the empty is an integral steji in transporting

the shipment. With the i)ro|)er realization of this condition

an analysis will show that the opportunities of reducing

unproductive mileage are far less than seem to be generally

assumed.

It would seem then that about the only way to make un-

jiroductive empty mileage is to haul empty stock cars, refrig-

erators or box cars east or north or to move em[)ty coal cars

away from the mining districts. .And such really is the

case. It is true that during the war. and the years of heavy

business succeeding it, the movement of traffic was more
nearly balanced and stock cars, gondolas and even flats were

loaded with cement, stock cars with l)rick and tile, rough

Ifxiding bo.\ with tinplate and other finished steel products,

to f|uite a large extent. In fact a load could be secured for

almost any car cajiable of bein^; made approximately suitable

even at a heavy expen.se. This condition reached the maxi-
mum in March, l'>2f), when the railroads of the country were

able to reduce the empty mileage to 27.7 per cent of the total

—the lowest of which there is record. But these were not

normal times nor docs there seem to be much likelihfxxl of a

recurrence of the balance of traffic movement which then

btained.

There are a few instances of cross-haul of box cars, rough

loaders iK'ing u.sed in one direction and good tight cars in

the other, causing duplicate empty mileage, but the.sc are

exceptions. During the |)erifxls when business is falling off

rapidly, ( onsideralile empty mileage is made in hauling cars

to suitable points for storage. Empt\' mileage is also made
in the movement of bad order cars to convenient shops for

repairs. None of this emf)ty mileage, moreover, is un|)roduc-

tive mileage, for it is made in meeting situations which arise

in the most practicable way.

How, then, is unproductive mileage made? Largely

through the inexperience or carelessness of agents, yard clerks

and other employees who route the cars improperly. During
the extensive relocation of e(|uipment which took i)lacc in

the autunm of 1020 and the following winter, there was
doubtless (oiisirlerable of this misrouting, for the car servi(e

rules bad been iii()|>iTative for .several \-ears. during whirl)

many new employees had entered railroad service and the

personnel of the vard and station forces was untrained or

rusty in the handling of cars under the rules. .A year later

when anotlicr rclcK ation of the same kind but of a less extent

took place, and these forces were well trained, there was

comparatively little of this misrouting of empty cars. There

is even greater improvement in ihi> res[>ect ai the present

time and although if all of the unproductive movements on

a large railroad system could U- >tated in. car mileage, the

figures i)robably would Ije rather -t.irtling; if reduced to a

percentage of the total car mileage, the result would seem

insignificant and the efficiency of car handling wouhl Ik:

found i|uite high.

The attainment of a high average car mileage re«|uires

sufficient business to utilize all suitable cars, freedom from

congestion in nxid movement, promjjt handling in yards and

at stations and quick loading and unloiiding by the shipi)ers

or the railroad's own forces. The attainment of a high aver-

age carloiid re(|uires the securing of as many loads as pos-

sible in the direction of the pre|)onderating em|)t\ movement,

the distribution of the cars so as to adajit the size and ca-

pacity of the car to the character of the load, co-o|)eration

of shippers in loading the cars to either the cubic or the

carrying cajtacity and the obtaining of such ma.ximum load-

ing at freight stations, warehouses and other loading jioints

operated l)y the railroad.

Lengthening Locomotive Runs

If the accounts of a railroad are examined it will be found

that the expenses directly affected by locomotive utilization

and train o|)eration will run around .k'I per cent of all cx-

pen.ses and 50 per (.ent of tlic cost of maintenance of equip-

ment and conducting trans|)ortation. From this it is apparent

that a broad field is offered here for effi-cting real economies.

.\ great many factors are involved, some of which are the

adai)tation of tyjies of locomotives to the requirements of the

service, the length of locomotive runs, the pooling of loco-

motives or their o|)eration with regular or assigned crews,

the manipulation of power by the chief dispatcher, and the

scheduling of slow freight trains out of terminals and over

the road.

Here, as in other branches of transportation work, there

are many situations to be met and each retjuires thorough
analysis to determine what is the best .solution. On one divi-

sion pc»ling will give the best results; on another the regular

crewing of locomotives will be found best. The tendency of

the immediate present seems to be towards longer locomotive
runs in iioth freight and jiassenger service. Long runs keep
the locomotives on the road and so increase the percentage of
working time to the total, and reduce the numl)er of dispatch-
ments and hence the engine house expenses. The mileage per
locomotive is increased so that the same work is done by a
smaller numl)er of locomotives and in this way the cost of

locomotive maintenance is decreased. In |ias.senger service

coal burning locomotives have for years been making runs
of 200 to .^00 miles and locomotives in slow freight service

ISO to 170 miles regularly and even as high as 187 miles
on a very heavy traffic division. So there is nothing new or

ex|)eriniental in long runs. But a very large percentage of
the freight runs have been around 100 miles, ranging per-

haps from 80 to 120 miles. Now modem locomotives are
capable of long periods of sustained perfonnance and the

number of comparatively short runs seems to offer excellent

ojjportunities of coupling u|) runs and effecting economies
thereby. A numl)er of |Kis.senger locomotive runs have re-

cently been lengtliened on the Baltimore & Ohio, the longest

resulting run being from Loui.sville to Toledo, a distance of

.^.?0 miles, and on one division the freight locomotives are

now running 258 miles where the runs were formerlv one-
half that distance.

In .ulapting loc-omotives to the service on various districts

the proi)leni is usually that of using those on hand to the

best advantage. The clinn'nation of light types from heavy
service and of retiring them permanently or at least so long
as heavier locomotives arc available is of prime importance;
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almost equally so is the disposition of the occasional type

which is unusually vulnerable and is constantly giving

trouble on the road or spends too much of its time under-

going repairs. Then, too, it may be found that a certain type

of locomotive will perform more efficiently and reliably in

continuous service, or its weight and axle loads will meet
possible restrictions, and hence is fHiCuliarly fitted for use in

connection with the lengthening of runs.

On ever}- engine district having a heavy mixed traffic slow

freight trains called during certain periods of the day will

make better runs than those called at other hours. The chief

dispatcher will be found taking cognizance of this and ar-

ranging tlie calls of slow freights accordingly. The full

development of this idea will prove of much value where

a large volume of slow freight is to be moved in extra trains

and can be carried a step further by making standard sched-

ules for the movement of the trains over the district. They
can be prepared in simple form, for example, giving the

running time between point.< wliere operating stops are made,
as at water stations, coal docks, and helper stations, and can

be printed on cards of convenient size to be carried in the

pocket or in the back of the time table. These schedules set

the pace for tlie engine and train crews and give them some-

thing definite to work to in their trips over the district.

Substantial results have recently been obtained by the

establishment of schedules for the operation of freight trains

with assigned locomotives and crews on the Chicago division

of the Baltimore & Ohio. An analysis of the traffic on the

division showed an unbalanced movement, the eastbound

power requirements being the greater on account of the vol-

ume of livestock and quick dispatch freight moving in light

high speed trains. The westbound slow freight was being

handled in trains of full tonnage and the surplus power run

light. The divi.sion consists of two districts of approximately

130 miles each and the men in engine and train service live

principally at the intermediate terminal, Garrett, Ind. It

was determined to give trains to all westbound locomotives

and runs were scheduled so as to get the p>ower to Chicago

in time to return with the eastbound movement of livestock

and quick dispatch freight trains departing between 6 p. m.

and midnight.

A brief description of one schedule will make clear the

method of operation: a train departs from Willard at 3 p. m.

and arrives at Garrett at 11 p. m., where it changes engine

and train crews; it then departs at 11:30 p. m. w'ith the

same locomotive and train and arrive.'i at South Chicago at

7 :30 a. m. On the return trip the train departs from South

Chicago at 7 p. m. and arrives at Garrett at 11:30 p. m.,

where it changes engine and train crews, the men relieved

having 24 hours ahead of them off duty; the train departs

at 12:01 a. m. and arrives at Willard at 6 a. m. The engine

and train crews leave Willard on tlie schedule at 3 p. m.

and arrive at Garrett at 1 1 p. m., where the men are relieved

and are off duty for 24 hours. The schedule requires two

locomotives, four engine crews and four train crews. The
men are on duty about 16 hours on the round trip and have

an eight hour rest at South Chicago or Willard and 24 hours

off duty at Garrett, out of each 48 hours.

The advantages are improved working conditions for the

crews: running locomotives through and thereby increasing

the mileage and eliminating the roundhouse work at Garrett,

elimination of all overtime, the letter movement of west-

bound loads and empties, the saving of approximately 150

car days \tcT day, and the general toning up of the entire

organi/.ation and performance of the division. .Mthough this

metho<l of operation was not started until Mardi 10, the

mileage made by ten locomotives used in the service averaged

5,763 miles for the month, the highest made by any one loco-

motive Iwing 7.032 miles. This average is about 2,000 miles

greater than a similar average for the month of February.

The results are considend thorouglily .satisfactory-.

The Toledo division of the same road has recently fur-

nished a good example of tlie unusual demands frequently

met in transportation. The coal production in eastern and
southeastern Kentucky has been very heavy since the middle

of April and a large part of the business has been routed

through Cincinnati. The Baltimore & Ohio, having docks

at Toledo, has received the routing of all the coal for trans-

shipment via the lakes and also a heavy all-rail traffic. The
division consists of a double track line from Cincinnati to

Dayton—60 miles—and a single track line from Dayton to

Toledo—140 miles—there being only two short stretches of

double track north of Dayton. The heaviest previous busi-

ness was handled in July, 1918, when 736 loads and 29

empties per day were moved north from Cincinnati. During

the first 15 days of May an average of 931 loads and 44

empties has been moved, an increase over the previous record

business of 27 per cent. The southbound daily movement
into Cincinnati during the same period was 233 loads and

705 empties, a total of 938 cars.

Tlie movement of this hea%'y traffic in a very satisfactorj'

manner has been due to the ability to dispose of the all-rail

business to connections freely; the control of the lake coal

by temporar}' restrictions when the dumping at the lake port

was retarded on account of weather conditions or shortage

of boats, a sufficient but not an over-supply of suitable power

and the systematic classification and through routing of trains

on this and connecting divisions. There are three through

and one local passenger trains per day in each direction over

the single track north of Dajion and two scheduled fast

freights and one local freight. From 17 to 21 trains per day

liave been required to move the freight tonnage north from

Cincinnati.

The Illinois Cej^tral, in its latest newspaper advertisement

to promote better relations with the public, tabulates the history

of its "1^21 Dollar" as follows:

Where the 1921 DoLt.\R Came Fkom

Transporlation of freiRht (44,637,466 tons: average distance per ton
2"6.46 miles; average revenue rer ton per mile 1.015 cents)

Tr.insportation of passengers (37,027.889 passengers; average distance

per passenger, 25.25 miles; average revenue per passenger per mile

3.104 cents
Transportation of mail
Transportation of express
Sources related to freight service, such as demurraRe and storage,

and special service
Switching service ._

Sources related to passenger service, such as operation of parlor cars,

excess baggage, etc
Hotel, restaurant, dining and buffet service

Station and train privileges, aad miscellaneous
Rents of equipment, road, buildings and other property, joint facili-

ties, and miscellaneous income
Income from corporate investments

Cents

71.71

16.98
1.69
1.53

0.56
0.58
0.32

.Maintenance of lr.«ks. roadbed, buildings, bridges
and other structures (wages. 54.7 per cent;

material, 45.3 per centl
Maintenance of locomotives, freight and passenger

cars and other equipment (wages, 62.67 per cent;
material, 37.33 per cent)

Train, station ana switching operations, and other
transportation service (wages. 92.96 per cent;

material, 7.04 per centl
Traffic agencies, cumpiKition and issuance of tariffs,

miscellaneous traffic expenses (wages, 73.44 per
cent; material, 26.56 per cent)

Hotel, restaurant, dining and buffet service (wages,
48.39 per cent; material. 51.61 per cent)

Fuel
Salaries of clerks ami other general office cmplo.vees
Legal expenses
Pension department expenses ....
Salaries of general officers

Valuation expenses
Miscellaneous general expenses
IVpreciation and retirement of equipment
Loss, damage and casualties
Kent of equipment, leased lines, joint facilities

and miscellaneous rents
Interest on bonds and other interest charges
nividends on capital stock
Taxes
Halance available for ei^larging and improving the
property

r

8.56

11.87

24.81

0.94

0.30

7.09 15.65

7.07 18.94

1 28

0.62
7.50
1.48
0.18
0.16
0.19
O.IS
0.37
J.90
1.97

245
6.«5
4.48
$.54
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James M. Herbert

J

A MIS M. H(j(UtRT, i)rf>ident of the St. Louis South-

vvi-atcrn and its subsidian-, the St. Ixxiis Southwestern

of Texas, died suddenly in St. Louis on Aqgust 5 from

a attack of apoplexy. He was striiken while in his auto-

icdjile returninn from a ba.'«ball ^.iinc and died before he

'uKI U* remove*! from the car.

Mr. Hert)ert was a man of great eneriiy, both physically

aid mentally. He was essentially a man of action, aggres-

M\e in disposition, with the ability to make decisions

quickly. When he came to the Cotton Helt as vice-president

on August 1, 1916, the situation re(|uircd a strong hand.

The property was under-maintained and the equipment was
in [Kirticularly bad condition. Mr. Herl)ert attacked this

problem with a directnes.s that brought a marked change

ithin a short time.

Being promoted to president on .August 1, 1917, he was
m charge of the property

during the turbulent days of

fe<leral control which began

five months later and during

the equally trying period of

reconstruction which has fol-

lowed. These days were par-

ticularly turbulent among the

roads of the Southwest

where the existing order was
changed more radically than

elsewhere.

Mr. Herbert was known
among those with whom he

came in contact as a man
who possessed the courage of

his convictions. .An interest-

ing illustration of this char-

acteristic of his was afforded

by his decision to reject the

government guarantee of

earnings during the six
months' period following the

termination of federal con-

trol. Standing on his belief

that the property had suf-

fered under federal admin-
istration, he chose to under-

take its rehabilitation with-

out that support and the re-

strictions which would have
followed. That this decision

required courage is indicated

by the fact that during the

calendar year 1919 the road had failed to earn its standard

return by $2,.^4S,755. That Mr. Herbert's confidence in

the ability of the management to regain its ground was well

founded is indicated by the fact that the net income of the

road for this guarantee period exceeded the standard return

which the road would have received by $,i()6,754, after

spending $1,593,285 more for the maintenance of the

property than it was estimated that the road would have
been [)ermitted to have spent under the terms of the guaranty.

Mr. Herbert was a man who was willing to assume re-

sjMinsibility and who, as president, directed the management
of the property in detail. Having started at tlie bottom in

the operating department he had a tliorougii gras|) of the

problems which enabled him to establish a close contact

with employees. The Cotton Belt, in common with other

roads, suffered from the demoralization of its forces during

federal control but with the return of the property to its

owners on March 1, 1920, Mr. Herbert was successful to

an unusual degree in enlisting their co-operation. As a

J. M. Herbert

result, during the switchmen's strike in the spring of 1920,

the Cotton Belt was able to kee(> its freight house in St
I,ouis o|>en continuously and had the situation so well in

hand that it offered to send to conni-cting roads for freight

if these roads were themselves unable to make delivery.

This aggressive [jolicy has also done much to win the sup-
|)ort of the shipix-rs for the road.

Mr. Heriiert was Ujrn at Belmont, Pa., on January 15,

1863. He entered railroad service in 1880 as a night tele-

graph operator on the Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific, now a

part of the Wabash System, after which he was employed
consecutively on this road as station agent, yard clerk, train

dispatcher, chief train dispatcher and train master to June,
1897. with the exception of a few months when he was with

the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis. From June,
1897, to June, 1S9,S. he was train master on the Eastern
division of the Grand Trunk with headquarters at Island

Pond. \t. He was then train master at Belleville. Ont.,

for two months and in July,

1898, he was promoted to

superintendent of the East-

ern division, which position

he held until October 1,

1900. when he was appK>inted

superintendent of the Colo-

rado and Pacific divisions of

the .Missouri Pacific with

headquarters at Osawatomie,
Kans. On April 1, 1901,

he was promoted to general

superintendent of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern and in July of the

same year he was appointed
manager of the Pacific Sys-

tem of the Southern Pacific.

From November 1, 1901, to

January 1, 1903. he was gen-

eral manager of the Denver
& Rio Gr;inde and the Rio
Grande Western. From the

latter date to December 7,

1905, he was vice-president

and general manager of the

Colorado & Southern and
from that time to March 1.

1906, was first vice president

of the same road. From
March 1, 1906 to July 1,

1914, Mr. Herbert was out
of railway service. On July
I. 1''14, he was elected presi-

dent of the Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern. On August 1,

1916, he became connected with the Cotton Belt as first vice-

|)resident, and, as stated above, was elected president one
vear later.

Il.M.F A Mn-LioN Dollars a Day is the loss, as estimated by
an ofFiccr of the Forest Products Laboratory, which American
.shippers of freight sustain by reason of the use of improper or
inadequate containers for their goods, and by poor packing. Col.

B. W. Dunn, chief inspector of the Bureau of Explosives, quot-

ing this statement, says that he is extending his activities into

the field of non-explosive shipments ; and he would like to have
shippers keep adetiuatc records of all goods sent out, by means
of which, after experience, and advice from consignees, they

would discover the defects in their containers, if there be any;

and the collating of such shippers' records from many places

will make possible an intclliKcnt study which would lead to the

making of any improvements found desirable in the design of

containers of all sorts.



Atlantic Coast Line Reports Favorable Earnings

Net Railway Operating Income for Year 1921 Was $6,860,107. For

the First Half of 1922 It Is $8,845,354

TiiK Atla.mk' Coast Link reports lor the first .^ix

months of 1922 a net railway operating income of

SS,S45„?54. This is more than twice the 1921 first

six-months' figure which was $3,170,358. The property's

standard return for operation during federal control was

$10,180,915. The question now is as to whether the i)i>ak

figure which was reached in 1917. namely $13,239,902. will

lie equaled this year.

.Atlantic Coast Line traffic is fairly even throughout the

vear although as a rule its traffic is somewhat heavier in the

spring months. The comparative evenness of traffic re-

sults from the road's serving a territory extending north

and .south and from the large volume of perishable freight.

The road is. in fact, said to he the largest originator of

perishable freight in the country. Traffic in this territory is

ready for market in relation to the season. The cycle begins

in November and from that month until about May the

citrous fruits and fresh vegetables move from Florida. .\s

the .season advances g;-owing areas further north begin to

supply traffic.

Increased Business in 1922

In the first six months of 1922. the gro.-s was $37,095,580

as compared with $36,732,035 in the first six months of

1921. This increase was due to increased traffic. Our

latest figures are those for the five months ending May 31.

In the first five months of 1922 the .Atlantic Coast Line re-

ported net ton-miles (including revenue and non-revenue)

totaling 1.493.188.000 as comjiared with 1.443,661.000 in

the first five months of 1921. Car loadings figures are

available up to the third week of July. They show that

traffic in July is not running quite as heavy as it did in

l)receding months. It continues, however, to be well ahead

of last year at the same time.

It was noted above that the .Atlantic Coast Line's standard

return was set at $10,180,915. In 1918 it earned $11,155,-

520 or 5.44 per cent on its property investment. The net in

1919 was $6,539,900 or 3.07 per cent. In 1920 net after

rentals was $1,380,569 or but 0.62 per cent. In 1921. ex-

clusive of guaranty period lap-overs, the figure reported was

.S6.,S60,107 which is 2.90 per cent on the investment. The.se

figure> are interesting as a basis of comparison for 192 2's

figure of $8,845,354 for the six-months' |K'rio(i.

23.92 Per Cent Less Tons in 1921 Than in 1920

In 1921, as compared with 1920, the .Atlantic Coast Line

movcfl 23.92 [rt cent less tons and 24.65 per cent less ton-

miles. The revenue tons carried totaled 13.180,144 as com-

pared with 17,324,916 in 1920. The principal reductions

were in products of mines, products of forests and manu-

factures. Proflucts of agriculture, making up 17.11 per

cent of the total tonnage, supplied 2,255,275 tons as against

2..v^9,.il6 tons in 1920. because of the importance of

products of agriculture in .\tlanfic Coast T-ine tonnage it is

worth noting that tobacco made up 1.05 per cent of the total

1921 tonnage; cotton, 1.50 ])er cent, and fruit and vegetables,

7.17 per cent. Products of forests supjilied 3.764.980 tons

or 28.57 j)er cent of the total, this figure comparing with 4.-

507.861 in 1920; lumber at |)resent is moving much better

than it was moving at this time a year ago. The road

originates no coal; in 1921 if carried 931,575 tons or 7.07

per cent of its total tonnage.

One of the factors in .Atlantic Coast Line traffic in 1921

was the low j>ri(Ts, thi* beins; a factor on this road as on most

Southern roads in that the amount of tonnage southljouiul

depends so greatly upon the buying power which the products

of the territory yield. Concerning this matter the .Atlantic

Coast Line 1921 annual re[)ort said: "The low prices re-

ceived for all agricultural products have had a depressing

influence upon the industry as a whole. The boll weevil

depredation in South Carolina, Georgia and in some coun-

tries of North Carolina, in its effect upon the cotton crop,

has been one of the chief factors in tliis depression." The
.Atlantic Coast Line in 1921 carried 54,8(t4 tons of live stock.

The encroachment of the boll weevil has led the road to

give some attention to the jrossibilities of live stock traffic.

It is rather interesting, therefore, to read in the annual re-

port: "On account of the recent advance in the price of

live stock, especially of hogs, we may reasonably expect an

increase in the number of hogs raised for market. .As a

hog producing state, Georgia is exceeded only by Iowa."

Reduction of 15.93 Per Cent in Operating Expenses

Freight revenues in 1921 tot.aled $44,550,741 as com|>arid

with $4S, 193.387 in 1920. a reduction of $3,630,645 or 7.55

per cent. Total revenues were $66,730,768. This compared
with $74,121,956 in 1920. the reduction being $7,391,188

or 9.97 jjer cent. The operating expenses were decreased

$10,988,029 or 15.93 per cent. The 1921 figure was $58.-

005.833; that for 1920, $68,993,862. The operating ratio

in 1921 was 91.53, which, while high, was considerably

below the 1920 figure of 97.43. .At present the road is

operating at less than 70. The net operating revenues in

1921 totaled $5,649,935, a sizable improvement indeed when
comiKired with the 1920 net of $1,903,094. All of the fore-

going figures are exclusive of federal control period ]aj>-

overs.

With further reference to the 15.93 per cent reduction in

operating expenses, the reduction in maintenance of way ex-

penses was 19.88 per cent; in maintenance of equipment.

10.52 per cent, and in transportation, 18.32 per cent. The
reduction in maintenance of way expenses is of special in-

terest because this reducHon in dollars was accompanied by

a greatly increased amount of work as designated in material

units. For instance, there was laid in existing tracks 208

miles of new 85-lb. rail, whereas in 1920 the figure was only

122 miles. Including relay rail, in 1921, 273 miles, or about

5.9 per cent of the total main line and branch mileage, was
given new steel. The numlH.^ of ties placed in existing

tracks in 1921 was 1,679,820 as compared with 1,634.425 in

1920. These figures include (iractically no treated ties.

Balla.sting in 1921 totaled 449.991 cu. yd'., nearly all gravel,

this figure comparing with 269,977 cu. yd. in 1920. Tie

plates were used to the number of 1.686,427 in 1921; in

1920. the figure was 1.306.112.

Tlie annual report .showed also considerable imi>rovement

in other directions, notably with reference to .shops and shop

equipment. The report gives rather an im|X)sing detailed

list of the improvements of this kind. The net charges to

additions and betterments of all kinds in 1921 were $7,763,-

(>07 which compared with only $2,098,722 in 1920. -Addi-

tions and betterments to equipment in 1921 totaled $6,545.-

325.

Corporate Net in 1921 Totaled $1,790,569

The .Atlantic Coast Line in 1921 had a net corpor.ite in-

come after fixed charges of $1,790,569. This compared with

$7,684,156 in 1920 when the road had the advantage of

294
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standard return for two months and 'jii.iranty for six. In

1QI9 whtm its i-umini»s from railroad |'»r.itions were rcpre-

ncnttxl in the standard return the cori>or.itf net was $7.1«7,-
'

derives "other iiimtne" running from
•(Ht annually. In \'>2\, the other in-

'. in 1Q20, 'it w.i. S.>.2<M.»04. This

IK- IS mostly dividend inconu- which in l'>21 was
i —hut there is al.so a larjje n turn in the form of

:iit irijm fundetl and unfunded se< urities, etc. A large

-c of the dividenti income is repres<nted in the .>67.200

-:i.ircs of Louisville & Nashville of wliit h the Atlantic Coast
Line owns a majority interi-st. The L. & N. is now |>ro|K>s-

mi! a 7.» per cent stock dividend, the majority |>ortion of

which will accrue to the .\tlantic ("oast Line. This is.

naturally, one of the leading factors (;f interest insofar as

concerns future earnings of the latter property, particularly

as it is ex|)ectetl that the L. & N. will be ahle to maintain
a good dividend rate even with the increased stock.

The .Atlantic ("oast Line fixed charges in 1921 totaled

S». 21 2.820. The divitlends are at the rate- of 5 per cent

on the $196,700 preferri-<l and 7 [ht cent on the $68,586,-
2(K) common and total $4,810,869 annually. These are paid
from profit and loss account. The iom|>any's profit and loss

credit balance on DecemlKT .51, 1921, was $48,704,648. The
general impression one gets of .Atlantic Coast Line affairs

is that at present the jjroperty is in rather a favorable \xm-
tion. the two chief elements of whiih arc its favorable net

earnings from railroad operations in recent months and the

benefit which is exjatted to accrue frf>m the L. & X.s
pro|)osed stock dividend.

Virginian Realizes on Non-Union Coal Traffic

Has Net After Rentals of $3,833,222 for 1922 First Six-Months as

Compared with $4,726,886 for Whole Year 1921

CiiAL LiiADiNc.s in the Pcxrohontas district for the week

ended July 29 totaled 16.721 cars, the lowest rejiorted

for that district .so far this year. This information is

rather di.sconcerting l)ecause the Pocohontas district! the three

roads in which serve largely non-union mines, has been get-

ing out alKMit one-third of our coal supply since the beginning

cf the strike. The rea.-on for the present decline is primarily

the shojimen's strike combinet! with which the Chesapeake

k Ohio and the Norfolk & Western have had a clerks strike

of no mean pro|>ortions. Loadings in the Pocohontas region

in June ran alK>ut 31.000 weekly. They reached a peak of

.51,460 for the week ended June 24, The following week

they were .>l,.v?l and then they fell to 22,945 for the week

ended July 8 to 19,0,57 for the week ended July 22 and now
to 16,721 lor the week ended July 29,

These figures may be regarded from two angles. The first

is the fact that the country is having difficulty in keeping

up its half-normal coal supply. The .second ixjint is the

effect on the net earnings of the three roads in the Pocohontas

district—namely the Chesapeake & (Jhio. the Norfolk &
Western and the \'irginian. The first point is t)eyond (|Ues-

tion important enough. It is the second question, however,

that will receive our attention in the present article, and

particularly with reference to the third of these three carriers

—the Virginian. The effect on net earnings will, of course,

l)e adver.>e. Hut there hajijiens to be a .-ilver lining in the

cloud, namely that as low as the July loadings have iteen

they are still ahead of the loadings a year ago. There is

the additional important detail that the I'cKahontas district

lines have been able to realize handsomely on the heavy load-

ings of the months preceding Jul\'. The June loadings whicli

averaged some .iO,0(JO cars weekl\- compared witli loadings in

the same weeks of last year of imt about 24,()0(), Loadings in

the first half of 1921—uj) to May at least—were not very

good. Vor several weeks they ran only about l.i.OOO to 17.000.

This indicates that the July condition, as severe as it may
finally prove to be. can be regarded as only a temporary

setback which is l)alanced l)y a lung period of very cxd'llent

business.

July Loadings Off But Still Ahead of 1921

So much for the situation in its larger aspect; now as to

the status of the individual road to which it is jiroposcd to

direct our interest^the Virginian. Tiiis road reported for

the first six months of 1922 a grass income of $10,485,199
whirh compared witli a gross in the first six montiis of 1921

cf $9,596,649. For the first half of 1922 it had an operating
ratio of 57.9.i as contrasted with a figure for the first six-

months of last year of 65.0.>. To June M>. 1922. tlie net rail-

way operating income was $.>.8,i.5,222 which is a rather size-
able ini|)rovement over the figure for Januarv to June last

year of S2.917..U)0. In July the Virginian had a falling off
in traffic similar to that of its two neighbor roads. Its coal
loadings in July were 9.1,S4 cars as compared with 12.752
cars in June. But the July loadings—strike or no strike

—

were still good; they com[)ared with 9,110 in July last vear.
The seriousness of the situation is still further' minimized bv
the fact that in July, 1921, there was a falling off also; June,
1921, loadings were 12,544 cars, Much seems to have i)een

made l>y the strikers' pui)licity men as to the difficulties at the
Hamilton Roads coal jiiers. The \irginian apparentlv has
been affected to a minimum degree. Its coal dumpings at its

Sewells Point pier for July, 1922, totaled S,.566 cars or 468,-
159 tons. In Julv, 1921, dumpings were 5.802 car* or 334 -

828 tons,

\irginian o])erations are characterized by the high propor-
tion of coal tonnage—over 90 per cent of the total tonnage
is coal; and by the manner in wliich this coal moves in hea\-y
trainloads to tide-water. This combination and an unusually-
high traffic density enable the road to realize on a plant
characterized by its high engineering standards. Further
than that the road has been improving its ix)sition vear by
year and is becoming an increasingly importiuit factor in the
Hampton Roads situation.

The improvement in the road"s position is indicated in that
the property had a standard return of $3,247,603, This it

did not earn for the government in 1918 or 1919. in which
years the net railway operating income was $1,952,872 and
$2,555.2,50 resjiectivcly. In 1920, however, the road earned
a net railway operating income of $4,770,880 and in
1921 with a sharp reduction in tonnage the figure was held
to $4,726,940. We have spoken of the 1922 results to date;
that they bid fair to exceed 1921 seems fairlv certain.

Average Train Load 1812 Tons
In l'^21 the road carrieil (i„w(),()4S revenue tons of freight

of which 5.691.790 tons was coal. In 1920 the revenue ton-
nage was 7,784.517. The 1921 revenue ton-miles totaled
2,.508.049,877 and the revenue ton-miles per mile of road
were 4,387,1 77. In 1 920 the traffic density figure was 1 ,440,-

384 which is high enough for tlie main line of many a busy
road of two or more tracks, (^f course, in the Virginian's
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case it i.- due to coiil moving in heavy trains and heavily

loaded cars. The average train load in 1921 was 1,812

which was increased from 1,718 tons in 1920 even with the

reduced traffic. Virginian cars include many of 120-tons

rapacity. The average carload in 1921 was 55.55 tons, com-

paring with 51.10 in 1920. The road secures an average

haul on its freight of 362 miles and in 1921 its revenue

per ton per mile was 0.679 cents.

The road's gross revenues in 1921 totaled $18,024,357 of

which $13,743,395 was for coal and coke. In 1920 the road

had a gross of $18,158,853. This shows for 1921 a de-

crease of but $134,496 which is explained, in view- of the

falling off in tonnage, by 1920 receipts per ton per mile of

0.553 cents as compared with the 1921 figure given aliove of

0.679 cents. The operating expenses in 1921 totaled $12,-

405,728 as compared with expenses in 1920 of $12,908,982,

a reduction of only $368,758. The reason for such a small

reduction in exjxinses was increases in e.xpenses of mainte-

nance of way and equipment which nearly balanced a de-

crease of approximately $1,000,000 in transportation ex-

penses. The road operated in 1921 with a ratio of 68.83; in

1920 it operated at 71.09. The ratio of transportation ex-

penses to gross revenues was in 1921, 30.74 as compared with

35.87 in 1920. The Virginian in the first six months of

1922 operated at 57.93 per cent as above noted.

Physical Improvement in 1921

With its increasing net income the Virginian has been im-

proving its property to take care of increasing business.

There is much said about the building of an additional pier

at Sewells Point although the management does not seem

ready to commit itself as to that as yet. The outstanding

developments in 1921 were the completion of double-tracking

on the 2.07 per cent grade approaching Clarks Gap from the

west; new construction of the so-called Virginian & Western,

14.45 miles; an extension of the Winding Gulf branch, 2.05

miles; new facilities at Elmore, W. Va. ; additional shop ma-

chinery at Roanoke, Princeton, etc. The road now .serves 107

coal mines, 56 of which are served jointly with the C. & O.

It has 234 miles laid with 85-lb. rail and 5 miles with rail

of Pennsylvania 130-lb. section.

The Virginian in 1921 had a corporate net after fixed

charges of $2,937,732. Including a credit of $2,308,095 for

additional compensation for operation during federal control

the net income carried to profit and loss was $5,245,827. In

1920 the corporate net was $3,287,462, inclusive of a credit

of $513,365 for standard return for two months. The 1920

accounts did not include any credit on account of the

guaranty. The balance sheet shows as of December 31, 1921,

a profit and loss credit balance of $17,416,721 "after pay-

ment of $13.00 per share on account of dividends accrued

on 279,550 shares preferred ."^tock from May 1, 1912." The
company's preferred stock is 5 per cent cumulative. In 1920,

7 per cent was paid on this issue; in 1921, two payments
each of 3 per cent were made. The greater part of the pre-

ferred stock is closely held. No dividends have ever been

paid on the 31,271,500 common shares.

Freight Car Loading
Washincton, D. C.

Lo.ADiNG OF revenue freight on American railroads totaled

859,733 cars during the week ended on July 29, com-
pared with 861,124 cars during the previous week, or

a reduction of 1,391 cars. This was an increase of 64,301
cars over the corresponding week last year, but a decrease

of 76,633 cars below the corresponding week in 1920. As
compared witli tlie heaviest week Ijefore the shop strike the

reduction was 18,123 cars.

Coal loading totaled 76,374 cars, an increase over the pre-

vious week of 314 cars, but a decrease of 73,065 compared
with the corresponding week last year, and a decrease of

109,418 cars compared witli tlie corresponding week two
years ago. Coke loading totaled 9,112 cars, a decrease of

837 cars compared with the week before. While this was
an increase of 4,934 cars over tlie same week in 1921, it was
a decrease of 4,224 cars below the same week in 1920. Ore
loading totaled 64,147 cars, 270 cars below the preceding

week, but 34,023 cars above the corresp>onding week last

year. Compared with the same week two years ago, a reduc-

tion of 12,212 cars was reported.

Grain and grain products totaled 59,170 cars, an increase

over the week before of 1,604, but 4,360 under the correspond-

ing week last year. This was an increa.se of 19,318 cars

alxjve the corresponding week in 1920. Live stock loading

amounted to 27,104 cars, 351 cars below the preceding week.

This was, however, an increase of 2,294 cars above the cor-

responding week in 1921, and 1,039 in excess of two
years ago.

Merchandise and miscellaneous freight for the week ended
on July 29 totaled 565,629 cars, a reduction of 1,536 cars

REVENUE FREIC;iIT LO.XDED

Grain
and grain Live

Districts Year products stock

Eastern 1922 11,710 2,520
1921 10,961 2,642

Alleghany 1932 4.107 2.315
IMI 4.120 2,4 9

Fbcahonlas 1922 268 151
1921 273 171

Southern 1922 4,503 2,237
1921 4,359 1,792

Northwestern 1922 1 1,706 7,769
1921 12,813 6,476

Centr.il Western 1922 19.450 9,494
1921 24,004 8,743

Southwestern 1922 7.426 2.618
1921 7.000 2,507

Total Western Dists. . 1922 38.582 19.881
1921 4.1.817 17.726

Total all roads 1922 59.170 27.104
1921 63.530 24.810
1920 .19.852 26.065

Increase compared... 1921 2.294
Decrease compared... 1921 4,360
Increase compared... 1920 19.318 1.0.19

Decrease crimparcd... 1920

iuly

29 1922 59.170 27.104
uly 22 1922 57.566 27.455
uly 15 1922 48.911 30.216
uly 8 1922 35.267 21.847

.oly 1 1922 41.897 28,546

American Railway Associaliun—Car Service Divii

AI.S This VE^R, Last Yn«. T\ o Years Ar.0. \V>:e K Ended Saiubdav, July 29. 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Corre-
»pi nd-

Corrc-

1' orest Mdse. Miscel- This year,
1922Ccal Coke pruducts Ore L.C.L. laneous 1921 1920

8.852 1.782 5;.'22 7.139 66..0.57 94.M2 198,974
41.583 826 4.539 2.273 56,177 73.255 192.256 233.622
19.584 4.106 .1.135 13.665 50,327 79.811 177,050
4J.ti')l 2,062 2 526 6.675 43,5') 1 51.395 155.739 18.S.326

16.721 288 1.123 30 3,466 3.525 25.572
17.475 81 1.247 5,051 4.041 28.339 36.526
14.969 774 18,029 1.062 35.370 37.941 114.885
19,337 313 13.063 103 35.143 35.145 110.245 127.605
7,882 1.531 15.365 39.696 30.835 40.496 155.280
6.807 446 10.616 19.391 27.689 33.027 117,265 160.968
5.140 434 7.534 2.128 32.931 47.992 125,103
16.972 199 5.559 772 30.';24 30.142 126.715 1 J3.089
J.226 197 7.680 427 14.801 26.485 62.869
4.374 251 7,311 820 16.356 26.253 64.873 65.330
16.248 2,162 30,588 42.251 78,567 114.973 343.252
28.153 896 23.487 20.983 74,560 99,222 308,853 350.287
76,374 9.112 58,197 64.147 234,567 331,062 859.733

149.439 4,178 45,767 30,124 214,531 263,058 795,432
1X5.?".' 13.316 6.', JO' 76.3") 1»<'.7'15 342. "(.5 936.366

4,934 12,435 34.023 20.036 68,004 64.301
73.065 45,772

100,418 4,224 5,005 12.212 11,903 76.633
9.112 58.197 64.147 234,567 331,062 859.7.13 795.432 936.366

76,060 9.949 58.512 64.417 239,510 327.655 861.124 788.034 928.418
77.334 9,698 .58,121 69.162 241,180 326.285 860.907 774.884 942.851
68.996 9.665 44,736 55.729 210.140 271.939 718.319 640.535 796.191
94.7-1.'! 10.36! 6!.4:J 64.776 247.111 328.035 876.886 776.079 891.621
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below the preceding week. Despite tliiN dcinrase, howe\er,
the lotulinK of merchandise and mi>n-ll.meous freight ex-

ceeded tlie corresfKjndinK wt-ek last yi-.ir l.y S8,040 cars and
<v,n surpassed the corri-sjjonding wiik in 1920 by iJ,869

I orest products totaled 58,197 car>, a decrease of 315
cars under the week liefore, but an imnase of 12,435 cars

over the corresponding week last year. Compared with the

> orresponding week in 1920, a reductioa of 5,005 was shown.
Compared by districts, increases in the loading of all com-

modities o>-cr the i)receding week were reported in the Alle-
ghany, Central Western and South Western districts, with
decreases in the Eastern, Pocahontas, Southern and North
Western districts. All except the I'ocahonUs, Central West-
em and South Western districts, however, reported increases
o\'er the corresj)onding week last year.

Perfecting Plans for the Distribution of Coal

Various Agencies Involved Are Co-operating in Effort to Make
Best Use of Limited Supply

THE Central Coal Committee was able to turn more of

its attention this week from the wrirk of organization to

its problem of trying to supply the many demands made
upon it for coal. The district committees are now on duty

and various orders for coal from railroads, public utilities

and states have been forwarded to them from the Washington
office.

On Monday preliminary plans were arranged for the move-
ment of alKxit 30,000 tons a week through the Cleveland

Coal and Ore Exchange for trans-shipment across the lakes

for the northwest and to increase the allocation as rapidly as

pwssible until about 1,000,000 tons a week are moved to the

lakes. In addition to C. E. Tuttle, in charge of distribution

for the lake movement, C. P. White was apf)ointed as a

representative of the committee to have lieadquarters at St.

Paul or Minneapolis.

It was believed that the action of the eastern railroads in

sending shop employees to assist roads serving the coal-

producing districts where shipments have recently been re-

duced l>ecause of congestion will result in an increased out-

put. Consideration has been given to sending locomotives

from other nxids, hut it was [winted out that men to keep

the ro-ads' own enginc-s in condition would Ik- of more service.

The problem of railway fuel supplies largely occupied the

attention of the federal fuel distribution committee on Tues-

day. The needs of some lines operating in the Middle States

and in the Mid-West were said to be somewhat pressing,

while railroads in the southeastern region were said to he in

slightly U'tter shape. The problem has l)een complicated by

the fact that some railroads have sent buyers to the producing

coal fields, and their competitive efforts to obtain fuel are

having the tendency to raise prices.

The state of Ma.ssachu.setts, through the state fuel admin-

istrator, has applied to I-'ederal Fuel Distributor Sfiencer for

emergency coal needs under Priority No. 2 classification.

This coal is desired for the operation of various public utili-

ties in that state and is in addition to coal sujiplies already

provided for by contracts.

An appeal came from Iowa for coal for the operation of

public utilities, some of which arc said to face the possibility

of an early closing-down if tiieir fuel reiiuirements are not

met. A s[X'cial appeal hius lx.'en made for the vegetable-can-

ning industry of the state. Farmers are also asking for coal

to keep the wheat-threshers going. Maine canners have

addressed an apjieal to the committee. .Xs the total tonnage

re(|uired by the lanning industry of tlie country is not esjx'-

cially large, it is not anticipated that there will l>e difficulty

in meeting the needs of tliese estidilislinients.

.\ quantity of coal in the p<»session of the War Department

at Camp Grant, 111., for which that department had no urgent

need, was ordered turned over to railroads centering in

Chicago,

Washikctok, d. c.

The problem of the proper distribution of coal as between
the seaboard states and the West was given consideration.
The matter of striking a proper balance lx;t\veen eastlxjund
shipments intended for New England and westbound ship-
ments routed to points in the Middle West will require much
study.

The fact that mechanics from northern states are now
reporting for ser\-ice in considerable numbers at the railroad
repair shops of tlie Virginia and West Virginia coal-carrying
lines is expected to relieve to some extent the car congestion
which has been hampering coal production in that territory.

Numerous applications for coal have been made to Federal
Fuel Distributor Spencer from industrial concerns in various
states. These concerns are informed generally that their
jwrticular problems should he presented to their respective
state fuel administrators.

Consideration was given to the re-estahlishment of restric-

tions on sky-rocketing prices of coal in Pennsylvania at a
conference between the Pennsylvania State Coal Committee
and administration officials on Wednesday.
The Interstate Commerce Commission on .August 4 issued

.\mendment 1 to Service Order No. 23, effective on ;md after
August 5, 1922. This amendment changes paragraph No. 7

in the following respects:

(1) Clas.s'2 in the priority order, which follows the class of
special orders, is enlarged by the addition of Clause (d), reading:

(d) Bituminous coal which has passed over screens of
four inches or larger opening, coke, and anthracite coal, to
be shipped to retail dealers for household use.

(2) Class 4 is eliminated and a new Class 4 is substituted
therefor, reading:

Class 4: (.^s to all such common carriers by railroad) Coal
for the production and manufacture of foodstuffs and medi-
cines and for the manufacture of containers therefor, for
daily use but not for storage, exchange, or sale.

The amended order also states that it is not intended to give
any priority as between clauses a, b, c and d of Class 4, which
relate to fuel for railroads, public utilities, government institutions
and retail dealers, so that these classes are to be considered on
a parity.

(i) Agents of the commission are designated and appointed
with authority to give directions as to car service and to the
matters referred to in para^;raplis (15) and (16) of section 1 of
the interstate omnicrce act, ;iii(l referred to in paragraph No. 7.

The agents, in addition to Jchii C. Kotli, director. !•". H. De Groot,
assistant director, and Frank C. Smith, chief inspector of the

Bureau of Service, were to Ik.- stationed at the following points,

bcijinning Monday, August 7 : S. J. Mayhood, Thurmond, W.
\'a. ; B. S. Robertson, Blucfield. W. Va. ; C. C. Semplc. Hunting-
ton, W. Va. : W. L. Barry. Norton, Va. ; O. S. Reynolds, Knox-
villc, Tenn. ; H. M. Priest, I-oitisville, Ky.

; J. B. Ford, Birming-
ham, Ala.

The Car Service Division of the American Railway Associ-

ation has issued a circular civing instructions to govern the
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(iistril)ution of coal cars under the priority provisions of the

commission's order, in part as follows:

(1) Requisitions for cars must show the inniil)er of cars re-

quired by each mine for each of the ti\e classes enumerated in

Service Order 23. Paragraph 7.

(2) Orders for cars in excess of a mine's demonstrated ability

to load vlaily will not be accepted.

(3) Cars will be supplied for loading coal to be consigned in

compliance with the above classes in the order named. No cars

will he supplied on orders given under Class 2 until all rcf|uirements

under Class 1 have been fully met. No cars will be supp ied under

Class 3 until Classes 1 and 2 have been fully met and etcetera.

.\vailablc cars will be distributed e(|uitably between mines order-

ing cars of the same class of priority shipments.

(4) a.—The mine tage or hilling instructions must sbnw the

class of priority under which the shipment is made.

b.—Revenue billing will carry the endorsement showing the

class under which cnal is moving.

c.—Coal will not be forwarded from mines unless mine tage

or billing instructions carry this information.

(5) Railroads will maintain daily records of:

a.—All requisitions for coal cars by classes of priority.

I).—Number of cars placed for loading at each mine

c.—Number of cars loaded and shipped by classes of priority.

Open Top Cars and Building Materials

That the .sireater part of the construction ])rojects now

under way will be forced to shut down for lack of construction

materials unless the present coal priority order is modified

was asserted by the A.s.sociated General Contractors of .\mer-

ica in a petition of ])rotest to the Interstate (\)mmerce Com-

mission. It is the opinion of the contractors that the action

of the commission is so drastic as to defeat its own purpose.

The contractors are in favor of priority for coal for the

first four classes e.stablished by the commission, includin!,'

special purposes, government uses, public utilities, medical

sup]>lie.s, and domestic consumption; but contend that liuild-

ing materials are just as imiwrtant to con.struction as coal is

to other manufacturers, and should have equal place with it

after the first four classes are served.

The petition calls attention to the fact tiiat witli the re-

opening of the mines the demand for cars for coal will he not

less than ,520,444 cars per week, of the maximum .>24.or)()

serviceable cars, and that of these 291,000 will be suitable for

the loading and transportation of coal, leaving only ,S.i,000

open-top cars weekly for all other purposes. Going on the

assumption that the coal and railway strikes will be settled,

and that the present priority order stands, the contractors

estimate the probable demand and supply of open-top cars,

weekly during August, Septeml)er, and October, will be as

follows

:

Per cent

Cnmmodity Dcm.iml Supply supplied

Coal .120,000 291,000 91

.San.l, 's't.'nc and gravel .'iCOOO 10,645 21

Ore 40,000 8.516 21

Iron an.1 «tcel 25.000 5.322 22

MiwelLnncoui 20,000 4,258 21

UmcMone Hl.OOO 2.129 21

Coke l".<li"' ^.U-) 21

Instructions to State Fuel Committees

A letter containing detailed advice regarding the method

of distribution of coal by the state fuel committees was for-

warded on August .S by Federal Fuel Distributor S|)t'ncer

to the governors of the states. It stated that the federal fuel

distributor will not (except for the common carriers and the

fle()artments of the United States government) act u|)on ai>-

plications made by consumers or dealers directly to him.

l)Ut will refer the applicant to his Ntate fuel committee to the

end that if his need is essential and the applicant must have

emergency coal which he cannot obtain from .sources within

his .state, the committee may then make application to the

federal fuel distributor.

Governor's committees were re(|uested to apply for coal

produced in other states only througii the federal fuel dis-

trih'itcir at Washington and not to order any coal from federal

fuel district committees nor ])ro(lucers outside of their own
state.

There is no anthracite coal available for distribution by the

federal fuel distributor.

.application for emergency coal to the federal fuel dis-

triliutor should be made only for current use and not for

storage.

.\j)plication for emergency coal should lie made only for

the most essential purjwses following the priority classes

established by the Interstate Commerce Commission in Serv-

ice Order No. 2,i.

Emergenc\- coal supplied on the.se applications made to

the federal fuel distributor will be placed f. o. 1>. railway cars

at the mines at the fair prices approved for the jircxlucin!;

district by Secretary Hoover.

It will lie the endeavor of the federal fuel distributor to

j.'lace orders for emergency coal in those districts from which
the supply is most available to the applicants.

John E. Benton, general solicitor of the National .\ssocia-

tion of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, has addressed

a circular letter to the .state commissions advising that the

ciuestion had arisen whether the service orders of the Inter-

;tate Commerce Commission, made to meet the existing emer-

gency, a[.])ly to intrastate shipments. It has Ix'en considered

i)y the I're.'-ident's committee, and it is thought to be imjX)rtant

that there shall l)e no doubt as to the application of the rules

prescrijjed by those orders as to all shipments. It is thought

that the ciuestion ought to ix: settled, .so far as within the

power of the regulatory authorities, state and federal, with-

out necessity for determining the legal ([uestions involved. It

is believed that there will be no disposition an)-\vhere at this

time to do otherwise than to co-operate whole-heartedly with-

out bringing to the front jurisdictional or other contentious

questions, he said.

Commissioner Aitchison was (|uoted as saying, not speak-

ing for the Interstate Commerce Commission, but for the

President's Fuel Committee, that the committee desired to

advise the state commissions that action on their part. .«o

far as they have or claim car service jurisdiction, in the line

of the |)romulgation intrastate of car service orders identical

in their provisions widi the car service orders already pro-

mulgated by the Interstate Commerce Conunission will Ix'

appreciated, and will bo helpful in the present emergency.

Mr. Benton assured Commissioner .\itchison that he l)elieved

the state commi.ssions generallv, having jurisdiction, would lie

glad to co-operate in the establishment of common regulations.

thus entirely avoiding any occasion for the question of juris-

diction arising.

It is understotxl that some state commissions have no juris-

diction over car .sen-ice, and accordingly cannot comply with

this request. .\t least one commission—that of .\labama

—

before this question arose had already adoi>ted I. C. C. Car

Service Order No. 2.5 in precise terms for apjdication intra-

state.

Weekly reports compiled by the Car Service Division of

the .-Xmerican Railway .\ssociatioii of cixil mine operations

and car requirements and the open-top car situation show

clearly that the worst of the effects of the sliop employees'

strike is concentrated on the comparatively few ro:\ds that

for several months have handled [iractically all of the coal

being ]>r(Hluced and on which congestion and resulting car

shortage had begun to ap|xMr even liefore the shoji strike

began on July 1. Tliese are the roads regarding which

there has been more or less loase talk of their being taken

over by the government and the roads to which Mr. Jewell

doubtless referred when he asked if the government "would

constitute itself a strike-breaking agency by t.iking over the

roads on which we have made the strike UKxst effective."

The railroads during the week of July 22, the third week

of the shopmen's strike, according to these reports placed

71 per cent of the cars recjuired for liituniinous coal loading.
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or V4.0-'7 j>(aiii.st m|uirtimnt> .imouiiiiiii; to I.i2,6o5 Iht-

low iMrncnlaKe i* due to the condition- in the Pocahontas
iind Southern di.strictji. which furni^llt(l only 4.i and 4<^

per irnt. res|x-«.iively. of the cars rii|uirt-<|. In the Poia-
ii-tricl 20,412 car« were |>laci<l i, a|;ainst orders for
id in the Soutlum district 2(i.l ii cars were placed

- urdtrs for 41.071. In thi- S. uihern district the
jarrcentaKf of cars placed to cars ri>|uiri-d was •><*; in the
Allev'hiny 129; in the Northwestern KiJ; in the Central
Western 117, and in the Southwestern lot. Of 146 roads
re|x>rtinK. only I<) fumisluti less thin 100 per cent. Of
these the j)rincipal one.- were tlu W'hivlinn & Lake Erie. 00;
Baltimore &: Ohio. S'); ChesaiKake &: Ohio. .>8; Long Fork.
27; Norfolk & Wotern. S2; Virginian. 45; Carolina. Clinch-
field k Ohio, 06; Interstate, j6; Kentui ky & Tennessee. 25:
Louisville, Henderson &: St. Louis, ')')

, Louisville 5: Nash-
ville, .>5; Mo!)ile & Ohio, 81; Southern. S2: and St. Louis-
San Francisco, 99.

In the week of July 15 the |)ercentai!e of cars placed to

cars re<)uired wa- >S4 'Ha- |Krcentai;i- for the Pcxaliontas

district U-inj; 65, .Southern. 56 and Southwestern. 79. For
the week of July 8 the iK-rcentage for all roads was 107,
only the Southern region ix-ing U-low 100, with a [jercentage

of 70. During the week of July 22 the roads furnished
89 per cent of the numl)er of o|x'n top cars re(|uired. 282,679
-•tinst .319. 186. In the week of lulv 15 fhev furnished

96 per cent. In the week of July 2.i, 1921, the roads fur-

nished 10(J per cent and in the witk of July 24, 1920, only
f)7 fjcr cent. In the week of July 22 97 |)er cent of the

retjuirenwnts for limestone were furnished, lOfJ jkt cent for

ore, 98 jjer cent for iron and .steel, 97 jjer cent for .-sandstone

and gravel, and 98 |)er cent for miscellaneous freight.

.\n int rea.se in the numlx-r of car> loaded daily is shown
l>y re|j<jrts n-ceived from the carrier^. On Monday, August
7, these re|)orts showed a total of lo.()21 cars loaded with
coal. This total hu.s only bec-n exceeded on .seven days since

the miners" strike started on April 1, and then only by an
average of a few hundred cars. The numlx-r of cars loaded
daily with coal since .August 1 follows:

AuruAt
A'JfllM
AumiM
Aa(un
Auitiii.t

Aiin'it

11.71*] cart
1J.21H car*
I -'.177 car.
12,503 an
12 317 cars
16.021 car*

In .August. 1921, the average numlur of cars loaded daily
with coal was 2.5,688 cars.

RejMjrts show that on the Chesaf)eake & Ohio, Norfolk &
Western and the Louisville & Nashville, the three large.st

coal carrying roads in the West Virginia and Kentucky non-
union coal fields, 7,554 cars were loaded on Mondav. These
three roads averaged in June l.MA cars daily, which was
tile heaviest month's coal loading in their histo^^.

Standard Designs for Indian Locomotives

A Discussion of Requirements, Both Military and Fuel, and

Comparisons with the U. S. R. A. Standards

By H. L. Cole

Secretan- of tiie Kailwav Hoard of India

LiKiiMoTlvE DF.VELiiPMENT in India, which so far has

mea-ly followed normal British practice, appears likely

in the near future to enter ujMm a new pha.'^e. Con-

sideral>le changes are «xcurring in several of the most im-

portant conditions by which Icx'omctive design has hitherto

been governed in India, and these will no doulit affect future

locomotive projKjrtions in that county to no small degree. It is

nearly 20 years since the e.visting standard locomotive de-

signs were initiated ; and with the e.\ce[)tion of the subse-

<|uent introdudii n ni superheater.-i they jjresent no features,

barring their gage, to differentiate them from the ordinary

British practice of their period.

The recent revision of the fi.xed structure gage, iiowever,

0[>en.s up possibilities which could not previously he con-

'idercfi; and thc-se (.i^.^sibilities are likely to become ot even

greater im[)ortance in view of the projected adoption either

of the central automatic coupler, or at least of draft gear

much stronger than that now in use. The eventual value
of tiiese two developments cannot be overlooked as aids to

the solution of the now ()ressing problem of traffic con-

gestion.

Changing Fuel Conditions

I'iiere is in progress, niorcoviT. a marked change in re-

>|>e(t to fuel su()i)lie>. Harcly a ([uartcr of a century ago
tlie ((Kil rc'<|uirements of Indian railways were still largelv

met from the I'nili-d Kingdom. Whi'n the |)resent standard
engines were intr(xluced tlic- importation of British coal was
diminishing rapidly with the development of the Bengal coal

fields, and the |)roducts of the latter, although decidc-dly in-
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ferior to the British coal, were good enough even witli the

small grates of the locomotives of that period for the mod-
erate speeds and loads then called for. But demands on lo-

comotive power were already becoming more exacting : and
with the complete change over from British to Indian coal

the necessity arose for relatively larger grate areas.

This necessity was to a certain extent recognized and pro-

vided for in the standard 4-4-0 and 0-6-0 designs of I'JOJ;

and more so in the subsequent 4-6-0, 2-8-0 and 4-4-2 en-

gine.«. The development is interesting; the older 4-4-0

passenger engines on the State Railways with 17 in. by 24 in.

C)'linders and 1 7 sq. ft. of grate area, or a ratio of grate area

to cylinder volume of 2.68. The 2-4-0 passenger locomo-
tives with 18 in. by 24 in. cylinders and 20.5 sq. ft. of

grate area had a ratio of 2.9. The 4-4-0 standard light

passenger locomotive of 1903 with 18K in. by 26 in. cylin-

ders and 25.3 sq. ft. of grate area has a ratio of 3.1 and the

later 4-6-0 passenger locomotives with 20 in. by 26 in. cylin-

ders and a grate area of 32 n\. ft. has a ratio of 3.33. All

these engines were designed prior to the adoption of super-

heaters. This increase in grate proportions was a natural

expansion from these which had been based originally on
experience with British coals.

At that period—only 15 or 20 years ago—there was
scarcely any industrial con.sumption of coal in India, and
rapidly as the railway demand for Bengal in place of im-

ported coal increased, it was thought that locomotive re-

quirements could be and would be filled by the best of Ben-
gal coals, and for some years it was jx)ssible to a great ex-

tent to ensure this. Since then, however, a radical change
has come over the whole fuel position. The available pro-

portion of first-class Indian coal is limited. On the other

hand, demands for shipping and for industries, and es-

pecially for metallurgical purposes for which it is essen-

tial to secure coals of a particular quality and with definite

characteristics, have rai)idly increased. It is no longer possi-

ble to pick the tx?st local coals for railway purposes as the

quantit)- actually available is but a comparatively small pro-

portion of the total demand.

.APPROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF SOME TYPICAL COALS
Volatile Fixed

Moisture Matter Carbon Ash Sulphur
Indian—RaniKar.j 5.0 30.5 54.5 10.5 0.7
Indian—Barakar 1.0 21.0 66.0 13.0 0.7
Great Britain—Yorkshire . . 2.0 33.0 62.5 2.7 0.8
Great Britain—South Wales 1.5 16.0 70.0 11.0 1.0
American—Pennsylvania ... 1.3 34.5 57.5 7.0 1.7
American— Illinois 9.5 33.0 48.0 8.5 1.0
American— Pocahonta" Dry i9.0 75.0 5.5 0.7

In short, railways have been forced in recent years and
will certainly be forced in the future to use the poorer qual-

ities of Indian coal in steadily increasing pro])ortions. If

efficiency is to be maintained—and we should look forward
to its being steadily improved—locomotive boiler design must
be adapted to the fuel conditions. In fact a stage in rail-

way development in India has now been reached when it

would appear to be a matter of imperative necessity to take

account of the new conditions, and discard unsuitable or

non-essential traditions.

The question of future policy in respect of standard lo-

comotives is a live i.ssue. "Standardization," however, like

"self-determination," is a catchword, the length, breadth and
dr[)lh of whith are seldom clearly defined or appreciated.

There can be no question as to the value of standardization

as a principle, for economic.il production and for economi-
cal maintenance. As a practice, however, it is at least liable

to result in stagnation, and to the perpetuation of obsolete

designs.

The extent, therefore, to which the principle of standardi-

zation can lie carried without detriment to progress or to the

steady improvement of efficiency, is a matter which has im-
[)orfiint bearing on any polity that may l)e adopted with ref-

erence to the future development of locomotive construction

and practice. There exist many impiortant factors affect-

ing the issue of this question, but they are substantially dif-

ferent in India from those that obtain either in England or

in the United States.

Indian Railways in Relation to Standardization

The f)osition of India in relation to any railway standardi-

zation program is somewhat exceptional, and this holds good
in spite of the fact tliat there are two distinct main line

gages. The meter-gage system of India, apart from its con-

siderable mileage, is generally of a fairly high standard;

neither the Burma nor the old Rajputana-Malwa meter-gage

railways, for example, can be classed as light railways.

Each gage, the 5 ft. 6 in. and the meter, is constructed prac-

tically to a standard that is common to all railways of that

'__^i'^^iid'^if2StCi°lJ?y.'^'L
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gage. Bridge rules also are uniform, and while tvcasion-

ally variations have been permitted for particular reasons,

sjx-aking broadly it may be said, in respect to loading gages

;ind running dimensions there has Iteen maintained from the

earliest days a consistent, well-considered, and well co-or-

dinated policy.

This may have been of greater or less benefit to individual

railways at different times: but the result at the present

day, when it is necessary to explore every possible m(?ans of

reducing both the initial cost of new locomotives and rolling

stock, and of increasing the possibilities of interchange,

whether for frontier war concentrations or for peace-time

traffic emergencies, is of first-class importance, in that it re-

moves one of the first great obstacles in the way of a prac-

tical standardization program.

With rare exceptions, such as the Bombay and Baluchis-

!an mountain sections, operating conditions throughout In-

dia are not marked by extreme variations. A general sim-

ilarity of practice, at least in broad essentials, is no doubt
partly an outcome of uniform loading gages, but it is also

a natural ri'sult of a certain degree of technical co-ordina-

tion which alwa\s has been maintained between the various
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nilway administrations and the Govenunciit ui India. The
standard engines of 190J merely repl.u iil an older series,

examples of which could be fcxind runiunp on lines as far

a|>art as Madras and Ft-shawar. Ret i mmu-ntli'd locomotive

•nd rolling-^tock dt-signs exhit>ited in the old IxKTomotive

and Carriage and Wagon Supfrinteniliiit>' Committee's pro-

ceedings of 1890 and onwards drafted in effect a standard-

ization [<olicy which appears to havt- U-on accepted as a
practical working propKinition.

Another not unini[>ortant factor consi>ts in a broad uni-

formity of fuel supplies in India, in the sense that the main
standby is bituminous coal—variable in quality, certainly:

but neither so good as British steam kxiI on the one hand,

nor on the otlier hand so diversified in cjuality and nature as

the varifHis anthracite, bituminous, and sub-bituminous or

lignitic coals in use on different American railways. The
variation between the best first class and the worst second

class Bengal cauls is not so serious a m.itter as to form any
real ol)stacle to standardization if that be desirable on other

grounds. The fuel position, difficult is it may be, is not so

grave a.^ to re(|uire th:it the mail-train Imomotives be pro-

vided with boilers suited to bum the pocirer qualities of

seiond d.-i.vs coal; nor will many railways contemplate ob-

taining under present or prosjiective conditions supplies of

trouble in the thick of hea\7 troop-trafiic, due to having

a variety of power and an infinity of different detailed parts

to maintain.

Standardization in Principle and Practice

If we turn to .\meric.i for indications of the trend of

modem practice, or for specific data upon which to work
out now designs, it is because American railways have been

up against high labor costs and indifferent fuel longer than

India has, and because India possesses neither the accumu-
lated test results nor the resources for obtaining such re-

sults Icxally. The railways of the United Kingdom, on
the other hand, have never suffered from poor quality fuel;

the service rendered by British labor prior to the war was
efficient in relation to its cost, and the re.sults of e.xperiments,

where made, are lor the most part buried in the records of

the particular railways to which they pertain. Moreover,
Indian operating conditions in respect of the average length

of runs, high car a.xlc-loads, and con.sequently the value of

full train-loads and ma.ximum engine-rating as against a

rapid tum-around of very low capacity stock, arc in gen-

eral more similar to conditions in the United States than

to those that obtain in the United Kingdom.
Outside the Indian standard locomotive scheme, it would

DIMENSIONS AND PROPtlKTIONS OF ST.\.\D.\R1' INI)I.\N LOCOMOTIVES
T,<,« 4.4-0 4.4-2 4-6-0 4.4-0 4-6-0 0-6-0

' Pass. Pass. Pass. Pass. Pass. Freight
«1 or «u|>rrhnilc<l Sat. Sat. Sat. Sup, Sup. Sat.
rri. diamrter and stroke, in ISH by 26 19 by 26 20 by 26 20 by 26 20^5 by 26 18M by 26

I. '9 In working crder:
On drivrrs. lb 70.560 78,400 107.520 75.040 113,570 107,520
On trucks. IS 41.440 71.680 J5.840 43.460 43.900
Total engine, lb lU.OOli 150,080 143,360 118.500 157.470 107,520
Tender, lb 87,360 105,280 91.840 90,500 106,850 87.360

DriTinK wheels, diameter, in 74 78 73 74 73 61

Boiler prcsiiire, lb 180 180 180 160 160 180
Crate area. sq. ft 25.3 32 32 23.3 3J 25.3

Heating surfaces:
Fir:boT. sq. ft 128 157 157 127 152 128
Tube*, uj. ft 1.230 1,833 1,674 951 1,419 1,230
Total evaporative, sq. ft 1.358 1.990 1.831 1,078 1,571 1.358
Superheating, sq. ft 240 407
Combined evap. and sup., sq. ft 1,318 1,978

General data, estimated:
Rated tractive force. 85 per cent, lb 18.360 18.360 21.879 19,040 20.400 22,338
Cylinder horsepower 1,026 1,082 1,199 1.153 1,212 1,026

Weight proportions:
Weight on drivers -7- tractive force, lb 3.84 4.27 4.92 3.94 5.57 4.81

Weight en drivers -~ total weight, engine — per
cent 63.0 52.3 75.0 63.3 72.1 100

Total weight, engine ~ cylinder horsepower — lb. 109 139 119 103 130 105
Boiler proportions:

Comb, heating surface ;- cylinder horsepower. ..

.

1.32 1.84 1.53 1.14 1.63 1.32

Tractive force ^ comb, heating surf.nce 13.52 9.23 '195 14.44 10.32 16.44

Tractive force X dia. drivers -~ comb, heating sur
face 1.000 "19 872 1.067 754 1,003

Cylinder horsepower -r grate area 40.5 .t3.8 37.5 45.4 37.9 40.5

Firebox healing surface -4- grate area 5.05 4.90 4.90 5.04 4.75 5.05

Firebox hr:iting S'irface H- evap. hciting surface— per cent 9.42 7.89 8.58 11.78 9.67 9.42

Superheating surface -v- evap. heating surface —
per cent 22.2 25.9

2-8-0

Freight
Sat.

20 by 26

6O
Freight
Sup.

20 by 26

2-80
Freight
Sup.

22 by 26

141.120
17,920

159,040
105,280

56
180
32

111.100

I'lV.ioo
90.500

61
160
25.3

143,360
20,160
163,520
105,280

56
160
32

173
1,914
2.087

127
951

1,078
223

1,301

172
1,598
1,770
389

2,159

28.458
1,199

23,120
1,153

30.600
1,394

4.96 4.81 4.73

88.7
133

100
96

87.7
117

1.74
13.64

1.13
17.77

1.S5
14.17

764
37.5
5.72

1,083
45.4
5.06

794
43.6
5.63

8.29 11.78 9.72

20.7 22.0

first class coal for ordinary slow-s[)ced services. The known
supply of first class Indian coal is limited; whereas the

supply of second class is abund.mt. and only awaits develop-

ment.

Military Considerations

One important factor in the consideration of a standardi-

zation policy has lx;cn touched upon already but nctxis em-

phasis. India possesses dangerous land frontiers. It is a

necessary insurance, therefore, that provision should exist

for the ])ossible necessity of having to effect a great military

concentration at any time and at short notice; locomotives

of 5 ft. 6 in. gage cannot readily be l)orrowed from aliroad

and there would be no time to build them. Hut India

cannot .ifford to maintain an idle reserve of locomotives

awaiting such an emergency. The demand, should it arise,

must consequently \ie met from existing resources; in other

Words, from various railways all over India. No argument

is needed to elaborate the value and economy of having

standard power under such conditions, or the vast amount of

probably have been difficult until recently to find anywhere
in the world a series of engines serving so great an area and
designed under circumstances so favorable to consistent prac-

tice in res|X'Ct to weight, boiler and tractive effort ratios.

During the war, however, a scries of standard locomotives

was designed under the authority of the United States Rail-

road Administration; and some hundreds—nearly 2000

—

of those standard engines were constructed. Now the United

States, in common with Great Britain, has a considerable

variety of loading gages; they iiave also a wide variety of

operating conditions, and a far greater range of fuels in ac-

tual use on railways than is the case in India. And there

arc roughly 70,000 locomotives in service on American rail-

roads. Locomotive standardization, therefore, as a policy in

common i)etween .American railways generally was then and
is at the present time not really a |-)ractical issue.

This may serve as an illustration of the deliberate adop-

tion of a standardization program devised specifically and

solely with the object of rapid and economical manufacture,

practically irrespective of the operating or maintenance con-
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diticn.- of ihdividuiil railway.^. From the point of view of

individual railway*, therefore, this standardization .scheme

had little to recommend it. It involved proportions un-

suited to various local conditions, power below tlie capacity

of particular lines, and details which did not duplicate those

of existing engines even of corre.sjxjnding dimensions. But

these standardized designs did enable manufacturers to carry

out a heavy production program; and that was the need of

the moment—essentially a war measure.

Xo standardization policy, however, can be considered a=

reallv practical or satisfactory as a normal peacetime

measure, if it fails to make provision for progressive im-

provements in designs, on a basis of added knowledge, or

of modification in practice to meet changes in conditions.

A certain degree of elasticit)- is necessary for progress;

standards cannot be ti.xed for all time. Standardization is

an e.\i)edient for the cheap production of approved designs,

and for the easy and economical renew-al of worn ])arts. It

should never and need never be a device for the perpetua-

tion of obsolete designs. It is a false conception of the prac-

tical value of standardization to refer to the policy as if it in-

volved fmality.

To the extent that a standard locomotive policv has already

long Ijeen recognized in jjrinciple on Indian railways, there

is indeed no need for stagnation, but there is a certain basis

for a consistent forward policy. More exacting demands,

denser traflic, point already to the need for heavier train-

loads without .sacrifice of speed. .Alterations in the loading

gage and the contemplated improvement in the coupler in-

dicate substantial possil)ilities in that direction. The spacing

of double tracks and renewal of bridges, regrettably in ar-

rears on certain highly congested trunk lines, must certainly

precede the use of the heavier trains that would lielp so

powerfully to ease the traffic situation.

Of even more pressing importance than these, prohalily,

is the necessity of j)roviding fur the widely extended use of

fuel which has hitherto Ijeen regarded as of too low a grade

for railway requirements. This will perhaps be the most

potent factor in the immediate future in deflecting Indian

locomotive practice from ratios and wheel arrangements

which have hitherto l)een accepted as normal.

An examination of the table showing the general dimen-

sions and proportions of the standard Indian locomotive in-

dicates ajiparent inconsistencies. It must, however, be re-

marked that these designs were not brought out simulta-

neously, that they are ail somewhat old, and that the super-

iieater-fitted engines were not originally designed as such,

but are old saturated steam locomotives altered to take su-

perheaters.

At the same time this examination suggests tlie possibilitv

of the present jwsition leading to tlie adojjtion of modific.i-

tions in view of the experience gained with the standard>

initiated in l'>0,>. as well as in the light of developments

elsewhere. Attention is esjiecially drawn in this connection

to the U. S. R. A. ^tandard light Pacific and light Mikadi.

hxomntives.

In respect of adhesion, speaking broadly, Indian climatit

conditions should certainly iiermit of an adhesion ratio not

exceeding lour to one in the case of normal designs, and

probably 4.5 to 1 in the case of compound articulated en-

gines. On the I'. S. R. A. passenger and freight engines

the ratio was ap|)roxiniately 4 to 1.

The U. S. R. ;\. light Pacific liKomotive had 1..S4 s(|. ft.

and the light Mikado l.''l .s(|. ft. of heating surface iier

cvlinder liorsepower; the ratio of tractive force to com-

bined heating surface was 9.H5 for the Pacific and 11.7.i for

the Mikado; the tractive force niultii)lied liy the diameter of

the drivers and divided by the comi)ine(l heating surface was

719 for the Pacific and 740 for the Mikado; the Pacific

had vv8 and the Mikado M>.> (vlinder horsepower jier

.square foot of grate area; the firebox heating surface was

about 8 per cent of the evaporative heating surface on the

Pacific and 7.4 per cent on the Mikado. On both loco-

motives there was a little over 4 sq. ft. of firebox per square

foot of grate and the superheater surface was between 2o

and 24 per cent, of the evaporative heating surface.

The ratio of total weight to tractive effort ratio of the

I. S. R. Atlantic engine is notably bad. 1 his may lead to

the rejection of the type, and the adoption of six-wheel?

coupled as regular passenger locomotive practice. With

fares so low as those in force in India—not two cents per

mile, but two to two and one-half miles for one cent for

third-cla.ss passengers—loads must be gcxjd to be remunera-

tive. Nevertheless, there appears to be as yet no necessity

nor any inclination to proceed to the eight-coupled passenger

engine on Indian railways. If this seems inconsistent, it

shculd l)e noted that Indian 5 ft. 6 in. gage passenger cars

with four wheel trucks, weigh barely 30 tons, as a rule, a

fact which also supplies a reason for the relatively light

engines in use as compared with modem American passenge"-

engines.

As to future wheel arrangements, apart from the numl)er

of wheels coujjled, it seems fairly certain that it will be

necessary to adopt trailing radial axles in order to accommo-
date the larger grates that will have to be employed to utilize

in the future inferior grades of coal. We may expect, tliere-

fore, to see on Indian broad gage railways in the near fu-

ture, 4-6-2 and 2-8>-2 txpes ir. supersession of the present

standard passenger and freight engines respectively.

There appears to be no early i)rospect of any advance be-

yond the 2-8-2 freight engine, except on ghat 6r mountain

sections, at any rate as a standard; partly because present

operating conditions do not favor trains exceeding about

2,0(1(1 ft. in length, and partly because in any case very

lieavy preliminary expenditures on siding extensions, loops

and other works will be necessarj-, and this can only lie

spread over a number of years. The coupler question is

also involved, l)ut this is already under consideration and

may be settled on lines that will remove it from the list

of obstacles to heavv freight movements.

Whistle I-EVErs are being installed on the fireman's side of \7S

locomotives on the Mis-iouri. Kan-^.is & Texas.

Strikers Watching Entrance to D. I.. & W. Shops, Hoboken,

N. J.
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L. A. Dcwns, \icc-prcsidcnt and gcmral maiuger of ihe
trntral ot GcorRia. has been elected an honorary correspond-
in tr mciiiher of the National College oi' Italian Railway En-

rs. Mr. Downs was president of tin- \nu-rican Railway
locrinK Association last year and was a delegate from
nited Slates to the International Railway Congress in

last May at which time this Imnor was conferred
him.

To Operate Part of Kansas City Northwestern

business men living in towns along the defunct Kansas City
Xnrthwcstern held a meeting at Seneca, Kan.. last week to con-

the possibility of operating electric cars over the line,

su.'pendid operations except at terminals in March. 1921.

• irth terminal of the road is at \'irt;inia, \cb., and it is

• d to operate cars from that point to Beatrice over the

of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. Plans for a

» .. ;al renewal of operations arc, however, still tentative.

Southern Pacific Asks New Hearing in

Dissolution Case

The Southern Pacific on July 31 tiled in the Sii|)rcme Court of

the Cnited States an application for a rehearing of the case in

»hnh the court recently ordered the separation of the Southern
and the Central Pacific. The court had given permission

the petition, but no action can be taken on it until the

.•urt meets for its next term in October.

The company grouped the grounds advanced for the re-hearing

un^lrr five heads and among other things urged an application of

-!nrman act "in the light of the rule of reason," insisting

ndcr the laws of California there was authority for the

made by the Central Pacific in 1885. which, if valid, con-

\ the Southern Pacific proprietor of the Central Pacific for

petition asserted that it was not the intention of the

in act to "subvert titles vested before its passage" and that

~s in considering the refunding of the Central Pacific debt

looked "for a guaranty of its payment by the Southern

I ,,< petition further stated that the Sherman law "should not

be interpreted as re<|uiring the disintegration of railroad lines

whirh in the SO years of their history have had a community of

''<n through a single management of iiiitirokcn continuity."

iisolidations. leases and conveyances of California com-
holiling federal franchi.scs to construct and operate railroads

were made upon the basis which prevailed in the Central Pacific

lease, and "have stood unchallenged from earliest times."

Tile Federal Refunding Committee "was clearly coupled with

authority." the petition continued, "to make a settlement calling

for a guaranty by the Southern Pacific pre<licated upon its posi-

tion as lessee, inasmuch as such a settlement was in line with what
had always been regarded in Congress as practically indispensable

to refunding."

The opinion of the court, the petition said, "fails to do justice

to the moral or legal aspects of our case inider the settlement,"

in that it leaves out of consideration goMrnmental action from

IRRS to 1898 "indispens.iblc to a -ound interpretation of the

powers conferred upon the (refunding") commission and Ihe settle-

ment made by it."

The opinion also "ignores the lease as the predicate upon which

the guaranty was renuested and given claiming that if

"assumes that Ihe commission did not request but nirrolv. un-

resistingly, appointed the guaranty."
The decision of the court is further crilicize<l on the ground

that "it ignores the fact that without the guarantee the govern-

ment could not have obtained payment of the debt" ; also that

"it l.ikes no account of the fact that withoui the concurrence of

the Southern Pacific the Central Pacific could not have complied
with the terms of the agrt^-ment of settlement which required
the lease of the .Southern Pacific to be «ulK,rdinated to the bonds
issui-d by the reorgani«d comiany." and tliat "it ignores the fact
that it was the first duty of the commission to familiarize itself
with the plan of reorganization and to satisfy itself that it was
adequate to insure the pa>-ment of the government debt within
10 years.

The company asked an opportunity for counsel to present an
argument on that part of the opinion relating to the apportion-
ment or use of certain properties "constructed or acquired during
the unified control of the two systems." contending that "proposi-
tions upon which they may be thought to rest were never presented
by any pleading, never mentioned in the taking of evidence, at
no time argued ... and are not to be supported bv anv
rule heretofore announced or applied" by the Supreme C.mrt.

Prosperity in Steel and Lumber
The Bureau of Economics of the National Lumber Manufac-

turers .\ssociation reports in its monthly "Graphic Summary of
Business Statistics" that the two broad bases of prosperous manu-
facturing in the Cnited States— steel and lumber—are now virtually
normal or better. The latest available monthly figures put pig
iron production at 93, raw steel at 98 and lumber at 117 per cent
of the normal, which is assumed to be the average for the last 10
years.

In a large measure 17 other significant statistics support the
lumber and steel indication of returned "normalcy." Time money
rates are 82 per cent of normal ;. call money 98 per cent ; industrial
dividends (volume) 100 per cent; New York bank clearings. 100;
average price of twenty industrial stocks, 110; twenty railroad
stocks. 93; New York stock exchange business. 157; bank clear-
ings outside of New York. 119; business failures, 151 per cent;
unfilled steel tonnage. 79; merchandise imports. 102; merchandise
exports, 77; authorized capital of new corporations—for June

—

60 per cent; lumber shipments, 130; lumber orders, 146; Brad-
street's commodities price index, 90 per cent ; bituminous coal
production (despite the strike), 59 per cent; estimated cost of new
I i.ildings in 20 cities for June, 236 per cent.

Convention and Vacation Traffic Heavy
To ,'>cc' niinod.ite the many conventions and the heavy vacation

travel of the iwst spring and early siiinmer the railroads and the
Pullman Company provided 1.905 special sleeping cars for con-
vention traflic, in addition to 1.719 extra pullmans during the few-

days following June 28. to handle the holiday traffic. In June,
the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific alone handled almost 50
special passenger trains which carried about 10.000 paying pas-

sengers, and comprised approximately 400 sleeping cars, coaches,

etc. .^ bitter idea of the recent demand for extra equipment
made by conventions, sporting events, and early summer travel

may be gained from the following figures: For the Knights
Templar Conclave held in New Orleans. La.. 284 extra sleeping

cars were used ; the Investment Bankers' .Association. 22 cars

;

the Rotary clubs' convention. 1(>7 cars; advertising clubs. 38

cars ; Sbriners" convention. fi88 cars ; United Confederate

\eterans' reimion. 117 cars; Kiwanis clubs, 23 cars; Derby Day,

Louisville. Ky.. 218 cars; Indianapolis. Ind.. auto races. 95 cars.

The reducetl railroad rates from I.os .\ngeles, Cal.. to the East

re<|itired the use of 233 additional cars. Figures available regard-

ing the number of extra sleeiiing cars in use from the principal

Eastern points during the last of June and the first part of July

arc distributed as follows: Xorthwestern territory (N. Y. C.

N. Y.. N. H. & H., P. L. & W.. Erie) 896 cars; southeastern

territory (Penna.. B. & O., C. & O., L. \'.) 472 cars; southern

points 107 cars; Chicago, except P. R. R.. B. & O.. N. Y. C.

l!ig I'our. 244 cars.
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RaihoEds Hand.e 1 raffic Efficiently

During Chicago Car Strike

Durina; the Chicago street car and elevated railroad .strike

which hesan on August 1, and lasted until August 6. the railroads

handled a greatly increased traffic in their suburban zones with

little delay or congestion. In most cases the extra train service

was provided by the abandonment of the regular suburban

schedules and the substitution of shuttle service under which

trains were run as fast as the traffic warranted. Some idea of

the pressure placed on the larger suburban carriers may be .gained

from the following figures: The Chicago & Xorth Western

carries approximately 60.000 suburban passengers on a normal

business day and the number of trains necessary to handle this

business is 166. On August 1, the first day of the strike, the

number of passengers carried by this road was 109.810. and the

trains operated. 225. On August 2, the abo\e number was in-

crease<l to 134.704 passengers and 245 trains were run. A still

greater number was handled on .\ugust 3. when 135.619 passengers

were carried, although the number of trains operated was de-

creased to 243. while on .August 4. the number of patrons carried

was 134.822. and 242 trains were run. The Illinois Central

averaged 73.500 suburban passengers daily before the strike with

378 trains. On August 1. this number was increa.sed to 132.576

passengers and 592 trains, while on .\ugust 2. there were 146.124

passengers and 594 trains; August 3. 151.787 passengers and

610 trains; .Apgust 4, 157.022 passengers and 616 trains; and on

August 5. there were 157.517 passengers and 612 trains. The

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, which normally carries 30,000

suburban passengers, increased this number by 50 per cent after

the first dav of the strike. The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul

added 17 trains while the Chicago & Western Indiana increased

its number by 15. The strike ended Sunday noon and on Mon-

day the suburban service was approximately normal, although a

great number of the strike patrons were still making use of iheir

commutation tickets.

Collision on the Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern

In a collision of passenger trains on the Cincinnati, Lebanon &

Xorthern, at Pleasant Ridge. Ohio, seven miles north of Cin-

cinnati, on August 1, three passengers and two employees were

killed and three or more passengers and two employees were in-

iiiiiiitiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiDlllinitiitiiiiit

Traffic News

Shortly After the Accident on the C, L. & H.

jurcd. The trains were northboumi regular passenger No. 11 and

a' southbound excursion train. It is said that the excursion train

disregarded the rule requiring it to keep clear of the regular

train.

\ press dispatch from Moscow says that the offices of the

Canadian Pacific Railway and the White Star Steamship line in

that city have been reopened. These offices were closed by the

Soviet Government and their restoration is said to have been

due to reprc'cnutions made by the British Missi..n.

P. R. Thompson has resigned as traffic manager of the Pacific

Coast Steel Company to become chairman of the transportation

committee of the Peninsular Bureau of Chambers of Commerce

and Civic Associations, with headquarters at Redwood City. Cal.

The Canadian roads—the Grand Trunk and the Canadian

Pacific—have voluntarily accepted the terms of the order of the

Interstate Commerce Commission under which, on western freight

billed through to and from New England, the proixjrtions allowed

to the Xew England roads are to be IS per cent more than here-

tofore. The Canadian roads were not parties to the case before

the commission.

Potato Business on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that the white potato crop

of the Maryland-Delaware-X'irginia Peninsula, from Cape Charles,

\'a., to Wilmington. Del., has this year broken all previous rec-

ords for both production and shipments, the total movement

amounting to 16.019 carloads, an increase of 10 per cent over the

previous high record. Most of the crop goes to Philadelphia,

Xew York City and Xew England and to the Central Western

region between Pittsburgh, Chicago and St. Louis. This year

about 60 per cent of the crop went east and 40 per cent west.

Xearly 20 per cent of the entire crop went into Xew England,

ail unusually large proportion.

On the heaviest single day, July 12, 661 carloads were for-

warded. The car supply tliis year was entirely adequate. The

shopmen's strike was on during the greater part of the shipping

period, but neither the car .supply nor the handling of the loaded

cars was interfered with in the slightest degree. About 8,000

box cars were required to handle the crop, each car averaging

two round trips between shippiii<j point and market.

Coal Production

.\ slight increase in output marked the eighteenth week of the

coal strike (July 31-August 5). Preliminary returns compiled by

the Geological Survey indicate a production of 4,250,000 tons of

soft coal against 3,933.000 tons in the week before. The increase

is said to be due to improved car supply in the Middle Appalachian

I'ields rather than to reopening of mines hitherto closed by the

strike.

In spite of the increase in bituminous output, the eighteenth

week finds productioivistill about l.KKl.OOO tons short of the level

reached before the shopmen's strike, for in the week ending June

J4. 5.337 .IKXt tons were raised.

Production of anthracite in the ei.yhtcenth week will be bar.

.^I).(X)0 tons.

The trend of production is shown in the cars loaded daily by

llic railroads. Loadings on Monday, July 31. were 14,768 cars,

:in increase over the preceding Monday of 11 per cent. The follow-

iim day the total dropped to 11,783 cars, partly because of |>ay

<la\. A partial recovery carried loadings on Wednesday up to

12.218 cars, and on Thursday 12,177 cars were loaded.

Detailed records of shipments from each district indicate that

up to the present, miiu- responding to the invitation to resume

operations have added little to the cral supply of the country.

There has been practically no increase in output in any of the

strongly organized districts, and the increa.se in shipments from

Pennsylvania, and from the Fairmont and Kanawha districts has

not been large.

The mine reports for the week ended July 22 picture conditions

at the mines when the railway shopniens strike was at its height.

Congestion at important rail gateways grew worse and practically

every field east of the Mississippi now producing reported in-

creased losses throu.gh transportation. In Hazard, Western Ken-

tucky, and Southern West \'irginia working time steadily de-

creased as rail difficulties increased.

The loss ascribed to transportation in Colorado was confitied to

mines in Routt County, which reports unavoidable suspension of

service on one railroad.
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Labor Board Decisions

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission >u> issued a decision aiiicnding after further

hearings its tinding* in the western hay ami grain rale case so
as to ehminatc from the findings of the original report interstate

carload rates on grain, grain products and hay between points

within that portion of Illinois territory included in the western
group.

The Interstate Commerce Commission h.i.s issued its decision

:iK that the surcharge for passengers in sleeping and parlor

uhich was applied to interstate traffic by its order in Ex
74 should be applied intrastate in Georgia. The sur-

>.tiarge was put into effect on September 1, 1920. in Georgia,

with the approval of the Georgia commission, but after a hearing
it ordered the cancellation of the surcharge effective on llecembcr

20. 1921. and since that time it has not been applied to intrastate

business.

Court News
Carrier Operating Two Lines Not

Necessarily Bound to Ship by the Cheaper

Following Northern Pacific v. Solcarn, 247 U. S. 477, the

Springfield Court of Appeals holds that where a carrier is operat-

ing two lines between the same points, and the rate over one is

less than the rate over the other, it is ordinarily the duty of the

carrier to ship by the cheaper route. This duty is not absolute,

however. The carrier is not bound to consider only the shipper's

interest, but should consider the interest of the public and its

own ; and if. all things considered, it would be unreasonable to

ship by the cheaper route, the carrier is not required to do so.

—

Stroud V. M P. (Mo. .Xpp.), 236 S. W. 891.

Shifting Cars After End of Journey

Not Interstate Commerce
Three cars with coal from PciinsyUaiiia to Canan(laij;iia. N. V.,

were placed on the consignee's siding and two were unloaded.

The middle car was in such a position that it could not conveniently

J« unloaded. The yard crew proceeded to readjust the position of

this car and to take away the empty cars. While coupling the

engine to the cars the conductor was injured because, it was
claimed, of defective automatic couplers. The New York Appellate

Division hrilds that this was not a movement of cars in interstate

commerce ; and there could be no recovery, under the federal

act. for his death. Camp v. Pennsylvania, 193 N. Y. Supp. 31.

Coal Refused May Not Be Kept on Cars Long

1 he initial carrier of a shipment of coal quoted the rate charged

by other carriers, but i>n arrival at destination it was found its

tariff rate was higher. The consigiuc refused to accept the coal,

which the railroad kept in the cars lor si.N months and then sold

for about half the freight and demurrage charges. The railroad

sued for these charges ; the consignee claimed that the sale of the

coal was conversion entitling it to damages. The \\ isconsin Su-

preme Court held that it is the duty of a carrier, when freight

has not been disposed of within a rcasoiialile time, to unload and
store it for account of the owner ; that the railroad, under this

rule, was not entitled to dcinurragc beyond a reasonable time, that

ten days was a reasonable time, and that in view of the rail-

road's long delay in acting after knowledge of the consignee's

refusal to accept the coal, judgment for damages for conversion

was warranted. The court said that, while it might have been

better business management for the consignee to accept the coal,

pay the illegal rate, and afterwards seek his remedy, he was under
no obligation to do so. In determining the damages, the unpaid
freight charges must be deducted from the market value of the

coal at destination.—Waters v. Becker (Wis.), 186 N. W. 167.

Employees of Freight House Contractor

Under Jurisdiction of Labor Board

On February 26, 1922, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis turned the operation of its freight house at Indianapolis

over to the A. S. Hecker Company, who immediately reduced
the rates of pay of employees engaged in freight handling below
those established by the Kailroad Labor Board. The arguments
advanced by the railroad and by the employees in this case were
similar to those put forth in earlier cases governing contracting

of shop and track operations. The Board decided that this con-
tract is in violation of the Transportation Act. and that the

freight house employees of the contractor are under the juris-

diction of the Labor Board and subject to the application of the

Transportation .-Xcl ; and the carrier was directed to take up
with any employee the matter of his reinstatement upon appli-

cation.— (/AviVioH A'o. 1119.)

Green Bay & Western a Class I Carrier

Si.xteen employees' organi/ations petitioned the Kailroad Labor
Bfiard for the application of Decision Xo. 2 to the employees of
the Green Bay & Western, after this road had participated in

the hearing on an increase in wages for employees of the short
line railroads. The employees contended that this road was not a
short line railroad but a class 1 carrier as its operating revenues
exceed $1,000,000 a year. The employees claimed that there are
53 class I roads with less mileage than the Green Bay & Western,
that 26 have less capital stock, that 32 have fewer freight cars,
that 33 have fewer locomotives, and that 29 carry less freight.

The railway management maintained that the petition should be
dismissed because the road had been a party to the short line

hearing which resulted in the issuance of Decision Xo. 108 and
that the employees' requests arc exactly the same as those that
were dismissed in that decision. The Labor Board decided that
the Green Bay & Western is a Class I road, and that its charac-
teristics are of a nature which exclude it from the class of short
line roads. It therefore decided that the rates of pay of the em-
ployees shall be adjusted on the basis of the increase awarded
in Decision Xo. 2. and the decrease specified in Decision No. 147,
and that this decision shall be effective as of May 1 1922—
(/).-,m()» No. 1123.)

One Organization to Represent Employees
l"or several years rules governing the rates of compensation

and service of engine house employees and fuel handlers an the
terminal division of the Boston & Maine have been made by
agreement between the managemnt and a committee affiliated

with the Knights of Labor. Since September 1, 1917, the rules
covering store department employees in oil rooms and enginehouse
storerooms on the Boston Terminal have been negotiated between
the management and a similar committee. L'nder Decision Xo.
119. and especially principle l.s in Exhibit "B" of that decision,
the railway management has considered as one class all laborers
in and around shops, enginehouscs and storehouses; and has
found by vote of the employees that a majority of this class,
taking the railroad as a whole, desired to have the I'nited
Mrotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop
laborers represent them. The management accordingly pro-
ceeded to negotiate an agreiniciit with a committee from that
organization. The employees on the Terminal division contended
that the separate agreement with the Knights of Labor should
continue. The Labor Board decided that the management acted
properly in negotiating an agreement with the maintenance of way
organization. This decision, however, does not prevent employees
from designating representatives of their choice to handle with
the management matters affcclini; their wages and working con-
ditions, provided such procedure is in conformity with the rules
incorporated in the agreement entered into with the maintenance
of way organization and the provisions of the Transportation
Ml.— (Decision No. 1121.)
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Foreign Rail^vay Nevv^s

Electric Trains in Euston Station

The London & North Western is now riiimiag electric sub-

urban trains into Euston station, its London terminus. This event

marks the completion of an intensive development of an im-

portant suburban area in the neighborhood of London. The elec-

trification involved a considerable amount of construction, in-

cluding two tunnels, several new stations, the separation of

grades at a junction where there were 17 running tracks and

some heavy track construction.

British Interests Push Plan for Construction of

Short Line from Tampico to Mexico City

Engineers art making linal .surveys for the railroad which tin

British interests which own the Mexican (\'era Cru7 ) Kailwa\

are to build from a connection with the former Hidalo & North-

eastern near Cachuca to Tampico. The concession for construct-

ing this line was granted by the Mexican government a few
months ago. It is stated that all necessary financial arrangements

for the rapid building of the road have been made. It will form
a direct short line between Tampico and Mexico City and will

follow practically the same route that was selected by engineers

for the road which had been started by the National Railways of

Mexico at the time the revolutionary period began nearly twelve

years ago.

Westinghouse Ships Second Consignment

for Chile's Electrification

.-\ second train of electrical e(iuii)nient for I'liilc. a part of tlic

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturi;;g Company's $7.(XK).000

contract, left the company's East rittsbur.gb plant last week.

The first trainload of electrical equipment for Chile was illustrated

in the fiailuay .Ise of July 22. page 177.

This second train was dubbed the "International Trade Special"

and is shown in an accompanying illustration with a Chilean loco-

m(iti\e on standard gacc truck'- at the head. No lucomotives have

New Locomotives for Swiss Federal Railways
l-"Nn..N.

The Swiss Federal Railways have recently or<!ercd from Swiss

factories 20 electric express locomotives with a maximum speed

of approximately 56 miles per hour. The locomotives will take

about two years to build. During the next four to five years a

total of about 100 new electric locomotives are to be built foe

the Federal Railways.

The ac

Safety First Movement in China

Dinpanyini; illustration i> the exact reproduction of

"safety-first" posters which have been placed at all the important

railroad grade crossings in China. The originals are mounted on

sheet metal so that they may withstand varying weather condi-

tions. The picture, itself, which is vivid in its description as may
be noticed, was so drawn that it might appeal to and be under-

stood by the average Chinaman of ordinary intelligence who d<ies

not possess marked alertness or wit. or is yet trained to think

for himself.

A Fifty-Mile Private Railroad in Mexico

One of the longest private mining railroads in Mexico is the

Chihuahua & Oriente which was finished and placed in operation

a few days ago It was built by the Erupcion Mining Company

Train of Supplies for Chile With Chilean Locomotive at Head

been shipped on this order as yet, howe\er, but ibis movement
will begin shortly. The contract calls for the delivery of 3''

locomotives.

The equipment shipped in this consignnunl includid 2.0<1fl k.w.

motor generator sets for installation in three sub-stations under

.on.struclion at \"»\» del Mar. San Pedro and Llai l.lai; trans-

formers, switching ecpiipment for three sub-stations, 15 lightning

irrcstcrs, three switdiboards of 20 panels each and 44 circuit

brpalcrrs.

and the .Vbumada Lead Couipanv and is .s() miles long. It con-

nects the mines of these companies in the State of Oiihualiu.i

with t'le National Railways of Mexico and aflFords a direct ship-

ping nutlet for their ores. Before the construction of ihe line the

ore output had to be hauled to the railro.id shipping point by

waRon. Mining operations of the two companies are being en-

larged .uid two hundred tons of ore are being shipped daily to

the smelter of the American Smelting & Refining Company at

F,l Paso.
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I
Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

Mlcll-Tnr Indianaimli.- I Mi.n lu-. .»ril. i,.l uw o K-O i>|><

V' lt>ci>ni<itivrs from the Lima Loconi<.ti\i- Works.

The Polish State Railways have ordered 25 Consolidation

. \>e locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Cakadian Pacific is constructitiK in its own shops three

tiiigle track snow ploughs and one steel underfranK- flanger.

Thk Chicac<j & North WESTERN will receive liids until August
23 for 40 mikado \y\>e superheater locomotives aiKl 1(» Pacific type

superheater locomotives.

The New York. Chicago & St. Lofis. reported in the Raikvay
.;<• of July I as having ordered 14 locomotives from the Lima

Locomotive Works, has ordered live additional locomotives from
the same builder.

The E. S. Ti-barao .X. .Xrarancix (Brazil) has ordered one

mikailo type of locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. This locomotive will have 16 hy 22 in. rylinders and a

total weight in working order of 1I5.0CK) lb.

The Public Service Company of N'<irther.n Illinois has

ordered one (M-0 type switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 16 by 24 in.

cylinders aix! a total weight in working order of 99,000 lb.

The Wheeling Steel and Iron Company, Wheeling W. Va..

has ordered one 0-6-0 type switching locomotive from the .Amer-

ican Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 20 by 26

in. cvlindcrs and a total wriclit in workini; order of l.iS.OOO lb.

Freight Cars

The United -Sugar Company i.s in(|uiring for 40 cane cars.

The Pacific Electric is in(|uiring for 200 dump cars of SO

tons' capacity.

The Canadian Paofic has ordered 250 refrigerator cars from

the National Steel Car Corporation.

The Seaboard .'\ir Line is having 'WO box cars repaired at

ihe shops of the Magcr Car Corporation.

The Wilco.x Company, Chicago, ha.s ordered .iO bopi)er cars

•im the Western Steel Car & l-'onndry Co.

liiE Wharton & Northern* has ordered from the Clark Car
"mpany 10, 3()-yd. extension side dump cars.

The West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company. New York City,

- iiu|uiring for 10 steel underframe box cars.

The TeiNNessee, Alabama & Georgia is inquiring for 20,

-lO-ton box and 20, 50-ton composite gondola cars.

The Texas Company has ordered five tank cars of 5,000 gal.

' ipacity from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Manati Sugar Company. 112 Wall Street, New York
I ity, has ordered SO cane cars from the Magor Car Corporation.

The South Indian Railway is inquiring through the car

builders for 60 ballast cars, broad gage, and 210 ballast cars of

meter gage.

The Cmicaco Milwaukef. & .St. Paul, reported in A'liihua.v

';•(• July 15 as inquiring for repairs to a number of freight cars.

' expected to place orders shortly.

The Chi(A(;o & North Western is about to place an order

for repairs to 500 box cars which is in addition to the order

reported in the Raituny Age of August 5.

Tbk WARNta Sugar Kefininc CoMfANv, New- York, has

ordered for the Miranda Sugar Company 150 cane cars of 30

tons' capacity from the Magor Car Corporation.

The Jaoub Dold Packing Company. Buffalo, N. Y., reportc<l

in the Kailuvy Age of July 8 as inquiring for from 50 to 100 re-

frigerator cars of 30 tons' capacity, will build 35 refrigerator cars

in its own shops.

Till. ChesaI"Kake & Ohio, reported in the Hailway Age of Jidy

22 as inquiring for 50 refrigerator cars of 40 tons' capacity, has

ordered this e4|uipinent from the .\nu-ricaii t ar i Foundry Com-
l>any and it will be built at the company's Berwick, Pa., plant.

The Grand Trunk is having 100 refrigerator cars repaired at

the shops of the National Steel Car Corporation. This road is

abso having repairs made to 500 coal cars and 500 box cars ; the

order I)cing divided between the Canadian Car & Foundry Com-
pany and the Eastern Car Company.

The Chicago, Rock Isla.nd & Pacific, reported in the Railway
Age of July 15 as inquiring for repairs to a number of freight

cars and the Railivay Age of .August 5 as having placed orders

in part, has now ordered repairs 'o 1,500 composite National
ilump .cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio recently placed orders for repairing

steel coal cars as follows: Illinois Car & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Hammond. Ind., 1,000 cars; Keith Railway Equipment
Company, Hammond, Ind., 5f)0 cars ; .American Car & Foundry
Company, Huntington, West \'a., 1.50(1 cars; and Richmond Car
Works, Richmond, Va., 1,000 cars.

Passenger Cars

The Director General of Mail. Mexican Go\'ernme.vt. is

inquiring for 15 mail cars.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered IS baggage cars from the

National Steel Car Corporation.

The .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has not yet placed an
order for the 8 buffet library cars referred to in the Railway Age
of July 1.

Track Specialties

Thf. Missouri Pacific is iiKiuirii't; for i.OOQ kegs of track
spikes.

Machinery and Tools

The LoNr. Island lias ordcnd fimii tlie Xilcs-Bcmcnt-Pond
Company one 10-ton, 3-motor electric traveling crane.

Miscellaneous

The CiiUAai L'nion .Station is iiiijuiring ior 8 tractors and
2(H) trailers for u.se in the mail building.

Signaling

The Illinois Central lias ordered from the Hall Switch &
Signal Company 54 unit Imh- three-color light signals.

The Eastern Bej;gal Railway, India, has ordered 406 relays

from the Hall Switch & Signal Company, Garwood, N. J.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered from the

Union Switch & Signal Company the material for 121 miles of

automatic block signaling- ; 7.s miles on the Coast Lines, color-

light signals, style L, 3-color, and 46 miles on the Eastern Lines

;

semaphores, style T-2, top-|Kist. These semaphores, 146 of them,

will be installed betwctii Dumas, .Mo., and Mcdill. 11 miles;

Mclvcrn, Kan., and Ridciimi. 8 miles; Neosho Rapids. Kan.,

and Emporia Junction, 10 miles ; Wagner, Kan., and Braddock,

10 miles, and between Walton, Kan., and Newton, 7 miles. The
light signals are to be installed on the double-track line between

Yampai, Ariz., and Griffith.
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Supply Trade News |
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G. S. Bigelow, Chicago representative of the Mountain
Varnish & Color Works, Toledo, Ohio, has resigned.

H. F. Barrus, sales manager ot the Union Twist Drill Com-
pany .Athol, Mass., has resigned to enter business in tlie tirni

of Barrus & Cullen, Ltd., London, England.

W. E. Faman has been appointed director of the special com-

mittee on railroad lumber requirements of the Southern Pine

Association, with headquarters at New Orleans, La.

Monroe L. Patzig, 206 Eleventh street, Des Moines, Io%va,

has been appointed representative of the Conveyors Corpora-

tion of America, Chicago. Mr. Patzig's territory is in Central

Iowa.

The Klein-Logan Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently

opened an eastern sales office in the Woolworth building.

New York City to handle railway track tools manufactured

by this company.

The Franklin Moore Company, Winsted, Conn., manufac-

turers of material handling machinery for industrial plants

has appointed the Scheid Engineering Corporation, 90 West
street. New York City, as its metropolitan and export repre-

sentatives.

The New York City office of the Chicago Flexible Shaft

Company, Chicago, manufacturers of Stewart industrial fur-

naces, whicli has been located at 350 Broadway since it was

established early in 1920, has been removed to 16 Reade
street. The office, as before, is in charge of J. W. Lazear.

The King Pneumatic Tool Company has moved into a

new factory at 1735 .Armitago avenue, Chicago, with more
than double the capacity of the former plant. The company
manufactures molybdenum steel riveting hammers, chipping

hammers, rivet cutters, electric drills, and a complete line of

pneumatic tools and accessories.

J. J. Hennessy and Hugh Bonham have been appointed

assistant superintendents of the lubrication division, railway

traffic and sales department of the Texas Company, New York.

Mr. Hennessy's appointment is for the eastern territory with head-

quarters at New York City and Mr. Bonham's for the western

territory with headquarters at Chicago.

Trade Publications

Eliminating Waste in Blasting.—A 48-page, illustrated,

booklet has been issued recently by the Hercules Powder Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del., devoted to the question of eliminating

waste in various forms of blasting. The text takes up in detail

the important factors to be considered and in conjunction with

numerous illustrations, describes how the work may be handled

with economy. Among the chapters are several devoted to plan-

ning, drilling, choosing explosives, firing schedules and systems, etc.

Electric Fans for Railway Service.—"The Safety Fan" is

the title of a 57-page catalogue recently issued by the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company, 2 Rector street, New York.

The catalogue describes and illustrates the fans for railway

cars which are made by the Safety Company and also de-

scribes the manner in which the fans can be used to best

advantage. A cross indexed table shows at a glance which

of the parts of the several fans and speed controls arc inter-

changeable.

Wrought Iron.—An interesting and well illustrated description

•of the manufacture of ordinary wrought iron and staybolt iron is

contained in a booklet recently issued by the Pcnn Iron and Steel

Company, Crcighton, Pa. The book tells briefly the story of the

first rolling of iron bars in .America, which is followed by an

account of the successive stage; in the manufacture of the modern

product. In addition to (he illustrations of rolling mills and test

pieces the book contains a table of the weights of round and

square bars.

^miiiiiiritiiiiiiriiiitiittiiiMiiinitiiiitriiiriiiiiirriiiHriiiiii iiiiiirrtntritn(fir[ilimrrilirrirrtrt(tiiiiiiiiniiiittiiitiiirilliriiiininiliinu
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Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Seabord Construction Company, Philadelphia, for the elimina

tion of a grade crossing with the Lincoln highway at Lumbrook.

Del. The company's tracks are to be carried over the highwa>

on a double-track, through plate girder span. The steel for the

work was fabricated by the Fort Pitt Bridge Works.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincv.—This company has requested

a permit in the city of Council Bluflfs, Iowa, to construct a brick

roundhouse in that city, of which five stalls will be constructed

in the near future.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company is now pre-

paring plans for the construction of a passenger station at Moline.

111., which will have terra cotta walls, brick veneer base and

tile roof, and will cost approximately $100,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company will soon call for

bids for the construction of a concrete trucking subway extending

north of Harrison street. Chicago. The work will include three

elevator pits and syphon basins and an extension to the Washing-
ton street tunnel of the Commonwealth Edison Company.

Dayton, Toledo & Chicago.—This company, operating a

railroad extending from Dayton, Ohio, north to Delphos, a dis-

tance of 95 miles, ceased operations on August 1. In a report

to the post office department, W. H. Ogborn. receiver, stated

that operations were discontinued "on account of defective bridges

and tracks and the financial condition due to the strikes."

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Railway Age of August 5 as calling for bids for the construction

of water station, including a 100,000 gal. storage tank at Matte-

son, 111., in connection with grade separation work at that point,

has awarded a contract for this work to Joseph E. Nelson &
Sons, Chicago. The company has awarded a contract to the

Ellington-Miller Company, Chicago, for the masonry work for

the Island Creek bridge included in the double tracking between

Paducah, Ky.. and Qark, which work will involve an expenditure

of approximately $25,000; and is also inquiring for bids for altera-

tions to its freight house at Indianapolis, including the construction

of a new transfer platform and concrete pavement, this work
having been noted in the Railway Age of July 15 as being con-

templated.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. M.vrte.—This company
is calling for bids for arf 18-stall brick roundhouse at Gladstone.

Mich., to replace a structure recently destroyed by fire.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—This company has awarded a

contract to H. D, McCoy, Cleburne, Tex., for the construction of

a freight house at Wichita Falls, Tex.

L'nion PAcinc.^This company will close bids August 23 for

the remodeling of its passenger station and for the construction of

a frriylii linnse at Sterling, Colo.

Ventilation of Passengfji Cars might well engage the atten-

tion of the railway managers when they have a little leisure.

This is the season of that very serious affection, the "Summer
cold." and particularly exposed to the malady arc those daily

travelers, the members of the commuting tribe. They arrive at

the station in Summer more or less hot and moist. . . . No mat-

ter how much care they exercise, they are the helpless victims of

the window next ahead of the one by which they place themselves,

for it is a peculiarity of railway cars that the passenger gets the

draft, not from his own window, but from tliat of his neighbor

in front of him. Nobody, or almost nobody, gives a thought to

what is suffered by the other person upon whom the gales blow.

European cars, with windows that open from the top, instead of

from the bottom, arc better ; they do not go down very far, and

ventilation is effected without draffs being felt by anybody.—ATrw

i'ork Timts.
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Railway Financial News
Treasury Payments to Railroads

• dated July 1, 1922, payments undei

! 212 of the Transporution Act. 192CH

iilc by the Treasury as Killows:

\iAH»M,\ & Mi»issipi-i.—S'oW Til. \l.i)..iiiu 4 Miv-i-sip|.i

railrtud. i<|M'ratiiiK between \'n»>;.ir l;. v! \:.i .md I'.i-.nul.i

Miu.. a dutance ol /b miles, was sidd .it ,ni, n.ii in .\uku>i 1. t)>

order ol the United States District Court. The purchase (irice

• as $142,365. and J. W. Uackstrom, of Leakesville, Miss, and
ii. C, Turner, of Mobile, Ala., who have extensive mill interests

in Greene county. Miss., through which that line passes, were the

buyers. The railroad owns live locomoti\es, 24 freight cars and
three passenger cars, and runs one train a ilay each way. It lias

been in receivership since March. 1921.

Cliic,\co L'.Nio.N Station Co.—(Guaranty Sol .Ipl'licablc.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a <lccision that the

provisions of Section 3[f) of the transportation act providing for

the guaranty for the six months" period of 1920 arc not applicable

to 'his company on the ground that its revenues were covered
by those of the tenant lines The property was operated during
the guaranty period by the Pennsylvania Railroad as agent for

the tenant companies.

CoLon.Mio 4 Southern.—Authority to Abandon Branch
Drnied.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied the

application of this company to abandon its Buena Vista-Romlcy
branch, including certain mine trackage, making a total distance

of 29.42 miles, on the ground that the abandonment would de-

prive a large section of the benefits of rail transportation and
would probably result in the abandonment of the mining district

and the loss of large investments heretofore made. While the

operation of the line fur the past four or live years has resulted

in substantial losses, the commission says the record affords some
assurance that the conditions which produced that result are

changing and that future operations may show a more favorable

return. It the improvement should not materialize within a reason-

able time, the applicant may renew this application. The com-
mission also says the ofTcr of the company to lease the line to

the shippers and others that protested against its abandonment
at a rental of $5 a year should be given serious consideration.

.\ew Orleans. Texas & Me.mco.—Application for Authority

to Acquire Control Denied.—The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has denied this company's application for authority for the

proposed acqui.sition of control of the Dayton-Goose Creek by

purchase of its capital stock, as not being in the public interest.

New York, Lackawanna & Wester.v.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

this comp.iny to issue $13,639,000 of first and refunding mortgage

bonds to be delivered to the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
in reimbursement of advances and in payment of a note. The
company was also authorized to issue $10,000,000 of first and re-

funding mortgage bonds or not exceeding $5,000,000 of stock and

such amount of bonds as, together with the stock, will aggregate

$10,000.(KK), to be sold or exchanged for the purpose of paying

or refunding certain construction mortgage bonds and terminal

and improved mortgage bonds. The Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western was authorized to gfuarantec the bonds and stock.

Pennsvi.van'ia Railroad.—A.fsumcs Opernlion of G. R. &• I.—
.Announcement is made that the Pennsylvania has taken over and

assumed the actual operation of the Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry., in

accordance with its lease of that property.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. \x>v\%.—Asks

Authority to Issue Bonds.—Th\s company has applied to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission for authnrity to issue $2,499,000

of general mortgage 4 per cent bonds to reimburse the treasury

for expenditures. The bonds arc not to be sold at present but

are to be placed in the treasury.

Virginian & W'f.stkks.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—This

company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to issue $1,500,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent gold

bonds to be sold at not less than 95, the proceeds to be applied

in part payment for advances by the Virginian.

K...u>Jia Co

$i8.o;8.3;
46,478.60
5,009.25
6.517.07
14.802.09
18.498.5]
17.977.70

.246.JU

.961.U3
,051.27
,319.94
.4H0.05
.K85.67

Kaniai Cilv. Clintnn ft Springfield Ry. Co
Kanui Cilv, Mexico ft Orirni Ry. Co. o( Tnias. .

Kanut City. Mexico ft Orient R. R. Co., meivcr.
MidJle Terne»fee Railroad Co
I'c.rt St. Joe Dock ft Terminal Railway Co
Quanah. Acme ft Pacific Railway Co
St. Loiiii. San KranciKo ft Tcxa» Railway f
St. Louis-Snn Francisco Railway Co

Sectiin 210:
Ciaco ft Northeartem Railway Co
Tennessee Central Railway Co

.Section 2i2:
Port Botiver Iron Ore Railway Co

1.715.1

:,vu4.i;
1,864.''!,

?,863.00
3,00O.OC

Total $3,261,014.36

The total payments to July 31, 1922. have been:

.-I ) Under Section 204. a* amended hv Sec-
tion J13 for leirrhursement of deficits
durinj5 Federal control:

(1) tmal payments, including partial
pavments previously made $2,789,007.82

(2) Partial paymt-nts to carriers as tu

which a certificate for fin.-\l pay-
ment has not bccrt received by the
Treasury from the Interstate Com-
merce Commission 1.201.603.54

Tclal payments a/c reimbursement of
deficits $3,990,611.36

(b) Under Section 209. as amended by Sec-
tion 212 for guaranty in respect to rail-

way operating income -for first six
raoiitha after Fc<Ieral contmj:

(1) Final payments, including advances
.ind partial payments previously
made $91,201,862,25

(2) Advances to carriers as to which a
certificate for final i>ayment has
not been rccived by the Treasury
from the Interstate Commerce
Commission 222,102,672.00

(3) Partial payments to carriers as to
which a certificate for final pay-
ment has not been received, as
stated abwe 132.281,922.09

Tot.il pavments account of said guaranty 445.586,456.34
(c) Under Section 210 for loans from

the revolvini; fund of $300,000,000
therein provided 314,693,943.00

Tot-il $764,271,010.70

Repayments of loans ha\e been made by 31 roads to the amount
of $81.363..S0n.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bonds Prices

Last Last
Aug. 8 Week Year

.'Vveragc price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 70.72 68.98 56.04
.Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 88.71 88.36 76.15

Several Hundred Emplovkks of the Pullman Company recently

entered a competition for the best definition of the word "courtesy."
The three prize winning dofiniticins are as follows: First prize.

$50— Courtesy consists of giving those we meet such considerate
attention that their every want will be satisfied, and that they
will realize the attention is duo to real interest in their comfort

:

second, $35—Courtesy is the spirit and essence of service, kindness

and good will. The cheery word, the friendly smile, the helping

hand—these are handmaidens. It is born of a gentle mind and
fostered by tact; third, $15—Do all the good you can, to all the

people you can, whenever you can and as promptly and politely

as you can.
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Financial, Legal and Accounting

Z. G. Hopkins, assistant to the cliief olTicer of tlic Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, has been appointed manager of the newly
created department of public relations, with hcadiiuarters at

St. Louis, Mo., effective .Aug. 1.

Traffic

J. J. Finney has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau

of the El Paso & Southwestern, effective August 1.

F. S. Brooks, assistant general livestock agent of the

Chicago, Rock Lsland and Pacific with headquarters at Kansas
City, has been promoted to general livestock agent of that

road with headquarters at Chicago. He will be succeeded by

A. Peterson, division freight and passenger agent, with head-
quarters at Amarillo, Texas.

R. H. Miller, traveling passenger agent of the Chicago &
North Western with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., has

been promoted to general agent with the same headquarters,

effective .August 1, with charge over the newly established

offices of the company in that cit}-. Effective the same date.

W. W. Pontius, city agent at Cleveland, and J. P. Fox have
been appointed traveling passenger agents.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. P. Wiltsee, assistant engineer of the Norfolk & Western,
with headquarters at Roanoke, Va., who has been promoted
to principal assistant engineer with the same headquarters,

was born on May 30,

1878, at Cincinnati and
entered railway service

in 1895 as rodman with

N. D. Burke, consult-

ing engineer at Cin- 1

'

cinnati. He was en- ^ ^.^ ^ j

gaged in municipal and ' "^ *"*

railroad work until
'

1899, when he entered

the employ of the gov-

ernment as a draftsman

and instrumentman on \
river and harbor work. , \^
In 190O he re-entered

railway service as ^^^H/7^

'

assistant engineer of ^^^^
construction and main-
tenance of the Cin-

cinnati, Portsmouth &
Virginia (Norfolk &
Western) and in 1901

joined the Norfolk &
Western as a draftsman in the office of the engineer main-

tenance of way and served successively as chief draftsman in

the office of the engineer of construction from 1902 to 190,3

and as assistant engineer on branch line developments from

1903 to 1912. On the later date he was placed in charge of

extensive tidewater improvements at Norfolk and related

work. He was employed in this capacity until 1916 when he

was appointed assistant engineer in the office of the chief

engineer in charge of engineering matters connected with

maintenance of way, water supply, fuel stations, etc., which

position he held until the time of lii-; recent I'romotion.

Obituary

^N

W. p. WUtsM

rton Ha

General

W. E. Williams has been appninieil manager of the newly
created department of personnel of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

with headquarters at St, Louis, Mo,

Burton Hanson, for the past 12 years general counsel of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul, died on August 5 at the Pres-

byterian hospital. Chicago, from the effects of a minor operation

performed July 24. from
which he was making
good recovery until Aug-
ust 4, Mr. Hanson was
born on .\ugiist 27. 1851.

at Ru.shford. Winnebago
county. Wis., and was
educated at the Wiscon-
sin State Normal School

at Whitewater, Wis. Fol-

lowing the completion of

his studies, he began the

reading of law in the

lirm of Carey & Cottcrili

at Milwaukee. .At that

time the senior partner

of this firm represented

the Milwaukee & North-

ern (now the Superior

division of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. PauO
as solicitor, and in 1879

Mr. Hanson, then also a

partner in the firm, was appointed assistant solicitor. He held this

position until Scptcmlier 1, 1883. when he relinquished his connec-

tion with the Milwaukee & Northern to become assistant general

solicitor on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St, Paul, in the service of

which he w'as promoted to general solicitor on September 15. 1895.

Mr, Hanson then continued as general solicitor until January 1,

1911. when he was elected general counsel, and was actively

engaged in this capacity up to his recent illness.

C. W. Jones, manager of the first district of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa,

died in that city on July 22 after a long illness. Mr. Jones

was born on November
6. 1860, at Milton, Ind..

and entered railway

service in 1875 as an

agent's helper on the

Chicago, Rock Island &
I'acific. He was em-
ployed successively as

telegraph operator from
1877 to 1881; agent .ind

operator from 1881 to

1884, and train dis-

patcher from 1884 to

1800. In 1890 he was
promoted to chief tra'n

dispatcher and in 18''-',

to trainmaster. He wa-
employed in the latter

capacity until February.

1895, when be was
promoted to assistant

superintendent w h i c h

position he held until

.\ugust, 1895, when he was promoted to division super

tendent, with headquarters at Hcrington, Kan. He \\

superintctnlenf of the Eastern division, with headquarters
Ilorton, Kan., from October, 1897, to May, 1902, and sup
intendent of the Kansas division with headquarters at Toprk
Kan., from May. 1902, to .August, 1905. On the latter dal.

lie was transferred to the Iowa division with headquarters at

Des Moines, Iowa, which position he held until January 1,

1909, when he was promoted as general superintendent with

headquarters at Topeka, Kan. On December 15, of the latter

year, he was promoted to general superinlemlcnt, with head-
quarters at Davenport. Iowa, and on February 1, 1912, he

was promoted to general manager of the third district of

the Chicago, Rock Island & P.icific, and vice-president and
general manager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, with

headqtiarters at Fort Worth, Texas, which position he hi

until Jainiary 1, 1914. wheti he was transferred to Des Moii

W. Jonlt
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A recent studv ot the causes of deterioration of freight cars

showed that .>0 per cent of the expense for repairs was
chargeable to time and the elements.

Prolonging \s ,he total cost of freight car repairs

the Life of in 1920 was $5Q.\000,000, this means

Equipment '''^i' ™s* *"<! decay in freight cars

alone cost the railroads nearly $180,-

(KiO.uOO (luring that year. This is conclusive evidence of

the importance to the railroads of any measures that will

prolong the life of wood and steel and indicates the savings

that might be effected by the development of non-corrosive

materials or of efficient protective coatings. Because of

their direct interest, the railroads should take a leading part

in research work bearing on these problems and should test

thoroughly every promising new material or method. Pre-

servative treatment for lumber where tried has been quite

successful. Rust-resisting sheets for cars are now available

and a new process of coating underframes with zinc is being

used abroad. On certain classes of equipment probably

each of these means of prolonging the life of material would
save far more than it costs. Possibly it is too early to apply

them on a large scale but everj- railroad should be sufficiently

interested to start tests that will demonstrate just what can
be e.\pected from each. The cost of such trials would be

negligible and they would pay a big return if tliey led to

even a relatively small reduction in the cost of car repairs.

Behind the current strike movement is a deep-seated plan

to discredit private management of the railroads. No stone

is left unturned in efforts to trump up
Track charges of inefficiency of management

Maintenance and to draw unfavorable comparisons

Near Stations "''^^ visionary results under govern-

mental operation. This propaganda is

so persistent that it can be defeated only by tlie operation

of the railroads with consistent prudence and honesty. It is

necessary to guard against anything that has even the

appearance of slovenly or indifferent management. The
average railroad patron gains his most vivid impression of

a railroad while traveling. Of next importance is the opinion

gained at the passenger station while awaiting the arrival

or departure of trains, and the resultant opinion is the com-

posite impression made on him by the demeanor of the em-

ployees, tlie appearance and cleanliness of the station build-

ing and grounds, and the apparent condition of tlie track.

Notwithstanding this, it is a notorious fact that main line

passenger tracks are almost invariably in a less favorable

condition in the immediate vicinit)' of passenger stations than

at other points on the line. Casual observation made recently

at a summer resort station on an important doul)le-track

trunk line in the middle west indicated an exceedingly un-

s.atisfactory condition of the track. The receiving end of

almost cver>' rail was badly battered, in one case evidencing

a split head. Not more than one joint bolt in ten was tight

and not a few tra(k s[)ikes were missing. In fact, condi-

tions were far from normal for high speed passenger ser-

vice. Subsequent observation on the train disclo.scd riding

qualities of the line which indicated that the condition

observed at the station was by no means typical of the track

along the entire line. It must be said in justice to tlie

maintenance of way officers that the demands made on the
track at passenger stations are iK?rhaps less severe than else-

where because of the lower speeds of the trains, but the fact

remains that it is at the stations that people will pass judg-
ment on the standards of maintenance in effect on the
property.

One of the surprising developments of the shopmen's strike

is the relatively small increase in the number of locomotives

in need of repairs during the first two
No Prospect weeks after the walkout, when the
of Shortage roads had the smallest forces in the

of Power shops. Since more mechanics are be-

ing recruited daily, the condition of
the power will probably improve. Nevertheless, if the miners
go back to work, some of the coal-carrj'ing roads may get

more traffic than they could h:mdle even if they were not
handicapped by the strike. Under present conditions it

would be hard to build up the shop forces to meet such an
emergency. Probably the most effective method of over-
coming a possible shortage of power would be to run the

locomotives over two divisions. Several roads have tried

this with notable success. One mechanical department officer

stated that by thus increasing the mileage of the large power
the road had reduced the number of engines required, cut
down the cost of maintenance and decreased fuel consump-
tion by IS per cent. If these results can be obtained in
regular operation, surely it would be worth while to try longer
runs during the strike in ca.se there is any local shortage of
power.

To almost succeed is to fail. This truth we learn in cliild-

hood and it is illustrated every day in all sorts of contests

_^
in work and sport; yet in important

Difficulty of matters of even,day duty we forget it,

Checking a For- with sad results. The collision near

getful Engineman Leeds, Mo., about ten miles from Kan-
sas City, reported on another page, in

which three passengers and an employee were killed. When
an engine-man ran his train past a meeting point, is a re-
markable case. It could undoubtedly have been prevented
if the conductor, the rear brakeman and the fireman had
been absolutely sure that they knew where they were to meet
the opposing train. They knew, but they did not know
with that certaint)' which would cause them to act instantly
when they saw that action was necessary. The conductor
was, very naturally, reluctant to believe that the engineman
was forgetting his meet order and so took time to consult
another man before pulling the conductor's valve. The
brakeman, equally incredulous, took time to look a second
time at his copy of the oriler. Judging by the statements in
the report, both of these nun will now, undoubtedly, admit
that they ought to have set tlie brakes at once; they could have
settled their doubts afterward. As to the responsibility of
the fireman, the situation a[)pears to have lieen about what
it always is in reports of this diaracter; a fireman takes no
special thought about meeting points until sometliing happens

317
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to force him to do so. The failures here noted are recalled,

not for the purpose of apportioning blame, for the cultivation

of cautiousness is one of the duties constantly enjoined on

trainmen, and to censure for an excess of caution is delicate

business; but simply to say what we said at the outset;

ninety-nine and nine-tenths perfect—or even 99.99—is not

a good percentage, when it comes to preventing collisions.

There is no hope of reaching 100 per cent except l)y the use of

the block system. The government report, by the way, says

that this division of the Missouri Pacitic is operated by "a

manual block system;" but the order directing these two

trains to meet at a side track not signaled, and unattsnded,

was, of course, a suspension of the block system. For per-

fect service it is necessarv to regard as essential elements

of the block system (1) the beginning and the end of each

block section to be unchangeable, permanent and immovable;

(2) this location to be marked by a visual signal which the

engineman can see, on every trip (so located that he cannot

avoid seeing it if he is facing forward with his eyes open)

and (3) every clear signal to give unqualified right of road

to the next signal.

Fuel oil has superseded coal and coke in many branches of

industry. This is especially true in railroad shops and

enginehouses where crude oil is the

Is Your Oil- fuel commonly used in furnaces for

Burning Equip- heat treating, ilue welding, forging and

ment Efficient? riveting. With a coal shortage im-

pending, oil furnaces will probably be

installed to a greater extent than ever before and the need

for efficient utilization of oil, as well as all otlier fuels, is

self evident. Under present conditions more or less oil is

being wasted because in many railroad shops both the

furnaces and oil burners have been made locally, represent-

ing the ideas of some all-around mechanic. It is not flatter}-

but an expression of undeniable truth to say that the manu-

facturers of modern oil-burning equipment, having spent

years studying combustion problems and developing efficient

oil furnaces, know a thousand times more about such equip-

ment than shop men who have not given the subject special

studv. At first blush it may appear a simple thing to con-

nect fuel oil and air pipes to .*onie sort of combining tube and

project the resulting flame into a furnace or onto the work

to be heated. Satisfacton.- results cannot be secured in this

way, however, as has been demonstrated by costly experience.

Three fundamental operations are carried to completion in

every oil-burning furnace which is economical in the use of

fuel. In the first place, tliere must be atomization or break-

ing up of the more or less highly viscous oil into minute

particles; the second operation is to change these particles

of oil into gas; the third is to supply just enough air for

complete combustion. All of these operations must take

place before the flame is directed on the work, otherwise

heat units will be wasted and an oxidizing or reducing flame

produced with undesirable effects on the work itself. It

stands to reason that these three functions cannot be per-

formed except in a suitably designed furnace and with a

burner scientifically constructed. What the average rail-

road saves in attempting to make this equipment instead of

buying it of reputable manufacturers is probably lost in a

single month in fuel alone to say nothing of tlio loss from

imperfect work. A neutral flame must be maintained in

heat treating furnaces or expensive dies may be ruined; in

flue-welding furnaces there is a formation of scale or carbon,

resulting in defective welds which are always costly and

especially so when they do not develop until plarcd in

scr\-ire. Railroail mrrhaniril officers should take the first

opportunity to examine the oil-burning furnaces, making care-

ful tests of their efficiency and replacing them wherever

necessary with reliable modem equipment.

The Sulphur Springs Collision

THE COLLISION on the Missouri Pacific at Sulphur Springs,

Mo., reported in the last issue of the Rail-d'ay Age, again
shows that no matter how perfectly a signal system may be
working, the signals will not prevent disaster if they are dis-

regarded by employees. Train control probably would have
prevented this accident. However, if other conditions had
been different this accident might not have occurred. It is

of these we speak, rather than of train control, because they

exist on other roads in automatic block signal territon,- and
steps should be taken to remove these "potential danger
points."

Trains in the territor)- where this accident occurred are

operated under two systems, one consisting of the time table,

train order and telegraph or telephone, and the other the

automatic block signal and interlocking system. - The train

order signal at Riverside, Mo., is connected into the auto-

matic signal circuits so that when it was displayed for train

No. 4 on the evening of the accident it caused the automatic

distant signal to assume the "caution"' position. This dis-

tant signal thus gives a caution indication when the train

order signal is displayed, and also when its home automatic

signal indicates "Stop"' or when both the automatic home
signal and the train order signal give their resjjective indica-

tions. One system is tied into the other.

This particular condition may account for the engineman
on Xo. 4 running the home automatic signal, which is lo-

cated around the cur\-e 1,378 ft. in advance of the train order

signal. The engineman, slowing down to about 25 m.p.h.

to pick up the "19" order, may have assumed that the dis-

tant signal was at "Caution" liecause of the order baard. and

thinking No. 32 was out of the way may have been busy

reading the order and passed the home automatic signal in

the "stop" position without observing it. This would not,

however, account for his disregard of the distant signal,

which was located approximately 2.5 mi. north of the

iiome signal at Riverside, and also of the northbound home
signal at the point of the accident.

\\'hile the connecting in of train order signals to tlie auto-

matic block system is considered good practice, in the light

of this accident it would appear to introduce a dangerous

condition, particularly when signals are located as in this

case. Why is it necessary- to retain two systems? It would

seem that in automatic signal territory the train order signals

at stations might well be a pair of home automatic signals in

which their 0-45 deg. control circuits are broken through a

switch in the operator's office. This would enable the

operator to control their indication when an order is to be

delivered, and when there were no orders or the office was

closed these signals would perform their function as part of

the automatic signal system. It is because of the above con-

ditions that the question is raised as to the necessity for the

continued use of a double signal system, since one system can

lie made flexible enough to meet all requirements of train

operation by signals.

In this connection it may not be amiss to quote from an

editorial entitled "Is a Double Signal System Necessary?"

which appeared in the Railway Af;r of .\pril 1, 1921. in con-

nection with the Porter, Ind., accident. The quotation fol-

lows :

"Each system is largely independent of the other and pro-

gressive managements are now directing their efforts towards

the co-ordination of the two into one well rounded system.

It is realized bv operating officers and signal engineers that

manv 'potential danger points,' such as the one at Porter.

Ind., exist and they realize further that 'something' should

l)e done to eliminate this condition.

" 'Somethinc' will lie done when the railroads conclude

that one flexible system is de.sired—not one superimposed on

the other. It is difficult and sometimes unwise to change
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from old MUbli&hcd practices too rapidly, but if progress is

to be made along any line old practices must give way to
new. Railroad officers can well consider the advisability of
requiring tlic automatic block signal system to Ijc self-con-

tained and so complete as to meet all sii;nal requirements. In
this way they will obtain greaUr and Uttir <)|Krating nsults
OD the initial investment made. The proper co-ordination of
signal systems will also remove '{xrtential danger points.'

"

The Next Step

L_| G. Wells in "An Outline of History," discussing the
• Prussian spirit shown in the world war, makes this

statement. "A teacher, a professor, who did not teach and
preach in and out of season, the racial, moral, intellectual

and physical sufx-riority of the Germans to all other p)coples,

their extraordinary devotion to war and dynasty, and their

inevitable destiny under that dynasty to lead the world, was
a marked man, doomed to failure and obscurity. . . Only
a mind of extraordinary toughness and originality could
resist such a torrent of suggestions . . . Frederick Pierce,

commenting upon this in his l>ook "Our Unconscious
Mind," draws this conclusion: "Reinforce them through all

the formative years with such methods and ideas as we
have been describing in the quotation, and we shall have a

man who may be expected to welcome war exactly as the

Prussians welcomed it. To expect anything else would be

blind folly from the p>oint of view of psychology."

Let us think for a moment of what has been taking place

among railroad men in this country for many years and
particularly during the past five years. The propaganda
which has been developed by the advocates of the Plumb
Plan and the statements and editorials which have been

going to the union men from their leaders and through their

publications were bound to bear fruit. The present unrest

and insubordination among the employees of the railroads

it not to be wondered at. The situation has been aggravated

by the fact that Congressional committees and the Labor
Board have sat patiently listening to the most misleading

and extravagant statements from the labor leaders and so-

called labor exjx'rts without even challenging them or forcing

the witnesses to substantiate their statements.

There is no question but what a large proportion of labor

union men think for themselves and have not l)een in entire

sympathy with the actions and statements made by their

leaders, and yet dissatisfaction has not taken such form as to

check the leaders or replace them.

If these conditions are allowed to continue the American

railroad systems will eventually be broken down completely,

with disaster to the country at large. It is high time that

men with a large vision, on the railroads and in public life,

should devise ways and means of offsetting malicious propa-

ganda which has been circulated so freely among the men.

This is not a simple problem. The average railroad em-
ployee is not going to read the editorials in the more thought-

ful newspapers and periodicals; nor will he he apt to study

treatises on economics. He must be supplied with tlie simple

facts relating to the railroad liusiness and his connection

with it, presented in an interesting way and in language

which he can a[)[)re(iate and understand. He is no excep)-

tion to the general public. Cartoons, pictures and the

simplest kinds of charts will catch his eye and appeal to his

imagination.

Educational processes of this sort are slow, but they are

sure. Economists indicate that we have passed through the

period of brute forte (altliough we often revert to tyi)e, even

now) into a j)eriod of competition, and that we are now
entering the more advanced stage of civilization—the period

of co-operation. In discussing how our citizens may be bet-

ter prepared to fimrtion properly in this more advanced stage,

Pierce in "Our Unconscious Mind" makes several sugges-
tions. Naturally he starts with the education of the chil-
dren, but the same principles will, of course, meet with
effective results if applied generally. Following is an ex-
ample. "Two or three times a week each teacher takes five

minutes at the close of the day to report the most notable
example of co-operation that has come to her attention, not
.sentimentally, but in precisely the same spirit as mention
of a soldier in dispatches. The ideal held before every
child is that to win honor and esteem there must be some-
thing achieved in the way of help to another. Disputes
shall invariably be settled by one or more referees."

People are thinking much in these days in terms of making
regulations and laws which will prevent strikes and indus-
trial difficulties, such as those through which we are now
passing. These deal with the results and do not necessarily
touch or remove the underlying causes. If we are to get
real results it will be necessaiy to go far deeper and to lay
a solid foundation which will insure permanent results.
This can only be done by the most scientific, thorough and
intelligent educational work among the workers, throughout
the communities and in the public schools. Such efforts
work slowly, but they are absolutely sure of producing real
and permanent results. Is it not high time that a start
was made in this direction?

Lest We Forget
Qn October 10 the Chicago, Ktxk Island & Pacific will

celebrate the seventieth anniversary of the operation of
Its first passenger train. At that time special programs will
be presented over the system depicting the various stages in
the development of this railway from a line of less than 40
miles, traversing only 2 counties of one state to a svstem of
more than 8,000 miles in 14 states. This development has
taken place in a period of less than three-quarters of a cen-
tur>-. In this growth the Rock Island has been typical of
the roads which now form a network of transportation ar-
teries across the vast prairie areas west of Chicago and to
only a slightly less extent those of the entire United States
and Canada.

Pu.shing west from Joliet, the Rock Island was the first
road to reach the Mississippi river, building into the city
whose name it carries in 1854. It reached the Missouri
river at Omaha in 1869 and at Kansas Citv a few years
later. It acquired the Chicago, Kansas & Nebraska, 'com-
[irising 1,500 miles of lines in Kansas, Nebra.ska, Colorado
and that portion of Oklahoma then known as Indian Terri-
tor>', at a foreclosure sale in 1891. ,\t later dates it also
acquired control of other roads, most prominent among which
were the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern, and the
Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf. The result of this era of con-
.struction and purchase is the system of today, a collection
of lines aggregating over 8,000 miles, affording the sole
means of transportation to hundreds of communities and a
competing outlet for an even larger number.

Anniversaries such as these impress one with the newness
of our transportation svstem. Starting from nothing, only 90
years ago it has develojHd into a system which comprises
more than one-tliird of the railway mileage of the world. It

has pioneered in the opening up of vast areas for agricultural
and industrial development. It h.is made it possible for the
Kansas farmer to dispose of his wheat in the markets of the
world and for the dweller in the Eastern cities to eat Oregon
strawberries.

In the enjO)Tnent of these advantages of our transfwrtation
we are prone to lose sight of the fact that thoy have been
made possible by the courage and daring of the early pioneer

wlio more fref|iientlv than ollierwise lo.st more than he gained.

Few of the early railways in the We.«;t escayied receivership
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and reorganization with the resulting sacrifice by the original

owners of a large part of their investment. The difficulties

exjierienced by the lines which are now the main arteries of

the Rock Island system in the Southwest were typical of the

roads of this entire area. In thinking of the railways of

today we should not forget the pioneers who laid the founda-
tions for the present system and the fruits of whose courage

we are enjoying.

Arbitration or Anarchy ?

THE co.'VL iriXERs' and railroad shop employees' strikes

have caused many people not ordinarily prone to pessi-

mism to consider seriously the question whether this coun-
try is drifting toward anarchy. It may be predicted with

some confidence that tliis will not be the result of these

particular strikes, although there are persons in high places

who have expressed fear that even they may produce
conditions that will cause a revolution. It is probable
that these strikes finally will be settled in some way. But
the controversies which caused them and incidents which
have resulted from them are sufficient to make even those

ordinarily disposed to be optimistic to regard the future with
grave apprehension.

Developments which preceded and which have occurred
during these strikes disclose differences between the em-
ployers and the labor unions which are fundamental and ir-

reconcilable. Some of the points regarding which develop-

ments before and since these strikes began have disclosed ir-

reconcilable differences between employers and employees in

large scale industries are the following:

First, labor unions insist upon national negotiations and
action. Their leaders do tliis principally because they believe

that negotiations and action by the labor unions on a national

scale will give them the maximum possible power to enforce

their demands. Employers oppose national negotiations and
action because they probably do give labor unions the max-
imum possible power and because employers naturally are

unwilling to agree to a policy having the purpose and effect

of giving labor unions so much almost irresi.stible power.

Second, the labor unions demand wages which are based

upon estimates of the needs, real or imaginary, of their

members and their families. Employers will not and, in

fact, cannot grant what the labor unions demand, because

under present conditions industry cannot produce enough to

give the members of the labor unions what they demand.
Third, in seeking the maximum po.ssible power and in

making demands which it is economically impossible to

grant, some of the largest and most important labor unions

are trying to overthrow the present system of private owner-

ship and management of certain indu.stries and to replace it

with some such system as the Plumb plan. Employers en-

gaged in private industry never will long grant demands
which they know are made with the purpose of overthrowing

private ownership and management, and the granting of

w^hich wnll tend to produce that result.

Fourth, .some of the largest and most important labor

unions refuse voluntarily to arbitrate any controversy, and
claim for themselves the right, when a government arbitra-

tion body such as the Railroad Labor Board makes an award,

to accept it or to reject it and strike according to whether
they like it or not. They maintain that the right to .strike is

a fundamental right of man. At the same time that the shop

employees' unions arc striking against an award of the Rail-

road Labor Board their leaders, with the greatest incon-

sistency, exagger.Tte and denounce the comparatively few in-

stances in which the railways have failed to carry nut orders

of the bfKirfi. The railways maintain that all imjiortant con-

troversies between them and their employees should be sub-

mitted to arbitration, and of course never can agree that it is

a crime for the railwa}S to disregard an award of the Labor
Board mei-ely the exercise of a fundamental human right
for the employees to disregard and strike against an award
of the board.

Fifth, the labor unions maintain that when their members
strike even against a decision of the Labor Board they retain
unimpaired their rights to the jobs at which they have quit
working, and that this carries with it the right on their part
to prevent other men from taking these jobs, and the right to

be restored to them when the strike is settled. Neither the
railways nor any other class of employers ever can accept this

principle, because its acceptance necessarily would give men
disposed to work almost no incentive to do so, and men dis-

posed to strike every incentive to do so, and render victory
for the strikers practically certain in ever)' strike.

Sixtli, the labor unions claim for their members the right
to put pickets at ever>- point affected by a strike, and to have
the pickets use every form of "persuasion" to keep men from
working. In ever\- important strike such picketing results in

violence. The pickets may be the authors or the victims of
the violence, but exf)erience shows that where picketing is

done violence is practically inevitable. Violence results in

most communities in local police, United States marshals or
troops being called to suppress and prevent it. In the shop-
men's strike, not only the strikers but employees in train

ser\-ice who sympathize with them, have resented the use of
armed guards to protect men who want to work, and in some
cases have .struck in plain violation of their contracts with the

railways rather than work where there are armed guards. But
employers never can agree to the labor union theory that they
should not seek police or military protection for property and
men who are willing to work, for this, like agreeing to the

labor unions' theory regarding seniority, would be to concede
victory to the strikers from the verj- start.

Since such irreconcilable differences exist bet^veen certain

classes of employers and labor unions, it is plain that strikes

in large scale industries with resulting assaults, murders, de-
struction of property, and most serious interference with busi-
ness of all kinds, are inevitable, unless the public intervenes

to prevent them.

It seems evident, therefore, that the public must make a

definite choice in the comparatively near future between com-
pulsory arbitration of labor disputes in large industries, on
the one hand, and strikes having the most serious possible

consequences, on the other hand. It must require the partie-

to these great controversies to submit tlieir differences to de-

termination by bcxiies on which representatives of the publir

hold the balance of power, and then compel both sides tc

accept the awards, or prepare for the inevitable outcome ot

even worse strikes than those now in progress, and that i-

anarchy. The great question presented to the people of tin

United States by the coal strike and the shopmen's strike i~

—Arbitration or anarchy?

It looks ver)' much now as if in the long run the question

will be decided in favor of anarchy. Employers in the rail-

road and some other industries are just as inflexibly deter

mined not to \icld to the latior unions as the labor leader-

in these industries are to force them to yield, and unless thi

public will step in and for its own protection exert for in

dustrial peace a power greater than that of either side tin

results in the long run will be appalling.

It may rea.sonably be asked, if the public, through th<

gm-ernments, local, state and national, will not intervem

either to prevent or punish such outrages and crimes as havr

ix-en committed in connection with the present .strikes, how
can it lie hoped that it will establish a policy of compulsory
arbitration and enforce the resulting awards? This cannot

reasonably be hoped for unless the fx-ople of the United

States can i)e aroused to an understanding of the significance

of such developments as strikes in defiance of awards made
by a government body, wholesale murder such as occurred at
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Heirin, 111., and s>-nipathetic strikes in %-iolation of solemn
contratu against the use of polia- and inilitan- for the pro-

tection f>f f>rf«fKTty and lives, even wIuti- propert)- already has
!. and people, even including public officials,

en shot. Ihe different^ lietwcen such a situ-

..i...,. > ...,..^.ly exi.«ts and that of absolute anarchy is merely
one of dfgreo and not of kind.

A man must be very prejudiced or vcrj- blind who does not

see that unless the public through its government, docs for-

cibly intervene the struggle." l)etwei'n emploj'crs and labor

unions arc going to grow more extensive, more bitter and pro-

tracted, more lawless and ruinous, and that only enforcement

of the principle of arbitration and enforcement of the laws

again.st violence, whatever its pretext or purpose, can save the

countrj- from drifting sooner or later into a condition of

affairs far worse than that which exists at present.

Labor Union Theory of Seniority

RAILWAYS having most of mileage in the countr>- have ac-

cepted President Harding's proposal that the striking

shop employees shall be put back to work and the seniority

issue submitted to the Railroad Labor Board for determina-

tion subject to certain conditions. One of these is that the

status of men now at work shall not be disturbed until the

seniority cjucstion is settled. Another is tliat former em-
ployees who have Ix-cn proven guilty of violence shall not be

taken back. Railways having aliout 57,000 miles of line

have agreed to take strikers back and submit the question of

seniority to the Labor Board subject to the foregoing condi-

tions, and also to the further condition that they and their

employees shall not be deprived of the right of review by the

courts of any decisions of the Labor Board which may affect

agreements now in existence between the railways and their

employees.

The labor unions composed of the strikers still maintain

their stand that the strikers must be taken back with their

full seniority rights. In this position they are given the

backing of other railway latx)r unions, and especially of the

train service brotherhoods, whose heads have been trying to

mediate l)etwcen the railways and the strikers. The prin-

ciple upon which the labor leaders base their claim that the

strikers should be taken back to work with their full seniority'

rights has l«en stated as follows by L. E. Shcppard, presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors: "The real issue

as wc see it is the status of the men on strike. We hold that

they are not dismis,sed from the service—that they have not

resigned. They are awaiting a settlement of their differences

and all rights as employees are suspended, .so to .speak, con-

tingent on whether or not they go back to work."

This means in sulistancc tliat if an organized body of

workers leave their jobs in concert for any period, however

long, to compel an cmplo>'cr to grant demands that the strik-

ers have made, they retain the same rights to their positions

that thoy had l)efore they quit work. It means, in other

words, that they own their jobs as thc7 may own property,

and that like the owner of any other property they do not lose

their ownership of them unless they abandon them with the

nvnwod purpose of never trying to recover them.

Of course, this principle is the direct negation of the prin-

. iple of private property as established and recognized by the

laws of even.' countr>' in which private propert)' exists. It is

an economic impossibility for one man or group of men to

owTi a manufacturing plant or a railway shop, and for an-

other uroup of mi'n at the same time to own the jobs in the

plant or shop. Even when the owner of a plant makes a

contract with an employee the law does not give the employee

the ownership of the job. The employer may discharge the

emploj'ce and thereby takes the job from him at any time.

The wnpioycc may sue the employer lor any damages caused
him by the violation of the contract, but no law will require

the employer to restore the job to the emplo>'ee upon the

theory that the job is the employee's propertv.

If the labor leaders' claim is the result of any proces.-

of reasoning, the conclusion they have reached, and which
Mr. Shei>pard has stated, must lie that the striking employees
have a moral right to recover their jobs with all the rights

and privileges associated with them before they left them.
There is no question whatever that an cmplovec has a moral
right to any position in which he does his work faithfullv and
well and in which the financial circunvstances of the employer
enable the employer to retain him. But do employees, who
leave their jol>s in concert for the express purfXKC of sto{>-

ping the operation of a plant and inflicting such injury upKin

the employer that he will be compelled to grant their de-

mands, retain the moral right to be restored to their jobs?

Do they retain moral rights to their former jobs superior to

the rights to these jobs of men who stay at work or who go
to work during the strike? How can men who take con-

certed action for the avowed p>urpose of so injuring an em-
ployer as to compel him to agree to their terms have a moral
right to the same kind of treatment from the employer that

he would have been obligated to give them if they had not

concertedly taken steps to injure and coerce him? The
principle stated by Mr. Shcppard is an ethical absurdit>'.

The simple truth is that lockouts and strikes are a form of

warfare. When nations are at peace they have certain moral
claims upon one another. When they go to war they cease

to have any moral claims upon each other except that in

carrj'ing on warfare they should not resort to inhuman
methods.

When their representatives sit down after the struggle

to make peace they make it on the basis of the status which
has been created by the struggle. The same thing must be

recognized as true of Icx-kouts and strikes. They disrupt all

moral obligations which each party owed to the other before

the strike or lockout. If neither party has won a decisive

victon' the settlement is a compromise in which each part}'

concedes what it chooses to or must. If either party has won
a decisive victor)' it dictates the kind of settlement which it

believes will best promote its own interest in the long run.

No group of employers ever can or ever should accept the

principle stated by Mr. Sheppard. For the benefit of all

concerned, including especially the public, arbitration should

Ije substituted for lockouts and strikes. If, however, lock-

outs and strikes are to occur the principle must be recognized

that when they occur all relations between the employers and
employees involved arc dissolved, and Uiat when the struggle

is terminated, whether by agreement or the \nctor}' of one

side, the new relations established will be similar to or un-

like those which existed before, according to the outcome of

the struggle.

To recognize the principle that men may strike at any

time they like about anything they please without thereby

losing am'thing except their wages while they are out would

l)e to recognize a principle which would tend to cause em-

ployees to take a holiday ever)- time they felt like it and to

render it impossible to conduct any business with success. To
the successful conduct of any business it is essential that the

management .should be able to make contracts covering long

pericxls of time and to plan its operations so as to fulfill those

contracts. Frequent interniptions of operations will render

it impo.ssible for any management to make and carr>' out

plans covering a long period.

Acceptance of the principle stated by Mr. Sheppard would,

in the long run, be as ruinous to the workers as it would be

to the employers, liecausc the welfare of the workers depends

.as much as that of the employers upon continuous operation

and successful management.
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[The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themsrlirs responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

Vacuum Brake Tests on

English Freight Trains

Dekby and Don caster, England.

To THE Editor:
In the article which appeared in your number dated April

1, 1922, pages 823, 824, and 825, on the tests of vacuum
brakes described in our paper before the Institution of Civil

Engineers, it is pointed out that the retarding effect of the

vacuum brake compares unfavorably with tests with the

W'estinghouse brake made in America as far back as 1887.

We wish to point out that the tests on the Great Northern
Railway were in no way intended to ascertain the shortest

distance in which a freight train fitted with vacuum brake

could be stopped; the object of the tests was to ascertain

whether satisfactor)- stops with existing equipment could be

made with what are, in this countr)-, long freight trains con-

sisting of up to 100 wagons. The wagons were not fitted

with sp)ecial apparatus to give the highest braking effect and
the results, therefore, should not be compared with the West-
inghouse brake as regards stopping distance.

As a matter of fact, tests made in this countrv' and also on

the continent, indicate that long freight trains fitted with the

vacuum brake stop in as short a distance as trains fitted

with the Westinghouse brake.

(Sir) Henry Fowler,
Chief Mechanical Engineer, Midland Railway.

H. N. Gresley,
Locomotive Engineer, Great Northern Railway.

Specialists Needed for

Car Repair Work
Chicago.

To THE Editor:
The methods of repairing freight cars, both wood and steel,

as used on the railroads are in most cases extremely ineffi-

cient. The principal reason is lack of knowledge on the

part of the men in charge who are usually loaded down with

details and have so many duties that they cannot supervise

the work properly. These are the conclusions I have reached

after many years in the car department, based on personal

observations in a large number of shops.

There are thousands of men supervising freight car repair

work at salaries from $200 per month up, working under
superintendents of motive power who in most cases have no
first-hand knowledge of car repair methods. Railroads are

paying high salaries to general officers to secure efficiency

and conduct transportation at a profit, while some of the men
on the mechanical staff are allowing hundreds of thousands

of dollars to slip through their fingcr.s on account of in-

efficient metho<Js, lark of proper organization of freight

car repairs, lack of proper knowledge of what appliances to

use to get the best results and most important of all, lack

of ability to recognize wasteful acts or methods, or knowledge

of how to correct them if recognized.

There is a field for specialists or experts in the repair of

freight cars, especially steel cars. By this I mean, men who
thoroughly understand the scheduling of classified repairs

on both steel and wooden freight equipment as well as the

building of new equipment; men who actually know just

what shop tools are necessary for the maintenance and repair

of cars, who will not waste thousands of dollars for facilities

where they are not needed; men who can say positively how
to better conditions and output on this class of work— in

short, men who have mastered the subject of car repairs.

It would pay the railroads to engage men who have the

experience and knowledge to effect savings that are possible

in car repair work, using such men in an advisorj' capacit}'.

It is probably not necessary to make the position permanent
but it would be necessary- to pay what the service rendered
is worth. In the past, railroads have not been willing to do
this and have kept the wages of the supervisory forces at a
low level. This is the reason that most of the best men in

the car department enter the employ of the car builders.

It probably also explains why the car builders can handle
the work more cheaply than the railroads. The field is so
large and the present lack of efficiency is so great that there

should be a place in the railroad organizations for a man
who has the ability to handle freight car repair work econom-
ically. Can the railroads be made to recognize the true value
of the services of such men?

M. C. B.

Talk Money to Employees
Hailevwille, Okla.

To THE Editor: ,i

The article by Grant Gibson, on the above subject, in the

Railway Age of July 1 is certainly worthy of serious con-
sideration by those who are responsible for expenditures on
the railroads. There are very few men who work in the

offices or shops, or on tracks or bridges, or in any depart-
ment for that matter, that know the value of the material,

tools, etc., with which they work. From a train dispatcher's

standpoint, we doubt extremely if there are ten p)er cent of

the train dispatchers who know just what the fuel on the

engines costs and how much coal it requires to handle a ton

of freight one mile; or what the running repairs of a loco-

motive per mile amount to in dollars and cents. How many
of them stop to figure how much wages in money is lost by
a gang of men with a work train when the work train is

standing on tlie side track waiting for trains to pass, some of
which are way off the time the work train had on them?
How much is lost in money for switch engines standing

still in the yard waiting for delayed passenger trains which
are off the time given the yard engines? Does the operator
at a small telegraph office stop to figure how much money
is lost by his causing a train to stop at his station by reason
of a "19" order which he was slow in tr\-ing to make delivery?

Does the agent stop to consider how much money he has lost

to tlie company because he was late in sending in certain

reports, thereby causing the division office to wire or write

him for them? Sometime ago it was calculated that each
letter written cost about 18 cents. We believe it would be
well for the railroads to do a little more talking along the

line of money and make up a few statistics to be posted in

front of many employees, and supervisors for that matter,

to call their attention to just what their carelessness costs

the company in dollars and cents. An honest and con-
scientious employee knowing the facts will try to improve.

J. L. Coss,
Train Dispatcher, Rock Island Lines.

The Southkrn Pacific in 1921 distributed throughout the

I'nitcd Slates .ind Europe 6,200,000 folders, maps, pamphlets,
and other pieecs of advertising matter.
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Gasoline Switching Locomotive with Hydraulic Drive

Universal Oil Transmission Governs Speed and Direction and

Gives Remarkable Flexibility of Control

OXK OF THE MOST promising developments in the appli-

catFon of the internal combustion engine for railroad

motive power is a gasoline switching locomotive de-

signed by John Rob?on, chief ensjineer of The lTniver«al En-

is supplied by a 150-hp., six-cylinder Ricardo gasoline en-

gine, the engine and transmission being arranged to give a
maximum tractive effort of 12,000 lb. and a maximum speed

of 12 miles an hour. The locomotive is intended for switch-

Loccmotive with Power Plant and Transmission in Place, Before Cab Has Been Applied

gineeriny ("or|x)ration, Montreal, Can., and recently built

under his supervision at the plant of the Canadian Car &
Foundry ("omp;iny, Montreal. The most notal)le feature

of the ciiuipmcnt is the arrangement of power transmission

and S[K'«1 control. This is effected by a Waterbury hydraulic

variable speed gear, built in tiiis country l)y the Waterbury

Tool Company, Waterbury, Conn., which gives any speed

from zero to the maximum in either direction without steps

or gradations and without van,'ing the spi-ed or direction of

rotation of the engine. The power to drive the locomotive

It is 19ing service and has two inde[>endcntly driven axles,

ft. long and weighs 53,000 lb.

Advantages of Hydraulic Transmission

In practically every di'^ii;n of railroad equipment using

internal combustion engines l)uilt heretofore, the transmis-

sion of power has been effected by shifting gears and clutches,

or by electric generators and motors. Neither of these meth-

ods is entirely satisfactory. While gasoline-electric equip-

ment affords the necessary llexibility, the conlrol is compli-

323
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cated and tlie motors and generators increase the weight very

greatly. Mechanical devices for changing speed by shifting

gears cannot be satisfactorily designed for any large number
of speed ratios and this form of transmission can be used

only for small size engines due to the limited amount of

power that can be transmitted through a friction clutch.

The hydraulic variable speed gear used in this locomotive

is comparatively light in weight, easily and simply controlled

and gives any desired sf)eed of the locomotive while the en-

gine is governed at a constant speed. Control of speed and

Description of the Gear

The Waterbur}' variable speed gear consists of an oil

pump, designated as the A-end, and a hydraulic motor, desig-

nated as the B-end. The A-end, which is driven by the

gasoline engine, delivers oil to and receives it from the B-

In Appearance the Locomotive Resembles a Small

Electric Car

direction can be effected with a minimum of effort on the

part of the operator regardless of the load on the locomotive,

the flexibility and e;ise of control being such that complete

reversal can be effected as quickly as desired without any

A View Under the Body Showing Hydraulic Drive and

Suspension

end, the direction of flow and the amount of oil being con-

trolled by a regulating device. The B-end rotates at any

speed up to that of the A-end and in either direction, de-

Fig. 1—Sections Through the Pump Unit (Right) and Motor Unit (Left)

undue peak load on the engine, thereby avoiding excessive

stresses in the working parts. By the use of an automatic

pressure control device the sjKX-d of the locomotive is regu-

lated by the drawbar pull entirely independently of the

operator in such a manner as to prevent overloading and pos-

sible stoppage of the engine owing to stalling.

[K'nding ufwn tlie quantity and direction of delivery of the

oil it receives from tlie A-end.

The construction and operation of tlie gear can readily l>e

undcrstiKid by referring to Fig. 1. In this drawing the

driven shaft of the A-end, whicli receives the pwwer from the

gasoline engine, is shown at the extreme right hand side while
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the driving sli.ift of the B-i-nd is at the extreme left. A . blin-

der h.irnl (27) is keyed to the inner end ol e.nh shaft, t^ich

barrel has nine cylinders parallel to the sliaft and fitted with

piston.s. When the harrcls revolve, their inner (aces slide

on the valve plates (53), each of which has two ports, the

ports in the A-end being connected to those in the B-end by

the shaft their planes of revolution may be at any angle with

the shaft pro\ided by the .setting of the roller bearings on

which the socket rings revolve.

In the B-end of the gear the socket ring runs in an angle

box secured in the end of the case and making a fixed angle

of 20 deg. with the shaft. Thus as the shaft, the barrel and

Pig. 2—Plan and Elevation of Gasoline-Hydraulic Locomotive

jiiping. 'I'lie cylinder jrorts in the barrel faces register with

cmi-annular passages or jwrts in the valve plates, except at

the bridges at tlic top and lx)ttom of the plates. Tlie con-

necting rods have one end secured in the piston and the other

in the socket ring (35). The socket rings are connected by

universal joints with the shaft so that while they revolve with

socket ring revolve in the B-end, the pistons will have a

reciprocating motion with a constant stroke. In the A-end

the angle bo.v is hun? on trunnions and may be adjusted to

any desired angle while the gear is running by means of the

control shaft. If the angle box in the A-end stands in the

neutral position at right angles to the shaft, the pistons are
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carried around with the cylinder barrels but have no recipro-

cating motion. No oil i.« therefore taken from or delivered

to the passages in the valve plates. If the tilting bo.\ is

inclined by moving the control shaft, the pistons begin to

reciprocate, the stroke depending on the angle between the

socket ring and the axis of the shaft. Every cylinder during

one half of the shaft's rotation is drawing in oil from one of

the passages in the valve plate which it carries over and de-

livers into the other passage during the ne.xt half of the

shaft's rotation.

The oil from the A-end is forced into one of the passages

of the valve plate of the B-end. The cylinders of the B-

barrel in communication with this passage make room for the

oil by sliding back from the valve plate, but they cannot do

this without forcing their respective sockets in the socket

rings farther from the valve plates. This can only be done

by turning the socket ring as a whole in its inclined plane in

the angle box. While the pistons facing the pressure passage
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Fig. 3—Drawbar Pull and Brake Horsepower Curves

of the B-valve-plate are receding to make room for the in-

coming oil and so imparting rotation to the B-shaft, the pis-

tons facing the no-pressure passage are moving toward the

valve plate and delivering oil into the respective cylinders

of the A-barrel. Since the receiving capacity of the B-cylin-

ders is constant and the deliver}- capacit}' of the A-cylinders

is varied at will by turning the control shaft, the speed of

the B-shaft is correspondingly varied. With the engine

running at constant speed the speed of the B-end depends

upon the angle which the socket ring in the A-end makes

with the shaft, while the direction in which the B-end re-

volves is governed by the direction in which the socket ring

in the A-end is moved from the neutral position.

The efficiency of this type of tran.'smission is high, ranging

from 68 per cent at 25 per cent of normal speed to 82 per

cent at full speed. The combined .A- and B-ends weigh less

than 25 lb. per horsepower transmitted. The pressures on

the sliding surfaces are largely balanced so that little wear

takes place and the pistons have long iK'arings in the barrel.

In .spite of the high pressures carried, leakage is negligible.

The appearance of the completed locomotive and the ar-

rangement of the engine and hydraulic sjx^ed gear are clearly

sho\\-n in the photograi>li.s. The ojieration will In? readily

understofxi by refcren(c to the pbin and elevation drawi!i!;s.

. The power for the Icxomotivc is ol)taine(l from a six-cylin-

der Ricardo gasoline engine C with pi.stons of Si's in. diam-

eter and IVi in. stroke, capable of delivering 150 brake

horsepower when running at a normal speed of 1200 r.p.m.

This engine drives through a doui)le-hcliral reduction gear

D. two size SO pump unit.*;, ,1 and .11, at .U5 r.p.m. From

the valve plates of these fiunij) units, iMi>ing convey* the oil

which is used a.s a transnii'»'<i(in meiiium to two size 50 speed

gear motor units, /? and h\. each of which is connected by

spur gearing to one of the driving axles of the locomotive.

1 he casings of the speed gears are connected 1>>' l>iping to a

common oil reservoir placed in a convenient position on one

of the bulkhead.s of tlie engine room, the (,il in this re.scr\-oir

Ijeing subject to atmospheric pressure only. Flexible coup-

lings are used between the gasoline engine and the reduction

gears as well as between these gears and the pump units of

the speed gear in order to allow for any vibration or springing

on the framing of the locomotive.

The engine is ccx>led in the ordinary manner by means of

a tubular radiator and fan, the latter being driven from an

extension of one of the reduction gear shafts through bevel

gears, E, F, and the vertical shaft G, the radiator H, and fan

/, being suspended from the roof of the locomotive, where

lx)th the inlet and outlet passages for the fan are pro\'ided.

The motor units, B and J51, of the Waterbury sp)eed gear, to-

gether with the housing for the spur reduction gear tetween

these units and the axles, are carried on cradles with link

and swivel suspension to the under side of the frame-work,

as clearly shown in one of the photographs. In this way
vertical movement of the axles is provided for without inter-

ference with the gearing.

The control of speed and direction is effected by means of

either of two hand wheels, L and 7.1, placed in the driving

compartment at each end. one man only Ijeing required to

operate and control the locomotive, the sf)eed of which is

governed automatically by a hydraulically operated control

gear, which acts independently on the control shafts of the j
pump units as soon as the drawbar pull exceeds a predeter- I

mined amount. By the action of a plunger and spring, the 1

stroke on the pistons is regulated in inverse ratio to the oil

pressure and in consequence it is not possible for the operator

to overload the engine. The pressure range through which

the control is designed to act, is from 300 lb. up to 1,200 lb.

per square inch, so that on ven,- short piston strokes a torque

of approximately four times the normal can be obtained on I

the axles of the locomotive. I

Hand operated brakes of standard pattern are pro\nded

and work by a hand wheel placed in each compartment, these

brakes being used only for emergency purposes as the stop-

ping and starting, as well as acceleration and deceleration

are controlled entirely through the speed gears. For use in

coupling the locomotive with freight cars, standard air con-

nections and cylinders are provided for ojjeration in the

usual manner from the driving locomotive.

The cur\'e illustrated in Fig. 2> shows the relation between

drawliar pull and speed up to 12 miles an hour with the

control hand-wheel set for full stroke on the pump units of

the hvdraulic speed gear, the actual stroke, speed and horse-

power of the engine Ix'ing regulated by the automatic adjust-

ment of the pressure control piston.

In actual ser\ice the locomotive has shown remarkable

flexibility, which is particularly advantageous in switching

service where high starting tractive effort and rapid accelera-

tion are required. The locomotive may bo started under a

dead load of any amount without overloading the engine.

Three turns of the hand-wheel from the neutral position will

bring the locomotive up to its full speed. In stopping, the

locomotive is gradually brought to a stand.still by turning the

control shaft to neutral, and in this position the R-end is

positivelv locked against motion in either direction.

Several tri;ils have Wen made at the plant of the Canadian

Car & Foundry Company which have l>oen entirely satisfac-

torv-. The locomotive exerts a tractive effort of 12.000 lb.

at starting and .^,000 lb. at 12'
'. miles an hour. On level

track a load of 645 tons has l>een handlwl readily. In one

trial the locomotive took three cars wiighing 150 Ums up a

four per cent grade, stoppine at the slwpest j>oint and start-

ing again under full load without difficulty. The l^niversal

Engineering Corporation intends to apply the variable speed

h>-draulic gear to a locomotive of similar tyjie designed for

passenger service and also to high-capacity pa.s.senger cars.
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Commission Orders Increase

in Divisions for K. C. M. & O.

V/ntainemn. D. C.

THE Inteestatx Commerce Commission in a decision

made public on August 14 has ordered that the divi-

sions received by the Kansas Cit>', Mexico &: Orient
out of joint rates maintained with 13 of its princi)>ul con-
nections shall l<c increased on and after September IS by
amounts ranging from 10 to 30 per cent of the divisions

now received by the connecting lines. The decision was
rendered by Division 4 of the commission without dissent

and is the result of an application filed by tlie receiver of

the Orient and its Texas company for an increase in divi-

sions and the diversion of traffic to the road.

The Orient alleged that its revenues were insufficient to

enable it to pay operating exfienses, taxes and a fair return

on its property or to enable it to perform properly its

function as a common carrier and contended that this con-

dition can be remedied only by increasing its divisions or by
increasing, through changes in routing, the amount of traffic

it handles as an intermediate carrier. The request for

changes in routing is before the commission as a separate

proceeding. .\ series of conferences between representatives

of this road and its connecting lines and the state authorities

was held under the auspices of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in July, at which efforts were made to find an

immediate remedy for the condition of the road, but no re-

sult of these meetings had been announced prior to the is-

suance of the commission's decision.

Wanted Sufficient Relief to Continue Operation

The commission in its report says that the Orient asked

only a sufficient measure of relief to enable it ti) continue

operation and made no request for return upon the invest-

ment. The road has shown deficits each year since 1016

and, the commission says, the enormous increase commencing
with 1918 is apparently due both to decreased revenues and
largely increased expenses. It was claimed that the loss

of revenue during the period of federal control was largely

due to changes in the routing of through traffic and that since

the termination of federal control the former conditions have

not been restored. The record indicates that a substantial

proportion of the through traffic of the Orient was received

from the Southern Pacific and that this carrier reduced its

deliveries on account of alleged unsatisfactory service of the

Orient. The report points out that the Orient ser\'es an

area of al)Out 23,272 square miles with a jxipulation of ap-

proximately 500,000 and a property value exclusive of cities

and towns of $204,250,000. It refers to a statement by the

commission on the application of the Orient for a loan that

it is not disputed that the Orient system, or at least that part

within the United States, is of essential importance in meet-

ing the transportation needs of the public in the tcrritor)'

which it serves, and adds that nothing appears of record

in the present ca.se to justify any different conclusions.

The deficits in railway operating income for 1920 ami

1921 were $1,407,106 and $860,740, respectively, and. ac-

cording to the estimate of the Orient, the deficit for 1922 will

amount to $1,590,213. For 1921 interest accnials amounted
to $514,665, of which only $150,000 was paid, this being

applicable to a loan of $2,500,000 to the government. No
allegation of inefficient operation appears in the record

against the Orient or any of the respondent connecting lines.

Various methods of increasing its revenues had been su'.;-

gested. .Af)[)lication has been made to the Railroad I-;ilii'r

Board for authority to reduce wages and change rules, which,

if granted, will result in an estimated saving of about $32,^,-

000. Increase in all rates is not considered feasible for

the present for the rea.son that it is believed that sufficient

tonnage would be given to competing lines' by the shippers

lo oti.stt .my intrvasc in revenues from higher rates and for
the further reason that shippers on the Orient cannot compete
with shippers on other lines in the same tcrritor)-. However,
the report says, this matter is receiving consideration. In-
creasing the volume of traffic handled by the Orient, the
rejjort says, would automatically increase its revenues and
the commission believes this can be accomplished by desig-
nating this line a "differential " route on certain commodities.
For instance, a differential of 1 cent per 100 pounds under
the established rate on grain to Gulf ports should attract

a considerable volume of tonnage. The report says this
question should be made the subject of conference between
the Orient and its connections and the neces.sary steps should
be taken to accomplish this object. Five of the connecting
lines are said to be favorable to the adoption of a plan of
differentials.

Details of the Decision

The report continues in part as follows:

The gross revenue of the Orient per equated ton-mile is

greater than that of 9 of its connections, and its earnings per
car-mile are substantially smaller than 11 of the 13 connections,
while the earnings per train-mile are in each instance materially
less, thus evidencing a smaller and less profitable train and car
load, the usual incident of a light traffic. The operating ex-
penses per equated ton-mile are greater than those of any con-
nection except two small roads, namely, Abilene & Southern
and the Clinton & Oklahoma Western, and its expenses per car-
mile are substantially greater than those of the nine larger roads,
while the expenses per train-mile are in six instances materially
less. The general result is that while the Orient sustained a
deficit in its net railway operating income of 69 cents per train-
mile, all of its conncction.s received incomes ranging from 30
cents per train-mile in the case of the Galveston, Harrisburg &
San Antonio to $1.84 per train-mile in the case of the Fort Worth
& Denver City.

In other calculations the results as distinguished between
freight and passenger traffic have been separately considered
based upon an allocation in accordance with our plan to include
all operating revenue accounts. The operating ratios of the car-
riers concerned in respect of all revenue received show that the
freight operating ratio is less than the passenger operating ratio

with exception of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, Fort Worth
& Denver City, St. Louis-San Francisco, and the Texas & Pacific,

for which the freight ratio is higher. In the case of the Fort
Worth & Denver City, Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, and
Midland Valley, the two ratios are substantially equal, which is

also true of the combined result of the 11 major roads used in

the calculations. It also appears that the freight ratio of the
Orient (1.0791) is approximately 141 per cent of the average
freight ratio of the other connecting lines (0.766^) while the pas-

senger ntio of 1.3518 is approximately 175 per cent of the aver-

age passenger ratio of (0.7718") the 11 major connections.

The disparity of 41 per cent in the case of freight service and
75 per cent in the case of passenger service would seem to indi-

cate that the passenger fares and freight rates and divisions

accorded this carrier arc not sufficient to meet even the mainte-
nance, traffic, transportation, and general expenses properly to

be charged against cither tin- freight or passenger traffic, to say

nothing of taxes, equipment rental and a fair return on the prop-

erty investment used in the service. .As stated above, however,

the Orient is seeking only such revenue as will enaMe it to operate
the road and is asking nothing for its security holders.

It is alleged that in many instances where divisions have been

established by its connections on an arbitrary basis, these con-

nections have declined to shrink their arbitraries when the through

rates have been reduced.

In Increased Rates. 1920. 58 I. C. C. 220. we authorized cer-

tain percentage increases in order to permit a return of 6 per

cent on the aggregate value of carrier property held for .ind

used in the service of transportation within the boundaries of

each rate-making group, under normal traffic conditions. In

Reduced Rates. 1932. 68 I. C. C, 676. we found that 5tii per

cent on the aggregate value of such property would constitute

a fair return after March 1. 1922. It is apparent, however, that

the Orient has not received and is not receiving the share of the

revenue Within the group in which it is included to which it is
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properly entitled on basis of the amount and character of service

performed.

Other than filing statements containing information called

for by the commission's order, the respondent carrier sub-

mitted no evidence at the hearing in this case.

The Orient and each of its connections is ordered to re-

port to the commission on or before September 15 the divi-

sions established according to the rules prescribed in the

report and thereafter to jointly report the results of tlie ap-

plications of these divisions for business actually inter-

changed in 1922 and from January' 1 to June 30, 1923.

.\t one of the conferences held since the hearing in this

case tlie representative of the state of Texas stated that a

large number of counties in that state had expressed their

willingness to assess the Orient for taxation purposes at the

nominal value of $100 per mile. The commission expressed

the opinion that other states should follow the lead of Texas

in this respect and says that in fact complete exemption from

all taxes until the Orient can earn something is demanded

in the public interest This course is earnestly recommended

to the respective state authorities. It is also stated that

through the proper channels steps have been taken to route

government freight over the Orient so far as practicable.

Report on Collision Near Leeds, Mo.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has inves-

tigated a collision between westbound passenger No. 11

and eastbound freight Xo. 92 on the Missouri Pacific, at

Hy-tex siding, about two miles west of Leeds, Mo., on July

12, about 6:40 p. m.; three passengers and the engineman

of the freight train were killed and 91 passengers, 10 em-

ployees and two mail clerks were injured. It fixes the blame

on the passenger train. The trains were ordered to meet at

Hy-tex, but the passenger train ran past the switch for

nearly a mile. The view of the engineman is somewhat

obstructed by trees on both sides of the track, the line

traversing several curves; and another railroad lies adjacent

to the Missouri Pacific, so that it is difficult for enginemen

to tell on which track an opposing train is moving.

At Leeds the passenger train received several orders, in-

cluding the one to meet the freight at Hy-tex, and also a

clearance card and a block signal caution card calling atten-

tion to the meet. The trains met at 25 or 30 miles an hour.

Both locomotives were knocked off the track and the first

passenger car in Xo. 1 1 was telescoped by the baggage car ^
for about 25 feet.

Continuing, the Commission's report says:

"Operator Roberts, on dut)' at Leeds, handed on three

sets of orders to train No. 11, one to the fireman, one to the

porter, and one to the flagman. Fireman Steck said he im-

mediately handed his set of orders to the engineman, who
read them and handed them back to him, and that he him-

self then read tliem. Approaching the point of accident he

had been working on the fire, and on looking out on the

inside of the curve saw the approaching train, called to the

engineman and jumped. Porter Bryant had given the orders

he received to Conductor Bonnette, who read them aloud

to him and told him to watch out for the meeting points.

The conductor was near the rear of the third car when he saw

that the train was within a train-length of the west switch

at Hy-tex and still traveling at high speed. He said he

looked for the emergency cord, but did not see it right

away, and then ran to the front of the car, opened the ves-

tibule and looked out; he then ran into the car ahead and

asked the porter and also Conductor Fumess, who was rid-

ing as a passenger, if they had seen train No. 92; and when
they replied in the negative he said to apply the air brakes;

and at the same time jumped upon a seat and opened the

emergency valve. Conductor Furness said he diought that

at the time Conductor Bonnette spoke to him the train was
within 54 mile of where the accident occurred. Porter

Br\-ant apparently had not been pa>ing much attention to

the operation of the train, and was still sitting down in the

second car when the conductor came in. Flagman Jones

said that when the train did not stop at Hy-tex hi took out

his orders and read them again to see if he hadnbeen mis-

taken, following which he also opened the emergency valve

in the car in which he was riding.

"None of the members of the train crew heard the en-

gineman sound the meeting-point whistle signal. Conductor

Bonnette saying this might have been due to the noise of

a train passing on tlie track of the adjoining railway when
his owTi train was in the vicinity of the east switch.

"On account of serious injuries sustained by Engineman
Moses of train No. 11, no statement from him could be

obtained."

Conductor Bonnette and Engineman Moses, being in

charge of the train, are held primarily responsible, but all

the otlier members of the crew were aware of the contents

of the order and "theie is no excuse for their failure to

operate their train prof)erly. * *"'

25««* ^ . '

On the Rhactian Railway, Switzerland



Baltimore C&i Ohio Systematizes Terminal Operation

Has Concentrated Classification and Inspection of Cars .md

Lengthened Locomotive Runs

EAKi.v IN 1<>1'< the Baltimore & Ohio put in effect a plan

for the making up of trains to avoid intermediate

switching enroute and to enable them to be moved with

the minimum of break-up lx-t\veen origin and destination.

This plan, which was descriix-d in the Railway Age of

AuRust 6, 1021, page 254. was extended over the entire

system early in 1921. Unlike the practice which has been

followed at times in the past where classification of this

character has Ijci-n attempted, it has not been confined to live-

stock, perishable and through high-class merchandise, but

has included all traffic handled by local as well as through

freight trains, including empt)' as well as loaded cars. Id

other words, the system of "divisional and through classifica-

tion" in effect on the Baltimore & Ohio includes livestock

and perishable traffic, quick dispatch merchandise, expedite

or time freight, dead freight, empty equipment (home and
foreign), solid trains of coal and coke to tidewater, return-

ing empties from the piers at tidewater to the distributing

points in the coal fields, coal moving to the lakes, ore mov-
ing from the lakes to the ore-consuming districts, and lime-

stone and dolomite from the quarries to the furnace districts.

Solid Trains Designated "Main-Trackers"

The solid-trains of these various classes of traffic are desig-

nated as "main-trackers" or "trains that are made up and
dispatched from a terminal for continuous movement to

destination, or to a breaking-up yard, and in their movement
pass through intermediate yards and terminals." Under this

plan many trains operate as "main-trackers" for distances

ranging from 182 to 640 milc.« without pulling a pin, while

others stop at intermediate division yards only for the pur-

pose of consolidation or putting on additional cars at the

head or rear end.

The success which attended the operation of the "main-
tracker" trains sugge.sted the possibility of increasing the

daily engine miles and thereby securing greater use of the

power with a reduction in engine terminal exf)ense through

less hostling and shop attention, and ultimately discontinu-

ing entirely, at a number of the existing roundhouses, fire

cleaning and light repairs of through freight engines. There-

fore, beginning al>out the first of the present year, the runs

of through freight engines were extended to conform to the

movement of "main-trackers" until now freight locomotives

are operating successfully in both directions without change

between.

Nrw York tfrminals and Baltimorf, MH ICOmilci
iniilxiclpbia. l»a., " nriinswick. Md 182 "

nallimorc, .Md.. " Ciimhcrland, Md 189 "

llruiKu-ick, Md., " Cffinellnvillc, Pa 195 "

Cumberland, Md., " I'illshiirgh, Pa 150 "

Cumberland, Md.. " P.irlirrsbnrg, W. Va 205 "

Parkcriburg, W. Va., " Cincinnati. 195 "

Cincinnati, O., " VVashinRton, Ind 169
"

Wathinttlon, Ind. " Kant St. I^«i». Ill 165
"

Cincinnati, O., " Toledo. 203 "

Connrllnville. Pa. " Willani, 264 "

Pitl»l)ur(th, Pa. " Willard. 200 "

Pill«biiriih, Pa " I'airpi.rt, n 1.15
"

Willard, O. " Chicago. Ill 278 "

From the reports covering these operations it is possible to

supervi.se closely the movement of "main-frackers" and other

details involved in the strict obser\'ance of divisional and
through classification regulations which have been arranged.

Trom these rojKirts it became evident that certain delays

Were occurring from time to time to these through trains

becau.sc of the methofl of freight car inspection in vogue.

A study of these questions led to the changing of the method
of inspection, as a result of which a system of freight car

insiK-ction was established at originating fioints as well as

at jHiints enroute to final destination, conforming to the

makeup and dispatchment of "main-tracker" trains in both

directions. This involved the separation of the inspection

into what is termed "A" inspection, which is given at

originating and breaking-up points, and "B" inspection at

intermediate points. The "A" inspection is such as will

disclose all defects existing on equipment that can be de-

tected without dissecting the car, while the "B ' inspection is

an intermediate passing inspection for safety which is given

at points at which the train stands a sufficient length of time
to make the inspection . when changing engines and train

crews. This latter inspection is for the purpose of detecting

new defects that have developed since the cars received an
"A" inspection.

When "A" inspection has been applied and it is imprac-
ticable, by rea.son of lack of men or of material, to make the

needed repairs at the point where the inspection is made,
the cars are side-carded, billed and forwarded to any large

car repair point. When so forwarded, in order to avoid the

breaking-up of "main-trackers" enroute the cars are placed
in classification order for such repair points rather than for

final destination.

This system of inspection has been productive of most
gratifying results. It has practically eliminated the neces-
sity for cutting cars out of "main-trackers" because of de-
fects; has reduced the number of bad-order loads; is ex-
pediting the repair of freight equipment; admits of greater
regularity in, and more economical distribution of, the car
repair forces, inasmuch as the bad-order repairs are now
concentrated at originating or hreaking-up points; and has
made possible a material saving in the cost of inspection, a
much smaller force of inspectors now being necessary.
To complete the steps necessary to secure the full benefits

of the classification system, the officers of the Baltimore &
Ohio are working on the revision of the plan for weighing
and check-weighing carload freight received from connec-
tions and originating on the line.

Detailed Instructions Issued in Book Form
To make the plan for the concentration of the classifica-

tion of cars effective, detailed instructions were prepared in
the form of a booklet which has t)een distributed to all em-
ployees concerned engaged in this work. These instructions
outlined the classifications which are to be made at each
terminal and the trains into which each car should be placed.
Similarly detailed instructions for the "A" and "B" inspec-
tion of cars at each terminal have been prepared to govern
the character of inspection which is to be given the cars
passing through each terminal. In recent vcars working
hooks of the New York, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh,
East St. Louis and other terminals, including all train yards,
have been prepared, in which the work as a.ssigned to each
crew in these terminals and vards is shown in complete
detail.

It is not possible to gage accurately in dollars and cents,
what the saving to the Baltimore & Ohio has amounted to
throtjgh the adoption of the divisional and through classi-
fication and the inauguration of the improved vard and
terminal operating metluxis, hut it is believed to run into the
millions annually. By reason of the greater use of power,
the continuous movement of freight equipment and the
dimini.shed need for enlarged or additional yard.s, the capital
outlay, it is felt, is less tlian it otherwise would be. There

329
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have been reductions in per diem expense, in the amount of

damage to equipment, and in the amount paid for loss and

damage to freight. Congestion in yards and terminals is

avoided, thereby contributing to the successful operation and

maintenance of freisht schedules.

This plan for the systematic classification of cars and
for freight car inspection has been developed under the

direction of the chief of yard and terminal operations of the

Baltimore & Ohio, to whom we are indebted for the above

information.

Coal Distribution Work Meets Varied Problems

Improvement in Car Supply on Coal Carrying Lines Increases

Output. Results of Cleveland Settlement Awaited

COMPLICATIONS IX the distribution of available coal sup-

plies occasioned by the activities of railroads engaging

in brisk competition for fuel, thereby creating a tendency

toward the inflation of prices, have caused the Federal Fuel

Distribution Committee to take steps looking toward the

removal of this condition. Railway interests have been re-

quested to discontinue the practice of competitive bidding for

coal and to keep the central fuel committee informed as to

difficulties experienced in the obtaining of urgent coal re-

quirements at fair prices. In such cases, the committee has

assured the railroads that the application of priority No. 1

orders will be used to insure the companies their equitable

proportions of available fuel supplies. The message sent by

Fuel Distributor H. B. Spencer on August 15 is as follows:

'General information is coming to this office that the rail-

roads are disturbing the coal situation very seriously by

bidding in the fields prices in excess of the Hoover fair price

agreement. In order that this coal may be handled in an
orderly manner and in such a way as to protect the railroads

and others likewise vitally interested it is necessar\- that

instructions be issued by you that no prices be oft'ered in

excess of the Hoover fair prices. Report to your purchasing

committee in Washington any failure to get coal at these

prices and we will arrange to put the railroads who are in

a situation as to stocks requiring emergency action in priority

number one."

Some Railway Fuel Put in Class 1

As the disposition of the railroatis to bid for coal to the

demoralization of the Hoover fair price schedule is entirely

traceable to their apprehension in the matter of obtaining

adequate fuel supplies, it is believed that the reasonable

assurance of the maintenance of adequate stocks given in the

central fuel committee's policy of placing urgent railway fuel

orders in class 1 designation will allay their uneasiness and

work toward tlie remedying of the price situation.

Authorizations for railroad fuel to come from Alabama
for certain southwestern systems running out of St. Louis,

and other railway lines centering in Chicago have been ad-

vanced from Class 2 priority to Class 1. The committee's

policy of handling tiie countn's more urgent fuel require-

ments through Class 1 priority was influenced to some extent

by the necessity of allaying the apprehension of coal operators

who hesitated to divert coal under contract to regular custom-

ers for the filling of priority No. 2 orders. Under a recent

opinion from the Department of Justice, the iilacing of coal

orders under No. 1 priority by the Federal Fuel Committee

takes legal precedence over general contracts for coal entered

into before the arising of the present emergency.

The question as to whether grain elevators should be

classed as public utilities in the present coal emergency has

been submitted to the central fuel committee. The operation

of large elevators in Kansas City, Omaha. Wichita and other

mid-western cities is a matter of some urgency at this time

when shipments of western grain are near the [x-ak. Tiie

Washington, D. C.

needs of these elevators are considered by the committee as

coming within the jurisdiction of the various state fuel ad-
ministrations.

A governmental fuel committee, comprising members from
each federal department, has been organized for the purpose
of facilitating the orderly movement of government coal

supplies, generally given No. 2 classification. This committee
will act with the Federal Planning Committee in the alloca-

tion of coal purchases to avoid duplication and confusion.

In line with this policy, the Nav)- Department has transferred

a certain tonnage to the immigration station at Ellis Island,

where supplies had been seriously depleted.

Encourages Importation of British Coal

In the matter of provision of fuel for river steamers, a

differentiation is made between vessels engaged in the trans-

portation of food supplies and mail, and those devoted to

purely excursion purposes. The needs of the" 'first-named

class of vessels will naturally be given first consideration.

The Fuel Distribution Committee is inclined to encourage

the utilization of stocks of British coal being received in the

port of New York. Because of the fact that domestic coal

being purchased bv many large consumers in that territory-

is obtained at somewhat lower rates than that asked for

English and Welsh coal, the importation of foreign coal has

lagged. The Fuel Distributor feels that there is a real need

for all British cargo coal, and that it should help to meet the

requirements of many consumers in New York and New
England.

Revised figures from the Geological Survey place the total

coal production of the country for last week at 4,550,000 tons.

Estimates which leave out of consideration jxissible new pro-

duction from union mines as a result of developments at the

Cleveland, Ohio, conference are for a total production of

4,200,000 tons this week, of which 3,800.000 tons should

come from territory east of the Mississippi. It is estimated

that 15,000,000 tons of bituminous lump coal will be needed

to replace the anthracite deficiency. State Fuel administra-

tions in Rh(xle Island and Massachusetts are advising man\
anthracite consumers that they will be compelled this season

to use bituminous lump as a substitute.

A gradual improvement in the car-supply situation is noted

on coal-carrying lines. Adjustment of labor difficulties on

the Louisviile & Nashville, where conditions have been

affected liy the walk-out of railway employees at Corbin.

Kv., the pivotal pMiint in the movement of coal from the

Hazard field in southeastern Kentucky, is expected to facili-

tate coal movements on that .system. Normal transjwrtation

conditions are said to have been attained on the Norfolk &

Western railway, while improved conditions are reported on

the Chesapeake & Ohio and the \irginian systems.

Consideration is being given to a (proposition for the west-

ward movement of Pennsylvania and Northern West Virginia

coal, supplies for use in Penn.sylvania to l>e replenished by

tide-water coal from the Hampton Roads district. It is pos-
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iible that some mtn'cmcnt of coul may Ije undertaken by
water to Montreal, Canada, or Portland, Maine, for trans-

shipment to Canadian proxinces where the fuel situation is

critical. It is tlie general policy of the Fuel Distribution

Committee to give careful consideration to Canadian require-

ments. In thi'i connection, it is recognized that some coal

from Briti.-Ji Columbia is being ini(x)rted into the United
States.

.\uthori2ation for appro.\imately 150,000 tons of coal for

lalur mwement from Kentucky and the Virginias has just

been granted by the central committee. The committee's

prof^ram calls for a lakeward movement of 6,250 cars this

week and h,0()(» cars next week. This movement will for the

present l>e acc«»nipli>hcd by the dispatch to the lakes of all

loadings in certain districts on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays of each week. The demands of numerous [)ublic

utilities in Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and other mid-western

states must be considered in connection with this movement
of lake coal.

Lake Movement Special Problem

Such new coal jjroduction in Ohio and Pennsylvania as

may result from developments at the Cleveland conference

is expected to help alleviate the lake coal situation. The
transpwrtation conditions of certain railroads on which these

newly-producing mines are located, are, however, a factor

in this situation.

The problem of exjjediting coal shipments to the upper

Great Lake region in order to attain the necessar)- total

coal movement to that territon,- before the close of lake

navigation was given the serious attention of the Federal

Fuel Distribution Committee, this week. It was exp)ected

that .shipments aggregating 250,000 tons of coal will be

made toward the lakes in the present week as compared with

an estimated shipment of 140,000 tons for last week. A
figure of 400,000 tons has been set for lake movement dur-

ing the week Ix'ginning August 21.

The ability to supply urgent lake requirements is said to

depend largely ufion the coal production situation in Penn-

sylvania. Mines in Penn.sylvania that ordinarily make ship-

ments of lake coal are at present closed, and the question of

whether Pennsylvania coal will Ix: available in considerable

quantity for early lake shipment hinges largely on the ques-

tion whether the coal tonnage produced in Pennsylvania will

be sufficient to take care of that state's own urgent needs

and to allow of a .supply for diversion to the lake country.

A partial solution to tlie |)roblem may be found by replacing

Penn.sylvania lake .shipments l)y importations into that state

of tide-water coal from the Southern .Appalachian district.

Increased Loadings in Non-Union Areas

.\ delegation comprising nu-mlK-rs of the Northwestern

Coal Dock Operators' .As.'^ociation and memlxTS of the Min-

nesota State Fuel Committee, who presented the fuel require-

ments of five northwestern states, were a.s.sured by Fuel Dis-

tributor S|)cncer that movements of coal in that direction

. would Ik- made as rapidlv as production would admit.

A total of 1.?.258 cars of coal were loaded througliout the

countr>- on Friday, .\ugust 11. This represents an increase

of 75.1 car loadings over the same day of the previous week.

Loadings of 69,000 cars were reported for the first five days

of last week, an increase of 5,660 cars over the correspond-

ing numl)er of days of the previous week. I-oadings of coal

on the Chesapeake & Ohio. Friday, amounted to 1..110 cars;

on the Norfolk &: Western, 2. 11 5 cars; and on the Louisville

& Na.«hville, 1 .600 rars. Coal loadings on these three lines

represent an incri-ase of more than 400 cars over the figures

for Friday of the previous week.

Inquiries from Kansas and other trans-Mississippi states

relative to the obtaining of coal supplies from producers in

the Rockv Mountain region are being referred by the central

fuel committee to the coal distribution agencies in the states

now producing coal in that territor)*.

Representatives of a large industrial concern owning its

own coal mines conferred on Monday with the Fuel Dis-

tribution Committee relative to placing the entire coal pro-

duction of this mine subject to the orders of the fuel com-
mitti-e for u.sc by essential industries.

Senator Swanson and Reprcsent;itivcs Harrison and Bland
of Virginia, accompanied by Maj. .Alexander Forward, state

fuel administrator, and a delegation of prominent citizens of

the state, called uf>on Fuel Distributor Si)encer on Monday
to ask that a sjx'cific allotment of coal t>e turned o%'er to the

Virginia committee for distribution among es.sential indus-

tries in accordance with the plans of the federal organiza-

tion. The suggestion was made by the central committee

that an organization for the distribution of fuel supplies be

formed in Virginia similar to that organized in other states

to co-operate with the State Fuel .Administrator.

.Authorizations issuetl Friday by the central committee

provide for the movement of 100,000 tons of coal to Toledo

and Sandusky, Ohio, for shipment to Lake territon-. Other

authorizations issued provide for the more pressing fuel

needs of public utilities in Baltimore and Detroit and for

electric traction purpo.ses in New York City. A considerable

tonnage was placed at the disposal of the Delaware Coal

Commission for distribution within that state in accordance

with the plans of the fuel distributor.

Class 1 Priority to Be Guarded

The problem of the distribution of car supply between

mines engaged in the shipment of coal classified under No.

1 priority and those shipping coal to public utilities and

other consignees under previou.sly-made contracts continues

to demand the attention of the Fuel Committee. While it is

desired to preserve the integritv of contracts as far as pos-

sible, the feeling is that general contracts must in a measure

take secondan,' position to the meeting of particularly urgent

coal necessities created under an exigency which has arisen

since such contracts were entered into. Present plans of the

Fuel Distribution Committee are that orders for Class No. 1

cmI shall be so distributed as not to disturb seriously the

proper distribution of cars. .All orders for coal considered

to be within that classification will go to the district com-

mittees who will apportion tlie orders among the mines in

their districts. In such apportioning of orders it is expected

that contracts will he obscr\'ed as far a.s possible. In this

connc^rtion it is pointed out that many operators, having in

mind the maintenance of their normal business relations,

would prefer to devote their energies to filling their regular

contracts.

The Fuel Committee is seeking a practical method of in-

suring that coal ordered through a retail dealer for the use

of ]Hil)lic utilities or hospitals will not lie diverted to other

channels. \\'hcre it is manifest that an order for coal comes

within a particular classification, it will not require any

certification to the railroad to .secure nrioritv under order

No. 2,1, of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Where,

however, the consignee of a shipment docs not show the

character of the coal and its uses it will l>e ncccssarv for

the shipper to obtain a certificate from the State Fuel .Ad-

ministrator that the coal is to he used in Class 2 priority,

and a certificate should accompany the consignee's order to

the mine. This will obviate taking matters of this kind to

the Washington Central Committee, as it will give the mine

operator the information needed to enalile him to obtain from

the railroad, cars to which he is entitled in making ship-

ments of prioritv coal.

.An estimate of 765,000 tons of bituminous coal weekly as

being required to meet the immediate nt^eds of .gas and elec-

tric public utilities and domestic consumers in the territory

cast of the Mississippi River is made by the United States
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Geological Survey. Of this amount, New England would

require 9.2 per cent; the non-coal-producing states of the

coast region, exclusive of Xew England, 21.6 per cent; coal-

producing states of the coast region, 22.9 per cent; and Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois and Michigan, 46.3 per cent. Railroads

in the same territorj- will require 2,000,000 tons weekly,

making a total emergency requirement of 2,765,000 tons.

Coal is now being produced in this territon.- at the rate of

3,800,000 tons weekly.

Railway Fuel

The railway fuel situation last week was especially acute

in Michigan, on certain lines in Illinois and on some of the

southwestern lines running out of St. Louis. Certain lines

traversing Pennsylvania and New Jersey rep)ort seriously de-

pleted i^upplies.

An extended utilization of the port of Charleston, S. C,
as an outlet for Tennessee coals destined for New England

is under coni^ideration by the Fuel Distribution Committee.

An outline of the more urgent requirements of the various

eastern and middle western railroads was sent last week to

the district fuel committees, functioning in Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and the Virginias. These requirements for railway

fuel are already covered by contract. This movement of

railway fuel is to be co-ordinated with the movement of ton-

nage urgently required for the upper lake countr>'.

Authorization for considerable tonnages of coal to go from

the Bluefield and Thurmond districts of West Virginia to

New Jersey, for railway fuel purposes, have been issued.

Protests are being made from certain quarters against the

use of railway fuel supplies for the operation of excursion

trains. The point is made that this is an unnecessary use of

railway fuel, which, under the Fuel Distribution Commit-

tee's plans, is given first consideration.

It was aimounced last week that the railway mechanical

situation on coal-carrying lines in the Virginias, which had

been hampering the shipment of coal, continued to improve

with the importation of mechanics from eastern and western

lines. The requirements of the Chesapeake & Ohio and the

Norfolk & Western were said to have been practically met,

and mechanics were diverted to the Virginian. Later it was
stated that the Virginian had about filled its requirements for

employees. Shipments of coal from southeastern Kentucky

were retarded to some extent by conditions at Corbin, Ky.,

where more than 300 railway mechanical employees are said

to have left their emploj-ment becau.sc of threats of x-iolence.

An unusual situation prevailed in the western Kentucky

field, where coal production was accelerated by the existence

of a 100 per cent car supply.

An opinion from the Department of Justice is that priority

orders for coal issued under Classification No. 1 of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission have preference over other

orders which operators may have on their books.

I. C. C. Worns Against Confiscating Coal

The Interstate Commerce Commission on August 14 issued
the following notice to carriers: "The commission's attention

has been called to the fact that railroads frequently confis-

cate coal which is being moved under priorit}- of equal or
higher class than coal for railroad fuel as ordered by the

commission. This practice is not consistent with the spirit

of the ser\-ice orders of the commission and tends to defeat

the efforts now being made to insure the most efficient dis-

tribution of coal. All railroads should refrain from confis-

cating coal consigned under Class 1 and Class 2, paragraph
7, our Service Order 23, and Amendment No. 1 thereto."

The commission also on August 15 issued a notice to the

carriers directing attention to tlie followng action of Division

5 of the commission, taken on tliat day:

Voted. That the Commission considers that the application of the
so-called "railroad assigned car rule" as carried in paragraph 8 of
Supplement 1 to Car Service Circular No. 31 of the American
Railway Association, is inconsistent with the plan of priorities pre-
scribed in Service Order No. 23 as amended of the commission as
necessary to meet a national emergency, and that rule should not
be invoked by railroad carriers subject to the provisions of that

service order as against the priorities therein required, during the
continuance of the order and emergency declared by the commission.
Carriers must meet their needs for fuel in some way which is

consistent with the Service Order and not in conflict therewith.
The whole subject of the propriety of the rule mentioned is be-

fore the commission in a formal proceeding, and this announcement
is not to be taken as prejudging or prejudicing the decision to be
made in that case, in which the record has not yet been completed.

The commission also issued Amendment No. 2 to Service

Order No. 23, appointing as additional agents of tlie com-
mission "for the more prompt and effectual administration

during the present emergency of the authorizations, directions

and requirements of paragraph 7 of Service Order No. 23"'

the following: John T. Marchand, J. A. Emmart, W. L.

Lloyd, A. R. Laii-man, Delbert Garman, F. F. Engles, L. P.

Green, T. L. Stevens, C. J. Bailey, C. D. Thomas, W. S.

Rice and W. D. Anderson.

The commission has p)OStp)oned the hearing on revised coal

car di.stribution rules profX)sed by the American Railway

.Association, which had previously been adjourned to August

14 because so many of the witnesses required were unable to

be present on account of the coal and railroad strike.s.

It has Ix^n decided that legislation to strengtheji the

authority of the co.al committee over the distribution of coal

and in its efforts to prevent price increases will be necessan-

even with the increase in production to result from the settle-

ment of the coal strike, but it was stated that developments

of the next few davs will decide what will he necessarw

Cot\ricl<< hi Vnitrvocd .5- Indr
Rail Union Heads in Session at Washington
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How the Illinois Central Overcame aWater Shortage

Interesting Development in Southern Illinois Affords Solution of

a Serious Problem at Small Expense

DLHiNG THE LAST fcw years a water supply development
has been carried out by the Illinois Central in the \ncin-

ity of the coal fields of stmihcrn Illinois, whirh has not

only solved a serious Ofjerating problem at a relatively small

expenditure but also has afforded an attractive source of rev-

enue from the sale of water as well as a protection to the com-
pany from loss of business in the vicinity affected. Neces-

sitated by reason of a series of annual water shortaRes suffi-

ciently acute to require the hauling of water in trains for

considerable distance at much expense, and not only seriously

interfering with the orderly and economical movement of

traffic but actually threatening production of the mines in the

vicinity, a program was launched in 1918 involving extensive

alterations at several water stations and the installation of a

new [Himping station. The work was carried out over a

period of years and involved a total expenditure of approxi-

mately $240,000, as a result of which the region is adequately

protected against trouble from this source for several years

to come and a revenue has been afforded from the sale of

water to interests not having supplies of their own which has

already paid a substantial portion of the entire investment.

The lines under consideration extend from Centralia, 111.,

on the north to Cairo on the south, where tlicy not only con-

stitute the middle link of the main line but form a neck in

the bottle between the main line and the important branch

diverging to Freeport on the north line of the Illinois Central

and the main line and the Birmingham line of tlic Illinois

Central to the soutli, as well as including the terminus of the

line to St. Louis. Further than this the Illinois Central sys-

tem at this point passes through one of the largest coal pro-

ducing fields west of the Alleghenics, where it has numerous
branches and maintains an extensive switching service.

This is a region in which tin- sulisurface water contains

such a high content of scale-forming salts as to warrant its

use only as a last resort. It is also an area in which the few

streams carry much suspended matter and are otherwise more
or less undesirable for use becau.se of i>ollution from mine
drainage. As a result it had become a practice for the rail-

roads in this vicinity to obtain their supply from surface

reservoirs of their own construction or the pro[xTty of neigh-

boring towns. The topography of the country lends itself to

this purpo.se and these reservoirs have invarial)ly afforded

supplies of very satisfactory (|uality for locomotive use. Un-

fortunately, however, the region is subject to protracted peri-

ods of dn,- weather. This condition, in the face of the heavier
demand for water not only because of the greatly increased
railway traffic and mining activity and in the case of muni-
cipal supplies, due also to the increases in population.

The Main and Branch Lines of the Illinois Central in the
Coal Area

I)recipitated a situation in wliich tlie railroads in that vicinity
were confronted annually with a tlireatening or actual short-
age of an increasingly serious nature.

Of the several points on the Illinois Central where trouble

333
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was encountered, the situation was most acute at DuQuoin,

35 miles south of Centralia. This is a junction point be-

tween the main line and the line to St. Louis, upon which

business had increased' approximately at the rate of 10 per

cent a year for five or six years. The supply at this point

was obtained from a resers'oir whose capacitj- had been out-

grown by the demand. It was a regular occurrence for it to

become exhausted about September 1, and it would remain

so until about the first of the year, either because there was no

water available or because of the freezing during the winter

of what little water remained in the reservoir.

The Principal Shortage Occured at DuQuoin

As it was essential that a supply be maintained at this

point it became necessary to haul water in cars from Car-

bondale, 20 miles south, or from a branch line station at

Sand Ridge, a distance by track of about 50 miles. As

an indication of the acutencss of the shortage it was not

unusual for as many as three trains of 20 cars each to be

operated daily to serve the one station, and during the months

of November and December, 1917, and Januan.-, 1918 (the

most difficult time of the year to haul water) as many as

.sented a condition somewhat like that at Bois. Deriving its

supply from an impounding reservoir of approximately 40,-

000,000 gal. capacity, from which water was delivered by a

steam pump through a mile of six-in. pipe to the storage

tanks, this station afforded an adequate supply of water of

good quality under normal conditions, and as a matter of

fact had never become exhausted. But Hallidayboro was

not an economical stopping place for trains and it presented

a cause for concern when by reason of shortages elsewhere,

it became necessarj' to take more water than usual at this

point.

The Quality of Water Was Also a Feature

The situation at Carbondale, the next station south on the

main line, presented another aspect to the problem tlian that

of shortage. Situated .50 miles south of Hallidayboro and

at the junction of the main line with the coal branches,

where it was customary for all trains to take water and where

as man}- as 1,500 cars of coal a day were received from the

coal producing section, this station was one of the most im-

portant on the system. To meet the demands made upon it,

water was pumped from a steam plant on the Big Muddy

A Portion of the Reservoir at Bois

3,000 cars of water were hauled to this point and emptied

into the reser\'oir. This was an expensive procedure, the

cost of hauling water to the one station, in fact, exceeding

$25,000 in 1917, exclusive of rentals and maintenance of

equipment. Moreover, these trains seriously interfered with

the normal operation of regular traffic and because of the

impossibility of hauling the water in ordinary tank cars at

that season of the year, because of weather conditions, the

situation required the use of coal cars at a time when these

cars were in the greatest demand at the mine.

An annoying situation also presented itself at Bois, mid-

way between DuQuoin and Centralia, where the supply was

obtained from the Little Muddy river and from an im-

pounding reservoir of approximately 50,000,000 gal. capacity.

While the reservoir water was entirely satisfactory in quality

and the Little Muddy river a water of fair tjuality, and while

no shortage had actually occurred at this jwint up to the

time the water supply program was undertaken, a threatening

situation existed in the fart that the creek could not be relied

upon for the required sup[)ly during more than three to six

months of the year, during a part of which time it also car-

ried considerable matter in sus[)ension. Neither could the

water shed be relied uinm to keep the reservoir filled to its

capacity. In addition the old pumping plant had liecome in-

adequate to handle properly all the water recjuircd during

normal times, not to mention the period when a shortage was

encountered at other points, particularly at DuQuoin.

Hallidayboro, located 12 miles south of DuQuoin. pre-

river, 4J/2 miles west of Carbondale, through three miles of

8-in. cast iron pipe and one mile of 12-in. pipe to ser\-ice

tanks at the roundhouse and in the yards having a total capa-

citA- of 100,000 gal. Aside from a little trouble occasionally

encountered by the pipe line being tcx) small, this supply was

adequate at all times for the demand made upon it, but the

quality of the water w-as bad. As suggested by its name,

the Big Muddy river carries large quantities of silt at cer-

tain seasons of the year but in addition to this it also carries

matter in solution ranging from 1 to 7 lb. per 1,000 gal. of

which from 1 to 5 lb. is scale-forming solids. Because of

this, considerable trouble from leaking of flues was encoun-

tered during low water periods, by reason of which it be-

came advisable at such times for trains to take water at less

advantageous jx)ints from an ojx'rating stantlpoint.

Shortage in the Mine District Threatened Production

The Illinois Central maintained no water stations in the

vicinity of the mines tributar}' to its tracks, but depended for

its supply upon the towns of Christopher, Benton, Herrin

and Marion, shown on the accompanying map. All of the.«e

towns were supplied from impounding reservoirs. With the

normal increase which had taken pla(e in the population of

these towns, as well as the increased demand for water made
u|X)n them by the mines and the railroads, it had become a

regular thing for the towns to suffer from water shortages

during the late summer and early fall, and when the.<5e short-

ages otcurred it became necessari- for engines to run for water
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to Du<^uoin or Carbondalc, the average distance ranging bc-

fn-fTU 3 to 12 miles each way. With the interruption to the

ir o{M.-ralion of trains by reason of this continual run-

for water during uncertain seasons, together with the

that the sui)[)Iy at Carl>ondale was anything but satis-

n,-, that the supply at Du<^)uoin was obtained only by
.;ng water from other points; and tl>at there was a ten-

dency for the shortages of water purchased from the towns to

increase with the growth of the demands made upon them,

the situation was liecoming a serious one.

Confronted with this state of affairs in the vicinity of the

mines, and on the main line, it was evident that something

more substantial in character and less expensive in kind was
required to remedy the trouble than the hauling of water

from points where it could be obtained, and investigations

were accordingly made to this end.

DuQuoin Required a New Reservoir

.\t Dufjuoin, where alxjut 75 per cent of the shortage oc-

curred, it was not possible to overcome the difficulty ine.x-

pensively. With no creek at this point and with the poor

quality of the ground water eliminating it from consideration

a second dam across the main valley below the main resen'oir

and the purchasing of a large tract of land for a reservoir

site, at a cost ranging anywhere from §100,000 and $150,000

over and al)Ove the cost of increased pumping facilities. In

working up the plans for the new pumping station, however,

the idea was conceived of so arranging the plant that the old

reser\"oir could l>e filled from the stream during its high

water |)criod and then held in reserve for the jKjriod when a

supply could no longer be obtained from this source.

Working on this basis, the old steam plant was replaced

by a new plant, which at DuQuoin, consisted of two 2S-hp.

semi-Deisel engines, belt connected to two 500 gal. per min-

ute centrifugal pumps arranged in duplicate and capable of

pumping against 100 ft. head. In addition to this the six-

inch line to the reser\'oir was replaced by a 10-in. line, an

additional storage tank was provided and a water column
shifted to a more advantageous location. This work, al-

though it involved a total exf)enditure of only S30,000 ap»-

pro.xiniately, has proved entirely adequate for the purjXKe,

the creek affording a certain supply until about September

after which the reservoir can be relied upon for a period of

from four to five months. As indicating the economv of this

The Northern End of the Bois Reservoir

as an auxiliarj- supply, only two alternatives remained; one,

that of deepening the existing reservoir and the other of

building a new one. An investigation revealed the fact that

even if the deepening of the existing reservoir was not pro-

hibitive in cost there was no assurance that when once deep-

ened the water shed could be relied upon to provide the ad-

ditional water. It was decided, therefore, to builfl an addi-

tional reservoir and to replace the old pumping plant. The
new reser\'oir was constructed in a valley adjacent to that

in which the old reservoir was located. This required the

construction of a dam at an expense, along with other de-

tails, of about $128,000. Supplementing this, a new pump-
ing plant was built which consists of two 25-h|). semi-Diesel

engines, belt connected to two 500 gal. per minute centrifugal

pumps. In addition the six-inch pij)c line was replaced by

one and a half miles of eight inch pi])C line, salvaged from

improvement work at Carbondalc, and a 100,000 gal. service

tank was erected to increase the track storage to 190,000 gal.

An Interesting Solution Was Worked Out at Bois

.\t Bois, as has been mentioned, the water supjily was ol)-

taincd from a stream that could l>e relied upon for an ade-

quate supply only alx>ut six moiitlis in the year and from an

auxiliarv' resen-oir, having an insuftuient draining area.

The problem, therefore, was one of increasing the water sup-

ply. The .solution at first appeared to be one of enlarging the

impounding facilities and at the same time increasing the

watershed, a work which would require the constructing rf

plan over the original one of providing a new impounding
facility, approximately 30,000,000 gal. of water was pumped
into the reservoir from the creek at a cost not exceeding $150,

while if the additional storage and water shed had been pro-

vided the interest and depreciation expense alone at six per

cent would have been anywhere from $6,000 to $9,000 an-

nually.

Having remedied the situation at DuQuoin and Bois it

was found unnecessan,- to make immediate changes at other

points on the main line, other than at Cari)ondale where the

facilities for handling the water were increased by replacing

three miles of 8-in. pipe with a 12-in. line and installing a

water treating plant to remove the incrusting solids and sus-

pended matter from that water. The total cost of the latter

project a|>proached $()iS,f)0(i.

The Temporary Plant Paid for

Its Cost Many Times Over

This having been done, the development was completed by
building a tcmporar)- station at a point about midway be-

tween Herrin and Ziegler on the Little Muddy river. At
this point the river is above the principal mine drain inlets

and affords a water seldom exceeding 1 ' j to 2 lb. of encrust-

ing solids per 1.000 gal. as compared with 5 lb. at Carbon-
dale. The e(|uii>ment at this point consists of a steam plant

of two 45-hi). boilers and a 50,000 gal. tank, constructed

from material salvaged from other points at a cost not ex-

ceeding $16,000. While this plant is not located as con-
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veniently as could be desired to the switch engines operating

in this district it has proved a boon not only to the railroads

in the vicinity but to the mines as well, by affording a suit-

able supply of water at times when it could not be obtained

from the adjacent towns. In the fall of 1919, for example,

in addition to providing all the water required by the Illinois

Central, several tliousand cars of water were hauled from

this station to the mines, tlie number of which in November,

1920, alone aggregated 838 cars or about 1,000,000 gal. of

water.

At a total cost therefore of about $240,000, a program

was carried through which has eliminated entirely a recurring

condition characterized by much running for water as well

as the hauling of water in train loads with the interruption

it entailed to the normal dispatch of trains as well as its

expense (the total out of pocket cost of hauling water in

A N^v,' i'u;iip i; \Va.j Built at Boi

1917 approximating $40,000 excluding the cost of rentals,

maintenance equipment, etc. The work has resulted also in

a great improvement in the water at Carbondale, and has

worked an appreciable benefit to the company directly and
indirectly by eliminating any necessity for curtailment in coal

j)roduction by reason of water shortage and by affording a

considerable source of revenue from the actual sale of water

to mines for coal washing and steam generating purposes.

To indicate the size of this business, during one month 1 1

1

tank cars of water were furnished to the mines from the new
station at DuQuoin, cS5 from Colterville, 118 from New
Athens and 7 from Carbondale, all in aiidition to the 838
cars from the Herrin-Ziegler pumping plant.

These improvements were designed and undertaken under
the direction of F. L. Thompson, chief engineer, A. F. Rlacss,

engineer maintenance of way and C. R. Knowles, superin-

tendent of water service of tlie Illinois Central, and were car-

ried forwiird in easy stages up to their completion in 1920.

Block Signal Statistics for 1921

THK I.MKK.SIAIF, CoMMKKlK COMMISSION ilas issued

its annual tables, for January 1, 1922, showing the

mileage of railroads in the United States operated by

the jjlock system, with collateral infonnation concerning

kinds of apparatus and metluxls of operation. Tlie tables

are in the usual form, with which the interested reader is

familiar.

The total length of road block signaled on January 1

was 102,408 miles, which is S2\^ per cent of the mileage

of the roads reporting, excluding lines which are used only

for freight. Of the total railroad mileage of the country it

is about 40 per cent.

The total now reported is made up of 63,406 miles using

the manual block system and 39,062 equipped with auto-

matic block signals. The latter figure is about 20 per

cent of the length of the roads reporting and 16 per cent

of the total mileage of the country.

The total automatic mileage (39,062) is 518 miles

greater than was shown for January, 1921, and the non-

automatic (63,406) is 66 miles greater.

A few of the larger increases and decreases in the totals

reported by individual roads are shown in the bulletin, in

a separate statement (see below): but comparisons with

statements which were furnished by the railroads for use

in the annual review of the Railway Age (printed January

7, page 137) indicate that there are numerous discrepancies;

and there are some manifest errors. The increase in auto-

matic mileage on the Illinois Central, given as 69.7 miles,

appears to be 48i/2 miles too large; while the Railway Age
table shows it to be 50 miles tcx) large.

The mileage of road on which automatic signals are

worked "normal danger'' shows a large increase over 1921,

but here again numerous errors apparently vitiate the totals,

both of normal danger and normal clear. The Baltimore

& Ohio ref>orts an increase in- Borm;il danger of 458 miles

and a decrease in normal clear of 4,^1 miles. Errors, omis-

sions, and corrections of former errors in the statements of

several roads leave the grand total much in need of amend-
ment.

The Delaware & Hudson reports electro-gas signals in

use on 174 miles of road, 82 miles less than the year before,

with a corresponding increase in electric motor signals. The
Pennsylvania's mileage of position-light signals, 114 miles,

is five miles greater than in 1921.

The Fort Worth & Denver City reports to the Commis-
sion that its mileage of road operated under the manual
block .system is 114 miles (single track) or 106 miles les.-

than one year before, but its report to the Railway Age in-

dicated 141 miles added in 1921. In the government report

for the earlier year there was a foot note to the effect that

on this road the space interval was in use only as between

passenger trains following one another.

The Great Northern reports tlie electric train staff in use

on 15 miles of road, as comjiared with 79 miles a year be-

fore, while the St. Louis-San Francisco has increased its staff

mileage from 10 to 17. The Great Northern seems to have
substituted automatic signals for tlie train staff.

Incrf.\ses and DscRFAsr.s IN 1921 (Miles of Ro.m>)

Increase
/ ^ \ Decrease

Non- non-
Name of road Automatic automatic automatic

Atchison. Topeka & Sar\ta Fe .17.4

Cedar Rapids & Iowa City 27.0
Cliicago & North Western 5S.7 ....

Chicasro, Burlinilton & Quincy 33.2 .... 24.9
("hic-isro. Milwaukee & St. Paul .... 200.5
("Icvel.ind Cincinnati. Chieairo ,^ St. Louis.. 69.6 .... 66.5
Dii'uih. ^>™th .Shore & Atlantic 28.6
Fort Worth & Denver City .... 106.5
Grcnt NiB-them 53.7 . .

.

63.6
(^iilf, Florida & AK-ibama 143.0
Illinois Central 69.7
Missouri, Kansas & Texas 79.1
Northern Pacific 33.1
rcn.isylvnnia 9.9 58.6
Tr-m.nl .1 Gulf 67.0
Union Pacif.c 65.3

Telephones. Table No. 6 shows that telephones are now-

used for transmission of train orders on 123,253 miles ot

railroad, 1,231 miles more than on January 1, 1921; while

the mileage on which the telegraph is u.scd (132,682) has

(lecrea.sed 6.?5 miles. Tlie total mileage of the roads repre-

sented in table No. 6 is 246.414. Some roads report both

telegraph and telephone in use on the same divisions or

sections.



Boston Switching Rates—Studies in Cost of Service

Elaborate Analysis of Operating Costs in a Large Group of Busy

Freight Yards at Boston. Mass.

By John C. Owers

AN iMfKh-.iiNi. ii-.ituro 1)1 uic r,iiir(i;ui-' di-fcnso in the

case of the Boston \Vcx)l Trade Association, decided

by the Interstate Commerce Commissioner on June
6* consisted of cost of service studies which were made be-

tween the date of filing the complaint and the hearing.

These studies, which were first started on the New Haven,
were made upon a general plan worked out by J. E. Slater,
- \\ assistant to the general manager of that company,

\ere adopted \>y the other roads. They were made to

nine the actual car movement performance per engine

Railroad Freight Lines in Boston and Environs

hour in each of the yards of the Terminal district, the num-
ber of movements made per car while in transit from point
to |)oint in one terminal, or in interchange; and the expenses
of operation per engine hour, including a si.x per cent return
on the pr<)|)erty investment.

'1 lie first element of cost was ascertained by assigning men
to each switching crew to record the engine movements and
the number of cars moved on each occasion. These men

•Reported in the Koi/nwv At* Juljr 15, page 130.

made re]iorts showing the numi>er of cars handled in each
movement, the tracks and yards from and to which the cars

were switched, and the time consumed; and, so far as jxs-

sible, the same cars were not counted more than once unless

the sivond handling was entirely dissociated from the first

The information secured from these reports established the

number of car movements made in each yard per hour, which,
for co.st purposes, were cxpres.sed in decimal fractions of an
engine hour per car movement.
The second factor was arrived at by obser\-ation of in-

dividual cars moving within the terminal and by studies of
normal car movements made in accordance with the accepted
jirinciples of yard operation.

Determination of the cost of operation was, to the greatest

possil)le extent, based on actual expenditures during the
period of the study; but it was found necessary to allocate

a considerable number of accounts, principally those of
overhead.

The charge against maintenance of way was made by
dividing the actual expenses of six representative months by
the engine hours for the »anie period and multiplying the

result by the engine hours for the period of the study. Main-
tenance of equipment charges were actual, except for back
shop repairs, which were leased on the average back shop
e.\ix'nse per switch engine mile; but the items of superintend-
ence, injuries to persons, loss and damage, stationer}- and
printing, general expenses and similar accounts were gener-
ally allocated in the ratio that the direct charges bore to the
total of the account for the operating division or for the
entire road, as circumstances required.

The fixed charges were based on six per cent return on the
value of the terminal property as obtained from the valua-
tion engineers, actual tax payments and a six per cent charge
on the value of the engines actually used in switching service.

In setting up the land and construction valuation, all main
line tracks, freight houses, docks, passenger terminals and
other property not concerned in actual freight yard switching
were excluded, the object being to restrict this factor to
the actual investment on freight yard property.

The total ex])enses divided by the engine hours showed a
cost [XT engine hour of Ixtween nineteen and twenty-one
dollars for each road, and this sum multiplied by the engine
hours per car movement in each yard unit gave the individual
yard cost, which varied somewhat in accordance with the
class of work done.

Having reached this point, the actual cost of typical switch-
ing movements was determined by ascertaining the number
of handlings jx-r car and amount of engine time per yard,
and multiplying the total time by the rate per hour. In
addition to the actual switching costs, a per diem charge of
SI.SO was made; but in movements involving two roads onlv
*)0 cents each was allowed, tliis amount having been decided
u|)on as conservative after careful consideration of tiie subject.

In reaching final conclusions as to the details of the
studies and the various formul.Y used for allocation of
charges, there were several conferences between representa-
tives of the railroads and Trofessor \\'.

J. Cunningham of
Harvard I'niversity, who, at the request of President Hustis,
of the Boston & Maine, iiad an oversight of the work with a
view of securing unity of nietluKl and hannoin- of results.
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Exhibit A.

—

An.vlvsis of Yard Switchisc Expenses Pes Engine Hour—
Boston Freicijt Terminal Yards. New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad. (Based on Eight Weeks Ending January 29, 1920)

Operating expenses Bases
, 1 t^-J- > of alio.

Direct Allocated Total cation

Maintcnarce of Way and Slrticlures:

201 Supciintendence
202.212 1

21-', 216 [ Roadway and track... $11,670.30

218, 22(1 J

229 -Roadway buildings
231 Water stations

233 Fuel stations

235 Shops and engine bouses
247 Teleeraph .ind telephone

lines 192.32

249 Sign.lls and interlocking. . 144.64

27! Small tools and supplies

272 Rcmovinf; snow, ice and
sand

Injuries to persons

295.87
1,431.46

274
275
276

1

Stationery and printing..

115.75
114.68
61.57
21.77

$1,042.83

11.670.30

48.29
214.71
295.87

1,431.46

192.32
144.64
144.52

114.68
61.57
21.77

Total $12,007.26 $3,491.45 $15,498.71

Maintenance of Equipment:

301 Superintendence
302 Shop machineo'
304-a Power plant machinery

shops
30S Steam locomotives—repairs

309, 310 Steam locomMivcs—de-
preciation and retire-

ments
Injuries to persons
Insurance
Stationery and printing...

332
333
334

1,211.52 1,211.52
52.82 52.82
83.76 83.76
22.54 22.54

Total $12,367.58 $2,088.64 $14,456.22

Transportation Expenses:

371 Superintendence
373 Station employees
377 Yardmasters and yard

clerks
378 Yard conductors and brake-

379

382
385
386

389
405
407
410
414
415
418
420

Yard switch and signal
tenders

Yard enginemen
Fuel for yard locomotives
Water frr yard locomotives
Lubricants for yard loco-

motives
Other supplies for vard

locomotives
Engine ho'ise expenses

—

yard locomotives
Yard .supplies and expenses.
Crossing protection

Tel'y'h and telephone oper'n
Stationery jnd printing.

.

Insurance
Clearing wrecks
I.OSS and damage—freight

Injuries to jwrsons

$255.84

10,784.55

23,117.06

5,376.55
15.365.88
20,519.12

600.11

363.03

469.18

6,871.84

855.17
71.75

436.75
4,763.40
1,395.28

23,117.06 A

5,376.55 A
15.365.88 A
20,519.12 A

600.11 K

6,871.84 L
770.11 L
766.68 A
731.36 A
855.17 I

71.75 I

436.75 I

4.763.40 1

1,395.28 1

Total $85,991.31 $9,771.96 $95,763.27

General Expenses:

451,459 Tola! $4,339.05 $4,339.05 >I

Total operatine expenses $110,366.15 $19,691.10 $130,057.25

Total engine hoi.rs ''•?'}5„„
Cost per engine hour $10.98

Fixed Ciiarces

Fixed Bases
Item charges of allocation

Taxes $18,105.25 N
Return on railroad property 105.433.70 O
Rcturr. on eo.uipmcnt 1,817.28 P

Total $135,356.23

To!.->l engine hours 11,848
Cost per engine hour $10.58

Grand tot^l cost per engine hour 21.56

Exhibit B -.^NALYS1S OF Cost of Tvfical Moves I'nder Swiiciiixc

Tarifis. Boston Freight Terminal

Movement
Beluven Boston Freight Terminal Yards

ings and Boston 6r Alhany Railroad:

Yard ; to B. «r A
n. ft A. to Yard I

Yard 2 to B. * A
B. * A. In V?.rd 2.

Yard 3 In B. «r A
B. A A. to Yard 3

Yard 5 to E. & A
B. * A. to Yard 5

Yard 7 lo B. » A
B. & A. in Yard 7

Slate Yard 1^ B. ft A
B. ft A. to Slate Yard
Mass. Ave. ft Southampton St. lo B. & A..
B. ft A. I>' Mass. Ave. ft Snulhampmn St.

.

ATerajjc

$10.17
11.05
8.55
7,58
10.17
10.84
8.87
9.43
9.20
9.87
8.98
9.65

10.28
10.94

oj

Betneer. Boston Freight Terminal Yards and Sid-

ings and Union Freight Railroad:

Yard 1 to Union Freight 6 $7.58

Union Freight to Yard 1 7 8.47

Yard 2 to Union Freight 6 5.96

Union Freight to Yard 2 5 1.99

Yard 3 to Union Freight 6 7.68

Union Freight to Ygrd 3 7 8.25

Yard 5 to Union Freight 6 6,29

Union Freiirht to Yard 5 7 6.85

Yard 7 to I'nion Freight 6 6.61

Union Freight to Yard 7 7 7.28

State Yard to Union Freight 6 6.40

Union Freight to State Yard 7 7.07

Mass. Ave. & Southampton St. to Union Freight... 6 7.69

Union Freight to Mass. Ave. & Southampton St . .

.

7 8.70

Average 7.17

Intra-Terminal Moles:
Yard 2 t( Yard 3 8 $9.31

Yard 5 to Yard 1 8 9.66

Yard 5 to Y^ard 6 8 9.21

Stale Yard to Yard 7 8 9.17

Yard 1 lo Mass. Ave. and Southampton St 9 12.25

Average ,
10.07

Key to Method of Allocation

A—For all these accounts, the actual expenses chargeable to switching in

the Boston Freight Terminal Yards for this period are shown.

B—These figures are based on an analysis of the actual expenses of main-

tenance for the Boston Freight Terminals Yards for six representative

months of the year 1919—Marcli, May, June, August, September and
November.

C—These expenses are allocated from corresponding expenses of the rail-

road for the calendar year; the basis of allocation being the percent-

age which the total of Accounts Nos. 202, 212, 214. 216, 218, 220,

231, 233, 235, 247 and 240 in this study bears lo the toul of Accounts
.202-261, both inclusive, for the railroad for the calendar year.

D—Based on the proportion which the amount of coal used in Boston

Freight Terminal switching ser\-ice bears to the total amount of coal

consumed on the railroad for the calendar year. This proportion wa»
then applied to Accounts 231 and 2ii for the calendar year for the

railroad.

E'—Based on the proportion which switching locomotive miles for the Boston

Freight Terminal bears to the total locomotive miles for the railroad;

this proportion being applied to the total of Account 235 for the rail-

road for 'he calendar year.

F—These expenses are allocated from the corresponding expenses of the

railroad for the calendar year; the basis of allocation being the per-

centage which Account 308 in this study bears lo the total of Ac-

counts Nos. 308, 311, 314, 317, 320, 323, 326 and 329 for the railroad

for the calendar year.

G—Running repairs and hack shop repairs were computed separately. The
running repairs (labor and material) are based on the actual charges

against switch engines in the Boston Freight Terminal for the period

of the study. Back shop repairs are based on the average cost per

mile for- back shop repairs for the type of switch engine working in

the Boston Freight Terminal, multiplied by the actual switch engine

miles of engines in the Bcslcn Freight Terminal for the period of the

.study.

H—Based on depreciation rate of four per cent per year, applied to the

ori.ginal cost, plus cost of additions for the engines working in the

Boston Freight Terminal.
I—These expenses were allocated from the corresponding expenses of the

railroad frr the calendar year; the basis of allocation being the per-

centage which .\ccounls Nos. 373, 377, 378, 379, 380, 382, 385, 386,

387, 388. 389. 405 and 407 in this study bears to the total of Ac-
counts 373-408, both inclusive, eliminating Accounts 390 and 391, for

the railroad for tWe calendar year.

K—Allocated on the basis of an engineering formula for the amount of

water "vapora'cd per xH>und of coal burned, applied to the actual coal

burned by switching locomotives in the Boston Freight Termin.-U;

amount of water so obtained being charged out at the water rale for

the city ot Boston.
I.—Eased on the average cost per switching locomotive mile for the railr.ad

for the calendar year, applied to the switching locomotive miles in

the Boston Freight Terminal for the period of the study.

M—These ex|>enscs were allocated from the total of Accounts 451-459, both

inclusive, ^'f the railroad for the calendar year: the basis of allt<a-

lion being the percoilagc which the lot,al of the Maintenance of Way,
.Maintenance of Kqnipnient and Transportation Expenses in the study

bears lo the total Maintenance of Way. Maintenance of Equipment,
Traffic. Transportation and Miscellaneous Operating Expenses of the

railroad fcr the calendar year.

X—Based on the taxes paid on assessed valuati(« of the Boston Freight

Terminal at the present lax rate for Bc»(on, the valuation excluding
freight bouses, piers, docks, coal dock and olhcr items not directly

concerned in switching operation at the Boston Freight Terminal.

O—Based on a six per cent return on the value of the land and yard facili-

ties in the Boston Freight Terminal, the valuation excluding frcinht

houses, piers, docks, coal dock and other items not directly concerned

in switching operation at the Boston Freight Terminal.
P—Based on 6 per cent return of the original cost, plus cost of additions

r»f locomotives used in the Boston Freight Terminal.

Note 1. In making the direct charges and allocations in

the manner aliove described, figures are, in all cases, redunil

to a basis of the eight weeks' peritxi which is covered by tlit

study. Note 2. The term "railroad" refers, in each case, tt

the New York. New Haven & Hartford. Note 3. The tern

"calendar year" refers to the year ending December Jl, I'^l*^
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Boston Railroad Map
Uic I'niim Fri-iijht Kailruail. wliiih is laid in the >trfct,

extending from the South station to the North station, is

shown in our sketch \>y a dotted line. The boston & Albany

b shown in a broken line. Those (Kirts of the line wliich arc

broken into ven- short pieces (parts of the Grand Junction

branch) re|)n->ent sections where the tracks of the Bo-ton

k Maine and thot* of the Boston & Albany are side l<y side.

All of the other lines on the map belonn to the Boston &
Maine, or the New York, New Haven & Hartford; the Boston

& Maine's lines Ix-int; on the north side of the city and those

of the New Haven road on the south side.

Numbers on the map mean

—

' * II. ft H. principal frcifhi luminal.
. B<au<n & Maine.

v!ainc docks.

.1 Station.
9— i;ru..>WIinr Junction.

The yards of the Boston & .Albany are: (a) at the

terminus, near South station; (b) l)etween Back Bay (Hunt-

ington avenue) and Brookline Junction; (c) near the inter-

section of the main line and the Grand Junction Branch;

(d) at Kast Boston.

The yards referred to in Exhibit B, except those of the

Boston S: .Albany and the Union Freight Railroad, arc all

parts of the New Haven freight terminal. The principal

part of this terminal, indicated by Fig. 1 on the map, is on

and near the tract called South Boston docks. These ter-

minal tracks join the main line tracks just south of the

South Boston passenger station, indicated on the map by "8."

The Massachusetts avenue yard and the Southampton street

yard are .south of this junction.

At the time when these studies were made, the connection

between the New Haven road and the Union Freight Rail-

road was made at the west side of South Station (4), but

since then a connection has been made by way of Northern

avenue bridge, the route shown by a short line of crosses,

extending west from "1."

Each roiid has within the metropolitan district several

small deliver)- yards which .scr\'c the industries of their

particular localities. Some of these yards are merely

auxiliaries to the main plant, within switching limits; others

are operated as indei)endent freight stations. The Boston

& .Albany's Grand Junction freight branch, connecting with

the Boston &: Maine and to the East Boston elevator and

docks is nine miles long.

The Union Freight Railroad on Atlantic avenue accom-

modates numerous indu.stries having private tracks and also

handles the interchange between the New Haven and the

Boston & Maine.
It has been estimated that the Boston terminal facilities

provide accommodations for alxRit 14,000 cars. The Boston

& Maine lias the largest plant, and can handle in the vicinity

of 8,500; the New Haven, somewhere al)ove 3,000; and the

Boston & Albany the balance. The Boston & Maine ter-

minal, which is o|)crated as a division, is divided into 24

yards, and under normal traffic uses 45 switching crews.

The New Haven plant at South Boston has 10 yard units,

and under capacity operation u.scs .>0 crews. The Boston &
Albany terminal consi.sts of several rather widely sejjarated

units, and under gofxl business conditions, requires 25 crews.

The Union l-'reight generally emjjloys five crews; so that over

100 yard trews are needed to handle the city's normal traffic.

Then- is comparatively little car floating in Boston Harbor,

although facilities for this purpose exist and arc in regulai

docks.

use, principally between the railroads and the steamship

The Interstate Commerce Commission's report on the

switching rate controversy discussed at length the details of

the claims niatie by the wool merchants and the arguments

prMcnted by the railroads. On the question of costs it said,

in part:

The Commission's Criticisms

Defendants contend that the co?t of switching at Boston

is high and greater than at other comparable points. Studies

of costs at Boston were submitted by the New Haven and the

Maine, but not by the .Albany. The New Haven figures

include as costs not only ofK-rating expenses and ta.xes but a

6 per cent return on the estimate*! value of land, tracVs, and
locomotives used for switching [)ur[>oses.

During the study pericxl of eight weeks at the New Haven
terminal, 42,890 loaded cars were received or forwarded at

Boston, including loaded cars interchanged with connections.

The total cost during that period is given as $255,4L>. made
up of $1.H),057 for ojx-rating exf)enses plus $125,356 for

taxes and the 6 per cent return. The average cost of han-
dling each loaded car received or forwarded, so computed,
was $5.95 per car. Confined to operating expenses alone it

was $3.03 jier car.

A striking feature of these studies is the large part of the

total estimated cost which is accounted for by .so-called fixed

charges. In the case of the New Haven these account for

49 per cent of the total, and in the case of the Maine for

34 per cent. The great item in these amounts is a 6 per cent

return on the estimated "present value" of the land used
in switching operations. This present value is ba.scd upon
what is said to be the market value of adjoining property,

and, as much of the terminal land at Boston was acquired

many years ago, it is in general vastly in excess of original

cost. If the New Haven or the Maine, therefore, should earn

6 per cent upon this present value, a very handsome profit

on actual investment would be realized. On the other hand,
this liberality in estimating switching "costs"' is in part offset

by the fact that the figures were prepared early in 1920,

when railroad wages were somewhat lower than they are now.
The cost figures are open to other criticisms. The control-

ling factor in the computation seems to be the number of

cars handled in each switch movement. The observations,

however, were made in winter, when the volume of business

was relatively light and costs of operation probably above
normal. Conditions in switching yards change continually

and economy of operation necessitates increase or reduction

of the switching force from time to time, with realignment
of the work in each case. The interrelation of line-haul and
switching traffic at Boston is such that it is e.xceedingly

difficult, if it is possible at all, to segregate properly the e.x-

piense of handling purely switching movements from the ex-
pense of switching through line-haul cars. Switching costs

can probably be ascertained with approximate accuracy only
through a system of accounts designed for the purpose and
maintained over a considerable |>eriod of time.

The record also furnishes ground for doubt whether switch-
ing ojjcrations in Boston are economically conducted in all

res|)ects. .A carload of freight for export arriving over the
Fitchburg division of the Maine for delivery to ship side at

the Mystic docks is switched into .seven distinct vards and
classified six different times during the movement to the
docks from the West Cambridge yard. Defendants, however,
maintain that the costs shown l)y their studies are con-
servative, and that nothing is allowed for weighing of cars,

or for car maintenance, or for maintenance of main-line road-
bed :uid track used to a certain extent in switching operations.
Cost studies of this character are necessarilv based ufKin
many more or less arbitrary assumptions and at best furnisli

only rough aj^proximatioiis. Upon the whole, we think that

the figures sul)mitted by the Maine ami the New Haven do
not understate tlie real costs and are liberal, even under
existing conditions, particularly when the land values used
are taken into consitleration. They are of especial value in

indicating the relative costs of certain general classes of
switching movements.



Executives and Train Service Leaders Confer

Meeting in New York Thursday Adjourns Until Friday,

With Secrecy Surrounding Proceedings

As THE Railway Age goes to press on Friday morning

developments in the railway shopmen's strike situation

await tlie outcome of the conference between the com-

mittee of the railway executives and the leaders of the train

service brotherhoods and also the recommendations which

may be made by President Harding in his address to Con-

gress.

The conference between the railway executives and the

train service leaders began at the offices of the Association of

Railway Executives. 61 Broadway, New York on Thursday

afternoon at 2 o'clock. The first session adjourned at 6:15

and the only announcement made then was that the meeting

had adjourned until the following morning. This was con-

tained in a statement issued ijy Chairman T. DeW'itt Cuyler

of the .Association of Railway Executives as follows:

'.\ conference was held this afternoon between a commit-

tee of the carriers and the heads of the five train service

organizations, who wished it to be distinctly understood

that they appeared as mediators of tlieir own motion. A
discussion of the present railroad situation, so far as it re-

lates to the shopcraft strike took place. The questions in-

volved were discussed with the earnest desire to arrive at a

solution of the problem, if possible. Xo definite conclusion

was arrived at, and the conference was adjourned until to-

morrow morning."

Representatives at the Meeting

The representatives of the train service organizations were

Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers; L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Rail-

road Conductors; W. N. Doak, vice-president of the Brother-

hood of Railroad Trainmen; E. H. Rolxjrtson, president

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,

and T. C. Cashen, president of the Switchmen's Union of

America. Repre.sentatives of the 16 other striking and non-

.striking railway unions, including B. M. Jewell, president

of the Railway Emjiloyees' De|)artment of the American

Federation of Labor, were in New York and within call, had

it been advisable or necessar)- to bring them into the con-

ference.

Those who rcjiresented the railway executives in the con-

ference included T. DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the Asso-

ciation of Railway Executives; VV. VV. Atterl)ury, vice-

president of the Pennsylvania; Howard Elliott, chainnan of

the Northern Pacific; Hale Holden. jiresident of the Chicago,

Burlington & (^)uincy; Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the

Southern Pacific; W. L. MapotluT, |>resident of the Louis-

ville & Nashville; C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois

Central, and A. H. Smith, jiresident of the New York
Central. Alfred P. Thorn, vice-chairman and general coun-

sel of the As.sfK'iation of Railway I'.xecutives, was also

present. This was the same committee which ])resented to

President Harding on Saturday tlie majority and minority

resolutions voted at the Executives' meeting the jirevious

day.

The results of the Thursday afternoon se.ssion of the ex-

ecutives and train ser\'ice leaders were shrouded in si-crecy.

No inkling wliatever is available at this time as to what
had been discussed at the meeting. It is naturally to be

presumed that .seniority was a leading is.suc. The four-hour

.session and the fact that the meeting was carried over until

the next day, without any pronouncements being made bv

either side gave rise to considerable optimism as to the out-

During the evening the train sen'ice leaders met with the

shopmen's leaders for whom they have intervened. No state-

ment was given out about the meeting.

B. M. Jewell Discusses Car Supply

B. yi. Jewell, head of the Railroad Department of tlu

American Federation of Labor, gave out a prepared statement

dealing with die demands ujxjn railroad equipment from th^

settlement of the coal strike and not at all with the da_\ -

proceedings.

Mr. Jewell's statement follows:

"The settlement of the coal strike will, to a large degree, de-

termine the settlement of the railroad strike. The resumption of

coal mining and the vastly increased demand for coal resulting

from depleted stocks will force the railroads to move more coal

in the ne.xt few weeks than ever before in history. This means
a record-breaking demand for cars.

"In the face of this demand there is at the present time a record-

breaking shortage of good order coal equipment. The railroads

will be required by urgent necessity to repair their coal cars in the

shortest possible time. This will bring the most insistent kind of

pressure upon the roads to get a maximum number of skilled

mechanics into their shops. It is safe to say that there will be

places for one and a half times the normal nimiber of men in

coal repair shops alone.

"The normal number of cars suitable for moving coal in need
of repairs is about 5 per cent of the total number on tlic line.

Even before the strike was called, there was an unprecedented
proportion of bad order cars. The American Railway Association
ligures show that on July 1, 14}/^ per cent needed repairs—nearly

three times the normal number. On July 15, before the effects of

the strike had become to be seriously felt, the association figures

showed 15;^^ per cent in bad order—and this is a low estimate be-

cause some of the roads hardest hit by the strike refused to give
out the facts. These are the latest published ligures. We esti-

mate that at the present time, however, there are from 20 to 25
per cent of the total number of coal cars in need of repairs—about
2tK),(XX) cars.

Effect Will Be Serious, Says Jewell

"Even in normal times with a low percentage of bad order equip-
ment, there are not enough coal cars to meet the demand. The
year 1920 is a typical illustration. In .Xugust, 1920. there was an
average weekly shortage of no less than 44,927 cars in spite of
the fact that there had been no strike, coal reserves were high and
business was facing a periixl of depression. With reserves de-
pleted by four and a half months' tie-up of the mines and with
business approaching a boom, in addition to the normal demand,
it is safe to say there would be a shortage of at least 75,(XX) cars
a week, the momeut the strike is settled, owing to the requirements
of traffic alone. The abnormal number of cars now out of

service for want of repairs will raise the weekly shortage of cars
close to lOO.OflO.

"The effect of this short.ige on coal consumers will be serious in
the extreme, even if the railroad strike is .settled this week. \
shortage of UK),000 coal cars a week means that .iO per cent of the
coal mined will be withheld from the consumer through lack of
transportation facilities. The mines produce .ibout 1.(XX).000 tons
of coal a week when operating at a maximum. The average coal
car capacity is about forty-live tons. .X shortage of lOO.tXX) cars
a week will, therefore, prevent 4.500,000 tons of coal a week from
reaching the consumer—<>r 22 per cent of the weekly output."

President May Suggest Changes in Law
President Harding was to address (^ingress Thursday but

liostiKini-d it until Friday because of the conference in New
York. The impression prevails at this writing th.it he will

review the facts relating to the shopmen's strike and jxwsibly

suggest .some ch.anges in the Transjiortation Act. One of
these suggestions is exjiected to l)e that the headquarters
of the Lal>or Board be moved from Chicago to Washington
so that it may be in close touch with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and other goveniment officers.
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President's Plan Rejected by Shop Crafts

Railroads Accept Conditionally. Committee of Non-Striking

Labor Leaders Reopens Negotiations

WAiaincTox, D. C
r WAS urncULLV announced at the White House on with the train and engine men who have allowed their fear

I Tuesday that the Pn-sident would appear before the Con
* greis within 48 hours and place the entire strike situation

before it, giving the whole stor>- as the Prt-sident has learned

it through weeks of interviews, corresjxjndcnce and mediation
with representatives of both sides. He proposed to lay the

situation fairly and frankly before Congress, and in that

way before the countr)-, but it was stated that the President

was not yet in a position to say what, if any, recommenda-
tions he would make, as the character of his statement might
be affected by the changing conditions as they exist at the

time. It was stated that the President will not interfere

with the efforts of anybody to bring about a settlement out-

side, but so far as the E.\ecutive is concerned there is no
ground on which to stand except that which he has already

taken. The announcement was made following a Cabinet
meeting devoted to a discussion of the strike situation and
after the President had conferred with Senators Watson and
Kellogg.

The President's latest proposal for a settlement of the shop
strike having failed because of its rejection by the shop
crafts, although the railroads had agreed to take back as

many of the strikers that have not been guilty of violence as

they can find room for and to submit unadjusted questions

of Iwing accidentally shot by armed guards to overtake them
suddenly at points where their abandonment of trains hap-
f)ens to be most inconvenient to the passengers or will inter-

fere most with coal movement.

Conferences at the White House
The President's proposal that the strike be called off and

the question of seniority be submitted to the Labor Board,
as well as the entire situation, was considered at a meeting
of the seven striking organizations—the six shop crafts and
the stationar}' firemen and oilers—on Thursday and again
at the general conference of the 17 railroad labor organiza-
tion executives under the chairmanship of W. S. Stone, grand
chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, on Friday
and Saturday morning. The striking organizations then
had no further conference with the President but their reply
was delivered at the White House about noon Saturday by
W. H. Johnston, president of the International Associati<Mi

of Machinists.

At 2:30 the heads of the nine non-striking organizations
went into conference with the President. Secretaries Hoover
and Davis, Chairman Hooper of the Labor Board, and
Senator Cummins also took part in the conference. At 4:30

as to seniority to the Labor Board, the principal develop- the committee of railway executives, headed by Mr. Cuyler,
arrived and went into conference with the President, while
the labor leaders were taken into another room. The labor
leaders left the White House about 6:30 and the executives
about 7 :00, both explaining that their statements to the
President would not be made public for the present, at his
request.

ments at Washington during the early part of the week
centered around the efforts of the labor organization ex-

ecutives to find a way to reopen negotiations for a settlement.

The committee of railway executives which came to Wash-
ington on Saturday to present the replies of the railroads

t6 the President's proposal of August 7 left the city on

Sunday, after having rejected a proposal that the question

of seniority be submitted to arbitration outside the Labor
Board, and prepared to resume their efforts to maintain

Shopmen's Case in Hands of Brotherhood Leaders

L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Railroad Con-
service without the assistance of the shop craft organizations, ductors, told the newspaper men that the representatives of

They also hoped they had been able to convince the President

that continued activity in Washington looking toward a com-
promise .settlement would merely delay the collapse of the

strike by encouraging the men still out to hold out a little

longer.

Non-Striking Labor Leaders Acting as Mediators

Meanwhile the officers of the 17 railroad labor organiza-

tions, 8 of them on strike and 9 not striking or only

"sporadically"' striking, remain in Washington, the striking

organizations having placed their case in the hands of the

the organizations not on strike had told the President "of
the troubles we are having growing out of the strike, our
difficulty in keeping everjone, at work, the condition of
affairs in the way of engines and equipment that are in bad
shape," and that they also had offered their good offices if

they could be of any service or act as mediators in the con-
troversy with the shopmen. "We are quite prepared to do
anything we can to help tlie situation," he said. "The shop-
men have left their case in our hands." Mr. Sheppard said
that a formal statement had been made to the President
which might be made public later, and tliat a committee had

other labor leaders who are still tr\ing to open a way for the i)een appointed to remain in Washington for a few days,
return of the strikers to their former jobs, without any con- He said the labor leaders had not seen the railway ex-
sequences to themselves in the way of impairment of .seniority ecutives and did not know what they would do. He also
rights as the result of their "temporar*' declination to render

service." Incidentally, the non-striking organizations are

manifesting considerable interest on their own account in

tr)'ing to prevent the establishment of a precedent that when
members of a labor organization go on strike they forfeit

their rights as employees.

appealed to the newspajx-r men to write as conser^-atively as
possible, avoiding ".sensational stuff" and to "get after the
headline writers."

The labor leaders who were at the White House con-
ference were: Warren S. Stone, grand chief. Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers: L. E. Sheppard, president. Order

The White House statement on Tuesday was taken as a of Railway Conductors; D. R. Robertson, president. Brother-
clear indication that the President is through with acting as hood of Lotomotive Firemen and Enginemen; W. N. Doak,
a mediator and offering settlement proposals and is now
pre[)ared to exercise the authority of the government to main-

tain law and order in the hope that with reasonable pro-

tection for the men who are willing to work the railroads

will be alile to maintain an adequate service.

.•\lso the .Attorney General, with the approval ol the Presi-

dent, has taken steps to deal under the conspinuv statutes

vice-president. Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen: E. l\
Grable, president, I'nited Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employees and Railroad Shop Laborers; T. C. Cashen,
president. Switchmen's Union; E. J. Manion, president.
Order of Railroad Telegraphers; J. G. Luhr.sen, president.
Train Despatcliers .Association; and D. W. Helt, president,
Brotlierhoo<l of R,iilro:i(l Sii.'nalmen. E. H. Fitzgerald,
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president, Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, was not included

because his organization is striking on some roads.

Executives and Labor Leaders Meet

Late Saturday evening it was discovered that the railway

e.xecutives and some of the labor leaders had held a con-

ference at the Willard Hotel, which, it is understood, had

been arranged by tlie President, and at which the proposal

for outside arbitration was rejected by the railroad ex-

ecutives. The latter again conferred with the President for

about an hour and a half on Sunday morning and then left

the city. The labor leaders did not meet with the President

on Sunday, but the brotherhood officers were in conference

among themselves.

During the day the President gave permission for the

release of the replies that had been made to his proposal

and tlie statement presented to him by the labor leaders

acting as mediators. Although the text of the shopcrafts'

reply was not made public until Tuesday it was learned

that they had definitely rejected the proposal and said that

they could agree to no settlement that did not guarantee the

restoration of seniority rights unimpaired, as proposed by

the President on July 31.

Majority and Minority Reports of Railway Executives

The replies of the railroads were announced in the fol-

lowing statement issued by Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, chair-

man of the Association of Railway Executives:

"At the meeting of the railroads in New York on Friday,

August 11, 1922, they with practical unanimity responded favorably

to the President's call that the seniority question be left to the

United States Railroad Labor Board.

".\ppro.ximately three-quarters of the mileage responded favor-

ably to his call that all striking shop craftsmen be reemployed,

and the balance that all such strikers be reemployed as far as

practicable.

"The resolutions acted on by the meeting have been submitted

to the President.

"The following resolutions were adopted by roads havmg a

mileage of 151.824 miles;

"The telegram of the President, dated -August 7, 1922, having

been considered, and in response to his call to the carriers and the

striking workmen, the following resolutions were adopted

:

"Resolved, that the proposal of the President to the strik-

ing workmen to return to work, and to the carriers to assign

them to work, leaving the disputed question of seniority to the

Labor Board under the provisions of the Transportation Act for

decision, be accepted, tmderstanding as we do that such acceptance

involves no surrender of the principles with respect to seniority

adopted by the carriers on August 1, 1922, but recognizes that

the proposal of the President invokes the jurisdiction of the Labor
Board under the Transportation Act to pass upon the relative

seniority of those loyal employees who have remained at work
and those new employees who have since accepted service (the

rights of both of which classes to seniority we feel boimd in

justice to defend before the I^bor Board) with the strikers who
may re-enter the service under the proposal of the President.

"Therefore, be if Further Resolved:

"(a)—All former employees who have not been guilty of proven
violence against the employees or property of the railroad shall

be assigned to their former positions where vacancies exist.

"(b)—Where the positions they formerly held have been filled,

other employment of the same class will be found for such em-
ployees as have committed no acts of proven violence against the

employees or the property of the railroad.

"(c)— If, after these men have been assigned, questions of

seniority arise with them which cannot be settled locally, they
will be referred to the United States Railroad Labor Board for

review.
"FirRTiiER RE.soi.vEn. that the strike is to be called off

with the undcrstamling and agreement by all parties that no
intimidation nor oppression shall be practiced or permitted as
against any of the employees who have remained or have taken
service, or against those who may return to service under the
proposal of the President."

The following minority report was supported liv roads
having a mileage of 57.222 miles.

"Resolvfp, that the Chainuan he authorized to reply to
the President's telegram of .'Xugiisi 7th, that the railroads r'cprc-
sniicd -Ti this tiireting arc willing that

:

"(a)—.-Ml former employees who have not been guilty of vio-

lence against the employers' or the property of the railroads shall

be assigned to their former positions where vacancies e.xist.

"(b)—If after these men have been assigned, questions of
their seniority arise which cannot be settled locally, they shall
be referred to the United States Railroad Labor Board for review.

"(c)—In agreeing to submit questions of seniority as pro-
vided above to the United States Railroad Labor Board for re-
view, it is understood that neither the railroads nor their employees
shall be deprived of the right of review by the courts of such
decisions if they affect agreements in existence between any rail-
road and its employees."

At the meeting in New York on August 1 1 the President's
proposal of August 7 was referred to a committee consisting
of R. S. Lovett, \V. R. Cole, Hale Holden, W. \V. Atterbury,
C. H. Markham, .\. H. Smith, and Julius Kruttschnitt,
which brought in two reports which were then debated at

length in the general meeting. The vote in favor of the
majorit}' report was 191 to 79 (each road having one vote
and additional votes being accorded on a mileage basis),
while the vote on the minority report was 77 to 192.
The roads voting for the majority report were:

-Ann Arbor.
Atchison, Topeka & S.int,i Fe.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.
Baltimore & Ohio.
Biiff.-ilo, Rochester & Piltsbitrgh.
Central of Georsia,
Chesapeake & Ohio Lines.
Chicaeo &• Northwestern.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincv.

Colrrado & Southern.
Chi^asro & Western Indiana.
Chicapo Great Western.
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.
Ch-:cagp, Milwaukee & St. I'aMl.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf.
Chicaeo, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
Ci:mberl.arJ & Pennsvlvania.
Diiluth. Stnth Shore & .Atlantic.
EI Paso & Southwestern.
F.rie.

Grand Trunk Svr.tem—Lines in V. S.
Grand Trunk' Western.

Greut Northern.
Hockinp V'allev.
Illinois Central.
Lake Erie & Western.
Lehigb & New Fnplard.
Mii-.neapi lis & St. Louis.
Minncopolis, St. Paul ,<v S. S. Marie.
New Orleans Great Northern.
New Yorl: Central Lines.

C. C. C. & St. I^uis.
Michigan Central.
New York Central—inc. Boston & .Mbany
Pittsbnrsh St Lake Erie.

New York, Chicago &' St. Louis.
New York, Ontario & Western.
Norfolk & Western.
Nrrfolk Southern.
Northern Pacific.
North-vestem Pacific.
Philadelphia k Reading.
Rutland.
St. LouisSan Francisco.
San Antonio & .\raiisas Pass.
Seaboard Air Line,
.Sovithcrn Pacific Company.
Southern P.acific Lines in Texas and Louisiana.
Ulster & Delaware.
Unii-n Pacific.
Oregon Short Line.
Ore:!on-Washington R. R. & Navigation Co.

Virginian,
Western Pacific.
Wheri;rg !«• I.akc Erie.
Trinity & P.razos Valley.

The roads voting for the minority report were:

Atlanta & West Point.
W.-?!ern R.-kilwav of Alabama.

Atlantic Coast Line.
Boston & Maine.
Central of New Tcrsev.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
Chicajro & Western Indiana.
ClMcagc Gieat Western.
Cincinnati, Indianap.'lis & Western.
Delaware ,"ii Hudson Company.
Delaware, L.ickawanra & Western,
Denver & Sail I ake.
Florida East Coast,
Gulf Coast Lines.
GuK, Mobile & Northern.
Kansas City Sorthern.
Lehigh Valley,
r ong Isla"d.
Louisville & Nashville.
MMIand Vallev.
Mivi.uri, Karvas & Texas.
M K. & T. of Texas.
Wichita Falls & Northwestern,
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Committee Takes Report to President

A cuniniittix- consisting of Mr. Cuvlcr as chuirman and
Howard Elliott, \\. L. Majjothir, Haic Holdcn, W. W. At-

trrliur)', C. H. Markham, A. H. Smith, and Julius Krutt-

Khnitt was then appointed to take the report to the Presi-

dent not only for the purpose of suLmittinK it liut also in

order to have such conference as the I're.-ident miniit think

desirable. In presenting these resolutions it was jiointed

out that the majority vote of memlM.TS of the Association of

Railway Executives cannot bind the minority and that the

different positions taken by different roads represents differ-

ences in the equities of their situations without sacrifice of

principle. Many of the rcKids felt that with the large in-

crease in business in sight and the accumulation of mainte-
• nance work on cars and locomotives even before the strike

they could readily make use of a greater number of men than

they had in service when the strike was called, while the

roads that voted for the minority report have taken on so

many new men and have given such definite assurances of

employment to those who prove competent as to be unable to

agree unreser^edly to the President's proposal.

Shopmen's Case in Hands of Brotherhoods

Ai'liT the reply of the raiUva\ executives had been made
public Sunday afternoon and it had been stated that the

President had given permission for the release of the reply of

the organizations on strike and the letter from the non-strik-

ing organizations, newspaper men were told that copies were

ready and that they would be given out by E. J. Manion
as soon as word had been received from Mr. Stone. Mr.
Stone and the other brotherhood e.xecutives were then holding

a meeting of their own. Early in the evening Mr. Sheppard,

Mr. DcKik and Mr. Robertson, without Mr. Stone, joined

some of the other labor leaders and after a consultation

Mr. Sheppard informed the waiting newspaper men that it

had ix'en decided not to give out the statements made to the

President. .Although Mr. Stone is chairman of the labor

leaders' committee and Mr. Manion secrctar)-, Mr. Sheppard

apparently was elected as the official spokesman.

"We flon't know jui^t where we are at," he saifl. "We are

awaiting develofiments and don't want to say or do anything

to embarra.ss either side. We are hoping to find some way
to help the situation. Whether we can or not is problem-

atical. We will stay here at least until Congress convenes

or if the President wants to see us. We will keep the same
committee here and as soon as we can make a statement that

will help will make it."

Mr. Sheppard said that the railroads have worked the

seniority issue "overtime." "It is only one of several funda-

mentals applying to men who arc on strike," he said. "The
real i.-ssuc as we see it is the status of men on strike. We
hold that they are not dismis.sed from service, they have not

resigned, they are awaiting the settlement of their difficulties

and all their rights as employees are merely .suspended so

to speak, contingent upon whether they go back. This ap-

plies to their right to strike, pension rights, insurance rights

and seniority. Seniority is only one of the rights involved.

In all disf)Utes in years gone i)y we have usually gone back

with all our rights t)y agreement and we see no reason

why the jjolicy of the companies should be changed this time.

I am merely expressing one of the fundamental principles

of labor organizations, the rights of those temporarily de-

clining to give .service."

Mr. Shef)par(l denied that ihc non-striking organizations

had proposed arl)itration of the srni()rit\ (incstion but de-

clined to state who had proposed it. He said they had been

asked alxxit it but considered it unwise to arbitrate the rights

of men on strike.

Mr. Sheppard said "the shopmen's case is in our hands

and we are not taking any chance of closing the door to

negotiations. If the President wants to sec us we are at his

service." He said the labor leaders had been notified by

Secretarv- Hoover that the railway executives had left the

city.

On Monday the railroad lalor leaders held a meeting

la.sting nearly all day and Mr. Sheppard and Mr. Doalc

called on Secretary of Labor Davis who arranged another

conference with the President for five o'clock. They were

with the President for atx)ut two hours and Mr. Sheppard

announced afterward that he was hopeful a meeting witli

some of the railroad executives "not so tenacious as the

others" and who might see the "fundamental rights of men
on strike" are involved rather than the (juestion of seniority,

could be arranged. Mr. Stone also had a conference Monday
with President Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio and on

Tuesday he announced that the labor leaders had asked

Mr. Cuyler for another conference with the executives.

It is understood that the labor leaders appealed to the

President to use his influence to bring about another con-

ference with the railroad executives but that he was not

favorable to the proposal that he take any further action in

the capacity of a mediator. He is said to have approved

of the spirit shown by the railroads and to have taken the

l)osition that he cannot fairly ask any further modification

of their position.

Mr. Stone asked that a special committee be appointed to

meet with tlie executives of the five organizations of trans-

portation employees to consider an adjustment of the shop

strike controversy at Xew York on Thursday. Later it

was announced that Mr. Cuyler had agreed to a conference.

The account of the meeting will be found on another page

of the present issue.

Shop Crafts Reject Proposal

The reply of the shop crafts to the President's proposal

was finally given out on Tuesday, as follows:

"We are in receipt of your telegram of August 7, referring to

your message to us of July 31, and our reply of August 2.

"In your telegram of August 7, you request that striking rail-

road employees return to work and leave to the decision of the

Railroad Labor Board, after they have returned to work, the

(|uestion of seniority as cuvorcd in the third paragraph of your
telegram of July 31.

"This request has been fully considered by the Executive Coun-
cil of the Railway Employees Department who represent the rail-

way employees affected, and you are hereby advisc<l that the pro-
posal contained in your telegram of .August 7. has been unani-
mously declined for, amon.u others, the following reasons

:

"1. On July 31, you suhmitteti to the representatives of the
railroad employees in question and to the railway managers 'the

terms of agreement upon which the railway managers and united
shop craft workers are to unite preliminary to calling oflf the
existing strike.'

"V'our terms of agreement above referred to were accepted by
the ri-prcsentatives of the eniiiluyees. On the seniority question
your terms of agreement were, 'all employees now on strike to be
returned to work to their former positions with seniority and
other rights unimpaired. The representatives of the carriers and
the representatives of the itnploycos. On the seniority question
there will be no discrimination by either party against the em-
ployees who did or did not strike.' This clearly provides that the
seniority question w.ts to bo si-llkd licfore the employees returned
to work. Your proposal nf .\ugusl 7. is that it be agreed to, or
rather disposed of, only after they have returned to work.
"This strike cannot he. and no other railroa<l strike lias been

scttlcil until it was ngrei-d that all employees on strike are to be
returned to work and to their former positions with seniority
and other rights unimpaireil.

"2. .Seniority was not and is not now, by right, an issue or a
dispute in this strike. The aulliors of the Transportation Act
have, on many occasions, stated that there is no penalty in the
Transportation Act a.nainst employees who strike when an in-
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justice is done through a decision of the Railroad Labor Board.

Admittedly they have the right to strike and, therefore, they do

not forfeit their standing as railroad employees because they strike.

Any other construction of the law would read into the Trans-

portation Act a penalty which is not contained therein.

"i. On August 2, we acquiesced in the terms of agreement

which you declared to be just, fair and reasonable, and we are

willing now, in the interest of all concerned to settle the strike

in accordance with the terms of that agreement. We are, of

course, unable to understand why. after we had accepted your

own terms of agreement, you should now request us to accept a

proposal which is directly in conflict with your former proposed

agreement.
"4. Vour latest proposal is impracticable and would create a

chaotic condition because of the undetermined seniority status of

the employees.
"Railroad employees are ever mindful of the public interest.

They have accepted your own terms of agreement, which called

for no sacrifice on the part of the railroad executives, but which
did require that the employees make a concession of practically

every issue which brought about the strike. W'c have repeatedly

called attention to the fact that the campaign against the organized
railroad employees was a part of the general "open shop" drive,

and if press statements are correct, the managers of some of the

railroads the last few days have frankly admitted that they do
not desire at this time to settle the strike, but hope to be permitted
to continue their efforts to disintegrate the organizations of rail-

road employees."

This was accompanied by the following statement:

"The Association of Railway Executives have again, in

their letter of August 1 1 , declined to accept the President's

proposition of August 7. They have not even agreed to

permit all employees now on strike to return to work.

"The railroad managements apparently intend to be the

court, judge and jury for the trial and conviction of those

employees whom they do not intend shall return to work."

! '

"*^ The Fundamental Issue

The calling in of the executives of the unions not on

strike has served to emphasize the fundamental issue which

has developed out of the strike as to the status of employees

on strike, the labor organizations adhering to the position

that men on strike are still employees who are "temporarily

refraining from rendering service" and whose rights are

only held in suspense, while the railroads are emphasizing

the repeated decisions and warnings of the Labor Board

that an organization on strike has forfeited its rights and

that the loyal and the new employees are the only present

employees of the railroads. They insist that if the authority

of the Labor Board is to be maintained it must be established

that men who defy its decisions are liable to the penaltj- of

loss of their seniority rights; otherwise the public has no
more protection against strikes than it had before the Labor

Board wa.s established.

In this connection the railroads point to Decision No. 299

(Docket 845) of the U. S. Labor Board of October 29,

1921, in which it said:

"The Board further points out for the consideration of

employees interested that when such action does result in a

strike, the organization so acting has forfeited its rights

and the rights of its members in and to the provisions and
benefits of all contracts theretofore existing, and the em-
ployees -SO striking have voluntarily removed themselves from

the classes entitled to appeal to this board for relief and
protection."

The same idea was repeated in the resolutions adopted

by the board on July 3, and Chairman Hooper had later

is.'^ued a statement, while the roads were still giving their men
an opportunity to return warning that if llieir places were

taken the new employees would acquire seniority rights that

the board could not ignore. The railroad executives in

talking with the President took the position that the only

way to put a .stop to the constant recurrence of strikes and
threats of strikes, is to provide some penalty for striking

and that if thry should yield to pressure and purchase peace

hy an unwise compromise the temptation for the organi.^a-

tions to strike at any time they feel dissatisfied with decisions

of the board would still remain. They also explained that

the roads as a whole now have approximately half of a

normal shop force working overtime and that reports of the

condition of equipment circulated by the labor leaders are

greatly exaggerated. They pointed to the improvement in

coal loading and the large volume of traffic being handled

by the railroads in spite of the strike as evidence that in

general the public is not suffering as a result of the efforts

of the declination of the railroads to surrender.

Prompt Action in Santa Fe Case

The administration acted rather promptly to deal with the

new condition created by "sporadic" strikes of train and

engine employees who left their trains at places where they

could cause the most inconvenience on the pretext that they

were afraid of armed guards. The Attorney General took

the position that this action of the train employees strongly

savored of conspiracy. That "no strike anwhere or of

any character can prevent the government from authorizing

the agencies of law and order to protect life and property,"

was the official statement given out at the White House on

Friday in response to questions as to the attitude of the

government toward strikes against the use of armed guards,

and on Saturday, after a conference with the President, At-

torney General Daugherty vi-ired to the United States attor-

ney at Los Angeles as follows:

"Report to United States district judge any violation of in-

junctions and institute proper proceedings to hold violators for

contempt. Investigate quickly and ascertain if abandonment of

trains was result of conspiracies, by those operating them or

others, to interfere with interstate commerce and handling of the

mails. If proof sufficient, present matter to grand jury immedi-
ately. If grand jury not in session, present to court the necessity

of calling special grand jury. Department will give you all neces-

sary support and assistance. The interference with and abandon-
ment of trains strongly indicates the existence of a conspiracy
and the government will take all necessary steps to prevent its

continuation or like conspiracies elsewhere. .\dvise me of

results."

"It has been reported to this department from certain

places, especially southern California and Arizona, on the

Santa Fe system," said Mr. Daugherty in announcing this

action, "that trains have been and are being abandoned by

trainmen and employees. It has occurred at places most
inconvenient (Needles, Calif., for instance), and not only

results in interference with and obstruction to interstate

commerce and the transportation of the mails, but in great

suffering and distress among men, women and children who
are passengers."

On Monday the telegram was duplicated to the district

attorneys for the districts of Northern California, New
Mexico and Arizona.

President Harding on Sunday sent a telegram to Governor
Campbell of Arizona regarding the marooning of Santa Fe
passenger trains at junction points in that state because

of their abandonment by their crews, saying: "It is the

oi)ligation of the government to relieve the people wlio are

thus shamefully subjected to hardships" and "If vou have

not the facilities for the relief which I know you will gladly

bestow, then army forces at the command of the federal

government will be promptly ordered to your assistance.

Kindly advi.se whether .such assistance is needed."

Possible Amending of Transportation Act Considered

On Tuesday afternoon the President conferred with Secre-

tary H(xiver, Chairman Hooper of the T-abor Board, who
has been in Washington since Friday discussing possible

amendments to the labor provisions of the Transportation

.Act, and Chairman McChord and Commissioner .Aitchison

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Chairman Mi

-

Chord is in direct charge of the commission's bureaus of

safety and of locomotive inspection and was in a position to
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-> till- Lundition uf equipment a!> the result of reports

commission's inspectors and Commissioner Aiichison

irly in cliurgc of car stnict mattir> Tin- lOm-
lircjarinn u report in rt«|Kjn.-< ti. the Stn.ile

tiling for information rcgardiiijj the cnforLcmcnt
.1- lotomotivc insfK-ction act. with the expiectation of

ictinj; it by August 25.

1. C. C Advises of Progressive
Locomotive Deterioration

After the conference the following correspondence between
Chairman Nfcf'hord and the President was given out:

"I"
'

ihent: In tlic adiniiii^ir.itMu and enforcement of

the : ctioii and related ^aI^t\ a|iplianrc acts of Con-
Kr< - i.m has observed with concern the progressive

'ration ut motive power upon certain of the important
rs of the country since July 1. 1922. and during the present

The effect of deferred repairs is cumulative and becomes in-

crcasiiiKly 'elt as time Rocs on. The acts which we are called upon
ii. iilniiin>ter leave little discretion with the commission as to

cment when violations come to light.

the continuance of our enforcement of the law we arc taking
.iiid will be comiK-lled to continue to proceed in a manner
must bring about serious withdrawals of motive power

>crvice. Certain violations of the acts we report to the
rxy General for appropriate legal action. With a continuance
'>tuig conditions these will be increasingly frequent.

"Knowing your internt in the matter we felt you should be ad-

viied of the facts. Faithfully yours, C. C NUCHORD. Chair-

man."

".Mv DcAi CiiAiBM.NS McChoiu). I have yours of even date, in

which you call to my attention the progressive deterioration of

motive p V- -rtmc of the important railnod lines of the

country . .vth of the prevailing strike. This growing
menace : ^ trans|>ortation has been called to my atten-

tion uniinui.iiiN III \arious ways. Under all the circumstances 1

know of nothing to be done except to insist upon the full enforce-
ment of the law.

"It is a very natural thing under circumstances which exist at

the present moment to waive the exactions in behalf of safety in

seeking to maintain transportation. In my judgment it is better to
have the service diminished rather than attempt the movement of
trains on which safety is not assured so far as compliance with the
law may provide it.

"I trust that your inspection forces will exert themselves to the
utmost in order to be able to pass upon safe equipment, because
the official sanction of the government will remove all questions of
dispute. Very truly yours \V.\RREN G. HARDING."

Senator Cummins is reported to have prepared a more or

less tentative draft of a bill to give the President full au-
thority to take over the railroads, or any of them, if he should
deem the emergency sufficient to require such action. The
Senator has denied that he has been requested by the Presi-

dent to draft such a bill, but he admits that he has given

some consideration to the form of a bill.

Train Service Men Abandon Trains in Desert Towns

The sporadic strikes of members of the train service

brotherhoods at various points have been the outstanding

development in the strike situation in the west during the

past wei'k. Accompanying this development, though not

necessarily a j>art of it. has come another wave of violence

com[)OSed not only of intimidation .and attacks directed at

individual workers, but at railroad property and in many
case^ at trains and other facilities Ijeing used by the imblic.

Thus while the larger moves in the three-comenKl contro-

versy are Ix-ing directed and are centered in Washington.

the west, particularly the states of California, Missouri.

Illinois and .\rizona. is furnishing the ammunition for em-

ployees, employers and the government alike in jiresenting

their positions to each other and to the public.

The cue for the strikes of discontented train .service em-

ployees was found in the approval by the national leaders

of the brotherhoo<ls of the walkout on the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern at Joliet, 111. The trouble at that point was briefly

destrilied in last week's issue of the Railway Aj^e. The
train service employees refused to work until state troops,

stationed there fallowing serious rioting a few days previous,

were withdrawn. .\|)prcA'al of thiir action was received from

the national offuers of some organizations involved on Au-

gust 10. M the same time telegrams were sent to niemliers

of some of the "Big Four" brotlurhoods at points where

walk-outs seemed to k- im[>en(iing, stating that "the men

will not l>e required or requested tf) work" unless ronditioiis

against which thev protest are remedied. The result of this

action was to jilaic the matter in the hands of the IcKal or-

ganizations and it was only a matter of hours until reports

began to lie made of the refusal of these employees to oix-rate

trains in various sections of the west. By coincidence |)er-

haps these re|H)rts all concerned train service employees of

large roads whidi have largely overcome the difficulties ac-

companying the shopmen's strike and at strategic points

where the refusjil to operate trains would have far readiing

effect.

The first reports of trouble of this kind relate to the

Atchison, Tojn-ka & Santa Fe. the train service eiiipl<Aees

of that road o|K-rating in and around Needles, Cal., an-

nounrini; their refusal to continui' work until armed guards

were withdrawn from the railriKiil property at that point.

Another report involved the same road at Bakersfield, Cal.,

and within a few hours several trains on the Arizona di-

v-ision of that road were tied up. Similarly Fresno, and
Barstow, Cal., and Seligman, Ariz., and several other points

were involved in later reports on the same day.

Train Service Employees Abandon
Trains in Desert Towns

The most serious consequences of this action on the part

of the brotherhood came from the abandonment of passenger

trains at desert towns, giving the passengers on tiiese trains

no opportunity to prepare for the situation or to escape from

the intense heat. Apjiro-ximately twelve transcontinental

trains were stalled at various desert points in the west either

through the refusal of emjiloyees to operate the trains or a

similar refusal at other points, which resulted in an inability

to move the trains involved any farther. By August 1 1 east

bound passenger service on the Santa Fe had been tied up,

and General Manager I. L. Hibliard announced that no
through trains would leave Los Angeles until the trouble on

the Arizona division centering at Needles had been cleared

up.

Rescue trains, manned largely by railroad officers, imme-
diately lx"gan tlie task of moving several thousand passen-

gers to f)oints of less discomfort, the Santa Fe removing

practically all of the passengers marooned at Needles on

.August 1.?. On August 15 General Manager Hihitard re-

[xjrted that 10 west lx)und trains with approximately 1.700

passengers were In'ing held up. Of the.se pa.ssengers 297

were at Seligman. Ariz.: 18>S at Williams. Ariz.; 2.^6 at

.\sh Fork. Ariz., and about 1.000 at .Albuquerque and

Belem. N. M.

Santa Fe Issues Ultimatum to Brotherhood Leaders

On August 15. A. G. Wells, vice-president of the Santa

l"e, in a telegram addressed to the leaders of the train service

brotherhoods, warned them that if they could not get their

men back to work the company might Ix; foricnl to ;\c.<i)t

"the only alternative left it in its duty to the public and

engage men to fill the jilaces of thase on strike."

.After noting the threatened spread of the "sympathetic and
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illegal" strike of the brotherhood members in northern Cali-

fornia, the message says:

"At 7 o'clock last night our superintendent at Winslow, Ariz.,

uas handed the following:
'• 'Effective 8 p. m., Aug. 13, owing to the general unsafe condi-

tions of equipment and improper brake inspections of trains, of

u-hich we have sufficient individual protests on file and copies sent

10 our general chairmen, we deem it necessary to withdraw our

rervices from the A., T. & S. F. Railway at this point until equip-

ment is placed in a safe condition and competent men placed on

inspection of trains satisfactory to the following general grievance

committee of the coast lines, B. of L. F. & E., B. of L. E.. O. R. C,

and B. of R. T. and all men returned to work with full seniority

rights.'
.

"It will be noted that in this ultimatum no reference is made to

the objection to guards, which was the main cause of complaint in

the Needles environment, but a new clement in introduced, that of

competent men to be employed for inspection of trains, which has

no more foundation in fact than the claim of unsafe engines.

"Your attention is called to the language of the ultimatum de-

livered at Winslow and above quoted. It stipulates that certain

conditions must be met satisfactorily to the general grievance

committee of the Big Four. This w^arrants the deduction that the

committee at Winslow is acting under the direction of the general

chairmen and certainly constitutes an unwarranted and sympathetic

strike approved by the four organizations in flagrant violation of

your constituent obligations under the existing agreements betw-een

this company and its train and engine service employees.

"I ask you each to declare whether you will immediately order,

and require compliance with your order, that they shall return to

work and perform their accustomed duties, advising them that

failure to comply will result in your co-operating with the company

to supply men to take the places which they have vacated,

or shall the company proceed at once to accept only alternative

left it in its duty to the public and engage services of men to fill

the places of those on strike? I desire an explicit answer on the

point from you today."

Reports from the west on the same day indicated that

steps would be taken to operate passenger trains through the

districts affected by the train service strike, and also that

practically all of the trains marooned at desert points were

mo\nng, in many cases through the efforts of company

officers.

The result of Mr. Wells' telegram was the forwarding

of telegrams to the leaders of the local organizations in-

volved in the walkouts on the Santa Fe advising them that

they should perform their duties as usual and that their

action in striking was illegal.

Strike Fever Spreads

The strike fever spread very rapidly in the western ter-

ritory after the first outbreak on the Santa Fe. Within

three davs walkouts were either called or threatened on the

Union Pacific at Caliente and Las Vegas, Nev.; on the

Western Pacific at Stockton, Oakland and Oroville, Cal.;

on the Santa Fc at Prescott and Winslow, Ariz.; and Al-

buquerque and Raton, New Mex.; on the Missouri Pacific

at Pueblo, Colo.; the Illinois Central at Memphis, Tenn.;

the Waba.sh at Moberly, Mo.; the Louisville & Nashville

at Evansville, Ind., Madisonville and Atkinson Junction,

Ky., and on the Soutlicrn Pacific, Oregon Short Line, Union

Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande at Ogden, Utah. At

some of tliese ])ionts the strikes were of l)Ut a few days'

duration. The engineers and firemen at Moberly, Mo., for

instance returned to work on August 1 1 and the train service

men on strike at San Bernardino returned on .\ugust 14.

The effect of these strikes was in practically all cases to

tie up the divisions on which they occurred tomiiorarily.

The latest reports indicate that the most serious effect of

these moves has l)cen the discomfort and iiuonvenience

caused to the passengers who were marooned in desert towns

for several days.

The action of the national leaders of the four train service

brotherho<*ls in regard to these sporadic strikes lias again

di-scloscd the difference of opinions which played such a

large part in ending the threatoneti natinn-wde strike of

train sen'ice employees last Octol^or. Whereas the heads of

the engineers" and firemen's organizations have openly ap-

proved the action of various local organizations in refusing to

work, W. G. Lee, head of the Trainmen's Brotherhood has

endeavored to hold his men in line, directing them to abide

by their schedules with the individual railroads, instructing

the local officers of the organization to do evenithing pos-

sible to avert a strike, and demanding conformity with the

union's laws for calling strikes.

The wave of violence which came during the past week
was not confined to any one point or locality but seemed

to be widespread. Every day new reports of slugging, kill-

ing, rioting and bombing at many points were circulated.

At San Bernardino, Cal., for instance, 23 "bombs were ex-

ploded at intervals on the morning of August II, within 200

ft. of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe roundhouse at that

point. No one was injured in these explosions and the

property damage was comparatively light. Similarly five

bombs were exploded on August 12 in the yards of the

Southern Pacific at Roseville, Cal., the lx)mbing being fol-

lowed by an exchange of shots between company guards and

men supposed to be strikers or strike sympathizers. On
August 13 the St. Louis-San F'rancisco bridge over the Sac

river near Ash Grove, Mo., was d^-namited and at Wichita

Falls, Tex., the car shops of the Wichita Falls & North-

western were destroyed by a fire of unknown origin, destroy-

ing three locomotives as well as a number of cars. Many
other instances of violence on the part of strikers or their

sympathizers similar to those described here were reported

during the past week. In fact, these reports have become
so numerous that it is not possible to verify all of them in

time for this issue of the Railway Age.

By August IS, traffic had been partially resumed on the

transcontinental roads affected by the sporadic strikes of

the train service employees and the wave of violence noted

above had greatly declined.

Continued Improvement in East

Following a meeting of tlie Eastern Presidents' Confer-

ence on Tuesday, Chairman L. F. Loree, president of the

Delaware & Hudson, issued a statement in which he said

that

:

"As against 103,528 shopmen working on the F^istcr:

railways on August 4, there were working on August W,
111,324, an increase during the week of 7,796 men. This

raises the percentage of the force working to the normal
force from 64.7 per cent on August 4 to 69 per cent on Au-
gust 11.

"When due allowance is made for the men who remained

loyal or have since returned to work, it is safe to say that

in the Eastern region there are now more men on the com-

panies' payrolls in the six shop crafts tlian there are out of

service on strike."

The general strike situation on the raids in the east (hir-

ing the past week has continued the gradual improvement

which has now Ix-en going on for tlie past few weeks. De-

velopments have l>een ver}' much sulwrdinated to the greater

interest in the more general developments at Wa.shington

and to the interest surrounding the abandonment of trains

l)y the train service employees in the west. In the east some

ca.ses of violence continue to f>o reported, the outstanding

instance of which was an attempt made by strike sympa-

tliizers, it is believed, to dynamite a train on the Wi"St Shore.

Service continues normal except for minor delays in freight

service, the causes of which are explained as being possibly

duo as much to difficulties of fuel supply, to congestion nn'

urallv resulting from the heavy traffic movement as to tl

strike itself.

In the Pocahontas district, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the

Norfolk & Western and the Virginian reiwrt a rapid im-

pro^•enlent from the serious condition they were in two or

three weeks ago. In this imprrwement they have Ixvn as-
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sistnl !)> the -hupnwn sent to tht-ni by roads' recruiting men
in thi- riurtlnM^ti-m industrial centers. The improvement is

indicdti-ii by incri-ascd loadings of coal. The volume of non-

union cual moving; ho\VL-\'i-r, has not yet approached the

high figures reached in June Ix-forc the beginning of the

shopmen's strike. In the south, the Southern Railway,

which at first did not attempt to fill the places of its shop

strikers, has now announced that it will employ other men,

a statement to that effect having been issued on Monday.

Railways Deny Equipment Deterioration

The condition of cars and locomotives continues to be a

kading subject of discussion Iwtwecn the railways and the

publicity men of the shop crafts unions. The New York
Central on Friday drew attention to a statement of the New
York Public Service Commiv^ion at All)any, in which

Charles H. Vanncman, chief engineer of the commission,

was quoted as follows:

"Since the first of July wc have had our inspectors at the Union
Station f.Mbany) and they have been making daily verbal reports

concerning the condition of locomotives. These reports arc grow-

ing much better daily. Where our inspectors have found defects

they have reported them to the officials of the railrcjad who in turn

have directed the force of mechanics kept on duty at the Union
Station to make the repairs. Where this has not been possible

the engine has been taken out of service and another substituted.

"Several defects have been found which would not otherwise

have been noted. These defects have been remedied wherever pos-

sible where this could be accomplished without serious de'ay to

the trains. If the repairs could be made without scndiny; the loco-

motive to the shops, this course has been followed."

The Penn.sylvania on Tuesday announced that in the pre-

ceding week it had made more progress in the repair of

freight cars than in any week since the shopmen's strike.

"The car repair situation on the Pennsylvania System is

practically normal," the statement said. Continuing, it

said:

A report just compiled by the motive power dcparlmciit of the

Pennsylvania System shows that during the last week 215 more
cars were repaired than were sent to the shops for repairs in that

period. The number of cars shopped during the week was 16,302.

The number of cars repaired and turned out for service was
16.517.

In comparison with the previous week, 1,170 more cars were
taken in hand for repairs, and the number of cars actually repaired
was 1,418 more than the number repaired the week before.

The explanation for this improvement is in the fact that more
than 48,200 shopmen out of a normal force of 60,157 are now
actually at work on the Pennsylvania System.

Southern Decides to Fill Strikers' Places

Fairfax Harrison, president of the Soutiiern Railway,
which has heretofore refrained from attcmptint! to replace

its striking shoj) employees and which offered to make a

settlement on the basis of the President's original proposal

to take back the men with .seniority unimpaired, issued a

statement on Monday announcing the intention of the com-
pany to employ others. He said that "if it means war to

run the Southern Railway, let us have it now." Mr. Harri-

son's statement follows:

"Ever)' effort has tieen made .«o to operate our property

that our men could honorably return to work. Every effort

has been made tn sc-ttle with our men; we have gone to the

extent of offering the terms that they had previously agreed

to accept. Wc have thus held out every rea.sonablc induce-

ment, without result.

"We must now turn to employing others, for the road

must 1(0 run ; we must give those wc employ protection, for

it may Ik? that those we have to this time protected by keep-

ing their jobs open, may now turn again.st us, even to an

attempt to prevent others from working.

"Tall is now being made u|)on every employee, upon every

patron of this company, and upon every citizen along its

lines, to rally to the support of the road that has served you

and protctt your own interests in the maintenance of trans-

portation. With your help we can run the road, and we
pledge all the resources of the company to that end. If it

means war to run the Southern Railway, then let us have it

now—not later."

Bomb Outrage Near New York

On Sunday night. August K?, ab(.ut In o'clock, a south-

iKJund suburban [)a.<sengcr train of the West Shore division

of the New York Central was damaged by an explosion at

a point five miles north of Weehawken, N. J., and 20 or

more passengers were injured, five of them lieing sent to a

hospital. The train was moving at full speed and it was

lielieved that tliree or more dynamite bombs were thrown

against the sides of the coaches. The injuries were mostly

cuts made by broken glass. A bridge which carries the New
York Central over the northem division of the Erie was

slightly damaged. The scene of the explosion is near a car

repair shop of. the New York Central.

Canadian Wage Reduction Suspended

The Canadian railways, following conferences early in

tile month ordered a general reduction in the wages of their

shopmen to go into effect on August 15, although the em-

ployees, said to number 37,000, had threatened to strike if

the reduction should t)e ordered before the Board of Con-
ciliation had approved the new rates. Premier King had
notified the roads that he indorsed the opinions of the De-
])artments of Labor and Justice that the reductions cannot

be enforced until the Conciliation Board acts; and on the

evening of the 15th it was announced that the presidents of

the Canadian National, the Grand Trunk and the Canadian
Pacific had telegraphed Premier King that the cut would
be rescinded and the men would be paid at their old rate.

The view of the government is that a reduction of pay is a

"condition affecting emi)loyment'' which, under the .\ct of

1907 regulating industrial disputes, cannot be changed ex-

cept on 30 days' notice and opportunity for governmental

investigation.

Twelve Million Persons used the Southern Pacific ferries

across San Francisco Bay in six months ending June 30 last.

On one day during the Shriners' convention 120,000 passen-

gers were carried.

ItiterntUional Xen'.ntrl I'hot,

A Group of Brotherhood Officials Leaving the White House
on August 12



The Status of Railroad Electrification*

The Railroad Man's Position Is Presented to the Electrical

Engineers by One of Them

By Calvert Townley
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

WHKN WE electrical engineers have discussed railroad

transportation we have always done it from the

standpoint of proving how desirable it is for the

steam railroads to electrify, and when we have invited our

steam railroad friends to participate in our discussions, the}'

usually refrain from courtesy or some other reason from tell-

ing us absolutely and entirely what they think of us. It has

therefore occurred to me tliat it might be worth while for

an electrical man to say a few words about the railroad man's
natural objections to electrification and to give some of the

reasons why he is not always willing to fall upon our necks
and welcome us as saviors.

Having enjoyed for many years an association with the

big railroad system which serves this community, I have had
an opportunity- to learn something of the railroad man's point

of view from the inside.

Electrification Expensive

In the first place, electrification is very exp)ensive. It

involves not a small but a tremendous addition to the invest-

ment per mile, with the consequent difficulties not only of

earning the additional interest charges thereby involved, but

also those of financing—of raising the money. These are by
no means minor objections. The day has gone by when the

management of a railroad property can have a free hand in

issuing securities. Through their various governmental agen-

cies the public has established a strict super\'ision over rail-

road earnings, is reluctant to permit the capitalization of

values created by earning power and is prone to regard rail-

road securities as having so stable a value that their vield

must be limited to a minimum annual interest with little

opportunity for the stockholders of the road to obtain large

profits from courage and initiative; that is to say, stated in

another way if a railroad by far-sighted and wise expendi-
tures should be able to earn a rate of return such as is freely

permitted and often applauded in private industry-, such as

for example as 15 per cent to 20 per cent per annum, it is

most probable that tliis additional yield would be shortly

taken away from it by a forced reduction in its rates. I am
one of those who l)elieve this public policy is founded on a

misconception; is in fact practically an economic crime, be-

cause I think it is obvious that if a dollar invested in a

railroad is not [X'rmittcd as good a chance as one invested

in a shoe factory or a flour mill, that dollar will tend to go
into the factor) or mill and not into the railroad, with the

consequent hampering of that continued improvement and
expansion of our transportation facilities so nccessarv to

progress. I cannot cscain- what seems to me to be the obvious
logic that if it U' equitable for the pul)lic to prescribe a
maximum rate of return on a railroad or anv other invest-

ment, it should, as a necessary corollary, guarantee the same
investment not le.ss than a minimum return. However, our
public policy has tx-cn pretty firmly established bv now so
that what I think alwut if is of only academic interest.

The art of estimating in advance the cost of new con-
struction, no matter if practiced l)y the most competent engi-
neers, has never reached or even approached perfection,

therefore, where such large exf)enditures as those necessitated

•Ad<)tf»« dclirrml h»(or» the Connecticut Section of the Amrrirar. In«li
lute of F-lrclric.iI Eneinrert. M«y 23. |0J2.

by electrification are contemplated it is always possible due
to this fact and due to unforeseen contingent expenses that

the estimated costs will be considerably exceeded. A com-
bination of this contingency with the knowledge that should
greatly increased profits result, the road may be deprived of

them through the medium of rate reductions, may well cause

the responsible executives to go slowly.

Departmentalization

Long experience has demonstrated the necessity and estab-

lished the practice of well-defined and rather rigidly restricted

departmentalization of railroad construction and operation;

that is to say, the construction, operation, traffic and
financing are each in charge of a responsible official who
concentrates his attention each on his own department and
who is most punctilious in keeping out of every other sphere.

This practice results of course in a high degree of efficiency

in the conduct of each department and is ob\'iously dictated

by a wise policy. However, it has the disadvantage of divid-

ing the responsibility- for general results and makes for a

tendency to put departmental success ahead of general

prosperity.

Substitutes an Unlimited Motive Power

Electrification upsets some of the fundamentals around
which steam railroad practice has been built up, namely, it

practically substitutes an unlimited for a limited motive

power. This fact is well known to us all but it is so funda-

mental and so far-reaching in effect that it will bear restating

and emphasizing many times. I refer of course to the fact

that a steam locomotive which carries along its own boiler

and is therefore in fact its own power house, is limited in

the tractive effort it can exert by the steam which can be

generated by that boiler, whereas the electric locomotive being

only a translating device can call upon the entire capacity

of all the power houses connected to the system. On account,

therefore, of the large e.xcess in such power house capacity-

over any possible demands of an individual train, on aaount
ilso of the characteristic of electric motors to continue to

exert more and more power, even to the [X)int of self-destruc-

tion, and further on account of the possibility of operating

two or more electric locomotives together in absolute syn-

chronism with one crew and the consequent possibilitv of

getting any desired weight on the drivers, there is practically

no limit to the amount of tractive effort that may be utilized

for any one train.

The consequences resulting from these facts are rather

startling, for example, the long-established and accepted prac-

tice of calling two jut cent tlie maximum grade over whicli

a desired schedule may be made goes into the discard and
much steeper grades become entirely practicable, likewise

tlie tonnage and sftced of freight trains previously limited

by the [lower of a steam locomotive to pull is no longer so

limited. Freight trains may t>e as long as the structural

strength of the freight lars will permit or as may be handled
in the yards and on the sidings. Schedule speeds may be

increa.sed to any point considered safe for the track and
equipment, being no lon.ger limited by the steaming power
of the locomotive. Instead of accelerating from a standstill

at the rate of one-quarter of a mile pt-r hour per second as
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•miDon steam locomotive practice, passenger trains may
in: accelerated at the rate of from one mile to one and one-

half miles per hour jx-r wcond.
We have always considered the above fundamental diange

as offering a wonderful opportunity for the improvement of

traffic and they do offer such improvement but to get all the

fto6siblc Unci'iis requires the (.<>-o|«rativc effort of the con-
struction. (>iKr;itinj; and the triliu ili partments. It disturbs

the existing order to a very considerable extent and redis-

tributes the proportionate burden of expense among the dif-

ferent departments concerned so that any departmental head
may be faced with the necessity of taking on some additional

burden in his own department without any compensating
advantage, i.e., the advantage goes to another department.

In view of the well-established relationship l>et\veen depart-

ments above referred to, railroad executives cannot be blamed
if they regard such innovations with skepticism and retain

a coosiderable reluctance toward their adoption.

Labor

The relation between railroad management and railroad

labor is a source of continued and great anxiety. Owing to

the meddling (and I use the word '"meddling" deliberately

and advisedly) of federal and other outside agencies in what

may be well-meaning but is certainly a misguided effort,

there has grown up an inflexibility in both the duties and
the pay of railroad labor unparalleled in any other industry.

Changes in operating methods are very difficult. Now elec-

trification immediately requires a lot of changes. Not only

have the engine drivers all to be educated to a new art but

the duties of the fireman are revolutionized. In fact, except

as a source of insurance against the deatli or disability of

the engineer while driving his engine, the fireman is not

needed at all. A new type of man, the electrical lineman

and the electrical shop man is required and where a railroad

operates its own power houses the power house crews are

introduced. The transmission lines overlap two or more

divisions of the road and confuse the duties of the division

superintendents. The signal system has to be revamped.

These and other features all tend to upset the existing order

of relationship between the management and its labor, and

the official whose duty it is to regulate these relations may
be forgiven if he contemplates with extreme alarm the task

presented to him.

Many if not all of the bunkers which I have mentioned

are present on every railroad and you will note arc not re-

moved, even if it is known that railroad electrification would

be advantageous. On top of this come all the questions of

the actual virtue of electrification itself. It is perfectly true

and 1 think now very generally admitted that all electrifica-

tions heretofore made have been successful and that no road

which has electrified would now consent to return to previous

conditions.

However, not more than alxtut one jjer cent of the entire

steam railroad mileage of the United States has been elec-

trified as yet and the average railroad executive may be

e.xcused if he looks up>on the existing examples as special

cases and therefore as proving nothing with respect to his

own particular problem. For example, the New Haven and
the New York Central had to electrify out of New York
City l.>ecause of a law passed by the State of New York. The
Pennsylvania had to electrify out of New York City in

order to operate its subway river tunnels. The Norfolk &
Western had a jaeculiur restricted neck to its bottle in the

Elkhorn grades which would justify almost any expense to

remove. In a like manner some special reason can be found
for almost every large electrification project. However, it is

perfectly safe to say that the attitude of mind of the railroad

man has materially changed so that the question always first

asked some years ago, "Can it be done?" has now been
replaced by the entirely different question, "Will it pay?"
As many of you know, I have been and still am a con-

sistent and an enthusiastic advocate of steam road electri-

fication. In reciting the different objections of which I have
spoken I do not intend in any way to indicate a change of

opinion or a weakening of confidence but rather because I

think it helpful to us all when we can look at any situation

from the other man's point of view and because I firmly

believe we can do the cause of electrification no greater harm
than to ignore plain facts and out of well meaning but mis-

taken zeal advocate electrification where we are not reason-

ablv sure that it will be economically right.

Freight Car Loading
Washixctos. D. C.

FREIGHT CAR LOADING during the week ended August 5,

the fifth week of the shop strike, showed another drop
of 8,382 cars, as compared with die week before, to

851,351. This represented a reduction of about 26,000 cars

as compared with the loading Ijefore tlie strike, but was an
increase as compared with the corresponding week of 1921

of 65,173 cars and a reduction as compared with 1920 of

KE\ tNUE FREIGHT LOADED
-.All DiSTHiCTS, Comparison of Totals Tiii§ Yeai, L*3r Yka«, Two Yka

Grain
and
(rain t.ive

Diitricls Year prnducis Mock Coal Coke
Eattcm 1922 11,506 2,66a 8,728 I.42J

1921 9,574 2,569 39,190 905
Allcfbanr 1922 3,993 2.561 18,452 4,128

1921 3,389 2,116 42,540 2,224
Pocahc^iat 1922 211 141 19,555 24.1

1921 220 155 16,533 73
Souihfrn 1922 4,474 2,35

1

17,015 814
1921 4.182 1,778 19,000 250

Nonhweatcrn 1922 12,325 6,609 6,546 1,278
1921 12,967 6,940 7,80i 436

Central WeMcnt 1922 19.368 9,461 5,719 373
K21 21,552 9,05l< li'i,70<' 232

Southwntcrn 1922 6,735 2,713 3,231 183
19?1 7,558 2,896 4,31P 228

Total wrttrrn Mat 1922 38,328 18,783 15,496 1,834
1921 42,077 18,894 28,832 896

Total, all roadi 1922 58,512 26,507 79,246 3,442
1921 59,442 25,91.' 146,095 4,348
|9;o 37,144 26,204 198,729 13,370

Incrraie compared .. . 1921 595 4,094
Drcri-aie comiiarrd .... !921 930 66,841
Increa»e compared I'J20 21.368 303
Deoreaie compared 1920 119.483 t,928
August 5 1922 58,512 26,507 79,246 8,442
July 29 1922 59J70 27,104 76.374 9,112
July .'2 1977 57.566 27,455 76.060 9.949
Julr 15 1922 48,911 30,216 77, 33-) 9,698
July 8 W22 35,267 21,847 68,996 9,665

Compiled by Car Scr^•ice Diviaion, American Railway Amocialion.

Forest
products

5,284
4,439
3,005
2,097
792

1,055
17,803
13,645
14 733
I0,3;0
/.I20
5,852
7.161
6,017
29,014
22,199
55,898
43.435
61,170
12,463

5 272
5i.898
58,197
53,512
58,121
44,736

Ore
5,834
2,255
12,772
7,068

33
9

1,063
214

44,164
21,243
1,966
736
3.^6

759
46,516
22,738
66.218
32,284
76,880
33,934

10.662
66,218
64,147
64.417
69.162
.5 5,729

Week Endpu Satubday, August 5

Total revenue freight loaded

Mdsc.
L.C.L.
65,518
55,259
50,277
43,859
3,879
4,524

34,379
35.801
28. 424
27.740
32.474
30,678
14,336
15.600
75,234
74.018
'19,J87
213,464
198,071
15,823

-iiiiiti

234,567
239.510
241,180
210.140

Miscel-
laneous
95,562
74,111
77,685
49,589
2,944
3,946

35.736
33,674
4!, 146
33.030
49,095
40,589
2^073
26.259
115,314
99.878

327.241
261,198
3.'4,162

66,043

"3!679

.i27;24i
331,062
327,655
326.285
271.939

851.351
859,733
861.124
860,907
718,319

786,178
795,432
788,034
774.884
64(..535

Corre- Corre-
This sponding sponding
year year year
1922 1921 1920

19^,523
188,302 230.654

172,873
153,282 192.994

27,798
26,515 37,3i4

113,638
108,547 127.446

155,225
120,491 158.995

125,476
125,406 125.014

59.818
63.635 63,293

340,519
309,532 347,302

851,351
786; !;,•*

Jis^.io
65,173

"sJii?"
935,730

, 936.366
928,418
942,851
796,191
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84,379. Coal loading increased as compared with the week
before to 79,246 cars, but with the exception of ore there

was a decrease in all other classes of commodities. As com-

pared with the corresjxinding week of last year there were

increases in all classes of commodities except grain and

grain products and coal, and in all districts except the

Southwestern. Altliough there has been difficulty in han-

dling all the coal offered for transjxjrtation in the Poca-

hontas district it is noteworthy that the loading both of coal

and of other commodities was in excess of that of last year.

Despite the coal strike, reports filed by tlie railroads with

the Car Service Division show an increase in July, com-

pared with the same month last year, of 10.6 per cent in the

number of cars loaded with all commodities. The total for

July was 4,176,979 cars, compared witli 3,774,964 cars dur-

ing that month one year ago, or an increase of 402,015 cars.

Compared with June, 1922, freight loading last month
showed an increase of .05 per cent, the total for June being

4,156,396, but compared with July, 1920, a decrease of 7.1

per cent was reported.

Coal loading for the month of July totaled 393,512 cars,

a decrease of 46.2 per cent compared with July one year

ago, when tlie total was 731,615 cars, and a decrease of 59.5

per cent compared with July, 1920, when 971,968 cars were

loaded. Compared with June, 1922, the total for July was

a decrease of 14.8 per cent.

Loading of all commodities, other than coal, totaled

3,783,467 cars in July, an increase of 24.3 per cent over

July, 1921, and an increase of 7.4 per cent over July, 1920.

An increase of 2.4 per cent was also reported compared with

June, 1922, when the total was 3,694,480 cars.

During the week ended July 29, loading of all commod-
ities other than coal amounted to 98.9 per cent of the total

for the week of October 15, 1920, when the largest number
of cars were loaded with freight in the histor)' of the rail-

roads. In three out of the seven districts, however, the pre-

vious record was excelled. In the Eastern district, freight

loading amounted to 102.1 per cent of the total for that dis-

trict for the week of October 15, 1920, while in the Al-

leghany district it was 106.8 per cent. In the Central West-

em district loadings were 101.7 per cent. The Southern

district reported total loading of 94 per cent of that for the

week of October 15, t\vo years ago, and the North Western

district, 94.3 per cent. In the Southwestern district it was

93.8 per cent. Owing to a falling off in coal traffic, loading

in the Pocahontas region was only 62.8 per cent of that for

the record week two years ago.

The total car loading from January' 1 to July 29 this year,

23,548,742 cars, was 8.5 per cent greater than the total for

the correspMjnding period of last year, a year of depression,

but was 6.7 per cent less than the total for 1920, tlie boom
year. The loading for that period of 1920 was, however,

approximately the same as for 1918. For 1921 the loading

to July 29 was 21,684,806 and for 1920 it was 25,075,940.

The railroads during the week of July 29, the fourth

week of the shop strike, placed a slightly smaller percentage

of the cars required for coal loading than tlu-y did the week

before, 71 per cent as against 72, but the requirements were

larger and they actually loaded 4,166 cars, or 6.1 per cent

more than they loaded in the week of July 22. Wliile the

railroads of the Allegheny, Northwestern and Central West-

em districts furnished more than 100 per cent of tlie cars

required for bituminous loading, the roads of the Pocahontas

district furnished only 40 per cent, the Soutliern district 47

per cent, the Ea.stem district 97 per cent, and the South-

western district 99 per cent. Tlic cars required for coal

loading, including 508 for anthracite loading, were 142.811.

The cars placed were 101.023, and the cars loaded were

71.931.

The Chesapeake & < )hio. in the week ended July 20,

placed only 30 per cent nf the coal cars required, the Nor-

folk & Western 55 per cent, the Virginian 37 per cent, and
the Louisville & Nashville only 33 per cent. The actual

loading on the Norfolk & Western, however, increased 1,959
cars over the preceding week.

These figures are taken from weekly bulletins published

by the Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso-
ciation. Later figures published by the Geological Survey,

based on reports furnished by the A. R. A., show a steady

increase in coal production and loading for the three weeks
ending August 12. For that week it is estimated that the

production was about 4,800,000 tons. The drop in coal

production began during the last week of June, before the

shop strike, and was due largely to congestion on the roads

serving the non-union coal mines. There was then a decline

for four weeks to July 22, but the trend since then has been

steadily upward.

The railroads also placed 86 per cent of the total number
of open-top cars required, 278,609, against requirements of

323,352. They loaded 244,518, a decrease, in comparison

with the week before, when they furnished 282,679, or 89

per cent of the requirements. The loadings for the previous

week totalled 246,833. For limestone the roads fumished

95 per cent of the requirements, ore 100 p>er cent, iron and

steel 98 per cent, sand, stone and gravel, 95 {Jer cent, coke

100 per cent, and miscellaneous 95 per cent. The low per-

centage was attributable chiefly to the low performance of

the railroads in the Pocahontas and Southern districts, 43

and 58 per cent, respectively.

Car shortages began assuming appreciable figures during

tlie period July 23-31. The shortages in that week amounted

to 24,973, as compared with 15,366 during the preceding

week. The car surplus, during the same period, amounted

to 174.927, a decrease of 28,395. The shortages included

16,550 box cars, and 6,633 coal cars. The surplus included

21,367 box cars and 131,267 coal cars. The principal

shortage was in the Southern district, 11,426. The prin-

cipal surplus was in the Eastern and Allegheny districts,

63.060 and 59,407.

Grain and grain products loading for the week of July 29

was 59,170 cars, the highest since the week of September 3,

1021, and the cumulative loading this year, to July 29, was

in excess of any of the preceding .cars. While similar rec-

ords were not maintained before 1918, according to the

weekly bulletin issued by the Car Service Division of the

.American Railway A.ssociation, it is safe to say that the

loading this year to d%te was the largest ever made.

hil,-<n.iti,"ial Vrmirff/ Photo

Fighting the Fire in the New York Central Yards at the North
River and 63rd Street, New York, on August 12.



How Should Grain Door Reclamation Be Handled?*

Railway Superintendents' Association Advocates Private

Bureau Where Business Justifies

IT
IS NOT piLAcmcABLE to maintain a uniform method of

gathering grain doors and of storing;, reusing and ship-

pin,< ihcm hack to owning liiir> U-causc of differ-

ing conditions. For instance, in some cities the elevators

and mills are close together and handle so much grain that

thp srrain doors which are not re-used accumulate in sufficient

:ities to justify their being shipped back to tlie owning
in cars, whereas at other place^s the elevators and mills

.... ->.ittered and a carload of grain doors will not accumulate

in a year. At such places, if the grain doors are not re-

claimed promptly they are chopped up or stolen and it may,
therefore, pay, where these accumulations are small and
scattered, to have an automobile truck collect the doors once

a week or oftener.

The grain door problem is, therefore, one for Icxral bureaus

or committi-cs to solve in view of the conditions met in each

locality. In doing this, however, there are a number of

considerations which any plan, to be most effective, must
take into account, a statement which also applies with re-

spect to the coofx:ring of cars. One of these considerations

is that of establishing the rules under which the reclamation

and coopering of and payment for grain doors is to be per-

formed. As an example of what should be covered by such

rules and how they should be drawn up, the following rules

of one city are sui>mitK'd.

Rules Governing Reclamation and Coopering
1. The party of the jcc.nii part shall rcchimi all lirain door materials

. rid to the railway cnnipany from all cars unloaded at the various iii-

within the switchine limits, and shall riturn the same to the railway
or shall use the ^ame in coopering cars for said railway company.

uch material shall be returned in a serviceable condition the radway
v shall pay to the party of the second part 8>4 cents for (train doors
in heishl or less; I.S>4 cents for grain doors over 26 in. in neight, and
• i>er foot board measure for loose boards.
i lie party of the stxond part further agrees to c^ioper all cars for
lAay company, for loading bulk grain, sacked grain, seed and other

- commodities, at all industries in the switching limits; and, furnish
r, tools, nails and burlap, and such other material as may be neces*
malie said cars grain-tight, except lumber material, using burlap af

• s, ends, over kingbolts .ind at door posts. The railway company
rni^h the necessar\- lumber material for coopering sides, ends and
irts of the car. The party of the second part shall receive $1 per

,.., .1 cars In.tdrd with bulk grain and othir bulk commodities, and $0.40
i<ci ^ar for sacked grain seed, and other such conimoditiea.

J.—The mammum price jier lar to be paid by the railway company to the

partv cf the second part for coopering shall be $1.15 jier car, and for both
--'-ling of itram door material and coopering shall not exceed $2.05 per

' he party of the seci nd part shall furnish all labor, tools, nails and such
lUijiment as may be necessary for the performance of the work con*

'-.[ by this agreement, except the grain door material as hereinbefore

4.—The party of the second part shall present to the railway company
about the first day of each month itemized bills showing the service.

ulbouod carrier to paj the contractor $1 per ear wbcrc tke car it (ully and

'o place doors in autoowbile
«rs 7 ft. or over in width.

e compensation therefor, during the preceding month, the railway

y shall pay said bilk on or before 20 days after the presentation oi

•am lulls.
.

$. The railway company sh,ill arrange with other railroad companies with-

in tho switching limits for the switching movement on cars containing doof
' ,1 returned under the provisions of this agreement, at the cost of the

1 the sec<nd part. The parly of the second part shall keep a correct

r.f all grain door material reclaimed, delivered to. or used for the

V (ompany, under the terms of this agreement.
The railway company shall assist the party of the second part towards

reclaiming grain doors from and at industries heated on the lines of the

railway coni^iany within the switching limits, .and the railway company shad
alio permit the Ifany of the second part to reclaim yrain df/ors for other

milrnads at industries and at elevators on the lines of the railway company
within the switching limits.

?.-As a special inducement for the execution of this agreement the party

f.f lb. second part lias and by these presents does agree to hold the railway
ny harmless from and indemnify it against all loss, cost, damage or

. resulting from accident, injury or death to cither the Tarty of the

I'art, or to any |>crson in his employ, while engaged in the perform-

1 the work herein specified, or while upon the premises owned or con-

tri,ii.,| by the railway company for the purpose of |>erforming the conditions

of this agreement.
, . ,

S.— Either party may terminate this agreement by giving .10 days notice in

writing to the other party of its intention to so terminate the agreement;
otherwise, said agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

Addesua
1. The grain door agent, in coopering outbound cars with dojirs ami lum-

ber received from cars on an inbound carrier, is only authorized to use sucli

material in emergency cases and with the consent of the road owning it; the

•From a report of the Executive Committee of the American Association

of Railroad Superinlendenls.

tl .

grain and other loading to pointa within
llir I (or by th* shipper at the rate of (2.04
]., f II. ...r Ke. l.tMiation and Cooperage Bureau to collect this

an A-c from the shipper and pay to the railroad owning the
^r > per car, retaining for the work of reclaiming, cleaning,

re| . liring Jl.lS (.er car.

5. -Kr.liioiiiu- gr.-iin doors at outlying points, where automobile truck i*

used, $0.22 per door.

These rules have been found to be thoroughly practicable

and fit the conditions. There is no doubt that similar local

rules should apply in all large cities.

It Is Usually Better to Do Repairing at the Elevator

In cities where there is a great deal of grain-dooring of

cars, tlie point has been made that it i? cheafx-r to have a

grain-dooring yard and to switch the cars rather than have a

shifting force to go from elevator to elevator and do the

work. While this is the practice at Buffalo, in other cities

it is much more profitable and satisfactor)- to u.«e intact grain

doors, grain doors of neighboring roads, the local bureau to

have a force at each elevator, or, where there is not much
business, a traveling force, to take care of the work. One
trouble which always develops when cars are not coopered

at the elevator is that they are often found, on arrival at

the mill or elevator, to be improperly coopered, or the doors

knocked out and stolen, necessitating the assignment of an-

other car.

The sweeping of sills outside the grain door after the car

is loaded is important to avoid claims. When the sill is not

swept and a car goes through to its destination it is often

reported by inspectors as leaking and the grain which is

found on the sill is mentioned in their reports as evidence that

the car was leaking before it started on its trip. This

militates against the interests of the handling roads. While

it is apparently a small matter, it has a large effect in the

avoidance of erroneous evidence on which claims are filed.

It Pays to Watch the Coopering

It is important that a bureau, a committee of railroad

officers or railroad employees duck the elevators on their

loading of outbound cars to see tliat the elevators ajiply and

apply properly, the top boarding after thf-y have completed the

loading, otherwise a loss of grain will occur enroute, whicli

may result in a claim again.st the railroad. Another feature

deserving attention is the damage at elevators by misuse of

equipment. With a bureau or a committee watching this,

reports of damage can be made and the elevators forced to

pay for the damage which they do to the interior of the car

or whicii is done by cornering the cars when the elevator does

its switching with a capstan.

Wherever there are terminals of several roads, and as many
as five superintendents, tliere siiould be a superintendents'

association, so that a cDniniittee of such an association can

form a bureau of its own or supervise an outside bureau to

sec that the prices are jiroperly gaged. The conditions are

sufficiently similar in dilTerent cities so that the cost of doors

and coopering can be moved up and down in accordance with

analyses maclc from time to time by a central bureau.

The trouble about a bureau operated by the railroads is

that it is not as closely supervised as a private bureau. This

arises from tlie fact that the [irivate bureau depends for its

351
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revenue entirely on the activity of the bureau officials and

its employees, while in the case of the railroads the super-

vision is usually left to some individual railroad officer.

The latter has other work to do and, being overcrowded with

it, the work of the bureau is allowed to drift along witliout

the close supervision necessary for efficient and economical

operation. It is better for adjacent cities to have a bureau

representative of the several roads take charge of the work

so that the overhead expense which is included in the cost

p)er car will be as small as possible. The larger the or-

ganization that can be built up, the cheaper grain doors

can be reclaimed for the railroads. Where the roads have

been reclaiming lumber and grain doors in a loose manner
the establishment of a bureau will result in 90 per cent more

lumber and doors being reclaimed than was done l)efore its

inauguration and where bureau men are established around

Gasoline Motor Car for the Burlington

THE Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has recently received

from the Edwards Railway Motor Car Company, San-

ford, N. C, a gasoline motor car which has been put

into service on the line between .Atchison, Kan., and Rulo,

Nebraska. The car is mounted on two four-wheel trucks, the

body being 32 ft. 7 in. long and the distance between truck

centers 20 ft. 2^ in. The power to drive the car is furnished

by a Kelly-Springfield four-cylinder motor, with o'linders

4J/^ in. by 63/2 in. developing 60 hp. at 1,600 r.p.m. The
drive is transmitted by chains to the four wheels of the rear

truck. The car has a 12-volt electric lighting system, self-

starter and Westinghouse straight air system with two Ed-
wards special air compressors.

In the passenger compartment the car seats 39 passengers

i
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Latest Design of Edwards Gasoline Motor Passenger Car

an elevator to reclaim grain doors and recooper cars there is

90 per cent less theft.

The bureau employees work in the joint interest of the

elevator and the railroad because their positions depend up-

on their giving satisfaction to both sides. Their work and

this interest save both sides in divers ways. The grain door

reclamation bureau makes all repairs. If lining is torn out,

grain door material is used for repairing. If the lining is

torn loose it is nailed back into place. Also if outside

sheeting is found loose it is nailed tightly to the sills and if

storm doors have l)een torn off they are replaced. Under
this plan cars are repaired which would othenvise go to the

repair track, thus saving track labor and avoiding delays and
the movement of the car back and forth through the yards.

.Another advantage of the bureau organization lies in the

check obtained upon the grain IcKided into the cars. Ele-

vators ordinarily weigh grain in hopper scales. If grain is

lost while Ijeing moved from the scale to the car the bureau

forces thus ser\'c a valuable purpose in having a record taken

of the car to prevent claims against the railroad. While the

bureau employees do not handle any of the grain that falls

out of the ear on the ground, when a car is loaded at a mill

or elevator, they do make a memorandum of the tar number,
initial and the elevator, so that in ra.«o a claim is presented

the bureau is in a position to protect the railroad. In some
cases where inspection siiows cars unfit for grain loading and
the elevator is notified, but where tiie elevators disregard

the notice, the l)ureau organization renders a valuable service

to the railroads also by keeping a record of the car and its

movement so that tiie railroad will not participate in claim.

and there are folding seats in tlie baggage compartment fi>

si.x additional passengers, making a total seating capacity of

45 persons. A toilet is placed in the forward end cf the pas-

senger compartment. The driving controls and driver's seat

are on the right-hand side of the motor. The total weight

of the car empty is 19,000 lb. On a trial run under full load

the car developed a speed of 45 miles an hour. It is stated

that the gasoline consumption was 10 miles per gallon.

Train Wreck at Annandalc, Minn.
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The Signal Section of the American Railway Association
will hold its regular meeting on Tuesday and We<lnesday,
November 21 and 22 at Hotel McAIpin, New York City.

A fire on August 12 at the New York Central freight
nal at 63rd street, New York City, the principal freight

f that road in the city, destroyed Pier I) and 80 loaded
^::t cars; estimated loss $1,000,000. The fire is said to

have been discovered first in a carload of grease.

Impact Loads on Track Bolts

Through several typographical errors the formulas on page
:: the article on Determining the lmp.-ict Loads on Track
in the is^uc of ,\uKust 12 were given incorrectly. They

: ha\e rear] a:> follows:

Ten Killed When Truck Wrecks Soo Line Train

Six passengers and four other persons were killed and a larger

number injured when Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Stc. Marie
passenger train No. 107. westbound, struck a motor truck on a

highway crossing near .-Kniiandalc, Minn., on .August 12. The
wreck was the result of the truck driver failing to heed the

warnings of freight train men near by. He drove upon the track

in front of the passenger train, the truck was hurled against a

freight engine which was standing on a siding, and a switch-

stand was knocked down so as to turn three coaches of the

passenger train into the side track and against the standing

freight train. The baggage car was crushed against the freight

ciiKinc while several other cars were derailed. Most of the dead
and injured were in the smoking car which fell over on its side.

Two of the ten dead were occupants of the motor truck and two
were train employees.

Dinner to S. M. Vauclain

Charles Riddell, manager of the Chicago ofhce of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, gave a dinner in honor of Samuel M.
Vauclain. president of this company, at the Chicago Club in

Chicago on the evening of August 4. Mr. Vauclain was just

returnmg from an extended tour throughout the west which he

had made for the purpose of studying the general business

situation. The dinner was attended by a large numl^ier of railway

presidents and vice-presidents and other leading business men of

Chicago.

Mr Vauclain delivered an optimistic address consisting largely

of observations he had made on his trip. He expressed the opin-

ion that fundamental business conditions are sound and that when
the large strikes in progress are out of the way the country

will enter a perioti of great prosperity. He described the trip

of the "Prosperity Special" consisting of a solid train of locomo-

tives built by the Baldwin Works for the Southern Pacific which
was run clear across the continent, and which, as Mr. Vauclain

remarke<l, entered the shops of the Southern Pacilic at Los
Angeles all ready for work on the very day when the road's shop

employees struck. He said he had never seen such promising
crops, or encountered more optimism among people, than in the

West.

In concluding his remarks he referred in a complimentary way
to the work done by Samuel M. Fclton as director general of

military railways in providing etiiiipmcnt for the United States

forces overseas during the war. and Mr. Fellon made a few brief

remarks in which he told of the energy and managerial skill

shown by Mr. Vauclain in turning out locomotives for the

American forces with the greatest possible dispatch. Hale Holden,
president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, also spoke briefly.

Following the dinner Mr. N'auclain delivered an address to a
large crowd in the Gold Room of the Congress Hotel on the

general business situation and showed the moving pictures of the

"Prosperity Special" on its flight from the .Atlantic to the

Pacific coasts.

Safety of Carbon Tetrachloride Fire Extinguishers

A few weeks ago a short circuit in the New York subways
burned a considerable amount of paint, insulation and rubber on
one of the cars filling part of the subway with smoke and fumes
from which several persons were overcome. Shortly after the

tire .Mayor Hylan of New ^'ork blamed the Pyrcne tire ex-
tinguisher for these casualties and the city departments recom-
mended that they should not be used in subway cars. This led to
a controversy over the dangers of carbon tetrachloride ex-
tinguishers. The reports of the Transit Commission which in-

vestigated the fire deal with this subject and absolve the ex-
tinguishers from blame for the noxious fumes.

The reports state that experts from the Bureau of Mines found
there were apparently no serious cases resulting from the effects

of possible toxic gases and that the symptoms were not charac-

teristic of phosgene or carbon tetrachloride poisoning. These
conclusions were sustained by the physician of the Transit Com-
mission. The report further states that carbon tetrachloride is

the standard fire extinguisher in general use, is approved by the

National Board of Underwriters and is particularly adapted for

fires produced by short circuits in electrical equipment because
tetrachloride is a non-conductor and will extinguish ordinary
electric arcs.

State Control Urged for K. C. M. & O.

Lieutenant Governor L. Davidson of Texas believes that state

control of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient is the only possible

solution of the problem of saving the road from being junked.

Not only should the state of Texas take this action, the Lieutenant-

Governor declared, but he also urges that similar action be takett

in each of the other states through which the road runs. Further,

he said : "Both federal and state legislation exempting the road

from the application of all transportation acts should be enacted,

this exemption to continue so long as the road is in the hands of

the states, or their agencies, legally created." He would thus

modify the federal statutes on the condition that the agencies of

the respective states should elect a managing agency from among
their members. Mr. Davidson said, further

:

"Six hundred thousand citizens are living in the towns and
cities located on this railroad. There arc 93 towns on it, 66 of

which are in Texas. There arc 735 miles of the railroad in the

United States. 464 miles of which are in Texas, and there is a

rural and urban population along the road equal in number, per-

haps, to those in the cities. The Orient railroad must be con-

served or else the slate's custodianship of the citizens' welfare

comes to a sorry accounting. Expediency would adopt the sugges-

tion to deliver the Orient railroad to some line financially able to

carry it for operation, and if that can he done, it is perhaps the

best immediate disposition of the difliculty. A government-owned
railroad, because of ensuing political management, is not the

remedy. May the wisdom of the people save us from the Plumb
plan or other similar socialistic schemes, tiid from govcrnmetrt

ownership of railroads."

i\tass MectinR to Aid the Road. M a mass meeting held in

San Angelo, Tex., on August 7, the citizens of that community
appointed a committee to urge the cnunly commissioner to reduce

the ta.\ valuation of this railroad to $100 a mile. C. M. Reed,

chairman of the Kansas public utilities commission, told the

353
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meeting that this was one way to which the territory served by

the road could aid in averting the threatened suspension of

operation.

Wage Statistics for May

According to the Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly

bulletin the number of employees reported by Class 1 railroads

for May, 1922. shows an increase of 50,095/ or 3.2 per cent, as

compared with April. It appears largely in the maintenance-of-

way grotip.

In the April statistics the decline in the total compensation

from the preceding month was attributed to a decrease in the

number of higher paid employees. Further analysis indicates

that although it is true that the number of men and hours in the

maintenance-of-way group increased, as against a decrease re-

ported for the higher paid groups, the net effect of this, combined

with other changes, was to leave the average earnings per hour

for straight time practically the same, and the decrease in total

compensation is to be attributed to the decline in the total hours

worked in April, which had 30 days with 5 Sundays, as compared

with March with 31 days and 4 Sundays.

Compared with .^p^il the returns for May indicate the follow-

ing increases or decreases

:

Executive?. ofScials and stag assistants D9
Prcfi^ssional. clerical and general -."^

Maintenance c-( wav and stroctures - ,,o
Maintenance of equipment and stores '•-'»

Transportation (other than train, engine and yard) •••• i;'?"'

Transportation (yardmasters, switch tenders and hostlers)
i-\

Transporution (train and engine service) |^
Net increase 5'^'"°5

A comparison of the number of employees and their compensa-

tion by months for the period covered by the new classification

follows

:

Number Total

Month of enipU-yces compensation

Tui,. 1921 1,634,872 $214,339,385

ALRiist 192li 1,679.937 237,745,895

Sentember, 1931> 1,718,330 22^"2.822
O-tcbcr 1921> 1,754,136 237,603,959

November, 1921> 1,732,353 325,304.006

December, 1921> 1,637,151 314,931,396

January, 1922' 1,553.014 205,178,6.?9

'February. 1922» 1,545,040 194,533,4!7

March, 1922> 1,570,158 216,704,408

April. 1922 1,578,133 203,413,071

May, 1922 1.628,228 216.6/2.028

'Excludes Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.

Illinois Central "No Exception" Month a Success

During June of this year the Illinois Central and the Vazoo &
Mississippi Valley conducted a "no exception" campaign, during

which time only 1.485 L. C. L. exceptions were charged to all

stations on these carriers as compared with 1.933 in June, 1921,

a decrease of 448, or 23.1 per cent. There were 150 carload ex-

ceptions charged to all stations during June, 1922, as compared

with 374 in July. 1921. a decrease of 224 or 59.8 per cent.

The general plan of last year's campaign was followed this

year. Superintendents. supcr\ising agents, trainmasters, master

mechanics, yardmasters and agents worked with the employees of

all departments for the single purpose of eliminating freight claim

causes. The employees were impressed daily by these supervising

officers and dcparlnicnt lieads with the importance of prompt and

proper handling of all freight .shipments and were told that the

final result desired was not only the conservation of foodstuffs and

materials but the elimination of causes responsible for anniial

claim payments amounting to thousands of dollars. A special

effort was made by platform forces to sec that packages were

properly marked, packed and in containers of sufficient strength

to insure against damage while in transit ; also to see that ship-

ments were loaded correctly and that a waybill accompanied

each shipment to insure proper handling en route and prompt de-

livery at destination.

A reduction was made in the number of bad order reports

charged against I- C. ].. shipments, the total for June. 1922, being

637, as compared with 935 in June, 1*^21, a decrease of 298 or 32

per cent. This reduction was accomplished largely by closer at-

tention to the loading, stowing and bracing of the shipments and

also the increased use of bulkheads in through cars at the larger

platforms.

A novel feature introduced in this year's campaign was the

fhowing of motion pictures illustrating the proper and improper

methods of handling freight with the results of the latter. These

pictures featured a test showing the speeds at which merchandise

is damaged while being switched. This test was originally

made with a specially constructed box car with one side and the

roof removed. A wire screen of large mesh was placed on the

open side of the car to prevent freight from falling out during

the tests and also to permit the taking of the moving pictures,

showing what actually occurred to the contents while the car

was being switched and subjected to various shocks. Tests were

made with merchandise properly trimmed down and also bulk-

headed, an impact-recording device placed in the car indicating

the degree of impact at various rates of speed ranging from 3

to 20 miles an hour. Up to and including the month of July,

claim payments have "been reduced over $1,000,000, or 60 per cent

as compared with the same period last year.

Railway Revenues and Expenses for June

Reports filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission show

that the 200 Class I railroads had a net operating income in

June of $76,594,006. On an annual basis this represented a re-

turn of 4.78 per cent on their tentative valuation. The net

operating income for those roads in June last year amounted to

$51,067,115, or at the annual rate of return of 3.18 per cent, while

in May this year it was 4.36 per cent.

The roads fell short $19,000,000 of realizing a return of 6 per

cent on their tentative valuation, or $15,000,000 below the rate

of S^A per cent, ilie figure fixed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in its rate decision.

Gross operating revenues amounted to $473,785,294, which was

an increase of 2J/2 per cent over the same month last year;

operating expenses $363,983,667, a decrease of 4yj per cent.

Fifty railroads—29 in the East, 1 in the South and 20 in the

West—had operating deficits in June, compared with 56 in May.

For the first six months this year the net operating income

of the railroads totaled $349,092,945, compared with $145,485,019

during the same period last year. This is at the annual rate of

return on their tentative valuation of 4.43 per cent, compared

with 1.85 per cent during the first half of 1921. Operating

revenues for the first 6 months totaled $2,611,125,035, a decrease

of 2'/i per cent compared with the corresponding period last year,

while operating expenses totaled $2,078,672,589, a reduction of

12.1 per cent under those for the first 6 months last year. The

carriers during the first half of 1922 fell short $123,000,000 of

realizing a 6 per cent return.

The commission's summary of revenues and expenses for June

and for six months follows

:

June Six Months

-Vver. miles operated. 234,669.97

Freight $331,872,368 $332,235,611 $1,865,403,583 $1,870,442,229

r3S.<ienger '96.011.602 »99.752.616 >502.851.949 '574,939,075

Mail 7,463,385 7.687.246 44,686.812 49.116.16»

Express 11.472,262 7.589.651 58.464.940 41,6.'2.3S0

All other transp'tn. 15,808.829 13.831,257 83,659,726 77..«36..'36
• 9,908,660 52.009.422 S9.62S.285

645.339 5.089.610
65,090 1.O41.007

Incidental 10.246,805
Toiiit facility—Cr.. I.OS1.545
Joint facility- Dr.

.

171,.502

Ry. oper't'ng rev. 473.785,294 461,585.290 2,611,125,035

Expenses:
M.iintinance of wav 70.J.>6,736

M.iin. of equipment 102.329.966
Tr.iffic 7.470.204
Transportation .... 166.872.625
Misc. operations... 4.277,142
Gencr.-il 13,179.328
Transportation for

investment—Cr.

.

582,334

Ry. oper'lng exp, 363,983.667

Net revenue from
r.iil».iy operations. 109.801.627

R-iilway tax accruals. 26,561,731
Uncollectible raih

6f..l83.3l7

99.687. .'04

6,991.837
186.612.715

4.404,514
14,306.618

330^212

380,856,293

346.072.512
590.9-19.651
42.866.848

999.822,862
22.791.484
78,952.058

2.782.826 2.982.002

2.078,672.589 2.363.343.960

1.036.796

2.676,181,270

37i\--s.-. \'-

641.SM.''";
4.1.0.^1. r?J

1.198.2S7.134
25.110.219
87,639.917

Ry. oper'tin? inc.

Equipment rent*—Dr.
balance

J.int facility rent

—

Dr. balance
Net railway op-

eratini inc. . . .

Ratio of expenses to

revenues (per cent)

'Includes $2,844,567.
Includes $2.')2J.490.

'In.-lurlrs J14.947.il96.

'Includes $16,023,105.

106.530

83. 1 33. .'66

5.110.477

1.428.883

76.594.006

76.82

129.712

57.193,5:0

4.895,221

1,231,234

51.067.115

82 51

sleeping and parlor car :

sleeping and parlor car s

sleeping and parlor car
sleeping and parlor car

660.703

384.505.940

26,859,3 20

8.553,675

349,092,945

79.61

surcharge.
tHrcharge.
"iirchargr.
lurcharge.

5J.«.6S1

178..'<9l,3.''J

24,032,466

9,373,837

14.V4SS,019

88.31
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Traffic Newsr̂̂Rie TeniKssee, Alabama & Georgia rouincd passenger service

^^^B July 2f<. nftrr having been dormant since May 1. It has also

been aim. ',ii'.> •! th.ti within 90 days this road will run express

trains Ut«iiii Chattanooga, Tcnn., and Gadsden, Ala., with

gasolinc-drivrn cars.

J. G. Thimas, a freight agent on the Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis & Western, was elected prc>idcnt of the American Asso-

ciation of Railway Agents, succeeding W. L. Hcacox, of Chi-

cago, who has resigned. The headquarters of the association

are to be moved from Chicago to Indianapolis within the next

few weeks.

G. Cummins. Davenport, Iowa, traffic commissioner of the

Commercial Club of that city, has been elected president of the

Iowa Traffic League, C. O. Dawson, traffic manager of the

Jacob E. Decker packing plant. Mason City, was elected vice-

president ; L. M. O'Leary, Fort Dodge, Chamber of Commerce
traffic manager, was elected secretary, and E. G. Wylic. Dcs
Moines, was re-elected treasurer.

A rate of one fare for the round trip has been g^ranted to

the G. A. R. veterans to their national encampment which will

be held in Des Moines, Iowa, from September 24-29. The rate

applies to all mcmhers of the G. .\. K.. wives ami dependents,

widows of G. A. R. members, army nurses of the civil war,

members of auxiliary organizations of the G. A. R., and dependent

members of their families. Tickets will be on sale September 21

to 26, and will be honored until October 31. Stopovers will be

allowed at all points within the final limit of the ticket.

The Southern Pacific has made reductions in rates on several

commodities passing through San Francisco from the Far

East and Hawaii to eastern points in the United States and

Canada. The rate on canned pineapples originating in the

Hawaiian I.slands, or further west, was reduced from $1.42 to

$1.15 per 100 lbs., in carloads of 40,000 lbs., and when destined

to Montreal and Toronto from $1.22 to $1.05, in carloads of

60,000 lbs., and the rate of $1.50 on gall nuts has been

reduced to $1.

Official List of Sailing Dates for Exporters

Dates of sailing of American-registered steamships going to

foreign ports are now advertised by the Interstate Commerce
Commission by means of a semi-monthly bulletin, the first num-
ber of which was dated July 20. By order of the Commission

this bulletin is to be kept on file at principal freight stations

throughout the country ; that is to say. at all stations where,

by the order of the Commission, issued last January, the rail-

roads arc required to issue through bills of lading for goods

going to non-adjacent foreign countries. The list of stations

printed in the January order covers the whole country, begin-

ning with the Aberdeen & Rockfish (three stations) and ending

with the Vreka Railroad. Thirty-two lines are represented in

this first bulletin, and the schedules fill 25 pages, of which eleven

are filled with sailings from New York. Some of the carriers

give dates as far in the future as October and November. Promi-

nent lines doing foreign business which are not represented in

this bulletin arc the Cunard-Anrlior, the French Line, Lamport
& Holt, Mallory Line, Pacific Mail and the Quebec Steamship

Company.

Coal Production

The nineteenth week of the coal strike (August 7-12) opened

with a decided increase in production, according to the weekly

bulletin of the Geological Survey. Returns indicate an output

of soft coal of about 4,800.000 net tons, or 500.000 tons more
than the week before. The increase is said to be due to gradual

improvement in traffic conditions on the railroads serving non-

union fields and also, but only in a very small way, to increased

production in fields hitherto throttled by the strike. Despite this

increase in bituminotu coal output the nineteenth week finds pro-

duction still about 550,000 tons below the level reached before

the shopmen's strike. The week, however, represents the third

consecutive week of increase.

Production of anthracite in the nineteenth week will be less

than 30,000 tons.

The trend of production is shown in the cars loaded daily by

the railroadi. Loadings on Monday, .\ugust 7, were 16,021 cars,

an increase over the preceding Monday of 7 per cent. During

the following days, the loadings dropped, but remained greater

than on corresponding days of the preceding week.

The mine reports for the week ended July 29 indicate that

traffic conditions improved in some fields, but grew worse in

others. As a result of this improvement, working time increased

in the Pocahontas, Tug River and Hazard districts. In Winding
Gulf, New River and Western Kentucky greater congestion was
responsible for increased losses. Service was resumed on the

luilroad in Colorado that had temporarily suspended operations.

For the season lo date, the movement of cargo coal to regu-

lar Lake destinations now stands at 3,544.(XX) tons. This is in

round numbers 9,160.000 tons below 1921, and 3.500.000 tons

below even 1920, when as now the Lake movement was late in

starting.

Ship.mexts of Coal by Districts

In the Middle and Southern Appalachians, which have been
the principal sources of supply, production has been curtailed by
the shopmen's strike but has gradually increased daring August.
.\s indicated by this week's report, the unorganized districts of
this territory gained, by relief from traffic congestion, about
200,0(X) tons over the output of last week. The non-union and
partly organized fields of this region are now furnishing about
41 per cent of the total output in the United States, whereas
they furnished 54 per cent in the week ended June 24. The
districts in Pennsylvania and the Central Competitive field and
those west of the Mississippi have been less affected by traffic

congestion. Changes in shipments there measure better the direct

influences of efforts to overcome the strike. In Pennsylvania
the output since the last week of July has increased somewhat,
returns this week indicating shipments larger than reported for
any other week during the strike. Union districts in W'est
Virginia also reported slight increases. On the other hand re-

ports for this week indicate decreased production in the strongly
organized districts of the Central States.

WEEKLY SHIPMENTS OF SOFT CO.\L FROM PRODUCING DIS-
TRICTS, AS REPORTED BY THE RAILROADS

Net Tons, Assuming 50 Tons lo the Car
First Lowest Highest Last This week
week week week week *Prclinu-

District April 8 April 22 June 24 Aug. 5 nary
Central Pennsylvania 132,900 94,150 164,700 158,150 170,520
Western Pa. inc. Freeport. 118,550 64,800 138,900 136.850 146,902
CreenslnirR-WestmorcIand . . 264,450 161,250 164,850 187,800 203,056
Connellsville and Somerset-
Meyers 289,350 198,400 282,850 299,400 331,044

South Fork and Windber.. 61,050 2,650 17,000 23,450 25,382

Toul Pennsylvania 866,300 521,250 768,300 815,650 876,904

Georges Creek, Upper Po-
tomac and CumDcrland-
Piedmonl 18.250 29,300 72,500 74,300 77,322

West Virginia Panhandle.. 29,300 39,700 46,150 37.500 38,906
F.Tirmont 7,150 13,700 50,150 72,050 80,164
Coal and Coke 27,850 35,100 50,900 53,400 55,763
Kanawha .ind Coal River. . 8,100 14,600 58,700 70,950 84,378
I-osan 2')7,600 292,400 393,900 183,000 257,544
New River fC. & O. New

River Div.) 61,850 61,900 188,550 100,700 136,220
Winding Gulf (Virginian).. 103,650 103,400 145,150 113,450 46,158
I'ocahrmtas and Tug River. 445,400 478.150 565,000 378,800 458,150
KcnovaThacker 129,250 146,000 199,900 120,200 158,270

Total W. Va. and Md . . . 1.1.'8,400 1,214,250 1,770,900 1,204,350 1,392,874

Kastern Kentucky 407,600 540,750 687,400 320,700 429,730
Western Kentucky 88.850 143,450 394,600 345,500 380,926
Tennessee 2.S.850 44,350 90,750 74,950 93,590
Clinch V.alley and S.W. Va. 132,800 156,250 225,750 146,550 156,310
Alabama and Georgia 249,4.50 194,450 299,150 350.550 339,766
Ohio 34,250 49,600 110,150 109,700 109,956
Indiana-Illinois 6,000 2,200 17,150 11,400 10,682
Iowa, Mo., K.-in,, Okla.,
Ark. and Texas 25,250 33,600 80,650 78,550 75,754

Colorado 82.000 90,850 174,350 187,100 190.708
New Mexico 23,800 25,050 42,000 39.8»0 38,808
t'tah 59,700 54,000 74,000 95,100 101,528
Wyo., Mont., .ind N. D 7.000 7,500 8,800 16.550 19,012
Washington 18,500 19,700 20,700 22,250 21,952
Michigan

Grand total, biluminoui
•hipped 3,158,750 3,097,250 4,764,650 3,818,700 4,238,500

•Total for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday multiplied by 1.96.
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Equipment and Supplies |
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Locomotives

The Erie has ordered 30 Mikado type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Mitsui & Company. New York, are inquiring for 2 light loco-

motives for export to Siam.

The Miraxd.\ Sug.vr Company has ordered 2 Consolidation

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Missouri, Kansas & Te.nas is inquiring for 40 Mikado

type locomotives and 10 eight-wheel switching locomotives. Also

for 5 Pacific type locomotives.

The Union Paofic, reported in the Railnay Age of July 29

a.< inquiring for 55 Mountain type and 15 Santa Fe type locomo-

tives, and in the Railuvy Age of .August 5 as inquiring for 10

Mallet type locomotives, has ordered the 55 Mountain type and

10 Mallet type locomotives from the .American Locomotive Com-
pany. The Mountain type will have 29 by 28 in. cylinders and a

total weight in working order of 345,000 lb. and the Mallet type

will have 26 and 41 by 32 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 495.000 lb.

and 250 gondola cars is reported to have placed an order with

A. M. Castle & Company, Chicago, for 750 underframes for

the box cars. This company has some material on hand and
first contemplated doing its own repair work although strike

conditions are said to have changed plans resulting in inquiry

which is still pending with no definite move towards placing.

Iron and Steel

The Chesapeake & Ohio is inquiring for 300 tons of bridge

steel.

The Boston & Maine has ordered from the Boston Bridge

Works 500 tons of steel for a bridge at Biddeford, Maine.

The Chicago Union Station is inquiring for 23 spans of

structural steel to be used for the viaduct over its tracks at

Roosevelt road.

The Alaskan Enciseering Commission, Seattle. Wash.,

closed bids on August 16 for the furnishing of guard rails, switch

stands, switches, frogs, cast iron and steel wheels, brake shoes,

boiler tubes and repair materials for locomotives.

The Southern Pacific Lines have placed an order with the

Tennessee Coal. Iron & Railroad Company for 45.240 gross tons

of first quality open hearth steel rails for delivery in the first half

of 1923 and have also placed an order with the Lorain Steel

Company for 670 gross tons of special girder rail, for delivery

early in 1923. In the Railiivy Age of July 22, the order for 30.000

tons of the above rail was noted.

Freight Cars Track Specialties

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 75 caboose cars.

The Central of Georgia is inquiring for 100 flat cars of 40

tons' capacity.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy is preparing to issue

inquiries for 2,000 composite gondola cars.

The Elgin Joliet & Eastern has placed an order with the

General -American Car Company for 80 steel underframes.

The L'nited .Alloy Steel Corporation, Canton, Ohio, is in-

quiring for 17 hopper cars of 50 tons' capacity; also for 13 all-

steel gondola cars.

The King Chemical Company, New York, has ordered from
the General .American Tank Car Corporation 1 tank car for

carrying sulphur dioxide.

The Mathieson Alkali Works, New York, has ordered

from the General .American Tank Car Corporation. 20 tank cars

of 15 tons' capacity, for carrying liquid chlorine.

The Electro Bleaching Gas Company. New York, has or-

dered from the General .American Tank Car Corporation 5 tank

cars of 15 tons' capacity, for carrying liquid chlorine.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered repairs to 1.000 high side

steel gondola cars. The order was equally divided between the

American Car & Foundry Co., and the Buffalo Steel Car Com-
pany.

The Bangor & .Aroostook, reported in the Railway Age of

May 13 as contemplating making repairs to 250 additional cars, is

now making heavy repairs to 250 box cars in its shops at Derby.

Maine.

The Inpiana Gas & Coke Company, reported in the Railway

Age rif August 5 as inquiring for repairs to 50 hnppcr cars has

placed an order for this work with the General .American Car
Company.

The Chicago & North Western, reported in the Raihiay Age
of .August 12 as about to place orders for the repair of 500 box
cars, will have these cars repaired at the shops of the American
Car & Foundry Co. ,A contract has also been given for the re-

pair of 1,000 box cars to the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co,

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reported in the Rail-

way Age of July 15 as inquiring for repairs to 1,000 box cars

The Wabash is inquiring for 240,000 tie plates and 200 kegs

of track bolts.

The Southern Paofic has divided an order for 2,500 kegs
of spikes between the Gary mill of the U. S. Steel Corporation

and the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

The Long Isl.\nd will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon
.August 25 for 138 hard frogs and 12 hard frog points. Bids
are also wanted on the same date for 148 open hearth frogs

and separate bids for 108 hard switches, 115 open hearth
switches, 65 open hearth switch points and 113 guard rails;

separate bids for 2,300 twin tie plates and 1.592 intermediate

guard rail tie plates, also separate bids for 638 kegs track bolts.

Machinery and Tools

The Texas-Mexican has ordered a 79-in. driving wheel lathe

from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered a 42-in. boring mill and
a 1,100-lb. steam hammer, from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Union Pacific has placed an order with the Industrial

Works. Bay City. Mich., for a 15-ton locomotive crane with

45 ft. boom.

Miscellaneous

The Canadian Pacific has placed an order with the Industrial

Works, Bay City. Mich., for a wrecking crane of 160-ton capacity.

The New York Central has ordered a 60-in. horizontal bor-

ing machine from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Chicack) Union Station Company has placed an order

with the Webster Manufacturing Company for the coal and ash

handling equipment to be installed in the boiler plant of the new
station.

The Illinois Central has given an order to the Standard
Stoker Company for 25 stokers to be installed on the 25 Santa
Fe tvpc locomotives ordered recently from the Lima Locomotive
Works.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon August 21, for track spikes, fuel oil for locomotive

service and metal superstructure for new passenger and bag-

gage subway at Elyria, Ohio.
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I. S. Kemp, formerly talcs manager of the V'aughan &
Bu»hnell Mfg. Co., Chicago, has been elected vice-president

of the Evansvillc Tool Works, Evansvillc, Ind.

G. E. A. Letoumeau. manager of the Canadian Gold Car
Heating and Lighting Company, Limited, 346 St. James street,

Montreal. Canada, died suddenly at his home on .-Vugust 5.

Frank S. Martin, senior member of Frank S. Martin & Son,

25 Broadwa>, New York City, died on July 27. Francis A.

Martin will continue to conduct the business under the present

name, and with the same staff.

\t a mei-tinn of the directors of the Sharon Pressed Steel

Company, Sharon. Pa., on .Xugust 9, L. B. LeBel, Edward O.

Peck and Harold G. Mosier, of Cleveland, and A. E. Swan,
of Sharon, were elected directors to succeed W. L. Ulmcr,
VV. H. Watkins, L. L. Knox and W. J. Parker, retired.

The Pressed Steel Car Company, PittstiurKh, Pa., has re-

cently incorporated in Illinois the Pressed Steel Car Company
of Illinois, capitalized at $5,0(X), and the Koppel Industrial Car
A Equipment Company, also capitalized at $5,000. The parent
company is a New Jersey corporation and the Koppel con-

cern, a subsidiary of Pressed Steel Car, is incorporated in

Pennsylvania.

Edward L. Lefler has been appointed manager ot the

rtct-nily organized railroad sales department of the General
Fireproofing Company, Youngstown, Ohio, with headquarters

at 325 West Madison street, Chicago, 111. Mr. Lefler served

as secretary to the vice-president of the New York Central

at Boston, .Mass., from .^pril. 1907, to .Vugust, 1917. For the

past five years he has devoted his entire time to selling office

equipment and systems to railroads in Chicago.

American Locomotive Company
The American Locomotive Company reports for the six months

ended June 30. 1922, a net loss of $966,780, as compared with a
net profit of $3,901,043 in the corresponding period of 1921.

The condensed income account of the .American Locomotive
Company and subsidiaries for the six months ended June, 1922,

compares as follows

:

June 30. June 30,

1922 1921

r.r« camingt $7,399,934 $25,989,781
RxpcTiici. dcpreciatk'O, etc 8,323.500 21.390,554
C.roM profit Def. 923.566 4.599,227

Intrrc** :n bondi of conMitucnt companicft, etc. 43.214 43.184
.Met prolil Def. 966.780 4.556,043

Tii'Ci 655,000
I'-.frrred dividend!' (3JS per cent) 875.000 875,000

',n dividend!* (3 per cent) 750,000 750,000

.
lut Def. 2,591,780 2,276,043

I'aid fropi prc\iuu!ly arcumiilated profit!.

President Andrew Fletcher in his report to the stockholders

tays:

lh> groM rarninKs fi.r the lix month! amounted Ic $7,399,934, and were
.the !owe!t of any tin m<-nth!' period! !ince the early part of 1915.

Afttr allowing fur cust of manufacturing, maintenance, administrative
cxjierse*. <ntere!t on bond! of conntitucnt companie! and $746,191 for de-

prrciaiion (4i all clai,)«e! of property there wai, a 1o!b for the period ended

Ju-e 30. :9..2. of $966 780.

The itroncc ca^h po!ition of the company, due to ctniicrvation of its net

earning! during years of greater earnings, warranted the payment in the

!ix months' periid from prcviou!ly accumulalcil iirofil! of two quarterly

dividends each of IH per cent un it! preferred slock, and two quarterly

dividend! each of I'/i per cent on it! coiiimun stock, a total of dividends

P4id uf $1,625,000 during the six months.
The inventory account of materials and supplies on hand and work in

progress on June 30. 1922, amounted to $5,997,611, as compared with

$4,751,900 on December 31. 1921.

The net current assets of ti.e cinnpany on June 30. 1922. amounted to

$39.11.1,392 alter prnviiling a reserve of $795,21.1 for shrinkage in Value
of mies and disrnunt un Caua>li.in funds, and a reserve of $868,917 for

Uniler! Stale-; an<' Canadi.tn in-'ome and profits taxes.

The company on June 3U had no loans payable and had in its treasury

on that dale in cash and markcUble securities $24,448,304.

nonihi nxled June 30. 1922, there was expended for

• to the plants $368,615, which has l>een charged
! .rn surplus t'f previous years.

» or T II .- 3", ;"::. «ij rs.rerofn. .-,{ »hich
cent,

, of

The
... -a! IVJ«

ags onreceihed until the Ullci put ul Apf^i aud duiiiiK June, ^n<

same will be included in the last half of tltis year.

There has been a very material increase in buslne«s since June 30. tbc
amuunt of unfilled orders n.iw on hand being atnut 100 per cent greater
than on that dale. We believe additional domestic business will be otMained
but at present there is very little attractive foreign business offered.

Obituary

nedy

Coleman Sellers, Jr., president of William Sellers & Co.,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., died on .August 15 at the home of his
daughter in liryn .Mawr.

James Kennedy, president of the .Angus Sinclair Company,
New York City, and managing editor of Railway and Loco-
motive Engineering, died suddenly at his home in New York

City, on .August 14.

Mr. Kennedy was born
in Forfarshire, Scotland,

in 1850. He served his

apprenticeship as a rail-

road machinist in his

native land, and came
to this country in 1868,

and was later foreman
of the Singer Machine
Company, New Y'ork.

He studied at night,

and graduated from the
old Thirteenth street

high school, New York,
in 1875. He again
entered railroad service

with the Lackawanna
& Bloomsburg, now a

part of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western
at Kingston, and was
later foreman at Scran-

ton, Pa. From 1879 to 1902 he was foreman at the New York
Elevated shops in New York City. For the following year
Mr. Kennedy was chief cashier of the Water Department
of the City of New York, and in 1904 was deputy superintend-
ent of elections. He contributed for many years to the rail-
road press, and in 1905 joined the staff of Railway and Loco-
motive Engineering, and became managing editor in 1911.
He was the author of a number of handbooks on locomotive
subjects.

Trade Publications

ScHooF Metal Spraying Process.—The Metals Coating Com-
pany of America, Philadelphia, Pa., has recently issued a large
size, 18-page, illustrated bulletin descriptive of the metal spray-
ing process developed by that company. The bulletin discusses
fully the details of the process and the equipment, showing both
by text and by numerous illustrations the various forms and
classes of structures, such as bridges, pipe, car frames, towers,
etc., which can be treated by this process of spraying on a thin
coating of such metals as zinc, lead, aluminum, tin, copper, etc.,

for protection against corrosion and other destructive agents.

Electric Car Lighting Fixtures.—A catalogue under the
title of "Electric Lighting Fixtures" has recently been issued
by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, 2 Rector
street, New York, which describes and illustrates electric car
lighting fixtures made by that company. The catalogue is

profusely illustrated in two colors and contains 85 pages.
The fixtures illustrated do not cover the entire line of Safety
designs. They do, however, include those which, by virtue
of the demand for them, would seem to represent the m.ijority
preference of railway men and the approval of the traveling
public.
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company contemplates

the extension of its line between El Segundo, Cal., and Wilming-

ton Harbor.

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has placed contract with

the American Bridge Company for the erection of two bridges on

its Parkersburg branch at Smithbiirg and West Union, W. Va.

The new structures consist of plate girder spans, 80 and 112 ft.

in length.

Canadian National.—This company will replace a 2.400-ft.

trestle over the Bird Tail Creek valley, 190 miles west of Win-

nipeg, Man., by an embankment and a 79-ft. deck plate girder

span on concrete abutments 56 ft. high.

C.yiBON County.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the construc-

tion of a new line from a junction with the Denver & Rio Grande

Western for a distance of 4"^ miles in Carbon County, Utah.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company will con-

struct a low grade line from the Illinois river bottoms at Frederick,

111., to Vermont, a distance of 15'/; miles, to facilitate the handling

of heavy northbound coal traffic.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has issued a certificate authorizing the construction of an

extension from Baxter Springs to Military Junction, Kans., 6;4

miles.

Missouri, Kansas & Te.nas.—This company will accept bids

until Sept. 1. for the construction of a brick and steel locomotive

shop, 222 ft. by 475 ft., at Waco, Tex.

Nashville & Atlantic.—This company has applied to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

construction of an extension of about 12 miles from Campaign,

Tenn.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation.—This com-

pany, in conjunction with the Oregon State Highway Commission,

will construct an undercrossing on the Shaniko branch at a point

about two and a half miles south of Moro, Ore.

Philadelphia & Reading.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to F. W. Van Loon, Philadelphia. Pa., for the construction

of a building at Eighth and Master streets, Philadelphia, which

will be leased to the American Railway Express Company for

its use. The plans call for a one-story structure of steel frame

covered with corrugated asbestos metal. The building will be

337 ft.. 6 in. long and 86 ft., 10 in. wide, supported on a con-

crete foundation.

Philadelphia & Reading.—This company has started the re-

construction of bridges No. 7 and 8 on the New York division

near Bethayres, Pa. Both bridges will be constructed of steel

encased in concrete and resting on concrete piers. Their lengths

will be 55 ft. and 200 ft. respectively.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac—This company has

awarde<l a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago, for

the construction of two 1.000-ton coaling stations to be erected

at Acca yard, Richmond, Va., and Potomac yard, Alexandria.

Tennessee. Alabama & Georgia—This company has applied

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate author-

izing the construction of an extension from Gadsden, Ala., to

Odcnville on the Seaboard Air Line and Margaret on the Cen-

tral of Georgia, a total of 34 miles.

Utah Central.—This company has applied to the Intcr.state

Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the construc-

tion of a line through or near Huntington, Desert I-akc and

Cleveland, Utah, to Wellington on the Denver & Rio Grande

Western, with a branch connecting with the Utah Railroad, a

total of about SO miles.

Boston & Maine.—Equipment Trusts Sold.—The Equitable

Trust Companv of New York, Paine. Webber & Co.. West &
Co.. and Edward Lowber Stokes & Co., have sold $3,926,000

6 per cent equipment trust gold notes, maturing January 15, 1923.

to January 15, 1935, at prices to yield from 4.75 to 5.75 per cent,

according to maturity.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.—.4u//iori.ccrf to Issue

Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an

issue of $1,000,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds to be

sold at not less than 70 and the proceeds used for corporate pur-

poses.

Denver & Salt Lake.—Excepted in 10 Per Cent Rate Reduc-

tion.—The commission has rendered a decision on a petition of the

receivers of the Denver & Salt Lake to be excluded from the

effect of its recent decision prescribing a general 10 per cent re-

duction in freight rates. The commission finds that the joint

interstate rates on coal over this road will be unreasonable to

the extent that they exceed the rates in effect on August 25.

increased by 20 per cent; but as to the rates on other traffic no

protest or objection was made and the petition was granted.

The commission has also issued an order according increased

divisions of joint rates to this road on bituminous coal in car-

loads from mines on its line in the Oak Hills (Colo.) district.

F.ureka Smelting & Mining Company.—To Purchase Eureka

Xeiada Raihcay.—This company, recently organized to engage

in a mining and smelting business, has secured an option on the

Eureka Nevada Railway with the intention of soon purchasing

this property. The road is of narrow gage and extends between

Eureka, Nev., and Palisade, a distance of 88 miles.

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to issue $550,000 of first consolidated genera!

refunding mortgage bonds to be sold at not less than 75 or to be

pledged from time to time as collateral security for notes.

Grand Trunk.—Director Resigns.—The resignation of Howard
G. Kellcy from the board of directors was accepted by the

Canadian government on .\ugust 16. Pending the reorganization

of the Canadian National board, the government appointed Major
Graham Bell, deputy minister of railways, to succeed Mr. Kelley.

Gulf. Mobile & Northern.—Annual Report.—The corporate

income account for the year ended December 31, 1921, compares

as follows

:

1921 10:0*

.Vvcragc miles of ro.-id operated -154 470
Operating revenues $4,086,217 $4,147,960
Operating expenses 3.653,018 4,909.103

Net operating revenues 433.199 Def. 761.141
R,iihviy lax accruals 234,057 179.718
Tol.il operating income 98,870 Def. 1,034.097
Total ronoperating inc3me 55,721 922.541

Grojs income 154,592 Def. 111,556
Total deductions from income 110,004 703.669

Surplus or deficit 44.588 Def. 815.224

'Excludes effects of federal compcn.^it ion and guaranty.

Kansas & Oklahoma Soitthehn.—Authorised to Issue Securi-

lies.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this

company to issue $310.(XX) of two-year, 7 per cent promissory

notes, the proceeds to be used for construction, and to pledge

$310,000 of its first mortgage bonds as collateral security.

Lake Erie & Western —Control hy S'ickir Plate Autlwriscd.—

The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the acniiisi-

lion by the New York. Chicago & St. Louis of control of the

property of the Lake Eric & Western by means of an operating

contract.

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Saui.t Ste. Marie.—DKirfrfk/ Held

('/•.—Federal Judge W. F. Booth, at Minneapolis. Minn., has

issued a restraining order directing that the dividend of 2 per

cent declared last March cannot be paid until the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals passes on the legality of the issue.
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TI; nd will be paid at least until December 4,

%»! t meets in St. Louis Judge lieioth issued

his .1 notice of an appeal by the Continental

Insurdiicc Cuuipaiiy, and the Fidelity Fire Insurance Company
from his recent decision that the common stockholders were en-

titled to participate in the eaminKs.

Missot'Ri-KANSAS-TBXAS.

—

Asks Aulltority to Istut SecuritUs.—
The Missouri -Kantns-Texas Railroad Company has applied to

the Interstate toninicrce Commission (or authorization of the

issuance of its >ecur:ties in accordance with the plan of reor-

ganization which was announced last November. The new com-
pany proposes to issue the following securities : $52,942,752 of

prior lien mortgage 5 per cent gold t>«>nds
; $27,236,000 prior lien

mortgage 4 per cent gold bomjs
; $2^.121.347 prior lien mortgage

6 per cent gold bonds; $57.500.0(X) convertible adjustment mort-

gage 5 per cent gold bonds; $30,000,000 of 7 per cent preferred

stock, and 1.000.000 shares of common stock without par value.

The company also asks authority to issue from time to time,

upon surrender of the convertible adjustment mortgage bonds,

such additional amount of preferred stock up to $57,500,000 as

may be necessary to effect such conversion. A copy of the plan

of reorganization as announced by J. & \V. Scligman & Co., of

New York, and Hallgartcn & Co., of New York, reorganization

managers, was tile<I with the application. The exchange of securi-

ties is to be handled by a syndicate including those two com-
panies. Speyer & Co., and the Equitable Trust Company.

Nk.v.vda-Cauftirxia-Okecon.— IturcaseJ Dh-isions Ordered.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order find-

ing that divisions of joint rates accorded the Nevada-California-

Oregon by the Southern Pacific to be inequitable and directing

that they be increased by 10 per cent of the divisions accruing

to the Southern Pacific.

Northern Pacific.—Asks Authority for Equipment Trust.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority for an issue of $4,500,000 of 5 per cent 10-year

equipment trust ccrtiricates to be used in the acquisition of cars

to the amount of $6,195,000. Through an agreement with the

North Western Improvement Company and the First National

Bank of New York the certificates are to be purchased by the im-

provement company at 99.

Pennsylvania.—The Stockholder and the Employee.—In reply

to an inquiry as to how the employees of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road have fared, as compared with its stockholders, by reason

of the wage and dividend changes made since the pre-war period,

A. J. County, vice-president in charge of accounting, has

authorized the following:

In 1014 wants on our railroad avtraRcd $850 a year per employee. Today,

ader all rcadiusimenis, including those effective July 1. 1922. thev average

$1,550. Our wages are therefore 82 per cent higher than in 1914. while

the cost of living, according lo government statistics, is 67 per cent higher.

This means that each of our 200,000 employees, on the average, is able to

buy considerably more of the desirable and needful things of life than his

pre-war wages would obtain.

Our stockholders .irc in a different position. They number 140.000.

Most of them own less than 50 shares each. The average ownership is

71 shares. Before the war 71 shares yielded an income of $213 per year.

In 1921 our director" were forced to reduce the dividend on Pennsylvania
Railroad Hock from Lhe lair of 6 per cent to i |>er rent jK-r .inniim. This cut

the return of the holder of the average number of shares to $142 per year.

He is now getting one-third less dollars than in 1914. and in addition, like

the employee, he has lo meet the higher cost of living. This means that

the actual buying power of his present income from dividends is much below

that of his pre-war return.

Our m,"inaren:cnt feels an obligation, which has been publicly slated. t<-

restore the 6 per cent rate as soon as that step can t>e wisely taken, without
risking deleriora'ion r>f the property. Kven thrn our stockhnldcrs* incomes

will merely be restored as to the number of dollars, but not as to purchasing
power, as long as the cost of living remains at>ove normal.

As between the stockholder and the employee of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, the burdens of the war have fallen entirely upon the former. The
same condition, of course, is true of the railro,ids in general, and has un-
doubtedly been an important factor in accounting for the failure of the men,
who are at present on strike against the recently authorized very moderate
wage rearljuslments, to enli.st the support of the public.

It is, and long hat been, the declared policy of the Prnnsylvnnia Railroad
to pay its employees the best wages and offer them the most favorable work-
ing conditions in the country, or for that matter in lhe world. The stock-

holders of the company have consistently supported the management in this

policy, in order that loyal, eflicient and satisfied working forces might t}e

maintained, and the pnl>lie r.crive the hrst service iiossililr. M, si of our
men are, and always have been, of this type.

In the present crisis, the great majority of our shop forces have remained
loyal, wisely accepting a conservative wage readjustment which is fair to
their interests, and necessary as a measure of justice both to the owners
and the users of our railroad. Moreover, among our men there are doubtless

cdil of the P<

:ie of the
:.ites, and
look over

.V. . .v^ . .^..KicM* after
'. tixed cbarget, etc., leu
revenue to pay dividend*

Peoria Railway Terminal (ioMVAn^.—Kectivership.—W. G.
Bierd and H. 1, Battles have been appointed co-receivers by the
United States District Court for the Southern District of Illinois,

Northern Division.

Seaboard Ant Line.—Equipment Trust Authorised.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $3,009,980 of equip-
ment trust certificates to be issued by the Chase National Bank
of New York, including $2,450,000 to be sold at not less than
97.02 and $559,980 of deferred certificates to be sold at par.

Southern 'PAC\r\c.—Authorized to Abandon Branch.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-
ing the abandonment of its branch from Tulasco to Metropolis,
Nev., 7.8 miles, which is owned by the Central Pacific

Union Terminal.—/fu/ZioriJcd to Extend Notes.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to enter
into agreements with the holders of $550,001 of its 5 per cent un-
secured notes for the extension of the maturity date from
October 10, 1922, to October 10. 1923, and for the payment of
interest at 6 per cent.

Virginian & Western.—Acquisition of Control Authorised.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the acquisi-
tion of control of the Virginian & Western by lease on the con-
dition that the Virginian shall not dispose of the stock of the
\'irginian & Western now owned or controlled by it without the
consent of the commission and that the amount to be paid by the
Virginian under the terms of the lease for the purpose of main-
taining the corporate organization of the Virginian & Western
shall not exceed $1,000 a year.

Virginian.—.^^^.5 Authority to Increase Dit-idcnd.—This com-
pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for
authority to change the dividend rate on $27,955,000 of preferred
stock from 5 to 6 per cent, the dividend to be cumulative and
calculated from August 1, 1922.

Revised Regulations Concerning Common Directors

The Commission has issued revised regulations relative to

authorizations of common officers and directors under paragraph
12 of section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act. The order
supersedes the Commission's order of October 11, 1921, and
revises the regulations thereby prescribed. The provisions of
the former order permitting applications to be made by carriers
have been eliminated and henceforth applications can be made only
by the individuals concerned and each application must be con-
fined to one person.

Dividends Declared
Can.idian Pacific.—Common. 2'i per cent, quarterly; preferred, 2 per

cent, semi-annually; both payable September 30 to holders of record Sep-
lember I.

Chestnut Hill.— lyi per cent, quarterly, payable September 5 to holders
of record August 19.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—Preferred, l^ per cent, quar-
terly payable September 1 to holders of record August 18.

Delaware & Hound Brook.—2 per cent, quarterly payable August 11 to
holders of record August 1.

North Pennsylvania.—$1.00, quarterly, payable August 25 to holders of
record August 10.

Pittsburgh, Youngstown & Ashtabula.—Preferred, 1)4 per cent, quarterly,
payable September 1 lo holders of record August 21.

Southern Pacific.— IJ^ per cent, quarterly: payable Octot>er 2 lo holders
of record August 31.

Union Pacific.—Common. 2'/i per cent, quarterly; preferred, 2 per
cent, semi-annually; bulb p.iyable October 2 lo holders of record September 1.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

.\ug. 15 Week Year
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 70.61 70.72 55.35

.Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 88.65 88.95 74.97
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Railway Officers
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Executive

D. Upthegrove, general solicitor of the St. Louis South-

western with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-

pointed acting president to succeed J. M. Herbert, deceased.

W. F. Woodul has been elected temporary president of

the re-organized International & Great Northern with head-

quarters at Houston, Texas. R. E. Williams has been elected

temporary secretary.

P. E. Crowley, vice-president, and R. D. Starbuck, assistant

vice-president, of the New York Central, have had their

authority extended, effective August 7, over the Toledo &
Ohio Central, the Kanawha & Michigan, the Kanawha &
\Vest Virginia and the Zancsville & Western of which prop-

erties the New York Central recently became lessee.

F. B. Sheldon, vice-president of the Toledo & Ohio Central,

the Kanawha & Michigan, the Kanawha & West Virginia

and the Zanesville & Western, which properties have recently

been leased by the New York Central, has been given, eflfective

August 7, the title of resident vice-president with duties to be

assigned. His headquarters remain as heretofore, at Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Traffic

I. W. Gent has been appointed general agent of the Minne-

apolis, Northtield & Southern with headquarters at Kansas

City, Mo.

Harry L. Farrell has been appointed commercial freight

agent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh with head-

quarters at New Castle, Pa.

J. M. Ball, general traveling agent, freight department, of

the International & Great Northern with headquarters at

Houston, Tex., has been promoted to general agent with the

same headquarters.

J. A. Staus, commercial agent of the Duluth. Missabe &
Northern with headquarters at Duluth, Minn., has been

promoted to assistant general freight and passenger agent

with the same headquarters, succeeding G. C. Ross, resigned.

He will be succeeded by D. N. Jones.

L. F. Vosburgh, traffic manager of the New York Central,

had his authority extended, effective August 7, over the To-

ledo & Ohio Central, the Kanawha & Michigan, the Kanawha

& West Virginia and the Zancsville & Western of which prop-

erties the New York Central recently became lessee.

Operating

H. J. Humphrey, whose appointment as assistant general

superintendent of the < )nlario district of the Canadian Pacific

was announced in the Railii\iy Age of July 15. page 137. en-

tered railway service in 1896 as a telegraph operator for the

Intercolonial Railway. The following year he entered the

service of the Boston & Maine in a similar capacity and re-

mained until 1901 when he returned to the Intercolonial. In

1902 he went with the Canadiat> Pacific and a year later was

promoted to train dispatcher. In 1911 he became chief dis-

patcher at McLeod, Alta., and the following year was pro-

moted to car service and fuel agent of the Saskatchewan dis-

trict with headquarters at Moose Jaw, Sask. In 1915 he was

promoted to superintendent of car service, Western lines, with

headquarters at Winnipeg, and the same year was transferred

in a similar capacity to the Eastern lines with headquarters at

Montreal. In 1916 he was promoted to superintendent at

Farnham. P. Q., and from that time until his recent appoint-

ment served in a similar capacity at Montreal, Mrownville Jet..

Me., and Toronto, r)nt.

R. B. Hoffman, whose promotion to superintendent of trans-

portation of the Pacific Fruit Express with jurisdiction over car

service matters east of Omaha and El Paso. Tex., with head-

quarters in Chicago, effective August 1. was reported in the

Raikaay Age of August 5. was born on February 3, 1885. and
entered railway service as an employee of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy in June, 1900, from which time he served in the capa-

cities of mileage and car record clerk, yard clerk, fireman and
switchman on the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago

& North Western until 1905. From 1905 to November. 1906, he

was car service and transportation clerk for .Armour & Company
and Swift & Company and from November, 1906, to January,

1908, had charge of the car record department of the -American

Railway Clearing House. He entered the service of the Pacific

Fruit Express on January. 1508, in charge of the car record,

mileage, block diversion and block department of this company
until -April, 1912, when he became traffic manager of the E. L.

Hasler Company. He re-entered the service of the Pacific Fruit

Express in October, 1914. and from that time until his recent

promotion had charge of the transportation department with head-

quarters at Chicago.

Obituary

G. E. Simpson, general supervisor of transportation of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago,

III., died .August 16 from heart trouble.

John R. Schrader, general car foreman of the New York
Central at Molt Haven, N. Y., died Friday, .August 11. He
wasalso second vice-president of the Central Railway Club.

George A. Cullen, who was passenger traffic manager of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western until March 19, 1920, and

who since that time had been vice-president of the North Ameri-
can Fruit Exchange,
with headquarters at

New York City, was
found dead on -August

14 in the room of a

hotel at which he was
staying in New York
City. Mr. Cullen was
compelled recently to

leave his W'ork for a

rest, having been work-
ing night and day for

months, causing a nerv-

ous breakdown. He
was born in St. Louis
and began railway work
with the Wabash Rail-

road. He subsequently
served as rate clerk

on the Missouri Pacific.

In 1895 he was chief

rate clerk and rate

sheet compiler of the

Southern Passenger .Association at -Atlanta, Ga. He then was
consecutively chief clerk in the passenger department of the

Plant System, of the Western Passenger -Association at Chicago,

and (in 1898) general agent of the same association in charge

of the immigration bureau at New A'ork. In I'XX) he went to

the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western as general western agent

at Chicago; six years later he was appointed general passenger

agent with office at New A'ork and in 1911 was promoted to

passenger traffic manager. During the war Mr. Cullen served

as the chief nf a section of the United States Food Administra-

tion in Washington. .As a United States Railroad Administration

executive in charge of consolidated ticket offices he was credited

with the successful preparation of the plan on which they arc

operated in the larger cities.

Cullen

Utah has joined with other Western slates in requiring that

motor vehicles engaged in the transportation of freight and

passetigers stop before crossing railroad tracks. The Public

Utilities Commission of Utah recently issued an order that

the stop must be made not less than 20 It. and not more

than 50 ft. from the track.
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The wrcckini; of a Soo Line train at Annanilale, Minn.,

with the ileath oi ten {jersons and the injury of many
more as the rouh of a collision with

The Growing
-^^ motor truck at a highway crossing, is

Menace of the a shocking illustration of a new

Highway Crossing menace in tlie highway crossing acci-

dent, namely the hazard to the patrons

and employees of the railroads. Accidents of a similar na-

ture, but with less gruesome results, l)efell a Pennsylvania

train at Allaire, \. J., on June 16, an Erie express train

at Hinghamton, N. Y., on June 6, and the "Black Diamond"
express of the Lehigh Valley at North Leroy, N. Y., on

May 13. Under this same classification is the collision of a

passenger train in California with a road roller a month or

two earlier. In the early days of railway trans|)ortation the

onus of the grade crossing was placed upon the railroad.

Except in the far west the highways were largely built

first, so the coming of the railroads was the cause of the

crossing, moreover the vehicles on the former moved at a

speed that was very slow as compared with tho.se prevailing

on the latter. With the beginning of the new century,

these conditions have changed rapidly. Traffic on the high-

ways has changed in volume and character so that there

are now many crossings where thousands of highway
vehicles pass over the tracks daily at speeds in many cases

approaching that of the railway trains. However, until

recently the projierty damage and casualties resulting from

collisions of railwuy and highway vehicles fell almost

entirely upon the latter and their occupants, but now we
find that the danger is not entirely to the automobile or

motor truck. Not only does the driver risk his own life

and that of his companions when he fails to exercise care

in crossing a railroad track, but he endangers the lives of

the several hundred passengers on the train that may be

approaching the crossing at that moment. Railway traffic

has increased in volume and densit)' during the last two
decades, but this increase is not of the same degree as

the revolutionary change which has occurred simultaneously

in the use of public highways. Consequently the increase

in the hazard at highway crossings is a condition for which

res[)onsibility must be placed primarily on the u.sers of the

highways.

Railroad stocks and bonds are again popular in Wall
Street. They are participating in the general advancing

movement in which all classes of
Railway stmks or bonds liave participated but,

Stocks on the whole, within the past week or

Advance '^^o ''•••'> seem to have been receiving

more or less special favor. On Satur-

day, August 19, atwut 20 railroad stocks reached new high
prices for the year. On Monday this advance in prices

continued with the result that a large number of railroad

stocks and bonds not only reached their liighcst prices so

far this year, but also their highest prices for several years.

New York Central common on Monday of this week passed
par, this being the first time fjuotations for this stock have
been above par since 1916. The closing price on Monday
of Great Northern preferred, 94^, was 3}/^ above the clos-

ing price on Saturday. 121^ points above the price on July

7 and the highest it has been since 1919. Chicago & North
Western common, closing at 91^, was 3}i points above the
closing price on Saturday, 11^4 points above the price on
July 7 and also the highest it has been since 1919. Com-
mon stock of the Chesapeake & Ohio, closing at 78>^, of
the Southern Pacific, closing at 95 J^; of the Northern
Pacific, 86V8; Norfolk & Western 119^4; Bahimore & Ohio,
60.' 4, were among other issues which on "Monday reached
higher prices than they had reached for a period of several
years. The manner fti which railway stock and bond quota-
tions have advanced recently is unquestionai>ly partly due
to the favorable feeling in the financial district as to the
progress which is being made towards winning the shopmen's
strike. It is partly the result of the manner in which the
railways have handled business in spite of the strike, to the
recent improvements in railroad net earnings and to the
expectation that a hea\7 coal and grain movement will

greatly increase the favorable net of many of the roads which
are already reporting good figures. Underlying the whole
situation, however, is the very optimistic attitude that people
in financial circles have as to the present condition of the
country's industn,-. It is of extra interest to the railway man
that railroiid shares should be receiving special favor, it

means much for future railway financing.

Some railroad shops undoubtedly have installed a few of
the best modem machine tools available but these shops are

the excej)tion rather than the rule. In
Are Modern ,-,iost cases modern equipment is con-

Machine Methods spicuous by its al)sence and there is

Fully Utilized? aj)parently a tendency to believe that

work once done in a certain way
should always be done that way. At least, the attitutle

toward new ideas and new machines is not particularly re-

ceptive. As soon as the strike is settled, mechanical de-
partment officers and shop foremen should get awav from
their work long enough to note the immense strides in
machining methods which have been made in recent vears
by industrial manufacturers. The railroads certainly ought
to profit by the be.st of these modern methods. Thev are
not doing so at the present time according to the testimony
of lioth railroad and machine tool men. A prominent manu-
facturer of internal grinding machines says: "Our ex-
perience indicates that in the majority of cases flic railroad
repair shops are so far bchinil in the matter of up-to-date
machine shop equipment that it is going to be a long, long
time before they get educated ui> to the class of machinery,
such as we are prepared to offer." It is unfortunate that
such a statement can be made with any degree of truth. In
the ca.se of the particular machines referred to, internal
grinders have been largely developed for the automotive field,

but they also have a wide field of usefulness in railroad
shop work. Space does not permit mentioning internal
grinding' operations in detail; suflice to say that internal
grinders, already installed in a few of the more advanced
shops, jK-rform truing ofK-rations on many kxomotive and
car parts far more accurately and in a shorter time than
could Ijc accomplished i)y any other method. In addition,
other ojierations (such as grinding the bores of case-hardened
i)usiiings) never possible licfore the advent of the internal

361
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grinder, can now be performed with ease. The internal

grinder is mentioned only as an example of many machines

which have been developed in recent years, effecting remark-

able economies in machining methods. The railroads, as

well as industrial manufacturers, should profit by these

economies.

The Chesapeake & Ohio announced on Monday tliat it has

decided to offer to its common stockholders the right to

subscribe at par for new 6 J/2
per cent

C. & O. cumulative convertible preferred stock.

Preferred series A, to the extent of 20 per cent

Stock o^ 'heir holdings. The issue will

amount to about $12,558,500. Action

is subject to approval by a stockholders' meeting to be held

September 26 and, of course, by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. The announcement of this proposal to issue

preferred stock is of leading interest. at this time because

the step takes advantage of a much more favorable financial

situation from the railroad point of view in that the financing

can be done through an issue of preferred stock instead of

bonds. It has been necessary in too great a degree in

recent years for the railroads to finance through bonded in-

debtedness instead of stock. The recent increase in the

value of railroad common and preferred stocks—which one

trusts is only in its beginnings—now puts a better aspect

on the situation. We are likely, therefore, to see during

the coming year an increasing tendency for railroads to

finance through stock issues. The Chesapeake & Ohio in-

tends to use the proceeds of the proposed preferred stock

issue for physical improvements during the next four years.

The program, with a total cost given as $16,500,000, in-

cludes new roundhouses and shop facilities, additional run-

ning and passing tracks, grade reduction, and additional

terminal facilities at Hanington Roads. As Railway Age

readers know, the Chesapeake & Ohio already has an im-

provement program under way, this and the new plans being

necessary because of the rapid expansion of C. & O. traffic

in recent years, if anything beyond the ability of the physical

plant to handle with desired economy. An additional feat-

ure of interest is the earnings of the property. Profiting

from serving non-union mines, the Chesapeake & Ohio had

a net railway operating income in the first six months of

1922 of $9,644,657 as compared with $5,041,318 in the

first half of 1921.

The Railway's Part in Developing

Labor Saving Equipment

THERE HAS NE\'ER been a time when railway officers have

been more united or more outspoken than now in their

opinion that the roads must install more labor saving equip-

ment. While this feeling has grown with the greatly in-

creased cost of labor the need for more labor saving equip-

ment has been realized for a long time. It exists in all

departments, although there is no branch of the service where

the possibilities for economies are as great as in maintenance

of way work.

Nearly half a million men are employed in these opera-

tions which are largely of a character which lend themselves

to mechanical performance. Yet the development of ma-

chinery to replace men has lagged. One reason fpr this is

the fact that the roads themselves have not set about to

foster this development, but have left it fo private enterprise

and have assumrd a more or less disinterested attitude.

It is common knowledge that the way of the inventor is

hard. Experience has shown that the path of the promoter

of equipment of this character is scarcely less arduous.

Every new device must pass through a period of development.

This must be carried on under actual service conditions.

It is expensive in time and in money, and it requires the

sympathetic co-operation of railroad officers interested in

f>erfecting it if success is to be attained.

Many railway men maintain the attitude that the develop-

ment of labor saving equipment is a commercial problem

and that they are not interested until the equipment has
reached the stage where its practicabilit}" can be demon-
strated. This attitude has done more than any other single

influence to discourage and to delay the development of the

equipment for which these men have expressed a desire and
a need, and until it is changed many experienced manu-
facturers hesitate to make the expenditure necessar.- to

develop a new device.

To suggest that the roads enter more fully into the

development of such equipment is not a plea for aid for the

manufacturers, but for the roads themselves—for the manu-
facturers will profit ultimately only as the equipment is

able to effect a saving for the roads. The rapidity with

which this equipment will be developed will depend directly

upon the extent to which the roads co-operate. Mere ex-

pressions of a need will not bring equipment—co-operation

will.

Future Settlement of

Railway Labor Disputes

PRESIDENT Harding in his message to Congress on the

coal and railway shop employees' strikes, said that legal

safe-guarding against such menaces to the public as that

presented by the shopmen's strike must be left for future

consideration. The language used by him indicated, how-

ever, that he believes this strike and the developments in

connection with it have shown the necessity for amendments
of the Transportation Act which will strengthen its labor

provisions.

One thing has been made only too clear. This is that tht-

labor provisions as they now stand will not prevent striken.

The first nation-wide railway strike in history has occurred

under them. It liogan almost two months ago, and in spite

of all reports to the contrary, there is no prospect of an earl\

settlement of it.

The labor provisions contemplate the submission of all

important railway labor controver.^ies to the Railroad Labor

Board. They do not, however, fix any penalties for viola-

tion of the decisions of the board by either the railways or

the employees having been predicated on the assumption that

public sentiment would cause obedience to the board's de-

cisions. This theory has been exploded. There have been

retail violations of the decisions of the board by railway

companies. The shop strike involves wholesale violation?

of one of its decisions by the employees. The influence of

public sentiment has proved smaller than the authors of

tlie law expjected.

The question presented to the public, then, is whether

—

first, to repeal the labor provisions entirely, and leave the

.settlement of railroad labor controversies to the voluntary

notion of the parties or to strikes; or second, to leave the

labor provisions as they now are; or third, to provide

|ienalties for violation of decisions of the board by either

the railway companies or the employees.

There cannot be the slightest question in the mind of an\

person familiar with the present relations between the rail-

wav companies and the railway hibor unions as to what

would be the result of mere rejx'al of the labor provisions,

which of course would include alxilition of the Labor Board.

The differences between the com]ianies and the labor union?

are now, and promise for a long time in future to be so

fundamental and irreconcilable that no important controversy

between them could be settled bv direct negotiations. Fur-
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tbennorc, while the companic-s have favored voluntar)'

arbitration, the la)x>r unions arc atisolutrly o|>|Mise(i to it.

Then-fore, mcic repeal of the lal>or [)r(Ai>i(>iis and .ilx)lition

of the Lal>or Uoard probably would reMilt in a series of

railroad strikes which would demoralize all business and
shake the countr>''s institutions to thyir foundations. The
lalor leaders advocate rejx'al of the labor provisions. They
want ti> de>troy private ownershij) and management and
l>elievc aUjlition of all forms of novernnient intervention in

labor disputes would make this easier to accomplish. They
arc probably right, but in the strug|;le there would Ije other

things destroyed besides private ownership of railroads.

Experience during the la-st two and one-half years shows
clearly what would be the result of leaving the labor provi-

sions of the Transportation .\ct as they are. On the whole,

it probably would be better to leave them as they are than
nierely to repeal them. There is some advantage in having
an important labor dispute thoroughly investigated and its

merits passed upon by a government IkxIv on which the

public holds the balance of power before the railways and
their employees decide upon the cour.'^.' they are going to

take, if the decision does not satisfy them. There arc also

disadvantages, but on the whole they probably are out-

weighed by the fjenefit derived from having the issues passed

up>on and clearly defined before an ojx'n break comes. The
best course to take might be to leave the labor provisions

as they are, provided the local, state and national govern-

ments could Ije relied upon, in the case of strikes, to enforce

the laws against violence to property and jxTsons. But ex-

jierience in the coal and railway shopmen's strikes shows
that they cannot be relied upon to do this. Therefore, while
it might be better to retain the present labor provisions than
merely to repeal them, the facts should be frankly recog-

nized that their retention would be of comparatively little

iK-nefit and that probably as time went on they would exer-

cise less and less influence on the course of labor con-
troversies, and finally become practically a nullity.

The only course left open which holds out any promise
of comparative peace in the railroad industry is to maintain
the Labor Board or establish some other kind of government
body to pass on railway labor controversies and to fix, by new
legislation^ heavy penalties for violations of its decisions by
either the railway companies or the railway employees. It

may be said that if the laws against violence cannot be en-

forced, no law to prevent strikes and other violations of

decisions of a government arbitration bo<ly could be enforced.

But the enforcement of tlie ordinary laws against violence i.s

largely in the hands of officials in local communities where
strikers and their supporters are such a large part of the

total population that public .sentiment either does not make
itself felt, or is actually with the strikers. On the other

hand, the enforcement of federal legislation re<|uiring

obedience to decisions of a federal tribunal would be in the

hands of federal officials whose course would he dictated

by the .si-ntiment of the country as a whole. Now, there is

no question that sentiment in the country as a whole has
been against the strike of the shop employees, although it

has not been in many local communities where the popula-
tion is composed largely of railway employees.

The Railway A^e has never in the past advocated com-
pulsory arbitration of railroad labor disputes. This paper
has believed that public sentiment and government officials

would be so antagonistic to any party that acted in dis-

regard of a decision rendered by a government body in a

railroad labor controvcr.sy that in practically all ca.scs such
decisions would l)e ol)eyed and that at least no wholesale

and protracted violations of them would occur. Experience
has shown, however, that this belief was without foundation.

There may be differences of opinion as to whether com-
pulsory arbitration would work, but everybody now knows,
or ought to know, that no other means intended to secure

peaceful settlement of railroad labor controversies will work.

Looking Ahead

THERE IS Nt) QiESTioN but what soHjething is seriously

wrong in the relations ixrlween the men and the man-
agements of moGt of our railroads. The shopmen's strike

is only one evidence of this. Regardless of the causes of

this friction and unrest, the responsibility for improving

conditions is strictly u|) to the managements. The under-

lying causes or forces which arc responsible for the present

situation have been in process of development for a long

time and are natural reactions from past conditions. To
correct the difficulties it will Ix? necessary, first, scientifically

to study and survey the situation to determine the underlying

cau.ses of the trouble and then by removing these causes,

one by one, to bring about an improvement.

Too little attention has been paid in the past to the

handling of the human element in railway work. Too
much stress, comparatively, has been placed upon methods

and practices and the development of equipment and ap-

l^varatus, and too little on the study of human nature and
the sujxTvision and control of the men. Meanwhile many
of the other industries have gone ahead in studying the

personnel of their organizations, with the result that greater

and greater stress has been placed upon the necessity of

improving the relations between the men and the manage-
ments and in educating the men to a larger realization of

their resjionsibilities and possibilities.

The railway executives, for instance, may have looked

into John Leitch's experiments in industrial democracy, or

into the methods of the Dennison Manufacturing Company,
or developments of a similar nature. They have largely

failed to utilize the experiences of other industries, however,

on the plea that methods which could be used successfully

by companies which were engaged in manufacturing were
not applicable to the railroad business, and that, moreover,

while an industrial concern is concentrated in a few build-

ings or over a few acres, a railroad organization is spread
thinly over a vast amount of territory. The latter fact,

however, is all the more reason why railroad managements
should give more attention to matters of this kind. .\s far

as the first objection is concerned, it is well to remember
that the exact methods or practices involved in a particular

scheme of organization are largely incidental in securing

results, and that the important factor, after all, is the spirit

Ijack of them. One company may secure remarkable results

from a certain form of organization, while another under
similar circumstances may absolutely fail because those in

control use the methods or practices with the idea of taking
advantage of the men, while the other organization is dealing
fairly with the men in the knowledge that both sides will

jjrofit from the transaction if it is honestly carried out.

It is high time that railroad managements gave more
serious consideration to the develojimcnt of strong personnel
departments with the highest ideals. Becau.se tlie difficulties

which confront them are far greater than in compact, con-
centrated industrial organizations, it is necessary that the
jx-rsonncl departments he made even stronger and that they
lie based upon the highest ideals of .successful, modern
practices of dealing with men and supervising them. Rail-
road managements have before them many examples of

successful experiments of this kind which have been made
i)y manufacturing companies, even though it is true that
only a comi)aratively few of the industries have awakened
to the possibilities in this direction. Because the problem
on the railroads is so much greater and more complicated
than it is in other industries, it is important that it be
tackled fairly and squarely and without any delay. This,
if it goes hand in hand with the educational methods men-
tioned in the comments last week, entitled "The Next Step."

will ])C pnxiuctive of real and permanent results and will

[dace the railroads on a sound basis so far as the relations

with their employees are concerned.
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The Coal Strike "Settlement"

As THE LARGEST purchasers of coal in the country the

** railways are interested in the so-called "settlement" of

the coal strike recently effected by the United Mine Workers
of America with certain coal operators at Cleveland. The
miners struck throughout the country, except in non-union

territory-, on April 1 because they could not reach an agree-

ment with the mine operators regarding wages and certain

other matters. The agreement reached Cleveland on

August 15 was not really a settlement, but a complete sur-

render by the operators. They agreed to put the miners

back to work until April 1, 1923, under the same working

conditions and wages as those in effect prior to April 1, 1922.

No provision for arbitration was made. A "fact finding"

committee is to be appointed, but there is nothing in the

arrangement which binds either party to abide by the facts

found, whatever they may be.

The complete and abject surrender made by the opera-

tors involved, most of whose mines are in eastern Ohio,

means that reduction in the wages of the miners, and there-

fore reductions in the price of coal to the public, are in-

definitely postponed. Since no means has been adopted for

settling future controversies, it seems almost certain, if

this agreement becomes the basis for agreements to ojjen

up the mines generally, that another nation-wide coal strike

wll begin on .^pril 1. 1923. The public must bear the

results of one coal strike which has lasted almost five

months, including a very serious shortage of fuel; it must

in addition pay even higher prices for coal than it would

have had to pay if the strike had not occurred; and it must

face the prospect of a similar struggle and re.^ulting shortage

of coal next year.

There are man\- operators of coal mines in the country

who have not been willing to make such a pitiful surrender

as was made by those who signed the Cleveland agreement.

The Illinois Coal Operators Association, for example, has

held out for the adoption of some plan of arbitration as a

condition of putting the miners back to work at the old

wages. The miners' union continues, however, to reject

all proposals for arbitration, and there is grave danger

that sooner or later the miners throughout the country will

be put back to work at the old wages, and without any

agreement for arbitration of the question of what wages shall

be paid in future. The ojjerators in Illinois and some
other states find themselves confronted with state laws of

such a character that they practically give meml)ers of

the miners" union a monopoly of the right to work in

the mines.

President Harding in liis message to Congress on the coal

and railway strikes recommended the creation of a commis-

sion "to make searching investigation into the whole coal

industry with provision for its lawful activities and the

bestowal of authority to reveal even,- |)hase of coal pro-

duction, sale and distribution." Doubtless it is desirable

that such an investigation should be made. Some very

important facts have, however, been made clear by the

two great coal strikes of 1919 and 1921. One is that

a single labor organization, the United Mine Workers of

America, has acquired such vast power that it can stop

the production of coal by most of the mines of the country

for an indefinite period. Another is that this union, rather

than arbitrate, is perfectly willing to put strikes into effect

which will demoralize and even bring almost to a stand-

still tl)e entire business of the countn*- and cause disaster

and suffering to all its people. It has been demonstrated

by actual experience that the United Mine Workers of

America can put into effect and carry out strikes which

will do more harm than any kind of a strike on the rail-

roads, except possibly one by the employees actually engaged

in the operation of trains.

The national gOVefnfiienf and almost even' state govern-

ment have asserted and exercised the right to regulate or

even destroy, for the protection of the public, combinations

of capital which it has been feared, reasonably or other-

wise, would be able to fix prices in disregard of supply and
demand. But high prices may result from excessive costs

of ojjeration due to excessive wages and inefficiency of labor

as well as to the exaction of excessive profits by the

capitalists.

The prices of coal help to determine the expense of operat-

ing even,- business. The cost of coal is an especially large

item in the expense of operating manufacturing plants and

railways. Therefore, if the public allows the miners to

maintain a nation-wide combination which can successfully

demand e.xcessive wages, the effect upon the cost of liv-

ing will be exactly the same as if it allowed the coal opera-

tors, or any other large class of capitalists, to maintain a

combination to extort excessive profits.

Some years ago when the government was engaged in a

great struggle with combinations of capitalists. President

Roosevelt said: "We must shackle greed as we have

shackled force." The words of his statement should now
be transposed so that it will read : "We must shackle force

as we have shackled greed." The miners have relied upon
force to win their strike. They have not only struck, which

is the use of a negative form of force, but they have re-

sorted to every form of violence, which is a positive form

of force, to prevent others from working where they would

not work. The same things have been true, of course,

of the striking railway shop employees. Force has won
the miners' strike. The success of its use in this instance

will encourage its use in other cases.

What does the successful use of force in such a case

mean? It means simply that the stronger impose their will

on the weaker, regardless of the rights involved. That is

what it always has meant, and alwaj's will mean. Force

settles nothing except which of two combatants is the

stronger. The outcome of the coal strike has demonstrated

that the United Mine Workers of .America are stronger than

the coal operators. Experience has shown that there is no

limit to what any bod}- of men will seek to take by force

as long as the use of force is successful. Therefore, the

United Mine Workers of America may he relied upon to

take more and more by force as long as their use of force

is successful. But in the long run what they take from the

mine operators will be taken from the public, because evrry-

thing the miners take from the operators is necessarily taken

by the operators, in turn, from the public.

It is only a matter of time until shortage and high prices

of coal will bring this fact home to the public. There will

then be a struggle which the public cannot fail to recognize

as being between tlie miners and itself. What will be the

outcome of that is uncertain. The miners' union may be

able to get support from other labor organizations which

will enable it to triumph over even the public. In that

case, the sovereignt}- of the lalwr unions will be substituted

for that of the people. Those who exercise the greatest

power in a country are sovereign, no matter what its con-

stitution and laws may say.

Since a struggle between the miners and the public is

inevital>le sooner or later, the sooner it is precipitated the

better it will be for all concerned. The public, in self pro-

tection, would precipitate it between now and .'\pril 1, 192J.

by the ])assage of a law providing for compulsory arbitra-

tion of labor disputes in coal mines. If the pubb'c cannot

compel settlement of lalxir disputes in the coal mines In-

peaceable means, if it cannot prevent protracted strikes such

as those of 1919 and 1921, if it cannot prevent and punish

violence such as occurred in the.<e strikes, then the people

have lost their sovereignty in the Ignited States to the

labor unions.
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Letters to the Editor

(
The Railway Ace •u.'elcames Irttrrs from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
froiements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

The Use of Operating Statistics

St. Louit. Mo.

i>i I HE LliiiKiK:

I have read with interest the material which has recently

apftcared in the Railway Age relative to the prop)osed re-

vision of the I. C. C. o()erating e.\p)enses classifications and
requirements for operating statistics.

The Interstate Commerce Commission can only exercise

a general sujXTV'ision throuph the accounts and statistics.

The analysis of such returns must necessarily be entrusted

to specialists, with no direct interference with the free

initiative iind responsibility of local management. Present

classifications were prescribed by the commission only after

full investigation, consideration and co-operation with rail-

road accounting officers, no doubt with the thought of de-

signing something that would clearly reveal all of the oper-

ating conditions and at the same time create a base for such

detailed statistics as the commission and railroads might

from time to time require.

The suggestion has been made that our present classifica-

tion is much too elaborate and calls for wholly unnecessarj'

segregation. I say unnecessary because many of the classifi-

cations are not used, but I hardly see how the present class-

ification can be simplified without a reduction in the number
and this certainty ought to be done without reducing the

amount of necessary data.

To analyze readily a statement or report with its

voluminous information is difficult. I am, therefore,

prompted to suggest a grouping of the related factors in

separate .statements or charts without including factors of

minor im[)ortance. The prime factors must be developed as

conditions and circumstances warrant. They should be

prepared and presented in a form that will enable one,

without studying a mass of figures, to determine tendencies.

Should the tendencies be of a character requiring investiga-

tion, then, of course, one must go to the details. There

must be a constant improvement of conditions and the prob-

lem is one of securing authoritative information concerning:

1. The effectiveness of the system in use.

2. The performance which can be expected of

changed methods or the introduction of new
devices.

3. The cost of the change.

Naturally, to obtain this sort of infi)rniation, there must 1)C

a large amount of data, both accounting and statistical.

Statistics as now compiled show the sources of income

and the channels of expenditures. An equal interest in

both is paramount to a healthful situation. All statistics

should lie used to tlie greatest advantage looking toward

greater sources of revenue and economies in operation.

Many know the extent of the earnings hut I dare say few

realize the magnitude of the cxjicnditures; that is, where the

money goes after it is earned. These facts may l)e learned

through operating statistics now comjiilcd, if advantage is

taken of them. .Aside from this, they are valuable for the

analysis of existing conditions hut, in many cases, furnish

little informatit)n as to wjiat wr)uld happen under other and
different londitions. Thus th( [iredeterniination of operat-

ing results, which is most important from the standpoint of

orderly and improved of>eration, is largely def>endent upon
the researches of the individual and a co-ordinated organiza-

tion. Vast numbers of both related and unrelated figiues

are compiled, but they are not a panacea to the solution of

general problems. A statement of the expenses under fixed

conditions will not ultimately suffice but the change of cx-

f)enses under certain varying conditions is needed. If such

data were available, the study and analysis of operating

results would be more truly a diagnosis, rather than a post-

mortem.

A carefully thought out program and diligent researih

and investigation through the medium of statistics will

bring out numerous aspects of the economies of opteration

that merit attention. It is, therefore, not logical to reduce

the amount of information available for use by the operat-

ing officers, particularly at a time when the slight margin
l)etween revenues and expenses makes it absolutely essential

that they be i)rovided with all the data which can be fur-

nished at a reasonable expense. This is particularly real-

ized when an attempt is made to determine the cost of some
particular class of traffic and this feature alone, to my mind,
IS quite important.

It has been suggested that reports as used do not give full

information as to railroad operations, which statement may
have been prompted by the thought that they are not in

sufficient detail or properly assembled by classes to p>ermit

prop)er comparison, one road with another. In the first

place, this is an impracticable suggestion. Second, con-

sidering the fact that greater efficiency is always uppermost
in the mind of the operating manager, a complete segrega-

tion of the several items of operating costs into a nimiber of

composite units for publication uniformly would be of no
value as a comparison with like units or factors of other

roads, either as to determining the efficiency of operation or

as to the value of the road's securities, when the physical

characteristics of the prof)erty compared were unlike and the

kind, density and proportions of tonnage, besides the speed,

number and weight of trains, were different.

A comparison of the operating and maintenance costs of

one railroad with another, of any one of the many factors

which go to make up the aggregate, even though the physical

and traffic conditions of hotli ro;ul> were somewhat analogous,

would not reveal a difference sufficient in amount to enable

one to form an intelligent judgment as to the respective

efficiencies or as to the wisdom of investing in the securities.

This could better be determined by a comparison with the

aggregate amount expended by one road in relation to its

gross earnings, for the same given period, or with that e.\-

pcnded in previous years, or with the aggregate exp>enditure

of any road having similar physical features, due considera-

tion being given to the respective trend and volume of traffic,

weight and speed of trains, and the prevailing weather con-

ditions, etc. Of course, the expense of all of these several

factors which make up the aggregate are carefully guarded
and looked after in detail l)y the railroad manager and any
further .segregation for such comparative uses is liable to

involve an expense far exceeding any value they might have.

Where a diversity exists in the physical and traffic con-

ditions, a comparison of tlie oiicration of one road with that

of another has very little value in determining the efficiency

of management. Ivvcn on tlie same road, great differences

in operating results may i>e shown from year to year, ac-

cording to economic, rate or weather conditions, affecting

the trend and volume of traffic and the facilitation of opera-

tion. The ratio of operating expenses to gross operating

revenue is regarded as a criterion of the efficiency of the

management and comparisons between different roads of this

ratio are oftentimes made witli tlie resultant impression that

tlic road with the lowest ratio of expense is better managed.
Such an impression miglit be altogether wrong as there may
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have been different conditions in operation and traffic affect-

ing the one road and not the other. One of the many factors

that would affect this working ratio is the commodity traffic

rate. There might be a predominating class of freight

traffic on the road showing the low working ratio producing

a rate per ton-mile much higher than that produced by the

other. The rates in effect play a more important part in the

results than any increased efficiency obtainable.

Statistics are quite necessary and must be of the kind and

character to establish facts. The first and primar\- object

of these facts is their use. No statistics, liowever. should

be compiled unless they serve a useful purfxee. Neither

should it be assumed that the use of statistics alone %vill

correct the evil and produce the desired results but, on the

other hand, it is a question of adapting ourselves to the

operating and economic conditions and then co-ordinating all

facility- units. Exonomy means the wise spending of money
or time, good stewardship and careful administration. .\11

agents and employees, including the officers and colaborers,

must have a keen sense of duty and realize that each is just

as important in the operation and success of the great in-

stitution as the locomotive. The last requirement is of great

importance for, unless all the different operations work in

harmony, the machine, as a whole, will not run smoothly.

There should be personal interest not only in individual

success but in the ultimate success of the railroad.

C. D. Hicks.
K.xecutive Department, Missouri Pacific.

The Conservatives of 1851, and of 1922

Harriman, N. Y.

To THE Editor:
Do you recognize this place? Few letters from summer

resorts reach your desk, I presume; but that is no reason

why the bracing country air should not stir »«e. The most

notable structure in Harriman is the monument to Charles

Minot, superintendent of the Erie Railroad, who in 1851

sent the first train order. (It was not a "M" nor a "19";

but it was a full-fledged meet order.) The dedication

ceremonies of the monument were reported in the Railway

Age Gazette of May 10, 1912. Minot, on a westbound

passenger train which had lost its right to the road, tele-

graphed from here to the agent at Goshen, 1.5 miles west,

to hold the superior eastbound train; and then ordered the

westbound train to proceed. He was obliged, however, to

mount the locomotive cab himself because the engineman

refused to act on such an unheard of order.

You may, very likely, cla.ss me (with other summer-

resort writers) as one who, when loafing in a quiet mountain

resort, forgets the usual l)usiness perspective and writes

sentimental stuff to fill up space; but if you do, you will

be wrong; for I am intcn.sely practical. W'c have still to

learn a part of the lesson of the Minot incident.

When we realize that, to the experienced and skilful

telegrapher, the words of the person at the other end of ten

or a hundred miles of wire are as personal and human as

they would be to you or to me if the means of communica-
tion were a telephone instead of a Morse relay or .sounder,

the slowness with which that Erie engineman grasped the

idea that there had been a real and reliable conversation

between Turner (now Harriman) and Goshen seems almost

incredible; but wc of the IwnUirtk mitury nrr rrtarding

progress today in just about the same way. And this Erie

engineman was not the only rusty-minded <onservative of

the 10th rentur>'. Tlic telegraph had been demonstrated in

1844, and Minot had, no doubt, scores of examples in his

own experience assuring him that the miracle of instanta-

neous communication was a rcalit)" but the average rail-

road officer of that time was so unprogressive that to us

today he seems to have been absolutely fossilized. As late

as 1871, the superintendent of the Eastern Railroad, of

Massachusetts, said that he could not bother with such a

cumbersome aid as the telegraph in directing train move-
ments.

How very dull the railroads of this countrj' were to the

advantage of the telephone I I really believe England was
in some respects ahead of us. C. A. Hammond used the

telephone for transmitting train orders in Massachusetts

about 1883, but it was 1898 before any big road got that

far; and still ten years more before the objectors were fairly

silenced.

But it is your editorial of August 19, on the collision

at Sulphur Springs of August 5, 1922, which I have just

been reading, that has brought this question to my mind
just at this time. How ver\' absurd to put up a separate

signal to stop trains for orders when you already have a

signal, of the right kind and in the right place, to be used

for stopping them for all other purposes. Or, to put it in

another way, if the train order signal was there first, how
pig-headed to keep on using it just because you love it for

its honorable and venerable reputation in the past. And
yet Porter, Ind., and Riverside, !Mo., are only two of hun-
dreds of such examples of wasteful and complicated ar-

rangements which are perpetuated simply for lack of a little

reasonable enterprise.

The collision at Leeds, Mo., calls attention to similar

lessons. Your little homily, in connection with that dis-

aster, on the fundamentals of the block system (August 19,

page 317) only brings out what was well known in England
in 1860, before we boastful Americans had even thought of

using the block system; yet "progressive" American railroad

presidents, who furnish baseball news by radio for pas-

sengers in their palatial trains too impatient to wait until

the train reaches the next station, continue today, 62 years

afterward, to try to run trains safely without any block

system at all.

Surely, the old fogies are not all dead!
And the Sulphur Springs collision conveys another lesson.

Refer back to your issue of April 22, 1921, page 978, and
read the dear and forceful argument for the audible signal

presented by J. B. Latimer, signal engineer of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy. No one could ask for a better demon-
stration of the usefulness of an audible signal (either at

the side of the road on a post, or in the cab of the locomotive)

than the circumstances of this Sulphur Springs collision.

Thirty-three passengers were killed becau.se an engineman
wont past one or more signals without seeing them; and
all the consolation that the traveling public can get out of

this fresh illustration of conditions which are at lea.st ii
years old is that, after studying the problem of collision

jjrevention for i?> months (counting from the time when the

United States Railroad Administration committee wrote its

report on the subject), the principal railroads of the country

profess themselves to be still unalile to decide what to do
aliout it! That U. S. R. A. committee examined 37 auto-

matic train stop devices, but remained silent as to what
it thought of 37 years' experience, in considerable measure
successful, on the Northern Railroad of France with an

audible signal, .^nd this French signal, in an improved

form, is now being introduced on all of the larger railroids

of that country. •

The audilile signal is not so comprehensively jjerfect, on

paper, as are some of the automatic train-stops; but who
can doubt that if the Missouri Pacific had heeded the lesson

from France in 1912 it would have been saved this humiliat-

ing experience in 1922?
Who denies that an appeal to the engineman's eyes and

ears more than doubles the factor of safety as compared
with an appwal to eyes alone?

Trry.



Executives Reaffirm Position on Seniority

Possibility Opened for Separate Agreements—Situation Reverts

Back to Roads for Individual Action

Tiu RAILWAY executives, assembled at the V;ile Club,

New York, on Wednesday for their third meeting

culled in connection with the railway shopmen's strike,

reaffirmed by a practically unanimous vote their previous

stand on the seniority issue and declared their belief that

mediation with the committee of the brotherhood leaders

would pnxluce no favorable results '"unless the represent-

atives of the striking shop employees are prepared to accept

that position."

On the understanding, however, that the shopmen might

be willing to consider the possibility of settlements with in-

dividual roads a group of about 25 carriers said to be in

a position to take back all of their striking shopmen, have

continued conferences with the mediator)' i)rotherhood leaders

to see if it is possible to reach any favorable results.

The action of the meeting of the Association of Railway

E.xecutives in practical effect eliminates the possibility that

the strikers may be able to bring the strike to a close by a

countni-wide agreement including all of the railroads. It

accomplishes this result because it is hardly possible that

the strikers will l)e willing to meet the conditions laid

down by the executives in their stand on seniorit}'. The
effect of the meeting is also to act in the direction of revert-

ing the matter of the .strike back to the individual roads. It

indicates without much question the belief of the executives

that the strike has been won and that the problem now is for

each road to continue building up its forces and in general

to work out its own situation in the light of its particular

conditions.

One of the developments of the meeting was the an-

nouncement that the conference between the committee of

executive's and the leaders of the brotherhoods, the latter of

which have been acting as mediators for the shopmen, came
to no definite conclusion as to proposals or plans at the

sessions in New York on Thursday and Friday of the

preceding week. It was exp)ected that the \Ve(lnes(lay meet-

ing miuht bring out considerable discussion and a division of

opinion among the executives. This division of opinion

failed of realization. The vote in favor of the resolution

reaffirming the executives' stand on seniority was 254 to 4,

the only executive voting against it being S. Davics War-
field, president of the Seaboard Air Line. Mr. Warfield is

chairman also of the National Association of Owners of

Railway Securities.

The meeting assembled at the Yale Club at 10 o'clock

Wednesday morning. .'Kfter discussing the results of the

conference between the committee of executives and the train

service leaders—to consider which the meeting was called

—

the resolution was adopter! and its sense reported to the

brotherhood heads. They, l)eing invited to the meeting to

give their views, accepted. In stating his views, L. E. Shep-

pard, president of the order of Railway Conductors sub-

mitted a memorandum which suggested the replacement of

the striking shopmen with status as of June .50, the day
before the strike became effective. He also intimated the

possibility of sei)arate settlements. The suggestions in the

memorandum were, of course, rejected. Several of the roads,

however, desiring to follow out the idea of the separate

agreements remained after the meeting itself had adjourned.

A committee of them, with Hale Holden, president of the

Chicago, Hurlington & Quincy, as chairman, reassembled in

the evening and discussed further with the mediators the

possibilities of the suggestion made. A statement authorized

by T. DeW itt Cuyler gave a complete report of the main
meeting as follows:

Official Report of the Meeting

The various suggc.-tioiis made by ihc chairman of the train
and engine service brotherhoods, as voluntary mediators, in re-
spect to an adjustment of the pending strike of the shopcrafts,
were fully considered, and the following preamble and resolutions
were adopted by a vote of 254 to 4

:

"The comn.ittec appointed at the meeting of the railroads on
.\ugust 11 having been requested by the chief officers of the^five
train service organizations to meet them as mediators, reported
to the meeting today that conferences in accordance with this
invitation were held in Washington on August 12 and in N'ew
York on August 17 and 18.

.\t these conferences the position of the railroads, as reflected
in the action taken on August 11. was fully discussed, but the
committee has reported that the officers of the train and aigine
service brotherhoods were unable to bring about an agreement
on the part of the shopcrafts.
"At the conclusion of the conference on Friday. August 18,

an adjournment was taken to enable the committee to report the
result of the conferences to their associates, which report has
been made today.

".\fter discussion, the following resolution was adopted

:

"Resoutd, That the committee is authorized to meet
the representatives of the train and engine service
brotherhoods again and state to them that the railroads
adhere to the position heretofore taken, namely, that 'the
striking former employees cannot be given preference to
employees at present in the service, without doing vio-
lence to every principle of right and justice involved in
this matter and without the grossest breach of faith on
the part of the railroads to the men at present in their
service. Under these circumstances it becomes apparent
that the railroads cannot consider any settlement of the
present strike which does not provide protection in their
present employment, both to the loyal employees who re-
mained in the service and to the new emplovees entering
it.'

"Resou'ED Further, That unless the representatives ot
the striking former shop employees are prepared to accept
that position, the railroads are unable to see wherein the
efforts at mediation liy the chief officers of the brother-
hoods can harmonize these fundamental differences.

"Resolved, That the railroads express their apprecia-
tion of the friendly intent and the earnest efforts that
have been made by the chief officers of the train and en-
gine service brotherhoods to compose the present situa-
tion, and express their sincere regrets that the situation
has not permitted a successful termination of these
efforts."

These resolutions were at once communicated to the mediators
by a committee appointed for the purpose. Upon delivering and
reading the resolutions to the mediators they requested that they
might appear personally before the member-roads, which request
was, of course, granted. The mediators thereupon joined the
executives assernbled at the Vale Club, and made statements em-
bodying their views of the situation.

In the course of Mr. Shcppard's remarks, he, on behalf of
the mediators, submitted a suggestion in the form of a memo-
randum which is fully quoted in my letter given below.
They disclaimed any knowledge as to whether this suggestion

would be accepted by the striking shopmen, but requested that
it l)c considered by the association, and also that it be presented
to any individual road that might be inclined to make a separate
settlement. To this communication the association directed the fol-
lowing answer to be made today to the chairman of the five
train service organizations, which was accordingly done

:

"Gentlemen :

"The carriers have cirefuiiy considered the tentative sugges-
tion you have today made reading as follows:

"First : All men to be reinstated in the position of the
class they originally held on June 30, 1922, and as many
of such men as possible are to be put to work September
I, at present rates of pay, and all employees who have

^(^^
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been on strike to be put to work or under pay, not later

than October 1, next, except such men as have been

proven guilty of destruction of railroad property or con-

victed of crime; ordinary cases of assault and battery the

result of personal encounter are to be disregarded.

"Second : If a dispute arises as to the relative standing

of an employee or employees that cannot be otherwise

adjusted by the carrier and said employee or employees,

the matter' shall be referred to the United States Rail-

road Labor Board in accordance with the Transportation

Act of 1920 by the organization, the employees or the

carrier in the interest of any employee who may be

aggrieved.
"Third: No intimidation nor oppression shall be prac-

ticed or permitted as against any of the employees who
have remained or have taken service or as against those

who resume service under this understanding.

"Fourth : .All suits at law now pending as the result of

this strike to be withdrawn and cancelled by both parties.

"The use by you in this suggestion of the term 'reinstated' goes

to the root of the differences between us.

"You have repeatedly explained to our committee that this

means an acknowledgment on the part of the carriers that the

men returning to work under your proposition above quoted vi^iU

be senior to the new men employed since July 1, 1922, and senior

to the old men who remained in the service to the extent that

the returning strikers were senior on June 30, 1922.

"As this acknowledgment would doubtless control the deci-

sion of the Labor Board on a dispute submitted under your second

paragraph as to seniority, and oblige it to render a decision against

the old men who remained and the new men who entered the

service, we cannot accept it.

"Thomas De Witt Cuyler, Chairman.

It may be, from the suggestion above mentioned of the media-

tors, that they will recommend to the leaders of the striking shop-

men to permit settlements with individual roads, authority to

make which has hitherto been declined by these leaders.

While the basis suggested by the train and engine service

brotherhood leaders interpreted as it is understood the brother-

hood leaders interpret it, was not acceptable as submitted, a

group of roads have determined to ascertain whether or not such

modifications of it may be obtained by further negotiations be-

tween this group of roads and the mediators, as will make the

proposal acceptable to at least some of the roads under their

special conditions, which, in that event, would consider the making

of separate and individual settlements.

Statement by Bert M. Jewell

The vote and action of the executives received the con-

demnation of Bert M. Jewell, president of the Railway Em-
ployees' Department of the American Federation of Labor,

in the following statement:

The Association of Railway Executives have "closed the door."

The unions have offered every concession within reason to end

the strike and to save the public from a breakdown of trans-

portation ; but the executives have made none. On the contrary,

they have since the strike began raised an entirely new and

irrelevant issue of their own—seniority ; and by their refiisal to

recede from their position have made a settlement impossible at

this time. The respon.sibility for what will happen now rests

wholly upon them.
The .ihopcraft's employees voted in June for a strike to estab-

lish a living wage and decent working conditions. The Associa-

tion of Railway Executives have now voted for a lockout to

sma.sh unionism on the railroads and to eliminate collective bar-

gaining from the industry.

The men have been ready at all times to meet the executives

to bring about an honorable settlement. We expressed our will-

ingness to do so to the Labor Board in Oiicago. We accepted

President Harding's terms of settlement of July 31. The execu-

tives, however, have consistently and arrogantly blocked every

move to end the strike. They have done so with the plain intent

of eliminating unionism from the r.iilroad shops as the first step

in the eliminatirm of unionism from the industry as a whole. They

refuse, even at the President's direct rcc|ucst, to take bark striking

employees with .seniority rights unimpaired, in (>r(ler that they

might separate free and courageous men from their jobs atid thus

disintegrate the employees' organization. They even try to justify

their refu.sal rm the ground of promi.scs of permanent employ-

ment to strikebreakers which they have not made.

The shnpcraft employees are now fighting for their very cx-

istr-ice and the existence of the other railroad employees, as well

as for justice and right. This last misguided action of the

executives makes our victory secure. The executives today have

Mt a leg to stand on before the people.

The 400.000 striking employees accept the challenge of the

railroads. We will redouble our efforts, confident of success.

Roads Discuss Separate Agreements

Hale Holden, president of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, spokesman of the approximately 25 roads which

continued negotiations with the brotherhood leaders acting

as mediators issued a statement in the afternoon in which he

said: "At the conclusion of the general meeting of the As-

sociation of Railway Executives, the officers of a consider-

able number of individual railroads remained in further

conference over the prop)osition submitted by the brotherhood

leaders. There was no dissent from the action taken at the

main meeting."

A committee of these roads headed by Mr. Holden as

chairman reassembled in the evening to go over the matter

with the brotherhood mediators. Up to the time of going

to press announcement of v^-hat may have taken place at this

meeting was not forthcoming. After the break up of the

meeting Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers contented himself with the statement

that "^Mediators dont talk." Daniel Willard, president of

the Baltimore & Ohio, speaking for the group, said that there

would be another conference Thursday. He is quoted as

adding "H you want to see us settle the strike, just give

us a chance."

Until the official report of the conferences is made public

it is useless to conjecture concerning the matters discussed.

This is made difficult in any event because Bert M. Jewell

on ^^'ednesday evening denied that the shop leaders had

authorized the brotherhood leaders to make any suggestions

as to possible separate agreements. Mr. Jewell reiterated

the policy of the shop leaders as being opposed to any settle-

ment except on a national basis—thus continuing the policy

followed out in the fruitless negotiations with the Baltimore

& Ohio, the Southern and other roads which have offered to

negotiate separately.

The roads involved in the discussion were understood to

Ix; those that are in a position to take back all of their

striking shopmen. It was plainly indicated, however, that

any agreement they might make would he in strict accord

with the sentiments adopted by tlie general meeting on mat-

ters of seniority. The roads included the Chicago & North

Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy. the Northern Pacific, the New York
Central Lines, the Erie, the New York, Chicago & St. Louis

and Lake Erie & Western, the Chcsapiake & Ohio, the Nor-

folk & Western, the Buffalo. Rochester & Pitt.^burgh. the

Norfolk Southern, the \Mieeling & Lake Erie, the Lehigh

& New England, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the

Minneaixjlis & St. Louis, the Louisiana & .\rkansas and

the Alabama & Yickslnirg and ^'icksburg. Shreveport &
Pacifis, etc.

Conference with Train Service Leaders

On Tliur-iday, a week ago, as briefly reported in lasB

week's issue of the Railvuy Age. a committee of the .Xssixria-

tion of Railway Executives met at tlic offices of that organiza-

tion the five leaders of the train service brotherlioods who had

offered their .services as mediators. The conference did not

conclude its discussion on Thursday and reassembled Friday

morning.

There were in attendance representing the railraads: T.

De Witt Cuyler, diairman of the .\s,<()ciation of Railway

Executives: W. W. .\tterbun-, vice-jiresident of the Pennsyl-

vania; Howard Elliott, chainnan of tlie Nortlieni Pacific;

Hale Holden. president of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy;

lulius Knitt.s<hnitt. cliaimian of the Southern Pacific; W. L.

Mapnthrr. president of the Louisville & Na.'^hvillc; C. H.

Markham, president of the Illinois Central: .\. H. Smith,

president of the New York ( Vntnil; Carl Gray, president of
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the Union Pacific, and A. P. Thoin. vice-chairman and gen-

eral counsel of the Association of Railway F.xecutives.

Ihe fivi- hriKhrrhijmi Icadi-rs witc \\ urri-n S Stono, presi-

dent of thf Urotlu-rhixid of l.m.onj<xivi- F.nj;ititiT>; L. E.

Shc|>(>ard, president of the Order of Railway Conductors;

W. N. Douk, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen; K. H. Roljert<on, president of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen ;ind Enj;inemen, and T. ('. Cxshen,

pre.-ident of tlie Switchmen's L'nion.

B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway Em(»loyees De-
fKtnment of the American Federation of Labor, and other of

the lalwr leaders, were in town hut were not called into tlie

conference.

Like the session on Thursday the activities of the foUow-

inn day were shrouded in .si-creiy. Following' the dose of

the conference on Friday afternoon, the following; announce-
ment was authorized by T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of

the Association of Railway E.xecutives:

"The conference l)etween the leaders of the five train

service organizations, actini; as mediators, and a committee
of railway executives, has been adjourned until some day
next wcvk not yet desij;nated. Prior to further conferences

the committee of railway executives will consider further

the suRi;i->tions made and consult with their as.sociates. The

of the other and enabled to understand how far each side

was ready and willing to go to bring about a settlement.

Beyond this, no other information was available. The labor

leaders to whom the information had tjccn imparted by the

mediators did not, however, prove so reticent. At any rate,

certain of the labor representatives, who refused to piennit

their names to Ix- quotetl, did give the press an idea as to

what had Ijeen done. Naturally, under the circumstances,

they took advantage of the situation, purposely or otherwise,

and painted the situation so that it would look most favor-

ai>lc from their own point of view. The story they gave

later proved incorrect but it was the story that appeared in

Saturday's papers.

Briefly the stor}- was to the effect that the conferees for

the executives had agreed to proiwse a settlement embodying

some kind of a gentlemen's agreement whereby the strikers

would Ik; taken back with their seniority rights to be ad-

justed ultimately to the satisfaction of all. The details of

the manner in which this is to \>e done were, however, lack-

ing. Under the circum.stances any guess might be in order.

It was, however, pointed out that there was no idea of ;iny

1. 2, 3 plan of seniority arrangement such, for instance, as

was emtx)died in previous pro[)o>als that (1) the shopmer

who remained on the job should outrank (2) those who

"P. f- A. Photo'

Railway Executives and Labor Leaders at Peace Parley

discu.ssions which have taken place have Ix'cn marked by

commendable public spirit and frankness on both sides, and

this recess is taken without any diminution of this attitude."

The non-committal character of this statement, combined

with the fact that the mediators on Iwth sides were sworn to

.secrecy, gave little inkling as to what had taken place at

the conference and still less as to wliat the next step in the

mediations would be. It was made known, however, that the

plan was to refer the matter back to interested parties. This

information for the moment seemed somewhat inconclusive

until it was found out that the procedure would be to call a

general meeting of the member roads of the .Association of

Railway Executives; that the committee of railway heads was

to report its action to the meeting for the lattcr's decision, and

that then the matter would again l)e taken up with the train

ser\'ice leaders in further conferences. Confirmation that this

would be the plan of action was forthcoming when announce-

ment was later made that the executives' meeting liad l)ccn

called for Wednesday of this week.

Labor Leaders' Publicity

Practically no infonnation whatever was forthcoming fron>

any of those in attendance at tlic conference as to what mat-

ters had l)ccn discussed, as to what line the discussion had

followed, or as to what decisions may have \n\-n made.

Authoritative statement was made that the conference had

been characterized by an attitude of friendliness and th.it

each side had l>een given an opportunity to receive the view>

struck, to Ije followed in ranking by (3) the new men. The
plans evidently called for the returning to work of all the

strikers and the retaining of the new men as well, it Ijeing

felt that there would l>e work enough for all as a result of the

recent expansion of traffic and the delayed repair work. It

was also pointed out that any 1, 2, 3 plan might be imprac-

tical, particularly if all the strikers returned in a body and

were given the .same seniority. The idea was further ampli-

fied with the information that the plan was such that neither

side could claim a victory nor would have to admit defeat

on the seniority issue. TJie labor leaders, naturally, put the

situation in the i>est ligiit from their own point of view by

.saying that it would i>cnnit the railways to get out of a

difficult position Imt in a manner which would jxTmit the

railway executives to save their faces.

A Labor View

Carrying the idea further, the labor leaders gave out the

iin|)rc.ssion that there was involved some kind of a conces-

sion on the part of the railway executive conferees. It was

stated that the executive conferees had agreed to these con-

cessions on Thursday l>ut that when they returned to the

meeting on Friday morning they had thought it In-tter not to

act on their own r(Si)onsibility l>ut rather to refer the matter

back to their fellow executives for the opinion and action of

the latter.

Naturally the foregoing was a close approach to specula-

tion. It proved to be entirely in error but that does not
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avoid the fact that it formed railroad histon- for one week
at least.

President Harding's address, which was delivered to Con-
gress on Friday, after a day's delay waiting for possible

results from the New York mediation conference, w-as not,

insofar as can be learned, a subject of discussion at the con-

ference. Neither was it discussed openly by the labor lead-

ers assembled in New 'Vork at the time. Mr. Gompers in

Washington, however, took the opportunity to express his

opinions—adverse to the address—to the newspaper men. A
further element of interest in connection with the New York
conference was the fact that but little opinion was in evi-

dence regarded the Labor Board. Although it was a state-

ment by Chairman Hooper and a resolution of the Labor
Board which largely brought up the question of seniority,

this factor seems for the moment to have been forgotten.

Similarly, but little comment was made outside the confer-

ence, at least, concerning President Harding's suggestion that

the seniority issue should be decided by the Labor Board.

Gompers Denounces President's Address

President Gompers had sent for the newspaper men on
Saturday and denounced the President's address item by

item. He said that to make the decisions of the Labor
Board enforceable would amount to making slaves of the

emplo\-ees, and he referred to the public members of the

Labor Board as representatives of the employer type of

mind. When reminded that two of the three public mem-
bers had Voted with the labor members for the wage increase

of 1920, he said it was tlie fashion to raise wages then but

that the board had reduced wages twice since then. He
referred to the 23 cent an hour rate for trackmen in some
parts of the southwest as a "basic" rate, and when reminded

that this applied to less than 7,000 men, he said that it

showed the strikers what they might expiect next. He de-

clared that the President's address should have been deferred,

because the railroad executives in New York meeting with

the brotherhood committee assumed a very different attitude

after they had learned its nature.

Executives Majority Vote Does Not Bind All Roads

On Monday and Tuesday of this week, prior to the meet-

ing at the Yale Club on Wednesday, there was a more or

less general impression that there would again be a sharp

division of opinion among the executives. A number of

the roads, particularly in the east, which have been more
fortunate in meeting the shopmen's strike situation, were
understood to be prepared to oppose any concessions of any
kind to the strikers. What was considered as practically

official announcement to this effect was contained in reports

of the meeting of the Eastern Presidents' Conference in New
York on Monday. The expected division of opinion, how-
ever, failed to materialize. As has been noted above, the
resolution expressing the position of the executives was
adopted with a dissenting vote by only one executive.

One notes more and more of a tendenc\^ to emphasize that

a majority vote of the meml>er roads of the Association of

Railway Executives is not necessarily binding upon all the

roads. As one authoritj' has expressed it, it must be borne
in mind that a majority vote of the executives is, insofar as

concerns the particular railroad, entirely secondary to the

wishes of the road's board of directors or its stockholders.

This point is gradually given more significance as the diffi-

culty is realized of trying to settle the strike in the same
manner for roads which have practically won the strike

as for those which have had considerably less success in this

direction. This thought may also be expressed in other

words by saying that there is a growing feeling on the part

of many observers that a national .settlement with the strik-

ing shopmen would be a mistake. It is not difficult to

read an increasing adherence to this opinion in the action

which was taken at the Wednesday meeting.

It would probably l>e putting the matter somewhat too

strong to say that the question of seniorit}- has lately been
somewhat subordinate to the question of whether there

should be a national settlement or not. There are manv
obsen'ers, however, who feel free to express such an opinion.

They add that the strike has been lost as far as the men are

concerned and that the issue now from the strikers' point

of ^^ew is to get back to work on the best terms they can.

The issue is made possible, these observers say, because of

the knowledge that the railroads will need all their equip-

ment to handle a record-breaking fall movement of grain

and other commodities combined with the delayed move-
ment of coal. It is similarly pointed out that the strikers

have been somewhat encouraged or. at any rate, held hack
from going to work, by the continued negotiations on the part

of President Harding, the brotherhood leaders, etc.

Bombing Features Western Strike Developments

The bombing of railroad property and the attempted de-

struction of trains and other transp)ortation facilities featured

the past week's developments in the strike situation in western

territory.

Many of these instances have involved freight and
passenger trains, roundhouses and other propxTty on whicli

members of the train service brotlicrhoods arc employed,

clearly pointing to the conclusion that tliey represent efforts

of individuals to create condition.-^ which will induce the

train service men to follow the instructions of some of their

national leaders to the effect that where their work involves

extra hazards brought about by conditions resulting from

the strike of sho[)men they may exercise their own judgment

and refu.se to continue in .service until these conditions have

been remedied.

The most successful attempt of this kind occurred at

Gary, Ind., where two train .service employees were killed in

a wreck, descril)cd elsewhere in this issue. Attempted wrecks

were also reported at Kings Bridge, Tenn., on August IS,

and at Neshota, Ala., on August 16.

The press reports during the past week have licen replete

with in.stances of the attempted destruction of railroad prop-

erty through the u.sc of bombs, dynamite or torches, instances

of this character being reported at St. Louis, Mo., and Evans-
ville, Ind., on August 15; at Birmingham, Ala., on August
16; El Reno, Okla., on August 17. and Dallas, Tex., and
Grace, Ala., on August 18. In addition strikers or strike

sympathizers at San Bernardino, Cal.. have displayed a par-

ticular fondness for bombing the railroad property at that

jx)int, the reports of instances of this character being fre-

quent and more or less regular.

Accompanying this wave of violence, directed both at the

railroads, at the intimidation of loyal and new shopmen and
at the coercion of the members of the train service brother-

hoods, there has iKcn the usual quota of slugging, rioting and

similar outbreaks, althougli the property an<l personal dam-
age has ixjen less than in jirevious weeks. Since August 15

trouble of this character has lieen re[X)rted at San Bernardino,

Cal., Cedar Rapids, la., SuiK-rior and Janesville. Wis.. Bir-

mingham. Mobile and AUiany. Ala.. Kansas City, Mo.. Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Topeka, Kan., Colton, Cal., Pueblo. Colo.,

Van Buren and Little Rcxk, .\rk., Joliet, 111., Tacoma, Wash.,

Milwaukee, Wis.. Gary. Ind., and Channing, Mich.

The difficulties created in the far west by the sporadic

walkouts of train service employees on se%-eral of the larger

tran.s-continental roads were rapidly overcome during the
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past wc«k, train operation through all of the districts afTrcteJ

by the strike being normal by the night of AuKU>t 17.

Effect of Sporadic Strikes of

Train Service Employees Overcome

On August 16 embarnot's wire liftctl and trains wire
niovctl ajijain over the Atihi.-oii. ro()i-ka & Santa Fc, the

Southern Pacific and the Union Pacific, the roads chiefly

affected by the walkouts of the "big four" transportation

brotherhoods.

Relu.'^al of brotherhood leaders to s;inction the walkout?

when the Santa Fe issued ultimatums demanding immcdiaie
explanations of the attitude of national officials of the train

service unions were followed by speedy developments in

untying the trafiic knots in California and other we.«tern

Slates.

Furthermore at practically all points where similar strikes

have been called or threatened, negotiations have been started

to settle the difficulties. Ne^c^theless reports continue to

come in of sporadic walkouts or threatened walkouts at other

points, but so far no serious inconvenience has been caused

by these outbreaks.

On August 20, Warren S. Stone, president of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Knginecrs, and D. B. Robertson, presi-

dent of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-

men, declared that there was no danger of the train service

brotherhoods being drawn into a sympathetic strike, even

if the negotiations to end the shopcrafts' walkout resulted

in failure.

"There never has been any sympathetic strike nor has

any been considered," Mr. Stone said. "There are safety

laws to take care of the defective equipment which would

endanger the lives of the brotherhood members, and it will

only be necessary to enforce these laws."

Eastern Railroads Have 71.5 Per Cent Normal Forces

The railroads in the east on August 18 had 71.5 per sylvania System, as well as to all officers who deal directly

cent of their normal shop forces. This information was con- or indirectly with these emjiloyees. The agreement or "Mem-
tained in a statement issued by L. F". Lorce, president of orandum of Understanding" follows in part

:

the Delaware & Hudson, following a meeting on Monday "Memorandum of Understanding"
of the tastem Presidents ( onference of which Mr. Loree
is chairman. The statement said : . '.' engineers or firemen find the engine to which they are assigned

...,., I I r 1 L 1 1 1 IS in what they beneve to be a detective condition they should at
I he normal numlx-r of railway shopmen employed by ^^^^ ^5,^^ such condition to the proper officer. If they are in the

the railroads in the Eastern region is 161,330. The per- cnginchousc at the time the defect is discovered they should at

centagc of this numtxjr at work during the past four weeks, once call the enginchouse foreman's attention to same. If train

together with the wei-klv increase, was as follows: '^'•'^ys find equipment in a defective condition they should at once

Weekly notify the proper ofncers.

Number Per Cent Increaie When employes reixirt motive power or equipment in a defective
July 28..

loMfg fij? <iihi
condition the proper supervising officer will, as promptly as pos-

Auguit l\..
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

llli324 59!o 7796 sible. have an investigation made of the defect. If the defect is

August 18 • 115!745 71.5 41421 such as to render the locomotive or car unsafe to work on. em-
, jLL • r f. ployes will not be required to perform service thereon.
It was exjjected that the ratio of increase of August 11 ]f an employe reports a locomotive or car in such a defective

would be continued on the 18th, but the occurrences of last condition that he believes it unsafe to perform service thereon, and
week put a damper on recruiting. Nothing can be more '''^ proper officer to whom the defect has been reported decides

destructive than to introduce a feeling of uncertainty into a
after investigation that the defect is such as will not render its use

. .
I .1 " " *^ P"""* "' *"^ employe unsafe, and so reports to the employe

situation such as tins. ^ith instructions to the 'employe that he shall use the defective

T, 1-17 -D \. rr, r.r.rv
equipment, the emplove will tlun perform his usual service withPennsylvania Forces Reach 50,000 such equipment. The employe so using equipment which he con-

For the first time since the shopmen's strike began, the
"'''^'^ '^ '".•'" ""safe condition may report the matter to his localIf r .u T> 1 • o » 1

•
I

representative who should as promptly as possible take the mattershop forces of the I>enn.sylvania System have nsen alx)ve np'wi.h the superintendent. The .superintendent will discuss such a
the 50,000 mark. Reports on August 22 from all four question with the local representative with as little delay as pos-
regions and the Altfwna works show 50,022 men reporting sible.

for dutv and actually working. This represents 91 per cent Where employes find motive power or equipment in a defective

of a full normal wee'k-dav force. In the last week the Penn- '°"f;''"^,^'Tr^„w"'''th,
'" "^*=, """^"^"y <ia"gerous or burden-

, . ,,
,

-
. • .1 • f »• some on the employe, thev .should report such a condition to their

sylvania System, the announcement giving this information local representative who should at once take the matter up with
continues, has made a net gain of 1,733 men in its shop the superintendent under the "Memorandum of Understanding."

forces. As compared with conditions at the low point of The superintendent will handle such matters promptlv without re-

the strike which was reached on July 5, there are now numng the usual five days' previous notice.

,, -,, , . 1 . 11 . 1
" au employe is called for mine service and he believes condi-

11,737 more men on duty and actually at work. ,i„„s resulting from the strike of the miners will render the per-
In order to avoid any [>ossil)ility of a misunderstanding formance of such service dangerous to his personal safety, he

between the officers of the Penn.sylvania Svstem and cm- should at once report such situation to the proper officer, who will

plovees in its engine and train service, in connection with f """"ivcstigatc the complaint. Where investigation shows that
'.,•

I • 1 • ^u 1. xL ,.• f .u '"'•' pcrlormance of such service mav endanecr the safetv of the
conditions which may arise hrough the continuance of the „„p,„j,,, „„ supervising officer will either nofrequire stich service
miners and sho|)mcn s strike, a conference lietween the of the employes or if the service is required of the employes, ade-
rcpre.si'ntatives of the eni|>lovees and the niananement was quate protection will be fiiniislied them.

held in Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, on August 19. Where it is necessary to perform mine service in known dangcr-

At this ,onferen<e an agreement was entered into wherebv "f ' ''„7'l"//^,Pl'"T
r" w .

"'^
'SV'^"

^^"' °"'y ^e required
„ . ,r , . ,.,. , 1 ' ,

""P'oyes during daylight hours. If an emplove has reported
any (|u.-tion affeding the working conditions of employees that he believes the perf..rmancc of such mine run service would
in the engine and train service must \x taken uj) through the endanger hi.s personal safety and the proper officer after invcstiga-

proper channel, with the strict injunction that "no dei)arture
"f"' I'-is insisted upon the employe performing such service, such

from the temis of the agreement between the management ^"^P'"f. >/ >'e desires further consideration of his complaint should
, ., 11 1 . 1 1

• I. 1 1 .T .
present the matter to his local representative who should at once

and the men will Ik> tolerated. It was also agreed that no ,ake the question up with the superintendent under the "Memoran,
individual employee in engine and train service siiall, at dum of L'nderstanding." Questions so referred to the superinten-

anv time, take it into their own hands, to deviate from the ''«""' «." '"' <liscussed by him as promptly as possible without the

course outlined in detail in the aga-ement.
usual five .lay's previous notice.

r> • r .1 i u • 1- . 1 » 1 ..
"" becomes necessarv to hand c any of these comnamts bevoiil

Copies of the agreement are now being <ii.stributed to „,e superintendent, the general officer to whom the cornpla'm is

all cmploytvs in the engine and train ser\'ice on the Penn- referred by the general cb.Tinn.in handling same will, as promptly
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as possible, meet and discuss the same without requiring the usual

five days' previous notice.

Officers will not require train and engine service employes to do

anything outside of their re^lar duties. . . .

New Shop Crafts Organizations

Variou.'; railroads have begun to report the formation on

their lines of new shop crafts organizations in accordance

with the Labor Board's resolution of July 3. The New
Haven's new organization has received the name of Associa-

tion of Mechanical Department Employees—New Haven

system.

The Southern Pacific's organization is the Pacific System

Shop Crafts Protective League.

President Pearson of the New Haven in his announcement

of the new organization, includes the sisniticant statement

that the agreement between the road and the new union

covers "the handling without outside dictation of all matters

of mutual interest." The announcement further says that

"The rates of pay agreed upon are both higher and

lower than the former flat scale of the Labor Board, provid-

ing more liberally for work requiring the greater skill or

effort."

The road in its advertisements for new men gives the

new rates of pay as follows : ^lachinists, 66 to 76 cents an

hour; t>oiler makers. 67 to 75 cents an hour; blacksmiths,

66 to 75 cents an hour; electrical workers, 65 to 75 cents

an hour; car in.spectors and repairmen, 63 cents an hour;

helpers, first year, 45 cents an hour.

Further details concerning the New Haven's new shop-

men's organization were given out in a statement issued by

the New Haven on Wednesday. The statement said that

the preamble of the by-laws of the new organization reads:

"We believe that with unity, guided by intelligence, and

with an intelligent as,«ociation we can acquire discipline

necessary to enable us to act together, concentrate our

strength, and direct our efforts toward a common purpose."

The object of the association is declared to be "to promote

the welfare and protect the interests of its members; to

promote good feeling and constructive co-operation between

its members and the officers of the company, and, by joint

action, protect and promote the interests of the public."

All mechanics, helpers, and apprentices who are actively

engaged in the maintenance of equipment and machinery

in the motive power department of the New Haven and who
are not acting in a supervisory capacit)', are entitled to

membership in the association. Furthermore, employees who
are entitled to participate in this association and who are

American citizens, 21 years old or over, shall be eligible

to office in the association. One of the rules of the new

association declares:

"Elections shall be by secret ballot, and so conducted as

to avoid undue influence or interference with voters in any

manner whatsoever, and to prevent any fraud in the count-

ing of ballots."

The officers of the association are to serve until the next

annual meeting in July, or until their successors have been

elected and qualified-

There is a ecneral Ixiard whose jurisdiction includes the

New York, New Haven, Hartford, Providence, and Boston

divisions, the Midland, Old Colony, Waterl>ur)% Danbury
and Central New England divisions, the Van Nest shops,

and "three members from the locomotive, five members from

the passenger car, and two from the freight car department

at Readville." The general board is to look after the inter-

ests of the association on their respective divisions, reporting

to the association as a body matters of interest in their

respective jurisdictions. There is a system adjustment

board which is to place before the officers of the company
all matters submitted to it by a local adjustment board

or the general board and report to the general board the

results. This system adjustment board has autliority to

deal with system officers upon all unsettled disputes or

grievances originating from the divisions or in the shops,

and upon all matters relating to interpretations of rules,

rates of pay, working conditions, and of general interest to

the membership. Any agreement, it is declared, reached

between the system adjustment board and officers of the

company with respect to these matters, shall, upon approval

by tlie general board, be binding upon the membership as a

whole; furthermore, any disputes which cannot be settled in

conference between the system adjustment board and officers

of the company will be handled in accordance with the

provisions of the Transportation .Act.

Massachusetts Governor Offers Reward

The Governor of Massachusetts on Friday, August 18,

announced that the State would pay a reward of $1,000 for

the detection and conviction of persons guiltv' of violence

towards railroad employees or of destruction of railroad

prop)ert\% The Governor acted on a report of the Commis-
sioner of Public Safet}' who enumerated 27 or more instances

of attacks on railroad employees, cutting of air hose, stone

throwing and intimidation of employees' families. These

acts were committed at West Springfield, Worcester, West-
boro, Framingham, Lowell, Clinton, Greenfield and other

places. There were seven or more instances of cutting of

air hose, 18 cars in one train being thus disabled on one

occasion.

In behalf of the Boston & Albany, the Superior Court, at

Boston, on -August 18 issued a temporary order, warning
against picketing and committing acts of violence. .\

similai injunction was secured by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford in the United States District Court at

Norwalk, Conn., on -\ugust 17.

Dispatches of August 17 reported cuttipg of hose and
other acts of vandalism at Portsmouth, N. H., and other

points on the Boston & ^Liine.

Southern Calls for Volunteers

Fairfa.\ Harrison, president of the Southern Railway, has

issued a statement calling on the people of the South, who
want justice done and to that end demand that the strike

be fought out, to volunteer their active aid.

"Normal transportation will be restored when public

opinion asserts itself," he said. "If that public opinion .sup-

ports the determination of the striking shopmen to disregard

the judgments of the tribunal set up by Congress to do them
justice and agrees that they may write their own pay checks,

then there may be a resumption of work on that basis, but

freight rates must be again increased.

"On the other hand, the responses received to my public

statement on Monday Last show that the people all over the

South, who pay the freight, want justice done—no more,

no lesss—-and to that end now demand that this strike be

fought out.

"It remains for thase who feel that way about it to vol-

unteer their active aid in the shops and roundhouses during

the crisis. The Southern will afford an opportunity to nil

citizens to a.s.sert themselves, and under protection, to give

practical effect to their opinions in the present situation."

Mr. Harrison later announced that a large numlxT of

.skilled mechanics have Iseen imported and that others were

applying for work in a steady stream. "It is apparent."

he said, "that there are m.any men in the North and East

who want to work for us and who give every evidence of

large exj'verience in railroad shops."

'iiie governor of North Carolina sent 500 national guards

on Saturday to camp in the neighlwrhood of its Spencer

shops, where there had been threats of disorder upon the

arrival of new shop workers.

.\ftcr tlie state troojis had taken over the patrol of the

vards a nunilxT of the enginemen refused to work and an
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»gr«rmtnt was reached which resulted in the withdrawal
o/ the troops.

The company has also obtained injunctions covering the
principal (xiints on its system.

Chamber of Commerce Analyzes Effect of Strike

The Chamk-r of Commerce of tlie United States is dis-

tributing to its members a statement prepared by the Rail-
road Bureau of the Department of Transportation and Com-
munication of the chambx-r for the guidance of the members
in reaching llicir own conclusions regarding the railroad

strike. Ihe statement first outlines the projxwals made by
the President and the replies of tlie railroad and the unions,
togetfier with various quotations, then gives a series of sta-

tistics reflecting the effects of the strike. From an e.\amiuu-

tion of rejwrts of the American Railway Association it is

shown that during the four weeks in June preceding the

strike there was loaded a weekly average of ')2.6J6 cars of

coal and 84.\S14 cars of all commodities. For five weeks
in July there was an average weekly decrease of 13,940
cars, or 15 pier cent, in the numlx-r of cars loaded with

coal and an average weekly decrease of 8,418 cars, or 1 per

cent, in the number of cars loaded with all commodities.

Similar comparisons are made of the freight car surplus,

the condition of locomotives and cars on July 1 and on

July l.>, the [xTcentagc of cars furnished to cars required.

There is also a summary taken from telegrapli reports to

the I. C. C. of accidents for June, July and August.

An examination of these telegraphic reports for June,

July, and August, 1922, shows killed and injured as follows:

Employees Passengers Botli

June, 1922 (immediately prior to the strike) 86 127 213
July, 1922 (immediately following the strike)... 63 30 93
Firn 16 days in August, 1922 64 79 143

The monthly average for this class of accidents for six

months ended June 30, 1922, shows employees 88, passen-

gers 52, both 140.

The telegraphic reports for June, July, and August, 1921,

showed

:

Employees Passengers Both

June, 1921 154 112 266
July, 1921 Ill 14 125
Augujt, 1921 Ill 19 130

The Statement says the available statistics do not permit

segregation of figures into casualties in accidents resulting

from defective equipment and casualties in accidents due to

other causes. For example, it is well known that the figures

for the first 16 days of August, 1922, include two disastrous

accidents neither of which was related in any way to de-

fective equipment and in which more than SO p)er cent of the

casualties for the period occurred.

In a Recent Issue of the Pullman News, a new magazine

which is being published by the Pullman Company, and dis-

tributed among hi employees and patrons, a story is told of the

initial trips of the first Pullman car. J. L. Barnes, the first con-

ductor, was later a division superintendent of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa l-'e, and is now retired. The car, No. 9, was a

rcmf>dclcd ChicaKo & Alton passenger coach, and the run was

from Blooniington, III., to Chicago, over the Chicago & Alton,

on .September 1, 1859. George M. Pullman, its inventor, was the

mo^t observant of four passengers. In connection with this story

Mr. B.irncs is quoted as saying

:

"I remember that on that first night I had to compel the pas-

snigcrs to take off their boots before they got into their berths.

They wanted to keep them on—seemed afraid to take them off.

I wore no uniform and was in citizen's clothes, although I bad

a badge. The pay was $4 a round trip or $2 a night. The three

cash passengers, all men, were from Bloomingtun. The lirst

month's business was poor. I'cople had been in the habit of

sitting up all night in the straiwht back seats, and they did not

think much of going to bed while traveling."

Coal Distribution

Wa*hiiioto», D. C.

IN
ORDER TO MEET the pri- :,./ ii 1 for immediate des-

patch of large tonnages 'i ,;! to die u|)per Great

Lakes region from Soutliem Ajj(>alachian*districts, the

Federal Fuel Distribution Committee has put into effect

a plan whereby all coal produced on Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday of this week in a number of districts in Ken-
tucky and West Virginia will be shipped to lake ports for

forwarding to the Northwest and other lake territorj-. It

is estimated tljat this movement should apj)roximate 400,000
tons of coal. The districts from which these fuel supplies

are to come are the Logan, Kanawha, Coal River, Big
Sandy, Sandy Valley and Elkhom, and Long Fork districts

on the Chesajieake & Ohio, the Thacker-Kenova district

on the Norfolk & Western; and the Eastern Kentucky and
Cumberland Valley divisions of the Louisville & Nashville,

excluding mines on the Cumberland Valley division at

Middlesboro, Ky., and east thereof.

The Fuel Di.stril)Ution Committee has received numerous
requests that the movement of coal to the upper lakes be
expedited. These inquirers were informed that, while, under
the committee's program of movement, coal dumpings at

lake ports have not yet reached considerable proportions, the

lake movement is believed now to be attaining a real

momentum which must be felt very shortly. As the program
lias had but a few days in which to operate, naturally the

advanced tide of the movement has not yet been esp)ecially

jx^rceptible north of the Ohio river. An important fac-

tor in handling lake tonnages is the coal-handling capacity
of the ports of Toledo and Sandusky, the natural outlets

of the coal-carrj-ing roads engaged in this movement.
The committee was informed tliat loadings of coal for

lake movement from West Virginia and eastern Kentucky
districts amounted to 2,558 cars on Monday, the first day
of the new program. Indications were that the anticipated
tonnage of 400,000 tons of lake coal would be reached
during the week. '

Reports received by Fuel Distributor Spencer from Penn-
sylvania indicate that production of coal in that state may
be materially increased by the latter part of the week. Con-
ferences of operators in the various Pennsylvania districts

were reported as giving consideration to the matter of re-

opening their mines.

A plan has been devised by the Fuel Distribution Com-
mittee for certification by the state fuel administrations of
the status of coal of priority No. 2 classification or below,
loaded by mines for shipment to public utilities or other
concerns with w-hom contracts for coal already exist. Some
complications have arisen due to the reluctance of railroads
to move such coal without definite assurance as to its classi-
fication. Under the new plan, the state fuel administra-
tor, after the receipt of a proper affidavit from the consumer,
will furnish a certificate to the effect that the coal contracted
for is to be uscxl for certain approved purposes. This
certificate will be delivered by the consumer to the shipper,
who must be prepared to exhibit the certificate ujwn re-
quest of the railroad serving his mine.
A number of authorizations for movement of coal in

priorit}' class No. 1 just issued by the fuel distributor cover
the movement of coal to various railroads in Illinois,
Michigan, Iowa and Indiana. The needs of quite a number
of public utilities in Indiana, Michigan and Iowa have
also been provided for. The problem of keeping the pub-
lic utilities of the middle west going is one which has to be
given very careful attention. The committtce is endeavor-
ing for the present to keep these utilities provided with
10 to 20 days' su])ply of coal.

The Missouri and Kans;is state fuel administrations re-
ported that they were arranging to obtain emergency fuel
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supplies afi far as possible from producing coal mines in

southwestern Missouri and southeastern Kansas.

The matter of the consumption of pea coal as locomotive

fuel by certain eastern railroads has been brought to the

attention of ^Jie fuel committee. It is the general policy

of the committee to discourage the use of the smaller sizes

of anthracite for steam-raising and industrial purpKJses at

this time, as available supplies of such coal are urgently

needed for domestic heating purposes.

Inquiries as to whether tlie forwarding from Washington

to district fuel committees of authorizations for the move-

ment of coal under Class 2 priority estalilislies precedence

over general orders of this classification are being answered

by the information that all Class 2 business should have

equal attention irrespective of whether the authorization

comes from the Federal Fuel Distributor. The forwarding

of authorizations from Washington for the movement of coal

to a consignee under Class 2 priority is merely a method of

designation of the particular mine from which the coal

can most practically be shipped under prevailing condi-

tions. It is the general policy of the committee that all

orders within a certain classification be given equal con-

sideration.

The Fuel Distribution Committee has received applica-

tions for the shipment of tidewater coal under Class 2

priority to the West Indies for bunkering purposes on those

islands. These applications are being denied such classi-

fication as shipments of this nature are considered by the

Interstate Commerce Commission as being cargo coal rather

than bunker coal.

Following the recent dispatch of telegrams to railroad of-

ficials in the eastern part of the countn,-, calling their at-

tention to complications in the distribution of railway fuel

occasioned by competitive bidding which was causing a ten-

dency toward price inflation, the fuel distributor has been

assured by railroads that generally he may count on their

full co-operation in the matter. The committee is informed

that shipments of railway fuel are now proceeding to south-

western lines from Alabama, in which state some complica-

tions had arisen.

.\uthorizations for the movements of approximately one

million tons of coal were issued on August 17 by the central

fuel committee. Provision was made for large tonnages of

railway fuel for railroads of the middle west, and for the

fuel supplies of a number of public utilities operating in

Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio cities.

The more urgent fuel needs of a number of Canadian

railroads have been presented to tlie Federal Fuel Distribu-

tion Committee by the Federal .\dvisory Fuel Committee of

Canada, in session at Ottawa. The Canadian committee

has asked for 125,000 tons for railway fuel for both lake

and rail movement, and has given assurance that the

necessar)' financial guarantees will be arranged. The fuel

requirements of these railroads have in the past largely

lieen supplied from Ohio and Pennsylvania, and it is the

l>elief of the Fuel Distribution Committee that new coal

production in Ohio will tend to relieve the Canadian situa-

tion materially. Some Canadian railroads own their own
mines in Ohio.

The state fuel administrations of Missouri and Kansas,

in a joint communication to the Federal Fuel Distributor,

have called attention to the raising of prices of coal in those

states, due, it is claimed, to competitive bidfiing for coal

on the part of railroads. To meet the situation, it was re-

quested that the provisions of Scrv-ice Order \o. 2,i of the

Inter!4ate Commerce Commission Ix* extended to trans-

Mississippi territory. It is hoped by the central fuel com-
mittee that this situation may be rorrrctrd thrmigh the co-

operation of railroads operating in these states.

TTie fuel situation of a number of middle western rail-

w;i\« centering in Chicago was said to lie rather .irute.

From Chicago came also urgent requests for coal for the

use of various hospitals, schools and other public institu-

tions. The shipment of blacksmithing coal is a matter of

considerable concern in the trans-Mississippi region. An
effort is being made by the committee to obtain Pennsylvania

coal to meet the urgent demands of public utilities in Buf-

falo, X. Y.

District fuel committees were informed on Monday by

the Federal F"uel Distribution Committee that the recom-

mended fair price for coal produced in the states of Ten-
nessee and ^'irginia has been raised to $4.50 per net ton

f. o. b. mines. The adjustment of the price for Ten-
nessee coal was made upon the recommendation of Governor
Taylor of that state. Inasmuch as the $4.50 price had
been granted in West Virginia, Kentucky and Ten-
nessee at the request of the governors of these three states,

it was thought only just that the increased price be allowed

also in Virginia. The action taken sets up a uniform
maximum fair price of |4.5G per ton in the four states.

The previous price prevailing in the larger part of the

territory was S.>.50, the raise in price generally averaging a

dollar per ton.

The outlook for coal production the present week is for

nearly 6,000,000 tons, based on an estimated production of

1,500,000 tons from fields just being reopened.

\ total movement of 600,000 tons of coal to the Great

Lake region is the program of the Federal Distribution Com-
mittee for the week beginning Monday, August 28. While
the details have not yet been fully arranged, it is probable

that a considerable proportion of this tonnage will come
from mines recently reopened in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Mich-
igan and northern West Virginia. The fuel distributor con-

siders that, regardless of strike settlements in the various

bituminous fields, the supplying of the necessary tonnage
to the lake countr\' before the close of navigation is a serious

problem. By utilizing for this movement new production

from the states named, the committee hopes to relieve con-

siderably the strain on the producers and railroads of the

Southern Appalachian field. It is estimated that about 85,-

000 tons of coal available for lake movement is now being

mined in Pennsylvania and 50,000 tons per day in the

northern West Virginia field. Coal was being produced in

Ohio Saturday, August 19, at the rate of 250,000 tons per

week. It is expected that production in that state for this

week will amount to approximately 350,000 tons.

The Geological Survey estimates that, if production is

re-established in Indiana immediately, as seems probable,

a maximum production of 6,300,000 tons may be expected

this week. The outlook for next week is for a production of

from 7,500,000 to 8,000,000 tons. These figures may, how-
ever, be considerably increased if strike settlements are made
in still otlier fields.

On Monday, August 21, 19,043 cars were loaded with
coal. This was the largest numlier laaded on any one day
since the miners' strike began on April 1 last. Monday
loadings would be at the annual rate of production of ap-

l)roximately 6,250,000 tons per week. This was an in-

crease of 3,321 cars over the previous Monday. During the

week ended on August 21, 85,161 cars were loaded with
coal, an incrca.se of 4,630 cars over the preceding week.

The increase was due principally to new production result-

ing from the agreement recently reached by the miners and
tlie operators at Cleveland.

Tlie urgency of the railway fuel situation promi.<;es to be
considerably relieved by production from coal fields now
being reopened. The presence of this new coal in the

market, rendering available tliose supplies of fuel which the

railroads have normally l)cen accustomed to obtain, naturally

lends to relieve the strain on the railway fuel situation in

the .Southern .Appalachian districts, which have for some
months been the chief sources of provision of railwav fuel.



Sfvmtythree Ton Freight Lotomoiit'e for Yard and Main Line Service, Buenos Aires & Western

Steam Road Electrifications in the Argentine

South American Republic Finds Electric Operation Profitable and

Will Extend Lines to Meet Traffic Needs

By Lynn G. Riley

Control Engineer, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

THK RECE.VT inauguration of freight service on the

electrified section of the Buenos Aires & Western
Railroad (Ferro Carril Oeste) calls attention to a

field for electrification of steam roads which has great p)0S-

sibilities. One of the most important factors in the

phenomenal development of the .Argentine Republic is the

extensive system of railways and their excellent condition.

Many roads radiate from the capital to the inland cities

and across the far-reaching pampas, and a net-work of

intcr-conncctinR lines brings good transportation facilities to

the agricultural and cattle raising provinces, e.xtending back

to the Andean foothills.

Buenos Aires being the "Capital Federal" and the center

of import and export activity, the city is rapidly out-growing

its transportation systems and at some points the congestion

in both passenger and freight traffic is reaching the limit

of existing facilities.

There are present all of the conditions tending to make
electrification desirable and profitable: scarcity of fuel, con-

gestion in terminals, high cost of additional trackage, and
the very probable rapid growth in traffic in the near future.

While the two electrifications in this district, the Argentine

Central and the Buenos Aires & Western, were both under-

taken prior to those of the Paulista Railways in Brazil, and
the Chilean Railways on the west coa.st, neither so far has

been extended beyond the suburlian districts.

Broad Gage Roads in Buenos Aires

There are four important broad gage railroads entering

the cit)', which handle the greater portion of the traffic.

There are also several smaller roads of varying gages and
prominence.

1.—The Buenos Aires & Pacific Railroad has its station

near the river front and is in direct contact with the ex-

tensive system of docks. The lines extend westward as far

as Mendoza, where they connect with the Transandean rail-

way and furnish through service to the Chilean coast.

2.—The Argentine Central Railroad has a large terminal,

also near the river front, with six local tracks electrified.

These lines extend west and northwest along the Rio de la

Plata and to the cities of Cordoba and Tucaman.
3.—The Buenos Aires & Western terminal is located in

the center of the city. The local tracks are electrified for

20 miles. These lines form an extensive net-work westward
and south, extending as far as the southern borders of the

province of Mendoza.
4.—The Great Southern Railroad has terminal facilities

toward the east of the center of the city and in the city of

La Plata where there are also extensive docks. This will

probably be the next electrification in Buenos Aires. The
Southern Railway system covers a large area of prosperous
territory as far south as Bahia Blanca, from which place a
second transcontinental line is projected.

Rolling stock, equipment and operation of all of these

roads are of a high class, including every facility for com-
fortable express passenger service.

Electrification of Argentine Central

Suburban passenger service on the Argentine Central is

of great importance inasmuch as the lines connect from the

main passenger terminal, Retiro, to several residential

suburbs and pass through an elaborate system of parks where
large crowds congregate. In 1916 the electrification was
completed from Retiro to Tigra, a distance of 16 miles,

375
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with six tracks electrified in the terminal, four tracks through

some of the parks and two tracks for the complete distance.

Normal servnce is handled with six-car trains and there

are 90 trains per day in each direction. There are 67 motor

cars and 50 trailers in service, weighing 52 tons each, and

having an over-all length of 62 ft. The system is third

rail at 800 volts d.c, and trains are made up of one-half

motor cars and one-half trailers, motor cars being equipped

with two 250 h.p. motors and automatic control. The entire

electrification, the roadbed and shops have a ver\- sub-

stantial appearance and the system is not yet being worked

to its full capacit}'. It is probable that another branch

which parellels the present electrified division, but touclies

several other imjxirtant suburbs, will be electrified as soon

as conditions warrant.

Electrification of Buenos Aires & Western

The electrification of the Buenos Aires & Western Rail-

road followed closely that of the Argentine Central and is

quite similar in the adoption of 800 volts d.c. third rail.

The terminal is at Plaza Once where the multiple-unit

trains transfer passengers direct to the subway system of the

.Anglo-Argentine Tramways. These trains arc also made
of approximately one-half motor cars and one-half trailers

and the cars are equipped with four 200 h.p. motors. There
are a total of 47 motor cars and 45 trailers under construc-

tion. The.se cars weigh approximately 50 tons and are 58

feet over-all, with two side doors, and all station platforms

will eventually be on a level with the car floor.

The electrified zone extends for a distance of 20 miles

stead of third rail, and the freight trains are handled by two

Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotives.

A new power house of 18,600 kilowatts capacit}-, 25-cycle,

in turbo-generators is located at the port. Transmission is

Terminal Building of the Iliier. - A 'estern at Plaza

Once. Electric Suburban Trains Connect Direct With the

Subways of the Argentine Tramways at This Point

at 20,000 volts from the main plant to the motor-generator

set sub-stations.

A large amount of freight is moved to and from the docks

through the 2.5 miles of single track tunnel under thecenter

Map of Buenos Aires Showing the Principal Broad Gage Railroads and Their Terminals. Buenos Aires & Pacific Railroad
(Ferro Carril Buenos Aires al Pacifico); Argentine Central Railroad (Ferro Carril Central Argentine); Buenos Aires

& Western Railroad (Ferro Carril Oeste); Great Southern Railroad (Ferro Carril Sud)

from Estacion Once to Moreno. In addition there is a

single-track freight tunnel from the passenger terminal, con-

necting directly to the port and the system of dock tracks

laid out in connection with the warehouses. This tunnel,

as well as the dock track, is fitted with overhead wire in-

of the city to the terminal at Plaza Once, and from there

over the main line for a distance of 1 1 miles to the freight

yards at Hacdo. The maximum load is 600 tons and it is

necessary at times to start this train on 1.4 per cent grades.

On level tracks a single locomotive makes 28 m.p.h. with
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Hich a train, and 45 m.p h. is considered the maximum spitrd

10 be attained on down grades.

Service Conditions

Two Baldwin-Westinijhouse Itxoniotives of 7J tons each

aiC operating in tlli^ -m i.o As s^hown in the illustrations,

the tunnel and around the docks, for operating from the

overhead wire.

Four Westinghouse motors of 230 h.p. each at 800 volts

arc geared at an 18:70 ratio to 48 in. wheels. The maxi-
mum tractive effort available for starting is al>out .^6,000

lb. With forced ventilation the one^hour rating f)ermits a

tractive effort of 19,000 lb. at 18 m.p.h. and a continuous

rating of 9,600 lb. at 2.» m.p.h.

The next step in the extension of electric service will

Interior of Locomotive, Buenos Aires & Western, Showing
Control Apparatus Compartment and Air Compressor

they are of the articulated truck, bo.\ cab type, with 9 ft

rigid wheelbase, and a total wheelbase of 27 ft. 6
The wheel arrangement is 0-4-0 with all weight on
driving axles. The over-all length is 43 ft. 2 in.,

couplers are of the continental tyiK.-.

The truck side frames are of structural steel and
bolster and bumi^rs of cast steel. For operation

the

the

the

Interior of Operating Cab, Buenos Aires & Western Locomo-
tive, Showing Master Controller, Brake Valve and

Instrument Panel

. - -- — -r — the probably be the handling of through passenger trains with
mam line each truck is equipped with third-rail shoes and electric locomotives from tlie terminal to the end of the third-
fuses Two pantagraph trolleys are provided for u.se in rail scctidii. i lusi' tn'iiis are of .>()() ton< instead of 600

Detail View of Locomotive Truck, Showing Motors. Spring Equalizing System and Third-Rail Shoes
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tons, but must operate at somewhat higher speed than the

freight trains. The multiple-unit trains over this section

have a balancing speed of 50 m.p.h.

When plans were first made for tliis electrification there

was provision in all electrical equipnunt for a possible

change to 1,600-volt operation. There sci-ms to be no im-

mediate prospect of such a change being made. A third

rail in the form of an inverted L combines the advantages

of under running contact shoes, with the mounting on the

top of insulators, without the need for an overhung bracket.

All rails are well covered with a substantial wood box-

construction.

Locomotive Equipment

The main circuit apparatus for the locomotive consists

of the following items:

4 230 hp. motors with forced ventilation.

2 air-operated pantagraph trolleys.

4 third-rail shoes with individual fuses.

2 main circuit disconnecting knife switches for separating the

pantagraph trolleys and the third-rail circuit.

1 main fuse box mounted on the roof.

y
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in the operating cab. Current for the controlling circuits

is drawn from the line through a resistance which reduces

the voltage to less than 100 volts for the operation of the

magnet coils.

The drum type reversers, one for each pair of motors, are

also electro-pneumatically controlled.

For freight service and frequent starting a large number
of control notches are desirable; therefore, this control is

arranged with a total of ten notches with the four motors

in series parallel connection and nine notches with the

motors in parallel connection. The bridge t)f>e of transi-

tion is employed in changing from the series parallel to the

parallel connections. By this means full tractive effort is

maintained with all motors during the transition period and
there is neither slackening of speed nor surging in the train

while passing over this position. Full overload protection

is secured by the use of overload trip relays in the circuit

for each pair of motors. \ large factor of safety is provided

in the capacity of the main grid resistors to take care of

unusual starting conditions.

A cable reel is mounted inside the cab and carries suffi-

cient cable with contact devices at each end to connect from

the third-rail to the lilade of the main knife switch for

emergency operation on gaps in the third rail.

-All features of the electrical equipment conform to the

most modern practice in locomotive design and establish a

permanent basis for extensions of the electrification. The
t\yo electrifications now in operation in Buenos Aires are

looked upon as having been veni- well planned and executed,

and frequent extensions may be expected as a part of the

normal growth of the countrv-.

A Buenos Aires & Western Freight Locomotive in Service at

the Docks of Buenos Aires. A Tunnel 2.5 Miles Long
Connects from This Point to the Main Terminal

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a modifi-

cation of its order defining the limits of United States Stand-

ard, Eastern and Central time zones so as to include the

territory embraced within the corporate limits of the city

of Detroit, Mich., in the first zone. This was done on petitio

of the city of Detroit.

Flies .\nd Rodents, constant enemies, demand a share of the

attention of the purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific.

During 1921, the company purchased 163 rat traps, 255 mouse
traps, 30 tly traps and 16 gopher traps. The rat and mouse
traps were used in storehouses, warehouses, commissaries, etc..

and the fly traps in restaurants and commissary supply houses

2 nine-switch electric pneumatic switch groups containing tlic

unit switches for speed combinations and acceleration.

1 set of grid resistance.

2 drum type pneumatic reversers.

2 main motor cut-out switches.

The control circuit apparatus consists of:

2 Master controllers.

2 sets of control .switches and push buttons.

1 control resistor for reducing line voltage for the low voltage

control.

4 12-point train line receptacles with jumpers for tandem opera-
tion of locomotives.

Miscellaneous junction boxes, lighting switches and otlier de-

tails.

The auxiliary apparatus consists of:

1 set airbrake apparatus, complete, with clasp l)rakcs.

1 air compressor for brakes and control.

1 blower motor for forced ventilation of the main motors.

The control is type HL Westinghouse electro-pneumatic

which is the Wcstinghousc standard for Iwnmotive applica-

tion. All changes in circuits for applying power to and
accelerating the motors arc made by unit switches which

are closed by air pressure and opened by a spring. The
air is admitted to the switch cylinders and released by a

magnet valve, rontrnlled electrically by the master controller Effects of Bomb Explosion Near Wcchawken, N. J., August 1,^
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The President Says the Law Must Prevail

To Use All Power of Government to Maintain Transportation and

Sustain Right of Men to Work

IN
AN" ADDRESS before a joint session of the Soiuitc and the

House of Representatives on Friday, August 18, Presi-

dent Harding gave to Congress and the country an ac-

count of his efforts to settle the coal and railroad strikes

and the motives which had inspired his endeavors, announc-

ing in viijorous but somewhat general language that he was

"resolved to use all the power of the government to maintain

transportation, and sustain the right of men to work." The
address had been postponed one day in order not to em-
barrass the conference between the brotherhood leaders and

a committee of railroad executives in New York but when
it apf)eared that the first day of the conference had brought

forth no results he determined to delay no longer in carrying

out his announced intention of laying the entire situation

before the pulilic as he saw it after several weeks of con-

ference ;ind <()rres[M)ndence in the endeavor to bring about

a voluntary adjustment. The speech had been sent to the

printer on Thursday and some last revisions were made in

it only an hour or two before the President went to the

Capitol.

Contrary to the many predictions which had been pub-
lished, the President did nothing which could be con.strued

as "pa.ssing the buck to Congress" and as far as the rail-

road situation is concerned he made no proposals for legis-

lation, saying it wa,s not his thought to ask Congress to deal

with the proldem at this time and that no hasty action

would contribute fo the solution of the critical situation.

While he declared that the decisions of the Labor Board
must be made enforceable and effective against carriers and
employees alike, and while it is understood that members
of the Senate committee on interstate commerce wlio have
been in consultation with the President recently have made
plans for amending tlie Transportation Act for the future

along that line at the next session of Congress, the Presi-

dent ])ointcd out that the law is new and said tliat no per-

fection of it now "could be helpful in the present threatened

paralysis of transportation."

Washington, D. C.

That part of the President's address relating to the rail-

road strike is as follows:

Text of President's Address

Relating to Railroad Strike

"The public menace in the coal situation was made more acute
and more serious at the beginning of July by the strike of the Fed-
erated Shop Crafts in the railroad service—a strike against a wage
decision made by the Railroad Labor Hoard, directly affecting

approximately 400,000 men. The justice of the decision is not for

discussion here. The decision has been lost sight of in subsequent
(levelopnicnts. In any event, it was always possible to appeal for
rehearing and the submission of new evidence, and it is always a
sffe assumption that a Government agency of adjustment deciding
unjustly will be quick to make right any wrong.
"The Railroad Labor Hoard was created by Congress for the

express purpose of hearing and deciding disputes between the car-
riers and their employees, so that no controversy need lead to an
interruption in interstate transportation.

"It was inevitable that many wage disputes should arise. Wages
had mounted upward, necessarily and justly, during the war up-
luuval. likewise the cost of transportation, so that the higher wages
might be paid. It was inevitable that some readjustnuMU> sIkuiUI
tullo\y. Naturally these readjustments were resisted. The admin-
istrative Government neither advocated nor opposed. It only held
that the Labor Hoard was the lawful agency of the Government to
hear and decide disputes, and its authority must be sustained, as the
law contemplates. This must be so, whether the carriers or the
employees ignore its decisions.

"I'nhappily ajiumber of decisions of this board had been ignored
by the carriers. In only one instance, however, had a decision, chal-
lenged by a carrier, been brought to the attention of the Department
of Justice, and this decision was promptly carried to the courts .and
has recently been sustained in the Federal Court of .Appeals. The
public or the Executive had no knowledge of the ignored decisions
in other cases, because they did not hinder transportation. When
these failures of many of the carriers to abide by decisions of the
board were brought to my attention, I could more fairly appraise
the feelings of the strikers, though thev had a rcmetly without
seekuig to paralyze interstate commerce.
"The law creating the Railroad Labor Board is inadequate. Con-

trary to popular impression, it has little or no p<iwer to enforce its
decisions. It can impose no penalties on either party disregarding
Its decisions. It cannot halt a strike, and manifestly Congress

379
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deliberately omitted the enactment of compulsory arbitration The

decisions of the board must be made enforceable and effective

against carriers and employees alike. But the law is new, and no

perfection of it by Congress at this moment could be helpful m the

present threatened paralysis of transportation.

'Happily it is always lawful and ofttimes possible to settle dis-

putes outside of court, so, in a desire to serve public welfare, I

ventured upon an attempt at mediation. Those who had preceded

me in attempted settlements had made some progress. I submitted

to the officials of the striking employees and the chairman of the

Association of Railwav Executives, in writing, on the same day, a

tentative proposal for settlement. Knowing that some of the car-

riers had offended by ignoring the decisions of the board and the

employees had struck when they had a remedy without the strike, I

felt it was best to start all over again, resume work, all to agree to

abide faithfully bv the board's decisions, make it a real tribunal of

peace in transportation, and everybody serve the public fhe

barrier to be surmounted was the question of seniority. By the

workmen these rights are held to be sacred, and unsurrendered by a

strike Bv the carriers the preservation of seniority is the weapon

of discipline on the one hand and the reward of faithful employees

on the other It has been an almost invariable rule that when

strikes have been lost seniority and its advantages have been

surrendered; when strikes have been settled seniority has been

"^^"In the tentative proposal which I sponsored it was provided that

everybody should go to work; with seniority rights unimpaired,

that there should be no discrimination by either workmen or car-

riers against workmen who did or did not strike. I realized that

ihe proposal must carry a disappointment to employees who had

inherited promotion by staying loyally on the job, and to such new

men as had sought jobs looking to permanent employment, hut 1

wanted the fresh start and maintained transportation service, and i

appraised the disappointment of the few to be less important than

the impending misfortune to the Nation. It was not what I would

ask ordinarilv to be considered or conceded, but at that moment of

deep anxiety, with the coal shortage gravely menacing, I was

thinking of the pressing demands of the welfare of the whole

people I believed the sacrifice brought to the men involved could

be amply compensated for by the carriers in practical ways. I be-

lieved that the matter of transcendent importance was the accept-

ance of the proposal to respect the Labor Board's decisions on the

questions which formed the issue at the time of the strike. The

public compensation would be complete in guarding by law against

recurrence. ... . t-, i. ,^1. •

"The proposal was rejected by the carriers. Though the rejec-

tion did not end all negotiation, it left the Government only one

course—to call the striking workmen to return to work, to call the

carriers to assign them to work, and leave the dispute about seni-

ority to the Labor Board for decision. When negotiation or media-

tion fails, this is the course contemplated by the law and the Gov-

ernment can have no chart for its course except the law.

"To this call a majority of the carriers responded favorably, pro-

posing to re-employ all strikers except those guilty of violence

against workmen or property, to restore the striking workmen to

their old positions where vacant, or to like positions where vacan-

cies are filled; questions of seniority which cannot be settled be-

tween the employer and employees to go to the Labor Board for

decision. The minority of the carriers proposed to assign jobs to

workmen on strike only where the positions were vacant. Neither

proposal has been accepted.

"Thus the narrative brings us to the present moment, but it has

not included the developments which have heightened the Govern-

ment's concern. Sympathetic strikes have developed here and

there, seriously impairing interstate commerce. Deserted transcon-

tinental trains in the desert regions of the Southwest have revealed

the cruelty and contempt for law on the part of some railway em-

ployees, who have conspired to paralyze transportation, and law-

lessness and violence in a hundred places have revealed the failure

of the striking unions to hold their forces to law observance. Men
who refused to strike and who have braved insult and assault and

risked thtir lives to serve a public need have been cruelly attacked

and wounded or killed. Men .seeking work and guards attempting

to protect lives and property, even officers of the l'\deral Goveni-

ment, have been assaulted, humiliated, and hindered in their duties.

Strikers have armed themselves and gathered in mobs about rail-

road shops to offer armed violence to any man attempting to go to

work. There is a state of lawlessness shocking to every concep-

tion nf .Nmerican law and order and violating the cherished guar-

anties of American freedom. At no time has the I'"ederal Govern-

ment been unre.uly or unwilling to give its support to maintain law

and order and retrain violence, hut in no case has Stale authority

confessed its inability to cope with the situation and asked for

Federal assistance.

"Under these conditions of hindrance and intimidation there has

been such a lack of care of motive power that the deterioration of

locomotives and the noncompliance with the safety requirements

of the law are threatening the breakdown of transportation. This

very serious menace is magnified by the millions of losses to fruit

growers and other producers of perishable foodstuffs, and compar-

able losses to farmers who depend on transportation to market their

grains at harvest time. Even worse, it is hindering the transport of

available coal when industry is on the verge of paralysis because of

coal shortage, and life and health are menaced by coal famine in

the great centers of population. Surely the threatening conditions

must impress the Congress and the country that no body of men,

whether limited in numbers and responsible for railway manage-

ment or powerful in numbers and the necessary forces in railroad

operation, shall be permitted to choose a course which so imperils

public welfare. Neither organizations of empUiycrs nor working-

men's unions may escape responsibility. When related to a public

service the mere fact of organization magnifies that responsibility

and public interest transcends that of either grouped capital or

organized labor.

".Another development is so significant that the hardships of the

moment may well be endured to rivet popular attention to neces-

sary settlement. It is fundamental to all freedom that all rnen

have unquestioned rights to lawful pursuits, to work and to live

and choose their own lawful ways to happiness. In these strikes

these rights have been denied by assault and violence, by armed
lawlessness. In many communities the municipal authorities have

winked at these violations, until liberty is a mockery and the law a

matter of community contempt. It is fair to' say that the great

mass of organized workmen do not approve, but they seem helpless

to hinder. These conditions cannot remain in free America. If

free men cannot toil according to their own lawful choosing, all our

constitutional guaranties born of democracy are surrendered to

moliocracy and the freedom of a hundred millions is surrendered

to the small minority which would have no law.

"It is not my thought to ask Congress to deal with these funda-

mental problems at this time. No hasty action would contribute to

the solution of the present critical situation. There is existing law

by which to settle the prevailing disputes. There are statutes for-

bidding conspiracy to hinder interstate commerce. There are laws

to assure the highest possible safety in railway service. It is my
purpose to invoke these laws, civil and criminal, against all offen-

ders alike.

"The legal safeguarding against like menaces in the future must
be worked out when no passion sways, when no prejudice influ-

ences, when the whole problem may he appraised, and the public

welfare may be asserted against any and every interest which
assumes authority beyond that of the Government itself.

"In the weeks of patient conference and attempts at settlement I

have come to appraise another element in the engrossing industrial

dispute of which it is only fair to take cognizance. It is in some
degree responsible for the strikes and has hindered attempts at

adjustment. I refer to the warfare on the unions of labor. The
government has no sympathy or approval for this element of dis-

cord in the ranks of industry. .Any legislation in the future must
be as free from this element of trouble making as it is from labor

extremists who strive for class domination. We recognize these

organizations in the law, and we must accredit them with incal-

culable contribution to labor's uplift. It is of public interest to

preserve them and profit by the good that is in them, but we must
check the abuses and the excesses which conflict with public in-

terest, precisely as we have been progressively legislating to pre-

vent capitalistic, corporate, or managerial domination which is con-

trary to public welfare. We also recognize the right of employers
and employees alike, within the law, to establish their methods of

conducting business, to choose their employment and to determine
their relations with each other. We must reassert the doctrine that

in this Republic the first obligation and the first allegiance of every
citizen, high or low, is to his government, and to hold that govern-
ment to be the just and unchallenged sponsor for public welfare,

and the liberty, security, and rights of all its citizens. No matter

what clouds may gather, no matter what storms may ensue, no
matter what hardships may attend or what sacrifice my be neces-

sary, government by law must and will be sustained.

"Wherefore I am rcsolvc<l to u.se all the power of the govern-
ment to maintain transportation, and -.n-t.iin the richt of men to

work."

Legislation as to Coal Recommended

As to the coal situation, tlic President asked at the

hands of Congress the aiitliority to create a governinent com-

mission indi'iu-ndont of tlio industrv- to make a searching in-

vestigation into tlie whole coal industrv-, with provision for

its lawful activities and the hestowal of authority to reveal

everj' phase of coal pnxlurtion, .sale and distribution, "to

advise as to fair wages ;uid as to conditions of labor and to

bring [)rotecti()n to all and |X)int the way to continuity of

production and the better economic functioning of the in-

dustry in the future." Unless a cure is found for the
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cconotnic ill» which afTt-ct the industry', he said, "we shall

be faced with a like menacing situation on next April 1 on

the expiration of the wage contracts which are now being

made."
To deal with the conditions resulting from the coal strike

be recommended immt-diate provision for a form of temporary

control of distrihution and prices throui;h "a tcm(K)rary

national coal agemy, with net'dt-<l capital, to purchase, sell

and distribute coal which is cirried in interstate shipment."

The purjxjsc is to give the necessan.- legal authority to the

present cmergenc)' coal distribution organization created by

Secretary' Hoover and functioning under the direction of

Henr>' H. SiH-ncer subject to a committee appointed by the

Pn-sidcnt. President Harding said in his message that he

did not mean that all interstate coal shall l)e handled by
such a federal organization; jx-rhaps none will be necessary,

but "it will restore its capital to the public treasury and
will be the instrumentality of guarding the public interest

where private conscience is insensible to a public need."

This (troposal dfx-s not relate to any jxjssible employment
of the national apiency in relation to intrastate transactions,

the President made clear. "Price restraint and equitable

distribution in intrastate shipments," he said, "is a re-

sponsibility of the state's own government" and "in such
voluntary- activities as have been carried on thus far the

federal government nas endeavored to re-establish the author-

ity and responsibility in the states which was undermined in

the necessarv- centralization of authority during the World
War."
"The almost total exhaustion of stocks of coal, the crip-

pled condition of the railways, the distressed situation that

has arisen and might grow worse in our great cities due to

the shortage of anthracite, the suffering which might arise

in the Northwest through failure to meet winter needs by
lake transportation, all tht^e added to the possibility of

outrageous price demands, in spite of the most zealous

voluntary efforts of the government to restrain them, make
it necessary to ask you to consider at once some form of

terapwrary control of distribution and prices."

President Replying to Critics

The President was plainly giving his an.swer to many
criticisms of the course he has adopted in dealing with the

two strike situations. One class of criticism which he at-

tempted to meet was that arising from impatience lwcau.se he
had not taken more positive and direct action to bring ai)OUt

some kind of a settlement by "big stick" methods. .Another

class was that which blamed the President for having inter-

fered at all and \>y continually holding forth the expectation

of a settlement lending encouragement to the strikers to hold

on a little longer.

To the first class of critics the reply is in effect that there

is no big stick among the present furniture of the White
House.

The idea of taking over the railroads was not men-
tioned, perhaps because it represents a stick rather too heavy
to swing for such a situation as we have so far. The Presi-

dent pointed out that the Labor Board has no ])Ower to iialt

a strike, that Congress deliln-rately omitted the enactment

of comfmlsory arbitration and that, therefore, the federal

government had no direct power to re(|uire a settlement.

To the second cla.ss of critici.sm his answer is found in

his statements regarding the seriousness of the situation

and that in a desire to serve the public welfare he iiad ven-

tured upon an attempt at meijiation. He made no atleinj)t

to defend on its merits his original proposal tliat the strikers

be returned to work with seniority unimpaired, referring to

it as a "tentative |jro|)o,sal." not what he would ask ordi-

narily to l)e considered or conceded, but as one thai would

represent a "fresh start" by restoring the status that existed

before tlie strike iind tliat would liavc dcniiindefi a sacrilice of

some of the men involved, less important than the "impend-
ing misfortune to the nation."

There is also a third typ>e of criticism, voiced by those who
condemn the President for not hanng followed up more
actively his proclamation of July 11 in which he said that

those who arc not satisfied with the wages fixed by the

Labor Board must not U- allowed to interfere with those

who are willing to accept them, instead of holding confer-

ences with the strike leaders in an effort to compromise. To
this class of critics the President replies that the duty of

preserving law and order and restraining violence is primarily

the function of the state and local authorities, who had not

yet confes.sfd inability to cope with the situation nor asked
for federal assistance. He also attempted to distribute to

some extent the responsibility for the conditions resulting

from the strike, among both the companies and the unions,

although he had pointed out that the strike was called by
the unions against a decision of the Latxir Board.

However, whereas for a time he had attempted to remain
completely neutral and act solely as a mediator, recent events

and a clearer understanding had led him to a point where
"the simple but significant truth was revealed that, except

for such coal as comes from the districts worked by un-
organized miners, the countrj' is at the mercy of the United
Mine Workers."

There was no mincing of words when he referred to the

"s>-mpathetic strikes" that have developed here and there,

"the cruelt)' and contempt of law" on the part of some rail-

way employees, who he said have "conspired to paralyze
transportation," and "lawlessness and violence in a hundred
places" that have revealed the "failure of the striking unions
to hold their forces to law observance," but the President
endeavored ' to retain a neutral attitude when he said that

"neither organizations of employers nor workingraen's unions
may escape responsibility." and that the government has no
.sympathy for the "warfare on the unions," without com-
menting on the war against private ownership of railroads

and coal mines. He referred to the ignoring of a numl)er
of decisions of the Labor Board by many of the carriers,

although he pointed out that they did not hinder transporta-

tion and that tlie strikers had a remedy without seeking to

paralyze interstate commerce. While admitting the incalcul-

able contribution to labor's uplift made by the labor unions,

however, and the public interest that the good in them be

preserved, he declared that the abuses and the excesses

which conflict with pulilic interest must be checked in tlie

same way that forms of regulation have been devised to

deal with the abuses charged to the corporations.

He also referred to "the deterioration of locomotives and
the non-compliance with the safety requirements of the law"
as "threatening the break-down of transportation," although
Chairman McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, who furnislied his information on this subject, iiad

qualified the statement by the words "on certain roads."

Having reached the point of calling some things by their

right names, the President found a considerable body of

existing law available, although there is no law against
strikes. "There is existing law by which to settle prevailing

disputes"—the law setting uj) the Labor Board as an arbiter;

"there are statutes forbidding conspiracy to hinder inter-

state commerce"—notably tlie Sherman law; "there are laws
to assure the highest possible safety in railway service"--the

IcKomotive ins|X'Ction and safety app)liance laws. It was his

purpose, the President said, to invoke these laws, civil and
criminal, against all offenders alike.

The tone of the President's address undoubtedly strength-

ened to some extent the position of the railroad executives

meeting in New York with a committee of lalor leaders,

who were endeavoring to induce or threaten them into a com-
promise. They have repeatedly told the President that if

assured of adequate jirotection for the men who are willing
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to work, and whose right to protection has been repeatedly

proclaimed by the President, the strike would take care of

itself and there would be no need of sacrificing the employees

who had "inherited promotion by staying loyally on the

job" and "such new men as had sought jobs looking to per-

manent emplo}-ment."

Means to Maintain Full Force of Law and Order

.\lthough it was not given out at the White House, the

President has given one of the reasons why he has not ordered

the use of federal troops to furnish protection to the working

shopmen in a letter in reply to one from W. H. Chandler,

president of tlie National Industrial Traffic League. "If I

faced only such a condition as Mr. Cleveland had to deal

with," he said, "it would be a very simple matter to handle

it. I think you ought to appreciate the difference between

meeting a di.sturbed situation in one center of population

and having to deal with a like situation in perhaps a thou-

sand localities throughout the United States. It is useless

to talk about weakening. This government means to main-

tain the full force of law and order and such majesty of

power as it possesses. Its purpose does not in any way seem

inconsistent wth every reasonable effort to avoid conflict."

Administration Hopeful of Settlement

After the address the Administration apparently "marked

time," as far as the railroad situation is concerned, awaiting

the results of the meeting in New York on Wednesday, as to

which the government officers professed to be optimistic in

spite of statements from New York holding forth little hope

of a settlement. Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the .Associa-

tion of Railway Executives, called on the President on Sat-

urday and is understood to have reported on the conferences

of Thursday and Friday. On Tuesday it was stated at the

White House that the President had hopes of a settlement

as a result of the New York conference.

Congress Begins Work on Legislation

Asked by President

Congressional leaders at once began preparations for the

enactment of the legislation asked by the President providing

for the creation of a coal conmiission and bills for tliat pur-

pose have tjeen introduced by Senator Borah and Representa-

tive Winslow, but opposition at once developed to the idea

of empowering a committee to purchase and sell coal. No
action is expected at this session on amendments to the

Transportation Act. The President is insistent that the coal

commission shall be composed only of members representing

the public, inasmuch as the opierators and miners have

arranged for the formation of a partisan commission.

The House committee on interstate and foreign commerce

held a meeting on Monday on the Winslow bill, which pro-

vides for the creation of the United States Coal Commission,

composed of not more than nine memters, to be appointed

by the President, to submit its first report not later than

January 1. Plans were made for rushing tliis bill tlirough

the House. Senator Borah also called a nux-ting of the

Senate committee on laljor for Tuesday to consider his l)ill.

Bills to carr}' out the President's plan for temporary price

control were being drafted by the Department of Justice

and were to l)e submitted to the President's coal committee.

A bill requiring the Interstate (rommerce Commission to

regulate the compensation of all railroad employees and

officers and to place in the hands of the commission the func-

tions now exercised by the Railroad I.alwr Board has been

introduced in the House of Representatives iiy Re(>rcsentativc

Ward of North Carolina.

Representative Dickinson of Iowa introduced a hill pro-

viding that decisions of the Railroad I.almr Board shall not

become effective for 1 .SO days.

In spite of the peace talk which had pervaded Washine-

ton for several days, on the strength of the reports that a

plan would be agreed uf)on to take back the strikers now and
postpone the seniority question until it came time to lay off

some of the men several months later, the executive counsel

of the American Federation of Labor on Monday addressed

an appeal to all organized labor urging the moral and finan-

cial support in behalf of the organization in its railway

employees department now on strike to "resist the imposition

of unfair terms and conditions of employment."

Federation of Labor Appeals for Support of Strikers

"The struggle in which these workers are involved is onr

which is important, not only to themselves and to their or

ganizations, but to all organized workers and to all Ameri
cans who love justice and fair dealing," the appeal said

in part.

"It is essential to the well-I)eing of the men on strike, to

the well-being of all workers and to the well-being of our
national industrial organization that justice shall prevail

in the struggle now going on in the railroad industr)-.

"It must be clear that the policy which has been pursued
by the railroads has been entirely in harmony with the poli-

cies of all organizations of employers, which, since the amiis-

tice, have been seeking to weaken and destroy the voluntary

organizations of the workers. The railroads have been en-

gaged in this effort from the moment government control

was relinquished on March 1, 1920.

"Finally, the decisions of the board comjjelled resistance

on the part of the workers through suspension of work. .\

wage of 23 cents per hour was established for section men,
and this wage is the basis upon which all other wages are

calculated.

"In addition to this the board ordered the abolition of the

payment of time and a half for work done on Sundays and
holidays. It was sought to impose grave injustice upon the

workers through rulings of the Labor Board, while tin

railroads had consistently violated and repudiated rulings of

that board from the beginning.

"The railroad shop workers are on strike in an endeavor
to secure a living wage for the maintenance of the American
standard of living. They are on strike for the maintenance
of reasonable working conditions and for the maintenance of

the right of organization.

"It goes without saying that financial assistance is needed,

esi^cially when it is recalled that most, if not all, of the

organizations of employees now on strike have thousands of

members engaged in other industries who have iMjen. or who
are now, also on strike. Therefore, their financial condition

is at present incapable of meeting the barest wants of their

needy, struggling men and their families.

"It is to be hoped tliat ever)- union and its membership,

individually and collectively, again will demonstrate its

solidarity by coming generou.sly and immediately to the

assistance of the striking railway shop craft organizations.

They are fighting the fight of all workers. They should

have all of the moral and financial assistance which our

movement can give, and your Executive Council earnestly

hopes that your action will be as prompt and as generous as

the circumstances warrant."

Secretary Weeks of the War Department has received an

opinion from the acting Judge Advocate General of the

Army that existing labor troubles on railrcxxls, and in mines

do not constitute an emergency autliorizing recruiting the

regular army to war strength and tiiat there is no auUiority

vested in the Executive l)ranch of the government to draft

men for military and other service in time of peace. Secre-

tary Weeks said he had asked for an ojiinion on tlie.sc points

not l)ecause the government contemplated any such action,

but to clear up any uncertainty that might exist in the minds

of federal officials and to put the pul)lic mind at ease on the

-lilijcrt.



Twin Span Turntable Reduces Load on Center

Innovation in the Design of this Roundhouse FaciUty Embodies

Many Novel Features

SiNi'E THKIK EARLIEST development turntables liave been

almost entirely of the center bearing type. As the

weight of locomotives has grown heavier and they have

assumed greatly increased lengths, the problem of the turn-

table has i)ccome an increasingly difticult one. It has been

necessar)- to provide a center capable of sustaining ever-

incre-asing loads and higher bearing pressures while the-

girders or trusses have had to be increased enormously in

order that they could serve as double ""antilevers to balance'

the long, heavy locomotives on a single su|)[)()rt. \arious

schemes have been undertaken to overcome these difficulties,

among which was a table iiuilt about three years ago by the

Penn.sylvania which was designed to take bearing on the cir-

cular rail as well as the center during tlie turning operation.

In other words, the turntable was designed as a continuous

girder su[)|)orted at the ends as well as the center under all

conditions of loading. This rc(|uireil that the center l)earing

he e<|uip|x-d with a means of adjustment so as to take care of

any possible settlement of the center which would tend to

increa.sc the proportion of the load carried by tiie circle rail.

More recently a new table has Iteen itrought forth em-
bodying a still greater de[)arture from conventional mctlnxls.

Instead of jjuilding the girder continuous across the center,

two .separate girder spans are ])rovidcd with simple bear-

ings at the center, thus affording a type of turntable con-

struction in which the load carried on tlie center is reduced

api>reciai)ly, and in which the o|ieration of the turntable be-

comes largely iiidepi lulent of ordinary settlement of the i enter

or variations in the level of the circular rail. Several of

these tables have been built and are in operation, so that the

construction may Ix* treated as a thoroughly practical devel-

opment. The construction of a turntable along lines involv-

ing such a marked departure from usual practice has imjiosed

a great many new prol)lems on the designer, and these have

resulted in tlie (!eviln|)nuiit of many original details. Tite.se

may be listed briefly as an articulate connection of the girders

over the center, an original type of flat disc center bearing,

heavy end trucks capable of carrying the imposed live load,

turning machinery connected direct to one of the truck wheels

at each end and a heavy, rigid circle rail construction insur-

There Are Two End Trucks at Each End of the Table

ing a circle rail of uniform elevation and alinement that will

insure smoot-li operation of the table.

The main girders of the table are framed into a cross or

loading girder, in turn supported on the center bearing.

The connection of the main girder to the cross girder is ac-

com|)lishe(I by means of connection angles with the addition

of filler plates. This affords amjile o|)|K)rtuiiity for a hinge

action of the connection of the main girder to the cross girder
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through the flexibility of the connection angles. As a result

of this arrangement each span of the turntable is virtually

provided with three points of support, one at the center,

and one at each of the trucks.

The center is bolted l>eneath the junction of the lateral

system and the cross girder and consists of the usual bridge

shoe unit of upper shoe, horizontal pin and lower shoe, set

forces to the base. The center bearing is designed to be

immersed in oil and trapped so that it can run in flood

waters without damage. The bearing is also arranged so

that the raising of the table not more than 1/16 in. will

permit the removal of the shoe and disc for inspection, re-

placement or repairs.

With a considerable portion of the load of the table and

Main gif'i^r

Transverse h/'nge line -

'anis aboijf whichgirder

connections flex.

Mlef//kr

Details of the Twin Span Turntable

on a flat phosphor bronze disc, whicli in turn rests on an

anchored lia.se or distributing rastini;. .\ second phosphor

hronze l)earing is priivided in the form of a ring surround-

ing a vertical point forming a part of the base casting for

the purpose of transmitting the lateral and longitudinal

liKomotive carried on the circle rail during tlie turning of

the table it is obviously necessary to give careful attention

to the design of the end trucks. These are of a heavy con-

struction. The two girders of the fable arc supjiortcd di-

rectly on heavv cast steel truck frames of H section by
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iiu-ans of a bearing plate that provides I'ur the radial position

of the frames. This arrangement provides for thorough

equalization of the girder load on the two wheels of each

truck. From the truck frames the load is transmitted to

the journal lio.xes of the wheel by means of three-inch cold

rolled lx>lts secured through a loading cap resting on top of

the jixirnal bo.xes. The wheels are standard forged, pressed

or rolled steel car wheels, except that the flanges have Ixren

removed and the treads have been coned to the center of

ibe table. The journal bo.xes, of which there are eight for

each end of the tal.lc, are standard M. C. 11. journals with

The Upper and Lower Sections of the Center Bearing

standard bo.xes, wedges, brasses, lids, guards, waste and
lubricants. In other words, the truck mechanism conforms
strictly to established railroad practice.

The power for turning the table is applied directly to one

of the truck wheels by a train of gears from an electric

motor which is sus[)endcd in a frame attached to the end
of the table. Ordinarily, two motors are provided, one at

each end of the table, liut the manufacturers recommend that

one of these motors be held in reserve, as the talile is turned

readily by one motor. Each of the turning units is nor-

mally e<|uipped with a hand fwwer device for use in emer-
gency. A foot lirakc is also provided; this and other con-
trolling devices being jjlated in an operator's cab located

directly above one of the motors. The current take-off is

readily provided by means of a structural steel current col-

lector arch mounted over the <mss girder.

Circle Rail of Heavy Construction

To insure a circle rail of uniform surface and alinement

subject to vers- little deflection under load, a l.?0-lij. rail of

P. S. section is provided with a special fastening to insure

thorough anchorage and adjustment. The support for the

rail consists of si)ecial steel T-tics of Ucthlehem H-.scction

imlxxldcfi in a concrete foundation. Tlie rail is securely

fastened to the ties ijy means of heavy (lii)s with ijolts and
nuts and .serrated wedges driven between the flanges of the

rail and the wedge scats in each clij). This affords ready
adjustment of the rail for alinement to a true circle and
when the alinement has been .secured perfectly, molten spel-

ter is {xmred over the fastenings to hold tlicm in position.

Advantages

Some of the advantages to which attention has been called

by the manufacturer arc among the following:

The table is cheaper in first cost, particularly where it is

installed to replace a center bearing table designed to take

shorter and lighter engines. Owing to the distribution of

the load on the center and end trucks of the twin span turn-

table, the existing center foundation will usually be suffi-

cient as it had to take the entire load of the old table. The
girders of the twin span table are relatively shallow and it

is unlikely that the pit will have to Ix; deepened. Finally,

as there is no necessity of balancing the lewd the twin span
table will turn an engine having a wheel base practically

as long as the table, so that it may be possible to use the

same length of table. In short, a twin span table could be

placed in the existing pit that would handle locomotives

VO per cent heavier and 20 per cent longer than the ma.ximum
capacity of the center bearing tai)le it replaced. It is ob-

vious that the same saving in size of table and pit occur

in new installations. The twin span table is efficient in

o[)eration, as no time is last in balancing the engine and the

table can be started as soon as the engine is completely on.

The friction of the journals is sufficient to hold the table

stationar)-. so end locks are unnecessary. Because the ends
of the table are supported on a very solidly constructed

circular rail and are accurately level with the approach rails

the usual hammer in running engines on or off the table is

avoided. The flexible connection of the girders at the

renter makes settlement of an inch or so in the center founda-
tion of little or no consecjuence.

The twin si)an tumtalile re(|uires more power than the

The Motor and Housing. Note Also the Circle Rail Con-
struction

balanced type but the additional cost is said to be neg-
ligible, considering the saving of time in handling engines,

lesser likelihood of damaging the engines and the longer
life of the table.

Patents on this type of articulated turntable are owned
by the Bethlehem Steel Bridge Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.,
which has developed detail plans for this table to fit various
requirements, A number of tables of this type have been
built for the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Atlantic Coast Lines
and the New ^ork Central and a table is now being installed

on the Riclmiond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

Canned salmo>-, by the shipload is now said In he moving
from Japan to Europe li.v way of the Panama Canal, Tlie Jap-
anese steamer Takctoio Maru, thus loaded, recently stopped at

Naiiaimo, B. C„ for coal.
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British Revise Rail Specifications

THE British Engineering Standards Association, which

is an organization of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Institu-

tion of Naval Architects, the Iron and Steel Institute and

the Institution of Electrical Engineers of Great Britain,

has just issued a revision of its standard specifications for

bull head rails, with revised standard sections for rails

weighing from 60 lb. to 100 lb. per yard inclusive. The

present specification is a revision of one first issued in 1904

and revised in 1909.

Among the more important modifications are the fol-

lowing :

(1) Two classes of rails are now included, namely,

ordinar)' carbon and higher carbon rails, and separate chem-

ical analyses are specified for the Bessemer and open hearth

processes.

( 2 ) The position in the head of the rail from which the

drillings and the test pieces for the chemical analyses and

tensile tests are to be taken is now defined.

(3) In the drop test the height of the drop for B.S.

Section No. 90 has been reduced to 18 ft.; the u.se of crop

ends is allowed and the measurement of permanent set after

the first blow has been omitted. The test is required to be

carried out upon the British standard falling weight testing

machine.

(4) The range of tensile breaking strengths for ordinary-

carbon rails has been increased from 40 to 48 tons per

square inch, to 42 to 53 tons per square inch, and a range

of tensile strengths for higher carbon rails inserted.

(5) The testing procedure before rejection has been set

out in detail.

(6) Provision is made for ascertaining the weight of the

rails during rolling.

(7) The brand or mark of the Association is now only

intended to indicate that the rail is of British Standard

section.

(8) \n arbitration clause has been included.

The sections have also been modified, the depth of the

head of the 85, 90 and 95 lb. rails having been increased

by 1/16 in., 5/64 in., and 1/32 in. respectively with tlie

object of securing a longer life. .^ corresponding amount

being taken off the foot in each case to preserve the same

weight and depth of the rail.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

C.'VR
LOADING showed a slight increase during the wec'f

of August 12 to 852,480 as compared with 851,351

the week before. This was an increase as compared
with the corresponding week of 1921 of 44,311 cars and a

decrease as compared with 1920 of 118,689. As compared
with the previous week there was an increase in coal loading

of 5,313, to 84,559. There were also increases in livestock,

forest products, ore and merchandise, but decreases in grain

and grain products, coke and miscellaneous. As compared
with last year there was a decrease in grain and grain

products and coal and in the Southwestern district. .\11

other districts showed increases. The loading of all com-
modities except coal was 768,021, which was greater than

the corresponding figure for 1920.

The freight car surplus during the period from August
1 to. 8 was reduced to 153,880, while the shortages increased

to 32,314. The surpluses included only 15,873 box cars

while there were shortages amounting to 23,032 box cars, and
there were 118,044 surplus coal cars while shortages were

also reported amounting to 5,964.

The percentage of cars placed to cars required for bitu-

minous coal loading during the week of August 5 increased

to 85, as compared with 71 the week before. Only the

Pocahontas and Southern regions placed less than 100 per

cent, 66 and 55 per cent resjjectively. The percentage of

orders filled for open-top cars in general also increased,

from 86 in the week of Jul>- 29 to 87 in the week of

August 5.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
SuMUARY

—

Alt. Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Veake .\co. Week Ended SATt'RDAY, August 12, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Grain
'

Corre- Corre.

and This sponding sponding
gram Live Forest Misc. Miscel- year year year

Districts Year products stock Coal Coke products Ore LC.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920

Eastern 1922 11,006 2,807 8.597 1,494 5.388 6,517 67,164 94,872 197,845

1921 10.035 2,561 42.206 973 4,470 2,333 56,548 77,427 196,553 237,824

Allegheny 1922 3.896 2.749 20,511 4,183 3,199 12,645 48,904 77.785 173,872

1921 3,302 2.640 45.019 2,283 2,477 7,119 44.470 52.029 159,339 199.378

Pocahraus 1922 236 204 22,297 237 1,022 33 3,720 2,637 30,386

1921 173 228 19,340 88 1.107 72 4,783 3.351 29.142 37,201

Southern 1922 4,240 2,152 17,981 965 17.027 1,228 34,713 32.607 110,913

1921 3,S13 1,966 20,721 272 14,272 187 36,222 31.528 108,981 130,986

1922 13.802 5,622 5,995 968 14,799 46,336 29.087 151.498

1921 16,043 6.407 8.328 431 10,714 21,822 27,993 33,756 125,494 163,733

Central Western 1922 18,165 10.596 5.918 378 7,382 1.956 32.449 51.575 128,419

1921 21,438 9.518 17.045 136 5,365 741 30,613 41.540 126,897 135,858

Southwestern 1922 6.222 3.240 3.260 195 7.346 482 14.615 24.287 59.647

1921 6.522 2,987 4,231 17? 6,058 675 15.582 25.6.16 61,863 66.287

Total Western districts 1922 38.189 20,458 15,173 1.541 29.527 18.774 76,151 109,751 339.564

1921 44.003 18.912 29.605 739 22,637 23.238 74,188 100,932 314,254 365.878

Total, all roads 1922 57,567 28.370 84.559 8,420 56.163 69,197 230.652 317.652 852.580
1921 61,326 26.307 156,891 4,355 44,963 32,949 216,211 265.267 808,269
1920 38.708 26.574 221,844 13,933 65,514 77..'!91 200,459 326.646 971.269

Incrciic compared . .

.

1921 2,063 4,065 11.2'» 36,248 14,441 52.385 44.311

Deciease cani|«red ... 1921 3,759 72,332

Incre.iK comparjtl . .

.

1920 1 8.8." 1.79(. .'0,193

Decrease compared 1920 137,285 5,5U 9,351 8.394 8.994 118.689

August 12 .. 1922 57,567 28.370 84,559 8.420 56.1S3 69.197 230.652 317.652 852,580 808,269 971.269

August 5 1922 58,512 26.507 79,246 8,442 55,898 66.218 229.287 327.241 851,351 786.178 935.730

July 29 1922 59,170 27.104 76,374 9 112 58 197 64.147

64 417

234.567

239.S10

241,180

331,062

327,655

326,285

859,733 795,432

788,034

774,884

936..166

923,418

942.851

July 22 1922 57,566 27,455 76,060 9,949 58 512

fuly IS 1922 48,91

1

30,216 77,334 9,698 53,121 69,162 860.907

Compiled by Car SetTice Pit'tsion, Amrrican Railway Associati<m



Locomotive Fuel the Life Blood of Transportation

How Officers in All Departments Can Help to Save Fuel

—Need for Refined Locomotives

By G. M. Basford

Consulting Engineer. Lima Locomotive Works

FVEL IS THE very life blood of transfjortation. We
must use it as if we thought so. We must not treat it

as we are tempted to treat water in the rainy season.

We must not bum it as if tlicre were a lot more where jhis

came from.

Bfi'ore those who direct and control the use of fuel

on railroads lies a wonderful opportunity for money
making, money saving. Wonderful improvemcn{s have

already t)ecn made. More and even greater possibilities are

available.

A fortunate fact about every feature in fuel conservation

is that it helps railroad operation in ways that fuel does

not dircitly touch. Xo one ever does anything to make more
effective u.«e of fuel without helping the road in other ways.

Therefore, to co-ordinate all these possibilities and to organ-

ize the road into a Committee of the Whole to conserve fuel.

fuel officers need to !«.• ver)' big. broad, influential men.

. They need to grasp and improve to the utmost the oppor-

tunity that lies before them. It is fortunate that they now
have this opportunity .mti this organization back of them.

Fuel must take a new place in your hands. The fuel officer

who is to bring fuel to its proper eminence has many strings

to his bow. The fuel officer has back of him the IcKomotive

builders with their extraordinary experience. He has many
other supporters who have spent lifetimes in developing safe,

sound and sane vitalizing factors that have never yet been

emploved to the limit of their capacity for improving the

real efficiency of locomotives. He must also have the entire

railroad l)ack of him.

When business comes on again, look out! You have less

railroad today than you had five years ago. You are short

about 5,000 locomotives to keep the equipment curve any-

where near the curve of growth of the nation. C. B. Peck
and V. Z. Caracristi show that locomotives are not used as

efficiently now as they were 20 years ago, because of lack

of maintenance facilities, but we know that as machines they

are vastly more efficient. It is also clear that lack of ade-

quate shop facilities is a great factor ob.structing the appli-

cation of fuel saving, capacity increasing improvements to

locomotives now in service, each of which should, if run at

all, run as economically and as efficiently, weight for weight,

as the latest new power. These unmcxlernizcd engines are

wicked wasters of fuel. To fix this situation right, new shop
machincr>- is needed. This illustrates the l)rca(lth of the

opportunity of the fuel officer. Adequacy of the equipment
of shops affec ts his fuel record in several ways. It materially

affects the numl)er of new engines needed and controls the

improvement of old ones. It also controls the condition of

the power that is burning up his fuel.

.\s a railroad officer, acquire all the knowledge of the

latest locomotive progress, learn of the perfectly sane and
safe possil)ilities of power and its use, never yet put into

general practice, and knowing to your own satisfaction that

big improvements may be made, you may say, ".\s a railroad

officer I cannot afford not to see this done." To the public
the new locomotive and upkeep of present locomotives are

more important than tlie question of rates and will continue
to mean more to the public as to their own pockets, but the

puljlic does not know it.

"Ah^lrict of a paper presented before the lnlernalion.il R.iilw.ny Knel
Ajsoci.-.iii ri. May 23. I')22.

Purchasing Agent

Why not help him by showing him what coal to buy and
why let him supply unimproved real estate? Thirty-two
years ago a big western road, then poor, now very prosperous,

tested seven coals for main line service. Differentials in

jjrice were established. Poor local coals were discarded and
truly economical coals provided. Operation of the road in-

stantly reflected the value of the right fuel. Nothing means
more than this in making long locomotive runs. Careful
roads buy the coal that is cheapest in the end. They pay
more to get clean coal and save by doirtg it. Then the coal

should be uniform or locomotives cannot be kept right as to

drafting. Drafting has been a difficult problem on many
roads. Changing coal discourages efforts to keep front ends
•'right."

Yardmaster

Give this very efficient officer the kind of switch engines
he needs; powerful, efficient, economical, snappv ones. Give
him road engines that will clear the ladder tracks quickly.

He knows, better than anyone else, the value of locomotive
improvements that make for better acceleration of trains over
the tracks that tie up the yard until they get away. Then
watch him make up trains for an even load on the road,
avoiding fleeting. Bunching trains raises havoc with fuel

performance. Watch him send road engines back to the
roundhouse singly, again avoiding the fleeting that clogs
facilities of all kinds, particularly locomotive terminals, and
piles up stand-by losses.

Do you not think that you can classify trains at terminals
so as to main track some of them through other terminals?
One road docs this with 10 to 15 per cent of its freight

trains, .^void switching trains at terminals whenever pos-
sible. This makes for long runs.

Dispatcher

No one can do more for fuel than this officer when he has
the tools to work with. Everytliing he does for fuel does
even more for himself. He does not want to fleet trains. He
wants them to get away and run. He needs efficient power,
first in the yards and then on the road. He needs such ton-

nage rating and careful loading for all engines as will enable
him to give a track for the big powerful ones to use without
being checked and hara.s.sed by old unmodernized ones. He
knows that it costs from 500 to 1,000 lb. of coal to stop a

train and start it again, depending on how long it stands,

but often he cannot help it. Take the dispatcher into the

family and give him the best tools to work with. Then get

him to use his engines with the realization that they are

very costly and ver)' scarce and that every lump of coal is

precious.

Scheduling freights is a gre.it improvement. Send them
out at specific times worked out to suit conditions and to

keep the wheels turning, avoiding delays of all trains as

much as possible.

Superintendent

Knowledge and thorough knowledge of his locomotives

means more to this officer than to any other on the road, even

those who are responsible for locomotives themselves. Under

387
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his command are all those who use the power. When he has

the traveling engineers he controls, and is in position to

revolutionize locomotive handling and operation. He can

control dispatching, control condition of power, direct firing

and the use of locomotive cut-off. He more than any other

officer can aid in making long locomotive runs and in pro-

viding equipment, men and supervision for locomotive main-

tenance and terminal attention. Superintendents also control

the time lost at stations that must be made up by fast run-

ning that uses so much fuel. They are charged with fuel

cost. They can do more than anyone else to save it.

In the superintendent the success of the divisional organ-

ization lies. Help him. Show him how the locomotive may

help him.

Track Officers

Limitations of locomotive weight are sometimes arbitrary,

but the tendency toward reducing dynamic augment, through

lighter reciprocating parts, renders it possible to build even

more powerful, more economical locomotives without requir-

ing heavier rail and stronger bridges. Weight limits often

prevent application of fuel saving improvements. The limit

to locomotive capacity has not nearly been reached, but co-

operation and understanding of this problem on the part of

track people will be necessary. It will pay to relocate some

water plugs, to change positions of some sidings for the sake

of fuel. Improved acceleration of trains with a recent loco-

motive improvement has already affected these matters mate-

rially on a number of roads and will affect them much more.

Track officers will find that locomotive improvements, other

than light parts, will help them by avoiding the necessity for

heavier rail and bridges. On the other hand they will find

that they may do many things with track that affect fuel.

They should interest themselves in what is happening to the

locomotive, particularly as to application of the booster and

reducing dynamic augment.

Signal Officers

These men know the cost of stopping trains. They are

helping fuel by keeping trains moving. A new and vital

problem lies before them. It will be up to them to secure

the necessary safety from automatic train control without

unnecessary stopping of trains. Get them into the fuel family

as to the effect of this new development on the operation of

trains of 60 to 100 cars and also as to the possible improve-

ment of an occasional signal location. The possibility of

increased acceleration of trains will affect these locations

materially.

Mechanical Officers

When everybody else thinks of fuel, when the "business

of owning locomotives" is understood and appreciated, when

ultimate cost replaces "first cost" in the official mind, and

when necessary improvements in accounting arc made, me-

chanical officers will surprise everybody with the savings

they will render possible. They will do it with modernized

existing locomotives, with new and greatly improved loccy-

motives, with competent maintenance, with tonnage ratings

that mean maximum earnings. Their problem must be under-

stood. They must have facilities, help, encouragement and

support. They are ready, but they and their problems are

not understood.

Condition of Poufer

A well known locomotive superintendent 15 years ago did

a great thing to improve condition of power. He put several

men in charge of matters that make or break fuel records.

1. Front end.s, drafting engines for economy as well as

for steam, air leaks into front ends and condition of super-

heaters. One man had charge of these.

2. Valve motion, best setting of valves for every class of

engine cond for every service was determined and it was this

man's job to see that every engine on the road had econom-

ical and eff'ective valve setting and that it was kept that way.

3. Boilers, this man was responsible for tight boilers, for

clean flues and arch tubes, for grates, arches and ash pans.

4. Running gear, every box, pin, journal, shoe and wedge,

was the responsibility of this expert. He supervised the shop

and roundhouse work all over the road and had lubrication

in charge.

These men had authorit)-. At times they annoyed the

master mechanics, but that was the reason for their appoint-

ment. Remarkable results were reported. Any road may do

this. It means little in cost, but much in fuel. This is a

good way to avoid fuel loss by leaky front ends, nozzles too

small, leaky superheaters, fallen arches, leaky flues, hot

boxes, knocking driving boxes and other things that defeat

the best fuel efforts. Today, stokers, feed water heaters, grate

shakers and power reverse gear would be added to the list,

making it somebody's particular business to look after every

one of them systematically.

Existing engines require this. As soon as the "bloom is

off the peach" new ones need it also. Large capital expendi-

ture is needed for the necessary maintenance facilities. The

public has made it difficult for poor roads to raise the money,

but a great deal may be accomplished by a gradual and

relatively slow process, each step of which will make the

next one easier. Get rid of the fatal monthly budget. Get

to an annual basis. Consider annual cycles instead of

straight line oversight. Do a little this year and invest the

savings of this year for the time to come.

If our shops and roundhouses had adequate machinery'

and facilities for handling big work quickly, if they had

enough to modernize all existing engines and to keep all

engines up to condition there would be a surplus of power

today for any load the roads have ever had to carry. This,

however, will not provide for the load tliat is coming. New
engines will be needed before they can be designed carefully

to take advantage of available improvements, and before

they can be built. But remember that the new ones will soon

add to the shop load. There is no time to lose in this ma-
chinery matter or the loss to the pulilic will bring the severest

charges railroads ever faced. A new way for financing ma-
chinery additions must be found. This is now receiving

attention with promise of success. Last February Secretary

Hoover suggested government guarantees for improvements

and equipment.

Engine Failures

Records for nine years on a well known road show 84 per

cent reduction in tlie number of engine failures per month
that cause a delay of five minutes, whether made up or not.

Remember that time made up on the road is mighty costly

in fuel and it should count against any failure that causes

it. In the nine years referred to the number of engines dis-

patched per engine failure increased 251 fxr cent. Figuring

on $250 as the average cost of an engine failure, and the cost

may often reach five times that amount, this road estimates

a saving of a quarter million dollars per year, and relatively

it is a small road. An engine failure may cost $1,200 if it

delays four or more trains. The particular failure that

showed this figure could have been prevented by ai. expendi-

ture of $25.

Long Locomotive Runs

Stand-by losses murder fuel records. Is yours as high as

.^0 per cent as it was recently stated to be on one big road?

Popular demand for economies and growing public senti-

ment in favor of the operating economies of electrification

have some foundation in view of tlic possible continuous

service of electric locomotives eliminating stand-by losses

Eight hours a day or perhaps half that, ought to be enough

to condition a locomotive, leaving 16 or more, for service.

It is not the fault of the engine that it docs not work more
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than 16 hours or that it spends more than half its life at

rest. After 150 miles the engine is well warmed up for

another 500 miles

Individual Fuel Records

Without individual performance records it is impossible

check tonnage performance of engines, to check up the

v.ilue of vital izim; factors and to know whether the power
improvements and economy they should give is really pro-

duced. A combination of four vitalizing factors should give

the light government Mikado 50 per cent additional pull at

30 miles per hour for the same co;il as a plain engine of

the same size would use. Do we get this power? Only
individual records of fuel and tonnage will show. J. N.
Clark cowered this question admii'ably before the Pacific

Railway Club la.-t year. He asks how the traveling engineer

is to know what to say to 125 engineers and 140 firemen

unles.s he knows what each one is doing?
He also asks: "How long would a large industrial plant

remain a going concern if they had one item of expense
amounting to 40 (ler cent of thek operating expenses and
had no idea as to whether it was sustaining a loss each month
due to lack of supervision over details?" W. L. Robinson
covered this subject in his paper before the New England
Railroad Club in December, 1917.

By a few simple figures every run may be made a test run.

We do this with automobiles. Any deficiency in miles per

gallon leads to a prompt investigation because it touches our

own pocketbooks. Some tests made three years ago proved

20 per cent in fuel saving by an improvement on a big en-

gine, but it did not show on any record except that of the

test. When a new type of engine goes to work it is most
important to know its operating and fuel standing a? com-
pared with those that it replaced. This would help in order-

ing the next new ones. Those who do not know cannot

wonder why new engines are ordered without consultation

with them. Some general office buildings have four and five

floors of accountants. Is it not possible to divert a few ac-

couptants to the vital statistics needed for locomotive oper-

ation, to make ever)- run a test run, even if it is a rough test?

Co-operation of Engine Men
The major number of engine men take pride in their work.

Their co-operation is a vital matter. They are intelligent,

able men, but don't ask them to save fuel while someone else

who directs their work wastes it faster than they can save it.

Give them a chance to run. Give them a railroad to run on,

give them track, give them signals and water plugs where
they ought to be. Then show them films such as the "Fuel
Conservation," films of the Southern Pacific. They would
co-operate and turn their daily routine to the advantage of

the company. Are your engine men with you as to fuel?

Have you a right to expect them to be? Do you keep records

of individual tonnage and fuel so that the good men can

make a .showing and so that the others will be encouraged

to try?

Stationary Power Plants

Over 1,200 railway power plants offer oppwrfunities for a

lot of fuel saving. Heat losses alone account for 25 per cent

of the fuel in the average steam plant without referring

specially to railroad plants. Do we give careful attention

to the operation of shop power plants to sec wliat the firemen

are doing? Do we train and do we check up power plant

engineers and firemen? Do we keep brickwork tight? Do
we apply superheaters and do we cover piping and stop the

leaks of steam, water and heat? A few years ago a large

manufacturing company saved ten per cent of its fuel in a

large plant by merely stopping leaks. What could railroads

save by covering pipes, stopping leaks and by replacing old

locomotive toilers by proper boilers with superheaters for

stationary plants?

Boiler Water Treatment

A very costly encumbrance is l>oiler scale. Many a rail-

road is regularly using waters nut fit to be put into boilers,

locomotive boilers least of all. It costs little to "doctor" those

bad waters, little compared with the cost of driving heat

through l>oiler scale which is the most effective heat resister

known. For the In-nefit of your fuel records "medicine"

these bad waters.

Personnel

It's the personnel of an organization and the skill and
spirit of its members, the team work, that gets the results,

good or otherwise, out of any equipment—army, navy, manu-
facturing or railroad. Hand in hand must go improved men,

improved supervision and improvements in material. To be

ready for better locomotives it is necessarv' to lead men to

bring the present equipment and its use to a point of high

efficiency. Improve the men and when they get the best

work out of present machinerj- they will be ready for better

machinery. A suitable plan for recruiting, training and
promotion of men—real apprenticeship—is the thing rail-

roads need more than any other one thing today. What are

you doing about this? .\sk the roads that have systematically

provided apprenticeship whether it pays. Ask the Santa Fe
people. Only one road has applied this year to a certain

famous technical school for some of its graduates. Was it

your road?

Morale

Morale is the first thing to fix. Perhaps by inspired lead-

ership this may be accomplished. Leaders always know what
they want and how to get it. Everybody sees coal come in

quantities by train loads. Is it not p>ossible by leadership

to induce everybody to use it as if it were their own?

Those Next New Locomotives

To order new engines now is a big responsible job which
should be approached with full knowledge of the business

possibilities of locomotives reinforced by exjDcrience and will-

ingness to take advantage of everything that will produce
efficient engines that will save money. There is little danger
of going too far in refinement. There is great danger of

perpetuating the brutal in present locomotive practice.

Unnecessary Weight

This is the first big thing to tackle. Many big engines
today are doomed to carry literally tons of unnecessary-

weight, and to earn,- them for 20 or 30 years. Think of the

fuel required to drag the heavier engine around. Many
engines have been built recently that were too heavy to take
important fuel saving factors. Here is where the fuel officer

comes in on refinement of present brutal weights. He comes
in again in saving of fuel by long locomotive runs to which
refinement of design and better steels will contribute. One
railroad has gotten down to less than 100 lb. of weight per
horsepower. Is it your road? There must be a definite

weight limit or your fuel records suffer.

Undoubtedly the new engines will have trailing wheels.

Boosters add to capacity, produce quicker acceleration to

speed, help over critical points on grades, clear yard ladder
tracks in shorter time and really put a trailer type of engine
into the next class above it in starting power. It saves fuel

by avoiding doubling and by putting a light engine in posi-
tion to do the work of a heavier one. You should consider
building Atlantics today with boosters for suburban and
frequent stop service, releasing heavier engines and make a

little money on such trains.

Stokers should be considered for new engines in a new
way—as fuel savers. They are generally advocated to throw
more coal tlian a man can fire. They should be used as fuel

savers, enabling the fireman to use his head when he is re-
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lieved from the heav}- work of firing. Power grate shakers

reduce the starving of a fire for air. They are needed to

make long runs and to facilitate cleaning fires. New engines

call for most careful attention as to lubrication. Long runs

already made prove this necessity. Heat conserv-ation by feed

water heaters will add to the power of the new engine or

save fuel for the same power. Feed water heaters have been

demonstrated to be a success and should be considered on

every new engine.

All new engines have arches, but a new and double arch

is available. Through its supporting tubes water equivalent

to the entire contents of the boiler will circulate every seven

or eight minutes when the engine is working hard. So also

the thermic syphon is available. Their effect on combustion

and also their influence on improved circulation must be

considered. Boiler circulation may be accelerated in several

ways. New engines with necessarily big boilers should have

the fuel saving advantage provided by them. With improve-

ments of this class circulation may be so rapid as to require

steam separators to prevent the superheater from being com-

fjelled to evaporate water. This question will be answered

soon. To help boiler circulation, reduce boiler repairs and
reduce engine failures why not use ten or 12 inch mud rings?

No engines are built in these days witliout superheaters,

but new ones should have the advantage of higher superheat

and superheated steam for the auxiliaries which altogether

use a lot of steam. This should save many a ton of fuel.

This is now being worked out with promise of success.

Improved valve gears and power reverse gears are neces-

sary on big engines. Cut-off control is only now becoming

appreciated as a fuel saver and power increaser. The p>ower
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Fig. 1—Effect of Fuel-Saving Appliances on Tonnage and

Speed

Curve A indicates the maximum tonnage which can be moved on a

O.S per cent Cf^^c ^y ''" U. S. R. A. light Mikado at various speeds;

while Curve B represents the possible increase in tonnage which m.-iy

be obtained by equipping this Icxromotive with a feedwater heater, high
temperature superheater and the locomotive booster.

The increased capacity, as shown by curve B. may be utilized in in-

creased speed of operation, as indicated on the right margin of the

diagram; for instance, the speed of a 1,600-toii train may be increased

14.8 per cent.

reverse gear that is to do the work on future big engines

must be able to run for long periods without attention and

without creeping. Such a gear is now available. For very

powerful freight engines the SO per cent maximum cut-off

which has been so successful on the Pennsylvania should

be taken into consideration, and after that comes the three

cylinder engine to bring bearing pressures down.

This is not by any means a complete list. Skillful com-

bination of design using these factors and others will pro-

duce locomotives that will surprise everybody. Up to the

time this is written the locomotive that uses all of these,

combined with skillful detail design, unrestricted as to first

cost, but constructed for ultimate cost and operating economy,

has not been built.

A Prediction

We think we know the locomotive. We do not. We will

not until a certain thing is done that has never yet been
done. Put this up right and you will get it.

Give an order to one of the three locomotive builders, or

l)etter give one to each of them, such an order as you give

to electric locomotive builders. Give an order for a new
locomotive for certain traffic on your road. Make no limit

on price, but order the most economical engine that can be

built for that work, all things considered, ton-miles per hour,

per ton of locomotive metal, per dollar of locomotive mainte-
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Fig. 2—How Stokers Increase Tractive Effort of Large

Locomotives

The capacity of a tireman is limited to about 4,(X0 lb. of coal per hour
over considerable periods; for short periods a man can fire at the rate
of from 5,000 to 6,000 lb. per hour.
Curves D and C indicate the drawbar pull on level straight track that

can be expected from the U. S. R, A. lieavy Santa Fe type locomotive
with hand-firing at the rate of 4.000 and 5.000 lb. per hour, respectively
Curve B illustrates the normal output in drawbar pull of tllis locomotive

as rated by the builders when it is equipped with a mechanical stoker:
this involves an evaporation of from 12 to 13 lb. of water per square foot

of heating surface and fuel consumption of about 120 lb. per square fool

of grate per hour.
Curve A indicates the increase in drawbar pull over the normal ca-

pacity which may be expected when the boiler is forced to about 20 per
cent beyond its normal capacity.

It will thus be seen that in emergency the stoker can be used to in

crease the locomotive capacity, although it should be borne in mind th.ii

such increase is obtained at a loss in efficiency.

nance and per dollar of track maintenance cost. Enlist the

leaders and best engineering talent of the solid, reliable,

reputable companies producing the vitalizing, capacity in-

creasing and fuel saving factors that render the modern loco-

motive possible. Tell all hands, without exception, to cut

out every pound of unnecessary weight and make ever}- one

of them do it. They will do wonders in this direction when

they must. They have never yet been made to do it. But

the builders can do more than all the rest. In all thing?

insist on efficiency. Use alloy steels whenever possible, but

do not take a chance on anything that has not abundantly

made good. Above all things insist on quality material every-

where and get it, as you do when ordering electric locomotives.

When this engine is delivered take good care of it, but

make it work every possible minute as every machine should

work. Put an experienced man on the job of following the

engine to sec that it has a "show," as the electrical people

do when they install electric locomotives. Then see to it that

operation is made to fit the locomotives as the el-ectric loco-
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moiive propU do and thereby correct a lot of faults th.it steam
locofnotivi^ have always had to endure. Keep trutk of the

• f fri-ii;ht, fuel, water and the time. Get the dispatcher
. I- the locomotive the rails to run on. show the men how
an it and then give the right amount of thought to its

mamtenance.

Then tell the chief executive the results in money saved.

He will tell the "Board" the same day. That day will begin

a new kind of money makini; raiIro:tding.

Some new. quick, deep, intensive thinking on the locomo-

tive is needed and needed now.

This is an effort to interest real railroad men in .some

things they are overlooking. It is a challenge for the short-

sighted gcntp.- who refer to important locomotive improve-

ments slightingly.

Look, think, act. When you build new engines build ten

that will do the work of 20 old ones and cost less to keej) up.

Who orders new engines on your road? When he orders

two million dollars' worth of engines get him to see how
much efficiency he can buy instead of how many engines he

can get for his money without regard to their efficiency.

I
Accompanying Mr. Basford's paper were numerous charts

showing the effect of fuel-saving devices on tractive effort,

tonnage, speed, fuel and water rates and acceleration. Two
of these charts are reproduced in this abstract.

—

Editor.]

Discussion

H. C. Woodridge (Locomotive Stoker Company), said

that fuel economy must l>e considered in connection with

other operating cost.* as well as with con.«iderations of

revenue, calling attention to the fact that while stokers have

not generally shown as good an evaporate efficiency as

hand firing, they have actually reduced ton-mile fuel costs.

Recent tests, however, have demonstrated that the stoker can

actually increase the evaporation per pound of coal over that

obtainable under comparable conditions by hand firing.

Statistics Show Increase

in Timber Preservation

ALMOST HALF of the crossties now purchased by the

railroads of the United States are subjected to pre-

ser\ative treatment before insertion in the track. This

is the most important fact to be gleaned from the statistics

on timber preservation in the United States for 1''21, pre-

pared by the United States Forest Products Service in co-

ojKration with the American Wood Preservers' Association.

The number of crossties treated in 1921 was 55,383,515

ties as compared with 44,987,532 in 1920, the previous

maximum record. It is interesting to note that in spite of

this marked increase in the treatment of railroad ties there

was a del rea.sc in the treatment of tinilnT used for other pur-

poses. Thus, expressed in cubic feet, there was an increase

in the treatment of ties to the extent of 31,188,000 cu. ft.,

whereas the increase in the treatment of all timber was only

28,334,000 cu. ft. .

Excluding ties there were only two classes of material in

which there was any increase in the volume of timber treated,

Cviic Frr.T or TiMBr>« op Vakious Classes Treatkd in 1920 and 1931

C\SL*tn 1930 l-JJl

Cro»«ie» 134.962.596 166.150,545
Pile 8.092,546 S. 581,999
Pdfi 10,309.746 10.959.256
Wool? hlocVi 6,741,410 6,202,904
CroiMrmt .11H.707 108,715

C( nttrncti'in limhrr 11.645.811 11.876,708
.Mincclhn-'.in lumlxr 1,238.68') 753,101
Totnl mairri.-il trcilcd 173,309.505 201.643.2^8

namely, poles and construction timbers, and in each of these

cases the increase was nominal. This comparison can be

checked rapidly from an examination of the tal)lc showing

tJic quantities of timbers subjected to treatment in 1920 and

1921, subdivided between crossties. pile.*, poles, wood blocks,

crossarms, construction timber and mi.*cellaneous lumber. A
l>ruader view of the growth of timber preservation is to be

had from the larger table showing the quantities of timber

treated and the consumption of the two principal presen'a-

tive materials from 1909 to 1921, inclusive. Further evi-

dence of the growth of the industry is to l>e had from the

fact that 122 plants were in active operation during 1921,

or 10 more than in the previous year.

In the preservation of wood in the United States in 1921

the treating plants consumed 76,513,279 gal. of creosote,

1,060,753 gal. of paving oil, 1,810,294 gal. of miscellaneous

preservatives and 51,375,360 lb. of fused zinc chloride. The
zinc chloride consumption in 1921 was the largest so far

rcjwrted by tlie industry and represents an increase of

1,657,431 lb. over the quantity used the year before.

The quantity of creosote used during the year constitutes

an increase of 7,755,771 gal. over that consumed in 1920,

while the 1,060,753 gal. of paving oil reported was less

by 788,158 gal. than the 1920 consumption. The quantity

of miscellaneous preservatives used in 1921 was greater by
.iS,210 gal. than in the year |>revious. The restoration of

the foreign creosote industry to its pre-war status is indi-

cated by the large increase in the consumption of foreign oil,

which amounted to 28,242,307 gal. in 1921 as compared
with 9,575,680 gal. in 1920. However, although the quan-
tity of domestic oil used in 1921 was less than in 1920, it

is still considerably larger than the volume of imported oil.

Wood Pheservation 1909-1921. Tocetheh With Consuuption of Creosote
AND Zinc Chloride

Total Material Number of Creosote Zinc chloride
treated. cros-stics used. used.

Year cubic feet treatctl galloiu pounds
1909 7.\')-'6.419 20.693.012 51,426.212 16,215,107
1910 100.074,144 26,155,677 63,266,271 16.802.532
Iflll in. '124,563 28.394,140 73.027,335 16,359,797
1912 125,931.056 32,394,336 83.666,490 20.751,711
1913 153,613.888 40.260.416 108.378.359 26,466.803
1914 159,582,639 43,846,987 79,334.606 27,212.259
\1\S 140,858.963 37.085,585 80,859,442 33.269.604
l''I6 150.522,982 37,469,368 90.404,749 26,746,577
l'>17 137.338,586 33,459,470 75.541,737 26,444.689
1918 122.612.890 30.609.209 52,776.386 31,101.111
1019 146,050,994 37,567.927 65,556.247 43,483,134
1''20 17J.309.505 44.987.532 68.757.508 ''9.717.929
1921 20I.6-13.22S 55.383.515 76.513.279 51.375,360

The consumption of domestic creosote aggregated 48.270,972
gal. in 1921. a decrease from quantities slightly in excess

of 59 million gal. each for 1919 and 1920.

Of the total number of crossties treated during 1921,

35,819,931 were hewed and 19,563,584 were sawed. The
crossties treated in the largest quantit}' were yellow pine,

the total number reported lieing 21,511,719. Oak ties

ranked second with 12,838,157 and Douglas fir ties were
third with 4,960,115. Other ties treated in any quantity

were western pine, beech, gum, tamarack, maple, birch, elm
and hemlock.

A total of 22,046,466 crossties were treated with creosote

in 1921 and 30,265,947 with zinc chloride. The number
of ties impregnated with the zinc-creosote emulsion was 3,-

061,234, while 9,868 were subjected to treatment with mis-
cellaneous preservatives. In treating ties with creosote an
average absorption of 7.21 11). [xt cu. ft. was obtained.

Where zinc chloride was used the average quantity of pre-

servative that was forced into the wood was 0.48 lb. per cu.

ft. Willi the use of the zinc-creosote emulsion the injection

amounted to 0.49 lb. of zinc and 2.75 lb. of creosote. Prac-
tically all of the wood-preserving processes used commer-
cially were emi)loycd in the treatment of crossties.

The Annual Convention of the Chief Inferchanfte Car Inspec-

tors' and Car Foremen's Association which was to have t.nken place

at Chicago, August 22-24, has been postponed and will be held at

the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, November 6-8.
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Michigan Central Express Wrecked
by Removal of Track Spikes

MICHIG.AX Ckntr.xi, \ve>ll)Ound train Xo. 39, a New
York-Chicago express due to arrive at Chicago at

9:45 p. m. Saturday, August 19, consisting of 22

express cars and a coach, was derailed and wrecked IJ/^

miles east of Gary, Ind., at 2:18 a. m. Sunday, August 20.

The accident was caused by some unknown person or per-

sons maliciously pulling 27 or more spikes from the outside

of the south rail on the westbound main track. The engine-

man and fireman were buried under the engine and killed

and two express messengers were injured.

The train was running approximately 45 miles an hour

Approximate Location of Engine and First Eleven Cars

at the time of the accident, and when it left the rails about

o95 ft. of track was torn up and the locomotive half buried

itself in the sand. After the engine turned over, the tirst

car went nearly 200 ft. beyond it before going into the ditch.

Four additional cars were derailed. The line, which is

double track, passes through the sand dunes of Indiana and

is tangent within the range of vision from the jxjint of the

accident.

Soon after the accident. James H. Connelly acting captain

Intcrnaln^nii

View from the South East

of police of Gary and P. E. Pfeifer division superintendent

of the Michigan Central, in investigating the causae of the

accident, found that at least 27 spikes had Ix-en removed

from the tics, the track being so badly torn up that it was

impossible to determine how many more had i)cen taken

out.

The marks of the claw bar were plainly visible on

the spikes and its impression on the ties was very clearly

indicated. The first two cars which remained upright (the

trucks only Ijcing derailed), stood at the point where the

spikes had first l)cen removed, and three tics were found

to have .spikes in them, although from their appearance, at-

tempts had been made to remove them, as they were raised

slightly.

The last passenger train westbound prior to the acci-

dent was No. 23 from Buffalo, N. Y., which was due at Gary

at 8:00 p. m. Saturday. Westbound freight extra 7878

passed Garry at 12:38 a. m. No. 45, another passenger

train from Buffalo, was due at Gar>- at 5:22 a. m. while

No. 47, a train from Grand Rapids Mich., was due at

6:10 a. m. From the fact that extra 7878 passed the

point of the accident at 12:38 a. m. and the accident oc-

curred at 2:18 a. m., it appears that the spikes were re-

moved some time during the one hour and forty minutes

intervening between the time the extra left Gar}' and the

time No. 39 arrived. From the investigation it appeared

that after the spikes were removed the rail had been thrown

out slightly to spread the gage.

At the inquest, which was held at Gary on August 21, the

coroner stated that the wreck was the result of a deliberate

p. S- A. Fhct,''

Overturned Engine; the Tender Has Been Removed

|)lot. recording the deaths of the ongineman and fireman as

liomicide. The verdict of the coroner's jury was that "The
wreck was deliberately planned by a jjerson or persons

unknown and therefore the deaths were homicide." This

verdict was reached after several witnesses had testified

that a number of spikes had Ix-en pulled from the outside

of the rail, which resulted in their spreading as the express

train passed. The coroner's investigation developed the fact

that no engine trouble had been experienced although sudi

reports had been circulated.

J. P. Rooney, head of the bureau of investigation of the

Department of Justice in Chicago, acting under instructions

from Attorney General Daugherty at Washington, lx>gan a

federal investigation of the causes of the wreck. In addi-

tion. Indiana state officials, railraid officers and other

agencies are carr\-ing on investigations. Operatives of

states attorney Crowe of Illinois, raided the offices

of William '/.. Foster of the Trades Union Educational

League after the accident to determine whether he was im-

plicated directly or indirectly with the accident as he has

been reported as being active in dis.seminating "red" pro-

paganda among striking railway workers. However, the

states attorney dropped his investigation after he learned

that W. Z. Foster had l>een under such close surveillance

by government agents during the rail strike and that it was

almost impossible for him to have had any direct part in this

occurrence.



Guard Against Physically Unsound Employees

Greatly Increased Liability of Railroads Under Present Laws
Demands More Perfect Health Control

By John Leeming. M. D.

Medical Counsel, Chicago Surface Lines, and Consulting Physician, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago

Du RAILROAD COMPANIES fuUv realize the risk they as-

sume in the employment of their help? My experience

leads me to believe that in the light of recent legis-

lation this subject has not been sufficiently studied, nor its

far-reaching effects fully comprehended. I submit the broad
general statement that a railroad company should employ
men only who are physically and mentally 100 per cent

sound. No employer of labor will deny that efficiency de-

pends largely upon a sound mind and a sound body, but

desirable as efficiency may be, there are other reasons why
perfect health is necessary in the workmen from the track

worker to the locomotive engineer. A man in jjerfect health

is more valuable to himself and his family and better able

to render efficient service to his employer. Good health

favors contentment, both individually and collectively, but

when the subject is considered in the light of the various

workmen's compensation acts, physical soundness is not only

desirable, but as a matter of protection to the employer, a

necessity.

Previous Health of Employee No Defense to Employer

The principle which underlies legislation of this character

is that the employment in which the workman has been dis-

abled owes him a living if the disability is due to an injury

arising out of and in the course of the employment. A
large number of cases which have caused endless trouble,

litigation and great expense to the employer have proven to

be cases where prior conditions of health had a serious

bearing upon the question of compensation. There are any

number of illustrations of a workman being employed with

certain defects which are not absolutely disqualifying for

service, but which, under the influence of an accident, may
develop into a total and permanent disability. It appears

to be well established in most jurisdictions that if a man is

employed with certain latent or minor defects which are not

in themselves disabling, and he suffers an accident "arising

out of and in the course of his employment" and this acci-

dent so aggravates his prior condition that he is disabled,

he is entitled to compensation notwithstanding the previous

defect.

In Illinois it seems to be settled that so far as pre-existing

disease is concerned, if the disease is aggravated or accel-

erated by an accidental injur)' in the course of the employ-

ment, an award will be predicated upon the effect of the in-

jury upon the particular employee in his condition of health

as it existed at the time of the injury (279 111., 2.>.S). The
presence of a pre-existing disease is not of itself the basis

of an award. "It is because of the injury acting as a cause

of disability or aggravation of the disease, rendering the dis-

ability greater that makes compensation payable for the

condition as it exists by reason of the injury." (Ccntralia

Coal Co. vs. Industrial Commission, .301 111. M8).
The practical and important question which, therefore,

presents itself to all employers of labor who are operating

under the terms of workmen's compensation acts is: What
latent or other defects are disi|ualifying, first, for competent

and efficient service, and second, in anticipation of possible

accidents occurring during and growing out of the employ-

ment. There should be no grading in selecting employees

so far as physical health is concerned. All workmen should

Ijc 100 per cent sound, as determined by a comp)etent medical

examiner. A life insurance company will not accept a risk

on any other basis and as railway companies, under the in-

dustrial laws, have to assume important risks, they should in

self protection act on the same basis.

Railroad Protection Lies in

More Thorough Examination

The important question which, therefore, presents itself,

as indicated above, is to determine first by physical ex-

amination the positively disqualifying defects which will

interfere with the worker's efficiency. This phase of the

subject requires very little comment because the employment

man in any large organization if instructed to do so could

easily determine objectively the existence of the well recog-

nized defects, such as, color blindness and other visual de-

fects, impaired hearing, structural heart disease, pulmonary
or bone tuberculosis, palpable deformity, organic diseases of

the nervous system, over-weight, under-size and weight, etc.

The second phase of the subject, however, is one upon
which I desire to direct sfiecial attention for the reason that

it is one which in my experience and ob-servation has been

very much neglected in the past, and also because the dis-

qualifications are of a character that are much more difficult

to detect. I refer to what I have termed latent defects and
the existence of certain blood diseases whicli do not manifest

themselves to an ordinary or casual medical examination.

Such underlying conditions, by a comparatively slight in-

jury, may be so aggravated or roused up as to constitute a

prolonged or even permanent disability. This opens up a

big field and to go into the subject in any sort of detail,

would carry one entirely beyond the permissible space of this

article. A few suggestions will indicate the writer's trend

of thought and should be entirely sufficient to lead an inter-

ested reader along the lines of study suggested.

Look for Latent as Well as Obvious Defects

What defects, inherited weaknesses, predispositions, con-

stitutional states, etc., should he looked for in the thorough

medical examination I am advocating? What underlying

conditions might exist without exhibiting marked objective or

apparent evidence that could be roused up by injury into

a serious trouble resulting in prolonged disability, or pos-

sibly a fatal termination? Constituting one such condition,

there is hernia. Many men are ruptured. Authorities

are sponsors for the statement that one in every 25

male adults is affected in this way. Such ruptures are

usually of long-standing and in most cases when properly

supported are not disabling. Wherever located, an accident

accompanied by an involuntary muscular movement in an

effort to save one's self from falling, may so operate to bring

about an acute and complete hernia, with possible disastrous

results and prolonged incapacity for work.

As a second consideration there are the varico.«e veins of the

legs, a condition wliich is not unusual in men. Neither is it

disqualifying for work if the affected limb is properly sup-

ported. Hut if a workman with this defect sustains an

abrasion or l)ruise in the region of his diseased veins they

are very likely to become ruptured and a condition arise

which results in a prolonged if not a permanent disability.
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The condition indicated by high blood pressure is a third

defect to be considered among these latent defects. In the

physical examination of every applicant for serv^ice, the

blood pressure should be taken and if it is more than "100

plus the man"s age," a close investigation should be made
to ascertain its cause and if the cause cannot be discovered

and the condition remedied, the emplo)Tnent of such an ap-

plicant is a dangerous risk for the employer to assume.

There is a fourth class of defects to be considered in those

disorders known as "Focal Infections." It refers to the

presence in certain cavities of the body, of infectious or

poisonous material which, not readily remedied by natural

processes, is absorbed into the circulation, with the result

frequently, of setting up inflammatory action in the muscles,

joints, bones and other important structures. The follicles

of the tonsils, root cavities of the teeth and the sinuses con-

nected with the upper air passages are the most common sites

of such infection and thousands of cases of chronic rheu-

matism, persistent neuralgia and other painful and disabling

troubles have been permanently cured by the discovery and
removal of such real underlying causes. Many apparently

able-bodied men are, without their knowledge, carrying about
with them some of these undiscovered foci of infection.

Their general good health has enabled their systems to

develop an immunity against this poison, but let such an
individual sustain an injury to a joint, a sprain of his back,

a bruise over some nerve, and the lowered resistance thus

induced by the injur)' favors the development of a condition

which will persist and disable until the real cause of the

trouble is removed.

Venereal disease is another of these latent defects which
invite serious consideration by railroads. The public would
be appalled if it knew the prevalence of certain forms of

such disease that prevail in many apparently hcalthv in-

dividuals. In fact, many such individuals do not know
it themselves, and in such cases an injury, especially to bones,

or joints, or the covering of bones where this underlying taint

is present, proves to be disabling in tlie form of inflammation
of the bone covering, etc., until a course of specific "blood
treatment" is used.

Tubercular tendency is a si.xth of the conditions to which
I refer, a condition which is common but difficult to detect.

It requires careful investigation. Many cases of tubercu-
losis of the knee joint, hip joint, spinal column and other

parts of the body have been attributed to comparatively
slight injuries to the parts involved wliich, owing to the
underlying predisposition, were unable to survive the effects

of the injury and a permanent disability has thereby
ensued.

Finally there should be considered functional heart af-

fections and functional nervous states. A rapid pulse, the

evidence of an irritable heart, is very common in manv
otherwise healthy individuals from a variety of causes such
as excessive use of tobacco, disturbances of gland .secretion,

prolonged indiscretion in diet, etc., in the presence of which
the power of resistance against injury and the ability to

recuperate following injury is materially impaired. Func-
tional nervous state is a condition, wliich is citlier inherited

or acquired and calls for careful attention. A plaintiff's

expert once said, in reference to a case of tliis tvpc: "Such
an individual is a very bad one to receive an injury." These
are the cases which fill our court calendars with the .so-called

traumatic neurasthenias and traumatic hysterias and in which
employees after a trivial injurv- develop persistent, disabling
and long continued neuroses, for whi< li the employer is held
liable under compensation acts.

Life Insuratice Methods None Too Complete

These suggestions show the position in which the employer
of labor finds himself if he has men working for liim who
have these and other quiescent or latent defects. Failinjj to

take the necessary steps to ascertain the fitness and capacity

of the employee, he therefore assumes the increased risk under
the compensation acts of employing or retaining men, who
under the influence of a trivial accident may be disabled for

months or years. Such men are undoubtedly bad cases to

suffer from accidental injur)- "arising out of and in the

course of" their employment, and while the suggestions in-

dicated could be greatly elaborated and much of a similar

character added in reference to other underlying defects,

enough has been said to justify the statement made at the

outset that in the employment of men in all branches of

labor connected with railroad work, a thorough, complete

and exhaustive examination is requisite—just as complete

and thorough as that required by a life insurance company.
The employment man of a railroad company would do well

to have printed in large t)'pe for his guidance the recent

opinion of an arbitrator that "This man's prior trouble was
no doubt aggravated by the accident in question and his dis-

ability is no doubt due to such aggravation—the employer
either knew of the pre-existing condition when the man was
hired or it was his business to have discovered it."

A New Design of Liner for Grain Cars

LEAKAGE OF GRAIN from defective cars is a serious source

of loss to the railroads. All roads endeavor to make
- equipment offered for grain loading as tight as possible,

and a considerable proportion of the cars are lined with

paper or burlap. Formerly, paf)er for lining cars was fur-

nished in rolls, but this method of coopering is slow and
expensive and prepared linings shaped to fit the floors, sides

and ends of the cars have come into use in recent years.

An improved car liner of this type has recently been

placed on the market by E. C. Unser, River Edge, N. J.

The principal features of this liner are the one-piece con-

struction and the simplicit)- of application. The complete

liner is made in two sizes, 40 and 50 ft. long, which will

fit any length of car. It is furnished so that it can be

The Liner Is Made in One Piece with Overlaping Flaps at the

Doors

placed on tlie floor of the car and rolled out. lengthwise, the

sides being then lifted and fastened against tlie walls of the

car. The operation of lining a car can be completed in a
few minutes.

The two standard sizes of liners are adapted to the

varying widths and lengths of cars by folding either

longitudinally or transversely to fit the inside dimensions
of the body. Special provisions are made in this liner for

loading and unloading. Two separate sections, AA, at

each doorway overlap the sides. When loading the ends of
the car one doorway can be closed while the door covering
on the side from which the car is loaded is folded out of
the way and gradually raised as the level of the load rises

and the grain doors are put in place.

These liners are made of heav)- kraft paper and are
suitable for protecting loads of sugar, salt, lime, paper,
flour and other mill proflucts as well as grain.



General News Department

The Central Railway Club, announces that the September
meeting ot the club has been postponed until further notice.

W. R. Rowe has been appointed general traffic manager of

the Automotive Equipment Association, with headquarters at

Chicago.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association has opened
district ofticcs in the Conway building, Chicago, in charge of

W. E. Wherity. district manager.

The Atchison, Topeka ft Sanu Fe loaded 6,831 cars of

revenue freight on .August 22, an increase of 239 cars over the

best previous record on October 25, 1921,

H. R. Gillespie has been appointed traffic manager of the

.Moore Ketininy Company, with headquarters in Chicago. This
company has bought the properties of the Milliken Refining

Company at .Arkansas City, Kan.

The bill authorizing the Interstate Commerce Commission to

require railroads to issue interchangeable mileage txxik tickets and
scrip books and to fix the rate per mile and the denomination,

became a law on August 18 by the signature of President Hard-
ing.

Arthur S. Tuttle has been appointed chief engineer of the

Brooklyn-Richmond freight and passenger submarine tunnel

to be built by the City of New York. H. H. Smith has been

appointed deputy chief engineer on the same project. Some
of the other engineering appointees are D. W. Coe, VV. J.

Shea, F. H. Phipps, J. B. Snow, C. D. Drew, W. M. Griffin,

C. K. Conard, \V. C. Lancaster and J. H. Quimby.

The Traflfic Club of .Atlanta, Ga., has re-elected the follow-

ing officers: president, G. E. Boulineau, general freight agent,

Georgia, and .Atlanta & West Point; vice-president, J. W.
White, traffic manager International Agricultural Chemical

Corporation; second vice-president, S. Linthincum, traffic

manager, Empire Cotton Oil Company; and secretary-treas-

urer. S. W. W'illson, southern freight agent, Philadelphia &
Reading.

The Chicago Chapter of the .American Association of Engi-

neers will start a class in railroad management on September
11. This course is designed to inform the student regarding

the work of the station agent, yardmaster, trainmaster, super-

intendent, section foreman, master carpenter, roadmaster and
division engineer. This is a repetition of a course which was
conducted last year in which about 20 members of the asso-

ciation were enrolled.

Coal Loaded on Monday last, .August 21. amounted to

19,043 cars. This statement, supplementing that of the Geo-
logical Survey, printed elsewhere, conies from the .Asso-

ciation of Railway Executives. This total is 3,321 cars more
than on Monday the 14th. Reports received by the Car Serv-

ice Division show that the increase in loadings was due princi-

pally to a resumption of mining in the Ohio bituminous fields

resulting from the agreement recently reached at Cleveland.

The P»'7nsylvania Railroad reports that between .\ugust .S

and .August 9 it transferred 75.000 bushels of wheat from an

elevator in Buffalo to a ship in the Delaware River within 72

hours. On Sauirday afternoon the wheat was in the elevator

at Buffalo. That evening it was loaded into 47 freight cars

(48 tons to the car), which were made up into a solid train

(about 3.S00 tons). The train left Buffalo Sunday morning,

and reached the Girard Point elevator, Philadelphia, late Mon-
day afternoon. The grain inspectors worked all night, and at

7 o'clock Tuesday morning the work of loading the grain info

barges, to be floated up to the I. M. M. steamer Maryland, at

Pier So. S3, was started. The first barge left at 10 a. m. By
Tuesday evening—exactly 72 hour.» after the loading of the cars

in Buffalo—the entire cargo was aboard ship, ready for 'sailing.

In that time the grain had been handled through four elevator

operations and had made a journey of 416 miles by rail.

International Railway Congress

The Permanent Commission of the International Railway Asso-
ciation has announced that the next congress will be held in

London during the latter half of 1925. This time is selected in

order to participate in the centenary of the first English railway.

The questions to be discussed will be limited to three for each
of the five sections ; way and works, locomotives and rolling stock

operation, general, and light railways.

A. S. C. E. Fall Meeting at San Francisco

The American Society of Civil Engineers will hold its fall

meeting at San Francisco, Cal., on October 4 to 9, inclusive,

with headquarters at the' Palace hotel. The program will be
devoted to the consideration of the water power problem
with technical meetings on Wednesday and Thursday, October
4 and 5 and with an excursion to Don Pedro, Hetch Hetchy,
and the Yoscmite Valley on October 6-9. Arrangements
have been made for special cars to leave Chicago on the

Overland Limited of the Chicago & North Western on
Saturday evening, September 30.

Coal Production

Coal production during the week of .August 14-19 from the

mines that were already working is estimated by the Geological
Survey about 4.300,000 tons. It was said to be unlikely that the

union mines reopening in Ohio and elsewhere will raise the total

output for the week much above the 4.576,000 tons produced the

week before. For while mines long closed by the strike are
reopening there was a recurrence of acute railroad disability in

certain of the non-union and open shop fields. Loadings on Mon-
day, August 14. according to the railroads, were 15,722 cars, a

decrease of 3 per cent as compared with the week preceding.

Thereafter they declined steadily to 12.530 cars on Wednesday.
The loadings on Thursday, 13.463 cars, gave the first indication

of shipments from mines reopened under the Cleveland agreement.

Car supply improved in certain districts of Southern West Vir-

ginia and Kentucky, but in Harlan County and adjacent fields

of Southeastern Kentucky and Tennessee, transportation was for

a time almost completely blocked. Western Kentucky also re-

ported acute transportation loss.

There was no compensating increase in shipments from the non-

union fields of Pennsylvania.

Final returns show prod\iction of all coal in the nineteenth

week of the strike as 4.605.000 tons including 29,000 tons of an-

thracite. In the corresponding week of 1921 the output of

bituminous was 7.770.000 tons and of anthracite, 1,770.000 tons, a

total for all coal raised of 9..540.fl00 tons ; the year before that the

total was I2.280.0(X) tons. Considering anthracite and bituminous

coal as a common source of supply, the present weekly output is

five or six million tons below normal.

The mine reports confirm previous statements that the increase

in production in the week ended August 5 was due largely to

improvement in transportation. Losses in Colorado ascribed to

transportation were practically confined to the railroad that re-

cently resumed service after a suspension of several weeks.

The mine operators' statements show conclusively that the

gradual increase in production was not due to the opening of

mines in the strongly unionized districts, but rather to improved

car and labor supply in the non-union and partly organized fields.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of June, 1922,

Regie n, road and year
New Engkind Kegion:

Bosion & Alb-.ny 1922
1921

Boston & -Maine 1922
1921

N. Y.. N. H. & H 1922
1921

Great lake? Region:
Delaware J< Hudson 1922

1921
Del.. Lack. Sr Western 1922

1921
Erie (inc. Chic. & Erip)...1922

1921
Lehigh Valley 1922

1921
Michitan Central 1922

1921
New York Central 1922

1921
N. Y.. Chic. A St. L 1922

1921
Pere Mar'iuelte 1 922

1921
Pitts. & Lake Erie 1922

1921
Wabash 1922

1921
Ohio-IndianaAlIegbeny Region:

Ballimorc & Ohio ..1922
1921

Central R. R of N. J 1922
1921

Chicago & Eastern 111 1922
1921

C, C. C. S: St. L 1922
192)

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 1922
1921

Long island 1922
1921

Pennsvlvania Systetn 1922
1921

Phila. & Reading 1922
192)

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1922

IP-'l

Norfolk & Western 1922
1921

Southern Regi<-n:

Atlantic Coast Line 1922
1921

Central of Georgia 1922
1921

I. C. fine. Y. & M. V.)...1922
1^21

Louisville & Nashville 1922
1921

Seaboard Air Line 1922
1921

Southern Rv 1922
1921

Northwestern Regitn:
C. & N. W 1922

1921

C, M. & St. P.' 1922
1921

C. St. P.. M. & 1922
1921

Grert Northern 1922
)92)

M.. St. P. & S. Stc. M....]922
1921

Northern Pacific 1922
1921

Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav..l922
1921

Central Western Region:
Atch., Top. & Santa Fe 1922

1921
Chicago & AUon 1922

1921

Chic, Burl. & Quincy 1922
1921

Chic, Rock 1«1. a Pacific. 1922
1921

Deny. & Rio Grande West . 1922
1921

Oregon Short line 1922
1921

Southern Pacific 1922
1921

Union Pacific 1922
1921

Southwestern Region:
Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe 1922

1921
Missoitri. Kans. & Tex 1932

1921

Mo.. Kans. S Tex. of Tex.. 1922
1921

Missouri Pacific 1922
1921

Si. I/.itis San Francisco 1922
1921

Southern Pacific Lines (in. 1922
Teras and I-ouitiana)' 1921
Texas !t Pacific 1922

. 1921
Includes Chicaia, Terre Haute A

Locomoti'k-e-miles Car-miles
Ton-miles (thousands) Average numbei

of locomotives on line daily
Averag*
miles of Principal Leaded Per

Gross.
Excluding

iNet.

Revenue Serv- Un- Per cent
>

. road Train- (tkou- . cent locomotive and non- ice- unserv-
operated miles helper Light sani's) loaded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored

394 229,134 243,001 24,:;5l 4.897 69.0 235.136 83,705 ))3 29 20.6
394 243,687 262,603 29,5)3 4.366 63.6 235,293 91,918 122 29 19.1

2,455 487,160 543,358 44,)64 11.484 73.4 536,459 208,655 323 122 27.5 '47

2,469 507,466 560,399 46,723 10,703 68.8 56C.236 231,969 343 118 25.6 73
1,959 430,932 471,156 28.811 11,623 71.7 536,951 205,110 284 73 20.4 39
1,959 450,721 489,181 52,891 )0,549 66.1 554,936 234,691 303 85 22.0 39

887 231.699 3)3,571 30,428 6,500 69.0 358,335 160,964 287 29 9.3 178
880 337,717 432,930 41,002 8,222 59.4 560,818 273,600 295 20 6.3 136
994 432,729 520,779 88,251 )3.738 70.7 672,889 269,911 305 56 15.6 67
995 493,782 600,3)5 111,451 14.851 67.0 839,641 390,098 362 57 15.9 47

2,309 776,112 855,677 57,602 25,813 64.9 1,445,047 602,624 534 227 29.8 98
2,259 798.111 896,281 '44,677 25,844 66.2 1,519,271 687,324 547 150 21.6 122
1,316 485,582 543,571 81,178 14,677 67.8 803,161 352,103 460 102 18.2 201
1,316 519.626 576,703 58.448 14,733 62.6 9)3,309 428,826 420 121 22.4 135
1,827 491.998 501.469 19,060 16,251 66.9 833,704 321,978 315 89 22.1 91
1,829 424,6)2 435,499 16,667 12,563 61.5 696,981 262,361 331 87 20.8 87
5,675 1,551.849 1,719,323 97,899 58,602 67.9 3,084,911 1,241,762 1.043 552 34.6 368
5,655 1.566,482 1,720,706 116,663 52,824 61.3 3,139,553 1,323,307 1,005 618 38.1 306
510 344,281 345,011 1,120 11,301 68.4 560,571 2)2,044 106 34 24.0 30
5)0 308,558 309,634 364 9,506 65.3 490,385 183,133 113 52 31.4 41

2,812 306,848 316,112 5,718 7,884 68.5 414,459 181,264 172 38 18.2 20
2,196 293,815 301,167 6,256 6,954 65.3 380,686 )7),777 166 40 19.4 21
228 87,331 90,090 597 2,669 66.7 172,9)8 97,474 64 20 23.6 19
225 70.171 79,810 392 2,288 64.2 159,505 93,159 62 23 26.8 20

2,418 564.580 596,425 4,875 16,562 72.2 824,103 340.888 281 59 17.4 41
2,418 471.334 499,738 6,769 13,764 68.8 720,151 301,129 279 69 19.8 53

5,235 1,687,025 1,944,047 153,234 44,069 67-0 2.607.250 1.283,087 967 353 26.7 175
5,185 1,654,036 1,911,405 134,123 39,828 59.2 2.637.723 1.312.635 991 424 30.0 ISO
689 227,506 250,417 32.153 4,822 66.9 266.756 119.712 230 29 11.3 58
679 253,506 283,737 37.615 5,599 59.2 377.401 183,385 200 62 23.7 IS
945 228,409 238,285 2.624 5,636 62.2 313.251 140,317 123 38 23.8 40

1,131 209,042 210,002 2.464 4,719 62.3 280.946 134,708 125 46 26.7 52
2.383 676,322 725,639 11.845 21,063 62.7 1.279,072 595,158 295 151 33.9 6
2,382 582.206 607,679 2.245 15,272 56.3 971,405 399,845 307 140 31.4 39
459 93.321 104,366 5,970 2.865 67.0 202,699 107,451 87 20 18.4 21
456 76.599 82,825 4,589 2,273 65.8 165,811 86,793 98 10 9.3 36
394 41.981 43,837 8,056 464 58.4 26,425 9,066 36 8 18.6 1

395 40,669 46,869 7,780 447 57.8 25,9-12 9,701 35 7 16.5 4
10,902 4,025,405 4,282,811 269,764 108,085 66.2 6,498,957 2,987.661 2,644 765 22.4 726
10,893 3,913,626 4,245,353 301,078 101,222 61.3 6,980,607 3.451.651 2,638 794 23.1 849
1,119 463,687 500,995 50,130 10,746 65.7 663,639 328,025 .195 73 15.7 232
1,119 499,605 563,379 69,715 12,139 61.7 829,446 429,439 376 81 17.6 167

2,548 814,100 884,582 20,359 26,092 59.1 2.024.131 1,113,960 445 98 18.1 43
2,545 830,054 895.530 25.)15 24,215 55.9 1.971.182 1,072,786 441 114 20.5 35
2,228 1,022,663 1,271,000 54.841 29,1C7 57.1 2.376.028 1,289,796 620 92 13.0 134
2,2)0 754,457 897,846 36,431 21,281 57.5 1,676.333 911,164 600 96 13.8 199

4.922 673,495 679,429 10,090 16,013 63.9 806.057 296,544 324 86 20.9 21
4,887 578,976 579,697 7,736 13.16) 62.0 683,610 251,673 303 120 28.3 36
1,915 250,145 256.142 4,742 5,399 70.0 267,094 104,275 115 15 11.5

1,908 248,631 249.711 3,337 4,9)9 66.1 ^64,794 111,635 109 24 18.0
6,137 1,823,673 1.838,821 45,259 48.479 60.5 3,019,202 1,250,681 732 101 12.1 '17

6,)51 1,541,461 1,546,630 36,607 39,205 63.1 2,453,295 1,057,489 681 102 13.1 8
5,021 1,819,805 2,052.159 78.332 33.428 61.9 2,161,2)2 1,027,33) 602 79 11.6

5,026 1.525.126 1,632,900 58,870 26,068 59.4 1,684,824 784,349 544 107 16.4 28
3,537 445,951 452,365 8,126 9,810 64.7 511,087 197,869 207 67 24.6 2
3,537 375,925 380.375 4.951 7,988 68.5 404,081 162,208 167 92 35.4
6,942 1,340,H;0 1,365,679 29,472 29,511 66.1 1,531,302 610,665 897 146 14.0 '23

6.942 1.165.151 1,184,6.14 27,007 24,463 64.4 1,316,733 532,590 88S 239 21.3 66

8.419 1,343,493 1,373,840 18,024 30,007 65.5 1,597,585 656,571 811 232 22.3 95
8.299 1,326,126 1,356,769 14.063 27.327 63.6 1,532,254 636,619 852 239 21.9 129
11,027 1,456,685 1,497,847 64,668 38.267 66.5 2,045,125 891,747 831 232 21.9 121
10.618 1.313.505 1,346.474 59,600 31,797 65.6 1.713.140 747,753 830 223 21.2 176
1,726 314,535 339.995 14,128 6,009 70.4 318,348 139,631 162 51 24.0 32
1,726 267.606 278.218 10,167 4,9)8 71.3 249,796 106,167 162 51 23.9 SO
8.263 837,947 873,805 42.666 25,690 63.1 1,557,853 754,787 589 141 19.3 122
8.164 681,568 700,809 25.351 18,746 63.3 1,117.264 531,595 605 178 22.7 260
4,355 472,079 495,824 8.816 11,421 72.5 573.806 266,763 343 61 15.0 18
4,225 371,767 488.591 4.516 8.471 72.1 410,678 183,99) 349 51 12.8 53
6,389 790.103 827,515 50.853 23.679 66.8 1,307.838 587,813 539 140 20.6 97
6.408 627,943 656.742 43.716f 17.881 70.6 968,384 454,391 532 153 22.3 141
2,186 197,316 218,185 28.982 4,671 72.3 251,40) 112,951 123 33 21.3 1

2,198 162.270 173,895 17.577 3,986 74.4 217,321 1(M,746 117 41 26.0 12

9,798 1.398.865 1,465.336 66.750 38,136 66.7 2,1.10,191 831,387 748 155 17.1 171
9,771 1.326.884 1,397,571 61.331 34,107 64.7 1,946,138 728,909 793 171 17.7 183
1,010 270.646 274,269 6.594 6,246 66.0 338.542 132,220 106 45 29.8 27
1,010 329,899 335,246 4.588 6,754 6O.0 420,871 184,575 137 42 23.3 17
9,326 1,329,829 1,389,234 69.420 34,945 65.6 1,902.532 819,983 762 213 21.9 123
9,326 1,329,815 1,384,955 60.551 33,564 62.0 2.021,833 933,966 680 266 28.1 104
7,662 1,386,132 1,408,195 15.052 31.577 67.0 1.666,856 665,881 623 125 16.7 64
7,661 1.407,627 1.429.429 11.108 30.629 65.6 1,684,022 678,724 585 160 21.5 37
2,593 213.0)4 258.804 48.660 ,915 70.4 2SO.608 138,105 237 70 22.8 35
2,593 146,236 176.539 29.768 2.690 66.7 158,525 77,746 229 76 24.9 60
2.360 299.846 317.4)2 25.995 6.890 68.7 394,544 181,230 174 56 24.3 S3
2.359 244.805 250.743 15.198 5.279 63.6 315.202 140,803 183 43 19.0 60
6,983 1,099.575 1.264.372 229,217 32,922 66.1 1,863,159 725,011 577 149 20.5 20
6.975 1.168,8R7 1.353.693 273,472 32.764 66.6 1,881.931 749,258 592 184 23.7 24
3.707 682,178 694.577 31,552 23.463 75.0 1,P5,515 48J.398 407 114

\k.O
183

3.615 723,320 735.230 30,983 22.414 74.7 1,181.376 513,251 383 149 122

1.R95 193.258 202.557 5,007 5.115 66.0 285.403 124.221 127 23 15.4 33
1.895 254,1.16 258.653 3,915 6.164 64.4 360.503 163.621 89 57 38.9
1,658 237.574 237.587 5,214 6.838 62.0 388.2V7 158.585 144 38 20.9 67
1.710 225.840 226,065 7,329 5.806 50.6 335..141 136.468 147 34 19.0 60
1,738 196.104 201,640 4.402 3.562 60.3 200.715 82.521 89 49 35.7 17
1.7J0 210.462 214,974 2,947 3.908 57.5 241.218 98.165 99 36 26.8 23
7.305 956.4''0 965,334 30,407 24,743 70.7 1.326.603 603,524 423 155 26.8 7
7,264 1.026,083 1,033,792 27,005 22,969 65.2 1.348.072 608.264 404 165 29.0 21
4.683 R0i.i<;7 905. I7« 15,177 16.519 62.9 980.499 427,299 363 87 19.3 11
4,683 fia8.S'>7 696.724 11.177 11.697 64.2 677,270 290.400 328 147 30.9 59
3.710 542,102 548.932 3,473 10.9?g 65.6 641,205 284.963 200 95 32.2 21
3.647 488.481 480.6H7 3,245 9,355 62.5 560,613 242,842 182 115 38.7 9
1.953 218,412 218,431 1.293 5.588 66.9 299,544 117.533 135 67 33.2 31
1.952

Southeai
237,891

itern from ]

238.085
[uly 1, 1921,

2.802
only.

5,279 67.5 282,396 112.871 121 68 36.0 25
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Compared with June, 1921

Rcfion. road and jrcar

llo.-,r .V AlLnr '".' J.5S7
19.'1 3.J7S

llo»ivi .V M»in« 1922 16.7*0
1921 I8.2J2

N. v.. N H. & H 1922 24.«6
1921 24,810

Cft«r Ijiktt Rtfioa:
MUwarr & Hudnn 1923 11.6S6

1921 11.044

Dtl. L»ck. ft W«t*n»...l922 17.973
1921 17.76J

Erie (inc. Ouc. It Eiie.).l922 38.4J7
1921 40.520

Uhigh VJJty 1922 32.096
1921 32.225

Micbitan Cnitn! 1922 16.491
1921 19.812

Ntn York Cenlral 1922 79.760
1921 90.018

N. Y.. Oiic. * St. L 1922 3.724
1921 5.621

Pert Mir<ioetle 1922 10.747
1921 n.436

PitJi ;. like Erie 1922 20,139
1921 17,736

SVibath 1922 12,076
1921 13,166

Ohio IndtarU'.MIegheny Region:
Baliiroore & Ohio 1922 68.600

1921 72.087
Cectnl R R. of N. J.... 1922 20.981

1921 20.498
Ckicasc & Eanem lU 1922 15.912

1921 16.615

C. C. C. 4 St. L 1922 17.416
1921 18.098

Ellin. loliet i Eaitera. . 1922 8.914
1921 9,993

Lcn» Itland 1922 2,126
1921 2,309

Penn»Ylvanla System 1922 202.302
1921 231.756

Pliil*. * Reading 1922 25.006
1921 28.377

Pocihrr.iaa Region:
CheMpeaWe & Ohio 1922 35.713

1921 41.652
Norfolk Si Western 1922 29,063

1921 36,366
Southern Regisn:

Atlantic Coail Line 1922 18.189
1921 22,298

Central of Genr»ia .1922 4.034
1921 5.344

I. C. (Inc. V. 4 M. V.)..1922 40.041
1921 47.899

Louirvile & Naahville 1922 32.188
1921 39.620

Seaboard Air I.ine 1922 12,564
1921 11,794

Southern Rv 1922 34,664
1921 40.339

Northwestrtn Region:
C. & N. W 1922 46,015

1921 49,579

C, M. & St. P.' 1922 51,069
1921 44,970

C. St. P.. M. 4 1922 3.835
1921 4.426

Great Northern 1922 45.090
1921 46.866

M.. St. P. 4 S. Ste. M...1922 18,596
1921 18,278

Northern Pacific 1922 34,092
1921 39,016

Orc.-Wash. R. R. 4 Nav. .1922 7,232
1921 5,506

Central Western Rcsi&n:
Atdi., Top. 4 Santa Fe..l922 50.377

1921 4H.301

Chicago 4 Alton 1922 9.971
1921 10,189

Chic, niirl. 4 Qiiincy... .1922 48.152
1921 49.933

Chic, Rock Ifl. 4 Pacific. 1922 31.010
1921 34,120

Denv. 4 Rio GrMe We*.. 1922 13,785
1921 1.1,575

Oregon Short T.ine 1922 7,048
1921 7.314

Southern Pacific 1922 23,588
1921 23,448

Union Pacific 1922 17.481
1921 20,494

Southwettern Region:
Gulf, Colo, i SanU Fe..l922 6,921

1921 8,264
Mtasouri, Kani. 4 Tex... 1922 8.793

1921 8,074
Mo., Kan». 4 Tex. of Tex. 1922 275

1921 373
Missouri Pacific 1922 29.204

1921 32,853

St Louis-San Francisco. .1922 20,451
1921 21.340

So'ilhern Pacific Lines (in. 1922 7.624
Texrm and I-oui«iana',>.1921 0.322

Trxas & Pacific 1922 5.686
1921 6.554

*No passenger train aervice.
Compilrd by the Bureau of Statistics. U

, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000.

AYera«e number ^ v.« ,r^ *'^T!1.?'
ffrr..hto»ooli... daily CrJ-

^^.^^ ^^ '".T.'.'^i.XT^ Pasaenger «^i«.

PcrceiU perinum Net trot ton- Car- per ton milea. , -^ ^

„- excluding tons per miles miles mile including Pasienger-

„„,«. Ucomotive per loaded per per of rc»d locomolive Train train

Foreign TO.J able StoroJ and laider train car c«-day car-day per <Uy and lender mUea "r-mile.

5 in H 7KJ 7« 474 1.0.'6 365 17.1 318 26.V 7.083 194 305.323 2.103. I8J

4"4 7799 «5 9oS 966 377 21.1 i^ii 29.3 7.778 203 307.691 2.0(iJ.s09

14''85 31 045 182 I 531 1.101 428 18.2 224 16.8 2,833 150 814.309 4.611.464

Uiiw ixT^ wi JiMl 1104 457 21.7 248 16.6 3.132 147 867.147 4.73J.4I3

15 743 40239 JS I 573 1.246 478 17.7 171 ,
13.4 3,506 151 1,021,833 6,583,867

14:S32 39J42 m\ 1.900 1:231 521 22.2 199 13.5 3,993 154 1,054,382 6.897,899

5 018 16 674 7 9 4 408 1.547 695 24.8 322 18.8 6.049 186 195.106 1.076.491

4783 15827 I'O 1532 1661 8;0 33.3 576 29.2 10,359 176 195,069 1.0SO.O73

6679 24'652 \\7 30 1555 624 19.6 365 26.3 9,051 157 488,205 3,599,080

6416 ^4179 93 774 1700 790 26.3 538 30.6 13,074 161 490.175 3.641.819

16410 54847 183 6 796 1.862 776 23.3 366 24.2 8.698 139 662,403 4.926.366

14775 55 '95 18'9 13070 1.904 861 26.6 414 23.5 10.143 132 668,169 5,066.239

8136 40232 20 8191 1654 725 24.0 292 17.9 8.916 158 338.635 2,725.018

8786 410II 83 3.957 1.758 825 29.1 349 19.1 10.859 158 358.156 2.723.155

13095 29586 17 8 1695 654 79.8 363 27.4 5.876 114 562.983 5.066.533

12404 ril6 171 ioii l.«41 618 2C.9 271 21.2 4.780 117 573.442 5.028.171

43967 123727 184 10 062 1,988 800 21.2 335 23.2 7.294 113 2.392,700 20.195.028

46 086 UeilM 4:1 31673 2.n04 845 25.1 324 21.1 7,800 112 2,312,78.1 19.246,684

5496 9220 79 663 1.628 616 18.8 767 59.7 13.853 103 98.437 689.794

5171 10*792 158 1.655 1.589 594 19.3 566 44.9 11.964 98 86.802 555.190

10301 21048 12 4 383 1.351 591 23.0 287 18.2 2.770 117 282.866 1.530.654

8608 20'044 16 4 1.000 1.296 535 24.7 286 17.7 2.608 130 314.071 1,563.114

10504 30643 322 5 932 1.980 1.116 36.5 106' 4.4 14.256 85 113.997 586.771

7 268 25004 25 1 1 931 2.273 1.328 40.7 124 4.7 13.824 96 107.096 572.645

10316 22*392 112 712 1.460 604 20.6 507 .14.1 4,700 136 535.556 2.949.685

91642 221808 10.4 1,159 1,528 639 21.9 440 29.2 4,152 148 516,314 2,752,472

34 487 103.087 14.8 7.858 1.545 761 29.1 415 21.3 8.170 171 1.458.257 9.193.805

27 739 99 826 113 6.892 1.595 794 33.0 438 22.5 8.436 175 1,356,941 8.622.487

8*195 29 176 5 8 11.422 1.173 526 24.8 137 8.2 5.792 211 369,654 1,787,229
8*421 28 919 23.8 4,801 1.489 723 32.8 211 10.9 9,009 175 359,932 1,756,282

4 946 20*858 14 6 7,317 1,371 614 24.9 224 14.5 4,949 150 210.304 1.361.476
3*288 19*903 10.2 4.861 1.344 644 28.5 226 12.7 3,970 165 217,614 1.412.660

19*737 37*153 14 2 6.330 1.891 880 28.3 534 30.2 8.326 112 682.096 4,206,030
15*721 33*819 118 5.191 1.668 687 26.2 394 26.7 5.595 131 703.165 4,372,450
5*578 14*492 11 6 40 2.172 1,151 37.5 247 9.8 7.798 120 (') (•)

3*.368 13.361 7.3 3.387 2,165 1,133 38.2 217 8.6 6,340 114 CM f>)

3 09O 5 216 4 8 109 629 216 19.5 58 5.1 767 388 222.296. 1,312,964
3*435 5 744 2 5 1,237 638 239 71.7 56 4.5 820 382 216.940 1.255.828

80*793 283 095 12.9 34.267 1.614 74;; 27.6 352 19.2 9.135 138 4.961.892 33.013.522
67*999 289 755 119 62.515 1.784 882 34.1 397 19.0 10.562 128 4.967.337 32.822.583
11*355 36*361 4 7 9.507 1.431 7P7 30.5 301 15.0 9.768 176 493.985 2.27,^.772

10;444 38.821 9.7 7.874 1,660 860 35.4 369 16.9 12.796 168 518,311 2,360,312

16 346 52 059 14 5 678 2,4S6 1,368 42.7 713 28.2 14.573 114 440.680 2.524.121

12*000 53 652 8 8 2.114 2.375 i,2f'2 44.3 667 26.9 14,050 116 433,739 2.463.447
11*743 40*806 5 3 2.323 1.261 44.3 1.054 41.7 19.299 152 387,372 2,394.028

5.*80O 421166 8.6 2.603 2.222 1,208 42.S 720 29.2 13.743 152 394.937 2.471.169

10 087 28 276 15.3 1.197 440 18.!> 350 29.6 2,008 118 687,309 4,282.524
7*076 29,374 19.6 1.181 435 19.1 286 24.1 1,716 123 716,762 4,368.952

4 666 8 700 13.9 1.068 417 19.3 400 29.5 1.815 150 324.497 1.655.482
4*237 9.581 16.0 1,165 449 22.7 388 25.9 1.950 141 311.762 1.525.486

24 967 65.008 11.4 4.025 1.656 686 25.8 641 41.1 6,794 127 1,416.62-. 8.221.856
17*212 65.111 12.0 8,376 1,592 6.06 27.0 541 31.8 5.730 127 1.405.221 8.wi.f,72

22 592 54.780 11.2 70 1.188 565 30.7 625 32.9 6,820 161 987,160 5,707,163

15 120 54,740 25.9 108 1.105 514 30.1 478 26.7 5,202 159 935,800 5,462,924
9 846 22,410 34.6 1,146 444 20.2 294 22.5 1,865 157 532,930 3,009,837

6 987 18,781 26.2 1.075 432 20.3 288 20.7 1.529 176 542.482 3.132.269
23'.159 57,823 18.6 1.143 4S6 20.7 352 25.7 2.932 177 1.255.603 7.316,971

16.641 56.980 13.8 2,962 1,130 457 21.8 312 22.2 2,557 187 1,258.794 7,467.298

24 273 70.288 8.4 5.100 1.189 489 21.9 311 21.7 2.600 143 1.591.382 10.211.084

22 381 71,960 8.9 6,500 1.155 480 23.3 295 19.9 2,557 172 1,664,756 10.414.545

22 416 73.485 17.0 1.404 612 23.3 405 26.1 2.696 137 1.450.427 9.183.440
17*708 62 678 17.4 3.400 1..104 569 23.5 398 25.8 2.347 155 1.472.182 9.224.209

9,400 13.235 13.3 1,645 1,012 4)4 23.2 352 21.5 2.696 139 308.426 1.830.249

10.899 15.325 13.3 2.949 933 397 21.6 231 15.0 2.0S0 175 313.904 1.817.762

5 993 51.083 14.2 1.859 901 29.4 493 26.6 3.045 117 978.907 6.238.557

5 477 52.343 21.4 1,639 789 28.4 339 18.9 2.171 146 974.870 6.2.10.668

6 197 24 793 8.6 2.900 1,216 565 23.4 359 21.2 2.042 111 448.209 2.7.19.231

5.427 23,705 10.9 4,433 1.105 495 21.7 259 16.5 1.452 124 448.661 2.710.645

7 954 42.046 11.4 159 1.655 744 24.8 466 28.1 3.067 122 885.396 6.378.567

6670 45.686 13.8 9.429 1.542 724 25.4 332 18,5 2.364 119 864,917 6.011.058

2,043 9,275 3.0 2,831 1,274 572 24.2 406 23.2 1.723 198 256.198 1.865.299

2.696 8.202 3.0 2.516 1,339 646 26.3 426 21.8 1,589 199 250.969 1.796.117

12 589 62.966 8.4 10.691 1,523 594 21.3 440 30.3 2.828 134 1.732.194 13.905,498
13.343 61.644 11.2 8.506 1.467 549 21.4 304 28.5 2.487 141 1.566,685 11,634,102

4 776 14,747 3.7 1.200 1.251 489 21.2 299 21.4 4.363 169 277. IIS 1.621,311
4*.371 14,560 4.4 1,186 1,276 559 27.3 423 25.8 6,090 174 286,145 1.644.524

20 519 68,671 9.9 8.799 1,431 617 23.5 398 25." 2.931 142 1.504,80') 10.367.872
17*360 67.293 15.3 3.608 1.520 702 27.8 463 26.8 3.338 152 1.498,23.1 10.nh7.n42

14 168 47.178 10.8 4.59? 1.203 480 21.1 470 33.3 2,897 142 1,299.408 7.943.718

16 725 50 845 11.8 7.913 l.lOo 482 22.2 445 .10.6 2.953 150 1.338.I0S 7.032,082

2.760 16.545 10.0 2,789 1,317 648 28.1 278 14.1 1,775 184 278,746 2.06". -121

2,388 15.963 7.6 1,542 1,084 532 28.9 162 8.4 999 214 160.647 1,034.446
2.660 9.717 8.3 154 1,316 604 26.3 622 34.4 2,560 131 292,700 2.248.897

2.356 9.670 6.5 1.588 1.288 575 26.7 485 28.6 1.990 163 302.530 2.278.578

22.334 45.922 5.5 5,248 1.694 659 22.0 526 36.1 3.461 140 1.471.410 12.727.102
2''055 45 503 9.4 3.674 I,61C 641 22.9 349 36.0 3.581 148 1,389,878 11.144.638
6*428 2.1,900 15.3 3,540 1.723 709 20.6 674 43.6 4.346 130 917.064 S.I4S.019

5.875 26.369 22.9 5.691 1.633 710 22.9 649 37.9 4.733 143 935.684 8.454.827

4.011 10.932 4.9 547 1.477 643 24 3 379 23.6 2.186 127 192.298 I.118.S2S

2.653 10.917 4.9 432 1,419 644 26.5 500 29.2 2,879 135 189.986 1.114.378

5.816 14.609 7.7 4,633 1,634 668 23.2 .162 25.2 3,188 127 260,340 1.837,796

4 574 12.648 7.5 2.357 1,485 604 23.5 360 25.2 2.661 133 263.345 1.888,221

9 835 10.110 7,3 1.589 1,069 421 23.2 272 19.5 1.583 145 266.007 1.61O.075

12 627 13.000 4.5 1.824 1.146 466 25.1 252 17.4 1,881 152 269,913 1.680.934

18.727 47.031 10.3 2.000 1.387 631 24.4 417 24.3 2.754 139 911.067 5.374.636

18,007 50.860 10.0 5.289 1.313 592 26.5 399 23.1 2.791 144 894.450 5.211.703

12 324 32.775 7.4 1.100 479 25.8 435 26.7 3.042 163 739.144 4.267.652

8 793 30.133 7.4 983 422 24.8 321 20,1 2.067 171 758.705 4.318.101

11.717 19.341 8.3 1,393 1,182 525 26.1 491 28.7 2.560 121 534.962 3.546.387

13.069 22.391 19.7 3.264 1.148 497 26.0 362 22.3 2.219 128 511.301 3.267.132
4.966 10.652 19.3 1.371 538 21.0 368 26.1 2.006 132 285.742 1.855.106

4,523 11,077 21.9 1,187 474 21.4 340 23.6 1.927 143 292,392 1,921,363

iterstale Commerce Commission. Subitcl to revision.
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Foreign Railway News |

South African Railways to Extend Lines

After two years' postponement, owing to the depressed state

of trade and the consequent financial stringency, a program

of new railway construction has been put before the Union of

South Africa Parliament by the Minister of Railways, according

to the Times (London) Trade Supplement.

This program includes 851 miles of track, estimated to cost over

£4,000,000, and if account is taken of the line from Windhoek

to Gobabis in the South-Western Protectorate, the construction

of which was undertaken for the relief of unemployment, the

total length of line being, or to be built, exceeds 1,000 miles.

As electrification work, to cost over i4,000,000, is in hand on

the Natal main line, as well as sundry minor deviations and

betterments throughout the system, the chief engineer and his

staff are likely to have plenty to do for several years to come.

Most of the new railways will be light branch lines serving

agricultural districts that at present have no railway com-

munication. In some cases they will be prolongations of existing

spurs, but in others they will be new branches off the main

system. They will all be on the normal gage of 3 ft. 6 in.,

except three, which are to be of 2 ft. gage.

Among them the Franklin-Kokstad, and Franklin-Matatiele

extensions—25^ and 47^4 miles in length respectively—are of

interest, as forming links in the long projected direct connection

between the Cape and Natal provinces. For seven years Frank-

lin has been the terminus of a line 140 miles long, which leaves

the Natal main line at Mason's Mill, about a mile from

Pietermaritzburg. Although Kokstad is a town of 3.500 people

the railhead has remained 22 miles away by road, and the fact

that tliis extension is now to be put in hand, in addition to one

of about double the length, to link up the neighboring East

Griqualand village of Matatiele, suggests that future policy re-

garding the routes to be followed by the Cape-Natal connection

has now lieen settled and that the two systems will be linked

together within the next decade.

There are two spurs of the Cape Eastern main line running

towards East Griqualand. That nearer to the coast extends from

Amabele Junction. 51 miles from East London, to Umtata, and

is 175 miles long. It traverses very difficult country, looping over

itself and twisting about so much that the bee-line distance is ex-

ceeded by fully 75 per cent. It seems evident that the Kokstad

fork of the line coming from Natal is destined to be linked

up with the Umtata dead end. The latest survey of the route from

Kokstad to Umtata gives a distance of \S\y>m\\cs. If this gap is

bridged the total distance from Durban to East London, via Kok-

stad. will be about 610 miles, compared with 916 miles by the

present route via Bloemfontein and Ladysmith. Between Port

Elizabeth and Durban the saving would be only 17 miles, and be-

tween Cape Town and Durban, the present route is 150 miles

shorter than that via Umtata and Kokstad.

The termini of the new lines from Touws River to Ladysmith

f89 miles) and Oudtshoorn to Calitzdorp (34 miles) will be only

about 30 miles apart, and their general alinement is such that if

they are eventually extended to meet one another they

may form an important cross connection between the Cape

Western and Midland main lines and one which will shorten the

distance between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth by perhaps 30

miles, as compared with the route via Worcester and Mossel Bay.

Touws River is 160 miles from Cape Town on the Western main

line and is the point to which it has been suggested that that line

should be electrified.

The branch from Fort Beaufort to Brcdasdorp will assist to

open up the somewhat isolated area towards Cape Agulhas in the

extreme south of the Continent. Brcdasdorp will, indeed, be the

most southerly railway station in Africa, though about 20 miles

north of Cape Agulhas itself.

The railwav from George to Knysna (42 miles) will place

Knysna—which shares with Port St. Johns at the mouth of the

Umzimvubu river the distinction of Ix-ing one of the two ports ol

any consequence that are not linked up with the Union railway

system— in connection with the Mossel Bay-Port Elizabclh route.

The narrow-gage line from Upington (on the Orange river,

where the railway that connects the Union with the South-West

Protectorate crosses) to Kakamas will follow the south bank of

the Orange and give railway facilities to an irrigation area that

has been attracting settlers in recent years. A few miles below

Kakamas are the great Aughrabies Falls, where the river drops 400

feet. Though, like the Victoria Falls, they are too far from an in-

dustrial area to offer much immediate inducement as regards power

development, it is possible that they will eventually be utilized for

railway electrification and industrial purposes.

The Ermelo-Lothair line, which will be about 27 miles long, is

at first glance purely an agricultural feeder. In view of the fact

that it heads eastward, it may, however, possess some significance

in connection with the manceuvring that is in progress between the

Union and the Mozambique administrations regarding a renewal

of the convention regulating traffic, customs matters, and labor

recruiting. It has been stated that if the convention is not renew-ed

the L'nion will develop Kosi Bay. on the northern Zululand coast.

as a rival port to Louren(;o Marques, and to do so the first step

would be to provide a railway to the bay. It has been assumed

that such a railway would connect with the existing system near

Piet Relief, and the Ermelo-Lothair line does not fit in very well

with either the Kosi Bay plan or the older scheme of building a

railway across Swaziland from Breyten, to link up with a short

section built several years before the war by the Portuguese on

the strength of an assurance from Lord Milner—then Governor
of the Transvaal—that the Transvaal railways would be extended

to meet it. There has been much controversy about the failure

to carry out that promise, but the fact appears to be that, in so far

as reduced mileage was an inducement, it has ceased to have much
weight, the Apex-Witbank cut-off having so shortened the distance

from Johannesburg to Louren(;o Marques that the Swaziland line

would be practically as long as the existing route.

Relief Administration Tells of

Railway Improvement in Russia

Russian railroad transportation is coming back, according to

the American Relief Administration. Trains are being speeded

up. time tables revised and freight is being moved at a rate which
a few months ago seemed impossible.

The Relief Administration, whose huge shipments of corn

and other foodstuffs into the famine districts taxed the capacity

of the roads for months, has all but completed its grain shipments

and from now on will confine its traffic chiefly to child-feeding

commodities and medical supplies.

From 50 cars sent out in August, 1921, by the Administration,

the number had risen in March to 8,585 and although the opening

up of navigation on the \'olga and its tributaries decreased the

rail shipments, permitting to date the movement of some 46.000

metric tons of grain by water, rail shipments have continued

heavy, anioimting to 5,710 cars in April and 7.846 cars in May.
Each month from .Vugust, 1921, up to and including March.

1922, showed an increase in the number of cars dispatched ind

each montli during that period, with the exception of February,

.showed an increase in the number of cars arriving at their destina-

tion. But the number of cars arriving did not keep pace with

the number dispatched. In other words, at the close of each

month there wa.s an increased number of cars en route.

Not until April did the tide turn. In that month 5,710 cars

were dispatched into the famine districts from the ports and from

the warehouse centers and 7,197 arrived at their destination. At
the end of March there were 8,684 cars en route, or 99 more

than had Iwcn dispatched in any single month since the operation

began late in August, 1921. But the end of April saw the num-

ber of cars en route re<luced from 8,686 to 7,197, and although

7.846 cars were dispatched in May the end of May saw the

number en route reduced to 6.783.

The chief of the transportation department of the Administra-

tion, Philip Matthews, says that present indications point to a

reduction of the number of food cars en route as of the end of

June to 3,000.

He also predicts that figures will show that by the first of

July not more than 10.000 tons of (he grain shipped from the

United Slates for the .^nlcr^can Relief .\dministration remained

unovacuatcd from the ports. Shipments will, of course, continue

aftrr that date, of the remaining grain and also of the child-

feciling commodities, such as white flour, cocoa, vegetable fats,

rice and beans.
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News

Locomotives

The L'.MdN j'.Mint has ordered 15, J-10-2 tyl>c locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Wabash, Cuestu & Westbix has ordered 2 Consolida-
tion type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Tennessee, Alabama & Geobcia has ordered 1 Consoli-
dation type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

McKelvev Bbothebs, Hollidaysburg, Pa., has ordered 1, 50-

ton superheated Shay locomotive from the Lima Locomotive
Works.

The New Yobk Ce.s-tbal is having repairs made to 50 loco-

motives of various types, at the shops of the Rome Locomotive
Works.

The MissofBi, Ka.nsas & Texas has placed an order with the

Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., for 40 Mikado and 5 Pacific type

locomotives.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 30 Mikado type

locomotives from the .\mirican Locomotive Company. These loco-

motives will have 26 by 30 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 295,000 lbs.

Freight Cars

The Central of Nkw Jersey is having 20<) steel hopper cars

repaired at the shops of the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 300

at the shops of the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Philadelphia & Readinx, reported in the Railway Age
of July iO as inquiring for 100 refrigerator cars, has ordered

this equipment from the .•\merican Car & Foundry Company.

The Polish Government has ordered 7.000 freight cars from

the War Department of the United States Government. These

cars were originally built for overseas service during the war.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville reported in the Rail-

wvjy ^Ke of July 22 as inquiring for 300 composite gondola cars

of 50 tons' capacity, has ordered 300 cars from the Pullman

Company.

Passenger Cars

The Atchison, Toi-eka & Santa Fe, reported in the Railway

Age of July 1 as inquiring for 8 buffet library cars, has ordered

this equipment from the PullmaM Comiiany.

Iron and Steel

The New York Central is buying 200 tons of fabricated

steel for improvements at Elyria, Ohio.

Signaling

The South Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago, has ordered

from the Union Switch & Signal Company an eleclro-piicumatic

interlocking for Jackson Park; Model 14 machine with eight

working levers. All principal routes will be protected by electro-

pneumatic train stops.

The Northwestern Elevated of Chicago has ordered from

the Union Switch & Signal Company an electro-pneumatic inter-

locking for Howard Street Terminal; Model 14 machine with

23 working levers for 43 signals and eight automatic stops, and

19 levers for switches. The signals are the low type standard on

the Northwestern Elevated. Alternating current track circuits

will be used for control and indication instruments.

The office oi the Hardwood Manufacturer*' Institute was

removed on .\ugust 16, from Memphis, Tenn., to 1020 South

Wabash avenue, Chicago.

The Florandin Equipment Company has been organized by

C. H. Florandin, with offices at 110 West Fortieth street,

New York, to act as representatives of the Conveyors Corpo-

ration of America, Chicago. Mr. Florandin for several years

was eastern manager of the Conveyors Corporation before

forming his own organization.

G. B. Pierce, who has been connected with the Westing-

house Air Brake Company for the last 12 years as a mechani-

cal e.xpert, at the St. Paul office, has been promoted to air

brake engineer and transferred to the Orient where he will

act in that capacity both for the Westinghouse .'\ir Brake

Company and the Westinghouse Traction Brake Company,

in a territory covering Japan, China, Manchuria and Korea.

Early in September Mr. Pierce will sail for Japan to associate

himself with W. G. Kaylor, manager of the Westinghouse Air

Brake interests in the Orient, with whom he expects to make

his headquarters in Tokyo. Mr. Pierce was formerly in rail-

road work. Having served as a fireman, he became an engine-

man on the Montana 'division of the Northern Pacific in 1901.

He later served as acting road foreman of engines on the

same division and for three years was a member of the local

examining board on transportation rules at Livingston. In

1910 he left this road to join the Westinghouse .Air Crake

Company.

H. A. Matthews, formerly sales manager of the railway

division of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., has been elected a vice-president. Mr. Matthews
entered the railway

supply business in 1912

with the U. S. Light &
Heat Corporation at

Chicago. Prior to that

time he had been em-
ployed by the Lake
Shore & Michigan
Southern as clerk to

the general superintend-

ent at Cleveland, and
later entered the serv-

ices of the Pullman
Company. For seven
years he was secretary

to the president of

the Pullman Company,
which position he held

up to the time he
joined the U. S. L.

forces at Chicago. In
1917 he was trans-

urred to the factory at

-• of the railwav sales

H. A. Matthew*

Niagara Falls :ind placed in char.i;

department.

The New York Air Brake Company's plan for refinancing

contemplates an authorization of 100,000 shares of Class A
preference stock without par value and 300,000 shares of

common stock without par value. Of the latter 200,000 shares
arc to be exchanged for the now outstanding $10,000,000

common stock of $100 par value at the rate of two shares
for one, the remaining 100,000 shares being reserved for Class
.'\ preference slock. A banking syndicate is being formed to

underwrite the new Class A preference stock which will be

offered to stockholders at $50 a share. Class A stock will

be entitled to receive cumulative quarterly dividends at the

rate of $4 a share per annum. After the common stock has
received $4, the two classes share equally in any additional

dividends. I^referrcd stock is redeemable after January 1,

1926, in whole or in part, at $60. It is convertible at $50 a
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share into common stock at $50 a share. Edward B. Smith
& Co. and Dominick & Dominick are the bankers handling
the financing. The proceeds of the financing plan estimated

to raise about $5,000,000 will be used to liquidate all loans

.from banks and for additional working capital. The company
has done no new financing since 1904 at which time the

amount was increased to $10,000,000 of common. The com-
pany has outstanding $3,000,000 of first mortgage bonds due
in May, 1928. The company's sales for the first six months
of 1922 are reported by the bankers to have been $2,620,000

as compared with $2,400,000 for the entire year 1921. Un-
filled orders on hand are the largest in the history of the

company.

Obituary

Edward S. Shepherd, president of Crerar Adams &
Chicago, died at his home in that city on August 21.

Shepherd was born in

Orleans, X. Y.. on
May 28, 1845, and
entered railway service

in the purchasing de-

partment of the Illinois

Central, with head-
quarters at Chicago, in

1865. He served this

company four years and
in 1869 entered the

service of Crerar
.•\dams & Co. as a sales-

man. He served in

that capacity until 1877.

During that year he
was made a junior
partner in the company
and in 1890 was elected

president which posi-

tion he has occupied for

the past twenty-three
vcars.

Co.,

Mr.

'E. S. Shepherd

Coleman Sellers, Jr., president of William Sellers & Co.,

Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., who died on August 15, as was men-

tioned in the Railway Age of August 19, was in his seventieth

year and had been ill

for several months. His _
connection with the

Sellers house, then a

partnership, began m
1873 immediately after

his graduation from the

University of Pennsyl-

vania. .^fter serving a

practical course in the

shops for several years,

he took a position in

the drafting room of

which he soon became

the head. He was ap-

pointed assistant man-

ager in 1887, becoming

at the same lime a

director of the com-

t>any. He was elected

engineer in 1902 and

president in May, 1905,

which last office he held

continuously until his death. He also was a man of liberal

ideas, and while his principal inclinations and activities were

in mechanical .ind engineering lines, he took kern interest in

many other directions, scientific, literary, educational and

the arts, and was active in the civic life of Philadelphia. He

w.is long active in the affairs of the Kranklin Institute, of

which he was vice-president at the time of his death. He was

a member of the Board of Commissioners of Navigation of

Pennsylvania, to which he was appointed in 1907. He was

active in the affairs of the American Society of Mechanical

Coleinan Sollers,

Engineers, the American Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers and the Engineers Club of Philadelphia
of which he was one of the founders. He was president of

the Chamber of Commerce from 1909 to 1913. He served as
chairman of the local draft board during the early stages of
the war.

Frank Burr Smith of Milford, Conn., works manager of the
Bullard Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport, died on August
16 at Grace hospital, New Haven. Mr. Smith was born at

Fairfield, Conn., on November 22, 1872, and obtained his

early education in the public and high schools of Bridgeport.
He entered the employ of the Bullard Machine Tool Company
at its old Broad street plant in 1890 as a machinist apprentice
and upon completion of his apprenticeship he was connected
with its engineering department. He subsequently served in

different machine shops and at one time was connected with
the Atlantic Iron Works of Boston, and later was with the
Laird Gold Production Company as mechanical engineer. In
1903 he went to the DeLaVergne Machine Company, as expert
erection and installation engineer. He returned in 1911 to

the Bullard Machine Tool Company, and represented this

company in a sales capacity, making his headquarters succes-
sively at Chicago, Cleveland and Philadelphia. The last year
of his sales work was spent in England. He became manager
of the employment and industrial relations department at the
Broad street plant, and when that plant was disbanded in

1920, and all manufacturing was transferred to the Black Rock
plant, he was made works manager and continued in that

capacity until his death.

Trade Publications

Drinking Water Systems.—A folder entitled "A Neglected
Source of Economy." has recently been issued by the Armstrong
Cork & Insulation Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., which deals with

the savings that can be effected in shops by the use of refriger-

ated drinking water systems.

Direct Drive Axle Generator.—Specifications and description

of a direct drive axle generator and system for the electric light-

ing of railway cars are contained in a 16-page bulletin published

by the Products Distributing Corporation, 360 Madison avenue.

New York, N. Y. The equipment described in this bulletin will

be offered to the railroads by the above company and will be built

by the Wagner Electric Company, St. Louis, under the E. M. Fitz

patents. The booklet is profusely illustrated with photographs and
line drawings and contains brief specifications and descriptions of

the equipment. A blue print insert is included on which curves

are shown giving the charadreristics of the generator.

Electric Traction.—Progress in Steam Railway Electrification

is the title of bulletin No. 44016 issued by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The bulletin contains 20 pages and

is illustrated with photographs. It reviews some of the more im-

portant electrifications throughout the world for which the General

Electric Company has supplied the apparatus, either in its entirety

or in the more important parts. This includes the Baltimore and

Ohio, the Paris-Orleans, the New York Central, the Great

Northern, the Michigan Central, the X'ictorian Railways in Aus-
tralia, the Canadian Northern, the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, the

Chicaijo, Milwaukee & St, Paul, the Bethlehem Qiile Iron Mines

in Chile, the Spanish Northern, the Imperial Government Railways

of Japan, the South Manchurian Railway and the Central of

Paulista in Brazil.

Train Lighting Equipment.—The Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Co. has recently issued two new catalogues and an

elalwrate folder which will be of interest to anyone connected

with train liKhting work and of especial interest to the users of

safety equipiyent. One of the catalogues bears the title. "Opera-

tion of I'nder-Frame Car Lighting Equipment" and the other,

"Pintsrh Gas Car Lighting Fixtures." Both catalogues are pro-

fusely illustrated and contain 60 and 52 pages respectively. A
novel and u'cfiil feature has been introduced in the Under-Frame

catalogue, which consists of cross-indexed fables which show

at a glance which of the various generator parts can be used

interchangeably on two or more of the ten types of generators

manufactured by the Safely Company.
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DRailway Construction Railway Financial News

Atchison*. Tokka & Samta Fe.—This company, which was rc-
poned in the R .iluay Agt of April 22 a, aiilhoriziiig the conjtruc-
tion of a rew Hnision office building at NVwion. Kan., has awarded
th- : this structure to Swanson Bros., Topcka. Kan. The
bi! 70 ft. by 160 ft. and will be three stories high
> . . inatcly $200,000.

Caxawa.v Pacific—This company has prepared plans for new
utions at Napinka, Man., and Chaton, Alta. A new detention
shed will be erected at Coutts. Alta.. and the rnundhouse at
Medicine Head. .\lta.. and Calgary will be enlarged. This com-
pany it, also planning to install two 90-ft turn tables at Brandon.
Man., and .\orth Bend. B. C. and a coaling plant will be con-
structed at Secrelan. Sask. A transfer barge will be constructed
on Kootenay Lake. B. C. and the temporary wharves at Nelson,
B. C. will be made permanent.

Chicago. Bl-rli.sxtox & Ql-incy.—This company will accept
bids until September 1 for the construction of a one-story brick
freight house. 20 ft. by (JO ft. at ZriKlcr Junction, III.

Illi.vois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Ellington-Miller Co., Chicago, for the altering of its freight

house at Indianapolis. Ind., at an estimated cost of approximatt;ly
$40,000. This company has also awarded the contract to the

Ellington-Miller Co. for alterations to its fruit sheds at Mound,
III

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the
Kail-way Age of August 5 as calling for bids for the construction
of 12 water treating plants, has awarded contracts for those at

Galena, III.; .Kmboy, III.; Fort Dodge, la., and Council Bluffs to

Joseph E. Nelion & Sons, Chicago, and those at Wall Lake, la.

;

Logan. Rockwell City and Dtnison to the Railroad Water and
Coal Handling Company, Chicago.

Iron County.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the construc-

tion of a line from a connection with the Los Angeles & Salt

Lake at Lund. Utah, for a distaiisc of 22.6 miles southeasterly

through Iron County, Utah.

Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

construction of a branch from Lund to Cedar City. Utah, 32

miles.

Minne.\poli?. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—This company
closed bids .\ugust 14 for the construction of a passenger station

at Mcnasha, Wis., and a 21-sta!! roundhouse at Gladstone, Mich.

The MissoL'Ri, Kansas & Texas.—Contracts have been awarded

to the Graver Corporation, Chicago, for one 15,000-gallon per

hour Graver Type "K" ground operated water softener with

storage capacity at top of softener capable ol holding 100.000

gallons of treated water for installation at Glen Park Yards,

Kansas City, Kan.; one 10,000-gallon per hour Graver Type "K"
ground operated water softener for installation at Nclogony,

Okla.; one 5.IXX) gallon per hour Graver Type "K" ground oper-

ated water scjftener for installation at Eufaula, Okla., and for

four standpipc?. 14 ft. diameter by 32 ft. high and one 18 ft.

diameter by i2 ft. high for installation in Texas.

San Franosco-Sacramento—This company, in conjunction

with the California State Department of Public Works, will

construct an overhead crossing over its tracks near Denverton,

Solano county, Cal., at an estimated cost of $26,000.

The Union PAaFic—Contracts have been awarded to the

Graver Corporation of Chicago, for one 30,000-Kallon per hour

Graver Type "K" ground operated water softener for Granger,

Wyo. This treating plant will be equipped, with two standard

Graver pressure filters 8 ft. diameter to 12 ft. long. The con-

tract also covers the reconstruction of five present treating plants

to the improved Graver Type "K" design.

Baltimore & Ohio.—£i7mi/>»i«i/ Trust Authorized.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to assume
obligations and liability in respect of $6,750,000 of equipment

trust certificates to be issued by the Girard Trust Company of

Philadelphia to be sold at not less than 96.4.

Birmingham & Northwestern.—Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $750,000 of 454 per cent refund-

ing gold bonds for the purpose of refunding maturing bonds and
providing security for a loan from the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

.icquisition.—See Gulf, Mobile & Northern.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Preferred Stock Issue.—A special meet-

ing of stockholders will be held at Richmond. Va., on September

26 to approve a plan to offer to common stockholders the right to

subscribe at par to 20 per cent of their holdings for approximately

$12,558,500 of new d'A per cent cumulative preferred stock, series

A. The proceeds will be used to finance additions and betterments.

The offering has been underwritten by Kuhn, Loeb & Co.. and the

National City Company. It is subject to the approval of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. This issue is the first of a total

of $30,000,000 over a term of years.

A circular to the stockholders says in part

:

In the annual report of your company for 1921 reference was made lo

the comprehensive Inidkret prepared by your officers of addiiions. better-

ments aod improvements which should be made during the next four years
in order to adequately and ecorxmiically accommodate the present day maxi-
mum volume of traffic, provide for anticipated growth and render its

facilities mor- nearly equal to those of your principal competitors. Among
the principal items included in this budget are the extension of your terminal
facilities at Hampton R.iads, the cnlargtrment of your shop and round house
fuciliiics. anfl such additions to your main line and passing tracks, includ-
ing the reduction of grades, as will render practicable the economical and
expeditious handling over your entire main line of the maximum train
load which can be moved with modem power of the type in use upon
your lines. 'ITic piesent estimate of the probable cost of this work, in-
cluding incidental operating charges of about $1,150,000, is about $16,500,000.
expenditure of which will be spread over the next four years. It is esti-
mated that the making of these expenditures will realize an annual saving
in operating exjenscs. based upon l'J20 performances, of nearly $4,000,000.
Vour directors believe that the present is a favorable time for arranging
the neces.sary financing of this work, and in cnncclion therewith for mak-
ing suitable rirfvisiou for the future capital requirements of your QK,mfi.r,y.

Gulf, Mobile & Northern.—.lU-j Authority to Purchase Road.
—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for an order approving the acquisition by purchase of the
property of the Birmingham & Northwestern, and also for au-
thority to issue 1300,000 of capital stock for the purpose.

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.—i-oW.-This road was sold in sec-
tions oii August 15 under court order to Sears Lehmann, of St.
1-ouis. Mo., who represented different interests. The road for-
merly operated between Hot Springs, Ark., and Dalark, 125 miles,
until recently when the Interstate Commerce Commission
authorized the receiver to abandon 51 miles.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Lovis.—Asks AtUhority to
.SV// Hands.—This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for authority to issue and sell $747,000 of first

consolidated mortgage 5 per cent gold coupon bonds dated April
2. 1888, and due April 1, 1928, to provide for the payment at

maturity of bonds of its Jasper and Centreville branches. The
bonds are to be sold on a 6 per cent basis.

Nevada-California-Orecon.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of 16 miles of this company's railroad

between Hackstaff and Wcmlel. Calif. The company had applied
for a certificate to abandon its entire line, but the commi.ssion in-

stitut(;,d an investigation on its own motion of the divisions re-

ceived of joint rates and last week issued an order increasing the

(li\ision on traffic interchanged with the Southern Pacific at

Wendel. In that proceeding it reached the conclusion that the

road as a whole cannot be abandoned, but that portion of the

southerly 16 miles between Wendel and Hackstaff where traffic

was interchanged with the Western Pacific may be abandoned.
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Pennsvlv.\nia.—Asks Authority to Lease Subsidiaries.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to lease for 999 years the properties of the Toledo,

Columbus & Ohio River; Cleveland. Akron & Cincinnati; Cin-

cinnati, Lebanon & Northern ; Pittsburgh. Ohio N'alley & Cin-

cinnati ; Englewood Connecting; South Chicago & Southern;

Indianapolis & Frankfort; Louisville Bridge & Terminal Co.;

Wheeling Terminal Company and Ohio Connecting.

Panhandle Lease Opposed.—The Continental Insurance Com-
pany, of Xcw York, has filed a bill in equity in the Federal Court

at Philadelphia, seeking to restrain the 999-year lease of the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to the Pennsylvania. The
complainant contends that under the proposed lease the Pennsyl-

vania is to pay a rental to the Panhandle sufficient to cover the

operating and fixed charges, and the common stockholders are

to receive dividends of 4 per cent for five years and 5 per cent

thereafter. It is asserted that earnings last year were sufficient

to pay 6 per cent.

Dividends Declared

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville.—Preferred. 1 'i i>er cent, quarterly,

payable September 15 tf holders cf record September 5.

New Orlear.s. Texas & Mexico.

—

I'/i per cent, quarterly, payable Sep-
tember 1 to holders of record Atiptlst 35.

Erie & Pittshi:rch— 1 i', per cent.. pa>-able September 9 to holders of

record .-Nugust 31

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Aug. 22 Week
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 73.64 70.61

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 89.67 88.65

ntiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriniiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiliiiiiiniillhiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

Railway Officers

Year

54.54

75.34

Free Transportation by E.\press Co.mpanies of merchandise

for their employees is unlawful; and this point, decided by

the Commission in 1918, and by the Supreme Court in 1909

is reaffirmed in a decision handed down on July 10, last. The
case of 1918 was reopened at the request of the American Rail-

way Express Company, which asked to have the benefit of an

amendment to the law, made in 1910, under which the pro-

hibition of free passes was modified by a provision that it

should not prohibit the privilege of "passes or franks . .
."

This was the first use in the law of the term "frank." The
proviso was introduced, however, for the benefit of telegraph

and telephone companies, and the Commission holds that it

does not apply to franks issued for the transportation of

merchandise. Although the word is one commonly used for

merchandise passes. Congress in discussing the bill which
became law in 1910, rejected a clause allowing express com-
panies to carry packages free for employees.

atllnMltMlllinilllll liiiDiiiiiiiiiiitiitHttiifiiiitiiiriilriiiiiiiMitm

an Accident Near Laurel, Md.

Executive

C. W. Snider has been elected secretary of the Wichita
Falls & Southern, succeeding L. F. Linney. O. B. Womach,
auditor, has also been appointed assistant secretary.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. E. Delf, assistant comptroller of the Duluth, South Shore
& .Atlantic, has been promoted to comptroller with head-
quarters at Marquette, Mich.

W. C. Chisholm, general solicitor of the Grand Trunk, has
been placed at the head of the legal department, succeeding
W. H. Biggar, vice-president and general counsel, deceased.

H. H. Larimore, assistant general attorney of the Missouri
Pacific with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-
pointed general attorney and interstate commerce counsel
with the same headquarters.

C. G. Hurlbut, traveling agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
appointed assistant freight claim agent, with headquarters at

Seattle, Wash., succeeding H. Schroeder, resigned.

W. F. West, an attorney with the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland. Ohio, has been
appointed general solicitor with the same headquarters. E. M.
Smith, has been appointed general land and tax attorney, with
headquarters at Cleveland. C. C. CoUister has been appointed
general attorney.

NEW GRAND THUNK EXECUTIVE

At a meeting of the board of the Grand Trunk Railway System
held in Montreal on .August 17, W. D. Robb was appointed
ranking vice-president of the company with the title of vice-

president and general

manager. Mr. Robb will

take up the duties of

Howard G. Kelley, whose
resignation as president

of the railway is an-

nounced.

The official statement

issued at the close of the

meeting of the board was
as follows

:

"The chairman. Sir

Joseph Ftavelle. laid be-

fore the meeting a copy
of an order-in-couiicil ap-

proved on the 14th of

.\iig\ist. 1922, accepting

the resignation of Mr.
Howard G. Kelley as a

director of the company,
and appointing Graham
.\. Bell, deputy minister

«i railways, in his place.

Inasmuch as Mr. Kcllcy's resignation trom the board of direc-
tors has, under the railway act, the effect of rendering vacant
the position of president of the company, it was thereupon re-
solved that W. D. Robb shall be the ranking vice-president of
the company with the title of vice-president and general man-
ager, and shall exercise the authority and perform the duties
hitherto exercised and performed by the president."
Howard G. Kelley has been connected with the Grand Trunk

System since October 1, 1911. and president since September 1,

10|7. He was bortk on January 12, 1858. at Philadelphia, Pa.
He graduated from the Polytechnic College of Pennsylvania
and began railroad work in 1881 as assistant engineer on loca-
tion and construction of the Northern Pacific. In 1884 he left

G. Kelley
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that ruad and cngajjcd lur a time in mining. Three years later
he joined the St. Louij Southwestern sa resident enKinwr and
(Opehntendent of bridges and buildings. Two v - ^

made chief engineer. On March 1, 1896, he
engineer ui the St. l^ui> Southwestern and .i

of the Minneapolis & St. Louis. On July 4. I'Ai;, Mr. KcUcy
was appointed chief engineer of the Grand Trunk System and on
October 1. 1911, was elected vice-prtMdent in charge of con-
struction, operation and maintenance. On September 1, 1917, he
was elected president of the Grand Trunk. He also became, at
the same time, president of the Grand Trunk Pacific and chair-
man of the l>oard of the Central Vermont. In May. I'^JO. Mr.
Kelley became chairman of the committee of manaKrment for

the co-ordination of the Grand Trunk Railway with the Canadian
Government System.

W. D. Robb is the first native born Canadian u< \x called upon
to occupy the chief executive office on the Grand Trunk Railway
System. He is also the first chief executive of the Grand Trunk

to have risen step by
step; with u ihroken serv-

ice, from an apprentice-

ship in the company. Mr.
Robb was burn at Lon-
gueuil, Quebec, in 1857.

his father having come
to Canada from Scot-

land to join the Grand
Trunk in its construction

stage. He received his

early education at Shcr-

brookc .Academy and at

St. Francis College, Rich-

mond. Que. He began
his career with the Grand
Trunk in 1871 as an ap-

prentice machinist. He
was appointed night fore-

ma n at the Montreal
shops in 1883. and was
promoted to the position

of foreman at Belleville

in charge of the motive power and car department in the same year.

In 1897, he was appointed master mechanic of the middle division

with headquarters at London, Ont., and in 1901 was made acting

superintendent of motive power at Montreal. Mr. Robb was
promoted to the office of superintendent of motive power in 1902,

a position which he occupied until his appointment in 1917 as

vice-president in charge of motive power, car department and

machinery. His jurisdiction was extended in 1918 to take in the

operating, maintenance and construction departments of the

system.

Operating

O. W. Stewart has been appointed acting trainmaster of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Red
Wing, Minn., succeeding F. M. Corbett, transferred.

J. A. Shepherd, assistant to the general manager of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, has been appointed superin-

tendent of car service with headquarters at Wichita, Kan.

W. D. Dilley, assistant superintendent of the Louisville,

Cincinnati and Lexington division of the Louisville & Nash-
ville with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., has been promoted
to superintendent with the same headquarters, succeeding

C. W. Bradshaw.

Traffic

W. C. Thorn, city passenKir agent of the Great Northern
with headquarters at St. Paul, has been promoted to district

passenger agent with the same headquarters.

J. E. Roberts has been appointed freight claim agent of the

Southern Pacific of Mexico with headquarters at Guaymas,
Sonora, Mexico, succeeding L. W. Mayhood.

F. D. Wilson, traveling freight and p.isscnger agent of the

Union Pacific with headquarters at Reno, Ncv., has been

promoted to general agent with the same headquarters.

W. D. Robb

p. B. Miller has been appointed general agent of the Green
Bay & Western; the Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western and the
Ahnapee & Western, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.

C. C. Trcoeb, city passenger agent of the Pennsylvania,
with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to division

passenger agent with lic.i<lc|uartcrs at Detroit, Mich., effective

September 1. A. B. Smith, district passenger representative
with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to division
freight agent with headquarters at Wheeling, West Va.

Mechanical

W. R. Meeder has been appointed master mechanic of the
Missouri & North Arkansas with headquarters at Harrison,
Ark., effective .August 12, succeeding C. W. Bugbee, who has
resigned.

F. W. Boardman, fuel supervisor of the Texas & Pacific

with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed general
master mechanic with the same headquarters. He is suc-
ceeded by L. E. Dix.

H. Englebright, master car repairer of the Southern Pacific

at West Oakland, Cal., has recently retired from active service

after 52 years of continuous service with the same road. Born
in New Bedford, Mass.,

June 10, 1852, Mr. En-
glebright was taken by
his parents to Califor-

nia at the age of five

when the gold mines
were still the dominant
industry in that state.

He entered the service
of the old California

Pacific as a blacksmith
apprentice in 1869 and
worked at this trade
at various points until

1892 when he was ap-
pointed roundhouse and
car foreman at Fresno,
Cal. He was appointed
general car foreman at

San Francisco in 1898
and master car repairer
at Oakland, Cal., in

1900, which position
he held continuously

until his retirement after an interesting experience which has
seen the linking of the west to the east by the first trans-
continental line, the development of motive power from 35-ton
to 225-ton engines and the introduction and subsequent
universal use of the automatic air brake, of which device he
has made a particular study.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

E. B. Sloan has been appointed chief engineer of the
Southern Pacific of Mexico with headquarters at Empalme,
Sonora, Mexico, succeeding C. K. Bowen, resigned.

H. C. Phillips has b'ecn appointed valuation engineer of the
Midland Valley, with headquarters at Chicago and Muskogee,
Okla. L. A. Hodgson has been appointed assistant valuation
engineer, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., effective
.\ugiist 9.

J. B. Pope has been appointed consulting valuation engineer
of the Souther:! Pacific with headquarters at San Francisco,
Cal. G. E. B. Welles has been appointed engineer of land
valuation. J. H. Baker has been appointed assistant engineer
of valuation.

E. M. Hastings, principal assistant engineer of the Rich-
mond, I->edericksbnrg & Potomac, has been promoted to
chief engineer with headquarters at Richmond, \'a. C. E. Dare
has been appointed engineer maintenance of way with head-
quarters at Alexandria, Va., effective August 15.

H. Englebright
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HcxJges

Purchasing and Stores

George Kefer, chief clerk in the purchasing department of

the Long Island, has been appointed purchasing agent suc-

ceeding H. B. Hodges, retired. Eflective September 1.

Harrison B. Hodges, purchasing agent for the Long Island
at Jamaica, N. Y., who will retire on September! under the

pension rules of the company, has been purchasing agent of

this road for the past

25 years. He was born
at Barre, Mass., on
August 14, 1858, and
after completing his

grammar school educa-
tion he attended the

Boston Latin School
and then specialized in

the study of chemistry
at the LTniversities of

Leipsic, Heidelberg and
Bonn in Germany. He
also studied the engi-

neering side of chemis-
try and building con-
struction at Polytechni-

cum in Aix-la-Chapel.

He was then for

five years instructor in

chemistry and German
at the Harvard Uni-
versity. In 1886 Mr.
Hodges began railway work as chemist and superintendent

of tests on the Union Pacific, remaining with that road until

1892 when he went to the Baltimore & Ohio as engineer of

tests. In 1895 he was appointed superintendent of tests on

the Southern Railway and on January 1, 1897 he became
purchasing agent of the Long Island Railroad.

Obituary

George E. Simpson, general supervisor of transportation of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, whose death on August 15 was reported ii: the Railway

Age of August 19, was
born on May 25, 1847,

at Concord, N. H. Upon
completing his course

of study in the public

schools of that city, he

entered railway service

with the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy as

ticket agent and opera-

tor, with headquarters

at Buda, 111. He was
promoted to chief train

dispatcher, with head-
quarters at Galesburg,

111., and held this posi-

tion until May 1, 1882,

when he became super-

intendent of telegraph

of the Chicago, Milwau-
kee & St. Paul, with

headquarters at Mil-

waukee, Wis. On Oc-
tober 1, 1888, he was promoted to superintendent of transpor-

tation, with headquarters at Milwaukee and Chicago. Febru-

ary 1, 1913, he was made supervisor of transportation, with

headquarters at Chicago, which position he held until the

time of his death as noted above. Mr. Simpson was a member
of the general committee on transportation of the American
Railway Association and was also a member of the executive

committee of the Western Demurrage & Storage Bureau.

Roy L. Stall, assistant general passenger agent of the Penn-

sylvania with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., died suddenly

SlmfMon

in that city on .August 22. Mr. Stall was formerly stationed

in New York as district passenger agent for several years.

H. G. Herbel, general attorney of the Missouri Pacific, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., died August 11 after a short

illness.

W. A. Drake, assistant to the vice president of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Prescott, Ariz.,

died August 19.

William Cross, formerly assistant to the second vice presi-

dent of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Winnipeg,
Man., died at his home in that city on August 16. Mr. Cross
was born in 1842 at Birkenhead, England, and entered the

employ of the Canadian Pacific in 1863. From that date to

1882 he was consecutively journeyman and foreman of the

erecting shops at Montreal. He was then promoted to master
mechanic of the Eastern division where he remained until

1887 when he was transferred to the Western division. From
April 1, 1900, to November 1, 1901, he was consulting me-
chanical engineer of the same division. On the latter date he
was appointed engineer of tests and continued in this capacity
until February, 1904, when he was promoted to assistant to

the second vice president in charge of mechanical matters
west of Ft. William, Ont. He retired on January 1, 1908.

engineer of the Philadelphia
Mr. Chamberlain was born in

30, 1854. He was educated

ChamtMrlaln

Edwin Chamberlain, assistant

& Reading, died on August 15.

Philadelphia, Pa., on September
in the public schools of

Phila-delphia, the Lacka-
wanna School, Scran-
ton, Pa., and entered

the scientific depart-

ment of Lafayette Col-

lege, Easton, Pa., in the

class of 1880. In the

fall of that year he
entered the service of

t h e Philadelphia &
Reading, engineering
department, and in

March, 1883, he was
appointed division road
master at Reading, Pa.,

subsequently serving as

division engineer until

1886. He was then
transferred to the Phil-

adelphia division where ,

he remained until Janu-
ary, 1887, when he was
transferred to the chief engineer's office and made surveys

for the extension to Bound Brook, N. J. In 1888 he left rail-

road work but the following year returned in charge of loca-

tion and construction work of various extensions of the Read-

ing. In 1892 and 1893 he was engaged upon surveys and
report for an electric railroad between Trenton and Paterson,

N. J., and between Raritan and New Brunswick, also recon-

naissance and report for a steam road between Mahaflfey and
the Youghioghcny river in Indiana and Westmoreland coun-

ties, Pa. He subsequently served as city engineer at Reading,

Pa., and from 1897 to 1898 was engaged on the enlargement

and improvement of the water supply of the City of Bingham-
ton, N. Y. Me returned to the Reading in December, 1899,

making surveys for the Reading Belt Railroad, and had charge

of the construction work. From 1902 to 1904 he had charge

of the construction of the Norristown Connecting Railroad,

including the bridging of the Schuylkill river at Norrisfown,

and then for two years was in charge of the construction

of the New York Short Line between Cheltenham and
Ncshaminy Falls, Pa., together with the relocation and double-

tracking of the Philadelphia, Newtown & New York between

OIney and Cheltenham. From 1906 to the time of his death

he was engaged in the elimination of grade crossings in

Philadelphia.

Frederick G. Sherman, superintendent of telegraph of the

Central of New Jersey, with headquarters at Jersey City,

N. J., died on August 20 at his summer home in Pulaski, N. Y.
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Some Things That Must Be Done

T-HE RAILROADS and the public are approaching a trans-

* portation crisis. This is chiefly due to the general

resumption of hitumincus coal mining after a general

su5f)ension of it for almost five months. The railway shop

employees' strike will make the proljU-m presented more diffi-

cult to solve, hut it would be difficult without any railway

strike.

The railway? apparently will be called upon to move as

much or more traffic as ever before, and under very un-

favorable conditions. If the strike in the anthracite mines

continues they will have added to their other embarrass-

ments the necessity of supplying with bituminous coal the

eastern territory which is accustomed to using anthracite.

This will complicate the situation by making it necessary to

move a large volume of coal over new routes.

If the public interest is to be adequately served there must

be the closest and heartiest co-ofieration between the rail-

ways themselves and between them and shippers and con-

signees. The available facilities of each individual railway

must be used with the utmost efficiency, and through projier

co-ordination of effort the greatest possilde results must be

secured with their facilities as a whole.

The solution of the problem will require that certain

sp»ecific things be done. .\ny railways, shipper or consignee

that does not do all of these things that it or he can do will

assume the responsibility of intcrefering with efforts to

deal effectively with a situation which concerns the welfare

of all.

1. Every effort must 1)C made to move without delays

perishable products and foodstuffs whicli would deteriorate

and Ih- partially or wholly lost if prompt and sufficient trans-

))ortation were not afforded them.

2. Fuel must \>c moved to the maximum capacity of the

railways.

.Service Order No. 23 of the Interstate ("ommcrcc Com-

mission fully authorizes preferred movement for these com-

modities and no valid excu.se could \>c offered for not giving

them such movement. If it is necessary for any railway, in

order to handle all the perishables and fuel offered to it, to

divert traffic to other lines, this should uniiesitatingly be

done. It would be a crime against the welfare of the rail-

roads and the American people for any railroad to allow

the movement of perishaljles and fuel to be interfered with

by attempts on its part to handle traffic which it could not

handle satisfactorily and which nci,t;iii)oring lines could

handle .satisfactorily.

.V Refrigerator and coal cars should be unloaded

pn mptly regardless of expense and regardless of the free time

allowed by demurrage rules. For a consignee under present

conditions to delay the unloading of cars merely bc-cause he

has the legal right to do so under the published tariffs would

1)0 a crime against the public welfare.

4. The railroads should move cars promptly after they

are unloaded, especially refrigerator and coal cars. They
should do this to afford proof to shippers and consignees that

they are making every effort to utilize equipment with the

greatest efficiency. For a railway to prevail upon a shipper

to unload a car promptly and then allow it to stand around

for twenty-four or thirt>'-six hours or even longer, as often

has been done in the past in periods of hea'vy business, would

afford very persuasive evidence to shippers and consignees

that the railways were not doing their best.

5. Empty cars, no matter where they are, should be

moved as promptly as loaded cars. Unless this is done the

maximum possible use cannot be obtained from all the ser-

viceable cars available.

6. Cars should be loaded to their maximum capacity in

disregard of prescribed carload minimums and trade customs.

Under present conditions the necessity of utilizing the full

capacity of ever)' serviceable 'illHs too obvious for discussion.

7. Individual railroads should refuse to allow their lines,

yards and terminals to become burdened with more cars,

whether loaded on their own lines or received from con-

nections, than they can keep moving satisfactorily. Study of

the freight car statistics of individual railroads in past

periods of heavy freight movement demonstrates one fact

beyond question. This is tliat in every such period some

railways have allowed to accumulate on their tracks more
cars than they could keep moving. Congestion has resulted

and the number of ton-miles of freight movement secured bv

these railroads has been reduced far below the maximum
they could have secured if the)' had not let so many cars

accumulate on their lines. The managements of many rail-

ways have been seriously at fault liecause they have not had
the intelligence or the courage, after they have begun to get

more cars on their lines than they could keep moving, to

refu.se to laid more cars or to rtxeive more from connections

until they could get existing congestions cleared away. Past

experience demonstrates that times come when the most effi-

cient utilization of cars demands that individual railways

.shall refuse to attempt the imiwssible task of trying to handle

more cars than they have IcKomotives, tracks and yards for

handling.

8. The railroads as a whole, and every individual rail-

way, should adopt means of keeping the public as a whole

and the puidic along tiieir own lines reasonal)ly well in-

405
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formed as to their situation from week to week, and even

from day to day. If the shipper understands that a railroad

actually is handling as much freight as it ever did before,

or tliat it i? making reasonable progress with its repairs to

equipment, he will be less inclined to find fault or to go to

governmental agencies to secure explanations or the correc-

tion of seeming deficiencies. A great many complaints about

railroad sendee go to the Interstate Commerce Commission

and state regulating bodies which would never go there if

local railroad officers and agents were furnished sufficient

information and instructed to give that information to rail-

way patrons. This is a work in which the traffic depart-

ments of the railways could well specialize during the ne.xt

few weeks or months.

Farmers and business men are greatly disturbed about

present and prospective transportation conditions. We think

they exaggerate the extent to which the shop employees' strike

is interfering, or will interfere, with the handling of traffic,

i^ut whether this is the case remains to be seen. If the rail-

wa}s should fail to do the verj' best they can under the pre-

vailing conditions, or fail to secure the utmost co-operation

from shippers and consignees, the results might be ver\- seri-

ous to both the railways and the public. On the other hand,

if, in spite of all the adverse conditions, the railways should

succeed in handling satisfactorily the enormous business that

is coming, it would be a triumph for them which would

confer such great benefits on the public that it could not fail

to win the public's gratitude and appreciation.

The situation has its dangers, but it affords a great oppor-

tunit}-. Let no ground be given for the charge that in this

emergency the railroads "broke down!"

Railroad shops have always been more or less handicapped

by machine tool equipment, inadequate as to amount, power,

or time-saving features of operation.
Poor Tools This lack of modem machine tools is

Always a filt with unusual keenness at the pres-

Handicap ••""* time because the striking shop men,

familiar through long experience with

the limitations of the old equipment, could get results of a

kind, whereas the new men are still in the process of learning

these conditions and cannot, therefore, be expected to get the

same production. This point is well illustrated by the case

of a certain large planer which has been in railroad shop

service many years and developed a decided tendency to

plane taper. In .short work the taper is hardly noticeable

but in planing work six feet long, for example, there is a

taper of at least ^ in. The machinist who, previous to the

strike, oi»trated this planer for many years was accustomed

to make allowance for the taper-cutting tendency of tlie

machine l)y shimming up the work at one end an amount
equivalent to }U in. in six feet. The amount of time lost in

this shimming process and taking trial cuts can be readily

imagined, and when finally done the work was probably

less accurate than if [x-rformcd on a modern planer. Ob-
viously, an o^K-raior unfamiliar with the vacaries of the old

pl.iner would fintl it difficult, if not imiwssiblc to do accurate

planing and it woul'l not In* strange if important work was
occasionally spoilwi. Is there any excuse for the continued

use of railroad .shop machine fools of which the of>crators

must learn the individual peculiarities before they can pro-

duce even moderately accurate work? Railroad mechanical

officers are confronted by many pressing problems and not

the least of these is the necessity of procuring modem shop
machinery to replace some of the present equipment which
is fit only for the scrap pile.

The settlement of the coal strike makes it certain that the

price of coal will remain high for some time. This is an

unpleasant fact, but one which camiot
An Incentive i^ ignored. The higher the price of

for fuel, the more the railroads can afford

Fuel Economy to spend to save it. The prosf)ects of

shortage should lead ever\- road to at-

tack the problem of fuel economy with renewed energy. Of
course, railroad officers have many other things on their

minds just at this time, but unless the matter is given atten-

tion now it is likely to be overlooked. .\n effective system

of supervision to promote economy in the use of fuel should

be organized if it does not already exist. Many of the em-
ployees will feel the need of fuel in their households this

winter. Could there be any more opportune time for arousing

interest in fuel saving? . Equipment too should not be over-

looked. Even if the shops cannot now apply betterments

that w-ould reduce fuel consumption, a definite program
should be laid out which can be put into effect without delay

when shop conditions return to normal.

One w-ay to save coal is to avoid unnecessan,- stops of heavy
freight trains; and E. W. Weston's report of sa\ing 500

tons a day in this way, on the North-
Money Saved em Pacific, is just as good a lesson

by today as it was when printed in the

Using Form 19 K>iil-u-(iy Age February 18, 1922, page
41 S. It ought today to be a better lesson

than it wns then, for our relish for lessons in call saving is

much keener. There is another reason for avoiding stops,

namely, to get the merchandise in the cars to its consignees

in quicker time, and to avoid detaining passenger trains

and other freight trains. The only thing that was done
on the Northern Pacific to accomplish the remarkable saving

in money and improvement in ser\'ice was to abolish the

rule requiring trains to stop for conductors to go into the

station office to endor.se train orders, which orders could be

delivered just as well to a train in motion. Five unneces-

sary stops in each freight train trip was the estimate of what
the use of Form M would cost on the Northern Pacific.

The use of Form 19 for all train orders is recommended by
a good number of good men. Using this means of speeding

up your freight trains may save you $10,000 in freight

revenue between now and next Christmas, saying nothing of

coal.

Strikes, a war, government operation, an industrial depres-

sion and more strikes have made the life of the railroad

man a case of "one damned thing after

Biio.'nooc anotlier" for such a lone time that it isusiness
, ^ j.

almost accepted as the normal condi-
As Usual tion. Howe\Tr, it serves to place some

men in the state of mind where they

feel that they must devote all of their waking hours to

emergency or routine duties and that they cannot spare time

for retrospect, study or any other considerations designed for
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the improvement or advancement of either their individual

capabilities or those of the properties which employ them
It is this attitude which raises the recurring question as to

the wisdom or propriet)' of holding the annual ctmventioos

of the established assoiiations of railway officers and as a

direct result of tliis feeling certain of the conventions have
been abandoned in the last six or seven years. So also

at present there is a tendency in some quarters to assume a
weak-luieed attitude witli respect to the two coming conven-
tions of maintenance of way officers, namely those of the

roadmaster's and the Bridge and Building associations, not-

withslandinn the fact that neither of these organizations has
missed an annual meeting since it was organized. It is true

that all efforts at the settlement of the shop strike have
been abandoned, but this does not present a situation on the

railroads that i.< more critical than many others wiiirh have
obtained coincident with prcviou.* meetings of these asso-

ciations of supervisor)- maintenance officers. Nevertheless,

some of the memliers of these asstxriations may have a feel-

ing that tliey would be remiss in their dut>' to the properties

if they should absent themselves for the purpose of attending

these meeting.?. It is therefore incumbent on the higher

officers to take such steps as arc necessar>- to insure that no
misunderstanding exists with respect to the attitude of the

managements concerning the matter of participation in the

conventions.

The month of August docs not usually supply any con-

siderable amount of equipment buying. There seems to be

a tendency for the big orders to be
220 Locomotives placed in the spring or fall months.

in Why this should be is a question; but

August 'hat it is the case is nevertheless true.

August this year proved to be no ex-

cep>tion as concerned car orders, but it was very much
of an exception in the case of locomotive orders. The
orders repwrted for the month totaled 220 locomotives, 576

freight cars and 22 passenger cars. The 220 locomotives

made the month the best so far this year with two ex-

ceptions—April and July—and they brought the year's total

of locomotive orders in the first eight months of the year

to 1,055. This figure is far from breaking any records

but considering how slowly locomotive buying picked up
earlier in the year it is not bad. It is unfortunate that

freight car orders were not forthcoming in greater volume;

we shall hope for better results in September. The equip-

ment orders for August and for the eight months including

August arc tabulated as follows:

C*l AKD I.OCnUOTIVE OaDEM

Freight PassenKt-r

L.ocomotivc8 cars cars

'.inuary 5 7,960 235

February 8 14.721 160

March 76 5.550 25

April 272 30,507 540

May 99 IS.337 23S

June 22 11.097 37

July 353 15,675 120

August 220 576 22

Total 8 months 1,055 104.423 1,374

The locomotive orders in August included large pur-

cha.ses by a number of important companies. Among the

leading items were: Baltimore & Ohio, 15 Pacific; Erie,

.^0 Mikado; Union Pacific, 55 Mountain, 10 Mallet and 15

Santa Fc; Louisville & Nashville, .?0 Mikado, and Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, 40 Mikado and 5 Pacific type locomotives.

There arc a number of important locomotive inquiries still

pending.

W^

One Way To Raise Wages
Taces in terus of money is one thing; real wages in

terms of the necessities, conveniences and luxuries which

nuv by purchased by them is quite .\nother. .\s the Railway

Age has repeatedly said, production in this country today

—

and it is true to a much greater extent in most other coun-

tries—is inadequate; so inadequate, indeed, that m;iny

people arc forced to live at a standard so low that they are

restricted to the bare necessities of life. To prove this it

is only m-cessary to take the figure for total production in

this countr>- for any one year and after subtracting from it

the cost of carrying on the government, a reasonable allow-

ance for the expansion and development of new industries,

and a sufficient amount to maintain educational and the

cultural interests, to divide the remainder by the number of

families in the countrj-. The resulting figure, considering

that the products are not evenly distributed, indicates that

many families are li\'ing at an extremely low standard.

This is against the best interests of the community and of

the individuals in it.

It is in the interests of all of us that workers should have

sufficient means and leisure time to improve themselves to

a standard which will at least make them good citizens.

Superficial thinkers advocate raising wages to bring this

about. It is true, of course, that this may temporarily help

any one class that may be given an increase in wages, but,

how about those who do not receive an increase? Mere
raising of wages does not insure any greater production;

in fact, ofttimcs it is accompanied by a decrease in produc-

tion. If the raising of wages does not result in increased

production, then the fact still remains that enough goods are

not being produced to provide a reasonable amount for all

of the people and those on the lower scale must still suffer,

even though there may have been a general increase in wages

and these clas.ses may have participated in the same ratio

as the others.

If raising wages will not supply the remedy, what will?

Waste and lost motion must be eliminated from industn- to

as great an extent as possible, and the employees must be

led to an appreciation of putting forth their best efforts to

increase production. This will in effect increase the real

wages, regardless of the money wages, and make it jDOSsible

to raise the standards of living.

Strikes—attempting to settle things by force—are fre-

quently resorted to by the workers, but they are a prolific

source of loss of production and are tremendously costly to

all concerned, including the innocent by-stander. They may
ha%'e been quite necessary in the past to awaken communities
to abuses and to bring about better standards in industries,

but surely the time has come when the average of intelligence

in this country is such that better ways of settling disputes

may be found—must be found, indeed, for strikes Ixirder

too closely upon anarchy for this day and age.

The Journal of Commerce (New York) has suggested

that "What we really need in all our industries and es-

pecially in the public utilities, is a baptism of understanding
of economics, a better realization of the natural law which
governs business enterprises." This is all very true and
sounds simple enough. .As a matter of fact, however, the

problem of getting all of the executives and workers to

understand the simple economics underlying the industrial

situation, and then to conduct themselves accordingly—for

their own sakes as well as in the interests of the community
at large—is stupendous and has many serious complications.

It cannot be worked out in a day or in a generation. It

must be worki^l out, however, even tluuigh the progress may
be slow, if we are not to invite the same sort of disaster that

has taken place in other countries where these fundamental
truths have been misunderstood or disregarded.

The ilevelo])ment and efficient opieration of the railroads
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is vital to the welfare of the countn-. The item of labor is

a larger factor in transportation than in most other in-

dustries. The problem of super%'ision is far more difficult

than in other industries because of the great variety of

classes of workers invohed and the fact that they are spread

over comparatively vast territories. Because the human
element is so important in this great industry, which is so

necessary to the continued prosperity of tlie country, it is

exceedingly important that all of the employees—from the

chief executives to tlie laborers and apprentices—should ap-

preciate their full responsibilities as workers and as citizens,

and function with tlie greatest possible efficiency.

What is the quickest and shortest way in which this may

be accomplished? Unfortunately tliere are no short cuts

which will give permanent results, altliough there are some

tilings which because of their importance may be given pre-

cedence in working out the problem.

One thing is vital, and that is, that the managements be-

come fully awakened to the necessities of studying the per-

sonnel and directing it according to the best thought and the

best modem practices. Some industries in this countr}' and

abroad have gone a long way in blazing a trail in the right

direction. Unfortunately many of the railroad managements

—most of them in fact—have been so hounded with prolj-

lems of regulation and legislation, finance, etc., that they

have to a large degree overlooked the vital importance of

giving special attention to this larger question of personnel.

If the managements can first be fully awakened to the

importance of this question and then will install strong

personnel departments which will report direct to the chief

executive, and see tliat the best thought and methods which

have been developed in other industries are adapted and

applied to the railroads, then we shall have gone a long way
toward final solution of the proljlem.

Equipment Acquired and
Retired in 15 Years

WITH THE RAILWAYS apparently about to be called

upon to handle the heaviest traffic in their history

it is highly pertinent to consider how much the equip-

ment they have in service has been increasing within recent

years as compared with earlier years. Because of the shop

employees' strike much is being said now about the condition

of the equipment tliey have. There is no question that there

are excessive numbers of locomotives and cars in bad order.

This was true before the shop employees' strike began, and

of course tlie amount of bad order equipment has increased

.-^ince then. I'he large amount.s of bad order equipment when
the strike began were due to the fact that for a long time

previously tlie earnings of most railways had been so small

relatively to their of)erating expenses that they had to re-

trench sharply in every way possible, including the repair-

to equipment.

But the difficulty the railroads apparently are going t •

have in handling all the traffic offered them is only parti;

due to the excessive amount of equipment in bad condition

It is going to be much more largely due to the relativel;

small increases that have been made for several years ir

the numbers of locomotives and cars in service. Soni

statistics which have just been compiled by the Bureau i

Railway Economics from the records of the Interstate Con
merce Commission, showing the numbers of new locomotivi

and cars put into service and the numbers retired from ser

vice during each of the last 15 5^ years, strikingly indica:

how much the increase in the amount of equipment has di

clined since the policy of restrictive regulation of raihva}

was put into effect by the federal and state government 1

years ago.

For purposes of comparison we have divided the statistii -

regarding the equipment acquired and retired during the last

14'/2 years into those for two almost equal periods. One
of these is the period of seven years, 1908-1914, inclusive:

the other the period embracing the years ended June 30,

1915, to December 31, 1921, inclusive, making IY2 years.

The accompanying table gives the statistics regarding the

equipment installed and retired during tliese two jjeriods.

The figures show that the numbers of locomotives, passenger

train cars and freight cars retired in the two periods did

not differ widely, altliough the numbers of each class of

equipment retired in the second period was less than in the

first period. There were, however, heavy declines in the

amount of equipment in service in the second period as com-
pared with the first period. These were, of course, entirely

due to the fact that there were very heav)- declines in the

numbers of new locomotives, passenger train cars and freight

cars put in service in the second period as compared with the

first period.

The net results we^p as follows:

In the seven years ended in 1914 the numlier of new loco-

motives put in service exceeded the number retired by 10,579,

while in the period of 7' 2 years ended with 1921 the number

EQUIPMENT INSTALIED A>'D RETIRED DURING THE PERIOD JULY I, 1907, TO DECEMBER 31. 1921

C1.1S9 I Railways

Lccomotives Passenger fr.-lin cars Freight-train cars

Year ended
Number
installed

Number
retired

Net incrc.nsc

or decrea.se
Number
installed

Number
retired

Net increase
or decrease

Number
inst.illed

Number
retired

Net increase
or decrease

Time 30. 1903
\'H)9

1010
1911
1912
I91J
19M

3.227
1.549
3,073
3.604
2.861
4.381
3.245

1.140
L.'.Kl

1.452
1.468
1,858
2.338
1.862

/ 2,087
/ 216
/ 1.621

/ 2.2.'6

/ l.n03
; 2,043
/ 1.383

2.183
1.786
3,505
4,250
3,060
2.823
3.629

1.630
1.591
1.914
1.701
1.387
1,842
1.8.54

/ 553
/ 195
/ 1.5M
/ 2,5 19

/ 1.673
/ 9SI
/ 1.775

171,556
67.925
134.593
125.532
97,972
162.670
ISO.? 13

70.976
83,223
75,652
68.031
69,876
96.825
96.9SS

D
100.5S0
15,298
58.041
57.501
28.096
65,845
S3,.«2S

Total, 7 years 22,030 11,451 / 10.579 21,2.16 11.919 / 9,.iT7 901.061 561. .568 I 348,002

Tone 30. I91S
1916

•6 met.
July 1,

lo

Dee. 31. 19I«
1917
19IR
1919
1920
1921

1.114
1.475

1.507
2.576

11 3") t

D 1.101

2.664
1.261

1.385
2.156

/ 1,279
D 805

86,012
88,254

90.347
109.996

D
D

4.335
21,742

993
2.14R
2.803
2.062
1,017
1.J06

1.108
1.423
"77
999

1.254
1.062

D 115
/ 725
/ \MI'
I I.06J

n 237
; 144

897
2.535
1.817
435
621

1.633

1.000
1.671
1.051
670
SS5
806

n 103
/ 864
; 766
D 235
n 264
/ 827

63.426
117.210
65.249
76,019
,'6.044

61.648

53.136
62.253
56,024
43,274
75.197
62.538

I
t
I
I
D
D

10.290
54.957
9.225

32.745
39,153

890

Total. Ty, years 593,862 J 41.097

I Increase. R Decrease
•Obtained br lalcinr one-half of returns repnHed for the year ended December 31. 1916,

,'^OURCE: For rears 1908 lo 1920 from summaries of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Data for ihe year 1921 compiled from annual reports

of tb« nilwayi to Ine Tnlerstate Commeice Commission.
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of locon>o<i%'cs put in service excct-dcd the number retired by
only 1,VI2. In the first period the net increase in the num-
bCT of passenger cars in ser\'ice was 9,,>17 and in the second

period only 2,229. In the first period the net increase in the

nuinljer of freight cars in service was 348,902, while in Uic

second period it was only 41,097.

When statistics showinp this same general tendency have
been cited in tlie past it has frequently been answered that

while the increase in the numlK-rs of ItKrumoiivcs and cars

within recent years have been smaller tlian formerly, the

average power of the locomotives and the average capacity of

the cars put in ser\'icc have been greater than formerly. The
fact is, however, that the average tractive power of locomo-

tives and the avenge capacity of freight cars were increasing

us fast in projwrtion in the seven years ending with 1914 as

in the seven years ending with 1921. Therefore, these

statistics regarding the relative increases in the numlx-rs of

cars and locomotives reflect with appro.ximate accuracy the

relative increases in the total tractive jxiwer of locomotives

and the total capacity of cars.

The railways in 1916, after a pKjriod of depression, were

called up)on to handle a vastly increased business. They
had with which to handle this business about 6,300 more
locomotives and about 201,000 more freight cars than they

had five years before. The r.iilways in 1922, after another

period of depression, are again called ujxin to handle a

greatly increased business. -At the beginning of the present

year, however, they had only 3,500 more locomotives and
only about 57,000 more freight cars than they had live years

before. The development of the railways already had seri-

ously slowed down before the l)ig increase in business came
in 1916. In con.sequence, in spite of the increase in facilities

which had occurred in preceding years, they found it ex-

tremely difficult in the years from 1916 to 1920 to handle

all the business offered to them. But the decline in their

development has been much greater since 1916 than in the

years immediately preceding 1916.

In view of the large amount of equipment now in bad
order and of tlie relatively very small net increase in the

amount of equipment in existence which has occurred within

recent year; it is plain that if the increase in traffic now
coming is to be anywhere near as large as that which began

in the latter part of 1915 the railways will find it extremely

difficult, if not actually impossible, to cope with it. If this

should prove to be the case it will be futile, and worse than

futile, to attribute it entirely, or even mainly, to the rel-

atively large amount of equipment now in bad order. The
situation with resf>ect to bad order equipment can and prob-

ably will be remedied in a comparatively short time. Rem-
edying the serious deficiency of equipment actually in exist-

ence will present a much more difficult and important

problem. It is but a part of a proportionately great deficiency

of facilities of all kinds, including main tracks, sidings,

yards, terminals, shops, stations, and so on. This larger

problem can Ix; solved only by allowing the railways as a

whole to earn net returns over a period nf years sufficient to

cnai)le them to raise very large amounts of new cajiital.

The problem presented by the excessive amount of bad

order equipment undoubtedly will be solved within a com-

paratively short time, although probably not in time to pre-

vent its existence causing a great deal of trouble during the

rest of the year 1922. The problem presented by the neces-

sity for a very large increase of railway cf|uipmcnt and

facilities of all kinds cannot and will not be solved this year,

and will not bo .solved for years to come, unless the policy

of regulation followed in future is very different from that

which has been followed during the 15 years in which has

occurred the decline in the expansion of the railways re-

flected by the .statistics regarding the efjuipmcnt put in ser-

vice and retired that are presented herewith.

Letters to the Editor

(
Thf Railway Agf. welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

ftrairments in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themsehes responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

A Good Suggestion

IIailcvvillz, Okla.

To THE Editor:

In sorting out an accumulation of Railway Ages a few
days ago it occurred to me that those which I did not care

to file away would make good reading for the track and
bridge foreman and laborers along the railroad. On this

division there are about SO gangs, so I bundled up three

copies in each package and marked them for the foremen
at the different places.

The average foreman is desirous of improving his edu-

cation in railway work and there is no better information

to be found than in the pages of the Railway Age. Some of

these men are in isolated places, housed in box cars and
do not have an opportunity to secure such reading matter.

I do not know what disposition the superintendents make
of their Railway Ages, but I believe it would be a good plan
if, after they have served their purpose, they would pass
them along to others who do not have the opportunity to

read such a valuable periodical on railway work.

J. L. Coss,
Train Dispatcher, Rocic Island Lines.

Looking Forward
—

"With Results
rHIU^DELPHIA, Pa.

To THE Editor :

To study human nature and to improve himself in the

details of disciplining his subordinates are primary duties

of a railroad superintendent; if he is not fairly competent
in these features he is not a good superintendent. The in-

junction to energetic progress in tliis direction is, I take it,

the salient point in your editorial of August 26 on "Looking
Ahead." Looking ahead is all right for an editor; it is his

duty to look, and to proclaim w-hat he sees. But it is the

duty of the railroad officer to nunr ahead; to do something.

.\n operating officer is a commander of ranks of men who
are moving ahead, whetlicr he will or no; if he does not

direct them in the right way they will progress in some other

way. To wait to see which way the rank and file desire to

be led is fatal. The jwlitician may pursue this policy, but
the business man or the engineer cannot. I am reminded
of a word of Dwight L. Mixxly, the great evangelist of the

la.st century. He was e(]ual to a major general as a com-
mander and leader. Being told by church officers that for

two years they had been aiming to accomplish a certain

object, he said, "Isn't it about time you fired?"

Isn't it al)out time that the superintendents and foremen to

whom you arc preaching took jxMuil in hand and, as they

look ahead, put down on paper what they see—and what they

are going to do about it? One can look too far ahead. It

may be a salutar)- exercise to set the first day of next month
as the time to put into actual practice some good resolve that

thus far has Ix-cn only a vague intention. Bi.smarck, another

great general of the 19th cenfur>', said that he was able to

decide great (|uestions, because he had to. He did not ascribe

his success to genius. Tlie time came when he was forced
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to reach a decision, and he decided. An important duty of

a general manager may be to force his subordinates to bring

certain perplexities to a head at a definite time.

I write from the standpoint of a representative of the

people. In conducting inquiries into railroad practices, there

is a constant dampener in the almost universal plaint of

railroad officers that their plans for future improvement are

delayed by all sorts of obstacles, which they profess to de-

plore but which they do not seem to combat with any reason-

able vigor. The proper function of a railroad commissioner

is not to drive the railroad manager, but to arouse him

(where he is lazy or neglectful) to drive himself. .\s I read

your little lecture I queried wliether you were not directing

vour readers' eyes too far into the future. Plea.se tell them

some specific thing to do right now! For example, that train-

master or locomotive foreman who, for a year, has shown

that he is never going to be a strong man, and whose conduct

and policies have given frequent evidence of a softness which

will forever postpone decided success—what is going to be

done about him? If he is going to be asked to resign, or if

he must be transferred to some other position

—

When will

action he taken?

One who investigates railroad practice from the outside

finds himself very often in contact with officers who seem

to have studied human nature and who know what good

discipline requires, but whose arm that ought to put good

discipline in force, with a human touch, seems to be partly

paralyzed. Please, Mr. Editor, go out among your readers

and find out what answer they are making to the express or

implied criticisms in your editorial.

Commissioner.

A Lawyer's Reflections on

the Recapture Clause
New York.

To THE Editor:

Your Washington correspondent in a recent issue {Rail-

way Age, July IS, page 106) speculated interestingly as to

the recapture basis under the Transportation Act, 1920. It

was suggested that the 6 per cent provision of clause 6 of

Section 15 -a of the Interstate Commerce Act may be held

to be subject to fluctuation; that changes in the "fair return"

mav reduce or increase this 6 per cent. It was suggested

that the recent fixing of the fair return at 5% per cent

could conceivably operate to reduce the 6 per cent in clause

6 to 5^ per cent; but reasons were advanced for a contrar)'

holding.

Xo law>'er's opinion can settle this problem. It will

doubtless get judicial interpretation in the course of time.

But a lawyer's reflections may be of interest to some of your

readers.

1. By ordinary canons of statutory interpretation, clause

6 would be read by itself. The 6 per cent is there expressed

as a flat rate. No relationship t)ctween it and the "fair

return" is implied. The figure 6 stands squarely on its own

base as a fixed unchangeable integer.

2. Your correspondent hints that clause 5 (which pro-

vides that income ",vo in excess of a fair return" sh.all be

held in tnist for the United States) might subject to re-

capture one-half of the income in excess of a fair return,

rather than that in excess of 6 per cent. Wliilc the word

"so" may lend momcntar\' support to that theorem, the

proposition would seem to fall when it is remembereil that

the thing to be held in trust is "such part of the excess, as

herrinafter prrscrihcd." "Such part" must W\ or ought to

be, one-half of the excess not only aljove a fair return but

also alxivc 6 per cent, as presrritx-d by clause fi, immediately

following.

3. His reference to the second sentence of clause 9 dis-

closes a real difficulty in statutory construction. A court

would be in duty bound to give clause 9 some meaning, if

at all possible. If excess income be based on a flat 6 per

cent, then there would need to be no computation or adjust-

ment to determine excess income in a year in which thi

"fair return" had been changed. It seems difficult to give

this sentence any rational meaning. It would be, under

ordinary circumstances, an unwarrantable extension of the

court's power to interpret statutes for a court to hold that

this sentence in clause 9 turned the fixed figure "6 per cent"

in clause 6 into a flexible fluctuating figure. I must con-

fess my present inabilitj' to make any reasonable disposition

(except by my paragraph 5, below) of that portion of the

second sentence of clause 9 which relates to' calendar years

subsequent to 1920. It looks as if the legislative mind had
thought that tliere would have to be a new computation of

excess income whenever the fair return was changed; but

it was in error in so thinking where the fair return is re-

duced below 6 per cent.

4. Your correspondent states that "the commission has
as yet made no ruling, etc." Categorically, this is accurate

Inferentially, however, a ruling has been postulated in "Re
duced Rates, 1922" (No. 13,293, decided May 16, 1922, at

page 682), the commission saying:

"Paragraph (6) of section ISa provides for the dis-

position of net railway operating income in excess of

6 per cent One-half of the excess

goes into a resen^e fund" etc.

Here, at least, the commission did not intimate that the re-

capture basis is flexible

5. One would be deficient in a sense of humor not to

mention another possible area of speculation, viz. : Suppose
that the commission should fix tlie fair return at 8 per cent

(or any rate in excess of 6 per cent). Would the recapture

still be one-half of the excess over 6 per cent? Logically, ,

would it not have to be so, on the grounds above discussed?
Perhaps. But it might equally well be argued that, reverting

to clause 5, the thing held in trust for the United States is

that "in excess of a fair return:" and that "such excess" in

clause 6 means the excess above a fair return (clause 5)
no less than it means the excess above 6 per cent (clause 6).

In other words, the 6 f>er cent is, for recapture purp>oses, a
minimum but not a maximum. If the fair return is fixed

at 6 per cent or less, recapture relates to excess above 6 per
cent; but if tlie fair return is fixed above 6 per cent, the

carrier must get its full fair return before the recapture

provisions come into play. This branch of the discussion

is doubtless academic: nothing but another world war or

other universal calamity would be likely to lead the com-
mission to entertain consideration of a fair return exceeding
6 per cent.

Roberts Walker.

Crossing Crossings Incautiously continues to be a popular
aimisement. The Pennsylvania Railroad has just completed
another clicck upon automobile drivers at selected crossings

in Pennsylvania, New York, Delaware, Maryland, and Vir-

ginia, noting the circumstances of 8J1 cases of gross negli-

gence. At one crossing, during a period of 17 hours, 73 cars,

hearing license tags from five different states, averaged 3i7

miles an hour when running across the railroad tracks and

in two instances they were making almost a mile a minute.

At another crossing nineteen new and inexperienced drivers

were observed; fifteen tried to "beat" other automobiles across

the railroad tracks and one car was driven 25 miles an hour

in the dark without lights. It was not possible to tell how
many cars had defective brakes, but four recent accidents at

crossings on the Pennsylvania were ascertained to be due to

this cause.
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Michigan Central Mikado Has Many Special Features

Modern Appliances Co-ordinated to Give Maximum Efficiency

—

Refinements in Design to Reduce Weight

FhW locomotives built in recent years have created as

much interest as the special Mikado typ)e, No. 8000,

built for the Michigan Central by the Lima Locomotive

Works, which was described briefly in the Railway Age of

July 22, 1922, page 171. Further details including draw-

ings, have now been made available.

As outlined in the earlier article, the object of the design

w,i> Ifi pfDvidi- thi- maximum hauling capacity with the

Rear of Locomotive, Showing Stoker, Booster and Grate

Shaker

minimum fuel consumption and without e.xceeding the al-

lowable limit of weight. The Michigan Central was already

using a very well designed Mikado, designated as type H7E,
and the problem of effecting a marked improvement over

the performance of this locomotive was a difficult one. That

a satisfactor)- solution was found is indicated in Table L
It will be noted that with an increase of 1.8 per cent in

total weight, tlie maximum tractive force without the booster

has been increased 7.6 jh-t cent and with the Ixxister, 26.3

jier cent. The weight per cylinder horsepower, based on

Cole's method, has been decreased 5.1 per cent. This does

not take into account the improvement in |)erformance due

to the feedwater heater, high degree superheat and the

o|)eration of auxiliaries with superheated steam. The esti-

mated performance curve sliows a maximum of .i,070 cylin-

der horsepower, an increase of 17.0 per cent and a decrease

of 12.8 per cent in weight per cylinder horsepower.

The figure for the boiler horsejiower of No. 8000 by

Cole's method is an approximation because only incomplete

FOR Claims H7E AND No. 8000

Class H7E No. 8,000
Increase
Per Cent

246.000
328,000

n. by 30 in.

.'59,000

245,500
334,000

28 in. bv 30 ir

63,500
74,500

0.2*

1.8

26.3

data are available regarding the evaporation from 3,'4 -in.

boiler tubes. The figures are given to afford a comparison

of the two boilers on the basis of a steam consumption of

20.8 lb. per horsepower hour. While any prediction of the

water rate for this locomotive is subject to error, 18 lb. per

horsepower hour docs not seem too low. At this rate the

estimated boiler output would be 3,160 hp. and since the

T.VRLE I—COMPARATIVF

WVij.Sl on drivers, lb
Total weight. lb

Cylinders, diameter and stroke.. ..2
Traciiv! effort without botJ^ter, lb.
Tractive effort with Ixjostcr, lb. . .

.

Cylir:ler bnrscrower, nj.iximum
(Colt) ; . .

.

Weicht per cylinder hrrser-owcr
(Cole), lb..

Cylinder horsepower, maximnm, es-

'imatcd from pert^irniance curve
Wright oer cylinder horsepowrr, es-

timated lb
Roilcr horsepower, maximum (Cole)
Weiobt per boiler horsepower

(Cole)

'Decrease.

feedwater heater increases the steaming capacity, the

evaporation should be fully up to the cylinder requirements.

Another primary consideration in the design of No. 8000
was fuel economy, not necessarily the burning of less fuel

than previous locomotives, but the ability to obtain greater

drawbar output for the fuel consumed. This object was
attained by incorporating into the design well-known fuel-

saving devices properly proportioned with respect to the

locomotive and its appliances to give the best results.

The Superheater Company's type E superheater is used
and provides steam for all auxiliaries as well as the cylin-

ders. This design of superheater permits of using but one
size of tube and the entire boiler is equipped with 3,'4-in.

tubes. A large projMrtion of these tubes contain superheater

units and the steam is raised to a higher temperature than
is obtained from the usual type A su[5erheater. The design

also provides a greater total steam area through the units

than the type A and at the same time permits of greater gas

area through the tubes. In view of this greater gas area,

more heat is absorbed from the gases before they pass into

the smokebox and conseciuently there is a better boiler and
superheater performance and less heat is lost through the

stack. The damiXT usually found in the type .1 superheater

has been omitted because the throttle is ahead of the super-

heater and ])rotection to the units is afforded by the flow

of .steam through them for the blower and the other auxiliary

apparatus when the main engine is shut off. A removable

411
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plate is applied to the smokebox over the superheater header double firebrick arch, consisting of two sets of refractory

to facilitate the tightening of joints when assembling the

superheater. The Superheater Company's feedwater heater

is applied which utilizes a portion of die e.\haust steam to

heat the feedwater from tank temjjerature to about 225 deg.

F., the condensate being returned to the tender.

The firebox is supplied with coal by an Elvin stoker and
is equipped with the American Arch Company's tj'pe P

brick supported on two horizontal rows of arch tubes, each
comprising four ojX-in. tubes. This design of firebrick

arch is new. Its purpose is not only to ensure complete
combustion, but to improve water circulation in tlie boiler,

the chief object of the double rows of arch tubes.

Additional economy of steam is secured by the use of

superheated steam in the auxiliaries, including the air com-

•"_ 'X-
-^10-— 7

iiii:iir"''""^£:"i:
*'

Side Elevation and Sections of
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pressor, fci'dwater pump, blower, turbo-generator, stoker and
looxnotive booster. These accessories at times use more
than 25 per cent of the steam from the boiler. The con-

sumption [>er unit of work done is quite high and the saving

by sujK-rlu-ating the steam .~huuld lie ri-latively Kirije.

Reduction of Weight and Dynamic Augment
Careful attention was given to all the details of design

to eliminate ever)' pound of unnecessary weight. Little

opfwrtunity for reduction was found in the boiler or frames,

but surprising savings were made in some of the minor de-

tails. For example, by refinement in design, the foundation

brake rigging was cut down 1,800 lbs. without sacrificing

strength. The use of magnesia lagging saved several hun-

dred pounds. One of the reasons for the selection of the

Elvin stoker was its relatively light weight.

—7 we-

Michigan Central Mikado Locomotive

:dp:::::::::::eii::::-:::z:^i-:::^?:—^
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To keep down the weiglit of the locomotive, the axles and

main crank-pins were made hollow and Lima special quality

steel, which is a chrome-vanadium steel heat treated by an-

nealing, was used in main and side rods. Great care was

also exercised in the design of the reciprocating parts so

that not only was a saving made in the static weights, but

it was also possible to reduce the dynamic augment, or

pressure at the rail due to excess counterbalance. Table II

indicates the relative dynamic augment of Class H7E, and

No. 8000 at operating speeds of 30, 40 and 50 miles per

hour. The reduction of 52 per cent in the maximum
dynamic augment shows the advantage of the high-quality

steel used in the running gear.

Table II

—

Dynamic Augment of Class H7E and No. 8000

30 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h. SO m.p.h. De
f

^ \ I
^ > f

*
\ crease.

Wheels H7E 8000 H7F. 8000 H7E 8000 per cent
Front 3,430 1.920 6,100 3,420 9.520 5.340 44
Intermediate .. 4,040 1,920 7,180 3.420 11,200 5,340 52
Main 2,040 1,470 3.630 2,610 5,680 4,080 2fl

Back 3,510 1,860 6,240 3,300 9,750 5.160 -17

Special Features of Construction

In order to attain the olijects sought in the design of No.
8000 manv innovations were made in the construction. The

shutting off the steam from the cylinders but not from the

superheater. On account of this arrangement an outside

dry pipe with a shut-off valve as clearly shown Iwlow,

is used so that the steam can be shut off asd the throttle

ground without blowing down the steam pressure on the

boiler. To reduce the number of joints, the dome and the

back end of the dry pipe are made integral of a steel casting.

The steam after flowing through the dry pipe and super-

heater tubes, passes to the right side of the superheater

header, which has a main outlet leading to the throttle which

supplies the main cylinders and the booster and a smaller

connection to the superheated steam pipe to the turret which
supplies the other auxiliaries. The throttle valve is located

at the top of the smokebox where it is readily accessible.

It is of the usual double-seated poppet tj-pe with top lift

ojjerated by outside rigging. The expansion of the boiler

tends to change the setting of the throttle valve and to over-

come this the Jones compensating arrangement has been

applied.

The cylinders and valves are in accordance with the usual

practice with the exception of the valve travel which has

been increased to 8J<j in. by a special design of Baker valve

Forward End of Boiler from Left Side

A, Shut-off Valve; B, Outside Steam Pioe; C, Throttle; D, Superheated Steam Pipe to Turret; £. Feedwaler Heater: F, Exhaust Steam Pipe to Heate
G, Feedwater Discharge Pipe from Heater; H, Feedwater Pump; /, Drain Pipe from Steam Separator.

special features are the subject of patents now pending.

The boiler is of the straight-top type and carries 200 lb.

per sq. in. pressure. The barrel has an outside diameter

of 86 in. at the first ring and contains 253, 3'4-in. flues,

20 ft. long. The firebox has a grate area of 66.4 sq. ft.

There is no combustion chamber but, as mentioned above, a

double arch is ajiplied on eight arch tubes. One of the inter-

esting details is the large mud-ring corners which have a

radius of 12 in. This ea.sy curve m;ikcs it possible to apply

rivets instead of patch bolts, improves the circulation

around the firebox and facilitates inspection and cleaning.

The heating surface of the firebox and arch tubes is 2*)1

sq. ft. and of the flues, 4,287 sq. ft.

To insure that dry steam is delivered to the superheater,

a steam separator is placed at the highest point in the dome.
Any entrained moi.sture is removed from the steam before

it enters the dry pipe and is returned to the boiler.

New Throttle Arrangement

The throttle v<tlvc, instead of being located in the dome,
is placed in the top of the smokebox just ahead of the stack,

gear controlled by the Franklin type D Precision power
reverse gear. The bcwster, which adds 17.3 per cent to the

.starting tractive effort of the locomotive, is tlie latest design

t>'pe C-1 using superheated steam. The exhaust steam from
the booster is discharged out of the stack, thus creating

additional draft and increasing the steaming capacity of

the boiler ;it low speeds.

The feedwater heater is carried on brackets secured to a

permanent top section of tlie smokebox front. This elevated

location of the heater enables the w.tter condensed from the

exhaust steam to flow to the tender by gravity. The ar-

rangement of the smokebox front avoids any difficulty in

removing it to reach the front end netting or su[x?rheater.

Superheated Steam for Auxiliaries

Reference has alreiidy been made to the use of super-

heated steam in the auxiliaries. Special arrangements have
U-en made so that if necessari-, saturated steam can also

be used. Two turrets are mounted over the firelwx just

ahead of the cai). The left-hand turret is connected to the

superheated steam pipe leading back from the header and
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irrics trunswrsc pipes leading to the right turret. The
.'it;ht turret has a connection to the saturated steain space

:i the boiler which is normally shut off. A stop valve is

<atetl in the superheated steam pi{>e to the turret just back
I the point where it issues from the smokebox, so that by
•;>cning the valve between tlie right turret and the boiler

nd closing the valve in the steam pi|K', >.i! • ' * im can
< used. It is of interest to note that i m the

i'sign of the auxiliaries were neces.sar)- i- ,• • .rm for

iporhcated steam, the only modifications l)cing in the use

I materials that would withstand the higher temperatures.

The lender has a capacity of 10,000 gal. of water and 16

tons of coal. It is carried on (Commonwealth four-wheel

trucks and has a Commonwealth cast-steel tender frame.

The acce.vsories used on this locomotive include the Com-
monwealth-Franklin engine truck, type H Delta trailing

truck with constant resistance centering device, Franklin

radial buffer and unit safety drawbar, Pyle-Xational type

K-2 headlight generator, Franklin grate shaker, Franklin

adjustable wedge and driving bo.x spreader and cellar,

Franklin sprinkler and McLaughlin flexible joints.

The dimensions, weights and factors are as shown in the

tabulated data sheet:

LocoMOTivt Data Suirr
Railroad Midiigan Central
r.'fc of locomotive 2-8-2

Freight
.ft .

.

4 ft. 8 Vi in.

-.. diametn and itroke 28 in. by 30 in.

- ,'ar .' Baker
\ alvrt^ <cind and size Piston, 14 in. dia.

Maximum travrl 8V1 in.

Outside lin 1.^4 in.

ExhauBt clearance A in.

L^ad in full Mr.r ^ in.

Wrijhtt in working order-
On drivers 245,500 lb.

On from truck 30,000 1b.

On trailing tnick 58.500 lb.

T*.-il engine 334,000 lb.

Tender 199,700 lb.

Wheel bases-
Driving 16 ft. 6 in.

Rigid 16 ft. 6 in.

Total engine 37 ft. in.

Total engine and tender 71 ft. 6^ in.

Whe«ls, diameter outside tires:

Driving • 63 in.

Front true': 33 in.

Tmiling truck 45 in.

Jounuls, diameter and length:
Driving, main llj^ in. by 14 in.

Diiving, others il in. by 13 in.

Front truck 6J4 in. by 12 in.

Trailing tnick 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler:
Type Straight top
Steam pressure 200 lb. per sq. in.

Fuel, kind nnr! E.l.u Bituminous coal, 14,000 (api;.)
Diameter, first ring, outside 86 in.

Firebox, Irnrth and width 114H in. by 84)4 in.

Meight, grate lo crown sheet, back 68^ in.

Heirht. grate f. crown sheet, front 87 in.

Arcn lub*-s. number and diameter 8— 3;/a in.

Combusticm chamber None
Tubes, number and diameter 253

—

i'4 in.

Tubes, lenirh 20 fu in.

Tubes, spacing H in.

Tubes, iniidc diameter 2, '82 in.

• las ar-> Ihrouih tubes 12.26 sq. ft.

.Set gis area tbro-ifb lobes 9.47 so. ft.

Grate type Table
Grate area 66.4 sq. ft.

Healing S'lrfaees:

Firebar., icel. arch lube- 291 sq. ft.

Tubes 4.287 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 4.578 iq. ft.

Superhealinir 1,780 sq. ft.

Coirb. evaporative and superheating 6,358 sq. ft.

Tender:
Stvie Krclangular

Wr.trr capacity 10,000 gal.

Fuel capacity 16 tons

Special equipment:
Ifrick arch American Arch Co., double arch
Surerheaters Sui^erkeaur Co., Type B
Fredwater healers Superheater Co.

Stokers Elvin Mech. Stoker Co.
Booster Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

General data, estimated:
Rated tractive force, 85 per cent 63,500 lb.; with booster 74,500 lb.

Cylinder horsepo»-er (Cole) 2,824

Boiler horseiHiwer (CUe) fesut 2,735

Speed at 1.000 ft. piston speed 37.5 m.p.h.

Steam required per hmir 58,700 lb.

Boiler, evapo-ative capacity per hour 56,900 lb.

Coal required per hour, to'al 9,180 lb.

Coal, rate per sq. ft. grate per hour 138 lb.

Weight wroporti'ns:
Weight on drivers — tractive force 3.86

WeiBh*. on drivers -t- total weight engine 735
T«.il weijSt entine -^ cylinder horsepower 118
Total weiglit cn^ue -r- boiler horsepower 122

Weight per sq. ft. of combined heating surface, lb 52.5

Bo»ler proportions:
Boiler horsepcwer H- cylinder horsepower 96.9 percent
Comb, beating surface -^ cylinder hcrsepower 2.25

Tractive force ~ comb, l-eating surface 9.99

Tractive force X dia. drivers -^ comb, heating surface 630
Cylinder horsepowtr -^ grate area 42.5

Cylinder horsepjw-cr -r- net iias area of tubes in sq. ft 298
Firebox heatin;; surface H- grate area 4,38
Firebox heating surface -i- evap. heating surface 6.36 per cent

Suoerhcating surface — evap. heating surface 38.9 per cent

Tube length - inside diameter 80.5

Engine No. 8000 has been in operation since about the

first of June between Detroit and Toledo, and between

Toledo and Jackson, Mich. The Michigan Central Rail-

way is preparing to make exhaustive tests of the engine,

data from which will be available at a later date. So far

the engine has exceeded the expectation of tlie builders, both

in developing high drawbar pull and in economy of opera-

tion.

On June 24, 9,254 tons in 138 cars were hauled from

Detroit to Toledo, without help, a distance of 47.6 miles in 3

iir. 31 min., no trouble being experienced in starting this

train with booster in operation; in fact, for the first 10

miles the tonnage was 9,394 tons in 140 cars, 2 cars being

set off on account of hot boxes. On June 30, 10,039 tons were

hauled over this division in 147 cars, no assistance being

required to start or haul this train.

No trouble has been experienced in maintaining full

boiler pressure when operating at maximum capacity.

The evaporation per pound of fuel is phenomenal, as for

three of the full tonnage runs made between Detroit and
Toledo, the total water divided by total fuel averaged 9.7

lb. which indicates a combined cfticiency for the boiler and
superheater of about 77 per cent.
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Net Increase in Equipment in 15^ Years

A TABLE comparing the number of cars and locomotives in-

stalled on the railways of the United States during the

1514 years from June 30, 1907, to December 31, 1921,

with the number retired each year has been compiled by the

Bureau of Railway Economics from statistics of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and annual reports of the roads

week, increases were shov\Ti in the loading of livestock, forest

products and particularly miscellaneous freight, but decreases

were shown in the loading of grain and grain products, coal,

coke, ore and merchandise. As compared with the corre-

sponding week of last year increases were shown in the load-

ing of all classes of commodities except grain and grain

products and coal and there were increases in all districts

except the Central Western and the Southwestern. These

EQUIPMENT INSTALLED AND RETIRED DURING THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1906, TO DECEMPER 31, 1921

Class I Railways

Locomotives Passenger-train cars b^reight-train cars Company service cars

'

Net '

'

Net
'

Net '

r

Net
Year ended Number Number increase Number Number increase Number Number Increase Number Number increase

installed retired or
decrease

installed retired
decrease

installed retired
decrease

installed retired
decrease

June 30, 1907 3.774 36 / 3.738 1.989 41 / 1,948 192,896 1,541 7191,355 11,509 109 711,400
190S 3,227 1,140 / 2,087 2,183 1,630 / 533 171,556 70.9/6 7100.580 12.568 5,978 7 6,590
1909 1,549 1,333 / 216 1,786 1,591 I 195 67,925 83,223 D 15,298 7,322 5,341 7 1,981
1910 3,073 1,452 / 1,621 3.505 1,914 / 1,591 134,593 75,652 7 58,941 15.033 6,818 7 8,215
1911 3,694 1,468 / 2.226 4.250 1,701 / 2,549 125,532 68,031 7 57,501 12,931 6,921 7 6,010
1912 2,861 1,858 / 1,003 3,060 1,387 / 1,673 97,972 69,876 7 28,096 10,630 8,800 7 1,830
1913 4,381 2,338 / 2.043 2,823 1,842 / 981 162.670 06.825 7 65.1.15 ! 3.014 S.507 7 4.507
1914 3.245 1.862 / 1,383 3.629 1,854 I 1.775 150,813 96,985 I 53.828 12.354 8,159 7 4.195
1915 1,114 1,507 D 393 2,664 1,385 / 1.279 86,012 90,347 D 4,335 10,228 11,787 D 1,559
1916 1,475 2,576 D 1,101 1,261 2,156 D 895 88,254 109,996 7J21,742 13,086 13,446 D 360

6mos.Julylto
Dec. 31, 1916* 993 1,108 D 115 897 1,000 D 103 63.426 53,136 7 10.290 6.986 4.779 7 2.207
Dec. 31, 1917 2,148 1,423 / 725 2,535 1.671 / 864 117.210 62.253 7 54.957 9,445 6,627 7 2.818

1918 2,803 977 / 1,826 1,817 1,051 / 766 65.249 56,024 7 9,225 9,310 5,530 / 3,780
1919 2,062 999 / 1,063 435 670 D 235 76,019 43.274 7 32.745 i; 11 "! '.190 7 1.735
1920 1.017 1,254 D 237 621 885 D 264 36.044 75.197 7)39.153 6.608 5,409 / 1,199
1921 1,206 1,062 I 144 1,633 806 / 827 61.648 62,538 D 890 4,277 4,709 D 432

Total 15H yrars 38,fi22 22,393 716,229 35,088 21,584 713,504 1,697,819 1,115,874 7581,945 161,226 107,110 754,116

Equijj. in service Locomotives 65,004
as of Dec. ,11, 1921.

Passenger-train cars 54,331 Freight train cars 2,346,787 Company service carsl04.385

/ Increas. . D Decrease * Obtained by taking one-half of returns reported fcr the year ended December 31 1916.

to the commission for 1921. This shows a net increase of

16,229 locomotives, 13,504 passenger train cars, 581,945

freight train cars and 54,116 company service cars.

Freight Car Loading
Wasiiingtos, D. C.

FREIGHT CAR LOADING during the week ended August 19,

the seventh week of the shopmen's .strike, showed an in-

crease of 3,639 cars as compared with the week before,

to 856,219, in spite of a reduction in coal loading of 2,600
cars. This was within 21,000 cars of the loading during the

last week before the shop strike and represents an increase of

41 .072 cars as compared with the corresponding week of 1921,

although a decrease of 111,884 cars as compared with the

corresponding week in 1920. As compared with the previous

figures represent the period before the new production result-

ing from the Cleveland settlement of the bituminous coal

strike was attained.

The car surplus continued to decrease during the period,

August 8 to August 15, to a total of 140,253 cars, which
included only 10,453 box cars and 111,521 coal cars. There
were, however, shortages amounting to 37,172 cars, of which
13,215 were in the Southern district and 8,574 in the Cen-
tral Western district.

The number of cars furnished for coal loading during the

week of August 12 was 82 per cent of the requirements, as

compared with 86 per cent the week before. The number
of cars loaded, however, was greater than the week before,

84,471. The cars required were 143,995 and the cars placed

were 118,725.

The percentage of open top cars placed for all kinds of

loading was 89 as compared with 87 the week before.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
Summary—All Disthicts, Comparison of Totals Tins Year, Last Year, Two Years Ago. Week E.vdeo Saturda .^l'G^•ST 19. 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Grain
.ind

grain
Districts Year products

Easilcrn 1922 111.409

1921 8.932
Alleghany 1922 3.915

1921 3,382
Pocahontas 1922 196

1921 192
Southern 1922 4,024

1921 3,666
Nnrthweslern 1922 15,155

1921 17,388
Ceiilr.il Wettern 1922 16.750

1921 20.456
Southwestern 1922 5.444

1921 6,050
Total western diitricls.. 1922 37,349

1921 4.1.894

Total all roads..., 1922 55.893
1031 60,066
1920 41,638

Increase compared 1921
Decreaae comparcH 1921 4,173
Increase compared 1920 14,255
Decrease compared 1920
August 19 1972 55,893
Auimst 12 1022 57.867
Aiigii.i 5 1922 58,512
J.ilv 20 1023 50,170
Jul/ 22 1922 57,566

CompilttI by Car Srnvt Division. An

'

Corre- Corre-
This sponding sponding

Live Forest Mdse. Miscel- year
stock Coat Coke products Ore L.C.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920
2.779 8,907 1.276 5.640 6.941 65.270 97,529 198,751
2,824 40,660 1,056 4.525 2,881 59.164 78,514 198,559 236,017
3,198 21,806 4,304 2.000 12.549 40,751 78,988 177,411
2,592 41,117 2,300 2.284 6,876 44.810 55.660 159,021 204,341
254 21,330 266 1.172 26 4,395 2,560 30,199
214 18,385 95 1.210 4 4.800 3.699 28,599 34,311

2,189 15,728 782 17.994 1.038 34.917 33,912 110,584
1.894 21,677 270 14,042 167 36.376 30,671 108,763 128.396
6,813 4,796 1,023 15.285 44.097 29,215 37.316 153,700
7.592 8.204 421 10,250 20,584 28,627 34,519 127.585 168.096

6.357 386 7.263 2,000 31,490 51,317 127.282
10.287 18.075 163 6.096 813 31,219 41,959 129,067 131,266
2.903 3.035 164 7.6.80 460 14.878 23,728 58,292
3.006 4.305 219 6.402 660 15.960 26,771 63.553 65,676

21.336 14.188 1,573 30.228 46.647 75.592 112..161 339,274
20.075 30.674 803 22.748 22.056 75,806 103,249 320,205 365,038
29,756 81,959 8.201 57.934 67.201 220,925 325.350 856,219
28.499 152.513 4.524 44.800 31.987 220.956 271,793 815,147
27,098 204.178 16.188 64.850 78,810 203.088 332.223 968,103
1,257

'70.554
3,677 13.125 35,214 8,969 53,557 41,072

2,658 26.8J7
122,219 7.987 6.916 11,639 6.873 111.884

29.756 81,959 8.201 57,934 67.201 229.925 325.350 856.219 815,147 068.103
28.370 84.550 8,420 56.163 69,197 230.652 317.653 852.580 808,269 971,269
26.507 79,246 8.442 55.898 66,218 229.287 327.241 851.351 786,178 935,730
27.104 76.374 9.112 58.197 64,147 234.567 3 J 1.062 859.733 795.432 936,366
27.455 76.060 9.949 58.512 64,417 239.510 327.655 861.124 788.034 928.418

Railway Astociation.



Negotiations for Separate Agreements Fail

Executives of 52 Class I Railroads Which Continued Medi-

ations Unable to Reach Strike Settlement

EKKiRTS <ir THE EXECUTIVES of 52 Cbss I railitwds to

. •me to some kind of an agnrment with their striking

shopmen ended in failure on Friday, Auj^st 25, when
tile committee representing the cxixutives which had met with

thi- five train ser\-ice Icailers aniMunccd that the conferees

had been unable to reach an agreement which was satisfac-

tory- to the shop leaders.

The negotiations broke on the usual issue of seniority,

and there «.i> again in evidence the lack of desire on the part

of the sho|) Icadirs to enttr into separste agreements.

The railrtKids offered to take back all the strikers, except

such as had been proved guilt)' of acts of violence and to

give them the positions of tlie same class as those held

on June 30 at Labor Board rates of pay and at the same
points; as many men were to be put to work before Septem-
ber 1 as pKJssible and all before Octolier 1. The executives'

projMjsal contained the provision: "The relative standing as

between themselves, of men returning to work . . . will be

restored as of June .iO, 1922, and they will be called back

to work in that order as defined above." The executives

further agreed thnt if after the men returned to work there

remained any unsettled disputes that could not be adjusted

by the carrier and the employees they should be referred to

a commission consisting of the five train service brotherhood

leaders and five executives, decision to be by majority vote.

The agreement offered was with tlie understanding that "the

terms shall be carried out by the officers of the companies and
the representatives of the employees in a spirit of concilia-

tion and sincere purpose to effect a genuine settlement of

the matters in controversy." The railroads were, however,

unable to agree to any program or method of adjustment

which could affect the privileges of employees of tlie shop-

crafts who did not take part in the strike or those who had
been employed since July 1.

The shop leaders did not find these concessions sufficient.

Their rejection of the executives' offer was on two grounds

—

one relative to .seniority and the other for the rea.son that to

accept the terms of these roads would result in the desertion

of the men on the other roads not involved in the discus-

sion with the group of 25 systems. Their communication

embodying the rejection .said: "To accept or submit for ac-

ceptance the present proposal that carries no visible guarantee

or assurance of protection of the rights or standing of the

men as railroad employees held by them prior to strike and
learned by years of continuous and efficient service, would
mean that we ask the men on less than one-third the roads

affected to return to work yielding to every demand of rail-

road management, receiving only .such standing as employees

as might lie granted by managements after their return

or later determined by the commission provided for in the

proposal. ..."

Negotiate With Brotherhood Leaders

Following the general meeting of the memlK-r roads of

the Association of Railway Executives on Wednesday,
which, by a vote of 254 to 4, had reaffirmed the executives'

previous stand on seniority, 25 or more road.s—represent-

ing with subsidiaries 52 Class I carriers—continued nego-

tiations with the five lirotherhood leaders.

These roads announced, as was reported in last week's

Railway A/^e, that they proposed to make no agreement

which would contravene the seniority stand of the asso-

ciation as a whole. It was stated that these lines were in

a position to take back all of their men who had been on

strike. l"he conferences with liu- five train service leaders,

acting as mediators, began Wednc'^day evening. They con-

tinued all day Thursday and broke up about Friday noon,

with the announcement that the results had been nil.

The carriers, in wliat came to lie called the "rump con-

vention," were represented in tlie conference by a commit-

tee of five. The chairman was Daniel Willard, president

of the Baltimore & Ohio, and the other four were Charles

Donnelly, president of the Great Northern; N. D. Maher,

president of the Norfolk & Western; A. H. Smith, president

of the New York Central, and Hale Holden, president of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Others of the execu-

tives joined in tlie discussion. The train service leaders

were the same five that conferred the preceding week with

the committee representing the executives as a whole.

The first official announcement that the conferences, like

the other conferences preceding them, had resulted in fail-

ure was contained in a statement by Daniel Willard, chair-

man of the executive committee. It was followed by a state-

ment of the train service leaders issued in the form of a

communication to the executives and the shop leaders. The
shop leaders also made public a report which they were

about to send to their rank and file. The report reviewed

the situation as a whole. It said that the shopmen had

gone the full limit in the interest of peace. It concluded

with this statement: "If we must fight, we'll show we
know how. Now that the issue is again clearly defined and

false hopes of early peace dissipated, the fight must be re-

newed with increased vigor and every man must do his

full part to bring it to an early and successful conclusion.

What will be your answer to the challenge?"

Would Take Back All Employees

The statement issued Friday by Daniel Willard, presi-

dent of the Baltimore & Ohio and chairman of the com-

mittee representing the 25 roads, reviewed the situation as

follows:

Following the general meeting of the .Association of Railway

I\xecutives held in New York day before yesterday, a group of

railroad presidents representing 52 companies with an aggregate

mileage of 85,000 miles of line, continued in conference with the

leaders of the five train and engine men's brotlierhoods who had

been acting as mediators for a further discussion of the sliop crafts'

strike. Conferences between a small committee representing these

railroads and the brotherhood chiefs were held at the Yale Club,

New York City, Wednesday evening, during a large part of Thurs-
day and this forenoon. These railway executives, mindful of the

increasing demands for transportation incident to the season of

the year and anxious on that account to do everything that might
be possible and practicable to bring about a settlement of the

existing controversy, were hopeful that a further discussion might
develop some plan or method for settlement which would not re-

quire the sacrifice of principles deemed fundamental by cither

party to the controversy.

Having in mind the normal requirements of the carriers for

men of the shop crafts at this season of the year, together with
the increased requirements resulting from a reduced working
force for nearly two months, these companies, while unwilling to

agree to any program or method of .idjustment which would
affect the rights or privileges of employees of the shop crafts who
did not take part in the strike or tliose who had been employed
since July 1, were willing to pledge themselves to find employ-
ment for all of the striking employees not guilty of proven acts of
violence at their usual class of work, at the rates of pay fixed by
the United States Railroad Labor Board and at the same terminal
point.

VVith this important phase of the controversy disposed of there
remained only the problem of reaching an understanding concern-
ing the future relations between the railroad employees themselves

417
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and between the employees who had been on strike tlieir em-

ploying companies.
The railroads disclaimed any desire to take advantage of the

situation to curtail the pension rights or other privileges which

the striking employees had earned by virture of their term of service

with the company and the roads in this conference agreed to take

back all employees with such privileges unimpaired. These railroad

companies felt at liberty to do this because such action on their

part would not in any way affect or prejudice the rights or privi-

leges of others who did not participate in the strike.

The railway e.xecutives also agreed that if after the men re-

turned to work there remained any unsettled disputes growing out

of the situation which the companies and the representatives of the

employees were unable to settle in direct conference, such matters
should be referred for final determination to a commission of ten

members to be made up of the chief executives of the five train

and engine men's brotherhoods who were acting as mediators, and
five railway executives experienced in matters such as would
naturally come before a committee of that kind.

The railway presidents also proposed that if an agreement
could be reached along lines substantially as indicated above, they
would endeavor to carry out the agreement in a spirit of concilia-

tion and sincere purpose to eflfect a general settlement of all mat-
ters in controversy resulting from the strike. The railway execu-
tives were certain that, while making substantial concessions to

the men on strike, such a settlement as proposed would in no way
sacrifice the rights or privileges of the loyal men now employed on
the properties represented.

The committee of mediators worked earnestly and helpfully
with the carriers in an effort to bring about an acceptable adjust-
ment. The railway executives who took part in the conferences
sincerely regret the representatives of the striking employees,
although definitely assured the substance of all that they asked for,

were unwilling to agree to a settlement except under conditions
which the railway executives were unwilling and unable to accept.

It is difficult to imagine any fairer basis of compromise than
the one developed at yesterday's conference and agreed to by the
carriers represented. It must be assumed, therefore, that the
present controversy cannot be settled by that method.

52 Class I Carriers—85,000 Miles of Line

The following railroads participated in the conference and
agreed to the proposition submitted by the carriers and declined
by the striking employees.

Alabama & Vicksburg
Baltimore & Ohio
Riiffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh
Chesapeake ,t Ohio Lines
ChicaRo & Northwestern
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Colorado & Southern
Wichita Vallev
Fort Worth & Denver Citv

Chicasto, Indianapolis & Lrdisville
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago, Reck Island & P.icific

Chicago. St. Paul. Minn. & Omaha
El Paso & Sotithwestern
Erie
Hocking Valley

I-ake Erie & Western
r.ouisiana & .\rkansas
Minneapolis & St. Louis
New York Central Lines

Clcve., Cin.. Chicago & St. L.
Michigan Centr.il
New York Cent incl. B. & A.
Pittsburgh & Lake Eric

New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Norfolk & Western
Norfolk Southern
Northern Pacific
Seaboard Air Line
Trinity x Brazos Valley
Virginian
Wheeling & Lake Erie
Winston.Salem Southbound

[The foregoing list does not include the names of subsidiary
companies.]

Report of the Mediators

The train service leader.'; on Friday addressed a communi-
cation to Chairman Willard and to Bert M. Jewell, president
of the Railway Department of the ,\merican Federation of
Lahor. The statement was signed hy L. K. Sheppard, presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors; \V. N. Doak, vice-

president of the Urothcrhood of Railroad Trainmen; W. S.

Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi-
neers; D. B. Rotjertsnn, presirlenf of the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Firemen and Knginenien. ;md T. C. Cashen, president
of the .Switchmen's Union of Nortli America.
The communication said:

The undersigned tf).t;fthcr with the chipf cxcculives of the other
standard recognized railroad labor organizations not on strike, on
invitation of the representatives of the shop men and others on
strike which liegan July 1st last, offered their gdofl offices as
tnedi.itors in the roiitrovcr'sy with the hope that a mutually ac-
ceptable scltlomcnf might he reached with regard to the one par»
liciilar i|Mr^iicin whidi •iccmetl to he the oidy stumbling block, viz.:
The fiitidatnrnlal riiihti of men on strike and their seniority stand-
ing when thry resumed work.
The offer was accepted and an interview was sought with

President Harding and conferences with the President were held

on the 12th inst., the question being presented to him from all

angles. The President met a committee representing the Railway
Executives' Association following his meeting with us on the 12th

He also met them on Sunday, the 13th, but no progress toward
settlement was made, but we were advised from the White House
that the committee representing the railway executives were will-

ing to ineet the chief executives of the train and enginemen's organi-

zations since which date mediation has been conducted by those

whose signatures appear hereto.

The nine chief executives also met President Harding on the

afternoon of the 14th and inasmuch as nothing had been accom-
plished at the Washington meeting tlic mediators came to New
York and conferred with a committee of the railway executives on
the 17th and 18th insts., but these efforts brought no satisfactory

results.

Fully appreciating the seriousness of the situation confronting
the people of the United States and with the determination to use
every possible effort and every ounce of energy at our command
we requested a conference with the entire body comprising the
Railway Executives' Association which was at once arranged for,

to be held in New York the 23rd.

At this meeting we presented the subject as briefly but as
explicitly as we could, and made a recommendation for considera-
tion by the entire body. Coupled with the recommendation was a
request that if it were not accepted we would be glad to meet such
members of the executive association as might look upon it with
favor, or who would meet with us in further efforts to reach a
solution of the problem. We were later advised that the recom-
mendation was declined practically unanimously but that the chief
executives representing 52 railroads with approximately 85.000
miles of track, were willing to meet us to give further considera-
tion to the subject.

Conferences with a committee consisting of six railroad presi-
dents, representing this group, were held on the evening of the
23rd, also two conferences on the 24th and again this morning,
without avail.

While our conferences with both sides were most pleasant,
we found we could not present a recominendation acceptable to
both, because both parties insisted throughout that their respective
contentions were based on principles which could not be set aside
and which must be observed at all cost.

We reluctantly notify all concerned that we consider further
efforts futile and with much regret announce that we have nothing
more to suggest.

Shop Crafts Strike Committee Reports to Men
The report of the conferences sent out to the rank and file

of the striking shopmen by the shop crafts strike committee
was a detailed review of the situation as a whole, having sf)e-

cial interest because it contained the text of the railway ex-

ecutives' offer and the shopmen's reply. The ref)ort follows:

In accord with our previous information to you the Railway
Executives' .\ssociation met in New York City on .'Xugust 23 in

response to call of its executive committee to consider the pro-
posals made on our behalf by the chief executives of the trans-
portation organizations acting as mediators. . . .

.\fter lengthy argument to the effect that a solid front on
their part would break the morale of the men on strike and they
would flock hack to work, the executives voted to reaffirm tlieir

declaration of August 2—when in reply to President Harding
they stated that they would not agree to the strikers returning
with their seniority and other rights unimpaired.

Iloxvcfcr:—Within 24 hours after this declaration was adopted
the executives of 52 Class 1 ro.ids from the big meeting were giving
consideration to ways and means of reaching a settlement without
stating that they yieldctl on the seniority question. We may well
question the good faith of any statement that they wished to really

give the men their sciu'ority rights as they positively refused to
agree to a proposition that all strikers he rcin.tliitcd claiming that
reinstatement carried with it all seniority and other rights.

Several conferences were held, the mediators going from one
meeting to the other, covering three days, with night sessions by
both parties. Out of these sessions there developed the following
as the final and maximum offer of the railroad executives.

Text of Executives' Maximum Offer

"1. In order to bring to an end the oxi^ling strike of shop
employees upon the undersigned railro.nd.'; .nnd relieve the country
from the adverse defects thereof and to expedite the movement of

essential traffic, the following memorandum of agreement is made
upon the understanding, which the parties hereto accept, that

the terms hereof shall be carried out by the officers of the com-
panies and the representatives of the employees in a spirit of con-
ciliation and sincere purpose to effect a genuine settlement of the
matters in controversy referred to below.
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:iiuil, li.c tiiii'i'.;. 1.13 ur the

who may be aKt;ricved to a

iijtitutcd as hereinafter pro-

y a iiKijorily vote.

referred to in paragraph 4 hereof shall

»" ........... M.I r.fficers of the train service brother-

experienced in matters of this kind

railroads agreeing hereto. This

^.i.iii . ^.,-.....u,l forthwith upon the signinR of this

i:id shall have jurisdiction to decide all cases that may
: to it on or before May 21. 1923, but not thereafter.

1 iiMMMUch as this agreement is reached for the purpose of

composing in a spirit of compromise this controversy with those

crafta on strike on the railroads signing same, all parties hereto

agree that neither this settlement nor any decision of the commis-
sion above provi<Ied for shall be used or cited in any other con-

troversy between these parties or between the railroads signing

the same or any other class or classes of their employees in any
other controversy that may hereafter arise.

"7. Both parties pledged themselves that no intimidation nor
oppression shall be practiced or permitted against any of the

employees who have remained at work or have taken service or

against those who resume work under this understanding.
"8. All suits at law now petxiing as the result of the strike

to be withdrawn and cancelled by both parties."

Reply of Shop Craft Representatives to Proposal

Submitted by Committee of Railroad Executives

After fully discussing every possible angle and pliase of the

situation the following reply was made:

"We have the proposal providing the terms which are sug-

gested as a basis on which only part of the men on strike on
certain railroads may return to work. Consideration of a pro-

posal of this nature must necessarily embrace a serious considera-

tion of the cause of the existing conditions and all matters leading

thereto, as well as the effect of any steps taken at this time, as

they will affect the welfare of the men involve<i and the peace,

stability and efficiency in the railroad industry.

"The strike occurred because of conditions intolerable to the

men. coupled with excessive reductions in wages. In accepting

the proposal of President Harding, of July 31 of this year, the rep-

resentatives of the men involved agreed to resumption of work
without a .settlement of cither of the two remaining issues that

were originally involved in the difficulty, namely those concerning

wages and working conditions. In agreeing to resume work, and
leave these matters to the Railroad I-abor Roar<l for rehearing,

the men made all the concessions tliat should 1)C required or ex-

pected of ihem in the interests of peace in the industry—the other

issue involved in the strike, that of contracting out of shops and
work, having hern declared illegal by the Railroad Labor Board
and a)] other government authorities that considered the matter.

The question of the slatHling of the men on strike as railroad em-
ployees was not an issue until injected by the railroarl manage-
ments, and only became an issue when railroail managements
refused tlie terms of agreement proposed by President Harding.
"To accept or submit for acceptance the present proposal that

carries no visible guarantee or assurance of protection of the

rights or standing of the men as railroad employee s held by them
prior to strike and earned by years of continuous and cflicienf

service, wou'd mean that we ask the men on less than one-third
of the roads affected, to return to work yielding to every demand
of railroad management, receiving only such standing as em-
ployees as might be granted by managements after their return
or later determined by the commission provided for in the pro-
posal, and that the employees of less than c.ne-third of the mileage
now involved returning to work under such conditions, would
leave the remaining employees of more than two-thirds of the
mileage out of railroad employment and by returning lo work would
in that measure destroy the effectiveness of the strike as of today.
Kvcn on the roads represented the proposal docs not contemplate

the return to work of all men on strike. It only mcludes those

.
,

, me under the heading of shop crafts, while it is known and

'lut many men other than those coming under this dcsigna-

i. i. .,:i .It present on strike.

1 Mere is no intent on our part to question the integrity of the

officials of the roads now conferring, but it must be obvious to all

that definite action can be taken only on matters clearly defined

in any proposal made. Our first concern must be the interest ot

all the men involvc-d. We, the representatives of the men on strike,

cannr.r rrmmmend to the men the acceptance of this proposal with-

,, A sacrificing the interests of the men involved. \S'e

,
, the help, interest, and efforts of the transporta-

I,, .11 executives in their capacity as mediators, and we
regr.t ii u impelled to report to our people that their splendid

efforts failed, because of the arbitrary position taken by the car-

riers, to produce some clear concrete proposition that we can

present to and conscientiously present to the men we represent for

acceptance."

Conditions Favorable for Success, Say Leaders

The leaders of the so-called stand-patters among the executives

have boasted that as soon as the men see how competent the

roads arc they would come running and crawling back begging

for their jobs under any conditions that the executives chose

to make.
Wc believe the railway executives arc mistaken, and this

mistake is in some measure due to the fact that the news of the

conference and of possible peace have deterred our membership

from actively pro.sccuting the strike, and the executives mistake

this well intended inactivity for apathy and indifference. Despite

the boast of the executives, we know, and government reports

show, that the number of bad order cars and engines is in-

creasing daily and at an alarming rate. With honest and adequate

inspection enforced the number would be doubled overnight.

The best trains on all roads are arriving later each day. acci-

dents due to defective equipment are increasing and causing public

alarm and attracting government notice. The strike is just now
becoming really effective.

The coal miners have just won their fight lasting 20 weeks.

The coal dug will be an added burden to be carried by the roads.

The textile workers of Lawrence, Mass.. have just won their

three-months' strike against reduction in their wages. The labor

union crushers are having poor luck in their country-wide carn-

paign. .Ml industry is on the up-grade. Material of all kinds is in

demand and the harvest must be moved.
If there was ever a strike that had every favorable condition

surrounding it, this is it. If this can be Ibst now, no strike could

ever be won.

Roads Declined to Desert New Men

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio and

chairman of the group representing the 52 roads willing to

make a .separate settlement, in a statement issued Monday,

supplemented the report of the conference which he issued

after its close on Friday. In this statement he included the

following

:

Having in mind the normal requirements of the carriers for

mm of the shop crafts at this season of the year, together with

increased requirements resulting from a reduced working force

for nearly two montlis, these companies were willing to pledge

themselves to find employment for all of the striking employees
not guilty of proven acts of violence, believing that the requirements

of the situation would afford ample work for all for many months
to come. It should he clearly understood, however, that at no
time did any of the railroad presidents agree, nor would tliey

agree, to make any settlement that would in any scncc adversely

affect the rights or the privileges of the old men who did not go
on strike, or the new men who had been hired since the strike

began
The railway managers felt that the seniority rights which h.ad

been gained by the employees who remained in the service under
well established rules were as much a part of their compensation as

the money which they had received in wages, and they were not
willing, under any circumstances, nor did they feel they had a ri'ilit.

morally or legal y. to take from the men who had remained at

work any part of their compensation, whether represented in money
earned or privileges acquired. I think it must be admitted that

the railroad executives of the minority group in thejr efforts to

reach an agreement made every reasonable concession possible in

order to accomplish that result. They were not willing, how-
ever, to look upon their promise to the men already in the service,

whether the promise was verbal or in writing, as a scrap of paper
to be thrown aside at will. Short of that one thing, they were
willing to grant every other concession which the men requested.

It must be apparent, therefore, that no compromise settlement of
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the situation is possible unless the railroad executives are willing

to accept the policy that a promise or contract is something to be

broken and not something to be kept.

Why Were the Concessions Rejected?

Observers profess to find it difficult to understand the

unwillingness of the shop crafts leaders to accept the con-

cessions "offered by the group of 52 railroads. The shop

leaders' rejection of the offer was apparently predicated on

two grounds. One was that the concessions were in such

form as not to concede to the strikers the entire seniority

issue. The other—and there are many who give this factor

increasing importance—is the lack of desire on the part of

union leaders to make anything but a national settlement

of the strike. The impressicn is that the shop leaders are

gambling on the hope that equipn.ent deterioration or con-

gestion will continue to increase until the public becomes

aroused or until conditions otherwise become so acute that

the railroads will have to submit as a whole, the weaker

roads requiring the other roads to come in with them on a

national agreement.

It is also pointed out that for the shop leaders to have

agreed to settle with the 52 roads would have been an ad-

mission of defeat not only as relates to the other roads not

parties to the settlement, but as relates also to the broader

issues of negotiations on a national basis, national agree-

ments, etc., which have played leading parts in the shop

crafts' prognim. The view expressed in the strike commit-

tee's statement to their rank and file reflects this view in that

it mentions the idea that to give in to one-third the roads

would mean the desertion of the men on the other two-

thirds of the roads. This feature of the shop leaders still

adhering to their desire for a national settlement is given

great importance in many quarters. Many who earlier in

the strike expressed the opinion that it was a strategic

mistake from the union's point of view to have called a

strike at all now supplement this opinion with the belief

that the rejection of the offer of the 52 roads last Friday

was a similar strategic mistake.

With reference to the mistake embodied in the strike

call, they have hitherto iwintcd out that the inadvisability

of the strike was promptly shown by the manner in whicli

the original issues in the strike were dropped and m:ide

secondary to a new issue—seniority. The new development

resulting from the rejection of the possibility of separate

settlements is the opinion that the shop leaders are con-

tinuing to play a losing game. The idea is expressed that

the number of roads that are in a position to take back all

of their strikers is steadily decreasing as recruiting con-

tinues. Some of the roads are in a very good position and

as time goes on they are reaching a better position and, in

addition, are being joined by other roads which earlier in

the strike and for one reason and another did not have a

great success in bringing their forces up to normal.

The roads that are in most favorable condition are now
at the point where they have established company unions or

where they are in a position which approaches open shop

conditions. It is very difficult to believe that conditions

on these roads will do else than improve, in which case the

effect on the shop unions will be decidedly adverse. Analy-

sis of conditions such as these, the ob-servers believe, indi-

cates that Jewell and his strike committee would have made
much the wi.ser decision had they secured such settlements

as they could have made and salvaged as much as they

could of the structure which they have now succeeded in

tumbling about their heads. The impression on the part

of these observers is that, at least, the shop strike committee

is following very poor strategy. Some of the observers go

.so far as to declare that the shop leaders are carrying out

a program which will prove detrimental to later unionism

as a whole, simply in order to save their own faces in the

situation which has arisen. One executive to whom these

ideas were taken supplemented them by saying that it was I

his belief that before the thing was over the railroad shop

unions would be back where they were 25 years ago and

that by their unskillful activities they would have lost all

the gains which they succeeded in securing over a long term

of years and during Federal control in particular.

It is a general opinion that a compromise settlement of

the strike has now become no longer possible. The strikers'

leaders still express optimism—in public, at least—and

speak with a measure of enthusiasm of the spirit which

existed among the strikers in the East, as well as in the

\\'est. The executives, however, are more inclined to be-

lieve that developments will result in the gradual dying out

of the strike, rather than in a settlement of it. In other

words, they expect that forces will gradually be recruited

to normal and the strikers finally will either return to work
or seek employment elsewhere. This would have been pos-

sibly a too optimistic yiew even one week ago, but every

tendency at present seems, it is iK-lieved by observers, to be

in that direction.

Some Delays to Fast Freight

As the strike closes its ninth week, there is evidence that

the walkout of the shopmen is having some effect on railway

service, although, in general, reports are that in most cen-

ters conditions arc gradually improving. Passenger trains,

however, are still running late on many roads; fast freight

service is not being handled absolutely on schedule and
there has Ix-cn congestion—in most cases temporary in

character—at various terminals. Investigation shows that

I>erishablcs and live stock from Chicago, which should Ix;

given third-morning delivery at New York, arc arriving

one day behind sdicdule. Other fast freiglit between Clii-

cago and New York has a schedule calling for fourth-

morning delivery at New York; this schedule is not being
met. In the case of slow freiglit service congestion is

reported at various places, but on the whole complaints
of delayed movement arc not being heard as yet in sizeable

quantity. It is to tx" presumed that the delays to passenger
and fast freight trains result to some extent from engine

trouble, although it is difficult to determine how much may
be due to that rau.se and how much to increasing demands
for transportation service.

It is pointed out, however, that in the majority of in-

stances traffic is being handled without undue difficulty,

and certainly with less difficulty than the recent complica-

tions of strike and increasing traffic might be expected to

warrant.

Federal Inspection Shows Equipment
in Good Condition

The report of tlie condition of lcK~omotives made by the

Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, as reported to the Senate on Tuesday,
showed tiiat the statements given out by the lalx)r leaders

1(1 the effect tiiat equi]>mcnt was being operated in unsafe

condition are wholly without foundation. The insjKCtors

examined 4.885 locomotives at 717 different points. Of
these, 2,456 .showed conditions that are noted as defects

under the Insjiection Act. Only 160 were found to l)e not

safe to ofwrate and were ordered taken out of service. Of
the remainder, the report stated that 9^2 locomotives had
more or less .serious defects and 1.205 had defects which
would not give cause lor immediate concern, but, in ac-
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cordancr with sound mechanical practice, should undergo
repairs.

In rt'|x>rting the results of the inspection the commission

said :
" Ihe reports of our inspectors indicate a very gen-

eral let-down in the matter of inspection by the carriers,

which gives cause for concern." The opinion was expressed

by one mechanical officer that it is hard to .see how the com-
mission reached this conclusion from the report.s of its in-

spectors if any comparison was made with the reports for

preceding years. The per cent of locomotives found to have

minor defects in July of this year was 60.1, which is not

much higher than usual. In the fiscal year 1918-1919

the percentage was 58; in 1919-1920, 52, and in 1920-1921,

49.7. If the roads were using equipment in unsafe condi-

tion, it would certainly \>c disclased. it is pointed out, by

the per cent ordered out of .service. The reports for July

show that 4.14 per cent of the locomotives inspected were

ordered out of service, but in 1920-1921 the inspectors con-

demned 6.44 per cent; in 1919-1920. 7.65 per cent, and in

1918-1919, 7.41 per cent of the locomotives inspected. This

is considered as indicating conclusively that fewer locomo-

tives arc being op)erated with serious defects at the present

time than has been the case in previous years.

Locomotives to Be Repaired by Industrial Concerns

A new development in the strike during the past week

or two has been the placing by various roads of contracts for

equipment repair work with outside industrial concerns

other than the regular car and locomotive builders. In

most cases these contracts to outside concerns supplement

repair work done in the railroad's own shops and repair

contracts lately let to the regular builders.

One road which has entered upon an extensive program

of this kind is the Erie. That road has recently been re-

ported as having contracted with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works and the American Locomotive Company for repairs

to locomotives. It has let a numljcr of contracts for heavy

car repairs with various car-building plants and is about

to let further contracts which will bring the total number
sent to outside shops to 8,800. The new development is

the sending of locomotives to industrial plants for heavy-

repairs. The Erie requires heavy repairs to about 75 loco-

motives monthly. Its own shops arc now turning out about

25 monthly. The locomotive builders and the other indus-

trial concerns which are undertaking to do locomotive repair

work will take care of 50 more, with the result that the

requirement of 75 will lie met irrespective of whether im-

provement in the strike situation continues or not.

Other roads are understood to l>e taking care of part of

their locomotive repair requirements similarly.

BufTalo & Susquehanna Offers Seniority

The Buffalo & Susquehanna, in a letter signed by Presi-

dent E. R. Darlow and dated August 24, has added its

name to the list of roads willing to make a separate settle-

ment and jjecause it has as yet made no attempt to fill the

places of its strikers, it is able to concede tlie .seniority issue.

The letter addressed to the former shop employees, said:

.\l)<)Ut foiir-fifths of the traffic (if the Buffalo & .Susquehanna

l)ciiiis' coal and coke, and there havinR been praitically no such

traffic since April 1, as a consequence of IJKht caniinKS, it had been

necessary to reduce the force prior to July 1, ami when tlic shop
crafts' strike came, it anticipated a further reduction of the forces

for the same reason. Because of the absence of this traffic, and
having in mind the fact that a majority of our employees arc perma-
nent residents of Galcton, many of them owniuR their own homes,
the man.TKenienf did not take any steps to employ new men ; and
as all of the old men left the service, the question of the seniority

status of such men as may come back into the service is not affected

by the status of men whr) rcmaincfl in the service or were em-
ployed subsequent to the strike; so that the former employees arc
now out of service because of a failure to settle a dispute on other
railroads which has no application to this railroad.

6,499 Men Recruited on August 26

The to<al number of shopmen recruited by all the coun-

try's railroads on August 26 totaled 6,499, which was the

largest number of men recruited on any single day since the

Ix'ginning of the strike. The total exceeded by 624 the re-

cruiting for the Ix-st previous day. Several railroads report

that a large numl)er of their new recruits are union men

on strike on other roads. The forces in some of the shops

are reported as having a percentage of 50 per cent of strikers

from other roads.

Shop forces on the Eastern roads were reported as having

reached 74.9 per cent of normal on August 25, this being

a gain of 6 145 over the preceding week. L. F. Loree, presi-

dent of the Delaware & Hudson, in his capacity as chair-

man of the Eastern Presidents' Conference, issued a state-

ment following a meeting of the conference on Monday, as

follows

:

"The railroads in the Eastern district report their shop forces

for the past live weeks to have been as follows

;

Weekly
Niinil>cr Per cent gain

lujy 28 97.724 62
Aug. 4 10.'.528 64.7 5.804

Aug. 11 111.324 69.0 ".70';

Auj. 16 115.745 71.5 4.421

Aug. 25 121.890 74.9 6,145

".About 40,000 additional men will be required to bring the force

up to the full roster of July 1. It is conservative to say that in

four or live weeks all the places will be filled, even were the men
now on strike not to seek rc-cmploymcnt. With the present force

working 60 hours a week, as against the old force working' 40
hours a week, the roads are getting more than a million man-hours
of work more now than they were before the strike.

"The constant criticism of railroad operations has had the effect

of preventing their really fine performance from being recogrnized.

Last week they moved all the coal offered, about 54 per cent of a
normal production. Thcy moved 10 per cent more traffic than in

the corresponding week in July. They had 4.918 locomotives in

good order stored ready for service and 153,880 surplus freight

cars on hand in good order. This was for the whole country. The
situation in the East was better than the average."

The number of shopmen reporting for duty on the Penn-
sylvania System on August 29 rose above 93 per cent of a

full normal working force. The reports from all regions

show 51,132 men on duty, an increase of the past week of

827, and a gain as compared w-ith the low point of the

strike which was reached July 5, of 12,847.

The Eric on August 29 had 7,196 shopmen at work, 68
p)crcent of its force on June 30, prior to the strike. The
total includes 2,074 men who did not go on strike and 325
strikers who have returned to their jobs.

The Baltimore & Ohio, which was one of the roads which
held the strikers' places open for snmc time after most of

the other roads, but which began to till them after negotia-

tions looking to a separate settlement failed, reported on
.August 28, 60 per cent of a normal force. At Mount Clare

shops 1,600 men are employed and something over 50 per

cent of normal heavy repairs were turned out during Au-
gust. The Baltimore & Ohio is still having difficulties

handling traffic and has diverted considerable business to

other roads.

Southern Has 36 Per Cent Normal Forces

The Southern Railway, which did not begin recruiting to

fill the places of its strikers until .August 15, reported on
August 24 that it had 36 jier cent of a normal force. In a

statement issued August 24, President Fairfax Harrison

said:

"Since we began recruiting .August 13 the Southern R.iilway
system h,is every day added to the skeleton force it had in its

shops and round houses and now has all told 4,165 shopmen at

work. This is 36 per cent of a normal force, but, what is more
impf)rtanf, there arc at work 20 per cent of normal roster of
skille<l craftsmen. All new men arc rigidly examined for mechani-
cal ability before they arc employed, but there seems to be no lack
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of candidates able to pass the tests, especially since the failure of

the last negotiation for settlement of the strike. More new men
will be added every other day."

Strike Conditions in Western Temtory
Show Continued Improvement

Continued improvement in conditions resulting from the

shopmen's strike has been reported by practically all of the

western carriers during the past week. The western lines on

August 25 reported that 88,911 men were employed in their

shops, an increase of 30,838 men since August 1, when the

number employed was 58,073. The shop forces on that date

were appro.ximately 56 p)er cent of normal, the total number
of shop employees on the western lines before the strike

began being about 159,000, according to the Western Presi-

dents" Committee on Public Relations.

"As these figures show," an announcement made on

August 27 said, "there is a steady increase in the number of

men at work. There are a few places where service is being

interfered with by walkouts of employees in violation of their

contracts, but it should be noted that the real interferences

witli oi)eration are not due to the shop employees' strike.

Except where these conditions exist the railways are handling

all the traffic offered and on almost all western lines car

loadings are substantially larger than they were a year ago

or than they were this year before the shop employees' strike

began."

The last week has not l>een without the usual quota of

rioting, slugging, bombing and attempted intimidation di-

rected at both the men now at work in the shops and mem-
bers of the train service organizations who are free to deter-

mine whether or not their work now involves additional haz-

ard. While the damage both personal and property from
these outbreaks has been considerably smaller than it has

been in previous weeks, this has been due more to fortunate

circum.stances than to any change on the part of those bring-

ing about the disturbances.

Interest has been centered during the past week on the

Chicago & Alton because of trouble at several small ter-

minals. For some time minor disturbances have been reported

at Roodhouse, 111., on that road, culminating on August 25

in the attempted bombing of railroad property there. As a

result of these developments members of tlie train service

brotherhoods, particularly the trainmen and firemen, refused

to continue work on the ground that these conditions made
their work unsafe. Their action temporarily tied up the

road and resulted in practically isolating Rotxihouse and the

surrounding villages. No serious inconvenience was caused,

railroad officers handling the only passenger trains affected

to other division point.s from wliich they continued to their

destinations. The walkout did, however, result in curtailing

both freight and passenger train movements and necessitated

the rerouting of traffic for several days. The troul)le at Rood-
house was ended on August 29 when members of the .strik-

ing brotherlxKxls agreed to return to work after the national

officers of the trainmen's and the engineer's organizations

had instituted investigations of the unauthorized walkout
and the trainmen were threatened with the loss of their

union charter.

The agreement under which the strike at Ro<xlhouse was
ended provided that for the present niglit work would he
eliminated as far as possible and that the men would not

bo required fo take out locomotives wliich they believed to be
defective.

Another cheerful rejiorf told of the end of the sporadic
strike of train .service employees at Joliet, 111 . on the F.luin,

Joliet &• I%astern. This settlement was l)a«ed on the offer

made to the strikers two weeks ago to the effect that the state

militia on gu.ird there should Ik- withdrawn a short di.stance

from the gates leading fo the .shops.

Similarly, train service emplov'ees of tlir Missouri Pacific

who have been on strike at Jefferson City, Mo., agreed to

return to work after having been out for several days. At

Slater, Mo., where the train service employees of the Chicago

& .\lton have been out since August 26, conferences are being

held and it is expyected that the men will return to work
immediately.

While the reports of settlement of these unauthorized walk-

out have exceeded the announcements of new moves of a

similar nature, there are still several points in western terri-

tory wliere the men have either left the service or are threaten-

ing to do so.

The bombing of railroad propert}- and the homes of loyal

employees continues to be a pastime of strikers or strike sym-

pathizers. Among the reports of this character which have

appeared in the press during the past week are the following

:

a Chicago, Burlington & Quincy bridge at Spanish Lake.

Mo., the Chicago & Alton shops and roundhouses at Rood-

house and Venice, 111., the bridges of the same road near

Roodhouse, the shops of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois at

Danville, 111., and the homes of loyal employees at Garrett,

Ind., San Bamardino, Cal., and Montgomery, Ala.

Rioting, slugging and various forms of attempted intimida-

tion have likewise been reported at New Orleans, La., where

an Illinois Central work train was stoned, and at Herington,

Kans., Shawnee, Okla., Little Rock, Ark., and Garrett, Ind.

Frequent rejx)rts Of attempts to wreck trains have been

made during the past week from various points in western

and southern territory, but fortunately none of these attempts

have resulted in great damage or in loss of life. Attempts

to destroy property by bombing were reported at Sheboygan,

Mich., Baring Cross. Ark., and Princeton, Ky.
Conditions on the Western roads were described on August

30 by the Western Presidents' Committee on Public Re-
lations as follows:

"The opening of the coal mines in this territory has been '

followed by a relatively ver\' large increase in the amount
of co:il being moved by the railways. The Illinois Central,

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago & East-

em Illinois under normal conditions originate a large coal

traffic The total amount of cckiI loaded by these railways

on .\ugust 22 was 1,202 cars. On .\ugust 26 this had in-

creased to 2,679 cars and on August 29 to 3,924.

"The Western railways continue to repKirt substantia] in-

creases in the number of men at work in their shops. The
number of shop employees on August 29, the latest date for

which the figures are available, was 92.229, an increase of

34,154 men since .August 1. The number of shop employees

of the Western railways is now 59 per cent of what it was
before the shop employees' strike began."

Men Arrested in Connection with Gary Wreck

Four striking shopmen are under arrest and two others

."re being sought in connection with the Michigan Central

express train wreck at Gary, Ind., on August 19, as re-

ported on Pace 302 of the Rat/wMv Agf of August 26.

Since the wreck. Federal, State, city and railroad police

have lieen working on the case, and it is re[->orted that the

$5,000 reward offered by the Michigan Central for informa-

tion which would lead fo the arrest and conviction of the

men responsible for the wreck resulted in a tip to the offices

of th'' railroads' police forces which led to several arrests.

It is reported that a confession lias U'en obtained from
one of the men under arre.st, in which he alleged that lead-

ers of one of the shop craft local organizations told the

men to "go out fo Gar)- or somewhere in that neighlxirhood

and jimmy up the track fo cause trouiile and make it appear
fliaf enuipmenf is in bum condition and that it is dangerous
for train crews to ride trains." .According to the report,

this man also claimed that plans liad liorn made to wreck
the Twentieth Century near Elkhart, Ind. These develop-

ments are beinc watched with interest bv railroad officers.



M. of W. Employees Demand 48 Cent Minimum Rate

Labor Board Refuse E. F. Grable's Request for Approval of the

"Living Wage" Principle

A in MAND that the Railroad Lalx)r Board immediately
adopt the principle of the "living wage'' and that the

tninimum rate of p>ay under this principle \<e set at 48

cents an hour, was served upon that body at the o|>ening of

the hearing on the w.iiiis and working conditions of mainte-

nanie of way employees on August 28. E. F. Grable, presi-

dent of the maintenance of way employees' orgiinization, and
\V. J. Lauck, "economist" for that organization, presented

the demand, the former inferring that it must be met "re-

gardless of all other considerations," and the latter analyzing

the Transportation Act in an effort to prove that the term

"just and reasonable wages," as used therein, was meant to

Ik- and is s)-nonymous with a "living wage.''

Mr. Grable, in ofiening the case for the maintenance of

way men, painted a picture of the "dismal and hopeless"

lives that the members of his organization have been forced

to lead and their "struggle for actual existence" under the

rates of pay fixed by the board, adding:

"These conditions cannot longer continue. If the board is to

measure up to the standards of justice and equity upon which it

was founded, it cannot give further sanction and approval to such

conditions. To do so, would make it a by-word among railway

employes. It would become the symbol of shame and hypocrisy

—a mockery of justice. No matter what the financial condition

of the railways may be; no matter what the allcRcd problems of

post-war reconstruction, deflation, or railway fmancial rehabilita-

tK»n may be, the necessity of the maintenance of way employes
receiving livinR wage cannot be longer evaded or ignored.

"Our primary object in appearing before you today is not, there-

fore, to enter into any abstract argument as to the principle of
the living wage. On the contrar>', we assert our right to a living

wage. We now know that the Transportation .\ct guaranters
us this right. W'c are asking you merely to comply with the law,

and to give us what according to the law is ours and of which
we have been deprived during the past two years. Our convic-
tion is, in the light of developments since we last appeared before
you, that if we arc again denied a living wage, that it will be in-

cumbent upon this Board to demonstrate to the Chairman of the

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, and to the President
of the United States why it is not applying the law according to
the purpose and intent of those who framed it. We are convinced
that it is no longer a matter of argument but the plain duty of the
board to accept and give a practical application to the living wa?e
principle."

The board, Mr. Grable charged, has taken the "standards
of compensation as it found them to be ju.st, reasonal)le and
adequate," and has merely increased or dccrea.sed these

rates as the cost of living rose or fell. This, he contended,
proves that "there has tjecn no recognition of the 'living

wage' in principle." To support his contention that the

board has erred in not recognizing this principle, Mr.
Grable .said: "Senator Cummins, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce and the author of the

Transf)ortation Act, has puiilicly declared that it is the

intent of the law to give the humblcit worker the right to

a living wage and. in order to avoid any possible misunder-
standing or interpretation, he had prepared and would sub-
mit an amendment of the law clearly setting forth this pur-
pose of the law for the guidance of the board."

Mr. Gral)le's specific request for a minimum wage of 48
cents an hour would place the yearly wage of .section men
at ?1, 175.04 per year, which he maintained is an "extreme-
ly moderate request."

"The railroads can afford to pay this wage," Mr. Grable
said, "without any dislocating efTect-; and without any finan-

cial disadvantages accruing to stockholders or shippers. It

could have no injurious effect upon private industry. This

request, in brief, is not only just and reasonable, but merely

within the range of practical application. We are expecting

for this reason to have the full amount of the minimum
rate of 48 cents an hour awarded to us by the board. Be-

cause we are so restrained in our attitude and because our

request is so reasonable and conservative, no smaller amount
will be satisfactor\'."

The last wage decision of the board affecting mainte-

nance of way employees was a "colossal blunder," according

to Mr. Grable, and "indefensible from the standpoint of

economical and efficient railway operating pjolicy."

"The Board," Mr. Grable added, "we believe, should now-

come forward with real courage, acknowledge its blunder

and at least place our membership on a subsistence level by
awarding a minimum rate of not less than 48 cents an hour.

The entire countr)- will approve of such action."

A "Just and Reasonable" Wage
Means a "Living Wage"

Mr. Lauck formally requested the board to accept the

"living wage'' principle, make it the basis of its action in

the present case and hand down a formal ruling before pro-

ceeding further. In explaining his request for this ruling,

he said that it meant "that the board accept and make the

basis of its decision in this case, as well as part of its

general policy in fixing the wage rate of railway employees,

that (a) adult workers of the lower grades, unskilled rail-

way employees, be awarded rates of pay which will enable

them, under normal conditions, to earn yearly an amount
sufficient to permit them to maintain standards of living

that are approved as healthful and decent and that are

promotive of genuine industrial economy and efficiency; and
(b) that proper differentials above this minimum living

wage be paid for added skill, resjx)nsibility, training and
hazard."

A large part of Mr, Lauck's supporting arguments dealt

with an attempt to construe the terms "just and reasonable,"

as applied to wages, to mean the "living wage" and that

changes in tiie cost of living and other similar factors

should not l>c taken into consideration until this "living

wage" has been established in the railroad industry'. The
inference from his remarks was that the labor board had
never followed the instruction given it in the law as he
interpreted it and that the board, therefore, must now set

to work to establish initial basic rates, "just and reasonable"

wages, or the "living wage," the terms meaning the same
thing, according to his interpretation.

The seven "relevant circumstances" enumerated in the

Transportation .-Kct as factors which should be considered
by the board in fixing "just and reasonal)le" wages "assume
the prior existence of some sui)stantially 'just and reason-

able' wage system and themselves provide merely for changes
to meet changing conditions and for the correction of mal-
adjustments in particular instances," it was Mr. Lauck's
contention.

Mr. Lauck Asks Board to Make Up
"Deficiencies" in the Law

After expressing his approval of the Transp<irtation .\ct

as a ".sound and acceptable'' law, Mr. Lauck pointed out

that, w-hcreas those clauses in the law aimed at the protec-

tion of prcp>erty interests in the railroads are specific, tliose

meant to protect the right of railroad labor arc not so defi-

nitely expressed or developed with so much detail. "De-

42.^
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ficiencies in the labor provision of the act"' could be over-

come, he said, first, by the passage of an amendment by

Congress and, second, by rulings of the board, such as

the "living wage" ruling requested by the employees.

"These rules would, of course, consist of pronouncements

to the effect that the board had accepted certain principles

and standards which, in his opinion, were sanctioned by

the law and which it would accept as a basis for its future

action," he added.

The action of the board in announcing 16 fundamental

principles to guide the carriers and their employees in

forming new working rules to take the place of the national

agreements was cited as a precedent which the board could

use to justify its compliance with the employees' latest re-

quest, Mr. Lauck contended.

In closing his brief, he attacked the arguments which

have been made before by both the board and representa-

tives of the railroads against the application of the "living

wage" principle in the railroad industr}', charging that "the

opponents of the living wage have adopted an indirect

method of attack and make much of alleged impractica-

bilities or the inability to pay living wages out of the

national income, point out discrepancies in the alleged size

of families, raise the question as to whether single men
should receive as much as married men, declare that there

is a fundamental danger in awarding wages which will

probably be spent extravagantly or foolishly, and adopt

similar arguments for mere extreme sophistries, in order to

raise a smoke cloud of doubt and disfavor around the prin-

ciples involved."' He admitted at the same time that the

"living wage" is not paid by private industries and that,

therefore, it is necessarj-, in attempting to formulate a "liv-

ing wage," to consider "what should be" and that "theoreti-

cal budgets"' must be used.

Mr. Lauck Analyzes Railroad

Arguments for "Wage Cuts

The bases on which the railroads have argued for wage
decreases in past hearings were attacked by Mr. Lauck in his

brief. He said:

The argument of the railroads for lower wage rates is in three
parts

:

(1) That the Transportation Act requires the railroads to be
operated in the most "efficient aiid economical" manner and this in

turn requires them to reduce wage costs wherever possible.

(2) That the cost of living has declined more rapidly than
wage rates.

(3) That railroad wages arc above the level paid in outside
industries for similar work, and that the railroads, if given a free
hand, could employ men at lower rates than now being paid.

First, as regards the requirement of the Transportation .\ct that
the railroads be conducted in an "economical and efficient" man-
ner. What this means, of course (as appears when the Transpor-
tation Act is read as a whole), is simply that the railroads shall be
run as economically as possible consistent with the payment of just
and reasonable wages to their employees. Whatever wages the
board decides arc "just and reasonable" thereby become ipse facto
"economical," within the intent of the Act.

Second, as regards changes in the cost of living, as previously
pointed out, a change in prices or living costs is a "circumstance"
to be considered by the board in adjusting wages, only when the
original wage rates themselves arc found to l>e "just and reason-
able." It is at l)cst a matter of argument whether wages, even if

well above a living wage, should Ik; reduced with every decrease
in the cost of living. Notable authorities, indeed, have held that the
maintenance of existing wages when cost of living decreases offers
the simplest and easiest way by which labor may be given due
participation in the constantly increasing productivity of modern
mdustry.

Third, as regards wages in other employments. The railroads'
demand for wage reductions of the maintenance of way and other
employees rests primarily on their claim that wage; in other in-
dustries arc lower than on tlic railroads, and that if given a free
hand they could recruit their forces at lower rates than now being
pid. We do not admit these claims. Wagos in other large basic
industries, where wage adjustments are made through collective
bargaining or through the action of voluntarily chosen arbitration
tribunals, have as a rule undergone no signincant declines. But

even if these claims were true, we deny that they would be per-

tinent. For to argue that railroad wage rates should be reduced
because the same men or other men might be hired at lower wages
than now being paid, is to attack the whole theory of arbitration.

It is a frank appeal to the old law of supply and demand, and we
connot have wages determined by "supply and demand " (which
means strikes, lockouts, and other forms of industrial warfare)
and. at the same time, have a peaceful settlement of wage disputes

by means of arbitration. If the matter is to be left to "supply and
demand" then arbitration must be thrown overboard and the parties

left absolutely unfettered to fight out their battle in the old tooth

and claw fashion. If the matter is to be settled by arbitration, then
the law of supply and demand must be thrown overboard.

It is, of course, proper that the wages paid in outside industries

should be considered by the board as one of the "relevant circum-
stances" prescribed by the Transportation .-\ct in determining what
wages are "just and reasonable." But this factor must not be ac-

cepted as a controlling principle, and its use is always subject to

these qualifications—first that the lowest paid worker receives a

living wage, second that fair differentials for skill, hazards, etc..

are observed, and, third, that comparison be made only in those

cases where the wages in the other industries and employments
have been fi.xed by fair and honorable means, such as collective

bargaining and arbitration boards.

Mr. Lauck's testimony precipitated a lengthy discussion

between the witness and Jacob Aronson, and J. G. Walber,

representing the Eastern roads; Dr. C. P. Neill, represent-

ing the Southeastern carriers; J. L. Coleman and J. W. J

Higgins, representing the Western roads. Mr. Aronson de- I

veloped the fact that Mr. Lauck was requesting the board

to accept and definitely approve a principle without first

ascertaining whether that principle could be applied to the

industr)'. Dr. Neill brought out the fact that Mr. Grable

had approved the submissions to the board by the indi-

vidual railroads and their maintenance of way employees,

that the dispute involved in each one of these submissions

was the request of the employees for the restoration of the

rates of pay in effect under the board's Decision No. 2 and
that, therefore, the latter's new request for a minimum wage
of 48 cents an hour could not be taken up by the board

under the law, because no such demands were made by

the representatives of the employees on the individual car-

riers.

M. of W. Workers Prefer No Overtime

In taking up the subject of primitive overtime after the

ninth and tenth consecutive hours of work, a dispute in-

volved in many of tlie submissions to the board, Mr.
Grable cited the histor)- of the overtime rules during the past

four years, adding

:

"We have no desire for any overtime, no matter what the

rate. We do not care to work on Sundays and holidays

and, if it were possible, or rather if it were practicable, we
should be glad to have this board absolutely forbid all over-

time and all work on Sundays and holidays. We realize,

however, that an absolute prohibition of all overtime and
Sunday work is impracticable, but it should be restricted

to the very lowest minimum and it is for this purpose that

we request the punitive rate of time and one-half.''

Mr. Grai>le contended that "when a railroad knows it

can have the services of an employee at any time for an
additional two hours beyond the eight hours of the basic

day without paying more than the regular pro rata rate,

the railroad will make absolutely no endeavor so to ar-

range the work as to oi)viate the necessity for the extra

time.

"The basic eight-hour day," he said, "is lost to us and
its l)cnefits are destroyed when the railroad can command
our services for an extra two hours on week days and for

10 hours on Sundays and holidays without paying more
than the regular pro rata rate. Our rest is gone, our recrea-

tion is lost, our family life rendered impossible under these

conditions."

M the opening of the hearings, tlie (juestion of whether
or not the maintenance of way employees of certain Eastern

carriers can properly W before the board in this case inas-
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much as they have gone on strike without the saiutioo of

their national organization and in violation uf their agrce-

nxnts, was raised by Mr. Walljer. In addition, Mr. Walber
pointed out that some of the roads have tormcd new organiza-

tions of their employees to the practical exclusion of mem-
bership in tlie national union. Chairman H. \V. Hooper
of the board requested Mr. Grable to answer the iK>int raised

by Mr. \\all*er. The objecting roads included tlie New
York, New Haven & Hartford, the Philadelphia & Reading,

the rittsburnh &: West Virginia, the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, the Grand Trunk, the Monongahela, the

Pere Mari|uette and the Buftalo, R<xhe>ter & Pittsburgh.

Board Declines to Approve "Living Wage" Principle

The employees' recjue.^t for approval of the "living wage"
principle was flatly turned down by the board when it an-

nounced at the opening of the hearings on August 29:
It is supcrrtuous for the board to aiinuunce in advance the prin-

ciple or theory upon which it will fix wages in the pending dis-

pute. It may be assumed by the parties in this i.-a<>c that the

board will give full consideration to every circumstance set out in

the statute for its guidance, but it will not go beyond that. The
Transportation Act requires the board to establish wages that are

"just and reasonable." It is within the province of the parties

herein to make such contentions as they may respectively sec fit

as to what will constitute a "just and reasonable" wage. If the

wage which the motion defines as the "living wage" should be

demonstrated to be a "just and reasonable" wage, the Iward would
adopt it ; otherwise it would not. The board will neither limit

nor enlarge the right of either party to present to the board his

conception of what constitutes a just and reasonable wage within

the meaning of the law.

This move evidently disrupted the plans of Mr. Grable

and his a.'^sociates, for he immediately asked for a recess in

which to reconstruct his case.

This request was granted.

.\. O. Wharton, the only memlx-r of the laix)r group on

the board in Chicago at the present time, sponsored, in an

executive session, a resolution embodying the request made
by Mr. Grable. However, his vote was tlie only one cast

in favor of this declaration in favor of the "living wage,"

all of the other members voting against it.

Grable Appeals to Washington

Following the rejection of the employees' demand for

approval by the board of the principle of the "living wage,"

Mr. Grable ap[)ealcd to Senator Cummins for the enactment

of an amendment to the Transjiortation Act which would

compel the board to specifically recognize this principle.

"We believe that the board's interpretation of the Trans-

portation Act," Mr. Grable said in his telegram to Senator

Cummins, "is absolutely wrong and we believe you will

agree with us in this. We realize now, however, that the

only way in which justice can be obtained is by action on

the part of Congress."

Chairman Hcxjper, subsequently e.xplaining the board's

decision on the question of the "living wage," said:

"The issue raised by Mr. Lauck, statistician in the employ

of the railway labor organizations, is largely a matter of

phraseology. The Transfwrtation Act directs the Railroad

Labor Board to fix wages that are 'just and reasonable.'

This the board has always endeavored to do, as it will in

the pending case.

"Mr. Lauck says that a 'just and reasonable' wage must

necessarily be a 'living wage.' Verv' well then; when the

l>oard has fixed a 'just and reasonable' wage it will be a

'living wage' and Mr. Lauck will have what he asks for

though it be called by a different name.

"The board's ruling will have absolutely no practical

effect on the development of the employees' case in the hear-

ing now in progress. They will Ije permitted to introduce

identically the same proof as though this question of

terminology had not been raised and it will be accorded

the same careful consideration."

When the hearings were resumed on August 30, Mr.
Lauck and J. C. Smock, vice-president of the maintenance

of way men's organization, began the presentation of their

case repeating to a large extent the argument made at the

opening hearing. !Mr. Smock, presented evidence to the

board to show' that his organization had been doing everj--

thing in its jxiwcr to keep the membership on certain Eastern

roads at work and to end the sporadic walkouts of mainte-

nance of way employees.

During the cour.^e of the testimony the employees put in

the record a file of letters written i)y lousiness men to Chair-

man Hooper, urging the readjustment of the rates of pay
of these employees. Upon iieing questioned as to the manner
in W'hich these letters came to be written the representatives

of the employees were forced to admit that the representatives

of the men had been instructed to influence their local busi-

ness men to write these letters and that the material which
they should contain emanated from the headquarters of the

union.

KaJrl h Hrrbc't

An Open Observation Car on the C. M. & St. P.—Each Seat Protected by a Separate Windshield
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Accident Investigations

—

April, May and June

THE TWELFTH quarterly issue of tlie Summary of Train

Accident Investigations, prepared by the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

is for the months of April, May and June, 1922, was issued

on August 23.

This report covers eight collisions and seven derailments,

as follows:

Collision Chic. R. I. & Pac Pl.iins, Kans \prU 19

Derailment ...Baltimore & Ohio Philo, Ohio April 22

Collision St. Louis-San Francisco.. CJirard, Kans April 25

Collision Galv.. Harrisb'g & S. A.Lobo. Tex May 6

Derailment ...Kan.sas City Southern AUene, Ark May 14

CoUision Chic, R. 1. & Pac Keats. Kans May 20
Collision Lister & Delaware Grand Gorge. N. Y.. May 26
Collision Atchison, Topeka & S. F.East Ft. Madison, 111. May 29
Derailment . . . Southern Middleton, Tenn Tune 7

Derailment ...Pennsylvania Brilhart. Pa June 7

Derailment ...Louisville & Nashville. . .Hilberta, Ala .lune 15

Collision Carolina, Qinchfield & O.St. Paul, Va Tune 18

Derailment ...Canadian Pacific L^ke V'iew, Me .Tune 22

Derailment ...Virginian & Western Glen Rogers, W. \.t. June 22

Collision Xorfolk & Western Grumpier, W. Va June 30

Following are abstracts of these reports:

The trains in collision on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific near Plains, Kans., on April 19 were westbound pas-

senger No. 311 and eastbound passenger No. 312, each

consisting of a locomotive and three cars. The collision

occurred in clear weather about 2:35 a. m. Moving be-

tween 20 and 40 miles an hour, the trains collided on a

straight line; and in each train the baggage car was tele-

scoped by the tender for the full length of the tender; but

the passenger cars were not damaged. The locomotives were

damaged but remained upright. Both enginemen were

killed, and si.\ persons were injured. Improper liandling

of a train order is given by the inspector as the cause of

the collision: but tlie fact that both locomotives carried elec-

tric headlights introduces a question as to why neither en-

gineman saw his danger in time to bring his train to a stop.

The firemen apparently were able to give no information,

and the reason for this failure is a matter of conjecture.

Each fireman said that he knew nothing of the approach of

the opposing train until he felt the application of the air

brakes, at which time the opposing train was only a few

rods distant.

The train derailed on the Baltimore & Ohio near Philo,

Ohio, on April 22 was eastbound passenger No. 58, con-

sisting of a locomotive and three cars. Moving at about 35

miles an hour, it was throwTi off the track at a highway

crossing, and the engine and first two cars fell down a 30-ft.

bank. The engineman was killed and 13 passengers and 4

employees were injured. The crossing is on a curve of 2J4
dcg. and the cause of the derailment was dirt on the track,

which appears to have been scraped ujion or clo-^^e to the

crossing by a road scraper, being afterwards packed down
by passing automobiles.

The trains in collision on the St. Louis-San Francisco at

Girard, Kans., on .\pril 25, were a southlxiund extra, con-

sisting of 18 circus cars, which had just stopped for a cross-

ing and was moving at about eigiit miles an hour, and
southbound passenger No. 111. which ran into the rear of

the circus train at alx)ut 15 miles an liour. One passenger

was killed and 1 2 passengers ant! two employees were in-

jured. The collision occurred at about 2:37 a. m. in a

dcn.se fog. The insjx-ctor finds that the extra was otcupy-

ing the main track on the time of the sufrerior train without

proper flag protection. The extra had passed Farlington,

seven miles north, with too little time to dear the passenger

train at Girard, no block system Ijeing in use. The collision

occurred within yard limits. The assistant superintendent

was on the circus train, but he overlooked train No. Ill;

he said he was thinking about clearing a norlhlKXind train

due at Girard at 3:20 a. m. The conductor and the flagman

had not forgotten the passenger train, vrt thr\- liad not

thrown off any fusees and (the line being straight) appar-
ently depended on seeing the headlight of the passenger

train as well as if there had been no fog. The engineman
and the fireman knew that they were on the time of the pas-

senger train, but no whistle was blown to send out the

flagman and they said they had full confidence in the com-
petency of the men riding at the rear of the train. At the

last minute a fusee was thrown off but it was only 300 ft.

in the rear of the p>oint of collision.

The collision on the Galveston, Harrisburg & San An-
tonio, near Lobo, Tex., on May 6, causing injury of 50
passengers, 12 employees and two sleeping car porters, oc-

curred about 9:31 p. m., and was due to a string of freight

cars becoming uncontrollable on a steep grade, and colliding

with westbound passenger train No. 101, the freight cars

at that time being in motion at about 20 miles an hour,

while the passenger train was running at about 10 or 15

miles an hour. An eastbound freight train, entering the

passing track at Fay, was obliged to push 13 cars of ballast

forward some distance in order to clear the main track:

and in the movement, nine cars of ballast became separated

and ran down the grade on the main track. The inspector

puts the responsibility primarily on the leading brakeman
of the freight who should have made sure that the ballast

cars were secure before allowing them to be moved forward.

\\hen he felt that there was something WTong, he got off

and ran to one side, to get out of range of the locomotive

headlight in order to see what had happ>ened; and the cars

got away from him. He had coupled the air hose between

the locomotive and one of the ballast cars, but took no
action to see whether or not the brake was working through-

out the whole string. The conductor had been notified that

the ballast cars would be in his way, but he did not pay
personal attention to their movement: and he admitted that

the brakeman was not entirely competent. There was no
derail at the outgoing end of the passing track, the rule

being to install these only where cars are regularly stored

and where the grade is descending 26 ft. per mile or more.

The derailment on the Kansas City Southern, near Allene,

.\rk., on May 14, occurred about 11:30 p. m., and resulted

in the death of the engineman and the injury of five other

{persons. Northbound pa.ssenger train No. 2, moving at

about 40 or 50 miles an hour, was thrown off the track by
the turning over of a rail, caused, according to the report,

by the excessive speed over uneven track. For 800 ft. south

of the point of derailment, the track was level in only two
places and the ma.\imum variation in height was l-i^ in.;

while the gage for this distance was from ,'^ in. to 1 in.

wide. The section master said that the roadbed in that

region was spong)- in character. The locomotive was 4-6-2

t\'pe weighing 129 tons.

The trains in collision on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Keats, Kans., on May 20, were eastbound third-

class freight No. 86, and eastbound second-class freight

No. 994, the la.st named running into No. 86 while it was
standing at the station, about 6:15 p. m. Two passengers

were killed and three employees and one trespasser were
injured. No l)lock s\-stem is in use on this section of the

raad and the inspt-ctor says the cause of the collision was
the failure of the flagm;ui of tlie standing train properly

to protect his train.

The collision on the Ulster & Delaware, near Grand
Gorge, N. Y., on May 26. was between a \\x>rk train, extra

No. 21, and freight train e.xtra No. 22, lx)th headed east-

ward. The freight train ran into the work train and six

workmen riding in the rear car of their train were killed.

The work train w.i.s moving slowly backward. This train

was not i)rotected by flag. The conductor was occupying
the main track under authority of two train orders, in the

reading of which lie had l^ccome confu.sed. The second
order changed the hour at which he must send out a flag
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against the freight train, but he gut some wrung inipreMioo
in reading the two orders. The inspector linds that the

!ruad has no proper system for the examination and in-

iLtion of employees except whin they enter tlic service

rir whi-i> they are promoted. Tlir . iii;ineman of the work
train had a correct un(ler>t.iii.lii _ .,i the content-! of the

train orders but instead of cuiUir.Mii;; with the conductor
as to the details of execution, he took it for granted that

the conductor had provided proper protection before begin-

ning the westbound movement. The fireman ;md the brake-
man appear to have been ignorant of the second train order.

"The necessity for close co-operation and thorough under-
standing lietwwn members of a crew applies with particular

force to a work train."

The colli.^ion on the .\tchison, Topcka & S.mta Fe at

East Fort Madison, 111., on May 29 about 4;07 a. m. was
Ixjtween westbound passenger No. 1 and eastl>ound pas-

senger No. 2, fourth section; the engincman of No. 1 and
the fireman of the eastbound train were killed and 48
passengers and three employees were injured, fhe collision

occurred at the switch at the east end of the single track

which extends across the Mississippi river. The eastbound
train was just entering the double track when it was struck

the westl>ound, which had passed a distant and a home
lal, and a train order signal, all set again.-^t it. The

:-ttx)und train was moving at about 20 miles an hour and
the westbound at al>out 30 miles an hour. The fireman

of No. 1 said that the engincman saw the home signal and
the train order signal: but for some unknown reason, says

the refjort, "he took no effective measures toward bringing

his train to a stop * * * He may have itecn so in-

capacitated as to be unable to take the projK-r steps. When
the fireman directed the engineman's attention to the signal

indications there was still time for the engincman to have
stopped the train. The engincman acknowledged the indi-

cations to the fireman and had his hand on the brake valve,"

and so the firenuin did nothing to stop the train. There
was no evidence that the engincman had been in other than

good physical condition up to the time the train approached

the point of collision.

The train derailed on the Southern Railway near Middle-

ton, Tenn., on June 7 was westbound e.xtra freight train No.
567. About 2 a. m., while traveling at 25 miles an hour,

the locomotive and 14 cars was thrown off the track at a

washout and the fireman was killed. The ins|)cctor finds

that the trouble was due to heavy rain of which the train

dispatcher was notified as early as 8:15 p. m.: but the

freight train was not given any warning. The station

operator did not wish to offend the dispatcher by repeating

his warning and he notified Grand Junction, west of Mid-
dleton, on another wire, requesting that ea.'itbound trains

be warned. The operator failed to notify the track fore-

man for which he is censured. This foreman had retired

to bed alKiut 8 o'clock being exhausted by hard work and
worry incident to illness in his family, and so knew nothing

of the heavy rain until he was called at 2:40 a. m. f>n account

of the derailment. The operator who came on duty at 11

p. m. assumed that, as it had rained about three hours,

the necessary pn-cautions had already teen taken. The in-

spector cannot de<idc the point in dispute as to whether

the dispatcher had again been warned at 11:10 p. m.; but

as there had i>cen a washout at the same [>la(e only a short

time before he should have exercised [larticular care. The
railroad c()in|)any is also held at fault for neglecting the

flrainage of the roadbed, the waterways having become

clogged. If the drainage had been put in good condition

the derailment "undoubtcdlv would not have occurred."

Tile train derailed on the Pennsylvania Railroad at Bril-

liart, Pa., on June 7 was westbound passenger No. 975,

drawn by engine l.i87. Moving at about 40 or 45 miles

an hour, it was thrown off the trai k bv some obstruction

on the rdil, and the locomotive was overturned. The fire-

man was killed and seven (yassengers and eight employees

were injured. The locomotive, class K-2 of the 4-6-2 type,

had on its front truck a transver>e tie-rod, behind the lead-

ing wheels, used to overcome lateral movement in the brake

shoes; the rod became broken or detached and dragged on

the road l>ed. A careful search was made for a missing

bolt, cxHter key and nut, by which it was fastened to the

left brake shoe, but nothing was found. The insf)ector con-

cludes that this dragging rod probably threw a piece of

ballast or some other substance up. and on to the rail, caus-

ing the derailment of the rear wheels of the truck.

The train derailed on the Louisville & Nashville at Hil-

berta, .Ma., on June 15 was northliound passenger train

No. 4, first section. Moving at about 50 miles an

hour, it was derailed by running over a misplaced facing

point switch and two employees of a warehouse near the

side track were killed and tliree others were injured. On
the train S3 passengers and 7 trainmen were injured. The
locomotive was overturned and the warehouse badly dam-
aged. The switch had been left in the wrong p)osition by

a trackman, and he and his foreman, who was nearby are

held responsible for the derailment. The whole gang of

trackmen had passed the misplaced ,-witch without noticing

it. The man at fault had carefully returned the switch key

to the foreman without having closed the switch.

The trains involved in the rear collision on the Carolina,

Clinchfield & Ohio, at St. Paul, Va., on June 18 were

freight trains Nos. 301 and 706, the latter running into No.
301 at alx>ut 10 miles an hour. The leading train was at a

standstill. One employee was killed, a brakeman of the

706, who was riding on the pilot of the locomotive. The
collision occurred within the yard limits where, because

of curves and trees, the view is short; and the view is also

liad from the type of engine involved, which was 2-8-8-2.

On account of the shape of the locomotive, the engincman
was dejx'nding on the fireman; and, the conclusion of the

inspector is that the collision was due to the failure of the

fireman to notify the engincman that the main track was
occupied. The fireman saw the standing cars and knew
that there was no track of any kind alongside of the main
track; yet, for some reason, he was under the impression
that the cars were on a passing track and that the main
track was clear. The failure of the brakeman on the pilot

to warn the engincman or to save his life by jumping off

cannot be explained ; it is probable that he was either asleep

or had become unable to take care of himself.

The train derailed on the Canadian Pacific near Lake
\'iew. Me., on June 22, was eastbound passenger No. 16.

Moving at alx)ut 30 miles an hour it was derailed by a rock

which had fallen from the to[) of a cut and lodged on the

track. The locomotive was thrown against the wall of the

cut and was stopped about 1 56 ft. beyond the point of de-
railment. The fireman was killed and one other employee
was injured. The conclusion of the insf)ector is that heavy
rains during the |)ast two weeks prol)ably had washed awav
the earth sup|X)rting the rixk, which measured about 840
cu. ft. The track foreman, who had been in charge of this

section for 25 years, had never known of any trouble in

this vicinity from falling rocks.

The train dcraik^d on the \'irginia & Western near Glen
Rogers, W. Va., on June 22. was a work train, moving at

about 12 or 15 miles an hour with three cars ahead of the

locomotive, and 10 cars behind. Two employees were killed

and three injured, the killed having been riding on the

leading car. The derailment was cau.sed by a broken flange,

the break being due to an old deftx-t, the presence of which
could not have been di.scoverinl by ocular inspection, al-

though, says the inspector, its presence probably would have
lieen discovered by a hammer test.

The trains in collision on the Norfolk & Western at
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Grumpier, \V. Va., on June oO were a freight train and a

locomotive without train; one employee was killed and

eight were injured. This collision occurred on the North

Fork branch, seven miles long, where extra trains register

"on" and "off" the branch (at the junction) and thereafter

adjust their rights to the road by means of telephone mes-

sages between conductors. Conductors of inferior trains

make use of commercial telephones in the offices of the coal

companies along the branch. They make no records of

their conversations and the engineman depends on what he

is told by the conductor. The collision occurred on a steep

descending grade, where the view is very restricted. The

damage to locomotives and cars was not great, but one en-

gineman was killed. As the conductors had no record of

their conversations, the inspector is unable to determine

which of them is at fault. The report says tliat "greater

safety in train operation on this branch undoubtedly would

be provided by the adoption of standard methods as con-

tained in the operating rules of the .\merican Railway

Association."'

I. C. C. Finds Only 4 Per Cent

of Locomotives Inspected Unsafe
Washington^ D. C.

THE REPORT .submitted by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to the Senate on August 29 in response to its

resolution asking whether the safety appliance and

locomotive inspection acts were being violated, fails to find

anywhere near as serious a condition as has been proclaimed

by' the labor leaders, although its inspectors' reports, tlie com-

mission says, "indicate a very general let down in the matter

of inspection by carriers which gives cause for concern." The

commission says it is.impossible to report the exact condition

of all locomotives from day to day, but of the 4,085 locomo-

tives and tenders insjiected on 162 railroads during July,

2,456 disclosed defects more or less serious, but only 169

or 4 per cent were found not safe to operate and ordered

withdrawn from service. Of the others, 992 were found to

have defects less serious in character, but in need of prompt

attention, and in 1,295 cases there were defects not such as

to give cause for immediate concern, but such as in accord-

ance with sound practice should have attention. The report,

after quoting the Senate resolution, No. 327, is as follows:

The Locomotive Boiler Inspection Act approved February 17,

1911, has as its purpose the promotion of the safety of employees

and travelers upon railroads, by compelling common carriers en-

gaged in interstate commerce to equip their locomotives with safe

and suitable boilers and appurtenances thereto, making it unlawful

to use any locomotive engine propelled by steam power in moving

interstate or foreign traffic, unless the boiler of such locomotive

and appurtenances thereof arc in proper condition and safe to

operate without unnecessary peril to life or limb. The act pro-

vides that all boilers shall be inspected from time to time in ac-

cordance with the provisions thereof, and be able to withstand

such test or tests as may be prescribed in the rules and regulations

provided therefor.

Hy act approved March 4, 1915, the original act has been made
to apply to and include the entire locomotive and tender and all

parts and appurtenances thereof. The provisions of the act as

amended apply to any common carrier or carriers, their officers,

agents, and employees, engaged in interstate or foreign commerce.
As required by the act, the United Slates was divided by us

into 50 locomotive boilcr-inspcclion districts and one inspector as-

signed to each of such districts. It is required that each inspector

shall make surl) personal inspection of locomotives under his care
from time to time as may be necessary to fully carry out the pro-
visions of the act and as may be consistent with his otlier duties,

but he shall not be required to make such inspections at stated times
or at regtilar intervals.

It is further provided that whenever any district inspector shall,

in the pcrfnrm.incc of his duty, find any locomotive not conform-
ing to the requirements of the law or the rtdcs and regulations, he
shall notify the carrier in writing that the Inr.nnc.livi- i<; nut in

serviceable condition and thereafter such locomotive shall not be

used untd in serviceable condition.

Specifically, as to the matters included within the Senate

Resolution:
Instances have been brought to our attention where, in our opin-

ion, the act, as amended, referred to in Resolution 327, recently

has been violated. It is impossible for us to accurately report the

c.Ktent of such violations.

Inspection of locomotive boilers is at present being made in all

federal locomotive boiler-inspection districts by our inspectors,

but all inspections by the carriers as contemplated in section 5 ot

tlie act are not being made by and upon all common carriers en-

gaged in interstate commerce. The reports from our inspectors

indicate a very general letdown in the matter of inspection by the

carriers which gives cause for concern. The carriers report various

reasons for not making these inspections. Some of the reasons

assigned are as follows

:

"Xo monthly inspection made of tllis engine since 6-16-22 account of net
having competent inspectors in the service due to walkout of the shop crafts.

*' Unable to make inspection account insufficient help due to strike.

"Not mspected account strike.

"Inspection not made July.
"Unable to make inspections or tests account strike conditions."

There are approximately 70,000 locomotives within the general

purview of the act. A determination as to the extent to which thi

act currently is being violated would involve ascertainment of

the condition of each locomotive and information as to the ust

bting made thereof. The condition varies even as to the same
locomotive from day to day. It is not possible for us to make thi-

determination. The locomotives referred to are housed or re-

paired at approximately 4,600 different points and are operated on

mure than 265,000 miles of track. We are permitted by the act

to have 50 district inspectors. During July last they made 717

.separate inspections covering 4,085 locomotives and tenders on
102 railroads. The July activity of our inspectors is typical. The
act does not contemplate that our inspectors shall inspect all loco-

motives. Section 6 of the act provides that the inspectors' "first

duty shall be to see that the carriers make inspections in accordance

with the rules and regulations established and approved by the

interstate Commerce Commission, and that carriers repair the

defects which such inspections disclose before the boiler or boilers

or appurtenances pertaining thereto are again put in service."

The services of our inspectors are general in character, and they
are given such direction as is designed to bring about a compliance
with requirements by the carriers.

In pursuance of the duty of inspectors to see that requirements
are complied with, and that equipment is kept in safe condition,

the inspectors deal with the varying situations and conditions in

that manner which is deemed likely to accomplish the best practi-

cal results. The exercise of discretion and judgment is always
involved. Obviously a locomotive may be defective and in need
of repairs and yet be in a condition in which it is "safe to operate

.... without unnecessary peril to hfe or limb." In m.any
instances defects discovered and brought to the attention of carrier

representatives are immediately repaired without retiring the

locomotive. Under section 6 notice is given of the more serious

defects and the locomotives are required to be retired.

While we are not in position to make report regarding the condi-
tion of all locomotives and the extent to which the requirements
as to inspection and repairs are not being complied with currently,
there arc indications as to conditions generally and certain deduc-
tions and conclusions may be drawn from the conditions disclosed,

by the work of our inspectors during the month of July last. At
717 ditTerent points they made personal inspection of 4.085 loco-
motives. Of these, 2,456 disclosed defects of the varie<l character
mentioned above and more or less serious ; 169 were found to be
in such condition that they were not "safe to operate" and notices
were served upon the carriers under section 6 of the act requiring
them to be withdrawn from service. Of the others. 992 were
found to have defects less serious in character but in need of
prompt attention. In 1,295 cases, defects, though not such as to
give cause for immediate concern, were such as, in accordance
with sound practice, should have attention.

It will be noted that it is the "use" of a locomotive not found
to be in proper condition and safe to operate, and not the condi-
tion itself, which is a violation of the law. The withdrawal of
locomotives for repairs, the restoration of locomotives to service,
and the tisc of reserved or surplus locomotives, are factors con-
tributing uncertainty when considering the condition of locomotives
in service to which the act applies.

When considering the extent of our inspection, cognizance should
be taken of the fact that the act limits the number of inspectors to
50, and that the amount directly appropriated to carrv out its pro-
visions for the current fiscal year is $2^0,000. This' sum may be
spent in monthly allotments of $24,166.66, as provided in the Anti-
deficiency Act of February 26, 1906. The amount expended during
the motith of July. 1922, in carrying out the requirements of the
act was $24.025.6.1
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Factors Governing the Design of Passenger Terminals'

An Analysis of the Operating Conditions Which Influence the

Plans for a Large Station

By A. S. Baldwin

Late \'ice-I'resiik>nt. Illinois Central

RAILROAD I'ASSENGER SERVICE may be divided into two

general classitications, suburban and through. Sub-

urban service is that whicli has for its primary pur-

pose the carrjing of passengers Ijetween residential and

business districts. This service, which in many respects

resembles surface, elevated, or sub-surface street railway

service, exists in large cities only. The distance traveled

rarely exceeds JO miles. Some suburban trains carry bag-

gage, mail and express for local points served, mainly to

relieve through trains of that burden, but as a general prac-

tice suburban trains carry passenger coaches only.

Through passenger service is designed to meet widely

different requirements. The territories served generally

cover large areas and the distances traveled are great as

compared with suburban service. On some railroads, trains,

exclusive of locomotives, move as units distances of 2,000

to 2,500 miles. This condition has resulted in the use of

cars fitted with many comforts not re(|uired for short dis-

tance travel. Baggage is carried on trains with passengers.

Sleeping, dining, and in many c;ises, observation cars are

usual features of pas.senger train e(|uipment. It is readily

ap|)arent that, with such a variet\' of cars, many of which

must be turned at the terminal jjefore a return trip can i>e

made, and with the many movements necessar)- for repair-

ing, cleaning, ins[)ecting and sup])lying loiomofives and
empty rolling st(x-k, arrangements for re(!u( ing switching

movements should be given careful consideration.

General Types of Passenger Terminal Stations

I'assenger terminals may \k- classific<!, with reference to

the arrangement of their approach trades, station tracks ;ind

station, into the following general tyiK;s: (1) Sub Termi-

•Al«lr:irlol fnm
Congress in Rome

re|>ort prcrented before the International Railway
May, 1922.

nals; (2) Through Terminals; (o) Loop Terminals; (4)
Comliinations of the above.

.1 stub Icrmiinil is one in which the station tracks are

connected at one end only. Generally the tracks terminate

at a .station headhouse or at a concourse leading to it, there-

by enabling passengers to reach trains without crossing

tracks or using stairs. The advantages in having a station

located as near the heart of a city as practicable, or in hav-
ing it adjacent to a thoroughfare, beyond which tracks can
be extended have resulted in the construction of a large

number of stulj stations. The Jersey City station of the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, the St. Louis, Mo., Union
station, and South station, Boston, Mass., are of this type.

Tiie through terminal has its station tracks connixted at

both ends. In this type it is necessary for passengers to

use stairs, ramjis, or elevators in order to avoid crossing

station tracks at grade. The Pennsylvania Station in New
York City, is an example of this type.

The loop terminal is a form of through terminal in whicli

trains generally enter the station from the same direction,

the main tracks converging from either end of the passenger
platforms so as to form a loop or part of a circle, therebv
permitting forward movement of trains from the point of
entrance to the loop, tlirough tlie station, to point of depar-
ture with the train reversed in direction. This t\'pe offers

{X'culiarly favorable opportunities for the location of engine
terminal and coach yard facilitii-s. It is friH:iuently used in

.street car terminals, but on account of the area rctiuired for

the curves of long radii, its use for steam railroad operation
is limited. The Broad Street .-itation, Richmond, Virginia,

is an example of this type.

Comjjinations of the three types of terminals mentioned
are (|uite common and can frequentl)- be made to advantage.
The Union station, Washington, D. C, and the Grand Cen-

429
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tral station, Memphis, Tenn., are examples of combination

through and stub terminals. The Grand Central Terminal,

New York City, is an example of a combination stub and
loop terminal, and is of particular interest in that it is not

only the largest station, but also the only important double

deck passenger station in America. The Union Station,

Kansas City, Mo., is of the through type, but has station

tracks and platforms of sufficient length to accommodate
two trains. It can be operated either as a double stub term-

inal or with two trains on the same track operating in tlie

same direction. The stairways are in the middle of the

platforms. A double stub terminal with station tracks ex-

tending in opp>osite directions, but abutting a common pas-

senger concourse, is now being constructed for the Chicago
Union Station Company, Chicago.

In a stub terminal, ever)' locomotive and car handled
must, of necessity, pass in and out the one throat. This is

not the case in through and loop terminals, where movements
are generally continuous through the terminal and the inter-

ference from conflicting movements are reduced to a mini-

mimi. The through terminal, operated in both directions,

has some disadvantages as compared with one operated in

one direction only, but the interference is less than in the

stub terminal.

The objections to the excessive throat movements in a

stub terminal may be mitigated by providing a flexible and
adequate throat arrangement. The number of throat or

approach tracks required can be determined only after a

thorough study of the individual terminal requirements.

The tendency in design has been to favor a liberal number
of throat tracks. If an adequate throat is not provided,

even though there may be enough station tracks to handle
the trains, congestion results.

The excessive back up and crossover movements necessary-

in a stub terminal tend to restrict its capacity. In through
and loop terminals, the movement being in one direction, a

train can follow the one preceding, while in the stub termi-

nal a station track must be cleared by one train before an-
other train can occupy it, consequently the capacity of

through and loop terminals is considerably greater than that

of stub terminals for the same number of station tracks.

Through trains, due principally to the time required to

load and unload baggage, mail and express, require more
standing time at station platforms than do suburban trains,

consecjuently more suburban than through trains can be
handled on a track in a given time.

The advantages of the through over the stub terminal,

so far as capacitj- is concerned, decrease as the standing
time of the trains in the trainshed increases, because tht

delay of clearing the station represents a smaller proportion

Er •Bi5

ZS «t
10 2.00
28 3.50
32 5.33
U 2.33
12 2.40
16 2.67
20 2.22
11 2.75
9 3.00

" IS Et
> « = Z n

Crand Central, Chicago 1890 100% 5

South Station, Boston 1898 55 — 8
Union, St. Louis 1904 86 — 6
D.. L. & VV., Hoboken 1907 7 — 6
Krie, Jersey City, N. J 1910 3 — 5
C. & N. W., Chicago 1911 27 — 6
C. R. R. of N. T., Jersey Citv 1914 20 — 9
Can. Pac. Montreal 1914 86 — 4
l-chigh. Valley, Buffalo 1916 100 — 3

Ratio of station tracks to approach track:

of time per cycle of operation. For this reason, tlie objec-

tion to a stub terminal for through passenger service is not

so great as for suburban ser^-ice where the loss of time get-

ting in and out of the terminal represents a large proportion

of the total time involved.

The advantages of through and loop terminals over stub

terminals for switching movements are apparent. This is

emphasized in the stub terminal if arriving trains head into

the station, which is the general practice. If the train is

l^roken up on the station tracks b\- a switch engine, baggage,
mail and express cars cannot he switched to other tracks

for handling until the coaches are unloaded and removed.
The road engine cannot be released until the entire train

Total number of trains operated in and out of station

Maxint'liBnumber
192! schedule handled on any

FSst

performance.

Estimated possible

performance.

Terminals s 'S—

£

o = 2B_!'o

Stub terminals:
South Station. Boston All All All 28 297 344 19 660
Erie, Jersey City All 4 12 363 10 3 376
C. & N. W.. Chicago 12 4 16 2.10 81 3 314
C. R.R. of N. J.. Jersey City.... All All 20 217 52 3 272
Union, St. I-oui« 13 All 9 32 38 217 14 269
D.. U & W., Hoboken All 4 14 211 14 2 227
Canadian Pacific, Montreal 9 9 2 II 12 72 84
r.rand Central. Chicago i) 8 2 10 o 40 4 44
l*hi»h Valley. Buffalo 9 3 9 O 14 4 18

Throuftn terminals:
Pennvlvania, New York All 16 13 21 310 181 34 525
Union, Kansas City 16 16 223 223
Union, Indianapniia All All All 12 6 164 16 186
ITnicm, Denver 2 9 10 12 82 94
M. C Railroad. Detroit 10 1 II 85 5 «0

Ixwp terminal:
tJnion. Richmond 8 8 2 10 6 38 4 48

Combination lermin.il*:

Grand Central. New York:
Lower I-rvel (suburban) 17 17 225 225
Upper !.evel (through passenger) 25 7 32 133 IS 148

Total 17' 25' 7 49 225 133 15 373
Union. Washington. D. C 12 20 8 32 120 146 14 280
Union. Jacksonville 20 I 21 98 4 102
Macon. C. of Crt 11 2 14 88 88
I'nion. Ottawa All 2 8 64 6 70
f;rand Crniral. Memphis 10 O In » 64 64
Union. Wichita 5 1 8 36 36

*Al limes Tlpprr I.<vel tracks are used for suburban trains and Imv^ct t-evcl

tracks for tlirouBb train*.

Cai..->C''r of terminals. r

For For
^.e^ fi suburban through> « _ a ,o

;3 5 8 ^

Estimated All station
percentage tracks. Per

One of based ^m station |

hour. station 100 percent track,
capacity, performance.

101

100
100
100

100
100
100
100

101 3.61

4.S0
4.19
2.22
2.16
3.28
2.27
1.20
1.77

1.37
1.56
2.19
0.93
1.87
1.70
0.75

(•) Seven tracks worked In capacity, and fourteen tracks to sixty per cent

capacity.
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has been removed. This causes delay and excessive switch-

ing through the throat. If trains Lack into the station, time

15 lost in turning, and e.xpensc of maintenance is increased.

In the case of a through terminal, or a stub terminal where
trains back in, the road engine can be rcleas<.-<l at once and
baggage, mail and express cars switched to oilier parts of

the terminal, while coaches are being unloaded. In some
through terminals the road engine, Ufjon arrival, is discon-

nected and proceeds to the engine terminal and switch en-

gines, c^rating from op|x>site ends, can then begin to break

up the train. This method of operation clears the station

tracks in minimum time.

From the foregoing discussion, the advantages of com-
bining a loop with a stui) terminal, such as the Grand Cen-
tral Terminal. New York, become apparent. In that station

incoming suburban trains, using the loop, proceed to the

unloading platforms and then pass around the loop to

loading platforms or to the yards as occasion demands. This
operation permits following trains to use the same station

tracks at much shorter inten-als than would be jx)ssibK- if

the loop were not i)rovided and leaves the stub tracks for

trains which cannot l>e so quickly discharged, or for out-

Ixxind trains. The track design ])ermits inbound trains

after they have pas.sed around the loop to occupy the stui)

tracks by a back-up movement; they can then be loaded

and made ready for departure without tlie usual switching

movements rei)uired for turning equipment in a stub termi-

nal. The location of the stub tracks on the inside of the

loop is advantageous in that it c-ombincs many benefits of

a loop with those of a stub terminal and affords economical

utilization of space.

Adequate Station Facilities

Adequate station facilities are essential for tlie elimination

of unneces.sar)- switching movements. It is the general

practice to handle baggage, mail and some e.vpress on sta-

tion platforms. From 20 to .>0 minutes are required to

unload a carload of baggage. The capacity of the station,

therefore, can l>e increased by removing trains to an auxiliary

storage yard immediately following the disembarking of

passengers, which usually requires from three to five

minutes. The train may back into the trainshcd and un-

loading be completed after the rusli jxTiod is past. Replies

to the questionnaire indicate that this practice is employed
in but three of the terminals reporting. In the case of

fourteen other terminals, the station tracks are released for

incoming trains by switching the partly unloaded baggage

and express cars to other tracks used for that purpose. This

practice will increa.se as demands u[H)n the terminals, and
resulting necessity, for releasing tracks quickly, increase.

I'nn-ision of adequate facilities for this purpose will reduce

switching movements by eliminating the necessity for hand-

ling cars into and out of the terminal. The capacity and
flexibility of a station arc increa.sed if a track arrangement

is provided which will insure double-track movements into

and out of the station for all tracks. It has i)een the practice

in some of the more recently constructed terminals to pro-

vide ladder tracks, wherever jiracticable, in order to afford

parallel movements in the same or opixwite direction. This

increases the capacity of the terminal, f>enTiitting a greater

number of simultaneous movements and making possil)le

more intcn>ive terminal o|xTati<>n.

Ladder tracks, turnouts and crossovers are costly. The
numlxT to be provided depends upon the numl)er of switch-

ing movements re(|uired and the nature and volume of

traffic and must be determined by the needs of each indi-

vidual case.

0[K-rati()n of some of the older passenger terminals is

si'riously handicap|H'(l by short station tracks. Trains have

increased in the length through .ste:iiiy increase in the length

of cars and number of lars per train. Cars 84 ft. in length

are lieing used, and at times 15 or 16 cars of an average

length of about 76 ft. are handled in one train. To meet

this situation at stations having short tracks, the long trains

are sometimes divided into sections and placed on two tracks.

This involves extra switching to assemble the train, loss of

time in pumping air and testing train lines, confusion to

passengers and other objectionable features. In some ter-

minals only a few of the middle trainshed tracks are of suffi-

cient length to accommodate the longest trains. The necessity

for handling trains on assigned tracks will limit the flexi-

bility of the terminal. It is apparent that station tracks

should, if practicable, be sufficiently long to accommcxlate

the longest trains, although some short tracks can be used

to advantage for short trains.

The unusual double throat arrangement of the St. Louis

Terminal arose through the necessity for lengthening the

station tracks, on account of the increase in length of trains.

Originally there was but one throat which resulted in short

outer tracks on each side of the trainshed. By dividing the

approach into two throats the outside tracks were materially

lengthened.

Internal crossovers, between two trainshed tracks and

outside the limits of the interlocking plant, are under some
circumstances, of value in reducing switching movements.

Three such cros.sovers exit in the St. Louis Terminal, and

six in the Washington Terminal. These are located from

300 to 400 ft. from the bumping jxjsts and Ijetween adjoin-

ing tracks. They are used for placing in or taking out cars

without moving the entire train. In the Wasliington Ter-

minal, there are also crossovers at the head end of some of

the station tracks which permit switching movements outside

the limits of the interlocking plant. Due to the requirements

at Washington, for unusually frequent transfer of cars from

one train to another, these crossovers are of value in reduc-

ing switching movements.
A notable feature at the Washington Terminal is a turn-

table, located adjacent to the trainshed, used for turning

railroad officers' business and privately owned cars, postal

cars, and other passenger equipment, also for turning certain

road locomotives which are operated on short turn-around
schedules and do not have sufficient layover to jx'rmit run-

ning to the engine house for turning. The operating officers

advise that tlie turntable is well located, and a decided

advantage to ojjeration.

In the suburban terminal of the Illinois Central at Chi-

cago, internal crossovers are an essential feature of the track

arrangement. The motive power is steam, but the engine

and tender are combined in one rigid unit, operating equally

well in either direction. This feature, common to many
suburljan steam locomotives, reduces switching movements
and avoids the necessity for turning locomotives. By means
of the internal cros.sover arrangement the Icxromotive on an
incoming train can be released at once if the adjacent track

is not occupied. It can then move around the train, connect

witli the o[)posite end and be ready for an outlxjund trip

without switching the cars. In the meantime, pa.ssengers

can occupy the cars and the train Ix' ready for an outbound
trip when the locomotive is reconnected. The thrcrat ar-

rangement of this terminal is restricted and the greater part

of all movements Imth in and out must of nece.ssitv pass
over a single throat track.

In l')20 during a street car strike, trains were OfXTated
continuously for .several days into and out of this tenninal

at the rate of 544 in a 12 hour period, an average of 7.6

trains per track per hour; this was accomplished notwith-

standing the fact that the terminal has a single track throat,

is stul>-ende<l, and ()|xTated by steam equijmient which has
to be su])plied with water, sand and cixil, and have fires

cleaned. This would not have been |x«!sible withcxit the

cros.sover arrangement at the end of the tracks. This termi-

nal is not interlocked.
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In .*;ome of the older ti.Tmin;ils, curve.* of shorter radii were

used than are desirable with the long-wheel-base engines now
being operated. On account of the delay and inconvenience

resulting from switching on cun-es, it is desirable to have

straight tracks where it is necessary for a large amount of

switching to be done.

Head End Equipment

A large percentage of the movements of empty rolling

stock at passenger terminal stations is due to handling what

is ordinarily referred to as head end equipment, consisting

of baggage, mail and express cars. The loading and un-

loading of these cars from the station platforms witliout

switching them to facilities provided for their exclusive use

will reduce switching movements.
The articles handled in baggage cars consist principally

of trunks, boxes, chests, suitcases, hand-bags, bicycles, baby
carriages and corpses. Ordinarily the passenger delivers

his baggage to the station shortly before leaving time for

his train and demands it ufX)n arrival at destination. This
precludes the separation of baggage facilities from the

station.

It is not generally customary to operate exclusive baggage
trains, consequently, the logical place to handle baggage is

on the station platforms. If proper facilities are provided,

a considerable ])art of the baggage can be unloaded simul-

taneously with the disembarking of passengers. This, how-
ever, can not be accompli.shed if baggage cars are tilled to

capacity, as from 20 to .iO minutes are required for unload-

ing them. Handling baggage may thus l)ecome the factor

controlling the cai)acity of station tracks. Replies to the

questionnaire indicate that the practice of switching baggage
cars to special tracks assigned to that service is followed to

but a small extent and l)y only 7 of the 22 terminals re-

porting, it being the general practice to handle baggage on
trainshed tracks. As this is desirable for reducing switching

movements, sufficient station tracks should be provided,

when practicable, to permit this method of operation.

Mail can be handled in a building separate from the

pas.senger station. The requirements of mail service, how-
ever, demand that it lie handled with dispatch so as to

insure prompt transfer of this traffic between trains and
jx)stal stations.

The postal business, since the inauguration of parcel post

in 191.?. has grown rapidly. The practice of .shipj)ing the

greater part of the mail in pouches of a uniform size permits
effective handling by means of chutes and conveyors, but

the cost of equipping every platform in a trainshed with
mechanical equipment would not l>e justifiable. Mechanical
equipment must, therefore, be confined to special tracks on
which most of the mail can be handled. The greater part

of less than carload mail can be unloaded while baggage
is being handled, but it is usually more economical to switch
carload mail to tracks e(iuii)ped with chutes and conveyors.

The large amount of mail handled at many terminals has
brought about the construction of |)ostal sub-stations con-
necting with or adjacent to the station facilities. This
arrangement results in economy of operation through reliev-

ing congestion and expediting the handling of mail.

In the Grand Central and Pennsylv.-inia terminals at New
York City, mail is handled from and to the postal sul)-sta-

tions direct by mechanical means. Special tracks are
a.«,signcd to mail .service. While this increases switching
movements, it is not so objectionable a.s might l)e su|>]X)sed

f»ecause a large part of the mail in these terminals is handled
in solid mail trains which require no additional switching.
Mail carried on regular passenger trains in less than car-
load lots is handled largely on station platforms in the same
manner as baggai;*-. In the Chicago & North Western
•itation. Chicago, there arc four conveyors on which arriving
mail can be thrown and conveyed to the mail room located

beneath the tracks. These four conveyors serve eight tracks.

It is possible to handle practically all tlie arriving mail on

these tracks, which results in a minimum of switching.

There is a growing tendency to operate solid mail trains

on special station tracks equipped with mechanical means
for handling, which reduces switching movements.

The express business has been growing rapidly during

the past few years and is approaching the character of

package freight. The movement of express is not associated

with passenger travel and could as well be handled in facili-

ties separated from the passenger station, were it not that

express matter is usually handled on passenger trains. The
rapid growth of express business has seriously interfered

with the operation of some passenger terminals. This has

resulted in a tendency to separate express business from th^

passenger terminal which is advisable where the volume_6f
express business is sufficient to justify doing so.

Of the 22 stations covered by replies to the questionnaire,

two only, the Chicago and North Western at Chicago and
the Pennsylvania at New York, have adopted the practice

of handling express in separate terminals. At Buffalo, New
York, an express terminal, similar in operation to a less

than carload freight house, has been constructed, and in

this express terminal most of the express packing business

for that city is handled.

In many terminals express is handled on practically all

trains, the express matter not being of sufficient volume to

justify the operation of trains exclusively for that business.

It is, therefore, desiral)le to consider methods of handling
express at passenger terminals from which its elimination

is not [)racticable. Tiie method is largely dependent upon
tlie amount of express handled.

In most large stations the volume of express liusiness is

so great that it cannot be handled properly without providing

special facilities separate from the station for its exclusive

use. The express building should lie located near the sta-

tion and in direct connection with the station platforms by
means of tunnels and elevators. The plan of South Station.

Boston, affords a satisfactory illustration. With this ar-

rangement so much as practicable of the less than carload

express can be handled on station platforms and trucked

to the express building, thereby reducing switching move-
ments. The cost of handling in this manner will probably
l)e greater than the cost of switching to the express building,

if cars are filled to capacity, but less if the cars are only

l>artially filled. A track arrangement somewhat similar to

the one used at South Station, Bo.^ton, may be used, wherein
one of the station tracks is made to extend through the

station track ladder, parallel and adjacent to the throat

tracks, in order that express cars on the same side of the

throat as the express building can lie switched to the expre.^s

tracks without necessitating their being handleil through the

throat.

Two general methods of lixating tracks serving express

l)uildings are used and their arrangement has a direct bear-

ing on the number of switching movements. One plan
consists of two or more tracks parallel to the side of the

express building; this rei|uires that cars on these Ih* placed
with doors opposite in order to permit trucking through
cars to the express building, as in freight house operation.

With this arrangement, it is inconvenient to remove cars

from the tracks until the loading or unloading of entire

setting is completed. In the Central of New Jersey Termi-
nal at Jersey City crossovers have Ihtii provided between
the tracks to facilitate switching. The other plan is illus-

tratc<l in South Station, Boston, where short tracks are

utilized, connected with one or more lead tracks which
permits switching on any track without disturbing the cars

on other tracks. It is (xissible by this arrangement to so

design a yard that express can Ix- hanclled to and from anv
car without having to spot or to truck through cars. From
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the 6tanii[ioiiit ui switching niovcmcnta, a« wfU a5 termiBal
i4ieratiun, the last mentioned scheme seems desirable, espe-

cially when- a larjje numlxT of cars are to be handled. The
plan ado{)ted in the Jersey City station is ad.i|>ictl to termi-

nals where tiic expre.»s IniMne^^s is not so lar>;(- A lombina-
tion of these two scheme> was UM.-d in the St. I.'Hiis Terminal.

Due to the incrcasini; tendency to operuti- >olul express

trains, an important feature to consider in lunnection with

de&ign of ex{>ress facilities is provision of tracks of suffi-

cient len^h to handle .>olid express trains without unneces-

sary breakini; up and switchini;. If practical)lc, a connec-

tion should be provided whereby trains can head directly

from the main tracks into the express yard without moving
first into tlie terminal and then back to the express yard.

Switching movements can tx: materially reduced on outlxxind

as well as inbound trains if a run-around track is provided

to fx-rmit the engine to l»o moved to the rear of the train.

.\n imfjortant feature to be observed in the tii-sign of such

facilities is to so arrange them that they can in- reached by

direct forward movement.

Advantages of Trucking Platforms

It has t)een cin|)hasized that elimination of switching

movements is effected by handling baggage, nuil, and ex-

press on station platforms. This, under usual conditions,

is objectionable on account ol interference witli passengers,

or delay in handling baggage, mail, and express while

passengers occupy the platforms.

The trouble is eliminated in some stub stations by requir-

ing all train.s to liack in, as at the St. Louis Terminal where

tunnels are jtroviilefl which permit trucking without inter-

ference with passc-ngers or cro.<sing tracks at grade. It has

been eliminated at Richmond, Virginia, through use of a

loop, which allows baggage and express cars to stand beyond

the ramps on which passengers gain access to the station.

In some stations interference is avoided by delaying the

unloading of baggage, mail and exjjress until passengers

have passed the head end of the train. This latter method,

however, tends to increase the unloading time and to cor-

resfKjndingly decrease the capacity of the terminal. In

some of the nwre recently constructed stations trucking plat-

forms have l»een ]>rovided, each track having on the one

side a platform for handling passengers, and on the other

a platform for handling baggage, mail and express. Such

construction takes up more room than the usual arrange-

ment of a platform to each pair of tracks, but not so much
as might be supposed, on account of the fact that through

the elimination of trucking, the passenger platforms can be

made narrower than would be otherwise neccssar)-, and

again the pas.senger jdatforms may be used without incon-

venience for columns supporting the trainshed. In a recent

design for a station it was found that under the usual

method of a pair of tracks for each platform. .>0 tracks

could lie obtained, whereas the introduction of trucking

platforms afforded in the same space 28 tracks. The use

of trucking platfornvs resulted in a reduction of but seven

per cent in the numljor of tracks, whereas the operation

would have been .so greatly facilitated, through the expedi-

tion with which trains could be handled, as to far more

than compensate for that loss. The trucking |>latform can

t)e used also for such facilities as air, water, ice, etc., thereby

reserving tiie passenger platform for exclusive use of

passengers.

The station of the Denver Union Terminal Railway Com-
pany, has trucking platforms and that company aflvises that

they have proven very satisfacton.'. The operating officials

recommended that trucking platforms .should Ik" used even in

restricted territory where the extra j>latf()mi> would limit the

number of station tracks. Tliey claim an increased tenninal

capacity as station employees can w-ork unhindered by pas-

sengers, thereby permitting the handling of baggage, mail

and express in less time than would otherwise be possible,

increasing the capacity of the terminal to such an extent as

to overcome the reduction in station tracks. This condition

wijuld obtain only in passenger terminals where there is a

large amount of baggage, mail and express handled. The
Grand Central Station of the Illinois Central at Memphis,
I'enn., is an illustration of a station having part through and
part stub tracks, with trucking platforms for through tracks

and elevators with subway connections for baggage.

Yards Located on Side of Throat

In a terminal of considerable magnitude, particularly if

express facilities are provided adjacent to the terminal, as

at South Station, Boston, it may be desirable to locate yards

on either side of the throiit. This arrangement may be of

value in facilitating switching movements, particularly if

one of the station tracks is extended through the ladder

tracks, [xirallel to and outside the throat, thereby permitting

the handling of cars from .several station tracks without

occupation of the throat. With such auxiliary yards, cars

ma\- be assembled and switching done without interfering

with movements through the throat. Switching movements,
which might handle two or three cars from the station to

the coach yard, can thus he eliminated by consolidating a

number of cars in auxiliar\- yards, and handling them as

one unit to the coach yard. The auxiliar)- yards may also

be used to advantage if the terminal is taxed to caj>acity

and it liecomes necessarv to remove some of the trains from
the trainshed tracks before baggage, express and mail are

entirely unloaded, to make room for arriving trains. The
partially unloaded trains may be stored temporarily in the

auxiliary yard until the rush period is passed. These
auxilian.' yards may be used to advantage as storage for

engines of outlxiund trains awaiting departure.

Separation of Through and Suburban Services

There are advantages to be gained by the separation,

when practicable, of through and suburban service. The re-

quirements of the two are, in most cases, dissimilar and
may be better accommodated in separate terminals, unless

the peak loads of both occur at different periods of the day,

in which event tlie same facilities may Ix? used for both

services. In most large terminals, however, the rush periods

of both occur simultaneously. The requirements for wait-

ing room space and baggage, mail and express facilities for

suburban service are practically negligible as compared with
requirements for through .service. It is, therefore, possible

to provide adequate facilities for suburban business at rela-

tively small expense, as compared with requirements for

through service.

With separation of the services, it may be practicable to

extend the suburban service into the business district of the

city and to construct the through passenger termin.il, whicli

must of necessity cover considerable area, farther from the

business district, and on land of less value. The elimina-
tion of the frequent movements of >ul)urlian ser\'ico through
the throat will relieve congestion and make more desirable
(•]>erating conditions for both services.

Location of Coach Yards

The design and location of ctwch yards have a direct l)ear-

ing on the numtier of switching movements of locomotives
and empty rolling stock. .\s mcntioncxl, coach yards should
l)e as close to the terminal as practicable. Many large termi-
nals are union stations and individual caach yards are

owned by tenant lines thus preventing the most economical
development. In the case of some terminals, such as the
Grand Central and the Pennsylvania Stations at New York,
the extreme cost of land precluded the consideration of a

site for tliesc facilities adjacent to the station. The logical

location of coach yards relative to the station depends large-
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ly on the type of terminal. In the ca.«e of a stub terminal

the coach yard must, of necessity, be on the same end of

the station as the main approach tracks. Crossover move-
ments, with resulting interference in the tliroat, may be

eliminated by locating sections of the coacli yard on both

sides of the main tracks provided the terminal is of sufficient

size to justify two yards, otherwise engine and coach facili-

ties should both be on the same side of the main approach
tracks. When the terminal is of sufficient magnitude to

justify independent coach leads these should preferably be

designed to extend by the throat and into the terminal as

was done in the Central of New |ersev Station at Jersev

Cit>'.

In the case of a through terminal or of combinations of

the different types, the location of coach facilities must be

considered in connection with each individual problem.

The design of the coach yard influences the number of

movements of empt}* rolling stock. \\"here practicable,

coach yards should be connected at both ends. This per-

mits switching from either end and continuous movements
through the yard, eliminating back-up movement.s. The
tracks should be long enough to accommodate practically all

of the longest trains. If this is not done, a number of

switching movements necessary to cut trains will result. It

is believed by some that a coach yard stubbed on one end
is advisable, particularly where sleeping cars are cleaned.

in order to permit trucking supplies to platforms located

between the tracks without the necessity for crossing the lead

tracks. This makes a desirable arrangement for employees,

but is objectionable from the standpoint of reducing switch-

ing movements. It is desirable to equip all tracks with air,

water, steam and charging facilities, when practicable, as

considerable additional switching results if tracks are not so

equipped.

A practice has been adopted in a few terminals of pro-

viding separate facilities for dining cars, which requires

that diners be switched to a commissary track for supplies.

This increases switching movements. All of the replies

except two recommend that dining cars be supplied at their

regular position in the trains.

An efficient method of marking bad order cars to reduce

switching has Ijeen adopted in some terminals. Two kinds

of colored tags or cards are used, one white, indicating light

repairs which can be made on the coach yard tracks, the

other red, indicating heavy repairs for which cars must be

."^ent to the repair tracks. If a white card is attached, the

car is switched with others to the coach yard, but where
red tags are used, the cars are set aside for transfer to the

repair yard. By setting out bad order cars at the time the

train is being put into the coach yard, unnece.ssar)' switching

is eliminated.

Turning of Equipment

One of the most important features in tiTmiiial design

and o|)eration to be considered in discussing reduction of

movements of locomotives and empty rolling stock is that

of turning of equipment. If turning cannot l>e done ex-

peditiously, unnecessary switching movements result. This
can best be illustrated by a study of the manner in which
turning of equipment may be accomplished in a stub termi-

nal where no special provision has been made for this

movement. It is the usual practice to locate baggage, mail
and express cars on the front end of the train, immediately
behind the locomotive. IJcforo an arriving train can be
made ready to depart from the terminal it is nece.ssarv to

reverse its direction. If a w)'c or loop is not available for

that purpose it becomes necessary to switch the cars to a

turntable, reverse their direction and again handle them
back to the coach tracks. If a wye is used for turning and
is located .some di.sfanre from the terminal, as is frequently
iiw. . ,>,. t)ir r;r.i l,^ 1.,. fiimcd iiTc asscHibled in cuts and

handled to die wye and then back to the storage yard, after

which it becomes necessarj" to switch these cars to their

respective tracks. This involves a large amount of switch-

ing. It is often practicable to so design a terminal as to

largely eliminate such switching movements. The loop ar-

rangement is, where practicable, ideal. The Grand Central

Terminal, New York City is a good illustration. The Penn-
sylvania Terminal when considered in connection with Sun-
nyside Yard is perhaps the best example of an American
through terminal in its provisions for turning equipment.
If it is not practicable to have a loop in connection with a

terminal the next most efficient method for turning is the

use of a w>'e.

In the Union Station, St. Louis, the wyes are located

immediately back of the station, and trains can be turned
upon arrival or departure as desired. If a wye is used for

turning of equipment, it should, if practicable be located

betvveen the station and the coach yards in order to effect

tlie movement without unnecessary switching.

Engine Facilities

Regardless of whether movements are accomplished bv
road or switch engines, it is essential, in order to eliminate

conflicting movements, to locate the engine facilities on the

same side of the main track as the coach yards and as close

as possible thereto. It is desirable to have indej>endent

leads connecting the engine facilities with the throat of the
yard, where practicable, as was done in the case of the

Jersey City Terminal.

Engine facilities should be arranged to permit the proper
sequence of operation, so that back-up or crossover move-
ments are not necessary in utilizing the various facilities.

The usual practice is to locate cinder pits in front of the
engine house, so that fires may be cleaned before the engine
enters the hou.se. It is customary to provide coal, sand and
water facilities on the departure track so that engines can
!« supplied before proceeding to the station. On some of

the older installations it is necessary for engines to make
three separate stops for these supplies. In modem plants,

it is tlie usual practice to secure coal and sand at the same
location, and at some terminals water columns arc provided
so that engines may be supplied with coal, water and sand
at one setting.

The of)eration of most locomotive terminals makes re-

ceiving and departure tracks for engines essential, as the

work can then be accomplished with a smaller force of em-
ployees. The large number of engines necessar}- for the

peak load can be accumulated in the auxiliarj- yards and
worked in or out as fast as the number of employees will

permit.

Right iKind operation is the usual method, although some-
times this induces crossover movements. For this reason, it

may be advantageous to reverse the method of operation
within tlie terminal limits. In the case of tlie Jersey Citv
terminal, left hand operation between the station aiid the

engine facilities was adopted.

Electrification

Electrification of a terminal, as a means of reducing
movements of locomotives and empty rolling slock, has been
effective in certain stations where adopted for that purjxjse.

A notable example of this is the Broad Street termin.-il,

Philadelphia. The two types of passenger ser\-ice which
have been referred to as through and suburban are in most
cases so different in iharacter as to justify different tvpes
of motor equipment. These will lie discussed separatclv.

In through service, the electric locomotive is user! to a
transfer point. Beyond this point, frequently located at

less than a full operating division distance from the termi-
nal, a steam locomotive is sub.stituted. The advantage of
electrification of through passenger service, so far ns reduc-
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tioii of movements of lixomotive-i, and empty roOinK stock

at passenger terminal stations is concerned, is that the electric

locomotives can be operated equally well in either direction.

This eliminates the necessity for all movements which would
otherwise be required to turn locomotives. An electric loco-

motive does not require the onliiKin- coal, cinder and water
facilities, and conscciuently all ninvi incnts neccssaiy in con-

nection with these facilitie-* are dinimated.

In suburban service it is the pmeral practice to carry

the electrification to the limits of its operation, which makes
possible the use of a rolling stock a<lapted solely to suburban
traffic. This permits multiple unit equipment in which the

cars equipped with motors may l>e groujK-d in trains without

re{;ard to end relation or sequence and controlled from
either end of the train. Where the service does not justify

the use of all motor cars, trailers, not so equipped, can be
interspersed through the train and can be equipped with

control apparatus that will permit the operation of the train

from the trailers as well as from motor cars. The use of

multiple unit e(|uipment eliminates the switching movements

necx'ssarj' in transferring locomotives from one end of the

train to the other, likewise the other movements incident to

taking care of separate motive power. There is a gain in

the capacity of the terminal due to the quicker acceleration

of trains and shorter length of track occupied when there is

no locomotive; and a numl)er of trains may be stored on

one track and dispatched therefrom without switching.

A small amount of switching may be required where

trailers are used and likewise for sending motor cars to in-

spection pits for jjeriodic insp)ection.

The trains, due to the fact that each car contains its own
motive power or control, may \)c made of any practicable

operating length, which in the case of steam operation is

limited by the tractive effort of the locomotive. With the

reduction in number of trains or increase in train length

possible with electric operation, the number of switching

movements and resulting terminal congestion are correspond-

ingly reduced.

President Wants Emergency Authority

Would Not Desire, However, to Take Over Roads or Mines Except

as Last Resort in Case of Grim Necessity

WHILE President Harding feels that if Congress is

not to be in session he should be authorized to meet

the situation in a great national emergency by a

grant of p)owcr to take over temporarily for government

operation the anthracite coal mines and perhaps certain

railroads or systems, it was officially stated at the White

House on Tueiiday that the "last thing in the world" the

President would want to do would l^e to exercise such

power except "as a last resort in the case of grim necessity"

and that to take over all the roads would be "unthinkable."

He does not tjelieve in government operation and if such

authority were granted and exercised, which the President

"hopes and prays" would never be necessary, it would be

only under specific limitations def)ending on the conditions

as they e-xisted. However, it was made clear that the Presi-

dent has not asked Congress for such authority and does

not intend to ask it in any formal way. If he had intended

to, it was .stated, he would have done so in his address to

Congress on August 18.

However, while it is still the judgment of the President

that lie ought to \tc fortified with such authority if the

Senate is going to take a recess, even if the House remains

in session, it now appears unlikely that Congress will be

willing to grant general power to the President to determine

whether or not a sufficient emergency exists. This is partly

•'r to oi)position to the plan which crystallized on Saturday

tlie result of wliat is characterized at the White House
"unfortunate publicity," for which, however, the President

did not criticise the press, following Senator Cummins' brief

announcement that the government was considering taking

over the mines and perhaps some of the railroads unless the

situation should speedily improve.

A rather more complete and detailed explanation of the

President's position on the question of government operation

than is sometimes afforded was given on Tuesday. It was
pointed out that while there is a popular impression that

the President has the authority to do almost anything the

public wants done, and wliile if the public welfare demanded
it there probal)ly would not \>c .serious opposition to the

taking over of the mines or certain roads temporarily, it

woulri re<iuire ratlicr a .stretch of authority. The President

Washihctok. D. C.

regards the bituminous coal situation as "in the clear"' since

90 per cent of the mines have signed up and approximately

normal production is expected by another week and while

he had no definite assurances he thought the anthracite

strike would soon be settled. The government intends to

j)ress the enforcement of the laws, it was stated, and it was
felt that perhaps the railroads have not yet completely

demonstrated the performance of which they are capable,

but if the fuel situation should he menaced by a paralysis of

transportation the administration would regard it as its

duty to take over the mines or certain roads. He was repre-

sented as believing tliat the grant of such autliority would
not have any effect on promoting a settlement of either of

the strikes and that it might even delay it, but from his

conversations with union leaders he does not believe they

have the slightest wish for such legislation because they do
not want the government to take only a few of the roads or

|)erhaps only one road or sy.stem.

Careful consideration was given for a time to a plan for

having certain roads taken over by federal receivers on the

ground of inability to furnish adequate service but the

President was convinced that while such a step would avoid

the difficulties incident to compensating the roads which were
experienced by the Railroad Administration it would not
solve the problem as many roads are now in the hands of

receivers and their situation is no different from that of

the others.

The plans of the administration appeared to have marched
up a hill and then marclied down again between Friday
night and Monday morning. .'Xt present writing the an-
nounced policy is to concentrate all efforts on promoting
the movement and equitable distril)ution of coal at fair prices

wliile awaiting the results of tlie latest efforts of Secretary
Davis and Senator Pepper to bring the anthracite operators
and the mine union together, and to learn the degree of suc-
cess of the railroads in handling the bituminous coal produc-
tion before talking further about government operation. The
proposal that Congress enact legi.slation autliorizing the
President, if in his judgment the emergency should rcauire
it, to take over the mines or railroads has been temp>orarily

al)andoned and Congress or at least tlie House now proposes
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to stay on the job to determine for itself whether the emer-

gencv develops.

For aljout 24 hours tlie earnest and persistent efforts of

the President and of his various advisors to bring about

peaceful, if not amicable, and immediate, if only temporarj-,

settlements of the anthracite coal and railroad strikes seemed

to have stumbled upon another form of encouragement to

the strikers to hold on a little longer.

.\fter a conference on the evening of August 25 at the

White House between President Harding, Chairman Cum-

mins of the Senate committee on interstate commerce, and

Attorne\- General Daugherty, Senator Cummins announced

that the anthracite operators and miners would be given one

more opportunity to settle tlieir differences but that unless

there was a settlement within a few days he would introduce

a bill authorizing the government to operate the mines.

Also, he said, the railroads would be given a "reasonable"

time in which to demonstrate their ability- to furnish

adequate service and those unable to do so would be taken

over. He expressed confidence that legislation for such pur-

poses could be rushed through Congress.

The announcement caused surprise because earlier in the

day it had been stated officially at the White House that the

President believed that further conferences on the anthracite

situation would result in an adjustment and that the ad-

ministration had no "new steps" in contemplation with refer-

ence to the railroad situation. It was understood that the

President ;uid his advisers felt that the railroad situation

was less acute than that involving the anthracite supply, but

that the temporary settlement of the bituminous strike had

transformed tlie problem from one of production to one of

transportation and distribution.

The announcement, however, or at least the way in which

it was published, created a stronger impression than was

desired by the President as to his intentions and it was soon

apparent that it had caused surprise and concern among

Republican leaelers, some of whom went at once to the White

House on Saturday morning to get the story at first hand,

and on Saturday evening newspaper men were called to the

White House and given a more detailed explanation. They

were told t>v a White House spokesman that while President

Harding wants Congress to give him tlie authority, whenever

he may see fit to proclaim that a national emergency exists,

in the event conditions should become so serious as to re-

quire it. he merely wanted the legi.-ilation Ix-fore Congress

recesses, as it was expected to do shortly, so as to be prepared

for any condition that might arise while Congress is not in

session, and that neither the introduction nor the passage of

sucli legislation would indicate any determination on the

part of Uie administration to make use of the authority, ex-

cept in the case of an extreme emergency which he did not

foresee. The President was still confident that such an

emergency as would require such drastic action will be

avoided.

The President in his public statements and in his talks

to newspaper men has carefully refrained from uttering

threats as to what he would do in any given situation and

he has frequently taken the position that he prefers to give

publicitv to what he h;u< done afterward than to what he may

do in advance, because of the natural tendency of news-

paper speculation. Occasionally, however, the efforts to

maintain secrecy as to what the administration proposes to

do have resulted in information reaching the press in the

form of vague hints which reatlily lend themselves to ex-

aggeration, that might have been prevented by a more definite

statement.

Further conferences on the industrial situation were held

during a wrek-end trip on the Prrsident's yacht, the May-

flower, on which Secretaries Hoover and Fall, .Attorney Gen-

eral Daugherty and Senators Cummins and Kellogg were

fhr euests of the President and after their return on Nfonday,

Senator Cummins indicated that he might withhold the

proposed bills for a while to await developments. At con-

ference's on Monda\- also, it was decided that Congress

should not adjourn but that the House should take a series

of three-day recesses.

Strike-Questions Debated in Senate

.\ demand for prompt and "drastic" action by the govern-

ment to settle the railroad and anthracite coal strikes was

precipitated in the Senate on August 24 by tlie introduction

of bills requested by the President in his address to Congress

on .August 18 to create a coal investigating commission and
;

to provide for a temporary restraint of coal prices. This

was shortly after the announcement that the conferences be-

tween the anthracite operators and the mine union and the

committee representing the Association of Railway Executives

and the brotherhood leaders had failed to result in a settle-

ment of either strike.

The only definite suggestion made in the debate for set-

tling tlie strikes was that the government take over the coal

mines or railroads or both, but there was less definiteness

as to just how the government would proceed to induce the

strikers to return to work after it took them over, particularly

in the case of the anthracite miners, who are practically all

unionized.

.A joint resolution authorizing the President to take over

and operate the coal mines, part or all of whose products

are transported in interstate commerce, was introduced in

the Senate on .August 24 by Senator Walsh of Massachusetts.

A bill to restrain profiteering in' coal by authorizing the

Interstate Commerce Commission to use its priorit}' powers

to give preference in car supply to fair price coal was also

introduced by Senator Cummins and the Senate also began

consideration of bills to create a coal investigating com-
mission.

The resolution was introduced by Senator Walsh after a

heated debate in which he and others had criticized the Presi-

dent for failure to settle tlie coal and railroad strikes and
had demanded immediate action. Senator Cummins had
replied with a defense of the President's course, pointing

out tliat he liad no power to settle a strike but had been using

all his influence to bring about, a .settlement by mediation

and asserting that if .senators thought the President ought

to have the power to take over the mines, the inaction was
theirs if they failed to initiate the ncce-;!<ary legi.<lation.

The discussion of government ojx'ration of the coal mines

was continued on August 25 when Senator Edge of New-

Jersey introduced a bill giving the President blanket author-

ity to acquire title by condemnation or otherwise to any or

all of the coal mines of the United States for such period of

time as he deems necessary, and to distribute the coal there-

from. The bill also provided for an appropriation of such
amount as might be necessary.

.Ajiparently there was an idea in the minds of some of

those wlio talked of government operation that a bluff in

tluit direction might be sufficient to force a settlement, in

spite of the well-known fact that Ixith the miners' union

and tiie railroad unions have repeatedly advocated govern-

ment ownership and would naturally decline to settle if

that result were to be the alternative. "Emphatic approval

of the federal threat to seize and operate the hard coal mines

in tlie event operators and miners fail to reach an agreement

was voiced by President Lew-is of the I'nited Mine Workers."
according to a press dispatch on Saturday.

.Mso some of those who talked as if government operation

were a panacea apparently failed to recall that there was a

rather extensive strike of shop employees—although it was
declared to be unauthorized—in the summer of lOlQ w-hile

the government was still operating tiu- railroads and that

the government settleti it by allowing a small increase in

wages, inserting in the Transportation Act a provision for
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the crralion of the Lal>or Board to puss on a lurther incrciM
and turning tht railroads back to private managemmt with
the wage demand still unadjusted.

The debate in the Senate indicates that a good many of
our most i)rominent statesmen have paid more attention to

fears as to what nii(;ht h.ip[>i-n if there wen- no anthracite

this winter than they have to the fact that l^e railroiids have
continued throughout the shop stripe to handle over 850,000
carloads of freight a wi-ek, and that, althouiih there has been
some car shortage, commodities other than coal have been
moving in greater volume than ever before at this season of

the year. It was also apparent that some senators who are

willing to go so far as to characterize strikes as criminal

are not yet ready to withhold criticism from the railroad

managements that are trying to make strikes unhealthy by
standing firmly for the principle than a man cannot be a
striker and retain a first lien mi his joli at the same time.

Bills for Investigation of Coal Industry

and to Restrain Profiteering

The House had |)assed on .August 25 the Winslow bill,

to create the United States Coal Commission to secure in-

formation in connection with questions relating to interstate

commerce in coal, one of the measures proposed by the

President in his address to Congress on August 18. The
Senate committee on education and labor had considered a

somewhat similar bill introduced by Senator Borah but had
WTittcn a substitute for it which it was projKised to sub-

stitute for the House bill.

The Cummins bill, intended to meet the President's sug-

gestion for some form of temporar)- control of prices, was
drafted under the direction of the Presidential Fuel Commit-
tee, composed of representatives of the Dejiartments of Com-
merce, Interior, Justice and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and submitted to the President by Secretar)' Hoover.

In his letter to the President, Secretary Hoover enclosed

three draft measures offering alternative ba.ses for mitiga-

tion of profiteering and for better distribution of coal during

the present emergency. He said he had been advised that

any direct legislation for the repression of extortionate prices

has no constitutional basis and that the three alternatives

are: Voluntary agreement with operators and distributors

of corO, extension of the powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to give priority to the mo%'enient of non-profit-

eering coal, and, third, for the federal government to enter

the busines-s of purcha.«e and distribution of coal and by
such competition to "])Ut the balance wheel in the price

situation." The third plan was the one which has been

urged by the President in his address. Secretary Hoover
said the necessary legislation for the latter two alternatives

had been drafted, but that the commission prefers tlu- draft

in which federal authority is exerted through extension of

the priority powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission

as being less cumlx-r.some, requiring less extension in the

federal organization and Ijeing more expeditious of appli-

cation than the alternative plan through actual government

possi-ssion of coal.

"The committee is in agreement, he said, tliat the exertion of

such p<jwcrs ill times of peace is highly distasteful, ami can only

be justified as a measure mces.sary to provide for the effect of a
famine in so necessary a commodity.
"We arc deeply impressed with the fact that, due to the almost

total exhaustion of coal stocks and the inevitable and growing
shortage in transportation, the difHculties of the country will be
very great, even with the resumption of roal pixxluction, and
unless there is legislation enacted that will curl) profiteering and
will give control to distribution, there will be great sitfTcriiig and
difficulties during the period of readjustment.
"The federal fuel distribution set up by the coniniiltec under Mr.

Spencer upon a basis of voluntary co-operation between govcrn-
mciif departments, state agencies and the majority of operators of
coal mines, is without funds for even incidental expenses, and
without this agency it would be impossible at the present moment to
maintain the essential public utilities and other services in the

cotmtry. Even this service must Portly be abandoned unless pro-

vision is made by appropriation, and they cannot expect to l>e suc-

cessful in the rapidly tightening situation and in the face of re-

dooed transportation facilities unless its authority is increased."

Text of the Cummins Bill

The text of Senator Cummins's bill to control coal prices

and distribution is as follows

:

".\ bill to declare an emergency respecting the production, dis-

tribution and price of coal and other fuel, to create an additional

agency of the L'nited States with respect thereto, to enlarge the

powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission in establishing

priorities and embargoes in the transportation of coal and other
fuel in interstate commerce in order to prevent the exacting of un-
reasonably high prices for these commodities, and for other
purposes.

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Cnited '^tates of America in Congress assembled

;

"That by reason of prolonged interruption in the operation of a
substantial part of the coal mining industry in the L'nited States
and of impairment in the service of certain common carriers with-
in the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
engaged in commerce among the states, a national emergency
exists which threatens to obstruct and hamper the operation of the
United States and its several departments, the transportation of
the mails, the operation of carriers engaged in commerce among
the several states and with foreign countries, and to furnish an
opportunity for the disposition of coal and other fuel at unreason-
ably high prices.

"2. The powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission under
jn '.^ct to Regulate Commerce,' approved Feb. 4, 1887, as amended,
including the Transportation act of 1920, and especially under
Section 402 of said Transportation act, are, during the aforesaid
emergency, enlarged to include tlie authority to issue orders for
priorities, embargoes and other suitable measures in favor or
against any carrier or region, or person, or corporation, and to
take any other necessary and appropriate steps for the priority in
transportation and for the equitable distribution of coal or other
fuel, so as best to meet the emergency and serve the public interest,
and to prevent upon the part of any person, partnership, associa-
tion, or corporation the purchase or sale of coal or other fuel at
prices unjustly or unreasonably high.

"3. For the purpose of assisting in carrying into effect the orders
of the Interstate Commerce Commission made under existing
laws, or under Section 2 hereof, there is hereby created and es-
tablished an agency of the United States to be known as 'The
I-ederal Fuel Distribution Commission,' and there shall be appointed
by the President a federal fuel distributor who shall ascertain:
"A—Whether there exists within the United States, or any part

thereof, shortage of coal or other fuel and the extent of such
shortage.

"B—The fields of production of coal and other fuel and the
principal markets to which such production is usually transported
and distributed, and the means and methods of distribution thereat

:

"C—The prices iionnally and usually charged for such coal and
other fuel, and whether current prices, considering the costs of
production and distribution, with fair profits, are just and reason-
able

;

"D—The nature and location of the consumers, whether persons,
nrms, corporations, municipalities or communities, which should
receive priority in transportation .iiul di.itribution under the acts
to regulate commerce administered bv the Interstate Commerce
t ommission, including the Transportation act of 1920, in time of
shortage of coal and other fuel or the transportation thereof, to
the end that an equitable distribution of coal or other fuel may be
secured so as to best meet the emergency and serve the public
interests.

"The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby directed to re-
ceive and consider the recommendation of the Federal Fuel Dis-
tributor, based upon his reports uiKin the foregoing subjects and^
other information which it may .secure in any manner authorized
by law.

"4. The Federal Fuel Distributor may make such rules, regula-
tions and orders as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of
tins act, and may co-operate with any department or agency of the
R"/"."'y9"t. any state, territory or department agency or political
sub-division thereof, or any per,son or persons, and may avail him-
self of the advice .ind assistance of any department. 'commission
or board of the government, and may appoint or create any agent
or agency to facilitate the power and authority hereby conferred:
and he shall have the power to appoint, remove' and fix'thc compen-
sation of such officers and employees not in conflict with existing
laws, ami make such expenditures for rent, travel and other operat-
ing expenses as shall be nercssarv for the due aii<l effective admin-
istration of this act.

"5. Whenever the President shall be of the opinion that the
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national emergency hereby declared has passed, he shall by proc-

lamation declare the same, and thereupon this act shall no longer

be in force or effect.

"6. For the enforcement of the provisions of this act, including

personal services and every other expense incident to the enforce-

ment thereof, there is hereby appropriated out of any money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $250,000, or
so much thereof as may be necessary."

Tlie committee on interstate commerce held a meeting to

consider the Cummins bill on Saturday but there was not a

full attendance and Senator Pomerene and others were re-

ported as insistent up)on having hearings on the bill before

voting to report it out. On Monday, however, the committee

voted a report without recommendation on the l)ill with

amendments limiting it strictly to one year and to interstate

commerce. A bill similar to the Cummins bill enlarging the

emergency powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission
was introduced in the House on August 26 by Representative

Winslow, but after a discussion in the committee on inter-

state and foreign commerce it was decided to hold a hearing

on Monday. After the hearing the committee voted to report

the bill favorably.

Secretar>- Hoover and Commissioner Aitchison appeared
before the House committee in support of the bill. Mr.
Hoover said that the theon,- that unchecked prices may lead

to increased production has no application to the present

situation because the total production of coal will be limited

by the capacit}' of the tran.^portation machine and would not

be enhanced by increased prices. He expressed the opinion

that a distribution of Q,000,000 tons a week would prevent

any general closing up of industry. Mr. Aitchison said that

the present jxjwers of the Interstate Commerce Commission
are not broad enough to let it give or refuse cars on the basis

of their compliance or non-compliance with fair price levels.

Mr. Hoover said that production of anthracite is now v?6,-

000,000 tons behind and that this cannot be recovered.

Therefore an enormous burden will fall upon the bituminous

producers and with the deteriorated condition of railroad

equipment it would Ix' impossible to move anywhere near

sufficient coal to meet all needs. A production of 10,000,000

tons a week, he said, would give the government agencv 5,-

000,000 to 6,000,000 tons a week for distribution, whereas
it has had only about 1 ,000,000 tons.

J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National Coal

Association, and Edgar Wallace, legislative agent of the

American Federation of Labor, opposed the price-control

features of the bill.

Senator Calder, of New York, had begun the debate in

the Senate on August 24 by declaring that the anthracite opv-

erators and the miners should l>e given 48 hours' notice that

they must settle their differences and that if they fail to do
so Congress should give the President autliority to take over

the mines. Senator Walsh said that if tlie President does

not already possess such authority he should have suggested

it to Congress. Senator Cummins pointed out that he had
had no power to settle the strikes but had sought to bring

about a settlement iiy mediation and had not asked for

legislation l)ecause the negotiations were still in progress.

After he had declared re(X-atedly that if Senators thought

the President should l>c given authority to take over the roads

or the mines, it was their duty to initiate the legislation with-

out waiting for the President to ask it. Senator Walsh intro-

duced his resolution.

Senator Lenroot, of Wisconsin, said it seemed to him that

the time had romc when the power should Ik- given to the

President, to be e.\erriseil by him in his disrrotion, to take

over the railways, or any part of tliem that he may deem
necessary, and to take over the anthracite mines, if he deems
neressarv' "no that the government may be put in the place of

one of tlie parties instead of merely being a mediator." He
said he .''hould prefer, however, tiiat the President would
himself aik th.it tlie [>ower Ih" given l\ini.

Senator Borah, of Idaho, said he would be very sorry if

as a result of the day's debate, the country should receive the

impression that Congress was going to settle the coal strike.

The states should co-operate, he said.

Senator Cummins took part in the debate mainly to answer
criticisms of the President for inaction. He said he had
introduced a bill at the request of the President to deal with

the immediate emergency and that at the next session of

Congress will come the time for the discussion on the ques-
tion "as to what place unionism should occupy in the civiliza-

tion of the United States."

"T have long believed," he said, "that it ought to be a
crime for employees to strike wherever the government un-
dertakes to adjudicate for them the disputes which arise lie-

twecn them and their employers. That is the final remedy,
in my opinion. I do not think our civilization can long

endure if a body of artisans, composing the whole number
of artisans in that class in the country, can leave their em-
ployment by concert and conspiracy at the same time."

"But that is not the question now," he said. "We are now
confronted with a situation that needs temporary legislation."

He said that Senators Calder and Walsh were not at fault for

not introducing bills authorizing the taking over of the

anthracite mines "because we have all been in that attitude

of hope and expectation, believing that the difficulties would
disappear. But it is apparent now that they will not dis-

appear and tliat all authority which the Constitution en-

ables us to give to the executive or to other departments of

the government must be given to meet the extraordinarj-

emergency which has appeared and which is now more
critical and menacing than it has ever been before."

Senator Nelson, of Minnesota, declared that "the root of

this whole difficulty is unionism. It is not necessary to have
the government operate the anthracite mines. Throw the

mines open, allow them to run under the open-shop princi-

ple and protect them in that and you will have an abundance
of coal, and you will get it at a lower price than when there

is union mining."

Senator Cummins admitted that his bill would not produce
any anthracite coal. He said he still had a lingering hope
that the operators will come to an agreement with their

employees, but that "if it is believed that the President by
taking over the mines can secure men who will produce
coal, then he ought to be given the power to do it. However,"
he said, "it is still to be doubted whether the President

would be any more successful in hiring men to enter the

coal mines than the operators have been. i)ecause he will

either have to agree to their terms or he may not be able

to secure the men."
Senator Cummins said he thought both sides are to blame

in the anthracite strike and the railroad strike, and that

they ought to liave been composed long ago, but that the

I'residcnt had no power whatsoever to do so and had used all

the influence he had as a mediator in the effort to do exact

justice between the parties, "hoping that it would not he

necessary to re,*ort to the extraordinary measures which are

now proposed and with which I am in full sympathy."

The Borah bill, a-^ anicn(UMl in committee, differs from the

House bill in that it provides for a commission of five

mcmi)ers to l)e appointed by the President, while the House
bill provides for nine to lie appointed by the President with

the n>striction tiiat no one interested in the coal industn.- may
be appointed. The original Borah bill had provided for

representation of both operators and miners but this was
omitted at the recjuest of the President, who desired a com-
mission representinii only tlie public. The new Borah bill

is al.so more specific than the House bill in naming the sul>-

jects to be considered by the commis.sion in its investigation,

including "the causes whidi from time to time induce strikes,"

and recommendations as to "standardizing the mines upon
the basis of their economic ]iroducti\T capacity and regard-
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ing the closing down of nunes which, by rrason of their

natural limitation*, or other conditions, fall Mnw the stand-
«rd." It als<j calls for a report as to the ailvisability or
wisdom of nationalizing the co:il industr>.

Consideration of the Borah bill was taken up in the Senate
on August 25, the tx>nus bill being displaced for tliat purpose,
but on August 2o it was again set aside until Tuesday.

While there seemed to be general approval of the pur-
pose of the bill, several senators expa-ssed impatience for

inuncdiate action. Senator Robinson, of Arkansas, said he
would join with others "now or tomorrow to pro^ide by
solemn legislative act that anyone conspiring to hinder,
prevent or restrain interstate commerce in the trans[>ortatiQn

of coal shall incur a severe penalty, and to "niake that law
applicable to mine owners, to mine operators and to mine
workers." That, however, he said, would not mine coal and
there ought to \)c a settlement now.

Senator Fletcher of Florida, calling attention to the Presi-

dent's statement that the country is at the mercy of the
United Mine \\ orkers, said that such a situation ought not to

be allowed to last 24 hours, much less until Congress meets
in December. "In other words,"' he said, "here is a group of

people at the throats of this government and this whole
country and we will argue the question with them next
December, if we live!"

Senator Townsend, of Michigan, said that all anyone now
hopes for is a tcmporar)' solution which will tend to relieve

the public, Imt what Congress ought to do is to enact some
legislation which would afford a reasonable method for the

prevention of the strikes which p>eriodically occur.

The Cummins and Winslow bills were reported to the

Senate and House, respectively, on Tuesday and debate was
Ijegun in the House. In his report to the Senate, Senator

Cummins said in part:

"It may be that the law as it is conferred upon the com-
mission what Section 4 of this bill explicitly grants, but the

commission or some of its members are in doubt al>out it and
if the Congress believes that the commission ought to e.xer-

cise the pwwer of controlling the transportation of coal so as

to prevent both coal operators and coal dealers from exacting

excessive prices for coal, then there ought to be no hesitation

in clothing the commission with undoubted authority upon
the subject.

"The present situation is an exceedingly grave one; at this

time there is sharp coal shortage, of which some op)erators

and many dealers are taking advantage. Inasmuch as the

strike in most of the bituminous fields has been brought

to an end, the bituminous coal production will constantly

increase, and if it be assumed that the railroads rould move
promptly the coal that will be mined, it might be that the

opportunity for extortion would shortly disappear. The fact

is, however, that some of the railroads which carry a large

p&Tt of the coal traffic are by rea.son of the railroad strike

unable to move the coal that is actually l)cing pro<luced to

the points of destination and therefore unless the railroiids

can speedily increase their facilities a coal shortage in many
parts of the country is bound to continue and we will be in

the same position as if coal were not being produced.

"It is to bo observed that the action of the commission

under the authority which it lias, or autiiority which this

bill gives it, is directed solely to interstate railroad carriers

and will oi>eratc to prevent the transportation of coal under

certain conditions, the control being confined to interstate

shipments. The tran.sactions wholly within a .state must be

dealt with by the state authorities. Sections .? and 4 of the

bill authorize the President to ap[ioint a federal fuel dis-

trii)Uter and this distributer does nothing more than to help

carr)- out orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission to

make the necessary investigation and to reiommend to the

commission the priorities and embargoes whirh in the opinion

of the distributer should be issued and established."

In the House there were some suggestions that the Presi-

dent ought to be granted the emergency power he desires to

take wer mines or railroads and Representative Johnson of

South Dakota said he would offer an amendment to the

Wihslow bill for that purpose. Representative Mondell, said,

however, that Congress would be in session and that in his

opinion it is not likely to take any action looking to the

taking over of the mines or railroads in time of p)eace except

in the face of an emergency so immediate and pressing that

such action would constitute the only way out.

Attorney General Instructs Vigorous Prosecution

As a result of renewed reports of violence in various parts

of the country, tlie attorney general on August 29 sent to

all United States district attorneys a telegram instructing

them promptl\- and vigorously to prosecute violators of in-

junctions obtained by railro;ids. He also announced the apv-

fwintment of Hiram C. Todd as an assistant to the attorney

general to take charge of the situation in the western states,

with headquarters at Los Angeles. The telegram sent to the

district attorneys read:

"In cases where injunctions have been violated, you are

instructed under the direction of the court to promptly and
vigorously prosecute the violators and urge the court to make
sentences sufficiently severe to prevent repetition of such
violations and as a deterrent to others. Transp>ortation and
the mails must no longer be interfered with and the laws must
be enforced impressively. Report all such proceedings to

me."
The attorney general has received numerous reports that

the condition in which many locomotives is reported repre-

sents something more than ordinan,- wear and tear or short-

age of repair work and he is said to have considerable evi-

dence of sabotage in certain places such as sand in the bear-

ings of locomotives, and reports received by the department
indicate that locomotives which the Santa Fe employees
refused' to take out of Needles were in entirely safe condi-

tion for use.

William Jennings Br)'an arrived in Washington on Mon-
day |>repared to offer his advice to the government to take

over coal mines and railroads temporarily to "put an end to

an intolerable situation." He delivered a letter to Senator
Walsh expressing approval of his resolution to authorize the

President to take over the mines, and also talked with various

other members of Congress about it.

Zinc as a Sheet Metal

in Building Construction

ONE OF THE RATHER remarkable results of intensive

manufacture incident to the war has been the introduc-

tion of sheet and strip zinc as a building material.

The development has been commercial rather than metal-

lurgical since zinc, which is now coming into common use
for building purposes in this country, has actually seen serv-

ice on buildings in Europe for over a hundred years. In
other words, it has been a case of finding new uses for an
old material.

Zinr has a number of properties which commend it for

the outer covering of buildings, particularly for such uses

as roofs, gutters, corrugated siding, down spouts, weather
strips, etc. It does not corrode or rust like iron or steel.

It is cheaper than any of the other non-ferrous metals and
it is readily worked into the various shapes necessary for

its convenient use. Zinc has strength in tension of about
21,000 lb. per sq. in. Its ductility is less than that of soft

steel but not enough less to cause any difficulty in crinij^ing,

curving or otherwise working the material. When zinc

oxidizes on exposure to the elements the effect is to give it a

canting of a silver gray color that is not only pleasing in ap-
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pearance but serves to protect the metal underneath. There-

fore, the occasion for painting is done away with entirely

as regards protection and also in many cases for considera-

tions of appearance. This elimination of the painting in

some cases makes the zince as cheap as steel.

The service which zinc sheets are giving because of its

properties has led to its recognition as a building covering

by a number of the railroads. The new pier of the Erie at

Weehawken will be covered entirely with this material. It

has also been specified as a covering for coaling station

structures by the Illinois Central; the Burlington; the Chi-

cago, Great \^estem ; the Central of Georgia and other roads.

The Chicago & North Western is applying zinc shingles to

a signal tower in Chicago and is using corrugated siding

and roofing on a coaling station at the same point.

Zinc has two properties which require the observance of

certain precautions in their use. It has a coefficient of ex-

pansion of 2.6 times that of steel; therefore, it must be ap-

plied in a manner that allows adequately for change of size

of the sheet wdth changes of temperature. By tlie develop-

ment of certain forms of e.xpansion joints that now thor-

oughly establish standard practice, this introduces no prob-

lem to the erector. In cases where zinc comes in contact

with other metals with the presence of water, electrolytic ac-

tion takes place which tends to dissolve the zinc. Therefore,

where zinc is used in gutters, down spouts and other places

where it is subject to moisture, care must be taken to see

that the zinc does not come in contact wth other metal. On
the other hand, it has been found entirely practicable to

cover structural steel frames of buildings with zinc corru-

gated siding and zinc roofing without taking any of these

special precautions.

As mentioned before, the zinc strips and zinc sheets are

being used for a varietj- of purposes. One application which

is receiving the particular attention of one manufacturer, the

New Jersey Zinc Company, is gutters and down spouts

which are used extensively. A large amount of interest is

being given also to the design of exterior coverings of build-

ings from roof to ground line, while a development which

is receiving the particular attention of another firm, the

Illinois Zinc Company, is zinc shingles. These have an

interlocking design not unlike the interlocking roofing tile

but with the advantage that they are nailed to the roof

boards like ordinary shingles. Owing to the fact that these

shingles weigh no more than the ordinary wooden shingles,

the roof construction need be no stronger than that ordinarily

provided.

"W. A. Webb Becomes Head of

South Australian Railways

Wn.i.iAM A. Wnili, formerly general manager of the

Missouri, Kan.sas & Texas Railway, has been ap-

l)()intc(l diicf commissioner of tlic State Railways
of .South Australia. He will sail early in October for Ade-
laide, South Au.stralia, where his headquarters will l)e.

The chief commissioner of tht;, railways of South Aus-
tralia is their active manager. This is one of several not-

able cases in wliitli foreign railways have come to the

United States for managers. The last case of the kind
which attracted widespread attention was that in which
Henry W. Thornton, general sur)crintcndent of the Long
Island Railroad, was appointed general manager of the

Great Eastern Railway of England. He is now Major
General Sir Henry Thornton, having ar(iuired liis military
title as head of the British transportation forces during the

war.

The State Railway System of South Australia has a total

of 2,33,? miles of line. Of this, 1.124 miles has a ."i ft. 3 in.

gage, and 1,209 miles has a 3 ft. 6 in. gage. They have

never been very prosperous, and in the year ended June 30,

1921, incurred a deficit of $2,733,550 after interest. The
South Australian Railways form an important connecting

link between the railways of the states of New South Wales

and Victoria on the east and Western Australia on the west.

The north-south transcontinental line from Port Darwin
will, when completed, dejjend upon tliis system for connec-

tion with the other railways of the continent. One of the

most important prol)lems with which Australia's railways

are now faced, beside that of in.sufficient earnings, is the

unification of gages which are now so varied that trans-

shipments are frequently necessar}-.

The state of South Australia lies in the south-central

part of the continent and has an area of 380,070 square

miles—about equal to that of Texas, Oklalioma and Louisi-

ana combined. The topography of tlie state is varied—in

one part there are mountains and there are also a number
of rather large lakes; the predominant landscape, however,

is the high plain, which in the extreme north and west

becomes a desert. The state is predominantly agricultural.

wheat and grapes being the most important crops. Other

important products are wool and copper. The state has

a population of about 450,000 and Adelaide, its capital

city, has 190,000.

Mr. Webb was bom at Eaton, Ohio, on May 16, 1878,

and received a high school education there. He entered

railway service with the Colorado Midland on October 16.

1890, and until November, 1900, served consecutively as

messenger, roadmaster's clerk, trainmaster's clerk, telegraph

operator, clerk and stenographer to superintendent, chief

clerk to superintendent and stenographer to the president

and general manager. In November, 1900, he went with

the Colorado & Southern as secretary to the president and
general manager, which position he held until May, 1903.

He was then appointed chief clerk to the vice-president

and general manager, which position he held until he was
promoted to that of assistant to the vice-president in Octo-

ber, 1905.

He remained in this position until June, 1911, when he

liecame general manager of the Texas Central. On May
22, 1912, he became assistant to the president of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas. He subsequently served as general

superintendent, nce-president and general manager and
cliief operating officer of this railway, and in 1918 became
general manager, under Government control of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas, tlie Wichita Falls & Northwestern,

the Fort Worth & Denver City and the Houston & Texas
Central, and later had his jurisdiction extended to the

.\bilene & Southern and the L^nion Terminal of Dallas,

with headquarters at Dalhis. In 1910 he Ixx^ame a member
of Railway Board of .'\djustment No. 1 of the United States

Railroad .Administration, with offices in Wa.shington. On
the return of the railways to private operation on March 1,

1920, he became vice-president and general manager of the

St. Louis Southwestern. He resigned this position on May
10, 1921, and sulisequently was elected to the po.«ition of

president of the Caml)ria & Indiana Railroad, with office at

Philadelphia.. -n » . -»..,- .«» %• •-.

As this brief biography of Mr. Webb shows, he has had
long experience as an operating officer and operating execu-

tive on railways in tlic West and Southwest. It is prolxible

that conditions in tliat territory rrsonible those in the state

of South .\ustralia as much as they do in any part of this

Country.

It is Ix-lieved that this is the first case in which a railway

man who has retrived all his training in the United States

has become the manager of a .s;r»tem of state railways, al-

though some years ago Sir Thomas Tait. formerly general

manager of tlie Canadian Pacific, liecame chief commissioner
of one of the svstems of .state railwav? in .\ustralia.
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Coal Loading Shows Rapid Increase

WAtiiinctoii, l>. C.

TjiE SETTLKMENT of the coal Strike in inost of the

bituminous mines has resulted in a large increase in

• oa! l<judinGi. Whereas during June the average daily

- 15,540 cars, the loading <jn August 21 reached

There was the u>ual ntluction during the next

....- ;.j 17.772 on Tuesday, 18,lo9 on Wedni-sday and
4 on Thursday, but im Friday there was an increase to

" cars and on Saturday to 22,178. For the week the

^^A.^l was 117,730 cars or appro.ximately 6,500,000 tons. The
hiehest previous Icxiding since tlic cual strike was about

94,000 cars.

Coal loading for last Friday in the Allegheny district was
11.6 per cent in excess of the average daily loading for

August last year, while in the Pocahontas district, an increase

of 1 5.4 per cent was shown. Coal loading la.-t Friday in

the Southern district exceeded the daily average for August
one year ago by 5.8 per cent. In the Eastern, Northwestern,

f'entral Western and Southwestern districts, however, de-

creases compared with the daily average one year ago were

re|)orted. The tliree districts showing increases in production,

howe\'er, are those in which non-union mining has been

carried on throughout the suspension of work in union fields

and in which earliest settlements were made. Practically all

the raUroads in those districts show a heavier movement than

during the corresponding period last year. The districts

•howing decreas«>s in coal production, however, are confined

to j»roducing territories where there was almost complete sus-

pension of mining and where settlement was last made or had
not yet been effected. The decreases sliown are due entirely

to lack of minmg production and not in any way to any
transportation deficiencies. Approximately 7,000 carloads of

coal were (unsigned to lake [torts last week. Because of

(he general resumption of Ijituminous mining it was an-

nounced on Monday, no more coal will Ix- directed by the

federal fuel distributor to the different states—except the

Upper Lakes—under emergency orders under Class 1

priority unless the situation should again warrant such forced

measures. All coal will be permitted to move as far as prac-

ticable under the Interstate Commerce Commission classified

priorities. Thus the federal fuel distributor will issue no
more No. 1 priority orders for coal to move to state organiza-

tions except possibly in connection with a plan for lake

shipments. Coal shippers holding priority No. 1 orders

placed through the federal fuel distribution agencies are ex-

pected to complete shipments on such orders unless by mutual

agreement between shippers and the consignee. Tlie issuance

of emergency [triority orders of Class 1 for railroads will

continue until such time as the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has provided other plans for caring for the railroad

requirements.

.\ new plan was being worked out under the Interstate

Commerce Commission to secure an assurance of reasonable

lake movement up to the capacity of lake transport.

The agreement as to price restraint with the non-union

operators expired on Monday with the resumption of the

union liituminous mines and the various district and general

committees will cease to function as of Septcmlx'r 2. About
70 per cent of the non-union o|)erators have held to this

agreement, and it is felt that the public has been saved a

very large sum.
Pending tlie action of Congress and the state authorities,

the only restraint upon price is the schedule of fair prices

declared by governors or state coal commissioners in some

of the states, to which it is earnestly liopid tiu- o|>erators and

dealers will conform. These prices are about $4.50 per ton

maximum in the Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia and

Virginia fields, $3.75 for Pennsylvania thick vein and $4.75

for thin veins. Standards have not vet tieen set in other states.

The legislation before Congress can only caotrol the price

of coal moving over state lines, that is in interstate com-

merce. The price of coal produced and consumed in a state,

together with the charges which wholesalers and retailers

within the state may make, the latter including even inter-

state coal, should l>e controlled by the state authorities.

Therefore, there can be no real control of profiteering unless

the state authorities act.

Owing to the rapidity with which operations are being

resumed in various Ijituminous fields, the United States Geo-

logical Survey estimated the present week's coal production

at 8,000,000 tons. Revised estimates for last week are for a

production of 6,400,000 tons. Coal was being produced

Friday, August 25, at the rate of 7,400,000 tons weekly.

.\uthorizations were given l»y the Federal Fuel Distribu-

tion Committee for movement to the Great Lakes of all coal

loaded in certain districts in West Virginia and eastern Ken-

tucky on Monday, .August 28. The districts included in the

order are the same as those covered by the committee's pro-

gram for lake shipments on Monday, Wednesday and Sat-

urday of last week.

Notwithstanding the factor of a greatly increased produc-

tion of bituminous coal, the Fuel Distribution Committee

considers that the movement of a sufficient tonnage of coal

to the Great Lakes region before the close of navigation

is a serious problem. A program for facilitating the move-

ment of the required tonnage is now being considered and

will probably be announced very shortly. The tonnage of

coal now at the head of the Great Lakes is from force of

circumstances considerably lower than the amount of such

stocks at this period in 1921 of in 1920.

Authorization has been placed in the Bluefield, West Vir-

ginia, district for the movement of a considerable tonnage of

coal to tlie State Fuel Administration of New York, for dis-

tribution in that State to meet emergency needs. This coal

will move to tidewater at Hampton Roads, Virginia.

The effect of a sharply increased coal production from

fields recently reopened was manifested in the decreasing

numl)er of applications for emergenc\' coal being received by

Fuel Distributor Spencer. .\t the beginning of last week these

applications were being received in great numbers. With
the reopening of various coal fields many of these applica-

tions were returned with the advice to the applicants that

their fuel requirements can no doubt best be taken care of

in their own states.

A consideraljle number of authorizations for coal to be

shipped from Kentucky and West Virginia districts to gas

and electric ligiit public utilities and ice plants in Indiana,

Michigan, Illinois, Virginia and Ohio, and to canneries in

Indiana and Michigan have been made by the Federal Fuel

Distribution Committee.

At the reciucst of Governor Baxter of Maine, a considerable

tonnage of coal from southern West Virginia will be moved
to alleviate the critical domestic fuel shortage in that state.

On re|)resentation of tlie district coal committee at Bir-

mingliam, .\labama, that the movement of railway fuel in

that state could at this juncture probably liest be handled

on a pro-rata basis. Fuel Distributor Spencer has authorized

the cancellation of Class 1 priorities for railway fuel here-

tofore placed in that state. The district committee at Bir-

mingham, has been advised that, if the pro rata plan of

distribution does not take care of railway fuel requirements.

Class 1 priorities will be issued for all railway coal to come
from Alabama.
The increase in pnxiuction of bituminous coal, and the

opening of fields recently closed, near to important markets,

liave made it possible for the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to rearrange the li-^f of priority uses emliraced in Service

Order No. 23, as j)rcviously amended. By furtlier amend-

ments issued on August 29 the emergency uses are all em-

braced in Class 2; Qlass 1 is reserved for such extraordinary
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cases as may be designated from time to time by the com-

mission; all other uses fall within Class 3.

Certain pressing needs of the railroads and of the portion

of the Northwest which must practically be served by water

before the close of lake navigation will be met by proper

assignments of particular shipments to Class 1.

The commission says tliat certificates from state fuel ad-

ministrators or committees as to the character of use and

bona-fides of the transaction will be deemed sufficient evi-

dence for the carriers in carrying out the direction for priority

as to coal for domestic and building heating purposes, as well

as other evidence of the right of a particular shipment to be

placed witliin the priority- class.

Amendment No. 4 to service order No. 23 is as follows

:

/* is ordered, That paragraph numbered 7 of the said Service

Order No. 23 adopted July 25, 1922, as subsequently amended, be,

and it is hereby, further amended and supplemented to read as fol-

lows, effective on and after August 30, 1922

:

7. That in the supply of cars to mines upon the lines of any
coal-loading carrier, such carrier is hereby authorized and directed,

to place, furnish, and assign such coal mines with cars suitable

for the loading and transportation of coal in succession as may
be required for the following classes of purposes, and in following

order of classes, namely :

Cl.\ss 1. For such special purposes as may from time to time

be specially designated by the commission or its agent therefor.

In designating special purposes under this reservation, the com-
mission or its agent will designate the class of relative priority

which such special purpose or particular shipment or shipments
shall receive.

And subject thereto in order of priorit\-

:

Class 2. For fuel for railroads and other common carriers, and
for bunkering ships and vessels ; for public utilities which directly

serve the general public under a franchise therefor, with street

and interurban railways, electric power and light, gas, water, and
sewer works, ice plants which directly serve the public generally
with ice, or supply refrigeration for human food stuffs; hospitals;

for the manufacture and production of food stuffs and medicines
and for the manufacture of containers therefor ; for the United
States, state, countj-, or municipal governments, and for their

hospitals, schools, and other public institutions—all to the end
that the foregoing may be kept supplied with coal for current use
for such purposes, but not for storage, exchange, or sale; for
bituminous coal consigned to a pool or pools of lake cargo or
bunkerage coal at any port upon Lake Erie for transshipment by
water to ports above Lake Erie ; bituminous or anthracite coal, or
coke for household use and for the heating of buildings. It is

not intended by this paragraph to give any priority as between the
classes of persons and uses mentioned herein.

Class 3. Other purposes.
No coal embraced in Classes 1 or 2 shall be subject to recon-

signment or diversion except for some purpose in the same class
or a superior class in the order of priority herein prescribe<i.
For the more prompt and effectual administration during the

present emergency of the authorizations, directions, and require-
ments of this paragraph No. 7, the following persons are desig-
nated and appointed as agents of the commission with authority
to give directions as to car service and to the matters referred to
in paragraphs (IS) and (16) of section 1 of the interstate com-
merce act, and referred to in this paragraph No. 7, viz. : John
C. Roth, director, and E. H. DeGroot. assistant director; Frank
C. Smith, chief inspector of the Bureau of Service of the com-
mission, and S. J. Mayhood, B. S. Robertson. C. C. Scmple W
L. Barry, O. S. Reynolds, H. M. Priest. T. B. Ford. John T.
Marchand. J. A. Emmart, W. L. Llovd. A. R. La\Tiian, Delhert
Garman. F. F. Fngles, L. V. Green, t. I.. Stevens. C T. Bailcv
C. D. Thomas. W. S. Rice. \V. D. Anderson, W. B. Moore T
Patterson.

J.
F. Stewart, John E. Barr, Wm. J. Kiniry, T. T. Davis.

T. F. Sullivan, and the directions so given "hv them shall be re-
garded as directions of the commission.

Arrangements for the pooling of lake coal in accordance with
the revised plans of the Federal uFol Distribution Committee
had practically Wn completed on Wednesday. The original
intention was to have the pool go into effect Scptcmlxr 1,
l>ut the perfection of details may nece.<;silalc del.iying .ictual
operations for three or four days. Dumpings of rail at lower
lake ports for shipment to upper lake territor\- last week
amountofl to 240,000 tons. Reports covering the first two
days of the present week indicate total dumpings for this
week amounting to 400,000 tons. It is understood that agree-
ments for the .shipment of lake ro«,l to the amount of several

million tons have been arranged between coal of)erators in

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky and the lake

shippers.

B. S. Robertson of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has been designated to represent that commission and the

Federal Fuel Distribution Committee at Cleveland, in the

passing upon applications from lake shippers for permits for

the movement of coal under the new lake program.
With the readjustment of the system of fuel distribution,

following the promulgation of the recent amendment to Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Order No. 23, it is expected

that call under contract or purchase will move generally

through its usual channels in accordance with its priority.

Where the use for which the coal is to be put is not clearly

.shown by the order or billing, the state authorities can issue

certificates giving tliis information. This action will auto-

matically determine the classification of the coal under
Order No. 23. The co-operation of tlie Federal Fuel Distri-

bution Committee may be obtained by the state authorities

ill cases where urgently needed fuel supplies cannot be ob-

tained by the means above outlined.

The Coal Operators' Advisory Committee^ headed by C.

E. Bockus of the Virginia Coal & Coke Company, which
has been assisting the Federal Fuel Dustributor, disbanded
on Wednesday. Although it is expected that the various dis-

trict coal committees will disband after this week, it is prob-

able that the nav.al and Interstate Commerce Commission
representatives will remain at their stations for some time for

the purpose of adjusting various details.

A new high record was established on Monday, August
28, when 30,054 cars were loaded for shipment. This ex-

ceeded by 7,876 cars the number loaded on Saturday. Load-
ings on Monday were equivalent to a weekly production of

approximately 10,000,000 tons. There was an increase over

the preceding day in all districts and the total for Monday
exceeded by 6,366 cars the average daily loadings in .\ugust
last year, when there was no railway strike in effect, while
except in the Northwestern and Central Western districts,

where there was only a slight difference, loadings on Mon-
day in all districts exceeded by a considerable margin the

average daily loadings in the same districts in August last

year.

Loadings on Monday were nearly twice the average daily

loadings in June, 1922. each district exceeding the daily

average for June except the Pocahontas, where loadings on
Monday totaled 5,785 cars, while the June average was 5,872
cars.

Coal loadings by districts on Monday were as follows:

District Car»
Eastern 4,052
Allegheny 8.702
Pocahontas 5,785
Southern 5.228
Northwestern 022
Central Wpstem i.96»
Southwestern i.... I.Jfl?

Total JO.0S4

Relief that the railroads would be able to handle enough
coal to supply current needs this winter was expressed by
Secretary Hoo\Tr. He pointed out that the best performance
of the nxtds for a week in the past was aUxit 13.500,000
tons, wliile for the next six weeks thev might be called upon
to haul 17.000,000 tons a week if tliey could do so. This
tot.il could be cut down, however, by confining distribution

to current rcciuiremenL«. One of the difficult problems ari.«es

from the accumulation of some 20.000 to 25,000 loaded cars
on the Southeni creil carri'ing roads while somewhere be-
tween the non-union coal fields and the Northwest there is

approximately 600,000 tons of coal consigned to the lake
region under priority orders. It is hoped to move 1,200,000
tons a week to the lake ports before the close of navigation
but it is regarded as certain that all-rail shipments to the

. Northwest will Ik- neccesan,- durinu the winter.
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General News Department

Three Men Burned to Death was the tra^'ic rcsuh of a high-
way crossing disaster at Rockwood, Mich., one day last week.

Electrification of Montreal Harbor

Railway Proceeding Rapidly

Elcctri^tion of the Harbor Railway Tirininals, Montreal,
with a total trackage of 58 miles, is proceeding, and it is ex-
pected that by the end of September 42 miles will have been

electriticd. The remaining 16 miles will probably be completed
next ifa»on, according to a statement issued by M. P. Fcnncll,

manager of the Montreal Harbor Commission. Rlectric locomo-
tives of a type especially suited for harbor work will be purchased

by the Commission.

International Commerce Chamber to Meet in Rome
The second general meeting oi the International Chamber of

Commerce will be held in Rome, Italy, from March 18 to 24,

1923. Present indications arc that from two to three hundred

American business men will be in attendance. Opportunity will

be afforded to Americans in attendance to take numerous side

trips to study economic conditions in Mediterranean countries,

the Near East and Western Europe. Further details can be

secured from L. C. Zapf, secretary, American Section, Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce, Mills building, Washington,

D. C.

New York Railroad Club Meeting

H. C. Pearce, director of purchases and stores of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, will present a paper at the meeting of the New
York Railroad Club on Friday e\ening, September IS, on "The

Real Functions of the Department of Purchases and Stores."

He will discuss the purpose, scope and organization of the pur-

chases and stores department, or the "service of supply" as it

is frequently called. The necessity of conserving the material

resources will be touched upon, with suggestions as to how it

may be accomplished and at the same time improve the prompt-

ness and efficiency of the delivery of material to the user.

Transportation Day at Canadian National Exhibition

Thursflay, September 7. has lieen set aside as Transportation

Day at the Canadian National Exhibition, which opened at

Toronto, Ont., on Saturday, August 26. The exhibition has a

number of transportation exhibits and a special program will be

arranged for railway men on September 7.

The Canadian National Railways is exhibiting four different

types of self-propelled motor coaches and is directing special

attention to the importance of these coaches in improving branch

line service. The Canadian National Railways is also ex-

hibiting a complete transcontinental train of steel e(|uipment, con-

sisting of a Pacific type locomotive, baggage car. colonist car,

first-class coach, tourist sleeper, dining car, first-class sleeper,

compartment-observation car and a mountain observation car.

Steel Treaters and Drop Forgers Will Meet in Detroit

Final arrangements are iR-ing made for the fourth international

steel exposition and conventions of the American Society for

Steel Treating and the American Drop I'orging Institute to

be held in the General Motors building, Detroit, Mich., Oct. 2-7.

The exposition will be the largest ever held as practically

all of the floor space has been sold and many exhibitors who

desired to be present cannot be accommodated. There will DC

quite a number of exhibitors not present at previous shows

due to the fact that the Drop ForKing Institute is holding its

annual convention simultaneously and in the same building with

the American Society for Steel Treating.

The General Motors building is especially adapted for exhibi-

tion purposes. In the large exhibition hall, there arc 30,000

sq. ft., while the two wings on the same floor leading to the

exhibition hall have 20,000 sq. ft. of additional display space.

.^rrangcmcnts have been made so that in one section of the

hall gas furnaces will be in operation, while electrical furnaces

and other equipment requiring power will be displayed through-
out the hall. Practically all of the exhibits will be in operation.

At the three previous expositions held in Chicago, Philadelphia

and Indianapolis, the attendance has been in excess of 10,000,

and it is expected that because of the great interest in Detroit

as a heat treating center as well as a market for steel products,

the attendance will be in excess of 15,000.

Proposed Penalties for

Obstructing Interstate Commerce
A bill making it a felony under the federal laws for any person

or persons willfully, by physical force, or intimidation by threats

of physical force, to obstruct or retard the orderly conduct or
movement of interstate or foreign commerce or the make-up or
disposition of locomotives and cars, was introduced in the Senate
on August 23 by Senator Sterling of South Dakota. The bill

would also impose penalties for willtul attempts to destroy,

injure or impair any of the tracks, switches, roundhouses or

terminal facilities of any railroad used in interstate commerce
with the intent to interfere with commerce, and make persons

chargeable with such interferences chargeable with murder in the

event that lives are lost as a result.

Passengers Relieved by Wig-Wag Signals

Southbound passenger train No. 3105 of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford was derailed on the afternoon of August 24

about four miles north of Newport, R. I., and three of the twenty

passengers on the train were slightly injured. The road at this

point runs along the shore of Narrangansett Bay and the first

relief that was secured for the train came from a vessel of the

United States Navy, which sent a crew of 30 men. Naval radio

telegrapher F. C. Burst, had just alighted from the train, at the

last preceding station; and, seeing the trouble he ran to the

scene «f the accident. Mounting the roof of one of the cars

he attracted the attention of the men out in the bay by wig-wag

signals. Lieutenant Matthews, who came with the relief crew,

took all of the passengers to Newport on the Navy lamich, before

the doctors and ambulances had arrived. The locomotive of

the train did not lca\e the rails; and the tender and the three

cars were not much damaged.

Labor Opposes Kellogg Alien-Protection BUI

Representatives of organized labor at hearings" before a Senate

committee on August 23 and 24 vigorously opposed the enactment

of the Kellogg bill authorizing the federal government to punish

ofTenses against aliens in violation of treaty rights, which was

urged by the President in bis address to Congress on August 18

in order to give the government power to deal with such cases

as the Herrin massacre in the event of failure of state and local

authorities to act. Edgar Wallace, legislative agent of the

American Federation of Labor; N. P. Alifas, of the International

Association of Machinists, and A. S. Lovell, vice-president of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, objected to the bill on

the ground that its purpose was to "put the federal government

in the business of strike-breaking on the pretense that the rights

of aliens may be affected." Mr. Lovell said that thousarids of

aliens arc killed each year through railroad accidents and that

the bill would make possible huge bills for compensation against

the federal government.
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A Billion and a Quarter

James C. Rogers, the veteran general pajinaster of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, who, as announced in the Raihcay Age of

July 8, page 91, was retired on pension on July 1, had been con-

nected with the general offices of the Pennsylvania and of the

Philadelphia. Wilmington & Baltimore since November 1, 1869.

Until the merger of the last named road with the Pennsylvania,

he was employed mainly in the treasurer's department, and he

entered the same department in the larger company. In 1905,

he was assigned to the work of introducing the cash system of

paj-ment of wages on the Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsburgh

and Erie. This work occupied his time for five years, involving

as it did the training of many paymasters and clerks and the

supervision of the construction of pay-cars. In January, 1919,

under the United States Railroad .Administration, the payment of

wages by checks was resumed. During the ten years up to that

time, there was paid out from the pay-cars one billion two hundred

and fifty-two millions of dollars. The losses resulting from errors

in payment from the pay-cars during this ten-year period averaged

$558.27 a year, a showing which is regarded as attesting the. high

quality of the work of the paymaster's department, as carried on

under Mr. Rogers' direction. This is equal to one dollar in

every $224,000 paid out. or less than one two-thousandth of one

per cent. Mr. Rogers has been general paymaster of the Penn-

svlvania System since 1920. He is also president of the Veteran

EJnployees' .Association of the general offices at Philadelphia,

and he will continue in this position.

Earnings for July

Incomplete reports so far filed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission show that 104 out of 200 Class I railroads had a

net operating income in July of $46,263,000, compared with

$43,938,000 for those same roads in July last year. Complete

reports for all the Class I roads are e-xpected to be available in

about a week.

Operating re\enues for the 104 roads totaled $272,628,000, a

decrease of 2.6 per cent under those for the same month last

year, while their operating expenses amounted to $207,087,000, a

reduction of 52 per cent compared with those for the same roads

during July. 1921. The 104 roads represent a mileage of 141,380

miles.

Incomplete reports for 57 railroads in the Eastern district,

representing 43.430 miles, show that those roads had a net operat-

ing income in July of $15,970,000, compared with $20,510,500 for

the same carriers last year. Their operating revenues totaled

$132,116,000, a reduction of 5.3 per cent compared with July,

1921. while their operating expenses amounted to $106,666,000,

a decrease of 4 per cent under those for the same month in 1921.

Sixteen railroads in the southern district with a mileage of

18,780 miles had a net operating income of $4,435,800, compared

with $3,459,000 for the same roads in July last year. The operat-

ing revenues for those southern roads totaled $30,604,000. an in-

crease of 2,'10 of 1 per cent over July last year, while their

operating expenses amounted to $24,792,000, a reduction of 3.2

per cent compared with the operating expenses of the same car-

riers in Julv one year ago.

Reports for 31 railroads in the western district, representing

79,169 miles. ?ave their net operating income as $25,856,700,

compared with $19,969,000 in July last year. Their operating

revenues totaled $109,907,000. which was practically the same as

that for July last year, while their operating expenses were

$75,628,000. or a reduction of 7.5 per cent under the same month

one year ago.

Meetings and Conventions

Thr / '//.'ti-inf (if cirrc namtt of tccrrlat^rt. dales of rerl

retting! and plates nf v^fflinet:

reRutar

Am F«^>:^ A'

All r.

A<=.

F M. Ntllis, 165 nroadwoT, Nfw York City.

1 4, 192.1, Pcnvcr. Colo. Enhihit by Air Brake

i»TiOK.—J. F. Cirltnul, The Ashlnn Valve
-hinRlon St.. Chicago. Meeting with Air Brake

Amuica!< Associatiok Of DiHrMAGE Orrici!«' —F. A. Pnnliout, Super-
Yiaor of Demurran and Storage. C. ft N. W. Rt.. Chicago.

AmatCAK \»»oci«Tioie or Pismo C*» S«FK«iiiTfi«D«MT».—L. A. Stone.

C. ft F.. I. Ry., Chicago. Annual mealing. Oct. 17 20. San Francisco,

Cal.

Amerti \n A.-.MXI.MION OP ExcisEEBS.— C. E. Dra> er, 63 E. Adams St.,

Chicago.

Amekicah .\ssociation of General Baggage .-Vobnts.—E. L. Duncan, 332

So. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

\MERICAN .\SSOCIATION OF PASSENGER TRAFFIC OFFICERS.—W. C. Hope,

C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting,

October 10 and II, Scelbach Hotel, Louisville, Ky.

.\merican .-XsJociATioN OF Railro.kd SUPERINTENDENTS.—J. Rotbschild, Room
400 Union St.ition. St. Louis, Mo.

.\MERICAN Electric Railway .\ssociation.—J. W. Welsh, 8 W. 40th St.,

New York.

.\MERiCAN Railroad Master Tinners'. CorPERSMiTHs' and Fife Fitters'
Association.—C. Tiorcberdt, 202 North Hamlin Ave.. Chicago, 111.

.Vmerican Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75

Church St., New York, N. Y. .\nnual meeting, November, 1922.

Division I.—Operating. J. C. Caviston. 30 Vesey St., New
York, N. Y.

Freight Station Section (Including former activities of American
Association of Freight Agents). R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chicago. 111.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St., New
York.

Protective Section (including forirer activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association).

J. C. (Javiston. 30 Vesev St., New York. N. Y.
Safety Section. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St., New York.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railwav Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks. 30 V'esev St.. New York. N. \. Annual meeting, September
19-21, 1922, The Antlers. Colorado Springs. Colo.

Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the
Association of Transportation and Car .\ccounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St.. Cliicago, III.

Division III—Traffic. T. Gottschalk. 143 Libertv St.. New York.
Division IV—Encineering. E. H. Fritch. 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III. E.xhibit by National Railway .\ppliances Association.
Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet. 30 Vesev St.. New York. N. Y. Ne.xt
-meeting. November 21 and 22. Hotel Mc.Mpin, New York.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master
Car Builders' .Assi ciation and the American Railway Master Me-
chanics* Association). V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicag:o, III. Exhibit by Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .Association). V. R. Haw-
thorne. 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. III. Next meeting, which
was scheduled to be held Sept. 5-7, has been postponed.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' .-\ssociation). W. J. Farrell, 30 Vesey St.,

New York, N. Y.
Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pileher, 431 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.

Car .Service Division—C. A. Buch, 718 18th St.. N. W.. Washing-
ton, D. C.

.\merican Railway Bridge and Building .-Vssociation.—C. A. Lichty, C. S
N. W. Rv.. 319 N. Waller Ave., Chicago. Next convention October
17-19. 1922. Cincinnati. Ohio. Exhibit by Bridge and Building Sup-
ply Men's Association.

.•\merican Railway Development .Association.—A. Leckie, Industrial
.Agent Kansas Citv Southern Rv., Kansas Citv. Mo.

.American Railway Engineering .Association.— (Works in co-operation
with the American Raihvav Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch.
431 South Dearborn St.. Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway .Appli-
ance Association.

American Railway Master M^kanics' .Association.— (See .American Rail-
way Association. Division V.)

.American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road. Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the -American Railway Tool Foremen's .Association.

American Short Line Railway .Association.— 'T. F. Whiltelsey, I'nion
Trust Bide., Washington. D. C.

.\merican Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 1600 Prospect
.Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio. .Annual convention, Oct. 2-7, 1922, General
Motors Building, Detroit, Mich.

American Society for Testing Material-s.—C' L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers,—Prof. T. H. Dunlap, University
of Iowa. Iowa Citv. la. Regular meeting Ist and 3d Wednesdays in
month, except July and .August, 33 W. 39ih St., New York. Fall
meeting. October 4-9, Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Cal.

.American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

Railroad Division— A. F. Stuebing, Manager Editor, Railway Me-
chanical Engineer. Woolworth BIdg., New York.

American Train Dispatchers' .As-sociation.—C. L. Darling, 1310-1311 Mail-
ers BIdg., Chicago. III. Next convention. Tune 18. 1923. Chicago.

.American Wood Preservers' .Association.—S. n. Cooper. .A. T. & S. Fe
R, R.. Topeka. Kan. Next meeting. January 23, 1923, New Orleans,

.Association or Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris, Northern Pacific
R. R.. St. Paul, Minn.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
X- N. W.. Room 411, C. & N. W. Sla., rhicag.^ Exhibit by Railway
Electrical Supply Mnniifacturers' .A«8ooiaiirti.

Association of Railway F.xecutivis.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chair-
man), 61 Broadw-iv, New York. N. V.

Association of Railway S'rriv Men.— A. W. Clokev, 1658 McCormick
BIdg.. Chicagc. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-
men s Association.

Association of Rmlwxy TrLrnR«r« Superintendents.—(See .American
Railway .\»!i.cialion. Division I.)

Association op Transport ^tion and Car ArcouNTiNO OmctRS.— (See
American Railwav AMociation, Division 11.)

Bridc.r and BrroiNc Supply Mfn's .Assochtion.—D. T. ITigmn". Ameri-
can \'alvc ,^ Mete Comranv, .133 S Michigan Ave., Chicago. Meet-
ing with cinvention of American Railway Bridge and Building Ass'n.

Canadian Railway CtiR.— W. A. Booth, 53 Rushbro.* St., Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Assocmticn of Chicago.—.Aaron Kline, 626 North Pino

Are., Chieigo. Regvlar meetings. 2d Moeidar in month, except June,
July and August, Great Northern Hotel, (Tbicago.
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1*10 Cli'»—\V. C. Condcr. Union Central BMi , CinetB-
Mirtingi, 2d Tcodny in February, May, ScpMmbcr ad

> ^B Aj»ociatiok.—E. X. BcMlmg, M4 F SL, N. \V., W»ih-
l>. C.

iM AtfOCiATIOK.—(Srr Anicrican Railoar Auociaiiosi, Din-

Traffic News

Kailruads during the first six months of this year handled
170,209,(XX»,000 net tons of freight, as compared with 163,587.OOOXXW

in the first six months of 1921, according to the monthly bulletin

of operating statistics published by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. For June- the number of net ton mile? was
29.049,000,000 as compared with 28,146,000,000 last year. The
average porcentase of unserviceable locomotives for the first six

months was 23.4 and of cars 13.8. The average car miles per
day was 22.7 as compared with 21.5 last year and the net tons

per loaded car 26.4 as compared with 28, and the net ton miles

per car a day 350 as compared with 374. The net ton miles per
mile of road per day averaged 4,027 as compared with 3,880,

lMriN<Ti NU Rmlwav r.rurkAL FoaiutN's Auociation.—Wm. Hall, IMl
W Wiittfch Ave. WinoTu. Minn. Next convention. Sc[>leinber 5-8,
11,. t' I -',' rir..-ir.. Chirago.

Ivtrav^T V SiPPLV Mrs's Associatiok.—C. \V. Sullivan. Gar-
!• J:i W. Madiwn St., Chica(>x Mrrting with In-
ir i\ Fuel A9MK-i;ition.

Mastci i ~ .As'ocuTios.—Harry D. Vought, 26 CortlanUt St.,
Nfw \-f

MArtii Ca« axb LofOMOTivi Paintms' Association.—(See A. R. A., Divi-
aion V.

)

MA5Ttu' Ca« Buiu>Eas' Association.— (See A. R. A., Division V.)
National Auociatiok of Railway Tie PnooucEas.—Warren C. Ni.tc«,

We»iem Tie & Timber Ci.. 905 Syndicate Tnist HldR . St. I.ouis. Mo.
National .\S5ociation of Rmlwav and Utilities Commissioseiis.— Litnes

B. Walker, 49 Lafavrtte St., New York. Next convention, Septtmner
26. 1922. Detroit. Mich.

NATiorAL FoktioN T>AD1 COUNCIL.—O K. Davis, 1 Hanover Souare, N-w
York.

.Nation vL Rmlwav Afi-i.iANCE Association.—C. W. Kelly. People's Gas
IlMk' Chicago, .\nnual exhibition at convention of American Rail-
. x: I -. kiinrrring Asvcialion.

.S'ns i . .1 ^•.l. Raiuoad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 6S3 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
N! - !' - i! ir meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting June, July,
.\ Tiber.

New Y ' ».—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
K< , 3d Friday in month, except June, July and .August,
at - .-,.;.. .St., New York.

PACirir Kailwav Cits.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St.. S.nn Francisco, C^al.

Regular mc^ings. 2d Thursday in month, alicrnatciv in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Raiiwav .\rr' iNTiKc OrricEis' As.sociation.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-
*ird l^nl.Hnii, W,irhini:tnn, I). C.

R.m;»av I;i -isess AssoclATriiN.—Fr.mk W, Noxon, 600 Liberty DIdg.,
Hr..a.l jiic! Chestnut Si».. Philadelphia, Pa. Annual dinner, February
I. Wal.l.TfAftoria. New York.

Railway Cms or Pittsiuxcii.—J. D. Conway, SIS Grandview Ave., Pitts-

Ourxh, P.i. Rcgiilar meetings. 4th Thursday in month, except June,
Julv and .\ngust. Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Deveioi-ment Association.—(See Am. Ry. Development Assn.)
Railway Electsical SurrLv Mahupactusehs' .Vssociation.—J. Scribner,

General KIcrtrical Cr.. fTiicaco. Annual meeting with Association of
Radway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Eo'ii-MENr Maxitacthiiers' Association.—R. J. Himmelright.
17 East 4?nd St., New York. Meeting with Traveling Engineers'
Asviciation.

Railway Ki»e Psotection .\5fociATioN.—R. R. Ilackeit, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., Bnltimrre, M.I.

Railway Real Estate Association.— R. H. Morrison. C. & O. Rv., Rich-
mond, Va. Next meeting October 1013, 1922, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Signal 'Nssociation.—(See .^. R. A. Division IV, Signal Section.)
Railway .'Mont KErrrss' Association.— (Sec A. R. A.. Division VI.)
Railway Si i-iiy MANiirAcruRFRs' Association.—J. I). Conway, 1841 Oliver

llMv . I'illsl.urgh, Pa. Me. ling with A. R. A.. Division V.
Railway Vnrr.nAm sNn T'^ipphom. .'XprLiANCE .-VasociATioN.—G. A. Ncl-

«mi. .10 Church St., New Y.tI;.

Raii.w/y Ti.es«i'by flrricEES" Association.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust
BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa. Annual meeting. October 19 and 20, Ashe-
ville, N. C.

RoADiiASTms' AND MAINTENANCE OP Way .ASSOCIATION — I*.
J. McAndrews,

C. * N. W. Ry., Sterlinr, III. Annual convenli.m, .Septemhcr 1921.
1972, Hotel Slailer, Clr\-elanJ, Ohio. Exhibit hy Tr.Tck Supply Asso-
ciation.

St. I.OOIJ Railway Cm:i.— TI. W. Frauenthal, Union Si.ilion, St. luiuis. Mo.
Regular meetinirs, 2d Friday in month, except J'liic, Jul^ and August.

Signal Appliance Association.— F. W. Edmunds, Sunlieam l-.leclric Manu-
facturing Company. New York City. Meeting with American Rail-
way Aisociati.in. .Sicnal Secli.m.

S..UTHEEN AND Soi'TiiwtsTppN Raii WAY Cluh.—A, T. Merrill, P. O. Box
1205, Allanta, fia. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January, March.
May, Julv, September and November, Piedmont Hold, Allanta.

SoiTitEHN Association op Car Service DpricrRS.—J. I.. Carrier, Car Serv.
Agt., Tenn. Cent. Ry., 319 Seventh Ave.. North Nashville. Teon.
Next meeting. Ociober 1'', St. .\Mgii»tine, Fla.

Si'PPi.v Association op Amkrican Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
H. S. White. 9 N. Jefferson St., Chicago.

Track Si'pply Association.—W. C. Ki.ld, Raroapo Iron Works, Hilbiirn,
N. Y, Meets with Roadmaatcrs' and Mainlen.ince of W.iy .Association.

Traveling Encinerrk' Association.—W. O. Thomp».n. 1177 East 9«th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio .Annual r.mvenlion, Oclober 31-November 3, Hotel
Sherman. Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manuf.-icturers'
.Assoeiation.

Western Railway Chip.—Bruce V. Crandalt, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago. Regular meeting*, 3d Monday each month except June,
Julv and Augusl.

Coal Production

.'shipments from mints opening ui:(!;t the Cleveland wage agree-
ment have already materially increased production of bituminous
coal, the Geological Survey announced in its bulletin of August 26.
.^n output of r,t least 6.000,000 tons for the week of .August
21-26 was already assured by the reports for Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, and additional tonnage from other districts that
are known to ha\e signed the agreement may raise the total to
6,250,000 tons. Production of anthracite, howe\er, remained
practically zero.

The sharp increase in output is indicated by the statement
of cars loaded daily. On Monday, mines in Eastern Ohio and
parts of Central Pennsylvania were shipping coal, and the load-
ings for that day were 19,043 cars, an increase of 3,340 cars
over the preceding Monday. Loadings on Tuesday declined some-
what but on Wednesday and Thursday increased again largely
exceeding those of the week before. These increases were due
to first shipments from Illinois and other western districts which
carried the total up to 18,748 cars on Thursday. On Friday the
loading was 21,iS66 cars. The increase came almost exclusively
from mines formerly closed by the strike. In the Middle and
Southern .\ppalachians, transportation difficulties still limited
output and sliipments were but little larger.

Interchangeable Mileage Ticket Investigation
The Interstate Con.nierce Li.iiiniission has announced hearings

to be begun at Washington on September 26, before Commissioner
Meyer, with a view to the issuance of such orders as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of the interchangeable
mileage ticket law, approved by the President on August 18.
The principal section of the law reads:
"The commission is directed to require, after notice and hear-

ing, each carrier by rail, subject <o the Interstate Commerce
Act, to issue at such offices as may be prescribed by the com-
mission interchangeable mileage or scrip coupon tickets at just
and reasonable rates, good for passenger carriage upon the pas-
.sengcr trains of all carriers by rail subject to this act. The
commission may in its discretion exempt from the provisions of
this amendatory Act either in whole or in part any carrier where
the particular circumstances shown to the commission shall justify
such exemption to be made. Such tickets may be required to be
issued in such denominations as the commission may prescribe.
Before making any order reiiuiring the issuance of any such
tickets the commission shall make and publish such reasonable
rules and regulations for their issuance and use as in its judg-
ment the public interest demands ; and especially it shall prescribe
whether such tickets are transferrable or non-transfcrrable, and
if the latter, what identification may be required; and especially,

also to what baggage privileges the lawful holders of such tickets

arc entitled."

Willful refusal to issue or accept the tickets is subject to $1,000
fine. ,'\t the hearing the carriers' proposals will be heard first, to

be followed by cross-examination and then the direct testimony
of commercial and other organizations and individuals and cross-

examination thereon. Each carrier .seeking exemption must file

with the commission a written statement to that effect on or
before September 15.
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered its decision

as a result of its investigation of the rates on bunker coal in

which it holds that the maintenance of lower rates on coal for

delivery at ports to vessels whether as cargo or for bunker pur-

poses is not in violation of the fourth section of the interstate

commerce act or otherwise unlawful.

Court News
Power of I. C .C. to Award

Reparation for Overcharges

On a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission of

a petition for reparation for unreasonable rates "heretofore and

hereafter charged to petitioners," evidence having been taken

without objection as to shipments both before and after filing of

the petition, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, holds

the commission had power to award reparation for overcharges

after as well as before filing petition.—Lehigh Valley v. G. B.

Markle Co., 279 Fed. 261,

Insufficient Evidence of Unusual Jolt of Train

In an action by a female passenger for injuries alleged to

have been caused by being thrown against the side of a seat by

an unusual movement of the train, the Missouri Supreme Court

holds that her characterization of the jar as "an awful jolt and

jar," and "the worst jar I ever witnessed on the train in my
life" was of slight, if any, assistance in determining the real

character of the jar; and her evidence that the jolt "threw" her

against the seat was insufficient to show an unusual movement,

in the absence of evidence that anything else in the car was dis-

arranged or that any other passenger had suffered inconvenience.

—

Elliott v. Chicago, M. & St. P. (Mo.), 236 S. W. 17.

Failure to Give Notice of Claim for

Loss Bars Recovery—Goods Stolen

The Circuit Court of Appeals, First Circuit, holds that where

the consignee has failed to give the notice of claim required by

the bill of lading (Act of March 4, 1915) claim for recovery is

barred except for negligent delay in delivering the property, or

negligence while loading or unloading it or in transit, resulting

in the consignee's loss.

The fact of nondelivery does not suffice to show neglect where

it appears that the goods were stolen and the circumstances at-

tending the theft do not authorize an Inference of lack of reason-

able precaution. The parlv asserting negligence must prove it.—

Gillette Safety Razor Co. v. Davis, 278 Fed. 864.

Burden of Proof in Fire-Setting Cases

In an action for damages for the burning of plaintiffs' seed-

house by sparks the North Carolina court held the defendant

entitled to a new trial for error in imposing on the defendant the

burden of rebutting the prima facie case by a preponderance of

the evidence. The court said: "When the plaintiffs proved that

the property had been destroyed by fire escaping from the de-

fendant's locomotive, they made a prima facie case of negligence

for the consideration of the jury; or, as Mr. Justice Pitney says,

such proof furnished circumstantial evidence of ncgligrnce; but

it did not impose upon the defendant the burden of rebutting the

prima facie case by the preponderance of the evidence.—Sweeney

v Erving, 228 U. S. 233. . . . Standing alone, the prima

facie case warranted but did not compel the inference of negli-

gence; it furnished evidence to be weighed hut not necessarily

to be accepted ; it made a case to be decided by the jury but did

not forestall the verdict."—Berfie Cotton Oil Co. v Atlantic

Co«st Line (N. Car.), 110 S. E. 660.
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Foreign Railway News |
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British Concern Gets Order for 21 Locomotives

The British firm of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Com-
pany has, according to The Engineer (London), received from
the Bengal North Western Railway an order for 21 locomotives.

English Coal Strike's Cost to Railway Employees
London.

According to the financial report of the National Union of

Railwaymen, the miners' strike of last year cost the railway-
men's organization nearly i7S0,000 ($3,645,000 at the normal
rate of exchange) in unemployment payments.

Two Swiss Railways Electrified Throughout

The St. Gotthard line in Switzerland is now completely electri-

fied for both freight and passenger service. The line extends
from Lucerne to Chiasso on the Italian border, a distance of
about 180 miles. Grades of 2.5 per cent are common and there

are many tunnels, the longest of which is 9;4 miles. Completion
of the electric operation of the Rhaetian Railways in Switzerland

was celebrated in May of this year.

Indian Railways to Buy Locomotives and Cars

The East Indian Railway, according to Modern Transport
(London), will during the fiscal year 1923-24 add 37 locomotives

to its supply of motive power and contemplates similar additions

annually for the next few years. From 2,(XX) to 3,000 goods
wagons will be acquired annually during the next five years and
136 passenger cars will be purchased before March, 1923. The
road is also doing a considerable amount of double tracking.

The Bengal-Napur Railway will spend 1,567,(XX) rupees for

passenger cars and 11.630,000 rupees for goods wagons (one

rupee equals 32.4 cents at par).

Railway Consolidation Making
Rapid Progress in Britain

The amalgamation of all the railways of Great Britain into

four non-competitive companies is proceeding rapidly. The most
recent announcement of this nature was a plan for the consolida-

tion of the six companies making up the Eastern group. These
companies arc the North Eastern, the Great Central, the Great
Eastern, the Great Northern, the North British and the Great
North of Scotland. In the case of the amalgamations, as with
those previously announced, consolidation is effected, not by lease

or acquisition of stock, but by the exchange of stock of the old

companies for stock of the amalgamated company—an exchange
effected generally on the basis of earning ptnvor of the stocks

rather than on their par values.

Australian Road Uses Motor Cars
LONDOH.

The Victorian Railways. Australia, have adopted the rail

motor car to handle passenger traffic on short spur lines and over

other sections where it is uneconomical to provide a service of

steam trains, says the Times (London) Trade Supplement. Ex-
periments ill the past have been made with steam and gasoline

cars but for various reasons these have failed to give satisfaction.

In the new system an ordinary motor-truck chassis is used as the

power unit, the steering pear being removed and standard railway

tires fitted to the wheels. The car, which has l)cen designed

to provide the maximum of floor space, has a seating capacity

for 43 persons and all unnecessary tare weight has been eliminated.

It is open at the sides but is provided with blinds which can be

lowered for protection against inclement weather. The seats all

face to the front and arc of the usual tramcar type, and while

they afford little lodgement for dust, provide ample comfort for

short journeys. Hand luggage and parcels can l)e accommodated

under the seals and the doors have been arranged near the front

end so that the driver may be able conveniently to collect fares
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aixl isiuc tickets tu passengers. A trailer built un siiniUr light-
Height lines has also been cotutructed and will be attached to the
rail motur-car as traffic requirements warrant. Both the motor
car and the trailer are lighted by electricity. The maximum
speed will be from 25 to 30 m. p. h., but the avrruRe speed will

be considerably lets, depending on the frequency of stops.

Improvements Undertaken by Cuba Northern

Inipru\cnicnl3 arc being earned out by the I. uki .N'.^rthera at

Muron. Cuba, to include the construction of a |c.cunioii\e repair
shop, car and coach shop, transfer table, smith sli,,p and foundry,
power house and saw mill. A contract for flic construction and
all necessary tools has been given to the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. .Ml the buildings will be of steel frame with K^lvanized

.«ides and the improvements will cost about $6"5,Ct)0. The shops
are to l>e ready for operation by November I, K'2Z The Cuba
Northern has given a contract also to the Frederick Snare Cor-
poration for erecting at Port Tarafa, one of the company's termi-
nals, two sugar warehouses of the same type of construction as
the buildings at Moron.

Spanish Railway Officials Here

to Study Electric Traction

Senor Don Jose Moreno Ossorio, general manager of the Norte
Railway in Spain, and several other Spanish railway experts who
arc working out plans for the proposed electrification of the Norte
Railway arc in .America on a tour of inspection. The other mem-
bers of the inspection party are Don Mario Viani Cahallero, chief

engineer of the motive power department, Norte Railway; Prof.

Don Jose A. Perez Del Pulgar, professor of electrical enaineering,

Institute Catolico de Artes e Industrias; and R. F. Hamilton,

consulting-engineer of the Sociedad Espanola de Construccion

Naval, which represents the Westinghouse Electric International

Company in Spain.

The initial electrification on the Norte system, which is one of

the largest in Spain, will include about 40 miles of line running

SpaniRh Railroad Officials at Westinghouse Plant

from Ujo through the mountainous Pajarcs section in the north.

Three thousand volts direct current will be used in this section,

and water power will be purchased from the Elcctra de Viesco

Company in Asturias. More extensive electrification is planned

for the future on the Madrid-Vcnta De Bancs section of the

railroad.

The accompanying photograph was taken in the plant of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company at F.ast Pitts-

burgh, Pa. The members of the party are : left to right, rear

row—N. W. Storer, general engineer, Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company ; Don Jose Moreno Ossorio, general

manager. Norte Railway; Don Mario Viani Caballero, chief en-

gineer. Norte Railway ; left to right front row—R. F. Hamilton,

Sociedad Espanola de Construccion Naval and Prof. Don A.

Perez Del Pulgar.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 25 Mikado type locomo-
tives from the American Locomotive Company.

Thb Missoubi, Kansas & Texas has ordered ID, eight-wheel
type switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Long Island Railroad is inquiring for six locomotives
of a type suitable for heavy passenger service in the summer
and for freight service in the winter.

Freight Cars

The New York, New Haton & Hartford is inquiring for 6
caboose cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 1,000 steel hopper cars
of 55 tons' capacity.

The Belt Railway of Chicago is inquiring for 150 hopper cars
of 55 tons' capacity.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia is inquiring for 6 steel-

underframe caboose cars.

The St. Louis-San Francisco is inquiring for 500 hopper
car bodies of 50 tons' capacity.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western is inquiring for

from 200 to 300 high side gondola cars of 50 tons capacity.

The American Oil Company, Baltimore, Md., has ordered 5

tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the Standard Tank Car
Company.

The Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla., has
ordered 75 insulated tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity from the

Standard Tank Car Company.

The Chile Exploration Company, New York City, is inquir-

ing for from 20 to 25 hopper bottom dumping ore cars for, ex-
port. These cars are to have a capacity of 50 tons.

The Pacific Electric, reported in the Railway Age of August
12 as inquiring for 200 dump cars of SO tons' capacity, has ordered

200 National dump cars from the .Xmerican Car & Foundry Co.

The Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia, reported in the Railway
Age of August 12, as inquiring for 20 box cars and 20 gondola
cars is now asking for 25 box cars of 40 tons' capacity and 25

gondola cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Jacob Dold Packing Company, Buflfalo, N. Y., reported

in the Railzc^jy Age of April 8 as inquiring for from 50 to 100

refrigerator cars, has renewed its inquiry for from 50 to 100

beef refrigerator cars with steel underframes. These cars are

lo have a capacity of 80,000 lb.

Passenger Cars

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is asking for

prices on six cars for passenger service.

Iron and Steel

The Grand Trunk has contracted with the American Bridge
Company for 20O tons of fabricated steel for bridges in Michigan.

Machinery and Tools

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 1 2,S0O-lb. single frame

steam hammer from the Niles-Bemcnt-Pond Company.

The Los Angeles Railway Corporation has ordered a No. 1

car wheel lathe from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.
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The Compagnie des Appareils P. et M., has been organized

with headquarters at No. 7, Rue Scribe, Paris, as the French

agency for the selling of the rail anti-creepers of the P. & M.

Company with which company it is associated.

H. A. Matthews, announcement of whose appointment as

a vice-president of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation,

Niagara Falls, N. Y., was made in the Railway Age of August

26, will continue to have charge of sales in the railway

division, his full title now being vice-president, sales, railway

division.

Fay, Spofford & Thomdike, consulting engineers, 200

Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass., have admitted to partner-

ship John .\yer, Bion A. Bowman, Carroll .'\. Farwell, Ralph

W. Home, Ralph T. Jackson, George L. Mirick, Barzillai .\.

Rich, and Warren D. Trask, who have been long associated

with the above firm.

Trade Publications

Insulating Compounds.— .-\ small 16-page booklet has just

been issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany, East Pittsburgh. Pa., which describes the insulating and

soldering compounds manufactured by that company. The ma-

terials treated in the publication are baking varnishes, air-drying

varnishes, insulating compounds, finishing materials, insulating glue,

soldering flux, and lubricating oil.

TwENTV-FiVE Thousand is the number of men, according to a

Montreal dispatch, who ha\e gone from that region to western

Canada to work in the harvesting of Canada's great wheat crop.

Of this number about 18,000 went over the Canadian Pacific

and the balance by the Canadian National and Grand Trunk Rail-

ways. It is said that probably 80 per cent of those who go

west for harvesting return tr, <a<;tern Canada before the middle of

the winter.

I Railway Construction
BunimmiiuiiiniiiiiiuiiiiimtininiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiUintriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiriHiiiiinrniiiiniuiiiiiuiiiiniiiiminmiiiir;

Atchison, Topek.\ & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
the contract to the Truscon Steel Company, Chicago, for the

sash for the new boiler and tender shops at Albuquerque, N. M
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, which wa-

reported in the Railway Age of August 5 as receiving bids for a

new boiler shop at .-Mbuquerque, New Mexico, has awarded tht

contract to C. A. Fellows & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Vang Construction Company, Cumberland, Md., for the

erection of a 65-ft. through plate girder span highway bridge

over its tracks at Collingdale, Pa. A contract has been awarder

to the Seaboard Construction Company, Philadelphia, Pa., ft:

the erection of a bridge over Elk creek, Clarksburg, W. Va. Tht

structure will consist of two 60-ft. deck plate girder spans wit:

timber trestle approaches. To the same company has bee:

awarded a contract for a 78-ft. through plate girder highwa;

bridge at West Alexander, Pa.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company, which wn
reported in the Railway Age of April 22 as preparing plans h :

the construction of shop facilities at Denver, Colo., has awarded
a contract for this work to the Stearns-Rogers Company, Denver.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, which was
reported in the Raikvay Age of August 12 as preparing plans for

the construction of a one-story passenger station 40 by 330 ft.

at Moline, 111., will accept bids September 5.

Elgin. Joiiet & Easter.\.—This company will construct a
75 ft., double track deck plate girder span with ballast floor and
a 25 ft. approach span across the Grand Calumet river at Gary
Ind.

Illinois Central.—Through an error, it was reported in the

August 26 issue that the contract for altering this company's
fruit sheds at Mounds, 111., had been awarded to the Ellington

& Miller Co. This contract was instead awarded to Joseph
Nelson & Sons, Chicago.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

Mortimer & Lindstrom. Chicago, for the construction of a 12-in.

and a 15-in. sewer in connection with the rearrangement of

sewers across tlie right-of-way between Twenty-fifth and Fifty-

first streets, Chicago. Tliis company has also awarded a contract

to the Underground Construction Company. Chicago, for the

construction of a circular brick sewer, 7-ft. in diameter, on
Rhodes avenue, and a contract to the Great Lakes Dredge &
Dock Company. Chicago, for driving 1,100 ft. of new break-
water between Twenty-ninth and Thirty-first streets. Chicago.

Union Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to the

Graver Corporation of Chicago, for the erection of a 200.000-gal.

steel water storaijc tank at Ogallala. Neb., and an 800,000-gal.

steel water storage tank at Council Bluffs, la.

Vancouvtr Harbor Tfj?minal Railway.—Consul General
r. M. Ryder, Vancouver, B. C, reports that plans for the con-

struction of the first section of this railway, which is to connect

the Great Northern with various piers and docks at an estimated

cost of $80,noo have been made. The project is under the direc-

tion of the Vancouver Harbor Commission and it is not thought

likely that work will be undertaken on the project until a new
harbor board can be named.

A Baldwin Locomotive for the Argentine State Railways

TiiF Pennsylvania Railroad reports that its surprise check-

ing, conducted during the month of July, in the Eastern

Region, shows that efficiency in train operation has not been

impaired, in the slightest degree, by the shopmen's strike.

The records show a perfect perform.Tncc in more than 99.9

per rent of the rases. .\ total of .1.1.807 tests were made, and
but 38 failures were recorded. Eight divisions had absolutely

perfect scores. They were the Philadelphia, Cumberland
Valley, Cresson, Trenton, Baltimore, Norfolk, Elmira an<l

Schuvlkill Divisions.
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Buffalo Cuek & Gavixv—Asks Auiliomy for Equifment
Irusi CfrtiAcaUs.—Thi!. company has appli«l to the Intcrstmc
Commerce Commission lor authority to Issue $3-M).0U0 of 6 per
cent equipment trust certificates and $86,000 .t additioiul capiUl
ttock.

CHCSArCAKE & Omo.—Troekage Rights Aulhorn,.d.—'lUt
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-
ing this company to operate by means of trackage rights over a
line of the Norfolk & Western between \\ avcrly and Valley
Crossing, Ohio, 62 miles.

Chicago & Alton.—Receivership.—Judge George A. Carpenter,
in the Federal Court at Chicago, on August 30, appointed W. G.
Bicrd. president of the Chicago & .-\lton. and \\ \\ . W'heelock,
an attirncy, receivers for the road. Silas H. Strawn. who was
named as counsel for the receivers, issued the following state-

ment:

I-.- II... ^ Alton has for »o-cra1 years bc*n unatilr to meet all oi the
" " per cent general morti^Ke bonds, but the holder* of these
*• tleil the inlcrest tn remain un[>ai-l in llie ht»i»c thai general
' » ultimately would adjust themselves in such a way as to

t' •> 10 an assured and reason.-iblc nrr>siKrrily.

wrvcr, have been hopeful that these conditions soon would
•• .rly to normal, or would, in part at le.ist, be met by ofi-

• 1 a helpful character. But such excessive costs bear
I<.irti<7i]i.iriv i;r.,*-> on short railroads with expensive urintrKils. such as the
Alton, which operates a little more than l.OCio mrlc^ :in.l h.is terminals in
the three threat cities of Chicago, St. Louis, and K.mruiH Ciiy. with an
avrrade freixht haul of only 185 miles and an aver.itc las-enser haul of

(he receivership at the present time, however, was precipitated by the
ureal falling off in carn'ngs due to the coal strike and also to the further
long continued and extra expense due to the shoinncn's strike. The com-
(tany's normal ccal trailic is heavy, and practically all mines on its line bad
brrn closetl sincr April I. thus entailing hravy loss in revenue, and at the
s.-in:r time it has been compelled to buy much of its fuel coal from Southern
fields, which, with added freight charges paid foreign lines, cost it two or
rhrre times the former price.

A committee to protect the interests of the holders of tlie

Chicago & Alton's ^.000.000 i'A per cent first lien 50-year gold

bonds, due 1950. was formed at New York. The committee con-

sists of the following members : F. H. Eckcr, vice-president of

the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, chairman
; J. H.

Perkins, president nf the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company
; J. V.

E. Wcsffall. vice-president of the Equitable Life .Assurance

Society ; Bertram Cutler, of New York, and Asa S. Wing, presi-

dent of the Provident Life and Trust Company cpf I'liiladclphia.

The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company will act as depositary

for the committee.

CmCAr.o River & Inihana.—Asks Authority to Assume Lia-

bility.—This company and the New York Central have jointly

applied l<> the Interstate Ccmmcrce Commission for authority to

assume liability in respect of $414,700 of equipment notes of the

Chicago Junction.

Cincinnati. Indianapolis & Western.—Aulhariccd to Acquire

Road.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a cer-

tificate authorizinK the acquisition of part of the road of the

Oiicago & Indiana Coal Railroad extending fnini Brazil, Ind., for

a distance of 25.76 miles in Parke County, Iiul. This line is a

part of the coal railroad division of the Chicago & EUistorn Illinois

which was recently abandoned.

Gt'LF (OAST Lines.—.liinwo/ Report.—Thif. company's annual

report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of this

issue entitled "Gulf Coast Lines Show Increasing Prosperity."

International & Great Northern.—//iti Authority to Issue

Securities in Reorsanisation.—This company li.is applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for authority for the issuance

of securities in accordance with the plan of reorKani/ation of the

International S: Great Northern, announced under date of June 1

by J. & W. Sclignian & Co., and Spcyer «t Co.. reorganization

managers. It is proposed to issue $20.00(),0(H) lirst morlRaKc 30-

year 6 per rent gold bonds dated July 1, 192.'. $17,000,000 30-year

6 per cent adjustment mortgage bonds dated January 1, 1923.

$7,500,000 of common stock and $2,400,000 of 6 pet; cent notes

maturing March 1. 1930. to the director general of railroads.

Charter Oranled.—K new charter of the International & Great
Xorthcrn has bcrn tiled in the secretary of state's office of Texas
which provides that the general ofliics will remain at Palestine,

although efforts were made to have this requirement removed.
Walter F. W'oodul is president with headquarters at Houston,
Texas.

PlTTSBLRr.H & V\est \i»cinia.— .4jAr .{ulhority to Issue Stock.
—This company has applied to the Interstate Cofimierce Commis-
sion for authority to increase its capital stock by the issuance of
$4,900,000 of preferred stock to reimburse the treasury for
expenditures.

St. Pai;l Union Depot CoMrKSW — Asks Authority to Issue
Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Conunercc
Commission for approval of its first and refunding mortgage to
secure an issue of $20,000,000 of first and refunding mortgage
bonds and for the issuance of $15,500,000 of such bonds to be
guaranteed by the companies which own the stock of the depot
company.

Upper Marion & Plymouth.—./.ftj Authority to Issue Stock.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to issue $350,000 of common stock for the purchase
of equipriKnt.

N'lRGixiA.—.-iiiZ/iorircrf to Increase Dividend Rate.—The Inter-
state Commerce Commission has authorized an increase in the
dix-idend rate on $27,955,000 of preferred stock from 5 to 6 per cent.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last
Aug. 29 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 73.09 73.64 53.30
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 89.51 89.67 75.39

Dividends Declared
Boston & Albany.—$2.00, payable September 30 to holders of record

August 31.

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago.—Common, 11^ per cent, quarterly,
payable October 1 to holders of record September 9: Pre/erred, I M per cent
quarterly, payable October 3 to holders of record September <)

A Michigan Central passenger train bound from Toledo to
Detroit, crashed into a motor truck loaded with turpentine
and gasoline. The engineman and the fireman met death
when they leaped from the engine into the flames that burst
from the ruptured steel druiiis which contained the explosive
fluids, and the driver of the truck died from burns five hours
afterward.

Photo hv Inlcrnalutiiil

A Washout Near Lyons, N. Y.
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I
Railv^ay Officers

|

viiifiiiiirMititiiiiiirtiiriirriiiiMiiiniiitiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiriniiiiiiinMiriinMiiMnniiiiiriiiitMtMiiMtiMiiriiiniiiiitiiirrtiitiiiriiiiMiiiinQ

Operating

C. L. Strom has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago
& North Western with headquarters at Benld, 111.

H. P. Miller, general yardmaster of the Pennsylvania, has
been appointed assistant trainmaster with headquarters at

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

W. L. Whiter, transportation inspector of the Pennsylvania,
with headquarters at Ft. Wayne, has been appointed assistant
trainmaster, with the same headquarters.

Charles H. Gaffeney, chief clerk to the superintendent of
telegraph of the Central of New Jersey for the past 20 years,
has been appointed superintendent of telegraph, with head-
quarters at Jersey City, N. J., to succeed F. G. Sherman,
deceased. Mr. Gaflfeney will also act as superintendent of
telegraph for the Western Union Telegraph Company at

Jersey City.

Traffic

C. E. E. Ussher, passenger traffic manager, rail lines, of the
Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Montreal, has been pro-
moted to general passenger traffic manager, a new position, with
the same headquarters.
C. B. Foster, assistant

passenger traffic manager
with headquarters at

Montreal, has succeeded
Mr. Ussher as passenger
traffic manager, rail lines.

Mr. Ussher was born on
December 29, 1857, at

Niagara Falls, Ont., and
entered railway service

in 1874 as a clerk in the

office of the auditor of

the Great Western (now
the Wabash). From 1876
until 1880 he was a clerk

in the general passenger

office of the same road

and, from the latter date

to 1883, chief ticket clerk

of the Wabash, St. Louis

& Pacific (also now a ^- ^- ^- Ussher

part of the Wabash).
For a few months during 1883 he served as a rate clerk for the

Chicago & Atlantic (now Chicago & Erie) and from then until

1886 engaged in private pursuits in Hamilton, Ont. He then

became chief ticket
clerk for the Canadian
Pacific and, in 1889,

was promoted to assist-

ant general passenger

agent. In 1898 he be-

came general passenger

agent, eastern lines. Nine

years later he was pro-

moted to assistant pas-

senger traffic manager
and, in 1910, to passenger

traffic manager, which

position he was holding

at the time of his recent

advancement. Mr. Foster

was born on September

30, 1871, at Kingston,

N. B., and was educated

in the public schools.

His entire railway ser-

vice has been with the

Canadian Pacific, h i s

first position, which he look in 1891, being stenographer to the

division passenger agent at St. John, N. H. In 180.1 he became
traveling passenger agent and, in 1899, chief clerk in the passenger

department. In 1902 he was promoted to district passenger

agent and, in 1908, to assistant general passenger agent,

Western lines. In 1910 he was promoted to general pas-

senger agent. Western lines, and several years thereafter to

assistant passenger traffic manager, which position he held

at the time of his recent promotion.

Allan Cameron has been appointed Oriental manager for

the Canadian Pacific railway and steamship lines with head-
quarters at Hong Kong, China.

Purchasing and Stores

George Kefer, wliose appointment as purchasing agent of the

Long Island with headquarters at Jamaica, Queensborough, New
York City, was announced in the Railway Age of August 26, was
born in New York City

on November 22, 1870.

His early education was
obtained in . the public

schools of Whitestone,

Long Island. After
graduation in 1885 Mr.
Kefer entered the employ
of the Long Island Rail-

road as a messenger in

the accounting depart-

ment, then located at

Long Island City. He sub-

sequently served in vari-

ous clerical capacities in

the same department. On
November 1, 1889, he
was appointed chief clerk

to the purchasing agent,

which position he held

for about 33 years until

his recent promotion to

purchasing agent as

above noted.

Obituary
W. B. Deveny, shop superintendent of the .Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., was killed

in an automobile accident on .-\ugust 22.

A. E. Killam, formerly for many years general inspector

of bridges and buildings of the Intercolonial Railway and
president of the American Railway Bridge and Building Asso-
ciation in 1913, died at Moncton, N. B., on August 20, at the

age of 88.

Burwell Boykin McCaa, auditor freight accounts of the

Seaboard Air Line died on August 16 at Norfolk, Va. Mr.
McCaa was born at Gainesville, Fla., in November, 1863. He
entered the service of tlie Florida Transit Company, now a

part of the Seaboard .Mr Line, in 1881, and has been in the

continuous service of the Seaboard Air Line and its predeces-
sors for over 40 years. In 1894 he was appointed traveling

auditor at Jacksonville, Fla., remaining in that position until

1905 when he was promoted to auditor freight accounts, with
licadquarters at Portsmouth, Va. He also served for several

years on important committees of the Railway Accounting
Officers' Association of America.

F. G. Sherman, superintendent of telegraph of the Central

of New Jersey whose de.Tth on .\ugust 20 was reported in the

Railtvay .igc of .August 26, was born in 1855 near Bcloit, Wis.
In March, 1873, he began railway work as a night operator

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, subsequently serving

as operator and station agent until 1882 when he went to the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as operator and agent. In

1884 he returned to the Burlington as dispatcher at Aurora,
III., and in September, 1899, entered the service of the Phila-

ilelphia & Reading as train dispatcher. Three years later he
was appointed assistant trainmaster of the Central of New
Jersey and in October, 1910, was promoted to superintendent

of telegraph.

Fosir Representatives of the Association of General Contr.ictors, at

a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission at Wash-
ington on August 25 urged a modification of the commission's

.Service Order No. 23 to give shippers of building materials an

equal opportunity in the use of open top cars, with users of coal

for cotnmercial purposes.
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In many railroad shops and roundhouses it is customar)' to

pay ganK leaders and assistant foremen a differential of five

cents an hour o\'cr the maximum
The mechanic's rate. This small differ-

Five-Cent ential and the fact that gang leaders

Differential •*"<' assistant foremen are on an hourly

hasis, with pay reductions for all time

off. proves insufficient incentive to make men in the ranks

aspire to these positions. Moreover, such men as do accept

supervisor)' jxisitions on an hourly basis of pay feel that

their interests are more closely allied with the shopmen than

with the managements, their sympathies being to a great

extent with the former. That thi.s condition is a reality

and no mere supposition was forcibly illustrated at an im-

portant eastern terminal where, on the first day of the shop-

men's strike, the entire plant was deserted except for two

men, the master mechanic and general foreman. An en-

tirely new organization had to be developed and that without

the help of assistant foremen or gang leaders. The rail-

road in question is certainly paying a big price for its failure

to put these men on a monthly rate and unite their interests

with that of the railroad. Railroad shop foremen have sel-

dom t)een trained, encouraged or paid in proportion to the

importance of their work. This has a bad effect in normal

times by reducing the incentive to become foremen. It is a

common occurrence to hear a capable mechanic, who has

shown evidence of executive ability, absolutely decline to

accept a position as gang leader or assi.stant foreman on the

ground that the additional responsibility and work involved

would be in no way paid for by the five-cent differential over

his present rate. Lower sujiervisory officers paid on this

basis can hardly Ik- blamed for a lack of enthusiasm and

loyalty to roads which value their serv-ices so lightly.

The fact tliat 35 more persons were killed in grade cross-

ing accidents on 66 of Class I roads in June and July,

1922, than in the same period in 1921
Results of is no discouragement to the Careful

Careful Crossing Crossing campaign, but should Ijc con-

Campaign sidered more as an indication of

what would have happened if no
campaign had been inaugurated. Although 1,.?00.000

fHJSters were issued, an equal number of automobiles was

sold in the same period. Considering that there arc some
10,700,000 licensed automobiles in service in this country,

the campaign has only l)egun to take effect. Publicity to

the extent of some two miles of newspaper columns has been

produced in the leading city newspapers and this together

with the personal efforts of local railroad employees in

speaking l>eforc public gatherings is only now starling to

show favorable results while the slogan "Cross Crossings

Cautiously" is just beginning to find a fixed place in the

mind of the automobile driver. The railroads cannot afford

to slacken their effort at the end of the four months' drive on

September .30, but should make plans to carry on indefinitely

this work which has been started so efficiently. The
entire cost of the rani|>;iign to date is ri|x)rtt'(l to be only

$50,000, a small sum compared with the damages which

the railroads would have had to pay for only a few of the

accidents that have i)een prevented. The railroads have a

vital interest in saving lives and damages and safety agents

and claim agents should be encouraged to make plans for

the coming year that will insure the Cross Crossings

Cautiously campaign the continued enthusiasm of the public

for in such lies the success of one of the most serious and
comparatively expensive features of railway operation today.

The leaders of the striking shopmen decry violence and think

it unfair that their organizations should be condemned for

the illegal actions of a few individuals.
Blame jjut how is a union to be judged other-

for wise than by the control it exerci.*es

Violence o^'^'" ''s members? No employer could

afford to enter into a contract with a

union which could not keep its members from constantly

walking out on outlaw strikes. There is no strength what-
ever in a union except that which it has from the collective

action of its members. If members cannot be kept from
doing things not authorized by the union as a whole acting

through responsible officers then the term "union'' is a mis-

nomer. The transportation brotherhoods would not now
stand very high in the eyes of anyone if they had not been

able to put a stop to the sporadic walkouts which caused

so much trouble a few weeks ago. .\s it is, by vigorous

action of the officers, these unions have escaped with but

little public condemnation and with the ability of their

leaders to control their members unquestioned. The leaders

of the striking shopmen apparently do not realize, however,

their interest in bringing to justice the f)erpetrators of acts

of violence. Only by proving their ability to keep their

memliership from such acts which are, it is to be hoped, con-

sidered contraPi' to the policy and best interests of the

unions, can they convince anybody that tlie organizations

they head are real unions rather than leaderless mobs. The
blaming of organizations for illegal acts of a few indi\nduals

is not so unjust as the strike leaders would have it believed.

Let them and their law-abiding memljers convince the public

that they are doing their utmost to detect and bring to

justice all the lawbreakers within their ranks and less of

blame for their organizations will be heard when illegal acts

occur. The mere denouncing of violence is unconvincing; an
earnest effort to bring criminals to justice would have a
force bcvond that of words.

Since the coal strikes have been settled, there has been con-

siderable comment both among railroad men and in the

newspap)ers regarding the possibility of
Locomotives ^ serious car shortage. Shippers
as Important naturally regard the car supply as an

as Cars index of the general condition of the

railroad, but operating officers recog-

nize that it is only one factor in handling traffic and an
ample supply of serviceable locomotives is quite as im-
portant. If the shopmen's strike continues for some time,

the problem of repairing locomotives is likely to be more
troublesome than that of kcejiing cars in .service. It is com-
paratively ea.sy to recmit and train car repairers, but loco
motive work requires more skill and experience. For that

reason, it is not unlikely that when cold weather comes the

451
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supply of serviceable locomotives will be the limiting factor

in determining how much business the railroads can handle.

^^'ithin three months there will probably be snow storms

in the northern states, and traffic will be near the peak.

Roads that are short of power should look ahead now and

decide whether they will have ample capacity in their own
shop)s or whether it will be advisable to make contracts for

repairs.

The New York Times of Sunday carried this paragraph in

Its railway strike story: "Commenting on the effectiveness

of the strike in the Metropolitan dis-

Strikes and trict, John J. Dowd, chairman of the

Public Central strike committee, yesterday

Opinion called attention to the weekly review

cf the State Bureau of Farms and

Markets, which said: 'The food supplies of New York
City in the last week showed the effect of demoralized rail-

road transportation in considerably reduced receipts and

increasingly late arrival of trains.' " There is a saying

—

or would belief be a better word—that strikes of employees

of public utilities are won or lost depending upon the effect

of public opinion. There must be either something wTong

with this saying or with the shop strikers' publicity. It

does seem difficult to understand how the shopmen hof)e to

curr\' the public's favor by showing that their strike is

handicapping the transportation of this same public's es-

sential food supply. They say that kicking and abusing

a dog makes the unfortunate canine love its ma.ster all the

more. Public opinion certainly is not on the side of the

strikers in the present difficulties. !Maybe the public has

not been abused and kicked around enough. And then

again, mayl>e the public is not like a dog, nor the striking

shopmen the public's master.

The Railway Age last week pointed out that the orders for

locomotives reported in its issues for August totaled 220

—

making August, normally a montli
Another characterized by mid-summer dullness

Big in equipment purchases, the best

Week month so far in 1922 with two ex-

ceptions, April and July. Hardly was
last week's issue on the press when orders were reported

as having been placed by several roads totaling in number

—

exclusive of orders previously reported—225. .•\11 these

orders will \>c found in this week's equipment and supply

column, and possibly some additional orders reported be-

tween the time this is written and the time of going to

press. This will give us a single week, at a time of the

year when one should least expect it, better than all but two
of the months so far this year. The week will be the best

week we have had thus far this year and not the least factor

of interest is that the total of 225, even without later ad-

ditions, will approach the total for all 52 weeks of last

year—namely 2.?9. August and early September are not

usually good months in locomotive purchases. However,
there is no question, as there has been no question for (juite

an extended pcriofi of time, that the locomotives are urgently

ncedcfl. Presumably [irircs are favorable. Fortunately,

also, the net earnings of the carriers are at last such that

equipment purcha.scs can be more readily financed. The
orders in the total of 225 include 100 Decapod and IS

Pacific for the Pennsylvania; 40 Mikado and 10 Pacific for

the Chicago & North Western; 21 Mikado (in addition to

25 previously reported) and 4 Mountain for the Missouri

Pacific; 12 Mikado for the T-ouisville & Nashville; 4

Mikado and .^ Pacific for the Monon and Uk cwnotive'; on
smaller orders.

In the summer and fall 6i 1920 the railways were called

upon to handle the heaviest traffic in their histor)-. Under
the stress of necessity they rendered

Remember the more service than ever before. By rea-

Lessons son of the demands made upon them,

of 1920 they set out to reach the goals of 30
miles per car per day and 30 tons per

car set by the American Railway Association, and actually

reached the average raiivW" }^ -8-5 miles per car per day and
31.2 tons per car. aj. t)j tjest measures they increased the

capacity of the railroads of the country equivalent to nearly

a million cars without the expenditure of any money for

facilities, but by merely using more intensively those which
they already possessed. With the removal of this pressure

with the decline of business, car loading and car movement
decreased accordingly. After months of light traffic the rail-

ways are again confronted with a freight movement which
bids fair to equal or surpass that of 1920. With the country

extremely short of coal only 60 days in advance of winter

and with a grain crop of record proportions, in addition to

a large movement of mi.scellaneous traffic, it is evident that

the roads are facing a task of the first magnitude if they are

to escape congestion and embargoes. There is now no time

for delay. Present conditions demand that the lessons of

1920 be recalled and that measures which aided then be put

into effect now before the facilities are congested.

At one time it was commonly understood that wood-de-

stroying borers were to be encountered only in marine waters

coming under tlie general classification

The Marine of tropical or semi-tropical. The pre-

Borer vailing opinion had it that they were a

Again serious menace to timber structures

only along the South .•\tlantic sea-

board, the Gulf Coast, and certain portions of the Pacific

Coast. However, investigations made during the last five

years have disclosed an incrca.sed activity of these forms of

marine life, both in the way of intensified destruction in their

usual haunts and in the extension of their manifestations to

waters which had previously been assumed to be free from
their inroads. Of most alarming proportions was the de-
structive action experienced in San Francisco bay during
1919 and 1920, which served largely to upset the prevailing

understanding with resp)ect to the activities of the borers, as

well as the degree of immunit}' to be afforded by well-known
protective measures. In a sense the problem of the marine
borer had assumed the same perplexing character that has
been encountered in the study of the action of sea water on

concrete. Both vitally concern the railroads as large owners
of waterfront proj-verty. The expieriencc at San Francisco led

to the formation of a committee of investigation which has
been expanded through the agency of the National Research
Council to an organization of national scope. Recently at-

tention has been directed to New York harbor and the ad-

jacent waters, with the result that lioth teredo and limnoria

have been discovered in a numlwr of hx-ations. W'hile there

is nothing in the present outlook there to indicate any pros-

pect of repeating the alarming results experienced in San
Francisco bay, and although the scientific investigations

have not yet been carried to a [X)int where definite con-

clusions may he formulated, the investigations now under
way will be worth many times what they cost by reason of

the facts to be ascertained and also becau.se tliey will be in-

strumental in disclasing possible defective conditions liefore

they have progressed far enough to assume dangerous pro-

portions. Moreover, tlio.se who are responsible for the prose-

cution of this nation-wide study are confident that increa.sed

knowledge of the subject will lend to the perfrctiim of

l're\('nlive measures.
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The Injunction in the

Shop Employees' Strike

'T'nK iNji viTit.x oJjtaincd !•> Attomc}- General Daughcrt)-
* from the federal court at Chicago in relation to the
•hop employees' strike is one of the most sweeping and
important ever issued. There can \>c no question alKxit
its effect on the strike. Some evidence regarding that
is already available It was issue<l a few days U-fore
Labor Day. If it had not Ixt-n issuwl, I.alwr Day' probably
Mjuld have U-en marked by more violence than anv pre-
cding day of the strike Report.s .show, however, that'l.aljor
Day was a quiet day in the strike. I he assertion of tlie

power of the federal govemnunt still commands respect even
in communitif.-; where s>-mpathy with the strikers i.s so preva-
lent tliat local autiioritifs have refused to jjive protection to
railway employees and property. The additional i>rotection
afforded to men who are willing to work will cause a rapid
increase in the number of men employed in the shops and
hasten the end of the strike.

The injunction forbids roughly two classes of acts. First,

it forbids issuance by the lai)or leaders of any instructions
or public statements to memhers of their unions to induce
them to do or say an>1hing to cause any railway employee
to leave his work or to cause any person to abstrain from
entering the cmplo)-ment of a railway. Officers and mem-
bers of the unions are restrained from picketing or in any
manner, by letters, circulars, telephone messages, word of
mouth or inter\iews, encouraging any person to leave the

employ of a railroad, or to refrain from entering such em-
ploy. Interference with employees, going to or returning from
work by opprobrious epithets, jeers, taunts or entreaties is

forbidden.

Second, the injunction prohibits consj)iracie.s or agreements

to hinder transportation, interference with or obstruction of

railway operation in any way, trespassing on railway prop-

erty and every form of intimidation or violence.

Many persons will question the wisdom of or justification

for the sweeping j)rohil)itions of the class of acts first men-
tioned. Whether from a purely legal point of view they

infringe upon the richts of free speech and the freedom of

the press is one question. The courts are the b(xiies to de-

termine that. Whether as a matter of public jxjlicy it is de-

sirable to forbid such acts is anotlier question. The plain

purpose of the laixir provisions of the Transfwrtation Act is

to prevent labor controversies from resulting in interruptions

of transportation by rea.son of lockouts or strikes. The At-

torney General's statement asking for an injunction and the

phra.scology of the injunction order do not deny, and there-

fore tacitly concede, the legal right of tlie shop employees to

strike. But if they have a legal right to strike, have they

not also the legal right to do everything of a peaceful char-

acter which may help them to make the strike successful?

Regardless of the legal questions involved, if the right to

strike \)c conceded, can it then \>q right or wi.sc to prohibit

tile lal>or leaders from issuing statements or instructions to

their memtx;rs, or their members from acting in accordance

witii tiiese statements and instructions as long as the leaders

and the men do not resort to or incite intimidation and vio-

lence? It is obvious that to prohibit free communication tn;-

tween the leaders and tile menilnTS of their unions and to

prohibit the strikers from trying |x"acefully to persuade men
not to work, is an invitation to labor leaders and those in

sympathy with them to denounce the government and courts

for denying the right of free six-ech and to include in their

denunciations the owners and managers of the railways as

having induced the government and courts to take this

action.

Of course no similar questions can l)e raised from either

the standpoint of law or public policy regarding the action

of the go\'enunent and the courts in taking drastic action to

stop intimidation and violence in connection with the strike.

It is perfectly useless for the lajjor leaders to deny, as some
of them do, that the strikers have, throughout the country,

resorted to intimidation and violence in ever)- form. The
evidence regarding what they have done is so voluminous
and conclusive that to deny what it plainly shows discredits

those who make the denials, and makes most people feel that

their denials really amount to a defense and encouragement
of the very class of acts which they deny are being com-
mitted. It is the duty of every government to suppress in-

timidation and violence in even.' form and for whatever pur-

|)Ose. When the purpose of intimidation and violence is

that of interrupting interstate transfwrtation and inflicting

incalculable loss and suffering not merely on the railways

but on every class of the public, the duty of the federal gov-

ernment, whose authority and power are the only authority

and power extending throughout the entire country, to step

in and suppress the intimidation and violence becomes plain

beyond all question. The strikers by their own conduct,

whether incited and approved liy their leaders or not, have
compelled the government to choose whether it would take

the step it has taken or aUlicate its most important functions.

It is a notable fact that in the statements the labor leaders

have issued denouncing the injunction, they have sought to

justify their denunciations solely by criticisms of it based

upon its alleged attack upon the rights of free speech and
the freedom of the press. If the injunction had been directed

only against intimidation and violence and incitements to

them, it would have been much more difficult for the labor

leaders to have influenced any consideral>le number of people

by their complaints against it. Neither they nor any other

jjersons except avowed revolutionaries attempt to justify the

use of threats, assaults, arson, and murder in lalxir disputes.

What the government really is aiming at, of course, is to

.stop intimidation and violence for the purpose of interrupt-

ing transportation and everything said or done having this

object. The sweeping prohibitions of the injunction can be

justified only upon the ground that if it were made less

sweeping it would not accomplish the vital object it is meant

to attain.

The Coal Shortage and
the Railroad Strike

WITH THE coiTNTRY threatened by, and, indeed, already

cxjjeriencing, a serious coal shortage, it is most im-

portant that tiic res|x)nsihilitv for the situation slici'ld be

apjiortioncd fairly by the public among those to whom it be-

longs. No facts available will help the public more to af)-

portion this rcsi>onsibility than the following: In die \v?ek

ended August 19, the last week before the termination of

the coal strike had enabled work in the bituminous mines to

be generally resumed, the amount of l)ituminous a.i\ pro-

duced and transported was 4,600.000 tons. In the week

cnd..d September 2, the second week after the coal strike was

cnd'"d. the total amount of coal produced by the mines and

tran.sported by the railways was about 9,500,000 ton.-., an

increase of over 100 per cent. The Railway Age said in an

•ditorial in its issue of .\ugust 5: "If the coal strike should

end today the railroads could immediately increase by 100

to 150 per cent the amount of coal they are transporting,

legardless of the shop employees' strike." The results have

completely vindicated this estimate already.

Since tliC railways in sudi short time have, in spite of the

shopmen's strike, proved able to make possible a production

of such a largely increased tonnage of coal, is there still

Janger of a serious coal shortage, and, if so, why?
There is still danger and the reason for it is to be found



in the developments which have occurred in connection with

tlie coal strike and the railway shop employees' strike. The
coal strike began on April 1, almost 23 weeks ago. Before

it began the mines were producing and the railways were

moving an aevrage of 10,700,000 tons of coal a week. The
ccul strike immediately cut this production down to less than

3,600,000 tons a week and up to the time the railroad strike

began on July 1 , the coal strike had prevented it from being

increased to more than 5,250,000 tons a w-eek. After the

railroad strike began production declined to 4,200,000 tons

a week, and, as already shown, up to the time the coal strike

was ended, production was running at the rate of only about

4.600,000 tons a week. In the 20Weeks that the coal .strike

was in full effect the total production of coal was only ap-

proximately 90,000,000 tons, whereas, if the coal strike had
not occurred it could easily have amounted to 180,000,000

to 200.000,000 tons. Therefore, the countr}- today lacks ap-

proximately 90,000,000 tons of coal which it could have had
if the coal strike had not occurred.

It is the deficiency of production, due to the coal strike,

which is almost entirely, if not entirely, responsible for the

present and prospective shortage of coal. For this defi-

ciency of production the coal operators, the miners and the

Government can divide between themselves the blame. None
of the blame for it can fairly be laid up>on the railroads.

What of the future? Can the railways, in spite of the

shop employees' strike, transport enough coal fully to make
up for the shortage that has accrued? All past experience,

as well as existing conditions, indicate that they cannot.

It is estimated the the coal mines of the countr}', if worked
to their capacity, could produce about 19,000,000 tons of

bituminous coal a week. The railways, if we may judge by

past exjjerience, cannot, when working to their capacity,

transport an average of 12,000,000 tons a week. The rail-

ways have an extraordinary' amount of equipment in bad
order, and there will be for some time to come conditions

which probably will make it impK)ssible for them to move
coal to their normal maximum capacity. While favorable

weather conditions prevail, they may be able to move an

average of 11,000.000 tons a week. It is not reasonably to

be expected that they will be able to do much better than

this on the average. It is impossible to have such a strike

as the shop employees without having it interfere to some ex-

tent with transportation efficiency. This is merely another

way of saying that in the railroad business, as in ever}'

other line of human endeavor, it is impossible to make an

omelet without breaking eggs. If the railroads succeed in

moving an average of 11,000,000 tons of coal a week, they

will deserve not criticism, but the countr}''s congratulations

and thanks.

If they are unable to do better than this, how will the

countr}- fare? The total production of coal for the year 1922

up to September 2, was 223,521,000 tons. After that week
there remained 18 wt>cks of the present year. If the rail-

ways should move during these weeks an average of 11.000,-

000 tons a week, this would make the countr}'s total bitu-

minous production for the year about 422,000,000 tons. This
would be 20,000,000 tons larger than in 1921, l)Ut it would
be 115,000,000 tons less than the average annual production

in the four years ended with 1920. The result probably

would be that throughout the fall and winter the countr}-

would \>c without sulistantial surplus supplies and that local

and sporadic .shortages constantly would develoi)", but if the

available coal were well distributed, and domestic consum-
ers and essential industries were given priority, the country

rould get througl) until spring without any real suffering

and without serious interference with general l)usiness.

Based on past e\p<'rienrc and present conditions, the Rail-

Trijy Af;r believes that this will be the outcome. The pros-

pects certainly do not encourage optimism, but at the same
time they do not justify deep pessimism because there is

reason to believe that there will be closer co-operation and
less friction between die railways, the coal operators and the

coal dealers, due to the influence exerted by the government
coal distributor and the Interstate Commerce Commission,
than there have often been in the past. In the absence of

such co-operation there probably would be serious trouble

and all the influence of the government and public opinion

should be exerted to bring about this essential co-operation.

Six Collisions

THK Interstate Commerce Commission issued on
August 28 its report on the cause of the collision of

l)a.ssenger trains at East Fort Madison, 111., on May 29,

when 48 passengers were injured; from which it api)ears

that the engineman of the westbound train (who was killed)

ran past three fixed signals, taking no effective measures to

apply the brakes; though it seems, from the testimony of

the fireman, that he was awake, saw the signals, had his

hand on the brake-valve, and acknowledged the communica-
tions of the fireman. As is well said by Chief W. P. Bor-
hind, in the report, this is a case which shows that the use
of automatic train stop apparatus is necessary- to guard
against the occurrence of similar collisions in tlie future.

And by a somewhat unusual succession of collisions, this

same point has been demonstrated twice since then : two
collisions, in each of w-hich the engineman knew where he
was going (had not "lost his bearings"), was wide awake,
and had the benefit of practically all the aid that could be
expected from the monitorship of the fireman. These three

collisions, with three others of somewhat similar character,

are tabulated as follows;

1. East Ft. Madison, 111.; A. T. & S. F., May 29. Passengtrs injured,
•4.S: ensineman at fault was killed. Abstract in Railway Aee, September 2,

rase 427.

2. Leeds, Mo.; Missouri Pacific, July 12. Passengers killed, 3; injured,
91. Engineman injured .ind no statement made by tiim. Mistake by all

hands in readinfl; train order: the reading evidently was perfunctory. Fire-
man was busy firing. Abstract in Railway Age, August 19.

3. Alsuma, Okl. ; Missouri, Kansas & Texas, July 19. Passengers in-

jured, 19. Wrong reading of train order by all members of freight train

crew, and they met a passenger train, which they assumed had been
annulled.

4. Logan. Mo.; St. Louis-San Francisco. July 22. Passengers killed, 5;
injured. 107. Engineman of passenger train No. 9, who was killed, ran
past distant and home block signals. Fireman not blamed by inspector.
Reported in Railway Age. July 29, page 217.

5. Lester, Ohio; Pennsylvania System, August 1. Passengers killed, 4,

Engineman said he misread his watch, and he passed from double to single
track and met opposing train. Every member of crew knew that he wai
encroaching on the superior train's right, but none took action in seaaon.
Reported in Raihray Age, .\ugust 12, page 310.

6. Ellwood City, Pa.; Baltimore & Ohio, .Vugust 6. Passengers injured,
31. Engineman of passenger train No. 9 ran with speed not under control
even after h.-iving s!.irl:cncd .it .1 CTntionar>' autom.nic block sipial (j grade
or "tonnage" signal) indicating that he was in the same block with the
freight train preceding. Fireman not blamed by inspector.

Numbers 4 and 6 are almost exactly like Ft. Madison,
while numbers 2, 3 and 5 are like that case in that the fire-

man's monitor.Miip proved of no tu-nefit. The recognized

safeguards are (1) visual block signals, (2) visual and
audii)le block signals, and (3) block signals supplemented
by automatic brake-setting apparatus. These three collisions

(2, 3 and 5) occurred on lines having none of these safe-

guards. An audible signal either in the cab, like those on
the Northern of France or the Great Western of England ; or

on the roadway, like those on the Boston & .\lbany, would
arouse a sleepy or absent-minded engineman, or a fireman

ab.sor!)ed in his firing; but here were enginemen who failed,

disastrously, when wide aw-ake and, it seems, were fully

cognizant of their surroundings, .'\dvocates of automatic

stops will have no lack of "frightful examples" in current

collision records to enforce their arguments.

The advocate of automatic stops, however, will also have
to look at this record in another aspect. It is quite generally

agreed that such a refinement as the automatic stop should
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be introtluatl tir>t im tlu lu-i. -t lines. The device is de-

signed as a »afci;uard ayaiiM h^asurs due to inattention on
the part of cn^sincmcn (ami ai;ainst nothing else) and it is

on the busiest lines that there will U- the lamest numtn-r of

cnKinemen; the most frequent chances of error. But these

collisions occurred on lines that hardly conic within that

class; and four of them were on lines not yet equipped with

automatic hlcxk signals. The si.xt)i was on the Baltimore

ti Ohio main line to Chicai;o, liut not on the section named
in the Interstate Commerce Commission's order requiring

stops to tje installed. Numl)er 1 was on a main line of the

Santa ¥e; but on a section which has no automatic signals.

Number 4 was on a line covered by the I. C. C. order, but

it is single track. The other three lines probably would
be put by the Commission near the bottom of its list, one
of them (No. 3) l)eing a line of a company not named in

the I. C. C. order. In short, the problem of "selecting" the

locations where signals shall be reinforced by automatic
stop.s—to adopt the phrase used in the British report—is a

perplexing one. The reader who goes through the full re-

ports of the Bureau of Safety on these collisions will find a

variety of circumstances that may well puzzle the wisest

governmental authority.

The one point that is clear is that the fitting of all danger
points with automatic apparatus will be a work of years;

and that, therefore, the duty of correcting our faults by
well-known existing methods presses, today, the same as

ever. Surpri.se checking still calls for the attention of every

superintendent. Surprise checking is not a cure-all; but

it has the merit of helping to promote all othrr disciplinary

measures. The trainmaster who keeps this feature at high

efficiency is not likely to forget or put in the l)ackground

any important feature of train-safety. In this connection

everyone should recall—and answer (to himself)—the com-

plaint of a well-known officer of an Eastern trunk line; that

he needed ten times more surpri.se checking than his ap-

propriation allowed for. Was he right?

What Causes Inefficiency

On the Railroads ?

RAILROAD E.XECUTIVES must take more aggressive and

scientific steps to improve the relations between the

men and the managements. The effect of the very best

facilities and c(|uipment can he completely nullified unless

the men who operate them understand clearly just what is

expected of them and are intere.sted in their work and en-

couraged to put forth their best efforts. No greater gain

can be made in efficiency and increased production than by

securing a greater degree of interest and co-operation from

the workmen.
"If we wish men to get on with their work whole-

heartedly instead of devoting 60 per cent of their time doing

their work and 40 per cent 'doing the boss,' then real griev-

ances must be removed." These are not tiie words of a

visionary or a theorist. They come from the head of a

large manufacturing indu.stry in Great Britain—a man noted

for his sound common sen.se and for the s[)len(lid progress

that he has made in securing the hearty co-operation of his

employees. They are quotcfl from the book "The Human
Factor in Business," by B. Seehohm Rowntree, who was also

director of the welfare department at the Ministry of Muni-
tions during the war.

There is unquestionably .something seriously wrong in the

industrial and transportation world today. No one will

deny this.

We have suggested that conditions on the railways might

he improved substantially through tiie development of some-

thing corresponding to the personnel departments that have

given suth an excellent account of them.selves in certain of

the larger and more progressive industrial organizations.

Before considering the scope and duties of such a depart-

ment it might tje well to analyze conditions and determine

the fundamental cau.ses which lie at the bottom of most of

the troubles in the industrial world today.

W. L. Mackenzie King, now Premier of the Dominion of

Canada and formerly Minister of I-alior of that country,

has for many years been a close student of the industrial

problem and has written a book entitled, "Industry and

Humanity," a study in the principles underlying industrial

recon.struction. In the introduction to this book he says:

"The existing attitude of capital and labor toward each

other is too largely one of mistrust bom of fear. *****
If industry is to serve humanity, this attitude must be

changed to one of trust, inspired by faith." In a later

chapter (which discusses "the fears which circumscribe the

freedom of effort" of labor, capital, management and the

community), after outlining the fears which confront labor

and capital, this significant statement appears: "It is worthy

of note that as capital's fears of latxir diminish, there ap-

pears to be a corresjjonding diminution in the fears by

labor of capital, and vice versa. Remove all likelihood of

strikes or attempts at restriction of output, and immediately

the stimulus to investment of capital is increased, with cor-

responding increase in lai)or"s opportunity of employment

and reward. Similarly, remove the fear of unjust exactions

by managements and cai)ital, and of a reduction in remunera-

tion where effort is increased, and immediately fresh stores

of energy are released by labor, with certainty of gain to

investment."

Mr. Rowntree in his book, "The Human Factor in Busi-

ness," sums the situation up in this way: "It is coming to

be generally realized that something must be done to render

the economic position of the manual workers more secure.

.Although an appreciable number of them are in situations

which hold out every prospect of permanency, the majority

have constantly hovering over them a cloud of uncertainty

with regard to the future, .^t any time they may be dis-

charged at a week's or possibly an hour's notice, and since

any reserve they have laid up is likely to be ver}- slender,

in times of trade depression they may be plunged with

their families into serious want and privation. Even those

who escape this tragedy, if they live to old age, will almost

inevitably find themselves in verj- straitened conditions."

The fluctuations in business are not easily controlled.

Much has been done in this country through the federal

reserve banks and the jircvention of crop failures to prevent

extreme fluctuations, and much thought is being given by
economists, financiers, engineers and others to developing

measures which will overcome, at least to some extent, the

cyclic business depressions. The individual industries, how-
ever, can do much to stabilize employment, at least in their

own organizations, regardless of the larger measures which
may be adopted by the country or communities as a whole.

Railroad employees feel the result not only of these

fluctuations in business, but al.so, in some departments, of

the seasonal changes, ^^uch can be done to relieve these

on the railroads if the problem is gone after in the right way.

The difficulty is that it has not been given the real attention

that its importance deserves. There are many things that

can be done by a railroad or an industrial organization to

insure greater permanency of employment. The.«e matters,

however, cannot be handled in a haphazard way, but require

the most painstaking and thorough study and attention on
the part of men who are specially fitted to handle them;
these men, moreover, must have the hearty support and back-

ing of the chief executive and the board of directors.

It is claimed by some that a lailroad or a corporation is

not justified in going so far as this to protect its employees.

They will point out, for instance, specific instances of men
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who have been well treated, who have not shown an apprecia-

tion of this treatment when emergencies came and it was

assumed tliat the)' would put forth extra efforts or stand

loyally by their employers. Such cases, however, are pos-

sibly the exceptions that prove the rule. At any rate, there

are not a few instances of large companies whose principal

strength today lies in the fart that they have unusually loyal

bodies of employees who are putting forth their best efforts

and who have been encouraged to do so through the liberal

policies of the companies in dealing with them.

Fear, as Mackenzie King has said, lies at the very root

of the unrest in the transportation and industrial world to-

day. It must be banished; it ha.s been to a large degree

in some organizations. Why not in all? Ought not the

railroads, because they are large employers, because their

difficulties in dealing with men so widely scattered are so

pronounced, and because their further development and

progress are so vital to the country, deal more definitely and

aggressively with the problem of getting the best and most

loyal ser\Mce from their employees? If they do not, what

may it not cost them in the future in friction, strife and

inefficiency ?

New Books
The Invention of the Track Circuit. 113 pages, bYz in. x 9yS in.

Paper covers; illustrated. Published by the Signal Section of

the American Railway Association, H. S. Ballict. Secretary.

30 Vesey Street, New York. Price $1.50.

This is a historical sketch designed as a memorial of Dr.

William Robinson, the inventor of the track circuit, and it

•was published on August 20, the fiftieth anniversary of

Robinson's original patent. It is the work of a committee

—H. S. Balliet, K. E. Kellenberger and H. M. Sjjerr}—
appointed by the Signal Section at its meeting in June, 1921,

in connection with resolutions adopted in memory of Dr.

Robinson whose death occurred at Brooklyn, N. V., on

January 2, 1921.

The track circuit—the transmission of the electric current

through the rails of a mile of track, as a means of giving

a train of cars complete and ideal automatic control of a

stop-signal at the rear to protect it against following trains

—

is a wonder, today, as it was fifty years ago, and the authors

of this sketch have not needed to add any romance to the

subject. It is a romance ready-made; while at the same
time the story is an every-day fact. As showing the uni-

versal importance of this element in the signaling field

—

and therefore in the general .scheme of the safety and celerity

of train movement—the governmental statistics are quoted,

showing, as of January 1, 1921, over 60,000 miles of track

in the United States equipped with automatic block signals;

which means 60,000 (more or less) delicate electro-magnetic

instruments—track relay.s—in service day and night guard-

ing the safety of pas.sengers and trainmen and millions of

dollars in f)roperty. Iti the New York subways alone, the

operations of these instruments in a single day mount to

numbers almost incomprehensible. The total of the in-

dividual pas.sengers thus protected is quite entirely incom-

prehensible.

I'he book is divided into four parts. The first is a story

of Dr. Robinson's activities made up largely from his own
writings; the .second is a notice of William A. Baldwin, who
was general .superintendent of the Philadelphia &; Eric, now
a part of tlic Pennsylvania System, and who was the first

to recognize the importance of Robinson's invention and
to give him a chance to try it in service. Robinson made
an exhibition at the .American Institute Fair in New York
City in IS/O and, after the fair, .sent his left-over circulars

to railroad r-.i-n in different parts of the country: and

Baldwin's response to this circular led to the first installa-

tion at Kinzua, Pa. Theodore N. Ely, afterward chief of

motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was at that

time assistant to Mr. Baldwin and had a share in making
the arrangements for operation.

Part .3 is a description of the track circuit and its uses

with all modern additions and modifications, written by J. P.

Coleman of the Union Switch & Signal Co.

Part 4 is a short sketch by T. S. Lascelles, of London,
telling of the introduction of the track circuit in Europe.

Mr. Lascelles says that W. R. Sykes, the well-known in-

ventor of the controlled manual block signal apparatus, ex-

perimented with the track circuit perhaps as early as did

Robinson of this country. However, for well-knovm

reasons, the track circuit made no progress in Europe and not

until Americans introduced automatic signals there, many
years later, was anything serious along practical lines ac-

complished.

The first part of this book contains an interesting com-
pilation of facts not very generally known. The first in-

stallation was open circuit; but Robinson was the most

severe critic of his own work and he soon arranged a closed

circuit, and made other improvements. He seems to have

been an early experimenter in the use of fibre for insula-

tion, and about 1876 he devised a successful channel pin

for fastening Ixind wires to rails. The second installation

was at Irvine, Pa., and in both cases there was not only

a visual signal but also a loud gong, which no engineman
could pass without hearing it.

In December, 187.S, Mr, Robinson moved from Pennsyl-

vania to Boston and he made a small installation on the

Boston & Lowell; and he started the company that sub-

sequently became the Union Switch & Signal Company. In

the three following years he made installations on the Boston

& Providence and the Old Colony.

Robin.son was born in Ireland, in 1840, and was graduated

from Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., in 1865,

He made other important inventions.

Railway Electric Traction, by F. W. Carter. 6 in. by 9 in., 412

pages, 204 illustrations including 13 i)isert plctes. Bound in

cloth. Published by Longmans, Green & Co., Fourth Ave.

and 30th St., Ne7v York.

The book was written in England but the text is in no way
confined to English methods as all of the principal in-

stallations of heavy elfectric traction throughout the world

are discussed. There are ten chapters and an appendix.

The first chapter is introductoPi- and deals with the reasons

for ado])ting electric traction and the relative merits of

direct and alternating current systems. The author de-

clares himself in favor of the direct current system. The
Locomotive is the title of chapter II which is the longest

one in the book. The design of the locomotive with rela-

tion to the effect on track is discussed extensively. Chapter
III bears the title "Railway Motors" and is quite exhaustive.

Motor control is ])rosented in considerable detail in chapter

I\'. Chapter \' deals with the distribution system including

several types of third rail and overhead construction.

Metluxls for determining sag, tension, etc., are included.

Chapter VI deals briefly with power equipment. Systems
of electrification are outlined in chapter VII, Chapters
\'III and IX include a discu.ssion of such subjects as train

resistance, methods for calculating speed, time, and distance,

energy requirements, etc. Power Sui>ply is the subject of

chapter X which deals broadly with sub-stations and power
plants. The appendix consists of a table of locomotive

statistics which includes most of the jirincipal electric trac-

tion systems in the United States and Europe and gives data
concerning the general characteristics of the various loco-

motives used.
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Letters to the Editor

I
The Railway Aoe •ufUomes letters from its readers <j«J

especially those coHtaining constructiir suggestions for tm-
prffl'rmeitts m the riiliL--ty neld. Short Irtlrrs—about 250
vrords—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed,
j

Revision of Operating

Expense Classification

''«» Yo«i.

To THE Hdiior:

The pruposud reviaioa ut the operating exptense classifica-

tion, ottered for the con<ideration of the Railway Accountiag
Officers' Association at the latter's annual meeting in June,

is drastic. It would reduce the number of primary accounts

from 197 to oV. The recommendations bear the mark of

careful study. The e.xtent of the revision it is e.xplainc-d

is the reduction of accounting expense and the presentation

of the figurc> in a simple, logic;d form so that es.sential facts

may not lje ol>scured by meaningless detail.

.\ny figures tiiat should be compiled at all will bear the

expense involved many times over. If the ijuestion of ex-

pense can be ^eriously raised the figures are not statistics

but mere idle compilations and worthless at any cost. It

would clear the air if the question of cost were never per-

mitted to enter (e.xce(>t. of course, that the C()m])ilation should

be by the cheapest method jxissible), but in its place were

sharply raised the question only, are the figures useful; do
they play real part in determining action. This is the only

criterion.

It is not plain from the report at hand whether the com-

mittee recommends the entire abolition of the figures elimin-

ated or only their elimination from the statistics required

by the I. C. C If there is no reduction in the compilations

the saving i^y cutting figures out of the I. C. C. statistics is

not great. If it is urged that the irregular detail clutters up
and obscures the general presentation to which the I. C. C.

figures should Ije confined, the remedy is l>y cla.ssifying the

figures objected to in a sulx)rdinale order of detail where it

applies. It is of course obvious that certain figures which

may lie significant on a [)articular road have no place in

the statistics of roads as a whole. An illustration of this is

"Coal and ore docks*' or the sub-division of engine-men into

steam locomotive enginemen and motonncn. But the elimina-

tions are not confined to figures of this character.

It is imjxjrtant to keep clearly in mind the pur|>osc which

any railroad .statistics for the public are to serve. In the

first place the stati.stical schedule prescribed is a device for

identifying and verifying Ijeyond cavil the final figure of

net railway o[>erating income. That is, the statistics are an

auditing facility. Not unless there is reasonable as.surance

that reserves ade(|uate and not tix) great have hcvn .set up for

depreciation and contingencies is the net income figure even

appro-xiniately reliable. To cover depreciation on all the

several kinds of projierty into a single account is to merge

es.sential distinctions into a general blur that baffles verifica-

tion. If the depreci.ition ciiarge is to Ik- made at all it must

be specific to the several kinds of jiropcrty and must continue

to l)e compiled in this fonn Ijefore reduction to a composite

figure. We are aware there is a "no depreciation charge"

school but we l)elieve its position is untenable, He that as

it may the "no depreiiation charge" theory d(x.'s not |>revail

in this instance l>ut it is only urged that the individual

depreciation charge for each class of property need not Ix"

reiMjrieu in iiie plan for simplification proposed, of the 128

aiiounta abolishi-d, 5U (40 per cent of the whole reduclion)

are had by destroying the idc-ntity of the depreciation charge

and therefore come under the general objection here urged.

In the ne.vt place, railroads have Uen seriously criticized

lor their lack of cost accounts. Only as recently as within the

last year has there l>een sljarply raised the issue whether

maintenance of equipment by outside shops was a measure

of economy or of strategy, and in far too many cases the

railroads had not at hand their own cost accounts to mc-et

malign insinuations, but apart from such extraordinar)-

situations railroads should have their costs currently to know

at all times whi-ther they are doing their work in the cheap-

c-st possible wa> . The writer is fully aware of the difficulties

and the limUj of easy fallacies where so large and so variable

a pro|x)rtiun of the unit cost is "overhead."" But the admin-

istrative possibilities now coming to be so well understood by

industrial managers is unknown to most railroad managers.

To consolidate all the lO accounts of building maintenance

into a single head is to set up a figure that has no sig-

nificance and at the same time precludes any cost accounting

where buildings are involved. But on the other hand the

consolidation of "Underground power tulies,'" "Tunnels and

subwavs,"" "Right of way fences,"" "Snow and sand fences,""

"Crossings and signs,"" "Wharves and docks,"" "Coal and ore

whan'es"' we JK-lieve to lje legitimate where figures for several

roads are taken together, because these are irregular parts of

the transportation plant depending on local conditions and

cannot be set against aggregate line mileage or aggregate

performance.

So also the creation of the consolidated account "Other

roadway and track maintenance"' seems altogether excellent.

The consolidation of the items of "Electric p)Ower system"'

is doubtful liecause while the mileage thus equipjied is at

l)resent inconsequential it will soon be greatly enlarged and

the detail is necessary to analyze the expense of such main-

tenance. The comment that separation of the labor cost

of applying ties, rails, ballast and other track materials is a

practical impossibilitj' we do not t)elieve well taken in view

of the long experience on some roads in doing tliis very

thing accurately on the basis of actual time spent.

The tender regard of "insurance"" as an item in the classi-

fication we believe unjustified. It is properly a manager's

memorandum by which he watches the rate of the insurance

charge and the variation in the amount of insurance carried,

Ijut the cause of the in.surance ex|)ense is neither the rate of

charge nor essentially the proportion of insurance carried,

but the aggregate of things ex|>osed to risk and the extent of

that risk. And on the function performed should be laid

the l)urden of any risk incidental to their u.se. "Insurance"'

is a mere average of risk costs.

The old offenders "Stationer}' and Printing" and "Other

ex[x>nses" are at last given the coup (/<• grace which they

have so long richly deserved. But the general casualty ac-

count does not commend itself. We Ix'lieve each department,

re|)resenting as it does assignment of function, should as.sume

the Inirden of all its casualties. There is much to be gainetl

l)y an expert oversight of all casualties and such ."supervision

could very well l)e ercvted into a department as tliat of tlie

Mechanical Engineer or the SuixTintcndcnt of Tests; but

the de|)artment where the casualty ix-curred should not Ik-

permitted in the general accounts to pass over its costs of

this charactei merely for the purpose of creating a statistical

entity called casualties, Tiicse are not casualties of the road

at large but they are specit'ically referable to the si-vcral

functions that affect the operation of the property.

In the "Transportation"' accounts there has been a reduc-

tion from 50 to IS. Of the .v^ accounts thus eliminate*! from

"transportation," > have Ixvn transferred to the new general

head "Casualties,"' 2 to "Miscellaneous operations,"' 4 have
bivn eliminated altogether and .?0 have l>een consolidated
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to 6. Taking up these consolidations by turn, the merger of

4 accounts to "Station service" appears to be eminently

correct and also the elimination of the distinction

betiveen electric motor and steam engine drivers, both on

the road and in the yard. The consolidation of "Des-

patchers" with "Supyerintendence" is questionable. The
remaining consolidations respectively on the line and in the

yard abolish the time honored "locomotive performance

sheet" items by merging their amounts respectively with

train service and yard service expense. With due allowance

for the exaggerated importance sometimes attached to these

figures by themselves we believe they should not be allowed

so easily to pass into the discard. In cases of the road

exf)ense the grouping of engine and train service expense

has definite advantages but the inclusion in the same item

of crossing protection and drawbridge operation is undesir-

able. In case of the yard expense the merger of yardmasters,

clerks and switch tenders with engine expense is open to

objection on similar grounds.

The transfer of "Operating sleeping cars" to "Miscellane-

ous operations" is correct but the elimination of "Express

service" we believe is a mistake. The changes in "Traffic"

and "General Expense" are admirable.

Behind these running comments lies the idea that the

science of disbursement accounts and statistics is in its in-

fancy. Its possibilities in "disciplining a property" as Wil-

liam Mahl used to say—holding it in economic balance and

co-ordination at all times—are little realized. With the pass-

ing of competition in rates, with the progressive merger of

the less to the greater unit in all the processes of the trans-

portation operation there is grave economic menace, through

loss of identit}' of the forces and values committed to a result

desired, in sodden perfunctoriness.

A grave illustration at the instant is the "national agree-

ment" whereby labor has endeavored to protect itself by limit-

ing its adaptability on the theory that in no other way can it

be secured against economic aggressions of mass capital. We
believe a more exhaustive analysis of situations and processes

is vital to all interests and the way to such philosophic

insight to the problems is by cost accounting and statistics.

A grave responsibility is now laid upon the Interstate Com-
merce Commi.ssion that railroads be not permitted to degen-

erate to the "cost plus" basis of operations for which the

public foot the bills in helpless impotency.

J. Shirley E.\ton.

Get Better Service From Freight Cars
llROOKFlF-LP, >to.

To I Fir. KniTDR:

To all appearances the shopmen's strike has about spent

itself and with the advent of newly mined coal we will again

be on the road to a rush busine.ss and incidentally to the

worst car shortage we ever had, especially so far as coal

cars, box and stock cars are concerned.

During and after government control I had many op-

portunities to study car shortages in various forms and in

various places. I invariably found that inefficient distribu-

tion of the freight cars was a material factor in the shortage.

Regarrlless of hard work and efforts on the part of officers

pointing out different ways and methods of remedying con-

ditions by circulars and words, the men behind the gun

distributing the cars fell down and the railroads and the

public suffered.

Henry Ford's success lies in the perfect system of dis-

tribution of his products, by experts. He does not apply

two cars on one order unless he can sell both. We are ap-

plying two and sometimes three and more cars on orders for

one. It is wastage.

We know the empties must go to the loads, but we also

know that empties do not have to move in both directions,

nor do more empties have to move towards the loads than

can be used.

It is the wasted surplus of cars moving aimlessly around

;

cars furnished at a station where a car is unloading; con-

flicting tide orders; cars moving around unknowingly picked

up by locals, and odds and ends of that nature, that I sp)eak

about, which if efficiently distributed will increase the load-

ing, I should think, 25 p)er cent without a new car being

built. Don't be skeptical and say it can't be done; I have

done it and can demonstrate it to any doubter.

We pick out the cream of employees for positions as

traveling passenger and freight agents, trainmasters and
traveling auditors, but the man who distributes the freight

cars slides into his job to fill a vacancy by the seniorit)'

route as any ordinary clerk. It is wrong—the ver\' life

blood of the railroad is at stake in furnishing cars and in

furnishing them promptly. While looking into such matters

at New York, Detroit, Buffalo, Denver, Minneapolis, Kan-
sas Cit)', St. Louis, Chicago and Ft. Worth, I got a fair

idea of our troubles in distributing cars; there were as many
methods as there were division points. Superintendents and
other officers were too busy to give such matters much at-

tention and when a car shortage occurred it was taken for

granted it was so. It was not so. It was a case of in-

efficient distribution by incompetent men—men who had no
training in the intricate workings of industrial switching and
loading in our great switching terminals, or workings of

local and through freights, and no knowledge of the shipp)ers

on the line and various characteristics of stations and agents,

and who did not know the difference between a car with a

hot box and one with a drawbar out, etc.

The railroad manager, who will rid himself of mediocre
car distributors and put men on the job full of p)ep and
energy and experience, and have them do nodiing but see

that no cars move aimlessly around, \\i\\ have tlie satisfac-

tion of being able to give 100 per cent service to the public
with the cars available.

We are distributing cars today as we did 50 years ago,

but our locomotives and other railroad tools have changed,
so why not change the distribution of cars from a basis of

incompetency to a basis of efficiency?

If you travel on freight trains you will learn from con-

ductors and trainmen the facts outlined above.

The general office car distributor d(x\sn't know the division

car distributor, or his methods, in nine out of ten cases.

Not one per cent of them have ever traveled over the road
or seen the agents or shippers or the local conductor with
wliom they do business every day and who could give them
hundreds of pointers. In some places the chief dispatcher

attempts to use .iO minutes of his time for the distribution

of cars; the result is failure.

If a railroad loads 1,500 cars a day and is short 500, it

is losing at least ,>00 cars per day by improp)er distribution.

It is of no use to send inexjierienced inspn-ctors out to inspect

and check up what evePihody knows. The science of proper
distribution of cars is .something that should be taken into

consideration and which will greatly minimize our car short-

ages at no extra exp)ense.

H. R. Dre\'er.

Forty-five Thousand nmi.Ahs is the sum said to have been

p-iid by the Philadelphia & RoadinR Railway in .settlement of the

claim of Mis.<; .\nna Filzpatrick, who was hurt in the collision at

Woodmont, Pa., last December. Sitting, with her sister, in the

car next to the locomotive, her feet were crushed, and she sus-

tained other injuries, while her sister was burned to death.

The injuries to the feet kept Miss Filzpatrick in the hospital 256

days and it is expected that she will have to have the attendance

of physicians and nurses for a year longer.



Steel Diners for the Atchison, Topeka CEi. Santa Fe

The Cars Are 86 ft. 6 in. Long Over End Sills and Weigh

171,000 lb.—Tables Seat 36 Persons

THE .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has recently placed

in service eiglrt all-steel dining cars. These diners,

which were built by tlie Pullman Company, are with-

cxit vestibules, are 80 ft. 6 in. long over the end sills and

have a weight of 171,000 lb. in working order. The din-

of whidi was built in 1914. The underframe is designed

to carry the load and consists of fish-l>elly center sills built

up of plates and angles, channel side sills, and bolsters and
cross bearers built up of channel pre.*.>;ings and cover plates.

One of the prinripiil (lifltrtntcs in the desiirn of the present

The Kitchen, Looking Toward the Pantry

ing rooms are 38 ft. 8 in. long and have six single and six

double tables with a .seating capacity of 36. The tables are

spaced 6 ft. 5 in. from center to center, which is 2 in. greater

than the spacing on the older diners of this road.

Essentially the design of these cars is the same as that

of the other all-steel equipment of the Santa Fc, the first

Daylight View of the Dining Room

cars is the use of structural chiinnel sections for the side

sills to replace the built-up sections employed in the first

steel coaches. The body frame members are largely of

l^rcssi-d steel. The corner posts and side plates are of rolled

Z-section; the balance of the side posts and cripples are of

pressed Z-shapes. The belt rail is a continuous piece o£

459
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4-in. by 1 • ..-in. rectangular section, with pressed Z-section

window sills; the deck sill is a special angle pressing with

a long horizontal flange; and the deck plate and carlines

are channel pressings, the latter with closed ends. The
sides of the cars are sheathed with }s.-iD. steel sheets.

The entire car body is insulated with a Vj-in. layer of

Insulite. This is applied on the car body between the posts

and carlines against the outside sheathing and roof sheets.

The underframe is covered throughout with a floor of Xo. 16

galvanized steel coated on both sides with Tucas car roof

cement. The Insulite is then laid and covered with a heaNy

coat of petroleum asphalt, mopped on hot. On this are

placed the transverse nailing strips for the floor. In the

dining room the floor consists of a single thickness of "j-in.

tongued and grooved yellow pine flooring. A double floor

of the same material is laid in the kitchen while the single

wood floor in the corridor is covered with Flexolith and

surfaced with j4-in- rubber tiling. The thickness of the

nailing strips in the kitchen and corridor is reduced so that

the surface of the floor is flush throughout all the several

divisions of the car.

The interior finish of the dining room is of wood through-

out and is built up of five-ply veneer Mexican maliogany.

At all bearings, both on the sides and ceiling, the wood is

backed with hea\y canton flannel to prevent creaking. The
steel interior finish in the kitchen, pantry and hallway is

of i/16-in. sheet steel, and is backed with one course of

No. 12 fireproof duck, secured to the sheets with glue.

The arrangement of facilities in the car is clearly shown
in the floor plan drawing. There are four refrigerators iced

from tlie roof, the largest one located in the kitchen at the

end of the car. Two of the others are located against the

partitions at the kitclien end of the dining room, one on

eitlier side of the car, and the third at the opposite end of

the dining room. In addition to the ice boxes in the kitchen

and pantr) . a large icebox for meat storage is located under

the car to which access is had through a trap door in the

pantry floor.

Side doors with 2-ft. 1-in. openings are located on either

side of the car, 4 ft. Ayi-'m. back from the end. One of

these doors opens directly into the kitclien, and the other

into the corridor, with the door from the corridor into the

kitchen directly opposite. The outside door on the kitchen

side is in two sections arranged so that the upper section

may be opened independently of the lower.

Power for the electric lights and fans is furnished by the

U. S. L. axle light system, with truck suspended generator.

The dining room is lighted by six center fixtures and six

fixtures in the ceiling of the lower deck on each side. Safety

fixtures are used througliout, those in the center being en-

closed in 12-in. bowls, and those on the side in 8-in. bowls.

Five ceiling fans of the revoKnng shutter type are placed

between the ceiling lamps.

The Vai>or Car Heating Company's thermostatically

controlled vapnjr system is installed for heating the car, and
three n-jjes of ventilators are used. The dining room is

served l)y four Peerless ventilators opening through the

deck sa.sli, and two similar ventilators arc also placed about
the liall l)etween the dining room and pantr)-. Glol>e ven-

tilators are placed in the roof over the corridor and the

pantry, two in the corridor ;ind one in the pantr>-. Five
adjustal)le hinged ventilator hatches, each arranged for

operation in either direction arc placed on tl\e center line of

the roof over the kitchen. The.se ventilators are directlv

over the range and steam tal>le and provide a ca])acity for

the mm-ement of large volumes of air.

The cars are carried on six-wheel cast steel trucks with
Sy2-in. by lO-in. journals. They are fitted witl> Barl)er

roller center plates and side Itearings, and Simplex clasp

brake rigging. The .lirlirake equipment is of tlie Westing-
house IT type.
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Coal Priority Bill Passed by the House
Will Control the Price of Coal at the Mines Through the Regula-

tion of Coal Distribution

THK Wi.NSL.iw BILL to pruvidt- lor federal rc);ulution of
coal distribution and an indirnt control of the price
of coal at the mines for tlu- |)eri<xl following the strike

settlements, during which there will U- a general scramble
for coal which would otherwise lead to a runaway market,
was passed by the Hous«' on August ,>1 \,y a vote of 214
til (>1 and the similar bill introduied by Senator Cummins

taken up in the Senate on Se|)teml)er 1.

• iider the House bill an attempt is to be made to prevent
undue profiteering on the part of coal operators at least by
authorizing the Interstate Commerce rommission "to issue

such order or orders for priorities in car M'r\-ice, embargoes
and other suitable measures in favor of or against anv
carrier or region. munici|>ality. community, jierson, copart-

nershi]) or corp)oration, and to take any other necessarj* and
appropriate steps for priority in car sevice and in the

e<|uitalile distribution of co;il or other fuels so as best to

meet the emergency, prevent extortion in prices charged for

coal and other fuel, and promote the general welfare." The
te.\t of the Cummins bill was ])ublished in last week's issue.

. Does Not Actually Fix Prices

No one is authorized by the bill to actually fi.\ prices;

the federal fuel distributor is to report to the commission,

among other information, the prices normally and usually

charged for such coal and other fuel, and whether current

prices, considering the costs of production and distribution,

are just and rea.sonable." On the basis of the information

furnished cars may be allowed to Ik: supplied for the ship-

ment of coal at what the commission on the recommendation

of the fuel distributor thinks is a fair price, and cars may
be withheld from, or an enil)argo may be laid against,

shipment for which an unreasonable price has been charged,

or even apparently for which an unreasonable price has

lieen offered, the purpose being to prevent the running up
of prices by those who would bid against others for the

op[)ortunity to stock u]) with coal as well as by th(.)se who
wixild take advantage of the opportunity to demand high

prices. The prevention of retail profiteering is left to the

action of state authorities.

Tit'ed of Being Held Up
It might jierhaps be inferred that tlic authors of the bill

had possil>ly given some credence to the idea that coal strikes

are not entirely one-sided affairs but that the desire to con-

vert coal from a drug on the market to a highly |>rized and

eagerly demanded luxury ha.s something to do witli them.

In fact one of tin- reputed authors of tlie bill is understood

to have unbosomed himself recently of the statement that

he was getting tired after .>n or 40 years "of tiiis business

of scaring the American people to death and freezing them

to death in the middle of .August."

Almost frankly the l)ill uses the |)retensc of regulating

interstate railroads in the use of their cars to accomplish

a regulation of tlie price of fuel. Hut in case the commerce

clause of the Constitution is not sufficient foundation for it,

the preamble of the bill attem[)ts to call into play the general

welfare clause, the public health clause, the poslofficc clause

and the army and navy clauses. Congress is made to say

that a national emergency exists, "which c'ndangers the

|>ul)lic health and gc'neral welfare of the people of the United

States, injures industry and business general!) throughout

the United States, causes extortion, limits the supply of

heat, light and jwwer, threatens to oitstruct and hamper the

ojK-ration of the government of the United State> and of its

several departments, the transportation of the mails, the

operation and efficiency of the army and navy, and the

operation of_ carriers engaged in commerce among the several

states and with foreign countries."

Many of the opjxinents of the bill in Congress asserted

that it would operate to restrict the production of coal rather
th:m increa.se it by shutting off the mines whose cost of
production is above the average and U^cause operators might
not want to ship coal, under a priority order, to a consignee
who might be slow in paying for it. However, the advocates
of the bill point out that as much more coal can be produced
than the railroads can handle, the available transportation
service >llould Ik.- conserved for tho.se who can and will sell

it at a reasonable price. If tlie wagon mines cannot operate
profitably on the price which Mr. Spencer and the Interstate
Commerce Commission consider fair, or if an operator
thinks he would rather hold his coal in the ground than
sell it for those prices, there will lie that many more cars
for the others.

Hoover Favors Bill

Secretary- Hoover, one of the chief sponsors of the bill,

says that while high prices might under other conditions
enhance prcxluction, the present problem is no longer one
of production but of distribution. There will be mudi com-
I)etition among producers, but the producer who has his
coal in a car would have some degree of monopoly, at least

he would have a monopoly of that car unless its use were
regulated. It is understood that this time, having learned
a les.son in 1920, the Interstate Commerce Commission does
not propose to assign cars to people to use them in buying
coal. It now proposes to see that the coal is bought hv
someone liefore the cars are assigned, and the prices will
probably be based on those on which Secretary Hoover
reached a voluntary agreement with a majority of the opera-
tors who were then producing coal.

Numerous amendments to the bill were offered but. with
the exception of committee amendments, most of them were
voted dowTi or ruled out on points of order as not germane.
One of the committee amendments was to insert in the pre-
amble the words "and by reason of the disturbance in
industrial conditions caused by the World ^\a^, ' as one
of the justifications for the exercise of emergency authoritv.
An amendment proposed by Representative .Anderson to
substitute a provision for the purcha.se of coal by a govern-
ment agency was one of those held to be npt germane.
Representative Sanders' amendment to strike out reference
to prices was defeated 76 to .>6.

Other unsuccessful anienclments projx)sed to limit the
period of the bill to six months or a year, to fix the salary
of the fuel distributor at $7,500. to jirovidc that the Inter-
state Commerce Commission sliould exercise tlie powers
granted without the aid of a fuel distributor, to provide that
the price should l)e reasonable "to the ultimate consumer,"
to strike out the reference to "extortion" in the bill, and to
reduce freight rates on coal by .'^O per cent. Manv of the
amendments to tone down the effectiveness of the bill were
offered by rejire.sentatives from coal-producing districts, who
warned those who voted for the bill that it would soon lead
to the fixing of prices for commcxlities manufactured in
other districts. One or two voices were raised to express
di.sagreement with the idea of regulating prices downward
in a period of scarcity without any provision for holding up
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prices at time of dull market condition. An amendment

offered by Representative Sanders was adopted providing

that except as to prosecutions for offenses, the provisions of

the act shall cease to be in force and effect Januarj' 1, 1924.

Borah and Cummins Bills in Senate

Discussion in the Senate of the Borah bill to create a

coal investigating commission and of the Cummins bill to

prevent profiteering by use of priority orders brought out

much conflict of opinion. Senator Dial of South Carolina,

who has a number of plants that use coal in large quantities,

complained that he was unable to get coal which he had

contracted for at $1.90 a ton because the operators notified

him tliat Mr. Hoover had raised the price to $3.50 and

that later the coal was diverted to other .states under priorit}'

orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission. When
Senator Kellogg reminded him that for a time only 4,000,000

tons of coal a week were being produced, and that public

utilities and public institutions needed most of that, he said:

"I think you might as well stop the public utilities as turn

our labor out of employment and let them perish."

Senator Sutherland of West Virginia objected to regula-

tion of the coal industry, saying that the entire trouble

practically is one of transportation and that transportation

is a "fine e.xample of a government regulated industry."

Senator Kellogg replied that the roads had been in a

position from April 1 to July 1 to handle the maximum of

coal and they did not have it to handle, and that even if

they were not crippled by the strike they could not transport

all the coal in three months that should be produced and

transported in six months.

Senator Reed of Missouri said the Interstate Commerce
Commission was misusing its power in releasing 96,000

open top cars with sides less than 42 inches from its prefer-

ential coal order. He said the commission should exercise

its power to divert the cars to the coal business instead of

facilitating the handling of building materials.

Cummins Bill Under Discussion

The Borah bill was temporarily laid aside on Friday and

the priority bill w-as taken up, the House bill being placed

on the calendar without being referred to the committee on

interstate commerce because it had already considered the

similar Cummins bill. Senator Cummins moved that his

bill be substituted for the House bill. In explanation of

the bill he said that a majority of the members of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission felt that it was beyond their

power to issue priority orders giving preference on account

of the price of coal and that he would not be willing to

give them that authority as a permanent matter. It should

be limited to the emergency and even the President ought

not to have the power to determine when the emergency exists.

That, he thought, was for Congress to determine. However,

he had no doubt that Congress, under its right to regulate

commerce, if there was a starving community in one part

of the countr)-, could say that there shall be no cars loaded

for any other ]iurpose than to transport food, and that simi-

larly it may say that only those operators who are willing

to sell their coal to a community without coal at a fair price

shall be allowed cars.

Senator Reed declared that this was merely a sul>terfuge

to fix a priic anfl that if Congress possesses such a jiower

and starts to use it, "we may as well understand that we
will have opened a door through which may come a lot of

trouble. That power, of course, we can declare at any time,

whether there is an emergency or not. There is nothing in

the Constitution about emergencies."

Senator Underwood said that instead of attempting such

legislation now the government should have taken action

long ago to stop the railroad strike. Senator I'liderwood's

objection that no legi.«lation is now proposed to deal with

the railroad strike and his statement that the remedy lay

in an anti-strike law, such as had been passed by the Senate

at the time the Transportation Act was being framed,

brought out an interesting statement from Senator Cummins
that the Senate conferees at that time had not yielded on
the anti-strike provisions until information had come to

them that President Wilson would veto the bill if they were

left in it.

"We put teeth in that bill," said Senator Underwood,
"but when they carried it to conference they brought back

an empty shell. The power to enforce the decree of a court

is the only thing that makes the decree of value."

Wilson Threatened to Veto Anti-Strike Law
"For two months or more the Senate conferees attempted

to maintain the Senate provisions in that respect," said

Senator Cummins. "The House was adamant upon that

subject, and although I am now betraying a secret which

jwssibly is not generally known, it was not until the in-

formation came to the Senate conferees that if the bill was
passed with the anti-strike provision in it, it would he

vetoed, that the Senate conferees yielded to the House de-

mands, and allovi'ed the bill to pass without the provisions

in it which I think are absolutely necessary to any effective

railway regulation."

Senator Underwood replied that he did not criticise the

chairman of the committee on interstate commerce, that he

may have been compelled to yield in 1920, but that "when
he surrendered he left the door wide open, and failed to

put up the only barrier in front of a great transportation

strike which can save the people of the United States from

the dire conditions which are confronting them today."

Senator Cummins added tliat he had no direct word from

President Wilson but that after the Senate had provided

for a Labor Board of five members, all representing the

public, and had made it unlawful to enter into a conspirac>'

or strike in order to coerce employers in disregard of tlie

decision of the Labor Board, "gentlemen whom I shall not

name but who were high in the councils of the labor people

and of the Railroad .Administration indicated to me that

unless we yielded upon those points the President might

find it difficult to sign the bill. It was at the very last

minute tliat we changed the composition of the Labor Board,

providing three memliers to represent the public, three to

represent the railroads and three to represent the men."
Senator Cummins said he intends to introduce anti-strike

bills at the next session of Congress, but that it would be

impossible to control the present strike by any such

legislation.

Senator Reed, who kept insisting that the bill would not

accomplish the desired purpose and insisted that the ira-

|x)rtant thing was to settle the railroad strike, ventured to

"guess" that the freight engines and the cars necessarj' to

trans]>ort the coal could be put in condition in two weeks

time, although he thought Senator Cummins was under-

stating it when he said that possibly 20 per cent of the

engines and cars are in bad order.

In reply to objections because the bill does not reach

dealers who may profiteer, Senator Cummins said it would
reach the dealer who is shipping coal from one state to

another just as completely as the operator will be reached,

but that the remedy for retail profiteering is with the states.

Discussion of the Cummins liill was continued in the

Senate on Tuesday and Wednesday. Senator Cummins in

a long discussion pointed out that an important difference

between the two bills was that this applied only to inter-

state shipments, while the House bill would cover also ship-

ments within a state.

Senator Robin.son made a long speech on Wednesday at-

tacking the injunction obtained by Attorney General
Daughcrty.



Canadian National Increases Facilities at Moncton*

New Engine Terminal Provided as Part of Plan for Extensive

Improvement at That Place

By S. B. Wass,
Terminal Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Fort William, Ont.

TiiK cfTY or Moncton is situated on the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways at the junction of the main line from

Halifax to Montreal and the line from the city of St.

John, and is also the eastern tenninus of the Transconti-

nental Railway, which makes it the gathering f>oint for traf-

fic from the west to Halifax, Sydney and all p>oints east of

it, as well as the breaking up f>oint for traffic in the opposite

direction. By reason of this fact it is the most important

Map of the Moncton Yard

railway junction fwint in the Maritime Provinces, and re-

quires adequate facilities for hiindling traffic rapidly and

efficiently, and also for distributing empty cars and equip-

ment of all descriptions to points where needed. For a num-
l)er of years the yard has been too small to provide the

necessaPk- working capacity; and the tracks too short to ac-

commodate the long trains hauled l>y the new large locomo-

tives. The roundhouse and otiier facilities, which were old,

were toil .small and witliout ])roper acilities or making the

running repairs to tlie prt-seiit-day large locomotives.

Layout of the Yard and Its Approaches

The old connection with the main line and trans-continen-

tal line, with tiie yard, is near the east end, and is by means

• Atntracled from a napcr prt«cnlc(l at the mcctini; of the Enpncennir
Inititiiie of Canada al Winnipeg, Man., on ."^eptcmbrr 7. 192-'.

of a wye connection, which resulte<l in a great deal of ter-

minal detention. To eliminate this condition, and so sim-

plify yard movements, a diversion was constructed from Mile

J. 5 on the north main line to Mile 2.5 on the St. John sub-

division, tliencc parallel to the St. John sub-division to the

yard. By this means all traffic enters the yard from the

west, making a simple east and west yard, except for the

transfer to the Moncton shops, which traffic, being only local,

is small.

A very complete ultimate layout has been designed, which

includes cast and west receiving yards, classification yards,

which may be equipped with humps if required; east and

west departure yards, transfer and storage tracks, new car

repair facilities, new engine facilities, etc, so located that the

construction of any additions or extensions required to meet

traffic conditions may be carried on without mateially inter-

fering with traffic. This yard is arranged in units, so that

it may be constructed and operated in sections as the traffic

demands. The conception and design of this general layout

originated with Collingwood B. Brown, recently chief en-

gineer, Canadian Government Railways, and now engineer-

ing assistant to the vice-president, Canadian National Rail-

ways, Toronto. All of the expenditures and construction up
to date have been in accordance with this ultimate layout.

Construction Work

The actual work of construction was commenced in the

season of 1919, and consisted of three parts:

(1) The acquiring of additional land which was re-

quired on both sides of the present yard to provide for pres-

ent and fiiture requirements, and to avoid farm crossing.*.

(2) The construction of the diversion from the main
line to the north, referred to above. The maximum grade

used was 0.6 per cent, com[)ensated for curvature, and in-

volved the raising of the St. John sul)-division to a height

of 6.5 feet at the under crossing of the Salisbury road. Mile

1.8, and extension of this bridge from a single-track to a

three-track structure. The contract for this work was

awarded to the Dominion Construction Company, Ltd., and
Wheaton, late in the season of 1Q19. and the work was com-

pleted early in 1920. A considerable saving in operating

expenses was effected during the first winter by the use of

this diversion for freight movement, although the old line

was continued for passenger traffic use.

(.?) The old freight shed was verj' inadequate for the

local and transfer traffic. A new shed with additional track-

age, arranged to conform with the new layout, was con-

structed. The structure is 400 ft. long by 40 ft. wide, of

brick and structural steel construction. The contract for

this work was awarded to engineers and contractors of St.

John, and the work w.is completeil early in the sea.son of

1920. A transfer platform 500 ft. long was also constructed

conforming to the new layout.

Construction Work During 1920

The engine hou.se, coaling ]>lant and other engine facilities

are located on the high ground, where the foundation is good,

just west of Johnathan creek, which crosses tlie yard at

al)out Mile 0.6 and flows across the marsh, the level of

which is approximately 25 ft. below tlic grade elevation.
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This marsh has an average width of about 400 ft., the John-
athan creek culvert being located at its extreme west side.

The ground west of the culvert for a distance of 5,000 ft.

was generally at)ove grade ranging from zero to 15 ft., which

necessitated considerabe excavation. The material was re-

quired partly to widen the embankment at the extreme west

end of the yard, but mostly to make the embankment over

the Johnathan creek marsh.

An extension of the Johnathan creek culvert under the

old yard was also necessar}'. In order to have the site ready

for building during the season of 1921, the construction of

the culvert extension and grading for the site of the building

was performed in 1920. so far as it could be done. A con-

tract for this work was awarded to the Dominion Construc-

tion Company, Ltd., and Wheaton, and the work was com-
pleted by the end of 1920. alwut 95,000 cu. yd. of material

having been excavated.

Work During 1921

The work during 1921 consisted of continuing the grad-

ing, diverting the main line, and construction of building
and service tracks. It will be seen that a locomotive ap-
proaching the facilities will, under ordinan,- conditions, ob-

tain the necessary attention in the following order: Coaling
and sand, water, fire cleaning, housing. Three inlx)und and
three outbound tracks have been provided, all of which are

served by stand-pipes for water. Coaling facilities are pro-
vided on the three inlxjund tracks, and by means of cross-

overs locomotives on two of the outbound tracks ma}- be

coaled w^th very little interference with the inbound locomo-
tives. Four tracks have been provided with ash-pits and
sufficient cross-overs have been provided to facilitate anv
desired movement of the locomotives. Fifty tracks to the

turntable have been jirovided for; four are running tracks to

and from the turntable, forty are entrances from the turn-
table to the forty-stall house, which is now constructed, and
space or an additional six-stall section when required. All
buildings except the water tank and coaling plant are con-
structed of brick on concrete foundations with mill tvpe
frames of fir, except the machine shop, which has a struc-
tural steel frame. This is one of the largest layouts for a
single engine house in Canada.
As much of this work had to lie perfomied in the present

yard, without interference with traffic, it was decided to do
it by the railway's own forces under the supervision of A. F.
Stewart, chief engineer, with S. B. Wass, construction en-
gineer, and E. R. Evans and H. L. Curie, assistant engineers,
directly in charge of the work.

Sewer System

As the buildings were all located on the natural ground,
composed of hard pan, very impen-ious to water, it was im-
portant that drainage l)e i)rovided for the foundation excava-
tions at the earliest possible moment, and the most effective
method was to get the permanent sewerage system installed.
The main sewer, extending from the outlet to the manhole
opposite the ash-pits, is of 24-in. double strength, vitrified
clay pipe 798 ft. long, placed 14 ft. l)elow grade so as to
drain the ash-pits. From this main .sewer, branches of
smaller sized pij)e are carried to the turntable i)it, engine
wheel drop pits, and all other facilities requiring drainage.
The total amount of excavation for .sewer trenches was 4,9()0
cu. yd. in hard-pan material merging into rock, so that hand
labor was considered to be too .>ilow. .Several alternative
mclhods were distus.«.ed and it was finally decided to try a
Marion railroad ditcher which was availai)lc. This ma-
chine was supported over the top of the trench on old bridge
stringers and in one operation excavated the trenih in front
of it and deposited the material l)chind it.sclf, the pijH- hav-
ing been laid and jointed by men working directly under-
nciifh the machine.
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'lil was thi- iiKtIiixi Uiat I'atjucnil) 55 lin.

ii-d scwcr was laid in a working day, and an
.......^ -' ft piT day W.IS maintained during the whole
operatiun

The Terminal Buildings

The engine house contains 40 stalls, 3.5 of which arc 100
t in length with 65-ft. pits, and seven arc 120 ft. long
AJth SO-ft. pits. The house is divided into two sections of

even lOO-ft. stalls; one section of seven 120-ft. stalls; one
otion of nine lOO-ft. stalls, and one .section of 10 lOO-ft.

tails. Three of the long stalls are providetl with drop pits

i>r driving wheels, and two with drop pits for tender wheels,
I located that any [Kiir of wheels on any of the railway's

c\isting lon»motives may l>e changed. The drop pits are

all equipjxd with Taylor-Arnold pneumatic jacks. Each
stall is provided with steam blower, with Barco connection,

blow-ofiT pipe, wash-out and boiler filling pipe, cold water

connection and compressed air, all of which systems are con-

nected with the power house, where the various pumps, hat-

well, etc., are located.

The machine shop. 84 ft. long by 53 ft. wide, is located

at the back of the long stall section of the roundhouse and
connected to it by a passage way. It is provided with ma-
hines for light repairs, tixil room and forge, with jib cranes

>r handling hea\-y parts, and a narrow-gage push-car track

between the machine shop and the roundhouse stalls.

'ITie stores and office building is 100 ft. long by 30 ft.

wide. The foreman's office is in the west end of the build-

ing, and adjoining it are the Ixioking and registering room,

locker room, wash room, shower hath, etc. The oil cellar,

fully cquii>ped with .storage tanks, and 10 self-measuring

and registering oil pumps, is in the central portion of the

building. The east end of the building, to Ik? used for

miscellaneous supplies, is fitted with racks and shelves, and
surrounded with an eight-foot platform with ramps. This

building is heated by low-pressure steam, supplied by the

l)Owcr house boilers.

The power house is attached to the back of the t\velfth

stall of the engine house and is 87 ft. by 44 ft. It is divided

into two parts by a brick wall, the back part of which con-

tains two 250-h.p. Babcock and Wilcox water-tube toilers,

which were in use in the old power house, l)ut have lieen re-

tuljed. thoroughly cleaned and repaired. The other part

contains the air compressor, feed-water, wash-out and va-

cuum pumps, and steam-driven fan and heater coils. A
hot-well is hxated just outside the [)Ower hou.se for .storage

of hot water. This hot water is used for feedwater for re-

filling locomotive lx)ilers. tiius effecting a great saving in

fuel.

The clectrii current is obtained from the railway power

plant at tlie Momton shops. It is used for operating the

coaling plant and motors in the machine shop, in addition to

a complete lighting system tliroughout. The lights in the

engine hou.se are -^o arranged with reflectors on the {)Osts that

an abundance of light may be obtained for work on any

part of the locomotive, but cronomy may be effected by

turning off those not refjuired, as each stall is supplied with

separate switches.

A mechanical coaling plant of 3S0-ton storage capacity,

equi|>pcd to elevate coal at the rate of SO tons per hour, was
installed. It is provided witli three coaling tracks, and one

hopper track for receiving coal. It is operated by electric

power from the railway system. The machinery was sup-

plied and installed by \Villianis & Wilson, Ltd., of Montreal,

under contract, but the construction of the building and all

other work was done l)y the railway forces Facilities are

also provided for sand storage and supplying sand to lo<-o-

motives at this plant.

Water is olttained from the city w.atcr supply and a steel

tank of I50.0nn-gallon capacity is provided as a storage

reservoir. Four 10-in. .--tandpipes are provided for watering

locooxitives. The steel water lank was supplied and erected

by the Dominion Bridge ('om[>any on a concrete foundation

ccmstructcd by tlie railway forces.

Two double-track ash-pits. 40 ft. long, were provided.

These pits arv 12 ft. dirp and so arranged that they may
be operated as dry or floo<led pits. They are constructed of

reinforced concrete walls, lined with fia- brick, with the

sloping wall of sti-el rails under the tracks. The space be-

tween the two tracks, over the deep part of the pit, is covered

with a wooden platform which is removed when the cinders

arc being taken out of the j)its. The ashes are removed from
the pits by a coaling crane with a clam-shell bucket. This
crane is also used to load coal from storage piles or to coal

locomotives in ca.se the plant breaks down.

Construction

.\s all the buildings were required for operation at the

same time, it was decided to carry on the constuction of
them simultaneously and thus prevent the work from be-
coming congested For purposes of organizing a construction
force, a fairly dose estimate of the quantity of each class of
work to Ih? i)erfomied was made and from it an approxi-
mate estimate of the number of men and time required to
[wrform each was obtained. By keeping in view the natural
sequence of the work, a program was worked out by which
the foundation work was kept well ahead of the concrete
work, the concrete work ahead of the brick work, the brick
work aiiead of the carpentry, painting, piping, etc., and
throughout the whole work there was ver\- little interference
of one class of work with another, so that a gang once or-
ganized to perform certain classes of work was kept up to
full strength until the work was practically finished.

Bills of material were also prepared, orders were placed
for these as early as possible and arrangements made for de-
livery in accordance with the general program of the work.
By keeping daily records of material on hand, and by keep-
ing the persons .supplying the material daily advised of the
material situation at the work, no serious delay was caused
for material, although in some cases tiie men had to lie

siiifted to another part of the work for a few days. This was
true in tiie case of the steel window lintels, reinforcing for
the concrete floor in stores building, pipe fittings and elec-
trical supplies. Notwithstanding this, the general program
of the work was very closely adhered to.

During the season 7.03 miles of ix?rmanent track with 43
switdies were laid. This work could not l)e done continu-
ously, but the layout was located on the ground, and wher-
ever possible service track? were laid in the position of
permanent ones. A large amount of old track had to be
taken u|) and shifted, and tlie locomotive crane was very
useful in handling this material.

Transferring from Old to New Facilities

It was necessary- to continue oi>eration at tlie old facilities
until the new ones could l)e used. About one-half of the
machines in the old siiop were Ix-lt driven, and these were
installed in the new shop, while the motor-driven machines
were left in the old shop until after the transfer had been
maile.

'1 he transfer of the turntal)le naturally was the governing
feature, and this was accomplished witiiout any interference
with traffic. Tiie table was put out of service at the old
iiou.se at 8 a. m. Deceml)er 17, and was raised out of the
pit without removing deck or rails, by a 7S-ton wrecking
crane, by a rather uniijue method. The crane lifted one
end of tlic table, biwking was i)laced under the center, the
table was then tilted over the blocking and the opposite
end blocked u|). By repeating this several times, the tal)le

was raised higli enough to permit car trucks with especially
constructed bolsters to be pushed under the table. By thia
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means the table was transferred to the new site by 4 p. m.,

where it remained till the following morning. During the

night the crane was taken away on other service, and it re-

turned at 11 a. m. By reversing the tilting process the table

was lowered into the new pit, and at 4.30 p.m. December

18 the first engine went into the new house.

Steel Suburban Passenger Cars

for the Philadelphia & Reading

THE Phil.-ujelphia & READING is now receiving de-

liveries on the lot of 45 all-steel passenger and five

all-steel combination passenger and baggage cars for

suburban service which were ordered in Fehruar^- from the

Harlan plant, Wilmington, Del., of the Bethlehem Sliiplniild-

Interior of Suburban Coach

ing Corporation, Ltd. With the placing in oix-ration of

these cars, the Reading is now using specially designed all-

steel equipment for suburban traffic, a departure from tlie

practice of using the older types of equipment in suburban

service or on branch lines.

These suburban-type cars are designed for the same

with 16 ventilators placed on top. This construction makes
possible an unusually light and airj- car.

There is but one saloon in each car, thus increasing the

space for seats to a maximum pro\^ding a seating capacit}'

of 48, si.x more than the Philadelphia & Reading standard

main line coaches of the same length. The omission of

the second saloon also has the advantage of widening out

the aisle at the door, permitting quick emptying of the

car. The saloon bulkheads are steel.

The coaches are of the wide vestibule tj'pe and are

6,5 ft. in length over the underframes. They are electrically

lighted with Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company's
body suspension equipment, and are heated by means of the

thermo-jet system. The seats are Hale & Kilbum Walk-
over design upholstered in Philadelphia & Reading standard

plush. Four-wheel type trucks with 36-in. wrought steel

wheels and clasp brakes are used, and the axles have 5J^-in.

by lOjX-in. journals. Gould couplers, buffers and draft

gear and Westinghouse air brakes are part of the equip-

ment.

The interior finish of the coaches is painted mahogany
color. The ceilings are finished in old ivory and striped

to harmonize with the interior of the car. The sides,

1 nds and roof are insulated with three-ply salamander, and
the headlining is agasote.

.\i'PE.\LS WITH Xo He.'vrt IN Them.—J. O. Hackenbefg, super-

intendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Buffalo, N'. Y., speaking

recently at a Sunday meeting of employees said, in part : Far too

many railroad men today know the superintendent only as initials

on a train order or a name on a discipline notice, and if I can

convince you that he is a human being, with the same weaknesses,

troubles and cares that each_ of you have, my visit to you will

have been worth while. ... I know and you know that I

know, there have been cases where men have beeii fairly dis-

ciplined, getting what they justly deserved, where your chairmen

have been instructed to appeal. No right thinking chairman can

have his heart in such an appeal and many times it is lost simply

because it was wrong. If you men would get behind the discipline

and give it your full moral support, I am safe in saying that

most of the need for discipline would disappear. Think this over,

and the next time John Doe is disciplined and asks your support

in having the discipline annulled, ask yourself the question, "Was

lohn actually guilty?'' and if he was, how many men did John

take a chance of wrecking when he broke the rules? When a

superintendent disciplines ^ man, it isn't because he enjoys it,

but to try to keep a railroad safe. The man who deliberately

New All-Stecl Suhui llic I'hil.ulclphi.i & Kc.idnig

Strength as main line cars and are of standard all-steel

construction throughout. New main line all-steel cars for

this road were descriU-d in the Kailwdy Af;e of July 15,

1922, page 117. A noticeable feature, however, is the con-

struction of the roof, which is of the single deck type.

takes a chance with his own lite and limbs certainly will, with

less hesitancy, take a chance with yours. When you sit on an

engine and see a man take a foolish and needless chance, without

going after him about it, you arc siniply .idding to your own

risk.



Safety Council Holds Annual Meeting in Detroit

Results of Careful Crossing Campaign and Safety Education of

Children Chief Topics Discussed

TiiK tLKVF-vrn annual congress of the National Safety
Council, which was held in Detroit, Mich., August 28
to Si(>tcmber 1, extended vsell-nuritid mognition to its

Steam k:iilriMd section bv the election of M.irtu^ A. Dow,
general saieiy agent. New York Central Line>, to the presi-

dency of the Council. The Railroad section, which is one of

21 industrial branches of the congre.ss, devoted the major
portion of its deliberations to a di.<cussion of the highway
crossing hazard, which has been given special attention in

the "Careful Crossing Campaign" in.stitutiil on June 1. In
the al>sence of Isaiah Hale (A. T. & S. F.), chairman, A. O.
Ridgway (D. &: R. G. W.), vice-chairman, presided at the

sessions of the Section which was attended by about 80 rail-

road safety officers representing 27 steam roail.s.

The chairman, in his annual repwrt, cited as strong evidence

that the safety first movement is effective in reilucing train

service accidents, the fact that the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen ha^ Ix-en able to increa.se the brotherhood life in-

surance from $2,000 to $2,700 without increasing the cost

to the insured. Mr. Hale's report supfwrted this statement

by figures taken from the Interstate Commerce Commission
Accident reports for the last six years.

Fred Meyers, terminal superintendent of the Wabash,
Detroit, in a paper on "Accident Prevention from the Stand-

point of the Operating Department," cited a number of

operating rules which, properly enforced, would put a real

"kick" in the safety requirements. He suggested that in

some cases there hud been too much "safety organization" and

not enough individual effort to place each man on his own
responsibility. He has also found the committee men of the

brotherhoods to be of great assistance in convincing the men
that this safety movement was all for their personal welfare;

they aid in eliminating long established dangerous habits. In

a discussion of this paper, T. A. Carroll (I'enn.) explained

that as a means of getting home to each man, different divi-

sions of that road had issued small bulletins entitled "Fusee,"

"Life Preserver." etc., covering the details of accidents and

methods of preventing them. Bulletins detailing actual in-

cidents on the home road seem to receive more attention than

abstract statements.

W. F. Braden (B. & O.), presented a paper on the "Rela-

tive Importance of Supervision and Propaganda in Railroad

Safety Work," in which he selected the Careful Crossing

Campaign as the mcjst striking example of successful propa-

ganda launched recently by the railroads. He pointed out

that in railroad safety work the psychology behind propa-

ganda was, that a knowledge of danger was most readily im-

pre.s.sed on the average railroad employee through the sense

of sight; that is, by means of bulletins. Tiie vi>u:il impression

is strengthened by three qualities, exaggeration, motion and

unusual conditions shown in the picture. In 100 tests the

eye was found to make only l.S mistakes, whereas the ear

made .?4. The conclusion was that the average shop foreman,

in his haste to turn out work, can not with his ordinary

limited vtxabularv hoix- to accomplish as mudi for the safety

of the men by continued talks, as is jHtssible l)y the use of t^e

"universal languagt"— pictures atid bulletins.

Progress Report on Careful Crossing Campaign

According to reports from 66 of tiie Class I roads .?S2

people were killed at highway grade crossings on these roads

during June and July, 1922, an increase of 35 over the num-

ber for the same months in 1921. These figures were pre-

sented by H. A. Rowe, claim attorney of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, who is credited with originating the

famous "Cross Crossings Cautiously" poster. Continuing, he
stated that several roads had reported a reduction in such
accidents, among which were: the Chicago & North Western,
having 4 less deaths and 12 less injured in June and July,
1^22, than the same period for 1921; the Baltimore & Ohio
with 10 less killed and 9 less injured; the New York Central
1 less killed and 28 less injured; the Central of New
Jersey, 13 less killed and 23 less injured.

Mr. Rowe also reported the rc"sults of a check on 300 aver-
age crossings made July 15 and 16, this year. Of 306.306
automobiles obser\'ed the drivers of only 156,607, or about
50 per cent, looked either way, and only 26,453, or about 9
per cent slowed down to less than 20 miles an hour. The
sjx-aker stated that 1,300,000 standard "Cross Crossings
Cautiously" posters had been used in the campaign and that

in this iK-riod an equal number of (new) automol)iles had been
sold. In the face of such odds Mr. Rowe felt that the fact

that deaths and injuries have been restricted to even approx-
imately the 1921 record was a great credit to the campaign.
The death of 1,800 persons and injury to 5,000 annually for

the past five years in railroad crossing accidents has begun
to bring the nation to realize that instruments of death and
torture are l)eing promi.scuously placed in the hands of in-

comjjetent persons, exposing innocent pa.ssengers on trains

and in automobiles to the mercy of ignorant, heedless and
criminally reckless drivers. Mr. Rowe advocated a united
movement for the inauguration of legislation to establish a
"standard of ability" to l;e required of automobile drivers.

The speaker advocated a movement to influence local news-
paper writers not to make a hero of the automobile driver

involved in an accident but to place the blame where ie

belongs, thereby convincing the public that any driver not

observing caution is a fool, not a hero.

T. A. Carroll (Penn.) in di.scussing this paper said that

there had Ixen a gratifying degree of publicity. In 151
newspapers in the larger cities lie had found 969 column-
inches of copy on the careful crossing campaign and, in-

cluding editorials and copied articles in smaller papers some
two miles of copy had txcn produced on the subject. Con-
sidering that tliere is a combined circulation of some
89,000,000 copies of these pap)ers it is fair to conclude that

the American iKwple hJive had this subject brought effectually

to their attention. The slogan has been used in several car-

toons published in prominent newspapers. This .slogan is

a real asset; it will stick as long as railroads cross highways.

But the campaign is now only well started and rec|uires

the best efforts of all to keep it projierly before the jmblic.

He closed by saying that the campaign has co.st $50,000, a

small amount coinjiared to the gixid acomplished.

Safety Education Through the Public Schools

Marcus A. Dow (N. Y. C.) stated that just after the cam-
paign had l)een started there was an increase in crossing

accidents on the New York Central for two weeks and that

no favorable results were noted until the first two weeks in

July, but a reduction would W shown for the first half of

August. The 10,000 local station agents on the New York
Central have presented the standard N. Y. C. careful crossing

speech to over 2,000,000 people. Mr. Dow urged the rail-

roads to continue the campaign without abatement.

The work of planting safety habits into the lives of .school

467
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children was explained in detail by several speakers. L. G.

Bentley (C. & O.) said that school children in the territory

adjacent to the Chesapeake & Ohio were being taught to keep

off the railroad right-of-way and cars. Personal work of

safety agents among the children by the telling of interesting

and vivid stories in the school rooms has accomplished grati-

f\-ing results. Mr. Bentley has personally delivered his story

of "Bill Day, the Boy Athlete" to 50,000 school children,

and he received promises from these children to keep off the

railroad. J. T. Broderick (B. & O.) stated that a three-year

campaign in the homes and schools along the Baltimore &
Ohio has resulted in a reduction of 20 per cent in persons

killed and .>4 per cent in injured. How children are taught

to keep off railroad tracks in Detroit was explained by Miss

Harriet E. Beard, supervisor of safety, Detroit Public

Schools. A short one-act play enacted by the children

demonstrated methods of arousing interest in safety and of

impressing the children with the serious consequences of

tresspassing on railways.

A systematic and efficient perodical examination of the

eyes of all workmen was advocated by R. M. Little of the

National Eyesight Conser\-atioii Conference. He claimed

that over half of the employees of the average industrial

plant have defective vision and as a result are nervous, rest-

less and careless, this condition is a constant source of

hazard. It can be remedied l)y glasses properly fitted.

he will resent the warning. On the other hand, the straight-

from-the-shoulder request (or order), appeals to him and
he will promptly obey, in the majority of cases. In closing

Mr. Love emphasized the importance of co-ordination—^let

the eye follow the hand. Many men are prone to trust their

hands in one direction while looking in another. Men
should be trained to watch where they put their hands.

L. G. Bentley, general safety agent, Chesapeake & Ohio

was elected chairman of the Steam Railroad section of the

Xational Safety Council for the ensuring year. John Fitz-

hugh (G. C. & S. F.), vice-chairman and L. P. Green (M.

St. P. & S. S. !M.), Minneapolis, Minn., secretary.

Freight Car Loading
Washington. D. C.

FKKKiHT CAR loading during the week of August 26 was

the largest since October 21, 1921, amounting to 890,-

838, as compared with 828,883 in the corresponding

week of 1921 and 1,001,308 in 1920. This was an increase

of 34,679 cars over the previous week and of about 23,000

as compared with the highest previous week this year before

the shop strike. The increase was mainly due to the in-

crease in coal loading, following the Cleveland agreement,

which amounted to about 30.000 cars more than during the

REVENUE FREIGHT LO.<\DED

Totals This Yeah, La Two YsABs Ago. VVrfk Enpixg Sati rday. August 26, 1<>22

Total revenue freight loaded

Districts > tar

Eastern 1»2-'

1921

Allcghtiiy 19-'-

lo.'l

Pocllmi.ta.s l'>;2

1921

Southern I932
1921

Northwestern 1922
1921

Centr«l Western 1922
1921

Southwestern 1922
I<'2I

Tot.lI weiitern diilricts. 1922
1921

Totnl. all r.'ads 192?
1921
1920

Increase compare! .. .. 1921

Decrease comnarril ... 1921
Increase cofnparc^l 1920
Dcrrcase comi»re<l . . .

192n

August 26 1922
.\uBMM 19 192.?

.\uKUst 12 1922
AuKust 5 I9-?2

July 29 1922

9.707
8,028
J,550
3,216
200
!7.!

3,899
3,537

17.305
18,797
15.160
19,[51
4,741
5,926

37,206
43.884
54,562
58,8.18

46,044

54.562
55.89,-.

57.567
58.512
59.170

Live
stock

3,145
3,102
2,957
2,812
214
198

2,320
1.842
7,772
6,307
12.555
9.S95
3,083
2,763

23,410
18.965
32.046
26.919
28,463
5.127

'

3.583

"

32.046
29.756
28.370
26,507
27.101

Coal

20,13-t

44,704
32.761
44.581
20,54r
16,846
20,495
21.392
4,195
8.527
9.183
18,507
3.715
4,956
17.093
31,99C

111,030
159.513
211,766

'48.483

i6b".73«
111,030
81,959
84.559
79.246
76,374

Cnke

1,235
1,10*
4,570
2,266
263
98
711
288

1.045
484
396
190

.S,390

4.631
15.921
3.759

7.531
8.190
S.2ni

S.420
8.J42
9.112

Forest
protUicts

5,742
4.576
3.219
2,647
1,109
1,2.'7

19.030
14,180
15,768
11,334
7.705
6,294
7.893
7,140

31,366
24.768
60.466
47,408
66.580
13.058

Ore

6.195

1 1,496
7,2,'

5

6,114
60,466
57,934
56,163
55,898
58.197

UO.!

193
44,014
21.268
1.999
S.'9

347
250

46.160
22.357
65.041
31.912
79.709
33.129

14.668
65.041
67,201
69,197
66,218
64.147

%Hse.
L.C.L.

66.522
60.227
48,296
45.775
4.60-i

4,768
34.941
36.42S
28,573
28.084
32.175
31.189
14.889
15.984
75.637
75.257

230,000
222.455
207,202

7.54S
1

22.798

2.ib.6o(i

229 5?s
230.652
229.287
234.567

Miscel
laneous

97,329
.S0.251

78,616
57.158
2.580
3,898

33,894
31,547
38.088
35.053
52.970
42,103
25,5.'6

27.197
116.384
1 04.353
329,303
277,207
345.623
52,096

16.320
329,303
325,350
317.652
327,241
331.062

This

i92J

210.509

is 5, ,'7,

5

29,664

ii6,.^8.i

156.766

iyi.iiJ

60,164

349.067

890,8.18

'61.955

110.470
890.838
856,219
852.580
851.351
859.733

Corre-
sponding

year
1921

204,123

165.690

'27,218

i 69,467

i29',854

i28',i78

'64,413

322.445

828.883

828.883
815.147
80!>.26O

786.178
795.432

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

244.935

212,335

'36,322

129,425

170,486

i39,l2i

'68,631

378.29i

1.001.303

1,001.308
968.103
971.269
935.730
936.366

One of the interesting papers presented was "Simplicity

in Accident Prevention Work." by A. B. Love (A. C. L,).

Mr. Love explained that although the u.se of safety devices

is gfxxl. the ultimate goal is to bring "the workman to a full

realization of his personal needs and to the grave responsi-

bility he assumes for his <le|>en(ients. as well as the influence

he wields over fellow-workers." Mr. Love called for lictter

signs and posters. Placards displayed in shojis or other

places frequented by workmen should Ik.' l)rief. simi>lc and

clear, otherwise "they become so much wall decoration

—

nothing more." Instead of putting up a sign reading "The

Rest Safety Device Known is a Careful Man" sub'^titute one

like "Watch for Overhead Obstruction Hen ", or "Keep

Aisles Clear"; or "Do Not Leave Tixils Where Tluy May

Fall I'lHin Some One." The first-mentioned sign creates in a

man's mind the idea thai if he suffers injury he will not be

considered careful, and will not lie given credit for certain

qualities which arc iltributable only to careful men Thus

preceding week. The loading of grain and grain products

and ore was slightly less than the preceding week, but all

other classes of conimiKlities showed increases.

TiiK Day's Work on the Xf.w Vokk Ckntk.vl.—This is

the title of a display advertisement recently published by the

New York Central rc.KJiiig as follows : From midnight to mid-

night the New York Central Lines haul 1(X1,0(10.(XX1 ton-miles of

freight. A ton-mile, the measure of transportation, is one ton

moved one mile. A htiiulrcd million ton-miles arc equivalent

to jnoviiig a ton a distance greater than from the earth to the

sun; or of inoving 4.0(K) tons [a train of X) large cars] around

the world. In the same twenty-four hours the passenger trains

record 10,000,000 passcuRor-inilcs, the equivalent of carrying more

than 10,000 passengers from Chicago to New York, The days

work of the Now York Central Lines is about one-tenth of the

rail transportation of the United States, and is gioater than that

of all the railroads of FIngland and France coiuhinod.



U. S. Gets Blanket Injunction Against Shopmen
Restraining Order Covers Many Strike Activities—A. F. of L.

Threatens to Fight Enforcement

Ost .If iiih M,.>i imi«.n.iiu ni<>vi-> in the -Impmcn's
-irikf ami prolKihly the m»t far reaching and signifi-
I .tin action ever taken in an inilu>lriul lonllict by the

I'nited States j;<A'emment came out of a dear skv when
Mam M. Daugherty. attorney general. a|>jK'ared on Friday
- fore Judge Jame> H. Wilkerson of the Federal district

lurt at Chicago, asking for and receiving a temporary in-

junction restraining all striking railroad em|)loyees over the

IfiJVHCriOfiS •* ^-

A Common Target

country from interfering in any way witii the ojK-ration of

trains. The injunction names all of the officers of the

Federated Shop t'rafts and their .system organizations, 250
men in all, and briefly restrains these leaders from:

l>MiinK :uiy instruction nr public stattnienl to ninnbcrs of their

ofKaiiizations tri iiulucc them to do or .«ay anything to cause any
railway employee to leave his work or to cause any person to ab-

stain from entering employment of a railroad.

Using funds of unions in furtherance of any act forbidden in

injunction.

Ml officers and members of unions or their agents arc restrained
from

:

Engaging in picketing.

In any manner, by letters, circulars, telegrams, telephone mes-
sages, by word of mouth or by interviews, encouraging any person
to leave the employ of a railroad or to refrain from entering such
employ.

Interfering with or obstructing any railway.
Hindering inspection, repair or c<iuipment of loconnitives or

cars.

Conspiring or agreeing to hinder railroads in the transi»irtalion
of passengers, property and mails.

Interfering with cmiiloyecs going to or returning from work,
"by displays of force or numbers, threats, intimidations, acts t)f

violence, op|(rol)rious epithets, jeers, taunts or entreaties."
Loitering at or near places of ingress and egress for employees.
Trespassing on the premises of any railroad, or any other place

except "whrre the pulilic generally arc mvitcd to come ti transact

business."

Doing any injury or bodily harm to any employee of a railroad.

Judge Wilkinson set Septemljer 11 as the date on which
hearings will Ix; held on the plea of the gtn-emment for a

[lennanent injunction.

The Governinent's Case
In presenting the governments case to the court Attorney-

General Daugherty outline<l the rea.sons underlying the gov-
ernment's application for an injunction in part as follows:

riic equipment of the railroad companies is so materiallv
affected In- acts of vandalism and inattention that the

scr\'ice of the companies is generally .seriously impaired, and,
in some instances, the railroads have al>andoned the running
of trains altogether.

"The railroad labor board is an agency of the government
of the United States. In this particular contest, lx)th parties

Hookin' a Ride

submitted the differences in dispute to the regularly consti-

tuted governmental authority to hear disputes and render de-
cisions thereon. The railroads were willing to comply with
the decision which was the cause of the strike, but tjie de-
fendants not only reimdiated the decision but repudiated the
labur lx)ar(i and its authority, and holds the lalwr bo;iril and
the government of the United States in contempt.

"

Authority in the laws of the country to uphold the grant-
ing of the injunction are "ample" Attorney-General
Daugherty said, citing the ruling of Judge Brewer in the

Debs case as a i)rece»lent.

"I do not appear here as a representative of the railroads ; I

appear here by virtue of law recjuiring me to do so, 'fnrescnMiHj

A&J
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the government of the United States and the people of the United

States. The government of the United States will never lift its

hand against or touch a torch to the welfare of labor in its legiti-

mate pursuit or to deny it what it is entitled to. The United States

could not have been developed but for labor. Without that which

labor produces the people of the United States cannot be prosper-

ous, and, in fact, they cannot live.

Tomorrow it will be said by some persons that this proceeding is

intended as a death blow to the unions. In my judgment, this

movement is necessary for the protection and the preservation of

the imions themselves.

Government Not Opposed to Labor Unions

The government of the United States is not opposed to labor

unions if they perform such functions as can be performed in law-

ful America. Never, while the labor unions limit their activities

to legitimate acts and lawful pursuits not injurious to society, at

least while I speak, and to the extent that I can speak, for the

government of the United States, shall a blow be struck at them.

But it may be understood that, so long, and to the extent, that I can

speak for the government of the United States, I will use the power
of the government of the United States within my control to pre-

vent the labor unions of the country from destroying the open
shop. When a man in this'country is not permitted to engage in

lawful toil, whether he belongs to a union or not, with full protec-

tion and without interruption, the death knell to liberty will be
sounded and anarchy will supersede organized government.
There are many who believe, on account of the arrogance of

certain officials of labor unions, that the unions themselves should

be destroyed. I do not think they should, but I think they should

be corrected and restrained. If the acts of violence and murder
are inspired by the unions, then it is time for the government to

call a halt. No organization or association, no matter how well

organized or how powerful it may be, can hold its constitution or
its laws supreme over the government, the constitution and the laws
of the United States of America.
No union, or combination of unions, can, under our laws, dictate

to the .\merican union. When the unions claim the right to dictate

to the government and to dominate the .American people and deprive
the .Xmerican people of the necessities of life, then the government
will destroy the unions, for the government of the United States
is supreme and must endure.
The right to work in this country is as sacred as the right not

to be compelled to work, if a man is not disposed to do so, and
every man must be made equally secure in his choice. I take notice

of the fact that, in the legislative branch of the government, the
situation is deemed so serious that the taking over of the railroads

by the government is considered necessary.

I do not believe that time has yet come. The government has
not reached the point where it will admit its inability to protect

the rightful owners of property in their right to use that property
for the general welfare of the whole people, and to require the
owners of the railroads to furnish that service which is essential

to the life of commerce, to the life of industry, to human life, and
even to the very life of the government itself.

These defendants, considering the temperament of the people of
the United States, can do no wiser or more beneficial thing for
union labor than to consent that this temporary restraining order,
if it should be granted by the court, be made permanent.

Service Should Not Be Interrupted

I am not in this capacity before this honorable court pleading

any cause of the railroads as their advocate, except as may be

necessary to the welfare of the American people. The railroads

are built under pledge to operate their lines. Rcpre.senting the
American people in this proceeding, I demand that the operation

of the railroads shall not 1)C interrupted in the service the govern-
ment requires them to perform.
The dispute between the employers and employees is not involved

in this proceeding. We have passed beyond that point. \ gov-
ernmental body entitled to recognition and obedience has decided
that dispute. I am not taking sides between the disputants at this

time as an advocate of either.

It so happens in this instance that the railroads are willing to

render the service the government requires they shall render. They
are trying to serve the American people. They are trying to ob-
serve the law. They are endeavoring to furnish transportation.

On the other hand, the defendants are preventing transportation

and are offending against the law, as alleged in this bill, and by
acts of violence are antagonizing and opposing the government of
the United States.

But even though this widespread violence, this destruction of
property, this threatening of starvation, and the hazarding and
taking of human life as set forth in the complaint and situation

were not present, no organization, no matter what its purpose or
how powerful its plans and pursuits, can interfere with govern-
ment and interstate commerce.
The underlying principle involved in this situation and this

action is the survival and the supremacy of the government of the
United States.

Has Received Requests for 40,000 Deputy Marshals

.\dding to his prepared statement the attorney general told

the court that because of lawlessness and violence against

railroad property and railroad workers, his department had
received urgent requests for no less than 40,000 deputy
marshals to keep down the strike disorder, .\lready 5,500
marshals have been assigned, and in addition, special serv-

ice men of the department have taken up similar work
throughout the coimtn.-, the attorney general said. The cost

of such special service, he said, already expended was more
than $1,000,000 for the first eight weeks' duration of the

strike.

In California alone, Mr. Daugherty said, more than $75,-

000,000 worth of fruit and produce already had been de-

stro\-ed because of the failure of transpKjrtation systems to

move the crops. In Somerset, Ky., he said 25,000 cars of

bituminous coal were congested in the railroad yards. Van-
dals had tampered with more than 5,000 cars there, he said,

and as a result the nation was faced with suffering for want

of coal. Fifty per cent of the engines of the nation's rail-

roads have been rendered useless by lawless activities since

the strike began, he said, and 1,000 mail trains canceled,

Jewell Issues Statement

As soon as news of the injunction granted Attorney

General Daugherty reached him, B. M. Jewell, head of the

Federated Shops Crafts, went into conference with his at-

torney, and later issued the following statement:

Enforcement of the injunction obtained by the attorney general

against lawlessness and violence in connection with the shop crafts

strike will be aided by every power of the shop crafts organization.

It can hardly be assumed that the federal court has intended

to restrain, or has restrained, those lawful acts necessarily in-

volved in carrying on the legitimate work of labor organizations,

some or all of whose members are engaged in a legally conducted
strike to accomplish lawful purposes. Such acts, including peace-

ful picketing, as have been repeatedly and recently held to be law-
ful by the Supreme Court of the United States, cannot be assumed
to come within the provisions of the restraining order entered by
Judge Wilkerson.

.At least until advised that the constitution of the United States
and the decisions of the Supreme Court are no longer to be relied

upon as the law of the land, the officials of the organizations of
railway employees will continue to perform their legitimate duties
to their members, to aid them in the lawful pursuit of their lawful
purposes, and to do all in their power, in conjunction with the
officers of government, to restrain and to punish every unlawful act
of those who arc rightfully involved or who without right involved
themselves in the operation of the railroads.

The Attitude of the Government

The -wi'cpinj; injunction obtained by .Attorney-General

Dauffherty at Chiraijo on SeptembtT 1 is in accordance

with Pre.'iident Harding's rci)eated declaration of his pur-

pose to enforce the laws to maintain transportation .service.

The President feels that the action was entirely justified

1)V the situation and it has lieen announced at the

\V*SHII«CTt>H. D. C,

^\llite House that he is detemiine<l to make transporta-
tion a.s efficient as possible, now that the settlement of
the coal strike has changed the fuel problem from one of
production to one of distribution by rea.«on of the heavy
l)urden placed upon the railroads by the necessity for trying

to make up for the lost production of the five months' strike.



If the injunction is not sufficient the President is prepared
to take such other steps as may be necessary. Tliis i» taken
to nvcan prusc-cutions for violations, although by sotnc it has
bti-n interprited to mean use of federal troops. In reply to

a question as to whether any action was contemplated against

the railway executives, it was stated at the White House that

the President think-s they are "doing the Ijest they know how
at present," and that, if any action had to be taken in that

direction, it would involve the railroad properties rather than
the executives.

The injunction step has been under debate in the Cabinet

for some time but it is understood tlie President was unwilling

to ap)pn)ve of it until he had exhausted ever)- effort to bring

:ibout .1 settlement by mediation and until tlie issue had been

laid clearly U't'ore the fniblic in such a way as to demonstrste

plainly that the President was not being influenced by sys-

pathy with either side and had not joined in any alleged

cani|Kiign to "break the unions," but had waited until he
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Looks As Though Theyll Have to Wire Uncle Sam for the

Wrecker

was forced to act to prevent the available fuel from being

kept from the public by unlawful interference on the part of

strikers in their efforts to keep others from taking "their"

jobs. The injunction gives the federal government an op-

portunity to act where state and local authorities have been

slow to prosecute cases of violence.

While the preparations of the government to use injunction

proceedings to prevent a strike of train service employees last

fall was instrumental in jxiinting a way to a calling off of that

strike, the administration did not feel so sure of itself ai>out

July 1 in connection with the shopmen's strike, for two

rea.sons. In the first place there was a rather general feeling

that the strike threat was a bluff to .sec whellier tlie I.alwr

Board would yield, and in the second place it was not so dear

that it could be argued iicforc a court tliat a shoj) strike, con-

ducted peacefully and consisting only of a withdrawal of

men from service, could seriously interfere with interstate

coounerce. After the strike actually became effective an in-

junction could not return the men to work, but now that the

railroads have been able to build up a suflicicnt force to carry

on operations it is believed that it is only necessary to prevent

interference with them. It is apparently the President's idea

that if, with the injunction enforced and protection afforded,

any railroad is not able to perform the necessary service with

such assistance as its neighbors can afford it, then it will be

time to consider the drastic step of government operation

which tlie President has said he would undertake only as a

last resort.

In reply to a question as to the piossible effect on the strike

of a reversal of the Lal)or Board's resolution of July 3, the

President was represented as believing that no exigency would

justify the board in determining its attitude or adopting any

course under the menace of a strike.

That the strike situation was regarded by the administra-

tion as having probably passed the critical stage was in-

dicated by an announcement on Friday that the Cabinet

meeting that day had not discussed the strike, for the first

time for several weeks, but had devoted its attention to cither

matters.

Newspaper stories regarding the status of A. O. Wharton
as a member of the labor group of the Railroad Labor Board,

under leave of absence as president of the Railway Employees'

Department of tlie American Federation of Labor, have failed

to cause any perturbation on the part of the President. It

is understood that he was informed of the situation after the

strike began, but not in any formal way, and it was pointed

out at the White House that at the time of Mr. Wharton's

renomination he was represented to the President as one of

the ablest members of the board and there was no opjXKition

to his appointment.

.\t the White House on Tuesday it was stated that the

government does not intend to abridge the liberties of anyone

under the Constitution, the idea being merely to prevent

interruptions to interstate commerce.

Samuel Gompers on the Injunction

News of the Chicago injunction was met by Samuel
Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor,

with violent denunciation and a rather indefinite threat of

a "general strike." He said the federation has no authority

to call a strike and he did not know what would be done, but

that the matter of recommending a general strike would be

taken up at a meeting of tlie executive council of the federa-

tion on Septcml)er 9. It would then Ix^ his duty, he said,

to bring to the attention of the executive council the numerous

demand? for such a .strike received from various local or-

ganizations. He declined to say whether he would make a

recommendation and while he said that the injunction would

"stir up a hornet's nest" and hinted at action by the brother-

hoods and otlier railroad latwr organizations, he refrained

from predicting what they would do. He attacked the in-

junction as an invasion of constitutional rights and a "process

for the manufacture of radicalism and Bolshevism," and

Attorney General Daugherty as acting as attorney for the

railroads. Mr. Gompers discus.sed the injunction almost as

if it were an injunction against striking, saying that strikes

are not unlawful, and tliat all the shopmen have done is to

"stoj) work and nothing else." It is the view of the federa-

tion, he said, that such injunctions should be treated as scraps

of paper Imt he declined to say whether he would advise such

a cour.se on the part of the men enjoined.

The following telegram addressed to Mr. Jewell, signed

by Mr. Gompers, was made public on Septemlier 2, at the

headquarters of the .American Federation of Lalior: "At

the meeting of the labor legislation representatives, July 21,

a resolution was adopted conveying to you and tlirough you

to the striking railway shopmen the pledge of our sympathy

and support to the fullest extent within our power. At the



meeting of the same conference this evening it was decided

to ratify and emphasize the declaration made July 21 and
pledge anew our sympathy and support and the best wishes

tor the success of the striking railroad shopmen in the attain-

ment of their just cause."

\\. H. Johnston, president of the International Association

of Machinists, said the injunction would not cause the slight-

est abatement of efforts to win the strike. "We will ignore

the injunction," he said. "It will give the men greater zeal

to fight their battle." Mr. Johnston was also outspoken in

his denunciation of the injunction, before it had been served

on him. in a speech at a meeting of the former employees

of the \\'ashington Terminal Comjiany.

Injunction Discussed in Senate

The dispatches also quoted Secretary Scott as saying that

injunction and of .\ttomey-General Daugherty in asking for

it was the subject of considerable criticism in the Senate on

Wednesday.
Senator Robinson of Arkansas brought up the cjuestion in

a prepared speech. Senator Wati^on of Indiana took issue

with some of his statements and defended the course of the

administration. He contended that until Judge Wilkerson

had had the opportunity to hear argument on Septemher 11

for and against making the restraining order permanent, an

open discussion of the matter in the Senate was questionable.

Mr. Robinson conceded that it was proper for a judge to

issue an injunction to prevent injury to persons and property

during the prevalence of a strike, but he thought that the tem-

porary order went too far, and that it infringed the constitu-

tional guarantees of free speech, freedom of the press and the

right of the people peaceably to assemble.

There .seemed to be little disposition on the part of Senators

to take part in the debate. Their frame of mind appeared to

appro.ximate that of Senator Watson in deprecating discussion

pending the hearing on the application for a permanent in-

junction.

Shop Leaders Will Have Day in Court on Monday

Attorney General Daughertj- complained in a statement

issued Wednesday that many of the leaders of the striking

railway shopmen have disappeared before they could be

located by Federal process servers. He dtxlared also that

if labor leaders feel they have Iieen deprived of the right of

free speech, they will have full opportunity to express them-

selves in court on Monday "under circum.^itances that will

give the greatest value to their utterances."

The statement said in part:

The Government will consider in due time what proceedings
shall be taken against the few misguided labor leaders who have
made incendiary speeches with the purpose of defeating the ad-
ministration of justice. The rank and file of labor organizations
are loyal and law-abiding citizens, and I am satisfied that they
will be content to submit the issues in the Chicago injunction
suit to the orderly processes of law and to abide by the decisions
of the courts as to what is the law of the land.

.\ few misguided labor leaders—some of them avowed Bolshe-
viki—who have shown a contempt for the courts and the pro-
cesses of law, need not complain that they are denied the full

privilege of free speech. It is my intention, if it shall prove
necessary to proceed with the equity suit, to give tliem the fullest

opportunity of free speech and under circumstances that will

give the greatest value to their utterances, for I propose, when
the court next hears this case, that the leading defendants shall

have the fullest opportunity to take the stand and testify under
oath as to whether or not they are responsible for instigating

and carrying on the unquestioned conspiracy to paralyze trans-

portation in this country.

Daugherty Wants to See Correspondence

If they are reluctant to tell their side of the story, I .'^hall be
disposed—although the Government's evidence will make it un-
necessary—to call the leading defendants to the witness stand,

and they will then have, as I said, the fullest opportunity of free

speech and under the most satisfactory conditions.

In this proposing to put before the country not only the Gov-
ernment's case, but any possible defense. I am somewhat ham-
liered by the fact that the government's process servers have had
great difficulty in locating the leading officials of the shop crafts
organization. Xo lawyer has yet formally appeared for them
in the Chicago suit, and this is disappointing, as I desired to

serve notice upon him to bring into court next Monday all the

books, letters, telegrams and other documentary data of his

clients," so that the public could judge whether or not they con-
tinuously attempted to paralyze interstate commerce and thus

starve the community in order to enforce by coercion their de-
mands.

I am today instructing the United States attorney at Chicago
to serve notice on the counsel for the defendants when such
counsel is selected, to produce those of his clients who are the

leading officials of the shopcrafts' organizations, together with all

their books, correspondence, financial accounts, check books, and
other documentary data. I must presume that they will welcome
this opportunity to put their case before the court and thus

the public, and I give little credit to the rumors that any of
these defendants have gone to Canada and taken with them the

records of their activities. Such a course would be foolish, as

the Government is not without duplicates of much documentary
evidence and can readily subpoena the telegraph companies to

proflucc the telegrams.

If this minority of labor leaders who have denounced the ac-

tions of the courts are not willing to come into court and tell

their side of their story on the solemnity of their oaths as wit-

nesses, then the public, which only desires fair play, is likely

to draw its own conclusion.

Collapse of Strike in Sight, Says Cuyler

On September 1, the railroads had approximately .i05,000

employees engaged in the maintenance of cars and locomo-

tives, as against about 400,000 in June, 1922. This is char-

acterized in a statement issued Wednesday by T. DeWitt

Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway Executives,

as "the Ijest evidence that the collapse of the strike is in

sight." Mr. Cuylcr's statement continued:

During the past week the railroads have been recruiting their

forces at the rate «i some .\(XX) or 6.000 men per day. It is

estimated that at least half of these arc the older and more
experienced men among the strikers. They arc voluntarily re-

turning to work on terms which do not violate the obligations of

the railroads to cither their loyal employees or to the new
employees.

In many cases it was July 10. and in others July 17, before

the railroad companies set about seriously to recruit their forces.

I'rinr to those dates they generally held the positions of their

striking employees open for them without loss of seniority and

other rights. On July 10 the railroads had at work in their shops

and roinulhnuses approximately IS.S.ftS-S men. (In July 20 the total

niimhrr of these employees was only 162.749

From this it may be seen that practically- the entire progress

made in recruiting new employees has been smce July 20. On July

M the railroads had 191,440 employees of this class; on August 15

i,?7,340 ; on .August 31 approximately 292,000.

These figures do not include returns from some 50 railroads,

which it is estimated have at least l.'.OtX) men at work, making a

ti>tal for the entire country of approximately 305.tXK).

Since the rights of the loyal men who remained at work and of

new nun eng-aged during this difficult period have been prominent
in public discussion, it is interesting to note that there were about
155.000 loyal employees, and that about 150,0(X) new employees

have been added.

Reviewing the situation more generally, the statement said

:

The maintenance of equipment was materially improved in

August, and will be still further improved in September.
"The car loading figures issued weekly show that during the two

months of the present strike the railroads have loaded with revenue

freight mer .SOO.tXX) more cars than they loaded during the same
eight weeks of 1921, when there was no strike.

For the week ending .August 25 bitimiinous coal production was
iiureased to about 6,/00.(Xi0 tons, from about 4,.500.000 tons the

preceding week. The probability is that the week ending Septem-
ber 2 will show that the railroads loaded over 9,000.000 tons

which is more than an average weekly output.

While obviously, the commerce of tlic country cannot be carried

with the same speed and facility as would have been possible had
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RfcioiiliJDg of shop employees gave the railways a net in-

rrease in their number of shopmen of 2,4I<> on SeptemU-r I,
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The Ruins of the Pennsylvania's Car Shops at Pittsburgh,

Destroyed by Fire, Believed Incendiary, Killing Seven

and Injuring Many

the totals which have reported for some of the preceding days

of the strike.

Eastern Roads Have 79 Per Cent Normal Forces

L. F. Lorce, chairman of the Eastern Presidents' Confer-

ence, in a statement Tuesday, announced that further gains

had l)een made hy the eastern roads in recruiting men to take

the places of the striking shopmen. He said

:

"ihe railroads in the eastern district rejwrt their shop

forces for the last six weeks to have been as follows:

I'er cent. Weekly gam

July 28 97,724 62.0

Aug. 4 103.528 64.7 5.804

Aug. 11 111,324 69.0 7,796

Aug. 18 115,745 71.5 4.421

Aug. 25 121.890 74.9 6.145
Sepi. 1 130 910 79.86 9,020

•.\n\ suggestion to the men not on .-trikt- is likely to be

regarded by tliem as criticism, but without any criticism of

their conduct or attitude, and solely from the |x>int of vivw

of one who has worked with them for more than 55 years, I

cannot but feel that in view of the at>o\*e showing those of

them who desire to continue in the railroad &cr\ice would

lie well advised if they avaiK-d thems«lves of what oppor-

tunitv I- lift t>> secure positions
"

Equipment Conditions

Bad order cars on .\uuust \5 totaled .535,575. or 14.h jKr

cent of the total cars on line. This was an increase of

IO,<)92 cars over the total on July 1, when the shopmen's

strike U'gan, but a decre:ise of 9,4.>S cars from the total on

.August 1. The July 1 figure was J24,5S.5 cars in l>ad

order, or 14.3 per cent; the .\ugust 1 figure, 34S",013 cars,

or 15.3 per cent.

Commenting on these figures compiled by the Car Ser\ice

Division of the .\merKan Railway Association, a statement

'jf the .Association of Railway Executives said:

The total number of bad order freight cars on .\ugiist 15 last

was 46.'865 less than the total in need of repairs on August 15.

1921. and 3.247 less than on June 1, 1922, at which times no

strikes of railway employees were in progress.

These tabulations are based on reports received directly by the

Car Service Division from rt)ads representing 98.6 per cent of

the total mileage of the Class 1 railroads and owning 99.3 per

cent of the cars on line.

The carriers in four (Eastern, .MIegheny, Southern and Central

Western) out of the seven districts, reported reductions in the

number of cars in need of repairs on August 15. compared with

.August 1, while there were slight increases reported in the other

three districts.

Despite the shopmen's strike, there was a decrease of 2,394 bad

order cars in the Eastern district on August 15. compared with

July 1. The total for that district on August 15" was 106,181. or

17.9 per cent of the cars on line in that district, while on July 1

it was 108,575. or 18.3 per cent. The Southern and Central

Western districts had only slight increases on August 15. com-
pared with July 1. Small increases were reported in the other

districts.

The number of bad-order cars and percentage of bad-

order cars to cars on line on .\ui;ust 15 compared with July

1 follows

:

.\uKust 15 July 1

Districts Cars Per Cent Cars Per Cent

Eastern 106,181 17.9 108.575 18.3

Allegheny 63.575 13.7 59,973 12.6

PocThontas 13.056 13.4 10,694 10.7

Soulhern 51,086 17.2 50,953 17.8

N..rih Western 44,231 13.7 39,055 12.3

Central Western 35.700 11.2 35,754 10.7

Southwestern 21.746 13.1 19,579 12.4

Total 335.575 14.8 324,583 14.3

The number of ])ad-or<ler cars and percentage on August

1 follows:
August 1

Districts Cars Per Cent

Eastern 108,919 18.4

Allegheny 64,149 13.6

Pocahontas 12,541 13.0
Soulhern 53,762 18.6
North Western 43,140 13.3

Ccntr.il Wnilern 40,844 12.7
South Western 21,658 13.1

Toial 345,013 15.3

Labor Day Rush Handled Without Difficulty

Shippers are continuing to report delays to fast freight

traffic, which on most rcrads is not l)eing moved according

to schedule. The shop strikers' publicity is making much of

delays in fast freight deliveries and [jointing out that the

food supplies are iK-ing endangered by the failure of the rail-

ways to oj)eratc their trains on schedule. Tlie railway offi-

cers, however, jKjint out that the delays are in no case .serious

and that in no wise is the movement of food supply in dan-

ger. They admit that the strike is un(iuestionably having

some effect, but point out also that a great deal of the diffi-

culty is due to the congestion resulting from increased traffic.

A real test of the effect of the strike was offered to the

railways over the week-end in the form of a record-breaking

holiday pas.senger traffic.

The Tennsylvania reported that the number of passenger

trains moved to and from the Pennsylvania Station, New
York City, on Saturday, Septemlx-r 2, was the largest in the

history of this station—883 trains. This includes the busi-

ness of the Long Island Railroad, which was very heavy.

The number of coaches, parlor cars and baggage cars in
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these trains was 6,587 and the estimated total number of

passengers was 300,000.

Between Philadelphia and Atlantic City, the railroads car-

ried their usual crowds; and, in addition, had to run all

available fern,' boats between Philadelphia and Camden Ix:-

cause of the rush of automobiles returning from Atlantic

City On Monday evening, automobiles entered the Penn-

sylvania fern.- shed at the rate of 700 an hour. The Penn-

sylvania ran 12 boats and the Reading eight.

The Pennsylvania, reporting on New Jersey seashore

travel, gives a total for the four-day period, September 1-4,

to and from Atlantic City, Ocean City, \\ildwood. Cape May
and other points, of 189,000 persons, an increase over last

year of 23,460, or 14 per cent.

During the same period between New York and Philadel-

phia, in both directions the total numljer of passengers was

162,226, an increase of 10,834, or 7 per cent, while between

New York and northern New Jersey resorts the total was

59,065 passengers, an increase of 2,832, or 5 per cent.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford found it neces-

sar)- to provide for the holiday traffic 335 e.xtra coaches, 112

extra parlor and sleeping cars and 45 locomotives. The com-

pany's statement says that passenger trains were moved rea-

sonably on time, and this in spite of two unusual and heavy

rain storms. .'\t the same time, the number of freight trains

moved on Sunday and Monday totaled 34,663 cars, nearly

4,000 more than in the same period last year; freight busi-

ness did not have to be delayed in order to operate the pas-

senger trains. The mechanical departments, largely organ-

ized since the beginning of the strike on July 1, "functioned

in a manner that would have been creditable to a group of

older and more experienced men," the statement went on

further to say.

An officer of the Boston & Maine, telling of the large

number of extra trains between Boston and Portland, Maine,

and elsewhere, said that summer camps, largely maintained

for boys and girls, produced this year more than 25,000

passengers for the road. This camp business has grown up
mostly within the past ten years. There are more than 300

such camps on the lines of the Boston & Maine and the

Maine Central.

Baltimore & Ohio to Pay Bonuses

The Baltimore & Ohio announced on ]Monday that be-

ginning with September 1 all skilled mechanics will be paid

a bonus of $1 a day as comjjensation for the abnormal con-

ditions under which they are working at the present time.

The company plans to erect barracks for shopmen at Bruns-

wick, Md. ; Cumberland, Md., and Benwood, W. Va. At

Grafton, \V. \'a., the company has bought a hotel for a

similar pur])osc.

Eight Shopmen Burned in Pittsburgh Fire

In a fire at Pittsburgh, Pa., on Sunday morning, Septem-

ber 3, eight shopmen, employees of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, were burned to death and eleven others severely injured.

The building, a structure 175 ft. by 300 ft., was a repair

shop and commissary and was Ix-ing ufcd temporarily, in

the second stor)-, as lodging quarters for new employees en-

gaged since the strike. The fire was discovered by a negro

cook about 4 a.m. and spread rapidly. While police and

others were doing their best to rescue the victims of the fire,

a large crowd of men, said to be strikers, stood on a cliff

overlooking the i)uilding and hurled stones at the injured

and their rescuers until driven away by police. The loss

sustained by the railroad is estimated as follows: liuilding,

$50,000; supplies, $150,000; damage to an oil hou.se, tracks

and cars. $10,000.

A bridge of the Pennsylvania Railroad was dynamited at

Wilmington, Del., on the night of August 30 and some dam-
age (lone to the tracks, but none to the bridge. The bridge

was not a main-track bridge, but was on a side track leading

to the Pullman car shops.

Sentenced to Six Months

In the United States District Court at Nashville, Tenn.,

on August 30, G. E. Ryman, a striking shopman, was sen-

tenced to six months' imprisonment and to pay a fine of $500
in court, Ryman having been found guilty, by a jury, of

violating the injunction granted the Tennessee Central

against striking employees. Ryman appealed and was re-

leased under a bond of $1,500, the court allowing 20 days

in which the case might be appealed. On .\ugust 31, three

men were fined $250 each in the same court for violating

the injunction granted to the Nashville. Chattanooga & St.

Louis. All three appealed and were released on bonds of

$1,000 each. The men had attacked an employee of the

road; Ryman had used incendiary language and had struck

an employee who disputed him.

In the federal court at Lynchburg, Va., on September 4

an attachment was issued for the arrest of L. A. Taliaferro,

a barber, of Clifton Forge, on the charge of conspiring with

p. c'T .1. r/io.v>

Workmen Repairing Pennsylvania Bridge at Wilmington,
Del., After It Had Been Damaged by a Bomb

Chesapeake & Ohio strikers to annoy railroad employees.
It is alleged tliat Taliaferro posted a notice in his shop which
read: "Scabs not served here." A similar process was
taken out against a man in Roanoke on the charge of in-

timidating Norfolk & Western employees.

Canadian Wages Reduced

The Board of Conciliation, at Ottawa, Ont., has recom-
mended that the sliopmen of the Canadian Railways, num-
bering 35,000, accept temporarily the reductions in wages
which have been proposed by the railroad companies, ranging
from five cents to nine cents an hour.

Pennsylvania to Enlist Co-operation of Shippers

Instnirtions to take immediate niiasures with a view to

enlisting tiie co-operation of all sliipf)ers and receivers of

frcigiit, on the Pennsylvania Railroad System, in getting more
work out of each coal car than was ever Itefore thought
jHissible. have Ix'cn issued by General W. W. .\tterbury. Vice-

President in Ciiarge of Operation. The apjxwl is based upon
tiie urgency of the situation arising out of the coal shortage,

and the approach of winter. General .\tterbun,' has addressed

the following directions jointly to the four Regional \"ice-

Presidents of the Pcnnsvlvania Svstem:
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Witii the roumplion of mining m r^.-n \ht bituminons and
.nthraciic fields, the most csjcntal work ahead on our Kailroad
' that of moving coal.

As a vita! part of our ;' '
' ^;

:ice whatever steps are

'

n your respective rcRioi
^^

particularly, the aN- :: ...ditHj
,»l cars with the
We are faced w. :,a^.e ,n the

. i history. 1.. .i\i.ri ..r miinmi.c ai.|. >|>rcad suffering
we must make up as much of that shortage as possible

Mnter sets in.

I .11 cars must be kept moving to and from the : r

than ever before. \Vc must get more service out
than has ever before been attempted. To make sul.
loading and unloading must be done in absolute miiuMiuni time
and everyone using coal t-quipmcnt must t>c made to realize the
moral duty of relc.-ising the cars as swiftly as possible, in order
that they may be returned to the mines for more coal with the
least possible delay.

I am ciint'ident that when the vital importance of this matter
is made clear to our patrons, we shall receive their full support
and co-operation.

Strike Developments in Chicago and the West

While the latc-st niovi-s of the govi-rniiH-nt in the strike

situation have taken all the front page space durini; the past

week, there have been buried in the in.<ide pages innumerable

ref)orts of violence directed at the destruction of railroad

property or the intimidation of those who are now working.

Throughout western tciritory the bombing of railroad

structures and tracks and the homes of loyal employees, the

r/ioto (>> /nffrr.uli no;

A Derailment at Waukesha, III., Thought to Have Been

Caused by Malicious Tampering with the Roadbed

attempted destruction of l)ri(li;cs by tire, the efforts to wreck

trains, and the usual riotinys have accompanied the ninth

week of the shopmen's strike.

On August Jl, a Pennsylvania bridge at Wilmington,

Del., and bridges near Indianapolis, Ind., and Cincinnati,

Ohio, were dyn:imitcd. Several attempts were made to wreck

trains, although the property and personal damages were

comparatively slight, at Waukesha, Wis. The derailment of

a Chicago & North Western train resulted in the death of an

emi)loyec and the injury of several otliers. A Big Four ])as-

scnger train was derailed near Brownsville, Ind., and one

woman passenger injured. The mast .serious wreck at-

tributed to the part played by strikers was the wrecking of

a St. Louis-San Francisco passenger train near Cape Girar-

deau. Mo., resulting in the loss of two lives and injuries to

a numlier of the passengers. Tlie train crashed through a

damaged trestle.

Rioting, slugging and similar instances of violence were

also reported (luring the past week at Augusta, Ga.; Sedalia,

Mo.; Memphis, Tenn.; La Cros>e, Wis.; Algiers, La.; Coun-
cil BluSs and Clinton, Iowa and Missoula, Mont. At Mem-
phis, Tenn., a non-union shop worker was murdered as he

was on his way to work in the St. Louis-San Francisco sbop>s.

.\t I'levcland, Ohio, one striker was killed as he attempted

to take the life of a non-union worker in the vicinit)- of

the New York Central shops.

A comparatively new form of violence was introduced into

the strike with the burning of seven bridges on the St. Louis

Southwestern lietween Te.xarkana and Stamps, Ark. A
similar attempt was also made on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe near Tecumseh, Okla.

A threatened walkout by train crews at Parsons, Kan.,

was averted when guards were removed from inside the

Mi-ssouri, Kansas & Te.xas yards. Firemen refused for a

time to move two trains on the Southern railway at .\she-

ville, X. C, l>ecausc of the altercation between a hostler and
a guard, and Louisville & Nashville trainmen were taking

a strike vote at Corbin, Ky., following alleged insults by
guards.

The issuance of federal injunctions to restrain strikers or

their sympathizers from interfering with the ojjeration of

trains has continued as have the arrest and conviction under
previous injunctions of former shopmen.

Further Move Toward Ending

Strike on 52 Roads Rumored

Associated Press dispatches on \\'ednesday were authority

for a statement that a call for an immediate meeting of the

policy committee of 90 in Chicago, probably on Monday,
was sent out Wednesday- night by John Scott, secretarj' of the

striking railway shop crafts unions.

The telcgra])hic appeal was in code and was addressed to

the regional general chairmen of the organization in all parts

of the country. The meeting was called, it was intimated,

to consider plans for a settlement of the strike on separate

roads representing about one-third of the countrj^'s mileage.

It followed reports of conferences between B. AL Jewell,

head of the strikers, and rail executives in the East.

In discussing the meeting of the union E.xecutive Com-
mittee, Mr. Scott said that it was hoped that the sessions

would result in settlement with at least 52 Class I roads.

He said that the expense entailed in assembling the strike

leaders would not have made it worth while to is.sue a call

unless there was a possibilitj- of a settlement being reached.

The dispatches also quoted Secretarv' Scott as saying that

seven representatives of the striking Federated Shop Crafts,

were in Baltimore for a conference with railroad executives

on a proposition to end the strike. Mr. Scott intimated that

a proposal on which it was hojicd the strike could l« halted

had been prepared, but he would not outline it. The con-
ference, he is ciuoted as saying, was to have been kept secret.

The story that such secret conferences were to be held
persisted in spite of denials l)\- various executives in Chi-
cago, by officers of the Baltimore & Ohio and by Thomas
DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the .Association of Railway
Executives.

A. F. of L. Executive Council Meets

Leaders of the .American Federation of Labor, assembled
in Atlantic City prior to the ()|K'ning of the session of the

executive council, scheduled for Saturday, gave every in-

dication that it was their intention to have the Federation

join in contesting in the courts the injunction against the

shop unions. It is understood that leaders of the trans-

j)ortation brotherhtxxis will be asked to attend the meeting
of the council to review their acts as mediators between the

shopmen and the railroads. Feeling in the Federation is

said to be most bitter against the transfwrtation brotherhoods,

which are not members of the Federation, because of their

alleged lack of interest in the success of the shop strike.
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Labor Board Concludes
Hearing on Maintenance Wages

HKARiNGS before the Railroad Lalx)r Board on the de-
mands of maintenance of way workers for the estab-
lishment of a "living wage'' and a minimum rate of

pa}- of 48 cents an hour were comi)leted on September 1

with comparatively brief presentations by representatives of

the eastern, southeastern and western carriers. Through-
out the railroad testimony there runs a note of conciliation,

the only e.xtended defense put forth being directed at the
living wage theories expounded by \\'.

J. Lauck, Arthur
Sturgis and J. C. Smock.
The testimony of the employees was abstracted in last

week's Railway Age. That of the eastern and western roads
follows

:

Jacob Aronson Appears for Eastern Carriers

The cost of living has not increased sufficiently in the last

three months to warrant any changes in the wages of mainte-
nance of way employees on the eastern railroads, according
to the presentation made before the Board by Jacob Aronson,
counsel for the eastern carriers. Section latorers in the
eastern territory, he said, are now receiving an average of

37.1 cents an hour, although the average for the United
States is 32.7 cents under the decision of the Labor Board
which became effective July 1. "This average rate for July,
1922," Mr. Aronson added, "is 123.5 per cent increase over
the average hourly rate of 1915, leaving these classes of em-
ployees 33.7 per cent better off than they were in 1915, after

making due allowance for the reduction in their wages on
July 1.

"For section foremen, the mondily wage of $147.58 in

July, 1922, represents an increa.-ie of 107.4 per cent over
1915. The purchasing power of the earnings in July, 1922,

leaves these employees 24.3 per cent better off than they

were in 1915.

"The average hourly rate of 62.1 cents in July, 1922,

for mechanics included in maintenance of way service, is

an increase of 121.8 per cent over 1915, leaving this class

32.9 per cent better off in purchasing power after making
due allowance for the reduction in their wages on July 1."

The exhibits accompanying Mr. Aronson's testimony

covered a total of 95,254 employees in the maintenance of

way department and showed that the present rates of pay
for these classes of employees on the railroads, compared
favorably with rates prevailing in outside industries in

eastern territory.

Counsel for the maintenance of way employees frequently

referred to the recent increase of 20 per cent in wages
granted by the United States Steel Corporation. Mr. Aron-

son drew attention to the fact that the hourly rate of pay
of the steel corporation including the recent increase will be

36 cents an hour, whereas the present average hourly rate

of maintenance of way emi)loyees is M .\ cents. The average

hourly rates of the railroads in the eastern territory are 123.5

per cent greater than in 1915 as compared with an 80 per

cent increase in the average hourly rates paid by the .-iteel

corporation. Mr. Aronson emphasized also the fact that

the steel corporation's prices have increas<'(l 17 jx-r cent since

February 1 this year, while frieght rates on the railroads

were decreased 10 per cent by the recent ruling of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission.

The assertion that the average American family needs a

definite minimum wage was attacked by Mr. Aronson on

the broad general grounds that the average American family

does not consist of five persons as arguments jiresented by

lalKir witnesses indicate; that the average workman does

not sup[)ort a family of that size; that the groimds upon
which .such an assumption are haseti are wholly inaccunite,

and finally, that there is no such thing as a standardized
cost of living.

Instead of the average .American family containing five
persons dejx-ndent upon the wage earner Mr Aronson showed
with figures from the United States census for 1920 that the
average family really is 4.4 persons regardless of age, and
that there is actually an average of 1.4 dependent children
for each of the 24,351,756 families in the United States.

He said also that instead of only one male worker support-
ing a family of five, there are actually 1.36 male workers
per family or a total of 33,059,793' for the 24,351,756
families.

American railroads, Mr. Aronson said, had approximately
1,658,000 employees in the last six months of 1921. Upon
the dieoretical basis of 1.36 male workers to a family, as-
sumed by the labor witness there would be 1,213,235 fami-
lies. Counting three children to the family, Mr. Aronson
Itointed out, would result in 3,639,705 children or 10.4 per
cent of the children of the entire United States; 1,650,000
workers are about 5 per cent of the male workers of the
country.

To construct wage schedules on the.-e theories. Mr. Aron-
son declared, would rerjuire more money than all industries
earn, and on the railroads would call for revenues beyond
anything the public could stand. Reductions in living costs

would be impossible in such conditions. "To compare liv-

ing costs in different communities," Mr. Aronson said, "uni-
form bases must be used, but such comparisons could have
no practical value. When this country adopts a principle

,
that wages of all workers shall contain provisions for per-

haps a desirable increase in the size of families, applicable

alike to all employers and workers, we respectfully submit
that some entirely different methods will have to be invoked
for calculating wage schedules than are now being de-

manded."

J. W. Higgins Appears for Western Roads

That section men usually are nearest the line at which
income circumscribes the standard of living and the belief

that this might be overcome if wages were fixed with regard

to local conditions, was frankly admitted by J. W. Higgins
representing the western railroads.

This consideration for the difference in expenses in differ-

ent localities, Mr. Higgins said, might well prove to be a

satisfactory method for arriving at a just and reasonable

wage. This, Mr. Higgins conceded, although denying that

there had been any increase in the cost of living sufficient

to warrant the advances demanded by the maintenance of

way employees.

"Most of tlie employees in the maintenance of way depart-

ment are so-called unskilled laborers," Mr. Higgins said.

"This class of labor throughout the industrial world is the

first to react to business conditions and their wage scales

are the first to go up and the first to come down under pres-

sure of economic influences. The Labor Board recognized

this conditon in a former ruling (Decision 1074) when the

majority opinion said : 'In this connection it must he re-

membered that tlic carriers are at liberty to pay any class

of employees a higher wage than that fixed by this Ixwrd

whatever tiie so-called lalx)r market comjDels. provided, as

the Transportation .\ct states, that such wage docs not result

in increa.--t-d rates to the i>ublic.'

"That the scale of wages paid in outside industries has a

direct influence on tiie railroad employees cannot be denied.

There is also a great variation in the wage scales for similar

kinds of work in indu.stries in various parts of the country

showing that recognition is given to hnal influences, living

costs, etc. In the wage hearings last April I urged the

iioard to give careful consideration to the matter of fixing

territorial wage scales that would comprehend the different

conditions in various sections of tJie country and [winted out
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that iiTt.iin territorial jinl lix.il ilii

rates prior to fiilt-ral control, whiih
'IP ralo for cath locality thinkiiiL;

. I>a>i^ the rates of pay I'ur tr.i. k I

j

:i the western railroads in ncunii-

; •! in wage
u- l.uilding

.. -.11.1 iMiultl take as

riTH that Wire in effect

1''17, and add thereto

! amount >uflScient to coniix-nsate for the changeti cost of
\in){ since that time. This suggestion was advanced on

the theory that pa-war rates were the result of natural in-

fluences and that the differentials prior to federal control

were accordingly fairly well-estal<lished. tioth as Ijctween

localities and as lietwcen different classes of employees."
Such a course is necessary. Mr. Higgins divlared, if it is

the intention of the l)oard to restore the wage relationship

that existed prior to the war. "We know that pri'-war dif-

ferentials which were so seriously disturU-d during ffderal

control,'' he continued, "due to war conditions, will never

return so long as wage adjustments continue to U' made on

a flat basis of so many cents an hour or a day, regardless of

local conditions.

"There has l<een no change in the attitude of the western

railroads in the wage hearing last spring, Mr. Higgins said,

with respect to varying wage rates in different localities, and

«ul)scril>ing to a minimum wage that would assure a sub-

sistence of the worker and his family in health and reason-

able comfort according to the cost of living fixed by the

custom in respect to localities. While it does not appear to

us that there have been changes of sufficient im|>ortance in

the i>rief j)eriod since the last wage hearing to warrant a

reduction of the wages fi.xed at that time, the western rail-

roads are ready to co-operate with the Ixiard and the mainte-

nance of way employees if and when conditions favor wage

readjustment, or if in the judgment of the board this re-

hearing" shows that a change should 1^ made.

Referring to the eni|)loyees' requests for changes in work-

ing rules, Mr. Higgins declared that in the opinion of the

western roads there had l)een no changes in the conditions of

emplovment in the maintenance of way department that

would warrant the granting of the change now requested.

Bituminous Coal Production Picks Up Rapidly

Problem in Soft Coal Fields is Now Largely One of Transporta-

tion—Some Coal Car Shortages

SoKi c'uAL I'KDUfCTloN shot Upward almost as suddenly

last week as five months ago it had plunged downward,
when district after district accepted the Cleveland

wage agreement and resumed work. Late returns for the

week of August 21-26 indicate an output of 6,700,000 tons

of bituminous coal and the week of .August 2H-September 2

will show 0,200,000 or |x)ssibly 9,700,000 tons, according

to the Geological Survey bulletin. The anthracite mines,

however, are still idle.

The rapid gain in output is indicated by the statement

of cars loaded daily. Following a sharp increase on Friday

and Saturday as coal began to flow in volume from the

mines ol Illinois and Indiana, last week ojx-ned with load-

\V.\SHINGTOS. U. C.

ings of .>0,054 cars on Monday. .\ decline to approximately

28,000 cars on Tuesday and Wednesday marked the first

tightening of car supply. On Thursday additional ship-

ments began from Western Pennsylvania, and loadings

reached 29,027 cars.

I SI IJth 18th 19th 20th 21st 22nd
wcfk week week week week week week

... 11.445 15.311 15.102 16.229 15.703 18.601 30.054

... 11.019 16.622 11.416 13.729 13.032 17.801 28.153
Wednrsday . . . . ... 11.437 17.0.i2 12.447 13.368 12.531
Thiir5d.ly .... ... 11.090 16.4.!2 12,380 13.277 13.521 19.388 29,027
Frid.iy ... 11.296 16.07.? 12.669 13.539 13.718 22,882
Saluniay 8.888 13.993 12.405 11,009 13,524 23.070

From the detailed statistics of shipments it is seen that

tiiis increase came almost exclusively from mines opening

7 14 21 1» 4 II la IS 4 II le IS / a is uzs ^ 13 20?n ^ lo n » i a is a ea s iz 19 s^ z a 16 aao i 14 zi ta 4 11 la zs z s le zs jo
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Estimated Average Total Production Per Working Day Bituminous Coal Including Coal Coked
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under tlie Cleveland agreement. The non-union districts

of tlie Middle and Southern Appalachians were still limited

by railroad disability and in spite of a slight increase in

car supply produced only 65 per cent of the rate attained

before the shopmen's strike.

Shortage of Coal Cars

"In fact complaints of lack of cars Iiave already been re-

ceived from the union districts of Eastern Ohio and Northern

West Virginia," the bulletin says. "The limiting factor in

production of bituminous coal has thus changed over night.

A week ago it was the supply of mine labor; today it is

transportation. The first response of the railroads to the

demand for more service has been favorable, partly because

they had a surplus of 112,000 empty coal cars when the

union mines resumed work. Whether the roads can main-

tain the present rate of coal movement when the surplus of

cars is exhausted remains to be seen.

"Even in the bituminous mines, the strike is not yet

entirely over. Some thousands of men are still out in the

non-union fields of Pennsylvania, particularly the Connells-

ville coke region, in the Georges Creek field, and in the

union districts of West Virginia."

In few districts did operations controlled by the agreement

begin shipping during the week of August 19. .\ number

ofmines in the Number 8, Cambridge, and other districts

of Eastern and Northern Ohio were working on Friday and

Saturday. In Southern Ohio, 59 mines out of a total of

458, were at work by the end of the week but only 17,000

tons were loaded. Shipments began also from a few mines

in Pennsylvania, but from the other districts that have since

gone to work no coal was obtained during the week of August

19.

In the districts hitherto at work little change occurred.

Transportation service was on the whole less satisfactorj' in

the non-union fields of the Middle Appalachians. Among
the districts to report larger los.'ses on account of railroad

disability were Pocahontas, Tug River, Logan, Eastern Ken-

tucky, Western Kentucky, and Alabama. In the Winding

Gulf, New River and Kenova Thacker districts there was

some improvement. The districts to report greatest loss

through transportation were Harlan, Hazard and Winding

Gulf.

Bituminous Production for 1922 to Date

The estimated production of bituminous for the calendar

year to August 26 was 223,521,000 net tons as compared

with 255,147,000 in the corresponding period of 1921.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads
decreased in volume during the week ended August 26.

Dumpings for the week of August 26 totaled 310,593 net

tons, as against 334,974 tons the week before. Cargo coal

for New England increased, whereas coal for other coiistwise

destinations, for e.xport, and bunker decreased.

The result of the Federal Fuel Distributor's orders was a

great increase in soft coal loaded into vessels at Lake Erie

pwrts during the week ended August 27. .According to

reports from the Ore and Coal Exchange, a total of 258,-

598 tons was dumped as against 176,640 tons in the week
preceding. Of the total 229,770 were cargo coal and 28,828

were vessel fuel. The rate of dumpings is 33 per cent of

that in the corresponding week a year ago. The total quan-
tity of cargo coal forwarded during the present lake season

now .stands at 4,904,994 tons but of this 883.650 tons has
gone to destinations not ordinarily taking lake coal. The
quantity .sent to the regular lake markets is onlv 4,021,335
tons as' against 16,L';0.n0 in 1921 and 10,927,9'94 in 1920.

A steady increase in dumpings has continued during the

week of .Xugust 2 8 -.September 2. The tonnage dumped on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday was 74 per cent greater

than on the corresponding days last week.

The all-rail movement of coal to New England through

the six principal gateways over the Hudson river increased

to 917 cars of bituminous coal and 226 cars of anthracite

during the fourth week of August. In addition to this

movement, eight cars of bituminous coal and one car of

anthracite were forwarded through Rouses' Point. The total

all-rail forwardings this year to August 26 amounted to

110,632 cars divided as follows: 50,560 cars of anthracite

and 58,553 of bituminous coal through the principal gate-

ways; 223 cars of anthracite and 1,296 of bituminous coal

through Rouses' Point.

Shipments by Districts

In the following table the shipments from the coal-

producing districts on each of the first three days of the

week of August 2S-September 2 are compared with the

average daily shipments the previous week and in the week
of highest production during Uie strike (June 19-24).

Shipments during the first half of the week were at a rate

47 per cent in excess of the daily average for the preceding

Daily Shipments of Soft Coal Fbom Producing Districts

Xct Tons, Assuming 50 T^ns to the Car, Based Upon Records of Cars
Loaded, as Reported by the Railroads to the American

Railtifay Association

Average -Vverape
District wk. ended wk. ended Monday Tuesday Wcd'sday

June 24 Aug .26 Aug. 28 Aug. 29 Aug. 30
Central Pennsylvania 27,450 75,958 126,950 134,150 142,800
West. Pa., includinif Freeport 23,150 39,325 48,950 55,350 62,800
Grccnsburjr-Westrroreland .. 27,476 39,425 39,250 41,500 44,500
Connellsville. & Som.- Mevers-

dale 47,141 58.742 64,850 62.050 53.600
South Fork and Windber 2,833 8,042 13,700 14,650 15,300

Total Pennsylvania 128,050 221,492 293,700 307,700 321,000

Georpes Creek, Upper Potomac
and Cumberland-Piedmcnt. 12.083 14,883 14,600 16,000 14,300

Fairmont & VV.V'a. Panhandle 16,050 87,191 109,600 97,250 88,550
Ccal and Coke 8,483 8,858 7,550 5,850 7.950
Kanawha and Coal River 9.783 18,092 28,150 21,900 21,700
Logan 65,650 27,225 45,250 16.850 24,700
New River (C. & O. New

River Div.) 31,425 19,367 28.450 16,850 19,750
Windins! Gulf (Virginian)... 24.585 17,383 26.650 20,550 18,850
Pocahontas and Tug River.. 94,166 71.067 106,100 73,350 70.250
Kenova Thacker 33,317 27,400 34,950 34,900 20.950

Total \V. Va. and Md 295,542 291,466 401,300 303,500 287.000

F.astem Kentucky 114,567 51,733 69,450 49,900 47.200
Western Kentucky 65,767 59.258 48.250 50,400 48.300
Tennessee 15,125 16,800 21,700 15,950 15,200
Clinch Valley and S.W. Va.

.

37,625 22,475 26,900 25,400 22,750
Alabama .ind Georgia 49,858 50,842 59,300 37,800 44.350
Ohio 18,358 94,408 122,200 126,950 123.000
Indiana-Illinois 2,858 79,308 315,350,331,000 342.800
Iowa. Mo., Kans., Okla., Ark.
& Texas 13,502 19,675 35,100 47.050 51,300

Colorado 29,058 34.525 30.600 31,850 30,050
New Mexico J.OOO 6,034 7,050 7,200 7,000
Utah fB,333 16.783 21,150 19,700 17.850
Wyoming, Mont, and N. Dak, 1,467 10,584 37,800 35.600 35.200
Washington 3,450 3,708 3,400 4,500 3,.500
Michigan 1,475 3,400 4,100 3,650

Tot.al, East of Miss. River. 727,750 889,257 1,361.550 1,252,700 1.255,250

Total, West of Miss. River. 66,810 91,309 135.100 145,900 144.906

Grand fot.aI, bitum. shipped 794,560 980.566 1,496,650 1,398,600 1.400,150

week and 81 per cent over that for the week June 19-24.

The districts showing notably increased shipments were

Central Pennsylvania where the daily rate is now about

double that of the previous week; Western Pennsylvania

where the increase is about 40 per cent; Ohio, about i3 per

cent; Indiana-Illinois, about 300 per cent; and the lowa-

Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma-Arkansas-Texas region, about

120 per cent. Increases at the.se rates can not l)e expected

to continue. There arc already indications in Eastern Ohio
and Nortlu-rn West \'irginia that shipments will Ik checked

by trans|)ortation diflkulties on certain im|iortant roads.

Shipments in the Middle and Southern .\ppalachian

regions averaged during tlic first half of the week al>out 10

per cent higher than the previous week. This was due to

the large increase on Monday, after which on Tuesday and
Wednesday shipments dropped off to less than tlie average

for the preceding week and in some districts, to less than
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sdiproents on (.orrc>[jon(Jim; (i.i' '

have dacliiu'il nifwt in tin- *iiu'

\ irginia, in Ka>tfrn Kcntuck\ ., ^ ...

• region is suffering severely iron 'lun diffi-

:ies, and shipments are now at i tons less

week than during June.
In We-torn Kt-ntucky shipments on Monday will a^trage

.iiHjut 15 (H-r rent under the previous week, on account of

transportation diffuullies, and arc Ixlow the rate attained

[irior to the shopmen's strike.

I he Colorado output is declining on acccxmt of railroad

:^.ulties. Other far western states show increased ship-

ments.

Coal loading totaled 26,826 cars on Friday, September
1. TTiis was a reduction of 2,201 cars compared with the

preceding day, but 2,269 cars in excess of the average daily

loadings for Si-ptembcr last year, and 9,763 cars aJ)ove the

average daily loadings for .August this year. The Eastern

and Northwestern districts reported increases in the num-
ber of cars loaded with coal on Friday over the previous

day, but small reductions were re[)orted in coal Iwidings

in the other districts compared with the day before.

Coal loadings on Saturday, September 2, totaled 25,157

cars. This was a decrease of 1,669, cars under the preced-

ing day. Loadings on Saturday, however, are generally less

than on other week days owing to a short day being ob-

served at mast mines. Coal shipments last Saturday, how-
ever, e.xceeded the daily average in September last year by

600 cars, and the daily average in .August this year by 8,094

cars.'

A total of 167,428 cars were loaded with coal during the

week which ended on September 2. This was the largest

numljer of cars loaded during any one week since the strike

of miners began on .\i)ril 1 last and also exceeded the preced-

ing week by 49,616 cars.

Lake Movement ofCoal

Details of tlie new program adopted for the expedition

of the movement of coal to the upper Great Lakes region

were given in a circular issued by the Federal Fuel Distribu-

tor as follows:

"Amendment No. 4 to Service Order No. 23 of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission transfers lake coal from Class

3 to Class 2 and covers all bituminous coal consigned to a

pool, or [)ools, of lake cargo, or bunkerage coal, at any port

on Lake Erie for trans-.shipment by water to pwrts above

Lake Erie. Pool coal will [)e consigned to the Ore & Coal

Exchange at Lake f>ie port, under the rules of the Ore &
Coal Exchange, may not be .so consigned until a permit

has been issued by the Ore & Coal Exchange admitting the

coal to the pools.

It is expected that since lake coal is in Class 2 priority

of Amendment No. 4 to Service Order No. 23 transfKirtation

will be available to move a large part of the coal i)urchased

by lake forwarders. However, if due to short car supply

or other cau.ses, the coal under purchase to the lakes is not

forthcoming under Class 2 priority in quantities sufficient

to meet the lake program it is exf)ected that immediate

steps will be taken to jirotc^t the deficiency in such move-

ment. This deficiency protection will be effected by

advancing from Class 2 into ( 'lass 1 enough of the lake

tonnage purchased to produce the total tonnage which has

been allotted for each week.

When it is ascertained by tlie joint representative of the

Interstate Commerce Commission and tlie Federal Fuel

Distributor at Cleveland how much additional coal it is

necessary to move to lake under Class 1 priority in any
given week, rec|uests should be made by the lake forwarders

through the Ore & Coal Excliange, properly supported by

evidence of the purchase of the coal for the issuance of

permits by the re|>resentative of the Interstate Commerce

( . ; :iii.«sion at ( leveland to gr^t Class 1 priority for

I 111 tonnages from specific operations in sufiit ient

_::u.uiit to bring the total movement up to desired amount

within the current capacity of the carriers and the Lake
Erie docks to handle. Coal .^hipped under such permits

must l)e shipped within 10 days from date thereof."

The new program was put in operation on Monday,
September 4, and it was hojied that 1,000,000 tons of coal

miglit lie started lakcward this week. Loadings for the

lakes during the last week were estimated at 800,000 tons.

Owing to the uncertainty of weather conditions during the

month of November, which might seriously hamper the

trans-shipment of coal at lake ports, it is deemed advisable

to push the lake movement with all possible dispatch for

the next few weeks. B. S. Robert.son, of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has been designated as the joint

representative of tliat organization and the federal fuel dis-

tributor at Cleveland.

Car Service Orders

THE InTERST.ME CoAfXrERCE COMMISSION' on .\ugust

31 issued its Service Order 24, which directs all com-
mon carriers by railroad, west of the Mississippi river,

to give priority and preference to the movement of food

for human consumption, feed for live stock, perishable

products, and fuel, and to the return of empty cars intended

to be used for the transportation of those commodities.

A few days ago the commission granted an informal

hearing to representatives from the Pacific Coast on their

petition for preference and priority' in the movement of empty
refrigerator cars, primarily to take care of the fruit crop

from that section.

This order is intended to insure the prompt movement
of the commodities specified, and to expedite the movement
of empty refrigerator, tank or other cars to originating ter-

ritories.

When carriers find themselves currently unable promptly

to transport all freight traffic offered them, the commission

will expect the carriers to bring to its attention for ap-

propriate action any instances which, in their opinion, are

of such a character as to warrant any deviation from the

general directions as to priority in movement.

Open Top Cars

On September 1 the commission also issued Amendment 5

to Service Order No. 23, which permits the use of open top

cars 42 inches or less in height for the movement of com-
modities other than coal. In this connection Commissioner
.\itchison wrote a letter to R. C. Marshall, who had filed a

petition on behalf of the .As.'iCKiated General Contractors

for modification of Ser\-ice Order No. 23 in ortler to allow

a greater use of open top cars for liuikling materials. Com-
missioner .Aitchi.son says that under Service Order No. 23

approximately 62,000 open top cars less than 36 inches in

height were exempted from being ])referentially loaded with

coal and .\mendnicnt 5 will relea.se approximately 34,000

additional o|)en top cars from this preferential loading. The
commission feels that this will to a considerable extent re-

lieve the construction interests as well as others primarily

dependent u|X)n the use of oix-n top cars tor the movement
of their commodities. This action on the part of the com-
mission, he says, should not be taken as its final word on
the subject, but with the present and necessary demands for

coal it does not feel that it can consistently go further at

this time. It will continue to keep in daily touch with the

situation and as soon as it feels that the situation warrants,

action will be taken to relax the ser\'icc order. Meanwhile,
it asks to be kept informed of the general situation and of

any exigencies which might re(|uire special attention.



Gulf Coast Lines Show Increasing Prosperity

System Serves as Distributor of Traffic to Gulf Ports—Is

Realizing on Development in South Texas

THE NAME "Gulf Coast Lines" is used to identify

the railway system operated by the New Orleans,

Texas & Mexico Railway Company and the latter"s

sul)sidiary companies, extending from New Orleans along

the coast of the Gulf of Mexico to the Mexican border at

Brownsville. Tex. The system was formerly a part of the

old St. I-ouis & San Francisco organization and received a

share of the unpleasant publicity surrounding the .sins of

the old Frisco management which culminated in the re-

ceiversliip in 1913. The Gulf Coast Lines were separated

from the Frisco system in the receivership. The system

—

or rather the parent New Orleans, Texas & Mexico—was

TEXAS mMto/^

»o.bn 'l
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The Gulf Coast Lines

reorganized, effective March 1, 1916, and has been under its

present management since that time, except, of course, as

concerns the federal control period.

Under the present management the histor\' of the system

has been one of gradually increasing prosperity, the extent

of which would seem sufficient, it is believed, to justify the

paying of rather more attention to the property th;m has on

the whole been paid to it. Tiie signs of this prosperity may
be bodied in the statement that the Gulf Coast Lines earned

for the government considerably more than their standard

return. In the last four months of 1920, two of the con-

stituent companies—the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
and the Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western—were included in

the country's small list of roads which earned net railway

operatini; income of more than 6 per cent ufwn their in-

vestment. The parent New Orleans, Texas & Mexico paid

an initial dividend on its common stock in December, 1920.

In 1921 it paid 6 per cent and it is now on a 6 per cent

basis.

A Number of Related Corporations

The Gulf Coast Lines consist of a numlser of related

corporate organizations controlled by the parent New
Orleans, Texas & Mexico through stock ownership or lease.

.\ii additional feature is the proportionately large mileage

of line operated under trackage rights, a factor of special

importance because it is in this manner that the lines of

the various individual companies are brought together to

form a through route. The make-up of the system is in

brief as follows

:

The New Orleans, Texas &: Mexico operates the lines in

the state of Louisiana, including that part of the main line

between Anchorage (opposite Baton Rouge) and DeQuincy.
.\ccess to New Orleans is secured by a special traffic and
operating agreement with the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley,

under which the latter company handles the traffic between

Baton Rouge and the terminals at New Orleans on schedules,

rates and practices prescribed by the New Orleans, Texas
& Mexico in the same manner as if the latter op)erated its

own line into New Orleans.

The Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western is controlled by
ownership of all its capital stock. Its line is from Beau-
mont. Tex., to the outskirts of Houston and connection with

the lines of the parent company is obtained by trackage

rights on the Kansas City Southern between DeQuincy and
Beaumont.
The St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, similarly controlled

l>y ownership of all of its capital stock, owns the line from

.\lgoa, Tex., south of Houston, to Brownsville with an
important branch up the Rio Grande valley. The Gulf
Coast Lines operate into Houston over the Houston Belt

& Tenninal, a half interest in wiiich is owned bv the St.

L., B. & M. and the B. S. L. & \V. Between ' Houston
and Algoa trackage rights are used over the line of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

The Orange & Northwestern, controlled by ownership of

all its capital stock, operates a line Ijetween Orange, Tex.,

and Newton, Tex. The Louisana Southern is a leased

line, the mileage of which is .Miuth of New Orleans.

Tile mileage as tlius outlined, including br.onches, totals

1.01,^ of which iSJ,^ is owned. ^5'' is trackage rights and 93

Vicw.s on the Gulf Coast Lines in Scuthern Texas
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j.rt-^-iit* llir sj>tt.i.il .irranu'riiiri \ & M V.
' Oulf ((Ki>t Linrs rrjiort- nf :- . ihr latter

mill-* i« not includttl and tlu -:..; - ...^ iiiturcxl on a
:iiilrage of 922.

The foregoing; anal>-sis does not. howwer. include the
itirr systt-m. .Another unit is the s<>j>aratcly operated New
iria & Northern, and a st-cond. tlie San Benito & Rio

'.randi- Valle\. the e-.iminp« of U.th of which lines are
iiorted separately.

Some Leading Features

The fact that the Gulf ("oa>t I.im-s vrvr tlu- coast;il plain
' •nil-ring the Gulf of Mexico is n-tlicti-il in several interest-

-' ;uid im|>ortant characteristics. The first is that the
iirritor) i.* a rich i>ne which, further, lia.- j>rol)alily only seen

the l)ej;inning'of its ultimate devflo[)ment agriculturally or

industrially. A second feature is that the svstiins lines

cross at right angles the lines of nearly all the carriers which
serve the Gulf ports. This does not me-.in that the Gulf
•Coast Lines do not meet competition from these other lines;

as a m;ittiT of fact, they meet a great dial of competition.

It does mean, however, that the Gulf ("oast Lines arc much
in the nature of a distributing facility. Most of the various

other lines .ser\e individual ports. Tin Gulf Toast Lines
have access in one way or another to them all, and this is

one of the most important factors in the value of the system's

location. The third imjwrtant factor is that serv'ing a com-
paratively flat countr}, as it does, thf Gulf Coast Lines have
no difficult grades. Its ma.ximum grade is tiut O.o per cent.

The result is a great assistance to economical operation

—

comparatively heavy train laiding l>eing secured with the

use of small motive power units. It might be expected that

a line lying so near the Gulf coast would \>c .subjected to

damage from the .severe storms which are somewhat too

frequent. It happens, however, that the lines are far enough
from the coast to be given .sufficient protection. \ real

handicap is the peculiar character of some of the rivers

The tr.itiii carrieil was divided in 1*^21 and 1920 as

follows

:

1' -M •.•'.(,

Htcmrd RMdTcd
Oricinaiint (rom Originatint (rom

l'r<Mluc(t 01 rm Hnr conocctioo* online connections

.Vgiici.liurr JOI.r>7.l 477.99J 268.921 511.12»

.\n>ma:i 27.66.' 11,712 32,699 22,339
,\|inf» 22S.622 609,001 271,919 964.M9
Forutt J.'2,210 226.654 420.35( 456.252
Mnfrrn. nnd niic. . 174,370 451,469 141,585 5<7.69l>
MdK 47.406 39.71

1

60.6<M S6.S3S

Tot»1 1,098,.'4( l.«16,54i. 1,196,084 2.578.8J3
(Irand total ?,9I4.784 1.774.917

Agricultural Possibilities

The territory si-ni-d by the Gulf ("oast Lines is character-

ized primarily by its possil)ilities from the standpoint of

agriculture. The road, it will In- noted from the foregoing

figures, originates ;il.so a large tonnage of products of forests.

This traffic is derived from the area in eastern Te.xas and
western Louisiana. There is a large area devoted to graz-

ing, notably along the east shore of Texas. The cattle in-

dustr)- has ijeen especially hard hit in the past two or three

years: the herds are at ]>re.sent unusually large but the live

stcKk tonnage has, in conseiiui-ncc. been unu.sually small.

In normal times the cattle move to F"ort Worth, being turned

over to connecting carriers at Hou.Mon or other fxjints. The
agricultural territon.- is found in central Louisiana, west

of Baton Rouge, and to a certain extent, at various other

points along the greater part of the system's mileage. Some
of the land remains to l)e l)rought into production cither

through irrigation or through drainage. There is a large

area, notably in .southern Texas, which has lx»en held from

cultivation because of the hesitancy of some of the owners

to break up their large holdings foe this purpose.

The Rio Grande Valley

The most .striking devcloiiment. liowever. is that which has

been taking place in the Rio Grande valley in the extreme

GULF COAST UNES
.\TcraKr mile- Kfvrnt.f N\t ton Total railway Totol railway op- Net railway op- Net r.iil«a.v op- Operat- Net tone

N car age operntcd froKhl tons. miles* o:»rrating revenue erating expenses erating revenue erating income ing ratio per train*

1916 9.S9 2.K39.628 359,5S5.f.64 $6,410,377 $4,321,277 $2,089,100 $1,653,119 67.41 410
1917 920 3.5')5,975 413.433.820 6,661.229 4,193,326 2.467.903 2,082,971 62.95 467

tl91l< 920 2.619,3".- 405.333.134 8.013,713 5,776,515 2,737,199 1.932,868 71.90 501
tI919 92C 2.«28.39<' 476,062, .!9II 9.206,554 7,347.019 1,859,535 1,202,738 79.42 567
*1»20 922 .1.774,917 72»..;57.27.'( 13,435,216 11,129,562 2,305.683 1.686.956 82.84 635
1921 922 2.914,784 533,734,186 11,090,101 8,315,473 2,874,628 2,141.708 74.08 676

1922, Ul6n»«. 922

non-re\'cr.ii

1,988,987 259,527,000

i> freight. tf. S. Railroad

5,102,678

.Xdministralion 1918,

3,527,300

1919, and .T.in. .ii

1.575,378

id Feb., 1920.

1,243,209 69.13 635

'Including

crossed, whereby these streams are narrow rivulets at dry

sea.sons of the year and raging floods at other times. The
Gulf ("oast Lines, however, do not .seem to have suffered as

much on this score as .some of the other lines serving this

territory.

A Distributing Facility

The Gulf Coa.st Lines ri-divi- from connections con-

siderably more traffic than thi-y originate. In 1921, for in-

stance, of a total of 2,914,784 revenue tons. 1,H16.540 was
received from connections. Some of this traffic received

from connections is, of course, that consigned to Gulf Coast

Lines' local stations. .\ larger ])r()|)ortion would Ik; that

riteived from the north and south lines for movement to

other ports than tliosc they them.selves serve. Tonnage of

this kind would lie that, for examjile, delivered by the Kansas
City Southern at DeCJuint \-. La., for deliver)' to New
Orleans, etc. The density of traffic on the line east of

Houston is greater than on that west. The movement is

predominantly eastbound, which conditions show the ira-

])ortance of the traffic moving to New Orleans and received

from the various connecting lines.

south, or the area lying along the main line to Brownsville

and the branch from Harlingen to Sam Fordyce. The
climate in this particular seition is dry and crops can be

raised only with irrigation. There have been .v number of

irrigation developments of inipo>ing size, the jiuqiose of

which has been to bring the water up from the Rio Grande
and distrilmte it to the higher levels bordering the river on

the Texas side. The valley has a rich soil and with a

proper water supply it has been able to derive advantage

from the fact that it is able—being .so far .south—to bring

vegetables into the northern markets one or two months before

any other sizeable area in the countr>' has begun to secure

its crops. Thus the Gulf Coast Lines is c;illed upon as

early as January to move a large tonnage of cabbage, spinach,

Ijcets, etc., to northern markets such as Kan.sas Cit>', Chi-

cago and even New York. I'urther than that, it was re-

cently di.scovered that the valley was especially suitable for

citrous fruits. The visitor in the valley will see many
groves—of from 5 to 25 acres, as a rule—of young orange,

grape fruit or lemon trees. The fruit is of high grade and
should become an increasingly imiwrtant factor as the prog-

ress alreadv startetl is continued. The territon- in the Rio
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Grande valley and in south Texas generally is building up
rapidly and should become an increasingly valuable asset

in Gulf Coast Lines operations.

At Brow-nsville, the Gulf Coast Lines connect with the

line of the National Railways of Me.xico from Matamoros
*o Monterey. The route into Me.xico via Brownsville has

pwssibilities which at present are not being realized because

of Mexico's unstable condition. The Gulf Coast Lines

operate through Pullman cars from Houston to Me.xico

City, Monterrey and Tampico and there is some interchange

of freight.

Revenue Train Load of 628 Tons

The Gulf Coast Lines average revenue train load of 628
tons in 1921 was high considering the character of the

traffic handled. It was, in fact, one of the highest figures

reported by the roads in the southwestern region. It reflects

primarily the fact that the worst grades on the Gulf Coast
Lines are only of 0.3 per cent. The road uses comparatively

small locomotives. Its more important power includes S

Russian decapods and 20 Consolidations. The average

tractive effort of it.^ total of 49 road freight locomotives is

One of the Gulf Coast Lines River Crossings

only 33,J47 lb. Smaller locomotives are used on the other

lines south of Houston. East of Houston the method of

operation is to start trains from that point with 2,500 tons

and to pick up to 3,500 at DeQuincy.
The road has 85-lb. rail on its busier eastern end, al-

though there is about 65 miles of 75-lb. rail still in track.

West of Houston there is 75 or 80-lb. rail except to the

south, where there is considerable mileage of 65-lb. rail.

Shell and gravel ballast is used although there is some
non-ballasted track in the south. Formerly cj'pre.ss ties were

used without tie plates. More recently the road is putting

in treated pine and red oak ties. The system maintains

shops at Kingsville, Te.x. These have recently received an

amount of new equipment and machinerv' but they are other-

wise of a- mediocre character.

In 1921 the Gulf Coast Lines had a traffic density of

538,573 revenue ton-miles per mile of line. In 1920 the

figure was 725,879. It has already been noted that the

traffic density is much greater east of Houston than west.

Tlie road secures an average haul on its revenue freight of

170 miles and its earnings per ton-mile in 1921 were 1.64

cent.";. Revenue car load in 1921 was 23.32 tons.

The Gulf Coast Lines in 1921 had a net railway operating

income of $2,141,708. Excluding an item of $388,246
representing lap-overs from the guar.xnty period of 1920,

the figure would have l)een $2,529,954. The size of these

figures is indicated by the fact that the pro}>erty had a

standard return of only $1,061,001. It is interesting to

observe that the latter figure has liecn exceeded in ever)' vcar

since 1916. In 1917 the property had a net railwav oper-

ating income of $2,082,971; in 1918, of $1,932,868: in

1919, of $1,202,738, and in 1920, totaling $1,686,956.-

The 1921 net was secured with a decrease as compared
with 1920 of 13.1 per cent in freight revenues and of 17.5

per cent in total revenues. The decrease in of>erating e.x-

{jenses, however, was 26.2 f)er cent. In 1921 the property'

had an operating ratio of 74.08 per cent as compared with

82.84 in 1920. The 1921 ratio of transf)ortation expenses

to total revenues was 33.33; the 1920 ratio, 35.36 per cent.

Corporate Income Account Figures

The 1921 figure of net railway operating income, $2,-

529,954—excluding lapnover items from the 1920 guaranty

period—was after the deduction of $32,441, debit balance

for equipment rentals, and of $252,197, debit balance for

joint facility rents. In 1920 the debit equipment rents

balance was $582,126 and the debit joint facility rent bal-

ance, $320,694. That the Gulf Coast Lines should pay out

more than they receive for freight car hire is due to its being

a terminal road and it also reflects the cost of securing

cars for the early jjerishable movement from the Rio Grande
valley and other agricultural areas. Car supply would
naturally be expected to be a problem under the circum-

stances. The debit joint facilit)' balances indicate the cost

to the Gulf Coast Lines for its large mileage of trackage
rights.

The Gulf Coast Lines, as has already been noted, in-

cluded in die 1921 income account a charge of $388,246,
representing lap-overs from the guaranty f)eriod. After the

deduction of this charge, the net railway operating income
reported for the year was $2,141,708. Non-of)erating in-

come was reported as $861,946, including an item of $721,-

033 "balance of rental received from the United States gov-

ernment for 1918, 1919 and 1920." The gross income was
$3,391,901. The fi.xed charges were $1,190,387, of which
$1,114,390 was interest on funded debt. The road used

$890,848 for its 6 per cent dividends; $323,107 was ap-

propriated for investment in physical property and the bal-

ance carried to profit and loss was $987,559 or, excluding
the guarant}' period lap-over item mentioned, it was $599.-

312. In 1920 the road carried to profit and loss a credit

balance of $381,528 after appropriating $297,370 for

dividends, and $694,210 for investment in physical property.

Just now, the Gulf Coast Lines are showing better figures

than were shown in 1921. For the first six months of this

year the propert)' had a net railway op)erating income of $1,-

243,209, which total was $476,490 better than tlie figure

for the first six months of 1921. This would seem to in-

dicate that the 6 per cent dividends should again be handily
earned this vear as thev were in 1921.

Forty-One 40-Ton Box Cars Rebuilt At North Little Rock
Shops of the Missouri Pacific During August—Showing

How Even Heavy Repair Work Is Progressing in

Spite of Strike



General News Department

W. H. Woodin. president of the American Car & Foundry
Company, New York, was appointed fuel adniinistratur of
the state •>i New York on September 5 by Governor Miller
under the act of the extraordinary session of the Legislature.
Mr. Wo.iiin will sersc without compensation and will suc-
ceed the Governor's advisory coal commission.

The Canadian National will soon inaugurate freight and
passenger service on its branch line between Victoria. B. C,
and Sooke Harbor. This line, which was originally con-
structed to tap large timber territory, has not been in op-
eration since early in the World war. Plans are now under
way for its reconstruction and it is expected that gasoline-
driven passenger cars will be placed in operation by the last

of this month.

The Engineering Institute of Canada held a general pro-
fessional meeting at \\ iniiipeg, Man., on September 5-7, with
headquarters at the 1-ort Garry. Hotel. The program on Tuesday
included descriptions of the Winnipeg hydro-electric plant and
the Manitoba Power Company's development at Great Falls. On
the following day these plants were visile<l by special train.

On Thursday papers were presented on the construction of
the Moncton yard and engine facilities of the Canadian National
by S. B. Wass and on automatic grain car unloaders for the

Canadian National Railways at Port Arthur by Fred Newell.

The Pennsylvania Railroad and its employees look a prom-
inent part in .\tlantic City's annual pageant, this week, being
under charge oi the First .\id corps of the Atlantic division.

The railroad company's police, leading, were followed by the

bearers of the First -Aid corps banner, the marshal and his

aids, the Pennsylvania Railroad band of 40 pieces, from
Philadelphia, and a float in the form of a huge rolling chair,

pushed by six red-cap porters. The top of the float repre-

sented the upper portion of a day coach, on which were
seated seven girls, all employees of the Atlantic division.

The railroad was represented also by a male chorus of 45

voices, made up of employees of the car service department at

Philadelphia, the Altoona band of 75 pieces, and the Altoona
shops glee club, 75 voices. The Pavonia shops, near Cam-
den, N. J., were closed all day September 7, and for the

benefit of the shopmen and their families, a special train

was run from Camden to Atlantic City and return. F'or the

Altoona employees and their families, a special night train

was run, leaving Altoona on September 6.

Roadmasters Postpone Convention

Owing to the unsettled conditions on the railways and the special

demands which arc being made upon the officers of the main-
tenance of way department, the executive committees of the Road-
masters and Maintenance of Way Association and of the Track
Supply Association decided at a meeting held in Chicago on Sep-

tember 3 to postpone the convention and exhibit from September

19-21 to November 21-23. The convention will be held at the

Hotel Statler, Cleveland.

New York State Opens Grain Barge Terminal

The New 'S'ork State Rraiii elevator at Gowanus flay, Brook-

lyn, N. \.. is row ready for operation and receives grain from

barges and delivers to barges or lighters. The opening of this

State canal elevator was celebrated at the Gowanus Hay Terminal

on the afternoon of September 1. 4.000 invitations having been

sent out from the Department of Public Works. The principal

speakers were Nathan I.. Miller, Governor of New York,

and Julius H. Barnes, President of the United States

Chanilu-r of Commerrc. Mr. Barnes is one of the largest ship-

pers of grain in the country, and operates a fleet of modern

vessels on the canal. The elevator occupies a space of about

430 ft. long by 70 ft. wide, facing on the Henry Street slip.

Water alongside the pier has been dredged to a depth of about
35 ft. so that ^ny steamer arriving in New York can be accom-
modated. The elevator is of steel and concrete. It has 18 rows
of bins, three in a row, making 54 bins, 20 ft. in diameter,
with a capacity of 26.000 bushels each; 34 interspace bins and
38 outer bins. .Ml the bins are 95 ft. deep and the total capacity

is over 2,000,000 bushels'.

Safety on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania System operated throughout the year ended
May 31, 1922, without a passenger being killed in train accident.
The number of passengers carried totaled 152,000,000, approxi-
mately one-seventh of the passenger business of the railroads of
:he country. The Pennsylvania System embraces 27,000 miles of
track, 271.000 freight cars, 8,000 passenger cars and 8,000 locomo-
tives. The management will continue to do its utmost to maintain
its record for safety, and, in turn, all persons who drive automo-
biles are earnestly requested to co-operate in the Careful Crossing
Campaign by observing the following precautions before crossing
tracks: 1. Slow down. 2. Shift into lower gear to prevent
stalling on tracks. 3. Look in both directions. 4. Listen. 5.

Do not try to beat a train over a crossing. Stop if train is ap-
proaching. 6. After a train has passed make sure that no others
are approaching in either direction. 7. Be doubly careful at

night and on strange roads.

Study Marine Borers in New York Harbor
The investigation of marine borers, which had its inception

with the organization of the committee to study conditions in

San Francisco bay, has been extended to New York harbor and
adjacent waters under the general supervision of the National
Research Council and a special committee of 40 members directly

interested in the metropolitan area. This includes representation
from the United States Army, the Bureau of Yards and Docks
of the Navy, the Lighthouse Service and several departments of
the City of New York, as well as representatives of the engineering
departments of several railroads. The investigation covers the

collecting of data, by means of a questionnaire, concerning the

experiences of all owners of dock property, the placing and study
of test pieces in the waters at various points, a biological survey
and studies of water temperature, salinity, polution. etc. The
investigations made thus far have disclosed the presence of live

toredo and limnoria at a number of locations. The study is being

supported by contributions of labor and funds from various prop-

erties interested and is carried on in co-operation with studies

made by scientific departments of the federal government, the

railroads, universities, etc.

Southern Pacific Asks Modification

of Train Control Order

The Southern Pacific has filed a petition with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a modification of its automatic train

control order, which requires installation on a full passenger
division between Oakland, Calif., and Sacramento. The company
asks to substitute for a part of this mileage that part of its main
line between Oakland and Tracy via Port Costa, which is of sub-

stantially the same mileage and embraces 24 miles of the location

designated by the commission between Oakland and Port Costa.

At that point the lines diverge, one to Sacramento and the other

through Tracy to Los Angeles. The location designated in the

commission's order is entirely double track. The proposed sub-

stitute would consist of 24 miles of double track from Oakland
to Port Costa and S7 miles of single track from Port Costa to

Tracy. The petition states that the problems in applying the

automatic train control to single track are far more complex
than in the case of double track and the company desires to ex-
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periment on both. The substitute location would include the

busiest piece of double track on its line, and the combination of

double track and single track, in the opinion of the company,

would constitute the most useful test.

Ticket Scalping Prevalent on Pacific Coast

Trotessional ticket scalpers have become so numerous in

California this summer because of the greatly reduced fares

that the railroads have been forced to take drastic legal

measure to rid the state of these unlawful agents. H. A.

Koach of the Railway Ticket Protective Bureau with head-

quarters at Chicago, is now in Los .Xngclcs in charge oi this

work. Three arrests were made last week and it is said

that a number more are contemplated. Ticket scalpers, it

appears, flourish in California better than elsewhere. They

are to be found, it is said, profiting to the extent of $20 to

$150 per day through their purchase of the return portions

of tickets from the tourists who decide to remain on the

Coast. Men and women alike are operating in this business.

Coastwide ni.-wspapers are co-operating with Mr. Koach in

refusing to publish "blind advertisements" for the scalpers

and, at the same time, are warning their readers that by

purchasing fares in the illegal way they arc violating the

Interstate Commerce .Act, and subjecting themselves to fine

and imprisonment. Many innocent people this summer have

been forced to surrender their scalped tickets and sustain

the loss of that fare through their lack of knowledge of the

law in this connection.

Wage Statistics for June

According to the Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly

summary of wage statistics the number of employees reported

by Class I railroads for the month of June. 1922, shows an in-

crease of 57,186. or 3.5 percent, as compared with the number

reported for the preceding month. This increase was distributed

by group? as follows

:

59
1,7JQ
J,893

Exectitives. officials, ami staff assistants

Profesional. clerical, an.l general

Maintenance of way anil structures
T-'siR

Maintenance of etiuipmcnt and stores Astl
Tran.spnrta'ion (other thpn train, enpine, and yartU

.
•••• '••^g^

Tr.insportation (vardmasters, switcii tenders, and hostlers)
,„ Jiq

Transportation (train and enrine service) lu.i'.sf,

Xet increase
'.l.^o

A comparison of the number of employees and their compensa-

tion, by months, for the period covered by the new classification

follows

:

Month.

.Tnly. 1921
AuKUS'. 19^1'...
September. 1921 >

I let .her. 1921 >. ..

November. 1921

'

necemher. 1921 '

T.mnarv, 192?' .

Fehniary. 1922

'

March. 1922'...
April. 192?
May. 1922
Tune. 1922

rhcr of employees.

1.634.872
1.679,927
1.71S 3.in

1.754.136
1,73?.3S3
1.637.151
1.5^2.014
1.545.040
1.570,158
1.578.13.'

1,628.328
1,685.414

Total conip.-ii5.itin

$214,339.38/;
227,745,895
223,972,822
237,602,959
22S,.tO4.006
214,921,396
205,178.639
194,523,427
216,704,408
203,413,071
216.672.028
''•>''.032.6R<'

L Exclude!" Petrnit. Toledo .^- Irontrn.

Cape Charles Car Ferry Handles Record Traffic

The rcnnsylvania Railroad reports that its car ferry be-

tween Norfolk, Va.. and Cape Charles, 36 miles long, across

the lower Chesapeake Bay, carried, in August, a total of 27,943

cars, the heaviest traffic ever handled over the Cape Charles

route, and, it is believed, the greatest record for a freight

car ferry of equal length anywhere in the world. The aver-

age movement was 901 cars a day. The high record north-

bound was made on .Xugust 20 (Sunday) when 620 cars

were ferried from Norfolk to Cape Charles; on August 13th,

there were 620 cars ferried, north-bound. The previous

north-bound high record was on July 13, 1916, when 613

cars were carried across.

The high record south-bound was made on August 4th,

when 592 cars were ferried from Cape Charles to Norfolk.

The previous high record south-bound was on June 19. 1917,

when 527 cars were carried, when 11 barges were in use.

Thry averaged a little over two trips each and carried an

average of 27 cars a trip. The average lay over at Cape

Charles for unloading and loading was 50J4 minutes. In the
lirst eight months of the present year this ferry has carried
an average of 634 cars daily as compared with 519 cars daily

for the eight months last year; 534 cars in 1920, and 601
in 1919.

Electric Trains May Be Run Over M. K. & T. Line

A contract is now in process of negotiation between the
Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas and electric power interests which if

consummated will furnish electric passenger service between
Dallas and Denton, Te.xas, a distance of 48 miles.

It is proposed that the electrical interests shall lease the track-

age rights and that electrification of the line will in no way inter-

fere with the operation of freight trains on the line, nor with
the operation of through passenger trains. Z. G. Hopkins, man-
ager, Department of Public Relations. M. K. & T., states that at

the present time no change is contemplated in the operation of

M. K. & T. trains.

C. E. Calder, president of the Te.xas Power & Light Company
and of the Dallas Power & Light Company, stated that a contract

with the railroad for electrification would comply with an agree-

ment made with the city of Dallas for the construction of an

interurhan line at least 30 miles in length which the Dallas

Railway is under bond to build in order to fulfil the terms of

an agreement entered into in connection with the granting of the

franchises to the Strickland-Hobson interests in 1917. Electrifica-

tion of the M. K. & T. from Dallas to Denton, according to Mr.
Calder. will be an economic proposition from the standpoint of

the railroad, as well as the electrical interests.

The railroad now operates si.x passenger trains on this line, two

of which are night trains. It is the intention of the power com-

pany fo run electric trains hourly. The cost of electrifying has

beeii estimated at between $800,000 and $1,000,000.

British Columbia Advised to Scrap Its Railway

The above is the heading, in Canadian newspapers, of a press

despatch from Victoria. B. C, dated September 1. summarizing

a report made for the Provincial Government by a special in-

vestigator, J. B. Sullivan. We iiuote, in part

:

"Unless the people of British Columbia are prepared to con-

tinue paying from two million to two and a half million dollars

a year for ten years on the investment already made in the

Pacific Great Eastern Railway, the whole system should be

abandoned, says Mr. Sullivan. He strongly advises against ex-

tension of the line and urges abandonment of the section from

Que.snel [the present northen; terminus. MM miles from Vancouver]

to Prince George. He recommends abandonment of the line from

Squamish to Clinton, 166 miles, and using the salvage money to

build a line from Clinton to .Xshcroft.

"Mr. Sullivan dismisses the possibility of handing the road over

to a private concern as impracticable. None of the large com-

panies would take it. The Government can do as many other

railroads are doing—abandon the operation of steam trains for

passengers and replace thcin by gas-driven motor cars. Other

recommendations are: Cancellation of mail contracts on that

section of the line where snow trouble occurs in the winter;

passenger and freight rates must be raised to all the traffic will

bear.

"W. P. Hinton and Col. J. S. Dennis, who also made an ex-

haustive investigation of the railway, made reports for the

Oiveriiment which, in the main, agree with Mr. Sullivan's recom-

mendations."

Locomotive Loadings for Railway Bridges

A paper entitled "Locomotive Loadings for Railway

Bridges" was presented by D. B. Steinnian, consulting engi-

neer and professor in charge of civil and mechanical engi-

neering, College of the City of New York, at the regular

meeting of the .American Society of Civil Engineers on

September 6. With the aid of lantern slides Mr. Stcinman

discussed fully the methods in working out a proposed new
loading system based on the stress-producing effects of mod-
ern heavy locomotives. The discussion of the paper was

generally favorable to the plan developed, the main objec-

tions cited being that the Cooper loading was. and had been

for a long time, in active use, that there was an immense

aniouut of tables, diagrains, calculations, etc., on hand based
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•i! ludiiiiic 4iid that all <iiKincrr\ ,

•II were not of the opinion that a i
•

- iry or jilvisablr. C. E. Fowler, i

ivv Vork. >iatrd that the first thitiR to L.c Uoiu- w^» to
>nvini-c the \. K. K. A. thai it wanted to co-operair iii

^•lic matter ol ^ccurinK a substitute lor the Cooper loading
The next «icp to be taken up, since the live load factor niu»t
be considered a» important, was the standardization of loco
motives at least along the line of axli -|..n hiks and the liKlitrn-

iii{ of part, and farther if po-.Ml)l,- n: ,,r.l, r to reduce impact,
ic, a plan now bein^ followed l.> ^.i.u roads to simplify
!ie prolileiii of the bridge enKinier. Locomotive builders
.lid others interested must work alonn similar lines before
. composite loading can be secured that will last. He added
nal any plan developed should be made to harmonize with
he ideas of the A. R. E. .\. and the EnKineering Institute
• Canada. C". F. Loweth, chief engineer, Chicago. .Milwaukee

V .St. Paul, stated that if exactness is to be secured all factors
titermg into bridge design must be considered thoroughly

J

and among these of prime importance was the speed factor.

[ In the past, designs were made on the basis of the heaviest
locomotives bu; devclopiiienls continued to upset these ideas.

Locomotives have become heavier and heavier and the trend
may continue. It also might reverse itself since transporta-

I tion methods are also showing a tendency to change. There

[
is also to be considered, the possible future use of the
electric locomotive which is seldom doublelu a<le<l and which
^•'•nerally give., a lesser impact.

Respirators and Masks for Tunnels and Industrial Uses
The de\<:li>|)mcnt i>l a pocket canister or respirator which will

largely alienate the discomfort to which engine crews are sub-

I
jccted from the presence of sulphurous locomotive smoke when
,iassing through railroad tunnels is announced by the United States
liureau of Mines in technical paper X2 by A. C. F'ieldner and
s. P. Kinney. The canisters, which lit conveniently into a coat

IMcket. are rilled with an absorbent mixture of activated char-

[
coal and -< da lime, and contain tillers of Turkish toweling.

These small >inoke respirators have had the hearty approval of

the men who have used them and retain their effectiveness for

months. They may tie cheaply inadc and are a great improve-

ment over the sponge respirators and handkerchiefs and towels

now used h\ engineers and firemen when passing through un-

ventilated tunnels

I
The Bureau of Mine> lias also conducted tests to determine

I the efficacy of the army gas masks for use on U>comotivcs in

I railroad tunnels. It was found that army gas masks, having

canisters filled with charcoal and soda lime mixture and with a

cotton pad filter, gave g(X)d protection against the smoke and

irritant gsse-. One cmstituent of smoke, carbon monoxide, which

[

is poi.sonous but tasteless and odorless, penetrates these canisters,

but experience has proven and analyses taken during the tests

showed that on moving trains the amount of carbon monoxide
present was not iiiougli to l)e <langerous.

Respirators jI the 'piK-<iioiit" type containing wet sponucs

afford some relief by cooling the gases and absorbing son.c of

the irril.ttiiig constituents of smoke. Protection is not complete

.ind most of the men will not bother with such respiiators. pre-

ferring to tie handkerchiefs o\er the nose and month.

The bureau has sought to impress on the public the limitations

..f the .Army gas mask and at the same time to develop special

•ypes of ipasks suitable for different industries or occupations,

•iiat will serve to protect the wearer from the gas hazards en-

• mntered in a particular field of work. The bureau has also done

• irk on a universal mask that would serve to protect the wearer

against all of the gases in air commonly met. .A light weight

t form of this universal ma.sk has been develoind for the use of

city firemen.

the charcwil and soda-lime filled caiiisttrs protect against

'riain acid gases and organic vapors. They should not be used

111 gasoline vapor; they afTord no protection against ammonia,

and none whatever against the carbon monoxide which may In-

found in products of combustion, and in producer gas, coal gas.

,
water gas. and blast-furnace gas. The pocket canisters afford

' protection against the coarse smoke particles of locomotive smoke:

but give very little protection against wood smoke, very line dusts,

and fumes or mists such as those of tin tetrachloride, silicon

tetrachloride, i)r sulphur trioxide.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission Itas suspended from September 5 imtil January

3, 1923. the operation of schedules contained in a supplement to

.\gcnt 1". .\. Leiaiid's taritT which propose to make inapplicable

through rates on fresh fruits and vegetables from various pro-

ducing points in Texas to northern and eastern points when
routed from Houston to ."st. L«.uis via International & Oeat
Northern, Texas & Pacific and Mi^si iiri Pacific.

Court News
Omission of Statutory Signals Bars Recovery

From Negligent Truck Owner at Crossing

The Circuit Court of .\ppeals, Si.\th Circuit, holds that the

failure to comply with the statutory requirements of sounding

whistle and ringing bell. Ohio Code §§ 8853. 8856. is negligence

per se. barring recovery for damage to railroad equipment by
collision with defendant's motor truck at a crossing.—Norfolk &
Western v. Norton Iron Works. 279 Fed. 32.

Warning to Protect Goods Against Flood

The Michigan Supreme Court holds that where the carrier has

warning of an oncoming tluod. ample time after such warning to

protect the shipment, and does not take reasonable precautions to

protect it, he is not exonerated from liability on the principles laid

down in what it calls the "'delay" cases which were decided on the

theory that the carrier could not reasonably have foreseen the

danger, and that therefore the delay was not the proximate cause.

In this case the goods had been placed in the freight-house after

arrival at destination. It was held the carrier had ample warning
of an oncoming flood to have protected the goods.—Ithaca Roller

Mills v. Ann Arbor (Mich.), 186 X. \V. 516.

Excessive Verdict Induced by Erroneous Instruction

For an injury causing the amputation, between the wrist and
elbow, of the left arm of plaintiff, a brakeman, 30 years old,

earning $200 a month, the Mississippi Supreme Court holds a
verdict for $25,000 to be grossly excessive, and probably induced
by an instruction granted tlie plaintiff which charged the jury-

that it might return a verdict in his favor "if it believed certain

matters therein set forth to be true 'not to exceed $50,000, the

amount sued for.' The jury should not have been so instructed,

for $50,000 is more than double the amount for which a verdict

should be upheld." The cause was reversed, on the question

of damages only, unless the plaintiff entered a remittitur of

$7,000.—Alabama & Vicksburg v. Dennis (Miss.), 91 So. 4.

Actions for Injury to Interstate Shipments

Removable from State to Federal Courts

The Federal District l.nirl tor tin- SoiilluTii District of Texas,

following G. H. & S. .\. v. Wallace. 223 U. S. 481, 32 Sup. Ct.

205. holds that, while suits arising out of interstate shipments may
be cognizable in the state court, they are also removable to the

federal district court as matters of federal instance, when the

jurisdictional amount ($3,000, exclusive of interest and costs) is

involved. The action was iiiidor the Cannack .\ineiidmcnt for

damage to goods in interstate transportation.—Nelms v. Davis,

277 Fed. 982.

This rule applies though the whole journey was made over the

lines of a single carrier.— Nelms v. Davis, 277 Fed. 987.

TiiK I'uiRiBA E.\ST Co.\sT has established an indeptmdcnt

city ticket office in Jacksonville. Fla., at 231 West Forsyth

street, and has withilrawn from the joint ticket office.
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Foreign Rail^vay News

Hope for the Orient in Mexico Seen

in Contemplated Purchase by British

The British interests which own the Mexico Northwestern Rail-

road are negotiating for the purchase of the concession and that

part of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railroad which is

situated in Mexico. It is stated that the transaction will be more
in the nature of a merger of the two interests than an outright

purchase. One completed link of the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient connects with the Mexican Xorthwestern at Chihuahua.
and another connects with it at Minaca. If the deal is consum-
mated it is planned to make it the through line across Mexico
that was contemplated in the original plans. Along the route

west of Minaca are a number of rich mining camps which are

now beginning to show activity after several years stagnation.

It is reported that the ore traffic alone would justify the building

of the road.

South African Railways Ask Bids

on Power Plant Equipment
I.oNrox,

Tenders are invited for the supply and erection in South Africa

in connection with the electrification of the South African Rail-

ways and for use in the Maritzburg-Glencoe power house, of the

undermentioned plant : coal handling plant, ash handling plant and
circulating water plant. Specifications, blue prints and forms of

tender for each of the above sections may be obtained from the

office of the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa.

Trafalgar Square, London, W. C. 2 England. The charge for

each specification is £5 :5 :0 for the first copy and £2 :2 :0 each for

any further copies. Sums paid for any number of each specifi-

cation up to three will be refunded on receipt of bona-fide tenders.

Sealed tenders are to be addressed -to the Secretary, Office of

the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa, Trafalgar
Square. Londori^ England, and to be delivered in duplicate not

later than noon on Wednesday, October 18, 1922.

French Railways Show Improvement in 1922

Since the enactment of the French transportation law of 1921

there has, according to Economist Consul Westcott, Paris, been
a widespread interest in the results of this legislation. For the

first six months of 1922, according to data submitted by the

Minister of Public Works, there has been a marked improvement
in French railway finances, equipment, and safety of operation.

Improvement in the finances of the six trunk-line railways of

France is indicated by an uninterrupted decrease in operating

deficits since 1919. In 1920 that deficit approximated 3.000,000,000

francs; in 1921 it declined by 33 per cent to about 2,000,000,000

francs; and at the close of 1922 it will be further reduced by a

probable SO per cent to an estimated 1,000,000,000 francs. During
the first six months of 1922 operating expenses decreased and
receipts increased ; the decline in the resulting operating ratio

indicated increased operating efficiency in all departments. From
January 1 to July 1, 1922, receipts were 200,000,(X)0 francs greater

than for the corresponding period of 1921. Receipts on the Nord
and Est lines, traversing the devastated regions, were 40,000.000

francs greater than during the preceding half year. It is estimated

that on Dccemlicr 31. 1922, total receipts of all roads will be

1,000,000,000 francs in excess of the 1921 operating income.

There has been consistent improvement in the operating equip-

ment of all roads since the war. In July, 1914, rolling stock in

poor condition and not used included 1,700 locomotives, 4.500

passenger roaches, and 15,000 freight cars; in December, 1919,

this class of locomotives numbered 3.418, passenger coaches 13.800.

and freight cars 59,300; by June, 1''22. rolling stock out of com-
mission fur repairs had been reduced to 2.717 locomotives. 7.764

(•assenger roaches, and 4*^.134 freight cars.

Higher efficienry in repair work sinrc the war, with resulting

(lerrcase in rolling stock out of commission, has been due mainly

to the policy of having repair work done under contract by the

machine shops of the country. Before the war such repairs were
made in shops of the railway companies. During June, 1922,

private corporations thoroughly overhauled 103 locomotives, 783

passenger coaches, and 10,220 freight cars. They did the work
in 20 per cent less time and at a lower cost.

Safety of passengers and security of freight carried are the

paramount considerations of the entire French railway system.

That security is further insured through close supervision of the

roads by the Railway Administration under direction of the

Minister of Public Works. Two improvements now being intro-

duced on all lines are important controlling factors in operating

safety: (1) The "crocodile," an electrical apparatus installed in

the locomotive cab. which automatically registers visually and

audibly the semaphore signals along the line, thereby reducing to

a minimum any possible failure by the engineer to observe the

signal
; (2) electric lighting of all passenger cars.

Prerautionary measures already introduced have resulted in a

marked decrease in the number of railway accidents and casualties.

In 1913. when the various lines carried 541,342,165 passengers,

there were 142 accidents, with 60 persons killed and 413 injured.

In 1918. with about the same number of passengers carried, there

were 379 killed and 1.435 injured. In 1921. with 665,000.000

passengers carried, there were 72 accidents. 137 killed, and 656

injured. During the first six months of 1922, with 335,000,000

passengers, 20 were killed and 166 injured.

Three Killed and Many Injured

in British Railway Accident

On the morning of August 21 three persons were killed and
59 injured in an accident which occurred on the South Eastern

i^ Chatham Railway at Milton Range, a "halt" (i. e. an unim-
portant station) near Gravesend, England. A workmen's train

eastbound from London was discharging passengers who were
crossing the westbound tracks when a light engine, westbound.

Photo by International

Scene of the Accident at Milton Range

ran into the crowd killing one man and injuring another severely.

The light engine did not stop. This mishap delayed the train and
allowed it to be overtaken by a following train which crashed
into its rear end resulting in more casualties. .\ canal runs parallel

to the railway at this point and many passengers on the standing

train escaped injury by leaping into it when they saw the second
train approaching. The second train for some unknown reason

had left Gravesend in the face of a signal at stop against its

movement.

Reinforced Concrete Ties in Belgium
Tovnox

.After examining many types of reinforced concrete ties. Monsieur
R. Dcprcfs, chief engineer of the Belgian State Railways, has

gone on record as in favor of the two following types. The
"Calol" tie is of the through type, reinforced with 10 rods of

about H-\n. diameter and having wooden cushions under either

the chaired rail or the \'ignoles rail. This tic weighs and costs

more than a limber tie. and its weak point is reported to be

the fastenings. The tie which Monsieur Deprets is inclined to

favor is the "Vagneux." which consists of two blocks or "pots"
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iltJiIirraiita:. aiid tht .NurJ Ij.i'..:... :. .•.!..,!, iuic* I'h:-. isittert)

has been tritd. In this tic the i.i-t^ n^ n more saii-uctory,
'*" hole* (or the screw spikes bciiiu loriiicd in it. aikl bitumen

:: run in. It is hoped that thii type of tic will be more
.'mical than timber.

Dutch Market for American Ties

Kailwuy lit- cx|H.rtcr> in the L nitcd ."- ,i,lc tu jcll

their pro(luct^ m the .Netherlands <jiiI> \\ idc prices

of German, I'ohsh, and 1-innish cxixjrur-. i imimcrce
Reports. Red pine, beech, and oak tics arc used m the country,

the tirst-name<l species prcduminating. The average annual con-

nmipiion is about I,(XX),UII0 ties of all 5i)ecies, from bUO,000 to

700,000 being used fur maintenance of way and about 300,000

fcr new con!>truction.

The estimates of the Dutch railways for the calendar year

\923 have, for reasons of imperative economy, been limited to

the requirements for maintenance of way, no allowance what-

ever being made for new construction. According to this esti-

mate there will be required for the period mentioned 500,000

red-pine ties and 75,000 of beech and oak. The Dutch railways

will have a large stock of tics on hand at the end of the

current year, and the new purchases will be more than ordinarily

limited. The contracts for the ties required in the 1923 estimate

will be let privately some time toward the latter part of the

year. The Dutch railways have in the past received offers

of American ties, but these proposals have been of little interest

by reason of the high price. At the present time the Dutch

railways are able to secure ties at 3 florins per tie, c. i. f. Hol-

land. This represents, in American currency, about $1.20.

Two standard types of ties are required by the Dutch railways.

The dimensions of the first of the.se is 5 by 10 in. by 8 ft. b'/i in.

An upper surface with a minimum of 7 in. in width is necessary.

The other standard type differs from the first only in the require-

ment of a height of 6 in. instead of 5. Both types arc required

for main lines. A slightly smaller type of tic is used for local

lines. This tie is 5 by 9 in. by 8 ft. O'A in., with a minimum

top width of 6 in.

So far as the quality of the tie is concerned, the Dutch railways

require that they be of sound wood and appropriate for the pur-

pose. The ties are purchased free from any preservative treat-

ment and arc crcosotcd by the Dutch railways at their crco-

sofing plants at Dordrecht and Hilversum. There exists in the

Netherlands no peculiar conditions which tend to affect the life

The Baldwin Locomotive Works' Exhibit at the Brazilian

Exposition, Rio de Janeiro

Tht wherls turn but Ikt train doti not mov*. Tht tcrnery movrs, koarfcr,

farryini: out ptrftctly "" Uli'iion of a meting Iratn

oi ihc tic The country has a sea climate, but it is devoid of

extreme humidity

American exports desirous of dealing with the Dutch railways

may do so directly ; in fact, it is preferable that transactions be

handled in this way rather than through agents or importers.

Purchases of tics for the railways arc made by the Chief En-

gineer of the Dutch Railways, Railway Building, Utrecht, Nether-

lands. There are no formalities connected with the letting of

these contracts. The chief engineer of the railways receives

pruixisals from bidders by letter or in any other suitable form,

tmbracinK all the necessary details and references. Bids are

furthermore not advertised for. and the letting is usually made
toward the latter part of the year, when the railways find that

they have received bids at a satisfactory price, and which are

deemed to be advantageous. It is incumbent upon tie exporters

to be on the lookout for this letting. The ties are approved

by the Dutch railways when delivered in the Netherlands and

paid for within four to six weeks after approval.

The only ties which the Dutch railways have purchased from

the United States in recent years were a quantity which was

received from Savannah and Gulfport during the war, which

purchase was made necessary by the exigencies of the then exist-

ing situation in Europe. A quantity of Douglas fir ties was

likewise purchased, but owinR to difficulties attendant upon de-

livery they were later resold in the United States.

China Notes
PtKI.NC.

Proof copies of the sixth annual report on the Chinese Gov-
ernment Railways have been accessible to inquirers for several

days. This report covers the calendar year 1920, and is appearing

several months later than its counterpart during recent years.

The revenues, expenses and income items for the combined lines

reported are as follows (in round numbers) :

Operating revcnu« $91,444,000 Increase $8,400,000
Openiting expenses 42,780.000 Increase 4,300,000

Net operating revenues $48,664,000 Increase $4,100,000

Income dfbits (interest, etc.) $11,223,000 Increase 900,000
Inccme credits (rents, etc.) 3,347,000 Increase 1.100,000

Net income debits ; $7,876,000 Decrease $200,000

Credit balan.-e for Ihc year $40,788,000 Increase $4,300,000

This increase of over 10 per cent in the credit balance for the

year is explained to be fully genuine, for the reveftue figures

contain a considerably smaller amount of military transportation,

service stores and material for other railways than did those for

1919, the year previous. The operating ratio is only fractionally

higher than in 1919, being under 47. In gaging these figures, it

-Tiust be remembered that the last four months of the year 1920

were famine months. This is apparent when the increase of

agricultural tonnage is observed,—especially on the Peking-

Mukden line,—together with a large increase in the average

haul per ton for this class of traffic. During those months, the

government lines were hauling in grain from their extremities to

the central plain, a large movement having been encouraged by

a reduction of rates to the extent of 25 per cent.

The effects of the famine are to be read also in the estimated

revenues for 1921. which are given as $92,300,000, or barely a

million more than the year before. This is the smallest increase

(luring the seven years of uniform statistics. The decrease occurs

principally in passenger traflic, famine refugees having been car-

ried free,—and with them no doubt a considerable proportion

which ordinarily paid third class fares. Military disturbances,

however, must bear a considerable share of this blame, for the

months of those troubles show the lowest dip in the graph show-

ing by months the average daily revenue. This is particularly

marked upon the Peking-Hankow line, whose southern end was

dangerous territory for most of the summer.

The third and last section of the Shantung Railway was evac-

uated by the Japanese police forces on May 6. whereupon the

Cliinese police assumed responsibility. However, within the

former leased area of Kiaochau. Japanese police remain, and

will not be replaced by Chinese until the final handing over of the

territory which is expected to take place sometime towards the

end of the year.

The Chinese banking .group, which was expected to be incor-

porated with the international consortium, if that institution
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were to undertake anything in China, has justilicd tlic most
pessimistic predictions of the "I told you so" band, .\bout a

year ago these columns contained the notice that this banking

group had concluded a loan with the Ministry of Communica-
tions for the purchase of rolling stock. The amount of the loan

was $6,000,000 silver and the banking group superintended the

offering and the opening of the tenders under which the equip-

ment was purchased. Durmg the past few months the ministry

has been in default on the payments for this equipment, and the

banks immediately discontinued payments of installments due to

manufacturers. Thus, instead of being a group financing equip-

ment purchases, the Chinese consortium has merely been a de-

vice for collecting one more coimnission on the purchase.

Some speculation is still being indulged in as to the possibili-

ties of activity in connection with the international consortium.

Local papers spread the rumor that the consortium was being

withdrawn at the time F. W. Stevens, the American representa-

tive, left for .America. The purpose of this was evidently to

secure a denial, which was immediately forthcoming. Now that

\Vu Pei-fu has undisputed control of Peking, it is thought that

some fundamental re-organization may take place, .\nything of

the sort will require financing, and no one but foreign powers

would be so foolish as to advance any money to a government so

palpably bankrupt as that of China at present. Vet the followers

of W u Pei-fu are probably the most consistently anti-foreign

of any. W'u tias been very careless of obligations to foreign

countries. .\ late event is that of seizing the airplanes near

Peking, although assurances had been given to the British lega-

tion that these planes were to be used for commercial purposes

only. The recent re-organization of the Ministry of Communica-

tions has seen some eleven special commissions abolished. These

were manned largely by students returned from America and

this has beei; construed by some to mean an expression of Wu's
resentment of foreign influence. However, if it has any sig-

nificance more than of the necessity for retrenchment, this action

probably is the result of tlie predominance of Japanese returned

students, the present vice-minister being one. The present cabinet

is none of Wu's choosing. On the other hand. Wu has decreed

the destruction of the old Chiaotung ("communications") clique,

even though this deprives him of the best technical assistance.

This will remove perhaps the most effective barrier to China's

availing herself of the l>enefits of the consortium. The "com-

munications' clique was the most persistent opponent of the

consortium, although somewhat secretly so, for it was well

understoo<^| that consortium terms would deprive its members of

"easy pickings" in some cases, and of the chief executive posi-

tions in others. Probably the threatened "loss of face" was the

most real obstacle to an approach by Qiina to the consortium

representatives. With this clique gone, an opportunity will be

afforded for the testing of this theory.

On May 20 the Tenth China-Japan Through Traffic Conference

closed. The conference passed nothing of more than routine

importance. The principal subjects up for discussion were the

(|uesticns of a through passenger train between Peking and Fusan

and through gcjods traffic between the South Manchurian and

the Peking-Mukden railways. To both of these proposals, which

have been put forward by the Japanese at several preceding

conferences, the Chinese delegates put up determined opposition

on the ground that domestic through traffic, both passenger and

goods, had not been carried far enough to warrant its extension

to international trains or bills of lading. It is doubtful if this

opposition will ever be removed, unless the passing years show

the South Manchurian Railway to be an instrumentality of com-

merce rather than an arm of military penetration. The conference

went otT very pleasantly up lo the farewell dinner tendered by the

Japanese delegates, in response to the many functions tendered

them by the Chinese. M this dinner a Japanese guest, described

as partially intoxicated, made such remarks to the Chinese

Minister of Communicationa, and other Chinese delegates, that

the incident has become almost of diplomatic importance.

.\ modern application of the ancient battering-ram was made

by the retreatinR soldiers of Chaitg Tso-lin. Intent upon making

(•ntranrr to Peking cither for safety or loot, they boarded a

passenger train and with it rammed the city gates where the

railway enters. The casualties were not large, because the engine

driver applied the brakes and jumped, but the debris thoroughly

1 togged the openinfr. The wall gxiards quickly disarmed and

plundered—the battering forces.

iiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Equipment and Supplies

TllllllllllIllllllItlllllllinlllUMIIIMlllllI iiniiiiiiiiiiiiimjiimii

Locomotives

The St. Louis-Sax Fr.\xcisco is inquiring for 35 Mikado
and 15 Mountain type locomotives.

Mitsui & Co., New York City, is inquiring for one side tank
locomotive for export to Japan. This locomotive is to have a
total weight in working order of 55 tons.

The PEXNsyLv.\xiA has placed orders for 15 new locomotives

for passenger service to be built by the company's forces at

Altoona, and for 100 freight locomotives to be built by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Tavares & Gulf has ordered two Prairie tyi>e locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomo-
tives will have 16 in. by 24 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 110,000 lb.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered through Gibbs & Hill,

New York City, from the American Locomotive Company, 4
double-unit electric locomotives. These locomotives will have a

total weight in working order of 750,000 lb.

The Yacuum Oil Company, New York City, has ordered one

six-wheel tank locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. This locomotive will have 21 in. by 26 in. cylinders and a
total weight in working order of 160,000 lb.

The Wheeling Steel Corpor.\tion. Wheeling. W. Va., has

ordered one si.x-wheel tank locomotive from the .\merican Loco-

motive Company. This locomotive will have cylinders with dimen-

sions of 21 iiL bv 26 in. and a total weight in working order of

160,000 lb.

The Superior Portland Cement Company, Congress, Wash.,

has ordered one four-wheel tank locomotive from the .American

Locomotive Company. This locomotive will l^ave cylinders with

dimensions of 12 in. by 1,*^ in. and a total weight in working order
of 53,000 lb.

,

The Louisville & Nashville, reported in the Railway Age
of .August 26 as having ordered 30 Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered 12 additional Mikado locomotives from the .American

Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 27 in. by 32

in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of 320,000 lb.

This road ordered also S Mikado type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago & North Western, reported in the Railuvy
Age of .August 12 as inquiring for 40 Mikado type and 10 Pacific

type locomotives, has ordered this equipment from the .American

Locomotive Company, The Mikados will have 27 in. by 32 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 307,000 lb., and
the Pacifies will have 25 in. by 28 in. cylinders and a total weight

in working Girder of 273.000 lb.

The Chic.voo, Indianapolis & Louisville, reported in the

liailtiijy Agi' of July 29 as inquiring for 5 Mikado and 2 Pacific

type locomotives, has ordered 4 Mikado type and 3 Pacific type

locomotives from the .American Iju-omotivc Company. The
Mikado type will have 23 in. by 28 in. cylinders and a total

weight in working order of 294.000 lb., and the Pi>cific type

will have 28 in. bv .10 in. cvlindcrs and a total weight in working

order of 237,000 lb.

The Missouri-Pacikic, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

temlwr 2 as having ordered 25 Mikado type locomotives, has in-

creased the order to 4(i of the Mikado u pe and 4 of the Mountain

type locnniotivcs. all ordered from the .\mcrican Locomotive

Company. The Mikado lyin- will have 27 in. by 32 in. cylinders and a

total weight in working order of 320,000 lb., and the Mountain

type will have 27 in. by 30 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 335.000 lb.
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Freight Cars

Th» Elgin. Joliit ft £A>rnM is inquiring f..r JM »tecl gunduU
cars of 50 ions' capacity.

The .\o*tmun Pacihc ha* ordered l.uuo center const rtictions
Ml (he Western Steel Car ft Foundry I'o.

lit TkXA> i PACinc has plared an order with the .\inerican

ft I ouiHlrv Company (or 150, IO.UUU gal. tank cars of SO
' capacity.

; HE CzAM.siKow-RiosnA CoMPANV, 112 Wall street. .N'rw Vork
. has ordered 40 cane cars of 30 loii!," caiacity (nmi iIh-

-.•)r Car Corporation.

I iir St. I.oi-is-Sa.v ^'l^^NCIsco is imiiiirinK for 1.500 steel

1IK-. double hopper cars of 55 tons' capacii>
; I.Sdl sinKic

.ihtd box cars of 40 tons' capacity and 300 stock cars of 40
capacity.

I III Ikdiana Gas & CoKi; Co.. reiHprlcd in the Htiiluny .lac

AiiKUst 19 as liavinft orderi'd repairs from the (jcneral

' rican Car Company to 50 hi.ppi'r cars, is a mistake as the

.r went to the Xnierican (ar & •"oiindry Co,

! iir New York Cestkai. has let contracts lor repairs to a

il of ll.lIX) additional cars as follows:

'

1,

New York Central

,000 Ivix, Kyai) Car Company.
,000 box, .\mcrican Car & Foundry Company.
,000 gondolas. .American Car & I'oundry Comiwny.
,000 box. Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company.
500 box. Buffalo Steel Car Company.
,500 box, Streator Car Company.
400 gondolas. Steel Car Company.

Michigan Central

JOO box, Streator Car Company.
,000 box. Illinois Car & ManufacturiiiK Company.

Toledo & Ohio Central

500 gondolas. Ralston Steel Car Company.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. I.oiiis

,000 box, American Car & Foundry Company.

Passenger Cars

The Chic.vgo Elevated Railways contemplate tin- purchase

of 100 steel passenger coaches.

The Tennessee Central is inquiring for three combination mail

and baggage cars and for six passenger coaches.

The Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville has placed an order

with the Pullman Company for 4 passenger coaches.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, reported in the Railway

.'IRe of July I as contemplating the purchase of 17 baggage cars

is now inquiring for 17. 70 ft. steel baggage car'-.

Iron and Steel

The Ijjuisiana & Arkansas has ordered 1.200 tons of struc-

tural steel from the N'irginia Bridge &• Iron Company for its

shops at Stamps, Ark.

Miscellaneous

Thk SwKiiisH Statk Railways has plared an order with

S. K. F-. of Sweden for anti-friction bearings on 176 passenger

cars for heavy express service.

The Pennsylvania has placed contracts for a new floating

elevator, and three steel grain barges for use at fiirard Point

elevator, PhMadelphia. for the transfer of grain to vessels at other

piers in the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers.

The new elevator will be built by the Pusry & Jones Company
of Wilmington, Del, It will have a loading rapacity of 13.000

bushels an hour, and will replace an old elevator, now in use,

having a capacity of only 3,.'i00 bushels an hour. The company

has another elevator of 7,500 bushel hourly capacity. The three

IKTM Uart(i^ have U-en ordered from the Sun Shipbuilding Com-
pany, of CTiester. Pa They will be of 40,000 bushels capacity

each, and will replace smaller ones. When the new barges arc

received, the combined carrying capacity of all the Pennsylvania's

grain barges will be 184,000 bushels.

Signaling

THe Canadian .\aiional is installing automatic block signals

between Cadorna. Que., and Cbaudiere, 1 1 miles. The signals —
style T-2. direct current, 25 signals— with other apparatus, have
been furnished by the I'nion Switch & Signal Company.

The Delaware & Hiiison has ordered from the F-'ederal Signal

Company a mechanical interliK'king, 28 levers, to Ix; installed at

Schencvus, N. Y. ; also an electric interlocking, 64 levers, for

Mechanicsvillc. N. Y. The last mentioned is to be installed at

the crossing of the Boston & Maine and the Delaware & Hudson
and adjacent yard track

^

Railway Construction

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.—This comiany will replace

the Goddard avenue viaduct at .\rgentine, Kan., with a steel and
wood viaduct.

CiiKAr/i & North Western.—This company closes bids Sep-
tember ') for 250 bunk houses 20 ft. by 72 ft. to be constructed

along its lines.

Chicago I.'nion Station.—This company, which was reported

in the H<iUit.'tiy Age of .August 12. as calling for bids for the con-

struction of a concrete trucking subway extending north of Harri-

son street. Chicago, has awarded the contract to the Under-
ground Construction Company. Chicago.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded the contract

for depressing the tracks from Twenty-fifth to Forty-third streets.

and raising tracks from Forty-third to Forty-ninth streets, Gii-

cago. to the States Contracting Company. Chicago. Two tracks

will be completed this year. This work is in connection with

the new terminal project.

Lehigh & \ew England.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the Tilghman Moyer Company, for the construction of

a concrete and brick freight station at .\llentown. Pa., to cost

approximately $40,000.

MissoiRi Pacific—This company closes bids September 13

for a passenger station 24 ft by 10(1 ft. at Lake N'illage. .\rk.

Trade Publications

WwiD I'RKSi-jiviNC Terms.—The Protexol Corporation, New
\ork, has recently issued an 86-page booklet by Ernest F. Hart-

man and K. F. Paddock, containing a large list of wood pre-

serving terms and their delinitions. Many terms which arc of a

technical nature have been included as well as the more strictly

industrial ones. In addition, references have been given to facili-

tate further inquiry and .study.

Stereophotocraphic Surveying.— .\ large size illustrated book-

let has been published in the English language by the N. \'.

Maatschappij voor I^ndopmeting, The Hague, Netherlands, de-

scribing terrestrial and aerial stcreophotographic surveying and

its applications. The te.\t discusses the advantages of the method
which permits of surveying difficult or inaccessible sections with-

out rodmen. etc., and without going over it. It also describes

the various classes of work for which it is applicable as well

as the way in which the survey aM<l the office work are conducted.

The illustrations show results of actual surveys under difficult

conditions.

.\n .AiiKiriLTiiRAi iNSTRiicniON Train, organized by the Pro-

vincial Department of .'Xgricnlturr .iiid the Canadian Paiifir Rail-

way in co-operation with the Federal Department of .•\grjculturc.

is making a tour of the province of Quebec, finishing up al

Quebec on October 31. There will be numerous exhibits of

vegetables, grains, grasses and fruits. Illustrated lectures on

agricultural topics will be given at each stopping point.
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Supply Trade News

iniiitiiitiiiiiiiiiitiirmmiiMiimiiiiiimiiiimiiiiimimiiutiiii

RailTvay Financial News

The Illinois Car Manufacturing Company, llaiunioiul, hid..

has purchased the American Xut Company of Columbus, Ohio. It

is said that the acquired business will be moved to Hammond.

The National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J., is

building a new two-story brick structure, 84 ft. by 40 ft., at

the corner of Pennington and Hcrmon streets, the top floor

of which will he used for office purposes and the ground
floor for shipments. The company is also putting up a steel

storage building 100 ft. by 60 ft. for additional storage pur-

poses, and is also rearranging the equipment in its fabricating

machine shop and making general improvements throughout

the entire plant.

The American Flexible Bolt Company announces a com-
plete reorganization with general offices at Zclienople, Fa.

The reorganized company retains the original charter but

has added additional working capital. There is also a com-
plete change in the board of directors. Stephen Robinson,

Jr., is now president and in charge of sales; H. T. Frauen-

heim, vice-president; Chas. A. Seley, consulting engineer and

district representative at Chicago: J. A. Trainor, Eastern

district representative; L. W. Widmeier, Cleveland district

representative; W. S. Murrian & Co., Southern district repre-

sentative; E. F. Boyle, Western district representative; H. G.

Doran & Co., C bicago. representative; W. F. Heacock, Chi-

cago, representative. The plant management will be under

the supervision of L. Finegan, formerly shop superintendent.

Mt. Clare shops. Baltimore & Ohio. The purchasing will be

handled by Jas. F. McGann at Zelienoplc. Pa.

Federal Trade Commission Opposes Steel Merger

The Federal Trade ComiViission on .Xugusl 31 issued a formal

complaint charging that the pri^posed merger of the Midvale.

Republic and Inland steel companies would be an unfair method

of competition in violation of the federal trade commission act.

The companies are given 30 days to file answers, after which

hearings will be held. The commission says that after preliminary

inquiry it has reason to believe that the merger of these three

competing companies will center the control of some 35 corpora-

tions in one group and eliminate competition, restrain trade and

tend to create monopoly in iron and steel products in interstate

commerce. The Department of Justice had previously made a

favorable report on the propo.scd merger. Commissioner Van

Fleet voted against the issue of the complaint.

Obituary

Thomas B. Bryson, vice-president and general manager

of Holbrook. Cabot & Rollins, construction engineers, died

at his home in New York City on September .=;, at the age

of SO.

Frederick W. Cooke, who was general manager of tbe

Cooke Locomotive Works until 1914, died on Xugust .10 at

his summer home. CJuogue. Long Island, at the age of 62.

He was a graduate of Stevens Institute. His father, John

Cooke, founder of the Cooke Locomotive Works, died in

1882, leaving the business to his three sons. They sold it in

1901 to the International Power Company, wliicli later solrl

it to the .Nmcriean Locomotive Company.

Trpiimsts fRiiM "riiK Statk.s" spend in Mmitrr.il brlweeii

$3(».nOn and $40,000 a day. or apprnxiinalcly $6.0(10.000 for the

six months frnni May to October, according to the secretary of

Ihc ,\utomobilc Club of Canada. I'or the province, he further

.states, the sum would he alKuit $I.S.O0O,00O. as Quebec and other

points attract large crowds. In the prim ipal hotels of Montreal

it i5 estimated 75 per cent of the gnests are from tbe I'nited

Stales.

Chesapeake & Ohio.— .Isks Authority to Issue Preferred
Slock.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $12,558,500 of cumulative con-
vertible O'/i per cent preferred stock plus an amount e(iual to

20 per cent of the par value of any additional common stock

issued prior to September 2, 1922. in conversion of outstanding

5 per cent convertible 30-year gold bon<ls.

Chicago & .\i.rox.

—

Protcclhc Coniiniltcc for 3 Per Cent
Bonds.—.A committee has been formed to look after the interests

of the holders of the 3 per cent refunding bonds, due October 1,

1949. Tbe members of the committee arc ; Charles .•\. Peabody
(chairman), president of the Mutual Life Insurance Company of

.\ew York; Darwin P. Kingsley, president of the New York Life

Insurance Company; John J. Mitchell, president of the Illinois

Trust and Savings Bank. Chicago; W. .\. Day, president of the

Equitable Life .\ssurance Society; E. D. Duffield. president of

the Prudential Insurance Company of .America, and George !•".

l\i)<)sevelt, secretary of the Bank for Savings located in Xcw York
(.ity.

There are $45,350,000 of the 3 per cent bonds outstanding. In

case it should become advisable the committee will issue a call

for the deposit of the bonds.

Mr. Peabody. chairman of the committee, said; "It is very
unlikely that the 3 per cent refunding bonds will be at all affected

by the position of the Chicago & .-\lton. The purpose of the

committee, which represents more than one-half of the total

issue of bonds, is to watch tbe situation and be ready in case

any necessity should arise. In that event, of course, further

notice will be given to the bondholders."

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. — Asks Authority for

llquipmcnt Trust.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for autb.ority for the issue of $725,000 of

e(|uipment trust certificates dated September 15, 1922, to be issued

by the National Trust Company.

Leetonia.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has issued a certificate authori;?ing the abandon-

ment of this company's line extending from a connection with the

New York Central at Tiadaghton, Pa., in a southwesterly direc-

tion, 8.7 miles.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis.—Asks Authority for Equip-

ment Trust.—This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for atflhority for tbe issue of $3,200,000 of

equipmenr trust certificates dated September 1. 1922. and Septem-

ber 1. 1937. which certificates are to bear interest at 5, S'/] or 6

per cent.

Northern Pacific.—Equipment Trust Authorised.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $4,500,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be issued by the First National Bank of

New York and sold at not less than 975^.

OcAi..\ vt Southwestern.—Authorised to .-ibandon Line.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing

tbe abandonment of this company's line from Ocala to Ray, Fla.,

() miles.

Sioux City Terminal.—/fKf/iorirrrf to Is.fiie Stoek.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $100,000

of common stock for the purpose of partially rrimhursing Ihc

Sioux City Stock Yard Company for advances made for additions

and betterments and other purposes.

Texas St V\nnc.—Cuiirnnly Crrlifird.—Thc Interstate Com-

mission has certified the amoiml of this company's guaranty for

the six months' iH'riod following federal control as $2,043,041. of

which $298,041 was still to he paid.

Wheeling & Lake Erie. -.(""h-W Report.—The annual report
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Railroad Administration Settlements

The Kailr.>a(l Adminislrnlinii reports the follnwiiiK liiial srttlc-

iiieiits, and ha.N paid out to or received from the Tieral niads

the follow int; amounts:

Iii<1miu|»Ii> I'niun «76S,000
1 M. I.ti ,11,1. i.HM'

"..I & Trantftr .'7.600

SiikIi Tranai'orlalion lu I7S.0OO
iinal Co 6..»77

I'/.500
1 ., h.JOO
* Kailroad Co 7.50(1

I Dirrciur (irnrral SOO.OOO
i Hell Line paid Uirec.or On ml H7,000

SHOtT LiKU
Wteconnin & Nonhrrn 4,t<00

Mcniana W«i»m 4.000
(Iwaica River 6,000

The pa>inent of these claims on final settlement is largely made
up of balance of compensation due, but includes all other disputed

items as between the railroad companies and the Administration

durinK the 26 months (if federal control.

Dividends Declared

Beech Cre*-!*.— -Kilty cents, qiianrrly, iiayable Oclolicr 1 to holders of
record .Septnt:!>er 15.

New V.irk. l.jckawaDna 9t Western.—$1.25, quarterly, [icyahle October
2 to holders }f record .Septeml>er 14.

St. Joseph. South Henri Jtr Southern.—ComntMn. 1 per cent: i»rtferrcd,

2ii per cent- hofh payalile .Se|Men-l>er 15 to holilero 'if record Sc|>lenil>er II.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

L.TS' Last

Sept. 5 Week Vear
.\vcrage price of 20 representative rail.

way stocks 73.07 73.(19 56.08

Average priie of 20 representative rail.

w.-v bonds S9.«) m.5\ 7(1.13

Executive

S. G. LutZ, viicproitliiit of till- ( liic.iis'o \ Mloii «illi

luadiiiiarlir- at I'hitaK". has been appuinled ihiel iraflir

ottiter with the same head>iuarters. A. P. Titus, vice.president

with headquarters at ' Chicago, has been appointed chief

operating officer with the same headquarters.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Time kok Labor to Purge Itself.—The bold confession of a

striker arrested in Chicago that he and several others, acting under

instructions from union officials, entered into a conspiracy to

wreck trains in Indiana and elsewhere, shows to what lengths

.such characters will ti" to accomplish their ends. As if to add

insult to injury, the iiilprit is reported to have said: "What did

we care how many we killed? We wanted to kill the fireman

and engineer. The others wonldn'l run trains if we killed a few

enginers and a few liremen." While it would be manifestly unfair

to thonsaiuls of other strikers to say that many are ixissessed of

5uch a murderous spirit, it is not straining the imint to say that

such an attitude is altogether too common among members of

labor organizations. Witness the cold-blooded, atrocious murders

at llerrin. III And this condition bids fair to continue so long

as honest breadwinners permit themselves to be led by cowardly

assassins, Tlie men who toil have a [lerfecl right to organize

for nuitnal protection, but they should not permit themselves to

be led into acts of violence at the behest of professional agitators

who skulk in the background. When labor has purge<l il.self of

such leadership a better day will have dawned for unionism.

- Pr.irrct l\reninR Nnt's, Salt Lake.

Frank Scott, vice-president

Trunk, has resigned and J. A.

1,1 1 11 ilri till to succeed him .i'

in which capacity he was serving

ment.

and treasurer of the Grand
Yates, assistant treasurer, has

treasurer. Mr. Scott's retire-

ment is under the rail-

w ay's superannuation
regulations and comes
ifter 44 years of service,

lie entered the service

of the (irand Trunk in

1878 and in 1881 be-

came chief clerk to the

treasurer. Ten years

later he was appointed

secretary to the audit

board and purchasing
committee. In 1893 he

was appointed assistant

treasurer. In 1901 he

was promoted to the po-

sition of treasurer of the

company. In 1906 he be-

,came treasurer also of

the Grand Trunk Pacific

and in 1914 was elected

a vice-president of the

Grand Trunk System,

the time of his retire-at

Traffic

L. R. Jones lias been appointed assistant general freight agent

of the Philadelphia & Reading with headquarters at Philadelphia,

succeeding li. K. Boggs. resigned.

C. F. Moulton has been appointed general agent of the

Denver & Rio Grande Western with headquarters at Ogden,

I'tah, succeeding W. P.. Kenney, resigned.

J. T. Fitzgerald has been appointed superintendent of

freight transportation of the Hocking Valley with head-

quarters at Columbus, Ohio, succeeding C. P. Torrey,

deceased.

W. F. Lincoln, assistant general freight agent of the Union
Pacilic with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., has been pro-

moted to general freight agent with the same headquarters

succeeding T. M. Sloan, resigned.

J. L. Totten has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the I'nion Pacific with headquarters at Los .\ngeles,

Cal., succeeding \V. l". Lincoln, promoted to general freight

agent succeeding T. M. Sloan resigned.

T. M. Sloan, general freight agent of the Union Pacific

with headquarlcrs at Los .\ngeles, has resigned. Mr. Sloan

was born June 21, 1870, and entered railway service in 1885

as an agent and operator with the Chicago, lUirlington &
Uuincy. Prior to his service in the Spanish .American War
in 1898, he was consecutively agent and operator on the

.Atlantic & Pacihc and various other lines, and relief agent

on the .Santa he Pacilic. From 1898 to 1921 he was .-igent

,111(1 oper,itor on the Santa Ke Pacilic, and rate clerk, assistant

general IrriKhl agent .iinl gciural freight agent of the San
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Pfdro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, and its successor the

Los .•Kngeles & Salt Lake. He has been general freight

agent of the Union Pacific since November 1, 1921.

Mechanical

H. H. Stephens, nit-ilianical superintendent of the Soutlifrn

lines of the Western district of the .'\tchison, lOpcka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Ainarillo, Tex., has liecii

appointed superintendent of shops at Tovieka. Kan., to sui-

ceed W. B. Deveny, deceased. E. E. Machovec, division

master mechanic, with headquarters at Argentine, Kan., has

been promoted to mechanical superintendent of the Southern
lines of the Western district with headquarters at .Amarillo.

Tex., to succeed Mr. Stephens. W. R. Harrison, master
mechanic with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., has been
transferred to .Argentine, Kan., in place of Mr. Machovec.
G. F. Tier, general foreman at Emporia, Kan., has been pro-

moted to master mechanic with headquarters at Chanute, in

place of Mr. Harrison.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

E. M. Hastings, principal assistant engineer of the Rich-

mond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, with headquarters a;

Richmond, Va., has been promoted to chief engineer. C. E.

Dare has been promoted to engineer maintenance of way.
Mr. Hastings entered railway service with the Baltimore i^

Ohio as a rodman and chainman in 1900, working during tin'

summer of that year and the following one, and during the

entire year of 1902. In 1903 he left the Baltimore & Ohio
to enter the employ of the Richmond, Fredericksburg iK:

Potomac as instrumentman, remaining in this position until

1906, when he was promoted to resident engineer. In 1920 he

was promoted to principal assistant engineer in which capacity

he continued until his recent promotion, effective .August 15.

to chief engineer.

Special

J. G. Hughes, land assistant in the valuation department
of the ."Xtchisou, Topeka & Santa Fe with headquarters at

Chicago, has been appointed assistant comrnissioner of taxes

with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., succeeding E. T. Cart-

ledge who resigned on account of ill health.

Walter S. Thompson has been appointed publicity agent of the

Grand Trunk Railway System, reporting to the vice-president and
general manager. Mr. Thompson has hitherto been attached to

the general advertising department in the position of editor of

the press bureau. Previous to joining the Grand Trunk in 1914,

he was engaged in editorial wfirk on newspapers in Canada, Great

Britain, Australia and New Zealand.

Obituary

W. H. Richardson, general passenger agent of the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois with headquarters at Chicago, died Septem-
ber 4.

W. A. Drake, assistant to the vice-president of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Prescott, Ariz.,

whose Heath on August 19 was reported in the Rail'vay Ajii-

of .August 26, was born in 1848 at I~ranklin, \. Y. He took

a course in civil engineering in the Delaware Institute and
entered railroad service in 1868, with the New York & Os-

wego Midland railway, now the New York, Ontario iS;

Western railway, with this company until the spring of 1871

he was consecutively, topographer, instrumentman and divi-

sion and bridge engineer. From 1871 to 1876 he was engineei

of the Rome, Watcrtown & Ogdensburg railroad. He was
with the Syracuse, Geneva & Corning Railroad as contractor's

engineer from 1876 to 1878. On this date he entered the

employment of the -Atchison, Topeka & Santa be and served

as divisitm engineer until 1879. b'rom that date to 1882 he

was locating and resident engineer of the Atlantic I't- Pacific

R.iilroad. On the latter date he was promoted to chief ongi-

ncrr of that road and retained this position until 188.'i. When
be was appointed assistant engineer of the .\lchison, Topeka
i*!; .Santa Fe in Kansas and Indian Territory, nnriiu; the

Ifdiowing year he was in charge of the Denver Se Canon Ciiy

extension of the same road. In 1888 he was appointed super
intendent of the Western division and remained in this capacity
until 1891, when he entered the private practice of civil engi-
neering for a year, l-'rom 1892 to January, 1895, he was
assistant chief engineer of the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoeni.x

railway. From the laller dale to July 1, 192U, he scived
successively as chief engineer, general superintendent and
chiel engineer, and general manager of the same road now
known as the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix lines, .Atchisoi'

Topeka & Santa !>. I lis next promotion was on July
1920, when he was appointed assistant to the vice-presidem
the position he held at his death.

Will Nicholson, formerly general colonization agent of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and later of the Kansas
City Southern, died suddenly from ptomaine poisoning on
.August 30. At the time of his death he was secretary oi the
.Associated .Almond Growers of Paso Robles, with hea'i

quarters in Chicago.

Henry G. Herbel, general attorney and interstate com-
merce counsel of the Missouri Pacific with headquarters at

.St. Louis, Mo., whose death on August 11, after an illnes-

of less than a wee'
was reported in tl

Railway Age of .Augu-

26, was born Septem
ber 27, 1857, at Affto.i

St. Louis county, M<>.

He was graduated from
Washington L^niversitN.

St. Louis, in 1879, afti

studying law at nigh-

In 1876, while atten.i

ing Washington Vu
versity, he entered tli

service of the St. Loni^,
Iron Mountain &
Southern as a clerk in

the law- department
He was promoted con
secutively to the posi-

tions of chief clerk,

assistant attorney, as-
H. G. Herb«l sistant to general so-

licitor and general at-

torney. More recently he was appointed interstate commerce
counsel in addition to his position as general attorney. Mr.
Herbel's entire railway service was with the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern railroad and the Missouri Pacific.

Construction h.\s bkkn resumed on the extension of the branch
line of the National R^lways of Mexico which runs from Mon-
clova to Cuatro Cieneg^s, about SO miles. The extension is to

run to Sierra Mojada, about lOO miles. It will connect
at that point with the Mexico Northern, which in turn connects
with the El Paso-t~hihuahua division of the National Railways of

Mexico at Escalon. The importance of the new line lies in the

fact that it will be the means of forming a new through rail-

road route across a broad scope of northern Mexico. On its

route are important coal fields which are as yet undeveloped.

The chief purpose of the Mexican government in undertaking
the building of this extension at this time is to give employment.

The Paris-Orle\ns R.mi.wav (b'rance') has pl.iced an order

for 80 electric locomotives with the Sociele Oerlikon and the

.Society de Construction des Rntignolles both of Paris; these

locomotives are e.ich for a one hour rating of 1,720 hp. The
.Socicic Oerlikon is to supply and erect the electrical equip-

ment, while the Sociele de Construction des Batignolles deals

with the mechanical pari. Except in the ca.sr of the five first loco-

motives, which will be completed at the Swiss works of the

Ateliers de Conslruction Oerlikon. and will serve as models, the

whole electrical equipment will be built in France, to the Oerlikon

design, at the works of the Societe Oerlikon. The locomotives

arc specially iuleiided for freight trains and are to be capable

of hauling a load up to 1.200 tons; they are. also to be suitable

for passenger service, in which case a spe(-<l of about 68 miles

per hour must be attainable.
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ite the fact that the railroads art- rapidly filling the

~ of the strikers, it is probaMe that the heavy traffic

of the next few months will have to be
Getting Results handled with a fone of mechanics that

from is below normal both in number and in

Shop Forces skill. This is certain to complicate

the problem of providing sufficient mo-
tive [X)wer and will make it necessary to get the most ton-

miles per mechanic both in the back shop and in the round-

house. How can this l)e done? In the first place classified

repairs should be made in a thorough and workmanlike
manner and emphasis should be placed on the quality of

the work rather than on the number of locomotives turned

cut of the shop. If a locomotive is properly overhauled,

it can make a large mileage after repairs with little atten-

tion. If the work is slighted, it will require an excessive

amount of minor repairs in the roundhouse and is likely to

cause delays or failures on the road. It will be a good
policy to try to move the traffic with the minimum number
of locomotives by using the power intensively. This will

avoid congestion in the roundhouses, which multiplies lost

motion. Practically every road has certain classes of power
that are troublesome to maintain. Wherever possible, such

locomotives should be put in storage. The best results will

be secured not by keeping the "weak sisters" in service and
allowing them to slow up train movements, but by getting

increa.sed mileage out of the locomotives that are most power-

ful, most efficient and most easily maintained.

i he interest and co-operatiun oi tram and engine service

employees is particularly essential to the efticient opieration

of the railways during a period of
Watch traffic congestion, such as the one which

Morale of we are now entering. There are a

Train Men number of conditions existing on the

railways at this time, however, which

make the securing of this interest and co-operation extremely

difficult. Perhaps the most important of these conditions

is the tendency among all organized employees to be more or

less sympathetic with the striking shopmen. Moreover, the

delays resulting from heavy traffic and defective equipment

tend to slow up the movement of freight trains and, where

this goes very far, the l)asis of pay of train and engine men
is changed from that of mileage to an hourly basis. This
change removes the strongest incentive which is offered to

train crews for expediting train movement. Even if delays

due to equi[)ment conditions and heavy traffic do not slow

up service to tiie extent of putting train crews on hourly

pay, the very fact that the delays occur in S|)ite of the

sincere efforts on the part of the men to move their trains

tends to dishearten them and make them lose interest in

"hitting the ball." The means of bolstering up the morale
of the train men arc well known to trainmasters, superintend-

ents and other o|)erating officers and it is not necessary

tliat we should go into detail about them here. One of the

most obvious means, of course, is mingling with the men, ex-

plaining to them the importance of their work in handling
the heavy traffic and giving them a sympathetic hearing

when thev tell of conditions which make tiicir work difficult.

Another means is the removal, insofar as is jXKsible, of con-
ditions which tend to cause friction. On one road recently,

an over-officious special guard shot a fireman on his way
to work who objected to the guard's questioning as to the

nature of the business which brought him on railroad prop-
erty. All train men immediately walked out and returned
only after all special guards had been removed from the
property and soldiers substituted in their places. The com-
pany could not be blamed, of course, for attempting to safe-

guard its property, but where guards are necessary for this,

they should be made to understand thoroughly that they are
not to molest employees not.on strike any more than is abso-
lutely essential in the performance of their duties. With the
existence of so many conditions which make it difficult to

maintain the co-operation of train men it is important that

their supervisory officers should be among them as much as
possible. Trainmasters, for instance, are needed more sorely
in the performance of their regular duties than they are at

making light repairs and coupling up air hoses.

Locomotive utilization is a matter which merits attention
at any time, but it is of special importance under present

conditions of peak traffic. Greater lo-
lurn- comotive utilization in its simplest

Around terms means more miles per locomotive-

Service day and more tons jx-r locomotive-
mile. These are aims which are to be

secured by many methods of efficient railroad operation.
There are, however, two ideas which at present stand out
above some of the others. One is that of running locomo-
tives over more than one division, which plan of operation
has already received considerable attention in these columns.
The other is what is generally termed turn-around service,
in w'hich there is embodied the idea of having a freight
train crew "double" the division and return to its starting
point inside the 16-hour limit. The district, let us say,
extends from .1 to B. The crew starting from A must move
over the road and arrive at B in time so that it can take
another train back to .1 inside of 16 hours. The district in
question may be 75 miles long. The payment in that case
would be on the basis of two one-way trips; nanielv, two
days at the 100-mile minimum. Usually the crew lays over
at its home terminal on alternate days. The advantage of
this method of operation is primarily the incentive given the
crew to move its train over the road and the adoption of
turn-around service usually results in marked savings on
this score. The crews further are returned to their home
terminal, which is always an advantage. Locomotive utiliza-
tion is considerably increa.sed. .As the idea is usuallv worked,
the crew returns with the same locomotive, which means
increa.sed locomotive mileage. The fact that the locomotive
is returned to a home terminal is no unimportant factor
from the standpoint of locomotive maintenance. Of course,
all roads do not have conditions which wall permit a turn-
around service, but there are nevertheless many districts,

particularly tliose less than 100 miles, where it will prove
advantageous. The testimony of tlio.se roads whicli have
adopted the turn-around ser\ice is that it is difficult to under-
stand wliv it is not followed more iiencrallv.

493
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The Rail-j-ay Age has emphasized the need of better shop

machinery and equipment. Presumably in criticism of the

policy, a master mechanic writes: "I

Use of Antiquated think sometimes too much stress is laid

Machinery Justi- on the necessity for purchasing new

fjed Sometimes machinerj-, when the fact of the matter

is that a great deal of the repairs to

locomotives could be made as successfully with the ma-

chiner}- already on the ground. For example, a lathe or

planer may be 30 or 40 years old and yet, if it is in good

shape, do good work In fact, all the ordinary

light repair work in the usual run of railway machine shop?

can be done just as successfully with old machines as by

purchasing new ones." We believe these statements are

wTong as applied to nine cases out of ten and yet many shop

officers agree, by inference at least, with the master mechanic

that the old tools are good enough. This mistaken attitude,

.transmitted to the managements, is doubtless the real reason

for small annual machine tool budgets and the fact that

railroad shops as a rule are equipped with such a large

proportion of obsolete, inefficient and costly-to-operate ma-
chine tools. There is just one case for which the master

mechanic's first statement holds true. If the old lathe, for

example, produces reasonably accurate work and is installed

in a small roundhouse requiring only two or three turning

operations a day, there would certainly be no excuse for in-

stalling a modem lathe. How many lathes 30 years old,

however, are capable of even reasonably accurate work?

How many shops or roundhou.'^es are so small as not to have

turning operations enough to keep one lathe busy eight hours

a day? The master mechanic's error is in seeing the old

lathe turn out passable work regularly and forgetting the

excessive labor cost. Owing to the greater power and con-

venience of ofjeration, a modern lathe can produce two or

three times as much work in the same time and show a

handsome saving over the increased carr}-ing charges and

power cost. In a specific case a modern boring mill worth

$7,500 replaced an old machine worth $3,800, increasing

the production three to one. The annual saving in labor

offset all other charges and showed a profit, not of 15 per

cent, but of yo per cent on the investment. (Railway

Mechanical Engineer, September, 1921, Page 552.) Ad-
mitting the scarcity of funds for needed betterments, no

railroad management is going to pass up such an op-

IX)rtunity if it has to borrow the money. The trouble is that

many mechanical department officers themselves fail to ap-

preciate the savings possible by improved .'hop machinery,

and many of tliose who do see the possibilities fail to present

them to the managements in a comprehensive, puncture-

proof and convincing way.

The "Main Tracker"

IN THE DEVELOPMENT of its plan for the systematic mo\e-

ment of traffic through its terminals, the Baltimore &
Ohio has created a term which should come into more gen-

eral use.

We refer to the term "main tracker." As stated in

an article which appeared in the issue of August !•),

describing the system which has been perfected for the

operation of terminals on this road, the term "main tracker"

is applied to those trains wiiich are made up and dispatched

from a terminal for continuous movement to destination, or

to a brcaking-up yard, and which in their movement pass

through intermediate yards and terminals intact. In the

development of this plan many trains have been operated

as "main trackers" for distances up to more than 600 miles

without pulling a pin.

The classification of cars info trains for movement through

adjacent terminals is not new; some roads have employed it

for the handling of certain classes of fast freight traffic for

years. It is, however, capable of much wider application.

Its supervision caimot be left to local division officers for

their conflicting interests may jeopardize the entire plan.

Rather it must Ise administered from the standpoint of the

system as a whole with a well laid plan for system super-

vision.

A yard is a necessarj' railway facility. It is, however,

aiuxiliary to the line and is required only to prepare cars

for movement economically. Cars earn money only when
moving. This means line movement, while time spent in

yards is lost revenue. The net earnings are therefore pro-

moted by reducing yard operations to the minimum con-

sistent with the necessity for the economical handling of

the traffic.

What are the advantages of the "main tracker"? In the

first place, it reduces the amount of switching to be done in

intermediate terminals with little or no increase at the

originating point. This permits a direct saving to be made
in terminal operating costs. Less switching also reduces

the amount of damage to equipment which again creates a

saving. It requires less investment in yards and postpones

additions to these facilities. It also expedites the movement
of traffic, sjjeeds up the delivery at destination and thereby

increases the use of equipment.

At the present time, when the roads are facing the neces-

sity for the adoption of every measure to reduce congestion

(which is confined almost entirely to terminals) and to in-

crease car mileage, the "main tracker" deserves special con-

sideration.

Rates for the American Legion

ONK OF THE most difficult problems the passenger officials

of the railways have had for some time has been that of

making satisfactory rates for patriotic meetings such as those

of the Grand Army of the Republic, the Spanish War
Veterans and the American Legion. In past years when the

prevailing passenger rate was two cents a mile it became the

custom to make for gatherings of this kind a rate of one
cent a mile. The prevailing passenger rate since 1920 has
been 3.6 cents a mile. In l')21, owing to independent action

taken by some railways, the old rate of one cent a mile was
made for the meeting of the .\nierican Legion at Kansas
City and for some other gatherings. The same rate was
asked this year by (he .\merican Legion and the railways

were strongly urged to grant it to tliis organization and also

some otliers. It was argued that when large numbers of pas-

sengers were carried to and from a certain point at the same
time a rate of one cent a mile would not necessarily be

unremunerative, and that even if tliis would be the case the

railways should be willing to stand some loss for the benefit

of the men who made great sacrifices for the country during

the late war.

The spokesmen of the railways pointed out, however, that

the one-way rate of 1 .8 cents for the round trip was rela-

tively the exact equivalent of the one-cent rate which they

formerly made. Tliey also showed that it would not be pos-

sil)le for them to handle even such a large crowd as will

attentl tiic .American Legion meeting at New Orleans next

month at a rate of less than l.S cents a mile witliout incur-

ring a sul)stantial loss on the business, and that in making
a rate of one fare for the round trip the railways are doing

more for the ex-service men flian .any other class of business

concerns in the country, since no other class of concerns

makes tiiem a half price for what tliey buy. It w.as also

pointed out that if the railways should make a one-cent rate

for the .Ameriian Legion tiiousands of other organizations

would contend that the railways would not have made this

rale voluntarily if they had not thought it profitable and
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would, therefore, have denundi-d thai thtv also make it for
these other urf;anizatiun».

The result is it has been settled that the rate which will
be given to the American Legion is one fare for the round
trip; that is, 1.8 cents a mile. This rate is the lowest now
made l»y the railways and is Kivtn onjv to a vcn few
patriotic organizations, especially thr Grand Army of the
ReiHiblic and the American Legion. The rate now being
made for large meetings of other kinds is one and one-half
fare for the round trip, which figures out 2.7 cents a mile
or 50 per cent higher than that made for the .\merican
Ix-gion.

Developing Machinery
and Neglecting Men

'T'HE RADICALS who desire by direct aciion to overthrow
A existing political and industrial institutions and replace

them with guild socialism or Sovietism have regarded

dcveloi>ments in connection with the coal strike and the rail-

way shop employees' strike with great complacency. They
believe and preach that the c.\isting civilization of western

Euroj>e and the United States contains the seeds of its own
destruction. They believe "capitalistic" government.'; arc so

weak, and the working class inherently so strong, that the

working class by united action thit)ugh strikes, and the use

of violence when necessary to win strikes, can overthrow

existing governments, wrest all kinds of property from its

owners and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat in

both [)olitical and industrial affairs.

Developments in connection with these strikes will be

construi-d by the radicals, and not unrea.<onably, as sup-

porting the.'^; views. Never in the history of tlie United

States did any strikes illustrate so forcibly at one and the

same time the fxjwer of labor unionism and the weakness

of government. The United Mine Workers of .America has

got such a grip on the coal mining industry that it was able

to stop for almost five months virtually all production of

anthracite and all production of bituminous coal outside

of a few comparatively small areas. The railways are

winning the shop employees' strike, but in this strike, as

in that in the coal mines, the weakness of government has

Ijeen strikingly exemjjlified. In res|)ect to both strikes

government officials have lieen vacillating and timid. They
would not take strong measures to prevent or stop the strikes

when such measures might have done good. They would
not later kee[) their hands off and let the immediate parties

fight the strikes out to a definite conclusion. They would

not even so enforce the laws as to cause performance of

the first duty of every civilized state—the prevention of

jjersonal violence and destruction of property. Men who
have committed no crime except that of showing willingness

to do the productive work without which tlie entire [popula-

tion would starve and freeze have had their homes and
families tlireatencd, have l)een assaulted, shot and massacred.

Those who have done these tilings have gone unpuni.shed.

Labor leaders of a certain kind and communists and
bolshevists, may well regard these dcvel<)i>nients with satis-

faction. .Serious-minded men who lio not desire to sec our

political and industrial civilization overthrown and .America

converted into a fle.sert and a shambles like Russia, will

not only regard them with misgivings, but will seek for

and try to bring about alleviation or removal of their causes.

Ours is a civilization of machinery: and the greatest

dangers that threaten it are largely due to the fact that

most of its financial and industrial leaders think and act

so much more intelligently about machinery than they do
about men. The development of machinery has jircxluccd

within the last one hundred vears an industrial revolution

so great that it has cau?ed changes in the relations between
men working together in industry exceeding all the changes
of like kind of which there is any record since the record

of man's economic activities began to be kept. Modern
machinery, among all the effects it has had, has had two
of vital im|K)rtance. First, it has enormously increased

man's capacity for producing comforts and luxuries, but
increased still more his appetite for comforts and luxuries.

Many workingmen now have comforts and luxuries which
no king had up to a century ago. But the gap between
what people have and what they want has been widened
instead of narrowed. The si)ectacle of comfort and luxury
did not make many people dissatisfied before the age of
machinery because few people then had comforts, and ex-
ceedingly few had luxuries. Now so many have comforts
and even luxuries that those who do not have them are
greatly dis.satisfied.

Second, the development of modern machinery has re-

sulted in the creation of enormous industrial concerns
employing not only thou.sands but hundreds of thousands
of men, and the machinery has come between the owners
and managers of these concerns on the one side and their

employees on the other. This is strikingly true of most
railroads. Most railway managers have come to think of
operation and its results mainly or almost entirely in terms
of machinery. How could it be otherwise? Operations
are so va.st that managers have to get information regarding
operating results in statistical form, and practically all

railway statistics, except those prepared for very special
purjMses, relate to rar miles, tons per car, train miles, tons
per train, locomotive miles and other results of the per-
formance of machines. The men who run these and other
machines, and uixin the efficiency of whose work the
efficiency of the machine largely depends, are not kept in

mind by the employer as he kept his men in mind wlien
there were but few of them and he knew them personallv
and even worked beside them at the bench. It is literallv

true that the higher officers of most large concerns think
hardly at all in terms of men except when the human element
becomes refractory and hinders the smooth and efficient

running of the machines.
If machinery has obscured the owners' and the managers'

view of the employees, it has almost entirely cut off the
employees' view of the owners and managers! What does
the average railway employee know about the economics of
the railroad business; about the efforts and sacrifices the
stockholders and bondlioUiers have made to get the money
they have invested in railway securities; or about what the
chairman, president and vice-presidents do to earn their
so-called "fancy" salaries? He knows that he and other
employees actually run all tiie machines. He is taught in
his radical literature that he and other employees do all

the really productive work; that the security owners and
higher officers are merely parasites and vampires who live
in affluence off the fruits of his labors; and he verv seldom
sees any evidence to the contnirw Is it any wonder, then,
that, desiring like other peojjle to get more comforts and
luxuries, the average railway employee supports everv move-
ment which the leaders of his labor union fell him will
enable him to increase his income at the cost of the security
owners and higher officers?

I'he best brains of the railroads and other large indus-
trial enterprises have been absorbed for years in improving
the mechanical teclini(|ue of plant construction, maintenance
and operation. Has a railway officer shown that he knows
just where a grade should be reduced, or heavier locomotives
used, to secure maximum increases in train load with the
minimum increase of ca|)ital investment? Has he .shown
he is master of the te(hni(|ue of so rearranging terminals
and marshalling and directing the movement of locomotives
and cars as to secure the maximum practicable increases in
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locomotive miles and car miles per day? If so, he has

stood a ven- good chance of advancement to the highest

offices in railroad service, even tliough he has shown none

of those qualities which enable a man to win the confidence,

loyalty and co-op>eration of large numbers of other men.

Now, it would be very foolish to minimize the importance

of the managers of large concerns being masters of the

technique of their business, but it has long been becoming

plain, and it never was so plain as it is today, that the

exaggerated stress which has been and still is being placed

upon the improvement of machinery and the op)eration of

machinery is hindering increases in the efficiency of indus-

try and actually threatening the destruction of our machine

industrial civilization. The many great strikes which have

occurred in recent years in countries with highly developed

industrial systems, and the many more which have been

barely averted both before and since the war, are signs too

ominous to be disregarded.

Many business men irritably attribute them to the growth

of labor unionism and to bad leadership of the unions.

That is only part of the explanation. It does not explain

why the employees of so many large concerns are following

the leadership of the heads of labor unions instead of the

leadership of the heads of tliese business concerns. The
rest of the explanation is that many managers of large con-

cerns who are masters of the machine technique of their

businesses either have not tried to win the loyalty and

co-operation of employees or have conspicuously failed in

their efforts to do so.

If all managers of large concerns had failed equally in

their efforts to win and hold the leadership of their employees

the situation would appear hopeless. Fortunately that is

not the case, and if there were not so many men who are

unwilling to be taught by anybody's experience but their

own we might hope that the metliods of those who have

been conspicuously successful in dealing with labor would

be widely copied with most wholesome results.

The experience of those who have been most successful

in dealing with labor in large concerns clearly indicates

certain things. First, some of the verj- best brains in the

business must be devoted almost solely to devising and

carrying out plans for improving the relations between man-
agement and men, and the brains devoted to this task must

be those of men who are sincerely anxious to promote the

welfare of employees in every practicable way. Secondly,

no effort should be spared to give to the employees the best

working conditions and wages that the concern can reason-

ably afford to. Third, no effort should be spared to dis-

seminate among the employees all the facts regarding the

business required to nullify propaganda against it and its

management carried on by labor union leaders or radicals.

Fourth, the work of employees should be so firmly and

thoroughly supervised that they will be required to do

efficient work and at the same time it should be made clear

to them why efficient work is in their own interest. Fifth,

not the slightest timidity, but the greatest firmness and
courage, should lie shown in promptly resisting and even

fighting to a finish every effort of the employees or their

unions to get working conditions that unreasonably interfere

with efficiency or wages that are excessive. Sixth, every

reasonable inducement and opportunity should be offered

to employees to become partners in the enterprise by buying

its securities.

There are lamcntalily few large concerns in which all, or

even most, of these things arc done. There are lamentably

few in which the man is patiently studied in tlie liighcr

offices as much as the machine.

While many specific suggestions based upon experience

c.in be made as to what should be done, one thing that is of

vital importance is that financial and industrial leaders

should awaken to the fart that our civilization of machinery,

with all its potential power of securing increased production

and greater material comfort and happiness for all classes

of people, is threatening to destroy itself by exalting to

excess tlie kind of ability that has matchless skill in the

engineering of materials and machinery and largely ignoring

the supreme need for developing and advancing to the

highest positions the kind of ability that understands the

engineering of nien. There are many men in important

positions in industry whose idea of dealing with labor is

to placate it and many others whose idea is to fight it.

There are some who see that merely placating or merely

fighting labor will simply make bad conditions worse—that

there are times when it should be placated and other times

when it should be fought, but that most of the thought and
energy de\oted to dealing with it should be used in trying

to bring about a better mutual understanding and closer

co-operation.

All classes of people may well pray for speeding of the

day when large enterprises will be dominated by more men
who not only know the technique of their businesses, but

who can compete successfully with the heads of labor unions
for the leadership of their own men.

Two Kinds of Union Leadership

THOSK interested, which includes almost evePtbody, can as

a result of recent detelojiments draw conclusions as to

what kind of leadership is best for railway employees. Sev-

eral classes of railway emplo)-ees had their wages reduced on
July 1 under awards made by the Labor Board. Some of

them were ordered by their leaders to strike. Some of them
were kept at work by their leaders.

The men who were ordered to strike were, of course, those

emplo}'ed in the shops. Those who struck in obedience to

the order of their leaders and are still out have lost ten

weeks' wages. Those who struck and later returned to work
lost their wages while they were out and also their seniorit}'

rights. The strike has been won by most of tlie railways.

The facts show this, and the heads of the shop crafts unions

tacitly admit it. Weeks ago they agreed to put the men back
to work at the wages awarded by the Labor Baird, subject to

rehearings, provided the railways would take them back
with their seniority rights unimpaired. The railways refused

to do this. «
Tlie number of men employed in the shops has constantly

increased. Recently the leaders of the national unions have
evinced a willingness to make settlements with only part of

tlie railways on the basis of all strikers on these railways

being taken l)ack and question.* with respect to seniority

rights being settled later by negotiations. Everybody knows
what this means. It is an admission that the strike is

irretrievably lost on most railways, and a virtual admission
that in time it will be lost on all the otliers unless some
settlement with these others is soon made. Thousands of

the strikers have lost tiieir former (xisitions forever. They
iiave lost many millions of dollars in wages while they have
been out. The sliop crafts unions on many railways have
ceased to exist and no longer represent the shop employees
on these roads.

These are tlie results of one kind of leadership—the kind
that led the men out on strike .against the decisions of a

government body created by the public for the purpose of

peacefully settling railway labor controversies.

.\mong the unions U-sides those of the shop crafts whose
mcmlxTS had their wages reduced were the United Brother-

hoo<^l of Maintenance of Way Employees, the Brotherhood
of Railway and Steamship Clerks, and the Brotherhood of

Railway .Signalmen. Their leaders were as stronglv opposed
to the reductions of wages ijs the leaders of the shop crafts

unions. Thev could have caused strikes also. The heads of
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thest unions, ^It•^sr^. Kii/:i;<r ild, Urablc and Ht-lt, resisted

all demands that lluy i>MU -trikc orders. They kept most
of their men at work and tin- n. - ' ' •'

r wat;*.'*

while the shoji employees have .:iion*

arc still intact and their nuii 4 :- and
privileges they possessed before. Tlic United Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Employees already has been given a

rehearing in its wage ca.«e, and the othor unions mentioned
soon will \k. The uniuns wha<H: nu-nil>ors have stayed at

work have not irrturrcd public disapproval by striking

against a decision of the Railroad Lal>or Board, or got them-
selves into trouble with the law by committing acts of

violence.

There has been much criticism of the kind of leadership

that some of the railway labor unions have had within recent

years. It has l)oen claimed that their mimtiers would fare

better under leaders who were willing to submit their claims

to arbitration and abide by the results than under leadership

which opposed all arbitration and refused to accept arbi-

tration decisions seemingly adverse to the employees, even

when these were rendered by a body created by the public

to render such decisions. Some of the railway employees

who£C wages were reduced on July 1 have had leaders who
preferred to strike as a means of getting what they wanted,

and some of them have had leaders who preferred peaceful

methods of getting what they wanted. Can there be any

doubt as to which kind of leadership has been best for the

employees during recent troul)lcd months?
It is to be hoped that railway employees of all classes

will reflect carefully upon the developments which have oc-

curred on the railways since July 1. If they do, there can

be little doubt as to what kind of leadership they will decide

will be l)est for them in future.

The Problem of Railway Power

THE R.Aii.w.ws are in the midst of a tran>|«)rtation crisis

similar in some respects to that of 1920, but different

from it in other important respects. That of 1920 marked
the end of a jieritxl of great business activity. The present

one, unless all ap|)earances are deceptive, marks the begin-

ning of a jx-rifxl of great business activity. All the indica-

tions are that the available freight traffic will exceed the

capacity of the railways for months and even years to come.

With both the bituminous and anthracite mines opened and

with the great shortage of coal ib would seem that tliroughout

the fall, winter and spring, and perhaps even later, they will

be called upon to move more coal than they arc capable of

moving. The crops promise to be enormous. Traffic of

other kinds already is moving in unprecedented volume, and

indications are that it will continue to do so.

How well file problem presented will Ik? solved will de-

pend largely on the efficiency with which the railways are

able to use their cars, and this in turn will depend largely

upon the co-operation they can get from shippers and con-

signees. We di.scussed the problem of car service in an

editorial in our i.^sue of Septemljer 2 entitled "Some Things

That Must He Done."
In every crisis of this kind, however, there is presented a

problem more important than that of car efficiency. This'

is the i)roblem of locomotive efficiency. Kxperience over a

long [K-ri(Kl iieginning with the great congestion and car

shortage whicii culminated in 1906 and 1907 has shown
that the ability of each individual railway and of tlie rail-

ways as a whole to cope willi the traffic i|f|Hiids more upon
the amount, (|uality and condilioii of tlif JiKomotive jwwer

available than upon anything el.se. The great so-called "car

shortages" in the past usually would have been better named
if they hacl l>een called "kx-omotive shortages." In many
ca.ses there were enough and more than enough cars avail-

able, but empty and loaded cars accumulated and caused

congestion because there were not enough locomotives to keep

them moving, or liecause the locomotives available were not

u.ietl with the greatest possible efficiency.

The statistics of the American Railway Association show

clearly that a car shortage is coming rapidly. The number
of surplus cars in condition for service decreased from 239,-

160 on July 8 to 120,961 on August 23. Attention already

has been called to this decline in the number of serviceable

cars. It is ominous enough. But the decline in the number
of surplus sen'iceable locomotives which is occurring is

equally significant and little attention has been called to it.

On July 1 the railways had stored 6,332 ser\'iceable loco-

motives. On August 15 they had stored only 4,077 service-

able locomotives.

The effect of this decline in the locomotive surplus on

the fxilicy of some railways is shown by the recent increase

in orders for new locomotives. In the early part of this

year the railways placed relatively large orders for freight

cars and only relatively small orders for locomotives. In

the months of July and August, however, they ordered 573

locomotives as compared with only 432 in the entire first

six months of the year. The increased attention which this

indicates is being given to the problem of power is both

significant and encouraging. Not enough attention is being

given to it yet, however.

If the railways are to handle the very maximum traffic

of which they arc capable, not merely during the next few

months but during the next year and the immediately suc-

ceeding years, it appears evident that they must do at least

certain things with respect to their power.

First, they must spare no study or effort to secure the

maximum utilization of the power available. This means
not only putting forth every effort to put and keep it in

repair, but also putting forth every effort to keep locomotives

out of roundhouses and shops and out on the rcKid where

they can actually pull freight. Several railways already

have made successful experiments with running locomotives

over more than one division and operating through freight

trains for long distances without breaking them up. The
running of locomotives over more than one division has

passed the experimental stage and the results which have

been obtained show that it can be tried with highly bene-

ficial results on many lines where it has not already been

tried.

Secondly, the railroads should improve as many of their

old locomotives l)y installing capacity increasing equipment

as the conditions in their shops will permit. There are, of

course, many railways whose shops are still crippled by the

strike, but many others have sufficient forces to prcxreed not

only with current locomotive repairs, but with the work of

improving old locomotives.

Third, the orders for new locomotives should be increased.

Many railways will find it nun h easier under iiresent con-

ditions to buy new locomotives than to repair or improve

old ones. The builders are still able to turn out locomotives

within a few months after they are ordered, and there is

little or no room for doubt that not only for many months,

but for years the railways will have plenty of use for any

reasonable number of locomotives that may be ordered in

the i>resent year. The sooner they are ordered the sooner

they will be available to relieve congestions and move the

business. It should hardly be necessary to emphasize the

importance of ordering locomotives that are fully equipped

with the various modern deviics that save fuel and increa.«e

capacity, in view of the present and ]irospcctive cost of fuel

and the need for effecting the greatest |)ossil)lc economies

in operation.

The transportation problem confronting the railways is

and will continue to be largely a problem of power, and it

cannot be recognized and dealt with as such too soon.



Canadian National Installs Grain Car Unloaders*

Essential Features of Equipment, Each Unit of Which Empties

Six Cars Per Hour at Port Arthur

By F. Newell

Mechanical Engineer, Dominion Bridge Company, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

ASUCCESSFUL box car unloader for grain must meet the

following requirements:

( 1
) It must not damage the railway rolling stock,

no matter how defective the condition of such rolling stock

on arrival at the elevator.

(2) It must be designed to handle all tvpes of box cars

that may be received at the elevator.

(3) It must remove all grain from the car to the elevator

pit without loss of grain and without hand labor.

(4) It should have means of removing the grain door

quickly and without damaging it.

(5) It must be made practically foolproof in operation,

and safe and reliable under all conditions of operation.

(6) It must be sufficiently rapid and economical in oper-

ation to more than justify its first cost.

(7) It must be served by trackage that will permit rapid

handling of cars to and from the unloader without inter-

ruption to the unloading process over long periods.

In order to get the grain out of the t)T)ical box car, the

grain door has to be forced open, and if gravity is to be used,

the car must be tilted either endways or sideways, or both.

Therefore, as tilting operations must \x performed to empty

the car, the most ready way is to run the car on some form of

rocking table or cradle provided with end bumpers to keep

the car from rolling off, and also with some form of mechani-

cal door opener which will open and carr)- the door clear of

the flow of grain. If we consider the shape of a box car with

its long length in comparison with its width, and with the

door in the middle of its length, it will be seen tliat either

Yju^ ^-^ t^<g^-^^[^
i du^p*r ofyj dna loiJr Arran^crr

Details of the Car Tilting Device in Cradle

or both side and end tilt would have to be made many times

to empty the car of all grain; consequently the cradle should

be supplied with deflecting baffles which can l>e inserted in

the car and avoid the side tilting operation, and an unnec-

essary number of end tilts.

Before designing the unloaders at Port Arthur the trun-

nion live roller, knife edge suspension, rope suspension and
rolling tyf)cs were con.'sidered. The relative adv.intages and
disadvantages of -ide tilting, superelevation of the outer rail

•Abstraclcfl from -i piper prCTcniM nt the pencral profession*! meeting
of the Knijineering InMtitde of Canada al >A'innipcg, ^fan., on Seirtember 7.

and the use of deflecting baffles without side tilt to the car
were also considered.

The trunnion and knife edge suspension types are com-
paratively cheap in construction as far as first costs are

concerned, but are liable to break down from wear and are

difficult to repair in case of such failure. The lubrication

of heavily loaded trunnions presents some difficulty, and the

maintenance of lubrication during periods of rest also en-
tails a large degree of uncertainty. Further, if the {X)int of

suspension is kept below the base of rail, in order to keep
the supporting bracket clear of the flow of grain, the out-

of-balance moment when tipping to an angle of 45 deg.

causes a hea\T peak torque on the ojjerating mechanism,
and a correspondingly large motor is required. On the other

hand, if the point of suspension is placed above the base

"'X^'^i

• r f ? T

A Sectional Elevation of the Car Unloader

of rail in order to reduce the out-of-balance moment, the

supporting bracket will interfere with the flow of grain,

unless special rotating hoppers are introduced, which in

turn provide additional complication.

A high virtual axis of rotation can he obtained by using

a live roller support and a curved track; this, however,

introduces a cotnplicated track support, together with all

the disadvantages attendant on live rollers, and a complex
number of parts. Also, the axis of rotation will remain

fixed and a «;ood distrii)ution of grain in the receiving hop-

per will not Iw obtained.

By side tilting the cradles or with a superelevation of

tlie outer rail, it might be possil>le to do away with the

deflecting baffles. Tiiis, however, cau.<es serious side stresses

in the cars, for which they are not designed, and it is doubt-

ful if sufficient side tilt could be given to the car to obviate

the necessity of hand sweeping to clean the car thoroughly

after operations were completed on the unloader. By insert-

ing deflecting baffles, an angle of slojie of .'0 deg. is made
by the trough formed between tiie baffle and the floor of

the car, when the car is tipped to 45 deg. and the baffle

inserted at 45 deg. to the longitudinal axis of the car,

whereas in the case of a 15 deg. side tilt the maximum
angle of slope is only increased about 5 deg. and along a

plane of about 3,5 deg. to the longitudinal axis of the car.

496
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Under thof cunditiun.s the grain is more likely to run down
to the other end of the car than to flow out of the ^idc door,

as is re«|uired, with a minimum numl>er of end tipping
operations. The tk-arance rw|uired for side tilts also makes
a wider spacing of trackage and housing necessar) , and a

consequent increased cost in construction.

Type Adopted for Port Arthur

The unlo,iciiT adopted is of the rolling type, operated
Hithout side tilt l»ut with deflecting liafflt-s and an automatic
door ojK-ner. which ojK-ns the grain door without damage
and carries it clear of the outward flow of grain from the

car. The rolling tyjie was used becau.sc it is possible to

obtain a higher virtual a.xis of rotation than with the trun-

nion typw, and has not the possibility of breakdown and

The Door Opener

consequi-nt dilay which might occur with tiic use of live

rollers or knife edge suspension. The higher virtual axis

of rotation allows the unloader, whctiier empty or loaded

with a full car of grain, to be in stable equilibrium. The
point of support, moving in a horizontal iilane in the direc-

tion of rotation, causes a less out-of-balance moment with

a loaded car and a better distribution of grain in the receiv-

ing hopper than would obtain with the trunnion type.

The prime function of an unloader is its ability to handle

efficiently all sizes of bo.x cars now in use, or contemplated

in the near future, for the transjwrtation of grain. In the

design of the unloaders at Port Arthur, due consideration

was given to (a) weight of all bo.x cars and contents; (b)

variation of length, width, and height of all box cars;

(c) variation in elevation of floor of box cars, ijoth when
loaded and unloaded; (d) variation in widtli and height of

grain (hxirs. The result of a thorough consideration of all

these points is that the unloaders have been jjuilt to cover

all (X)ssible variations in the above mentioned features of

box cars, with the possiijle exception of a few freak cars.

The unloaders consist of a heavy structural rocking

cradle, capable of being tipped with its longitudinal axis

at a maximum elevation of 45 deg. to the horizontal in

either direction. This cradle carries the car of grain, and
is provided with end locks to support tiie encfs of the cradle

definitely while cars arc being taken on and off, and with

collapsible end bumpers to bring the car to a central posi-

tion on the cradle, clani|) tiie car in this position, and take

the total end thrust on tlie couplings of the car during the

time the car is tilted at any angle to the horizontal in either

direction. One side of the cradle is provided with hea\'y

structural steel brackets which carrj- the door opening

mechanism, two defltvting baffles, and baffle operating

raechani.sm. Between the.se brackets and opposite the grain

door is a defle<ting hopper or chute to insure the grain

l>eing carried well into the centre of the receiving hopper.

Steel gratings are provided to protect the chute and to cover

all the open spaces around the unloader. Flexible deflectors

are also provided to [)revent any spillage of grain along the

side of the walls of the car, or in any manner except into

the receiving hopjH-r. A closed Of>erating cab from which

all movements of the unloader are controlled is placed in a

fixed pasition opposite the grain door, and at an elevation

frcm which all movements of the grain can Ijc observ'ed.

The cradle consists of two heavily built web plate girders,

the lower portions of which are formed at the centre into a

circular tread which rests on steel cast tracks supjx)rted on

a heaN")' concrete foundation. These girders are braced rig-

idly in a horizontal jdane, and also at right angles to the

axis to prevent side flexure, and to make them act together

as a whole rigid tilting platform. They are designed to

take a maximum loaded Ijox car estimated to weigh 180,000

lb.; the girders being able to take this load with the

horizontal axis tipped to 45 deg. from the horizontal in

either direction. The girders are also designed to take a

380,000 lb. locomotive when in the horizontal position and
with the end pins in place.

The Operating Machinery

The tipping nKuhinery consists of a 75-hp. wound rotor

motor, e(|uipi)ed with a full torque solenoid brake, driving

Sect/onA A

Baffles Deflect the Grain Toward the Doors

the main o])erating pinions through a worm and worm wheel,

e(|ualizing gear and bevel gears. Two jiin-connected struts

are fastened to the cradle, each having, respectively, a rotat-

ing axis at a point lieyond each end of tlie circular tread.

These struts arc equi|)])ed with cast steel racks engaging the

main o[)erating pinions. The racks and struts are provided
at the outer end with guides when in the lowered position,

as at this time the yoke or carriage maintaining alinement
between the pinion and the rack are at the upper end of
the strut close to thi' connecting ]>ins. The ends of the

cradle arc also guided by rollers at each end to assure an
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alinement of the track rails after tipping operations are

completed.

Four end locks are provided, each consisting of hea\y

steel pins, one at each corner of the cradle. The pins are

pointed at the ends for easy entrance into the castings

bedded in the concrete abutments, and are operated by a

S-hp. motor through a screw and spur gear. They are de-

signed to take the weight of a loaded car or engine coming

on or off the cradle and give a final alinement to the rail

in both the horizontal and vertical direction. They are inter-

locked with the bumpers or car clamps so that they cannot

be withdrawn until the car is centralized on the cradle, and

in the reverse, the bumpers cannot be lowered until the end

locks are driven home; thus preventing any accident due

to the possibility of running a car or engine on or off the

unloaders, excepting when the cradle is supported at the

ends by the four interlocking pins.

The bumpers or car clamps are arranged so that the car

does not have to be spotted in an exactly central position

on the unloader, but can be pulled on the unloader into

any position within two or three feet, and will be pushed

into a central position by the bumpers. They are also de-

signed so that practically any length of box car can be

clamped in a central position on the cradle.

The clamps or bumpers at each end consist of two steel

cast slides connected to a pair of tension and compression

links capable of rising to the level of the car coupler and

then traveling forward, forcing the car to a central position

when the bumper at the other end will strike the coupler and

clamp the car. The front slide, that is, the one nearest the

transverse centre line of the unloader, is fastened to a wire

rope coiled upon a drum, which is in turn clamped with a

retarding torque sufficient to hold the slide in a fixed posi-

tion. The rear slide, which is definitely operated by a screw,

is, at the same time, lifting the tension and compression links

to the required height. \\'hen this has occurred, the two

slides come together and travel forward until the car is

clamped at both ends. The slides are operated simul-

taneously at l)0th ends by a single 10-hp. motor operating

the screws and traveling nuts through a pair of spur gears.

In applying the clamping device to the couplers of the

car, the component of the weight of the car and grain along

the rails is taken on the coupler, which is designed for such

loads. The bumpers were designed for a maximum load of

127,500 lb. and work very efficiently, allowing practically

no end play when rocking the car.

When the car has been clamped in a central position and

the ends locks are removed, an interlocking switch comts

into operation, allowing the door opener to be operated, the

cradle to be rotated, and the baffles to be inserted. The
door-opening mechanism consists of two steel cast pressure

arms, cast integrally with spur gear quadrants, pivotally

mounted on trunnions and rotated by spur pinions from a

common shaft driven through worm gearing by a 22-hp.

motor. Means arc provided for adjusting the 'width of the

pressure arms to suit the var>'ing width of door openings

and are arranged so as to strike the door as close to the

door posts as possible. When the pressure arms first touch

the door, their lower ends are kept above the elevation of

the highest car floor and are so arranged that a slight pres-

sure on the door releases a telescopic arrangement at the

bottom of the arms, allowing an extension to come down
until it strikes the door sill. By this means the pressure is

exerted over the total height of the door regardless of the

elevation of tlu- car floor and as close to the door fxi.sts as

possible, thus avoiding any undue damage to tlic grain door.

This, in itself, is quite an economy, as doors were invariably

broken l)y the old hand metliod.

The opener enters the grain with an upward and inward

movement, carrying the door above the grain toward the

roof of the car and clear of the flow. The pressure of the

grain against the door is released by the leakage of grain

into the hopper, which occurs as soon as the smallest open-

ing is effected, and the outward flow of grain allows an
easy clearance space through which the door can be pushed.

During this operation about ten per cent of the grain in the

car is discharged into the hopper.

While the door is being held up inside the car by the

op>ener, the cradle is tilted through an angle of about 20
deg. and about another 25 p)er cent of the grain is discharged

into the hopper, the remainder running down toward the

other end of the car. The baffles are arranged so that they

are tilted with the car and cradle, and while the car is in

this position the upper baffle is inserted into the car as fa-

as possible without crowding on the grain. The car is no'

tilted to an angle of about 40 deg. in the other direction,

when about another SO per cent of the grain strikes tht

baffle and is discharged into the hopper. The baffle which
is in the car, and which was in the upper position, is now
in the lower and can be withdrawn easily. At the same
time the other baffle, which is now in the upper position,

can be in.serted, and as only 15 per cent of the grain remains

in the car, the baffle can be pushed forward over the floor

of the car until the nose reaches the far side. The car is

now tilted through the maximum angle in the other direction

when the last remaining portion of the grain is emptied into

the hopper and the cradle can be brought into the horizontal

pasition and the baffle withdrawn.
The baffles consist of a pair of plated rectangular struc-

tural frames of right and left hand, having their faces at

right angles to the flcwr of the car, and capable of being

slid into the car so that the rectangular face, or the trace of

the plane of die baffle, is at 45 deg. with the longitudinal

axis of the car. As stated before, this gives a trough having

an angle of slope of 30 deg., when the floor of the car is

tilted to 45 deg. The grain will flow readily down this

trough out of the car. A wire rope attached to the front

end of each baffle, passes round a grooved operating drum
and thence to the rear end of the baffle, so that the baffle

can be pulled in or out of the car by rotating the drum.
The rear end of the baffle is guided at its upper and lower

ends in tracks having a setting and curvature specially de-

signed to keep the overall width of the unloader down to a
minimum; while the front end passes through a pivoted yoke

so that the baffle is held in its correct location for any
position in or out of the car.

At the time of entry, the baffle is at least three inches

above the highest car floor, but as it is driven forward is

lowered by a screw and nut until contact is made with the

floor and the weight is relieved from the sliding nut, after

which any further driving forward of the baffle only causes

the sliding nut to travel up the shaft without altering the

elevation of the yokes. The back end is flexibly retained in

its tracks in such a manner that the lower edge of the baffle

makes contact with the car floor along its entire length. To
further prevent the escape of grain to the lower end of the

car, a flexible canvas sealing strip is attached to the bottom

edge.

To prevent the flow of grain from traveling too far down
the baffles, along the baffle track, and out of the hopper,

spring doors are provided to seal the entrance of the baffle

and to clo.se the opening when the baffle is fully withdrawn.

Flexible, hand operated, deflecting l>affles are arranged to

prevent leakage of the grain along the sides of the car, and
deflecting plates are provided under the car door to carry

the grain well into the centre of the receiving hopper. Steel

gratings are also provided to protect the fixed hopper and

to cover all spaces around the unloader, as well as to catch

any large foreign substances which might come out of the

car with the grain.

Throughout the design of the unloader, the choice of type

and the choice of method of operation were, to a large extent,
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I'lA' rnrd by the desire to obtain a maximum safety of oper-

and particular attention was i>ai<i to fraturcs govem-
:•< rt^niirt-mt-nt The cradle is in .-t.iljle equilibrium

:;lJ, so that if a brealcam- should

ism, the car and i radio will

... ./.,.^.i. |...-,.,„;i without <lamai;i-. All jKjwcr

. is made through sclf-lixkmi; worm or screw
' that motion cannot take plaie unless it is so

id liv the ojK'rator. The operations are electrically

«.ki'd, so that they have to he carried out in proper

ice, and so ordered that damaizt- .annot occur to either

.r or the unloader. Limit swit. !u - are also provided,

c necessary, for limitinj; the travil of each mechanism.
A completely closed o|)crator's house is placed at a good

clrvrition opfxjsite to the car door, and is provided with

windows so that the o|XTator can, at all times, oh.serve

rixess of unloading. The house contains the complete

ru. traal control l>oard, controllers, and resistances, so that

the oj)erations are under the direct control of the operator.

Time of Operation

The average time taken by the various operations in

unloading a car of wheat is the time taken to remove the

empty car and spwt a loaded car on the unloader platform
'

- ..Is, in a large degree, on the trackage layout. .\t the

iian National Railway's elevator this occupies about

minutes, and the results obtained by observation show

that where wheat is being unloaded, and no delays in dis-

tribution occur, it is easily possible to unload at the rate

of eight cars per hour. When unloading oats, the time of

operation is al)0ut one minute longer, as the car requires

at least one extra tipping of the cradle. Further, the time

of operation over long periods of unloading is certain to be

increased l>y delays incidental to distribution and other

causes. Results, however, show tliat about 250 cars can be

unloaded in a ten-hour day on four unloaders at the Ca-

nadian National Railway's elevator, or an average of six

and one-quarter cars per unloader per hour.

The average rate of unloading in an elevator equipped

with multiple pits and having a pair of power shovels at

each' pit is about one car per hour for a ten-hour day, while

the unloader has an unloading capacit)' of at least six cars

per hour over the same period. The average unloading staff

in a IiouH- e()uipi)e<l with a number of pits is approximately

two men |)er pit. while on one unloader, an ojxjrator, one

attendant and two laborers, a total of four men, are rec|uired.

As one unloader will do the work of six hand pits, the

saving of laljor is represented by 12 men on the h;uid pits

against four on the unloader, or eight men, and the monetary

saving is in the same ratio, as the shovelers can be put on

the unloaders as operators with ven,- little training. Assum-
ing a period of work during the year equivalent to the em-

ployment of the maximum staff for 200 days, the saving in

labor will amount to 1,600 men-days. Assuming a rate of

$5 per day, this would amount to a saving of $8,000 per

year [)cr unloader. There is also a further saving due to the

grain doors being removed undamaged. Maiiitinancc costs

are smaller tlian for an e(|uivalent number of power shovels.

The lai)or turnover and the danger of tying up ojK-ration

by .strikes is naturally lessened on account of the very great

improvement in working conditions. Power costs are rather

less for one unloader than for six shovels. The initial cost

of installation will, of course, depend upon conditions at

different elevator sites, but will in many cases permit of a

saving due to a less expensive trackage layout.

The cjuestion of the economy of installation in existing

elevators is one which would have to be studied for each

separate case by expert elevator engineers. The writer be-

lieves, however, that where a large volume of grain is han-

dled a study of the question would be well worth while and
thai unloaders can be installed to advantage.

The unloaders H*re designed by the Dominion Bridge

Company, Limited, in collaboration with C. D. Howe and

Company, consulting engineers of Tort Arthur, and were

built and erected by the Dominion Bridge Company, Ltd.

Group Insurance for New
Haven's Subordinate Officers

THK New York, New Haven &: Hartford has contracted

with the Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford,

Conn., for life and accident insurance for its officers

below superintendent, to be paid for in about equal

shares, half by the company and half by the insured individ-

ual; and has given all eligible persons until October 1 to ac-

cept the plan, which provides for group insurance at very low

rates. At least three-fourths of the eligibles must join in

the movement in order to make it effective, this being a

requirement of the statute under which group insurance is

authorized.

This offer of the company was aiuiounced by C. L. Bardo,

general manager, at Niantic, Conn., a seashore resort, last

Sunda)', where a dinner was given by the comjiany to the

officers and their wives, followed by baseball and dancing.

The scheme is confined to "supervisor)' and subordinate

officials'' in the transportation, mechanical and maintenance

of way departments. In brief, it provides for life and acci-

dent insurance, without medical examination, to remain in

force so long as the person insured remains in the employ
of the company and pays his share of the premiums. If he

leaves the employment, he may continue his insurance with-

out medical examination by an arrangement with the insur-

ance company. The insurance covers death, permanent and
total disability, and dismemberment. The railroad will con-

tribute approximately one-half of the cost "in appreciation

of the lo}alty of the company's supervisory forces and to

show a helpful interest in matters involving the welfare of

its employees and dependents."

The company has already paid the premium for the in-

surance, covering over 2,000 employees, up to Octolwr 1.

About 1,000 of these men were present at Niantic, and next

Sunday the plan will be similarly explained to another group
of 1,000, at a second outing to be helil there. It was neces-

sary to have the outing in two sections in order that all

might have an opiwrtunity to attend, without leaving the

railroad unprotected at any point.

In a circular explaining the plan, it is stated that the

life insurance of employees whose pay is $150 a month or

less (Class A) is $1,000; more than $150 and up to $200
(Cla.ss B) insurance $1,500; Class C, from $200 to $250,
insurance $2,000; Class D, $250 to $.500, in.surance $2,500;
Class E, more than $300, insurance $3,000. The principal

sum of accident insurance in each case is the same as the

amount of life insurance; thus the totals of the classes,

with the monthly cost to the employee in each class are

as follows: Cla.s.s A $2,000, $0.75; ("lass B $3,000, $1.15;
Class C $4,000, $1.50; Class D $5,000, $1.90; Class E
$6,000, $2.25.

If an insured employee becomes wholly disabled by bodily

injuries or by disease before he is 60 years old, no further

premium will be colkited and the amount of his life insur-

ance will be paid to him, cither in a lump sum or in yearly

instalments extending over a series of years, uj) to 20 years,

as chosen by him. Indemnity for loss of hands or feet or

sight of eyes is adjusted as is customary in accident insur-

ance policies. Premiums will be deducted from an employee's

pay by the paymaster, saving the individual all care in

connection with that detail. .After Octol)er 1 employees can
join only by submitting to the insurance company's regular

medical examination.
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The offer applies on the Central New England as well

as on the New Haven road: insurance ceases when an indi-

vidual leaves the employ of the company or when he ceases

to pay his monthly premium.

Coal Bills Passed by Senate
Washingtos. D. C.

THE CuifMixs BELL, to restrain profiteering in coal by

authorizing the Interstate Commerce Commission to is-

sue priority orders in favor of or embargoes against in-

terstate .shipments of coal for which the owner has charged or

the purchaser has offered what the commission considers to be

an unreasonable price, was passed by the Senate on Sep-

tember 7 by a vote of 40 to 7, after it had been amended
to limit the period during which it is to he effective to six

months instead of a year and to provide that nothing in

the bill "shall be construed as changing or amending the

present law as to assigning cars for handling or transport-

ing coal on contracts entered into prior to July 25, 1922, at

not more than $2 per ton f.o.b. cars at mine."

The bill proposes to regulate coal prices indirectly through

exercise of the jxiwers to regulate the railroads and as de-

scribed by Senator Cummins: "Broadly sp>eaking, the im-

mediate purpose is to prohibit a carrier from carrying coal

which is sold at an exorbitant price," in the same way that

the power to regulate commerce has been exercised in other

laws to prohibit the interstate transportation of certain things

held by Congress to be undesirable.

As the Winslow bill, intended to accomplish the same
general purpose, as passed by the House a week before,

contained numerous different provisions, the two bills were

sent to conference.

The Borah bill to provide for the creation of a fact-

finding commission, to be appointed by the President to

make an investigation of the production, transportation and
distribution of coal, was also passed by the Senate on Sep-

tember 8 after it had been amended to provide for a separate

report on the anthracite industn.-. A similar bill had also

been passed by the House. A strong effort was made to

omit from the bill the direction to the commission to report

on the advisability or wisdom of nationalizing the coal in-

dustr)-, or of government regulation, but the amendment for

this purpose was defeated.

There was a protracted debate on the priority bill in the

Senate, during which the bill was attacked by several, on
the ground of opposition to price-fixing, on the ground that

the price-fixing is indirect, and on constitutional grounds.

Various senators who were oljviously speaking from the

standpoint of the coal operators or of interests that h.ive

contracts for coal at a low price, objected on tlic ground
that it would divert coal from those contracts to other pur-

poses and .several attempts were made to amend the bill

so as not to affect such contracts. Senator Kellogg obtained

an amendment to inclutie within the commis.<ion"s jurisdic-

tion for the purposes of the bill vessels .suitable for the

transportation of coal on the inland waters of the United
.States. Senator Sutherland of West A'irginia and Senator

Dial of South Carolina objected to the bill on the ground
that it was intended to protect those who liad not had the

forethought to make contract,s last spring. Senator Dial
talked a good deal about some contracts which he and vari-

ous cotton-mill owners liad made at Sl.On a ton. When
asked if a cotton mill should have preference over domestic

con.sumers, he said that if the cotton mill emf)lovces are

turned out of work they will perish l)y slar\Mtion and he
"reckoned" it would be al>out as painful to jierish in that

was as to freeze to death.

In reply to the contention that certain mines claim thev

cannot get cars to deliver contract coal while others are

able to get cars for coal which they sell at high prices,

Senator Cummins pointed out that under the present law
the priorit)- given to certain classes of consumers may take

cars away from certain mines but that that is done regard-

less of the price factor, while to undertake to protect con-

tracts would also protect contracts made by speculators at

unreasonable prices. He said, however, that he had no
objection to the amendment as finally proposed by Senator
Dial, after he had inserted the $2 limit, because it does not

mean anything. "The commission now." he said, "has the

authority to say that if coal is intended for a certain pur-
pose, cars cannot be furnished for the transportation of that

coal until the coal that is required for a more important
purpose has been furnished."

Senator Sutherland, after a defense of the coal operators,

said he supposed there may be operators who had contracted

to sell their coal at $2 a ton who would welcome the inter-

ference of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

diversion of their product to some one who was willing to

pay $4 or $5 a ton, if such prices should be fixed, rather

than to ship their coal to the customers to whom they had
contracted it at S2. Senator Cummins replied that if that

were possible it would not be brought about by this bill,

but by the existing law, and that it would not comport
very^ accurately with the description which the senator from
West Virginia had just been giving of the coal operators.

He admitted, however, that if the coal were diverted by a
priorit}- order the operator would not be obliged to sell it

at the contract price: he would only be required to sell it at

a fair and reasonable price.

In arguing the constilutionalit}- of the bill. Senator Cum-
mins discussed at length the various Supreme Court deci-

sions in cases in which it had sustained a prohibition against

interstate transportation where "the use of interstate trans-

portation was necessar)- to the accomplishment of harmful
results." He said that the fact that the distortion of com-
merce resulting from unreasonable prices for coal is effected

necessarily through the interstate transportation of the coal

differentiates this bill from the child labor law cases, where
the law was held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court on
the ground that the mere fact that goods produced by child

labor were intended for interstate transportation, does not
make their production subject to federal control under the

commerce power. The bill, he said, is directed entirely

against the use of transportation. Senator Kellogg also made
the point that interstite commerce is directly affected by the

price of coal because the railroads are such large purchasers
of coal.

Senator Reed of Pennsylvania said that the laws which
the court had sustained dealt with the transportation of

articles held to be evil in themselves, whereas the transpor-

tation of coal is not an evil and the charging of a high

price is not interstate commerce.
The Senate bill differs from the House bill in that in it

Congress declares the existence of the emergency, and the

President is authorized to terminate it, while in the House
bill the President is authorized to declare an emergency and
so revive its provisions at any time prior to Januar)- 1, 1024.

The Senate bill acts entirely upon common carriers, while

the House bill is not so restricted. The House bill provides

a penalty for soliciting, accepting or receiving any concession

or di.scrimination in respect of car service, or for the pro-

curing of priority orders by misrepresentation or misuse of

priority orders.

The conferees representing the Senate and the Hou-
reached an agreement on Wednesday which represents a com-
bination of the Senate and House bills. Tlie period during
wliicli the act shall be in effect was changed to 12 month*
and the principle of the Senate liill that file act should apply
only to interstate shipments was adopted. The conferees

were exjx-cted to make their report on Thursday.



Separate Peace to End Strike on Some Roads

Strikers Give in on National Settlement and Seniority

—

Roads Operating 50.000 Miles to Accept

TKkws or A<;UK.KMKxr for tin- scttlini; of the shop em-

ploytts' strike were agreed upon in Chicago this week

by the heads of the policy committee of the shop

crafts' unions and railwaj-s having alxxit 55,000 miles of

line. The exact list of railways which havr signed the agree-

ment has no( lxi-n made public, but it i.< known to bo with

same imfxjrtant exceptions the 52 railw.iy.- wliich made to the

shop employcx-s tlie proposition for settlement at the meeting

in New York.

Following the meeting of the Association of Railway

Executives on August 25, the list of railways which made the

proposition at that time was given in tlie Railu<ay Age for

SeptemU-r 2, jxige 418. Among the railways which joined in

the j)ro|)osition at that time but which are known not to have

signed the agreement made this wtxk are the Chicago Bur-

Copyritht, 1922, AVtr > or* Iribuxr, I «c. lied by fermiision

There May Be Some Good Arguments Against the Strike

Injunction, But This Is Not One of Them

lingtoii & Quincy, the Northern l';uilk, tlie Krie, the Nor-

folk &: Western, the Chesajxakc & ()hio and the Chicago,

Rock Island & Tacific. It is undersKxxl that at least one

or two imiKjrtant lines whicii did not join in the proposition

made in New York will sign the new agreement.

The list of roads that already have signed the statement

has not l>ccn given out InTause tlie labor unions have author-

ized the heads of the labor organi/alions on the individual

railways to present the plan to all of the individual railways

for tlie j^>urpK*.e of getting as many railways as possible to

accept it.

The Shopmen's Terms

The terms of settlement finally agreed ujxMi are based upoo

the original plan offered by the 52 railways two weeks ago,

although some important modifications have been made, for

example the commission projxjsed in the plan adopted by the

railwavs in New York to which was to be referred questions

arising regarding relations of the men who returned to work

to the strikers was to have been composed of representatives

of the train service brotherhoods and the railways signing the

agreement. Under the plan adopted at Chicago this com-

mission will be composed of six representatives of the shop

crafts" unions and six railway officers representing the roads

signing the agreement. The text of the terms of settlement

agreed ujxjn in Chicago is in full 'as follows:

"First—In order to bring to an end the existing strike of

employees upon the undersigned railroads and relieve the

countrv from the adverse effects thereof and to expedite the

movement of essential traffic the following memorandum of

agreement is made upon the understanding which the parties

hereto accept that the terms hereof shall be carried out by the

officers of the companies and the representatives of the em-

ployees in a spirit of conciliation and sincere purpose to effect

a genuine settlement of the matters in controversy referred to

below. This paragraph dot-s not apply to or include strikes

in effect jirior to July 1, 1922.

"Second—.\11 men to return to work in positions of the

class they originally held on June 30, 1922. and at that same

point. .As many of such men as possible are to l>e imme-

diately put to work at present rates of pay, and all such em-

plovees who have been on strike to be put to work or under

pay not later than thirty days after the signing of this agree-

ment, except such men as have been proven guilty of acts of

violence which in the opinion of the commission, hereinafter

provided for, shall be sufficient cause for dismissal from

.service.

"Third—The relative standing as V>ctwccn theni-selves of

men returning to work and men laid off, furloughed or on

leave of absence, including general chairmen and others who

were as of June 30, 1922^ properly on leave of absence, will

be restored "as of June 30, 1922, and tiiey will be called back

to work in that order.

"Fourth—If a dispute arises as to relative standing of

an cmplovee or if any other controversy arises growing out

of the strike that cannot l>e otherwise adjusted by the carrier

and said emplovce or the duly authorized representatives

thereof, the matter shall he referred by the organizations

parties to this agreement, the employees or the carrier in

the interest of any employees who may t)e aggrieved, to a

commission to be cstahli.shed and constituted as hereinafter

l)r()vided for final decision by a majority vote.

"Fifth—The commission referred to in Paragraph 4 hereof

shall Ix- composed of six representatives to be named by the

chief officers of the organizations parties hereto and six rail-

road officers or representatives sekrted from and by the rail-

raids agreeing hereto. This commission shall lie constituted

within fifteen davs from the signing of this agreement and

«hall have jurisdiction to decide all cases that may properly

Ik- referred to into or before May 31, 1923, but not thereafter.

"Sixth—Inasmuch as this agreement is reached for the

purpose of comi.osing in a spirit of compromise Uiis con-

503
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troversy, all parties hereto agree that neither this settlement

nor any decision of the commission above provided for, shall

be used or cited in any controversy between these parties or

between tlie railroad signing the same or any other class or

classes of their employees in any other controversy that may
hereafter arise.

"Seventh—Both parties pledge themselves that no intim-

idation nor oppression shall be practised or permitted against

any of the employees who have remained at work or have

taken ser\-ice or as against those who resumed work under

this understanding.

'Eighth—All suits at law now pending as the result of the

strike to be withdrawn and cancelled by both parties."

National Settlement Plan Abandoned

It will be noted at once tliat the decision of the labor

leaders to offer this plan of settlement to all the railways and

to make settlements with tlie individual railways which will

accept it involves final abandonment of their stand in favor

of nothing but a national settlement. It will also be noted

that the men will be put back to work without the restoration

of their seniority rights and that all questions arising con-

cerning the relations between the present employees in the

shops and returning strikers are to be referred to the commis-

sion which tlie agreement creates.

This latest "peace" movement was hinted at, announced

and denounced in the press for several weeks, alternately

affirmed and denied by almost everjone concerned and only

reached a tangible stage when the convening of the "policy"

committee of the Federated Shop Crafts at Chicago and the

presence of certain railway executives in Chicago immediately

prior to this meeting left little doubt as to the existence of

some sort of a plan for the partial settlement of the strike.

However, even after it became generally known, all of those

who might know something of the details refused to talk for

publication with the result that many and varied rumors were

circulated. There were so many "guesses" in the press as

to the terms of the new plan, the whereabouts of the leaders

of the negotiating factions and the railroads involved, that

it was not until September 1.^ that reliable infomiation was

available.

Warfield Started Conference
Which Brought Settlement

The conferences between a few railway executives and

B. M. Jewell which resulted in the shop crafts' "separate

peace" agreement were begun by S. Davics Warfield, presi-

dent of the Seaboard Air Line, on September 2. In an

inter\icw given out on September l.i, Mr. Warfield reviewed

the negotiations as follows:

".\t the meeting of the Association of Railway Executives, at

which the resolution was passed breaking off negotintions for

the settlement of the strike, I oast the four votes of the Sea-

hoard Air Line against the resolution to leave a way open for

direct contact with the shopcrafts Iciders. It .seemed" to me
unwise to close the door for the settlement of this strike at a

time of great liusiness and world-wide unrest. I was not con-

vinced that the whole country must be made to suffer because of

exaggerated views of the dithculties respecting new men who had
accepted employment during a strike.

"After this meeting, negotiations continued between the brother-

hood mediators and a small committee, headed by Daniel Willard,

representing fifty-two railroads, the Seaboard being one. This

failing in result. I was in position to meet and did meet Mr.
Jewell the same day, and reopened negotiations directly with him
and his associates. I urged dealing with individual roads, pointing

out to Mr. Jewell that he could not defend a position based on
declination to negotiate with railroads in position to settle on an

acceptable basis simply because other railroads declined. Mr.
Jewell stated he would consult his associates and decide whether
they could proceed on the basis we discussed.

"Mr. Jewell, with two associates, met me in Baltimore on Sept.

2; we reached a tentative understanding. I then asked .\. H.
Smith, president of the New York Central Lines, if he would
meet these gentlemen, and later communicated with Daniel Will-

ard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, who was out

on his road. The presence of Mr. Smith, who came to Baltimore
on two occasions, contributed largely to the result. After the

conference with Mr. Jewell, and later with members of his Exec-
utive Council of Eight, an agreement was reached acceptable to

the three railroads represented and to the shop crafts leaders.

Other railroads, called over the telephones, tentatively agreed to

go along on the same lines. The negotiations were closed on Sept.

.^. Mr. Jewell called a meeting of the Policy Committee of the

railway employees department to take action, Mr. Willard un-
dertaking to present the conditions of settlement to a number of
railroads. We found Mr. Jewell and his associates desirous of a
fair and reasonable settlement of the existing differences.

Strained Relations Unfortunate
"Continued strained relations between the railroads and their

employees is very unfortunate. If not permanently relieved. Gov-
ernment operation is likely to ultimately result. The newspapers
announce that a cabinet officer, Mr. Hoover, and Interstate Com-
merce Commissioner .\itchison, in charge of car service, are to

confer with the anthracite coal operators to determine with re-

spect to priority orders to govern the transportation of coal. With
labor troubles on the one hand, and on the other the government
now largely directing railroad operation, the outcome is not en-

couraging. If the railroads cannot themselves settle disputes with
their own employees and determine among themselves what is to be
done in respect to the hauling of coal to care for the nation's

needs without the necessity for the issuance of orders by a gov-
ernment agency, where will we finally land?

"Regional railroad labor boards should be properly and promptly
established. .\ board should be named by each group of railroads that

operate in each of the four rate-making districts into which the

commission has divided the country, the men of each group of
railroads also to organize boards to confer with the regional rail-

road boards. Negotiations could be successfully carried on and
disputed questions settled if approached in good faith.

"The ill effects of this strike have not been confined to the rail-

roads. Judge Gary mad^a 20 per cent increase in the wages of

steel employees to prevonf them from accepting employment with
the railroads which were advertising for them. Having occasion
to confer with officials of a number of car manufacturing com-
panies now building cars for the railroads, I found that a number
of shops were nearly closed down ; in others, labor difficulties

caused increases in wages from 20 per cent to 33 per cent to

hold their men. many leaving to take employment in railroad shops.
Column upon column of newspaper advertisements by railroads
for men told the story. This could not continue without serious
disruption for the industrial labor structure. A shortage of equip-
ment through a continuance of the shop crafts strike has thus
been augmented by the failure of car manufacturers to deliver
cars because the railroads have been taking their men. an apt illus-

tration of the 'vicious circle.'
"

Lull in Violence One of "Week's Developments

Probably as a result of the insistent "peace" talk of the

past week and the militant entry of the government into

the controversy, there has been a lull in the violence

which has heretofore characterized tlie strike. How-

ever, reports still continue to be made of the Iwmbing of

railrwid property and workcr.s' homes, the burning of i)ridges,

the attempted wrecking of trains and numerous riots and

similar disturbances directed at the intimidation of loyal

or new employees.

Bombs or d>Tiamite were used during the past week in

at", nipt s to destroy the track of the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul near Perry, la., an Atciii.son, Topieka & Santa Fe
bridge near Vcrdemont, Cal., a Southern Pacific train at

Los Angeles and homes of two Missouri, Kansas & Texas
shopmen at Parsons, Kan., two New York Central sliopmen

at Ashtaimla, Ohio, and a Rock Island shop foreman at

Valley Junction, Iowa.

An attempt to wreck a train was likewise reported from

St. Charles, Mo., on the Wai)ash.

The burning of i>ridges, a fomi of violence in particular

favor with strikers and their sympathizers in the .southwest,

continued with reports of two instances of this character,
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one on the Midland \allcv at Bixl.y, Okla.. and the othci
on the St. l.ouis-San Francisro at Altus, Okla.

Kiuting in which loyal or m-w cni])loyits, railrood guards,
trikcrs and strike sympathizer^ wire involved were reported

the past week from r.ir-on^. Kan., Chicago, Gales-
1!!., Jerre Haute, In.l . ..li.l Ft. Worth, 'le.xas. At
-, Kan , it became ncte>.sary to call upon state troops

to {xitrol railroad property following the disorders at that

point and after an investigation disclosed that strikers had
><-n hired as deputies.

With the granting of injunctions throughout the country
"training the strikers from interfering with the operation
f trains, court action.s have been numerous and in the

From thr Birmtntham Ase Herald

He'll Not Bite You, If You Stay on Your Side of the Fence

majority of cases unfavorable to the strikers involved. At

Memphis, Tenn., four men were indicted by the grand jury

for killing a Frisco employee and according to reports from

that fwint have confes.sed to many other acts of violence

in that territory. At Roodhou.^c, 111., the scene of consider-

able trouble during the past three weeks, eight strikers were

indicted by the grand jury for an alleged assault upon a

Chicago & .Alton roundhouse foreman at that point. At

Oklahoma City federal o|H-ratives have announced an in-

vestigation of acts of violence in Oklalioma, particularly the

destruction of bridges and other attempts to interfere with

the oi)eration of trains. In many cases former employees have

been convicted of violations of federal injun( lions and sen-

tenced to pri.son tcrm.s.

Maliciously Derailed Says I. C. C. Report

The IiitiTstale Comnurce Cotnniission has issued the re-

ixjrt of its Hureau of Safety on the derailment at Gary, Ind.

on the Michigan Central, August 20, when an American

Express (merchandise) train was maliciously derailed, re-

sulting in the death of the engineman and fireman. As
heretofore reported, the cause was malicious removal of

spikes, of which 30 had Ixvn witltdrawn from the ties oo
the outside of the left rail. The spike holes were in no
way distorted nor were the spikes tjent. \o evidence was
found of any dragging equipment nor of any fault in the

track nor the locomotive. No tools had been taken out of

the trackmen's t(Kjl house although it is plain that the spikes

had Inren drawn with a claw bar.

Dynamite Lehigh Valley Reservoir

A large reservoir of the Lehigh Valley Railroad near
Packerton, Pa., was damaged by an axplosion of d\-namite on
the night of Septemlxr 6, and its contents, many millions of

gallons of water, run off. The reservoir was one of ten acres

extent, averaging 22 ft. in depth. The railroad police at

once began searching for men suspected of having stored

dynamite near the scene of the outrage.

Saving the Strikers "Spotless Record"

.\t .Asheville, X. C, on .Septemiier 9, three striking shop-
men of the Southern Railway were each sentenced to seven
years' inijjrisonment, having been found guilty of abducting
one of the new employees, age 19, and beating him with
whips. On Septemlx-r 8, in the Federal Court at Richmond,
Va., two strikers, charged with violating the injunction
against improper interference with new employees, were let

off by Judge Groner, the judge saying that he "did not wish
to mar the spotless record" which had thu.< far been main-
tained by the strikers in his district. But. he told the ac-

cused men to leave the state.

Sermon Alleged to Violate Injunction

.\ cler.g)man, pastor of a church at Quincy, Ind.. is among
the persons complained of in an application made before the
court by the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville last week,
naming alleged violators of the injunction against illegal

encouragement of strikers. It is charged that the clergy-
man, in a sermon in his church, said that he was a union
man and that no man had a right to take a job that a union
man had vacated; also, that he told one of his congregation,
who worked for the railroad company, that he ought not to

do so.

Recruiting Continues

Railroad shop forces continue to increase, by the return
of strikers to the service and by the employment of new men.
Net gains by days are reported by the Association of Rail-
way E.xecutives as follows:

September 1 2,419 .Sciucmlier 7 4 I '4
.Scptcmher 2 1,114 Sepumber 8 4'601
September 4 .1.317 Septemlier 9 >'g'>2

September ."; 2,927 Se|>ttniher U 4"i70
Si-|>ti-ml>er 6 4,400

The Strike Situation in Chicago and the West
Despite the widespread talk of peace in the shopmen's

strike, conditions in the shops of the \\'estcm lines have
continued to improve during the past week, both in the
number of men at work and in the quantity and quality of
the work turned out by the existing forces. A general
picture of conditions on the western roads was painted by
the Western Presidents' Committee on Public Relations of
the Association of Railway E.xecutives when it said on
Scjitcmber 10:

The best evidence regarding the strike situation on the rail-
ways is afforded by the stc.idy increase in the number of men
employed in the shops and the large volume of business being
moved.
The number of men employed in the shops of the western rail-

ways li.id increased on September 8 to 103.870, or 6.S per rent
of the nuinber before the strike ticgan. How steadily and rapidly
the number of men at work has increased is shown by the follow-
ing figures

:

On August 1 the number of rmployccs was 58,073, or 36.5 per
cent of nonnal. On August 15 it was 76,886, or 49 per cent of
norm.il ; on September 1 it was 96,593, or 61 per cent of nonnal.
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and since then the increase has been 7,283 men, making the pres-

ent force 65 per cent of normal.

The volume of freight now being moved bj' the railways of
the United States is appro.ximately as large as in the same part

of the year 1920, when it was the largest in the history of the

country. The total carloads moved in the week ended August 26
was 890,838. which was 62.000 carloads larger than in tht same
week of 1921, and 38,487 more than in the first week of August.
Since the week ended August 26 there has been such a large in-

crease in the amount of coal moved that, as already stated, the

total traffic now being handled is about equal to the record busi-

ness of 1920.

On September 14 the Western Presidents' Committee on
Public Relations called attention to the fact that "the number
of carloads of freight moved for the week ended September

2 was only 9 per cent less than the largest number ever

moved in any week in history which was in October, 1920,"

adding,

"The number of men employed in the shops of the western

railroads on September 1,3 was 109,513 or 69.3 per cent of

the number employed before the strike began. This was
an increase of almost 5,643 men since September 8."

Embargoes Declared in East as Anthracite Mines Open

Congestion already develojjed, together with the prospect

of much heavier traffic when anthracite mining, resumed

this week, reaches normal, has resulted in embargoes on a

number of Eastern roads. Of these the Lackawanna, the

Lehigh Valley and the New York Central have placed restric-

tions only against traffic not ordinarily moving over their

rails. Their embargoes are designed only to prevent diver-

sion of traffic from other roads. The Baltimore & Ohio has

embargoed all traffic received from connections and originat-

ing at points in the mining regions, e.xcepting food, fuel and
kindred commodities. Certain e.xceptions to the embargoes

of the Baltimore & Ohio and the New York Central will be

allowed under the "f>erniit" system. The embargoes of the

New York Central, the Lackawanna and the Lehigh Valley

do not cover food or fuel except Pacific Coast perishables

which do not under normal conditions move over their lines.

The Erie, however, has gone a step farther. It, too, has

closed its lines to traffic diverted from other roads and. in

addition, has embargoed Pacific Coast fruit and vegetables

shipped after September 10 for points east of Homell, N. Y.

The Erie has practically a monopoly in the handling of this

business to the New York market and, furthermore, receipts

of fruit and vegetables from the Pacific Coast in this market

are running in excess of 25 per cent of the total. Conse-

quently, the prospective loss of these commodities has caused

con.siderable concern in New York. The embargoes of the

New York Central, the Lehigh Valley and the Lackawanna,

as noted above, prevent the turning over of any of this busi-

ness to them.

Endeavor to Get Pennsylvania to Take Over Traffic

The marketing of Pacific Coast perishables in New York

is built up around the Erie's piers 20 and 21, North river.

There the goods are unloaded and there they are auctioned

off to buyers. The diversion of this traffic to the terminals

of other roads would disrupt this market and, accordingly,

the Erie has offered the use of these piers free of charge ex-

cept for lal)or to any road which will take over this traffic.

At a meeting on Wednesday afternoon between representa-

tives of the Fruit and Produce Trade .\ssociation and officers

of the Pennsylvania, this company expressed its desire to do

everjthing in its power to handle the business. Definite de-

tails of just what the road could offer, however, were not de-

cided upon and a committee from the railroad and the pro-

duce association w;is chosen to consider the matter again on

Friday. Conwration Counsel O'Brien representing the City

of New York, attended the Wednesday meeting.

There has been some adverse comment concerning the

declaring of these enibarg(K'S, |)articularly that of the Erie

against Pacific Coast perishables. City officials of New
^'ork have interested themselves in the matter and unless

some other road will agree to lake over this business it seems

likely that shipf)ers and produce dealers, aided jxrliaps by

New York City officials, will lay their case before the Inter-

state Commrrcc Commission. Roads which handle this busi-

ncs,s from the Pacific Coast to Chicago, also, will doubtless

\x interested in wh.ii(\cr solution is arrived at.

The New York Central's Statement

The statement of the New York Central relative to its

embargo follows

:

The embargo is made necessary as a precaution against the
overcrowding of our lines, yards and terminals by accumulations
of freight due to abnormal diversion from connections unable to

handle it, which roads already have embargoes in force. The
"permit system," whereby shippers may apply to the freight traffic

manager at Chicago or the general freight agent at New York
and secure authorization for the movement of shipments, will

give control calculated to afford the utmost protection to regular
business and exclude temporary diversions which might cause con-
gestion and, consequently, reduction of the very heavy tonnage
handled promptly during the past 60 days.
The embargo covers all freight, carload and less than carload,

originating beyond the rails of the New York Central System's
roads, from connections at Clearfield. Pa. ; Buffalo, N. Y. ; East
Buffalo, N. v.; Gardenville, N. Y. ; Black Rock, N. Y. ; Suspen-
sion Bridge, N. Y. ; from Niagara frontier stations or junction
points west thereof, destined to points east via the New York
Central Railroad. The various roads of the New York Central
System, including the Boston & Albany Railroad, the Michigan
Central Railroad, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Railway, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, The Toledo & Ohio Cen-
tral, the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad, the Chicago Junction
Railroad, and their constituent lines, are not affected in the loading
of their regular business.

The e.xceptions to the embargo comprise : Food for human con-
sumption, live stock, food for live stock, perishable products, coal,

coke, fuel oil. petroleum products, railroad material, freight con-
signed to offices of the United States government, newsprint pa-
per, fertilizer, food containers and shipments restricted by the
embargo when they are covered by permits issued by W. A. Terry,
freight traffic manager, Chicago, UL, and G. C. Woodruff, gen-
eral freight agent. New York City.

Shippers in territory served by the New York Central Lines,
including New England, will appreciate that this embargo is for
the protection of regular traffic which has been moved with
promptness in increasing quantifies during recent weeks and that
the embargo is calculated to safeguard operation against disturb-
ances or temporary heavy diversions from other roads.

Whatever may be the general opinion about these em-
bargoes, there can be no doubt but that traffic conditions

justify some such steps. The way perishable and live stock

traffic is being handled may be taken as an index to general

conditions and, according to information received from of-

ficial sources, this business is not mo\'ing according to

schedule—at least into New York City-

Anthracite Mining Resumed

The first trainload of anthracite coal to reach New York
since the resumption of mining in the anthracite fields came
into the Lehigh Valley's terminal at Perth Amboy, N. J.,

early Tuesday morning. The mine operators seem to t>e

having some difficulty in reassemMing their forces in spite

of the termination of the strike. ^Ltny strikers, it is reported,

h.ive since the cessation of mining drifted into other lines

of work and not a few have returned to their homes in

Europe. Then, too, the mines and breakers have not been

kept ready for instant use during the period of the strike

and some days will be required liefore this condition ceases to

lie a retarding factor. It is not thought that maximum pro-

duction of antluacite co;»l can l)e reached for a week or two.



Legal Battle Over '-Daugherty Injunction" Opens

Shopmen Lose Fight to Have Restraining Order Dismissed

—

Government Attitude Unchanged

THE LEGAL BATTLE over the now- famous "Daughcrty
injunttiun" opened on StptcmlxT 1 1 in the courtroom
of Fcdtral Jud^e James H. Wilkcrson at Chicago.

The tcmporan' injunction, granted to Attorney-General H. M.
Daugherty on SeptemlxT 1, was continued by Judge Wilker-
soo for 10 days and the motion of Donald K. Kichltcrg,

counsel for H. M. Jewell, pa-sident of the Railroad Em-
ployees Depwrtment of the American Federation of Labor,

that the temiHjrary injunction Ix.- dismissed was denied. At-

torney Kichberg had attacked the legality of the government's

action in .seeking the restraining order and had directed

many of his a-marks at Attorney-General Daugherty, whom
he charged with betraying the court.

While Judge Wilkerson did not pass finally upon the

Richberg motion to dismiss the injunction, he did intimate

that he did not intend to comjjly with this request. The
language the judge u.^ed was that he was "not satisfied that

the bill (the government petition) fails to state a ground
for any relief." The judge indicated however that he

would hear additional argument on the motion later.

In extending the temporary injunction for 10 days, Judge
Wilkerson did not attempt to pass upon the merits of the

contentions of either the government or the defendant.

The injunction would have expired at midnight if he had
not acted.

Following the denial of the union attorney's plea for dis-

missal, Blackburn Esterline, assistant solicitor-general, con-

tinued with the government's fight to make the tempwrary

injunction permanent. He presented three documents to the

court. One was Decision 1036 of the Railroad Labor

Board. The second was a general history of the strike, and

the third an affidavit from Chester J. McGuire, secretary

to one of Attorney-General Daugherty's aids. The affidavit

contained a .series of depositions taken from secret agents

employed by the Rovernment, each of which depicted the

alleged connection lx.'tween the strike of the shopmen and

various acts of violence, including murder, arson and sabot-

age of railroad property.

In the depositions offered by the government attorneys in

supfX)rt of their request that the injunction order he made
permanent, 18 cases of murder, 44 a.ss;iults, 17 derailments,

dynamitings, and burning of bridges, together with a list of

various acts of sabotage and depredation covering 26 pages

were recited.

After Attorney Esterline's recital of the acts of violence,

a motion to strike the affidavit from the records was made

by Frank I.. MulhoUand, another attorney for the labor

leaders named in the injunction. He characterized the

affidavits as "mere rumors." Judge Wilkerson reserved his

decision on the point until all the testimony had Vx-cn given

in supfK)rt of the affidavit, adding that mere heresay was

not regarded as evidence.

.\ letter signed l>y the Postmaster General was also intro-

duced by .Attorney Esterline in which it was stated that

95.^ mail trains had k'en withdrawn since the start of the

strike and that mail .service on .S3.012 miles of railroad had

been adversely affected.

Labor Attorney Argues for Dismissal of Injunction

Mr. RichJRTg submitted four points in su|>f)ort of his

contention that the restraining order should 1)C vacated.

These were:

1. The government erroneously assumed the strikers

violated law when they declined to abide by decisions

of the I.atxjr Board.

2. The open shop issue, cited as an imptortant reason

for seeking an injunction, is not one to be dealt with

by the Department of Justice.

3. Federal courts have held that .strikers have a right to

attempt to recruit their ranks from among non-union
workers.

4. The government failed to establish an unlawful con-
spiracy on the part of the strikers, as alleged in the

injunction.

At the opening of the court's session Attorney Richberg
was given pjermission to argue his motion for dismissal of

the temporary injunction ahead of the government's petition

for making the injunction permanent. He attacked the

order as unconstitutional and unjustified, then made his

sp)eech denouncing the attorney-general.

After the court had ordered him to confine his remarks to

the law in the case, Mr. Richberg proceeded to sketch his

argument. Essentially, he said, the temporary injunction

is based on the allegation that the officers of the shop
crafts conspirtxi to obstruct railroad tran.sportation, and this

allegation is based in turn on the presumption that the

crafts are Ijound by law to olx\v the decisions of the Labor
Board. Such a presumption, he said, is unjustified.

"Not only is there nothing to that effect in the Trans-
j)ortation Act, but if there were such a clause it would be

unconstitutional.'' he continued. "Even if the Board's deci-

sions were legally binding they could not be used to prevent
the workers from withdrawing from service."

In supfxjrt of this argument he quoted Senator Cummins,
Representative Esch. and President Harding to the effect

that "there is nothing of an anti-strike nature in this law."
.Attorney Richl>crg called the court's attention to the public

statement made by the attorney-general at the time of the

temporary injunction, in which Mr. Daugherty asserted his

purpose to fight "'for the open shop."
"The attorney-general has no right to use the power of the

government to fight 'for the ofx'n shop'," Mr. Richberg said.

"Whether the open shop or the closed shop prevails is

entirely outside the province of the attorney-general. It is

a question which only the legislative branch of the govern-
ment can pass on if it comes under the jurisdiction of the

government at all."

The injunction fails to show, Mr. Richin'rg argued, that
the shop crafts leaders conspired against the law. It simply
calls their association "an unlawful combination," he said,

witiiout adducing proof. In I'act. the combination is law-
ful, he continued, and not ground for court action.

Denying the e.xistence of such a conspiracy by the railwav
unions and demanding that Judge Wilkerson vacate the
injunction. Attorney Richlxrg built up his defense on the
grounds that the goveniment had failed to make a case
against the unions, that the injunction is in violation of the
Clayton Act and that it was obtained through misrepre-
sentation for "ulterior and unlawful" motives.

Concerning the sabotage charges Attorney Richberg said,

"The |x)sition of the .shop crafts regarding vandali.sm or
any acts of violence in connection with the strike has tn^en

ri'|x.'atcdly stated from time to time since the inception of
the walkout. The railway unions have not only agreed that

|x'r|K-trators of any violence in connection with the strike

should Ik- harshly punisheti imt they also have sought to

507
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cooperate with the proper authorities to prevent any illegal

acts. The union leaders have time and again warned the

membership against any lawlessness."

The ui-ual numl.)er of legal citations were given by At-

torney Richberg to sustain his contentions, the Clayton Act

in particular being used frequently.

The first shot in the union's tight against the injunction

came on September 9 when a motion to vacate the govern-

ment's temporary restraining order against the shop crafts'

union, so far as it applies to Mr. Jewell, and John Scott,

secretar}' of the Federated Shop Crafts, was filed in United

States Di.strict court. The action was l)egun by Attorney

Richberg and was based on three general allegations, namely:

(1) That the complaint has not in and by its said bill made
or staled such a case as entitled it in a court of equity to any
relief against the defendants as to the matters contained jn said

bill, or any of said matters.

(2) That the relief prayed for in said bill, and granted in said

restraining order, is that relief which, under the provisions of

the act of Consrcss coininoiiiy known as the Clayton Act, no court

of the United States, or judge, or the judges thereof, is permitted

or empowered to grant.

(3) That relief was sought in said bill and was obtained in said

restraining order for ulterior and unlawful purposes upon mis-

representation and suppressions of matters of fact and law, the

disclosure of which was required by good faith.

Government Discloses Sabotage and

Conspiracy Data to Be Used in Trial

Details of the government's sabotage and conspiracy

charges against the striking shop crafts were made public in

a statement given out on September 11, disclosing the line

of the government's testimony in the affidavits which will

be presented to Judge Wilkerson during the injunction

hearing. The statement said in part:

Since the commencement of the present railroad strike acts of
depredatidn have been committed in practically every state and
judicial district in the United States. The efforts of the per-

petrators are concentrated upon the two ends—destruction and
intimidation. The means to attain these ends are almost inde-

scribable. In fact, one must believe that anything suggested to

the imagination of the vandals of their conspirators was immedi-
ately put into effect.

The venom of the participants in this strike has not ceased
with ordinary assaults, bombing, dynamiting, wrecking of trains,

or minor depredations, but has been in many instances satisfied

only with the taking of human life.

At least 25 murders have been reported. Many have indirectly

met their death or been fatally injured through strike causes, and
these results were not confined solely to those opposing the views
of the shopmen now on strike. Many were men, women, and
children whose only purpose was to travel from one point to

another, sometimes because of necessity and sometimes for

pleasure, but always with no thought of entering into the con-
troversy.

In or about Needles, Cal., on the Sante Fe system, twelve
trains were abandoned in the desert. Hundreds of passengers,

men, women, and children, some 90 years of age and some as

young as one day, and many sick, were required to live in almost
unbearable heat for pericKis varying from one to four days.

It !ias become necessary to ap|K)int approximately .'-.5(10 United
States deputy marshals to assist in the protection of interstate

commerce and the United States mails. Approximately 950 mail
trains have had to be discontinued ; several roads have been com-
pelled to discontiiuie trains in, order that coal ruders might re-

ceive priority, and many roads have placed embargoes upon
perishable products. During the trouble in northern and .southern

California, it is estimated $75.0(K).(I'K1 damage was caused by
inability of the carriers to transport fruit ready for market.

Dyn.Tmiting. homiiing, setting fire to railroad property and
bridges are a few of the most dangeri^us means a<lopted against
the railroad conipatiics.

Many derailments have occurred. The general scheme adopted
has been to remove spikes from the tracks, often on curves, caus-
ing them to spread when subject to the pressure of a train.

The throwing of sticks of dynamite and bombs have come to
be more than daily orciirrenccs. At least 100 sticks of dynamite
have been used and over 30 bombs thrown. Many of these were
not destined for railroad property, some being thrown at workers,
and others have exploded on and about their homes and sleeping
quarters.

Switches have been tampered with. Several times, with a clear

track showing, trains have run into cars on sidings, blocking
tracks and causing considerable damage.

It would be almost impossible to enumerate the various assaults

which have been perpetrated. Whippings were resorted to in

practically every instance where strikers were able to lay their

hands upon those whom the railroads have secured to take their

places. When they could not be apprehended, stones were thrown
at them. Pepper was sometimes thrown in the faces of women
accompanying them. Shots were fired, and other acts, equally as

detestable, were indulged in. Tarrings and featherings are in-

cluded in the list, and in many cases.

The statement specifically named a large number of in-

stances of the character mentioned. Practically all of these

outbreaks have been described in previous issues of the Rail-

way Age.

When hearings were resumed the following day, Attorney

Richberg said, "I request that the attorney-general be re-

quired to explain who gave out this statement. It is nothing

short of criminal libel.' If any ordinary citizens were to

make public such a statement, they would be liable to

prosecution for defamation of character. I think the at-

torney-general should explain."

There was no reply and finally Mr. Esterline proceeded

with his case, offering evidence supporting the contention

that the shopmen's strike is in effect a gigantic conspiracy

against interstate commerce.

The Government's View of the Effect

of the Shopmen's Strike

He read from reports by the secretary of agriculture pur-

porting to show how the shopmen's strike had handicapped
the transportation of the country's winter coal supplies and
the bumper crops. In an affidavit which was read to the

court, Secretan,' Wallace said that a questionnaire sent by
the Department of Agriculture to 16,000 farmers and small-

town retailers showed a coal famine in prosp)ect as a con-

sequence of the railroad strike. Fanning sections generally

have only one-fourth of the retjuired supply of coal, the

affidavit said, and crop movements have been hampered
as well.

Shop statistics prepared by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission were then offered in evidence. These statistics

showed that of 6,170 locomotives inspected by agents of the

Commission in August 4,.v=!5 were defective and 465 were
being operated in violation of safety regulations. Eightv-

six accidents, through which four persons were killed and 94
injured, occurred in Augu.st because of bad-order equipment,
according to the report. In July the Commission inspected

3,029 locomotives and found 2,383 of them defective, 165
to such an extent that their operation was in violation of law.

Locomotive withdrawals in July were 3,608, the report

showed and 7,506 locomotives were inactive throughout the

month.

Sui>plcmcnting these figures were more complete statistics

from tlic .\mcrican Railway .\ssociation. Bad-order freight

cars increased in number tlirougli July and August as

follows

:

No, cars Per <xnt of total

.Tiilv 1 325,583 14.3
July 15 342,07y 15.1
August 1 3-«5,013 15..i

AuEtMt 15 335.575 1-4.8

Bad-order locomotives, the American Railway Association

report showed, increased in numl>er as follows:

No. locDs. Per cent of IfA^l

Julv I 13..196 22.5
Jiil.v 15 15.24? 24.7
AiiMi« 1 17.569 28 5
.\iimut IS 18,698 30.3

After getting these figures before the court the govern-
ment attorney began reading numerous affdavits from victims
of strike violence.

.Several days were consumed by Mr. F.sterlinc in the read-
ing of affidavits made bv witnesses to various instances of
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violence and sabotage. I'lu- ii.l; aiou? at the tinjc this is

written are that the gwernnun! wll n-ijuire at least a week
and |)erliaps longer to present its ca>e against the shop
I rafts leaders and that the legal controversy will continue

for Mime tinu-.

Administration Officially Taking
No Part in Strike Settlement

Rn-okTS THAT negotiations with individual roads were

in progress were confirmed at the White House on
Friday, when it was stated that while the administra-

tion was doing nothing officially, the President was aware of

what was going on and would l>e glad to sec results ensue.

It was stated that the matter was in the hands of a good many
f)eople, including railroad people and the shop crafts leaders

and that it would not be prof)er for the President to discuss

the subject until after settlements were reached.

.\ttomey General Daugherty also issue<l the following

statement

:

The government is not a party to any negotiations between
the railroads and the employees, if any are in progress. The
!.ii(.'ges{iiin that such negotiations would be interfered with by the

temporary restraining order granted by Judge Wilkerson is in

my judgment wholly unjustilicd.

The only concern of the government is industrial peace and the

restoration of transportation. Any conference between the rail-

road executives and their former employees to adjust their griev-

ances is in the interests of industrial peace and would not find any
obstacle on the part of the government. The government would
not contend that cither party to the controversy was denied by the

temp<jrary restraining order, any right or opportunity to confer

between themselves and to the possible terms of such settlement.

The government is not a partisan in this labor controversy. It

champions neither the employers nor the employees : their dif-

ferences are for them to adjust. The government is, however,
vitally concerned in the restoration of industrial peace and any
movement that seeks to adjust the unhappy differences between
employers and employees will not only find no obstruction from
the government but will have its sympathy.

Union Tries to Enjoin Daugherty Injunction

.\n unsuccessful effort to enjoin the enforcement of the

temjKjrary restraining order obtained at Chicago on Septem-

ber 1 by the attorney general was made in Washington on

.Scj)tembcr 7 by the International Brotherliood of Electrical

Workers, one of the striking shop crafts, James P. Noonan,
its president, and Charles P. Ford, its secretary, who filed

in the Supreme Court of the District of C"olumbia a petition

for the issuance of an order restraining the United States

attorney and the marshal for the district from serving; the

injunction i.ssued by Judge Wilkerson at Chicago or from

enforcing its [irovisions in any way to interfere with the

holding of union meetings or the conduct of the strike. The
petition asserted that the injunction liad no effect outside

tlic jurisdiction of the Chicago court and that Jud.ce Wilker-

son had no authority to issue it. Following a brief i)rcK;ccd-

ing on Saturday morning Justice Bailey issued an order

temjjorarily restraining tlic marshal from interfering with

meetings of the union, which he had not attempted to do,

or from doing anything outside the scope of the Chicago

injunction, i)ending a hearing on Friday of this week on a

motion filed by the government to dismiss the bill of com-

plaint, but denied the order requested without [)rejudice to

a renewal of the application after tlie Chicago hearing on

Monday.
Messrs. Noonan and Ford were .served witli notice of the

Chicago injunction sliortly after they had filed tjieir f)etitif)n-,

and the district attorney in his motion denied the jurisdic-

tion of the Di,strict Supreme Court to interfere with the

service of an order from a federal court of competent juris-

diction. He also prevented the hearing, sought by the at-

torney for the union on Saturday morning, by asking for

time to pre.sent his motion to dismiss, arguing that a full

remedy was available to the plaintiffs in Chicago on Monday.

James S. Easby-Smith, who represented the union, made
a -lengthy argument in support of the application, saying

that threats to interfere with the orderly meetings of the

strikers had l)een alleged against Marshal Snyder as well as

other acts claimed to lie in excess of the scope of the in-

junction order, even if it were valid. The government's

attorney argued that the bill of complaint alle.eed no fact

showing that the district court for the northern district of

Illinois was without jurisdiction to enter the order and that

the District of Columbia Court was withoul jurisdiction

to modify or review an order duly entered by that court.

The petition for a restraining order recited instructions

issued by tlie union to its memljers to prevent disorderly

acts and asserted that neither the union nor its memlters have,

to the knowledge of the plaintiffs, committed any unlawful

acts incident to the strike and if any such acts were com-

mitted they were contrary to the instructions. It asserted

that the Chicago injunction was issued "without warrant or

autiiority of law or equity" and that under it the marshal

for the District of Columbia had threatened to prevent the

holding of ]5feaceable and lawful meetings of men on strike.

Impeachment Charges Referred to Committee

Representative Keller of Minnesota i)resented impeach-

ment charges against .\ttorney General Daugherty in the

House on September 11, demanding his removal from office

for alleged infractions of the Constitution, apparently in

connection with the injunction proceedings, by abridging

freedom of speech, freedom of the press and the right of

people pieaceably to assemble, and by "using the funds of

his office in the prosecution of individuals and organizations

for certain lawful acts which, under the law, he wa.s specific-

ally forljidden to prosecute." A resolution which the Repre-

sentative introduced was referred to the Judiciar)- Commit-
tee, which is expected not to take any immcxliate action.

A bill to abolish the Railroad Labor Board and create

in its place a board of five members to be appointed by the

President and also to penalize strikes and lockouts was
introduced in the House on September 11 by Representative

Hocli of Kansas. The bill would encourage voluntar\- set-

tlement of di.sputes without resort to the board, but would
give full ]K)wer of detemiination to the board where dis-

agreement threatens to disturb transportation.

On receipt of private advices from Chicago indicating the

adojjtion of the so-called Willard-Jewcll plan for individual

.settlements of the strike on certain roads, but before news

has been received indicating flic extent or the Hefiniteness

of the settlements, Secretary of Labor Davis gave out a state-

ment on Wednesday afternoon, apparently based on the

as.sumption that this meant the complete settlement of the

strike. He said in part:

"American industry has overcome the last obstacle in the

way of the greatest economic revival the nation has ever

known. With the settlement of the strike of 400,000 rail-

road shop craftsmen assured, the whole industrial machinery

of the country is read}' for a forward movement unprec-

edented in our economic history. The disturbances in the

bituminous and anthracite coal mining industries are in the

])ast and the 600,000 niiiu-rs are at work." The secretary

did not state whether he meant tliat a partial settlement

of the strike was sufficiently satisfactory or whether he meant
that the strike was already over on a majorit)' of the roads

witliout anv settlement.

Thirty Steam Locomotives, valued at $27S,167, wore exported

from the United States in May, 1922. Of these 21, valued at

$206,107, went to Brazil.
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The Public and the Coal Industry*

By Herbert Hoover

Secretan- of Commerce

THE FAVORABLE progress of legislation for the creation

of a National Coal Commission fully empowered to

get to the bottom of the troubles in this industry' is

the first step in one of the most vital problems we have. I

have been earnestly recommending such a commission for

the last three years. There are two distinct lines of prob-

lems: the employer-employee relationship, and the economic

reorganization of the industry.

The present relationship of employer and employee in the

industn,- comprises a periodical national danger, because

with national organization and national disagreement, it

means national stoppage. Surely fair play can be obtained

for employer and employee in our civilization without war

on the public. We must discover the machiner>' by which

fair play can be delivered to all sides. We must have con-

tinuity of production in this essential commodity under

righteous conditions of employment if we are to maintain

the welfare of the nation at all. Under freedom from the

restraint of trade laws the workers' organizations have grown

in strength, solidarity, and devotion; they have shown able

leadership, whereas the organization of employers for the

purpose of collective bargaining has been to a large degree

destroyed by the action of these ver\- laws. The recent

agreement in the bituminous industry was determined by

only 15 per cent of the employers.

The federal laws on conciliation have failed to obtain

any results for peace. The organization of employers on a

national basis is no remedy, for in such case, while collective

bargaining might proceed more smoothly, the public could

well take alarm that the costs of any bargain can be passed

on to the consumer.

The public has rights as well as the employer and em-

ployee. It has a right to a continuous supply of its vital

necessities and services upon terms fair to the employer and

employee.

Aside from employee relation.ships, most of the economic

demoralization lies in the bituminous, as distinguished from

the anthracite, industr>-, and my discussion hereafter refers

to bituminous alone. This industry, indeed, functions very

badly. Some state glilily that it will work itself out if left

alone. But it must be borne in mind that it has not been left

alone in the past and the present situation is in large degree

due to legislative interference. The control of combinations

among operators without such restraint among employees,

the rules of artificial car distribution, the state legislation

of various sorts, and other acts have a great responsibility

for the i)resent condition. I am not here questioning the

necessity of these measures, but their influence in the situa-

tion must not be overlooked and they must be either supple-

mented or amended by wise provisions, if we are to have coal

peace.

There arc 8,000 bituminous mines with an annual capacity

of 850,000,000 tons, .^00,000,000 capacity beyond our na-

tional needs. The over-capacity in the industry results not

in the permanent closing of some mines but in the ojieration

of all of tlu-m more or less intermittently. Thus the working

personnel is held attached to each mine in daily hopes of

employment. In the best year of their history the bituminous

mines operated an average of only 249 days in tlie year, out

of a possible .^08, whereas in most years the average is about

210, as against al)out 295 days in England and over 300

days in Germany. Many bituminous mines are probably

operating an average of less than 180 day? in the year.

There are 2,500 too many bituminous mines and 200,000

too many i)eoplc in the l)usine.ss. Investment in the in-

'Krotn An adilrro brfiire the Salnmcn's Asuociation o( the American Chem-
ical InduMry. New Vorlc Ciiy, on September 12.

dustry is e.xtremely speculative. Distribution costs are ex-

cessive. The operators vibrate between bankruptcy and high

profits. And the public in ordinary times is paying far more
for its coal than would be necessary from a stabilized

industry. Labor is honeycombed with the worst of stim-

ulants to unrest, insecurity of employment. At the same
time, men who have the opportunity to work full time in

regularly operating mines earn returns far above the average

income of our most prosperous farmers and other workers.

The largest contributor to over-expansion of the industry

is the almost regular biennial quarrel. Beyond this the non-

union mines in the South, with a capacity of over 300,000,-

000 tons yearly, being able to secure a lower wage level than

the union mines in the North, at times of sharp competition

are enabled to under-sell northern coal, and are gradually

causing the industrj- to migrate from the North to the South,

with consequent over-equipment in the North.

Intermittent operation also arises in the chronic annual

shortage of railway cars. A bad system of distribution of

cars to mines by the railways contributes also. The fly-by-

night operator has a right to demand his quota of cars in

times of good demand and paralyzes the ability of the

systematic mines to maintain regular operation. There is

inadequate storage at points of consumption to take up slack

from intermittent production. The marketing machinery it-

self creates intermittency because of the incessant shifting

of contracts from one mine to another. Furthermore the

high unit wage basis encourages absenteeism and thus at

times ah irregular supply of labor; there is a perpetual rain

of small and local strikes, all directly and indirectly con-

tributing to intermittent operation— for all of which the

public pays.

Aside from relief from strikes and lockouts, there are

proposals of practical remedies which should be investigated.

For instance, an e.xtra annual storage of 20 per cent of rail-

way consumption would equalize the seasonal fluctuation. A
system of car distribution that would not itself break into

regular operation would help. Larger storage by public

utilities would give greater security to the public.

A contributing remedy that will need the most earnest

consideration is the possibility of permitting the cooperative

system of marketing developed by the farmers to be applied

by such mines as wish to adopt it. More accurate statistics

of capacity, production, consumption stocks, and prices would
greatly promote stability and would be in the true interest

of the ojx-rators who are now blamed for much that is not

their fault.

It has also been propo.sed, although I have doubt as to

jiracticability, that there should be a penalty in higher wages
for short-time employment. Proposals are also made for

a baSic wage with a participation in the realized price of

coal.

Of dominant importance, however, is the fact that the

whole employee and employer relationship requires reform.

The instability of these employment relations themselves

form a vicious circle of quarrels. The constant local viola-

tion of agreements, and the multitude of small strikes are

themselves i>roofs that the industry needs better organization,

and pui)lic particii>ation with guarantees.

I recognize tiiat, or anything that lends stability to the

industry is opposed by a small minority of speculative oper-

ators wlio use the periodically disturitwi pRxluction to reap

a recurrent harvest. It would be oi>|X)sed on the other side

l)y .some of the more narrow-mindeii labor leaders who stvk

to reduce the number of hours of actual lalior to some minor

fraction of the whole year. However, I believe that the

constructive men on botli sides are in full agreement that

we must have a broader and better solution than results

from the truces of the past few years. These periodic wars

are symptoms of a disease. But before we treat this disease

wo must have a more accurate diagnosis.



Dynamometer Tests of the Locomotive Booster

Severe Trials Demonstrate Reliability at Heavy Loads and High

Speeds: Maximum Drawbar Pull 11,000 lb.

Sixt K THE ADVENT of the liKToniotive booster, which wa*
first applied early in 1919, numerous tests have been

malic in road scr^•ict• but up to this time little informa-

tion has been available regarding the mechanical efficienc)'

of the device or the pwwer which it develops. While the

results of actual operation can l>e studied best on the loco-

motive, it i* nccessar)' to test the IxKwter independently if

its performance as a machine is to Ix' determined. With
this in mind, the Franklin Railway Supplv Company, New
York, recently conducted a thorough dynamometer test of

the latest type of iKXJSter. The pur]x>se of the test, which
wa» in.uie under the din-, tiun ni I)r H.irvcv X. Davis, of

Fig. 1—The Test Plant. Showing Boiler (at left). Booster and

Condenser

the Engineering School of Harvard University, was to deter-

mine accurately the ability of the lxx)ster to stand up satis-

factorily under continuous heavy loading and operation at

high speed, the power which the l)ooster will deliver under

varjing conditions of speed and boiler pressure on a loco-

motive, the .-iteam consumption per brake horsepower hour

or drawbar pull under such conditions and the mechanical

efficiency.

Description of the Booster Engine

The Type C-l booster which was tested is a 10 in. by 12

in. doul)le-acting two-cylinder engine with cranks set at 90

deg. Some of the important mechanical features of the de-

sign are as follows: The gear ratio between the booster

engine shaft and the trailer axle is 14 to 36. The engine

frame is tiesigned to withstand the stresses imposed upon

it with the minimum strain and tlie gear cover has l)een made

an integral part of the casting. The l>earings in tlie trailer

axle boxes have Ixjen made larger and an oil tight case has

been provided for the trailing axle gears, affording splash

lubrication of these parts. The rocker design has been

changed to relieve the bottom journals of all stress and stops

have been so placed that the pitcii circles of the gears are

held in the |>ro|>er relative po.sition at all times. The engine

case has Ijeeii fitted with an oil tight cover which is easily

removed and replaced. A new design of manifold for the

live anti exhaust steam has been applied at tlie rear of the

c>'linder with large cross section in the passages to reduce

the steam velocity. A manifold has also been attached to

the crank case to receive all air connections. The appear-

ance of the booster is well illustrate<l in Fig. 1 which shows

the machine connected to the dynamometer shaft with the

cover of the crank case removed and the rear end elevated.

The Test Plant

The test et|uipment was designed esptxially for this test

and for the routine test under l(»ad to which all boosters are

subjected after assembling at the factor)- of the Poole En-

gineering & Machine Company, Baltimore, Md. The steam

plant consists of a 250 hp. Heine boiler with a low tem-

jierature superheater and a feed water heater connected in

[Kirallel with and draining into the main condenser. The
test bed carries a shaft and 18 in. gear, similar to a stand-

ard trailer axle gear, direct connected at one end to a prony

brake. The steam pip)e from the boiler to the test Ijed is

fitted with a gage to show the inlet pressure and a thermom-

eter to indicate the superheat, which ranged l>etween .50 and

.55 deg. F. in most of the tests. A second pressure gage

is located about 30 ft. back from the inlet gage, the piping

between duplicating that on a locomotive. Pressures read

on this gage are called throttle pressures in the repwrt and

correspond to the boiler pressure on a locomotive.

Tlie l)0oster was operating on the test jilant during four

S^ : ^ILHi .^
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Fig. 2—Top View of the Booster, with Cover Removed

days under a wide variety of conditions ranging from stalling

tests to high speed runs at 22 m.p.h. Some of the trials were

made^with the exiiaust pijR'd to the condenser to measure the

>team consum|)tion and otiiers with the steam disdiarging

to the atmospliere through 40 ft. of 4 in. pipe to duplicate

roughly conditions on 'the locomotive. The tests represented

an equivalent run of about 92 miles as of a 45 in. trailer

wheel, most of which was made under heavy load.

During each of the tests tlie speed and boiler pressure

were held as nearly constant as [wssible. Indicator cards

were taken and records made of the sf)eed, the brake load,

steam pressure and temperature and steam consumption.

ill
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From the data thus obtained the details of the performance

of the booster were determined as set forth in the following

paragraphs.

Mechanical Efficiency

The mechanical efficiency of the booster, or the ratio of

the power delivered at the rim of the trailer wheel to the

power developed in the cylinders, is plotted in one of the

curves on Fig. 3. It will be noted that it varies from
90 per cent at 6 m.p.h. to a maximum of 95 per cent at

14.5 m.p.h. dropping slightly at higher speeds. The
mechanical efficiency of the booster does not change with

the steam pressure over the limited range met with in

practice.

These mechanical efficiencies seem very high but the ex-

planation of the excellent results is to be found in the high

efficiency of the gear arrangement, the effective lubrication

and the unusually high mean effective pressure. A typical

cur\-e of the brake horsepower, which corresponds with the
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Fig. 3—Drawbar Pull, Horsepower and Efficiency of Loco-
motive Booster

power delivered at the trailer wheels, is also plotted in Fig.

i. The steam pressure dropped somewhat during this test

:ind with a pressure of 186 lb. at the booster throttle at

17.8 m.p.h., 316 hp. was developed.

Tests showed that at any given speed with a given exhaust

connection the brake horsepower is proportional to the gage
pressure at the booster throttle but does not vary with

superheat.

Drawbar Pull

A tjpical curve of tlic drawbar pull as obtained during
the tests is shown in Fig. 3. For convenience in predicting

the drawbar pull curve of the booster on any parWrular
locomotive the chart of Fig. 4 has been plotted for speeds

from to 25 m.p.h. and boiler pressures from 140 lb. to

200 lb. gage.

In using thi.o chart the pressure that can be maintained
at various speeds by the boiler supplying the booster is

estimated anfl the corrcsfwrnding points are plottefl on the

chart, using the pressure lines as guides. A constant pres-

sure equal t" 'b'- l.fiilir i>r.ssure of the locomotive can be

realized over the entire speed range if the cut-off in the

main locomotive cylinders is shortened enough at each speed
to keep the steam consumption of the main cylinders and
the booster cylinders within the limit of the capacit>- of the

locomotive boiler. It will be noted that with 200 lb. pres-

sure the t>-pe C-1 booster delivers a pull of 11,000 lb. at

starting and at 20 miles an hour is still giving nearly 7,000
lb. at the drawbar.

Steam Consumption and Water Rate

To show the steam consumption of the booster under con-
ditions identical with those plotted in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 has been

Fig. 4—Drawbar Pull Curves at Various Steam Pressures

drawn. The values given by this chart are based on super-

heat of 30 deg. F., the average value during the tests. The
steam consumption is assumed to decrease about one per
cent for each 6 deg. F. increase in throttle superheat. If

saturated steam were used the consumption would be ap-
proximately five per cent greater than shown and if highly

superheated steam were used, the values would be materially

less.

The water rates as determined from the tests varied from
40.8 lb. to 43.4 lb. per brake horsepower hour. These rates
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Fig. 5—Steam Consumption at Various Boiler Pressures

are, of course, subject to the same variation due to super-

heat as the steam consumption shown in Fig. 5.

Application to Operating Conditions

The manner in which the data olitained in the test can
l)e used to determine the performance of the booster in

actual service is illustrated in Fig. 6. This shows the inr

crea-H-d hauling |x)wer and incrca.sed acceleration that can be
obtained when the booster is a[>plied to a Pacific tvpe

freight locomotive. In the chart the drawbar pull exerted

by tiie locomotive or required to pull the train is plotted ver-
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tically and the speed in miles per hour is plotted horizontally.

The drawbar pull retjuircd for a 2,SlKJ ton freight train,

averaging 40 tons per car, on level and on prados up to

0.8 [M-r cent is shown in the scrii-* >>{ -! I he lower

solid line shows the drawbar [lull ..: . , with(Xit

til.- IxMi'trr .ind the upper line th. :i with the
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Fig. 6—Performance of Pacific Type Locomotive Hauling

2.500 Tons With and Without Booster

booster in o{)eration, on the assumption tliat the booster is

cut out at about 23 m.p.h.

Assuming the train is starting on level track it is evident

that the locomotive without the booster can exert drawbar
pull considerably greater than the train resLstance. The
difference between the drawbar pull of the locomotive and

Broke Horsepower

Fig. 7—Chart for Drawbar Pull of Booster

the rcsistaiin' ni tlic train i.s available for adc-lcration. With

the booster still more jiower can be obtained for acceleration

and the s|X'etl of the train will be increased more rai)i(lly.

As the speed increases the train resistance increases and

the drawbar pull drops off until finally the drawbar pull

just Cfjuals the train resistance. Under this condition no

more acceleration will take place and the train will run at a

constant speed of about J4 miles per hour on level track,

as shown by the intersection of the drawbar pull and train

rcAistance curves.

The pull rc«juircd to start this tonnage on various grades

is also plotted on this chart which shows the locomotive

can only just start a train of this weight on a 0.3 p>er cent

grade. With the booster the locomotive is able to start it

on a O.S per cent grade and attain a spt^ of 17 m.p.h.

If the booster is thrown out the speed of the train on this

grade will drop back to 6 m.p.h. and if it stops the locomo-

tive would be unable to start again without the aid of the

booster.

The great advantage of the booster as shown by this chart

is to enable the locomotive to make a grade of 0.7 per cent,

while without the booster a train of this weight would stall

the locomotive on a grade slightly more than O.S per cent.

Even with a grade of 0.5 per cent, however, the booster offers

the advantage of enabling the train to make a speed of 17
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Fig. 8—Chart for Determining Steam Consumption of Booster

m.p.h. instead of only 6 m.p.h., thus saving over 64 per
cent of the running time on the grade. With a grade of
any appreciaijle length this saving in running time would be
an important item, i>articularly near congested stations.

In order to enable engineers to predict the results that will

be obtained under any given conditions, the curves shown
on Fig. 7 have been developed. From these curves the

tractive effort for any size wheel and any steam pressures
can be determined, as it will be readily understood that these
are the only two variables in the formula.

As an example of the use of the chart, assume that the
tractive effort for a 45-in. wheel at 200 lb. boiler pressure
is desired at speeds at from 5 to 13 miles an hour. The
trailer wheel diameter is located at the right of the curves
and the 45-in. point is used as the origin. The horizontal
line i.s followed to the left until it crosses the sjieod curve
that is desired, in this case live miles an hour. From the
intersection of the horizontal line with this curve a vertical

line is followprl to the main brake horsepower curve, marked
.Y. From this jioint a horizontal line is followed again
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either to the left or right until it crosses the steam pressure

curve desired, in tliis case 200 lb. Then a vertical line is

followed, up or down, as the case may be, to the diagonal

line in the upper set for the same speed, in this instance to

the line marked 5, and moving horizontally from this point

to the left, the drawbar pull at the given speed and boiler

pressure can be read from the scale at the side. Similarly

any desired figure can be obtained and the drawbar pull

curve set up for any conditions.

Another factor of' interest to engineers is the steam con-

sumption for the booster. To enable this to be readily de-

termined at various speeds, the chart shown in Fig. 8 has

been developed. Having determined the wheel diameter and

knowing the boiler pressure, the chart is used as follows:

From the point on the lower right hand margin corre-

sponding to the trailer wheel diameter, a horizontal line is

followed to the miles-per-hour curve, and thence moving

vertically to the cur\-e marked X. From this curve a

horizontal line is followed to the steam pressure curves, and

then moving verticalh- to the top of the chart the steam

consumption in pounds per hour can be read from the scale.

It will be seen from the examples given that a complete

prediction of the performance of the booster can be made

from these curves.

Terminal Relief by Direct Freight Delivery

Successful System Necessitates Complete Cooperation of Railroad,

Shipper and Responsible Trucking Medium

THE SUBJECT of direct freight delivery or "store door" de-

liverv was presented at the Society of Terminal Engin-

eers,' New York, on September 'l2, in the form of a

series of independent talks on the various phases of the ques-

tion. In one of these talks, the various methods of inter-

change and off-track freight handling now^ in use at St. Louis,

Cincinnati and, by the Erie, at New York were discussed and

analvzed. Considerable evidence was offered that the motor

truck and demountable body forms an important and eco-

nomic medium for the movement of freight in congested

terminal districts. This subject was presented by W. W.

Drinker, terminal engineer. Port of New York Authority,

and is given here in abstract, followed by an abstract of the

remarks of others taking part in the discussion.

The Port Authorities' Plan

The Port of New York Authority, after a year of study

and conference with transportation, business and municipal

interests as to the comprehensive plan of the Bi-State Com-

mission, adopted the automatic electric system of that com-

mission for the relief of Manhattan. Realizing, however,

that a considerable period of time must elapse before that

system could be installed and that in the meantime the situa-

tion would grow worse, they recommended the estai)lishment

of a motor truck service between the railroads of the port dis-

trict and the island of Manhattan as a present relief.

This .ser\'ice is to utilize the princifjlc of the container in

order to avoid rehandlings of freight, leaving the motor truck

free to perform the functions for which it was designed, i. e.,

the rapid carrying of freight. It is to handle the carload and

less than carload freight which is now handled at pier sta-

tions, and will utilize to the fullest extent possilile the

existing ferries to New Jersey and water routes for the rail-

roads having long overland hauls in case the water routes

prove, upon analysis, cliea[)er.

But where does the Port Authority come in? Wliy cannot

each railroad establish such a service for it.self? And
rumors are abroad that several of them are c()nteinj)lating

such service very seriously. The answers are that a resinmsi-

blc medium tjctween the railroads and the shippers is needed;

that with a .series of separate stations for each railroad the

economies of full loiids and .short hauls are denied to the

shipper; that .street congestion will not i)e relieved and that

there will l)e duplication of effort and destructive competition

as to station facilities and service, which will deny full

economies to the railroads. The Port Authority is an im|)ar-

tial public body which ran assist and participate in the

creation and operation of an ini[>artial organization, without

which the full economies of the motor container system can
never be realized.

St. Louis System Reduces Congestion

Tliere is nothing novel about the plan. It is, in itself, an
evolution arising from conditions at St. Louis where the

majority of the railroads are on one side of tlie Mississippi

river and the bulk of the business on the other. Twenty
railroads in the St. Louis-East St. Louis district handle less

than carload freight. All the west side lines and four east

side lines have freight stations only in St. Louis. Four east

side lines have stations in both cities and nine east side lines

have no freight stations in St. Louis; these nine together with

the four east side lines having stations in both cities, handle

their less carload freight in the off-track stations of the

transfer companies w'hich arose out of this situation shortly

after 1916.

There are about 20 transfer companies whose charges

between the east side freight houses and the west approach
to Eads bridge are absorbed by the railroads but only three

operate off-track freight stations and are recognized by the

railroads in the application of rates. These transfer com-
panies have become so popular that the Terminal Railroad

Association, which formerly handled this business by rail to

their Tenth St. station in St. Louis, no longer finds that

station over-burdened but ojx'rates it at less than capacity.

The Engineers Committee, St. Louis- East St. Louis railroad

terminals, seem to regard this service as cheaper than switch-

ing for less carload freight in St. Louis.

The business of the three transfer companies is virtually

a voluntary store-door deliver)- plus less than carload inter-

change between railroad stations. For freight handled at

their off-track stations the railroails make them a certain

allowance and the shipjH-r must call for or deliver his wares.

For freight which the shipper desires to receive or forward

at his door, the railroads make the transfer companies a

lesser allowance to a constructive deliver)' point on the west

side of the river and the .'shipper pays to the transfer com-

pany an additional charge from the constructive i>oint to the

store-door although the same dray carries it between store

and car door. In addition to the freight handling tl(X)r, the

off-track stations have overhead warehousing facilities owned

or controlled by the transfer conii>anies. In the off-track

stations freight is received from shi|>|x'rs and consolidated

into dray loads for the individual railroads and inbound

freight brought from the railroads by drays is delivered to

trucks or wagons of consignees. These practices have all

i>cen confirmed bv the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Additional off-track stations have l*en recommended by the
EnKineers fommittec of the Sl Louis- Flast St. Louis rail-

rood tcrniinals in their 1922 report, as a solution of part of
thf ili>tritt's troubles.

Cincinnati Motor Terminals Method
I'nor to I'M/, ci^ht railroad.s entering Cincinnati were

suffering all the eviU of tra[>car interchange of less carload
freight This interchange hu.siness grew to a point where the
station capacities were inadequate and relief was had from
horse-drawn drays. 115 heavy drays and 225 trap cars
being in daily scr\'icc. To correct this evil it was necessar\-

to establish an intensive trucking .•system. Research was hail

in siveral cities, among them St. Ixxjis, where at the time of
the study (1915) horse-drawn drays were still in service.

From the dead wagon system, then in use. there developed
the Motor Terminal Companies system of motor truck and
demountalile Ixxlies with crane hoists for the transfer of the

bodies to the chassis. This is essentially an interchange
ser^•ice whereas tlie St. Louis systems have an off-track sta-

tion service in addition to less carload interchange.

The tra[H'ars and horse-drawn drays, 225 and 115 rcsp)ect-

ively in numljcr, have been replaced l»y 15 motor truck

chasses, 225 demountable unit containers, 60 electric hoists

and 13 hand hoists. It is said that the numlnr of hoists

could be materially diminished and the same service per-

formed. Material savings resulted and the time of service

was improved.

Motor Hauls in Miles Compared

The Erie in January, 1922, establi.shed a direct delivery

and inland station business for handling part of its Man-
hattan bu>incss. Horse-drawn drays were used at first but

they are gradually being replaced 'by tractors with "stake

wagon" trailers. The system apparently has been modeled
after the St. Louis system but it is expanding and proving

successful from a traffic angle, and the I'-rie deserves credit

for its initiative. Some of its lighterage freight is also han-

dled in this way. The United States Trucking Corporation

is the medium between shipf)er and railroad.

The St. Louis transfer companies handle 4,138 tons per

day and the average haul is 1.5 miles. The Motor Termi-

nals Company in Cincinnati handles 700 tons pwr day and
the average haul is 3 miles. The U. S. Trucking Corpora-

tion's Erie off-track ser\-ice handled at inland stations in

May, 1922, approximately 450 tons per day with an aver-

age haul of 1.6 miles, one mile of which is ferried. The
Port .Authority's system is expected to handle ultimately

10,000 tons per day with an average haul of 3.8 miles, but

it will have to start small and expand as did llie others.

What System Will Minimize Costs?

From this point on the statements made lire not meant to be

conclusive Imt represent preliminary analysis on methods yet

to Ik; adopted or rejected by the Port .\uthority. They are

in fact even in advance of proi)er checking l)y the staff.

For instance, the Baltimore & Ohio, the New York, New
Haven & Hartford and iK)ssibly tiie New York Central have

long hauls to Manliattan. What is the system of motor truck

transportation which will niinimi/i- tlieir costs? What is the

relative cost of a motor truck and demountable l»ody per

mile overland and what, if chassis and container Ixxly are

hauled by ferrjlmat or self-propelled float?

Taking the Motor Terminals Com[)any"s rental basis as

representative of motor costs; the cha.-isis and bwly cost $22

per 8-hr. day, or $0.0458 per minute; assume the speed to

be as a.scertained in Bi-State Commission's studies 6^
miles per hour, this amounts to $0.4071 jxir mile which

with the running rental of 50 cents per mile gives a total cost

overland under power of $0.9071.

In comparison take the cost of a certain railroad ferr)'-

boat as recorded for 1911, $3.0912 per mile; expand it 60
per cent for increases in cost of labor and material and you
have a total cost of $4.8279 pir mile and adding $0.9481
for interest on first cost and depreciation of boat gives a
total of $5.7760 per mile.

.At the derived l>oat s[)eed 9.4157 miles per hour the chas-

sis and Ixxly rental standing idle on boat amount to $0.2918
per mile for one truck and container, or with 24 trucks, the

ferryboat capacity, the idle rental cost is $7.0032 per mile,

which plus $5.7760 jter mile for Ixjat expenses gives

$12.7792 total; dividing this by 24 gives $0.5324 per mile
for truck and container on ferr>lxxit as compared with
$0.9058 on land or 37.47 cents fn-r mile saved in running
time.

Using a derived time of 7 minutes f>er trip for despatch-
ing and receiving ferryboats and any delay you may assume
for truck at ferry gates, one way, will give you the economic
haul limits of trucks and containers on ferrxixjats.

Costs of Equipment Analyzed

There is another moot (|uestion pending, motor trucks and
containers (either demountaltlc or loose) or tractors and
trailers. There is bitter fighting as to which is better. The
Cincinnati system uses one. the Columbia Terminals Com-
pany in St. Louis the other. Let us take the Cincinnati
equipment first cost for 16 five-ton motor trucks, 225 con-
tainer bodies, 13 hand hoists and OO electric cranes and an
estimated first cost of a similar equipment of tractors (16)
and trailers (225). The figures show an excess of 30 per
cent for tractors and trailers in fax'or of motor trucks and
demountable bodies. .As to operating costs; assuming depre-
ciation at 20 per cent on investment, interest on first cost at

8 per cent, operating expenses including gas. oil, tires,

drivers, executives, chassis repairs and chassis tire renewals
is nearly the same in each case; insurance on chassis the

same; insurance on demountable bodies and hoists in the

Cincinnati case at actual cost: insurance on .<cmi-trailers at

5 per cent on investment; bo<ly maintenance in Cincinnati
case the same as semi-trailer bodies; repairs on trailers run-
ning gear 5 cents jjer mile and yearly renewal of trailer tires

gives a result showing tractor and trailer operation 100 per
cent greater,—for the costs not common in both cases,—than
motor truck and demountable ixxiy.

Other assumptions and other conditions may change these

figures but as to that, the contract rates charged for service

in Cinciimati, compared with St. Louis tariff rates, are of

interest. The difference may be caused in part by traffic

influence. The service rate between the railroads and Colum-
bia Terminals depots varies from 4 to 12 cents per cwt.

dependent on performance; whether all in St. Louis, all in

F^ast St. Louis or between St. Louis and Fkist St. Louis. The
Cincinnati contract rate for interchange is 5 cents. p)er cwt.

or $1.00 per ton.

All the rates at St. Louis whether for interchange or off-

track stations are peppered with exceptions and the actual

total tonnage of one railroad handled to off-track stations

averaged $2.73 per ton or 13.65 cents per cwt. actually paid

to the transfer company, and interchange averaged $1.80 per

ton according to the St. Louis committee report. Of course

the services are not comjiarable in off-track station work, as

the C'incinnati .system only handles interchange, but the

railroad interchange rates arc comparable, and there is room
in a $2.73 rate per ton at off-track stations for considerable

handling.

The question of tailboard space while not militating so

strongly in St. Louis against the trailer as it would in Cin-

cinnati, is verx' serious in any application to inland terminals

in Manhattan, especially if existing warehouses arc used

temporarily. For instance, take a typical warehouse capable

of handling as far as floor space is concerned, 600 tons per
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day with deniountal)le bcxiies (360 tons in and 240 tons

out). Assuming 12 IS minutes per ton for unloading or

loading and 4.5 tons per trailer or container, with 21 door-

ways, 10 for inbound and 11 for outbound, trailers would

occupy the inbound doorways 75 hours, merchants' wagons

75 hours, a total of ISO hours or 15 hours' per doorway

would be required. Trailers would occupy outbound door-

ways 50 hours, merchants' wagons 50 hours, a total of 100

hours of 9.1 hours per doorway. How would the ware-

houseman receive or forward his own goods ? With demount-

able body containers not blocking a doorway for more than

1^/2 minutes, the inbound doors would only be occupied 7.7

hours each and the outbound doors 4-'3 hours each.

Erie's Proposed Container Plan Discussed

One suggested system has been roughly analyzed with

much interest as applied to Manhattan freight. This con-

sists of motor trucks and containers between terminals in

Manhattan and a river front pier; transfer of containers

only to carloads holding 60 containers single tier or 120 con-

tainers double tier, by means of a straight-line, traveling

gantry crane; carfloat and containers self-propelled to a

Xew Jersey pier; transfer by crane of containers to flat cars;

flat cars and containers to transfer platform and freight

from containers on platforms to standad cars for line haul

or further consolidation.

This may be efficiency, but analyze it.

Take the crane transfer in Manhattan. If motor trucks

unloaded containers to one float and went to another to

receive containers appro.ximately three hours would be re-

quired for the transfer. With three hours for transfer from

float to flat cars in New Jersey, half an hour for floatage

across the river, 10 minutes for truck travel and depot trans-

fer of containers to chassis in Manhattan, 10 minutes for

flat cars between New Jersey pier and transfer platforms and
10 minutes platform to standard cars, your average time per

container on 60 containers forwarded west bound would be

5 hr. 30 min. between Manhattan terminal door and car floor.

But here are three speed rates and a perfect cycle does not

seem possible unless you unload and reload one float simul-

taneously. Of course, if you get enough car floats you can

work the other way, l)ut try it and see at what cost for equip-

ment and service. If this seems unreasonable, tn,- a time

study on unloading and loading a float simultaneously. Here

the Manhattan gantry crane transfer would take approxi-

mately 5 hr. and (following througli) tlie time for one con-

tainer between terminal door in Manhattan and car floor in

New Jersey would be (on a 60-container float) 8 hr. 30

min. Three to four hours is present practice and motor

truck and container body service between Manhattan diwr

and sciiling of c.ir door in New Jersey via ferry woukl take

35 min.

Other Discussion on the Subject

H. C. Snyder, general freight and passenger agent. New
York terminal district, Erie Railroad, described the methods
which that road has l)Cen using in the delivery of freiglit to

consignees via motor trucks and ferries, stating tliat it was
not strictly store d(K)r dclivcr\' as the term is customarily u.sed

but rather a method of direct delivery. This system was
descril»ed on page 2.v< of the January 21, 1922, issue and

|)age S2() f)f the .\|>ril 1, 1922, issue of the Kiiilwiiy Age.

He added that the present terminal allowances are far below

the actual costs in the New York terminal districts and this

has caused the eastern roads to carr>' a heavy burden. The
result is tliat tonnage is l)eing diverted gradually to other

ports, such as Hoston and Baltimore, where the terminal ex-

f)cnse is considerably less. The nietluxl which has been

adoptei] by the Krie is a step forward in a plan to handle

the freight in a more economical manner, to relieve conges-

tion and allow an expansion in the volume of business which

may be handled. To date it had proved satisfactory and
successful in operation.

W. S. Sims, special accountant, Pennsylvania Railroad,

said that store door delivery as such, was a problem purely of

the consignee or shipper, i. e., they can have it any time that

they want it by arranging with a responsible trucking com-
pany to make or take deliver)' with prop)er authority to sign

receipts, etc. Direct delivery was an entirely different propo-

sition, since it involves the cooperation of the railroad and
the consignee. The latter must be willing to accept freight

at any time that it is delivered to him. This brings up a

difficult point since the average shipper or consignee is jeal-

ous of all the privileges accorded by the railroad under the

present laws and regulations. To a large extent, the majorit}-

insist upon the full 48 hour free storage which actually

amounts to nearly three days under the present system. Thus
before direct delivery could lye successfully effected the con-

signee must be compelled by law to accept deliver}- when
made.

He stated that the net return on the railroad dollar had
shrunk so low that if any additional terminal service was to

be added to that now given, it would have to be paid for by
the consignee. In other words, the railroads must be com-
pensated for the expense of new facilities, which would
amount to a considerable figure in and around New York.

If there is any saving to be made, such savings cannot in

justice be passed on entirely to the shipper or consignee;

they must be cut or divided in some manner equitable to lx)th

parties. The propositions of store door or direct deliver}-

will stand or fall on their economic positions. A factor to

be considered is that the railroads are gradually being forced

off the waterfront by the increasing rentals for piers. The
problem was complicated by the necessity of evolving and
simplifying methods of collecting charges, making out bills

of lading, receipts and other pap>ers in connection with the

large number of freight classifications and rates which are

now in common use. He added that the Pennsylvania was
studying the question in detail, one of the plans under scru-

tiny being that of a secondary express service, i. e., express

service at terminal points with freight service on the line.

L. R. Gw}n, executive assistant to the president, American
Express Company, expressed some surprise that store door

delivery had not been adopted already in many places in this

country if it was such a "cure-all"' as niany claimed. He
recognized that the New IJork condition was an accentuated

one which would, of its own necessity, better itself as time

went along. He referred to the experience of the .American

Express Company which, in a way, was a modified and sim-

plified form of store door deliver}-. I.ong years of use and
training liad accustomed consignees in this service to accept

shipments promptly and pay the charges on delivery. Much
difficulty and trouble was obviated by the fact that the drivers

were trained to make out all paj')ers and were responsible

agents to the company. Even though there were fewer classi-

fications in this service, he saw no reason why drivers could

not be trained to handle the more complicated classification

of railroad freight—an item wliich must be given serious

consideration in store door or direct delivery .svstems. He
brought up the question of what can be done witli the shipper

who d(K's not want this .service.

Col. C. Hine, Tabulating Machine Company, gave a short

talk on the inconsistency of expecting the railways to carry

the burden in this question of direit delivery by furnishing

an extra .service requiring additional investments and then

passing the l)enefits on to the shipper. He called attention

to the fact that the return of the railroads [x-r man in .service

was less than one-half of that of the merchants in New York
and while the railroads "turned over" their capital in a period

of from three to four years, merchants in general "turned

over" their ca|)ital in aliout one \ear, and in many cases sev-

eral times in a vear.
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Will Baltimore C^ Ohio Pay a Common Dividend?

Company Has Strengthened Its Position Through the Conserva-

tion of Inccms. Surplus Now Totals $39,116,290

Tilt Baltimokk & Ohio succeeded in 1921 in effecting

a marked imi)rovcm(.'nt in its caminj; power as com-
pared with 1920 or with the period of federal control.

This im[)rovement is evidenced in a net railway operating

income or, as the recently issued annual report expresses it,

"net income from property used in transportation service,"

of $21,853,546. This compared with a deficit after rentals

in 1920 of S4.427,019; with a net earned for the povernment

in 1918 of only about $7,000,000 and in 1919 of only about

$5,000,000. the actual increase over 1920 was $26,280,-

565. This improvement, as great as it was, did not suc-

ceed in restoring the Baltimore & Ohio to a pre-war earn-

ings basis. It could hardly liave been expected to have done

so under the conditions of industrial depression which gov-

erned during 1921. The 1921 net fell about $6,000,000

short of equalling the standard return for operations during

federal control—and the standard return figure of $28,-

031,146 furnishes about as good a measure of pre-war earn-

ings as any. It is likely, however, that a pre-war basis of

earnings will be reached during 1922. The Baltimore &
Ohio, even with a large piwt of its coal tonnage lacking,

ha.s been re|)orting some very favorable monthly earnings.

The increase in net railway operatinu' income for 1921

over 1920—as noted, $26,280,565—was secured in spite of

a decrease in revenue tons of 29.81 per cent; and in revenue

ton-miles of 32.17 per cent. The decrease in freight

revenues was 14.39 per cent and in total revenues, 14.37

f>er cent. Actually the 1921 operating revenues were $198,-

622,373, a decrease from 1920 amounting to $33,322,071.

The cut in operating expenses, however, was $59,942,283.

The 1921 operating expenses, totaling $166,457,024, were

26.48 i^er cent less than those for 1920. To secure this

result expenses were cut \try severely—possibly too severely.

The cut in expenses for maintenance of way^was 25.53 per

cent; in maintenance of equipment, 34.47 per cent, and in

transp)ortation, 24.89 per cent. By means of these cuts the

1921 operating ratio was brought down to 83.81 per cent

as compared with 97.61 per cent in 1920. Transportation

e.xpenses in 1921 were 43.04 per cent of total operating

revenues.

The reduction in expenses for maintenance of way and
equipment was sufficiently severe as to indicate deferred

maintenance. That this was the case is admitted by the

Baltimore & Ohio management and it was so admitted by
the management a year ago. It was exi)lained that the cut

was rather in the refiiuments than in anvthint; else and that

Baltimore & Ohio Coal Train

and contents 4,586 tons. Mikado ftminc. rvt-ight

517
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nothing was omitted which might in any way prove detri-

mental to safety or efficient operation. The Baltimore &
Ohio was, however, no exception in 1921 in the matter of

cutting maintenance expenses; it was merely a bit more will-

ing than some of the other roads to admit that this was its

policy.

The Baltimore & Ohio suffered rather severely from federal

control, for reasons which have already been given in tliese

columns. Its sharp recover)- in 1921, however, showed that

the conditions were but temporary and that they could be

remedied without undue difficulty under more normal B. &
O. conditions. That this is appreciated by the management

is indicated in the following paragraph in the annual rejiort

:

"The reduction in cost of operation and the improved

standard of service accomplished during the year covered

by this report were both due in large measure to the loyal

and efficient efforts of the officers and employees. The board

wishes to record its appreciation of their efforts. Their con-

tinued helpful co-operation in improving the service and

efficiency of the company is earnestly desired."

1921 Improvement Not Reflected in Corporate Net

Because of tlie complications emhodied in reporting stand-

ard return and guarant}- the improvement which the Balti-

more & Ohio made in 1921 is not reflected in its corporate

income account. The 1921 corporate net after fixed charges

was $6,388,891, or $856,589 less than the figure of $7,-

245,481 reported for 1920. The 1920 income account shows

a "net income from propertv used in transportation service"

of $26,434,295, this being $4,580,749 above the 1921 figure

of $21,853,546 previously mentioned. The 1920 figure in-

cludes, of course, standard return for two months and

guaranty for six which accrued to the road and compensated

in part for the deficit after rentals which showed in the

1920 results. On the other hand, 1921 "other corporate in-

come" of $10,120,824 ($4,720,966 greater than in 1920)

includes amounts relating to the guaranty period chargeable

to the government. The Baltimore & Ohio's four per cent

preferred dividends of $2,354,529 were paid from surplus

account, which on December 31, 1921, had a credit balance

of $39,116,290.

Perhaps the most encouraging feature in the reiwrt, al-

though not particularly commented upon or referred to by

the company, is the strengthening of its surplus account

through the conservation of income. Under the company's

ten-year secured bonds, it obligated itself to reser\'e and

apply to additions and betterments, or retirement of debt,

$3,500,000 per annum, but with the suspension of dividend

payments ui)on its common stock for the past several years,

much more than this has been added annually to the surplus

account, which shows a credit balance at December 31, 1921,

of $39,116,290. The e.xtent to which the company's income

has been applied towards improvement of the property is

indicated by the fact that notwithstanding there was ex-

pended on the property by the government during federal

control for additions and betterments, $23,000,000, only $9,-

000,000 of these improvements have been funded through a

ten-year secured note with the United States Railroad Ad-

ministration.

* The Possibility of 1922 Dividends on the Common

A factor of much interest in connection with the Baltimore

& Ohio at present, is, of course, the question of whether

or not tlie company may in this year resume dividend pay-

ments upon its common stock. Baltimore & Ohio common
stock dividends ceased in the second half of 1919. Dis-

bursements in that year totaled only two per cent. This

cessation of dividends followed uninterrupted payments for

more than 18 years, beginning in 1900. From 1000 to

1906 the rate was 4 per cent; from 1907 to 1914, it was 6

per cent, and from \')\S to, 1918, 5 per cent. In 1018 it

was made 4 ]ht cent. .A reason why the resi-niption of

dividends may commend itself to the directors of the com-
pany is that this step will apparently be necessary in order

that Baltimore & Ohio bonds may continue to be legal

investments for savings banks and trust funds in the state

of New York and in some other states having laws similar

to those of New York. This factor is of importance because
of its fx)ssible effect on the refinancing which the company
will be called upon to do in 1925 in connection with its

four issues of bonds maturing in that year, totaling a prin-

cipal amount of approximately $130,000,000. The question

of the legality- of investment in railroad securities was com-
plicated by federal control but an opinion has been ex-

pressed by the attorney-general of New York State that any
Baltimore & Ohio bond now rated as a legal investment will

continue to be such during 1922. This has been generally

accepted as implying that if no dividends are paid in 1922,

the bonds will be removed from the legal class and similarly

that if a rate of 4 p>er cent is resumed on the common this

year, they will not be so removed. There is also a proviso

that if a lapse should occur the bonds would fail to have
a legal status until the dividend has been restored and main-
tained for a period of five years. However, while important,

the investments by savings banks are not a controlling factor

and it may be that the apjjeal to general investors would be

greater if the company continued for a time to conserve its

income and so continue to improve its reserves and credit

position.

The two most important issues included in the total of

$130,000,000 are the $74,910,025, Syi per cent prior lien

bonds issued in 1898 and maturing July 1, 1925, and the

$44,991,390 Southwestern Division bonds, paying also 3^2

per cent, issued on January 1, 1899, and maturing also on

July 1, 1925. It is not necessary at this time to examine
the possible means of refunding or extending tliese and the

other issues involved. The imp)ortant matter at present is

the steps that may be taken to maintain them as legal in-

vestments.

« Another interesting factor is that the present issues have a

rate of 33/j per cent. No one would care to make a guess

as to whether they can be refunded in 1925 at that rate.

Under present conditions it does not look as if they could

be. The possibility is offered, at any rate, that B. & O.

interest charges may be further increased. This is a prob-

lem which has confronted Baltimore & Ohio for .some time

and especially in the past two years. In 1920 this was be-

cause of refunding government indebtedness arising out of

federal control and in 1921 because of equipment trusts.

The B. & O.'s interest charges in 1921 were $22,534,069;

in 1919, they were $19,640,622 or $2,893,447 less. A favor-

able feature exists, however, in the fact that there is but a

small amount of refunding of bonds to be done this vear,

in 1923 or in 1924.

Favorable Earnings in 1922

lender the circumstances relating to the pa«sibilit)' of a

dividend on the common stock this year, it is not unnatural

that Baltimore & Ohio earnings statements should be given

no small amount of attention. Interest in these statements

is also, of course, intensified by the remarkable recovery

which took place in net railway operating income in 1921.

Fortunately this improvement has been continued into the

]>resent year. Even though the road was deprived from

.April 1 on of the better part of its co;il traffic—bituminous

coal makes up aliout 48 per cent of the total revenue ton-

nage—the net railway oixrating income so far this year

has been considerably ahead of last year's.

The July statement showed the effect of the railway shop-

men's strike. The Baltimore & Ohio <lid not start to fill

the places of its strikers as S(K>n as some of the other roads

did. It held off while it was tr)-ing to make some sort of

a separate agreement with its shopmen. The effect of this

policy—which unfortunately diil not secure at once the de-
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jircd rciults—wa* cvidrnci-d in the July net. but it remains
to be s«*n whether in the course of several months it wm
better lor the company to be patient and to ultimately
resume operations with its old, train.-. I iorccs rather than
undertake tp replace them and tram m. w iiirii-> The end
of the coal strike and a hca\7 fall moveroint of commodities
in general should readily make up, howc%er. for what was
lost in July. The net railway operating income for the
month was $1,225,067 as compared with §2,U2f>.782 in July
last year. In each of tlie three previous months—those of
the coal strike—the net railway operating income exceeded
$2,500,000. In March, when coal was moving in anticipa-
tion of the strike, the figure was $3,081,212. For the seven
months the refxirt shows a net railway op»Tating income of
$1S,S05..'62, as compared with a ficurc of $0,657,240 for

the first seven months of 1921. an increa.<o of $6,148,116.
It is interesting to ol>»erve that even with reduced coal

loadings for .\pril. May, June and July and also with re-

duced rates on many commodities, the freight revenues for
the first seven months of this year were in excess of those
for the same period of last year. The freight revenues of
$89,676,106 for these months this year exceeded those of
last year by $1,268,830. Expenses similarly continue less,

those for the first seven months of this year totaling $89,244,-
692, or $7,792,546 less than those for the same period of
last year. Under the present trying conditions, it is diffi-

cult to jjredict very far ahead, but it would appear on the
whole as if in 1922 the Baltimore & Ohio should come
through a great deal better than it did in 1921—even with
the improvement which took place in 1921.

The Baltimore & Ohio's expenditures for additions and
betterments to equipment in 1921 showed a net charge of

$7,067,405. There were added 50 locomotives and 2,059
freight cars, and retirements included 5 Iwomotives, 2,400
freight train cars and 24 passenger cars. It will be re-

membered that during the latter part of the year large

purchases were made of freight car bodies for the purpose
of car rehabilitation. Additions and betterments to road,
totaled $3,518,124. This included enlargement of yards,

etc.. at Locust Point, Baltimore: a new bridge across the

Miami at Lawrencehurg, Ind., was placed in service Octo-
ber 1. 1921, and there was considerable work done in the

way of renewing and strengthening of a number of other

bridges, .\utomatic i)lock signals were installed on 12 miles

of double track between Callery Junction, Pa., and Wild-
wood.

Freight Car Loading
U AHIIXCTO*. IJ. C.

THE Ni'MBEK of Cars loaded with revenue freight during
the week ended on Septeml>er 2 was 931,598, the larg-

est reported for any previous week in eleven months
and an increase of 40,760 cars over the previous week.
Moreover, the increa.sc was not all attributable to the in-

crea.scd coal movement following the more general resump-
tion of bituminous mining, as the increase in coal loading
over the previous week was only 38,457 cars.

The loading for the week of September 2 represents an
increase of 100,310 cars as compared with the corresponding
week of 1921, and a decrease of only 30,035 cars under the

corresponding week of 1920, when 961,633 cars were lo;ided.

It was also 91J-j per cent of the total for the record week of

October 15, 1920, when 1,018,539 cars were loadtxl. Coal
loading had not yet reached normal proportions, although the

coal loading for the week was 149,487 cars as compared
with 111,030 during the week before. The co;il loading
was 5,099 cars less than for the corresponding week of last

year and 49.513 cars Ix'low the corresponding week of 1920.

As compared with the previous week there were decreases

in grain and grain products, livestock, coke, forest prcxlucts

and ore, but there was an increase of 3,350 cars in mer-
chandise, 1. c. 1., and of 3,943 cars in miscellaneous freight.

(^nly the Southwestern district showed a reduction as

coni|>ared with the corresponding week of last year.

The percentage of open top car requirements filled during
the week of August 26 was 86, the same as the week before.

In the corresponding week of 1920 only 49 per cent of the

open top cars required were furnished. The total require-

ments for the week were 392,030, of which 338,785 were
furnished and 284,703 were loaded.

The freight car surplus is rapidly dwindling. For the

jK'riod from .\ugust 15 to 23 it averaged 120,961, a reduc-

tion of 12,292 cars as compared with August 8-15. This
included 96,405 coal cars and 8,237 box cars. On the other

hand, there were shortages amounting to 43,519 cars, of

which 27,195 were box cars and 8,175 were coal cars. For
the period from August 23 to 3 1 there was a further decrease

in the surplus to 70,455, including 3,850 box cars and 54,566

coal cars. The shortage amounted to 58,670, including

35,819 box cars and 13,835 coal cars.

The Car Service Division has compiled charts showing
the weeklv variation in the loading of merchandise and mis-

REVENtZ FREK.IIT L">.\DF.D. SI.MM.VRV—AI.L DISTRICTS, COMPARISON OF TOTALS THIS
WEKK ENDED SATIKDAY, SEPTEMBER 2. 1922.

VST YEAR. TWO YEARS AGO.

Total revenue freight loaded

Grain
and ftrain Live

DlfincK Year products itock C'al
£«nern 1922 8.779 3,340 32.6M

1921 8.033 2,874 43.38-1

Allegheny 1922 3.117 3,145 42,73(1

1921 3.051 2,969 43,659
Porahoiita* 1922 221 281 20,900

1921 149 268 14,647
Southern 1922 3.732 2,347 21.502

1921 3.64') 1,881 20,723
KorthoeMern 1922 19,853 8,167 6,510

1921 20.067 6.484 8.853
Central Western 192: 13.763 11.606 18,729

1921 19,263 10,091 18,486
Southwettern 1922 1.554 2.961 6.502

1921 6.067 2,706 4,834
Total \Vr«ern Di»n. . 1922 38,170 22,734 31,741

1921 45,397 19.281 32,173
Total all rr«d» 1922 54.019 31,847 149.487

1921 60.27'/ 27.273 154,586
1920 42,573 29,048 199,000

Increase coniptircd .. . 1921 4.574
Decrea.«e conip.-ir.d, . 1921 6,260 5,099
Increase coniparcl .. . 1920 11,446 2.799
Drrrease compared . . 1920 49.513
Sept. 2 1<)2.' 5-t.OI'i 31.847 14'),4K7

Aug. 26 1922 54.562 32.046 111.030
Aug. 19 1922 55,893 29,756 81,959
Aug. 12 1922 57.567 28,370 84.559
Aug. 5 1922 58,512 26.507 79,246

Compiled by C.ir Service Division, American Railway Aisoct'alii

Coke
1,241
1,156
4.560
2.218
216
88
779
452
984
459
469
ISO
140
209

1,593
818

8,389
4,732
14.674
3,657

6,285
8.389
8.390
8,201
8.420
8,442

Forett
products

5,695
4,423
2,989
2,479
1.089
1,117

18,327
14,854
15.487
10.536
7.924
5.927
7.195
6.463

30,606
22,926
58,706
45.799
62,229
12,907

3.523
58.706
60,466
57,034
56,163
55,898

Ore
6,729
2,929
10,602
5,970

22
3

1.017
2:1

41,306
20,614
2,186
763
492
745

43,984
22,122
62,354
31.245
77,804
31,109

15,450
62,354
65.041
67.201
69,197
66,218

Mdse.
L.C.L.
66,489
59.567
49,892
46.296
4,863
4,661

35,545
37.14.S

30,100
28,995
31,614
3 1 ,020
15.047
16.160
76,761
76.175

233.550
223.847
205,839

9,703

'27,71 i

233.550
230.000
22').925

230,652
229,287

Miscel-
laneous
101,327
79,314
79,380
59.676
2,465
3,685

34.095
33.845
36,903
33,995
54,028
45.217
25,048
27,795
115,979
107,007
333,246
283,527
330,466
49.719

' '2.780

3'3'.l',2-i6

329,303
325,350
317,652
327,241

This year,
I'i22

226,214

196,415

30,657

li^ii-i-t

159,310

14'o',3i9

'61,939

361,568

9'3'l'.598

I'oKiio

30,035
031.598
890,838
856.219
852.580
851,351

Corre-
spi nd-

ing year,
1921

2'or,686

166,".tia

'2'4'.6i8

rr2;773

l'3'o,663

l'3'o',9i7

'6'4',979

3'2'5',899

8'3'l',288.

831.288
828.883
815.147
808.269
786.178

Corre-
spond-

ing year,
19JO

2'3'8',-i6i

201,622

35,921

I'js.-iis

iVr.ie?

l"3'3',6s6

'6'2'..t8'i

3'57',26i

9"6'l'.63i

961,633
1.001.308
»68.lilJ* 1.269
935.730
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cellaneous freight for the years 1920 and 1921 and for

1922 to date. While most other commodities show heavier

total loading in 1920 than in 1922, merchandise and miscel-

laneous freight has been running well over 1920 since the

first week of April, and has been in excess of 1921 during

the entire year.

The circular charts show a distribution of this class of

loading between the different railroad districts for the period

January 1 to August 19 in each of the last three years. The
total number of cars loaded to date this year exceeds any of

the two previous years. The Eastern and Allegheny districts

amounting to 50.1 per cent of the total traffic in 1922, show

an increase over 1920, while all other districts indicate a

decrease.

Dumpings of coal at the lower lake ports for last week

amounted to approximately 600,000 tons, with 9,380 cars

reported at lake ports on Saturday morning, according to

a statement by the fuel committee. As coal was not moving

to the lakes under the normal No. 2 classification in sufficient

quantities to make up the Fuel Distributor's program, pri-

ority No. 1 orders were issued on Saturday directing lake-

open top cars should then be distributed on an equal basis

to all shippers requiring such cars, on the ground that ship-

pers of sand and gravel are just as much entitled to cars for

their products as manufacturers are to cars for fuel.

A total of 158,010 cars were loaded with coal last week,

the week which ended on September 9, according to reports

received by the Association of Railway Executives. This was

a decrease of 9,418 cars compared with the preceding week,

but had it not been for tlie obser\'ance of Labor Day, load-

ings last week would have exceeded the week before and been

the largest since April 1 last when the miners' strike began

On Labor Day, only 10,021 cars were loaded, compared with

30,054 cars on the preceding Monday. Except for Labor

Day the average daily loading last week was approximate!'

29,600 cars, while the average for the week before was onl

27,900 cars.

On the basis of the number of cars loaded with coal, pro

duction last week was approximately 8,700,000 tons, com

pared with approximately 9,250,000 tons the week before.

Coal loadings on Friday, September 8, totaled 28,487

cars and on Saturdav 27,527 cars, 960 cars less than tli.
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Revenue Freight Car Loadings Up to August 26, 1922

ward a sufficient tonnage of coal to insure tliL' attainment of

the full lake program for this week. These priority authori-

zations are being placed with a view to causing the least

possible disturbance to the normal movement of coal. Diffi-

culties experienced in the unloading of iron ore from boats
'

at lower lake jwrts have been solved, and there is now no
shortage of vessels for the transportation of coal to Lake
Superior docks.

The fuel distributor has found it necessary to issue Pri-

ority No. 2 orders for the movement of a limited tonnage of

coal necessarj- to keep some non-essential industries in the

Southea.st from closing. Authorization for the movement of

10,000 tons of coal from Norton, \'irginia, to tiic State Fuel
Administration of South Carolina has l)een given. Repre-

sentations are being made from time to time tiiat industries

will be compelled to close unless given certificates of priority

which will aid them in obtaining fuel supplies. Tiiese cases

are being considered on their individual merits, under a

general policy of issuing priority authorizations only wiiere

real emergency needs cannot be provided for by ofiier means.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a

hearing to be held on September 21 on a petition filed liy flu-

National Association of Sand and Gravel Producers for a

modification of Service Orders 23 and 24 to provide that after

the most essential requirements for coal cars are taken care

of, under the higher classes of the priority list, the available

j)receding da}, but 2,3 70 cars above the previous Saturday.
Loadings on Saturday, however, are generally lower than
other week days owing to a short day being observed at

most mines.

With the American Relief Administration in Russia—While
Bolshevik Soldiers Were Saying That Cameras Were Not
Allowed an American Woman Snapped This Picture

—Vechrova Yards, Near Moscow.



Functions of Department of Purchases and Stores*

Great Possibilities in Securing a Better Control Over the

Expenditures for Materials

By H. C. Pearce

Dirtttor of I'urchaH-s and Stores, Chesapeake & Ohio

TiiK PURPOSE or THE divisioD of purchases and stores

is to provide needed materials for the construction,

operation and maintenance of the property; to have

jii urate knowledge of what is available, the quality best

suited for the jHirpose for which it is to be used, the time

when the material will be needed, the proper storage and
distribution, and proper accounting for same. These six

general divisions include all the details of prices, freights,

inspection, storage, handling, etc., down to and including the

dispo6ition of the salvage. The magnitude of the work can

best be visualized by the fact that our Class 1 American

railroads e.xpend more than 1.250,000,000 for materials and

supplies per annum, not including new equipment, made up
of over 60,000 individual items, scattered over approximately

232,000 miles of railroad.

Value of the Budget System

The budget system mu-t \>c installed tjofore any thorough

or compa-hensive expenditures can be carried on in an

economical manner. An organization responsible for the

expenditure of millions of dollars annually must first be

capable of viewing the problem with knowledge that the

money necessary will l>e available when the liabilities become

due. Compare the amount of detail and practical knowledge

necessary for the handling and accounting of this sum of

money by our treasury and accounting departments and'

realize, if you can, how much more organization is required

properly to safeguard this amount of money in the form of

materials scattered over thousands of miles of railroad and

you have at least a fair general idea of the inadequacy of

the organizations now handling this work.

Railroad executives have viewed this problem in the past

through the eyes of the using departments, and when the

question of exjK-nse, as reflected by the payroll, came to their

notice, their first thought was to turn the work over to the

using department, with the idea that they could show a

reduction in the payroll, when, as a matter of truth, the

work must be done by others with less experience and

knowledge, at higher rates of j)ay, or not done at all. The

latter was usually the result.

Supply officers as a rule were not men of large vision or

broad experience and did not have the knowledge or strength

necessary to do the things they know should l»e done. To.

carry on work of such magnitude, it must U- api)arcnt to

any one that has studied the facts that it must Ik- controlled

by an officer of strength of character and great energy and

force, and the organization must be sufficient to care for

each detail and record it properly so that exact knowledge

may Ijc had at all times. Supply officers, with few excep-

tions, have in the past accepted the situation as they found

it, recognizing that it was better to keep their positions and

satisfy or obtain favor with their superiors than it was to

stand for principles. The results of such understanding,

or lack of understanding, develops the fact that there are

with rare exceptions no standard forms of comparison or

* standard methods, the purpose having been to muddle every-

thing up as much as possible to prevent comparisons. Ac-

counting officers were more interested in the appearance of

•Abilract of p.ipc-r read hc(..re the Ntw York R.-iilro.ad Glut., Frirlay,

September 15, 1922.

the records than in the condition and control of the stock;

their conception of the value of the stores department was

their ability to obtain reports required on certain dates and

an inventory of the assets, as reflected in neatly typed pages

and summaries of figures, without thought of responsibility

as to correctness of these figures other than the calculations.

This work alone has been a terrific drain on the resources

of supply officers. The using departments are only inter-

ested in the actual amount of material charged to specific

work; the amount of material on hand has no interest to

them, as under our system of accounting, nothing is charged

until it is actually reported as used by the department that

uses it.

These fundamental facts have prevented owners of rail-

road securities and executives realizing tlie tremendous in-

vestment they have, knowledge of what these investments

are worth, and little or no knowledge of what the real cost

of doing the work was. The principle underlying the

accounting for materials is that nothing shall be charged to

an account or piece of work until it is actually used. This

is entirely wrong, regardless of the reasons for the plan.

The fact remains that every account and every piece of

work should liear not only the actual cost of labor and mate-

rial, but all the costs incidental thereto, which should include

losses due to faulty design, wrong estimates, errors in order-

ing, changes, delays in doing the work and all other causes

incidental thereto. The plan that should be adopted under

the budget system is that all material delivered to the work

shall \)e charged to the account or work for which it was

ordered. Whatever remains after completion shall bo sur-

veyed and credit allowed for its actual value. If this were

done and the monthly budget system carried out as it is

being rapidly developed, the using departments would be

—

as they should—responsible for every dollar which they

order, and it would be shown at the end of the month just

what they have exjiended. This one thing would do more to

overcome the enormous quantities of materials which have

been acquired on our railroads, which have either been held

in suspense or Ijecome obsolete, than any other one thing,

and without any added expense.

A Financial Problem

The purchases on our railroads generally have been in

the hands of honest, intelligent men, but they have lacked

breadth of view and knowlwlge of details, which has seri-

ously impaired their work. Lack of proper records which

should l>c such as to enable them to know accurately daily

the liabilities they were incurring, records of comparison

with previous months and previous years, specifications which

will enat)le them to develop tlie market and procure com-

I)etition, have always tremendously handicapped the railroad

purchasing agent. Probably no other department of a rail-

road is so dependent upon the accumulation of details as

the service of supply. It is made up of details, and they

must lie accurately recorded each day, in simple and accurate

form, in order to bring about proper control.

If I were asked wliat were the outstanding faults of the

service of supply as a whole. I would say price and payroll

comparison. They have been the curse of the supply de-
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partment. They have stunted the development of supply

ofBcers. They have stultified the ambitious and capable

man. They have appealed to the selfish and self-seeking

man, and in every way have been most harmful. The same

thing has handicapjjed the railway executive. What en-

couragement is there for a railway executive, no matter how
convinced he is of what is necessary in order to establish a

strong, practical and capable organization, when the first

questions his brother executives ask him are, "\\'hat are you

paying your chief supply officer"; "What is the cost of

operating your supply department"; "What are your average

monthly issues"; or having his officers constantly dinging

into his ears, "This is all very nice, but we have to pay for

it out of our appropriation—it all goes into our operating

expenses." Until this work can be raised to the point where

there will be constantly staring the executives of our rail-

roads in the face the fact that they have hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars tied up in unused materials, costing not less

than 25 per cent, per annum to maintain, representing

monies which should be in the property or in the treasur\-,

this organization will never be placed on the proper basis or

perform the real ser\'ice for which it is intended, and for

this reason I repeat that the problem is a financial rather

than an operating one.

Many splendid businesses have been wrecked by injudi-

cious buying. I am a strong believer in the plan known

as the "Thorne" system, introduced by the late W. V. S.

Thome, and carried out most successfully on the Harriman

lines. The plan is simple, the first requirement being to

definitely determine what is the most desirable material to

purchase, based on service, source of supply and price. This

having been definitely determined, a running agreement is

made for the requirements, subject to cancellation by either

partj- giving a stated period of notice. This insures a fixed

source of supply, the quality of materials best suited for the

requirements, and enables the manufacturer to produce it at

the lowest cost. It eliminates the expense and delay of

sending out inquiries, receiving proposals, tabulating bids,

etc. Each day's delay between the time the need develops

and the deliver>- is made rcprc-wnts a loss, either in interest

or a loss through lack of delivery.

More Specifications Needed

Broadly s[x;aking, all materials should be Ijought to speci-

fications. I know it will be contended that this is not always

practicable. Manufacturers' agents who wish to sell some

special brand, or mechanics -and others who prefer to criticise

the quality of something rather than write a specification,

will not approve the plan. Our technical officers should be

able and .'^hould Ik- required to put tlieir knowledge of what

is required into a specification. Three factors should be

taken into consideration in preparing a specification: (a)

the service required, (b) the source of supply, (c) the cost.

If representatives of each of these factors— i. e., the user,

the manufacturer and the buyer, were consulted in their

preparation, 90 per cent, of the materials used on our rail-

raids could \x covered by practical and economical speci-

fications. Specifications without test are worthless and how

is any buyer to know what he is getting unless the material

is insjK-ctcd and tested, and how can it l>e tested unless it is

built to a s[><rifi(-ation? It is the only practical plan either

for the manufacturer or buyer. I,had hop<d that the .\mcr-

ican Railway Association would adopt minimum specifica-

tions. With minimum specifications the manufacturers have

a base to work to: any railroads or service requiring some-

thing l)etter than the minimum specification can procure

it at the lowest cost iK-cause there is a l)asc. If is the only

way to obtain necessar>' and honest competition. Because

railroads have not followed generally the plan of buying

material to specifications in competition is one of the reasons

why we have the Clayton Act. I further l)elieve that if is

mandator}- for public carriers to offer ever}' responsible

manufacturer an opportunity to bid on its requirements, and

this cannot be carried out in a practical manner without

practical specifications and tests.

The engineer of tests should report to the chief supply

officer for the reason that it is desirable that materials should

be arranged for in advance of the need. The engineer of

tests on our railroads should be investigating and reporting

on the requirements, source of supply, conditions and facil-

ities of manufacturers at all times. If this were done as it

should be there would be ver}- little inspection required at

destination, and none of the long, tedious and exfjensive

delays in receiving materials that fail to conform to the

specifications being held up by long and many times useless

correspondence.

It will be said that the engineer of tests should be inde-

pendent or repwrt to the using department, on the ground

that they are responsible for the kind of material to be used.

My answer to this question is that the using departments

are responsible for the specifications and the supply depart-

ment is responsible for furnishing material to the speci-

fications.

Distribution of Material

Material has no value either to the railways as capital or

to the using department as ser\-ice until it reaches the points

where it is needed to be u,«ed. It is essential, therefore, to

determine upon methods which will l)est enable the railway

company to conser\-e its assets and make them available when

wanted in the least possible time. ^Material must be first

assembled and maintained at as few points as possible for

distribution, for the reason that it represents money, which

must be as closely guarded and conserved as if it were in

the bank. Desirability of this is based principally upon the

following facts:

( 1 ) Generally there is only one place where there is

sufficient organization for thorough check, test and care of

materials;

(2) Materials can be inventoried more readily when

centralized;

(3) By restricting the number of places where stocks

are carried a smaller fixed investment will he found sufficient

to adequately protect the needs of all departments.

The shops, representing the largest users of classes, if not

values, must first be considered, and a practical plan is for

the .stores department to deliver the materials to the users

in the .shops. This keeps high priced mechanics at their

work and their machines in operation during a p)oriod which

otherwise would cau.<e them to be absent procuring netxled

materials, and it enables the supervisor}- forces to keep

in touch with the progress of the work and the actual needs

of the mechanics. The shop delivery system assures accuracy

in accounting by requiring that all material orders be

revised and the proper description entered thereon. It pro-

vides the means for obtaining an order for all material issued;

enables store department employees to obser\-e the use of

materials by coming in personal contact with the men who
arc actually using it; it provides a method by which they

can intelligently anticipate and j^rovide for the needs and

satisfy thcm.selves that the material will be utilized as in-

fended. If results in delivering materials to jx)infs required

in less lime than other systems now in effect and at less

expense; insures an opportunity for locating and returning

to stcn-k maferinls drawn for use and not applied; it insures

proper supervision over the manufacture of materials and

the return of the finished or rcpairc<l product to the stores

when conii)leted; if encourages the use of serviceable second-

hand and repaired material in lieu of new and by co-opera-

tion provides for the disposition of shop worn material in

proper sequence, thus avoiding the inadvertent disarrange-

ment of stock.

The su{>ply train .«erves the same purpose for the line that
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the store deliver)' does for tlif shops and in preciaely the

same way. It places the represt-ntative of the supply depart-

roent in personal contact with the users on tlie line; it places

the stonliouse at the disposal of the men; it establishes the

closest relations U-twwn the two, which, when coupled with

a thorough inspection by the supervisory officers, as it should,

furnishes the ideal method of distributing material on the

line.

This s)-stem is in use by many large railway systems of

the countPi-. The reason why the supply train has not been
generally adopted is due to the fact that there has not been

a sufficiently broad conception of what the ser\-icc of supply

should embrace. The supply, or what is commonly called

the stores department, is looked upon as mt-rcly a depot

where supplies should be procured when onlcred, and the

storekeeper in charge merely as the man who hands them
over the counter. It has occurred to few that the service

of supply must be based on broad enough lines so that its

agents should know what is actually needed, what gives the

best .service for the purjjose, and have means at their dis-

posal whereby they can come in jiersonal contact with the

users on the ground. The supply department is rcsfwnsible

not merely for having materials, l)ut also the quantity and
quality, and must also dispose and market the salvage.

Reclamation

Reclamation in its broadest sense has been generally

misrepre.<<'nted and largely misunderstood. Reclamation

means making useful that which has l>ecn discarded. The
fundamental principle underlying reclamation is that nothing

must \k reclaimed that will not Ix; needed for future use or

that cannot Ix; reclaimed at a saving, and in order to guard
against losses or incorrect conclusions an accurate record

must be kept covering each operation, from which a monthly

statement should be compiled showing the net results (sav-

ings or loss) on each item of material reclaimed.

There is one feature of this work which operating and
maintenance officers seem to lose sight of, and that is,

that the supply department has not taken over any of the

functions of the maintenance department in salvaging mate-

rials; they have taken over this work after the using depart-

ments have finished with it. The using departments are

expected and .should be required to get the utmost sen-ice out

of their materials and tools and not permit them to t)C turned

over as scrap to be salvaged until they have performed their

full service. The following outstanding features of this

work mu.st appeal to all practical men:
(1) That the supply department is organized for the

purpose of supf)lying materials, and the reclaiming of mate-

riaLs is one of its .sources of supply;

(2) That the work of dismantling, disposing and sale

of all materials, including relea.sed equipment, is one of the

duties of the sup[)ly department;

(.5) That this work can lie done more economically in

conjunction with the handling and marketing of .scrap, of

wliirh it is a |iart.

Railway Storehouse Not a Reservoir

.Ml primary accounting should be done at points where the

materials are issued. In no other place can basic accounting

be done as economically and accurately. .Ml materials must

U- received and checked \>y tlie storekeejier. Tlie same ma-
terial must lie priced and either invoiced to tlie using depart-

ment or charged direct to the primary accounts. In no other

way can the storekeeper keep control of the stock and control

his business. The su[)[)ly officer is the fiscal agent of the

company. Tlic money invested in material is enormous.

Every (lollur invested unnecessarily in materials is unli(|uid

and unworking capital. The railway storehou.se is not a

reservoir, hut a hank. Material is not junk, but cash, and

must be as safely guarded and controlled as ca.sh.

There is an unlimited field for practical reform in our

accounting system, which can only meet the full possibilities

when cxjr railroad executives realize that dcxentralization

must take place and the records made complete on the

ground.

What Has Been Done on the C. & O.

I'roliably the pro[>erty with which I am connected is a fair

example of many large-earning, reasonably well-managed
properties, and its material conditions were prol>ably not out

of line with tlie majority of railways. The stock on hand
.April SO, 1921, was $15,830,416. On June 30, 1922, the

stock on hand was $8,591,088. No unusual work was per-

formed. On the contrar}- maintenance was greatly curtailed

during the first half of the ye;ir 1921. No additional facili-

ties were provided, and only ai)plied common sense was re-

(|uired to accomplish this, but it was necessary to have men
who knew what to do at the time. It was not sufficient to

have well-meaning, honest men that were willing to learn.

The first step was to find out what we had and where it

was. This was accomplished by starting men out over the

line taking lists of ever}-thing that was on hand, on rough
pencil sheets, being careful to give accurate description and
location. These sheets were forwarded daily to a central

location where they were transcribed on to cards. The cards

were arranged alphabetically. All requisitions were sent to a

central location, checked against these cards and the material

transferred.

This was merely a bridge until a permanent organization

could be built. Where storehouses or platforms were not

available, ground was leveled off and rough timbers laid

down, the material sorted and ever\' piece marked or sten-

cilled. After it was all segregated and marked, it was listed

in books by classes. From these hooks a master bcxjk was
built up which contained every item on the road, projjerly

described. W'c were then in position to discontinue the

monthly inventories and card indexes and start in with basic

records. The ne.xt move was to consolidate the material at

as few places as possible. Eveni-thing that was not used at

a particular p>oint was consolidated at the principal shops

and a general store established, leaving only a 30 or 40 days'

supply at local points. We continued the monthly inventor)'

and transfer cards for the maintenance of way material until

arrangements could be made to handle it in the same man-
ner. We procured an appropriation covering the e.xp)ense of

work trains sufficient to pick up and assemble the mainte-

nance of way material in the same manner, but the shop
crafts' strike on July 1 prevented us from carrying out the

plan, which will be taken up as soon as the strike is over.

I merely mention these simple things to illustrate what
anyone can do, no matter what the condition of the material

is, or lack of organization. We had absolutely nothing;

neither organization, storehouse facilities nor records; only

the confidence and support of our president.

Owners of railroad securities ami executives have quite

recently passed through a peri(xl which has opened their

eyes to the need of better control of their expenditures for

materials. If this experience has not shown them that some-

thing was radically wrong with their supply department,

nothing can be said or written that will be likely to have any
effect.

Unless the chief executive of a railroad is in entire sjin-

pathy with such an organization and has the courage to

select and support the man whom he places in control, noth-

ing lasting or substantial can be obtained. Refoniis must

begin at the top. The real responsibility rests with the chief

executive, who must first satisfy himsi-lf that the need exists,

.select the man whom he believes capal)le of organizing the

department (because it is almost entirely a matter of organi-

zation), give him support, and he will be satisfied with the

results.
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Coal Production
Washington, D. C.

INSTE.^D OF THE 9,400,000 tons suggested by the first re-

ports, final returns on soft coal production show only

9,142,000 tons in the week ended September 2, according

to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Sur\'ey. The record

of the week was awaited with interest as an indication of

the supply to be expected after general resumption of mining

under the Cleveland agreement. In the week of September

4-9, because of the Labor Day holiday, the output can hard-

ly exceed 8,700,000 tons.

Production of anthracite, though expected shortly, has not

yet been resumed.

The trend of output, day by day, is shawn by the state-

ment of cars of bituminous coal loaded. The early promise,

as indicated by loadings of 30.662 cars on Monday, August

28, was not fully borne out by the reports of Friday and

Saturday, when loadings dropped to 27,040 and 25,517 cars,

respectively. On Labor Day 10,021 cars were loaded by

the non-union mines, confirming the e.xperience of other

years that the day count.-; for a third of an ordinar}' working

day. The double holiday on Sunday and Monday increased

the number of empty cars available for placement on Tues-

day and on that day 33,085 cars were loaded, the largest

number on any day since last March. On Wednesday,

however, loadings dropped to 30,652 cars and on Thursday

to 28,238 cars. These returns suggest a total output for the

week of between 8,300,000 and 8 JOO.OOO tons.

1st ISth 19th 20th 21st 22d 23d
Week Week Week Week Week Week Week

Monday 11.445 15.102 16,229 15,703 18,601 30.662 10.021

Tuesday 11.019 11.446 13.729 13.032 17,801 28,197 33,085
Wednesday 11,437 12.447 13,368 12,531 18,524 28,641 30,652
Thursday 11,090 12.380 13,277 13,521 19,388 28,687 28,238
Friday 11.296 12,669 13,539 13,718 22,882 27,040
Saturday 8,888 12,405 11,009 13,524 23.070 25,517

"The limiting factor in the supply of soft coal has now
become transportation," the bulletin says. "It is true that

some thousands of miners are still on strike, notably in the

Connellsville and Kanawha districts, but the tonnage offered

for shipment by the other mines at work will absorb the

available transportation facilities. The demand for coal is

active and prices are high. Under such conditions coal is

offered for shipment up to the limit of the ability of the rail-

roads to transport it.

"The present rate of production is 9,600,000 tons a week.

In the corresponding period of 1920 the average was 11,-

750,000 tons; in 1919, 11,340,000 tons; and inl918, about

12,800,000 tons. The present rate of soft coal movement,

even with prioritv' in use of open-top cars, is therefore 25

per cent below 1918, 15 per cent below 1919, and 18 per

cent below 1920.

"The Cleveland agreement itself was concluded on August

15 and 16. By Saturday of that week it had been accepted

by the majority of operators in Ohio, Fairmont and Mich-
igan, and in part of Central Pennsylvania, and by that time

coal was beginning to move from these mines.

"The following week (August 21-26) was marked by a

series of local wage conferences, and by the acceptance of

the Cleveland settlement in district after district. In rapid

succession agreements were signed in the Kanawha and
Michigan section of West Virginia, in Montana, Illinois,

Indiana, Wyoming, the Southwest Interstate Field, and Cen-
tral Pennsylvania. Before the week ended only Washington
and Pittsliurgli of the strongly organized districts had failed

to reach an agreement.

"In the meantime output in the non-union fields of the

Middle and Southern .Appalachians continued to be limited

by transpjirtation. The mines in the Logan di.'^trirt allcgeti

a loss of 73.4 per cent of full time capacity on account of

transportation. In the \\'in(ling Gulf field the loss was 63.7

p«'r cent, and in Norlhe.istern Kentucky 56.0 per cent.

Transportation difficulties were most acute in the Hazard

and Harlan districts, where losses of 71.5 and 89.6 per cent

were reported. There was, however, a slight improvement

in car service as compared with the week preceding."

The all-rail movement of coal to New England during the

week ended September 2 comprised shipments of 1,232 car?

of bituminous coal and 151 of anthracite over the six prin-

cipal Hudson river crossings and 19 cars of bituminous coal

through Rouses Point. The aggregate, 1,402 cars; was an

increase of 259 cars, or nearly 23 per cent, over the preceding

week. The total all-rail forwardings this year to September

2 amounted to 112,025 cars divided as follows: 50,710

cars of anthracite and 59,777 cars of bituminous coal through

the principal gateways and 223 cars of anthracite and 1,315

of bituminous coal through Rouses Point.

L'nder the Federal Fuel Distributor's orders directing coal

to Lake Erie ports total shipments during the week ended

September 2 increased 79 per cent, and according to reports

from the Ore and Coal Exchange a total of 463,242 tons

was dumped as against 258,598 tons in the week preceding.

Of the total, 432,281 tons were cargo coal and 30,961 tons

were vessel fuel. The present rate of dumpings was 79 per

cent of that in the corresponding week a year ago. The total

quantity of cargo coal forwarded during the present lake

season now stands at 5,337,275 tons as gone to destinations

not ordinarily taking lake coal. The quantity sent to the

regular lake markets is onlv 4,441,043 tons as against 16.-

216.834 in 1921, and 11,346,697 in 1920.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads

increased in volume during the week ended September 2.

Dumpings for the week of September ^ totaled 369,685 net

tons, as against 310,593 tons the week before. Cargo coal

for export decreased, whereas coal for New Ejigland and
other coastwise destinations and bunker coal increased.

.\fter the Sunday and Monday holiday total shipments on

Tuesday were the largest recorded for the period since April

1. On the next day they were less, but were higher than on

any preceding Wednesday. Aggregate shipments during the

first half of last week, considering Labor Day equivalent,

as usual, to about tliree-tenths of a full day, were at the

rate of 1,600,000 tons a day. This rate exceeded by IS per

cent and 65 per cent, resp)ectively, the daily averages for the

preceding week and for the week before that.

Pennsylvania districts showed continued increase on W'ed-

nesday. In northern West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois, the rapidly rjsing rate of shipments was checked

by transportation difficulties.

In the non-union districts of southern West Virginia,

Virginia, Kentucky, and Alabama shipments have declined

generally, but the Logan, Pocahontas-Tug River, and parts

of Eastern Kentucky .shipments increased this week although

still far behind the high rate attained late in June.

In the region immediately west of the Mississippi river

shipments have increased regularly from day to day and on

Wednesday, September 6, were higher than previously re-

ported this season.

The Colorado coal fields early last week shipped at about the

rate of the week before, which was less than previous weeks.

Marked increases were shown last week in Utah and New
Mexico, whereas in Washington there was a decrease as

compared with the week before.

Lake coal now Ix^ing laided i? moving almost entirely

under its natural Class 2 movement and with only a very

limited application of the No. 1 priorities. A problem in the

transportation of lake coal has arisen l>ecause of delays in

the unloading at lower lake ports of cargoes of iron ore from
the northern ranges from boats which carry coal on their

return trips to Lake Superior ports. This delay in un-
loading ore l)oafs which has l>een occasioned by deficiencies

in the railroad car supply, will l>e ol)viatcd, it is hoped, bv
the issuance of special permits for the u.se of cars to tran,«f)ort

iron ore.
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It is proiialtle thai arrangements will have to be do'iied

-ure at least a partial supply of anthracite for the upper

\II.Y SHIPMKNTS OF SOFT COAL FKOM FBODt'CING DIS-
TRICTS

Sri t' nt. Attumtnc 50 Ion* ' -. rrcurdt of c«rf loaded.
u trg.irtrd by the ti'-: Kiiloay AMacialUB

•^ IsiJay Timdar lUj
IhMrut Au». JO icpu. Scp«. 4 Srpi. J ScM. <

CmirM PrnnohanU .... 75.«.«K UI..'.'5 IS.iOO I5i(.7$ii I6j.»5n
W*^i*^n l'» mHodinff

1 •• J9.J.'5 61.292 6.600 .W.ISO UJ,050
"liDd. J9.42S 44J25 .'I.JOO 49.900 52.250

rrtct-

. . . 5S.742 59.750 J9.400 67,750 69.J00
- - ..i.aber. 8.042 14.B42 J.SOO 17.750 17.250

Total Pcnnixlvanu... 221.492 32I.JJ4 86,000 3BJ,j6o 4J5.)00
Ccorfn Crerk. I'pper Po-

lonuc MTtii CumbcrUnd-
PirJnvni I4.88J 15.017 J.650 12.500 1J.350

Fiirmr.ni i W. V». Pan-
handle 87.191 I0O.J8J 12.700 1S5.9O0 115.MO

' jnd Coke 8.858 6.217 9.600 7.850 7.250
->h» and Coal Riwr 18.09: 20.750 U.700 ».90f) 1J..'50

27.225 26.708 28,900 11.600 J5.100
Kivrr (C. * O.
• r DiT.) 19.367 18.642 16.300 30.500 21.450

' (Vir(inian) 17.383 18.825 13.350 16.600 16.700
<lli>cKivcr 71.i>67 67.583 75.900 31.950 63.550

..rr 27.400 26,308 35.150 30.600 22.700

I.Hal W. Va and Md. 291.466 300.433 209.250 318,400 307.650
Eaurrn Krnlacky 51.733 51.467 67.600 47.650 50.300
Wr.icrn Kmtacky 59.258 42.975 2.600 61.450 44.050
~ r.wr Ih.BOO 14.49-* 13.850 17.100 15.900

Val. k S. W. Va. 22.475 21.433 30.050 22,550 17,300
.-la .ind Geurria 50.84> 44.166 44.300 50.250 46.80(i

94.408 115.508 2.500 156.250 130.000
> Illinoi. 79.308 330.008 50 401.950 345.950
Mo. Kana.. Okla..
ani Texjt 19.675 51.508 1.750 67.950 69.750

. lo 34.525 29.167 5.400 28.200 29.250
Mrxico 6.034 7.225 7.450 7.650 10.300

16,783 16.458 12.300 18,850 26.050
tiR. Moot, ft N. D. I0,S84 40.151 54.400 53,000

r.icton 3.708 3.983 3,800 2,400
rin 1.47S 3.893 3.750 3.650

Eaat of Miatiffippi
cr 889.257 1,245,708 456.200 1.462.650 1.397.100

T K.>l, Weit of MJMiuippi
River 91.309 148.492 26,900 180.850 191.050

) Trand total, bituminous . ..

.hipped 980.566 1.394.200 483,100 1,643.500 1.588.150

lake reition. In normal seasons between J.OOO.UOO and 4,-

000,000 tons of anthracite are shipped to upper lake ter-

ritory, the great hulk of which goes by the water route

through Buffalo, N. Y., and Erie. Pa. It is hardly possible

at this juncture to supply the lake region with its normal

anthracite re(|uirements, but it is ho|)ed that a considerable

|K-rcentage. jK-rhaps 50 per cent of the normal sujiply may l>e

provided. In the consideration of the lake anthracite prob-

lem, the demands of the Ea.stcrn and Northeastern regions

for hard coal have to be taken into account.

Fuel Distributor Sfjencer is still receiving a large number

of urgent requests for coal. These requests come to a con-

.siderable extent from the .southeastern states, notably Miss-

issippi, eastern Tennessee and North and South Carolina.

Artificial gas manufacturing companies in the northern states

continue to ask assistance in obtaining coal for gas niakiii:;

purposes. The State Fuel .Administration of Massachusetts

ha.- informed the Fuel Distrii)utor that it will recjuire no

Secretan, Hoover, of the Department of Commerce, and

further sui)plies of emergency coal.

Fuel Distributor Spencer conferred with nu-mbers of the

Pennsylvania Fuel Commission and ref)re,sentatives of tin

anthracite producers in Philadelphia on Septemtier 7 witli

a view to assuring an ecjuitable and expeditious distribution

of hard coal su|>plies, when available.

The railway fuel situation last week was re[)orted as ap-

parently much easier, and railroatls generally, with the e\

ception of certain lines in the southeastern |)art of the couii

try, are obtaining coal supplies. The Fuel Committee i>

endeavoring to take care of the needs of certain short-line

railways in tlie Southeast.

The' Federal Fuel Distributor is at present issuing very

few priority orders for the movement of coal. The polio'

at present beinK pursued is to limit the use of No. 1

priority orders to cases of keen emergency and then to apply

the priority only against coal under contract.

.\ conference has been called by the President's Fuel

Committee, in co-oja-ration with the I'nited States Chamlx'r

of Commerce, to be held in Washington on Friday, Scptem-

Ijer 15. to be comprised of business, industrial railway and

puldic utility representatives, to consider various measures

in amelioration of the coal situation. The conference will

consider specifically the organization of a voluntan,' cam-

paign of

—

(a) Measures for expedition of coal movement.

(b) Measures for restraint on accumulation of unneces-

sar>' coal stocks by business and industrial consumers.

(c) Measures for placing upon the public market some
|)art of the production of the mines normally producing for

certain industries.

(d) Other methods for ex|x'diting return of the co;»l

situation to normal.

The co-operation of the responsible coal operators will

also Ije requested, the general purpose of the movement being

that prices may \)e (|uickly readjusted downward, the house-

holder and small consumer immediately supplied, and the

coal situation returned to normal.

Julius Barnes, of Washington, and .\lexander Legge. of

Chicago, are acting for the United States Chamber of Com-
merce. The invitations to the conference have been issued

by Secretary Hoover of the Department of Commerce on
behalf of Fuel Distributor Spencer, Commissioner .\itchison

of the Interstate Commerce Commission and Dr. Foster Bain,

director of the Bureau of Mines, representing the Depart-

ment of the Interior.

Except for seven different days in March, more cars were
loaded with coal on Monday, September 1 1 , than on any
one day this year, either iK-fore or after the coal miners'

strike began on .^ijril 1. Loading on Monday totaled 35,-

808 cars. This e.xceeded the previous record loading since

the miners' strike began by -2,723 cars, that record having
lieen made on September 5, when the total was .i3,085 cars.

Coal loadings on Monday were equivalent to a weekly
production of approximately 11.800,000 tons and e.xceeded

the average daily loading in September last year by 11.251
cars, and the daily average for .August this year by 18,745
cars.

FouTV-si.x Locomotives, valued at $783,000. were exported from
the United States during June. Of these 25 went to -Argentina.

Exports of freight cars in May totaled 490, valued at $998,076.

Passenger cars exported numbered 8. valued at $11,237. Of the

freight cars, 400. valued at $880,000. went to .Argentina.

I'holn hv Euini: (.all.'miv. V V

Transvaal Express Leaving Lauren(;o Marques, Portuguese

East Africa
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The Western Railway Club has postponed its September

meeting and will hold its next regular meeting in October.

The Telegraph & Telephone Section of the American Rail-

way Association, W. A. I-airlianks, secretary, announces that

the annual meeting of the Section, scheduled for September

19, 20 and 21, has been indefinitely postponed.

Graysonia, Nashville & Ashdown is the name of the succes-

sor to that part of the Memphis. Dallas & Gulf which extends

from Ashdown. .^rk., on the Kansas City Southern and the

Frisco Northeast to Shawmut, on the Missouri Pacific, about

60 miles. The new company is preparing to rebuild the

line. It is planned to use motor cars for passenger, express

and baggage service. C. M. Conway, of Texarkana, Ark.,

heretofore general agent, has been elected president and

general manager of the new company.

Henry Ford professes to believe that the members of the

Interstate Commerce Commission are only pawns in the

hands of Xew York financial interests. In a statement given

out at Detroit last Wednesday lie declared that by its control

of empty coal cars the Commission aids the coal profiteers.

He said, as quoted in the dispatches

:

"The same interests who own the public utilities, railroad?

and mines are using the commission as part of their scheme

to fleece the public. If this commission ever was useful, it

now has outlived its usefulness. If the Government had de-

sired, it easily could have stepped in and given the public

all the coal it needed. Why should it let the Labor Board

set the wages for the railroad crafts so far below a living

wage that they would strike? Why should the I. C. C.

permit the Louisville & Nashville to carry a $70,000,000 sur-

plus and keep an insufficient one-track road serving the most

productive coal fields. The commission should have insisted

that the L. & X. build adequate facilities into the heart of

this great coal region. With a wonderful opportunity for

public service, the I. C. C. widely misses the mark."

Northern Pacific Sued by Strikers

Former Northern Pacific shopmen at Pasco. Wash.. 28 in

number, have filed suits against that railroad for $1,000 each,

as damages for alleged refusal of the company to employ them.

.\fter the strike was declared the railroad management decided

to build a fence around the shops at Pasco, and a contract for

building the fence was let to a construction concern. The 28 idle

shopmen applied for work on this job but were rejected.

Freight Loss and Damage Payments in May
Figures compiled by the freight claim division of the Ameri-

can Railway .\5snciation show that the total charged to loss and

damage by the railroads of the country in May. 1922, was

$4,258,941 as compared to $8,333,320 for the same month in 1921,

a decrease of 48.9 per cent. I'or the five months ended May 31

the total charged to loss and damage was $23,414,363. as com-
pared with $47,388,357 for the same period last year, or a decrea.sc

of .50,6 per cent.

Burlington 72 Years Old This Month

On .September 2 the Oiicago. Uurlingtnn & Quincy completed

its seventy-second year of service. I'nder the name of the

Aurora Branch railroad, with tracks extending from .\urora,

III., to Turner Junction (West Chicago), a distance of 12 miles,

it began serving the public on September 2, 1850. .'\t that time

its equipment consisted of one locomotive, one passenger coach

and twti combination hatrgtffc and freight cars. The road was
built to meet local rentiirements and the promoters of the Aurora
road harbored no idea of extending their line beyond the bomidaries

of Illinois. Howe\er, during the years following the management

took advantage of the opportunities presented to build a large

transportation system until today the Burlington has 9,389 miles

of line, 1,955 locomotives, 1,389 passenger cars and 72,131 freight

cars and employs more than 50.000 officers and employees.

Automatic Train Control on C. & N. W.
The Chicago & North Western has contracted with the General

Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. V., for an installation

of automatic train control between West Chicago, III., and

Elgin. [West Chicago is 30 miles west of Chicago and Elgin is

!2 miles north of West Chicago.] The line to be equipped has

some double track and some single, with both mechanical and
electric interlockins; plants. The intermittent induction type will

be used, with speed control.

T. and T. Convention Postponed

The annual convention of the Telegraph and Telephone section

of the .American Railway .Association, which was scheduled to be

held at Colorado Springs, Colo., on September 19-21, has been

indefinitely postponed according to a notice issued on September 6

by Chairman W . H. Hall and Secretary W. .\. Fairbanks. The
notice reads as follows

:

"Owing to the present conditions the Committee of Direction

has decided that it is advisable to postpone the fall session (annual

meeting) of the Telegraph and Telephone section."

New Union on M. & St. L.

The shop employees of the Minneapolis & St. Louis have

organized a new union under the leadership of W. A. Liehl, who
has been elected president. "We have formed this association

at the suggestion of the wage board." Mr. Liehl said. "We
have a set of officers who can be dealt with and. in a diplomatic

way can settle disputes, thus avoiding friction and strikes. Our
organization will extend to all the shops of the road. I believe

that 75 per cent of the striking shopmen who are out did not

go out of their own free will ; and they fear the torrent of

abuse they would get if thev went back to work."

New Cars in 1922

The railroads of the United States, in the seven months from

January 1 to .August 1 this year, had 25.7(}3 more new freight cars,

either ordered and under construction or installed in actual service,

than during the entire year of 1921. according to a statement issued

hv the .Association of Railway Executives; seven months this year,

95.199 cars; 12 months of 1921 a total of 69,436.

Of the total ordered or installed this year, 41,405 were coal

cars and 39,612 were box cars. The railroads are also augment-
ing their supply of refrigerator cars. On August 1. 3,870 had
actually been installed and placed in service, while 6,428 more had

been urdered.

Labor Board Again Rules Against Contracting

Several decisions directed against the practice of contracting on

various railroads were handed down by the Labor Board on

September II and subsequent days. These decisions, involving

the Erie; the New York Central; the San Antonio, Uvalde &
(iulf; the Great Northern; the Chicago and North Western; the

Cincinnati. Indian.ipolis & Western; the Oiicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul and the Chicago Great Western, follow, practically

word for word, the Board's ruling in the Indian Harbor Belt

case described in full in the Roilxcoy .igc of May 13, page 1111.

In every case the practice complained of by the employees had

been discontinued liefore or soon after the strike of shopmen began

on July 1. At the Board's inquiry on June 31 into the strike

526
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tituation all of the roads involved in ihctc dccitioot. except the
Eric, annoiinced the diKoiitinttancc oi the praclirc c< contractini;

or made a promise to do k) as soon a< |>iniihlr.

Safety on the Southern

The Southern Kailw.ty announces that sinci- March 1. 1920,

the end of federal control, it has had the comfort of being able

to record, month by month, that no pasM-nKrr has lost his life

by accident while on one of its trains. During these thirty

months the company's trains carried passengers eguixalent in

mimber to nearly lulf the population of the I'nited Slates. On
the other hand, during the same period, ihrrc has Icen a steadily

growing toll of fatal accidents at highway crossiiiKs on this com-
pany's lines. For three (wriods of two years each the records
show

:

RailroaiJ .Nuiomobilc
I'»a«iier« i'awmitri KiUcil

Killed on Train* un Kcid Crouiofi
I9I2-I9IJ 7 7
t9IJ'l»U 8 19
I«.'1I922 58

.Attention is called to the fact that from a social standpoint the

driver of an automohilr has the same duly of taking all needed
precautions as has the railroad comp.Tpy

Canadian Engineers Meet at Winnipeg

The Engineering Institute of Canada held its thirty-sixth

iiual professional meeting at Winnipeg, Man., on ."September

7. with approximately 200 members in attendance. J. G.

illivan, consulting engineer, Winnipeg, and formerly chief

MKincer of the Canadian Pacific, Western lines, presided. The
first day was devoted to the presentation and discussion of

papers describing the hydro-electric plants in the vicinity of

Winnipeg which were visited on ihe following .lay. On
Thursday separate meetings were held for the civil, geological

and mechanical sections of the society, .\mong the papers of

merest to railway men which were presented V>efore the

"icty on Thursday was one by S. B. Wass, terminal engi-

i-r, Canadian National, on the Construction of the Moncton
ird and Engine Facilities, which was abstracted in the

,ji/st'oy Age of September 9, page 463. Following this a

paper was presented on .Xutomatic Grain Car Unloaders for

the Canadian National Railways at Port .Arthur by Fred

Newell, mechanical engineer. Dominion Bridge Company,
Ltd., Montreal, which is reprinted on another page in this

issue. Professor T. Thorvaldson of Saskatchewan University,

presented a paper on the Disintegration of Concrete of .Alka-

line Ground Waters in which he descrilied the extensive in-

vestigations which arc now under way to determine means
f arresting and overcoming the attacks on railway and other

•nictures.

Railway Earnings for July

The railroads of the L'nited Stales had a net operating income

in July amounting to $69,239,000, ecjual to a return on an annual

liasis, of 4.04 per cent on their tentative valuation. In June the

net operating income was $76,594,000, or 4.79 per cent.

The railroads fell short by $29,332.W)0 of a return of 5^4 per

cent, the figure tixcd by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

its recent rate decision.

Operating revenues in July totaled $443,I83,0CKI, a decrease of

4 .1 per cent below July last year ; operating expenses $340,725,800,

6.1 per cent under 1921.

lor the first seven months this year the railroads had a net

..pcrating income of $418,271,000, compared with $214,713,400 during

the same period last year; ,-in annual rale of 4.M> per cent, com-

pared with 2 24 per cent in the first seven months last year.

Operating revenues for the first seven months in 1922 amounted

to $3,054,531,000, a decrease of 2.6 per cent under the same peri<Kl

last year, while operating expen.ses totaled $2,419,602,000, or 11.2

per cent decrease.

The carriers in the Eastern district had a net operating income

in Julv of $24,165,400. compared with $3l.(>.M.3"fl in July last year;

in the Southern district $r..479.000, compar.il with $4,703.a)0,

and in the Western district $38,.S94.500. compared with $33..566,80(l.

Despite the strikes of coal miners and shopmen, loading of

revenue freight in July increased 10 per cent over the .same month

last year. Coal loading during the same month, however, was

approximately 48 per cent under July, 1921 but loading of all

commodities other than coal increased nearly 24 per cent
Measured in net ton miles, there was a decrease in freight traflic

• i approximately 4,'j per cent under July last year.

Tlic tabulations as to carnmKs are based on the reports of 197

Class I railroads representing a total mileage of 235,221 miles.

There were formerly 301 Class I roads but because of the con-

solidation of re|iorts by a number of railroads with subsidiary

lines which heretofore had been classified separately, the number
of Cla«s I roads named in the reports is now 197.

National Association of Railway Commissioners

The thirty- fourth annual convention of the National Association

of Railway and Utilities Commissioners will be held at Hotel

Tuller, Detroit, Mich., beginning on Tuesday, November 14, the

date having been changed from September 26 by action of the

executive committee. The call for the convention, signed by

Carl I). Jackson of Wisconsin, president of the association; James
B. Walker of New York, secretary, and H. G. Taylor, of

.Nebraska, chairman of the executive committee, says that the

tendency of the federal government to encroach on the powers
ul Ihe states must l>e checked, and every state is earnestly urged

to send as many delegates as possible.

Chairman C. C. McChord of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion will address the convention on Tuesday afternoon and will

tell what has been done and what is proposed in the direction

cf co-operation between the federal commission and state com-
missions. Possible changes in the Transportation Act will be
discussed by W. H. Newton of Minnesota and H. G. Taylor of

Nebraska.

On Wednesday morning, the regulation of telephones will be
discussed and on Thursday morning other public utilities will be
the subject with addresses by executives of the different interests,

who have been invited by the association. These addresses will

deal with gas, electric light and power.

Hon. E. v. Kuykendall, of Washington, will present the report

of the new standing committee or. Motor Vehicle Transportation.

Washington is one of the states which has taken the lead in

regulating motor vehicles. Reports arc expected from all of

the standing committees.

The address of Secretary James B. Walker is 49 Lafayette

street, .\ew York City,

A Committee on Public Relations

The Long Island Railroad announces the appointment of a Com-
mittee on Public Ficlations. which, in the words of President Ralph
Peters, has been established for the purpose of opening up as

many channels as possible between the management of the road
and the people patronizing it, with the end in view that jiatrons

may have a closer idea of the company's problems and the offi-

cers have a closer idea of the problems of the people. In ad-
dressing the members of the committee at their first meeting,
Mr. Peters said

:

"The road must expand its activities and keep its patrons bet-

ter informed about railroad problems. Public opinion may be

dejiended upon to be actuated by justice and good sense if the

people are well informed. Employees need a liberal education;

they need information that will give them courage to speak for

the company. The committee is expected to supply officers and
employees with the facts which will enable them to speak au-

thoritatively and clearly, not only on matters pertaining to the

Long Island road but as well on railroad problems generally."

In the "creed" which has been prepared for the committee we
read : "Any employee can do as told ; all employees will do
!f/ioi lold ; but the most valualilc employee is the one w ho gives

off-duty thought to the problems with which he has to deal."

Announcement has been made that a member of the committee
or a representative will attend meetings held in any town on Long
Island to discuss all matters affecting train service, civic improve-
ments and general r.iilroad subjects. Chambers of Commerce.
Boards of Trade and other organizations can make special ar-

rangements by addressing the Chairman. P. H. Woodward (gen-

eral passenger agent). Pennsylvania Station, New York City.

Other members of the committee are C. D. Baker, general super-

intendent
; J. F. Keany. general solicitor; C. L. Addison, assistant

to the president ; Donald Wilson, general freight agent and
George Flatow, Publicity Agent.
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Employees as Solicitors

Solicitation of bu.'iiiiess. both freight and passenger, by em-
ployees in all departments, has now become such a regular thing

on the lines of the Southern Pacific (Pacific System) that a

permanent record is to he kept, with a "score board" showing tlie

standing of the difTerent divisions. If an employee gives a tip

resulting in a freight shipment (less than a car-load) he is given

ten points ; for a car-load, 50 points ; and one who gets the

promise of all future business of a certain firm receives an award
of 100 points. A local one-way ticket means one point ; round
trip, two points; through tickets to the East, live points; round

trip. ten.

The first score board reads as follows

:

Points Tol:iI

Divisions August to date
I.os Angeles 1435 1977
Genei-al orffices 1075 1516
Tuscon 760 837
Coast 408 503
Western 119 197
San Joaquin 71 176
Stockton 9 139
Salt Lake 24 85
Sacraraenti; 10
Shasta 10 10
Portl-ind 3 3

The bulletin issued by the company gives a long list of names of

men in all departments who have secured business; also names
of several women, one of whom got six car loads of freight

from Phoenix, Ariz., to San Francisco.

Reading at Work on Camden Terminal

Details of the plans for the new Camden terminal of the Phila-

delphia it Reading Railway, which, it is expected, will be ready
for the 1923 summer season, have just been announced by the

company. Work on the new terminal was begun several months
ago and has now reached the stage of driving the piles and dredg-
ing the river for ferry slips. In the new terminal extensive addi-

tions to the company's ferry and track facilities will be provided
to handle the growing seashore traffic.

The plans call for a two-story structure of steel frame and
brick with stone trimmings on a concrete foundation built on
piles. It will house the ferry slips, a train shed, a concourse, wait-

ing rooms for men and women, a restaurant, and the offices of

the Delaware River Ferry Company and of the seashore lines of

the Philadelphia & Reading.

The river front end of the building, which will be built of cop-

per, will house four modern electrically operated ferry slips. The
spaces between the ferry slips will be used for the men and
women's waiting rooms, for offices, and for the restaurant, all

of which will be built of brick with stone trimming.

The concourse will he 328 feet long and IDS feet wide. It will

lead directly to the train shed which will contain ten tracks for

use in the company's regular service and four additional tracks

for use at times when travel is especially heavy. All these tracks

will be gated and practically all of them will be long enough to

accommodate trains of fourteen cars. The train platforms will be
built of concrete with butterfly shelters.

On the land side of the building the main entrance will be from
Mechanic street. The plans for this part of the structure call for

a two-story office building 115 feet long by 42 feet wide. On the

first floor of this building will be the lobby, the ticket office, and
facilities for handling express. The second floor will be occupied

by the offices of the Reading's seashore lines. .\t the opposite

end of the ronconrse from that occupied In- the office building will

be a brick power house used to generate the power necessary in

the operation of the terminal.

Driveways leading into the terminal will be laid out, each of

them wide enough to accommodate four lines of vehicles. There
will be "ieparate driveways for hagBage and express. Adjoining
the terminal proper will be a large storage yard for cars and a

railroad Y, M. C. A. building for the use of trainmen.

The construction of the new terminal and the laying of the

necessary tracks between it and the present Reading's seashore

lines will require considerable filling in and the construction of
-'-vpral bridges. The relaying of flie tracks also will eliminate the

limber of grade crossings existing on the present lines.

Provisions have been made in the plans, also, for the adaptation

of the new terminal to the use of double-deck ferryboats .shouH

thi? become necessary.

iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiittiiiiDiiiititint

Traffic News
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The Northern Pacific has restored the 20 branch line trains in

Montana and Minnesota which were cancelled on July 20, to con-

serve coal. It is expected that other branch line trains, west of

Paradise, Mont., will also soon be restored. The St. Louis South-
western has announced its intention to reinstate 12 of its passenger
trains in Texas which were discontinued on August 6, because
of the coal shortage.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Foreign Com-
merce Order Xo. 5, cancelling Foreign Commerce Order No. 2
issued on January 12, designating points on the railroad lines at

which information relative to the handling of export shipments
by common carriers by wafer in foreign commerce are required

to be maintained and from which through bills of lading to foreign

destinations in connection with ocean carriers whose vessels are
registered luider the laws of the United States to points in non-
adjacent foreign countries are to be issued. This order is issued

in accordance with Section 25 of the interstate commerce act.

The Public Service Commission of Indiana, acting in behalf

of shippers of that state, opposes the approval by the Interstate

Commerce Commission of reductions in freight rates from New
York to the Pacific coast proposed by the Southern Pacific.

The change will place New York shippers on an equal basis

with competitors as far west as the Mississippi river on ship-

ments to the Pacific coast. The proposed reductions are on 175

articles, including board, various kinds of paper, plumbers' goods,

earthenware and stoneware, pumps and sprayers, certain agri-

cultural implements, clay and clay products, tile roofing, bottles,

jars, glass, 'oars and bent iron, wire fencing, nails and stoves.

Traffic Statistics for First Half of 1922

The number of ton miles of revenue freight handled by the

railroads of the country during the first six months of 1922 was
152,435,057,000, as compared with 146,832,606.000 in the corre-

sponding period of 1S21, according to the monthly bulletin of

traffic statistics issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Although the volume of freight increased, the freight revenue

decreased from $1,863,986,628 to $1,859,121,583, and the average

revenue per ton miles decreased from 1.269 cents to 1.22 cents.

The revenue passenger miles totaled 16.487.117.000, as compared
with 18.382,451.000 last year. The passenger revenues decreased

from $574,734,980 to $502,763,758 and the average revenue per
passenger mile decreased from 3.127 cents to 3.049 cents.

New Grain Rate Case

The Public I'tilities Commission of Kansas has filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission a complaint against all carriers

in the Western rate group, asking for a reduction of rates on
grain, grain products and hay between points in the Western
group. The complaint recites the increase in rates on the com-
modities mentioned in Ex Parte 74, the reduction required in the

Western grain rate ca.sc etTective December 27, 1921, and the

general reduction in rates required in the reduced rate case, 1922,

which was effective July 1. It is then alleged that the reductions

ordered in the Western grain rate case "were for the purpose of

removing injustices and to establish a proper level and relation-

ship as between commodities, and the level and relationship which
was established has been seriously disturbed by the decision of

the commission in 'Reduced Rates' by the exception from this

decision of grain, grain products and hay. carload rales between

points in the Western group resulting in unreasonable and im-

juslly discriminatory interstate rates." It is also alleged that

considerii'K prevailing production costs and farm and market
values of the commodities involved the existing interstate rates

arc prohibitory and operate to the serious disadvantage of the

shippers of those conunoditics and are unjust and unreasonable,

unjustly discriminatory and unduly prejudicial. The Kansas com-
mission will press for an early hearing, and has invited the co-

operation of other commissions in the Western group.
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Commission and Court Ne\vs Foreign Railway News

Interstate Commerce Commission
Th' rr.mnii«*ion has vacati-d its order in thp NVv:i'h intra^fatf

which it ordered the rates incf I

' ase made in interstate rates.

I Nevada having vacated its ori! 1

.w,cr ralei.

United States Supreme Court

Southern Pacific Control of Central Pacific Severed

The cajc of the United States vs. Soutlicrn Pacific was reported

in the Kailuay Agt of June 3. page 1296. The government was
sustained in its plea for severance of the control of the Central
Pacific by the Southern Pacific, as in violation of the Sherman
Act, the Supreme Court's decision reverses the decree of the

federal district court for the District of Utah (239 Fed. 998).
!n the course of its opinion, the Supreme Court said that con-

lered collectively, the cases of Northern Securities Co. vs. United
Mates, 193 U. S. 197, 327; United States vs. Union Pacific, 226

. S. 61, and United States vs. Reading Co., 253 U. S. 26, 57,

S. 59, had established that "one system of railroad transportation

.annot acquire another, nor a substantial and vital part thereof,

when the effect of such acquisition is to suppress, or materially
' reduce the free and normal flow of competition in the channels

,
of interstate trade." The defendants contended that the suit was
barred by laches on the part of the government in failing to

institute it earlier; but the court was unable to discover that laches

existed. The stock acquisition complained of was in 1899. In

. 1901 the Union Pacific acquired control of the Southern Pacific

by purchase of sufficient stock to accomplish that purpose. The
Union Pacific case was bcyun in 1908, and a final decree reached

in 1913, and in 1914 this suit was begun. United States vs.

Southern Pacific. Opinion by Mr. Justice Day, Mr. Justice

McKcnna dissented in separate opinion. Justices McRcynolds and

Brandeis took no part in the decision. Docidtd May 29. 1922.

What Is Employment in Interstate Commerce?

In proceedings by a railroad employee under the California

Workmen's Compensation .-\ct, in which the State Commission

awarded relief which award was reversed by the District Court

of Appeal, the Supreme Court of the United States had before

it, on certiorari, the question whether redress for injuries received

while working in the general repair shops of the company upon

a locomotive which had been employed in interstate commerce

and which was destined to be so employed again must be sought

through the Workmen's Compensation Act or the Federal Em-
ployers' Liability .\cx.

The state and federal decisions applying the jurisdictional test

f are diverse, and the court below pointed out that the Supreme

Court had fixed no rule by which the conflict could be resolved,

but had remitted the decision of each case to its particular facts.

The Supreme Court says, of its decisions on the point, that "a

prcci.se ruling, one that enables an instant and undisputed applica-

tion, has not been attempted to be laid down. . . . We refrain

from a review of our cases. They pronounce a test and illustrate

' We arc called upon to apply it to the present controvery.

. . We arc brought to a consideration of clegrees. There

may he only a placement upon a sidetrack or there may be a

definite withdrawal from service and placement in new relations.

The licomotive in the present case was placed in the shop for

general repairs on December 19, 1918. On February 25, 1919,

after work upon it, it was given a trial and it was placed in

service on M.nrch 4, 1919. The accident occurred on February

I of that year, the engine at the time being nearly stripped and

dismantled. It was not interrupted in an interstate haul to be

repaired and go on. Judgment reversed and cause remanded.

Industrial Accident Commission of California vs. Payne. Opinion

by Mr. Justice McKenna. Decided May 29, 1922.

Complete Details of Large Construction Program
of South African Railways Obtainable in New York

.\5 lus previously been announced in the Ratlttay Age, the

.South .African Railways are planning to undertake at an early

date the construction of some 850 miles of new line. This

work will involve, of course, extensive purchases of track and
construction material. The National Bank of South Africa, 44

Beaver Street, New York City, has the detailed prospectus

which the government has prepared to cover this work, and
all of the projects contemplated are therein described in detail.

This company, which is the fiscal agent of the government of

the Union of South Africa, will be glad to allow any American
manufacturer who is interested in furnishing any of the material

needed to inspect this prospectus at its New York office.

French Railway Orders Control

Equipment for 120 Electric Locomotives

.An order covering the complete control equipment for 120
electric locomotives, now under construction, has been received
by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa., from the Paris-Orleans Railway of France as
part of an electrification contract amounting to approximately
$8,000,000.

The Paris-Orleans Railway, which is one of the largest sys-

tems in France operating over 5.000 route miles of track, is

electrifying 125 miles of its main line between Paris and Vierzon.
This is the first of an extensive program laid out by the Paris-
Orleans for the electrification of its lines.

The complete order of control equipment will be manufactured
in the United States and shipment of this order will commence
in January, 1923. and extend to December, 1924.

China Notes
I'EKING.

The political situation continues to dominate everything in China.
None of the military movements which it was supposed two
months ago were to be determining factors in the march of
events have proved to be decisive. In the South, Sun Yat Ser
is staging a "come back" by means of the navy after it was
supposed that he had been eliminated by Chen Chung Ming,
the friend of Wu Pei Fu. In the North, Wu Pci Fu has been
influenced to withdraw his forces from the Manchuria border
leaving Chang Tso Lin in possession of the Peking-Mukden
rolling stock and much of the Salt Gabelle revenue. Wu's
nominal chief, Tsao Kun, is connected by marriage with Chang
Tso Lin and is negotiating for the complete recognition of
Chang with restoration of honors, and for a mandate of censure
to apply to Wu equally with Chang for precipitating the late
hostilities. Midway between North and South, Wu's forces
are harassed in Honan by heavily armed banditry under the
direction of the late Tuchun of the province, and in Kiangsi
by adherents of Sun Yat Sen. Parliament is expected to con-
vene in three days, whereat the log-rolling for the election of
a regular president to succeed acting-president Li Yuan Hung
is expected to occupy much of the autumn period. It is said
that the present minister of communications has now secured
the support of Tsao Kun and is likely to remain in oflice in-

definitely, although still actively opposed by the old "Chiaotung"
(communications) clique.

Passenger service has been restored almost to normal. Ex-
press trains are running as usual to Shanghai and to Hankow.
The week-end special to Peitaiho beach, which during the past
four years has been a regular feature of the summer season
has not been resumed.
Tsao Kun's forces continue to collect the revenue of the

Peking-Hankow line. His representatives have offered to per-
mit this to go to the ministry of communications providing the
ministry can advance a million dollars and continue to con-
tribute $800,000 monthly. The line earns only about $1,800,000
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a month under normal conditions of which about $800,000 is re-

quired for operating expenses. After paying the military's $800,000

only $200,000 would be left, which is about one-third of the

amount necessary to repay instalments due on mortgage bonds

and interest charges.

Just what diplomatic moves are going to be made as a re-

sult of Chang Tso Lin's seizing of the Peking-Mukden rolling

stock is a matter of considerable importance. The British and

Chinese corporation, which is trustee for the bondholders who
hold the mortgage on the property and the revenue of the Peking-

Mukden, have gone through the preliminary formalities of de-

manding of the ministry of communications the restoration of

the line, of invoking the aid of the British legation, which in

turn has repeated the demand to the Chinese foreign office, all

of which are helpless. The British see clearly that if a Chinese

military freebooter once "gets away" with a seizure of British

pledged property, in this way, it will be only a short time before

their whole vast interests in China are lost, as all of them are

valuable and highly revenue producing. At the same time, to

land forces and recover the possession of this property is more

apt to stir up all China against them than it is to secure the

friendship of the Peking government, whose battle they fight and

whose position they save. Incidentally, the Japanese have a

second mortgage upon a portion of this line, and as an invasion

of Manchuria would be required, and in spite of the Washington

conference, when it comes to Manchuria there is still a "sphere

of influence" in China—it is quite likely that the Japanese govern-

ment would be displeased with any such movement unless the

British should yield to the Japanese a voice in the management

of the Peking-Mukden line. Hence the British have every

reason for giving the Chinese plenty of time for working out a

solution in their own way.

Announcement has just been made of a traffic agreement be-

tween the Chinese Eastern Railway and the South Manchurian

Railway by which rates are reduced on the Chinese Eastern from

Harbin to Changchun on the route to Dairen and raised on the

section from Harbin toward Vladivostock. Also, a rebate of

$3.55 per ton is to be paid the Chinese Eastern by the South

Manchurian for beans delivered at Dairen if originated west of

Harbin. The effect of this will be to divert the entire bean

trade of Manchuria from Vladivostock to Dairen and a consider-

able portion of all other kinds of traffic originating west of

Harbin. This all goes toward confirming the impression that

now Japan really means to withdraw her troops from Siberia.

It is stated, and as frequently denied, that the gage from Harbin

to Changchun will be narrowed from the Russian 5 ft. to the

Japanese 4 ft. 854 in., so that through trains will be run from

Harbin to Dairen. If at the same time the Japanese could work

out an arrangement with the British by which that portion of the

Peking-Mukden north of the Great Wall were also handed over

to Japanese management, the economic conquest of Manchuria

would be practically complete.

The Ministry of Communications has made public a summary

of its financial obligations as follows

:

Short"^rm loam and advance* *ll'«n'nmnn
Redeemable bonds "'^n^'S^S'n?
Overdrawn bank accounts ,oJ'oan««
Pledged for the redemption of priv.ile railways 3g,JJ6.»8U.og

$62,218,472.94

TIa'?s~conlracled by the ministry *$^-7^Q'il«
Loans contracted by subordinate departments

,Qo',t7'nn»nn
Obligation.s upon the railways and tcleRraphs 298,367,003.00

Lc«ns made by the ministry of fm.ince secured on the

properly and revenues of the railw.iys and teleKraphs. but

for which the ministry of finance is responsible 106,200.000.00

$.';4O..^7O.469.30

r.r.-.nd total J6o:.707.942.24

This tabulation omits sevcr.il millions due on current accounts

for which creditors arc pressing for settlement. Much of the

above total bears interest rates of nine to twelve per cent, but

the lonjr-lerm loans at present rates of exchange work out to a

little over four per cent. But the upshot is ih.it some $36,000,000

a year is required for interest payments, omitting entirely the

large repayments which are now falling Hue. The railways last

year had a total net revenue of some $41,000,000 of which p<-r-

haps $.13,000,000 was cash applicable to piiriKiscs of this kind.

Telegrapli? barely pay their way. but the postal department makes

a small surplus, which under its foreign co-director pcneral it

devotes to bcttrrnienls of the service. Hence the ministry of

f"mmunicalion5 no longer has credit.

iiiiiiiillililiitilliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

I Equipment and Supplies
1 I
mMiiiiinimntiiniiiiiiniiniiiniitniniuniiiiuniiiiiriiiNitiiniMimiiMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiuirniiMinnirnrnriiiimiiiittnmiiii^^^^

Locomotives

The Duluth & Iron R.vxce is inquiring for 8 Mikado type

locomotives.

The Vircini.-vn Railway contemplates buying some heavy tjpe

Mallet locomotives.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy contemplates buying
about 50 locomotives.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is contemplating the pur-

chase of 100 locomotives.

The New York Central has ordered 100 locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is negotiating for the purchase of

SO compound Mallet type locomotives.

The Western Maryland has ordered 10 Consolidation type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Norfolk & Western is inquiring for from 20 to 40 Mallet

type locomotives and 12 Mountain type locomotives.

The Texas &* Pacific is inquiring for 8 Pacific type locomo-

tives and is considering the purchase of 8 switch engines.

The Northern P.\cific is contemplating the purchase of a

large number of locomotives, the number of which is still un-

determined.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for 10.

2-10-2 type locomotives, and contemplate buying 30 Mikado type

and 10 Mountain type locomotives.

The St. Louis-San Francisco, reported in the Railway Age
of September 9 as inquiring for 35 Mikado and 15 Mountain
type locomotives, has ordered this criuipment from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The I'xiON Pacific is inquiring lor 50 caboose cars.

The Western Pacific is inquiring for 100 gondola cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line is inquiring for 2,000 box cars of

40 tons' capacity.

The Wabash is inquiring for repairs to 300 stock cars, 250

automobile cars and 500 box cars.

The Bf.thlehem-Chile Iron Mines Company is now inquir-

ing for 20. 50-ton special hopper ore cars.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmut & .Northern is inquiring for

200 stock cars of 30 tons' capacity and 50 box cars of 40 tons'

capacity.

The Schenectady \'arnish Company, Schenectady, N. Y..

has ordered one tank car of 8,000 gallons capacity from the

Standard Tank Car Company.

The Central of Georgia, reported in the Railtvay Age of

August 19 as inquiring for 1(X) cars of 40 tons' capacity, has

ordered this equipment from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Cotnpany.

The Great Northern is inquiring for 100 tank cars, new or

second hand, of 12.000 gal. or less capacity for carrying fuel oil.

The company is also considering the question of teasing lOO tank

cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, reported in the

Rdil-vay .-f.cc of .September 2 as inquiring for 6 caboose cars, has

ordered this equipment from the Keith Car & Manufacturing

Company

TiiK Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, reported in the

Raihivy Agf of September 2 as inquiring for 300 high side gon-

dola cars of 50 tons' capacity, has ordered this equipment from

the Pullman Company.
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The St. IjOuis-Sa.i FkANCisa>, reported in the Riiiluvy .It*
of Scptembrr 2 as inquiring for 500 hopper car bodies of 50
tons' capacity, has ordered 1,000 of 55 tons' capacity from the

.American Car & Foundry Company.

CtsnAL. rcportnl m ;! r / H/t.My .^^'r of August
iVr 75 caboose car-, ! ., > ri.rrtl this equipment

:ii.an Car & Foundry l .jiniiuny. The cars are to

< steel undrrframcs and are to have a capacity of 30.000 lb.

iHt West X'irt.jnian PirLi> 4 Pxpea Company. New York Gty,
reported in the KaUwoy Age of August 12 as inquiring for 10

Steel undcrframe \ntx cars, has ordered thn«c cars from the
VV rsicrn Steel Car 4 Foundry Company. The cars are to have

pacily of 80.000 lb.

Passenger Cars

The .\laska.s' KNGiSKtHi.sc (.ij.\imis.sio.\, Seattle, \Va>li., is

inquiring for two baggage cars.

The United States Bureau of Mi.ves has ordered 2 rescue

cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.

The Long Island contemplates inquiring soon for 90 steel

passcnKcr coaches. 80 of tl» cars are for electric service and 10 for

steam service.

The Graysonia, Nashville & .-Xshdown. successor in part to

the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, contemplates the purchase of pas-

s'cr. express and baggage motor car equipment.

The Atlantic Coast Line, reported in the Railway Age of

June 10 as having ordered 20 express cars and 10 coaches from
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. Harlan plant, has in-

: iscd its order to 25 steel express cars and to 25 steel coaches.

1 HE Te.vnessee Central, reported in the Railway Age of

September 9 as inquiring for 3 combination mail and baggage

cars and 6 passenger coaches, has ordered 3 combination mail and

baggage cars, 3 combination coaches and 3 steel coaches from the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Harlan plant.

Iron and Steel

The Wabash is inquiring tor iU.(»W tuns m VO-lb. rails.

The Chicago, Rock Isl.nnd & Pacific has ordered 8,000 tons

of rail from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company has ordered

"«)l) tons of rail from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Com-
'>'•

The United States Steel Corporation announces an increase

in the price of standard steel rail from $40 to $43 a ton, to

become effective on October I.

The South Manchirian Railway ordered recently through

a New York City export house 700 tons of tie plates from the

U. S. Steel Products Corporation.

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways received bids

recently through export houses in New York City for 4,800 tons

of 60 lb. rail and 218 Ions of splice bars.

Machinery and Tools

The Grand Trink is inquiring lor om llaiiKinn niacliinc and

one Nazel hammer.

The Atchison, Topeka & Svnta Fe has ordered a 10-ton

hand power crane from the Whiting Corporation.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., is in-

quiring for four, 5-ft. radial drills, also for one, 6-ft. radial drill.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age of June

10 as inquiring for a large list of machine tools, has completed

negotiations for $250,000 worth, exclusive of motors.

The Chicago. BrRi.iNGTON & Quincy has placed an order with

the Whiting Corporation for two 12S-ton electric nwrhcad travcl-

inc; cranes, nnc 125-ton hoist and one auxiliary 15-ton hoist.

The Chicago. Buu.ingtqn & Quincy i> about to place orders

for overhead electric traveling cranes for its shops at Denver,

Colo., and for two gantry cranes for use in its scrap yard at

,\urora. III.

The Pennsylvania is inquiring for 4 double trolley overhead

traveling cranes and for 8 single trolley overhead traveling cranes,

to include 2 of 250 tons' capacity, 2 of 60 tons', 2 of 25 tons' and

6 of 15 tons'.

The L'nion Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of July 8

as having issued a machine inquiry comprising 73 items, has now
placed orders with various companies for approximately $200,000

worth of machine tools.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, reported in the Railzvay

Age of July 8 as having issued a machine inquiry comprising

117 items, is expected to place orders this week for a large num-
ber of the machine tools. This comjany has two lists before the

trade, one comprising 117 items mentioned above, and another

including 78 items for shops at various points on the system.

Miscellaneous

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways requested bids

through export houses in New York City, on 32,900 couplers for

freight cars. The bids were wanted on September 15, at Tokio,

Japan.

The Union Pacific received bids until September 15 for

its requirements for one year beginning on the above date for

incandescent lamp bulbs aggregating approximately $150,000 in

net value.

The New York Central is asking for bids until 12 o'clock

noon September 26, for cast iron car wheels for car and locomo-

tive service and track material, including switch points, frogs,

switches, guard rails, etc.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon September 26, at Pittsburgh, Pa., for its three months' re-

quirements of car, engine truck, and driving wheel axles, Portland

cement, stove pipe iron, pickled sheet steel, galvanized sheet iron,

wire nails, wire rope, steel billets, bars, shapes and plates, boiler

tubes, annealed copper wire, insulated wire, annealed iron wire,

tinned iron wire, and soft steel wire.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon September 27, at Roanoke, \'a.. lor its requirements from
October 1 to December 31, 1922, of couplers and repair parts,

also for locomotive tires and for brake shoes. Bids are also

wanted on 2.000 tons of steel plates, shapes and bars. Separate

bids are wanted for its requirements of brake shoes from October

1. 1922, for a period of six months and from the same date

for a period of twelve months.

Signaling

The Missouri, Kansas & Te.\as in connection with the con-

struction of its new freight yard at Dennison, Texas, is installing

12 signals; 8 Style S three-position semaphores and 4 color-

light signals. The material is furnished by the Union Switch &
.Signal Company.

The Tyrone Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad reports

having passed through the shopmen's strike without the loss of a

single man. This division connects with the Main Line at Tyrone.

Pa. Its lines aggregate 279 miles in length, and it employs 1,720

men. General Manager C. S. Krick has sent congratulations to the

superintendent nn "the wonderful loyalty displayed by the men in

remaining at work during the trying days of the strike, particularly

when men on the adjacent divisions left their work in considerable

numbers and exerted every cfFort to induce the employees of the

Tyrone division to join them. You and your subordinates evidently

have created and maintained among your employees that old-time

feeling of loyalty and affection for the company and its interests

that has done so much to make the Pennsylvania Railroad what

it is today."
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Supply Trade News |
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The Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

111., has niovi-d its Detroit sales otViccs from the Majestic

building in that city to the First National Bank building.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, New
York, has bought 17 acres of land at Portsmouth, Va., where

it is proposed to erect a new plant in the near future for the

manufacture of brake shoes.

The Norwalk Iron Works Company, South Xnrwalk, Conn.,

has been consolidated with the Automatic Carbonic Machine

Company of Peoria, III. The plant and equipment of the

latter company has been moved to South Norwalk.

H. M. Aubrey, manager of the packing department of the

Union Asbestos & Rubber Company, Chicago, has been ap-

pointed sales representative of that company in charge of the

recently opened New York Office, 30 Church street. New
York City.

The Ramapo Iron Works with plants at Hillburn and

Niagara Falls, N. Y., and Niagara Falls, Ontario, and the

Ajax Forge Company of Chicago with plants at Chicago and

Superior, Wis., have been consolidated under the name of the

Ramapo-Ajax Corporation, with J. B. Strong as president and

headquarters at Hillburn. The control of the new company
will be held by the American Brake Shoe & F'oundry Com-
pany, New York.

Obituary

John H. Flagler, who organized the National Tube Com-
pany and served as its president until it was merged with the

United States Steel Corporation, died on September 8 at his

country home in Greenwich, Conn,

^lliiiiiiiniiiiiniiit IIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlltllllll iiiiiiiiiiirtiiuiiiiiiriiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinrinrNim

Out Again

I
Railway Construction |
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company will construct

an underground crossing with 80 ft. girdevs on concrete abut-

ments at Britton, Okla. This company will also construct a sub-
way with steel superstructure under two tracks at Twenty-third
street, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Chicago, BtrRLiNCTON & Qui,nc\-.—This company has awarded
contracts to the following companies : Home Builders' Association,

Wichita, Kar.., for a power house at Alliance, Neb.; Jones En-
gineering Company, Omaha, Neb., for an addition to the power
house at Lincoln, Neb. ; G. A. Johnson & Sons, Chicago, for a

passenger station at Elsberry, Mo., which inquiry was reported

in the Railway Age of August 5 ; W. G. Zitterell, Webster City,

Iowa, for a freight house at Ziegler Jimction, 111., which inquiry

was reported in the Railii.'ay Age of August 26; G. A. Johnson

& Sons, Chicago, for a freight house at Aurora, 111.

Chicago Union Station.—This company will close bids on

September 18 for the construction of Concrete track slabs and

track drainage .system for the north approach tracks, the installa-

tion of fibre conduit for high and low tension leads between Wash-
ington and Lake streets and the excavation for permanent station

tracks between Van Buren and Harrison streets.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

Ellington Miller Company, Chicago, for remodeling the freight

house with new concrete paved transfer platform at Indianapolis,

Ind., to cost $45,000.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Rail'ifay Age of August 5 as calling for bids for the rebuilding

of 12 water treating plants, has awarded the contract for the

four at Dunlap, Iowa and Manchester, and at La Salle, 111., and

Scales Mound to the International Filter Company, Chicago.

Jefferson Southwestern.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

construction of a line from a connection with the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois near Mt. Vernon, 111., to a connection with the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, 3 miles south of Waltonville, 111.,

14.5 miles.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—This company is preparing

plans for the extension of approximately 6'/} miles -of its lines

from Baxter .Springs, Kan., to a connection with the Joplin

branch of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

Michigan; Central.—This company has awarded a contract

to Ellington Miller Company, Chicago, for a three-story office

building 60 ft. by 75 ft. at Detroit, Mich., to cost approximately

$80,000.

Pennsylvania.—This company is receiving bids for the con-

struction of the substructure of an cnerhead bridge at Josephine,

Pa., Cresson division. Black Lick branch. State Highway Route

No. 68. The approximate quantities are as follows: 1.050 cu.

yd. foundation excavation ; 430 cu. yd. foundation masonry ; and

975 cu. yd. neat masonry. The work is in charge of George

Nauman, assistant to chief engineer, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Southern Pacific.—This company will construct extensions

lo its sidings at Crystal Lake, Cal., Cisco and Troy at a cost of

approximately $250,000 and involving considerable rock excavation.

This company will also double track its line across the Techa-

chapi mountains at a cost of approximately $1,000,000. It will

also enlarge the tunnels along this line and reline them with

concrete at a cost of $2,800,000, The work on two of these,

Tunnel 25 at San Ferando, Cal., and Tunnel 26 at Hasson will

cost $1,8(X),000. Electrically operated turntables 100 ft. long will

be installed at Ashland, Ore., Siskiyou, and Dunsniuir, Cal., and

San Luis Obispo, at a total cost of about $200.(KX). This com-

pauv will also rclav 300 miles of track with new 90-lb. rail at

a cost of $4.!;(X),000, renew 2j500,000 tics at a cost of $4,500,000

and apply 1,000,000 cu. yd. of crushed rock and slag ballast at a

cost of $2..S0O.O0O. This company also contemplates grade re-

ductions and double tracking on the Central Pacific portions of

the svstem.
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T(ir» operated by The Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
pjrately operated iubaidiariea, i> ahown in Table

'.'t aa tollowa, viz.:

Tout
Firit Main all

. . . Track. Tracks.
owned and operated 4.956.M 9,786.97

."iiiir* leaicd and operated 150.11 344.53

."^"^y "''" >»""* leased and operated.. 5.106.17 10,131.50
Miles of trackage rights over which the Company
opfMtes 81.01 162.17

Total miles over which the Company oper-
ates 5,187.18 10,293.67

re was an increase <.f 3l.'>9 miles of first main track during the year
due principallr lo the inclusion in the Company's operations of the

-r I the I.Mtle Kanawha Railroad Company and the Belinglon and'<''
' 'jmpany, which companies had been separately operated

pri..' 1921.

.
TI the properties embraced in the above mileage is shown

'" '•
. page 30, and consists of:

r.iin Cars.
• lin Cars.
:i Cars and other Work Equipment.
' "ar Floats and other KIoatiiiK E<iuipment.
1^ Ej)itipmcnt of various kinds.

' lit of the C.-tnpany in projxn-ty used in and held for
. excluding investments in separately operated proper-
6. and is shown in Table 2, page 14. The operations

r.t.raceil in this investment produce the Net Railway
ilefined by the Transp<.rtati<.n Act of 1920.

nis of six subsidiary companies, with mileage of 218.34
n.il.-. .irr .h.v.ii separately. The net profit or loss of these subsidiaries
and other ^cp.ir.-itcly operated properties is absorbed and transferred to
the income acc.unt of the fiarent company through the medium of the
arc. unts ".Sep.ir:itrlv Operated Properties"—Profit or Loss—as the case
may be, so that the Corporate Income Account as shown in Table 1,

comprises the net income of the entire Baltimore ami Ohio System.
The total first main track mileage operated by the Company and its

separately op,-raled subsidiaries is 5,405.52 miles.

RAILWAY OPLRATING INCO.ME.
Railway Operating Income as defined by the Transiwrtation Act of 1920

is shown in Table 5,

As beffTc ftt.-itr.l, the results shown for the year r>21 are from opera-
lions ronducteil wh.iUy by the Company for its own .iccount. During the
year 1920. Nrt Income from Properly used in Transporl.-ition Service
included compensation accrued under the contract with the Director Ocn-
eral of Uailro.i.l« f.ir January and February. 1920; guaranty accrued under
the terms of the Transiwrtation Act of 1920 for the period March 1st
to August Jlsl, l'*20; and railway oner.itin^ inc.me for the period Sep-
tember 1st to I)eccnit>er 31st, 1920. Tor this reason the items comprising
Net Inconu' from Property used in Tr-insimrtation Service for 1921. as
shown in Table 1, are not com(>aral>le with those for 1920. lie wever.
for comparative purposes there is shown in Table 5, railway operat-
ing results for the years 1920 and 1921.

Referring to Table 5. it will be seen that freight revenues for 1921,
in comparts<m with 1920, decreased $Jfi.289,4lf...l 1. or 14. .19 per cent.,

reflecting in pari the decline in iu'lustrial activity which began in the
fall of I9jn, and c. nlinueil throughout the year 1921. The extent of the
decline in freight tr.iflic may also lie measure«l by the revenue tons car-
lied, which for the year 1921 amounted lo 71,5,16.702 tons, compnreil with
101.924,520 tons in 1920, a decrease of 29.81 per cent. .As a further indi-
cition of the extent of the decline in business, it may be mentioned that
the revenue tons cirried one mile, drereased from 20.9.12,667,112 tons
in r>20. to 14,198,727,702 Ions in 1921, or 32.17 per cent., due to a
shorter average haul as well as a lesser volume of tonnage. Table 15,
»hr ws the decline in tonn,ige by commodities, and in comparison with
the year 1920 indicates a decrease of 12.40 per cent, in proilucis of agri-
culture, 30.44 per cent in products of mines, 31.05 per cent, in producif
of f'irrst, and 34. 5K per cent, in manufactures and miscellaneous. Freight
tiafl^c statistics may lie found in Tables II and 12.

P.is8enger earnings for 1921 decrease<l $1,852,336.30. or 5.94 per cent,
below 1920. There were 4,325.427. or 17.06 per cent, fewer passengers
carrieil, and 167,795,712, or 15.83 per cent, fewer passengers carried "ne
mile per mile of nad in 1921, when conip:ired with 1920. Passenger traffic

•tatislics may he found in Tables 13 and 14.

Mail revenue for the year shows a decrease under 1920 of $1,579,954.08,

freight, 14.77 per cent, l:

r cent, from express, an i

«.ise in gross revenue t. r ih

or 14.37 per cent.
^ Pictures expenses during 1921, were $24,617,-
>..l with 1920 of $8,441,474.61, or 25.5.! per

f-MUipment expenses for the year were $45,129.-

TARLE 1.

CoaPOSATE IncOUK AMD SusfLUS ACCOUNTS.
Year Ended December 31, 1921, in Comparison with Year Ended December

31. 1920.

(Ezcludint Ofmlioiu of Federal Controt Under Director General.)
The Baltimore a.nd Ohio Railsoad Companv

- . , . ,

.

Increase or
Corporate Income Account. Year 1921. Year 1920. Decrease

Average Miles Operated 5,187.18 5.155.19 31.99

Railway Operating Revenues:
freight $156,421,212.45
t>M«ng«r 29,331,034.36
Ma>l 2.757,398.27
txpress 2,089,844.92
Other Transportation Revenue. 2,970.932.93
Miscellaneous Revenue 5,051,949.88

,..,„., „ „ During the year 1920, Net
lolal Kadway Operatmg Reve- Income from Property usednu" $198,622,372.81 in Transponaiion Sers-ice

„ ., „ . ^ — included comi>ensation ac-
Radway Operating Expenses: ctued under the contract

.Maintenance of Way and Struc- with the Director C^neral
tures $24,617,808.24 of Railroads for January

Maintenance of Equipment 45,129,857.14 and February, 1920- Guar-
J"'"'; -•: 3,301,677.46 amy accrued under the
Transportation 85.481.386.51 terms of the Transportation
Miscellaneous Operations 1.579.430.69 Act of 1920 for the period
(.eneral 6,385,386.61 .March 1st lo August 31st,
Tranjportalion for Invetlment—

_
1920; and railway operat-

Credit •38.522.18 ing income for the period
Sepnrmber 1st to Decem-

Fotal Radnay Operating Ex- ber 31st. 1920. For this
P«ns" $166,457,024.47 reason the items compris-

X, . „ , „ ., „ ing Net Income from Priip-
Net Revenue from Railway Oper- erty used in TransMrta-

alions $32,165,348,34 lion Service for 1921 are
„ . , _ _ not comparable with those
Ratio of Operating Expenses to for 1920. However, for

Operating Revenues 83.81% comparative purposes there
_ . - . ^, '» shown in T.-ihle 5. rail-
Other Operating Charges: way operating results for

Radway Tax Accruals $7,236,726.44 the years 1920 .n.i.l I'JJl.
Uncollectible Railway Revenues. 41,638.62
Equipment Rents—>Iet Debit... 2,097,724.08
Joint Facility Rents— \i-t Debit. 935,713.12

Total Other Operating Charges.. $10,311,802.26 .

Net Income from Property used
in Transportation Service. . $21,853,546.08 $26,434,295.24 •$4,580,749.16

Other Corporate Income:
Income from Lease of Road.. $17,427.43 $18,284.46 '$857 03
Miscellaneous Rent Income... 1,088,161.15 967,170.02 120,991.13
Miscellaneous Nonopcrating

Physical Property 144.667.31 122,711.00 21,956 31
Seiiaralely Operated Proper-
lies—Profit 446,926.91 441,807.81 5,119.10

Dividend Income 1,907,299.00 1,887,629.50 19,669.50
Income from Funded Securities 1.665,521.20 1,610,651.85 54,869.35
Income from Unfunded Securi-

ties and Accounts 489,644.78 288.359.95 201,284.83
Income from Sinking and
Other Reserve Funds 70,272.55 51,404.50 18,868.05

Miscellaneous Income 4,290,903.80 11.839.45 4.279,064.35

Total Other Corporate In-
come $10,120,824.13 $5,399,858.54 $4,720,965.59

(Jross Corporate Income $31,974,370.21 $31,834,153.78 $140,216.43

Deductions from Gross Corpo-
rate Income:

Rent for Leased Roadt $329,770.23 $340,760.41 *$10,990.18
.Miscellaneous Rents 479,547.62 475.978.61 3,569.01
Miscellaneous Tax Accruals.. 2-16,974.35 297,707.09 '50.732.74
Sejaralely Operated Properties
—Loss 1.287,425.00 737.097.83 550.327.17

Interest on Funded Debt 22.534,069.45 21.<>60,591.49 573,477.ve
Interest on Unfunded debt 583,148.26 200,667.31 382,480.«5
Miscellaneous Income Charges. 124,544.03 575,870.34 '451,326.31

Total Deductions from Grots
Corporate Income $25,585,478.94 $24,588,673.08 $996,805.86

Net Corporate Income So isssoi 27 $7,'45.j«n7n •$856,58<>,4J

•Indicates decrease.
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857.14. a dicrc.ise when conip,ire<l »ilh llic previous ye.ir of $23,742,958.52,

or 34.47 per cent. Total maintenance charges for the year were $69,747,-

665.38, and constituted 41.90 per cent, of all operating expenses and 35.13 per
cent, of all operating revenues.

Transportation expenses for the year were $85,481,386.51, a decrease as
compared with 1920 of $28,322,722.65, or 24.89 per cent, and comprised
51.35, per cent, of total operating expenses and 43.04 per cent, of total

operating revenues.
All other expenses for the year were $11,227,972.58, an increase over

1920 of $564,872.43, or 5.30 per cent, and were 6.75 per cent, of total

expenses and 5.65 per cent, of total revenues. This increase is largely

due to increase in traffic expenses, occasioned principally by the re-establish-

raent and expansion of agencies at various important points off the line of

road.
Total opiating expenses for 1921 were $166,457,024.47, a decrease under

1920 of $59,942,283.38, or 26.48 per cent., compared with a decrease in

operating revenues of $33,322,070.53, or 14.37 per cent. The ratio of

operating expenses to operating revenues was 83.81 per cent, in 1921, and
97.61 per cent, in 1920, a decrease of 13.80 per cent.

CORPORATE INCOME AND SURPLUS.

The income and surplus accounts of the Company will be found in Table

1, and it will be seen that the net income for 1921 from property used

in transportation service, or "Net Railway Operating Income" as it is

defined in the Transportation Act, was $21,853,546.08, equivalent to 3.09

per cent, on the investment in property de^•oted to transportation service,

or about one-half vi the return contemplated by the Act which permitted
nable. The

railw.iy operating income as compared with 1920 of $4,580,749.16, but of
this amount $2,648,358.01 is due to setting up in 1921 reserves in the
operating accounts to provide for lapover items pertaining to the guaranty
period and chargeable to the United States under the Transportation Act
of 1920, resulting in a corresponding increase in Other Corporate Income.

Other Corporate Income for the year is shown as SIO.120,824.13. an increase
over 1920 of $4,720,965.59. This large increase is due principally to the
inclusion as income, under instructions of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, of amounts found to relate to the gtiaranty period and chargeable
to the United Stales under the Transporation Act of 1920.

Deductions from Gross Corporate Income aggregated ?25,585,478.94, an
increase over 1920 of $996,805.86, made up of increases in interest on
funded and unfunded debt, and losses incurred by separately operated
properties, which were also affected by the general decline in business.
Fiom the Net Corporate Income for the year of $6,388,891.27, shown in

the Corpcrale Surplus Account, there was appropriated $3,500,000.00 in

accordance with the provisions of the $35,000,000.00 loan agreement of

July, 1919, .-ind applied in the retirement at maturity of outstanding long
term debt.

Dividends on the Preferred Stock of the Company at the customary rate
of four per cent, per annum were declared during the year.

SETTLEMENTS WITH THE UNITED STATES.

Settlement with the Director General of Railroads for use of the prop-

erty during Federal control has not been completed. The Company's clainis

have been presented and final action is expected within a short time..

Final settlement has not as yet been effected with the Government for

the operations of the property during the guaranty period, March 1st, to

TABLE 2. Genesai. Bai.a.sce Sheet. Year Ended December 31, 1921.

INVT.STMENT :N PP.OPERTY fsro IX TraXSPORT.ITION SERVICE:
Investment in Property Directly Owned:
Road
Equipment

$248,071,127.35
157,783,123.64

Investment in Subsidiary Companies Operated as Constituent Parts of the. Company.
Investment in Miscellaneous Physical Property Held for Transportation Purposes
Investment in Impro\-ements to Leased Railway Property
Investment in Perpetual Leaseholds—Capitalized (per contra)

Total Property Investment as related to Railway Operating Income.
Other Lsvestmexts-

Invcstn;cnt in .Subsidiary and Aftiliated Companies Separately Operated:

Stocks
Bonds
Miscellaneous

UNPI-EOGED.

$3,401,845.61
1.347.501.00
S.731,86').54

$12,092,?6').34
37.147,501.00
5,731,869.54

Total 844,400,423.73

Investment in Other Miscellaneous Physical Property.
Investment in Sinking Funds:

Securities of Carrier's Own Issue
Other .\ssets

$166,000.00
2,441.14

eu of Mirtgage Property Sold.
Other Companies:

Stocks , . .

,

B.mds
Miscellaneous

$21,936,187.96
217,000.00

UNPLEDGED.

$596,133.3/
611.971.47

1.054,477.98

$3-!.532,321.28
828.971.47

1.054.477.98

Total $22,153,187.96

Total Other Investments

Grand Total of all Investments.
Current Assets; •

Cash
Special Deposits
Loons and Bills Receivable
Traffic and Car Service Balances Receivable
Net Balances Receivable from Agents and Conductors.
MiscelLinc^iis Accounts Receivable
Material* and Supplies
Rents Rcccivab'e

Total Current Assets
rhtrrxRED Assists:
Working F"nd Advances
Insurance Fund:

Securities of Carrier's Own Issue.
Other .X^sets

Other Deferred Assets
United Slates Grrvernmenl Transportation .Act of 1920.
United Sia'cs Railroad Adminislralion

Total Defrrrr,! ,\s»ets
UHADJUSTrD llBBITS:

Rents and 1 n«itrance Premittms Paid in Advance
Other Unar'iiisied Debits (interdepartmental accounts in process of adjiislment) .

Total Inadiusled Debits
SacraiTiEs o> Carrier's Own Issur—UNrLioon):

Slocks

Total Securities of Carrier's Own Tasue—Unpledged.
SaciRiTits OF Carriers Own I«srr— I'lntoin:
Washington Branch Stock (per contra)
Bonds

Total Securities

Grand Total .

.

I indicates incrn

-Pledged.

$54,971,639.88

4,339,131.58

168,441.14

28,263.00

Comparison
WITH December

31. 1920.

$405,854,250.99
288,759,972.74

4.447.415.13
1.530.012.50
6.441,200.00

$707,032,851.36 I $10,895,871.92

$790,956,097.69

$12,000,561.13
32,716.39
107,378.60

17,992,783.60
5,334.453.64

11,886,734.33
23,588,295.91

23,620.82

$70,'>66.544.42

$103,489.96

249,011.71
9.371,575.43

73.484.373.93

$84,252,894.89

$30,155.26
2.138.885.13

$1,650,000.00
53.755.550.00

$55,405,550.00

$1,013,004,620.90

D $3,432,222.01.

D »1.785.4<>3,5.<

D $1,099,220.0"

1 $8,251,000.01

D $737,430.36
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Total Corporate Surplus,
Credit Balance Dec. 31.

iv.;i

.}8«,891.27

.tO,816.99

Credit Balance Dec. 31,
1921

Additions to I'aoriarv Tiiaoucii
IxcoMt \xo Sr«n.i-s:

Credit Balance Dec. 31, 1920
Income .-ipplied m redemp-

tion of funded debt out-
standing 3,500,000.00

.\tiKellaneous 924,617.22

Credit Balance Dec. 31,
1921

SiNKixc Fund Resuves

ua ExDCB

General)

$21,194,959.59

6.719.;o»26

»27,9U.t>67.8S

6.003,085.29

$21,911,582.56

-Co««Iuded. liz.iMt SllFlT. Ve*I; FXDEO DEtEMBER ,U .
)''2)

I.T.vr.Il.ITIES.

iDital si.,V:
Ciimnmu M...
Preferred Suck
Separate Stock—Waabingtnn Branch '.per ocntra)

r..'al Capital Stock $210,
.1 DEar:
Debt I'nn-itureil:

mmt Oblig3ticn« .

' ,.';-c Bonds .. .,
CJIaicral Trust Bond*
Miscellaneous Obligations

oi;tstandi.sc.

$371,919.46
1,1.16,819.05
1,650.000.00

TOUL ISSUED.

$152,317,468.00
60,000,000.00
1,650,000.00

ITH UirCEMtiUI
31, 1920.

$3,158,738.51 $213,967,468.00

Total I-onu Term Debt.

$38,989,674,70
298,454,835.00
93,976,590.00
80,065,684.52

$511,486,784.22

$56,820,395.00
5,273,910.00

I iT.\t Stock asd Fr^DKD Drer or Lea^kd Lihies (per contra):
Dayton and Michigan R. R. Co., Omnuin Stock
Dayton and Michipan R. R. Co., Preferred Stock
Kavton an.l .Michipan R. R. Co.. First Mort^ue Bonds
Hoine Avenue R'y Co., Capital .Stock

Ton! Capitalized I.<aaehoIds.

$2,396,950.00
1,211,250.00
2,728.000.00
100,000.00

$6,436,200.00

Total Capital GbligptionB and Capilalizcd leaseholds $728,731,713.71
si'tT Liabilities:

- -nd Kill' Payable
\nd Car Service Balances Payable . ..

.\ccount and WlRes Payable
:cus .Vctoints Payable i

: nn T t -t .Maliircd '.'npttid

iJiviilrniis Matured Unpaid
Fun.lr.l Debt Matured l'np.iid

1 'nmatiircd Dividend* Declared
Unmatured Interest Accrued
Unmatured Rents Accrued
Other Current Lia'iilittca

$5,000.00

$38,989,674.70
355.275,230.00
99,250,500.00
80,065,684.52

J.5-3. 581.089.22

$2,401,950.00
1,211,250.00
2,728,000.00
100,000.00

I $12,826,711.25

$65,258,043.51 $793,989,757.22 I $12,826,711.25

Tot.il Current IJabilities

DcntasED Liabiiitihs:
Liabiliiv for Prnvidrnt Funds
Other heffrrri I labilities. . . . ,.

$3,000,000.00
10.707,214.76
11.828,409.69
7,525,029.74
3,682,998.38

64,510.23
8,000.00

1.177,263.62
3,675,604.12

22,647.51
62,079.35

$41,753,757.40 D $14,509,995.13

United States Railroad Ailminiitntliryn.

Tutil Peferrec" liabilities

UwADjusrrD CiitDiTr.:

Tax Liability
In.tirance Reserve
Operaiinif Re^rvrs
Accrucil Deprcci-ition—Equipment

$3,245,178.16
1,220.204.03

84,344,796.13

$88,810,178.32 D $5,188,478.49

Other Unadjusted Credits (Interdepartmental accounts in proena of adjustment).

Total Unadjusted Credits...
CosroiATX Siari.us:

Additions to Property ThrouKh 1

SinkinK Fund Reser\e»

PaoriT AND Loss:
Balance

$1,529,780.27
1.044,443.86
5,595,178.03

38.949.494.82
2,215,739.94

$49,334,637.82

and Surplus.

I $824,650.68

T $5,309,681.33Total Corporate Surplus $39,116,29<

Grand Tot.il $1,013,004,620.90 D $737,430.36

dicalcs increase. D indicates decrease.

The following vcurities bear the endorsement of The Baltimore and Ohio
Railroa<l ('•

diana Ter
$6,282.7fln.(in

ith other Com|«nirs. vi/.: Kentucky and In-
lilroad Company, lit MortRage Sterling Bonds,

id-Washingl'in C/OTpany, 1st Mortgage
$10,000,000.00; Washington Termin.il Coniiiany. 1st Mortgage llonrla,

$12,000,000.00. The Company, through its suUicfiary, The Toledo and Cin-
dnnati Railroad Company, guar.-uilees $2,728,000.00 Consolidated Firat

Mortgage Bonds of The Dayton .md Michigan Railroad Companv. llie
Companv guarantees $2,427,600.00 notes of the Morgantown and Kingwood
Railroad Comi>anv, given in p-ivnicnt of equipment allocated by the Director
General of Railroads.
The abr'vr ftciieral Balance Sheet presents nn accurate statement of the

accounts of the Company as ot December 31, 1921.

.1. T. EKIN, Comft, oiler.
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ADDITIONS AND BF.TTEKMENTS TO EQUIPMENT.
The total equipment owned by the Company and in service at December

31st. 1921, tocether with equipment of constituent companies operated as

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, is shown m Table 18.

The toul leduer value cf equipment held in the name of the
Company on December 31st, 1920. was $150,715,718.98

During the year 1921 there were added 50 lo-

comotives. 2.059 freight train cars an<l 23
pieces of olher c^1uipment, costing $9,003,833.31

During the same perior there
were retired from service and
written out of the investment
account. 5 locomotives, 2,4*0
freight train cars. 24 passen-
ger cars, and 420 pieces of
other equipment, having a
ledger value of $1,854,818.09

There were reductitns in value,
incident to change of class of
cquipraent, of 81,610.56

1,936,428.65
7,067,404.66

Total ledger value of equipment held in the name of

the Company on December 31st, 1921 $ 157,783,123.64

SCBSIDIARY COMPANIES AND OPERATIONS.

Be^nning January 1st, 1921, the operations of the Little Kanawha and
Belington and Northern Railroad Companies, which had therefore been

separately operated, were includeed in the operations of the parent com-

Income accounts for the year 1921 for the several separately operated

railroad properties will be found in Table 20. The result of the oper-

ations of these properties was a net deficit of $687,564.96, which was met

by a charge ag.iiiist the income of the parent Company, so that the net

income as stated in Table 1, reflects the final results of operations of

all companies owned and operated.

RELIEF DEPARTMENT—PENSIONS.
Statements showing the operations of the Relief and Savings Features

of the Relief Department will be found in Table 17.

The payments te retired employes crnstitute a 'special roll and are con-

tributed by the Company from month to month. The total number of re-

tired employes carried on the pension rolls in 1921 was 1,181, and the

pensions paid during the year amounted to $380,013.60. There was an

increase of 79 pensioners and $27,623.10 in pensions paid during the year

as compared with 1920. The total payments in pensions to employes re-

tired from service since the inception of the Pension Feature October 1st,

1884, aggregate $4,630,316.55.
, , ^ .„ „,„

Of the more than 60.000 employes of the Company, 40,069 are members
of the Relief Diepartment.

The number of shareholders in the Company as of December 31st, 1921,

was 35.640.
, . , ,.

For the purpose of brevity as well as at the suggestion of various share-

holders, and with the view to economy, the annual report has been some-

what curtailed by the elimination of certain detailed data and statistical

tables. Complete data with respect to the operations of the property are,

of course, on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and infor-

mation relating to previous years is available in preceding annual reports.

miiiii iiiiiiiitiiiiinillllllliillliilllilillllnlllltlliliilltiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiilllllllllllllllniiiiiiiiiiiNiKiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiittniiiiiirtinniiiiri:

I
Railway Financial News

The reduction in cost of. operation and the improved standard of service

accomplished during the year covered by this report were both due in large

measure to Ihc loyal and efficient efforts of the officers and employes.

The board wishes to record its appreciation of their efforts. Their con-

tinued helpful co-operation in improving the service and efficiency of the

Company is earnestly desired.

By order of the Hoard. , __ .^
DANIEL WILLARD, President.

[Advertisement]

Four Hundred and Ninety-seven freight cars, valued at

almost $1,000,000, were exported from the United States in June.

Of these 200 went to Argentina and 100 to Chile.

Two Hundred Miixion Dollars is the value of merchandise

handled by the American Railway Express, in San Francisco,

in the course of 12 months, according to the estimate of H. R.

Hislop, superintendent, in an article published in a San Francisco

business paper. This freight is in four million shipments. In the

busy season followng the war, the San Francisco oftice dealt with

four train loads of silver each month; 12 cars to a train and

SOD bars of silver in a car. Millinery and other dry gootls from

eastern cities constitute a considerable portion of the regular busi-

ness. Bread to the amount of 500 cases is shipped daily to sur-

rounding cities and towns; milk brought in averages 30,000

gallons daily and the daily receipts of veals average 500. Motion

picture films, handled largely between sundown and midnight,

constitute a traffic which requires a special room with a man in

attendance every hour of the 24. During the rush hours follow-

ing the close oi evening entertaiimicnts, a pick-up service has to

be furnished to every exchange in the city and over 200 of these

shipment-i have to be sent out within an hour and a half after

they are received. Films have to be receipted for the same as

money Fxpress service is maintained on 70 outward trains and

70 inward each day, re<]uiring Ihc services of 182 messengers.

In the city, altogether, the company employs 1,000 persons, 100

wagons, 40 gasoline trucks, S electric trucks and 14 electric towing

tractors.

Alabama Gre.\t .Southern.—Annual Report.—The annual

report issued last week shows the following income account for

the year ended December 31, 1921:

1921 tl920
Operating revenues $9,542,225
Operating expenses S.196.320

Net revenue from operations $1,345,905

Taxes 325,691
Operating income 1,020,786 $2,177,783
Total non-operating income 427,697 236,193

Cross income $1,448,483 $2,413,976

Interest on funded debt 475,945 465.239
Total ded.ictions 913,394 754.808
Balance of income over ch.irgcs 535,090 1.659.168
Dividends on preferred stock • 236,625
Dividends on nrdinary stock • 548.100
Additions and betterments charged to income 1,093

Balance carried to profit and loss $535,090 $873,350

* Dividends of Sy^ per cent on preferred and ordinary stock charged to
profit and loss.

t Operatinc: revenues and evpenses are not crmparable, the property hav-
ing been operated by the V. S. R. A. during January and Febniary, 1920.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Annual Report.—This company's annual
report for 1921 is reviewed in an article on another page of this

issue, entitled "Will Baltimore & Ohio Pay a Common Dividend?"
See also excerpts from annual report on adjacent pages.

Chicago Great Western.— Receivership Rumor Denied.—
President S. M. Felton says: "There is absolutely no truth what-
ever in the rumors of receivership. We have just got through
paying the September 1 interest and no more is due until March
1. We are handling more business than ever before."

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of
$1,000,000 of first and refunding mortgage gold bonds, to be sold
at not less than 83}^.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Dividends
Declared.—This company has declared a dividend of 2 per cent
on the common stock, payable November 1 to stock of record
September 29. In June, last, a similar dividend was paid, so that
the payment of 2 per cent on November I will put the stock on
a 4 per cent dividend basis for the year.

The company has also declared the regular quarterly dividend
of 1J4 per cent on the preferred stock, payable October 20 to

stock of record Septembar 29.

DuLUTH & Northern Minnesota.—Sold.—This railroad,

extending from Knife River, Minn., to Mile Post, 99.25 miles,

has been sold to R. Waldron. On July 15, 1921, the Interstate

Commerce Commission authorized the abandonment of the entire

railroad. It is planned to use the D. & N'. M. as a nucleus for

the construction of the Duluth & Ontario, which will extend
from Duluth, Minn., to Fort William, Ont. (Canada), a distance
of 216 miles, Mr. Waldron will be president of the new com-
pany and will be associated with a nunilier of Duluth and Min-
neapolis men, among them being H. Baxter, of Minneapolis, attor-

ney of the Duluth. Winnipeg & P.-icific; M. J. Dooley, of Min-
neapolis, general manager of the Minneapolis, Northfield & South-
ern, and R. M. Htmter of Duluth and James S. Sebree of

Fierre, S. D.

Illinois Central.—Asks Authority for Equipment Trust.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to is.suc $6,645,000 of equipment trust certificates

to be sold to Ktihn, Loob & Co. at 95 on a basis to cost 5.32

per rent.

Louisiana & North West.—Ooinf Rrdcmptions.—VnAcT the

provisions of a voluntary sinking ftnid instituted by the director!!,

by which 20 per rent of net earnings applicable to dividends is

set aside for bond redemptions, the company will receive at its

office, 347 Madi.son avenue. New York, up to noon October 2,

written orders for redemption of $12,000 of its first mortgage
bonds. .\ quarterly dividend of I'-j per cent will be paid to stock-
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holders of «he road on October 1 to holders of record
September IS.

MAB5IIAIX, £LysiAj< Fiei-os & SovmiAsntm. — Charier
uriint<'J.—A cliartcr has been Krantrd by the Stale of Texas to
• >,.. . . IT

I
.! • ,;...•,• with a sicam locomotive that part of

'!••
'

"' • ' *< '-t Texai, .xtrniliiiK Mween Marshall.
I<\ ; - I ; . a distance of \7>A miles. The capital

>t.K^k I^ <,((ii<<i A r.niist for a charter to operate a motor car
wa% niii .1 1.1. II ir< of the road are M. Tuniey, president,

Ml! i.ill. Itx
; J. 11. lurrh, vice-president, Elysian I-ields, Tex.,

.It 'I W. L. Berry, sccretary-tn-asurer. The headquarters of the

cfr.ii.iny will be at Marshall.

MoBiu & Ohio.—.-fuBKo/ Rfpori.—The annual report issued

last week shows the following income account for the year ended
December 31, 1921:

1931 •1».'0
Opmtim revTOin $10,190,180
Opcraiing fxpcnwt I6,124,5J0

Nrt rcvtnue* from opcnlioiu $2,06S,6S0
T*xn 737.627
• •linking moooic 1,174.974 t$730,449
TuuJ nan operating income 786,670 1,414,749

GroM incncnc {1,961,644 $684,300
Intemt on (anded deb« 1,354,215 1.159,09ij
luul dediictKMM 1,759,938 l,811,4-'6

Balance carried to profit and Ion $201,705 t$l, 127,127

* Operating reTrniiet and expenses are not comparable, the nttip<Tt>' hav-
ing been operatcil by the V. S. R. A. during January and February, 1920.

T Deficit.

Nashviixe. Chattanooca & St. Lovts.—Asks Authority for
F.quipment Tru.rf.^This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to assume liability in con-
nection with an equipment trust aRrecmtnt which provides for

the paymtnt of $497,037 in cash and $1,800 in 15 annual instal-

ments at A'/j per cent. The certificates arc proposed to be sold

to J. P. Morgan & Co. at 94.89.

N'kw Ori.k.in.s & NoRTiiEASTKRN'.—.'iHHMfl/ Rcporl.—Thc annual
report issued last week shows the following income account for

the year ended December 31, 1921

:

1921 tl920
Operating rerenue* $6,329,586
Operating expenae* 5,854.466

Net revenues from operations $475,120
Taxes 573,862
Operating income {259,591 $624,993
Non.o|>erating income 661,484 702,607

Grow income $401,893 $1,327,600
Interest on funded debt 392,325 392.325
Toul deductions 508,771 496,675

Balan^u: of income $$106,878 $830,925
Uivideuds of 'i per cent on comm<in stock 360,000
.\dditicn* and bcitermenls charged to income 821

RaJance carried to profit and loss }$106,878 $470,104

• llividrada of $300,000 chanted to Profit and Loss.
Ortcratir'p revenues and expense** arc not compamble, the property hav.

ing been i<|>eraied by the U. S. R. \. during January and February, 1920,
J l>eficit.

Southern Railway.—Equipment Trusts Offered.—Hambleton
& Co. and F.. Lowber Stokes & Co. are offering $2,974,400

Southern Railway Company stamped equipment trust 6 per cent

gold notes, maturing $228,800 each January 15, from 1923 to

1935 inclusive, at prices to yield from 4.50 per cent to 5.75 per

cent, according to maturities,

St. I.ouis-San Francisco.—I-quipniimt Trusts Sold.—A syndi-

cate composed of Speyer & Co., J. & VV. Scligman & Co., the

(iuarntily Trust Company and I.cc, Iligginson & Co., have sold,

subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

$6,000,000 of 5 per cent equipment trust certificates maturing in

equal annua! instalments from September 1, 1923, to September

1, 1937, inclusive, and secured on standard equipment costing

about $8,000,000. The bonds were sold at prices to yield from

5 to 5.30 per cent.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.—To Increase

Capital—Jhc stockholders will vote October 9 on increasinR the

capital stock from $50,000,000 to $100,000,000, on increasing the

bonded indebtedness from $50,000,000 to $100,000,000 and oa
amendments to the charter or articles of association.

President Henry Miller when asked if the capitalization in-

crease would be the forerunner of a program of expansion and
improvement, declared that the reason behind the move was to

take care of future financing for provisions necessary to keep
pace with growing business. Mr. Miller said that no announce-
ment will be made regarding .Tny future plans imtil the increase

has been authorized.

Treasury Payments to Railroads

Since last announcement, datc<l .August 1, 1922, payments under
Sections 204. 209, 210 and 212 of the Transportation Act, 1920,

as amended. ha\e been made by the Treasury as follows

:

Section 2U4:
Chesapeake Western $11,040
Colorado Springs fr Cripple Creek District, Receiver 284,321
mmitsburf! R.-iilroad 2,99g

Manchester & Oneida 6,327
Okmulgee .Northein 15,684
Owasco River 21,740
Spokane & Briiisb Columbia 14,290

Section 209:
Aransas Harbor Terminal Railway 18,094
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, Receivers 78,373
Denison & Pacific Suburban 341
Emmitaburg Rnilroad 2,498
Oalvcston wharf Company 31,743
l-ibertv-\Vhite Kailroad Company, Receiver 8,104
.Manchester & Oneida 5,487
Montana Western 4,019
-Ssndy River & Raniteley Lakes 26,534
Sioux City Terminal Railway 21,623
Wabaih 618,288

Section 210:
Cisco & Northeastern 27,862

Section 212;
Salina Northern. Receiver 8,00b

Total $1,207,366
Total i>aymcnts in .\uRust 31, 1922:

(a) Under Section 204. as amended by Section 212
for reimbursement of deficits during Federal
control

:

(1) Final payments, including partJ.iI payments
previously made $3,166,676

(2) Partial payments to carriers as to which a cer-
ficate for final payment has not been received
by the Trcastirj- from the Interstate Commerce
Commission 1.178.102

Total payments account reimbursement of
deficits $4,344,778

(b) Under Sectioti 209, as amended by Section 212
for guaranty in respect to i^ilway operating in-

come for tirst six months after Federal Control:
(1) Final payments, includin.{<: advances and par-

tial payments previously made $99,261,777
(2) Advances to carriers as u- which a certificate

for linal payments has not been received by
the Treasury from the Interstate Ct*nn'erce •

Commission 216,775,672
(3) Partial payments to carriers as to which a cer-

tificate icr final payment has not been received,
as stated above 130.367.722

Total payments account of said guaranty 446,405,171
(c) Under Section 210 frr loans from the revolving

fund of $300,000,000 therein provided 314,721,805

Total : $765,471,754
Repayments of loans have been made to the amount of $81,396,500.

Dividends Declared

Alchiso
cember 1

Lackaw
October 1.

Lehigh \'alley

$1.50, quarterly, payable De.rc.r'<:ka & Santa Ko—C.immnu,
holders of record October 27.

a Kailroad of New Jersey— 1 per cent, quarterly, payable

Common. 1*4 per cent, nuarlerly; prefi
cent, quarterly: Jioth payable OctoKcr 3_to holders of record Septembei

2V, per
. . -- ^ . — . -^ - -- _- — ,—nber 16.

new York, Chicago & St. Louis—Common, \% per cent, quarterly,
payable September 30 to_ holders ol recurd September 19: common, 1 V4 per
cent, ouarlerly. payable' December 30 to holders of record December 19.

Pittsburgh, Hes.«enicr & I.akc Eric Common, 1 J-i |>er cent, scmi-anniiaily,
payable October 1.

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain & Pacific—Common, 1 per cent, quarterly:
preferred, 1^ per cent, quarterly: both payable September 30 to holders
of record Septcinbcr 16.

Southern Railway (Mobile & Ohio Certificates)—$2.00, semi-annually,
pavable October 1 to hc.lilcrs of record Scptemher IS.
Western Pacific—Preferred, $1.50, quarterly, payable October 20 to

holders of record October 10.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

I.ast Last
Sept. 12 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 74.16 73.07 58.36

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 90.37 89.66 76.44
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Executive

C. M. Conway has been elected president and general man-

ager of the newly formed Grajsonia, Nashville & Ashdown,
(successor to a part of the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf) with

headquarters at Texafkana. .Xrk. The vice-presidents elected

arc: Martin Walsh, vice-president and traffic manager; Louis

Heilbron, vice-president and land commissioner, and J. K.

RifTel.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

G. C. Shindel has been appointed paymaster of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

George F. Ancrum has been appointed assistant treasurer

of the Grand Trunk with headquarters at Montreal, effective

September 1.

H. R. Martin has been appointed general attorney of the

Grand Trunk, Western Lines; Harrison Geer, consulting at-

torney: W. A. Geer, attorney; and Leo J. Carrigan, attorney

—

all with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Henry H. Larimore, assistant general attorney of the Mis-

souri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., whose pro-

motion to general attorney and interstate commerce counsel

was reported in the

Railuoy Age of .\ugust

26, was born Septem-

ber 14, 1874, at Mexico.

Mo. His early educa-

tion was received at

Missouri Military
Academy, Mexico, Mo.,

from which he gradu-

ated in 1894. In 1896

he graduated from
Washington and Lee

University, Lexington,

Va., where he studied

law. Mr. Larimore
entered railway service

on February 1, 1909,

with the Missouri
Pacific in the legal de-

partment. On March
1, 1915, he was ap-

pointed assistant at-

torney, with headquar-

ters at St. Louis. On October 1. 1919, he was agam v ro-

moted to assistant general attorney for Missouri, retaining

this position until he was appointed general attorney and

interstate commerce counsel on September 1, 1922.

Operating

N. A. Williams, superintendent of the Wyoming division

of the Union Pacific with headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo.,

has been appointed general superintendent of the Los Angeles

& Salt Lake with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal. Mr.

Williams will be succeeded by J. E. Mulick.

W. R. Smith, general superintendent of the Central district

of the Great Northern, with headquarters at Great Falls,

Mont., has been transferred to the Western district, with

headquarters at Spokane. Wash., to succeed F. S. Elliot who

has been granted a leave of absence. F. Wear, division super-

intendent of the Butte division, with headiiuartcrs at Great

Falls, Mont., has been promoted to general superintendent

of the Central district, with the same headquarters, to succeed

Mr. Smith. He will be succeeded by T. F. Dixon.

Henry H. Larimore

Traffic

W. F. Van Norte has been appointed general agent of the

Midland \'alley with headquarters at Pawhuska, Okla.

W. A. Wilson, city passenger agent of the Great Northern
at Duhith, Minn., has been promoted to district passenger
agent, with the same headquarters.

H. R. Todd, general agent of the Colorado & Southern,
with headquarters at Birmingham. .Ala., has been transferred
to -\tlanta, Ga., succeeding W. T. \"ardaman.

O. B. McClellan has been appointed commercial agent ot
the Erie, with headquarters at .Akron, O., and W. K. Vandiver
has been appointed commercial agent, with headquarters at

Birmingham, Ala., succeeding H. L. Scott. C. W. Dow has
been appointed commercial agent, with headquarters at

Boston, Mass.

Obituary

Robert Quayle, who retired as general superintendent of
motive power and machinery of the Chicago & North Western
on May 1, 1922, died at his home in Oak Park, 111., on
September 13 at the age of 69.

James Truman Clark, president of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
died on September 8, from heart trouble. Mr. Clark is one
of the long list of rail-

road presidents who
have risen from the

traffic depart-
ment. From the time

that he entered railway

service as a messenger
boy 52 years ago, Mr.
Clark's life is typical of

the success that re-

wards whole-souled de-

votion to a single end.

He was prominent in

the St. Paul union
depot project and as

the representative of

the North Western in-

terests in the negotia-

tions preceding the ac-

ceptance of the first

station site, later re-

jected by the govern-
ment, he did much to '

harmonize the many conflicting interests of the roads in-

volved and to bring about a general agreement for a single

plan. Mr. Clark was born on November 20, 1852, at Auburn,
N. Y. He entered railway service in 1870 as a messenger boy
in the general agent's office of the Illinois Central at St.

Louis and up to July, 1873, held various clerical positions.

From July, 1873, to .\pril, 1880. he was employed in the gen-

eral passenger department, general superintendent's office and
general manager's office of the Chicago & North Western.
From April, 1880, to January 15, 1883. he was general agent

at Omaha and Council Bluffs. On the latter date he was
appointed assistant traffic manager of the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha. He was appointed assistant general

freight agent of that road in November of the same year,

which position he held until December, 1884. For the next

12 years he held the position of general freight agent, being

promoted to general traffic manager on October 1, 1896.

On June 5, 1899, he was promoted to vice-president in charge

of traffic. On March 9, 1903, his jurisdiction was extended
over the operating and construction departments. He was
elected president on May 23, 1916, which position he held up
to the time of his death.

J. T. Clark

The L'nion Pacific has announced reductions in transcontinental

freight rates on shoes, confectionery, machinery, cereals, dry

goods, hardware, fish, cotton, tin, portable houses, shovels, canned

goods, stoves, chinawarc. plumber's goods and clothing.
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\\ 1th the pros|)cct thut a car shortajii- will dcwlop within

next fi-w weeks, the railroad> will naturally K've siKtial

, attention to jiettini; the nuivimum mile-
Increasing ;,jji. from their freight lars. It is in-

Car teresting, in thi> connection, to analyze

Mileage freinht car movement and find where

the equipment .-[x-nds the most time.

>' o|)eratine statistics for the first six months of 1922
• v that on the average, each freight car made a round trip

1 7 days, exclusive of the time spent on the repair track.

'-ring the round trip, the car was in motion about 26 hours

under load and alxxit 14 hours empty. The average time

fnr loading and unloading each car was probably very close

the free time allowed—two days in each case. This
\es alKXJt 11'.. days jier trip as the time which the car

~lient in yards awaiting movement The railroads must cut

down this idle time in vards.

As a general rule, railroads proceed with deliberation in

authorizing new projects of one kind or another involving

large exjx-nditures; this em|>hasizes the
Another Road imjwrtance of any j^roject which is

Adopts once acce|)ted, and makes it of special

Water Treatment interest to those roads which perhaps

had considered doing the same thing

but liave desired first to determine the results obtained by
others. The recent action of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul in equipping an entire region of 400 miles of lines

with water-treating facilities is therefore noteworthy. As
descrilx-d el>ewhcre, 14 treating jjlants in all were installed

in the Itelief that tlie treatment of water in the locality se-

lected would effect benefits in the way of le.s.sening boiler

repairs, reducing fuel bills and improving the transportation

service generally that would far overbalance the cxi)enditure

for it. That the company was justified in this Ix'lief ap|)ears

already to have Ixx-n brought out by the results obtained in

the short fxrirxl which has elapsed since the installation of

the last treating plant.

Mcjst of the railroads at present are facing a pros|x:ctive

shr)rtagc of motive power. Under this condition, they should

naturally do everything possible to get

Increasing ^\,^^. ,„„^t ton-miles per montli from each

Ton-Miles bxomotive, not only by ex[x-diting re-

Per Locomotive pairs, but also Ijy careful attention to

operating methcxls. Just how this can

be done on each division is a matter for the individual roiid

to work out. In general, better results will be obtained in

slow freight .service by decreasing the tonnage and increas-

ing train speed. In the first six months of 1922, freight

trains made an average of 11.8 miles an hour, which shows
the s]XTd of drag freight is still very low. .\ctual operating

results on divisions with fairly heavy grades have shown
that when the average speed is 15 miles an hour, the 1(ko-

motives and the crews can make far more ton-mileage |xt

month than when the trains are loaded to tlie limit with the

speed reduced to alK)Ut 8 miles an hour. The cost of

handling the traffic may be slightly greater at the higher
s[H'ed. but during the next few months the real problem will

Ix- to haul all the traffic that is offered. If the roads can
move more freight and increa.se the gross revenues by run-

ning trains faster, the higher transix)rtation cost will l)e

unim|X)rtant.

The use of written orders to direct train operation on single

or multiple track lines can l>e largely, if not entirely, elimin-

ated by making slight changes in exist-
Discarding jnj, automatic block signal installations

Written Train or by the installation of a proper signal

Orders .system where none is now in service.

The Erie has demonstrated what can Ix?

accomplished in this resixxt on double track and the same
method, with such few changes as are neces.sary, can be ap-
plied as successfully to single-track operation. Such a svs-

tem does not take the control of the trains out of the hands
of the dispatcher, but it eliminates the written order and the

inherent defects which go with it. Safety of train operation
is increased, as trains are handled by signal indication with
all the safeguards which such a method provides. An article

elsewhere in this issue on conveying train orders by signal

indication is worthv of careful studv and consideration.

Labor leaders have had a good deal to say during the |)ast

year or two al)out the campaign of Wall Street and business

interests generally to destroy the unions
Who Left

;i|,(i t„ hring about the "open shop."
the Door .\s a matter of fact many employers

Open? hd\e Ix^n far less concerned about de-

stroying the unions than they have
about keeping the unions from destroying them, and a good
l)art of the "oi)en shoji movement" has been nothing more
tiian an effort to cure some of the unions of their habit of
liluffing and occasionally calling strikes on the slightest

provocation. However, the outcome of the railroad sho|)-

men's strike, which, by reason of individual settlements on
the roads that still have room for many of their former em-
ployees, is now rapidly becoming a thing of the past, logins
to make it ajipear that Mr. Jewell and some of his asscxriates

have become our leading ojien shop promoters. The shops
of most of our leading railroads liave become open shops
because the union men who wanted to kcx'p them closed have
walked out and allowed others to take their places.

The Service Bureau of tlie .\merican Wood Preservers' .As-

sociation calls attention to a common fault of engineers in

.
specifying timbers to Ix' given pre-

Brmg Your servative treatnx>nt, which is a her-

Specifications itage from the days when timix-r i>res-

Up to Date ervation was unknown. Owing to the

fact that the sap wood of most species
of timber wiien used in the natural state is much more sus-
ceptible to decay than the lieartwiMxi, it has long been the

practice to sjx'cify that structural timber shall Ix; "all heart,"
"85 joer cent heart," etc. However, in adopting the use of
treated timber many engineers still retain the restrictions

on the u.se of sat) wood. Owing to the fact that material

545
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which contains con.-^iderable sap wood, particularly in the

case of Southern pine, can be obtained at less cost than that

which is almost entirely of heartwood, the restriction on

sap wood in specifications for lumber results in an un-

necessan,- waste of timber and in an increased cost to the

user. After a piece of timber has been subjected to pre-

ser\-ative treatment, tlie sap wood is as immune to decay as

the heartwood: moreover, investigations by the United

States Forest Troducts Laboratory involving over 300,000

te-sts show that the sap wood is equally as strong as the

heartwood. There is, however, still another reason why the

restriction on the amount of sap wood should be removed.

The sap wood takes the preservative much more readily than

the heartwood and, therefore, a much more thorough treat-

ment is insured in a stick that contains appreciable propor-

tions of the former.

In last weeks issue of the Railway Age there were reported

orders for 160 locomotives, this being the largest number

rei)orted for any one week so far this

Large year with a single e.xception. That ex-

Locomotive ception was the preceding week in

Purchases which orders for 226 locomotives were

reported. The orders reported in last

week's issue included 100 locomotives for the New York

Central, 10 for the Western Maryland and SO for the

St. Louis-San Francisco. Since last week's report, orders

have been reported for 50 locomotives for the Baltimore

& Ohio and 50 for the C. & O., and these will be

found in the report for the present week. This, however,

does not tell the whole of the stor)-. In last week's issue

there were also reported incjuiries for a total of over 300

l(Komotives, orders for a good proportion of which may
presumably be expected in the near future. This shows

that the railway supply field now has a buying movement

for locomotives such as it has not l^een fortunate enough

to have had in a long, long time. The existence at last of

some railway net income, the real need for power and the

accentuated realization of this need resulting from the shop-

men's strike, presumably lead as the reasons for the present

heavv purchases. Whatever the reasons, we can at any rate

feel optimistic and happy—so long, at least, as the critics

hold off from declaring that it would have been better if

the orders for locomotives had been placed earlier, before

the rush instead of during the rush, and with deliveries

before or during the hea\T coal movement instead of after it.

Some lost opjwrtunities may return, but it will proliably be

a long time before railroads can again purchase machine

tools at the low prices prevailing in

A the early months of this year. Manu-
Lost facturers were then willing to make

Opportunity price concessions which can by no

means be obtained now. Roads pur-

chasing machines in March, therefore, are doubly fortunate

because they bought at the bottom of the market and secured

machines of great subser|uent assistance and value during

the strike. Since March there has been a distinct upward

trend in machine tools prices due to the increasing cost of

raw materials, such as pig iron and brass, coupled with

increasing labor costs. At some points it is now difficult to

get at any price the skilled labor rec|uired in the manufac-

ture of machine fools. To accentuate the rising price tend-

ency, there arc clear indications tliat both the railroads and

industrial manufacturers will soon be in the market for

machines, an adequate number of whicli are not now avail-

able. Stocks of new machines built at the high cost prevail-

ini; during the war have l)een largely li(|uidated and second-

hand machine tools of tlie better quality have also, to a great

extent, been absorbed. In consideration of these facts, it is

safe to predict an increase in machine tool prices, especially

when the railroads and other industries begin to compete

with each other in securing early deliveries. Certain rail-

roads refused to place machine tool orders early in the year

because they thought that prices were going still lower,

whereas the opposite has been true. The sooner these orders

are now placed, the more machines can l)e purchased with

fixed appropriations.

The average railroad power plant, as a general rule, receives

comparatively slight attention from railroad mechanical

officers. If it functions to the extent

Railroad of furnishing the required amount of

Power Plant steam, power, lights, heat, compressed

Economies ^'f ^"^1 water it is liable to be for-

gotten and is rarely visited. An in-

vestigation is made in connection with a new development

to determine the power that will be required and considera-

tion is given to the selection of boilers, engines, generators,

air comjjressors and some of the other accessories. The

judgment used in the selection will affect both the capital

investment and later the operating costs. Other factors,

such as the provisions for handling coal and ashes, are not

always carefully planned. Even in quite moderate sized

plants-, an installation of machinery for handling coal and

ashes mechanically will u.sually materially reduce the operat-

ing labor costs and such apparatus should always be con-

sidered. An initial selection of the equipment and a good

layout of the building is not sufficient, however, as conditions

and practices which tend to reduce the efficiency of the plant

easily creep in and frequently pass unnoticed for a long time.

The only way in which results can be checked is by the

keeping of suitable power plant records. These records,

however, are of but little value unless they are placed in

such shape that they can be and then are periodically

analvzed. The prevention or reduction of wastes is and

alwavs will be a continuous fight.

M a time such as this, when the roads have a traffic which

is taxing their facilities to the limit and when car shortages I

andembargoes are appearing, every ef- I

Keep the Cars f„i-t .^lioukl ix- made to keep all avail- '

Out able cars moving and thereby rendering

of Yards ''"-' maximum service. When confront-

ed with a similar situation in 1920 the

roads increased the average movement per car per day from

23.1 miles in 1919 to 28.5 miles in October, 1920. This was

e(|uiva]ent to the addition of three-quarters of a million cars

without any capital expenditure and without the added con-

gestion which this large amount of equijmient would have

created. This increa.sed Sfx-ed may have been due in some

slight measure to the faster movement of trains between

temiinals, although this is to be doulUcd. It was due in

large part, if not entirely, to the reduction in delays in the

terminals. The res|K)nsibility may perhaps Ix* largely on

shippers for delays in loading and unloading cars, but else-

where in terminals the delays rest with the roads themselves,

for the cars are exclusively under their control. In going

through some yards one gains the impression that they are

u.sed for the storage ratiier than tiie classifying and forward-

ing of cars. Cases arc not infrequent where the replacement

of an obsolete, out-grown yard with one of amjile proportions

and modem design lias been followed by a greater detention

of cars simply because there was nwrn for tliem. whereas

the very inadequacy of the old facilities require*! the [irompt

forwarding of the traffic to get it out of the way of incoming
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trains. The terminal is a necessar>- railway facility, but it

Miould aid in the mtKftnfnl of traftic. Bv : . trains

it tlu- orii{inal temiin.il so that it will n iry to

ri'ak ihi-m up in intc-riiK-diate yards, time v. „..: v>thcr-

AJsc l»e refjuiretl for this additional switching is saved and
he mnvenunt of the cars is expeilittd l>y this amount. No

luea.'urc will contribute more to the more rapid movc-
i cars to destination than tln-ir classitication for for-

iniii.i; in trains in a manner which will rfdure the amount
f switching en route to the minimum. Tlu- "main-tracker"

Ian has much to commend it from the >tan<lpoint of in-

ri-asing car movement, particularly at a time such as this,

vhen this objective is so much to lie desired.

Vti ol)ser\'er whose business it is to know as much as pos-

,l>le alxHit the produce markets in New York has told us

that morale in the train serv-ice is low.
Improving He makes this deduction from an in-

Train Service crease in tlie numl)er of breakages of

Morale ^88* '" transit which he has noticed

lately and which he says always ac-

impanies conditions which would tend to make train and
.irci men less interested in their work. Whether increased

,'!• breakages can be taken to indicate low morale or not,

Miwever, it can readily \>e admitted that conditions are not

> favorable that there is no room for improvement. Fur-

iiermore, any improvement which train service men may
iiow in the interest they have in their jobs will have a de-

hledly favorable effect on the performance of the railroads

II handling tlie hea\T traffic of the next few months. It is

i^ratifying, therefore, to notice that certain things are haf>-

pening which should go far toward offsetting conditions

provocative of discontent. One of these is the progress

which is being made in the signing of contracts between

railroads and the transportation brotherhoods extending pres-

ent wages and working conditions for another year. The
New York Central has gone a .step farther and announced

its intention to work out a plan under which premiums will

be paid to train crews for expediting the movement of their

trains. No railroad which is in a pasition to negotiate a

wage contract with its train .service employees at this time

should delay action any longer than necessary. This, and

any other similar step which can be taken now, will work to

a.ssist the railroads in handling the heavy trafific of the next

few months.

Until automatic train control apparatus, now in the minds of

everyl)ody as a needed addition to the safety devices in use

on our high-speed railroads, can Ik; in-

The Engineman stalled, the duty of maintaining present

of the safeguards continues as pressing as

Lightning Express t-ver. This point, noticed in these col-

umns on September 9, comes again to

mind in connection with Chief \V. P. Horland's report on the

derailment at Winslow Junction, N. J., on July 2, which is

noticed in this issue. This report discloses that Engineman

Westcott very likely was asleep or dozing; as he omitted two

or three whistle signals which customarily would l)e sounded

in the circumstances under which he approached Winslow

Junction, and did not ajiply brakes even when he entered the

( urve. With such a state of facts, an inquir)- is needed as to

how this engineman had S|Knt the 1.5 hours that he was off

duty just before starting on this run. The government report

•gives no light on this point. Without a stronger organization,

Ihe Bureau of Safety, ver>- likely is unable to go very thor-

oughly into such a far-reaching investigation; but the need of

it is |)lain. It will l)e recalled tiiat this need was brought out

on the occasions of the Ivanhoe and South Byron collisions.

At Ivanhoe (June, 1918) the engineman, 55 years old, had

been without rest for 2.? hours. At South Byron (January,

1919) the engineman ap[)ears to have been older than 55,

and he had been withfxit rest for 18 hours. Wescott, as well

as Towerman DeWalt, had a clear record; but clear records

do not clear up all doubts. For cngincmen of midnight trains

running at high speeds, the only satisfactory- standard,

now as in the past, is that they shall keep their bodies and

brains l"it, and their habits correct, throughout the 24 hours

of every day. And the same is true of the fireman, if we

are .going to depend on him to corrol)orate the engineman's

reading of signals at the entrance of every block. Instruct-

ing, regulating and checking the fireman is a duty often done

vcr)' poorly, yet he is depended on, ostensibly, for important

functions as a lookout man. And the reports of the recent

collisions at Leeds. .Msuma and Lester {Rail'xay Age,

September 9) remind us that the fireman's monitorship is

of extreme importance.

Railroad earnings in July with a net railway operating in-

come of $69,239,000, equal to a return on an annual basis

of 4.04 per cent on property invest-

Earnings mcnt. fell short by a considerable

in margin—to be exact', S29..U 2.800—of

July 'h^" -^'4 Pc cent return fixed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

Considering, however, the rate reduction effective July 1,

the absence of the better part of the coal traffic, and expenses

incident to the shopmen's strike, the net for the month is

rather better than was to have been expected. Looking

ahead a week or two, it is safe to predict that the August

earnings will not prove comparatively as favorable as were

those for July. The expenses resulting from the strike,

combined with the larger mechanical department payrolls

due to an increasing proportion of normal shop forces at

work, will unquestionably be reflected in the revenues and
expenses figures. On the other hand, it will be ver\- much
a matter for surpri.«e if the September earnings do not com-

pensate for whatever poor results may be reported in August.

The reason is, of course, the coal movement. Many of the

coal carrying lines have increased their coal loadings from

practically zero for the weeks during coal strike to figures

for the weeks since the end of the strike much in excess for

those reported for the corresponding w-eeks of last year.

These carriers will .show- a sudden change in their figure of

net income as will also, in only less degree, the carriers

which receive coal from them at connections. This makes
it extremely worth while to watch the results reported by
the coal carriers in particular and it is to be exjiected that

the September earnings reports w-ill be awaited with con-

siderably more interest than has been the case for those of

any other month for sonic period. In view of this situation,

on the other hand, the .August results—while not being

without a large amount of value from other points of view

—will nevertheless tell a story that is already out of date

a week or more before they begin to be published.

For over 20 rears the marketing of steel rails in the United

States has been governed by selling prices that have been

established by fiat rather than the un-

An Advance trammeled o|)eration of the law of suf)-

, _ . ply and demand. For this reason,
'" ^ .

'^'

when any change is made in the es-
of Rails tablished base price, such as the $3

advance which goes into effect on

October 1, the question arises as to the factors which govern

such modifications. For the first eight years after the fixing

of $30 as the base price for open-hearth rails, the current
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quotations of stft-l beams and plates averaged about liS per

cent higher than those for rails. During the next .seven

years, when [ilates and shapes were on a generally lower

level, no adjustment was made in the price of rails, Ijut

during the period of fixed prices in 1918, 1919 and 1920,

recognition was given to a differential between the prices

for rails and those for shapes and plates in estalilishing

prices for the latter that were definitely higher than those for

rails. With the depression which followed the Ijoom of

1920, quotations for structural materials fell from ajiproxi-

matel)- $70 a ton to about $30 a ton early in the [present

year. In the meantime, two cuts in the base price for rails,

reduced the latter from $57 to $40. The fact that rails have

been quoted at considerably more than the structural mate-

rial during the last 12 months has been taken as indicating

the effect of price stabilization; that $40 represented a liasc

price which would not fluctuate while the quotations on

other materials ranged above and below this. It now ap-

pears, that this assumption was not correct, for no sooner

has the current price of structural material advanced so as

to equal that for rails than the price for the latter is also

advanced. This increase, however, will be i)urely nominal

as regards those railroads which ])lace orders within the next

week for their requirements for the early part of 192.-!.

Partial Settlement of the

Shop Employees' Strike

To THOSE who really know what is the railway situation

as affected by the shop employees' strike there can be

no doubt regarding the significance of the strike set-

tlement which has i)ecn made by the laljor leaders and by

railways having between one-fourth and one-fifth of the

mileage of the country. Whatever they may say, it is a con-

fession by the labor leaders that the strike has been lost by

the unions on most of the railways and that in the absence

of some kind of settlement it would l)e lost in time on all

the others. It is at the same time an admission by the rail-

ways signing the agreement that their situation is such that

they can better afford to .settle now and take all their .strik-

ing employees back than refuse to make any settlement and

fight the strike out to a finish.

The question of who has lost a strike can always easily

be determined when it is ended by the concessions made by

the combatants. What have the labor unions conceded in

the settlement made in Chicago? First, they have agreed to

|>ut the strikers back at work under the very working con-

ditions and wages fixed by the Railroad Labor Board against

which they struck. Secondly, they have retreated from their

position that they would not make any settlement with any

railway or grouj) of railways unless it was made nationally

with all the railways. Third, they have given up the posi-

tion that the strikers must be taken hack with their seniority

rights unimpaired. The men return to work with their rela-

tions to employees who stayed at work and to new employees

left to future determination by a commission on which the

railways and the laiior onions signing the agreement will

have e(|Ual representation.

The railways signing the agreement do not make a single

concession which any individual railway in the country, ex-

cepting possibly the Pennsylvania, would not have been will-

ing to have made at any time within several weeks after the

strike began. Tlie only concessions they make wliii h anv

considerable number of railways have bivn unwilling to

make at any time are, first, that they will take all the

strikers back and give them the same kind of work at the

same places as Ufore the strike, and, .secondly, that they

will leave the Jjuestion of seniority to future negotiations

instead of c.x[)licitly requiring the strikers to return as new
emplo)'CCS.

The leaders of the striking labor unions will ask all the

other railways individually to sign the same agreement. If

some, including a number of the largest systems of the

country, consider it fair and expedient to sign it, why should

not all? Because owing to differences in local conditions, in

the past labor policies of different railway managements and

in the way individual railways have been treated by their

employees before and since the strike began, the situation

(;n some railways is widely different from what it is on

others. Some railways have virtually full forces of com-

petent men and therefore have good rea.son for not settling

with the strikers and no reason for doing so. Other railways

which are not in an equally strong position have had chronic

trouble in their shops for years because among the employees

who struck there were radicals and agitators who took ad-

vantage of every opportunity to embroil the men with the

managements and to render efficient operation of the shops

difficult or impossible. The seniority rules have heretofore

|)revented these railways from getting rid of these men, but

the strike has afforded an opportunity to do so which they

do not intend, to lose.

We have heard much criticism from business men who
stand for the open shop and from some railway officers

against the railway executives who negotiated and signed

the terms of settlement adopted at Chicago. Such criticism

is not inconsistent when made by men who are in favor of

the pursuit by employers of an alisolute anti-labor union

policy. But the railway executives of the country through

their various organizations repeatedly have repudiated the

iharge that they were trying to iireak up the labor unions

and said that all they were ojiposing were the policies of

the unions which tended to foster inefficienq.- and to inter-

rupt transportation. Those railways which have actually

won the strike, and those which are in a fair way to win it

and which are confident that they can render the public as

good or even better service now and in future by never set-

tling with the strikers as by settling with them, are amply
justified in refusing to settle with them. The strikers took

their chances on the outcome of the strike and those who
have lost by it cannot reasonably blame anybody for it but

their leaders and theni.«elves. On the other hand, railways

whose situation is such that their managements believe that

they can now and in future render the country as good or

better .service by settling with the strikers as by refusing to

do so are amply justified in settling, provided of course,

they faithfully live up tft all the obligations they owe to men
who have stayed at work or have gone to work during the

strike. The terms of agreement ado]ited at Chicago recognize

the obligation of the railways fully to protect employees who
stayed at work and new employees who have entered the

service since the strike began.

There certainly is room for difference of opinion as to

which is the more expedient from the railway standpoint of

two widely differing lal)or policies which always have had
advocates among railway officers and which have been advo-

cated witii unprecedented energy since the shop employees'

strike began. On the railways, as elsewhere, men who deal

with lalior may be roughly divided into two classes—those

who are naturally antagonistic to labor unions and every-

thing they stand for, who would prefer to have nothing to

do with them and are willing to fight out every difference

with them to a finish, and those on the other hand, who
naturally favor labor organizations, who nrv always willing

to negotiate with them and who would rather effect fairly

satisfactorily settlements with them .if any stage of a con-

troversy than engage in finish fights with them. Practically

all the railway executives who have made the recent settle-

ment belong to the latter class. .Among the railway execu-

tives who have refused to particijiate in the recent settlement

are not only those who are naturally hostile to labor organ-

izations and their methofls, but also many who on principle

are friendlv to the labor organizations hut who for reasons
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growing out of the strikf do no« f«rl they can afford to deal
any longer with the shop crafts uni.iii-

It will I* W.-1I worth wiiih t.. -ri.,l\ tin- comparative re-

sults ohtaint-d on the r.iilw:i\v vslniji ^-kIc and on those
that refuse to settle. Certainly past t-xjierience is that rail-

ways which have fought great strike-; to a finish, won them
1 refused to make any settlements, have sulisequently got
•r results from the work of their employees and been
re favoraMy treated by them than r.iilways whiih have

shown a tendency to try to placate the lalK)r unions The
railways which have most comj)letely wtm the shopmen's
strike are almost all of them railways such as the Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois Central, Burlington. I'nion Pacific and
Southern Pacific, which at one time or another have fought
truculent laljor unions to a finish and completely whipped
tlii-m.

I he principal argument that the railways have made in

r of negotiations and settlements of lalx)r controversies
seen individual railways and their own men rather than
I national scale is that this would make it ptissible to

;! different [)olicies and by tarr>ing them out determine
h were liest for all tonterned. That some railways have

M-d the Chicago agreement and that many will not sign
ill have the Ijeneficial effect of making it possible for

rent railways and their employees to adopt different

hods of co-oix-rating with each other and to test what
•:iods actuallv .secure the Ijest results.

"Our Road"
AKAILWAY r.XKClTlVK has made this re<|uest: "You have

had considerable to say in your editorial comments*
recently alx>ut the necessity for im|)rf)ving the relations

between the employees and the managements of the railways.

You have referred to the so-called personnel work in other

industries. Won't you be a bit more specific and tell us

definitely just what you think the railways should do to

eliminate internal friction and misunderstandings and bring

about as nearly as possible ideal conditions?"

The answer is not an easy onel Nor is it as simple as

some would have us Iv-lieve. In the first place, not one,

but a great many things, mu.«t be tlone to bring about the

desired result. These, however, will be useless if they are

not done in the right spirit and actuated by the best motives.

One rea.son why labor is so sus|)itious of capital and man-
agement is that some managements in the past, cither through

ignorjince or design, have taken advantane of the employees

under the gui.H- of welfare work. Then. t(K), the term "wel-

fare work" has iK'Come objectional)le to employees and pro-

gressive managements alike because of the stigma attached to

it in its earlier stages, due to the paternalistic spirit in which

it was too fre(|uently promoted. This was, and is, par-

ticularly oljjectionable to American workingnien.

Possibly it will be easier to get the proper f)erspective if

we attempt to visualize the ol)jective of welfare or personnel

work in a concrete way—"imjjroving tlie relations with the

employees" is a rather general and ha/y statement. Is not

the goal for wliidi we should strive, tlie (ultivation of such

a spirit of res[)ect and cordiality on the part of the employees

that they will speak of the railroad as "our road"? What
would not the accomplishment of this ideal mean to the peace

of mind and development of the individual employees?

What would it not mean in a greater interest in their work,

in greater eft'icien(y and |)r(Klucti()n, in .giving lietter and more

efficient service to the public, in making a larger contribution

to the prosperity of the communities served, and in stabiliz-

ing the prosix'rity of the nation as a whole?

We have seen recentl)', on a large scale, one effect of the

• .Src "The Nrxt Slip," AusuM 19. p. 319; "Looking Ahead," Auxual 26,

p. 36.1: "One Way to Raise W.iges," Scpienit)er 2, n. 407; "What Cauneii
Inefficiency on thr R.iilroail«." .September 9. p. 45.S; "tleveloping Machinery
and NeKlecting Men," September 16, p. 495.

lack of this spirit. Can such conditions be allowed to con-

tinue? How far railway employee?, in nuny cases, are

from this ideal may lie learned from listening to them talk

matters over among themselves, or by studying the expres-

sions of their brotherhood or union leaders, or through read-

ing their union magazines.

One rea.son for the great gulf lietween emplo>'ers and
employees in these days is the tremendous size to which many
companies have grown. It is not difficult for the small

employer to keep close to his men and to arrive at satis-

factor)' terms with them as to wages and working conditions.

The larger a concern grows, however, the more difficult it

is to preserve a sufficiently close contact to avoid serious

misunderstandings. The tendeno- in the railro;id field since

the lieginning of the [>erio<i of federal control has been to

intensify this difficulty by taking matters relating to wages
and working rules out of the hands of the individual roads

and putting them on a national basis. Obviously, and par-

ticularly when we take into consideration the widely varying

conditions throughout the countri, it is important that the

individual roads should deal direct with their employees
in all matters of this .sort, if tlic right sort of contacts are

to lie m.ide and preserved. How have other large industries

handled this and other questions relating to the personnel?

Possibly the railroad officer's question may lie best answered
by referring to what some of the.se industries have done.

So far as wages, hours of work and working conditions

are concerned, some of the larger industries have placed the

responsibility for this entire matter in the hands of a special

officer or deiiartment reporting direct to the chief executive

and having the full support of that executive and the board

of directors. Such departments have been variously named,
but fundamentally their duty is to study conditions and
develop a constructive policy looking to the payment to the

men of the best wages reasonably possible. The aim is to

establish a length of working day which will not be detri-

mental to the health of the worker, and will give him a

reasonable amount of leisure and yet maintain a low cost

of production. Such a department, to function properly,

must develop means whereby misunderstandings or griev-

ances on the part of the employees will be brought to the

attention of tho.se in authcrity without delay and will be
handled C|uickly. In many cases the best way of heading off

the development of misunderstandings and grievances has
been found to he through devising ways and means of keep-

ing the employees informed as to problems confronting the

industry and liy removing "the mystery" from the business

and taking the workers into confidence as to tlie actual

facts. It is difticult enough to accomplish these things in

a single plant. The problem of doing it on the railroads,

with many departments and with the employees scattered

over a vast territory, is far more diftkult, but it is not im-

possible of accomj>lishment, and, as we have indicated in

previous editori:il comments, it must be dom\
Closely allied with this prol)lem of relieving friction by

arranging for a channel w-herehy the management may keep
intimately in touch with the needs and feelings of the work-
men and promptly adjust difficulties, is the necessity for

giving greater ;ittention to tlie selection and training of men
for supervisory positions. It has been found that many of

the real grievances, and the most unnccessar}- ones, were

caused by foremen or sui)ordinate officers who were selected

because of their skill as workmen, rather than for their

ability to understand and control men. Almost invariably,

therefore, after inaugurating a department such as suggested

above, it has been found necessary to give the foremen

special coaching or training in the art of handling men.
In not a few instances some of the foremen have had to be

rejilaced because of their inability to fit themselves for this

larger task. Provision for prom])tly locating and following

up the grievances, automatically discovers the men who are

weak in this respect. The cause, rather than the effect.
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should be treated, however, by taking immediate steps to

provide sf)ecial instructions and training for all of the

foremen.

The problem of stability of employment has been tackled

in a number of different ways by different industries. Much
has been accomplished by careful study and planning of the

work and the transfer of forces from one department to an-

other as the demands fluctuate, due to seasonal or other

causes. Special funds have been created in some cases to

be used as unemplovment insurance. Closely allied to the

fear of losing his job, is the workman's fear of disability

and helplessness in old age. This is being met by providing

pension funds, relief funds and sick benefits. It is inter-

esting to note that in many cases the men contribute a certain

percentage to the pension fund, and if they leave the service

are entitled to a cash consideration equaling the amount of

money they liave paid in. Group insurance is now being

installed in many industries and on several railroads.

Special efforts have been made in some industries looking

toward health conservation. The loss through inefficiency,

due to p)Oor health, which can be corrected in most cases, is

verv considerable in some industries and this has resulted

in the development of medical and dental departments which

have been a great boon to the employees, and have paid for

tliemselves in the increased efficiency of the employees, and

in the reduction of absences from work, which interfere

seriously with the work schedules and hamper production.

Industries which have conducted safety first campaigns as

actively as have some of the railroads, have also given an

equal amount of attention to this matter of health con-

servation, with splendid results.

The question of working conditions has been overlooked

to a large e.xtent on the railroads and in many industries.

Poor light and ventilation and unsatisfactory environment

put the brakes on efficiency. The question of properly

equipped lavatories and locker rooms and other conveniences

which make for efficiency is also important.

Some companies have assisted the employees by encourag-

ing them to save and by advising them in making sound in-

vestments. In not a few instances emplo}ees have been

encouraged to buy the stock or bonds of the companies l)y

which they are employed. The employees have in many
cases greatly appreciated company aid in financing the pur-

chase of property and the building of homes. Some indus-

tries have Ix'cn most helpful to their employees in promoting

certain kind.'* of co-operative buying.

The mechanical departments of American railroads have

given more or less attention to the education of shop ap-

prentices. Unfortunately, however, only a few of the roads

have adopted the best practices and the most modern methods.

The whole question of providing adequate training for those

entering other classes of work in all departments and of

training the men for jiromotion has been largely neglected.

Other indu.stries have done much more in this resjx'ct, even

to the e.xtent of arranging for the education and training of

men already employed and who may even have Ijcen rated

as skilled workers. Certain conditions which may have been
inherited from federal control and which need not be re-

viewed here, make it imperative that the railroads should
give this whole question of education and training of em-
ployees more intelligent attention.

The promotion of schemes for recreation has met with a

good reaction in many places. This includes atliletic prcn

gram."*, social clut>s, reading and literary clulis, etc.

Nfo.'it industries have given far more attention to the em-
ployment problem than have the railroads, which are among
the largest employers. I'roperly organized employment de-

I)artmenfs not only examine tlie men carefully as to their

experience and skill. l>ut liavc them pas.'^ed upon by the

medical department. If accepted, s|)ecial pains are taken lo

.see that they are introduced to their new work in such a

way as to make a good impression at the very start. Their

work is carefully followed up, in many instances to such

an extent as to insure that men who are unfitted for the

class of service to which the}' have been assigned may l>c

transferred until they find their proper place in the or-

ganization.

No reference has been made to profit sharing plans be

cause these are largely in an experimental stage and theri

is also a question as to whether they are applicable to a

public utilit}'. There are, however, better ways of payin.:

men in proportion to their skill and output than are now
used by the railroads. Seniority, of course, makes it mort
difficult to recognize individual initiative. Piecework,

banished from the railroads for a while, when properly in-

stalled and maintained, has many advantages for both thr

men and the managements on some classes of work. It will

be interesting to follow the result of the graduated wage
scales now being introduced in the mechanical department

by some roads. Bonuses for practical ideas and suggestions

have been found to be productive of good results in many
industries.

The above touch in a rough way upon some of the note-

worthy things that have been done by the industries to im-

prove the relations with the employees. The inference is

not that the railroads have not done any of these things or

that some of them may not have done many of them. It

is a fact, nevertheless, that the railroads have not lieen

nearly as active in these respects as they should have been.

One thing is vital in solving the human relations problem
in a big way, and that is, that a policy must be adopted

which is not subject to the whims or peculiarities of any
one individual officer and that the employees understand this.

.\ permanent policy must be adopted and supported by the

board of directors. And why not? Is there any greater

problem confronting American railroads today?

The Shopmen's Strike

—

A Series of Blunders

EXPERIENCE IS the best teacher. Some people welcome its

lessons when it shows they have been right but reject its

lessons when it shows they have been wrong. Progress is

due to those who are willing to learn from experience, as

well as other teachers, even when the teachers show they

have been wrong. t

The shopmen's strike, which has now been settled on

some railways, has afforded an experience which should

teach some most important and valuable lessons to railway

managers, railway labor leaders and railway employees. The
future experience of the railways which have settled and are

taking the strikers back and those which have not settled

will afford some additional lessons.

The strike has been terribly costly to the railways, the

strikers and the public. The issuance of the original order

for it and its continuance .so long have been due to a series

of big blunders. Hut all the blunders have not been com-
mitted by the labor leaders and the members of the unions

Every party concerned has blundered. Some things which

when done seemed oliviously wise and beneficial to those

who did them now appear in an entirely different light.

One of the worst blunders of the series that has caused

and protracted the strike was that made by the railways

which adopted the policy of contracting out work which it

had i)een custom.iry to do tliemselves. They saved money
i)y it for a time, and it seemed to their managers wi.se and

])roi)er. It was done by only a small (Kirt of the railways

hut it has had important con.«e<iuences for all of them. It

exasperated and alarmed labor leaders and emplovees to an

extent that few |)eople reali/.ed until recently. The lal>or

leaders and the employees feared that the system of con-

tracting would he extended to all the railways of the countr)',
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witii the result of breaking down all thr working ronditiofu

and wu^cs favorable to laU^r tli.i'.

'

rj by the

Labor Board. There is ni> dnui t of con-

•'•ling out work tontribuiiil '... . .. —i.-ing the

^1-. In addition it gave thi- l.n.. ir liailcrs a pretext for

ri»ing that the railways had vkiI.iU.I, or at least evaded,

the law and the decisions of the Ixxird on a wholesale scale,

and for using this charge in defen>c of the employees' action

in "trikins; against the decision< of the Latx>r board. It is

wholly inciin>i.stent for >|>ok(-mcn of the railways to de-

nounce employees for striking ag.iinst decisions of the Labor

Board when railways themselves are doing virtually the

same thing.

The next blunder was committed by the labor leaders

when they issued the strike order. They knew they could

get rehearings by the Labor Board in the wage cases at any

time. They should have known that public sentiment and

the sentiment of many members of their own organizatioos

would be against a strike which was in defiance of decisions

of the Labor Board that had been reached after full hearing

of all the matters in controversy.

The ne.\t blunder was made by the Lal>or Board in imme-

diately issuing statements that the strikers had sacrificed

their seniority rights, and by many railways in issuing

notices that unless the strikers returned to work within a

verv few days their seniorit)' rights would be forfeited.

These announcements and ultimatums immediately became

a bar to an early settlement of the strike. It was unreason-

able to expect that men who had struck would return to

work within a few days. Some road.s which gave the strikers

two weeks, or even more, within which to return to work got

back many of their men Ijefore the time limit expired. If

the seniorit)' issue had not arisen as a result of so many
railways prematurely dcprivinij the strikers of opportunity

to return to work with their rights unimpaired the strike

would have tjeen ended within three weeks.

The next blunder was made by President Harding when,

after the strike had been going on for some time, he pro-

posed that it should be terminated by the railways taking

the strikers back with their seniority rights unimpaired. This

encouraged the strikers to stay out in the hope that a .settle-

ment finally would be made which would restore their

seniority rights after the railways had committed themselves

so far to the men at work that they could not honorably or

with any regard for future consequences take the strikers

back with their seniority rights.

The result of the.se and other blunders has been a strike

which lasted ten weeks on the railways which have settled,

.which is .still continuing on most of the railways, which has

cost employees, railways and the public hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars and the effects of which will cost hundreds

of millions in future. It has had and will have some good

effects. It has broken down the plan of national negotiations

and .settlcment.s by which the labor unions had imposed uni-

form working conditions and wages on all the railways, and

by which they were determined to maintain them. It has

disillusioned many thousands of railway employees who had

been led to believe that the raihvay.s could not or would not

long resist a nation wide .strike and that they had more to

gain by striking than by accepting the decisions of the Rail-

road Labor Board. But the net result is to demonstrate what

every sane man should have conceded before it occurred

—

namely, that the railways and their employees have more to

gain by dealing with each other fairly and reasonably and

by accepting and carrying out decisions of the Railroad

Labor Board regarding controversies that they cannot settle

them.selves than they have to gain by fighting their differ-

ences out in strikes.

A strike, like a war, is a game in which usually every-

body conccrnc<l loses. What the shop emjjloyees and the

])ublic have lost is fairly obvious. Even railways which have

won the strike have suffered losses which they will feel for

\-ears. The strike should cause the leaders in the railway

field, in the labor field and in public life to join in good

faith in an effort to devise and carry out measures which

will prevent similar struggles in future. This is what would

be done if the wishes and counsel of the moderate men of

all interests should prevail. Unfortunately the extremists

connected with the various interests are as influential as the

moderate men, and labor leaders whose real goal is the

destruction of private ownership, railway leaders whose real

desire is the destruction of laltor unions and politicians

whose sole object is the promotion of their own selfish ambi-

tions will exert as much influence on the final outcome as

the moderate men.

Would the Public Pay the Bill?

I.v
RKCK.NT I'lHLic discussions of the coal mining industry

the over-development of bituminous mine capacity- Tias fre-

((uently been referred to as one of the most difficult condi-

tions with which the industry is confronted, both as it affects

labor conditions within the industry and its relations with the

public. It has an equally important bearing on the develop-

ment of railroad capacity. This is brought out clearly in an

article on another page, describing the effect of the coal strike

on the coal movement from the eastern Kentucky fields over

the Louisville and Nashville. In enlarging its capacity to

ser\-e these fields this railroad has spent within the last 20

years an amount equal to appro.ximately 15 per cent of its to-

tal investment in physical property. Almost one-quarter of

this amount has been spent since the termination of Federal

control and it has all been applied to a part of the system ag-

gregating not more than 18 per cent of the total system mile-

age. But notwithstanding this intensive development the

mines served by the railroad in this territon", working full

time, can probably prcxluce more than twice as much coal as

the railroads can move away from the mines. This situa-

tion may be considered fairly typical of the relation between

railroad and mine capacity' throughout the bituminous coal

fields.

The fact that the country's fuel supply has always been

moved, indicates that the capacity of the railroads cannot be

very far behind the actual requirements of the market. But,

with the coal-mining industry organized on a basis of low

average prcxluction with high peak loads, caused by disturb-

ances such as the recent coal strike, the capacity of the rail-

roads becomes the limiting factor and the roads are subjected

to much loose criticism for their inability to supply cars up
to the full loading capacity of the mines. The apparent car

shortage, however, is not primarily a lack of sufficient cars.

It is a lack of main tracks, of passing tracks, of block signals,

of yards and of engine terminal facilities, without which
additional cars and motive power are useless.

From 25 to iO per cent of the tonnage moved on the rail-

roads of the United States is bituminous cail* and if the

railroads are to meet the peak load demands caused by the

unstable and erratic operating conditions within the bitumin-
ous mining industry, they must provide facilities great enough
to move the nation's annual coal supply in a few nionth.s of

the year. But to provide facilities on such a scale would in-

volve a tremendous investment which would be fully utilized

for short |XTiods only. It is obvious that under a policy of

public regulation which limits the return on investment in

railway property to the lowest point short of coafiscation no
such increase of railway facilities is (wssible. But even if it

were po.ssible, would the public Ik willing to pay the price of

such a tremendous increase of railroad facilities in the form
of increased rates? LTnless this question can be answered in

the affirmative, adverse criticism of the railroads because of

car shortages when the surplus mine capacity of the country
is Auddcnlv brought into production is not only unjust, but
futile.
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[ The R.\ILWAY Age welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in tJie railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions e.Kpressed.]

A Well Deserved Tribute
New York.

To THE Editor:

The railroad shopmen's national strike of July 1, 1922,

will go dow-n in history as unique in three particular re-

spects, i.e., first, the large percentage of shopmen who left

their work; second, the relatively small interference caused

thereby in the movement of the railroad traffic of the coun-

tn.- during the ensuing two months; and third, the loyal

support and co-operation of the supervising officers and em-

ployees who performed the work of the strikers in order to

provide the public, including the strikers, with food, milk,

fuel and other necessities.

The railroad mechanical department heads and super-

vising forces deserve particular commendation and recog-

nition. No jobs have been too difficult or arduous for them

to undertake and perform in order to keep locomotives and

cars moving. The sterling and seasoned qualities of these

men, and the maintenance in safe operating condition of the

motive power and equipment under their care, have been

put to a most severe test and they have made good. Too
much consideration cannot now be given, by the railroad

executives, to those of these officers who are deserving of

increased remuneration, authority and advancement, for the

purpose of retaining in the railroad service true and tried

men who otherwise will continue, as during the past ten

years, to enter industrial and commercial fields where op-

portunities for promotion and increased earning capacity

have been much more attractive.

John E. Muhlfeld.

Instructing and Pleasing the Public
Cleveland, Ohio.

To THE Editor:

People do not realize the bigness of a railroad. It is

important to explain the magnitude of our railroad system

frequently and in varied ways, so that the facts will

penetrate the resisting mind. For example, the New York
Central's advertisement telling how it has the power to move
a long freight train around the world in one day—who had
ever thought of that? A person who goes to Europe on the

Mauretania gets some idea of what the steamship company
has to do to give him such gorgeous comfort and marvelous

s{>eed; but the traveler on the New York Central has only

a dim idea of how many cars—how many tons of steel—have
to be hauled over the road to give him the regularity of

facilities and the comfort which arc furnished to him so

cheaply.

I have just read the Illinois Central's manifesto, in the

St. Louis Globe Democrat. The president of that road
says: "We are constantly seeking to promote good-will

among our patrons. We are attempting to render a depend-
able, efficient transportation ser%'ice, by having officers and
employees who are at all times courteous and obliging. It i.«

our hope that the Illinois Central System will ahvavs stand

in tlie front rank of the railroads of this country in having
the good-will of its patrons."

How many readers of that statement can begin to under-
stand the task thus implied? The average reader, if he
should hear that President Markham received SO letters in

one day complaining of incivilit}' on the part of station

agents, clerks, conductors, brakemen and others would de-

clare the advertisement a fraud—a lie. And yet that num-
ber, 50, probably w-ould not equal one in 500 or one in 1,000
of cases wherein an employee might forget his manners.
The Illinois Central, according to the Official Guide, has
about 1,000 stations where passengers can ask foolish ques-

tions ever)' day, and many times a day.

Another thing that passengers at ticket offices and patrons

of freight stations should remember is that a railroad must
seek efficiency first. A store clerk is uniformly polite

—

"courtesy first"'—but he frequently gives you poor sen'ice.

The railroad man must do his work safely and honestly,

even if he should occasionally lose his temper.

President Markham invites constructive criticism. I

venture to suggest (assuming that his road is not far above
the average of the big roads) that he invite his trainmen
and the agents and clerks at the smaller stations to con-

structively criticise themselves by constructing a few sen-

tences (in good English) every day. One of the most com-
mon faults of these people is silence. If a question is the

least bit difficult, they evade the issue; they remain dumb.
I do not mean vital questions; they will tell you enough
so you won't get left, and they don't mean to let you run in

front of a moving locomotive; but there are many other

things on which such servants of the public ought to do a
little thinking now and then. For example, I rode, the

other day, in a very old coach; and in a semi-jocular manner
I asked the young and rather green conductor where he
found that car. Apparently no such irregular question ever

confronted him before; and instead of grasping the op-
portunity to explain the company's expenditures and efforts

to provide steel cars, and how a rush had comf)elled the use

of the ancient buggy on this occasion, he only grinned. He
was an intelligent fellow, however, and probably within a

half hour recovered sufficiently to see that he ought to have
said sometliing. Another conductor comes to my mind; one
not old nor sf>ecially smart looking, who patiently took
three minutes to explain to a passenger, as clearly as Presi-

dent Harding could have done it, some of the whys and
wherefores of government regulation of railroads. That con-

ductor reads something besides the sporting pages and the

local news. And he did not explain ever>' unpleasant
feature of tlie service as being required by "the orders of

the Interstate Commerce Commi.<sion."

Having "knocked" the store clerks, I want to give them a

good word. I advise all railroad men to watch them closely.

The competent retail salesman, at the end of his first year,

can give the average railroad man a hundred points on
pleasing the public, which the said railroad man seems to

try in ever}' way to avoid.

No superintendent, I suppose, will send groups of his

men to the department stores to take the courses of instruc-

tion which I am here suggesting, and so I will propose an
easier measure: require every passenger brakeman to wTite

down, and report, each week, what questions are asked of

him by passengers. Do not require him to report what
answers he has made. This will afford a chance to com-
pare brakemen in a new way. .'Vfter the first week, the

most frequent questions, those which can be answered easily,

can he omitted.

.Anything to get trainmen to think! Do we stop to reflect

how niucli idle time the brakeman has every day? Idleness

tends to promote sloth; yet we call upon these men to be
mentally alert.

Oberlin.
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Train Orders by Signal Indications

Trains on Single or Double Track Can Be Operated by Signals

Without the Use of Written Orders

rs IT i>ossiBLE and profit-

able to operate trains by
signal indications instead

of by written orders? It un-
doubtedly is. Then why are

the railroads so slow to adopt
this more efficient method of

operation ? Wm. Nichols
said in his treatise on train o|x-ration which was published

in 1916, that "with a proper block signal system, the signals

to govern train movements into and out of sidings, trains

may be moved safely on single track without train orders

and with but few train rules." It is our purpose in this

paper to show that it is feasible and advisable to operate

trains in this manner.

The problem is relatively simple for double track move-

ments and many railroads are now oj>erating such divisions

more or less completely under signal indications. The best

example of this method of operation is that in use between

Port Jervis, N. Y., and Chicago on the Erie, a distance of

appro.ximately 900 miles. The system has been employed

on this road for many years and has been found to be a

great improvement over the old method of using written

train orders to convey information. Several years ago the

writer and one of our division superintendents made a care-

ful investigation of the operation on tlie Susquehanna divi-

sion of the Eric, spending a number of days on it interview-

ing local officers, visiting dispatchers' offices and riding vari-

ous classes of freight and passenger trains. The operation

was found to be smooth and even,- one concerned was favor-

able to it with the pmssiblc exception of the train dispatchers

who did not like to assume the additional responsibility of

directing all of the train movements in spite of the fact that

their work was made more easy.

To make effective the Erie method of train operation by

signal indication the line of road is efjuipped with one-arm
automatic signals of the three-position upper quadrant type.

Where train order signals are required, they are placed on

the automatic signal mast below the automatic signal. The
train order signals are one-arm, three-ixwition electric sig-

By A. R. Fugina

Signal Engineer, Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky.

nals. They are located at passing sidings or crossovers and

are controlled from the nearest day and night train order

oftke. The dispatcher directs their operation by telephone

instructions to the office controlling them. One operator

usually controls the train order signals at the point where

he is located, as well as at either one or both adjacent sid-

ings, this being jwssible because they are electrically

controlled.

Train Order Signal Indications

The upper arm of the signal is the automatic signal and
it controls the movement through the block in the usual way.

The lower arm or train order signal indicates as follows:

H0R1Z0NT.\L (RtD LIGHT)

Stop on main track and consult dispatcher on telephone.

Diagonal (yellow light)

Take siding and consult dispatcher on telephone when clear of

main track.

Passenger trains will report before pulling into siding.

Vertical (green lich»)

(1) Proceed regardless of following preferred trains until

otherwise directed by dispatcher.

(2) Trains are forbidden to accept this indication if there is

any known cause that will prevent their making their usual run-
ning time. In such event they will consult immediately with dis-

patcher by telephone. When a train accepts the "proci-cd" indica-
tion and for any cause is unable to make its usual running time,
it must protect itself against the following preferred train accord-
ing to Rule 99, operating department.

When the train order signal displays "stop" or "take
siding" the automatic signal displays "stop."
Under this system a freight train, whether local or through,

holds the main track on the time of any passenger train until

directed by the dispatcher to take siding through means of
the train order signal.

Single Track Operation

Our thorough investigation of the Erie system convinced
us of the desirability of this method of operation for double
track movements and also that a similar scheme can be
developed for use on single track. We submit the following
method for operating on single track.

The diagram represents a typical single track railroad
equipped with automatic signals of the absolute permissive
type and electric train order signals arranged to be controlled

3-mi. 4fr. ef,

'®--^ -®-

3fn 3j-,

®
Q)-Continuoi/5 train ordtr office. Controls indicattd by dotted lines.

How Trains May be Operated on Single Track Without Written Orders
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by the operator to convey orders to train.s at the direction

of dispatcher.

All entering signals at passing tracks are to be equipped
with a second arm, this arm to be a three-position electrically-

controlled train order signal. The train order signals and
the leaving automatic signals will be under the control of

the operator. The leaving signal is a positive signal and by
placing it under the control of the operator a train may be

stopped by it if desired. The indications of the train order

signals will be the same as used by the Erie as previously

explained. Thus the operator is enabled to inform the train

to proceed, take siding; stop at the entrance of the siding

and get into telephone communication with the dispatcher,

or to proceed on the main track to the clearance fX)int at the

leaving end of the siding.

When there is a double siding such as at B, in the sketch,

ver)- slow in adopting this time and money-saving device,

the efficiency of wliich has been proved many times.

Each train should be provided with a portable telephone

train set in order to enable it to get into communication with

the dispatcher if it should be unduly delayed between sta-

tions or at other points not near a telephone location.

Operation under this system will, of course, call for quite

a departure from the Standard Code operating rules, making
a revision or separate set of operating rules or instructions

necessary.

The cost of providing the additional facilities necessary

for train operation by signal indication where automatic
signals are already installed, is not very great and the oper-

ating advantages that will be obtained will far outweigh
the cost of installation as the economies made in operation

would pay for the expenditures within a very short time.

I am satisfied that when systems of this kind are installed

they will prove as safe, economical and desirable as auto-

matic signal systems.

Railroads have been slow to avail themselves of the full

Kenefits offered by signal systems. As an example, the "19"

order for restricting the rights of trains represents one of

the greatest advantages of an automatic signal system, and
\ ct it required years of missionarx- work to induce any road
to adopt this economical method of op)eration, and many
roads still refuse to do so.

Since the railroads are so slow in availing themselves of

the use of the "19" order for restricting rights of trains in

automatic signal territor}', or in using electrically-operated

jiassing siding switches, it is not strange that they are fail-

ing to eliminate written train orders and substitute therefor

the signal indication method of conveying qrders. And yet

this will lie brought about sooner or later.

Outlying Switch Operated by Low-Voltage Machine

additional train order signals may be located between the

svvitches of the sidings. The addition of these signals will

enable the operator to instruct the train to enter either of

the two sidings. A similar arrangement may be used at lap

sidings if thought desirable. However, this should not gen-

erally be necessan,- if each siding is used only by trains in a

certain defined direction.

The proposed plan of operation includes a train-announc-

ing scheme which may consist of a separate small light,

similar to lights used on telephone exchange boards, to rep-

resent a direction of traffic for each positive block, the light

to indicate when the block is occupied. For example, on a

northbound movement, tlie northbound light would indicate

as soon as a train passed the leaving signal at the next sta-

tion to tlie south, and the southbound light for this block

would indicate from the time that the southl)ound train left

the leaving end of the siding until it had cleared at the

next station. The lights would continue to indicate until

the train dcarcd the bl(Kk.

Th6 Use of Electric Svi^itch Machines

Train operation may be further expedited by equipping

siding switches with clcrtrically-opcrated switch mcchani.sms

and placing their control in the hands of tlie operator. This

will enable the operator to move a train into or out of a

siding without slo])ping it or requiring the train crew to

throw the switch. The low-voltage electric switch movement
onaldes switches to be .so equipped at reasonable cost and
switches may be fitted up at certain locations or over the

entire territory a? may be felt desirable. Some roads are

making large savings by the installation of these machines

to enable the operator to handle bad pull-in or ]>ull-out

switches for trains, and vet the roads generally have been

Wouldn't This Be a Good Time to Try and Invent a Different

Kind of Clock?
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Freight Car Loading
W*»i«i«c7o». D. C.

THE M'MnER of cars loaded with revenue freight during
the week ending St|itinilxT w.i< >;2.744, an increase

of &i,192 as compared witli tlu- (i.rrc-ixrtidinn week
oi 1" ' • decrease of 50,671 .i> , i.iii|.art<l with the

corr< <k of tlie record yi-.ir l''Jii The decrease

of IK n as comi)ared witli tin- printling week is
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Cars of Revenue Freight Loaded—Cumulative January 1 to

August 26

attributable to the Labor Day holiday. Increases as com-
pared with the corresponding week of last year were shown
in all districts exce(>t the Pocahontas and in all classes of

commodities except grain and grain products and coal.

Revenue coal loaded amounted to 139,570 cars, a decrease

of 2,578 as compared witii the year before and a decrease

of approximately 10,000 as compared with the previous

week, which contained no holiday. The summary as com-
piled by the Car Ser\'ice Division of the .\. R. \. is given

in the table at the bottom of the page.

A total of 195,142 cars were loaded with coal during the

week which ended on Scpteml>er 16, according to reports

received from the railroads by the Association of Railway
Executives. Of this total, 175,326 cars were lo;idcd with

bituminous coal, an increase of 17,316 cars over the week
l)efore, when, however, there was a falling off in coal load-

ings due to the observance of Lal)or Day. The remaining

19,816 cars were loaded with anthracite coal during the

past week, which was the first week of production since the

recent agreement was reached.

On the basis of these loadings, iiial production last week

approximated 10,633,000 tons, of which 9,650,000 tons

consisted of bituminous coal and 983,000 tons were an-

thracite coal. A total of 5,088 cars were loaded with

anthracite coal on Saturday, Septemlx-r 16, the largest num-

ber for any one day since o[>erations were resumed in the

anthracite fields, and 384 cars in e.vcess of tlie preceding

day. This was within 363 cars of the average daily load-

ing in September last year.

Loadings of bituminous coal on Saturday amounted to

25,073 cars, 2,798 cars Ix-low the preceding day. Coal load-

ings in the bituminous fields, however, always show a de-

• .A

Car Surpluses and Shortages Up to August 31. 1922

crease on Saturday compared with other days in the week.

These figures include i)oth revenue and non-revenue loading.

An accompanying chart presents an analysis of revenue

freight loaded for the period Januan,- 1 to August 26 in-

clusive for the past three years. It will be noted that the

total of all commodities shows about two million cars less

loaded to date this year than in 1920 and about the same
number of cars increase over 1921 ; furthermore, that the loss

in loading this year compared with 1920 is due entirely to

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

SuMu.^tr— All. DirrmcTi. CosirAtisox or T^ial* This Via«, Last Yeah. Two Yeaxs Ago. Wffk K\DEn Saturday, September 9, V)22

Total revenue freight loaded

Grain
'

Corre-
and This sponding fiHuding

(train Live Forest M<lsc. Miscel- year
Dutrictt Year pruducts Mock foal Coke products Ore I.. C. L. laneous 1922 1921 1920

Eutern .. 1922 7.107 2,532 29,960 1,321 5,469 6,095 56,244 86,115 194,843
1921 7.597 2,361 37.641 1,277 3,914 2,291 53,443 70,323 178,847 J0.3,24S

Allcgbrnx .. 1922 3,024 2,814 44,505 4,493 2,921 8,698 44,566 73,165 184,186
1921 J. 108 2,465 39,195 2,102 2,217 5.178 41,563 50,504 146,332 185,812

Pocahontas .. 1922 175 3.10 16,904 139 1,003 29 4.181 2,361 25,122
1921 247 296 16.669 103 975 78 4,946 3,914 27,228 35,968

Southern .. 1922 3,667 2,600 19,606 872 16,469 867 32,455 33,482 110,018
1921 3.537 1,758 19,984 328 13,613 243 34.932 31,881 106,276 124,378

Northwejtcrn .. 1922 17,016 7,517 6,262 1,003 13,284 35,654 24.656 31,636 137,028
1921 18.J26 6.488 8,381 497 9.987 18,298 24,661 30,830 117,368 1.54.138

Central Wcjtcrn .. 1922 12.718 10,987 15,448 440 6.931 2,109 27.985 47,492 124,110
1921 17.253 8,572 16..'.'3 150 5,3*7 667 27.5,19 40,462 116,233 117,498

Southwestern .. 1922 4.02S 2,732 6.885 150 381 13.579 23,856 57,437
1921 4.996 2,760 4.055 175 5.72J 8(54 14.0(3 24,632 57,268 62,373

Total Weiiern Diitricta. 1922 33.759 21,236 28,595 1,593 26,044 38,144 66,.? :c 102,984 318,575
1921 40,475 17,820 28.659 822 21.077 19.829 M,?bi 95,924 290,869 334,009

Total, all rcvli . . .. 1922 47.732 29.512 139.570 8,418 51,906 53,833 203,666 298,107 832.744
1921 54.964 24,700 142.148 4,652 41,796 27,619 201,147 252.546 749,552
1920 38.997 27,285 179,746 16,327 58 148 75,444 18(.,4K» 300,980 883,415

Increase cimparcd .. .. 1921 4,812 3,786 10,110 26,214 2,519 45,561 83.192
Decrease cimnarnl . .. 1921 7,232 2,578
Increase c^mparc<! .

.

.. 1920 8,735 2,227 17.178
Decrease coniparctl .. ... 1920 49,176 7.909 6.242 21.511 2,873 50,671
Sei.tcniber 9 .. 1922 47,732 29,512 139.570 8,418 51.906 53,8.13 203,666 298,107 832,744 749,552 883,415

. .. \'>Ti 54.010
54.563

31.847
32.046

149.4R7
111,030

8.389
8,390

58.706
60,466

62.354
65,041

233.550
230.000

333,246
329.303

931,598
890,838

833,288
828,883

961.633
1.001.306Auftuat 26 .. 1922

AURUBt 19 .. 1922 55,893 29,756 81.959 8,201 57.934 67.20) -'29,').'5 .125.350 856.210 815,147 968,103
An«nsi 1.' .. 1922 57,567 28,370 84,559 .".420 56,163 6»i,l97 230.6,12 317.h5-> 852,580 808.269 971,269
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the decrease in total coal loading, so that as an aggregate

all other commodities show an increase over both 1920 and

1921.

It is particularly interesting to note that in spite of the

fact that the year' 1921 as a whole witnessed the heaviest

grain and grain products loading on record, the current year

to date shows slightly greater total loading of this commodity.

Live stock, coke and forest products show an increase over

last year to date and correspond favorably with 1920. Coal

naturally shows a considerable decrease compared with the

two previous years, and ore shows a decrease over 1920 but

an increase over 1921. Merchandise (LCL) shows a marked

increase over both of the two previous years; miscellaneous

freight shows an increase over 1921 and a decrease in the

aggregate compared with 1920. The total of these two

items, however, would show an aggregate increase over both

of the two previous years.

Except for two days in last March and one other day

in 1921, more cars were loaded with bituminous coal on

Monday, September 18, than on any day during the past

2J^ years. The total was 37,330 cars.

Coal Priority Bill Passed
Washington, D. C.

THE CONFERENCE report on the Cummins-Winslow bills

to restrain profiteering in coal by authorizing the In-

terstate Commerce Commission to order priority in

favor of coal sold at a fair price or embargoes against coal

for which an unreasonable price has been charged or paid at

the mines, was adopted by the House on September 15 by

a vote of 228 to 70 and by the Senate on September 16 by

a vote of 37 to 12. The report represents a combination

of the principles and phraseology of the two bills, the prin-

cipal change being the adoption of the Senate provision

making it apply solely to interstate commerce, and a change

in the p>eriod to one year. The main provisions of the bill

as rewritten by the conferees are as follows:

"That by reason of the prolonged interruption in the operation of a sub-

stantial part of the coal-mining industry in the United States and of the

impairment in the service of certain carriers engaged in commerce between

the States and by reason of the disturbance in economic and industrial

conditions caused by the World War a national emergency exists which

endangers the public health and general welfare of the people of the United

States, injures industry and business generally throughout the United

States, furnishes an opportunity for the disposition of coal and other fuel

at unreasonably high prices, limits the supply of heat, light, and power,

threatens to obstruct and hamper the operation of the Government of the

United States and of its several departments, the transportation of the

mails, the operation and efficiency of the Army and the Navy, and the op-

eration of carriers engaged in commerce among the several States and
with foreign countries.

*'Sec. 2. That the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission • • •

are during the aforesaid emergency, enlarged to include the authority to issue

in transportation of coal cr other fuel orders for priorities in car service,

embargoes, and other suitable measures in favor of or against any carrier,

including vessels suitable for transportation of coal on the inland waters
of the United States which for such purpose shall be subject to the inter-
state commerce act, or region, municipality, community, person, copartner-
ship, or corporation, and to take any other necessary and appropriate steps
for the priority in transportation and for the equitable distribution of coal
or other fnpl no as best to meet the emergency and to promote the general
welfare, and to prevent upon the part of any person, partnership, associa-
tion, or corporation the purchase or sale of coal or other fuel at prices
unjustly or unreasonably high. This act shall not be construed as re-
pealing ,inv of the iwwcr* heretofore granted by law to the Intrrstale Com-
merce Commission, bu: shall be construed as conferring supplementary and
additional powers to said commission and a% an amendment to section I of
the interstate commerce act. and subicct to the limitations and definitions
of commerce controlled bv Mid act. and all powers given said Interstate
Commerce Commission shall be applicable in the execution of this act.

"Skc. 3. Hccaiise of such cmergcncv and tn nssnrc nn adcfjnatc supply
and an equitable distribution of coal and other fuel, and to facilitate the
movement thereof between the several Stales and with foreign countries
to supply the Army and Navy, the Government of the United States and
its Mveral departments, and carrier* engaged in interstate commerce with
the same during such emergency, and for other purposes, and for the fur-
ther purpow of assisting in carrying into effect the orders of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission made under existing law or under section 2
hereof there is hereby created and established an agency of the United
Stalet to be known at Federal fuel distributor, whose anointment ahall

be made and compensation fixed by the President of the United States.

Said distributor shall perform his duties under the direction of the Presi-

dent.

"Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Federal fuel distributor to ascertain:

"(a) Whether there exists within the United States or any part thereof

a shortage of coal or other fuel and the extent of such shortage;

"(b) The fields of production of coal and other fuel and the principal

markets to which such production is or may be transported and distributed
and the means and methods of distribution;

"(c) The prices normally and usually charged for such coal and other
fuel and whether current prices considering the costs of production and dis-

tribution, are iust and reasonable: and
"(d) The nature and location of the consumers, and what persons, co-

partnerships, corporations, regions, municipalities, or communities should
under the acts to regulate commerce administered by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, including the transportation act, 1920, in time of short-
age of coal and other fuel, or the transportation thereof, receive priority

in transportation and distribution, and the degree thereof, and any other
facts relating to the production, transportation, and distribution of coal and
other fuel; and when so ascertained the Federal fuel distributor shall make
appropriate recommendations pertaining thereto to the Interstate Commerce
Commission from time to time, either on his own motion or upon request
of the commission, to the end that an equitable distribution of coal and
other fuel may be secured, so as best to meet the emergency and promote
the general welfare. All facts and data within the possession of tlie Fed-
eral fuel distributor shall be at all times accessible and furnished to the
Interstate Commerce Commission upon its request. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission is hereby authorized and directed to receive and consider
the recommendation of the Federal fuel distributor, based upon his report?
upon the foregoing subjects, and any other information which it may secure
in any manner authorized by law.

"Sec. 5. The Federal fuel distributor may make such rules, regulations,
and orders as he may deem necessary to carry out the duties imposed upon
him by this act, and may co-operate with any department or agency of the
Government, any State, Territory, district, or possession, or department,
agency, or political subdivision thereof, or any person or persons, and
may avail himself of the advice and assistance of any department, commis- i

sion, or board of the Government, and may appoint or create any agent or
j

agency to facilitate the power and authority herein conferred upon him;
!

and he shall have the power to appoint, remove, and fix the compensation I

of such assistants and employees, not in conflict with existing laws, and
j

make such expenditures for rent, printing, telegrams, telephones, furniture, ^

stationery, office equipment, travel, and other operating expenses as shali

be necessary for the due and effective administration of this act. All facts,

data, and records relating to the production, supply, distribution, and trans-

portation of coal and other fuel in the possession of any commission, board,
agency, or department of the Government shall at all times be available

to the Federal fuel distributor and the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and the person having custody of such facts, data, and records shall furnish
the same promptly to the Federal fuel distributor or his duly authorized
agent or to the commission on request therefor.

"Sec. 6. That whenever the President shall be of the opinion that the

national emergency hereby declared has passed he shall by proclamation de-
clare the same, and thereupon, except as to prosecutions for otTenses. this

act shall no longer be in force or effect, and in no event shall it continue
in force and effect for longer than 12 months from the passage thereof.

"Sec. 7. Every person or corporation who shall knowingly make any
false representation to the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Federal
Fuel Distributor or to any person acting in their behalf or the behalf of

either of them respecting the price at which coal or other fuel has been,

is being, or is to be, sold or bought, the inquiry being made for the pur-

poses of this act, or whoever having obtained coal or other fuel through
a priority order or direction shall dispose of the same for purposes other
than those for which saidgpriority order or direction was issued without

the consent of the Interstate Commerce Commission, shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine

of not less than $1,000 nor more than S20.000: Prt>vidcd. That any person

or any officer or director of any corporation subject to the pro\*isions of

this act, or the interstate commerce act and the acts amendatory thereof, or

any receiver, trustee, lessee, agent, or person acting for or employed by

any such corporation, who shall be convicted as aforesaid, shall, in addition

to the fine herein provided for, be liable to imprisonment in the penitentiary

for a term not exceeding two years, in the discretion of the court. Every
violation of this section may be prosecuted in any court of the United States

having jurisdiction of crimes within the di.slrict in which such violation

is committed, or through which the transportation is conducled, or in which

the car service is performed, or in which such concession or discrimination

is granted or given or solicited or accepted or received; and whenever the

offense is beg\in in one jurisdiction and completed in another it may be

dealt with, inquired of, tried, determined, and punished in either jurisdiction

in the same manner as if the offense had been actually and wholly com-

mitted therein.

"Sec. 8, There is hereby authorixed to lie appropriated the sum of

$250,000, available until expended, for the purposes of this act, including

payment of personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,

and all expenses incident to organiiing the work of the President's fuel

distribution committee, and not exceeding $50,000 thereof shall be available

for reimbursement and payment upon specific approval of the President of

expenses incurred since May 15. 1922. in connection with the work of the

President's fuel distribution committee organised for the purpose of helping

to meet the emergency existing in the matter of fuel."

The title has been amended to conform to the text as agreed upon in con-

ference, as follows:

"To declare a national emergency to exist in the production, transporta-

tion, and distribution of coal and other fuel, granting additional powers to

the Interstate Commerce Commission, providing for the appointment of a

Federal Fuel Distributor, providing for the declaration of car-tervtce pri-

orities during the present emergency, and to prevent the sale of fuel at un-

just and unreasonaUy high prices."
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L. CSi. N. Moves Coal in Spite of Obstacles

Heavy Traffic Increase Caused by Coal Strike Subjected to

Intensive Sabotage Since July 1

THt COAL STRiKK which began April 1 ttfccted a tre-

mendous increase in coal traffic on the railroads serv-

ing the great non-union producing territories of West
N'irginia and Kentucky. With the advent of the shopmen's

strike extraordinar}- efforts were put forth to hinder or block

the movement of coal from these territories; other traffic has

been left to move practically unhindered by the intensive

sabotage to which coal traffic has been subjected.

The Louisville & Nashville, serving the Eastern Kentucky
fields, is one of the tlirce roads which have been most di-

rectly affected by this situation and because of its strategic,

and vulnerable, position in the Cumberland field, has per-

haps been subjected to greater pressure than any of the

others. But notwithstanding the shopmen's strike and the

intensive efforts to cripple tlie service on its largest coal pro-

ducing division, the railroad moved practically as great a

volume of coal from the coal fields actually in production,

during July, 1922, as was moved during the same month of

the previous year.

The Louisville & Nashville sen'es coal fields on four

widely separated parts of the system. Normally, 63 to 68 per

cent of its total coal traffic comes from the Eastern Kentucky
and Cumljerland fields; 15 to 20 per cent from Western
Kentucky, and 11 to 14 per cent from the .\labama field.

These are all non-union fields. About four per cent of the

road's normal coal traffic comes from union mines in Illinois.

.\lthough conditions created by the shopmen's strike have
somewhat disturlied the movement from the Western Ken-
tucky, as well as from the Eastern Kentucky and Cumber-
land fields, the greatest difficulties have been encountered in

the Cuml)erland fields and the present article will be con-

fined to a description of the conditions in that territory,

particularly as they affected the Cumberland Valley division,

which serves the Cuml>erland field.

Eastern Kentucky Fields Rapidly Developing

The Louisville & Nashville serves two coal fields both of

which arc largely in the eastern part of Kentucky. The
more southerly of the two, known a.s the Cumberland field,

lies in Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia. It extends from
southwest to northeast for a distance of about 90 miles,

parallel with the Kentucky-Virginia state line, and is ap-
pro.ximately 25 miles wide. The principal developments in

this field lie along tiie Cumberland river valley in South-
eastern Kentucky and are served by the Harlan branch of

the Cumberland Valley division. Including the main line,

which also produces some coal, both in Kentucky and Vir-
ginia, this division has a track capacity for handling about
800 carloads of coal a day. This field is a comparatively
old development, but during the past 22 years the railroad

has spent over $9,000,000 in new mine brandies, grade revi-

sions, double track and increased yard facilities to enlarge
the coal handling capacity of these lines.

The northerly, or Eastern Kentucky field proper, covers
an area of 12,000 sq. mi. and is comparatively undeveloped.
This field is served on the cast liy tlie Chesapeake & Ohio
and the Baltimore & Ohio along the Big Sandy river and its

tributaries. The Eastern Kentucky division of the L. & N.,
extending in a southeasterly direction from the main line of
the Kentucky division at \\inchester, Ky., enters this field

along the North Fork of the Kentucky river which it follows
to its extreme head-waters, a distance of about 185 miles.
In the past 12 years the L. 8; N. has s|)ent about $17,000,000
in adding to the line and enlarging yard and track facilities

on the Eastern Kentucky division. This division now has a
daily capacity of about 650 carloads of coal.

A large percentage of the cckiI produced in the territories

served by Iwtli the Cumberland \'allcy and the Ea.«tern Ken-
tucky divisions is moved from Corbin, Ky., and Ravenna,
Ky., respectively, over the lines of the Kentucky division
which extends north from Corbin, Ky., to Cincinnati, Ohio.
During the past 12 years approximately $1.5,000,000 has
l)cen spent in enlarging track facilities on this division, in-
cluding extensive double tracking and a hump yard at De
Coursey, Ky., for classifying Cincinnati bridge deliveries.

This constitutes a total of over $39,000,000 which has been
spent on the fixed plant, largely to meet the requirements of
coal traffic from the two Eastern Kentucky fields, most of
which has been spent since 1910. Adding to this total

$7,000,000 worth of equipment which may properly be ap-
portioned to the coal traffic in this territory, a total of over
$46,000,000 has been spent on road equipment to meet the

557
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requirements of this territon-, approximately $11,000,000 of

which has been authorized and spent since the termination

of Federal control on March 1, 1920.

Notwithstanding tlie magnitude of these increases in rail-

road facilities there has been a constant development of mine

capacit}- in excess of the normal requirements of the market

so that', working full time, the mines in the Eastern Ken-

tucky fields have a maximum loading capacity greater than

the track capacity of the railroad. Although, under average

conditions the mines on the Cumberland Valley division,

working three or four days a week, load some 3,000 cars

which the railroad moves at the rate of about 500 loads a

day, tliese mines have a maximum loading capacity of 1,700

cars a day.

Typical of the tendency toward over development of mine

capacity is the fact that, under the present favorable market

conditions, this road is being subjected to more or less pres-

sure to provide branches aggregating about 117 miles in the

Eastern Kentucky fields, which would open up 195.000 acres

of new coal land and add approximately 20,000,000 to

30,000,000 tons annually to the capacity of the mine? on

this part of the system.

Big Increase in Traffic Caused by Coal Strike

The record carload coal traffic on the Louisville & Nash-

ville was handled in 1920, aggregating from all fields ap-

proximately 512,500 carloads. The largest single month's

business during that year was handled in December and

totaled 51,175 carloads. The volume of coal traffic in 1921

was slightly greater than that during the preceding year

although the number of cars handled was less. A new rec-

ord was established in October, 1921, however, when a total

of 52,717 loads were moved, at the rate of 2,081 cars per

working day.

At no time since April 1, until the coal strike was finally

settled, was any coal loaded in the Illinois field. From the

other fields, however, the L. & N. handled an aggregate

business of 66,415 cars in May and 64,558 cars in June,

at the rate of 2,460 loads per working day in May and

2,483 loads per working day in June, rates exceeding that

of the largest previous record by 18 and 19 per cent, re-

spectively. On .several days during these two months the

Cumterland Valley division loaded over 1,000 cars of coal;

a record was established on June 12, when 1,241 cars were

loaded. In May the average loading per working day on

this division was 818 cars and in June, 814 cars, marking

tlie full utilization of available track capacity, while on the

Eastern Kentucky division, with a recorcl of 900 cars as the

largest day's business, the loading averaged 669 cars a day

in both May and June. Furthermore, a numlier of mines on

the east end of the Cumlierland Valley division between

Big Stone Gap and Norton, Va., from which business nor-

mally moves over otlier lines, threw a hea\7 movement west-

ward over the Cumlx-rland Valley division. During March
the movement from this territory had averaged aliout four

loads a day. By April 15 it had increased to 250 loads a

day. This business h.ad to he moved over 75 miles of line

the character of which requires the use of light power, with

grades which limit the rating to less tlian 800 tons per train.

Normally about 40 per cent of the coal produced on the

Cumberland Valley division moves north over the Kentucky

division, 40 per cent moves west from Sinks, Ky., over the

Lebanon branch to Louisville, Ky., and 20 per cent moves

south over the Knoxville division. During the coal strike,

however, about 75 per cent of the Cumberland Valley coal

lias been moving north over the Kentucky division, adding

materially to the volume of traffic movement over the 58-mile

single track line from Sinks to Winchester, Ky., a line with

1.2 per cent ruling grades, requiring help<T service through-

out the entire distance. Witli the increase in loading on the

Cumberland Valley .and the Eastern Kentucky divisions and

the changes in the routing caused by the coal strike tlie

Kentucky division handled a total of from 1,000 to 1,600

cars a day into the De Coursey yards at the north end of

the division, averaging during the months of April, May
and June 46 jjer cent more traffic than was handled during

the same months in 1921, which, because of a rapidly grow-

ing traffic, had not themselves been exceeded by the same

months of any previous year.

Corbin the Key to the Cumberland Field

Corljin, Ky., is one of the most important freight ter-

minals on the L. & N. It forms the terminal of the Kentucky

division on the nortli, the Knoxville division on the south

and the Cumberland Valley division on the east. Traffic

between Louisville, Ky., via the Lebanon branch and points

south and east of Corbin also passes through the Corbin

vards. During the month of Mav, 25,799 loads from the
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Cumlx-rland Valley divisions, 3,084 loads from the south

over the Knoxville division, and 3,463 loads from the north

over the Kentucky division and tlie Lebanon branch, were

handled through the Corbin yards, a total of over 32,000

carloads. In addition to the loads, over 20,000 empty coal

cars were moved into Corbin from the north for distribution

to tlic mines on tlie Cumberland Valley division, making a

total of more tlian 50,000 cars which were handled tlirough

this terminal during the month.

Mechanical facilities at this point consist of a 25-stall

roundhouse with a .small machine shoji to take care of run-

ning repairs and a limited amount of liglit cla.ssified repairs,

and a wood mill for finishing car repair materials. The
terminal normally despatches from 50 to 60 locomotives a

day and at the time of the strike employed 686 men in the

roundhou.se and on the car repair tracks. On the morning
of July 1 the master mechanic and three foremen constituted

the entire force at this jwint and all that could t>e ac-

coniplishcJ was the movement of |>asscnger trains until a new
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furce could be built up. This alone required the despatch-
ing of II t-ngincs in 24 hours.

Corbin is cxdusix-cly a railroad town, and local ;}-nipathy

«as lined up solidly l)ehind the striking shopmen.
I licrcfore, before a new force could t>c l.uilt up it was neces-
.rv to establish a s<>If-font.iincd r;imf> it th*" terminal with

7, a

was
- -

I

•..iilien

iii dining teni units. Kverjthini; jhi-siMc. under the cir-

im<tinrt-<. has been done to make at;rii;ililc the life of
I" iiifKlIed to live in complete isolation from
'li with the outside world. The camp includes
s!i.."ii i.u.:-. .in emer'4cnry hn-;i!t:il. a moving picture show
and a r.idici nuttit t»|„i, , n;r : ,: mnts for the l)enel'it of
the employees are i)rc)vii|.(l i.\ th, v.y„ latter facilities every

• i-ning. A check car has also been provided, where per-
iiial effects may be stored in safety.

Since the establishment of this cam[), notwithstanding a
lack of trained sub- foremen, the force has been gradually
I "lilt up and developed into a working organization the

.vtiveness of which is constantly increasing. At the end
i .\ugust it con.sisted of approximately 650 mechanics and
helpers and about 150 laborers, in addition to about 200
guards required properly to patrol the railroad propert^•

throughout the 24 hours.

Two Thousand Cars Maliciously Damaged
But delays incident to the building up of a new organiza-

tion in the Corbin terminal were by no means the only
ob.stacles placed in the way of the movement of traffic. At
the beginning of the strike there were about .5,500 loads on
hand on the Cumberland Valley division outside of Corbin
and 1,200 loads in the yards at Corbin. .At the outset all

of this equipment was unguarded And when power began to
be available whole strings of these loads at the tijjples or on
sidings were found with the air hose cut and wiili coupler

Typical Examples of Cut Air Hose Removed from Cars at

Corbin, Ky.

knuckles, brake shoes and brake shoe keys removed. On
one string of 39 cars, 76 hose were found to have been

maliciously destroyed. As many as .^0 and 40 cars have
been rendered un.serviceable in a single night in the yard at

Corbin.

Up to .August 28 there were clear records of 1,122 cars in

Corbin and on the lines adjacent to Corbin on wliich the air

hose was cut, 75 cars on wliicii the |)assage througli the hose

was stopped and 150 on which tlie journals, couplers and
brake shoes had been tampered witli. Including cars sub-

jected to similar sabotage on other parts of the system, there

is a clear record of approximately 2,000 cars known to have
been damaged by deliberate intent. That sand and other

^ destructive materials have al.so In'en a{>plicd to the journals

of many otiier tars wliicli were not discovered in the yards,

is evident from the many complaints from train service

employees. In one train more than 14 cars had to Ije brassed

and relubricated within a distance of 20 miles.

To kivp traffic moving -iiu. the strike it has, therefore.

Urn necessarv' to do an unu-u.il amount of car repair work
at outlying points on the Cumlierland Nalley division. But
it was impossible to send men out to do the work without
armed guards for their protection. .Accordingly, a travel-

ing repair force of 18 men with the necessary armed guards
was organized and jirovided with five cars, including com-
mis.sary, materials, tools and supplies. Under this method
of handling the work the division had been practically

cleared of shop cars by the end of .August.

Under these conditions the dropping off of coal movement
from the Cumberland \'alley division in July is not surpris-
ing. On several days during the first ten days of the month
the loading was less thae 10 cars a day. By the end of the
month, however, it had increased to over 400 a day and had
averaged 259 cars a day for the month. Taking the system
as a whole, and excluding from the comparison the St. Louis
division in Southern Illinois, on which coal was loaded
only during the first three months of this year, the total

loadings in July amounted to .i7,2o5 cars, or nearly 96
per cent of the loading in July, 1921.

A Five-Day Brotherhood Strike

During the lirst two weeks in .August the daily loadings
on the Cumberland \alley division were gradually increas-
ing, for the first five days averaging 390 cars a day and for
the next week 489 cars a day. Then, on the morning of
August 14, a strike of train service employees, confined to
the Cumberland Valley division, tied uj) the division and
the Corbin yard, which is operated by the Cumberland \nl-
ley division employees. The grievances out of which this
strike grew involved the alleged unsafe condition of motive
power and cars and the employment of armed guards. It

was settled, however, without adding any serious handicaps
to operation and the men returned to work on the afternoon
of .August 18. With operations on the other two divisions
running into Corbin continuing during the five davs of the
>trike on the Cumberland Valley division, several davs
elai)sed before the accumulation of loads in tlie yard :\nd
on the line of the division itself could be cleared, and the
first empties were not placed at the mines until August 24.

Operations Improving

Ky the end of Ausjust l)ad-order cars were practically
cleared up on this division, the terminal at Corbin was
despatching from 40 to 44 engines a day,—all of which
were leaving the terminal in condition to meet the most
exacting demands of the train ser\ice employees,—and ojx>r-

ations are rapidly returning to normal.
With the general resumjition of coal production in the

union bituminous mines tliroughout tlie countn.-, however,
and the entire industry ready to load to full mine capacity!
the limiting factor in the production in the Eastern Kentucky
coal fields in the future is much less likely to be track
or motive power capacity than the ability to secure an
adequate supply of empty coal cars.

Three KMri.ovEEs and two passengers killed is the reported
result of a collision on the Northern Pacific on Thursday
evening, September 7, at Parkwatcr, Wash., four miles oast
of Spokane. Westbound passenger train No. 41 ran into a

four-car train of shopmen occupying the main track and
headed west. Reports intlicafc that both of the passengers

killed would be classed as employees. It is said that the

shop train entered the main track after reading a switch

indicator which indicated that no train was approaching.

The automatic Mock signal which should have stopped Train

41 is f).nil() fret in tlu- rear.
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Hearing on Daugherty
Injunction Completed

AFTER FOUR DAYS of incessant allegation of violence and
lawlessness, the United States rested its case against
the Railway Employees Department of the American

Federation of T-abor for conspiracy to disrupt interstate
commerce and in support of a plea for tlie now famous
"Daugherty injunction." The opening phases of this legal
battle were described in the Railway Age of September 16,
page 507. As indicated at that time, the government con-
tinued throughout the week to read thousands of affidavits
from witnesses of acts of violence and instances where
strikers have taken the law into their own hands in the name
of unionism, and, by ever}- known artifice of intimidation
and actual crime, sought to terrorize men into allegiance to
the strikers' cause.

The affidavits showed that the strikers djTiamited and
burnt; they fired shots through worlunen's homes and
through camp cars in which workers were interned on rail-

road property; they blew up water tanks and put railroad
buildings to the torch; they stuffed sand, gravel and emery
in the journals of locomotives and cars; they pulled bolts and
nuts from rolling stock and withdrew spikes from rails; they
painted signs of "scab"' on workmen's homes and on the side-
walks in front of them; they coerced mayors and police au-
thorities into looking tlie other way when violence was com-
mitted against loyal workers; they kidnaped workmen and
threatened to make way with their families; they frightened
storekeepers into refusing to sell to "scabs" and boarding
houses from giving them food or lodging. Hundreds of men
had sworn to cases of brutal assault in the main streets of
towns and cities.

With the presentation of this evidence, the government has
rested its case. On September 18 the defendants retaliated
with a scathing denunciation of the government's evidence
as "an avalanche of hearsay, mi.xed with perjun,\" Donald
R. Richberg, chief of counsel for the striking shopmen, asked
that .Attorney-General Daugherty's i)etition for permanenn-
of the injunction now temporarily in effect l>e dismissed.
He questioned the government's right to seek such an in-
junction, doubted the jurisdiction of the court and insisted
that the attorney-general and his staff have failed to make
out a case.

The 25,000 affidavits filed by the government "do not
charge the defendants named in the ca.se with any crime,"
he said. "They recite acts of violence, but not one of them
directly connects the defendants with the crimes charged."

The first ruling by Judge J. H. Wilkerson construed as
favoring the shop crafts in the injunction proceedings, came
on September 19 when he ordered the first class of affidavits
submittpfj to the government, 28.i in number, thrown out on
the petition of Attorney Richberg. It was charged the
makers of the affida\-its were unaware that they were to be
used in court, and that they were therefore not lial)lc for
perjury. Judge Wilkerson had previou.sly ruled against
throwing out the remaining clas.scs of affidavits.

Attorney-General Daugherty Defends

His Injunction Activities

.Vtforney-General Daugherty defended his course in tlie

injunction proceedings and incidentally paid his respects
to Samuel Gompers. president of the .\merican Federation
of Lal)or, in a statement reading in part as follows:

"I would say that, if thi.-! case is fortiinntc in its prcpar.Ttion .ind
prc5cnt,ilion ami decision. I would guess there is nobody now liv-
lUK old enoiiRh to fake observation of these procecdinRs Who would
ever see another strike involving the transportation facilities of
interstate rommcrce.

"It has been a long time since the decision in the Debs case
That was the outsfandinff case that involved these questions and
aside from the changes and extensions that naturally rome in the

law and the construction of the law in the development of the
times, there is very little new in this case.
"Anything that w^ould have been held, or can be held, to be a

violation of the law construed in connection with the restraining
order m the Debs case, these same facts being shown, would be
construed to be a violation of the order in this case, and there is
nothmg in this case that would be held a violation of the re-
straining order that would not likewise be held to be a violation
ol the restraining order in the Debs case. Our order is a little
more elaborate and accommodatingly exquisite.

"Mr. Gompers has criticized the' government. You see, some
people call him Uncle Sam, but he is not the Uncle Sam we are
talcing our orders from. There is another Uncle Sam here. And
he talks about 'our constitution.' That is the one that he and
some of his friends made. vVe are talking about the constitution
that the .A.merican people made, and it is big enough and broad
enough and fair enough to cover everything. This late demand
and complaint on the part of the so-called minority for trampling
upon their rights is all unjustified, but sometimes I feel like asking
the question whether the majority have any rights at all. Whether
the majority is e.xpccted to obey the will of the minority

I have nothing hard to say about labor—nothing hard to say
about unions. If I were a workman in a factory I would belong
to a union, but I would not belong to any union that had any rule
ol action or conduct which set aside the laws of the government
1 r I were running a shop or a factory, I would run an open shop-
that means a man who works if he wants to work without being
compelled to present a certified paper that he belongs to any or-
ganization. That IS what a free country means. AnA as the' days
go by It will be found that this proceeding will be beneficial 'to
legitimate unions, and they will commend it as things settle down."

It is probable that by the time this issue of the Railway
Age is off the press, Judge Wilkerson will have rendered his
decision in the case.

The shop-worn allegations of "interlocking directorates"
and an iniquitous control of the railraad industry by the
"inner banking circle centering around the House of Mor-
gan" were again resurrected by legal representatives of Mr.
Jewell and his associates in an advertised counter attack
before Judge Wilkerson -on September 19. Eight men rep-
resenting the "railroad committees of the New York bank
combine" considered to bring about the rail shop crafts'
.strike and have oppo.sed peace in that strike in order to
forward their "deliberate anti-labor union policy," according
to an affidavit filed by Mr. Jewell and backed' up by a fat
exhibit giving figures, names and charts of interiocking rail-
road directorates which, it is alleged bv the defense "attor-
neys, are illegal. Mr. Jewell made a sweeping denial of all
the government's charges of a conspiracy and counter charged
that the Association of Railway Executives deliberately pre-
cipitated the strike as a part of a plot to crush the railway
unions. The .strike, Mr. Jewell assertcxl, was caused pri-
marily by the refusal of the railroads to cease "farming out"
repair work as ordered by the Labor Board. All this. It was
pointed out by government attorneys, has little to do with
the immediate issue at stake. It was suggested that the de-
fense was filibustering since there has lieen no argument for
nioclification of tlie terms of tlie Daugherty order.
The Jewell defense, however, docs admit that the strike

once lawfully called had the purpose of obstructing inter-
state commerce. The court wanted to know if it was per-
missible for either side in an industrial controversy to stop
a service which was absolutely indispen.sable to the carrying
on of commerce. Mr. Richlx-rg replied that the rights of
the hum.in Ix-ings involved were more important to preserve
than the "sacred rights of interstate commerce"; that con-
stitutional rights must be preserved, commerce or no com-
merce. The precedent to be set in this case, it appears, is
whether the government entering a controversy of this char-
acter on IxMiaff of the whole [x'ople can set aside the rights
and the freedom permitted in other industrial disputes.
Judge Wilkerson has indicated several times that the Clay-
ton Act provisions which the defense relies upon do not
hold in a c.-isc of this character where the dominant purpose
was to obstruct interstate commerce. Strike bulletins pre-
sented by the defense show that this was the purpose and
that instructions were issued by the defendant officials



The Ljungstrom Turbine-Driven Locomotive

Remarkable Efficiency Shown in Swedish State Railway Tests by

Locomotive with Many Striking Features

WHKN IT l^ hri Ai i m ih.it the su[)crhcati-<l-stcam loco-

motive converts only about six to ci^ht per cent of

the heat value of the coal coiisuiiu-d into useful

work, whereas from 15 per cent to 19 jkt cent is converted

in modern power plants, it is apparent that there is room for

improvi-nK-nts in locomotive efficiency. The imfKMlancc

matter stands out prominently at the present time on

ai'"uut of the world-wide increasing cost of fuel. While
this increase has not been as pronounced in this country as

in Europe, fuel is still one of the largest items of railroad

operating expenses.

At the present time the steam turbine is the most generally

prime mover in impwrtant stationan,- plants and is be-

tensively applied in the marine field, despite the effi-

of the compound or triple expansion engines formerly

In any consideration of radical changes in locomotive

n, one thus naturally turns to the steam turbine. As

an evidence of this trend of design, three turbine-driven

locomotives are now in operation in Europe. These include

a 10-wheel Icxromotive with a geared Zoelly turbine built

by Escher. Wyss & Co. of Zurich, Switzerland; the Ramsay
turbo-electric locomotive of the 2-6-6-2 typ* and 22,000 lb.

tractive force on the London & North Western, England,

built by Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.; and the Ljungstrom

geared-turbine locomotive of 30,000 lb. tractive force on the

Swedish State Railways. A verv- complete description of

the Swedish design has been given in recent issues of

Engineering (London) to which the Railway Age is indebted

for most of the information and illustrations used for this

article.

Object and General Description of Design

The design is largely the work, of Fredrik Ljungstrom,

assisted by his older brother, Birger Ljungstrom, general

manager of .\ktieholaget Ljungstroms .Angturbin, at whose

factor)' near St(x:kholm the work of construction was carried

out. In regard to running gear, boiler design, locomotive

practice and requirements, the engineers of the Swedish State

Railways collaborated with the builders. By combining the

knowledge of an old established manufacturer of turbines

and f)ower plant equipment with that of practical railrcKid

engineers, an epoch marking locomotive has been brought

out after a vast amount of investigation and preliminary

experimental work. In working out the details the object

aimed at was to adapt the most advanced power station prac-

tices to the space and weight limitations of an ordinary

locomotive and still retain the nlativily high efficiency,

reliability and possibility of long continued operation with-

out inspection or withdrawal from service for repairs to

boiler or machinery. Bearings and running parts have been

enclosed as far as possible. The feed water is used over

and over, thus reducing the amount of scale and necessary

boiler work to a minimum. Tests in regular service have
shown a fuel c()nsum[)tion of less than half that of standard

type locomotives of a similar capacity when hauling the

same trains. The small size of the boiler and the little coal

required arc striking proofs of increased efficiency.

It will be noted from the drawings that the kxromotive

consists of two i>arts, a l)oiler unit and a condenser unit.

The forwanl half, containing the lioiler and coal bunker,

weighs 1.58.800 lb. and is carried on a four-wheel leading

truck and three [)airs of wheels with boxes and pedestals of

ordinan,' Euro|H-an design. .Ml ten wheels are of .^S'.'i in.

diameter and are used simply for carrjing the weight. The
rear unit, in addition to the condenser, carries the turbine,

reduction gear and part of the auxiliar)' machinery. It

weighs 14J,360 lb. and is carried on three jxiirs of coupled

driving wheels, $6],^ in. diameter, and a two-wheel trailing

truck with 43 J4 in. wheels. The weight on the driving

wheels is 107,520 lb. and on the trailing truck, 35,840 lb.

Boiler and Air Heater

The boiler carries 285 lb. steam pressure and is of the

straight top type, 66 in. outside diameter, with a firebox 63

in. long by 63 in. wide which gives a grate area of 28 sq. ft.

There are 160 tubes, 3 in. outside diameter and 9 ft. \Q%
in. long between the tube sheets. The evaporative heating

surface includes 108 sq. ft. in the firebox and 1,130 sq. ft.

in the tubes.

The length of the tubes is only about two-thirds that of

ordinary locomotive boilers. This was decided up>on because

it was thought that greater economy could be secured by

utilizing the surplus heat contained in the gases for pre-

heating the air required for combustion. This is believed

to be the first instance in which an air preheater has been

used on a locomotive.

The smokebox is divided into two portions by a transverse

diaphragm which causes the gases to pass down and through

the air heater before going to the stack. This heater which

is located tieneath the smokebo.x contains 650 longitudinal

brass tubes, 1.3 in. outside diameter, 8 ft. 11 J4 '"• long

and with a heating surface of 1,787 sq. ft. The gases leave

the boiler tubes at about 610 deg. F. and are cooled to about

300 deg. F. in passing through the air heater while the air

for combustion is raised to about 300 deg. F.

The front portion of the air heater casing is extended

downward to form a hopper in which soot and dust can
collect and from which they can be discharged at will. A
large duct connects the rear end of the air heater to the closed

ash pan. The supply of air to the ash pan is controlled by
a series of vertical shutters or dampers which cover the front

end of the heater and can be opened and closed from the

cab. The handle by whicji they are operated is interlocked

with the firedoor in such a way that they are closed auto-

matically when the firedoor is opened, thus avoiding the

danger of flame or gases being blown back into the cab
when the dcwr is opened, while the locomotive is running.

There is also an additional damper in the duct to the ash

pan for further regulation. Tlie coal is carried in a saddle
bunker of seven tons capacity, mounted on top of the boiler

and extending from the front of the dome to the cab. Its

tapered form serves to bring the coal to doors opening to the

foot plate on each side of the firebox where it is most con-
venient for the fireman.

Induced Draft Fan

As the exhaust steam is all condensed, it becomes neces-
sar}' to use a fan to create the required draft. As will be
noted from the drawings, the stack has an extension reach-
ing down into the front compartment of the smokebox, and
carried forward where it teniiinates in an annular opening
with a horizontal axis. A turbine-driven fan is mounted on
the front of the locomotive with the fan blades close to the
annular opening to the stack and sen'es to draw the gases
from the smokebox and force them through the stack. The
cooling of the gases to 300 deg. F. while passing through
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Elevation, Sections and Plan of
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the air heater also reduces their volume, both of which
simplify the fan problem. The maximum speed of the fan

is 10,000 r.p.m., at which speed the turbine develops 40 hp.

Superheater and Tube Blower

All tubes contain superheater elements. Each element is

heated by the gases passing through two tubes, the super-

heater pipes making four passes through the first tube and
then four tlirough the second tube before returning to the

header. The length of each pass is shorter as the steam be-

comes superheated. The total superheating surface is 861

sq. ft.

Provision has been made for blowing the soot out of the

tubes, the mechanism being operated from the cab. A hori-

zontal steam pipe extends across the front tube sheet above

the top row of tubes, and to this pipe is connected a series

and bring the large exhaust opening in line with the center

of the turbine. The last row of reaction blades carries an-

other row of blades mounted on their tips. The steam after

leaving the last inner row of blades goes through a reversing

passage in the turbine casing and then backward axially

through tlie outer row of blades to the exhaust passage which

surrounds the turbine cylinder.

As a safeguard, the turbine is fitted with an overspeeii

governor which acts to shut off the steam should the sp>eed

exceed a certain predetermined amount alxjve the normal

maximum.

The Main Reduction Gear

A double reduction gear with a ratio of approximately 22

to 1 is used to bring down the rotative speed from 9.200

r.p.m. of the turbine to 420 r.p.m. of the low speed gear.

SECTION A.

A

SECTION E.E SECTION B.B. SECTION F.F.

End Views and Sections of Boiler Unit

of smaller vertical pipes between each alternate row of tubes.

These small pipes have drilled holes opposite each tube

opening. When the engineman desires to remove the soot

from the tubes he can admit steam to each one of the vertical

pipes in succession. As extensions of the pipes pass down
into the air heater, boiler tubes, superheater elements and

air heater tubes are all cleaned at the same time. Tlie tubes

being blown in small sections, there is no appreciable inter-

ference with the draft, such as would result if all tubes were

blown at the same time.

The Main Turbine

The main turbine is of the impulse-reaction type with

axial steam flow and develops 1,800 b.h.p. at the maximum
speed of 9,200 r.p.m., whiili corresponds to a locomotive

running sf)eed of 68.3 m.p.h. Superheated steam is carried

from the tx)ilcr unit to the turbine by a steel pi|ie with a

U-shaped Ix-nd to obtain the required flexibility between the

two units of the locomotive. The cast-steel steam chest con-

tains five nozzles, each of wliirh is independently controlled

by a valve operated by oil pressure through a rotan.- control

valve conveniently located in the cab. The steam as it leaves

the nozzles acts on a velocity compounded impulse wheel

with two rows of rotary blades with one row of stationary

blades between. After leaving the impulse l)lading the steam

passes through 1 S rows of reaction blades mounted on a

built-up conically shajted rotor. A novel and ingenious

method has been adopted to shorten the length of the turbine

On either end beyond the turbine spindle and in line

therewith, is a double helical high speed pinion in rigid

bearings. Flexibility is obtained by mounting flexible coup-
lings on the ends of the turbine spindle and on the outer

ends of the pinions, each pair of couplings being connected

by a shaft which passes through the hollow shaft of the

pinion.

The high speed pinions mesli with the teeth of two gears

mounted on a shaft, the center portion of which is the low
speed pinion. A spring connection is interposed between the

rims of tlie high speed gears and the shaft which forms the

low speed pinion to cusliion sucli shocks as may arise l>e-

tween the driving wheels and the turbine. The low speed
pinion normally meslies with the low speed gears mounted
on the jack shaft, at tlie ends of which are cranks at 90 deg.

angles. Connecting rods couple the crank pins to the three

pairs of driving wheels. As an illustration of the precau-

tions taken in designing this locomotive to exclude dust and
dirt from all l^earings, the cranks and connecting rods to

the driving wheels arc entirely cmlosed. The lower part of

the cover can be removed with little effort when inspection

is necessary and in addition, small covers are provided for

the inspection of the crank pins.

As the turbine is non-reversing, it is necessary to provide
means in the gearing for the reversing of the locomotive.

The arrangement used is a jiovcl and bold one, but appar-
ently effectiw and reliable. When the engine is to be run
in a backward direction, the crank shaft is first dropped
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slightly so that the low speed gear is thrown out of mesh
with the pinion which drives it. After the gears have come
to rest, an idler gear is brought into mesh with both the low

speed gear on the crunk shaft aiul the low speed pinion.

As this idler gear has to connect with l>oth the gear and the

pinion in the train and as all gearini; is of the double heli-

cal type, it has to be cut with helical teith running in one

direction and then rccut with teeth running in the opposite

direction. This doubling of the spirals reduces the tooth

bearing to one-half of that used for driving in the forward

motion, but as the idler pinion is only in use when the

locomotive is backing, the strength is ample. The jirocess

of disengaging the pinion and bringing the idler into mesh
is done automatically by oil pressure controlled by a simple

movement of the handle of a control valve. The means era-

ployed for locking the gear in the two pxjsitions and for

securing meshing without injury to the gears are interesting

but not necessan.- to describe in detail. It is suft'icient to

state that the whole process of reversal is as quickly and as

easily accomplished as with an ordinar)' locomotive equipped

with a power reverse gear.

The Condenser

The cfficienc)' of a steam turbine depends upon the em-
ployment of a condenser which will ensure the maintenance

of a high vacuum. The ordinary type of condenser used in

stationary and marine installations with a large number of

water tubes was considered to be impractical on account of

in on top of the water and then rises through two short con-

necting pijx'S to another cylindrical vessel about 22 in. in

diameter which is located near the top of the unit.

Between the two drums are three fans which are driven

from the main turbine by an inclined shaft and bevel gears.

The fans themselves are driven by friction wheels which

can be shifted to give the desired speed. Elach fan has a

capacity of 141 cu. ft. of air {xr second. The object of the

fans is to induce a strong current of air over the cylindrical

drums and past the copper tubes referred to later. The sides

of the vehicle consi.'t of vertical sheet steel guide plates

which facilitate the entrance of air while the locomotive is

ruiuiing. The shape was determined by results obtained

from e.xperiments with a specially constructed wind tunnel.

The roof of the vehicle consists of a large number of

specially formed flattened copper tubes in which most of the

condensation takes place. These tubes are closely packed

together and contain about 3,530 sq. ft. of cooling surface

over which the air from the fans passes.

Feedwater Heater

After the steam has been condensed, it is fed back to the

boiler and on the way passes through three feedwater heaters

arranged in series. Each heater is supplied with exhaust

steam at a different temperature so that the feed water is

heated progressively from about 120 deg. F. to 300 deg. F.

The heaters are circular and contain a series of brass tubes,

surrounded by exhaust steam. The first heater is supplied

SECTION C C SECTION H.H. SECTION L.L. SECTION MM.
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the size, weight and large quantities of cooling water that

would be required. An air-cooled condenser was consequently

decided ujjon as the most suitable for locomotive use. In the

condenser as in other parts, the design adopted shows good

engineering, ingenuity and a willingness to dejjart from the

conventional jirovided there is a clear advantage to be

gained by so doing.

As has U'en stated, the condenser occupies most of the

space of the .second unit of the locomotive, the actual room

occupied by the turbine and reduction gear being small.

Running the full length of the unit and at the bottom is a

cylindrical vessel about 66 in. in diameter which is normally

half full of water of condensation. The turbine is bolted

direct to a flange on the front of this vessel without inter-

{X)sed piping or expansion joints. The exhaust steam passes

with steam at appro.ximately atmospheric pressure and 195

deg. F. from the condensate pump turbine, the air ejector

for the condenser, the vacuum brake ejector, leakage from

the dummy piston of the main turbine and steam from tlie

other heaters. The intermediate heater is supplied with

steam at ajjproximately 9 lb. jjrcssure and 230 deg. F. from

the turbine boiler feed pumji. The high pressure heater is

suj)plied with steam at approximately 60 lb. pressure and

295 deg. F., being the exliaust from the induced draft fan

turbine.

Pumps and Air Ejector

The condensed water is taken by a condensate pump and

delivered to a boiler feed pump which forces it through the

feedwater heaters into the boiler. The condensate pump
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which operates under a low head is of the single-impeller

rotary t)-pe and driven by a small turbine, the speed being

brought down by a single helical reduction gear. Saturated

steam is used for this turbine although in practically all

other places superheated steam is employed.

The boiler feed pump also is of the rotar}' tj'pe. It has

three impellers in series and is driven by a direct-connected

turbine. The boiler feed pump is mounted on a cast-iron

oil reservoir. In this reservoir there is a rotary lubricating

oil pump with a vertical spindle which is driven by a worm
mounted on an extension of the boiler feed pump shaft.

This pump supplies oil to the main turbine, the reduction

gear, the various auxiliaries and also the impwrtant bearings

on tlie locomotive. The use of force-feed lubrication in con-

junction with the enclosure of running parts is expected to

greatly increase the durability and make it possible to run

the locomotive for long periods without requiring any at-

tention.

.\n air ejector is used to free the condenser of air. This

has two steam jets which work in series and is much simpler

than an air pump. The discharge from the ejector is piped

to the low-pressure feedwater heater so that there is little

loss of heat.

Tests and Performance

Fuel economy is one of the strong claims for the Ljung-

strom locomotive although low maintenance costs, large start-

ing torque and evenness of turning effort also are advanced.

The ordinary Swedish locomotive with about 145 lb. boiler

pressure, steam superheated to 650 deg. F. and expanded

down to an exhaust pressure of six pounds above atmosphere,

will convert about 200 B.t.u. into useful work for every

pound of steam used. The Ljungstrom locomotive with its

higher pressure and steam expanded down to 2.1 lb. absolute

converts about 400 B.t.u. into useful- work. The fuel con-

sumption is thus only 50 per cent as much as with an ordi-

nan.' locomotive. In addition there are further economies

resulting from preheating the air for combustion and from

feedwater heating.

Before the locomotive was placed in service it was sub-

mitted to tests on a specially constructed dynamometer, which

tests extended over several months and were carried on under

the supervision of engineers from the Swedish State Rail-

ways.

Following these successful tests, it was turned over to the

railroad and has since been used on numerous runs, hauling

heavy trains and conforming to the operating conditions of

other locomotives, the firing and running being performed

by ordinar)^ railway employees. In repeated instances a

dynamometer car has been attached to the train and full

records of performance thus obtained. The drawbar pull

repeatedly has reached 30,000 lb. and the work performed

has been in excess of 1,500 hp. These test records bear out

the claims for fuel economy. For example, on one of the

runs between Stockholm and Upsala the train consisted of

1 1 coaches and a dynamometer and weighed 596 sliort tons

including the locomotive. The maximum speed was 51

m.p.h. and there were only a few stojis. The coal consump-

tion for the run averaged 37.4 lb. per 1,000 ton-miles. Under
other conditions and where the stops have been frc(]uent,

the coal rate has been as high as 67 lb. A vacuum of 1(> in.

to 27 in. was easily maintained with an air temperature

near the freezing point.

In operation, the locomotive has shown a better starting

torque and quicker acceleration than standard locomotives.

It is easily controlled and runs witli unu.sual smoothness at

all speeds. CfKil con.sumption has been n-dnred 50 ]wr cent

and as there is very little lo.ss of water, the supply lasts for

a considerable time before replenishing is necessary. The
( ontinued jierformancc of this remarkable locomotive will

hf watched witli the groafcst interest.

Appropriation for Additional

Service and Safety Inspection

A DEFICIENCY appropriation of $100,000 for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for tlie employment of ad-

ditional service agents and other personnel to carrj- out

the car service work of the commission, and another appropria-

tion of $66,150 for 15 additional safety appliance inspectors

was recommended in a report of the committee on appropria-

tions and was passed by the House on September 19. The
commission had also asked for an additional appropriation

of $201,917 for locomotive inspection to provide for 35 ad-

ditional inspectors, but the committee took the position that

this appropriation could not be made because the number
of inspectors is provided in the permanent law.

J. C. Roth, director of service, who with other represent-

atives of the commission testified in support of the appropria-

tions before the sub-committee on September 14, said that

the deterioriated condition of railroad equipment has re-

sulted in accumulations of loaded freight cars upward of

100.000 cars. He said that the slowing down in transporta-

tion has dislocated the car supply to such an extent that it

will take months to clear up the congestion and to repair

the bad-order cars and locomotives. He expressed the opin-

ion that not less than 25 per cent of the cars were in bad-

order as compared with 15 per cent when the shopmen's

strike began. In order to meet the emergency and to assist

in the movement of freight, he said the commission had in-

creased its force of service inspectors in the field from 4 to

20 by drawing them from various other bureaus of the com-
mission and it has also been necessary to increase the clerical

force because of the vast flood of correspondence coming
from shipjDers in all sections of the country. Secretar}' Mc-
Ginty said that since the first emergency service order was
issued in July the commission has assigned to the .«er\ice

bureau 39 employees at an expense of $76,020 and that thus

far most of them have been drawn from other work in the

commission, whose places it is necessary to fill, as the

President has said that the regular work of the safety and
locomotive insix^ction bureaus must go on. He said the

force would be reduced as quickl>- as possible when the

emergency is over. When members of the committee made
the point that the number of loc<imotive insp)ectors was gov-

erned by law, he said that the President and the director

of the budget bureau thought that this objection could be

overcome in an emergency.

Mr. Roth said that the commission is pressing down ujwn
the carriers through the men in the field, through personal

conferences and correspondence to get the cars to the places

where they are needed and that it is helping both the carriers

and the shippers in various ways. A. G. Pack, chief in-

spector of locomotives, expressed the opinion that even with

the settlement of the strike it will take several weeks to deal

with the situation and improve conditions and it will take

at least a year for the railroads to gain what they have lost

in condition of motive power and equipment. Secretary

McGinty said that the commission is receiving not "only

thousands, but hundreds of thousands of complaints from
all over the country."

\V. J. Patterson, assistant chief inspector of safety, ex-

])laining the need of additional safety inspectors, said that

in addition to flie cars reported as in bad-order by the rail-

roads themselves, the percentage of cars found by the com-
mission's inspwtors to be defective has incrca.sed from 3.41

per cent of the numlier ins|iectcd in January- to 11.32 per

cent in August. During the month of June IS' ca.ses of

violations of the safety apjiliance law were transmitted to

the I'nited States attorneys for prosecution, involving 39
counts. During July no ca.ses were transmitted, but during
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August 24 cas« were tran.smitti-<l. i:- imt*. He
said the inspectors inspeit ap|>r<>\jii iKj cars a
jDonth.

Mr. Pack said that during the pa«t thrtv y«if« the loco-
•i.in bureau h.i* 1h.

: its dutii-s t)> th'

: .-[.lectors was not i: , ,

exiendi-d to co\er ail {nuts of the Imunioiivi- He said that

the presence of the commission's nun rvi-n on a division haa
a ma>t U-m-fiiial effect on the improvement of motive power.
In June of this year, he said, 43 per cent of the locomotives

insiM'cted by the commission were found to \k defective, dur-
ing July 60 per cent, and during August 71 per cent.

Legislative representatives of the train .ser\ice brotherhoods
also testified before the sub-committee regarding the neces-

sity for additional insjjectors.

The appropriations committee al^o proposed an appropria-

tion of $1S0,U0<J to carry out the provisions of the new coal

priority act passed l>y the Senate and the House Ixst week.

While the act authorized an ajjpropriation of $250,000,
-; •

!
' I! .<r testified before the committee that the

I would defend upon the length of time

:\iu:..l -.., .:,.-;an was to continue and that a smaller sum
than that authorized would suftiic if transportation condi-

tions become normal at an early date. Secretary Hoover
said that if a hopeful view of the situation is taken, the

necessity for having a federal fuel distributor will be over

by the first of January, "but if, on the other hand, it develops

that transportation is more deeply injured than now ex-

pected, that is, if the strike continues and we go on with

degenerating motive power, we will be in the throes of

coal famine all winter long."

Strike Settled by Negotiation and Defeat

Some Roads Take Back Strikers Under Willard-Jewel Plan

—

Wage Contracts for Train Service

Till Ant-MiT to place in effect the so called "Willard-

JewcU peace plan," fully described in the Railu-ay

Age of September 16, page 503, has resulted in some

misunderstanding between representatives of the shop em-
ployees and those roads which signified tlieir willingness

to c(X)f>erate in ending the shopmen's strike under the terras

of this agreement. .\t one fx)int the result was further riot-

ing. Later reports indicate, however, that these misunder-

standings arc gradually tjeing ironed out and that, insofar

as those roads that have agreed to the plan are concerned,

the shopmen's strike will soon be definitely ended. On many
other rcKids which were not parties to this agreement it is

likewise claimed that the shopmen's strike is ended but in

an entirely different way. Practically all of these roads are

claiming normal forces and normal production in their shops,

and, while their officers state that they will take back any

of the strikers who have not been guilty of violence and who
are willing to come back minus their seniority rights but

with their pension and other similar rights and privileges

intact, they consistently maintain that they are not negotiat-

ing with Mr. Jewell's organization.

When rej)resentativcs of the employees and of the roads

came together to complete the terms under which the shopmen
were to return to work under the "Willard-Jewell" plan,

there immediately aro.se misunderstandings as to the intent

of certain terms of this plan, jjarticularly the status of the

men now at work in the .shops. On the Chicago & North

Western for instance, the shopmen's committee demanded that

all of the men who remained on the job when the strike

was called or who were subsequently hired to take tiie place

of strikers, be discharged. Officers of the road in turn

pointed out the terms of the "Willard-Jewell" plan and
eventually the difficulty was straightened out. The men
were returning to work all along tliis line according to the

latest rcjiorts.

A simihir misunderstanding on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul led to minor disorders at the Galewood, Grand
.\venue and Hensonville .shops but this trouble was c|uickly

ended will) the arrival of police. Later announcements by

officers of tiiis road indicated that tiie men were returning to

work as fast as arrangements (ould l)e coniplited for tiiem.

From other jwints where representatives of the railroads

and employees were negotiating under the new peace plan

came re|)orts of similar misunderstandings, but present in-

dications are that the shopmen on the roads which have
agreed to this plan will be on the job again during the pres-

ent or the coming week.

As yet there has been no definite announcement of the

roads which are included in tlie list agreeing with Mr.
Jewell on the solution of the strike problem, a fact which has
led to a great deal of speculation as to the inclusion of

certain carriers in this plan. Within several days after the

announcement of the new plan officers of the following car-

riers definitely announced that their properties were not

included in the negotiations with Mr. Jewell or would not
agree to the peace plan

:

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the Atlantic Coast
Line; the Boston & .Albany; the Central of Georgia; the

Central Railroad of New Jersey; the Chicago & .•Mton; the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; the Chicago Great Western;
the Delaware &: Hudson; the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western; the lUgin, Joliet & Eastern; the Erie; the Fort
Worth & Denver City; the Gulf Coast Lines; the Illinois

Central; the Louisville & Nashville; the Lehigh Valley; the

Minneapolis & St. Louis; the Missouri, Kansas & Te.\as;

the Missouri Pacific; the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford; the Norfolk & Western; the Northern Pacific; the

Pennsylvania; the St. Louis-San Francisco; the St. Louis
Southwestern; the San Antonio & Aransas Pass; the South-
ern Pacific; the Te.xas Pacific; the Virginian; the Wabash;
the Western of Alabama; the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis; the Tennessee Central; the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific and the Union Pacific.

Labor Board Chairman Comments on Peace Plan

The strike iiaving been partly settled through direct nego-
tiation itetween the railroads and the employees concerned.
Chairman B. W. Hooper of the Railroad Laiior Board was
asked for a comment on the new jx-ace plan. The following
was the result:

"As a positive dishcliovor in tlic moral right and practical
efficacy of railway strikes, I am glad to know the .strike lias

ended on a part of the roads, ft is to be hoped that some plaii

of .settlement can be agreed upon for all the others.
"No extended comment cither in a postprandial or postmortem

vein, is necessary.

"The settlement sustains the Transportation .Act and the thcon,-
of orderly procedure for the adjustment of labor troubles in the
railway industry. The decisions of the Labor Board stand un-
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modified by the appeal to economic and physical force. All the

questions upon which the strike was predicated will come back to

the Board, if the parties desire to bring them there. If they

should be, at any time, re-opened, the Board will accord them
the fullest and fairest consideration, without any spirit of vin-

dictiveness or reprisal.

but the matter is referred to a commission, composed of repre-
sentatives of both sides. This is nothing more or less than an
adjustment board, with jurisdiction limited to questions arising
out of the strike, and is in strict conformity with the Trans-
portation Act.

"It may also be noted that this settlement is in substance and
"The question of seniority that arose out of the strike, is not effect, identical with the last recommendation made by Pres-

disposed of by the settlement, as neither party yielded its position, ident Harding."

Washington Regards Strike as Virtually Over

Official Washington appears to have treated the partial

settlement of the shop strike as indicating virtually the end

of the strike and representatives of the administration ex-

pressed varying degrees of optimism as to the effect of the

strikes and their termination upon prospects for an era of

great business expansion.

'"While the losses to the country due to the two great

strikes are considerable, they are easily over-estimated," said

Secretary Hoover in a statement to the press. "The estimate

of current coal miners' wages lost in the five months is not a

correct basis of estimation of the loss because over a period

of 18 months we will probably consume approximately the

same amount of coal. In other words, the miners will work

more days in the week and produce more coal in the next

six or eight months than they would have produced if there

had been no strike, and thus the wage roll of the next six

or eight months will be larger and will in a considerable

degree compensate the loss during this suspension.

"The real loss would lie more in the loss of productivity

in industries that have, or might have, to close down as a

result of the coal strike. If all of our industries can be kept

in motion the loss will be much less from tlie coal strike than

is currently estimated.

"The greatest loss today is the one being met by the farmer

as a result of the railway strike. The export of farm produce

has been seriously interfered with by inability of the rail-

ways to transport produce. Prices are, therefore, unduly

depressed in the agricultural regions and the farmer is suf-

fering grievously.

"The inability to transport manufactured products will

create some degree of loss, but not so serious as that to

agriculture.

"There are other losses that must be counted into the

national balance sheet, such as the damage to the railways,

the extra charges which they have been put to, the cost of

keeping the mines open and maintaining them during the

period of suspension, and a hundred otlier items that are

of importance.

"In the broad view, however, if we can get back to busi-

ness, if we can secure a resumption of transportation and

rapid distribution of coal and agricultural produce, we will

not have received such an economic wound as cannot be

very quickly recovered from. We will probably not be on

such a high plane of business prosperity during the next

six months as we w^ould have been had the strikes not taken

place, but we will undoubtedly be on a much higher and
much more comfortable plane than tlint of last year."

Davis and Mellon Optimistic

Secretary Davis of the Department of T-abor had issued

a statement saying the settlement of the strikes had removed

the la.st obstacle to "unprecedented" prosperity, while Secre-

tary Mellon of the Trcasur)- Department, although consid-

ering the business outlook "very good" recognized limita-

tions imi)Osed on the productive capacity of the country by
the fact that the railroads have not been expanding their

facilities in recent years as well as by the present condition

of equipment. Mr. Mellon was represented as seeing no
difficulty ahead of the carriers in supplying the requirements

of the country- over the winter, but rejKirts to the Treasury

Department indicate that some commercial projects have

been deferred until next year as a result of the uncertain

conditions created by the coal and railroad strikes.

Hearings on motion of the United States attorney and
United States marshal for the District of Columbia to dis-

miss the injunction proceedings brought by the National

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers were postponed by Justice

Stafford of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
from September 15 to September 25. The temporary injunc-

tion restraining interference with meetings of the railroad

strikers will remain in force until that hearing.

Harrison Wants More Boiler Inspectors

Senator Harrison of Mississippi, who has a habit of inter

rupting the consideration of bills in the Senate by making
partisan political speeches, interjected a discussion of the

railroad situation into the debate on the resolution for a

government loan to Liberia by offering an amendment to

appropriate $100,000 to enable the Interstate Commerce
Commission to appoint such additional number of inspectors

of locomotive boilers as may be necessary to meet the present

emergency at salaries of $1,800 a year. The adoption of

such a plan might tend to find jobs for a nimiber of men
who have lost their seniority rights during the strike. Sen-

ator Harrison supported tliis proposed amendment by citing

figures showing an increase in the number of bad order cars

and locomotives in such a way as to give the impression

that all the bad order equipment was in service and there-

fore unsafe for use. Senator Cummins said he intended to

vote for the amendment, although he would prefer to have
it constituted a permanent addition to the interstate com-
merce law. He said he had been attempting for a year and
a half to have the number of inspectors increased from 50

to 100 and to increase their compensation. He said the com-
mission's appropriation for this purpose has been formerly

$300,000 a vear, but that the Budget Bureau had reduced

it to $290,000.

Two Bills to Abolish Labor Board

Two bills to al)olish the Railroad Labor Board were in-

troduced in the House on September 14 in addition to one
previously introduced by Representative Hoch. The bill in-

troduced by Representative Cooper of Ohio would repeal

the section of the Transportation Act under which the board
was created and would turn the files of the board over to

the United States Board of Mediation and Conciliation,

which has not yet been legally abolished, but which has gone
out of existence because no appropriation was made for it.

Mr. Cooper said he sought to reestablish the ]ilan of media-
tion, conciliation and arl)itration provided for by the New-
lands act. The other bill, to abolish the board, was intro-

duced by Representative Goodykoontz of West Virginia.

There were 8,890 less cars requiring heavy repairs on
September 1 last than there were at the beginning of the

shopmen's strike on July 1, according to reports filed with
the Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso-
ciation.

There were, however, 5,981 more cars requiring light and
minor repairs on September 1 than at the beginning of the

strike. This made a net decrease of 2.909 cars in the num-
ber requiring both liglit and heavy repairs since July 1.

The total number in need of repairs on September 1 was
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321,674 cars, or 14.1 per cent of the cars on line. On July 1

there were 324,583 cars, or 14.3 per cent
There were also 52,413 less cars requiring both heavy

and light repairs on September 1 last than on the same date

one yi-ar ago. Of cars requiring heavy repairs, there was
on Stptcmljer 1 last a decrease of 33,237 cars below the

total on that date last year, while there was a decrease,

compared with one year ago of 19,176 in the number re-

quiring light repairs. One year ago, 16.2 per cent of the

cars on line needed repairs.

Reports also showed a decrease of 23,339 in the number
of cars needing repair on Sefrtember 1, compared with
August 1 last, with 15,292 less cars requiring heavy repairs,

and 8,047 less cars requiring light repairs. On September 1

there were 345,013 cars in need of repair, or 15.3 per cent

of the cars on line.

Strike Situation Rapidly Clears in Chicago and Western Territory

Conditions in the shops of carriers in western territory

are rapidly approaching normal with the consummation of

the so-called "Willard-Jewell peace plan" on several of the

roads and the continued recruiting of new forces on others

.\s it has Ix-come more and more apparent that the shopmen's
strike has collapsed completely, a fact indicated by the suc-

cess of the carriers in recruiting new forces and by the at-

titude and action of Mr. Jewell in finally agreeing to a

separate peace with each carrier, the reports of violence,

bombing and similar activities on the part of strikers or

their sympathizers have become fewer and of only minor
importance.

As indicative of the general conditions prevailing on

western lines, the \\'estcm Presidents' Committee of the Asso-

ciation of Railway EJtccutives issued a statement on Septem-

ber 19 outlining the situation on the previous day. This
statement said:

'Reports for September 18, show that 122,415 men are

now employed in the shop and repair forces of the western

roads. This was 77.5 per cent of the force employed on

June 30, the day before the strike began. Excepting the

three western roads which have joined in the 'Willard-

Jewell' peace movement, namely the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, the Monon and the Chicago & North Western,

the shop forces of the remaining western carriers were 76

per cent of normal yesterday."

Reports made to the Western Presidents' Committee on

Septeml>er 20 indicated that 83 per cent of the normal shop

forces of the western roads were at work on that day. It

was also ref>orted that the western lines were handling an e.x-

ceptionally heavy traffic.

The use of dynamite and bombs continued to a small ex-
tent during the last week, reports being made of the bombing
of homes of three Louisville & Nashville employees at

Birmingham, Ala., and a Wabash employee at St. Louis
and the bombing of a Chicago & Alton tank car at Bloom-
ington, 111., and a Louisville & Nashville freight car at

Albany, Ala. Riots, slugging and similar outbreaks were
comparatively few, the press reporting trouble of this char-
acter at Chicago and Burlington, la., where the homes of
loyal employees were attacked. Local police officers at

Needles, Cal., where there has been more or less disorder
since the strike began, requested the proclamation of martial
law and the sending of troops to that point as the result

of the sheriff's statement that he could not supply sufficient

men to give protection to railroad employees who are now
working.

There have been numerous instances during the past week
v;here strikers or their sympathizers have been fined and
sentenced to prison terms on the charge of violating injunc-
tions issued to the carriers prohibiting interference with rail-

road operation. At Peoria, for instance, fines totalling $3,-
700 and various prison sentences were given to strikers who
were convicted of violating injunctions issued to the rail-

roads and similarly three former Chicago & Alton employees
at Slater, Mo., were convicted on similar charges.

Strike Settled on Four Roads in East and South

The strike of the shopmen has been settled on the Sea-

board Air Line, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Southern and

the New York Central under the terms of the "Willard-

Jewell" agreement. Settlement on the New York Central

did not come until Tuesday, after preliminarv' negotiations

had failed and until B. M. Jewell had been called from

Chicago to reopen negotiations. Earlier conferences failed

to reach an agreement, it was said, because of the attempted

interjection by the unions' representatives of terms not out-

lined in the announced plan of settlement.

Settlement on the Southern

A conference between Vice-Pre.<ident Miller of the South-

ern Railway and the general chairmen of the si.x striking

shop crafts held on September 16 adjourned without reach-

ing an agreement for immediate termination of the strike

but at another meeting on Monday agreements were signed

both for the Southern and the Mol^ile & Ohio, on the basis

of the Chicago agreement. The Southern was willing to

settle on the basis of the Chicago agreement and presented

this to the shop craft chairmen for their signature, but they

at first declined to sign and were insisting on the dismissal

of the new men employed during the strike.

Lehigh Valley Will Not Meet
Representatives of Strikers

The Lehigh Valley has announced that it will not enter

into negotiations with representatives of strikers and that

present employees are now forming an association with which
the company will co-operate in everj' way. The statement
of President E. E. Loomis follows in part:

"Leliigh Valley is not a party to any agreement which may have
been made in Chicago. The pledges we have made to our em-
ployees who continued working after the strike was called, as well
as to the new men who have entered our service since that time,
to say nothing of our policies to our supervisory offices, make it

cut of the question for us to accept any such plan as is proposed.
"The Lehigh Valley employees are now forming an association'

of their own, started of their own initiative, and we have
promised to co-operate with them in every way. I do not see how
a railroad can be expected to retain or build up a loyal organi-
zation on any other basis."

According to Mr. Loomis, tiie new organization will be
known as the ."Xssociation of Maintenance of Equipment Em-
ployees of the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson, re-

iterated on Wednesday his previously announced intention

to refuse to confer with Mr. Jewell or his associates.

Violence in East and South

Dynamite outrages figured in the news dispatches during
the past week from .Mhany, Ga., Jacksonville, Fla., and
Cumberland, Md. At Cumlierland, the Welton Tuimel
bridge of the Western Marv'land, over the Potomac river,

was damaged about $500 at 4 o'clock in the morning of
September 16. At Jacksonville on the 17th, a man was ar-

rested charged with having attempted to destroy a trestle of
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the Atlantic Coast Line at Baldwin, Fla. On the same day
another man was arrested for having aided in the escape of

men who had been engaged in another bridge outrage. In

this connection, eight men are now in custody at Jackson-
ville. At Albany a car in a freight train was blown up at

10 oxlock in the evening of September 13. Frank Park-
house, a police officer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern, died at Ehnira, N. Y., on September IS from pistol

wounds; and a colored man, James Whitfield, a machinist,

employed by the road, is held on a charge of murder. The
report says that ^^'hitfleld stole whisk\- from a car.

Roads Sign Wage Contracts With
Train and Engine Employees

Contracts covering wages and working conditions of train

and engine sers'ice employees have been entered into by a

number of Eastern roads. These contracts, in general, ex-

tend present wages and working conditions until September,

1923. Among the roads which have entered into these

agreements with all or some of the cla.sses mentioned above

are the New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the Lehigh
Valley. Conferences with representatives of tlie transporta-

tion brotherhoods and managements of a number of other

roads are expected shortly. Settlements and negotiations

looking toward settlements have been reported also from tlie

West and South.

New York Central Contemplates

Premiums for Freight Train Employees

In addition to entering into a wage contract with its train-

men and conductors, the New York Central has announced
that it is studying a plan whereby premiums will be paid

to these employees in freight service for promjit movement of

freight trains. The statement given out by tlie company
follows

:

A. H. Smith, president of the New York Central Lines, in

direct conference with representatives of conductors and train-

men of the entire system, has concluded an amicable agreement
whereby all matters of controversy now pending before the United
States Railroad Labor Board will be immediately withdrawn. The
settlement arrived at will remain in effect nntil Sept. 30, 1923.

Under the terms of the agreement a joint committee repre-
senting the employees and the management will be appointed to

consider the question of compensating employees in the freight

train service on a basis of paying premiums for prompt movement
over the roads, as against slow movement, whicli results in the
imposition of costs in the fonn of penalty ovirtinu-.

This proposal is an innovation in railroad operation and it

looks toward economy and increased efficiency in freight move-
ment from which notably good results are expected mutually for
the managements and employees.

This direct settlement between the New York Central man-
agement and the employees marks the return to the former success-
ful practice of adjusting difference in personal negotiations across
the conference table.

It is anticipated that further direct negotiations will result in

a similar agreement with the engineers, firemen and switchmen.
It has been in a spirit of keen realization of the existing

extraordinary conditions in this country' that the New York
Central Lines management has directed its efforts in this settle-

ment and is now approaching also a settlement of the shopmen's
controversy. The country is entering a period of business revival
and the stoppage of coal mining for five months requires that
this vast tonnage be moved in an unprecedented short time. The
farmer has large crops to sell and it is of prime importance that
they be prompt in reaching the markets.

W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, in commenting upon the wage agreement with the

New York Central, said

:

In July, 1920, a wage increase was granted the conductors,
engineers, firemen and traininen of $1.04 a day. On July 1, 1921.
the Railroad Labor Board reduced this increase 80 cents. .\t that
time the carriers applied to the board for a further reduction,
which would take away from the men the remaining 24 cents.

This matter has never been heard by the board.
The action taken by the New York Central and the Pennsyl-

vania today under the terms of the agreement means that they
will at once withdraw this application from consideration, by the
I^bor Board. As we are about to conclude similar agreements
with all the roads of the country, the matter of a further wage
cut will be entirely removed from action by this board. On
the other hand we had a number of applications and requests

before the board relative to working conditions and rules that

were counter proposals to the wage cut request. These will be
withdrawn. The letter withdrawing them is being written now.

Mr. Lee made another statement also to the effect that the

railroads and unions were going back to the method of set-

tling their differences by direct negotiation, rather than by

interference from outside agencies. This statement was
widely interpreted to signify that by direct negotiations for

wage contracts the employees and the railroads were "ignor-

ing" the Labor Board. The fact is that the Transportation

Act provides for a])pcal to the Labor Board only when dis-

agreements arise which cannot be settled by the parties there-

to. The successful outcome of tlie negotiations tictween the

train ser\-ice unions and the railroads is in entire accord with

the letter and obvious intent of the Transportation Act.
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Colorado Prepares New Plans for Moffat Tunnel

Creation ot an Improvement District" to Underwrite Bond Issue

Now Being Tested in Courts

AM>TiiFJi CHAPTER is now Ijcing written in the story of

the liin^ projcctcil Moffat tunnel in Colorado, this

lime through Uic novel prtKcdure of enacting legis-

! 'u- creation of an 'Imi)rovemcnt Distric-t"' era-

part of the state :i.>>unied to be benefited by
: means of conununiiatiun to l>e afforded by the

1' tion of this tunnel. A commission has liecn ap-
•i, as provided in the statute, and a test case is now

ciii^ carried through the Colorado courts for the purpose
' f determining the constitutionality of the law as a pre-

liminary to the marketing of bonds.

The project to build this tunnel had its inception in the

< onstruction of the Denver, Xortlnvestern & Pacific under
the leadership of I). G. Moffat with a view to affording rail

erty has never enjoyed earnings that enabled it to command
sufficient credit for the construction of the tunnel. More-
over, it has been conceded that without an improvement of

the line which can only \>e made in this way, its extension

to Salt Lake City is commercially imjjractical.

E.\tcnsive surveys have been made from time to time to

determine the Ijest location for the tunnel to relieve the ad-

verse operating conditions of the railroad via the temporary

line over the Corona summit, and have resulted in the loca-

tion of a bore 6.4 miles long, with its eastern portal on the

South Boulder watershed near Newcomb, Colo., and with

its west portal on the Eraser river watershed two miles from
the station of Vasquez, Colo. These surveys have determined

the selected tunnel site to be the onlv one that exists at as

Outline of the Colorado "Improvement District" in Relation to the Location of the Denver & Salt Lake and Its Proposed
Extension

transjxjrtation to the northwestern jiortion of Colorado and

the eventual extension of the line to Salt Lake City. The
line was chartered in 1902 and completed as far as Craig,

Colo., in 1909. The chief obstacle in the construction of

this line and what sul)se(|uently militate<l ajjainst its success-

ful operation is the crossing of the continental divide about

65 miles west of Denver. A study of the jjhysical conditions

at the time of original location pointed to the need of a long

tunnel at an elevation of about 9,100 ft. above sea level,

but lack of funds led to tlic ]K)stponenient of this feature of

the project and the substitution of what was then considered

a temporarj- line across the divide, having the summit at

Corona at an elevation of about 11,.';00 ft., a length 2.?

miles greater than that of the tunnel line, four per cent

grades and extremely heavy curvature. The physical char-

acteristics of this summit l(Kation, cou|)led with adverse

weather conditions, characterized by heavy snow storms at

almost any season of the year, have made the operation of

the line extremely dift'icult and as a consequence the prop-

low an elevation as 9,100 ft. directly west of Denver and for

many miles north or south of the Moffat road.

The construction of tliis tunnel would eliminate all of

the four per cent grades and the 16 deg. cur\'es. It would
save 2,500 ft. of rise and fall, some 8,000 deg. of cur\'ature,

and no portion of the road would be subject to the severe

snow conditions.

Because tlie coni]>letion of an effective rail connection be-

tween Denver and Salt Lake City would place Denver on
a direct transcontinental route and also afford convenient

access to a large undeveloi)ed ])ortion of the state of Colo-
rado, the |x;o])le of the Colorado capital have long taken a
special interest in tiie tunnel project. As a result of this,

in 191,5 the city voted to issue 5'-^,000,000 in bonds to pay
two-thirds of the cast of tlie tunnel to be constructed by the

railroad which had l)cen reorganized at that time as the

Denver & Salt Lake. However, the following year this bond
issue was declared unconstitutional, making it necessary to

search for other means of financing this project. In 1920

571
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another plan was undertaken whereby the state as a whole

was to underwrite the construction of this tunnel; to make
the plan attractive to the people of other parts of the state,

it included projects for the construction of two other tunnels

through the continental divide, but this scheme also proved

abortive.

The present plan, which was the result of a law passed

in May, 1922, provides for an improvement district modeled

after the common form of taxing bodies organized for public

improvements, such as irrigation, drainage, sanitation, etc.

The justification in this case is stated in Section I of the

statute as follows:

'Tt is hereby declared that to provide for an avenue of

communication by means of a transportation tunnel through

the continental divide at or near James Peak will reduce

the barrier which now separates the western portions of this

state from commercial intercourse with the eastern portion

thereof, will facilitate communication all seasons of the

year, will promote the health, comfort, safety, convenience

and welfare of the people of the state of Colorado, and will

be of especial benefit to the propert}' within the boundaries

of the improvement district hereinafter created."

The boundaries of the district are indicated on the map
and include a large portion of the northwestern part of the

state, tapering down into a narrow zone on either side of

the Denver & Salt Lake, but including all of the city of

Denver. Under the law, this district is to be managed by a

board of five members to be elected at intervals of two years

by "all persons holding real estate within the district who
are citizens of the state of Colorado."

The law also provides specifically that the object of this

organization is for the construction of a tunnel substantially

in the location determined upon for the Moffat tunnel, but

provides for no legal relationship to the Denver & Salt Lake
other than to state that the approache? of the tunnel phnll

for levying assessments against the property in the Improve-

ment District for any deficiencies in the funds available

from the tunnel revenues. According to Section 19, the

"tunnel, its approaches, equipment and appurtenances shall

be owned perpetually by the Moffat Tunnel Improvement

District, and shall remain forever a public improvement for

public transportation and communication, and after the

Map and Profiles of the Present and Proposed Routes at the

Location of the Proposed Tunnel

bonds which may be issued under the provisions of this act

are fully paid, it shall then be maintained and operated as

provided by law.

The board is also given the necessary p)ower to provide

for the employment of engineers, attorneys and other em-
ployees required in connection with the construction and
operation of the tunnel, including the adoption of electric

power, the construction of power plants, etc. W. G. Robin-
son is president of the Moffat Tunnel Commission and L.
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Profile of the Operated Line

be constructed so that they may be used by standard-gage

railroads. It also provides for the use of the tunnel for

telephone and telegraph lines, for the transmission of water

and the trans(>ortation of automobiles and other vehicles.

The bo;ird is authorized to make leases or contracts with

persons or coqwrations desiring to use the tunnel for periods

not to exceed 99 years, with the specific provi.so that no
monopoly for the use of the tunnel or its approaches shall

be granted to any one in connection with the granting of

any such leases.

The estimated cost of the tunnel is indicated by the fact

that the iKxird is authorized to issue bonds to the limit of

$6,720,000, bearing interest at the rate of six per cent.

Revenues from the use of the tunnel arc to be applied against

the interest and amortization of the bonds with provision

D. Blauvelt, former chief engineer of tlie Denver & Salt

Lake, is chief engineer of the commission. Construction

plans now under consideration imply no change in the loca-

tion, grades or alinement of tiie tunnel from those determined

upon wlicn plans were prepared in 1914. It is expected that

questions as to the constitutionality of the law will he def-

initely settled througli a Colorado Supreme Court decision

some time this fall and that with a favorable conclusion it

will be [x)ssible to start active construction work in the early

part of next spring.

The Erik lias cancelled its contract with the HorncU Machinery

Company which has been operating its shops at Hornell, N. Y.,

and at one or two other terminals.



St. Paul Adopts Water Treatment on Large Scale

An Installation of Fourteen Plants Results in an Economical

Solution of Serious Operating Problem

By C. Herschel Koyl

Engineer Water Service, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

IN
THE COUNTRY bi'twccn Lake Michigan and the Rocky

mountains, the Chicago, Milwaukee: & St. Paul has more

than 8,000 miles of steam-operated mileage; and because

most of this is a countrj' of less than average rainfall, with

few streams and fewer lakes, the railroad is confronted with

many water problems. The most difficult of these are east

of the Missouri river in South Dakota, where the few streams

run slowly through lands so rich in the soluble salts of

pound that could be used, this program of getting more

water was supplemented by the establishing of water treat-

ing facilities at various points. Fourteen treating plants

were installed in all, one each (on the main lines) at San-

bom and Rock Valley, Iowa, and at Canton, Lennox, Marion

Junction, Bridgewater, Vermilion, Yankton, Scotland and

Ethan, S. D. ; and (on branch lines) at Tj-ndall, Avon and

Platte, S. D. Treating plants having been installed pre-

viously at Sioux Cit)', Iowa, and at Mitchell and Elk Point,

S. D., this gave a total of 17 treating plants on the district,

with a plant at ever)- water station on the treated water dis-

trict including about 400 miles of lines.

The Plants Are of Two Kinds

The new plants are continuous in operation and are of

two types of construction. All of the main line plants with

the exception of those at Lennox and Bridgewater are de-

signed to treat 15,000 gal. of water per hour continuously

and consist each of a hard water pump; a 40-minute re-

action tank within which the mixture of hard water and the

necessary chemicals (all fed in continuous streams) is slowly

The Installation at Lennox, S. D , Typical of the Branch
Line Plants

calcium and magnesium that tlic river waters are always

hard, and the more the rainfall on adjoining lands and the

higher the rivers, the harder the water.

Quality of Water Bad

In that part of the countr)-, because of the scarcity of

water at or near the surface, most railroad supplies are

derived from drilled wells, which vary in depth from 50

ft. to 1,500 ft. and in which the character of the water

varies as widely. In the ground are two layers of sand-

stone whose horizontal cracks furnish the supply, the water

from the lower sandstone being ver)' hard (80 to 90 grains

I)er gallon) and carr\ing al.so 20 to 60 grains of sodium

sulphate or chloride, while the water from the upper sand-

stone so closely resembles the lower water after softening

that it is presumed to be the same water softened in the

ground, that is, by zeolitic action. .At distances from 100

to 200 miles east of the Missouri river, the soft water rises

to ground level and is used by the railroad, but near the

river the water must lie pumped from a depth of .100 ft.

Since this soft water is jjoth scarce and diftlcult to pump, we
drill to the lower sandstone and get hard water which usually

rises to ground level.

The problem confronting the road in this locality was
one of getting more of this water (as bad as it is) and of

accomplishing something in tlie way of improving it. To
enlarge the su|>ply, sand-proof wells were drilled at Sanborn,

Iowa, and at Lennox, Plankinton, Yankton, Scotland, Tyn-
dall and Platte in South Dakota. These wells range from
50 ft. to 900 ft. in depth and were ((>m|)leto(l last year.

Our experience with these waters for locomotive boilers

having been very expensive, in spite of all the boiler com-

An Exterior View of the Plant at Scotland, S. D.

.stirred by mechanical means; a three-hour settling tank;

a treated water pump which delivers to the track tank; and
a chemical storage rewm; all strongly housed and heated.

The plant at Scotland, S. D., illustrated in the drawings,

is typical of the main line plants. Everything is of wood
except the machinerj' and pipe. The drilled well, 12-in. by
168-ft., under the pump rcxim furnishes water to a double-
stroke deep-well pump whidi delivers it through a six-inch

pipe to the water wheel which does the stirring. The water,

after passing the wheel, flows to the bottom of the mixing
tank where, as it rises, it meets in succession the continuous

streams of milk-of-lime, sodium carbonate and ferrous sul-

phate solutions.

Hydrated lime is used in water treating to extract the

carbonic acid, which brings about the precipitation of the

scale-making limestone carbonates down to three grains per
gallon or less. Sodium carbonate (soda ash) is used to re-
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place completely the scale-making limestone sulphates by

non-scaling sodium sulphate. Ferrous sulphate (green sul-

phate of iron) is used for the treatment of the last three

grains of calcium carbonate so that it will not clog the

injector or branch-pipe; this, by converting half of tlie

calcium carbonate into calcium sulphate.

In these plants, these reagents are all fed by regulated

streams of water from the pip>e wliich supplies the water

wheel. The milk-of-lime box, holding 4S0 gal. of water,

carries in suspension in each case enough hydrated lime

for a five-hour's supply (at Scotland 400 lb.) and this is

fed continuously by a small stream of water entering at the

bottom of the lime box and overflowing near the top througli

a two-inch pipe to near the bottom of the mixing tank. The
drawing shows a lime pump at the top of the lime box. but

it is there only for emergencies.

Once ever}- hour, an hour's supply of dry hydrated lime is

added to the supply in tlie box. This method produces an

hourly variation in the rate of lime feeding, but the stirring

in the mixing tank is so thorough and so prolonged (45

min.) that only a slight variation is found in the w-ater as it

overflows from the top of tlie mixing tank to the bottom of

the settling tank.

The dry soda ash rests on a shelf in the soda box and is

fed to the mixing tank by a spray. The supply on the

shelf is replenished hourly. The sulphate of iron is fed in

solution from its box by a small stream which enters at the

bottom and overflows near the top.

The best method of feeding any reagent to a treating

plant is determined principally by its solubility in w'ater

whence it is sent to the track tank. The two pumps in the

pump room are operated by a 10-hp. oil engine, each pump
having a clutch on the engine shaft.

The settling tank is freed of its accumulated sludge once
daily by opening for 30 seconds the valves controlling the

Where the Water Treating Plants Were Installed

system of perforated sludge pipes lying in the bottom of the

settling tank. The perforations are in the bottom of the

sludge pipes, and the branch pipes are connected to the

main pipes by street-ells so that they are close to tlie floor.

The pump room and w-orking rooms are heated by hot water
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A Sectional View of the Plant at Scotland, S. D., Showing Arrangement of Piping and Tanks

and in all cases the thinner the solution or mixture the better.

The arrangement of feeding devices described above is not

theoretically perfect, but has been adopted as the result of

experience in handling railroad plants which are frequently

miles from a repair shop and arc seldom operated by skilled

mechanics. The uniformity of result.* is the best proof of

the wisdom of the design and ;nelhod.

The water, with its cliemical reactions practically complete

and its precipitate ready to settle, arrives at the bottom of

the settling tank anrl there commences to leave its precipitate

as the water slowly ri.ses to overflow through the perforated

collecting piin- to the treated water [tump in tlie pump room,

pipes along the walls. The cliemical storage room is of

2' , cars capacity.

Roadside Tanks Converted into Treating Plants

Tlie plants at Lennox, Hridgewater, .\von. Tyndall, ,ind

Platte differ from the other plants in that, Ix-ing smaller

stations, the exi.sting roadside tanks are utilized as .settling

tanks as well as storage spaces for water to be drawn off by
locomotives. One of the illustrations gives an exterior view

of one of tliese plants. In the plant the mixing tank is built

inside tlie roadside tank and a small engine is in.stalled

below the tank to furnish the power to operate tliree small
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pumps which di!<<harge the chemicals, each from a separate

vat, into the untreated water. l°hi< rn^ine also furnishes
power to drive the agit.it<jr in the iiu\i!ii; i.mk. Under this

arranj»enH-nt the untreated water tnirr- at the Lottora of the

mixint; tank where it receives thi- tluini, als and is stirred

continuously as it rises to the top, ilcwint; tlience through an
o%'cr-tlow pijie to the l)Ottom of tlie setlliii.' ••:iunt.

Water for fillini; Imomotive tanks is then i-oni

the top of tlie settling space by a pipe, the r _ .:.l of

which is huoyed up by a float. The housing around the

base of the tank is equipped with a stove for heating purposes

and is made large enough to store the requisite supply of

chemicals.

Plants Do Effective Work
.\t Scotland the well water has the jiiiicral character of

all the waters derived from tliat layer of hard-water sand-
stone (the upper layer of soft-water sandstone having run

necessary. Exjicrience shows that slow and continuous mix-

ing of the hard water with the chemicals for a period vary-

ing from 25 min. to 50 min., according to the temperature

and cleanness of the water, is necessary to complete chemical

action; and experience .shows also that unless the softening

plant is to be encumliered with filters (a very serious draw-

back to a railroad plant) other special precautions must be

taken to insure the [lerfection of settling.

In the plants built last year on the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, the advantage of the 40-min. mi.xing tank with

its continuous but slow stirring is that the precipitate is all

formed and ready to settle when the water enters the settling

tank, and there is none left to form just below tlie top of

the settling tank w-lien it is too late to settle, .\nother

feature of construction insures a character of precipitate

which settles easily. When the chemicals first meet the

water the rapidity of chemical action is so great that the

particles of precipitate formed are very large and tend to

Plan Drawing of the Treating Facilities and Sectional View of Mixing Floor

out a few miles away). Our laboratory analysis shows its

dissolved mineral content as follows

:

Calcium Sulphate 64.9 grains per gallon
Magnesium Carbonate 10.0 " " "

Magnesium Sulphate 11.8 " " "

INCRUSTTNG SOLIDS 95.7

Alkali Sulphate 9.7

Alkali Chloride 2.6

NON-IN'CRUSTING SOLIDS.. 12.3

TOTAL, DISSOLVED SOLIDS 108.0

The treated water analysis follows, it being understood

that there are daily variations up to one grain jier gallon

due to lack of uniformity in the rate of pumping water or

feeding chemicals:

Calcium Carbonate 3.3 grains per gallon

Sodium Hydroxide 0.8 " " "

Alkali Sulphate 92.0 "

Alkali Chloride 2.6 '

Mechanical Mixing and Up-Flow Important Features

The (liemislry of water softening is simple in hot)) theory

and practice wlien working on a small scale and with a filter,

but when working on a large scale, where tlie resulting water

must be sctllecl instead (if fillereil, ii-rtain precautions are

settle quickly; but when the chemical work is nearly done

and the few remaining molecules of carbon dioxide meet the

few remaining molecules of calcium oxide, the particles of

precipitate formed are so small that millions of them make
only a bluish cloud which will tloat for hours and is the

bane of water intended for boilers, because precipitate sus-

pended in the water of the boiler is the cause of the foaming
attributed to many treated waters.

These small particles, at the moment of coming out of

solution (commonly called the nascent state), have great

adhesive power and will attach them.selves to any solid mat-
ter within adhesion distance. In the old way of feeding

with a reaction tank at the toj) so that the flow was down-
ward, the hea\'y preci|)itatc had gone ahead and there was
nothing for these last and very small particles to attach

themselves to; but in the plants referred to, the hard water

and the ciicmicals are introduced at the bottom of the re-

action tank and flow ujiward, so that (since the precipitate

lags behind the water) tlie reaction tank soon becomes and
remains charged with a mass of precipitate to the full sus-

taining power of the upward flowing current, and these in-

finitesimal particles attadi themselves to the older and larger

particles as fast as they arc born. The result is that the

water flowing from the to|i of the reaction lank to the bottom
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of tlie settling tank carries only comparatively few and large

particles which settle rapidly and leave tlie water free from

haze.

The Plants Have Already Paid for Themselves

The treating plants were built by company forces at an

expenditure of approximately $18,000 for each of tlie larger

plants and $7,000 for the smaller ones. Since their instal-

lation (the last plant built being the one at Scotland, S. D.,

which was set in operation on January, 1922), our boilers

have been free from scale and from leaking, and almost free

from foaming. I know that there has been some foaming

because sometimes one of those little rivers will change the

character of its water 10 grains per gallon over night (from

a rainstorm perhaps a hundred miles away, perhaps a week

before) and sometimes something may go wrong in the plant

and the water be under-treated, but when the treatment is

correct there is little foaming.

Of course, we save in boiler repairs and coal, and we have

a much superior service. As mentioned, the last plant has

been in operation less than a year and the accounts are not

yet made up, but the plants have paid for themselves (and

will do so every year) in items of saving that can easily

be calculated in dollars. Boiler repairs on the district are

now almost nothing and during the entire strike period no
boiler troubles attributable to water were reported on this

district. Of interest in this connection, also, tlie statement

was made at a recent meeting of master mechanics on the

road that while previous to the installation of these plants,

the boilers were always leaking, cases of buckled side sheets

were frequent and three or four boiler failures occurred on
the district every week, no leaking has been reported since

the installation of the plants, no cases of buckled side sheets

have arisen nor any boiler failures, and during the winter

season not one engine was sent into the shop for heavy
repairs, although it had l)een a customary practice before to

send all power into the shop for this purpose annually.

We have much bad water on other divisions where traffic

is more dense than on these, and it is true that the damage
to a railroad from a bad water increases with the number
of locomotives which use it. but the waters about Mitchell

were so very bad and the difficulty of railroading so great

that it was decided to utilize our 1920 monev in that district.

I. C. C. Issues New Service Orders
Washington, D. C.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission on September
19 issued its Service Order No. 25, applicable ea.«tward

from the west bank of the ^Mississippi river, which
cancels and supersedes Service Order No. 23, effective at

midniglit September 20, 1922.

By reason of certain embargoes issued by carriers, the

commission says, complaints have been made that various

commodities, wliich in the public interest should be handled
currently and promptly, have not been so handled. In addi-

tion to the commotiitics specified under Service Order No.
23, this order adds mine supplies, medicines, fertilizers,

seeds, news print paper and petroleum and its products in

tank cars to the list of commo<lities to l)e given preference

and priority in movement, when carriers are currently unal>le

promptly to transport all freight traffic offered to them for

movement. The words "fuel oil" as used in Service Order
No. 2.1 are dianged to read "other fuels."

Service Order No. 23 directed all carriers to discontinue

the u.se of ojien-top cars suitable for the transportation of

coal for the transportation of commodities other than coil,

so long as any coal mine remained to l>e served with such

cars. There are extensive road-building projects with un-

completed gaps, wiiich. in tlic public interest, should lie

completed before cold weather sets in, and for which appro-

priations have been made by the States and by the Federal

Government. There are large building programs under way
which must be completed without undue delay to avoid seri-

ous loss. Service Order No. 25, therefore, permits the use

of open-top cars suitable for the loading and transportation

of coal, after the discharge of the coal lading, for the trans-

portation of road and building construction materials, ore,

mine supplies for current operation and fluxing stone for

furnaces, when the destination of such commodities is in

direction of, but not beyond the mine or mines to w^hich such

open-top cars are destined for coal-loading, and when such

use will not materially delay or minimize the production

and transportation of coal. Carriers are directed to place

an embargo against the further placement of open-top cars

for loading with such commodities for any shipper who shall

fail or refuse to load the open-top cars within 24 hours after

placement for such loading and are directed to place an em-
liargo against any consignee who shall fail or refuse to un-

load such cars within 24 hours after placement.

The order further cancels the priority afforded consumers

which was embraced in Class 2 in Paragraph 7 of Service

Order No. 23. "The production of bituminous coal has in-

creased to approximately nine and one-half million tons per

week, and should," the commission's notice to the public

says, "with reasonable use, take care of current needs, if

panic, undue storage and waste of fuel and equipment are

carefully avoided. The commission, therefore, feels that it

can now relax its previous order by omitting general priori-

ties by classes of consumers, reserving, however, the right in

special cases of great emergency to direct carriers to furnish

any coal mine with such open-top cars as may, in the public

interest from time to time, be designated by it or its agent

therefor. By virtue of the general priority which is given

both to movement and use of open-top cars for coal, the

effect of the change now made is to advance all coal into

the priority class, instead of only those classes of consumers
formerly embraced in the priority designations. While it

was necessary during the period of extremely limited pro-

duction to give priority in use to certain higlily essential

classes, this necessarily involved deferring others. Under
existing circumstances, it is believed that the course now
taken will tend to a considerable improvement in the produc-
tion of coal by facilitating its movement and general distri-

bution. It will be necessary, however, to avoid a return to

priority classifications, for continued efforts looking to the

avoidance of overstocking, of delay to equipment, and to the

curtailment of demand to meet bare daily necessities until

the reserve of coal in circulation can once more be built up."
This cancellation of the classified list of preferred con-

sumers was recommended at the conference of railroad and
business men called by Secretary Hixiver and the Chamt)er
of Commerce of tlie United States last week.

Service Order No. 24, which required carriers west of the

Mississippi river to afford priority in movement to certain

commodities, and for the return movement of empty cars for

such loading, has also been amended to correspond with
Service Order No. 25, applicable in Eastern Ignited Stales.

Service Order No. 22, as to routing of freight to avoid con-

gestion, remains in effect.

Service Order No. 25 reads as follows:

It aft'eai-ng In the opinirn o( the commission, thai .in emergency which
requires immerliatc action exists iif>on the lines of each and all the txm-
mon ca-riers by railnx»H snhiect to the Interstate Commerce Act, east of
ihe Mississippi river, incUuling the west bank crossings thereof, and bccmse
r.f the inah'litv of said common carriers pmperly and completely to serve
Ihe pi:hlic in the trarspnrl.ilion of essential commn<litie». It is ontcrti nnj
directed, that efffciivc Sc(>tember 21. 1«J2, and until the further ci.ler

of the commission:
I. That e.ich such common carrier by railroad, to Ihe extent that it is

currently unable promptly to transport all freight tratSc offered to it for

movement, or to l>e moved rrer its line or lines of railway shall give pref-
erence and priority lo the movement of each of the following commodities:
Food for human consumption, feed for live stock, lire stock, perish-
able products, mine supplies, medicines, fertilizers, seeds, news print paper.
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coaI. coke ami other fuel, uid petroleum And tu producfa in f-w ctr^
:. That lo ib« eitent •!) tuck oommon cuner hj railroad la anabU

^v^rT tH* m»iinr tnirrrhaoie and car an-v^ee niJcA. to rcturv €mr% to
' '. •' •>ull Cl>p irr'rrrr.rr »n.l priorlly IB iW mo**-
- - - - 'i^nrr an) rrturr .( nuj*, <ir. mlrnaed lo bt OMd

r^r ":•- t-i'.i-.- r .1' ti of ibc cummodiiiri tpcctaUy dcslfsad is parafrmpfc
rximbrrrrl ) berec<.

i. That anr and all auch coniiBon carriera by raOnad obicb acrve ami
niaaa whether loealrd optn the !inr >»t lim pf any rtjch raUroad or cu»
iMMaril/ dependent upon it f^r -

ritn, b«, and they are Iff'

t» npply all uiea in (uU. t, : i opan-lep can
aailablc (or the loadinj an.l • .. Irrmee to any
other uae. «ip(4y. or diatribuiu.u ui t.^^k ^*i». i«,.i,.;,,i, that the phraae
"open lop cart uitable f>r the l<«dint and iran<i>orti<i'm of r^«l" aa
naad in th«t orler ahall nni include or embrace flat (fixed) bottom gondola
can with aide* 42 incbc* or leaa in heifht. inaide meaaumncnt, or cara
e<)'jipped with racka, or cara which. of\ July 1, I9JJ. had been defiiutcly re-

tired Irom fccrvice for the tran'ptctatioo of coal and stenciled or tagged
for utiier MTvice,

4. That all auch common carriera by railroad other than coal-loading car-
riera, l.erein tcimrd nun^ol i ading carriera. he. and they are hereby,
authorized and direite-l lo deliver tlaily to a connecting coal-loading carrier
or oarriera. or to an intermediate noncoalloading carrier for delivery
through the uaual channela x-> a ccalloading carrier, or carriera. empty
coal cara up to the maximum ability cf each auch non-ooal loading carrier
to make Euch deliverica and of each luch connecting coal-loading carrier
to receive and uie the coal cara so delivered for the preferential purpoaes
herein set forth.

5. That all auch common carriera by railroad be. and they are hereby,
auiboriaed and directed to divontinue the uae of open-top cara auitahle

for the loading and transportaticn of coal, for the trantponation of com*
laoditics other than coal, ro long aa any ocal mine remains to be aervcd
by it with auch cara; and as to each non<oal-loading carrier, ao long aa
ddivericB of any such cari to connecting carriera may be due or remain
to be performed under the terms of this order; provided, that auch open-
top cara suitable for the loading and transportation of coal, after the dis-

charge of the coal lading thereof, may be used for the transportation of

road and building construction materials, ore. mine supplies for current
operation and fluxing stone for furnaces when the destination of such
materials is in the direction of the mine or mines to which such open-top
cars are destined for coal loading, and when such use will not materially
delay or minimize the production and transportation of coal; provided,
further that an embargo be placed against the further placement of open-
top cars for loatling with such commodities for any shipper w-bo shall fail

or refuse to load the open-top cars within 24 hours after placement for

such loading thereof.

6. That all such common carriers by railroad be, and they are hereby,
authorized and directed, to place an embargo against the receipt of cixU

or other freight transported in open-top cars suitable for coal loading, by
any C(>naignec. and against the placement of such open-top cars for con-
signment to any consignee, who shall fail or refuse to unload such coal

' r other freight so transpt^rted in coal cars and placed for unloading, within

j4 hours after stich placement, until all ctsal or other freight so trans-

orted in coal cars and so pbced h:is been unloaded by such consignee and
ihall notify the commission of such action. This authorization and direction

as to emlargfes shall not interfere with the movement of coal to tide-

water or the Great Lakes for transshipment by water, nor shall it apply
where the failure of the consignee to unlcad is due directly to errors

or disabilities of the riilroad in delivering cars.

7. That in the supply of cars to mines upon the lines of any coal-loading

carrier, such carrier is hereby authorized and directed, to place, fumiab,
and assign such cool mines with open-tc-p cars suitable for the loading and
transportation of coal for such special puri>o«cs as may frcm time to time
l« specially designated by the ccmmissifm or its agent therefor by special

priority direction in writing, in preference and priority to any other use;

provided, that the open-top cars ao placed, furnished, and assigned, shall

after loading be transfvirted for the special purposes designated, and shall

not be subject to rect-nsignmc-nt or diversion except by and with the

approval of the commission.
For the more prompt and eHeclual administration during the present

emergency of the authorizations, directions and requirements of this para-

liraph No. 7, the f'jllowing persons are dcsiimated and appointed as agents
'>( the C'immission, w-ith authority to give directions as lo car service and
to the matters referred to in paragraphs (15 and 16) of section 1 of the

Inter»tate dmimercc Act. and referred to in paragraph No. 7, viz; John C.

Roth, director. K. II. l>er,ro<ft, Jr.. assistant director, Frank C Smith, chief

inspector, and 1). S. UxKertvin, service agent, of the Uurcnu of Service

of the commission, and the directions so given by them shall be regarded
as directions r f the commis^iun.

8. That alt rules, regulations nnd practices of said common carriers by
railrriad with respect to car service .-iS that term is detined in said act

are hereby suspended so far as they conflict with the direction hereby

9. That Service Order No. 23. as amendetl. be, .mid tlie same is hereby,

suspended and superseded, effective at midnight September 20, 1922.
10. That copies uf this order be served upon the carriers hereinbefore

described, an/1 that notice of this order be given to the general public

liy depositing a copy hereof in the office of the secretary of the oommis-
Mon at W.-Lsliininon. D. C.
By the commission, division 5.

Inquiry Into Erie's Embargo of California Perishables

.\ii inr|uiry into the embargoes issued last week hy the

Erie and other anthracite-carrying railroads against the re-

ceij)t from their connedions of certain classes of perishable

freight in order that they might give preference to anthracite

coal, although food stuffs are also given priority in the

Inierstate Commerce Commission's service orders, was insti-

tuted by Division 5 of the commission at a conference in

Washington on September 14. The representatives of the

railroads were asked to give an explanation for their action

in issuing the embargoes and what the commissioners ap-

parently considered a substitution of the judgment of the

railroad for its judgment as expressed in the service orders.

H. A. Taylor, general solicitor, and .\. E. Ruffer, trans-

portation manager, of the Erie, explained that the condition

of their motive power was such that the Erie was moving
only about 75 per cent of a normal traffic and that a large

part of the freight shipments which had been embargoed
consi.sted of wine grapes from California which had been

shipped in such a condition as to indicate that they

were intended to be crushed into grape juice and serve as

a substitute for the product of California which formerly

was transported in tank cars. Mr. Taylor said that the

shipments of grapes have greatly increased and constitute

42 per cent of the fruit and vegetable traffic handled by the

Erie. He brought out these facts to show that the embargo
was not intended to hold back essential food products, to

which the priority order was presumably intended to apply,

and in reply to a question as to what changes the railroad

would recommend in the commission's service order, Mr.
Taylor suggested that this class of grapes be excluded from

the list of perishable freight.

\V. E. Jenney, vice-president and general counsel of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, said that that road had
issued its embargoes to prevent the diversion of fruits, vege-

tables and live stock to its rails for delivery at New York,

because it had no facilities for handling those classes of

traffic- Reference was also made tn a conference between

representatives of the Erie and the Pennsylvania, which was
exp)ected to result in the Pennsylvania taking some of the

fruit traffic the Erie could not handle. Representatives of

the fruit and vegetable shippers who attended the conference

were vigorous in their protests against the embargoes. C. M.
Shaeffer, chief of transportation of the Pennsylvania, ex-

pressed tlie personal view that to rescind the commission's

Service Order No. 23 would do much toward helping the

railroads handle their traffic as tlie observance of priority

regulations tends to cause delay.

Erie Removes Embargo

Following the inquir)', the Erie removed its embargo
again.st shipments from California. It retains, however, its

embargo against diversions of traffic from other lines

—

which embargo is similar to that of a number of Eastern

roads.

Anthracite Production Increases

Although more than a week has elapsed since the resump-
tion of anthracite mining, production has not gained full

headway as yet. The Lackawanna loaded 713 cars on Sep-
tember 19, but it is hoped that this figure can in a short

time be brought up to 1,000 cars a day. On tlie same day
the I-ehigh Valley handled 41,248 tons—a total which
exceeded that of last year, hut the road hopes to increase

this loadmg materially. Loadings of other anthracite car-

riers show considerable increases during the week, but on
none of them has protluction apparently reached its maxi-
mum. The attainment of maximum production in the an-

thracite fields is watched with interest, because probably
not until it is achieved will the traffic on Eastern roads

reach its peak.

Cattle Shipmf.nts from Alberta to tlic United States are re-

ported as unusually heavy because of the desire to avoid paying

the prospective high duties of the United States tariff. During

August nearly 10,000 head were shipped from Calgary alone,

whereas during July, .\ugusl .lud Scptcml)or of last year only

1.136 head were shipped.
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Western Pacific Plans

New Industrial Section

ACTHE coxsTRVCTioN operations have been begun by

the ^\estem Pacific in the development of what is

expected to become the leading industrial section of

Stockton, Cal. The company has secured all necessary-

rights and franchises and has complied with all legal re-

quirements for the construction of over six miles of in-

dustrial trackage in and adjoining that city. Contracts

have been let to the Utah Construction Company, nearly

all of the right of way has been bought, and before the

seasonal rains of the winter months have set in, the company

hopes to have the initial trackage of about six miles, laid

and ready for ballasting.

The Western Pacific, in starting this improvement, se-

cures access to the north side of Stockton channel with its

navigable water, for a distance of about 10,000 ft. It also

gains access to several square miles of level land admirably

located for industries. With one operation the Western

Pacific is placed in a position to create a great manufactur-

ing district and a freight terminal adequate for a city

several times the present size of Stockton.

The heart of the retail section of Stockton is embraced

in the district shown on the accompanying chart between the

Western Pacific station and the Court House. Stockton is

famous on the Pacific Coast for its manufacturing industries.

Three large tractor manufacturing companies are located

there. It also has a well developed flour milling business,

many clay working concerns, glass and paper industries,

and others of varying nature. It is served by the Western

Pacific, the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fc and by three

interurban electric lines.

Its water front activities, at present, are along the south

side of Stockton channel, and to a less extent along Mormon
channel, the point of intcr.section of which with Stockton

channel is shown on the map. All three of tlie steam lines

have access to the .south side of the channel to a greater or

less degree. The north side of the chanml, to which the

Western Pacific gains access, is to all intents and purposes

not now in use.

The Western Pacific calls this new project the North

channel spur. As planned by Col. J. W. Williams, chief

engineer, and Thomas L. Phillips, construction engineer,

the new track leaves the main line over two miles north of the

present passenccr station. The track goes westerly for more

than two miles, then turns almost due south for something

less than two miles, and then turns almost directly east for,

as stated, about 10,000 feet. On this final portion of the

spur, the tracks will be laid from 100 to 200 feet from the

water line, enabling connection to be made with water facil-

ities wherever desired.

In planning this spur, or industrial track, the Western

Pacific followed in principle the theor>' which was adopted

when the road built its belt line around the city of San Jose,

Cal. The San Jose belt line comes into that city along its

eastern side, then turns around the southern side, and then

turns along the western side of the city, the total length

being nearly six miles. The Xorth channel spur does not

enclose Stockton on three sides, but it does enclose or reach

several square miles of virgin territory, and gives the West-
ern Pacific access to a valuable piece of undeveloped water

front property.

Coal Production
Washington, D. C.

THE TOT.\i. production of all coal, anthracite and bitu-

minous, in the week ended September 16 was estimated

by the Geological Sur\-ey on Saturday at 10,200,000

to 10,500,000 tons.

Final returns on soft coal production in the week ended
September 9 show 8,756,000 tons which, although less in

the aggregate than for tlie week before, was at a higher daily

rate, the holiday (Labor Day) considered. For die week of

September 11-16 the output of bituminous coal is not ex-

pected to exceed 9,500,000 tons. Over the three weeks'

period following general resumption of mining under the

Cleveland agreement production has been at a rate less than

9,500,000 tons a week.

Mining of anthracite under the Philadelphia agreement

began on Monday, September 11, and gained headway
rapidlv during the week. Production was between 900,000
and 950,000 net tons.

The following statement of cars of bituminous coal loaded

shows the trend of output, day by day. Loadings on Mon-
day, September 11, were 35,808 cars, a larger number than

reported for any day since March, and gave promise of

large production during the week, but the decline which has
usually developed during the wwk was more marked than

in preceding weeks. On Tuesday, loadings dropped to 30,786
cars and on Thursday were down to 26,923 cars. These
figures indicate a total output for the week of between

9,300,000 and 9,700,000 tons.

Ist 19tli 20tli 21st 22nd 23rd 24th
wc«k week week week week week week

.\Imul.i)- 11.445 16.229 15,70J 18.501 30.662 9,75J .15.80*
•Pucsd.iy 11,019 13.729 13.032 17.801 28.197 33.645 30,786
Wednesday 11,437 13.368 12.531 18,524 28,641 31.044 28,86S
Thiirsd.iy 11.090 13.277 13,521 19.388 28,687 28.274 26,923
Friday 11.296 13,539 13.718 22,882 27.040 28,477
S.tturday 8.S88 11.009 13,524 23,070 25.517 27.476

"Transportation is the dominant and limiting factor in

soft coal supply," says tlie Geological Survey bulletin.

"Restricted by transportation difficulties the rate of soft coal

production is .seemingly fixed temporarily at 1,600,000 tons

a day, or 9,600,000 tons a week—tliis in spite of a strong

market and prices sustained at high levels not only by de-

mand for current consumption but also by the need for

rel)uiUliiig ordinary reserves and by extraordinary- call for

household sizes."

Total production of l)ituminous coal for the calendar year

to September 9 was 241,676,000 tons, as compared with

269,8,>6,n00 last year.

Loadings of anthracite on Monday, September 11, were
928 cars; on Tuesday they were 1,783 cars; on Wednesday,
3,258 cars, and on Thursday, 4,024 cars. When the mines
are in full production loadings average about 6,000 cars
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a da> In the last wevk of the anthracite strike only 1,018

cars wi-rc luadcd, practically all of wliiih was steam sizes

dri-<li:ol from tlu- rivers. The tut.il (lutj.ut W3.> 5.),(XX) tona,

aguiii>i 1,483,0(M) in the corres[M(iii|iiii; week a year ago.

At the close of the 2.>-wtx'k >triki the cumulative output

since the beginning of the cakinl.ir year was 22,255,000

tons, ajjainst 64,285,000 tons in 1921. The present year is

therefore 42,030,000 tons lx>hind last year.

Stu.ks of anthracite are ven,- low. The reserve on the

Lake Su[>i-rior docks on Septcmlx-r 1 was only 23,833 tons

against 120,384 tons on the same date of 1921. Stocks of

retail coal merchants in Massachusetts on .August 15 were

the lowest on record in the last three years and equivalent

to but three per cent of the year's requirements.

Soft coal shijMiicnts from the mines to Lake Erie pwrts,

under stimulus of priority orders increased 55 per cent dur-

ing the week ended Septemlxr 10 over the preceding week.

The (Jre and Coal E.xchange reports a total of 717,226 tons

dimiped as against 463,242 the week before. Of the total

682,724 tons were cargo coal and 34,502 tons were vessel

fuel. The rate of dumpings was 58 per cent greater than

that in the correspondini^ week a year ago, but 21 per cent

behind the rate in Uie corres|)onding week of 1920. The
total quantity of cargo coal forwarded during the present

lake season now stands at 6,019,999 tons, but of this 908,-

251 tons have gone to destinations not ordinarily taking lake

coal. The quantity .sent to regular lake markets was only

5,111,748 tons as against 16,650,153 tons in 1921 and
12,201,266 tons in 1920.

In the following table coal shipments on September 11,

12 and 13 are compared with the average daily shipments

for the weeks ended .\ugust 26, September 2, and Sept. 9.

The total shipments on Monday, September 11, were the

largest recorded for any day since March. General increase

was shown for all of the coal-producing districts as compared
with shipments during the preceding week. On Tuesday and
Wednesday, however, shipments from a majority of the dis-

tricts declined to levels below those of corresponding days

during the preceding week.

In Penn.'iylvania, shipments have decreased slightly and
on Wednesday were at the rate of about 400,000 tons daily.

In northern West Virginia, output has decreased notably,

principally on account of transportation difficulties. The
same condition was shown by Wednesday's shipments in

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

In the non-union fields of the middle and southern Ap-
palachian regions tlie coal output continues to be greatly

reduced l>y railroad disabilities. Tliis is strikingly shown

by the great drop in mid-week shijiments as compared with

shipments on Monday which were comparatively large be-

cause the Sunday holiday enables the roads to make tem-

porary recovery. In the region immediately west of the

Mississippi river there was a small increase in shipments.

In Colorado, shipments last week were larger than during

prececling weeks l)Ut the large gain on Monday was iiot

maintained on Tuesday and \\'edncsday. Other western

states show similar rlianyc^.

Coal Prices and Distribution

Belief that the natural processies of increased supply, pro-

vided distribution is facilitated, will bring down the price

of l)ituminous coal, and assure complete supplies to the

householders and industry', a definite jiledge on the part of

commercial interests to aid expediting tliosc natural proc-

esses, and determination on tlie part of tlie government tliat

advantage shall not be taken of the recent strike in an effort

to c\act high coal prices from the pulilic were evidenced

at the conference on the bituminous coal situation on Sep-

tember IS at the Dei)artment of Commerce. Officials of thq

United States Chaml)er of; Comnur(e, the American Rail-

way Association, tlie Ni^tional.^sjfHjiation pf Manufacturers,

the National Association of Purchasing Agents, and the pub-

lic utilities associations met with the Secretary of Commerce,

H. Foster Bain of the De]>artment of the Interior, and
C. B. Aitchison, of the Interstate Commerce Commission:

It was agreed that the mines had ample capacity, even to

the {Kiint of surplus, to meet the situation, that the problem

Daily SiiiruiMT* or Soft Coal rmou Pioot'ciKC Disiiicri

Net too*. aMuinint 50 torn to ihe cxr, luMd upcfl rrcortU of can loaded,
a< reported by ibe railroads to the American Railtrajr .\uodatii n

AveraRc AvcraRc Average
wk. endnl wk. cndnl wU. ended Monday Tuesday Wed'aday

DiftricI Auk. 26 Sept. 2 Sept. 9 Sept. 1

1

Sept. 12 Sept. 13

Central Pennayl.. 7S.95g I4I,2.>S 129,250 157,400 156.150 155,000
W. Pa., ind.Free. J9,J25 61.292 90,000 115.900 117,900 118,000
(•^ar«•We^tmore. . 39,425 44,225 46.192 55.150 50.150 45.500
Connelt. k Sofner-

Kt'Meyersdale.. 58.742 59.750 60.800 67,200 63,030 68.750
S. Fork & Wind. 8.042 14,842 14,633 18,700 19,250 16,750

Total Pennsyl.. 221,492 321,334 340,875 414.350 406.500 402,000

Gtargea Cr.. Up.
Poto. & Cumb-
Picd 14.883 15.017 10.700 14,000 10,650 13,000

Fmont & W. Va.
Panhandle ... 87.191 100.383 98.034 139.000 125,400 120.650

Coal and Coke... 8.858 6.217 7,092 4,350 5.400 6.650
Kan. & Coal Riv. 18.092 20.750 13,975 31,400 16,350 20,000
I.og.in 27,225 26,708 27,100 28,600 32,100 24,000
New River (C. &

O.-N. K Div.) 19,367 18.642 17,558 21,050 16.800 14.000
Wind. Gulf (Vir.) 17.383 18,825 14.683 32.150 15.000 14,500
Poca. t, Tug Riv. 71.067 67,583 49,406 61.350 59,750 45.100
KenovaThadccr.. 27.400 26,308 22,675 37,950 19,800 7,650

TotaUVVa-Si Md. 291,466 300,433 261,225 369.850 301.250 265.550

F.aslcrn Kentucky 51,733 51,467 50,875 78,900 37,300 58.000
Western Kentucky 59.258 42,975 32,825 43,900 31,350 28,700
Tennessee 16,800 14,492 13,567 21,600 14,900 8,550
Clinch Val. & S.
W. Viriiinia 22,475 21,433 21,792 32,800 25,500 18,700

Alabama & Georgia. 50,842 44,166 44,833 62,000 59,050 56,000
Ohio 94,408 115,508 109,350 144,950 124,850 110.000
Indiana-Illinois .. 79,30R 330.008 275,208 4U.350 337,400 310.000
.Michigan 1,475 3,892 3,592 4,800 4.050 5,100
Ia.,Mo..Kan.,Okla.,

Ark., & Texas.. 19,675 51,508 60,850 81,700 78,700 86.000
Coloradn 34.525 29,167 24,375 33.850 30,650 30,000
New Mexico 6,034 7,225 9,683 10.950 9,700 9,500
I'tah 16,783 16,458 16,150 24,000 17,850 16,400
Mont., Wyo. & N.
Dak 10.584 40.151 39,792 53,700 49.600 43.900

Washington 3,708 3,983 4,200 8,000 7,900 5,400

Ti-tal, E. of .Miss.
River 889,257 1,245,708 1,154,142 1,584,500 1,342,150 1,262.600

Total. \V. of Miss.
River 91.309 148,492 155,050 212.200 194.400 191.200

Grand total bit.

shipped 980,566 1,394,200 1,309,192 1,796,700 1,536,550 1,453,800

was wholly one of transportation, and that the price would

ameliorate if transportation could be increased and if con-

sumers would purchase only for their immediate needs.

The conferences voted to organize voluntary campaigns

for three major f)urposes

:

1. To induce manufacturers, utility corporations, and
buyers generally not to purchase coal beyond their day-to-

day needs until the flow of coal becomes more normal.

2. To persuade holders of coal contracts not- to call for

delivery on those contracts past their day-to-day needs. It

was considered that about one-half of the coal in the country

is under contract at normal prices and that a rela.xation in

the demand for this coal to the minimum daily ri^]uirements

would allow an increase in sujiply to the general public.

3. To expedite the movement of coal in every way.
The co-operation of the resiionsible coal operators in these

matters will he sought.

Tlio (|uestion of priorities in coal movement was discussed

at great length, it being tlic consensus of opinion of the

meeting that more mobility would l)c given to movement with

less opportunity for speculation if the priorities to six-cial

uses, which liave l)ecn ncicssary prior to the reopening of

the union mines, should he relaxed and priority parallel

with agricultural prcKhice should he given to the movement
of all coal without discrimination as to consignees. It was
aLso pretty generally the opinion of the meeting that all

TQccmsignment rights upon. coal should be abolished in order

to prevent ,s]>ecul;Uic>n in coal.
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The Railway Fire Protection Association will hold its

annual meeting at Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, on

October 17, 18 and 19.

The Senate on September 19 agreed to strike out of the

rivers and harbors appropriation bill provisions for the pur-

chase of the Cape Cod and Dismal Swamp canals.

Persons Going Up in aeroplanes, from New York City,

mostly or wholly for amusement or recreation, are said to

have numbered, in the week ending on September 16, no less

than 574. It is said that a group of 15 persons may now take

a flight over the city, lasting 15 minues, for $3.50 each.

The Michigan Central reports that its automobile loadings

from Detroit plants this year have far exceeded all past records,

a total of 55,045 carloads in the first eight months this year, as

against 25,724 in the same period of 1921, an increase of 114 per

cent. August, 1922, was the banner month of history, with load-

ings of 8,557 carloads.

A Fire at New Orleans, La., on September 16, destroyed

extensive wharves and warehouses belonging to the Federal

Government and used, under lease, by the Louisiana State

Dock Board. The fire is said to have started in a carload

of bagging, and 40 loaded freight cars were included in the

property destroyed. The total loss was estimated at $5,000,000.

The Railroads of Georgia, by a law recently passed in that

State, are allo%ved to issue annual passes to sheriffs and

deputy sheriffs, one of each in each county. According to a

statement made by a member of the Public Service Com-
mission, it appears that this law is designed to accommodate
the sheriffs when they are engaged in transporting criminals.-

Pensions Paid by the New York Central lo superannuated

employees during the current year will amount to $1,083,000

which is nearly double the total amount thus paid in 1916.

This total includes the payments of the constituent companies,

and the total prior to 1922 amounted to $7,018,486. The num-
ber of pensioners on the roll at the beginning of 1921 was

2,771, a number which is about two per cent of the total

forces employed.

A Delegation of Canadian railway officers conferred on

September 20 with the Interstate Commerce Commission and

officials of the Car Service Division of the .American Railway

Association in an effort to obtain the return of a large num-
ber of Canadian box cars now on American lines to the

Canadian roads in order to relieve a severe car shortage in

Eastern Canada. It was estimated that approximately 30,000

Canadian cars are held on American roads.

In the Federal Court at Memphis, Tenn., on September 18,

Jai-ob Cohen, editor of the Lalmr Review, was sentenced to

six months' imprisonment and to pay a fine of $1,000 for

violation of the injunction against interfering with railroad

operation or abusing railroad employees. Cohen had pub-

lished an article referring to men employed in places of

strikers as "loathsome and scurrilous scabs." Another Mem-
phis editor has been arrested on a similar charge.

The Shopmen of the Central of Georgia have organized two
unions, one the Central of Georgia carmen's organization and

the other the Central of Georgia metal trades' organization.

C. O. Voss, of Savannah, is chairman of the carmen and

W. J. Rice, also of Savannah, a boilcrmakcr, is chairman of

the metal trades. It is said that the new unions have already

made contracts with the railroad company, which conform
to the rulings of the llnited States Labor Board.

Radiophones, for tran.imittinK news and other matter to

passengers, arc to be introduced on one of the fast trains of

the Louisville & Nashville running between Cincinnati and
New Orleans, successful experiments having been made with

apparatus on a train which was run out of Louisville on Sep-

tember 13. The apparatus worked all right while the train

was in the tunnel beneath Muldraughs Hill, 300 ft. below
the surface of the earth. Tliis hill is said to contain a large

percentage of iron.

Hearings before the House judiciary committee on impeach-
ment charges instituted by Represen<ative Keller against

Attorney General Daugherty partly on account of his action

in obtaining the injunction against the railroad shop unions,

were postponed by the committee on Monday until the next

session of Congress in December. Chairman Volstead said

that this was because Mr. Keller had refused to produce or

submit other than general evidence and that time should be

allowed for the attorney general to appear in his own behalf.

The Alaska Railroad, since July 1, has been running a

through passenger train twice a week between Seward and
Nenana, 412 miles, making the trip in less than 24 hours, with

a regular connection from Nenana to Fairbanks; but, accord-

ing to news despatches, the result in tourist travel has been
disappointing. General tourist travel to other sections of

Alaska has been good throughout the season but it is claimed

that the older routes have been very active in their solicita-

tion of business and it appears that they have had much suc-

cess in retaining their traffic. The new train has sleeping and
dining accommodations.

Steel Car Design and Construction

John A. Filcher, mechanical engineer of the Norfolk & Western,
will present a paper entitled. "The Design and Building of Steel

Freight Car Equipment" at the meeting of the Railway Club of

Pittsburgh, in the English Room of the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pitts-

burgh, on Thursday, September 28, 1922, at eight o'clock.

Chicago Has Tag Day for Shop Strikers

After two weeks of strenuous effort, which included the calling

of a special meeting of the city council, S. W. Govier of the

Chicago Board of Aldermen succeeded in having a permit issued

for a city-wide tag day on September 20, to benefit the striking

railroad shopmen, their wives and children. "I know the city

has an ordinance providing for only three tag days a year, but

we have given generously for the aid of stricken people in foreign

lands, and we can stand one more tag day to take care of our

fellow citizens here at home," Mr. Govier declared.

Newspaper Investigates Shipping Conditions

The Chicago Triliuiic last week conducted a business survey

throughout the cerural western states to determine how the rail-

roads were serving the shippers. In a full page advertisement

under the caption: "Here is What Shippers Say About the Rail-

roads" parts of 53 letters were reprinted of which 37 stated the

service to be very good and 12 fair, while only four considered

the efforts of the carriers a complete failure. The Tribune be-

lieves that the business conditions in the central west are generally

good and that the railroads arc funiishing adequate and satis-

factory service.

D. & R. G. W. to Spend Over $23,000,000

A rehabilitation program involving the expenditure of $23,792,-

511 for improving the Denver & Rio Grande Western was re-

quested of C. E. Hcrrington, special master recently appointed by

the United States District Court at Denver. The attorney for

the railroad, who presented the above plan to the Federal Court,

.
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•talcd that the expenditure is necessary lo nuke tip deferred main*
lenance custs and to bring the road up to the a

' - - riire-

ments of a rapidly developing territory. The ! as

its largest ilctn $15,314,376 for additions to ti' ;• riy.

This item includes $6,132.0011 for new rails aiij $w'.7i'j.'AU for

new shops. Other main disisions of the budget are $6,226,283

for new rolling stticlc and S2.2.=;i>*59 for impr.r.rmrntt to existing

e<iuipment.

Coroner's Jury Reports on P. R. R. Car Shop Fire

1 he lire at l'itt«burKh. I'a.. on Si-ptcniUr 3. in which seven
employees of the Fennivlvania Railroad were burned to death
in their lodging room, has been investigated by a coroner's jury
and a verdict was rendered on Septcmljcr 13 to the effect that

the origin of the fire could not be discovered. The verdict

censures the officers and employees of the railroad company for

housing 25 men in a building containing a large quantity of

inflammable material, including oil-^ioakcd waste and petrolite;

for making changes to convert this shop or storehouse into lodgings

without securing a permit from the city, and for maintaining an
exit stairway too narrow. The verdict also said that the rail-

road company had fire-fighting equipment in and near the build-

ing but had no efficient organization for handling the apparatus.

wu in one end of the car shining shoes and did not bear any
noise. When one of the passengers called the porter to locate his

trousers a number of pairs of trousers were found crumpled in a

heap on the floor of the women's dressing room with the pocket5

rifled.

A. R. E. A. Building Specifications Ready

The Committee on Buildings of the .American Railway Engi-

neering .-\ssociation has been working for two years on specifi-

cations for buildings for railway purpt)ses which specifications have

now been completed and have been issued by the association in

Bulletin No. 247, a publication of 100 pages. These specifications

have been published at this time in order that an opportunity

may be afforded for criticism prior to their presentation before

the association at its annual meeting next March. It is the

intention of the committee that these specifications shall be pre-

pared in loose leaf form with the idea that specifications for any
particular building may be built up by combining the necessary

sheets into one specification. The committee solicits suggestions

and comments and requests that they be sent to J. W. Orrock,

principal assistant engineer, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que.,

who is chairman of the sub-committee in charge of their prepara-

tion.

Great Western Installs Motor Car Service

A two-unit motor train, consisting of a passciiKcr motor car

and a trailer, was placed in service on September 18 by the

Chicago Great Western on its line between Dcs Moines, la., and
Marshalltown. lntirc>t was attaclicd tc. tlic inaiiiriiratioii of this

Railway Revenues and Expenses

The Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly summary of

revenues and expenses for 198 Class I roads for July and for

seven months is as follows

:

July Seven Months

hem 1922 1921 1922 1921
.\v. miles operated.. 235,220,77 234,723.96 235,250.44 234.775.67

Revenues;
Freight $299,168,876 $314,821,079 $3,164,725,019 $2,185,406,581
Passenger 100,668.083 »108.885.612 »603,567,620 '683,889,236
.Mail 7,179.155 7.312,170 51,873,142 56.434.779
Express 10.367,269 8,144,021 68,842,474 49,809,643
All other transp 15.031.819 13,601,492 98.695.015 91.146,467
Incidental 10,130,570 9,753,768 62.141.945 69.384,590
Joint facility—Cr 808,058 610,821 5,897.668 4.513.345
Joint facility—Dr 170.840 189.270 1.211,847 1.226.069

Railway op. revs... 443,182,990 462,939.693 3,054,531,036 3,139,358,572
Expenses:

Maintenance of way.. 65.462.571 65.177.102 411.600.380 435.649.291
Maint. of equipment. 78,715,628 95,277.725 669.681,672 737,148.017
Traffic 7,597,239 6,896,362 50,469.424 49.955.317
Transportation 172,553.833 178,239.301 1.172,481.450 1.376,637.660
.Misc. operations 4.180.234 4.279.556 26.971.716 29,389.778
(General 12.861,191 13.311.456 91.825.525 100.963,220
Tran?. for inv.—Cr.. 644.887 425.228 3,427,781 3,407,23-1

Railway op. exp... 340.725.809 362.756.274 2.419.602.386 2.726.336.»52
Net. rev. from ry. op. 102,457,181 100,183,419 634,928,650 413,022.520
Kailway tax accruals. 26,089,187 23,706,289 173,438,621 157,185.934
Uncollectible 114.565 112.490 775.267 692.140

Rv. op. income 76.253.429 76.364.640 460.714.762 255.174,446
Equip, rents—Dr. bal. 5.187.763 5.244.742 32,074,464 29.317.256
Joint facility rent

—

Dr. balance 1,826,629 1.795.702 10.369.204 11.143,113
Net Ry. op. inc 69,239,037 69,324,196 418,271,094 214,714.078

Per cent of expenses. 76.88 78.36 79.21 86.84

'Includes $2,932,311, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
'Includes $2,823,339. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
'Includes $17,879,407. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
'Includes $18,846,480, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

Ready for the Initial Trip

service for the reason that this type of equipment was an inno-

vation in Iowa railroading. A number of Great Western officers

and others made the initial trip, leaving Dcs Moines on Monday
morning and reaching Marshalllown by noon that same day.

Adding Insult to Injury

According to the Macon (Ga.) TclcKrapli more than $600 and

some watches and jewelry were stolen from the occupants of

the Savarnah sleeping car of the Central of Georgia, in Macon,

as the car lay on a side track at the Terminal station, on the

morning of September 15, the car having arrived alxnit 3:30 a. m.,

and the passengers being asleep. A screen window at one end

of the car had l)ccn cut out where the thief had made his entry

and another at the other end where he made his escape.

C. H. Findlcy, chief claim agent of the railroad, a passenger

on the car, was relieved of a gold watch and some documents ;
and

the hammock in which his clothing was lying was removed from

the berth.

The porter, who claimed to have been awake all the time.

Former C. & E. I. Coal Road Sold

Purchase has been concluded of that portion of the former Brazil

branch of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois between West Melcher.

Ind., La Crosse and Goodland. and the Illinois-Indiana state line.

This road, which was known, until the first part of this year,

as the Brazil branch and the Indiana Coal division of the C. & E. I.,

will hereafter be known as the Oiicago, Attica & Southern. Much
of the stock in the new company has been sold to farmers, mine
owners and grain elevator operators who are located along tlie

line. These people have e.vertcd every effort to prevent the

junking of this road which proved so unprofitable to the C. & E. I.,

this company averaging a loss of about $500,000 or more annually.

The purchase price was said to be $25O,0(X). .Among those

interested in the purchase of the road are J. S. Na>e of Attica,

Ind.; C. W. Zeigler, .\tlica, chairman of the Indiana highway

commission ; F. Lyons of Brook, Ind. ; L. Shipman of Fowler, and

E. S. Booc of Kingman, Ind. That part of the coal division

between West Welcher and Brazil was recently saved from

abandonment when the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western pur-

chased it. This is considered the most profitable section of the

br.inch line.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads— Selected Items for the Month
Ton-miles {tliousands)

Locomotive-miles Car-miles ,
'•

, of

Avcrafe /- *
n ,

*
\ Gross. Net. ,

miles of Principal Loaded Ptr E.xcluding Revenue Serv-

Region ro.id .ind vear road Train- and (thou- cent lt«cmotive and non- ice-

New Encland Reeion:' operated miles helper Light sands) loaded and tender revenue able

Boston & Altony 1922 394 232,190 244^69 23.415 4.423 69.3 209,668 74,005 112
' 1921 394 238,548 257,204 28,825 4,268 63.4 227,907 88,303 120

Boston & Maine 1922 2.455 484,969 543,775 42,671 11,245 75.3 517,762 205,627 318

1921 2.469 501,041 554.038 47,562 10,413 67.7 543,685 221,613 343

N Y N H &H 1922 1,959 431,276 470,649 25,939 11,454 73.4 530.317 210,789 266
'

" 1921 1,959 455,987 495,440 32,299 10,340 65.3 545,425 225,718 301

*^''*'bJlii^Se1-*Hudsc/n 1922 887 227,653 305,365 30.192 6,394 73.3 340,886 156,871 307
1921 880 338,651 441,012 31,292 8,198 60.9 546,714 267,406 269

Del Lacka & Western 1922 994 433.070 516.024 102,500 13,933 73.3 678,399 284,549 302
1921 995 485.022 587,595 110,734 14.683 67.5 822.777 383,357 307

Erie Cine Chic. & Erie)... 1922 2,309 762,044 826.198 65,316 26,246 69.4 1,410,470 594.201 509
1921 2,259 873,116 981.640 46,710 28,202 66.0 1,687,295 771,155 522

Lehich Vallev 1922 1,316 458,879 508,933 71,774 13.233 71.9 707,946 321,178 443
1921 1,316 527,360 583,615 58.303 14,918 62.3 916,825 421,736 416

Michiean Central 1922 1,827 472,084 488,279 23,274 16.848 68.8 841,411 318,343 311

1921 1.829 424,997 435,511 16,762 12.713 62.4 702,150 263,680 315

N'ew York Centr.il 1922 5,675 1,454,716 1,656,384 122,625 56,892 70.8 2,928,017 1,214,787 943

1921 5,655 1,542.562 1,706,487 118,905 52,688 62.5 3,061,207 1,290,314 1,001

N Y . Chicago & St. L 1922 1,225 455.952 463,544 1,316 14.014 71.5 691,147 278,239 163
1921 1,225 397,911 399,451 1,359 11,064 64.8 582,108 225,529 182

Pere Marquetie 1922 2,182 290,199 294,754 5.105 7,117 72.3 362,533 162,618 162
1921 2,196 308,281 315,658 6,615 7,297 65.6 413.440 180,964 171

Pitts & Lake Eric 1922 228 90,987 95,849 713 2,927 68.8 191.525 110.091 65
1921 225 63.824 73,384 601 2.105 62.6 150,967 83,215 61

Wabash 1922 2,418 434,732 516,192 5,088 15,265 77.3 733,353 314,893 282
1921 2,418 534,146 560,938 6,954 15.153 70.0 802,090 343,814 270

Ohio-Indiana-Allegheny Reei<ii:

Ealitmore & Ohio.-.T 1922 5.235 1,181,969 1,344,521 87,285 32,041 73.8 1,738.520 858,448 671
1921 5,185 1,636,926 1,881,304 138,232 39,357 60.7 2,572,741 1,267,476 991

Central R R. of N T 1922 689 227.461 243,597 24,762 4,956 70.1 246,809 108,288 266
1921 679 258,539 286,873 36,510 5,604 60.1 382,069 174,647 203

Chicago & Eastern III 1922 945 201,498 204,434 3,486 4,886 71.1 252,546 118.596 115
1921 1,131 229.412 230,394 3,664 5,100 58.5 31.'.682 145.858 130

C C C * St L 1922 2,383 578.038 604,578 10,240 17,764 65.9 1,010.760 462,099 250
" ' 1921 2.382 570.313 593,615 2,884 15,322 59.8 939,316 400,001 289

Elirin, JclSet & Eastern 1922 459 90.527 97,434 4,244 2.86'.. 71.2 195.263 107,985 86
1921 456 77,587 83.817 3.900 2,318 67.0 167,340 89,639 97

Long Island 1922 394 42,268 44,040 8,214 46! 61.0 25.612 9,187 36
1921 395 41,338 46.194 7.501 4-!6 56.4 26.710 10.075 34

Pennsylvania System 1922 10,903 4,138,189 4,417,758 293,461 115,140 69.2 6,830,747 3,275,724 2,589
1921 10,877 3,945.857 4,260.058 309.256 100.934 62.3 6,861.872 3,389,384 2,656

Phila & Reading 1932 1,119 432,878 466,829 46,013 10,404 70.0 600,729 298.737 389
1921 1,119 480,507 540,438 65,992 11,469 61.3 783,701 405,987 367

'^'"^CheMTCakfT'Ohio 1922 2,548 590,151 654,263 15.674 17,048 60.3 1..3i;0.R57 701,899 357
' 1921 2,548 733,183 791,576 22.964 21,003 55.3 1,696.036 917,372 431

Norfolk & Western 1922 2,228 787,301 977,073 30;522 21,159 59.4 1,612.112 872.036 617
1921 2.221 688,146 819,340 33,548 13,469 57.3 1,452,452 790,132 606

^"^
Atlantic '^Coast Line 1922 4,922 536.756 540,202 9,473 12,100 70.2 596.704 245,859 322

1921 4,877 518,249 519,392 7,342 11,163 63.3 580,102 220.973 294

Central of Georgia 1922 1,907 267.346 273,880 4.540 5,595 75.5 272,950 119,036 119
1921 1,899 267,556 273,381 3,410 5,343 66.2 289,506 120,822 112

I C (inc Y &M. V) 1922 6,137 1,801.871 1,840,274 4S.819 4S.n!2 63.9 2.946.318 1.312.072 738
^ • • ,921 6151 1,482,989 1,489,040 33.517 38.321 62.9 2.427.182 1,078,466 703

I-ouisville X Nashville 1922 5.021 1,36.',840 1,406.627 47,338 24,370 66.8 1.426.449 675,223 618
1921 5,026 1,495.866 1,604.636 58.585 26.514 61.4 1,667.336 776,532 551

Seaboard Air Ure 1922 3,537 394,245 400.189 10,431 8,567 72.1 426,470 175,652 159

1921 3,537 392,819 308,574 6,648 8,084 66.8 415.454 165,263 166

Southern Ry 1922 6,942 1.229.021 1.257,320 39,880 27.123 75.4 1,308.649 563,848 840
1921 6,942 1.248.422 1,274,243 27.214 26,352 64.6 1,395.942 554.415 898

""c^&'n" W*^*""' . ..1922 8,419 1.253.211 1,298,987 26,157 29,303 70.4 1.508,570 609,232 782
;921 8,334 1,409,544 1,455.190 18,178 27,994 59.2 1,674,822 627.808 838

C M & St P 1922 11.027 1,497.565 1.539,897 66.884 38,720 68,2 2.050,21* 904.925 814
1921 10,992 1.370,466 1.403.957 61,197 33.087 65.8 1.802.67* 798.912 876

C St P M &0 1922 1,726 350.432 385,214 19,089 6,406 68.8 378.460 159.020 156
'

1921 1.726 284,665 301,346 11,330 5,292 69.8 . 277,285 120,122 156

Great Northern ; 1922 8.263 74'>.175 760,943 29,315 20,987 65.2 1,235.500 627,627 572

1921 8,159 675.191 692.217 23,438 17,747 64.6 1,041651 483,345 604

M St P & S Ste M....1922 4,355 508,741 513.773 9,588 11.662 72.8 581.756 268.282 351

1921 4.225 414.724 444.343 5.641 8.579 66.9 430.92S 181,936 344

Northern Pacific 1922 6.389 840.498 873.022 38.368 22.577 76.4 1,181,845 552.955 573

1921 6.408 650,735 681.792 43.847 18.733 68.8 1,023.521 462.866 526

Ore Wash R R & Nav...l922 2.143 206.552 226,092 31,747 4,973 72.6 274.975 130.082 133

1921 2,198 164,190 178,681 21.417 3,952 74.2 214.633 102,177 115

'"'Atch "ron"* Santa' Fe.... 1922 9,798 1,594.010 1,676.876 78.860 44,547 69.4 2,434.903 960.121 777

1921 9.771 1.473.477 1.566.423 70.602 39.0OS 65.8 2,213,962 846.3.19 78S

Chicago & Alton 1922 1.010 1O1.170 193.656 4.584 4.433 72.7 234.110 02,460 77

1921 1.010 338.835 344.418 4.584 7.116 61.0 447.4:'0 178.049 127

Chic Burl & Ouincy 1922 9.326 1.375,209 1.434.411 68.546 36.226 68.9 1.969.313 800.201 762

1921 9.326 1,404 358 1,466.710 69.383 36.526 64.6 2.307.3.30 1,061.983 687

Chic Itnck Tsl & Pacific. 1922 7,662 1.3'<.V4'9 1,406,651 18,583 32,087 72.3 1.640.442 600,435 581

1921 7.661 1,513.753 1.5t7,187 16,007 31,608 65.7 1,801.650 778.733 586

Denv. A Rio Grande WcM'n. 1922 2.!>93 3.V.f.l4 374.4.13 59,283 4,971 67,8 .103.350 149.4.36 234
1031 2,593 102.432 237.788 46,882 4,230 67.? 247.330 119.750 223

Oregon Short Line I0?2 2,360 308.550 324.710 26,697 6,922 70,4 389.736 179.661 181

1921 2,359 261,436 267,409 15,303 5.827 64.3 349.024 156.525 179

Southern Pacific 1922 6.983 1.155,370 1.316,178 238,595 33,456 67.2 1.888.85? 735,013 595

>921 6.975 1.20(1,301 1.370.609 255 274 31.825 61.7 1,031.975 738.621 564

Union Pacific 1922 3,707 700 308 801.227 38.705 25.613 6O.8 1.350.075 524.978 416

1921 3.615 8'8,3!;6 8.39.584 32.';62 25.161 63.2 1.466,093 562.369 383

'

G^f. *o!lo. T'sa'nta Fc 1922 1,805 201.<H^ 210.233 5,050 5,425 71.3 293,160 135.334 131

1921 1,895 332 43'; 334.737 7.409 7.723 63 5 4''1.0R4 234.067 1?1

MiMonri, Kans. .it! Ttr 1922 y/i» 210,06! 321.120 9,|03 6.304 66.1 337.956 139.277 121

1921 l.-flO 260,1 '6 36'i.467 8,554" 6,838 5o.8 397.000 158.070 140

Mo.. Kan». <k Tex of Trx..I«22 1,738 156 (.76 160,987 4.956 3,058 69.6 163,284 68.811 67

1921 1,740 276. 107 281,467 ' 2,712 5.277 58.9 337. ^oo 140 561 107

Missouri P.iciftc 1923 7.305 914.033 ,025,672 33.543 23.538 75.5 1.3'7.077 572,121 414

1021 7,264 1,104,0)0 1,114.816 30,714 25,3''2 68.4 1.461,245 665.580 402

Si Lmiis-San Franci«o 1922 4.683 795,441 8ni,031 13.480 14,26« 69.0 794.668 356,722 337

1921 4.683 R0O.S,»() 812.8.12 10.887 13.742 63.6 806 007 354,247 3.16

Sodlhern Pacific I.inm fin.. 1922 3.710 5.50,375 5-'i3.826
,

5,687 11.141 66.5 652.448 288 079 198

TcTA* ati.l T.onitiana1'....19il 3.647 572 403 5'4.943 " 4,147 10.374 64 7 61'?.573 274,014 176

TVurni Parific 1932 1.953 199.315 109,2|5 ti 1 2.i89 5.028.1; 70,4 2,S9,««7

1

105.244 112-

1921 1,953 256.070 2<6.070 1.573 5.709 65.7 316,284 126,048 120

'No poMenger train Mrvice.
Comfilti by tht Bureau tf Statiitiri, InUrtMt Commrrct CommiitioH. Suhirrt to rrt-inoii.

of July, 1922,

Per cent
unserv-
iceable StcTcd
21.5
19.2

28.3 39
25.1 63
22.9 22
21.0 38

2.6 197
14.0 114
17.2 39
14.7 47
33.0 78
25.3 96
20.5 164
23.4 131
22.5 88
22.5 82
40.0 288
39.0 279
26.4 35
30.6 64
23.2 17
18.1 20
23.8 15
28.7 21
16.0 32
22.4 49

251
177
114
127

628
641
.59

259
245
245
213

56
137
150

65
46

214
264
182
158

50.6
29.3
12.7
22.4
34.3
27.2
44.4
33.8
19.8
9.9

17.8
19.6
23.2
23.9
15.S
18.7

35.1
23.0
13.8
12.8

6.0
17.0
11.0
12.2
10.6
15.6
42.4
35.6
19.8
19.7

24.9
22.6
23.2
19.6
26.3
26.7
20.4
22.4
13.0
1.1.9

18.2
22.2
17.8
25.3

16.8
18.7
45.7
26.8
21.9
27.8
23.8
21.3
26.4
26.1
21.2
19.8
22.5
25.3
20.3
28.0

11.0
32.5
34.4
17.7
54.0
27.4
28.6
30.4
23.8
29.9
32.4"

41.4
43.1
36.5

599
868
227
169

106
114
160

149
158
16
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Compared with July. 1921. for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000.

K«Vo<), roMj ^fwj y«ar
Hn EmUnJ Kr«'..n:

B<aion t .Muny I"*--;

B<alaa k llainr

X. y., S. H. » II

Crtat Lakci Rrgion

:

I)<Umr & Hudioa 1922
1971

Dd<«mtr, LkU. * Wc*c. I92J

Kri» fiiu. Chic. * Erie). .19.'.'

!' !
I^i<b \\1ICT I

Mkkion CcninI

New Yoffc Coxnl l"*.'.

1921
N. v.. Chic, a St. I 192J

1921
Pm MarourTtc 1922

1921
Piti. k Lake Erie 19.'.'

1921
\V»b«ih ...1922

1921
OhNflndiana-.Mletheny Reffi'v:

Balumnce k Obi? 1923
1921

Central R. R. of .S. J... 1922
1921

"liairi * Eastern 111 192.'

1921

. C. C. ft St. I \92>
1921

oil, Jolid k Eastent. . 1922
1921

ng Island 1922
1921

I'riiiwylvania System . 1922
19.'

I

PhiU. ft Renrfing 192.'

1921
Poeahoatas Rryion;

Chevipealie & Ohio 1922
1921

NorfUk ft Western 1922
1921

Sotnhem Region:
.Atlantic Coaat I.ine 1922

1921
-n'ral of Genrgia 1922

T)2I
C. (inc. Y. ft M. V.)..l»22

1721
I'srille ft Nashville... 1»22

1921
—;.ho«r<l .\ir I.inr 1922

1921
Souibe.-n Rv 1922

1921
Ntiethweat Region:

r. i N W 1922
1921

' M. ft St. P 1922
1921

Si. p.. M. ft 1922
1921

r-.it Xortbern 1922
1921

.Sf.. St. P. ft -Sle. Vf....l92?
1921

Nortbem Pacific 1922
1921

Ore. Wash. R. R. ft .Vav. .I9?2
1921

Central Western Region:
Atch., Top. & Santa Fe..l922

1921

Chicago ft Alton 1922
1921

Oiic. Hurl, ft Qiiin^v.. .1922
1921

< hie. Rock Isl. & Pacific. 1922
1921

I'-nvcr ft Rio Grande ..1922
Wealcrn. 1921

• rgon Short Mne 19?2
1921

.-..njthern Pacific 1922
1921

Union Pacific 1922
1921

' ' ' western Region :

ilf. Colo, ft Santa Fe..l922
1921

Ul-s.mri. Kar.s. A Tex.. 1922
19?1

Mo.. Knns. « Tex. of 1922
Tex. 1921

Missouri P.icific 1922
1921

St. LouiS'San Francisco. . 1922
1921

Southern Pacific Lines.. 1922
(In Texas and Jj.1< 1921

Texas P.icifir 19'>2

12,529
11.194
17.U1IJ

91.726
4.966
g.3M

10,1 12
11.527
18.5S3
19,084)

11.723
13,295

67,341
72.904
20.26S
20,739
15,793
16.535
17,563
19.322
9,157
9,735
2.146
2.450

191.825
221.02(.
2J.'>H.i

28,817

35,512
41.885
28.087
37.444

4.861
37,112
48.512
31.162
4«.229
12,141
11,525
33,186
39,379

43,734
51,174
50,249
48,516
3,565
4,451

45,274
47.228
18,619
19.045
33,5K1

39.148
6,586
6,192

Futeiia
4.949
3.936

13.647
12.027
16.942
14.027

4.990
5.036
7,651
7.074

19.266
14,86H
9.634
8,581
13.495
12.014
48.916
43.619
8.852
7.227
10,486
8,745
10,278
7,039

11.314
10.124

37.381
27.674
8,311
7,504
5,042
3,896

20.172
14,826
5.915
3,539
2,799
3,268

9,269

15,769
10,850
12,421
5,414

8.554
6,153
5,208
3.787

27,5.>7

16.648
21.471
15,435
10,464
6,739

28,141
15,485

26,268
22,692
23,816
20.597
9.503
10.334
9,499
5.376
6.723
7.149
9.665
6.532
2.303
2.313

(•)

10,148
46.887
50.664
31,759
31.079
12.453
13.226
6.589
7,189

23.420
24.179
17.063
19.490

6,607
8.578
8,745
7,972
261
266

28.413
32.124
20.759
21.161
6.938
8.951
5.496
6.397

(=>

4.569
21.948
19.435
14.355
18,192
3.521
3.022
2.647
2.544

20,787
17.429
7.519
7.589

3.602
3.533
6,453
5.297

10.285
13.357
21,111
19,065
16,321
11.222
11.862
13.145
5.537
4,748

S.13V
7.102

2V.772
30.521
40.45*
41,064

17.519
16.210
24.734
24.972
54.953
55,790
41,091
41.159
28,883
31.978

124.490
135,345
13,818
15.611
20.598
20.272
28,863
26.119
23,037
23,419

104.722
100,578
28,579
28,243
20.835
20.431
37.735
34.148
15,072
13,274
4,945
5.718

35.038
38,086

51,281
52.735
40,508
42.858

24.330
26.993
8.483
8.648

64.639
65.160
52,633
55.664
22.605
18,264
61,327
54,864

70.002
73.866
74.065
69.113
13,068
14,785
54,773
52.604
25.342
26.194
43.246
45.680
8.889
8.505

(«)

14,717
68,835
70.099
46.114
49,271
15.794
16.248
9.236
9.73J

44.207
41,608
24.602
27.079

10.209
12.111
15.198
13,269
10,546
13,623
49,524
51.189
37,080
32,383
18.800
22.006
11,023
11.145

7.6

7.3

17.J
21.3
24.4
21.9

7.5
13.6

13.3
13.7
19.1

21.7
12.6
15.1

16.6
19.7
17.4
15.6
15.0
20.9
12.9
17.9
32.3
34.9
11.3
10.6

23.2
18.9

10.8
15.4

Cruaa
toea Xcl

I
' |«r uaiB. .Vet too*
aadixluig tons per
Mcamotivt per la*<jed

Stores! and imder iraio car
903 319 "' "

1.131 955
1,081 1,068

2,921 1,0*5

155 1,230

S33 1,1911

6,107 1.497

1,339 1,614
379 1,566
495 1,696

J.921 1.851

11.038 1.932

6,295 1.543

3.H6 1.739
1,782

1.197 1,652
10.354 1,959

27.255 1.985
369 1.516

1,271 1,463

200
1.000 1.341

4.913 2,105
2,145 2,365

554 1.482
1,055 1,502

5,317 1,471

6.030 1,572
11.245 1,065

4,560 1,478

6,584 1.253

4,100 1.367

7,165 1.749

2,642 1,647

68
1.120

22,308
58,482
8.864
7.309

9.3
10.1

17.6
19.8
14.5
17.8

14.5
13.8
14.6

14.2
13.7

11.1

10.5

1.845
135

2.628

3.715
4.974
428

7.056
1,219
2.508

7.555
5.124
1.20O
248

7.960
398

3,867
4.191
2.826
2.086
414

2.025
990

1.917
3.706
4.378

481
316

3.500
2.243
1,730
430

3.167
4.265

2.157
2.157
606
646

l.CSl
1,739
1,388
1,6318.6

16.0 739 2,204
9.2 4,298 2,313
5.3 2,048
9.0 4.152 2.111

17.7 1.112
22.9 1.119

13.9 1,021

15.4 1.082

11.3 3.943 1,635
12.6 6.946 1.637

12.3 71 1.047

26.1 94 1.115

34.1 1.082

29.5 1.058
13.3 1.065
19.9 1,957 1.118

1.204
1,188
1,369
1,315
1,080
974

1.696
1.543
1,144
1,039
1,406
1,573
1.331
1,307

1,528
1.497
1,225
1,321
1,432
1.572
1,177
1,191
1,328
1.285
1.26?
1.335
1.635
1.610
1.721
1.770

370
424
442
4«9
495

689
790
657
790
78(1

883
700
800
674
620
813
837
610
567
560
587

1,210
1,304
636
644

726
774
476
676
589
636
799
701

1,193
1,155
217
244
792
859
690
845

1,189
1,251

458
426
445
452
728
727
495
519
446

486
445
604
583
454
422
848
716
527
439
658

20.7
18-1
21.3
18.4

21.8

24.5
32.6
20.4
26.1
22.6
27.3
24.3
28.3
18.9

20.7
21.4
24.5
19.9
20.4
22.8
24.8
37.6
39.5
20.6
22.7

26.8
32.2
21.8
31.2
24.3
28.6
26.0
26.1
37.6
38.7
19.9
22.6
28.4
33.6
28.7
35.4

41.2

27.1

29.3
20.5
20.4
20.8
21.0

20.8
22.4
23.4
24.1
24.K

23.0
21.2
24.5
24.7
26.2
25.9

20.7
19.4
23.6

•Includes Galveston, Harrisburg ft ."San Antmi.-. IJniistnn ft Rhr
I-ikcs Charles & Northern, Louisiana Weslcm. Mnru.in's T.a. !i Tcj

•No data available.

876
1,539

'efwrr,

R. R

1,458
1,461
1,536
1,475
1,042
1,185
1.342
1.322
999

1.006
1,185
1.186
1.305
1.235

Houston & T
ft S. S. Co.. .1

602
572
484
525
647
756
495
515
657
62i
582
599
637
615
664
679

673
695
633
587
439
508
636
603
448
442
533
524
528
492

21.7
20.9
25.0
24.6
29.1

21.5
24.6
30.1

28.3
26.0
26.0
22.0
23.2
20.5
22.4

24.9
29.0
22 1

23.1
22.5
26.6
24.3
36.3
25.0
25.8
25.4
26.1
20.9
22.1
Ccnir:
Texas

-Vet

too-
mile*
l«r

cai-<U>
293
365
223
234
168
177

495
349
446
252
331
356
266
315
308
650
466
255
288
123
103
441
474

264
407
122
199
184
230
395
378
231
218

381
384
275
344

442
561
694
595

326
264
453
451
655
534
414
ISO
251
292
297
326

.'73

393
262
370
296
341
224
412
327
472
388

491
448

(»)

390
417
489
483
510
302
238
627
519
537
573
688
670

427
597
296
384
?10
333
373
419
310
352
494
400
30S

t I. ti coal per
Dilc* 1.000 fra*> pASStaou Suvicx

16.2
16.3
12.4

16.1

26.8
24.8

18.8
27.3
20.6
20.8
20.1
45.7
35.3
15.4
17.7

2.896
3,471
3,716

5,705
9,79*
9,234
12,433
8,300

10.335
5.622
4,650
6,905
7,361
7,324
5,937
2,404
2,658

4.8 15.581
4.2 11.950

27.6 4,201
29.8 4,587

5,290
7,886
5,071
8,303
4,048
4,160
6,256
5,416
7,587
6,337
752
824

9.692
10,052
8,610
11,705

10.7
10.6
13.8

23.1

24.2

19.3
18.4
13.7

15.8

17.8 8.886
23.2 11,613
28.4 12,627
24.2 11,476

22.9
21.1
28.2
30.1

37.5
30.2
22.4
25.0
17.0
21.4
18.9
24.0

19.2
20.6
24.7
23.5
23.0
16.5
19.0
16.9
20.4
15.8
22.0
19.2
24.9
20.2

32.8
31.4
(•)

25.6
24.7
26.0
31.0
31.5
14.8
12.5
34.3
30.1

36.3
39.9
48.1
47.4

20.3
23.3
18.0
21.5
29.3

/u-.(,44
945.638

1,090.111
1.117.459

192
176
164
162
136
129
171
154
109
111
118

722.347
225.541
509.318
511.678
691,879
684,884
355.319
370.802
603.046
624.246

__ 2,502.472
1 1 1 2.490.233

156.152
152.844
273,283
336.485
119.635
111.914
459,669
529.312

105
135
121
93
88

132
141

196
174
216
168
148
152

108
115
364
346
137

20.9 1

25.1 ;

il. Houston F-i5t ft

& New Orleans.

1.611
1,459
2,014
2.052
6.897
5.655
4,338
4,984
1.602
1.507
2.620
2,576

2,334
2,430
2,647
2,344
2,972
2,245
2.450
1.911
1.987
1.389
2.792
2,330
1,958
1,500

3,161
2,794
2,952
5,685
3,079
3,673
2.907
3.379
1.859
1.490
2.456
2.140
3.400
3.416
4.568
5,019

2.303
3.815
2.709
2,983
1,277
2.606
2.526
2.956
2.457
2.440
2.504
2.423
1.739
2.082
West

1.396.119
1,398.686
414.173
391.142
206.865
222.173
707.901
708.250
0)
(>)

225.663
229,546

5,257,619
5.386.945
511,817
536.967

449,181
447.842
397.703
516.265

701,732
719.321
335.567
322.135

1.450.975
1.425,986
1,017.778
961,307
481,587
561,757

1,319,584
1,326,402

1,546,210
1,697,026
1,481.482
1.533.010
303.919
322.117
969.800

1,002.138
446,949
442.020
854.603
878.259
262,825
261,013

131 1.672.955
140 1.644,914
181 282.115
165 295.543
140 1.549.258
144 1.542.012
145 1.310.281
153 1,374,351
181 280.783
192 253.492
130 319,744
14.1 324.808
143 1.392.875
143 1,448,617
125 914,923
138 924,001

197.898
194,951
238.288
272.230
212,821
274.621
929.255
954,153
741.653
783,011
547.457
537.988
295.517
.301.232

Iberia ft

5.iyu.:&s
5.319,161
7,006,312
7.353,973

1.288,684
1,287,739
3,809,328
3.871,434
5,195.316
5,361,532
2,867,678
2,956,049
5,185,851
5,480,919
20,719,559
20,663,826

920,036
796,834

1,580.482
1,828,840
660,177
623.110

2,738,862
2,946,668

8,716,297
9,035,055
2,109,320
1,975,085
1,351.673
1.478.981
4.277.590
4,428.814

(')

<)
1,427,787
1.402.524

34,940,235
36.265,386
2,360,082
2,456,785

2,528,102
2,571.572
2,461,987
2,715,463

4,181,273
4,278,560
1,700,167
1,593.931
8,261,121
8.195,244
5,889.950
5,636.106
2./11.855
3.193.925
7.626.89S
7.855.123

10.201.241
11.030,761
9.400.444
9,834,996
1,849.105
1.912.111
6.841.078
6,676.060
2,773,733
3.738.939
6.903.874
6.670.381
1.860,735
1.884.460

13,285,553
12,552,567
1,639.929
1.712.349

10.957.783
10.786.860
7.833.462
8,214,812
2,090.015
1.919.990
3,460.514
3.432.918

11.940.304
11.788.673
7.934.912
7.931.555

1.153.357
1.145.665
1.782.484
1,976,085
1.362.624
1.714.524
5.418,954
5,561,227
4.135.151
4.471.593
3.504.503
3.513.402
1.822.291
1.974.565

Vermillion.
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Fire Risk in Northern Minnesota Forests

The railroads in Northern Minnesota, having suffered serious

losses in damages paid on account of forest fires, particularly in

1918, have been taking special precautions to guard against the

recurrence of these disasters. William Byrne, supervisor of the

railway fire patrol, under the State forestry service, says that

during the recent drought, the railroads have given a good account
of themselves. He cites, particularly, the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern, operating many trains daily through a section of

woods which by the protracted drought, has become a mass of

tinder. This road uses a small fleet of speeders, and one fol-

lows every train. Every fire caused by sparks is quickly reported

and where necessary a special fire train is dispatched to ex-

tinguish it. Scores of small fires have thus been kept within the

right-of-way. This fire train consists of a locomotive and four

tank cars w?th a high-pressure steam pump on the locomotive.

Railway Books Selected by Executives

The Hotel McAIpin, New York, asked a number of railway

executives to recommend books on transportation subjects for

the hotel's business library. A number of executives gave their

selections and the hotel has made public the titles chosen by
Messrs. Kruttschnitt, Holden, Willard, Gorman and Parmelee.

These lists varied from eleven to seventeen books each and the

titles chosen by three or more of the five whose selections have
been made public are

:

Principles of Railroad Transportation, bv E. R. Johnson and
T. W. Van Metre,
The American Transportation Question, by Samuel O. Dunn,
Railroads : Rates and Regulation, by \V. Z. Ripley.

Railroad Traffic and Rates, by E. R. Johnson and G. C. Huebner.
Regulation of Railways, by Samuel O. Dunn,
Railroads and Government, by F. H. Dixon,
Waterways versus Railways, by H. G. Moulton,
Where and Why Public Ownership Has Failed, by Yves Guyot.
Government Ownership of Railways, by Samuel O. Dunn,
Railroad Administration, by Ray Morris.
Titles mentioned on two of the five lists which were submitted

are

:

The Railways and the Traders, by Sir W. M. Acworth,
Railroads : Finance and Organization, by W. Z. Ripley,
Elements of Railway Economics, by Sir W. M. Acworth,
The Rise of Rail Power in War and Conquest, by E. A. Pratt,

Economic Theory of the Location of Railways, by A.. M.
Wellington.

Report on Winslow Junction Derailment

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,

dated July 26, and signed by W. P. Borland, Chief of the Bureau
of Safety, on the cause of the derailment at Winslow Junction,

N. J., on the Atlantic City Railroad, July 2, when three passengers

and four trainmen were killed and 84 passengers and live employees
were injured. This derailment was reported in the h'ailusiy Age
of July 8, page 77 (with editorial comment in the issues of July 8
;md July 15). The present report gives few additional details.

It contains excellent photographic engravings showing the line

of the road and the signals. The summary at the end of the

report says that the evidence is conclusive that the route was
lined for the branch at least five minutes prior to the approach of

train No. 33 The approach locking would not have prevented

the signalman from changing the route after the train had passed

the distant signal, but there is no evidence that this was done and
the inspector accepted the signalman's statement that he had not

moved any of the levers after setting up this route. Engincman
Wescolt was employed as a fireman in 1906 and was promoted
to engineman in 1909; and his record was clear. He had been

on «luty about one hour and 40 minutes, and before that was
off duty 13 hours or more. The report says, further: "The investi-

gation disclosed that Engincman Wescoft apparently failed to shut

off steam, did not acknowledge proceed signals given by brakemen
at the rear end and head end of freight train No. 4''1 (standing on
the side track), did not whistle for the crossing near the distant

signal, and did not soimd one long blast on the whistle required

to be sounded when approaching junctions, ;ind customarily

sotuidcd at this particular point to call for the high-speed route to

Atlantic City." The report contains the usual recommendation
for the introduction of automatic train control apparatus.

ffrTmriTitntirrininititiiiiniittiiinitiiiinaiiiitTiiinitfiiiiitiiiniiiMiiiitiittiiniiiiiitiiTtiitniitiitiintniiintiiiiinrmrinimmnmmnmii!;

I Commission and Court News |
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State Commissions

Final Effort to Prevent Junking Part of M. D. & G.

Roused in final effort to prevent junking of that portion of the

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf between Hot Springs, .^rk., and Glen-
wood, and seeking immediate restoration of freight and passenger
service as vital to the interests of over 1,500 square miles tributary

to the line, more than a dozen petitions were presented to the

Arkansas Railroad Commission on September 18. The petitions,

many of which were in bulk form, containing the names of many
farmers, mill operators, fruit and truck organizations, laborers,

schoolteachers and other producers and shippers, set forth that

following the annulment of service on the railroad : "Mills have
shut down, immigration and land settlement has stopped, bank
deposits have shrunk, trade has dwindled, lands have depreciated

in value, many businesses have gone into bankruptcy and per-

manent junking of the said railroad or longer annulment of service

means financial ruin to hundreds of farmers and scores of busi-

ness enterprises. . .
.'' The petitions represented a territory

from Hot Springs west to New Hope, about 70 miles.

United States Supreme Court

Court Will Construe Tariffs, Regardless of I. C. C.

In an action by an elevator company against the Great Northern
and the Director General to recover $80 alleged to have been
exacted in violation of the carrier's tariff, as a reconsignment
charge for corn shipped from points in Iowa and Nebraska to

Willmar, Minnesota, and after inspection rebilled to Anoka, it

appeared that the tariff rate from points of origin to both places

was the same. Willmar is the place where grain by this route
is inspected and graded under the state and federal laws. The
shipper claimed that the case was within the exception. Para-
graph .•\, to Rule 10 of the tariff. Whether the charge was
payable depended solely upon a question of construction; that is,

whether the body of the rule or the exception to it applied. On
this question there was room for reasonable difference of opinion.

The railroad, relying particularly upon Texas & Pacific \s.

.Vmcrican Tie & Lumber Co., 234 U. S. 138, and Loomis vs. L. \',

240 L'. S. 43, claimed seasonably that until the true construction

of the tariff had been determined by the Interstate Commerce
Commission the trial court was without jurisdiction. The court
overruled this objection, construed the exception, and entered
judgment for the shipper, which was affirmed by the Minnesota
Supreme Court. The case was brought to the United States

Supreme Court on writ of certiorari, 255 U. S. 567.

The railroad contended that, to insure uniformity, the true con-
struction must, in case of dispute, 1)6 determined by the Com-
mission. The Supreme Lourt says, in part; "This argument is

unsound. It is true that uniformity is the paramount purpose
of the commerce act. But it is not true that uniformity in con-
struction of a tariff can be attained only through a preliminary
resort to the Commission to settle the construction in dispute.

Every question of the construction of a tariff is deemed a ques-
tion of law ; and where the question concerns an interstate tariff

it is one of federal law. If the parties properly preserve their

rights, a construction given by any court, whether it be federal

or state, may ultimately be reviewed by this court cither on
writ of error or on writ of certiorari ; and thereby uniformity in

construction may be secured. What construction shall be given

to a farilT presents ordinarily a (juestion of law which does not

differ in character from those presented when the construction

of any other docutnent is in dispute. ... In this case no fact,

evidential or ultimate, is in controversy; and there is no occasion
for th; exercise of administrative discretion.

Judsrmcnt of the Slate Supreme Court was affirmed. Great
Northern vs. Merchants' Elevator Co. Opinion by Mr. Justice

Brandeis. Decided Mav 29. 1922.
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Foreign Railway News

A Swiss to Direct Electrification in Japan

:'rc»» di»iMlih«s from Gtncsa jrc authority for Ok ttatemciit

that a Swisf engineer named Durlcr has been appointed director

of worki for the clcctritication undertakings planned by the

Iat>anev- Statr Kailways.

120 Miles of Color-Light Signals

for New Zealand Railways

The New Zealand Government KaiKvays arc to instal auto-

matic block signals on 120 miles of line, single track, color-tight

signals to be used, and the electric apparatus to be alternating

current. The material has been ordered from the Westinghousc

Brake & Saxby Signal Company, Lundoii.

Technical Details of Portuguese Railway Equipment

Con:>ul (iencral Mollis at Lisbon has prepared a report called

"Equipment on Fortugucfe Railways" which can be obtained by

any interested manufacturer by applying to the Bureau of Foreign

& Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C, and asking for exhibit

No. 64991. This report shows the various standard types of

locomotives and freight and passenger cars in use on Portuguese

railways, giving complete technical detaiK.

Wages in Ireland to Stay Up Temporarily
I.O.SIK'S.

A year ago. on the termination of govirnment control, the Irish

railway companies proposed to reduce their employes' wages, but

this proposal was resisted and eventually an agreement was
arrived at, which was later extended and was finally to expire

on August 15, 1922, the anniversary of decontrol. The railway

companies have now intimated to the provisional government that

in view of the present disturbed state of the country, and in the

national interest they will carry on to the best of their ability

imtil the end of the year under the present conditions, it being

under:>tood that the government will sec that the interests of the

shareholders are not prejudiced.

Automatic Train Control Tests in Ireland

London.

' m September 4 tests were conducted of an automatic train con-

iiol and fog signaling apparatus invented by Andrew Kerr, of

Belfast. A 4-4-0 locomotive belonging to the Northern Counties

section of the Midland Railway had been fitted with Mr. Kerr's

apparatus, which is designed to give an audible warning and

partial brake application at distant signals, to bring a train com-

pulsorily to a stop at home signals and to give also a definite

cleiT indication when passing a signal which is "off." The ap-

paratus is entirely mechanical. The tests were carried out under

the direction of Bowman Malcolm, chief engineer; F. G. Hopkirk,

assistant engineer, and F. Cochrane, general foreman of the loco-

motive works.

Hungary Builds Locomotives

With Water Tube Fireboxes

London.

The Hungarian State Railways with a view to teMing the relative

merits of the 4-6-0 type of passenger engine arraiiKcd for simple

and compound operation, in both cases with superheated steam,

have built one of each type at the shops at Budapest, and some

extensive tests have been made. These tests favored the single-

expansion type of locomotive and large orders for this class of

loiomntivc arc now in course of execution The engines are fitted

witli water tube fireboxes, feed water heaters with purifiers and

other special features. For freight traffic locomotives of the 2-8-2

and Mallet types have been introduced an<l Inith these arc similarly

equipped with water tube fireboxes and the other devices men-

tioned. The locomotives are of large proportions and designed

lor the highest tractive effort that drcmnstances permit. Th.

il:fi';ti!i\ ill Minkrriry i« that maximum axle loads of 14 t^ns

, .,, :
• ' .1 in the Eastern zone and 16 tons per axle in

,,, ,i ; ;hr . !••• r .hstricts. These moderate loadings have naturally

tud their effect upon locomotive design, the weight having to

be distributed over a greater number of wheels than would other

wise hav< been necessary

Color Light Signals on the Great Western
lx>NDON.

.At Paddington station, London, of the Great Western Railway,

.•nals have tx-en installed, 5us(K.-ndcd from the pass-

ive across the station, in place of mechanically oper-

:- signals and some of the backing signals. These

lulor lis«hl signals have orange and green indications and can

U- seen in l)oth directions. They are designed so that a failure

of the operating current will cause the orange light to be given

in all cases.

London & North Western Ticket Limits

The London & North Western announces in New York that

passenger tickets for journeys in Great Britain, bought in America,

are now valid for 40 days from date of issue ; and the return

halves of round trip tickets are good for 3 months. The re-

Quircment for further stamping or dating at stations in Great

Britain is discontinued. The free allowance for baggage, subject

to a few exceptions, is, in S^cotland. on one first-class ticket, 120

lb., and on one third-class ticket, 60 lb. Between all stations in

England and Wales and to or from Scotland, on one first-class

ticket, ISO lb.; on one third-class ticket, 100 lb.

The Riga Railway Conference

At the railway conference held in Riga during the last two

weeks of June, three agreements were adopted regarding direct

traffic between the Baltic states (including Finland) and Germany

and Russia, according to Commerce Reports.

The first agreement concerned traffic between Russia and the

Baltic states (Latvia, Esthonia, Lithuania) and Finland, and

represented the so-called Baltic states and Russian Direct Traffic

Union. .According to this convention, the states in question retain

freedom of action in stipulating the rates for direct communication

until the drafting of mutual tariff scales. A mutual settlement

of accounts is to be offered on the fifteenth of each month.

The second agreement concerned direct traffic between Germany

and Soviet Russia, by way of Latvia, Lithuania, and Esthonia.

According to this agreement, Russia will exact payment in

Russian currency for the conveyance of passengers, goods, and

luggage between the Russian border and the Russian interior;

Germany receives that part of the remuneration which covers the

conveyance of such traffic between Germany and the Russian

borders via Latvia and Lithuania. Both Latvia and Lithuania

settle their accounts with Germany, each in its respective currency.

The third agreement relates to direct traffic between Germany

and the States of Latvia, Lithuania, and Esthonia. These several

agreements are subject to confirmation by the respective govern-

ments, whereupon they come into force.

Electrification of the South Eastern &
Chatham Railway, England

Plans and negotiations are being made for the purpose of

obtaining a supply of electric power for the electrification of the

South Eastern & Chatham. The railroad company has applied to

the Electricity Commissioners for consent to the establishment of

a {)O,000-k.W. generating plant at Angerstein's Wharf, Charlton. The

West Kent Electric Company Limited also applied for consent to

build a LSO.OOO-k.w. generating station at Belvedere in the urban

district of Erith. During the course of the inquiry, offers to supply

the railroad company were made by the West Kent Company and

bv the County of London Electric Supply Company.

An important factor in this case is the forthcoming grouping

into one railway system of the London & South Western, the

London. Tlrighton & South Coast and the South Eastern & Chat-

ham Railways. The London & South Western Railway Company

is supplied with electric power from its 25 cycle generating station

at Wimbledon. The I.on.lop, Brighton & South Coast purchases
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energy from the London Electric Supply Corporation. The further

electrification of that railway's suburban lines will entail a supply

which will be many times in excess of that now furnished by the

London Electric Supply Corporation and this additional supply

must be supplied at a frequency of 25 cycles, for the reason that

the equipment of the company's rolling stock is designed for that

frequency. The South Eastern & Chatham Railway Company
also desire a supply at 25 cycles, but as their system of electrifica-

tion will be direct current, a supply at a frequency of SO cycles

is also practicable.

It is e.Npected that the first stages of the electrification of the

South Eastern & Chatham will be completed by June 30, 1925.

and arrangements have been made with the Treasury for a guar-
anteed loan of £6.500.000. five millions uf which are to be expended
on the electrification of the lines. This financial assistance is de-

pendent upon making arrangements for an adequate power supply.

If the railway company purchases its power supply from an out-

side source, it will be relieved from a capital outlay of something
more than f 1,000,000.

What Great Britain's Railways Have
Accomplished Since Returned to Private Control

London, Eng.

It is now practically one year since the railways of Great
Britain were handed over by the British government to their

owners. The coal strike and trade depression at that period had
caused a serious diminution in railway revenues and it was well

known that the railways were working at a loss. With the return

to private ownership the railway companies were confronted with
the necessity of making expenditures and revenue balance. They
had at the same time to meet the persistent demands of the British

public for a reduction in rates and fares, the public absolutely

ignoring the financial embarrassment of the railways. It was
\mdcT such conditions that the companies were faced with the

necessity of restoring their financial equilibrium. The problem
of giving improved facilities to those which had been possible

during the period of government control was rendered more
diflicult by the fact that the chief item of railway expenditure,

namely wages, was outside the control of the companies, being

regulated by a sliding scale based on the cost of living, and that

no direct action could be taken to reduce the cost of fuel and
other materials required by the railways. There w-as also the

fear that in the then depressed condition of trade the attempt
to provide better facilities for passenger and merchandise traffic

at lower rates would easily result in actual loss. It is, however,
to the credit of the British railways that no sooner were they

placed on their own resources than they instituted quite an
elaborate program of holiday excursions. These concessions in-

cluded day and half-day excursions at a single fare for the double

journey, period excursions at a fare and a third for the double

journey, guaranteed day and period excursions by special trains.

daily tickets for local journeys to and from holiday resorts under
certain circumstances at a single fare for the double journey.

cheap fares to passengers attending local events, such as flower

shows, agricultural shows, and so forth, from stations within a

radius of 60 miles, week end tickets and commercial travellers

tickets at a fare and a third for the double journey, tourist and
pleasure party, walking tour, shopping and other cheap tickets.

These facilities, however, lack the generosity of those prevailing

before the war. It is also interesting to note that as passenger

f.ires arc still 75 per cent above prewar level, cheap tickets are

iNo 75 per cent abo\ e those prevailing in 1913.

With reference to freight traffic, the 100 per cent increase brought
iiilii operation on .September 1, 1920, has been reduced to 75

per cent, while the flat rate increases have been lowered by one-

half.

Much progress has also been made in the speeding up of

p.issengcr services and the provision of through travelling facili-

ties and the restoration of old and the introduction of new cross-

country trains. This last feature lias been ni.tde possible owing
Iri the union of interests arising out of the railway grouping

cheme With regard to the speeding up of freight traffic, the

rrvival of express services for perishable freight and the im-

prnvrd timing of many long-distance .services following the

exclusion of vacuum br.ikc fitted cars from the car pooling scheme,

1< of interest. Roimd trips of 500 to 600 miles arc now made
I y freielit trains in 48 hours.

a^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiliiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiifliiillliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimiiiilliiiillllltliuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiniiiiiitiiiii:
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Equipment and Supplies

I I
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Locomotives

The Lehigh \'.\LLtY is inquiring for 25 Mikado type loco-

motives.

The M.mxe Centr.\l is inquiring for twelve 4-6-0 type loco-

motives.

The Se.abo.\rd .\ir Line contemplates buying 15 Pacific type

Io;:omotives.

The Gre.vt Xorther.v contemplates purchasing a number of

locomotives.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 25 Pacific type locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Rock Isl.\xd & Pacific is inquiring for 30

Mikado type and 10 Mountain type locomotives.

The Erie will have repairs made to about 100 locomotives at

the shops of the Crucible Steel Company, Harrison, N. J.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 7

Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Baltimore & Ohio has placed an additional order for

SO Mikado type locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Northern Pacific is expected to issue inquiries within

the next few weeks for from SO to .SO miscellaneous type locomo-

tives.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 15

Mikado type locomotives from the .'\merican Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 28 by 32 in. cylinders and a total

weight in working order of 355,000 lb.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age of

Seotember 16 as negotiating for the purchase of SO Mallet type

locomotives, has ordered this equipment from the .\merican Loco-
motive Company to be built at its Schenectady, N. Y., works.

The New York Central's order for UX) locomotives reported

in the Railnay Age of September 16 has been changed to 90

locomotives^SO Pacific type and 40 Mikado type. The Pacific

locomotives will have 23;--i x 26 in. cylinders and a total weight
in working order of 288,0W lb., and the Mikado locomotives will

have 28 X 30 in. cvlinders and a total weight in working order

of 340.000 lb.

The Tex.vs & Pacific, reported in the Kaihc'ay .Ige of Sep-

tember 16 as inquiring for 8 P.icific type and 8 switching locomo-

tives, has ordered this equipment from the .\merican Locomotive
Company. The Pacific type will have 26 by 28 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 281.000 lb. The six- wheel

switching -locomotives will have 21 by 28 in. cylinders and a total

weight in working order of 164.(XK) lb.

The Norfolk & Western, rcportcti in the Railuxty Age of

September 16 as inquiring for from 20 to 40 Mallet type loco-

motives and 12 Mountain type locomotives, has ordered 30 Mallet

type locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company and
12 Mountain type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. The Mallet tviK^ will have 25 and 3"' by ^2 in. cylinders

and a total weiijbt in working order of 5.'1.0(X) lb.

Freight Cars

The Ciranp Trink is inquiring for 250 refrigerator cars.

The Atchison. Toffka & Saxta Fk is inq\iiring for SO calxjose

cars.

Thf pRriT GroweSs Express is inquiring for l.OtX) steel

iinderfranies.
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The Fxcij«, JoLirr & Eastun
nude to JOO side dump car«.

I'litcmpUtn having icpair*

Tilt Niw YoBK. Chicago ft St. Louis is inquiring (or 200
••r«l center constructions for ireighl cars.

Tilt Chicago & Alton is asking for prices on repairs to 300

B ^nduU cars. This company, however, may repair its own cars.

Thu \VrsTt«N pAoric. rciwrtcd in tlic Kailuny Agt of Sep-
tember 16 as inquiring for 100 gondola cars, is inquiring for 100
anlooiobile cars instead.

Tnt RoxAS.NA PtTmoLtLM Company, St. Louis, Mo., has

ordered 50 insulated tank cars of 8.000 gal. capacity from the

Standard Tank Car Company.

The Chami'Lin Refining Comf.vny. Enid, Okla., has ordered
SOO tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity with 40-ion trucks, from the

"-nnsylvaiiia Tank Car Company. •

The W abash, reported in the Railway Age of September 16 as

^ti<4uiring for repairs to 500 box cars, 300 stock cars and 250 auto-

mobile cars, has decided to do its own repair work.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Paouc will soon issue inquiries

for SOO box cars, 500 coal cars, 500 automobile cars, 250 flat cars,

250 ballast cars, 250 refrigerator cars, and 250 stock cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Haihi-ay Age of

September 2 as inquiring for 1,000 steel hopper cars of 55 tors'

capacity, has ordered this equipment from the .American Car &
Foundry Company.

TheCincinnati, Indianapolis & WtsituN was erroneously

reported in the Railway Age of Scpteml)cr 16 as having placed

an order with the Pullman Company for 300 gondola cars. No
contract for this equipment has been closed to date.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern, reported in the

Railway Age of September 16 as inquirinK for 200 stock cars of

30 tons' capacity and 50 box cars of 40 tons' capacity, is also in-

quiring for 200 stock cars of 40 tons' capacity, 50 box cars of

50 'ons' capacity and from 150 to 200 slock car bodies.

The India.v State Railways are inquiring through the car

builders for a total of about 3.100 cars to include 1.875 covered

goods wagons, 500 open goods wagons, 100 bogie wagons. 35

bogie rail and timber, all of broad gage. 585 four-wheel covered

goods wagons and 25 bogie rail and timber of meter gage.

St. I.<it;is-SAN Francisco, reported in the Railway Age of

September 9 as inquiring for 1,500 steel frame, double hopper

cars of 55 tons' capacity, 1,500 single sheathed box cars of 40

tons' capacity and 300 stock cars of 40 tons' capacity, has ordered

1,000 hopper r.irs from the Chickasaw Ship Building Company
and 500 hopper cars from the Pullman Company; the 1,200 box

cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company and 300 stock

cars from tin- Mr.iint \"<riif.n Car Maniifartiirim; Company.

Passenger Cars

The Chicam), Rock Isi.anh & I'\riKir will stKin issue inquiries

for 50 all-steel suburban passenger cars.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, reported in the Hnilivay

Age of September 9 as inquiring for 17 steel baggage cars, 70

ft. long, has ordered this equipment from the Pullman Com-

Iron and Steel

The St. Louis-5an Francisco is inquiring for 600 tons of

structural steel.

The Missouri Pacikic has ordered 275 tons of structural

<•'<•] from the .American Bridge Company.

The Long l.'iLANO will receive bids until 10 a. ni. September

oU for 8,000 gross tons of open-hearth steel rail.

The Union Pacific has placed an order with the .American

Bridge Company for 2,735 tons of structural steel.

The .Missouri Pacikic has asked prices on its 1923 require-

ments (or steel rails, the tonnage not l>eing specified,

Tnt Chicago & Eastern Illi.sois is expected to place con-

tract with the Illinois Steel Company for 5,000 tons of new rail.

Tnt Chicago, Burlington & (Jt'iNCY has placed an order with

the American Bridge Company for 1,056 tons of structural steel

(or miscellaneous bridge work.

.\ Majority of the Western Railroads are negotiating direct

with the steel companies for new rail to place contracts before

the price increase becomes cflFective.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered from the Phoenix

Bridge Company 1,000 tons of bridge steel for five bridges to be

built over street crossings at Elizabeth, N. J.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon September 25, for the requirements of the New York Central

and subsidiary lines of not to exceed 200,000 tons of open-hearth

steel rail, ranging from 120 lb. to 80 lb. sections with the neces-

sary angle bars for delivery not later than July 1, 1923

Track Specialties

The Wab.\sh is inquiring for 370 kegs of track bolts.

The Mobile & Ohio is inquiring for 900 kegs of track spikes.

The St. Lolis Southwestern is inquiring for SOO kegs of

track bolts and 300 kegs of track spikes.

Machinery and Tools

The Central of Georgia is inquiring for 15 miscellaneous

type machines.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered a coal handling

gantry crane with a I'/i yd. bucket from the Milwaukee Electric

Crane & Manufacturing Company. The crane will be leased to

the Armour Grain Company for use at its grain elevator in South
Chicago.

The Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas is inquiring for 37 miscel-

laneous type lathes, six planers, six radial drills, six crank shapers.

five milling machines, three grinders and two boring mills, besides

shears, bulldozers, boxlathes, bolt cutters, pipe threaders and other

miscellaneous equipment. The machines are to be motor driven

with push button control.

Miscellaneous

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Geveland, Ohio,
is inquiring for 107 trucks.

The New York Central Lines West will receive bids until

October 2 for its requirements until January 1, 1923, for fuel oil,

gasoline, kerosene, lubricating oil, grease and tallow candles.

The Government of the Netherlands, Colonial Branch, New
York, is asking for bids on 2.000 axles and 400 wheels for service

on passenper and freicht cars of the Slate Railways in the Dutch
East Indies.

The Government or tiik Nethkrlands, Colonial Branch, New
York City, has bought from the .American Copper Products Com-
pany, New York, 900,000 lb. of copper cable for a 70,000-volt

transmission line to be erected in Java in connection with the

elcctritication of the Java State Railways, An order has also been
given for high tension insulators of the link type Hewlitt insulator

to R. Thomas & Son, East Liverpool, Iowa.

Signaling
Tiik Govkhn.ment of Japan, through the Takala Exporting

Company has crdcretl from ibc General Railway Signal Com-
pany 2(K) Model 2.\ seniaplu're signals and 70 light signals. The
order includes all auxiliary equipment such as relays, transformers,

etc., required for installation. Seventy color light signals are to be

.shipped ti> Kobe and 200 upper left-hand quadrants to Yokohama,
'I'liis ..r.l. r follows one placid last year for 370 automatic signals.
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H. C. Thomas, general superintendent of the United Alloy

Steel Corporation, Canton, Ohio, has been promoted to as-

sistant general manager.

The Chicago Flexible Shaft Company, Chicago, III., has

opened a new district sales office at 305 Merchants Bank

building. Indianapolis, Ind., in charge of F. W. Odemar.

The merger of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation and the

Lackawanna Steel Company was ratified at recent meetings

of the stockholders of these companies. Announcement of

this merger was made in the Kailnay Age of May 20. page 1196.

C. T. Pratt, treasurer of the Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has resigned and A. C. Brown,

president of that company, has assumed the additional duties

of treasurer. J. F. Pierce has resigned as auditor and director

of the same company. This latter vacancy probably will not

be filled for the present.

The Walworth Realty Company, a subsidiary of the Wal-

worth Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass., manufacturer-^

of pipe fittings, piping tools, etc., has awarded to Dwight P.

Robinson & Co., Inc., New York, a contract for the design

and construction of a warehouse, pipe shop and garage to be

located at Jackson avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.

H. C. Mull, in charge of railway sales for both the Reliance

Manufacturir^g Company, Chicago, and the Warren Tool^ &
Forge Company, Warren. Ohio, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, has resigned from the former and will hereafter rei)rc-

scnt only the latter, with headquarters at Warren, Ohio.

Russell, Holbrook & Henderson, 30 Church street, Xew
York, has been appointed sales re|ircsentati\ os for the terri-

tory in and near \e\v York e ity of the Oilgear Company,

Milwaukee. Wis. The Cadillac Machinery Company, Detroit.

Mich., will handle Oilgear luoducts in the state of Michigan

and the R. E. EUis Engineering Company, 621 Washington

boulevard, Chicago, will represent the Oilgear Company in

Chicago and the surrounding territory.

John S. Ruble, who recently resigned as vice-president of

the Au-tin Company, has been elected vice-president in charge

of all construction of the H. K. Ferguson Company, engi-

neers and builders, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Ruble was gradu-

ated in mechanical engineering from Pennsylvania State Col-

lege in 1901. He was then engaged for four years in dock,

ore storage and unloading equipment design and construction

with Hoover & Mason, contracting engineers. He subse-

quently served for eight years as an engineer with the I'. S.

Steel Corporation at various places, then as construction

engineer for the Tennessee Coal, Irdii iS: Railroad Company.

at Birmingham, .Ma.

The stockholders of the New York Air Brake Company,

New York City, at a recent meeting voted to amend the ccrtilicate

of incorporation so as to provide that the authorized and out-

standing 100.000 shares of common capital stock of the par value

of $100 each he changed into 2(X).000 shares of common stock

without par value, so that each stockholder in the company will

hold two shares of common stock without par value for every

share i>f capital stock of par value of $100 heretofore held. The

ccrtilicate of ir.corpi.ration was further amended so a;- to create

an issue of class .\ stixk of an authorized nuniUr of shares of

100.0tHI and the board of directors tinaniinously resolved that

this class .\ stock be oflercd to the stockholders of record Sep-

tember 28. 1922, pro rata for subscription at $.=^0 (xr share.

Obituary

J. M. Potter, Tiasurer of llie Xorlluvesterii M.illeable Icon

Company. Mihv.mkcc. Wis., died on Scptenilicr <\ at the age

of 61 years. Me bad been ronncrte<l with llu above company

for 32 vcars.

Frederick W. Cooke, formerly general manager of the Cooke

Locomotive Works whose death on August 30 at his summer

home at (Juogue, Long Island, was noted in the Railway Age
~

of September 9, was
born on July 10, 1860,

at Paterson, N. J., and
graduated from Stevens

Institute in 1882. He
served as vice-president

and general manager of

the Cooke Works from
1883 until the plant was
sold in 1901 to the

American Locomotive
Company and then was
general manager until

his resignation in 1912.

The Cooke Works
originated as the

Charles Danforth Com-
pany, manufacturer of

cotton machinery at

Paterson, N. J. In

1852 John Cooke be-
Fredericl< W. Cooke ^^^^ aSSOciateiJ with

these interests and a

new company was organized in July of that year under the

name of Danforth, Cooke & Company, Paterson, N. J., to

build machinery and locomotives; and it continued under tliis

name until 1865 when the name was changed to the Danforth
Locomotive & Machine Company, of which John Cooke was
the head and active manager of the locomotive branch. The
business soon outgrew the machine interest and the latter

was given up entirely some years later. John Cooke died in

February, 1882, and was succeeded by his brother, James
Cooke, formerly superintendent. The latter died on .\ugust

2, 1883. shortly after which date the stock control passed
into the hands of the Cookcs and the corporate name was
changed to the Cooke Locomotive & Machine Company with

John S. Cooke, president, and Frederick W. Cooke, vice-

president and general manager. The business increased and
work was started in 1888 on new works on the present site.

In 1901 the works were sold to the American Locomotive
Company and became the Cooke Works of that company.
Mr. Cooke continued as general manager until his retire-

ment in 1912. During the late war Frederick W. Cooke took

an active part in the raising of funds for lli-

reliefs.

various war

Trade Publications

Be.\kino Mkt.m.s.—The .V. W. Cadman Manufacturing Com-
pany, r'ittshurgh. Pa., has recently issued engineering bulletins

M-1 and M-2. The lirst bulletin deals with the properties of

bearing metals, especially those alloys known as Cadman metals.

The second contains niiscel'.aneous technical information pertain-

ing to bearings and bearing metals, discussing such questions as

the theory of hearing meta's, friction in bearings and permissible

bearing pressures.

Thk Pennsvi.v.V'Ia proposes during the next nine weeks to put

forth a "giant etTort" to do more than its share in moving
bituminous coal from mines to Cleveland. .Vshtabula, and Erie,

for the upper lake territory. The Northwest has been taking an

average of 22.000.IUX1 tons of lake cargo bituminous coal annually.

The season for the lake boats ends about November 15. The
.Northwest is estimated to Ik- short more than 10.000.000 tons in

laki- c.ial. It is calculated that the total lake cargo coal that

the railroads can inove to lake ports will run about l.OtXI.OOO tons

a week. This amount is not yet in sight for a weekly haul. The
Pennsylvania has ordinarily hauled 21 per cent of this freight. The
Bedford yard. 12 miles out of Cleveland, used exclusively for

bituminous coal and (.re trains, has been reoiwned. The Pcnn-

svlvania has coal-loading machines at Cleveland (3"l. at .Ashtabula

(2> and at Frie (2). seven in all. The record for speed at the

('Irveland dix-ks is 40 cars in an hour. Under -an arrangement

just put into ciTect bituminons coal reaching lake ports will be

pooled, assuring faster brat loadings and .saving in time probably

20 per rent.
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AuHisoN, ToPtkA & Santa It -The Interstate Cotmnerce
Commtsiiuii ha* inutd a certificate authorizinR the conitrurtinn
of l»i> branch lines in Osage County, Ot '- '

point 17 ^lil<^ north ot Burttank ami f\i'

dircc'i'vi thr- -ish De Noya, 6,24 milc>, .i

at i . notion on the abo\e branch and txlcnJint; in ui.

ea
•

1! 2.97 miles. Construction of the two lines was
Ix- -iry 4, 1922. but at the time it was intended to

ale tlieni Hi spur tracks.

rcicisoN, Toi^KA & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
ntrai-t for a machine shop at Waynoka, Okla.. to E. Ware,
I'ajo, Tex., and a contract for jash work to the Truscon Steel

•iipany. Detroit, Mich.

iilCAGO & W EiTEjis INDIANA.—This road is working un plans
lor a new passenger terminal on its presint location at Chicago
for use by the road> using the present terminal with facilities

sufhcient to accomm<xl;tte also the roads using the UiSallc and
Grand Central stations.

Chicai-a), Bi-RLixr.Tox & QuiNcy.—This company will close

bids on Soptemlicr 25 for the construction of a passenger station

24 it. by 100 ft. at Clarence, Mo , and will close bids on Septem-
ber ^i fpr a 50-ton coaling station at Clarinda, Iowa.

Cmicacu Union Station.—This company will receive bids for

the widening of Canal street, Chicago, from Harrison street 225

feet rK)rth.

Florida East Coast.—This company has applied to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing an exten-

sion from Okeechobee to Miami, Fla.. 125 miles. The line is to

develop the Everglades south and cast of Lake Okeechobee and

ODen a territory practically devoid of any means of transportation.

The extension would also afford a separate through line inland

from Miami to Sm>rna, 240 miles, which would serve as a second

main line.

Illinois Central.—This company will construct additional

storage tracks at Manchester, Iowa, and passing tracks at Oilman,

111 . Weedman and Guthrie, and at one other place.

Illinois Central.—This company will improve its water facili-

ties at Pcosta. I;u at a cost of $15,000; at Kinmunday, III.. $20,000;

at Pana, $9,000; .it Ramsey, $21,000; at Memphis, Tenn., $27,000,

and at Champaign, III.. $18,(K)0. This company will also improve

its coal handling facilities at McConib, Miss., at a cost of $69,000,

and its air testing facilities at Duhudiie, la., at a cost of $10,000.

Passing tracks will be constructed at r)r)well. III., at a cost of

$20,000; LenzlKTg. $11,000, and Marion. $13,000. This company

will also extend its passing and yard tracks at Marissa. III., at

a cost of $76,000, and passing and storage tracks will be con-

structed at Cambria. III., at a cost of $2S.(X)0.

Missouri Paciuc.—This company is receiving bids for the con-

struction of a car p.pair shop 120 ft. by 510 ft. at Kansas City, Mo.

riHEf.oN. California & Easter.s'.—This company, which operates

Miroad bitwecn Klamath Falls, Ore., .ind Hildebrand, a distance

J4 miles, will within the next few months, extend its line from

the latter point northward to Squaw Flat, a distance of eight miles,

while durin^ the first part of 1923 it is proposed to extend the

line six miles further to Sprague river. This same company is

also doing some work on what is known as the Bonanza branch,

a line extending eastward from Dairy to Bonanza, a distance of

seven miles. Part of the grading has been finished and a small

amount of track lairl and it is expected to imnplele this line early

in 1923. The construction of another branch line known as the

Swan X'alley branch has also been undertaken. This will extend

from a point 15 miles northeast of Klamath Tails into the Swan

Valley region. Two miles of this branch is already completed

and it is intended to extend it several miles further. The O. C. & E,

Company contemplates eventually extending northward to Bend.

Ore., where it will connect with the OrcgonWashingloii Railroad

ft Navigation Company and the Oregon Trunk Line. The Klamath
Fatlt-Bend line will be 175 miles in length. From a point 20 miles

south of Bctvd a branch of the O. C. & E. will extend eastward

to Crane, a tenninus of a branch line of the Union Pacific. The
line from Silver Lake to Lakeview, a distance of 80 miles, will

connect at the latter point with the Nevada-California-Oregon,

while at Klamath Falls a direct connection is made with the

Southern Pacific. All the surveys for this system, which in total,

will comprise 423 miles of line, have been completed and a

iiart of the right-of-way obtained. The cost of the entire
• will be $I0,00O,0tlO, much of which has been raised locally.

•1 ipation of this construction, numerous lumbering, irrigation

and other enterprises liave been inaugurated, some of them 75

miles ahead of the track.

Lake Superior & Lshpe.mixc.—This company will construct a

steel repair shop, 69 ft. by 301 ft., a paint and coach shop, 48

ft. by 100 ft., and a woodmill, 47 ft by 100 ft., at Marquette,

Mich., the total cost of which is estimated at $250,000.

Southern P.^ciric.—This company will construct a new five span

steel girder bridge approximately 929 ft. long across the Rio
Grande river at Eagle Pass, to cost about $225,000. The bridge

will be owned jointly by the Mexican National and the Southern

Pacific.

L'siON Pacific.—This company is receiving bids for the exten-

sion and repairing of its passenger station at Kearney, Neb.

Union Pacific.—This company, in conjunction with the city

of Denver, Colo., has awarded contracts for the Broadway viaduct
of steel truss and girder spans having a total length, including

embankment and reinforced concrete approaches of 2,257 ft. To
C. .S. Lambic & Company. Denver, was awarded the contract for

the concrete substructure of the viaduct proper and to D. Munro.
of Kansas City, Kan., for the reinforced concrete work in the

approaches. The steel superstructure will be furnished by the

\merican Brid-Jic Company and erected by the Kansas City Bridge
Company. This company has also awarded a contract for an
addition to its passenger station at Cheyenne, W'yo., to H. W.
Baum Company. Salt Lake City, I'tah.

The St. Lolis-Sax Fr^^xcisco moved 730 cars of peaches from
southeast Missouri and northeast Arkansas orchards during the
season which receiitl\ closed. Of the total. 476 cars were from
the Fort Smith district; 222 cars from the Koshkonong, and
Brandsville districts; 24 from the Springfield district, and eight
from Oklahoma. This is considered one of the best seasons ex-
perienced by the growers of southeast Missouri.

L.\BOR Union Discii'LIXE.—Too little public attention has been
oaid to certain acts of discipline worthy of praise for organized
labor. There was lately published a list of a dozen trainmen who
were punished by their union for the abandonment of passenger
trains in .\rizoiia and California. .Ml oi them lost their union
cards, although a majority of them were union officials. This
action does credit alike to the character ,ind the intelligence of the

train-service brotherhoods. It is in line with their previous refusal

to break their service contrails for the purpose of striking in

sympathy with the shopmen, and with the threat to revoke the

charter of the unions whose strike contril)utc<l to the receivership

of the Chicago & .Alton Railroad. The train-service brotherhoods
are entitled to recognition of the fact that their conduct in these

cases supports their character as a superior sort of union. The
brotherhnirtis abide both by their own laws and by the laws of
the country, and within the past few days their highest officials

have rebuked members who have rashly broken contracts of

emplovnieiit for the purpose of striking in a manner "unlawful,"

according to brotherhood rules. These facts gain significance

in contrast with the course of the unions affiliated with the .Ameri-

can Federation of Labor. The difference in the conduct of the

two sorts of unions shows why the train services have resisted

all overtures from the I'Vderation to join forces, and gives value

to the independent action of the train services. The mechanics

employed by the railways are in industrial competition with work-
ers in pr'\ate employ. Either can exchange their duties at will,

and their pay should be approximately equal, all conditions con-

sidered. The train-service brotherhoods are real railway workers,

and the country is fortunate that they arc so conservative in their

policies.—.Vnc Vnrl- Thiu-s.
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Bangor & Aroostook.—Preferred Stock Offered.—\n issue of

$3,480,000 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock offered by Brown

Brothers & Co. and Hayden, Stone & Co., at 95 and accrued

dividend, to yield 7.36 per cent, has been over-subscribed.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Lomssi\.i.z.—Equipment Trust Au-

thorized.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to assume obligation and liability in

respect of $725,000 of equipment trust certificates.

Cleveland, Ciucink.mi, Chicago & St. Louis.

—

Stock Ex-

change Offer Extended.—See New York Central.

Delaw.\re. Lackawanna & Western.—-4 UHua/ Report.—The

annual report issued this week shows the following income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1921, compared with the

combined corporate and federal account for the previoiis year

1921

Total revenues ^fl'o^o'ocl
Total expenses ?„'?„r;l?
Net revenue from operation 18,103,/b/

Ta.^ accruals ,V?l? 30?
Operating: income l?'<?I»??r
Add additional income IMlhlii
Gross income ^S'T^?'?^?

Deductions from income
o co in?

Net income for year ^J'J^S'tS,
Less dividends declared "•5'2'oo5

Balance, surplus 5,647,827

iy2o
$83,340,06:
73,898,430
9,441,632
4,539,785
4,899,037
19,382,212
24.281,249
9,622,805

•14,658,444
8,444,110
6,214,3.U

To afford, as far as possible, a correct basis for comparison, the operatm?

results of the U. S. R. A. for the months of January and February, 192ii,

touethcr with overlapping items relating thereto, are included with the operat-

ing rc<iiilts of the company for the ten months of 1920, resulting in an in-

crease in this item of $983,334.81 over the actual n« income of the company,

as shown on page 6 of the annual report for the year 1920.

Denver & Rio Grande Western.—Expenditures for Improve-

ments.—A correspondent at Denver, Colo., states that the receiver

of this road is asking permission to spend $23,000,000 for improve-

ments during the ne.xt three years.

Ci,ncinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific—.-imiwoi Report.

—The annual report issued this week shows the following income

account for the year ended December 31, 1921:

1921 *1920

Operating revenues
*H'lfl2'?tf

Operating expenses Hi,^
Net revenue from operations ^•i°'''^"u

Taxes , ^,l'l'*l
Operating income 1

•'J|'„ j„
Total non-cpcrating income

?io ii

^

Gross income t'oijoil
Rent for leased roads 'r?,??^
Interest on equipment obligations.

Total deductions
Total availaWe income

Dividend!! of 5 per cent on preferred stcck

Dividends of 12 per cent in 1921 and 13 per cent 1

1920 on common stoeic

Additicns and betterments charged to income...
Balance carried to profit and loss

153,545
1,515,778
703,535
122.670

358,800

'

222,065

$4,026,759
134,359

4,161,117
1.218,954
175,040

1,432,482
2,728,635
122,670

388,700
950,000

1,267,265

* Operating revenues and expense." are not comparable, the property hav-

ing been operated by the V. S. R. .\. during January and Februan.-, 1920.

Chicago. Rock Island & PACJric—Ponds .S"oW.—Speycr & Co.

and Harris, Forbes & Co. subject to the approval of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, have sold an issue of $5,000,000 first

and reftmding mnrtRage 4 per cent gold bonds, due .April 1. 1''34.

Georgia .Southern & Florida.—/Jniiiia/ Report.—The income

account for the year ended December 31, 1921. follows:

1921 '1920

Operating revenue, *H2^???Operating expense,
l^'JiNet revenue from operations T»i,<ii

Ta.p, 206,313

O^alini" inW^me
'

'.

.

'.
tS52,561 t$277.852

"""'"Grorrnme"*
'"""'

::'::.::: vli'!^'^ m^ll
Interest on funded

'

delrt :.'
i:.'

.'i i." 1 280.000 280.000

Total Icd'iction. from gross income. Al^i'l i7ft7«
Deficits charged to profit and low t475,7M t.i70,725

•Operating revenues and expenses are not comparable, the properly hav-

ing hern ooeraled by the V. S. R. A. during January and Fehriinry. 1920.

tDefieil.

Illinois Central—.-/.(«.< Aulhority for a Nnv Ai'.ic—This com-

pany, the Chicaso. St. Louis &• New Orleans and the Kentucky

Midland have filed a joint application with the Interstate Com-

merce Commission for orders authori^inR the purchase of the

Kentucky Midland by the Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans for

$255,000 and for the construction of a new line connecting with

it and to be operated in connection with it by the Illinois Central

under lease. The line of the Kentucky Midland extends from

Central City to a point near Earles, Ky., 11 miles, and it is pro-

posed to build an extension from Earles to a point 5 miles north

of Dawson Springs, Ky.

Equipjnent Trust Notes.-Kuhu. Loeb & Co. have placed

privately an issue of $6,645,000 Illinois Central 1-15-year 4}^

per cent equipment trust notes, at price to yield about 4.95 per

cent. These are the first equipment trust notes issued since the

war to bear AYz per cent interest.

Lackawanna of New Jersey.—Stock Offered.—Joseph Walker

& Sons, of New York, are offering $200,000 4 per cent capital

stock of this company at a price to yield nearly 5 per cent. The

total authorized capital stock amounts to $11,000,000, of which

$10,750,000 is outstanding. The road is leased in perpetuity to

the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western at a rental of 4 per cent

per annum on capital stock.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis.—Equipyneni Trusts Sold.—
The Guaranty Company of New York, the Union Trust Company
and Hayden, Miller & Co of Cleveland, ha\e sold at 100 and

accrued dividend, $3,150,000 equipment trust 5 per cent certificates.

They are dated September 1, 1922. and mature $225,000 each

September 1, 1924 to 1937, inclusive.

New York Central.—Exchange Offer Extended.—The offer

made to Cleveland, Cincinnati. Oiicago S: St. Louis stockholders

to exchange New York Central stock for Big Four preferred and

common on the basis of par for par for the preferred and 80

shares of New York Central for 100 shares of Big Four common
has been extended until November 1. This extension offer

was on condition, however, that holders surrendering Big Four
common for exchange after September 28 should pay $1 for each

share of common stock thus exchanged in order to equalize the

position of the common stockholders exchanging before and after

that date.

Northern Pacific.—Dizndend Dcchrrd.—The directors have

declared the regular quarterly dividend of $1.25 a share, payable

November 1 to holders of record October 2. This is the same

dividend as was declared last March when the rate was reduced

from $1.75 to $1.25 a share quarterly.

Readin-g Company.—/,i,tfiHg.—The New York Stock Exchange

has authorized the listing of certificates of deposit of J. P. Mor-

gan & Co. and Drexel & Co. for the general mortgage 4 per cent

gold bonds, due 1997, of the Reading Company, and the Phila-

delphia & Reading Coal .t Iron Company.

Seaboard Air Lis^.—Equipment Trusts O^rrfd.—Ladenburg, ,

Thalman & Co., Redm<fed & Co., Kissel, Kinnicutt & Co., and 1

Freeman & Co. are offering a new issue of $2,560,000 5}/i per cent

equipment trust certificates, series U due semi-annually from 1923

to 1932 inclusive, at prices to >'ield from 5 to 5.75 per cent, accord-

ing to maturity. The certificates are to be issued in part pay-

ment for standard equipment.

Terminal Railroad .Association of St. I.ovis.—Authenticiitii":

of Boiuis Aulhnrized.—The Interstate Commerce Commission Ii.t-

authorized this company to procure authentication and delivery

of $2,499,000 of general mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds to be

held in the tre.Tsury

Dividends Declared

Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago X- St I> uis.—Common. 2 per cent, payn-

lile November 1 to holders of record September 29: preferred. Pi per cent.

parable October 20 to holders of record September 29.

Kansas City Southern.—Preferred. 1 per cent, quarterly, payable October

16 to hohlers of record September .W.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Saull Sle. Marie (Leased t.inesV—$2.00, »emi-

•innuallv. p.-ivahle October 1 to holders of record September M.

New Yoii< Centr.-il,— I'i per cent, qu.nrtrrlv. payable November 1 to

holders of record September :•).

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

."^cpt. 1° Week Year

.•Vverage price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks . 73.45 74 16 .16.24

.\veraBe price of 20 rcprcsciitativr rail-

way bonds >^^ 'W.V 76 47
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Railway Officers

Executive

W. H. Finlejr, prr-tidciit oi the ChicaRo & North Western
with headquarters at Chicaso, has Ijecn elected also president

of the ChicaK". St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.

J. M. Schweizer has been appointed assistant to the vice-

president oi the luba Railroad with headquarters at Cama-
gucy, Cuba, succeeding H. W. Lillengren, resigned.

J. Fred Townsend, of Pittsburgh, has been elected vice-

president of the Lake Terminal Railroad, the McKeesport
Connecting Railroad and the Benwood & Wheeling Connect-
ing Railway.

A. B. Atwater, assistant to the president of the Grand Trunk,
lines wist of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers, with head-
quarters at Detroit, Mich., has retired from active service.

Mr. Atwater was born in Novimbcr, 1845, at Sheffield, O.
He entered railway service in 1864, as a telegraph operator
of the Cleveland & Eric. From October, 1865, to June, 1885,

he was consecutively: in engineering service on the James-
town division of the Cleveland & Erie; resident engineer on
construction of the Canadian Southern; assistant engineer of

the Port Dover & Lake Huron; general superintendent of the

Georgian Bay & Lake Huron division of the Grand Trunk
and chief engineer of the Chicago & Grand Trunk. In June,
1885, he was promoted to superintendent of the Grand Trunk
lines west of the Detroit river, which position he held until

July 12, 1898, when he became assistant general superintendent

of the Michigan Central. He held this position until July,

1902, when he was made assistant to the president of the

Grand Trunk, lines west of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers,

the position he was holding at his retirement.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. A. Toland has been appointed auditor of the Union
Pacific at Omaha, Neb., succeeding 11. J. Stirling.

E. L. Parker has been appointed auditor of freight accounts

of the .Seaboard Air Line succeeding B. B. McCaa, deceased.

J. R, Tumey, assistant general solicitor of the St. Louis
Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been
appointed acting general solicitor, with the same headquarters,

succeeding D. Upthegrovc, deceased.

C. H. Bender, assistant treasurer and paymaster of the

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Saulf Ste. Marie, with headquarters

at Minneapolis, Minn., has l)cen i)romotcd to treasurer, with

the same headquarters, and W. R. Harley, assistant secretary,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been promoted
to secretary, with the same headquarters. J. E. Olson has

been appointed assistant treasurer and assistant secretary,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Operating

T. F. Conklin has been appointed general trainmaster of the

Michigan Central, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

P. L. Randall, assistant to the superintendent of car service

of the Pullman Company, has been appointed acting superin-

tendent of car service succeeding D. J. Hinchcy, resigned,

J. P, Johnson, assistant superintendent of the Canadian
National, with headquarters at Prince Albert, Sask., has been
promoted to superintendent of the Prince Albert division, with

the same headquarters.

F. C. Fox, general manager of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, Eastern Lines, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.,

who has been on a six months' leave of absence, resumes his

duties October 1, succeeding W. K. Etter, acting general

C. H. CafTenry

manager who resumes his duties as assistant to the vice-

president at Chicago, succeeding G. W. Lupton, who resumes

his duties as superintendent of terminals at San Francisco,

Cal.

C. H. Gaffeney, whose appointment as superintendent of

telegraph of the Crntral of New Jersey, with headquarters at

Jersey City, was announced in the Railway Age of September

2, page 450, was born
on July 27. 1867, at

Lawrenceville, Mercer
county, .N. J. He was
educated in the public

^^ff V schools at Lawrence-

^ ^^ ^^ ville and studied also

y ^r^^^HsV with the International

"fl^^H^^r Correspondence School,
V. ^^^^^^H Scranton, Pa., and

Cooper Institute, New
York City and was
graduated from the
Trenton (N. J.) Normal
School. Mr. Gaffeney
entered railway service

in 1883 with the Penn-
sylvania as a tele-

graph operator and
served with that com-
pany in various capaci-

ties, including that of

train dispatcher, .'\ftcr

lcavin»i that company, he entered the service of John Hoey,
president of the .\danis Express Company, as private tele-

graph operator. After Mr. Hocy's death, he worked in vari-

ous clerical capacities with this company and thereafter

entered the employ of the National Service Docks Railway as

assistant dispatcher and operator, which position he resigned

in 1900 to become chief clerk to the supervisor of signals of

the Central of New Jersey. Two years later he was appointed
chief clerk to the superintendent of telegraph and remained
continuously in that position until the time of his recent pro-

motion.

Traffic

G. W. Neudling has been appointed general agent of the
Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo.

F. G. Brown lias been appointed commercial freight agent
of the Western Maryland, with headquarters at Kansas City,

Mo.

D. R. Peck has been appointed district freight agent of

the New Orleans Great Northern, with headquarters at

Chicago, 111.

L. S. Wickes has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Oklahoma Southwestern, with headquarters at

Oklahoma City, Okla.

F. D. Wilson, traveling freight and passenger agent of the
Union Pacific, with headquarters at Reno, Nev., has been ap-
pointed general agent, with the same headquarters.

H. W. Brodie, general passenger agent of the Canadian
Pacific with headquarters at Vancouver, has been appointed
assistant passenger traffic manager with headquarters at

Montreal. W. H. Snell, general passenger agent at Montreal,
succeeds Mr. Brodie at Vancouver. George A. Walton, gen-
eral passenger agent at Winnipeg, has been transferred in a

similar capacity to Montreal. R. C. McNellie, assistant

passenger agent at Winnipeg, has been promoted to general

passenger agent with the same headquarters. N. R. DesBrisay,
district passenger agent with headquarters at St. John, N. B.,

has been appointed assistant general passenger agent with

headquarters al Winnipeg. G. P. Burpee, general agent at

Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed district passenger agent
at St. John, N. B. Walter Maughan, assistant general pas-

senger agent with liciilqii.irters at Montreal, has been ap-
pointed assistant to the general passenger traffic manager
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with the same headquarters. W. B. Howard, district pas-
senger agent at Toronto, has been appointed assistant gen-
eral passenger agent with headquarters at Montreal. W.
Fulton, assistant district passenger agent at Toronto, has
been promoted to district passenger agent. W. Horder,
chief clerk in the general passenger department at Montreal,
has been promoted to assistant district passenger agent at

Toronto.

Louis R. Jones, whose appointment as assistant general
freight agent of the Philadelphia & Reading was announced
in the Raihvay Age of September 9, page 491. was born on
February 22, 1882, at Haddontield. X. J., and attended public

school in that city from 1888 to 1901.' On July 29, 1901, he
entered the service of the Philadelphia & Reading as a clerk

in the comptroller's office, Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.

In connection with this position he also served in the offices

of the auditor of freight traffic, auditor of traffic receipts

and auditor of disbursements. On May 1, 1907, he was trans-

ferred to the freight traffic department as tariflf and rate clerk,

holding that position until February 28. 1920. He was then
promoted to chief clerk of the freight traffic department,
which position he held until the time of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

J. J. Hanlin has been appointed assistant superintendent of

motive power of the Seaboard .Xir Line, with headquarters
at Portsmouth, Va., effective September 19.

Robert Collett has been appointed superintendent of fuel

and locomotive performance of the New York Central with
headquarters at New York, effective September 1.

B. F. Bardo has been appointed superintendent of electric

transmission on the N'ew Haven in charge of operation and
maintenance of the wire plant between Xew York and Cedar
Hill with headquarters

at Cos Cob, Conn.,

reporting to H. A.

Shepard, general super-

intendent of electric

transmission and com-
munication. Mr. Bardo
was born in Wilkes
Barre, Pa., December
16, 1889. He was edu-

cated in the Morris
High School, New-
York City, and Cornell

University, being grad-
uated from the latter

institution with a de-

gree of mechanical en-

gineer in 1913. .After

graduation he served
for a little more than a

year in the testing de-

partment of the General
Electric Company at

Schenectady, N. Y., and at Pittsfield, Mass. In .Vugust, 1914,

he entered the services of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford in the office of the superintendent of power. In

October, 1915, Mr. Bardo was appointed inspector of power

plants and in November, 1917, was promoted to engineer of

power plants, serving in that capacity until his present

appointment.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

S. J. Stinson, -.ignal maintaincr of the Ciiiiadian National,

with hcaibiuarlers at Saskatoon, Sask., has licen appointed

acting signal supervisor of the Saskatchewan district, with

the same headquarters, succeeding R. G. Gardner, transferred.

T. L. Doyle, assistant division engineer of the Mackinaw
division of the Pennsylvatiia, with headquarters at Grand

Rapids, Mich., has been proniolcd to assistant to the chief

engineer of the Pennsylvania- Detroit Railroad, with head-

quarters at Detroit, Mich. R. Stephens, an assistant in the

engineering department of the Mackinaw division, with head-

quarters at Grand Rapids, Mich., has been appointed acting

assistant division engineer of that division, with the same
headquarters, siKceeding Mr. Doyle.

Obituary

Bardo

C. A. Benscoter, assistant general passenger agent of the

Southern with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn., died Sep-
tember 19.

J. R. Dickinson, assistant general solicitor of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago. 111.,

died in that city on September 17, after an extended illness.

W. H. Richardson, general passenger agent of the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago, whose
death on September 4 was reported in the Railway Age of

September 9 was born
on January 25, 1862, at

Bloomington, Illinois. /^
He entered railway ser-

vice in 18 80 as a

stenographer to the di-

vision superintendent of

the Chicago & North
Western at Baraboo,
Wisconsin. In 1882,

he left this company to

enter the employment
of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois as a

stenographer.
Si.x years later he was
promoted to rate clerk

and remained in this

capacity until 1895,

when he was promoted
to chief clerk in the

passenger traffic de- ^- "• R'tli^rfMn

partment. In 1900 he
was promoted to general passenger agent which position he
held at the time of his death.

Charles M. Carter, assistant treasurer of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, with headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo., died

on September 1. Mr. Carter was born on September 22. 1852.

at Cambridge, Mass.
He entered railway

service on August 1,

1876, as a clerk in the

assistant treasurer's of-»

tice of the Burlington
& Missouri River, at

Omaha, Neb. From
March 1, 1877, to

.\ugust 1. 1880, he was
assistant treasurer of

the Chicago, Clinton,

Dubuque & Minnesota
at Dubuque, la. From
.\ugust 1, 1880, to Jan-
uary 1, 1885, he was as-

sistant treasurer and
auditor of the Kansas
City, St. Joseph &
Council Bluffs at St.

Joseph, Mo., and on
.\ugust 1. 1884, he was
also acting auditor of

the Hannibal & St. Joscpli. lie was appointed assistant

auditor of these roads on January 1, 1885, which position he

held until May 1, 1885, when he was promoted to auditor.

He was also auditor of the St. Louis, Keokuk S: North-
western and the Chicago, Burlington & Kansas City from
July 1, 1891, to February 1. 1903. lie was appointed assistant

treasurer "f the Chicago, Burlington & yuincy, lines east of

the Missouri river on February I, 1903, his jurisdiction later

being extended over the system, which position he held to

the time of his death.

Chu. M. C«rt*r



The Takl« ul Conlrnla Will B> Found OB Paf« S a< ih* A<lvrrtj>in( Srct

As an average for every 100 cars that are moving, loaded or

tnpty. there are 119 being loaded, 119 iR-ing unloaded, 164

on repair tracks, and 680 standing
An Opportunity jn yards. The last figure deserves the

for Saving careful attention of railway operating

Cars officers. Millions will be spent to

get cars in condition during the next

few mtmtlis, but if the time in yards could be reduc-ed one-

fourth, it would l>e equivalent to putting all the bad-order

cars back in service. Is there any reason why the average

time cars si)end in yards on each trip cannot Ix; reduced

Tom 11 davs to 8 davs?

Antique

Communication

Facilities

Telegraph and telephone facilities have not kept pace with

increa.srs in track capacity and improvements in motive

jjower on not a few railroads. Too
often train delays due to lack of wires

or modern telephone equipment are

considered inevitable, .^s an illustra-

tion, on one important small road

which is considered to be in gaxl tinancial condition, as

evidenced by extensive improvements in track and power,

the communication system is inadeejuate. The superintendent

of telegraph of this road has long desired to di.scard con-

siderable of the old equipment, install a new telephone sys-

tem and make many improvements in the telegraph but he

has instructions to s|)end no money as long as the business

can possibly he handled without extensive improvements or

re[)lacements. .As a result of this policy this road will suffer

-t-rious delays from its obsolete cormnunication system dur-

ing the heavy jjusiness now coming. The regrettable feature

is that the road may struggle through the traffic congestion

blind to the small defect that is causing trouble. With the

existing pole lines, new instruments, combined circuits, or

new wires can be installed in a short [HTifxl and at a small

cost compared with the benefits. Considering this condition

it might be well for other roads to check up the capacity of

their communication facilities while there is yet time to

orrect conditions.

The railroads have for some time been supi)lementing the

u tivities of their own repair shoi>s by sending to the car

and locomotive liuikiers large numbers

of cars and IcHomotives for repair. The
shopmen's strike has proved sufficient-

ly serious to increa.se the volume of

this outsifle repair work by the regular

^^„.f,...v..v .,u..v.^.„. In addition it lias also brought out a

new development in the form of contracts for rejiair work

which have l)een given by various railroads to concerns not

previously experienced in car or locomotive repair work.

Car repairs by concerns familiar with similar activity do

not seem to [»resent a difficult problem outside of that of so

organizing the work as to keep down costs. Locomotive re-

pairs, however, represent a ])roblem not quite so simple of

solution. The companies which are taking on this work are

familiar in only a general way with locomotive repairs and

it is naturally to Ik; supposed that they may lack various

Equipment
Repair

Work

equipment builders.

kinds of equi[>ment. They are presumably, on the other

hand, being asked to repair only the smaller locomotives and
it is very likely that in each of the shops which has taken a

contract there is a fair proportion of the forces familiar

with railway work. One industrial plant offered a locomo-
tive repair contract found that it had SO former railroad

employees, including an ex-master mechanic. If these com-
panies show that they can come through with results, how-
ever, the new development will be one of great impwrtance.

It will help those railways taking advantage of it out of a

rather difficult situation and not the least clement in its

importance is that it means that a large number of concerns
will have been enlisted in helping the railways fight the

railway shopmen's strike. Apparently about as far as one
can go at this time, however, is to say that the new develop-

ment will l)c watched with interest.

Haggling Over
Material Prices

Does Not Pay

It is characteristic of native merchants in tlie Far East

always to set the first price of an article high above the

anticipated selling price. Tourists and
traders are compelled, therefore, either

to haggle with the natives and drive

liard bargains, or else pay more than

goods are worth. In cases where both

buyer and seller understand that the first price is unduly
high, this haggling represents a needless waste of time and
energy, the final selling price being beaten down to what
will give the .seller a reasonable profit and what he could

just as well have stated in the first place. Continual efforts

of a buyer to obtain unjust price concessions are equally

ineffective, as this characteristic becomes known and first

quotations are made correspondingly high. Haggling over

material prices has little place in modern business and it is

to be regretted that certain railroads follow this method in

purchasing supplies and eiiuipmeiit. of which machine ttx)ls

may be taken as an example. Of two powerful roads in

the same general territory, one re(|uests bids and absolutely

holds the machine tool manufacturers to whatever prices are

first quoted. The other road re<|uests bids, plays the manu-
facturers against each otlier and exerts undue ])ressure to

obtain price reductions. Knowing tliis fact from past ex-

perience, the manufacturers in .self-defense quote a higher

price to the second road than that at which they expect to

.sell and realize a reasonable profit. The repetition of bids

and negotiations for price reduction represents a total loss'

of time and energy which fails in its purpose of getting the

machinery for the second road at a reduced price.

The article by A. .S. lialdwin, which appeared in the Raihcay
Age of September 2, affords an object lesson in the scientific

study that should be given to the de-
Design ^ign of a large passenger station by

of Large those responsible for the development

Passenger Stations "f P'^ins fo"" ''"cli projects. The inten-

sive thought given this subject has

resulted in the formulation of certain fundamental prin-

ciples which, if we are to judge from the arrangement of

some of the older stations, were not brought to light in the

593
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development of the earlier designs. One fundamental prin-

ciple that now seems axiomatic is that the route of the pas-

sengers through tlie station must be so obvious and direct

that an individual of average intelligence should have no

occasion to ask directions from the time that he enters the

street door until he shows his ticket to the attendant at the

track gate. All the facilities whicli must serve him should

come to his attention through visual indication in his move-

ment from the street to the train or in reverse order. This

condition is best fulfilled if the train gates can be placed

on the same level as all the other station facilities, a require-

ment that is not always easily met. For this reason the plan

of the headhouse for the new Chicago Union station, which

is described on another page of this issue, will be found of

interest to students of station design, where the requirement

has been fulfilled in spite of adverse street levels. The ulti-

mate solution is exceedingly favorable, since it has been

found possible to place even the tracks on the same level

•with the rest of the station.

The shop strike cost tlie railroads a lot of money. This will

be reflected in the monthly balance sheets by increases in

ojierating expienses. Although the shop
Make Hay forces have now been restored almost

While the to normal on most roads, through the

Sun Shines agency of settlements or the perfection

of new organizations, the strike will

continue to exert an influence on operating expenses because

of the large forces which must be employed to restore cars

and locomotives to a normal condition of maintenance. This

state of affairs will have an unfortunate influence on the

operating ratio unless the expenses are curtailed in some

other way and, as is usually the case under such circum-

stances, the maintenance of way department becomes the

\-ictim. This tendency is now being reflected on more than

one road in the form of instructions to reduce the track

forces and carry over bridge and building repair work. In

Ihe face of a capacity traffic that bids fair to continue well

into the winter months and with the memory of the "holiday'"

seasons of 1917 and 1918 still well impressed on the minds
of all railway officers, curtailment of maintenance of way at

this time does not bear the stamp of good judgment. A
stretch of soft track may tie up traffic just as effectively as

a car with defective brake rigging, while the repair of a

snow fence in a cut, some new switch ties on a ladder track

or a better frost box on a water tank may exert as much
influence on the car mileage as new flues in a locomotive

boiler. This is no time to talk of retrenchment which affects

operating facilities.

A western railway lias been considering the elimination of

a limiting grade on one of its heavy traffic lines for more
than fifteen years. Survey after sur-

False ^^ '^^^ '^'^" made without locating

_ an entirely satisfactory line. Finally,
conomy

,^^^^^ many of the officers had given up
the search and the project had K-en

•dormant for three or four years, one of the engineers, who
was not willing to admit that no satisfactory line existed,

secured authority to undertake a new study, as a result of

which he found an entirely new line which was such a

marked improvement over any other line that had been lo-

cated in first cost and in operating characteristics that its

construction has been authorized. This illustrates the

economy of lilicrality in engineering investigations. In gen-

eral, therailways make more detailed investigations of pro-

posed improvements tlian other industries, but there arc

numerous instances where roads have spent unnecessarily

large sums for work the cost of which a more detailed in-

vestigation would have reduced materially. The proportion

which the cost of engineering investigation and design bears

to the total expenditure is so small and the possibilities

for economies in construction and in ojseration are so large

that the fullest opportunity should be given to the engineer-

ing department to make adequate investigations before un-

dertaking work of any magnitude. In fact, it would be

economy for the management to insist that such investigations

be made before approving plans and authorizing work and
the efficiency of an engineering department should be de-

termined by the character of its construction rather than by

tlie size of its payroll.

It is trite to say that the number of cars required to move
a given volume of traffic varies inversely with the amount

loaded in each car. It is equally evi-

Increase the dent that a car shortage can be relieved

Car or averted as directly by increasing the

Loading average load jjer car as by adding to

the number of cars. The roads have
ordered a large amount of new equipment in recent months,
some of which is now being delivered. This new equipment
will not, however, be sufficient to enable the roads to cope

successfully with the traffic now confronting them and they

must of necessit)' resort to the heavier loading of cars if a

serious shortage is to be avoided. The loading of cars is

controlled by the shipper, subject only to certain minimum
restrictions, but the roads can do much to increase the load-

ing by enlisting the co-operation of their patrons, as was
evidenced during the fall of 1920 when the average car load

rose to 31.2 tons in December, as compared witli 27.7 tons

in the same month of the previous year. This improvement
effected an increase in the carrying capacity of the railroads

equivalent to the addition of more than a quarter of a mil-

lion cars, with no added investment and with an increase

in operating expenses far less than that in revenues. The
roads are now facing a serious shortage of cars, particularly

those designed for the transportation of coal, grain and fruit.

It is therefore important that the measures which were in-

strumental in bringing about the increase in laiding in 1020
be again restored. Much can be done in this direction

through campaigns directed and co-ordinated by system offi-

cers. The real work, however, devolves upon the local traffic

and operating men who come in contact with the patrons and
who can appeal to them for their support in using the equip-

ment which is available in a way which will enable it to

serve the largest possible numl)er of shippers. These local

officers can do no more effective work for their roads under
the present conditions than by bringing the necessity for car

conservation to the attention of tlieir patrons and showing
tliem how they can co-operate.

.\ railroad system with consideralile mileage is obliged to

operate engine terminals and repair shops for maintaining

locomotives and cars at widely sep-
Finding and arated points. Under such circum-

Using the Best stances there is a strong tendency for

Shop Methods '""c'^ !^''0P' '^^ge or small, to be con-

ducted as an independent unit. Mas-
ter mechanics and foremen are so busy with routine work
and matters that must receive prompt attention that they

often have far too little time even to sit down and think

out plans for improved methods of doing work in their own
shops, to say nothing of familiarizing themselves with the

methods used at other shops. On how many systems are

the foremen familiar with the practices followed at other

points on flie same road which are onlv a few hundred miles
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apan> At practically even- sho[. th.-rr are for«n«i who,

being noc only good mttlwiii' -
• !• • .Mc

ifiKriiuily, have (lcvi>f<l <\. • for

doing icrtain jobs. 'I'hi-x.- m..;. -,.,.,..,; ,,,,,i ii„„'t. m>-
nocnital than the u.sual nu-thod^ followed at other |)oint$,

but the railnxid does not ol>tain the lull iK-nel'it of tlic im-

prwrmrnt as long as it is used .ii one |>oint only. Much
benefit rould l>e obtained by the in.iui;ur;ttion of a wcll-

planneij and systeniatio arrani»enuiit f t forrmcn periotiiially

vi»itinK other sho|»>. .-uppleniented l.\ .m iKn-ional meeting

of all I'orenH-n holding similar poMtii>ii> uii tlie >>>tem. An-
other method which al.o has l<cen productive of con.'>ideral)le

good and is followed fretjuently by many industrial concerns

operating a numU-r of plants at different points, is to em-
plo%- some one, frajuently in the cai)aiity of a general super-

intendent, whose duty it is to divide his time between the

various plants, inve>tigating the methods followed, harmo-

nizing jiraclices and advising changes in layout and equip-

nient to reduce o|X"rating costs and increase output. Such a

person, freed from the details of routine administration, has

an opjjortunity to familiarize himself with machine tools

and way.- of doing work which is not [wssiblc to a man
.i;r,.,tiy res|)onsible for shop operation.

The Transportation Sltuaticr.

—

Cauhc and Effect

TiiK fAk.MKKS. business men and other i)eoi>le of the

United States who have been res[>onsibk' for the policv

of government regulation and government operation of rail-

roads which has prevailed during the last fifteen years are

now lieginning to have an experience which should be as

instructive to them as it is to Ik* feared it will be cxix-nsive.

The railways in the week ended September 16, the last date

for which we have the figures, moved 'H.S.'MQ carloads of

freight. The largest business ever handled by them in their

histon.- was in 1920. The number of carloads of freight

moved in the week mentioned was only 3' j P^^r cent less than

in the corresponding week of 1920, and only 6 per cent less

than the largest numlxT of carloads ever moved in any week

in history.

Til .spite of the remarkable transportation results being

iiied under adverse conditions, the railroads for the

.. endc-d September 8 reported for the first time since

P'JiJ a net shortage of cars. The orders for cars in some

parts of the country which could not be filled exceeded by

l.=;,000 the surjilus cars in other parts of the country for

which there were no orders. The net shortage was small.

But on April 8, 1921, the railways had a car suri)lus of

427 cars, and even six months ago there was a car surplus

'iQ.OOO cars.

It has taken only this short time for the increase in busi-

ness activity to wipe out the large car surplus. The so-

called "car shortage" is a symptom, not a disease itself.

The disease is inadequacy of railway facilities of all kinds,

and we have not yet felt its worst effects.

Husine.ss activity and production arc increasing through-

out the country. Kvery class of producers and shippers is

clamoring for niore transportation. .Mtliough the amount

of coal trans|K)rted has increased over 125 jHjr cent since the

coal strike was .settled, the United States Geological Survey

in its rejiort for the week ended Septenil)er 16 says: "Trans-

portation is the dominant and limiting factor in soft coal

sup|ily."

One of the associations of manufacturers of lumber in

a circular letter calls attention to the fact that the production

of lumber has for some time been exceeding the amount that

could be ship|)e<l, and that finally lack of transjMjrtation is

forcing a curtailment of production. I'lic National .Asso-

ciation of Sand and Gravel Producers has been before the

Interstate Commerce Commission to secure modification of

Its priority orders in favor (»f co;il Ijecause these priority

orders are scriou.sly interfering with road building and other

construction work. There are wide-spread complaints in

the west because the railroads cannot move the grain as fast

as the farmers desire to ship it. Governor Kendall of Iowa

issued a statement on SeiJtemUr 1 in which he said: "The

car shortage in the state is a serious embarrassment to all

industn.- and enterprise and it is one most difficult to

remedy." He .stated that the elevators arc overflowing ever>-

where, and heavy losses will l>e sustained unless provision

can l)e made for the immediate marketing of the grain.

He advocates a transjiortation (iriority order in favor of

cereals for two weeks. This condition exists in spite of the

fact that thus far in 1922 the railways have moved more

grain than ever Ixfore. The numl>er of cars of grain moved

this year to September 9 was 1,6.56,2.50. The previous high

record was that of 1921, when up to the same date shipments

of grain had been 1,571,538 cars.

Governor Kendall said the jirolonged strike left the rail-

ways witliout adecjuate equipment. The situation would be

somewhat better if the railways did not have an abnormal

amount of equipment in bad order. But tlie shop employees'

strike is by no means the principal cause of the present trans-

portation situation. The jjrincipal cause of the present situ-

.ition is that the general development of the railroads has

very greatly declined within recent years while all the other

industries of the country have continued to e.\pand at a

normal or more than normal rate. Consider the significance

of the following figures some of which already have been

pui)lished in these columns: The number of locomotives

in service increa.sed 17,725 in the seven years ending with

1907, only 10,579 in the next seven years, and only 1.912

in the seven years ending with 1921. The number of freight

cars in service increased 626,000 in the seven years ending

with 1907, only 349,000 in the seven years ending with

1914, and only 41.000 in the seven years ending with 1921.

The increase in the number of locomotives for the seveh

years ending with 1907 was more than nine times as great

as in the last .seven years, and the increase in the number
of freight cars was over fifteen times as great. If these

reductions of the increase in the number of cars and locomo-

tives had been the only reduction in railway develoiiment,

the situation would not be so bad. But there has been a

corresiK)n(liiig reduction of the increase in all railway facil-

ities.

When the restrictive policy of government regulation be-

gan to be applied about 15 years ago those who opposed it

predicted that this very reduction of railway expansion

would be the result. They said the policy of reducing and

limiting the net returns the railways could earn would drive

new capital away from them, anil that, of course, without

.sufficient new capital railroad expansion would decline. The
advocates of the ]X)licy which has been followed ridiculed

these predictions. The predictions have come true, and the

nation is now entering on a new period of business revival

with a transportation system utterly inadequate to the de-

mands which will l>c made ujKin it if the demands increase

as much in proportion as they have in every past period of

business revival.

What is to be done, if anything, to remedy this situation?

The natural way to stop an effect is to remove its cause.

Since restrictive regulation has arrested the develojinient of

the railroads, it wouM seem that the logical thing to do

would be to make regulation less restrictive. The net return

earned i)y tlic railroads on their valuation in July, the first

month after the recent reductions of wages and rates went

into effect, was only four ]ier cent. Business is increasing

and the net return earned will increase if the railways are

fairlv regulated. If they earn an adequate net return they
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will raise the needed new capital and provide the needed

facilities.

In a large part of the countn,', however, there is being

carried on a powerful agitation for legislation which would

repeal all the constructive provisions of the Transportation

Act and make the government's policy of regulation worse

than it was before government control was adopted. In Gov-

ernor Kendall's own state of Iowa the republicans have

nominated for United States Senator a man who is making
his campaign largely upon the ground that the valuation

of the railways made by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion is from five to seven billion dollars too large and should

be correspondingly reduced. In Wisconsin the republicans

have renominated by a large majority Senator LaFollette,

who has for years been the most persistent advocate of the

very pwlicy of regulation which is chiefly responsible for the

fact that at the present time the farmers of Wisconsin, Iowa

and other western states cannot get enough transportation

to move their crops to market.

In other words, many of the farmers of those states are

complaining bitterly of the losses they are suffering and the

greater losses they fear because they cannot get enough

transportation, and at the same time are supporting for elec-

tion to Congress and to the Senate men who advocate policies

which would cause railroad development to lie even less in

the next seven years than it has been in the last seven years.

The present transportation situation and the still worse

situation which seems to be coming are due to policies the

adoption of which has been caused by the very people who
are now complaining most about the lack of transportation.

The railways are doing, and will do their best to move all

the traffic with the facilities available because, other things

being equal, the more traffic they handle the more money
they make. It is evident, however, that no matter how well

they do, the country is going to suffer severely from lack of

transportation. Perhaps the experience will teach the public

that it has much to lo.se and nothing to gain by supporting a

policy of regulation, the direct and necessary effect of which
is to render the raihvavs unable to handle the countrv's

What Will Be Done
With the Victory?

THE RESULT of the shop employees' strike has been a vic-

tory for the railways. In strikes, as in wars, it is often

easier to win a victory than to use it wisely. Germany won
a great victor}' in the Franco-Prussian war but did not use it

wisely. Fifty years later Germany is much worse off than

she probably would l)e if she had not triumphed so com-

pletely.

The outcome of the shop employees' strike is that on a

large majority of railways the shop crafts' unions affiliated

with the American Federation of Labor no longer exist. For

some years tlie worst labor conditions on the railroads have

prevailed in their .shops. The rules and working conditions

which the labor unions got adopted |)artly lieforc and partlv

during government control had liecome an almost insuperable

obstacle to efficiency and economy. The shop employees as

a class had InTonie, under bad leadership, the most radical

and insubordinate class of employees. It seemed impossible

to remedy this condition as long as the shoj) employees all

l)elonged to national unions which successfully insisted ui>on

only national negotiations of differences with tlie railway

managements and upon nationally uniform wages and work-

ing conditions.

The result of the strike is to enable all tlie railways which

have not settled with the unions to deal .se|)ar,itily with their

own men. This means with representatives of their own

men, since in no other practical way can large numbers of

men deal with employers regarding matters of importance.

The shop crafts' unions are quite certain to tr\- to extend

their organizations over these railways again. The manage-
ments will naturally trj' to prevent this. The most effective

means of preventing it will be for the managements to con-

\'ince the emplo\-ees that it is contrary to their own interest

to allow themselves to be drawn back into these unions. In

order to do this it will be necessary for the managements, in

concert with representatives of the employees, to establish

means of co-operation between them which will work to the

benefit of the employees as well as the railroads. The rail-

ways will naturally try to establish working conditions which
will promote efficiency and economy of of)eration—which, in

other words, wll increase the output obtained per man and
per machine If, however, they are to attain this result with-

out alienating their employees and causing the growth among
them of a sentiment in favor of a renewed affiliation witli the

shop crafts' unions, it will be necessary, first, to bring about

the establishment of relations which will give the employees
a real opportunity to present their views and wishes to the

management and participate in determining the conditions

under which they shall work, and which, secondly, will con-

vince the employees that they have more to gain by dealing

directly with the management of their own railway than by
dealing with it through the national unions.

The means adopted to bring about co-operation between

the managements and the men and to secure increased effi-

ciency will naturally differ on different railroads. It is to

be hoped that many new means will be tried—local adjust-

ment boards, shop committees, piece-work, and so on. If

many new and varj-ing methods are tried opportunity will be

afforded to compare the results obtained for both the railways

and the men. The outcome on most roads should be that

controversies which may arise will be settled without going

to the Labor Board, that the more hard-working and effi-

cient men will be enabled to earn higher wages than the mini-

mums fixed by the Labor Board, and that die railways at the

same time will be enabled to get a given amount of work done

at a lower total cost than they would have been able to if the

strike had not occurred.

As paradoxical as the statement may sound, the outcome of

the strike has also opened .some new opportunities to the shop

crafts' unions. They are still in existence as before on the

railways which liave ni^de settlements with the strikers. The
greatest fault of the shop crafts' unions, like so many other

unions, has been that in efforts to further what they have

regarded as the interest of their members they have pursued

policies which directly militated against efficiency. They
have proceeded on the false economic theon,- that there is only

a limited amount of work to be done and that the more they

restrict the amount done by each man the more they will in-

crease the numlier of men that can and will be employed.

The leaders of these unions can ]icrsist in following the old

policies if they choose to. On the other hand, if they choase

to, thev can adopt a new policy of encouraging their members

to do the most and best work they are capable of and to co-

operate with the managements of the railways in increasing

the efficiency and economy of operation.

The conditions will be such that, it would seem, the leaders

of the unions would find it exj^edient to do this. With the

.shop cr.nfts' unions representing the employees on some rail-

ways and not representing them on others, there will l)C op-

portunity to compare the results oi>taincd for Ixifh the men
and tlic railwavs where the unions are recognized and dealt

witli and where they are not recognized or dealt with. Per-

sistence by the labor leaders in the policies for which thev

have stoofl in the past is almost certain to make the conclu-

sions drawn from these comparisons unfavorable to lalior

unionism and its methods.
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llic outcome of the strike should have good effects on both
the managements of the- railway? and the labor unions. It

should stimulate the manaKcments of the railways which have
refuse<l to settle with the unions t<< use every reasonable

means to so promote the welfare of their emplo)'ees as to

make them satisfied and loyal to the companies. It should

at the same time stimulate the shii|> . r.ii't.-.' unions to so deal

with the railways which have mid. -. ttlcnients with them as

to convince their managements ;uid the [>ui>lic that these rail-

ways did not make a mistake in so doing instead of fighting

the strike to a finish. The strike has cost a great deal and
the employees, the railways and the puMic will not cease to

feel its effects for a long time to come. But if it results in

causing Ixjth the railways and the labor unions to follow more
enlightened policies in future it will lie worth far more than

it has or will cost.

Does It Pay?

WHAT IS THK VAi.TK of a wcll-balanced athletic program

foe employees on a railroad system? Can it be meas-

ured in terms of increased output or in other ]>racti(al ways?

These questions are suggested ijy the fact that at a time

when various railway associations and railway clubs are

cancelling and discontinuing meetings because of unrest and

the congestion of traffic, the Penn.sylvania Railroad has gone

forward with its athletic or recreation program, which

culminated in the great system field meet at .\ltoona last

Saturday. Not only did this mean relieving many workers

over the system to take part in the events—including the

shutting down for the day of the great Altoona shops—but

many sf>ecial trains were rc(iuired to carry the employees

to .Mtoona from all parts of the system.

The crowd—possibly 35,000 were in the grandstands on

Saturday afternoon—included the workers and their families,

from the president and .some of the directors down to office

girls and boys, apprentices and laborers; and they were

apparently welded together in a complete and happy unit.

Nowhere was this i)etter evidenced than in the way in which

President Rea, liacked up by many of his official family,

left the grandstand for the field and personally gave out

the medals and trophies to the fortunate contestants in the

many events.

What did the day not mean also to thousands of workers

all over the system who were not fortunate enough to be

able to go to Altoona for the day, but who followed the

reports which were wired direct from the top of one of the

grandstands? Two minutes after one of the young ladies

had won a close race the telegraph operator called to her

from the top of the stand, "Betty, they already know all

about it in Philadelphia and arc proud of you." This, of

course, is an e.xtreme case, but surely the enthusiasm and.

comradeship of the day must nii-an something in tlie develop-

ment of a U-tter family spirit throughout the great system,

as well as in increased loyalty.

After all, the great field meet, with its hundreds of con-

testants and thousands of spectators, was a small thing com-

pared with the other thousands of employees and more tens

of thousands s|K'ctators who t(X)k |)art in the preliniinar^'

training and events all over the system during the preceding

months. This, measured in terms of improved healtli alone,

means much to the railroad aside from other asjxTts. In-

tangible, you say. Possibly so. But it will be interesting

to watch the Pennsylvania in the coming weeks and months

and see if it is reflected in better jierformance under the

trv'ing conditions which lie iiefore it. Obviously, an athletic

program in itself may not mean nun li in inspiring loyalty

and co-operation. To be really fruitful for g(xxl, it will

ordinarily be linked up witii (itlur tilings that were men-

tioned in the editorial entitled "Our Road" in the Railnvay

Age of last week; in the last analysis it will de[>end for

its effect, good or bad, directly upon the spirit back of the

whole thing and by which it is dominated;

Speeding Up Train Movement

THE SUGGESTION has been made that in some cases freight

train performance might be improved by decreasing the

tonnage and thus increasing the speed. But this method
could not lie adopted with good results in most cases. For
one thing, it would add to the number of locomotives turned

at roundhou.ses and would not lie practicable where the loco-

motive terminals are congested. Another method of increas-

ing the ton-miles j>er locomotive would be to increase the
speed without decreasing the tonnage. There are probably
many ca.ses where this could be done. Operating officers usu-
ally consider that the speed is fi.\ed by the tonnage, but this

is true only if the locomotive is worked at a definite

rate.

The ]K)wer that is developed depends on the amount
of coal supplied to the fire. A higher rate of firing means
more power and, therefore, higher speed. The maximum
rate for hand firing is about 7,500 lb. per hour. Few
firemen can equal this, but it would not be unreasonable
to expect them to fire 5,000 lb. an hour while running. The
actual rate will often be found as low as 3,000 lb. One
of the princi])al reasons why some crews do not get over
the road is because the\- do not develop the proper amount
of power from the locomotive. Road foremen of engines
by checking the rate of firing should be able to speed up
the movement of trains appreciably. A method that is still

more effective is to provide some additional incentive for

increasing sjx'ed, either by giving the slow-freight crews
an opportunity to exceed the basic 12' j miles an hour, or
by establishing turn-around service. It is hard to give rcwd
crews continual supervision to keep them up to a high
standard if the only object is to improve the company's
ojierating performance, but the engineer and fireman can
be dejicnded upon to work hard to get over the road if it is

to their personal advantage to do so. Still another method
of increasing ton-miles per locomotive is that of maintain-
ing the speed while increasing the tonnage per train. This
also imposes heavier work on the locomotive, and makes
necessary better firing. The importance of maintaining or
even increasing speeds is greater now than it was a few
years ago because of tlie necessity of paying train crews
punitive overtime after eight hours. From the standpoint
of locomotive efficiency the main object to l>c attained is an
increa.se of ton-miles per locomotive hour, or per train hour,
which is almost the same tiling, and u.sually the way in
which this has Inen attained has been by increasing the
train load even when this had the effect of reducing the
average speed.

For example, on one of the best operated railways
in the entire country tlie average speed of the freight

trains declined from 12.05 miles an hour in April to 10.7
miles in .Vugust. Becau.se of the large increase in the aver-
age train load, however, the average ton-miles per train hour
—|)ractically the same thing as per Uxomotive hour—in-

creased from 7,967 to S,651. The result was that this rail-

way was able to handle in .\ugust the largest freight busi-
ne.ss in its history—undoubtedly a larger business than it

could have handled at higher train speeds—with maximum
economy. Determination of the speeds and loads with
which freight trains can be operated with the greatest effi-

ciency and economy di[iends on Icxal conditions, and there-

fore these conditions must always be given the most careful
consideration if the ln-t results are to be attained.
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Labor's Opportunity
Kl Paso. Texas

lO THK F.dituk:

The idea outlined herein has been evolved as the result

of disputed points between the railroad employer and em-

plovee since the writer can remember, and he is now 54

years of age. It has been strengthened by the fact that a

local brick manufacturing plant, of most modern construc-

tion and equipment, was built, put in ojjeration, and is

operated by a labor organization.

Contention has always existed: First, by the employee

that wages are kept down to a point out of proportion to

railroad earnings. Second, that abnormal earnings thus

made possible for tlie operating companjs are accumulated

to the enrichment of large stockholders and the over-payment

of e.xecutives. Third, that repairs contracted for outside of

the carriers' own s^hops represent waste of money for the

main purpose of discrediting organized labor.

I'lie employer claims that the wage scales demanded,

compared with freight tariffs, permit of inadequate earnings

to create legitimate and fair interest on investment, and

sufficient surplus with which to care for repairs, operating

expenses, maintenance of way, overhead, etc. (That this

claim is valid, of record, and accounted for by various

corps of most skilled men, selected Ijy the government for

their fitness, means nothing to those who contradict these

facts).

Whv would it not be possible to select some road which

has been a profitable propert)-, but is now in the hands of a

receiver, or a previously profitable road about to be sold

for indebtedness, and with our government as referee, per-

mit allied trades unions to take such property over for

operation.

Some of our best and most profitable roads have gotten

into financial dift'iculties at times, and men like Mr. Loree

have been given the hard task of rehabilitating them and

jiutting them on their feet again.

Such a plan would open to the unions an investment for

their treasury funds and men like Samuel Gompers, who

have accumulated some means, should jump at the oppor-

tunity to invest some of their money in such property, where

it wfjuld l)e safeguarded by the individuals for whom they

have fought and whom they have championed. There

would also be the great value of such a departure as an

object lesson, highly valualde to the contestants as well as

to our government.

Some capable, worthy man, identified with labor, liaving

executive ability, l)Ut whose light has Ixen hidden under a

bushel, would Ik- given the ojiportunity to accept the service

for which several railroad executives receive $100,000 and

5;i50,000 per year, at a salary of $10,000 to $15,000. In

addition to this, the road under this new plan of manage-

ment could immediately, with special governmental permis-

sion, redute the freight tariffs, raise the wage scale, and

put all work of repairs through their own shops, to the end

that tlie |)ublic would at once begin to profit in saving of

freight charges. All tonnage jx>ssiblc in tributary territory

would )te routed over the lines of this road; the increased

revenue would go to the unions, and no element would have

any reason to l-e dissatisfied, for the pulilii. the jiatrons,

\v(xild not l)egrudge the investors and o[X'rators the increased

earnings when receiving l)ettcr serN'ice at lower cost.

All new ideas are scouted as radical when the departure

suggested is at such variance with custom, and yet were it

pos-'ible to carf)- this roughly outlined plan into operation,

the result it would accomplish within twelve months would

1)6 definite and mean that which has not been attained in

many years of heated argument, dispute, and struggle at

cross purposes. E- E. ^Morrow.

Need for Courts of Last Resort
Boston.

To THE Editor:

In one of your recent interesting editorials on improving

the personnel of the railroad service, you mention, as an

essential in promoting friendly co-operation, the settlement

of disagreements by having them taken before one or more

referees. (Page .\19, August 19.) Disputes arise in all im-

portant human affairs and provision for settling them is of

the first im|X)rtance: yet we go on neglecting the duty.

President F. D. Underwood, of the Erie, in an interview, has

proposed local arbitration of disagreements between employer

and employee: which means that our present ponderous ma-

chinery for settling grievances is ver>- inadequate. This

everybody knows. It is a kind of machinery- which is likely

at any time (if \ou tr}- to accomplish useful results with

it), to come to a full stop from its own internal friction.

Failure to recognize this need of a final arbiter who can

act promptly is the cause of half our troubles. We recog-

nize this need in various vital matters ever)- day, and yet

in other vital matters we are oblivious to it. The Supreme

Court of the United States has been called the .sheet anchor

of our liberties. It is more than that; its influence steadies

our feet every day. Yet, what is it but a board of arbi-

trators? Nine men whose word we' agree to heed and obey,

whether they be right or whether they be wrong. All of

our recent labor and wages troubles have been due to the

lack of this spirit; lack of a man or men whom we can

agree to obev. All efforts should be directed to finding some

way to select and appoint suitable arbitrators. The futility

of trying to compose our differences in any other way is il-

lustrated by the action of the basel)all men in appointing

Judge Landis to boss them. The motion picture people

have done the same thing, employing Mr. Hays; and a

similar course is proposed in the theatrical business.

Note my italics. In the complicated afltairs of the modern

industrial world, there can be no satisfactory progress un-

less we can get rid of tedious delays. The legal profession

does many things for us; l)ut, on tlie other hand, too many
of our lawvers make their living by manufacturing delays

—

or calling them down from the heavens. It is the

lawyers who have taught us how to accomplish all sorts of

ends, good and bad, by delay, delay and more delay. Most

grievance committees spend a good deal of their time in

making sure that their business shall not go on too rapidly.

There are two halves to the arbitrator problem. It is

hard enough to find a man who can comprehend our con-

troversies and who will have the courage to decide them witli

absolute freedom from fear or favor; but tlie second half is

harder vet; to get ourselves into the state of mind—and heart

—where we are willing to accept the arbitrators' decisions

when they are rendeu-d. (It is yet to W demonstrated

whether or not this exalted mental and ethical state has been

reached and can be maintained l>y the ba.seball and movie .

peojile.) The first qualification of an arbitrator is im- I

partiality; this is more important than education or than \

knowledge of the railroad field; but the latter can be ac-

quired; an impartial mind cannot. Equally ini|X)rtant with

impartialitv is the arbitrator's reputation for impartiality.

This (jualitv is valueless unlc.«s people recognize it. Mr.

Underwixxl's idea is a good one; but we need a lot of com-

mittees, right away, to hunt for tlie individu.ils whom we
can trust to tell us what to do, or what to submit to, when,

left to ourselves, we .should sulk, or strike or fight. Every

large road needs a score of men. E. MdSEMAV.



Work Under Way on Union Station Headhouse

Architects Solve DitVicult Problem m Combining Oftice

Building with Terminal Structure

WiiM WORK in |>rt>nriss on tin foumlution and bas*-

rm-nl of tin- Rri-ut hcudhoux- .in»l five of the new
station tracks already in use, the coni|>letion of the

luw union station at Chicago is now definitely in sight.

Progress on the plans for the headhouse also has now reached

the |K)int that [H-rmits of a more tangible conception of the

princi|>al features of this important terminal than has lieen

possible heretofore.

The general character of this station is now a matter of

rather common knowledge among railway men; it will com-
prise a double stul) terminal with two grids of station tracks

e.xtending to the north and south resjH-ctively from a train

concourse lying Ix-tween the Chicago river and Canal street,

with this headhouse occu[)ying an entire blotk west of that

street The station tracks and the main floor of the station

are depressed below the streets, pwrmitting the latter to pass

over the tracks and over the connection between the head-
house and the train concourse.

The original plan for the headhouse contemplated a

structure of monumental type housing only the main waiting

room and the auxiliary' station facilities, and foundations

were designed and constructed on the basis of the loads

im[K»sed by such a structure with an allowal)k' foundation

bearing of 6.5 tons per square foot, transmitted to concrete

caissons carried to hard|>un about (>0 ft. below city datum
(lake level). The subse(|uent dicision to |)rovide a structure

to serve the dual pur|K)se of a station licatlhou.se and a high

office building necessarily imposing loads much greater than

those originally contemplated, introtluced a serious founda-

tion problem and naturally raised a (|UCstion as to the applica-

tion of greater loads to the caissons already in place. As
a means of affording a possible answer to this, two test

caissons were sunk on adjacent ground and subjected to

test IcKids, as a result of which authority was granted by

the city building department for an increa.se in the allowable

l)earing pressure to 10 tons per sc|uare foot suiiject to certain

restrictions.

Further complications attending the decision to construct

the office building type of headhou.se arose from the fact

that a redesign of the building su|)erstructure resulted in

some marked changes in the loiation of building columns,

so that the e.xisting caissons would not in all ca.ses fit the

new column locations, and although the use of reinforced

concrete distributing girders mafle it |M)ssible to utilize nearly

all of the caissons already in |)lace, the general result of the

change in |)lans has been a consitlerable increa.sc in the

number of caissons. This additional foundation work is

now well under way.

General Plan Not Changed

The earlier jilan for the headhouse provided for a great

waiting riMmi in the center of the block, and by designing

the office building as a hollow s(|uare with a central court

the prin( ipal feature of this plan has been retained without

involving the sui)|x)rt of any column loads over the 100-ft.

span of the waiting rcKim ceiling. This not only insures

ade(|uale skylighting of this waiting room, but also jiermits

of an ajiplication of the originally (()ntenii)lated architectural

treatment, that of the Roman l)aths.

The base of the building will o<.cui)y practically the entire

1)1(xk bounded by Canal, Jackson, Clinton and .Adams

streets, and will have a length of M2 ft. north and south by

.>!'> ft. 10 in. east and west. However, the mass of the

building above the base, tluit is, llu- outline of the office

building |H)rtion, is to be set back 30 ft. 4 in. on the Canal

stn-et side, J9 ft. on the Clinton stri-et face and similar

amounts on Jackson boulevard and Adams street, giving

the effect of a terraced base, e.xtending practically to the

fourth floor level. On Canal street, this is to be treated as

a portico comprising a colonnade of Roman Doric columns,

^9 ft. high, and will serve to emphasize the two main

entrances to the station. A similar treatment is to be used

on Clinton street e.xcept that the building wall will Ik.- flush

with the backs of the columns. On the Jack.son lioulevard

and Adams street sides, the ba.se projections of the building

will be occupied by two cab and baggage driveways entering

at the two west corners of the building with ramps descend-

ing toward the east, the outside walls being pierced by large

openings for the sake of ventilation and lighting. Arch-

itectural emphasis will be given to the two entrances to the

driveways by ornamental pavilions at the two corners of

the building, and for the sake of symmetry, similar construc-

tion will i>revail at the two east comers.

The underlying thought in developing the design of the

station was to evolve a plan of the utmost simplicity in

which all facilities of direct .service to the passenger in ar-

riving or departing on trains are assembled on a single level.

Special pains were taken to insure that the routing of the

passengers through the station would not only be obvious

liut would also afford direct access to the various facilities

with practically no opjiortunitv for confusion on the part

of even the mo.st inexixrienced traveler. It is the opinion

of the officers of the station company that the plan is unique

among stations placed either above or below the street level

and that the efforts and e\|>en.se incurred in developing the

plan will be entirely warranted by the Operating results to

be obtained.

An understanding of the station arrangement implies a

thorough conce[>tion of the arrangement of the street grades.

To jirovide adc(iuately for a separation of the track grades

from tho.se of the streets, it was necessary to raise Canal

street to elevation -|- 26, which is approximately the same
elevation as the bridges over the tracks and the river, whereas

the elevation of Clinton street, which is on a level with the

other streets to the west of the station is -\- 15, necessitating

descending grades from Canal street to Clinton street on the

two .streets flanking the headhouse on the north and south.

Therefore, by ])lacing the level of the main waiting room
fltKir at -|- 10, it was readily possible to jirovide a concourse

leading to the east under Canal street, while the fact that

Clinton street is 11 ft. lower than Canal street was al.so of

advantage in providing ramps for the descending driveways

entering from the two Clinton street corners.

The main waiting room will be an enormous hall, 100 ft.

wide by 217 ft. long and having a ceiling 114 ft. from the

floor. The interior treatment will consist primarily of

paneled walls, with recesses marking large o|)enings at each

end and at three equally sjiaced intervals on each side, these

ojH'nings being emphasized by marble columns surmounted
by a classic entablature that extends around the room at a

height of 47 ft. above the lloor. .\liove this level will be a

clerestory covered l)y a flat barrel vault ceiling, the walls

being pierced by windows at each end and at three i)laces

on each side. .Although this room will have no outride

walls, these openings will be afforded natural light becr'iis.'

the walls of this clerestory arc to clear the interii>r w: '.Is

of the office building by a distance of 16 ft. The ceiliii';

of the waiting room will consist entirely of skylights with

S')9
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the exception of one tier of coffers around the sides and ends.

The main entrance to this waiting room from the street

will comprise duplicate entrance lobbies 40 ft. wide by 85

ft. long, fronting on Canal street 70 ft. 10 in. to either side

of the east and west axis of the building. These lobbies

will enclose stairways leading down to the waiting room level,

but will function also as arcades giving access to shops

bordering on either side. In addition, a large part of the

trian arcades 11 ft. 10 in. wide by 134 ft. long communicat-

ing with Clinton street.

The passengers entering the waiting room will find the

space to the west of it devoted to restaurants and separate

accommodations for men and women, one each of the three

large doorways mentioned above marking entrance to each

of these three facilities. The south doorway will communi-
cate with the smoking room and with a stairway leading to

VauH Lights
'

Office Entrance Adams Street

Large Dining

Ticket Lobl>y Passage To Train Concourse

I. .£?-••
I

T r

I Tictret Lobby g _ _ _ p.
|

Composite Plan of the Headhouse on the Station Floor and Canal Street Levels

Canal street front of tiu- building not occupie<l by the en-

trance lobl)ies will be devoted to shops.

There will be two other entrances into the waiting room,
namely, at the north and south ends when' three (hxirs will

lead to entrance lobliics 18 ft. Iiy 4,) ft., cimmuinicating di-

rectly with the cab and baggage driveways and will serve as

the cab nitrances to the waiting room. To the west of

these entrance lobbies a connection will be had with pedes-

a toilet room in the basement. The central doorway will

lead to a large restaurant and, liy means of a lobby and
corridor, to a smaller restaurant affording greater seclusion

from the activities of the station. The north doorway in

the west wall will lead to the women's waiting room and by

a stairway to a toilet room in the basement.

The main restaurant will Ik a room 48 ft. by 110 ft. with

a ceiling 40 ft. alwve the floor. It will have a walnut
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wainM^^uC 12 ft. high above which the walls will be treated

with (tanelcd cacnstone. The (.il!...; will have an over-all

pattern of coffer trcatnu-nt in .: - Ihc smaller dining
room, 40 ft. by OO ft. with a M' it iling, will have some-
what similar architectural treatniciit.

On the- main a.xis of the building; in the east wall between
the two main ' - ill Ik- .i l.i' '

'
' ;i^ to

the tiik.t I. If: vhich .lir, ilier

east to the cim, y under i
i , . >und

that to the train concourse. However, this central passage-

way will be su]iplemented by smaller doors on each side

of the two stairways so that, with the e.xception of the space

occupied by these stairways, one will be able to pass from
the waiting room into the concixirse space to the cast at

almost any point in the entire length of the east wall. In

other words, there will be an open passageway from the

waiting room in the general direction of the train concourse,

rangeroent as to isolate tliem from the station facilities.

Accordingly, entrances have been provided in the center of

the Jack.son boulevard and tlie Adams .«trc-et sides of the

builcling at a considerable distance from any of the en-

trances to the station proper. By provision for a flight of

six steps from the sidewalk level access will be had to a

U>ggia with a floor at an elevation +23.5, or sufficiently

alKjve the level of the inclined driveway from Clinton street

so that this loggia may bridge across the driveway with a

sufficient clearance for the veliide traffic. This loggia leads

to an entrance lobby abutting on the end of the waiting room,

but at an elevation 13 ft. 9 in. above the station floor level

so that it gives the general effect of a balcony overlooking

the waiting room. To the west of this loggia is a corridor

leading to two banks of five elevators each. These elevators

will not run below the office entrance level so that they

cannot l>e used for direct communication bc-twecn the offices

V
Baggage Driytway ^Aus of BuiUing

Donvn—

I

I

Plan of the South Half of the Basement

having a total width of 192 ft. Immediately under the

south stair\vay an enclosed grill or cage 64 ft. by 49 ft.

will be i)rovi(ie(l for a ticket office, affording service windows

on all four sides. Under the north stairway a similar en-

closure will Ih- |)rovided for the baggage service with an

elevator, chute and stairway communicating with the baggage

room on the floor below.

Direct entrance to the concourse lobby will also be afforded

by vestibules to the north and south connecting with the

two cal> stands under the two Canal street corners of the

building at the lower end of the driveways descending from

Clinton street. In addition to suitable landing platforms,

adjacent space will 1* devoted to a taxicab office, baggage

service counter for checking hand baggage, and a toilet room

for cab men.

Separate Entrances for the Oflfice Building

Since the iieadliouse will endunpass an office l)uilding

of large size it is essential to provide adequate entrances to

the office liuilding in such locations and under such an ar-

and the station. This arrangement was deemed neci^sar}'

to separate the offices from the station, but for the benefit

of office employees who have occasion to go into the station

a stairway has been i)rovided to the south of the office build-

ing lobby which leads to the station floor level in the en-

trance lobby at the end of the waiting room. As a further

facility for railway officers or for trainmen reporting to

division offices on the ujiper ficxirs a special elevator connec-

tion to the upper floors will be provided with entrance on

the station level, opening out onto tiie cab drive from which

it is but a short walk to the concourse. Further means of

conununicating betwwn the office floors and the ground level

will be afforded by four stair wells enclosed in fire walls in

the four corners of the building.

Baggage Room in the Basement

Tiic driveways leading from Clinton street to the cab

stands are also used for access to the baggage nxim in the

basement. From the cal) .stands a continuation of the ramp

is to be carried westward outside nf tlie first run of the drive
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to the corner of Clinton street, thence to the middle of the

blcxrk. on Clinton .«treet and thence eastwardly on the center

line of the building to a teaming concourse under Canal

street. This concourse will be 47 ft. wide and will have

tailbo;ird space for a length of 382 ft. along its east side

beyond which all of the space under the train concourse

is to be occupied by the baggage room. The remaining por-

tion of the basement, that is, the part directly l)elow the

hcadliouse will be devoted to a variety of purposes. One
interesting innovation is provision for a large cafeteria near

the south wall of the building, with communication from the

main waiting room by means of a .stairway leading down
from the .south vestibule, which will have a table room .^8

ft. by 144 ft. to be supplemented by a service room 50 ft.

bv 55 ft. and a kitchen 40 ft. by 76 ft. In the north

half of the building a room 54 ft. by 90 ft. will be assigned

to immigrants and connected by a corridor to a stairway

that gives direct access to the train concourse. Other por-

tions of the basement are to be used for the main toilet rooms,

storage space for the concessions, employees' rooms, etc.

The design and construction of the union station is under

the direction of J. D'Esposito, chief engineer, Chicago Union

Station Company. Graham, .Anderson, Proljst & \\'hite of

Chicago are the architects.

Long Island to Improve and
Extend Electric Service

To CARE FOR present requirements and to prepare for the

carrying out of a plan for improving and extending

the electric service on the Long Island, a 25,000-kilo-

watt generator is now being installed in the Long Island

City fxjwer plant and additional feeders are being run in

conduit along the right of way to Forest Hills.

This fall the company will begin the extension of the

elevated structure througli Mollis, eastward through Queens

to the Nassau Countv boundary line, a distance of about

two miles. This section will be elevated and four-tracked

at the same time and the four-track .section will be con-

tinued to Floral Park, two miles farther east. It is estimated

that the work will require about a year and a half for

completion at a cost of approximately §2,000,000. Building

of many new homes in Mollis, Queens, Bellrose and Floral

Park has caused a large increase in traffic with resultant

congestion. The new four-track elevated structure will make
it jiossible for express trains to pass locals between Mollis

and Queens and thus speed up operation over the entire line.

Tentative plans for future building include extending the

electrification of the Montauk division from Lynbrook to

Babylon, a distance of 19 miles, the entire Oyster Bay
l)ranch and the Wading river branch to Northport. It is

also planned to connect the old unused Central Railroad line

with the main line to divert express service from the entire

Montauk division east of Baljylon through Micksville and

Mineola to Jamaica.

The Long Island is properly a standard railroad and it i~

tlie contention of its president, Ralph Peters, that New York
City should not depend on the Long Island to furnish rapid

transit, as this transportation line is needed to serve all

other parts of Long Island for passenger and freight trans-

portation. In explaining the situation President Peters said:

"I have tried to impress upon the transit commissioners

of this city that they ought to build a four-track rapid

transit line from Jamaica over the ()ueens Boulevard route

to Long Island City, thence under the river and across the

city to 10th Ave., intersecting all the north and south lines

on Manhattan Island and giving the Borough of Queens

real rapid transit."

.According to a report presented to the Italian parliament, the

Italian railways at pre.scnt possess 6,436 steam and electric locomo-

tives and they have under construction 475 steam and 82 electric

locomotives. Grants have been made for the construction of

120 locomotives and another 75 will shortly l>e ordered. Within

the next live years 600 steam locomotives will be scrapped.

ATLANTIC
tinfrically Optrafed Track

Western Lines of the Long Island



New Shop Agreements Have Novel Features

Union Pacific and Burlington Wage Rates Recognize Varying

Degrees of Skill Within the Crafts

AiiiiXG THK RAILROADS whit h havc recently nesotiatcd
..' ii. nts with newly (>rt;.ni/iii associations of their

Mploytf*. the aiirtt in. It- ..f the Union Pacific

> -u;.. ,11 aivc St|)tcmlxT 1, .m.i tlic Chicago, BurlinRton

& <^)umcv, i-ftective SoptcmlKT 15. an- of particular interest

becau>f of the extent to which thcv depart from the practice

estahli^hrd l»y Lal)or Board decisions, lx»th as to working
conditions and rates of pay. The new wage rates estab-

]i.«he<i l»y Ixith of these agreements are similar in that the

various craft classifications have Uvn subjcctetl to a consid-

eraide sulxlivision Uased on the degree of skill rojuired in

the performance of the work, and each sulxlivision carries its

own wage rate. Generally speaking, these wage rates range

from 15 cents above to from 7 to 1.^ cents Ix'low the me-
chanic>' rates estaidished by the last wage reduction of the

Lalxir Board.

In lioth agreements the minimum rate for work ordinarily

assigned to fully (|ualified meclianics is two cents an hour
alxive that established by the l.al>or Board. The work of

Sf)ecialis:s or handy men, retjuiring more skill than the class

of work ordinarily assigned to hclix-rs but not the. skill of a

fully (|ualitied mechanic, is paid for at rates lower than the

mechanic?' rates established l>y the Labor Board but above

the rates for helj>ers.

Wage Rates for the Locomotive Crafts

In the -|Kiial craft rules of the I'liion Pacific agreement

mechanics in each craft are divi.lcd into two groups: (1)
-e (loin-,; work rccjuiring fully qualified mechanics, and

. . ) those doing work not requiring the skill of fully quali-

fied mechanics.

In the machinists' rules there are 28 classifications of fully

ilified mechanics. The first eight classes each receive a
• of )S5 cents an hour and include specialists (who deter-

mine the time and methods required for the jierformance of

all operations), layers (xit, tool makers, die makers, valve

-rttiTS, large vertical turrc"t lathe o|)erators, special milling

• iiine operators and axle and crank pin lathe men. The
vi five clas.ses receive a rate of 80 cents an hour. These

das.ses include operators of frame and cylinder planers and

frame slotters, air brake specialists, valve gear repair men
and ins])ectors required to sign affidavits under the Federal

locomotive inspection rules. Tiie next four (lasses receive

a rate of 76 cents an hour and include air brake repairmen,

machinists assigned to such work as power plant machinery

and roadway equipment, autogenous welders and operators

of horizontal boring and milling machines The last 11

classes receive a rate of 72 cents an hour. The work in

these clas.ses includes that of first-class machinists, locomo-

tive inspectors not required to make affidavits, machine

operators not specified in other groups and steam pipe and

superheater men.

In the second or less skilled group of mechanics there arc

26 classifications. The highest rate in this grtiup is 68 cents

an hour and applies to the first 10 classifications. These

include operators of .semi-automatic machines, operators of

lathes and .shapers on work not sjiecificxl under any of the

superior classifications and operators of driving wheel lathes,

radial drills anVl ordinary drill presses. Boiler stud men
and men assigned to laying out and s(|uaring up engine

trucks and Ir.iilir frames and fitting up truck brasses arc

also incUuled in this group. The next nine cl.i.s.^es receive a

rate of 'i4 cents an hour. These inilude engine and trailer

truck men who are assigned to repairing trucks and putting

up shoc-s and wedges, car whc-el lathe operators, tire setters,

men on valve and cock work, s[)ring and brake rigging men,

>cecond-class boring mill operators and operators of engine

and tender truck axle lathes. The next two classes include

oiR-rators of rough grinders and tool grinders, and receive a

rate of 60 cents an hour. Men repairing tender trucks, and

applying and removing couplers, metal bumpers, metal pilots

and engine and tender drawbars, are rated at 60 cents an

hour if of over one year's ex[X'riencc and 57 cents an hour

if of less than one year's exiHJrience. Gas and elc-c.ric cu'-

ters and men doing machinists' work on metal cabs, running

Ixxirds,. stack .saddles, brackets, etc., receive a rate of 57 cents

an hour.

HcliH'rs with over one year's experience are rated at 49

cents an hour and those with less than one year's experience

receive 47 cents an hour.

Each of the other locomotive shop crafts is subdivided in

a similar manner, although the numl)er of classes from the

nature of the work is not as large as in the case of the ma-
chinists. But throughout the agreement each classification is

so spc-cific as to leave little opjwrtunity for misunderstanding

cf the jobs to which it ajiidies.

With the exception of the lilacksmiths, the first classifica-

tion under each craft is that of the specialist competent to de-

termine the time and the methods to be u.sed in the jjerform-

ance of all operations in the craft, and rates for the varic^us

groups are 85 cents, 80 cents, 76 cents, and 72 cents an hour

for men who arc fully qualified mechanics. In the case of

the blacksmiths, the heavy hammersmith working on material

six inches or over receives a rate of 95 cents an hour.

For work not requiring the skill of fully qualified me-

chanics the rate groups in each of the locomotive shop crafts

are 68 cents, 64 cents, 60 cents and 57 cents an hour respec-

tivelv. The rates for ordinary helpers are the same in al' of

the crafts. l)ut a rate of 54 cents an hour is a]>plied to certain

special jobs such as heli)ers on hand flanging work and l>oiler

washers in the txjilermakers' craft, and first furnace heater

helpers, hammersmith helpers, first and second fire helpers,

ancl hammer operators in the lilacksmith shop.

Carmen's Rates

Car repairmen are divided into two separate crafts: jias-

senger car men and freight car men. Fully qualified pas-

senger car mechanics receive the same rates as the Icxomcrtive

crafts. The 85-ccnt rate applies to specialists, layers out and

decorators. Lcttercrs and stripers, pattern makers and fi'st-

dass cabinet makers receive SO cents an hour; mill wrights,

electroplaters, and autogenous welders, 76 cents an hour;

burnishers, first-class painters, paint mixers, upholsterers,

wcxid machine operators, .second-class cabinet makers, first-

class locomotive carpenters, and carmen working on passenger

car b(xlic"s, 72 cents an hour.

Of the less .skilled meclianics. truck and platform men,

.second-class locomotive carpenters ancl air brake men receive

68 cents an hour; passenger car inspectors, 65 cents; hand

car carpenters and rough painters, 64 cents; seamsters and

seamstresses, 60 cents; gas and cdectric cutters, 57 cents, and

paint removers, oilers and brassers, 54 cents an hour. The
same lul|H-rs' rates apjily as in the locomotive shop crafts.

Starting at .v8 cents an hour, coach cleaners receive up to

42 cents an hour depending on the length of ser^•ice.

Freight car repair men are classified as fully qualified
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mechanics and helpers. There are six rate groups among the

mechanics, the highest of which receives 75 cents an hour
and the lowest 54 cents an hour. The first group includes

specialists, layers out. wrecking derricks engineers and autog-

enous welders. The second group, which receives a rate of

71 cents an hour, includes air brake rack men and triple

valve repairers. The third group receives a rate of 67 cents

an hour and covers car carjx-nters and flask makers. Car
inspectors and car men on all ordinar)' car repair work,

starting at 54 cents an hour for less than one year's expeii-

ence. and adding three cents an hour for each additional

year's expyerience, receive a maximum of 63 cents an hour.

Stencilers, painters and gas and electric cutters receive a rate

of 57 cents an hour, while oilers and brassers are rated at 54

cents. The rates for helpers are the same as in the other

crafts.

The wage rates established in the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy agreement are practically the same as those of the

Union Pacific, although the classifications are somewhat less

specific and less jobs are included in the higher rate groups

than in the latter agreement. Like the Union Pacific agree-

ment the Burlington agreement groups passenger and freight

car repair men in separate crafts.

Both agreements provide differentials above the standard

rates for men employed at certain specified points on the sys-

tem, and in the case of coach cleaners on the Union Pacific

System, those emplo\ed at Los Angeles receive a rate from

four to six cents below the standard for the system, depending

cm the length of service.

More Seniority Groups

In general, the working rules of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy do not differ widely from those established by

Decision Xo. 222 of the United States Railroad Labor Board.

In some respects, however, they are more specific. Both the

Union Pacific and the Burlington agreement provides con-

siderably more .sub-divisions in the seniority group, particu-

larly those for the car men, and both provide that where the

requirements of the ser\-ice justify such assignments, em-

ployees may be assigned to work within a spread of twelve

hours with one interval of relief of not less than two hours'

duration. Both also specify that a mechanic may be required

to perform the work of more than one craft when a literal

application of the craft classification would require the use

of more men than are actually necessary to perform the

work.

The L^nion Pacific agreement provides for 11 seniority

groups of mechanics. These are machinists, boiler makers,

l>lack.smiths, sheet metal workers, electricians, pattern makers,

upholsterers, painters, mill men, car men (including locomo-

tive carpenters) and coach cleaners.

In this matter the Burlington agreement has gone even

farther. Separate seniority lists are maintained for machin-

ists in the machine and erecting shops and wherever forces

are under separate supervision separate seniorit}' lists are to

lie maintaincfl. Sheet metal workers are arranged in two

lists, divided t)etwecn the tinners and copjxr .smiths, and

plumlxTS and pipe fitters. Electrical workers arc sub-divided

as electricians, power plant electricians, and electric crane

operators (two classes). For the car men. separate seniority

lists are maintained for pattern and cabinet makers, wood
working machinists, upholsterers, silver-platers, coach buil-

ders, trimmers and repairers and locomotive carpenters;

painters (letterers, etc.)': painters, (plain painting); car in-

spectors, and freight car builders and repairers. Wood and

steel car repairers are carried on separate seniority lists.

Union Pacific Stabilizes Employment

One of the most significant features of the T^nion Pacific

agreement is the article prm-iding for the incrca.^e or reduc-

tion of exp<'n'!es with as little disturbance as possible to regii-

larit}- of emplo\-ment. Under this article both the manage-
ments and the local employees' representatives are charged
with the responsibilit}- to so regulate the bulletined hours of

assignment as to reduce to the minimum the necessity for in-

creasing or decreasing the number of men employed. For
this purpose variations in the bulletined hours may be made
b\- agreement from a minimum of seven hours a day for five

days a week, or 35 hours a week, to a maximum of 58 hours
a week. The assignments are to be so regulated as to pro-

vide as nearly as p>ossible an average of 8 hours a day for

the total number of working days in the year.

The overtime rules conform to the requirements of this

article and instead of applying to time after eight hours, are

made to apply after the normal bulletined hours, whatever
they may be.

Stationary Engineers and Shop Laborers

The Union Pacific System has also negotiated a separate

agreement with other shop, engine house and power plant

workers, who are included in the Shop Employees' Associa-

tion. This agreement, which is essentially the same as that

applying to the mechanic, takes in the employees formerly

associated with the International Brotherhood of Stationary'

Firemen and Oilers and the United Brotherhood of Main-
tenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers.

The same system of detailed classification and vars'ing rates

cf pa\- has been worked out for the employees within this

group as that which applies to the mechanical trades.

Settling Grievances

By the terms of the agreement an adjustment board is

created consisting of an equal number of representatives from

the Association and the Union Pacific System lines. All

dift'ercnces of opinion as to the meaning or application of the

rule, or as to the innocence or guilt of any employees disci-

plined, which are not satisfactorily adjusted between the gen-

eral manager or lower officers and the representatives of the

employees are to be referred to tlie adjustment board, tlie de-

cision of which is to be final and binding on both parties.

Should a dispute arise involving the revision of the rules or

rates of pay, the agreement provides that such disputes be re-

ferred to the Ignited States Railroad Labor Board for settle-

ment, the decision of the Labor Board to be final and binding

on both parties.

The Union Pacific agreement provides for the application

of the so-called check off system to the collection of associa-

tion dues. Pro^'^sion is made, however, that upon giving 90

davs written notice to the other, either i>arty may withdraw

from this arrangement.

Strike Situation Continues to Improve

CoxturiiiNS in the sho]>> of c;irriers that have adopted

the so-called "Willard-Jewell" peace plan and of those

that have met the strike issue Iw forming company

associations or by continuing to recruit new forces are rap-

idly approaching normal. Strikers who returned to work

under the .settlement terms have done so with less signs of

disorder than occurred last week when returning union men
demanded the dismissal of non-union workers and the res-

toration of "bosses," jol>s to former union men. Most of

the returned men have resumed work in good spirits and

there has been comparatively little interference with strike

breakers employed by the roads during the course of the

controversy.

Tlie use of dynamite and bombs and outbreaks in the

form of rioting and slugging continue to decrease as shown

In- the small numlier of such cases that have been reported.

Among tliese were a liomb explosion in the Chicago, Bur-

lington & (^>uincy roundhouse at Kansas City, Mo.; the
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destruction of a car by a Itomb in ilu MiiiMJuri, Kiiiisa- k
Toias yards at St. Louis, Mo.; a tijjht which marked the
return of strikers at Knoxville, Tcnn., where 14 men re-

ceived minor injuries and non-union mm werr drivm from
the sho|)s U-forc armed guards lu^!!. i tin a
clash U-twcen guards and allr:...; -;r.,,, at

Gretna, La., in which four wen uiKiu.lol. i ,.,>,, ..n^; of

a Central of Georgia trestle near Maion, Ga. : the bombing
of the home of a Louisville & Nashville employee at Bir-
mingham, .Ala., and the bombing of an Illinois Central
bunkhousc at Mattoon, 111.

Ninctit-n roads, according to a slatinunt made by John
Scott, -sccretan, of the shop crafts organization, have settled

with the striking shopmen on the basis of the "Willard-
Jewell" agreement. The following are the roiids named by
Mr. Scott: the New York Central lines with subsidiaries,

except the Indiana Harbor Belt; the Baltimore & Ohio; the

Chicago, Milwaukci' 5; St. Paul; the Chicago & North
Western; the Seal)Oiird .\ir Line; the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneaf)olis & Omaha; the Southern; the Mobile & Ohio;
the Minnesota & International; the Minneapolis, Dakota &
Wi-stcm; the Monon; the Green Bav & Western; the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern; the St. Paul Bridge & Terminal; the
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific; tht- Louisville Railroad &
Navigation Company; the Macon, Dublin & Savannah; the

Bufi'alo & Susquelianna, and the Westcni Pacific. Of the

19 roads which have reached a settlement, only 10 are Class
I roads and the 19 represent a mileage of liut 54,056 miles,

or 23 per cent of the total miU-age of the countr)-.-

In the East

The strike situation in the east changed little during the

week. At the time of going to press representatives of the

striking shopmen were in conference with officers of the Erie

at Youngstown, Ohio, and it was stated that an early agree-

ment was exjK-cted. On the other hand, several roads, in-

cluding the New Haven, the Lehigh \'alley and the Norfolk
& Western, have definitely rejected the overtures of strike

leaders looking toward conferences with them. E. J. Pear-

son on Monday gave out the following statement telling of

his road's rejection of the shopmen's peace move:

ThroiiKh the source from which the inquiry was received, defi-

nite reply has been made that the New Haven would not consider

any such settlement. This last statement on behalf of the manage-
ment of the New Haven should set finally at rest any e.xpcctation

that the New Haven will depart from the position maintained
throughout the strike, that no man who has left its service on
strike will be rc-employcd except as a new man. if rc-employed
at all, and that no qualified man now or hereafter employed who
desires to remain in the service will be displaced to make room for

returning strikers.

Settlement of the shopmen's strike under the Willard-

Jewell [jlan was effected last week by the Chesajieake &
Ohio; the railroad refused, however, to make any adjust-

ment with striking clerks.

The Ass(x:iation of Railway Executives announced on

Tuesday that .572,000 men, ajiproximately 88 per cent of

normal forces, were now at work in the railway .shops of

the country.

Due to the great increase in anthracite prtni'uction and the

importance attached to its movement, tlie Lackawanna and
the Lehigh Valley have extended their embargoes to prohibit

the acceptance of all classes of traffic for movement any-

where ex<c|)t jiriority commfKJitics.

Southern Tells of Terms Made
With Striking Shopmen

Fairfa.x Harri.son, president of tin- Sniitlicrn Railway, in

a statement given out to pui)lic ofli( ials of tiie territory .served

by his com|)any, gave in full the terms of tiie settlement his

road made with strikers. This scttlonicnt involved the ac-

ce[)tanre of the Willard-Jewell agn-rnient verbatim. Mr.
Harrison said, in part:

In accordance with our announced intention, wc began on
.\n!r:i«t 1.' to recruit forces, and from day to day aiddcd to the

until wc had at work 7,599 men, equivalent to
normal shop force. None of the craftsmen
r was promised a permanent job. They were

iiuri. ;i.ir.\ H-.ji^ and took service specifically as "strike-breakers."
It is significant that many of them were striking shopmen from
other railroads.

On .September 14 the chairman ? ih' .1

us for a conference, adviiiiit; tint In •,,

a separate peace. .\s the result .li tin

was made, adopting verbatim the so-calkj Lhicaiju agreement.
This trc;ity is quoted in full <m the next page.
The agreement speaks for itself. There is no understanding,

cxiwess or implied, varying the terms of it.

The men return to work upon the reduced wages fixed by the
Labor Board.

Willard Addresses B. & O. Employees

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, has
issued an appeal to officers and employees of the company
asking for a genuine spirit of co-operation in handling the
heavy traffic which the road is called upon to move. The
statement reads in part as follows:

During the past ten weeks, owing to the fact that a large
number of the men employed in the shops were on strike, the Bal-
timore & Ohio Company has been obliged to curuil its service to a
considerable extent. Much through freight, which customarily
would move over the Baltimore & Ohio rails, has been diverted to
other lines. The pressure for coal since the end of the strike of
the bituminous coal miners has also added to our difficulties and
made it impossible to fully serve shippers located on the lines of
the Baltimore & Ohio 'and at some places de|x;ndent wholly upon
this company for transportation. Nevertheless, the shippers have
shown great patience under trying circumstances.
Now that the Baltimore & Ohio men have returned to work, the

public will expect an immediate resumption of normal operations.
This will, of course, be imiKissible, no matter how hard we may
try to meet the requirements of the situation. We cannot in a few
days recover what was lost in a period of more than two months.
However, by a united eflfort and with a determination on the part
of everybody connected with the Baltimore & Ohio System to
restore normal conditions at the earliest possiiile moment, in order
that we may give to the public the service it has a right to expect,
a remarkably quick recovcn' can, without doubt, be made.
The officers and men, upon whom an unusual burden has fallen

during the strike, have undergone a great strain. The management
realizes this and appreciates the efforts and sacrifices they have
made. The men who have been idle have experienced a loss in
wages equal relatively, perhaps, to the severe loss which the com-
pany has sustained in consequence of the strike. To regain the
business which naturally and normally belongs to the Baltimore
& Ohio, to handle the business which has been held back, but will
now move, together with the increase which we must look for,
due to a lessened coal production during the past summer, is a
task which we must now unitedly attempt to perform. It is a
big ta.sk, but one which I believe we can accomplish, and ac-
complish quickly, if there is a genuine spirit of co-operation among
all connected with the Baltimore & Ohio service.

Sand and Gravel Producers

Want More Cars
Washington', D, C.

Ri:i'RKSK.\TATiVKs of tlic National .\sscKiation of Sand
and Gravel Pnxluccrs at a hearing before Commis-
sioners .\itchison anil Cox of the Interstate Commerce

Commission at Washington on September 21 asked that the

commission modify its jiriority orders in favor of coal so
as to remove all preference in the use of open top cars

except in faviir of the most essential users of coal. They
expres.sed apjireciatioii of the modification made in Service

Order No. 25 allowing the use of open top cars for other

commodities in the direction of the mine, but maintained
their objection to any "rules" restricting their use of open
top cars.

Most of the witnes.ses asserted that there was no serious

emergency in the coal situation and generally said that there

was plenty of coal to lie had in tlicir communities, although
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at a high price, and they thought that an unreasonable

iiunil)er of cars of coal were held under load. This they

were inclined to attribute to si)cculative holding, although

it developed that the prircij)al points they had in mind were

those where large numbers of cars are required to keep up

a steady movement. It was stated that from 14,000 to

20.000 cars were being held at Cleveland and Commissioner

Aitchison said that experience had demonstrated that about

that number were needed to avoid delay in dumping at the

clocks for lake shi lament. Whenever a witness referred to

the holding of cars under load for higher prices, Com-

missioner Aitchi.son asked for specific information, saying

that the commission desired to watch that kind of cars be-

cause they could be u.sed for other purjwscs, l)ut in general

the testimony along tliis line was rather vague.

Commissioner Aitchison asked various witnesses if they

had not been warned well in advance of the probability of

coal shortage and car shortage, to which the reply was that

while they had expected these things they had not been

warned of a priority order and that in any event it was

generally impracticable to ship and store roadbuilding mate-

rials in advance. To those who insisted that there was no

fuel emergenc)' liecause they had observed no shortage of

coal, Mr. Aitchison pointed out that the exercise of the

priority orders had relieved the emergency to a considerable

extent and that that was the jiurjiose of the orders.

Commissioner Aitchison also displayed great interest when

many of the sand and gravel men stated that they had been

told by railroad operating officials that they could meet the

requirements Ijoth for coal and for roadbuilding and con-

struction materials, if given a free hand. One witness

stated that L. W. Baldwin, vice-president of the Illinois

Central, had made such a statement, but after ^Slr. Aitchison

had ai>i5arently taken a note of the name no more names

were forthcoming. Mr. Aitchison >iaid that the commission

was interested in finding out which railroad men were talk-

ing to shippers in one way while their executives were talking

to the commission in another, and .'^aid that the Illinois

Central liad recently come to the commission and stated its

inability to get enough fuel for its own purposes and had

been given a Class I priority order for coal from the West

Kentucky fields. He said that during the many years of

his experience as a state and federal commissioner, he had

been told thousands of times by shippers of railroad officers

who had said they could do various things if the commission

would only let them.

A representative of the state highway officials urged that

the commission remove all restrictions on the use of cars

except for coal necessary for the comfort of the peoi)le,

saying that no industry should be shut down and that all

should be given an opportunity to earn enough to jxiy their

coal bills. Mr. Aitcliison pointed out that if the commission

should grant the request 100 per cent there was no assurance

that the sand and gravel producers would get all the cars

thev desired, because of the keen competition of other in-

dustries for the cars. When the witness said that the ship-

jiers expected to take their chances with the general car

shortage, but tliat tlie commission's conscience would be more

clear if it removed all "rules" which created the shortage

of cars for any industry, Mr. Aitchison said that his con-

science would be clear if he were certain tliat people would

not freeze this winter. He also pointed out tliat while many
governors and other branches of the state governments are

fltwfding the commission with demands for coal, the iiighway

officials rei>rcsenting other l)ranches are presenting a totally

inconsistent |X)sition and that it would be helpful if the state

authorities would get together and helji in ]M>inting out to tlie

commission where the |>ublic interest lies.

To the repeated statements that tliere is plenty of coal,

Mr. .Mtcliison said that as scKin as the comnii-'-ion is con-

vinced that ivirv ciiir b:is .ill the i oal tliev need, it will be

very glad' to relax its orders. He pointed out that the sand

and gravel industry is not the only one that is complaining

of car shortage and a.sked if the witnesses had any figures

to demonstrate they were not getting their fair share of the

cars, but none were forthcoming. When reference was made
to an accumulation of 600 unl)illed cars of coal at Chicago,

he said the commission had carefully investigated this report

and had a.scertained that the number was no more than was
customary and necessar)- to handle the business in a com-
niunitv us large as Chicago.

Cab Signals In France

THE Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean now has about one-

third of its passenger locomotives fitted with audible

cab signals for repeating the indications of distant

signals; and the management plans to increase this number
steadily. This company began its first test witli audible cab

signals 20 years ago, on four distant signals fitted with con-

tact bars, and in 1908 five new types of audible cab signals

were put on 12 engines, and ap[)aratus was fixed at 16

di.stant signals. From these tests the present type was evolved,

which was applied in 1912 on 140 exi)ress engines and at

the 268 distant signals of a main double track line, 255
miles long.

These experiments came to a standstill during the great

war,, but they were resumed in 1920; and installations are

now l)eing made extensively.

.An officer of the road has sent in the following data:

Locomotives in Service

Passenger 1.5.^6

P.issncger cr freight 8^1
Freight 2,101
Switching 402

4.890

Locomotives Fitted and to he Fitted with Ca« .Sioxals; Totals to Date

.\ugust. 1922 Dec. .11. 1922 Dec. 31. 1924

Passenger 634 73.1 I.J35
P. & F 10 346 »22
Freight ... 1.276
Switching ... ...

All classes 644 1.081 3.433

Tlic contact Ixirs (crocodiles) on the roadway are placed

at distant signals only; and the number of distant signals

equipped with bars at the end of .\ugust, 1922, was 1,077.

This total will rise to 14479 at the end of the present year,

and u]i to more than 2,600 at the end of l')24, including

everi- distant signal on all main lines and on the most im-

|)ortant branch lines (about .>,000 miles).

When jKissing over the contact bar of a distant signal

whicli is set against the train, an electro-pneumatic relay

on the engine is energized; a pneumatic valve liberates steam
.so as to sound a larger whistle on the top of the cab, and,

at the same time, a special tap is registered on the speed

recorder. If the engineman, before passing over the contact

bar, .sees the visual set against him he must pull a small

lever to register another type of special tap on the speed

recorder, to show that he has seen the signal and has read it

correitly. Tliis arrangement is designed to keep the engine-

man watchful all tlie time; lie must not de|)end upon the

cab signal

One of the Six New superheated locomotives which have been

put into operation on the Glasgow & South Western Railway

(Scotland) during a trial run between Glasgow and Carlisle,

attained a speed of 69 miles an hour with a load of 325 tons.

The normal maximum load for a single engine on the section at

which this speed was attained is 240 tons. The locomotives arc

of the Paltic type with six coupled driving wheels and a two-

wheeled hogic at each end, and arc 47-ft. 7-in. in length, with a

weigh; I if 99 tons.
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Pennsylvania System Holds ThirdAnnual Field Meet

The Breaking of Nine System Records Was Witnessed

by Employees from Thirteen States

TiiKKK LAKGK KAii.KoADS had cli'vcloped svsteni athletic

programs in pre-war years, which culminated each

year in system field meets—tiie Pennsylvania Kail-

road (Lines Fast), the Erie and the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas. Naturally these were discontinued after our entry

into the World War. The Pennsylvania System, after its

reorganization following the period of federal control, in-

augurated a .system athletic ])rogram similar to that which

had formerly e.xisted on the Lines Kasf, on Saturday, Sep-

tenilK;r 2.5, it held its third annual system field meet at

Alto<jna, Pa. It was a tremendous affair; more than 700

athletes took i)art in the .55 events; 16 special trains, re-

(|uiring ahout 180 j)assenger cars, hrought visitors to Altoona

from 1.5 states; in the afternoon the cricket field, surrounded

hy grand stands and forming a huge l)Owl, must have held at

least .50,000 sjx-ctators; 12 employees' bands, distributed

tliroughout the stands, added to the interest and excitement.

While this rejjresented the climax of the season's efforts,

it must l)C rememijercd that thousands of athletes had been

in training during the season and had taken part in the

preliminary events in the various localities, divisions and
regions.

The really remarkalile thing about the affair was that with

the great influx of visitors and the complicated program

with manv events, there was little if anv confusion. The

meet was so thoroughly organized and was so capably ad-

ministered by those in charge of the actudl carrj-ing out of

the program, that the schedules were closely adhered to.

With all of the noise aiid excitement the best of order was

maintained, both among the contestants on the field and the

spectators in the stands. The crowd seemed to be particular-

ly good-natured and the 150 uniformed Pennsylvania Rail-

road police gathered from all over the system, were mainly

concerned in helping to make the visitors feel at home iiv

courteously directing or other\vi.se helping them. Pickpockets

and rowdies were notable for their alisence and not an

intoxicated man was seen during the day. The contestants

and their backers showed the best of sportsmanship in spite

of close decisions. The weather was ()erfect and the condi-

tions ideal for making records.

It was necessary to carry on some of the events at a dis-

tance from the cricket field, which was the central point tif

the activities and only a conii)aratively short distance from

the station and the business section of the city. For in-

stance, the swimming events were hehl at the athletic field at

Tyrone, Pa., a special train being re(|uired to take the con-

testants and spectators to and from Altoona. The men's

tennis matches were held at the .MtcKina goll clul). golf on

the Blairmont t'ountry t'lul) course at HoUidaysburg, trap

shooting at South .Altoona, and rifle shooting at the East

A Close Finish

007
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Altoona range. This rather widespread distribution of the

events might have caused some inconvenience, had it not

been that hundreds of the citizens of Altoona generously

loaned their automobiles for the day. Prominently displayed

signs in the vicinity of the railroad station indicated where

automobiles could be found to take the visitors to the par-

ticular events in whicli they were interested.

The large number of special trains which were necessan.^

required special provisions to relieve congestion at the Al-

toona station. Relief was afforded by having the visitors

take their trains several blocks east and west of the station,

depending upon the direction in which they desired to

travel.

Plentiful traffic signs on buildings and street comers were

posted for the direction of visitors. Moreover, special regu-

lations for automobile traffic were put in force for the day
and the local police were assisted by Pennsylvania employees

in seeing that this traffic was properly directed on the im-
portant thoroughfares. The problem of feeding the visitors

was rrlievcd by the cordial co-operation of the various

Other events—circling bases, running high jump, running
broad jump, shot put, quoits, horseshoes and tug-of-war.

Records Smashed

Nine system records were smaslied, as follows:

100-yard dash (open), held by Garland of Harrisburg, :10^;
won by Eberts. Philadelphia, in ;10, flat.

50-yard dash (girls), held by Pauline Kennedy, Pittsburgh, :07,

flat, won by Schenkel, Philadelphia, in :06f^.

220-yard dash (open), held by Garland of Harrisburg, :23^

;

won by Eberts, Philadelphia, :23f5.

50-yard dash (girls' novice), record was :07 ; won by Zelda
Murphy, Newport, in :06^^.

Circling bases, held by Plate, Baltimore, :15, flat; won by
E. L. Maurer, Pittsburgh, in A^fi.
880-yard run (open), held by Poor, Harrisburg, 2:05'/i', won

by Kelly. Philadelphia, in 2:03j4.

440-yard dash, held by F. Trout, General Offices, :56, flat; won
by Trout, .\ltoona Middle Division, in :52^.

Mile run, held by Poor, Harrisburg. 5:00, flat; won by Sieg-

mund, Harrisburg. in 4:46+5.

The Middle Division Band

churches and other organizations in providing lunches in the

churches or other buildings, or in vacant lots near the cricket

grounds.

Several emergency hospitals were provided near the athletic

grounds and the railroad station. Comparatively few cases

had to be taken care of, e.xcept at the athletic field, several

of the athletes being overcome because of overexertion and

the fact that the weather was more than ordinarily dry and

bright.

The various events included the following:

Swimming—100-yd. (novice), 100-yd. (open), 220-yd.

(novice), 440-y(l. (open), plunge for distance.

Trap shooting, rifle shooting and golf.

Tennis—girls' singles, men's singles, women's doubles,

-men's doubles.

Track events—100-yd. da.sh (open), 100 yd. dash (nov-

ice), 220-yd. dash (open), 440-yd. dash (novice), 440-yd.

dash (ojH?n), 880-y(i. run (open), 880-yd. run (novice),

.mile run, mile relay. For boys: 50-yd. dash and 100-yd.

dash. For girls: 50yd. dash (novice), SO-yd. dash (o|x-n),

J5-yd. dash, and quarter-mile relay.

Broad jump held by K. Judav. l''t. \Va\nie, 20 ft. W^i in.; won
by R. Juday, 21 ft. 5 in.

Shot-put. held by P. Xesser, Columbus, 43 ft. 55^ in. ; won by

Thurnian, Baltimore. 46 ft. 6 in.

There has bt»en considerable rivalry between the various

regions; the Eastern Region, however, won over its com-

petitors by a wide margin. The standing in points at the

close of the meet was as follows:

Points

Flastcrn Region 181

General Ofiicc ( Pliiladclphia) SSH
Central Region 55^^

Soiitluvcstorn Region 31 yi

Altcwna Works 19^
Northwestern Region 18J4

After the field events and before the ba.«eball game Presi-

dent Rea personally handed the medals and trophies to the

winners of the various events.

Base Ball Gatne

The final event of the day was the ball game between

.\ltoona works and Fort Wayne; this was the first of a series
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'f three games to determine the s\sicm championship. The
Altoona works had a good lead during the fir>t eight imiings.

lurt Wayne rallied in the la.sl iialf of the ninth and tied

the Store, 4-4. No runs were made in the tenth inning,

.fter which the game was calltd Utause of darkm-ss.

A progressive stor)- of the field imrt was wired direct from
the top of one of the grand stands on the field to the important

Winning Team, Girls Quarter-Mile Relay Race. Represents

Philadelphia General Office. Miss Betty Schenkle, Left,

Also Won the SO and 7S-Yard Dashes for Girls

parts of the system. The newsjjapcrs generally in cities with

nianj) Pennsylvania System employees gave a generous

amount of space to the event. The Pittsburgh Post, in

particular, had several representatives at the meet and its

profusely illustrattxl story in the Sunday edition covered

several pages.

Coal Production

NdK.MAi. I'RODUCTioN at the anthracite mines during the

week of September 18-2.3 brought the total output of

all coal, anthracite and intuminous, up to about 11,-

(oO.OOO net tons, according to the weekly bulletin of the

Geological Survey. This is still sonu'what below the amount

required to meet current consumption and lake shipments

and at the same time to rebuild consumers' stocks.

The total output of anthracite during the first week after

the strike was 1,064,000 net tons and during last week (the

second following the strike) it was about 1,8.';(),0()0 net tons.

Profluction of bituminous coal last week was estimated at

from 9,600,000 to 9,900,000 tons, a slight increase over the

week preceding. Loadings on Monday, September 18, were

37,.}.30 cars, the highest since the close of the strike. On
Tuesdav, however, they dro|)ped to 29,496, on Wednesday

to 28,746, on Thursday to 29,48.3; on Friday to 27,396.

The present output is above that of the corres|)onding

])criod of the year of depression, 1921, but is Ijelow that of

the other years shown. The following statement gives pro-

duction in the second week of September of the last five

vears:

19ia 12.542.000 1921 1,187,000
I9|» 11.046,000 192J 9.661.000
19.'0 10.685,000

The present condition of the coal market resembles the

three years 1918 to 1920, more than 1921. In those three

years, as now, demand for soft coal was active enough to

absorb all the co;il that could Ik? transported.

Preliminary returns on daily car loadings at anthracite

mines show remarkaide speed in resumption of mining. Dur-

ing the first week loadings increased rapidly from less than

1,000 cars on the first day to a total of appro.ximately 20,000

cars for the week. During the second week Ix-ginning with

5,179 cars on Monday, lixidings increased to 6,767 on Wed-
nesday, but dropped off to 5,912 according to preliminary

returns for Thursday. The indicated total for the second

week is about 35,000 cars, which compares favorably with

tlie weeks immediately following the "miners' vacation" in

the fall of 1920. The average weekly rate l>efore and after

the vacation was appro.ximately 36,000 cars with a maximum
in the week of October 23, 1920, of 37,300 cars.

The cumulative production to September 16 this year is

23,325,000 tons; with an estimated production of 1,850,000

tons last week the total output to date is approximately

25,175,000 tons as against 67,759,000 tons in 1921. The
present year is aljout 42,5J>''.()()0 tons behind last year.

The all-rail movement of soft coal to New England
through the six principal Hudson gateways increased to

3,009 cars, and of anthracite to 438 cars, in the week ended
September 16. In addition there were also shipped through

Rouses Point 21 cars of bituminous coal in the week ended
September 9, and 69 cars of bituminous and two of anthra-

cite in the week ended Septeml>er 16.

Statistics collected by the Massachusetts Fuel Adminis-
tration give the quantity of anthracite received in New Eng-
land in the present calendar year to August 31 as 3,345,000

net tons, against an average of 7,700,000 in corresponding

periods of the six years preceding.

Receipts of bituminous coal from January to .\ugust, in-

clusive, this year were 10,805,000 net tons as compared with

11,020,000 tons in the same jx-riod of 1921, and with an

average of 14,880,000 tons for the corresponding periods in

the six years jireccding. The l)ituminous coal trade this year

is notably different from otlier years in that a larger part of

the supi)ly came from tidewater instead of by rail.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads in

the week ended September 16 increa.^ed slightly over the pre-

vious week, but remained as for several weeks past, at about

300,000 net tons. Dunii)ings for the week totaled 307,426
tons as against 298,697 tons in the week before. Cargo coal

for export and for New England decreased whereas coal for

other coastwise destinations and bunker coal increase<l.

The movement of soft coal up the lakes from jwrts on

Lake Erie finally touched the million-ton mark in the week
ended Sejitemljcr 17. Final returns have not yet been re-

ceived, but i)reliminary daily reports on cars dumped indi-

cate an increase of 71 per cent over the week preceding,

when the jiiers handled 083,000 tons of cargo coal and

35,000 tons of ves.sel fuel, a total of 718,000 tons.

A further increase marked dumiiings of lake coal during

last week. The total handled at the piers on the three days

September 18 to 20 showeil an increase of 59 per cent over

the corresponding days of the previous week. This indicates

that lake coal is now going forward at a rate close to the

maximum of any time in the past.

The total cargo dumped from the beginning of the sea.son

to Septemlier 17 was in round numl)ers, 7,000,000 tons. This

was 10,100,000 tons behind 1921, and even 6,170,000 tons

behind 1920, when, as now, priority was given to coal

shipped to the lakes.

Final statistics of production as reported to the Geological

Survey liy the liituminous operators show 415,921,000 net
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tons in 1921. The Surveys preliminary e.^timate, ])ul)li.*hed

Januar)- 7, 1922, was 407,000,000 ton's. The error in the

estimate was thus 2.2 per cent. These figures are exclusive

of the output of countr)- banks and of some wagon mines.

They include, however, many small operations that fall

within the definition of wagon mines but that operate steadily

year after year. The tonnage not included would amount to

little in a year of acute depression such as 1921. Were sta-

tistics available for the small mines not included, the total

output would be raised by not much over 1,000,000 tons.

Contrary to what might have been expected, the number
of employees increns'xl in 1921. There was less work but

more men to share it. The total employed at bituminous

mines was 663,75-1—an increase of 24,000 men. This figure

is not the average number of men at work at any one time,

including the weeks or months when the mine may have been

shut down; it is rather the number of men on the working

force of the mine when it was in operation. Since the effect

of the business depression upon the demand for coal did not

become acute until February or March, the great majority

of commercial mines got at least a few weeks' operation dur-

ing the year, and their working forces were thus counted in

the total number of employees. By August, 1921, so many
mines had clcsed do\\Ti that the total number of men draw-

ing wages in one week had fallen to somewhere between

500,000 and 520,000. E.xamination of the individual re-

turns shows that in many districts the men laid off at small

mines found employment at the larger mines. In fact, in

some districts, such as Illinois and Pittsburgh, the coal mines

absorbed men discharged by the factories or railroads.

The increase in number of employed was confined to the

tonnage workers. The number of day-men decreased in al-

most every state. The total number of surface employees

dropped from 110,000 to 96,000, and of underground day-

men from 174,000 to 168.000. This .shift in occupations

reflected, no doubt, the intense competition of a depressed

market, as operators sought to eliminate all expenditures not

contributing immediately to the mining of coal.

The later revised figures based on complete reports for

the week from the railroads indicate a total production of

11,500.000 tons of coal, of which about 10,000.000 tons was
iiituminous and 1,840,000 was anthracite. The total coal

loading for the week was 212,110 cars, or 16,968 cars over

the preceding week. Loading on Saturday was 24,756 cars

of bituminous and 5,588 cars of anthracite. However, the

loading during the last two days of the week was less than

it had been during the corresponding days of the week before.

More coal was transported to Lake Erie ports for trans-

shipment up the lakes during the four days ending with

Sunday than in any corresponding previous period. An
average of 4,081 cars was received and dumped daily. The
railroads are now transporting to Lake Erie points con-

siderably in excess of 1 ,000.000 tons of coal a week, the

average fixed by the federal fuel distributor as the amount
that should be received at the lake j)orts to insure an ade(|uate

supply in the Northwest this winter. For the week ended

Saturday 27,959 cars carrying 1,400,000 tons were received.

During the week lM>fore the receipts were 21,4.^ cars and
during the first nine days of September 16,688 cars. As a

result of the increased movement last week the railroads have

not only made u|) for lighter shipments earlier in tlie month,

but have brought the wei-kly average to more than 1,100,000

tons. Refmrts received by the Car Service Division on Tues-

day indicatefl that by the close of Wednesday this week 1,-

074,000 tons of coal would be received at T^ake Erie ports.

It was announced at the White House on Tuesday that

re|)orfs received liy the President indicate thai coal is being

dum[)ed at the lakes in excess of tlic ability of tiie lake car-

riers to transport it and that while there will be somo
shortage of coal this winter the situation is being relieved

beyond expectations.

The Pennsylvania Women's Aid

THE Women's Am of the Pennsylvania Railroad System
was described in the Railway Age of April 15 last,

and in the issue of June 24 there was a notice of its

extension to the Northwestern region. The membership has
been increased so that now the New Jersey Chapter alone has
10,236 members, and the eastern and central regions to-

gether more than 50,000. The New Jersey Chapter will

have its second annual entertainment and dance at the

Seventy-first Regiment Armory, New York City, on Thurs-
day evening, October 12. The number of employees on

the New Jersey Division of the road is more than 26,000
and among these men several thousand tickets for the en-

tertainment have already been sold.

The "Women's .\id'' is composed of the wives and
daughters of Pennsylvania railroad officers and employees.

It is an organization "to organize the women of the families

connected with the Pennsylvania Railroad, so that they may
know each other, and when occasion may require, to render

aid and sympathy in such a manner as may be most helpful."'

The ^^'omen"s Aid succeeded what was formerly known
as "The Pennsylvania Railroad Women's Division for War
Relief," which was created during the World War as a

preparedness society. In July, 1920, a final meeting was
held in the Railroad Y.M.C..\. at West Philadelphia, at

which time a memorial tribute in honor of the Pennsylvania
Railroad hero dead was unveiled. This meeting marked the

end of the A\'omen"s War Relief.

During the year 1921 over 2.200 families were aided

financially and otherwise, and personal calls were made by
members upon no less than 11,547 families of employees.

The New Jersey Division Chapter is headed by Mrs.
C. I. Leiper, wife of the general superintendent of that

grand division. The workrooms at the Pennsylvania Station,

New York, constitute the center of activities for New Jersey.

Here the members meet each ^^'cdnesday and make garments
for babies, small children and others left in temporary need
through illness or death. Funds for this work are raised

primarily from entertainments and by voluntary contribu-

tions, as the dues of members are only 25 cents a year.

Monthly meetings are held tlie first Wednesday of each
month in the Y.M.C.A. auditorium at the Pennsylvania Sta-

tion in Manhattan. The.se meetings have been very enjov-

able, promoting the "famijiy feeling"' to a marked degree.

.A report of ten cases of assistance recently rendered b\-

the New Jersey Division Chapter contains the following:

C.i.<5C Xi\ 1.—The wife rtf ,a freight tr.tinm.-xn was sent to the hospital.

Her board, nurse and all expenses were paid, including those incident
to a serious operation. Visits were continually made to the family, and
donations of money extended \intil the patient was rdeasol from the
hospital. This woman has now fully recovered.

Case No. 2.— .*\n employee of the master mechanics department was
given financial assistance whrn his child was killed by an automobile, in

addition to which suKgestions were offered from a legal standpoint.

Case No. 3.— Monthly milk bill is being paid for the widow of a former
eniplcyec.

Case No. 4.—Flowers were s:nt to a sick employee of the ticket office.

Case No. 5.—Rent is being paid and monthly allowance given to the

family of a ferry employee who was seriously injured.

Case No. 6.—Three months* rent and an alli wance extended to a pen-

sioned employee.
Case No. 7.—Six months' rent paid for an employee who is hope-

lessly ill.

( asc No. R.— .\ committee has been form;d to assure proper recreation

being extended to the par.ily/ed wife of a machinist.

Case No. 9.—.An employee of the master mechanics department was
extended financial assistance; also large box of provisions and groceries

sent to bis family, in addition to which arrangemenis were mad? to send

the entire family— father, mother and daughter—to the country in an

endeavrr to have them regain their health.

Cas- No. 10.—An employee who died recently, left a wife and a three-

days' old baby, without adequate means of sustenance. His wife is

rece ving a weekly allowance, which will be continued for at least one year.

Mrs. VV. W. Atterhury, wife of the vice-president (in

charge of operation) of the Pennsylvania Railroad System

is director of the '\\\\\" for the entire svstem.



Federal Court Sustains Daugherty Injunction

Judge James H. Wilkerson's Ruling Upholds Government's

Charges—Employees to Appeal Case

erty injunttiuu rt»lr.tii»ing strikinK railroad shopmtn
throughout tht- countn.- from committing any acts which might
be intcrpn'tc<i as interfering with interstate commerce. At
the sanx- time the court dooied the motion entered by Attor-

ney Donald H Richt)erj», counsel for H. M. Jewell and John
Scott, president and secretary, re>petiiveJy. of the Railway
Employees' Department of the American Fi-deration of Labor,
for dismissal of the temporary' injunction granted September
I on the petition of Attorney-General H. M. Daugherty.
Not one scintilla of evidence, the court held, had been

presente<l by the defendants to refute or deny the abundant
proof producetl by the government of a nation-wide saljotage

plot to destroy commerce. In ruling that any acts committed
in furtherance of this alleged conspiracy, whether lawful or

unlawful in themselves, might t>e restrained, the court upheld
those provisions of the tcmporar>- injunction declared by the

strikers to \>c an abridgment of their constitutional rights of

free 5f>eech, writing, and assemblage.

In regard to the provisions of the injunction which the

defendants complained of as curtailing constitutional rights.

Judge Wilkerson said

:

"It is asserted bv the defendants to [x-rmit some of the

acts against which the complainant seeks an injunction is to

deprive them of fundamental rights guaranteed by the con-

stitution. This contention has l>cen answered by what has

been said with reference to the unlawful purpose of the con-

spiracy.
" 'A cardinal error of defendants' position,' to use the

language of the .Supreme Court, lies in the assumption that

'the right is so absolute that it may be exercised under any

circumstances and without any qualification; whereas, in

truth, like all other rights that exist in civilized socirty, it

must \)c exercised with reasonable regard for the conflicting

rights of others.'

"The record in this case shows that the so-called peaceable

and lawful acts are so interwoven with the whole plan of in-

timidation and obstruction that to go through the formalitv

of enjoining the commi.ssion of assaults and other acts of

violence and leave the defendants free to pursue the open

and ostensibly peaceful part of their program would be an

idle ceremony."'

In the preamble of his opinion, Judge Wilkerson reviewed

the bill of complaint filed bv the government and the vast

amount of documentary evidence intrrxluccd in support of

Attorney-General Daughcrty's contention that a nation-wide

plot existed to wreck trains, intimidate workmen and cripple

rolling stock.

"In disposing of this motion." the opinion reads, "it may
l)e well at tiie outset to eni|)hasi/.e what tliis case is not. It

is not a case between an cmploxcr and employees, or between

employers and employees, or between |)ersons employed and

persons seeking imf)loyment, involving or growing out of a

dispute concerning terms or conditions of employment. It is

not a private bill to enjoin indirect injur>'. as one caused i)V

a serondari- lioycott, to the pro[)erly of the complainant.

"It is, to use the language of finuit Judge Baker, 'in the

pul>lic inten-st by the government as pur.ins p<itrur to enjoin

an unlawful conspiracv or combination in restraint of trade.'

It is the conspiracy which is inflicting the public injury for

which redress is sought.

"
1 he right of the liiiied .^i.ite.- to maintain a bill like this

under its general wjuity jurisdiction is no longer open to

debate. In the Debs ca.se the court held that the national

gwemment is charged with the dut>- of keeping the highways
of interstate commerce, including railroads, free from ob-

struction."

The Application of the Clayton Act in This Case

Judge Wilkerson quoted various authorities to refute the

contention of the defense that the power of the courts to deal

with combinations such as .Attorney-General Daugherty
charges exist has been curtailed by certain provisions of the

Clayton act.

'The law is clear," the court continued, "that if the

dominating primar)- purpose of the combination is to restrain

trade, or to do things unlawful in themselves and which bv
reason of their inherent nature operate to restrain trade, the

purpose of the combination is unlawful, and that purpose
may not be carried out, even by means that otherwise would
be legal.

"In ca.scs of this kind the proof is of necessity' largely

circumstantial. Acts must be taken in their relation to each

other. Men must be presumed to intend the natural conse-

quences of their acts. Proclamations of non-participation

and exhortations to keep the peace cannot relieve from respon-

sibility for a series of acts so interrelated and interwoven

that they liear on their face proof of design and plan.'"

Judge Wilkerson referred to the fact that not one of the

defendants in testifying answered the government's bill of

complaint.

"Two have filed motions to dismiss."' he said, "and have
presented affidavits which leave a large number of averments
of the t)ill unchallenged on the record. The fact that the de-

fendants have been acting in combination is not denied.

"On the contrary, the defendants themselves have pro-

duced evidence of the closest association and co-operation on
the part of the defendant organizations. That the officers

of the unions gave directions concerning the strike from the

ou'set is likewise admitted. The only material question

really in dispute on the record is the responsibility' in l.iw of

the defendants for the large number of unlawful acts shown
to have been committed, the most of them by unknown par-

ties.

Judge Cites "Reign of Terror"

"Notwithstanding the warnings against acts of violence

set out in the instructions of June 27, 1922, tliere l)egan

throughout the country a series of depredations which rapidly

de\-cloped, on some portions, into a veritable reign of terror.

Railroad bridges were dynamited, spikes were removed from
rails, obstnictions were placed upon railroad tracks, bombs
were exploded on tracks and in railraad yards and hurled at

moving trains.

"Regardless of the instructions that no injury must be in-

tliited upon property, there was sabotage on a large scale.

Fngines, cars and equipment were tampered with, and in-

numerable acts of malicious mischief committed which en-

tlangered the lives of both passengers and those oix'rating

trains.

"These unlawful acts are .shown to have been on such a

large scale and in pioint of time and place so connected with

the admitted conduct of the strike, that it is imjiossible on

the record iiere to view them in any other light than as done

611
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in furtherance of a common purpose and as part of a common
plan.

"This record does not permit the conclusion that those who
are at the head of this combination did not actually know
that these things were being done, and that they were the

direct result of the methods by which the strike was being

conducted. And if they did not actually know, they were

charged with such knowledge."

Judge Wilkerson quoted two communications sent out by
• the strike leaders on Aug. 28, urging the men to continue to

fight this "industrial war"' with other methods than "kid

gloves" and "soft talk."

"These defendants will not be permitted, upon the record

here, to deny responsibility for these unlawful acts," the

court continued. "They will not be permitted to continue

acts which, even though they may be peaceable and lawful

in themselves, it has been demonstrated, are only a part of a

program of unlawful conduct and are done for the accom-

plishment of an unlawful purpose.

"Defendants assert," the court continued, "as a ground

against the granting of the relief sought by the complainant,

that the strike was a defensive measure against a plot of the

railway companies to destroy the unions. The argument

seems to be that the defendants are justified in inflicting upon

the public any injurj' which it may be proper for them to in-

flict upon their adversaries in this conflict.

"It must be remembered, however, that tliis is a suit

brought for the benefit of the public. Restraint of trade may
not be adopted as a weapon in industrial warfare. The
court must act upon the case now before it and give its aid to

the removal of the obstructions to commerce which are found

to e.xist."

Judge Wilkerson then referred to the motion presented by

Attorney Richberg to dismiss the bill on three grounds, the

first two attacking the sufficiency of the bill and the third

charging that the relief sought "was obtained for ulterior

and unlawful purposes upwn misrepresentation and suppres-

sion of matters of fact and law, the disclosure of which was

required by good faith."

"During the hearing, which has lasted almost two weeks,"

the court resumed, "the defendants have neither offered nor

suggested a scintilla of proof tending to establish this aver-

ment in the motion to dismiss. The restraining order was

entered after a hearing at which both the averments of the

bill and the questions of law involved were fully and fairly

presented. It follows, therefore, that the motion to dismiss

the bill must be denied."

Federal Judge Enters Formal Injunction Order

Judge AVilkcrson on September 2.^ formally entered the

temporan,- injunction sought by Attorney-General Daugherty.

E.\cept for a few minor changes the judge put into effect with-

out modification the draft sulimitted by the attorney-general.

Immediately following the court's action, attorneys for the

shopmen suggested the hearing on the final restraining order

he held before three judges of the Circuit Court of Appeals

becaui^e of the im[>ortance of the case as a legal precedcni.

This plan calls for the filing of a certificate by the attorney-

general stating that the case is of supreme public importance

and is l)a.sed on a precedent esfal)lishcd in lOO.V This cer-

tificate then give« tlie ca.'se precedence over all other l>usiness

Ix-fore the court. Judge Wilkerson said he had no ]>ower

to expedite the hearing as suggested, but Hlackburn l"-ler-

line, assistant solicitor-general, promised to submit the pro

posal to Attorney-General Daugherty at once.

Re.sptrting the form of the final order. Mr. Richberg re-

fused to make any suggestions. He left a statement with

fudge Wilkerson in which he contended that he could make

no suggestions as to the form or wording of the order, a move

which in his oj>inion would lend sanction to what he regarded

as an unlawful ruling.

The final appeal for the granting of the tempwrar)' injunc-

tion was made by Attorney-General Daugherty himself, who,
appearing before the court unexpectedly on September 21,

said:

This order does not question the right of a man or any number
of men to strike, but it restrains from the unlawful right to

strike back. The enforcement of this decree will not deprive any
man of any lawful right. On the other hand, it will afford pro-

tection to every man and to all men equally who come within its

operation in each and every lawful right.

The law of this country, as applicable to cases of this kind,

where transportation and the carriage of the mails are involved,

is somewhat different from the law where so-called industrial

disputes aiid strikes are involved. It is the duty of the Govern-
ment to compel railroads to furnish transportation. If the rail-

roads for any reason are not able to do so because of interference,

it is the obligation of the Government to step in and prevent

any and all interference.

The life of industry, human life, the life of the Government
itself, depends upon industrial peace, and industrial peace depends

upon uninterrupted interstate commerce and the transportation of

the mails. In case of aggravated and unlawful interference with

transportation, when the railroads on account of circumstances
conclusively proven to have existed in this case are interfered

with, what can the Government do?
First, the Government can, as in this case it did, call on all

persons responsible for the interference to cease and desist from
interference. That failing, as it did fail, the Government must de-

cide promptly whether it will resort, as it did in this case, to

civil proceedings for an injunction to restrain those who persisted

in the interference.

Secondly, the Government can step aside supinely in disregard

of its duty, thereby contributing to the continuation of the inter-

ference and inviting every criminal act destructive of human
rights, of property, of life, and of transportation, and let those

who bear the torch and hold the dagger proceed in the commis-
sion of such crimes against life, property, liberty and government.

That would have involved years of prosecution, and encouraged
men to violate the law. It would have encouraged depredations

which no civilized country and no Christian people will tolerate.

Third, the Government could call for troops and legally rnow
down and kill—how many? Nobody knows, how many American
citizens

!

Fourth, the Government could have adopted a policy of in-

nocuous complacence and let anarchy reign and the mob rule.

Attorney-General Calls Court Decision

Victory for Government

In commenting on the ruling Mr Daugherty said:

The decision was a complete and clear cut victory for the

Government. It settles the law with respect to strikes which
affect the transportation of passengers and property in interstate

commerce and the mails. , The Government will sec to it that any

decree entered in pursuance of the decision shall be adhered to.

It will also see to it that, as quickly as possible, the railway com-
panies shall comply with the acts to regulate commerce, and any

decision or orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission with

respect to service or equipment, as well as all decisions of the

Railroad Labor Board relating to wages or working conditions.

3
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Erie Piers 20 and 21, New York—Where Practically All

Pacific Coast Perishables on the New York Market Are
Auctioned Off Each Day



Railroads Oppose Reduced Rate Mileage Book
Would Reduce Revenues and Unduly Discriminate

Against Ordinary Traveler

Tkit issiANiK of iniiTchanm-afili- •
'

• '. t- or M;rip

coupon l>ook» at ratis hjilou iIi, lo of pas-
senger fart' was oj)iH>si'd l>\ rcj.- ,f the rail-

road.s at a hearing before Commissioiu-r Meyer of the Inter-

State fommene Commission at \\ ashington on Septemlier 26
and 27. Commissioners Cox and Liwis, Chief Examiner R.
E. Quirk and M. O. Lonn/, chief statistician of the commis-
sion, also sat with Commissioner Meyer. The law recently

pa&scd by Congre.ss directs the commission to ri-<iuire the issu-

ance of interchangeable mileage or scrip coupon books "at

jiut and reasonable rates" and to prescribe rules and regula-

tions therefor. l>ut authorizes it to exempt any carrier in whole
or in part where particular circumstances justify it. The com-
mission has instituted a proceetlini; of investigation with a
view to tlie issuance of such order or orders or other re-

quirements as may be proper and necessary to carry the act

into effect. At the outset H. W. Bikle, who appeared as

counsel for the railroads, stated that the carriers desire to

rescr\'e the right to contest the constitutionality of the law
or of any order the commission may issue.

C. A. Fox, chairman of the Central Pa.ssenger Association,

presented a general statement on In-half of 168 roads, 0{>-

erating 225,000 miles of line, and including 149 Class I

roads and 19 Class II roads, in the form of answers to seven

questions propounded by the commission in announcing the

hearing. He was followed by W. P. Rose, auditor of pas-

senger accounts of the Southern R.iilway, who described lu

detail the additional accounting that would l)e required if a

reduced rate mileage or scri[) book were placed in effect.

He estimated this additional accounting expen.se at $1,680,-

000 [K-r annum. A large numlx?r of roads, principally short

lines, also |)resented testimony in behalf of their applica-

tions which have l)een filed witli the commission for ex-

emption from the provisions of the act.

An abstract of Mr. Fox's statement follows :

No Advantage in Sale of Both Mileage and Scrip

"There is no |)ublic advantage in the sale of both mileage

and scrip tickets. The present forms of scrip coupon tickets,

now issued generally in $15, $.>n, and $90 denominations,

fully meet the re<iuiremcnts of the new law, although such

forms of tickets have never been satisfactory to the carriers.

"These scrip books are equivalent to currency, coupons

being detached to cover the value of transportation fur-

nished at normal one-w'ay fares. The coupons are accepted

by conductors on trains; but, if holder desires to travel be-

tween two c()m|)etitive |wints, l)y a carrier or carriers whose

distance is longer than the direct or .short line, coupons of

value equivalent to the through fare via the direct or short

line are detached l)y the ticket agent, and a passage ticket of

ordinarj- one-way form is issued in exchange therefor. The

coufxms are also accejjted for baggage iliarges (excess weiglit,

excess size, excess valuation, storage and transfer).

There is not a convenience or advantage accruing from

the use of mileage tickets that will not l>e more completely

and satisfactorily taken care of. both from the view |K)int of

passengers and of the carriers, in the existing fomis of scrij)

books. On the contrar)-, there are com|)lications and ad-

ditional expense in.separal)le from mileage tickets avoided by

the use of scrip books. Where rate levels vary, as they do

over considerable mileage in different si'ctions of the United

States, it would be necessary, if mileage tickets were used, to

detach sufficiiTt additioni'l coupons to |>roperly compensate

those carriers honoring the ticket, liaving fares in excess of

Waiuinctok, D. C.

ilie basiL fare of .5.6 cents per mile, which applies more gen-

erally throughout the countr)-.

"The detachment of additional coupons, which represent

miles, as applied to a lx»k intended for general interchange

Ix'twcen substantially all carriers would make the compil-

ation of covering tariffs involved and exf>ensive. F'ormerly,

where mileage tickets were in use, they were accepted only

for passage over individual carrier .systems, or, in districts of

comparatively small area; or, where tlie mileage tickets were

of joint interchangeable character, good over a numlK-r ot

roads, they were generally restricted in use to the individual

system.s, with only limited provision for interline applica-

tion. While it was feasible thus to utilize a mileage ticket

good over a single system or a small territorial region, and
to compile distance tables, which frequently required com-
putations by both agents and conductors to add two or more
distances together to arrive at the total through detachment,

it would be impracticable to so apply a mileage ticket for

nation wide use. \ mileage ticket available for local, inter-

division and interline use generally throughout the country,

to the same extent as the present scrip books are honored,

would have to be supported by underlying distance tables

practically equivalent in numljcr of tariffs and in number of

pages in such tariffs, to the present system of conductors'

and ticket agents' local, inter-division and inter-line tariffs

applicable to one-way tickets at normal fares. While the

individual carriers now have alibreviated tables of distances,

at least between the more im|>ortant points on their systems,

such tables would not meet the requirements of a nation-

wide interchangeable mileage ticket.

"As users of .scrip books could in no conceivable way derive

a greater benefit from a mileage ticket, as distinguished from
a scrip ticket of like scope, it is Ix-licved that the few

foregoing i^rincipal objections to mileage tickets should lie

convincing that a mileage ticket of any type is an unsatis-

factori- form of ticket, and should not be re-introduced.

"Furthermore, as scrip represents currency, it auto-

matically adjusts itself to any revisions in the basic fare for

ordinary- tickets that may occur, upward or do\vnward, with

no advantage or disadvantage to the holder of the scrip or

the carrier."

Should Be No Reduction in Fares

The carriers contend there sliould lie no reduction in fares.

The present interchangeable scrip ticket meets all require-

ments as far as the varying rate levels are concerned.

The present bases of freight rates and pas.senger fares and
charges were fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission
after extended hearings and investigations to determine the

revenue whidi sliould be realized from the freight and pas-

senger transportation res(x"Ctively to enable the carriers to

perform the service to wliidi the pul)lic is entitled, and
to yield the net return to the carriers as i>rovided in the

Transportation Act. It must, therefore, lie assumed that such
fares are just and reasonable, as there have lieen no develop-

ments since the dale of the cnmmis.sion's order justifying a

change, as indicated liy the Commi.ssion's recent review of

the general rate situation.

At no time since the passage of the Trans[iortation .\ct

have the carriers as a whole camcxl the net return contem-

plated l>y that act. .-Kny form of reduced rate mileane or

scrij) ticket good for nation-wide u.se on all the railroads of

the countr)' will inevitably result in a substantial riMluction

in pas.senger revenues, llu' extent of which will \:ir\' accord-

61?,
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ing to the percentage of reduction from the one-way fare,

and the denomination of the ticket. It is practically im-

possible to accurately estimate the amount of this reduction,

because there has never been a reduced rate ticket which

was good for use on all roads throughout the entire country.

If such a ticket be introduced, a great proportion of the one-

way travel l>etween large commercial centers such as Chi-

cago and New York, New York and New Orleans, Chicago

and Denver, San Francisco, etc., and theatrical, Chautauqua

and other similar traffic will be quick to take advantage of

such a ticket. In other words, the larger the .scope of ter-

ritory in which the ticket can lie used, the greater will be

the inroads upon the passenger revenue of the carriers.

The gross passenger revenues for the year 1921 were

$1,152,635,016. The estimated passenger revenues for the

)Tar 1922, based on I. C. C. reports for the first si.x months,

will be $1,070,167,869, or a prospective decrease of $82,-

467,147. These passenger revenues include commutation

and surcharge, but exclude mail and express for both years.

This showing results in the face of the wiping out of the

war tax January 1, 1922.

Some years ago, when mileage tickets were in effect and

reductions in various degrees from the basic rate per mile

were accorded in different parts of the country, even though

such mileage tickets were restricted to smaller territorial

limits and were not interchangeable as between all lines in

the same territory, an average of not less than 20 per cent of

the total passenger revenue in certain sections of the country

was derived from mileage tickets; in fact, on some lines as

high as 60 per cent of the total passenger traffic was moved.

Confirming these statements, the record shows that for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, in Southeastern territory

a major portion of the traffic moving between principal com-

mercial centers traveled on mileage tickets.

It is apparent that any reduced rate mileage or scrip

ticket will practically supersede the normal one-way fares

between all commercial centers of the countr}-, materially re-

ducing the present aggregate revenues which do not now

meet the necessit\' of the carriers, nor the expectation of the

commission from a revenue standixiint in their recent general

rate investigation.

Another inequitable and discriminating feature of a re-

duced rate scrip or mileage ticket would be that in view^ of

the long distance covered by journeys in this country, under

almost any priced book so far suggested, it would be pos-

sible by the use of a scrip book, and wjth practically the

same initial investment, to accomplish a one-way journey

between two given points at a less cost than by purchase of

a regular one-way ticket, thus producing either a discrim-

ination or a reduction in the one-way fare. The lower the

price of the book, the more cases of this kind would be pro-

duced.

The cost of handling passengers on reduced mileage or

scrip tickets will exceed considerably the cost of performing

service for a passenger paying the nonnal fare and using

the ordinary form of one-way ticket, and it is not clear how
it can be justifiably concluded that, when the present nonnal

basic fare has failed to i)roduce the results anticijiated l>y

previous decisions of the commission, a mileage or scrip

ticket sold at a fare below such normal basic fare per mile

r?n l>e construed as either just or reasonable.

Answer to Arguments Advanced

by Commercial Travelers

It has Ijeen contended that the purchase of a mileage or

scrip coupon ticket involves the wholesale principle, the

denominations commonly mentioned being not less than

3.nnO nor more than 5,000 miles. In support of this, refer-

ence has been made to the fact that a low< r freight rate is

made for carload shipments than for les^ than carloads.

This comparison is faulty; the difference is not confined to

a dift'erence in pay for the service: the cases are not an.\

logous. The rate per hundred pounds is less to move freiglii

in carload lots than to move it in less than carload lots fi!

the obvious reason that the L. C. L. load is composed of :

number of shipments involving greater expense in handliiiL

and accounting than shipments by carload; for example, car

load shipments are loaded and unloaded by the consign( ;

and consignee. Therefore, it is fair and reasonable to li

the carload rate at less than the L. C. L. rate, but there i-

no reduction in the carload rate on account of the numbi r

of carloads shipped, and the commission has opposed ever)

effort to have the principle of a lower rate for a number of

carloads than for a single carload.

With mileage or scrip books performance of ser\ice i-

dearly a retail process. A ticket contemplated to covi <-

5,000 miles would be used for numerous trips. While pa}

ment for these trips would Ix^ made in advance, the tri| -

would be spread out over the lifetime of the ticket. Eac 1

such trip is a separate, complicated transaction involviiiL'

ticket agents, conductors and ticket accounting department-
in a ver\' large amount of additional detail and labor com-
pared with single tickets sold at normal fares. This extra

expense for additional employees in auditing and ticket of-

fices and on trains would amount approximately to $1,680.-

000 annually, which will be explained by the accounting

witness who will testify later.

To sum up briefly, the effect of the proposition would l)e

to" accord a lower rate to a class of passengers more ex-

pensive to handle.

A mileage or scrip ticket sold at a reduced fare would bo

used between a multiplicity of points within a given periixi

at a preferential fare as against the passenger who travel-

between the same points, on the same train, in the same car,

and in the same seat. Such reduced rate mileage or scri]i

ticket would impose on the carriers an exf>en.<e greater than

in the case of the passenger holding one-way ticket at nor-

mal fare, and to this extent is a discrimination rather than

an ob.sen-ance of the principle involved in the construction

of carload and L. C. L. freight rates. In fact it would be

a direct reversal of tlie principle applied to freight.

It has been alleged that carriers would derive substantial

l)enefit from the use of the money paid in advance for mile-

age or .'icrip books, on which ser\-ice would not lx> perfonned

for a consideral)le time after purcha.se. A fund created in

this manner would lie- divided into comparatively small to-

tals among the large number of selling carriers. These sums
would be constantly changing balances, subject to innumer-
alile withdrawals on account of claims for partially u.*ed

tickets returned by purchasers for redemption, and .subject

to hundreds of monthly settlements Ix^tween roads for cou-

pons of books honored by foreign roads. Of the total mile-

age revenue only a comparatively small per cent would re-

main constantly in the possession of the carriers as a daily

average balance.

Mileage Tickets "Pernicious and Unbusinesslike"

It has been uniformly recognized by the railroad manage-
ments since the inception of mileage tickets that they were

the ma<t pi'micious and unlmsinesslike form of transporta-

tion in use, U-cause of their discriminator)- character and
susce|)tibility to all kinds of irregularities and manipulations.

It was imjiossible for various reasons for the carriers as a

whole to al)olish the u.se of mileage tickets, nevertheless

there was a constantly growing restriction in their use to the

extent that it was within the power of the carriers to so limit

them. Conditions changed when the carriers were operated

as a unit by the United States Railroad .\dniinistration, and
recognizing the discrimination and irregular manipulation

of mileage tickets, the carriers were ordered to discontinue

them.

The United States Railroad .\dministration, having ac-
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Cont|>li>httl during the |K*riod of fcdtral control what the

carrirr* ihem*«.-lvcs were unaltie t.. ..i.ii-i. ..»,.- ••vmo,
the ..irriiTS did not. ui)oii thf - lo

pnv.iic ii|KTatiun, reestal)li>h tin- ;
• r ii.i-ii

fare, jnd arc strongly of)|>osed Id ii .»; ilu |ir«.-M^^i)t tiiik.-.

An> reduction in the liasic fart- whiih mav he ini)M»ed

U|>on the larrit-rs through the ii>" " • v ,,r

scrip til ket U-low the nonniil i.i , iit

pa.-.H nv^r n-venues, and it i» tin la.it a

rwiuicd rate mileage or strip tiiket will not increase the

fr:iffii to an extent offsetting the n-tiuction in revenue. The
.iTs apprehend that a reduicd rate mileage or scrip

uould have a material eftVit u|H)n the normal basic

1.11. . .m.i desire to call attention to the fait that the reducea

mileage fare |>reviou>ly in effect w.is one of the chief argu-

ments and re;»sons why the several states forcifl ujion the

carrier- a reduction in the intrastate one-way fares.

In l'J07 the legislatures of a numher of western states

pas>e<l what are commonly known as "two-cent fare acts,"

retluring j)assenger fares from three cents to two cents (kti

mile. In the case of one large western railroad (which was
the common e-xix-ricnce of other roads), passenger fares were

reduced in 1907 from three cents to two cents |x-r mile on
7.^.79 pier cent of its total mileage. Xotwithstan<ling the re-

duced fare, the total numljer of passi-ngers carried during the

fiscal year end.d June M). 190S. increased only 2.16 jjer

cent over the numijer carried in the jireceding fi.scal ycai

when the basic rate for pas.senger fare was three cents per

mile.

In .April, 1914. the passenger fares on the same lines in

•h Dakota were reduced from three cents per mile to

ind a half cents per mile, a reduction of 16.66 per cent.

.Mii withstanding that substantial reduction, the number of

passengers carried one mile intrastate in South Dakota for

the three months immediately following the reduction de-

creased .v42 per cent, as comjiared with the corresponding

months in the jirevious year in which the rate of three cents

per mile was in effect.

Further substantiation is furnished by the experience of

one of the Southea-tem carriers, which also ojierates in a

portion of the territory north of the Oliio river. In Illinois

passenger fares were reduced from three cents to two cents

|KT mile, effective July 1, 1907, but the operations of the

carrier in question for the last six months of the calendar

year 1907 (the first six months after tlie reduced rate lie-

came effe»tive), compared witli tlie last six months of 1906

(when the rate was three cents), showed that while the num-
lier of passengers carried in Illinois increased 7.1.i per cent,

there was likewise an increase in tiic numljcr of passengers

carried by that same carrier in other .states where the pas-

senger fare had not \>evn reduced, i. e., in Tennessee, an

increase of 19.71 jier cent, in .Alaljama 9.82 per cent, in

Georgia 2,5.67 |rt cent, and in Florida 14.21 per cent.

I'sing the exi)erience of this same carrier for further illu.s-

tration. passenger fares on its lines in .Alabama were reducerl

from three cents to two and a half rents per mile, effective

June 1, 1909. liut its fare in Georgia remained at three cents

per mile. Comparing the nine months' period ended Feli-

ruar>- 28. 1910, with the nine monllis' period ended February

28. i909. the numlier of pa.ssengers carried by it in ,Alal)ama

showed an increase of 12.52 per (ent, while in Georgia, with

no reduction in the liasic rate, tlie number of passengers

carried l)y it increased 1.^.45 per cent, and the revenue re-

sults for these same ixjriods showed a decrea.se of l..^.S per

cent in .Maliama, and an increase of 12.24 per cent in

Georgia.

If mileage tickets at a special reduction are sold to the

general pulilic, past experience demonstrates that theatrical

companies, circuses, concert companies, liands and otiicr

public entertainments, and other (iri;ani/.e(l traffu . will de-

maiKJ like sjx^cial class legislation for their transportation

Wherever a reduced mileage rate prevailed, the traveling

public to a con.sideralile extent could not Ik- con\'inccd that

the same basis should not provail for all regular (lasseniier

travel. The pressure was always for a downward re\'ision.

The carriers have re|ieatedl\' asserted that a reduction in

the liasic fare through the sale of reduced rate mileage or

M-rip tickets, or otherwi.^e. would not appreciably stimulate

traffic. .An outstanding proof of this is furnished by the

withdrawal of the war tax of 8 pi-r cent of the trans[xirtation

charges, effective January 1, 1922. Tlie cancellation of this

charge was e(|uivalent to making a horizontal reduction in

pa.s.<enger fares on all carriers in the United States, .but,

in.stead of stimulating traffic, the passenger revenues for

1922 will show a decrease of approximately $82,500,000,

based ufion the decrease already shown for the first sis

months of 1922.

The Canadian Lines have a form of certificate which they

issue to members of the Commercial Travelers' .Association

of Canada, Dominion Commercial Travelers' .Association,

Marit'me Commercial Travelers' .Association, Northwest

Commeri^ial Travelers' .Association, Ontario Commercial
Travelers' .Association, etc.

I'jion presentation of these certificates, ticket agents issue

transportation sold at a reduction from normal tariff fare.

To obtain the lienefit of the.se certificates, memliers of the

organization must travel at least three months of the year in

Canada, and must have a residence or business connection,

or. at least, an cftice in Canada. Haguage owner's release

must lie signed by the holder of the certificate. It will l>e

recognized that this is a preferential form of transportation,

confined to an exclusive and favored class, which is not per-

missible under the laws of the United States.

The present interchangeable .scriji ticket meets all require-

ments so far as the varying rate levels are concerned, for the

rea.son it is issued in the nature of currency, in coupon form,

the coupons lieing accepted for transjiortation upon the basis

of normal tariff fares applicable to the line over which the

trans|iortation is furnished, and it makes no difference

whether the normal fare be j.6 cents per mile or 8 cents per

mile.

The carriers urge that there be no reduction in the present

basis of fares, and that there should be no change in jiresent

rules and regulations.

The new law requires '".All carriers by railroad subject to

this act to .sell interchangeable mileage or scrip coupon
tickets at just and reasonaiile rates.''

The point is raised that there are certain small steam rail

lines and electric lines who.se resixinsibility may lie in doubt,

or with whom the Class I roads do not now interchange

traffic, and if an interchangeable mileage ticket is issued,

then difficulty might be eiuduntereil in making collections.

It is hoped the commission will give recognition to this con-

dition in their delilierations.

Effect of Scalping

The mileage and scrip forms of tickets, especially those

honored on trains, are more susceptible to profitable mani]iu-

lation by .scalpers than any other forms. Mileage tickets

have fonned the chief stock in trade of scaljiers in years

past, and their greatest profits have been derived from such

tickets. Municipal ordinances, injunctions and state statutes

have been disregarded by scalpers, who work through a spe-

cial clientele, and while a national law against ticket scalp-

ing wouUl be of great assistance and protection to the car-

riers and the public against the manipulations of these

malefactors, the greatest protection lies in a .system of sale,

accounting and espionage, which the carriers them.selves must

be ]iermitted to follow in handling a form of ticket so sus-

ceptible to manipulations. Hut, surrounded by every safe-

guard known to the carriers, an important jiercentage of the

r.viniu- will Ik- In-i to profi's-ional and itinerant scaljiers
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if a scrip or mileage ticket is ordered on sale at any reduction

below tlie present regular fares.

Discrimination

The testimony of the carriers would be incomplete if they

failed to call particular attention to what they consider one

of the most important phases of tliis whole question, namely,

discrimination. Any form of mileage or scrip ticket at a

reduced fare will discriminate against, and unduly prejudice

the interests of 80 per cent of the traveling public, assuming

that only 20 per cent will travel on mileage or scrip tickets.

Such tickets, sold at a discount, would be used by those best

able to pay the normal fares. The farmer, artisan, school

teacher, clerk, laboring man and other casual traveler would

not. on account of their infrc(iuent trips and the price in-

volved, buy mileage or scrip tickets. The commercial man,

who is out on business, earning his living in that way, and

the business man and others making frequent trips between

commercial centers can afford and would purchase mileage

or scrip tickets, thus saving a substantial difference in fare,

while the casual traveler would pay the full one-way fare

when traveling between the same points, on the same train

and in the same car.

Commissioner Meyer asked the witness what he would

consider a wholesale transaction in passenger traffic, to

which Mr. Fox replied that he knew of no wholesale prin-

ciple in the passenger business. He said the average com-

mercial traveler travels about 50 miles a day, which at the

rate of .5.6 cents a mile would be $1.80 a day. He pointed

out that a reduced rate mileage book differs in principle

from a reduced rate excursion ticket because it would draw

away from the normal one-way business, while excursion

tickets create new business and add to revenues rather than

detract from them. He also said that a mileage l)ook would

be sold to a preferred class and in general a well-to-do class,

as indicated by the fact that books in dimensions ranging

from 1,000 to 5,000 miles are urged.

J. E. Benton, general solicitor of the National Association

of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, brought out that

some roads in the West that charge passenger rates higher

than the prevailing rate, when mileage books were formerly

u.sed, did not require the detachment of an additional num-

ber of coupons to represent the higher rate, but Mr. Fox said

that a nationwide mileage book would create a different situ-

ation and the same reasons that make the Ijasic fares of these

roads higher than the regular rate would call for an exemp-

tion from the uniform mileage rate. :Mr. Fox also said that

any mileage l)(x)k issued should Ix- non-transferable because

the use of 'a transferable book would be substantially equiva-

lent to changing the basic fares. They would be so com-

monly u.sed that the carriers would sell but few ordinary

one-way tickets. He said that if mileage books were sold at

reduced rates a burden would l>e cast on other traffic, either

freight or passenger.

Additional Accounting Complications

Mr. Rose said in part:

It has l>een the endeavor of the carriers for a great many

years to equip their agencies with such simple forms of

passage tickets as would enable ticket sellers to handle the

public with the utmost dispatch to avoid inconvenience and

delay to the passenger at the ticket window, and to facilitate

the collection of transportation on trains. Tn carrying out

this jwlicy. agents generally are i>rovided with card tickets

with printed destinations to all jMnnts where the silcs justify.

Today 00 per cent of the traffic is handled on this form of

transportation, which affords the greatest me.isure of protec-

tion against possible loss of n<venuc, accompli-hes the object

IS set forth aliove, and protluces the utmost simplicity in

,M counting from ever)- standpoint. Scrip or mileage for gen-

eral use on trains without exchange at the tii ket windows is

equivalent to collecting a volume of cash fares with the added

confusion of making the computation, and if the scrip be-

came popular, the carriers would find themselves back 50

years, when there were no ticket offices to sp)eak of, and
conductors collected the passenger revenue for the carriers.

These facts should be \x>me in mind in giving considera-

tion to the advisability of adojning a reduced rate scrip book

which might, in some directic;ns, suit the convenience of a

limited numlxr of travelers, and, on the other hand, place

an absolute burden on the carriers, with much added ex-

pense.

Exemptions Asked

Ben H. Cain, vice-president of the American Short Line

Railroad Association, spoke on behalf of short lines that

have filed applications for exemption and expressed the

opinion that there should be some classification which would
exempt certain roads. J. W. Cannalt, on behalf of the

Ulster & Delaware, said that this com[)any's passenger

traffic consists mainly of summer vacation travel or local

travel and that the use of mileage books at reduced rates

would greatly diminish its revenue. J. D. Rahner, general

passenger agent of the Florida East Coast, asked exemption

on the ground that 65 per cent of the passenger traffic is

seasonal winter tourist travel and includes ver\- little com-
mercial travel. When a representative of the commercial
travelers asked if lower rates were not made to encourage the

winter tourists, Mr. Rahner said that reduced rates are made,
but that his road does not participate, but receives its full

local rates south of Jacksonville. He also f)ointed out that

the Florida Railroad Commission had approved a higher

rate on its oversea line, which is now 4.8 cents a mile. W.

J. Craig, passenger traffic manager of the Atlantic Coast

Line, and C. B. Ryan, passenger traffic manager of the Sea-

board Air Line, also asked exemption of a number of branch

subsidiary lines on the ground that they were built to accom-

modate particular classes of freight traffic and that the addi-

tional accounting expense incident to the use of mileage books

would in many cases absorb nearly all of the passenger

revenue. It was also shown that many of these lines are

unprofitable.

^Ir. Fox was cross-examined at length by counsel for the

commercial travelers" associations regarding the former prac-

tices of the railroads in issuing mileage bcK>ks and as to why
the railroads drew a distinction in principle between reduced

rates on mileage tickets aad special and excursion rates. Mr.

Fox said that the use of mileage books had their origin about

1868 as one of the concessions offered by the freight depart-

ment to large shippers. After giving an annual pass to the

head of a company they would often give a mileage book or

sell one at a reduced rate to his traveling men. Later the

revenue from this source was transferred to the passenger

department, but passenger officials always regarded mileage

tickets as an unliusinesslike and pernicious form of ticket

and constant efforts were made to get rid of them. By 1918

very few were sold, liut it was not until the Railroad Admin-
istration took control of die roads that they were alxilished

entirely. In exfilaining the difference K'tween reduced rates

for mileage and other reduced rates, he ptiinted out that those

special rates are restricted either as to dates, trains or desti-

nations and were, tlierefore, less valuable than the ordinary

ticket and that they stimulated traffic which otlierwise would

not move, whereas n-duced rate mileage txx>ks would Ik- sold

to passengers who would otherwise pay regular fare and

whose transactions in no way represented the wholesale prin-

ciple. He insisted that a reduction of a few cents a day in

tlie railroad fare of a traveling salesman was not of .sufficient

importance to decide the question how many traveling men
would be .sent out.

|ohn v.. Benton, general solicitor of the National Associa-

tion 111' K.iilw.M and Utilities Commissioners, presented let-
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ten he had received from the railroad coauniMions of

Nevada, New Mexico and Ari/""' ..in.., ii.-' (vhttwer

mileage or cou|K>n rate the conn: .uld

be honored in the states where th .-.:• rate

U 4.8 cents a mile. He also rea.l .i Ittttr from the North
Carolina commission expressing the u|>inion that the univer-

sal rate should be 3 cents a mile. Imt o{>|>osing any plan by
which the general public would i>.i\ a higher rate than any
class.

Commercial Travelers Ask Discount

of 33-1 3 Per Cent

I) K. Clink, chairman of the tr.m-iHirtation committee of

liie National .\~-<)» iation of Traveliiijj Men, who said he

represt-nteil (>7'i. > commercial travelers, urgi-<l that the

commis.-ion order the use of a universal interchangcable

scrip coupon ticket in the amount uf $100, to Ite .sold at a

discount of 3M,\ per cent, good for one year, the unused f>or-

tioo to be redeemable. He asked that these coufwns Ix* ac-

cepted for all baggage charges antl |>roiHised that they l)c

exchanged for tickets at the regular rates, thus automatical-

ly adjusting themselves to varying rates of fare in different

parts of the cuuntry. He said tliat a discount of .53'.? per

cent appeared just and reasonable in view of the fact that

railroads formerly voluntarily sold mileage books at such a

discount and Ix^cause they now make a discount of that

amount for excursions and other forms of special travel.

Mr. Clink said that cxces.sive passenger rates are driving

thousands of commercial travelers out of business, partic-

ularly those working on a commission basis, and that com-

mercial travelers are a great national asset and should be

encouraged. Mr. Bikle pointed out tliat prior to federal con-

trol the Pennsylvania .sold a mileage ticket at 2,'4 cents,

while its standard passenger rate since 1907 had been 2V2
cents, so tliat the discount was only 10 per cent. He asked

if the witness had not |>roposed a discount rei)resenting about

the widest spread he could find. Mr. Clink said the rail-

roads sell some tickets at a discount of 50 per cent. He ex-

pres.sed the opinion that such a reduction would so stimulate

travel as to more than make up for the loss in revenue, but

admitted that he had no idea what the loss in revenue would
amcxint to.

John F. Shea, chairman of the travel bureau of the .Amer-

ican Hotel Association, recommended a scrip coupon book to

be .sold at a discount of one-third in denominations of $50,

$100 and $150, with coupons ranging from one cent to $5.

He proposed that they should be non-transferal)lc and that

identification by photograph and siL'nature should Ik? re-

quired at the time of issue. Hr in>i^t((i that any reduction

in rates would stimulate travel and cited his own experience

in traveling on nine months' tourist tickets to show the reduc-

tions in rates which the railroads make voluntarilv.

French Records for Weight
Per Locomotive Horsepower
By a Foreign Correspondent

RKCKNT K.x.AMi'i.Ks of l<Kom<itive construction in the

United States represent very careful study in regard

to the design, and to the refinement of details, and
to the combination of devices that have proved their worth,

into one locomotive, in the endeavor to prcxluce the greatest

f)ossiblc sustained power with the minimum weight of loco-

motive, and with the minimum consumption of fuel and
water.

Too much, however, must not be taken for granted, and
engineers must not yet be too well satisfied with tlie results

that have been obtained. .American locomotives operate in a

country where practically there seems to be no limit to the

permissible weight allowed on each driving a.xle, and where

the price of fuel has been such that its economy of consump-
tion has not been given its proper consideration.

Turn to Europe, and to France in particular, where the

ma.ximum fxjrmissible weight on one driving axle is limited

to 18' J metric tons (40,700 lb.) and in very special cases

to 20 metric tons, and where the price of fuel is prohibitive

in comparison with the price in the United States. It will

not be surprising if, from this countr}', we shall find the

locomotive that produces the most pow'er pier pound of metal

and [X'r pound of fuel consumed.

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has in operation a
large number of Pacific type four-q-linder, balanced-com-
pound, superheater locomotives, which handle its heaviest

and fastest passenger trains. The locomotive is clearly shown
in the illustration and has the following dimensions:

niamctcr, h. p. cylinder 17.32 in.

Diameter, I. p. cylinder 25.59 in.

Stroke 25.59 in.
niamctcr cf drivers 78.74 in.

Working pressure 227 lb. per sq. in.
I-oadcd weight on driver: 122.100 lb.

Loaded weight on one driving axle 40.700 lb.

Loaded weight of locomotive 204,600 ib.

Maximum indicated horsepower on road test 2,405
Weight per indicated horsepower 85 lb.

A sample locomotive of this type was constructed in 1913
and put through the severest kind of tests on the road before

dui>licates were built. As a matter of fact this locomotive
was [)Ut in ciniiKtition aL'ainst some four-cylinder simple

A French Pacific Type Locomotive Which Developed One Indicated Hors Weight
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superheater Pacifies. The locomotive was tested out on the

section from Laroche to Dijon, a distance of 98 miles, of

which 81 miles are continuously uphill. This is the most

difficult section of the P. L. M. Railway in the run between

Paris and Marseilles. Road tests were conducted and car-

ried out and complete data obtained with an accuracy to

the nth degree. On the final trials this locomotive hauled

709 tons of cars on the regular passenger schedule.

Let us consider just what was accomplished. This Pacific

tyjie locomotive with a total weight of only 204,600 lb. and
witli only 40,700 lb. on each driving axle, produced con-

tinuously 2,000 indicated horsepower, and as a maximum
over a sustained ])eriod of time produced 2,405 indicated

horsejiower. This represents producing one indicated horse-

jiower for each 85 lb. 'U-'eight of locomotive, a most truly re-

markable performance. At the same time this locomotive

operated on the average around 143.<> lb. of superheated

steam per indicated horsepower per hour, and made the low
figure of XiVi lb. of superheated steam per indicated horse-

power per hour.

If this locomotive had been equipped with a feedwater

heater, with a booster, with highly superheated steam, its

performance would undoubtedl}' have been still more re-

markal>le.

.Although the above figures represent those obtained from
a particular set of tests, it is not saying too much to state

that the Pacific type locomotives of the other French rail-

ways, such as those on the Paris Orleans, on the Midi, or

on the French State could, and do, duplicate the same results

every day. The figures here quoted may \x considered as

modern French practice.

In talking about world's records, it is necessary to be very

well posted on exactly what results the world has produced.

Endeavors in certain isolated cases, in America, have pro-

duced very interesting and very truly creditable results, but

until there is produced, over a sustained period of time and
on the road one indicated horsepower per each 85 lb. weight

oj locomotive, and on a consumption of 133^ lb. of steam
per indicated horsepower per hour, it is believed that it is

more correct to state that the Paris, Lyons & ^Mediterranean

Pacific locomotive, 6201 class, produces the most power per

pound of metal and per pound of fuel consumed.
The automobile and the aeroplane have shown what con-

centration in design can accompli.«h. The same endeavor is

now being made with the steam locomotive, but America has

not yet equalled by a good margin, let alone surpassed, what
has liecome an accomplished and every day result on the

French railroads. Let us remember that the mere bulk or

tlie ^ize of a locomotive only makes a world's record in

brute weight.

Tentative Report Finds

Pullman Rates Reasonable

TiiK Intkrstatk ^()^rMI•;K(F CoMMissinN on Siiitom-

i)cr 22 made public a tentative re[)ort jirepared by
Robert E. Quirk, chief examiner of the commission,

recommending a finding that the sleeping and parlor car

rates of the Pullman Company, as increased by approximate-
ly 20 j>or cent on May 1, 1921), are not unreasonable and a

lisniissal of the com|)laint filed by the Order of United
' onimercial Travelers of .America, in whirl) other organiza-

tions of commercial travelers joined. The report states that

the comj)Iainants relied to a large extent on tlic provision

nf the law requiring carriers to assume the burden of show-
ing tliat any rate increased since January 1. l')10, is just

md rea.sonable and upon tlie contention that conditions do
not justify the inrrca.ses, and introduced very little evidence.

It 5a\? that while --tatements made bv their counsel at the

hearings indicated that they were more concerned with the

surcharge received by the railroads than with the rates

assailed, this point is not in issue in the case up for hearing

at the present time.

The report says that the 20 per cent rate advance in-

creased the gross revenues of the Pullman Company by ap-

proximately $13,000,000 a year and that the rate reduction

sought would, if granted, reduce the revenues by correspond-

ing amount. Any such reduction without reductions in

operating expenses more substantial than can now be fore-

seen would not only unduly impair the defendant's operat-

ing income, but would create a deficit. The claim that the

rate reduction sought, if made, would stimulate travel in

PuUman cars to such an extent as to increase rather than

diminish revenues, is dismissed as "too speculative to be ac-

cepted as a basis for condemning the rates."

The record does not show, the report says, that the oper-

ating de]>artment of the Pullman Company has been charged

exorljitant prices for the cars constructed by the manufactur-
ing department. The property and facilities set aside for

manufacturing are net devoted to public use and may not be

considered in this proceeding. Should the manufacturing
department incur deficits in its operation, the public could

not on that account be expected to pay higher rates for the

operation of sleeping or parlor cars. The converse is also

true.

Xo physical valuation of the company's property was on

record in the proceeding. The company's estimate of the

aggregate value of its property used in common carrier serv-

ice stated the recorded investment new as S157,878,314 and
less depreciation §89,611,407; the reproduction cost new
5277.031,929: less depreciation $172,807,185. The repro-

duction cost new, based on the price levels of the 1910-1914
period, was stated as $194,010,346 and less depreciation,

$128,384,858. The report says that whether the defendant's

estimate of the value is accurate cannot be determined on
the record, but that the record affords no basis for conclud-

ing that its estimate of value is excessive.

Of the increase in gross revenue derived from the increased

rates, it is stated that approximately four and one-half mil-

lion dollars accrued to the railroads during the year ended
.April 30, 1921, as a part of their compensation under their

contracts with the Pullman Compan\-. The total amount
which accrued to the railroads that year under the contracts

was $12,872,650. During the succeeding 12 months the

amount which accrued t^the railroads was $7,627,375, the

decrease being due chiefly to a decrease of more than $15.-

000,000 in gross revenue and partly to revised contracts

with some roads under which the Pullman Company retained

a greater siiare of the gross revenue. The examiner says the

existing contracts between defendant and the railroads sug-

gest a (juestion not unlike the one dealt with in the increased

express rate case, in which the commission pointed out that

for the jjurpose of obtaining some $12,000,000 needed addi-

tional express revenue the increase proposed would yield an
additional total revenue of a figure somewhere in the neigh-

l.orho(Kl of $24,000,000.

In 1920 up to September there was an increase in the

number of paying p.issengers carried in the company's cars

in each month as compared with the same month of 1919,

but in September the number decreased 5.95 jxt cent as

comjvired with the preceding montli and there was a greater

decrease in eacli succeeding month to May, 1921. Tlie de-

crease was ascrilx>d in part to tlie general business depres-

sion and in part to the surcharge effective August 26, 1920,

which, while collected by the Pullman Company, accrues to

the railroads. From November, 1020. to .April. 1921. inclu-

sive, tliere was a deficit in net revenue for each month except

that of March. l')21. and for the first whole year under the

increa.<ed rates ended .April 30. 1021, the total net revenue
was 54.365,531.



C. E. Spens Appointed Federal Fuel Distributor

Burlington's Traffic Vice-President Takes Over Duties of

H. B. Spencer Under 60-Day Furlough

A'NIENTUATED DKIVK on till part of the railroads for

-I) days on the movement of coal and the return of

i-mpty coiil car* to the mines was suRnested by
President Harding on SeptemU-r 2 in conne<^tion with his

appointment of Conrad K. S|K-ns, vice-president in charge

of traffic of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, as federal

fuel distributor, in accordance with the coal priority act

passed by Congress, which the I'n-sident also signed on the

same day. Mr. Sftens, who was .i»istant director of traffic

of the Railroad Administration and chief of the transj)orta-

tion division of the Food .\dmini>tration during the war,

has lieen given a 60-day furlough from the Burlington to

undertake this work. In a statement to the press following

his apjKiintment he indicated that the .iO-day drive would
be undertaken and he expressed the opinion that with the

co-operation of all concerned, particularly the consumers,

the result would ser\-e to ameliorate the i)resent apprehen-

sion, regarding the country's fuel supply for this winter.

In announcing the appointment it was stated at the White
House that the Administration fc-els that the coal problem
is now a problem of transportation rather than production

and for this reason especially requires transportation ex-

perience in its solution. Henry B. Spencer, who has been

acting as voluntary fuel distributor in co-operation with the

various department.* of the government, had consented to

act only until a definite organization could be erected fol-

lowing legislation for the purjxjse. He requested that he

be relieved in order that he might reassume his work as

president of the Fruit Growers' Express. The President

wrote a letter exi>ressing regret that he was not alile longer to

continue as federal fuel distributor and to ex[>ress apprecia-

tion for the sers'ice performed in tiding over a critical situa-

tion. The President said in his letter that the fact that on

a small fraction of our normal coal production he had secured

its distribution so as to maintain the performance of all

of the railways and public utilities is in itself evidence of

great service. Mr. Spens took charge of the work at once and

announced that F. R. Wadleigh, chief of the coal division

of the Department of Commerce, would be his assistant.

It is pro[)ose(l also to make use of the skeleton organization

left by Air. Spencer.

The President also on September 22 signed the bill provid-

ing for the creation of a fact-finding coal commission, to

consist of seven memtjers to l)e apfwinted by the President.

It was announced that he would probably not make any ap-

|K)intments for about ten days. In response to the strong

demand that representatives of the coal industry and of the

miners be a|)pointed on this commission, the President per-

mitted both interests to submit to him a panel of names

from which he may, in his discretion, make some selections.

The President's Statement

In a letter to Mr. Spens, the President said:

"I am :i|ip<iiiitinK yfui to the rcsfxinsihlc iwisitioii (if federal fuel

dislriliiitdf uikUt tlic act just passi-d by CdURress, and I earnestly

express the hope that you will direct ynur fir.st attention to the

further extension of the co-operative arraiiKeniciits witli the rail-

ways, the coal produciiiK and coal cnnsumiiiK rommtinities and
the state authorities which have been initiated by the Secretary

of Commerce and Mr. Spencer, the temporary fuel distributor.

These arrannemcnls. of vohintary oriKiu, are already having a
larpc cfTcct in mitiKatinR the situation.

"The arranRemrnts set up for the distribution and control of
price at last year's levels in the anthr.icite indusiry have not l)eei

satisfactorily cstab'ishcd in co-opiTatiini «ith the state authorities

and the coal operators.

Wasbiicctox. D. C.

The pri«lucinK capacity i>t "ur bituminous mines is far bcyund

the pubhc need ; but the limitinK factor in the supply is solely

traiispurtation. The Interstate Commerce Commission ha» given

complete priority on the movimi-nt of coal, equal only with agri-

cultural produce and some other necessities. But iK-yond these

provisions 1 have the feeling that if we could stimulate the enthus-

iastic and organized personal attention not only of our railway

executives, but i>i the entire oi)crating personnel of the railways,

to a concentrated drive for a period of 30 days, on the movement
of coal and the handling of 'empties,' wc could solve the coal situ-

ation not only as to ample supply, but prices would be quickly re-

adjusted.

"The authority of the federal government under the act is limited

to coal moving in interstate commerce, and. therefore, can only

be effective in control of distribution and prevention of extortion

as a supplement to the activities of the state authorities. The gov-
ernors of the various states already have, at the request of the

federal administration, created state coal commissions, and I trust,

therefore, you will take up definitely with them plans for co-operat-

ing under the new act.

"The federal government is loath to undertake to fix delinite

prices for coal, because of the objectionable character of such in-

tervention in peace times, because of the difficulty in arriving at

fair prices without giving undue favor to some and loss to others,

and also because of the incompleteness of an authority which is

only supplementary to state action. On the other hand, I wish
you to set up such agencies as will vigorously follow up individuals
using facilities of Interstate Commerce who are exacting extortion,
as defined in the act. in order that we may have relief from such
practices, at the earliest moment.

"I trust that the measures initiated to secure co-operation of the
responsible coal operators and dealers can he made effective in

prevention of such protlteeriiig. Likewise the organization started
among the consuming community to co-operate hy delayed purchas-
ing of reserves until transportation increases will aid in restoration
of normal prices and distribution.

"It would Ik far more agrccab'e to our national sense to solve
these matters by co-operation rather than by regulation, and I trust
you will find that all elements in the community will join with vou
in this purpose."

Statement by Mr. Spens

Mr. Spens also issued a pulilic statement sayint; that he
was not yet pre|>ared to announce definite plans for execu-
tion of the jjrovisions of the recent act of Congress, but in-

viting the co-operation of the entire public in the solution
of the coal situation.

"The coal pnxluction capacity of the country is ample to meet
all demands. The immediate problem is transportation, and this
demand on the railroads for abnormal tiansportation of coal due
to the miners' strike comes at a time when for well-known reasons
the physical capacity of the railroads is subnormal, and at a time
when the offerings of tonnage of all character are great. \Ve
understand, however, that the railroad situation is daily improving,
and feel confident that the carriers are exerting and will continue
to exert extraordinary efforts so that what otherwise might become
a serious situation will be avoided. The result of concerted action
during the next 30 days on part of all carriers,—not only tlie car-
riers that originate the coal, but al.so carriers that participate in
the haul of loads and empties,—will, we feel sure, serve to amelio-
rate the present apprehension of the administration as well as of
the public.

"The co-operation of the consumer is practically as important as
that of the carrier. .\t the request of the administration, Julius H.
Barnes, president of the Chamber of Commerce of the Cniled
States, has addressed .\iiuricaii industries, commercial and trade or-
ganizations urging that purchases of coal under present conditions
he confined closely to current needs and that there be no accumu-
lati< n of stocks of coal moving under contract or otherwise I
would like to add mv appeal to that of Mr. Barnes', but will rlircct
my appeal not only to the 'industrial' consumer, but also to the
'domestic' consumer.

"SufTicient coal can be moved for current consumption, but suffi-
cient coal cannot be move<l within the immediate future to equalize
the deficit that obtains ami provide a surplus above imiiu-<liate
needs. The inconvenience of frequent purchases is small compared
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with the distress that might be suffered by an unequal distribution

due to exaggerated anxiety or lack of neighborly consideration.

"If all consumers of coal,—whether domestic or industrial,—will

calmly consider this appeal and will co-operate as suggested, not

only will their current needs be taken care of, but the result will be

reflected quickly in the price of coal, which, today, in many sec-

tions of the country manifestly exceeds a fair protit-basis.

"The administration is not suggesting that the operator in coal

shall sell his coal at cost. Nor is it suggested that he shall sell his

coal at less than cost. The administration is. however, indicating,

and the present act of Congress contemplates that he shall sell his

coal on a basis that will not yield an abnormal profit; in other

words, that he shall not take an undue advantage of the present

unfortunate economic situation.

"Many coal operators are co-operating in a splendid manner.
Regretfully I must add that there are some who are not. Is it

asking too much that, during these critical times, untoward specula-

tion in an important necessity to comfort,—to life itself,—must
cease, and that there be only legitimate merchandising, based on
American standards of fair play?"

On September 23 Mr. Spens addressed a telegram to the

governors and fuel administrator.-; of the various states

pointing out that the federal act provides that it shall be

the dut}' of the federal fuel distributor, among other things,

to ascertain in which parts of the United States there shall

be a shortage of coal and the extent of such shortage; the

fields of production and principal markets to which such

production is to be transported and distributed; the prices

normally and usually charged for such coal and whether

current prices considering the costs of production and dis-

tribution are just and reasonable; the nature and location

of consumers, and what persons, regions, or community
should receive priority in transportation and distribution,

and the degree thereof.

He also pointed out that the federal government can exert

its influence on distribution and restrain extortion only so

far as concerns coal that may be transported from one state

to another. It has no jurisdiction as to coal produced and
sold within the state of its production or retail or wholesale

margins or handling coal within the states. Responsibility

as to these features must rest with the state authorities and
if profiteering in coal is to be prevented, except as to coal

that may be moved across state lines at extortionate prices,

the proper remedy in each case must be applied by state

authorities.

"Coal production capacity exceeds transportation capac-

ity," he said. "The problem of adequate supplies and dimin-

ished prices is therefore primarily a problem of transywrta-

tion. The federal authorities in co-operation with the

carriers, are making every possible effort to expedite move-
ments. Coal today enjoys the same priority in transportation

as food and feed. Transportation of coal is ample to meet

current necessities, but is not sufficient to permit stocking

either by household or commercial consumers and possibly

will not be ample for that purpose for another 60 to 90 days.

It appears necessarv- that state organizations or agencies be

created in states where they do not now exist that will invite

co-operation, that will j)revent stocking of coal beyond cur-

rent necessities and that will establish reasonable margin
for retailers and wholesalers.

".As above stated, the constitutional authority of the fed-

eral government is limited, liut it will gladly co-o|ierate with

these state governments as far as it can properly do so. The
major res|x)nsibility. however, for the |)rice at which the

coal is .sold to the consumers by the wholesalers or retailers

within the state must rest with the state authorities.

"'Jhe fefh-ral art is. of course, nationwide in its scope and
I am. therefore, addressing this communii ation to the gov-

ernors of all states and to the State Fuel .'\(hninistrations,

where such agencies now exist, although I understand there

is considerable territory in the United States where tliere is

no imminent roal shortage, nor complaint as to the cast of

this commodity. We ."hall depend upon tlie judgment of the

stale authorilie-i in each state as to whether or not the aid

of the federal government is desired or necessary as to inter-

state coal. I would appreciate early advices from you as tc

the situation in your state and the measures taken or con-

templated to meet the emergency."'

Donald D. Conn, of Minneapolis, has been named as

assistant federal fuel distributor. Mr. Coim has been sta-

tioned in Washington for some time as chairman of a special

committee appointed by the governors of seven northwestern

states to represent them in connection with tlie coal-suppl>

situation.

C. P. White, of St. Paul, Minn., has been designated as

assistant to the fuel distributor in handling the fuel situation

in the northwest. Mr. White acted in a similar capacity in

the later days of the President's fuel committee.

C. J. Hepburn, of Pliiladelphia, has been retained a-

general counsel to the federal fuel distributor.

F. R. Wadleigh, chief of the coal division of the Depart
ment of Commerce, will act as an assistant to Mr. Spens

E. M. Durham, of the American Railway Association,

went to Philadelphia Monday to represent Fuel Distributor

Sp)ens at the sessions of the committee of anthracite operators

and Pennsylvania state officials who are considering the

problem of the distribution of anthracite.

H. M. Griggs, of the Cleveland Ore and Coal Exchange,
who has been handling the movement of lake coal, will con-

tinue in this capacity.

It is planned by Fuel Distributor Spens to name special

advisory committees, representing the general business and
transportation interests of the country.

Federal Fuel Distributor Spens has asked the following

named railway executives to ser\-e as an advisor)' committee
on transportation: Daniel \\"illard, president, Baltimore &
Ohio; W. \^'. .Atterbury, vice-president, Pennsylvania; H. L.

Byram, president. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; B. F.

Bush. i)resident, Missouri Pacific; Hale Holden, president,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; C. H. Markham, president,

Illinois Central; A. H. Smith, president. New York Central

Lines; Carl R. Gray, president. Union Pacific System. Mr.
Willard has been invited to act as chairman of the committee,

w-hicli is expected to consider ways and means for accelerat-

ing the expedition of coal traffic.

He also appointed an advison,- committee for industry,

whidi will keep in close touch with the distribution of fuel

supjilies among industrial interests in their respective terri-

tories with S. M. Vauclain, ])resident of the Baldwin L<x-o-

motive Works, as chaittnan. Members of the industrial ad-

visor)- committee will l)o asked to assist esp)ecially in the en-

deavor to have large industrial consumers confine purchases

of coal under present conditions as closely to current mrds
as safety permits; to suspend accumulation of advance stocks

of coal until the present emergency pressure on production

is relieved; to unload coal cars immediately and return them

to ser\-ice and to ]>romptly furnish material required for new-

railroad e(|uii)ment or repairs.

A committee of the National Coal Association conferred

with federal officials in Washington on Wednesday with a

view to arranging a plan of co-operation between the bitu-

minous coal producers of the countr)- and the fuel administra-

tion.

On Wednesday Mr. Spens issued a set of regulations rela-

tive to the designation of 17 bituminous coal producing dis-

tricts which will lie ol)served as units in the work of the

federal fuel distributor and outlining certain data required

to be furnisjied daily tiv all soft coal producers.

.\ nuinluT of naval officers iiave been detailed to act as

field representatives of the fuel distributor.

Each pro<huer of bituminous coal engaged in the mining

and prrxiuction thereof at any jilace in any of the designatt^l

(innlucing districts is directed to mail daily to the district

representative of the federal fuel distributor a written state

meni or report, signed, setting forth fully and s|iecifically
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the folloH-ing information as to all *hipmente of bituminous
coal made during the previous day:

(a) The total numl>er of car loads of e»ch dau or grade
and size.

(b) Names and addn-sses of lunsipnces, with car num-
bera and initials, destinations and amount of each class or
grade and size of coal shipix-d to rai h consignee.

(c) As to each shipment, the prin-s or prices f. o. b. mine
as contracti-d for, ihari;f«i and or r«. iivni for i-aih grade of
coal shipped. In the ca.«c of co.il >old at a delivered price
at destination, the destination prin- U-ss transportation cost

shall \>e used as the mine basis.

(d) A designation of such of .said shipmenU as shall

have been made under time (or peri(xi) contracts for periods
of nwre than one month's duration.

The Interstate Commerce Commi.*sion is considering re-

quiring a modification of the recon.signment practices on ship-

ment.* in open top lars.

Freight Car Loading
u «.iiis.,„,N. n. c.

REVExi'E FREii'.tiT car loadiiii^ showed another consider-

able increase during the week ended September 16,

but was still below the record figures .set in 1920.

The total was 945,*) 19. an increase of 1 0.5,000 cars as com-
pared with the week before, which included a holiday, and
of over 14,000 as comi)ared with the week before the holiday.

In the corresponding week of last year the loading was 852,-

552 and in 1920 it was 991,166. Coal loading amounted
to 172.241 cars, an increase of 6.7.50 over the corresponding

week last year and of 22,000 as compared with the week
before the Lat)or Day holiday. Increases as compared with

last year were shown in all districts except the Pocahontas

and Southern, which showed decreases, and in all classes of

commodities except grain and grain products. The largest

incrca.se was in mi.scellaneous freight, which showed a gain

of over 40,000 cars. There was also an increase of 24,945

cars in ore, 10,872 in forest products, and 4,8.51 in live-

stock. The decrea.se in the loading of grain and grain

products was .5.080 l)ut as compared witli 1920 there was an

increa.se of 5,810. Livestock and merchandise, l.c.l., also

showed increa.ses as compared with 1920. The summary
as compiled by the Car Service Division is given in the

accompanying table.

The percentage of open-top cars furnished by the railways

to the requirements for such cars continues to show a gradual
reduction. During the week ended Si-ptcmlier 9 the rail-

roads furnished 77 per cent of the requirements as compared
with 82 per cent the week Ijefore. The number required
was 4S2,.5SS, the numlx;r furnished was 346,676, and the

numlier loaded 294,216. For coal loading they furnished
7J f)cr cent of the re(|uircments, for limestone, 8J per cent;

ore, 98 per cent; iron and steel, 92 per cent; sand, stone
and gravel, 69 per cent; coke, 100 per cent, and mi.scel-

laneous, 81 j)er cent. In the .Southern district for that week
only 44 i>er cent of the cars required were furnished, while
in the Alleghany district 97 per cent were furnished.

The freight car shortage exceeded the suryJus during the
period from September 1 to S for the first time since 1920,
according to the semi-monthly bulletin issued by the Car
Service Division of the .American Railway Association. For
that period the average shortage was 67,899, including 39.-

032 box cars and 18,555 coal cars, while from other jwints
there were reported surpluses amounting to 43,162, which
included 2,187 box cars and 34,685 coal cars. The largest
shortage in any district was in the Southern district, 19,333
cars.

More bituminous coal was loaded on Monday, September
25, than on any one day so far this year, or in the year
1921. Monday's loading was only exceeded on six days in

the year 1920, during which time there was the heaviest
loading ever known in the history of the railroads. The
total was 38,804 cars. While loading on that day is alwavs
heavy, last Monday exceeded by 1,474 cars the total for
Monday, September 18, which had marked the peak up to
that time for the period since the miners' strike began on
April 1.

For the past two months the Car Service Division of the
.American Railway Association has lieen keeping statistics

showing the principal freight accumulations, that is, the cars
held in greater numbers than can be handled or disposed of
currently. By September 8 these accumulations had reached
a total of 72,302 for the United States. For the week of
September 15 there was a slight reduction to 71,258. Of
the.se, 4,160 were held on account of inability of connections
to accept, 1,430 on account of inability of consignees to ac-

cei)t, 57.948 on account of di.«ability of the rejxjrting road.
2,957 for reconsignment, 350 for billing. 1.161 on account
of embargoes and 2,847 for export and coa.stwise shipment.
The greatest number of accumulations w-as in the Southern
district. 16,221, while in the Ea.stcm district there wea> 15,-
389 and in the Alleghany district 13,941.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
SuuMAiv

—

All Dc.4T»rcT5. CourAiisoN or Total;! This Yeah. Last Yeae, Two Years Ago. Week Enbed Satibday, Septeubex 16, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

District* Year
Eattern 1922

1921
Alleghany 1922

1921
Pocahonlan 1922

1921
Southern 1922

1921
Northwestern 1922

1921
Central Western 1922

1921
Southwestern 1922

1921
Total Western districts.. 1922

1921
Total all ro.nds 1922

1921
1920

Incrc.i^e cnmparril 1921
Decrease conip.ired 1921
Increase comparcil 1920
Decrease compared 1920
-Seiitemhrr 16 1922
September 9 1922
September 2 1922
August 26 1922
AuKust 19 1922

Orain
and grair
products
8. lis
9.28R
2.')98

3,348
245
308

3.550
3.749
18.928
15.742
13.689
17,789
4,562
4,946
37.179
38.477
52,090
55,170
46.280

52.090
47.732
54,019
54,562
55,893

Live
slock
3.201
2.958
3.174
2.947
326
390

2.470
1,921
8,789
7.441

13.474
11.572
3.495
2.869

25.758
21.882
34.929
3O.09R
32.708
4,831

'

2,22i

34,929
29.512
31,847
32,046
29.756

Cal
48.024
44,063
50,488
46,746
17,044
18,670
19.900
21.804
8.640
•).«6.1

20.336
19,512
7,809
4,853

36,785
34.228
172.341
165.511
196.103

6.730

23.862
172.241
139,.S70

I49.'1H7

111,030
81.959

Coke
1.490
1.321
3,751
2,235
156
154
816
319

1,350
SOS
475
169
ISO
l.W

1.975
804

8,188
4,833
15.827
3,355

8,418
8.389
8.390
8.201

Me
Forest Miscel-

r>roducts Ore L.C.L.
5.550 5.945 65.750 96,269
4,077 1.749 62,060 81,674
3.424 9.129 49.462 75,810
2.401 6,192 46,707 58.8.W
1,177 42 5,022 2.954
1.132 224 5.722 4.199

17,319 1,147 36.496 37.703
308 38,561 38,114

16.049 34.472 29.473 37,116
18.376 28,710 34,566

7.405 2.081 32,700 54,478
6,376 735 32,129 45.567
6,447 477 15.610 28,964

764 1 5.858 28,796
29,901 37,0.30 77,783 120,558

19,875 76,(i')7 108,929
57.371 53.293 234,513 333,294
46.499 28,348 229,747 292.346
62.068 84.789 216,995 336.396
10.872 24,945 4.766

'iV'.sis

40,948

4,697 31.496 3.102
57,371 53.293 234.513 333.294
51,906 53833 203,666 298.107

62.354 233,550 333,246
60,466 65.041 230,000 329.303
57,934 67.201 229,925 325.350

This year
1922

234,347

198,236

'26,966

119.46i

I's^'si?

l'4'4',638

'6'7'.5i4

3'6"6',969

945.9 i

9

93.367

45.247
945,919
832,744
931.598
890,838
856,219

Corre-
sponding

year
1921

207,190

1°69',466

30,799

l'2'o',5i2

126,334

l'3'3',849

'6'4,462

3'2'4',64S

85'2,S52

852.552
749,552
831,288
828.883
815,147

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

235,794

209,739

'3"8",i78

l"3'0,9ii

r69',493

l"3'9',829

'67',222

3'7is',544

991,166

991.166.
883.4 I 5

961.633
1.001.308
968,103
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Australian Gasoline Rail Motor Car

''Tp'HE St.\te Railways of Victoria, according to informa-

I
tion from Harold W. Clapp, chief commissioner of

railways, have placed in sen-ice recently a gasoline

engine motor-driven rail car with the expectation of materi-

ally reducing the cost of operation on branch lines where

the traffic is light. At present the car is being run between

Merbein, Mildura and Redcliffs, in the irrigated citrus fruit

section, and serves a population of 14,000 jieople, the traffic

being in the nature of semi-suburban.

The chassis purchased had an engine developing 45 b.h.p.

at 1,000 r.p.m. The frame, which was 14 ft. 9 in. long

from the driver's seat to the rear, was cut and spliced out

by a 4 ft. addition in the center and an addition of 2 ft.

10 in. at the rear and the driving shaft was lengthened

between the universal joint and the gear 1)<).\ to suit the

extended wheellia.'ie of 18 ft. 2^ in.

Xo change was re(|uired in the rear axle to adapt it to

carried on angle iron frames. There are four electric lights

in the body and one in the driver's comjiartment. Electric

headlights are also included in the ecjuipment.

Xo provision was made on the car for the carriage of

heavy baggage or freight. For this purpose and for the ac-

commodation of extra passengers, a trailer has been built.

This consists of a body, 16 ft. 2J/2 in. long over-all, of

similar construction to the motor body and divided into two
comjiartments, one of which seats 12 passengers, while the

other is simply a parcels compartment. When the trailer is

employed, it is in charge of a guard, who is then responsible

for the sale and collection of tickets, which is attended to

by the driver when a trailer is not in use. The guard is

com[)etent to relieve the driver in case of emergency. The
trailer is electrically lighted by means of a jumper coupling

and bell circuits are installed for exchange of signals l.*-

tween driver and guard.

.\s the car may be required to pick up and set down pas-

engers at levJ crossings, hinged steps are provided on each

Meter Car for Victoria State Railways—Trailer Attached When Required

u.>e on .1 ft. .i in. gage railway tracks. .\ new straight front

axle was ajjplied together with ,?0 in. diameter wheels, hav-

ing standard steel tires and waste-lul)ricated journal boxes.

The standard chassis when received had a worm drive,

giving a speed of 17 m.p.h. with an engine speed of 1,200

r.p.m. and a gear ratio of 8.25 to 1. In order to provide for

speeds of M) to •v'i m.jj.h. the gear ratio was changed to 4'

j

to 1 by introducing a new worm and wheel.

No special alteration was made to the brakes, which are

all on the rear axle, l)ut the following items were added;
pilot, horn and exhaust whistle, speedometer, electric light-

ing generator and battery, and a spring on the throttle con-

trol to shut off the gasoline in the event of the driver, for

any rea.M)n. letting go.

The car Ixxjy. which is 22 ft. 7 in. long, ') ft. wide over-

all and 6 ft. 7 in. high inside, is provided with seats for

4.1 pas.sengers. Two 4 in. by 4 in. stringers are carried

directly on the chassis frame channels, and into these are

checked transverse bearers at 1 ft. l"s in. renters. The body
is of lightest ronstrudion and is .suitaMr for use in hot

climates. The sides are open above the level of the scat

l)a(ks ^nd instead of windows, canvas roll i urtains are pro-

vider! in case of bad weather. The seats are of maple battens

side, operated by a lever in the driver's compartment. I'liis

mechanism is interlocked so that the clutch can be thrown

in only when the steps are clear of the structure gage. In

order to. prevent passengers from attempting to alight before

the stei>s are in position, the doors are placed under the

control of the driver.

The light weight of the motor is 1,\900 lb. and the trailer,

8,9()0 ]h.. a total of 22,860 lb. The total weight with all

55 seats occupied and allowing 5,150 lb. for baggage, is

,U),500 lb. When handling a heavy traffic there is space for

15 standing passengers in the motor car and 6 in the frailer,

making a total of 76 passengers, bringing the loaded weight

of the two units to .^9,.180 lb. The sjKvd on the level with

a load of 4,480 lb. is o5 m.p.h. and on a two per cent grade,

14 ni.|).h.

.\ Motion Picturk to illustrate lltc mamifacttirc oi wrought

iron pipe has hern prepared by the .\, M. Hyers Company, of

Pittslnirgh, Pa., and will be lent to ccilleijcs. societies and institu-

tions interested without cost. This fihii fills three reels and shows

the processes frnin the smcItinR of the ore to the final inspection

of the finished pipe. The Bycrs Company also furnishe* lantern

slides of this same process.



General News Department

The Intersute Commerce Commission has announced a

re«uni|>iion of hearings on the subject of railroad cunsolida-

lion» sffrfiinft the Southeastern district, before Examiner
H< '

' 'He, Ala., on October 16; Jacksonville, Kla.,

O' l.inia, Ga., October 19 and 20, and Columbia,

S. • r 21.

The "Rochester-Minnesota Special" of the Chicago &
North Western, operatins daily between Chicago and
Rochester, Minn., has been newly equipped from locomotive

to observation car. The new equipment consists of seven

steel cars, painted yellow and stamped with the "North
Western" trade-mark, including a mail car, a baggage car.

two coaches, two Pullmans and an observation buffet lounge

car.

W. H. Cundey, assistant general passenger agent of the

Denver & Kio (irandc Western, was elected president of the

-American Association of Traveling Passenger .X^ents at its

recent convention held at Calgary, Alia. P. D. Rush, division

passenger agent of the Louisville & Nashville, at Cincinnati,

Ohio, was elected vice-president and F'. L". Benedict, division

passenger agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Chicago, was re-

elected secretary-treasurer. The annual convention will be

held next year at St. Petersburg, Fla.

The deficiency appropriation bill, passed by the Senate on

September 21, provides an additional appropriation of

$100,000 for the car service work of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and $66,000 lor 15 additional safety appliance

inspectors but an amendment proposed by Senator Cummins
providing $170,100 for the employment of 35 additional loco-

motive inspectors for nine months was not accepted by the

House conferees and their report without this provision was

adopted by both houses on September 22.

Railway Business Association Annual

Meeting and Dinner on November 9

I he annual meeting and dinner of the Railway Business

.I'iociation will be held at the llolcl Commodore, New York,

on November 9. The subject for discussion will be "Railways

as a Factor in General Prosperity and Wise Limits Upon
Government Regulation." The list of speakers will be

announced later.

Handbook of United States Safety Appliances

In respiinse to cUniaiid from the nuinliers, another edition of

the small Safety .Appliance Ilandli(K)k. covering all classes of

cars and locomotives, for use of inspectors and others, similar to

that issued in 1915 by the Master Car Builders' .Association, re-

vised to dale, has been issued by the Mechanical Division of the

American Railway .Assofialion. These bonks will be supplied on

reqnishion to members or others by the secretary.

Twenty Passengers Killed at Gonzales, Mexico

By a train wreck, <lue to a (Iom.I. on the National KuiUvays of

Mexico, four kilometers south of Gonzales Junction, on Septem-

ber 19, twenty passengers were killed or drowned, as were also

all members of the crew except the flagman. About 40 passengers

were injured.

The wreck occurred at about 11 p. m. and the train was through

passenger No. 2 from Laredo to Mexico City. The track had been

washed out by a sudden flood caused by the bursting of a dam

some distance up stream, from tlie railro.id. But little rain had

fallen in the vicinity of the track.

One account says that two trains were wrecked, a second one

colliding with the one first derailed

Proposed New Highway Crossing Rules in Illinois

Last week the Illinois Commerce Commission and a number
of safely representatives of interested railroads met in Spring-

lield. 111., to discuss nine new grade crossing rulings recently

drawn up by that commission. The commission in\ited sugges-

tions for modifications before the rules are put into effect, and
Cliairman Smith stated that others interested who did not attend

the meeting would have an opportunity of making suggestions in

writing. The commission has designated crossings as hazardous

and nonhazardous and has formulated rules for the erection of

suitable signals. M. A. Uow, of the New York Central lines.

advocated placing warning signs at least 200 ft. from every cross-

ing. Of the 207 crossing accidents on his lines last year. 146

occurred at open (unattended] crossings, where the view was un-
ohstructcd ; and 1.56 of them were in broad daylight. The com-
mission proposes rules for removing obstructions, leveling ap-

proaches and the elimination «( growing crops on the right of

way which may obstruct the view of crossing. In general the

new ndcs were approved by the railroad representatives.

Suspension of Hydrostatic Tests of Tanks
of Tank Cars and Safety Valve Tests

The Mi'chaiiical Division ot tlie .Anuricaii Railway .Associa-

tion has announced that upon rccomniendation from the Com-
mittee on Tank Cars, that part of Sections 23 and 24 of the

Standard Specifications for Tank Cars, Classes I. II. Ill and IV.
covering the requirements of testing of tanks hydraulically and
testing of safety valves, has been suspended as to tanks for

which such tests shall become due prior to January I. 1923.

except when such cars are shopped . for repairs.

The requirements of Section 23 of each of the specifications

named, that new tanks shall l)e tested before being put into

service, and that tanks damaged to the extent of requiring patch-
ing or renewal of one or more sheets, or extensive re-riveting

or re-<alking of seams, shall he re-tested before being returned
to service, are not suspended.

The riKiuirenicnts of Section 24 of each of the specifications

named, that safety valves on new cars shall be tested and ad-
justed before cars are placed in service, are not suspended.

Fire Prevention Week
Fire Prevention Week lor the railroads of the country has been

fixed to begin on Octolior 2. and the Railroad Insurance .Associa-

tion, SO .Maiden Lane, New York City, has issued a bulletin cm
phasi/.ing some of the niijrgets of wisdom which have been evolved

in its discussions. We quote:

An Ounce of Prevention Is Worth a Pound of Cure. Do
you realize what this means as applied to yonr own particular

work? It means a little thought. .A little carefulness each day
will prevent destruction by fire of property requiring much labor

and great cost to replace. Practicing good housekeeping where
your own daily work is done will prevent a fire loss that might

take away your present job.

What to Do in Fire Prevention Week.— 1. Check up on all

property which you are in charge of or which you come in con-

tact with daily to see what lire hazards or dangers may be safe-

guarded better than at present. 2. Study the fire protection

equipment that comes iiiuler your daily observation. Is it in

order? Is it sufficient? Can you or anyone else use it? 3. Re-

port to the authorities higher up defects, dangers and hazards

which you cannot remedy yourself. * * * 4. clean up—Clean

L'p-Clean Vi-—Cle,m Up. * * *

W. F. Mickey, superintendent of insurance of the New York,

New Mavcn & Hartford, in a circular, calls attention to the fact

th.it "every day is fire prevention day on railroads." He sets

forth ill particular the special duties of all concerned in connec-
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tion with water barrels, heating appliances, electric installations,

water lines and hose, and chemical extinguishers. Where liable

to freeze (except Pyrenes), chemical extinguishers should be re-

moved to heated buildings and all extinguishers must have been
recharged within a year. Clean out record rooms, lockers, attics,

basements, under platforms, house tracks, behind radiators and
cabinets, locomotive cabs, around wooden bridges and piles of

cross ties.

Great Western to Increase Number
of Motor Car Trains

The Chicago Great Western considers its recent experiment in

gasoline motor driven cars for passenger service on branch lines

such a success that it is planning to purchase several additional

motor trains mainly for service in the more thickly settled sections

of Iowa. The trains consist of a specially constructed motor car,

equipped with a high-power gasoline engine and a trailer which
resembles an ordinary interurban electric coach, although more
heavily built. The motor car has room for freight and baggage
just back of the compartment occupied by the engineer.

"My theory is," S. M. Felton, president, is quoted as saying,

"that with the low overhead on the gasoline-driven train, we can
afford to stop at every crossing, farmhouse or small station, if

necessarv'. In this way we expect to give the kind of service

which will be appreciated by the Iowa farmers and build up a

good interurban traffic. The interurban trolley systems can do
this and make it pay and so should the railroads. We have the

tracks, the stations, and all the other equipment of a right-of-way.

All that is necessary is to add the trains."

The four trains now in use in Iowa, Mr. Felton added, are run-

ning from 100 to 150 miles a day without difficulty. The Russell

Company. Kenosha, Wis., supplied the equipment recently placed

into service by this company between Des Moines, la., and

Marshalltown.

The Boardwalk Flyer

The Philadelphia & Reading took the first prize in the parade

of decorated rolling chairs and floats in the Atlantic City Pagcan'

of September 7, the main feature of its di.^play being a mode
of the "Boardwalk Flyer." This model, a locomotive and two
cars, was preceded by the Reading shops' band and the Reading

shops' double quartette. The Reading float was in the eighth

division of the parade. It won not only the first prize in the entire

Bridge and Building Convention

The American Railway Bridge & Building Association will hold
its thirty-second annual convention at the Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati,

on October 17-19. The program for this meeting is as follows:

TUESD.W
Convention called to order 10 a. ni.

Reports of officers and appointment of special committees.
Report of Committee on Pile Driving Records.
Report of Committee on Labor Saving Devices in Routine Bridge and

Building Work.
Report of Cora
Report of Con

Tanks.

littee on Building Inspection and Records
nittee on Relative Merits of Wooden, Steel and Concrete

WEDNESD.^Y
Address by H. A. Worcester, vice-president. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis.

Report of Committee on the Painting of Structural Steel.

Report of Committee on the Framing of Bridge Timbers Before Treat-
ment.
Paper on the Reconstruction ' of the Cincinnati Bridge of the Cincinnati

Southern by F. W. Henrici, assistant engineer of construction, American
Bridge Company.
Report of Committee on the Handling and Driving of Concrete Files.

Inspection of new bridge of the Cincinnati Southern over the Ohio river.

THURSDAY
Report of Committee on the Construction and Maintenance of Sewers

and Drains.

Closing business, including election of officers and selection of meeting
place.

On Tuesday evening C. E. Paul, chief engineer of the Miami
Conservancy District, will present an illustrated paper on the flood

protection work in the vicinity of Dayton, Ohio. The annual

dinner of the Bridge and Building Association and the Bridge and
Building Supply Men's .Association will be held on Wednesday
evening. Thursday afternoon will be spent in an inspection of the

Cincinnati terminals. On Friday a trip will be made to Dayton
where the flood protection work of the Miami Conservancy District

will be inspected.

Coal Analyses by Bureau of Mines

The results of analyses of hundreds of coals from 25 states

and the territory of Alaska are given in Bulletin 193, "Analyses of

mine and car samples of coal collected in the fiscal years 1916 to

1919," by Arno C. Fieldner, Walter A. Sclvig. and J. W. Paul,

just issued by the United States Bureau of Mines. Information

as to the heating values of all coals tested is also given in the

Model of "The Boardwalk Flyer," Exhibited at Atlantic City, N. J., on September 7

parade, a handsome gold cup. but also the first prize in the

divi.sion. a hrautiful silver rup.

The model of the "Boardwalk Flyer'' was built by Jack Daly,

foreman of I'oilcr makers at Reading. The wlucls i>f the train

were made to revolve by steam generated in tin- engine, which
gave to the model a realistic appearance of a train in motion.

The mmlcl is about 30 ft. long and 3 ft. high.

The Boardwalk I'lyer, leaving Camden at 4:10 p. m., runs to

Atlantic City, ^S'A miles, in $5 minutes.

On Thursday evening, September 7, the Reading shops' band
in a contest with the Philadelphia band and the .Mtoona shops'

band of the Pennsylvania Railroad on the steel pier, won first

prize, a silver cup.

bulletin, which should be of interest to all extensive users of coal

fuel.

Many mine samples of coal are analyzed each year in the

laboratories of the Bureau of Mines. Descriptions of the coal

samples collected between the beiiinning of this work, July 1,

I'XM. were compiled and published in Bureau of Mines Bulletins

22. fW and 123.

In order that the material in this bulletin may be used to

supplement that presented in earlier bulletins, the same plan of

geological classification has been followed, the analyses and
descriptions of the samples being grouped in alphabetical order

according to the states, county and town near which the mines

or prospects sampled arc situated.
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Information rc«ardinK coal samplitiK and analytical methods
employed by the Bureau of Minc> ai>! .( i illi. uraphy on the coal
rCMiurcr) oi tin- w.)rld arr i ..iiiai!!.' !-iin.

The cnlirr ili«tril.ii-.i. n .t l;.: •

1,^ ihroush the
Mperinlmdci.l of d(K:uiiiciit>, (..mri ' '.''

.-h-

inston, I). C. from whom the rr|K)rt of
35 centj. Bulletins 22. 85 and 123 .. !cnt

of documents at prices of 85, 45 and ?<' • it^, rtipvctivcly.

Califoi^ia Saved Ten Million by

Reduced Freight Rates
A Kailr.ia.I I • I alifiiriiia, the people

of t l)ctn ^a\^ll - railroad rate rcduc-
»">"- ng the past Ihc commissiDn states

that wi U:tuli wi California shippers it supported the reduction in

hay and grain rates before the Intcrstati- Commerce Commission,
resulting in a cut of 10 per cent and, in ad<liiion, obtained a like

reductpin on products of the held, orchard and range. As this

reduction applied to citrus and dried fruit, it was even more bene-
ticial to California than that aftcctin« tht- hay and grain move-
ment. When the Interstate ComnK-rcc Commission ordered a
general reduction amounting to approximately 10 per cent in inler-

•tale freight rates in the Western division, ctTcctive July 1. the

California commission notified the carriers that a like reduction

would be exjiccicd on shipments entirely within the state, and the

roads rc>|>..n(lid favorably. This saving alone to California ship-

pers on inlir>tatc and state freight movement is said to amount
to about $10,000,000 a year. Only recently the commission made
a reduction in freight rates between Los Angeles and Imiicrial

County ixiints which will result in a saving of more than $200,000

a year. This decision, the commissioners expect, will' not only

save money to shippers, but more important, will contribute ma-
terially io the development of the Imperial valley. The California

Railroad Commission also claims to have saved express shippers

several million dollars by resisting a proposed increase in rates

and to have been the direct means of bringing about a national

investigation of express charges, which is expected to result in

reductions throughout the country.

Signalmen Ask for Higher Wages
Re<iutsts for iiicri-ases in pay affecting members of the

Brotherhoo<l of Railroad Signalmen of .America on 42 railroads

and their subsidiaries were brought before the Railroad Labor

Board on September 25 by D. W. licit, president of that organi-

7atton. Mr licit asked practically for the scale of wages in

effect under the Board's Decision No. 2 and for certain rules

and working conditions which would result in virtually re-

storing the old signalmen's national agreement.

In opening his case, Mr. Hcit said the signalmen based their

action on four premises: (1) The general upward trend of the

living wage; (2) that the Board in computing reductions in

1921 and 1922 had not used facts of "sound validity"; (3) that

the first reduction was made in error, and (4) that government

figures place the living cost of the average family at $2,400 a

year.

Mr. Holt also asked for the restoration of punitive overtime

after the eighth consecutive hour of work instead of after the

ninth hour as is the case under the present rules, and for Sun-

day and holiday work.

The carriers' side in ^Jic controversy was presented by J. W.
Higgins, Dr. C. P. N'eill, and J. G. Wclber, representing re-

spectively the western, southeastern and eastern carriers. The
general trend of their testimony was to the effect that the down-
ward trends in industrial wage levels .iiid living co.sts since

Decision No. 2 was placed in effect prohibit the restoration

of the rates of pay provided for in that decision and that the

present rates of pay of these employees are "just anil reasonable"

in light of the decreases which have taken place in the cost of

living durin.g the past year. Regarding the ref|ucst of the em-
ployees for punitive overtime after llie eiglilh hour the carriers'

representative pointed out that the Board bad already recognized

the peculiar conditions connected with the work of signal and
maintenance of way employees and that the application of the

provision asked for by Mr. Helt would result in penalizing the

railro.'ids for conditions over which they were in a position to exert

no control.

Traffic News

The Union Pacific has closed its district freight and passenger
agent'; office at Santa Barbara. Cal., and this territory will be
covered by the general agents at Los .\ngcles.

Black Hills, .South Dakota, is the title of a booklet recently
issued by the association of Black Hills Commercial Oubs in
collaboration with the immigration department of South Dakota.
The book gives historical data concerning the settlement of that
country and many descriptions of cities and towns.

The Ocean Traffic Bureau of the Port of Philadelphia has
appointed W. H. Reed as manager. Mr. Reed was in the
railroad service for years, having begun with the Illinois
Central in 1899 and subsequently serving on the Mobile &
Ohio and the Missouri Pacific. He was engaged in the
foreign freight section of the traffic department most of the
time.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, now offers homeseekers'
excursion rates from stations on its lines in Illinois. Iowa,
Missouri, Wisconsin and Minnesota; Atchison and Leavenworth,
Kan., and Omaha, Neb., to many destinations in Minnesota'
Montana and North and South Dakota. Tickets are on sale
every Tuesday up to and including October 31. Generally speak-
ing the round trip fares \yill equal the one-way rate plus $2
and tickets will be good for 21 days with some stopover privileges.

There is much concern on the Pacific coast over the present
shortage of refrigerator cars to handle the ripening crops. The
Pacific Fruit Express which is owned jointly by the Southern
Pacific and the Union Pacific has at present less than 1,000 of its

total 20.000 refrigerator cars in service located at points west of
Ogden, Utah, Portland, Ore., and El Paso, Tex. Urgent calls
have been made upon the Eastern roads for the return of the
refrigerators, and also upon the car service division of the
American Railway .Association, supplemented by representations
to the director of service of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The.se appeals have been reinforced by representations to the
Interstate Commerce Commission by the California state director
of agriculture. In addition to efforts of the roads, everything
that state and federal authorities can do is being done to bring
about the restoration of normal fruit car service.

Mr. Alfred Pleads for Auto Industry
F. H. .Alfred, president of tlie Perc Mariiiiette. has appealed to

the Interstate Commerce Commission "to come and .save the auto-
mobile industry and its workers." The message was in the form
of a suggestion for general effort on the part of all carriers "to
utilize to the fullest extent standard box cars for the handling of
priorities, so that any surplus will be in the shape of automobile
box cars that can be used by that industry." There arc at this
time, says iMr. Alfred, practically no cars for loading automobiles
at plants in Michigan, and unless cars can be provided it will be
necessary for these plants to curtail production. He furtlier sug-
gested that the railroads be instructed so far as possible to use
automobile cars for shipments destined for Michigan, so that these
cars will be available for automobiles.

Central Controu of automotive traffic has now become im-
I)erativc, in the view of J. M. Glenn, secretary of the Illinois

Manufacturers' Association. So much business has been diverted
from the railroads to the automobile, .tiuI transportation by gaso-
line has become such an important factor, coupled with the in-

ability of the public highway to meet the demands, that it is im-
perative that the Inter.statc Commerce Commission and the various
state utility commissions assume control of motor truck and auto
passenger traffic, says Mr. Glenn. The railroads arc trying to
meet the competition by introducing gasoline cars, but experts
doubt if they will be successful. The state furnishes the automo-
bile carrier a ro.id maintained at public expense, and yet it is

plainly inadequate.
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has chaiiiicd from September 15 to October 2

the effective date of its order increasing the divisions received

by the Kansas City. Mexico & Orient out ot through rates with

its connections.

State Commissions
The Interstate Commerce Commission, at the request o£ the

Railroad Commission of California, has sent a representative to

that state to investigate conditions relative to the shortage of

refrigerator cars needed immediately to move a very heavy grape

crop. The state commission claims that the grape growers are

threatened with financial ruin owing to inability to obtain re-

frigerator car>.

California Commission Checks

Construction of New Crossings

In passing upon j recent application of the Southern Pacific

for permission to construct a spur track, the Railroad Commission

of California warned industries against the expenditure of large

sums of money on plants in anticipation of the granting of spur

track permits. In the present case the road was authorized to

construct a track at grade across Santa Fe avenue and the tracks

of the Los .-Xngeles Railway Company in the city of Vernon, to

serve the California Dressed Beef Company, which had expended

$250,000 on its plant and $12,000 on the proposed track before the

commission had passed on the application.

"We draw particular attention to this circumstance," the com-

mission said, "for in many applications filed with us our reports

of inspection on the ground reveal that a large amount of money

is expended on buildings which are located to tit in with a par-

ticular location of the track in which a grade crossing of a public

highway is involved, and this expenditure is used as an argument

toward granting the application. It would be better for the car-

riers to see that proposed industries fully understand the situation

and refus: to do any construction work until the ii-'ofc S'ri'rn-

tion has been tiled and granted: and we wish to announce that

expenditures so made will not be considered in connection with

applications to construct crossir.i;; a' iirade."

Personnel of Commissions

Ray W. Clarke, attorney-examiner of the Interstate Commerce

Commission, in charge of matters relating to certilicates of public

convenience and necessity and acquisition of control of one rail-

road by another, has resigned effective on October 31 and will

engage in the practice of law in Washington.

Court News
Shipper Limited to Grounds of Negligence Alleged

A shipper suing for damages to goods and setting forth specific

grounds of negligence, as unreasonable delay and failure to

ventilate car. cannot recover on another ground of negligence,

Mich as negligence as to icing the car, which is not spccitied.—

New England Fruit & Produce Co. v. Mines (Conn.> 116 Atl. 243.

No Liability from Clogging of

Culvert Without Negligence

'Ihe Alabama Suiiremc Court holds tliat if a railroad culvert

U.1S sufficient to take care of a stream, and bic.ime obstructed

without the railroad's knowledge or fault, the r.iilroad was not

bable to a landowner for damage by overflow, unless if was

pcgligcnt in not knowing of, or in failing to remove the obstruc-

(|r>i,—Alabama Great Southern v. Killian (Ala.) 90 So. 906.

Russian Railways in Deplorable Condition
LO.NDO.V.

The Russian commissar for education, Dzerjinsky. at a recent
conference of the communist party, submitted a report stating

that 90 per cent of the railway lines were now dangerous for

traffic. He further stated that during the last four years practically

no repairs to the lines ha\e been done at all. In pre-war years
40.000.000 ties had been renewed annually. In 1920, the com-
missar for communications had drafted a sctieme for the annual
replacement of 18.000.000. a quantity which he stated would be
adequate. In fact, however, he was only able to renew 6.500.000

lies. Though orders have been given to reduce the speed of

trains and the load limit, unless 44.000.000 ties are renewed during
the present year, the Russian railway system will, stated the

commissar, become practically useless. The only lines on which
no immediate repairs were needed were the Xicolaievsky line, the

.\lcxandrovsky line and the Moscow-Winday-Rybinsk line.

Dzerjinsky. replying to a statement in the Soviet press alleging

the concealment of profits, declared that the commissariat had a

big deficit and owed an enormous debt to its underpaid staff, and
v\as faced with the danger that the workers would give up in

disgust.

China Notes
Peking.

The Peking-Suiyuan Railway management announces that work
upon the Paotou extension has proceeded to such an extent that

passengers can now be carried on construction trains three sta-

tions beyond Suiyuan.

The Shanghai-Nanking Railway is installing a "train control"

system, which is a combination of the "staff"' and the "dispatcher"

system. Movements of trains will be authorized by delivery of

the staff' as heretofore, but the arrival and departure of trains

at stations will be telephoned to the "train controller" as under
the dispatcher system, and records will be kept of train move-
ments similarly. The train controller will also issue orders for

the delivery of the staff to trains which are to be given preference,

much as train orders are given under the dispatcher system. This

is an innovation in China and is an attempt to postpone double-

tracking of a portion of the Shanghai-Nanking line. This line

has experienced an increase in passenger kilometres of nearly 60

per cent since 1915 and an increase in ton kilometres of nearly

90 per cent during the sa||e period. The busiest section of the

line carries about forty trains a day as an average.

Reports have it that the British & Chinese Corporation is offer-

ing to advance to the Oiinesc government sums sufficient to pay

supply bills, wage arrears, and forthcoming interest charges of

the Canton-Hankow Railway on the condition that the govern-

ment will yield to the corporation the right to ap))oint the traffic

manager and three traffic inspectors of the line. The finances

of this line are further jeopardized by the uncertain future of the

Hanyang Iron & .Steel Works. Because of business depression

and the curtailment in naval expenditures. Japanese tirms which

have liad long term contracts with the Hanyang works are can-

celling orders and refusing shipment. Very recently one order

for some 6.000.000 taels of billets was refused and this firm has

been so short of funds as to be constantly in arrears to the rail-

way on its freight charges for coal. .Vs this coal traffic con-

stitutes the bulk of the freight traffic on the railway, the pros-

perity of the iron works, for the time being at least, is of pro-

found importance to the railway. Incidentally, many "old China

Hands" see a close connection between the fading of Japanese

demand for the output of the Hanyang Works and the withdrawal

of the Japanese troops from Hankow which lies just across the

ri\cr.

.^s predicted in these notes some time ago, the defeat of Chang
Tsn-lin in the neighborhood of Peking did not mean a final con-

clusion of hostilities .V battle of several days' duration took place

early in the month in the region of the Great Wall at Shanhaikuan.

But some influence has deterred Wu Pei-fu from fighting it out

to a conclusion as he seemed inclined to do at first. A truce has
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been arrai!«"! whereby iruupj o< tx.th M(lr< will \>c wiihdrawn,
and it .•; that ihc in ,. ,,, hi*

commaii' nur> will l» ,. him
in contT'

''
;ia. h is st..' „ ,_;; j^on

return tin. roUiisK >tock o( the I', kimh Muk.lcn kailway, nearly
alt oi which he took with him ini<> M:iiichuria. Ttie line in the

' has fwen njicrating a \\:\ limit,.! ir.in vrvicc largely
-iiie» borrowed from (he I'lkitu' llank.i.v Inn-

•ririfncrd that Wu I'ci-fu ur! ,.a~c to ti.lliit the revenue
Hankow at an rnrly dali. thus permitting the

f' to begin rchabilitaiiiiK itself financially. Foreign
'•-':

.
;>vc been in dcs|«ir (or several months <«n bills

'.rd by that line.

Ihc ad interim administration of the miniitry o( communica-
' ich sncceetlcd the flight of Vch Kung Oio has now been

! by dit'inite appointees sclntid by Wu I'ei-fu. For the
•

: . in history, the minister, the vice-minister and the direc-

tor I i the railway dei>artment art all able to s|K-ak Rnglish. The
mini>ter, Kao En-huni{. is a man nf more than usual directness.

When ci>ming to Peking to assume office he refuse<l to have a
private car put on to the already heavy train, and finding all the

seats occupied >to<>d all the way from Tientsin to Peking. He
immediately put into effect further retrenchment orders, and fixed

the summer office hours at from seven to one. .\ few bureau
chiefs who came late a day or two later, were summarily dis-

charged. A clean-up order went out. Windows were washed,
walls were whitewashed, desks wire cleared of accumulated trash,

and the appearances of the ministry of communications are very

much improved. S W. Ijo. who is acting vice-minister, pending
the return of Dr. C. C. Wang from the Chinese Eastern, was
formerly assistant director of the Ticntsin-Pukow Ijnc. S. T.
Chao, the director of the railway department, for several years

was maintenance engineer of the same line, and more lately has

been in charge of the construction of the Chcfoo-Weihsien railway

line.

The finances nf the ministry of communications as well as of

the government KeiKrally are in such a cniulition that Kao
En-hung, as well as the minister of finance, have been giving

considerable consideration to the subject of a foreign reorganiza-

tion loan. In view of the anti-forcii,'n feeling in the country,

their enemies have sought to discredit them in this connection.

An appeal to Wu Pei-fu brought forth a telegram in which Wu
stated that he was not in favor of a foreign loan "until the country

was rc-united." Wu evidently possesses more of the finesse of a

politician than has been credited to him, for this reply has satis-

fied the "inter-mural" Chinese, and has in no way interfered

with or changed the plans of his ministers of finance and com-

munications. Their loan plans have liecn formulated, insofar as

they may have taken shape, only on the assumption of a general

re-association of the provinces and an attempt to disband a por-

tion .if the present armc<l forces.

One of the first steps toward meeting the obligations toward

foreign rrcditors has ji'st been taken by the Peking-Suiyuan

towards the General .Xmcrican Car Company. The latter has

sold some fiOO freight cars to the railway which have not been

erected because first payments could not be made. By the agree-

ment which has been approved recently by the ministry of com-

munication, the car company will nominate and the railway

will appoint a car arciuntant who will keep a record of the earn-

ings of each of tlic>e fiOn cars, 50 per cent of which revenue

shall be paid by the railway weekly to a depository named by

the car company. Penalties by way of increased interest rates

art named in case the railway is in default of a specified minimum

per month. This is the first approach toward the equipment trust

method of financing purchases of rolling stock in China.

The .American advisory commiilet has recently made a grant

of $2fi0.000 gold toward' the building of a highway in Hunan

from .Sianglan t.. Paoking. The road is to be built by famine

refugees, and iipkop for ten years has been guaranteed by the

deposit of $SO.(K)0 gold in a special account to be administered

by an engineering committee on vhich foreigners have an equal

representation. This road will traverse one of the Sicms Carey

routes, and will connect one of the most active iron regions with

the Canton- Hankow Kailway. In Xorlli China, highway proj-

ects aggrcgjiting nearly l.oix) miles are under various stages

of progress— mostly under the direction of forces seeking to

rehabilitate famine or flood sufTerers. A very considerable popu-

lar intcrct in this particular form <.f roniniunication has been

aroused.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

Tilt Montour R.mi.ko.mj is inquiring for 4 locomotives.

The Gbeex B.w &• Western is inquiring for two locomotives.

The Ches.m-eake & Ohio is inquiring for 2 Mountain type and
6 Pacific type locomotives.

The Ciiic.\c<i & \orth Westekx may purchase locomotives in

addition to the 50 recently ordered.

The Korean Central has ordered two 2-6-2 type locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The P.\cific State Lumber Comi-any has ordered for the

Coos Bay Lumber Company, Oregon, one Mikado type locomo-
tive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Detroit, Toledo & Ikoxton is imiuinng i.r 5uO coal

cars.

The City of Grand Kapids. Mich., is inquiring for 3 flat bottom
gondola cars.

Chicago & North Western is inquiring lor SOO gondola cars

and 200 flat cars.

The Grand Trunk is inquiring for 2,000 automobile cars. 4.000

box cars and 700 refrigerators.

The Xew York. Ontario & Western is inquiring for 100 steel

underframes for 40-ton freight cars.

The New York Central is having general repairs made to.

200 stock cars at the shops of the Streator Car Company.

The Seaboard .\ir Line has ordered repairs to 500 composite
gondola cars at the shops of the Virginia Bridge & Iron Works.

The Grey Steel PRoni:cTs Co.mpaxy, New York, has ordered
2 steel hopper cars of 55 tons capacity from the Pressed Steel Car
Company.

The West Penx Powkr Compaxv. Pittsburgh. Pa., lias or-

dered 60 hopper cars of 55 tons capacity from the .American Car
& Foundry Company.

The General Petrolei'.m Corpotatiox, Los .Angeles Cal.,

has ordered three insulated tank cars of 10.000 gal. capacity

from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Grand Trunk, reported in the Railu-ay Age of September
23 as inquiring for 250 refrigerator cars, has ordered this equip-

ment from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The .\e\v Orleans Great Northern is reported to have

ordered 2(H) flat cars from the Southern Car Company and re-

pairs to 197 gondola cars from the .same company.

The Maine Central is inquiring for 350 single sheathed box
cars, 150 rack cars and 10 produce cars, all to be of 40 tons'

capacity. The company is also inquiring for 50 general service

cars of 30 tons' capacity.

The CiMCAcr: & .Alton has placed orders lor repairing 200

steel gondola cars with the Illinois Car Company and 20(» steel

gondolas with the Mount Vernon l ar Manufacturing (."uni-

pany.

The Union Pacific, reported in the Jimluiiy Age of Sqi-

tcmber 16 as inquiring for 50 caboose cars, has orderetl this

equipment from the Mount Vernon Car .Manufacturing C m-

pany.
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Passenger Cars

The Maine Central is inquiring for 7 steel combination
baggage and mail cars.

The Centr.\l Supply Compaxv, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered
one private car from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
Ltd., Harlan Plant.

The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac, reported in the

Railivay Age of September 2 as asking for prices on six cars
for passenger service, has ordered four steel passenger coaches
and si.x steel express cars from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corporation. Ltd.. Harlan Plant.

Iron and Steel

The Virginian is inquiring for 300 tons of steel for bridges.

The Missouri, Kansas &• Texas is inquiring for 10,000 tons of
90-lb. steel rails.

The Chicago & Alton is inquiring for approximately 10,000
tons of steel rail.

The New York Central is in the market for 600 tons of steel

tor bridges at various places.

The Texas & Pacific has ordered 15,000 tons of rail from the

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is in the market for 3,000 tons

of fabricated steel for new shops at Juniata.

The .Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 30,000 tons of rail from
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has ordered 13,000

tons of rail from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Atchiso,n, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered from the

American Bridge Company 246 tons of structural steel for a

powerhouse at San Bernardino, Cal.

The Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis will receive

bids until October 5. for bolts, screws, nuts, iron bars, steel

billets, firebox and boiler plates, tank and car plates, steel sheets,

nails, fence wire, cable wire, axles, boiler tubes and safe ends.

Machinery and Tools

The Grand Trunk is inquiring for a lathe, radial drill, crank
planing machine and valve grinding machine.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered a 500-ton double end
wheel press from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Long Island will install a number of new machine tools

in its Morris Park shop. See item under Railway Construction.

The New York Central has ordered one 23-in. lathe from the

Niles-Bement-Pond Company. This company is also inquiring for

one 27-in. by 18-ft. lathe.

The Pennsylvania is in<|uiring for one combination journal

truing and axle lathe to accommodate wheels up to 36 in. in

diameter and to be motor driven, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 220-volt cur-

rent. Necessary electrical equipment al.so to be included.

The Baldwin Locomotu-e Works, Philadelphia, Pa., is inquir-

ing for machine tools including 2 rod milling machines, 2 plain

milling machines, 2 vertical milling niachim-s, 1 frame drilling

machine, 2 frame slottcrs. 4 frame planers, 14 standard planers.

2 turret lathes and 3, 66-in. horizontal boring and drilling machines.

Lima Loconkitivf. Works, Lima, Ohio, has ordered 12. 6-ft.

Right line radial drills; 6 Pond planers (5 of 60-in , one of 90-in.') ;

and a 50-ft. triple-head Bemcnt locomotive frame slotting machine.

The company divided an order for additional tools among three

other builders, including three planers, a vertical rod milling ma-
chine, axle turret lathe, vertical rod tmring macbino, four 20-in.

engine lathes, two tool makers' lathes, a fiO-in wheel press, two
IR-in. slotting machinei, a horizontal boring and milling machine,

cylinder boring marhim: ,in<l l«o Inrrel lathes.

iimiiriiittmnmimiri
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W. Donop

Supply Trade News

J. W. Kioto has been appointed sales manager of the
Globe Steel Tubes Company with headquarters at Chicago.

The Brown Instrument Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has
opened a New England branch at 185 Devonshire street, Boston,
Mass., with George Goodman in charge.

A. W. Donop, formerly Pacific Coast district manager of

the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, with headquarters at

San Francisco, has been appointed district manager in the

railway department of

that company, with
headquarters in Chi-

cago, to succeed E. C.

Wilson. Mr. Donop
has been identified with
electric car lighting

i since its inception, hav-

'^^^^^M^ ing operated and main-

^^^l^^^a tained some of the

^^^^^H^ original headend equip-

^^^^^^kj^ ment on Pullman cars.

^^^^^^ ^^^ He entered the service

^P^^^HH^ Ai^^Ntw °^ ^^'^ Pennsylvania at

y_ - ISJL
"*''^

*he time when that road
established a carlight-

ing maintenance de-

partment. He later

was in the employment
of the Gould Storage
Battery Company, and
the Lehigh Valley, re-

spectively. In 1907, he
entered the service of the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation,
with which organization he has been chief inspector, traveling

engineer, and a district sales representative.

Pell W. Foster, Jr., in the sales office of the Power Specialty

Company, New York City, has been appointed New England
district manager, with office at 50 Congress street, Boston.
Mass.

The Consolidated Machine Tool Corporation of America,
New York lity, has let a contract to the Shoemakcr-Satter-
thwait Bridge Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for building a

two-story foundry, 98 ft. by 240 ft. of steel and concrete
construction, at its Ililles & Jones plant, Wilmington, Del.

The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc., New York, announces a

complete new line of storage batteries for railway signaling

and interlocking, conforming to the specifications of the

.Signal Section, .\. R. .\. The railroad sales division of the

National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, O., has been
appointed to handle the sales and field service of this new
line of equipment.

J. G. Carruthers, manager of sales in the Chicago district

for the Illinois Steel Company, and special sales agent of the

Carnegie Steel Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has

resigned to become general sales manager of the Otis Steel

Company, Cleveland, O. He will be succeeded by D. T.

Buffington of the structural and plate bureau, general sales

departinent, Illinois Steel Company.

The Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis. Mo., has

bought land for a new factory site fronting on Forest Park
boulcvar<l at the corner of Spring avenue. Preliminary work
is now under way for putting up a modern three-story day-

light factory in the near future. This company manufactures
expansion boring tools and expansion reamers for all classes

of metal boring in railroad shops. The company during the

past 18 years has found it necessary to seek larger quarters

on account of increased business and during that time out-

grew four different factory buildings.
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W. Newton Jeflress has ievcrcd his connection with the
ufiicgic Steel (.unipany and other I'nilcd Stales Steel Cor-

|M>ralion interests with which he has been identified Cor a
n-imhrr ot vrars, and is now cnk'.iR<<| in the railway special-

'. business, with olVi,
. ::i the International build-

rret. X. W . Wa-I.i;,;i..„, D C. Mr. Jeffress
following conip.ini. - Hois Nut Company,

litt»burKh Knife & I ..rue Company, I'lltsburgh,

.iidard Seamless Tube Lumpany, I'lttsburgh, Pa.;

. ,,,,... iJraft Gear Company, Chicaso; I'nivcrsal Draft Gear
Attachment Company, Chicago, and Verona Tool Works,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Consolidated Steel Corporation. New York, which was
formed in l'>18 and bi'»;.iii business in January, 1919, under
the Webb Kxport Act is liquidating its affairs and it is prob-
able that the Bethlehem- Lackaw.inna combination will now
go after export trade on its own account. The same thing
is true of the Midvale- Republic Inland merger. .Ml of these
companies with the exception of the Inland have been mem-
bers of the Consolidated Steel Corporation. The remaining
companies according to some reports may form an export
company under the Webb law. The liquidation of the Con-
solidated Steel Corporation may extend over a period of
several months. E. .A. S. Clarke, president of the Consoli-
dated, recently gave out the following statement: "The com-
pany has erased selling, and will liquidate its afTairs as rapidly

as consistent with conditions. The member companies are

now quoting directly for their own account for export.

Liquidation, naturally, involves drastic reduction of personnel.

The directors may later consider a modilicd plan which will

enable thcni to avail of the provisions of the Webb law."

W. S. Rugg, assistant to the vice-president, has been ap-

pointed general manaRcr of sales of the Westinghotise Electric

tt Manufacturing Company, East PittsburLjh, I 'a. Tbt- posi-

tion of general sales

manager is a new one
in the Westinghouse
Company and Mr. Rugg
was appointed to the

position because of his

long experience in the

electrical industry and
in sales work. Mr.

Rugg was born in

Broadhcad, Wis., and
was graduated from
Cornell University. He
entered the service of

the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing
Company in 1892 and
three years later was
transferred from Pitts-

burgh to the Chicago
oflTice as district office

engineer. In 1901 he ^- ^- """

was transferred to the

New York office as special sales engineer, and in 1909 was

made manager of that office. He was again transferred in

1917 to the East Pittsburgh works and was appointed man-

ager of the railway department and shortly after he became

manager of the marine department also. In 1920 he was

promoted to assistant to vice-president in charge of sales,

:ind now bcconns n<'"Tnl manager of sales as above noted.

Trade Publications

Electuic Hoists.—Sprague electric type WX worm dri\c hoists

arc described in a two-page folder issued by the Sprague Electric

Works of the ricneral I''Iectric ("ompniiy. New York. X. Y. The
folder includes a sectional drawing of the hoist and furnishes a

brief description of each part.

CiNDrR Plants.—The Roberts & Scliaefcr Company. Chicago,

has issued a four-page folder illuslrating and describing its

X. & W. type cinder plant. The text matter contains a list of

II idvaiUages of this type of plant while the illustrations show

the ciinstruclion and method of operation.

Railway Construction

Canadiax National.—This company has awarded contracts as

follows : To William .\. Dutton, Winnipeg. Man., for the con-

stniction of dams and the excavation of reservoirs at Pope, Man.,
Raymore, Sask., Conquest, Marytield and Mcchcche, Alta. ; to the

.Northern Construction Company, Winnipeg, for the construction

of a dam and the excavation of a reservoir at Wiseton, Sask.

;

to C. G. .Anderson, Norwood. Man., for the construction of a dam
and the excavation of a reservoir at Rama, Sask. ; to Green &
Elsasser. Winnipeg, for the construction of pipe lines at Wiseton.

Sask., Rama. Raymore and Maryheld, .Mta. ; to G. M. Irwin. Stone-

wall. -Man., for the construction of a pipe line at Pope, Man. ; to the

Jamieson Construction Company. Edmonton, Alta., for the con-

struction of a pipe line at Mecheche, .Mta.; to Riley & Reed,

Patience, .\Ita., for the construction of a dam and the excavation
of a reservoir at Tilney, Sask. : to Simpson & Shillington, Winni-
peg, for the construction of 10.000 ft. of pipe line at Lloydminster,

Sask. ; and to the Ideal Fence & Spring Company, of Canada.
Winnipeg, for the erection of approximately 50 miles of fencing

on the Oakland subdivision in Manitoba.

Chic.\co, Bitrlinctox & QuiNcy.—This company will accept

bids until September 29 for a one-storv brick reclamation plant

50 ft. by 301 ft. at Eola, III.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pavl.—This company has been
ordered by the Board of Railroad Commissioners of South Dakota
to build a freight and passenger station at Beardsley, S. D.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, reported in

the Kiiilti\ty Agf of July 1 as contemplating the construction of

a freight station .it Omaha. .\'eb., has awarded the contract

for the grading work to Roberts Brothers, Peterson, Shirley &
Gunther of Omaha. Neb.

Gra.vu Tru.nk.—This company will accept bids until October
4 for a two-sforv brick freight house 20 ft. by 32 ft. at Harvey,
III.

Green Bay & Western.—This company has awarded a con-
tract to the Ogle Construction Company. Chicago, for coal handling
machinery to be used in a 200-ton frame coaling station at White-
hall, Wis., which the company will erect with its own forces.

Houston & Brazos Valley.—The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has issued a certificate authorizing the construction of an
extension from a point near Clute to Hoskins Mound in Brazoria
County. Texas, 13 miles.

Long Island,—This company is making some improvements at

their repair shops at Morris Park, L. I., to include a new office

building and a new storehouse, both to be of reinforced concrete

;

the installation of new machinery and two new overhead cranes

in the locomotive shop; the remodelling of the old office building

into a wheel shop with new machinery. The new office building

will be 40 ft. by 80 ft. and will have three floors and basement,

the basement to accommodate a modern restaurant for super-

visory and office forces, rooms for records, and lavatory for men.

The first floor will accoiiiniodate the superintendent of motive

power's general office force and an information and employment
bureau. The second and third fioors to have offices of the super-

intendent of motive power and engineering forces. The new store-

house will be 40 ft. by 100 ft. and will have three floors and a

basement, to be equipped with electric elevators for freight and

an electric dumb-waiter to speed up delivery for light material to

the delivery counter located on first floor. The entire building

will be eiiuippud with modern type of adjustable steel shelving.

On the third floor will be located the office of the storekeeper and

his oflice force. The old oflice buiUling and present storehouse

will be remodeled into a wheel shop and will have installed a

complete monorail system for unloading wheels and axles and for

handling this material in shop. New axle lathes, boring mills,

wheel press and grindiuH machines will be installed. The locomo-

tive shop will have a number of new machines, among which are

a side head boring mill, a slotter, a bushing press, a r.idial drill.

and a 20 ft. bv 10 ft. bed engine lathe. To speed up the handling
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of locomotives tor repair.s. the present slow method of uinvhecling
locomotives by a drop pit will be done away with and the two
present 25-ton cranes will be replaced w-ith a new 150-t(in crane,
running on a new steel runway the entire length of the locomotive
shop. The light work will be handled by a new 10-ton crane, run-
ning on this same runway. The entire plant will be equipped with
automatic telephones.

MiNNE.NPOLis. St. Paul & Sal-lt Ste. Marie.—This company,
reported in the Railway Ane of -August 26 as accepting bids for
a 20-stall roundhouse at Gladstone, Mich., has awarded the con-
tract to Smith & \'andanakcr. St. Paul, Minn.

Missouri Pacific.—This company, which was reported in the
Raihvay Age of September 9, as closing bids on September 13,

for a passenger station 24 ft. by 100 ft. at Lake X'illage, .\rk., has
awarded the contract for this building to the Herman & McCain
Construction Company.

Pennsylvania.—This company has awarded a contract to W.
E. Wood, Detroit, Mich., for the construction of the foundation
of a freight house 60 ft. by 700 ft. at Third and Larned streets,

Detroit, and for the construction of a frame engine house 60 by
120 ft. at Lincoln Park, in the same city. This company has also

awarded a contract to Meredith & McVaugh, Detroit, for the
paving of the driveways of the Summit street yard. The principal

engine house, which will serve both passenger and freight loco-
motives, will be built by the Pere Marquette for the Pennsyl-
vania at Xineteenth street and will cost approximately $1,000,000,
including a turntable, water tank, coaling station and other
buildings.

Pe.xxsylvania.— This company is receiving bids for all the
work necessary to complete the Baltimore, Md. (Canton), Xo. 3
yard. The work will consist of laying additional tracks and re-
arranging existing ones. The approximate quantities are as fol-
lows : 10,000 cu. yd. excavation ; 4.2 miles track material unloaded,
piled, distributed and laid ; 12,000 cu. yd. unloading and surfacing
with cinder ballast; 43 turnouts, labor laying; 5 crossovers, labor
laying; 2 .sets crossing frogs, labor laying; 6,300 lin. ft. track
shifted; 6.100 lin. ft. track removed; 11 turnouts removed; 3 cross-
overs removed. The work will be in charge of J. W. Craig, as-
sistant engineer, Union Station, Baltimore, Md.

The San .Antonio & .Aransas Pass.—This company has
awarded a contract to the Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown,
O., for the construction of a one-story steel freight house, 40 by
130 ft., with a second story at one end for offices, to cost $15,000,
at Waco, Tex.

HIMIJIIIIIIIItlllllll

The Republic of Poland has purchased 7,504 European type
freight cars from the United States War Department, according
to an announcement made in Washington on Wednesday. These
cars were ordered during the war for use by the .American armv.

Railway Financial News
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirDiiriiiintiiiriiitiiiiii iiiiiitiiiiiitniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiin

Algo.ma Eastern.—To Pay Interest.—This company announces
that interest on the 5 per cent 50-year tirst mortgage gold bonds,
which fell due on March 1 last, and which was deferred, will be
discharged in full on October 1 through the Bank of Montreal.

Bai.ti.more & Ohio.—Authori:ed to Acquire Control.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the acquisition

by this company of control of the Indian Creek & Northern hy
purchase of its capital stock.

Barnegat Railroad.—.Application to Discontinue Operation.—
This company has made application to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for permission to discontinue the operation of

its railroad, which is one of the smaller subsidiaries of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad System. The line runs through the upper end
of Long Beach from Barnegat City Junction, Xcw Jersey, to

Earnegat City, a distance of a little over eight miles, and is u.scd

chiefly for Summer travel.

The line has never been a paying proposition since th? original incorptv

ration in 188J. The Pennsylvania Railroad has heen called upon to make
up the resulting deficits, in addition to advancing sums, from time to time.

for betterments. During this long period the local interests also tried to.

make the Barnegat Railroad profitable and formed the Manahawken &
Long Ileacit Transportation Cfnipany to operate the road, but that was a

failure and the road was surrendered. Later the Tuckerton Railroad Ctim-

pany operated the line for the Uarnegat Railroad Comj^any, hut it could

not make it self-sustaining, and was ojiliged to terminate the arrangement.
The Barnegat Railroad Company, therefore, is obliged to abaiMlon its rail-

road as a total loss.

The immediate cause of the application for abandonment is that not only
is the road unprofitable, but there has not been any notable development of

the territory sufficient to offer any hope of future net revenue, and this

railroad and territory it serves have suffered heavily from tidal washouts.
The transportation necessities of this section of Long Beach have been pro-

vided for by the construction o( a State highway iiaralleling the Barnegat
Railroad, and connecting, near Barnegat City Junction, with the highway
bridge across Barnegat Bay to the main shore road at Manahawken.

Further, there has been a very rapid growth of the automobile traffic for

commercial and recreational purposes to and from the portion of the New
Jersey coast served by the line, and there is also jitney service which runs
the entire length of Long Beach. While this commercial and private motor
car serves the convenience of the population, the result has been to reduce
traffic on the Barnegat Railroad to negligible proportions so that the line
IS practically a total loss.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Increases Capital Stock —The stock-
holders at a special meeting in Richmond. Va.. on September 26
approved the plan of the directors to increase the capital stock

by $30^)00.000. making a total of $185,000,000. Of the 300.000
shares increase, stockholdew of record September 1 have been
.aiven the right to subscribe at par, on or In-fort October 2. to

the extent of 20 per cent of their holdings for new 6',j per cent
cinnulative preferred stock, series .A.

Chicago. St. P.ml. Minneapolis & O.maha.—Guaranty Cer-
lified —The Interstate Commerce Commission has certilied the
amount of this company's guarantv for the six months period
of 1920 as $2,460,096. of which $368,096 remained to be paid.

Denver &• Rio Grande Western— /ii/i-n-.t/ Payments.—}wA^c
Ivobcrt Lewis of the Federal Court at Denver. Colo., has ordered
Joseph H. ^oul;g, receiver for this company, to pay interest due
in October on the Rio Grande Western consolidated mortgage
four per cent bonds of 1949.

HocKixr, \'aii.ev.—F.quipment Trusts CT/^r'o/.- Hamblcton &
("o. and v.. l.nwber Stokes & Co. are luaking a new offering of
$.'<I<>,(K10 Mamped equipment trust (> per cent gold notes, dated
January 15. 1920. and maturing $<\^,0(X1 each January 15, 1923 to

1935. inclusive. The notes are offered at prices ranging from
100.49 to 102.10. and yield from 4.50 to 5 75 per cent according to

maturity. Thev are secured, together with $1.63X.0()0 unstamped
notes, by 20 Mallet type freight locomoiives ai«l SO coinpositc
gondola cars

Illinois Centrm..—.Vrtc PfVivfor.— \incent Astor has
elec'ed a director in succeed R. E. Connelly, resigned.

been

British Troops Leaving tor Turkey
Immn Creek & Xorthern.—.4f(7Mi.ti/i(iM.—See Baltimore &
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MisMAfous. Sr. Pali. & Salli St«. M.\»it—l)fffrt
Dnidt-»Ji —The directors ha\c dccidcil that iio further diudcndi
p«)-ablc in 1922 will be declared out ot surplus until the appeal
oi two preferred stoclcholdcrs in thi- suit o\er the i|uc»iii>n of
right* of preferred and cnimnon stockholders i> decided The
appeal will lie heard in St. Louis in the next term beKinning
December 4.

The rcnipany ha> declared dividends of $2 a share on both
the pri-lirrc»t and common st'icks, payable .\pril 15, 1922. out
of surplus accumulated during 1920 and prior years. The pay-
ment of tlH-«: dividends was enjoined by the L'nited States Di's-

Irict Court of Minnesota until the decision on the ap|ieal.

MissoiBi. Kansas 4 Texas.—5aA- /'ostpoiit-d.—Thc sale of
this railway, which was set for Septemlter 21. lias been post-
poned

Extension of time until October 16 has been granted for the
deposit of bonds with reort;anization managers. .1. & \V. Sclig-
man & Co. and Hallgarten & Co.

.MoBiLK 4 I iHio— o,iiir'iii/y CVr/fViriy.—The Interstate Com-
merce ( . mmissioii has ccrtilicd the amount of this company's
guaranty for the six months period of 1920 as $1,930,735, of
which $605,735 remained to be paid.

.N'kw Vokk. N'ew Haven 4 Hartforu,—Ofcratiiii; Kiilio for
Srsi-H Months.—Owing to a ty|H>Kraphical error the operating
ratio for the seven months" [Kriod was shown in the RailuKiy .-'^i"

of Septemlier 16. 1922, page 531. as 89.W). This figure should
have read 79.80

\i«F0LK & W'E.'iTEKN. — 7"ci A'.'d.vMi Xolis—The directors at

Philadelphia on Septemlier 26 authorized the calling for redemp-
tion at 103 its 6 iier cent equipment trust ccrtiticates on January
15, 1923. 1-uiids lor this purpose will lie provided from the

company's treasury. \o new financing will Ik- necessary.

These certificates, originally amounting to $6.8X5.000, were
issued to the L'nited States Railroad .\dministration in 1920.

There are at present $5,524,500 outstanding.

Pexxsvlva.sia.—Siihsidiiiry Company Asks Authority In Dis-

continue Operation.—See Barnegat Railroad.

Readini, Company.— Tinu- for Depositing Bonds ILvtended.—
The protective committee of the Reading Company and the

Philadelphia 4 Reading Coal 4 Iron Company general mortgage
4 per cent bonds has extended the time for depositing bonds to

December 1.

Railroad Administration Settlements

I he l'nited Slates Railroad .Administration reports the fol-

lowing final settlements, and has paid out to or received from
the several roads the following amounts:

lllinoi. Terminal »50,0i)ll

Ticilic Com 40,000
Dirrci Navigation Company 40,000
St. Jobii»bury & Lake Chamiilaln Company (Kiid Dirccior (icneral.. 80,000

SnotT I.iNCs
Lilierty-While 9,0011

In.lian Creek Valley iiai.l I>ircctor C;cMcr.il 7. SI")

Dividends Declared

Norfolk ti Wtstcrn.—.\djuitmcnt preferred, $1.00, iiuarterly, payable No-
remlier 18. lo hulderi of record October Jl.

Northern Pacific.—$1.25, t|uarlerly, payable November I to boldcri of

record i)ciul>er 2.

KeaditiK Cuni|>any.—Cr.mmon. 2 per cent, payable November 9 to holders
of record fiitober 17- Jnd preterre<l, 1 per cent, <|iurterly, payable October
12 to hildrr* il retold Seplcmber 26.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Sept. 26 Week Year
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 72.01 73.45 57.23

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds ^f.-U 8'»,«0 77.17

Executive

A. L. Crandy, chief engineer of the I'cre Marquette with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been promoted to assistant

to the president and general manager with the same head-
quarters.

R. S. Logan, vice-president of the land, tax and claims divi-

sion of the Grand Trunk, has at his own request after 27

years of service, been relieved from active duty and retired

under the pension rules of the company. Mr. Logan was
born at St. Louis, Mo., in 1864 and he began his railroad

career in 1885 as clerk in the office of the St. Louis &
Pacific. In 1890 he became secretary to the general manager
of the Wabash. In 1896 he entered the service of the Grand
Trunk as secretary to the general manager and five years

later was promoted to assistant to the general manager. In

1901 he was appointed vice-president and general manager of

the Central Vermont and in 1902 to assistant to the vice-

president and general manager of the Grand Trunk. In

January, 1910. he was appointed assistap* to the president

of the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific. In 1911

he was promoted to vice-president, which position he held
at the time of his retirement.

A. B. Atwater, assistant to the president of the Grand Trunk
with headquarters at Detroit has, at his own request after

48 years of service, been relieved from active duty and retired

under the pension rules of the company. Mr. .\twatcr was
born at Sheffield. Ohio, in 1845, and entered railv%-ay service

as a telegraph operator on the Cleveland & Erie, being trans-

ferred shortly thereafter to the engineering department of

that road. He was later advanced to engineer of construc-

tion for the Canada Southern: assistant engineer for the Port

Dover & Lake Huron: chief engineer of the Stratford &
Huron; general superintendent of the Georgian Bay & Lake
Huron division of the Grand Trunk: chief engineer of the

Chicago & Grand Trunk. From June, 1885, to July, 1898, he
was superintendent of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, and
from the latter date until July, 1902, he was assistant general

superintendent of the Michigan t^'entral. From July, 1902.

until the time of his retirement Mr. .\twater has served as

assistant to the presi'dent of the Grand Trunk. Western Lines.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. P. Pratt has been aiipointed assistant general solicitor of

the (iraiul Trunk. E. McDonald has been appointed solicitor

of the land and tax division.

H. A. Palmer, assistant land and tax commissioner of the

Grand Trunk, has been appointed property coniiuissioner to

deal with all matters connected with the purchase, sale and
lease of the company's lands, reiiortinvj directly to the vice-

president and general manager.

In announcing the appointment of J. R. Turney, assistant

general solicitor of the St. Louis Southwestern, as acting

general solicitor, in the issue of September li (page 591), the

statement was made that Mr. Turney succeeded D. Upthe-
grove, deceased. This statement was in error insofar as the

death of Mr. L'pthegrove is concerned, Mr. Turney's appoint-

ment having been brought about by the promotion of Mr.
Cpthegrove to the position of acting president to succeed

J. M. Herbert, deceased.

Operating

B. J. Roberts has been appointed trainmaster of the East

Carolina division of the Seaboard .\ir Line, with headquarters
at Charleston, S. C, succeeding A, L. Pritchett, who has been
transferred to the North Carolina division, with lieadi|uartcrs

at Hamlet, \. C.
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S. H. Osborne, division engineer of the Nebraska division

of the Union Pacific with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.,

has been appointed acting assistant superintendent of the

Nebraska division with the same headquarters.

C. H. Brown, superintendent of transportation of the

Alberta district of the Canadian National, with headquarters

at Edmonton, Alta., has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Biggar division, with headquarters at Biggar,

Sask., succeeding M. H. Stuart, and has been succeeded tem-

porarily by J. T. Armstrong, chief dispatcher, with head-

quarters at Edmonton. .Mta.. who in turn has been succeeded

by T. S. Sullivan who has been transferred from Biggar.

Mr. Sullivan will be succeeded by F. H. Keefe.

J. E. Mulick, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Wyoming division of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at

Cheyenne, Wyo.. was reported in the Railu-ay Age of Septem-

ber 16, was born on .\pril 3, 1872, at Davenport, la. He was

graduated from Creighton University in 1888 and entered

railway service in December of that year as a train caller for

the Union Pacific in wliich capacity he was engaged until

September, 1889. when he became a brakeman on the Wyo-
ming division, which position he held until May, 1890. On
the later date he was employed as a switchman at the r)maha
terminal and in June. 1892, he became a freight brakeman
on the Nebraska division, which position he held until Octo-

ber, 1900, when he was promoted to freight conductor which

position he held until July, 1910. when he was promoted to

passenger conductor. In October. 1916. he was promoted to

train master and in November, 1919, he was again promoted
to assistant superintendent of the W^yoming division with

headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo., which position he was
holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Traffic

C. p. McGhee, traveling freight agent of the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at Los Angeles,

Cal., has been appointed district freight agent, with the same
headquarters.

E. H. Batchelder, assistant general passenger agent of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago, has

been promoted to general passenger agent, succeeding W. H.

Richardson, deceased.

Mr. Batchelder was
born on September 30,

1870, at Chicago, III.

He entered railway
service in September,

1883, as an office boy
of the Chicago & North
Western. In 1896, he
was employed by the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy as division
clerk in the passenger
department at Chicago,
which position he held

until July 1. 1897, when
he left to enter the ser-

vice of the .Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fc in

the same capacity at

Topeka, Kan. Two
years later he entered ^ „ B-tch,ldcr
the employment of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as chief clerk to the auditor

in the passenger deparlnunt at Chicago, which position he

held until July 1, 1903, when he left to become chief rale clerk

in the passenger dcp.irtment of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois. On May 1, 1904, he was promoted to chief clerk and,

on April 1, 1920, to assistant general passenger agent, which

latter position he was holding at the time of his recent pro-

motion.

J. F. Brady h,Ts been appointed foreign freight agent of

•' ! New York Central, Lines East, with headquarters at

New York city, succeeding T. Y. Newman, who has resigned

G. McNeillie

to engage in other business. W. P. Kohler has been ap-

pointed export agent with the same headquarters.

F. R. Newman, assistant general freight agent of the

Michigan Central with headquarters at Detroit, Michigan,

has been appointed general traffic manager of the Minneapolis.

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie with headquarters at Minneapolis,

Minn.

R. 0. McNeillie, whose appointment as general passenger

agent of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Winnipeg
was announced in the Railway Age of September 23, page 591,

was born at Lindsay,

Ontario, on July 1, 1883,

and entered the service

of the Canadian Pacific

in October, 1901, as a

stenographer in the

general passenger de-

partment at Winnipeg.
He was promoted to

district passenger agent

at Nelson, British Col-

umbia, in October, 1909,

and remained there

until .\pril, 1910, when
he was transferred in a

similar capacity to

Calgarv, .-Mberta. On
July l', 1913, he was
advanced to the posi-

tion "of assistant general

passenger agent at

Winnipeg and remained
in this position until

the time of his recent promotion. In his new capacity Mr.

McNeillie's jurisdiction will cover the Field lines, Kootenay
Landing and East.

H. W. Brodie, whose appointment as assistant passenger

traffic manager of the Canadian Pacific, Eastern Lines, with

headquarters at Montreal, was announced in the Railway Age
of September 23, page

591, was born at Fred-
ericton. New Bruns-
wick, on June 8, 1874,

and was educated in the

public school at St.

John. He entered rail-

way service with the

Manchester, Robertson-
& .Allison in St. John
in 1899 as an office boy
and went with the Can-
adian Pacific in 1895

as a clerk. Shortly

thereafter he was trans-

ferred to Boston and
then to Toronto, where
after a few months he

was advanced to the

position of chief clerk.

In 1899 he was trans-

ferred to Winnipeg in

the same capacity and
in 1903 he was promoted to assistant general passenger agent

at that place. In 1910 he was appointed general passenger
agent at Vancouver and remained in that position until the

time of his recent promotion.

J. C. Hext, commercial agent of the Southern, with hcad-

(|uarters at Charleston, S. C, has been promoted to foreign

freight agent, with headquarters at New Orleans. La., suc-

ceeding L. E. Wetlerau and will be succeeded by E. L.

Brown. W. B. Graham has been appointed commercial
agent, with headquarters at Haltiesburg, Mo., succeeding T.

W. Bralian.

C. H. Ryan, Jr., division freight agent of the Louisville &
Nashville with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., has been

H. W. Brodie
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W. H. Howard

promoted to assistant Kcneral aRi-nt with headquarters at

Louisville, Ky., succeeding C. K. Urent, assigned to other
duties. Mr. kyan will be succeidid by W. C. DilUn. division

irciKht agent of the I'ensacola division, with headquarters at

I'cnsacola, i-'la.

W. H. Howard, whose appointment as assistant general
passenger agent, Eastern Lines, of the Canadian Pacific with
licadquarters at Montreal, was announced in the Hattu-ay Agf

of Scplrmber li, page

^^f^^,^ 592, was born at Chat-

^^^^^^^^ ham. Ontario, un Si-p-

^F^ ^V tember IS, 1877. He
^^B « entered the service of

^^L^ j^ J the Canadian Pacific as

^^^EV ^^ 1 a junior clerk in the

^^^j9 % <listrict passenger de-

^^^^•^ partmcnt at St. John,

^^^^^^ .\cw Brunswick, in^i^ i .\uKust. 1897. Two
^^^L^^^ ^^ years later he was ap-

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ pointed traveling pas-

^^^^^ft^^ ^^^^^^^^ 1902, he

^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^v the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^r 1906, he pro-

^^^BB^^^^^ moted to acting district

passenger agent with

headquarters at St.

John, and in the fol-

lowing January became district passenger agent at the same
place. In February, 1916, he was transferred in a similar

capacity to Toronto and held this position until the time
of his recent promotion.

L. S. Wickes, whose promotion to assistant general freight

agent of the Oklahoma Southwe.stern was reported in the

Hailuay ./j,'<- of September 23, was born in 1890, at St. Louis,

Mo. Me entered railway service on February 1, 1909, in the

freight traffic department of the St. Louis-San Francisco.

Prior to his service with the Oklahoma-Southwestern he was
employed by the Pcre Marquette.

Walter Maughan, whose appointment as assistant to the

general passenger traffic manager of the Canadian Pacific

was annouiuid in the h'aihcay ./a'.- of September 2i, page 591,

was born at Toronto
on September 4, 1876,

^^ and entered the service

— «J\ of the Canadian Pacific

as a clerk in the pas-

I senger traffic depart-

f ment at Toronto in

/ 1892. In September of

the .same year he was
transferred in a similar

capacity to Hamilton,
Ont., and remained
there until July, 1895,

when he was trans-

ferred avjain to Toronto.
In March, 1897, he was
promoted to assistant

passenger agent at

Toronto and in Novem-
ber, 1912, was appointed
assistant district pas-

Wallcr M.u,h«,
^^.^^^.^ .^g,.,,, „.j,|, ,,,^.

same headipiarters. In

Derenil)er of the following year he was promoted to assistant

general passenger agent with headquarters at Montreal and
remained in this capacity until the time of his recent promo-
tion.

F. P. Cruice, manager of the agricultural and industrial de-

partments of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with head-

quarters at Topeka, Kan., has been promoted to assistant

general freight agent, with hea<l<|uarters at Los Angeles, Cal.,

Dcs Brisay

taking over the duties ol W. G. Barnwell, deceased. He will

be succeeded by F. Jarrell, who was in charge of publicity

maltrrs and editor of the company's magazine, "The Earth."

W. R. Dcs Britay, whose appointment as assistant general

passenger agent of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at

Winnipeg, Man., was announced in the Raihiay Age of

September 23, page 591,

was born in .Minneapo-
lis in 1888 and entered

the service of the Cana-
dian Pacific as a sten-

ographer at St. John,

N. B., in 1904. Shortly
thereafter he was ap-

pointed ticket agent on
the C. P. R. steamer
"Empress of Ireland."

He then served for a

time in a similar capac-

ity at Halifax, N. S.,

and in May, 1910, was
promoted to cashier at

Quebec. In February,

1913, he was advanced
to traveling passenger
agent with headquarters

at St. John, and in July
of the following year

he was transferred in a

similar capacity to Montreal. In January, 1916, he was ap-

pointed traveling passenger agent at New York and in

October, 1916, was promoted to district passenger agent at

St. John, which position he held at the time of his recent

promotion.

Mechanical

N. B. Garrett has been appointed master mechanic of the

Montgomery district of the Mobile & Ohio with jurisdiction

extending from Montgomery, .Ma., to -Artesia, Miss., in-

clusive, with headquarters at Tuscaloosa, Ala.

T. C. Raycroft has been appointed master mechanic of the

Seaboard .'\ir Line, with headquarters at Hamlet, N. C. suc-

ceeding G. W. Gilleland, who has been transferred in a

similar capacity to Howells, Ga., succeeding J. J. Hamlin,
promoted.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

F. D. Lakin, division engineer of the Meadville division of
the Frie with headquarters at Youngstown, Ohio, has been
appointed acting regional engineer with the same headquarters,
succeeding H. Knight.

H. A. Cassill, engineer maintenance of way of the Pere-
Marquettc, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has beea
promoted to chief engineer with the same headquarters, suc-
ceeding A. L. Grandy, promoted.

T. J. Bivens, assistant engineer of the Colorado division
of the Union Pacific with liead(|uarters at Denver, Colo., has
been appointed acting division engineer of the Nebraska
division with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., succeeding S. H.
Osborne, promoted.

C. E. Dare, whose promotion to engineer maintenance of
way of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac with head-
(|uarters at .Alexandria. V'a., was announced in a recent issue,
was born at Rising Sun, Md., on September 2, 1870. Mr.
Dare was graduated from Lafayette College in 1892, entering
raiIroa<l service as a rodiiian in the construction department
of the Pennsylvania Railroad in February, 1893, remaining
in that department until 1901 when, as an assistant to the
assistant engineer, he was transferred to the Philadelphia
division with headcjuarters at Philadelphia. In 1903 he was
promoted to chief draughtsman of the Philadelphia Terminal
division, remaining in this position for a year when he was
promoted to assistant supervisor with the same headquarters.
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In 1906 lie entered the service of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac as a supervisor with headcjiiarters at Alex-

andria. In 1919 he was promoted to resident engineer with

the same headquarters, remaining in this position until his

recent prnivn-ion to enginrcr maintenance of way.

Special

Walter S. Thompson, whose a|ipointment as puhlirity agent

of the Grand Trunk was announced in the Railii'ay .^gc

of September 9, page 49J. was born at Xcwcastle-on-Tyne.
England, on October
22, 1886, and was edu-

cated at Rutherford

College. Xewcastle-on-
Tyne. He began news-
paper work as a re-

porter on the St. James
Gazette. London, and
later served as sub-

editor on the Evening
Star, the Daily E.Npress

and the Observer—all

London newspapers.

During the years 1909

and 1911 he was en-

gaged in newspaper
work in .Australia and
New Zealand and in

1912 became city editor

of the Daily Witness.

Montreal, and later of

the Daily Telegraph,

published in the same
city. In 1913 he entered the service of the Montreal Herald

as city editor and left that position in March, 1914, to become
chief of the press bureau of the Grand Trunk, a position

which he held until his recent appointment as publicity agent.

W. S. Thompso

Obituary

C. T. Ames, superintendent of the Des Moines X'alley divi-

sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters

at Des Moines, Iowa, was killed in an accident on September

25.

J. R. Dickinson, assistant general solicitor of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, whose

death at his home in Winnetka, Illinois, on September 17.

was reported in the

Raihi'ay .^g.- of Sep-

tember 23, was born on

July 17, 1866, at Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania.

He entered railway ser-

vice i n September.

1890. as a court re-

porter and attorney for

the Chicago. Milwau-

kee & St. Paul, with

headquarters at Chi-

cago, and held this po-

sition until 1906, when
he was promoted to as-

si-itant general solicitor,

with the same head-

cpiarters, in which ca-

pacity he was em-
ployeil up to the time

of his death. Prior to j g Dickin.on
his connection with the

railway company, he
was emplnyrd in the office of Edwin Walker, Illinois solicitor

of the Cbirago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.

R. B. Angus, who was one of the organizers of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, died in Montreal on September 17. Mr.

.\ngu« was born at Balhgale, Linlithgoshire. Scotland, in

1831, and emigrated to Canada in 18.^7. where he entered the

employ of the Hank of Montreal. In 1879 he entered the

railway field as a representative of several Canadians who had
bought out the Dutch interests in the St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Manitoba Railway (a forerunner of the Xorthern). He was
a member of the original syndicate which was formed to con-

struct the Canadian Pacific, and to his ability as a financier

the success of the enterprise in its early stages was largely

due. He remained a director of the company until the time

of his death.

A. D. Lightner, formerly general executive agent of the

St. Louis-San Francisco, died on .August 18, at Birmingham,
Ala. Mr. Lightner was born on February 2, 1866, at Vin-
cennes, Iowa, and entered railway service as an agent and
operator of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in Kansas,
which position he held until 1890. In the latter year he

became joint traveling freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and the St. Louis-San Francisco, with head-
quarters at Chanutc, Kan., and Carthage, Mo., and remained
in this capacity until 1896. Then until 1899, he was general

agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at

Dallas, Tex., and from 1899 to 1904, he was general agent

of the St. Louis-San Francisco and the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. He was then

general agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco and general

manager of the Birmingham Belt, with headquarters at Bir-

mingham, .Ala., for eight years. From 1912 to 1914, he was
general agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco and the Gulf.

Mobile & Northern, also vice-president of the New Orleans,

Texas & Mexico and president of the Xew f)rleans Terminal
Company, with headquarters at Xew Orleans, La. He was
then general manager and chief traffic officer of the Xew
Orleans, Texas & Mexico, with headquarters at Xew Orleans,

La., until 1916 following which he was in the operating and
executive department of the St. Louis-San Francisco at Enid
and Tulsa. Okla. From 1917 to 1920, he was engaged in war
work as superintendent of terminals, railway construction

and operation with the Willys-Overland Company at Toledo.

Ohio. From 1920 to 1922, he was general agent of the

Southeastern Express Company at Birmingham, .'\la.

Burns D. Caldwell, president of Wells, Fargo & Company
since October, 1911, and chairman of the l)oard of the .Ameri-

can Railway Express Company since July 1, 1918, died on
the night of September
24 in a Pullman state-

room just before his

train reached Burling-

ton, Vt., while he was
on his way home to

Orange, X. J., from a

fishing trip in Canada.
Mr. Caldwell was born
at Placervillc, Calif., on
April 27, 1858. He was
graduated from high

school at Chambers-
burg, Pa., in 1873 at the

age of IS and in the

same year began rail-

way work as a clerk in

tlie auditor's office of

the X'andalia at Terre
Haute, Ind. In 1881 he

was promoted to chief

clerk in the general

passenger and ticket

department of the \'an<lalia at St. Louis, Mo., and remained

in that position for about four years. In 1885 he was ap-

pointed chief clerk in the general passenger and ticket depart-

ment of the Missouri Pacific in the same city and, in 1888.

was appointed assistant general passenger agent of this com-
pany. In June, 1892, he was appointed chairman of the

Western Passenger Association, with headquarters at Chicago.

This position he held \mtil July, 1899. when he went to the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western as traffic manager and
later he became vice-president of the same road. In 1911 he

resigned to become president of Wells Fargo & Company.
Mr. Caldwell has been a director of a number of railroad com-
panies an<l is a member of the Sub-tommitlee on Transporta-

tion of the Internatiotial Committee of the Y. M. C. .A.

Caldwdl
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i lie iix.ii mimiKr ni stockholders of Class I railri),nl> i-^r

the calendar year 1921 was 752,967, aciordinj; to the Pre-

liminary Ahstrait of Statistics of lom-
Increase nion Carriers just issued by the Inter-

in Railroad -tate Commerce Commission. This was

Stockholders •'" increase of 43,172 over the number
reported by tlie commission for the year

1920. It included 342.258 in the Kastcrn district. 7.^.187 in

iJie S4juthern district and .>.37,522 in llie Western district.

While at first glance an increase in the number of stixrkholders

in a business might seem to indicate an increase in its popu-

larity as an investment, it is probable that a different explana-

tion would prove truer to fact in this inst;ince. The number
of railroad stixkholders has been increasing for several years,

as it was somewhat over 600,000 before the war, l)ut since

there has been very little new stock issued in that time the

changes in the stockholders' lists must mean that former

owners have sold part of their holdings and they have been

taken—generally at lower prices—by a larger numlier of

new [Hjrchasers whose average holdings are less. The wide

distribution of railroad .securities is a gtxxl thing from many
}X)ints of view, but the 1921 statistics represent conditions in

a year of def)ression and great uncertainty and it is very

likely that a different condition is being substituted as the

financial condition of the railroads lias improved during

1922. Recent statements of the number of stockholders of

the Pennsvlvania have ~hown a decrease.

The Union Pacitic and Burlington have been the first rail-

ways to make puldic the agreements tlii'V have negotiated

witli tlieir .*liop emplovcrs following
Newr Agreements ,i,eir defeat of the striking shop crafts'

with Shop unions. The managements and the

Employees employees' associations on both these

railways have agreed to reclassifica-

tions of shop employees which recognize mudi more clearly

than those previously in effect the differences in the skill

required to do the different kinds of work for wliich the men
are paid. The wage scales fi.\ed give the most skilled men
higher pay tlian the wages fi.xed by the Railroad Labor

Board, while in some cases relatively unskilled lal)or is to

receive wages lower than those awarded by the Labor Board.

It seems not improbable the result will l>e that on both

railways the shop employees as a wliole will receive as high,

or even higher, average wages tlian those awarded to shop

employees by the Labor Board. On the other hand, the new
.scales of wages place such a premium upon the acquisition

and use of superior skill that it .seems certain they will have

a stimulating effect upon the work of all the employees and
in consequence will increase the effu iency of all tlie work
done. The ultimate result probably will lie that the em-
ployees as a whole will receive higher a\'crage wages and
that at the same time the railways will secure a larger

amount of goiMJ work at a reduced total cost. The Burling-

ton and Union Pacific .seem to have made good use of their

victory in the strike— a use tliat will l)e beneficial both to

their employees an<l to the railways. It will he interesting

to see what jilans for dealing witli labor matters are adopted

on other railways.

It is in periods of heavy traffic such as this that the in-

adequacy of facilities becomes most apparent. This con-

dition is, of course, more pronounced
Equalizing j^ some points than at others. In gen-

Traffic and eral the terminals are the first points

Facilities •'^ congestion, although in many cases

line capacity is the limiting factor. In

either case facilities which may handle a normal trafiic with-

out delay are Ix'coming blocked with the overload, the effcxrts

of which may extend far Iteyond the limits of the division

affected if not remedied quickly. The problem of the oper-

ating officer now is to distribute the work to be done among
tlic facilities available so that each may be used to the best

advantage and an excessive load at any one point may be

avoided. This involves closer supervision than is normally

exercised. It may call for the rearrangement of switching

operations between terminals and other expedients to reduce

the danger of congestion in order that traffic may be kept

mo\'ing.

With definite prospects of tlie railroads being able, and

indeed compelled, to fill some of their machine tool needs

in the immediate future, it is in order
Manufacturers' to urge a more general use of the

Engineering engineering service offered by progres-

Service s'^'*-' m^icbine and tool manufacturers.

This is a valuable ser\'ice, never fully

utilized in the past. It is offered gratis by the manufac-

turers who naturally know best what can be accomplished

with their respective machines and are anxious that these

machines shall prove of maximum value. Few railroad

shops are operated on as efficient a production basis as is

possible or desirable, and industrial engineers with their

extensive and intensive knowledge of modern machine

methods, can be of great assistance in an advisory capacity.

It is advisable where new machines are being bought to send

blueprints, or work details, to the manufacturer who can

then make a study of the requirements and recommend the

tooling arrangement, or metluKl which will give the most

satisfactory results. Not only should advice be sought in

the case of new tools, but every progressive machine manu-
facturer will be glad of a chance to speed up the work on his

older machines already installed, retooling them so that they

can earn more. Recently a prominent manufacturer of turret

lathes .sent a ]iractical man to eight or ten different railroad

shops and found that many of liis machines were running

on too small work to be efficient. In practically none of the

shops were these machines producing more than 50 or 60
per cent of what they should. The railroad master mechanic

or madiine shop foreman at each shop had so many irons in

tile fire that lie could not s|x>cialize on madiinery and, as a

result, the ojK'rators ran tlie machines and tooled them in

any way they saw fit with no check on the performance.

.Admitting that certain machine shop operations are too simple

to require special tooling arrangements, tlie fact remains that

a considerable proportion of the machinery, especially in

large shops, is capalile of operation on a highly productive,

efficient basis and in these cases it will pay the railroads

to utilize the engineering service of machine tool manufac-
turers to tile fullest possible extent.

635
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Railroads equipped with automatic block signaling should

be able to check the efficiency of their signal systems under

the hea\y traffic conditions which wiU
Checking prevail for some time. Not all auto-

Signaling with matic block signals are located to the

Traffic tiest advantage and some are not main-

tained efficiently. A signal protecting

a busy passing track switch may be so far out as to cause

repeated stops and delays to following trains that could be

eliminated by the installation of another signal or the re-

location of i^ome of them. At certain stations the relocation

of a signal or the installation of a starting signal will save

considerable delay in getting trains moving. On one road

the introduction of three additional signals for upgrade

traffic on a long hill increased the capacit}- of that section

of track sufficiently to remove a limitation to the operation

of the entire division. Operating officers and signal engi-

neers may now well co-operate in studying the causes of

numerous train stops and delays, especially around water

tanks, co.ll chutes, passing tracks and on grades. Slight

changes in signal controls or locations may produce economies.

Reports from various sources show that the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen is trying hard to get all the yardmasters

ancl assistant yardmasters of the rail-

Yardmasters ways to become members solely of the

and the trainmen's union. W. G. Lee, head of

B of R. T. the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen,

is one of the ablest and fairest labor

leaders in the United States. He has insisted always upon

the members of his union faithfully carrying out their agree-

ments with the railroads. But the yardmasters ought not

to belong to the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. If

they are to belong to any organization it should be one of

their own. The yardmaster is a super\-isory officer who di-

rects the work of trainmen. Neither he nor any other officer

can issue and enforce orders without the way in which he

exercises his authority sometimes being questioned and re-

sented by his subordinates. A yardmaster who belongs to

the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen is subject to discipline

by that organization. This means that he is subject to dis-

cipline by the very men whose work he directs. He is their

superior in the yard and they are his superiors in the lodge

room. This creates a condition of affairs that is bad for

all concerned. It can hardly fail to interfere with the yard-

master performing his duties with fairness and firmness and

an officer who cannot thus perform his duties cannot perform

them efficiently. An officer who cannot perform his duties

efficiently cannot serve his railway well and will imperil

his chances of promotion. The railways should treat their

supervisor)- officers so that they will have no incentive to

belong to unions composed of their subordinates; and super-

visor)- officers who desire to serve their companies well and

at the same time further their own interests will keep out of

unions composed of their sulx>rdinates.

In a letter to the editor. General Lansing H. Beach, chief

of engineers, United States War Department, presents some
specific criticisms of an editorial ap-

Bridges Over pcaring in the Railway Agr of May
Navigable 27, 1922, entitled "The Needs of

Streams Water Transportation,"' whidi called

attention to the large expenditures be-

ing made by the railroads in fulfilling the requirements

imposed in bridges crossing navigable streams. The specific

case cited in the editorial was a 365 ft. lift s[>an provided

in the new superstructure of the Cincinnati Southern bridge,

which, according tr) the evidence available, will probably

never serve any u.seful purpose. General Beach calls atten-

tion to the fact that the provision for a movable span is

one imposed by law and that it is unjust to criticize the

War Department or any of its officers for insisting upyon

the fulfillment of requirements which they have no authority

to modify. The facts presented in General Beach's letter

have been confirmed in full in a letter received from T. C.

Powell, vice-president of the Erie, who was vice-president

of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Te.xas Pacific at the time

that the negotiations concerning this bridge were under way.

Mr. Powell testifies also to the spirit of fairness manifested

by General Beach and his assistants in all their dealings

with respect to this structure. It is, therefore, clear that the

editorial in question was in error insofar as it directed any

criticism at the War Department. However, the fact re-

mains that the railroad was required to make a large exp>en-

diture for no useful purpose. There are many other places

in the United States w-here railways have provided movable
spans over streams that have been declared navigable, but

where no navigation exists and while, no doubt, the War
Department in these cases places an interpretation on the

law, such that only the ver)' minimum requirements are

imposed, it is extremely difficult for the railroads to obtain

the necessar)' federal legislation to relieve them of the need-

less expenditure. However, relief is now- in sight from a

rather unexpected source. The great expansion of highway
construction and improvement is causing the shoe to pinch

on another foot and because public pres.sure is being brought

to bear a number of streams which have long borne the

stamp of navigable waters, because of mythical transporta-

tion in die dim past, have been removed from the list.

Highway Crossing Protection

WITH THE steady increase in the number of licensed motor

vehicles operating on the highways from 4,983,340 in

1917 to 10,608,128 on July 1, 1922, tlie' railroads have an in-

creasingly difficult problem to protect the occupants of the

automobiles as well as their own passengers and employees

at the more than 250,000 higliway grade crossings in the

United States. In 1920 1,201 occupants of automobiles were

killed in collisions with trains at grade crossings, while

during the first nine months of 1921 873 cxrcupants of auto-

mobiles met death in grade crossing accidents as compared
with only 99 in all other classes of vehicles in such accidents.

In Canada approximately 58 persons were killed and 142

injured in the 85 automobile accidents at railroad crossings

involving fatalities during 1921. Another serious phase of

this problem was emphasized recently by the derailment of

a passenger train on the Minneapolis, St, Paul & Sault Ste

Marie at Annandale, Minn., by a motor truck, resulting in

the death of the two men on the truck and six passengers

and two railroad employees.

Witli the continued expansion of manufacturing facilities,

especially for cheap cars, a glance five or ten years into the

future will indicate a dense highway traffic, those interested

in which, if organized, can influence legi.slation on the grade

crossing question that may be very detrimental to the inter-

ests of the railroads. There is already a tendency among
state legislators to introduce bills recjuiring the roads to

install devices for tiie protection of the highway traffic. The
majority of the automobile traffic may he considered more
of a luxury than a necessity and should pay its share of

the new protection demanded. It is time that the railroads

of the countr)- should co-ordinate their efforts to counteract

tliis tendency to require the railroads to stand the expense

of all such propo.scd protection. Some of the prol)lems in-

volved in the location, installation and maintenance of auto-

matic highway grade crossing profivtion are explained in an
article elsewhere in this issue which serves to emphasize the

importance of the railroads organising to combat the de-

mands of the millifMis of aut(;mobi]e drivers.
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The Changing Problem
of Railway Accidents

C>Ui-LETE STATISTICS rcgartlini; milway accidents in 1921

which have just l)een issued l>y the Interstate Conmiene
Conunission confirm the conclusion drawn by the Kailu-ay

Age from preliminary statistics issued some months ago.

They show that on the whole tht- ai i idrnt record made by the

railways in 1921 was the best in their entire history. The
Commission in its report says: 'Tlu- number of fatalities

resulting from railway accidents of .ill kinds, industrial in-

cluded, in 1921 was less than for any other year since 1889.

This is a remarkable showing when it is considered that

the annual transportation sen-ice, measured in ton-miles,

was about five times as large at the end of this period as at

the beginning."

The total number of persons killed in 1921 owing to rail-

way accidents of every kind was 5,99o. The corresponding

figure for 1920 was 6,928, and for 1919, 6,997.

Of this number 116 were [)asscngers and persons carried

under contract. This compares with 169 in 1920. The
total number of empiloyees killed in train and train service

accidents in 1921 was 1,032. This includes not only em-
ployees at work, but those who were not on duty and even

those who were trespassing. The corresponding figure for

1920 was 1.855. The total for employees and passengers

declined from 2,024 to 1,048. In proportion to the total

business handled, the accident record of 1920 was the best

up to that time, and yet it will be seen that the fatalities to

passengers and employees due to train operation in 1921

were only 57 per cent as great a.s in 1920. This fact helps to

give an adequate idea of the increase in the safety of railway

operation which has occurred.

But the problem of preventing or at least retlucing ac-

cidents on railroads is far from solved. While the railways

have been so greatly increasing the safety of their own
operations, other developments over which they have little

or no control have tx-en tending to nullify their efforts to

reduce the sum total of accident.*. Within recent years the

great increa.se in the numljer of automobiles crossing the

railways on highways has been causing a formidablo increase

in highway crossing accidents. The number of jjcople killed

at highway crossings in 1921 was 1,702, or 554 more than

the total fatalities to passengers anfl employees due to train

operation. The Interstate Comnien e Commission in its an-

nual accident report says: "It will be noted that of all

casualties sustained at grade crossings in 1917, 59 per cent

involved occupants of automobiles and motor trucks, as com-
pared with SO per cent in 1921."

The railways of the United States in the months of June,

July, August and Se|)temt)er, 1922, carried on throughout

the country a "Xational Careful Crossing Campaign" to try

to reduce accidents at highway crossings. They placarded

the entire country, especially at highway crossings, with

warnings to automobilists to be careful when crossing rail-

way tracks. Tha total results of this campaign are not yet

known. Such information as is now available indicates,

however, that the numlxT of automobile accidents at highway
crossings did not decline, and may actually have incrrased

while this ram|)aign was being carried on. The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Sy>tem reports that in June, July and .August,

the first three months of the campaign, the number of casual-

ties at its highway crossings increased M) per cent. There
were 85 automobile accidents at Pennsylvania System high-

way crossings in the three months in (juestion. Tluy caused

the deaths of 56 |xrsons, wliidi was almost one-half as many
as the total number of passengers killed on all the railroads

of the United States in 1921.

There was an increase in 1921 in still another class of

accidents. The total number of trespassers on railwav prop-

erty killed was 2,166 in 1920 and 2,481 in 1921. Prior to

the war the number of trespassers killed annually averaged

alxwt 5,000. During and immediately following the war

the numU-r was greatly reduced, apparently owing to the

fact that there was almost no unemployment in tlie country.

The increase in the number of trespassers killed in 1921

is attributed by the Commission mainly to increase in un-

employment due to business depression. The numlxjr of

men who "Ijcat" their way on the railways from place to

place in {>eriods of depression always is greater than at

other times.

The facts at>out railway accidents indicate that the actual

operation of the railroads them.sclvcs has been made so much
more safe that the great i>r()ljlems with respect to accidents

have become those of educating or compelling people not to

trespass upwn their propx-rties and to cross them on highways

with reasonable care. In the solution of these problems

the railways must have the co-operation of public authorities

and the organizations of automol>ile manufacturers and users.

Britain Succeeds Where America Fails

TiiKRE IS PEACE and good feeling between labor unions

and railway managements in Great Britain. This con-

dition obtains in spite of the readjustments in wages which

have Ix-en brought about in Great Britain as well as in the

United States. Why should Kngland have succeeded where

we have failed? •

One of the most obvious reasons is the sliding scale of

wages. This plan is a product of the war jjeriod and pro-

vides, first, a basic wage which is not subject to change and,

second, a suljstantial bonus which is increased or decreased

at a predetermined rate with every increase or decrease in

the official inde.x numiier of the cost of living. The ad-

vantage which this method has over ours is plain. As the

cost of living fluctuates continually, with our lack of provi-

sion for automatic adjustments of wages, we may expect

either the railroads to be asking for wage reductions or the

unions to be demanding increases most of the time. Con-
sequently, we may l(x)k forward to more or less constant fric-

tion between the railroads and at least some of their employ-

ees. The British are to Ije congratulated that they have
practically done away with controversies of this character.

Another institution on British railways which, although of

recent adoption, has already proved its value in promoting

cordial relationships, is the railway council. Under the

provisions of the Railways Act of 1921 there is at least one

of these councils, comjirised equally of representatives of

employees and managements, on each railway. Subsidiary

to these councils are district councils and local committees,

the personnel of which is similarly made up. The primary

function of the council is the adjudication of disputes be-

tween employees and the railway companies, and it has al-

ready proved its value as a point of contact between tlie of-

ficers of the railways and their men. Moreover, the councils

and committees .seem to have awakened the interest of em-
ployees in the efficient operation of the railways and de-

liberations have not been confined solely to matters of wages
and working conditions, but have included methods for in-

creasing efficiency and building up traffic as well.

The provision for local committees, district councils and
railway councils was not forced ufKjn the railways or the

unions from any outside agency, although their establish-

ment has been required bv law. On the contrary, the rail-

ways and the three operating and traffic department unions,

viz., the National Union of Railwaymcn, the .Vssociation of

Locomotive F.ngineers and Firemen and the Railway Clerks'

.Association, agreed among themselves upon the formation of

these bodies and their agreement was incorporated into the

law of the realm.

The points which have been mentioned here about the
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British method for dealing with the railway labor problem

are only the most obvious and outstanding, yet they should

be sufficient to awnken the interest of any railway officer

who is not satisfied with labor conditions in this country

and who is casting about for methods of dealing with the

problem which have proved successful elsewhere.

Reduced Rates for

Commercial Travelers

IT
WOULD BE difficult to characterize with moderation the

request made of the Interstate Commerce Commission

last week by the organizations of commercial travelers for

a discount of 33y3 per cent in passenger fares, were it not

for an appreciation of that fairly common aspect of human
nature, particularly a.'^sociated with the calling of the sales-

man, which so frequently leads men to ask for more than

they expect to get in order that they may be better satisfied

if the request is granted only in part.

We are inclined to I)dieve, however, that very clever sales-

manship would be required to sell to the commission or to

the public the idea advanced by the witnesses before the

commission who, on behalf of 676,000 commercial travelers,

asked that the railroads be ordered to sell to any one willing

to advance $66.67 at one time a book of coupons good for

$100 worth, of passenger or baggage transportation during

the ne.xt year.

Less opposition will undoubtedly be expressed on the

ground of discrimination to the proposal of the repre-

sentative of the American Hotel Association that the potential

customers of its members be accorded the 33 yj per cent

discount for buying as little as $50 worth of couj>ons at one

time and submitting to the formality of being identified by

photograph and signature, because more p>eople would
naturally see its possible advantages to themselves, although

it would have an even greater effect in railroad revenues.

A good many laws have been placed on the state and
federal statute books because in the old days railroads used

to pay rebates to large shippers to keep them from sending

their freight by some other road that would ratluT haul the

freight for less than the regular rate than not haul it at all,

and it is easy to imagine the howls of protest that would be

incited by a proposal to allow a rebate of 33J<3 per cent today

to all shippers who paid a freight bill of say $1,000 at

one time. It would be strange logic that would expect an

order that the same thing be done on a smaller scale from
the regulating body created to administer the same laws

that were directed against the former kind of discrimination

under authority of an act of Congress.

It is, of course, perfectly true that railroads formerly is-

sued mileage books at reduced rates for the benefit of the

I ommercial travelers and it was done more or less voluntarily.

That fact, however, constitutes no more valid an argument
for their being required to resume the practice on a nation-

wide scale than would be a contention by the Standard Oil

Company that railroads sliould be required by law to pay it

rebates. Chairman Fox of the Central Passenger Asso-
ciation testified before the commission tiiat mileage books
had their orii;in as far back as 1868 in a loncession offered

by the freight departments of the railroads to shippers in

the same way that they used to give annual passes to favored

shippers. After concessions in freight rates were made il-

legal the railroads al.so sought to get rid of the concessions

still made to a limited extent to a class of travelers and thev

were only freed of the practice when tlie Railroad Ad-
ministration had put an end to competition during the war.

It is also true, as contcnde<l by the comincn ial travelers,

that railroads make lower rates for carload freifht than for

smaller shipments and that they make special fares at a

discount from the regular rates for conventions, excursions,

tourists and commuters, but there is a difference in the

character of service rendered for such rates which does not

exist between the service rendered to a commercial traveler

or any other purchaser of a mileage or discount rate coupon
book and that furnished the purchaser of an ordinary one-

way ticket. The reduced rates accorded for carload freight

and for special classes of travel may be justified on the ba.sis

of both the cost of the service and the value of the service.

It costs the railroad less to handle shipments in carload lots

tlian it does to handle a multitude of small shipments; it

costs less to handle passengers in special suburban trains,

often crowded, in the way that commutation traffic is handled,

than it does to handle ordinary traffic on through or branch
line trains, and it costs less to earn.' crowds of people to a

convention or on an excursion that is planned for in advance
than it does to run trains for the ordinary- day to day travel

for which schedules are maintained. Similarly, the pur-

chaser of a sj>ecial reduced rate ticket receives a less valualde
or less desirable service than does the passenger who pays
the standard rate, because the service for which he pays a

reduced rate is usually restricted to certain dates, trains

or destinations, but they tend to stimulate travel by offering

a somewhat less desirable service as a by-product to those

who could perhaps not afford or who would not care to pay
standard rates for the regular service.

That they represent less of a concession than is desired

by the commercial travelers is indicated by the fact that

tliese "discount" rates which the commercial man points to

are not satisfactory to him. The excursion ticket or the

convention fare good on certain days is available to him and
he sometimes takes advantage of it, but h^ -ivants samething

more. He wants to travel when he will and where he will

at a reduced rate. \Miile he contends that the reduction he

seeks is justified on the wholesale principle, he is not asking

for a wholesale .service. His purchase of a mileage or

coupon book ticket to cover exactly tlie same service that is

given the ordinary passenger would not represent a whole-

sale transaction. It would represent merely payment in

advance for a number of retail transactions yet to be com-
pleted and the interest on his advanced money would be
easily eaten up l)y the additional cost of printing, collecting

and accounting for his coupons.

.\veraging approximately 50 miles a day, for which at the

regular fare of 3.6 cents a mile the cost would be $1.80, the

commercial traveler is no more entitled to wholesale rates

for his transportation than are his customers entitled to

wholesale prices or freight rates based on the aggregate of

the goods sold by the traveler on his entire trip.

It is very easy to claim and somewhat difficult definitely

to disprove, that a jJ'j per cent or any other reduction in

passenger fares would stimulate travel. It cannot be denied
that any reduction would have at least some temiency in

that direction, but the fact remain.-* that there must be .lome

point Ih-1ow which a reduction could not |K>ssibly [xiy The
(|uestion is whether a given reduction would cause enough
more people to travel to make up for the loss in revenue
from tho.se who are now traveling. If the railroads believeil

it would, it would not i)e necessary to ask them to reduce
rates. Those wlio say that they would travel on railnwd^
more if rates were lower frequently forget that tiie first effect

of a rate reduction would be to cut down the revenues now
being collected. In fact, the chief witnesses for the com
mercial travelers at the hearing were sure that the railroads

would more than get back any loss in revenues while ad-
mitting they had no figure in mind as to the amount of that

loss.

rhe contention that business houses would send out more
traveling men if the fares were lower attaches a rather

magnified importance to the amount of money involved in

the passenger fare as compared with the much larger other
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factors It is not to U-
i

r. . .ux.- would pay

a large number of aiiiliii. : inr with hotel

i-i'l* and other exin-nse uil- ..;-: ; men at a time

11 for various reasons mer. :i:i,;- are curtailing their

..ing, nvjrely because the pa>Miu'ir fare is reduced 60
..uits a day. Yet it requires no stretLli of the imagination to

foresee that most |^>eof)le who make even a single round-trip

a» far as Chicago to New York anil return would buy a

coupon l<ook if it were available un the terms proposed at a

rate H' j per cent less than they now pay.

The commercial travelers often claim to perform an im-
portant ser\-ice as indirect freight solicitors for the railroads,

but if allowed to have their way they would prove to be

rather expensive as passenger solicitors.

Heavy Electric Traction

Tut n»_*vv ELECTRIC traction committee of the American
Electric Railway Association presented a report this

week at the annual convention of that association. The
report wa? of particular value to everyone concerned because

it carried one step farther the work of comjiiling the available

data on the subject of heavy electric traction. The report

consists of a chart showing the growth of electrified track

and of electric locomotive tonnage in the United States and
Canada, a list of foreign electrified railroads with data

cw'erin'^ the kind of equipment used, and a bibliography on

heavy electric traction. The bibliography was orginated by

the Association nf Railway Electrical Engineers and has

twice been revised and brought up to date by the A. E. R.

.\. In fact these two organizations should have the credit

for doing more than their share of the association work on

this subject during the past few ye:irs and for being the only

ones to effect any sort of co-operation. The following state-

ment included in the A. E. R. A. report is particularly note-

worthy :

"Thr (lueMion of general co-operation in the study of heavy electric trac-

tion hai been taken up with the various technical organizations which are

actively interested in the several aspects of electrification. Your committee
did not have in mind any premature attempt at standardization or discus-

sion of questions which might embarrass the managements of electrified

railroads or of railroads contemplating electrification, but did suggest a

central organization to co-ordinate the work of studying electrification prob-

lems and of collecting information, in order to avoid duplication of effort.

"While many of the organizations with whom the matter was taken up
expressed interest in the proposal, and while all agreed in the value of co-

operation, it now seems evident that if such a movement is to be successful

it should be under the leadership of the stc.im railroads."

All of the following associations are interested in the sub-

ject of heavy electric traction: The American Institute of

Electrical Engineers; the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers; the Mechanical Division of the American Rail-

way Association; the .American Railway Engineering As-

sociation; the American Electric Railway Association; the

International Railway Congress; the Association of Railway

Electric Engineers and the National Electric Lisht .Associa-

tion. Practically all of these organizations are dealing with

the subject independently and in some ca.ses there has been

much duplication of effort. As a whole, these organizations

include a wide variety of interest and afford an unusual 0[>-

portunity for compiling complete information on heavy

electric Iractiim. What is needed is leadership. Petty

jealousies must l>e forgotten.

The .\. E. R. A (ommittee in its statement has made an

excellent sungestion with a generous spirit and has put the

matter directly up to the steam railroad men. Is there any

better way than for A. R. A.. Division V, Mechanical, and

the A. R. E. A. to get together and arrange a plan by which

the various societies can co-operate. It is entirely possible

that all of the associations would not agree to such affilia-

tion, but if only a few collaborate, nun li duplication of effort

will be eliminated and all phases of the work can be studied

intensively.

Letters to the Editor

J

A Bonus System for

Train Service Employees
CtxTSAL Statu

To THE Editor:

To promote efficiency in train service the following plan

for a bonus system was suggested some time ago:

Pay to engine and train crews in productive ser\ice, a

bonus on a minute basis at a pro rata rate for all time less

than the established zero time (the ma.\imum time before

overtime commenced, based on a speed of 12' ^ miles per

hour) for each class of service. Dead-heading and light sec-

tions are not to be governed by this plan. In computing,

the total time on duty will be considered, and if less than

the established minimum, payment will I* made at pro rata

rate on a minute basis for the time on duty less than the

minimum.
To establish the time from which to figure, it will be nec-

essary to classify the service as between fast freight, slow

freight and local trains. For fast freight the time limit will

l)e the minimum schedule from the time a train is due out

of the initial terminal to the time of arrival at the final

terminal, directions to be separated if necessary on account

of differences in schedules of fast freights becau.se of load-

ings. In slow freight service, use the time after which over-

time is paid. In local ser\'ice, the time limit will have to

t>e determined from a study of the conditions peculiar to the

division adopting the plan.

This plan will (1) expedite the movement of locomotives

out of the roundhouse, and to and from trains at initial and
terminal )ards; (2) reduce materially the delays on account

of engine and car failures; (3) speed up the movement of

trains on the division, and increase the gross ton-miles per

train hour; (4) reduce the number of crews and engines in

service, making possible a greater service by more experi-

enced men; (5) reduce the overtime expense and increase

the earning capacity of men in this service: (6) increase

train tonnage; (7) maintain fast freight schedules.

To illustrate, on a certain division of 1,^4 miles the fastest

-schedule of fast freight is 6 hr. 29 min. eastl)ound. With
this plan a train crew handling a fast freight and on duty
six hours would be paid a bonus of 29 min. In slow freight,

overtime is ]iai(l after 1(1 hr. 40 min.. so that a crew on duty

10 hr. would be paid 40 min. bonus. The same would apply
in local ser\-ice after the time limit \fas established.

To show just liow this should work out in slow freight

service, note the following: A crew going on duty at 7 a. m.
and off duty at 5:40 p. m. would not be paid a bonus. If

off duty at 7 :40 p. m. there would be two hours' overtime

at penalty rate, which in the ca.<e of an engine crew would
be $4.70. If the crew went off duty at 3:40 p. m. a bonus
of two hours |)ro rata would be paid which would be $3.14.

The difference between the two would he a saving of $1.56
to the road while it would also be an inducement for the men
as they would have to work four hours to get $1.56, or about
.>0 cents per hour. On a basis of 20 trips per month, this

would reduce the working time of a crew about 40 hr. per

month, giving them a chance to make two or three more trips

and increase their earnings accordinjily. and also more time

at home while reducing the time away from home.
On a basis of 250 tr.iiiis jut month, each saving two hours

and a charge of $15 per engine hour, the saving on account

of engine hours would l)e about $7,500, not including that

due to decreased yaril delays and improved time in freight

movement, increased car miles per day or the .ulvantage of
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a more nearly ma.ximum train loading, with a corresponding

decrease in the aggregate number of trains run.

On a ba.-^is of a saving of 30 min. per train for 500 trains

per month, the bonu.s for engine crews would cost about

S.>92 and on the same basis the saving in engine hours, based

on engine rental per hour, would be about $3,750 jier month,

or a net saving for engines and crews of $3,358. The bonus

to the train crews on the basis of 30 min. to the engine crews

would be about $461, which would leave a net saving of

?2,897 i^er month. Operation.

The Needs of Water Transportation

\VaSI!INGTON, D. C.

To THE Editor:

I noted your editorial, "The Needs of Water Transporta-

tion," on page 1209 of your issue of May 27, 1922, at the

time the paper appeared, but have, however, been prevented

from writing to you earlier in regard to the matter. I have

no reason to believe that you intended to do an injustice to

myself or to the department which I represent, but it is

nevertheless a fact that you have done so when you charge

us with requiring other \>eap\e to spend their money unnec-

essarily. I note your particular expression, "this attitude is

frequently manifested by the War Department in its control

over railway crossings of navigable streams. The building

of new bridges, or the reconstruction of old ones, usually

calls for extravagant requirements as to the clear width and

height of channel openings, with apparently no effort to

balance the i)ecuniary advantage to be derived by the exist-

ing or potential river transportation, with the enormous

bul-den placed upon actual and thoroughly established rail

transportation."

The case of the Southern Railroad bridge over the Ohio

river at Cincinnati which serves as the text of your editorial,

is one where it would have been better, in justice to those

concerned and for your paper's reputation for accuracy, if

you had ascertained the facts before issuing the statement

which you have made. You say that the requirement in

regard to the drawbridge "was made in sjjite of the fact that

there is no record of the swing span ever having been turned

following the test made at the time of its completion 45

years ago." It happens that I am personally acquainted

with all features of this case, as I was tlie division engineer

at Cincinnati, having supervision over the Ohio and its

tributarie> at the time the Cincinnati Southern Railroad first

took up the (|uesticn of remodeling its bridge.

The requirement to which you object concerning the draw-

bridge is one impascd by law, under the Act of Congress

approved December 17, 1872. When the officials of the

Cincinnati Southern presented their plans they were told

that the requirement for the swing span was obsolete and

in our opinion no longer necessary in the interests of naviga-

tion, and that we would do what we could to assist them to

secure legislation repealing it or at least waiving it in their

case. Their re[)ly was to the effect that the bridge in its

then present condition was a great hindrance to the traffic

of the roafl and that it was more important to them to make
their plans immediately and proceed with their work at the

earliest possible date rather than to wait for legislation

before making their plans even if they should save some

money on the bridge, as the saving on the bridge would not

coni|Hnsate them for the loss due to the delay in the time.

You will noti(e that the law requires a swing bridge

giving two clear openings 160 ft. each, the swing bridge

being practically the only t)|>c of opening in a large bridge

which was in existence at the time the Act was passed. When
the engineer of the railroad company stated that another

type of bridge would be more economical than the swing

8pnn, owing to the difficulty of enlarging the top of the tum-

laljle pier, or entirely rebuilding the pier, we told him that

we believed the War Department would consent to another

form of construction and permit the bridge to be built in

any way that was more economical to them, provided the

clearance called for by the law was maintained, .\fter this

statement to that effect the company modified its plans for

this portion of the bridge and adopted the lift span as more

economical and practical. No difficulty was experienced in

obtaining the consent of the War Department to this change.

I might add that at the hearing certain prominent vessel

interests asked that the piers be changed when the bridge

was rebuilt to which request we declined to accede on the

ground that the expense to the railroad would be greater

tiian the existing or prospective commerce justified.

I feel that your editorial has done not only the engineer

department of which I am at the head, but myself, per-

sonally, a great injustice. I feel, however, that it was writ-

ten on superficial knowledge without taking the pains to

ascertain the facts. I am sure that the whole truth of the

case completely absolves both myself and the department

which I represent, from "the spending of other people's

money .... all too lightly." L.ansing H. Beach,
Chief .>f Engineers, United States War Deparf.em.

The Santa Fe Reading Rooms
On Santa Fe Lines

To THE Editor:
In the Railway Age of September 9, page 455, I find these

words: "There is unquestionably something wrong seriously

in the industrial and transportation world today. No one

will deny this." Following this you say: "We have sug-

gested that conditions on the railways might be improved

substantially through the development of something corre-

sponding to the personnel departments that have given such

an excellent account of themselves in certain of the larger

and more progressive industrial organizations."

This conception has been carried out on the Santa Fe

system, as originating in the active brain and warm heart

of the late E. P. Ripley and most cordially supportixi by

his successor and all his .^taff, in the widest and broadest

and largest method of operation.

As you know, but seem at present to have overlooked, we
have 30 buildings on the Santa Fe, where every comfort is

provided for tlie employee, and where he is surrounded by

educational influences.

We have invested close to a million dollars in this enter-

prise, which has for its object the closing of the gap Ix-tween

the official and the employee, and awakening aspirations

towards the true, the beautiful, and the good. The librarians

or caretakers of these reading rooms are taken from the ranks

of the company, and have an intimate understanding of a

railroad man's life and work.

The employee has the privilege of ordering books for his

own private library wliich are delivered to him free at pub-

lisher's rates, or whidi may be added at once to the shelves

of the reading room for his use and that of his family.

During the season entertainments of all kinds—musical

literary and educational—are hold in these reailing rcxims,

for which no charge is made, and which bring the em|>loyeos

and tiieir families into familiar assoiiation with many of the

leading scholars and scientists. Each year for 20 years the

Santa Fc has iiecn appropriating froni $10,000 to $20,000

for these entertainments. The Santa Fe has been carrying

out the conception of the statements at the head of this letter

for 24 years.

The object is to give the employees an uplift educationally

and morally, to bring them into dascr and more friendly

relations with the executive and operating officials, and to

develop a personal interest in the welfare of the company
and make them proud to lie on its payroll. S. E. BrssER.



Highway Crossing Protection, Theory and Practice

Data Required for Crossings Needing

Protection Should Be Complete

to Save Needless Expense

By J. A Peabody

Signal l-jiginccr, Chicago & North Western

Chicago

lail

'*Tr

.-) Si&fbh VUihlt Audiblt Signal; Crorsing Colts and a ith Hand Target

ANiMBKK of investigations have recently been made
to ascertain the care used by travelers in passing

over railroad crossings. One made in St. Louis for

a period of 48 hr. showed that of 1,216 pedestrians, only

one stopf)ed and looked in both directions before proceeding

over the crossing, two persons looked in both directions but

did not stop; 9 [ht cent looked in one direction only, while

88 per cent did not stop or look to the right or to the

left; also 91 per cent of the drivers of 2,931 automobiles

Highway Protected by Signs and Movable Visible Audible

Signals

failed to stop or look in either direction. Tests made on

crossings in other parts of the rountry have shown similar

results. These conditions may account for the numerous

highway crossing accidents. Information from the National

Safety Council sliows that one i)erson has l)ecn killed and

three [)e()i>le injured for ever)' two accidents. Hetau.se of

the numerous aicidents the |)rol)l(n) of protecting highway

gra<ie crossings is one of t'irst importance.

The ideal method of eliminating the danger of two objects

•AMtracted from paper given at Kinnas City Sectional Committee meeting,
Signal Section. A. H. .\.

coming in contact with each other, is to provide paths which
do not conflict. This means separation of grades. How-
ever, a recent estimate made for one state indicated that the

average cost of separating grades would be $50,000 and the

cost thereafter for maintenance, depreciation, interest on
investment, etc., $4,000 a year. If applied to all crossings

in the one state in question this would involve an expense

of $170,000,000 which would more than double the invest-

ment in those railroads.

In recommending other protection, people forget that they

are building up a cost which in some cases may approximate

that of grade separation in the way of operating expense.

In comparing the costs of different typ)es of protection we
find that a crossing sign approximates $20 expense and prac-

tically nothing for maintenance; a crossing bell, $1,050 for

installation and $200 for maintenance and operation; an
automatic flagman and bell, $1,200 for installation and S2S0
for maintenance and operation; an eight-hour flagman costs

an average of $1,070 per year, chargeable to op)erating ex-

pense, while 24 hr. flagman service costs $3,170. At this

I>oint the cost of grade separation is being approached

rapidly.

Crossing gates with flagmen, at an annual cost of $3,315,
may be compared with $4,000 for the average annual cost

of grade separation. The public has no compunctions at all

about retjuiring a railrcKid to put on flagman service, but it

("eels no obligation whatever towards paying a portion of that

expense. It is becoming educated to a certain extent to the

fact that grade separation is a joint l)enetit to tiie public

and to the railroad and in some instances is willing to pay
a portion of the expiense. New York and some of the

New England states for some years have had laws requiring

the railroad to pay one-half the ex[X'nse of grade separation,

the mimicipality or township one-quarter and the state one-

quarter. Under those circumstances, the cost to the railroad

would be considerably less on an average for grade separa-

tion than it would be to put in a 24 hr. .service flagman or

gate protection.

Preliminary Study of Each Crossing Necessary

The question of how best to protect a crossing is a prob-

lem. I was given charge of tJKit work alwut two years ago
and found no uniformity in making reports and as a result

I had grciit difficulty in convincing my suju'rior officers of

the necessity for the protection recommended. Therefore

641
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some data was outlined which I insisted should be obtained.

The railroad data should show all of the tracks and indi-

cate whether they are main, passing, house, yard or indus-

trial. The alignment of the main tracks, right of way lines,

width of crossings, planking, the nearby buildings and any

obstructions to the view should also be showTi.

The highway data should include the alignment and
width of the highway, width of traveled way, sidewalks,

street car or interburban tracks, surface material, fences,

and signs with their location and kind including crossing,

approach warnings, advertising and other signs between the

approach warning signs and crossing signs. There should

also l)e an approximate profile of the roadway on each ap-

proach to the crossing for at least 300 ft. and the obstruc-

tions to view within 300 ft. of the crossing along the traveled

way.

Where railroad cars are customarily left on the tracks so

as to obscure the view from the highway, these should be

indicated in their usual location. The lines of the maximum
vision to the tracks from the street or highway at critical

points within 300 ft. from the crossing should be shown.

Information regarding the existing protection, giving data as

to apparatus now in place, men employed, rates of pay, etc.,

should be supplied.

A count of traffic on the highway and on the railroad

should be given by hours for a three-day period. The count

for the first day should be for the full 24 hours unless there

is known to be either no railway or no highway traffic during

a part of tliis period, in which case the reason should be giv-

en. The count of the remaining days should cover the num-

ber of hours necessary to corroborate the count of the hea\7

traffic periods on various days as, particularly in the country,

there are differences because of market days, Sundays, etc.

It is often necessary to go back and make complete ad-

ditional 24-hr. period checks in order to know that such

variations are covered. For this reason days should be

selected carefully and should not necessarily be consecutive.

If there is a greater or less traffic on the railway or highways

at any season of the year or during some particular period,

as when country fairs are being held or when adjacent high-

ways are undergoing repairs, such information, if available,

should be given.

Points for Consideration in Making Recommendations

When making the plans and recommendations the follow-

ing points may well be kept in mind : The clearing away of

shrubi)ery on the right of way, on the highway or on private

property; the moving of poles, fences or buildings; the re-

location of signs; the installation of additional signs and the

removal of advertising signs; widening the approaches; re-

ducing grades to avoid stalling of automobiles, and cutting

away knolls and widening cuts to improve the view. Some

states have taken the stand that the property owners have a

certain responsibility in clearing away shrubs, trees, etc. It

is unfortunate that other states do not take the same view. In

Wisconsin the railroad and adjacent property owners, if

called on to do >o. must clear away .shrulis and trees to leave

a clear view for 32,^ ft., along the track from the same dis-

tance along the highway. In Illinois, if there is not a clear

view for 550 ft. along the railroad for 200 ft. on the high-

way, the crossing is considered hazardous and this space

roust be cleared out or protection may be required. Either

one of these requirements will allow an automoi)ile running

at 30 mi. an hr. to .-top if the train is in sight or to clear

the track if the train is out of sight, even if the train is

running 60 miles an hour.

The railroad companies have been ver)- careless in the

past in leasing their properties for industries with the result

that buildings arc often erected dose to the highways, which

require cars to be .set near them. This is a point the rail-

roads must consider in the future, not only when making

new leases, but in re-leasing their property, because those

industries, particularly coal sheds, and even elevators, can
often be moved to other points where they do not create a

dangerous condition. In some cases we are being {)enalized

to the extent of being required to put on flagmen Ijecause

industries which do not come anywhere near paying for the

expense, are located so close to the crossings that standing

cars create conditions which require protection.

Possible Methods of Protection

When it is decided that some protection is required, the

question arises as to the advisabilitj- of installing ( 1 ) one

or two automatic flagmen with a bell or without a bell (if

Audible Warning, Crossing Signs and Gates Protect This

Crossing

more than one automatic flagman is desirable the number
needed and the reasons should be given). (2) Human flag-

men with the number needed and between what working

hours. (3) Crossing gates, number and between what hours

they should be operated. In considering the possibility of

installing gates it is often cheaper to give first-class protec-

tion with gates tiian with a flagman, where protection for

two or more streets c1q%b together is required or when two

railroads are close together and one man can operate the

gates for both.

A detail which may be somewhat aside from the point is

the location of gates for the protection of streets in the

vicinity of depots or team yards to give the proper pro-

tection and at the same time not unduly delay vehicles.

There should also lie included a statement of the accidents

that have occurred at the particular crossing being investi-

gated and the manner in which they happen. Other con-

ditions should also be reported which occur to the observer

and which may influence the decision.

The above outline will not be found to be such a burden

as it appears when it is considered that an improper in.stal-

lation may cost the company unnecessarj' money. When a

report is made complete but little difficulty is experienced

in securing approval of the recommendations.

All of the jiossiblc methcxis of jirotecting a crossing have

not lieen mentioneii aixive and additional ways will un-

questionalily l)c developed in the future. The use of signs

is perhaps the least expensive protection that can be given.

The joint committee of the .American Railway Association

and the state railroad commissioners has decided on certain

signs wliich arc coming into quite general use. Unfortu-

nately, however, .some authorities oppose them.

It seems very desirable lliat the forms and the use of

certain signs and signals should be uniform throughout the
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juntry to that the driver of an .luiomobik nuy know jiut
•1 'I i-ach ntcoAS as he apprtwt' i - > i > -' '- ,] j^ jj

to have two or more t ,,, the
lun on his run and to -ifcty,

4i the cngineman i» thoroughly. ^^.juaiutoJ with ilic phys-
al characteristics of the line over which he operates and

ind niogniitcs these differences at once. This is not
•h jK-ople driving over highway crossings which are
to man) of tiiem.

A short time since I noticed a book describing the "Inter-
..alional Koad Signs." These signs are so clear in their
meaning that they can be understood on first observation.
It is unfortunate, inasmuch as such signs have been adopted,
that they arc not in use in the Inited Stati-s as there are
signs, not only for approach and warning, but also for

sharj) turn.s, grades, etc., for which there are now none in

general use in this country.

With the proper location of signs, some crossings may be
given sufficient i)r«)teition at a ver> small expenditure; how-
ever, more attention shtxild l>e paid to their uniform location

to the right of the driver for whose information they are
installed. Tiie barber pole effect on gates came from an ac-

cident that happened on the Long Island Railroad. There
is a shale road parallel with the track (which is electrified)

running six miles out of Long Beach. It was a general

practice of automobile drivers to start from Long Beach
and race electric trains to that particular crossing. One
night seven of them tried it. The fourth one was hit but.

Other Forms of Protection

Three-Position Wig-wag and Audible Warning Signal Located

in Center of Street

even with the proof of the drivers before and iK-hind tliis

car, the railroad was blamed by the jury betau.se the

crossing was not properly protected. The railroad then pro-

tected tlie crossing by placing across it telegraph poles 8

in. in diameter at the top and alx)ut 12 in. at, the l)Utt,

counterweighted and painted barber |)ole effect. The rail-

road adverti.sed what it had done and there were no more

accidents.

It is necessary to put the fear of God in the automobile

driver's heart. I know of no other way to cure some of

them. The hump has that idea in view. It can be built

so that a man running at mmlerate spwd will hardly feeV it,
^

liut if he is speeding it will throw liiin through the top of his

automobile— a« did actually (Hnir in one place.

In one state before the wig-wag was developed we were
a<ked to install illuminated signs and there are a good many
in service yet as they have proved to be fairly effective

devices. A numtjer of reflecting signs have been used in

Ohio and elsewhere; it seems that they have their place, par-
ticularly in giving approach information for a crossing.

The crossing sign itself should not be moved out for it

l>elongs where it is; it is similar to the stop signal used in

railroad signaling. However, automobile drivers in many
instances have not been furnished with signs serving the

same function as a dist.mt sign.il on the railroad. Various
railroads are developing signs; for example, one railroad uses

a two-light signal which it claims is distinguishable.

The automatic flagman, the waving light and the flashing

light are designed to attract attention by motion, but varying
uses are made of them on railroads and on highways in

different parts of the country; for instance, flashing iights

not connected to track circuits are in service on some rail-

roads at certain places to indicate dangerous points without
reference to the approach of a train. Flashing lights are

also being placed at dangerous highway road crossings, or at

curves where there are no railroads. Therefore, their ef-

fect is lost in indicating a railroad crossing sf)ecifically.

Two types of automatic flagmen are installed. (1) The
two-position flagman with the banner hanging down when
no train is near and waving when a train is approaching,

and (2) the three-position flagman with the banner hid from
view when no train is close, waving when a train is approach-
ing and hanging straight down when the mechanism is out

of order.

Automatic flagmen installed on the C. & N. W. have a

small bo.x locked with a switch lock and containing a test

switch attached to the relay case. Section foremen at out-

lying points are reciuired to use the test switch daily to test

the bell or wig-wag. The maintainer tests the apparatus in

automatic signal territorj-.

Sometimes it is necessar)' to install more than one auto-

matic flagman. At heavy traffic crossings automobiles often

follow so closely that the attention of a driver is taken up in

watching the car ahead of him and he may overlook warning
signs. When a road angles at or close to the railroad it may
not be possible to locate one automatic flagman so that it can
be seen readily at all times from l)oth directions. The red

light on the device should never be placed so that it can con-

fuse enginemen; to avoid this on sharp angle crossings it may
be nccessar)' to use long hoods or to locate the automatic flag-

man a consideraide distance from the track.

.\ pc(;uliar condition exists on double track where only

one flagman is used as it may be located across the track

from an app'oaching automobile driver. Should a train

jiass on the track nearest him, he is likely to start across im-

n.ediately beliind it when there may be another train ap-
|)roaching from the op[x)site direction. Therefore, on angle
crossings jjarticularly, it is advisal)le to use two wig-wags so

that one will be waving directly in front of tlie driver and
at least give him food for thought before he starts across.

The Human Flagman

The human flagman is jilaced on many crossings during
hours when traftic is lieaviest. .\ great improvement was
made in this protection when the "stop" sign, in place of

the flag, was put into the hands of the watchman. Under
the old conditions with the flag, it was hard to determine

just what the watchman meant by his signal, whereas now
it is almost impossil)le for it to lie misjudged.

When the "stop" sign was first adopted I felt that it

should be used witii a very short handle iait we have now
adopted tiie long handle because of the careless manner in

uliiih •^omo tl:i!:miii held up the "'stop" sign and because
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it was practically impossible to compel a man to hold up his

sign for any great length of time even though he was not

careless.

Automatic Gates

Automatic gates have been advocated and two different

tjpes have been designed, viz, (1) the high type, with an

arm so high above the level of the road that it will not be

struck by a passing vehicle even when in the horizontal

position, this tjpe having whips attached to it to indicate

that it is down^ and, (2) the low t>-pe, which is practically

the ordinary gate but operated with track circuit control on

the approach of trains. Neither of these types has appar-

ently proved successful, and 1 believe the reasons may be

briefly stated as follows: The high type does not attract

sufficient attention nor does it prevent the driver from going

across the tracks even though it is in the "stop" position;

with the low type, there is nothing to prevent it from com-

ing down on top of a vehicle or in such a way as to hold

the vehicle on the track between the gates.

Manually operated gates perhaps give the best protection

at crossings where there is sufficient traffic to warrant their

use. Soinetimes it is economical to install gates where the

traffic is comparatively light when two or three sets can be

operated by one man rather than to put in flagmen at each

crossing.

When called as a witness once in a crossing protection

case I was asked the relative efficiency of a manual flagman

(human flagman) as compared with an automatic flagman

and after due consideration, stated that perhaps the human

flagman was the better at that particular place. After the

case was settled I happened to meet the judge and he took

me to task for my testimony on the basis that a human beiiig

was never as reliable as a piece of machinerj- and that in

view of the conditions at the crossing which was under con-

sideration, the automatic flagman would be much more

reliable because there was nobody except perhaps an officer

on an occasional train to see whether the flagman was per-

forming his duty properly. The judge's criticism should be

taken mto consideration when studying crossing protection.

No one t)'pe of crossing protection is best adapted for all

crossings nor is any one type the most efficient for all;

machinery- is often more reliable than a man and is on dutj'

24 hours a day, whereas the man may be on duty but a few

hours. Therefore, from a signalman's viewpoint, each cross-

ing must be studied separately and only after considering

fully all of the conditions surrounding it can a decision be

reached as to proper protection needed or whether that al-

ready in is sufficient.

The uniforming of flagmen is a point that should be con-

sidered, particularly in protecting crossings in cities, because

the average automobile driver will recognize a man who

wears a policeman's uniform when he will not recognize

others. \'er\' often it is possible to get the watchmen sworn

in as special policemen.

\ point which has not been touched on is the confusion of

drivers when they arc in danger. Their brains seem to get

scrambled whenever they get in a machine. I was told of an

incident by one of our flagmen, who said that he never at-

tempted to push an automobile off of a crassing any more

but instead went down the track to flag the train. In two or

three instances he could have pushed automol)ilcs off as they

stood on a down slope but the drivers had applied their

emergency brakes. ">^

Education

The railroads are spending considcralilc on education.

For some years the North Western has ha<l a car travel-

ing over the road with a m;in in it educating its engincmcn

and trainmen not only in obedience of signals but regarding

the information they can obtain from them. It fakes this

man a year to cover the road. He is not allowed to report

any man, no matter how ignorant he may find him. As a

consequence he has obtained their confidence and they come

to him with questions relative to signaling which they should

know from the book of rules. After the lectures are over

they ask for additional explanations and the instructor has

found the greatest ignorance in some cases among enginemen

who have long been running locomotives. When this is a

fact it is seen how much more necessan.' it is to educate the

automobile drivers, and at present it is impossible for auto-

mobile drivers to tell what some of the signals put up at

crossings for crossing protection mean.

Automobile Disasters Unchecked

—

Need of a More Extensive Campaign

THE I'EXNsvi.v.ANi.A R.Aii.RO.\D reports that in spite of the

most extensive educational campaign against crossing

accidents ever carried on, its records show that in Jime,

July and August, such casualties increased 30 per cent, as

compared with 1921. The railroads of the United States

have joined in efforts to make plain the deplorable results

of carelessness, yet during three months, on the Pennsylvania

Sy.stem alone, there were 107 crossing accidents, in which

71 persons were killed and 115 injured. That this large in-

crease is chargeable almost entirely to growth in the reckless

and inexperienced driving of automobiles, is shown by the

fact that casualties at crossings from all other causes de-

creased. Eighty-five automobile accidents caused the death

of 56 persons, and injury to 107 others; and 12 of the acci-

dents resulted in 39 deaths; four caused the death of 20

persons, or an average of five for each car involved. In

two of the accidents, entire families were wiped out; though

in both instances the drivers lived close to the scenes of the

accidents and were familiar with the layout of the railroad

tracks and roads.

The company has issued a circular, from which we quote:

"As against these lives lost in three months there were no
passengers killed in train accidents anywhere on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad System during tlie entire year ended May
31, last; 152,000,000 passengers were carried safely. The
chief rea.son for this striking contrast is that locomotive en-

ginemen are thoroughly trained in ever)- detail of their work,

and are required to demonstrate knowledge and ability to

operate trains safelv before Ijeing entrusted with Uieir hand-
ling. On the other hand, the vast majority of motor car

casualties are attributable to a comparatively small {percent-

age of inexperienced and irresjwnsilile drivers who have
neither the knowledge, training or judgment required for

the safe operation of such machines.

''Moreover, reckless drivirig of automobiles is not confined

to highway crossings. Even,- day tlie newspapers report ac-

cidents caused liy driving automobiles into telegraph poles,

or stone walls, and by skidding, sidcswiping, turning over

and colliding. From this running chronicle of death and in-

jury, the conclusion would .seem warranted that what is

needed at the present time is not merely a Careful Crossing

Campaign, but a national campaign, carefully planned and
directed against all forms of careless automol)ilc driving.

In tliis way possibly some impression may be made on the

automobile accident record, which shcrws 12,500 persons

killed and 300.000 injun-d, in the United States for the year
1021."

Tjik Accounting Department Qfficks of the Lake Eric &
Western at Indianapolis, Ind., have been closed and the work has

been combined with that of the New York. Chicago & St. Louis at

Cleveland. Ohio.



The Design of Steel Freight Car Equipment'

Various Viewpoints That Must Be Considered—Importance

of Limiting Speed at Impact in Switching

By John A. Pilcher

Mechanical Engineer, Norfolk & Western

THE iMiiikTANCK of the projKT design of modem freight

car i-<.|uipmi-nt to the car owners, as well as the eco-

nomic interests of the country at large, cannot lie over-

estimated. It is only within a little over 20 years that steel

cars have come into general use. Thir. dcvelojunent has \>cvn

hastentnl by the increase in the price of lumber, the decrease

in the price of steel and the demand for cars of greatly in-

creased capacity. The use of steel makes it possible to build

a car of any desired capacity, so far as the structure itself

is concerned, the limitations upon size being only such as

arc placed by the clearances and strength of the roadway
and other physical conditions surrounding operation.

The car constructed of wootl, with the draft timl^r at-

tached to the bottom of the center sills, equipped with the

single-spring draft gears and the cast-iron link-and-pin

drawbar, is a very resilient structure. This resilience was

demonstrated by the fact that it was possible for so many
years successfully to use the cast-iron drawhead. We cannot

imagine the use of a cast-iron drawhead in a modern steel

freight car with any e.xpectation of having it moved any dis-

tance. This resilience of the old car was. in a measure, a

protection to the lading in the car.

Steel Equipment Introduces New Condition

The introduction of steel into car construction, while it

allowed of any capacity and any strength necessary, devel-

oped a rigidity in the car construction which reflected itself

in local damage to the car itself, as well as the lading, and

made necessary the development of the mo<lern shock ab-

sorbers, known as friction draft gears, so that one of the

greatest problems we now have in car design and upkeep is

to get and maintain sufficient and proper shock absorbers

and coupler attachments.

When we look about us and see the large variety of steel

car designs that have been developed we can appreciate that

there are many {joints from which the important features of

the design can be viewed. The primary feature to every

design is, of course, the production of a vehicle to haul the

freight and produce revenue for the owner and user, but

there are also various other features that have to be consid-

ered, and they present themselves in as many different phases

as there are different minds working on the problem. It is

my desire to point out some of the many imjwrtant features

that need be given consideration in the design of a steel car.

Stresses Due to Impact Complicate Problem of Design

If a railway car were sulijcrt to no other stresses than

those of carrying the load the problem would Ite a simple

one, and could \>v worked out on tlie same basis as bridges

where the conditions are more or less fixed. There would

then be no reasons for not reaching a proper strength of

construction for the definite loading. The fact, however, is

that the car has to l>e started, moved and stopped without

there being any definite speeds of acceleration and retard-

ation or without there being any certainty as to the character

of the roadway over which it is to pass.

The design of the car needs to be studied from many

points of view. Among these I will mention the following:

•From a paper prc»cnlc<l lelvre the Railway Cliib of I'imbiirnh. .Scplrnilwr

. 1922.

The Owner and I'ser.—This involves the weight of the

car itself, cost, maintenance and the possible earning capac-

ity, based upon the cost of the investment and the cost of

repairs.

The Transportation or Operating Department.—Its idea is

a strong car so as to relieve it of all the burden of the suf)er-

vision of yard switching crews. In this way it can cut down
to a minimum the cost of switching service, which is a very

large iti-m in the cost of transfwrtation.

The Claim Departnunt.— It desires a car built in such a

way that it will protect the lading from all possible weather
conditions and be so resilient of itself that whatever is put
in the car will never be damaged by any hurry-up movement
in the yards.

The Car Builders.—The car builder desires a car that is

very easy to build, one that can be put through the shop
with the least amount of supervision; one that will allow

the maximum of output in shop production. He is willing

to sacrifice a great deal to these considerations.

The Manufacturers and Sellers of Specialties.—These look

ufx)n the car as a structure upon which they can hang some-
thing that they have to sell. A large duplication of cars of

the same type offers a wonderful field for exploitation for

the specialty man.

Car Design from the Standpoint

of the Owner and User

For the owner and user the car must be constructed pri-

marily to carry the most freight with the least deadweight,
so as to bring up the revenue load and enable the car to earn
the largest amount of revenue during its life. This feature

can hardly be given too much prominence. Of course, like

all good things, it is ]iossii)le to carn^ it too far.

Lightness of structure does not necessarily mean weakness
of structure. The car should, of course, be designed so that

it will last through a reasonable p>eriod of years, or so it

will not be everlastingly on the repair tracks, as a car on the

repair tracks is a charge against interest and depreciation

during that period witliout any corres^jjonding income.

So far as the load-carrying capacity of the car is con-

cerned, it is not a difficult matter to fix definite limits of

stresses for its proper design. If the designer were given

fi.xed definite limits of speed of acceleration and retardation

of the car in its movement and definite conditions of the

track over which it is to he moved, it would not be a iiard

matter to fi.\ the definite requisite strength of tlie car in every
other way. It is at tliis point where different interests in

railroad operation clash. It is the man in charge of moving
the cars who is responsible for the s|)eeds at which the cars

are brought in contact in the classification yards. His idea

is that he can save in the cost of classification by rushing
the car movement. He should not fail to remember that

ever)- car he damages in this way costs him money in switch-

ing charges in that he lias to take the car to the repair tracks

and bring it hack. In addition it also costs tlie company
the loss of the time of the car and the cost of repairs, all

charges coming from the same treasury.

It is possible to construct a car and make it strong enough
to stand any kind of .service to wOiich it is liable, even with-

out having the limits fixed for this service, but if a car

6-1
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should be made strong enough to stand any possible yard

service it would be so heavy and so costly as to be of little

value to the owner.

Impact Speeds in Switching Should Be Limited

Vou will readily agree that every car should be made
strong enough to stand any accelerating and retarding force

that can happen t« it while in train service or any type of

brake application, but we do not believe it should be made
strong enough to stand any kind of ser\ice that can be given

to it in classification yards. Certain definite limits should

be placed upon the rate of acceleration and retardation in

the classification yards, or rather a definite maximum speed

limit at the time of contact should be set and a large amount
of supervision given in the education of the men to see that

these provisions are carried out.

A great m;uiy of the car details have already been stand-

ardized. Through the instrumentality of the Master Car

Builder's Association and the Mechanical Section of the

.\merican Railway -Association, such items as wheels, a.xles,

brasses, boxes, brake beams, brakes, couplers and parts, etc.,

have been definitely agreed upon. Certain other fundamental

features of the car construction affected by impact have also

been agreed upon, such as the standard cross-section of

center sills, the minimum size and quality of draft yokes,

and other features in connection with the draft gear, as well

as definite dimensions affecting the fundamentals of the

design. Studies are now l)eing made as to the standard

method of assuming the loading on the car and of the maxi-

mum allowable fibre stresses under such assumptions which

will be allowed in the car framing itself, as well as the truck

side frames, bolsters and other parts. This will be a wonder-

ful step forward in unifying the art of car construction. It

cannot, however, result in any permanent good unless there

are some limitations put upon the usage of the car ia the

classification yard service. \\"e can hardly conceive of any-

thing that cannot be damaged or destroyed if handled suffi-

cientl}' roughly.

The strength of the cars has been gradually built up in

its power to resist end .shocks, due to over-speed impact, from

the old resilient wooden car through a series of modifications

of the composite cars with various strengths of metal center

and draft sills until we have reached the full steel car with

a minimum of 24 sq. in. cross-section of center sills, which

until the recent increase to 30 ,sq. in. was the maximum.

Center Sills Now Stronger Than Couplers

.\ recent examination- shows that cars constructed with

the old limit of 24 sq. in. of center sills (which had been

in use for several years) are sufficiently strong between the

back stops to furnish reaction against which the shanks of

the most modern 6 in. by 8 in. coupler can be up.sct. It is

interesting to note that an examination of a group of such

cars, 16 cars being taken just as they were reached, showed
three coupler shanks upset 1 in.; two ?s in.; three ^4 in.;

four '2 in. and the rest of the group from '^J in. to ^ in.

A later examination checking up these same cars indicated

that one of these coupler shanks was upset as much as 1 \i

in. From this we draw the deduction tliat no cars sliould

be brought together at a speed exceeding that which will

bring the draft gear solid, as any excess of such spi-ed is

nearly always liable to damage the cars, draft gears and
couplers.

The old wiKxlen cars with the wooden draft sills were all

fitted up with dead-blocks of .some form. Through these the

final shock on the car came directly on the end of the wooden
end sills to the center sills and they were resilient enough
to sustain these sliorks for a long time. Doing away witli

the dead-blo< ks brings the final shocks on the couplers, and
with a clearance between the coupler horn and the striking

face of the encl iills these forces act directly upon the

couplers, upsetting the shanks and driving the coupler heads

back into the car and damaging the draft gears.

The damaging of the draft gears and the upsetting of the

couplers, which allows the coupler head to be driven back
into the car body, has made hea%n,' repairs around the ends
of the cars necessary, even though the sills are not damaged
between the back stops. The general development of trouble

at the end of the car has of late brought into evidence many
efforts to overcome this damage by building on to the end
of the sills very heavy steel striking castings against which
the coupler horn and head will land without going back into

the car. If these castings are made sufficiently strong they

will, of course, protect the shank of the coupler and, in a

measure, the draft gear, at least to the extent of not allowing

them to be compressed more than the slack between the horn
of the coupler and the striking plate, .but it will necessarily

be at the expense of the coupler head containing the movable
parts.

If there is no limitation placed upon the speed of the cars

at the time of impact, these hea\'y' striking plates will simply

be anvils against which the coupler heads will, in a short

while, be destroyed. Already the coupler horns have been

suffering.

Suggested Change in Coupler Design

If the dead-block, which was used in the days of the

link-and-pin coupler and for a long time afterwards, is to

be considered entirely a thing of the past, even though the

danger from its use is also largely passed, because no one
is allowed to go between the cars in making the coupling,

would it not be a good thing if the coupler head were made
with a rim all around to come against the heavy cast-wheel

striking faces on the ends of the sills, rather than dejjending

upon the horn of the coupler alone? »

I am offering in this a method of distributing these heavy
loads to all parts of the coupler head rather than to concen-

trating them on the striking horn of the present couplers,

which never was originally intended to be a striking part,

but simply a projection through which the lift-hook lever

protrudes.

Even if we should replace the dead-blocks which, with

resilient material behind them, would, in their shock absorb-

ing capacity for heavy shocks, be equivalent to an additional

draft gear, would we not still have to place .some limitation

on the speed at the time of impact? Protecting the cars from
destruction would not protect the lading enclosed within a
rigid car from serious damage.
The continual adding of material to the car adds to both

the cost and weight. These very seriously reflect in the divi-

dend of the owning and operating corporation.

Comparative Costs of Heavy and Light Cars.

I wish to illustrate just what this means by making a
comparison of three groups of cars, built at the same time,

coming under our observation not many years back. One
group of these cars was built with the idea of increasing the

revenue load to the maximum which, of cour.«e, meant keep-

ing the deadweight to the minimum and correspondingly

decreasing the cast. In connection with the design of these

cars, a reasonable strength was not neglev"ted, as they were
made sufficiently strong to upset the couplers previously

mentioned, and up to the present time have not developed

any defects tiiat call for extensive repairs that would in any
way attract attention. The other two groups of cars are very

much heavier, due to the character of the design and to the

additional equipment witli which they were loaded.

Consiiiering a tr.iin of different groujis of cars of 5,500
tons gross, including the cars and lading, the lighter cars

liave $759.10 more revenue in the train in the case of one
group and $516.49 more revenue in the train in the case of

the other siroup. Taking the cost of the train into consid-
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ration, the lif^hter cars cost $05,833.88 less than the one
rijup and $74,212.50 less than tin- other Kroup. If we allow
iTiTrm and depreciation on tin- ulilitional cost of 10 per

I allow 20 round tr;, ir with the equipment,
- that the lighter interest and depreiia-

arge of $479.17 U.--. , ;., than one sroup and

$J7f5o less, per trip, than the other group. If we add lo-

gether the difference due to the interest and depri-ciation and
the difference in revenue fK-r train we have a difference in

one group of $1,238.77, which is \2.M per cent of the gross

rtvenue of the train, and in the mhcr a difference of $888.03,

or 8.62 per cent of the gross nvtuue of the train.

These figures are startling and show clearly that great

saving to the railroads can Ik- made by so regulating the

handling of cars in classification yards that the adding on

of extra material in the hope of preventing break-downs,

due to over-speed impact, will not Ik.- needed. The fact that

the lighter car in question was sufficiently strong between

back stops to upset the shank i>f the latest .\.R.A. coupler

and .strong enough to furnish the anvil against which the

draft gears are being damaged, shows that the car is suffi-

ciently strong in its present state, unless the couplers and
draft gears are to Ih: further strcncthened.

Damage in Yards Responsible for Failures on Road

Is it not a fact that this over-speed impact in yards,

which is upsetting the shanks of couplers and damaging the

draft gears and creating in the trains a large amount of

unresisted slack is the primary cause of the damage to trains

in transit frcm the emergency brake application and the

passage of long trains over humps and through dips?

It is my belief that trains of heavy cars properly equipped

with modem draft gears, that have not been damaged and
put out of commission or partially put out of commission by

improper handling in classification yards, cannot be handled

in ordinar)' train service in such a way as to bring about a

sufficient differential in speed lictwcen the parts of the train

I the time of impact to do any damage to either the

' 'juipment or the lading. I have recently been on very long,

lieavy special trains of new equipment, when the draft gears

and attachments are in good condition, and have been im-

pressed with the absence of these internal collisions. While

these trains were equipped with special brake appliances

I which were being tested, I personally give credit for this

I

admirable feature of operation to the condition of the couplers

i and draft gears and the absence of any great amount of

unresisted slack.

This statement may lead to some difference of opinion

and may open a way for considerable discussion, but I be-

lieve that practically all of the break-in-twos of trains in

service when the cars are equipped with modern draft gears

I
and conneitions is entirely due to damage previously done

in classification yards, either to the couplers, knuckles and

pins themselves, or else in the fart that the compression, of

the coupler slianks and damage to draft gears has developed

•sufficient unresisted slack so there is opjiortunity for a con-

iderable internal collision in the trains during movement.

Little Gained by Further Increasing Strength of Cars

To show how little can be gained by increasing the strength

of cars, we have considered tiie imjiact test made by the

United States Railroad .Administration on the cars on the

test track at Rochester, N. Y, .\t this time they not only

tested various types of friction draft gears, but also made
impact tests of cars without any draft gears. Drawing an

analogy from these to show how little can be gained by

increasing the strength of the cars, I call your attention

to the following:

1—.\s.suming a 40-ton car weighing gross 132,000 lb.,

witli a center sill of 24 sq. in. cross-section, fitted with a

<lraft gear that will go .solid at an impact speed of four

miles per hour, we find the reaction between the cars just

as they go solid will be 1.6 times the weight of the car, or

211,000 lb.

2—If we consider the cars going together at 4.4 miles per

hour, the force will lie 3^^ times the weight of the car, or

462,000 lb. With 24 sq. in. cross-.section, considering only

direct stresses, this will give us 19,250 lb. per sq. in. If

the sill of this car were increased to 30 sq. in., and using

the same fibre stress, the force of reaction would have to be

580,000 lb., which is 4.4 times the weight of the car and
lading. This will rei>resent an impact sf>eed of 4.55 miles

l»er hour for the same car. Wc could, therefore, by increas-

ing tlie sill of this car from 24 to 30 sq. in., or 25 p)er cent,

increase the impact sjx'ed of the two cars from 4.4 to 4.55

miles per hour, or .15 miles per hour, which is 3.4 per cent.

These figures are given that you may see how little increased

sf)eed at time of impact is gained by a verj- large increase in

the cross-section of sills. This gives a proportionate in-

crease in strength and unfortunately a proportionate increase

in weight. It also gives an increase in interest and deprecia-

tion charge, and a projjortionate decrease in earning capacity,

and nothing like a proportionate increase in impact sf)eed.

It has only a very minor effect in the decrease in the cost

of car repairs.

In recent years great efforts have been made to reduce

the cost of transportation by large increases in the tonnage
of the trains, primarily to increase the revenue jjer train.

To do this very large locomotives have been built. This has
been largely brought about by those in charge of transporta-

tion, who also have control over the equipment in the classi-

fication yards where, according to my belief, 97 per cent of

the damage to both equipment and lading is done. With
more care in the handling of cars in the classification yards
the expense and upkeep of equipment can be very materially

decreased and the expense of the claim department materially

reduced.

How far do you suppose the transportation officer would
be willing to go in liis efforts in the reduction of the cost

of hauling freight if he could bring about a saving equivalent

to as much as 10 per cent of the gross revenue of the railwav
company he is serving? I should think he would he willing

to undertake most anything. I have shown in a previous
statement as between two groups of cars—one lieavv and
expensive and the other lighter and correspondingly less

expensive, that there is a difference amounting to as much
as 12.32 per cent of the gross revenue of the train.

Protecting Against Corrosion

One of the .serious features in connection with steel cars,

and particularly open top steel freight cars, is corrosion.

While the outside of the car can, in a measure, be protected
by the use of coatings, the inside portion of the open top
car is subject to the corrosive influence of the contents of
the car. The dumping and handling of the loads prevent
the use of protective coatings on the inside. After the car
has been designed so as to carr)' the laid and withstand the
shocks of impact, it would last indefinitely, but for tliis

corrosion.

Its final destruction can only be retarded by adding thick-

ness to the material at certain points where corrosion is

liable to he excessive, and at certain points where corrosion
will weaken the structure, particularly as for instance, in

the framing. It is very hard to determine just how much
the designer is justified in adding at the.se points, because
any amount added decreases the hauling capacity of the car.

It is very desirai)le in the construction of large Of)en top
cars for u.se on dumpers to use inside stakes. When the
stakes are placed inside tliey are sul)ject to the extra corrosion
which must be allowed for in fixing their size. Shapes
should be used offering the least surface for corrosion.

During recent years there has been considerable e.\periment
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made as to the value of copper-bearing steel for the pur-

fMjse of retarding corrosion, using steel of approximately .20

per cent copper. The special tests that have been conducted

and observations that have been made of former steel

structures built of copper-bearing metal indicate that we may-

have a verj- considerable lengthening of the life of the car

by the use of copper-bearing steel.

Every car must be looked upon as a package in which

merchandise is being shipped. Any increase in the cost of

the package, whether it is a car or a separate package going

into the car, is a charge against the transportation of that

particular article. Even,- additional e.xpense to the cost of

these packages is an additional burden on the transportation

of the article and may, in some cases, prevent its being moved

at all by the railways. It is just on account of such addi-

tional charges in order to protect freight that the automobiles

on highways are cutting so deeply into the revenue of the

railways, alongside of which they operate. The high cost

of cars and the high cost of packages can kill transportation

just as easily as high freight rates, because all three go to-

gether to make up the cost of transportation.

The designer, above all things, wishes to produce a car

that has a large margin over its light weight for lading and

for earning revenue, but to get this there must be some

limitation put on the speed at which cars are brought to-

gether, and this should not be in excess of that which will

bring the draft gears solid.

The Transportation Point of View

I have already touched upon this point of view in the

preceding paragraphs. The transportation man always

wishes a car designed so strong that it does not have to be

repaired and one that can be handled without undue care.

The transportation people are responsible for keeping down
the cost of handling, but it is also their method of handling

that, to a large extent, brings about the necessity for repairs.

If any compromise is to be arrived at as between the cost

of handling and the cost incident to indifferent handling,

and the cost of interest and depreciation and loss of revenue

in the train due to heavy construction, some definite limita-

tion of speed at the time of impact will have to be fixed,

otherwise the designer has nothing definite to which to work

and will continue to build cars, making each one stronger

than the other. This tendency to make the parts that break

a little bit stronger has resulted in each new design being

built coming out a little stronger and having power to in-

tlict damage upon the older cars. Such new cars only await

their turn to be smashed up by cars of a still heavier design

and less carrying capacity coming out later. It is to be

hoped that a campaign of education will be brought about

to prevent any cars being put together at a greater speed

than that which will bring the draft gears solid. Un-
fortunately there are a great many cars equipped only with

twin-spring draft gears, which on the 40-ton loaded car

would go solid with an impact speed just a little less than

two miles an hour. There are a large number of such cars

in use which must be considered in any study of this im-

portant phase of the problem.

It would be a good .study for the transportation man to

find out what percentage of switching movement he would

save in his yards if he did not have to set aside damaged
cars. Would he not Ik; very much like the telephone

operator who is in such a hurr>' that she gives the wrong

number two out of five times, and as a consc<|Uence, gets

so many calls that she cannot reduce her ."speed and so con-

tinues to make errors that are not only a .source of annoyance

to her but more .so to her patrons? I cannot help thinking

that if more time is taken in the handling of cars in switch-

ing there will be so much less time given to cutting out

damaged cars that there would Ik- little or no increa.«ie in

the cost of the service.

Point of View of the Claim Department

The stronger and stift'er the car is designed and the

heavier, the more liable it is to go solid on the draft gears,

and the more liable it is to bring about damage claims due
to the rigidity of the car itself. Damage claims, while very

small in proportion to the cost of the car repairs, bring about

a great deal of friction with outside patrons and develop

dissatisfaction which is often of greater moment than the

actual cost. The real cure for this is the educational cam-
paign against over-speed impact.

The Car Builder's Point of View

The car builder, of course, desires a car so designed that

it is easy to build. This is a consideration every designer

should have in mind, since the simplicity in construction

reflects itself in the price of the car to the owner and user,

and in the cost of transportation, in that it reduces the

interest and depreciation charge against the equipment.

Too much study cannot be put in the design in order to

increase the facilities for building along with decreased

weight.

I recently had my attention called to two cars of the

same weights and approximately the same number of rivets

to drive, and was told by one builder that with the same
working force, 25 cars of one design could be delivered from

the shop a day as against 20 of the other design. This is

mentioned to show the value of giving attention to this

feature of the design. Particularly should attention be given

to the possibilities of using machine as against hand-driven

rivets, not only to save in the cost of rivet driving, but in

getting better driven rivets.

The Specialty Man's Point of View

These men who have felt themselves calk-d • upon to-

develop and sell specialties for railway cars have taken a

great part in the constructive development of the car-build-

ing industry of the countrj-. They are to l>e highly com-
mended for their efforts. The car building industrj-, on

account of the large duplication of the same design, is a

wonderful field for the efforts of such men. There are a

great number of these specialties which are exceedingly use-

ful and they should be used, because they are helps in

reducing the weight, reducing the cost and reducing the

maintenance of the cars. Great care, however, must be taken

in selecting them, to be sure that the designer is not being

muddled by having the advantages of the specialty over-

stressed to the neglect of its final value as an economic

device, in comparison with others, when the cost is taken

into consideration. It requires a large amount of careful

analysis not to fool one's self as to the real value of these

devices when they are presented, as they often are, in such

a pleasing and convincing manner.

In general I do not l)elieve it is possible to go to too

much expense in the preparation of the design for steel

freight equipment wiiere there is such a large duplication

from the same design. This is true for an individual com-

pany purchasing any large number of cars for their o\vn

use. It is true in a much larger pro]x)rtion for the railways

of this country, as a whole, when tlu-y can standardize cars

for use on all railways. I have always felt that the .Amer-

ican Railway Association, Mechanical Section, could not do
better than to organize an engine«-ring department for this

purpose.

Every car for which a design is to be jireparcd should

not have simply one design furnished and pas,«ed upon, hut

a dozen or more qualified designers sliouUl each work up
a design following his own iKnt or views of constniction,

each along different lines, each bringing his design to com-
pletion, making all of the necessar>- diagrams, showing
methods of loading, weights, details of construction, esti-

mated costs, and then these designers should themselves
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-fleet either the fjest two or thnf to be finally passed upon,
r the U"st tyiHS of construction that can be put together,

.(n.Nultrini; wiiijht, cost of construction, relative strength,

i-A**- of conM ruction and other jR-rtinont fcuture:*, and in this

wa\ i;it the advantajji- of tlu- very Ust that it is possible

to pnxiuci- to U- jin-s^ntcd to the countr)- at large. The
eni^incering cost of such a method would be insignificant

compared to the advantages to be gained.

The final result.* will be that the car builders them.s<lvis

will not find it necessary to maintain such large cngineeriiii»

forces, the cost of which enters into their overhead, which
naturally has finally to be pa.ssed on to the purchaser and
user of the cars.

Strike Situation Clears

Tn.Ai the shopmen's strike is practically over is demon-
strated by the number of roads with which agreements

have Ixvn reached, the success of the other roads in

restoring normal shop operation, the marked decline in the

numlier of cases of violence re|M)rted and the fact that the

Car .Ser^•ice division of the .\merican Railway Association

has notified the railroad com|)anies that they no longer need

honor the conunission's request for daily information as to

the number of new employees taken on in place of strikers.

The latest refwrts indicate that about .^6,4 17 employees

have lx?en engaged by the railroads, wliicii is ap|)n)ximately

90 j)er cent of the nonnal force. The majority of the old

shopmen arc back and the resumption of normal operations

is l)ei;inning to Ije seen in the dc-cline in bad order ec(ui|)ment.

Eighty-two railroads, it is claimed by Mr. Jewell, have

-ii^ed the so-called "W'illard-Jewcll" agreement. These in-

clude the 19 roads which, with their subsidiaries, were among
the earliest of the roads to readi a peace settlement. The
following is a list of the roads, furnished by the Railway
Employees' Department of the American Federation of

Labor

:

I lu- .\nn .\rlior; the .Mabaiiui Great Southern: the Balti-

more & Ohio; the Haltimore & Ohio-Chicago Terminal; the

Bellingham & Northern; the Hilt Railwa\' of Chicago; the

Boston & Albany; the Buffalo. Rochester & I'ittslmrgh; the

Buffalo & .Susquehanna; the Buffalo Crc^k; the Chicago,

Milw;iukee & St. Paul; the Ciiicago & North Western; the

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha; the Chica.go, In-

diana])olis & Louisville; the Chicago. Kalamazoo & Sag-

inaw; the Chicago. Peoria V St. Louis; the Cincinnati

Northern; the Coal &: Coke; the Chesapeake & Ohio; the

Chesterfield & Lancaster; the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis; the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific; tiie Cincinnati, Burnside & Cumberland; the Day-
ton Union; the Davenport, Rmk Island and North Western;

the Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific; the Des Moines Union; the

I'"lgin, JoJiit & I'.astern; the l'>ie. Evansville & Indianajiolis;

the Fort Smith & Western; tiie Georgia. Southern & Florida;

tile Green Bay & Western; tlic Gallatin Valley; the Harri-

man & Nortliwestcm; the Kanawha & Michigan; the

Kanawha & West Virginia; the Kankakcx- & Seneca; the

Lake Erie & Western; the Lake Sujx^rior & Isli|)cming; the

Louisiana Railroad & Navigation Co.; the Midiigan
Central; the Mobile & Ohio; the Missouri Vallev & Blair

Ry & Bridge Co.; the Macon, Dublin & Savannah'; the Mil-

waukee Terminal Co.; the Muncie Belt; the Minnesota &
International; the New York Central; the New Orleans &
North l'".astcm; the Northern .Mabama; the New Jersey &
New 'S'ork; the New Orleans Public Belt; the New York,
Sus(|uehanna & Western; the Pacific Railroad; the Pitts-

burgh &: Lake Erie; the Pierre & Fort Pierre Bridge; the

Pierre, Rapid City & North Western; the Pittsburgh & West
Viri;inia; tin- Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor; the Sealiyard

.\ir Line; the Seattle, Port Angeles & Western; the Sandy
Valley & Elkhom; the Sharpsville; the Staten Island Rapid
Transit Co.; the St. Paul Bridge & Terminal Co.; the San
Antonio & .\ransas Pass; the Te.vas Midland; the Tacoma
Eastern; the Toledo &: Ohio Central; the Tennessee Central;

the Toledo lerminal; the Uintah; the Western Pacific; the

Wyoming & North Western; the Wilkes-Barre & Eastern;

the Zanesville & Western, and the Chicago & Western
Indiana.

Readjustments both of forces and wages have occurred
during the past week. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
decided to retluce its shop forces at Plattsmouth. Neb., by
40 p<r cent, discontinuing the brass foundry and the freight

car department, with the e.\ception of the steel car shops and
cutting down its planing mill and lumlier yard forces. In-

creased wages have been granted the Great Northern shop
workers through negotiations between the management and
delegates who perfected a new system organization of shop
workers. The scale of wages is higher than that established

by the Railroad Labor Board and the new working rules, it

is declared by the delegates, are more favorable than those

prevailing previously. An increase in pay has also been
granted to all signalmen including foremen, by the Chicago
& .Alton. The increases r;uige from one to five cents an hour
with the proviso that the men will purchase their own motor
cars.

Violence was reported at Belle Plaine, Iowa, where several

striking shopmen were arrested by federal authorities for

violating the Daugherty injunction and at St. Louis, Mo.,
where a liomb was thrown at the residence of a mechanical
superintendent of the Missouri Pacific.

The Erie last week reached an agreement with representa-
tives of the striking shoi>men which l>rought the strike to an
end on that road. The details of the agreement were not
made public, but it is rumored that they differ considerably
from the Willard-Jewell plan of .settlement. Strikers have
been returning to work, under this agreement, all during
the week.

Reports from the anthracite mining region of Pennsyl-
vania indicate that the striking shopmen on some of the

anthracite roads are endeavoring to interest the miners and
municipal officials in their cau.se. Indeed, some of the reports
stated that mayors of some of the large anthracite cities pro-
posed calling upon officers of the anthracite carriers to urge
them to reinstate the strikers. The facts of the case are,

however, that miners and public officials have taken little

interest in this move. It has been a shop crafts' proposition
from start to finish and there seems little likelihood that
there is any considerable sentiment on the part of anthracite
miners to take any vigorous steps to aid the cause of striking
shopmen. There is, of course, considerable congestion of
traffic in the anthracite region but little of this can be
charged definitely to the shopmen's strike. The roads are
moving a heavy traffic of anthracite out of this region every
day and some congestion may under such circumstances
reasonably be exf)ected.

The shopmen's strike is now so nearly over that the rail-

road companies were notified on September 27 by the Car
Service Division of the American Railway A.ssociation that
they need no longer honor its request for daily information
as to the number of new employees taken on in place of the
strikers. On Tuesday, September 26, the figures filed with
the Car Service Division showed that the railroads reporting
had ajiproxiniately .i6.\-117 employees engaged in the main-
tenance of cars and IcK-omotives. .Adding to this ajiproxi-

mately 1,1,000 empli>yees for some SO non-reporting roads,

gives a total of approximately .376,417 employees or approxi-
mately 90 per cent of a normal force. Starting on July 10
with 155,685 employees, the railroads up to September 26
had added 220,7.12 employees. Of these, approximately
71,417 have been added since September 1.
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Tentative Valuation of Big Four
Washington. D. C.

THE Interstate Ct>M merge Commission on September
28 made public it.« tentative report on the valuation

of the propertie.< of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis, including also its subsidiaries, the Vernon,

Greensburg & Rushville; the Columbus, Hope & Grcensburg;
the Cincinnati, Lafayette & Cliicago; the Peoria & Eastern;

Saline Valley; the Cincinnati, Sandusky & Cleveland; the

Findlay Belt, and Mount Gilead Short Line, as of June 30,

f915. The commission reports the final value of the prop-

erty owned as 5139,620,322 and of the propert>^ used, in-

cluded leased lines and joint facilities, as |164, 163,042.
The total outstanding capitalization of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis as of the valuation date is

reported as $158,947,021. While this is in excess of the

final value found for the owned property, it is less than
that for the property used. The leased lines which are in-

cluded in the propertv used have a total capitalization oi

about $41,000,000, of' which appro.ximately $18,000,000 is

owned by the carrier. The owned property, which is given

a final value of $139,620,322, includes 1,687 miles of first

main track and 3,184 miles of all tracks, while the used
property includes 2,221 miles of first main track and 3,946
miles of all tracks. The investment in road and equipment,
including land, was stated on the books of the carrier to be

$144,375,812. If certain readjustments were made, as de-

tailed in an appendi.x, the report says, this would be in-

creased to $149,170,011. Entering into this is an amount
of $60,333,426 which represents the par value of securities

issued or assumed by the carrier, the money value of whicli

at the time of entry is not knowTi and cannot be determined.

The report says that the original cost to date of all the

common carrier property cannot be ascertained as the neces-

sary details are not shown in the accounting records.

The cost of reproduction new of common carrier property
other than land owned is given as $142,369,120 and that

for the property used as $165,578,068. The cast of re-

I)roduction less depreciation is given as $112,516,329 for the

l>roi><Tty owned, and $130,580,201 for the property used.

The carrier also owned 24,136 acres of land, which is given

a present value of $15,486,414. The land used, amounting
to ,U),378 acres, is given a present value of $20,851,832.
Xon-carrier lands of a present value of $3,502,837 are also

reported and the carrier had investments in other companies
and notes of individuals and miscellaneous investments hav-
ing an aggregate par value of $42,758,486 and a record book
value stated as the net investment of the carrier of $19,564,-
875. The final value stated includes $5,000,969 on ac-
count of working capital, including materials and supplies.

The commission has also issued tentative valuations of
a number of smaller roads giving the final value as follows:

Owned
Augusta Southern, 1916 $919,976
Earnegat, 1916 86,282
Durham Union Station, 1916 101.644
Amador Central, 1916 361,456
Ilillsboro & Northeastern, 1917 96,395

Due West. 1916 28.500
Bingham .% Garfield, 1916 5,894,183

Beaver, Meadu & Engelwoad, 1918 75,000
Laurel Fork, 1916 366,.196

Kentucky Midl.-nd, 1917 214,455
r.,acrosse & Southeastern, 1917 640,581

Used
$922,190

91,782

160,259

361.584

37,000

5,830,443

Little Rii 1916. 26,961 191,961

121,607.Manchester & Oneida, 1916 121.415

Muscatine, Burlington & Southern, 1918 846,095
Moimtain Central, 1917 58,005

Moscow, Camden & San Augustine, 1918 76,456

Mascot & Western. 19!7 133,717

Phil.adelphia & Beach Haven, 1916 250,000

Nevada Copper Belt, 1917 721,112
Stanley Merrill & Phillips, 1916 571,789
Willamette Valley & Coast, 1917 95.033

Graphic Presentation of Railway
Earnings and Expenditures

THE Bureau of Railway Economics has prepared bar
diagrams showing railway operating revenue and how
it was expended and distribution of each dollar of

operating revenues during 1921. Similar bar diagrams for

\ears back to and including 1916 are given for the purpose
of comparison. These bar diagrams are reproduced on the

opposite page and the data from which they were drawn
are given in the table below. In spite of the unfavorable
traffic conditions of 1921 it is to be noted that return on
investment, the measure of the success of the railways from
a business point of view was much greater in 1921 than in

1920 which was a banner year as far as traffic is concerned.

The diagrams make thi%and similar comparisons easy.

STATISTICS UPON WHICH CHARTS ON OPPOSITE PAGE ARE BASED
Item 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921

TVtal operating 'revenues $3,596,865,766 $4,014,142,747 $4,880,953,480 SS, 144,795,154 $6,178,438,459 $6,516,556,462
L.ibor (salaries and wages) rt 1,365,776,046 1.617.718,392 2,430.846,416 2,644.109,442 3.424.075.109 2.585.329,497
Frel nooomotive) 250,544.862 393.929,538 5(;0,225,205 474.174,792 674,836.361 523.724.146
Lvsf .nnd damage, injuries to oeiscns. and insurance 71,175.856 91.396.709 110.688.906 154.408,092 219,405.75« 161.199.699
Depreciation and retirements 119,785,157 115.404,686 119,233,705 126,292.105 144.046,781 156.372,133
^(atrrial. supplies and misceltaneous 550,913.977 611,575,889 821,687,786 1.001,647,973 1,366.538.753 1,138,224,388
Taxr* 157.113,372 213,920,095 223,175,379 232.601,396 272,061,453 275.883,596
Hire of equipment and joint fadlily rents 41,471,979 36,128,668 36.527,480 56,576.401 60,247,341 75,276.779
Net ry. operating income (return on investment).. 1.040,084,517 934,068,770 638,568,603 454,984,953 17,226,oo: 600,546.224

Diilribulion t.rpretsrd in emit fcr dollar

of Cross Revenue
T.4a! operating rrvenues 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Lahnr (salaries and wages) a 38.0 40.3 49.8 51.4 55.4 46.9
Fuel (locomotive) 7.0 9.8 10. J 9.2 10.9 9.5
Loss and ilamagr. injuries to persons, and in-

<urancT 2.0 .2,3 2.3 3.0 3.6 2.9
Drpreeiation and rrtirtmenls 3.3 2.9 2.4 2.5 2,3 2,8
Material, ripplies and miseellaneous 15.3 15.2 16.8 19.5 22.1 20.6
T«" 4.4 5.3 .4.6 4.5 4.4 5.0
Mire of rqnipmcnt and joint facility rents 1.1 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.4
Vet ry. riperating income (return nn investment) 28.9 23.3 13.1 8.8 0.3 10.9 *

a I^hot expenditures do not include that portion of the pay-roll chargeable to Cafilal Account.

^"'J—''"ta 'or the years 1918. 1919, and 1920. represent the combined results of the Fed-ral and Corporate operations of the Class I roads under
lfdrr.il I ortrfj. also data (or Class I roads not under Federal Control hut do not take into accnimt the grnrral administrative expenses of the V. S. R«il-
ro.id A'Iministralicm Switching snd terminal companies are excluded Irom statement thruughout.
Burrau nl HoUwav Economics.

Washington, P. C,
August. 1022.
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Accident Bulletin No. 82—
Annual Report, 1921

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Ac-

cident Bulletin No. 82, containing the record of col-

lisions, derailments and other accidents on the rail-

roads of the United States for the last quarter of 1921 and

also for the 12 months ending with December. The total

number of casualties shown in the annual tables is 126,681;

made up of 5.996 killed and 120,685 injured. The principal

totals making up this aggregate are shown in our double

column table, with comparisons for the preceding three years.

In the first line of this table, the most important from a

in ser\-ice, the lowest ratio in five years. This is only half

as bad a ratio as that recorded for 1920 (69 killed; 5.27

per 1,000) but now, as in the earlier year, it is more than
twice as bad as the average for freight enginemen (32
killed; 1.13 per 1,000). Evidently the speed of trains is an
important element in the degree of safety enjoyed by loco-

motive enginemen. The ratios for firemen are about the same
as those for enginemen.

In the year now covered, the number of train accident?

is smaller than it would have been under former regulation?,

a rule having been adopted that when a person is killed or

injured in a train accident which damages railroad property

not more than $150 the casualty will be classed as caused

in a train-service accident. A collision, for example, is not

C.XSUAI.TIES TO PERSONS IX RAILROAD .\CCIDENTS—FOUR YEARS

1921 19J0 1919 1918
Passengers

—

r
^ ^ i

^
^ / ^ ^ t

^
Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injure.)

In train accidents 110 2.601 95 4,631 110 4,5-19 286 4.655
In train service accidents 116 3,543 169 3,825 191 3.598 233 3,42:

Total 226 6,144 264 8,456 301 8,147 519 8,08:
Empiovees on Duty

—

In train accidents.' 195 1,296 422 3,385 359 2,955 547 4.179
In train service accidents 901 27.228 1,685 43,535 1,334 33,325 2,212 42,782

Total 1,096 28,524 2,107 46,920 1,693 36,280 2,759 46,961

Total passengers and employees on duty 1,322 34,6«8 2,371 55,376 1,994 44,427 3,278 55.04,:

Employees not on duly 41 223 91 314 66 321 169 59J
Other Persons, not Trespassing

—

In train accidents 3 16 II 86 9 61 117 433
In train service accidents" 1,740 5.346 1,856 5,642 1.873 5,134 1,878 5,268

Total 1,743 5,362 1,867 5,728 1.882 5,195 1,995 5,701
Trespasserst

—

In train accidents.: 49 141 48 77 32 63 39 67
In train service accidents 2,432 2,930 2,US 2,291 2,521 2.595 3,216 2.738

Total 2.481 3.071 2.166 2.368 2.553 2.658 3.255 2,805

Total of the above 5,587 43.324 6.495 63,786 6,495 52.601 8.697 64,144
Non-train .iccidenis 409 77,361 463 104,522 483 96,452 589 110.431

Grand total 5,996 120.685 6,958 168.308 6,978 149.053 9,286 174.575

•Includes pcrs' ns struck hv trains at highway crossings, of whom, in 1921, thi-rc were 1,702 killed, includinR 106 classed as trespassers. The injured
numbered 4.818. The total killed in the year preceding was 1,790.

tA small percentage of the persons classed as trespassers represents employees.

passenger standpoint, there is no marked change as com-

pared with the preceding two years except that in 1921 the

number of passengers injured was about 44 per cent less

than in 1920. The number of employees killed in train acci-

dents and train service accidents shows a diminution of 48

per cent, due, in large measure, no doubt, to the smaller

volume of business done in 1921 and secondly, to the fact

that with a smaller volume of business, the competency and

efficiency of the indi\-idual employees is higher.

The total number of train accidents in 1921 was 21,251,

or about 41 per cent less than the total in 1920. The prin-

rjni) itims in these tables for the two vears are as follows:

4BER T Tr,mn .XrcinE.vTs -Two Years

1021 1920

Collisions... 5.102
Derailment* 13,615
Other train

accidents. 2.534 1.577,520 47 231 3.726 2.063.960 89

$22,753,350 309 3,924 36,-113 $34,129,860 536

3.840
3,549

743

8,132

The bulletin contains the usual full and detailed analyses

of all the tables in the record, with some of tlic comjiarisons

carried back 30 years and more. About 20 pages are occu-

pied with tables showing totals of casualties on individual

roads. Of the iK-rsons killed or injured at highway grade

crossings (1,705 killed and 4,868 injured) ^ per cent were

occupants of automobiles. This figure has gradually in-

creased from the year 1917, when it was 59 per cent.

The number of passenger train enginemen killo<i in train

and train-service iccidcnts. 37. is equal to 2.86 |)er thousand

a refxirtable collision if the damage to cars, engine and

roadway amounts to less than $150.01.

Railroads Urged to Concentrate

Efforts on Coal Traffic

Washington, P. C.

AN iRCEXT APPE.-^L to Concentrate on a drive for the

expedition of coal movements, especially during the

month of October, has been addressed by Fuel Dis-

tributor Spens to the executives of the various coal-carrying

railroads.

"I appreciate fully the current conditions on the railroads;

the ravages of the strike, and the fact that today the offer-

ings of tonnage of all character are large, and the further

fact that, in spite of these circumstances tlie carriers, in the

aggregate, are making a splendid showing in the transpor-

tation of coal," says Mr. Spens. "In these circumstances I

am somewhat loath to suggest the possibility of even better

performance.

"Due to the dual strikes there is, of course, a dearth of

coal. Consumers, domestic as well as industrial, have been

urged only to purdiase coal for immediate requirements.

Current transportation is adequate for current needs, but

not sufficient to permit of ^ese^^'es. \x\ early cold .«nap would
play havoc with consumers, as well as with the power of the

railro;ids. There might l)e actual distress. It has been sug-

gested that, perhaps, tliere sliould lie a temporary cessation

in transportation of certain other classes of traffic, that more
equipment and power might be applied to caal. In my judg-
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ni«it, il would be regrettable if any action in that direction
should l*come nccessar)'.

"Ar.- vo«i willing to set if somi-thinR can po«*ibly be done
.oul movement tivir your line?

1 by the I'rtsid, ,,t. w.- an- extremely anxious
i.r the banner month A • ' • ' ,-,1 directly

from you to each memlx-r of your o] down, if

you will, at least to the division mi;- that coal
shall, so far as practicable, be moved tlirougii lo destination
or junitions with connecting lines, without skt-outs, and that
empties shall not Iw delayed at ! rmiii.il> or junctions, but
shall be promptly rctumi-d to nun.- will, I am confident,
accom|ilish all that could U- rtj-onably expected. Your
traffic department could undoubtedly also \k of great assist-

ance by urging prompt unloading by consignees.

"Extraordinary movement of coal, loads and empties, dur-
ing the next few weeks, in view of the heavy traffic in all

commfxlitics, will probably tend to increase the cost of han-
dling, but I l>elievc this additional cost might prove to be a •

good investment as compared with a much greater cost that
might \>e incurred in the event it should Ix-come necessary
to adopt more drastic measures to care for the situation.

"Very possibly to accomplish increased handlings of coal,

delays to other traffic may occur, but this is contemplated, or
at least should be expected, under the existing orders of the

Interstate Commerce Commission which provides priority in

transportation on coal, equal only with foo<l and feed and
some minor public necessities."

The first meeting of the Advisory Committee on Trans-
portation, recently appointed by the American Railway As-
sociation at the request of Federal Fuel Distributor Spens,
was to be held in Washington on Thursday. At this meeting
the committee, which is headed by Daniel Willard, president

of the Baltimore & Ohio, was expected to formulate the

practical details for accomplishing the heaviest movement of

coal possible during the month of October.

In response to an inquiry from the Interstate Commerce
Commi.ssion regarding the advisability of modification of the

reconsignment practices on shii>ments of coal in open-top

cars, Fuel Distributor Sf)ens has declared that, unless there

should be an unfavorable change in the. present situation as

to reconsigning, the existing rules should, in his opinion,

be permitted to stand without revision. "It is true," he said,

"that at about the time the coal strike was ended there was
at certain terminals qu'tc a quantitj' of coal on hand await-

ing disposition, but this was due largely, I think, to the fact

that this coal had been purchased at high prices, with the

result that the breaking of the strike made it difficult for

the operators or jobt)ers to find customers. Today there ap-

pears to Ije an exceedingly small percentage of the total load-

ing of cars held for reconsignment, approximately one-third

of one per cent, and I am inclined to the opinion that, with

the big demand for coal that now exists and with the instruc-

tions that you have extant that consignees must unload

within 24 hours or be embargoed, that we need not, just at

this time, have much ai)prehension that the privilege will

be dangerously aliused. As a matter of fart, in many in-

stances it perhaps works toward a reduction in prices, and
likewise in many instances, actually makes for a more prompt
disposition of the coal and relea.se of the equipment than

might otherwise lie the case. In the event the views of the

Interstate Commerce Commission should coincide with my
own, this department can, perhaps, be of some a.ssistancc by

cautioning handlers of coal that unless cars are promptly

released it might become necessary for us to recommend to

the Interstate Commerce Commission the cancellation of the

present privileges, or drastic restrictions."

The \S naval officers who will act as field representatives

of the federal fuel distributor in as many districts into which

the territory east of the Mississi|)pi river has been divided

for administrative purposes connecteil with coal distribution,

have left Washington and l)egan their duties at their new
stations on Octoljer 2. The jwints to which these officers

have been assigned are as follows: St. Louis, Mo.; Cincin-
nati, Ohio; Knoxville, Tenn.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Columbus,
Ohio; Louisville, Ky.; Evansville, Ind.; Birmingham, Ala.;
Sfiringficld, 111.; Charle.ston, W. Va.; Fairmont, W. Va.;
Norton, Va.; Bluefield. W. Va.; .Mtoona, Pa.; and Greens-
burg, Pa. These officers have kin instructed to keep Fed-
eral Fuel Distributor Spens informed daily relative to local

conditions as to the prcijuction and distribution of coal and
the i>rices obuuncd for coal and other fuels in their respective
districts. They are expected to watch closely for acute fuel

shortages that may develop, to keep posted as to markets to
which coal is moving, to note carefully the transportation
conditions prevailing, and to collect information as to whether
prices obtained for fuel are justified.

In the south and middle west, bituminous lump coal is

the principal domestic fuel, and the field representatives
have Ix-en instructed to watch carefully the prices and dis-
tribution of this grade or size of coal. The principal factor
in the coal situation, outside of the distribution, or domestic
consumption, existing at the present time is the charge being
made by the operators and the delivered price to the con-
sumers. In order that an accurate check may be kept on this

situation, the district representatives of the federal fuel dis-

tributor have been instructed to make an analysis of the
prices being received on contract and spot coal and the gen-
eral markets in which coal from each of the producing
districts is flowing.

Field re[>resentatives are expected to keep in close touch
with the various trade associations, the officials of coal-
carr)ing railroads, and the chambers of commerce in their
representative territories. Periodical visits are to he made
to various points in the coal producing districts to ascertain
the local conditions, .^s the car supply situation at coal
mines is of particular importance, field representatives will
watch particularly the effect of reduced car supply upon the
cost of producing coal.

Data regarding the distribution and marketing of coal
consumed within the state in which it is mintxl are desired
by the federal fuel distributor as being essential to the projier

distribution of coal moving across state lines. Information
is needed as to the prices obtained for the first-named class
of coal because of the possibility of its being reconsigned to
IX)ints outside of the state and being resold.

In cases where the coal produced by a mine is sold exclu-
sively through a marketing agency located in an entirely
different territon,-, the price data desired will be arrived at
through sales reports made to the mine operator by the sell-

ing agent, the cost of transportation being deducted from the
sales price in order to determine an approximate price at
mine.

A statement of the stocks of coal on hand on the docks of
Lake Superior ports on Septcml)er 15, illustrates vividly the
difference in conditions prevailing in that region this year
and last. On the Duluth-Superior docks there were on hand
6,786 tons of anthracite and 269.Q51 tons of bituminous coal

compared with stocks of S26,4,>6 tons of anthracite and
5,618,948 tons of l)ituniinous on these docks in Scj>teml)er,

1921. On the Ashland-Washlmrn (Wisconsin) docks 877
tons of antliracite and 44,177 tons of bituminous coal were
on hand September 15 of this year as against 22,619 tons
of anthracite and 2.>8.92.^ tons of bituminous on hand a
year ago. From these docks, coal is supplied to the states of
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North :uid South Dakota and Iowa.
On upper Lake Michigan docks, there were on hand Septem-
ber 1 of this year 49,102 tons of anthracite and 158,978 tons
of bituminous compared with stocks of 502,921 tons of an-
lhra(ile and 2,162,14') tons of bituminous oi) these divks on
Octolier 1 of last year.

Since these figures were compiled hea\->- shipments of coal
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have been received at these docks. The estimated dumping of

coal at lower Lake Erie ports Saturday and Sunday for

trans-shipment to upper lake ports is 6,555 cars, which

would make a total of 1,200,000 tons for the week. On
Saturday, September 30, a total of 22.788 car.s of coal were

on hand at Lake Erie ports or in transit within 48 hours.

Priority orders for the movement of coal are being em-
ployed only rarely. The federal fuel distributor i~ asking

the Interstate Commerce Commission to issue such orders

only in cases cf real distress where it is impossible to relieve

an acute fuel situation by any other means.

Assurances of cordial co-operation in the e'xecution of

measures deemed necessary to insure an equitable distribu-

tion of coal in the present emergency are being received from

the governors and fuel administrators of the various states.

Mr. Spens has received inquiries from the diplomatic

agents of certain foreign countries relative to the policy to

be pursued in providing bunker coal in American ports for

vessels sailing under foreign flags. Mr. Spens has informed

these inquirers tliat. while it is expected to make the best

provision possible for bunker coal supplies it is strongly

urged, in view of the fuel emergency prevailing in the L^nited

States, that foreign-owned vessels take on all coal supplies

possible to obtain at foreign ports. For the present, such

vessels will be expected to stow in American ports coal sup-

plies sufficient only to provide for reaching the next port.

Freight Car Loading
W'ASiriNGTON, D. C.

THE NUMBER OF CARS loaded with revenue freight showed
another large increase during the week ending Septem-

Ijer 23 and the figures are rapidly approaching the

high record set in 1920. The total for tlie week was 973.-

291 as compared with 87.v641 in the corresponding week of

last year and 1,008,109 in the corresponding week of 1920.

This was an increase of 27,372 over the week before, in

and merchandise, l.c.l., showed increases as compared with

the preceding week, while increases as compared with the

corresf)onding week of 1920 w^ere shown in grain and grain

products, livestock, merchandise and miscellaneous. The
summary as compiled by the Car Service Division of the

.\merican Railway Association given in the table.

The car shortage for the period September 15 to 23 was
107,666, which included 55,827 box cars and 32,148 coal

cars. The surplus was reduced to 11,292, including 1,338

1)0X cars and 7,018 coal cars. During the corresponding

week of 1920 the car shortage was only 89,947 but in that

year the shortage came earlier and reached its high point

during the week ended August 31, when it was 147,309.

The car shortage for the period September 8 to 15 averaged

85,906 cars, including 26,000 coal cars and 46,128 box cars.

For the same period the surplus was reduced to 22,969, in-

cluding only 1,831 box cars and 17,614 coal cars.

The percentage of locomotives out of service for repairs

requiring over 24 hours increased from 22.6 on August 1

and 23.8 on August 15 to 25.3 on September 1, according

to reports just issued by the Car Service Division of the

-American Railway Association. The percentage out of

service for repairs requiring less than 24 hours was the same
on September 1 as on August 1, 5.6 per cent, but less than

on August 15, when it was 5.7. The number of serviceable

locomotives was 44,501 on September 1 as compared with

46,195 on August 1 and the number of serviceable loco-

motives stored was 2,842 as compared with 4,939. The
number requiring over 24 hours repairs was 14,505 and the

number requiring less than 24 hours was 3,573.

Fewer freight cars were in need of repairs on September

15 than on either July 1 this year, when the shopmen's

strike began, or on September 15 last year, when there was
no strike, according to reports compiled by the Car Service

Division. Freight cars in need of repairs on September IS

this year totaled 304,548, or 13.4 per cent of the cars on

line. This was a decrease of 20.035 cars compared with

July 1, when the total was 324,583 cars or 14.3 per cent of

SUMM.^RY—ALL DISTRICTS, COMPARISON' OF TOTALS THIS YEAR. LAST YEAR. TWO YEARS AGO.
WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2i. 1922

Total Revenue Freight Loaded

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED.

Districts Yrar

Eastern 1922
1921

Allegheny 1922
1921
1922Pocahontas
192

Southern 1^2

Central Wpstern \021
1921

Southwestern !922
1921

Total Western Districts. . 1922
1921

Total All Ro.nrls 1922
1921
1920

Increase romp.areil 1921
Decrease Compared ... 1921
Incrca.se CMnpared 1920
Decrease Comrored 1920
Week En.l"<I—

.Seritrmher .'.t 1922
Sertember 16 1922
September 9 1922
.Septcmlwr .' 1922
August 26 1922

Grain
and Grain
Products

7.868
9.801
3.068
2.849
250
287

3.548
3,998

19.432
14.003
13.587
16.070
4.626
4.989

37.645
35.971
52.379
52.906
44.769

52,379
52.090
47.732
54.019
54,562

Live
StcKk

3.334
3.278
3,350
3,061

.386

447
2,577
2.222
9.115
8,575
14.559
12.178
3.575
3.008

27.249
23.761
36.896
32.769
33.424
4.127

'

3.472

36.896
34.929
29,512
31.847
32.046

Coal

57.123
44,436
56,054
46,740
16,263
20.687
20.059
21.718
9.195

10.447
21.723
21.448
7.479
4,680
38.397
36,575

187.896
170.156
215.433
17.740

27.537

187.896
172.241
139.570
149,487
1 1 1 .030

Coke
1.612
1.358
4.114
2,254
192
170
799
340

1,412
552
397
177
145
240

1.954
969

8.671
5.091

15.648
3,580

6.977

8.671
8.188
8.418
8.389
8.390

Forest
Pralucts

6,055
4.616
3,466
2,806
1,382
1,314

17,737
15.104
15.942
11.603
7,325
6,423
6,948
6,498

30,215
24,524
58,853
48.3*4
63,525
10.489

4.672

58.853
57.371
51,906
58.706
60,466

Ore
4.822
2,208
9.359
6.242

35
171

1.123
362

31,785
19.764
1.995
753
463
8.15

34,243
21,352
49.587
30.335
83,059
19,252

33,472

49.587
53.293
53.8.'3

62.354
65.041

,. C. l^Mi
6S.17W
6.''.973

50.514
47.463
5.039
5.674

37,451
39.640
28.796
28.589
32.259
32.488
15,135
15,.'<97

76.190
76,974

:;34.371

232.724
209.606

1.64"

24,765

234.371
234,513
203.666
233.550
230.000

scellaneou

96.898
83.039
78.387
58.678
3.270
4.054

40.824
40.431
38.795
36.154
55,646
47,689
30.818
31.251

125,259
115,094
344,638
301.296
342,645
43.342

Corre-
This Year spending

5 1922 Year 1921

242.887

1.993

344,638
333,294
298.107
333,746
329,.tfl3

Corre-
sponding

.Year 1920

208,312

26.817

124,123

r5V,47i

r4V.491

69,189

371.152

973.291

99.650

34.818

973.291
945.919
832.744
931.598
"90.83'*

2Vr.769 249',6<J5

170.093 213.151

32.804 39,073

123.815 130.470

130.587 168.073

137.235 140,451

67.398 67.286

335.220 375.810

873.641
i.ob's.iw

873.641
852.552
749,552
831.288
82.'<,883

t,008. 109
991,166
883.415
961,633

1.001.308

spite of the fact that the car .shortage also showed an in-

crease and was greater tlian it was in the corresponding

week of 1920. In tliat year the peak sluirtago wa~ reached

earlier in the year, during the la.st week in .\ugU'*t. Coal

loading wa.^ larger tlian during any previous week <ince the

strike— 187. 29f)—and ;ill classes of comniodilii-i exce|it ore

the cars on line. On September 15 last year, 374,431 or

16.3 per cent of the cars on line were in need of repairs,

69.88,^ more than on the same date tliis year. .\ reduction

of 17.126 was re|)orted in tlic number of cars in need of

repairs on September 15. compared with September 1.

Comparisons showed a decrease in every district.



Cleaning Track With a Power Driven Sweeper

Pennsylvania Railroad Develops a Labor Saving Unit to Lower

Maintenance Costs on Mountain Sections

ONt uf THfc i.ATtST forms of mechanical labor saving

equipment for maintenance of way work is a pwwer-

driven track sweeper now in use on the Central region

of the Peiuisylvania Railroad. This unit sweeps up and

loads into cars the dirt, chiefly ashes, cinders and coal dust,

which fouls (he track and ballast with extreme rapidity in

the hcavv traffn . niotint:iin -cctii:!!- of the road wliore pusher

A Stretch of Track Before Sweeping

locomotixes are used regularly. An average speed of about

four miles an hour is maintained and the track is well

cleaned. Tests indicate that tiie cost is approximately one-

half of what it normally would lie with hand labor.

The sweeper unit is used chiefly on the puslier grades of

the Pennsylvania main line tlirouj;li the .\llej;lu'ny moun-
tains, i.e., on the westljound tracks from Alt(K)na, Pa., to

Gallitzin and on the eastbound tracks from Johnstown, Pa.,

to Gallitzin. In some instances, sidings and yard sections

are also cleaned by this equipment. The dirt accumulates

very quickly on this part of the line, there being about 102

miles of track which require cleaning from four to six times

annually. This is necessary primarily to keep the signals

working properly as well as to keep the track in such condi-

tion that a proper inspection of the rail fastenings can l>e

made periodically and that the ballast does not become badly

fouled with consequent interference with good drainage.

The sweeper consists fundamentally of a rotary steel broom
.1 ft. in diameter and 7 ft. long built up from steel splints

measuring 1/32 in. by 3/16 in. in cross-section. This broom
is suspended beneath the frame of an old flat car by sjx'cial

hangers which permit it to be raised or lowered at will. This
is acconi|>lished through the use of an air brake cylinder

connected with the train air line. The broom turns at about

100 r.p.m., and is chain driven from a gasoline engine

mounted on the car deck. A steel pan liingcd and shaped
to fall over the two rails is attached slightly ahead of the

rotar)' broom which sweeps the accumulations up this pan
imto a conveyor l)elt 7 ft. wide. Tliis belt o|H-rates over two
r<»liers spaced 8 ft. 9 in. center to center and is chain driven.

Tiie dirt and ashes are retained on it by 2-in. angles riveted

to the belt across the full width of the l)elt and spaced 1 ft.

.s in. apart.

The debris whid) has lieen elevated by this belt is dis-

charged into a hopper which in turn discharges it upon
another conveyor belt mounted in an extension l)oom and
running over rollers 24 ft. 2 in. center to center. Tiiis per-

mits the final discharge of the accumulations at a convenient

distance from one end of a hopper gondola or other type of

f)pen top car which is coupleil next to tlie swee|)er. The
entire arrangement is housed over for protection from the

weatiier and to secure maximum results in operation. The
sweeper unit and car is liandled by a locomotive, which can

be one of the lightest engines in service as little power is
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required. The work is generally carried on under traffic and

the best results are obtained with the device after a light

rain has fallen.

When the unit was constructed an obsolete flat car was

procured which was somewhat narrower than the more mod-

em cars. This limited the length of the broom to seven feet.

The unit is thus able to sweep out towards the end of the

tie for only about 6 to 8 in. from the rail. It does, however,

do good work, removing deep accumulations easily and thor-

oughly. This can be seen in the photographs, where an

accumulation of about three inches or more was removed

down to or slightly below the top of the ties. All rail fasten-

ings were uncovered and freed from contact with the dirt.

The exjK'rience to date after about SO miles of sweeping has

shown that the broom wears but little, there having been

only about 1 '/S in. wear for that amount of sweeping.

Heavier splints are being considered, however, not only with

the idea of decreasing the wear but to secure a greater depth

of cleaning between the ties. Another change contemplated

involves the use of shallow buckets in a staggered arrange-

ment on the main conveyor belt instead of tlie present angles.

The broom itself picks up practically everything which may
be on the track. Ordinarily about one car of dirt is secured

per mile of track swept and this is picked up at a compara-

The Same Section of Track After Sweeping

tively low ca^t. A recent test made on a badly fouled section

of track where the dirt was mixed with engine sand and well

compacted, to determine the costs involved produced the

following results:

Cost When Using Sweeper

Engine service (including engine and train crews' tinii'. fuel,

oil, enginehousc expense and water) 8 hours @ $5.79 $46.32

Sweeper operator—8 hours @ $0,535 4.28

Laborer.^ three—8 hours— 24 hours (a' $t).40 9.60

Gasoline—9 gal. @ $0.29 2.61

Motor oil— 1 gal. @ $0.72 72

Total $63.53

3.828 ft. of track cleaned and dirt disposed of,

Cost per lin. ft $0.0167

Cost for Manual Labor

One foreman—9 hours @ $6.28 $ 5.62
14 laborers—9 hours, 126 hours @ $0.40 50.40

Total $56.05

1,650 ft. of track cleane<l and dirt disposed of.

Cost per lin. ft $0,034

The new sweeper has been developed in the maintenan(<
of way department of the Central region; W. D. Wiggin^^
chief enpineer maintenance of way, and R. Faries, division
encineer. The sweeper was designed and constructed In

George Ehrcnfcld, supervisor of track.

Conductors' and Trainmen's

\A/'ages to Stand in West

AN AGGREEiiENT w'as signed in Chicago on October 3

between the Conference Committee of Managers,

representing 34 western railroads, and the chief

executive officers of the order of Railway Conductors and

the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. The present schedule

of rules governing rates of pay and working conditions for

trainmen and conductors will, under the agreement, con-

tinue until October 31, 1923, and thereafter subject to 30

days' written notice by either party. The eight-hour day

basis will be maintained; time and a half will be paid for

all work performed after eight hours. The managements

and the unions' committees will consider eliminating or

modifying local rules that have an important bearing on the

efficiency and economy of operation but have little effect on

compensation or that result in inequitable compiensation,

either high or low, to the end that such adjustments as

may be mutually agreed for will be made. All questions as

to wages and working conditions now before the United

States Railroad Labor Board submitted by either party for

decision will be withdrawn. This does not include disputes

which liave arisen over the interpretation of present rules

on rates. The railways were represented by W. M. Jeffers.

general manager. Union Pacific; the Brotherhood of Rail-

way Trainmen by W. G. Lee, grand president; and the

Order of Railway Conductors by L. E. Sheppard, grand

president. The roads, including subsidiaries, represented by
Mr. Jeffers were:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, including the Gulf Colorado

& Santa Fe; Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal; Belt

Railway of Chicago: Big Fork & International Falls;

'"hicago & North \\'estcrn; Chicago & Eastern Illinois;

Chicas^o, Rurlin£;ton & Quincy; Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, including the Chicago, ^Milwaukee & Gan.-, Chicago &
Western Indiana; Chicago. Rock I.^land & Pacific; Colorado

S; Southern: Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha;
Davenport, Rock Island &: North Western; JDes Moines
Union; Denver & Rio Grande Western; Duluth, South Shore
& Atlantic; El Pa?o & South Western; Fort Worth & Denver
City; Great Northern; Illinois Central and the Yazoo &
^Mississippi Valley; Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste.

Marie; ^linneapolis & International; Missouri Pacific;

Spokane, Portland & Seattle; St. Joseph Belt; St. Paul
Bridge & Terminal: Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis; Texas Midland; Trinity & Brazos Valley; Union-

Pacific; Union Stockyards Company of Omaha; Western
Pacific.

A Swit. li Engine in tlic Honolulu Yard of the Oahu
Railway, Hawaii



Commission Concludes Mileage Book Hearing

Merchants and Jobbers Join Commercial Travelers in Urging

Discount of 33 1 3 Per Cent

Tiih Mkrchants AssocuTit.N of New York, the Chicago
A«M»iation of Conmifrce, the National Wholesale
(Jrixr^' .Association and the .\incrican Wholesale

Grocer^' A--oiiation joined with rt[irisfntativts of the com-
mercial travelers' organization- in ur.;iiii; tht- Interstate Com-
merce Commission to require the railrcKuls to issue scrip

coupon books at a discount of .5.;
' i per cent, at the conclud-

ing session of the hearing on mileage and scrip tickets before
Commissioner Meyer at Washington on Septeml>er 28. The
railroads, while opposing any reduction in the present rates,

urged that if any such request were complied with by the

commission, the tickets should l»e restricted to six months
from the date of issue and be issued in denominations no
lower than $200.

.A. M. Loeb, president of the National Council of Travel-
ing Men's .Associations, was the concluding witness for the

commercial travelers. He said the consensus of opinion of

his associations is that scrip coupon books are preferable to

mileage tickets and that they avoid the confusion incident

to var>'ing rates of fare in certain sections of the country.

He expressed the opinion that a sale of such tickets at a dis-

count of ii'.'i per cent would stimulate both freight and pas-

senger traffic of the railroads, but said that if he felt it would
result in a loss of revenue, as claimed by the railroads, he

would not favor it. He insisted that a large share of the

business depression and unemployment of 1921 was due to

the increased cost of transportation rather than that the fall-

ing off of passenger travel was due to the business depression

and insisted that lower fares would l>c an inducement to

business houses to send out more traveling salesmen, who
would increase the volume of business and reduce unemploy-

ment. He said that firms had been very reluctant to send

men into new territory and had also greatly reduced the num-
ber of smaller towns covered by their salesmen.

On cross-examination by H. W. liikle, counsel for the

lilroads, he admitted that tlie average life of a coupon book

-uch as he proposed would Ix; only aliout 60 days and that

the interest on the average amount of money advanced to the

railroads by the sale of such a book would be only atwut 27

cents. He .said that from 25 to i^yj per cent of a traveling

man's expenses consist of railroad transportation, amounting

to $.^00 to S400 a year, and that the average travel per day

would range from 50 to 100 miles after a man reaches his

territory; but he said the average would 1)C increased l)y the

fact that his first jump and his return trip home would range

as high as .3,000 miles in some instances. He .said that the

cost of travel is Ijome largely by the salesman himself because

he works on a commission basis, but that l)usiness houses were

al.so influenrerl liecausc they could not ask their salesmen to

make trijjs on a losing basis. He read Utters from a number

of firms, in reply to a questionnaire he had sent out, in which

the majority stated that they had reduced the numl)er of their

salesmen in 1921 and that they would increase lx)th the num-

l)er and the mileage traveled if the passenger rates were

lower.

Commissioner Lewis asked the witness if he had made any

calculations to «liow whether 2.4 cents a mile would be a re-

munerative rate for the railroads, saying that in freight rate

cases the shippers generally attempted to justify the rates

proposed. Mr. I-oeb said he had not done so, but that in

proiHwing the MyS per cent ri'<luclion he had in mind the

rates formerly made bv the railroads and tliose still made for

special fares. Commissioner l.r\\i< -aiil it is nete-<arv that

Wa^hiiictc.!^. f). c.

the commission have some basis for making the calculation

so that the rate will not be placed below actual production

cost.

Business Houses Want Reduction in Travel Expense

J. C. Lincoln, traft'ic manager of the Merchants' A.ssocia-

tion of New York, said that the association has been co-

operating with the commercial travelers' organizations be-

cause the merchants and jobbers feel that the high cost of

transportation has reduced the numljer and the travel of their

salesmen and that a lower rate would result in a more exten-

sive use of commercial travelers, which would mean renewed
business activity. He thought that a scrip form of ticket

would be preferable to a mileage book, but suggested that

they be issued in denominations equivalent to 2,000, .3,000

and 5,000 miles. He suggested that a 2,000 mile book could

be confined to intra-territorial travel and that .3.000 or 5.000

lx)oks be used for inter-territorial travel. He said he had
been asked by the Chicago .Association of Commerce to ex-

press its sentiment in favor of an interchangeable mileage

book, on the ground that the present cost of keeping salesmen

on the road is almost prohibitive and only necessan- travel

is being done.

Mr. Lincoln also presented a letter from the National
Wholesale Grocers' Association, which favored the adoption

of interchangeable mileage books for salesmen, asserting that

any saving in the cost of doing business would naturally be
reflected in the cost to the consumer and an increase in the

volume of business. It would be satisfied, however, with
either an interchangeable mileage book or a scrip coupon
ticket at a flat reduction of alx)ut .3.3^/3 per cent and had sug-

gested a denomination representing 3,000 miles or from $100
to $150. It was also suggested that the tickets be made
transferable among the employees of the company that pur-

chased the Ixioks, but Mr. Lincoln said that p)ersonally he
thought the books should be non-transferable. Former
Senator Hoke Smith filed a letter setting forth the views of

the American Wholesale Grocers' Association, which he said

were along the same lines as the testimony that had been

I)resented.

Railroads Propose Regulations.

C. A. Fox, chairman of the Central Passenger Association,

was recalled to the stand to give some estimates as to the loss

in revenues that would result from the use of various forms
of tickets and to offer some suggestions as to the form of

regulations that .should Ix- is.'^ued if the commission orders a

reduced rate. In reply to the assertions of representatives of

commercial travelers that the railroads had formerly made a

reduction of ,3,3 ' fi per cent mileage l)Ooks, Mr. Fox said that

before federal control the reductions in normal fares and in-

crea.ses in the mileage ticket rates had reduced the discount

to approximately 10 |)er cent in New England territory', 10

jK-r cent in Central and Trunk Line territory, 20 per cent in

Southeastern territory ami 16- j jx^r cent in the majority of

the Western territory and that there was no reduction below

the intrastate basis where the State fares were two cents a

mile.

Counsel for the traveling men's organizations and the repre-

sentative of the American Hotel .Association protested against

the proposal to restrict the proposed coupon Ixxjk to six

months and $200, outlined hy Mr. Fox, on the ground that

this would defeat the purpose of the lxx)k. Mr. Fox said
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that these figures were based on the testimony of representa-
tives of the commercial travelers that traveling men spend
nine months of the year on the road, averaging 50 miles per
day, or 13,500 miles per year. A $200 book would be
equivalent to 5,555 miles and would, therefore, more than
fulfill the average time requirements. Mr. Bikle also pointed
out that any less amount of travel than this could hardly be
called intensive travel sufficient to justify a reduced rate. Mr.
Fox said the carriers desire to make it entirely clear that in

complying with the request of the commission for a statement
of the rules and regulations which they would deem reason-
able if the commission should decide to require the issuance

of a reduced rate scrip, the submission of these suggestions is

not to be construed as in any way an indication on their part

that such reduced rate scrip was justified. ^Ir. Fox also

proposed that a photograph signature form of ticket shall be
used.

Mr. Fox said that the coupons should be good only when
exchanged for one-way tickets, issued at face value, repre-

senting full normal one-way fares, and not be good for any
other services or charges. Where passenger boards train at a

non-agency station, or at a station not open for the sale of

tickets, it should be honored by conductor on trains within

the run of the initial conductor only. E.xchange train tickets

issued by agents in exchange for scrip coup)ons should be

accepted l)y conductors only when presented in connection

with the scrip ticket.

The requirement that coupons be exchanged at ticket offices

for train exchange tickets is considered an item of paramount
imjwrtance to the carriers, he said, as the only means by
which they may be assured in an accounting way of securing

the revenues to which they are entitled in the use of any form

of an interchangeable scrip ticket. It would be primarily a

dangerous procedure to interfere with a conductor's safe

operation of his train by compelling him to assume the com-
plicated detail and burden of handling a large number of

passengers holding mileage tickets, the percentage of which,

while fluctuating constantly, might reasonably range from
20 per cent to 50 {>er cent or even more of his total passengers.

A system of honoring tickets directly on trains would be

equivalent to establishing a traveling ticket office. It or-

dinarily requires about two years to educate a ticket seller to

render that character and degree of service that the railroads

endeavor to afford at their ticket counters, so it will ho seen

what a task will be put on a conductor who is not .skilled in

the sale of interline tickets. Even if the acceptance on trains

were confined to the line of a single system or to through car

runs there would be many serious complications, difficult and

expensive to overcome. Moreover, hundreds of thousands of

short trips are made where the detachments would be repre-

sented by minute .«lips of paper. Conductors have not the

facilities for carrying and safeguarding these detachments

which have a direct money value to the honoring railroads.

Ticket offices are equipped with safes and the employees are

bonded, which is another rea.son why the business should lie

conducted at the ticket offices instead of on trains, if any form

of reduced rate scrip is to be introduced.

The question of the regulations to be adopted in connection

with a .scrip ticket is a complicated matter of serious diffi-

culty, Mr. Fox said. This difficulty is enhanced hy the fact

that the carriers do not know wliethcr the commission will re-

quire any reduction in the present basis of fares, and if a re-

duction .should happen, they do not know what the measure

of the reduction would he.

For this reason they have felt seriou.sly handicapped in

making the sugcestions and, accordingly, express the M'lef

that ihev could deal with the matter more adequately and

satisfactorilv at a later stage of the proceeding after thev

have been apprised of the commission's conclusion as to the

primary question, whether there is to be any reduction in the

scrip ticket fare.

In the formulation of the precise regulations it will be
necessar>' to go into greater details and to give more careful
consideration to phraseology than has been possible in the
time available at the present hearing; and while the carriers
think that their suggestions cover the matters of greatest
moment they are fearful that they have overlooked other
matters which are of importance to them as well as to the
traveling public.

Estimated Reduction in Revenues

As to the request made by the commission that the carriers
submit approximations of the percentage of travel that would
be handled on mileage and scrip books, and as to the amount
of the reduction from the sales of such books in the several
denominations of 5,000, 3,000, 2,500 and 1,000 miles as to
mileage books, and $180, $108, $90 and $36 as to scrip
l)0oks, Mr. Fox said that, except as to facts which had already
i)een presented and as previously alluded to in the hearing,
the carriers have at command no data of a statistical char-
acter as a result of experiences of the past in the sales of
books over individual carriers and those of a joint character
good in a restricted region that would afford foundation for
definite, accurate conclusions as to what would happen if the
commission should, contrary to the earnest representations
of the carriers, urge the sale of a reduced rate scrip ticket.

They have avoided mentioning specifically the extent of the
possible losses because of this lack of dependable data. In
deference, however, to the request of the commission a tabu-
lation had been made in the form requested by the commis-
sion, and for the purpose of making tlie statement plainer, in

addition to showing the percentage of travel that would likely

avail of the use of a mileage book, there is also shown the
total revenue that would be realized from such books. To
simplify the computations, the carriers have assumed roughlv
that in round figures the total average revenue derivable from
ordinary one-way tickets sold at full normal fares to be about
one billion dollars annually; this omits revenues from com-
mutation, surcharge, and all forms of reduced rate tickets.

While detailed statistics are not available, it is known that

[irior to federal control, when mileage was actively on sale in

the several regions of the country, al)Out 18 per cent of the

total revenue was obtained from holders of mileage tickets

of limited scope; about 20 per cent in Trunk Line territory.

20 per cent in Southeastern territorj', IS per cent in South-
western territory. In Central Passenger and Western Pas-

senger Association territories, where the 2-cent fare laws
existed intrastate during the ]iast 15 years, sales were practi-

cally negligible Ix-causc of the fact such jjooks as were on sale

were only available for interstate transportation, the reduction

in Central Passenger Association territory at tlie time being

only 10 per cent; therefore the recent experiences in those

regions would be of no value as contributing light on this

question.

Prior to the 2-cent fare laws, however, mileage tickets were
sold very extensively throughout Central Pas.'senger and West-
ern Passenger Association territories, and their utilization

was constantly increasing from year to year. *In the extreme

Western part of the Ignited States percentages as a territorial

proposition are not available, but it is known that in certain

instances in tliose regions the use of mileage was not so ex-

tensive as in the other sections referred to.

"While the carriers have never had effective a nation-wide

interchangeable mileage or scrip twok of any character, ex-

cept the present scrip book sold at full normal fare," Mr. Fox
said, "it is the universal view of tiie carriers that the sale of

such a liook would be far in rxiess of any experiences of the

past, and tlierefore the percentages which are subnu'ttcd in

the statement take cognizance of this fact and are increased

with due consideration therefor. The approximations are the

very l)cst judgment of and represent the consensus of views

of the carriers. In making these submissions, however, it was
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. -irH to irilerate that they arc purely speculative. The
IT ' ivelcrs themselvo. I>y reason of their rx(xrience

ai. of the extent of travi-1 of the travthim men,
hu'. Am- sfRiulations \^>. ''. -i Timission will no
doubt deem worthy of careful in this relation,

.ind without the thoui;ht of m.u. •
i cnu- wav or the

!ier concerning their accuracy, ii is cicsia-d to point out that
• was testified in one of the hearings by one of their repre-

vntativi-s that the traveling nun s|Knd nine montlis of the

year on the raid, averaging 50 miles j^-r day, or l.\5nO miles
rx-r year. It was also statetl th.it the numl)er of commercial

ivelers identified with the aft'iliated organizations rcprc-

- nted number 676.000. The total distance they would travel,

Ui.sed on these figures, would amount to 9.126,000,000 pas-

senger miles, which, computed at the normal tariff of 3.6 cents

per mile, would in round figuris ;anouMt to alKiut $.?2S,000,-

000. .\s this docs not take cr>imiz;inre of the considerable

additional travel that would move on mileage tickets, it is ob-

viou.s that the traveling men themselves consider that the rail-

roads would receive a very large percentage of their total

\enue from passi-ngers holding such a form of tr.insporta-

n. It is also manifest that any per cent whatever that

Miicht be applied to these figurts would result in a material

nduction in n-venui-s."

The tabulation estimating the amount of reduction, on the

l>asis of a Ixxik identified by photograph and autograph, use

limited to purchaser, time limit, one year, was as follows:

Scrip
Book

Eftimatrd pt
of all travel

T cent
using

Total
.-Xmount of Reduction

( Kstimatcd)

Uileaec
Book

Mileage
Book
%
24% )

$240,000,000 (

Scrip
Book

do

Mileauc
Book

$

$72,000,000

Scrip
Book

$

do

21% )

$210,000,000 i

do $52,500,000 do

18% )

$180,000,000 (

.1.. $36,000,000 do

'• *' 15% )

$150,000,000 (

do $22,500,000 do

x,u„, \t tIfW 30% (

$300,000,000 (

do $-5,000,000 do

25% 1

$250,000,000 (

do $50,000,000 do

20% )

$200,000.000

;

do $30,000,000 do

2,500 M. $90 35% 1

$350,000,000 (

-lo $8", 500.000 do

" *' 30% )

$300,000,000 I

do $60,000,000 do

1.000 M. J36 40% )

$400,000,000 (

do $80,000,000 do

When asked whether it was the purpose of the carriers to

retard or accelerate the sale of sucii tickets, Mr. Fox si id

that the carriers only desire rea.sonablc protection, and if such
a ticket were adopted it was his thought that there should be

conferences among the representatives of the railroads and
of the travelers for the puq)Ose of working out regulations

that would Ir' satisfactory and maki- the use of the l)Ook as

convenient as possible. .Asked why tiie railroads desire to

throw further restrictions around the use of the i)0oks than

they did in the past, Mr, Fo.x said tiiat possibly the carriers

consider that they made some mistakes in the past which
-liDuld not l)e expected to govern them for the future.

liriefs are to lie sul)mittcd by November 1 and it is ex-

i><.tted that oral arguments will \>e held Ix-fore the full com-
mission some time in Novemlxr.

Dan Heai.v. one of the best known dininR car conductors in

the United States, died at his home in riiicaRo on .September 25.

Mr. Uealy has been steward in ch.nrKc of the dininc c.ir on the

Pioneer Limited of the rhicaRo. Milwaukee & St. Paul, liclwcen

Cbicago aiifl Milwaukee, Wis., for about 20 years and has been

in the service of that company since 1R9R.

Progress In Valuation Work
WuiirsicTOi). D. C.

THK RAILROAD valuation work, on which the Interstate

Commerce Commission has been engaged during the

past eight years, is now rapidly coming to a head and

it is exfx'cted that considerable time of the commission dur-

ing the next 12 months will \x devoted to varifHis phases

of the work. Tentative valuation reports have l>een issued

by the Bureau of Valuation in greatly increased numbers

since the centralization of the forces of the conunission at

Washington and its reorganization, which was effected about

January- 1 of this year.

Up to .August 31 there had been served 504 accounting

section reports, covering l.i4,272 miles, or 54.14 per cent of

the inventoried main line mileage; 584 land section reports,

covering 132,067 miles, or 53.25 per cent of the total; and

593 engineering section reports covering 168,730 miles, or

68.03 per cent of the total. In Februar)' the three sections

began s\Tichronized work on definite six-month programs.

Each section is now bringing forward its work on selected

carriers. From now on the work will primarily be focused

on the roads having :innual revenues of $25,000,000 or over,

work on the less important roads being carried on at the

same time. The present six-month program calls for the

completion of underlying rcjiorts by the three sections on

practically 190,000 niiles by the end of 1922. It is the e.x-

pectation that by the end of the fiscal year (June 30, 1923)

underlying reports will have been issued on all except six

of the so-called $25,000,000 roads, and that these six will

be included in the program for the succeeding fiscal year

1923-24. It is the hope of those directly in charge of the

work to carry it to a stage of completion which will be

marked by the service of all underlying reports before the

expiration of the next succeeding fiscal year.

The commission has now issued 258 tentative valuation

repwrts. They cover a total of only 37,008 miles, or 14.92

per cent of the total mileage. Thus far, tentative valuation

reports, as a rule, have been on the smaller carriers, though
the tentative reports are out for the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, the Kansas City Southern, and several other large

carriers. The next few months will see the issuance of tenta-

tive valuation reports covering some of the larger companies.

.According to the plans, the tentative valuations will be rap-

idly advanced .=0 that the mileage covered by them will be

brought up more nearly to that of the underlying reports.

To facilitate the pnxluction of tentative valuation reports,

a new standardized form of report was put into effect on
September 15.

The valuation law gives to the carrier or other interested

party 30 days after the scr\'ice of the tentative report in

which to file protest, and provides that in ca.se of no protest

the tentative valuation becomes final. Ordinarily none but
the smaller and less imi)ortant carriers have failed to file

protest. In 99 cases, however, neither the carrier nor any one
in interest has protested.

The commission has actively begun hearings on these pro-

tests. Fourteen hearings were set for the spring and summer
and the fall dockets will carr)- an impressive list of such
hearings. The underlying work is thus being moved to that

stage where it can reasonably be expected that final valua-
tion reports will iiegin to apjx'ar. .Among the important cases

which now stand submitted on final argument are the Kansas
Citv Southern, the San Pedro, I,os .Angeles &: Salt Lake, the

.Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atlantic and the Winston-Salem.
Great interest will attach to the final reports of the Kansas

City Southern and .Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atlantic because
of the nature of the arguments made bv S. W. Moore in the

Kansas City Southern case, laying insistence on the element
of earning power as a most important, if not determining,
factor in riiilroad valuation. On the other hand the .Atlanta,

Birmiitglu'in &: .Atlantic has bivn notorious as a deficit road.
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It is expected that tlie commission will devote a considerable

part of its time this fall or early winter to these and other

final valuation considerations. The final determinations in

the first few cases will, of course, be accepted by the public

as indicating the policy of the commission and as precedents.

On the otlier hand, they will be accepted by the staff of the

commission as indicating its p>olicy.

There has been a growing disposition in the last two or

thrft years, and especially in recent months, both around

the Capitol and at the commission offices to push the valua-

tion to a definite stage of completion, though necessarily the

valuation of the railroads can never be called completed.

This is recognized by the law, which charges the commission

with the duty of keeping the valuation, once determined, up

to date. Even after the final values have been placed on

every railroad there will remain the considerable work of

keeping valuations current for utilization in the diverse

regulatory activities of the commission. The commission in

reaching its decision both in Ex Parte^74 and Reduced Rates,

1922, under the Transportation .\ct'of 1920, brought im-

pressively before the country the needs of valuation. The
larger the percentage of railroad property covered by reports

the greater is the assurance imparted to the commission in

the adoption of values for general rate cases. It is the expec-

tation that by the time another rate investigation occurs the

commission will have available for guidance not only the

underlying reports covering most of the mileage of the coun-

try but also a considerable number of final reports. The
commission also realizes the value of reports carrying what

is termed "a large diversity factor."' It will obtain this by

having a large number of reports covering large as well as

small roads located in all parts of the country and con-

structed and operated under all conditions.

Certain divisions of the commission, particularly Division

4, which deals with financial matters, abandonments, etc.,

are constantly finding an increasing need of valuation re-

ports. For these rea.sons as well as others, the commission

is now insistent on pushing along the valuation work at the

greatest speed consistent with thoroughness.

The valuation work falls under the jurisdiction of Divi-

sion 1, composed of Chairman McChord and Commissioners

Meyer, Aitchison and Lewis. It is thought that after the

full commission has disposed of a few representative leading

cases in which the controlling principles will be enunciated,

this division will decide practically all valuation ca.ses.

The Bureau of Valuation has, since January 1 of this year,

been under the administrative control of Commissioner E. I.

Lewis. Charles F. Staples is acting director, having suc-

ceeded the late Director Prouty. T. P. Artaud is executive

assistant, and is also supervisor of land appraisals; H. M.
Jones, supervising engineer; J. M. Willey, suiiervisor of

accounts; and C. W. Necdham, solicitor. The force of the

bureau numbers 548. The concentration of the employees

in Washington is regarded by the commission as having been

attended with ver}- gratifying results.

Mr. .\rtau(l recently gave to the House Committee on

Appropriations, when the bureau's appropriation for 1922-23

was under consideration, an estimate that all underlying

reports and tentative valuations would be completed by June
30, 1924. 01)viously, it would be hazardous to attempt an

estimate of the length of time which will be consumed by

the hearings and rehcarings on the protests whicli the com-

mission must hold before arriving at its rnnclusion as to

final values. It is a very difficult matter to foretell the length

of time any litigation will consume. No one e.xpects the car-

riers to leave any stone unturned to secure a recognition of

all the elements of value claimetl by them to inhere in their

profx-rtics.

Up to the end of June, 1922, the working cost to tlie

government of the valuation work was $23,266,000. Ac-

rordin? to the Presidents' Conference Committee, the organ-

ization looking after the carriers' side of the valuation work,

the railroads had expended up to June 30, 1921, $54,120,-

957 in protecting their interest. It is understood that tlic

estimate to date is in excess of $60,000,000.

The field work was practically completed in the fall of

1921. The district offices in Chattanooga, Chicago, Kansa-
City and San Francisco were movtxl to Washington in the

plan of centralization for tlie second step in the work, which

consists of collating the data obtained by the field parties

which first reaches the carriers and the public in the under-

lying reports of the land, engineering and accounting sec-

tions, after which follow the tentative valuation reports.

Pennsylvania to Make Extensive

Additions to Altoona W^orks

THE PENNSYLVANL\ SYSTEM has announced the program
for extensive improvements to be made at Altoona, Pa.,

including the construction of two extremely large re-

pair shops and the electrification of the heavj" grades west

of Altoona. The first of the improvements will be made at

Juniata shops and includes the building of a new erecting

and machine shop, 340 ft. by 670 ft., including a midway
crane runway with a 105 ft. span and 715 ft. long. This
large shop will be devoted to repairing and building loco-

motives, and will accommodate . 49 locomotives at one time.

The framework will be of steel and the walls of brick. The
locomotives erecting bays will have two 250-ton capacity

electric traveling cranes for lifting locomotives, and six 15-

ton capacity cranes for lighter work. The machine bays will

have two 25-ton capacity cranes, together with jib cranes of

from 1 to 8 tons capacity.

There will also be erected a reinforced concrete storehouse,

three stories high, with basement, wliich building is to be 60
ft. by 400 ft. A crane runway for handling material will

also be erected with a 95-ft. span and about 600 ft. long.

The building of the shop and storehouse will necessitate

changes in the existing buildings as follows : the scale shop
will be moved to a new location and will be changed to a flue

shop, the machinery now in the scale shop being transferred

to the present paint shop. The present storehouse building

will be moved to a new location and will be used as a cab

shop. The present erecting shop will be changed to a paint

shop, while machinery will be installed in the present paint

shop and the name changed to Machine Shop No. 2.

At the Altoona car shoos will he located facilities for pre-

paring repaired locomotives for service. The present cir-

cular building, known as tlie freight car shop, will be re-

modelled and 15 stalls will be used as a finishing shop.

East of this sliop will be located the necessary ash pits and
coal handling facilities.

Further additions to the shops at Altoona will be made
following the electrification of the heavy grade west of the

city. After the electrification is completed, the roundhouse
at Sixteenth street, Altoona, will Ite abandoned. On the site

of the roundhouse a iluplicate of the erecting and macliine

sho|) at Juniata will be built and the present erecting shop
at the Altoona macliine shop will lie fitted up for the use of

other departments.

Frf.igiit Claim I'.wmf.nts of the lUiiioi.s Ccntml were re-

duced by luorc tlian $1,000,(X)0 during the lirst seven months
of 1922, as compared with the first seven months of 1921, and
there was also a decrease of 2.1.524 in the total number of

claims presented for this same period. In the first seven

months of this year the Illinois Central paid out in freight

claims an average of $2.27 per minute, as compared with

$5.64 per minute in the corresponding period of last year.



Railroad Employment Bureau Functions in Strike

The Advantages of Such a Bureau Were Strikingly

Demonstrated in the Emergency

By An Employment Officer

BttAUSE ITS VALUE IS not wcll understood, comparatively

tew railroads maintain employment bureaus charged

with the responsibility of recruiting personnel. The
pri.tice of most rcjads is for the various departments and

)ns to reicive applications for imploymtnt and to hire

i.s needed, tht-re being little co-ordination of effort

tvn the departments.

A western railroad, as a part of its e.xpcriment in personnel

activities, about four years ago established an employment
bureau which, togetlier with its complementary activities,

was placed in charge of a general officer. At the request of

the chief engineer this bureau has employed all maintenance

of way forces and in addition ha.< Ini-en active in securing

clerical, mechanical and train service employees.

As the entire matter was being treated experimentally,

no effort was made to force the services of the bureau upon
the heads of departments or division superintendents, but

they were from time to time kept advised that the services

of tlie bureau were at their disposal at any time they cared

to avail themselves of them. The way this worked out was
that whenever an employing officer needed men and did not

have desirable applicants, he called upon the employment
bureau for assistance. This has resulted in the bureaus gain-

ing e.xpericnce in the employment of men of all occupa-

tions.

Pre-Strike Forcast

Ri-alizing that a strike of shopmen was imminent, the

• r in charge of the employment bureau planned his cam-
1 for recruiting a new corps of mechanical workers upaa

11- ixturrence. The preparator)- work consisted of a survey

of the local field and adjacent territory to determine the

jxjssibility of recruiting a new force quickly and of main-

taining this force after it had been recruited. A similar

surv'ey was made of outlying territory and the employment

bureau force of four fjeople was so organized as to function

efficiently during the strike period.

During the latter days of June the employment bureau

had kept the road's management advi.sed of tlie ])o.ssibility

of recruiting mfchanic;d workers, but on June JO it was de-

cided not to depend u|X)n the employment bureau in the

emergency of the strike, but to use an outside organization

for that purj^)Ose. Therefore, when the strike came on July 1

this organization of professional strike-breakers was placed

in charge of recruiting, but on the morning of July 5, the

failure of this method having become apparent, the entire

responsibility for recruiting was placed upon the road's own
employment bureau.

Recruiting During First Days of Strike

Upon assuming this res[X)nsibility, the employment bureau

took over from the strike-breaking organization such men as

it was thought could function efficiently in its pre-detcrmined

plan and these men were used as special agents to locate men
in the city in which the road's headquarters is located. Men
were also sent to towns served by the railroad to, if possible,

recruit men there.

Although it was found impracticalile to employ men in

the towns along the road, 18 men were employed in the head-

quarters city July S; 29, July 6; 22, July 7; 21, July 8;

and 38, July 9. This was an uncxix'ctcdly good showing

but an increase in the daily average was necessary to build

up an efficient working force.

While men were being recruited in tlie headquarters city

a survey was being made in large off-line cities within a

radius of 500 miles from the headquarters city to determine

whether conditions warranted sending agents to prospect

these places. The survey was made through the aid of blind

advertisements carried in newspafx-rs in these cities. These

advertisements read, "E.xperienccd Railroad Shop Mechanics

Required for Small Railroad in the Northwest. Apply to

Bo.x Times Office." Arrangements were made with the

newspapers to forward replies as received and if and when
it was found there were sufficient applicants to justify it, a

special agent was sent to the city to interview tliese appli-

cants. At the same time instructions were wired to the news-

papers to insert display advertising reading thus, "Special

Agent of North and South Railroad will be in Salt Lake
Thursday to Interview Applicants for Employment. Apply
Smith Hotel."

Where an applicant's reply seemed to warrant it, a tele-

gram was sent advising him to call upon the special agent

and in all cases letters were written to what appeared to be

desirable applicants to call upon the special agent upon his

arrival. In prospecting one city early in the strike, the spe-

cial agent employed an automobile and called upon all per-

sons from whom applications had been received. The results

in two cities warranted maintaining headquarters and special

agents, one for a period of several weeks and the other

throughout the strike. Special agents were sent to otlier cities

for short periods of time.

Unusual Methods of Recruiting

During the pericxl of these out-of-town activities the em-
ployment bureau staff at headquarters was engaged in pros-

pecting various possibilities for the securing of mechanics.
The officer in charge was fortunate in securing the co-opera-

tion of the personnel officers of street railway companies,
other public utilities and large corporations who permitted

members of his staft' to go through their application files and
to copy therefrom data as to what appeared to be desirable

employees. Wherever a telephone number was given, the

applicant was phoned to and asked if he cared to consider
employment under strike conditions. Where no telephone
number was given individual letters were addressed to the

ajiidicants. During this same period the names of all me-
chanics appearing in the city directory were abstracted and
a circular letter individually addressed was mailed to each
of them. This letter read:

"You have been rccommciided to u.s as a skilled (appropri-
ate craft filled in). We arc in need of skilled mechanics for
oitr shops at various points.

"Our road is being operated under rates of pay fixed by
the United States Railroad Labor Board under the protection
of an injunction of the United States Court and all workers
arc fully protected from any danger or interference. While
strike conditions exist, board and lodging are furnished free
f)f charge. All positions are permanent.
"Wc should be glad to have you call at our office, 2 North

street, in the morning to talk it over."

This was on the company's official letterhead, bore the

facsimile signature of the general officer in charge and the

661
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postscript, "All applications treated confidentially." While

a great many of these letters were mailed, not very many
were responded to, but as the e.xpense involved was small,

the effort was worth while.

Several shipyards and industrial plants were about to

reduce forces because of the general business depression and

especially selected mechanics were placed in these plants by

the employment bureau to inform mechanics of the possi-

l)ility and desirability of securing employment with this par-

ticular railroad. Prospective applicants were supplied with

the address of the employment bureau by these representa-

tives and quite a few mechanics were secured by this means.

Many other "kinks" were used by the employment bureau,

the staff of which held itself receptive to any suggestion as

to possible means of obtaining men. On July 31 the working

force was nearly 60 p>er cent of the normal force and on

August 31 over 80 jier cent.

Selection of Employees

During the early part of the strike no effort was made to

separate desirable from undesirable employees, the whole

effort being to build numerical strength rather than an effi-

cient working force. This was done for strategic reasons and

in the hope which afterwards proved true that in striving

for quantity rather than quality at least some good mechanics

would be secured. As numerical strength was gained greater

emphasis was placed upon the selection of desirable em-

ployees and the mechanical department was called upon for

a series of questions and answers applicable to each craft

which were used in determining whether men applying for

work were actually the kind of men they represented them-

selves to be.

The use of the examination system produced excellent

results and permitted of the weeding out of the men who
had misrepresented themselves during the early part of the

strike and their replacement with exp>erienced mechanics.

It probably would have been better if mechanics or mechan-

ical department officials could have been assigned to the em-

ployment bureau from the very commencement of the strike,

but the services of ever}' man in the mechanical department

were required to maintain the road's motive power and
rolling stock and this was therefore impossible. As a matter

of fact, probably the greatest value of using the organized

employment service for recruiting purposes was that it re-

lieved the mechanical department of all responsibility for

securing men. The men were recruited by the employment

bureau and turned over to the mechanical department at its

principal shops so that the motive power department officers

could give their entire time to shop and road affairs.

The strike-breaking organization that had been originally

engaged to recruit working forces was also to take charge

of the employment of guards and the suj^ervision of property

protection. It was able to supply but a few guards from

its own organization and the some hundreds of guards that

it was necessary to employ were also engaged through the

railroad comjiany's emi)loyment bureau. The delegating of

this duty to the employment bureau had the same effect upon
the guard service as the employment of mechanics had upon
the mechanical service. The chief special agent and hi.-.

lieutenants were relieved of the necessity of recruiting men
and were able to give their entire time to tlie supervision of

protection to company property and employees.

Maintenance of Records

III (ounce tion with tlie employment of m.iiiilenance of

way men, the enii)loyment liureau .some years ago adopted

to its own use the card system de.scril)ed by William S. WoU-
ner in an article entitled, "Maintenance Labor Turn-over
Statistics" in the June, 1021. is.sue of the Railway Mainte-
nance Engineer, and as the bureau's activities widened into

the employment of other classes of men, this same .system

was used. The purpose of this card system is, as is fully

de.scribed in the article mentioned, to furnish an office record

of all men employed, a notification to the foreman that the

man has been eniplo\ed, acknowledgment to the employ-

ment bureau that the man has arrived on the job and a

record when he leaves the service.

Upon taking over the recruiting work at the commence-
ment of the strike, the employment bureau merely continued

the use of this system, applying it to the new condition.

This gave an office record of the men employed and a

notification to the foreman of his employment. It was
realized that the mechanical department force was far too

busily engaged otherwise to return the card notifying tin-

bureau of the employee's arrival, or the card notifying it

of his leaving the service. However, as all men were de-

livered to the shops under escort this was of no importance.

This system of employment records has proven itself ex-

tremely easy of execution while working under pressure of

time, the four cards being filled out at one impression on

the typewriter, the office record portion being available for

reference in the employment bureau and the notification por-

tion proving of great value in the mechanical department in

making up pay rolls, handling mail for employees, and
work of a kindred nature.

In addition to the card system just mentioned, the only

other record maintained was a form hastily prepared at the

commencement of the strike and which each new emplovee
signed, stating that he knew that he was employed under
Strike conditions. This was done to comply with the state

law. Regular passengers' tickets were used for the moving
of strike-breakers in order to lessen the possibility of their

identification and friction with trainmen and other employees

who were not involved in the strike.

Value of Employment Bureau Demonstrated

.\s stated earlier in this article, this employment bureau
was maintained upon an experimental basis insofar as others

than the maintenance of way department was concerned.

\\'hile the justification of the expense of conducting the

bureau and the associated personnel activities has never been
questioned b}- the road's management, it is fxjssible that tliis

value would have been questioned by other railroad officials

who were not familiar with the objective and the results ob-

tained. In view of the part taken by this organization in

breaking the strike, there can now be no question but that

the money spent in its maintenance was not only fully

justified but that it*has proved an excellent investment.

New Development in

Traveling Cranes for Shops

ONE or THE jtosT formidable problems imposed in the

design of a locomotive shop concerns the means
provided for moving the locomotives in and out of

the building, or for shifting tliem from one position to an-

other. This not only involves the character of the crane

provided but al.<o the arrangetnent of the track and the

shape and size of the building. These considerations lend

interest to a recent development in shop cranes embodying an

added feature, namely: a facility for turning the locomotive

through a horizontal angle of any desired amount. A crane

of this type was recently installed in the River Rouge repair

shop of the Detroit, Toledo & Inmton. and is illustrated in

the photographs. .\ shop designed to take full advantage
of a crane of this type is said to embody many of the ad-

vantages of shops of both the longitudinal and transverse

type without introducing some of the disadvantages jjeculiar

to each.

The transverse shop, having the locomotives arranged
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use to Uii- luncitudinal u\i- 1 . I !:;i.:, ofttrs more
•!iir:il ««»• of the floor -| .. .- •vti! tti work

.• building wall- iinl ..r

,' matiTial.' Tht- Ikoh :i

:.i-.v.-. ..at-lts cither by nH-.iii> of .... ...i.-i.n i,..,i-iir

which rtt|uirrs almost as mui !i j^ruund sfxicc as thr shop

Fig. 1. The Locomotive in the Position That It Was Received

on Longitudinal Track

itself, or with the a-s.<istance of overhead traveling cranes of

the double trolley type, which in turn necessitate a buildinf^

high enough so that one locomotive can be carried aix)ve the

others.

In the longitudinal shop the construction tracks run

parallel with the axis of the building and the locomotives

are jil.iced on tlu>e tracks one In-hind tile otiur. They are

deg. a» it is brought in so as to place it on any one of the

traiLsvrrsc tracks, it would Ix- |iobsible to realize the working

.idvantages of the transverse shop without l>eing confronted

vMth tlie cxj)enscs and awkward means rctjuired to bring in

or take out the locomotive. This i> accomplished with the

aid of the new crane by incorporating a turntable in the

crane trollev so that. the crane has four different movements,

n.imelv: hoisting, cross travel, longitudinal travel and hori-

zontal rotation. Thus it is practical to lift the locomotive

<»ff the longitudinal track, earn it down the shop and swing

it into transverse ])osition wherever there is a vacant repair

pit. At no times is it neiessan.- to lift one Icxromotive alx»ve

another, in fact it is sufficient simply to raise it high enough

to clear the track.

Hy reference to illustrations it will \>e noted that the

. r.me trolley consists essentially of two parts; one upper

revolving frame and one lower or trolley frame proper. The
upper frame carries the hoisting machinery only. Two sets

i.f rojies, spread well apart, earn,- a lifting beam which is

provided with adjustable slings to accommodate different

sizes and shapes of locomotives or boilers. On the under-

side of this frame is attached a combination ring gear track

or "roller path," which in turn re.sts on conical rollers set

in the lower frame. This lower frame also is provided with

horizontal guide wheels to keep the roller path central.

Motor-driven turnin.g machiner}- is mounted on the lower

frame, having a large- pinion meshing into the rack of the

roller path. The lower trolley frame also is equipped with

customan.' motor-driven machinery for cross travel. The
crane bridge is |)ractically standartl.

The speed of rotation of the turntable is one and one-half

revolutions per minute. The crane in the D. T. & I. shop

has a span of 56 ft. and the two falls or hoisting tackles

each have a capacity of 50 tens. Xo auxiliary hoist is

I'ig 2. The Locomotive Turned Into Position to Set on One of the Transverse Tracks

handled by two single trolley cranes and to economize space

the buildings should preferably be wide enough to keep one

or more tracks clear for carrying the engines to and from

their different hxations. The selection of either type of

shop, is, of course, dependent u|)on many local conditions

as well.

If, instead of providing either the .strictly longitudinal

or transverse type of shop, one could be designed with a

grid of transverse tracks su|)plemented by one longitudinal

tra(k, upon whicii the Iccomotives would Ik- brought into the

l.uili'inu', ;iih1 wiiii fri lilies fur tiiriiiiii.' <ai h engine ''()

provided in this crane but it could be readilv added to a

crane of this tyi)e if desired. Tlu- distance between the

two hoist connections to the lifting beam is seven feet,

j>r()vision being made to insure that the center of gravity

of the Imomotive lies between these limits by facilities for

eight different |K)sitions of the front end sling and two

alternate positions of the yoke on the lifting beam. This
lifting beam can easil\- be detached and replaced by a short

beam with a simple hcnik for use in ordinary crane service.

This new crane is built l>y the Shaw Crane Works of Man-
ning. Maxwell & M<Kire. New York.
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Lehigh Valley Reaches Agreement
with Employees'Association

THE Lehigh Valley has made public the text of its

agreement with the newly formed Association of

Maintenance of Equipment Employees of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad. In general, this agreement provides for

three separate classifications viz., craftsmen, promoted helpers

and helpers. The rates of craftsmen vary from 72 cents to

80 cents per hour; of promoted helpers from 53 cents to 63
cents an hour; helpers receive 47 cents the first year and
49 cents thereafter. Passenger carmen, gang leaders on
freight car repairs, etc., receive regular craftsmen's wages,

but freight carmen and inspectors are rated from 63 cents

to 65 cents per hour. Promoted helpers in the car depart-

ment are rated at from S3 cents to 60 cents and car cleaners

at 37 cents an hour. Regular apprentices begin at 27 cents

An hour and helper apprentices at 47 cents.

The eight hour day is recognized as standard for all

•employees whose work requires continuous application.

NoriJial working hours for all employees, however, are bul-

letined and overtime rates apply only for work done in

excess of normal bulletined hours. Overtime rates are paid

for Sunday and holiday work except for employees who are

regularly assigned for work on these days. Employees called

to work in emergency before or after bulletined hours are

allowed a minimum of three hours pay for two hours work
or less. Employees called upon to do road work are paid

straight time for traveling and waiting and for the first

eight hours of work and time worked in excess of eight hours

is paid for at overtime rates.

It is provided that seniority will govern only when abilih',

loyalty and fitness are equal, the employer to be the judge.

Employees transferred from one point to another, except when
reductions in forces are made, will carry their seniority with

them.

Grievances, if they cannot be sati.sfactorily settled by tlie

employees and officers concerned, are entrusted to the em-
ployees' association for adjustment. The starting point of

this adjustment is the local committee. There is one local

committee representing each craft on every ojjerating division

of the road and at the general shops at Packerton and

Sayre. The members of these committees are elected on the

basis of one representative for each 100 employees or a major

portion thereof. If on any division or in either of the shops

there should be less than 100 employees in any craft, the

committee representing these employees will consist of two

is elected by the local committee chairman of that craft.

For purposes of meeting with the management the general
committee, acting with an equal number of representatives

appointed by the management, constitutes what is known as
the joint board. The officers of this board are chairman
and vice-chairman. The office of chairman is to be filled

alternately by a representative of the employees and a repre-

sentative of the management. The employees and the man-
agement have equal voting power on the joint board and a
two-thirds vote is necessary for a decision. The joint board
has a secretary whose pay is assumed by the management.
When a dispute has been referred to the local committee

which it cannot settle satisfactorily with the master mechanic
or shop sujjerintendent, a joint submission is made by the

local committee to the general committee and by the master
mechanic or shop superintendent to the superintendent of
motive p>ovver, covering the following points:

(1) Question at issue.

(2) Statement of agreed upon facts.

(3) Position of local committee.

(4) Position of master mechanic or shop superintendent.

In the e\'ent that the general committee and superintendent

of motive power are not able to reach an agreement, the

point at issue is placed before the joint board.

The agreement contains no provisions against piece work
or bonus payments, which leaves the company free to estab-

lish this system of payment wherever it sees fit

New Electric Locomotives for

the Norfolk & Western

As NOTED in the September 9, 1922, issue of the Railwuy
Age, the Norfolk & Western has placed an order for

four electric locomotives for use on its mountain divi-

sion known as the Elkhom grade. The new locomotives will

be of the same general t)pe as those which have been in use

since the commencement of electric operation, namely the

"split-phase," which operate from a high tension single-

phase a.c. trolley and are provided with a static transformer

and rotar}' phase-converter for supplying low voltage three-

phase power to the induction type traction motors. Each
locomotive will consist of two units coupled together by a

short rigid bar or link. The wheel arrangement is 2-8-2 -|-

2-8-2. The pony trucks on each unit will be equalized with

the drivers, the whole arrangement of wheels and spring

Preliminary Drawing of Double-Unit Locomotive, Showing Wheel Arrangement and Location of Traction Motors

members eUrtcd from their number. The committeemen

must be in the employ of the company and adult American

citizens. Nominations are by petition which must be signed

by 25 voters in each craft or by 25 per cent of the voters in

that craft. AlxA-e tlic Imal committees is tlie general com-

mittee, which is compri.sed of a general chairman together

with a general craft chairman from each respective craft.

The general chairman is elected by the local committee chair-

tnan of all rrafti. The general craft chairman of each craft

suspension being similar to a Mikado type steam loconid

tive. There will be four motors geared to jackshafts. con

nccted in turn to driving wheels In- side rcxls. two single-

motors iK-ing provided per unit (one jx-r jackshaft). This
arrangement is different from the present locomotives which
are 2-4-4-2

-f-
2-4-4-2 and have two twin motors for each

cab.

The motors and jackshafts will be located Iwtween the

pony truck wheels and the driving wheels, the main motor
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rods bcjng lonnccti-d to the s«cond pair of drivers, the first

and second pair of drivers being coupled.

The cab of each unit will \>c rijilly secured to the main
OJginc frames, ancf the main i;; riius, such as motors,
phase-converter, transformer, etc., will be supported directly

on the engine frames and cross-tic castings.

The motors are rated at 1,000 hp. each, and have a pinion
It each end of the rotor shaft with collectors outside of the
pinions. The loiomotivcs will have about 30 per cent greater
capacity than the present locomotives.

Principal CluracirriUu-<

Wr.ihl cr. ,!r,vrr. S60.000 lU.
'^•dy •• 380 hmt
uiou. .t M M. P. H 90.000 Ibf.
ur at U M P. H 108.000 lh».

----'*
.-.-•ViV 1*8.000 Ibfc

Hur-« p-j«cr. i.-n:mjou« at 14 M. P. H 3,330 h. p.
Kettt power, one hour at M M. P. H 4.000 h. o.
Sp«<l>— 14 and 28 M. P. H.

The order for tlie electrical equipment has lieen placed

with the \Vestinghou.«e Electric & Manufacturing Company
and for the mechanical parts with the American Locomotive
Company.

Illinois Central Adopts
Electrification System

THE COMMISSION appointed by C. H. Markham, presi-

dent of the Illinois Central, in December, 1920, to

consider and report uf>on the electrification of the

Chicago terminals of the Illinois Central in accordance with

the requirements contained in the Lake Front ordinance of

the city of Chicago of July 21, 1919, has recommended the

adoption of the 1,500-volt direct current system with an
overhead contact system of current collection. The Lake
Front ordinance, to which the city of Chicago, the Illinois

Central and the South Park Commission were parties, set-

tled the common l>oundary lines so long under discussion,

provided for additional subways and viaducts across the

railroad north of Fiftieth street, and bound the railroad

company to extensive improvements, including a new station

at East Roosevelt Road and the electrification of certain

services.

The electrification requirements are as follows: (a) The
entire suburban passenger service to be operated electrically

on or before 1927; (b) the entire freight scr\'ice north of

East Roosevelt Road on or before 19.S0; (c) the entire freight

scr\-ice within the city limits on or before 1935; the through

passenger .service within the city limits may with certain

provisions be electrified by 1940.

Since the electrification of steam roads has been under-

taken to any great e.xtent, that is, within the last 15 years,

there has Ijeen a great deal of honest difference of opinion

among the engineers and manufacturers both in this country

and abrcKid as to the best .system to lie used for each par-

ticular installation. The Illinois Central problem, involving

as it does a heavy sul)urban pa.s.senger service, freight trans-

fers between yards, switching in congested yards and even-

tually through passenger movements, all within terminal

limits only, is quite different from any electrification so far

undertaken cither in this countrj' or abroad.

The sul)url)an passenger service will cover the main line

from Chicago to Matteson, 28 route-miles; the South Chi-

cago branch, 4.5 route-miles, and the Blue Island branch,

4.4 route-miles. The track miles involved arc 125. In a

short time after electrification is comjileted it is estimated

that 240 cars, electrically equipped, will be required. These

cars as equipped will cost in the neighborhood of $35,000

each. The number of trains per day will lie about 350,

making about 5,000 train-miles daily. The freight service

north of East R(X)sevelt road, next on the program, will cover

more than 40 miles of track, and as this is mainly yard

trackage, involves difficult problems to properly electrify it.

The commission considered three possible schemes which

were early eliminated from discussion. These were the three-

phase alternating current system which requires a double

overhead contact and which was eliminated on account of

complications in construction without any advantages over

the single-phase alternating current system; the storage bat-

tcr>' locomotive, which had to be eliminated on account of

prohibitive operating charges; the Diesel engine locomotive

or some other form of self-contained unit to meet the ordi-

nance requirements as to no.xious gases and noises. Some
form of the latter t>'pe of unit may l>e developed for freight

and through passenger movements, but the development is

in such a stage that it could not be depended upon for the

Illinois Central.

This investigation left four systems for consideration:

(1) 750-volt direct current with third rail; (2) 1,500-volt

direct current with overhead contact; (3) 3,000-volt direct

current with overhead contact; and (4) 11,000-volt alternat-

ing current with overhead contact.

First cost estimates and maintenance and operation esti-

mates covering these four systems were made.
Although the 750-volt sy.stcm did not differ materially in

first cost and annual cost from some of the other systems

considered, it was eliminated because of the large mileage

of freight yard tracks involved where t^e third rail was
considered undesirable, and also on account of the track

location where Chicago climate conditions would seriously

hamper operation with the third rail.

Of the three systems using an overhead contact, the 1,500-

volt system seemed best to the commission for this particular

problem, the electrification of the Chicago terminal, no main
line divisions being involved.

Before actual electrification construction work can be

started a large amount of preliminar}' track work must be
done. At the present time work totaling about $1,000,000
is under contract and in progress. This consists of track

depression work between Twenty-fifth and Forty-fourth

.streets which involves the moving of over 600,000 cu. yd.

of earth; elevation work Ix-twcen Forty-fourth and Fift>'-

first streets; and tlie construction of sewers at Rhodes avenue
and Woodland Park, a dam at Twenty-third street to allow

the filling of the projjerty north of the dam, and a new
breakwater between Twenty-ninth and Thirty-first streets.

This will be followed by the rearrangement of tracks as the

suburban tracks will be consolidatexi on the west part of the

right-of-way; the erection of the new through passenger ter-

minal at Ea.st Roosevelt Road; a new suburban passenger

terminal at Randolph street; changes and additions to pres-

ent suburban stations and platforms with entrance and exit

subways where needed; and the elimination of grade cross-

ings with other railroads.

In the meantime tlie design of the new electrification work
covering a power-house, with a proposed location on the

Calumet river near Rivcrdale, the sub-.<tations to be located

at various points on the terminal, and the extensive overhead

construction work for contact and transmission wires will be

prosecuted. .At the same time the selection of the electrical

equipment for the multiple unit cars will be made. These
cars will be similar in design to the 20 new all-steel suburban
cars |)urcha.se(l in l''2I and now in use in steam servia'.

which cars were i)uilt with the plans for the electrification

in mind.

The changes in tracks anil electrification of tracks will

rec|uire .several new interlocking jdants and a complete new
signal system, as the present one is not adaptcxl to tracks

where electric propulsion is used. Furthermore, extensive

im|)rovi-ments must be made in the telephone and telegraph

system involving several miles of undergrounil conduit con-

.struction, to suit the new physical and operating conditions.



Changing a Road From a Liability to an Asset

Receiver of Louisiana & North West Has Converted Property

from Bankruptcy to a Dividend Basis

Till LdiisiANA & XiiRTH West, a railroad extending

from McNeil, Ark., to Chestnut, La., a distance of

appro-ximately 100 miles, has been converted from a

financial failure to a solvent condition within a period of

two jears. .An attempted sale of the property at public

auction in 1919 did not bring out a single bid at even the

set minimum purchase price of $500,000, while its value is

now estimated at §5,000,000. This change has been effected

under the direction of E. R. Bernstein, formerly mayor of

Shreveport, La., and vice-president of the Commercial Na-
tional Bank of that cit)', who was appointed receiver of the

road in Octolier. 1920, after it had been out of operation

for four da\? due to its inaliility to pay its employees.

The troubles of this road had reached a clima.x in 1919,

when suit was brought by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
to foreclose on a mortgage. This precipitated litigation in

the course of which application was made to junk the entire

line. This action was strongly opposed by the railroad com-

mission of Louisiana, which eventually succeeded in its

efforts to prevent this step being taken. In May of this

year the receivership was terminated and the road was ac-

quired by a syndicate headed by former Governor N. C.

Haskell of Oklahoma. Since his acquisition of the road

there has l)een some talk of e.xtending the line from Mag-
nolia, Ark., through Waldo to a connection with the Mis-

souri Pacific at Hope, although no announcement to this

effect has been made as yet. Some consideration is al.so being

given to the extension of the line from Haynesville, La.,

to Eldorado, where Mr. Haskell is interested in timber as

well as oil lands, but this is likewise still in abeyance.

While it is said that the |)resent liberal policy of additions

and iH-'tterments to the line will be continued, the L. & N. W.
is now in good operating condition and earning a substantial

profit. It has not been hindered by the recent general strikes

and the relations with its emj)loyees are harmonious.

History of the Road

In 1885. Maj. J. D. Beardsley petitioned the state of

Louisiana for a charter to construct a railroad from Gibbs-

land. La., a station on the Vicksljurg, Shreveport & Pacific,

to Homer, to give rail facilities to the latter town; also to

jjrovide an outlet for lumber originating in the territory

which this line would traverse. Work was begun in August,

1887, and track laying was comjjleted in the latter part of

that year. The road was ojiened for traffic early in 1888

under the name of the Louisiana North & South railway.

The line was projected from .•\lexandria, La., to a connec-

tion with the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern in

Arkansas, a total distance of 225 miles, but the year 1890

found the line comjileted only between Homer and Bienville,

.^5 miles. .\t about the same time it was found that the

charter of the old company was defective, and the road was
reorganized under a new name, the Louisiana & North West,

wliich was leased to J. D. Beardsley, its constructor, for a

|icri(Kl of 50 years. In the course of a few years thereafter

the road was extended north from Homer, to Magnolia, Ark.,

through the town* of Haynesville, La., and l''.merson. Ark.,

and arrangements were made witii the St. Louis South-

western to lea.se its Magnolia branch between Magnolia and

McNeil, a distance of 6.4 miles. This part of the line was
opened for traffic in ISQR. Within a few years another ex-

tension was lompleted which gave the road a through line

from M(Neil, .\rk., to Nati hitorhes. La., a di>taiice of

about 121 miles, this last extension traversing a sjiarscly

settled country and reaching tlie towns of Chestnut and
Grand Ecore.

In August, 1913, upon the application of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works and other creditors, the United States

District Court at New Orleans, La., placed the road in re-

ceivership under G. W. Hunter of St. Louis, Mo., who had
been president of the corporation for a few years preceding.

The condition of the property continued to decline and in

July, 1919, the road was advertised for sale with an upset
price of 3500,000, but there were no bidders. About this

time the Baldwin Locomotive W'orks again brought suit

against the I^. & N. W. to foreclose on a mortgage. The
carrier found itself in a serious predicament and petitioned

the United States court at Shreve|)ort for permission to
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abandon that part of the line between Gibbsland and

Natchitoches, a distance of 59 miles. The matter was re-

ferred by the court to the Louisiana Railraad Commission,

but before any action wa.s taken, oil was discovered near

Homer and the resulting increa.sed traffic north of Gibbsland

warranted the withdrawal of the petition for abandonment.

Mr. Bernstein Appointed Receiver

On October 1, 1920, E. R. Bernstein was appointed re-

ceiver to succeed G. W. Hunter, who had resigned. The
road had ceased to operate for the four days prior to the

new receivership on account of its inability to pay employees

and to meet its ( nrretit obligations. The roadbed and etjuip-
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in a stTious lomiili n .ukI \vrf«k>< miurrrd at

tiTvals. The c<iuipinrm at that timi- iiuludcd
;iiotives, several of whuh had been puriha.scd

l-hand in lH'tH, and through l.nk of pro]icr tare, were
for 4er\'ice. The freight and p.isM-nger cars were in a

idition. It is said that the service of the carrier

r that when oil companii-s were preparing to drill

lis in the vicinity of Homer they -ohipiicti their

from Shft-ve|K>rt, La., to Minden on tlie Louisiana
i>, and then transported it by motor truck to

Homer. When the highways Ijecanx- impassable Ix-twcen

Minden and Homer, fleets of cater|)illar tractors were em-
ployed, and later wlien the oil was found, two com|>»nies

constructed pipe lines, tank forms and loading racks to con-

nect with railroads whose tracks were Icnatcd 20 to .U) miles

distant.

The first official action taken by the new receiver was to

borrow $8,000 from the Homer National Bank with which
he paid the employees and purcha.sed fuel. On the day fol-

lowing, the emi)loyees returned to work and oi)eralion was
resumed on the entire line. The new receiver also .set about

to reestablish the road's credit and to obtain the coiifidence

of the {Hiblic and shippers in the territory which the L. &
N. \V. served. To carrj- out his plan of rehabilitation, he

directed his activities in two separate fields of endeavor.

First, he saw the necessity of practically reconstructing

the j)Toj)erty. Therefore, during the few months following

his appointment, 100,000 ties, princij)a!ly of white oak, were

insertetl and much rail was relaid. The entire right-of-way

was cleared and ditched and the bridges and trestles were

reconstructed. In addition to improving the roadway, the

road's equipment was given attention. Seven new locomo-

tives were purchased, one of the old engines acquired in

1898 was sold for $5,000, and tlie remaining eight Iwomo-
tives were thoroughly overhauled. Six additional pas.senger

coaches were bought and other coaches placed in good con-

dition. The carrier's shops at Homer were reconstructed,

additions built, and new machinerj- installed. The freight

equipment was repaired in these shops and, in addition,

some new equipment was purchased. Water tanks were

erected, freight warehouses constructed and passing tracks

laid.

The receiver's second method of procedure in the recon-

ditioning of this road was to build a list of satisfied patrons.

He appealed to his employees for the necessar)- co-operation

and to date he has not had to contend with a single strike

on that line. Prior to his admini.'itration there was no regu-

lar passenger .service with the e.xception of a shuttle train

which ran tx-tween Magnolia and ^IcNeil, a distance of 6.4

miles. There were only two mi.xed trains, one running .south

from Gibbsland, and the other north, and two local freight

trains. In addition to the al)ove, six exclusive passenger

trains are now operated as well as two regular freight trains

and an average of eight e.xtra freight trains daily. While

the L. & X. \V. had formerly failed to jjrovide a(le<|uati'

facilities to .serve the oil developments near Homer, wlnii

oil was di.scovcred recently in the vicinity of Haynesvilli
,

industrial spurs were constructed, [)ipe yards, tank form-,

loading racks, etc., were installed. Since OcIoIkt, 1020, tmin

service has been uninterru|)ted and notwitiistaiuling a larm-

incn-a.se in business due to the oil traffic, at no time has tin

railroad resorted to a freight embargo.

That ])art of the line between Chestnut and Xat(liit(Klus,

a distance of alxmt 22 miles, having been unprofitalile from

the lieginning, tiie receiver secured permission from the

Interstate Coiiimerce Commission to abandon it. From al-

most the start of liis service, he also gained tile co-o|icration

of tlie railroad commissions of Louisiana and Arkansas in

the settlement of taxation matters and other claims against

the company. Having secured the support of federal and

state commissions, and regained the confidence of the public.

the problem was then to earn enough net revenue to 'make

it worth keeping the L. & X. W. in operation.

From Deficits to Profits

During most of thi> nwd's life dehi its have accumulated
annually. The road had never paid dividends in its 35
vears of existence. In 1907 there was a deficit of $39,000;
in 1909, $85,752; in 1911, $109,250; in 1915, $168,223;
in 1918, $114,717, and for the year ending Uecemlxr 31,

1919, $35,654. In contrast with this record, the only money
lx>rrowed under the 1920-22 receivership was the $8,000
ItKined on the first day, which amount was repaid within a
few months. The sum expended for maintenance of way
during the receivers tenure has e.xceeded $700,000, which
was several times any sum that had ever been applied to

maintenance of way during any equal previous period.

The gross revenues for the month of March, 1922, were

$215,022.12, whereas for September, 1920, one month prior

to the appointment of the receiver in question, they were
only $61,404.33. The total operating expenses for March,
1922, were $105,177.86. while for September, 1920, they

were $84,276.50. Thus, while the gross revenues for the

month of March, 1922, amounted to $153,617.79 more than
for the month of Septemlx-r, 1920, the increase in operating

expenses was only $20,896.30. The number of passengers

carried increased from 12,071 in September, 1920, to 35,521
in March, 1922, while the freight traffic increased from
18,916 tons in the earlier month to 81,828 tons in March
of this year.

The operating revenues per mile in March of this vear
amounted to $2,148 as compared with $505 in September,
1920, while the operating expenses per mile increased from
$525 in Septemijer, 1920, to $861 in March, 1922. The
net operating revenues in March, 1922, amounted to $1,287
per mile, whereas the loss in operating revenues in Septem-
ber, 1920, was $17.80 jx-r mile. .At the time of Mr. Bern-
stein's appointment the cash on hand amounted to $5,841
while an audit completed on May 15, 1922, showed a cash
balance of $311,767. While a large part of this increased
revenue is, of course, due to the development of the Ha>Ties-
ville oil field much is the result of the improved relations

with the shipping and traveling public. That the public is

well satisfied with the results of the recent receivership is

evidenced by resolutions adopted by the Louisiana Public
Service Commission and the .\rkansas Railroad Commis-
sion, expressing their approval of the improv<»ment of both
the physical and the financial condition of the property.

A London & North Western Locomotive Derailed at King's

Langley, Hertfordshire
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The New England Railroad Club announces that its October

meeting is postponed owing to the conditions in the trans-

portation field, and that the next meeting will be held on

November 14.

The Car Foremen's Association of Chicago will hold a

smoker meeting in the Great Northern hotel in that city on

October 11, at which time officers will be elected and other

business transacted.

A representative from every railroad in the country is the

expectation of the officers of the Railway Fire Protection

Association in connection with their plans for their annual

meeting which is to be held at the New Willard Hotel,

Washington, D. C, beginning on Tuesday, October 17. Pro-

grams are to be sent to members this week.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has issued for October

a special seventieth anniversary number of its monthly "Rock

Island Magazine." This number contains 225 pages, of which

100 are devoted to reading matter. The material consists

largely of reminiscences and historical data surrounding the

life of that railroad since the date of its founding.

The American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers

will hold its annual meeting in Louisville, Ky., on October 10.

The meeting of the association will be devoted largely to

receiving the reports of the committee on ticket paper, the

joint committee of the association and the Railway .^iccount-

ing Officers' Association, the committees on standing forms

of tickets, digest of fares and divisions, and adjustments and

disputes relative to passenger fares and kindred subjects.

Donald R. Richberg, of Chicago, counsel for the striking

unions, received assurance of readiness to co-operate with

counsel for the railway shop craft organizations in any en-

deavor to expedite further judicial proceedings in connection

with the government's strike injunction when he conferred

•with officers of the Department of Justice on October 2.

Attorney General Daugherty said the government would not

oppose or seek to delay an effort to bring the Chicago in-

junction or any of its collateral issues before a higher

tribunal.

The riding characteristics of one of the Baldwin-Westing-

house electric locomotives used on the Chicago, Milwaukee

& .St. Paul have been improved by dividing the cab in two

parts, according to a report called the "Log of the Man-

hattan" issued by the Baldwin Locomotive Company which

describes a trip made through the west by President

Vauclain and party. The report states: "Engines 10306 and

10307 took the curves easily and rode well. It is only in

comparison with engine 10301 that they sulTcr, because engine

10301 seems to leave nothing to be desired." The last men-

tioned locomotive has a divided cab, while tlie other two have

not.

New Members on Executive Committee

of Railroad Division, A S. M. E.

The balloting for ni(;mbcrs of the Executive Committee of

the Railroad Division of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers recently held resulted in the election of the follow-

ing members: re-elected for one-year term, W. H. Wintcr-

rowd, chief mechanical engineer, Canadian Pacific; James
I'arlinRton, estimating engineer, American Locomotive Com-
pany: new members elected for a two-year term, William

Elmer, division superintendent Pennsylvania System, and

B. P. Flory, superintendent of motive power, New York,

Ontario & Western. E. B. Katte, the present chairman of the

Railroad Division, serves another year on the Executive

Committee, according to the rules of the society.

Maintenance of Way Brotherhood Meets in Detroit

The United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
met in Detroit, Mich., on October 2, in its triennial conven-
tion. Approximately 1,200 delegates, representing 300,000

brotherhood members in all parts of the United States and
Canada, are in attendance. One of the important questions

to come before the convention relates to the removal of the

union's headquarters to a more central location.

Freight Claims Continue to Decrease

According to the recently issued classified summarj' of

freight claim expenditures for the first six months of 192J,

as prepared by the Freight Claim Division of the American
Railway Association, a decrease of 50.7 per cent has been
shown as compared with a like statement for the same period
in 1921. The total sum expended in the payment of freight

claims for the first six months of this year was $27,380,061.

A. R. A. Washington Committee

The Board of Directors of the American Railway Association

has appointed a conference committee of eight of its members
for consultation and conference, as a necessity may arise, in

Washington, consisting of the following: Daniel Willard, chair-

man. (B. & O.) ; W. W. Atterbury, (Penn.) ; B. F. Bush, (M.
P.): H. E. Bvram, (C. M. & St. P.); C. R. Gray, (U. P."» ;

Hale Holden, (C. B. & Q.) ; C. H. Markham, (I. C.) ; A. H.
Smith, (N. Y. C).

A Train Control Program

The Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, will present

a symposium on Automatic Train Control on Monday evening,

October 23. Among the speakers will be C. F. Giles, super-

intendent of machinery of the Louisville & Nashville, Louis-

ville, Ky., who will discuss the subject from the mechanical

standpoint and Thomas S. Stevens, signal engineer of the

.Xtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System, Topeka, Kan., who will

speak from the standpoint of the signal engineer. Other
speakers will trace the history of train control and will discuss

it from the standpoint of the operating department.

Missouri Pacific to Terminate Van Noy Contracts

The Missouri Pacific will not renew its contract with the

Van Noy Interstate Company for the operation of its restau-

rants and hotels following its expiration on February 26,

1923. President Bush of the Missouri Pacific states that no
plans for the future have been decided upon. It is said that,

although relations with the Van-Noy organization have been
cordial, the carrier is making the change to insure a more
uniform service for its patrons. The Van-Noy Company has
had a contract with the Missouri Pacific for IS years.

Labor Board Considers Wages of Maintenance

of Way Employees in Executive Sessions

On October 2 the Railroad Labor Board, in executive session,

began the consideration of the demands of the United Brother-

hood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railroad Shop
I-nborers for increases in the rates of pay of all classes of

maintenance of way employees and for a minimum basic wage of

4.S cents an hour. Present indications arc that this decision will

be handed down about October 15 and that tlie living wage prin-

ciple so strenuously advocated by the representatives of the

maintenance of way employees will not be recognized at this

time by the Board, but llial the workers liivoKcd will be given an
increase.

668
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Thornton to Head Canadian National

Word came as wc were ({liiiK •

Thornton, at present Ki'n«Ta' m.in.i. :

1.-.. .1 ... 1 .,,! formerly general iii.i! .i .

''<1 head of the Canacli.i:i

lie Grand Trunk is nuw
'I a >i:ar. Sir Henry is at prcM-;

I'rri> that Sir Henry \V.

<>i the Great Eastern of

r • ! rhc I>iinK Island, had

N 4;:. rial Railways System,
' n-'>ii<lalcd, at a salary of

It Ml Canada but is leaving

' for England and hopes to return in JO days to take up his

following directors will be associated with him : J. H.

.lir. New Glasgow, N. S. ; Richard P. Gough, Toronto;

James Stewart, Winnipeg; Ernest k. Decary, Montreal;

Frederick G. Dawson, Prince Rupert ; Tom Moore, President

. Iian Trades and Labor Congress. Ottawa: G. A. Bell, Deputy

••r of Railways; G. G. Rucl. general counsel, Toronto,

mice of these directors are busincts men; unc is a representa-

tive of the wheat interests of the west ; one represents labor ; one

is a member of Parliament and one is the present deputy minister

of railways. The inclusion of a representative of labor on the

board of directors is of special interest and significance.

Net Operating Income in August

Preliminary compilations show that 139 out of the 197

Class I railroads had a net operating income in August of

$39.104.000, compared with $70,028,000 for the same roads for

August, 1921. The 139 roads represent 176.953 miles. Com-
plete reports for all Class I roads are expected to be avail-

able in about a week.

Operating revenues for the 139 roads totaled $382,711,000,

a decrease of 6.22 per cent under those for the same roads

in August last year, while operating expenses for those roads

totaled $316,356,000, an increase of 2.2 per cent over one

year ago.

The BurHngton Pension Badge

In the shape of a shield, thrcu-quarters of an inch in

height, bearing the words "Burlington Service" in the familiar

oblong shape of the company's trade mark in the upper part,

and a number indicating the years of service

just beneath it, the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy has provided an unusual and unique

badge of honor for its retired employees

who arc on the pension roll. The first

shield goes to J. R. Wood, a passenger

conductor who has just completed 65 years

of continuous service, and who was the

oldest employee in length of service. Mr.

Wood began in 1857 as a watcrboy. W. L. Hippert, an-

other passenger conductor, has completed" 56 years of con-

tinuous service for the road, having begun as a brakcnian in

1866.

Only Four Wooden Mail Cars

The wfxjden railroad car is almost gone, says a statement issued

*by the Post Office Department. "It is about ready to fade into the

past, joining the passenger pigeons, the wild west, the horse drawn

carriage and ginger-bread houses." According to the figures of

the Post Office Department there are only four wood mail cars

now in use out of about 5,000 cars formerly employed to transport

United States mail. In 1913 a law was passed by Congress,

later reenforced by a law passed in 1916 rcquirinR that no more

mail cars be admitted for postal service unless they were all steel

or steel under-frame. Those woiKlen cars which were in use

were allowed to remain in service. With the gradual replacement

of wooden cars with steel, injuries and deaths of post office em-

ployees are said to have greatly decreased. During the last year

only two clerks were killed in accidents and 26 seriously hurt.

Almost 20,000 railway postal clerks now are employed in the

railway mail service.

Later, in order to correct any false impression which might

be gained from the statement to the eflfcct that there were

only "four wood mail cars now in use," the department issued

a statement giving the following statistics on the kinds of

cars used in the service: Of the 1,087 Railway Post Office

cars 862 are all steel, 154 are steel underframc, 67 arc wood
steel reinforced, and four are all wood construction. Of the

4,074 apartment cars in use 1,104 are all steel. 641 are steel

underframc, 1,947 are wood, steel reinforced, and 382 are all

wood construction.

Cab Signals on the Orleans Railway

The Orleans Railway of France, operating 2,969 locomotives,

now has 547 of these equipped with apparatus for giving an

audible signal in the cab. This system is of the ramp type

and "crocodiles" (.ranips) have been installed at 987 distant

signals. By the end of this year the total number of locomo-

tives equipped will be increased to 802. The Orleans is the

railroad which for years has had torpedo machines in service

at home signals—apparently throughout the whole of its

more important lines—and concerning which an officer of

the company has said that not for SO years have trains been

in serious collision because of an engineman overrunning a

fixed stop signal.

California Blames East for Lack of Much Needed Cars

With the shippers receiving less than a third of refrigerator

cars that they deem necessary to save the California grape

crop, the Railroad Commission of that state last week again

wired the Interstate Commerce Commission urging action to

facilitate the westbound movement of empty cars, as follows:

"Refrigerator car situation in California not improving.

Demands for 900 cars daily, with average of 250 to 275 re-

ceived. Grape crop harvest now at peak and unless equip-

ment furnished, losses will be tremendous. Our information

and investigation indicate cars delayed in East account em-
bargo and local loading. Can you advise situation of west-

bound empty refrigerator cars?"

Priority orders in favor of coal movement are declared to

be largely responsible for this situation. Diversion of cars

by brokers and delay in loading are also contributing factors.

The state commission has strongly urged upon the federal

commission an order against circuitous diversion and that

demurrage rates be increased.

Accident Report for Second Quarter, 1922

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a sum-
mary of railroad accident statistics for the months of April,

May and June of this year, from which we take the following

figures, those in parentheses being, in each case, the totals for the

same quarter in 1921.

In train accidents 7 (21) passengers, 63 (42) employees and
24 (25) other persons were killed, and 552 (569) passengers,

286 (285) employees and 83 (88) other persons were injured.

Adding to these the train service accidents we have totals

of 1,279 (1,180) persons killed and 9,015 (8,569) injured.

These last include 402 (336) persons kilicd at highway cross-

ings and 1,201 (1,015) injured. These grade crossing statis-

tics, including also some casualties reported under the head

of derailments of trains, show an increase over the same
months of 1921 of 20.8 per cent in fatalities, and of 24.2 per

cent in injuries not fatal.

I. C. Calls for Co-operation in Movement of Coal

The Illinois Central, through a recent advertisement published

in a large number of daily newspapers, urges public co-operation

in the speedy movement of coal. If the mine operators, coal dealers

and coal consumers work together the pressure on the railroads

will be lightened. The advertisement reads, in part:

"The Illinois Central is facing the problem of providing coal

cars for fall and winter bituminous coal supplies. During this

strike the side tracks of the railroads were crowded with many
lliousands of idle coal cars. Every informed person will appre-

ciate that no railway system could keep itself adequately equipped

10 meet such a situation as the present. Bv the prompt loading and

iinloatling of cars and by direct billing of cars to avoid delays

nccasione<| by rcconsignment operators, dealers and consumers can

lid materi.-illy in accelerating the coal movement. We believe that.
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if we receive 100 per cent co-operation from operators, dealers

and consumers, no one dependent upon the Illinois Central for

transportation will suffer from cold this winter. The Illinois

Central System owns 30,667 open top cars suitable for coal and
5,0OJ new coal cars are being delivered."

Labor Board Holds Hearings

on Train Dispatchers' Rules

On September 2S and 29 the Railroad l^bor Board held

hearings in disputes regarding certain rules and working conditions

at the instance of the .^merican Train Dispatchers' Association.

the two most important questions in dispute on practically all

of the railroad involved being, (1) should chief despatchers, night

chief despatchers and assistant chief despatchers be included in

the agreement with that organization and (2), should despatchers

be allowed vacations and sick leaves with pay. In addition, there

were some miscellaneous disputes involving the questions of re-

lief days, calls, overtime, etc., but these were subsequently re-

manded to one of the Labor Boards' bureaus for a later hearing.

After testimony bearing on the two important disputes had been

given to the Board by J. G. Luhrsen, president of the train

dispatchers' organization, and J. W. Higgins, Dr. C. P. Keill and

J. G. Walber, representing respectively the western, southeastern

and eastern carriers, the Labor Board took the case under advise-

ment.

Master's Report Favors I. & G. N. in Big Suit

The International & Great Northern will be awarded $2,-

000,000 in a judgment against the Pierce Oil Corporation,

New York, if a master's report to Judge Hutcheson is up-

held. The road originally sued for $2,555,625 for failure to

fulfill contracts for delivery of 750,000 barrels of oil at 83

cents a barrel at Fort Worth, Tex., and 750,000 barrels at 70

cents at Texas City Junction. The road asserted that it had

been forced to purchase oil in the open market at $3.50 a

barrel, and it sued for the difference between the two prices.

The receiver for the railway sustained damages aggregating

$771,350 on Mexican oil and $1,026,462 on domestic oil, a

total of $1,797,812; and interest of more than $200,000 was

added. A counter judgment for $28,219, with interest at 6

per cent from April 1, 1920, was recommended by the master

in favor of the Pierce Oil Corporation for oil furnished during

March of that year which would reduce the main judgment

to that extent. The judgment will be reviewed by Federal

Judge Hutcheson, Jr.

Prevents Orient's Increased

Divisions Becoming Effective

A restraining order preventing the carrying out or a recent

decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission granting

the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient an increase in the division

of joint through freight rates, was issued on October 2, as

a result of a special hearing in the United States District

court, at Denver, Colo. Action brought by 13 carriers whose

lines connect with the Orient, on the grounds that the order

was confiscatory of their revenues, arbitrary and without

evidence to support it, led to the restraining order. The
plaintiffs contended that the commission misconceived its

powers under the interstate commerce law and that it sought

to take arbitrarily the revenues of strong lines and use them

for the aid of a carrier unable to earn operating expenses,

instead of prescribing a fair and equitable division of the

revenue from joint rates. This is said to be the first case

under the Transportation Act of 1920 in which the order of

the Interstate Commerce Commission making divisions in

rates has been enjoined. In New England recently a similar

order of the commission was upheld.

Cab Signals on the Northern of France

The Northern Railway of France, as is well known, has

used an audible cab signal for 40 years or more, the simple

contact apparatus known as the "crocodile." From an inquiry

which has been made in connection with the action of the

French Government in calling upon all the railroads of the

Republic to adopt some kind of cab signal it .ippi-.trs that the

Northern now has in service 2,906 locomotives of which all

but 43 have the cab signals. These 43 are at present in the

shops. Of the engines fitted, 752 are in the passenger service,

1,726 in freight service and 385 are switching locomotives.

The other railroads of France are now making this improve-
njent, and a statement of the conditions on the Paris, Lyons
& Mediterranean was given in the Railziay Age of September

30, page 606. These other roads are not in all cases using

the same design as that of the Northern but it appears that

there is a general understanding that the principle of opera-

tion and the location of apparatus on the roadways are

to be sufficiently in conformity to the practice of the Northern
to make it practicable to interchange locomotives, if necessary,

throughout France.

Mr. Loree on Labor Unions

State supervision of all voting which may result in a strike

or lockout was advocated by L. F. Loree, president of the Dela-

ware & Hudson in an address on "Labor Unions" before the

clearing house section of the American Bankers Association con-

vention in New York this week. He proposed that laws be enacted

to this effect. Such control, to insure a secret ballot free from
intimidation or misrepresentation, and its honest count was
declared necessary to rescue the American worker from what he

termed the tyranny of labor professionally organized. Mr. Loree

urged his hearers to devote time and thought to ways and means
of helping the laborer "in his safety and comfort * * * intel-

lectually and spiritually." He would have laws enacted

—

1. To provide that voluntary associations of seven or more
members may sue or be sued.

2. To make the records and accounts of such associations

subject to public authority, and to make political use of union

funds a criminal offense.

3. To give State authorities better facilities for labor dispute

investigation through the power to subpoena witnesses; also to

make available to the public full reports of such investigations,

then to compel fourteen days' notice of intention to strike or

lockout.

Railway Real Estate Association to Meet

The fourth annual meeting of the Railway Real Estate Asso-
ciation will be held at La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday, October 10, 11 and 12. By the

resignation of President F". C. Irvine, James T. Maher (Great

Northern) has become president of the association, and Chicago
has been fixed upon as the place of meeting instead of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Maher will deliver the presidential address on Wednesday
morning.

The principal papers on the program are the following: Rail

road insurance, by K. T. Krausch (C. B. & Q.) ; How to bu>

right of way, by O. F. Scudder (C. B. & Q.) ; Purposes iw
which railroad land should be leased, by J. L. Watson (Nor
Pac.) ; Crossings, and use of railroad land by telephone com
panics, etc., by W. L. Matloon (Hocking \'allcy> ; The relation

of federal valuation to taxation, by .A. J. Rooney (C. & O.) ;

Methods of assessing railroad property, by Hon. N. P. Haugeii.

formerly chairman of the Wisconsin Tax Commission ; Can
government valuation of railri->ad lands be m.ide an influencing

factor in condemnation proceedings? by W. R. Tarbct (III. Cent.^ .

Can the multiple studies made in connection with federal valu.i

fion be used as a basis of determining cost of acquiring lands

'

by W. B. Thomson (W. & L. E.)

Our Duty to Home and Industry

The forcgonig is the title of a circular which the Buffalo,

Rwhcstcr & Pittsburgh has addressed to its employees, callinv;

attention to the crisis in coal transportation. It says, in part

The Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh is favorably spoken ot

in every comnuniily it serves, and will stay in favor just so lonv'

as it continues to serve. Wc as railroad men have never had an

opportmiity to show our ability for real railroading such as con-

fronts us today. The jobs of those in many industries depend

on us to move coal. The lives of children, babies and the infinr

depending on fuel for warmth demand that we do our utmost t^

move coal. That the public may be adequately served there mu-

be the utmost harmony, co-operation and emieavor all along tin
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lin*. The KaJway Age »ay»: •'Coal carj thould be unloaded
prumptly rrgar"lle»* of the free timt .u! .»;,inr F-'or a contignec
tDwIcr prrviii lundition:* lo drla\ .,( rart inrrely

bccauv he haj the IcKal right tti il. ., cnrne against

the public welfare • • •
" Thii .,,..,, ;, a calU on every

employee to give patrons transpi>rt;iti.jn iacilitics never before
(uualled. We have the men who can do it, and with enthusiasm
and team work we arc out to set a record for every other rail-

r<«<l to try and equal. Wc must make a record for lirilliani

railro.iditiK. We mii>t move the coal and with the co-oprratioii

of mines and con»igiiccs wc are going to do it.

Effect of Strike on the Mails

itistics issued tiy tlit ^'o^t Ollicc I )c|i,irtiiicnt >h..» tliat during

tlu |>crio<l of tlu- railroad strike upheaval \^ff) mail trams were
annulled by the railroads, reprcsiiiting a mileage of 112,540.

Transferring mail pouches to other trains, re-routing mail and
apartment cars, substituting automobile trucks for railroads and
other emergency measures were adopted so that there was no
!>erious congestion of the mails at any point for any length of

time Except for slight interruptions at isolated points and a

slowing up in the operation of the postal system in certain sec-

tions regular delivery of the mails continued as if no serious

strike was in existence, according lo a statement issued by the

department. In only extreme cases was it found necessary to

tuhstitulc motor trucks to carry the mails, and in these emer-
gencies automobiles were immediately placed in commission, mak-
ing regular runs both daily and tri-wcekly to points cut off from
railroad transportation.

I'ostmaster General Work early completed plans for the mobili-

zation of the Army and Navy air service to carry the mails, and
also inaugurated a complete survey of the motor vehicles, both

publicly and privately owned, that might be a\ailahlc to secure

the safe and complete delivery of mails in case of thorough
break-down of railroad service. Scores of messages from every

part of the country were received offering the use of airplanes,

motor trucks and other vehicles.

The Careful Crossing Campaign in Chicago

At a recent tnectiiit; of the Steam Transportation Committee
of tho Chicago .Associ-ition of Commerce, a report was made of

the work of the Safety Council in connection with the "Careful

Crossing Campaign." It was stated that appro.ximately 6,000 large

posters. 1,500 small posters and lOO.UX) "stickers" have been used,

this material being distributed to. aiKl by the aid of motor clubs,

the Cartage Exchange of Chicago, public and parochial schools,

B<Ty Scouts of America, Association of Commerce, members of

the National Safety Council and the Motor Truck Owners' As-

sociation and otherwise. Many industries in Chicago were sup-

plied with this material, including the International Harvester

ComiKmy, which distributed it to its branch agencies and drivers

throughout the United States. Also a radio address was made

prece<ling the campaign by H. M. Switzcr, superintemlent of safety,

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, and during the campaign by J. E.

Gorman, president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, these

addresses reaching alxnit 50.000 people (in each instance) in a

territory extending WK) miles from Chicago, besides being ac-

cordcyl wide press pu'.dicity.

Extensive publicity was accorded the campaign by "Chicago

Commerce." the official publication of the Chicago As.sociation of

Commerce : in the magazines of the motor clubs and in trade jour-

nals and house organs. Approximately 200 reports of carelessness

exhibited by motorists at railway crossings have been acted upon

individually by the Highway Safety Committee of the council.

The Chicago Motor Club and the Illinois Automobile Club car-

ried notice of the campaign in their several electric signs about

the city and three large billboard advertisements were located at

prominent locations in the city. The plan was explained by .V. W.

Smallen before the Motor Drivers' School : by K. M. Swit/er at

C. .v. C.'s I-'orcmen's Instructions Course, and M. A. Dow at the

Safety Supervisors' School, in addition to which co-operation was

solicited on the part of the several huii<lre<l companies in Chicago

directly interested in the Safety Coiincirs oiitr.ition.

.\ siK-cial pamphlet, prepared under the direction of the com-

mittee, was distributed to all school teachers and by them read to

the children to explain the plan and urge their co-operation, thus

directly instructing about 550.(XK) school children. (Several roads

also distributed this pamphlet or a revision of it to the schools

akMig their Hnes.) Publicity was accorded the subject in the

nrusp:i|>crs of the city and the subject was presented at sundry
public meetings by members of the S|)cakers' Uureau of the Safety

Council. The slogan "Cross Crossings Cautiously" has been made
a part of the safety textbook about to be placed in use in Chicago
public schools.

During June and July, 1922. there were only four fatalities in

aiitomobile-railway crossing accidents in Chicago and Cook county,

as compared with live in the same period of 1921. Attention was
called to an editorial on the results of the campaign published in

the Hailway .'!<ee of September 9. wherein it is shown that on 66

class I roads in June aixl July. 35 more persons were kilk-d in

grade crossing accidents than in the same period of 1921 ; that the

campaign, nevertheless, is counted as a success, and that enthu-

siasm so developed should Ik: maintained. The committee appeared

Iwforc the Illinois Commerce Commission on September 20, and

urged that body to undertake a campaign for the education of

motorists, with particular regard to railway crossing accidents.

R. B. A. Asks President to Let Rate Provisions Stand

The Railway Business .Association has addressed a letter

to President Harding asking him to preserve intact the income

provisions of the Transportation Act. These provisions, the

letter says, arc in a position different from the labor provi-

sions. The letter, which is signed by Alba B. Johnson,

president of the association, follows in part:

"Your attention is invited to the importance of so restricting

railway legislation that for some time to come changes may
be avoided in the sections which assure the roads an oppor-

tunity to earn an adequate income. As wc view it, the labor

provisions and the provisions embodying the rule of rate

making are in two distinct positions.

"Those who urge amendments to the labor clauses state that

the object of those sections was to prevent interruptions in

railway service through strikes and there have been strikes.

Such advocates assert their conviction that a sufficient con-

sensus of public approval for strike remedies has crystallized

to warrant serious consideration of amendments. The pur-

pose of the clauses affecting the regulation of rates, on the

other hand, was to find a level which would yield the average

road sufficient income for it to finance adequate additions

and betterments. Nobody can yet say advisedly that these

sections have failed. Proof requires trial over a period longer

and more fully representative of average normal conditions

than has thus far been possible. No observer has asserted

that there is a consensus of public opinion as to the sufficiency

of these clauses or as to desirable modifications.

"We respectfully suggest that before Congress reconvenes

you emphasize to that body and to the country the vital

stake of all concerned in the stability of these vast railway

purchases and how essential for the continuance of prosperity

it is to postpone amendments of the clauses affecting railway

revenue and thus preserve confidence in adequacy of railway

income as a permanent aim of government regulation."

mrs of srcretariis, dates nf iumI ot rrtytlar

Meetings and Conventions

The following list piv.
meetings and plaees of meeting

An Brake Association,— K. M. Ncllis. 165 Broadway. New York City.

Next convention. M.iy 1-4. 1923. Denver. Colo. Exhibit by Air Br.ike

Appliance Associiition.

AiR Bkakk ArpuANCE AS.S0CIAT10N.—.1. F. r.cltnist. The Ashton Valve

Company, .118 W. W.ishington St.. Chicago. Meeting with Air Brake

Association.

AMrHicAN Association nr Dl'.\lV»»^c.E Ofpicbhs. -K. A. Pontious. Super-

visor of Demurrage anil St.rage. C. & N. \V. Ry.. Oiicago.

\\it»iCAN Association of Dinisc. Cab Si'Pbrintkndents.—U A. Stone,

C. & E I. Ky Chicago. Annual meeting, Oct. 17-20. San Francisco,

Cal.

Amfhican Association of Enoinekhs.—C. E. Drayer. 6i E. Adams St.,

Chicago.

AueaicAN Association or (>.nhral Baoc.ace Auents.—E. L, Duncin, 332

So. Michigan Ave, Chicago.

Amurican Association or I'as.srnc.er Traffic Offukrs.—W. C. Hope,

C. R, R. of N. J., 143 I-iherty St., New Wk. .\iinnal meeting,

October 10 and II, Seelb,ich Hotel. Louisville, Ky.

American Association of Railroad Suprrintendbkts.—.T. Rithschild, Room
400 Union Station, Si. I.ouis, Mo.

American Elictric Railway Assoc.ation.-J. W. Welsh. 8 W. 40lh St..

New York.
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American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'

Association.—C. Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 111.

American Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75

Church St.. New York. N. Y. Annual meeting, November, 1922.

Division I.—Operating. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vcsey St., New York,

N. Y'. , ......
Freight Station Section (including termer activities of American

Association of FreiRht Agents). R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chicago. HI.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St., New
York, N. Y.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association).

J. C. (javiston, 30 N'esey St., New York, N. Y.

Safety- Section. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St., New York.

Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-

banks, 30 Vesey St., New Y'ork, N. Y. Annual meeting has been

indefinitelv postponed.
Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the Asso-

ciation of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. \V. Covert,

431 South Dearborn St., Chicigo, 111.

Division III.—Traffic, J. Gottschalk, 143 Liberty St., New York.

Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III. Exhibit by National Railway .Appliances Association.

(Tonstruction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.

Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.

Signal Section (including former activities of the Rai way Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet. 30 Vesey St.. New \ ork, N. Y. Next

meeting, November 21 and 22, Hotel McAlpin, New York.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association .ind the American Railway Master Me-

chanics' Association). V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, HI. Exhibit bv Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Equipment Painting Sectitn (including former activities of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association). V. K. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of

the Railway Storekeepers' Association). W. J. Farrell, 30 Vesey St.,

New Y'ork, N. Y. , , . . , ,
Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

C?r^Service Division—C. A. Buch, 718 18th St., N. W., Washing-

ton, D. C.

American Railway Bpidt.e and Building Assocution.—C. A. Lichtv, C. &
N VV Ry.. 319 N. Waller Ave, Chicago. Next ccnvcntion, October

17-19. 1922, Hotel Gibson, Oncinnati, Ohio. Exhibit by Bridge and

Building Supply Men's Association.

Amcrican Railway Devfi.ppmpnt Association.—A. Leckie. Industrial

Agent, Kansas City Southern Ry., Kansas Oty, Mo.

American R.mlwav Encinfering .\s-sociation.—(Works in co-operation

with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,

431 South De.irbiTn St., Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway Appli-

ance Association.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.— (See American Rail-

way .Association, Division V.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145

East Marquette Read, Chicago. Exhibit b>' Supply Association of

the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

.American Short Linf Railway Association.—T. F. WHiittelsey, Union
Trust Bldg., Washington. D. C.

AMERICAN Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman. 1600 Prosiiect

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Annual convention, Oct. 2-7, 1922, General

Motors Building, Detroit, Mich.

American Society for Tf.sting Materials.-C. L. Warwick, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society or Civil Evcinefrs.—Prof. J. II. Diinlap. University

of Iowa Iowa Citv, la. Regular meeting 1st and 3d Wednesd.ays in

month, 'except Julv and August, 3i VV. 39th St., New York. Fall

meeting, October 4-9, Palace Hitel, San Francisco, Cal.

ASiERicAN Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

, ^ ,. _ ., „
Railroad INvision—A. F. Stucbing, Manager Editor, Railway Me-

chanical Engineer, Woolworth Bldg., New Vork.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, 1310-1311 Mail-

ers Bldg., Chicago, III. Next convention, June 18, 1923, Chicago.

American Wood Preslrvess' Association.—S. D. Cooper, A. T. & S. Fe
R R., Topeka, Kan. Next meeting, January 23, 1923, New Orleans.

La.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris. Northern Pacific

R. R., St. Paul. Minn.

Association op Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti. C.

& N W Ro,-.m 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Annual convention.

October 30-November 3, Hotel La Salle, Chicago. Exhibit by Rail-

way Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Association op Railway Executives.—Thomas Dc Witt Cuylcr (chair-

man), 61 Br-'adway, New York, N. Y.

Association of Railway Si'pply MtN.—A. W. Clokev. 1658 McCormick
Bldg.. Chicago. Meeting with Intemalional Railway General Fore-

men's Association.

Association op Railway Telp-ORaph Superintendents.- (See American
Railv/ny Association, Division I.)

ASSOCMTION OF TraNSPOPTATION AND CaR AcCOtrSTING OFFICERS—(See

American Railway Association, Division II.)

BiiDCB AND Building Supply Men's Association.— D. T. Higgins. Ameri-

can Valve & Meter Ccmpany. 332 S. Michigan Ave . Chu.igo. Meet-

ing with convention of American Railway Driilge .ind Building Assn.

Canadian Railway Clur.—W. A. Booth, 53 Rushbrook St., Montreal, Que.

Car Foremen's Assoc'ation or CMirAOo.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings. 2d Monday in month, except June,

July and August, Great Nonhern Hotel, Chicago.

Car Foremen's A.isociation or St. Louis, Mo.—Thc-in.a» I!. Kr«neke, 604

Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday
in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. !x>uis.

CmiTRAL Railway Clir,—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cnrtlandt St., New York.

Regular meetings, 2i\ Tiievlav in January, March, May. September
and Novemhct. If.trl Irrqu..'i.. B'lffalo. N. V.

Chief Inflrchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. P. Elliott, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St.

Louis, III. Annual convention, November 6-8, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
Association.—D. B. Wright. 34th St. and Artesian Ave.. Chicago,
111. Meeting with Chid Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's Association.

Cincinnati Railroad C^'jb.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg.. Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Meetings, 2d Tuesday in February, May, September and
November.

Eastern Railroad .Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F SL, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Freight Claim Association.—(See American Railw-ay Associations. Divi-
sion VII.)

Gener.kl Superintendents' .Association of Chicago.—C. H. Treichel,
Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, pre-
ceding 3d Friday in month, Room 1414, Manhattan Bldg., Chicago.

International Railro\d Master Bl-\cksmiths' Association.—W. J. Mayer,
Michigan Central R. R.. Detroit, Mich. Exhibit by International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.

International R-Mlroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's .Association.
—George P. White. 747 Railway Exchange. Chicago. Meeting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

International Railway Fuel Association.—^J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 5lst

St.. Chicago. Exhibit by International Railway Supply Men's Asso-
ciation.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall, 1061
W. Wabash Ave., Winona, Minn.

International Railway Supply Men's Association.—C. W. Sullivan. Gar-
lock Packing Co., 326 W. Madison St., Chicago. Meeting with In-
ternational Railway Fuel Association.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought. 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.—(See A. R. A.. Divi-
sion V.)

Master Car Builders Association.—(See A. R. A.. Division V.)

National Association of Railway Tie Producers.—Warren C. Nixon,
Western Tie & Timber Co., 905 Syndicate Trust Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo,

National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners.—James
B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York. Annual convention, No-
vember 14, Hotel Tuller, Detroit, Mich.

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
York.

National Railway Appliance Association.—C. W. Kelly, People's Gas
Bldg., Oiicago. Annual exhibition at convention of American Rail-

way Engineering Association.

New Engund R.«ilroad Clue.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston,
Mass. Next meeling, November 14.

New York Railroad Cuue.—Harry D. Vrught, 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Reg\ilar meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
at "-'Q W. 39th St., New York.

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner. 64 Pine St.. San Francisco, C^
Regular meetingr. 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Railway Accounting Officers' Association—E. R. Woodson. 1116 Wood-
ward Building, VVashingtcn, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon. 600 Liberty Bldg., .

Broad and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, _ Pa. Annual meeting and
dinner. November 9, Hotel Commodore, New York.

Railway Club or Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Repular meetings, 4th Thursday in month, except June,
July and .\ugust. Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Development .Association.—(See Am. Ry. Development Assn.)
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. Scribner,

General Electrical Co., (Thicago. .-\nnual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—R. J. Himmelright.
17 East 42nd St., !%iw York. Meeting with Traveling Engineers*
Association.

Railway Fire Protection Assochtiov.—R. R. Hackett. Baltimore Sr Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, Md. Annual meeting, October 17-19, Willard
Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Railway Real Estate A'-sociation.—R. H. Morrison. C. & O. Ry.. Rich
mond, Va, Next meeting October 10-13, 1922, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Signal .Associat'CN.—-(See .A. R. A. Division IV. SigtuI Section.)

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—(See A. R. A.. Division V'l.)

Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association.—J. D. Cmway, 1841 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. Meeling with A. R. A., Division V.

Railway Telecrapii and Telephone .Appliance Association.— G. A. Nel.
s.n. 30 Church St.. New York.

Railway Treasury Officers' Association.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust
Bldg., Phil.idclphia. Pa. Annual meeting. October 19 and 20, Balterv
Park Hotel. Ashcville. N. C.

Roadmasters' and .MAiNTrsANCE OF Way Association.—P. J. McAndrews.
C. & N. W. Rv.. Sterling. III. .Annual convention. November 21-23.

1922. Hotel Statler. Cleveland. Ohio. Exhibit by Track Supply Asso-
ciation.

St. Louis Railway Ci ub.—P. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Regular meetings. 2d Friday in month, except June. July and August.

Signal Appliance Association.— F. W. Edmunds, Sunbeam Electric Manu-
facturing Conip.iny. New York City, ^feeting with American Rail-

way Association. Signal Section.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.—A. I. Merrill. P. O. Box
1205, Atlanta, Ga. Regular nieelings, 3d Thursdav in J.inuary, March,
May, July, September and Novrml.er, Piedmont Hotel. .Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Servu-t Opfickbs,— 1. L. C-irrier, Car Serv.
Agt., Tcnn. Cent. Ry., 319 Seventh .Ave.. North Nasliville. Tcnn.
Next meeting, October 19. St. .\ugusline. Fla.

Sdpply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
II. S. White. 1 N. Icflcrson St.. Chicago.

Track Supply Ass.irixnoN.—W. C. Kidd. R.imapo Iron Works. Hilbum.
N. Y. Meets with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.

TiWELiNo Encinfers' ASSOCIATION.—W. O. Thompson. 1177 East 98th St.
Cleveland. Ohio. .Annual convention. tVtnher 3l-November 3. Hotel
Sherman. Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers'
.Ass-ciation.

Western Railway (Xu«,—Bruce V. Crand.ill, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,
rhie:>go. Regular meetings, 3d Monday each month except lune,
July and August.
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Traffic News

The Buffalo, Rochester & PittshurRh has opened a city ticket

o&cc in rittsburgh. Pa., 529 Smithficld Street. The city pasienger
•sent is H. B. Herrick.

The Northern Paiitic has restored 58 passenger trains to

service, the operation o( which was discontinued during the

first part of the summer due to the shop craits' strike and
the fuel shortage.

A committee of freight traffic officers of the trunk line rail-

roads will begin a meeting in New York on October 23 for the

purpose of hearing: shippers on a plan for a uniform scale of

class rates for trunk line territory which has been under con-

iideration for some time.

Freight Commodity Statistics to June 30
'

The Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has compiled a statement showing by districts the

freight tonnage transported by Class 1 steam railways for

the quarter ended June 30, 1922, with comparisons between
1921 and 1922:

Number of tona uriginatetl

Per cent
Quarter Quarter of increase
ended ended 1922

C1«J of commxtitici June .10. 1921 June 30. 1922 over 1921
rroducin of agriculture 21,373,939 19,965.391 'e-SJ
.\nimaU jnd pr.Juaa 5,775.453 6.150.41(. 6.49
Productt of mine» 124.036.608 101.404,7.'5 '18.25
Product! of fore^ti 19,746,413 22.779.953 15.36
Manufacture* and miacrllaneoua. . 41.894.693 57.258.094 36.67
Merchandiae—all l.e.l. trailic 10.628,424 11.036,921 3.84

Total 223,455,530 218.595,500 •2.17
Total tons carried.

Per cent
Quarter Quarter of iiKrease
ended ended 1922

ClaM of cnmmrMliiies June 30. 1921 June 30. 1922 over 1921
Product! of agriculture 44,639,283 43.583.656 '2.36
Animalt and prodiicli 10.146.292 10.846.813 6.90
Product! of mine* 208,779.616 180.471.075 "IS.Se
Product! of fore»t! 36,858,931 45,913,216 24.56
M.inufacturc! and miiccllaneooi. . 81.054.733 112.557.162 38.87
V r.handiie—all l.c.l traffic 16.770,520 18,057,427 7.6/

Total 398,249.375 411,429,349 3.31

I).-. ,•.,...

Coal Production

Production of both bituminous coal and anthracite appears to

ha\e found a temporary level, bituminous at around 9,750,000 net

tons, and anthracite at l.SSO.OOO tons a week, said the Geological

Survey in its bulletin on coal production for the week ended
September 30. The total of all coal raised is therefore about

11.600,000 net tons, still somewhat less than the amount required

to meet current consumption and the heavy movement up the

Lakes, and at tlic same time to rebuild consumers' stocks.

The tf)lal prudtirtinn of aniliracitc during the week was esti-

mated at from I.MXI.IKJO to 1,900.(KH) net tons as against 1,856,000

tons in the week preceding.

The output of liiluminous coal for the week was estimated at

from 9,6CO.nO0 to 9,500.000 tons. The returns indicated a slight in-

crease over the week preceding. The following statement shows
the number of cars loaded daily during the past three weeks

:

Sept. 1M6 .Sept. 18-23 Sept. 25-30

Monday 35.919 37.986 38,804
Tuesday 30.737 29,926 33,396
Wednesday 29,478 28,403 27,404
Thuriday 26,571 29,036 26,862
Friday 28,468 27,139 27,177
Saturday 25,418 25,300 26,848

Under the stimulus of active dem.nnd soft coal is now being

offered for shipment up to the ability of the rail and water car-

riers lo transport it. The present weekly rate of production is

nearly a million tons above that of the year of depression, 1921,

but is from one and one-half to three million tons below the

other preceding three years.

Preliminary returns on daily car loadings at anthracite mines

' during the week September H^23 increased Iron 5.449 cars on

Mi.tidiiy to 5,900 on Thursday but fell off on Friday and on

."aiiirday to 5,506 cars. Loadings on Monday of last week in-

creased to 5,952 cars, and on Tuesday were about the same. On
Wednesday there was a slight decrease but on Thursday loadings

reached 5,9S3 cars, the largest number since the end of the strike.

On Friday 5.854 cars «ere loaded iiid on Saturday 6,144. Ship-

ments for the week will be aljout 36,000 cars which compares

favorably with weeks of normal production in recent years.

The mine reports for the week ended September 16 show a

gradual but widespread increase in losses ascribed to transporta-

tion disability. In only five districts—Tug River, Logan, Vir-

ginia, Iowa, and Wyoming was there any marked improvement in

car supply. In the strongly organized fields where the Cleveland
agreement has been accepted or made the basis of subsidiary

agreements production has reacht^l the limit of transportation

facilities. Even in the Pittsburgh and Central Pennsylvania dis-

tricts transportation is now the chief factor limiting production.

No agreement has yet been reached in the former non-union
fields in Pennsylvania, nor in the Chesapeake & Ohio section of

Kanaulia and a part of the Georges Creek—Upper Potomac
region. When compared with losses through transportation all

other factors limiting production in the week of September 11-16

were of small importance.

The all-rail mo\enicnt of coal to New England through the

six principal Hudson gateways increased to 3,255 cars of bitu-

minous and 1,507 cars of anthracite in the week ended September
23. In addition there were also forwarded through Rouses Point
76 cars of bituminous ccal and 2 cars of anthracite.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads in-

creased slightly during the week ended September 23. Dump-
ings for the week totaled 312.003 net tons as against 307,426 tons
on the week before. The tonnage of cargo coal for export and
for New England increased whereas tonnage for other coastwise
destinations decreased.

Soft coal shipments from the mines to Lake Erie ports, under
stimulus of priority orders increased 52 per cent during the week
ended September 17 over the preceding week and 34 per cent in

the week ended September 24 over the week before that. The
Ore and Coal Exchange reports a total of 1,453,684 tons dumped
during the week of September 24 as against 1,095,919 the week
before. Of the total, 1,409,648 tons were cargo coal and 44.036
tons were vessel fuel. The rate of dumpings last week was
137 per cent greater than that in the corresponding week a
year ago, and 60 per cent above the rate in the corresponding
week of 1920. The total quantity of cargo coal forwarded duriiig
the present Lake season now stands at 8,487,318 tons, but of this

962.198 tons has gone to destinations not ordinarily taking Lake
coal. The quantity sent to regular Lake markets was only
7.525.120 tons as against 17,690,177 tons in 1921 and 14,025,734
tons in 1920.

Dumpings of coal at Lake Eric ports continued at high rates
during last week. The tonnage handled at the piers in the three
days, September 25-27, showetl a slight increase over the corre-
sponding days of the week before. Lake coal is now going
forward at the maximum rate in the history of the traffic.

More cars were loaded with coal during the week ended
September 30, than during any week since that of April 1, this
year, according to reports issued by the American Railway
Association. The total for the week was 216.212 cars. This
exceeded by 4,102 cars the preceding week which had been the
high mark. Coal production for the week, on the basis of this

loading, approximated 11.713,000 tons, including about 9,927,000
tons of bituminous and 1,786,000 of anthracite. Production for
the previous week was approximately 11,500,000 tons for both
kinds of coal.

Loading of bituminous coal totaled 180,491 cars and 35,721
cars were loaded with antliracile. Loading of anthracite on
Saturday, September 30. amounted to 6.144 cars.

For the third successive week more than a million tons of
coal were dumped during the p.ist week at Lake Erie ports for
shipment to upper lake pohits. The total dumped during the past
week amounted to 24.380 cars or 1.219.000 tons. On Saturday
and Sunday 7,083 cars were dumped, the largest unloading in the
history of the docks, except on the preceding Saturday and Sun-
day one week ago. when the total was 8.052 cars. According to
advices received by the Car Service Division, the strike on lake
carriers up to date has not interfered to any noticeable extent
with coal shipments on the lakes.
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Foreign Railway News
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commissirn has suspended until February 2, 1923, the opera-

tion cf certain schedules published in supplements to F. A.

Lcland's tariffs, which propose to increase the rates on fresh

fruits, melons and vegetables, from points in Arkansas. Louisiana,

Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas to points in C. F. A. and Trunk
Line territories.

Court News
Defective Running Board

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that where a defective

running hoard on a car contributed to cause a brakeman

to fall from the car, receiving injuries, the railroad is liable

under the Supplementary Safety .\ppliance .-Net of April 14,

1910.—Mew V. Saunders cOkla.), 206 Pac. 600.

Bolivia Invites Tenders on Big Railway Project

The Bolivian government is calling for tenders for the con-
struction of a railway from Cochabamba to Santa Cruz de la

Sierra, according to the Wall Street Journal. The new line wi
be 388 miles long with a 37-mile branch line and will cost from
$40,000,000 to $50,000,000. Gage will be one meter, ma.ximum
gradient 3 per cent and 60 lb. rail will he used. Santa Cruz is at

the headwaters of the .Amazon and Cochabamba is connected with
the Pacific and the rest of Bolivia by rail.

Construction must begin 60 days after contract is signed and
must be completed within six years. Contractors are guaranteed

an 8 per cent return on the investment for 25 years, secured by
duties on imports into certain sections of Bolivia. Contractors

will be given a concession to operate the property for a period of

99 years.

Sealed tenders will be received by the ministry of public worl-

La Paz, until June 30, 1923.

Live Stock Shipper Overloading

Cars Cannot Recover for Loss

The New Mexico Supreme Court holds that a shipper

who agrees to load live stock at his own risk, and who over-

loads the cars, cannot recover against the carrier for losses

which would not have occurred but for the overloading.—

Spence v. El Paso & Southwestern (N. Mex.), 207 Pac. 579.

Contract Periods of Limitation Not

Affected by Transportation Act

The Circuit Court of .\ppcals, Second Circuit, holds that

the provision in the Transportation Act that the period of

Federal control shall not be computed as part of the periods

of limitations applies only to limitations fixed by statute and

not to limitations fixed by the bill of lading.—Xcw York

Central v. Lazarus, 278 Fed. 900.

Shipper by Acquiescence Held to Assume

Risk of Inadequate Unloading Facilities

Where it is shown that alleged inadequate facilities for vmload-

ing stock were known to the shipper, but he nevertheless under-

took through his own special agent to unload the animals himself,

the Georgia Court of Appeals holds that the risk of their being

injured must be taken to be assumed by the shipper.—Payne v.

Duncan & Nelms (Ga. App.) Ill S. E. 209.

Inconsistent Provisions in Tariff

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that a general provision

in a freight tariff item established by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, giving the railroad right to carry cotton to any other

compress if that designated is not available, must yield to an in-

consistent pro\ision in the immediately following item as to ship-

ments on designated routes. King v. Chicago, k. I. & G, (Tex.),

241 S. W. 180.

Carrier's Negligent Failure to Collect Freight

Bill Does Not Prevent Recovery from Consignor

The Georgia Court «i Appeals holds that wlure a railro.id

transports goods and negligently fails to rolUcI or even to

attempt to collect freight charges from the consignee, allhough

it could have collected if it had acted promptly, the consignee

then bccoftting insolvent, the carrier can nevertheless recover

the charges from the consignor. It is immaterial that at

the time of delivery of the goods there existed an agreement

between consignee and the carrier that consignee should have

one week in which to pay freight bills.—S. A. I,, v Mont-

gomery (Ga. App.) 112 S. K. 6.S2.

China Notes
Peking.

In these notes published in the Railway Age of September

30, report was made of a contract between the representative -

of the General American Tank Car Company and the Pekin-

Suiyuan Railway, for the gradual amortization of the indebted

ness of the railway to the supplier for a large consignment
of rolling stock and sleepers out of the earnings of the rolling

stock. This contract bears some resemblance to the familiar

equipment trust in America. It provides that an accountant

acceptable to the supply company be appointed to keep a

record of the car movements and the revenue therefrom,^

the latter being the basis of the payments to be made on tli

indebtedness. The accountant appointed is a Chinese recenil}

returned from Columbia I'nivcrsity. The employees of tl;

railway, however, have represented that the contract con

templates the appointment of a foreign accountant, thus per

mitting of the beginning of foreign control of the Peking;

.'^uiyuaii, which up to the present has been the pride of th

Chinese people as being Chinese built and Chinese owned.

.\n appeal has been made to the president and to parliament

which began its sittings on the first of the month.
.•\ strike was acco/fcngly organized among the trainmen

which was extended to the clerks in the head office. The
strikers drove off the chief accountant, he being one of the

signers of the contract. Following this the managing director

took fifteen days' "sick leave" and the employees of the lino

declared independence of the ministry of communications. .\

few days later a squad of cavalry surrounded the offices of

the railway and attempted to arrest the ring-leaders of the

disturbance, but these had been warned and fled. The director

of the railway department of the ministry of coinmunications,

however, took possession of the offices and installed an acting

managing director. An effort is now being made to persuade

the .American firm to modify its contract.

This incident is signilicant in several directions. This con-

tract is the first which any .American interest has been able

to obtain which would place any officer of an operating road

under any sort of .American influence since the China .Ameri-

can Development Company was bought out from its position

on the Canton-Hankow line. Every .American attempt to

build railways in China has been thwarted by sotne kind of

opposition, either native or foreign. But this is the first

time any native opposition has developed toward the payment

of mere debts due to an .American firm. There are many who
profess to see in it the usual intriijue which has always at-

tempted to make difficult .American trade in a large way with

the Chinese government. Those who believe that the educa-

tion of large numbers of Chinese in .America—to be made
possible by the remission of the remaining installments of

the Boxer indemnity—will promote favorable trade relations

will need to explain why it is that these affairs always defeat
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' rican*. but do not thwart other nationaliiie*. However.
r/ all. . \|.I.it!..iinn of this uprising is to be found along

lit cabinet wa* in«i;illrd, ihrre ha^ been
.< ..II the I :

'
. ,al

:v the CI; ,|,P

I'.-i fit.
]

.Of

• .ck as to in;,k, !,.,„ r,t,r.. ;,.l,I he has
The iiiini-i. r ' .wv'v it'ini*; has

.My
>T.

_. .Is

:t loiifi 111 arri..!-. -; rnuU ilic itiiiiistry of
surrounded tin iiinrrr and forced him to

. ..:,inK «o pay over ti. iluin the sum of a million
tore the end of the month. It would be as easy to
m"<in n< n miMinn d"!hrs in tli present condition

• train for the

.ly the bureau
vc as a protest

.!.i llit ticliHviur oi a conU'inporary department. The
>ter of war. at the instigation of the president, immedi-

'
' ' -T'nlofsics. a deliKation was dispatched to pcr-

cr of communications to return, and to the
M- who sent the persuaders the minister rc-

I X" r.kinjj on .August 22. However, he has not re-

d ofticc at this writing, evidently waiting word from Wu
It.

'i< word has now arrived, so it is reported, and is

he i-flFect that VVu will support his minister with force it

This incident must be coupled with the Pcking-
•fair if either is to be interpnted correctly.

Iinfj stock in the hands of Chang Tso-Iin has not

rttiirned as yet. The British interests tried the bluff

calling all of the I'.ritish employees of th^ line stationed

l.inchuria, but Chang stood pat and these men were tinally

back to their posts. But Chang will not allow tlicm to

nie duty now, and has put them on his own pay roll in

nut capacities. Chang now offers to return the rolling
'.. it the Teking-Mukdcn line is made neutral for its entire

ih, neither party to be allowed to carry more than one
trjin load of troops per day. In case of violation, the foreign

garrisons along the line would be empowered to remove rails,

or otherwise put the line out of coinniission. The effect of

such an agreement would be to make safe the frontiers of

Manchuria and confirm Chang's position of independence.

This, Peking is hesitating to do. In the meantime some care-

ful feelers have been put out to ascertain if the present finan-

cial extremities oi the Peking government are suflicient to in-

fluence them to accept a bit of assistance. Chang appears

to be ready to furnish the cash to redeem the whole British

loan on the Peking-Mukden line. This amounts to only a

little over a million and a quarter sterling. A premium of

twenty per cent must be paid if the loati is retired ahead of

maturity. But allowing for this, at the present rate of ex-

change the total cost would be only a little over 15,000.000

Mexican dollars. .Mlow 20,000,000. to cover "commissions,

etc.," and a line worth between seventy and a hundred millions

would be freed entirely from British interference. A half of

this line would then fall to Chang,—or between thirty-live and

fifty millions of property for twenty millions of cash. This

half couhl then be easily disposed of by consolidating it with

the South Manchurian, thus putting under one management
all of the railway in Manchuria, except the Chinese Eastern

with which favorable Iraflic arrangements have been made.—
as previously reported in these columns.

In spite of all these political disturbances, construction

continues. Three more stations have been opened during the

month on the Paotou extension of the Peking-Suiyuan line.

The earthwork on the double tracking of the Peking-Mukden

line is completed and the bridgework is under way. Tcn<lers

are being advertised for by the Taokow-Chinghua Railway

.Administration for supplies preparatory to the beginning of

construction of a westward extension. A loan from the

Peking Syndicate (British) has been arranged in this con-

nection.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

. liAV & Wkstkrs
' as inciuirini; i. .r '

m the Ani'-ricaM I

<liuay Age of

ordered tliis

The Fjiie has ordered 10 Mikado tyjic and 20 Pacific type
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. This is in
addition lo the 30 Mikado type ordered from the same builder
as reiwrted in the h'ailiwy Arc of August 19.

The Atchiso.n, Tupeka & S.\nta Fe. reported in the Raiki-ay
Anf of September 16 as contemplating the purchase of 100 loco-
nv.tives. has ordered 26 Santa Fe ty|K?, 8 Mountain type. 15
Mikado type, and 10 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

The New York. New IIave.n & Hartford has ordered five
181-ton electric locomotives from the Westinghouse Electric &
Mannfarturing Company. These locomotives will practically
duplicate the ones now in use for high-speed passenger service.
They will be equipped for operation on cither alternating or
direct current, the direct current equipment being used to permit
operation into the Grand Central Station, N'cw York.

Freight Cars

The Erie is inquiring for 1,000 gondola, cars.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is in(|uiring for SO cabooses.

•The Delaware & Hudson is inquiring for 1,000 gondola cars.

The Pere Marolette is inquiring for repairs to 1,000 wooden
bo.x cars.

The Lehich & New E.ncla.nd is inquiring for 100 55-ton
hopper cars.

The Buffalo, Ruchester & Pittsburgh is inquiring for 1 000
gondola cars.

The Cudahy Packing Co.mpany, Chicago, is inquiring for
2(X). 40-ton refrigerator cars.

The Ci.vcinxati, Indianapolis &• Western has placed an
order for 209 composite gondola cars with the American Car &
Foundry Co.

The Pennsylvania has bouRht trucks of 70 tons' capacity for
10,000 freight cars. These trucks are to be placed under ^'O-ton
cars at the Altoona shops.

The Hocking Valley has equally divided an order for repairs
lo 500 composite gondola cars between the shops of the Pressed
Car Company and the Greenville Steel Car Company.

The .Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. reported in the Railway
Age of September 23 as imiuiring for SO cabixjse cars, has ordered
this equipment from the .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Rock ISL,\Nn & Pacific has awarded a contract
to the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company for repairs to 100
furniture cars, 100 woo<lcn box cars and 200 steel frame box cars.

TiiK Chicago & North Westkrn. reported in the Raihiny Age
of .September 30 as inquiring for 8(X) gondola cars and 200 flat

cars has ordered this equipment from the General .American Car
Company.

The .Atlantic Coast Link, reported in the Rnihivy Age of
September 16 as inquiring for 2.000 box cars of 40 tons' capacity

has ordered this equipment from the Standard Tank Car
Company.

The .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is expected to soon place

orders f<ir 2.000 refrigerator cars of 40 tons' cap-icity, 1,0(X) auto-
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mobile cars of 40 tons' capacity, 500 double-deck stock cars of

40 tons' capacity, 1,000 box cars of 40 tons' capacity, and 500

coal cars of 50 tons' capacity.

Passenger Cars

The B.\ltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 30 baggage cars.

The Centr.al of Georgia is inquiring for 50 coaches, 10 bag-

gage-express cars and 5 combination passenger and baggage cars.

Iron and Steel

The Erie has placed orders for 37,5U0 tons of 100-lb. rail.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 20,000 tons of 136-lb. rail

from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 15,000 tons

of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Illinois Central has made reservations divided with

various steel companies for 60,000 tons of rail.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for 135 tons of structural

steel for a storage tank at Council Bluffs, lowra.

The New York, Ontario & Western has ordered 4,000 tons

of 90-Ib. rail from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered 10,000 tons of 90-lb.

rail from the Bethlehem Steel Company for 1923 delivery.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has placed an order

with the Illinois Steel Company for 3,000 tons of steel rails.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has issued an inquiry

for its requirements in axles and steel bars for the next six

months.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 15,000

tons of rail from the Bethlehem Steel Company, including 101-lb.

and 105-lb. sections.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has reserved space

with the Bethlehem Steel Company for 25,000 tons of 107-lb. rail,

for delivery in the early part of 1923.

The Virginian Railway, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 30 as inquiring for 300 tons of steel for bridges, has ordered

this tonnage from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Co.

The Pere Marquette has divided an order for 15,000 tons

of rails equally between the Bethlehem Steel Company, the

Illinois Steel Company and the Inland Steel Company.

The Union Pacific has placed orders for 60,000 tons of rails

of which the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company received a contract

for 20.000 tons and the Illinois Steel Company, 40,000 tons.

The Chicago & Eastern Iixinois, reported in the Railway

Age of September 23, as about to place an order with the Illinois

Steel Company for 5,000 tons of rails, has placed this order.

The Great Northern has placed an order for 10,000 tons of

steel r.Tils with the Illinois Steel Company and 5.000 tons each

with the Inland Steel Company and the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Southern Railway has ordered 40,000 tons of rail from
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company. Most of the

rail will be 100-lb. sections for delivery during the first six

months of 1923.

The Chesait-ake & Ohio has placed orders for 24,500 tons of

rail for 1923 delivery as follows: Inland Steel Company. 7,500;

Illinois Steel Company, 7,500; Carnegie Steel Company. 4.500; and
Bethlehem Steel Company, 5,000 tons.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ee has ordered 64.000 tons of

rails, divided as follows: 25.0(X) tons, Illinois Steel Company;
25.000 tons. Colorado Fuel & Iron Company; 11,000 tons, Inland

Steel Company ; and 3,000 tons, Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Illinois Cf.ntral has placed an order with the American
Bridge Company for 177 Ions of structural steel for its bridge

over the Tradeover river. Sturgis, Ky. This same company hm
been inquiring for 178 tons of structural steel for deck plat<

girder spans to be used at Paducah, Ky.

The Baltimore & Ohio has placed orders for 52,000 tons o

steel rail for delivery during 1923, as follows: Carnegie Stee

Company, 23,000 tons; Illinois Steel Company, 7,000; (2,000 ton;

included for Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad)
;

Cambria Steel Company, 12,000, and Bethlehem Steel Company
10.000.

The New York Central reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 23, as inquiring for 200,000 tons of rail has placed orders

for 194,300 tons for New York Central lines as follows; Illinois

Steel Company 74,500 tons, Carnegie Steel Company 16,464,

Bethlehem Steel Company 85,036. Inland Steel Company 15,800

and Cambria Steel Company 2.500 tons.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 170,000 tons of

rail for 1923 delivery as follows : U. S. Steel Corporation 78,000

tons, Cambria Steel Company 37,000, Bethlehem Steel Company
37,000. Lackawanna Steel Company 9.000. and Inland Steel Com-
pany 9,000. Most of the above will be 130 lb. sections and 8,000

tons are for use on the Long Island Railroad and the balance

are for use on the Pennsylvania Lines.

Machinery and Tools

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered two 3-tvi.

hoists from the Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has ordered a 36-in.

planer and a 36-in. lathe from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Crucible Steel Company has ordered a 90-in. driving

wheel lathe, also a 96-in. 600-ton wheel press from the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company.

The Illinois Central has placed orders for about $70,000

worth of machine tool equipment in addition to that reported in

the Raihvay Age of .September 16.

The Illinois Central's orders for machine tools placed re-

cently include a car wheel lathe and two combination turning and
axle lathes from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered a 150-ton

overhead electric traveling crane for its Albuquerque, N. M.,

shop from the Morgan Engineering Company, Alliance, Ohio.

Track Specialties

The Southern Pacific is inquiring for approximately 15,000

tons of tie plates.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 7,000 tons of tie plates

and 15,000 kegs of track spikes.

Signaling

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has placed an order
with the General Railway Signal Company for a 36-lever inter-

locking machine to be installed at Quccnsborough Plaza, Brooklyn,

N. Y. This order also includes motor train stops, color light

signals, relays, transformers, etc.

The Phu.adflpiiia & Reauin'g has awarded a contract to the

Union Switch & Signal Company for the complete installation

of an electro-pneumatic interlocking plant at Harrisburg, Pa.

The plant will ultimately control all of the switches and signals

governing movement approaching and passing through the term-
inal area, and the interlocking machine has 32 working levers,

but is of sufilcicnt capacity to take care of both the present

trackage arrangement and the future layout.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has awarded a contract

to the Federal Signal Company for the complete installation of

two sections of automatic semaphore signaling and two sections

of color light signaling, the first consisting of 48 semaphore
signals between Arapahoe, Neb., and Indianola, 28 miles, and 32
semaphore signals between Bluff Siding, Wis., and Lytle, 17

miles : and the latter, consisting of 64 color light signals between
Hannibal, Mo., and Louisiana, 27 miles, and 17 color light

signals between Quincy, III., and Eubanks, 7 miles.
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Railway Construction

Th* Bridgeport Brass Company, liridgeport. Conn., has
opened an ofticc in the General Motors building, Detroit,
Mich., with Frank U. LonKyear as district manager.

The F. S. Pearson Engineering Corporation. New York
City, has reestablished its department for industrial manage-
ment and technical auditing of industries and public utilities.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cle\ eland. Ohio, has
placed its conveyor sales in charKe of E. P. Sawhill, who has
had nearly 30 years' engineering and selling experience on this

type of equipment.

The Pan-American Eqtiipment Company, New Orleans.
La., has been organized by R. L. Wilson, formerly of the
Mid-Continent Equipment & Machinery I onipany, St. Louis,

Mo., to engage in the sate of general equipment including
cars, locomotives and track accessories.

John J. Kehoe, until recently in the railway sales depart-

ment of the Texas Company, New York, has been appointed
New York representative of Warren Coming & Co., Chicago.
Mr. Kehoe's headquarters arc in the company's office which
was recently opened at 1 Madison avenue, New York City.

The Pawling & Hamischfeger Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has
appointed new agents for its machine tool line as follows:

The Cadillac Machinery Co., Detroit, Mich.; the Cleveland

Duplex Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio., and the Seifreat-

Woodruff Company with offices at Dayton and Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Herbert C. Follinger, manager of the Chicago office of the

Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis., died of pneumonia
at his home in Chicago, on September 27, at the age of 38.

Mr. Follinger became associated with the Chain Belt Com-
pany in 1914, and in 1916 was appointed district manager for

the Chicago territory.

The Johns-Manville, Inc., New York City, has been ap-

pointed joint selling agents by the H. H. Robertson Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and in future all asbestos protected metal

roofing, siding accessories and ventilators will be manufac-

tured and shipped from the plant of H. H. Robertson Com-
pany at Ambridge near Pittsburgh. Hereafter, in the manu-
facture of asbestos protected metal products by H. H.

Robertson Co., Johns-Manvillc asbestos saturated felts will

be used. Asbestos protected metal is largely used by all

industry for conditions where an unprotected metal or other

equally perishable roofing would quickly disintegrate.

Trade Publications

Electbic Furnaces.—Baily electric furnaces for melting non-

ferrous metals arc described in a six-page folder issued by the

Electric Furnace Company, Salem, Ohio. The folder also lists

and illustrates a large number of products, for the manufacture

of which the electric furnace is most suitable.

Mi-lti-Shf.ed Motors.—Applications of Watson multi-speed

motors for adjustable speed control on alternating current poly-

phase circuits are described in a two-color, illustrated, 12-pagc

bulletin issued by the Mechanical Applicance Company, Milwaukee.

Wis. These motors are designed to run at any one of four

diflfcrent speeds namely, 600. 720, 900 or 1.200 r.p.iii.

Daylight the Natural Illuminant.—The principles of

natural illumination are presented in an attractive manner

in a 48-page booklet published by the Skybrytc Company,

Cleveland, Ohio. This treatise also combines the discussion

of methods of illumination with its inllucnce on the efficiency

of workmen. The book is well illustrated and carefully

written.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
a contract to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons for the construction of

a lavatorv building at San Bernardino, Cal., at an estimated cost

of about $60,000.

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company will construct

a 20.000-ton storage ice plant at Bakersfield, Cal., which works
will include the purchase of some additional property and re-

arr.-inging of tracks to extend the yard facilities. The work is

estimated to cost $466,837. This company is also contemplating
rebuilding its ice plant at Needles, Cal.

Erie.—The Interstate Commerce Commisssion has issued a
certificate authorizing the construction of a line from a point

on the main line near Sparrowbush, N. Y., to a connection with
the main line near Lackawaxcn, Pa., 20.8 miles.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—This company will construct a
two-story fireproof freight house 60 ft. by 301 ft. with structural

steel frame, fireproofed with concrete, concrete floors, brick wall

and steel doors and sash at Dallas, Tex., to cost $200,000.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded contract to

Joseph E. Neli^on & Sons, Chicago, for the laying of pipe lines

and the construction of a tank for water service facilities at

Ramsey, 111.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Railvuay Age of September 23 as contemplating improvements to

its water facilities, has awarded contracts as follows : At Peosta,

Iowa, to Miller Artesian Well Company, Chicago; at Kinmunday,
III., and Pana, to Fairbanks, Morse & Co. ; at Ramsey, to Joseph
E. Nelson & Sons; at Memphis. Tenn., and Champaign, 111., to

Layne & Bowler. A contract for the extension of passing tracks

at Marissa, 111., has been awarded to M. L. Windham, Centralia.

111. A ccntract for passing tracks at Dowell, 111., has been let

to Blythe Brothers, and at Lenzberg, to Windt. The company
will construct passing tracks at Marion, III., and Cambria witl>

its own forces. A contract for additional storage tracks at Man-
chester. Iowa, has been let to P. E. Schugart, Freeport, 111. This
company has also awarded contracts for the extension of passing
tracks as follows: At Baton Rouge, La., $50,000, to Colley-

-Mlelo; at Gardere, $12,000. and at Burnside, $18,000, to J. W.
Garig; at Gramercy, La., $20,000, to Fred Gardner; and at

Harriston. Miss.. $30,000. to J. W. Noble. A contract has been

let to F. Gardner for the construction of passing tracks at Re-
serve, La., to cost $46,000. and to W. L. Hicks for the con-

struction of yard tracks and engine tracks at Natchez. Miss., to

cost $12,000. This company has alf, awarded a contract to

Woods Brothers Construction Company of Lincoln, Neb., for

the construction of six standard current retards and 27 Bignell

anchor piles to protect embankment and bridge abutments across

the Mississippi river at Council Bluffs, la.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

B. F. Davis, Memphis, Tcnn., for the alteration and addition to

the frame passenger and freight station at Ponchatoula, La.

Louisiana Southern.—This company has been ordered by

the I^uisiana Public Service Commission to reconstruct and re-

habilitate approximately two miles of its line which was destroyed

in April by a break in the Mississippcr river levee near Poydras

Junction, La.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company has awarded a

contract to the Sumner Sollitt Company, San Antonio, Tex.,

for the extension of the freight station at Fort Worth, Tex.

Missouri Pacific,—This company, reported in the Railzvay Age
of September 23 as receiving bids for the construction of a car

repjiir shop at Kansas City. Mo., has awarded the contract to

Tcromc Moss & Co., Chicago.

Pennsylvajjia.—Sec article on another page entitled "Penn-

sylvania System to Make Extensive Additions to Altoona Works."
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Rail^vay Financial Ne\vs
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitlliiiiiiiiiiiniimMilililiiiiliiiiliitiiiniiiiiiiiiriiiriilititii

Chicago & Alton.—Co// (or Deposit of Bonds.—F. H. Ecker,

chairman of the protective committee representing the 3!4 per

cent first lien 50-year bonds, has issued a statement calling atten-

tion to the announcement of the receivers of the road that an

application will be made to the court for the issuance of receiver's

certificates and that pa\-meiit of the October 1 interest instalment

on the 3 per cent bonds will be deferred temporarily. The com-

mittee requests the immediate co-operation of the holders of the

3H per cent bonds and the deposit of these bonds with the

Farmers Loan & Trust Company under the deposit agreement

which has been prepared.

Chicago, Rock I.-^land & Pacific.—Equipment Trusts Offered.

Hamblelon & Co. arc offering $1,279,000 6 per cent equipment

trust certificates, due 1925-35. at prices to yield from 5.50 per cent

to 5.75 per cent

Dela\v.\re. I.ackawan-na & Western.—30.000 Slmres Sold

Pri-ately.—.^ syndicate heade<l by Charles D. Barney & Co., New
York, has bought and re.sold privately a block of slightly over

30.000 shares of stock. The purchase involved more than $5,000.-

000. The disposition of this stock is believed to have been a

maior factor in the seven-point rise to 142 in Lackawanna stock

in Tuesday's market.

Greek Bay & WiLsnKn.—Authorised to Abandon Branch.—

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of operation of a branch line

between Marshland and La Crosse, Wis.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. lovis.—Authorized to Issue

Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an

issue of $747,000 of first consolidated mortgage 5 per cent gold

bonds to be sold at not less than 98, to provide for the payment

of a like amount of bonds maturing January 1.

New York, Chic.\co & St. Louis.—£^«r/>mf)i» Trust Au-

thorised. The Interstate Commerce Commissiosn has authorized

the issuance of $3,150,000 of 5 per cent equipment trust certificates

10 be sold at not less than 98.

New York, New Ha\-en & Hartford.—/ii(rr<!i/ on Debentures.

—The Listing Committee of the New York Curb Exchange has

been notified by the Equitable Trust Company that accrued inter-

est, due October 1, 1922, on the New Haven extended 7 per cent

debentures of 1925 (European franc issue) will be paid on and

after that date at the office of the Bankers' Trust Company.

Pere Marquette.—Dfi'irfnirfj Declared.—This company has

declared an extra dividend of 1 per cent on the 5 per cent

preferred stock and the regular quarterlv dividend of I'A per

cent on the 5 per cent prior preference and the 5 per cent preferred

stocks, ali payable November 1 to stock of record October 14.

The declaration of 1 per cent extra by the Pere Marquette on

the 5 per cent preferred stock is made on account of the arrears

r,f the cumulative dividends on said preferred stock. This re-

duces the amount of such arrears to 2 per cent.

Seaboard Air List—Asks Autlwrily for Equipment Trust.-

This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion for authority for the issuance of $2,560,000 of 5',j per

cent equipment trust certificates which have been sold to

Freeman & Co., New York, at 96.63.

St. Louis-San FRANCisai.

—

-l.ds Authority for Equipment

TrM.*/.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for authority to issue $6,000,000 of 5 per cent equip-

ment trust certificates to be sold to a number of banks at 96.

Tennessf.f.— . Jiir/if>rircrf to Is.tue Securities—The Interstate

f'onimcrcr Commi-ssioii has authorized an i.ssue of $600,000 o( first

mortgngr 6 per cent, 15 year gold bonds, part to be pledged as

sr. iirity for certain promissory notes and the remainder ex-

changed for outstanding first mortgage bonds and malured

interest coupons. The company was also authorized to issue

$100,000 of general morleago lioniU '' 'br,, i.i,.iui.~i.rv

notes amounting to $142,249.

Tennessee Central.—iulhoriscd to Issue Securities.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company
to issue $937,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent gold bonds to be
pledged with tlie Secretary of the Treasury as part collateral

for a loan from the government and to assume obligation and
liability in respect of $636,866 of equipment trust certificates also

to be pledged with the Secretary of the Treasury.

Treasury Payments to Railroads

Since last announcement, dated August 31, 1922, payments under

Sections 204, 209. and 210 of the Transportation Act, 1920, as

amended, have been made bv the Treasury as follosvs

:

cell' -"H:
Bridgctrn & Saco River Kailroad Company
( nzcnovi;, .Sruthem Raiirr ad Company
Illinois Xorthem Railway
Iittermoiiiitain Railway CV-mpany
1-inic Rock Railroad Company
Moscow. Camden & San Aocurtine Railroad Company. . .

.

New C.-L^lle S; Ohio River Railway Comimny
.Sanly River & Ranitcley LaUes R.ailroad Ccmpany
Slatenvillc Railway Company
Siis<ivehanna & New York Railroad Company
Wabiifh. Chester & Western Railroad Co

Scclicn 20'):

Central West Virginia Si Soutliem Railroad Company
Central \'ermont Railway Cf.-mt>anv

Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis &• Omaha Railway Company
Detroit & Mackinac RaiV.vav Companv
Ft. Smitli. Sibip.co & R.--k' Island Railroad Company
'ieorpia. Southern & Fl. ri-la Railway Company
Minncajxilis Eastern Railwav Companv
Mtbile ,K- Oiiio Railro.id Comrany
New York, Ontario & Western Railwav Companv........
Oivasro River Railway
Stisquehanna & New York Railrrad Company
Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia Railrrad Company. Receiver
Trans-Mississippi Termir.al Railroad Company

Section 210:
The Scr.Iioard-Day Company

$15,359.93
7.1S7.52

202,509.4.?
2O.".t9.20

10,441.91
7.168.23
1. 128.29

52,585.11
7.17S.O.t

20.271.4S
37.».'9,95

8.574.89
40,148.63

368,096.82
61.678.28
5.059.2.?

366.737.96
2.1 .'9.6.?

605.735.85
95,010.35
5,200.42

29.950.61
40.35».66
21,950.23

Total

•,il pavments to September '0. 1922:
(:il Cn-Ier Section 204. as amended by 5>ec-

t'.-.n >i 1 f.ir teimhi-rsemcnt 'f deficits

during Federal Control

;

to Final payments, incl'iding partial
payments previoiisly made

(2) Pa-tial payrc(-nls to carrier^ as to

which a certiticate for final pay-
meni has not b,-in receiveu o\ i..c

Treasury from the Interstate Com-
1.178,102.34

Total nayments a/c reimbursement »f
deacits ./.

(Ii) Under Sectirn 209. as amended by Sec-
tion 212 for giiarinly in respect to rail-

way operating income for first six
months after Federal Control:
(1) Final payments, including advances

and partial pavments prcviouslv
made $106,771,419.16

(2) .Advanees to carriers as to whirli a
i-ertificate frr fin.al .payments has
not bein rrceive.l tflihe Treasury
trom the Interstate Comn

(3) Partial poymenis to carriers as to
which a certificate for final fxiymcnt
has not been received, as Maie.l

213,600.672.00

127,683.722.09

'Potai pnvments account of said guaranty
lc> Under .Section J10 for loans fr.fli

the rcvolvinc fund of $300,000,000
therein provide'!

448,055.813.23

315,821.805.00

T.tal $768,604,905.77

.
Repavments of loans have been made to the amount of

$83,945,336.

Dividends Declared

Delaware, T ackawanna -V \\>4icrn. .1 per cent, quarterly, payable October
.0 lo hiddrrs nf record October 7.

Kl Pasi Sr Southwestern.— I'J |ier cent, quarterly, payable October .1 to

hr.Mers of re.-,T<l .September 20.

Meadville. Comeaul l^kc & I inesville.—2 i>«r cent. p.iyable October 1 to

holders of record September 20.

New I.ond'-n Nortliern.—2Vi per cent, quarterlv. payable ('>ctoheT 2 to

holders of record Seplemlwr 16.

riltsburgh ,^- West Vireinia.—Preferred. Hi per cent, quarterlv. pavahle
IVbruary 28 I., holder, nf rrrnrd February 21.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

T.ast Last

Oit 3 Week Year

Average price of 20 represrnlatue r.iil-

way stocks 72..S8 72.01 57.16

Average price of 20 repro^Clll.^tivl r.ill-

wav bonds f8.70 89.34 76.58
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Fast

r-i at

.1 vii'c-

G. C. Jones. a«si»tant to the jircsiflfnt nf t!i

Executive

Edgar P. Earle has l.tin .

Tinii. sscc & \\\>icrn N'orih '

I..I,M„,n Cily, Tciin. J. E. Vdi;..-

•i-*idri)t .111(1 tn-asurcr.

D. Upthegrove. whose promotion to acting president of
St. Louis Southwestern with hoadquarters al St. Louis,

Mo., was reported in the h'ailutiy Agt of AuKUst 19, has been
Icctcd president to succeed J. M. ilerherl, deceased.

Hrnnd Trunk,
' rform

• and
-ident

.1, LiUl al.ululKd.

E. L. Whitney, assistant Riiural freiffht ajjent of the New
with headquarters at Chicago, has been ap-

.tit to the vice-prcsidi-nt in charge of industrial
1 uf the Indiana fLirl)or Belt, the Chicago Junc-

• n and the Chicago River & Indiana, with the same head-
art ers.

E. E. Nash, formerly vice-presidt'nt and general manaecr
<hr M-pfnpnli-; & St. Louis', with hcadiiiiartcrs at Min-

li' resigncil cmi June 15, 1V22. to become
ivc of the .\nuTicaii Locomotive Com-
rtcrs at Chicaso, and whose photograph

!:cl sketch appeared in the Raihcay Age of June 17, has re-

ined to the Minneapolis & St. Louis as vice-president in

argc of operation and maintonatice.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

H. R. Martin, whose promotion to general attorney of the

.
NS'estern lines, with headquarters at Detroit,

I'orted in the Raihcay Age of September 16, wasy 15, 1881, in .Xttica township, Lapeer county,
lii-li. lie was graduated from the Detroit College of Law

1901 and was admitted to the Bar by the Michigan
.iiipremc Court in June of the same year. He practiced law
with H. Geer and became a member of the law firm of Gcer,
Williams, Martin & Butler in 1905 which company later be-

came Geer, Martin & Neudorfcr. lie will now devote his

time exclusively to the Grand Trunk's legal work, having
jurisdiction over the Grand Trunk, lines West of Detroit

and the St. Clair River, including Michigan, Indiana, Illinois

and Wisconsin.

H. L. Lehmkuhle has been appointed general accountant of

the New York. Chicago & St. Louis and the Lake Erie &
Western, with luadquarters at Cleveland. O. C. L. Peckham
and A. W. Latham, assistant auditors of the Xew York, Chi-

cago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland, have been
appointed assistant controllers of the combined roads, with

the same headquarters. W. H. Elmendorf, atiditor of the

Lake Erie & Western, with headquarters at Indianapolis,

1 11(1.. has Iiii-n appointed auditor of disbursements, and W. W.
Cumberworth, auditor of freight accounts of the Lake Erie

& Western, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., has been
appointed assistant auditor of freik-hl accounts of the two
roads, both with headquarters at Cleveland. The above ap-

pointments are the result of the consolidation of the account-

ing departments of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis and
the Lake Erie & Western.

Operatfng

D. H. Miller, general yardniastrr of the Illinois Central at

llerrin. III., has been promoted to trainmaster, with the same
headquarters.

F. M. Allison, superintendent of the E^st Tennessee &
Western .North Carolina, has been promoted to general
superintendent. •

W. W. Shoemaker, road foreman of engines of the Sea-
board .Air Line, with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla., has
been promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters at Hamlet,
X. C, with jurisdiction over Andrews, S. C, and territory

north thereof.

E. J. Devans, superintendent of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, with jurisdiction over the entire h'nc, has been
reappointed general superintendent. This position, along
with several others, was abolished on September 1, 1921, and
is now re-established, cflfective < )clober 1. Other appoint-
ments occasioned by the re-establishment of the positions
are: A. B. White, superintendent, with headquarters at

I'unxsutawney, l^a.: M. G. Mclnemey, siiporiiitendent, with
headquarters at Rochester, X. Y.: F. H. Post, superintendent,
with headquarters at DuBois. Fa.; T. C. McCarthy, assistant

superintendent. East Salamanca. X. Y.: J. J. Garin, chief

dispatcher. East Salamanca: P. N. Boylan, chief dispatcher.

Rochester; headquarters of H. E. Patterson, assistant super-
intendent, East Salamanca, transferred to Rochester.

N. A. Williams, who-^e promotion to general superintendent
of the Los .\ngeles & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Los
.\ngeles, Cal., was reported in the Railuay Age of September
16 (page 544). has been promoted to acting general manager,
succeeding W. H. Comstock, temporarily assigned to other
duties. Mr. Williams was born May 29. 1778. at Laclede.
Mo., and entered railway service July 22, 1898, as a brakeman
on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Brookfield, Mo. On
January 28, 1902, he left to become a brakeman on the Denver
& Rio Grande and on .\pril 3, 1903, was promoted to con-
ductor. On .August 10, 1909, he was promoted to assistant

superintendent, which position he held until July 1. 1910.
when he was promoted to superintendent. He resigned on
May 1, 1914, to engage in-private business and re-entered rail-

way service September 1. 1916, as a trainmaster on tlie Union
Pacific at Grand Island. Xeb., which position he held until

June 1, 1917, when he was promoted to assistant superin-
tendent. On February 22, 1918. he was promoted to superin-
tendent and on Deceml)er 10, 1921, to acting general superin-
tendent. He was promoted to general superintendent of the
Los .\ngelcs & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Los -Angeles.
Cal., on August 6. 1922. and on October 1 was appointed
acting general manager.

Traffic

C. L. Brown has been appointed general af<eiu cm (m- 1 ere
Marquette, with luadquarters at San Francisco, Cal., succeed-
ing E. S. Andrews, deceased.

L. L. Lapp, chief clerk to the vice-president and general
manager of the Gulf, Mobile & Xorthern, with headquarters
at Mobile, Ala., has been promoted to division freight agent,
with headquarters at Meridian, Miss.

B. J. Lawless lias been .iiipoiiited commercial freight agent
of the Buffalo. Kocluster ^: I'itlsl)urgh. with headquarters at

Newark, X. J. J. C. Gross has been appointed to a similar
position, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

J, O. Gill, district freight agent of the Gulf, Mobile &
Xorthern, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has been pro-
moted to general freight and passenger agent, with the same
headquarters, succeeding E. W. Ritchie, resigned to enter the
executive department of the Louisville & Nashville, with
headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

W. P. Lincoln, whose promotion to general freight agent
of the I'nion Pacific, with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal.,

was reported in the h'tiikmy Age of September 9 (page 491),
was born on Xovenilier 12. 1870. at Baltimore, Md. He
entered railway service in May, 1887, in the general freight

office of the Southern Pacific at San Francisco, and remained
with this company until January 1, 1905. C>n this date he
entered the employmeiu of the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake, as a rate clerk, which position he held until No-
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vember 15, 1911, when he was promoted to assistant general

freight agejit. He was holding this latter position at the time

of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

B. F. Kuhn, district superintendent of motive power of the

New York Central, Lines West, with headquarters at Collin-

wood, O., has been promoted to assistant superintendent of

motive power, Lines West, with headquarters at Cleveland,

Ohio.

W. W. Payne has been appointed road foreman of engines

of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Jacksonville,

Fla., succeeding W. W. Shoemaker, appointed trainmaster

of the East Carolina division. H. M. Agin has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines, with headquarters at

Waldo, Fla.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

A. J. Hammond, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago

Union Station Company, with headquarters at Chicago, re-

signed September 30 to become associated with James O.

Heyworth, engineer and contractor, Chicago, III.

Special

J. G. Hughes, whose promotion to assistant commissioner

of ta.xes of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with head-

quarters at Topeka, Kan., was reported in the Railway Age
of September 9 (page 492), was born in 1878, at Oakland, Cal.

He entered railway service in 1917 in the valuation depart-

ment of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe and remained with

this company until the latter part of 1918, when he entered

the employ of the St. Louis-San Francisco as land appraiser

and served in this capacity until the fall of 1919 when he was

placed in charge of joint land appraisals, with headquarters

at St. Louis, Mo., which position he held until July, 1921. He
became land assistant in the valuation department of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe on the latter date and held this

position until his promotion to assistant commissioner of

taxes.

Donald D. Conn, of Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed

manager of the public relations section of the Car Service

Division of the American Railway .\ssociation, at Washing-
ton, effective on Oc-

tober 1. He takes the

place made vacant by

the resignation of A. G.

Gutheim, who left to

practice law. Among
Mr. Conn's duties will ^up^ 'Mt
be those of making
special studies, from
time to time, of such

subjects as may require

special attention on the

part of the Car Service

Division, such as the

movement of coal,

grain, or other import-

ant and seasonal com-
modities. Mr. Conn
was formerly head of

the traffic department
of the Shevhn, Car-

penter & Clarke Com-
pany of Minneapolis,

and later was head of the Transportation Division of the

Joint Congressional Comn\ission of .'\gricultur,il Inquiry.

More recently, Mr. Conn was appointed assistant to Conrad
E. Spens, federal furl distributor. Mr. Conn was born at

Boston, Mass., but most of his life has been spent in the

Middle West. He w.is educated at the University of Michigan
and at Cornell University and after some early training in the

railroad business he became general traffic manager of the

Shevlin, Carpenter & Clarke Company at Minneapolis in 1916.

He has also been chairman of the transportation committees
of the Western Pine Manufacturers Association, the Northern
Pine Manufacturing .^9sociation and a member of the trans-

Donald Co

portation committee of the National Lumber Manufacturers
Association. In May, 1921, he was appointed chief of the

transportation division of the Joint Congressional Commis-
sion of Agricultural Inquiry.

Obituary

H. G. Sparks, vice-president and general manager of the

Gulf, Mobile & Northern, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala.,

whose death from gangrene of the throat occurred on August
17, was born December 23, 1880, at Muncie, Ind. He gradu-
ated from Washington and Jefferson University in 1903, and
entered railway service in May, 1905, as a rodman of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois with which company he was con-
secutively assistant engineer, office engineer, division engi-

neer, assistant superintendent and superintendent until March.
1920. On October 1, 1920, he entered the employ of the Gulf.

Mobile & Northern as operating assistant to the president,
with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., and on November 1 of the

same year he was promoted to general manager, with the

same headquarters. Early in 1922 he was elected vice-presi-

dent and general manager, with the same headquarters, whicl:

position he was holding at the time of his death.

H. Visscher, treasurer and paymaster of the Kansas City

Southern, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., and consul
for the Netherlands, died on September 21 after a lingering

illness due to a com-
plication of diseases.

Mr. Visscher was born
on April 18, 1871, in

Deventer, Holland, and
came to the United
States in 1893 as a rep-

resentative of the Dutch
interests that financed

the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Trust Company
and the Kansas City,

Pittsburgh & Gulf,

which was reorganized
after the receivership

under the name of the

Kansas City Southern
on April 2, 1900. He
was assistant treasurer

of this company from
its reorganization until

May 9, 1906, on which
date he was promoted
to treasurer, the position he was holding at the time of his

death. Mr. Visscher was appointed consul for the Nether-
lands in Kansas City in 1915, and was the first consul for
that country to be located permanently in Kansas City.

C. T. Ames, superintendent of the Des Moines Valley
division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with head-
quarters at Dps Moines, Iowa, whose death from the collision

of a track motor car, on which he was riding, and an auto-
mobile truck, was reported in the Railzfay Age of September
30 (page 634), was born November 5, 1875, at Boston, Mass.
Mr. .'\mes entered railway service in October, 1892, as secre-

tary to the general freight agent of the Fitchburg (Boston &
Maine) at Boston. On January 13, 1903, he entered the

service of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as secretary to

the superintendent of the Illinois division at Rock Island,

III., since which he has been chief clerk to the superintendent
of the Illinois division, service inspector in the general man-
ager's office, with headquarters at Chicago, assigned to special

work in the general superintendent's office, with headquarters
at Des Moines, Iowa, transportation clerk in the general man-
ager's office at Chicago, chief clerk to the vice-president in

charge of operation, superintendent of the Chicago Terminal
division, with headquarters at Chicago, trainmaster of the

Des Moines Valley division, with headquarters at Des Moines,
due to the consolidation of the division, and superintendent
of the Des Moines Valley division, with the same head-
quarters.

Vi»ch«r
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The outlook for the future of the Canadian National Rail-

way has hriffhteni-d with the consolidation of all the prop-
erties undiT tine managtmcnt and the

Brighter appointment of Sir Henrj- Thornton to

Prospects for the chairmanship of the board of di-

the C. N. R. rectors. Only two of the new directors

have had railway cxjH.Tience; the rest of

them represent various interests, economic and political, in-

cluding that of organized labor. Pa-sumably, then, the task

of of)erating the properties will devolve almost i-ntirely uf>on

Sir Henr)' Thornton. Sir Henry has had e.xpwricnce at sev-

eral widely different types of railroading in this countr)'

and abrcad and he has succeeded at all of them. He has
the confidence and resp)cct of all with whom he has had
dcalini;?- His relations with labor have tx-cn particularly

pleasant during his period wHth the Great Eastern in Elng-

land. Concerning the widely different interests represented

on the new board of directors, particularly that of organized

labor, he has no fears. To use his own words, "A man is

either straight and competent or crooked and incompetent.

If he is crooked and incompetent we can easily rid ourselves

of him. If, on the other hand, he is straight and competent,

we have no need for fear simply because he is a labor man
or the representative of any other economic interest." On
another page in this i.'^sue is an article giving the details of

the reorganization of the Canadian National. We feel that

our readers will join with President Rea of the Pennsylvania

in welcoming the appointment of Sir Henry because "he

brings to his great task that full knowledge and experience

of the transportation situation" which will be advantageous

Ixjth to Canada and the United States.

Analyses of railway operating statistics, unless made with

extreme caution, may easily lead to erroneous conclusions.

Unless all the prime factors exerting

Take Advantage ;,n influence on a given set of figures

of the are taken into consideration, one may

Natural Tendencies'--;isil.v be led astray. As a case in

point, an increase in the net tons per

loaded car during succeeding months is no criterion of the

amount of effort being exerted by the railroad to increase

the average car loading, because the load per car increases

automatically during periods of industrial expansion. The

character of traffic also has an important influence. For

examj>Ie, variations in the amount of ore and coal movement

will always be reflected in changes in the load per car.

Thus, in the ca.se of one western railroad liandling con-

siderable ca-il traffic, the net tons per loaded car decreased

from 28.9 in March to 20.7 in April, as a consequence of

the coal strike. Probably, the most vital factor influencing

the car loading is the change in the attitude of the shipper

which takes place during a peri(xl of improving liusiness.

Naturally, during times wlien the volume of his sales depends

almost wholly on his success in effecting shipments, he will

take full advantage of every car placed at his disposal.

Therefore, even though a railroad makes no organized effort

whatever to secure heavier loadings per car, an increa.se in

the average loading is almost certain to take place. But

this automatic improvement will by no means ecjual that

which mav be obtained if the management directs its efforts

to this end. The greatest improvement in the car loading
may perhaps be effected by showing full appreciation of the
efforts made by shippers who show the greatest willingness

to co-<^erate.

This country is far behind Great Britain in its facilities for

i-ducating railway employees. It is true, of course, that cer-

tain roads provide courses of training

Training for apprentices and that instruction in

Railway ^^^ op)eration of air brakes and other

p , mechanical devices is given to other
P ^ employees from time to time. More-

over, a number of universities offer

courses in transportation subjects for regularly enrolled stu-

dents, but practically no provision at all has been made for

the education of men in active railroad service in such fun-
damental subjects as railway economics, principles of train

operation and the like. As a contrast to what has not been
done in this country, we have the statement from our British

contemporar)-, Modem Transport, that a total of 557 rail-

way employees attended the classes on transportation offered

during the academic year 1921-1922 by the London School
of Exronomics. Such a large attendance, of course, could not
have been secured without the whole-hearted co-operation of

the railways entering London. These courses were given for

the most part in the evening and at other times so arranged
as not to conflict with the hours of duty of the employees.
In all eleven courses of lectures were offered, including such
subjects as Organization of Transport, Economics of Trans-
port, Commercial Railway Economics, Operating Railway
Economics, Railway Statistics, Factors in Train Operation
and Control, the Railway in Relation to the State, the Law
of Carriage by Railway, etc. Such educational advantages
serve the dual purpose of interesting employees in their daily
activities and in providing well trained men for promotion
to positions of higher responsibility. In practically every
large American city there is a university or similar institu-

tion which conducts evening classes in various lines of study
for the benefit of persons employed during the day. If the

railways would interest themselves in the matter, these insti-

tutions would doubtless be glad of the opportiuiity to increase
their curricula to include railway subjects.

The last two years have been unusually difficult ones for all of

the railway mechanical associations and this has been particu-

larly true of the smaller associations

The Smaller whidi are composed of foremen of the

Mechanical various departments, such as the gen-

Associations ^^'^^ foremen; master blacksmiths; mas-
ter boilermakers; tool foremen; chief

interchange and car foremen; master tinners, coppersmiths

and pipefitters; air brake men; and traveling engineers. The
need for strict economy has either made necessary the

aliondonment of conventions, or has materially restricted the

attendance. Several of these associations, which regularly

meet in the fall, have been forced rixently to cancel conven-

tion plans or to postpone tliem until later in tlie year be-

cause of the shopmen's strike, which made it impossible for
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foremen who had to do with the maintenance of equipment

to leave their posts for even a few days. These associations

have accomplished much in the past and are responsible for

the introduction of many improved practices and methods

of doing work which have saved the railroads many times

over the small expense involved in maintaining the associa-

tions and in holding their annual conventions. Printed

committee reports are valuable and helpful to a member who
is obliged to stay at home, but the only way in which he can

obtain the greatest help is by talking over his problems with

others who are working in the same field. Much of the

benefit of a convention which is taken home, never gets into

the printed proceedings, but is developed through informal

conversation. The present time is a critical one for some, if

not all, of these associations. The demands upon the super-

visor)' mechanical officers are bound to be heavy in the next

few years and many new men will be needed. Everyone

will require all the assistance and helpful inspiration that

can be obtained from the work of the various associations.

There never was a time when such work was of greater im-

portance or more lasting good could be accomplished. It is

to be hoped ihat such associations will receive the needed

and whole-hearted support of the higher executives of the

railwavs.

In the every day work of a railroad, occasions seldom

arise where it becomes necessary to the functioning of their

departments that officers charged re-

Water Supply spectively. with the responsibility of

and supplying water and with the moving

Traffic Movement of cars should "lose any sleep" over

each other's trials and tribulations.

So well established is the understanding that to supply

water is one thing and to handle tonnage another that it is

rare for either branch to manifest more than a casual inter-

est in the affairs of the other. In keeping with this, those

entrusted with the water supply ordinarily concern them-

selves little with what transpires on the locomotive side of

the water tank other than to prevent a reckle.ss waste of

water where it is none too plentiful. But the situation, for

a time, is now changed. The business of moving traffic is

the immediate concern of all; a circumstance which means
several things in water service. In general, it means, first,

that present practices in water service must for the time be

ju.stificd unequivocally by their contribution to the moving
of business or be suspended until the emergency is passed.

Specifically, it means that tlie department, above all else,

should so study the trend of consumption and adapt its

equipment to the consumption as effectively to guard against

shortage. This may lead to a new pumping schedule, or to

the repairing of a pump which might otherwise be left

untouched until a breakdown occurs. Or, as in the ca.se

of one railroad, it may lead to the tcmporan.' installation of

emergency pumping units. Next to preventing shortage, it

means that efforts shall be directed to the elimination of all

causes of delay to trains, however slight, that may result in

one way or another from a shortcoming in water service. An
investigation to this end may disclose the advisability of

again cleaning ail roadside tanks as well as the more fre-

quent sliidcing of settling tanks to protect locomotives from
delays resulting from roily water. Again, it may disclase

the atlvisal)ilitv of making a radical alteration in the |ire-

vailing method of treating the water in order to eliminate

road troubles, even if at the cxpen.se of a little more shop
work. It may warrant slight changes around the standpipes
that will cnal)le engines to take water more quicklv. or even
.<»uch a morlification in the method of receiving chemicals or

other supplies as will relea.se cars more quicklv for revenue
service.

The shopmen's strike and the way in which tlie Pennsylvania
Railroad came through it has served to focus attention on the

scheme of employee representation
Employee which has been developed on that sys-

Representation on tern during the past year and a half.

the Pennsylvania Less than 30 per cent of the Pennsyl-
vania shopmen left the service when

the strike was called, and two months after the strike started
the shop force had been restored to more than 95 per cent
of the normal working force. The first comprehensive and
authoritative account of the development of the employee
representation plan and its workings has just been given out—an article in this issue covers it fully. The plan marks
a distinct step forward in drawing the men and the manage-
ment closer together and making a larger degree of real

team work possible—a thing which is quite necessary- if

American railroads are to serve the public acceptably.
Briefly the plan provides for the employees having a voice

in matters affecting their welfare. The machinen- which
has been set up makes possible a prompt consideration of

all grievances, criticisms and suggestions; these are freelv

and openly discussed around the table by representatives of

the men and the management. The plan itself seems to be
mechanically correct. The real factor, however, is the spirit

which must vitalize it—-a spirit of co-operation and fairness.

That this is not lacking is indicated by the results that have
been obtained thus far. It is important to understand, in

installing and developing a scheme of this sort, that it must
be dominated by the right sort of spirit and this must extend

from the very top—the board of directors—all the way down
to the least important foreman. Even one man in the chain

who may be out of harmony will do much to endanger its

success. The operation of the plan should incidentally locate

inefficient foremen or officers, at least from the standpoint

of understanding men and controlling them, and thus make
it possible to develop them by proper coaching and training,

or to eliminate them if they fail to improve. Handling
grievances promptly at tlie jxjint where they develop pre-

vents their spreading and becoming aggravated: it adds dig-

nity to the local supervision and makes for closer and more
cordial relation between the men and the local officers.

Do Railroads Suffer From Inbreeding?

ttNTiNETY PER cKNT of the succcss of a railroad depends
•i^ upon the human element." This is one man's esti-

mate of the value of jx;rsonnel in railroading. The same

idea has often been expressed by others and is, beyond ques-

tion, the dominant thought underlying all management.

Transportation means movement, consequently dynamic en-

ergy is the important quality in those who direct it. But it

is not alone in the transportation department that the human
element is a vital factor. The effectiveness of the various

special branches of the railway organization is even more

dependent on good leadership. If a division sujierintendent,

a general superintendent, or a master mechanic, proves un-

worthy, the results of his shortcomings Ix'come apparent to

his superiors almost immediately and he is quickly brought

to account or dismissed. But there is no such check on the

liridge engineer, the engineer of tests, the signal engineer,

tlie superintendent of timber preservation, the general safety

agent, the sujierintendent of water tnnitment and the director

of fuel con.scrvation. So long as the work assigned to them
moves smoothly and they keep out of trouble tliey are com-

paratively safe in their positions. The real success of the

special department, as mca.surcd by the extent to which it

becomes a vital factor in the efficient operation of the prop-

erty, dci^nds on the extent to which the man in charge is

able to convince the management of the merits of the various

measures whidi he wishes to initiate.
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The sucte&s of a specialist not only implies a profound

knowledge of his subject, but demands also personality and

force thill lan drive home the idea.s which his special knowl-

edge gives him. Obviously, this calls for the exceptional

mdividual. The man must be willing to devote his time to

the minute technology of his own specialty and this as a rule

unfits him for promotion to other branches of the service.

The direct result is tliat his tenure of service in a given po-

sition is usually much longer thar\ in the case of the operat-

ing officer, who, if he is successful, i.-. frc<iuciitly transferred

from one point to another and rapidly advanced to positions

of greater responsibility.

Because of the limited opportunities for promotion and be-

cause of the j)re(i()minatini; characteriftic of the department

head, it is usually found that these special departments are

of the one-man tyjK;. His individuality dominates the work.

He alone is held responsible for the results. The situation

is one not specially conducive to the development of com-

petent assistants or understudies.

While the one-man organization places a subordinate in

an unfortunate position and tends to drive out the more am-
bitious mt-mliers of the staff, it does no particular harm to

the projxjrty as a whole, so long as the head of the depart-

ment retains his position. The difficulty arises when he re-

signs or dies. Usually no strong man is available to take

his place, but notwithstanding this fact someone from his or-

ganization, or, .someone from another department of the road,

is selected to take his place. The result in either case is

much the same. The new incumbent must be educated either

in the technology of his ]X)sition or in the art of management

and several years will elapse before the department can re-

cover from the period of ineffective leadership.

Much l<ettcr results would be obtained if the railroads

pursued the policy of canvassing the entire special field for

a fitting successor, something which could Ix; done through

the channels of the various national associations. A man
secured in this way would often be more familiar with the

work of his predecessor than anyone actually having previous

service on the railroad, but the greatest gain would accrue

from the healthy turn-over in the field as a whole. Promo-
tions would l)e more frequent and the special knowledge

would be more thoroughly disseminated among the various

roads. It would overcome the effects of the inbreeding from

which the special departments on some of the roads of the

countr)- are suffering.

Settlements with Train

Service Employees

M.A.NY OF TiiK KAILWAVS recently have made aiiretmcnts

with the conductors' and trainmen's organizations

iiiider which the present wages and working conditions of

tliese employees will he maintained for a year. Some rail-

ways have made similar agreements with tlie engineers' and

firemen's organizations. These developments mean that

e.visting controversies between the railways and organiza-

tions signing the agreements will be withdrawn from the

Kailroiid Labor Board for the period mentioned. Indica-

tions are that in a comparatively .short time practically all

the railways will make similar settlements with the engine

and train .service emjiloyees.

The reasons why these settlements arc being made are

fairly obvious to those familiar with tito pertinent facts.

The engineers and conductors are tiie highest paid railway

employees. The firemen and trainmen are among the high-

est paid. Wiien the railways about a year ago ap[)lietl the

second time witliin a year to the Railroad T-al)or Board for

general reductions in wages, they askefl tjiat the wages of

train service employees should be reduced ten fK-r tent, and

that time and one-half for o\'ertimc in freight service should

|je aljolished.

It was evident even then, however, that serious difficul-

ties would be encountered in trying to secure reductions of

the wages of these employees. The Railway Age men-

tioned these at that time. I he work done by employees in

train service is different from that done by any class of

workers in any other industry, and therefore it was imprac-

ticable to base petitions for reductions in their wages upon

the ground that they were lieing paid more than men doing

similar work in other industries. Furthermore, measured

bv the increase in the cost of living since before the war,

the pay of engineers and conductors generally did not show

increa.ses in jjurchasing jK'wer. Measured by the same

standard, the wages of firemen and trainmen had increased,

but not anywhere near as much as those of most other

classes of employees. Since then there have been no sub-

stantial changes in the cost of living. It was, therefore,

plain thst the railways would find it difficult to make a

case before the Labor Board under the provisions of the

Transportation Act for reductions of the basic wages of

train service employees

Tile situation was different with respect to time and one-

half for overtime in freight service. It is based upon an

unsound principle and by giving employees a jxwitive in-

centive to delay tlic movement of trains it tends to interfere

with efficiency of operation. We have not heard the last of

it yet. But the railways have just gone through a strike of

shop employees which has more or less crippled many of

them. They are confronted with a demand for the move-
ment of the largest traffic in history. For them to have

got into a serious controversy with the train service em-
ployees under present conditions would have been most

undesirable from their standpoint, and especially from the

standfioint of the public.

There was another reason why the railways were disposed

to deal even generously with emplo)'ees in train service.

With a few exceptions they have stayed at work and faith-

fully performed their duties during the shop employees'

strike when such performance of their duties was almost

vital to the interests of the railways and the welfare of tlie

country. This undoubtedly influenced many railway man-
agers to be disposed to postpone any attack upon their

wages. If a serious effort was not to be made in tlie near
future to secure reductions of their wages it was expedient
to take action that would show this was the case. The rail-

ways under present conditions need the most efficient serv-

ice that the train service employees can render, and they

would have found it impossible to get such service from
them if the employees had been in constant fear that pro-

ceedings speedily would be pushed for reductions in their

pay.

The railway industry needs a truce to labor controversies

in present circumstances above almost everything else. The
shop employees' strike is now on most railways a matter of
histon,', although the effects of it are still felt and long will

be felt. Peace between tlie railways and the train service

employees now seems certain for at least a year. No other

class of employees can by strikes or other means seriously

interfere with the movement of- traffic. So far as the labor
situation is concerned, it would .seem that the railways are
now going to he given an opportunit>' to operate their

projierties for a time with maximum efficiency.

While the wages of train service eni|iloyees were reduced
by a small percentage in l')21, tlie agreements made leave

them among very highest paid of any class of working men
in American industry. The average monthly earnings of
railways general officers, including all the so-called "fancy"
salaries, are $S.>2. ami of division officers, $320, the aver-
age for all general and (iivision officers Ix-ing $418. The
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average monthly earnings of passenger engineers in July

were $254, or an annual rate of $3,048, and the average

earnings of pa.sscnger conductors were ^233, or at an annual

rate of $2,796. The average earnings of engineers in

freight service were $2.57, and of conductors in similar

service, $212. The average earnings of passenger firemen

and helpers were $187, and of passenger brakemen and
flagman, $155, the average earnings of firemen in freight

service were $165, and of freight brakemen, $154. The
highest wage of all, that of freight engineers in local and
way freight service—$275 a month, or at an annual rate of

$3,300—is not much below the average earnings of division

officers, and is more than half as large as the average earn-

ings of general officers. The lowest, that of brakemen, ex-

ceeds $1,800.

Certainly none of these classes of employees can justly

complain about their compensation in comparison with that

received by their officers, or that received by men in any
other industr}-. Once having agreed to continue to pay them
these relatively high wages, the railways will have the right

to ask in return the most loyal and efficient service that

they are capable of rendering.

Keep the Individual Car Moving

WITH A SHORT.^VGE of more than 100,000 cars at the last

repwrt (September 23) it is evident that the limited

car supply is now an important factor in the ability of the

railways to meet the transportation demands of the country.

Ever}' effort that is made, therefore, to use more intensively

the cars that are available tends to increase their capacitj'.

Heavier loading of cars is one alternative with vast pos-

sibilities; the reduction of delays to cars is another. Both

now require increased supervision, particularly the latter

To keep all cars moving, attention must Ix; given to racli

car. The big problem now is to bring to light the individual

car, loaded or empty, which is being delayed, for when dis-

covered the remedy is obvious in most cases. Nothing will

contribute more to this than the personal checking of "on

hand" reports by local ojx'rating officers at short intervals.

The detection by each operating officer of at least one car

every day that would otherwi.se have remained idle will do

much to stimulate activity in this direction.

The problem of keeping cars moving has many ramifica-

tions. It involves the constant checking of yards to detect

cars delayed by "no bill" or other causes, the supervision of

company material shipments, the regular inspection of out-

lying sidings and spur tracks, the prompt and frequent

switching of repair tracks, etc. It also involves enlisting

the co-operation of shippers in releasing cars as quickly a.-^

possible, even when this involves overtime and extra exjwnse

for them. At a time such as the present when the co-opera-

tion of each ship!)er will contribute to the common good of all

by increasing the numl)er of cars available for their traffic, it

is f)Ossible to induce many of them to employ extra forces or

to work forces longer hours to load and to unload cars moro

quickly. Many car days can also be saved by the co-oper-

ation of the ship[jcr in keeping the railway advis.d regarding

the unloading of cars so tliat it can move them promptly when

released and also in unloading thcni quickly wlici\ i)lace(l.

The greatest improvement in the u.sc of cars will not be

secured by new or novel means, but by the univor.-al applica-

tion of those measures with which every railw;iy ojieratin';

officer and .<ihipi>er is familiar, but the importante of which

they may fail to realize as an aid in the present period of

heavy traffic. If those measures are adopted whidi will keep

each individual car moving, as far as practical, the question

of car mileage will be answered and a long step will in-

taken toward meeting the present unusually heavy transpor-

tation demands.

Getting ths Mcst Out of Locomotives

NEVER IN HISTORY did Conditions so imperatively demand
that the railways should get the most possible service out

of their locomotives as they do now. The Railway Age
showed in an editorial published two weeks ago how greatly

the increase in the number of locomotives in service has de-

clined within the last twent}- years.

It is sometmies said by persons who do not study the facts

that this decline of the increase in the number of locomo-

tives in service has been largely or wholly offset by the in-

crease in their average tractive power. Unfortunately, this

is far from true. The Interstate Commerce Commission has

published statistics regarding the tractive power of locomo-

tives since 1902. In the five years ending with 1907 the

average increase per year in the total tractive jwwer of loco-

motives in service was 128,000,000 pounds. In the seven

years ending with 1914 the average increase per year was
less than 75,000,000 pwunds. In the seven years ending with

1921 it was only 63,500,000 pounds. In the year 1921 it

was less than 39,000,000 pounds.

Indications are that the increase in the demands of traffic

will be as great in the present period of business revival as it

has been in past periods of business revival. These figures

demonstrate that the total increase in the tractive power of

the locomotives in service has been nowhere near in propor-

tion to the probable increase in the demands of traffic. It is

probable that the amount of traffic handled cannot possibly

lie increased as much as it has been in past periods of active

business.

The effects of the great decline in the amount of new
locomotive power provided can be largely offset only by

greatly increasing the number of tons carried one mile per

locomotive and per pound of tractive power. The first thing

needed to increase the amount of traffic handled with each

unit of power is to secure the ma.ximum practicable loading

l>er freight car. Ever}- unnecessary ton of the dead weight

of cars which is pulled is a w-aste of jjower. The second

most essential thing to do in order to secure the maximum
utilization of available power is to increase the number of

cars per train as much as is consistent with getting the

trains over the road in reasonable time. Ever}' time an en-

gine is pulling less cars than it can reasonably pull there is

a waste of power.

But the maximum utilization of power cannot be obtained

unless every possible expedient is adopted to secure not only

the heaviest practical)le train loads, but to get the trains over

the road with the least possible delay, and to keep locomo-

tives out of shops and out on the line pulling trains as much

of the time as practicable. The places where the worst con-

gestions develop and delays occur on railroads are in yards

and terminals and in roundhouses and shops. Usually the

main tracks are not congested. Therefore, the more trains

there are which are so made up and operated as to move

long distances without breaking up and making up in inter-

mediate yards, the greater will be the service obtained from

powe;.

Likewise, the longer distances locomotives are run without

being taken off trains and turned the greater will be the

service obtained from the power. Of cour,«e, however, if

locomotives are to be run longer distances without attention

tluv must be sent out in the best practicable condition.

Furthirmore, if trains are to be moved with the maximum
average speed practicable in projwrtion to the size of train

loads, they must be despatched in such a manner as to permit

the fewest and the shortest p()ssil>le delays to them. De-

.ipatchers can do much to increase the service obtained from

locomotives by using their utmost resources to prevent trains

from accumulating at points where congestions of trains tend

to develop, such as at coaling stations.

.Ml such suggestions as the foregoing point to one suggcs-
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tiun which, under Mjch conditions xs now exist, is of the

moot vital importance. That is, that the mo6l intensive supcr-

visiim should l<e exercised l>y winlni.i^ti r^, r.niinlliouse fore-

incn, dopatchi-rs, trainnuLstt-r^ r./.;.l i.r.niti. .,i <ni;ines and

other supervisor)' oft'iccrs over the hainllui}; nt locomotives

and trains. The vital problem which mu-st Ijc solved if the

railways are to move the maximum possible traffic with ex-

isting facilitii-s is that of keeping not merely everj- car mov-

ing, but also every locomotive moving as much as possible

with the ni.i.ximum practicable load. Statistics upon the

subject show not only that there has been a decline over a

period of years of the increase in the total tractive |X)wer

available, but that there has not been, even in times of heavy

traffic, an increase in the number of ton-miles per locomotive

proportionate to the increase in the average tractive power

of locomotives. In other words, even the relatively small

incn-asc in tractive power has not iR-en fully utilized. Fur-

ther analysis of the statistics has shown that this has been

due to the fact that the number of miles run per locomotive

per month or per day has not been increased or even main-

tained.

The railways should be making even,- effort to increase the

number of ton-miles per day of cars, but they should be

making even greater efforts to increase the number of ton-

miles fx-r locomotive per day. Unless the statistics upaa the

subject are very misleading, there is a great opportunity to

increa.se the amount of business handled witli existing facili-

ties by more intensive supervision to increase the mileage of

.'ervice obtained from locomotives.

Organized Labor's Sense

of Responsibility

THE REPORTS of the annual meeting of the National Union

of Railwaymen, Great Britain, as published in the

union's official magazine, would make surprising reading

for anyone who knows labor unionism only from observing

conditions in America. Most of the time of the convention,

as could be expected, was taken up in the discussion of

matters of union policy directly affecting the economic status

of its members, but the duty of unionized employees to their

employers and the public was not neglected. Witness the

opinion of J. H. Thomas, parliamentary general secretary of

the union, on the subject of railway employees who are found

guilty of pilfering:

They will get no sympathy or support from our organization

in this matter, and I warn them that wc will be as anxious as the

raihvay comi>aiiii-s to stop this kind of thing, W c .shall show no
mercy to them. The union has respect throughout the length and
breadth of the land, and has established the confidence of the

railway management, which finds its relle.x in many ways. We
believe wc can contribute to the efficiency of railway service, and
wc can do much to help the undertaking. Wc must let the

traveling public know and feel in sending goods on the railway
they are entrusting them to men who arc jealous and proud to

maintain their trust.

Local committees of em[)loyees and officers are the foutida-

tions u[)on whicli rest the peaceful adjudication of dis|)Utes

on Great Hritain's railways. Above the local committees

are the district councils, above them tlie railway councils

and above the railway councils the two national bodies, the

Central Wages Board and the National Wages Board. This
method of organization is important because it docs away
with the jirofcssional grievance man and distributes his

functions over a larger number of men. Tiie larger the

number of employees who come together with their local

officers, the larger the group which is going to be informed

of the viewpoint of the officers; also, conversely, the officers

will get the point of view of larger numbers of employees.

Because of the closer contact between officers and men.

there is a considerable improvement in the interest of the

union in the successful operation of the railways. C. T.

Cramp, industrial general secretary of the union, at the

annual convention outlined, as some of the accomplishments

which the local committers should strive for, the prevention

of claims for loss and d.amage, heavier and better car loading

and improved efficiency generally. Mr. Cramp said further

that, while he believed capitalism to be an evil thing, nc^•er-

theless that there were among those in high positions within

the capitalist class men who were as fair and as honorable

as anyone in his own class.

These favorable conditions obtain in Great Britain in

spite of the fact that organized railway employees are com-

mitted to a policy of government ownership and operation

with union participation the same as in America. The

British unionists are evidently proceeding on the h)pothesis

that if the railroads are to be turned over to the government

with union participation in management it will be better if

they are turned over as going concerns rather than as bank-

rupts. They also appear to be working with the idea that

if they are ever going to be allowed to participate in man-

agement under a policy of nationalization that it is up to

them to prove themselves capable of performing such a trust.

If there is any lesson to be learned from the railway

labor situation in Great Britain—and there should be many
—it is that organized lal>or will find it to its advantage to

develop a sense of responsibility in the performance of its

duty to its employers and the public. As a corollary to

this it might be added that employers should foster and en-

courage the development of this sense of responsibility by

ever}' means in their power—the outspoken recognition of

the disciplinary action taken by the trainmen against leaders

of certain outlaw strikers, for instance. Another method is

the appointment of union leaders on technical commissions

and calling for their advice and assistance in outlining tlie

broader phases of railway polic)'. J. H. Thomas of the

National Union of Railwa)Tnen was one of the members of

the commission which prepared the able repKJrt on automatic

train control, a resume of which was published in the Rail-

way Age of July 22, page 149.

It is a question, of course, whether union leaders in this

country would co-operate in any such arrangement or whetlier

they would permit their members to meet with tlie manage-

ments in committees formed not only to adjudicate disputes

but to promote efficiency of operation. That, however, is

for the unions themselves to decide. They, more than any-

one else, stand to benefit from the development of a sense

of responsibility to their employers and the public. The
railways and the pul)lic should, however, foster this develop-

ment as much as they can—especially on the part of unions

which by their age and tlie high ratio of their members to

total eligible employees have given proof of their strength

and permanence.

New Books

Railroads and Business Prosperity, a Series of Addresses and

Papers Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of

Political Science in the City of New York, April 28, 1922

lidiled by T. IV. Van Metre and Parker Thomas Moon. 130

pages. 6 i». by Syi in. Bound in Paper or Cloth. Published

by the Academy of Political Scieth-c, Columbia UiUversity,

\ew York. Price $1.50 Bound in Paper.

This book contains thirteen addresses on the subject of

railway transportation which were delivered before the meet-

ing of the Academy of Political Science on April 28. The
speakers were well chosen and this report of their addresses

gives in compact, readable form the be.st sur\'cy obtainable of

expert o])inion on current problems in railway economics.
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As such it merits the attention of every railroad man wlio is

concerned with the questions of railroad policy. No rail-

way publicity man should be without it, as indeed should no

one who is in any way interested in solving the problems

confronting tlie railroads today.

The addresses reproduced in this book were on three

general subjects, viz: the Labor Provisions of the Trans-

portation Act; Railway Policies and the General Welfare;

and Freight Rates and Business Revival. Some of the

speakers were: Professor Henry R. Seager of Columbia

University; Professor Frank H. Dixon of Princeton Uni-

versity; C. B. Heiserman, general counsel of the Pennsyl-

vania; \V. N. Doak, vice-president of the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen; Henry T. Hunt, formerly of the Labor

Board; Henrj- C. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture; Daniel

Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio; Walker D.

Hines, formerly director general of railroads; Professor W.

J.
Cunningham of Harvard University and R. H. Aishton,

president of the American Railway Association.

The Academy of Political Science has shown its apprecia-

tion of the importance of the railroad problem by having

scheduled it for discussion at two of its meetings during

the past few years. The value of open forums such as these

in bringing railroad problems to the attention of the in-

telligent public needs no extended elucidation. Railroad

men°can show their appreciation of the Academy's work m
no better way than by following these meetings, if not in

person, at least by a study of the proceedings.

The Eastern Railroad. By F. B. C. Bradlee. 118 pages, 6 in. by

9]/^ in. Cloth. Published by The Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.

This is a book of a single chapter—of 118 pages; a "His-

torical account of early railroading in Eastern New Eng-

land, second edition." The lack of chapter headings and of

an index will detract from its usefulness, and the reader

unacquainted with eastern Massachusetts and southern

Maine needs a map if he is to read intelligently; but the

book is very interesting in spite of these deficiencies.

The work is about the same as a journal, the only classi-

fication of material being chronological, but the author has

selected his matter with excellent judgment, and there are

no dull pages. He has given us, evidently, a faithful ab-

stract of the railroad news (of that region) to be found in

the files of the newspapers of Salem and Boston for the 60

years covered by his story. Yet it is not a mere abstract,

as the author must have had a considerable personal

acquaintance with the men and things with which he deals.

He is a lover of accuracy.

The substance of the book is essentially "popular." The

business and financial affairs of the railroad are not neg-

lected, but the personalities of the officers, conductors and

station agents, the time-tables, the pictures of locomotives

and old station buildings and other features with "local

color" constitute the most salient features. The consolida-

tion of the Eastern and the Boston & Maine in 1884 is

well covered.

New England was a field of anti-slavery discussion as

far back as 1841 and it appears that the term "Jim Crow

car" was in use at that time. Controversies about negro

I)assengers led the Eastern Railroad to abolisli second-class

I>asscnger cars, in which the fare had been alwut a third

less than the first-class rates. The difference of view as to

the use of the words "depot" and "station" seems also to

have arisen back in tho.sc early days. "Depot" is used in

officers' orders and quite generally, yet the jiictures of early

buildings show them lettered with the word "station."

George Pcabody, afterward eminent as a philanthropist, was

president of the Eastern from 1836 to 1842.

The Eastern began using coal in its locomotives in 1858,

but it neglected the use of the telegraph (except possibly in

very unusual circumstances) until 1871, after the Revere

collision, which killed 29 passengers. In 1872 Charles F.

Hatch was brought from the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern and made general manager, and Hall automatic block

signals (wire-circuit) were installed on 16 miles of the road.

.Although the Eastern was the main railroad from Boston

to Maine and New Brunswick it had at that date only 20

miles of double track.

Proceedings of the Atnerican Wood Preservers' Association, 1922.

534 pages of text, 6 in. by 9 in. Illustrated. Bound in cloth

or paper. Published by the American Wood Preservers'

.dissociation, S. D. Cooper, secretary, c/o Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan. Price, cloth $6, paper $5.

.\s indicated by the title this is a report of the eighteenth

annual convention of an association organized in 1905 for

the development and improvement of tlie science of timber

preservation, and the conserv^ation of forests through the

increased use of treated timber. One of the most valuable

features of the volume is an annual report of statistical

data on the use and consumption of treated timber, the

volume of preservatives used, and other related data pre-

pared by the United States Forest Service in co-operation

with the American Wood Preservers' Association. The list

of members in the back of the book, amplified by a classi-

fication of the membership according to railroads, industries,

educational institutions, etc., also comprises a valuable

"Who's Who" in the timber preserving industry. From the

standpoint of the railway reader the volume this year is of

greatest value because of the amount of space devoted to

the economics of timber preservation as applied to railway

crossties. Committee reports and individual papers pre-

sented and discussed at the convention in Chicago on Janu-
ar)' 24, 25 and 26, as reported in the proceedings include

such topics as the Economics of Crosstie Renewal; Factors

.Aft'ecting the Cost of Treated Crossties; the Feasibility of

Introducing Tropical Ties in the United States; the Exp)eri-

ence with Treated Wood on the Santa Fe; Should the Cost

of Treating Ties Be Charged to Maintenance or Capital

.\ccount?, etc. Mention should also be made of the vol-

uminous progress report made by the San Francisco Bay
Marine Piling committee, which has developed valuable in-

formation concerning the marine borer problem. Other

papers jwesented relate to the more technical problems of

timber preservation and to efforts being made to promote

the wider use of treated timber in the United States.

Universal Directory of Railway Officials, 1922. 5J4 «». by S'/i in.

644 Pages. Bound in Cloth. Compiled by the Editor of the

Raihvay Engineer (London) and Published by the Directory

Publishing Company, Ltd., js, Tothitl Street, Westminster,

London, S. W. I, England.

This is the twenty-eighth annual edition of this work, which
gives the names and addresses of principal officers of all

the railways of the world. As such it is a valuable reference

book for manufacturers of railway equipment and supplies

and others who wish to kee|) in touch with railway officers

in various parts of the world. Classification is by countries

and under eacli country the names of the railways with a list

of their officers are given in alphalx'tical order, together with

a few details about each railway such as length of line, gage

and numl)er of locomotives and cars. Names of foreign

railways arc given in the language of the countn,- together

with their I-Jiglish equivalent. Reference is further facil-

itated by an alphabetical index of all railway officers. The
b(K)k is as up-to-date as is possible under the circumstances.

The "Pullman News," October issue, contains an announce-

ment of the establishment of free industrial insurance by tlic

Pullman Company in connection with its system of employee

representation.



L^omotite 7000 Hauls II Steel Cars Over a Hr Grade Difision

Service RecordsofU. P. Mountain Type Locomotives

Performance Indicates that No. 7000 Exceeds Both Theoretical

Starting and Horsepower Capacity

THE LIGHTEST Mountain type locomotive in proportion

to maximum horsepower capacity which has yet been

built, was delivcrttl to the Union Pacific bv the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company late in May, 1922. From the date

of breaking in during the last week in May to July 3, this

locomotive made 10,000 miles, at the rate of .^00 miles .a

day, and up to the end of .•\ugust had made a total of 28,000

miles. Much of the service during thi.s time has been mad::

on runs of approximately 500 miles in length, some of which

have been made without cleaning either the fire or the

ash pan.

This locomotive, a description of which ha.s already ap-

peared in these columns,* has a total weight of ,?45,000 lb.,

of which 230,000 lb. is on the drivers, and a rated tractive

effort of 54,800 lb. It has 73-in. driving wheels, 29-in. by

28-in. cylinders and a boiler pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in.

Engine No. 7000 and the 54 additional locomotives of the

same type which have since been ordered, were built for use

in passenger service between Cheyenne, Wyo., and Ogden,

Utah, a distance of 484 miles in which arc encountered

numerous long grades. The character of the line, which is

shown in the accompanying profile, is such thai passenger

trains have been handled by Mikado type locomotives. With
these engines it has been necessary to maintain high running

speeds on the down grades in order to maintain the passenger

train schedules with the comjiaratively low speeds which can

be made on the up grades. The high sustained capacity of

the Mountain tyjie locomotive was expected to maintain the

schedules with less extreme variations from the average

speed.

Locomotive 7000 made its first trip in passenger service

on June 1. Following a trip from North Platte, Nebr., to

Omaha, a distance of 281 miles, with a train oi refrigerator

cars weighing 2,460 tons, which took seven hours and fifty

minutes, earlier in the day, the engine left Omaha at 4:30

p. M. with train No. 3 whidi it took through to Cheyenne,

Wyo., a distance of 507 mile.-i, arriving at 10:30 A. M. on

June 2. On the same afternoon the locomotive left Cheyenne

for Ogden, Utah, a run of 484 miles, with a train of 10

sleepers and two diners, a run requiring 15 hr.s. 15 niin. of

continuous service from the locomotive, which was made witlt

no trouble whatever from journals or bearings running hot.

One of the best runs indicative of the high sustained

This Locomotive Established New Records by Developing 3,500 Indicated Horsepower

687
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capacity of the locomotive was made on June 9, when it tool;

second No. 19 from Cheyenne to Rawlins, Wyo. The train.

made up of 11 cars, left Cheyenne one hour late. Over the
57-mile district from Cheyenne to Laramie the train made i

little better than running time. For the first 31 miles out
of Cheyenne is encountered a steady up grade with a total
change of elevation of slightly less than 2,000 ft. and about
10 miles of 1.55 per cent ruling grade. The schedule calls
for an average speed of 28.4 miles an hour with no stops
over this district. From Laramie to Rawlins the grade is

broken, with the difference in elevation slightly favorable
to westbound movement. Several grades, however, one of
considerable length, are encountered. Over this district, 116
miles in length, the running time is three hours and twenty
minutes, including four stops. Engine 7000 made this mil
in two hours and twenty-six minutes. Deducting the time
for the stops, this required an average running speed of 60
miles an hour. The highest speed attained was 75 miles an
hour, at which the locomotive operated with remarkable
smoothness.

On June 15, Engine 7000 took eastbound train second
No. 20, consisting of 13 cars, from Ogden to Cheyenne. This
train left Ogden 40 min. late, 25 min. of which was mad^
up on the long heavy climb between Ogden and Evanston,

[Ma».Up[ Ww^ Bound
I

I Grade j East Bound I

from Council Bluffs

0.82

ProWe of Union Pacific Between Ogden and Cheyenne

Wyo. In the first 65 miles of this 76-mile district there is
a change of elevation against eastbound movement of 2 500 ft
«ath a 16-mile ruling grade of 1.14 per cent. The schedule
of No. 20 calls for an average speed of 27.6 miles an hour
with no stops. On this run engine No. 7000 maintained an
average of M.l miles an hour over the district.

This 484-mile run was made without cleaning either th<'
fire or the ash pan.
The locomotive has made a number of runs both on tho

Oregon Short line and the Oregon, Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company. On a number of these luns its per-
formance over 2.2 per cent grades has Ijeen ol^-^erved. Al-
though the locomotive is not primarily designed for service
on long mountain grades of this character, but rather for
Its ability to maintain comparatively high si>ei<ls on graded
requiring considerably less than the ma.ximum slarting^raO-
ive effort, it is interesting to note that the locomotive main
tamed 28-miIcs an hour with a train of 12 cars over a 2 '>

per cent grade, and with 10 cars was able lo start an.l
rapidly accelerate to a speed of 10 miles an hour, at whicK
It was working at le.ss than half cutoff.

On another occasion this locomotive took a pa.'iscnger train
from Pocatcllo, Idaho, to Portland. Ore., a dist.tncc of 12')
miles, including four engine divisions, without clcanine

the fire.
*

In recent tests this locomotive established a new record
of power output for simple locomotives and also set a figure
for weight per horsepower which is believed to be sub-
stantially lower than has ever been attained previously in
road service in this countrj-. On October 1 locomotive 7,000

L

Boiler Pressure 198 Lb.

Mean EffecHt/e Pressure 81.42 Lb.

Miles PerHour SO
fndica-fecf Horsepower- ZSOO

Boiler Pressure 198 Lb.

Mean Effecf/Ve Pressure. 91.57 Lb.

Miles PerHour 44
Indrcafed Horsepower 34 64

Boiler Pressure 200 Lb.

Mean E-ffecfive Pressure 99 Lb.

Miles Per Hour 40
Indicated Horsepower 3404
Typical Indicator Cards Taken on Road Tests

hauling train No. 4, consisting of 11 cars weighing .Sl(.

tons, at a speed of SO miles an hour on an ascending grade
of 0.82 i>er cent developed 3.500 indicated horsepower. This
is at the rate of one horsepower for each 98.6 lb. weight
of the locomotive; moreover the power developed is 15.5 per
cent greater than the ratetl cylinder horsepower and 17.2 per
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crnt (greater than the rated boiler horsefiower according to

Cole** method.

This performance has been nearly equalled on other occa-
sions. On Scpteml^r 26, hauling 1 1 cars weighing 823
tofi», J,404 indicated horsepower was dtveloped it 40 miles
ut hour, and 3.464 indicated horsepwwer at 44 miles an
hour. The indicator cards taken at these three speeds are
rrproduced in one of the illustrations.

.Mthough accurate test data are not available, it is evident
from the ofx-rating results obtained that the locomotive is

rendering a highly satisfactorj- performance both from the
standpoint of fuel economy and starting as well as speed
capacity.

On 19 regular trips on the Wyoming, Western and Col-
orado divisions this locomotive made 62,592 passenger car
miles on a fuel consumption of 338 tons, or at the rate of
10.8 lb. of c(xil ]Kr pa.v«enger-car mile. Comparing this

with the April average for the main line division of the
Union Pacific, this shows a decrease of 26 per cent

Based on train resistance calculations the performance
of the locomotive on the 2.2 per cent grade of the Oregon
Short Line between Pocatello, Idaho and Butte, Mont., in-

dicates that the locomotive developed a starting tractive effort

of 58,000 lb. as compared with the theoretical rating of

54,800 lb. on the usual basis of calculation. A steam gage

on the throttle pipe indicates that when working full stroke

at low speed the pressure drop between the boiler and the

steam chest d(X"S not exceed five to ten pounds. This,

together with the 90 per cent cut off of the Young valve gear

is responsible for the high starting tractive effort.

Although open to some question as to accuracy, calcula-

tions based on theoretical train resistance on the 1.55 per

cent ruling grade west of Cheyenne indicates that the loco-

motive developed something over 2,000 hp. at 25 miles an
hour, or appro.ximately 12 per cent more tlian called for

by the American Locomotive Company's tractive effort curve.

The engine has made a splendid impression among the

crews who have op« rated it. This is undoubtedly partially

due to its smooth riding qualities, particularly around curves,

as well as its steaming qualities and ability easily to main-
tain schedules. The well balanced proportions of tlie ma-
chinery is attested to by the ability of the locomotive to

o|X!rate continuously on runs varying from 500 to 700 miles
in length.

Some of the Physical Properties of Paints'

New Method Used to Obtain Reproducible Films—Effects of

Composition—Causes of Spotting

By P. H. Walker and J. G. Thompson
I'nited State; Bureau of Standards

THE LirE of any paint may be divided into three periods:

(1), the period of storage between manufacture
and application; (2), the period of application when

the paint is spread out in a thin, wet film, and (3), the

period of exposure covering the life of the dry paint

film. Each period is characterized by certain phys-

ical properties which indicate the value of the paint. Dur-
ing the first period little information of value is obtainable,

but certain defects in manufacture or material may be indi-

cated by such phenomena as flocculation, caking, or excessive

settling. It is during the second period that the really val-

uable physical properties, such as the wetting power or ad-

herence to the surface, ease of application, hiding power,

color, uniformity, gloss, spreading rate, and rate of drying

ap[)ear.

In the final stage of the life of the paint the only factors

considered are those which affect the permanence or stability

of the film established as a result of the properties which ap-

pear and function during the second period. All of these

projH-rties are important, but few if any can be measured with

any degree of accuracy, and most of the properties are tested

by methods in which the personal equation is so large that re-

producible results can not be obtained. Any study of the

phy.'iical properties of paints necessarily must begin with a

standardization of tests.

Preparation of Paint Films

In view of the number and impwrtancc of the properties

which first become evident at the time of application, it is

obvious that this forms the logical starting f)oint for any in-

vestigation. The physical properties which combine to de-

termine the consistency or behavior of a paint at the time of

application are of fundamental importance, but before any

•Abstract of a paper presented before the American Society for Testing
Materials, Atlantic City. N. J., June 29. 1922.

comparative study could be undertaken it was necessary to

devise some reproducible method of preparing paint films.

Flowing produces satisfactorj' results but unfortunately is

limited to a few of the thinnest paints. The ordinary meth-
ods of brushing and spraying are unsatisfactory since the
re.-iulting films are never uniform and can be duplicated only
by accident. Some mechanical means therefore must be
employed and as a result of some promising preliminary ex-

I)erimcnts centrifugal force was adopted.

A number of circular glass plates furnished the standard
surfaces to be covered with paint. These plates were each 25
cm. in diameter and approximately 1 cm. thick. The surfaces
were ground tlat and finislied by fine grinding but were left

unpolished, to furnish a surface to wliich the paints would
adhere readily. In the earlier work steel plates w-ere used
i)Ut were later discarded, as the glass proved to be much
easier to handle and to keep clean.

The apparatus employed consists of a vertical spindle ro-

tated by a belt connected with a variable speed motor. To
the upper end of the spindle is fastened a circular wooden
block to support the glass plate. The plate is brought up to

constant speed and an excess of paint, previously screened
tlirough a 200-mesh sieve to insure uniformity and freedom
from skins, is poured on at the center of the plate. The
l>,iint flows out, covers the surface, and the excess is thrown
off. The motor is then .stopped and the plate removed and
allowed to dr>'. After the paint is dry the film thickness is

<leterniined by means of an .Ames dial gage, reading direct to

0.01 mm. and estimating to 0.001 mm.
M any given speed, the centrifugal force increases directly

with the di.stance from the center of rotation. One would ex-
pect, therefore, that the resulting film would be thinnest at

the circumference of the plate and would reach a maximum at

tlie center. This is what u.sually occurs and the result-

ing film is generally pyramidal, although the pyramid does
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not extend uniformly over the entire surface. The film

usually presents the appearance of a large, flat plane with

a small, sharply defined pyramid at the center. The
pyramidal film which is characteristic of most paint is

not produced by varnishes nor by liquids such as linseed

oil. These give flat films of uniform thickness across the en-

tire surface, in spite of the fact that the centrifugal force

varies widely at different points on the plate. A table ac-

companying the paper gave the film thickness measured at

varying distances from the center. Raw linseed oil gave a

film about 0.016 mm. thick, varnishes 0.024 mm. to 0.040

mm., enamels and oil paints 0.030 mm. to 0.085 mm.
Numerous experiments with varying amounts of paint led

to the conclusion that the film thickness is independent of the

amount of paint applied. An insufficient amount will cover

only a portion of the surface, while an excess will cover the

entire surface and the excess be thrown off. The resulting

films in both cases are of equal thickness at corresponding

points, but for the sake of convenience it is advisable to use

a slight excess to insure covering the entire surface.

At speeds of 200 r.p.m. or less many paints produce films

too thick to dry properly. Too high speeds cause segregation

of the pigment particles and in some extreme cases a tendency

to disrupt this film has appeared. A speed of 300 r.p.m.

seems to be the most generally satisfactory.

The film thickness is practically independent of the time of

whirling after the first short interval of time has elapsed.

Working with ordinary paints at a speed of 300 r.p.m., it was

found that three minutes" whirling invariably provided a

comfortable margin of safety beyond the time necessary to

reach equilibrium.

The most satisfactory features of this method are the uni-

formity of the films produced and the ease and certainty with

which they can be duplicated.

Effect of Composition on Paint Films

The next investigation was a study of the effect produced

upon the life and behavior of a paint film by varying the

proportions of pigment and oil in the film. For comparative

purposes tlie films should be of equal thickness and the

use of centrifugal force as previously described furnishes a

convenient means for determining the film thickness which

will result when any paint is spread under certain selected

conditions. If several paints produce films of equal thickness

when whirled at the same speed, it may be assumed that those

paints will produce comparable films when brushed out on

test panels. The object sought was to produce a series of

paints of varj'ing oil-pigment ratios thinned with turpentine

until they would spread or brush out to produce dry films of

equal thickness.

Four pigments were selected for .study

:

(a) Basic carbonate white lead.

(b) Zinc oxide.

(c) Sixty per cent basic carbonate white lead, 40 per

cent zinc oxide.

(d) Sixty per cent basic carbonate white lead, 30 per

cent zinc oxide, 10 per cent asbestine.

Each pigment was ground to a paste with a normal amount

of raw linseed oil. Fach paste was divided into several

w^cighed portions and varying amounts of oil were added to

the different jwrtions until the resulting scries of .semi-pastes

or semi-paints represented a range of pigment content vary-

ing from 15 to 50 per cent by volume. The corresponding

limits for the oil Ix-ing 85 and 50 per cent by volume.

Liquid drier was added to each semi-paint in the proportion

of 5 cc. of drier to 95 cc. of oil.

Some one mixture had to be chosen as an arbitrary stand-

ard and that consisting of 25 per cent basic white lead and

75 per cent oil was adopted, since this mixture behaved well

under the brush and prwluced a film of satisfactory appear-

ance and properties. The other mixtures were thinned with

turpentine until they produced the same film thickness when
whirled at the same speed. The turpentine being volatile

serves merely to increase temporarily the mobility of the

paints and later evaporates.

The preparation of the paints resulted in some interesting

obser\'ations. As expected, it was found that the thinning

power of turpentine varies with the different pigments, but

it was rather f.jrprising to find a variable thinning power
for any one pigment depending upon the composition of the

vehicle already present, as appeared in tlie cases of the zinc

oxide and mixed pigments. It is difficult to draw conclu-

sions regarding the consistency of the paints from the data,

since the thickness of the wet films will vary widely although

the dry films are all of equal thickness. Nevertheless, theie

is unmistakable evidence that the thinning power of turpentine

not only varies with different pigments, but also varies for

any one pigment with the comjjosition of the mixture being

thinned.

Causes of Spotting in White Lead Paints

It is generally believed diat a paint resulting from the

thinning or breaking up of a basic carbonate white lead paste

should be allowed to stand for a day or two before being

used. The probable reason for the origin of this belief

was found when a white lead-oil-turpentine paint was used

immediately after mixing, flowing the paint on a clean glass

plate to form a smooth wet film. In the course of a few

minutes small pits appeared on the surface of the film and
gradually increased in depth and diameter. The phenomenon
appeared over and over and could not be ascribed to any

fault in the preparation of the surfaces painted. The same
result was obtained no matter whether the paint was applied

to glass, steel, or to a previously dried coat of paint.

Summarizing the results of many exjjeriments, it appears

that the spotting tendency:

(a) Is common to all mixtures of basic carbonate white

lead and raw linseed oil.

(b) Does not appear when other pigments are substituted

for the basic carbonate white lead.

(c) Does not appear when other oils are substituted for

raw linseed oil.

(d) Is not due to too much stirring or to lack of stirring:

presence or absence of liquid driers and volatile thinners;

order of mixing; presence of free fatty acids, mineral acids,

or water, although any or all of tlie foregoing factors may at

times exert a modifying influence.

(e) May be explained upon the assumption of a reaction

between the basic carbonate white lead and some unidentified

portion of the oil.

(f) May be eliminated by boiling the oil in the presence

of driers which may convert the troublesome component to an
inactive form; by treating the raw oil with basic carbonate

wliite lead during storage prior to its u.se; or by aging the

paint to allow the reaction to reach completion before the

paint is applied.

Two AND A Half Billions is the total number of passengers

rarricd by rail in local New York City traffic, in the year ending

with l.Tst Tune, as reported by the State Transit Commission, an

increase of OS' J millions o\cr the prcrcdinir year: or from

2.491.W>. 178 to 2.5'50..^1,1,728. These tot.ils represent the busi-

ness of the surface, subway and elevated lines. About 60 per

cent was handled by the rapid transit routes—subway and elevated

lines— while 40 per cent was carried by the surface lines. More

than three-fourths of the inrrc.Tse appears in the reports of the

surface lines, which bandied 75.316.859 more paying passengers

tb:ui in 1921. On the Manhattan elevated lines of the Inter-

horough system, the loss was 25.776.235 as compared with 1921.

The Sixth avenue elevated has suffered from the opening of the

new Broadway subway, operated hy the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Company.



Employee Representation on the Pennsylvania

Employees Have a Voice in the Management in Matters in

Which They Are Directly Concerned

Till Nl[l|M^^^ mkIki ii.i> tiMldicl to tcx.us .itU'ntion

ujion the efforts which have l^-fn made by the Penn-
sylvania Syftcra to bring about "a spirit of mutual un-

derstanding and cordial co-operation between management
and employees." The road, because of the widespread in-

terest in its methods and the many requests for information

about them, has issued a statement telling of the origin, de-

velopment and achievements of the plan.

The intnxluition to the .stati-nient contains these words:

"No illusions are entertained by the management that is

has found a panacea for all the ills that afflict present day
relationships l^tween employers and employees. It is be-

lieved, however, tliat the employees and officers of the Penn-
sylvania System have adopted a policy and practice in their

own ! ':: •
' •ti :

'. "Im r '.lii.!!, if lived up to by both

num. 1 Ik- .i('|K.iiil>.\ of the bookiii iiini.iuis also a typical

.«et of by-laws jointly formulated by employees and manage-

ment governing procedure under tlie plan of emplcnee repre-

sentation; it al.so contains tlie constitution of the Altoona

Works Emplojes' Association.

Purpose and Origin

The policy and practice of the Pennsylvania System in

its relations with employees may be summarized in one

sentence: To give all employees an oppwrtunity to have a

voice in the management in all matters affecting their wages,

working conditions and welfare, and in other matters of

mutual concern affecting the welfare of the company and of

the public which the company .serves.

"\\'hat we want," >aid Gi'---t! \!ttr!iun. carlv in the

Shop Craft Representatives at White House Where They Appealed to President Harding in Behalf of Loyal Pennsylvania

Employees

Fir»t row—left to right: I'. M. Hughes, General Chairman, Electrical \Vnrker»; Wm. Donahue, General Chairman, Blacksmiths; T. H. Davis, General

Chairman Eaalern ReKton; J. J. McBride, General Chairman, Machinists. Second row—left to right: E. C. Arnold, General Chairman, Sheet Metal

Workers 'H. H. Emberger, General Chairman, Boiler Makers; E. R. Snyder, General Chairman, Carmin.

in a spirit of sympathetic understanding, mutual co-opera-

tion and fair play, will materially benefit all who are con-

nected with the railroad, and will l)e reflected in a higher

standard and a larger measure of service to the public. The

performance of the Pennsylvania System during the period

of the shopmen's strike and the demonstration of loyalty on

the part of its employees under most trying circumstances

offer a practical and substantial foundation for that belief."

The article which follows is made up of liix'ral extracts

from the statement. We have omitted, however, material

concerning certain details relating to the extensions of the

plan to other clas.scs of employees than those engaged in

train service; also the reproduction of notices informing the

employees of the elections, typical Ijallots, and grajfliic charts

showing the structure of the committees and the steps to be

taken in handling controversial questions with the raanage-

negotiations with the employees, "is committees of employees,

whose orders come from the bottom, from the men at work

on this railroad, and are not handed down from tlie top by

some people we know nothing about. We shall be better off

by far if we have our agreements and negotiations between

ourselves—then we understand them." This policy is based

on the belief that the interests of the employees, the company

and the public can l)cst be served by bringing about mutual

confidence, sympathetic understanding and real co-operation

between employees and management. It is essential to these

conditions that the relationship between employees and man-
agement be direct, frank and friendly, witliout interference

on the part of persons or organizations having interests to

serve otlier than those of the railroad, its emploj'ees and the

public.

It is recognized, of course, that an empWec has a right

691
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to join or not to join any organization as he sees fit, but

membership or non-membership in any organization does not

concern the management in the practice of the policy on which

the officers and the employees have mutually agreed. The
primary^ requisite is that the employees and the management
deal directly with each other; that spokesmen for the em-
ployees be employees themselves, chosen by the employees,

speaking and acting for tlie employees, and not taking orders

from or acting for persons or organizations outside the Penn-

sylvania System.

Su'di a basis is fundamentally sound. It is of paramount
importance in the interest of the public, which requires ade-

quate, efficient, economical and uninterrupted transportation

service, by reason of the fact that the sympathitic strike, the

closed shop and restriction of output arc countenanced and

practiced by certain organizations which during the period

of federal control very largely extended their membership

among railroad emplo)ees.

Prior to federal control the Pennsylvania had an enviable

reputation of always treating its men fairly, and the esprit

de corps among Pennsylvania men was one of the distin-

guishing characteristics of the railroad's service. For a

period of many years prior to the Railroad Administration

there was no serious strike or disagreement between the of-

ficers and the men. Every employee understood tliat he had

the right to apjjcal to the general manager. Substantial

justice w-as done to all, and the employees as a body were

satisfied, and worked in close co-operation with the officers

of the company.

The management had, many years ago, satisfied itself that

the committees with wliich it dealt on behalf of engine and
train service employees did actually represent Pennsylvania

Railroad employees in this service. Furthennore, at the

termination of federal control, their same committees con-

tinued practically intact, and nothing has since transpired to

affect the relationship already established IxHween them and
the management.
On the other hand, although it had been understood that

the status quo, as far as labor organizations were concerned

prior to federal control, would be maintained during federal

control, the fact is that organization of railroad employees

into national and international unions was promoted under
the Railroad Administration, and railroad officers were

ordered to keep their hands off. The result was inevitable.

At the end of federal control, the management found na-

tional and international organizations of the character al-

ready referred to, superimposed on our employees, regard-

less of dieir desires, and representatives of the.se organiza-

tions presuming to speak and act for our employees.

During the so-called "guarantee period" lasting six montlis

after federal control, it was impossible to alter this situa-

tion. The Transportation Act, however, required employees
and management to get together and adopt every reasonable

means of settling amicably all controversial matters liable

to interrupt transportation. It was the belief of the manage-
ment that this was impossible under existing conditions,

which constantly jeopardized amicable relations with its em-
plo)'ees. The best interest of the public, as well as the com-
pany and its employees, themselves, it was felt, demanded
closer relationship between employees and officers, and every

endeavor should therefore be made to bring about co-operative

effort in serving passengers and shippers.

In order to re-establish the harmonious relationships exist-

ing between employees and officers prior to federal control,

the Pcnn.«ylvania System adopted a policy of giving em-
ployees a voice in the management and announced a plan of
employee representation. Steps toward the development of
the plan were taken S(Xin after the return of the railroad to
its owners. Informal di.scu.ssions were held witli representa-
tives of various groups of employees looking to a more repre-

sentative and more satisfactor)- means of disposing of con-

troversial matters than had been in effect up to that time.

First Steps in Developing Plan

The first definite step was taken at a joint meeting of of-

ficers from all parts of the system and representatives of the

employees in engine and train service—the engineers, firemen,

conductors and brakcmen. All the local divisional chairman
representing these employees attended. The meeting was
held in Philadelphia on December 21, 1920. This meeting

w-as the forerunner of many similar meetings with these and
other groups of employees, and it laid the foundations of the

present plan. General Atterbury, who addressed the officers

and employee representatives in joint session, sounded the

keynote of the company's policy when he said : '"The suc-

cessful solution of the problems that are before you, if car-

ried to a logical conclusion, means that not only will there

never be a strike, but that it will never be necessary to take

a strike vote on the Pennsylvania System. It should mean
the setting up of proper machinery for the prompt considera-

tion of changed working conditions and of grievances, and.

finally, that failing to agree between yourselves on a settle-

ment of any of these questions, tliere shall have been provided

beforehand the machiner}' of a tribunal to which the question

can be submitted for final decision."'

Outline of Policy

Outlining tlie purposes of the plan that he profKJsed, Gen-
eral Atterbury said: ''This occasion is unique. Never be-

fore, so far as I know-, have the officers ever invited the repn

resentatives of the employees to a conference. Heretofore re-

quest has come from the employees, and then only when they

had something to ask in the way of increased wages, or im-

proved working conditions, or adjustment of grievances. As
representatives of the emplo)-ees, you are vitally interested in

a pleased patronage and an aggressive, business-getting

organization. To you it means greater earnings, mare regular

employment, and earlier promotion.

''We have heard a great deal the last few years of collec-

tive bargaining. One hardly knows what the theorist means
by collective bargaining. But if by collective bargaining

you mean the employees and tlie management sitting down to

.seriously discuss working conditions, and a schedule results

which is mutually satisfactor)-, then we have had collective

bargaining in force for at least 17 years.

"This meeting today is in continuance of that policy.

Some .no men are liere representing approximately 51,000
men, or nearly 30 per cent of all of our employees. Vou are

the men in the train service—the most responsible; the most
highly organized; and, generally, the most highly paid. In

all these 17 years years, although occasionally strikes have
lieen threatened, never once has a strike been called. We
have always been able to compose our difficulties. You rep-

resent the conservative in labor organizations. Vou neither

practice nor adv(X'atc the closed sliop, nor the sympathetic
strike; nor can a strike of your organizations be called with-

out its being properly sulimitted to your memlxirship by bal-

lot. You do not intentionally through your schedule limit

production, as the combination of 'Day' and 'Mileage' is

piece work, pure and simple.

"The railroad officers who are present represent the

management of a property in which alx)ut two billion dollars

is represented, approximatelv half of which is in bonds, and
the other half in stocks. The bonds are largely owned by
life insurance companies, savings banks, and other financial

institutions, and in the stability of these bonds a very large

majoritv of the pet)ple of the countr)- arc directly or indi-

rectly interested, through their life insurance policies, or

their deposits in the savings banks.

"The other half of this great investment—that is the stock
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IS owned l>\ Some 140,00() stockholder*, of whoiu uUxit

,Mc-haH are women. Bear in mind that the policy of. the

I'lniisylvania man;i.i{cnu-nt has never betn to pay large re-

turns to its stixkholders. The aim has Ixx-n to assure to

stixkholden- a n-asonable return, upon which they could de-

pend Furthermore, the I'eniisylviinia Railroad has no

watered stotk, and the records will show that over a period

of nearly 75 years it has paid agular dividends to its stock-

holders uveraijing approximately six jK-r cent.

Three-fold Duty of Management

'The duty of the nuinaRenunt is thri-e-fold. They have

a direct duty to see that the capital already invested shall

be given a fair return. Surely tliat duty is owed to those who
have entrusted their money to our care. Further, if a fair

return is not paid, new capital for improvements, extensions

and i)ettemients cannot be obtained. The management al.so

have a duty to the [juijlit. If the railrixtd is granted reason-

able and fair rates, the public, in return, is entitled to ef-

ficient and satisfactory service. Last, but not least, is the

duty of the management to the employees—that is, good

wages, good working conditions, and discipline fairly and

mipartially maintained. Kindness, courtesy and considera-

tion >>re not ini(!nii);itil>K- with l'-i'I .li-Mj.lini-. T.ax di--

scrvite and officers of the company would Ik: handlc-d in an

amicable way, and settled if possible without intervention by

outside parties. A "memorandum of understanding" was

formulated and signed cm-ering the method to \>e followed in

the adjustment of all disputed matters. Bc-cause this mem-
orandum, in its purpose and effeci as well as in the spirit

in which it was negotiated, t>ecame the basis of similar negoti-

ations and understandings affecting employees in other

l)ranches of the service, its prcA-isions are given somewhat

in detail. The preamble reads: "The outline of the method

in which controversial matters are to \>c handlc-d as given be-

low is for the purp<.se of expeditious adjustment of matters

presented, to the end that there may !» a satisfied spirit

among the officers and employees and it is important, there-

fore, that so far as is possible, decisions will \>e reached at

the time of meeting, such decisions to be confirmed in writ-

ing as promptly thereafter as is possible. This plan for

handling schedule and other matters can l.>e successful only

by full and conscientious co-operation on the part of both

the management and employees, and it is exjjected that when
questions are presented for disposition that the spirit of ab-

solute fairness will lie the factor in adjusting these matters."

The memorandum is a complete exposition of the pro-

(C'lurc to be takon in cvir) <te]i of the way from the division

Shop Crafts' Southwestern Regional Reviewing Committee

W. C. A. lltnry: F. I

right: K. K. Rcchcster
Uick row— left to riKht: .\rlhttr liM-hman, Secretary; L. S. Osnier; SV. C. Higginbottom;
Talirr Hamiltoti; ). I'. McKvoy; <". K. I'crin; J. E. .Mechling. Front row seated—left to

Dithridge, Cbairmnn; II. W. Darinifcr.

. Owen: .1. I,. Deem: t7. B. Fravel:
J. E. Cavey, \'iee CTiairtnan; E. U.

cipline is not kindness, for in your occupation lax discipline

spells death, and disaster.

"The employees etiually with the management have their

responsibilities. Given fair wages and fair working condi-

tions, the management has the right to expect and exact from

the employees an honest day's work; |)rom[)t, willing and

cheerful oljservance of orders; and economical use and care

of the property entrusted to them. The management has the

right to ask the same kindness, courtesy and consideration

to the officers and to the public on the part of the employees

which the employees have the right to expect from their of-

ficers.

"I have tried to lay down a simple platform of principles

on which you, as cjfficcrs and employees, can meet. I have

given you jointly certain questions to solve. The spirit in

which you approach these (|uestions will determine the suc-

cess with which they are settled. I have no doubt that there

are many petty grievances on both sides. Forget them for

the time iK'ing. F.ach put himself in tlic place of the other,

and see if he cannot understand the otluT fellow's side."

The result of this meeting was the joint formulation of a

plan and procedure whereby all ([uestions of a controversial

character arising l)etwc>en the employees in engine and train

su]ierintendent and the Icxral chairman representing tlie em-
ployees in his territory on up to the Joint Reviewing Com-
mittee which is the final arbiter in the di.sposition of any
matter referred to it.

Essential Features of Method Adopted

In general, the essential features of the method adoptcxi

are these:

I'irst Step.—Monthly meetings between each division

sujieriiitendent and the local chairmen representing the en-

gine and train scrs'ice employees, at which all controversial

matters arising on the division may be taken up with five

days' advance notice by cither party of the subject to be dis-

cussed.

In questions relating to schedule matters, when there is

agreement between the superintendent and local chairmen, it

is put into effect at once and the interpretation agreed ujion

is referred to the Joint Reviewing Committee for review.

When there is a disagreement on the division, and no in-

terpretation of the question has been made by the Joint Re-
viewing Committee, the matter is referrcxi to the Joint Re-
viewing Committee for decision.

In each case, however, copy of the interpretation agreed
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upon or the joint statement of facts, where there is disagree-

ment, is for^va^ded to the general superintendent and general

manager for their information.

In discipline and other matters when appeal is taken from

the decision of the division superintendent, the question goes

next to the general superintendent in charge of a general

division (which includes several divisions).

Second Step.—Monthly meetings between each general

superintendent and the general chairmen representing the

engine and train service employees, at which controversial

matters on which the local chairmen and division superin-

tendent have been unable to agree are discussed with five

davs' advance notice by either part)' of the subject to be dis-

cussed. In questions relating to schedule matters, the same

procedure is followed as with the division superintendent.

In other than schedule matters, in case of disagreement, the

question is referred next to the general manager in charge of

the region.

Third Step.—Monthly meetings between each general

manager and the general chairmen representing the engine

and train service employees, at which controversial matters

on which there has been a disagreement with the general

superintendents are discussed with five days' advance notice

by either party. In questions relating to schedule matters

the same procedure is followed as with the division and gen-

eral superintendents. In otlier than schedule matters, where

there is disagreement, the question is referred to the Joint

Reviewing Committee for decision.

Fourth Step.—Monthly meetings of the Joint Reviewing

Committee, at which all matters in which there has been a

disagreement and an appeal taken from the division or gen-

eral superintendent or general manager, are discussed. The
whole schedule of monthly meetings is so arranged that the

general chairm.en are enabled to cover the meetings with gen-

eral superintendents and general managers throughout the

system and carry matters through to the Joint Reviewing

Committee without delay.

Keystone of Plan Is Joint Committee

The Joint Reviewing Committee for the engine and train

service employees and similar bodies for employees in other

classes of the service, constitute the keystone of the arch of

satisfactor)' industrial relations on the Pennsylvania System.

It is the highest authority on the railroad in the settlement

of matters in dispute between employees and management.

Its decisions are final and it is the final arbiter in the de-

termination as to how any matters on which it is unable to

reach a decision shall be decided. Executive officers of the

company cannot interfere with its prerogatives.

The text of the "Memorandum of Understanding" in this

particular is therefore quoted verbatim

:

Make-i'p ok Joint Reviewing Committee
20. The Joint Reviewing Committee shall consist, for the nwnagcmcnt,

of two representatives from each region of the system; for the em-
ployees, the Kencral chairmen of the cnfcine and train service

employees, which, as at present constituted, consists of nine members.

MtTHOD TO BE Foi.I.OWPD HV JoINT RpVIEWING COMMITTEE

21. In all tTiatters other than discipline the entire committee w-ill sit.

22. In cases of discipline the representative* of the man.TRement in the
region where the case arises, loffether with the representatives of tlie

employee involved in thai resion where the case arises will not sit

on the committer hiit will present the case to the remaining members
of the rommitree, who will hear and determine the ni.Ttter at issue.

23. The manasrcmcnt and the employees will have equal volinjt power
and not less than a two-thirds vole will be necessary to reach a

24. In else a decision is not reached Sy the Joint Revicwinu Committee
not later than snhsefinent monthly meeting at which the case was
first broiiubt up, further procedure will be had as determined upon
at the time of such disaitreemenl.

25. Meeting place of the Joint Reviewing Committee will be fixed from
time to time by the committee.

The chairmanship of the Joint Reviewing Committee
alternates every six months l)otwrcn the managemrnt repre-

sentatives and the employes.

New Schedule of Rules Negotiated

One of the first tasks undertaken by the representatives of

these employees and the representatives of the management

was the formulation of a new schedule of working condi-

tions. Prior to the formation of the Joint Reviewing Com-
mittee the men in engine and train service had been working

under six different schedules, one for the former Lines East

and one for the former Lines West, and one each for the

Vandalia, Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroads, C. L. &
X.. and N. Y. P. & N. Due to the fact that prior to the end

of federal control the Pennsylvania System had not been

operated as a unit, there were many p>oints of difference be-

tween the schedules and many disputed questions involved

in each of the schedules themselves.

When the Pennsylvania Railroad re.sumed the manage-

ment of its propert}- on March 1, 1920, however, the system

was reorganized as a unit with four operating regions and Al-

toona Works. When employees in engine and train ser\-ice

requested that a system schedule be established which would

harmonize the difference between the existing schedules and

settle points of controversy within the schedules themselves,

the members of the Joint Reviewing Committee assumed the

task and constituted themselves a schedule committee to work
out the new arrangement.

In addition to this work, which was under negotiation for

several months, the members of the Joint Reviewing Com-
mittee held their regular monthly meetings at which all other

questions arising between the management and the employees

in this service were taken up and decided to the satisfaction

of all concerned. The Joint Reviewing Committee has since

acted upon any questions arising in the application of the

new schedule.

Extension of Plan to Other Classes of Employees

Obviously the working out of the plan already adopted

by the emplo}ees in engine and train service for local self-

government had been watched with considerable interest by
other groups of employees and its practical workability was
beginning to be demonstrated. To an appreciable degree,

therefore, the proposal to extend this policy to other classes

of employees met with at least an interested response.

Owing to conditions largely brought about under the Rail-

road Administration there was a great deal of skepticism as
to the sincerity of the management, but it was felt bv the

more constructive leaders of the employees that the experi-

ment might be worth trying. On the part of the officers the

utmost frankness was observed and the employees' spokes-

men were invited to participate and assist in working out

the details of the proposed election.

When the Labor Board issued its Decision No. 119, re-

specting the negotiation of new schedules of regulations, and
the company announced its policy of instituting a plan of

employee representation, the employees generallv were in a
receptive mood to consider the actual details and to partici-

pate in making it effective. The then spokesmen of the

signalmen and maintenance of way men actually participated

in the preparation of the election machinery.
.\ccordingly arrangements were made to call into confer-

ence with the officers the general chairman and committee
of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Em-
ployees and Railway Shop Laborers and later on the gen-
eral chairman and committee of the Brotherhood of Railway
Signalmen of .American.

It was pointed out to Ihcsc men and their committees some
of tlie undmibtcd good that would re.<ult both to the em-
ployees and the management if jointly a plan could be de-
vised for them which would provide home rule, popular elec-

tions of employee representatives, participated in by all em-
ployees coming within their respective groups, a voice in the
management in determining their wages and working condi-
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tioDS, and m part of the neci*s.sar)>- machinery, a tribunal

consisiing of an equal number uf rcprocntatives of the em-
plci)-crs and the management, whu would sit as a high court

and decide all controversial questions properly brought be-

fore them.

A complete election procetlure was worked out and fully

explained to the cmplo>'ecs in notices posted on the bulletin

boards. The ballots themselves also contained a complete

and definite explanation of the macliinen- provided for them

to exercise their right of franchise in the choice of repre-

sentatives to deal with the management on behalf of the

anplo}'ees in the various clas>ci>.

Steps were also taken to meet spokesmen for the other

classes of employees with a view to explaining the plan to

them in detail. These groups included: shop crafts; tele-

graphers; clerks; miscellaneous forces (office, station, ware-

house, storehouse and elevator forces, and engine and train

crew callers, excluding the strictly clerical and super-

visory forces); stationery engineers (steam), and firemen

and oilers; marine department employees; dining car and
restaurant service employees and the employees in the vari-

ous administrative departments of the ymeral oftices.

Essential Features of Election Plan

The essential features of the election procedure were these:

All employi-es were civen an o|)n<>rtuiiitv to elect employee

velopes containing the ballots themselves were opened. This

procwlure insured absolute secrecy of a man's vote.

Ihe ballots them.selves were opened and counted in the

presence of and l>y rvpresentatives of the men and the man-

agement. There was absolutely no way in which the name

of a man voting could be identified with his ballot.

No better evidence of fairness and impartiality upon the

part of the company could be offered than the fact that

some classes of employees elected all union men to repre-

sent them, and the management is now dealing with these

elected representatives.

In the rase of the signalmen, maintenance of way em-

ployees and telegraphers, solid union committees were elected.

The employees who were members of the union received the

highest number of votes and the management recognized

them and immediately entered into negotiation with them

with a view to formulating rules covering working conditions

wiiich would be mutually satisfactory. In the case of some

of the other classes, some union and some non-union men
were elected and the same procedure was adopted.

The first business before these elected representatives was

of course the question of new schedules of working con-

ditions and the employee rejjresentatives and representatives

of the management immediately took this matter in hand.

When it h:id been satisfactorily concluded, however, request

\v;is made liv the iiiijilovies that permanent machinery, simi-

Regional Joint Committee of Clerical Employees, Eastern Region

Lifl to right—H M. CarKn. Central Supcrintcndrnt. Ccnlral Pennsylvania Division; J. R. Rudolph, Gencml Chairman, Philadelphia Terminal Division;

H. E Enoeht, Snprrinlendtnl. Wage Hiireau; K. V. Massey, Assistant Ccneral Manager; M. T. Miller, Rejiional Chairm-in; J. A. McLauBhlin.

General Chairman Southern Divisicti: F. W. .Smith, Jr.. Special ARent, Eastern Pennsylvania Division; E. S. Werntz, Secretary; Oscar Howe,
General Chairman, Eastern Pennsylvania Division; A. B. Clark, Superinlend.-nt. Trenton Division; F. J. Garrcn, General Chairman, New Jersey Division;

F. W. H. Humes. Su|>crintcndcft. Stations and Transfers; E. A. Kidney. General Chairman. General Superintendents' Departnienls.

representatives by secret ballot; all employees in the respec-

tive classes were eligible to vote; no candidates were named

or suggested by the management or i)rinted on the ballots;

any emplovee, whether union or non-union member, was

eligible for election; employees wrote on tlie ballot tlie names

of their choice; the ballots, in sealed enveluix-s, were opened

and counted in the presence of representativc-s of the em-

ployees and tlie management; employees receiving the largest

number of votes were recognized by the management as

empowered to .speak and act for the employees participating

or entitled to participate in the election.

How Secrecy of Ballot Was Insured

The liallot it.self, contiiined in a sealed envelope, was en-

enclosed in another sealed envelope by the voter. On the

outside of the latter envelope appeared the voter's name,

occupation, location and division for the sole purpose of

checking the names of the voters again.st the ]>ayrolls to see

that only employees had voted. These outer envelojx-s, how-

ever, were destroyed in the presence of representatives of

the employees and the management before the scaled en-

lar to the Joint Reviewing Committee for engine and train

service employees be jointly estaljlished for otlier groups. In

general, therefore, the plan of employcx* representation ulti-

mately worked out for all classes of employees was based

largely upon the memorandum of understanding already

entered into by the management and the general chairmt;n

of the engineers, t'lremen. hostlers, conductors, trainmen and

switchtenders.

Plan of Procedure for Handling Disputes

That is, the plan included

:

1. Local committees for the division ami general divisions.

Regional and system conuiiittees for the handling of matters

api)ealed from the divisions and general divisions.

2. Joint committees, similar to the Joint Reviewing Com-
mittee already described, composed of equal representation

of management and employees, all members having equal

voting power with two-thirds vote necessary to decide any

issue.

3. By-laws governing prmedure of these committees,

scliedules of meetings with division, general division superin-
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tendents and general managers and future election machinery

for the election of successive employee representatives at

regular periods.

Naturally there are variations from this general plan to

meet special conditions such as exist at Altoona Works, but

the policy and practice throughout are the same in principle.

Controversy With Labor Board

Of all the groups of employees, System Federation No.

90, Railway Employees Department, American Federation

of Labor, and a minority of the clerks, members of the

clerks' union, objected to any plan of voting by the em-

ployees which did not place the name of their organizations

on the ballot as a candidate. System Federation No. 90

was largely imposed upon the employees in the shop crafts

during the period of federal control and the management

was not satisfied that it actually represented the wishes of

the majority of the .shop employees on this railroad.

The officers of this organization insisted that they had

the right to represent Pennsylvania employees and in a con-

ference similar to the meetings with other groups when the

details of the plan were being worked out, they declined

to participate in the election machinery which had been

agreed upon with the spokesmen for the otlier groups unless

the name of their organization was placed on the ballot.

They maintained that they as an organization be recognized

as representing all the shop craft employees.

Nevertheless the elections were held. Officers of System

Federation No. 90, however, persuaded employees not to

vote in the elections and many of the shopmen refused or

failed to exercise this right. As a matter of fact, if they

had so desired, and as was clearly e.xplained to them, the

union officers who were employees could have nominated

themselves as candidates, just as the union officers in the

signal, maintenance of way and telegraph departments did,

and if elected would have been so recognized by the manage-

ment. Furtliermore there was no objection to a voter's plac-

ing organization initials or symbols after the name of the

candidate for whom he voted. In the case of ever)' one of

the signal committeemen elected, the initials B. R. S. of A.

appeared after the candidate's name on the ballots voted by

signal department employees.

In the case of the shop crafts, employee representatives

were elected by those employees who did vote and the manage-

ment recognized them and negotiated new schedules of work-

ing conditions with them. These schedules have been in

effect since and have worked with mutual satisfaction to

the great majority of the shop employees and of the manage-
ment.

The United States Railroad Labor Board, without, as it

is believed, any authority under the Transportation Act, de-

clared said elections illegal and the contracts entered into

between the management and the elected employees repre-

sentatives null and void and ordered a new election in the

shop crafts. (Decision No. 218.)

• Not only that but the board declared that the organiza-

tion itself must have a place on the ballot and must be

recognized as entitled, if selected by the majority of the

employees, to represent them, that other than employees

could represent Pcnn.sylvania employees and that men who
had ceased to be employees were eligible to vote.

The management stood by the elections already held and
when the Labor Board was about to publi.sh an opinion tliat

the company had violated its decision, the company adopted

the only method open to it to test the power of the Labor
Board to make the order which it had made and instituted

a prorrodini; in the United States Courts to restrain the

board from publishing such an opinion. The United States

District Court upheld the Pennsylvania System and granted

an injunction. The Labor Board appealed and the Circuit

Court of Appeals reversed the District Court and the Penn-

sylvania has taken tlie case to the United States Supreme

Court.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company raised two main

points

:

1. That the order of the Labor Board in this case was

beyond its authority under the Transportation Act; that the

company therefore had not violated any lawful decision of

the board and that the board should be restrained from pub-

lishing an opinion to that effect.

2. That if the Labor Board did have authority for its

order, then the sections of the Transportation Act giving it

such jK>wer were unconstitutional.

Summary of Company's Position in

Controversy With Labor Board

The railroad position throughout the course of the argu-

ment before the Labor Board and before the court may be

summarized as follows;

1. The company has not denied and does not now deny

the jurisdiction of the Labor Board to hear and decide such

disputes as fall within the purview of Title II of the Trans-

p)Ortation Act.

2. The company does deny the right of the Labor Board
to invade the domain of management and insists that in

declaring said election illegal and said contracts null and

void, and in ordering that a new election be held as it did

in its Decision No. 218, the board exceeded its powers and
without warrant of law exercised the functions of an ad-

ministrative or regulator)' body, and asserted jurisdiction

over matters solely referable to the functions of railway

management.
3. In its relations with its employees, the company seeks

one object and one alone namely, the right to deal directly

with its own employees without interference by those having
interests to serve other than the interest of the employees, the

railroad and the public. To tliat end it has offered classes

of employees a voice in matters affecting their welfare

tlirough employee representatives of their own selection,

whether union or non-union men.
4. Sixt)--six and one-half jser cent of the employees who

are interested in and affected by rules covering working con-

ditions have by vote or otherwise expressed a desire to nego-

tiate rules and working conditions through employee repre-

sentatives, and contracts liave been entered into between the

management and representatives of approximately 150,000
employees.

5. Representatives of the various classes of employees with

whom contracts have been made have expressed their satis-

faction not only with the manner in which representatives

were elected, but also with the rules and working conditions

agreed upon.

6. If the company complied with the Labor Board's de-

cision No. 218, it would be obliged to repudiate these con-

tracts to the great and irreparable injury of the company
and its employees.

How the Plan Has Worked Thus Far

It would seem tliat there could scarcely be a more severe

test of the Pennsylvania ]>lan of employee representation

than fliat affonlcd by the national strike of railroad shop-
men which began on July 1, 1922. Not only has it afforded
a successful dcmon.<tration of tlie co-operative policy adopted
by the company and its employees in general, but also it has
furnished practical proof that System Federation No. 90
does not actually represent the majority of the shop craft

employees on the Pennsylvania System.
The strike vote on which the shop craft employees on the

Pennsylvania System were called upon to strike was taken
when the company refused to hold a new election as ordered
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by the I.alor Board in 1V21. I

'

\.,. ii,>i a i)art_v

to the issui-s which prctipii.i- .1 -iriki- The
usurps on wliiih the strike \v,i> _ . .,,[ J.^>^t\\ to this

railroad. \Vai;i- had been fixed by mutual agretrment; rules

had likevM><.- Uxn determined and had Ut-n in effect for

almoft a year; and no outside contract work of the kind

complained of by the strike leaders had been let by this

railroad.

Be;irtng in mind that System Federation No. 90 had

the I'ennsylvania shopman left the service when the strike

was tailed. Within two months after the strike started the

shop forces of the system had been restored to more than

95 per cent of the normal working force. The great ma-

jority of the employees who remained lo)'al were working

under regulation.^ that had been agreed upon between the

management and the employee representatives elected the

year before—the election which the Labor Board had declared

illegal. They were working under wages agreed upon be-

Disposition of Grievances and Controversial Questions
(First Six Month* of 1922

1
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Not.: Thi» slalcmrnt i< <lrsi|;ncil to jhow the diiposition ma Ic of gricvancr cases and controversial questions by the various
oflicrrs with whom such ca«es were taken up. and' represents the procedure followed in handling these matters from origin to final

disposition.
It does not. how'ever. show the final disposition of all cases originating or taken up with higher officers, for the reason that in

cases where the decision of an officer below the superintendent or of a sui>crintenilent is appealed successively to the general
supenntrnJent. the general manager and the reviewing committees, such cases would not ordinarily be finally disposed of during
the period of one month.

The number of cases shown as having been taken up with and di<posed of by higher oflScers and the reviewing committeeshe number of cases shown as having been taken up with and di<posed of by higher oflScers and the reviewing co

or may not be included in the number of cases reported as having been taken up with and disposed of by the offic
• ... . ...
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ank, depending upon whetht h.nlidlc the month by rank.
xt lo

claimed the right to represent the shop crafts and had been

sustained by the Labor Board to the extent thai a new

election was ordered, the strike call on the Pennsylvania

really amounted to a protest a,t;ain.st the Pennsylvania plan

of cmplovif ri-prescntation.

Ennployees Repudiate Fancied Grievances

Certain]) if the majority of the shop crafts were dissatis-

fied cither with their wages and working conditions or with

the methods of election followed by the company, or the pro-

cedure adopted for the settlement of matters in dispute, no

more propitious occasion for indicating such dissatisfaction

could be presented than a strike by shopmen all over the

country.

But what happened was this: Less than ,50 per cent of

tween the management and the same employee representa-

tives.

Practical Demonstration of Success of Plan

It would be difficult to imagine stronger proof of the

fact that the great majority of even the shop craft employees

arc satisfied with tlie Pennyslvania plan.

Ever since the plan has been in effect, however, it has

furnished practical demonstrations of its workability and the

confidence of the employees. A study of the disposition of

grievances and controversial questions arising between em-

plo)'ees and the management in the first si.\ months of this

year affords interesting evidence as to how the Pennsylvania

System plan of employee representation is actually working.

This is the second vear in which it has been in effect.

Voting Booths nt Planing Mill for Shop Employees' Election at Indianapolis, Ind.
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The analysis of the records of the first half of this year

covers not only engineers, firemen, conductors and trainmen,

but also shop craft employees, signal department, mainte-

nance of way, clerical employees, telegraphers, marine em-
ployees and miscellaneous forces. It includes such questions

as seniority, discipline, time allowances and other matters

that arise in dispute in the ordinary operation of the rail-

road and in its relations with employees.

The accompanying table gives the disjx)sition of these

matters and shows the number of cases taken up with officers

below superintendents, with superintendents, general super-

intendents and general managers; the number of cases ad-

justed or compromised in favor of the emplo}ees with these

various ofiicers; the number of cases withdrawn as having
no merit, etc.; the number of cases in which decisions were
appealed to the next higher officers; and the number of cases

received and disposed of by the reviewing committees.

The reviewing committees in the case of each class of

employees concerned are composed of an equal number of
representatives of the employees and the management. All
members of these committees have equal voting power, the

employee members being selected by the employees them-
selves. Two-thirds vote of the committee is necessary to de-
cide any question submitted to the committee and the chair-

manship alternates between an employee member and a

management member.

Summary of Cases Handled Under
Plan of Employee Representation

The total number of cases taken up with individual of-

ficers, from those below the grade of superintendent on up
through the general managers, was 5,201.

Of this number, 2,553, or a little more than 49 per cent
of the total number of cases, were adjusted or compromised
in favor of the employees in conference between the em-
ployee representatives and the respective officers, without
appeal and therefore without the necessity of being referred
to the reviewing committees.

Appeals from the decisions reached in conference between
the officers and employee representatives were taken in 1,239
cases, or about 24 per cent of the cases handled. In 1,409
cases, or about 27 per cent of the total, the matter was with-
drawn as having no merit or for other reasons. In less than
two per cent of the cases taken up on behalf of the employees
was it necessarj' to take an appeal to the reviewing commit-
tees, a mutually satisfactory settlement having been reached
with the local officials or next higher authorities in all other
cases.

The actual numlier of cases received by the reviewing
committees in the first six months of the year and disposed
of, according to records covering this period, was 98. Of
this number, 49 were decided in favor of the management,
20 in favor of the employees, and 29 were withdrawn after
reaching the committees.

The record of cases handled to conclusion in conferences
between the various officers and the employee representatives
down the line, is regarded by the management as a tribute
to both the employees and the officers. It shows conclusively
a manifest spirit of fair play and a willingness on the part
of employees and officers to co-operate in reaching an
amicable settlement of matters in dispute.

Thp. New Jersey AssoaATiON. said to represent 4.000 New
lersev students attending New York University, has pctitioiu-.l

the Interstate Commerce Commission for a lower railroad fare
for New Jersey students atfendinR school in New York.
The petition says that there are 10.000 such students—men and
women, and that the preferential rate would save them $500,000
a year.

Gier's Blocks for Fastening

Automobiles on Cars

ANTMBER OF manufacturers of automobiles have reduced
loading and unloading costs, and at the same time
have made their cars even more secure from possible

damage while in transit by using Gier blocks, which are

returned by the consignee and used over again. In a severe

test made in the Buick Company's yards, the draft timber
and the whole end of one box car were broken by the terrific

impact, but the Gier blocks held the automobiles securely

These blocks are IOJ2 in. high and stamped to fit the tread

Gier's Automobile Loading Blocks

of the wheel, from No. 10 steel. They weigh 10 lb. each and
can be nested and returned to the factory in bundles.
One shipper reports that the blocks average three trips

in two months at a return cost of 40 cents a set of eight
Each is stamped with the owner's name. It is estimated
that the blocks earn their cost in five trips. They cause
the minimum damage to freight car floors, as an easily re-

movable double-head nail is used.

C. & N. W. Carmen Again at Work



Sir Henry Thornton to Head Canadian National

American Trained General Manager of English Road Chosen for

Important and Difficult Post

By J. L. Payne

ALL si'SPKNSE with respect to the appointment of a nc*
board to take charge of the Canadian National Rail-

ways has been ended by fxjsitive action on the part of

the gOTcrnmcnt. No one may say that impulsiveness had
been shown. It was in 1918 that the system was eritted, fol-

lowing the collapse of the Canadian Northern and Grand
Trunk Pacific, and early in the following year legislation

was passed providing for a board of directors. Nothing was
done in 1919, however, nor in 1920 and 1921.

Matters were al)OUt at their worst when the King govern

ment came into power in Decem-

ber last. Popular alarm was
then acute. There was a gen-

eral and urgent demand, on

the part of press and [)eople,

that steps should be taken to

put in a strong, capable and
courageous board. The taking

over of the Grand Trunk in

1921, adding nearly 5,000 miles

to the 17,000 odd which had
composed the national group,

made immediate action impera-

tive. But it was not until 10

months later that this highly

necessary step was taken. In

this, depending on the angle of

view, some will see the looseness

and irresponsibility which usu-

ally attach to public ownershij),

while others will identify pro|Kr

prudence and deliberation in tlic

discharge of an imfwrtant duty.

It is sufficient to say that, in the

meantime, growing impatience

had been shown on the part of

the press of the country, voicing

public sentiment.

Let no one, however, from
whatever point of view the mat-

i

ter may Ix; scanned, fancy that

the government wr\s confronted

by a light task. Without the slightest prejudice, let it l)e said

that the results of public ownership had i>ositively ai)palled

the Canadian people. As h:us been said, the ojKTating deficits

jumped by many millions annually. Worse still, advances

from the public treasury, to cover losses and |)ut the new

system into proper working .shape, went up l>y hundreds of

millions. Reference to that aspect will l)e made further along.

There was genuine and universal fear tliat if tiiese los.ses were

not stopped the country would find its credit impaired

—

would, indeed, Ije confronted l)y staggering conditions.

There was unquestionably one cause in partirular for thi^

long delay. A man of outstanding ca|)acity was re(|uired to

head the new l)oard—a man whose record and qualifications

would command public confidence—and it was found that

such a man was hard to get. The United States was coml)ed

to find him. The question of com|)ensation was not an im-

pediment; for the government could fi.x the salary of the man
who measured up to the specifications at any amount. There

was no limit. One after another men who hnd earned a

Cooprrative Prfss)

Sir Henry W. Thornton

name in tlie .\merican railway world were called to Ottawa
in this grand quest. Those who would have been acceptable

backed away when they looked at the task before them and
took cognizance of the conditions under which they would be

expected to work. Some wanted a freer hand than could be

assured. Others who would have accepted the post were

found lacking in qualifications regarded as vital. Thus the

months went by. The right man could not be found, or when
found, shrank from the great responsibilities involved.

At la.-it a choice has Ijeen made, and a name hitherto unmen-
tioned in the canvass has been

introduced to the Canadian
people—the name of Sir Henry
Worth Thornton. He is an
.American by way of England.

The new general manager and
chainnan of the board was
born at Logansport, Ind., in

November, 1871. He is there-

fore 51 years of age. He was
graduated from the Universitv

of Pennsylvania in 1894 as a

civil engineer, with the degree

of bachelor of science. His
first job was as draftsman iu

the offices of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, where he seems to

have gained recognition; for,

after rising from one position to

another in the engineering de-

partment, he was in 1911 made
general superintendent of the

Long Island Railroad, a sub-

sidiary of the road with which

he had been engaged for 17

years. Here he found scope for

executive judgment, chiefly in

connection with the terminal

problems of the Pennsylvania

in New York City and the or-

ganization of the electrical train

service of the Long Lsland Rail-

road. At one time he was chosen by L. F. Loree, then

general manager of the Pennsylvania, to develop a students'

course in transportation, because of his experience in nearly

all dei)artments of the Pennsylvania System, and he appears

to liave made good.

While it doi's not appropriately form any part of this

hasty sketch of facts and events, it may be worth while,

in passing, to oi)serve what happened in the rise and prog-

ress of this distinguished railroader, and why. He had
a sound grounding. He started at the bottom of the

ladder. He no douiit had great natural gifts; for in this

rugged and practical world a pint measure can never be
made to hold a f|uart. He had the capacity for big things;

i)ut that would not have carried him to high place if he had
not got info his pro|x^r orbit. He found the orbit in the

Pennsylvania system and (juite obviously made the best of it

That gives us a clue to the character of tiie man. His was
not a pyrotechnic advancement. He came to his full stature

by successive ste[>s, appropriating knowledge as his experience

699
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widened. The point which needs to be emphasized is tha:

he was qualified for a large orbit and he found it.

Achievements in England

In April, 1914, he was offered and accepted the past of

general manager of the Great Eastern Railway in England.

He got it on his merits. A few months later the world war

broke out, and strenuous times came to the heads of the large

British railways. The Great Eastern, one of the most im-

portant of tlie English roads, with strong steam.'^hip connec-

tions, became one of the leading lines of military' communica-

tion. Mr. Thornton was made a member of the executive

committee of general managers w'hich, under the control of

government, administered all the railways of the United

Kingdom. In 1916 he was appointed director of inland water

communication, with functions extending to France, Eg^pt

and Mesopotamia. Early in 1917 he was sent to Paris as

assistant director general of railways, and became further

identified witli military operations. From the rank of colonel

he passed up to be brigadier general. Finally, he had charge

of army transportation on the continent with the rank of major

general.

While all this was happening, Henry Thornton remained

an American citizen. Having regard to the more or less rigid

rules of English life in such matters, this would seem anom-

alous. It was. But great events were transpiring and big

men were needed to cope with them. His nationality was

subordinate to the service he was prepared to give. That

alone counted. It was not until March, 1919, that he was

naturalized as a British subject. In May of that year he

was, for high services to the state, gazetted Knight Com-

mander of the Order of the British Empire, and became Sir

Henr}^ Thorton. He is also Commander of the Legion of

Honor of France, an officer of the Order of Leopold of the

Belgians, and holder of the Distinguished Service Medal

conferred by the American government.

New Task One of Greatest in Railway World

These brilliant titles and honors grow rather dim when

brought into contrast with the glaring fact that Sir Henry

Thornton has now been chosen for one of the most gigantic

tasks ever assigned to a man in the hi.story of transporta-

tion by rail. Canada's venture into public ownership has

created a problem graver than that which has confronted

any countr>'. It is no mere figure of speech, or play on words,

to say that if he solves it he will save a nation. It is a

solemn truth, although it is only clearly recognized by those

who have studied the facts and grasped their real significance.

He has to turn an annual loss of more than $100,000,000

into at lea.st a balancing of accounts. His pathway is at

this moment beset by obstacles. One of them is fundamental

and relates to the act under which he must operate. Let

us look at its main features— for Americans will be deeply

interested in what may happen with resjicct to Canada's

national railways as Sir Henry proceeds with his adminis-

tration.

The governor in council may nominate such persons as may he

deemed expedient, not less than five, nor mnrc than fifteen, to be

directors of the company hereby incorporated, and upon such nomi-

nation being made the persons so nominated, and their siiccessors,

and such other persons as may from time to time be nominated by

the governor in council as directors, shall 1)C and arc hereby in-

corporated as a Company, under the name of "Canadian National

Railway Company," hereinafter calle<l "the Company." No stock

owner.Oiip shall be necessary to qualify a director.

The directors shall hold office from one annual meeting to an-

other or until their successors arc appointed, unless removed by

the governor in council for cause. Upon any vacancy occurring the

governor in council may fill the vacancy by the appointment of a

successor. The continuance of a vacancy or vacancies shall not

impair the powers of the board of directors. The annual meeting

shall be held upon the second Thur.sday in April in each year, or

on such other date as the directors may from time to time de-

termine.

It will be seen that these clauses place absolute power as

respects the board in the hands of the government, and gov-

ernment control of course means political control. "Unless
removed by the governor in council for cause" has enormous
significance. It is clear that at any time the official life of

a director may be brought to an end. It is not for a moment
suggested that this power of life or death over every mem-
ber of the board would he used arbitrarily or contrary to

public interests. Popular judgment, always active and articu-

late in Canada, would not permit the assertion of reckless

political control; but we must all see that the power is there,

and, while it is there, partisan expediency may compel—as

it has so often done in the past—action which could not be

defended on higher grounds.

Government Earnestly Striving

to Solve Railway Problem

The King government inherited this railway problem, and,

the writer believes, is sincerely tn,'ing to solve it. The
announcement of the personnel of the new board, with such

a commanding personality as Sir Henrv- Thornton at its

head, has been received by the Canadian people with un-

qualified approval. The general judgment is that a strong

board has been chosen. There is a universal disposition to

give the management ever\' possible latitude in the tremendous

task which it has assumed; but no one who is familiar with

the main features of that task would feel like minimizing

it. One of these features is the great length of parallel

mileage, both in the East and the West, but particularly in

the West. This grew out of two political roads toeing built

through the same territory at the same time, which must

always be regarded as a folly that could not have been carried

out under other conditions.

Evcrj-thing would now seem to depend on whether or not

Sir Hcnr}- Thornton and his associates are given a free hand.

While die power to control is still vested in the government

under the Act of 1919, there is nothing whatever to prevent

the substitution of another measure giving as complete inde-

pendence to the new board as the Railway Commission of

Australia and the Railway Commission of Canada enjoy.

Political considerations alone would interpose an obstacle.

Public sentiment w-ould probably apiprove; but it happens

that the Progressives, chiefly from the Western provinces,

hold the balance of power in Parliament, and they are

strongly in favor of public ownership. It is in tlieir territory,

moreover, that the parallel mileage, to which allusion has

ju.st been made, is situated. The question of vested rights

comes in on the part of small communities located along this

double right of way, and to that sort of feeling politicians

are invariaiily sensitive. These people would resist being

changed from their present main line status to branch line

rank. They like to see the express trains go i)y, notwith-

standing the fact that they contribute very little traffic to

them, which is another way of saying that the human factor

here holds a large place.

Various Interests—Including Organized

Labor—Represented on Board

Sir Henry Thornton will have around him a group of

admittedly strong men. They have apparently lx?en chosen

on their merits, and for that reason are acceptable to the

Canadian people—or appear to be at this moment. They are:

John H. Sinclair, of New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. Mr.

Sinclair was for many years a member of Parliament, and

is the only man on the new board who could l)C suspected of

holding place for ]>olitical reasons; i>ut he is really a good

choice. He is conservative, cautious and competent. He
brings no railway experience to his task; but his strong and

slow-moving jud.gment will be valuable. His integrity is

unimpeachable.

Richard P. Gough, of Montreal. Mr. Gough is a man
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o( large business experience, and in that regard i» neither

stronger nor weaker than scores of others who might have
been chosen. He is what the timntry will regard as a fair

rtpre5»ent3tive of Canada':» men of lommcrce.
jjiiu-s Stewart, of \Vinnif)eg. He is [)roJ)alily the choice of

the l'rc»j;ri-ssivcs. He was for some time the head of the

Canada Wheat Hoard, and is at the present time general

manager of a large milling comjwny. He is held in universal

esteem as a man of capacity.

Ernest K. iJecary, of Montreal. He was for some time

bead of the Montreal Civic t"ommi.<sion, and made good. In

a large sense he might be regarded as the representative of

French C?anadian interests on the hxxird.

Frederick G. Dawson, of Prince Ru[>ert, British Colum-
bia. Mr. Dawson is sjwken of very highly l)y those who
know him; but he starts as a .stranger to the jx'ople of cen-

tral and eastern Canada. He is a wholesale merchant.

Tom Moore, nominally of Ottawa. Mr. Moore is head

of the lalxjr unions in Canada, an Englishman by birth,

who has made a very favorable impression for his modera-
tion and breadth of view. He will not lie a cipher at the

meetings of the Ixwrd; but he must lje clearly identified as

the special representative of labor.

Graham A. Bell, C. M. G., of Ottawa. From a clerkship

Mr. Bell has risen in the Department of Railways and Canals

to be deputy minister. Of all the members of the board, Mr.
Bell is the only man, save the general manager and Mr. Ruel,

who has had any railway e.xperience whatever. He was never

connected with any of the oiierating departments, but he is a

master of all the financial details relating to the Canadian
National system. He was very closely associated with the

old Canadian Northern management, and he bears an untar-

nished name. For the present he will continue also to serve

as deputy minister, although it is generally lielieved that it

would Ix' in the public interest if he gave his whole time to

the railway proiwsition.

Gerard G. Ruel, of Toronto. Mr. Ruel, as a lawyer, has

had long e.\perience in the capacity of railway solicitor,

chiefly for the old Canadian Northern; but his work here-

tofore has been somewhat in the i)ackground. For that rea-

son his Ix'ing given a place on the new board has occasioned

some surpri.se. He will, however, be a useful member in

matters of detail and law.

That then, is the composition of the Ijoard, for which the

country has waited so long with rising impatience and dis-

couragement. Before it lies a task of stupendous proportions.

At the lx)ttom of the broad proljlem, as has been said, lies

the fact of a very large surplus mileage, consisting of track-

age running almost side Ijy side over thousands of miles of

territory. Can [wlitical interests stand the strain of dealing

with that situation in a businesslike spirit? That is the

supreme question which the course of events alone will

answer.

Road's Financial Condition Has Improved,

But Is Still Grave

It would \)C <|uite impossible for any uninformed reader

to gage the real magnitude of the problem awaiting solution

in Canada. During the current year rlrooping hopes have

been revived by the monthly announcements oi oi>erating

results on the government lines. If all continuum's to go well

until the end of the current year, tlie deficit on operating

account may be cut down to about $10,000,000; but, while

some of that bettennent is on a Ixwkkeeping basis, the fixed

charges have grown at such a rate as to i)ractically absorb

all the gain on operating account. These fixed charges

present one of the most difficult prol>lcms with which Sir

Henry will have to deal. They were large when the Canadian

Northern and Grand Trunk Pacific were taken over. They

were increased when the Grand Trunk was absorlx^d into the

public railway system. The swelling iias come ( lii.-fly. how-

ever, from the fact that since {xiblic ownership was set up
hundreds of millions have been taken out of the Dominion

treasury to meet the needs of the system. The actual deficit

as revealed by standard railway accounting amounts now to

about $100,000,000 per annum, quite apart from operating

loss.

The advances made from the public treasury totaled $112,-

632,154 for the fiscal year ended March 31 last, without

taking any account whatever of interest and other charges

attaching to five thousand miles of line being operated at a

loss, but which arc taken care of under the head of the pul>-

lic debt and are therefore not identifiable.

Advances from Public Treasury

The facts in that regard are so enlightening that it is

distinctly worth while to give them in detail. They are as

follows:

Camdian .Northern $45,688,142

Grand Trunk 56.442,020

Grand Trunk Pacific 10,501,992

Total »1 12,632.154

That was the amount of the direct call on the public

treasury for these three roads. A very large amount, cer-

tainly not less than ?30,000,000, would have to be added
for the National Transcontinental, tlie Intercolonial, the

Prince Edward Island and 500 miles of branch lines. The
facts are not available at the moment. But thai is not all.

During the year, securities were issued on account of the

Grand Trunk for $25,000,000 and an equal amount for the

Canadian Northern, lx)th bearing government guarantees; so

that the final total would be close up to $200,000,000, if not

well beyond that figure. One of the difficulties in the way
of getting precise and accurate information is an archaic sys-

tem of accounting, which covers up an enormous amount of

capital charges under the rather indefinite head of the pub-

lic debt.

Capital outlay, without reference to the $100,000,000 re-

quired annually to cover the ordinary' deficit, will unavoidably

be large as time proceeds. The government, for example,

must provide for a high proportion of the transjx)rtation

needs of the West as the area of settlement is extended.

Equipment requirements will \>c heavy and constant. In

short, the money for all purposes must come out of the public

treasury, with a corresponding addition to fixed charges.

Yet there is the chance that earnings may e.xceed operating

cost, and that as traffic develops a growing credit balance

may help to meet the l)urden arising out of capital liability.

That chance will be improved if efficiency and sound admin-

istration succeed to the inefficiency and waste which have

protruded from every angle of public ownership in Canada.

.\s the retiring general manager said recently, '"the Canadian

National can Im? made an asset if politics are excluded."

Notwithstanding the grave burden which rests on the p>eople

of Canada as the result of railway nationalization, there is a

general feeling that public ownership should be given a fair

chance. Let it be clearly understood, however, that this dis-

position to adopt a pa.ssive attitude does not rest on definite

popular approval of the underlying principle. It rests solely

on the conviction that the situation is so bad nothing else

whatever can tx; done The jx'ople of Canada, neither

directly nor indirectly, ever approved of the principle of pub-

lic ownership. The ])osition of matters in Canada will be

quite misunderstood unless that fact is clearly recognized.

The people were not consulted, and no one may say how
they feel about the abstract proposition. What they realize is

that these costly pro|x'rlics are on their hands, and tiiat all

they can do is to make tlie U'st of them. They are therefore

disjw.sed to give the new board their loyal support and on

their own part spend much time in fasting and prayer.

Their taxes will not permit tluin to forget their obligations.
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Suggestions for Greater

Efficiency and Economy

By Franklin Snow

THE Limited, running 45 minutes late, was nearing

New York. On the next track, a short distance back,

was the local suburban train. Ten minutes further

dela)' for the express would mean a refund of extra fare

amounting to $1.20 each to over 100 passengers. The trains

approached the point where one or the other must take the

only remaining inbound track. The recognized principles

of di.'ipatching, that a delayed train shall be given every

opportunity to make up lost time, and that a through train

shall ordinarily be given precedence over a local, even though

they may both be of the same actual class, would indicate

that the Limited should be given the track. Nevertheless,

on No. 2 track appeared a home signal, while on No. 4 track

the local received a proceed signal to take the cross-over and
precede the Limited into the terminal, thus jeopardizing the

chances of the express to arrive less than 55 minutes late

(after which the refund for one hour's extra fare must be

paid).

That this inefficient dispatching occurred with frequency

can be attested to by the \\Titer, who observed this trick as

often as once a week over a period of several months. It is

obvious that the dispatcher, and indirectly the officers who
later reviewed his train-sheet, made a direct error in judg-

ment, or else were inexcusably ignorant of the fact that a

chance was being taken in holding a train running so closel}'

on the time when a refund of extra fare would be necessary.

The $150 or so, in this case, is a trivial sum, when con-

sidered as a portion of a trunk line's monthly revenue, but

the indifference with which its loss is evidently regarded

indicates a certain laxity in supervision which may be con-

sidered a fair criterion of much greater extravagances else-

where.

In direct contrast to this incident may be cited another

similar ca.se which happened several years ago, when rail-

road operating ratios were below 70 per cent and when there

was less absolute necessity of watching every penny. The
Knickerbocker Limited, from Boston to New York, left New
Haven 40 minutes behind schedule. Considerable "josh-

ing" ensued in the observation smoker between passengers

and conductor, the former inquiring as to whether or not re-

fund receipts were ready for distribution. The conductor,

with some pride, assured the passengers that they would not

need them that trip, and such proved to be the case, a par-

ticularly fast run being made which enabled the train to

pull into the Grand Central just 29 minutes l;itc, or a minute

under the time after which refunds of extra f;ire were neces-

sitated.

Innumerable instances coming to the attention of ob-

servant passengers or shippers make it apparent that, despite

the much greater necessity for economy in every direction.

there is much room for increase in efficiency. Reliable

statistics point out the fact that little lasting improvement

has been made over 1919 operating standards, despite the

temfvirary spurt in 1920.

The following table, showing comparative statistics of the

most interesting and valuable features for the month of July,

indicate a discouraging gain in efficiency effected by private

management. In 1919 the Railroad Administration was op-

erating the roafls under normal conditions, the war traffic

having ceased, but being replaced i)y heavy commercial

traffic. In 1920 the railroads were endeavoring to reach the

highest possible point of efficiency, with a .^0-30 record on
car-loading and rar-mileagc (which was never attained),

against the time when the government guarantee would ex-

pire, while in 1921 the figures reflect, to an extent, the ces-

sation of activities in shops, to which is attributable the in-

crease in percentage of bad-order cars.
1919 1920 1921

Per cent of cars loaded 67.9 71.1 63.5
Average number tons per car mile 27.9 28.2 27.8
Average carmiles per car-day >A.\ 24.4 21.3
Net ton miles per car day 455 490 375
Average speed per freight-trainmile lO.S 10.8 11.9
Grcss train miles per freight-trainmile 1,571 1,470 1.472
Net lonmiles per freight-trainmile 757 725 674
Per cent of net to gross-ton-milcs 48 49 46
Cost per frei?httrain-mile $1.54 $1.87 $1.88
.'\veraBe per cent locomotives unserviceable 27.2 24.2 23.3
.\verage per cent freight cars unservice.ibic S.7 6.6 15.9

The above statistics, picked at random, represent those

given greatest consideration by operating officials, out of the

mass of reports which the railroads compile (either volun-

tarily or by order of the I. C. C). No extended analysis is

offered, nor is one necessary. The 1921 figures show no
appreciable improvement over those in 1919, while in some
instances they show a decided falling off in efficiency. The
spurt of 1920 was short-lived. Car miles are now averaging

21 miles per day, while loading remains fixed at approxi

mately 28 tons per car. Despite the present great surplu'^

age of freight cars, it is indeed a poor policy to permit car-

mileage to fall off as it has. When traffic again revives it

will take months to get an organization keyed up to the point

where it was when the high pinnacle of 28 miles was touched.

This record, once attained, should have been used as a

spur to even greater accomplishment in this direction. When
there is an ample supply of cars for all requirements, there

is,, of course, no great incentive to expedite movement of

cars on line in order to make them available for another

load. Nevertheless, while it is impossible to prepare figures

to verify the contention, it is obvious that a car moving only

20 miles per day is costing more to handle than one which is

sliding along at a 30-mile per day average, even if only in

additional per diem charges. However, some justification

of decreased car-mileage may be found in the increased

average train speed.

Gross tonnage per train decreased 100 tons to 1,472, but

this is really an economy, as too high a tonnage record has

frequently meant enormously increased transportation ex-

penses in overtime wages, etc. As the per cent of net gross

decreased from 48 to 46, we must, however, consider this as

a failure to maintain the highest efficiency of transportation.

Increased cost per train-mile is, of course, directly at-

tributable to wages, while high percentage of unserviceable

cars, is, as previously pointed out, due to the fact that the

roads have permitted repair work to wait until it could be

performed under the lowered wage-scale.

Many concrete examples of extravagance and needless ex-

pense are at hand. The sight of a business car, trailing

an already over-loaded passenger train is a familiar one to

travelers. Transportation experts tell us that it costs 30

cents a mile to haul a heavy steel car. Therefore, let

us assume that an official going from New York to Chicago,

something under 1,000 miles, taking his car with him, is cost-

ing his company approximately $600 for the round trip. As a

large part of the run is made at night, "inspection" is a poor

excuse for the necessity of a business car. While many offi-

cials take such opportunities to get rid of accumulated corre-

spondence, wc might remark that even a railroad president

could dictate for one evening in a Pullman drawing-room,

in view of the economy thus effected. However, the height

of the ridiculous is reached wlien, as happened recently on a

great western line, two cars were added to a heavy trans-

continental train (necessitating an extra locomotive) to carry

certain economically-inclined officials to a fuel-conservation

meeting.

In justice to railroad officials though, bo it said that the

use of official cars has been greatly curtailed recently, and
the sight of such a car on a foreign line today is unusual, a

tacit understanding having been reached, doubtless, that cars

shall not be UH'd off the Imme roads exce|it in necessity.
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Another matter, which is frrc|urnt)y censurixl editorially

l>> (xiitals as ci^tin^ tin r.iiIr.L,i,ls rn.inv thou-

»ar :- annually i^ tii /. -i I'r. , !r n.-i.ortation, to

wli; - , employees, aii.l ilmr uii..lii.-., arc entitled.

Too much baa already been said and written on this subject

to warrant any further comment on the right or wrong of

the question, althoui;h the writer is inclined to the belief

that passes, judiciously granted, are a direct benefit to the

railroads, insofar as the employees take pleasure and pride

in oljtaming such passes. The system of granting free

transportation differs on every road, although the basic prin-

ciple is length of service, or meritorious service with the

company.
Thus, to obtain an annual pass represents something of an

achievement and increases the prestige of the recipient among
his fellows, thereby increasing his loyalty to the company
which rewards his faithful service. Further, an official can
ot>tain a pretty good line on the interest his men take in their

road by the pass requests they make; i.r., an employee whose
idea of free transportation is that it gives him an opportunity

to sec what his ro;id looks like and with this knowledge be-

come of greater value to the company, is the man worth
developing, while the man who constantly requests passes to

a nearby pleasure resort or city thereby indicates his in-

difference to the opportunity of making his holiday trips of

benefit either to the company, or himself.

However, looking at the entire question of free trans-

portation in a broad spirit, there is no reason why railroad

men should not receive gratis, or at half-rate (as is the case

of some foreign employees' passes), the product of their busi-

ness, namely transportation, just as freely as those in other

industries l)enefit by gifts, discounts, and wholesale prices

in their own line. For instance, it is the custom for hotel

men to decline payment of bills incurred by other hotel mana-
gers who happen to stop at their hostelry.

Unfortunately, though, an e.xtravagance has crept into the

distribution of annual passes by the use of the "complimen-

tary list." This burden.some practice has become so fast-

ened on the railroads, that toward the close of each year all

departments of the larger roads prepare, and submit to their

pa.ss bureaus, a list of officials and their families, who, in

the opinion of the pass-requesting officer, should receive an-

nual transportation over his line. The original idea was to

include primarily those officials of foreign roads who might

be in a position to divert considerable traffic to a road pre-

senting them with passes. The lists have now assumed such

proportions, however, that personal friends of officials, past

and present, compri.se a large part of the list, together with

widows of former officers of various roads, some living, some

dead; children of officials, many of whom have long-since

become self-supporting, or married, and other similar in-

congruities.

When the amount of money spent both in stationery and

clerical labor in this annual procedure is considered in its

entirety, no imagination is necessary- to point out one hugo

and useless extravagance. How much better it would be if

an agreement could be made whereby passes would only be

issued upon rc(|uest of an pfficial of a foreign road, who,

presumably, would only request such transportation for him-

self and family as he might reasonably expect to use during

the ensuing year. This would also, to some extent, preclude

the possibility of pa.sses falling into improper hands.

With the present great number of outstanding annual

passes, many conductors glance at them only in a cursory

manner, especially on the suburban trains, which many em-

ployees use for commuting to and from their places of em-

ployment. So lax have conductors become that recenth." it

was discovered that a former employee of a railroad was trav-

elling to work on a Railroad Y. M. C. A. card, which Iwre a

distant resemblance to the annual pass of the company. The
conductor on whose train the man rode had doubtless become

«o familiar with this person's face as being a pass-holder,

that he ceased to even glance at the pass-case which was
shown daily, the man covering a certain part of it with his

hand, and in this way the company was hood-winked for

several months, before the fraud was discovered.

However, these occasional instances of mis-use of fosses

should not be considered as being arguments against the

privilege itself, which is a thoroughly and properly ap-

preciated one by the great mass of railroad men. The only

condemnation of it is in the extravagances which have crept

into the system of distribution.

When Headlight Meets Headlight

RE.ADKRS INTERESTED in the train accident record will re-

call the account of a collision of passenger trains at

Plains, Kansas, on April 19, 1922, about 2 a. m. (re-

ported in the Railway Agr of June 10) in which each of the

two enginemen, running at full speed toward each other on

single track, remained oblivious to his danger until within a

very short distance of the other train; though both trains

carried bright electric headlights and the line of road was

straight and level and the weather clear. Both enginemen

were killed.

Since the publication of that report there has been a con-

siderable amount of discussion of the question how such a

disastrous error could be made; and we have made inquiry

of a number of operating officers and locomotive runners

with a view to comparing representative opinions. The gov-

ernment's investigation has afforded no light on the two en-

ginemen's probable mental processes; and, the enginemen

themselves being silent in death, all that can now be said is

in a measure speculative; nevertheless an examination of

the general headlight question may be instructive. Can the

engineman of a moving passenger train be so dazzled, as he

faces an electric headlight a half-mile away, that he will

think it is several miles away? And is there no remedy for

such a risky condition? A collision similar to that at Plains

occurred at Seneca, Mich., on November 27, 1901, causing

the death of 20 or more passengers.

Were the Enginemen Asleep?

A decided majority of careful men who have examined
the record of this case hold that with competent and experi-

enced enginemen, awMke, the collision would not have oc-

curred. Two superintendents and one engineman conclude,

from the record, that unquestionably both of tliese men must
have been asleep.

A trainmaster (formerly an engineman) and two super-

intendents feel sure that each engineman, having assumed,

when he started out on tliat seven-mile run, that the oppos-

ing train was on the siding at the remote station, and having

been assured that he himself had the undoubted right of road

to that station, continued to rest in that assumption, giving

little or no thought to the headlight. This line of thought

implies either that (1) the near approach of the opposing
headlight was not perceptible or (2) that its presence on the

main track (instead of, as a.ssumcd, on the station side track)

did not present so different an aspect as to remind the ob-

server that it was not on the siding, or (3) tliat the engine-

man was not keeping a good lookout.

In all this both enginemen are to be considered, each by
himself, each having encountered conditions which presum-
ably were exactly like those encountered by the other.

This view, that botli enginemen had full confidence that

their right to the road was absolute, is strongh emphasized
bv a committee which was convened by Road Foreman of

Kngines E. W. Elleman, of the Hocking Valley, to consider

this case. It enforces the grave truth that a mistake of

dispatcher or operator in giving right to road, which was
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the priman- cause of this collision, must always be considered

as irreparable.

Explicit Rules Needed

Considering the single question, what to do about the

headlight, the first thought of most officers is that the rules

ought to cover the point very explicitly. A rule which has

been approved by the A. R. A. committee on operation (on

January 9, 1922), requires electric lights to be dimmed

"when standing." An officer of the Baltimore & Ohio states

that substantially this requirement is included in the rule of

his road; and a rule of this general character is in effect

practically ever>'where; but to what degree uniformity of

wording and of practice have been agreed upon, in any ter-

ritory, is a point on which further light is needed.

A traveling engineer of tlie Illinois Central suggests that

the proper rule should read

:

(a) When trains are standing on siding, clear of main

track, to meet an opposing train, the headlight is to be

concealed.

(b) When trains are standing on main track, clear of

siding to be entered by opposing train, the headlight is to

be dimmed.
(c) When trains are standing on main line, or on sid-

ing not clear of opposing train, or when running, the head-

light is to be kept burning brightly.

An officer of the Southern Railway sends the substance of

a letter, concerning this collision, which was received by

him from an engineman of 30 years' experience (on a line

with tangents many miles long). The following paragraphs

from this letter are intended, evidently, by the writer, as a

summary of his views as to both cause and remedy:

1. Brain fag. Loss of memory. A man sees with his

brain, his eyes are only a medium for transmitting.

2. Did not err as to distance; they had no knowledge of

their surroundings; caused by temporary mental aberration.

3. The difference between a strong electric headlight a

half mile away and one three to six miles away is so marked,

in clear weather, that no man in possession of his mental

faculties could fail to note the difference.

4. To decide distances in a case like this is not difficult,

assuming the engineman knows the road.

5. See that enginemen are thoroughly familiar with the

physical characteristics of the road.

6. Try to see that the morals of enginemen are of the

highest type and that they have ample rest before reporting

for duty.

7. A lack of concentration, failure to keep one's mind on

the job, is responsible for most accidents.

8. Preach Precaution, Prudence and Morality; this re-

sults in safety of operation.

Lights Should Be Focused Downward

Those correspondents who emphasize the difficulty of

estimating the distance of an approaching electric headlight

—some of them declaring that no one can trust himself to

do it with certainty—make prominent the importance of

correct focusing of every light. The light should be focused

downward, so as to illuminate the rails several hundred

yards ahead, hut not farther. A lamp improperly f(xused

may light up the rails for many miles ahead. On an un-

dulating grade this difficulty is, of course, inescapable; iiut

runners well acquainted with the road can, of course, make

due allowance in such situations. It is suggested that

roundhou.se foremen should be very particular in requiring

proper focusing, and that individual enginemen should be

forbidden to make any change in the afljustmcnt. .An of-

ficer of the Great Northern advises that some of the engine-

men on his road propase the dimming of headlights about

two-thirds, when opposing trains arc ncaring each other.

Till* would aid both trains in locating themselves, and each

other, while yet affording a light strong enough to drive

with safety.

The two following interesting paragraphs are from an offi-

cer of the Florida East Coast:

"Shut off your own headlight and when the rails show a

glint of light the approaching train is approximately one

mile away. We have observed headlights on our road, over

the Keys, one-half hour before the train would reach you.

It was customary to drive motor cars until the rails showed
a glint of light, and then, without hurr}-ing, the motor car

could be removed with safety. However, this required a

certain knowledge of conditions, and strict attention to the

business in hand.

"All enginemen are not alike in this respect. It may or

may not be a matter of record, but collisions have in fact

been averted a number of times by the headlights burning,

when lap-orders were given or orders overlooked. We have

had one case of two trains colliding on straight track with

headlights burning. The negro fireman, who was experi-

enced, called the engineman's attention to the opposing head-

light, and then turned his own headlight out to determine

the distance; but the engineer paid no attention to the warn-
ing. One train had a meet order, the other had nothing

The fact that the headlight showed up called for action."

A Succinct Summary

An operating officer in Louisiana interviewed some of his

older enginemen and gives the following comprehensive com-

ment and review:

"Without exception all of the locomotive engineers that

I have talked with on the subject insist that this collision

should not and would not have occurred under the condi-

tions as stated, had the engineers of both of the trains been

awake and alert and fully masters of themselves at the time.

"Almost without exception our engineers called attention

to similar e.xperiences of their own. They say that when
an electric headlight gets within a range of something like

a mile it is very easy to locate it, one of the ways being

that the line of rails will show- up very plainly; while at a

distance of two miles or more, about all that can be seen

is a light similar to a ball of fire. After the light gets

closer, and particularly when within about a mile, there is

.1 hea\'y glare which increases and is so strong that it shows
up the line of rails brightly. In short, the verdict which I

obtained from interviewing these men, at least a dozen in

number, is that under the conditions named the engineers,

one or both of them, must be held finally responsible.

"I have ridden engines at night a good deal during my
years as a transportation officer and the replies given me i)y

these engineers as above are in line with my experience.

"It would hardly seem that both of tliese engineers could

have been asleep at the same time; yet that could be pos-

sible. It could be possible also that one of them was asleep

and the other carelessly allowed himself to take his eye off

the rail for a minute or two at the very time he should have
been keeping the sharpest lookout; and, as we all know,
enginemen will sometimes do that very thing.

"What can be done to educate or regulate enginemen in

connection with such a situation? The solution of the prob-

lem lies in selecting for the position of engineman only

those who have been proved to be safe and sane men. En-
ginemen are not all alike. It has been my experience on
the three different roads that I have served tliat we have en-

ginemen who arc known i)y the rank and file to be essen-

tially safe men, while there :ire others who are generally

recognized to l>e, if not unsafe, not as safe as they should
lie. And there is what we may call the middle class.

"I think we may safely conclude that this collision could
not have occurred under the circumstances, had the engine-

men in charge of both trains been what railroad men term
essentiallv safe men."
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Development of Concrete in Railway Construction

A Review of the Steps in the Adoption of This Material

on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

By M. Hirschthal

Concrete Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

SOMEWHAT MORE than twent)' years ago, the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western embarked on a departure from

the then current railroad construction practice in the

east, by adopting concrete as the material for bridge abut-

ments, retaining walls, etc., for the Newark, N. J., grade

Fig. 1—Forty-foot Arch Over Beaver Brook, Bridgeville

crossing elimination work. Railroad i-nginciTS then, as now,

enjoyed the reputation of being the most conservative of

any in the practice of engineering and this adojjtion of con-

crete was considered a bold step forward. Contrary to the

normal direction of the progress of civilization, which has

been from the east toward the west, the progress in the use

of concrete was from the west toward the east as concrete

appeared in the construction work of the western railroads

several years before it was emphned by the eastern lines.

Prior to the advent of W. K. MiFarlin as chief engineer

This is the first of three articles. The other t» rill appear in early

of the Lackawanna just before 1900, concrete was not used

along the line of the railroad for any purpose other than

back-filling or other equally unimportant work not subject

to stresses. The remarkable growth of the use of this "new"

construction material, both plain and reinforced, in the 20

succeeding years, is evidenced by the monumental structures

of concrete all along the line from the lowly drain pipe to

the majestic Tunkhannock viaduct. The evolution of the

design and construction of concrete structures from the

humble beginning became a very interesting process,—at

first slow and laborious,—increasing in its momentum and

finally becoming almost all-embracing in its scope.

Evolution is defined by Herbert Spencer as a development

from the simple to the comple.x, and the evolution of the

use of concrete as a structural material is no exception,

—

it is the development from the simple gravity sections with

pressure lines limited to the middle third of the plane of

section, resulting in simple compression throughout, to the

highly complex four-way type of reinforcement, and rigid

frame structures designed to take stresses of all types and in

all directions, complicated by all manner of combinations

and conditions of loading pertaining to any particular case.

The following description is an attempt to outline this

growth and illustrates the wide usage that concrete enjoys

in the construction work of the Lackawanna. The descrip-

tion necessarily partakes somewhat of the nature of a

historical sketch due to the fact that each new structure has

reprcsentetl a stej) forward in the development of the use

of concrete for purjwses requiring more complicated design.

The Early Uses of Concrete

.\s already mentioned above, the first use of concrete along

the line, and the only use of it for some years, was in the

705
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construction of retaining walls and bridge abutments of the

mass t>'pe with the standard section then obtaining in gen-

eral practice in the design of masonr}' retaining walls par-

ticularly for retaining railroad embankments, keeping the

pressure within the middle third to avoid tension at any part

of the section. The cry in railroad practice has always been

"make them heavy enough," it being assumed that under

this condition the soil pressure would take care of itself.

The next use of concrete was in the construction of "rail-

of stone masonry. The new arch is segmental, of 40-ft.

span length, with 10 ft. rise and a 3-ft. crown thickness to

carry a fill of over 40 ft., necessitating a length of barrel of

123^ ft., supported on pile foundations. The section is

w'hat might be termed a "Trautwine" section, having very

heavT haunches and but slightly battering abutments. The
ring was reinforced by rails to conform to the intrados of

the arch, (Fig. 1).

It was also in 1903 that the Keyser Valley and Kingsland

Fig. 2—Four Large Arch Viaducts

Paulins Kill Viaduct, length 1.100 ft., height above water 117 ft.

Delaware River Viaduct, length 1,450 ft., height above water 64 ft.

top" and "I-beam top" culverts. These were the earliest

structures of concrete but were so designed that the rails or

I-beams carried the railroad loading while the concrete filled

in to form a solid floor as a protection for the steel. There
were also a few concrete arch culverts of smaller spans.

The first structure of any size or importance to be built

of concrete on the line, was the arch at Bridgeville, N. J.,

erected in 1903 to replace a double-barreled arch culvert

Martin'.'! Creek Viaduct, length 1,600 ft., height above water ISO ft.

I'unkhannock \iaduct, length 2,.?7.S ft., height above water 240 ft.

shops were built and concrete used in the construction of all

of the foundations and floors and subways, and in some
instances for the roofs of the various buildings.

Isolated structures of the minor type continued to be con-

.structed of concrete, but the first reinforced concrete structure

was a coal trestle built at Hohoken, N. J., in 1906-1907.

Here, the track stringers were designed as reinforced con-

crete beams, supplanting the use of steel rails or I-beams.

SOUTH ORANGE AVE VIADUCT
Panels 18-3'. Z0'-0'Ungfh4iSn.

3JET
EAST ORANGE t^/ADUCT

PoteUtJ'-0'>2l>-0'

innrnonrx-i i

^^'^
BUFFALO TERMINAL VIADUCT

Fbnilt 27-0.£7-0'

I FT T T ttjMII Ii II II n H m It ! t ff r'ff f n it'Y
SRICK CHURCH VIADUCT

Pantit iO^O: Zl'-O'

Fig. 3—Four Flat
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This trestle of 112 ft. of nuss ».ill aproachcs, 226 ft. of
rtinfoned loncrctc stringers on piers, with temperature re-
inforLemcnt in each face, and 15'> ft. of to.il storage bins,
cnUiling the use of reinforced concrete stririi;crs supported
OD reinforced concrete girders, which in turn arc supported
by reinforced concrete walls, retaining the coal carried on a
reinforced concrete floor, which spans between concrete rc-

tainini; walls.

At each pier along the open trestle a rail is imbedded
transversely, overhanging both sides sufficiently to support
a concrete walk. This is evidently a substitute for a re-
inforced concrete bracket or cantilever, confidence in re-
inforced concrete not having advanced sufficiently at that
time to jK-rmit of reinforced concrete cantilevers.

*^.rn. what later a skew arch liridyc was designed and built

>i Flat Slab Construction at Buffalo

over Washington Avenue, Washington, N. J. The right

span of this bridge is 44 ft. clear, and as the central angle

is 42J/i deg. there is a skew angle of 475j deg. This ex-

cessive skew was modified Ijy forming the faces of the

bridge to a skew of 25 deg. with the center line of the

avenue. This arch is segmental in form with a 10-ft. rise

and a 3-ft. crown thickness without any reinforcement, while

the elevation of the top of parapet is that of the top of rails.

The abutments are supported on [jilc foundation. One-half

of the roadway is carried by tlie roof of a two-span box

culvert, reinfortc-d with rails forming a then typical double

rail-top culvert.

At about this time the design and construction of the

various shops at Scranton, Pa., was begun and it was decided

to use reinforced concrete as the material of construction.

This project included a vast program of buildings for many

hhH-JHHtH-M^ilii
£AST ORANCe V/ADUCT

L<nglh 342ft

pur{M>ses and various conditions of loadings from light ofi5ce

loads to locomotive loading and entailed several years of
continuous construction.

Late in 1907, the preparation of plans was begun for the
Hopatcong to Slateford cut-off, now known as the Lacka-
wanna Railroad of New Jersey. The character and object of
this improvement have been dc-scribed so often and thorough-
ly that no detailed repetition is needed here. However, it

was on this improvement that concrete and reinforced con-
crete were employed by the Lackawanna for the first time
on so large a scale and for so many types of construction.

There were the two important viaducts, the Delaware River
structure of elliptical arches, and Paulins Kill with semi-
circular arches, and while the majority of the bridges, both
over and undercrossings were of the arch type, there were
a number of tlat construction, both of the "T" beam and
simple slab t>-pe.

Altogether there were 73 concrete bridges and culverts of
which about 50 were major structures, concrete construc-
tion having attained to sufficient magnitude to justify the
organization of a special concrete department to handle the
design of all concrete structures. The successful completion
of this cut-off, entailing the placing of 260,000 cu. yd. of
concrete and 5,000,000 lb. of reinforcing steel, marked an
epoch in railroad construction and put concrete in the fore-
ground as the material for consideration in subsequent im-
portant construction work. Therefore in the planning of
the Pennsylvania cut-off from Clark's Summit to Hallstead
and in connection therewith, the projection of the Tunk-
hannock viaduct, concrete construction occupied a strategic
position and had a strong line of defence against the proposed
steel structure, despite the advantage of first cost and of
established usage which the latter t}-pe enjoyed. It is in-
teresting to note that an effective argument for concrete in
consideration of the type of structure to be used for the Tunk-
hannock viaduct, was the striking effect produced bv a
wooden model of the proposed viaduct so perfect as to all
its architectural details, and color as to simulate the com-
pleted structure. This model made so favorable an im-
pression that it was shipjx^d to the Leipzig Exposition.
The Pennsylvania cut-off was by far the largest improve-

ment, both in mileage and cost, undertaken bythe railroad,
and is described in an interesting article by G. J. Ray, chief
engineer, appearing on page 1243 of the Railway Age of
December 24, 1921. With few exceptions all the structures
are of concrete, of which, of course, the Tunkliannock and
Martin's Creek viaducts are tlie outstanding features. The
total number of structures on this improvement, exclusive
of these two viaducts, is 86, of which seven are of structural
steel, and 79 are of concrete, 42 of them being major
structures. Like the New Jersey cut-off, there have been
many articles descriptive of the general scope and details
of construction and of the two viaducts, that it is only
necessary to summarize by stating that 345,000 cu. yd. of
concrete and 6,250,000 lb. of reinforcing steel were placed
in the bridges and culverts of tiiis cut-off.

Between the projection of the two "cut-offs" there was
begun an ambitious program for the elimination of all

r~^P-S(-SF-SP--=iP--^t-^P-SP-^F--Sr-1F-^F--^P-=IF--^F--^t-^F-^P-iP-^
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Slab Viaducts
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grade crossings in the thickly populated districts along the

main line and also on the Montclair branch. The part of

this program first to be carried into execution was the

elimination of tlie crossings on the branch from the East

Orange city line to the terminal at Montclair and incident

thereto the construction of new passenger stations. Em-
braced in this work are arch construction both overhead and
undercrossings, flat construction and, for the larger spans,

structural steel encased in concrete. In connection with this

improvement, reinforced concrete coal pockets were con-

structed at Montclair.

After the completion of this first portion of the program
of elimination, there were executed at various times the im-
provements along the main line to Morristown, eliminating

successively the grade crossings at Chatham, Madison, South
Orange, Morris Plains and Orange, culminating in the East

Orange improvements now in progress with the completion

of which all grade crossings from Mount Taber, N. J. and
Montclair to Hoboken will have been eliminated. In all of

these improvements, concrete, both plain and reinforced, is

the principal medium of construction, particularly in the

East Orange improvement where the only structural steel

work occurs at the Main street crossing where the excessive

skew of the angle of crossing precluded the use of reinforced

concrete as an undercrossing. This street crossing is part

of a viaduct, the remainder of which is of concrete.

There were important improvements at other points on the

The structures herein described have been selected for the

purpose of illustrating certain types and to point out par-
ticularly interesting examples as indicating divergence from
the ordinary.

Several Large Arch Viaducts Have Been Built

Of all the structures, perhaps the best known are the four
arch viaducts, because of the interest attaching to their mag-
nitude and because they perhaps best illustrate the indi-

viduality of treatment above mentioned. While the Paulin's
Kill and Tunkhannock viaducts are similar to each other in

so far as they both have sufficient head-room to permit of
the use of semi-circular arch spans and spandrel arches,

their treatment both architecturally and structurally is abso-
lutely dissimilar.

The difference architecturally is apparent to the eye in

the difference of the piers, pilasters and railings. The struc-

tural difference is chiefly in the use of the buried abutment
arch spans of the Tunkhannock (employed as well in con-
nection with the Martin's Creek), eliminating the otherwise
high walls used at the abutments of the Paulin's Kill via-

duct, the selection of the rib instead of the barrel t>-pe and
the provision of a ledge to support centering later ornamen-
tally treated, to obviate the necessit}- of erecting falsework
for arches from the ground.

A comparison of the Delaware River and Martin's Creek
viaducts, in both of which the rise is considerably less than

Top Plan.
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Fig. 5—Flat Slab Viaduct Over the Track at Sanford's Crossing

line, notably at the west end at Buffalo where a new ter-

minal was designed and constructed. The tracks there are

carried on an elevated structure and the portion under the

train shed is utilized as a warehouse and provided with

tracks for drilling purposes. There again because of the

magnitude and importance of the structure, the question of

the type and material of construction had to be considered
seriously before a final decision was made. Concrete was
selected because of the uniformity afforded by the flat slab

construction and the reduction in maintenance costs over

those for structural steel.

During all this time and since, isolated grade crossing

eliminations and bridge renewals have been executed in con-
crete at many points along the line, except where clearance
requirements and excessive spans made its use prohibitive.

Among other structures to be designed and built of rein-

forced concrete are buildings, cinder pits, sand storage bins,

transmission poles, etc.

In all of the concrete work along the Lackawanna the
di.stinctive feature is the attention paid to architectural de-
tails to proflure artistic effects in harmony witli the u.se and
environment of the structure under consideration. It is the

writer's opinion that this railroad is one of the few, if not
the only one in the country that docs not submerge all archi-

tectural and individual effects by the use of standards
throughout, with the result that the structures on this line

stand out as individual bridges, stations, etc.

half the span, discloses the use of a segmental form of arch
in the design of the Martin's Creek as contrasted with the

elliptical form in the earlier Delaware river viaduct which
is of the barrel type with "U" abutments while the later

structure is of the rib type with centering ledges, and sub-

merged arch abutments. Architecturally there is a marked
difference in the treatment of the pilasters and railing.

Figure 2 shows these four viaducts and the data concerning
them.

Flat Slab Viaducts

There are also four long viaducts of flat-slab type, viz:

The Buffalo terminal, the South Orange avenue viaduct, and
the Brick Church and East Orange viaducts now in the

course of construction in connection with the East Orange
improvements. Here, as in tlie case of the arched viaducts,

it may be noted tliat each is treated, so far as architectural

details arc concerned, absolutely independently of the others,

and while two of the structures have cantilever fascias and
tlie other two columns and pilaster fascias, they also differ

from each other in architectural details. The structures of

tlie cantilever fascia type are the Buffalo terminal and the

Brick Church viaduct, while the South Orange avenue and
the East Orange viaducts are of the fascia column type.

The viaduct at the Buffalo terminal is by far the largest,

both as regards area and cost, having an extreme width of

154 ft. to accommodate seven tracks at its wide end and
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narrowing down to a 46 ft. width fur three tracks with a

total length of somewhat over l.UK) ft.

The columns supportini» the .structure are c>'lindrical, re-

inforced by both longitudinal bars and spirals and arc

spaced 27 ft. center to center in l)oth dia-ctions, the trans-

verse section being completed by 9 ft. 6 in. cantilever spans

at each side. The slab, two feet thick, is increased in thick-

ness at the supports to form drop panels and is reinforced

with four bands of steel reinforcement, running respectively

longitudinally, transversely and in each of the diagonal lines,

with bars from each band bent up at the supports to take

shearing stresses and those due to negative moment. This

slab, beside carr)-ing the tracks and platform.*, supports the

column concentrations of the train shed roof for the major

portion of its length. The train shed columns surmounting

this slab are spaced 27 ft. on centers longitudinally to corre-

sfxtnd to the spacing of the columns Ix-low; transversely,

however, the spans are increased sufticiently to permit of

spanning over two tracks and center to center of 20-ft. plat-

forms so that some of these columns transfer concentrated

loads to the slab which distributes them to the lower col-

umns. The foundations throughout this improvement are on

piles surmounted by heavy concrete footings, all connected

by reinforced concrete struts in both directions.

The three other viaducts provide facilities for three tracks

throughout with station platforms between two of the tracks

and on one side of the third, having a width of about 80 ft.

in the vicinity of the stations and narrowing down to 46 ft.

at the ends.

The East Orange viaduct is complicated by the fact that

the crossing at Main street is on a considerable skew and

requires long spans, precluding the use of this t\'pe of con-

struction and necessitating the u.se of I-beams encased in

concrete with fa.scia girders supporting the skew ends. This

problem was solved architecturally by the use of concrete

portals over the sidewalk spans adjacent to the two road

spans. This treatment is verj' effective.

The shortest of the viaducts is the South Orange avenue

viaduct, which is 426 ft. long and was built without expan-

sion joints. The others are of very nearly equal length, but

while the Buffalo viaduct has but one expansion joint which

occurs at the change of section, the Brick Church and East

Orange viaducts have joints at inter\'als of 250 to .^00 ft.

The columns are spaced 20 ft. center to center longitudinally

for the three viaducts, except at the street crossings, of which

that at South Orange avenue has the longest spans, these

being 3.? ft. center to center. The transverse column spacing

varies in the three viaducts. At Brick Church the transverse

spacing is 21 ft. with two cantilevers of approximately 11-2

ft. each while at East Orange and South Orange, where

fa.scia columns are used, the column centers transversely are

20 ft. and 18 ft. 9 in., respectively. Figure 3 shows the

four viaducts for comparison with the information concern-

ing each of them.

Overhead Highway Flat Slab Viaduct

While the aljove mentioned are the only viaducts of this

llat slab type to carry railroad loadings, there is also a via-

!ii(t over the railroad tracks carrying the highway loads of

Mwark 'lurnpikc, at Kearney, N. J., known as Sanford's

rossing (Fig. 5). This was an unusually difficult grade

tossing elimination, due to the character of the soil, the

roximity of the trolley line and the Pennsylvania railroad

-ho|)s crowding the work. It was further complicated by the

extreme skew of the angle of crossing (70 (leg. 48 min.) as

well as by the inordinately large spans made necessary by

the requirement of sjjanning two tracks with the necessary

side clearances, resulting in spans nf .^2 ft. center to center

in both directions. The columns for these spans are sup-

iwrted on four rows of continuous piers acting as guard

walls, carried to a height of 6 ft. above the top of rail as f

protection against derailment. The approaches are smaller

spans of 22 ft. 6 in. center to center with diagonal spacing

of columns and sidewalks overhanging on either side. Ex-

pansion joints are placed at l>oth ends of the main spans.

All the foundations on this viaduct, the length of which is

782 ft. exclusive of retaining walls, are supported on piles,

the columns of the approach spans being supported on

clusters with individual f<jotings, while those of the main

spans arc continuous. A [x-culiarity of the columns on this

structure is their octagonal shape which, though attractive

in apjK'arance, was found to be excessive in cost of forming

and their use was not repeated.

Freight Car Loading
WaSIIINGTO!<, D. C.

FREIGHT CAR LOADING during the week ended September

30 was the largest for any week since October, 1920.

The total showed another increase of 15,000 cars as

compared with the week before, to 988,381, which was within

3,902 of the loading during the corresponding week of 1920,

when the total was 992,283, and was 83,550 in excess of

the loading for the corresponding week of last year. As
compared with the week before coal loading increased from

187,896 to 189,349, and there were also increases in the

loading of all classes of commodities except grain and grain

products and forest products, but the principal increase was

in miscellaneous freight which increased nearly 10,000 cars.

Increases as compared with 1920 were shown in grain and
grain products, livestock, merchandise and miscellaneous.

In the Alleghany, Southern, Central Western and South-

western districts al.so increases were shown as compared with

1920. While grain loading was less than that for last year

the total loading to date in 1922 is in excess, not only of

1921, but also ever)' other year. The summary as compiled

by the Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso-

ciation is shown in the accompanying table.

The freight car shortage showed another increase during

the last week of September to 130,325, which included

66,529 box cars and 38,954 coal cars, while the surpluses

amounted only to 6,593.

The railroads have been furnishing a steadily decreasing

jDcrcentage of the cars required for coal loading, according

to the weekly reports of the Car Sers'ice Division of the

.\mcrican Railway Association. For the week of Septem-

ber 23 the percentage of cars placed to cars required was

58, as compared with 63, 73, 78 and 82 in the four preced-

ing weeks, respectively. For the week of September 23 the

cars required were 367,616, as compared with only 193,660
in the corresponding week of last year; the cars placed were

212,685 and the cars loaded 181,346, an increase of 21,-

580 or 13.5 jier cent over last year.

The number of locomotives out of service for repairs

showed an increase during the first half of September as

compared with the last half of August. On September 15

the number requiring over 24 hours for repairs was 16,572
or 25.8 per cent, as compared with 25.3 per cent on Septem-
ber 1, and the number out of service for repairs requiring

less than 24 hours was 3,585 or 5.6 per cent, as compared
with 3,573 on September 1. The numl)er of ser%nceable

locomotives stored was also reduced from 2,842 to 1,982.

In a circular addressed to the shipping public, asking

co-operation to luring al)out the mast economical use of cars,

M. J. Gormley, chairman of the Car Service Division, says:

"Prior to the strike of tlie shop crafts on July 1 the Car
Service Division prepared an estimate of car loading for the

remainder of 1922 together with probable transportation con-

ditions coincident with the peak of railroad traffic generally

reached in October.

"The chart then prepared is attached. It outlines load-
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ing for 1920 and 1921, and for 1922 up to July 1 of, (1)

Coal, (2) All commodities except coal, (3) Total all com-

modities. The estimated figures subsequent to July 1, 1922,

are shown by the light dotted line. The actual loading

July 1 to date is shown in heavy line marked 1922. This

estimate was prepared without knowledge of the shopmen's

strike and was withheld account conditions incident to the

strike.

It was estimated

—

1. That coal mining, suspended in union fields since

April 1, would generally be resumed not later than .\ugust

1, 1922.

2. That the loading subsequent to July 1 would reason-

ably be expected to incrca.se at a ratio corresponding to the

average of years 1919, 1920 and 1921.

3. That while there would be a decided increase in coal

loading subsequent to August 1 the production would not

reach the record of 1920 for the reason that it was generally

conceded there was a production considerably beyond the

actual demand in the fall months of that year.

"Records indicate that the railroads handled at one period

it would be and which estimate was made prior to the strike

of the shop crafts.

"It is extremely important from the standpoint of shippers

as well as the railroads that extraordinary methods of co-

operation be adopted along the following lines in order to

measurably meet the transportation needs, particularly of

the next few months.

1. Load cars to their full carrying capacit)'.

Figures show that 2,250,000 less cars would have been used
during the j'ear 1921 to handle the same amount of tonnage
provided the cars had been as heavily loaded during the entire

year of 1921 as they were during the last quarter of 1920. The
light loading of equipment constitutes a very great waste in

transportation, including the addition of empty mileage for the
return of excess cars in service for handling the same tonnage.

2. Unload cars promptly.

Save car delays. At least 150,000 cars are unloaded every
week day. If 24 hours can be saved in more promptly un-
loading one out of every ten cars placed for unloading there
will be 15,000 additional cars available for shippers. The
railroads do not want dcmurra,ge.

3. Order cars in advance, and on a basis of what will

REVENUK FREIG}TT LO.\DED

,isoN OF Totals Tnis Year. Last "V'ear. Twn Years Week Ended Saturday, September 30, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Districts Year

Eastern 1922

1921

Allegheny 1922

1921

Pocahontas 1922

1921

Southern .... 1922

1921

Northwestern 1922

1921

Central Western 1922

1921

Southwestern 1922

1921

Total Western districts. . 1922

1921

Total, all roads 1922

1921

1920

Increase compared 1921

Decrease compared 1921

Increase compared 1920

Decrease comptared 1920

September 30 1922

September 23 1922

September 16 1922

Seplemlier 9 1922

September 2 1922

Grain
'

Corre- Corre-

and This sponding sponding

grain Live Fore?t Mdse. Miscel- year year year

products stock Coal Coke prnducts Ore L.C.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920

7,527 3,736 55,492 1,644 5.886 3,828 64.242 94.674 237,029

8,912 3,123 46,550 1,571 4,57/ 1,713 63.684 81.945 212,075 242,719

3,110 3,717 56,345 4.613 3.159 9,361 50,409 78,630 209,344

2,757 3,321 49,017 2.586 2,846 5,391 48,204 59.818 173,940 203,100

254 540 16,690 228 1,448 34 5,111 3,490 27,795

283 312 22,831 184 1,193 97 5,692 4.170 34,762 37.896

3,842 2,827 22,124 902 18.363 1,203 37,515 43,718 130,494

4,103 2.150 24,414 405 15.950 302 40,761 43,847 131,932 129.677

18,952 9,702 10,048 1.408 15,533 32,597 28,934 41,891 159,065

19,340 8,406 9,934 502 11,989 17,363 29,006 41,930 138,470 167.648

13,399 15,344 21,254 504 7,313 2,192 32,926 58,700 151,632

17,030 12,657 22,162 211 6.860 723 32,593 52,122 144,358 143.446

5,045 3,964 7,396 157 7.040 562 15,380 33.478 73,022

4,797 3,010 5,446 129 6.438 883 16,165 32.426 69,294 67,797

37,396 29,010 38,698 2.069 29,886 35,351 77,240 134.069 383,719

41,167 24,073 37.542 842 25,287 18.969 77.764 126,478 352,122 378,8»1

52,129 39,830 189,349 9,456 58,742 49.777 234.517 354,581 988,381

57,222 32,979 180,354 5,588 49.853 26.472 236.105 316,258 904,831

43,632 33,383 209,898 14,790 62.085 78.458 203.506 346,531 992,283

5,093

6,851 8,995 3,868 8,889 23.305

i.Hs
2S,323 83,550

8,497 6,447

20,549 5,334 3,343 28.681

31.011 8,050

3.902

52,129 39,830 189.349 9,456 58.742 49.777 234.517 354,581 988.381 904,831 992.283

52,379 36,896 187.896 8,671 58.853 49.587 234.37) 344,638 973.291 873,641 1,008.109

52,090 34,929 172,241 8,188 57.371 53.293 234.513 333,294 945.919 852.552 991,166

47,732 29,512 139.570 8,418 51.906 53.833 203.666 298,107 832,744 749,552 883,415

54,019 31,847 149.487 8,389 58.706 62.354 233.550 333,246 931,598 831,288 961,633

in 1921 within 5 ])er cent of the previous peak car loading of

the countr}', which occurred in 1920, and this was done without

car shortage and without transportation difficulties, but dur-

ing that period there was pronounced efficiency in the han-

dling of cars on the part of shippers and the railroads. It

was the conclusion prior to July 1, 1922, that with the

continuation of this efficiency in transportation a peak load-

ing of 1,100,000 cars would be reached in Octok-r, 1922,

which figure i.s 10 per cent in excess of anything of record

hcretoftjre and that this would l)e accomplished without ap-

preciable car shortage or transportation difficulty.

"It, of course, is impossible to forcc;ist the cumulative

effect of the transportation difficulties of the past three

months, but the actual loading of traffic, other than coal,

since July 1 as shown by the chart, closely approximates

the estimates made. The coal loading since the resumption

of general mining is only slightly less than it was estimated

be loaded within a 24 hour period. Do not hold cars for

prospective ItKiding.

This will be helpful in having requirements met, and will

conserve equipment available lor gcner.il distribution. It

hclp.s no one to pyramid orders and disrupts efforts of car
distributors to meet demands uniformly.

4. Place orders requesting reconsignmcnt with prompt-
ness.

It is easily possible to avoid at least two days' delay in car
movement by this means.

5. Issue bills of lading prom(itly.

"Freight cars are built to haul gocxls, not to store them.

They should be Irxided to the limit of tlieir capacity. They
should be loaded and rclca.sed with the utmost promptness.

"By co-operating in carrjing out these suggestions all will

be contributing in large measure to the meeting of current

transportation requirements."



Steam-Propelled Unit Railway Motor Car

Improved Power Plant with Water-Tube Boiler and Oil Burner

Characterize Canadian National Car

MANV KAii.KoADS within the past year have turned to the

.self-pro{)elled passenger car as a device which would
aid materially in reducing operating costs on branch

lines, or in sections where the traffic is light. Much of such

equipment tried has followed closely the lines of develop-

ment of the gasoline-engine motor bus used on highways

purposes when necessary. Maintenance can be attended to

easily by ordinarj- railroad mechanics and the costs should be

low.

The delivery of the car to the Canadian National was

hurried in order that it might be shown at the annual expo-

sition in Toronto. Without waiting for a preliminary trial,

it was started from Boston under its own pvower and ran to

Toronto, a distance of 660 miles, without interruption, ex-

cept for delays incidental to orders from the operating

The Main Engine is of the Two-Cylinder Simple Type

with more or less modifications to adapt it for use on

railroad tracks.

A distinctly different car of the self-propelled type is the

oil-burning, steam-driven car built by the Unit Railway Car
Company, Bo.ston, Mass. One of the early cars of this style

was shown at tiie Atlantic City convention in 1919, a de-

scription of it being given in the Railway Age, June 18,

1919. From exix-rience gained through observation of the

cars which have ijeen in service since that time, the builders

have been al)lc to make a numljer of improvements in de-

tails of design. These have been incorporated in the cars

recently delivi red to the Canadian National, the Boston &
Maine and the Uruguayan Government.
The power plant in the Unit railway steam cars embodies

tlie principles used in the Stanley steam automobiles and is

built under tlie .'^ame patents. Ea.<e and lle.xibility of con-

trol with larije reserve capacity for (|Liiik acceleration, or

for use on grades is a characteristic of these cars. They
are usually operated as a single car unit, but have sufficient

]X)wer for pulling a trailer, or can be used for switching

Auxiliary Steam Engine with Air Compressor, Feed Water
and Oil Pumps

departments. The running speed for much of the distance

was l)ctween 45 anil 55 miles per hour.

Car Body and Truck

In appearance, as v.'ill bo noted from the photograph, the

car bears a closer resemblance to the usual steam railroad

pas.senger, or to an intcrurban electric car than is tlie case

with many of the gasoline engine cars. The body is of

steel construction and thi? car is wjuipped with standard

711
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couplers. The Canadian National car is 50 ft. 7 in. long

over end sills and is divided into four compartments. Next
to the driver's compartment, in which is located the boiler

and auxiliaries, is a baggage compartment. There is also

a smoking compartment separated by a partition from the

main part of the car. There are seats for 38 passengers

and, in addition, tv.o folding seats are provided in the bag-

gage compartment, whicli furnish room for eight additional

passengers if desired. The rear platform is enclosed and
provided with doors. A small toilet room occupies one of

the rear comers of the passenger compartment. Current for

electric lights is supplied by a small generator driven by
the au.xiliary engine.

The trucks are of a modified arch bar pedestal type of

light construction. The wheels are 34 in. in diameter and
ball bearings are used in the journal boxes. The distance

between truck center pins is 28 ft. The forward truck has
a wheel base of 6 ft. 1 in. and is so arranged that the dis-

tance from the center bearing to the front axle is 2 ft. 1 in.,

and from the center bearing to the trailing axle the dis-

tance is 4 ft., til is being done in order to increase the per-

centage of weight on the front pair of wheels, which are

the drivers. The rear truck has a wheel base of 5 ft. 6 in.

The car is designed for single-end operation, but may be
driven at equal speed in either direction. The weight dis-

position is as follows:

Light weight of cir complete 59.000 Ih.

Weight on front driving axle 25.500 Ih.

Weight on front trailing axle 12,400 Ih.

Weight on rear truck 21,100 lb.

As the weight of the power plant complete with all aux-

iliaries is 13,000 lb., the weight of the body and trucks is

but 46,000 lb.

The Water-Tube Boiler

The boiler is of the water-tube type and is made in 12

sections, being constructed throughout of Shelby seamless

boiler tubes. Each section consists of a front and back ver-

tical header, the two being joined by 22 water tubes inclined

at about 1 1 dcg. to the front header and a single connect-

ing steam tube at the top inclined at about 1 deg. to tlie

back header. All tubes are straight, in which resp>ect they

differ from the earlier design. The tubes are electrically

welded to the headers and opposite each end of every tube
an opening is provided in the headers through which the

tube can be insp)ected, cleaned or in case of a ruj^ture, can
be temporarily plugged until a new tu1)e can be welded in

place.

Each boiler section when ready for assembly is subjected
to a hydrostatic test of 3,500 lb. per sq. in., and while under
this pressure is given a babbitt hammer test for leakage or
defective tubing.

The front headers are connected by parabolic shaped tub-
ing to a steam drum. The construction of tlie drum and con-
nections is such tliat they act as a desaturator, and any
moisture separated from the steam is returned automatically
to the boiler. The lower ends of the front headers are con-
nected to a mud drum.

From the steam drum the dry steam passes tlirough tlic

superheater in series, an arrangement which has been found
materially to increase the life of the su|H-rheater units. As
will be noted from the drawing, the suiicrheater pipes are
in two banks, one near the top and the other near the bot-
tom. Unions are [irovided which permit of their easy re-

moval. All unions nnrl ronnrrtions arc of special construc-
tion and made of monel metal to resist the Jiigj) tempera-
tures. All the steam is su|K-rheated, no saturated steam
being used for auxiliaries or for other jjurposcs. By using
superheated steam for all purposes, there is always .some
flow through the sui>erheatcr for operating the auxiliary
engine, atomizer, lilnwer and ejector.

The steam |)res.'iure ordinarily carried is about 800 lb.

per sq. in., while the ultimate temperature after passing

through the superheater is from 650 to 800 deg. F. The
steam from the engine is condensed as explained later, and
fed back to the boiler. A gravity-feed oil separator is used

together with a boiler compound to eliminate the effect of

oil in the feedwater as oil tends to decrease the efficiency

of the boiler and endangers the heating surfaces when
exposed to high temperatures.

The boiler proper is placed on top of a fire-brick lined

combustion cliamber, shov\'n in the photograph taken when
partly assembled. Any crude or refined oil that can be

pumped may be used for fuel, but the grades most gener-

ally used are kerosene or distillate. The oil is atomized by

Water-Tube Boiler with Superheater

high pressure superheated steam. The supply of fuel oil is

carried in a tank underneath the car, from which it is

pumped as explained 'later.

Main Engine and Condenser

The car is propelled by a simple two-cylinder engine
mounted on the front side of the forward truck, power
being transmitted to the axle by a single spur gear pressed

onto the center of the axle. The gear ratio ordinarily cm-
ployed is approximately ly^ to 1. When the car is travel-

ing al a speed of 30 m.p.h. the engine, which has an 8-in.

stroke makes about 433 r.p.m., and has a piston speed of

577. S ft. per min. The engine is entirely enclosed and
thoroughly insulated. The gears run in a bath of oil.

The higli pressure superlicatcd steam is carried from the

throttle to the engine l)y a flexible pipe having four special

stt\im packed joints. The exhaust .<;team from the main
engine and alsio from the auxiliary engine is conducted to

an air cooled condenser located on the roof of the car at

the forward end. The condensed water flows back to the
tank underneath the car. There are two water tanks, one
holding 175 gal. and the other 90 gal. In winter the ex-
haust steam may be passed through heating coils in the car.

The supply is sufficient to keep tlie car comfortable in the
most severe weather.

The auxiliary steam engine, which is located in the driv-
er's compartment, needs little explanation. It drives the two
feedwater pumps, the fuel-oil pump, the duplex cylinder
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lubriiating oil puin|.. the air coin|>rcs»or. and the 2-kw. D.C.
I^nrrator. The engine is run at a lonMant speed and gov-
rmrtl In a ball tv;* gm'crnor.

Holler fif<1 '-hi-d .i> follow!. The two pum|»i
runmiif .it .. ielivir tlu hot l«^l water through
the autiHiutii the .onden'^iite tank When the
water level in the Injilcr tails Ulow the automatic by-pass
lube, ex|>an»iun ot the tulie closes the valve and the water is

pumped into the boiler until the tuU- is submerged, or
enough of it to establish and maintain a nearly constant
wmter li-vel irres|Ktti%e of the load on tlie lioiler. When
the throttle is ojKn under heavy lo.ul. there will Ik: a slight
(Imp of water le\el as indicated on tlu water column. This

absolutely reliable, for when the throttle is again clo.sed

Partly Assembled Boiler on ComliiMion Chamber

the walir lt\il will rise to the normal or lij;lit load level.

Due to the liij;h pressure, a water gage is not used, but an
indicator mountecl on toj) of the water cc/lumn and operated

by the expansion of that p<jrtion of the water column above
the water level has l*en substituted. The water column is

equipped with trjcocks which penult llie water level to be

checked for accuracy.

The fuel oil is j)umped from the 17.s-gal. storage tank
undenuMtli llic (ar, located in front of the rear truck, to a

20-gal. auxiliary atomizer tank bolted to the partition near

the roof in the baggage compartment, which gives a constant

head to the atomi/.er. From the tank the oil flows by gravity'

to the (iu.il automatic control mcilianism, which is actuated

hydrostaticaily by the throttle opiralion. in that the slightest

throttle opening causes a fluid imssurc drop in the super-

heaters, thereb\ releasing tin- liy(lr<)>tati( head en the dual
automatic flia|)hragm permitting a simultaneous (i|H'ning of

the fuel oil ,url high pre-sure sU|ierluated --team passages to

the atomiMr. The atomized luel is ignited by the pilot
burner. Hie fire cootrol is such that a light iire will be
maintained for light loads and corn,-sf)ondingly incrrrased for
heavy loacls. When ojxrateil at full loads, the temperature
in the chamber is from 2.800 to J, 100 deg. F. and every
brick and joint of tire clay is glowing with incandescense and
radiates heat to assist in the combustion which is complete
l*lore the gases come in contatT with the boiler-heating sur-
faces.

The air compressor, as will be noted from the illustration,
is in tandem with the auxiliary steam engine cylinder, the
.lir piston king mountnl on an extension of the steam
piston rod. The compressor is lubricated by an adjustable
oiler in the air intake. A governor is located over the inlet
valves, and when tiie desired pressure has Ijeen attained both
inlet valves are held ojx-n, permitting cold air to circulate
in the cylinder until the next pressure drop occurs. The
lompressor cylinder is air cooletl. The capacitv of the air
ctjmprcssor is ll|/> cu. ft. of free air per minute, which is
more than sufficient for the operation of the air brakes with
which tlie car is equipped.

Lubrication of both main and auxiliary engines is by
splash, thereby lubricating the housing or the driving axle
as well a> every portion of the engine with a flood of oil.
I he cylinders are lubricated through blinkers on the instru-
ment board, thence to the steam lines to either engine.
The low water automatic control is a device bv which the

flow of fuel oil to the atomizer is shut off before the water in
the boiler gets dangerously low. The water connection to
the low water automatic control is in series with the auto-
matic by-pass in order to utilize the same temjierature that
operates the automatic by-pass. Therefore, should the auto-
matic by-pass fail for any reason, or if the pumps should
not supply the boiler with water to meet l>oiler evaporation
retiuircinents, the expansion tube of the low water automatic
control is tilled with steam at a high temperature, closing the
valve in the head which at once cuts off the fuel oil su'pply
to the atomizer. The value remains closet! until the water
level is restored, after which ihe atomizing burner will again
tumtion to restore and maintain the steam pressure.

Tests and Efficiency

Records taken from cars in service show an average con-
sumption of approximately 0.7 gal. of distillate, or 0.65 sal.
of kerosene per car mile. At the low price at which dis-
tillates can be obtained in many ])laces, this represents a fuel
lo.st of about four cents [kt car mile. For lubricating jiur-
poses two gallons of a special cylinder oil has been found to
i>e suftuient for a 400-milc run and one gallon of engine oil
for the same mileage.

I he mechanical efficiency in the main engine and drive is
high. The boiler efficiency when using superheated steam
:.t 700 to 800 deg. F. at the atomizer is said to Ix- about 77
per cent. The time required to generate steam with storage
air for the atcmizer is from 20 to 25 min. and with steam
at 200 lb. pre,ssure. .ipproximately 18 min. An evaporation
of about 14 lb. cf water from and at 212 deg. F. mav l>e
obtained i)cr .square foot of wetted heating .surface The
main engine u.ses from 14 lb. to 10 lb. of water, depending
upon load and grade conditions, to develop one horsepower
hour.

|"iiK irvsTERN k.Mi.w.vv of I'Vaiuc now has more than oiic-
^luartcr of its locomotives fittc.l with audible cab sipnals.
The total number of locomotives in service at the present time
is for passenger trains, 1220; for freight trains, 798: total
2.018. Of these, 428 passenger engines and 144 freight engines
are lilted with the signal apparatus. Ramps have been in-
stalled at 390 distant signals and at I,?0 home signals. The
eoiiipany plans to fit up 1,27« more loeoniotivcs before tliL-

en.l nf ]f)2^, and to install 1.5f)0 additional ramps.
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develop a law practice at Dallas that would give him a

remunerative income in the event that he later determined

to for.-^ake hi.* work as a railroad counsel for general prac-

tice. While he has not come up from the ranks of "practicar'

railroad men, the new executive is said to have an extensive

knowledge of railroad operation, gained through study and
a.ssociation with Mr. Herbert, whom he usually accompanied

on his inspection trips over the system.

Daniel Upthegrove

DANIEL Upthegrove, general solicitor of the St. Louis

Southwestern, who has been acting president of that

company since the death of James M. Herbert on

August 5 of this year, was elected president at the annual

meeting of the board of directors in St. Louis, Mo., on Octo-

ber 3. He also succeeds Mr. Herbert as president of the St.

Louis Southwestern of Texas; as president of the Dallas

Terminal Railway & Union Depot Company, and a,s vice-

president of the Arkansas & Memphis Railway, Bridge &

Terminal Company.
In the choice of Mr. Upthegrove, the directors of the

"Cotton Belt"" have named a man who has l>een connected

with the property for 25 years. Although he has alwa\s been

in the law department he has become well known among the

emi)lovees and his popularity extends from the lowest rank

to the highest officers.

His greatest asset is his unusually clear grasp of the

essentials of every problem

with which he is confronted.

He attributes his steady rise

from a local "Cotton Belt"

attorney at Greenville, Tex.,

to the highest position that

company can offer, to his

"early determination to make

himself so useful in his job

that it would be a necessary

part of the road. My theory

of handling any matter," he

states, "is to pick out the es-

sential things and to do them

to the best of my ability."

There will be no change in

the present policy of operat-

ing the 1,776 miles of line,

the new president has de-

clared, and his chief occupa-

tion, he states, will be to give

effect to a sentiment ex-

pressed by the late President

Herbert, in the words, "The

biggest man on this road is

•Old Man Service,' and ser\'-

ice comes first."

Mr. Upthegrove was lx>rn

at Greenville, Tex., on May
26, 1871, in which city his

father was a prominent at-

torney. He was sent to the

Battleground Academy,
Franklin, Tenn., to take his

])re-legal studies. He later contiiuud his education at \'an-

derbilt University, Na.^hville, Tenn., and at the University of

Texas, 1895-96.' Early in 1897 he pas.^ed the l>ar examina-

tions and began the practice of law at Greenville under officers attempted to make it appear, and that 95

Perkins, then regarded as one of the

Daniel Upthegro

President's View on Strike Settlements
Washi.-jcton, D. C

PRESIDENT H.AKDiNG is represented as feeling that at

least one of his policies for settling the railroad strike

has been vindicated by the adoption on many roads of

the .so-called Willard-Jewell plan of settlement. Newspaper
correspondents were told at the White House on Friday that

it was worth their notice that the settlement of the railroad

strike is continuing and that

it is being made "on the basis

of the original proposal of

the President to the railroad

executives." This proposal

was the one in which he sug-

gested that the strikers be re-

turned to work with seniority

rights unimpaired, by way of

restoring the status quo as of

June 30, before he made his

later proposal that the ques-

tion be referred to the Labor
Board which had already de-

cided it the other way. The
plan of settlement which has

l)een signed upon some 82

roads does not promise the

restoration of former senior-

ity rights but the President

has been told that the prac-

tical effect amounts to about

the same thing. He was told

by a railroad manager, it

was said at the White House,

that when his road settled

with the shop crafts it had
2.400 new employees to

whom it had promi.«ed per-

manent jobs and whose

.services it needed to make up
for the work lost during the

strike. It had offered them

;i tiiance to stay but in 24

hours 2,200 of them had quit. The President considers

this an illustration going to show that the seniority prob-

lem was not such a serious one as manv of the railroad

direction of E. B.

ablest lawyers of that .state. He obtained his first legal posi-

tion in 1897, and at the same time fir.>t intend railroad

service, when he began to represent the St. Louis Soutli-

westem of Texas in the local justice courts in his liome town.

Soon thereafter his friend and coun.selor, Judge Perkins,

moved to Dallas, Tex., to become general attorney of the

Cotton Belt of Texas, and in November, 1901, lie summoned

Mr. Upthegrove to l)erome his as.'tistant.

In December. 1916, President Herbert, recognizing the

marked ability of the assistant general attorney at Dallas,

oncred him the position of general solicitor of the St. Louis

Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., which

Ik- accepted. This advancement was unexpected and made

a radical change in his life |)lans for he had intended to

per

cent of the serious transjwrtation embarrassment now be-

ing experienced in many lines is due to the impaired con-

dition of e(|ui|)nu-nt due to tlie strike and which was repre-

sented by tile railroads as less serious than it was. Aji-

parently tiie President regards tlie illustration afforded by

one railroad manager as of more importance than that of the

larger proportion of roads on whicii the seniority ijuestion

was of such import tliat they went ahead and l)eat the strike

without settling. It lias also been suggested that the Presi-

dent may liave overlooked the jiossibility that if a large

number of roads had not stoiwl pat. the strikers on tiie other

road> would not have fl(xked as new recruits to the "die-

hard"" roads in sufficient numbers to have arouseil the in-

terest of Mr. Jewell in seeking and making settlements with

the roads whirli chose to deal with him.
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Railroad Executives Plan

to Expedite Coal
Waihiiictoii, D. C.

AimHiRAM of recommendations for accelerating the

transfjortation and distribution of coal throughout the

. i)untr>- was unanimously decided upon liy the advis-

inittif on transportation, rcci-ntly appointed by Fed-
. -l Distributor (' E. Sjx'ns, at a conftrence held with

^ns in Washington on October 5. The details of the

ii-e's recommendations are given in the following let-

ircssed to the executive heads of all the railroads by

Jhairman Daniel Willard:

"\! s mpvting held in Washington this date between C. E.
' .' fuel distributor, and an advisory committee on trans-

lated by him, the situation as to fuel supply through-
• V \v:i>. t'lilly explained by the fuel distributor and the

-t-d efforts by the carriers was emphasized.
ition the following recommendations were

i as definite rctjuiremciits necessary to meet the

-iliiati'ii

1. Unload promptly all railroad material including rail-

road fuel.

Discontinue as far a> possible all maintenance and
construction work re<iuiring use of power and cars so

as to turn this equipment into commercial service.

i Use all available forces to check yards and stations

for delayed cars with a view to securing not only

prompt unloading but prompt movement.
•4. Continue a vigorous campaign to reduce to the mini-

mum locomotives and cars awaiting repairs,
s Return foreign coal cars to owners or connections in

home route with the greatest possible dispatch.

Loading of foreign coal cars in the direction i>l the

mines, as permitted under I. C. C. Service Order No.

25, should be confined so far as possible to through
movement to points on the owner's rails.

7. Conduct an active campaign to have all cars loaded to

their safe carrying capacity.

8. Point out to coal operators that available coal equip-

ment can be increased by the avoidance of sales that

require abnormally long distance movement.
"All railway executives are urged to make every practicable

effort to accomplish these results."

The memiiers of the advisor)- committee also constitute

the conference committee appointed by the American Rail-

way .Association on September 20.

.An appeal to coal profluccrs to assist in expediting the

movement of coal by loading cars to carrying capacity and
by refraining from the loading of coal into cars for which
they have no billing, was made on October 9 by Federal Fuel

Distributor f". E. Spens. Receivers of coal are a.skcd to

unload cars immediately upon arrival. Coal shippers are

re<|uested to confine their operations as far as practicable to

their normal spheres of distribution, in order to reduce the

amount of transportation service required. Consumers are

isked, if the coal is available, to confine their purcha.ses to

the grades of fuel to which they have been accustomed.

"\N'c have already received responses from a numl)er of

the railroads to the effect that they will ro-ojierate to the

limit along the lines recommended by this advisory commit-
tee,'' Mr. Spens .said. "The public, however, should appre-

:iate that there are unusually heavy offerings of traffic of

ill character to the railroads, and aside from the general

priority orders of the Interstate Conimeric Ccmnnission that

now obtain, we are hoping it mav not li(( orne necessary to

recommend any action that might interrupt the transporta-

tion of other commcKiities The priority orders now govern-

ing the handling of coal equipment are, of course, already

interfering to some extent with the movement of commodities

that arc usually loaded in this class of cqui|>nicnt, but it is

our great desire that tlicrc should be no greater interference

with general trans[K)rtation than ap[)cars to be absolutely

necessary to care for the coal emergency.

"\n analysis of the present coal transportation, production

and present reserves clearly indicates that for some weeks

the commodities covered by priority orders, particularly coal,

must l>e given extraordinary attention. We are confident the

nutter has been placed before the carriers in such a way that

they are fully alive to the situation, and, in spite of the

existing handicaps, will do their utmost to accomplish their

proportion of the burden.

"Coal producers and coal receivers can assist to a very

large extent. Producers should load cars to carrying capac-

ity, and should not load coal except to fill orders on hand;

in other words, they should not have unbilled cars on hand

at mines, which practice is common under normal conditions,

nor should coal be billed excepting to bona fide consignees.

Existing conditions will not permit of making coal ware-

houses out of coal etjuipment. Receivers of coal should

arrange to unload cars immediately upon arrival."

Fuel Distributor Spens on October 4 issued a modification

of his order of Scpteml)er 27 waiving the requirement that

coal o[X"rators furnish a detailed report of the names and

addresses of all consignees with car numbers and initials as

to all producers who shall themselves keep and prese^^•e full

and detailed records showing such facts in such form as to

enable them promptly to furnish such information as to any

shipment, if and when re(|uired in any particular case. The
request for the detailed rej)ort of shipments resulted in such

a flood of papers being forwarded to Mr. Spens' office that

it was difficult to find a force to handle them, and the order

says the modification is "to facilitate reporting and assure

the earliest possible receipt of the more essential information

immediately required."

A slight decrease marked production of soft coal during

the first week of October, according to the weekly bulletin

of the Geological Survey. For three weeks in succession the

output had been slowly increasing, reaching 9,776,000 net

tons in the week of September .50. During the week of

October 2-7 the returns so far received indicate a total of

about 9,600,000 tons. The current rate of output exceeds

1921, but is far below that of other recent years. Production

of Ijituminous coal in the first week of October of the past

six vears has been as follows

:

Tons
1917 10,962,000
1918 12,398,000
1919 11,518,000

Tons
1930 11,350,000
1921 9,134,000
1922 about 9,600,000

Production of anthracite continues at around 1,900,000

net tons a week. The total of all coal raised is therefore

alxjut 11,500,000 tons, considerably below the amount needed

to meet current consumption and the heavy movement up the

lakes, and at the same time to rel)uild consumers' stock<.

Production of anthracite continues to increase and the

total output in the third week after the strike was estimated

at 1,947,000 net tons. Preliminary returns for last week
indicate that production will again 1)C in the neighborhood

of 1 .'JOO.OOO tons. The table below summarizes the pre-

liminary returns on antliracite loadings day by day since

the strike was called oft'.

Hailv fAR I.OAiti.Mis ON Anthracite Carrying Roads.

Mon. Tucs. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Kirsi week after strike . 928 1,783 3.272 4,046 4,704 5,088
Second week after strike . 5,449 5,725 5,857 5,900 5,730 5,506
Third week after strike . 5.952 5,959 5,862 5.953 6,012 6,144
Fourth week after strike. 5,838 6,056 5,839 6.046

The all-rail movement of coal to New England through

the six principal Hud,<on gateways increased to 3,541 cars

of bituminous coal and 2,2()() cars of anthracite in the week
ended September 30. In addition there were also forwarded
through Rouses Point in that week 75 cars of bituminous
coal and two cars of anthracite. Bituminous coal is now
moving into New England by rail in larger volume than at

the same .season last year, but the anthracite shipments have
not yet attained last year's rate.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads
decreased during the week ended September 30. Dumpings
for the week totaled 283,987 net tons as against 312,003
tons in the week before.
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General News Department
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The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that
oral arguments will be held at Washington on November 1

in valuation cases involving about a dozen roads, including the
Texas Midland, Winston-Salem Southbound, Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, Norfolk Southern, Central of Georgia and Ann Arbor.

The American Association of Railroad Ticket Agents will
liold its annual convention at Savannah, Ga.. on November 13, 14
and 15 I'ollowing the meeting the ticket agents will leave for a
trip through Florida, stopping at the larger cities in that state,

and reaching Key West on November 20, when they will embark
for Havana, at which place they will remain two days.

The Railway & Locomotive Historical Society has issued
Bulletin No. 3, a pamphlet of 54 pages, filled with reminis-
cences of old locomotives mostly those of New England
roads, though space is given to the full story of the "General"
of the Western & Atlantic, and the tragedy of the Andrews
raiders of 1862. The illustrations include the "Uncle Tom,"
a 4-2-2 locomotive (with tender on the same frame) of about
18 or 20 tons, which flourished on the Fitchburg & Worcester
Railroad about 1850-1860, and a number of others equally
interesting. It is said that about 1843 Hinkley & Drury
built a good many of this type. Charles E. Fisher, president
of the society, 152 Harvard street, Brookline, Mass., desires
information for a history of the early locomotives of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford and of its predecessor
companies in Connecticut.

Metropolitan Track Supervisors' Club

R. S. Parsons, vice-president, Erie Railroad, and Earl Stim-
son chief engineer maintenance of way, Baltimore & Ohio,
will each give a short talk on railroad maintenance problems
before the Metropolitan Track Supervisors' Club at its next
meeting at the Martinique Hotel, New York City, on Satur-
day afternoon, October 14. Other subjects before the meeting
are discussions of previous papers on laying rail and highway
crossings and the presentation of a paper on rail creeping by
R. L. Haring, supervisor, Long Island.

New York Railroad Club Meeting

"Speeding Up Operation" will be the subject of the meeting
of the New York Railroad Club which will be held in the
Engineering Societies Building. New York, on Friday evening.
October 20, at 8:00 p. m. .A symposium has been arranged
which will cover the consideration of better operating methods
and practices and ways in which the present plant and facilities

may be utilized to greater advantage. This will include the use
of signals to facilitate operation, how to get more work out of
locomotives and better service from the cars.

Labor Board Deadlocked on M. of W. Wage Increase

Disagreement among the three groups mi the Railroad Labor
Board has delayed a derision on the requests of maintenance of
way employees for a wage increase. On October 4 it became
known that the three public members on the board favored an
advance of two cents an hour in the pay of common laborers,
whcrea.s the labor group and the railway grr)up declined to vote
favorably on this increase, the former because the increase was
deemed inadequate and the latter because they did not believe
that such an increase was justified on the testimony presented
tfi the board. This deadlock has continued up to the present time
and the present indications arc that the board's decision in the
maintenanrc of way rasp will not be handed down until after the
lonviiition of the Lhiitcd nmthcrhood of Maintrnancc of Way
Employees and Railroad Shop Laborers at Detroit closes on
October IS.
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N. Y. C. Meets with Enginemen and Switchmen
Representatives of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineei

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen ai
the Switchmen's Union of North America met with officers
the Ntw York Central on October 9 for the purpose of ncgotia
ing a new agreement covering wages and working conditions, j
the time of going to press these conferences were still on at
It was reported that certain new working rules sought by tl

enememen were delaying the settlement. The proposal for bom
payments to train and engine crews in freight service is one i

the nouits scheduled for discussion at this meeting.

Strike Settlements in the West
The Chicago Great Western has settled with its employees wil

the provision that employees who took the places of strikers wi
head the seniority list. The shopmen's strike on the Gulf Coa
Lmes and the Houston Belt & Terminal has been ended by an agre
ment which gives the men seniority and other rights as of June 3
The seniority rights of present workmen not being disturbe
The Louisville & Nashville and delegates from aU of the shot
ot the road have perfected a new organization of shopmen
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific has renewed for one vej

Its agreement with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers coVei
ing working rules and conditions.

Conductors and Brakemen Agree

with Southeastern Road
An agreement covering wages and working reunilation

until October 31, 1923, was signed at Washington on'Octobe
5 by representatives of the Southeastern railroads and th
Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen. In addition to maintaining the present rate
of pay and rules, the agreement provides that all dispute
over wages and working conditions now pending before th
Railroad Labor Board shall be withdrawn. Committees o
representatives of the labor organizations and the manag<
ments were given authority to take up and consider elimina
tion or modificatio|> of local rules during the tenure of th
general agreement.

Would Abandon C. P. & St. L.

A plea for the abandonment of the Chicago, Peoria & St I ou
was made to Judge E. S. Smith in the Circuit court at Sprint
held. 111., last week by Attorney A. P. Cook of New York wh
represents a maiority of the bondholders of that road. Mr 'Coo
pointed out that the road could neither pav operating expense
nor interest on its obligations. Judge Smith, who named r<
ccivers for the road in 1914, directed the attornev to file petition
with the State and Interstate Commerce commis'sions. The roa
incliides 245 miles of line, extending from Peoria, III., to S
Louis, Mo.. 200 miles; with branch lines from Havana 111 t

lacksonville. 42 miles and Alton to Grafton 15 miles There ar
shops at Springfield .-nd Jacksonville. If has been in the hand
of receivers since 1014. and there is a constantly growing deficii

Railway Fire Protection Association
This association will meet at Willard Hotel, Washington. I> C

on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thur-iday, OctoU-r 17, 18 and IS
The principal committee reports to be presented are the following
On statistics—Geo. R. Hurd. chairman; on handbook—E B
Bcrrv. chairman; on fire prevention in shop plants—J, R. Peters
chairman; on locomotive fire hazards— Earl N. Flovd. chairman
on forms—W, C. Ncely. chairman; on storage "and handlin(
of gasoline and electric motor tnirk* in freight depots and t( r

716
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miiuK—E. I. Kcilly, chairman ; uii >4fc handling of oxy-acclylcne

apoar.uii in jhopj—Gilbert A. Hay-, cliaimaii; on docks, pier»

and »h-ir\c-. and fuel oil on »v.itcr -W. 1-. Stcffrn», ctuirman;
— '• rioimii-nt and use of iiatiiiui! standard couplings— 1'. H.

chairman; on coaling plants—W. E Cathcart. chairman;
protection of tie and timber treating plants— L. F. Shedd,

'be read by James L. Madden, nunager of the in-

jur j: : ;.irtment of the United States Chamber of Commerce;
L. P. Kunball (B. & O.). W. T. Krausch (C. B. & Q.) and A.

R Snull. There will be a general discussion on Tuesday after-

•' I. r. C. rules for transportation of explosives, etc.,

me dangers at wrecks and in loading and unloading.

iM.in of the committee on arrangements is E. B. Berry,

South'-ru Railway, Washington.

Speakers for R. B. A. Dinner Announced

The speakers for the fourteenth annual dinner (if the Railway
D.. ...55 .Association to be held at the Hotel Commodore, New

. n November 9, have been announced as follows: Charles

L-kham, president of the Illinois Central; James A. Emery,
of the National .Association of Manufacturers, and George
M Pepper, senator from Pennsylvania.

official statement of the Railway Business Association de-

tcribes the speakers as follows

:

President Markham of the Illinois Central has risen from the
' • f the ladder on the operating side, was for many years a

I'l traffic officer, long an executive in commercial industry,

federal control of railways a regional director, identified

mpany autonomy in railway labor relations, embodies in

Icrship the experience of the railway employee, the railway

•r as an employer and in contact with the public, the

'iai shipper, the government officer and the public spirited

l.imcs A. Emery, counsel of the National Associatio.i of Manu-
facturers, profound student of the social aspects of government

reRulation. courageous critic of employers and employees in their

policies affecting the public, gifted speaker, voices the needs and

views of a very large body of business men whom transportation

afTects on the one hand as shippers and on the other as employers

competing with the railways for labor.

George Wharton Pepper, United States senator from Pennsyl-

vania, appointment of whom to that office brought Pennsylvania

national congratulations and who in the subsequent primaries

against opposition of organized labor and advocates of the

veterans' bonus was nominated by more than 200.000 majority,

many years a leader in civic, philosophic and athletic activities,

eminent orator, brings to our rostrum the impressions of a trained

student of government free from the atmosphere which involves

senators who participated in the railway legislation of 1920.

"Big Four" No Longer Exists, Says Lee

According to W. G. Lee, of the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen, methods of settling wage and working agrccnionts

bctwi-i-n the "Hig Four" transportation brothirlioods and the

railroads have entered a new era, and if the present course

of negotiations is continued the country for .several yoar.s

at least will not be threatened with a complete tic-up of

railroad transportation through a concerted strike of these

brotherhoods on all lines of the nation. Decentralization

of all wage and working rules negotiations and a return

to the system prevailing for twenty years prior to the time

when the four train service brotherhoods pooled their

strength into what has since become known as the "Big
Four" railroad brotherhoods, has already set in, in the view

of Mr. Lee, speaking at Gcveland.
The new alinrnieiit of the transportation brotherhoods

probably will find the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
and Order of Railway Conductors in one group, and the

Brotherhoods of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen and the Switchmen's

Union of North America in another.

"I feel that I am able to handle my organization to better

advantage, to got more for my men and to work more eflFec-

tivcly all around if the trainmen and conductors go if alone,

so far as wages and working rules are concerned," Mr. Lee
said.

"This whole ku>iness, with all railroad unions on one side

and all railroads on the other, with the Railroad Labor Board

m between, got too big for any one man or a few men to

handle. It was loaded with dynamite for the country as well

as for ourselves and the executives. No sane government

would permit any fraction or class to paralyze the transporta-

tion business of the country and thereby punish the innocent,

who are always in the majority. The only way out was to

separate." So far as strikes, wages and working rules nego-

tiations are concerned, the "Big Four" no longer exists. The
brotherhoods will continue to work together on legislative,

non-partisan, political and purely organization matters.

Wage Statistics for July

.\ccording to the monthly bulletin of wage statistics issued

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, for the month of

July, the shopmen's strike was badly broken on July IS, two
weeks after it was called. .\t that date it was only 52 per

cent effective from the standpoint both of the number of

men employed and the straight time actually worked. Whereas
statements by the shopcraft leaders usually referred to the

number of men on strike as 400,000, the commission's report

says: "Based on the count at middle of month, the number
of employees in the maintenance of equipment and stores

group as a result of the strike conditions decreased 255,266, or

52 per cent from the number in June, while the total number
of hours was 45.4 per cent less. On the other hand, the over-

time paid for in this group was more than three times as

great in July as in June. The straight time actually worked
was 52 per cent less in July than in June."

The report shows a total of 234,837 employees in this

group in service at the middle of the month, including 14,088

employed on a daily basis and 220,749 on an hourly basis.

The average earnings per employee for the month ranged

from $80 for common laborers to $207 for boiler makers.

Blacksmiths averaged $155, car men from $141 to $172, elec-

trical workers from $144 to $203, machinists $197, molders

$131, sheet metal workers $196. Regular apprentices aver-

aged, however, only $69 and foremen and inspectors in gen-

eral averaged higher than the classes of employees named.

.Another change due to the strike is shown in the statement

that the police forces were 37,929 greater in July than in

June, 1922.

The total number of employees reported by Class I rail-

roads for the month of July shows a net decrease from the

previous month of 217,590, or 13 per cent. The increase or

decrease (D), by groups, was as follows:

Executives, officials, and st.iff assistants 372
Professional, clerical, and general 39,526
Maintenance of way and structures : D5,S83
Maintenance of equipment and stores D255,266
Transportation (other than train, engine, and yard) 5,157

Transportation (yardmasters, switch tenders, and hostlers).... 1,315
Transportation (train and engine service) Z?3,!ll

Net decrease D217,590

A comparison of the number of employees and their com-
pensation for the month of July, 1922, with the same month
last year follows:

Number of Total
employees compensation

July, 1921 1,634,872 $214,339,385
July, 1922 1.467,824 193,571,244

The Rock Islanei Celebration

The celebration of the 70th anniversary of the founding

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway was carried

out at Chicago, Joliet and other places on Tuesday, October

10, in accordance with tlie pfevious announcements. A large

number of officers of llu- road, old-timers and friends of

the Rock Island gathered at the LaSalle Station, Chicago, in

the morning and an hour was spent in greetings, posing for

pictures and other holiday activities. The train shed was
jammed with the crowd. A holiday spirit permeated the

entire Rock Island System. Among the other features at

Chicago was a group of girls dressed in gowns similar to

those worn by the woinon who were passengers on the first

train which was run on the opening of the first section of

the line from Chicago to Joliet, 40 miles,

.At ten o'clock, a special train in charge of Charles Hayden,
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chairman of the board of directors, was started for Jolict.

It was stopped for two minutes at the shops at 47th street,

where the shopmen turned out in full force. This train was
in charge of five employees whose aggregate service on the

road equals 200 years. .Among the passengers was a woman
who rode on the first train 70 years ago.

.At Jolict, the party proceeded to the Court House lawn,
where a monument has been erected to Samuel Benedict Reed,
the civil engineer who surveyed the route between Chicago
and Joilet. The monument was unveiled by Anne Reed Bates,

great granddaughter of the surveyor. A dedication speech
was delivered b5' J. E. Gorman, president of the road. Mr.
Gorman took occasion to call attention to the danger of

super-regulation of the railroads. The anniversary day was
brought to a close with the broadcasting of the story by
radio from station KYW. This story was again spread
throughout the western country, from other stations farther

west, and employees and others at various points all over
the system were able to listen to the music of the orchestra

and parts of the addresses.

Shop Craft Leaders Continue Fight

on "Daugherty Injunction"

Two motions, made before Judge James H. Wilkerson of the

Federal District Court at Chicago by Donald R. Richberg, attor-

ney for the railroad shopmen in the "Daughertj' injunction case."

were defeated on October 6, when the court denied Mr. Richberg's

motion that the government file a bill of particulars giving details

of the charge made against the strikers in affidavits presented to

the court, and also refused to issue an order granting Mr. Rich-

berg's request that the case be pronounced one of "extraordinary

public interest" so that three judges of the Circuit Court might

be assigned to hear it immediately. .At the same time Blackburn

Esterline, assistant solicitor general, stated on behalf of the

government that the court would be asked to refer the hearings

in support of the government's plea for a permanent injunction

to a master in chancery. .Attorney Richberg also filed, on behalf

of the defendants in the case, formal denials of the charges made
against them in the government's bill. He again declared that

the actions of railroad executives were responsible for the .strike

and that the men had merely walked out to defend their rights.

When .Attorney' Richberg appeared before the court on October

5 he declared that he had been unable to see Attorney General

Daugherty in Washington to present his plea for an early final

hearing or a review of the interlocutory injunction handed down by

Judge Wilkerson on September 25. In connection with his statement

to the court. Mr. Richberg delivered a copy of a letter to Solicitor-

General Beck seTercly criticizing the position of the government

attorneys.

.After stating delays and disappointments over an appointment

with the government attorneys, Mr. Richberg said he had re-

ceived a letter from the solicitor general asserting the position

of the Department of Justice to be as follows

:

"1. If it were practicable to have three circuit judges hear the

case, that proceeding would not expedite, but delay it.

"2. That the department invites counsel for the defendants to

consider agreeing on a statement of facts and asks counsel for

the defendants to submit such a statement of facts.

"3. If an agreed statement of facts is not practicable, then

two courses are open :

"(a) A stipulation to submit the case on the affidavits with

leave to either party to offer additional testimony.

"(h) .\ trial of the case largely on depositions taken 'through-

out the United States' except where a stipulation of facts may
dispen.se with formal proof."

In the letter in reply to Solicitor-General Beck, Mr. Richberg

said :

"There are two matters which the defendants desire to have

expedited. First, a review of the interlocutory injunction, and,

second, a final hearing of the case. Your suggestions affect only

the second matter and practically ignore the matter of probably

greater impf>rtance to the defendants."

The shop crafts' attorney s.nid he would "seek to obtain pro-

tection of the rights of the defendants through orders which the

court may enter and through procedure wliirh the court may
adopt, despite the manifest opposition of the attorney-general to

the entry of any order or the adoption of any procedure which will

protect the defendants from the abuse of official power."

"The use of the summary equity procedure to obtaui a tenta-
tive conviction of 400.000 men of criminal conspiracy upon evi-

dence found solely in an undigested mass of e.\ parte affidavits

reeking with hear.say and perjury has been made the means of
depriving these men of liberty and property so long as the inter-

locutory injunction remains in force," his letter said.

"The department threatens to take depositions throughout the

L'nited States' and make the burden of defending as oppressive

and expensive as possible to the already deeply wronged defen-

dants. .As an alternative the department offers that counsel for

the defendants may stipulate that the unknown and unexplored
'Mount Everest of evidence' in the form of affidavits, be sub-

mitted as though formally taken, or in other words, that we
allow the defendants to be found guilty of a criminal conspiracy

without opportunity to cross-examine hundreds of witnesses."

Solicitor-General James M. Beck, on behalf of the attorney-

general, in a letter to the counsel for the shop unions, suggested

that the best method of expediting the ca.se is to follow the

course which would permit of a direct appeal to the Supreme
Court. This method, he said, would be "'to agree upon a state-

ment of farts for submission to the district court, which would
eliminate the necessity of proof as to many matters which as

matters of fact are indisputable. If you would care to submit to

tlie department, without prejudice, a statement of such facts as

you would agree were the facts of the case, the department could

then indicate to what extent it was prepared to accept such state-

ment of facts, as the full evidence in the case, or as part thereof.

This course might eliminate thousands of pages of testimony

which would be for the convenience, not merely of the court,

but also of counsel for both parties."

Labor Board Again Rules Against Contracting

On October 7 the Labor Board handed down twelve decisions,

all of which involved principles of contracting. Nine of the de-

cisions condemned this practice, while one favored it. In all of the

cases decided unfavorably to the railroad contentions, the Board

referred to its decision in a similar case involving the Indiana

Harbor Belt and published in the Railway Age of May 13, page

1111. The disputes so decided in this latest group of decisions

involved the following carriers, contracting companies and

facilities

:

The Erie and the Meadville Machinery Company for the oper-

ation of shops at Dayton, Sharon. Meadville. Hammond. Hunt-

ington, Marion, Rochester, Avon, Elmira, CTeveland, Binghamton,

Galion, Dunmore, Avoca and Stroudsburg.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western and the Kellogg-Greg

Railway .Service Company.

The Cincinnati. Indiai^polis & Western for the contracting o\

certain clerical and station work.

The Perc Marquette and the Fort Street Union Depot for the

contracting of the power plant and facilities at Baldwin, Mich.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Oiicago & St. Louis and the Rail-

way Service & Supply Corporation for the contracting of freight

car repair shops at Brightwood and Beach Grove, Ind.. and the

locomotive repair shops at the latter point.

The Bangor & .Aroostook for the contracting of its shops at

Houlton. Maine.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific for contracting of coat

chutes at Cortland. Kan., Fairhury. Neb., and Lincoln, and

pumping station at South Bend. Neb.

The Michigan Central and the Illinois Car & Manufacturing

Company for the contracting of the car shops at West Detroit.

Mich.

The Chicago & Alton and Joseph Coliaimi & Bros, for the

handling of coal, sand and cinders and for the pumping of wafer

along its lines.

A dispute involving the. New York Central and the Railways

Employees Department of the .American Federation of Labor,

the hearings in which were described in the Rail:i.\iy .4ge of Sep-

tember 17, 1921. page 541, was decided by the hoarA in favor of

the New York Central. Conlr,icts entered into by that carrier

with the Western Union for the piirpose of constructing and

maintaining telegraph lines along the New York Central right

of way were declared legal by the hoard inasmuch as they were

made in the public interest and the practice had been in effect

prior to the passage of the Transportation .Act.

Several alleged disputes over the practice of contracting were
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the uiiMT tinif di>ini>Ktl by the l,..ard. AnMing the ca»*» of
^ charactrr bciiiR two involvinR the .\nn Arbor and one in-

viiiR the Southern FVitic. Texas & Li>iiiiiana Iine»

Railway Returns for August Show Effect

of Strikes and Rate Reduction

Ihc net operating incumc of tlir Cla>s 1 railr<acl% totaK<l $2,579.-
" in AuRust. according to reports tiled with the liiierstalc

inmerci- Commission. This represented a return. <.n an annual
. ts. of otily 2.65 per cent of their tentative valuation, the lowest
ve May. 1921. In August last year the net i.()eratinK income

• ilcfl $**l.IoO.20O. which was at the annual rate of return of

4 per cent, while in July this year it was $6'^.2J9,000. or 4.04
I cent.

The railroads fell short $61,689,500 of a return of 5^ per cent.

Operating revenues were $47.1.877.0(X). a decrease of 6.3 per

cent compared with the same month last year, while the operating
expenses amounted t<> S387,150.0()0. an increase of 1.3 per cent.

Kact>>rs afTecting this decrease in revenues and the increase in

exiK-nses were the coal miners' and railroad shopmen's strikes

and thv- decrease of approximately It) per cent in freight rates

made effective on July I.

During the first eight months this year the net operating in-

come was $471,183,600. comirared with $306,0<>3.60() during the cor-

responding |K-riod last year. This is at the annual rate of return

of 4.07 per cent on the tentative valuation, compared with 2.64 per

cent during the tirst eight months in 1921. Op<'rating revenues

for the eight months totalctl $3.528.502.(X)0. a decrease of 3.2

per cent, while the operating exi>eii.ses totaled $2,806,501,600,

a decrease of 9.7 per cent.

The carriers in the Eastern district had a net operating in-

come in August of $14,929,990. compared with $35.402.3(X) during

the same month last year. The operating revenues were $227.-

(lUi.OOO. a decrease of 4.9 per cent, while the operating expenses

iiMuntcd to $196,821,900, or an increase of 4.3 per cent.

The railroads in the Southern district had a net operating in-

o.me in .\ugust of $4,618,000. com|iared with $4.422.00») during the

.same month last year. The operating revenues totaled $54..321.300.

or a decrease of 2.4 per cent, while the optrating expenses totaled

$46,083,000. or 4.6 per cent under those of .August last year.

Carriers in the Western district had a net operating income in

.\ugust of $33,031,700 coinpjired with $50,335.5(10 in August la.st

year. The operating revenues for those roads totaled $192,539.-

300. a reduction of 8.9 per cent, while their operating expenses

amounted to $144,245,000. a reduction of }/ "f ' Pf cent under

.•\ugust one year ago.

Forty-nine roads in .August had operating deficits. Of this num-
ber 28 were in the I^astern district. 8 in the Southern and 13 in

the Western district. In July. 47 had operating deficits.

Traffic News

The Interstate Commerce Commission has assigned the inter-

changeable mileage l>ook case for oral argument before the full

commission at Washington on November 15.

A total of 98,223 travelers visited Yellowstone National Park
this year as compared with 81.656 in 1921. Of this number
33.588 ixrrsons traveled by railroad to the park's entrance.

F. II. Haer. traffic commissioner of the Cleveland. Ohio, Cham-
l)cr of Commerce, !ias l)een temporarily appointed director of
transportation of the Ohio State Fuel .Administration, with head-

((uarters at Columbus, Ohio.

The steel mills in Pittsburgh and vicinity report serious con-

cestion because of lack of cars, and at the end of last week,
according to newspaper reports, the Carnegie Steel Company had
100.000 tons of finished and semi-finished steel piled up.

The Boston Chamber of Commerce is complaining to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission alleging lack of cars for the move-
ment of flour and grain eastward, and the Commission is requested

to see that export trade in these products is not favored to the

detriment of dcmcsfic consignees.

The coal situation at New York City has been complicated by
the presence in the yards on the New Jersey side of the Kiver
of large quantities of anthracite, of small sizes, which cannot be
dist)osc<i of. At the end of last week, it was said that the total

numlx-r of these cars loaded in all of the yards was 3.S00. It

antxjars that the owners cxpcrlcd to sell this coal largely to

owners of apartment houses and to manufacturers; but some of
these parties have bought liituminons coal from England and
others are apparently waiting for a fall in the price.

The Illinois Central's "Hotel On Wheels," which was so

popular at the Knights Templar Conclave held in New Orleans,
last April, will be re-established for the American Legion con-
vention to be held in the same city on October 16-30. inclusive.

At the time of the Knights Templar Conclave. 2,500 persons
were housed in parked Pulhnan cars. 3,211 meals were served
in the Illinois Central dining cars. 1.185 shower baths were
provided for and a club house, laundry facilities, barber shop
and other comforts were placed at the disposal of the patrons.

Present indications are that there will be a demand for a great
many more cars for the .Nmirlran legion than the 125 sleeping
cars used in .April,

Anthracite Miners at Nanticokc. Pa.. Keturning to Work

Coal Supplies in Hands of Consumers

.As a piirt of its campaign to stabilize the fuel situation through
co-operative efTort between the .government and business, the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States has made a survey
of coal supplies in the states east of the Mississippi and north of

the Ohio rivers. This part of the country has been regarded as

the critical territory in the event of a coal shortage this winter.

The information gathered by the Chamber which was obtained
through l(Kal chaml)0rs of commerce, was summarized as

follows

:

"There arc practically no supplies in the hands of local dealers.

"Public utilities, about 45 days.

"Hy-product coke plants fairly well supplied.

".Steel works fairly well supplied.

"( ieneral industries about 45 days.

"The bituminous situation is becoming easier.

"There seems to be no general complaint as to price.

"The critical situation is that of securing sufficient domestic
supply ill advance of cohl weather, espt-cially for the Great Lake
states and the populous areas of New York State. New England
:iM(l the central .Atlantic states.

"There is much interest being taken in the use of oil.

"There is a general increa.se in the use of coke for domestic
fuel.

"Certain cities have very elTectivc systems of gathering infor-

nuition and distributing tlieir coal, while others have nothing."
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended from October 10 until Febru-

ary 7, 1923, the operation of schedules published in supplements to

B. T. Jones' tariffs, which propose to cither cancel or increase

proportional rates on petroleum and petroleum products between

Chicago, III., and Mississippi and Ohio river crossings on the one

hand and points in Central Freight Association, Trunk Line and

New England Freight Association territories on the other.

The commission has suspended until February S. the operation

of certain schedules published in supplements to .\gent F. .\.

Leiand's tariff which propose to establish reduced proportional

rates from Beaumont^Port Arthur-Houston groups, applicable

on petroleum and its products (except crude and fuel oil) of 14

cents per 100 lb., and on crude and fuel oil 12^ cents to New
Orleans, when final destination is in states other than .\labania,

Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina and South Caro-

lina, also to establish joint rates from the same groups to points

in Western Trunk Line and Central Freight .'\ssociation Terri-

tories.

Court News

Damages to Live Stock Attributed to Inherent Nature

Where it is shown that no injury could have occurred to li\e

stock, received by the carrier in good condition, and properly

loaded, from negligence in transportation, hut some of the stock

are dead on arrival at destination, the West Virginia Supreme
Court holds that such result will be attributed to the inherent

nature or propensities of the animals, and not to the negligence

of the carrier.—Talbott v. Payne (W. Va.) Ill S. E. 328.

the expenditure for its construction, equipnuiu and operation,

denial of mandamus to keep the track in operation is proper.

—

State ex rel. Collins v. Leland Southwestern (Miss.) 91 So. 7.

Not Liable for Delay in Delivery Caused by Strikes

The Maine Supreme Court holds that a carrier is not liable

for delay in delivery due to strikes where it has exercised reason-

able diligence to prevent them and ininimize their consequences.
While a master is responsible for the acts of its employee within

the scope of his employment, an employee ceases to be such when
he strikes. The court points out that some authorities distinguish

between peaceable strikes and strikes accompanied by violence.

—

Warren v. Portland Terminal Co. (Me.) 116 -\tl. 411.

"Interstate Shipment" Within Federal Larceny Statute

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that a

shipment originating in one state and consigned to a point in

the same state, but moving in its course through another state

is interstate commerce within the meaning of Act of Congress.
Feb. 13, 1913, providing for punishment for larceny of goods
in interstate commerce. Such a shipment has become subject

to different jurisdictions in the course of transportation, and this

makes federal control practicallv necessarv. as well as legallv

possible.—v..hn v. I". S., 280 Fed. 511.

Not Liable if Passenger Negligently Misuses Step Box
The Louisiana Supreme Court holds that where a carrier of

passengers furnishes a step bo.x, it is bound to see that it is safe

as to strength, so constructed as not to be easily overturned, is

kept in proper condition, and when set out for use by passengers

is placed on a level and stable surface ; but the carrier is not the

insurer of the passenger against the consequences of his own
negligence, and where the passenger is injured in attempting to

use such appliance without looking at it, and stumbles over or

against it when he should have stepped on it, his injuries are

attributable to his misuse of the appliance and not to its inadequacy,

and the carrier is not liable for the injuries.—Scott v. V. S. & P.

(T.a.) 90 So. 840.

Right to Require Change in Railroad Bridges

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, holds that the

fact that land owners constructed an artificial channel under a

bridge built by a railroad company and maintained the channel for

more than 20 years gave them no right to require the bridge to be

altered and nothing more than a prescriptive right to the use of

the channel in its existing condition.—?Iines v. Woodson, 280 Fed.

966.

Right to Use Other Railroad's Right of Way
Held to Include Right to Install Siding

Where a railroad had the right under its charter to maintain

an independent track over another railroad's right of way under

proper regulations of such other railroad, the Vermont Supreme
Court holds that it could install a siding provided that would not

give it an unreasonable advantage over the other railroad and

was necessary for the proper use of its own rights.—D. & H. v.

Rutland (Vf.) 116 Atl, 211.

Injury to Passenger's Fingers in Door Jamb
The Kansas Supreme Court holds that a railroad is not

liable for injuries to a passenger of mature years who in

the act of leaving the car places her fingers in the door jamb
and the door is blown shut by a gust of wind, when she

knew that the door was not fastened, and knew it had been

swinging freely "all the lime" during her journey of 6.'i miles.

—Brchm v. Atchison, T. & S. P. (Kan.), 206 Pac. 868.

Discontinuance of Branch Line Justified

The Mississippi Supreme Court holds that where it is clear

from the evidence that there is no public need ti> In- served by

the reconstruction of an abamloncd branch line, and no reasonable

expectation of present or prospective traffic which would justify

Time Limit on Complaints of Overcharge

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington holds that

the provision of the Federal Transportation Act that the

period of Federal control shall not be computed as part of

the periods of limitation in actions against a carrier or claims
tor reparation to the commission for causes of action arismg
prior to Federal control, applies only to the Federal rate

regulating statutes, and Tias no effect on a state statute re-

i|in'ring complaints of overcharges to be filed with the state

Public Service Commission within two years from the accrual

of the cause of action, and failure to file within that time will

bar recovery.—Northern Pacific v. Department of Public

Works (Wash.), 207 Pac. 686.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act

The New Hampshire Supreme Court holds that an employee
engaged in repairing the track of an interstate railroad was
within the act.—McLean v. Boston & Maine ( N. H.) 116 Atl.

43.S.

The Mississippi Supreme Court holds that an employee injured

while repairing an interstate locomotive dismantled and under-

going general repairs, and out of .•service several weeks before

and after the injury, was not within the act.—New Orleans &
Northeastern v. Beard (Miss.) 90 So. 727.

The Minnesota Supreme Court holds that persons engaged in

emptying a cii'der pit used for cinders from engines engaged
both in interstate and intrastate commerce should be held to be

cmpliived in interstate commerce— Stavros v. Chicago, M. & St. P.

(Minn.> 186 N. W. 942.

The New York .^ppeIlate Division holds that a laborer in a
repair and construction gang, about to commence work on an

uncompleted facility which would not engage in interstate com-
merce until completed, i. e., a crossover track, was not engaged
iti interstate commerce.—Otterstcdt v. Lehigh .^ T^ndson, 193

N. Y. Snpp 104.
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zr\Foreign Railway News

Mexican National Railways to be

Returned to Owners
'• Mrxican National Railways will l)c rcturtu-d to their

it later than November 15 accurding to a Mexico
.h to the Wall Street Jouriuil. The announcement
iid to have been made l.\ tin Mixic.m tr>;i-iiry

dct>i>rinK-iil.

New Station at Tampico, Mexico

It has been announced at Tampico that government ap-

proval has been given the plans and specihcations for the

proposed new passenger station of the National Railways of

Mexico at Tampico, which plans were drawn hy J. Xfpntancz,

terminal engineer. The building will cost approximately

$500,000 United States currency. It is stated, however, that

on account of the financial stringency it is probable that the

erection of the station will not be started until the early

part of next year.

Prospective Large Equipment Inquiry from Argentina

The La nata Mcridiano Railway, owned and operated by the

Province of Bucnci Aires, Argentina, has been authorized to con-

struct and equip 650 kilometers of new lines provided proper

linancial arranyement.s can be made, according to a cablegram

received by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Originally bids were to be ojMjncd October 31, but the date has

been put off to December 31. Some of the equipment includes

44.300 Ions of 31 kg. rails ; 470, 30-ton covered-goods wagons

;

30. 30-lon open-goods wagons; 50, 30-ton flat cars; 130, 30-ton

cattle cars; 27 Pacific type locomotives; 10 first class, American

type passenger cars ; 10 second class, American type passenger

cars : 39 bagyaKe cars ; machinery to equip the shops and

numerou.- miscellaneous items.

Southern Pacific Improves Line in Mexico

Permanent bridges are being built on the line of the Southern

Pacific Railroad of Mexico to replace the temporary structures

that were erected to meet emergencies during the destructive

revolutionary period. It is stated that the Southern Pacific has

made a formal offer to the Mexican Government to accept bonds

to cover the $12,000,000, United States currency, claim which

it holds against the government for losses and damages to its

pri'i>eriy at the lunds oi revolutionists. The line all the way

frotn Nogales, .-Vriz., to Tepic i> UinK placed in first class con-

dition and a gratifying increase of traffic has taken place during

the last few months. It is authoritatively announced that the

Southern Pacific has not abandoned its original plans for the

construction of an extension of its line from Tepic to a connec-

tion with the National Railways of Mexico at Orendain, near

Guadalajara. It is not known, however, just how soon work

will be resumed on this project. It involves the construction of

several tunnels and much other heavy work.

South Manchuria Railway Plans Improvement

l-or the fiscal year ending March 31, K13, the South Man-
churia Railway has appropriated $4,061,910 to be devoted to rail-

wav improvements and construction, according to recent informa-

tion from the company, according to Consul J. W. Ballantine

at Daircn.

The double-tracking of the line with 100-pound rails between

Tiehling and Chungku, between Chuaiitu and Shwangmiaotze,

and between VVuchiatun and Suchiatun will be continued, and

the type of rails used in the Dairen wharf inclosure will be

changed.

At Mukden station a roofed-in passenger platform will be con-

structed and additional sheeting will be purchased to protect

against moisture in connection with the equipment for mixed

storace of beans. On the line between Mukden and Suchianm,

an automatic signal system will be installed. The building of

additional freight locomotives, reconstruction of rolling stock of

all types, and the finishing of 9 freight locomotives and 20

freight cars begun during the previous fiscal year complete the

proeram.

To Electrify Portion of Mexican Railway

Iniormation has been received that at the recent annual meet-

inc of the shareholders of the Mexican (Vera Cruz) Railway

Company, held in London, England, provision was made for

electrifying the thirty miles of mountain division of the road

between Orizaba and Esperanza. The announcement of the pro-

posed improvement came from Vincent W. Yorke, of London,

chairman of the board of directors. The electric power for

operating trains on this portion of the line will be obtained either

irom the hydroelectric plant of Lord Cowdray and associates

:iluated near Orizaba or an entirely separate plant will be built

tiv the railroad, it is stated. Mr. Yorke further said that at the

shareholders meeting the action of the Mexican (Vera Cruz) Rail-

vvav Company is obtaining a concession for a proposed railroad

to run from a point on its Mexico City-Vcra Cruz main line to

Tampico was ratified and that financial provision for the early

construction of this new line has been made. He announced

that the cost of its construction would be approximately $8,000,(XX)

United States currencv.

These iocomotives hart drix-ing wheels 55^

New Philadelphia & Reading Consolidation Type Locomotive

_ , _ __^ diameter, rarry 210 lb. $team l-ressurt and exert a maximvm traclitt force of 64,300 lb. Tkt total

weight of engine and tender is 467.000 /'•. Twtniyine locomolites ••/ tl'i' design are being buili by the Baldwin Lacomofh'es IVorks.
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Equipment and Supplies
I I
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Locomotives

The Pere Marquette is iiKiniring for 22. 8-wheel switching

locomotives.

The Pennsylvania will buik! 3 electric locomotives in its

Altoona shops.

The Southern Pacifu . Texas Lines, i^ iiiciiiiring for 9 Pacific

type locomotives.

The Central of New Jersey is inquiring for from 5 to 10

Mikado type locomotives and expects to order additional motive

power later.

The United Fruit Company has ordered one Mikado type

and one 6-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Timiskaming & Northern Ontario has placed an order

with the Canadian Locomotive Company for rebuilding and re-

pairing 6 locomotives.

The Lehigh Valley, reported in the Railzcay Age of Sep-

tember 23 as inquiring for 25 Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered 15 Mikado type from the American Locomotive Company
and 15 Mikado type from the Baldwin Locomotive Works

Freie:ht Cars

The Pennsylvania will build 100 steel caboose cars in its

Altoona shops.

The Central of Georgia is inquiring for 10 steel undcrframes

for caboose cars.

The Pere Marquette expects to come in the market soon for

2.000 cars, including 1,500 box cars.

The Chicago Great Western has awarded a contract to the

Pullman Company for 500 box cars.

The Norfolk Southern has ordered 240 steel underframes

from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company,

The United Fruit Company has ordered from the Magor Car

Corporation 25 cane cars for the Tela Railroad.

The Interstate Railroad has ordered 1.000 box cars of 55

tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

F. M. Pease. Chicago, III., has ordered 100 tank cars of 8,000

gal capacity from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Chicago & North Western will receive sealed proposals

until October 20 for 800 steel ore cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Grand Trunk is having repairs made to 1,000 box cars

at the shops of the National Steel Car Corporation, Hamilton,

Ont,

ToHN A. RoEBLiNc's SoNS, Trenton, X. J., have ordered 2

hoDoer cars of 55 tons' capacity from the Pressed Steel Car

Company.

The Oid Time Molasses Company, Inc.. has placed an order

with the American Car &• Foundry Company for 72 tank cars of

10.000 gal. capacity.

The Fast Jersey Railroad St Terminal Company has placed

an order with the American Car X- Foundry Company for 25 lank

cars of lO.flOO gal. capacity.

Tnr. Union Pacific was erroneously reported in the Raituny

Agr of Septembrr 30 as having placed nn order with the Mount
Vcmon Car Maiuifacturing Company for 50 caboose cars. The
inquiry for thij equipment ha< been po.itponed indefinitely.

The Sinclair Refining Co.mpany, Chicago, has ordered 5 tank
cars of 6,000 gal. capacity and 5 of 8,000 gal. capacity from the
American Car & Foundry Company.

The Transcontinental Oil Company has placed an order
with the American Car & Foundry Company for 75 tank cars of
8,000 gal. capacity and 75 of 10.000 gal. capacity.

The Fruit Growers' Express, reported in the Railway Age
of August 5 as inquiring for 1,000 refrigerator cars, will build

these cars in its own shows at Indiana Harbor, Ind.

The Fruit Growers Express, reported in the Railway Age
of September 23 as inquiring for 1,000 steel underframes, has
ordered this equipment from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Xev\ York, Chicago & St. Louis, reported in the Raitwu

As.e of September 23 as inquiring for steel underframes has

ordered 300 steel underframes for stock cars from the Illinois

Car Manufacturing Company.

The Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mines Company, reported in

the Raihi.-ay Age of September 16 as inquiring for 20 ore cars

has ordered 25 hopper bottom ore cars of 50 tons' capacity from
the Magor Car Corporation.

Thf Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Railway
Age of September 23 as contemplating the purchase of 500 box
cars, 500 coal cars. 500 automobile cars, 250 flat cars, 250 ballast

cars, 250 refrigerator cars and 250 stock cars, has now issued

inquiries for these cars.

The Detroit Toledo & Ironton reported in the Raihvay Age
of September 30 as inquiring for 500 to 1,000 coal cars has

ordered this equipment from some company who will lease it a

number of such cars until the new cars are constructed. It is

reported that the Cambria Steel Company received this contract.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, reported in the Railuny
Age of October 7 as about to place orders for 2,000 refrigerator

car? of 40 tons' capacity, 1.000 automobile cars of 40 tons' capacity,

500 douli'e deck stock cars of 40 tons' capacity, 1.000 box cars

of 40 tons' capacity and 500 cars of 50 tons' capacity, has ordered

this equipment as follows : 1.000 refrigerator cars. 1.000 auto-

mobile cars, and 500 stock cars to the Pullman Company: 1.000

refrigerator cars. 500 gondola cars and 500 box cars to the Ameri-
can Car & Foundry Company and 500 box cars to the Standard

Steel Car Company. This company reported in the same issue

as having placed an order for 50 caboose cars to the .^merican

Car &- Foundry Company has increased thi<; order to 150 caboose

cars from the same company.

Passenger Cars

The Chicago & Xorth Western is inquiring for 36 coaches.

10 baggage cars, 2 dining cars and 2 cafe parlor cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Raikfay Age of

October 7 as inquiring for 30 baggage cars, has ordered this

equipment from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.

The Central of New Jersey will buy new passenger equip-

ment, to include 50 coaches, 5 steel combination passenger and

baggage cars and 10 steel combination baggage and express cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Raihi\iy

Age of September 23 as contemplating issuing inquiries soon for

50 all steel suburban passenger cars, is now inquiring for 50.

70 ft stcrl suburban cars.

Iron and Steel

TiiF Wabash h.is ordered 15,000 Ions of rail.

The Missoi'ri Pacific has ordered 15.000 tons of rail.

The Ann Arbor Railroad has ordered 3.000 tons of rail from

the Midvalc Steel & Ordnance Company,

The Toledo. St. Ixris &• Western has placed an order for

8,000 tons of rail with the Carnegie Steel Company.
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Till ( nil \'.", KiicK l>L\.M. .\ I'Aiim- ha« urdrrtfl .«5,UUU tom
i rail irnm the Illinois Steel C.miaiiT aiid 5,000 tons from the

:nl;<nH Slrrl Company.

The PhiladU-Fiiia & Readim; has placet! orders (or 25.000 lont

i 100 and 130-lb. rail with the Bethlehein Steel Company. Car-

•(fie Steel Company and the Cambria Strel Company.

Tb« Mismilh. Kansas & Te\as retwrtcd in the Railway
igt of Sepiemlier 30 as in<|uirinK for lO.OOO tons of steel rail,

.as ordered this tonnaKe from the Illinois Steel Company.

The CiiirA&i, MnwAiKFc & St. Pml is reported to have
: i'lrchased 40.000 tons of steel rail from the Illinois Steel Company
and 10.000 tons from the Inland Steel Company.

Tiir. New Yo»ic. Chicago & St I.oui.<i has placed an order for

!''.000 tons of rail, divided between Cariiefjie Steel Company, the
'. .ickawanna Steel Company and the Inland Steel Company.

The CniCAr/i. Ruhuncton & Qlmncv. reported in the Railway
Igf of October 7 to have ordcre'l 15,000 tons of steel from the

llinois .Steel Company, is reportwl .-ilso to ha^c ordered 15,000

tons from the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and 4.000 tons

from Inland Steel Company.

Track Specialties

Thk. Missouri Pacific i< inquirWiR for 3.0011 tons of tie plates.

The Norfolk & Westekn is inquiring for 17.000 kegs of track

Dikes and 12,000 kegs of track bolts.

Thf. Union Pacific is inquiring for 7.000 tons of tie plates,

lO.lXX) kegs of track spikes and 8.000 kegs of track bolts.

The Missouri. Kansas & Texas is inquiring for 3,000 tons

f tie plates, 2.000 kegs of track bolts and 4,500 kegs of spikes.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicaco & St. Ixiuis is expected

'.) place an order this week for 2,500 tons of tic plates and 5,000

kegs of track spikes The company i« al«o inqiiirinK for 1.250,000

bolts.

Machinery and Tools

The \'iitciNiA,N Kaiuvav is inquirinp for some shop tools in-

cluding a gap lathe and an engint lathi.

Miscellaneous

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways have ordered

33,000 car couplers from the .American Steel Foundries.

The Erie has awarded a contract to the Truscon Steel Com-
1 any, Youngstnwn, Ohio, for the sash required in the construction

'.f its new machine shop at Horncll. New York,

The Chicago, Burllncton & Quincy, reported in the Railway

Ige of September 16 as inquiring for 7 overhead electric cranes

t )r its new shops at Denver, Colo., and for 2 gantry cranes for

IS .scrap yard near Aurora, III,, has ordered this equipment from

ilie Pawling Si Harnischfcger Company. Milwaukee, Wis.

Signaling

Thf. New York Central has ordered from the Hall Switch &
Signal Company 88 semaphore signals, style L; 542 relays; 401

switch boxes and other signal apparatus.

The Illinois Crntral has ordered from the Hall Switch &
.Signal Company 15 color-light signals. These with a previous

order, will make a total of 69 light signals furnished by the Hall

Company to the Illinois Central.

The Government of Japan h.is ordered for the Imperial

Government Railways from the I'nion Switch & Signal Company,

275 automatic block signals, of which about half arc semaphore

and half color-light. The order includes 860 relays. 450 track

transformers an<i other apparatus.

Supply Trade News

The Par-Kar Coach Company, St. Louis, Mich., has been
nicorporated recently to manufacture motor parlor equipment.

E. S. Berry, until recently with the New York Central and
formerly with the Hall Switch ft Signal Company, Garwood,
N. J., has re-entered the service of the latter company as

sales engineer.

W. S. Murrian & Co., Knoxville, Teiin., is the southern
district representative of the Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burg. Pa. In the Kailnay Ag,e of September 9 it was in-

correctly reported that \V. S. Murrian & Co. was the repre-

sentative of the .\incrican Flexible Bolt Company.

The Federal Trade Commission has announced the dis-

missal of its complaint against the Midvale Steel & Ordnance
Company, Republic Iron & Steel Company, and Inland Steel

Company, in which it was alleged that the proposed merger
of the companies was an unfair method of competition. The
complaint was dismissed upon the filing with the commission
of a formal statement by attorneys of record for the three

companies, that the merger had been abandoned.

Charles E. Fisher, assistant engineer, test department.

New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R,, has been appointed

service engineer of the Franklin Railway Supply Company,
New York, in charge of New England territory, with head-

quarters at Boston, Mass. .After graduation from the Uni-
versity of Michigan, Mr. Fisher served the Pennsylvania
Railroad in various capacities for three and one-half years.

He then joined the ^^Idvale Steel & Ordnance Company in

its material department. While in that position, he was
called to Rochester by the Signal Corps and later assigned

to the Bureau of Aircraft of the I'. S. Government, in which
branch of the service he had charge of inspection of all

material supplied to the government in that district. Upon
completion of the government work, Mr. Fisher entered the

service of the New York, New Haven & Hartford in its

department of tests and from there went to the Franklin

Railway Supply Company.

E. deH. Caldwell on Septenilxr 1, joined the staff of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, as special

engineer in its service department. Mr. Caldwell began his

railroad service with the .Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Electric

Railway Company, and from there entered the service of

the White Company as superintendent of repairs, in which
position he had an active part in the design of steam operated

automobiles. .After five years in that work, he devoted the

next five years as chief engineer of the Webb Jay Motor
Company in the design of steam automobile engines. For
the next seven years he was vice-president and chief engineer

of the Empire Axle Company, following which he served for

one year as chief engineer of the Hammond .^tecl Company,
with which organization he was connected at the time of

entering the service of the I'ranklin Railway .Supply Company.

E. G. Grace, president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation,

stated that the meeting of the board of directors held Septem-
ber 10 was for the purpose of taking final action on formal

matters with respect to the Lackawanna purchase. The trans-

action .was completed by delivery on the part of the Lacka-
wanna Company of all instruments for passin.g title to all its

properties and the delivery on the part of Bethlehem to the

Lackawanna Company of the Bethlehem stock and cash'

agreed to be paid therefor. The Lackawanna Company is

arranging for the delivery to its stockholders of their pro rata

part of the Bethlehem stock and cash upon surrender of the

stock of Lackawanna Steel Company held by such stock-

holders. The exchange is to be made at the office of Kean,
Taylor & Company, 5 Nassau street. New York City, and it

is exitected that it will begin about October 27. .All corporate

proceedings for the dissolution of the Lackawanna Company
have been taken and the dissolution papers are being filed.
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President Grace emphatically denies recent rumors to tlie

effect that the Bethlehem Company is considering the pur-

chase of the Midvale Steel Company.

The Atlas Steel Corporation, Dunkirk, K. Y., was organized

on October 2, as the result of a merger between the Youugs-

lown Electric -Mloy Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, and

the Atlas Crucible Steel Company, Dunkirk, N. Y. Louis J.

Campbell, a former vice-president of the Youngstown Sheet

& Tube Company, was elected chairman of the board of

directors and will be the active directing head of the cor-

poration. On the board of trustees will be James A. Camp-

bell and H. G. Dalton of Cleveland, Ohio, a vice-president

of the Y'oungstown Sheet & Tube Company; John L. O'Brien

of Buflfalo, X. Y., and H. F. Van Der Voort of Dunkirk.

Of the 20 directors of the new corporation, 12 are well-known

Youngstown industrial and financial men, or men connected

with the steel industry of the Mahoning Valley, who were

members of the board of directors of the Electric Alloy Steel

Company. They are: J. A. Campbell, L. J. Campbell, T. J.

Bray, W. A. Thomas, Charles S. Thomas, Jonathan Warner,

L. A. Manchester, Maurice Joseph, S. Livingston Mather,

.\. E. Adams, S. V. Ker and \V. D. Myers. The other direc-

tors include -Arthur H. Hunter, R. L. O'Brien, and J. F.

Carter of Buffalo; H. F. Van Der Voort, R. J. Gross and

M. G. Nichols of Dunkirk, and G. A. Colton and E. B. Green

of Cleveland. These men were members of the directorate

of the .Vtlas Crucible Steel Company. The officers of the

corporation are: .\rthur H. Hunter, president; J. H. Roberts,

vice-president; VV. D. Myers, secretary and assistant treasurer,

and H. G. Nichols, treasurer and assistant secretary. Mr.

Roberts was assistant to Mr. Campbell in the Electric .Alloy

Steel organization, while Mr. Myers was secretary and

treasurer of the same company. Both these officers moved

with Mr. Campbell to Dunkirk. Reorganization of the entire

operating and sales force of the two concerns is now in

process.

Pullman Company Issues Annual Statement

The net surplus of the Pullman Company for the fiscal year

ending July 31, 1922, was $1,171,294. There was a deficit from

the year's operations of $6,228,073, but the balance of the amount

received from the government in settlement of claims for die

period of federal control ($7,399,367) resulted in a net surplus

for the year. President E. F. Carry, in his remarks to the

stockholders, states

:

Travel, ilui: to varii.us causes, was at a minimum and it was not until

the last lew months of our fiscal year that it showed signs of improvement

in resjwnse to seasonal reductions in railroad passenger rates. This im-

provement, however, has been halted by the discouragement of travel in-

cidi-nt to the shopmen's strike commencing July 1. Acting under authority

granted by stockholders at a meeting held on December 20, 1921, your

company took over the assets and business of the Haskell & Barker Car

I ompany. Incorporated, as of January 16, 1922, and the position of your

company has been strengthened by the acquisition of the malleable foundry,

wheel foundry, brass foundry and other manufacturing facilities of the

H.iskcll & Barker plant. To complete this purchase, the capital stock of

The Pullman Company was increased by $15,0UU.OUO, bringing the present

capitalization of the company up to JU5,U0U,0U0. At the close of the year,

July 31, 1922, your company owned 7,0/4 cars, 202 old cars having been

scrapped or sold and 126 new cars having been added to the equipment

during the year.

While the purchase of equipment by the railroads during the year far

exceeded buying during the last few years, it did not approach normal.

Scarcity of labor and materials made manufacturing conditions very un-

satisfactory. The coal strike seriously interfered with procurement of ma-

terials, and on tlie whole the year from a manufacturing point of view has

been a most aggravating one. Your company has orders for freight and
passenger cars sufficient to keep it busy until the development of the new
busying movement which is expected to follow the removal of uncertainties

produced by the coal strike and railroad strike. There is still a great

deficit in railroad equipment which must be supplied before the normal
business requirements of the country can be met.

Notwithstanding your company had a definite agreement with its em-
ployees in repair shops and cleaning yards, providing for arbitration of all

disputes on working conditions, on July 1, a considerable number of em.
ployees in these departments, without warning and in violation of their

agreement with the company, quit their positions in acctirdance with the
general strike call of the shop craft unions. This w.'dkout occurred in spite of
the fact that your company did not cut wages, nor did the company in any
way change the conditions under which these employees were working.
Your company quickly recruited its forces and has been able to operate
efficiently and without interruption.

It is believed that with a settlement of the present labor disturbances
and a return to more normal conditions in (his country, there will be a
large increase in passenger travel and a revival of car-building, which will
result in a satisfactory improvement in the business of your company.

The income account for the fiscal year ending July 31,

follows

:

Revenue
Earnings from cars $62,548,406
Returns from manufacturing, interest, etc 3,944,631

1922,

Operating expenses, repairs of cars, taxes, in-

surance, etc $55,182,022
Depreciation on cars, etc 7.039,248

,271.767
,499,840

Deficit from this year's operations after payment
of dividends

Balnnce of amount received from the United
States Railroad Administration in settlement
of claim for period of Federal control

»,228,073

',399,367

rplus for the year.

Obituary

Allen Sheldon, one of the Chicago representatives of the

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

died at his home in Chicago on September 27.

E. B. Tyler, vice-president of the Mississippi Valley Struc-

tural Steel Company, and one of the founders of the Decatur
Bridge Company, died suddenly of heart trouble in St. Louis

on September 27.

Marcellus Lester Bailey, treasurer of the Union Manufac-
turing Company, New Britain, Conn., died on September 26.

He had been connected with the company for more than 45

years, and a director and treasurer for 35 years.

John Francis Harrigan, vice-president of the Magnus Com-
pany, Inc., New York, died on October 1 at his home in

Detroit, Mich. Mr. Harrigan was 54 years old and had
been connected with the Magnus Company in Detroit con-

tinuously since 1885.

Trade Publications

Lighting System M.M^•TE^-.^KCT —.\ 12-page pamphlet under

the title of "Lamp Maintenance Equipment" has been issued by
the Thomp.son Electric Company. Cleveland, Ohio. The booklet

illustrates and describes the safety disconnecting hangers manu-
factured by this company, including methods of wiring and the

application of various types of reflectors. The reasons for clean-

ing reflectors and the risks which may be involved in doing so

are described and particular stress is laid to the suitability of

the hanger where the lighting units are placed close to moving
belts or above traveling cranes.

Control, Signaling and .\larm Instruments.—The Brown
Instrument Company, Philadelphia, Pa., has issued a 24-page book-

let describing and illustrating the automatic control, signaling

and alarm instruments manufactured by that company. The
catalogue covers a control pyrometer as applied to electric, gas

and oil furnaces, indicating control thermometers, a recording

control thermometer, a recording pyrometer, a signaling pyrom-
eter which shows by means of lights when the temperature is

within certain prescribed limits, an alarm thermometer, control

relays and a motor operated control valve.

There's a Lot of Freight to Move—Let's Move It. This
is the title of a leaflet which has been issued by W. D. Beck,
supcrintt-ndcnf of car service of the Chicago & North Western,
for both shippers and employees. ,\ttfntion is called to the

fact that the railroads want cars, not demurrage. Superin-
tendents arc urtred not to "leave it all to the train dispatcher,

the agent, or the conductor; try to dig up at least one car

every day that otherwise would have remained idle.

"They are also urged to check on-hand reports personally,

once a week; also to sec that all cars arc being loaded full. All

employees arc urged to watch the cross haul of empties.

"Don't pass up these cases, when you sec them; but consider

that it is your business, and then direct the attention of the

proper officer to the condition, * * * ."
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Railway Construction

Lanadiak Pacific—This icmiMiiy is preparing plaiu for im-
provcmcnts of its ferry docks at N'ictoria. B. C , to cost about
$150,000.

Canadia.n PAanc—This company has awarded a contract to

\. E. Hamihon, Moose Jaw. Saskatclu-wan. for a 100-tun standard
•:n-chanical coaling plant at Sccrctan. Saskatchewan. The com-
ixiny has also awarded a contract to W. .-X. Dutton. Winnipeef,

for grading the final section of the Weyburn-LethbridRc line from
Bain, .-Mberta. to Manybcrries.

Chicago, Burli.vctox & Qiimy. This company, reported in

the h'ailu'oy Agr ai Septembtr 3(' as accepting bids for a one-

story reclamation plai.t, 50 by .V)l ft., at Eola, 111., has awarded
the contract to the Great Lakes Construction Company, Chicago.
This company, reported in the A'ln/jioy Age of September 23 as

closing bids on September 25 fur the construction of a passenger
statiuii, 24 by 100 ft., at Clarence. Mo., has awarded the con-

tract to G. A. Johnson & Sons. Chicago.

CniCAGO Great Westebn.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to T. S. I^akc & Company. Chicago, for the construction

of a 20.000-toii capacity car icing plant ^2 by 254 ft., at Oelwein,

Iowa.

Chic \co. Rock Island & Pacikic — This company, has awarded
a contract to the International I'iltcr Company, Chicago, for the

constriictioN of a water treating plant at Peoria. 111., to cost ap-

proximately $25.00(1 The company has also awarded a contract

to T. S. Leake & Company for the construction of a passenger

station at Graham, Tex.

CiiH'ACo Union Station.—This company clo.sed bids October

12 fur the granite and stone work of the main building of the

Union Station and for the construction of a signal tower.

Illinois Central.—This company will construct a passing track

of lit) cars capacity at Ramsey. 111., at a cost of appro.xiniately

$I9.0(X». This company will also construct an additional connection

with the Wabash. Chester & Western at Taniaroa. III., at a cost

of $15,000.

Illinois Central—This company will construct a passenger

iiid freight station at Glcnwild. Miss., to cost approximately

59.000. The company will also construct extensions lo its pas-

^nger station at Webster City, Iowa.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

the List & GifTord Construction Company for the construction of

a ZVi mile detour line between Corning, Ark., and Knobel in-

volving the construction of 228 panels of trestle and the placing

of approximately 60,000 cu. yd. of earth emliankmeiit. This com-
pany has also awarded contracts to the National Boiler Washing
Company for the erection of new water treating plants at Ford,

111.. Knobel. Ark., Jefferson City, Mo., Waverly and .\evada, and

f(jr the remodeling of existing plants at Kansas City, Mo., Her-

ington. Kan., Marquette, Concordia and Eads, Col., and Haswell,

L'nion, Neb.

Nashville & Atlantic.—The Interstate Commerce Commission

has issued a certificate authorizing the construction of a line from

Campaign, Tenn., 12 miles, in a sonlhcaslcrly direction to a point

on Rocky River.

Xasiivili.e & Atlantic—This comp.iny. which was reported

in the Railway Arc of August 19 as applying lo the Interstate

Commerce Commission for permission lo construct an extension

from Campaign, Tenn., to Rocky River, a distance of about 12

miles, has completed about four-fifths of the construction which

includes a trestle 336 ft. long and 54 ft. high. The Rocky River

Coal & Lumber Company, Nashville. Tenn., is the contractor.

New York, New Haven &• Hartford.—This company has

awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Company. Chicago,

for a 600-fon reinforced concrete, three-track. Rands shallow pit.

automatic electric loromotivc coalinp plant for inslallalion at

Bostiin. Mass.

New York. New Haven & Habtfo«d.—This company hat

awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago,

for the installation of a 300-ton reinforced concrete automatic

electric locomotive coaling plant at South Worcester. Mass.

NcwTHEaN Pacific—This company has awarded a contract

to the Winston-Grant Company for the construction of a 50-ft.

by 153-ft. two-story brick storehouse with platforms ; also the

construction of a 45-ft. by 9S-ft. concrete and brick boiler and
engine room, including a coal trestle, at Glendive, Mont., to cost

approximately $70,000.

Pennsylvania.—This company is asking for bids on the work
necessary to complete the east Ixjund main track and siding. West
Morrisville yard. The approximate quantities are as follows:

15.000 cu. yds. excavation; 0.6 mile unloadiiiK. piling, distributing

and laying track material ; 1.600 cu. yds. unloading and distributing

cinder ballast, and 3 No. 8 turnouts unloaded and laid. The
work will be in charge of D. P. Pugh. assistant engineer. Norris-
town, Pa.

Stalev System.—W. L. Staley of Grants, N. M., as president

of the Staley System of Electrical Railway, has filed an applica-

tion with the Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate

authorizing the construction of a system of railway extending
from a point on the boundary line between Arizona and New
Mexico in Pima County, Ariz., to a point on the Colorado-Utah
line in Dolores County, Colo., making a total of 950 miles with

222 miles of branches.

Union Pacific.—This company, reported in the Railivay Age
of September 23 as receiving bids for the extension and repairing

of its passenger station at Kearney, Neb., has awarded the con-

tract to P. J. Sullivan, Denver, Col.

Wenatchee Southern.—The Interstate Commerce Commission
has made public a tentative report of an examiner recommending
a denial of this company's application for a certificate authorizing

the construction of three lines in Washington extending from
Wenatchee to Beverly Junction, 53 miles ; Hanford to a point near

Kennewick. 29 miles, and from a point 13 miles south of Wenatchee
to Orcndo, 30 miles.

The I.mpekial Japanese Government Railways, rcportetl in

the Railzvay .Ige of September 16 as inquiring for 32.900 couplers

for freight cars, has ordered these couplers from the National

.Malleable Castings Company.

The Chilean State R.\n.w.\YS, 141 Broadway, New York
City, are asking for tenders on October 20 for spare parts for-

locomotives, cars and coaches to include : 22 sets of superheaters

;

265 locomotive axles; 139 tender axles; 1,100 axles for freight

cars and passenger coaches ; 3.861 tires for locomotive, freight

and pas.senger car wheels; 2.713 steel boiler plates of various

sizes, some plaiii and some flanged for locomotives; 1.290 springs

for freight and passenger cars; miscellaneous supplies including

782 superheater flues and accessories for locomotives, coaches

and freight cars.

Derailment Along Delaware River, Hankins, N. Y.
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Ballard & Thompson.—Application for Certificate Denied.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied this company's
application for a certificate for the operation in interstate com-
merce of a line from Thompson to Sego, Utah, 5.25 miles, here-

tofore operated as a plant facility.

Boston & Maine.—Asks Authority to Merge Subsidiaries.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to acquire by merger the property and franchises of

the York Harbor & Beach, Sullivan County. Vermont Valley,

Barre & Chelsea, Montpelier & Wells River, and the Portsmouth
Bridge, which it has controlled for years through stock owner-
ship. The application states that this will tend to reduce operating
expenses by the elimination of accounting, fiscal and other ex-
penses.

Canadlax N.^tional Railways.—Reorganization.—See article

on another page of this issue entitled "Sir Henry Thornton to

Head Canadian National."

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Authorised to Issue Stock.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$12,558,500 of convertible preferred stock in temporary or
definitive form to be sold at not less than par for cash, and the

oroceeds to be used for additions, betterments and improvements.
-Autliority was also granted for the issue of 812,558.500 of com-
mon stock from time to time in conversion of preferred stock
of the company.

Chicago River & Lndiana.—Equipment Notes Authorised.^
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this com-
pany to assume obligation and liability in respect of $414,700 of

equipment notes of the Chicago Junction. The New York Central
was also authorized to guarantee the notes.

Chicago. Rock Isi.v.nd & P.^cific.—Authorised to Sell Botids.—
Ihe Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this com-
pany to sell $2,000,000 of 4>^ per cent first mortgage bonds of the

St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line now held in its treasury,

at not less than 83j.'2, to reimburse its treasury for expenditures
for additions and betterments to the property of the Short Line
company.

Chicago, Rock Island &: VAcnic.—.-iulhorised to Issue Bonds.
—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue

of $5,000,000 of first and refunding mortgage 4 per cent gold
bonds to be sold at not less than 85, the proceeds to be used for

additions and betterments, instalments of equipment trust notes

and to pay indebtedness of the applicant to the War Finance
Corooration.

Crystal Rivfr & San Jv.\h.—Authorised to Operate Rail-

road.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certifi-

cate authorizing this company to operate its railroad extending
from a connection with the Denver & Rio Grande Western at

Carb<mda!e, Colo., in a general southerly direction to Placita,

Colo., 20.66 miles, and also the railroad of the Crystal River
Railroad Company extending from Placita to Marble, 7.32 miles.

The former railroad was built by an industrial company for the

transportation of quarried marble and the latter is controlled by
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

Dayton, Toledo & CuiCAa>.—Asks Aulliority to .4handon
Line —The receiver has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to abandon its line from Delphos to

Stillwater Junction. Ohio, 90 miles.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Sutro Cotnmiltce Re-ofe»s Contest.—
A committee, of which Richard Sutro is chairman, and the other

membtrs are lewis L. Oarke, president of the .\merican Ex-
chansc National H.Tiik. and William Lncb. Jr.. has .T;krd holders

of the Denver & Rio Grande first and rcfimding mortgage five

per cent bonds and the seven per cent aimulativc adjustment
mortifage bonds to deposit their securities with the American

Exchange National Bank, the depository of the Sutro committee.
In its statement to the security holders the Sutro committee says

:

All exigency has arisen affecting the security of your iii\-estnient .ind re-

quiring prompt and aggressive actitTi for its protection. This has prompted
the undersigned committee to urge you to deposit with it such of your
refunding bonds as have not yet been deposited with any of the conunittees.
and to withdraw from the Hammond committee (which is charged to Ik-

acting for or under the domination of the Western Pacific Corporation)
.md from the Perkins committee (which is charged with being a Missouri
l*acific committee), as well as from the Equitable Trust Company, which is

admittedly acting in the interest of the Western Pacific Corporation, by
depositing with the undersigned committee all certificates of deposit in
respect of such bonds as are held by yoti.

The Sutro committee has made public a long letter from its

counsel. Samuel I ntennyer, narrating his application to the

Federal Court in Denver for an order to the receiver to default

interest payment on Rio Grande Western consolidated 4 per cent

bonds. Mr. Untermyer points out that such default is the only
method bv which holders of the Denver refunding and adjustment
bonds may recover an equity to which they are entitled in the

stock of the Utah Fuel Company, which is pledged under the Rio
Grande Western consolidated 4s. He advises that the refunding
mortgage bondholders should insist to the court that default be
made in interest on the Rio Grande Western bonds as a means
of forcing the trustee of that mortgage into court, that they
acpeal in event of an adverse ruhng and that they apply to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for an open investigation of

the history of the Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific

and their relations with the Missouri Pacific.

Detroit, Bay City & \\'estern.—Receivership.—H. L. Stanton,
vice-president of the Detroit Trust Company, has been appointed
receiver of this road by the United States District Court for the

eastern district of Michigan. The Detroit. Bay City & Western
operates between Bay City, Mich., and Marine City, 120 miles.

Illinois Central.—Equipment Trust Authorised.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $6,645,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be issued by the Commercial Trust
Company of Philadelphia and sold at not less than 95.

International & Great Northern.—Reorganisation—\ew
OMcers.—According to J. & W. Seligman & Co. and Speyer &
Co., reorganization managers, J. W. Kendrick and T. A. Hamilton,
now vice-president of the St. Louis- San Francisco, will be presi-

dent and general manager of the newly reorganized International &
Great Northern. The details in connection with the reorganization

are progressing to the satisfaction of the reorganization managers
and it is expected that the reorganization will be completed and
the new securities ready for delivery before the end of the present

year.

Mississippi & Alabama.—.lulhoriseJ to Operate Line.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing

this company to operate under lease 17 miles of railroad from
XMnegar Bend, Ala., to Leakesvillo. Miss., a part of the line

formerly operated by the .Mabama & Mississippi which the com-
mission had permitted that company to abandon.

Morcantown & Wheeling Railroad.—Asks Certificate for

.Acquisition and Operation.—This company has applied to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

acquisition and operation of the property of the Morgantown &
Wheeling Railway between Blacksville and Morgantown, W. Va..

25 miles, and that of the Monongahela & Ohio, 3VS miles, in

connection with its own line of 14 miles from Waynesburg, Pa.,

to Blacksville. which will make a through line from Morgantown
to Wa>Tiesburg. Pa.

Orecoic TRUNK.^.lM^/ti'rici'rf to .Ibandon Deschutes Canyon
Line.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a cer-

tificate authorizing the abandonment of this company's line from
South Junction to Metolius, Ore., 2^92 miles, part of its main line

up the Deschutes Canyon, which for the greater part of its distance

is paralleled by the Central Oregon branch of the Oregon-Wash-
ington Railroad & Navigation Company. The two lines were
built by the Hill an<l Harriman intcicsts at a time of keen

competition after which an agreemcitt was made for partial joint

construction and operation and but one line was built from
(Continued on Paee 7291
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1 well for a prosperous year, but the realization has
tnse^iuences ol what must now be reougnized to have
ntentioned. effort by ifovernmcnlal reitulatin^ bodies
ie public of freight tran^p^rrtation. Tirst the Intcr-
5ion directol that effective July 1, 1932. freinht rates
per cent, below the level which obtained on .\uKust

! hrn the Railroad Labor I-aw decided that wagr* of certain
Id he reduced from the same date. A nation wide strike
i the several organizati^.-ns of railroad shop crafts followed

:. ' f that decision. The strike was a failure and is now history.
... "c'.l have had the economic effect of postponing indefinitely any
dtiiunution of freijEht rates. Uncertainty will continue to obscure

•.' these respects so lonj? as one governmental agency fixes income
»heT fixes outgo without economic relation the one to the other. If— ' ngencies are to continue to determine the destiny of the

ese vital respects, there must be such coordination between
-IS will relate their policies and at the same time establish
carry the whole purpose into effect. The time seems to have

I . .iiiK-'e resi>onsible regulating commission.
ir these handicat>s for lower freight rales and disorganization of
ne results for the full year 1922 should be satisfactory, given during

• -'.ainder 'if the vear the volume of traffic which now appears reasonably
..i.irc.l.

ISDt'STRIAI. AND AGRICULTURAL liF.VKI.OPMENT IN THK
TERRITORY SERVED.

iilily increasing during
Ruainest in the South is again

_

The otitput of the n
""

the last few months.
\i. n.itstanding feature has been the operations of the cotton mills, a

'intrast with the strike-ridden cotton manuLacturing centers of the

In July, 1922. according to figures compiled l>v the United ."states

Bureau. 96.97 per cent, of the spindles in mills in the cotton pro-

states were active, while in other stales the i>ercenlage of active

, w:is imlv 78. 5J. During that month the average .ictive spindle

.11 the South w.as 250 compare.1 with 145 in other states. In the

TMonths ended Jidy 31. 1922, the mills in the c. tton pri«lucmg states

d 3,733.147 bales, which comnares with a consumption of 2,178,767

V mills in the other states. The more favorable conditions for the

iianuf.ncturing industry in the South are reflectnl not only in operat-

.nstics, b'lt al'o in the record of new mill c nstrviction. During the

:nelvc months, according to the Census Bureau reports, there was
a lul incre.ise of 245.«.11 spindles in Southern mills, and a net increase of

only 79.627 spindles in mills in stales outside of the South. A survey of

new mills under cmstruciion or in prospect, indicates a continu.->tion of the

lendency shown by these figures. .

There has been unusu.al activity in the provision of new business and resi-

dential structures, as well as in the construction of improved highways.

The mineral exhibit bv Southern Railway System at the Natii

tion of Chemical Iridustrirs held annu.ally in Ne " ' ' - *•

ductive of good results. It has afforded a cnnvu . .

looking for new supplies .,f raw materials actually to see s|>ecimens of the

matriials avail.itile in the South, and to learn the loc.Ki.in character .vid

extent of the depo^itv The Latest exhibit in Septrmlier. 1922, called forth

a Urge number of interi-sted inquiries which should

menl of new enterprises, as well as the enlargement
with resultant increases in the Comiiany's traffic u « n • .u

While the farmers of the South have not recovered from the fall m the

prices of staple farm products which occurred in 1920. a l-VA P."''.' "• <"'

indebtedness which they were comiielled to

discharged, thanks to the practii

farm operations. . t.- • i ^

The Southern farmer is making hopeful progress in hn journey trom

dependence unon a sinulr money crop, with its one pay day per year at

market time for cotton or tobacco, toward the independence to be obLnmeci

hv the operation of his farm to yield cash rcliirns thr.iughout the year from

the s.-ile of irurk croi.s. cattle, hogs, poultry and -.l»iry Prrducts. Ore
proof of this progress is found in a report by the United Slates Bureau of

Markets that from January 1. 1922, to Augu^t 19, 1922. there were shippe<l

from the «t.ltes of North Carolina. South Carolina. tTrorpia. llorid.i.

I«ma. Mississippi. Louisiana and Tennessee. 107.208

cantrlnupes. lettuce, o

al Exposi-
York City, has been pro-

lient opportunity for those

establish-

ng operations

1920 and 1921 has been

of economy and the diversification of

Ala-
rloitds of cahlxigr.

sherries, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, water-

TaMe I.—INCOME STATEMENT
1921

Upcruinc Krsenuc*:

FtcJchi $S5, 185,0*1.64
Paswnter 32,104,922.09
M.-rlUoeous Puseiigcr Train 977,457.21
M. : . 1.373,069.76
i .; r 2.649,455.14
.iv.rr Traniportalion 1.258.256.26
Inci.lenMl 2,292,062.57
Jotnt Facility 874.845.34

Toul Operating Revenues tl28.7l5.1S0.OI

Operating Expenses:

Maintenance of Way and Structures $19,287,487.46
niance of Equipment..

Transportation for Investment—Credit

.

23.396.099.60
2.556.857.51
55,443.873.12
1,055,085.09
4,096,996-90

7,392.72

Total Operating Kx|>ense9 $105,829,006.96

Net Revenue from Operations $22,886,143.05

I 'nc*jllectible Revenues.
Hire of Equipment- . .

.

Joint Facility Rents. .

Total Other Exfienses.

Operating Income

Non-Operating Income:
Income from Lease of Road
Miscellaneous Rent Income
Income from Kail Leased
Dividend Income
Income from Funded Securities
Income from Unfunded Securities and Ac-
counts

Miscellaneous Income

Total Non-Operating Income

$4,582,292.92
85,042.89

3.407,707.62
839.317-71

S8.9I4.361. 14

$13,971,781.91

$207,279.84
263,558.35
99,902.36

2,112,894.73
888,535.41

652,568.93
14,453.80

- O «

sill

sis-

Co >,

$32,405.98
248,308.57
82,629.78

1,268,692-48
904,361.02

$4,239,193.42 $2,850,538.28

Total Gross Income
Deductions from Total Gross Income:
Rent for Leased Roads
Miscellaneous Rents
Separately Operated Properties....
Interest on Unfunded Debt
Miscellaneous Income Charges

$18,210,975.13 $18,170,611.63

1.586.420.94

11,322.03
574,687.34
663.725.49
145,638.70

$2,827,173.41
45.058.29
548.734.18
492,405.61
123,387.99

Total Deducti.uis of this Class.

Total Available Income

$3,981,794.50 $4,036,758.48

$14,229,180.83 $14,133,85.1.15

Interest on Funded Debt $11,061,795.31 $11,144,830.00

Interest on Equipment Obligations 914,754.75 1,046,866.26

Dividend on Southern Railway—Mobile and
Ohio Stock Trust Certificates 226,008.00 226,008.00

Total Dcducti< of this Clas- $12,202,558.06 $12,417,704.26

Balance of Income Over Charges $2,026,622.77

Dividend of 2'/,% on Preferred Stock Paid

December 31. 1920
.\ddition9 and Betterments Charged to Income
.Miscellaneous Appropri.itions of Income.... 7.252.37

1.500.000.00
88,094.20
14,340.81

Balai Carried to Credit of Profit and Loss $2,019,370.40 $113,713.88

Table 2.—PROMT AND LOSS.

Crolit Balance December 31, 1920 $46.974. !r4 24

.\dd:

Credit B.ilance of Income for the Year . $2,019,370.40

Credit Resulting from Settlement of Claim
Against United Slates Government 17.949,785.34

l9,9o9. 155.74

$66,943,529.98

Deduct

:

Property Retired ''•i'Jr'-^Hi
Securities Written Down

\iV0\f394
Accounts Written off I-;iS,io'^i
Discounts on Securities 'o,2„!;;;i
Net Miscellaneous Debits 822.073.66

11,502.734.55

Credil Balance December 31. I'l-M. $55,440,795.41

727
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melons, Irish potatoes, peachc? ami mixed vegetables. comi>are<i with 83.629
earloads for the same period nf last year, an increase of 2J,669 carloads, or
28.30 per cent., and this showing was made in spite of the fact that there
was a substantial decrease in production of watermelons and peaches because
of unfavorable weather conditions. Other bits of evidence of the same
character are the establishment of twenty-six new creameries in the terri-
tory served by Southern Railway System, a large increase in the production
of butter, the raising in south Georgia of milk fed poultry .along the lines
for many years profitably practiced in east Tennessee, the placing on farms
throughout the territory of more pure bred poultry than in .my previous vear,
and the growing of high grade tobacco in South Carolina and Georgia.
The higher price for cotton accomp-inving last year's small crop, led to

larger plantings this year throughout the entire cotton belt, .adverse weather
conditions and boll weevil ravages have cut down the yield in some localities,
but latest condition reports appear to indicate that this year's crop will be
larger than last. Production costs have been relatively low. and the crop
should be sold .at profitable prices.
The movement of farm settlers into the South, comparatively light for

several years past, shows signs of increasing. Sound .and conservative coloni-
zatio:! projects are being launched in several localities served by Southern
Railway System. I..ands will be prepared for farming and offered on terms
which should attract a desirable class of farmers from parts of the United
States where land prices, measured bv productive value, relativelv are much
higher than in the South.

It is fair to say that the farmers of the South now are in a more cheer-
ful state of mind than they have been at any time for the past two years.

IMPROVEMENTS .^ND TETTERXJENTS IX THE C.XPITAL
ACCOUNT.

No additions of importance were made to the property during the year
1921. but in May last arrangements were made to acquire 6.4-45 box cars.
100 passenger-train cars and 250 caboose cars. The cost of this equipment
is SI 1.736.000, and the monev was provided partlv from current treasurv
funds, and the remainder from the sale of $9,300,000 Series "W"' i'/!%
c<)uipment trust certificates dated May 15. 1922, payable in thirty equal
scmi-rinnual installments. The substantial addition to the freight car supply
thus provided should go far toward remedying the hire of equipment balances
against the Company which have been conspicuous in recent income state-
ments.

.\ start has been made
ail in the heavy traffic m;

relaying with 100-lb. rail the existing 85 1b.

FINANCING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS.
Confronted with the necessity of enlarging its facilities to handle a grow-

ing tralhc, and unable to obtain a satisfactory price for four per cent,
bonds secured by the Development and General Mortgaee, the Company
has lor many years past been forced to resort to short term note issues to

TeSc nlTo^oS; / ^^if"'':*!
additions and improvements. The latest issue

of $25,000,000 of such notes, made in 1919. to refund a previous issue,
matured en March 1. 1922. and presented again the constanUy recurrin;:
financial problem. A solution was found in the sale of thirty million dollar's
of bonds issued uifder the Development and (Teneral Mortgage carrying cou-
pons calling for the p.iyment of interest at the rate of six and one-half per
cent per .annum. While only four per cent, of this annual interest rate
could he secured by the mcrtgage. because of an express limitation in that
respect, the remaining two and one-half per cent, interest is represented bv
the Company s unconditional promise to pay and is further protected bv acovenant to secure such payment in any new mortgage which hereafter mav
be placed upon the railways subject to the Development and General Mort-
gage. An immediate and wide distribution of these new bonds was con-
vincing c\Mdencc of hearty apprcval of the issue bv the investment com-munity From the procet-ds of this financing the short term notes were
paid off, as also was a loan owed to the War Finance Corporation.

REI^VTION'S W;tH EMPLOYEES.
To all officers and employees who have faithfully and efficiently perf. rmed

their duties, the thanks of the Beard of Directors again are tendered. Espe-
cially does the Board desire to record its appreciation and admiration of
the service rendered by those loyal and courageous officers and eraploveeswho operated the railroad during the strike.

'

The Directors, with deep regret, record the death (

of their esteemed asscciate Bishop John Carlisle Kilgo.
Respectfully submitted, by order of the Board.

August 11, 1922,

F.^tRF.kx Hadrison,

President.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
LUBIt-ITIES

Itivestments:

Investment in Road S349.621.233.47 $352,256,487.95
Investment in Equipment 90,183,524.90 89,344,507.44

Total Investment in Road and Equip-
ment $439,804,758.37 $441,600,995.39

Cash Deposited in Lieu of Mortgaged Prop-
erty Sold $5,800.00 $9,822.50

Miscellanec us Physical Property 989,206.59 918.982.98

Investments in Affiliated Companies:

Stocks $35,224,658.76 $35,329,105.90
Bonds 26,307.912.28 28.307,968.38
Notes 4,535,655.53 4.936,368.04
Advances 3,873,143.96 4.222,017.69

Total Investments in Affiliated Compa-
nies $69,941,370.53 $72,795,460.01

Other Investments:

Stocks $94,008.00 $94,007.00
Bonds 2,658,913.45 5,158,913.45
Notes 421,460.24 418.680.17

Total Other Investments $3,174,381.69 $5,671,600.62

ToL-il Investments $513,916,517.18 $520,996,861.50

Current .Assets:

Cash $8,097,605.58 $7,969,141.67
Speci.ll Deposits 8.475,700..=iO 3.062.487.10
I.o.->ns .ind Bills Receivable 867.662.92 532,810.19
Traffic :ind Car Service B.ilances Receivable 2,720.nj2.1') 2.522.554.16

Balances due from Agents and Conductors. 312.615.45 1.250,792.01

Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable 7,006,758.98 11,023.190.39

Material and Supplies 13,473.154.76 17,635.896.18

Interest and Dividends Receivable 1,277,280.99 768.220.39

Other Current Assets 540,526.22 1.788,645.36

Total Current Assets $42,7 71,327.59 $46,553,737.45

Deferred Assets:

Working Fund Advances $48,836.78 $40,547.06

Cash and Securities in Insurance Fund.. 1.246,037.33 1,252.0/5.32

Cash Deposited under North Carolina Rail- ,, „„ „
rrad lease 175.000.00 175.000.00

Other Deferred Assets 86,383.33 442,910.46

Total Deferred Assets $1.556,257.44 $1.911.432.84

t'nadjusted Debits:

Insurance Premiums and Rents paid in

Adv.ince $18,228.58 $67,189.23

Additions and Betterments Expenditures:
Freight Claims: Foreign Mileage and
Sundry Items in Suspense 3,329,108.22 4.755,661.91

Total Unadjusted Debit! $3,347,336.80 $4,822.851.14

Claim Against United Slates rKivernment .
$35,142,487.60

.Securities of the Company held by it:

1921 1920
Unpledged J25. 560,200.00 $7,452,200.00

Pledged l.n.oi 4.000.00 58.495,000 00

Totals. .$/.i.';s.V.'oi>f''> »'''>."<".2on'W

rjrand Tot.,1 .. »561..5oi. 4.10.01 $60«,427..170.5J

IApvi»tisi»i«kt1

December 3 1

.

December .' 1

.

r- -. 1 c. 1
"21 1920

Capital Stock:

Common $120,000,000.00 $120,000.00.
Preferred 60.000.000.00 60.000.00<

Total Southern Railway Crmpany Stock $180,000,000.00 $180,000,00'

Southern Ry.-Mohile & Ohio Stock Trust
Certificates $5,650,200.00 $5.650,200.. -0

Long Term Debt (Table 4) $237,318,500.00 $234,212,500.00
Equipment Trust Obligations (Table 5).. 15,773,800.00 ]8,721.00ii m1

Total Long Term Debt $253,092,300.00 $252,933. 5"i

Total Capit<al Liabilities $438,742,500.00 $438,583.71.'

Governmental Grants:

Grants since Julv 1. 1914. in aid of Con-
struction $84,078.58 $84,078.58

Current Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Pavable $5,954,270.00 $7,880,270.00
Traffic and Car Service Ral.ances P.av.ible. 2.023.634.11 3,963,00'' -

Audited Accounts .lud W.ages Payable 14.592.011.25 21,126,81'
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 2,399,027.75 2,975,59
Interest Matured, including interest due
January 1st 2.925,320.70 2,898,16

Dividends Matured Unpaid 820.00 2.20.
Funded Debt Matured (tlnpaid 32.589.80 161.72^
Unmatured Dividends .Vccrued 56.502.00 56.5o
Unmatured Interest .-Vccrued 1,824.735.32 l,930.73i' i..

Unmatured Rents .Accrued 320.804.96 356.108 55
Expenses Accrued not vouchered 1.490.511.86 1,420.56.!. 03
Other Current Liabilities 1,089,735.58 1,854.5.'0 oo

Tctal Current Liabilities $32,709,963.33 $44,627.11.'"

Deferred Liabilities:

Sundry Deferred Liabilities $1,291,5_45.S3 $1,624,081 :o

LTnadjusted Credits:
Taxes $1,251,395.94 $675.180 43
Insurance Reserve 1.246.037.33 1,252.975.32
Operating Reserves 1.304.255.11 2.762.304 84

Depreciation accrued on-

Rail U.ased to Other Companies 131.268.41 I39..890 t-

Equipment Owne.1 24.674.114.84 22.508.41-.

Equipment Leased from Other Companies 6,TO.662.48 563. IJ:

Sundry Items 2,308.488.66 3.985.42 =

Totjil Unadjusted Credits . . $31,546,222.77 $31,887.41:

I'orporate Surplus;

Additions to Propertv. since June 30. 1907,
,. .. .

thron..h Income .ind Surplus $1,754,740.19 $1,661,187 48

MiscelLineous 21.593.18 14..U0 ?1

Tot.al Appropri.ited Surplus $1,776,333.37 $1,675,528

Profit and Los»-Bal.ince $55,440,795.43 $46,974,374

Unadjusted Items (Netl Subiecl to Settle-

meni of Claim with United Slatca CKivem- .., „„ „.,
meni »4.»,»71,u».

r.r^nd Total. $561.591.4.30.01 $609,427,370
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11 to Bend. The companies have now agreed upon the

.tc of the line of the Oregon-Washington between South
II and Metolius and the Oregon Trunk desires to remove

,cks.

'0 Ltiisf SubiyJuirits.—The In-

as issiRMl a ccrnt'icate authorizing
jears ui the Wheeling Terminal;

.^u^Ai Luiiii<.^tiiig, iouih ChicaKu & Southern; Toledo,

'us & Ohio River; Gcveland, Akron & Cincinnati; Cincin-
'— n & Northern; Pittsburgh, Ohio Valley & Cincin-

nncfting; Indianapolis & Frankfort, and the Louis-
. .St Terminal.

Sabine & Neches Valley.—.•fc<;i«wi(to»i of Line Authorised—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

rising this company to acquire and operate W'/i miles of

1 from Deweyvillc to Gist, Te.xa.s, and to issue $100,000

:,-k, $82,000 of which, together with $24,000 of promissory

notes, are to be used in payment for the railroad.

'^'•THERX Pacific.—Pclition for Rehearing of Dissolution Case
' —The United States Supreme Court on October 9 denied

mpany's petition for a rehearing of the case in which the

ciiiirt ordered a separation of the Central Pacific from the Southern

Pacific.

iiSAL Railroad Associatio.s- of St. Louis.—The stock-

on October 9 voted to increase the capital stock from
"lOOO to $100,000,000. President Henry Miller said:

inc Termin.il Rai1ro.iH Assnciaiion ii St. t^uis lias outgrown the uriKi-

Bkl finincia] •tructiirc rf $50,000,000 made in 1002. At that lime it could
n"t !< forctccn that the rail tonnage of this reyion MtAilfl treble in 20

In thi' liftht of this exfierience, the plan and scope mu^t bic broad-

It is i»f vital importance to this cummunity and the railrca<l3 that

:iation facrlitics be provided thrr-tiRh which traffic may flow freely
• .i»ine volume, and e\ery impediment should be removed as early

.ii)lc Henre, the slockholders and directors at today's meeting
• increase the authorized capital stock and bonded indebtedness from
000 tu $100,000,000, to provide the financial means fur improve-

m'<i*-* .ind futttrc growth <>f the jropcrtirs and to meet maturing obligations.

Virginian.—Forrf Not Seeking Road.—President Clarence W.
Huntii'Kton denies reports that Henry Ford has attempted to buy

the \irRinian cr lliat any cliange in control or management of

the road may be expected.

.\ccording to dispatches from Norfolk, Ford has long sought

a dcco-water terminal for a steamship line which could handle

his automobile export business.

Western Paofic.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $5,500,000 of first mortgaKc 6 per cent bonds,

the proceeds to be applied to the acquisition o( 2.000 refrigerator

cars and 100 automobile cars. It is proposed to sell the bonds

at 94.

Dividends Declared
Morris & Essex Kxtcnsi'n.~2 i<r cent, i.iv.iWe November 1 to holders

of record October 24.

Passaic & Delaware Extension.—2 per cent, payable November 1 to holders

of record October 24.

Pere Marqu:tte.—Preferred, 1 54 per cent, quarterly; preferred (account

vcttmulated dividends) I per cent; prior preferred, 1
'/i per cent, quarterly;

kll payable November 1 lo holders of record October 14.

Syracuse, ninnlianitnn » New York.

—

3 per cent, quarterly, payable

November I to holders of record October 24.

t-'tica, Chenango & Susquehanna.—3 per cent, payable November 1 to

holders of record October 14,

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Oct. 10 Week Year
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 72,35 72.58 56.48

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 88.65 88.70 76.99

Tmk Ciiic.\co Union Station, reported in the Railway Age of

AiiKiist 12 as inquiring for 8 tractors and 2fl0 trailers for use in

the mail biiilding, has ordered 6 tractors and the 200 trailers from
the Mercury Manufacturing Company, Chicago, and 2 tractors

from the Elwell-Parkcr Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Executive

W. R. McGraw, superintendent ot the St. Louis South-

wesirrn, with headquarters at Pine BlufT, .\tV.., has been
elected vice-president of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas,

and appointed general superintendent of the St. Louis South-

western lines, with headquarters at Tyler, Tex.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Clarence R. Smith has been appointed auditor of the Cam-
bria & Indiana with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., effec-

tive September 20.

Operating

H. H. Hooper has been appointed superintendent of the

Cambria & Indiana with headquarters at Colver, Pa., effective

September 20.

H. C. Brock has been appointed trainmaster of the Plains

division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with head-
([uartcrs at .Xniarillo, Tex.

M. O. Willard, supervisor of wages of the Oregon Short
Lines, has been appointed assistant to the general manager,
with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah.

J. P. Johnson, assistant superintendent of the Canadian
National, with headquarters at Prince Albert, Sask., has been
promoted to superintendent of the Prince .Albert division,

with the same headquarters.

D. W. Bowker, assistant superintendent of the St. Louis
Southwestern, with headquarters at Illmo, Mo., has been pro-
moted to superintendent, with headquarters at Pine Bluff,

.\rk., succeeding W. R. McGraw, promoted, and will be suc-
ceeded by H. A. Dickey.

A. C. McDamnell, general superintendent, purchasing agent
and traffic manager of the Detroit, Bay City & Western, with
headquarters at Bay City, Mich., has been appointed general

manager, acting for the Detroit Trust Company, which has
been appointed receiver of this road.

J. W. Riley has been appointed district manager of the

Car Service Division with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
lie will have the authority of the Car Service Division in

the territory which includes terminals at St. Louis, Kansas
City, St. Joseph, Omaha, Council BlufTs, and other outlying

points as may be directed.

Traffic

M. R. Scanlon has been appointed general agent of the
Green Bay & Western, the Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western
and the Ahnapee & Western, with headquarters at Toledo,
Ohio.

Mechanical

O. M. Foster has been aiipointed district superintendent of
motive power of the New York Central with headquarters at

Collinwood, Ohio. W. R. Lye has been appointed district

superintendent of motive power with headquarters at Elk-
hart, Ind.

H. Jefferson has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Second and Third Districts of the Plains division of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa I"e, with headquarters at .Amarillo,

Texas. W. C. Sherman has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the I'"irst, Shaitiick and Buffalo districts, including
the Canadian terminal of the Plains division, with headquarters
at Canadian, Texas.
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Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. H. Baker, whose promotion to assistant engineer of

A'aluation of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Los
Angeles, Cal., was reported in the Railway Age of August 26

(page 403), was born .•\pril 30, 1882, at New York. He
entered railway service in .April, 1905, as a chainman on the

Los Angeles & Salt Lake and until November, 1905, was
successively rodman and levelman. From November, 1905,

to November, 1907, he was engaged in subdivision work at

Los Angeles and levelman and transitman on location surveys.

In February, 1907, he entered the service of the Western
Pacific as a transitman and from February, 1908, to December,
1908, he was in charge of engineering work at Townsite Bay
Point, Cal. In January, 1909, he entered the employ of the

Southern Pacific of Me-xico as an instrumentman and remained
with this road until March, 1910, when he was made engineer

in charge of an irrigation project, which position he held until

November, 1910 when he entered the valuation department of

the Southern Pacific in which work he has been engaged
until his recent promotion.

H. A. Cassil. whose promotion to chief engineer of the Pere
Marquette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., was reported

in the Railway Age of September 30, was born at Mt. Vernon,
O. He entered railway

service on January 1,

1898, with the Cleve-

land. .Akron & Co-
lumbia (Pennsylvania).

He entered the employ
of the Pere Marquette
in 1901 where he held

several positions includ-

ing that of division en-

gineer of the Detroit-

Canadian division. He
left this road in 1906 to

become associated with

the Canadian White
Construction Company
of Montreal, Que. Two
years later he re-

entered railway service

in the maintenance of

way department of the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & " ^ ^""'

Dayton, where he re-

mained until this company was absorbed by the Baltimore &
Ohio. He was then in the service of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern and the Baltimore & Ohio in various capacities

until the reorganization of the Pere Marquette in 1917, at

which time he was appointed engineer maintenance of way,
which position he has held until his recent promotion to chief

engineer.

A. J. Hammond, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago
Union Station Company, whose resignation on September 30,

to become associated with James O. Heyworth, engineer and
contractor, Chicago, was reported in the Railway Age of

October 7 (page 680, is a graduate of Rose Polytechnic
Institute and a post graduate of Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. He was engaged in municipal engineering
work in Indiana up to 1898, on which date he entered
railway service as an assistant engineer on the Van-
dalia (Pennsylvania), with headquarters at Tcrrc Haute,
Ind., in which capacity he remained until 1901, when
he engaged in private practice, at the same time being

city engineer of South Bend, Ind. From 1909 to 1910.

he was consecutively chief engineer of the Southern Michigan
and Northern Indiana Electric Railways; bridge engineer of

St. Joseph county, Ind., and consulting engineer of hydro-
electric plants at South Bend and Elkhart, Ind., and Paw
Paw, Mich. In 1910, he was appointed consulting engineer
of the city of Chicago for the intake water tunnel at Seventy-
third street and in 1911, chief engineer of the Bureau of

Ptiblic Efficiency of Chicago. From 1912 to 1913, he was
enfrinefr of bridges and harbors of the same city during
which time he designed the Michigan Boulevard, the Lake

street, the Chicago avenue, the Belmont avenue bridges, and a

number of fixed bridges. In 1914, he became consulting engi-

neer of the Chicago Union Station Company and in 1915 was
promoted to assistant chief engineer in charge of the design
and construction of the passenger terminal, which position he
held until his resignation on September 30.

Obituary

F. O. Waldo

H. Hall, president and general manager of the New Orleans
& Lower Coast, with headc|uarters at New Orleans, La .

died on September 28 from septicemia.

Frank Owen Waldo, retired auditor of the Michigan Central,

died in Detroit on October 4. Mr. Waldo was born in Ham-
mond, New York, on December 11, 1854. He entered the ser-

vice of the Rome,
Watertown & Ogdens-
burg (now New York
Central) as a telegraph

operator at DeKalb
Junction, N. Y., in 1870.

He continued in vari-

ous capacities with that

road until August 12,

1876, when he entered

the service of the
Michigan Central as a

clerk in the Auditor's
office. He served with
that company succes-

sively as general book-
keeper and chief clerk

and on .April 1, 1887,

w-as appointed ticket

accountant. He was
promoted to assistant

auditor on November
1, 1892, and was ap-
pointed auditor on October 8, 1908. Mr. Waldo retired from
active service on account of ill health on June 1, 1918.

Cecil A. Preston, valuation engineer of the Pennsylvania,
died at Philadelphia on October 9. Mr. Preston was born in

Philadelphia 70 years age and was graduated from the
Polytechnic College of

Philadelphia in 1872 as

a civil engineer. He at

once entered railroad

construction work, but

he did not enter the

service of the Pennsyl-
vania until 1879. His
first service with this

company was in con-
nection with surveys
for new lines. On
March 1, 1880, he
was appointed assistant

supervisor of the Balti-

more section of the

Northern Central: but
after a few months he
resigned and went to

Mexico where he was
engaged as principal

assistant engineer of

the Mexican National
Construction Company, hut teturtied to the Pennsylvania
(Northern Central) in 1882 as assistant supervisor at York.
Pa. He then served in various engineering positions until

July, 190O, when he was appointed superintendent of the

Elniira and Canandaigna divisions of the Northern Central

with headquarters at Elmira, New York. In 1902 he wa"^

transferred in a sitnilar capacity to Williamsport, and in the

following year was appointed superintendent of the Middle
division of the Pennsylvania at .Alfoona. In 1913 he was
appointed valuation engineer, in which capacity he was
serving at the time of his death.

PrrHo
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Will Farmers Favor a Policy Ruinous to Them?
Tut TRANSPORTATION situation which now confronts the

country is, in most important respects, the most serious

in its histor)-. The railways in the week ended September

JO loaded 988,J81 cars with freight. This was hut three per

cent less than the highest record ever made. In spite of this

the net car shortage reported in the week ended September

30 was 123,732 cars. Only four weeks Ixjfore that there was

still a small car surplus. Never before was a car suri)lus

tuminl into a large car shortage so quickly. Seldom has there

been a larger car shortage, and judging by the present course

of events there is now, or soon will be, a larger car shortage

than ever was reported before. The shortage of bo.x cars is

relatively as large as the shortage of coal cars. Ever)- class

of shippers is complaining that the amount of commodities

it can produce and ship is being limited by inadequacy of

transportation.

The most striking fact about this situation is that it has

developed at the l>eginning of a period of revival of general

business. Never was this the case before. Past shortages of

tran.-jKjrtation always have been experienced either at the

end of a jieriod of expanding industry and commerce or after

business revival had been in progress for some time.

It is worse than idle to attribute more than a relatively

small part of this transportation situation to the coal strike

and the shop employees' strike. It is due almost entirely to

the decline in the expansion of the capacity of the railroads

which has been going on for 15 years. The annual increase

in the number of locomotives in service was almost 90 per

cent less and the increase in their tractive power 50 per cent

less in the period of seven years ending with 1921 than in

the period ending with 1907. The annual increase in the

numlx'r of freight cars in service was 90 per cent less and

in their tonnage capacity 80 p)er cent less. There was no

decline meantime of the increase in the productive capacity

of the country's farms, mines and factories. This is the real

explanation of the present transportation situation.

While ever)' class of producers and shippers is suffering

heavy losses and is threatened with much heavier losses

owing to this situation, no class of |)roducers is suffering

heavier losses from it or is threatened with heavier losses

from it in future than the farmers. The decline in the devel-

opment of the railroads began with the beginning of the

policy of restrictive raihvay regulation and has been due

mainly to it. The business men and farmers of the country

advocated this policy and are rcsponsilde for it. Most busi-

ness men, however, have come to a realization of the effects

it has had in the past and of the much wor.sc effects that its

continuance would have in future. They can be relied on

to favor and support a fairer and more constructive policy.

But the business men will not have the controlling voice

in determining our future policy of regulation. The farmers

will have it, especially tlie western farmers. And there is

the gravest danger that the influence of the farmers will be

e.xerted in favor of making regulation worse instead of better,

more destructive of their own and ever)body else's interest

instead of more constructive.

One of the clearest and most conclusive statements indi-

cating the losses the farmers are suffering, and will in future

suffer, from the present transportation situation that ever has

been made was made by Julius H. Barnes, president of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in an address

last week in New York before the National Conference of

Business Paper Editors. We publish Mr. Barnes' statement

elsewhere in this issue. He is a grain exporter of 30 years'

experience, was president of the government's grain cor-

poration during the war, and is, therefore, the highest au-

thority upon the subject he discussed. Consider his statement

in the light of the fact that up to the middle of September

the railways had moved more grain from the farms than in

any previous year. Mr. Barnes showed that owing to inabil-

it}' of the railways to move grain from the agricultural dis-

tricts to the eastern seaboard in sufficient volume within

recent weeks the price being offered for grain in foreign

markets and the price being paid for grain on American

farms has widened from 10 to 15 cents per bushel more than

it otherwise would have. He added: "We have today four

billion bushels of grain in the west, the value of which to

the farmer in every market in the west is at least 10 cents

per bushel below the proper relation with the European

consumer markets. You take 10 cents per bushel, assuming

this condition continues through the crop year—and it won't,

thank goodness—and it would mean a loss in farm revenues

of $400,000,000. That train of evil, that train of economic

loss to a basic industry of this country follows, I believe,

from an over-rigid system of government regulation over our

railroads which has extended over 10 or 12 years."

Mr. Barnes may be, and probably is, too optimistic in

expressing the belief that this general condition will not

prevail throughout the crop year. At any rate, as an expert

he has given a mathematical demonstration that the farmers

stand to lose hundreds of millions of dollars on their grain

within the next year because of inadequate transportation.

There is only one way to stop this and even larger losses

to the farmers. This is by enlarging the capacity of the

railways so that they can promptly move to market all the

crops grown when the market is favorable. The development

of the railways has almost stopped because, as Mr. Barnes

indicated, many years of drastic regulation have reduced and
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limited the net return earned by them and made it impos-

sible for them to raise the new capital required to enlarge

the capacity of their tracks and terminals and provide more

locomotives and cars.

In tlie face of this past experience and of these present

conditions consider what is going on among the western

farmers. While their prices are being kept down, and there

is prospect that a large part of their crops may even be left

to rot upon their hands because of inadequate transportation,

men who pretend to be their friends and leaders are going

among them preaching the doctrine that the unquestionably

bad plight in which they find themselves is due to high rail-

way rates, and that another great drive must be made by

them at once for reductions of freight rates. Conspicuous

among those who are preaching this doctrine are Senator

Capper of Kansas, the leader of the farm bloc in Congress;

Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin and Smith W. Brookliart,

Republican candidate for United States Senator in Iowa.

They are telling the farmers that the railways are making

large profits, although the average return earned by them

this year on their valuation has been only four per cent, and

in August, partly as a result of recent reductions in rates,

was only 2.65 per cent. They are telling the farmers that

the valuation of the railways is grossly excessive, although

it was made mainly by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

a body which certainly never in the past has shown itself

unduly favorable to the railways, under a valuation law of

which Senator LaFollette was the author. They are advo-

cating the restoration to state commissions of the rate-making

f)Ower they had and recklessly abused before the Transpor-

tation Act was passed, and the repeal of the rate-making pro-

visions of the Transportation Act whose so-called "guaranty"

clau.se expired by limitation on March 1, 1922, and the only

important remaining part of which is a provision directing

the Interstate Commerce Commission in regulating rates to

take into consideration the need of the country for adequate

transportation.

The representatives of the western agricultural states in

the National Senate and House of Representatives constitute

a powerful group. It would be worse than foolish to ignore

the fact that such men as those mentioned are arousing a

formidable sentiment among the farmers. The adoption of

legislation such as they advocate would tend to prevent any

increases in the present wholly inadequate net operating in-

come of the railways as a whole, and to almost stop the

increases in the capacity of the railways which are now being

made and to prevent indefinitely the much greater increases

in their capacity which the welfare of the country absolutel)

requires. The total losses which would be .suffered by the

farmers as a result of such legislation would be greater than

those suffered by any other industry-, or |>erhaps all other

industries. But the danger that, with the farmers in their

])rescnt mood and such propaganda lieing spread among

them, such legislation will be passed, is very real.

The wliole business of the country would be most advcr.soly

affected. The present transportation conditions would con-

tinue and grow worse. The party in p)ower would find that

the drastic limitation of all production and commerce which

would lie im|)n^('d would make imjiossible the great and long

increase of prosperity which it is seeking so earnestly to

bring about. And yet men high in the national administra-

tion who ought to know better are helping to create the ven

sentiment and to promote the very movement which would

do most to defeat what they are trying to accomplish.

It is high time that the facts about the transportation

situation and the real reasons for it, and the effects that it>

continuance and aggravation would produce, were presented

by railway men, business men and public men to the farmers

Never in the history of the United States did any men pn
tending to be their friends do anything better calculated !

bring permanent depression and ruin upon the farmers thai

men like Capper, LaFollette and Brookhart are doing \<\

their advocacy of the most unsound policy of government

regulation of railways that ever was conceived. Men sucli

as they are mainly responsible for the present transportation

situation. They are not friends of the farmer, but among the

worst enemies he ever had, because they are basely and

grossly misrepresenting the facts to him, recklessly disre-

garding the effects upon him to promote their ov\ti selfish

ambitions. When will something effective be done to combat

their propaganda? *
'

'

The schedule of a pas.senger train should be made to suit

the capacity of the locomotive. That goes witliout saying.

But it should fit the capacity of the
Saving Minutes men also. If the train needs 15 minutes

for at a division terminal to change loco-

Freight Trains motives and to supply the cars with

water and ice, 15 minutes should be
allovied. To allow only 10 minutes, because every other train

is allowed that length of time, puts the train five minutes

off its schedule and very likely wastes five minutes, or more,

of some freight train's time. Making a schedule under which

the train can reach the end of its run on time is not sufficient;

the engineman should be encouraged to keep on time at every

station, not discouraged by requiring him habitually to make
up time lost at a station where the loss ouglit to have been

provided against. A dispatcher on a large road remarked

recently that there seemed to be a general custom of allowing

all passenger trains 10 minutes for changing locomotives,

wliether tlie train had 4 cars or 12, and whether it needed

6 minutes or 16. Ten minutes seems to be a popular period,

whether a train has much switching or none; whether the

station force is small or is large. That dispatcher could

think of no better thing to be done to simplify his work than

to correct such schedules so as to enable him to always give

freights as much time as jiossible.

Tlie leading factor in the equipment market just now seems

to lie the increasing volume of freight car orders. The
orders for cars during .August and

Equipment September were not large; in number
Orders in they trailed locomotive purchases rather

September l>adly. .A figure of 11,"0,S cars for the

first two weeks in October seems to

indicate, however, that things arc beginning to pick up in

this respect and that conditions in tlie remainder of the fall

of the year should be somewhat better than tliey were during

the period of tlie shopmen's strike. The month of Septem-

ber proved to be sometliing of a star performer from the

standpoint of locomotive purchases. The total for the month
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—617—was t»-ice ihat of any i)reie<ling nvmth this year
with the single exception of Julv. th<- total for that month
being 353. To the end of Srj . ,n^ r the orders in 1922
totaled 1,672 locomotives, 111 1'' '-iVht cars and 1437
passt-ngcr cars. These are m.t r.i-l.rcaking fig-

ures liut they are not at all ! i the numlx-r of
idle serviceable or l>ad-order cit- i.iwhi m tla- year. The
details follow:

Cjlm axo L,ocoMnTiv( Ou«a>
txKomotivct Freitbl c«ri PtcMoter can

)»'""" 5 7.9(0 JJ5
Pcbrtury K ,4;,, ^^g
"•'<* '6 $.550 25
AP'O 271 30.507 540
•**r 99 ig.Jj7 2J5
l"»« 22 11.097 37
'»•» 353 1S.«75 120
AufMl 220 576 22
SrKciabtr 617 6.737 63

Total nine mootlM 1,672 111,160 1,437

October, firM two week*: IxKomolivn, 120; frcinbt can, 11.793; pm*-
•mccr cart, 30.

It would be difficult to over-estimate the practical returns,

if the employees on the railroads generally could get back
into the attitude which was predomi-

Cultivating nant on most American railroads a few
a Family generations ago, when they referred to

Spirit their roads with a feeling of real pride

as "our road." Because of the consoli-

dation and enlargement of projserties and more intensive

operation, capped by certain developments under federal con-

trol, this spirit has been lost on most roads, at least to a

large degree. It is significant, however, that railroad execu-

tives generally realize the necessity of taking steps to bring

it back and to have all of their employees feel as if they

were members of a great family, of which they could well

afford to be proud. As one way in which to develop and
cultivate this family spirit, a considerable number of roads

have maintained employees' magazines, some of them for a

long time. The Pennsylvania Railroad, however, has recently

gone one step further and is puljlishing regional bi-weeklies,

in which at least 90 per cent of the space is devoted to news

about the employees and their families. It.s purpose is to get

the employees better acquainted with one another, with the

officers and with the property, and to weld them into one

great, contented family. An article elsewhere in this issue,

by Logan U. Sisson, briefly touches upon the aims and ad-

vantages of these regional newspapers and tells how large

numbers of the employees co-operate in gathering the news

and preparing material for publication. The experiment is

still in an early stage, but it would seem to contain great

possibilities. It differs so greatly from the average employees'

magazine, as now published, as to indicate the desirability

of studying the new development closely and critically to

determine whether the employees' magazines can be liencfited

by a change or inrxlification in their present policies.

Interested obscn-ers who have had the oppurtunity of seeing

newspapers from different parts of the (ountry may have

noticed that railroad problems .seem to

^ be the subject of somewhat unusual at-

Shipper's tention at present in two widely sep-

Tribute arated sections—California and New
Kngland. The discussion in California

concerns the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific segregation.

In New F.ngland the matter of railroad consolidations has

been given particular attention and in general there has

liccome evident a feeling which has as its basic thought the

welfare of the New England railroads. This results partly

JK-cause the e-xecutivi-s of the railroads serving New England
have inspired confidence in the favorable and improved re-

sults which the rail lines have secured. Another reason is

the realization on the part of shippers and others interested

that the welfare of the railways is a most important factor

in the welfare of industry generally. At any rate, shippers,

bankers and others in New England are showing an unusual
interest in the railways which ser\'e that section and the sort

of interest which cannot but be helpful. A practical incident

of the new attitude appeared as an advertisement in Boston
papers a few days ago. It was headed "The Boston &
Maine's Constructive Policies" and said:

"We desire to call the attention of New England butinni men. particu-
larly Ihoie in the cotton trade, to an illuitration ci the broadviiioned
|»ilicy o( the Boston It Maine Railroad in co-operating with New Ensland
induitry. We refer to the Krantinsr hy the railroad of the storace in-transit
pririlege on cotton at L.owell, by which cotton may be shipped from south-
ern points to Lowell, stored there pending sale, and later reshipped to
other mill centers, on the payment of the through freight rate from the
.South to the ultim.ite de tin.ilic ii

"In suggesting to the Boston & Maine that they grant this privilege, we
found Ihat the officials were willing to consider it from cnly tne stand-
point—whether or not it would help .Vew England industry. WTien we
Pfiinted out that it would be of great advantage to New England cotton
mrrchantf and m.inufacturcrs, effecting economies that would help milN
t'. meet the constantly growing Southern competition, the railroad manage-
ment quickly acceded to our request. We believe New England business
men will join with us in our appreciation of this constructive co-operation on
the part of the Boston & Maine Railroad in upbuilding New England in-
dustry.

"LOWELL PUBLIC WAREHOUSE COMPANY. INC.,
"Lowell, Mass."

For a shipper to advertise a railroad is new and of more
than common interest. Looked upon as an expression of
a somewhat new and more favorable attitude, it is one of the
best indications we have seen concerning the manner in

which railway conditions in New England are shaping them-
selves.

One railroad purchasing [xjlicy which has come in for con-
siderable criticism recently is the practice of requiring the

mechanical department, or tool com-
Three-Machine mittee, to specify at least three makes

Option of each type of machine tool desired.

Criticized Objections to this practice cannot be
more briefly or fairly stated than in

the following quotation from a manufacturer's letter: "Manv
of the railroads have adopted the policy of insisting that
the mechanical department sjxHify at least three makes of
tools, any one of which the purchasing department is free

to buy, although preference may be expressed for one of the
three. W'liile at first hlusli this appears a perfectly fair plan,
it works ;T decided hardship on the leader in the field as
well as on the railroad itself for, naturally, if any one tool

has outstanding features, or is superior in qualitv, the price
is apt to be somewhat higher. Although the difference in

performance may j>ay many times over for the comparativelv
slight difference in first cost, the purchasing department lias

no means of gaging the value of such differences and so
places the order for the cheapest of the three tools \iuy-

nounccd as acceptable. The mechanical department should
have the privilege of sjx-cifying a particular make of fool

provided the difference in price is no more than a fair differ-

ential over the next best niailiine in the class. Unless some
such policy is adopted, tlie railroads will rarely get the most
efficient tools but will receive only the second or third best.

Furthermore, they are apt to pay more than the inferior tools
are really worth for tlie third grade manufacturer will keep
his price just low enough to get under the two leaders in his
field, knowing that by so doing he is practicallv certain of
securing the i)usiness." Tlie arguments pre.sented above are
sound an<l hold particularly in the case of machine equip-
ment for large shops ;m(I enginehouses where high produc-
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tion is possible and desirable. For this work, durability and

productive capacity are of the utmost importance, first cost

being entirely secondary. The high-duty machine is a pay-

ing investment at any price within reason. For relatively

small shops and terminals at outlying points, however, it is

not maintained that the requirements always call for modern

machines of the most improved type. The solution of the

problem is to leave the final selection of machines to be

ordered in the hands of the mechanical department. Know-
ing the appropriations available and being responsible for

maintenance of equipment costs, the mechanical department

should not be debarred from specifying the best machine of

a given type on the market if it feels that conditions warrant

such action.

The Rock Island's Big Celebration

THE MANAGEMENT of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

recently has done one of the best pieces of public re-

lations work that it has been possible to credit to the man-

agement of any railroad within recent years.

Its officers some months ago conceived the idea of having

a celebration of the seventieth anniversary of the founding

of the railroad. The principal part of the celebration took

place at Joliet, Illinois, on October 10. A special train was

run from Chicago to Joliet, 40 miles, over the first section

of the line ever opened to operation. Among its passengers

on the special was a venerable woman who rode on the Rock

Island's first passenger train 70 years ago. Other passengers

included the directors and officers, and the train was in

charge of five employees whose aggregate service on the road

totaled 200 years. A monument to the engineer who sur-

veyed the route between Chicago and Joliet was unveiled

at Joliet by his granddaughter, the dedication speech being

made by President J. E. Gorman. An address also was

delivered by Chairman Hayden.

The foregoing brief statements of fact give a very in-

adequate idea of the length, extent and enthusiasm of the

Rock Island's celebration. It really began weeks ago and

was only finished on October 10. Soon after the plan for

it was announced facts and anecdotes about the history of

the railroad began to be furnished to the press throughout

its large territory. The history of every large railroad is

in great part the history of the territory it ser\-es. This is

conspicuously true of the Rock Island's history-, for years

ago it was built far out into sections of the country which

were almost unsettled and almost wholly undeveloped. Its

construction more than anything else made it possible for

them to become settled and developed, and in consequence

its history has made it possible for these sections to have any

real history.

The newspapers in the Rock Island's territory soon saw

how the preparations for the Rock Island's celebration made
it possiV)le for them to print many stories al)()ut the liistory

of the railroad, and about their own communities and the

railroad's relation to them, which were made timely and es-

pecially interesting because of the preparations for the cele-

bration. Consequently the Rock Island's celeliration became
the subject of ncwspa(K'r stories and of talk by the people

in every community where it runs. An account of the serv-

ices at Joliet were sent out by radio and heard by many
thousands of people.

The conception and carrying out of the Rock Island's

celebration undoubtedly has done much to make a very large

part of its employees and patrons think and speak of it as

"our railroad" who had not shown the same interest in it

or had the same feeling toward it for years before. Further-

more, it has resulted in many things being told and published

al)0ut the railroad which have revived memories of the great

part it has played in developing the middle west and the

southwest, and in converting, from almost a desert into fruit-

ful and happy farming communities and towns and cities,

lands which but for the railroad would still be virtually a

desert.

The Railway Age has said much within the last year about

the necessity of the railroads doing more to "sell" themselves

to their employees and the public. The Rock Island has hit

upon and carried out one of the happiest and most effective

methods of selling itself to its employees and the public

that could have been adopted. The Rock Island having

used it so well, the same means probably could not be used

so successfully soon by any other railway in its territory.

The same method could, however, be used with corresjxmd-

ing results by railways in other parts of the country. Fur-

thermore, the method the Rock Island adopted is but one

of many which could be used to arouse a sympathetic in-

terest on the part of employees and the public in their rail-

ways, and to make them better understand and appreciate

what the development of the railways in the past has meant
to the country and what their adequate development in future

will mean to it.

The officers of the Rock Island are to be congratulated

not only upon the progress they have made within recent

years in increasing the efficiency and the earning capacity

of the property, but also upon the good stroke they have

made in adopting a very ingenious, pleasing and effective

way of causing their employees and the public to appreciate

the railroad more.

Engineering and Electrification

THE REPORT of the- electrification commission of the Illinois

Central recommending l,S00-volts direct current with

an overhead contact for the electrification of the Chicago
terminals should not be construed as a solution for the prob-

lem of deciding the voltage for other projects. Many rail-

roads and manufacturers have, no doubt, watched with inter-

est the work of this electrification commission, composed of

some of the best qualified men in the country, for a period

of over two years, in hopes that its deliberations would bear

fruit in the form of conclusions of wide application to steam

railroad electrification.

However, it should be understocxl that this commission,

in the study of various electrifications of America and
Europe, and in the preparation of detailed estimates of at

least four distinct systems, had no intention of solving elec-

trification problems in general but was concerned solely with

the design of a plan of electrification to meet the needs of a

particular situation.

In contrast to many other electrification projects, that

confronting the Illinois Central is not required to meet any
special oj^rating necessity itut rather represents a concession

to the civic development of the city of Chicago. Tlierefore,

the desired benefits of the propo.sed electrification lie within

the cjty limits. As the Illinois Central lines operate through

a comparatively level country and traverse several coal min-
ing districts, reason would indicate that under such condi-

tions steam locomotives will handle the traft'ic for years to

come. Tlierefore, no consideration was given to the ]ios-

sil)ility of the electrification being extended to adjacent divi-

sions.

In conclusion it should i)C enipliasized that tlie decision

of the Illinois Central applies only to a short mileage of

terminal area handling a lieavy suburban business, freight

transfers and yard switching. This combination controlled

the final decision and any road confronted with circumstances

that vary from this by a single factor must engineer its

own investigations.
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A Question for the Signal Engineer

i M I UK i'i>liiiK :

Will some studious signal engineer tell us the average

number of trains per day which must pass over a given

crossing of two railways at grade in order to make it profit-

able to install a simple mechanical interlocking plant, mak-
ing "whistle stops" unnecessary?

On a double track section, about 70 miles in length, of

one of the most prosperous railways in the Middle West
enginemen arc required to bring their trains to a full stop

at four places for unprotected junctions and grade crossings.

This section of road is equipped with automatic signals. \Ve

arc told that these signals "keep trains moving." Yet does

anyone know of an instance where the installation of auto-

matic signals has reduced train stops in such prop)ortion as

four simple mechanical interlocking plants would reduce

them on this road?

This 70-mile example is rather out of the ordinary for a

double track ro;id, it must be admitted, yet there are many

—

almost countless—unprotected crossings at grade of busy

single track railways in this part of the country.

The funds available for capital e.\f)enditures are limited.

The wise railway officer will spend these funds on those

improvements which promise the highest net return. The
saving which a simple interlocking plant—or perhaps even

better, the automatic installation for railway crossing pro-

tection which was described in your issue of May 20, 1921

—could bring alxml, should place investment in such facili-

ties on the list of the wisest which railroads can make.

It is the signal engineer's business to tell his superiors

what exjK-nditures in signal facilities will pay the largest

returns on the investment. Can any signal engineer, then,

conscientiou.sly advocate the installation of any of the plain

or fancy types of automatic signals while there yet remain

in his territory railway grade crossings and junctions unpro-

tected by any type of signal whatever and where, conse-

quently, all trains have to be brought to a full stop?

OUAESTOK

Cost of Selling Machines to Railroads

New Voric.

To THE Editor:

Your editorial in the issue of July \5 with the ai)Ove title

is timely. We are heartily in accord witli your findings.

The question— Is it profitable to .sill railroads, maintain-

ing the same list price as used for commercial firms—is a

live one at this time. You suggest that railroads should be

willing to pay more. We find railroads are close buyers and

hard to sell.

Let us take a commodity or appliance that has mrril

proved beyond question, that is being largely sold to rail-

rojids and commercial firms as well and outline briefly the

conditions of sale that maintain in practically ever)' case.

The salesman demonstrates his appliance to the official in

the commercial hou.'C, proves that an economy can be effected

and lands the order. The concern, having branches in Chi-

t.igo, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha and Denver, and the

-ame class of work to do in each branch, of its own volition

equips these branches with the appliance to its own benefit.

There is cream in this transaction.

How with the railroads? The salesman demonstrates his

appliance to the station agent, satisfies him of the advantages

of his product and starts a requisition on its way first to

division suf>erintendent, then to general superintendent and

so on up until he and it land in the purchasing department

and each has to be sold. It is a long, long trail. Yes, he

secures the order for Chicago station, installs his appliance,

proves that it effects an economy, but there it stops.

The salesman claimed, and truly, that the same economy

could be effected in St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha and

Denver and he was told to "go to it" and he did and—this

picture is painted on fact.s—eventually landed them all, but

there was no cream in this transaction. The time, effort and

expense necessary eliminated all profits.

A representative of a reliable appliance house goes to the

railroad feeling that he has a product that the railroad

should be interested in. If he has, then the story is not a

one-sided one, but of mutual interest. The purchasing of

this commodity is not an expenditure but an investment

paying a substantial return, and its use throughout the sys-

tem should be furthered. Mechanical helps are being sought

after today i)y all commercial concerns. The railroads can

well seek for them too. Subscriber.

Speeding Up Train Movement
St, Louis.

To THE Editor :

After reading the editorial "Speeding Up Train Move-
ment," appearing in the Railway .Ige of September 30, I

was prompted to prepare the following memorandum of cer-

tain other features of freight train jjerformance:

The relation between the average speed and the average

train load is very pronounced and my opinion is that it is

more practical than theoretical. It is held generally by some
that the gross train load is the fir.st essential, to which I

agree. There should not, however, be an overloading of

trains and locomotives. In many instances, operating officers

in their zeal to show heavier train loading, have gone beyond

the economical limits but this is not equivalent to saying that

they should permit IcKomotives to run over their train dis-

tricts with less than their full economic rating.

Perhaps the speed jier hour should be as near as possible

to 12J/2 miles, to avoid excess expenses resulting from pen-

alty overtime. Nevertheless tonnage should not be sacrificed

for Sf)eed, nor speed for tonnage; admitting there is a differ-

ence between the possibilities on a low-grade line and on a

heavy grade line. The economical speed at which certain

types of locomotives may be run varies. On some freight

districts a tonnage loading that would permit an average

of IZy^ miles an hour would mean uncertain operation on
the up-grade side of the hill and un.safe speed on the down-
grade side.

The length of trains handled also is an important item in

the matter of time consumption. The speed of a train, how-
ever, is more frequently the result of train dispatching, pass-

ing and terminal track facilities, than it is, perhaps, of the

tractive effort of locomotives used, but the train load is an
JTifluencing factor and one cannot be properly considered

without the use of the other.

Increase in speed with a proportionate train load will

increa.se the ton-miles jK'r train hour to a point where the

operation is most satisfactor)' and economical. The ton-miles

per hour unit is influenced favorably by an increased train

load or an increased speed, or in both, or an increase in
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one factor proportionately more than a decrease in the other.

On the other hand, a small decrease in the running time of

a train will in many instances result in the loss of a car

day at destination for each car in the train and frequently

an aggregate loss of several car days; it also increases tho

per diem charges at intermediate stations, terminals and

junctions.

The general rule is that the amount of fuel consumed per

ton-mile is reduced as the engine load is increased to a cer-

tain reasonable limit. Solely on a ton-mile per hour basis

a gradual gain in locomotive efficiency can be shown as speed

increases from 25 to 30 miles an hour, but when the sjx^^d

of a train averages more than 15 miles an hour, many fac-

tors other than ton-miles per hour affect the net economy.

It is held that the modern locomotive attains its maximum
fuel and thermal efficiency at speeds of not less than 12

miles an hour while working at 25 or 30 per cent cut-off.

At lower speeds, high degree superheated steam is not ob-

tained. Superheated steam locomotives are capable of higher

sustained speeds than saturated steam locomotives capable of

dragging the same train load.

The unit of measure is the "cost per ton per mile." Ex-

penses directly chargeable to train service, aside from fuel

and wages, include lubricants and locomotive and train sup-

plies. These latter items are of less importance and the

charges per ton-mile decrease as the utilized tractive effort

increases.

The expenses of yard operation are seldom considered as

being influenced by the character of train and/or the average

running time between terminals. In hump yards the cost of

switching is probably independent of the length of the train

but in '"flat" switching, the liauling of long cuts of cars

reduces the speed of terminal switching and increases the

cost. Enginehouse expenses likewise are affected. A reduc-

tion in the number of units handled will cau.se a decrease

in the transportation cost per ton-mile. The subject is one

which undoubtedly receives the attention of the officers of

the individual railroads and what may l>e good practice on

one road is not necessarily good practice on another.

My o\™ thought is continually to force tonnage to the

potential rating of the class of power in service, particularly

in the direction of hea\7 traffic, increasing the average speed

per hour by improved handling. This is the manner in which

the most economical results are obtained, since the function

is to move a friven <iu'ntitv of freight within a given number

of hours and to |)'0''urc the best results the hnnnv med'um

must be fourd. C. D. Hicks.

Side Lights Upon the

Shop Strike Situation
CllICACO. 111.

To THE Editoh:

Those railway supply manufacturers who maintain staffs

of experts in specialized work on the trunk lines have had

quite as interesting a time, during the shop crafts' strike,

as have some of the railway executives themselves. These

experts are usually recruited from the ranks of railway su-

pervi.sory forces and frequently belong or have belonged to

one of the striking craft unions. Normally they merely in-

struct in the work concerned but just now there frequently

is nobody to instruct and the work is there to be done just

the same. In most rases the work is done, and better than

ever before, to the credit of these experts and their employing

companies. Those systems which heretofore have discour-

aged the use of experts on their lines have had to contend

with embarra.ssments without this type of efficient assistance.
• « *

It is interesting tn note what surprising results a few

Imal master mechanics have obtained in getting terminal

work done on the power. Job after job has been tackled,

with only the master mechanic and possibly a foreman to

help, with satisfactOPt' results in a half or a quarter of the

time usually allowed in normal operation.

One illustration is in mind: In replacing certain spring

luuigers on a certain class of engines, it has been customarj'

for the machinists' gang to have other craftsmen called upon
to drop the ashpan before the job was started and then to

replace it after the job was completed. It was found per-

fectly possible to do the job without these several hours of

additional work.

Another illustration : The matter of hydrostatic tests re-

quired by the Interstate Commerce Boiler Inspection Law
has always been considered quite a formal proceeding.

When, after tliese jobs had been allowed to accumulate,

owing to inevitable disorganization, due to the strike, in the

press of work of greater emergency, attention was given this

detail, it was amazing to note the rapLditj' with which num-
bers of such tests were run, without sacrificing thoroughness

to any degree whatever.*****
Several railways called in ticket clerks and other traffic

employees for engine house assistance. Some of these men
have come from "off-line" offices, and some of them had
never even seen those parts of their own lines to which they

were sent. They are receiving an education in practical oper-

ation, the like of which they could have obtained in no other

manner.

Incidentally, these traffic men, clerks, solicitors, etc., be-

come the best kind of terminal labor in a surprisingly short

time. Of course, they are instructed in one specialized job

after another as occasion arises and rapidly become pro-

ficient in each. With uncomplaining willingness they turn

their hands and brains to any job which arises as fast as

they receive instruction, and this spirit results in large

amounts of work being done with a minimum of forces.

Loyal foremen, at outlying shop and engine terminal

points, have quite the most unenviable positions imaginable.

While they are, by the rules of their own crafts, exempted
from strike call, the fact that their loyalt>' calls for actual

work in maintaining operation subjects them to all manner
of personal embarrassment and insult. These men deserve

any reward it is possii)le to accord them. They seek no
reward, however.

The position of the honest shopmen of long service is

pitiable. They may not have wished to strike but their cir-

cumstance compelled it. It was not in the cards that they

should win anything and many of them realized it, yet they

had to go with the majority, their actions being controlled

by those of radical tendencies. Whether they know it, their

greatest gain is in the loss of the strike. By la-^ing in a sense

they win. The>- will be removed from the influence of dis-

credited and radical leaders.

Greatest prosperity for the shopmen, notwithstanding the

slight wage reductions, comes with greatest prosperity for

the railways. By elimination of disturbers, non-conformists,
and railicals as a result of the strike, the efficiency of the

shop forces will mount and the position of the efficient

workers taken back will be correspondingly improved.

Lumping the work of the poorest with that of the best,

as has l)een the practice for several years, tends to di.scourage

all but the most inherently loyal. The weakening of such a
voke cannot but have beneficial effect upon the individual.

L. F. W.

I. W. Kroeu. of ChicaRo was appointed president of the In-

ternational Order of Railway Yardmastcrs on October 10, to fill

the vacancy caused by the recent death of President F. W.
Whclati. The appointment was made by the board of director*

nf the above organization.
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Rock Island Celebrates Seventieth Anniversary

Display of Enthusiasm Shown as Featured Program is Presented

at Both Chicago and Joliet

Ox TUESDAY. Octoljcr 10, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific celebrated the seventieth anniversary of its

foundinj!, the day l)eing obs^-rved over the entire sys-

tem. The most eliilioratc ceremonies, however, were held in

Chicago and Joliet, 111., the first terminals of that carrier

between which the fir.^t Rock. Island train's inauguration run

occurred on that date in 1852. The LaSalle Street Station.

Chicago, was decorated for the occasion with .Xnierican flags

R. McGann by Charles Hayden, chairman of the board of

directors. Adding color to the occasion were a numl>er of

young women dressed in the costume of 1852. The presenta-

tion was made on the |)latforni of the station near the rear of

a special train which was to carry the officers and guests of

and numerous posters were displayed descrii)ing various fea-

tures of the slogan "Seventy Years of Service." The first

sleeping car u.sed liy that road was placed on exhiliition in

the station ne.xt to a modern I'uUman in order tliat the pulilic

might compare the new with the old ty[x-.

The opening incident of the day in Chicago was the i)re-

sentation of a "half centurv of .service" medal to Engineer J.

The Unveiling of the Reed Monument by Miss Anna Reed
Bates, Great-Granddaughter of Samuel Benedict Reed

the road to Joliet for the ensuing anniversary ceremonies.

When Engineer McGann had received his medal. Chairman
Hayden, clad in the blue overalls of an engineer, took the

throttle and guided the special train toward Joliet reenacting

737
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the first run. The engine and observation platform were

both decorated with small American flags and red, white and

blue bunting, and the train crew was made up of a number

of the oldest employees. The conductor, J. Arzener, had seen

40 years of service; the brakeman, J. J. Conlon, 34 years;

E. Faust, engineer, 39 years; and E. XVirthmiller, fireman,

41 years. At Blue Island, 49th street, Englewood, Hamilton

Park, 124th street, and other districts and towns tlie employ-

ees were on hand to greet the train with cheers and the wav-

ing of flags and hats.

On arrival at Joliet, city officials received the visitors, to-

gether with 5,000 school children. Escorted by a band be-

tween lines of the R. O. T. C. of the Joliet high school cadet

corps, the officers, and guests of the railroad proceeded to the

courthouse lawn, where the boulder monument to Samuel

Benedict Reed, civil engineer, who surveyed the original

"Rock Island Line" in 1850, stands. This monument was

erected by the Union Pacific, of which Mr. Reed was later

superintendent of construction. A bronze tablet was placed

on the boulder by relatives of the engineer, and Anna Reed

Bates, his great-grand-daughter, unveiled the monument.

Addresses were delivered by Mayor A. C. Jeffrey of Joliet.

Col. Fred Bennett, son-in-law- of Mr. Reed; Charles Hay-

Cofiyright by Underwood & Underwood, Chiiago

President J. E. Gorman and Guest of Honor, Mrs. W. W.
Stevens, Who Was Passenger on First Train in 1852

den, chairman of the Iward of directors, and James K. Gor-

man, president of the Roik Island.

Following the ceremonies at the monument a tree was

planted in the courthouse lawn, on the former right-of-way

of the Krick Island road. The Joliet Assck iation of Com-
merce then f)Iaye(l host to |)art of the visitors and at a luncli-

eon given by this body, an .address was delivered by L. M.
Allen, viie-presidcnt. The main portion of the jtarty re-

turned to Chicago for a luncheon at the Drake hotel, at which

addresses were made bv Mr. Ciomian, Mr. Il.iydcn. M. L.

Bell, vice-president and general counsel; Carl Nyquist, vice-

president, and Judge Jacob M. Dickinson. T. H. Beacom,
vice-president, was the master of ceremonies. At the close of

the speaking program, Chairman Hayden presented, in be-

half of the board of directors, a bronze medal to each of the

pensioned employees who had or have been with the road

for 50 years or more. The response in behalf of the pen-

sioned employees was made by T. Knight of Forth Worth,
Te.x., a pensioned locomotive engineer.

In the evening the celebration closed with a radio pro-

gram, broadcasted from the Westinshouse K. Y. \V. station.

Cupyngl't I'.v L'ndemood & (Hii.rtiv , J, Chicago

Rock Island Officers and Guests at Joliet Being Escorted to

Court House

t hicago. Employees" clubs in other localities "listened in"

on the program as did contmercial clubs in many "Rock
Island" cities. The radio program consisted of music by

the Rock Island orchestra, a greeting by C. Nyquist. songs,

an address by C. Hllyden, more songs, and orchestrations.

The guest of honor for the entire day was Mrs. \V. W.
Stevens of Hubbard Woods, 111., a passenger of the "first

train" in 1852.

In addresses during the day of celebration both Mr. Hay-
den and Mr. Gorman made pleas for public co-operation.

.Mr. Hayden said in part:

"You can not e.xpect to be served by the perfection of trans-

portation, unless you are willing to co-operate. If the war
lias taught us anything with reference to the internal affairs

of this country, it is that the railroads must lx> built up,

•lided and encouraged by legislation, rather than harassed

and Ix-aten down. I insist that you and I as citizens of this

great country must take an active part in seeing that future

lawmaking and future regulations of our railroads .shall be

constructive and not destructive."

While Mr. Gonnan said:

"We realize and face our responsibilities, but they arc not

ours alone. We need each other's help and friendly consid-

eration. Any other relafion.ship is to our common detriment.

It is our ambition to establish and maintain .such a relation-

shij). We seek a release from sujx'r-regulation which stifles

initiative and hampers prompt adjustments necessary to busi-

nc.v! emergencies. We welcome supervision and construc-

tive criticism. We want you to come to us with your prob-

lems and seriouslv consider ours and aid in their solution."



Railway Real Estate Association Meets in Chicago

Discusses I. C. C. Valuation. Taxation. Land Purchase. Leases and

Other Important Related Subjects

THE rouHTH A.VNi'AL mei'ting of the Railway Real
Estate Association was held in Chicago October 10-12,

inclu>i\c The program consisted of a series of in-

dividual p.iiitrs on subjects related to land, taxation and
other matters naturally coming under the direction of the

real estate offices. The sessions were presided over by Presi-

dent J. T. Mahcr, right-of-way. land and tax commissioner,

Great Northern. Mr. Mahcr al.so took part in the program,

with a paper describing the activities of his department on

the Great Northern.

J. T. Maher was re-elected president for the coming year.

He had ser\ed in that capacity during only a part of the

past year, succeeding to the office due to the resignation

of his predeo^sor. Other officers elected were: First vice-

president, O. F. Scuddcr, land and industrial commissioner,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; second vice-president, P.

McPherson, right-of-way and tax agent, Canadian Pacific;

and secretary and treasurer. R. H. Morrison, assistant engi-

neer, Chesapeake & Ohio. The next meeting will also be

held in Chicago, Ijcginning the second Tuesday of October,

102' Abstracts of the reports follow:

How to Buy Right-of-Way

By O. F. Scudder,

Land and In<lu>trial Commissiuncr. Cliicagu, Uurlington &
Quincy.

In the case of any extensive purchase in the larger towns

or cities, it is always an advantage to make these under

cover as far as possible, and it very frcciuently hapf)cns that

the broker can get his commission from the owner of the

property, which works a considerable saving, also. Unless

the property to be obtained is too great in extent, the project

generally can be carried through to the end without the

purpose for which it is being assembled becoming known
outside. .'Xt any event, results can be secured in the way of

establishing a price basis, which is a great advantage if it

becomes necessary to condemn. In working through out.-ide

agencies, I have always found it a good plan, in tlu- first

instance, to get the broker committed to an estimated cost

or value of any profjerty you desire him to secure, and have

it understood that he is to work practically to that basis and

not exceed such estimate without first getting approval. This

will tend to hold your man at a conservative figure and he

will not. in his eagerness to earn commissions, close on too

liberal figures.

It is always an advantage to the right-of-way agent, before

approaching the land owners to negotiate purchase, to inform

himself as fully as possible of the plans of construction and

use to which the pro|)erty is to be put, especially in the case

of any extensive right-of-way purchase for strictly new devel-

opment, covering particularly the provisions for drainage

and crossings, both public and private. If you are informed

that at a certain point a very expensive crossing or other

facility has In-cn planned for the use of the land owner, it

very frequently happens that a great saving in construction

cost can be obtained by judicious purchase of land, or in

making a cash settlement for waiver of crossings, etc., at

considerably less than the engineering estimates.

Our investigation in connection with compiling returns to

the Interstate Commerce Commission under the several valu-

ation orders pertaining to Lands Held and Used for the

Purposes of a Common Carrier, and for Lands Held and

Used for Other Purposes Than Those of a Common Carrier,

has developed that numerous transactions in the past, con-

taining elements of severance damages, and damages to

property taken, have been erroneously handled in our ac-

counting. In order to obviate this and make sure that the

full cost of all land purchased for transportation purposes

is written into our capital account, we are now requiring the

right-of-way agent to itemize all elements of damage enter-

ine into the settlement for every parrel purchased.

Railroad Insurance and Fire Prevention

By C. N. Rambo,
Manager of the Railroad Insurance Association.

Railroads vary in their methods of procuring indemnity

against various kinds of loss. Some few railroads carrj'

their own risks in part. In the main, however, they place

their risks and liabilities with insurance companies, in some
cases not insuring as generally as in others. \\'hen we speak

of railroad insurance we cannot necessarily confine it to

fire insurance. The general indemnities secured are those

against loss by fire, general marine perils and disasters,

damage and liability due to boiler explosions, and bonding
of employees.

The insurance has to be handled on a wholesale basis.

A general schedule of properties is prepared, with each prop-

erty listed and valued, with its contents. These items may
be located in many states, but instead of each unit of risk

being written under an individual policy, requiring thousands

of policies, a policy is issued covering the property in each

state, and issued under the insurance requirements of that

state.

It must be observed that in insuring the contents of cars,

stations, freight terminals, etc., the cover is on the common
carriers' liability as prescribed by the standard or uniform
bill of lading, for property of others being transported and
in the custody of the railroad. It covers also any ware-

housemen's liability. Aside from the cars and locomotives

owned by the railroad insured, insurance is issued on the

liability of the railroad for cars of other railroads passing
over its lines in the necessary interchange of traffic.

Individual values are insured under railroad property

.schedules, i.e.. a specific amount of insurance is placed upon
each building, as well as on its contents, and a specific

amount of insurance is placed ujwn each unit of rolling

stock and a specific limit of liability is placed on the contents

of each car, under common carriers' liability, as well as a
limit of liability thereon in any one fire. Depreciated values
of rolling equipment are usually insured. The process of

insuring structures varies—but a satisfactori- rule and aver-

age has been to insure 70 per cent or 80 per cent of value.

We cannot consider the matter of fire insurance without
bringing in the collateral feature of fire prevention. If

any proof of the necessit)' for giving fire prevention the

consideration it deserves is required, wc need only look to

the contribution made last year to the national ash heap

—

$485,000,000. This large annual loss has only been ex-

ceeded once, in 1906, the year of the San Francisco con-

flagration. The present burning rate of $92.> a minute con-
stitutes one of the heaviest drags on our economic progress.

During the year. 1018, 410 roads reported 20.628 fires, with
a property loss of $12,26,1,220. This represented about four

per cent of tlie total estimated loss of the c\ untry on all

739
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properties for tliat year and it meant to the railroads an

average loss of approximately $594.50 for each fire, or about

$50 per mile of railroad. Certain of these fires damaged
property outside the right-of-way resulting in a source of

large claims against the railroads, but one to a very small

extent insured. Of the total number of fires mentioned,

9,923 or 62.7 p)er cent were assumed to have been caused by
sparks from locomotives.

Methods of Assessing Railroad
Property for Taxation

By N. p. Haugen,
Formerly Chairman of the Wisconsin Tax Commission.

With the constant increase in public expenditures—fed-

eral, state and local—taxation has become the subject of

much discussion, contention and dispute. The popular de-

mand has increased for better roads, more efficient schools

and more of them, better sanitary conditions, police protec-

tion, pension funds, bonuses, etc., and taxes are likely to

keep on increasing for a time at least. In this increased

public burden, railroads have no doubt in most of the state.'^

borne at least their full share, nor have they been reluctant

or unwilling to take their part, if propeily apportioned and

equalized. Railroad property is so obviously in sight that

it cannot escape the attention of the assessing officials.

T«o general methods have prevailed for the taxation of

railroads: one the gross earnings or license tax; the other,

the advalorem tax. The tendency during the last 20 years

has been to replace the former with the latter. The gross

earnings tax has the merit of being simple in administration

but it does not readily respond to the varj'ing rates of

taxation on other property and is therefore likely to violate

the rule of uniformity generally prescribed in state consti-

tutions. It is also likely to become the shuttlecock of politics

as a change in rate can as a rule be authorized only by the

legislative body.

The basis of assessment of railway property within a

state is its "value," and many cases dealing with the subject

of taxation show how the courts have defined "value" and

the methods for ascertaining it. The result may be sum-

marized by saying that "value" depends upon the extent

and profitableness of the use of the property; that is, upon

its net earnings. The courts have also repeatedly held that

cost of reproduction is not "value" for taxation purposes.

It is properly used for rate-making purposes but does not

necessarily represent "value" as that term is used by tlic

courts.

In assessing railway property it is, of course, the operated

property only which is considered, and this presents a diffi-

culty in using the stocks and bonds as the basis of value.

Where proper elimination of outside holdings can l)e made,

the stock and bond values of railroads averaged over a periwl

of five years seems to correspond most closely to that full

and true value which the assessment laws generally pre-

scrilje. It is well, however, to consider other methods for

compari.son purpo.ses as they serve the assessor in verifying

his approach at true value, and in this respect net earnings

undoulitedly afford the best test.

Having arrived at the value of the system, the next step

is to allocate such value to the different states into which

the property extends. No absolutely precise method can be

prescribed. One of the most important and also the most

difficult of the problems presented in the assessment of rail-

roads is to reach a fair adjustment for taxation purposes

between railroads and other property of the state. Assrss-

ment.f ran never be absolutely perfect. Judgments will differ,

and valuation is largely a matter of juilgment, l)ut the pulilic

doc5 have a right to insist that the <)ffi( ials exercise their

l)CSt judl'T -nf in .irriving at true value for public purposes.

Government Valuation as a

Factor in Condemnations

By W. R. Tarbet,

Real Estate Agent, Illinois Central.

Intelligent and honest officials advised as to how and
wlien and for what purpose the government's appraisals were

made would not, in my opinion, give them any weight.

When the case is on trial before a jury the court should not

permit the introduction of the government's figures as e\"i-

(lence, because the government has not promulgated any plan

for keeping land valuation up to date, although the act re-

quires it to do so and to report to each Congress figures

revised to date. Only an "informal" report on land value

has as yet been made to us. Sometime in the future we may
get a "tentative"' report and eventually perhaj>s a "final"

report. By that time the figures will probably he so out of

date as to be utterly worthless for any purpose whatever.

Railroad value cannot be found by trying to fix a "value"

on the land, the right-of-way, shop, yard and station ground,

and adding to that a "value" of ties, rails, fills, cuts, bridges,

buildings and rolling stock. Nobody can determine separate

values of the component parts of a railroad, and then add
them to get at the value of the carrier. There is no such

thing as a "physical valuation" of a railroad until it is

defunct; then it is a junk value. The taxable value of that

part of a railroad system lying within any state cannot

generally be found by capitalizing the net earnings in that

state, or the average net for a period of years, because it is

imfX)ssible to determine the net in most states, due to the

prevailing practice of not distributing gross revenue and
operating expense consistently -with each other. Esjjecially

is this true as to tlie hea\-y terminal expenses.

The best w-ay to get at the taxable value of a railroad

system that generally has a fair net income is to combine

the current stock and bond market value (less the value of

all non-operative assets) with the value found by capital-

izing the average net income for any five years last past.

This system value can best l>e apportioned to the several

states on a composite basis found from factors reflectim;

relative railroad activities, revenue, and investment.

Rental on Leased Railroad Lands

By J. L. Watson,
Right-ol-Way Commissioner, Northern Pacific.

The purjxise for which railroad lands should be leased,

and l)y railroad lands I mean right-of-way and station

grounds available for leasing purposes and the land acquired

and held for railroad and industrial purjioses, is to furnish

sites for the convenient transaction of business to industries

requiring trackage, and to create and control traffic for the

railway company. The granting of leases on the right-of-

way and station grounds will, in many cases, permit the

prompt loading and unloading of cars and avoid delay which

might otherwise ensue. In the grain growing sections it is

more economical to have the grain warehou.ses and elevators

located on the right-of-way, where switching can t)c done

more conveniently and more economically than would l>e the

case if such industries were located some distance off the

riglit-of-way and served by a spur track.

Long term leases should contain a provision for rental

adjustment at stated intervals. A good plan is to make such

adjustment at inter\"als of five years with a provision for

arbitration if the railway company and the lessee cannot

agree upon the rental. In purchasing right-of-way sometimes

it is neressarv to acquire suqilus property which is not needed

for railroad purjioscs and which cannot be served to advan-

t.ige with trackage and is perhaps of little value for indus-
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trial puqxxscs. In such cases it is best to sell the property
if possible, but if it cannot be sold, f,r ' '

, r is not
anxilxl^ l<> sell it and can lease it fur n iiuriMjee,

I think It is justified in doing so for ;it.il nn
be obtained.

DiscussiDX

The discussion on this paper was led by J. C. Williams,
assistant real estate agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, who stated: "Land, or railroad right-of-way and
Station grounds, represents approxinuitely 20 per cent of the

total investment. Approximately SO jK-r cent of this is in

towns and cities, as rural right-of-way is negligible so far as
leasing is concerned; 65 per cent of this SO per cent is taken
up by tracks, depots, etc., and approximately 25 per cent of
the remainder is necessary for future expansion, but due to

location cannot ordinarily be leased. Approximately ten

per cent of the n-maindcr is neither necessary for future use
nor can be leased to advantage and should be sold. The rest

can and should be Icasctl, and the guide to follow is 'Lease

to the industry which gives rental plus transportation rev-

enue a maximum.' Con.^idering the present value of money
and tlie usual rates of interest, six per cent of the value of

the property, basing the value on the use to lie made of it

by the industry, is not excessive."

Relation of Federal Valuation of Railroads

to Taxation of Railroad Property

By A. J. Rooney,
Tax Commissioner, Chesapeake & Ohio.

1 axation for federal government purposes must be indi-

rect, as Congress has not the authority to levy a tax directly

on the property of anyone. The most efficient form of indi-

rect taxation was and probably still is that provided by the

tariff laws, but in more recent years Congress provided,

primarily, for a levy of one per cent U|X)n the income of

business corporations, followed by the capital .stock tax law
and the general income tax law, which latter, in turn, was
sufH-rseded and augmented by the "War Revenue Act of
1917," later moditk'd. The ad valorem basis of taxation, as

applied under authority of the general property tax law,

recjuires a complete valuation of all property at stated inter-

vals. Under the ad valorem system, the total valuation and
the total amount of revenue needed determines the tax rate.

The valuation of this property and the tax rate, determine

the amount of taxes the taxpayer must pay. When all prop-

erty is listed for taxation at full value, the tax rate, all other

conditions remaining unchanged, will be as low as it can

be made. The just ad valorem taxation of railroads requires

the just ad valorem taxation of all i)roi)erty.

The valuation to be placcxl on the property of a railroad,

or any other "going concern," for the purpose of taxation,

depends upon the "profitableness of its use." Sucli a con-

cern might Ix- entitled to earn a reasonable return upon a

valuation of five million dollars, but, if, by reason of the

rates prescribed, or the stress of untoward circumstances, it

actually earns a reasonable return on only half that amount,

then its valuation for the puq)ose of taxation would he cor-

respondingly reduced—the low earnings being at once re-

flected in the "price value" or "market value" of its securi-

ties. In many of the states, the statutes prescribe that, in

assessing the railroads, the earnings shall be "considered"

and even in those states wliich provide for llic valuation of

physical property .separately from the francliisc, ihe earning

power of the lines is given more consideration, for without

such consideration no intelligent assessment can be made.

Public opinion is a large factor in determining how the

railways shall be treated. Dcveloi)ments of the last few

years have done much towards causing the puMic to look

upon the railways with a different perspective. They recog-

nize the importance of the railways to their own very exist-

ence. The history of the railways is linked with the history

of the nation.

The public is interested more in rapid and safe trans-

(Kjrtation—ample and good railway service—than in cheap
t/ans|)ortation or higli taxation. There are large areas of

land in the United States yet awaiting the coming of the

railways for their development, but if the railways already

existing are stultified, the capital necessary for their extension

will not be forthcoming.

Other Papers

.\ paper, "Can the Multiple Studies Made in Connection
with Federal N'aluation Be Usctl as a Basis of Determining
Cost of Acquiring Lands for Railroad Purposes," was read

by W. R. Van Campen, land attorney. Presidents Confer-

ence Committee. He was inclined to discount the multiple

studies as being of service in estimating individual land
purchases or a limited number of such purchases. He said

that past experiences will be of assistance in estimating new
extensive land purchases and would be somewhat of a guide

to the less experienced right-of-way agents. The multiple

studies can be used, however, he said, in estimating present

cost of acquisition for valuation purposes.

E. D. Anthony, assistant real estate and tax agent, Dela-
ware & Hudson, presented the paper, "Crossings and Use
of Railroad Land by Telephone, Telegraph and Other Pub-
lic Service Companies." He said that the prime factors of

the case are: first, the protection of the right-of-way and
interest of the carriers in their property; second, the safe-

guarding of the lives of their employees and third, a regard

for the welfare of the general public. His discussion con-

cerned each factor individually. Judge R. V. Fletcher, gen-

eral solicitor of the Illinois Central, representing the Asso-

ciation of Railway Executives, addressed the convention on
the general railway situation.

Labor Board Gives Maintenance Men
an Increase of Two Cents an Hour

AN INCREASE of two Cents an hour for approximately
452,000 members of the United Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Em])loyecs and Railway Sliop

Laborers was ordered by the Railroad Labor Board in a

decision handed down on October 14. Increases were given

to four of the nine classes of maintenance-of-way emjiloyees

enumerated in the board's last wage decision affecting these

workers. Section, track and maintemnce foremen and as-

sistant foremen, track laborers, and other common laborers

in the maintenancc-of-way de|>artment and in and around
shops and roundhouses, drawbridge tenders ;uid assistants,

pile driver, ditching and hoisting firemen, pumper engineers

and pumjx-rs, crossing watchmen or flagmen, and lamp
lighters and tenders, received the two-cent an hour increase.

.\t the same time the board decided that the present con-

ditions did not justify an increase for the following classes

of employees : Bridge, building, jiainter, construction, mason
and concrete, water-supply and plumber foremen, and as-

sistant foremen, coal wharf, coal chute and fence-gang fore-

men, pile driver, ditching and hoisting engineers, bridge

insiHJctors, and mechanics in the maintenancc-of-way and
bridge-and-building departments, and their helpers.

.According to the board the increase applies to 451,011

maintenance-of-way employees and will add approximately

$22,125,000 ft) the railroads' annual payroll. The board's

latest ruling will place the minimum rate of pay for mainte-

nance-of-way workers at from 25 to M cents an hour, the
board estimating that 45 |icr cent of the men will receive
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37 cents an hour or more, that 40 per cent will receive more

than 30 cents an hour and that only about 5 per cent will

receive less than 30 cents an hour.

Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the board, declared that the

decision was made because of the definite upward trend of

wages in other lines of industr}-, particularly the wages of

common labor. There was no pronounced increase in the

cost of living, he said.

"The board does not feel that it is receding from its

decision of last spring as at that time tlie wage increase

ordered was just and reasonable," he said. "The reason and

issues leading to the present increase will be fully set out

when the official decision is handed down."

The board's decision has been held up for more than 10

days because of the failure of the board members to reach

an agreement, as pwinted out in last week's Railway Age.

The labor members of the board were holding out for an

increase of more than two cents; the public representatives

were urging the two-cent an hour advance, and the railroad

representatives were demanding that no increases be granted.

The deadlock was finally broken when the proposition of

an advance of two cents an hour was approved by the three

public members, Samuel Higgins, a member of the railroad

group, and W. L. McMenimen, a member of the labor group.

A. O. Wharton, another member of the labor group, and one

railroad representative voted against the increase and the

third railroad representative was not present.

The board's ruling follows closely on the defeat of E. F.

Grable, candidate for re-election as grand president of the

United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and

Railway Shop Laborers, and the announcement by his suc-

cessor, F. H. Fljozdal, that a new demand "for improved

working conditions and a living wage" would be made upon

the board. Mr. Grable was defeated by more than 3,000

votes out of a total of approximately 86,000. The election

was held the day previous to the announcement of the

board's decision.

Prior to his defeat, Mr. Grable telegraphed a protest to

Mr. McMenimen against the proposed two cent an hour

increase. Mr. Grable requested a quick decision on the

requests of the maintenance men and stated that unless a

larger increase than two cents an hour was granted "loyal

members may adopt extreme tactics fostered by questionable

leaders to remedy their grievance." Following the board's

announcement Mr. Grable is quoted as stating that the in-

crease undoubtedly would be accepted by the organization

as "temporary relief."

Association of Passenger
Traffic Officers Meets

THE si.XTY-siXTH ANNUAL convention of the .'\nuTican

Association of Passenger Traffic Officers met in Louis-

ville, Ky., on October 10-11. While a large part of

the meeting was concerned with routine business and the

presentation of reports of regular standing committees, con-

siderable time was given to the discussion of subjects of

timely interest. Among these may be mentioned the prob-

lems now confronting the railroads as a consequence of

the motor truck competition, and the recent development of

gasoline motor rail cars. The following is a resume of the

principal subjects discussed at the meeting. (1) Summer

tourist fares: Is a uniform basis throughout the United

States desirable and practicable? (2) Motor buses: Effect

on passenger traffic. Should motor bus companies and in-

dividual;. oiKTating motor buses be subject to the same

regulations and taxes as railroads? (3) Economics in con-

struction of ioint passenger tariffs. (4) Inter-territorial

clergy arrangements. (5) Anti-scalping bill. (6) Uniform

rules and practices for refund on tickets at stations. (7)
Gasoline motor cars. (8) Construction of new hard roads

paralleling steam lines.

It was suggested during tlie course of the reports and
discussions that tickets sold prior to date of use be endorsed

with both date of sale and date good for passage; that an
earnest effort should be made to devise some means Ijy which

the ticket agents may clearly indicate on the coupion of each

interline ticket sold for advance use, the date on which such

ticket was sold and the date on which it will be valid for

passage, such information saving an extraordinary amount
of correspondence between accountlBg departments; that

transfer charges be published in the Official Guide for in-

formation of ticket agents and be shown in tariffs regularly

published and filed with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, and that there be earlier promulgation of bases for

division of tourist and other si>ecial fares.

It was also contended that the multi-route ticket is simph

and so practical that it can be correctly issued by agents and
with a saving of time over the single route ticket, but that the

multi-junction ticket is somewhat complicated and likely

to cause trouble and annoyance to holders; that whereas the

present digest includes only divisions, mileages and trans-

fers, that until some different action is taken by this asso-

ciation, the digest continue to be so restricted that at the

earliest convenient date it may be republished in standard

tariff size of 8^ in. by 11 in; that a rate exjiert from each

territory be directed to arrange for the preparation and pub-

lication in suitable form of a digest of passenger fares for

such lines as indicate their desire to participate in such a

publication. It was further suggested that it was desirable

to publish schedules of mixed freight and passenger trains,

especially in view of automobile competition; discussion

developed that there is no objection to the publication of

such service in the Official Guide; that earlier consideration

should be given summer tourist fares than has been the

practice heretofore, thus affording needed time in which to

determine the construction bases and carefully to prepare

and check tariffs and file them on statutory notice and also

enable the issuance of advertising matter in the winter and

early spring months when many people are planning their

summer vacations.

There was some discussion of the desirability of economy

in the compilation of passenger tariffs throusjh the elimina-

tion of unimportant headline points and destinations, the

elimination of inactive and circuitous routes, etc., and the

desirability of uniformity and standardization in tariff regu-

lations. While it was felt it would be desirable to have

uniform regulations to govern redemption of tickets at sta-

tions, for example, as to the period of time within which a

wholly unused ticket may be redeemed by the ticket agent,

it was concluded that the establishment of uniform rules

is impracticable owing to different laws effective in the

various states. The influence of the gasoline propelled motor

car on passenger traffic and its adaptability to certain traffic

conditions were discussed at some length.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are as follows:

President, A. B. Smith, passenger traffic manager. North-

ern Pacific; vice-president, C. B. Ryan, passenger traffic

manager, Seaboard .^ir Line; secretary, W. C. Hope, pas-

senger traffic manager, Central Railraid of New Jersey.

The exi-cutive committee consists of W. B. Calloway, chair-

man; M. L. Harris, E. P. Cockrcll, W. H. Black, the presi-

dent, vice-president and sccretar)-. The convention was fol-

lowed bv a short busine.ss session of the Fraternal Society.

For .^TTE^r^TI^•^ to Wrkck Lackawanna and Delaware & Hud-

son trains tlircc youths at Scranton, Pa., were recently sentenced

to eight to ten years' solitary confinement. The motive

for their action was said to be revenge against tlic Delaware &

Hiulson fur alleged iniurics sustained by one of tluiii.



I. C. Adapts Electrification to Terminal Traffic

Extended Investigation Leads to Selection of 1.500-Volts

Direct Current with Overhead Contact

TiiK i-K<>f«>sED electrification (it the Chicago terminals

of the Illinois Central, involviiiij hi-;ivy suburban iraf-

ik, freight transfers and intcri lniii,'ts, yard switthing,
- ' '.tor the operation of throuiili |M--iii;er trains, \vhi)lly

a terminal area, is a cornliiii.it i.iii that has not In-en

• retofore in electrification probleni-. Considering the

..iriation in the fundament;d features of various im-

: electrifications the final decision of the Illinois Cen-
usc 1,500-volts direct current with the overhead con-

-tem, as announced in the Railway Age of Octolx-r 7,

...„. .in e.\tendcd investigation which has Ijecn characterized

by its thoroughness, is highly important.

Territory Involved in Electrification

In addition to it.s own trains the Illinois Central handles
' 's locomotives all of the passenger and freight traffic

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis from

kce, 111., to Chicago, a distance of 54 miles. The

the branch from Kensington to Blue Island; two tracks from

Harvey to Matteson, which may also be used for steam

passenger ser\'ice; and two tracks from Sixty-seventh street

to South Chicago. The route mileage involved is: Chicago

to Matteson, 28 miles; South Chicago branch, 4.5 miles,

and the Blue Island branch 4.4 miles, with a total of ap-

pro.ximately 125 track niiliv

Traffic Study Foundation of Terminal Development

.\* early as 1881 the Illinoi.s Central operated 44 trains

dailv in suburban service between the old Central Station,

then located at Randolph street, and Grand Crossing, near

Seventy-eighth street, a distance of 8.5 miles, while IS of

these trains were run on to Kensington, 6.5 miles farther,

which wa.s then the limit of the suburban zone. During

the World's Fair in 1893, extensive suburban service was

installed to handle the heavy traffic to and from the fair

grounds, which were located adjacent to the Illinois Central

Map of the Chicago Terminal District of the Illinois Central, Showing Lines to Be Electrified

Michigan Central also has trackage rights over the Illinois

Central from Kensington into the city by means of which

it liandlcs its trains into Chicago with its own power although

its freight hou.sc is located on the Illinois Central tracks

and other facilities including the main jiassenger terminal

at R(X)sevelt Road are owned l>y the Illinois Central. In

addition to these trains the Illinois Central also handles

five northbound and six southbound passenger trains of the

Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend between Kensington and

Ranrlolph street terminal. The St. Charles Air Line, run-

ning west from a connection with the Illinois Central at

Sixteenth street, over which the Illinois Centr.il ()|xTates west

to Omaha, is not included in the electrification program.

.According to the city ordinance covering this jirojeit, all

8ul)url)an trains on lines to the south arc to lie operated

electrically by 1027, the freight .service north of Last Roose-

velt Road must be electrified by 19.50 and the entire freight

service within the city limits by 1935. The through pas-

senger service within the city limits rnay, with certain provi-

sions, be operated electrically by 1040.

The electrification for suburlian .service will include all

suburban tracks lietween the sul)urban terminal at Ran<iolph

street and Sixteenth street; six tracks from Sixteenth street

to Forty-seventh street ; four tracks from Forty-seventh street

to Sixty-seventh; three tracks from Sixty-seventh street to

Kensington; and two tracks from Kensington to Harvey;

1915 13,150.000
1916 M, 100,000
1017 U.700.000
1918 12.850,0011

1919 15,250.Ol'O

1920 19.000.000
1921 19.800,000
1922 21,000.000

tracks between Fifty-sixth and Sixty-seventh streets. With
the rapid growth of population in the area served, the Illinois

Central has continued to .show a steady increase in business,

the approximate number of revenue passengers handled each

year since 1905 being given in the following table:

1905 l.MOO.nOO
1906 1.1.80O,WiO
1907 1J.60O.000
1908 11.950.000
1909 12.150.000
1910 U. 750.000
.1911 13.335.000
1912 13.750,000
1913 13.550.000 —or more.

1914 12.750.000

It is important to note that these figures do not include

the non-revenue employee traffic amounting to over 3,000.000

pas.sengers for 1921, or an average of something like 8,900

a day.

Of the some 73,000 pas.sengers carried on ordinary week

days, about 42,000 are carried between 6 and 9 o'clock in

the morning and between 3 p. m. and 5:30 p. m. A count

on a certain day showed 10.714 passengers departing from

Randolph street' l)etween ,5 p. ni. and 5:30 p. m.. which

together with 7,808 from Van Buren street made a total of

18,522 or 124 passengers a minute. During 15 min. of the

peak rush from 4:30 p. m. to 4:45 p. m., there were 3,800

passengers or 253 a minute. During this evening ni.sh trains

are operated out of \an lUiren street and through the yards

743
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on less than two-minute lieadvv;i\-. the average for the full

period of service from 3:30 a. m. to 12:45 a. m., being a

train ever\' 7.5 min. The Illinois Central made a special

effort to ser\-e the public during the strike on the Chicago

surface lines from Septemlier 1 to 6, 1922, during which

period a record traffic of 157,517 passengers was handled

in a single day. So many of these people have continued

to use the Illinois Central that it has been necessary to add

10 trains to handle the business to the best advantage. The
schedule at this time calls for 370 trains each week-day with

six or seven coaches in a train during the rush hours, and

shorter trains at other times throughout the day. The load-

ing and unloading of pas.<cngers is expedited considerably

by elevating the station platforms at all suburban tracks level

with the car platforms.

One factor that has contributed to the success of the

Illinois Central suburban service is the separation of the

express and local runs between Van Buren street and Hyde
Park (Fifty-third street). The express trains make this run

of 5.5 miles in 11 minutes while tlie local trains, making

more intermediate stops, require from 18 to 23 min. The
express trains to Soutli Chicago make eight stops, covering

the run of 13 miles in a minimum of 35 rain. The minimum
running time to Matteson, a distance of 29 miles, including

eight stops is 59 min.; and to Blue Island, 18.5 miles, in-

cluding eight stops, the minimum running time is 45 min.

These schedules can be shortened by a higher acceleration

rate, with the same running speed. A detailed study of the

speeds of over 800 trains showed that 50 m.p.h. was the ap-

proximate maximum speed of the present steam equipment.

While higher speeds were contemplated at first on the new

work, estimates showed that added investment in equipment

and the greater operating cost that would be required were out

of proportion to the benefits derived. It was decided, there-

fore, to fix the balanced speed of the new electric equipment

at 50 m.p.h. and provide an acceleration under load of 1.5

m.p.h. per sec. and a braking rate of 1.75 m.p.h. per sec.

In other words, while the new equipment may not have a

greater maximum speed than .some of the present steam

trains, it will start so much quicker that the trains will make
the runs in considerably less time.

Switching Area Important Consideration

The electrification will include the extensive freight house

and track layout just soutli of the Chicago river and ex-

tending south to East Roosevelt Road, which, including the

additional electrified tracks just south of East Roosevelt

Road, aggregates 40 miles of tracks, most of which are yard

tracks. The switching service on all of the industry- tracks

in the terminal within the city limits will also be handled

electrically.

Part of the Fordham yard at Burnside and part of the

Wildwood yard south of Kensington are to be included in

the electrification. .\t Markham yard (the general classi-

fication yard which is not yet completed) all of the south-

Ixmnd receiving yard as well as enough of the northbound

departure yard will be electrified to permit the picking up
of northbound trains. Inspection facilities for electric loco-

motives will Ix! located at Markham yard and also at a point

in the neighborhood of Twenty-sixth street.

Freight Yard North of Randolph Street

The ordinance concerning the project (irnvides that noth-

ing in the terms shall prevent other roads not electrically

operated from entering the tracks of tlie Illinois Central

south of East Koo.scvelt Road with steam locomotives for

the pur[)f>se of interchange, or to prevent the Illinois Central

from using steam locomotives for the similar interchange

of business to and from other lines not electrified until such

time as these roads are required to electrify.

The extensive fra(k layiiut between K.indolpli -trcet and

the Chicago river is located close to the great loop district

of Chicago. Freight houses of the Illinois Central, the

Michigan Central and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis are located in this area. Large coal yards and
warehouses of private concerns are also served in this yard.

The short haul of coal, fruit, and general merchandise from

this yard to the main wholesale and retail districts offers a

decided advantage. Ground in this territon.- is very valu-

able and as the present tracks and freight houses cover almost

all of the Illinois Central property there is not much room
for further development under steam operation. However,

with the introduction of electric propulsion it will be pos-

sible to house over many of these tracks with vast freight

houses, cold storage warehouses for fruit, etc.

Freight Train Movements

As soon as the Markham yard is completed the main line

steam freight service will terminate at this point. There-

fore, there will be many through transfer trains to be handled

electrically between Markham yard and the Randolph street

freight houses. Berr}- trains, banana specials, etc., will be

handled through to Randolph street intact. As high as

500 cars for the Illinois Central and 200 cars for the

Michigan Central have been handled into and out of

Randolph street in one day.

Transfer trains will also be made up in Markham yard

for delivery to other roads. In addition to the traffic of

the Illinois Central that of the Michigan Central and the

Big Four must be handled electrically over the terminal

territory.

A large amount of track changes, depression and elevation

are to be carried out before the actual construction of the

electrification can be started. These consist principally of

the depression of tlie tracks l^etween Twenty-fifth street and

Forty-fifth street and their elevation between Forty-fourth

street and Fifty-first street. In the rearrangement of tracks

some industrj' tracks will be located on the extreme west

side of the right of way next to which all of the suburban

tracks will be consolidated. The through passenger track-

will be ju.st east of the suburl)an tracks and the freight

tracks on the east side of the right of way. .^t certain places

industn' tracks will he served from the east side also.
1

Electrification to Meet Traffic Requirements I

A commission was appointed in December, 1020, to m.ike

a thorough investigation of the different systems of elec-

trification available. Practically all of the installations in

the United States to date have been made to meet special

operating problems in tunnels or on grades. The New York
Central tracks in New York were electrified primarily t

eliminate the smoke in the Park Avenue tunnel and th'

electrification covers through and suburban passenger service

This is a low-voltage direct current system with a third rail

The Norfolk & Western 11,000-volt single-phase alternatim:

current electrification is principally for heavy freight service

over mountain grades; it uses overhead contact wire. Tlir

Xew York, New Haven & Hartford uses an 11,000-volt

single-phase alternating current system and is the only ex-

ample of an electrification which handles through freight,

switching, tlirough passenger and heavy suburban passenger

.service. However, this installation extends to New Haven,

a distance of 72 miles. An overhead contact wire is used

in this installation. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

installation is a 3,000-volt direct current system with an

overhead contact and handles through passenger and freight,

iiut does not have a dense traffic or suburban services.

Three possible schemes were eliminated early in the study.

On account of the extensive yards involved, a search was

made for some sort of a self-contained (wwer unit. The
-torage liatter>- locomotive had to be eliminated on account

i:f the seemingly ])rohil)itive operating charges. .\ locomo-
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tivc «nb>odying some form of tl,,- i>;^..i .t,„;r.f may \jc

developed for freii;ht and tlin ue but a
unit of this sort has not yi-t U- -it- retjuire-

inents of the present project. Thi tiucc-phAic alternating

current $>-stem. which requires a double o\-erhead contact

system, was eliminated from r •
••

,
,,f^ account of

the complications in construction ij svstem with-

out any advantages over the sii

Complete estimates of first co&t, maintenance and operation

were then compiled for the four remaining systems (i.e.)

(I) 7S0-volt direct current witli third rail; (2) l,SOO-volt

direct current with overhead contact; (3) ,?.000-volt direct

current with overhead contact; and (4) 11,000-volt altemat-

ing direct current with overhead contact.

The 750-d.c. system was eliminated because of the ex-

tensive freight yard trackage involved where a third-rail

was undesirable from a safety standpoint and also on ac-

count of the fact that this system would require a hca\'y and
extensive overhead layout to provide continuous contact for

switching locomotives on ladder tracks and in complicated

yards. Considering the climatic conditions along the lake

front it was also feared that snow would drift on the tracks

in the depression to such an extent as to interfere with the

operation of the third-rail. Moreover, the cost of the 750-

volt system did not differ materially from that of some of

the other systems considered.

The 3,000-volt d.c. system has not been thoroughly devel-

oped for multiple unit operation and its use on the multiple

unit system required additional complications not met with

in the other systems considered. In converting the high

voltage alternating current from the generating station into

direct current for a 3,000-volt d.c. system it would be neces-

sary to use motor generators which are more expensive and
less efficient than synchronous converters which may be used

on a 1,500-volt system. Due also to other causes the first

cost and annual cost estimates were higher on the 3,000-volt

d.c. system.

The investigation, therefore, narrowed down to the 1,500-

volt d.c. and the 1 1 ,000-volt single phase a.c. systems. Al-

though satisfactory means of eliminating the inductive inter-

ference of an a.c. .system with the telegraph and telephone

circuits have been devised it was the opinion of the majority

of the commission that the experimentation and the expense

involved would be appreciable. At this point consideration

was given to the fact that a growth of traffic in the terminal

would require more rolling equipment rather than more track

mileage and that there was no immediate prospect of the

system being extended to adjacent main line divisions. With

this idea in mind it was considered that 1,500-volt d.c.

equipment, with its lower first cost, was better adapted to

the future development of this particular project. In the

final analysis Ix^twccn the 11,000-volt a.c. single phase and

the l,SOO-d.c. systems it was decided to adopt the latter.

Suburban Equipment

The electrified suburban trains are to be made up of new
all-steel coaclies equipped with motors and connections for

multi[>le unit control. Controllers will \>c located at each

end of every car, thus eliminating the switching or turning

of any equipment at terminals. None of the old coaches

now in service are to be used.

In October, 1921, the Illinois Central placed in service

20 new all-steel suburban coaches which arc now operated

with steam but in which provisions were made for the elec-

trical equipment to be installed later. These new cars have

a seating capacity of 84 persons. Therefore, better service

can be given with fewer cars than are now used as the old

coaches scat only 56 to 65 jiersons. These new cars were

dc.scrilK-d in detail in the Railway Age for Dirember 12,

1921. The 220 additional suburban coarlus required for

the new project will be designed along similar lines.

Eighty to 100-ton switching locomotives will be used in

the various yards. On tlie through transfer between Ran-
dolph street and Markham yard it is the intention to use

two locomotive units coupled. In this service under rated

capacity the locomotives will operate at approximately

20 m.p.h.

The Illinois Central, as the owner of its own coal field

and an advantageous i)Ower hou.se site on the Calunut river

near Riverdale, is peculiarly well fitted to build and operate

its o\vn power generation station. However, no decision has

yet been reached on tliis point and the power may be pur-

chased from a public utility company.

With the electrification the automatic signaling will be

entirely rebuilt as a complete alternating current system. The
existing direct current track circuits will be replaced with

alternating current apparatus. Impedance bonds will be re-

quired at the ends of all circuits to isolate the track sections

for the a.c. signaling current and to provide a continuation

of the return propulsion circuit. The enclosed disc type of

signals now used will be replaced with three-color type light

signals. Although some of these signals have already been

replaced, the new program calls for an entirely new reloca-

tion of the greater part of the signals.

Engineering Organization

In conducting the investigation tlie late A. S. Baldwin,

vice-president of the company, was chairman of the com-
mission. With him was associated D. J. Brumley, chief

engineer of the Chicago terminal. In the course of their

investigations Mr. Baldwin and Hugh Pattison, electrical

engineer for the commission, toured Italy, Switzerland,

France and England to investigate electrification. It was
upon his return to this country that Mr. Baldwin died. Mr.

Brumley succeeded him as chairman of the commission,

which included Bion J. Arnold of Chicago, George Gibbs

and Cary T. Hutchinson, New York, consulting engineers,

and W. Si. Yandersluis, engineer-secretary. Having rendered

the refxirt covering the decision on the fundamental features

of the electrification the function of the commission is now
terminated.

Railway Fire Protection Association

THE Railway Fire Protection Association held its ninth

annual meeting at the New Willard Hotel, Washing-
ton, D. C, this week, Ix'ginning on Tuesday, October

17, with an attendance of about 100. G. L. Ball (St. L.-

S. F.), president of the association, occupied the chair.

President Ball in his opening address recited briefly the

activities of the executive committee during tlie past 12

months and referred to the prosperous condition of the asso-

ciation. A periodical news-letter has been issued to mem-
bers, keeping them advised of current developments. Region-

al meetings have been started in the cast, and it is proposed

to hold similar gatherings in tlie middle west and the west,

perhaps once or twice a year. The United States Chamber of

Commerce projxjses to start a nation-wide fire prevention

campaign and this association plans to co-operate in the

movement.

The executive committee, E. A. Ryder (B. & M.) chair-

man, reported a total nienilKTship of 235 (157 active, 75 as-

sociate and tliree honorary), 36 members having joined dur-

ing the year.

The Committee on Resolutions, B. S. Mace (B. & O.)

chairman, reported a set of resolutions which were in the

nature of a platform of principles for the guidance of mera-

i)ers. In the.se the association appeals to all railroad execu-

tives not only to support their own fire jirevention depart-

ments, particularly in the direction of educating all employ-

ees, high and low, but to proclaim with emphasis their own
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pur]X)se to support this association. Every road is urged to

put all of its fire prevention activities under a single central

authority and to see that there is effective co-operation be-

tween all other departments and the fire department. It was

resolved to send a copy of these resolutions to the chief

e.xecutive of every railroad in the country.

Fire Causes of 1921 in Detail

The Committee on Statistics, G. R. Hurd (I. C.) chair-

man, gave totals of fire losses for 1921, as reported by 75

railroads representing about 80 per cent of the Class I roads

of the countn,-. The total miles of road represented in fhese

reports is 207,634. The number of fires reported is 7,963,

onlv 12 less than in 1920, but the total of the losses, ?7,589,-

611 is almost $3,000,000 less than in 1920. This difference

is accounted for partly by the general fall in values of some

classes of property, and partly by a lessened volume of freight

business on the railroads. Losses due to fires on adjacent

property increased, indicating the need of keeping in touch

with neighbors. The committee suggested that a railroad

should keep itself fully informed concerning fire hazards in

all buildings within 150 feet of its right-of-way. Suggestions

of the lessons of fires were given in connection with numerous

classes: Exposure to forest fires, friction, hot journals, etc.,

incendiarj' and others. Smoking should be prohibited not

only in shops, freight houses, etc., but in offices as well.

in the discussion on this report, E. X. Floyd (C. C. C. &
St. L.), profKKed that statistical averages by the month or

day are not so valuable as those per train-mile—for some

causes rise and fall with changes in volume of business.

The importance of getting reports of all fires, no matter

how- trifling from a cost standpoint, was emphasized by sev-

eral memliers. Some roads do not report all fires even where

the loss is as much as $100. When responsible for a small

fire, they often try to keep it out of the records.

The uselessness of reports which say "cau.se unknown"

was pointed out by several members. The efficient superin-

tendent does not accept such a report without full investiga-

tion. W. F. Steffens (N. Y. C.) said that on his road in

1921, by thorough investigation, a large number of fires

were forced out of the "unexplained" column. "Spontaneous

ignition" is another which oftentimes is suspicious.

E. W. Osborne (Nor. Pac.) believes he finds at least the

probable cause in 99 per cent of his fires, and positive

evidence in 75 per cent. Electricity is wrongfully blamed in

many cases where the person reporting does not make thor-

ough investigation or has a selfish purpose in concealing

the true cau.se. "Electric fire" has taken the place of the

former popular explanation, "caused by rats and matches."

This report was accepted and referred to the executive

committee with recommendation to make the improvements

in form and classification that had been suggested.

Locomotive fire hazards were reported on bv a committee

of which Eari N. Floyd (C.C.C. & St. L.)' is chairman.

The committee expects to have a conference with a com-

mittet of the International Railway Fuel Association, hut

l)eyond that had nothing to report.

What Progress Can Be Measured?

Tue-sdav afternoon was devoted largely to a "symposium"

on "Arc Fire Protection Efforts Producing Results?"

C. C. Rambo, manager of the Railroad Fire Insurance

Association, the first speaker, reported his ol>servations while

visiting different roads in Ixhalf of liis assmiation. Rcsulf.s

were noted as "splendid" in 1918 and they are more certainly

so now. Lo,sses on fixed structures afford a good index of

efficiencv. as they are not affected much by fluctuations in

volume of traffic and tlie«e show greatly reduced losses in

1921. Mr. Rambo emphasized the duty of concentration on

preventable fires, which continue to occur year after year.

I.osscs due to smokinj? and matches have increased seriously.

In three years the total of railroad losses in these classes was
$763,042, an increase, while the total losses, including all

causes, decreased; and doubtless many "une.xplained" cases

ought to go in this class.

B. S. !Mace (B. & O.) confirmed Mr. Rambo's views and
statements. Mr. Mace is chairman of a committee appointed

by the governor of ^laryland, which has reformed much bad
practice in that state and he recommends railraid fire pro-

tection officers to take part in state, municipal and com-
munit}' fire prevention activities. He has found speaking

to pupils of public schools productive of excellent results.

Teaching on this subject has been put into the curriculum

in some Maniland schools. He hopes to get some advanced
legislation in that state. Mr. Mace and E. B. Berry (So.

Ry.) represent the Railway Fire Protection Association in

the National Fire Waste Council. The Baltimore & Ohio
offers to co-operate in fire prevention with all industries

located on its lines.

W. S. Topping (Bureau of Explosives) gave interesting

observations made in connection with the work of his bureau,

confirming what had been said about progress during the

past 15 years. The Bureau has induced manufacturers of

explosives to make numerous improvements in packing which

have lessened the number of fires in transportation. Among
these are a rule not to ship in the same package two sub-

stances which, if mixed, will evolve heat, and not to ship

oily waste or paper, and other such risky substances, in

box cars. Gasoline fires have l)een reduced by encouraging

the use of electric hand lanterns. .-Ml wrecking outfits should

have portable electric lights. The number of train wrecks

followed bv fire has been markedlv reduced.

Rol>ert Scott (ACL.) and L. F. Shedd (C.R.I. & P.)

reported interesting experiences lecturing to pupils in schools.

The suggestion was made that gatherings of boy scouts and
of girl scouts constitute a field which ought to be cultivated

as much as the schools.

Committee on Forms

This committee, W. C. Neely (N. & W.) chairman, has

begun its work but the roads have been slow in furnishing

samples and information. The committee proposes to

standardize tlie following: Preliminar\" notice of fire; full

report of same with all needed detail; report of fires on non-

railroad premises; form for collection of insurance; for proof

of loss; placards; for an original fire survey; for re-inspec-

tion; regulations for fire drills, and other.*.

Transportation of Explosives

W. S. Topping, of the Bureau of Explosives, aided by the

chief chemist of the Bureau. (". P. Beistle. and In.«pector-

Baldwin, O'Donncll, Cook and Camplx?ll. answered a large

numlx-r of questions presented by members about the proper

interpretation and application of the I.C.C. rules covering

the transp)ortation of dangerous articles.

On January 1, next, revised rules are to be issued em-
bodying additional features made possible by the increased

power granteil to the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the last revision of the federal law. Shippers can Ix- morc

effectivclv held to their responsiiiilitv. In tliis discussion

W. F. Hickey (N.Y. N.H. & H.) called attention to the fin

risk from stray electric current when cars of ga.soline stand

on side tracks not properly bonded and insulated to provide

against that danger.

The difficulties incident to enforcing the rule that tanks to

receive gasoline from cars shall not be placed within 30

feet of a pas.senger track were enlarged upon by a number
of memliers. Oil men .ilways object to the cost of a special

track and if refused the use of a track near the main line.

appt^U to the traffic department with the threat to go to

another road. To preserve thi< i.Tfetv rule the railroad-^

must act together.



Bridge and Building Meeting in Cincinnati

Thirty-Second Meeting Characterized by Good Reports, Active

Discussion and Interest in the Exhibits

Tut. Amkkuan Railway llridgc aiul Uuililiiig A«mhui-
tion, in conunon with otlu-r railway organizations

scheduled to hold mtx-tings this fall, was confronted

Mith the pro>i)ect of p»ostj)oning its convention Ix-causc of the

serious difficulties with which the railroads contended dur-

ing tlic jKist summer. The officers of this association were

thoroughly detemiined to hold their convention, with the

rvsult that tlie meeting held in Cincinnati on Tuestiay, Wed-
nesday and Thursday of this week was one of the most

successful which this association has ever held. That the

officers of the association had the courage of their convic-

tions and never laid aside their plans for holding the meet-

ing is attested hy the evidence of thorough preparations

which characterized the sessions. The preparation of a

bulletin containing the reports of all committees in advance

of the meeting served to expedite the conduct of the sessions

since it ohviated the necessity for a detailed reading of the

reports on the floor and thus afforded more time for thor-

ough discussion.

The selection of a place of meeting as centrally located

as Cincinnati was, no doubt, an imivortant factor in encour-

aging a large attemlance. The selection was also a happy

one because it afforded the members of this association an

opportunity to inspect the reconstructed Cincinnati Southern

bridge over Uie Ohio river, which is in many ways one of

the most interesting pieces of bridge engineering which has

been completed in recent years. The session on Wednesday
morning included a paper on the reconstruction of this

bridge by F. W. Henrici, assistant engineer of construction,

American Bridge Company, who was directly connected with

the work, and this was supplemented on Tuesday afternoon

by an excursion to the bridge site.

The convention was called to order at 10 o'clock Tuesday

by C. R. Knowlcs (superintendent of water service, Illinois

Central), [)resident. .After invcxation i)y C. A. Lichty (in-

spector, purchasing department, Chicago and North West-

em) secrctar)', the association was welcomed to Cincinnati

by Froome Morris, vice-mayor of the city and by Jas. A.

Rcilly, president of the Chamber of Commerce. .\. O. Ridg-

way (assistant chief engineer, Denver &: Rio Grande West-

ern), vice-president, responded in biiialf of the association.

Following a review of the year's work Ijy President Knowles,

the r Dort of the secretarv-trea.surer showed a memliership

of 830.

Over 250 members were present. R. N. Begicn, general

manager, Western Lines, Baltimore & Ohio, addressed the

meeting on Wednesday morning, emphasizing the es.sentials

of successful organization in the conduct of bridge and

building work.

1 lie ]ia|H.T.-, and reports presi-uted before the convention

may be divided into two general classes, those dealing with

the special problems arising through the advance in the

science of structural engineering and those relating to the

routine administration of railway bridge and building main-
tenance which com] irises the principal responsibility of the

bridge and building ofticer. .\s coming within tlie limits

of the first class may Ije mentioned a repwrt on labor-saving

devices; a comparison of the relative merits of wood, steel

and concrete tanks; the framing of bridge timbers before

subjecting them to preservative treatment and a review of

more recent studies of the bearing power of piles.

A large part of the active discussion at Uie various ses-

sions ri'laled to the reports on the routine problems of bridge

and building maintenance. Among these was a repwrt on
the painting of structural steel, reviewing common practice

as to workmanship, and devoting considerable space to tlie

material. This portion of the repwrt included abstracts from

papers presented before other technical societies from which

a number of conclusions were drawn with regard to paints

most suitable for various purposes.

The inspection of buildings was the subject of a report

divided under two heads: Inspection of new buildings dur-

ing construction and the jxjriodic insf)ection of existing build-

ings. This took the form of detailed instructions to the

insjjector, together with some comments on the necessity for

keeping an accurate record of such inspections.

The report of the Committee on the Construction and
Maintenance of Sewers and Drains presented a concise

summary of the properties and characteristics of the more
common types of .sewer pipe; namely, vitrified pipe, common
drain tile, concrete sewers, brick sewers, cast iron sewers

and wooden pipe. It also gave a summary of the hydraulics

of conduits and a statement of principles of practice in con-

struction.

Recognition was given to the growing use of the reinforced

concrete trestles supported on Ix^nts of concrete piles in a

committee report covering the handling and driving of con-

crete piles. This consisted primarily of a review of prac-

tices developed on roads that have had the greatest experi-

ence with the concrete pile trestle. An interesting feature

of the report was the presentation of figures indicating the

extent to which concrete piles have Ixvn used on some rail-

roads. Thus, the Illinois Central has used 11,000 piles in

a total of 22,072 lin. ft. of single-track concrete pile trestle,

.1,747 lin. ft. of double-track trestle and 248 lin. ft. of three-

track trestle. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul was re-

ported as having driven a total of 18,088 concrete piles or

48,668 lin. ft. of piling.

Pile Driving and Pile Driving Records

The committee presented tlie definitions, specifications and

recommended practice of the American Railway Engineering

Association covering piles, pile driving and the construction

and driving of [ire-moulded concrete piles. The report also

gave an extended review of current literature on the formulas

for determining the bearing power of piles with the follow-

ing comments on the consideration of foundation conditions

and the recording of jiile driving data.

The soil should be explored to a sufficient depth to deter-

mine if the ground alone will support the structure. If the

investigation discloses that it will not sustain the structure

alone it must then be determined what kind of piles should

be used, their length and number. .An exploration of the

earth to determine the length of piles to be u.sitl may be made
by driving test piles or by making borings. If test piles are

used they should be driven to a greater depth than it is'

intended to drive the regular piles. The driving should be

observed and the safe load at various depths computed by a

suitable formula.

If tlie earth is homogeneous it is only necessary that the

piles be driven to such depths that the frictional resistance

of the ground is greater than any load which will be placed

747
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upon the pile. It should bo noted, however, that in most
cases the ground to be penetrated is not homogeneous. In

the case of a structure of great weight and extent the engi-

neer should carefully consider the danger of stopping the

piles in a hard stratum overlying a soft one for the simul-

taneous loading of the great number of piles may cause the

soft stratum to squeeze out and the structure to settle.

A test load may determine if individual piles or even

small groups of piles will sustain a given weight over a

given area, but it docs not necessarily determine that when
the piles receive their permanent load the stratum in which
they stopped will not settle or break through into a softer

one and cause it to be forced out in a horizontal direction.

It appears that an exploration of the earth by borings is

safer and more satisfactory than the driving of test piles

although a combination of the two methods is ideal and to

be recommended. The advantage of borings over the driving

of test piles is that they can be carried to much greater

depths and the exact soils encountered known. It also ob-

viates the danger of stopping the piles in a hard stratum

overlying a softer one as mentioned previously.

Very careful notes should be made of all earth explora-

tions and the driving of test piles. It is well to keep samples

of the soils obtained at the various depths of borings. These

should be kept at least until the structure has been in use

for some time and any danger of its settling past. The engi-

neer will be rcj)aid many times for the trouble and cost of

making explorations, one of which is ability to order an

economical bill of piles or one calling for lengths that will

not call for excessive cutoffs and waste.

The importance of making and filing complete and de-

pendable notes of piles, piledriving, and soil explorations

cannot be over-estimated. This has been brought home to

the railroads in the work of preparing valuations of their

properties for the Interstate Commerce Commission. These

data will be found valuable in estimating and ordering ma-
terial for emergency replacements as in the case of bridges

destroyed by fire, washouts and wrecks. Other occasions for

their use arise when structures are to be enlarged in extent

or increased in height and when it must be determined

whether additional piles will be needed and if so the number
and lengths required. The results of soil explorations should

be not only entered in the field books but also placed upon
the piling plan for the information of the inspector and pile

driver foreman.

There is considerable opportunity for standardizing the

important items in pile driving records. The heading should

contain reference to the location of the work on line or

branch, date, contractor, pile driver number, and kind and

weight of hammer. In case of the gravity drop steam ham-
mer the make and number should be given, together with

the number of strokes per minute, the height of fall and

weight of entire hammer and striking part separately. If a

double-acting steam hammer is used, it is necessary also to

record the diameter of the piston.

In the body of the rcjwrt some put in a date column so as

to provide a continuous pile record and to give the oppor-

tunity to record the date each pile is driven. The best prac-

tice is to number the bents in the direction of the mile posts

and the piles from left to right. For piers and other founda-

tions a sketch or pile plan will indicate the system of num-
bering. The kind of tinilior or concrete in tlie pile should

lie nnttfi In the i -.i^f of timber jiilcs the <liMnii't('r of tip and

butt should be given, and in the case of concrete, the date

of manufacture and the name of the manufacturer. Next
should be recorded tlie length of pile in the leads, the length

below cut-off, and the distance from base of rail, top of pier

or other reference to the cut-off. The next group of data to

be recorded is that regarding the {penetration. It is well to

record the total penetration and the amount of penetration

in the soft and hard materials separately.

A column for remarks should be provided into which can

be placed notes regarding the batter of piles, broken piles,

whether rings or shoes were placed on piles and other infor-

mation that may be desirable. !Many roads record the total

number of blows for driving the pile. It is also desirable

to give the original length of the pile used, where a pile is

cut off before being put in the leads, provided the part cut

off is wasted and not driven as another pile.

For the record of test piles it is necessary to give the rate

of penetration for each foot of the driving and as much
information as is possible regarding the kind of soil, along

with the data of ordinarj' driving as given above. It is espe-

cially important to get an accurate record on the driving of

test piles. The record of soil exploration by borings should

show the location of the test and the distance from base of

rail or other definite reference point to each kind of soil. A
note should be made of the compactness and moisture con-

tent of the soils encountered.

It is well within the province of this report to urge the

making of clear and definite specifications for pile driving

contracts and reasonable inspection during the progress of

tlie work. Some engineers have subjected themselves to no
little criticism in the past for loosely drawn pile driving

specifications.

The common requirement that the piles be driven to "prac-

tical refusal" is deplored. The use of this term has been

responsible for the partial or complete destroying of many
piles by over-driving. When a pile has encountered sufficient

resistance to support the load to be placed upon it, and the

soil explorations indicate that it has reached or penetrated

into a stratum capable of receiving the load, the driving

should be stopped. This condition should be clearly defined

in the specifications and the formula for determining the

resistance of the pile given.

It is hoped that it will be possible for the railroads of the

country to keep track of the results of driving piles under

various conditions so tliat all may make use of the informa-

tion obtained. The loads put on our bridges and other struc-

tures are steadily becoming heavier, and pile material, espe-

cially timber, is becoming scarcer and more costly. It is

therefore essential that our materials be used with the great-

est economy consistent with future safety.

[F. C. Baluss, engineer of bridges and buildings Dululh.

Missabe & Northern, Duluth, Minn., chairman.]

Discussion

The discussion of this report hinged largely about the

detail with which foremen and inspectors should be required

to keep field records. Some advocated complete records of

every pile driven to insure that data will be available in the

event of a failure, while otliors deprecated this practice as

favored the universal use of a short form, covering even,- pile

unduly l)urdcning a foreman. The con.«ensus of opinion

favored by the universal use of a short form, covering even.-

]iile.

Labor Saving Devices

The committee reporting on this subject presented detailed

examples of a large number of types and classes of equip-

ment which had liecn found of convenience and economy on

various railroafis, in many cases reporting on the actual

savings obtained. The introduction to the report called at-

tention to some of the difficulties involved in the application

of labor saving equipment and suggested a number of prin

ciples which must apply.

The chief difficulty in the way of providing and usin

labor saving devices where considerable investment is in

volvetl, is that economics are not always secured unless tli

device is kept in constant use. It is alifo important to dccid
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whether theoretical or actual eionumics are realized, and
whether such equipment should Ik^ sujiplie*! for each gang,

or for alternate gangs or U.- kept at divi>ion head<{uarter9.

The distril>ution of equipment and \h\>ot saving devices

•hould Ik- under the direction of the division T>fi)cers.

The motor car, as usual, came in for considerable com-
nKndation from the committee. Thrre is no duubt, the com-

mittee stated, as to the advantayo in tlie use of motor cars

by bridge and building gangs. Until recently, the motor

cars in use did not have sufficient power and capacity and

bad too much speed. At present the designs measure more
accurately to what is required under actual working condi-

tions. With the exercise of good judgment in the question

of speed, the motor car is a valuable asset. The proper care

and upkeep of a motor depends largely on the personal

equation. The more complicated the construction of the car,

the greater the cost of maintenance and upkeep and the less

the value of the labor saved.

The following are a few brief references to comments ap-

pearing in the report concerning various pieces of equipment

used in bridge and building work:

More attention sliould be given to the use of pneumatic

and electric motors for l>oring holes incident to the construc-

tion of docks, cribs and protection piers at draw bridges.

Electric drills are probal>iy the most convenient and eco-

nomical to o[>erate where power is at hand. The Michigan

Central recently constructed a crib at Mackinaw City where

all the lioring was done by compressed air furnished from a

locomotive air pump. It was found by actual tests of hand

and power boring that compressed air saved the equivalent

of one man working 192 days in the drilling of .^,600 holes.

The Northern Pacific uses electric motors to good advantage

in boring for dowels in timber cribs. Holes ]s in. in diam-

eter were drilled through 24-in. timbers in 40 sec.

Only limitetl data are available regartling the efficiency

of tie dapping machines. A recent test on the Michigan

Central showed that three men dapped 85 ties in eight hours,

which is about 50 per cent more than the same number of

men could have dapped by hand. The Xcw York, New
Haven & Hartford estimates that this class of machinery

effects a saving of SO per cent in labor costs.

To test scales at large freight houses where there are a

great number to inspect, the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford uses a small four-wheel truck which will hold twenty

SO-lb. weights. The loaded truck is used as the test weight

and is moved to various points in the freight house instead

of shifting individual weights.

Paint spraying machines were recently tested on the

Pennsylvania at the East Altoona engine house. Inclined

panels in the ventilators were painted by spraying at a cost

of $0,029 [)er sq. yd. If this work had been done by hand

it would have cost $0,059 per sq. yd. The grandstand and

bleachers at Altoona were spray-painted at a cost of $0,036

per sq. yd.

A compressed air whitewashing machine is used by the

Illinois Central for the whitewashing of fences and round-

hou.-es, and disinfecting stock yards. The opi'ration requires

a crew of eight men. It is claimed that the machine will do

the work 50 per cent cheaper than hand laljor.

I{ri<lgc and building supervisors on the Missouri Pacific

and the Union Pacific highly recommend a small stiff legged

derrick mounted on a push car, equi|)pcd witli hand winches

and with the nc-ccssary clamps for damping the push car to

the track. This is an exceedingly valualjle piece of equip-

ment and one whirli should lie placed with all gangs having

to take care of pile trestle maintenance.

The self-propelled derrick car is strongly favored by all

roads reporting on tiiis machine. It saves a great deal of

labor i)y eliminating train crews and work trains, which at

best constitute a very large item in the cost of road work.

This machine, being slow, is not rccnnimended for main line

work at a distance from sidings. For yard work it is ideal

while for other work its usefulness depends on the number

of trains to l>e avoided and the nearness of a siding. The
average capacity should l<e 8 to 12 tons and the speed from

S to 15 miles per hour. The greater speed is of advantage.

Locomotive cranes follow very closely the advantages

claimed for the self-proj>elled derrick. Their scope is, how-

ever, broader and the average work which can be handled

runs from 15 to 30 tons. The «Tecking crani-s are usually

made use of where exceptionally heavy loads have to be

handled. The value of the locomotive crane lies in its

adaptability to many uses. For loading and unloading ma-

terial out on the road locomotive cranes or self-propelled

derricks are recommended by all for hea\7 work. For yard

work, stiff legged derricks, carefully placed, are favored al-

though special self-propelled derricks are frequently used.

.Acetylene cutting and welding outfits for bridge gangs

have been reported as almost indispensable for those roads

having to remove or repair old structures. They may lie used

for cutting up or repairing girders in the field or dismantling

old trusses which must ije taken out of the way quickly.

Tiiey may also be used for cutting I-beams, plates and angles

in tiie field where a close fit is not required.

Portable telephones have proven very efficient for bridge

jobs at a distance from a station and where it is necessary

to get advice from the dispatcher as to time that track can

best be out of service. They do not relieve the foreman of

any precaution against accident but help to keep the work

running smoothly.

For air tools the light portable compressors used for the

tie tampers seem to meet with the approval of several ro;ids.

For heavier work the 9J^^-in. pump and cross-compound

])ump with three standard reservoirs wa.^ found to be a good

combination. Ah tools have been used for boring, grinding

and drilling and for reaming, riveting and concrete drilling,

all proving great labor savers.

Electrically-operated tools are of great value where power

is available. They have about the same range of use as air

tools with perhaps a greater advantage w^here large power is

needed. Electric welders arc very useful and particularly

economical in welding broken castings on pile drivers, der-

ricks, draw bridges, and bridge pedestals. This device not

only saves time in getting damaged equipment back in service

but also reclaims considerable material.

The most important field for improvement lies in an im-

provement of the esprit de corps whereb)' the men will be

encouraged to think for themselves, to suggest methods of

increased efficiency and to develop a feeling of loyalty to

their employers. Without tlic^^e. any mechanical device is

doomed to failure.

The Michigan Central furnishes its bridge gangs with

such technical magazines as tlie Railway Age, one copy to

each gang, and other publications that can be picked up

around the general offices. The men in most cases have

shown consifieralde interest in these publications and spend

their spare time in discussing different methods of handling

the work instead of discussing topics which have a tend-

ency to cause trouble and undermine the morale of the

organization.

f J. S. Huntoon, assistant bridge engineer Michigan Cen-

tral, Detroit, chairman.]

Discussion

The discussion of tliis report was largely in the form of

statements pointing to otlier illustrations of devices developed

to effect economies of various kinds. In connection with

motor cars, attention was called to tlie wide variations in

the cost of operation and tlie consumption of ga.^oline. one

explanation offered being the jiossible diversion of the fuel

to other uses, which has been overcome in some cases by

mixing oil with the gasoline, thereby making it unsuitable

for use in automobiles, stoves, etc. Considerable time was

given to testimony on the many uses of jmeumatic tools.
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Relative Merits of Wooden, Steel and Concrete Tanks

The first railway water tanks were built of wood and,

while other materials are now being used, it is safe to say

that the wooden tank will never be discarded entirely. The
advantages of the wooden tank are manifold. In the first

place, it is the cheapest form of construction. A wooden

tank is easily constructed and a carpenter crew assigned to

this work soon becomes skilled in its erection. As wood is

a poor conductor of heat and cold, it is a desirable material

for tanks in cold climates as the water can \x kept from

freezing more easily. It is not considered practicable to

build a wooden tank of larger capacit}' than 100,000 gal.

The wooden tank carries a certain fire risk and is likely to

be damaged or destroyed by fire in the frost-proofing or by

the burning of adjacent buildings.

Creosoted Tanks

The increasing scarcit}- of durable timber for the construc-

tion of tanks, together with the increased cost, has resulted

in a number of railroads constructing creosoted tanks, this

t\'pe of tank now being standard on at least four railroads.

Creosoted tanks are now being built in sizes up to 100,000

gal. capacity. The Illinois Central has 31 creosoted tanks

in service and seven more now under construction. The
advantage of the creosoted tank over the untreated wooden
tank is that any timl^er that will take treatment can be used,

thus making the cheaper timbers available for tank con-

struction. Where the entire structure is creosoted there should

be considerable reduction in maintenance as the life of the

structure will undoubtedly be much greater and there is no

necessity for painting other than the hoops.

The need of larger resers-oirs than could be made safely

with wooden staves led to the construction of the sheet iron

and steel tanks, beginning about 30 years ago. The steel

tank can be made of almost any desired capacity and has

the advantage that it can be built quickly and is not ex-

cessively expensive. It is subject to corrosion and for that

reason must be kept w-ell painted both outside and inside.

If there should be any neglect in this respect much harm
may result. Reports indicate that steel tanks pass through

severe freezing winter weather successfully and only the

usual precautions for keeping the water from freezing need

be taken.

Reinforced Concrete

The first reinforced concrete tank was built in this country

in 1899, but only 5.i had been built in this country and
abroad by 1910. Since then many more have been con-

structed but not as many as the general use of concrete in

other lines of construction would lead one to believe. Con-
crete tanks for railroad purposes are not being given general

consideration for various reasons. Very few railroad water

stations can be considered permanent Ijecause experience has

shown that operating conditions are constantly changing,

requiring frequent and unexjiected changes in yards and
tracks. A concrete tank cannot l)e moved and therefore if

the permanency of the location is at all (ioul)tful, it ought

not to be built. It is also the most expensive type of tank

and as the item of initial cost is often the governing factor

in a derision, other types are used instead.

The Problem of the Concrete Tank

The great prnhlem of the ronircte tank is to secure a per-

fectly water tight resenoir. 'I'he first tanks luiilt, as a rule,

developed cracks after the tank had been filled with water.

While the cracks gradually filled up, esjiecially where the

water contained limestone in solution, many of the early

tanks had to be coated on the inside with some wafer-jiroofing

composition. As far as is known, no tanks built recently

have l)Cen waferpro<ifed l)y coating the inside.

Much speculation has always existed as to the effect of

severe winter weather on concrete tanks. Many such tanks

are in service 'in northern climates and seem to give no more
trouble than tanks of other tj'pes. In fact, some claim that

the concrete tank stands up better than the wooden tank.

The construction of the concrete tank requires good work-
manship. Most difficulties with concrete tanks can be traced

almost directly to faults in the construction and it is there-

fore necessary that the work must be watched carefully.

Conclusions

A concrete tank will invariably represent a greater first

cost than either a steel or wooden tank, yet this first cost is

offset to a large extent by a far lower maintenance cost as it

is a permanent structure with a life of perhaps 100 years

as compared with other tanks having a maximum life not to

exceed 50 years. One great disadvantage of the concrete tank

is that it cannot be moved after erection.

\\'hile the concrete tank is admittedly more expensive than

the steel and wooden tank and its greater life and lower

maintenance cost are firmly established the relative cost and
durability of steel and wooden tanks is still a matter of con-

troversy. An average life of 30 years may be expected of

tanks constructed of white pine, cypress and redwood while

the other untreated timbers used in the construction of tanks

will have a life not to exceed 15 years. Properly treated

timber will have a life of at least 30 years and probably

more. Steel tanks for railway water sers'ice have only been

constructed during the past 30 years and as some of the first

steel tanks constructed are still in service the minimum life

of a steel tank prop>erly painted can be based ujxm this

figure with a minimum life of 40 to 50 years, always de-

pendent on ])roper painting and maintenance. Many of the

old style flat bottom steel tanks have failed through the bot-

tom rusting away, and the figures on Uie life of the steel

tank are based upon the modem type of conical bottom steel

tank.

A feature of primarj- importance in the selection and con-

struction of a water tank, and one that cannot be emphasized

too strongly, is material and workmanship. As previously

stated most of the difficulties experienced with concrete tanks

can be traced directly to faulty construction. The manufac-
ture of steel tanks has been developed to such an extent that

one is reasonably suit of good material and workmanship
as the material furnished by mo.st manufacturers is uni-

formly up to st;uidard specifications and the construction is

usually done by workmen skilled in that jiarticular line of

work. The construction of concrete and wooden tanks is

sometimes jicrformed by workmen who are no doubt skilled

in ordinary concrete work and general carpentn.- and build-

ing but ]ierhai>s do not fully understand the requirements of

tank construction. Conditions encountered on the average

railroad vary to such an extent that it would be unwise to

establish any particular type or kind of tank as standard

without regard to local conditions.

[F. A. Eskridge, assistant engineer Chicago & Eastern

Illinois. Chicago, chairman.

1

Discussion

Tiic di.scussion following this report was not directed so

much at the contents of the report as to the measures which

must be taken to obtain gocnl constniction and satisfactory

maintenance of the several classes of tanks. The greatest

interest was manifested in the creosoted wood tanks, particu-

larly as to methods of construction, framing before treatment

and the kind of wood used. Favorable reports were given

on a concrete tank in which the space underneath the tub

is used as a j>unip hou.se, this type having lux-n found very

successful in cold territorv.
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Framing Bridge Timbers Before Treatment

Oik- of the dcvclopmtnis th.it will come aljout with the

ccnrral use of treated tiraljer, is the fnunin); of the timber
tnatmcnt. This is logiial Utause it eliminates the

in the field that has causiil many failures in the pa.st.

li ]- .i1m> desiralilf lit'causc it ])<rniits the use of machiner)-

in i>lare of hand work in ir.innn.; i\u- timUr It is an impor-

tant devcl(»|»mfnt liecause it mtMiis tli.it the liridge carpenter

will no longer take an a.ssortnunt of lumber to the job, re-

move decayed material and replace it by new material cut

to fit, but that the lumlnrr will Ijc cut and framcti at the

mill and sent to the job ready to l)e placed The field men
will lie erectors rather th.-in car|X'nters. The structures will

be built with more care and with an expected life of 30 to

40 years rather than 6 to 15 years. It will no longer be
necessary for the railroads to carry large stocks of lumber
for repairs due to decay, but only small stocks to take care

of emergencies, such as burnouts, washouts and wrecks. It

will no longer be necessar)' to adhere so rigidly to standard

types, but structures can be designed more nearly to lit their

individual location. In other words, our treated timber

structures will soon be fabricated, like metal structures, at

the mill ready for erection in the field.

Few railroads have so far adopted treated lumber for

general use, but it is to be expected that before many years

it will come into general u.se on all railroads: (1) because

lumlier is the most imjjortant material used in the bridge

and building department, and will probably not be displaced

to any great extent by other materials in the future; (2) on

account of the rising cost of lumlter the railroads cannot

afford to use it untreated, and allow it to decay in the struc-

ture as at present; and (3) on account of the increasing

scarcity of the l>etter grades needed for u.se when untreated,

it will Ix' necessar}' to u.se the jworer grades which become
suitable only after treatment.

Causes of Decay

We treat lumber to protect against decay. It is expensive

md the results must warrant the expense. Experience teaches

that we cannot get the results we want unless wc observe

certain precautions in preparing timljer for treatment, in

treating and in handling and working it afterwards. Treat-

ing processes have received a great deal of study and are

fairly well standardized, but tiiere is room for more study

and care in the preparation of lumber for treatment. In

handling lumber after treatment, e\|ierience has sliown what
to do, and we should now get this information to the inex-

jjerienced workmen, and make them appreciate that when
working treated lumber they are no longer using plain

lumber, l)Ut an entirely different material.

Decay starts from tlie outside. It is not necessary for the

preservative to |)enetratc completely and to poison all of the

wood; in fact it is not usually i)racticable to obtain complete

penetration, but if there is an impervious armor of treated

wwkI on the outside, surrounding the untreated wood, there

will be no decay. If, liowever, there is a hole in this armor,

caused by a track, an injur)', or liy cutting or boring, that

exposes the untreated wood, decay will take ])lace if the

other conditions are favorable, and they generally will lie.

The ideal way to l>uild with creosoted lumber would be to

make complete di-tail drawings of eaih structure to fit the

individual l(«ation. 'I'his would permit the framing of each

member before treating. It wnulil not be practicable to do
this with i)ile structures since it is necessary to cut off. piles

to proper elevation after they arc driven, and also because

the jiiles cannot always be driven e.xaitly in the desired loca-

tion. For j)ile structures then, tlie ideal way is to drive the

piles and cap them, and measure bxations, tlien frame the

balance of the structures to fit these l(Kations and then treat

tlie l'r;inie(l lumlier. This idea is being carried out on some

railroads in building small structua-s such as highway
bridges, water tanks and coaling plants, but it has not been
applied generally to bridges and trestles, where the bulk of

the lumber is being consumed. In these structures it is the

general i)ractice to provide treati-d lumlx-r in stock sizes and
cut and l)ore in the field as may U- necessar)

.

While most of the failures of treated lumber seem to be
attributable to careless handling or cutting in the field, it is

practicable to protect the.se exposed surfaces of pine lumber
efficiently by coating them in the field. The replies to the

questionnaire indicate a fairly uniform practice for protect-

ing creosoted pine lumUr in the field which consists in coat-

ing the surfaces with two or three coats of hot creosote oil

and then with hot coal tar pitch. This is sometimes followed

on ends of piles by a covering of tarred paper or galvanized

iron. No instance is reported where treated pine timber cut

in the field and protected in this manner has decayed after-

wards. For Douglas fir this field treatment should be avoided
wherever possible.

The chief objection to cutting treated lumber in the field

is not that the cut surface cannot be protected, but the jxjssi-

bility that it will not be. Until workmen have been trained

to work treated lumber, they fail to appreciate the necessity

for, and have little patience with the extra care in han-
dling and precaution in working that they are required to

observe.

Conclusions

1. In the replies to the committee's questionnaire, all

roads advocate the framing and boring before treatment as

far as practicable.

2. It is practicable to frame and bore before treatment the

timber in all cla.sses of railroad structures, hut it may be
necessar)' in badly driven pile trestles, if cutting after treat-

ment is to be avoided, to frame certain members in accord-

ance with measurements taken after the piles have been
driven.

3. All treated lumber should be handled carefully. Piles

and other heavy sticks are likely to suffer more from rough
handling than lighter sticks. They should be handled with
chains and not with timber dogs or cant hooks. They should
not be dropped from cars as they are likely to be bruised or

cracked.

4. All holes for bolts bored before treatment should be
1/16 in. larger than the liolts. Those bored after treatment
should be the same size as the bolt and should be protected

thoroughly by pouring hot creosote oil into them. Oil can
be poured into horizontal holes by using a bent funnel.

5. Ties are likely to suffer considerable wear, particularly
if projK'r track fi.xtures are not used. Tie plates should be
of adequate size and without claws to cut into the wood.
Spike holes should he bored anil filled with creosote oil be-
fore driving the sjiikes. .-\ll unfilled holes should he filled

with creasoted i)lugs. Rails should be well anchored on
approaches to prevent running as much as possible.

6. The committee recommends ballast deck trestles as

against tiie general use of open deck trestles of treated tim-
ber. While the fire risk with open deck trestles of treated

lumber is probably no greater than with untreated timber,

when the structure is destroyed the loss is greater. With
ballast deck timber trestles experience shows there is com-
I>aratively little risk from fire.

7. The committee recommends against the use of treated

lumber with jilain liiniher in the same structure, in situ-

ations where it would l)e necessary to rehandle and refit the
treated lumber when the untreated lumber is renewed.

This d(K'S not ap|)ly to the use of treated piles used in

trestles along witli untreated lumber.

\.\. H. llsley, bridge engineer Soutliern Railway, Lines
East, Charlotte, N. C. chaimian.]
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Election of Officers

At the annual election of officers on Thursday morning,

the following were selected: President, Arthur Ridgw'ay,

assistant chief engineer, Denver & Rio Grande Western,

Denver, Colo.; first vice-president, J. S. Robinson, division

engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago; second vice-

president, J. P. \\oods, supervisor of bridges, Pere Mar-
quette, Saginaw, Mich.; third vice-president, C. W. Wright,

master carpenter, Long Island Railroad, Jamaica, N. Y.

;

fourth vice-president, E. T. Howson. western editor, Railway

Age, Chicago; secretary-treasurer, C. A. Licht}', purchasing

department, Chicago & Nortli Western, Chicago; assistant

secretar}', F. E. Weise, engineering department, Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago; directors, S. T. Corey,

assistant bridge engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

Chicago; W. B. Hotson, superintendent bridges and build-

ings, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, Joliet, 111., and P. N. Nelson,

supervisor bridges and buildings. Southern Pacific, San

Francisco, Cal. In addition to the inspection of the new
bridge of the Southern Railway and the ^Nlotor Terminals

Company's local freight handling facilities on Wednesday
afternoon, the members made an inspection of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio terminal at Stevens, Ky., on Thursday after-

noon. On Friday the flood control work of the Miami Con-

seri'ancy District near Dayton, Ohio, was visited.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association

An interesting and attractive exhibit relating to materials

and devices applicable to bridge and building work w-as

presented under the auspices of the Bridge and Building

Supply Men's Association and attracted a great deal of

interest and attention from those attending the convention.

The officers of the Supply Association for the past year

were: President, M. J. Trees, Chicago Bridge & Iron Works,

Chicago; vice-president, G. R. McVay, The Barrett Com-
pany, Chicago; treasurer, A. J. Filkins, Paul Dickinson

Company, Chicago; secretary, D. J. Higgins, American Valve

& !Meter Company, Chicago; honorary director, C. E. Ward,
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, 111. The
memlsers of the executive committee were : F. !M. Condit,

Fairbanks Morse & Co., Chicago; W. H. Lawrence, Johns-
Manville, Inc., New York; T. W. Snow, T. W. Snow Con-
struction Company, Chicago; J. E. Nelson, Joseph E. Nel-

son & Sons. Chicago; William Volkliart, William Volkhart,

Inc., New York, and B. J. Wilson, Railway Age, Chicago.

A list of the exhibitors, giving the nature of the displays

and the names of representatives in attendance follows:

American Tar Products Company, Chicago; S. H. Fields and

J. D. Treadway.
American Valve & Meter Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio; model of drop

spout ; J. T. McGarry, D. J. HiRgins. and C. F. Bastian.

-American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul. Minn.; litera-

ture; B. W. Maurcr.
Asphalt Block Pavement Company, Toledo, Ohio : asphalt floor-

ing blocks and literature ; E. J. Snyder.
Barrett Company. The. New York ; roofing, shingles, specifica-

tions, and literature; G. R. McVay and R. B. Gunter
Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis. ; literature on concrete

mixers ; C. H. Marsh.
Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; photographs and litera-

ture; Merle T. Trees and Ccd B. Smith.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Oiicago; H. G. Bartice and

T, G. Smallwood.
.•\. p. Cook, Inc., Lawrenccburg, Ind. ; deep well pumps, screen

and literature ; Charles Taylor.
Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.; samples of pain'

and literature; A. B. Edge.
Duff Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. ; jacks ; E. A.

Jnbnson.
De Vilbiss Manufacturing Company, Toledo, Ohio ; paint sprav-

crs : F. Traig.

Fairbanks. Mof;r & Cnmpanv ; literature ; F. M. Condit, J L.
Jones. C. B. n'Nril and F. J. I.cc.

Harkcr Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati. Ohio; fire preven-
tion devices ; C. F. Schultz.

Highgrade Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio ; litera-

ture and samples of roofing cement ; S. A. Baber.
Johns-Manville Company, Inc., New York ; samples of roofing,

pipe and boiler insulations, packing, waterproofing, industrial

flooring and shingles ; P. C. Jacobs, C. E. Murphy, Harry Newman
and W. H. Lawrence.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersev Citv, N. T. ; literature;

H. A. Neally.

Lehon Company, The Chicago : samples of roofing and shin-

gles ; Tom Lehon, John E. Eipper and F. T. Carpenter.
E. M. Long & Son. Cadiz, Ohio ; model O. G. fire gutters ; A.

C. Long and H. D. Roby.
Minwa-x Company, The. New York; model of water proofing

flashing for a bridge deck and literature; A. S. Harrison.
Mudge & Co., Chicago, literature; J. Mulholand and K. J.

Eklund.
Murdock Manufacturing & Supply Company, The, Cincinnati,

Ohio; hydrants, drinking fountains and railway water service
boxes

; J. C. Endcbrock and Kelso Murdock.
Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago ; literature ; C

H. Hunsakcr and A. Hultgren.
National Lead Company. New York ; literature ; F. M. Hartley,

Jr.. T. Mangan and S. V. Van Riper.

Norton, A. O., Inc., Boston, Mass.; literature on jacks and jack
covers ; G. R. Law.

Nelson, Jos. E., & Sons, Chicago : literature ; I. B. Tanner.
Nichols, Geo. P.. & Bro.. Chicago ; literature ; Geo. P. Nichols.
Patterson, W. W., & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; tackle blocks; W.

W. Patterson, Jr.

Patterson & Sargent Company, Cleveland. Ohio ; G. W. Ander-
son and W. H. McBride.

Paul Dickinson, Inc.. Chicago ; model of cast-iron camp car
jack, chimney for small buildings and ventilators; A. J. Filkins.

Railway Review, Chicago; copies of paper; W. M. Camp and
L. E. Kohler.

Rivet Cutting Gun Company. Cincinnati. Ohio ; pneumatic rivet
cutter and concrete digger ; L. K. De Bus and Joseph Desalvo.

Robertson & Company, Wm., Chicago; model of culvert; R. F.
Repasz.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York ; copies of
paper; E. T. Howson, W. S. Lacher. F. C. Koch and B. J. Wil-
son.

Snow Construction Company, T. W., Chicago ; literature ; T.
W. Snow.

Stover Manufacturing & Engine Company, Freeport, 111. ; litera-

ture on engines and samples of steel fence posts ; W. V. Heckman>
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, III. ; literature

;

C. E. Ward.
Volkhardt Company, Inc.. The. New York ; model of hydrants

and parts : Wm. N'olkhardt.

A Three-Cylinder Pacific on the Great Northern (England)

F.n(tin<- No. 1471 Recently Hauled .i 20. (.,r, (.10 t.ong Ton r.is!.enger

Tr.iin Over .1 10.'; 5 Mile Division rf fneven C.r.idient in 2 Hours 2 Min.
Locomotive Hat Three 20 in. by 26 in. Cylinders, Working Pressure of
'.80 lb.. Adhesion Weight of 60 Long Tons and Tractive Effort of 29,835-

lb. at 85 per cent Boiler Pressure.
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Freight Car Loading

Fm.HT CAR LOADING, after having reached during the

week ending September 30 within J per cent of the

peak loading of 1920 dropped back during the first

week of October to 968,169 cars, an increase as comparetl

with the corresponding week of last year of 68,488 cars, but

a decrease as compared with 1920 of 4J,487 cars. There
were decreases as compared with the wei-k before in all

clasxs of commodities except coke, although the decrease

in coal loading was only 37 cars, but the principal reductions

were in merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which de-

creased about 15,000 cars. It is thought that this may be

partly explained by heavier loading on account of the car

shortage. In the Southern, Central Western and Southwest-

ern districts, however, the loading was in excess of that for

the corresponding week of 1920. In the Pocahontas district

it was below that of last year. The summary as compiled

by the Car Service Division of the .American Railway Asso-

ciation follows:

Citrus fruit movement iram Florida, and other perish-

able fruit, is increa^iing, and is much earlier than usual.

Owing to limited refrigerator car supply, it is necessary to

use ventilated box cars to the fullest extent where such cars

are available.

The following new instructions are given:

( 1
) Ventilated box cars must not be used for loading

except with perishable freight or with dead freight directly

to home roads or from one local station to another on the

home road.

(2) When no immediate loading should be moved empty

to owners.

(3) Give special supervision to the handling of ventilated

cars to see that instructions are fully understood and proper

distinction made in the handling of these cars as dis-

tinguished from ordinary bo.\ cars.

Division 5 of the Interstate Commerce Commission has

ruled that empty coal cars should not be used for the move-

ment of coke but that special cases which might warrant an
e.xception to that rule should be brought to its attention for

appropriate action.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

Si'MHAiiv

—

All Distiict*, Cohi-aiison or Totals This Y£a», Lait Ycai, Two Ylars Ago.

DUlrict* Year

EjiMrrn l'»22

1921

Allcthcny 1922
1921

Pocabonun 1922
1921

Southern 1922
1921

NorthnrMern 1922
1921

Central Weatern 1922
19J1

Southweitem 1922
19.'1

Toul \Vei«em di.-trict». . 1922
19'1

Toul, all rcoda 1922
1921
1920

Incrca»e ocmt)«re<1 1921
Decrease romivtred '921
Incrca*e comijarcd 19.''0

Decrease comjAred 1920
October 7 1922
September 30 1922
September 23 1922
September 16 1922
September 9 1922

gram
products

8,006
9,086
3,127
2,539
177
264

3,912
3,901

17,904
18,639
12,374
15,430
5.053
4,598

35,331
38.667
50,553
54,457
41,375

50,553
52,129
52,379
52,090
47,732

Live
stock

3,302
3,167
3,387
3,076
383
328

2.425
2,144
9.622
9,030
16,127
12,617
4,113
3,405

29.862
25.052
39,359
33.767
32,594
5,592

"6,765

39.830
36.8%
34,929
29,512

Coal

57,364
49,211
55,903
51,069
16,981
21,361
22,311
23,971
10,483
10,001
19,290
22,139
6,980
4.843
36.753
36,983

189,312
182.595
224,063

6,717

34,751
189,312
189,349
187,896
172.241
139,570

Coke
1,939
1,860
4,752
2,600
286
178
903
472

1,451
619
389
218
160
121

2,000
958

9,880
6,068
16,347
3,812

6,467
9,880
9,456
8,671

Forest
products

5,843
4,555
3,187
2,614
1,340
1,237

18,523
15,993
15,679
11,636
7,057
4,639
6,215
6,645

28,951
24,920
57,844
49,319
60.516
8.525

2,672
57,844
58,742
58.853
57,371
51,906

Ore
4,238
2,429
9,208
5,127

29
93

1,168
435

30,091
16,199
2,142
741
563
739

32,796
17,679
47.439
25,763
79,278
21,676

31,839
47.439
49,777
49,587
53,293
53,833

Welk Ended Saturday, October 7, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Mdse.
UC.L.
63,298
65,472
45,918
48,009
5,055
5,707

38.424
39,956
28,678
28,640
31,604
32,239
15.538
16.900
75,820
77,779

228,515
234,923
208,757

228.515
234,517
234.371
234,513
203,666

Miscel-
laneous

93,710
81,393
71,143
58,971
3.635
4.061

44,770
41,573
41,415
43,-'62

58,723
52,980
31.871
30,549
132.009
126,791
345,267
312,789
348,736
32,478

3.469
345,267
354.581
344,638
333.294
298.107

968,169
988.38!
973,291
945,919
832,744

'

Corre- Ci,rre-
'

This sponding spending
year year year
1922 1921 1920

237,700
215,173 248,303

196,625
174,005 212,538

27,886
33,229 38,228

132,436
128,445 132,301

155,323
138,026 167,255

147,706
143,003 142,580

70.493
67,800 70,461

373,522
348,829 380.296

968,169
899,681

1.6ii!666
68,488

'43,'497

899,681
904,831
873.641
852.552
74V,552

1,011.666
992.283

1.008,109
991,166
883,415

Reports received by the Car Service Division show that

32,929 fewer freight cars were in need of repairs on October

1 than on July 1 last when the strike of railway shopmen
began. The total was 291,654, or 12.8 per cent of the

cars on line. This was a decrease of 12,894 cars as com-

pared with the number on September IS, at which time the

total was 304,548 or 13.4 per cent. On October 1 last

year, 364,372 or 15.8 per cent were in need of repairs. Of
the total 230,565 rcrjuired heavy repairs, while 61,089 re-

•quired only light repairs. This is a decrease compared with

September 15 la.st of 11,114 in the number requiring heavy

repairs, and a decrease of 1,750 in tlic number needing

light repairs. Every district reported a decrease as com-

pared with Sc[)tember 15.

The Car Service Division has cancelled instructions con-

tained in CSD 111 for the diversion of ventilated box cars

to Western territory.

Effective at once all roads were directed to give ventilated

box cars exf)cditcd movement to their owners, except that

cars on roads in territory west of Cliicago and the Mississippi

river en-route to W'estern roads on previous instructions

will Ijc moved through to destination.

Division 5 of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission has

ruled that no objection will be interposed to the movement
of mill cinder and mill scale for furnace use when moving
in open top cars under the same conditions as fluxing stone

for furnaces.

The percentage of cars placed to cars required for coal

loading was reduced during the last week of September to

55 as compared with 58 the week before. There has been

a steady decrease for several wivks. The number of cars

required was 381,878, the number of cars placed was 211.-

061, while the numl)er of cars loaded was 182,158. This,

however, was an increase of 9J^ per cent as compared with

the corresponding week of 1921.

The summary of principal freight car accumulations com-

piled by the Car Service Division of the American Railway

Association shows 68,663 cars held in greater numbers than

can l)c handled or ili.spased of currently, as compared with

72,656 cars for tlie week of Sejitember 29 and 80,320 for

the week of September 22. The latter figure represented the

peak for the year. Of the total as of October 6, 52,812 cars

were held on account of the disability of the reporting road

to move them.
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The Pennsylvania System Newspapers *

By Logan B. Sisson

THE Pennsylvania News was founded as an employees'

newspaper and makes no claim to being an employees'

magazine. It is rather an approximation of a country

weekly in railroad overalls. It is printed on news print,

comes out every two weeks, and at least 90 per cent of the

space is devoted to news about the emj^loyees themselves and

the activities of members of their families. The remaining

space is used for new developments in the railroad property

in which the employees are interested, humor, cartoons,

poems and a short editorial. A considerable portion of the

news is presented through pictures and drawings. Company
or management propaganda has no place in the paper. It is

a newspaper or as near a railroad family newspaper as the

employees, with the guidance of the editorial staff, can make
it. Its editorial masthead carries this sentence: "Published

every two weeks by the Pennsylvania System for all em-

ployees in the Region in the interest of getting us all

better acquainted with one another and with the property."

Purposes of Regional Newspapers

What the Pennsylvania System hopes to accom[)lish with

these newspapers is briefly summarized in the editorial an-

nouncing the first issue published in Pittsburgh last January:

"The Central Region celebrates the advent of 1922 with a

newspaper for employees. It's coming around every two weeks

—

right into roundhouses, shops, yards, signal towers, freight and

passenger stations and offices, and thence into the homes of 50,000

P. R. R. families—to repeat the friendly handshake which the

first number extends. 'The Pennsylvania News' expects to get

personal about the Central Region ; to get all of us better

acquainted with one another, with our officers, and with the

property. Many who wear the Veteran Association button re-

member that several decades ago the boss knew all the men who
worked with him, well enough to ask, occasionally, after the

health of the Mrs. and youngsters. 'The Pennsylvania News'

comes in, therefore, to .supply some of the personal interest and

understanding that is otherwise well nigh impossible in a region

with 3.600 miles of track running from Altoona to Buffalo to

Columbus to Wheeling, with Pittsburgh at the bub.

"It will endeavor to be iust as human, just as informal, and

just as interesting and helpful as you make it, A magazine inter-

viewer recently a.sked Lord Northcliffe, the famous English

publisher, what people arc interested in. 'Themselves,' he replied

without a moment's hesitation. That is just how 'Pennsylvania

News' feels about its job in the Central Region. It places itself

in your hands confident that you will co-operate in making it

the influence you want it to be."

These newspapers are intended, therefore, to develop com-

pany spirit among the employees and pride in their work.

They seek to interest the employee and entertain him. They
make no attempt to "uplift" or preach.

The Central Region edition, which began with a circula-

tion of 50,000, is now printing approximately 63,000 copies

—one for each employee. The Northwestern Region edition,

which began publication July 1, distributes 21,000 copies

from the editorial office in Cliicago. The third edition, soon

to he inaugurated in Philadelphia for the Eastern Region,

will re(|uire iictwccn ')0,f)On and 100,000 copies. With the

fourth eflition ultimately to be publi.shed in St. I>ouis for

the Southwestern Region, the combined circulation of The
Pennsylvania News will be 200,000. It will ultimately be

possible to syndicate to the four editions general information

of interest to all employees throughout the system.

Reporting News Events

In general the plan for gathering news is as follows: A
chief corres|i(iM(!ent is selected for each superintendent's divi-

•From a p.'^pfr nrfsrnletl at Ihp mrplin« of thr Kflilway Employes Marr-
tmr, AMoc.l.tinn .it Richmond, Va.. OctnLrr 6. \<>!2. Mr. SisJon is editor
of the Crnlral Regirn e<liti< n of the Penn«»ylv.inia New*.

sion. He has reporters stationed at the shops, yards, round-

houses, freight stations and terminals. The number of re-

porters varies from six on a small division to 50 or more

on a large division. The editor and his assistant at regional

headquarters depend on the chief correspondents just as the

city editor of a metropolitan newspaper depends on hi>

reporters.

The chief correspondent, therefore, is a most important

factor in the development of the newspapers. He is usually

an employee who has been with Pennsylvania some time and

one who enjoys a wide acquaintance among employees on

his own division. He is the clearing house for all informa-

tion concerning the employees in his territorj'. He gets out

over the road with his camera on his back and develops news
stories. He "covers" meetings, outings, athletic events, etc.

He is in constant touch with the editor by telephone and

telegraph as well as by mail. Once a month he attends a

staff meeting at which the last issue of the paper is criticized

and plans for the next issue are announced.

In the course of a few months employees who up to Janu-
ary 1 had given no thought to news gathering have developed

into extremely capable reporters. They not only handle news

when it conies in—they go out and get it. Keen rivalry be-

tween divisions for space in the paper keeps each corre-

spondent on his toes. An example of how the division corre-

spondents function was afforded at the annual Pennsylvania

System outdoor championships at Altoona on September 2j.

The staffs of the two regional editions were present to cover

the different events on the program. Each man reported to

the press bcx)th and wrote a brief account of the sport he

had watched. In this way copy which later appeared in

The Pennsylvania News was made available to the repre-

sentative of outside newspapers. The correspondents also

wrote news about employees from tlieir divisions who were

noticed at the games.

As many as 2,000 names of employees and their families

have appeared in a single issue of the Central Region edition.

It is safe to say that 25,000 names have appeared in the

first 18 issues to date. Some of the most interesting news is

obtained by following the employees away from their rail-

road jobs into their outside interests—their lodges, their

hobbies, their pride in their children, the books they read,

etc. A freight engineer on the Panhandle division proved

to be one of the most talented amateur astronomers in the

country. A crossing watchman in Indiana was found to be

the author of a historical book wliich he had typed with the

two fingers on his one remaining hand. Certain employees

delight in hunting, in raising fancy chickens, in exhibiting

prize Inilldogs, in building their own homes, in serving as

ju.stices of the peace, etc. All this sort of information The
Pennsylvania News endeavors to secure together with photo-

grajjhs to illustrate the stories. Last June it published 200

photograjihs of sons and daughters of Pennsylvania em-

ployees who were graduated from schools.

Advantages of Newspapers Over Magazines

In conclusion it might be of interest to enumerate the

advantages which the regional newspaper seems to offer over

the system magazine:

Eirst— It comes out twice as often as the monthly

magazine.

Second—Without any advertising revenue its approximate

cost is only two cents a copy.

Third—Recau.se the edition can be printed and distributed

via railroad mail service in 24 hours, it has a timeliness

whicli cannot be adiieved in a magazine.

Eourtli— It comes to its readers on plain news print stock,

which suggests economy and democracy.

Eifth—By making over page plates it is passible to in-

crease the volume of news publislied without increasing the

actual size of the newspaper.



An Analysis of the Present Box Car Situation

Car Service Division Sends Roads Analysis of Box Car

Situation in the Various Regions

THE Car Service Division of the American Railway

Association, has sent to the various roads an analysis

of the box car situation, as of October 1, which

indicates:

(a) That combined, the Eastern and Allegheny regions,

in otlier words, the territor)- east of the Mississippi and

north of the Ohio rivers, had on July 1, 106.8 per cent of

their box car owTicrship as compared with 119.9 per cent in

1920; August 1, 106.2 per cent compared with 119.4 per

cent in 1920; Scpteml)er 1, 110.5 per cent 1920, compared

with 108.4 per cent in 1922; October 1, 109.7 per cent,

1920. compared with IIJ?." per cent in 1922, showing that

up until the first day of October there were less box cars

in this territory than in 1920.

(b) Combinini; the territory east of the Mississippi and

south of the Ohio rivers, there was an increase in cars on

line compared with 1920 and beginning with July 1 gradu-

ally incrca.'ing until October 1. The roads and the lines in

this district were handling the heaviest coal production ever

handled during their histon,- during the months of .April,

May and June and beginning with the strike of the shop

crafts on July 1 there was a gradual accumulation of traffic

on all of thesi- lines that made it im[X)?sil)le to secure prompt

movement of the loaded or empty equipment. This is said

to be without doubt responsible entirely for the increase

in box cars on line as compared with 1920. The embargoes

against receipts of traffic from connections and loading on

a great many of the lines in this territory which were in

effect for July and .\ugust have gradually been taken off

and traffic that has l)cen held out of those territories has been

moving in there more freely since the first of September.

There has been a very considerable reduction in the cars on

line in the Southern District ever since September IS due

to improved transportation conditions.

(c) Combining the Northwestern, Central Western and

Southwestern regions it shows that on July 1, 1920 there was

87.7 per cent l»ox cars of ownership on line as compared with

94.2 pc-r cent July, 1922; August 1, 1920, 90.1 per cent

compared with 94,5 per cent 1922; September 1, 1920, 91.9

per cent compared with 94 per cent 1922; 94.3 per cent

Octot)er 1, 1920 compared with 92.0 per cent 1922.

Divided by regions the situation is about as follows:

Eastern Region

2.6 per cent less bo.\ cars on line than ownership Oct. 1,

1922.

2.1 per cent less box cars on line than on Oct. 1, 1920.

0.1 per cent increase in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

Til is shows that for the region as a total there were com-

paratively less cars on line than in 1920 at a time when the

loarling was on a parity with the present and that these

roads loaded practically no greater proportion of the loiiding

of tlie country as a whole than they did in 1920 or 1921.

Grouji "A" of the Eastern region is the only territon-

showing an excess over ownership and that is in New
England. These roads have approximately 90 per cent in

excess of the cars on line that they iiornially had during

a period of car surplus. Under orders from the Car Service

Division cars arc now moving out of New England empty to

make up a deficit of the I'nited States mads to the Canadian

roads. In adilition to that they are moving out of New
England to the anthracite loading roads for loading to the

west. In view of the transportation conditions it is not

Wasiiiuctok, D. C.

practical to attempt the movement of empty box cars out

of New England to the west and furthermore the demand
for westbound loaded movement will absorb all cars avail-

able for movement in that direction.

Allegheny Region

30 per cent more Ijox cars on line than ownership Oct. 1,

1922.

10.1 per cent more box cars on line than on October 1,

1920.

0.3 per cent increase in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

This is a territon.- that normally has bo.x cars on line in

excess of ownership even during a period of car surplus

due to the fact that inbound business in box cars is received

in excess of outbound business. It is a heavy coal produc-

ing territory and since .August 1 the necessities of coal prod-

uction have absorbed facilities which have increased trans-

portation demands in certain districts and made the equaliza-

tion of box car traffic more difficult. However, box cars

are being delivered to western connections in excess of the

numljer of box cars received, thereby reversing the normal
flow; also box cars are l)eing delivered empty to western

connections in volume and to some extent to southeastern

lines who have a deficit compared to ownership.

Pocahontas Region

48.1 f)er cent more box cars on line than ownership Oct.

1, 1922.

26.5 per cent more box cars on line than on October 1,

1920.

1.0 per cent decrease in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

The percentage of box cars on line in excess of ownership
appears heavy, but in actual figures is only a comparatively

small number due to the region constituting only three roads

with an ownership of less than 15,000 box cars. These
conditions are the after effects of the coal and shopmens'
strikes and other labor difficulties which were somewhat more
acute in this territory than elsewliere. Specific instructions

are in effect on the lines in this district to expedite the return

home of cars belonging to the roads in the three western

regions which will have a material effect in restoring the

proper car balance.

Southern Region

5.9 per cent more box cars on line than ownership Oct.

1, 1922.

9.2 per cent more box cars on line than on October 1, 1920.

0.4 per cent decrease in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

Increase in box cars on line October 1 due almost en-

tirely to result of conditions of operation already cited, due
to the coal and shopmens' strikes. Decrease in their relative

loading also due to this same cause. With operating con-

ditions rapidly being restored to normal the numl)er of box
cars on line is also lieing brought down to a satisfactory

figure. Furthermore definite arrangements applying to the

return of cars belonging to western lines are in effect and
arc expediting the movement of equipment to the west.

Northwestern Region

9.1 [ler cent less box cars on line tiian ownership Oct. 1,

1922.

2.0 per cent more box cars on line tiian on October 1, 1920.
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0.6 per cent decrease in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

Roads in this territorj' had on August 1 a supply of cars

practically equal to their ownership, thus putting them in

good position for handling the seasonal movement of crops

starting at that time. Decrease since that date has been due

entirely to hea\T off line traffic. It will be noted that with

a considerably better car supply than in 1920 the ratio of

loading in the region to the total was less than in that year.

There are two or three roads in this district to which as-

sistance is being given by arbitrarj' delivery of empty box

cars due to the unusual volume of off line traffic and lack

of compensating return loaded movement and to meet an

emergency potato movement.

Central Western Region

16.5 per cent less box cars on line than ownership Oct.

1, 1922.

7.4 per cent less box cars on line than on October 1, 1920.

1.3 per cent increase in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared with 1920.

In spite of a slightly less car supply than in 1920 the

ratio of loading to the total in all regions increased per-

ceptibly. During the three months July 1st to October 1st

Central Western region has handled an extremely heavy

volume of off line traffic, including lumber, grain and other

agricultural products. It is believed that the increasing

westbound movement of cars from the eastern territory will

balance this movement and increase the cars on line.

Southwestern Region

9.9 per cent more box cars on line than ownership Oct. 1,

1922.

1.3 per cent less box cars on line than on October 1, 1920.

0.3 per cent increase in ratio of loading to total loading

in all regions as compared wdth 1920.

This territory shows an excess of cars on line to ownership

and a consistent increase in cars since July 1. This has

been due to no.nial movement of grain and agricultural

products from Central Western region to consuming territory

and to ports for export; also due to operating conditions as

result of the shopmens' strike which has interfered in some

degree with free circulation of cars. However, the increase

in cars on line during this period occurred in each of the

three years for which figures are shown. Heavy demands

for northbound loading, particularly forest products, will

reduce the supply in this territory- .somewhat more rapidly,

now that the cotton movement is practically over.

Yardmasters Get New Working Rules

NEW RULES governing the working conditions of yard-

masters, members of the Railroad Yardmasters of

America, were announced by the Railroad Labor Board

on October 16, and are applicable to 12 roads which are

parties to the dispute. The new rules include:

.\rticle I

—

Scope

The term "yardmaster" as herein used shall be understood to

include general yardmaster, assistant general yardmaster, yard-

master, assistant yardmaster, except general yardmasters referred

to in Ex parte Xo. 72, Interstate Commerce Commission.

Article II

—

Hours of Service and Overtime

(a) Eight hours, exclusive of the agreed meal period, shall

constitute a day's work.
(b) All time in excess of eight hours shall be paid for at pro-

rata rate. Time consumed in making transfer shall not be counted

as overtime.

(c) Where three shifts are worked covering the 24-hr. period,

the starting time of the first shift shall not be earlier than 6 a. m.,

nor later than 8 A. M.

Article III—Rest Days
(a) Yardmasters regularly assigned seven days per week will

be granted two rest days per month without loss of pay.

Article IV

—

Miscellaneous

(a) When a regularly assigned yardmaster is require*! to

perform service other than regular duties, the rate of pay will be

not less than the regular pay for days so used. When an assistant

yardmaster is required to substitute for yardmaster. or when
a yardmaster or assistant yardmaster is required to substitute for a

general yardmaster or assistant general yardmaster. the yard-

master or assistant yardmaster will assume the rate of pay and the

liours applicable to the position to which assigned.

(b) No change in the title of yardmasters of any grade shall

be made for the purpose of reducing the rate of pay of position J
unless there is a change in their duties and responsibilities. I

Referring to seniorit}-, discipline and vacation rules, dis-

putes over which were remanded to the parties involved by

the board, the decision said:

The evidence indicates that a majority of the carriers before

the Board in this case and their employees have agreed upon
seniority and discipline rules, and these subjects are remanded in

their entirety. The Labor Board believes that certain other sub-

ject matters may not be covered in all localities by rules of gen-

eral application, and require further consideration by the parties J
directly concerned. .MI such rules which invo've a dispute be- I
twcen a particular carrier and its employees are hereby remanded I

' to said carrier and its employees for the purpose of adjustment
under the provisions of section 301 of the Transportation Act. 1920.

In further negotiations attention is again directed to the prin-

ciples announced in Exhibit "R" of Decision No. 119.

The action of the Labor Board in declining to adopt a rule

requiring carriers to grant annual vacations with pay to this

class of employees must not be construed to mean that the Board
disapproves the granting of such vacations by the carriers. The
Board is expressing neither approval nor disapproval, but is of
the opinion that this question should be disposed of by mutual
agreement of the interested parties.

The following roads are parties to the dispute ending in

this decision:

Rallimnre & Ohio Chicago Terminal. Central \'crmont. Denver
I'nion Terminal. Ft. Worth &- Denver City. Gulf Coast IJnes,

I.icksotivillc Terminal Companv. Michigan Central, New York
Ontral (West of Buffalol, New' York Central (Buffalo and East).
Seaboard Air Line, Union Railway, and Wabash.

This decision of the board is particularly interesting in

that for the first time official recognition is given to the

(•ii;ht-hour day for yardmasters as a general practice, and
;ilso because a specific time is set for the .'starting time of

the first of the three dailv shifts.

Vndtruood 6 Li.

A Russian Section Gang

Oral .Xrci'mfnt on the valuation of the Western Pacific will

be heard by the Interstate Commerce Commission at Wash-
ington on November 1. The Boston & Maine case has been

assigned for hearing before Examiner Marchand at Washing-

ton on November 20.



The Transportation Situation and the Farmer*

Farmers Stand to Lose Millions by Railroad Traffic Congestion

—Over-Regulation the Cause

By Julius H. Barnes

rrcsiilcnt, ChamU-r of Commerce of the United States

I

WANT to mention the railroad situation at this point. No
nun today can claim that a public facility such as the

railroads, vested as it is with the public interest, touching
rvery man's business and home, can l>e K-lt entirely devoid oi

some public regulation. It is inconceivable that there should
not be some public control of a facility in whose hands rests

the [wwcr to make or unmake entire communities by a rate

structure nsting in its officials. That goes too far, but we
can create an informed and fair public opinion which will

recognize not only the justice of allowing a field of return

for privately owned and operated facilities, and the wisdom,
from the public's own standpoint, of allowing such adequate
return if there is to be a constant improvement and expansion

of their facilities.

Vou know that today the transportation facilities of this

country are inadequate for the business now tendered them.

I want to use as an illustration the grain trade of this coun-

try and >ho\v you how far-reaching this is in its effect. I

speak of grain, not because I am provincial enough to believe

that it is the major industry of this country, but because out

of 30 years' experience in grain exporting I can qualify

somewhat as a competent witness on that subject, and because

you will lift the similarity out of grain into the lines of

industry with which you are more familiar.

You will agree with me that if there is one single menace
to the onward march of business activity and prosperity in

this country it rests in the dissimilarity between the prices

paid for farm products and the prices of those commodities

which the farmers must buy.

I do not follow the full way with those who say that the

farm is in a state of collapyse. It is no such tiling. Twenty
cent cotton and ten dollar hogs will take care of a large part

of our farmers with a measure of prosperity, but the grain-

raising country has suffered and the grain-raising country

has today the sunrise of hope before it.

Yet this is the situation: From the first of September

until the first of Octoljer, in the ver\' height of the crop-

moving period of this country, the main channel of export

outlet for grain in America, from Buffalo to New York,

was practically closed. For thirty days the four great trunk

lines that serve that channel of movement contracted no

grain for movement. The grain moved from the West until

it had congested and exhausted the elevator facilities of

Buffalo— 18,000,000 bushels. As soon as the unloading

facilities were thus exhausted, the lake carriers, reflecting

the apprehension of their owners that the Iwats would be

tied up with undischarged cargoes instead of being returned,

made an advance in the lake rates, in .^0 days, from 2 cents

per bushel for lilt- carrying of grain from Chicago and

Duluth to Buffalo, to 6 cents.

The rail rate from Buffalo to New York, on the published

tariff, is nine cents, but as I explained to you practically no

grain was moving. The route that was open—the Erie

Canal—with totally inadequate facilities, advanced the rate

to 13 cents per bushel, paralleling the railroad, which was

supposed to carry it for 9.

From Buffalo to Montreal is a water route. It is equip-

ped with the facilities of forty years ago. It can handle a

•From .in a.Wrc" ni.i.lc hrf..rc ihr \.iti. n.il rnnfcrnicc of Bu«inc»i P;i|.cr«

at New York, October 12, 1922.

vessel of 250 feet in length, when the lake carrier of today

west of Buffalo is 600 feet in length. That means that the

carriers that op)cratc on this 40-year-old route are limited in

numtx-r, and limited more in carrying capacity. Thirty

days ago those carriers were op)erating on a tariff from

Buffalo to Montreal of 6 to 7 cents per bushel. Last Satur-

day 15^ cents was paid for the carriage from Buffalo to

Montreal. That is the pressure of grain west of Buffalo

seeking an outlet to foreign markets.

The effect of the market rise in prices has been this.

In 30 days the foreign price of wheat has advanced 25 cents

per bushel, the foreign price of corn has advanced 20 cents

f)er bushel, because tliose markets are inadequately supplied.

The market price in America of wheat has advanced 10

cents per bushel, and of corn 10 cents per bushel. That is,

the spread between the ultimate foreign price which should

be reflected back to our farms, has widened from 10 to 15

cents per bushel because of the lack of adequate facilities

to move the crop pressing on the market in the west.

I make this statement out of 30 years' experience as a

grain exporter, watching the diversion of grain from route

to route for a half cent p)er bushel economy of one route

against another, .-^s a member of a trade that has been

content for years to lift grain from the western primary

markets, like Duluth, Port \\'illiam and Chicago, and deliver

it to Hamburg and Rotterdam and Liverpool and London
for a charge of one cent p>er bushel, I make tliis statement,

that we have today four billion bushels of grain in the west,

the value of which to the farmer in every market in the

west is at least ten cents per bushel below a proper relation

with tlie Eurojjean consumer markets. You take 10 cents

per bushel, assuming this continues through the crop year

—

and it won't, thank goodness—and it would mean a loss in

farm revenues of $400,000,000.

I don't need to tell you businessmen, familiar with busi-

ness, what tlie loss of $400,000,000 of enlarged spending

power to the grain farmers alone would mean to other indus-

tries in this country.

That train of evil, that train of economic loss to a basic

industry of this countrv', follows, I believe from an over-

rigid system of government regulation over our railroads,

which has extended over ten or twelve years. By a jirocess

of control of revenues without any responsibility for oper-

ating costs we have destroyed the earning power of our

railroads. We have thereby undermined their credit, and
from neither source, of earnings nor of credit, have they

been able to maintain their equipment in a proper expansion
with the growth of this country.

I said that the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

claimed some credit for having lightened this hand around
the throat of industry in this country and particularly the

railroad industry, from over-regulation. Today, with this

situation, it is proposed by farm senators in Congress that at

this coming session they are going to restore the authority

of state commissions tn control railroad rates. Just follow

that a moment, gentlemen—48 individual state commissions
with no responsibility for the operating results of systems

which must operate as a whole (many of them national in

character) are going to assume a control in the interest of

their own states of the revenues from the evil effects of which
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we have just escaped. \ou can depend upon it that the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States will stand

against that, and I hop)e with the unanimity of businc.*.s

support behind it.

Southern Pacific Asks Authority

to Keep Central Pacific

Washington, D. C.

THE Southern I'.^ciiic Comkaxv on October 1 7 filed an

application with the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to acquire control of the Central Pacific

by lease until December 31, 1984, and .^tock ownership pend-

ing the determination of the proceedings now going on before

the commission for the consolidation of the railroads of the

country into a limited number of enlarged systems. The
control applied for is temporan- in character, in that it is

subject to be terminated by order of the commission when
and if found to be inconsistent with the plan of consolidation,

•which Congress has directed the commission to make. The
application is based on provisions of tlie Transportation Act,

1920, paragraph (2), section 5, which give the commission

jjower to authorize one carrier to acquire control of another

by lease or stock ownership, whenever it finds that such con-

trol is in the public interest, and which expressly exempt a

control, so authorized, from the provisions of the Sherman

Act. Its object is to prevent, by resort to this later act of

Congress, immediate dismemberment of the Southern Pacific

System, which would otherwise result from the recent decision

of the Supreme Court, and to preser\'e the status quo pending

an orderly determination and promulgation by the commis-

sion of its final plan of consolidation. The Supreme Court

recently denied the Southern Pacific's p)etition for a rehear-

ing-

The relief sought from the commission, the Southern Pacific

counsel assert, is not antagonistic to the mandate of the

Supreme Court or in conflict with anything decided by that

court. The ultimate object of the mandate is to create a

situation in harmonv with law. The only remedy the Sher-

man law, considered alone, provides is to tear the properties

apart. But the Transportation Act empowers the Interstate

Commerce Commission to legalize the control of the Central

Pacific by the Southern Pacific, if it finds that to be in the

public interest. Hence the purjxKe of the petition to the

commission is to prevent a separation of the properties until

the commission can determine whether it is in the public in-

terest for it to bring about a condition in harmony with the

law bv authorizing for the present a reacquisition by the

Southern Pacific oif control of the Central Pacific and after-

wards by authorizing the consolidation of the two com-

panies. . .

The application first calls attention to the recent decision

of the Supreme Court based on the Sherman Act. It shows

further that the suit under the Sherman law was Ix-gun, tried,

and the record closed l)efore the [las.sage of the Transporta-

tion Art, and that the later law was not mentioned in the de-

cision of the Supreme Court. It ( ites the provisions of the

Transportation Act that empower the commission to authorize

a control bv one carrier over another or a consolidation of

one carrier with another in cases where, without the commis-

sion's authority, such control or consolidation would fall

within the condemnation of the Slierman law. It is .shown

that such provisions of the later law manifest a radical

change in the legislative f.olicy of Congress in respect of the

application of the Sherman law to the railroads of the coun-

tr>- and "a Wlief on the part of Congress that there may lie

combinations of railroads that are in the public interest but

air not legallv possible under existing anti-trust legislation,

and an intention to afford a means of permitting or nndenng

lawful a control or combination of railroads which in the

opinion of this commission is in the public interest but whose
creation or continuance is prevented by the operation of the

Sherman or other similar laws. Congress has made this com-

mission the sole judge of all questions of public interest

which may arise under its administration of the above re-

ferred to provisions of the Transportation Act."

The application then proceeds to state that the decision of

the Supreme Court "leaves this commission free to exercise

the j)owers and to perform the duties conferred or imposed by

the Transportation Act. And it is without prejudice to the

right of applicant to acquire lawful control of the Central

under the later law, to the extent deemed by this commission

to be in the public interest, to the end that the relations be-

tween aj)plicant and the Central may be brought into har-

mony with the existing policy of the law."

The application sets forth at length the reasons why it is

in the public interest that the acquisition of the control ap-

plied for should be authorized and the consequence of an

attempt forthwith to tear apart the interlaced and interde-

pendent properties of the Central and the Southern Pacific

avoided, pending the orderly determination and consumma-

tion of the commission's plan of consolidation.

In this connection the history of the origin and growth of

the Southern Pacific System, with the Central Pacific always

as a part thereof, is set forth from its beginning in 1870. It

is alleged that in the course of this 50 years of system de-

velopment railroads have been constructed, terminal facilities

located and provided, equipment for the whole supplied,

operating divisions and methods e-stabli.shed, routes and

•channels of traffic created, all for a single united railway sys-

tem, without regard to corporate ownership of the different

parts, the result being the creation of a transp)ortation service

of "unexcelled efficiency and economy of operation with

which the communities thereby .«er\xd are well satified."

The physical consequences of a separation of the proper-

ties at the present time are thus set forth in the application

:

Independent operation of these lines would result in the creation

of approximately 20 new junction points between two independent

•carriers : the breaking up of train service, freight and passenger

;

the dislocation of division terminals, shops and other facilities

;

the duplication of facilities involving expenditures running into

many millions of dollars; the disruption of an operating organiza-

tion and a system all parts of which are now working as an

harmonious unit, and the substitution of two fragmentary railroad

systems to perform the service which for more than 50 years has

been efficiently performed by a single system. There would be

created in place of the present unified system, each part designed

to operate with every other part, two systems neither of which

was constructed as a separate system and neither of which could

give the public the satisfactory and efficient service which is be-

ing rendered by the existing single system.

By reason of the foregoing, applicant alleges that the public

service now rendered by these lines will be greatly impaired and

the cost thereof will be greatly enhanced unless the applicant if

permitted to acquire lawful control of the lines of the carrier tc

the extent and by the means proposed herein.

It is alleged that the financial inter-relations of the Cen-

tral and Southern Pacific are no less extensive and involved

than their jihysical inter-relations. The financial complica-

tions and the difficult financial problems necessarily at-

tendant upKin the separation of tlie properties arc set up as an

additional rca.son why it is in the public interest that such

•;ejiaration should be postponed, by the exercise of the in-

voked powers of the commission, until the issue in the pend-

ing con.solidation proceedings determines whether the Central

Pacific is to be .grouf>ed with the S(xifhcm Pacific or with

some other system. In this connection it is shown that the

Southern Pacific is the guarantor of the four outstanding

t)ond issues of the Central Pacific, aggregating over $150,-

000,000, and that to secure the inter-related obligations ol

the two companies the Southern Pacific had pledged and de^

(Kjsited with tnistees not less than $150,000,000 of stock;

and bonds owned by it.
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kcftrriiiK a^ain to the j. i, 1 ; ti^olnlatiuD prmitdinKS
.t is stated that in tlie toniiiii-i i. - untati%-c plan the linrs

of the Central Pacific art- grouj^.l wait the Southern Pacific,

while in the alternative Ripley j.lan a part of the Central
Pacific lines are grouped with thi Cnion Pacific, but that in

no rational jilan of consolidaticjii is it likely that tlic opera-
tion of Central Pacific as a xparalo, independent unit \s'ill

be pro\-ide<l for. If, however, the .ommission dtxs not grant
the Southern Pacific authority to anjuire lawful control of
the Central Pacific, of the provisional character prayed for,

the neces<;iry result, it is said, will he the en forcinf tearing
ipart of lines operated for SO years as interdeix-ndent and
iinpKmcntarTi- parts of a single system, and the inauguration

• >i a teni[K>rar>- indefxndent sepanitc operation of the Central
Pacific lines, jn-nding the pnjmulyation of the i onimission's
final plan of consolidation. There would thus Ijc brought
about the evil effects of a separation, descriljcd in the fore-

going parts of the application, intensified and rendered more
unjustifiable by the temporar>' character of such independent
operation. The jH-tition therefore asks for a temp<jrary con-
tinuance of the present unified senice. with which in preced-
ing part of the petition it is alleged that the communities
served are well satisfied, until the commission .shall have op-
portunity to determine the proper placement of the Central
Pacific in its final consolidation plan.

The permanent separation of the Central Pacific and
Southern Pacific railroads would restore to California econ-

omic railroad independence, according to a statement by Fred
G. Atheam, western counsel of the I'nion Pacific, given out

by the Washington office of the California Producers' and
Shippers' A.«sociation.

"It is claimed." said Mr. Atheam, "tliat the carrying out

of the Supreme Court decision which decreed the separation

of the two roads will result in disruption of service and in-

convenience to the traveling and shipping puijlic. That such

disruption should occur was specifically guarded against by

the court nruindate which states that the separation shall take

place 'in such manner that each line will be aljle to freely

compete with the other to serve the pujjlic efficiently.' Inas-

much as the Southern Pacific now owns all of the stock of

the Central Pacific it is manifest that the application asked

for would not be in furtherance of the plan for dividing the

railroads of the country into groups which shall be competi-

tive with each other as commanded in Paragraph 4 of Sec-

tion 5 of the Transportation .Act of 1920, wherein the dutv

imposed on the Interstate Commerce Commission is set forth

in these words, 'in the division of such railroads into such

systems under such plans competition shall be preserved as

fully as ptjssible.'

"The Supreme Court of the United States has found and

decided that the Southern Pacific Sunset Route is competitive

with the Central Pacific. That such competition should exist

and that such competition lias been heretofore suppressed

and throttled i)y the Southern Pacific the Supreme Court has

definitely decided, and I submit that this decision of the

Supreme Court was made in the public interest.

"The United St.itcs District Court of Utah, which will

proceed with .separation of the Central and Southern Pacifir

Lines under the mandate of the Siiiireme Court, has ver\

broad powers over the two roads, and in the exercise of such

powers must compel such joint and common use of rails and

terminal facilities as will result in no flisruption of service

at all or inconvenience to the traveling or shipping public;

to the contrary, it will re-estal)lish competition between the

Central and Southern Pacific as intended by Congress, which

competition will insure a quicker and more efficient move-

ment of California products ami will give to producers and

shippers of the state two strings to their bow in the matter

of rail transportation. It will insure to the producers and

.shippers now in non-competitive territory the same advan-

tages cnjo\ed by thoesc in com|xtitive territory as to the

prompt .supplying of cars and ecjuipment for handling their

products."

Commenting on the company's application, J. P. Blair,

general counsel of the Southern Pacific Company, said that

he wishetl to emphasize the fact that the application "in-

volves no conflict with the decision of the Supreme Court

and no attempt to have that decision reviewed or over-ruled."

"Ihe want of antagonism," he continued, "Ijetween the

application to the commission an<l the decision of the court

liecomes clear when it is underst<j<jd that under the Trans-
portation Act the commission can authorize a control by one
carrier of another or a consolidation of two or more carriers

whose union, without such authority, would Ije prohibited by
the Sherman law.

"It is self-evident that the consolidation of all existing

railway properties into a|)proximately twenty systems could

not be accomplished if the commission were to be controlled

by the jirohiljitions of the Sherman act. The wide depar-

ture between the policy of the old law antl that of the new
is shown by the fact that the commission's tentative plan of

consolidation, promulgated .August .>, 1921, provides for the

continued commtm control of the Reading Railway and the

Central of Jersey, which had been declared l)y the Supreme
Court on .•\f)ril 26, 1920, to be in violation of the Sherman
law, for the common control of the Burlington and Northern

Pacific, two of the comijanies whose common control was de-

clared by the Supreme Court in the Xorthem Securities Case

to be in violation of the Shennan law. and for the consolida-

tion of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Great

Northern Railroad, although those two great .systems are

parallel and competing throughout."

Sir Henry Thornton, New Chairman of the Canadian Na-

tional, Lady Thornton and Their Daughter, Anna, Sailing

on the Olympic for England Where Sir Henry Will Ter-

minate His Connection with the Great Eastern Railway.
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Laying Dust for Passenger Trains

IN"
THE OPERATION of passenger trains on those portions of

its southern line crossing the desert east of Colton, Cal.,

the Southern Pacific has constantly been confronted with

the presence on its right-of-way of fine sand which blows

over the tracks and rises in clouds during the passage of

trains, to the great annoyance of passengers. The occa-

sional application of oil to the track has not remedied this

difficulty owing to the constant blowing of fresh sand upon

tlie oil. To overcome this condition an apparatus has been

devised by \V. H. Whalen, division superintendent at Los

Angeles, whereby water is sprinkled over this sand during

the passage of the train, laying the dust temporarily. This

is accomplished by means of a perforated pipe beneath the

locomotive tender, connected with the interior of the tank by

a riser pipe and controlled by a gate valve operated from

the engine cab.

The sprinkler pipe is 8 ft. long and is hung about 10

Laying the Dust Under a Train

The Highway Problem*

THE LEGITIM.ATE function of a highway is, first, the

accommodation of private owners of vehicles for their

individual pleasure and business. It is not designed

or intended as a permanent roadbed for transportation busi-

ness and can never be depended upon to fulfill that function.

We have not yet develojsed a roadbed which will stand the

everlasting pounding of this traffic for which highways were

never intended. Roads that were designed and built honest-

ly for 95 per cent of the traffic have been hammered to pieces

by five per cent of the traffic.

The early destruction of many of our highways has called

for rebuilding on a far more expensive scale and for all

new highways to be designed for the heaviest traffic, which

is only five per cent of the total. Are we to continue this

expensive construction and maintenance to provide a prac-

tically free right of way roadbed and maintain it for a

traffic which pays nothing for its use except a simple license,

the same as any ordinary vehicle which is operated solely

for purposes of pleasure?

It is generally conceded that a highw^ay capable of stand-

ing the legitimate 95 per cent of travel can be built for

$30,000 per mile (16-ft. road). If this abnormal tt-affic

is to be perpetuated, we must pay at least $50,000 per mile,

an extra $20,000 per mile for five per cent of the travel.

Are we going to stand for this—to make, and maintain such

roads for traffic never contemplated, which cannot take the

place- of railroads and only serves to bankrupt them in the

long run?
Electric and steam railroads are the only safe, sane and

permanent means of commercial traffic; and no country can

prosper witliout them. Their rights of way must be bought,

tunnels and cuts made, bridges and culverts built, tracks

laid, engines and cars bought, and all kinds of buildings

erected at an enormous cost to operate this essential means of

transportation. The same railroads must pay their share

of cost and maintenance of the highways which are giving

practically free rights to their competitors. Can we do with-

out railroads? If not, we should see that they have the right

to a fair return on their investment.

"From an address before the twenty-third annual convention of the Wash-
incton Slate Good Roads Association at Ellensburg, Wash., in September, by

Frank Terrace, president.

in. above the rails to give adequate clearance. The pipe is

4 in. in diameter to secure a plentiful distribution of water

when traveling at high speeds, but the precaution is taken

in the design to e.stablish the inlet end of the riser pipe

some distance above the bottom of the tank to prevent the

draining of all of the water supply through inadvertence or

accident to the sprinkler system. The valve regulating the

sprinkler supply is controlled by a pull rod extending from

the front of the tender to a bell crank, one leg of which

is connected to the stem of the valve.

This device was first placed in service on the Los Angeles

division between Indio, Cal., and Palm Springs, since which

time it has been installed on a number of locomotives on

three different divisions. It has demonstrated its ability

to .settle the dust and cool the air during the passage of the

train so that it is planned eventually to equip all passenger

trains operating through these sandy sections with these

-|)rinklers.

In a Collision on the Boston & Maine near Dover, X. H.,

on October 8, an cngincman was killed and six other persons

injured. The accident occurred during a heavy fog when an

easlboiind passenger train collided with a westbound freight

train which was occupying the easthound track in crossing

over to a branch line.

/'. i^ /I. /

When a Passenger Train Sidewiped a Freight on the Elec-

trified Division of the New Haven, Near Cos Cob, Conn.
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The Interstate Conunerce Commission has announced a
further hearing on the proposed revision of rules for the

distribution of coal cars at Washington on November 15

bctorc Commissioner Ailchison.

Dr. Charles P. Neil, manager of the Bureau of Informa-
rn Railways, has been appointed by
one of the members of the federal

itc the coal industry.

Pencion and seniority rights of trainmen and yardmen
of the Grand Trunk who struck during 1910 have been rc-

storril by order of W. D. Robb, vice-president and Rencral

manager, according to press dispatches from Montreal. The
ordtT is said to affect about 1200 men.

Engincmen Urge More Rigid Locomotive Inspection

More rigid enforcement of the safety appliance and locomo-

tive inspection laws was urged by counsel for the Brotherhood
of Locomoti\e Engineers and Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men and Engincmen at a conference with President Harding on Oc-
tober 11. The President was told that the condition of railroad

power and equipment is such as to constitute "a menace to the

traveling public" and that many railroads are disregarding the

safety laws. They a-.kc<l the Pre>Klent l" compel the railroads to ob-

serve the requirements of the laws. The President pointed out

that he had recently recommended to Congress an appropriation

for additional inspectors for the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, but that this item was omitted from the bill as it was
passed.

Pennsylvania Plans Electrification at Altoona

The Pennsylvania is making plans for the electrification of its

line between .Mtoona and Concmaugh, a distance of 35 miles.

This work has not as yet, however, been authorized by the

board of directors.

Rob Crack Santa Fe Passenger Train

As the California Limited of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
was leaving the Kansas City, Mo., union station at 10 p. m. on
October 11, enroute for Chicago, a negro boarded the observa-

tion car and proceeded by point of gun to rob six men and one
woman who passed him in the corridor of the car. After he
bad gathered about $200 from his victims, he made a hurried

exit from the train.

New Directors of Canadian

National on Tour of Inspection

The new directors of the Canadian National left Montreal
on a tour of inspection of the western lines of the system
on October 15. It is stated that all the directors with the

exception of President Sir Henry Thornton and Tom Moore,
labor member of the board, are making the trip.

The future headquarters of the Canadian National has not

as yet been determined and it is stated the selection will be

left entirely in the hands of the new board of directors.

Railroad Seeks to Quit "Grave-Yard Town"
Asserting that Searchlight. \c\., has changed from a wide

open mining town to "a grave-yard of tumble down buildings,"

the California, .Arizona & Santa Fe (Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe) has applied to the California Railroad Commission for per-

missinn to abandon its line which extends from Goffs. Cal., to

Scarrhlight, a distance of S3 miles. The road began operation in

1908 to serve what was then considered to be a very promising

mining territory. Since the decline in the mining industry, how-
ever, the road has been operated at a heavy loss.

A Correction

It was incorrectly .slated in the Raihcay Arc of October 14 that

the shopmen's strike <iii the Gulf Coast Lines and the Houston

Belt & Terminal had been settled with a restoration of seniority

rights as of June 30. The strike has been settled but seniority

rights have not been restored. On the contrary these companies

agreed only to rc-empIoy suflTicicnt strikers to bring forces up to

norin.-il. the strikers coming back as new employees, relinqui.shing

all seniority and other rights which they enjoyed when the walk-

out occurred. Under this settlement about one-third of the

striking mechanical craftsmen of these companies have been re-

employed.

President Has Not Definitely

Decided Railway Labor Legislation

.Mthough various statements have been published regarding

the attitude of the administration as to proposed railroad labor

legislation at the forthcoming session of Congress, and Secretary
of Labor Davis has proposed the abolition of the Railroad Labor
Board, it was stated at the White House on Tuesday that the

President has not yet definitely determined his position on this

subject. Many phases of it arc still under consideration and it is

probable that the President will make his views known in an
address before Congress at the opening of the session. He has,

however, indicated his desire for some form of anti-strike legisla-

tion.

Railroad Surgeons Meet

The Association of Railroad Chief Surgeons, of which S. C.

Plummcr, of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, is president,

held a semi-annual meeting on October 17 in the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, where it was followed, beginning October 18. by a
joint three-day session of the American Association of Railway
Surgeons and the Association of Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Surgeons. The sessions were almost entirely devoted to

papers on the technic of handling various forms ,of injuries as
well as the proper pr.icticcs in claim cases. In the chief sur-

geons' meeting both the subjects of drinking water for trains

and the report of the American Railway Association Committee
on Hernia were disnissed. the discussion on drinking water re-

volving around charges made by health departments concerning
faulty handling of ice and water, in which discussion it was
brought out that a report on drinking water would soon be
made by the American Railway Association.

Hearing on Conditions Relating to Issue of Securities

Division 4 of the Interstate Commerce Commission has an-
noimcod a hearing at Washington on October 26 for the con-
sideration of the following:

1. Whether and to what extent the commission should, by
its order in granting or withholding authorization and approval
for the issuance of securities, determine, limit or restrict the

price at 'which or the manner in which securities are to be sold

and the cost to the carriers of the m.Trketing of securities issued

under the provisions of section 20a of the Interstate Commerce
Act.

2. Whether it is within the province of the commission to re-

quire competitive bidding in the sale of securities and whether
competitive bidding should be required.

3. If competitive bidding is required, to what class or classes

of securities should it be .•ipplicable and under wh.it regidations?

Any person who may be imablc to appear on that date may
file a memorandum on or before the date mentioned.
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Shop Strike Leaders Ask for

Jury Trial in Injunction Case

Leaders of the recent strike of railroad shopmen, named in the

temporary injunction obtained by Attorney General H. M.
Daiigherty, will seek a trial by jury in an effort to balk the govern-

ment's move for a permanent restraining order. This announce-
ment, which was hinted at in recent Federal Court proceedings

at Chicago, was definitely made on October 13 by Donald R.
Richberg, attorney for B. M. Jewell and the other strike leaders.

Mr. Richberg formally presented his motion for this procedure

to the court on October 16.

At the same time it became known that a motion by Black-

burn Esterline, assistant solicitor general, that hearings on the

government's request for a permanent injunction be referred to a

master in chancery, was granted by Judge James H. Wilkerson.

J. M. Dickinson, secretary of war under President Taft and
formerly counsel for the Illinois Central, has been appointed

special assistant to Attorney General Daugherty and placed in

charge of the government's case against the strike leaders. The
appointment of Mr. Dickinson is part of the announced plan to

prosecute vigorously the injunction suit now i)ending before

Judge Wilkerson.

Sixteen Roads Sign Agreements

With New Shop Organizations

Railroads representing a total mileage of approximately 55,910

miles have signed agreements with "company unions," according

to information recently given out by the Railroad Labor Board.
This mileage does not include the Pennsylvania System, which
was conducting negotiations with its employees through "com-
pany unions" before the shop crafts strike began. The new
agreements provide, in effect, that the men waive their right to

strike and the companies pledge themselves not to carry their

controversies into the court, both parties agreeing to abide by
the decisions of the Labor Board.

The 16 roads which have signed agreements with new organi-

zations of their employees and which are included in the Labor
Board's announcement are: The Southern Pacific (Pacific Sys-
tem) ; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas ; the Southern Pacific, Texas
and Louisiana Lines ; the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

;

the Central of Georgia; the New York, New Haven & Hartford;
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; the Colorado & Southern;
the Great Northern; the Lehigh Valley; the International Great
Northern; the Union Pacific; the Illinois Central; the Florida

East Coast ; the Trinity & Brazos Valley, and the San Antonio,
Uvalde & Gulf.

Consolidation Hearings to be Resumed
The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that hear-

ings on its tentative consolidation plan will be resumed before

Commissioner Hall and Examiner Hcaly at Washington, Novem-
ber 17. Evidence will be received with respect to carriers which,

under the tentative plan, should be considered in connection with
the following proposed systems as there outlined, or in connec-
tion with such alternative systems as may be proposed

:

System No. 14—Burlington—Northern Pacific.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Northern Pacific.

Chicago Great Western—Minneapolis & St. Louis.

*Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

System No. 15—Milwaukee—Great Northern.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul—Great Northern.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern—*DuIuth & Iron Range.
•Duluth, Missabc & Northern—*Grecn Bay & Western.
Spokane. Portland & Seattle—*Buttc, Anaconda & Pacific.

It is expected that the main alTirmative case in respect of each
carrier, particularly the documentary evidence, will he presented
at the hearing in Washington. In proper case opportunity will

be afforded at the western hearings for completing the record
as to such carrier. Carriers starred in tlie above list, and other

carriers not listed, may introduce all their evidence at the western
hearings if that course proves more convenient and the commission
is .so advised in advance. The western hearings will be held pri-

marily to afford state commissions, communities and the public

an opportunity to present such evidence as they may desire, and,

also, to cross-examine witnesses heard at the Washington hearing.

provided the commission is so advised in season to enable it to

arrange in proper case for the recall of w-itnesses for such sub-

sequent cross-examination. The dates and places of the western

hearings will be announced before the close of the Washington
hearing.

War Finance Corporation Loans to

Railroads Repaid, All but Five Per Cent

The War Finance Corporation announced on October 10 that

it had received from the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific $2,930,000,

which represents repayment in full of the loans, aggregating

$10,430,000, made by the corporation to the railroad in December,
1918, and January, 1919, and reduced to the above amount by
several partial payments. Under its war powers, the corporation

advanced to steam railroads, cither direct or through the director

general of railroads, $204,794,520. The repayments to date total

$194,794,520 and represent 95 per cent of the amount originally

advanced. The $10,000,000 still outstanding represents the ex-

tension of a portion of an advance of $12,497,940 made to the

Erie on April 1, 1919, and is covered by a note, payable upon
demand on or after April 1, 1923, bearing interest at 6 per cent

and secured by collateral having a market value of approximately

$15,000,000. The agreement with the Erie contains provisions

under which the company may be required to substitute for the

present note collateral trust notes in marketable form which the

corporation may then sell at its option. The new notes would be

secured by the same collateral listed above and would mature in

not less than three years nor more than ten years from their date,

as the War Finance Corporation may determine. They would
be secured also by suitable provisions for redemption and would
bear interest at not to exceed 7 per cent.

P. R. R. Women's Dance

The \\ omen's Aid of the Pennsylvania Railroad held its grand
ball at the Seventy-first Regiment Armory, Thirty-fourth street,

New York City, on October 12. in accordance with announce-
ment made some weeks ago, and the affair is pronounced a
great success. About 17,000 tickets had been sold—far more than
the number of persons who could get into the hall—and a good
sum is realized for the uses of the "Aid." The gathering was
said to be one of the largest of Pennsylvania Railroad officers,

employees and members of their families that was ever assembled
at a similar social gathering in the history of the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Special trains brought large delegations from Atlantic
City, Camden, Philadelphia, Trenton and other points on the
New Jersey Division. In the entertainment there were many
professional artists as well as talented employees of the road.

The Car Service Department Glee Club from Philadelphia, num-
bering about 50 men, rendered many delightful vocal selections.

At the conclusion of the entertainment a 1922 Sport Model auto-
mobile, given by the Haynes Motor Car Company of New York,
was given to the person holding the admission ticket containing
a certain lucky number, J. Weinberger, of New York City. The
Women's .Xid now has a membership of about 75,000. Among
the ofticors of the railroad who came to New York from Phila-

delphia to attend the function, accompanied by their wives, were:
General W. W. Atterbury, Elisha Lee. C. S. Krick and R. V.
Massey. R. J. Saucr, secretary to General Superintendent C. I.

Leiper, was chairman of the Committee of Arrangements.

L C. C. Denies Permission to Inspect

Valuation Records and Data

The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied the request

of certain carriers to be permitted to examine and make copies,

written and photographic, of the original field notes, cost data,

copies of contracts, records of construction costs, opinions, sales,

assessments and other data reports, records and compilations of

the land, accounting and engineering sections of the bureau of

\aluation. After having considered fully the representations of

the carriers and a brief submitted, the commission issued an order

saying:

"That the opening of certain records and data of the bureau

of valuation to inspection and examination by other than em-
ployees of the commission unless and until they shall have been

offered in evidence in hearings before the commission upon pro-
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|c*U against the tenutive valuations of carriers' properties, or
before a c urt of competent jurisdi.ti. n »,,uM be detrimental to

the
I

: would make .; • .(.c commission
to i-^ le and uninriur! ^^, i^^ values

and 1
' information as MTCure; Mould

onnecosjriiy prolong the work, and greatly mcrca«e the expense
therci .

jnd would itriously infcrfrre with l^\K pcrtumunce o(
ihe rei;u!ar lutiri of the comii :

It »u< . r 1 r..|. "That, uii! r of the com-
mission. I tt.c .r held notati'>i'.

, in the bureau
of valuation, and opinions or corrc>|K>ndi:n>.c from or to any
branch or employee thereof; land field notes; land computation
sheets; co»t information secured from manufacturers, dealers, con-
tractors, private parties or carriers other than the carrier mak-
ing the application for permission to inspect ; cost studies and
cost analy$c> prepared by the employees of the bureau of valua-

tion, shall not !< open for inspection by other than employees of

the commission unless and until offered in evidence either in a
valtution hearinsr under the provisions of section Ifti of the

interstate commerce act or in a court of competent jurisdiction."

Portable Receiving Set with Loop
Antenna Used Inside Steel Coach

Wireless radio messages were received successfully inside a

moving steel coach without the aid of an outside aerial on the

Pennsylvania train No. 29, the Broadway Limited leaving New
York on the run to Chicago, on October 13. On leaving the

tubes under the Hudson river, the afternoon program of the

W.O.K. broadcasting station at Newark. N. J., was picked up

and the remainder of the concert received satisfactorily during

the run towards Philadelphia. It is significant that while passing

over the electrified section of the road from North Philadelphia

1 ? 1

]..— '

<'.< ' -IN^'

'^'
Receiving with a Loop Antenna Within a Steel Car

to Paoli (he concerts and organ solo from a broadcasting station

in Philadelphia were received without any interference or crackling

due to the propulsion circuits. After passing Pittsburgh about

midni(;ht when all broadcasting was shut down, code messages
from Itoals on Lake Superior and from the Great Lakes Naval
Station were received.

The receiving equipment consists of a tuned 18 in. loop antenna,

three steps of amplification, audion detector and two steps of

audio frequency amplification. No connections or alterations were
mafic to the steel car. the set being entirely self-contained and
comp.ict tnongh to be packed in a small trunk. The apparatus

was furnished by the E-D Manufacturing Company of Philadel-

phia. Pa., and was set up and operated by .\rno Zillgcr. chief

engineer of the company
; J. D. Jones, superintendent of telegraph

and sicn.ils on the E.istern region of the Pennsylvania being the

official observer representing the railroad. The F-D Manufacturing

Company is now developing a trantniillini: .ind receiving set for

duplex conversation on long freight trains between the engine-

man in the cab and the conductor in the caboose. It is claimed

that • special equipment has been invented by which the con-

dnctor can call and automatically put in operation the receiving

apparatus on the locomotive.

Valuation Hearings

The following valuation cases are set for oral argument be-

fore the Interstate Commission on November 1

:

Valuation
Docket
No. Carrier.

2 Toui Midland Railroad Company
S W,n

31

i7 Km

I Railwapr Company.
' Company.
Company.

fany.

60 Central of f-corg.-" «•

102 RiverJidf. Rialm .*. V:

127 .\nn .Art»r Railrro.l (', mr«rv.
159 Ntw York. PhilaHriphi.! & N'.jrfolk Railrtad Comiany.

The following valuation cases have been set for hearing at

Washington, upon protests to tentative valuations, before the

examiners and on the dates named

:

\.ili!Aii.n

UncWct
No. Carrier. Examiner. Date.

149 Mobile 4 Ohio Railroad Co Marchand Oct. 20. 1922
150 Bangor * Arfostook R. R. Co 5-weet Oct. 20, 1922
192 New York. Ontario & West'n R. R. Co. Sweet Oct. 23. 1923
22 Hamplcn & Bninchville R. R. Co Kelley Oct. 25, 1922
24 New Mexico Midland R>. Co Kelley Oct 26. 1923
49 .Savannah & Northwestern Rv Kellev Oct. 27, 1922
18 Ceorgia Northern R. R. Co Marchand Nov. 6. 1922
36 Flint River & Northwestern Rv Marchand Nov. 6. 1922
94 Hro«ac Tunnel & Wilmington Ry Kelley Nov. 6. 1922
77 Woodriver Branch R. R. Co Kelley Nov. 6, 1922

111 Crafir.n & I'pton R. R. Co Kelley Nov. 6. 1922
64 (loldsboro I'nion Station Co Sweet Nov. 6, 1922
100 P.-icific & Idaho .Northern Ry Marchand Nov. 8, 1922
66 Hardwick & Woodbury R. R. Co Sweet Nov. 8. 1922
114 Manistique i lake Superior R. R. Co.. Kelley Nov. 8. 1922
88 Gulf. Texas & Western Rv. Co Sneet Nov. 13. 1922
35 C.irolina & Yadkin River R. R Marchand Nov. 13. 1922
52 Mont.ina Western Rv. Co Marchand Nov. 15. 1922
93 Gulf Terminal Company Marchand Nov. 16 1<)''2

143 Kank.ikee & Seneca K. R. Co Marchand Nov 17. 1922
3 New Orleans. Te.xas & Mexico R. R. Co. Swiel Nov. 20 19 >2

^6 Trinity & Brazos Valley R. R Kelley Nov. 20, 1922
S4 Perria Railuay Company Pattison Nov. 20. 1922

.'•31 Boston & Maine Railroa-I Co Marchand Nov. 20, 1922
123 St. Johnsbury & Lake Champlain Rail-

road Co Marchand Nov. 21. 1922
11 St. John & Ophir Railroad Co Sweet Nov. 22. I9'?a

116 Montpelier & Wells River Ry Pattison .Nov. 22. 1922
138 M*Tiroe Railroad Company Pattisr.n Nov. 23. 1923
168 Chicago. Indianapolis & Lnuisville R. R.

Co Kelley Nov. 23, ! 922
46 Joplin l^nion Deprt Companv Sweet Nov. 24. 1922
165 Baltimore & Sparrow's Point R. R. Co. Pattison Nov. 2J. 1922
53 Farmers Grain & Shipping Co Sweet Nov. 27. 1922

169 Paris & ift. Pleas,nnt R. R. Co Pattison Nov. 27, 1923
ISS IHirham & South Carflina R. R Pattisr>n Nov. 28, 1922
124 SugarLind Railroad O mi»ny Marchand Pec. 1. 1922
193 Artesian Belt R.iilroad Co Pattison Pec. 1. 1922
137 Siinaet Railw.iy Company Marchand Dec 2, 1922
12 Missouri Southern Railroad Co Sweet Pec. 4. 1922

151 Florida Fast Co.-ist Railroad Co Pattison Dec. 4. 1923
19 Death Vallev Railroad Companv Marchand Dec. 6. 1922

152 Chicago. Rock Island S; Pacific' Rv. Co. Kellev Dec. 7, 1922
105 rrnlr.ll I'nion Defiot Comnanv Pattison Dec. 8, 1922
192 Toledo. St. I»uis & Weslcrn Rv Pattison Dec. 1 1 . 1922
201 Minneap.lis Western Railway Pattison IVc. I.S, 1922

The Bureau of Valuation has filed its brief in support of the

supplemental tentative valuation of the properties of the Winston-
Salem Southbound Railway Company, Valuation Docket No. 5.

Rate of Return for Two Years 3.47 Per Cent

The Association of Railway Executives h.is issued a statement

calling attention to the fact that durin.or the first two years since

the general rate increase became effective on August 26, 1920, the

railroads of the United States have failed by a wide margin to

earn a return of 6 per cent on their fentati\e valuation. For
the 24 months period ended or. August 31, the net operating in-

come of the railro.tds was only at the annual rate of return of

3.47 per cent.

"The Transportation Act when passed by Congress proposed

that rates lie so fixed as to yield the carriers a return of 6 per

cent on their tentative valuation." says the statement. "This

provision was to stand for two years ending on March 1, 1922.

After that date the Interstate Commerce Commission was
authorized to fix the rate. This the commission did recently,

prescribing that the rate be .';i4 per cent, which is now in effect.

Since the general rate increase went into effect on August 26.
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1920. thousands of reductions have been made both voluntarily

by the carriers and also by order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. There was a guarantee provided for in the Trans-

portation Act to cover the first six months after the government

relinquished federal control on March 1, 1920, but this terminated

automatically on September 1 that year. Under this guarantee

the railways were assured of earning the same net income as

during the period of federal control. If their earnings proved

insufficient to provide the net income so guaranteed, the deficiency

was made up by the government out of the public treasury.

This six months' guarantee was provided for the purpose of

enabling the railroads to get on their feet after 26 months of

federal control. Since September 1, 1920. however, there has been

no guarantee to the railroads and even though the Transportation

Act provides for the fixing of a certain rate level, there is nothing

whatever in the act to assure the roads that such a level wll

enable them to realize any fixed return. If the railways fail to

earn the rate of return so fixed, the deficiency is not made up by

the government, but is borne by the carriers themselves.

"In computing the rate of return no consideration is given by

the commission, whatever, to the capitalization of the roads, but

the compilation is based solely on the valuation of the railroads

of the country as tentatively fixed by the Interstate Commerce

Commission for rate making purposes.

"During the first 12 months which ended on August 31 last

year, the railroads had a net operating income of $523,598,172,

which was at the annual rate of return of 2.81 per cent on their

tentative \aIuation. During the second year the net operating

income amoimted to ?781,673,377, or at the annual rate of 4.10

per cent. The net operating income for the two years totaled

$1,305,271,549.

"The railroads in the Eastern district during the two year

period had a net operating income of $590,006,537, which was at

the annual rate of return of 3.46 per cent. Tho-se in the Southern

district had a net operating income of $135,630,903 or 3.09 per

cent. For the railroads in the Western district the rate of re-

turn amounted to 3.57 per cent, net operating income having

totaled during the 24 months period $579,634,109."

Revenues and Expenses for August

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of railway

returns for August is as follows:

.\ugU3t Kight months

Item 1922 1921 1922 1921

^milM^opcrS^^?! 235,095.59 234,955.69 235,229.32 234,818.00

'prc'izhf' $326.485.8-'4 $333,814,886 $2,491,204,487 $2,539,370,491

PaVsmBer ....=101,501.625 '109,192,034 '705,065,952 '793,089,978

Mail .. 7,293,532 7,449,5.39 .5'i,166,744 63.876.543

Expr<-£s".'.; 12,201,354 10,309,299 81,043,838 60,117,921

'^TO-tatio".
..'.".".*^ 14,935.858 14.378.241 113,630,618 105,495,540

Incidental 10,900.74.' 9,844,240 73,145,610 79.255,919

Joint facility—Cr. 747.119 610.40'. 6.644,780 5,123,647

joint faciHty— It. 187.974 lSi,617 1,399.821 1.092,438

revenues ''^".^"."^ 473,877,080 505,732,265 3.528,502,198 3,645,237,601

Expenses:

'and^'^ructures'."!' 68,706,324 71,941,028 480,206,020 507,460,950

"mlipment"...."! 104,0.56,949 105.403.201 773,792,749 842,335.999

Tr-ffic 7,2.16,029 6,822,9.54 57,710,675 .56.770.958

Tr'anMK-rtation ... 190,801,031 180,8.10.319 1,.163,064.1 12 1,556,598,510

Mivccl operations. 4.356,178 4,163.779 31.327,920 33,552,856

General 12,635,796 13,466,110 104.471,306 114,451,672

'^relVI^'em-Cr'": 693.129 521,490 4,121.123 3.925,284

"c^xl^nLs"'!"''.''."* 387,100.178 382,105.901 2,806,451.659 3,107.245,661

Net revenue fntm
railway operalion». 86,776,902 123,626,364 722,050.539 537,991,940

Railway lax acrrals. 26.873,500 26.251.763 200,327,272 183,584,799

"revcn"^'f'^"!'.''!''! 133,816 125,206 905,274 784,313

in'roinc .".T."."."? 59.769,586 97,249,395 520,817,993 353,622,828

Enuipment rents—

>

Dr. balance 5,460,4'0 5,653,323 37,537,091 34.963,965

...Hi „. .ivr^ni—
,_y^,_3^, 1.435,870 12,097,303 12,595,264

.'. 52,579.797 90.160,202 471,183,599 .106,063,599

r-ven -ro (icr cent) 81.69 75.55 79.54 85.24

'Does not include Poston * AH'^ny. the revenues and expenses of which
..-.- in.ln.l .1 111 \rw V. rk r^-iitral report,

ind larlor ear surcliarce.

.Hid rarlnr car surcharRC.
,in.| i.arhr car surcharfc
111. I larlor car surcharge.

^llirtiiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiriillillliilllllllliiniiiilliliiiiiiiiltMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitnitiiiiiniiiiiriiiitiiiiiiiitiiiifiiiniiiiiitiiiini

Traffic News

The Northern Pacific restored observation cars on ten of it

fast passenger trains on October 7.

M. A. Keith has been appointed traffic manager of the Inter

national Derrick & Equipment Company, Columbus, Ohio.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient of Texas has been give

an increase in freight rates by the railroad commission of tha

state to the amount of 10 cents per 100 lb. to accrue locally an

in the divisions.

The Southern Pacific, on October 17, reduced its freight rate

on a number of commodities including automobiles, automobil

parts, cotton and cotton linters, when for export from the Ea;

to Pacific Coast ports. The reductions range as high as 20 jh

cent.

The officers and directors of the Associated Traffic Club-

America met in Cleveland. Ohio, on October 17 and 18, to pla)

a definite constructive policy for that organization. During th

summer a number of new clubs were enrolled. Twenty-eight club

from as many cities are now members of the association.

The Traffic Club of Des Moines, Iowa, has recently electei

the following officers : President, S. W. Leigh, manager, De
Moines Hosiery Mills ; vice-president, C. M. Cheney, genera

-manager. Des Moines & Central Iowa; secretary and treasurei

C. A. Moore, general agent, .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail

way.

Shippers opposed to the Southern Pacific's efforts to retain th

Central Pacific are threatening to organize committees in ever

county of southern California to take an active part in the cam
paign being waged by the California Producers' and Shipper;

.\ssociation to endorse the decision of the Supreme Court, separat

ing the Central Pacific from the Southern Pacific. K G. Judal
chairman of the southern California committee, says that

membership drive is under way and that civic and commercia
bodies of every section of the State are joining the campaigr

Commission Amends Coal Order

The Interstate Commerce Commission on October 18 issue

Amendment Xo. 1 to Service Order No. 25 providing that fror

and after October 23 the supply and distribution of open to

cars suitable for the Loading and transportation of coal to wage
mines shall be subject to the following rule

:

Upon any day when any such common carrier by railroad is unable t

supply mines ui>on its line with the required number of open lop cars, sue

cars shall not be furnished or supplied by it to any mine which customaril

does not lead or is unable to load such cars with coal within 24 hours froi

and after the time of placement until all mines upon the line of any sue

carriers have been fully supplied with such cars.

It also adds foundry sand and materials for car and locomotiv

construction or repair to the list of commodities which ma
be loaded in open top cars in the direction of but not beyon

the mine or mines to which such open top cars are destined fo

coal loading.

Coal Production

Complete return^ on soft coal protluction for the week ende

October 14 will show about 9,'-HXl,000 tons, according to the esti

mate of the Geological Survey. During the five weeks just close

the output has been at an almost uniform rate varying little froi

an average of about 9,780,000 tons.

The number of cars loaded on Monday, October 9, as rcporte

by the railroads, was 40.596, the largest reported this year; bt

on Tuesday loadings fell olT to 29.239 cars, a figure cxcccde

on several Tucsd.iys since the close of the strike. The tot:

cars loaded on the first four days of the week shows an increas

of 3.9 per rent a? compared with the saiue days of the wee

before. Full returns on loadings for the week are expected t

show an output of 9,800.000 to 10.000,000 tons. .
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Sincr the first of Seplnnbcr coal \us l^xn offrral for jhipmcnt

up to th« ability of the carriers lo handle it. Prtxhiclion of

bttuminoui coal in the secund week oi October of the past lix

years has been as follows:

Tool Toot
10.924.000 I").'"

12.190,000 is.'l

I1.888.0U0 r<.'.', about

U.IOJ.OOO
9.711.000
9.900.OO0

Production of anthracite has increased slightly and may reach

a total of 2.000.000 net tons for the week. ArcorHim; to present

indicaiioii) ihc total of all coal rair.e<l is :: it 11.900.-

000 foni, which is toi. low to meet currn i and the

heavy movement up the Lakes, and .it llu to rebuild

consumers' stocks.

The aKKrcgatc of tidewater shipments from .Atlantic ports in-

creased to 2.224.000 net tons in the month of September. In

comparison with August this was an increase of 404.000 tons or

18 per cent, which was distributed between all ports except

Hampton Koads. The total shipments from Hampton Roads

dctreaM-d although the shipments to New England points in-

creased.

Th« effects of the strike are reflected in a table which shows

tlial the total of 21^213.000 net tons dumped during the first nine

months of this year is ll.HOO.IXX) tons, or more tlian one-third

less than the average for the corresponding periods of the three

years preceding. The principal decline was in tonnage for export

—a drop from an average of nearly 10,0(X),fl00 to 1,357,000 tons.

Bunker coal decreased nearly one-half. On the other hand,

(hipments to New England were increased markedly in the effort

to offset the decline in all-rail shipments brought about by the

strike

In the opening weeks of the present navigation season only a

very small tonnage of anthracite was shipped up the lakes. Fol-

lowing that practically none was moved during the summer.

About the middle of September shipments were resumed. The
cumulative tonnage moved row stands at less than 5 per cent of

the tonnage moved in the corresponding period of 1921.

.Mthough dumpings of soft coal into vessels at Lake Eric piers

continued at a high rate, there was a slight decrease in the

tonnage handled during the week ended October 8 as compared

with the preceding week. The Ore and Coal Exchange reports

the total handled during the week ended October 8 as 1,179,298

net tons, as against 1.245.373 tons in the week before. In com-

parison with the corresponding week a year ago, this was an

increase of 56 per cent. Of the total dumpings 1,142.332 tons

were cargo coal and 36,966 tons were vessel fml. During the

present season to October 8, inclusive, 10,836,083 tons of cargo

coal have been dumped into vessels at Lake Eric piers. Of this

quantity 9,829,091 tons were forwarded to regular lake markets

and 1,006,992 tons were forwarded to Lake Eric destinations not

ordinarily taking lake coal. Preliminary reports of dumpings

during the first 2 days of the week show a decrease of about 15

per cent as compared with dumpings on corresponding days of

the week before

Complete reports received later by the Car Service Division

of the .•\mcrican Railway Association show that more cars were

loaded with coal during the week ended October 14 than on any
previous week since the coal strike began on April 1. The total

for the week was 220,751 cars. This exceeded the week before

by 8.773 cars, and exceeded by 4,539 cars the week preceding

tlial.

On the basis of the loading, coal production during the week
approximated 11,950,000 tons, the greatest amount produced dur-

ing any one week since the strike began. Of this amount. 10.-

037 000 tons were bituminous and 1,913,000, anthracite coal.

Production for the previous week was approximately 11,478,000

tons, and for the week before 11,713.000 tons.

I>?ading of bituminous coal last week amounted to 182,489

cars, 6,589 above the week before. Anthracite loading amounted
to .38,2f-2 cars, which represents an increase of 2,184 over the week
before.

A total of 41,201 cars were loade<I with bituminous coal on
Monday, October 16, This was the l.nrgesl number loaded f)n

any one day with bituminous coal since December 20. 1920,

when the total was 42.004 cars. I-f)ndings on Monday exceeded
by 60S cars the preceding Monday, vvliich up to that lime had been

the high point. It also exceeded the daily average for October
last year by more than 10,000 cars, and the daily average for

SeptiMiiber this year by more than 12,600 cars.

Commission and Court News
|

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended from October 15, until February

12. 192J. the operation of scheilules which propose increases in

the rales on building and roofing paper, and prepared roofing,

carloads, from Cincinnati. Ix>ckland, Carthage, Ohio and other

points in Ohio and Indiana to St. Paul and Duluth, Minn.

The commission has suspended from October 17 until February
14, 1923. the operation of schedules published in .\gent R. H.
Countiss* tariff which propose to reduce the rates on imported

shipments of vegetable oils from Pacific Coast points to certain

points in Central Freight .Association Territory, from 105 to 75

cents per 100 pounds.

The commission has suspended from October 15 until February
12, 1923, the operation of sclicdulcs which propose to revise

the class rates from Southeastern Freight Association territory

to all destinations in Mississippi Valley Freight territory. The
proposed changes would result in both increases and reductions

in existing rates from and to the points mentioned.

The commission has suspended from October 16, and later

dates, until February 13, 1923, the operation of schedules con-

tained in tariffs of various carriers and E. B. Boyd, B. T. Jones
and F. L. Speiden. agents. The suspended schedules which are

principally published by lines in Official Classification territory,

propose to cancel the rule and reference to the rule for con-

structing combination rates on brick and articles taking brick

rates and related articles.

Emergency Fourth Section Order for Cotton

By fourth section order and by special permissions dated Oc-
tober 12, the commission has granted applications of the Illinois

Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and other carriers par-

tics to Agent J. H. Glenn's eastern cotton tariff to establish

on five days' notice rates on cotton, cotton linters or regins from
stations on the Illinois Central, ^azoo & Mississippi Valley and
Chicago. Memphis & Gulf to Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York,
Boston and other destinations in eastern territory named in the

tariff via New Orleans, and the Southern Pacific Atlantic Steam-
ship IJnes (Morgan Line) the same as the rates currently in

effiect via all-rail and rail-and-water routes through .Xtlantic ports,

without observing the loiig-and-sliort-haul provision of the fourth
section, combinations on New Orleans or other points which may
make lower rates lo be observed as maximum in all cases.

.\n emergency is alleged to exist in that the all-rail and rail-

and-water routes through Ohio river crossings and \'irginia cities

over which cotton produced in the Mississippi Valley is ordinarily

tr.insporkd to trunk line and New England territory mill points

are either closed by embargoes or so congested as to prevent
prompt movement and the establishment of the proposed rates is

intended to relieve this emergency and permit .shipment of cotton

from the Mississippi Valley via New Orleans through which port
no joint through rates have heretofore been in effect. The relief

as granted is limited to January 1. 1923, and is intended by the

commission strictly as an emergency measure lo relieve existing

conditions and not as a permanent adiustmenl.

/ United States Supreme Court

The I'niled States Supreme Court on October 16 dismissed

three suits brought by Minnesota state officials to contest the

right of the Interstate Connnercc Commission to order increased

passenger and baggage rates for intrastate transportation. The
cases grew out of the state rate orders issued by the Interstate

Commerce Commission following its increase of interstate rates in

1920. No opinion was written by the court, but the suits were
dismissed on the authority of cases cited, including principally

the Wisconsin case.
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Locomotives

The Tm-Edo Terminal contemplates buying 3 switching loco-

motives.

The Den"4-er & Rio Grajcde is inquiring for 10 Mountain type

locomotives.

The Western P.vcific contemplates buying 5 Mikado type

locomotives.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha contemplates buy-

ing IS locomotives.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is inquiring for SO

Mikado type locomotives.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is inquiring for

2, 8-\vheel switching locomotives.

. The Grand Trunk is inquiring for 10, 6-wheel switching loco-

motives and 10. 8-wheel switching locomotives.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 23 as contemplating issuing inquiries for from SO to 80

miscellaneous type locomotives, is inquiring for 20 Mikado type,

20 Pacific type, IS switching locomotives and 4 Mallet type

locomotives.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered from the General Electric

Company 2, 120-ton. 600 volt, direct current electric locomotives

to be delivered in March, 1923. The locomotives w'ill be prac-

tically duplicates of those now in use in the Detroit tunnel on

the Michigan Central.

The Minarets & Western has ordered 5 Mikado type loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company, of these 3 loco-

motives will have 24K by 28 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 250,000 lb. and 2 locomotives will have 20 by 24

in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of 190,000 lb.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Railway

Age of September 23 as inquiring for 30 Mikado type and 10

Mountain type locomotives, has ordered this equipment from the

American Locomoti\e Company. The Mikado type engines will

have 28 by 30 in. cylinders and a total weight in working order

of 332.000 lb. ; the Mountain type will have 28 by 28 in. cylinders

and a total weight in working order of 369,000 lb.

Freight Cars

The Texas Company is inquiring for 100 tank cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is inquiring for 2

transformer cars.

The New York Central will have 500 bo.x cars repaired at

the shops of the Streator Car Company.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 500 steel underframcs

for box cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.

The Erie Railroad has given a contract to the Magor Car

Company for making repairs to 500 cars ; most of these are gondola

cars.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company has ordered

195 miscellaneous cars from the Chickasaw Ship Building Com-

pany.

The Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation has orderc<l

1.000 hopper cars, of SO tons' capacity, from the American Car &
Foundry Co.

The Cudahy Packing Compaj^y, Chicago, will build 200 re-

frigerator cars in its shops at East Chicago. The cars are to

be built in lets of SO.

The Virginian Railway is inquiring for from 500 to 1,000 flat

bottom gondola cars of 100 tons' capacity, also for from 500 to

1,000 steel gondola cars of 120 tons' capacity.

The National Refining Corporation, Hoboken, N. J., is in-

quiring for from 5 to 25 tank cars of 40 tons' capacity; also for

the same number of cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Pere Marquette reported in the Railuay Age of October

14 as expected to come in the market for 2,000 cars, is now in-

quiring for 1,500 box cars and 500 hopper cars.

The Western Paofic, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 23 as inquiring for 100 automobile cars, has ordered this

equipment from the Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company.

The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, reported in the Railway Age
of October 14 as about to place an order for 500 to 1,000 coal

cars, has ordered 500 cars from the Cambria Steel Company and

500 from the Standard Steel Car Company.

Passenger Cars

The Cuba Railroad is building one business car in its shops

at Camaguey, Cuba.

The Arms Y.\eger Company has placed an order with the

Pullman Company for 14 horse cars.

New York Central.—Car builders are asking for prices on

specialties for 20, 70-ft. steel coaches and 80. 60-ft. steel baggage

cars, for the New York Central Lines.

The Long Island, reported in the Railway Age of September

16 as contemplating inquiring for 90 cars for passenger service,

is now asking for 40 motor cars, 20 electric trailer cars, 20

trailer coaches for steam suburban service, 10 coaches for steam

service and 2 combination baggage and mail cars for steam

service.

The Central of New Jersey, reported in the Railway Age
of October 14 as inquiring for 65 cars for passenger service, has

ordered 30 all-steel coaches from the Standard Steel Car Company,

20 all-steel coaches, 10 steel baggage cars and 5 steel combination

passenger and baggage cars from the American Car & Foimdry

Company.

Iror^ and Steel

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has issued an inquiry

for 5,500 tons of rails.

The Missouri, Kan^s & Texas has purchased five boilers,
|

to be installed in the shops at Bellmead, Tex., from the Babcock
^

& Wilcox Company, and the super-heaters for the boilers from

the Superheater Company.

Miscellaneous

The Norfolk & Western is asking for bids until 12 o'clock

noon November 1, at Roanoke, \'a., for about 1,450,000 tie dating

nails, 300 steel car axles, 400, 33-in. steel wheels and 500 ft. of

wire rope.

Signaling

The Imperial Government Railways of Japan have ordered

from the Union Switch & Signal Company 275 automatic signals

for installation on main line tracks. Of the total number of

signals, 135 arc "T-2" a.c. semaphores and 140 arc color light

signals. The order embraces complete track circuit equipment,

including a total of 230 Model 15, vane relays, 630 SLV-13 a.c.

relays, 450 track transformers, and complete track circuit ac-

cessories such as impedances, reactors, etc. This is the same

class of material as used in the initial installation of automatic

block signaling made by the Imperial Government Railways,

now in service on the main line, consisting of 310 complete sets

of similar material furnished by the Union Switch & Signal

Company.
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Supply Trade News

p. N. Bard, president of the Barco Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chic.iKo, has also been elected i>rcsident of the Argyle
Railway Supply Company, Chicai;o.

The Geo. W. Fife Engineering Company. 1403 Merchants
Bank buildiiiK, Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed repre-
sentative in Indiana for the Conveyors Corporation of Amer-
ica, Chicago.

Walter S. McKee has resigned as vice-president and director

of the American Manganese Steel Company and in future

will develop the business of the Inland Engineering Com-
pany, Chicago, of which he is president.

A. F. O'Connor, mechanical engineer of the Union Railway
Equipment Company, Chicago, has been elected vice-president,

with hcadiiiiaricrs at Chicago, R. C. O'Connor has been ap-
pointed mechanical engineer, and B. Smith, purchasing agent,

with the same headquarters.

The Krantz Works of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company have been moved to Mansfield, Ohio,
from Brooklyn, N. Y., where they have been situated for a
number of years. The transfer to Mansticid offers better

facilities for increased production, gives the works location

in the central part of the country with easy access to a large

number of railroads and to both middle west and eastern

offices of the Westinghouse Company.

Railway Construction

Atuvstic Coast Line.—This company has awarded contracts

for the laying of second main track as follows : Ashley River to

Bennetts. S. C, 3 miles, to W. W. Boxley & Co., Roanoke, Va.

;

Ridgland. S. C, to Savannah Kiver. 21 miles to E. W. Parkel,

Tampa, Fla. : Savannah River to Central Junction, Ga., 12 miles,

to F. M. Jones, Sa>annah; Southover to Burroughs, Ga., 7 miles,

to Williams Bros. Construction Company, Roanoke, Va. ; Doctor-
town to Jesup, Ga., 4 miles, to the C. G. Kershaw Contracting

Company, Birmingham, Ala.

Canadian Pacific.—This company has awarded contracts to

T. Jamieson and Mr. Kenzic, Ltd., Calgary, Aha., for the exten-

sion of 12 stalls of the locomotive house at Calgary, Aha. ; to

A. C. Creelman & Company, Calgary, Alta., for the building of

stations, section houses, grain loading platforms, stockyards and
water tanks and for the fencing on 50 miles of the branch from
I.anigan, Sask., to Naicam ; to the Northern Construction Com-
pany, Winnipeg, for the completion of the grading on the extension

from Cracknell, Man., to Inglis, a distance of 6.2 miles; and to

the Hamilton Bridge Company, Hamilton, Ont., for the construc-

tion of two 90.-ft turntables, for installation at Brandon, Man.,
and at North Bend, B. C.

Grand Trunk.—This company, which was reported in the

Railway Age of September 30 as accepting bids until October
4 for a two-story brick freight house 20 by 32 ft. at Harvey,
III., has awarded the contract to T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago.

Michigan Central.—This company closed bids October 14 for

a car repair shop 30 by 200 ft. at Nilcs, Mich., to cost approxi-

mately $15,000.

Pennsylvania.—See elsewhere in this issue item concerning
electrification between Altoona and Conemaugh.

Pennsylvania.—This company has awarded a contract to the

McOintic-Marshall Company for extensive additions to its

Juniata shops.

A Compartment in a Third Class Sleeping Car in France A Tourist Train in Australia
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Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—Bonds Offered.—Lee,

Higginsoii & Co. are offering at 96;4 and accrued interest an

issue of $4,500,000 consolidated mortgage 4,'/2 per cent gold bonds

due 1957. and non-callable. The proceeds from the sale will be

used to retire at maturity on December 1. 1922, $3,655,000 6 per

cent bonds, to provide additional working capital and to reimburse

tlie company in part for the purchase of equipment paid for out

of earnings. This issue has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Chicago. Attica & Southern.—Asks Antlwrity for Ot-cralion.

—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission for a certificate authorizing the acquisition ajid operation

of that part of the Chicago & Indiana Coal Railroad extending

from La Crosse to a point 25.76 miles north of Brazil. Ind., with

a branch from Percy Junction to the Indiana-Illinois State Line.

The commission recently had authorized the Chicago & Indiana

Company to abandon the line and the part mentioned has been

purchased by the new company for $250,000.

F.LECTRic Short 'Livss..—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds—Thh
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $660,000 of IS-year 5 per cent gold bonds to

enable it to finance an extension of 44 miles westerly from

Hutchinson, Minn., in the direction of Clare City.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—The

Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$470,000 of first mortga.ge 5 per cent gold bonds to be pledged as

collateral security for short term notes.

Macon & Bm^micn km.—Passenger Service Discontinued.—

Judge H. A. Mathews in the Superior Court at Macon, Ga., has

ordered all passenger service discontinued on this road, effective

October 11. The order followed the recommendation of R. B.

Pegram. receiver, who reported that the road was in bad physical

condition. Freight service will be continued betw^ST Macon and

La Grange, 97 miles.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—5'o/(? Again PostpoiKd.—The

sale of this road, scheduled for October 16, has again been post-

poned. The action was taken pending the approval by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission of the reorganization plan of the

company.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—JVcw Director.—

Walter O. Parmer, of Nashville, Tenn., has been elected a director

to succeed W. W. Berry, deceased.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. ]^ovis.—Equil'tneni Tni.tt

Authoriced.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

this company to assume obligation and liability in respect of

$1,800,000 of equipment trust certificates to be issued by the

United States Trust Company and sold at not less than 94.89.

Pactfic Southwestern.—/(.tt.f Authority to Sell Stock.—Thh

company, which was incorporated for the purpose of building a

standard gage railroad between Lompoc, Cal., and White Hills,

a distance of 4 miles, has applied to the California Railroad Com-

mission for authority to issue and sell its common stock at par.

and to use the proceeds for the purchase of right-of-way and the

construction of the road. The company is incorporated for $100.-

000, divided info a thousand shares of a par value of $100 each.

Seahoard Air Like.—Partial Gunranly Payment Certified.-

The Interstate Commerce Commission has certified to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury a partial payment of $300,000 on account

of this company's guaranty for the six months period of 1920.

Southern Railway —rrrer Hand l.t Asked fnr Rnihivy

Officers—The .stockholders at their annual meeting in Richmond

on October 10 unanimously adopted the following resolution which

was introduced by Arthur C. Graves, of New Haven, Conn.:

Rcwivt.l. That we. the «tockhnldcrs of Southern Railw.ny Comp.iny, in

annu,il mMling assembled, do hereby take this occasion to express our com-

plete confidence in the corporate mananemcnt and control of the railway

lines of this system, and of the ability of this railway company to furnish to

the communities and the territory traversed by its lines, a proper, efficient

and economical transiKvrtation system «t the lowest possible rates consistent

with the proper maintenance and sound credit, when operated under the

management of its president, the board of directors and its officers: and that

to this end we believe a larger degree of managerial responsibility and
discretion sh<fi'.ld be ret'.irned to and vested in the president, board of

directors and officers of this company free from the artificial restrictions of

commission control; and further, that it is to the best interest, not only

of the investing owners of these properties and the security holders, but also

of the public and shippers in the way of reasonable rates, and of the

operatives in respect of a proper standard of wage, and for a just settle-

ment of industrial disputes, that the initiative in all matters of operation

and management should be left to the sound judgment and business experi-

ence of the operating officers of this company.

Resumes Preferred Dizndcnd.—The company has declared a

semi-annual dividend of 2,'/2 per cent on the preferred stock, pay-

able November 15 to stock of record October 31. This is the

first distribution on the issue .since December, 1920, when the

regular semi-annual distribution of 2'/S per cent was made.

Texas & Pacific.—Asks Authority for Equilnnent Trust.—The
receivers have applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to incur obligation and liability for $810,000 of 5

per cent equipment trust certificates.

Western Pacific.—Argument on Application for Authority to

.Icquirr Control of Sacramento Northern.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has announced that oral arguments will be

heard in this case at Washington on December 6 on the question

involved in the interpretation of paragraph 1 of section 20a of the

Interstate Commerce Act as to the meaning of the words "a

street, suburban, intcrurban electric railway which is not operated

as a part of a general steam railroad system of transportation."

The request for argument was made by the American Short Line
Railroad Association and others.

Railroad Adininistration Settlements

The United States Railroad .-Kdininistration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to be received from the

several roads the following amounts

:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, including following subsidiaries:
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe. r.-irhandle & Santa Fe, Rio Grande.

Rl Paso & Santa Fe, Kansas Southwestern, Grand Canyon
Railway $21,500,000

Ashland Coal & Iron Railway 65,000
St. Joseph Union Depot Company 7.300
Port St. Toe Dock & Terminal Railway 4,500
Harlem Transfer Company paid Director CJeneral 20.000
iMiddletown & Unionville Railw.iy paid Director General 45,000

Dividends Declared

Southern Railway.—Preferred, 2|'2 per cent, payable November 15 to

holders of record October 31.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last
Oct. 17 Week Year

.\verage price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 73.63 72.35 54.58

.'\verage price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 87.85 88.65 76.34

The Long Island will receive bids luitil 12 o'clock noon
November 1 for 108 rigid hard frogs, 109 alloy tipped switches

and 1,000 twin tie plates. All the above is for use with 100-lb.

rail.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, reported in the Kailuvy Age
of October 14, as inquiring for 4,500 kegs of spikes and 2.000

kegs of bolts, has ordered this material from the Illinois Steel

Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has placed an order with the

Shaw Electric Crane Works of Manning. Maxwell & Moore. Inc.,

for an electric traveling crane of 180 tons' capacity, one of 40 tons'

capacity and two of IS tons' capacity.

Mont.wa Wii.i. Dedicate the new engineering building of the

Greater University of Montana to William Milnor Roberts,

pioneer location engineer of the Northern Pacific. The sugges-

tion of the university faculty that the memory of Mr. Roberts

be thus honored has been approved by the State Board of Educa-

tion. The new building is now under construction on the college

campus at Bozeman.
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Railway Officers

Executive

S. J. Hungerford lia> t>ciii appointrd vicr-prrsidtnt with the

title of vice-prcsMloit and gciirral manaKcr ci( the Canadian Na-
t=-nnl until Sir Henry Thornton, proidc-nt, takes up the duties

office. Mr. Hungerford will exercise the authority and
•II the duties hereto exercised by the retirinK president,

'i . Hanna.

D. E, Galloway, assistant to the president of the Grand
Trunk, ha-i lieen appointed assistant vice-president of the

•jrtteni. Mr. Tialloway was born at Crief, Ontario, in 1882

and entered the service

of the Grand Trunk at

Hamilton, Ontario, on
February 1, 1901. In

1<X)4, Mr. Galloway was
appointed secretary to

Charles M. Hays, then
president of the Grand
Trunk Pacific and the

Grand Trunk Western.
.-\fter occupy inp this

position for seven years
he was appointed in

October, 1911, assistant

to the president of

the Grand Trunk and
served in this capacity

until the time of his

appointment as assist-

ant vice-president.

D. F. Galloway -. » ,t •,

T. A. Hamilton, vice-

president and assistant

to the president of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been elected i)rcsi(lent of the

International-Great Northern, with headquarters at Houston.

Tex. J. W. Kendrick, consulting engineer, Chicago, and
formerly vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka it Santa l'"e.

has been elected chairman of the board.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

L. L. Atwood, li.i^ been appointed contract attorney of

the Missouri I'acilic with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

C. H. Moses has been appointed secretary of the Graysonia,

Nashville & .Xshdown with headquarters at Little Rock. .\rk.

G. H. Bell has been appointed treasurer; W. E. Collins has

been appointed auditor and car accountant and J. D. Sain

has been appointed attorney witli headquarters at Nashville,

Ark.

Operatfng

E. G. DeLong has been appointed assistant trainmaster of

the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio.

C. C. Hill, has been appointed superintendent of the Gray-

sonia, Nashville & Ashdown with headquarters at Nashville,

Ark.

A. N. Williams has been appointed general manager of the

Midland Valley with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., effec-

tive October 14.

J. H. Fraser, executive general agent of the St. Louis-San

Francisco, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., has been

promoted to assistant general manager, with hcad<iuartcrs at

Springfield, Mo.

G. H. Munchin, assistant superintendent of the Alchiscm,

Topeka & Santa Fe with headquarters at Marceline. Mci.,

tia.i been appointed superintendent of the Illinois division

with headquarters at Chillicothe, III. He has been succeeded

at Marceline by W. A. Guild, engineer, East district, with

headquarters at Topeka, Kan.

Charles Manning, assistant to the vice-president of the

Grand Trunk, has been appointed assistant operating manager.

Eastern lines. Mr. Manning began his railroad career with

the Great Western at Bristol. England. In 1883 he entered

the office of the mechanical superintendent of the Grand

Trunk at Montreal and, in 1898, was advanced to chief clerk

in the motive power department. He was appointed assistant

to the vice-president in charge of the mechanical department

on January 1, 1917, and assistant to vice-president in charge

of operation in May, 1920, which latter position he held at

the time of his recent promotion.

W. D. Dilley, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington division of the Louisville

& Nashville was reported in the Raihvay Age of August 26,

was born on December 7, 1869, at Macksburg, Ohio. He
entered raihvay service in June, 1887, as an operator on the

Baltimore & Ohio where he remained until 1890. From that

time until 1892 he was consecutively an operator on the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas and on the Pittsburgh division of the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Pennsylvania).

He returned to the Baltimore & Ohio as an operator in 1892,

and entered the service of the Louisville & Nashville as an

operator in August, 1894, since which he has been copy

operator in the dispatcher's office, a.gcnt, and agent-yardmaster.

On June 1, 1907, he was promoted to trainmaster of the

Lebanon branch and in 1917. to inspector of transportation,

which position he held until .\ugust, 1918. He was appointed

superintendent of terminals at Louisville, Ky., on the latter

date and when the former superintendent of terminals re-

turned from government service on March 1, 1920, he was
transferred to the Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington division

as assistant superintendent, which position he held until his

recent promotion.

C. J. Bowker, general superintendent of the Ontario Lines

of the Grand Trunk, has been appointed operating manager
of the Lines East of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers. Mr.

Bowker entered the

service of the Grand
Trunk in 1900 as a

train dispatcher at Lon-
don, Ontario, and
shortly thereafter was
appointed chief train

dispatcher and subse-

quently to train master,

serving at various
points on the system
until 1909, when he
was appointed assistant

superintendent of the

Stratford division. .\

year later he was ad-

vanced to superintend-

ent of the St. Thomas
division and in 1913

was appointed to gen-
eral superintendent of

the Eastern Lines.

In that capacity, he
handled during the period of the war the heavy war traffic

which was carried by the railway to the ports of Montreal,

Quebec and Portland. In 1918 he was transferred to the

Ontario lines as general superintendent, which position he

held until the time of his recent promotion.

D. W. Bowker, whose promotion to division superintendent
of the St. Louis Southwestern with headquarters at Pine

BlufT, .Ark., was reported in the Raihi-ay Age of October 14,

was born on October 9. 1883, at Cullinsville, 111. He entered

railway service in 1903. with the \'andalia (Pennsylvania')

and was in the employ of the Missouri Pacific from 1909 to

1916. On November 17, 1916. he entered the service of the

St. Louis Southwestern as ynrdmastcr and was later pro-

Bowke
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moted to general j-ardmaster. He held this position until

April 1, 1920, when he was promoted to assistant superin-
tendent, which position he held until his recent promotion.

Traffic

A. W. May has been appointed commercial agent of the
Illinois Central with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

G. W. Wood, has been appointed general agent of the
Chesapeake & Ohio with headquarters at Cincinnati, O.

B. Wagner, division freight agent of the New York Central
with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed assist-

ant general freight agent with headquarters at Chicago, suc-
ceeding E. L. Whitney, promoted. Mr. Wagner will be
succeeded by W. J. Keller, division freight agent with head-
quarters at Kankakee, III., who in turn will be succeeded by
L. Blue, general agent, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.

G. Thompson, general agent of the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been
promoted to general freight agent in charge of solicitation
with the same head-
quarters. He was born
on February 18, 1888,

at Larned, Kan., and
entered railway service

on August 16, 1906, as

a station helper on the

Atchison, Topeka & m,^BirM ^W9t< "a.
Santa Fe, at Halstead, V^^l ^'^ ^r
Kan. From November ^^Bw^B

20, 1906, to September
17, 1908, he was em-
ployed as a baggage
and freight checker at

Dodge City, Kan., and
from the latter date to

July 19, 1910, he was
a telegraph operator
and agent at various

points in Kansas. On
July 19, 1910. he entered

the service of the ^- TT-ompson

Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient and until December 11, 1918, was employed as an agent
and operator at various points, working at intervals on the con-
struction of the line from San Angelo, Tex., west. He worked
as a clerk in the olfice of the freight claim agent at Wichita,
Kan., from December 11, 1918, to February 8. 1919, when he
was promoted to traveling auditor, which position he held until

April 1, 1920. On this date he was promoted to general agent
with headquarters at Kansas City. Mo., which position he was
holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

L. P. O. Exley, office engineer of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern, at Mobile, Ala., has been promoted to assistant
chief engineer, with the same headquarters.

R. W. Meek, signal supervisor of the Southern Pacific with
headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been appointed acting
signal engineer with the same headquarters, succeeding E. E.
Worthing, who is on leave of absence.

F. M. Bisbee, chief engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fc. Western Lines, with headquarters at Amarillo,
Texas, will retire on November 1. He will be succeeded by
M. C. Blanchard, superintendent of the Illinois division. W. C.
Baisinger, roadmaster at Ottawa Junction, Kansas, has been
promoted to Engineer, East district, with headquarters at

Toprk.i, K.in.

Mechanical

A. McCormlck has been appointed master mechanic of the
Oraysonia, N.T^hville & Ashdown with headquarters at Nash-
ville, Ark.

C. Peterson has been appointed acting master mechanic
of the Denver & Salt Lake with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

J. D. Young, has been appointed assistant master mechanic
of the Central of New Jersey, with headquarters at Ashley,
Pa. David Evans has been appointed road foreman of engines
with the same headquarters.

John J. Hanlin, whose appointment as assistant superin-
tendent of motive power of the Seaboard Air Line was an-
nounced in the Railuvy Age of September 23, page 592, was
born on June 1, 1871,

in Texas county, Mo.
He was educated in

the high schools of

Birmingham, Ala., and
left school in 1888 to

enter the employ of

the Savannah, .\mericus
& Montgomery (now
Seaboard Air Line). A
short time thereafter he
left this road for a
private machine shop
where he completed his

apprenticeship as a

machinist and in July,

1891, re-entered t h e

service of the Savannah,
.Americus & Mont-
gomery as a machinist.

From 1891 to 1898 he
j

served the same com- '
' *" '"

pany as a hostler, fire-

man and yard engineman at Americus, Ga. From 1898 to
1900 he was in the employ of the Louisville & Nashville at
Birmingham as a machinist and gang foreman. From 1900 to
1903 he was general foreman and locomotive engineman for
the Birmingham Southern at Pratt City, .Ala. During the
latter year he entered the service of the Southern as a machin-
ist and roundhouse foreman at Birmingham and, the following
year, entered the employ of the Seaboard AW Line in the
same capacity at Birmingham; in 1906 he was promoted to
general foreman at the same place and, in 1907, to master
mechanic of the Georgia division. In this latter capacity he
was serving at the time of his recent promotion.

E. W. Smith, engineer of transportation of the Pennsyl-
vania with headquarters at Philadelphia, has been appointed
general superintendent of motive power of the Southwestern
region with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. W. C. A. Henry,
general superintendent of motive power at St. Louis, has
succeeded ^^r. Smith as engineer of transportation.

Purchasing and Stores

C. F. Leatherman has been appointed acting purchasing
agent of the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf with headquarters at
Muskogee, Okla.

Special

W. G. Slaughter has been appointed acting chief special
agent of the Seaboard AW Line with headquarters at Norfolk,
Va., succeeding M. Welsh, resigned to accept service with
another company.

Obituary

J. A. Stewart, former niinislor of railways of Canada di<

at Halifax, N. S., on October 7.

T. W. Place, who was master mechanic of the lUino:
Central with headquarters at Waterloo, la., until he retired

on a pension on November 1, 1901, died on October 9 .it

Waterloo after a few months of ill health. He was born r-

January 2, 1833, at .\cworth, Sullivan county, N. H., an
entered railway service in 1853 as a locomotive fireman (

the Boston & Maine. In 1854 he became a locomotive eng-
nccr on the Illinois Central, and on September 1, 1861, b
was promoted to master mechanic at Dubuque and later .t

Waterloo.



This paper for many years has advocated the abolition of

complicated train orders (often, perhaps usually, made more
complicatnl \>y very poor f)cnmanship)

;

Proper Punctuatiotitluit is to say, it has advocated the use

of of the complete block system, which

Train Orders makes written train orders unnecessary,

except in emergencies. In spite of this

thousands of 19 and ol orders are issui-d every day, and the

long-standing veneration in which the American train-dis-

patching system is held continues unabated in a multitude of

offices. This being so, we once more call attention to the

fact that each subject in a train order ought to be put into

a separate paragraph. A recent collision at Toltec, New
Mexico, is reported in another column. The misreading of

that train order was, no doubt, due to the lack of a suitable

separation after the twelfth word, "Osier." That will be

the e.xcuse of the men who blundered in reading. Mistakes

of this nature are not rare. To write orders properly would

in many cases require larger blanks. That, perhaps, is one

reason why this improvement remains neglected. If begin-

ning each item of an order on a new line would be too much
of a jar to .<ettk-d habits, perhaps a useful lcs.<on might be

learned from the innovation which the machine telegraphers

have recently adopted—the in.sertion of the word "stop"

wherever a period ought to app>ear. It is too bad to go on

killing people for lack of so simple a precaution.

The monthly figures of railway revenues and expenses

which the Class I railroads render to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission are made public

Monthly through their being made available to

Earnings the press by the commission. A con-

Reports siderable numlier of the carriers also

furnish the press direct with copies of

the statements fikd with the commission or with statements

compiled in a similar manner. Presumably there remains

but little doubt as to the value of the monthly statements.

There is some criticism of the requirement which calls for

the filing of the monthly figures, but it would appear that

this is minority and not majority opinion. The value which

is admitted to exist in the reports is that the figures in total

for all the roads enable the commission, the railway men and

the public to check up promptly on railway progress.

Monthly figures of railway gross and net serv-e a variety of

useful purposes and are of sufficient use that they are re-

garded as a very necessary part of business statistical in-

formation. The primar)- value of the figures for the in-

dividual roads—as distinguished from the figures of all the

roads in total—would seem to lie in the necessity for one

railroad to compare its own results with those of its neigh-

bors, and in the necessity for the investor in railway securi-

ties to kee|) himself informed as adequately as he can con-

cerning the projjerty in which he is is interested. The
reports, therefore, should be adequate, and should be given

a fairly wide circulation. A question that arises is: Are

they adequate? Unfortunately they seem to lack that quality

to a certain extent. The figures in the reports to the com-

mission show tlieir final results in item 24—"Net railway

operating income" or "Net after rentals." The lack of

adequacy exists because there dcx-s not seem as yet to lie a

complete understanding of the meaning of these expressions.
The monthly reports of the carriers will attain a much
greater usefulness when people—railway men, investors and
others interested—secure a better understanding of what the
commission means when it uses these expressions, when
the carriers come to a more universal use of the figure em-
Ifodied in them, and when, in general, there is a more consis-

tent use of the expressions than there is at present. There is

room for much improvement in this regard.

Whenever shortage of equipment imposes on the railroads

the necessity for a maximum utilization of the available cars,

^
various measures are called to mind

Everybody s which would encourage, if not actually

Business require, the shippers to load cars to

Is Nobody's capacity. Among the suggestions of-

fered are increases in the minimum car-

load, a sliding scale of tariffs favorable to loadings in excess

of the minimums and provision for a larger diversity of

mixed carloads. But any efforts to obtain relief from this

source in a time of stress are much like attempting to repair

the roof during a shower—by the time one can borrow a

ladder tlie storm will be over. In short, this is no time to

look for outside help; the roads must work with the tools

at hand and the most effective tool in this case is the station

agent. But unless he takes a sincere interest in the subject,

unless he is made to feel that it is a real part of his job,

little will \>e accomplished. Some form of organization must
Idc set up, not only to bring the necessitj- of increased car

loadings to the agent's attention, but to point out to him
how he C(jM help and institute a follow-up system to see that

he does help. The form of this organization, the character

of its [jer.sonnel, is in large measure immaterial. It will vary

necessarily with the individual roads and the particular divi-

sions. The important thing is to see that it is somebody's

business to follow the thing through.

The British public is clamoring for reductions in passenger

fares and it appears likely that the railways will soon grant

some concessions in this direction. Pas-
Rate senger fares now stand at 75 per cent

Reductions in above the pre-war level and it is pro-

Britain jiosed that 25 per cent of this increase

be removed, leaving the rates 50 per

cent above the pre-war level. This proposed reduction is a

serious matter for the British railways, because passenger

traffic is relatively of much greater importance in that coun-

try than in the United States. In 1921, for example, 49 per

cent of the operating revenues of British railways were de-

rived from passenger train .services, whereas passenger traffic

contributes only about 25 per cent of the operating revenues

of American railways. The railways of the United Kingdom
paid 4..SS per cent on invested capital in 1921, but this was
possible only because of compensation by the government;

otherwise the railways would have faced a deficit. It is diffi-

cult to see just how they are going to meet the falling off in

their revenues which reduced passenger fares will occasion.

Tile traveling public in England is not apparently any more

777
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concerned with this side of the question th:ui are the shippers

in this country who are continually seeking rate reductions

on their products. When the national productive process is

out of adjustment and groujjs of i)roducers, powerful jxiliti-

cally or economically, find that they are not making their

customari- profits, they always find the railways conveniently

situated to assume their los.ses for them. In England, as in

this country, these groups shift their burdens to the railways,

giving no thought to the plain fact that such action must,

in the long run, deprive them of the normal expansion of

transportation facilities which the growth of industry and

population demands.

sum lower than the total aggregate bids, it is evident that

he must include some machines not of the first qualit}". M
the risk of being tiresome, the statement is repeated that the

sooner railroad shops are operated on a strict business basis,

tlie better it will be for railroad stockholders. No big manu-
facturer, for example, would consider ordering all his equip-

ment through one dealer, but would require his mechanical

men to study each individual job and recommend the specific

machines needed to reduce production costs. Those machines

would be purchased of the individual manufacturers or

dealers as soon as possible and the mechanical men held

responsible for reduced shop costs.

Starting with the co-operation of the railways as an aid to

the farmer in bringing his produce to the rails for shipment,

the construction of hard surface roads

It Depends Upon has developed until they are today mak-

Whose Ox ing serious inroads on the earnings of

Is Being Gored '"-"ly railway lines. Apparently ob-

livious and indifferent to this effect on

the railwavs, many communities and individuals are fostering

truck comi)etition in every possible way. In doing so few

have considered the po.ssibility of the curtailing of railway

service made necessar)- b\- these inroads on earnings and the

effect of such curtailment on their individual interests. Not

long ago a highway was built i)arallel to the main line of a

road across a western .state. Upon its completion the motor

truck and the motor bus apjxjared in numbers to comjiete for

freight and passenger traffic. This development was en-

counigcd ))}• a leading newsjiaper in that state with a large

rural circulation. This competition soon made such inroads

on the local passenger business of the railwa>- that it was

forced to withdraw an afternoon local train which had long

carried this newspaper to the northern counties. Confronted

with the loss of this circulation, which had Ixjen develo|>ed at

large expense, the pul>lisher at once appealed to the railwa)'

management for the restoration of this train on the ground

that it would mean large financial loss to him. The road

replied that it would Ix; willing to restore this train if the

publisher would make good the deficit in its operation occa-

sioned bv the competition of the motor trucks. This he

could not afford to do. Confronted as he was in this way

with the re.sults of the campaign he had fostered, he was not

.slow to see the ultimate interest of the ]iublic in a new light,

and his paper is now as staunch an advocate of the regula-

tion of motor traffic to restrict it to its legitimate channels as

it was formerly for unrestricted competition at the expense of

the railways and the tax payers!

Does a true sjiortsman buy his guns, fishing tackle and golf

rlul)s from a mail order house simply because he can get the

wliole outfit at a relatively low price?

Lump Buying Undoubtedly he does not. He is look-

of ing for service, and is willing to pay a

Machine Tools ''"''' '""'"'^ f'"" '''•^ privilege of .selecting

tile gun, casting rod, or club which best

suits his individual needs. A railroad shop machine tool is

al.so an investment, and first cost is entirely secondary to

the amount and kind of service rendered. With the present

keen comjK-tition in the machine tool industry, ])rice is a

pretty accurate measure of serviceability- and when it is con-

sidered that machine tfxils and shop equipment are used 1.^

or 20 years, or more, the jiroductive (ai)acity of a tool is

far more im()ortant than its first cost. The present more or

less common practice of [)lacing big shop e(|uipment orders

with one large manufadurer or dealer is objet tionablc on

the grounds indicated above. No one dealer represents all

the best lines in the country and in order to quote a lump

The American Railroads

and a Centennial

SH.\LL THE RAiLRO.ADS of the United States observe a cen-

tennial ?

In the issue of the Railway Age immediately preceding

this, mention was made of an anniversar)- celebration recently

conducted by the Rock Island. As told in that issue, this

roiid, on the 10th of October, three-score-and-ten years to

a day since the first train made its trip from Chicago to

Joliet, 111., launched a program of activities, the proportions

of which have not been exceeded on railroads in recent years.

In commenting on this, the Railway Age took occasion to

allude to the views it has held and earnestly advanced during

the year concerning the importance of ever striving to build

up and maintain the good-will of employees, together with

the necessity of railroads doing more to "sell" themselves

to the public. It referred to this celebration of the Rock

Island's seventieth anniversary as a splendid piece of work

along these lines. It advanced the thought that a method

which had worked so effectively on one road might well be

made the subject of consideration on others, and by inference

expressed the hojje that the railroads would view it in the

same light. Passing from the general to the Sf>ecific, then,

consider the question of a railway centennial.

Less than six years remain until the hundredth anniver-

sary of July 4, 1828, when singularly enough, Charles Car-

roll, better known as Charles Carroll of Carrollton, only liv-

ing signer of the Declaration of Indepiendence, little catching

the full significance of his act, drove home the spike that

marked not only the beginning of the Baltimore & Ohio but

of .\merican railroads. Only six short years remain to com-

])lete a hundred years of American railroad histor)-, a hun-

dred years within which the mileage of the greatest of

transportation .systems has grown from nothing to 265,000,

or more than in all Euro[x>, more than four times that in all

.\sia, more than ten times that in all Great Britain and

wliich, double-tracked, trijile-tracked and more than eight-

tracked in places, forms the principal Iwnd lietween the

liundred millions of people with whose prosperity it i*

insei>arably connected. Le.ss than six years remain, in fact,

until the rounding out of a pcriixi within which, under

the imix'tu> of its railroads more than all other agencies

combined, this country, initially inconspicuous, has become

the most flourishing and prosperous of nations.

A centennial of .\mcrican railroads then: a celebration of

national sco|x' and |X'rhaps even of internationl interest,

representing the combined energies of even,- .\merican rail-

road—such, in .substance, is the specific question relating to

anniversapi- activities which the Raihi>ay Age urges all rail-

roads now to consider.

Reviewing the past, when has another topic of railway

interest arisen which admits of so universal an appeal?

Wiien will so opportune an occasion again jiresent itself for

the railroads to engage tlie attention of the pulilic. Care-

fully jilannod, it should accomplish much in renewing that
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pride in nearly 2,000,000 co-workirs which rontrilMim so

much to their conti-ntnwnt ; pro|«rl\ <u|>|>ortrd, it T^bould

au^k-nt the harmony U-twi-rn r.iilriMils which simphAes
the working out of mutual proM.in-; and condui1«l on

a Mjfficicntly iarm- stale, it should .-.tal/lish a contact with

a )»rcat ma.ss of American citi/^-nr\ which, though Init

temporary, will mean much to railrii;i<l> in the future. "'I'herc

is a tide in the affairs of men," ii has heen said, "which
taken at the floixl leads on to fortune." A centennial celc-

hration of .\merican railroads, it cannot Ik* gainsaid, would
be an eveni m i luiiidrcd, an opportunity which should not

be missetl

Equipment Orders and

Freight Business

TiiK iiKiiKKS the railways have placed tliu.-- far this yi-ar for

l(x<»motives and freight cars siiow that they are using all

availahle resources to increa.se their facilities. The numl)cr

of locomotives which had l>een ordered to Octolier 1.^ was
1,792. The average numixT ordered annually in the 10

years ending with l'>21 was 2,118. Thus, orders placed in

the first 41 weeks of this year do not e(|ual the annual average

orders of the last decade. The\- do, however, exceed tht

average numlx.-r ordered annually in the five years ending

with 1921. which was only l,4«.v

The numl)er of freight cars ordered to OctolnT 15 was

122,95.>. In only three entire years of the decade ending

with 1921 were larger orders placed, namely, in 1912, 1913

and 1916. The average number of freight cars ordered

annually in the 10 years ending with 1916 was 106,469, and

in the five years ending with 1921 it was 64,619. It will

Ix- .seen the numlx-r ordered already this year excce<ls the

average annual records of Ixrth the last five and the last

10 years.

The new equi[)ment Ixiught will not. of course, result in an

equivalent net increase in the amount of e<|uipment in .serv'ice.

The average nunil)er of locomotives retired from ser\nce an-

nually in the 10 years ending with 1921 was 1.61.';. This

is only 177 le.vs than the total numUr ordered thus far this

year. The average numlier of freight cars .scrai)ped and

retired from service annually in the 10 years ending with

1921 was 76,760. This is "only 46,193 less than the total

freight cars ordered thus far this year. Because of inability

of the railways within recent years to buy a normal amount

of new e(|uii)ment the number of hxomotives and cars that

ought to be retired is now unusually large.

Hut two and one-half months of the year 1922 still re-

mained when these statistics regarding the orders placed this

year were compiled. .Substantial orders are still iieing |)laced

and probably will continue to be until tiie end of the year.

The total orders placed in 1922 will hardly ajjproach those

placed in such years as 1916 and 1912. but they promise

substantially to exceed the averages of the last 10 years.

They will provide for a normal year's net increase in c-<|uip-

ment, but will hardly make up for any of the large deficiency

in equipment which has accrued within recent years.

The comj)aratively large orders for icx-omotives and cars

lieing placed evidently are predic ted on the JK-lief of railway

managers that traffic will continue to mcA-e in increasing

volume. Statistics regarding the amounts of various classes

of commfxlities being si)i|)ped .seem to support this view.

In the fall of 1920 the railways hamllt-d the largest i)usi-

ness that they ever did in their history. The total number
of cars loaded witii freight in the four weeks ending with

October 14, 1922, was only 2.9 |K-r cent less than the numU-r
loaded in the corresponding weeks of 1920, but there an-

wide differences in the tonnages of the various clas.ses of

commodities handled in the two nericxls. Studv of the.se

different e> may suggest what future tendencies are likely

to Imt.

Many people Ixlieve that the rea.sun why the railways aie

now handling such a large volume of freight is that the coal

strike ha.s forced upon them an ai>nt>mial tonnage of coal and

that therefore the present e.xcess in the demand for trans-

|xirtation over the supply will Ix' temporan'. The fact is

that in the four wivks of 1922 mentioned the numljer of

carloads of coal moved wa.s l.i |)er cent Irss than in the same
weeks of 1920. Furtlunnore. >i)ipments of ore were .59 j)er

cent less, of forest products 5 per cent l-ess, and of coke 39

|)er cent Irss. How, then, was it that the total shipments

were only three per cent less?

Shipments of grain and grain jiroducts were 21 J-j f)er cent

larger than in 1920; of livestcxk 15 Jl jx-r cent larger and
of less-than-carlcad merchandise 1 1 |>er cent larger.

The farmer is .sending his cro|)s to market and getting his

money for them as fast as he can. He was holding his crops

back in 1920 and not getting his money for them. In view

of these facts, is he not likely to \>e a larger purchaser in

1923 than he was in 1921 ? '

Shipments of I..CL. merchandi.>^c thus far this year have

i)een much greater than ever JK-fore. They consist chiefly of

fini>hed prcnlucts. Retail merchants must have l>een buying

them frc^m whole.-iaie merchants, and they from manufac-
turers, in large amounts or they would not have Ixen shipped

in record-breaking volume. Since this has l)een the case,

does it not seem probable that there will be activity in

general manufacturing for months to come. When there is

acitvity in manufacturing tiiere is a large demand for fuel

and raw material.s. These engaged in the construction busi-

ness say there is prospect of a great deal of construction

work. Do these things not indicate the prospect of increase in

siiipments of the cla.s.ses of commcxlities which are not now
moving in as large volume as two years ago?

.\|)l)arently it can Ik.- assumed that tiiere will not Ix' a

demand for trans|)ortation which will ecjual or exceed all

past records only upon the theory that the demand for the

trans|X)rtation of grain and grain products, livestock and
merchandise is going to decline as much as the demand for

the transportation of coal and coke, forest products, ore and
miscellaneous commodities is going to increase. But is there

anything in the situation to indicate that the demand for the

transfwrtation of comnvxlities now moving in record-breaking

volume is going sui)sfantially to decline?

The United States is a growing country. There never was
a business depression that was not followed by a l)usincss

revival wiiich made the demands upon the railways greater

than ever before. Unless |>ast e\|H'rience is misleading, the

demands ujxin the railways in months and years immediately
ahe.id are going to incrca.se. and tlicy will have u.se for more
additional facilities than tluv will be able to |irovide.

Consideration of Consolidation Plans
T^HK CONSOLIDATION provisions of the Transportation .Act

* have as yet secured by no means the amount of attention

and discu.ssion wliicii their im|x)rtance will eventually un-
questionably i)ring forth. This statement is made witli due
regarrj to the amount of material wliich lias been written or
s|>oken about the subject but nevertlieliss the fact holds true

that the amount of interest which lias Uvn taken in the mat-
ter still remains relatively small in proportion to the impor-
tance of the <|uestion. New England and California, however,
are exceptions. In the former, as is aptly |)ointed out in an
article by W. J. ("unningham. James J. Hill, [irofes.sor of

trans()<)rtation at Harvard Ihiiversity, which ap|X'ars in the

first issue of the new Harvard Business Renew, the under-
lying rca.son is a realization of the importance of the subject

IS (oncerns the future welfan- of Xew I'jigland industry. In
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California the situation is involved in the Southern Pacific-

Central Pacific segregation.

The New England discussion represents presumably the

more ordinary- manner in which the discussions of the various

consolidation plans will be carried on. The California situ-

ation has its chief measure of interest in the conflict which

has arisen between an old and a new idea in railway regu-

lation—the old idea being that represented in the anti-trust

acts and the recent decision of the Supreme Court and the

new idea that embodied in the consolidation provisions of

the Transportation Act. In addition, of course, there is also

involved the corporate relationships between Southern Pacific

and Central Pacific; it must be remembered that to separate

these two companies would not only take away from the

Southern Pacific System its line to Ogden but also remove

the connecting link between the lines in Oregon and those in

southern California.

The California situation should prove of particular value

because of the emphasis it will place on the new theorj' of

railway regulation that consolidations may be of value as

distinguished from tlie former theon,' that they were essen-

tially bad. The expression of this new theory is the best

feature of the entire consolidation idea and it deserves con-

siderably more importance than it has thus far received. In

truth, the time seems to be approaching for the formulating

of a more practical attitude towards the consolidation plans

than the railways thus far seem to have felt it necessary to

adopt. They are the ones primarily interested and it seems

as if they should evidence that they have a keener apprecia-

tion of that fact than they have so far shown.

Union Leadership in

America and Britain

IT HAS BEEN SAID that trade unionism in the United States

is from 25 to 50 years behind that of Great Britain. This

is generally taken to refer to the strength of the trade union

movement, i.e., that the unions in this country are no stronger,

comparatively speaking—numerically, politically or econom-

ically—than the British unions were several decades ago.

Without arguing this point pro or con, we should like to

suggest another phase of the trade union movement wherein

Great Britain is certainly many years ahead of us. This is

in its intelligent leadership.

One looks in vain among union leaders in this country

for men of the calibre, vision and knowledge of economics

which are the characteristics of such leaders of the British

railway labor unions as J. H. Thomas, J. Bromley, J.

Marchbank and C. T. Cramp. The reason for this condition

in all probability lies deep below the surface and it is not

necessarily a reflection on leaders of labor in this country

to say that, generally speaking, they are not as able and as

learned as their British contemporaries. Some American

labor leaders, potentially as capable, may be restrained from

an exercise of their abilities by a narrow-minded member-

ship. Whatever the cause, however, the statement stands

—

the leadership of tlie railway unions in this country, gen-

erally speaking, suffers by comparison with that of Great

Britain.

The outstanding characteristic of most union struggles in

this countr}' has been their predator)' nature. Most of them

have Ix-cn designed to gain a greater share in the product

of industry at present without any effort at all at increasing

that product. Anyone with the most elemcntarv' knowledge

of economic law should lie al)lc to see that a continuing in-

crease in the return which any group can receive for its

services can come only by an increase in production. Some
increases may lie obtained, it is true, l)y wresting a larger

share of present protlucfion from other economic groups but

there is a limit beyond which this sort of thing cannot go.

^\'hen this limit has been reached the only method of secur-

ing increased returns is by an increase in efficiency.

The leaders of labor on the British railways quite evi-

dently recognize this fact and they are exerting their best

efforts to interest their membership in improving the effi-

ciency of the railways. By pursuing this policy they are not

only doing the very best service possible for their own
members, but they are making their unions useful to society

as a whole.

How much longer will American labor leaders allow it to

be truthfully said that unionism in this countrj' is many
vears behind the movement in Britain?

New Books
The Alaskan Engineering Commission. 124 pages, 6 in. by 9 in.,

with map of Alaska. Bound in cloth. Published by D. Ap-

pleton & Co., New York.

This is Xo. 4 of a series of service monographs of the United

States Government prepared by the Institute for Government

Research and is devoted to the development of railroads in

Alaska from the first privately-o\\-ned road built in 1S98 to

the government operations through the year 1920. The
monographs are prepared according to a uniform plan and

this one is no exception. They give the history of the estab-

lishment and development of the service; its functions in

detail by specific activities; its organization; the character

of the plant; a compilation or reference to the laws and
regulations governing its operations; financial statements

showing its appropriations, expenditures and other data for

a period of years; and lastly, a full bibliography of the

sources of information, official and private, bearing on tlie

service and its operations.

TIte Constitution of the United States: Its Sources and Its Ap-

plication. By Thomas James Norton, assistant general solici-

tor, the Atchison. Topcka & Santa Fe Railway Company
298 pages, 5 in. by 7^2 in. Bound in cloth. Published by

Little, Brown and Company, Boston.

This is not a railway book, of course, but every American
citizen should know what it tells. The Constitution of the

United States is the most interesting and important document
that ever was produced in this countr)', if not in the entire

histor)' of mankind. It is not only the framework of our

federal government, but noboily without knowing its provi-

sions can understand our state governments, since the federal

Constitution puts limits upon what the state governments

can do.

The federal Constitution was long the object of almost

unanimous praise, and even adulation, by American public

men and writers on political subjects. Within recent years

it has been tlie object of much criticism. Many young and
old persons of radical tendencies have learned to depreciate

and denounce it on the ground that it is an instrument of

tyranny over the "masses." Nine-tenths of those who think

and talk tlius know almost nothing about the real provisions

of the Constitution and even less atx>ut what the author of

tliis book calls "its resources and its application."

Mr. Norton's purpose was "to put within the reach of the

.-\merican citizen and the young people in school a brief but

full and live explanation of the sources of the great clau.^'s

of the Constitution and also the applications of these clauses

in the great cases which have arisen." There has been great

need for such a book. There are numerous ponderous vol-

umes about the Constitution. Ma<;t of them have been written

for lawyers on the assumption that their readers know the

provisions of the Constitution. Only students of jurispru-

dence would read or could understand them. What was
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needed woj) u book which would tell exactly what the Con-
stitulion S4iys and which would st^-t furth exactly what its

provisiuoi mean and how they apply in language which
anybody could understand.

Mr. Norton was admirably c<.|ui|ipe(l to write such a book.

He is a .successful lawyer of loni; cxiK-ricncc. The study of

the Con.slitution has b«rn almt>>t .i lifi work with him. He
was formerly, however, a daily luw-iMiier reporter and
writer. In that school he learnul how to tell things so that

young {R-ople and the average ni.in in the street would be
intcn>ttd and would understand. With his unusual experi-

ence ;iiiil great knowledge he has written a Ixjok alxxit the

Constitution which might well U' put in every college and
even in every high school. Why should our young {leople be

taught dead languages, history and economics and be allowed

to graduate with honors knowing little or nothing about the

actual provisions and meaning of the Constitution which is

the foundation of our entire govrrnment? The book is also

one which might well be read by every citizen, for every

citizen ought to know what the Constitution of our country

really is.

One fault of every book that has heretofore been written

on the Constitution is that the Constitution itself has been

published either at the front or back and that the history

and interpretation and application of its provisions have been

given se{)arately in the te.xt. In Mr. Norton's txxsk the vari-

ous provisions of the Constitution are published in bold face

type and run through the entire book, and under each clause

quoted from them is given the histon,-, the interpretation and
application of this clause. Thus the reader docs not have

to turn to one part of the book to find what the Constitution

says and then to the te.xt to find what is said alx)ut it. All

through the book references are made to the constitutions of

other nations which have copied ours, and to quotations from

what great jurists of other countries have said about it.

Mr. Norton has kept out of the book both opinion and
propaganda, leaving it to the reader to make his own deduc-

tions from the historic facts given. He has, however, written

a book which no one who approaches the subject for the first

time can read without realizing that much of the criticism

of the Constitution and of its interpretation and application

by the courts is without justification. The federal Consti-

tution is the iiulwark of American lil)erty and of American
institutions. Mr. Norton's book should receive wide reading

and use and do great good.

Thi- Canadian HailuMy Act, 1919, Third Edition. Ry Angus Mac-

Murchy, K. C. ami John D. Sfence, barrislcn-at-law. Toronto,

V)22, Canada Law Book Company, Limited.

The second edition of the above work, which was published

in 1911, had 80 pages more te.xt and over 400 more derisions

than the first edition, which appeared in 1905. About .^000

cases are cited in the third edition. The first 57 pages of

the bofjk arc taken uj) with a comparative statement of the

section numbers of The Railway Act, 1919, and amending
Acts and the preceding Act as well as with citations of cases.

There are 754 pages of te.xt. Readiness of reference is pro-

vided for by an index of 4.^ pages. The present edition has

about 100 pages more of text and annotations than the second

edition. At the same time, there has been a cutting down in

bulk by omitting the Lord's Day .'\ct. the schedule of forms

and re(|uirements respecting plans, the regulations of the

board, etc., and by adojition of alibreviations in citations

W'hcrever possible.

The Setting out of the decisions in black faced type in

the present edition is an aid to the eye in running down the

authorities cited. The text is copiously annotated. Of the

total |)rinte(l text apiiro.ximately <>() per cent of the space is

taken up with annotations. Without attempting to enumerate

in detail and simply by way of illustration, it may be noted

that of 135 pages of text covering sections 312 to .^59 of the

Railway Act—the portion peculiarly concerned with freight

and passenger tolls— 1 1 7 are taken yp with annotations.

The information, especially in the section dealing with tariffs

and tolls is rich in citations from decisions of the United

States courts and regulative tribunals. The editors in this

connection acknowledge their indebtednc>ss to the chief coun-

sel and the assistant counsel of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. While these decisions are informative and in

various instances indicate the road, at the same time it is

recognized that only when the circumstances in Canada are

on all fours with those in the United States can the decisions

i)ascd on the latter be regarded as aj>plicable in their entirety

in Canada. Manitoba Dairymen's Assn. vs. Dominion and
Canadian Express Cos. 14 C.R.C. 142 at p. 148.

The Canadian Railway Act has developed by accretion

and has in form a lack of logic which appertains to such a
method of development. It is a code setting out the condi-

tions wiiich, in tlie ai»sence of express legislation, are to be

read with the terms of the Special Act. It sets out the powers
of the railway, not only as to the fundamental matter of

compulsory taking of land, but also as to the powers in con-

nection with construction and operation. Then, in addition,

there is superimposed an extensive regulative jurisdiction

extending from the approval of a route map to the sections

dealing with tolls! The regulative portions, so far as tolls

are concerned, deal primarily with railway tolls. There has
not, however, been a development on any rigid logical method.
By successive enactments, regulative jurisdiction has been
conferred in regard to express, telegraph and telephone tolls.

While in respect of railway services there is jurisdiction not

only over facilities but also over tolls, tlie jurisdiction in

respect of services set out in the preceding section is a toll

jurisdiction alone.

The same lack of thoroughgoing logical organization is

api)arent when the terms of particular sections are consid-

ered. Section 375, sub-section 12, dealing with telephones

provides tliat "The jurisdiction and powers of the Board,
and in so far as reasonably applicable and not inconsistent

with this section of the Special Act, the provisions of this

Act respecting such jurisdiction and powers . . . shall

extend and apply to all companies as in this section defined."

Such a delegation of law-making power to a tribunal with
mingled judicial and administrative functions would give

pause to a United States commentator. In dealing with this

situation. Parliament has shown' that the same laws do not

apply to it as those which apply to nature—Natura non
facit saltum.

Not only those who desire to deal with the railway law of

Canada from a technical standpoint but also those who de-

sire from an informational standpoint to obtain an acquain-

tance with the evolution of Canadian law in regard to

railways will find in the te.xt a clear and compendious treat-

ment applying wherever possible the scientific canons of the

com|)arativc method. In sum, it is an excellent and con-

venient work of reference. S. J. McLean',
A»«iM.nnt Cliuf l'oinniission:r, Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada,

Ottawa.

Railroad Freight Transportation. Py Leonor Fresncl Loree, fresi-

dent of the Dctawarc & Hudson and chairman of the board of

the Kansas City Soitlhern. 734 fages, 6 in. by 9 m. Bound in

Cloth. 1'ubti.ihcd b\ D. Apfleton & Co., Y. je Vork:

The question sometimes arises as to whether railway men
spend much time reading lux)ks. If more railway books
like Mr. Loree's new volume were availalile the amount of
book reading liy railway men would l)e increased accordingly.

Whether railway men read many liooks or not, they do
not write very many of them; at least, not nearly as many
of them as might be desired. It is not often—at any rate

not often enough—that readers of railway literature have
the ojiportunity of reading a biwk by a railway operating
officer antl still less one written by a leading railway execu-
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tive who at the time he writes is playing a leading role in

the subjects with which he deals. As concerns Mr. Loree's

book, one might wish that it would serve as a precedent. It

is interesting and informative enough to serve as a good

precedent.

The "jacket," as the |)ul)lishers term the paper cover which

they put on new l)Ooks to |>rotect the cloth binding and gold

lettering, contains this statement: "This book discusses all

that enters into freight transportation. It is the detailed and

practical work of a railroad officer who draws upon ripe ex-

j)erience in ]iresenting a thorough analysis of every phase

of the subject. Careful perusal of the book leads one to

remark that this statement is correct but modest, the latter

l)eing a characteristic unusual incidentally for book descrip-

tions written by publishers. First of all, the book discusses

many more things than freight transportation; it deals rather

with railway activit}' in all its branches, although it is true

that operation of the railway freight service is the feature

that is given greatest emphasis. Secondly, the publisher, it

would seem in all .seriousness, might well have said a word

or two more about the qualifications of his author. Mr.

Loree is remarkably well fitted to write a book of this kind

and his fitness is evidenced well in what he has written.

There must be a strong tendency on the part of an author

who has attained some standing in public life to say a great

deal about himself in whatever he writes. Mr. Loree's place

in the railway industry could be considered sufficient cause

for him to do this very thing. The temptation, however,

has not jiroved too strong for Mr. I.oree to combat. The
book, therefore, is in no sense whatever autobiographical. It

is about railway operation and the author has used his own
wide e.xperience only as a source from which to draw some

valuable suggestions about railway operating i)roblems and

for some extremely interesting examples to illustrate im-

portant points in his text.

In 7.i4 ])ages an author can deal with many subjects and

discuss many things, and that is exactly what Mr. Loree

has done, ("onstruction, maintenance-of-way and mechani-

cal matters are all given extensive attention. History

—

notalily the history of the locomotive—comes in for consid-

erable s|>ace, as also do accounting, statistics and the various

other related subjects. The book, however, deals primarily

with operation. There are some extremely interesting an-

alyses of the duties and responsibilities of the \arious work-

ers in the railway service. One section—Part V, Movement
of Cars—deals with such subjects as the distribution of

time in a ty|)ical car journey, car loading, reconsignment,

yard and road handling, per diem, the matter of car repairs,

car ownership and the res|)onsibilities of the carrier from the

stand|)oint of car sup|)ly. The value of the section, as also

the value of the other sections of the book, lies not only in

the amount of data given but is perhaps primarily embodied

in the [)ractical suggestions made to secure improved results

in o()eration and in consideration of what might be done to

induce shipjiers to use cars as transportation facilities rather

than as warehou.ses.

Part VI, dealing with the Movement of Kngines and

Trains, discusses sucii subjects as engine ratings, yard work,

operation under the standard code of train rules, etc. Some
few |)ages are devoted to signals, although possibly less than

the importance of that sul(je(t might well (leserve. Tile last

200 page> of tile book are devoted to labor. There are dis-

cussed the duties and responsibilities of the train and engine

crews, after which there follows a long array of details about

relations with labor covering such matters as rates of wages,

the lalior movement as embodied in the long series of wage
demands ,ind .irbilrations; thcrf is also an interesting section

dealing with some of the large strikes which form an im-

portant and interesting part of American railway labor

historj-.

The book attracts because of the amoimt of interesting

data which is included; it will have a real value as a hook of

reference, because some of the information given is not

readily available anywhere else. If one were to suggest,

however, the book's greatest value, it would be the interesting

manner in which it is written. It certainly is characterized

Ijy its readibility, and that is an asset which no one in these

days can pass without notice. Nor can one read on without

thinking when one comes to such clauses as these:

"In a big terminal the difference in value between a good yard-

master and a poor one may amount to a president's salary. The
yardmaster who is competent to handle a difficult situation is not

always estimated at his lull value."

"I have served in a great variety of positions in the railway

service from rodman to president. I have always felt that the most

desirable of them all, certainly in the vigor of life, is that of division

superintendent. Here one knows personally his subordinate officers

and men, tlieir character, disposition and conditions, their ambitions

hopes and fears ; he knows the customers of the road, their strength

and weakness, prosperity or decline; here he can originate project-

and follow them through to completion. Under the divisional oi

ganization especially he is more nearly master of the situation at'

of his own fate than in any other office in the service."

And sjjeaking of station agents:

"I am afraid that employees generally have not sufficiently

absorbed the fact that it is the use of the car that is wanted,

and not the money involved in the collection of demurrage, so that

the effects of their efforts with patrons along this line have

been somewhat negligible."

"It used to be said that to educate a locomotive engiueman cost

the company $5,000 and Addison Hills, the vice-president of the

Lake Shore, told me in 1886, he thought it cost one million dollars

til educate a general manager."

.\ good example, surely, to illustrate the value of the sub-

ject under discussion, in this instance, continuity of em-
[>loyment.

It is not necessary nor is it desirable, however, to be

laudatory concerning Mr. Loree's Ixxik. One cannot suggest

that the book is a {perfect production. For one thing, it

might, one would suggest, have a better arrangement; sub-

jects sometimes apjiear under what is patently the wrong
heading. In a few places they apjiear to be dropped and
later taken uj) again. There is considerable extraneous

matter and in instances digression from the subject in hand.

Other subjects seem to Ix" slighted. Flectrification of steam

railways, notably, is given scant treatment; the matter of

the im|>rovenient in locomotive and car design in recent years

is given rather less attention than the subject may be believed

to deserve. Presumably because the book deals with rail-

wax- o])eration, Mr. Loree emits discussing such subjects as

railway regulation, valuation, etc., in which he must hold a

special interest. He would be expected to be at his best in

such subjects as these. On second thought this statement

may be a bit too strong. He would have to be pretty good,

after all, to be better in them than in tlie subject around
which the present b(X)k is written—name, o[)eration,

'I'aking tlie book by and large, one has no hesitation in

recommending it highly. It is a very informative book bv an

expert in the subject and it is most interesting.

rile review would not be complete did it not acknowledge

certain statements concerning the Rail-u-ny Agr which Mr.
Loree has included in a section dealing with the sources of

information which are availalde to the railway man. On
])age 1''4 he says:

"In 1917, ii was seen that goverMineul nperatinii of our railways

as a war measure was contemplated by the adnu'nistratioii. From
that moment the whole force of the paper was trained against the

possible added calamity of government ownership ; and not until the

railways were actually turned back again to their owners to be
( peralcd was there any let-up. The |ublisher docs not claim that

the Rmi.way Ac.v. fought the battle alone; but he docs claim that

it was the greatest single factor in bringing order out of chaos and
i 1 preventing government owncr.^hip."

.'\nd on page 105:

"It is probably true that no other technical jniinial in the world
is quoted as frequently and fully by the daily newspapers as is the
Railway Aof,— a great tribute to its strength attd a considerable-

factor in molding public opinion."
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Letters to the Editor

(
Thr Railway .\i;i: xtrUomes Irttrrs fram its readers and

especially those lontaining construtihr suggestions for im-
pro-.fmeuts in the rai7u-.iv jield. Short letters—about 250
^•ords—are particularly apprrcuitrd. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.
)

When and How to Eliminate

"Whistle Stops" at Crossings
lluimom. M,l.

1.. THF. KniTok

KflVrrinn to the letter writtt-n \>y "(Quaestor" which aj)-

I>eare<l in yijur issue of Octt))Hr 21, 1Q22; the prolilem is

simple

:

(a) Capitalize the stops at SlOO a stop; that will define

just what exid'nditurc niay Ik- justified to ohviate the stops.

(I>) Capitalize a crossing collision.

(c) Separate the grades and thus provide permanent
relief and prevention against accident; such cannot Ije ob-

tained either l)y automatic signals or interlocking.

F. P. Patenali.,
SiKnal Engintcr, Baltimore & Ohio.

Get the Employees to Boost
l'..KinND, Me.

To MIK Kill I ok;

During tiie life of the ordinar)- man, cumliinations of trade

and industry have grown to large proix»rtion>. The day of

production on a small .scale is becoming more and more cir-

cums<rilx'd. The jKTSonal touch Ix-tween employer and em-
ployee has practiially disappeared and has been sui)erseded

by the impersonal relation l)etwtrn cor]>oration antl ser%'ant.

The duties and responsibilities of the ordinary captain of

indu.stry afford him little, if any, time to devote to the human
side of his business, even if by tem|)erament and inclination

he was prone to cultivate the friendship and good-will of his

sulwrdinates. It is gradually becoming more and more a|)-

I)arent tiiat trans|)ortation must Ik- (onrentrated in large cap-

italized grou|». Large competing aggregations of trans-

portation ageniie- make for efficiency and economy of op-

eration. All workers, from the high executive to the day

lalxirer, depend upon the successful operation of each in-

dividual pri;piTt\. the |)rof>ertv >^er\'ing the community and

nation in proportion to llie loyalty, efficiency, and enthusiasm

of the indivi<lual worker. Co-operation is tiie keynote of

success in >ucli enterprises. Ciifortuiiatel)', all do not agree

in the definition of the word "co-operation."

All the animal kingdom and mankind work or |)erform in

the hope of reward. To the animals we offer dainties; to

the child at .-chool. a g(xxl re[)ort card, or the apjiroval of his

teacher, is an incentive; the executive is coniiK'nsated fiir his

strain and anxieties by the success of his efforts and the

remuneration that comes therefrom; the worker in all ranks

is looking for the .same reward as the executive, but in a

lesser degree. To the worker, success means the commenda-
tion of his su[)erior and associates, and the hope of material

reward. Ala.>! deservivl commendation is tix) often withheld;

.so much .so that the worker oftin believes it is designedly

withheld .so as to stifle the ho|K' of material reward. How
lan industry ex[)ect full efficiency if conscientious effort is

not encouragi-d?

Co-operation, real co-operation, must be established be-

tween the im|)rrsonal corporation through its delegated exe-

cutiTe and directors, and the rank and file if our railroads are

to lontinue under jirivate control and ojx*ration. Many of us

have a suie [mnacea for the troubles of our railroads. Many
arc sure real co-operation lan not come without government
ownership. Security owners and substantial Ixisiness inter-

ests are strongly op|K>sed to government ownership. All

agree that efficient and de|K"ndable service is contingent

u|Kjn comity between owners and officers of the corporations

and the employi-es. The ordinary workers, that is. those out-

side the official personnel. mu>t lie taught to take a |>ersonal

interest in the propx-rty from which they derive their living.

The morale mu.st lie built up so that each employee will

defend, and know why he defends, his railroad, when it is

assailed either within or without the ranks.

There are many and divers theories for bringing about co-

liperation within the .service and co-o|x"ration Ix-twecn of-

t'l. ials and the other employtx-s. The rank and file must feel

that accomplishment will bring definite reward. Many of-

ficials contend that agreements hold them from such action,

but this is surely a mi.staken notion. Man must have an

incentive to put forth intensive effort. Some years ago the

steel trust evolved a .scheme to interest its employees in the

securities of the industry. Some railroad systems are follow-

ing along similar lines. Care should be exercised that the

securities are fully as represented or the cure may turn out

to Ix" a dise;use. Employees sJiould lje encouraged to own their

homes. The floater is never more than a temporary asset to

any stable industry. Governments the world over encourage

their citizenn,- to own land, for landowners, great and small,

are always patriots, ready to fight for their countries. The
bidding system in the train service operates against this

|)rinciple, but it would .seem that some way might be found

to reconcile runs with home .stations. To the trainman,

seniority in .service, with its rights and privileges, is a great

staijilizer. and an incentive for efficiency in .service.

The employee should l>e educated .so as to lx> able con-

scientiously to refute false propaganda. In all walks of life

we hear fal.<e .statements as to ]X)licy and resources of the rail-

ro;ids, and alleged malfeasance of the directing px)wers. Too
many employees actually believe their own railroads are con-

cealing assets in order to influence a low wage rate. The ef-

fort made to refute tliis false ]>ropaganda is not fully effective,

being too direct and radical. The la\ mind is not impressed

with a mass of figures followed by statements to which his

mind and reasoning are opposed. The effort should Ix? simple

and direct, gradually unfolding the principles to Ix? devel-

cped. Monthly magazines in which employees share in shap-

ing the policy, bulletins in .stations, and schools of instruc-

tion, are all helpful agencies in molding the minds of the

employees. In the last analysis, the employee is the medium
to turn the mind of the ])eopie to right thinking regarding our

railroads.

I'or .several years the Interlwrough Rapid Transit Com-
pany of New York has posted helpful bulletins in its car

windows, bulletins helpful to both company and jiatrons. For

four years, the writer lived at Fort Washington Heights and

was prone to comjilain of the ser\'ice rendered. .\lK)ut five

years ago, one of these bulletins infomied the public that

during the rush hours, a car passed over the 06th street cross-

over switch everv so many seconds. .Any reasoning mind

could realize that the subway ser\'ice on that line at that time

was at the jx-ak. Xo dou))t many were helled and pacified by

the simple statements of facts so gracefully put forth.

If the railroads would issue monthly magazines, as before

stated, .setting forth truths in an interesting. readal)le style,

readily comprcliendable by the average lay mind, something

would be accom()li.she(I in solving the problem of bringing

back morale to the rank and file, as well as helping to mold

public opinion through the emi)loyees. Dry statistics distrii>-

uti-tl to the ordinary jxrson are a waste of paper and energy.

Let everyone "boost" co-operation.

Wn.LIAM W. TiRRELL,
rnrnirt Ex.iuiincr. liilcrsl.ite Commerce Commi-ision.
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When Headlight Meets Headlight
Buffalo, N. Y.

To THE Editor :

The verj' interesting article in your issue of October 14,

page 703, tlirows light on a question that has been somewhat

dark. This light, however, is so dazzling that the reader is

not at first convinced that the darkness really has been dis-

sipated.

In tr)-ing to compose the differing and sometimes opposing

views of tlie different observers who are quoted by you, it has

occured to me that there are two simple points which did

not happen to be mentioned by anybody. A headlight three

miles away you can look at; but if it comes close up, you can-

not; the glare is overpowering. This may not be a scientific

way of looking at the question, but surely it indicates a very

practical, if not a ven.- precise, way of measuring the

difference between seven miles and one-fourth of a mile.

Then, again, your various correspondents will, no doubt,

agree with me that usually the vibration of the locomotive is

sufficiently pronounced, when it is moving at ordinary speed,

to enable an observer of its headlight to see and note the

motion, sidewise or up and down; to tell quite readily whether

or not the locomotive is stationary.

R. W. M.

Detroit, Mich.

To THE Editor :

In the symposium on electric headlights published in your

issue of October 14, I notice that those of your informants

who lay stress on the difficult)- of estimating distances do not

give their reasons in much detail. It is obvious that the

condition of tlie headlight and the atmospheric conditions

may vary greatlv. If we analyze our difficulties, we shall

find that in these features will be found, in many cases, the

causes of our perplexity.

On the Grand Trunk, dimmers are made use of, intelli-

gently; and in single-track territory an undimmed headlight

is always to be taken as a danger signal. Seeing such a

light ahead, an engineman must assume either that the engine

whose light he siees is foul of the main line or that this is

true of some part of the train attached to the engine. When
a train goes into a side-track and the .switch has been closed,

the headliijht is either dimmed or is entirely extingui.shed.

H. E. \V.

Mr. Truesdale's Formula— and Hope
rloSTON.

Ti> THE Editor:

I wrote you the other day appealing for more serious at-

tention to tile problem of quickly settling disa.greements about

wages, working conditions and other things (Rail-ifay Age,

Septemtier .^0, page 598). Since then Mr. Truesdale, presi-

dent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has made a

statement which powerfully reinforces the argument which

I tried to pre-sent. It was in the annual report of the busi-

ness of his company. He .set forth the need of funling, for

the ta.sk of .«f)lving the whole complex railroad problem,

hToad-mindiil men who can inspire the confidence of the

public. The entire pregnant paragraph is worth (juoting

:

"It ccruinly wniilil %ttm po»«iWr Ih.il in the nnl cliM.inl future some

clMrhrli'M, hroa<lniin<lrd. patriotic men who can innpirc the confidence

of a large m.ijorily of the hot elemenH of our eitirenjhip will study this

problem and formulate a permanent policy that will fully meet the require-

ment* of our people without the everlasting enactment of new laws, many
of which are contrary In Iho.e already in effect."

I should like to emphasize a number of Mr. Truesdale's

points. I cannot put the words in italics, for th<' numerous

italicized clau.ses would tumble over each other. T.cxik at the

adjectives in the middle of the paragraph. How plentiful are

tlie public men who are patriotic but neither broad-minded

nor clear-headed! Those qualifying words must have been

put there because of their weight, not for mere rhetoric.

"Inspire confidence!" How utterly impossible, except as

a man who has established his reputation by self-sccrificing

public service. Conservative people will not have confidence

in any man of unknown antecedents; yet half our lawmakers

(who should be the originators of what we call public

opinion) are essentially unknown; not perhaps because of

their own fault, wholly; we citizens, in carelessly ignoring

our aldermen and legislators, are neglecting a duty. These

public servants ought to be praised for their good deeds and

criticised for their errors; but we do this, if at all, in the

most haphazard manner.

Confidence of "a large majorit}' of the best citizens :" what

a huge problem! Yet that is our task. It is necessary to

convince a large majority of the wise and prudent to over-

come the great number of short-sighted or selfish citizens who
cannot be reached.

Mr. Truesdale wants competent and exemplar)- citizens

who will study the railway problem and formulate a per-

manent policy. Here we come to the nub of the question.

Congress has tried hard enough to fix up something per-

manent, but with what success, nobody at present can tell.

Study is the thing; but where is our guide? One could

imagine an autocratic president who would compel the 21

members of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce to study histor>' and philosophy and become real

experts in at least the domestic side of tlieir duties; but, alas!

the study would have to begin back a year or two before these

gentlemen were elected to Congress. If we desire to accom-

plish anything toward reform in the immediate future, we
must do sometliing besides pray for such a miracle as putting

strong and courageous statesmen in these 21 seats of the

Lower House of Congress.

In essence, Mr. Truesdale hopes that it is "pKXSsible that

some clear-headed men will formulate a policy" to obviate

the "everlasting enactment of new laws." How can this be

brought about? What can a railroad president do besides

keeping up a hope?

I am not a president and make no pretensions to being a

prophet; and I do not offer a solution. I think I have done

a good thing if I have got you to reprint Mr. Truesdale's

deliverance and to call the attention of other presidents to

the fact that here is a succinct statement of the chief issue

of the dav; a brief paragraph which ought to be committed

to memory by even.- one of tlieni, so that tlie duty of keeping

the question uppermost shall not be forgotten. As a mere

layman I will, however, offer one suggestion, namely, that it

is the railroad presidents of the countri- who ought to take

the initiative. Presidents Rea of the Penn.sylvania, Mark-

ham of the Illinois Central. Loree of the Delaware & Hud-
son, and others, have made addresses occasionally and have,

no doubt, influenced the public in some degree, but they have

barel)- made a lx\ginning; and they can only very slowly

convince the man in the street that they speak at all times

with truly unselfish public .spirit. They must get some other

kind of man to make addresses. Ciiief Justice Taft is no

longer available. Of other impartial and wise citizens who
might Ix^ named, it might lie said that their reputations are

too local. (It may be, however, that the only way to educate

the citizenrt- of .America will lie by employing numerous

local men; four-minute men, ,<uch as promoted Liberty bond

buying). I nominate Sir William M. Acworth. Get him

to speak and write to the people of this country for a year.

It would take months to convince many of our p<iorly in-

formed and narrow-minded neighlxirs of Sir \\"illiam's know-

ledge, wisdom, integrity and fair-mindedness; but the trial

would be well worth while. He knows .American railroad

life as well as Lord Price knew our [xilitical and .social life.

E. MoSE^fAX.



Laokmt Wttttraril irii* Both Rn-nnblt Track SigHult SkmrtHt Cren (lOiiir ih llluilralion)

Modern Signals Expedite Heavy Suburban Traffic

Color-Light Signals and Traffic Levers Increase Capacity of

Available Tracks on Lackawanna

OPKkATioN of the Lackawaniiifs suburban trains in the

New York district has been facilitated by the adoption

on the section of line nio>t ilifficult to operate of ad-

vanced 0[>eratint! methods, made iiossible by the installation

of a highly developed signal plant using color-light indica-

tions throughout.

The section where the measures for improvement were

taken lies between tlie Hackensack and Passaic rivers on the

The Th rr KaMl.oi.n-1 an.| Two W.-
blc Tr.i cks and Iht One Noii Kc

Westbound on No

Looking Eastward with Hackensack Bridge in the Distance

th.Min.l SiKiKiU Show the Ttto Rcver^i-

v,r«iWe K.iMbound Track. Tram U
1 Track (Reversible)

road's Mcjrristown branch, its heavy suburban line. Operat-

ini; troubles, aside from those normally encountered in han-

dling heavy traffic with a limited number of trucks, arise

principally from the drawbridges over the Hackensack and

Passaic rivers. Traffic in the.<e rivers, i)articularly the for-

mer, is heavy and is increasiny. With trains durint; the rush

periiKls followinu each other at inlirvals of from one to five

minutes, the opening of either drawbridge for a few minutes

results in holding uj) perha|)s as many as a dozen trains.

The problem was to secure the greatest possible utilization

of available running tracks as soon as the drawbridges were

closed. Formerly trains so held up had to follow each other

on one track, assuming again the space interval maintained

by automatic block signals. Thus the opening of a draw-

bridge during the rusli hour would cause delays to some
trains much greater than the period of time when the draw
was open.

The seriousness of the open drawbridge as a source of

delay to trains can readily be understood when the company's

figures of trains thus delayed are examined. In June, 1922,

a typical month, a total of 4,411 suburban trains were run.

Of these 179 met with delays and the delay to 104 (58 per

cent) of these was chargeable to open drawbridges. On at

least two occasions in the past the road has joined with others

in the attempt to secure a ruling to the effect that drawbridges

need not be opened during ru.^h hours. On both occasions,

however, river shipping interests with powerful political in-

fluence were able to defeat the railroads' proposals. The
result is that during almost any rush suburban hour may
be seen the ludicrous spectacle of a tugboat towing a sand

barge through a drawbridge to the delay and inconvenience

of thousands of passengers.

The increase in the Lackawanna's suburban passenger

traffic has been very great in recent years. The road is now
handling about 21,500,000 jiassengers a year at its Hoboken
tcmiinal and all but about 800.000 of these travel on subur-

ban trains, by far the greater number of which move over

the Morristown branch tlirougli Newark. Westbound through

trains likewise move over this line, while eastbound through

trains, a few suburljan trains and practically all the road's

freight trains move over the Bixinton branch through Pater-

son. It is the line through Newark then, which has had to

bear the brunt of the heavy increase in suburban traffic. Over

this line are scheduled more tlian 160 passenger trains a

day. Most of these trains are of all-steel equipment and dur-

ing the rush periods they run from eight to twelve cars.

Superheated steam eiglit-wheel, ten-whcx-l and Pacific type

locomotives are used, froiuently double-headed. Originally

a double track line, it had been increased to three tracks

785
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from Newark to Roseville avenue and from Orange to Mill-

burn. The addition of a third track from Roseville avenue

to Orange to connect these two three-track sections is now

under way and, when completed will give the road nine miles

of unbroken three-track line westward from Newark. From

Hoboken terminal to West End tower, 1.9 miles, where the

Boonton branch leaves the Morristown branch, there are

four main tracks. It is on the line between West End tower

and Newark, 5.9 miles, where the improvements described

herein have Ijeen made.

The drawbridges over the Passaic and Hackensack rivers

are double track. The sectidli of line between these two

bridges was also double track, and there was in addition a

third track of light construction used for freight switching

movements but not for passenger traffic. The first step taken

to improve operating conditions was to rebuild this track

applving heavier rail and rock ballast and making it avail-

able for passenger trains. The double track drawbridges

were not altered, however, and no other track changes were

Looking Westward Near Sanford's Crossing

StronK fireen Lights of Reversible Tr.ick VVestboiiml .Sigmjls Show White

in Illustration. In the Distance Two More >>tin--'l Bridges can he

Seen, Showing the Close Spacing of Signals.

made, with the exception of providing crossovers where

needed. The company then had (1) a four-track line from

Hoboken terminal, 1.9 miles, to West End tower (which is

just east of the Hackensack river); (2) a short double track

line across the Hackensack river; {i) a three-track line from

the Hackensack river to the Passaic river; (4) a short

double-track line over the Passaic river to Newark and (5)

a three-track line from Newark west. The iiroblem was to

secure the greatest possible efficiency from the two doulile-

track sections over the rivers and the three-track section l)e-

tween them, in order to clear away as rapidly as possibl*

any congestion of traffic occasioned liy the ojKning of a

drawbridge and any normal congestion which miglit result

by reason of the two short double-track sedions in a terri-

tor>- where thriT or four tracks have l)een found necessary

to meet the demands of traffic.

Ordinarily where three running track.s are provided two

of them may be used in one direction only and tlie third is

reversible during certain hours of the day. Tiie T.ackawanna

has improved upon this i)ractice l)y making only one of its

three tracks, i.e., track No. 2, between fiie rivi rs usalile in

one direction only, viz., eastward. The other twc tracks, No.

1 and No. .1, are reversible, and not during <irtain hours
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of the day only Ijut at all linH« Furthcnnorv, Ixjtli of the

two tratk.s over the rivers arc rr\rrMt»lc at all times. By the

addition of this track the road has douMed the capacity of

this scviion of its line, allowiiii; for ten trains in a given

direction where there was room lor but five before.

WithtKit the most motlern M:;inliiii; f«|uipmcnt, however,

it Would not Ix- pratticalih- to r. \. tm the diriilion of traffic

0%-er a given track at any time ikiniii; ilie day. Traffic levers,

therefore, are pro\'ided in all llie signal towers iK'twtvn

Newark and West Und tower to control the operation of the

reversible tracks. The traffic lever must l>c set in proper

portition )>efore a signalman can display a clear signal to a

train on a reversible truck and tlie signalman cannot place

his le%"er in pro|)er (Kisition unless the signaJman in the next

tower places his lever governing that .section of track in the

same position. This the second signalman cannot do until

he has displayed the stop signal against op[K»ing movement.

For e.xam|)le. take the rush period in the morning when
the heaviest movement i.~ eastlnmnd. .\ssume that two east-

bound trains arrive at Newark simultaneously, one on track

No. 1 and the other on track No. 2. Naturally, during this

period one of the two bridge tracks, i.e.. No. 2, will have its

traffic levers set normally for e.i>tbound movemei;i -< :

Ixxind. At the drawbridge> one track will normally \x lined

up for eastl>ound and the other for westlxiund movement.

L'nder normal conditions very little changing of traffic levers

is necessary, e.xcept that governing one of each of the bridge

tracks and to allow for freight switching movements over

track No. 3. During the evening (westbound) rush both

n-vcrsiblc tracks l>etween the rivers are lined up for west-

liound movement and eastlxxmd traffic moves exclusively

over No. 2, the non-reversible track. At the bridges, one

track (No. 1) is lined up for west Ixxind and one (No. 2)

for eastljound movement and frequent shifting of levers will

occur only for one of these tracks on each bridge when they

are used, temjiorarily, for westbound trains.

In spite of the fact, however, that only at the bridges are

changes in the direction of traffic sufficiently numerous to

bring the levers fnto frequent use, the provision of them else-

where makes for a tle.xibility of operation which in turn re-

duces to a minimum delays to following trains in- derailment

or bv signal failures. If a reversiljle track is blocked for

any cause, a signalman has only to shift the traffic lever for

the remaining reversible track and following trains, crossing

over, may proceed without delay.

rile automatic signal> in tlii> iirrit()r\ ,ire noteworthv.

Lciking liastward at Saniuriis Croaking— All SignaU Clear—Next Signal Bridge Visible in Distance

of the trains will naturally find the signals in position for They, as well as tlic interlocking signals, are exclusively of

its movement. 'The signalman, however, is aware of the ap- the color-light tyjie, using high volti^ge alternating current

prrtach of the second train and, let us assume, knows that su|)plic(l by the company from its Hoboken jwwer house,

no westbound trains are due. He will try to move his traffic with a connection to the power lines of the l'ul)lic Service

lever governing track No. 1 to allow the second train to Klectric Comjiany as an auxiliary source of supply. Fog
proceed over it. If the signalman at Harrison tower co- and smoke often seriou.sly obstruct vision in the Flackensack

operates, sets his signal against opposing westward move- meadows and the color lights have a higher degree of visibil-

ment and moves his lever as desired, then the signalman at ity by either ilay or night than any other type of signal

Newark can allow the second train, as well as the first, to under these conditions. .Ml interlocking plants in the terri-

proceed on its journey without delay, using track No. 1 over tory are of the electro-|)neumatic type of the latest design.

the bridge. Without the traffic lever, he would have to hold .\utomatic block signals have four indications, as follows:

the second train until the first h.id departed and cleared the Color given hy Indiciiion

Mfxk on track No. 2. '• Knl I-ight over Yrllow I-iglit .Slop and proceed
|. f,- 1 •

1 1 1 1 . .1 .
-' ""' Vellow Light .Approach Next Signal I'rep.ired

I raftic levers are provided siinilarlv to govern the two to stop
<i-'f"i

reversible tracks, Nos, 1 and .\ between Harrison tower and ' '^"""* Light over Oeen Ught Approach ^Xe« Sign.il ..t Re

Kearney Junction, Kearney Jundioii and the Harkensack • <>ne Creen Light i'rocced

bridge tower and Hackensack bridge lower and West F.nd 'The signals on these tracks arc close together, a number
tower. In practice there is not inudi frit|uency in reversing of them being onlv about 1.800 ft. a|)art. This, of course,
the direction of traffic except over the two drawbridges. Over makes for high track cajjacify. Furtliermore, with four indi-
the three tra<k section one track. No. 2, is non-reversible cations, high s|)eeds when the clear indication is given are
eastl)ound. During the morning rush the traffic levers will safer than where only three indications arc provided. The
be lined up to convert one of the reversible tracks, i.e.. No. 1, engineman will pass two warning .signals, allowing ample
also to eastbound movement and the other (No. .5) to west- time for reducing speed, before he comes to a stop signal.
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The Lackawanna has, therefore, not only doubled the capac-

ity of its line across the meadows by the addition of another

running track—it has also made safe high rates of speed by

the use of four-indication signals.

High interlocking signals have six indications, as follows:

Color given by Indication

1. One Red Light Stop
2. Red Light Over Yellow Light Proceed at Slow Speed Prepared

to Stop
3. One Yellow Light Approach Next Signal Prepared

to Stop
4. Yellow Light over Green Light Approach Next Signal at Re-

stricted Speed
5. Red Light over Green Light Proceed at Restricted Speed
6. One Green Light Proceed

Slow speed interlocking signals have two indications: One
red light, indicating stop, and one yellow light, indicating

proceed at slow speed prepared to stop.

Telephones have been provided at all signal bridges and

main line switches have been provided with electric switch

locks controlled by towermcn.

Officers of the company hold the new signal system and

the results they are obtaining from it in high regard. They
report, too, that engincmen, although at first rather doubtful

about the color-light signal, now are enthusiastic about it.

Th.e company is extending this form of signaling westward

to Orange in connection with its extensive track elevation

work at East Orange. When this work is completed, the

company will have 9.4 miles of its line of heaviest traffic

equipped exclusively with this type of signal.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

RE\T,xuF. FREicHT loading in the week ended October 14

increased 15,301 cars as compared with the week be-

fore, but was still slightly below that for the week of

September ,>0, w-hich was the largest so far this year. The
ti tal was 983,470, as compared with 910,529 in the cor-

responding week of last year and 1.018,539 in the corre-

sponding week of 1920. Tlie loading for that week of 1920

v.as the heaviest for any one week in the histor}' of American

r.iilroads. The loading for the corre.sponding week this year

is 3.4 p)er cent below that figure.

In the Southern, Central Western and Southwestern dis-

tricts the loading was in excess of that for the corresponding

\>eek of 1920 and in all districts except the Pcxahontas it

\\ ;is in excess of that for last year. Increa.ses as compared
\. ith the preceding week were shown in grain and grain prod-

ucts, coal, coke, forest products and miscellaneous, but there

were decreases in live stock, ore, and merchandise l.c.l. As
compared with the corresponding week of last year there

were increases in all classes of commodities except mer-
chandise, l.c.l. This is regarded as an excellent indication

of the improvement in business conditions as in dull times

much freight is shipped in less than carload lots which at

other times would be shipped in full carloads. The sum-
mary as compiled by the Car Service Division of the Amer-
ican Railway Association is given below.

The car shortage showed a further increase during the

first week of October to 141,252, of which 40,499 were coal

cars and 7 1 ,063 were box cars. M the same time there were

surpluses averaging 5,500, including 3,024 coal cars and 97

box cars. During the f>eriod October 8-15 there was a fur-

ther increase in the shortage to 156,309, while the surplus was
reduced to 4,275. The shortages included 77,111 box cars,

44,984 coal cars and 7,631 refrigerator cars.

An improvement in tlie motive power situation is shown
by reports filed today by the carriers with the Car Service

Division. On October 1, 19,727 locomotives, or 30.6 per cent

of the total on line were in need of repairs. On September

15, last, 20,157, or 31.4 per cent were in need of repairs.

This was a net decrease during the last half of September of

430 locomotives.

At the .same time, the railroads on October 1 had 44,703

ser\'iceable locomotives which was an increase of 538 over

the number serviceable on September 15. This increase was

due to the larger number l^eing repaired and turned out of

the shops, and also to the installation of new locomotives.

Of the total number in need of repairs on October 1 last,

i 6,3 13 were in need of repairs requiring more than 24 hours.

This was a decrease of 259 under September 15. There

\.ere also 3,414 locomotives in need of light repairs which

was a decrease of 171 since September 15. From September

1 to September 15, 9,047 locomotives were repaired and

turned out of railroad shops, while from September 15 to Oc-

tober 1, the total was 11,213, or an increase of 2,166 over

the first half of the month.

The number of serviceable locomotives stored in October

1 was 1,501.

Thk Port Hvkon & Detroit is being operated as a separate

property, the contract ^nder which it was operated by the

Detroit, Bay City & Western having been terminated by

mutual consent.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED.

SoMMARv—All Distkicts. Compahison or Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Yeabs Ago. Wee

nirtricn Year
I .-.stern 1922

1921
Alleghany 1922

1921
Pocahonta« 1922

1921
Southern 1922

1921
Northwedlem 1922

1921
Central Western 1922

1921
Sinithwrstern 1922

1921
Ttlal Western Disls. . 1922

1921
Total all roads 1922

1921
1920

Increase com >.TreH .... 1921
Deerense enmpared. . . , 1921
Iiicrrase compared.... 1920
Decrc.Tsc compared... 1920
October 14 1922
October 7 1922
September 30 1922
September 23 1922
September 16 1922

Grain
and grain Live

Cral Coke
Forest

products Ore
Mdse.
L.C.L.

8,913 3.281 59,410 1,847 5.776 4.876

8.799 3,383 51.741 1,889 4.39:

3.179 3.207 59,503 5.179 3.183 9,350 43,871

2.477 3.280 53.434 2.666 2.949

224 369 18,156 275 1.498 25

212 474 25.137 172 1.331 111

3.632 2,5.?9 22,769 1.074 20.080 1.261 39.064

3.434 2,361 26.990 466 16.838 508

18,792 9.769 10.005 1.300 15.006 28,314

15.682 9.030 11.110 741 12.766 13.655 29,189

18,554 15.843 19.825 386 7.311 2.108

13,004 14.065 21.997 218 7,191

5.198 4,133 7,258 147 6,783 425

4,239 3,416 5,138 147 7.405 799 16.458

36,544 29,745 37.088 1,833 29,190
32,923 26,511 38.245 1,106 27,362

52,492 39,141 196.925 10.208 59.727 46.362 226.123

47,347 36.009 195,547 6.299 52.762

40.810 35.056 226,671 15.778 60.312 76,429 209.692

4.645 3.132 1.379 3.909 6.965
'

8.267

11,682 4,085 16.431

2'>,745 5.570 ss.s 30,067

52,492 39.141 19fi,926 10.208 iO.727 46,362 226.12.1

50.553 39.359 189,312 9,880 57,844 47,439 228,515

52.129 39.830 189, .149 9.456 58,742
52.37« 36,896 187.896 8.671 58.853 49,587 234,371

52.090 34.929 17;.241 8,188 57.371

Ended Sattrday. (October 14, 1^2

Total revenue (reight

Corre-
•pond-

Miscel- This year, ing year,

laneous 1922 1921
92.441 239,198
82,801 216,317
74,156 201.628
59.288 175.690
3.579 29.502
4,0.30 36.826

46.304 136,723
41,834 132,745
4:.406 153.996
42.579 134,752
61.319 150,820
56.871 146.145
32.286 71.603
30.452 68,054

136,011 376,419
129,902 348.951
352.411 9.S3.470

317.855 910.529
353.791
34.636 72,941

"r..io6 Vs'.oM .'.'.'.'..'

352.491 983.470 oio.5:9

345.267 968,169 809.ftj<i

354,581 988.381 904,8,M
344.638 973,2">1 873,641
333.294 945.919 852.552

Corre-
spond'

ing year,
1920

246.'>66

2"lV.66,^

3y.694

iVs'.iis

167.939

HS.sii

70.484

383.936

1.018.539
1,011.666
192.28.1

1,008.109
991.166



Cabinet Officers Discuss Transportation

Various Problems Considered in Campaign Speeches

in Different Parts of the Country

VAKiui's asf>ects of the transportation proLilcm are being

discusiicd by members of the President's cabinet in

campaign speeches in different pans of the countr)-.

While Sccretar)- Davis of the Department of Labor in a

speech recently advocated the a)>olition of the Railroad Labor
Board, Secretar>' Wallace of thr Department of Agriculture,

in one of his speeches, insisted that quarrt-ls U-tween rail-

roads and their workmen whidi hang up freight movement
must be stopped in some way or other. He also referred

to the "burdensome" effect on agriculture of the present

freight rates. Secretary Hoover in a speech at Detroit on

Octoljer 18 laid much of the responsibility for the pres-

ent inability of the railroads to meet all the transjxirtation

demands of the shipf>ers on too much regulation. Attorney

General Daugherty also made a speech at Canton, Ohio, on
October 21, in which he denounced the radicalism of certain

labor leaders and told of the actuating methods which com-
pelled him in the name of the government to institute injunc-

tion proceedings at Chicago recently in the railroad strike.

Hoover on Car Shortage

Discussing the rail situation as it now relates to grain and
coal shipments, Mr. Hoover said:

"The American rotids have been so over-regulated dur-

ing the last score of years that they find it difficult to finance

the cost of acquiring the rolling stock and equipment neces-

sary to keep pace with the ever-increasing industrial and
agricultural needs of the country.

"Every year there has developed a serious car shortage and
as a result there is today in New York a S per cent premium
per bushel on wheat for expwrt, due to the inability of the

railroads to move grain in sufficient quantity to fill foreign

demand. This premium does not add to the wealth of the

farmer but is a direct charge against his just profit.

"There also exists a premium on soft coal ranging from

35 to 60 per cent above the normal price because of the car

shortage. If there were sufficient cars to transport the coal

the mines are capable of producing there would be no such

premiums.
"It is safe to estimate that the car shortage levies a direct

charge each year on both the prcxlucer and consumer of

necessities of life, which amounts to no less than the entire

annual cost of administering the affairs of the Federal gov-

ernment."

Wallace on the Farmer and Strikes

In an address before the Knife and Fork Club of Kansas
City, Missouri, on October 2.3, Secretary of Agriculture

Wallai e said

:

"There are two things about our transfxjrtation system

which the farmers want fixed. First, freight rates on agri-

cultural {)r(xiucts should be decrea.sed. They are too high

with relation to the prices the farmers get. Transportation

is a part of ])ro(lu( tion, so far as agriculture is concerned.

The farmer ])ays the freight. He does not want tlie railroads

to reduce freight rates so low that they can not furnish effi-

cient service. Service is important to tiie farmer. But
freight rates are now too high. Tiie farmers want the rail-

road people to cut down their ()[HTating costs, to insi.st upon
a fair day's work for a fair wage, to move their freight

cheaper, and thus be able to rut down rates.

"Second, some way must be found to break monopwlies of

l)Oth capital and labor and keep tliein at work. These
<|uarrels between the railroads and the workmen, which hang

up freight movement, must 1)C stopped in some way or other.

Farmers are both capitalists and laborers. There is more

money invested in agriculture than in any other industry.

There are more working people on the farms than in any

other sort of work. But farmers get lower returns on their

invested capital than the railroads get. They work longer

hours and for much less pay than railroad workmen. Being

both capitalists and laimrers, the farmers can understand and

sympathize with the just and lawful aspirations of both

capital and labor. More than this, the farmers want both

to prosjier so they can buy their crops at fair prices.

Farmers recognize the right of capital to organize, because

only in that way can large business enterprises be carried

on. Farmers also recognize the right of labor to organize

and be able to bargain effectively with organized capital.

But farmers do not recognize the right of labor organizations

to conspire and tie up railroad traffic. Farmers have no
sympathy with the sort of lawlessness which we had during

the railroad strike. There are no words strong enough to

condemn murder of men, intimidation of women and chil-

dren and w^anton destruction of property. The right to work
is just as sacred as the right to quit work, and must be

upheld by all the force of organized society.

"Interference with transportation is a direct attack upon
the farmer and his family. Many growers of perishable

stuff have gone bankrupt because they could not move their

crops. Grain growers and live-stock producers have lost

millions upon millions of dollars during the past six months
because railroad owners and railroad workmen could not

agree. The farmer is sick and tired of this sort of busi-

ness. He can not stand it any longer.

"There can be no dispute between railroad owners and
railroad workmen which can not be settled in an orderly

way, with full justice to both, without interference with

traffic and without imperiling the business and lives of inno-

cent people. The rejection of lawful means of settlement

and the appeal to lawlessness, whether by capital or by
labor, must sto]). If it does not stop, then in self-defense

the farmer will be driven to adopt similar methods. If that

should hapf)en people in the cities would starve and we
should have anarchy instead of government. The farmer
can take care of himself, and he will if he must. He can
live on his own farm. But if class is to be arrayed against

class, if every group is to organize and fight every other

group, our great republic will break down and with it will go
the most advanced civilization the world has ever seen.

We can not permit that to happen."

Daugherty on the Shopmen's Strike

"The Department of Justice," Attorney General Daugherty
said, "had spent a million and a half dollars as economi-
cally as possii)le in a period of seven weeks during the rail

strike to preserve 'public interests.' The government .ind

the laws and the courts were l)eing mocked, millions of dol-

lars worth of jxTsonal property was being destroyed, and
human life, itself, he said, was being sacrified, as a result

of strike conditions.

"The railroads of the country," the Attorney General de-
clared, "are compelled by law to furnish interstate commerce
for the country. It is tlie duty of government to see that
this obligation is performed according to the letter of the
law. The roads were attempting to keep interstate com-
merce alive, but conditions had reached a point where this

was made im|X)ssible through lack of skilled workers, de-
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terioration of equipment, and other conditions brought about

!))• the strike of 400,000 members of the federated shop
crafts unions.

"When the government acted, it was a duty, not to labor,

not to the railroads, but to the Americiin people and to the

government itself. More tlian 17,000 affidavits from every

section of the United States concerning anarchy bordering

on civil war furnished convincing proof that the people

needed the protection of their government as never before.

"Bear in mind that I did not undertake this proceeding

as a partisan or as the advocate of the railroads. .Xs be-

tween the railroads and those with whom they were in con-

flict, considering the matters in dispute, I was neutral, and
I took no action on ijehalf of the government until it became
apparent to the entire countni- that interstate commerce and
the carrying of the mails were being interfered with to the

extent that our peo|)le and our industries were being mate-
rially affected. The transportation crisis through which we
passed came dangerously near imposing a veto upon the eco-

nomic readjustment of our national life."

^Ir. Daugherty said that when the railroad workers walked
out they were in revolt against organized government. "In

practically every other industry in this country and through-

out the world," he said, "war-wage scales had been aban-
doned, but union leaders demanded continuation of wage
inflation at the war j)eak. The government and those chosen
to safeguard its integrity and constitutional rights, believe

that labor deserves and should enjoy an equitable wage
scale. There is no quarrel iietween labor and government
upon this issue.

'Industrial paralysis, human suffering and irretrievable

losses confronted the nation as train after train was laid off.

Ccs.sation of traffic was destroying the arteries of trade and
commerce. Sjwradically tales came out of the west, the

southwest and the .'^outh and from our northern border

states of derailments, maiming, sabotage, and even murder.

".\ppeals were being made to Washington ijy countless

thousands of American citizens. Scarcely a community in

any part of the broad, free land was being spared the iron

heel of terrorism. Depredation of property was in full swing,

and human life was anything but sacred. All the great

tran.s-continental systems were jeopardized, and the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, after infinitely painstaking sur-

veys, had found that the rolling stock and equipment of the

afflicted roads were so seriously impaired that 50 per cent

of the locomotives in use were unfit for ser\'ice and many
were out of commission entirely.

"Then, when all conciliator)- efforts on the part of trusted

government emissaries had failed, when court proceedings in

j)ractically every district in the United States had been insti-

tuted by the railroads to safeguard their property and pre-

vent willful and malicious interference with the orderly

operation of their lines, when men were willing and anxious

to work if i)ermittcd to do so, when transportation was im-

j)aired >^) jier cent or more, the time had arrived wlicn

national security no longer made it possible for government

to .stay its hand.

"Appeal after appeal had come to Washington for trcxjps.
'

.\Ir. Daugherty said, "but they were withheld. Who of you

will sav that it is not iietter to lay the hand of government,

with its persuasion, its restraint, its admonition and protec-

tion, on the shoulder of the citizen, than to call out troojis

to shoot him down, and, as is always the case, mingle his

bloofl with the blrxxl of innocent by.standers and bruise the

hearts of his loved ones?

"It mu--t Ik' remembered," he added, "that the freedom of

snrerh guaranteed under tlie constitution is not that freeiloni

of sr)ccch which incites mob violence, destruction of life .uni

l>roperty and attacks on government. That is not what our

forefathers intended l)y vouchsafing freedom of speech and

lilirrty of press.

"May I call the attention of the law respecting citizens of
this country to the fact that no frenzied voice was lifted

by these same pedagogic pawns of profligacy when law-
al)iding .American citizens by the hundreds, all over the

land, were dragged into the mire of the woods, stripped of

their clothing and there left; when almost as many, according
to pre-arranged schedule, well carried out, it seems, by some-
l)od}', were tarred and feathered, when others were thrown
into streams and their clothing carried off by the vandals.

"Where were those frenzied voices now crying out for

freedom of speech, when the loyal engineer and his crew,

in the dead of night, faithful to their service and their

country, pulled twelve Pullman cars across the continent

only to be suddenly switched into eternity without a moment's
notice by the vandal and murderer who pulled the spikes

and threw the switches that murder might contribute to the

cause of anarchy, and anarchy might destroy government.

"The fact of the matter is," Mr. Daugherty said, "that

under the circumstances and evidence existing and proved
in the ca.se at Chicago, had the attorney general not com-
]ilied with the provisions of the law by taking tlie action

he did, he could have been imjieached, and any attorney

general failing or refusing under similar circumstances to

do precisely what was done, should be impeached.
"There will be no backward step in the jxjlicy of the gov-

ernment as at present organized," the attorney general said,

adding that "I think we have reached tlie day when it may
truthfully be said that we have seen in the United States

the last extensive strike involving and tying up of trans-

jxjrtation."

In a pronouncement to labor the attorney general said

:

"Your i>rincipal trouble lies and your greatest danger is in

the radicalism and character of some of your most promi-
nent leaders. Your security lies in the constitution of the

United States and in the laws of the United States, and in

the gocxl opinion, by you deser%-ed, of all the American
people.

"A few irreconcilable railroad executives, who insist upon
calling themselves 'hard-boiled,' might also, with consid-
erable iienefit to the country, be dispensed with. The fault

is not all on one side, but at a time when strife that was
almost civil war raged in this countr\-, the government, hav-
ing the right to do so, insisted upon the railroads perform-
ing their necessar}' functions to serve the people. Those in

<'onflict with the railroads interfered with the performance of

this service, and it was TO protect the right of all the people
that the injunction pnxeeding was brought."

Inlrrnalioiuxl

Railway Construction in Kenya Colony, East Africa



Development of Concrete in Railway Construction'

A Study of the Design of the Minor Structures on the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

By M. Hirschthal

lomrclf MnginciT. Dclawan-. l.;Kka\vanna i\: \\Ottrn

Tii> MINOR STKLLTURES may bc dividi-d roughly into

lips, one for crossings in the sparsely populated
districts, llie otlicr for tliose in the suburban

- with well-defimtl widths of streets. In the

cuuiiir) districts where pro|H.Tty alim>; the roads is unde-

wlojjed, the problems arc more simple, since restrictions

as to grade and headroom are generally not severe; there-

fore the semi-circular arch is more i;enerally used for under-

crossings. For overhead bridges ;in arch is more advan-
tageous in l)Oth groups, because it |)ermits of commencing
the grades on ixith approaches with only an intervening ver-

al curve whose |K)int of intersection is at the center of

.in, the only disadvantage of this type being the restriction

r' vertical clearances over the side tracks.

Arch Undercrossings

rhe semi-circular arches for undercrossings varj' in span
r.im 20 to .v< feet, depending on the requirements, usually

form witii ornamental details (Fig. 11), and which sliow

the effectiveness of the treatment in each case,

.\t Kingsland, X. J., where Ridge Road crosses the track,

an arch bridge of this elliptical type had been erc^ed soipe

years prior to the decision to locate a new station- af ifac sfiDe

site, that is, alongside the existing structure. The parapet

and railing were torn down on the side adjacent to the pro-

posed station and the arih foundations for the building were

then constructed and connections made with the old arch

bridge, as shown by the details. Fig. 12.

At Glen Ridge, N. J., the station, grounds and adjacent

topography are delightfully rustic in character. Ridgewood

.\venue is the thoroughfare that leads to the station and

crosses the creek parallel to the tracks by means of a brown-

stone arch bridge in keeping with the surrounding color-

ing. It was necessary to renew the bridge over the tracks

and the type of structure selected was an elliptical concrete

arch with stone face for both arch ring and parapets, the

Fig. 6—Typical 30-ft. Semi-Circular

Arch

Three Types of Undercrossings

Fig 7—Flat Top for Limited

Clearances

Fig. 8—Segmental Arch for Wide
Roadway

governed liv the density o1 traftu along tlie higiiway in (|ue--

tion. .\ typical M)-{iMt semi-cinular arch is shown in Fig. ().

E.\ceptions occurred where clearances necessitated the using

of Hat construction for single spans, in which case either

"T" beams or simple slabs were utilized as in Fig. 7.

In rare instances, where it was necessary to provide an e.\-

ptionally wide roadway, segmental arches were designed,

i liis occurred near Hopatcong. where a 40- foot segmental

arch bridge was constructed anfl treated an hitecturally to

I)r(Kluce a pleasing structure as may Ik- noted in Fig. S.

Several segmental arches of larger span were also constructi-d

for the Orange iniprovements.

Overhead Arches

For overhead bridges the ellipliial form of inlrados for

the arches was generally used because .of the additional verti-

cal dearana- resulting from the u.se of that curve as compared

with the segmental and because of its pleasing api)earance.

In addition to the unadorned arch bridge of this type (Fig.

<)), there are shown two, one of which is this type archi-

tecturally treated (Fig. 10), while the other is segmental in

• Thi« i* the Homd of three arliclra; the firdl a^ipc-ired in the Railway

Acr of Oclobtr M. page 705. The third will appear in an early iMue.

c(,nstructic)n being joined to tile existing stonework of the

arch bridge over the creek in ai)Solule hannony. Fig. 13.

Sneeden"s frossing at Convent, X. J., is shown to illustrate

the architectural treatment of a basically unsymmetrical

two-span structure of this ty]a', Fig. 14.

Where conilitions were such as to jjrovidc ample head-
rtxim, together without cro]js of rock in ItKations available for

foundations, long sjian .segmental arches were designed which
result in striking structures, as shown in Fig. 15. .\nother

structure of this type that is not ordinarily met with is the

overhead arch at New Milford, Summit, Pa., Fig. 16. The
intrados of this arch conforms to tlie parabolic curve, the

radii and centers of circles l>eing selected so as to apprcxi-

mate very closely tile parabola selected to meet the condi-

tions of rise and span existing for this ca.se. These radii

and centers are given to facilitate the laying out of the

forms for the arch ribs. The abutments for the arch ribs are

continuous. The ai>proacli and spandrel sjxins are of the

T-beam and slab tyjie. The end piers of the structures are

open to permit of the fill sloping through, and short walls

are caiitilevered from the piers so that the slope will not

encroaih on the roadi)eil of the tracks.

.Another striking structure which, however, combines sev-
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eral types of construction into a pleasing combination, is the

Roaring Brook viaduct at Park street, Dunmore, Pa., which

has a structural steel span over the tracks, a long span arch

Three Overhead Highway Crossings

Fig. 9—Lanterman Cut Arch
Fig. 10—Alford Roadway Arch
Fig. 11—Fuller Roadway Arch

over the brook and T-beam girder and column construction

for the remainder of the viaduct, Fig. 17.

While the arch is the prevailing type for overhead bridges.

the T-beam t\-pe has also been largely used. Fig. 18 is the
only example of the three-span type of overhead highway
bridge on the Lackawanna where the center span is made
large enough to provide for the two main tracks and the

necessary side clearances while the spans on either side are

made long enough to provide for one side track and to take
the slope of the fill to the roadbed.

Milwaukee Road at Clarks Summit, Pa. (the beginning
of the Pennsylvania cutoff), crosses both the old tracks and
the new at an elevation far beyond the requirements for
clearance. Long span T-beam construction was selected as
most suitable for this case and the beams were somewhat

Fig. 13—A Stone Faced Concrete Arch at Glen Ridge, N. J.

arched for architectural effect. There are six spans of 50 ft.

each, center to center of columns, and two of 45 ft. with two
expansion joints for a total length of 395 ft. (See Fig. 19

for illustration.)

A viaduct at Willow Grove, Pa., combines several t)-pes

of floor construction in one viaduct. The road crosses the

tracks at an angle of 45 deg. and as the span for two tracks

and side clearances is 30 ft., the T-beam t\'pe was selected

for this portion of the viaduct, the T-beams being at right

angles with the center line of tracks; the skew ends are sup>-

ported by the reinforced concrete fascia girders. The high-

way provides for a street car track, separated from the

roadway by a curb, so that at the approaches the two-way
reinforced slab was selected for the roadway, supported on

girders along the face and at the curb line, while a simple

slab spanning from the curb girder to the other face was
selected to carry the street car loading. There is a curve at

n-(i' —
Fig. 12—Sixty-foot Arch Over the Tracks at Kingsland, N. J.
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each approach in the opposite dimtion, the road being on a
re\'erse curve at this point.

Unusual difficuhii-s were presented in the design of the
Bluotnficld Avenue bridge at Montclair, N. J. Bloomficld
Avenue was a busy thoroughfare jirior to the impro\ement,

sections if designed as "gravity" sections. The ordinary

reinforced sections having txin estimated as ven- expensive,

the cellular tjpe of wall was designed, the writer believing

this to be the first example (1911), with a thin slab sur-

mounting the walls to carr}- the sidewalk loads, Fig. 20.

Pig- '<—An Unsymmetrical Two-Span Arch Bridge Over the Tracks at Sneeden's Crossing

having a double-track suburban car line crossinj; the rail-

road at grade at an angle of about 32 deg., resulting in a
skew of 58 deg. Under the track was a large culvert, cross-

ing the line of the railroad at an angle of 80 deg. and its

bottom at a depth of about 25 ft. below top of rail so that

Fig. IS—High Arch Span Over a Deep Rock Cut
Fig. 16—Parabolic Rib Arch at Milford Summit, Pa.

the roadway slab for the new crossing was almost 50 ft.

above the brook. Part of the abutment therefore had to be

carried on the culvert and its exten.sion, and with rock foun-

dation at one section and soil at another the problem became

quite complicated. In addition the approach walls were

almcst 50 ft. high, which would have re.<ulted in enormous

A very striking structure is the reinforced concrete foot-

liridge constructed in the suburban district at James Park,
Madison, X. J. One similar to this is in course of construc-

tion at Maple Avenue, East Orange, X. J. Fig. 21 shows
the effective architectural treatment of this type of structure.

There were various farm crossings in the vicinity of

Hackettstown that were spanned by bridges that required

renewal, whereas the abutments were in good condition. To
obviate the necessity of impeding traffic by falsework, the

design was of the pre-cast t)pe, the members being molded
in Kingsland, transported to the site of the bridge and set

in place in the interval between the passage of successive

trains, Fig. 22.

Flat Top Undercrossings

Turning to the types used for the thickly populated dis-

tricts like the cities on the line to Morristown through which
the grade crossing elimination projects have been about
completed, we find that since the eliminations consist of track

elevation, the crossings are with ven,- few exceptions under-

crossings, which vary with the width of street. For a 50-ft

street, the bridge consists of two 24-ft. spans with a 2-ft.

thickness of pier between. The pier has arched openings to

permit of additional light. The bridge floor consists of

simple concrete slabs spanning from pier to abutments. Fig.

23 shows a typical bridge of this kind.

An interesting example of this two-span type of bridge,

but with smaller spans is the Punch Bowl bridge at Con-
vent, X. J., Fig. 24. The street is 40 ft. wide so that with

a 2-ft. 6-in. pier the clear openings are 18 ft. 9 in. each.

The slabs were pre-cast and later set in place under traffic.

There are really two bridges, one accommodating two rail-

road tracks and one for two tracks of the Morris County
Railroad, which is a suburlxin street car line, the slabs for

which arc, therefore, lighter tli.ui for the railroad .-;pans.

The urdiitivtural and structural features of this bridge

Fig. 17—A beautiful Structure at Dunmore, Pa., Embodying a Pleasing Combination of Construction Types
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1 I

Sectional Elevation

Fig. 18—T-Beam Construction May Be Treated to Give the Effect of a Flat Arch

Cross Section of Roodnaii

\M-

Fig. 19—An Example of T-Beam Construction in a Concrete Viaduct

ft ofBridije

Fig. 20—A Complicated Skew Crossing at Montclair, N. J . Involving Cellular Construction in the Abutments
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«rr ihr <ur\pH rrinforced concnti- wing walls which beautify
the - itcrially.

I : thi- 60-ft. strrtts it was necessary to resort

to t . : , - .;ii- where it was |H.Tmi<<'' '
• ' . iti- a pier

aluii); the center line of street .i> well h of the
curlj lines and the other wherr it wa- ihat the
roadway t»e kept clear from curl> to turlj. In Uic lirst type.

Fig. 21—An Unusual Treatment of a Foot Bridge with
txcellent Resulis

a slab of varying thickness, depending on the relative length
of roadway and sidewalk spans, is designed continuous from
abutnu-nt to aliutnient over the inti-rvcning piers. As a rule

the ro;idway sjuns are 1 7 ft. 6 in. clear, leaving 9 ft. 6 in. for

clear sidewalk spans, and the reinforcement is carried nor-
mal to the pier lines so that where the angle of crossing is

skewed the parapets act as fascia girders to carry the loading

IZ-0'

Z-^ and 2-^- bars •^ stirrupsya-bors-i [I snrrups-^

'
i \ \ h

'3-/ '-bars
Half Side Eki'afio"

22—Precast Unit-Construction Is Well Adapted to

Locations Where Traffic Interferes with the Use
of Falsework

transferred to them by the slab. The piers, two feet in tliick-

ness with ardied ()|)enings. are carried on continuous ftx)!-

ings. In some instances tlicse bridges also carry station

platforms which modify the design of the structure some-
what. Figure 25 shows a typical Ijridgc for a 60-ft. street

while Fig. 26 shows details of one at Lincoln avenue,

Orange, N. J.

Madison .\venue bridge at Madison, N*. J., is illustrated

in Fig. 27, to show how advantage was taken architecturally

of the large skew Utween the street and the track center lineis

to produce a structure of exceedingly pleasing apjMJarance.

In the Uher tyj*, where it was nc-cessar>' to maintain a
clear roadway, a span of .>1 ft. clear had uiitil recently been
considered too large to jjermit the u.se of a reinforced con-
crete slab to take railroad loading, particularly in view of
the limiting thickness of three feet for the depth of the slab.

Recently, however, in the case of a bridge at Milli)um, by
the use of comjiressive reinforcement, a reinforced concrete
slab three feet thick was installed for a .>2-ft. clear sjian

and may displace the design heretofore used which consists

of I-beams iml)cdded in a solid concrete floor three feet thick,

where the structural steel was figured to take the entire load.

Fig. 23—Two-Span Crossing for a 50-ft. Street
Fig. 24—"Punch Bowl" Bridge with Curved Wingwalls

Fig. 25—A Four-Span Crossing for a 60-ft. Street

This slab is supported by \m\ abutments enclosing the side-
walk s])ans as shown in Fig. 28.

Streets wider than 60 ft. are rare in suburban cities in
the east, but they do occur. Sixteenth street and Fourth
avenue. East Orange, are both 66-ft. streets and the side
spans are then sufficiently long to inrmit the use of the
four-way slab which was used on both of these bridges.
Sixteenth street crosses the tracks at right angles while
Fourth avenue cro.s.ses the tracks of the Montclair l)ranch at
quite a skewed angle, making the design considerai)ly more
comjdicated. The spans on tlie Fourth avenue bridge are
irregular because of tlie different widths of sidewalks re-
fjuired for the two sides and because of the varying angle
of skew of the two parajiet faces caused by the location of the
stairway from the station platform at one of the abutments.

Hridges for 100-ft. streets begin to partake of the nature
of viaducts as expansion iiecomes a factor to be considered
where .structures exceed 100 ft. in length. At Madison, N. J.,
Green avenue is a 100-ft. strtvt with 24-ft. <J-in. clear road-
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Fig. 26—Typical Details of a Reinforced Concrete Slab Subway Continuous Over Three Supports
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Fig. 28—An Example of Box Abutment Construction Enclosing the Sidewalk Spans

JB^9^^
Examples of Two Subways (or Wide Streets or Boulevards

Fig. 27—Madison Avenue at Madison, N. J. Fig. 29—Subway for a 100-ft. Street at Green Avenue, Madison, N. J.
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Aiy »|>anB, 21-fl. 6-in. clear si<ifwalk spaiu and 2-ft. 6-in.

archttl piers between, bridi;«ti ..mt with a 3-ft. thickness of

continuous slab frum abutnum tu abutment, the parapets

•ctinf; as pirdcrs to take the l.nl .luc to the slight skew of

the ruad «ith the center linr oi track, Fif». 29.

.Another KXi-ft. street oicur- at Central avenue, Orange,
N. J., where the four-way slab was used. While the main
spans here are 28 ft. 8 in. center to center of columns the

Two Ex.imples of Slab Construction for Street Subways

Fig. 30—A Four-Span Crossing of 100-ft. Street

Fig. 31—Subway with Center or Roadway Span Consisting

of Steel Girders Encased with Concrete. The Side

Spans Are of Reinforced Concrete

thickness of floor slab is only two feet, about one foot and

a half less than would have been required for a continuous

slab of that s-pan with only one line of reinforcement. A
feature of this bridge is the use of columns at the abutment

lines with the slab cantilevercd l)eyond, to preclude the

. 1 1
Bnrt**^-» w.g

i

-mi1im!
Fig. 32—Concrete Coal Pockets at Montclair, N. J.

sliding due to expansion which usually results in spelling

at the abutments. The abutments were built around the

columns and clear of both the lolunins and the slal). Figure

30 shows the appearance of tli<' finished .structure.

The Sprinydalc avenue l)ri(li;c on the Montclair branch

of the Kasl ( iraii^c improvements is anotlier of the four-way

slab bridges whicli is almost long cnougli to Ix; classed as a

viaduct. In fact it is a doul)lc ciossing. providing two inde-

(icndent roadways requiring a column spacing of 28 ft.

center to center each, separated by two smaller spans and

having sidewalk spans on either end. The total length of

this bridge is 121 ft., end to end of slab.

Glenwood avenue at Hloomfield, X. J., is an example of

a bridge with structural steel Iteams and girders entirely

encased in concrete for the roadway spans, while the side

spans are of concrete architecturally treated as to give the

apfjcarance of a homogeneous structure, Fig. 31.

In connection with various grade crossing elimination

improvements, trestles were designed to accommodate sidings

for industries adjacent to tracks. Fig. 32 shows the concrete

coiil pockets at Montclair.

Union Pacific Opposes Southern Pacific

Application to Keep Central Pacific
WASniNGTON, D. C.

THE r.Mo.N P.AciFic moved promptly this week to meet

the application filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission by the Southern Pacific for permission to retain

Miiurol of the Central Pacific pending a determination by the

ct)mmission of its disposition in the consolidation plan by

I'lling a petition with the commission for leave to intervene

in the procetxlings on the Southern Pacific's application. The
Union Pacific also filed a motion to dismiss the Southern Pa-

cific a|)plication. An interesting feature of the case is that

while the Southern Pacific has retained as one of its counsel

in the case Ma.\ Thelen, former chairman of the California

Railroad Conimission, the list of Union Pacific counsel in-

cludes Edgar E. Clark, former chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, as a member of the firm of Clark &
La Roe.

The Union Pacific motion to dismiss says that the com-

mission is without juri.sdiction to hear and determine the ap-

plication of the Southern Pacific, that upon the facts and mat-

ters already before the commission, or of which it may take

judicial notice, the application .should bt dismissed without

the taking of testimony; and that in the e.xercise of its dis-

cretion and in recognition of the comity owed to the federal

district court now having jurisdiction of the Southern Pacific-

Central Pacific dissolution case, the application should not

Ih? entertained. The Union Pacific further moved that its mo-

tion be .set down for oral argument before the full commission

and that, pending the same and the decision of the commis-

sion thea-on the commission and Division 4 jx)stpone the

taking of testiinony citlier in supjiort of or in opposition to the

.Scutheni Pacific application. A hearing on the latter had

already been set for November 21.

The ]K-tition for leave to intervene states that tlie lines of

the Central Pacific and of the I'nion Pacific together form a

through transportation route l>ct\vecn the Missouri river and
San I"rancisco and otlicr California points, and with the east-

cm connections of tlic- I'nion Pacific con.stituto a direct trans-

i( ntinental througli route, and that by virtue of such connec-

tion and of its participation in such through route, the Union

Pacific has an ijiterest in the operation of the lines of the

Central Pacific "indeix'ndcntly of any control by interests hos-

tile to said through route." It is also si-t fortli that the rail-

roads of intervonor and of tlie Central Pacific, together with

tile eastern connections at Council Hluffs and Kansas City,

constitute the svstem of transportation through the Ogden
gateway held by the United States Suiireme Court in the

dtx-isioii of May 29, 1922, to l)e normally comjietitive with

the southern routes of the Southern Pacific through the El

Paso gatewav, "wliicli competition it is tlie purpose of the

said decision of the United States Supreme Court to restore

and protect." Some of the contentions niaih^ in the petition

are:

Tliroughout the Pacific railroad act.s, the lines to Ir^ con-
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structed by tlie Union Pacific and the Central Pacific were

treated in all respects as parts of a single project and it was

specifically provided that the whole line should be operated

and used, so far as the public and government are concerned,

as one connected, continuous line. This requirement cannot

be observed and fulfilled unless the Central Pacific is freed

from the domination of the Soutiiern Pacific "because the

owTiership and/or ojieration by the Southern Pacific Company
of the southern routes through the El Paso gateway creates a

primary interest on the part of the Southern Pacific Company
in routes highly competitive with and hostile to the direct

through transcontinental route formed by the railroads of the

Central Pacific Railway Company and inter^-enor and their

eastern connections."

"Ujxyn the faith of the aforesaid requirement of the Pacific

railroad acts, and,- for the ]>urpose of performing its part of

the obligation imposed thereljy and of handling efficiently and

economically traffic to be routed over said through route and

to be interchanged with the Central Pacific Railway Company

at Ogden, intervenor has invested many millions of dollars

in double-tracking 914 miles of the total 994 miles of its main

line between Council Bluffs and Ogden and otherwise im-

proving the same. Unless the statutory obligation shall be

fulfilled on the part of the Central Pacific Railway Company

or the interests controlling that company, the purpose of said

acts will be violated, to the great detriment of interstate and

foreign contmerce and inter^•enor will suffer irreparable

injur)-."

By virtue of these matters the Union Pacific said it had

an interest in the execution of the mandate of the Supreme

Court and in the adoption of a plan for accomplishing a

severance of the control of the Central Pacific by the South-

ern Pacific which would leave the Central Pacific "free from

domination by interests hostile to the Central Pacific-Union

Pacific through route via Ogden and in all respects able to

perform its part of the partner.shi]i obligation imposed by the

Pacific railroad acts."

In conclusion the petition said that the mandate of the

Supreme Court remands the case to the court for the district

of Utah for further proceedings.

Car Service Division Orders Cars West

IN
ORDER to meet the demands of the farmers, the priman,-

markets and the industries of the West, the Car Service

Division of the American Railway Asscxiation on OctoIxT

25 issued orders for a strenuous movement of cars of western

line ownership into the western territory. This was done

after urgent solicitation on the part of some western roads and

representatives of shijiyHTS antl state commissions. Effective

at once and continuing until furtlier notice all l)OX cars ex-

cept automobile cars belonging to the roads of the North

Western, Central Western and South Western districts will

l)e handled, according to the orders, as follows:

First: Eastern lines will discontinue all local loading of

these cars and load them only to or l)eyond Chicago, Peoria,

St. Louis or other western |)oints from all territory east of

Grand Rapids, Detroit. Pittsburgji and Wheeling, imlusive.

Second : Any cars for which througii loading is not im-

mediately availalile will lie moved west empty.

Third: All loading at points west of Grand Rapids,

Toledo, I'ittsburgh, etc., will be discontinued and cars moved
empty west for delivery to owning lines.

Fourth: We.>-tern line cars will be accepted at junction

points from the East regardless of ownership and through

route providing home route orders take the cars in the direc-

tion opposite from home.

It is iK-lievcd that these instructions will have the effe( t of

materially imf>roving the (ar shortage condition in the Wot.

The Great Northern on October 19 filed a petition with

the Interstate Commerce Commission asking it to exercise its

emergency car service powers b}- issuing an order, without
notice or hearing, requiring connecting lines to return to the

Great Northern at the earliest possible time box, refrigerator

and stock cars so as to enable it to haul grain, fruit, vege-

tables, live stock, lumber and coal that were being offered

in greater quantities than could be handled. The commission
declined to issue an order as requested, but set the petition

for hearing on October 24. Before that date, however, the

railroad withdrew the petition.

Tlie Car Service Division has compiled the following re-

port indicating the volume of transportation being handled
by the railroads and showing loading for the week of October
1 4, with various comparisons

:

ToT.M, Cms LoADtNc. All Classes

\V kcndinit 1921 1922

Aug. 19 81.S, 147 856.219
Aug. 26 328,883 890,8.18

Sept. 2 831,288 931.598
.Sept. 9 749,552 832.744
Sept. 16 852,552 945,919
.Sept. 23 873.641 973,291
Sept. 30 904, 8?1 988,381
Oct. 7 899 681 968,169
Oct. 14 910.529 983.470

DF Traffic
Increase

41.072
61,955
100,310
83.19J
93,367
99,660
83,S50
68,488
72,941

11.1

11.0
11.4

Week Endii

Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Sept. 2 .

Sept. 9 ,

Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7 .

Oct. 14

W cck eiuliii

Aug. 19
-Vug.

AND GraIX ProDVCTS LOADING

1921

60,0t.6

58,838
60,279
54,964
55,170
52,906

1922

55.893
54,562
54.019
47,732
52,090
52,379
52.129

54,457 50,533
47.847 52,492

Live Stock Loadixg

4,276
6,260
7,232
3,080
527

5,093
3.904
4.645

tpt. 2 .

Sept. 9 .

Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 31)

Oct. 7 .

Oc 14

1921

28,499
26,919
27.273
24.700
30.098
32.769
32.979
33.767
36.0119

1922

29.756
32.046
31.847
29,512
34,929
36,896
39,830
39,359
39.141

Week En.li

Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Sept. 2
Sept. 9

Sept. I'j

Sept. 23
Sept. Ml
Oct. 7

Oct. 14

CoAi. Loading

21 1922

jlj 81.959
?13 111.030
586 149.48!

165. 5U
170.156
180.35J
182.5'i5

19Si^7

139.:-.70

172.241
187.896
1 89.349
189.312
1>>6.926

1,257
5.127
4,574
4.812
4.831
4.127
6,351
5,592
3,132

TVcrease
70,554
48,483
5,099
2,578
6,730 Inc.

17,740 Inc.
8.995 Inc.
6.717 Inc.
1,379 Inc.

Per cent

46.3
30.4

L'RPLfs Serviceable Cabs on Ha

.\ug. 15
Aug. 2,<

•Vug. 31

Sept. 8

Sept. IS

SeiH. ^.f

Sept.
Oct. 8
Oct. 15

ejM.rts M

1920

1.782
1,267
1,022
769

5.045
4,965
1.916
1.928
2.188

1921

284.338
270,024
246,740
237.972
219.991
201.153
172.420
142.970
121,944

1922

140.253
120.961
70,455
43.168
22.969
11.292
5.843
5.500
4.275

96,114
,89.047

80.141
75,336

1,470
3,321
5.237

:.906
'.666

>,32S

3,683 156.309

Sept
Sepi.
S.pi.
Sept

Caiis Moved
nr," moved during the
<) .Ts follows;

. 484,813
.

.

548,532
... 510.081

5.';9,237

539.988
582.082
501.953

. . .'88,064

. 586.346

Cars XIoved

period from SeiMeniber

Empties

108,856
240.957
214.555
247,679
223,393
251.584
257,132
267,805
273,514

Tot.nl

683,660
789.489
725.536
806.916
763,381
833.666
849.085
855.869
850,860

Kepcrti nid.ie seniiwcekly 1»y 55 represent.itivc r.iilroails show aver.-ige number
of r.irs inovcfl per r.iilro,id |»cr d.ly ,is follrrws:

Loads Empties Total

\|.ril, l'>22 7.638 4,132 11,770
M.iv, l')22 8,178 4,200 12.468

lun'e, 1022 8.604 4.596 13.200

Inlv. 1'122 7.914 3.645 1 1.559
.V'.irnM. l'i;2 8,631 3.789 12.420
S.i.lcmlicr. lO'J 9.901 4.248 14.140
Orlol^T 11, V>:' 11.096 5,053 16,149
O-Iol.er 18. Vn • ... 11,063 5,1(!l 16.224



Railway Fire Protection—Ninth Annual Meeting

Details ol Varied Kire Risks—The Dangerous Cigarette

—

Fire Prevention Week—Hose Couplings

Tiu; riKST day's procfedinf;> of the annual meeting of
the Railway Kire I*To«ection A<<«iiation at Washing-
ton last wi-ck were reported in the Railway Age of

iMoJicr 21, jiajje 745.

rhe first re[M)rt on \Ve<lnesday. the sivond day, was that

of the mmniittee on the use of gasoline trucks in freight

stations. E. J. Reilly (Krie), chairman. Mr. Reilly had no
written re|)ort, hut a.skixl numerou.s (|uestions. The use of

gasoline tractors in freight hou.->i-> i.^ k-ing tried cautiously

in a few places, l)ecau-<e of the hinli K»st of electric tractors,

but every fire in.surance man i-. .i> .i matter of course,

rrluitai<( to approve them. Gasoline traitors are declared

also to be cheaper to o|)erate and maintain. Gasoline (street)

trucks have Ijeen freely admitted to New York City freight

piers for years, on the ground tloor, and it was the general

feeling of the mi-eting that the railroads will eventually have
to withdr.iw or moilify their olijei lions. It is taken for

granted that the underwriters will insist that gasoline trucks

used in freight stations l)e always stored outside the Imild-

ing. The Southern Pacific, at Galveston, Te.x., uses some
gasoline tractors on its piers, which have concrete floors.

The giisoline supply is a mile away. A sjxxial muffler is

u.sctl and ins|>ection is rigid.

'I'he Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis is tr)'ing

these tractors. The Illinois Central u.ses elixtric tractors on

its long pier at New Orleans and G. R. Hurd. of that raid,

Ijclieved ga.soline could not In- thought of for that service.

Cotton is a principal commtxlity handled there. Mr. Reilly

said that in F.rie stations, at New York, barrels of sand

for extinguishing gasoline fires had been maintained for a

dozen years, but there had never been (xcasion to u.se them.

This committee was continued for another year.

The United States Chamber of Commerce and its activities

were described to the meml)ers by J. L. Madden, manager of

its fire prevention activities. His first general survey was

finished last .August and has shown definite goo<i results.

Mayors, governors and even the President of the United

States have been exhorted in connection with Fire Preven-

tion Week. Following Mr. Maddens address it was resolved

that ever)- member ought to co-operate with the I'nited States

Chamber and also with hxal chambers of commerce and any

local power that ran do good work in fire prevention.

The Question Box

Miscellaneous (juestions, brought together since the meet-

ing o|K'ncd, occu|)ied the members for an hour, (^ne of the

most interesting of these was that concerning the rule pro-

hibiting smoking. The labor troulibs of the past four months

have caused a good deal of disturbance of this rule. Many
tem|»orary dormitories have had to lie maintained. The self-

sustaining cigarette was declared to be one of the worst fire

hazards. .An appeal was made to inemliers to work for the

condemnation of all cigarettes but those in which, as in

cigars, the fire go/s out when the cigarette is abandoned.

Sho|)men should be allowed, at noon-time, to smoke; but

only in designated places l(K)ked after by a caretaker. Fire

inspectors sliould never smoke on railroad premises, even

where smoking is not forbidden sjiecifically. To cut down
smoking, begin at the top. If a station agent smokes there

can !)» no effective discipline of his suliordinates.

Risks of fusees were briefly discussed. Dampness is the

principal danger to be guarded against in that direction,

though one member said that the best kinds now made do

not suffer from dampness.

\N. 1. Krausch (C. B. & Q.) spoke brietly of the recent

burning of the Burlington general office building in Chicago.

The vaults, with walls 1.5 in. thick, functioned i)erfectly.

The Burlington is going to provide portable steel cases for

drawings which cannot \>e kept in vaults. B. S. Mace
(B. & {).) called attention to the imfKjrtance of proCix'ting

records at other i)laces than headquarters; for e.xample, at

freight junction points. Ever}- division of the road should

have one fireproof place for records.

The use of radio telephone receivers was discussed briefly.

Some members described damage that had been reported, but

the majority seemed to think the fire hazard ver)- small.

The United States Steel Corporation found .^.600 radio sets

in u.se in its numerous buildings.

Addresses by Messrs. Kimball and Fleming

L. P. Kimball, engineer of Ijuildings of the Baltimore &
Ohio, read a paper on co-operation between his department

and the fire protection men. Everyone agrees that such co-

operation is desirable, but the speaker's emphasis was on

the importance of acting together before, instead of after,

the building of any structure. He cited an instance of two
similar structures, built about the same time, one of which

costs for fire insurance S16,00() yearly niore than the other,

because the designers did not consult the insurance men.

T. Alfred Fleming, representing the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, who had been chairman of a committee

to carr)' on "F'ire Prevention Week." gave a glowing account

of the success of that enterprise. Messages of wisdom on fire

prevention were sent out by 227 radio stations and were

advertised by 1,400 Rotary clubs, 1,000 Kiwanis clulis and
hundreds of other organizations.

Oxy-Acetylene Apparatus in Shops

The committee on safety in tiie use ni o\y-acetylene weld-

ing and cutting jiresented a printed rejxjrt of 18 pages, made
up of a most elaborate cocle of rules for the guidance of

everybody from the purcha.ser of apparatus to the last detail

of ins|x*ction, and four pages of rules for shop workmen.
The rejjort was read by the chairman. G. .\. Hays (U. S.

Steel Cor|).), and was discussed at some length. On a num-
lier of points differences of opinion proved to l)e marketl and
the re|)ort was referred to the executive committee, being

accepted as in the nature of a progress report. One member
projioses to put yellow llags on i>()rtalile shop .ipparatus.

Fire Protection Views of an Engineer of Buildings

W. T. Krausch, engineer of buildings of the Chicago,

Burlington & (,)uincy, read a paper on protection as looked

at from his (lei)artment, es|wcially in relation to repaired or

altered buildings. He outlined the best methods of renovat-

ing a frame station. He gave a condensed {x-n picture of

the policy of the Burlington road in fire protection. Reports

received from the insurance comjianies or brokers arc dealt

with at officers' meetings, thus avoiding the delays incident

to (orrespondence with various departments. Officers of the

roail when on inspection trips must keep their eyes open and
report to the fire department everything needing that depart-

ment's attention.

Oil on Water

W. I'. Steffens (N. Y, C,) read the brief rcjiort of a com-
mittee on fuel oil on water, N'iolations of law by oil-burning

b(-ats which waste their oil refuse on the surface of New

;'y">
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York and other harbors have been largely abated. This oil

or emulsion is likely to remain in a harbor a long time and
the evil demands persistent attention. This committee has
conferred with the New York Fire UnderwTiters' Association

and others, and had almost prepared for careful chemical

experiments when its work was suspended by reason of the

railroad shopmen's strike. The National Fire Protection

Association has a committee on docks which also is studying

the oil-on-water problem.

A Specialist in Railroad Records

Wednesday's session was closed with a brief address by
E. M. Hawes of the Safe Cabinet Company, Marietta, Ohio,

advocating the use of fireproof fittings and delineating vividly

the annoying and costly experiences of railroad officers whose
records have been destroyed in conflagrations. Illustrating

by the recent Burlington office fire in Chicago, the speaker

showed the inaccurate and often false use of the term
"fireproof." Sixt}' per cent of iron safes fail when tested

by a large fire. The Burlington's vaults stood the test; but

the walls of many vaults are only two-thirds as thick as

these.

Standard Hose Couplings

The first business on Thursday was the reading of a report

by a committee, F. H. Elmore, chairman, on the Develop-
ment and Use of National Standard Couplings for Fire

Hydrants and Hose. Compiling data received from eight

railroads, the committee finds that 92 per cent of the coup>-

lings can be standardized and that only three per cent

would have to be replaced in adopting the national standards.

The National Board is making some progress in standard-

ization. A set of standardization tools can be had for $200
from the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield,

Mass. Railroads feel a drawback in their attempt to adopt
national standards because their apparatus must be uniform
with that of the cit\" or town in which it is situated and
many of the towns are not progressive. New York City,

notably, has a standard different from the national. Some
roads have made use of "adapters" for making it possible

to use diverse sizes of couplings. Standardization can be

facilitated by communicating with the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, which will furnish paper strips to put
around the threading of a coupler and make an impression

with which to report sizes of couplings at the different loca-

tions. The paper, however, if used on a badly worn coujiling

might in some cases give a deceptive result.

This report was intended mainly to promote discussion

among members during the ensuing months and was accepted

as a progress report.

Dust in Grain Elevators

A. R. Small, vice-president of the Underwriters' Labora-
tories, Chicago, read an address on The Control of Dust in

Grain Elevators. Two courses are alwavs to i)o considered:

(1) Remove the dust from the grain; (2) confine the dust

in the grain. Removing it is ol)jected to by farmers and
others on the claim that good grain is also removed, sonic

objectors going to the extent of alleging theft of grain. To
confine the dust in the grain seems almost impossii)le; but

the flour mills have had success in this line and tlicir experi-

ence for .^0 years should teach grain elevator men that dust

can Ije controlled. For 40 years there has been no serious

explosion in a flour mill. A principal safeguard is to pro-

vide that air currents shall flow into the chutes, not out of

them.

This papwr was followed by a long discussion covering

many details of the sul)je(t. A large elevator at Chicago has
a vacuum cleaning system which has displaced 40 or SO men
who formerly were employed as sweepers, but the discussion

seemed to indicate that the superiority of the v.icuum system,
for general use. has not yet l)een demonstrated. The hiijh

standards set forth by Mr. Small in his paper were generally

looked up>on as suitable and highly desirable when designing

new elevators, but difficult of application to old ones. Men-
tion was made of the fact that with the latest forms of

machinery the costly safeguards are needed because these

machines operate at perhaps 10 times the speed of older

designs. The National Fire Protection Association is work-
ing on a standard for machinerv' used in elevators.

Timber-Treating Plants

L. F. Shedd (C. R. I. & P.), chairman of a special com-
mittee on Fire Prevention at Timber Treating Plants, rea 1

a report, detailing under 14 heads the principles to be fol-

lowed and the rules needed for the thorough protection o;

such treating plants. This paper was not discussed, the aiir

of the committee having been to prepare a complete an<:

detailed code of rules for the consideration of members be-

tween now and the next meeting of the Association.

Mr. Shedd's rep>ort ended the list of formal papers an."

some time was spent in informal discussion of miscellaneou-

matters. Serious fires started by the ignition of locomoti^ r

cab curtains by men using torches were briefly discussed.

A meeting held some weeks ago by eastern members wa>
spoken of as a great success and Robert Scott (A. C. L.)

expressed the intention of starting a movement for holdinq
district meetings in the south. A proposal to amend the

constitution so that members of the executive committee
could not hold office for more than one term at a time was
discussed for some time but finally was voted down. Ir.

practice the rule of rotation in office has been prett)- gen
erally followed, so that any objection to individuals remain-
ing in office too long was looked upon as theoretical onl\

The officers chosen for the ensuing year are: President,

E. A. Ryder (B. & M.), Boston; vice-president, George R.
Hurd (Illinois Central), Chicago; secretary and treasurer,

R. R. Hackett (B. & O.), Baltimore. Members of the execu-
tive committee: C. J. Parker (N. Y. C), New York City;

J. R. Peters (Penn.), Philadelphia, and W. S. Topping,
Bureau of Explosives, New York City. The retiring mem-
bers are R. H. Xewbem and G. R. Hurd.
The Foamite Firefoam Company gave a motion picture

exhibition of the use of its suds for extinguishing oil fires,

including an actual conflagration at a large oil tank farm
in Wyoming. This was the only exhibit in connection with
tlie meeting, although the Pyrene Manufacturing Company
had a displax' in the' hotel and the Simplex hydrant was

j

demonstrated for members at a point outside.

Batignolles Tunnel. Paris, Where Many Accidents Have
Occurred. Being Converted into an Open Cut



Railway Treasury Officers Meet At Asheville, N. C.

Railroad Financing, Mechanical Devices and Cash Payment of

Freight Bills Leading Topics of Discussion

THE Railway Treasun- Oftiicrs' Association held its

sixteenth annual meeting at the Batter)- Park Hotel,

Ashc%ille, N. ('., October 19 and 20. Besides the

rtgular Inisiness of the association, pa[x.'rs were read by F.

L. Pactzold, secretar)- and treasury of the Great Xorthern,

on the subject of "^Iechanical Devices in the Treasury- De-
partment:" by T. H. B. McKniyht, treasurer of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, on "Railroad Bonds as an Investment;"

by E. 1.. (oj^land, treasurer of the Atchison, Topeka &
'

•
i Fe, on "The Transpwrtation Act and tlie Trvasurj'

inu-nt." A repwrt was also presented on, "How Shall

;,tial Uniform ObserN'ance of the Rules Governing the

Collection of Transportation Charges Ijc Attained?" It was
prepared by A. T. Bayfield, treasurer of the Lehigh Valley;

W. J. Moody, treasurer of the Erie, and F. T. Dickerson,

treasurer of the Central of New Jersey.

The president of the Association for the past year was D.

K. Kelloi:.!;. treasurer of the Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Potomai. New officers elected for the ensuing year are:

President, W. F. Ingram, treasurer of the Southern Pacific;

vice-president, J. F. Fahnestcxrk, treasurer, Pennsylvania

Railroad; second vice-president, J. T. Reid, treasurer, At-

lantic Coast Line, and secretary and trex^urer L. \V. Co.\,

who is assistant secretary' of the Norfolk & Western with

office at 1217 Commercial Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Memljers of the executive committee were elected as follows:

A. B. Jones, (C. & N. \V.); R. N. Harry, (C. C. C. & St.

L.); J. A. Yates, (G. T.); A. F. Bavfield, (L. V.); J. P.

Reeves, (C. & E. I.); F. T. Dickerson, (C. R. R. N. J.).

Railroad Bonds as Investments

By T. H. B. McKnight
Treasurer, IVnnsylvania Railroafl. Pitlvhuryli. Pa.

We railroad men arc not in the habit of looking at rail-

road bonds as investments—at least not nearly .so much as

might Ije wished—hut rather as the means by which money
may lie obtained for construction, equipment, improvements

and refunding of maturing prior obligations.

When the first railroads were begun their projectors had

but slight knowledge of what sums would \>c required to

construct even the small local roads they had in view, and

expected the financing to be made entirely from stock sold

to the people in the proixjsed tenninals or along the line of

the road who naturally hoped to be benefited by the con-

struction of the railway to ser\e them by carrj-ing their

products to the markets and bringing to them such supplies

as they had to procure from a distance. The reason for their

subscription toward the stock of the new company was

hardly to make an investment, but rather to expend money

to secure the t)enefits which would come to them from hav-

ing cheap and rapid transjiortation. f)wing to ignorance of

what it would cost to construct a practical railway ready for

operation, the amount re<iuired far exceeded expectations and

repeated stmk i.ssues were necessary and finally failed to

bring any additional funds. To attract more money it soon

l)ecame necessary to make the investment more scvure. and

preferred shares were issued, giviny the new subscribers a

preference over the earlier ones, both in dividends and as to

division of the assets in the event of liquidation. This in-

crea.sed security, however, failed to procure all the money re-

quired and it was necessan,- to borrow money on the only

security gene-ally kn^wn in those days—a mortgage on the

proj>erty—and Ixjnds were issued, but always in sums insuffi-

cient to complete the propert)' for operation, so that one issue

followed another, each junior in lien to those that preceded it.

There were first, second, third and fourth mortgages on the

same projxTty; and then came income bonds, when there

was nothing else left to mortgage.

It is interesting to note that during these early years when
these bonds were going out in successive series, the railroads

always seemed to cherish the hope that someway, somehow,

thev would be able to pay the mortgage debts off, and

elaborate sinking funds were provided for out of future earn-

ings to retire enough bonds each year to extinguish the loan

at maturity. The earlier railroad builders seemed to have

uniformly been of a hopeful and optimistic temp>erament

!

Very few of these early hopes were gratified by fruition

and most of the investors in the bonds and practically all of

the original projectors of the railroads lost all the money that

they put into the enterprise, though some of the owners of

the first mortgage bonds may still, in a reduced amount, have

an interest in the stock of the present corporations.

Three Periods

Railroad bonds may roughly be divided into those issued

in three periods:

I. Conslruction : Practically all of these bonds were extin-

guished by foreclosures, the first mortgage bonds sometimes re-

ceiving stock in the new corporation, only to be wiped out later

by a foreclosure of later bond issues. Those that were not fore-

closed were paid at maturity or refunded. These bonds generally

carried 6 to 8 per cent, for money was not so plentiful in those

days and interest rates were higher.

il. Croivlh and Prosperity .,
Many of the bonds issued by the

stronger roads during this pcricxi. which lasted up to about 15 to

20 years ago. are still outstanding and are the best of investments,

because the railroad people were still entirely unable to realize the

expenditure that would be required in the years to come, and hence

put out comparatively small issues, .so limited that, when the bonds

authorized under that mortgage had been sold, future issues had

to be made, which were of course junior liens. From force of

habit and with the idea that it improved the sale of the bonds many
of these issues had sinking fund provisions that are proving very

embarrassing to the present corporations, which have to borrow
money on junior loans at higher rates for betterments while much
of their income must be applied to buying in low-rate prior lien

bonds at exorbitant prices.

III. Government Interfereiue: With the gradually increasing

domination of the Interstate Commerce Commission and its mis-

taken policy of steadily reducing traffic charges, notwithstanding

that growing operating expenses were every year as steadily re-

ducing the margin of profit, it Ix'came difficult and finally almost im-

possible for the railroads to- finance necessary but non-productive

betterments, .such as elevation of crossings, out of net earnings, as

had been the proper mcthc d for years, or to provide for productive

additions and improvements by sale of capital stock, and forced

them to provide the money needed for all purposes by sale of bonds,

which were necessarily of inferior lien and were known as con-

solidated, general or refunding bonds. Ry this time too the rail-

road officers began to get a vision of the vast expansion of facili-

ties that would be reniiired to perform the service to the public

that would he nee<lcd in the not very far distant future, so that

these mortgages, though limited at first to definite totals, yet per-

mitted .so large an issue that they may be called "blanket mort-
gages" as they cover all the property "now held or hereafter to

be acquired."

Comparatively recently mortgages arc being put on the

property with no limit as to the amount of bonds that may
be outstanding thereunder except one based on the amount
of capital stock outstanding: for example, in recent mort-

gages of two of our greatest companies, the provision is that

the bonds outstanding under the mortgage and prior ones

801
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mu5t never be more than three times the amount of the

capital stock! In such mortgages too the issue of bonds

may only be made for l>etterments or property' acquired or

for refunding prior liens. These mortgages are the final

ones, because they are practically without limit, they will

never be exhausted, as when the early series of lx)nds mature

later series will be issued under the same mortgage to refund

tliem and to pay for additional Ijettennents.

Partly Ijecause of these blanket mortgages a new form of

security has been and is Ijeing verj' largely issued—equip-

ment trust certificates—which are mortgages placed on new
equipment Ijefore they pass into the ownership of the rail-

road and under its mortgage, or, as in the Philadelphia plan,

where the title to the equipment remains in a trustee until

the railroad has paid the cost, over a series of 10 or 15

years.

Value as Investments

To value tliese various bonds as investments, it is necessar}-

to consider the security of each class and what may happen

in the 40 to 100 years which they have to run before the

principal comes due. As practically none of the bonds

issued during the period of construction remain outstanding

now. we can omit any further reference to them.

The lx)nds of the period of growth and prosperity are

outstanding in large amounts at prices based on the prevail-

ing rate of interest. .\s many of them were issued at A'/y

or 4 per cent they have sold very low during this war period

of high interest rates but are now coming back to their own
again. As these issues are limited in amount and no more

can now l)e issued, they are. when the obligations of standard.

well managed, dividend paying roads, very safe investments.

and should steadily get better in security as prior liens are

paid off and more value added to the property by improve-

ments and lietterments placed out of proceeds of stock or

bonds of subsequent liens.

It is difficult to imagine anything that could make these

prior lien limited issue bonds of a gocxl road unsafe: Even

if the radicals ever achieve their fondest hopes and the

government takes over the railroads, it is inconceivable that

they should not do so by purchase at an appraised value

and these earlier bonds must then certainly receive their full

par values.

When we come to the blanket or unlimited issues recently

made in the ])eriod of government interference, it can only

l^e said that the security of the bonds will dej^nd very much
on the amount issued, the jirosperity of the road and the

good or bad judgment displayed by the management in i)lac-

ing additions or extensions on the ]iro|ierty. One large road

has a blanket mortgage whidi permits the issue of bonds

for the full cost of branches; and as it lies in a coal countr}-

the terms of the mortgage would jx-rmit the issuance of long

term bonds for cost of branches to mines which would \w

worthless after the co;il was exhausted—long before the

maturity of the Ixjnds. The ])urchase or construction out of

bonds of a large extension v>hich might i)rove uni)rofital)le

might seriously depreciate tlie value of the blanket Uinds

but could not in any wa\ affect the value of the prior lien

bonds.

There are now on the market .so many gotnl lionds of

public service and industrial cori>orations which are well

secured that a prudent investor will be inclined to diversify

his investment. 'Ihese latter iKjnds generally contain the pro-

vision that additional bonds can l)e issued under the mort-

gage only tf) refund i)rior lien i)onds or for i)ettennents at a

certain [HTcenlage of their cost—generally 80 per cent—and

then only when the income for a jx-riod of years ha.s averaged

three times the interest on all the iKinds. including the new

is-ue. Some such pro\-ision as this might well l)e inserti-d

in the blanket mortgages of the railroad companies md wciuld

decidedlv increase the security of the Ixmds.

As long as railroad bonds of limited issue can be had the

careful investor will naturally prefer them for investment of

tru.st funds in his care, and in fact in many states he could
not invest such funds in these new unlimited blanket mort-

gages until the prior lien bonds have l>een retired.

Equipment trust securities, especially on the Philadelphia

plan, issued by a well managed, prosperous road that keeps

its equipment in good repair, are about as safe as anjlhing

one can imagine, tliough they are generally of short term.

As they start with a margin of safety of 15 to 25 per cent

and are retired faster than the etjuipment deteriorates, and
as equijmient is always in demand if the certificate holders

have to take it over, these certificates ought to lie absolutely

secure.

The careful investor will probably consider tlie various

conditions surrounding the properties whose bonds are offered

to him and the possibilities of future improvement or de-

terioration, and will naturally diversify his holdings by buy-

ing not too many of one kind of security, or of one company
or one region, so that his chances of serious losses will Ik."

reduced to a minimum. He will of course have in mind the

fact that all corporate bonds are subject to government in-

fluences, but he will find so few investments to which this

does not apply in one way or another that he will have to

decide that he cannot entirely avoid this danger but will have

to assume it, and can only minimize it by scattering his pur-

chases. He will also j>robably feel that there are very few

corporations more carefully and honestly managed than the

railroads, and none as to which such full and accurate in-

formation may be obtained, and in the future as in the pa^^t.

well secured bonds of well managed corporations will l)e

found to form a substantial part of all large funds, such as

are carried by insurance companies, colleges, and endowed

institutions of all kinds, and of the contents of the strong-

boxes of wealthy individuals.

The investor should rememlx-r too that the priority of a

security does not always make it safe—a general mortgage

lx)nd of a prosperous corjwration whose pro[x>rty is well

located nia>- \x much safer than a first mortgage lx)nd of a

less prosjx'rous concern.

The tendency of the courts to continue receiverships in-

definitely and to permit receivers" certificates to Ix issued and

placed ahead of even the first mortgage does not make to-

ward the security of railroad l)onds of prior lien and has

resulted sometimes to th(Sr great damage, but it really seems

as if this practice has about reached its limit—at least we

can hojx so.

The Transportation Act and

the Treasury Department

By E. L. Copeland

Secretary and Treasurer, .\tchisoii. Topeka & Santa l-"e

(Mr. Copeland's paper was in the form of a somewhat

detailed analysis of the changes in railway regulation em-

bodied in the Trans|>ortation .\ct. Concerning more particu-

larly the tR-asur\- department he sjioke in part a-s follows:)

During federal control the services of soliciting agents

had been dispensed with. Freight cars for u.se of all

lines had U"en distrilnited over the country as business

demanded, and it practically made no difference what line

.secured the business relative to the earnings, as it was all

federal. On the n-turn of the railnx\ds to the owners it was

fullv realized by all that comixtition for business would Ik-

as keen as ever. Under this situation, and with the treasury

of the various lines in a cramjud condititin from lack of

funds, it was important that some action should be taken

relative to the payment of all transportation charges on a

cash basis.

.\ilvantaee had been taken of the railn>a(ls by many large
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»hip()ers prior to federal cuntrul, in order to secure u con-

cession in the time re<)uircd for the >ettleinent of trjns|)orta-

tion charges, and unur<ual credit had l>ein extended. The
taritT 1 har^;es to lie assessed wtre dii lare<l as on a cash hasis

r.ithcr than a time |>eriod. In .i hearing; liefore the Inter-

»i It. ( (inuneae Commission -oine >hii)|xrs tliouijht that they

: i Ik* given 15 to .50 day>' (raiit, l>ut Congress realized

tii' .iijustice of such a plan, and determined that the service

jiertornRtl l»y the trans[x}rtation companies .should Ix- paid

for In-fore the relinnuishnu-nt of the freight, leaving it to

the conunission to establish such rules and regulations as

»<Kild Ir- consi>tent with good business ri"<|uir«'ments.

This condu-ion was a fortunate (jne for tiie treasure' de-

partments of the railroads, assuring them that unlimited

credit, delays in settlement, etc.. would not l>e permitted under
this law. In the general discu.ssion of this subject it was
clearly indicated by the memlH-rs of Congress, that no indus-

trial or mercantile line of trade should l)C [uTmitted to

transact business on railroad mone\-. as that is |)ractically

the -ituation whenever an extended credit is [K-rmitted to rail-

road |»atrons.

The treasury- department controls the collection of revenue

and is exin-cted to take care of the vaning conditions relative

to the <leliver\ of all shipments. |)erishable or otherwise.

The Interstate Conunerce ("ommission has left the detailed

re(|uirements to the railroad trea.surers. who are in close touch

with the situation, and it |>laced a rcsjionsibility on them
gri'ater than ever la-fore. Treasurers must know more ajjout

the financial res|)onsibility of their patrons at all points on

their line: they most avoid discrimination and at the same
time n-cognize tiie inii>ortance of expanding the method of

collection as the various lines of business may ret|uire. The
iron-clad rules must Ik? elastic in various ways. The handlini;

of j)erishable freight must receive sjiccial attention ; diversion

and delivery of shippers order shipments, without surrender

of original bills of lading must Ik- fully protected; conges-

tion of freight must In.' avoided by arranging for prompt
switching anrl unloading of cars for further .service.

I am enumerating a few of the things that the treasury

de[)artment must handle without fear or favor, .^fter much
discussion, the Interstate Commerce Commission decided tiiat

exception> could be made in the (<jllection of trans|)ortation

(harges to well-known, tmancially res|)(;nsible patrons, who
would agree to |)ay the bills within 48 hours after |)resenta-

tion. and that where s[)ecial conditions were such that addi-

tional credit should be extended, on the filing of pro|)er bond

with the treasury de|)artment. a credit of <'6 hours could l)e

extended from the time of jiresentation of the freight bills.

Thi> arrangement places the trea>ur\- department in close

relation with the .-hipping puiilic, and it i> expected to keep

()osted as to the financial condition and the ability of |)arties

to make .settlement within the stii)ulated time.

These re(|uirements of the commission are well known and

have lieen published for the ln-nefit of all shi|)pers, but tJiere

seems to be a feeling that the railroads now being operated

by their owners should extend or<linar\- business courtesies

to patrons and [a-rmit them to settle the bills at such times

as tliey desire. The treasurers of the railroads should realize

that 1 <)m|)etition is very keen and readily see that the permit-

ting of such delays would soon cause a large uncollected list

of bills to report weekly, and at the close of each month. If

continued, we would S(X>n be drifting back to old conditions

which existed jirior to federal (ontrol.

1 understand that the treasury dejxirtments of several lines

are quite careless in this resjiect and refuse to join with

other lines in removing delin(|uent jiatrons from the credit

list. We shall never be able to force obedience to these rules

if we permit a crmtinualion r)f this condition, and I think

the treasur>' department should (K'cide that the rules must
l)e enforced, and parties not making payments promptly

should l)c eliminated from the accommo<lation list. Without

this co-o|Nrration there is but one >olulion of this entire situa-

tion, and that is the establishment of railroad clearing house

a.ssociations. These organizations are now in operation at

Kansas City and .St. Joseph. Mo., and we have no trouble at

these |>oints to make uniform collections from all patrons.

I would suggest that a survey \ie made by the treasurer

of each railroad as to the cost of handling collections in all

large cities, and when this has iK-en secured, estimate the

ex|)enditure of a clearing house as o|x'rated on the Kansas
City plan, and determine as far as |>ossible which system

would Ik.' the more economical. When you consider that

under the clearing house |)lan the traffic officials are not

annoyed with complaints against the department handling the

collections and there is less friction Ix-tween the railroads and
patrons for the reason that all are treated alike and must
pay accordingly, you will then find it much easier to enforce

the law and [K-nnit the retention of traffic for each line as

may have been solicited, according to the .ser\'ice to be

rendered. In other words, under this plan you can insist

on the collection of transportation charges without driving

the business away from any one line.

{The Address of F. L. Paetzotd, Secretary and Treasurer of the Great
\ortiiern. on the Subject of the Vse of Mechanical Devices in the Treasury
Defarlmenl Hill Afpear in Next H'eek'i Railway Age.)

French Railway Begins

Its Electrification Program

By A. H. Candee'- and L. E. Lyndef

AUKk .\ C.VKKFIL investigation into the subject of elec-

trification, the railroads of France have decided to elec-

trify over .s.OOO miles of their tracks. This decision

will enable them to increa.se the capacity of their present

trackage, and will at the same time utilize .some of France's

tremendous waterpxjwer available in the Alps, Pyrenees and
other mountainous sections. \ large amount of the coal used

i)y the railroads is imported, which not only is costly but

proves a serious liandica|> in time of war.

The following lines have all made detinite plans toward

electrification; the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean running to

Marseille.s-Xice-Monte Carlo and into Italy, as well as into

the .-Mjis where heavy grades were encountered; the Midi op-

erating in the southern jiart of France; and the Paris-Orleans.

The Paris-Orleans is taking the initial step in electrifying

approximately 14.s route miles, including its main line ex-

tending from Paris to \'ierzon. The trains of the Paris-

Orleans leave Paris from (,)uai d' Orsay station', travel

through one of the most den.sely populated sections of Paris,

after which they head practically southwest for Orleans, a

distance of about 7.s miles. Knroute to Orleans the road

passes through Hretigny from which |H)int a short branch

line to Dourdaii will be. electrified.

Orleans, a city of over 70,000 inhabitants located on the

Loire river, is the terminal for a large numlxT of lines. From
Orleans the line runs by Nouan and Sabris in jiassing to

Vierzon. \'ierzon. which is a|)proximately 125 miles from

Paris, is the terminus of the steam hnomotive division and
it is this division wliicii the Paris-Orleans is electrifying.

200 Locomotives Will Be Purchased

For operation over this zone and a future extension soudi

of N'ierzon, 200 locomotives will be purchased. The orders

for the first 120 locomotives have already K-en placed with a

group of French niamifai turers, namely Compagnie F.lcctro

Mecani(|ue, Sixiete Schneider, Forges ct Ateliers de Construc-

•Endinccring Department, Wcstinghouse Electric & M.inufacturin»
Company.

tK.iilway Dcpartmrnt. Wcslinsliolisc Electric « Manufacturing Com-
pany.
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tion Electriques de Jeumont and Compagnie Thompson
Houston, eacli of whom will build a portion of the locomotives

or equipment. Each locomotive will rate approximately

1,400 hp. for one hour and appro.ximately 1,200 hp. con-

tinuously, both ratings being at 1,350 volts direct current. A
single box cab will be mounted on two 0-4-0 swivel trucks,

the total weight of locomotive complete being approximately

66 tons. The mechanical parts, however, will \x of

sufficient strength to permit of ballasting 79.35 tons, without

any modification other than a change in springs. The di-

mensions of each locomotive are given in Table I.

Table I

Locomotive Dimensions

Length between buffers 41 ft. 5 in.

Length of cab 36 ft. 3 in.

Width of cab 9 ft. 10 m.
Total wheelbase 28 ft. 11 in.

Rigid wheelbase 8 ft. 10 in.

Distance between truck center pins 10 ft. in.

Diameter of new wheels — ^~'A in.

Thickness of steel tires — 3 in.

The specified tractive efforts for these locomotives are given

in Table II, these being with a gear ratio of 21 to 62 and

wheels of 1.20 meters diameter (47'4 inches). Each axle

will be driven by a series type, 1,500-volt four-pole railway

motor rated at 300 hp. continuously at 1,350 volts and 350 hp.

for one hour at 1,350 volts.

Table II

Specified Continuous Tractive Efforts and Speeds

Tractive Speed
Effort (lb.) (m.p.hr.)

15,600 6.4 Series connections Full field.

12,200 8.6 Series connections Min. field.

15,600 13.7 Series-parallel connections Full field.

12,200 28.8 Series^parallel connectbns Min. field.

15,600 28.4 Parallel connections Full field.

12,200 36.8 Parallel connections Mm. field.

While the mechanical parts and all but a few of the motors

for these 120 locomotives are to be manufactured by Euro-

pean concerns, the complete control equipment will be built

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

at its plant at East Pittsburgh, Pa. This is practically the

only equipment which in its entirety will be manufactured for

this electrification outside of Europe.

Locomotive Control Equipment

The locomotives are designed for double-end control, mul-

tiple unit operation and are governed through a low voltage

batter}- train line. We.stinghouse type HBF electro-pneumatic

control will be used. The motors will be connected first in

series, then in series-paralled and finally in parallel. Twelve

series notches, nine series-parallel notches, and nine parallel

points will be provided. The last two notches of each com-

bination are field control notches, the field strength being

reduced by means of inductive shunts. Variations in tractive

effort from notch to notch must i)e kept very low on account

of the limited strength of the car couplings. The circuits are

arranged so that regenerative control and dynamic braking

may be provided later with a minimum change by adding the

necessary equipment in space left for that purpose. None of

the locomotives will be provided with regenerative control at

present, but extensions to the south of Vierzon will he over

profiles which will warrant the u.se of this feature.

Third-Rail and Overhead Collectors Will Be Used

Power is to be received either througli third-rail .shtn-s or

irom overhead wire. It was the pur|>ose at first to use a

third-rail along the entire length of line except at .stations,

crtxssings, yards, and similar points, but the idea has l>een

modified so that the use of the overhead conductor will lie

con.siderably extended.

The pantagraph trolleys will lie of the air-raised gravity

lowered type. A main knife switch will Ix- provided for

isolating the locomotive circuits from the trolleys and an-

other will disconnect the circuits from the third-rail shoes.

The main circuit connections will be made by means of

unit switches and cam switch groups, each being operated by
compressed air at 70 lb. pressure per square inch. Use is

made of cam switch groups onl\' where it is found desirable

to provide a mechanical interlocking of switches and where

the cam shaft can be arranged for two positions only. Where
cam groups must have tliree or more operating positions, the

difficulty of stopping the cam shaft on an intermediate posi-

tion would introduce a complication in the control and reduce

its factor of reliability. Unit switches are also preferable

for arc-braking service.

Overload protection is provided by the use of an over-

load relay for each individual motor circuit and also one for

the main feeder circuit. A ribbon tjpe fuse is placed in

the circuit of each trolley and one fuse is placed on each side

of the locomotive connected between the third-rail shoes on

that side and the main knife switch. Provision will be

made for installing a high speed line switch at a later date,

should this be found necessary in order to further protect

the motors against flashing.

One master controller will be placed in each end of the

locomotive, to the left of the locomotive center line, with the

brake valve to the left of the controller. The controller

handle extends to the left of the controller for operation with

the right hand. This arrangement is to conform to the

standard French system of running on the left hand tracks.

Each locomotive will be provided with two blowers for

motor ventilation and two compressors. The blowers will

be arranged so that the failure of either will not cut off ven-

tilating air from the motors. Expulsion t)pe fuses will be

used to protect these circuits. The control batter)- will be

charged in series with the blower and compressor motors by

the use of a battery-charging resistor and relay.

Rigid Acceptance Requirements for Locomotives

\'ery complete and thorough tests will be made of tlie

various items of equipment both before installation in the

locomotive and after the locomotive is complete. Prelim-

inar)- acceptance of each of the first 10 locomotives will be

given only after it has operated satisfactorily for a distance

of 25,000 kilometers (15,500 miles). The balance of the

locomotives will be given preliminary acceptance after operat-

ing satisfactorily for a di.stance of 1,865 miles. Each break-

down of more than four hours will extend the preliminary

acceptance run by 621 miles for ever)^ tw-o days or less that

the locomotive is out of serv-ice due to defects. The prelim-

inary acceptance for the first 10 locomotives, however, will

tx^ given within three months after their delivery if the neces-

saP|- mileages have not been covered by that time. Subse-

quent locomotives will be given preliminar>- acceptance at

the end of one month if the necessan,- distance has not been

covered within that time.

Final acceptance of each locomotive will be given one year

from the date of preliminar>- acceptance providing the loco-

motive has operated a di.stance of 31,000 miles. If the dis-

tance operated has licen reduced on account of defective con-

struction or design this final acceptance will be extended three

months if the locomotive has operated more than 21,700

miles and six months if less than this distance. All dates,

however, are based on very rca.sonable allowances, and af-

ford the manufacturers every opportunity to fulfil their part

of the contract wifii the minimum of luirdsliiji. It is expected

that the first of these locomotives will be in operation by Oc-

tolior 1, 1023, and that the order will he completed by

January I, 1025.

While this division extends over a fairly level counfn- and

no such tonnages are encountered as are handled in America,

the fact tliat a complete steam division is to l>e electrified

insures a direct comparison tx-twtrn the operation by steam

and electricity and many interesting fart-^ are cxjvcted to be

obtained from this electrification.



Automatic Train Control From Four Vie^vpoints

Developments to Date—The Effect on the Mechanical, Signal and

Transportation Departments

F'l-Lowixd ITS PRACTICE of Setting aside one night each

year for the consideration of automatic train control,

the Western Society- of Engineers, Chicago, presented a

program on this subject on Octolwr 2.>, under the auspices

of its Railroad Section. Four papers were presented, cover-

ing the development of automatic train control and installa-

tions made to date with a brief description of the systems

at present in ser\ice or under test; train control as it affects

the mechanical department; its relation to signaling, and the

results to Ije expected from the transportation standpoint.

W. J. Eck, .signal and electrical superintendent of the South-

em Railway, presented a paper on "Developments to Date
and Installations." C. F. Giles, superintendent of ma-
chinery-, Louisville and Nashville, talked on "Train Control

from the Mechanical Standpoint." T. S. Stevens, signal

engineer, Atrhi.son, Tojjeka & Santa Fe, discussed "Train
Control from the Signal Engineer's Standpoint," and A. \V.

Towsley, assistant to tlie vice-president and general manager,
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, treated "Train Control from

the Tran.sportation StandjKjint." Abstracts of three of these

papers follow

:

Development of Train Control

By W. J. Eck
Signal and Electrical Superintendent, Southern Railway

The desirability of some form of control of railway trains

to bring a train to a stop safely in case of conditions en-

dangering the train, indejjendently of the driver, was recog-

nized in the verj' Ijcginning of railroading. No feasible

method of accomplishing this result seemed possible, how-

ever, before the invention and general adojjtion of the power

brake. The knowledge that the opening of the brake pipe

line and the escajx; of the compressed air to the atmosphere,

would cause an application of the brakes was recognized

immediately as affording a means for stopping a train auto-

matically indeix-ndently of the action of the enginenian. All

train control devices have been based on this property of the

air brake system.

A majority of the inventors who have worked upon this

[iroblem have considered that the ojx-ning of a valve in the

lirake pipe line was all that is necessary for a successful

train control system. It involves much more than this, how-
ever, particularly in the case of heavy freight trains. Of
the hundreds of schemes that have been i>roposed from time

to time— (there are more than 5,000 patents on file in the

United States Patent Office on the subject)—only about a

score have been considered worthy of service tests and devel-

opment under actual railroad operating conditions. Many
of the inventors had little or no knowledge of these conditions

and their devices have little or no value; on the other hand
many of the appliances have merit and a vast amount of

intelligent and conscientious work has been done during the

past 30 years.

The First Permanent Installation

The first permanent installation of automatic stops, so

far as known, was made on the Boston Elevated Railway in

1899. It is still in use and consists of a controlled mechani-
cal trip ground contact worked in conjunction with electro-

pneumatic block signals. A similar installation was made on

the Interborough Rapid Transit, New York, in 1903; also

upon the Philadelphia Rapid Transit and the Hudson and
Manhattan in 1908. This device consists of a lever arm
operated by compressed air in conjunction with the signal

system so that the arm is raised above the track when the

block in obstructed. This arm engages the handle of a

valve in the train pipe it a train should attempt to pass a

signal indicating "Stop." The opening of this valve causes

the brakes to be applied. A speed control feature devised

by J. M. Waldron was added to the Interborough installation

in 1912 which has materially increased the capacity of the

road over that formerly existing with the plain automatic

stop.

In 1910, the Washington Power Co. installed an automatic

block signal system with automatic stops on 29 miles of a

single-track electric interurban line. The device was similar

to that originally used on the Pennsylvania, viz., a glass

tulje mounted upon the top of the cars and positioned so as

to be broken by an arm attached to the block signal in case

the signal is passed improperly when in the stop position.

.^s there are no tunnels or overhead structures on this line

its use here was not objectionable.

The Pennsylvania Railroad in 1911, in connection with

the terminal improvements undertaken by it uf>on entering

the city of New York, installed a system of automatic stops

to protiYt trains using the tunnels under the Hudson river

and throughout the electrified zone, extending to Manhattan
Transfer, New Jersey. This automatic stop is of the me-
chanical trip type, electrically controllftl. The valve in

the brake pipe and the trip upon the ground are of special

design and so arranged that onlinary obstructions along the

track will not operate the air valve. Ballast, snow, frozen

mud, etc., will sometimes operate a valve of the design u.sed

in subwavs and thus interfere with traffic. In this case the

805
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ground grip is provided with a rotating member which raises

the vah-e stem vertically wlien engaging and thus applying

the brakes. It is shielded so that a horizontal blow will

not affect the valve as is the case in the ordinary- design.

The next installation of importance was one installed dur-

ing the same year, 1911, by the Key route at Oakland,

Calif. This is an electric line and the device protects .54

miles of doul)le track, an important |)art of this mileage

being upon a three-mile pier which extends out in the bay to

the terminus of the ferryboats from San Francisco. The

automatic stop consists of a -mechanical trip overhead con-

tact, in the shape of a metal arm attached to the signal. This

arm is operated by a valve handle on top of the cars when

the signal is disregarded. The tripping of this valve results

in a service application of the Ijrakes and it can only Ix'

restored to its normal position by the motorman's brake con-

troller after the automatic brake application has become

effective.

In 1912 the Brooklyn Rapid Transit made an extensive

installation similar to tliat in the subway in New York and

that on the Boston Elevated.

The next year, 191.5, the Miller Train Control Com-

pany's intermittent electrical contact type automatic stop

system was started on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. This

was not only the first permanent, but up to the present time

it is the most extensive installation on a steam railway in

the world. It is now in service on a double track division

between Danville, 111., and Dolton, a distance of 107 miles.

There are 189 ramps, one of which is located braking dis-

tance from the signal governing the entrance to each block.

These are controlled by the indication of the signal and the

condition of the block in advance. Only one ramp is used

}>er block without preliminary or caution indication.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway in 1916 and 1917 under-

took the next permanent installation on a steam operated

road in the United States by installing the .\nierican Train

Control on 21 miles of single track between Charlottesville

and Gordonsville, Va. An extension of this installation to

Staunton, Va., a distance of .59 miles, is now 1)eing made and

is practically ready for service at the present time.

In 1915 the American System was the subject of an ex-

perimental trial upon the ^larjland & Pennsylvania Rail-

way. It was then known as the Jones system and as such

was tested by the Bureau of Safety of the I. C. C. The

installation on the Chesapeake & Ohio, however, has been

materially improved from the form originally tested and

now consists of an intermittent electric contact system, the

indications on the liKomotive being |)icked uji l)y the con-

tact of shots carried upon the Uxromotive. with rails located

parallel with the main running rails. * * * The con-

trol circuits have been specially designed to meet local con-

ditions and are a modification of those used in single-track

automatic l)lock signaling. The fixed signals along the

roadway are of the light type: the day and the night indica-

tion both l)eing given by colored lights.

The next installation in the I'nited States in point of

time was one made in 1918 by the United Railway & Elec-

tric Co.. of Baltimore. Md. This is an electric road operat-

ing on the surface with two draw-l)ridges and 150 trolley

cars protected with an overhead mechanical tri|) device. It

consists of a valve with an extended arm mounted upon the

top of the cars where it will be struck l)y an extension from

the signal if the stop indication is disregarded.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in 1919, started tlic

installation of an automatic train control system, manufac-

tured by the Regan Safety Devices Company, between Blue

Island, 111., and Joliet, a distance of 22 miles. Tlie device

is of the intermittent electric, il contact type with speed con-

trol. Ramps are installed along the right-of-way in connec-

tion with the three-position upper-quadrant signals already

protecting the tracks in this territor)'. These ramps arc 120

ft. long and located 150 ft. in the rear of the signal. * * *

The system is designed to make an application of the

l)rakes by the automatic control apparatus when any of the

following conditions exist

:

(a) When a train passes a signal in the caution position at an

excessive speed.

( 1)) Whenever a train exceeds a predetermined speed while run-

ning in a caution block.

(c) At a stop signal, or when a block is occupied.

Work of Joint Committee on Train Control

The Interstate Commerce .Act of 1920 empowered the

Interstate Commerce Commission to order the installation

of automatic train stops or train control that would comply
with the commission's specifications and requirements upon
the lines of any carriers subject to the .\ct. To assist in

carri'ing out the provisions of this act and the request of

the commission a joint committee representing the various

.sections and divisions of the .American Railway Associa-

tion was api)ointed and started work in September, 1920.

Specifications and re(iuirements of automatic stops and train

control were formulated, all existing installations investigated,

and arrangements made with the Xew York Central and
the Southern Pacific for the installation of types of train

control for test purposes that have not heretofore been fulh'

tried out under service conditions.

Upon the Southern Pacific, the National Safety Appliance

Co. has installed a system of intermittent inductive train

control between Haywood, Calif., and Halveen, a distance of

4'/2 miles. This system was tested by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on the Western Pacific at Oroville, Calif.,

in 1919. Material improven^pnts have been made recently

and the system is now under ol)servation by representatives

uf the joint committee.

.A permanent magnet of laminated steel, located between

the rails, is installed at each indication point. This is neu-

tralized by a situable coil energized by a roadside battery

when the block is unobstructed. The locomotive apparatus

consists of magnetic valves mounted under the tender in

such a jjosition as to come within the field of the track

magnets. .An air valve controlling the brake application is

connected to the magnetic valve by suitable piping Xo
electric energy is required on the engine.

On the Xew York Central tests are to lie made u[X)n tlie

ajjparatus of the Sprague Safety Control and Signal Corpora-

tion. The installation consi.sts of equipment on one locomo-

tive and about six mil6S of track in a ven." busy electrically

o|)erated section near Xew York City. The system is of

the intermittent non-contact induction tyjje, with speed con-

trol, cai) signals and a recording device. Electrical energy

from storage batteries is used for neutralizing the nonnal

danger track magnets when the blcxk is clear. This is con-

trolled by the relays of the wayside signal system so that

the track magnets are not neutralized when the block is

obstructed and by their influence upon the engine receiver

cause the display of the j>ro{K'r signal in the cab and the

application of the brakes. * * * The installation has

been under observation for some months Ity the joint com-
mittee and official tests will probably he started within the

next few days.

Order No. 13413

The Interstate Commerce Commission issued its now famous
order Xo. 1.541.5 on June 1.5, 1922, requiring automatic train

stop or train control devices upon 49 carriers in the United

.States. Installations on one passenger IcKomotive division on

eacii of the lines to l)e completed by January- 1, 1925.

Largely on account of the strike of the railway shopmen,
starting of this work lias been delayed so that few h.ive

been able to announce the type and character of the device

to Ik." used in compliance with the order. The matter is

l)eing actively handled at the present time and it is e.xpected
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thai work will Ite started at an early date on all of thr lines

specified.

The IVnn>ylvania and the ("hicaKO Si North Western have
already announced that they will make ex|>erinu-ntal in-

»tallati<in.« of a |jractiial nature to deti-mune the iharatteris-

tics of the system seh-tted l>y thnn .md it« (K-rformanie under

the various o|)eratini; lundiliuns intt in railroad service |)re-

vious to its installation on the very large scale re(|uircd by

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Pennsylvania has under construction at the present

time the automatic train control system develojied by the

I'nion Switch & Signal Co.. and the West in ({house Air

brake Co. The test in.stallation will extend from al>out

one mile from Lewiston, I'a., over a single-track line for 45

miles to 5»elin.sgrove junction, thence o\er a double-track line

to Sunbury, I'a., the latter |)ortion Inring now e(|uip|)ed with

a. c track circuits and automatii |)osition light sipnals.

Wayside signals will lie installed where none are now in

service, appro.ximately one-half of which will be controlled

by the train dispatcher at Sunbury- and the other half of

\tt01l»tlC Slof »I>D T«AI» ('|>.VT»>L Sv^TtMl TUTID OK .\MCaiCAN

Kail«>.

Xjmc Type \Vh;r» TntcH
Uurll 'ii.iil.ittd truck Southern Ry.
Bulla '(.".,, E. P. & S. W. Ry.
(Iirk .... , 111 lut IVre Marquette
Clifford Ajx.l.ary Track

Circuit Erie
Fox (A. H.) 'nduclive Xew York Central
Rnmit>n (C. !'.» Induclire I. R. T. Co.

Ramp Spokane Inland R.R.
Insulated truck Penna. Lines
Ramp contact I . li. W. Ry.
Ramp contact B. R. T.
t >Terhead trip Eric
Inductive New York Central
Mechanical tri|> . I). L. & W.
Ramp conuci (". N. O. & T. B.
Ramp contact Southern Ry.

jonev Ramp contact Maryl-ind & Pa.
Lacroix Ramp contact . . St.-itcii l<. R. T.
M. V. All Weather Inductive Kari-.in R. R.
.Vevnt^WaUacc Mechanical trip . H. \ M. R. K.
ftreutt Ramp type coni CI . B. & A. R. R.
(Hia Ramp Canadian Pacific

Patieriuii (H. U.) Inductive .Vew York Cenlral
Premies'* Wireless Canadian P.icific

Ry. Auto Safety
.\ppl. Go Mechanical trip Prrc Marquette

s.4irty Ramp contact Ilunt'n'n kB. R. .M; R.R.

a.)
(C. !'.»..
y Appl. Ct

C.)

Mr
& Conkell Third Rail W. & L. E. R. R.

.Ramp contact

"P.
:-l>Iex Insulated cnK'ne

wheels It. R. & P. R
Schweyrr Inductive V. Sc R. Ry.
Sindehrand-Woticky ....Track circuit N. Y. C. & H.
.Sieigelmeyer Ramp Big Four
Cnion Ramp contact I> L. & W.
Wanhen (H.J.J Overhead trolley . B. R. & P.
Webb Ramp contact Erie
U.-dinn Ramp contact I). L. & \V. V

Year
1906
1919
1921

1911
1913
1912
190H
19U
1912
1916
1910
1913
1911
1922
I9I9
1919
1920
1909
1911

1911
1912
1913
1919
1908

1921
1918
1913
1909
1913
1911
1922
1916

single-track line will lie operated by a modified absolute

jK-rmissive block system controlled by trains. This system

is uniijue in that it jirovides continuous control, all other

installations of any material size being of the intermittent

type. » * * Continuous control system, such as this,

l)rovide full s|)eed control and transmit the indication to the

cab of the IfKomotive at all times, thus giving immediate

indication of any change in conditions in the same block or

the i)l(xk ahead.

The Chiiago & North Western has announced that a con-

trail has been signed with the General Railway Signal Com-
ny for an extensive test of its intermittent inductive train

iitrol with inert roadside elements. This system requires

MO energy on the roadway or physical contact between engine

and roadway parts. The roadside element consists of a "C"-
shaped laminated iron core with a coil winding which may
be o|)ene(l and clo.se(l by the contacts on a relay in the signal-

system. The engine e(|uipment includes a pair of coils

mounted .so as to pass directly over the track element, a

storage battery, relays, an electro-|)ncumatic valve and means
for ap|>lying a service a|>p1ication of the brakes through the

engineman's regular brake valve. * * * If (-;|f, l^. ;,r.

range<l, if desired, so that the application will not take place

at thr caution signal if the engineman acknowledges the

siKnai by operdting a lever, thus indicating that he has seen

and understands the indication of the signal and will prop-

erly control his train. The acknowledgment valve cannot
l>e tied down to |K-rmanently cut out the device. • • •

The system.s that have t<een descril)ed include only the most
prominent of those that have been installed on an extensive

scale for regular serx'icT. In addition, there have U-en many
exjierimental trials of various devices made u|jon railroads

of the United States during the {)ast .54 years. For the

record, I have compiled a list of some .55 of those that have
come to my personal attention. It is no doubt incomplete.

Stime of the devices are no longer Ix'ing advocated, while the

proprietors of others are (|uite active in their develo[>ment.

Much, however, still remains to be done, for there are vet

many unsolved {)roblems in the art of automatic train control.

Automatic Train Control

from a Mechanical Standpoint
By C. F. Giles

Superintendent Machinery, Louisville & Nashville

.\side from the expena- of the initial application of an
automatic train control device to a locomotive, proper and
adc-c|uate maintenance will undoulitedly prove the most vital

and fMjrhaps the most difticult factor to contend with from a
mechanical standpoint. The mtxiern locomotive, represent-

ing such a large capital investment, must necessarilv Ik.-

handled and placed in serviceable condition at terminals
with all possible dispatch so as to minimize the unproductive
period of time during which this investment remains idle.

It goes without saying that every additional device applied
to a locomotive requires a certain amount of care and atten-

tion, more or less proportionate to the intricacy of the

mechanism, the intensity of use or the ini|)ortance of its

function. .Additional devices tend to retard the prompt com-
jdetion of the work of in.spection and repairs to locomotives
at terminals. Therefore, unless such devices effect economies
at least commensurate with the time and labor expended for

their pro|X'r maintenance, they will prove to be a burden
and a distinct loss from a financial standjioint.

The only device on a locomotive today to which the main-
tenance and inspection of the automatic train control may
be considered as being comparable is the automatic air brake
e(|ui|)ment. In this connection, educational plans and the

organization of forces have provetl necessary to insure the

successful maintenance and operation of the automatic air

brake. The methods used for instructing and training die

employees must also be carried on regularly and constantly
to effect satisfactory results in the o[>eration of the air brake
e<|uipment by the engineman, u|)on whom evolves the mak-
ing of emergency repairs on the line with the least possible

delay, and to insure proper inspection and repairs to the

apparatus on the i>art of the shop and engine house mechanics
specially assigned to this work.

It a|)pears only reasonable to predict that somewhat simi-
lar methods, more or less extensive in their scojie, will have
to he inaugurated to care for the ins|x'ction and mainte-
nance of the automatic train control apparatus successfully

when a|)|)lie(l to locomotives. However, the insurance of the

successful operation of the latter device will (|uite probably
prove more difficult of attainment than the air brake, for

the reason that no (xrasion may arise for the automatic
train control to function during one or many complete trips,

;'nd conse<|uentl_\- no rejiorts from the enginemen concerning
its operative condition can be anticijiated; whereas, the con-
dition of the air brake equipment, wliich is regularly c)[X"rated

on every trip, can and must be rejiorted on intelligentlv bv
enginemen after arrival at terminals.

Thus, in the case of a bxoniolive equipped with an auto-
matic train (ontrol diviii', it is (|uite apparent that a com-
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plete and extensive test of the latter must necessarily be con-

ducted on arrival at, and before departure from, each ter-

minal to determine whether it will perform the important

automatic function that may be required of it on the follow-

ing trip satisfactorily and unfailingly, and to locate and

repair any defects that may e.\ist in the equipment. The

extent of the maintenance required will, in a measure, de-

pend on the nature of the particular installation, the number

of locomotives equipped, the t)'pe of device selected and the

extent of train control that is desired. Nevertheless, it is

ob\-ious that additional forces of expert employees will have

to be assigned to maintain this important and intricate

mechanism properly, in addition to keeping accurate and

infallible records of its conditions so that such records may
be produced whenever required for any cause. The addi-

tional work of repairs and inspection demanded of this

equipment will tend materially to increase the time required

for the completion of repairs to locomotives held at engine

terminals for that purpose.

Train Control from the Operating Standpoint

By A. W. Towsley

Assistant to Vice-president and General Manager, Chicago.

Rock Island & Pacific

The advantages and disadvantages of train control are

evident only after an opportunity- has been afforded one to

study the various devices under test. In my opinion the

advantages are: (1) safety, (2) the elimination of long

interruptions to traffic, (3) increased productiveness of track,

or abilit)^ to run an increased number of trains with mini-

mum interruption. If an engineman does not perform this

work, tliis apparatus will perform it for him without taking

away from him the initiative for the proper performance of

his functions.

Among the disadvantages is the possibility of tying up
power at terminals because of interruptions or reported

failures of the mechanism to operate. This may result from

the engineman neglecting to report the failure of the ap-

paratus because there is no check on its operation. It has

been estimated that we are only getting productive service

out of freight locomotives 43 per cent of the time. Any
measure that will increase the amount of this unproductive

time is a disadvantage. The advantages of train control

outweigh the disadvantages.

{The Pater on Aulomitic Train Control from a Signal Engineer's l'iev>-

toint. Presented b\' TItomas A. Stei'rns. Signal Engineer of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa fe, and the Discussion an All the Papers Will Appear in

.Vfjr< Week's Issue of tite RailvMv Age.)

Senator G. W. Pepper, of Pennsylvania, speaking before mem-
bers ot' the I'liiladtlpliia ChatnlHT of Ci)ninicrce rrcintly

discussed the efficacy of public opinion as a means for solving

the problems that hinder industrial peace. "It may well be worth

while to provide adequate machinery for making an appeal to

the jury of American public opinion. It might be a fine thing in

a particular industry or in groups of industries to provide for

impaneling the .^merican public. A governmental organization

which in an emergency can function by calling into

existence a jury or commission composed of those whom
the public will trust, may both enlighten the public as to

the merits of the controversy and focus public opinion in such a

way that the parties to the dispute cannot witlistand it. . . .

But if our hearts arc not right, all we can hope to do is to make

the best of a bad situation. If employers and unions not only lack

confidence in one another, but if the lack of confidence is deserved

and if the stabilizing of industry docs not itscH minimize the

labor problem, then wc must inevitably flounder. Let us set up

sufficient governmental organization to give us official forecasters

who will scan the skies and sense the air currents. Let them

be empowered to invoke executive action for the impaneling of

emergency juries. . .

Interstate Commerce Commission
Issues First Final Valuation

Washington, D. C.

THE Interst.ate Commerce Commission on October 21

made public its first order establishing a final value

of a railroad in accordance with the valuation act, in

the case of the Evansville & Indianapolis Railroad Company
as of June 30, 1915. The case, however, which is Valuation

Docket No. 51, was decided on July 11. The valuation in

this case was made final by default because, although the re-

ceiver filed a protest against the tentative valuation, the rail-

road was later acquired by the Evansville, Indianapolis &
Terre Haute, the stock of which was purchased in June,

1921, by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and

neither company offered any evidence in support of the pro-

test which had been filed. The commission, therefore, finds

and declares that the tentative valuation contained in its

order of October 18, 1919, as modified by the supplemental

tentative valuation as contained in its order of Jime 11, 1921,

has become and is the final valuation of the propert>\ The
tentative valuation and supplemental tentative valuation, as

modified because of the repeal of the clause in the valuation

act which requires a finding of the present cost of con-

demnation and damages or of purchase of lands in excess

of original cost or present value, have been combined and

are set out in the order embodying the final valuation. The
final value of the propert}- owned is given as $2,250,000

and that of the property used as $2,250,291.

Commissioners Eastman, Potter and Cox dissented from

the finding of the commission and Commissioner Daniels

concurred only in part. He said he made no question of

the propriety of the figure reached as the final value as the

company has not seen fit effectively to prosecute a protest,

but that the method of reaching the valuation in this case

seems to be in disregard of the express mandate of the

statute. He was of the opinion that the report is defective in

failing to follow the express mandate of the statute requir-

ing the ascertainment and report separately of other values

and elements of value and an analysis of the methods of

valuation employed and of the reasons. He stated that his

reasons for non-concurrence in certain of tlie methods of

valuation employed had been set out more at length in the

Kansas City Southern case and for those reasons he takes

similar exceptions to this report.

Commissioner Easti^an in his dissenting opinion, in which

Commissioners Potter and Cox concurred, s.aid:

"This is the first case in wliich the commission has fixed

the sc^callcd final value of the property of any carrier. The
report docs not indicate in any way the method or prcKess by

which that value was determined, and yet this is the thing

of crucial importance in our valuation work. Fundairental

questions of law and public policy are involved, many of

which liave been argued before us in contested cases, no one

of which has yet been decided. So far as I know, these

(|Ucstions liave not been determined by the commission. Until

they are determined and the reasons for the conclusions

reached have been made known I believe that we ought not to

attempt to fix tlie 'final value' of any property. The fact

that in this case no protests are now outstanding is not con-

clusive that the value stated is the correct value."

The Committee on Freight Claim Prevention of the Ameri-

can Railway Association will issue a scries of prevention sugges-

tions entitled, "Thoughts," for various classes of employees. It

is not expected that these thoughts will fit all conditions. They

arc gathered from various sources and some applying in one

instance will not apply in another, but all will serve the purpose

indicated in the title as providing thoughts for those particular

employees.



The du Pont-Simplex Type Locomotive Stoker

Simplicity and Ruggedness Are Features of New Design

Brought Out by Standard Stoker Company

ANtM Dr.su;x of locomotive htokcr, known as the du
I'ont-Sim|>lcx type, has recently been developed by the

Standard Stoker Company, New York. The principal

I'taiares of the machine are dearly shown in the assembled
Mtw. Fig. 1. When applied to the locomotive the tender
tr :.!i, shown at the right, is built into the tloor of the tender.

I i 1 ngine is located under the cab deck and the vertical

..iii\iyor and housing, shown at the extreme left, are placed

against the inside rear wall of the Arebox, the housing being

just above the level of the grate.

The operation of the stoker is briefly as follows : Coal
from the tender drops into the trough below the tender deck
by gravity and is moved forward by a screw conveyor which
carries the co;il through a crusher and into a covered trough
extending fo^^^ard under the tn.u'ine deck and mud ring. .\t

tender is made in two parts, one of which slides inside the

other. The entire construction is such that the tender may be

backed away from the locomotive without disconnecting any
jjortion, or removing any bolts. A section of the locomotive

trough is open at the top and provided with a slotted cover

through which the movement of the coal may be seen.

The vertical, cylindrical housing into which the coal is

discharged from the horizontal conveyor has a vertical screw

which makes two revolutions to one revolution of the horizon-

tal .screw. This avoids any possibility of choking when the

coal changes its direction of movement. The weight of the

locomotive trough and the vertical housing is carried directly

on the locomotive frame.

To adapt the vertical housing to various designs of loco-

nictives, it is made in two part.-;, the lower half of standard

Fig. 1—Assembled View of du Pont-Simplex Stoker

the frrnt of this trough the coal is delivered into a housing

containing a vertical lifting screw, which raises the coal until

it overflows onto a horizontal surface, from which it is dis-

tributed to the various portions of the grate by continuous

steam jets manually controlled. The amount of coal fired is

determined by manual control of the speed of the driving

engine and its distribution to various parts of the firelwx is

effected by manipulation of the valves controlling the steam

supply to the jets.

The construction of the stoker has been carefully worked

out to insure continuous operation with the minimum of

maintenance. The tender trough is of steel plates and angles

and is so secured that it may be removed when the engine and

tender arc separated. A cast-steel gear casing at the rear of

this trough drives the entire horizontal conveyor screw which

delivers the coal into the vertical housing. The coal drops

from the tender into the tender trough through a longitudinal

slot in the deck. Sliding jjlates jHrniit closing off the coal

entirely from the trough, or allow admission to any .section

desired. The crusher consists of a lieavy steel casting with

rcarwardly projecting spikes at the front of the tender frouL'h,

against which oversize lumps of coal are broken. The por-

tion of the conveying system between the locomotive and

construction, and the upper of variable length to suit the

grate of the locomotive to which it is applied. The lower

section contains the gears which transfer the motion of the

driving engine shaft to the vertical screw. The construction

is such that it is impossible for any of the coal dust to work
into the gear housing.s. Even if moisture is carried over with

coal, the water can drain from the trough before it can gain

access to the gear casing. The gears arc all steel with cut

teeth and run flcxxled in oil.

The upper portion of the vertical housing extends above

the level of the grates, and would Ix: subject to overheating if

provision were not made to protect it. For this reason the

vertical .section of the housing is enclosed in a cast-iron pro-

tecting grate with an air space tietween. This protecting

grate is provided with .«lots through which air is drawn from

the ash pan by the stack draft when the locomotive is run-

ning. This air serves a dual purpose, preventing overheating

of the protecting grates, and supplying above the fuel bed an

amount of air .sufficient to furnish the oxygen necessar)- for

the combustion of the volatiles from the coal.

The coal as it rises to the top of the vertical housing over-

flows on the upper surface of the protecting grate. From
this surface it is blown into the lireliox and down upon the

809
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surface of the fire by steam jets. These steam jets are divided

into five groups, each group being controlled by a separate

valve, and by manipulation of these valves varying amounts
of coal may be discharged to different portions of the grate

of coal discharged by the stoker is controlled by varving the

speed of the engine. During normal operation and when
normal run of mine coal is being fed, this engine runs along
with very low cylinder jjressure, the throttle valve lieing only

Fig. 2—Side Elevation Drawing Showing Arrangement of Parts on the Locomotive

so as to maintain an even and uniform depth of fuel bed.

The control valves are placed in a convenient position on the

rS£\

slightly open. If an unusually large or hard lump of coal

reaches the crusher plate, the speed of the engine will be

checked and the pressure in tlie cylinders will rapidly rise

until the obstruction is crushed, after which the engine will

make one or two revolutions at increased speed, dropping
back at once to its normal rate. The amount of re.serve power
is ampb to crush the harde.«t fuel employed and tlie design is

such that all ]iarts have sufficient strength to permit the

Fig. 3—The Vertical Housing Is Carefully Designed to Pre-

vent Coal Dust or Water from Reaching the Bearings

boiler front where they may be readily reached by the

fireman.

The driving of the stoker is effected by means of a two-

c)'lindcr, double-acting, slow-moving engine and the amount

Fig. A— Section Through Engine, Showing Simplicity of

Construction

engine to be abruptly stopped when running at delivery sjx'ed

without anything giving away.

The design of the engine as will l)e noted from the illus-

trations, is extremely simple and rugged. The crank shaft,

connecting rods, cross-heads and valve gear arc all enclosed

in a lx)x casting, the cover of whicii is made of sheet metal

for easy removal to provide accessibility. With the exception

of the cylinders, all working parts are lubricated bv splash

lubrication. The Ikjx and the cover are of such a design as

to avoid loss of oil and to prevent admission of dust to the

endased box it.solf.

The valves of the engine are of the piston type, each driven

by a single eccentric. It is necessary in any .stoker to lie

able to reverse the driving engine to IrHx^en a jam. and to ef-

fect this a simple outside valve is |irovided wiiich inter-

changes the functions between tlie inlet and exhaust [xissages.
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At laih tnd of the crank shaft of the driving engine is a

universal joint, which on the rt-ar side connects to the drivnng

shaft for the horizontal conveying system. \ slip joint is

provided to allov*- for the njo\ement In-tween the tender and
the locomotive which occurs when rounding cur\es.

The universal coupling on the forward end of the driving

engine crank shaft is connectol through universal couplings

to a short section of a shaft on the end of which is the first

^ar of the enclosed train which drives the vertical screw.

The details of this drive are clearly indicated in the illus-

tration and have Ixx'n referred to alwve.

One of the special features of the stoker is that the coal is

delivered into the firelx)X at a relatively low level. This
method of delivery, together with the downwardly directing

force of the steam jets, it is stated, avoids fuel losses due to

the fine particles Inring swept alxA'e the arch by the action of

tlie draft l>efore being consumed. The continuous introduc-

tion of the fuel is also claimed to he a decided advantage.

Extreme care has been used in the design of this stoker to

avoid all elements of weakness which have apeared in past

practice. The flexibility of the arrangement provided by the

universal couplings and slip joints makes it relatively easy to

ap[)ly the standard design to the many varying types of

locomotives.

New Officers for International— Great Northern

J. W. Kendrick and T. A. Hamilton to Take Charge as Chairman

of Board and President on December 1

Bv ACTION of J. & W. Seligman & Co. and Sp>eyer &
Co., in charge of the reorganization of the International

& Great Northern, J. \\. Kendrick, private consultant

in matters pertaining to railroad con.struction, ojjeration and

maintenance, Chicago, has been selected as chairman of the

board, and T. .\. Hamilton, vice-president in charge of

operation and assistant to the president of the St. Louis-San

Francisco, president of the reorganized company. These

of the International Railway and the Houston & Great
Northern. To aid the company in completing the road, the

ixjndholders funded a portion of their coupons—four on the

first mortgage and eight on the others—into 7 per cent gold

JKjnds, preferred, and ranking ahead of the original bonds.

In .-Vpril. 1878, upon the suit of the .second mortgage bond-
holders, the road was placed in the hands of a receiver and
was sold to a committee of the bondholders, by whom it was

T. A. Hamilton J. W. Kendrick

officers will assume charge of the property on the termination

of the receivership on DeccmljOr 1.

This step brings to an end another chajiter in the check-

ered history of this road of 1,160 miles, all of which is

loiated within the state of Texas. Its princi])al lines extend

from I.ongview to Galveston and to Laredo and from Gal-

veston to Fort Worth.

The International-Great Northern was chartered on Sep-

tember 27, 1873, under the laws of Texas as a consolidation

reorganized. liy tiic terms of tlie reorganization, liolders ol

the old H. & G.N. bonds received $1,278.95. and holders of

old International Ijonds, $1,294 for each $1,000 l>ond, which

amounts were paid, one-half in new first mortgage 6 per

cent bonds, and one-half in new second mortgage 8 per cent

income bonds.

On May 1, 1888. default was made in payment of the

interest on the first mortgage Iwrnds and this was followea

by default in the |)aynient of the .second mortgage interest.
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The road was placed in the hands of receivers on February

21, 1889, and in 1892 was reorganized without foreclosure.

Under the new plan one-half of the total amount of the

defaulted coup)ons of the first mortgage bonds with interest

was paid in cash and the remaining half was deposited with

the Central Trust Company, which issued its trust receipts

that bore interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum, pay-

able semi-annually beginning November 1, 1892, and were

to be payable in 6 yearly installments. Of the amount of

defaulted coupons of the second mortgage, half the coupon

interest was paid in cash and the remainder e.xchanged at

their face value for new third mortgage bonds.

The new organization continued until February 26, 1908,

when a receiver was appointed upon default in pa\Tnent of

the coupons of the third mortgage bonds and the road was
sold under foreclosure on June 13, 1911, to a representative

of the third mortgage bondholders, who undertook its re-

organization. On August 11, 1914, a receiver was appointed

at the instance of the noteholders protective committee as it

was impo.=.sible to meet either the interest or principal of the

notes and in June, 1922, the company was reorganized.

Under the new plan, as outlined in the Railway Age of

June 3, 1922, page 1312, the International-Great Northern

will reduce its fixed charges from $1,597,175 to $1,179,000

and will have a working fund of approximately $4,000,000

that will enable the company to make the necessan,' improve-

ments outlined in the Railway Age of June 10, page 1347,

and continue those interrupted by lack of funds.

In recommendations which were included with the reor-

ganization plans, J. W. Kendrick estimated that the property

should be able to have a net income available for interest

and dividends of $3,031,512 in 1923 and that the operating

ratio should not exceed 76. Indicative of the breadth of

the measures which are contemplated, special attention will

be given to the elimination of the boll weevil and malaria

fever which, if successful, will add greatly to the traffic of

the road and increase the efficiency of employees respectively.

J. W. Kendrick

In becoming chairman of the board of directors of this

property, Mr. Kendrick will bring to it a detailed knowledge

of its present condition and its possibilities, based upon his

thorough studies of this property during the last five years

and supplemented by nearly half a century of active ex-

perience in the construction and rebuilding of important

western railways. He was bom on October 14, 1853, at

Worcester, Mass., and graduated from Worcester Polytechnic

Institute in 1873. In 1878 he entered railway service as a

levelman on a construction party on the Yellowstone division

of the Northern Pacific and was engaged in the location of

the Yellowstone and Missouri divisions of that road until

1880. In the latter year he was promoted to engineer in

charge of constructing the alwve divisions. 160 miles of line,

and remained in this capacity until 188,>, when he became
chief engineer of the St. Paul & Northern Pacific (Northern

Pacific) in charge of the construction of a line connecting

Staples, Minn., Brainerd, Minneapolis and St. Paul, with the

necessary terminals and shops. At the end of five years lie

became chief engineer of the Northern Pacific and its leased

lines, and in July, 1893, was made general manager for the

receivers of the Northern Pacific and later of the reorganized

company. His success during the 6 years as general manager
is shmvn by his promotion on Februar)' 1, 1809, to vice-

president in charge of operation, which position he held until

June 5, 1901, when he became vice-president in charge of

operation of the Atchi.son, Tojieka & Santa Fe and remained
in that capacity until June, 1911, when he cstablislu-d a

private practice in Chicago as consultant in matters of rail-

road construction, operation and maintenance.

During the 1 1 years in which he has been engaged in

private practice, he has made wer 50 investigations, large

and small, in connection with railroad construction and re-

organizations and for the purpose of determining the basis

for improvements in operation. Among the more important

of these are operating reports on the Wabash and the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois; a valuation report on the Canadiaii

Pacific line between Windsor and Montreal in 1912; ai'

operating and financial report on the St. Louis-San Francisc<

in 1913; a grade reduction study of the Erie and an oper-

ating report on the Pere ^Marquette in 1914; ojjerating re-

ports on the Chicago, Rock Island &: Pacific and Minneapolis

& St. Louis in 1915; an investigation of accounting methods
and proposed changes for the Missouri, Kansas & Texas in

1916; an operating report on the International & Great

Northern in 1917; an investigation of traffic tributary t'

proposed feeder lines and estimates of cost of such lines fo:

the Western Pacific in 1917 and 1918; a valuation of rolling

equipment and shops of the Pullman Company in 1919; a

report on the cost of construction and operation of a proposed

line of the Itabira Railway in Brazil in 1920, 1921 and
1922; and an operating report on the International Railways
of Central America in 1921.

T. A. Hamilton

Mr. Kendrick will be ably assisted by T. A. Hamilton,

who as vice-president in charge of operation and assistant

to the president of the St. Louis-San Francisco, has had ar

important part in carrying out the plans outlined by Mr
Kendrick for the rehabilitation of that property. Mr. Hamil-
ton is another example of the large number of railway

officers who have worked their way up through the ranks to

executive positions. He was bom on January 21, 1874, at

St. Louis, Mo., and was educated in the public schools of

Toronto, Ont. In 1887, he entered railway service as a

messenger boy in the superintendent's office of the Canadian
Pacific and at the end of two years became a clerk in the

assistant general manager's office of the Chicago & Grand
Trunk (Grand Trunk) at Detroit, Mich., which position

he held until 1890, when he was transferred to the general

freight agent's office at Chicago. He left the service of the

Chicago & Grand Trunk in 1892 to become a car accountant

in the local freight office of the Mi.^souri Pacific at St. Louis,

Mo., and in the following year he obtained a similar posi-

tion with the Galveston, Harrisburg & San .\ntonio (South-

em Pacific) at Houston, Tex. In 1894 he returned to the

Missouri Pacific as an assistant in the general auditor's office

at St. Louis, Mo., in charge of agents' accounts, reconsign-

ments and overcharge claims, and two years later he entered

the service of the Illinois Central, where he remained until

1899, holding the positions of rate clerk, chief bill clerk and

cliief yard clerk at East St. Louis, 111. On the latter date

he again retumed to the Missouri Pacific as chief clerk to

the superintendent of De Soto, Mo., and from 1901 to 1907

was employed by the Louisville & Nashville, where he was
succcs.«ively chief bill clerk, chief yard clerk, chief clerk to

the terminal superintendent and chief clerk in the traffic

department.

For the next four years his former experience was utilized

and extended by his association with Haskins & Sells, certi-

fied public accountants. New York, where he was engaged

in railraad co.«t studios, examinations and miscellaneous ac-

counting work. The poritxl from 1911 to Decemlxr 1, 1922,

was devoted to the St. Louis & San Francisco and its suc-

ce.s,sor, the St. Louis-San Francisco. During the first four

years he was a special a.^sistant to the vice-president of oper-

ation, part of the time holding the title of supervisor of

efficiency and working in all branches of the operating de-

partment, and for the next year and one half he was in

charge of the reorganization of the accounting department.

While the road was under federal control he was vice-presi-

dent of the corporation, and on March 1. 1920, he was made
vice-president of oi>eration and assistant to the president.
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General News Department

The Interstate Commerce Commission ha set for hearing
on November 21, at U'ashingluii, the petition of the Southrrn
Pacitic lor authority to retain the Central Tacific.

Position-light signals, in use extensively on the I'cnnsyl-

vania Railroad, have been made standard on the Lehigh
Valley. Considerable numbers of them have been installed,

at various points, in place of semaphores which needed re-

newal.

Near Williamsport, Ind., on October 19, Wabash eastbound
pai.<ciigcr train .\o. 2 was derailed, resulting in the death of the

cngincman, an express messenger and a baggageman. Belief has
been expressed that spikes were purposely loosened, permitting
the rail to spread and derail the train.

The Eastern Railroad Association announces that James T.
\Vallis, chief of motive power of the Pennsylvania, has been
elected president of the .Association, in the place of A. W.
Gibbs, deceased. John M. Henry, Long Island Railroad, has
been elected a member of the executive committee. The
office of the .Association is at 614 F Street, Washington, D. C.

Friday, October 13, was the 20th anniversary of the first

operation oi the radio telegraph, using Hertzian waves, from
a station to a moving railroad train. It was on the Grand
Trunk, between St. Dominique, Que., 30 miles west of Mont-
real, and a special train carrying members of the general

passenger agents' association on the way to their annual
meeting at Portland, Me.

The Northern Pacific has asked the Interstate Commerce
Commission to modify its automatic train control order so

that it may make the required installation on that part of its

main line from Mandan to Dickinson, N. D., comprising a full

passenger locomotive division of 109.6 miles, instead of be-

tween St. Paul and Mandan. The application states that this

line has recently been equipped with a thoroughly modern
automatic block signal system that would lend itself to the

changes.

T. P. Healey, examiner of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, last witk resumed hearings in the southern states

on the tentative plans of the Commission for the consolidation

of railroads, as called for by the Transportation .-Vet of 1920.

Hearings were conducted in Mobile, .Ma., and Jacksonville,

Fla., early in the week, and on Thursday there was a hear-

ing at Atlanta. Representatives of numerous small roads gave

their views as to how the different companies ought to be

•combined.

Illinois Central Roundhouse at Council

Bluffs Partially Destroyed by Fire

Fire broke out in the roundhouse of the Illinois Central at

Council Bluffs, la., on October 16, presumably due to defective

electric light wiring which ignited the roof of the building and

destroyed all of the wcKxlen parts of the structure. Eight engines

•were in the building at the time of the fire. The total damage to

the engines and the roundhouse is estimated at $21,000.

A Love-Feast

The shopmen of the Central of Georgia at Macon, Ga., several

hundred of them, on October 18 entertained the Rotary Club of

Macon, and other friends, at luncheon in ihc mammoth machine

shop; 92 Rotarians and 60 other guests. The tables were dec-

orated with chrysanthemums and the colors of the Rotary Club.

A number of officers of the railroad were present, and one of

them, John D. McCartney, assistant to the president, acted as

spokesman for the hosts. Following the luncheon, the visitors

inspected the shops. This luncheon appears to have been given

in recognition of the friendly relations existing between the rail-

road and the people of the city during the recent disturbances

due to the strike.

A. R. A. Convention Postponed

The .American Railway .Association, through a notice issued
!iy R. H. .Aishton, president, announces that in view of the present

situation in the railroad world the Board of Directors has de-
cided to postpone the annual session of the Association. Announce-
ment will be made later of a date which will be selected for a
session.

Train Control Order Changed

The Interstate Commerce Commission, by an order issued on
October 14, in lieu of the requirement in its previous order,
has authorized the Southern Pacific to install automatic train

control between Oakland, Cal., and Tracy; has authorized the
Philadelphia & Reading to install between Camden, N. J., and
.Atlantic City; and the St. Louis-San Francisco to install between
Springfield, Mo., and Sapulpa, Okla. In all other respects, the
order of June 13 is to remain in full force and effect.

A. R. A. Asked to Repeat Careful Crossing Campaign
The executive committee of the .Steam Railroad Section, of the

National Safety Council, at a meeting at Washington last week,
unanimously recommended that the American Railway Associa-
tion be urged to repeat during the summer of 1923 the Careful
Crossing Campaign which it conducted this year. Statistics to

show the result of the campaign are now being compiled and will

be announced as soon as completed. L. G. Bentley (C. & O.)
Richmond, \'a., is chairman of the Steam Railroad Section,

O. H. & E. Abandoned
The Oberlin, Hampton & Eastern, a railroad extending from

Oberlin, La., to Hampton, 10 miles, has been given permission
by the Louisiana Public Service Commission to discontinue opera-
tions and to dispose of its tracks and equipment. It appears
that this line, like many others in that section of Louisiana, was
constructed primarily for the transportation of forest products,
and its operations as a general carrier have been but incidental.

The log and lumber tonnage has disappeared ; the mills have
discontinued operations and there is now no freight to be handled.
Heavy deficits have been incurred for the past several years and
with the completion of a gravel highway paralleling the applicant's
line these deficits will be increased.

Traffic Records on the Central of Georgia

The Central of Georgia in the month of September established
four new clficicncy records : ( 1 > Moved the greatest number of
tons of freight in its history; (2) Moved freight cars an average
of 34.19 miles per car per day; (3) 613 net ton miles per car
per day; (4) Per cent of loaded car miles to total car miles, 78.

This is the salient point in one of the railway company's usual
advertisements printed in daily and weekly papers throughout
the company's territory (luring the past week or two. The adver-
tisement, signed by President W. A. Winburn, contains a hearty
tribute to the loyal and energetic efforts of the officers and men
who carried on this traffic. Other statements in the advertise-
ment fto substantiate the road's recent declaration that it had
overcome the shopmen's strike) tell of increased efficiency in

maintaining train schedules and in keeping cars and locomotives
in good repair. During the month, the company had in use only
about 7,000 freight cars, which is but 81 per cent of the number
of cars owned by the company, an abnormal number of its own
cars being in use on other roads.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads — Selected Items for the Month of August,

Av
l.i'i

age
f^Tncipal

„ . J ,
read Train- and

Region, read and year operated miles helper LightNew Enijland Region:
Boston i Albany 1922 394 232,014 265,245 24 786

, ,. . 1''21 394 23;,289 256,462 29.707
Bostcn & Maine 1922 2.455 514,072 574,956 49 658

X- V M .:. . „ . , "^' -'*' 509,399 564,57.? 46,610
N. \., N. H. & Hartford... 1922 1,959 430.654 468,405 2S.604

_ ,
, „ . "21 1,960 452,517 487,934 30,355

Great Lakes Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1922 887 234,728 312,812 31,878

r> : r . ^ ,., '^?^ "^^ 339,246 445,083 33,260
Del.. Lack. & Western 1922 994 428,168 510,235 100 473

I.
. ,. „ . „ ^ . , 1521 995 511,787 625,962 115,829

Erie (inc. Chic. & Ene)...1922 2,309 777,452 844.068 74 107
,,..,. „ 1921 2,259 951,327 1,066.507 48;796
Lehigh Valley 1922 1.316 489,956 545,908 80,931
,,. ,. _ , 1921 1,316 559,876 614,036 59,717
Michigan Central 1922 1,827 517,260 524.737 •'4 227
,. .. , ^ ,

1921 1,829 449,153 457.183 18,260^ew >ork Central 1922 5,675 1,559,945 1,745,118 140,613

li- V- ^u- cor 1'21 5,655 1,677,716 1,856,719 133,471
^. \.. Chic. & St. Louis... 1922 1,225 471,183 475,640 3,097
„ „ 192: 1,225 424,529 428,219 1,610
Pere Marquette 1922 2,182 327,065 334,116 5 637
p... ... r. . 1'21 2,196 345,847 351.5.S8 6,881
Pitts. & Uke Erie 1922 228 101,310 106,222 1,046
„. . . 1921 225 67,273 70.156 599"abash 1922 2,4'S 463,090 483,844 5,680

Oh„i A- Ml . r. '-2' 2,418 595,359 627,690 9,632
Ohio-Indiana-.MIcglieny Eegicn:

Baltimore & Ohio 1922 5.235 1,177,378 1,348,092 90 190

r . , T, r. r ;vT , ''"' ^'^^^ 1.671,430 1,772,764 137,693
Central R. R. of N. J 1922 689 255,424 278.906 33 v45

r.,- , „ ,„' 1921 679 264,944 297.263 40,173
Chicago & Eastern 111 1922 945 197,323 199,655 2 646

^1 /- r-u- o - r
1'21 1,131 246,902 248,431 3^95

CIcv., Cm., Chic. & St. L..1922 2,378 549,221 571,096 13,239

r-, • , ,• . r, 1921 2,382 626,808 652,912 2,912
tlgin, Joliet & En 1922 459 39,096 4138' 1739
, , , J '921 456 87,348 94.207 4,'7IOLong Island 1922 394 43,128 45,257 7 125
„ , . o "21 395 46,290 53.044 s;585
Pennsylvania System 1922 10.903 4,467.630 4,822.558 359 104

Phi ^ I I,- e o .• ''?' l*^'*" 3,944,882 4.278,363 300.'264
Philadelphia & Reading 1922 1,119 458.335 498.566 51954

Pocal,ont.ns Region: "-''
'"' ">''^'' '''•'"' '"''''

Chesapeake & Ohio 1922 2.551 533.380 585.045 13 582
X. , „ „ „, 1921 2.548 641,697 694,937 20.147
Norfolk & Western 1922 2,228 824.720 980.237 38 397

c .. _ . 1921 2,221 665,948 800,708 29,845
Southern Region: '

Atlantic Coast Line 1922 4.923 570,097 572,105 11093
_ , , , _ 1921 4,887 474,410 478,123 6.'809
Central of Georgia 1922 1,907 233,976 235 799 3463
X ^ ,. „ 1921 l.S')9 227.007 229,216 2022
I. Cent. (inc. Y. & M. V.)..l')22 6.135 2,038,510 2,087 787 51540
T •„ c ,, .„ 1'21 6,151 1,549,470 1,555.055 3o!25I
Louisville & Nashville 1922 5.021 1,303,678 1,382,955 47 805

c . , ,. ,. 1921 5.020 1,461,786 1,556,544 551523
Seahfard Air Line 1022 3,537 415.459 421.834 11845
e ., „ 1921 3.537 351.147 360.355 6."708
Southern Ry 1922 6,942 1,016,017 1,039.377 35 459

X, ., „ . '921 6,942 1.181,316 1,202,071 24.863Northwcsiern Region:
't.o".,

Chicago & .V. Western 1922 8,427 1,229,367 1,278,396 27 428
^.- •.. t „ o „ '"21 ^-371 1,631,875 1,680,576 221430
Chicago. Mdwau. & St. P... 1922 11,027 1.637,844 1.686,244 81451
r.. c » >,• . ^ "21 10.992 1,590.480 1.631.684 641028
Chic, St. P.. Minn .I- Cm.. 1922 1.726 378.126 411.167 19 979
r~ ... '921 1.726 345,988 366.270 15.005
Great Northern 1922 8,255 886.916 910,090 38 569

o „ 1921 8.159 832.665 853,050 •'6'649
Minn., St. P. & S. Stc. M..1922 4,3.55 581,660 587;9'7 10 749
V. .1 „ ., '''21 '•360 468.897 498.523 7^404Northern Pacific 1922 6.388 924,202 961,351 45 775
^ .., . 1921 6,408 783.139 8103.14 5r365
Orcg.W.-.»h. R. R. & Nav..l922 2.143 2.13:077 Vs^.H] 19596

Central Wccrn Region: "" '•"« '-"•"> '•"•"5 "'•««'

Atch., TopeVa & .Santa Fe..l922 9.798 1,759,947 1,839 915 80 517

ru- t ,,. ,
"21 9.771 1.604,796 1,712.694 85;.i62

Chicago Sr Alton! ,,12 , „,(, 1942,5 |0(; if,) igfi,

-,..„,. . ^ . "21 1.010 358.625 .166.672 4!941
Chic, Rurlinglon .^ Quincy.. 1922 9,326 1,535,754 1.508 349 90 •'57

ru- n , , . r, ., "2' 9.326 1,591.780 1,661>87 79.741
Chicago, Rock 1. & P.ncific.. 1922 7.662 1.243.460 1257 492 18 781
_, . „ 1921 7.661 1.514.331 1.539,'709 15'718
Denver » R. f,. Wn 1922 2.593 26.5.477 32r,.959 64'9lq

n™. CI .1 J''21
2..593 249.515 307.351 6r699Orcg. S'lorl Line I022 2.360 399 524 4167'9 1^117

c .L « •, "-' 2.359 376.705 386.'733 2T'744
.Southern Pacific 1922 6.9S3 1.254,807 1,422,234 248 71'
,- • „ ., '92' 6.975 1,1^8,100 1,327, 784- 25o!48l'tnion Pacific 1922 3.707 1.053.833 1.075.676 .89 42^

So.i.h«T„crn Rrgimi: '"' '•'"' '•'^•''"'' '•""•"^ «^-'«'5

Gulf. C"lo. A Sania Fe 1922 1.80.5 260.458 266.453 66II
« V ,. n-

"21 1.895 344.417 3.55.674 S,"7I6Mo.. Kanw, ft TCTas 1922 1,658 247.712 24ii.264 5 470
M V- . ,., ,.- "21 1.709 2»8.306 288.331 4,847Mo.. KnnM,. .* Tei. of Ten..1932 1.738 ISI.I.10 186.818 4 179
u: -i T. •, '9-' '•''0 248.840 253.723 2708Missouri Pacific 1922 7.193 180.566 009 087 18 711
Q. , • c f I'^' 7 264 1.106.344 1,205.323 ,14.084
St. Louis-Siin FranciKo....lP22 4.683 734.9.;o 741666 )7 >39

c ...I. t, -c . > ,. "2' '•'>'"3 780 44 1 Mn,M\ l''57ISnmhrrn Pricific Line* fm 1922 3.710 .597.558 605 814 7 411

tJ!!"! p"';-** !2," •'•'^•" 5,13 9.,| .536075 MMTexa« & P.ncif.c 1022 1,95] 22.5,368 225,442 5115
.

'921 1.953 251.270 251.270 ]j37
'No r«<»engerlrain wrvice,
ComHUd hv II,, R,„m. ^1 <;iaH,tir, of the Inlrrtlate Commercf Commi,,ic>

Loaded Per
(thou- cent
sands) loaded

Cross. Net.
Excluding Revenue
locomotive and non-
and tender revenue

Average i

1922,

'daily

4.928
4,479
12.095
11,094
11,550
10,498

6,825
8,556
14,105
15.943
27,099
31,682
14,723
15,883
18,444
13.836
61,077
59,097
13,967
12,182
8.585
8.689
3,639
2,374
14,613
16,308

31.3f7
40,623
5,490
6,237
4,952
5.803

18.783
17,213
1,172
2,714
517
588

126.883
100,933
11,427
12,390

15,551
18.473
21,544
18,164

13,261
9,952
4.873
4,427

58,110
40,852
21.919
25.033
9.258
7,156

21,709
24,955

28,094
34,517
42 506
38,862
7,107
6.481

27,099
23,038
14,377
10.428
26,749
22.465
5.706
5.529

49,874
43.665
4.532
7.680

41,919
41.345
29.375
31.597
.5.731

5.236
8.375
8,810

35.418
31.435
33.111
34,703

6.745
7.704
7.201
7.386
3.364
4.681

.4.746

26,962
12.583
14,173
12.588
10.063
6.06!
5.f;62

77.7 548.396 222,885
70.6 561,444 230,743
75.3 528,533 217,013

537,299 222,152

77.9 361,256 175,266
561,387 276,773

73.3 701,914 302,205
69.9 875,637 416,323
72.0 1,469,102 648,421

1,867.603 859,152
74.6 777.746 367,949
62.9 963,836 431,654
72.5 905.995 376,718
66.3 742,532 298.868
72.3 3,180,883 1.381,143

3,435,800 1,455,922
680,009 290,419

68.1 625.415 253,836
73.4 4J0,611 203,542

475.349 206,794
232,084 139,561

63.9 166.136 93,149
80.5 697.116 316,499
68.5 874,616 372.818

70.5 1.814.3!8 910.367
61.2 2,690,838 1,322.018

-"'0.'/34 132.667
390,283 192,294

73.9 256,539 125,525
62.2 354,866 177.114

1,039.042 508.022
1,067.098 468.447

67.4 86.973 47.894
67.6 197,442 106.104

29.614 10,S16
32.861 1 2.833

71.0 7,590,867 3.775.994
63.8 5,776.305 3,376.523
69.4 681,402 347,554
63.5 835,302 432,337

66.4
69.8
62.9
66.5
59.6
74.5
71.2
77.1
66.2

71.4
61.6
72.4
66.6
72.9
69.0
65.8
64.4
76.4
72.4
75.2
66.8
72.S
71.3

68.7
66.2
76.5
60.7
70.8
63.9
76.4
67.7
67.4
61.4
61.4
62.8
69.1
67.0
70.5
65.6

66.7
55.8
67.6
60.0
71.5
60.8
74.7
62.1
68.3
66.1

67.9
65.S

1,157,772 635.651
1.395,262 749.6,<'8

1,778,131 972.189
1.373.981 744.037

646,119
508.139
242.123
229.958

3.453.4')2
2.579.683
1.352.730
1.625.062
461.040
355.145

1.059.658
1.322.754

1.477.562
2.034..514

2.216.316
2.175. fi5S

3.'8.065

354,545
1.636,290
1,386.607
67,1.271

518,444
I,419.<>87

1.2/0,885
324.295
320,825

2.777,446
2,458.ri0
231,703
463.129

2„103.186
2.483. 1 78
1.516,895
1.791.243
35 1..V15

3.M.S73
519.043
547.R76

1.974.31s
1.81 6..?03

1,760,"34
1.962.404

398,993
509.083
384.832
423.939
182. '01
281.1 '3

1,324.499
l.6'1.5<'9

710.135
718.^69
731.479
617.078
318620
306.834

281,292
197.763
114.637
98.910

1.649.617
1.147 "93

667."40
766.006
202.144
144.844
474.999
553.821

666.059
787.534

J,03 1.007
•992.748

167.228
155.139
838.499
664.005
324.610
2.'7.380
6.80.113
565,385
154.13:
156.846

1.117.540
925.914
123.537
210.013

1.091.464
1.181.770
705.177
833.384
171.753
144.585
219.525
236.514
795.418
731.876
680.767
745,609

190.416
224.079
160..867

167.100
79.788

119.613
623.711
693.023
322.545
35:.057
333.393
277,753
135,672
125.157

Serv-
ice-

able

319
325
248
309

303
476
550
402
439
306

187
144
163

648
1,002
204
206
92

127
234
299

336
456
552
614

333
295
120
lie

166
790
879

536
590
225
229
188
180
613
570
425
398

K'O
121
108

Un- Per cent
serv- unserv-
iceable iceable

32 22.6
29 19.1
127 28.4
132 28.9
98 28.4
79 20.3

51 17.0
35 11.3
92 25.3
56 15.5

278 36.9
177 24.3
164 28.9
107 19.6
94 23.6
83 20.2
"65 48.2
622 38.9
73 32.6
80 29.8
65 31.1
45 21.5
24 29.6
27 31.5
S3 24.0
71 20.4

730 53.0
393 28.2
56 21.4
56 21.3
76 45.1
49 27.7
217 48.1
143 32.4
20 18.9
11 10.0
13 26.9
10 22.6

880 26.0
854 24.6
72 14.8

210
102
173

Stored

697 344
813 262
777 286
880 208
153 67
156 57
551 174
592 189
347 57
342 61
588 :3o

22s
264
207
165

9.5
18.8
11.3
11.8
1.1.5

15.8
46.0
35.2
24.3
21.4

33.0
24.4
26.9
19.1

30.4
26.6
24.0
24.2
14.1

18.7
22.4
20.6
25.0

20.6
20.5
46.3
23.6
23.3
27.9
27.R
21.8
30.6
24.8
20.6
18.8
23.3
23.8
22.1

25.4

21.1
23.6
43.1
18.2
50.9
28.9
36.4
28.0
28.7
28.6
35.8
42.5
53.7
37.1

328
843
239
16S

Suhjfct to mnsioH.
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Compared with August. 1921. for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues Above $25,000,000.

ol ftru .Illy OrottS .Net I, ni- c.al {.er

luoa
per train. Net

Net
tons

Net
ton- Car-

miles 1,000 groi*^ Pasaen
|ier tun-nidcs, /

ger service'

- cent
^

eluding tons l^r mde« miles mile including Paascnger-

icrncc locomotive per lL«de.l l>er per of r.«l loccoiolive Train- train

Rcckm, ro>il an<l jrraf Home Foreign Total able Stored .ind tender train car car-day car-day l>er day and I'eoder miles car-mdea

New EtifUno Krvmn:
BcmiM k Albtnjr 5.1W 7.7M 6.4 911 347 17.8 365 28.0 7.171 207 312.761 1,97 5, 70&

3.67 » 7,147 7.9 "845 980 383 20 3 41! 30.7 7,450 194 306,350 2,'150.I0S

BoMun & Maine
I

14,769
11.948

29.97.'

J0.lfr4
lB.a
il.8

947
2,195

1,067
1.102

434
453

18.4
20.8

240
247

16.8
16.8

2.V28
3,015

161
145

919.928
962,179

S.272.14S
5,419,381

.\. v., X. H A llartfixd .!•'.'. 19.M4« 41.597 2J.J J03 1,227 504 18.8 168 II.9 3.574 167 1.087.778 6.961.591
1»J1 .•.\ri I 1J.0S9 3«.778 2S.I 1,395 1.187 491 21.2 185 13.1 3,657 157 1.116.92* 7,191.421

Urrai l-akc« Krri<«
Uclanrc & Iludioa .r-j: 1- .- : 1S.104 7.7 S.907 1.539 747 25.7 312 156 6,374 200 223.215 1J25.86&

'14 14.6 817 1.65: 816 32.i 561 27.9 10,141 180 226.428 1,306.45ft

Del., Lack, k Wn 15 IJ.4 781 1.639 706 21.4 385 24.5 9.807 186 510.094 3,722.648
.19 15.7 44 1,711 813 26.1 522 28.6 13,503 162 516.284 3.8*8.592

Erie (inc. Chic & EricI . -]9 17.6 1,853 1,890 834 23.9 382 22.1 9.057 146 663.179 5,070.947

54. .'97 21.9 8,884 1.963 903 27.1 510 27.9 12.270 134 686.855 5.274.84i

l.rhi|b VallcT 43.812
39,61K

11.5
9.3

J.778
2.711

1,587
1,722

751
771

25.0
27.2

271
351

14.5
20.6

9.017
10578

188
159

358,147
3VU.892

2,865,98*
3.104.050

Micfaitan Cmiral J 28.947 14.6 1,752 728 20.4 420 28.3 6.653 108 60...770 5,480.017
I'.'i !-•. -•

' i.O'is 32.487 21.9 239 1.653 665 21.6 297 20.7 5.27U 119 623.114 5.773.786

Srm York Crulral . l')22

1*21 B."/"'.!.'

56.711
46,016

124.918
134.951

14.6
17.8

8.398
16.987

2.039
2,048

885
' 868

22.6
24.6

357
348

21.8
22.7

7.851
8,305

131
116

2.5O7.035
2.455,237

20,750.949
20,349.121

N. Y.. Chie. & St. I .I92J 4.051 g.841 12.g95 16.8 1.443 616 20.8 727 46.2 7,645 123 155,930 890,30S
1921 7,t.9t. 7.095 14.791 23.0 "732 1,473 598 20.8 554 39.0 6.682 105 155.502 834,367

Vm Maniuetle .1922 H.7.M 12.575 21,306 13.4 1,347 622 23.7 308 17.7 3.010 122 222.090 1,370,627
1921 11,.'94 11.075 22.469 18.2 "566 1.375 598 23.8 297 18.3 3,038 124 343.326 1.827.982

Pilla. & Lake Erie. .1923 16.611 10.028 26,639 34.7 3.651 2.291 1,378 38.4 169 6.0 19,752 90 116,019 622.412
1921 19.995 7,428 27.423 36.1 1.749 2,470 1.385 39.2 110 4.4 13.377 75 11C.661 616,351

WJiaah .1922 9.9.'

1

12.582 22.503 11.1 253 1,505 683 21.7 454 26.0 4.223 136 373.762 2,411,752
1921 11,992 11.261 23.253 11.4 644 1.469 626 22.9 5!7 33.0 4,974 148 532.903 2.985.568

Ohi<vTo(ltana-.MIrghmy Refion;
ItaliinkTe & Ohio .1922 62.608 41,862 104.530 14.2 2,980 1,541 773 29.0 281 13.7 5.610 220 1,313.255 8,206.089

1921 69.v;j 29,422 99.395 10.6 3.926 1.610 791 32.5 429 21.5 8,225 177 1,416,158 9,171.406
Central R. R. of N. J. ... .1922 lK,h57 9.361 28.018 5.9 10,701 1.1.19 519 24.2 15i 8.9 6,212 224 417.138 2.053.590

1921 IV.SIV.! 8.345 28,338 20.4 4,896 1,473 726 30.8 219 11.3 9.142 181 403.970 2.050.82S

ChicMO ft Eastern III .1922 i3.j;5 4.593 17,968 18.2 474 1,300 63t> 25.3 225 12.0 4.284 160 186.175 1,351.67J
1921 14.4K2 3,895 18.377 13.2 846 1.437 717 30.S 311 16.4 5.052 V54 223,873 1.442,963

Oer.. Cin., Chic. & St. L.. .1922 15.7IIU 21,990 37.690 15.3 4,277 1,892 925 27.0 435 22.0 6.892 122 707,658 4.287.372-

1921 17.6.11 15,034 32,685 13.2 263 1,702 747 27.2 462 28.1 6.344 127 734,657 4,355,661
Elgin, Joliet & En .1922 8,97.1 5.648 14.621 16.0 2.225 1.225 40.9 106 3.8 3.365 102 (') <«>

1921 9.726 3,988 13.714 8.1 i.iis 2,260 1,215 39.1 250 9.4 7.500 113 (>) ('/

Long Island .1922 2,061 3.008 5,069 5.4 687 251 20.9 69 5.5 885 330 230.028 1.435.12i
1921 .'.I->il 2.925 5.075 4.0 'l^.i 710 277 21.8 82 6.3 1.04'> 312 227,514 1.378.696

Pcnnaylrania .'iyslcm .l^.'i lS0.4.;j 101,216 281.668 13.9 12,622 1.699 845 29.8 432 20.5 11.172 145 5,316.096 35,792.262
1921 2K).r5'i 64.071 283.830 14.3 57.670 1.718 856 33.5 384 18.0 10.013 133 5,401.592 35,886,764

Pbila. & Readir.g . 1922
1921

20,517
27,653

11,625
10,362

32.144
38,015

5.3

7.1

5,555
8.778

1,487
1,657

758
858

30.4
34.9

349
367

16.5
16.6

10.017
12,459

185
172

515.606
542.724

2,336 300
2,492.U«»

Pocah<nta« Region:
Chr*a|>eakc & Ohio .1922 32.747 17,940 50,687 16.5 476 2,171 1.192 40.9 405 16.0 8.030 129 451,090 2.492.213;

1921 40,496 9,764 50.269 9.3 3.100 2.174 1,168 40.6 481 20.3 9.490 126 453,512 2.551.089-
Norfolk & Wolcrn .1922 28.042 14.253 42.295 6.5 2.156 1,179 45.1 741. 28.5 14.077 175 398,299 2.-«80.484-

1921 36,635 5.272 41,907 9.5 4.868 2,063 1,117 41.0 573 23.2 10,807 165 418.427 2,717J)3y
Southern Region;

Atlantic ('*oaAt Line .1922 13,497 9.369 22,866 19.0 1,133 493 21.2 397 25.3 1.843 123 700.892 4,098.69-*
1921 21.222 S.792 27.014 24.2 1,071 417 19.9 236 18.2 1,305 135 708.278 4,110,252

Central of Georgia .1922 2,408 4,414 6.822 16.1 1.035 490 23.5 542 29.6 1,939 164 328.703 l.S'O.OU
1921 4.677 3.313 7,990 14.4 1,013 436 22.3 399 26.9 1.672 147 320.502 1.521.986

Illinois Central (inc. Yano1 19-'2 31,145 35,778 66.923 9.5 2.'573 1,694 809 28.4 795 40.1 8.674 131 1.468.676 8.4.10.145
It Nf V.) 1921 44,346 19.336 63.682 12.8 3,858 1.665 741 28.1 581 32.9 6.019 132 1.442.874 8.200.023

Louisville & Nashville .1922 27.572 21,409 48.981 12.5 66 1,038 512 30.5 440 21.7 4.291 191 1.006.403 5.812.961
1921 39,859 14.773 54,632 29.3 90 1,112 524 30.6 452 24.8 4.922 159 943,548 5.460.554

Seaboard .\ir Line .1922 11,194
I1.62S

12.585
6.162

21.779
17.790

35.0
32.2

1,110
l.OIl

487
413

21.8
20.2

274
263

16.9
18.2

1.843
1,321

170
186

433,746
563.740

2.632 541
1921 3.166,312

Southern Ry .1922 31.263 38,831 70.094 15.3 1,043 468 21.9 219 13.0 2,207 213 1,302.072 7.331.823
1921 39,746 17,846 57,592 13.5 2,208 1,128 469 22.2 310 21.1 2.574 197 1,320.184 7,899,819

Norlhwes'ern Rrci'n:
Chic. & N. Wn .1922 40.811 32,890 73,701 9.3 1,202 542 23.7 292 17.2 2.550 160 1.405.293 0.53.0.506

1921 49,102 26.241 75,343 1 0.0 6,679 1,247 483 22.8 337 24.0 3.035 161 1,675.159 10.873.303
Chic. Milw. f, SI. r. ... .1922 45.RH9 26,725 72,614 18.7 1.353 629 24.3 4.58 26.1 3,016 136 1,485.783 9,.129.2S3

1921 49.760 26,125 75.885 19.1 3,'26i 1,368 624 25.5 422 24.8 2.913 145 1,545.941 0.779.383
Chic. St. P., Minneap. & 1922 3.540 10,108 13,648 14.2 47 1.000 442 23.5 395 23.0 3.125 147 270.207 1,747.650
Om. 1921 4,378 11.504 15.882 15.7 2,516 1,025 451 24.1 317 19.1 2.914 152 324.986 1.867.459

Great Norhern .1922 45,140 12.268 57.408 11.6 1,.845 945 30.9 47: 23.2 3.277 122 883.051 6.055. 155
1921 46.796 6,200 52.996 14.2 1.665 797 28.8 404 21.8 2.625 142 1,008.463 6.331.177

Minneap.. St. P. & S. Ste. 1922 17.905 7.248 2.";. 153 8.3 2.'6i3 1.157 5.58 22.6 416 24.1 2.405 100 435.608 2,762,487
.M 1921 20.7.13 5,765 26.498 11.6 5,034 1.106 506 22.8 289 17.5 1.757 129 447.454 2.864,049

Northern Pacific .1922 32.751 11.402 44.158 15.2 419 1,536 736 2.5.4 497 26.0 3.4.14 109 701,505 5,510,167
1921 38.416 6.939 45,355 15.8 4.999 1,623 722 25.2 402 23.9 2.846 126 862.652 6,208,19<.

Orrg. Wa»h. R. R. & Nav. 1932 5,963 3.642 9.605 1.9 1,391 665 27.2 52C 26.4 2.332 206 262.181 1,830.106
1921 6,755 3.502 10.257 3.9 i.'sii 1,454 711 28.4 493 24.4 2,302 199 257.749 1,786,212

Central Western Rrnon:
Alch.. Tdp. & S. Fc .1922 44.611 19.154 63.775 7.3 3,769 1,578 635 22.4 565 36.7 3.679 130 1.521.496 12.019.171

1921 45.100 14.552 59.652 11.5 . 3,280 1.532 577 21.2 .501 35.7 3.057 136 1.594.122 12,014.04(i

Chicnno ft Altrn' .1922 (=) (•) (») (») 1,000 1.103 636 27.3 (») (») 4.076 ISO 2.12.050 1,441,705
1921 10.S7f, 6,172 17.042 3.3 200 1.291 586 27.4 398 23.9 6.70S 174 300.352 1,777.283

Oiic, Hurl. & Oiiincv .... .1922 42.803 25,957 68.760 9.2 1.500 711 26.0 512 27.8 .1.775 143 1,567,256 11.050.774
1921 47.589 21,237 6S.826 13.4 "466 1.560 744 28 6 555 30.3 4.095 151 1.558.476 10.843.819

Chic. Rock I. & Pac. ... .1922 27,464 '6.465 43.929 16.4 1,080 1.220 567 23.6 518 28.7 2.969 149 1.3 1 •'.503 7.S94,21»
1921 29. 5.'9 21.715 51.244 11.9 1,650 1,183 550 26.4 525 29.4 3.509 161 1,378.216 8,033.370

Denver * R. G. Wn .... .1922 11.748 4.677 16.475 11.1 1.892 1.324 647 .10.0 337 16.7 2.136 207 285.623 2.178,88(4
1921 12.756 4.915 17.671 10.0 2,113 1,.'02 579 27 6 264 15.6 1.70s 204 266.031 1.950.075

Oreg. Sh'.rt t.inc .1922 6.441 4.763 10,704 3.4 38 1.299 540 .•'6.2 66? 41.1 3,001 132 316.773 2.3.<(3,329

19 >l 7.0 '9 1.931 10.970 4.1 1,604 1,45« 6.^8 26.8 695 41.3 3.2.11 128 304.917 2,24.8, IflS

Sotithcrn Pacific .1922
1921

23.082
24.758

20.899
21.074

43.981
45.832

8.1

7.7 2.1 i 2

1.573
1,546

634
626

22.4
2.1.3

583
515

37.7
32.9

3.675
3.385

150
149

1,388,667
1..104.407

11.."02,607
11.1S7.58S

tTnicn Pacific .1922
1921

13.101
16.563

9.554
9.523

22.745
26.086

9.7
15.4

1.409
1.558

1.671
1.670

646
638

20.6
21.6

965
927

66.6
65.4

5.923

6.6M)
137
141

80(1,286

913,471
7.523.4-77-

7Jt2.55«
Southwestern Re(r»nn:

'".idf. Cf4... & S. Fc .1922 S.9S1 4.330 10.281 3.6 285 1,512 731 28.3 50R 31.7 3.242 130 197.920 I.143.78ff
1921 8,80.5 4.559 13,115 5.2 426 1.478 651 29.1 541 3i.!. 3.R15 131 194.380 1,136.504

Mo., Kanr. & Tex .1922 8.596 7.687 16,283 7.2 1,554 649 22.3 319 21.1 3.1:0 132 2.''0 801 1.837.2.16
1921 7.765 6,091 1 3.856 7.3 "927 1,'<70 581 33.7 .100 .'8.7 3.159 178 278.851 2.022. 1 00

Mo.. Kan-. S Tex. of Tex. 1922 274 10.664 10."38 6.7 165 1.006 440 23 7 235 13.9 1.481 165 1S8.7I6 1.310,735
1921 272 13.792 1 1.564 4.8 1.131 481 25.6 .384 18.3 2218 150 273.065 1,677,690

Miwiiuri Pacific .19?:!

1921

24.8C.5

31.257
25,781
24.692

50.586
55.949

10.8

9.0 i,648
1.3.18

1.362
63'J

579
if?
357

308
400

21.1

25.0
2.707
3.078

150
148

800,316
937 578

4.914 030
5,658,101

SI. Toui«S.-,n Fr.nnciBco . .1922 18.104 20,940 39.044 9.6 966 430 25,6 266 15.2 2.222 196 665.857 3.745,06';
1921 20,790 12.408 3.1.198 5.9 I.0I2 446 24.8 342 20.8 .3.425 180 781.172 4 463,73.2

.Snulhern P.icific T.inen . .

.

.I9.?2 6.008 12.878 18.886 7.9
'

'still 1.274 558 26.5 569 31.7 2.898 125 547,800 3,486.08-'

(In Tr\a» an.l I.i.')" 1021 8.479 13.819 22. .'98 19.9 768 1.193 5-0 •5.3 402 34.2 2 457 1.M 537.107 3.2->< "-w
Ttxw & Pacific .1922 4.,505 7.401 11.906 18.0 1.414 602 3.'.4 368 22.7 2.^41 1.19 235,684 I.S7--:-'

1921 5.580 4,436 10.016 27.5 1.221 498 22.1 403 27.0 2.068 143 301,155 1.9J8.K4.»

Ticurcs for Aufr'ni .11, 1972, not included. 'No d.itn availaWc. "Includes Galvcsinn, Ilnrrinl-uri; « S.in Aiilnnio. Iloiifilcn & Shrrvenort, Ilousi. n &
Tex.i» rcnic-il. Hn-,i»ti n Kasi & Wc.vt Texas, Iberia & Vermilion, Lakes Charles & Norlhern, I.Miisi,in.i Wcjlern, Morgan's la. & Tex, R. R, A S. E. Co.,
and Tcx.u .1- \.-w Orleans.
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Striking Shopmen Reopen Relations

With the Labor Board

The first move to reestablish relations between the Railroad

Labor Board and the Railway Employees' Department of the

American Federation of Labor was made on October 21 when
B. M. Jewel!, leader of the shopmen's strike, called upon CTiair-

man B. W. Hooper of the Board and gave notice that the shop

crafts would present a petition for the reopening of a case

against the New York Central, involving the question of the

piece work system in the Elkhart (Ind.) shops. It was un-

officially intimated at the board that Mr. Jewell's petition would
be granted and that the Labor Board would resume its status as

umpire in disputes affecting this organization and those roads on
which it still retains a majority of the shop workers.

The Daugherty Injunction

The legal battle over the "Daugherty Injunction," restraining

striking railway shopmen from interfering with commerce or

with the operation of railway shops, continues at Chicago, despite

the fact that the shopmen's strike is now practically a matter of

history. Donald R. Richberg. attorney for the shopmen, on
October 19. filed a motion before Federal Judge James H.
Wilkerson to dissolve the interlocutory injunction obtained by
Attorney General Daugherty. The principal plea for the shop-
men at that time was that "the conditions described in the bill of
complaint, if they ever e.xisted. no longer exist." because a large

number of the railroads and the workers involved have settled

their differences. Following this plea several continuances were
made and at the present time hearings on Mr. Richberg's motion
are set for November 6.

Collision at Toltec, New Mexico

On the Denver & Rio Grande \\estcrn at Toltec, N. M., on
September 29, there occurred a collision which, according to the

report of the inspector of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
may be classed as due to error in reading a meeting order which
was not properly punctuated (though, of course, everybody
recognizes that train orders are never punctuated). This collision

occurred on a narrow gage line and the trains met on a curve of
eight degrees where, on account of rock bluffs, the range of vision

is restricted to about 60 ft. The trains were moving at between
15 and 20 miles an hour; engineman and fireman of passenger
train killed and 21 passengers and two employees injured. West-
bound passenger Xo. 115 met eastbound locomotive No. 411 (with-
out train). Engineman Smith, of No. 411 had received the

following order

:

No 115 Eng 169 run

one I hoiT I.itc L,ava

to Osier fifty SO mins
late Osier to Cumbres

On receiving this order. Smith "glanced at it" and got into his

mind the impression that No. 115 was one hour and 50 minutes
late. He claims that he thus remarked to the operator and that

the operator nodded assent ; but the operator claims that this

and other orders were read to him by the engineman and that

the reading was correct. While the engineman was reading the

other orders, the fireman entered, and read this one aloud. He
seems also to have got the same impression. Thus they en-

croached on the time of the passenger train. The report calls

attention, as in previous similar cases, to the "inherent deficiency

of the time interval system."

First Aid Training on the D. & H.

A tntirnamcnt of the Delaware & Hudson First Aid Teams was
held at Hotel Champlain. Bluff Point, N. Y., on September 7,

diiriiiB the annual meeting of the Delaware & Hudson Company
IrciKhl and Ticket Agents' Association. In 1919 the Delaware &
Hudson Company created a department for the education of its

employes in ihe matter of personal safety, under the direction of

J. K. Long, and the work of the department was in 1920 extended

to rmbrace lirst aid work ; and today some 2(iO certificates of

prolirinicy have been issued. This was the first public demonstra-

tion. Cnnlc'ts are to br hold annually between teams representing

the difTerent divisions of tlie railroad.

By a process of elimination four teams, consisting of a captain

and four men each, met in the finals of the tournament at Bluff

Point. The contest consisted in working out eight problems in

first aid, with Dr. Larkin, company surgeon, at Plattsburg, acting

as judge. Of a possible 800 points, the team from Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., representing the Pennsylvania division, scored 781, the Sara-

toga division 778, the Champlain division 770. and the Susquehanna
division 766.

There has been a marked decrease in the number of accidents to

employees. In 1921 there w'ere only ten fatalities among all the

employees of the entire system.

Work Progressing on P. & R.'s New Camden Terminal

Approximately 150,000 cubic v-ards of earth have already been

filled in on the site of the new terminal of the Philadelphia &
Reading seashore lines at Kaighns Point, Camden, N. J. It is

expected that the fill-in will have been completed, the tracks

laid, and the new terminal ready for service during the 1923

summer season. The entire site of the new terminal was under
high tide three years ago. The area which the new terminal and
its yards will cover is approximately 1,800 feet long and 700 feet

wide. The filling in is being done by the American Dredging
Company. The material used is being brought up by hydraulic

pressure from the bottom of the Delaware River 30 feet below
the surface of the water. The plans for the new^ tei;minal call

for a modern two-story structure of steel frame and brick with

At Work on New P. & R. Terminal at Camden, N. J.

stone trimmings on a concrete foundation, built on piles. It will

house the ferry slips, a large train shed and concourse, waiting

rooms for men and women, a restaurant and the offices of the

Delaware River Ferry Company, and of the seashore lines of

the Philadelphia & Reading Railway. There will be ten plat-

form tracks for use in the company's regular service and four

additional tracks for use at times when travel is especially heavy.

Each of these tracks will be grated and practically all of them
will be long enough to accommodate a train of 14 cars. Ex-
tensive driveways leading into the terminal will be laid out,

each of them wide enough to accommodate four lines of vehicles.

There will be separate driveways for baggage and express.

.'\djoining the terminal proper will be large storage yard for

cars and a Y. M. C .\. building for the use of trainmen.

Improper Billing for Foreign Car Repairs

The American Railway .\ssociation has issued a circular call-

ing attention to the lack of compliance with the rules regarding

billing for foreign car repairs and determining the responsibility

for damage to foreign equipment necessitating repairs. This diffi-

culty, the circular states, is largely due to incomplete supervision,

lack of knowledge of the rules on the part of local shop officers

and, in some instances, to Improper practices. Railroad executives

are urged to provide such supervision as will insure the proper

•ibservancc of the Rules of Interchange with respect to repairs

to foreign ctis :\fil liilling therefor.
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. :ic Mechanical Division of the association has a small force

ui inspectors investigating :hr<'- •
'

This work will be

cufiiinued and iii adJiti in to -icntion of the officers

of the railroadi concerned lo ii: . iound. similar reports

will be made quarterly to the board .^t directors of the assoctatioa

Bridge and Building Association

Selects Subjects for Next Year

At the closing session of the thirty-second annual convention

of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association at

Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 19, the following subjects were
•elected for investigation and report during the ensuing year

:

The repair and renewal of ballast deck trestles.

Water facilities at stock yards—other construction and main-

tenance.

Methods of installing or replacing sewers and pipe lines under
traffic.

The heating of small passenger stations.

Tool c<|uipment fur bridge building and water service main-
tenance gangs.

The relative merits of cast iron, concrete and corrugated metal

pipe culverts.

The practibility of a uniform paint program for the entire year.

Specilications of bridge and building forces.

Seattle was the unanimous choice as the location for the next

meeting, this point being selected because of the rapidly increas-

ing use of western timber in bridge and building work and the

desire of the members to study this timber in the forest and ob-

serve its manufacture into lumber for their use.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association elected the

following officers for the ensuing year. President, G. R. McVay,
the Barrett Company, Chicago; vice-president, A. J. Filkins, the

Paul Dickinson Company, Chicago ; secretary, John Nelson,

Joseph E Nelson & Sons, Chicago; treasurer, D. J. Higgins,

the American X'alve & Meter Company, Chicago; directors, T.

W. Snow, the T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago

;

F. M. Condit, Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago ; C. H. Hun-
sacker, the Massey Company, St. Louis; H. C. Brown, Chicago

Bridge & Iron Works, New York Oty.

Block Signals and Train Speed

Control on the C. & N. W.

The Chicago & North Western has awarded a contract to the

General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. V., for the in-

stallation of automatic block signals, with train speed control,

from West Chicago, 111., north to Elgin, a distance of 12 miles.

The line is double track from West Chicago to Wayne, five

miles, and the balance is single track. The double track will be

equipped with Model 2.'\, direct current signals located on bridges

and the single track will be equipped with the absolute permis-

sive block system, Model 2.\ direct current signals being mounted
on masts in the usual manner. The system of automatic train

control will be the General Railway Signal Company's train speed

control, dcscrilwd in the Railttay Age of March 4, 1922, page S21.

Fixed limited speed is to be imposed at certain locations, as

approaching the end of double track and interlocking plants, i.e.,

there are certain fixed speed limitations that arc in effect which

will be enforced through the use of pairs of inductors without

windings. The speed control scheme generally contemplates the

use of three pairs of inductors governing the approach to stop

signals which force the deceleration of trains to insure a safe

stop. Speed will be so tapered as to handle the trains as they

are normally handled now, automatic braking being used only

when speed limits are exceeded.

There is an interlocking plant a short distance from the West
Chicagf) station from which it has been customary, under certain

traffic conditions, to advance trains to the station on "Call-on"

signals. The limited speed indicated by the "Call-on" signals

will be enforced by the application of pairs of inductors suitably

placed between the interlocking plant and West Chicago station.

The speed control and receiving apparatus will be the same

for freight and for passenger locomotives, except for the timing

of the time element contactor. Locomotives that may be used in

either passencer or freight service will be ef|uipped with time

element contactors that may be adjusted for cither class of

service.

Traffic News

Intr.-tstate passenger fares in Alabama will, from November IS,

be calculated at three cents a mile, m compliance with an order

of the Public Service Commission of the State issued some months

ago. The railroads, by way of protest, asked the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to investigate the matter with a view to

forbidding the reduction proposed by the State Commission, but

the Federal body has decided that no hearing will be given on

the petition of the railroads, and the State Commission now
announces that no further delay will be permitted.

Loading of bituminous coal on Monday was the largest since

December 20, 1920, according to reports received by the Car

Service Division of the American Railway Association. The
total was 43.243 cars, an increase of 2.042 cars over the total

tor Monday, October 16, which up to that time had marked

the high point reached in bituminous coal loading since the

miners' strike. The loading on Monday eclipsed the daily

average for October last year by approximately 12.200 cars, and

also was approximately 13.000 cars in excess of the daily

average for the first three weeks in October this year.

Anthracite loading on Monday amounted to 6.398 cars. This

exceeded the previous Saturday by 93 cars, and also surpassed

the daily average loading for the first three weeks this month

by more than 200 cars. It also was approximately 500 cars

above the daily average for October, 1920, and 1921.

Chicago Shippers Meet November 7

The annual meeting of the Chicago Shippers' Conference

Association will be held at Hotel La Salle in that city on Novem-
ber 7. This association was organized some years ago by the

principal industrial concerns of the Chicago district in order to

co-operate with the carriers in the handling of freight. The
business of the organization is done through committees which

deal with similar committees appointed by the railroads.

Want Competing Express Company in Chicago

The Chicago Association of Commerce has issued a circular

containing a plea for the entrance of the Southeastern Express

Company into Chicago to compete with the American Railway

Express Company. The circular says in part

:

".\t the present time Chicago is served only by the .American

Railway Express Company. The .Southeastern Express Com-
pany, is operating over the following lines: Southern; Mobile

& Ohio ; Tennessee Central ; Maryland & Pennsylvania ; Wash-
ington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric; Merchants & Miners
Transportation Company and Baltimore & Philadelphia Steam-

boat Company.
'We have received complaints from Chicago shippers of the

refusal of the .Xmerican Railway Express Company to respect

routing via the Ohio River gateway over the most direct routes

even though a detour of many miles is necessary in order that

the American may enjoy the longest possible haul. The final

link of 'he journey is made by the Southeastern, resulting in

delays from 24 to 72 hours. The Southeastern has a through

line to St. Louis to New York City and to Cincinnati as well

as to other cities competing with Chicago for business throughout

the Southeast. Please advise by letter if you arc interested in

having the Southeast enter this market and state the approximate
annual tonnage that could move via this route, and if you will

.support such a service if it is established."

Rate Hearings by Trunk Line Association

The Trunk Line Association began in New York City this

week hearings on a proposed general revision of the freight rate

structure throughout trunk line territory, invitations having been

sent to all interested mercantile organizations. At the first ses-

sion, the principal speaker was J. C. Lincoln, of the Merchants
Association, New York City, who argued that rates on the trunk

lines within 50*3 miles of New York ought to be lower than in

New England and in some other territory where advances in
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rate? had been authorized because of the precarious liiiancial

condition of the roads. He thought also that the starting point

for the proposed new rates was wrong, the minimum rate of 30

cents per 100 lb. for carload freight for the shortest distance

being too high. .Arguments of Mr. Lincoln and others protest-

ing against the increase of any rates were replied to by R. X.

Collyer. chairman, with the statement that the only purpose of

the proposed revision was to clarify the rate structure. Repre-

sentatives of commercial interests were present from Philadelphia,

Rochester. Boston. Buffalo. Brooklyn, Trenton and other places.

H. C. Bixler appeared for the Port of New York authority.

George P. Wilson appearing for the Philadelphia Chamber of

Commerce expressed the opinion that the carriers and the shippers

are getting a little closer together. He said that his constituents

were very much interested in knowing how the committee had

ascertained the key rate, for upon that answer depends what

would be the shippers' views with respect to the application of

the rates to particular traffic. Continuing, he said:

"We are much concerned with respect to the accuracy of the

distances to be used. We have been informed that some errors

have occurred. .Another important factor that must be considered

in the construction -of any rate base, is the relationship between

communities; also the action to be taken with reference to in-

dustries located on branch lines. In any mileage scale the industry

on the branch line is at a serious disadvantage with its competitor

on the main line."

Coal Production

Complete returns on coal production in the third week of Octo-

ber show an increase to about 10,200.000 tons of soft coal, accord-

ing to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey. Production

of anthracite was at about the same rate as during the preceding

week and will be at least 2.000.000 tons. Indications were, there-

fore, that the total of all coal raised during the week is about

12,200.000 tons.

The number of cars loaded on Monday, October 16, as reported

by the railroads was 41,201 cars, establishing a new record for

this year. Full returns on loadings for the week are expected

to indicate production of 10,200,000 tons.

Transportation remains the limiting factor in the current rate

of production.

Production of anthracite passed the 2-million ton mark in the

second week of October. Preliminary reports to the .\merican

Railway .Association show that 24,682 cars were loaded on the

first four days of the week of October 16-21.

According to reports from the Xorthwestern Coal Dock
Operators' Association the stocks of soft coal at Duluth, Superior,

Ashland and Washburn increased from 120,384 net tons on Sep-

tember 1, to I,034,.i20 tons on October 1. Stocks of anthracite

declined from 14.475 to 12,370 tons.

The market was able to absorb all the coal that it was possible

for the carriers to trapsport to market, and the only serious losses

due to lack of demand were in Iowa and Missouri. In compari-

son with transportation losses, those due to other cause were

negligible,

There has been a gradual decline in tonnage of soft coal dumped
into vessels at Lake Eric piers since the week ended September

24 during which was established the high record in Lake traffic.

The Ore and Coal Exchange reports the total liandled during

the week ended October 15 as 1.090,599 net tons as compared with

1,179.298 tons the week before. In comparison with the cor-

responding week a year ago this was an increase of 37 per cent.

Of the total dumpings last week 1,052.043 tons were cargo coal

and 38.556 tons wore vessel fuel. During the present season to

Octcpber 15, inclusive. 11,888,126 Ions of cargo coal have been

dumped into vessels at Lake Erie piers. The quantity sent to

regular I^kc markets this season is 38 per cent less than in

1921. 32 per cent less than in 1920. and 40 per cent less than

in 1919,

According to reports received by the car service division of

the .Xmcrican Railway Association coal Iciding for the week
totaled 223.411 cars. This exceeded by 2 660 cars the week bc-

ff'Tc which had marked the high point in coal loading, l^iading

of bituminous coal amounted to 186,295 cars. This was an in-

crease of 3.806 cars over the week before. Anthracite loading

amoiirtefl to 37,116 cars which was a decrease, however, of

1,446 under the week before.
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Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a de-

cision finding that a proposed increased rate on iron and

steel articles in carloads from L'tah common points to certain

destinations in California is not justified. The suspended

schedules were ordered cancelled.

State Commissions

The Railroad Commission of California has addressed a letter

to the Interstate Commerce Commission urging that body to visit

California in order to obtain first hand information in connection

with the Southern Pacific Company's application to retain control

of the Central Pacific. This application was recently made fol-

lowing the unmerger decision and is based on the provisions of

the Transportation Act of 1920 authorizing the Tnterstate Com-
merce Commission to permit railroad consolidations where they

are found to be in the public interest. The letter says, in part

:

"You are aware, of course, that this matter is of great importance

to the State of California. * * * \\'e are the more ready to

extend this urgent invitation because we know it is e.xtremcly

difficult, if not impossible, to come to a correct understanding

of the somewhat complicated factors from an oral and written

record alone and as far away as Washington. If you should

find it possible to make a personal investigation of the territory

and property in question, the California Commission will be

happy to extend to you, while in California, every facility at its

disposal in a spirit of helpful co-operation.''

Omnibuses Authorized to Compete With Railroads

The Xew York State Public Service Commission has issued a
certificate of public convenience and necessity to an omnibus line

running between Syracuse and Xorwich, in spite of \igorous

protests from parallel railroad lines, steam and electric. The
decision was written by Commissioner Blakeslee. It is on the

petition of Walter E. Aldrich for a certificate for the operation

of a motor bus line between the cities of Xorwich and Syracuse.

X'orvvich is about 45 miles southeast of Syracuse.

The application was opposed by the Xew York Central, the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Xew York, Ontario &
Western, tlie Lehigh \'a4^, the Syracuse & Suburban and the

Xew York State Railways.

The decision says : "The inception and growth of motor
transportation is a natural development. Extensions of the im-
proved highway system and betterments of good roads already
built will continue for years to come. Consequently competition

between motor buses and railroads in the transportation of

freight and passengers will continue; and this will be true not

only as to short haul traffic but with an increasing tendency to

lengthen the distance of haul. This is a period of transition

and to require those living at a distance from fixed railroad

stations to journey to the stations and there await the arrival

of tr.iins, rather than to be allowed to take advantage of busw,
stopping at their front doors, merely because this would result

in financial loss to the established carrier (the railroad) is not

in keeping with ideas of progress, . . When more con-

venient and adequate service is offered to the public it would
seem that necessity requires such pub'ic convenience should be
served."

The commission, however, observes the wide discrepancy of

taxaticn between railroads and their contributions toward the

support nf highways and the taxes paid by bus lines.

The route of the bus line extends from Xorwich northerly

through the Chenango N'alley traversing a pop\ilous and prosperous

rural rommiMiitv and nnming throucb numerous villages and over

improved highways for the entire distance. Along the route are

aliotit 500 families living outside of villages who are not directly

served by any other public carrier. The petitioner has been

rumiing over this route for two years but has suspended opera-
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lions in the winter; last winter fur a few weeks and the year

before (or three month*. He operates three buses carrying 15

insMmicrrs each and three car% carrying six pajsciigcrs each.

Thr larRc buses are hrated in winfrr V rnjiiiar timr-table is

followid and the ch.i The
proprietor has an :i t of

passengers. He ha» ms to

keep thr ro.nls open ^l all tili><.>. i he preMnit business Is 75 to

100 paoriiK. r. daily. The fare is higher than on the railroads

for a comparable journey.

On the New York Central from Syracuse to Farlville, the

business has fallen off since the buses began to run. The dis-

tance from .\iirwiih t.i Syraou -• liy thi* line is 58 miles. The
Other steam railr.'-Kl- .irc U-- .'Vrclcd by the competition. The
petitioner promiM* n^t to coii'[»-tc with the New York State

railways in the city of Syracu>e: and there arc also other sec-

tion* where he refrains from competing with local carriers.

T ' ' •< incident to uncrjual taxation of railroads and
oi- ire discussed in the report, but arc not settled.

a|

;

I '4 left for the lesislaturc; the commission holds

that a!' it lu^ to decide is whcthir the proposed route is demanded
by public convenience and a necessity.

In granting the petition, the commission prohibits competition

with the local lines referred to and also with a bus line owned
and operated by N'cllic E. Bushley. of Norwich, who has a

certificate to run l«etwccn Oxford and Sherburne, through Nor-
wich.

Court News

Fireman's Primary Duty Is Firing

The Virginia Supreme Court of .\ppials holds that it is the

duty of a fireman primarily to fire his engine, and the railroad

cannot be charged with negligence (or his failure to keep a

'kout at a time when his duties require him to be firing.

—

'rector-General v. Hubbard's Admr. (Va.) Ill S. E. 446.

Terminal Carrier Not Liable for

Initial Carrier's Negligence

The North Carolina Supreme Court holds that under a bill of

lading covering shipment from New York to .Asheville, providing

that no carrier shall be liable for less or damage not occurring

on its own line, unless liability is impo.sed by law, the initial

carrier was not the agent of the connecting roads so as to

make the delivering carrier liable for the initial carrier's negli-

gence, in the absence of allegation and proof of partnership or

special contract.— M. V. Moore & Co. v. Southern (N. Car.)

Ill S. E. 166.

United States Supreme Court

Lessor of Railroad Not Liable for

Injuries During Federal Control

An employee of the Southern Railway was killed in Marcli,

19. while engaged in intrastate commerce on a line in North
irolina held by the Southern under a 99-year lease from the

rth Carolina Railroad Company. Action was brought in the

.Tlate court against the lessor company, its liability being asserted

under a local rule by which a railroad corporation is liable (or

injuries resulting from a lessee's negligence in operation. The
'. ii-nil;int set up the (act that the Southern .system was being

["rated «olcly by the Director-General of Railroads under the

1 I'leral Control Act. The Slate court, however, instructed the

jury that, if the Government was operating the railroad, it was
doing so in the capacity of a lcs.sec and that the defendant "would
still be responsible for the acts and conduct of the Govern-
ment * » * " Verdict and judgiiiciit for plaintiff were
affirmed by the State Supreme Court williout opinion.

The Supreme Court of the United States holds that the Gov-
ernment operated this railroad not as lessee, but under a right

in the nature of eminent domain ; it operated through the

Director-General and to entertain this suit would be inconsistent

with the I'"edcral Control ,\ct.—North Carolina Railroad Co. v.

lee. Decided October 16, 1922. Opinion by Mr. Justice Brandcis.

Foreign Rail'way News

Second Simplon Tunnel Opened

The second, or parallel, lulie of the Simplon Tunnel, the largest

in the world, has been completed, according to press dispatches

from Geneva. Switzerland. This will make possible the double
track operation of the Simplon line, which handles a heavy
international passenger traffic. Both tubes of the tunnel arc
electrified.

Suit Against Mexican National

The Oliver .\nierican Tradnig Company has brought suit

against the Mexican government and the National Railways
o( Mexico in the state supreme court at Rockland County,
New York, seeking to recover $1,250,000 which it alleges it

lost when the railway "endeavored to repudiate its arrange-
ments" with the company.
The Oliver company at one time operated trains over the

lines o( the Mexican National and it alleges that the railway
violated a contract in stopping this practice and that, (urther-
more, engines and cars belonging to the company were con-
fiscated.

British Concern to Build Locomotives in India

I UNDON.

A group of influential Indian gentlemen, early in the year
1921, invited Kerr, Stuart & Company, Ltd., of Stoke-on-Trent,
England, to form a company in India (or the purpose o( build-
ing railway locomotives. In their annual report submitted to
the shareholders, the directors of the company state that they
have decided to accept this invitation after having fully con-
sidered and investigated the position. An undertaking known
as the Peninsular Locomotive Company has been formed, the
capital having been subscribed privately in India. The pro-
duction of locomotives on an extensive scale is expected to begin
shortly.

To Install Automatic Signals on

the New Zealand Railways
The New Zealand Government Railways are planning to equip

the new line connecting Otira and Arthur's Pass on the South
island with automatic signals and two interlockers. The proposed
installation is the result o( a connecting line being constructed be-
tween the two terminals of the Midland railway division of the
Government railways at Arthur's Pass in the Southern Alps.
Owing to the mountainous country the railway terminated on
each side of the pass and passengers and freight had to be con-
veyed between (he two rail heads by means of stage-coaches and
trucks. The construction of a tunnel has been completed between
Otira and Arthur's Pass, a distance of 5.25 miles on a grade of
1 in 33. and will be opened for ordinary traffic early next year.

It was decided that a power interlocking frame should be in-
stalled at each of these stations and Messrs. McKenzie and
Holland, Ltd., Australasian representatives of the Westinghouse
Brake & .Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., London, were given the con-
tract of supplying two 19-lcver electric power interlocking frames
and the nec<.s.sary signaling material for single line operation.
The Midland railway connects Christchurch on the East side of
the island with Greymouth on the West; between Christchurch and
Rolleston, and Greymouth and Singleton there is double track, and
between Rolleston and Singleton, a distance of 121 miles, it is

single track on 3-ft. 6-in. gage. The government decided to equip
the single track with automatic signals and gave a further contract
to Messrs. McKenzie and Holland, Ltd., for 166 three-position
color-light signals and other necessary material. The absolute per-
missive block system has been adopted with normal danger start-

ing signals. The "vane" type of relay will also be used, both
single and double-clement classes to be installed. The trans-
mission will be a. c single phase, 3.300-volts at SO cycles and
step-down transformers will reduce this pressure to 100-voIts for
signal operation.
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Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives

The IiLiNOis Cextr.\l is inquiring for about 75 locomotives.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis contemplates the purchase of

from 25 to 30 locomotives.

The Tennessee Central contemplates buying 4 Mountain

type or Pacific type locomotives.

The International & Great Northern is said to be con-

sidering the purchase of some locomotives.

The Great Northern is said to be preparing to issue an in-

quiry for 50 or more locomotives of various types.

The Maine Central, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 23 as inquiring for 12 locomotives, has ordered eight

4-6-0 type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reported in the Rail-

'a-ay Age of October 21 as inquiring for SO Mikado type locomo-

tives, has increased this inquiry to 100 Mikado type locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Northern Pacific is inquiring for 3,000 box cars.

The Northern Pacific is inquiring for from 300 to 500 gon-

dola cars.

The Live Poultry Transit Company, Chicago, vk-ill build

100 poultry cars in its own shops.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is inquiring for 3,000

gondola cars, 1,500 box cars and 500 automobile cars.

The Kingajj Refrigerator Line, Indianapolis, Ind., contem-

plates coming in the market for 100 refrigerator cars.

The Beaumont Export & Import Co., Beaumont, Texas, is

inquiring for 40 refrigerator cars for export to Mexico.

The Louisville & Nashville is inquiring for 2,000 steel hopper

cars of 55 tens' capacity and 1.000 box cars of 40 tons' capacity.

The Western Pa/:ific is inquiring for 800 general service

gondola cars of 70 tons' capacity and 500 stock cars of 50 tons'

capacity.

The Lehigh & New England, reported in the Railway Age
of July 29 as inquiring for 100 gondola cars of SO tons' capacity,

has ordered this equipment from the Magor Car Corporation.

The Pere Marquette is inquiring for 500 composite gondola

cars of 50 tons' capacity. As reported in the Railway Age of

October 21, this road is also inquiring for 1,500 box and 500

hopper cars.

Fruit Growers Express.—The report in the Railway Age of

October 14 that this company ordered 1,000 steel undcrframes

from the American Car & Foundry Company is in error, as this

equipment was ordered from the General American Car Company.

The Maine Central, reported in the Raihcay Age of Sep-

tember 30 as inquiring for 560 cars of miscellaneous types, has

ordered 350 single-sheathed box and 100 open rack cars of

40-tons' capacity, 10 dairy products cars from the Keith Car &
Manufacturing Company, and 50 all steel self clearing gondola

cars of 50-tons' capacity from the Standard Steel Car Company.

Passenger Cars

The Chicago. Rock Isi and & Paciiic has awarded a contract

to the Pullman Company for repairs to 5 dining cars.

The Maine Central, reported in flie Ralhvny Age of Sep-

tember 30 as inquiring for 7 sicci combination ba«RaKc and mail

cars, has ordered this equipment from the Osgood Bradley Car

Company.

Iron and Steel

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 2,500 tons of bridge steel

from the McClintic-Marshall Company.

The New York Central, reported in the Railway Age of

September 30 as inquiring for 600 tons of steel for bridges at

various places, has ordered this tonnage from the McClintic-

Marshall Company.

Track Specialties

The Pennsylvania has issued an inquiry for 100,000 tie plates

for its western lines.

Machinery and Tools

The Grand Trunk has ordered two 72-in. spring formers from
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son.

The Chicago & North Western is soon expected to issue

an extensive machine tool inquiry.

The Southern Railway is inquiring for a 32-in. shapcr, a
16-in. portable engine lathe and a 36-in. planer.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has issued a new
machine tool inquiry for its reclamation yard near Aurora, III.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered a 60-in. planer and
a 6-spindle multiple drill from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The New York Cejvtral has ordered a car wheel lathe and
one or two engine lathes from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Crucible Steel Company has ordered from Joseph T.
Ryerson & Son an equipment for the repairing of locomotive
boiler tubes, to be installed at its shops at Harrison, N. J.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, reported in the Railway
Age of September 30 as inquiring for a number of machine tools,

has ordered two triple-end frame slotters and several frame
planers from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company.

The Pennsylvania, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-
tember 30 as inquiring for a number of overhead traveling cranes,

has ordered from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company two cranes of

250 tons' capacity, two of 60 tons', two of 25 tons' and 10 of
15 tons' capacity. A list of heavy machine tool requirements

has been issued by this company. These include : Three No. S

knee type milling machines; 17 engine lathes with 16-in. to

48-in. swing: six, 36-in. and three, 42-in. vertical turret lathes;

two, .36-in. and two. 48-in. planers; two, 90-in. driving wheel
lathes ; three, S-ft. and one, 6-ft. radial drills ; four horizontal

turret lathes; five, 24-in shapers; two, 15-in. and three, 18-in.

slotters ; ten. .36 in. by 4 in. wet emery grinders ; three turret

lathes, an a.xle lathe: journal-turning lathe; 42-in. coach wheel
lathe; 90-in. tire mill; 2-in. pipe machine; crown and staybolt

threading and reducing machine, 6 spindles ; bolt turning machine,

4 spindles ; bolt pointing machine and bolt heading machine.

Miscellaneous

The New York Ckntr.vl will loceive bids until 12 o'clock

noon November 6, for a number of oil storage barges.

The New York Central is having 25 electric motor trucks

built at the shops of the Standard Steel Car Company. These
trucks arc for use on 600-volt d. c. cars.

The Great Northern is inquiring for one, 65.000 gal. steel

oil tank with 30 ft. steel tower for Troy, Mont. ; one. 10.000

barrel steel oil tank and one. 65,000 gal. steel oil tank with 30 ft.

steel tower for Whitefish, Mont.

The Sot'TiiFRN rsriFic. during the past 10 years, has dis-

tributed more than 80.000.000 pieces of literature exploiting the

agricultural, scenic and industrial resources of the territory served

by its lines, at a cost of more than $5,500,000. Leaflets and
pamphlets are frequently issued to 14.000 coupon ticket agents

of other railroads in the Ignited States and Canada.
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R. S. Dean has been appointed district sales nianaKi-r of the

machinery and crane departments of Manning, Maxwell ft

Moore. Inc., Chicago district. His headquarters will be in

that city.

S. G. Johnson, president of the Johnson Railway Supply
orporation, .N"cw York, has been appointed sales represcnta-

' vc of the Magnetic Signal Company, Los .\ngeles, Cal., for

c territory cast of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at 30
1 hurch street. New York.

Dwight P. Robinson 4 Company, Incorporated, New York,
has been awarded a contract for the construction of a cement
mill at Birmingham. .\la., for the Lehigh Portland Cement Com-
pany. .Mlentown, Pa. The mill will have a capacity of 1,000,000

barrels a vcar.

Trade Publications

War Svrplus.—This is the title of a little booklet issued by
the Sales Promotion Section of the Office of the Director of

Sales. It describes in a general way the methods of sale resorted

to by the War Department in the disposal of its vast stocks of

surplus property and tells what these stocks contain at the

present time.

The Gap Crane.—The H. K. Ferguson Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, has issued a four-page leaflet illustrating the adaptation of

the gap crane to an erecting shop for the handling of heavy

locomotive repairs as worked out for the Hornell (\. Y.) shop

of the Erie now under construction. This leaflet shows the

manner of handling locomotives with this crane and points out

the advantages of this new equipment.

Ti.MBER Statement.—The Century Wood Preserving Company,
Pittsburgh. Pa., has published timber bulletin No. 24, which is de-

voted to the consideration of treated timber for flooring and pave-

ments, poles, cross arms, fencing, bins, sheds, platforms, walks,

trestles and similar industrial uses. The bulletin is well illustrated

and contains data on the proper piling of ties, as well as tables

showing the amount of preservatives required for crossties, poles

and piling.

Holt Roof Leader and Vent Connections.—This 28-page

booklet recently issued by the Barrett Company, New York, is

descriptive of the eipht types of Holt roof connections manu-
factured by this company. The different types are discussed in

relation to their use in flat roof and saw-tooth construction and

in places where vent pipes, leader lines, steam stacks, etc.. passing

through a roof, require flashings. The illustrations show by

photographs and drawings actual installations and the way in

which thry are made.

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has placed a contract

with McClintic-Marshall Company for the fabrication of approxi-
mately 2,500 tons of structural steel required in connection with
its program for bridge renewals during the 1923 working season.

The bridges in question are of various types, including "I"
beam spans, deck and through plate girders. The contract also

includes new steelwork required in connection with the remodelling

of second-hand girders in the railroad company's stock for use

at new locations. Delisery is to be made .March IS, 1923, and
it is the intention to prosecute the erection vigorously as soon
as the steelwork reaches the respective bridge sites and the weather
conditions become favorable.

Chicago & North Western*.—This company has been ordered
by the Board of Railroad Commissions of the state of South
Dakota to construct a station not less than 16 ft. by 24 ft. at

Oral. S. D.

Los Akceles & Salt Lake.—The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has authorized the construction of a branch line from a
connection with its main line at Lund. Utah, in a southeasterly

direction to Cedar City, 32 miles.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company has awarded a
contract to James Stewart & Company, Chicago, for the con-
struction of a grain elevator of 1,000.000 bushel capacity at Glen
Parks Yard. Kansas City, Mo.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for the construction

of a 300-ton reinforced concrete coaling station at Bald Knob,
.\rk.

New York, New Ha\'en & Hartford.—This company will

construct a half-through girder bridge carrying six tracks over
the proposed Capitol avenue extension, at Hartford, Conn. The
bridge will be three spans, giving a clear roadway width of

forty feet with two sidewalks, ten feet each, with supports on
the curb lines.

Pennsylvania.—This company has awarded a contract to

H. F. Curtis, Philadelphia, for an eastbound gravity hump yard

at its West Morrisville, N. J., yards.

Texas & Pacific.—This company will construct a 100 ft.

turntable and a three stall extension to its roundhouse at El
Paso, Tex.

An Accident at Montalvo, Cal.

The Louisvnu-E & Nashville announces that an agreement on
wages and working conditions has been reached in confer-

ences between officers of the road and representatives of the

new association of shopmen, which has been formed on that

road. This association is said to have about 13.000 members.
The agreement provides for a working day of eight hours

for skilled labor and one of ten hours for unskilled. No pro-

vision is made for an extra rate of pay for work on Sundays
or holidays.

Employees of the Long Island Railroad who have been in

the service of the road over 20 years are forming a Veteran

Employees' Association, and plan to have a dinner in New
York City on November 18. .About 1200 men are eligible to

membership, and large numbers have joined already. Presi-

dent Ralph Peters was one of the first to join. C. D. Baker,

general superintendent, will act as chairman at the organiza-

tion meeting on November 18, when the officers and board of

governors will be elected. The temporary committee is made
up of F. VV. Nichols, auditor of revenue; W. E. Wilkins, chief

clerk to superintendent' of motive power; H. E. Lewis, train

master; J. W. O'Loughlin, supervisor or signalman: Samuel

E. Booth, retired engineer; H. L. Merker, baggage trace

clerk, baggage department: N. L. Barton, passenger con-

ductor; H. M. Ashmead, engineman, and R. G. Richardson,

secretary to the president.
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Chicago & North Western.—Stock Offered.—Kidder, Pea-

body & Co. and Salomon Brothers & Hutzler are offering a

limited amount of preferred stock of this company at prices to

yield about 3.65 per cent, based upon its present dividend rate of

7 per cent per annum. Dividends are payable semi-annually,

January 15 and July 15, and the stock is free from normal

federal income tax. The preferred stock is entitled to preference

as to dividends to the aggregate amount of 10 per cent out of

the net earnings for any one year, in the following manner

:

First, to a preference cf 7 per cent and after dividends of 7

per cent on the common stock, to a further preference of 3 per

cent. .After a further dividend of 3 per cent on the common
5tock, both classes of stock shall be entitled to equal rates per

share on any further dividends.

Chicago, Rock Ifi.and & Pacific.—Partial Payment of

CiKiranty.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has certified a

paitial pavment of $1,000,000 on account of this company's guaranty

for 1920.

Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District.—5"o/rf.—This

railway, e.xtending from Colorado Springs. Colo., to Cripple Creek,

Colo.. 71 miles, was sold on October 16 to W. D. Corlcy, of

Colorado Springs, for $375,000. to satisfy a judgment obtained

against it by the Guaranty and Union Trust Companies of New
York City.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Holland Bank a Sub-depositary.—
The Sutro committee, headed by Richard Sutro, and including

Lewis L. Clarke. President of the .American Exchange National

Bank, and William Loeb, Jr., which has asked for the deposit

of Denver & Rio Grande first and refunding 5 per cent bonds, has

appointed the Rottcrdamsche Bankereeniging of .Amsterdam as a

sub-depositary for these bonds, a large amount of which are held

in Holland.

Illinois Central.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This com-

pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue S568.000 of refunding mortgage 4 :per cent gold

bonds to refund some first mortgage bonds which mature on

August 1, 1921.

International-Great Northern.—Reorganication Plan Ap-

proved.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

the proposed issuance of securities and other transactions involved

in the proposed plan of reorganization of the International &
Great Northern by the International-Great Northern Railroad

Company. The commission has issued a certificate that public

convenience and necessity require the acquisition and operation

by the applicant of the lines formerly belonging to the International

& Great Northern, and the acquisition of trackage rights over

the Galveston, Houston & Henderson between Houston and

Galveston, Texas, the acquisition of control of the .Austin Dam &
Suburban by the acquisition of all of its stock and the acquisi-

tion of 50 per cent of the stock of the Galveston. Houston &
Hcndor.son. .Authority was also granted to issue $20,000,000 of

first mortgage. 30-ycar. 6 per cent gold bonds, of which $2,750,000

was to be pledged with the director general of railroads. $17.0O0.0<X)

of adjustment mortgage, 30-year. 6 per cent gold bonds and

$".,500,000 of common stock. The commission held that its

authority was not necessary fir the issue of the proposed note

or notes to the director general in respect of additions and

betterments during the period of federal control. Details of the

reorganization plan were given in the Raiki<a\ Age of June 3,

page 1312.

The commission's report contains the following additional de-

tails:

II ac>f>f^r!i that the raminKS pf ihc Intcrnalion.il & Orrat Northern have

shown improvcmfnt rlnrini; 1922 as compared with the earnings of the

l,i«t few years. Ilnrine Ihr fir«l eicht mmth* ai V>22, the net railway

-I'inif income »a« little .«hort of right months' .ictiLil fixed charges on
' ; nf the |>rof>osc<l capitaliMlion, notwithstanding the recent strike. The

lilt ralimairs, on Kasis of apparently normal increases in traffic ami
rr\rniies. and rednccfl prices of fnel and other supplies, ilecrcascd wases

.-.nd increase-l ecrnrmies in operation, that the net income availahic for

interest for 1922. 1923. 1924 and 1925, will be $2,497,018, $3,031,512,
$3.17S.135 and S3.326.S21, respectively.

It appears further, that as of June 30, 1922. the investment in road and
equipment, less accrued depreciation on equipment, was $41,406,847. The
applicant will acquire approximately $2,000,000 in materials and supplies

and will also acquire $4,000,000 in cash in the reorganization. These
.-imounts added to the net book investment of $41,406,847 will make a total

of $47,406,347, which excess will be increased by such amounts as may be
determined as representing the value of $500,000 capital stock of the Gal-
veston, Houston & Henderson, and $100,000 capital stock of the Austin Dam
& Suburban, to be acquired. The total capitalization proposed, $44,150,000,
seems to be reasonable when compared with the book assets of the new com-
pany, aggregating over $47,406,847.

We have not yet established the final valuation of the properties involved

in the reorganization. It is, therefore, impracticable tc compare tlie

proposed capitalization with the underlying value. It appears, however,
that the fixed charges will be materially reduced, with a consequent improve-
ment in credit. The evidence also indicates that the new capitalization will

not be disprrpcTtionate to the prospective earning power of the applicant,

fr.dcr these circumstances, in view of the manifest desirability of ending
the l(»ng period of receivership, we think that the proposed capitalization

bhonld be approved.

Lehigh & Hudson River.—Guaranty CertiAed.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has certified the amount of this com-
pany's guaranty for the six-months period following federal con-

trol as $384,750, of which $184,750 was still to be paid to the

company.

Macon & Birmingham.—Senice May Be Stopped.—A hear-

ing will be held in the courthouse at Macon, Ga., on October 28,

so that interested persons will have an opportunity to present

their views as to a reasonable expectation of continued service

on this line. Passenger service on the road was discontinued

October 11. J. E Hall, attorney for the road, said that the entire

system had suffered financial losses annually of such magnitude
that continuance of regular normal railroad service was out of

the question. He added that automobiles and motor trucks have
1)urrowed deeply into the freight and passenger traffic that the

short line railroad used to get.

The Transportation Department of the Macon Chamber of

Commerce is working on possible ways of keeping the road in

operation. It is said that 200,000 peach trees with an estimated

average output annually of $3 per tree would show a loss of

$600,000 to the farmers along the road, if service were to be
stopped. The melon crop would also be practically a total loss.

Large timber holdings and about 20 sawmills are dependent on
the line for transportation.

Madison Southern.—.Isks .-luthority to Abandon Line.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to abandon the operation of its line of 6.7 miles, in

Madison county, Florida.

Marshall & East Texas.—.Applieation for Authority to Dis-

tnantle.—The L'nitcd StaMS Court for the Eastern District of

Texas at Texarkana, Te.x., will hold a hearing November 11 on
the application of Bryan Snyder, receiver of the Marshall & East
Texas for authority to dismantle the remaining property of the

railway between Gilmer and East Winnsboro for the benefit of

its creditors.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.

—

.Isks .luthority for Equipment
Trust.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $1,500,000 of 10-year, 5^4 per
cent equipment trust certificates to be sold at 95j/i.

Missouri Pacific.—Bonds Sold.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have
sold at par and interest $5,500,000 first and refunding mortgage
6 per cent gold bonds, series "D." due February 1. 1949, similar

to bonds of series "D" at present outstanding. The purpose of

this issue is to reimburse the company for capital expenditures and
to provide funds needed in payment for the purchase of new
equipment.

Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis.

—

Bonds Sold.—J. P.

Morgan & Co. have sold $1,800,000 4' j per cent one to 15-year

equipment bonds at prices to yield 4.90 per cent.

New York Central.—.i.tks Authority for Etjuipwent Trust.—
The New York Central, the Michigan Central and the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis have filed a joint application with

the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority for the issuance

of $12,660,000 of New York Central Lines 4' z per cent equipment

trust certificates to be issued by the Guaranty Trust Company.

The application states that the companies are in negotiation with
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i Morgan Si Co. and it b expertetl to sell th« certificatet at

Vi or en a net basis cf 5J.

.N'oarotK & WEsnas.—PfW.T-.-r Frtra DhiJend.—The direc-

tors have declared the rcKutar t\tdcnd i>( $1.7S on the

common ^tock and an extra '.

; jwr share. The road

has paid 7 per cent annuall) . : n >tock rcKularly since

1918. Tlie extra dividend en the common is the first since 1917,

when the road paid a total of 8 per cent for the year, 1 per cent

extra being paid on March 19, 1917.

NotTiiEKN PACtnc—.Vrtf A>ir<T/i)r.—Theodore F. Merseles of

Giicago has been elected a director to fill an existing vacancy.

Pi£.\Ns»LV.\NiA.

—

Restores 6 Per CenI Dh-idend Rale.—The di-

rect6r> have declared a quarterly dividend of IJj per cent, jiayablc

NovcmlH-r 29 to stock of record November 1. Since May, 1921,

the quarterly dividend paid has been 1 per cent, having then been

reduced from the Ioiik established rate of 6 per cent per annum.
Until last year the Pennsylvania had not paid less than 6 per cent

•ince 1900. The stock closed at 49^j on Wednesday.
The declaration of a quarterly dividend of V/i per cent by the

Pennsylvania, restoring the stock to a 6 per cent annual basis, was
followed by an advance in the stock to the high price of the year

and the highest price since 1918.

St. laifi.s-S.w Franxisco.—Rquipment Trust Authorised.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$6,00000(1 of e<|uipment trust certiticates by the Guaranty Trust

Company of New York to be sold at not less than 96.

Seaboard .Air Line.—Equipment Trust Authorised.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

assume obligation and liability in respect of $2,560,000 of equip-

ment trust certificates to be issued by the Chase National Bank,

at not less than 96.63.

South Georoh.—Asks Authority to Issue Slock.—This com-

pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to increase its common stock from $58,000 to $495,500

for the purpf)sc in part of purchasing the West Coast Railway

for $205,500. It is also proposed to issue $250,000 of preferred

stock lo liquidate the company's bonded indebtedness.

Superior & Southeastern.—Asks Authority to Abandon
Line.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to abandon the operation of that part

of its line extending southeast from Grandvicw. Wisconsin, 11.8

Railroad Administration Settlements

The L'nited .States Railroad .Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to the several companies

the following amounts

:

thicago lirral Western Railroad Comp.ln>- $1,600,000
(lalcnaSignal fill Companv 150,000
Atlanta, Birniiniiham & Atlantic Railway Co 1

.Short I inks
Frankfort & Cincinnati Railway Co 1

Dividends Declared
Delaware & Hudson.—2'-^ per cent, quarterly, payable December 20 to

b'>Mer« of record Xfvember 27.

Vtinois C-ntral,—Comrron. \}i per cent, f|uarterly, payable December 1

•Mers I'f record Ni-vetnlwr J.

" rfolk \ Western.—Common, IK per cent, quarterly, and 1 per cent,
1. both iiayahle December 19 lo holders of record November 29.

Pennsylvania.— li'l per cent, quarterly, pay.iblc Noveml>er 29 to hi Iders
-of reconl Nr/veml»er 1.

Pullmiin Company.— J2.00, payable November 15 to holders of reconl
Octolwr .11.

KeadinK Company.—First preferred, 1 iier cent, quarterly, payable Hcceni-
ber 14, to hohters of record November 28.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last
Oct. 24 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 72.40 73.63 55.23

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds S-.13 87.85 76.43

Railway Officers

Executive

Thomas L. Handy has been elected president of the Port
Huron \- Uetroir with headquarters at Hay City, Mich. C. W.
Handy has been elected vice-president.

John G. Walber, executive secretary of the Bureau of

Information of the Eastern Railways with headquarters at

New York, has resigned this position to become vice-president

in charge of personnel of the New York Central System,
effective November 1.

Financial, Leg:l and Accounting

O. W. Dynes, general attorney of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted
to general solicitor, with the same headquarters, succeeding

H. H. Fields, promoted.
He was born in Colum-
bus, Wis., and studied

law at Cornell L'ni-

versity. After being
admitted to the bar in

1895, he aided in the

tirst revision of the

Starr & Curtis revised

statutes of Illinois, and
from 1897 to 1908, he
was trial attorney with
the Fidelity & Casualty
Company, and was en-

gaged in general cor-

poration practice. In

the latter year he en-

tered railway service as

assistant general solici-

tor of the Chicago. Mil-
waukee & St. Paul, with
headquarters at Chi-
cago, which position he

held until 1912, when he was promoted to commerce counsel.
In 1918, he was promoted to general attorney and has held
this position until his recent promotion to general solicitor.

C. S. Jefferson, assistant general solicitor of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has
been promoted to Keneral attorney, succeeding O. W. Dynes,

promoted. Mr. Jeffer-

son was born on .Aug.

31, 1876, at Madison,
Wis., and graduated
from the University of
Wisconsin Law School
in 1896. Two years
later he entered rail-

way service as a law
clerk in the office of
the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul at Chicago.
Ho held this position
iiMiil 1900, when he was
l>ronioted to attorney,
which position he held
until 1910, when he w-as

appointed assistant gen-
eral solicitor. During
the war he served as
judge advocate in the

C. S. Jeffer«jn
llnited States army, and
at the termination of his

service he returned to his former position with the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, which position he held until his recent
promotion to general attonuy.

O. W
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J. N. Davis, solicitor of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul,

with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to com-
merce counsel, with the same headquarters.

Leo. C. Van Laan has been appointed auditor of the Port
Huron & Detroit with headquarters at Bay City, Mich. Mr.
Van Laan is also assistant secretary of the company. G. W.
Handy has been elected treasurer and Helen M. Handy secre-

tary. A. C. McDannel is assistant treasurer.

H. H. Field, general solicitor of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted
to general counsel, with the same headquarters. He was born
on May 17. 1857, at Leverett, Mass., and entered railway

service on September 24, 1880, as an attorney with the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Milwaukee, Wis. He was
appointed assistant general solicitor in 1887. From November,
1905, to January 1, 1912, he was general counsel of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound at Seattle, Wash. On the

latter date he was promoted to general solicitor of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago,

which position he has held until his recent promotion to

general counsel.

Operating

G. C. MacDonald has been appointed trainmaster of the

Michigan Central with headquarters at Bay City, Mich.

L. F. Donald, chief clerk to the assistant general manager
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago, has been
promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters at Benscnville,

111.

G. L. Whipple, superintendent of transportation of the Chi-

cago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been promoted to general superintendent of transporta-

tion with the same headquarters.

F. D. Keeler, acting assistant chief clerk to the General
Superintendent of the Pere Marquette with headquarters at

Detroit, has been promoted to assistant superintendent of

car service with the same headquarters.

A. C. McDannel has been appointed general manager of the

Port Huron & Detroit, with headquarters at Bay City, Mich.

F. E. Pinkerton has been appointed superintendent of car

service and G. H. Greenway has been appointed superin-

tendent.

Traffic

H. L. Toland has been appointed general agent of the

Graysonia, Nashville & Ashdown with headquarters at Ash-
down, .\rk.

F. D. Gouldburg has been appointed general freight and
passenger agent of the Port Huron & Detroit with head-
quarters at Bay City, Mich.

F. McD. Quinn has been appointed assistant genera! pas-

senger agent of the Central region of the Pennsylvania, suc-

ceeding Roy L. Stall, deceased.

J. X. Kinberger has been appointed commercial agent of

the Chicago & Alton with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

succeeding C. F. White, resigned.

W. A. Lowe has been appointed district freight agent of

the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Fort William, Ont.,

succeeding J. J. Weegar, transferred.

F. S. Griffin has been appointed division freight agent of

the Louisville & Nashville with headquarters at Pensacola,
Fla., succeeding W. C. Dillard, transferred.

J. H. Fox has been appointed district freight agent of the

Canadian Pacific with headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, suc-

ceeding A. J. Cambie, on leave of absence.

T. O. Jennings, freight traffic manager of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois with headquarters at Chicago, has been pro-

moted to traffic manager with the same headquarters.

E. A. Montgomery, has been appointed general agent of the

Mississippi Central and the Louisiana & Arkansas, with head-
quarters at New Orleans, succeeding J. D. Youman, resigned.

A. E. Enoch has been appointed assistant general freight

and passenger agent of the Lehigh & New England with head-
quarters at Bethlehem, Pa., succeeding Richard Macsherry,
resigned.

G. D. Williams, formerly of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, has been appointed general agent of the traffic

department of the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee, with
headquarters at Chicago.

G. H. Griffin, city passenger agent of the Canadian Pacif.

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been promoted to

general agent, passenger department and steamship lines, with
headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

J. Webster, assistant traffic manager of the New York Cen-
tral with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the recently leased Toledo & Ohio, Kanawha &
Michigan, Kanawha & West Virginia and Zanesville &
Western.

F. E. Jones has been appointed general agent of the Kansas
City, Mexico & Orient with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
succeeding G. W. Neudling, resigned. J. J. Lane has been
appointed assistant general freight agent with headquarters
at Wichita, Kan.

Mechanical

J. A. Buechler has been appointed master mechanic of the

Port Huron & Detroit with headquarters at Bay City, Mich.

F. A. Torrey, general superintendent of motive power of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, will retire on November 1.

A. W. Novak, district boiler inspector of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.,

has been promoted to general boiler inspector succeeding E.

W. Young, assigned to other duties.

W. J. O'Brien, master mechanic of the Kanawha & Michi-

gan, with headquarters at Middlcport, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Toledo & Ohio Central, with

headquarters at Bucyrus, Ohio, succeeding C. Bowersox, who
has resigned to engage in other business.

J. E. Friend, assistant master mechanic of the Fort Worth
division of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at Marshall,

Tex., has been promoted to master mechanic of the Louisiana

division, with headquarters at -Alexandria, La. He will be

succeeded by D. L. Ringer, general foreman at Baird, Tex.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. N. Boyd has been appointed chief engineer of the

Port Huron & Detroit with headquarters at Bay City, Mich.

Purchasing and Stores

J. D. McCarthy, purchasini; agent of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
promoted to general purchasing agent in charge of pur-

chases and stores of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, the Rail-

way Transfer Company of the City of Minneapolis and the

Hocking Coal Company.

Special

M. Welch, chief special agent of the Seaboard Air Line,

has resigned to accept a similar position on the Chesapeake

& Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond, Va.

Obituary

A. F. Vick Roy, superintendent of the Union Pacific with

headquarters at Denver, Colo., died on October 17.
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Obey the Order of the

Car Service Division !

'T'liE Car Service Division of tlu- AiiHrican Raihva\ As-

sociation has issued an important order requiring a large

and immediate movement of box cars from eastern to west-

em lines.

This order should l>c carried out promptly and literally.

The western lines, especially those in northwestern and

central western territor)-, recently have suffered a very serious

reduction of the numl<er of bax cars on their lines, and they

need all of them they can jxissibly get, and more, to satisfy

the demands of their shippers. The order issued may be

criticised as drastic. The plain fact is, that the conditions

which have caused it to be issued are due to extensive viola-

tions of car service rules. If the railways on whose lines

the cars have accumulated had oijeyed the car service rules

in the pmst, the present condition would not exist and the

order issued by the Car Service Division would not have

been necessar)-.

The existing situation presents plainly and directly the

question whether, in respect to freight car distribution, the

railways are capable of self-government. Having brought

about the present situation by extensive violations of rules

made by thcm.selves, and which they are jiledged to observe,

they have now made it necessary to rai.sc the f|uestion whether

they will or will not promptly, faithfully and completely

carry out an order issued by tlie Car Service Commission,

which tliey themselves created and maintain to dial with just

such situations as the present.

The railways arc always on trial. They are especially on

trial now. Will they show they are capable of self-govern-

ment by obeying the orders of their own Car Service Divi-

sion, or will tliey fail to do so, and thus afford good reason

for the exercise by the Interstate Commerce Commission of

its legal authority to take control of the distribution of cars

when the railways themselves do not handle it efficiently and

satisfactorily?

Every railway officer knows what will be safd if the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has to take control of the dis-

tribution of cars. It will Ix; said that the machinery of the

railways for handling the distribution of cars under private

operation has broken down, and the statement will be true.

The railways would have to obey an order pertaining to

this matter issued i)y the C"ommission or take the heavy

penalties provided for violations of the Transportation Act.

If they could and would obey an order of the Interstate

Commerce Commi.ssion they can and should obey the order

of the Car Service Division.

The Stale of New llainpsliire was Uie first state to take
effective legal action to have warnings set up on the high-

ways, 300 ft. short of each railroad
The Human crtjssing, so tliat the reckless automo-

Versus the Machinebile driver should no longer excuse

Flagman himself by the plea that he did not
know the railroad was there. Its public

service commission has now taken another notable step, in

setting forth tlie truth concerning Uic watching of crossings.

Deciding a case at Newfields, on the Boston & Maine, the
commission says unequivocally that a good visual and au-
dible signal, on a pwst, in service 24 hours a day, is a better

watchman than the human attendant on duty 12 hours a day.
The decision is reported on anotlier page. To tlioughtful and
well-informed persons, this truth is already well-known, but
it is a very good thing to have it formally and officially set

forth in this definite fashion. Like many other truths, many
people know it, but do not know it well enough. The New
Hampshire decision ai>olishcs a practice of fifty years'

standing. It also voices anotlier economic idea which needs
to l)e kept in mind mucii more than it is. namely, that a
wayfarer who gets in tlie way of a train and causes damage
to the locomotive or otlier property of the railroad ought to

pay a proper penalty in money. This theory is being put to

the test occasionally. The Central of New Jersey secured a
verdict for $300 the otlier day against the owner of an auto-

mobile truck that was wrongfully on a crossing.

One of the most important sessions of the coming meeting of

the National Personnel Association, tlie program of which is

noted elsewhere, is that on "Economics
Economics for Employees." Incidentally, it is, of

for Railway course, first necessary that the execu-

Men t'vcs and managements have a thor-

ough understanding of economics as

applied to their particular industn,-. Unfortunately much is

still to be desired in this direction. The Christian Century
in an editorial comparing labor unions in England and in

.\nierica, in one of its recent nujttibers, makes tliis state-

ment: "It is quite likely, too, that British employers, as con-

trasted with American, read economics rather more than

their American cousins. Hence, they do not have the blind

reactions in labor disputes that so often characterize Amer-
ican business men." .\ leading authority on this question

—

a practical economist of rare talent—in commenting upon
editorials on the personnel question which have recently ap-

peared in the Railway Age, makes this suggestion: "I feel

that until the managers begin to in.still some knowledge of

economics into their personnel relations, tiiere is not going

to be ver)- much progress in solving the labor problem.

Bonus jdans, profit sharing, welfare work, and all the num-
IrtU'ss schemes for industrial democracy will never get far

until they are tied up closely with the economic significance

of their bearings. I believe if you could get in a few licks

on the subject of the necessity of getting the right kind of

economic information to the employees that you would be

working right at the heart of the question rather than on the

82.i
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It is hardly necessary to make further comment
except possibly to again remind our readers that this is one

of the greatest tasks now confronting railway managements

and that it demands immediate attention.

With the withdrawal of allied troops from Siberia the

United States, along with Great Britain, France, Italy and

Japan, has relinquished all control

Allies End which it has exercised over tlie Chinese

Control of Eastern—the Chinese section of the

Chinese Eastern Trans-Siberian Railway. The affairs

of the Chinese Eastern have, since

1918, been managed by an inter-allied committee at Vlad-

ivostok and a technical board at Harbin. In the management

of the road the United States has been represented by John

F. Stevens. In relinquishing control of the railway to the

Chinese government, our government has called to its atten-

tion the necessity for increasing the efficiency of the road's

operation, making provision for greater safety for employees

and passengers and safeguarding the interests of foreign

investors and creditors. Attention is called to the import-

ant contribution which our government has made toward the

maintenance and operation of the property, "both materially

and through the services of the distinguished American

engineer, John F. Stevens, and his assistants." The future

operation of the Chinese Eastern will be watched with

interest in this country, not only from a railroad standpoint,

but from that of national policy. When order returns to

Russia and the Trans-Siberian Railway is made into an

avenue of traffic in keeping with its potentialities, the Chinese

Eastern will assume a place of increasing importance; keep-

ing it in efficient operation and free to the traffic of all nations

will be a task which the Chinese government should exert

every effort to carry out.

Over a week has now passed since the Pennsylvania direc-

tors voted in favor of restoring the dividend rate to 6 per

cent. One writing at this time, there-

Pennsylvania fore, has been given the opportunity of

Again Pays seeing the interesting reaction which

6 Per Cent has been evidenced in the press and

elsewhere. In truth, one hesitates to

decide which is the more important (a) the significance of

the restoration of the 6 per cent rate as indicating that the

Pennsylvania has finally left behind it for good and all the

adverse effects of the war and government control period, or

(b) the congratulatory manner in which the Pennsylvania's

action has been received by the editorial writers. From the

point of view of news probably the latter is the more import-

ant. The Pennsylvania this year continued with the remark-

able come-back which it staged following the end of govern-

ment control; it came tlirough the shopmen's strike rather

better than almost any other road and its earnings statements

have been so uniformly good for several months tliat the

declaration of the IJ/l per cent dividend was quite accord-

ing to expectations. The Pennsylvania management has been

conducting its operations so as to aim at the 6 per cent for

several months past and the stockholders have had a promise

that the higher rate would Ix; restored at the earliest oppor-

tunity. In speaking of the other angles of the ."situation it is

difficult to refrain from platitudes about such things as the

Pennsylvania's reputation for conservative financing, the

wide distribution of the stock in small holdings and the

favorable public opinion ronreming its activities in general.

The Pennsylvania has for many years liecn in that much to

be envied position that tlicse attributes have l>ccn regarded

almost as commonplaces. These things serve to emphasize

that the I'ennsvlvania st<)< kliolders were railed u(X)n—when

their dividend was reduced to 4 per cent—to bear a con-
siderably heavier burden than stockholders in a company of

the Pennsylvania's standing should in all fairness have been
called upon to bear. The situation will enter railroad history

as a standing indictment of the way in which the railroads

were treated during the war period. There is a great deal
of pleasure in noting the manner in which the press shows its

realization of this very patent fact.

It is a bit early to attempt to say what the total earnings of
the Class I carriers will show for September when all the

monthly reports are in. Those reports
September that have been made public, however,
Railway indicate plainly that the net for the

Earnings month will probably not prove as good
as many expected. The end of the coal

strike, which was finally brought about in the latter part of
August, was reflected in gradually increasing coal loadings
during September. Whereas the coal loadings for the week
ended September 2 were reported by the Car Service Division
as 149,487, for the week ended September 30 they had
reached 189,349. This increased business, however, has not
been reflected in any appreciable manner in the September
net. The explanation is, of course, simple, for it lies in the
expenses due to the railway shopmen's strike. Most of the
roads whose September reports we have seen show fairly

imposing increases in their maintenance of equipment ex-
penses with corresponding effect on the operating ratio and,
of course, on net income. The following gives an abstract of
the figures of net railway operating income for a small group
of roads for September and for the nine months. It viiW be
noticed that the larger part of them show net for September
this year less than that for September last year; in two cases
there are actual deficits. The outstanding feature in the
figures, however, is of opposite character in the form of the
Pennsylvania's report. Its increase in net for the nine months—$32,811,515—is interesting commentary on the recent
restoration of the six per cent dividend rate:

NET RAILWAY OPERATING INCOME
Inc. or Dec. Inc. or
compared Nine Dec. com-

_ , _ with months p.ired
Ro»d Sept.. 1922 Sept.. 1921 1922 last year

Atlantic Coast Line 1,024.367 1.011.390 10,839.608 7.866.317
Baltimore & Ohio def. 2,665,952—5.721,488 12.491,220 —2. 7r9.')77

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. I|aul 1.564,107 —817,721 7.981.071 5.410.325
Great Norhtem 1.836.120—1,382.636 10.084.242 5.87l!607
Lehigh Valley def. 295.976—1.867.263 740,832—1.972.467
Illinois Central 2,677.011 1.072,125 17,971,663 4.150.999
New York Central 3,111.204—2.317,209 35,657.023 2.839,643
New York. New Haven &

Hartford 1.245.279 576.788 9,860,468 12.879.647
Pennsylvania Railroad 6.298.532 2.456,637 56,712.505 32,811.515
St. Louis-San Francisco 731,032—1.163.513 11,139.414—1.767,166
Southern Pacific System 5,805,586 604.978 31.304.080 3.967.640

Union Pacific System 3.325.281—2.261.276 19.879.242—3.642.265

It is self-evident that tlie small ;uinual net earnings of the

railroads in ntcnt years have discouraged investors to such

an extent that capital needed to expand
A Constructive the railroad plant in projwrtion to the

Machine Tool normal exp,xnsion of business could not

Program Its Fate ^^ obtained. Necessan- new equipment
could not be purchased nor repair fa-

cilities properly maintained. This is why, in many cases,

railroad shops and enginehouses arc equipped as at present

with so many machines which are antiquated, inefficient and
costly to operate. The second reason may be laid to me-
chanical department men who have taken old macJiinen- too

much for granted, either entirely failing to show the man-
agements how much money could be saved by the installation

of modem equipment, or else becoming discouraged after

once pointing out the needs and getting no action. There arr
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nuny progmsive mechanical department officers on the other

hand who do realize the savings possible l.y new cx|uipment,

but who« hands ari- completely liwi by the physical inability

of the niilroads to provide the appropriations needed. For
example, alxwt two years ago tlic superintendent of motive
power of a road having four repair shops of medium size

made an ixhaustive sur\ey of all his shop machinery, listing

separately the machines which were over .50, 20, 15, 10, 5

and under 5 years old. The exact order in which these

machines were to be retired was indicated, together with the

types of machines needed to replace them and the savings
possible. This constructive program was to be spread over

a period of ten years, it being proposed to spend $275,000
for new machinery each year. Owing to financial stringency,

the railroad in question was absolutely unable to carry out
this program and in the two years since it was initiated,

three machine tools only have been purchased. It is impor-
tant that railroad mechanical departments present construc-

tive machine tool programs to the managements as forcefully

as possible; in many cases, money thus spent will pay higher
returns than if invested in new rolling stock. The greatest

need of all, however, is the abolishment of those phases of
government regulation which prevent the railroads from oper-

ating their own properties with sufficient net earnings to pro-

vide for normal growth and expansion. Incidentally, the case

mentioned affords a striking example of railroad shop neg-
lect, l>e it avoidable or otherwise, which is all too common.
For years the railroads have not spent enough money for

new machinery and shop equipment to replace that which
was worn out, let alone take care of new and heavier rolling

stock.

The appointment of John G. Wallier as vice-president in

charge of personnel for the Xew York Central System is

significant, and particularly so at fhe
Another pre.sent time. No definite statement

Personnel has been given out as to his exact

Vice-President duties and responsibilities, but pre-

sumably they will include those ordin-

arily associated with an executive personnel officer in the

industrial field. It was A. H. Smith, president of the New
York Central System, who made the statement in testifying

before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce a year

or more ago, that "the efficiency of a railroad depends prin-

cipally upon its men. It is estimated that 95 per cent of rail-

roiading is human." Unfortunately entirely too little atten-

tion has liecn paid to the human element on the railroads, as

was note<i pjirticularly in the editorial in the Railway Age
of September 16 on '"Developing Machinery and Neglecting

Men." On the other hand two of our largest railroad sys-

tems, the Pennsylvania and the New York Central, now have

vice-presidents who are charged with the responsibility of

seeing that the human element is fully understood and de-

veloped. Other railroads are taking a keen interest in these

developments and many of them are working on similar pro-

grams, but of le.«s ambitious nature. Students of industrial

progress in Great Hritain and .America have stated that

American industrial managers were many years behind those

of Great Britain on this personnel question, because the

Briti.sh industrial leaders had recognized the folly of fight-

ing organized labor and had awakened to the remarkable

possibilities of having the unions work with them rather

than against them. The events of the past year have ap-

parently made a deep impression upon the minds of many of

the leaders of organized lal)or in this country and upon the

more thoughtful element among the employees. Is the time

not now ripe for taking advantage of this and developing

wn'thin each of the individual railroads that spirit of co-

operation and teamwork which is so essential to the success

of any organization?

Entertaining Inisiness men at luncheon in its shops is cuie of

the recent activities for improving public relations which the

Central of Georgia has undertaken. At
Entertaining Macon, Ga., the Rotary and Civitan

Guests in clubs have thus far been guests of the

Shops railroad, and other organizations of

business men will be entertained in a
like manner. Luncheon is served in the machine shop to

emj)loyees and guests. There are a few short talks and then

the guests are taken for a tour of insp)ection of the shop)S.

Business men thus have an opportunity to see something of

the railroad at first hand and, perhaps, to revise any un-
favorable opinions they might have concerning the effects

which the strike has had on the efficient operation of the

railroad. These luncheons have been a decided success. Not
only have they aroused the interest of the guests and tended

to make them think favorably of the railroad; they have

also aroused the same feelings in the employees, putting them
in the p)osition of hosts to leading business men of the com-
munity. The Central of Georgia has been unusually success-

ful in its public relations work and one of the reasons for

tliis is that it has not been content with half-measures. Be-
fore us is a copy of the menu of the luncheon given to the

Civitan club at Macon on October 20 and on it are listed,

not sandwiches and coffee and such simple fare as one might
expect to be served in a railway machine shop at lunch time,

but an elaborate five-course luncheon—a wortliy example of

the Central of Georgia's thoroughness in its public relations

work. The menu was attractively printed for the occasion

and, in addition to the bill of fare, gave some facts about
the railway of interest to Macon business men, i.e., number
of employees in Macon, annual payroll, value of shops, taxes

paid to city and state, etc. The cost of the entertainment to

the railroad would be well worth while if it did no more
than fix firmly in the minds of the guests the few facts

printed on the menu card, but it undoubtedly in every case

has done more than that. The management of the Central

of Georgia evidently agrees with the assertion which has
often l>een made in these columns that "selling" the railroad

to the public and to its employees is as important a task as

is running trains or maintaining its equipment and track.

Having this belief, it is translating its faith into p>erformance.

The decision by the University of Michigan to establish a

chair of Transportation Engineering and the announcement
of the appointment of John S. Worley,

An Important formerly a member of the Engineering
Step for Board of the Bureau of Valuation of

Transportation 'he Interstate Commerce Commission,
to that position, means much to the

railways and to those def)endent upon this industry for ser-

vice. As expressed by an officer of the university who has
been largely instrumental in the development of the plans

for this department, it is not the intention of the university

to turn out a large number of mediocre men who may ul-

timately rise to the p)ositions of instrumentman or division

engineer, but to help develop a few high-class men who may
rise to executive pasitions in railway service and to give

courses which will be taken by many students who will never

enter the transportation industry but who through that work
will make more intelligent citizens. This action by the

University of Michigan, like that which led to the creation

of the James J. Hill chair of Transportation at Harvard
University, is a recognition on the p)art of educators and
leaders in the transp>ortation industry of the need for trained

men for executive .ser\'ice on the railways. Railway opera-

tion is rapidly becoming an intricate science which not only

requires the highest ability but training in the methods of

analysis. The new era of transportation in wliich we are

now entering is requiring greater refinement in nuthods and
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the development of economies not heretofore realized through
the more intensive use of facilities of all kinds and the ren-

dering of the maximum transportation ser\-ice with the min-
imum exjjenditure. A recent compilation showed there are

one or more men of engineering and maintenance of way
training now holding executive positions on roads aggregating
more than 50 per cent of the mileage of the United States

and Canada. When to this number are added the men who
have had collegiate training in other courses the influence of

college training in transportation can be realized. The
decision of universities of the standing of Michigan and of

Harvard to undertake the training of men .specifically for

transportation service is a development of much importance
to this indu.strv which it should foster in everv vvav.

Dealing with the Labor Problem

THE MANAGEMENTS of some of the railways recently have
made or are now making important changes in their

organizations to deal with the labor problem. The Pennsyl-

vania system has had for some time a department of pyer-

sonnel with a vice-president in charge. The New York
Central has just created the oflice of vice-president in charge

of personnel. The Rock Island some time since created the

office of assistant to tlie president in charge of personnel and
public relations. A few other examples of the same kind

might be cited.

Such changes in railway organizations are being made in

recognition of Uie fact that the labor problem on the rail-

ways, as well as in many other industries, has undergone a

radical cliange within recent years.

The conditions of emplo>Tnent in industry have been rev-

olutionized by the great increase in tlie size of industrial

concerns, by popular education and by other important

causes. In consequence the attitude of employees to their

jobs, esp)ecially in large scale industries, has changed greatly

witliin the last quarter century, and especially die last 15

years. Of no other industry has this been more true than

of American railroads. The great increase in the size of

railroad systems has increased even geographically the dis-

tances between most railway employees and the owners and
chief executive officers. When a railroad with 3,000 miles

of line was a big system, most of tlie employees were nowhere
near as far from the principal executive officers and the

owners in merely a geographical sense as they arc now when
many systems have from 3,000 to 20,000 miles. But in an-

other sense the distance between the employees and the

executive officers and owTiers has been increased much more.

It has been increased so much by the results of government

control and by radical propaganda that in the minds of many
railway employees the ownership of the railways is indicated

by two words—"Wall Street," and the executive officers are

regarded as agents of Wall Street who are paid high salaries

to do its bidding in dealing with employees and the public.

How many reflect upon what these conditions mean to the

railroads in relation to efficiency of operation and to their

future operation and ownership? There is an old warning

regarding the results of trying to put new wine into old

bottles. New conditions demand new methods. All change

is not progress, but no progress was ever made without

cliange. In spite of the revolution which has taken place in

the lalxjr problem no important changes in organizations or

methods for dealing with employees have been made on most
railways. The view seems to prevail on most of them that

if the old methods are used long enough and energetically

enough they will finally restore the old labor conditions of

efficienc>' and loyalty. On the other hand, tl>c managements
of ''ome railways belirvr that ch.anges in organization and

methods must be made if the labor problem of today is to

be solved. They are acting accordingly, and they are right.

The plans they are adopting differ, but tliey have the same
purpose. This purpose is to find out what the employees are
really tliinking, what they really want, and what must be
done to bring about new relations between them and the
railways which will be beneficial to both.

The first prerequisite to the solution of any new problem is

to find out that there really is a new problem and exactly
what it is. There always has been a labor problem in in-

dustry'. There always will be. It always has been a chang-
ing problem, and it always will be. It has changed so
much on the railroads within recent years that it has be-
come a new problem. Anybody who does not recognize the
fact as it presents itself today it is a new problem will
struggle with it in vain.

It having been once determined that there is a new prob-
lem and what it is, the next thing needed is to work out a
new method for solving it, and try it. If it does not work,
still anotlier method should be tried.

Neitiier on the railroads nor in any other industry will
the labor problem be solved until the emplo>-ees are treated
fairly and as well as economic conditions will permit. One
of the primary duties of a personnel department is to inves-
tigate working conditions and provide remedies for all con-
ditions about which employees reasonably complain or might
reasonably complain. Another essential to any real solu-
tion of the labor problem under modem conditions is that
the. door of the management shall be kept wide open to re-

ceive the complaints and suggestions of employees. But
every employee cannot come to headquarters with his com-
plaints and suggestions. Therefore, employees must be given
an opportunity to communicate and deal witli the manage-
ment through representatives of their own choosing.
The railways have persistently opposed national negotia-

tions and agreements with labor unions. Those railways
which have not made settlements with striking shop crafts

unions have a real opportunity to make satisfactory agree-
ments for dealing locally with employees in their own shops.
The greatest mistake which these railways could make

—

and it is a mistake some, if not many of them, seem in dan-
ger of making—would be to attempt to dictate the exact
kind of organization their shop employees should form, the
way that they should choose their representatives to deal with
the managements, and the way in which the dealings be-
tween tliese representati\es of the employees and tlie officers

of the railway should be carried on. The entire scheme for lo-

cal dealings between the shop employees and the railway man-
agements should be worked out in conferences between repre-

sentatives freely chosen by the employees and managements.
In the long run, no plan for local negotiations and settle-

ments which is merely "handed down from the top shelf
l)y the managements will satisfy the employees and bring
about a good understanding and close co-operation. There
is a spirit among the working class today whicli causes in-

telligent working men, whether conservatives or radicals, to
desire a real voice in settling questions the settlement of
which will affect their welfare, and no management which
does not recognize this spirit as reasonable and laudable
will establi.sh relations with its emplo)-ees which in the long
run will in.spire loyaltj' and secure efficient work. The so-

called "company unions" must be allowed and encouraged
to btxonie real employees' unions, or in the long run it will
be found that most of the shop employees have become mem-
l)ers of other and larger unions and that these other and
larger unions will again have to he dealt with.

One of the most important influences which have made
the labor problem on the railways what it is today is the
propaganda against private management of railways, and
the still more radical propaganda against the entire present
industrial system, which has been and still is lieing so exten-
sively carried on among railway employees. How many rail-

way officers who deal with labor read the weekly and monthly
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publications of thi- laUir organizations which are being read

by employers? Those officers who do not read them should

begin to do so. If they read them the)- would get light which
they much need on one of the principal reasons why the

railway labor probltm has become what it is today. This
propaganda has poi.soned and is still poisoning the minds of

hundrwl.s of thousands of employees against their officers,

against private management of railroadis, and against the

entire present industrial system. If the railroad lalx)r prob-

lem of the present is to h»e solved, this propaganda must be

met and its effects nullified by presenting to employees the

real facts about the railroad business, including the part of

total railway earnings that go to labor, the part that is spent

for materials and supplies, the part that is paid out in sal-

aries and the reasons why some large salaries must be paid,

and about the part that goes to capital. Railway employees

must be shown why it is to their interest to do efficient work

and why it is contrarj- to their interest to destroy the earn-

ing capacity and stop the expansion of the concerns for

which they work. They must Ije shown why it is not practi-

cal to give them more favorable working conditions or higher

wages, and why their own situation and those of other work-

ing men in these respects could not and would not \>e im-

pro\'ed by the adoption of government ownership or the

Plumb plan or other revolutionar)- policies.

The machinery adopted for bringing about a l>etter under-

standing and close co-operation between the employees and

the railways never has been and never will be so important

as the spirit in which the problem is attacked by railway

officers. The essence of the matter is "Not of the letter, but

of the spirit; for the letter killeth but the spirit giveth life."

Most men are governed much more by their sentiments and

prejudices than by their reason. No amount of presentation

of statistics and arguments w^ill ever solve the problem until

more emplo)ets have their confidence in the fairness and effi-

ciency of their officers and managements built up until they

will again sjieak proudly of "our railroad." As this is

done, however, the facts regarding the railroad business in

general and about the business of the railroad for which

they work in particular which are or should be presented to

them, will become more and more effective in nullifying the

reckless anti-railroad propaganda which is being carried on.

The Largest Car Shortage in History

THE CAR SKKVUT. DIVISION of the .\merican Railway .\s-

sociation reported for the week ended Octol)er 15 that

the railways were unable to furnish 156,309 freight cars for

which shippers had made requisition, and that, on tlie other

hand, there were scattering surjiluses of cars in different

parts of the country amounting to 4,275. This made a net

"car shortage" of 152,034. This is the largest car shortage

ever reported. The largest net shortages reported in earlier

years were as follows:

On February 6, 1907 137,847

On May 1, 1917 145,449

On March 1, 1918 138,102

On September 1, 1920 146,070

There is a prevalent belief that the largest car shortages

usually have been reported in the fall or early winter. This

is based upon the a.ssumption that the largest amount of

freight always is transported in the closing months of the

year. The foregoing figures show that the largest car short-

ages have not always, in the past, developed in the fall or

winter. Furthermore, it is not true tiiat within the last five

years, at least, the [X'ak of the year's business has always

been reached in the fall. In 1917 the largest month's freight

business was handled in May; in 1918 in August; in 1919 in

October; in 1920 in August, and in 1921 in October.

I'nquestionably the general tendency is for the largest

freight business to mcA'e in the later months of the year, but

the time when the largest amount of freight actually has been

mo\'ed and shortages of cars have come have been deter-

mined by whether the tendency of general business has been

upward or downward. In 1906 the tendency was one of in-

creasing activity of general business and this tendency caused

the freight movement to continue so hea\-y tliat the peak of

the car shortage in that period was reached in the spring of

1907. Eight months later came the panic of 1907, which

caused a heav-y decline in freight business. In 1916 the

tendency of general business was to increase, and the peak
of the C"ar shortage was reached in the spring of 1917. The
same tendency of general business prevailed in 1907, while

the severe winter of 1917-1918 seriously interfered with the

movement of freight. In consequence, the peak of the car

sliortage was reached in the ne.\t spring. The peak of the car

shortage in 1919 was reached in October, because late in

1918 and early in 1919 general business activity declined.

The largest volume of freight movement and the peak of the

car shortage in 1920 were attained in August, because gen-

eral business activity was at its height and tending to de-

cline, and in the preceding spring the movement of freight

had been seriously interfered with by the switchmen's strike.

This combination of conditions caused the total freight

moved, a large amount of which had accumulated in the

spring months, to be the largest in the four months May to

August of any four months in history.

Unless most of the present indications are misleading, the

tendency of general business is now to increase. There
always has occurred in the winter months a decline in the

amount of freight moved, even when general business has
been e-xtremely active. Undoubtedly this has been mainly

due to the fact that the cold and storms of winter have in-

terfered with railway operation and reduced the amount of

freight it has been physically jxissible for the railroads in

the northern part of the country to handle, even when
general business has been active and growing. The result

of this decline in freight movement in the winter months has

been, as facts already given show, to increase the car short-

age until spring weather has made it possible for the rail-

ways to again increase the amount of freight handled.

What do these facts indicate as to the transportation situa-

tion which is likely to prev.iil tliis winter and ne.xt spring?

.•\s there is no sign that the activity of general business is

going to decline, die conclusion suggested is that the shortage

of cars will reach its peak in the spring of 1923, as it did

in tlie springs of 1907, 1917 and 1918. The railways for

the last five weeks have been loading an average of over

970,000 freight cars weekly, .\fter they had ba-n UKxking

practically the same record for some weeks in the falls of

1918, 1919 and 1920, the denuuid for cars declined. Some
experts on car service advance the theory that after the rail-

ways have been moving almost a million carloads of freight

weekly for some weeks the supply of commodities received

by the purchasers catdies up witli their demands, and that

tlierefore after some weeks of such heavy traffic there is

likely to be a decline in the demand for transpwrtation. But
this conclusion is based only on figures for carloadings for

the last three years. Now, the decline in the demand for

transportation late in 1918 and early in 1919 undoubtedly

was largely due to the termination of the war and to resulting

industrial readjustments. The decline in the demand for

transportation late in 1919 was brief and was followed by

a large increase in the dem;uid for it. The decline in the

demand for transportation toward the close of 1920 was
due to the fact that for months the country had been head-

ing into a period of drastic liquidation and decline of gen-

eral business.

It would seem that the present conditions are more similar

to those which existed late in 1906, 1916 and 1917, and as
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has been shown, the conditions existing then resulted in in-

creases of general business activit)% of freight movement, and
of car shortage. The United State.* is a growing countr)'.

Its periods of depression alvvaj's have been followed by

I>eriods of revival and expansion of business and by conse-

quent increases in the demands for transportation. The
countn.- is in the midst of a period of business revival now.

Possibly the demands for transportation will not continue

to increase, but certainly there seems more in past experience

to indicate that they will than tliat they will not.

At any rate, nothing can be lost and much may be gained

by railways, shippers and consignees acting on the assump-
tion that the demand for transportation is going to increase

for some time, and that every effort should be made to pro-

vide for meeting this increased demand if it comes. The
railways, with unfavorable conditions in the shojjs of most

of them, are pushing repairs of locomotives and cars as fast

as they can; but while the number of bad order locomotives

and cars is being reduced, it is not declining as rapidly as

could be wished. The railways are ordering more new loco-

motives and cars this year than for some time. These are

being received and put in service as rapidly as the builders

can turn them out.

If, however, the expansion of general business is to con-

tinue it is evident that more must be done to secure the maxi-
mum util'zation of tlie transportation facilitie.* now avail-

able. While the shortage of cars is the best measure of the

existing shortage of transfX)rtation, it is merely a symptom
of the general transportation situation. Even if the railways

should immediately put into service hundreds of thousands

of new freight cars, the problem presented would not be

solved. It would still be necessar\- to get more service from

the tracks, the terminals and the locomotives.

The best immediately available means of partially solv-

ing the present problem is to improve the distribution of

cajs, to increase the average miles traveled daily by each

car and to increase the average load per car. There is an
acute shortage of cars for the shipment of grain on the cen-

tral western and northwestern lines. The Car Service Divi-

sion is trying to remedy this by ordering an extraordinary

movement of box cars to these lines. If the railways act

wisely they will fully and promptly carri' out these orders,

which probably would not have been necessar)- if car service

rules had been strictly obser\'ed up to this time. The in-

creased average movement and average loading of cars re-

quired cannot be secured without the co-operation of shijj-

pers and consignees, and the Car Service Division has called

upon them for their help. In a recent bulletin it has shown
that at least 150,000 cars are unloaded even,- day, and that if

24 hours were saved in unloading only one car out of every

ten, this would increase the number of cars available for

shippers by 15,000. The number of cars available could

be increased .30,000 by saving 24 hours in unloading one

car out of each five. Shippers are also urged to order only

cars that will be loaded within a 24-hour period, and to place

orders for reconsignment promptly in order to prevent un-

neccssarj- delays to cars that arc reconsigncd. They are also

urged to load cars to the limit of their capacity, and to load

and release them with the utmost promptness.

It is always obviously to the interest of the railways them-

selves in periods such as this to accelerate the movement of

cars and increase tlicir loading as much as {X)ssible. It is

not always so plain to tlie individual sliippcr and consignee

that it is equally to his interest to co-oiK-rate with the rail-

ways. Nothing could be plainer, ht.wevcr, than that wliat-

ever will increase the average movement and loading of

cars will have the effect of increasing the available supply,

and that, other things being equal, whatever increa.<scs the

available supply will increase the amount of freight that

cvvry shipper can ship and that even- consignee can get

sliii.'i,,,! to Inni

In the efforts to secure the greatest possible amount of

service from the facilities already available, the one most
important fact which the existing transportation situation

emphasizes should never be overlooked. This is that for

the first time in its histor}' the country is confronted, at the

beginning of a period of business revival, not only with a

shortage of transportation but with the most acute shortage

that ever existed. There is only one real remedy for this

situation, and this is the expansion of railroad facilities.

\\'hether they will be adequately expanded or not will de-

[x-nd upon future government regulation of railways. The
public will determine what regulation will be in future.

Therefore, whether the existing shortage of transportation

will be remedied or become more acute and serious, will be
determined by the public.

Net Railway Operating Income
In an editorial which appeared in last week's issue of the
* Railway Age a suggestion was advanced that the monthly
reports of the earnings and expenses of the Class I carriers

would p)erhaps have even a greater usefulness than they now
have if there were a better understanding of the terms "Net
railway operating income" and '"Net after rentals." These
two terms are synonymous; the chief difficulty in connection

with their use lies in a certain amount of confusion between
them and such other terms as "Net revenue from railway

operations," "Railway operating income," "Net income," etc.

In other words there is a lack of understanding as to what
different things these various terms mean and a failure to

differentiate them properly.

The best way to define the term "Net railway operating

income" is to show what the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion requires on the form on which the monthly ref)orts of

the carriers are rendered. That form requires the carriers to

fill in six figures for each of a total of 29 items. The form

—

which measures 9^ in. by 11 in.—thus has seven columns
which include the figures for the month (a) this year, (b)

last year, (c) increase or decrease. Column (d) contains the

items and (e) the figures for the cumulative period this

year, (f) last year and (g) increase or decrease. The 29
items in column (d) are as follows:

OPER.\TING REVENUES:*
1. Freight (Accounts 101 and 12n.
2. Passenger (Accounts 102 and 122).
3. Mail (Accounts 106 and 125).
4. Express (Accounts 107 .ind 126).
5. All other transportation.
6. Incidental (Accounts 131 to 143).
7. Toint facility—Cr. (Account 151).
8. Joint facility— Dr. (.Account 152).
9. Railway operating revenues (Account 501).

OPERATING EXPENSES:*
10. Maintenance of way and structures (Accounts 201 to 279)
11. Maintenance of equipment (Accounts 301 to 337).
12. Traffic (Accounts 351 to 359).
13. Transportation (Accounts 371 to 420 and 431 to 433).
14. Miscellaneous operations (Accounts 441 to 446).
15. General (Accounts 451 to 462).
16. Transportation for invcsttncnt—Cr. (General Account VIII).
17. Railway operating expenses (Account 531).

INCOME ITEMS:
18. Net revenue from railway operations (Item 9, less Ilem 17).
19. Railway tax accruals (Account 532).
20. Uncollectible railway revenues (Account 533).
21. Railway oper.iting income (Item 18, less Items 19 and 20).
22. Equipment rents (Accounts 503 to 507 and 536 to 540), net.t

nher of liles

ncome (Items 21, 22,

of road operated.

Net railway operating income (Items 21, 22, ,ind 23).

MILEAGE:
25. Average numher

OPERATING RATIOS:
26. Ratio of expenses to revenues (Item 17-i-Itero 9).
27. Ratio of tot.il maintenance to revenues ([Item 10+Item lll->-Item9)
28. R.iiio of total maintenance to expensesditem 10+Item llj-t-ltem 17)
29. Sleeping and parlor car surcharge included in Item 2,

• Includes figures for water lines,

tDebit balance should be entered

It will be noted that "Net railway operating income" is

item 24 and that what it .shows is a "Net after rentals" but
before fixed charges. Item 24 is the figure around which
the present discussion is based.
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Letters to the Editor

I
The Railway Age wtlcoma Utters from its readers and

especially those conlaining constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
u-ords—are particularly appreciated. Tkt editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.^

Statistical Comparisons Should

Consider Business Conditions

Ntw Hivo, Cono.

To THE Editor :

In an article entitled "Suggestions for Greater Efficiency

and ExTonomy," on page 702 of the Railway Age of October

14, Franklin Snow makes certain suggestions for improving

the efficiency and economy of the railroads. His remarks on
train dispatching arc necessarily read without the informa-

tion in regard to conditions on the line as a whole which

only the dispatcher had at the time. As to the use of official

cars and the cost stated—30 cents per car mile—Mr. Snow
does not give full consideration of the lesser cost of these

movements on trains operating for other purposes, the neces-

sity of traveling offices for officers, the number of which has

not increased as rapidly as has transportation. In the matter

of passes he neglects the long established considerations of

employees, particularly those older in the service. His ad-

verse criticism of 1921 freight operation as compared to

1919, which criticism is apparently based on certain selected

unit performance figures, may well Ije the subject of comment.

His figures for the month of July are quoted below for

reference

:

1919 1920 1921

Per cent of cart loaded 67.9 71.1 63.6
*.\verage number tons per car mile 27.9 28.2 27.8

.Xverage car milei per car day 24.1 24.4 21.3

.Vet tonmilei per car day 455 490 375
AveriKC ipeed per freight train mile 10.8 10.8 11.9

tGrou ton miles per freight train mile 1.571 1.470 1,472

Net ton miles per freight train mile 757 725 674
Per cent of net to grois ton-miles 48 49 46
Cost per freight train mile $1.54 $1.87 $1.88
Average per cent Ir.comolives unserviceable 27.2 24.2 23.3

Average per cent freight cars unserviceable 8.7 6.6 15.9

•Some of the titles are not correct, this one obviously refers to the average

ton-miles per loaded car mile. ,,.,,.
tThe Bureau of Railway Economics summary shows in 1920, 1,512 tons

instead of 1,470, and in 1921, 1,459 toni instead of 1,472.

It is common knowledge that the greatest efficiency of any

plant is obtained when it is working to 100 per cent capacity

and before it is overworked, which in the case of a railroad

is when it bcromes congested. When business is light and

plants work only to part capacity, the performance units al-

ways suffer as compared to those accomplished under 100

per cent operation. This point should be liorne in mind

when comparing July, 1921, with July, 1919, the latter

month, according to Mr. Snow, being a normal one, with

war traffic replaced by a heavy commercial traffic.

Therefore as the above factors of car use and train per-

formance arc influenced by the volume of business offering,

no attempt to judge the relative operating efficiency should

be made without knowledge concerning the amount of freight

business handled during the different perio<is. Using as a

measure the gross ton-miles handled in July of the three

years (and net ton-miles would show 1921 at an even greater

disadvantage), we find that 1920 was 12 per cent greater

than 1919, but that 1921 was 14 per cent less than 1919.

Without taking any credit from the managers for their

successful efforts in 1920, it should be realized that the in-

creases in tlie percentage of loaded car miles and in the tons

per loaded car were due in large \r.\rt to the heavy freight

movement at that time. Following federal operation and the

period of heavy traffic, empty car mileage necessarily in-

creased, incidental to the return of cars to owning roads, a

movement nece.ssary, moreo\-er, in the interest of car mainte-

nance. When business is liea\T every car is required and
there is opportunity to laid more cars at the point where

made empty, e.xcept in the cases of spKxialized equipment,

such as coal or stock cars, where but little lading is available

for the return movement. These conditions are responsible

for the improvement in 1920 and the slump in 1921, rather

than any falling off in efficiency.

Car loading is pretty well in the control of the railroads'

patrons, so long as they load to the tariff requirements, which

is all the railroads can insist upon. Car loading depends
sf)mewhat on car supply. When cars are scarce, naturally

shippers load the cars they do receive heavier than when
there is a car surplusage. Here again, considering the volume
of business, 1921 compares favorably with 1919.

What has been said concerning the effect of var)-ing freight

movements also applies to the miles jjer car per day, but

there is another important explanation for the decrease in

the 1921 figure. That unit, of course, is obtained by dividing

the car miles run during the month by the car days of that

month. Miles are made only by cars that move, consequently

any increases or decreases in the number of cars standing

still (bad order and stored cars), affect the average miles

per car day. Without entering into a discussion as to the

cause of the large number of bad order cars in 1921, whether

a result of under maintenance in previous years or, as Mr.
Snow suggests, due to a cessation of shop activities in 1921,

no criticism can be attached to the managers on that score,

bearing in mind the large number of surplus cars available

and the slack business of 1921, and the financial situation

of the carriers. In 1921 the percentage of bad order freight

cars had increased to 15.9 from 8.7 in 1919. If the 1921

percentage had been the same as 1919, the number of bad
orders in 1921 would have been 212,000 instead of 375,000,

and the average miles per car per day (with the same num-
ber of bad orders each year) would have increased from 21.3

to 23.1, or within one mile of the 1919 average. Similar

adjustment for surplus cars, 150.000 in July, 1919, and
350,000 in July, 1921, would add another 2.2 miles to the

1921 average or give an adjusted mileage of 25.3 miles pti

car day, with cars standing (bad orders and surplus) on the

same basis as 1919, or a considerably better performance

than in 1919. Mr. Snow"s remark that "It is indeed poor

policy to allow car mileage to fall off as it has." does not

appear to be justified.

Nothing need be said of the low figure of 375 net ton-

miles per car day. It is simply the product of the three fac-

tors previously discussed and when they decrease, it follows.

The statement that the drop in the train load in 1921 is

really an economy, because of higher average train speed

apparently assumed possible because of the lighter train, and
assuming further that the higher speed eliminated a large

amount of overtime and other expense, is open to serious

doubt. It is by no means an established fact that relatively

high freight train speeds mean economy. On the contrary,

many railroads have found that tlieir lowest unit costs have

resulted when heavy trains were being operated. The average

tractive effort of locomotives increases from year to year; it

was higher in 1921 than in 1919. Consequently the average

locomotive of 1921 sliould have handled a train of equal

tonnage to 1919 at a higher speed or more tonnage at the

same speed. Operating men know that the best train loading

records are made when there is a strong run of business for

the simple reason that when this is true there are ample cars

to load locomotives to capacity, while in times of light traffic,

sucli as July, 1921, certain service must i)e maintained re-

gardless of the train load, consequently many trains leave

tluir terminals with several less cars than they would handle

un(hr 100 jicr cent operation. This argument is .somewhat
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weakened bv the low train load figure shown in Mr. Snow's

table for 1920, but as stated the 1,470 tons shown for 1920

is considerably below the figure reported by the Bureau of

Railway Economics, while his 1921 figure is higher. \Vhile

the fact that the gross ton-miles per train hour, which takes

into account both load and speed, where higher in 1921,

denotes more economical handling—still greater saving

would have resulted had the 1,919 train load been handled

at the 1921 speed.

The net tons per train were lower in 1921 for reasons

previously given, i.e., less loaded cars per train and less tons

per loaded car, the same explanation holding for the de-

creased percentage of net to gross ton-miles.

Everything considered, there seems to be no reason for

discouragement so far as freight operation is concerned, and

what Mr. Snow terms the temporary spurt of 1920, was

really the beginning of improved operation which is continu-

ing, as indicated by tlie fact that some roads have established

new operating records since that time. Of course certain unit

figures which necessarily reflect the influence of light busi-

ness, or at the present time the efi"ects of the coal and shop-

men's strikes, will not evidence the improvement. Very likely

the railroads will have their troubles during the coming

months, but when conditions again become normal, with

respect to personnel and business, it is to be expected that

our railroads will establish new high marks of operating

efficiency. Don. M. Neiswanger.

Why Are Dining Cars Unprofitable?

Omaha, Neb.

To THE Editor:

It is generally known that dining cars are not self-support-

ing, in fact, in many instances are operated at a loss; that

were it not necessar>- to use them for the purpose of adver-

tising and satisfying patrons, railroads would withdraw most

of them.

What is the reason they cannot be made to yield a mod-

erate profit? One view is that some dining car superintend-

ents have fallen into a rut; that is, are too prone to copy

menus and methods of some other roads. They cater only

to about 15 per cent of their patrons, apparently ignoring

the ability to pay and the wants of the other 85 per cent of

the ISO passengers on the average train. High prices and

small portions are other reasons why the diners are not more

liberally patronized; also the tipping abomination, which is

more in evidence and seemingly more exacting in dining

cars than in any other place.

When a passenger is handed a bill of fare he is at once

dismayed and discouraged. True, there is a goodly list of

food specialties, but very little offered in the way of real

food such as roasts, vegetables and desserts at prices which

can be afforded, and which the man who is neither rich nor

poor is accustomed to find on his table at home.

A steak costing about 50 cents at home and which is

ample for three adults is offered at $1.25. The result of

this exorbitant price is that steaks go a-begging. Many are

carried on hand until they become unsalable and are a total

loss. A passenger traveling alone often finds it necessary to

buy enough, in quantity, to feed two or three persons because

of ill-adjusted portions.

Why cannot dining cars be made a paying proposition on

a basis of SO per cent profit on the food served ?

It is now the custom to serve club breakfasts at from SO

to 90 cents, but an inspection will show that a combination

rarely lists the articles of fowl that you usually eat, or for

which you care. If a selection of certain articles could be

made from each combination the result would he more pleas-

ing; but this is not allowed.

Whv not make some experiments along the following lines:

Distribute menus throughout the train showing in display

t>pe "this comp.^ny pays its dining car employees a
LI\'ING wage, kindly REFRAIN FROM OFFERING TIPS IN ANY
FORM WHATEVER."
Show only two prices for breakfast—75 cents and $1

—

specifying in each combination one choice of three or more
kinds of fruit, cereals, eggs, bacon, ham, rolls, hot cakes,

and drinks.

Serve luncheon at the same prices and list in same manner.

Provide six o'clock dinner at $1.25 and $1.75, permitting

passengers to make one selection from, say four kinds of

meat, two selections from the same number of vegetables and
supply dessert which is appetizing, instead of the usual

"cottage pudding," for which about 35 cents is charged.

The average American likes baked {xitatoes and pie, but

these are rarely shown on menus now. Soup and bread are

inexpensive and should be served as a matter of course.

More attention should be given to the quality of the coffee,

wliich on many diners is very poor indeed and is the one

thing above all others desired by the traveler. Unquestionably

poor coffee has provoked more criticism than anything else.

Since there is delay in changing, why use table cloths at

all? They soon become soiled, must be removed while pas-

sengers are at table, and are an unnecessatry expense. Also,

napkins are fully one-third too large. The expense for table

cloths at least could be saved by using a dining table having

a soft-toned, mottled, cream-colored top, surrounded by a

band about 1^^ inches wide—cherr)-, mahogany or walnut

—

or a pure white composition closely resembling marble, with

slightly turned up edges. Such tables may be seen in many
first-class public dining rooms and are quite attractive.

A study of the printed part of bills of fare will show that

nearly ever\'thing offered is canned; therefore, it would cost

nothing additional to continue offering these edibles should

it be desired to amplify the menus. For the IS per cent of

patrons who desire to be served with something out of the

ordinar}-, the same specials as now appear could be sho\vn;

but these articles should not be featured so prominently that

the other 85 per cent of the patrons would he stampeded by

the prices, the moment tliey are seated.

One of the inconsistencies of menus is an offering of ham
and eggs for 65 cents, while one must pay about $1.25 for a

steak that should not cost the railroad more than the ham
and eggs. Nearly everj-one would prefer the steak.

Following is the cost of an average meal as now shown
on many cars:

Meat order (not very much nor very good quality) % .80

One vegetable 30

Bread 10

Dessert JS
Po( cuftie IS

Tip M
Total $1.90

.\ dollar and ninety cents for barely enough to satisfy hunger.

Often patrons even forego the dessert in order to pay the tip,

as it is felt that both cannot be afforded.

Is it any wonder that dining cars are being operated at a

loss? Who will be the first to leave the beaten path and
oft'er passengers food worthy of the name, which they have

at home, and upon which at least SO per cent profit can be

made? H. W. F.

I.. F. Thompson, of Parkersburg, W. Va., is now 99 years old

and the Baltimore & Ohio calls attention to the fact that he is

"the oldest employee of the oldest r.Tilroad"' in the United States.

He has been retired on pension for the last 22 years. Mr.

Thompson was born in 1823, and until 18.S7, he was a school

teacher and tutor in college. Because of failing health, he then

went to work as a brakcman and remained in the railroad service

the rest of his active life.



Recent Developments in Use of Container Cars'

Saving in Manual Handling by Container System—Application

to Transportation of Milk in Bulk

By F. S. Gallagher

Engineer of Rolling Stock, New York Central

THE CONTAINER SYSTEM of handling L. C. L. freight is

too young to enable any definite or concrete figures in

connection with costs to be given, but I will endeavor

to draw a word picture that will show the economy and

Loading a 600 Gal. Mil.

safety effected through tlic liandling of less than car load

freight by the container system.

The L. C. L. method of handling less than car load

freight, permitting the unloading of a car in a few minutes,

will be very far reaching, taking into consideration the rail-

•Addrcu dclivri
October 10, 1922.

;<1 before Ihe Society of Tcrniin.nl Engineers, New York,

road equipment of the country and the inability of the rail-

roads to control this equipment during the peak load of

business, when, in some cases, it is known the shippers

use the car as a temporary storage place, t)'ing up equipy-

nient that is badly needed. This results in a loss to the

railroad company for car revenue which it would have had if

the car had been unloaded promptly and returned to service,

and an expense to the public at large due to the inability

of the railroads to handle promptly shipments because of

the lack of equipment.

With the use of the L. C. L. containers, this condition

should be greatly reduced, if not altogether eliminated, be-

cause tlie containers can be removed from the car. imme-
diately taken to the shipjxr's wareliou.se, and while there

might some day be a demurrage charge for holding the con-
tainers, it would not keep tlie rolling stock out of service.

In other words, the container methods of handling freight

permits the quick unloading, and, of course, the quick un-
loading jx^rmits the quick return to service of the car, and
during periotis when there is a shortage of cars, which is

almost chronic, the quick unloading of the freight car is a
benefit to all concerned—the railroads, the shipper and the

public.

Thirteen Manual Handlings for Each L.C. L. Shipment

Few people realize the number of times that L. C. L.
freight must be handled from the shipper to the consignee.

Following one package from start to destination, we will find

it is manually handled as follows: (First) From the pack-
ing room to the warehouse platform; (second) from the ware-
liou.se platform to the wagon by hand truck; (third) from
the hand truck into the wagon. The wagon then proceeds
to ihe freight house, an<i the next manual handling (fourth)
fs from tlie wagon to the freight house platform; (fifth)

from tlie freiglit house i)l:itform to the liand truck. The

833
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individual package ruust be weighed and proper record made,

. and then taken into the car (making the sixth movement).
The seventh handling would be the stowing into the car.

The car is then sealed and moved to destination.

The next handling (eighth) is the unloader lifting the

freight to the floor of the car for the hand trucker; (ninth)

the hand trucker carries this freight to a designated place in

the freight house. \Vhen the consignee calls for the goods

the hand trucker takes the shipment to the wagon for loading

(tenth handling). \\"hen the package is delivered by the

hand trucker to the wagon loading platform, it is dumped at

the tail gate of the wagon (eleventh handling), and must
be handled the twelfth time to place it into the wagon. At
the consignee's receiving platform the goods must be un-
loaded from the wagon, making the thirteenth time that this

package has been handled.

Assuming tliat a car load of L. C. L. freight is 20,000 lb.,

this means that it must be handled manually lifted 13 times,

or man power must be provided to lift 260,000 lb. in order

to transfer one car load of 20,000 lb. of freight. This does

not include the numerous clieckings and records that must
be made of this freight, which in itself is a big item of ex-

pense. By the container system the container is delivered to

the shipper, who w-ill have a light overhead crane or some
other means of carrying the container into his warehouse, so

that one handling of the original package into the container

is all that is necessary. The expense of crating is eliminated.

Being loaded with one handling of the freight, the container

is lifted by hoist from the floor of the shipper's warehouse to

the truck and is lifted by hoist from the truck to the car.

At destination, the operation is just the opposite. The
container is lifted from the car onto the truck and then from
truck to the consignee's platform, where it is unloaded and
is ready for return shipment, or the container is ready to be
picked up by the truck for the use of some other shipper.

While the container is being unloaded the truck is released.

Instead of having to handle this container shipment of

L. C. L. freight thirteen times by man power, it is handled
twice, saving on the same basis as before: that is, on a car

load of L. C. L. freight weighing 20,000 lb., the man power
lifting of 220,000 lb. This is an economy that we cannot
lose sight of, and while it would be said, of course, that there

will be an expense incident to the installation of equipment
for handling these containers at the various shippers' and
consignees' plants, when this equipment is once in, the ex-

panse ceases.

Saving on Loss and Damage

^^'e are all familiar with the enormous amount of money
returned to the shippers by the railroads and by the express

companies on account of loss and damage to freight. In
L. C. L. freight it amounts to more than SJ-j per cent of

the revenue. The express companies pay claims to the

amount of $2.S,000,000 a year for la<;s and damage. A
great portion of this can be saved by the container system,

because there is no chance of damage if the goods are prop-
erly packed in the container unless there is a disastrous

smash-up, and no chance of loss en route from the ship-

per's platform to the consignee's platform, because it is im-
possible.

Containers for Shipping Liquids

There are other comnKxJities handled by the railroads

beside L. C. L. freight, express and mail where the con-
tainer should play a big part; that is, in the handling of
liquids, especially milk, fruit juices, edible oils, acids, etc.,

where the temperature is an important factor, The New
York Central now has containers arranged for the trans-
portation of milk in bulk.

The container and tank for milk or other liquids is shown
in ris;. 1. A glas.- lined t.mk liuilf by the I'faudler Com-

pany of Rochester, N. Y., is used, but is encased in an in-

sulated container. Time saving and labor saving is accom-
plished in ever)- operation of handling milk or liquid by
the use of the container car tank. The liquid being placed

in the tanks at the proper temperature and the container

being properly insulated, eliminates the use of ice.

These tanks may be made as large as may be transferred

over the highwa}-s. In actual service all of the containers

from the car will be hoisted and placed on a motor truck

regularly in about a minute or a minute and a half f)er con-

tainer. To transfer the same amount of milk between truck

and railway car in the standard ten-gallon cans would
require over two hours in manual labor. The cleaning of

one of the large containers could be accomplished within five

minutes, while it would require fully an hour to clean 60
cans required to carrj' 600 gallons of milk. Platforms re-

quiring extensive space for handling the ten-gallon milk
can will be done away with.

Any milk station shipping 600 gallons or more, or multi-

ples of any designated size of tank, could utilize the con-

tainer car tank service and lessen the handling at the shij)-

ping p>oint and at the receiving point. The limiting feature

of a liquid container would simply mean the capacity of

Fig. 1—Container and Tank for Milk

the truck for transferring over tlie highways. The tank
can be made to carry in bulk any amount: 600, 1,000, 1,500
or more gallons of milk.

There is no chance of getting water into tlie container, be-
cause the top of the Pfaudler glass-lined tank is sealed and
locked, and in addition a regulation refrigerator car ice

hatch plug is used for insulating purposes. This plug is

dropped into the opening and then the container cover is

fastened dowTi and sealed.

With regard to the actual handling of L. C. L. freight by
the container method, a tariff was arranged for between
Chicago and Cleveland, and the container system of handling
freight put into regular service. The containers were han-
dled as I described, thus making a store door deliver)-, or in

proper w^ords, from store door to store dix)r delivery. This
system of handling L. C. L. freight is now in operation be-
tween New York and Buffalo and intermediate points, where
the "from store door to store door" handling of L. C. L.
freight is made possible, and all the equipment that is neces-
sary to put this system in operation is the crane for lifting

the container from the car, and at the shipping or con-
signee's plant the container can be left on the truck and
unloaded, but if they have lifting means it w-ould be quicker
and cheaper to lift the container from the truck and place
it on the shipping or receiving platform, releasing the truck
for other work while the container is being loaded or un-
loaded, as the ca.se mav be.
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These containers are 7 ft. wide, 9 ft. long and 8 ft. high,

and they have a carrying capacity of 7,000 lb. This keeps

the gross wiight within the canning capacity of a five-ton

truiic. Thi-y arc made of steel throughout, except the floor,

which is made of laminatinl wood. The containers an- well

braced, and there is verj- little chance of damage with ordi-

nary handling.

By the container system, when we can arrange for the

proper cquipnuiit for handiinL! the containers, a car can be
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Automatic Highway Crossing Signals

Authorized in Place of Gates

AT Nkw HKI.DS, X. H., on tlic boston & Maine, tlic

I'ulilic Ser\ice Commission of New Hampshire has

luthorizcd the railroad company to install, at a cross-

ing 300 ft. south of the station, an "automatic wig-wag

flasher and bell warning" signal for the protection of

wayfarers at the crossing, in plaie of gates, which gates,

with an attendant 12 hours a day, have been in use SO years;

and this order is issued notwithstanding protests received

from the citizens.

When the railroad company announced its intention, the

-clectmen of the town and. later, 118 citizens, entered a

[)rotcst, and the commission held a hearing on October 2.

Newfields is a town of about 500 inhabitants. It is on the

main line between Boston and Portland, where the number

(jf trains is larpe; but the highway travel is not hea\7, con-

sisting mostly of the people who live on the east side of the

railroad, on their trips to and from the trading center of the

village, which is on the west side.

The comnii.ssion in its report discusses quite fully the

question of reasonable protection, and decides that an audible

and visual warning, in service 24 hours a day, properly

maintained, is better than the present arrangement, the gates

l.eing unattended for 12 liours of the 24. The "automatic

ilagman" is on duty 24 hours and never forgets. "It has

met with universal approval by all regulator)' bodies and is

fast displacing the gate and human flagman," says the report.

The visual apparatus and the audible are each operated by

M-l>arate batteries and the railroad company reports that, in

its experience, there has been no case where both of these

winiiims at a (.rossini; have failed simultaneously. The

Container Cars for Mail Service Have a Wire-Mesh Floor

unloaded and released for service in a very few minutes; also

it will permit the shipper and consignee to transfer or haul

their goods from their warehouse or to their warehouse, as

the case may be, by auto truck, without waiting at tlu

freight house and without the loss of time necessary to load

the truck with individual packages, because it will take only

about a minute to load the truck when goods are shipped

in an L. C. L. container, thereby saving an hour or two in

getting the goods from or to the railroad.

The Last Wooden Dining Car on the Pennsylvania Railroad

has fxicn replaced by a jnodcrn stcol car. The new cars, when

fully equipped, represent an investment of $38,000 each. If all

the Pennsylvania dining cars were in oprration simultaneously,

4,236 people could lie served at one sitting. This company serves

3.575,500 meals annually, requiring a total force of 1,555 employees.

The meals are prepared in kitchens having a floor space of 19 ft.

e in. long and 2 ft. 6 in. wide, where a chef and three assistants

prepare and cook 10.000 meals a day. Approximately 2,600,0a)

eggs are required every year to feed the dining patrons; also

1,500,000 lb. of fresh meat. 1,300,000 lb. of potatoes. 500.000 lb.

of sugar, 5,000,000 rolls, 150.000 lb. coffee and 500.000 quarts of

milk and cream.

Visual and Audible Signal at Oak Hill, Maine

signal will be inspected daily; and, being near the station,

failure to operate will be soon detected. As the view at the

crossing is short, the road proposes to install two signals,

one on each side of the railroad.

The report of the commissioners, signed by William T.

Gunnison, chairman, reminds the public that the duties of

the traveler and of the railroad at a crossing are reciprocal;

the traveler must exercise due care, the same as must tlie

railroad; and "whichever part)- fails in the performance of

this reciprocal duty is liable for injury done to the innocent

part)."

The signal to be installed at Xewtields is like that shown

in the illustration, which is in service on the same railroad

at Oak Hill near Portland. .\s shown, the signal is out of

order as indicated by the appearance of the word stop.

Xormallv. when a train is on the track circuit approaching
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the crossing, the stop disk swings back and forth, a bell

rings and the six red lights at the top flash, successively,

thus making Uiree appeals to the attention of travelers on
the highway. When no train is approaching the stop

disk is normally hidden behind the case bearing the Look
and Listen Sign, the bell is silent and tlie six red lights

are dead.

University of Michigan Establishes

Department of Transportation

ANNOUNCEMENT was made last week that on Octo-
ber 27, the Board of Regents of the University of

^Michigan had established in its School of Engineer-

ing a new department of transportation intended to cover

what may briefly be termed the broader aspects of that sub-

ject in its various branches. John S. Worley, a prominent
consulting engineer of New York City has been appointed
to head the department with the title of Professor of Trans-
portation and Railroad Engineering.

Although the new department is to be identified with the

School of Engineering, it is not the university's intention

that the courses to be given will emphasize the engineering

angle alone. They are intended to be open to students in

the academic departments as well as those in the engineering

school and through the

co-operation of the va-

rious engineering de-

partments and others,

such, for instance, as

that of economics it is

expected that the treat-

ment of the subject will

be such that the courses

will be of value to stu-

dents interested in

public utility and
transportation matters

generally.

The Board of Re-
gents of the University

of Michigan have in

mind the development

of work in transporta-

tion Ix-yond anything

that has been done in

the past through an ordinary professorship in railroad engi-

ineering. While it is expected that work will be given in

courses in railway engineering and that a nunil)cr of tlie best

young men may he induced to enter railway service each

year, yet it is Ix'Iicved that the university has a much more
important office in the creation of a right public sentiment

towards the railroads and a more complete recognition on
the part of the people of tlie complete dependence of the

United States on the various agencies of transportation.

Similarly, the prospective worker in public utility work will

be led to sec, it is intended, the reciprocal character of this

situation, so that he may be able to formulate a proper under-
standing of the attitude of the public and to realize the

utility's obligations in its community.

The relationshi|) that will have to be develojx'd between

the railways, the waterways and the j2jowing traffic on tlie

highways is a matter tliat calls for most intelligent study and
for the full co-operation of the railways and the colleges.

One of the first elements in the program which is now in

more or less tentative stages is, therefore, tliat of co-ordina-

tion. In the School of Engineering, at present, for instance,

there are departments dealing with highways, naval archi-

tecture or water transport, steam and electric railways and

Worley

beginnings have been made with a new department dealing
with aviation. The department of transportation will have
as one of its first aims an analysis and study of the co-ordina-
tion of these various modes of transport so that a man
specializing in one of these subjects may be able to under-
stand the problems of the others and secure an adequate pic-

ture of the existing and possible relationships of the one to

the other. Similarly it is intended to cover the subject in
such a manner that there may also be encouraged a proper
understanding of the various related economic, legal and
engineering aspects of the subject so that the student will
have a broader understanding of the transportation situa-
tion as a whole.

Plans as to the curriculum are as yet not completely
formulated. It is the university's idea in the beginning to
have as a part of the new work, a course in the histor}' of
transportation, as it is believed that this will permit the

desired understanding of the relationships of the various
modes, as already mentioned, or to put it in other words, it

is believed that a course of this kind will enable the student
to regard each kind of transportation in its proper economic
place. It is later intended to deal with the public utility

problem as such, the idea being to give those not necessarily

intending to take up tliat work in later life a better under-
standing of public utilit)' activities and tliose actually intend-

ing to enter public utility work—such as engineering students
trained in the technique of the subject—a better under-
standing of the broader aspects of the work which they are
taking up.

John Stephen Worley, who has been appointed to the new
chair of Professor of Transportation and Railroad Engi-
neering is a man of wade experience in railway and public

utilitv' work. He was born in Jackson County, Mo., April

19, 1876 and received his education at Odessa (Mo.) Col-

lege and at the University of Kansas, recei^nng his M.S.
degree from the latter in 1904. In i900 he entered railway

sen'ice as an assistant engineer for the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient; was later assistant engineer of construction of the

.\rkansas & Choctaw, a Frisco subsiWiarj'; from 1901 to

1905, assistant engineer of construction and assistant chief

engineer of the St, Louis & North Arkansas and in 1905,

engineer in charge of construction of the Toledo, L^rban &
Interurban. From 1904 to 1908 he was associated with

Riggs & Slierman, consulting engineers at Toledo, Ohio, in

the capacity of principal assistant engineer of design and
construction. In 1908, ^ith H. E. Riggs and M. W. Thomp-
son, he participated in the Central of Georgia income bond
ca.«e having charge of engineering work which included

examination of the accounts and certain valuations. From
1909 to 1914 he was connected with the firm of Worley &
Black, consulting engineers at Kansas City, Mo. and engaged

in the design and construction of waterworks and water

jiurifications, light and power plants and sewerage and
.sewerage purification plants in a considerable number of

cities in Kansas. At this same time he was also retained

in consulting work on various otlicr public utility work such

as electric railway construction, preparation of reports on

steam railroad properties, etc. On May 1, 1913, he was
named a member of the engineering Ixxard of the Division

of \'aluation of the Interstate Coiunierce Commission and

was in direct charge of the Western district. From January

1, 1920, to July, 1''21, he was retained as consulting engi-

neer of tlie Bureau of Valuation. Sime January, 1<J20, Mr.

Worley has lieen the junior partner of the firm of Thompson
& Worley, financial accountants and engineers with liead-

quarters in New York. From June, 1921, to November,

1921, he was a director, comptroller and special representa-

tive of the creditors of the Habirsliaw Electric Cablf' Com-
pany, Inc., New York, and since NovcmlKr, 1921, he has

l)ccn receiver of the properties of the company.



Labor Board Again Rejects Living Wage Theory

Shopmen's Strike Called "Egregious Blunder" in Formal Decision

in M. of W. Wage Dispute

TUK TJ»:<>j(Y of the "living wage" as advanced by repre-

sentatives of railroad employees before the Railroad

Labor Board "if carried to its legitimate conclusion

would wTcck every railroad in the United States and, if ex-

tendi-d to other industries, would carry them into communis-
tic ruin." This is the manner in which the majority of the

mt-nilxTS of the Laljor Board, including all of the public

reprcst-ntativi-s, pn-sent more or less of a final answer to

this moot (lucstion. The quotation is from a supporting

opinion attached to the board's formal decision on the plea

of maintenance of way employees for a wage increase. The
actual decision of the board in this case was quoted in the

Riiiln'iiy Age of October 21, page 741. The complete rul-

ing of the board was subsequently held up in order to in-

clude a dissenting opinion filed by A. 0. Wharton, a member
of the labor group on the board ; a short statement by W. L.

McMcnimen, another member of the labor group, and a

-upporting opinion which, in addition to replying to Mr.
Wharton's argument, contains what may be considered more
or less of a final word on the part of the majority on the

principle of the "living wage" as advanced by the labor or-

ganization economists.

The plea of the maintenance of way employees for an in-

crease in wages was ba,«ed upon ( 1 ) a reconsideration of

the evidence presented in the hearings which resulted in the

wage reduction order for these employees last July and (2)

the contention that changes in industrial conditions since

March, when this evidence was presented to the board, jus-

tify an increase. The board denies in the formal decision

the first contention of the employees, "a majority of the

t)oard Ijeing of the opinion that the previous decision was
just and reasonable." Referring to the second contention

[Hit forward by the men, the board recognizes a sharp u]>-

tum of industrial wages beginning in April of this year

and affecting particularly common labor. The board cited

that, whereas during the period from February 15 to March
15 there were no increases in other indu.stries and 35 cases

of wage reductions reported by the National Industrial Con-

ference Board, during the jxriod from .\ugust 15 to Septem-

lior 15 there were 119 increases and only four wage cuts

reported.

Referring to the minimum wage of 25 cents an hour, which
has been used extensively by labor leaders in the propa-

ganda, the txiard said

:

"Tlie minimum of 25 cents an hour will prevail iij very-

restricted territory and applies comparatively to a ver)^ small

number of men. As a matter of fact, this 25 cent minimum
is a higher wage than the 37 cent niimimum when consid-

ered in relation to the living conditions of the respective ter-

ritories."

In support of this contention, the board cited tlie fact

that whereas the New York, New Haven & Hartford is pay-

ing 40 cents an hour to trackmen, several of the larger

southern roads are by agreement with their men paying be-

tween 17Jj and 22 cents an hour at tlie present time.

"Living Wage" Is Primary Consideration ; Cost

of Living and Competitive Wages Secondarj'

Mr. W'liarton in his (li.>;senting opinion reiterates the ar-

gument he made on this same question in the board's pre-

vious decision reducing the rates of pay of maintenance of

way employees. His arguments at that time were abstracted

in the Railu'ay Age of June 3, page 1280.

"The specil'ic and fundamental mandate of tlie law is that

wages shall be just and reasonable," Mr. Wharton says in

addition. "The relation of rates of pay to those established

in private industry, or the relation of rates of pay to the cost

of living, is a secondary consideration which does not come
into play until the primary retiuirement of a 'just and reason-

able' or an adc-<^|uatc or living wage has been satisfied."

From this premise Mr. Wharton argues that a "living

wage" must be fixed for those at the bottom of the wage

structure and "just and reasonable differentials above this

basic wage be established for the other classes of railway

employees in accordance with the seven relevant circum-

-tances mentioned in section 307 of the Transportation

In support of his contention that the "living wage" is

legally sound, Mr. Wharton quotes at length from state-

ments by Senator Albert B. Cummins and from the rulings of

several arbitration bodies, including the Kansas Court of In-

dustrial Relations and the National War Labor Board.

Mr. Wharton Again Defends Budgetaiy

Method of Determining "Living Wage"

The use of a family budi;ot is es.^ential to any attempt

at ascertaining practically what a "living wage"' should be,

Mr. Wharton contends, and follows v.ith a lengthy argument,

the gist of which is contained in his statement that "a
tribunal such as the Railroad Labor Board, in -attempting

to give practical application to the 'living wage' principle,

cannot rely on what is, but must find out what should be."

In this connection Mr. Wharton also analyzes at length

the objections which have been raised to the budgetary

method of determining what a "living wage" consists of, his

contention being that none of the objects raised are insur-

mountable and "all can be overcome by the exercise of sound

judgment and discretion by the board." That the applica-

tion of the living wage principle by the budgetary' method

would be financially impossible, or would involve such a

financial ou'Hy as would constitute a grievous burden to the

shipper and the consumer, is denied by Mr. \\'liarton on

the grounds that "similar arguments and prophecies have

been developed in the past against the establishment of the

eight-hour day and other measures of industrial equity or

amelioration" and that the "dire results whicli have been

predicted have never materialized."

Mr. McMeninicn also appended a short statement to the

effect that, although he docs not feel that the increases

awarded in this decision are sufficient, he voted for the

proposition "when it appeared that the long delay in reach-

ing a decision was working to the detriment of the men
affected." The board's delay in arriving at a decision had

already meant a loss to the enii>loyees involved of about

$1,000,000 in earnings, he says, and ju.«tifies his vote on

the grounds of expediency.

Labor Board Has Already Granted

Railway Employees a "Living Wage"

The supporting opinion attaclietl by the majority of the

boiird says in part:

The fundamental difference between this decision and the dis-

scntinp opinion is that the former is based upon the Transporta-

tion .Act, and the latter upon a fanta.stic theory, the very essence

of which its own proponents expressly characterized in the hearing

bifnre the board as a "fnicss and a makeshift." The theory of the

di.ssinting opinion, if carried to its legitimate conclusion, would

837
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wreck every railroad in the Lnitcd States aiid, if extended to other

industries, would carry them into communistic ruin.

The contention of the expert economists for the employees was
that the board should fix for common labor "the living wage."
This is likewise the basis of the dissenting opinion. If the con-

tentions were that the board should establish "a living wage." the

majority would readily accede to the proposition, and, as a matter
of fact, the board in this instance, as in all others, has granted a
living wage. But the abstract, elusive thing called "the living

wage." based upon a makeshift and a guess, can not receive the

sanction of the board, because it would be utterly impractical and
would not be "just and reasonable," as the law commands.
The living wage is defined by its proponents before tiiis beard as

follows: A wage which will support a family of five in health
and reasonable comfort, such family being assumed to consist of
a husband and wife and three dependent children under 16 years
of age.

This constitutes a bit of mellifluous phraseology, well calculated

to deceive the unthinking. It has frequently been demonstrated
that a melodious slogan contains more possibilities of danger and
destruction than a dynamite bomb.
To ascertain what is reasonable comfort, it is proposed that ex-

perts shall prescribe a standard of living for a family of five, setting
out in minute detail what the experts think such a family should
have in food, clothing, furniture, housing and all the other neces-
saries of life. The fallacy of this proposal is inherent and funda-
mental. That it would be wise and practical to undertake to es-
tablish an arbitrary standard of living for several millions of people
is not apparent. That the desires and requirements of all men
are equal and alike is not correct, and that any committee of ex-
perts could set up an average living standard upon which a wage
scale could be practically based has not been demonstrated any-
where. If theorists should evolve such a standard of living, it

would not be possible to obtain any general conformance to it by
those for whom it was designed. Standards of living have never
been theorized into men. A man cannot be picked up by the scruff
of the neck and hoisted into a new standard of living. Such a
change in the individual man is a matter of growth and develop-
ment. When brought about by natural processes, it is socially
and economically beneficial, but, if attempted by legislation, it is a
wasteful absurdity. To provide a somewhat expensive standard
of living for a man who by habits, training and ambition is not
prepared for it, wastes money and confers no real benefit on the
individual.

It may well be observed that this theory of standardization neces-
sarily fails to take into account many of the economies that are
practiced by thrifty peole who desire to get ahead in the game of
life.

That standards of living are gradually improving in this coun-
try is undoubtedly true, and this is as it should be. There is no
member of the board who does not profoundly desire improved
living conditions for common labor, but it is our belief that this
movement must be continued along the lines indicated by human
experience and that it cannot be consummated in the twinkling of
an eye by artificial expedients. As a matter of fact, the expert
representative of the employees in this case, admitted that the im-
mediate establishment of "the living wage" would, to adopt his
language, "throw a monkey wrench into the industrial machinery."
He therefore suggested that the board only make a start in that
direction at this time. Such a proposition is entirely illogical. If
the living wage is the just and reasonable wage authorized by the
statute, it is the duty of the board to establish it now. If it is not
the just and reasonable wage commanded by the law, then it is

not the duty of the board to adopt it now or hereafter, unless the
law be changed.

If it would now be equivalent to a monkey wrench thrown into
the machinery, as its advocate says, it might amount to the same
thing later on, and the board made no mistake in declinir>g to com-
mit itself to this theory.

The adoption of the family of five as the typical family
is "arbitrarv- and questionable," the opinion continues. The
facts that the typical family has, according to the 1920
census, 4.4 persons, that there is an average of 1.4 dependent
children to a family and not five, and that for each family
there are 1.36 male workers instead of one, .are cital by
the majority.

The opinion further shows the effect of the application
of the "livinj? waRe" in the railroad industry by pointing
out that the establishment of a 72 cent minimum rate with
the c-xistinK differentials would add $.\1 12,952,387 to the
annual payroll and would result in an annual deficit of
$2,241,639,.'; 18 Even if the 48 cent minimum rate were to

be applied, as the representatives of the employees requestefl.

the result would be an annual deficit of $378,078,125, the

majority show, adding:

In either instance, there would not be a cent of returns for
stockholders. Of course, for those who desire government owner-
ship this would be a quick method of getting it, for it is a sure
thing that the public would not stand for the imposition of higher
rates to pay such a deficit.

It must be remembered, in the last analysis of the matter, that
the public would have to pay this wage bill, and when we say the
public, everybody, rich and poor, is included. A vast percentage
of the burden would be passed on to laboring men and women in
other lines of industry in the form of increased living expenses.
From the effort to meet such increased expenses there would neces-
sarily result a wide extension of the struggle to raise wages in all

other lines of industry, and the disturbance and disorganization of
business in general.

It is our belief that the people of this country are perfectly wil-
ling that railway labor, with its hazard, skill and responsibility,
should be well compensated, even to the point of liberality. In
vicvy of this friendly public sentiment, it is not wise for labor or-
ganizations to seek to impose upon the farmers and producers of
the country a crushing burden at a time when the losses of read-
justment are so keenly remembered.

The citation by ;Mr. Wharton of an editorial written by
\\'m. R. Hearst and containing the statement that "the un-
justifiable lowering of the shopmen's wages caused the
strike" brings from the majority on the board the following
interesting comment on the strike and its justifiableness

:

In the judgment of a majority of the board, and, we believe, of
a great majority of the people, the shopmen's strike was an egreg-
ious blunder without any real justification, and this is said with
the kindliest feeling for the employees who have suffered most from
its effects. It has wrought harm to all and good to none. It has
burdened the railways with an unjust expense, has inflicted great
losses upon the public, especially the food producers, and has re-
sulted in approximately $177,535,524 loss to the strikers. For all
this, the men on strike have won nothing. They have gained no
concession as to any matter upon which they struck. For months
the strike has been merely a struggle upon the part of the men to
regain their positions.

In vivid contrast stands the course of the maintenance of way
employees, whose officials wisely prevented a strike. Since July 1

^)l'Jo^}^^^
of employees has received in wages approximately $147,-

636,866, which would have been lost on strike, and now, by orderly
and legal processes, they are receiving under the present decision
an increase in wages approximating $20,000,000 per year.

Perhaps there is no better time and place to emphasize the belief
of a majority of the board that railway strikes are utterly useless
and wasteful, and that the employees will always gain better re-
sults at the hands of any tribunal fairly constituted and repre-
sentative of the people than they will by making war on the car-
riers and the public.

The most disturbing influence prevalent in railway operation
today IS the continuous preachment that the laboring man can not
trust the courts and tribunals of his country and must therefore
resort to force for the attainment of justice.
Nothing here said should be construed as an eflfort to discourage

the legitimate activities of organized labor. It serves an essential
purpose m the body politic. The conduct of the maintenance ofway organization in connection with this wage controversy exempli-
fies the exalted service that may be rendered to labor and to our
KepuMic by statesmanlike leadership of the railway employees.

The Careful Crossing Camp.mcn, so far as can be judged by
the experiences of the four months on the Baltimore & Ohio,
was a gratifying success and a statement issued by the road
says that if the Baltimore & Ohio's average of reduction of
casualties is maintained on all the railroads, the cxpen.sc
of the drive will have been well spent. Actual collisions
between trains and automobiles were reduced 13 per cent,
as compared with the same four months last year. There
was a reduction of 17 per cent in all kinds of accidents at

crossings, including those to pedestrians, automobiles, other
vehicles, etc. The reduction in persons killed in crossing
accidents of all kinds amounted to 41 per cent; 37 fatalities

last year, 22 this year. The reduction in injuries amounted
to 9 per cent. There were 37 accidents due to the absolute

disregard of gates or the fact that n train already was on the

crossing. There seems to be little chance at all of saving

drivers of this kind.
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The Use of Mechanical Devices
in the Treasury Department*

By F. L. Paeizold

Secretary and Treasurer, i Ireat Northern.

THIS pajxr will outline some of the mechanical devices
and mitluxls u<ed in the secretary- and treasury' depart-
ment (jf tin; Great Xorthtm.

Record of Stockholders and Faynuiit of Dividends.—The
original stockholders' record, tr.mslrrs of stock and the pay-
ment of dividends are handled from our New York office,

but the Great Northern, being a Minnesota corporation, is

rci|uire<l under the Minnesota law to keep a record of its

stockholders in Minnesota. The New York office sends us
at St. I'aul at the close of each day transfer sheets showing
all transfers of stock which are posted and the stockholders'
record is thus kept up to date.

We have about 45,000 stockholders and until recently the

St. Paul record of stockholders was kept in approximately 45
large, heavy, clumsy, loose-leaf books, which were moved
about on a truck. It took two strong men to wheel the truck
into the vault at night, and the books were so large and heavy
that it was difficult for the clerks to handle them when post-

ing. The work was becoming so heavy that an additional

clerk would have been necessary under the old system, but

by discarding the loose-leaf books and installing a Library
Bureau card system, using cards 8 in. by 5 in., housed in

two small, sieel trucks, each made up of a truck base, with

three five-tray .sections, a top and a truck handle, the need
for an additional clerk was eliminated. During the day one

truck is kept on each side of a flat top desk so that the

operator sitting at a desk has within reach any and all of

the 50,000 cards. At night these two small trucks can easily

be rolled into the vault. A great saving in time has been

made by the new card system as the filing index is exceed-

ingly good.

We use an addressograph machine in connection with the

stockholders' record. A stencil is cut of each new stock-

holder's name and address, and the stencils kept up to date

as to changes of address so that when dividend payments are

made it is an ca.;y matter to run off a set of envelopes or

dividend checks if the window envelope is used. The ad-

dressograph is also used in connection with sending out

proxies for the annual meeting of stockholders. The name
of each stockholder is printed on the proxy so when it is re-

turned signed it i.s easy to sort and clieck. Those who have

had experience with a large numlier of stockli(>Iders' proxies

will appreciate how extremely difficult it is prop)crly to de-

cipher the names from the signatures.

Stenograph Machines.—We have two ten-pen signograph

machines manufactured by the Signograph Company, New
York, one machine at New York, whicli is used in connection

with dividend cliecks, and one at St. Paul, which is used in

signing |)ay-cliecks. This permits tlie signing of 10 checks

at a time, two sheets of checks, five checks to the sheet.

Electric Cancelling Machine.—An electric cancelling ma-
chine manufactured by the American Perforator Company,

Chicago, is installed in the treasurer's office, which is used

in cancelling all paid drafts, checks, agents' and conductors'

remittance slips, etc., which perforates the date the item

passed through the office. The perforation serves two pur-

poses— it cancels the item and shows on its face the date

the item was recorded in the treasurer's office.

Perforating Machine Used on Postage Stamps.—All

postage stamps for the system are handled by the treasurer

on requisitions and all stanii)S are pcrforatpfl with the

initials "G. N." before being .sent out. The machine used is

manufactured l)y the B. F. Cummins Company, Chicago.

•A paper irnH .-il llie Railway Trca«ur)- Oflictr* mcetinR hrlil nl \-lir

villt, N. C. Oclobtr IV ami 20.

Check Writers and Protecting Machines.—In the pay-
master's office two electric F. & E. check writing machines
are u>ed in the preparation of pay-checks. With the use of
these machines the amount of the check is written in and
|)erforated for protection by one operaticm.

Hand operated check writing machines manufactured by
the Todd Protectograph Company of Rochester, N. Y., are
used in the treasurer's office for ordinary checks, writing in
the amounts and protecting tlum with one operation.
Adding Machims.—The adding machine is so necessary

to the work of the treasurer that it hardly needs mention for
no treasurer today could get along without it. All our items,
such as drafts, pay-checks, time checks, agents' and con-
ductors' remittance slips, etc.. after being proven are listed

on statements in duplicate, the original going to the comptrol-
ler with the daily cash statement, the duplicate being re-

tained. This saves a great deal of bookkeeping for the cash
l)Ook merely shows the total paid or received, the details be-
ing found on the duplicate statement prepared on the adding
machine which is filed in a separate binder. Burroughs
machines are used e.xclusivelv.

Loose-Leaf Cash Book.— It might be of interest to call

attention to the form of loose-leaf cash book used. We have
one book for the disbursements and one book for the receipts

so that when the work is heavy, one bookkeeper can handle
the receipts and the other the payments. As a matter of
policy we have banking arrangements in all large cities oil

the system, and on account of the number of banks, the
balancing of the daily work was difficult until our present
system was worked out. In our loose-leaf cash receipt form
and cash payment form after allowing two columns for the

explanation of the item, we have a column for each bank,
the name of the bank l)cing placed at the top of the column.
The items credited or charged against each bank each day

are entered in the column for the proper bank. .\t the end
of the day after the receipts and disbursements of each bank
have been totaled, the total disbursements for each bank are

transferred and placed under the total receipts for each bank
and the differences brought down to show the balance in

each bank at the close of the day. By this method, if the
books are not in balance we can quickly locate in which bank
the discrepancy is to be found.

The banks report to us daily on a statement which we
fumi.sh. When these statements are received each day by
express, one clerk prove.< and checks the items sent in for

credit or debit and then distributes the agents' remittance
slips, pay-checks, vouchers, drafts, etc., to the various clerks

handling tliose items, showing total and name of bank. He
then notes on the face of the statement the net amount to be
added or deducted from the bank for that day, after which
an entry is made from the cash statement into a loose-leaf

running bank balance book wliich we keep.

In order to show at a glance the total cash on hand and
the balance in each individual bank the balance is trans-

ferred from the l(X)se-leaf running liank balance bcxik to a
daily cash book wiiich has the name of the bank in a column
at the left and the l)alance in a colunui for each dav of the
month in succeeding columns. If after balancing the day's
work there is any discrejiancy, the balances shown at the end
of the day on the loose-leaf cash Ixwk are checked against
the balances shown in the daily bank balance book to ascer-

tain in wliicli bank the difference (xrcurred. Every treasurer
realizes the imjiortance of balancing his accounts dailv in

the shortest possible time in order to settle with the bank
and furnish a daily ca.sh statement to the comptroller, and
while our method may not be the most practical on other
roads, we have founil that by this metluxl errors can i)e

quickly detected and the lKX)kkeeping handlcxi most efficiently.

Recording MiiiiUes.—We use an Elliott Fisher machine
for writing minut "s of me -tings into penmnent bound minute
Looks, which m ke> a n ;'t, ])ernv,inent record.
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A Variety of Views of the Coal and Ore Handling Equipment ..; ilu A,,.i.M.ui,i Docks of the New York Central Lines,
Where Lake Coal Is Being Transshipped at a Record Rate for That Road. For a Period of 32 Days Coal Has

Been Dumped at the Average Rate of a Car Every Three Minutes



New York Central Handles Coal at Record Rate

End of Five Months of Mining Inactivity Results in Heavy

Tonnage Movement at Ashtabula, Ohio

As A RESULT or the coal strike and the mining inactivity,

which lasted for about five months, many of the rail-

roads were faced with the problem of getting to desti-

nations in three and two-thirds months "lake" coal in a

quantity which they would ordinarily have nearly nine

months to handle. This has brought about a very heavy coal

movement in the neighlxjrhood of the lake ports, necessitat-

ing the use of every facility. It is, therefore, interesting and

timely to see what is being accomplished by the New York
Central at Ashtabula where new records for this road have

been made in the transshipment of lake coal.

Central Handles About 16 Per Cent

of Northwest Coal Shipments

Of the 25,000,000 tons of bituminous coal sent annually

to the northwest, approximately 4,000,000 tons, or 16 per

cent, is hauled to the lake by and transferred to lake steamers

at the docks of the New York Central Lines at Ashtabula

Harbor and Toledo, Ohio, the facilities at the latter point

being on the Toledo & Ohio Central. Between September

10, when coal first began to reach Ashtabula after the re-

sumption of mining, and October 18 this year, that port saw

the largest bulk of coal traffic passing through it which the

records have ever shown for such a period. During that time

765,405 tons, all bituminous, in 14,559 cars were trans-

shipi»d. In the 32 working days between the dates men-

tioned a daily average of 456 cars of coal loaded into vessels

was attained. This means that 19 cars were unloaded per

hour, or an average of one alx)ut ever}' three minutes for a

24-hour day. The actual operation, however, of dumjiing a

car cons^umes about a minute.

Tonnage for the Current Year Far

in Excess of Previous Years

The work of tin.' Iiarlinr docks in handling tliis tonnage

since resumption of mining is al.-^o brought to mind more

clearly by a comparison of business handled in similar

periods of previous years. The figure of 765,405 tons for

1922 is many times higher than that of 1921, a slack year,

and 67 ]x;r cent greater than that of 1920, when 457,338

tons of coal were handled. In 1919 the tonnage for the simi-

lar 32 working-day period was 305,126 tons in 6,309 cars,

and in 1918, 478,185 tons in 7,913 cars.

The heaviest weekly period of coal-car loadings to vessels

occurred during the week ended Septeml)er 24, when 4,176

cars, or 8,800 tons, were dumped into lake boats at an aver-

age of 596 carloads a day. This was during ideal weather,

with plenty of boats on hand. This volume was 14.3 per

cent, or nearly one-seventh, of the entire shipments of coal

dumped into vessels at Lake Erie ports during that week,

which approximated 1,453,684 tons. This figure does not

include coal dumped by the Toledo & Ohio Central, which,

if added in, would bring the New York Central Lines quota

on the lake tran.^fer shipments to approximately 25 per cent.

The maximum single day's loading at Ashtabula occurred on
September 19, when 740 cars were dumped, a total of 37,000

tons.

Record in Loading Established for the Central

Coal handled at Ashtabula, however, is only approximately

10 per cent of the total tonnage handled by the New York
Central Lines. A new record in coal loading on the Central's

lines was established on Octol)er 20, when there was loaded

3.978 cars. The best previous record was made on September

25, when a total of 3,670 cars were loaded. Annually at

f)oints on the New York Central system between 500,000 and

800,000 cars are loaded with bituminous coal. Averaging 50

tons to a car, this would show an originating total tonnage of

from 25,000,000 to 40,000,000 tons, or about 10 per^cent

of the nation's annual bituminous coal supply. These fig-

ures do not include coal traffic received from connecting

carriers, which would bring the total figures much higher.

During the same 32 working days (Septeml)er 10 to October

18) for which figures for Aslitaiiula dock transfers have been

given, 87,686 cars of bituminous coal were loaded on all

roads of the New York Central system. This was a tonnage

of 4,384,300 tons, an increase of 36.7 per cent over the same

period of 1921. the figure for which was 64,122 cars, or

3.206,100 tons. .\t the Toledo docks of the Toledo & Ohio

Central during these 32 days 7.763 carloads, or 388.150 tons,

were transferred to lake vessels. New York Central officers

on the Kranklin division estimate that in the limited operat-
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ing period of this year a tonnage far greater than that of the

entire season of 1921 will be handled. .Ml indications point

to a complete neutralization of the shortage in the northwest

by the time navigation closes on the lakes.

Coal and Ore Handling Equipment

Ashtabula harbor is situated north of the main line of the

New York Central at Ashtabula and at the northerly end of

the Franklin division, the branches of which extend from

there into the Oil City and Clearfield districts of Pennsyl-

vania and down to Youngstown, where connection is made
with the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and through it to other coal-

camang roads.

The yard, which is devoted exclusively to coal and ore

handling, contains from 60 to 70 miles of track. It is di-

vided into three large sections, i. e., the bridge yard, the East

system and the West sy,stem. The bridge yard forms a stor-

age space for loaded coal cars which are fed to the car dump-
ers at the docks. The East system is a switch yard, through

which the loaded coal cars are sent to the dumpers and trans-

fer made of the empty cars to the ore docks and to other

points. The West system is used for the receipt of empties

from tlie East system and for the loading of ore exclusively.

A large part of the yard work in connection with coal trans-

ferring consists of grouping the coal cars into the pools. The
coal-loading equipment consists of two car dumpers, each of

which may care for a vessel at a time.

Ore is unloaded from vessels at what are known as Docks

No. 1 and No. 2. These docks can accommodate four of the

largest lake vessels at a time and the unloading machinery

handles two vessels at the same time. Ore is handled in much

larger quantities than coal at Ashtabula, the unloading

equipment and storage space being one of the largest in the

country. The New York Central liandlcs approximately 25

per cent of all the ore transferred from vessels to railroad at

lake ports for rail haul to the furnaces.

Ore Traffic Shows Substantial Increase Over 1921

Traffic in ore declined in the year 1921 , due to the business

depression which first was felt in the fall of 1920, but the

Central has, however, carried this year up to September 30

almost twice as much ore from Ashtabula Harbor docks to

the furnaces as was carried last year. This year to September

30, 61,434 carloads, totalling 3,512,345 tons, have lx?en han-

dled, whereas the total figure for 1921 was only 38,693 car-

loads, or 1,997,514 tons. The record-breaking ore tonnage

for the New York Central through the Ashtabula yards

occurred during 1918, when 7,945.555 tons, or 158,898 car-

loads, were sent south from the port. The 1918 tonnage was

followed closelv by that of 1920, the figures for which show

a total ore haul of 143,937 carloads, or 7,473,594 tons.

The most involved part of the task of transferring ore from

steamer to cars is the grouping of suitable equipment from

which the furnaces may unload. The unloading equipment

at the furnaces governs almost entirely the class of equipment

which may be loaded at the docks. The ore arriving in

steamers is consigned to the furnaces, according to grade then

required or to be needed in the near future. There are more

than 32 grades of ore received at tlie docks. On arrival of

vessels, yardmasters are given instructions as to the class of

equipment wanted for a particular consignment and grade of

ore to be loaded. The equipment suital)lc to the needs of the

consignee is then fed into the system for loading.

The ore operation is an all-year around one, inasmuch as

a large tonnage of ore is accumulated in the storage space

on the docks for the winter supiily of tlie steel furnaces. The

storage capacity of the docks is 2,500,000 tons. At the pres-

ent time there arc alxiut 1,500,000 tons on the docks awaiting

draft of the furnaces this winter.

Two carloads a minute is the rate at which the ore unload-

ing machinery oiK-rates. It consists of two batteries of four

each or eight Hulett 15- to 20-ton ore unloaders. Four of

these are located on either side of the dock space and are

operated independently of one another.

Each battery of unloaders spans four tracks, upon which
the cars are spotted for loading.

When furnaces are supplied and all current orders for ore

consignments are cared for, the cargoes arriving at Ashtabula

are stored. Further handling is carried out by means of two

large electric traveling cranes, or ore bridges, one for each

dock. Each bridge has a span of 625 ft., is 75 ft. high and
handles IS to 20 tons at a time. The ore bridges can unload

100 cars in ten hours with average capacity of 5,000 tons in

ten hours.

Pennsylvania Contemplates

Extensive Improvements at Norfolk

THE Penns^xvania contemplates the expenditure of ap-
proximately $3,000,000 in the development of a rail-

water terminal at Little creek, near Norfolk, Va. This
information was made public in an address delivered by
Elisha Lee, vice-president of the Eastern Region of the Penn-
sylvania, before a joint meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
and the Board of Trade of Norfolk, Ya., on October 30.

The Pennsylvania, at the present time, reaches Norfolk
by car ferry from Cape Charles, Va., a distance of 36 miles.

The development of Little creek, for which the company
has already acquired about 1,000 acres of land, will shorten

the water haul to 25 miles and will necessitate a new ter-

minal, some new track and the acquisition trackage rights

over other lines. Definite arrangements for these trackage

rights have not been made as yet, but negotiations are under
way and it is thought that they will be carried to a successful

conclusion. A new freight warehouse will be built at Nor-
folk.

Aside from the long water haul, the incentive for the im-

provement is the congestion of traffic in Elizabeth river,

Norfolk, through which all the company's traffic must now
pass. In addition, there has been a great increase in traffic

between Norfolk and Cape Charles. In 1910 this totaled

125,000 loaded freight cars and 146,000 passengers. During
the height of the war activity, freight traffic rose to 190,000

cars and pas.senger traffic exceeded 500,000. Since that time,

there has been some falling off in traffic because of the

closing down of many of the war activities in the vicinity of

Hampton Roads. Nevertheless, traffic is holding up far

above pre-war levels and gives every pronuse of continuance

and a steady growth.

Mr. Lee concluded his address by calling attention to the

importance to business men of such improvements as the

Pennsylvania is planning for Norfolk and to the fact that

these cannot be carried out without money. He urged that

business men give their support in helping the roads to main-

tain tlieir credit in such fashion that extensions and im-

provements can be made as needed.

Three Hundred Dollars Damages for getting in the way

of a moving locomotive, was the verdict won by the Central

Railroad of New Jersey at Freehold, N. J., on October 24, in a

suit against the Colonial Ice Cream Company of Philadelphia,

based on the cost of repairs to one of the railroad's locomotives

which, on April 8. last, struck a truck of the ice cream company

at Larrabce's Crossing, between Lakcview and Farmingdale.

The judgment was recorded by Judge Richard Dohcrty in the

Circuit Court. Two employees of the ice cream company were

killed and the truck was virtually demolished, but the evidence

showed that the employees were to blame for the collision.



Development of Concrete in Railway Construction*

Application of This Material to Other Than Bridges

—

Discussion of Importance of Waterproofing

By M. Hirschthal

Concrete Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna i Western

THfc DETAILS in connection with the design of reinforced
concrete viaducts that are of the utmost importance are
those of expansion joints and waterproofing and in

coonection with the latter, drainage. A tonca-te viaduct
where the waterproofing is defective or where expansion has
not been properly provided for, defeats the ol)jcct of its selec-

tion, requiring a considerable exfx-nditure for maintenance

L iltL^li___ I
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Fig. 33—Waterproofing Details for an Expansion Joint

because of the dangerous conditions resulting from leaks due

to failure of either of the alx)ve details. It is for these

reasons that particular attention was given to the subject of

waterproofing and expansion joints and after exhaustive in-

vestigation the types described Ijelow were selected.

The waterproofing for the Tunkhannock and Martin's

Creek viaducts consists of a membrane of 3-ply asphalt

Fig. 34—Pleasing Application of Concrete Construction to

the Passenger Station at Far Hills

saturated, cotton fabric laid in a.sphalt and a protection coat

of two •)<! in. thicknesses of asphalt mastic laid completely

across the floor system and up tlie sides of the parapets and

•Thi» i* the thinl of three .nnicltn. the fint of whi
Railway Agt of October 14, page 705, and the lecond
of October 28, page 791.

•h aptiearc*! in the

n the Railway Ace

expansion joint dykes. To eliminate any possibility of the
accumulation of water at any point along the viaduct a sys-
tem of drainage was devised; cast-iron drain pipes sur-

^ 111"

«

Fig. 35—Reinforced Concrete in :

Breaker

Large Building, a Coal

mounted by cast-iron screened drain boxes were placed at

the center of each cross wall supporting the floor arches,

Fig. 36—An Admirable Application of Concrete to a Signal

Tower at Montclair
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except at expansion joints and located at the center between

tracks, the bridge floor being pitched toward these drain

pipes, forming a hip at the crown of the floor arches.

The expansion joints of the Tunkhanncck viaduct are

located at approximately the one-quarter points of the main

shop and office and storage building, are entirely of con-

crete and most of the members of the other buildings are

also of concrete.

.•\ splendid example of a concrete station of which there

ar.^ a number :^lonu the line is that at Far Hills, Fig. 34,

THREE DESIGNS OF PLATFORM CANOPIES

Fig. 37—Concrete Canopy with Curved
Outline at Watsessing

Fig. 38—Concrete Canopy Conforming

to Straight Lines at Bloomfield

Fig. 39—Canopy with Steel Ribs, Giv-

ing Much the Same Appearance

as Concrete

arch spans and on either side of each pier and consist of a

j4-in- opening starting from the haunch of the floor arches

normal to the .^offit, running vertically upwards through the

center line of the wall with a dyke on each side of the

opening extending nine inches or one foot above the floor

and it shows the adaptability of concrete to the architectural

treatment required by this type of structure.

A class of buildings o&'ering many different problems in

design, are coal breakers, an example of which is shown in

Fig. 35. Signal towers, of which Fig. 36 is a typical ex-

Fig. 40—Example of Concrete Construction as Applied to Pier Sheds

to form a dam and the floor adjacent thereto is pitched

toward the next walls to shed water. The joints were prcn

vided with Ixith .sheet copper and -saturated cloth as well

as mastic protection after the of)ening had been filled with

asphalt compound. The maximum distance between ex-

pansion joints is 8.? ft. 9 in. Similar provisions have been

made for the other viaducts and bridges, Ixith arched and
flat. These provisions have proved effective and have dis-

pensed with any maintenance thus far. Fig. 33.

While bridges are the principal and most important struc-

tures pertaining to railroad work, there are structures other

than bridges and reinforced concrete has been represented in

the construction of these as well:

Aa has already been mentioned, in the erection of the

Kingsland and Kcv-ser Valley shops concrete was used for

foundations, floors and subways. In the Srranfon locomo-
tive shops, however, some of the buildings, notably the pattern

ample, have excited the admiration of many railroad men.
An automatic signal sub-station was recently erected of con-

crete at Harrison, N. J. The building was so designed that
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Fig. 41

—

Track Construction In the Bergen-Hill Tmmd

should it be required to change its location, it can be lifted

from its foundations and transported to the new site chosen
for it.
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While .slation canopies arc in fact facilities in connection

with station buildings, they often provide interesting prob-

lems which make thi-m independent studies. The Watses-
sing station is located at the streit level while the tracks and

completely enclosing the cinder fill which was placed on top

of the deck and carried to the base of rail, forming a very

solid structure. At piers Nos. 7 and 9, sheds were erected

on top of this t>'pe of pier of concrete and structural steel,

'^—i-i/— j-i/
. •: I "^ ^

li
I

I

-Hri-^-i-l-T-r-t *

Fig. 42—A Large Concrete Sand Storage Bin

platforms are in a depression. The foundations of the sta-

tion were formed to an elliptical arch and the underside of

the canopy beams conforms to the curve of the intrados of the

arch with the results shown in Fig. 37. The Bloomfield sta-

tion, on the other hand, is on a fill so that the problem is

somewhat simplified. The effectiveness of the reinforced con-

r^ 'K 't'i <:^ onchof bolfs

the first of which is a one-story structure, the other two

stories in height, Fig. 40.

Concrete has been used for tunnel linings and shafts at

various places along the line, notably in both the old and

the new Bergen Hill tunnels at Jersey City, N. J. The
difficulty in all tunnels is to resist the effects of water on

the linings and due to its deleterious effects in the Bergen

Hill tunnel, it was decided to substitute vitrified brick for

the arches and sidewalls in the latest tunnel work, at Factor>'-

Fig. 43—A Concrete Foundation for a Water Tank

Crete canopies is shown by Fig. 38. In the case of the sta-

tion at Madison, the canopy construction consists of con-

crete columns and roof slab, while the cantilever beams and

purlins arc of structural steel, Fig. 39.

To ol»viate the necessity of frequent repair and renewal

incident to fiml)cr construction a novel type of construction

was resorted to in the design of tlie Holwken piers. The

piles were cut off at low water and completely decked with

timber; a heavy concrete bulkhead wall was constructed,

7 -J- - - r-p -

Fig. 44—Example of a Track Hopper for a Coaling Station

ville, Pa., using concrete for the shafts, backing and ditches.

In the construction of the Bergen Hill tunnel a concrete road-

U'd was installed, a feature that has been amply described in

detail heretofore in articles and which is shown in Fig. 41.

.\mong the structUR-s which are classed as miscellaneous
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the largest is the sand storage and dr}-er tank constructed of

reinforced concrete at Scranton, Pa., with a capacity of 90

carloads of sand; the details of which are shown in Fig. 42.

Up to recently,, water tank foundations, when not of steel

or timber were made of solid concrete with a chamber to

house the pipes. Figure 43 however, shows one of reinforced

concrete at Black Rock, N. Y. to supplant the one of solid

concrete heretofore used to support steel tanks. Track hop-

ditions and its actual adaptation to railroad construction as

illustrated by its use on the Lackawanna.

The first chief engineer to countenance the use of con-

crete for engineering structures on the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western was \V. K, McFarlin. Messrs. Lincoln Bush and

Fig 45—Reinforced Concrete Cinder Pits at Scranton, Pa.

pers for a coaling station at Buffalo, N. Y., were designed

to meet the special case there existing in connection with

the coal conveyor, Fig. 44. Cinder pits have been constructed

of concrete at various points, but the one for the power house

at Hoboken, X. J., presents unusual difficulties because of

the conditions surrounding it. The necessity of employing

divers in the tidal waters for construction caused modifica-

tions in the design to the extent that entirely unusual com-

binations were required. Fig. 45. Among the minor uses of

Fig. 46—Reinforced Concrete Building Construction for a

Pattern Shop

concrete are in the construction of pipes, piles, box culverts,

ducts, manholes, storage battery wells, fence |xwts, etc.

While it has not l)cen the object of this article to claim

that concrete plain or reinforced is a panacea for all struc-

tural ills, the writer has attcmptefl to p>int out the adapt-

ability of this material for a multitude of uses and con-

Fig. 47—Reinforced Concrete Smoke Jacks in a Roundhouse

at Scranton, Pa.

G. J. Ray who followed him have Ix'en instrumental in

expanding the uses of concrete to the great development

it has now attained. B. H. Davis was the first engineer in

charge of concrete design, followed by A. B. Cohen and the

writer who is the present incumbent.

Price Fixing and Competitive Bidding

on Railroad Securities Opposed
Washingtoh, D. C.

THE Interst.\te Commerce Commission was strongly

advised at a hearing lv?fore Division 4 at Washington

. on October 26 against embarking upon a plan of fix-

ing the prices at which railroad securities should be sold or

requiring competitive bidding in the sale of securities in

connection with its orders granting or withholding authoriza-

tion and approval for the issuance of securities. The hearing

was called to give an opportunity for tlie expression of views

on questions which have been considered by Division 4 as

to whetlier and to what extent the commission should deter-

mine, limit or restrict the price at which, or the manner in

which securities are to be sold; the cost to tlie carriers of

the marketing of sixurities, and whether it is within the

province of the commission to require comjietitive bidding

and whetlier competitive bidding should be Required. Divi-

sion 4 consists of Commissioners Meyer, Daniels. Kastman

and Potter, but Commissioners McChord and Hall also sat

with them during the hearing. The conunission was told that

if the time comes when it considers it ncccssar>' to set up its

own judgment against that of the railroads and tlie bankers

as to proper prices for railroad securities, it should take the

responsibility for the financing of the railroads out of the

hands of private management, but that except in cases where

tliere ap|iears a dirtvt conflict with pulilic interest the com-
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mission should allow a free hand to those who have the

ill resf>onsibility.

rt S. LoM'tt, chairman of the Union Pacific, appeared
- ;rman of a special committee of the railroad executives

and expressed the opinion that the commission should not

change its present methods of supervision, under which, in

giving approval to an issue, it has usually stipulated that

the securities should be sold for not less than a given price,

but the price has usually been that at which the railroad had
stated it ex(X'Cted to Ik- able to sell, if, indeed, it had not

made definite arrangements in advance. He said that Kuhn,
I-oeb & Co. will pay just as much as the securities are worth

and just as much as .iny other banking house could pay for

tliem and that it is of great value for a railroad to have

established connections with such an institution. He also

referred to the importance of prompt action in placing securi-

ties, saying that while the present method of tlie commission,

entailing from four to six weeks l>efore a decision is an-

nounced upon a company's application, has not caused a

serious delay in the last 18 months, while there was a rising

l)ond market, even that amount of delay might become of

more importance should the market condition be reversed so

that prices would be liable to fall Ix'tween the time that

applications are filed and authority granted. Judge Lovett

said it is not within the power of the commission to require

that securities be sold to the highest bidder.

Otto H. Kahn, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., also expressed op-

position to the plan of requiring competitive bidding. He
said the .ser\-ices of a banking house are of great value to

railroads and that if securities were put up for sale to the

highest bidder without the necessarj' preparatory work, the

bankers naturally would pick and choose among issues

offered and many railroads would run risks of finding them-
selves faced witl) failure to get securities taken. He also

described to some extent the competition which exists among
banking houses under present conditions.

F. J. Lisman, of F. J. Lisman & Co., said it is frequently

easy to say afterward that a certain price was too low, but

that some one mu.st have the courage of his conviction to

decide what is a fair price at which .securities can \>e

marketed. He also pointed out that competition exists even

though railroads do not request competitive bids. If the

large banking houses were to show an unwillingness to pay
fair prices companies would promptly be formed to compete

with them and they would lose their hold on the business.

A plan of competitive bidding that might work in a rising

market, he said, would not be successful in a falling market

and in the long run would do much harm to railroad credit

by interfering with the free play of human judgment. Bank-
ers are not going to concern themselves with what the price

of a security is going to be 60 days hence, because it cannot

l>e determined any more than one can say where the ther-

mometer will be on a given day.

\V. .\. Colston, vice-president of the New York, Chicago

& St. Louis, said he proceeded on the assumption that the

commission's power is plenary and exclusive, but that the

commission should determine, limit or restrict the price at

which, and the manner in which a security .shall l>c sold and
the cost to the carrier only when ncccs.sar)' in order to bring

the transaction within the public interest as prescribed by

the .statute. However, it should impose no restriction on the

action of the carriers which is not necessary to bring it within

the i)ublic interest. The government has not undertaken to

assume the responsibility for the financial management of

the railroads and tiic authority should go with the respon-

sibility. The commission is not tlie financial manager of the

railroads, he .said, just as the Supreme Court has said that

the government is not the general manager of the railroads.

^ir. Colston said that in l')2() the commission in effect

did limit the prices of railroad securities in connection with

the administration of the loan fund. W'iiereas the carriers

had been paying 7^ per cent on equipment trust certificates,

the commission made a retjuirement that in case part of the

funds were supplied from the loan fund, the balance should
k-ar no more than seven per cent. It was said that this

could not be done, but it was done and was in the public

interest, but he said a great southeastern carrier came in and
offered to pay over seven per cent for a large issue of securi-

ties rather than take a gov'emment loan at six per cent, in

order to establish its own credit without government aid, and
the commission wisely permitted it to do so. The commission
should not attempt to issue rigid rules to cover all cases. If

it were possible to do so, Congress would have prescribed

the rule in the law instead of placing discretion with the

commission. Mr. Colston said that there are some cases in

which competitive bidding should be required, but it would
not be proj)er for the commission to require competitive bid-
ding if it were also to require that the lowest bid must be
accepted because the lowest bid is not always the one most
in the public interest.

Dwight W. Morrow, of J. P. Morgan & Co., testified along
similar lines. He said that in the eight years of his connec-
tion with die company he had never known of any advantage
to accrue to a banking house from having a representative

on the board of directors of a railroad, from the standpoint
of getting business from that railroad. Such representation
is rather a responsibility, he said. Commissioner Hall asked
Mr. Morrow if there is any reason why a prosperous railroad
company should not attempt to sell its own securities through
its own offices. Mr. Morrow said he did not see why this

could not be brought about, but he pointed out some objec-
tions. In many states, he said, the amount of the local

investment funds is probably bid for at much higher rates

than a railroad could pay as tlie low rates for money prevail
in older regions where there is an accumulating investment
fund. He pointed out that the American Telephone & Tele-
graph Company is selling a large percentage of its stock to
its own subscribers and employees all over the United States,

but at nine per cent. In reply to a question by Commissioner
Potter, he said the Northern Pacific and Great Northern
refunding issue of $230,000,000 last year could not possibly
have been handled "across the counter"; that the services of
a large distributing organization were necessar)-. Mr. Mor-
row said it might be desirable for railroads to undertake to

sell more of their own securities themselves, but that it is

doubtful if any railroad could create an organization to
handle its own securities as cheaply as it could be done by
an organization whose sole business it is and which handles
a large volume of business over which the overhead can be
distributed. A. H. Harris, vice-president of the New York
Central, said that the New York Central had undertaken a.

campaign to sell its stock to employees, but that in a year
the subscriptions amounted to something less than 5,000
shares. The company thought that it is highly desirable to
interest the employees in the ownership of the company, but
that such a plan could not be depended upon to furnish
capital in any substantial amounts. Mr. Morrow said he
liad never known bankers to interfere with matters of rail-

road operation, as such matters were outside tiieir especial
sphere, but they frequently give advice regarding finimcial
policies such as matters pertaining to the payment of divi-
dends.

Jackson E. Reynolds, president of the First National
Hank of New York, said that it is a matter of indifference
to his compajiy whetiier the commission decides that railroad
bonds shall be sold on comix-titive bids. It would not hurt
the hankers, lie said. "Tile only people you would hurt
would be tlie railroads."

Jolin E. Oldham, of Merrill, Oldham & Co., Boston, said
that the banker would he taking considerable risk if required
to make a bid and wait for .some time jjefore knowing whether
it is to be acted upon. He said there were no insuperable
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obstacles to finding what is a fair price for a security and

if the object of competitive bidding is to furnish information,

there are better ways of getting at it. Commissioner Potter

asked what the conimission should do supposing President

Rea of the Penns)lv;uiia should sell an issue of bonds at 93

and tell the commission tliat that was the l^est he could do,

but the commi.'ision's Bureau of Finance should report that

it thought he ought to have got 93^ or 94. "Shall we kick

over the whole transaction?" asked Commissioner Potter.

"I think you had better take Mr. Rea's judgment," replied

Mr. Oldham. "When you cannot do that, the government

had better take over the railroads."

He said he thought the purpose of Congre.ss was to prevent

fraud rather than to substitute the judgment of the commis-

sion for that of tlie railroads and the bankers as to the exact

prices at which securities should be marketed. Commissioner

Eastman asked what the commission should do in case its

own investigation showed tliat the price for the security men-

tioned by Mr. Potter should be as high as 102. Mr. Oldham

said that in a case of such a wide discrepancy the commis-

sion should look into it.

Alfred P. Thorn, counsel for the Association of Railway

Executives, and Forney Johnston, counsel for the National

Association of Owners of Railroad Securities, were given

permission to file written memoranda on the subject.

Brief for Association of Railway Executives

Mr. Thom said in part in his brief:

The powers vested in the commission by this Section were con-

ferred for the purpose of enabling the commission to protect the

public interests and not for the purpose of makmg it the guardian

of the private interests of the carriers.
, , u,-

.•Vt times it may be difficult to determine just where the public

interest ends and purelv private interest begins; but, when this

point is once determined, the dilTiculty of the problem disappears,

it being clear that the power of governmental regulation cannot

extend further than the protection of the public interests.

This follows Ixjth from the constitutional limitations on the

power of govemmcnt and from the terms of Section 20a of the

Transportation Act.
. . , . , • . . r

The ownership of property carries with it the right ot occu-

pancy and management, and should a statute deprive the owner ot

the right of management, except as such management niay

prejudice or affect some right of the public, it would undermine

his right of private property and be contrary to the litth amend-

ment to the Constitution. ,, • •
i v,^.

Congress had these limitations on its power well in mind wheii

it made Section 20a a part of the Transportation Act. for in that

section the power of the commission is to be exercised onlyit the

transaction is "compatible with the public interests, is neces-

sary or appropriate for or consistent with the proper pcrformaiuc

by the carrier of service to the public as a common carrier, will

not impair its ability to perform that service,_ and is reason-

ably necessary or appropriate for such purpose.
.

No inference can be deduced from these carefully considered

provisions of a purpose to go beyond the public interest and in-

vade the field of private management.
j u *i „

If the power to require competitive bidding is conferred by the

statute i would not be wise for the commissMon to make the

Jcnuirement The present metho<l, which .s the outgrowth of

years o^ experience, is unquestionably the best and is. in tact.

the only practicable method.
, • t !,.,» fi,„

There is doubtless a popular misapprehension o what the

nrescm mcthml is. It may be popularly supposttl that when a

Sad Tals with its banker in resiK^t to the placing of se-cur-

f,1«?hr banker seeks to drive as hard a bargain as he can and

'"ob^arn'for^hi^elf V maximum possible advanuge in the

transaction. Nothing can be further from the fact.

The placing of securities through a regular banker is accom-

nlisbcd by one of two methods

:

.. . i ,

Fr,t by the method of underwriting, in which case the banker

undertakes for a fixed commission or compensation, to ascertain

for h fratlr^d client the best terms that can be obtained for the

Ifsuc L"to give the railroad the full InMiefit of these terms, being

interested only in the agreed compensation, ami

S«om by the metluKl of purchase. In tins ca.sc also, where

lhcr"Ts a sustained relationship between the railroad and its

Lkor the banker likewise undertakes to ascertain for the rail-

mTd the iK^st terms at which he believes the issue of purchased

«uritcs mav l" placed and tuakes his price the figure that will

g"e Im fiir ccm pcnsation for selling the securities, but. at the

same time, will conserve the interests of the railroad company,
for which, by reason of his relationship, he feels a moral respon-

sibility, and will likewise be fair to the investing public whose
good-will he desires to retain. In this second case also, the

fiduciary relationship of the regular banker exists and is en-

lianced by the moral responsibility he has to the purchasers of

previous issues, this responsibility influencing him to regard not

merely his own selfish interests in the single transaction but to

make terms which will accommodate the present issue to a well

conceived financial structure for the railroad.

In both cases, the relationship between the railroad and its

regular banker is fiduciarj' in character and, in a measure, is sucli

as exists between a lawyer and his client, in which the banker
l)ccomes a representative of its railroad client's interest and is paid
for the service.

The service consists in the study of financial conditions, the
forming of an expert judgment as to whether the time is oppor-
tune for placing securities, as to what class of securities, and the
conditions and terms the market will accept, and a guarantee
that the issue will succeed.

To do this successfully, it is necessary in most cases to have a
country-wide financial organization, consisting of persons who
will help float the issue and a group that will itself take any part
of the securities that the investing public fails to absorb.

If an issue is offered which fails, it is a matter of general recog-
nition that the consequences to the credit of the railroads are most
disastrous. When the public fails to take an offering, it is an un-
mistakable announcement that the credit of the railroad is not
sufficient to support it. If an issue, necessary for the financial

purposes of a strong railroad is offered by it over its own counter
or through any other agency, and only a part of it is taken, the

part which remains untaken is discredited along with that which
has been taken which, owing to the failure of the part, will then
be in the hands of discontented holders.

A fundamental principle of sound financing for a railroad is

that it shall not make an issue of securities until it is assured that

the issue will succeed. No method of giving this assurance has
yet been devised except the existing method of having the whole
issue underwritten or the whole issue purchased by responsible

bankers.

The question is what in any case constitutes fair compensation
for the banker's service. There can be no doubt of its value nor
that it is essential to successful financing. There may be cases

where an issue may be disposed of without it, but these cases are

most exceptional and furni.sh no justification for the abandon-
ment of the orderly and scientific method. The amount of this

compensation is, under the existing practice of the commission,

subject to its supervision.

Competent bankers know whether the time is ripe for an offer-

ing of securities. Railroads and their counsel have no such

know-ledge, and if, without the aid and enlightenment of com-
petent financial advice, an issue is offered and fails, the effect on
the credit of the railroad would, as heretofore stated, be most
disastrous. Competent bankers also know the character of secur-

ities which the nublic is ready to take.

Railroads and their counsel do not know, and yet it is of the

utmost importance to be competently advised as to what class of

security may be most advantageously issued.

They must have some one with scientific knowledge of finance

and of markets to advise them and some one pledged to give

them advice from the standpoint of the railroads' interest and

not from the standpoint of trying to imix>se on the railroads the

harshest terms that independent self-interest may make possible.

Moreover, the financial structure of most of the roads is very

intricate and the terms of their mortgages are complex and in-

volvetl. Whenever a new issue is proiwsed. there is a substantial

value in having a financial adviser fully conversant with the

financial structure and history of the company and able to suggest

terms and conditions for new securities in harmony with a finan-

cial policy deliberately adopted and propcriy adj\iste<l to the

consistent' development' of the property, and not to have new,

variant and in-rhaps inconsistent ctmditions imposed on each new

issue as compared with those imposed by other b.ankers and their

coun.sel in existing issues.
. , ^ ^u

This continuitv of fin.ancial policv cannot be attained witliout the

.lid of bankers fullv advised in respect to it and actuated by a

feeling of responsibility for and committed to its success. The

advantage of consistent financial advice and guidance in building

up and developing a sound financial structure is equally as great.

if not greater, than consistent legal advice given by a single head

conversant with the history, purposes and policies of the manage-

ment the nce«is .and i~issibilities of the pr.^perly. its intricate and

interwoven corporate relationships, its charter obligations and

the responsibilities it is under to persons, municipniities. state and

other governmental authorities; and yet no one engaged in any

luge industrial enterprise would advocate doing its law business

by competitive bidding or calling in a new lawyer every time legal
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advice aixl Kuiii.i:
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1 : -aster.

If a svitmi .1 o.ti!i.ititivc bidding is rc»ortcd to. the rules of the

coaunisMuti »> ni'l n.iiurally provide rithrr that the best bid

should l)c acccptitl nr. if none of thi- bids wi-rc >.al is factory, that

all should be rejected and another public offering made.
If ihc tirst alternative be adopted, tlie C'jmmi!»iun would find

itieU without jiower to pass finally on the price and thus would

be sacrificing that very important power over the result in the

efTort to control the method.

If the second alternative is resorte<l to and all bids rejected,

then there would be a manifest difficulty in persuading bidders to

make a second liid.

li the system is not C'lr- •• •• • •'• • — ' -i-

sists only of rcl>ortiiin lo

tions with more tluiii one

result would likewise be ui:-.. : ..i. i..n ,iu.i muMi.o io un- .,M.i;._i.i!

interests of the railroads: i.t iIk- reason thai deliberate study and
valuable advice cannot be oijt.iiiinl from tankers where the results

of it may be enjoyed by others, for if the business is offered to

several, there would be no assurance that the banker who studies

the problem, devises the plan and assists in perfecting it, will

secure the business. The consequence would be that one of the

most valuable functions and services of a banker would be lost

to the railroad. The railroad would, as a matter of fact, have lost

its banker.

It may be that competitive bidding would in an individual

instance or a special case produce better Tmancial results for the

railroad, but the slight and exceptional advantage thus tempor-

arily obtained would not justify a system which would be inju-

rious and di.sastrous in its general operation.

The interests of the public are amply protected by the super-

vision of the terms proposed for the issue of securities before

thev can be lawfully accepted and made operative.

Traveling Engineers Hold Thirtieth Convention

W. O. Thompson. Secretary. Since the Association Was
Organized. Honored at the Opening Session

AkF.M.AKK.\iu,F. TRIBVTE to his constant service in In-half

of the Traveling Engineers' A.-sociation throughout

the 30 vears since the organization had its inception,

was paid by the members and friends of the association to

W. O. Thompson, the

secretarj' and only liv-

ing charter member, at

the opening session of

the 1922 convention,

held at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, Octol>cr

31 to N'oveml>er 3, in-

clusive. A three-quar-

ter length fwrtrait of

Mr. Thompson, in oil,

was presented to the

association. In accept-

ing, the association

voted to have the por-

trait hung in the con-

vention hall at all

future meetings. The
presentation was a

complete surjjnsc to

Mr. Thompson.

The convention was called to order by the (iresident, J, H.

I)e Salis (X. V. C), who, after the invocation addressed

the association in part as follows

:

President De Salis' Address

"The greater part of our members serve as instructors of

locomotive engine crews, and personally observe the ix.Tform-

ance of the locomotives and the crews operating them.

Their responsibilities cover all parts of the locomotive and

its proper ojieration. both from a medianical and transpor-

tation .standi)()int. The traveling engineer is required to be

a specialist on the many devices that go to make up the

successful and economical o|x^ration of a train.

"Education for the men holding tlusc positions is neces-

sary. Their duties i>lace them in a position wliere mi.staki-s

cannot be corrected; the>- must act right the first time. If

the train is not started in the proper manner the mistake

means broken draft rigging or broken cars. If the train is

not stopped proji^-rly it may mean derailment or collision,

and if a train is not properly operated when running it may
not make the schedule time or will cause a loss of fuel. At

these conventions are brought out the best methods of edu-

cating engine crews. In the proceedings is found the best

practice for the successful operation of trains, and a book

published by this association entitled 'Standard Form of

Examination for Firemen' is being used by many railroads

for the examination of new men and of candidates for

promotion."

Following Mr. De Salis' address, a brief resume of the

early histor}' of the association, prepared at the request of

the executive committee, was presented by Mr. Thompson,
of which the following is an abstract.

Early History of the Association

A short time after the adjournment of the Master Me-
chanics' and Master Car Builders' convention in 1892, a

road foreman of engines of one of the lines running into

Chicago listened to a conversation Iwtween his master me-

chanic and a representative of the \Ve.«tinghouse .\ir Brake

Company relative to the good work aoomplished at the con-

vention and how beneficial it was for a man in railroad

business to meet other men in the same business from all

parts of the country' lor the purjiose of exchanging views and

experiences.

The conversation led the listener to think tliat if the

Master Mechanics' .Association was of such inestimable

value, why would not an association of traveling engineers

be of even more importance, not only to the traveling engi-

neers, but to all departments of the railroad.

Acting on the thougiit, he started out to find traveling

engineers enough to form an association, and, strange as it

may seem witli our memlxTship of over 1,500 in the Ignited

States, Canada and Mexico, he was over tliriv months in

getting the names of 14 traveling engineers who were in

favor of the idea.

After the 14 traveling engineers had been heard from, a

meeting was held at Ciiicago, November 14, 1892. The result

of that meeting was the forming of a temporar)' organization.

During the meeting an invitation was received from Sinclair

and Hill, of Railway & Locomotive Engineering, to meet in

their office in New York City to perfect a permanent organ-
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ization. This meeting was held on January 9, 1S93, and

53 members were enrolled.

During the first few years of the association's existence

its condition was rather precarious. .\t that time the newly

created position of traveling engineer was not looked upon

as an actual necessity by the managements of many rail-

roads. In the panic of 1894 and 1895 approximately 70 per

cent of our membership was set back to running engines and

had it not been for tlie hard, painstaking work of a number

of our members, the almost immediate popularit}' of reports

and researches of our committees, the loyalty of a few of the

higher railroad officials, the press and a few of the railway

supply firms, the association would have died in its infancy.

The benefits to the traveling engineer have also been great.

Thirty years ago he was considered nothing more than an

engine-tamer and trouble-doctor, but today he is considered

an indispensable adjunct of any well-organized railroad.

The association has grown from a membership of S3 to

1,536. During its life 575 members have been selected to

fill higher positions on railroads or in other businesses. In

all of the 30 years there has never been a decrease in mem-

bership. Nearly all of the members who have been promoted

to higher positions continue their membership, thus giving

the association their moral and financial support. Consider-

ing these facts, the pride which the traveling engineers feel in

their association is pardonable.

Portrait of Secretary Thompson Presented

At the close of the paper, D. L. Eubank (Galena Signal

Oil Company) unveiled and presented Mr. Thompson's por-

trait to the association. In his remarks leading up to the

presentation he brought out the fact not mentioned by Mr.

Thompson in his paper that the author was in large measure

responsible for the organization of the association and for

its healthy growth during the early years of its existence.

On behalf of the members, tributes were paid to Mr.

Thompson's ser\-ice to the association by L. D. Gillett

(Dominion Railway Commission of Canada) and D. R.

McBain. Members of the Traveling Engineers' Association,

of the Railway Equipment iSIanufacturers' Association, and

the Hotel Sherman participated in providing the portrait.

A report of the later sessions of the convention will appear

in a later issue.

Equipment Manufacturer's Exhibits

The following companies, members of the Railway Equip-

ment Manufacturers' Association, exliibited at the thirtieth

annual convention of the Traveling Engineers' As.sociation,

held at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, October 31 and November

1, 2 and 3:

American Arch Co., New York.—Literature— Represented by

F. G. Boomer, G. M. Bean, A. W. Clokey, R. J. Himmelright, J.

T. Anthony, Major W. L. -Mlison and W. E. Salisbury.

.^merican Locomotive Co,, New York.—Reverse gear, flexible

and rigid staybolts.— Represented by G. P. Robinson, W. E. Cor-

rigan, A. Haller and George G. Jones.

Baldwin l>icomotivc Works, The, Philadelphia, Pa.—Literature

and photographs.—Represented by C. R. Riddell, N. E. Baxter, C.

H. Gaskill and F. A. Neely.

Barco Manufacturing Co., Chicago.— Power reverse gear; cross-

head and shoes; automatic smoke bux blower littuigs ; metallic

tender connections for air. steam, oil and wafer; joints to air

reservoir, air pumps, distributing valves, headlight generators,

etc.; roundhouse blower and blowoff; coach yard and station

steam heal and air connections; metal steam heat connections for

passenger coaches.— Represented by F. N. Bard, C. L. Mellor, F.

A. Stiles, W. J. Behlkc and C. O.'jenisfa.

Bird Archer Co, New York— I'.oilcr compound, polarized

mercury, anti-foaming and anti-lcaking compounds.—Represented
by L. F. Wilson, J. L. Callahan and G. J. McGurn.
Boss Nut Company. Chicago.—Nuts, bolts and rivets. Repre-

sented by J. W. Fogg, A. W. Maclean, W. G. Willcoxon and
George A MacLcan.

Bradford Draft Gear Co., New York.—Boltlcss truck column

;

twin journal box nut; three spring rlraft gear; rocker type draft

gear, and locomotive throttle.—Represented by Horace Parker, F.

K. Mays, E. L. Nusz, J. C. Keene, W. W. Bosser, W. H. Mc-
Whorther and E. J. Barnett.

Morris B. Brev/ster, Inc., Chicago.—Metallic piston rod; valve

stem and air pump packing; pressure brtaker piston rod packing.

Rc-prcscnted by Morris B. Brewster and Frank A. Orland.

Crane Company, Chicago.—Valves and pipe fittings. Represented

by Fred Venton.
Dearborn Chemical Company. Chicago.—Represetrted by Nelson

F. Dunn, O. H. Rehmeyer, I.H. Bowen, Ira Beebe, Joseph Arn,

L. P. Bowen, George R. Carr and J. D. Purcell.

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.—Locomotive lubri-

cators ; automatic locomotive e.xhaust nozzle cover ; automatic

flange oilers. Represented by A. G. Machesney.
The Dtifif Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Jacks for

locomotive and car work. Represented by C. N. Thulin and E. E.

Thulin.

The Edna Brass Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.—Lubricators, injectors,

boiler checks, water gages, cold water sprinklers and fire ex-

tinguishers.—Represented by H. A. Glenn and F. S. Wilcoxen.
Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co., New York.—Photographs and

literature.—Represented by A. G. Elvin and E. W. Englebright.

F^lannery Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Grease plugs; flexible stay

bolts.—Represented by W. M. Wilson.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.. New York.—Radial buffer and

unit safety bar
;
precision power reverse gear

;
pneumatic fire door :

lateral motion driving box ; automatic driving wedge ; driving

box lubricator and spreader ; flexible conduit, and reverse gear.

—

Represented by W. N. Covle, T. L. Randolph. H. M. Evans, C. W.
F. Coftin, J. L. Bacon, T. L. Reed, S. D. Rosenfelt, \\. T. Lane. P.

Weiler, P. Willis, H. M. Clawson, F. H. Cunningham and C. J.

Burkholder.
Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa.—Represented by Robert

McVicar, W. J. Walsh, P. H. Stack, D. L. Eubank, W. O. Tay-
lor, W. F. Walsh, G. W. Buckpitt, W. L. Trout. L. H. Palmer.

J. W. Bunn, B. P. Corey, T. A. Roosevelt, J. F. Ferguson, .\. 1.

Poole. G. E. McVicar, F. B". Smith, J. F. Wilsey, R. J. McQuade,
I. T. Birney, J. A. Graham and J. S. Brown.
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra. X. Y.—General line of

locomotive and power house packings. Represented by C. W. Sul-

livan and Stanley MacDole.

Grip Nut Co., Chicago.—Locomotive and pump piston rod nuts

;

unit nuts.—Represented by W. R. Richards and R. B. Radcliffe.

Ilulson Grate Company, Keokuk, Iowa.—Full size locomotive
grate showing rocking dump grate. Represented by A. W. Hulson,

J. W. Hulson and .'\. E. Wentworth.
Hunt Spillcr Manufacturing Corp., Boston, Mass.—Cylinder and

valve packing rings; valve chamber bushing; piston and valve
bull rings; crnsshead shoes, side rod knuckle pin bushing.—Repre-
sented by J. G. Piatt, V. W. Ellet, E. J. Fuller, C Galloway and
Fred Hartman.

International Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.—Literature.
—Represented by Ed. M. Sawyer and F. S. Powell.

Jenkins Bros.. New York.—Valve and sheet packing.—Repre-
sented by George Royal.
The Leslie Company, Lyndhurst, N. J.—Steam heat pressure

regulators and reducing valves. Represented by S. I. Leslie and
J. J. Cizek.

Locomotive Lubricator Co., Chicago.—System of locomotive
force feed lubrication.—Represented by W. J. Schlacks and C
W. Rudolph.
Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Mechanical

stoker, one-third size working model. Represented by A. C.
Deverell, A. N. Wiltse, E. Proutv, V. B. Emcrick, J. B. Ball, H.
C. WocKlbridge and H. C. Kelly."
Madison-Kipp Corp., Madison. Wis.—Force feed locomotive

lubricator.—Represented by A. H. Flanagan, J. M. Borrowdale
and S. W. Midgley.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York.—Injectors; con-
solidated safety valves.—Represented by C. L. Brown, J. S.
Smith and C. Corning.

W, H. Miner, Chicago.—Friction draft gears; friction buffers for
passenger cqtiipment ; spring draff gear ; side bearings ; coupler
centering device for passcn.gcr and locomotive cnuipment ; bolster
locking center pin for passenger equipment. Represented bv
Bradley S. Johnson and Charles F. McCuen.
Nathan Manufacturing Co., New York.— Injectors ; bulls eye

and force feed type lubricators ; Imilcr checks ; boiler washer and
tester, fire extinguisher; water columns, and whistles.—Represented
by F. C. Davern. Willi.Tm Brumblc and J. Brandt.

Xalional Boiler Washing G\. Chicago. Literature.—Repre-
sented by F. W. Gale. F. S. Wichntan ami C. C. Lance.

Nafion.nl Malleable Casting Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.—
National Railway Devices Company, Chicago.—Vertical fire

door; Radial fire door. Represented by Jay G. Robinson and E.
J. Giinnison.

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Superheater tubes
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applied in tube ihect. small 2-in. and 2!^]-in. tubes.—Represented by
Q^, ..... V i-'.t.-. I r ( ..-,,lwin. J. W, Kelly and P. J. Conrath.

New York.
— Injectors ; flange oiler ; lubricator

;

low «.iu-. a;.nii.. >'...i-. fc.uji orotector, and drifting valve.—Rep-
resenioi by .\. 1. . ItccirwHh, F. W. Edwards, R. M. Barber and

F. B Kamsworlli.
Okailec Co., Chicago—Blow-off valve; front eiid hinge; auto-

matic cylinder cock, and tank hose coupler.—Represented by A. G.

Holliiinilicad, G. S. Turner, J. S. Lemley, J. M. Monroe, W. H.
Hecknan. and F. G. Zimmerman.

ParkcsburK Iron Company, Parkcsburg, Pa.—Sections of char-

c a' imn Wj^fs. keijrescntcd by L. P. Mercer and J. F. VViese.
' ^ Co., Sea Giff, N. Y.— Packing.— Represented by

• : Company, Chicago.— Model of Y'oung valve gear;
tur!-i iie;iil,i,.:lit generators; cast metal, cast aluminum and cast

iron headlight cases with glass reflector ; cast aluminum Hood light

case^ ; back-up lamps. Represented by C. P. McGinnis. T. P.

Mc<iinnis, \V. T. Brcthcrton, R. L. Kilker. GenrKe Haas, J. L.

Rer-e. O. \V. Young. William Miller and J. Will Johnson.
K.iilway Review. Chicago.— Represented by H. A. Smith, A. E.

II.«.vcn an<l J. E. Gougeon.
SarKciit Company, Chicago.—Water column ; water glass cocks

;

two M-.it gauge cock; iron clad protectors; gauges; blower valve
and t;.iskcts. Represented by George H. Sargent and L. L.

Schullz.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., Xew York.

—

Railway Age,
Railway Mechanical Kngineer, Locomotive Cyclopedia and Car
Builders' Cyclopedia.— Represented by L. B. Sherman, C. B. Peck,
B. J. Wilson, J. M. Rutherford and Homer Beach.
The Smith Automatic .Vdjustable Hub Plate Conip;my, Chicago.
Locomotive adjustable hub plate. Represented by A. J. Sams.
Standard Steel Works Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Literature and

photographs.— Represented by C. R. Riddell, N. E. Baxter, C. H.
Gaskill and F. A. Neely.

SunlK-am Electric Manufacturing Co., Evansville. Ind.—.Airtight

headlight.—Represented by H. A. Varney, J. Henry Schrocder and
W. T. Manogue.

Sup«-rheater Co., New York.—Exhaust steam injector; feed

wafer heater, and method of repairing superheater.—Represented
by F. A. SchafT. R. M. Ostermann. G. F.. Ryder, R. R. Portcrfield,

Bard Browne. W. A. liuckbec and all district representatives.

Talmagc Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—Low water
alarm ; steam chest lubricating drifting valves ; blow-off valves

;

hammer feed grease cup, and ratchet band brake.—Represented
by F. M. Roby, H. B. Thurston and L. Sprague.

The U. S. Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Piston,

valve stem and air pump packing ; sanders and bell ringer ; shaker

bar and oil cup. Represented by R. A. Light, J. T. Luscombe and

H. E. Hyslop.
Vapor Car Heating Co., Chicago.—Steam heat pressure valve

;

steam heat stop valves.— Represented by E. C. Post and N. F.

Bums.
Harry Vissering & Co., Chicago.—Sander ; bell ringer ; metallic

piston ro<l and valve steam packing.— Represented by Harry Vis-

sering, G. S. Turner, Charles R. Long, Jr., W. H. Heckman, J. S.

Lemley, J. M. Monroe and F. f». Zimmerman.
Westinghouse AW Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

Ah cylin-

der oil cup; brake cylinder packing cup; compressor air strainer;

brake cylinder gaskets. Represented by S. G. Downs, J. B. Wright,
C. J. Ohmstead, J. S. Y. Fralich. F. H. Parke, L. Wilcox. F. B.

Farmer. C. D. Foltze. V. Villette, F. B. Johnson, H. H. Burns,

W. M. Sleet, A. G. Houston, A. L. Berghane, L. M. Carlton and
E. R. Fitch.

Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp., Now York.—Sectional

model of locomotive feed water heater.— Represented by D. R
Coleman and J. M. Lammcdee.

Over a Million Cars Loaded
Washihctox, D. C.

THE NUMBF.R of cars loaded with revenue freight crossed

the million mark in the week ended October 21 for

the first time since October, 1920. The total was

1,003,759, as compared with 964,811 in the corresponding

week of last year and 1,008,818 in the corresponding week

of 1920. The increase as compared with the preceding week

was 20,280. The loading was still, however, below the record

set in the peak week of October, 1920, when 1,018,539 cars

were loaded. ,\lthough coal shipments are still being given

priorit}', the large increase in loading as compared with last

year is due to the heaN'}' movement of other commodities.

All classes of commodities show increases as compared with

the corresponding week of 1921 except coal, the loading of

which was nearly 19,000 cars less than last year, and mer-

chandise, the loading of which was over 6,000 cars less than

last year. Increases as compared with 1920 were shown in

-All DisTBicTS, Cuupari

grain

T > * Year products

. 1922 10,407

192) 11,318

.Mlrlthrny 1922 3,734

1921 2.661

Pocihmit.i!i 1922 218

1921 233

l,.,,i 1922 4,129

1921 3,563

N.rthwrMcrn 1922 17,268

1921 15,099

i>niral Wrstcrn 1922 12,218

1921 13,023

> .iilhwctcrn 1922 5,706

1921 4,546

Tolil WMtcrn diilricts.. 1922 35,192

1921 32,668

Toul, nil ro.n.ln 1922 51.680

1921 50.443

1920 39,480

Incrt.-ise cmiorcd 1921 3,237

l>ccrr.uc rimpared 1921

Incrcaw comiiarcd 1920 14,200

DccrcaST lompared 1920

()ci.*<-r 21 1922 53.6M

Dctolwr 14 1922 52,492

Oriober 7 1">22 50,553

S<-iitcmb«r .10 1922 52,129

~,I.trniher 23 1922 52,379

('ompilcd by Car Service Divisinn, .\m

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

Totals This Yea*, Last Yea«, Two Yeass Ago.

Live

st<)ck

3.689

3,822

3,681

3.516

597

457

2,790

2,351

9,165

10.381

16,615

15,772

3.936

3,548

29,716

29,701

40.473

39.847

35,187

626

5,286

40,47.1

39,141

39,359

3'),.t30

36,896

Coal

60,682

57,565

54,081

60,237

18,505

25.590

24,010

28,511

10,830

12,576

21,513

25,090

7,150

5,926

39,493

43,592

196,771

215,495

225,950

18,724

29,179

196,771

196,926

189,312

IS'1.349

187.896

Coke

1.947

2,180

5,290

2,523

352

202

1,095

617

1,428

717

355

216

164

165

1,947

1,098

10.631

6.620

15,587

4,011

4,956

10,631

10,208

9,880

9.456

8.671

Forest

products

6,074

4,563

3,412

3,317

1,523

1,207

20,004

17,148

15.021

11,857

7,506

7,526

6,804

8,037

29,331

27,420

60.344

53,655

59,754

6,689

590

60,344

59,727

57.844

58,742

58.85J

Ore
5,530

2,484

8,432

5,936

37

1,207

460

27,S01

12,509

2,213

739

248

461

30,262

13,709

45,468

22,589

73,022

22,879

27,554

45,468

46,362

47,439

49.777

49,587

Wekk Ended SAirBDAV, October

Total

Mdse.

UC.L.
64,739

64,962

48,144

48,309

5.725

5,743

38,867

40,810

27,891

29,057

31,173

32,537

15,258

16,602

74,322

78,196

231,797

233,020

210,354

6,223

21,443

231.797

226,123

228,515

234,517

234.371

1922

freight loaded

This

Misccl- year

lancous 1922

99,244 252,312

93,576

78,737 205,511

64,702

3,697 30,654

4,166

45,903 138,005

41,323

42,513 151,917

41,780

61,418 153.011

59,106

33,083 72,349

33.489

137,014 377,277

134,375

364,595 1,003.759

338,142

349,484

26,453 38,948

15,111

5,059

364,595 1.003,759

352,491 983,479

345.267 968,169

354,581 988,381

344.638 973,291

Corrc- Corre-

sponding spending

year year

1921 1920

240,470 254.238

191,201 209.948

37,598 37,291

134,783 131.733

133,976 164,101

154,009 141,057

72,774 70,450

360,759 375,608

964,811

1,008,818

964,811 1,008,818

W0,529 1,018,539

899,681 1,01 1.666

904,831 992.283

873,641 1,008,109

Railway .\»V)ciati(
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all classes of commodiries except coal and coke, while there

were increases as compared with the pre\MOus week in all

classes except coal and ore. In the Southern, Central West-

em and Southwestern districts the loadini; exceeded that

of 1920,

Fewer freight cars are now in need of repair than at any

time since March 15, 1921, according to reports compiled

bv the Car Service Di\-ision. On October 15, the latest date

Shipments of Fruits and Vegetables; 1922 Compared with

Previous Years

Chart compiled by Car Service Division from statistics collected by the
Bureau of AKriciiItural Economics of the Department of Agriculture.
The .vilid black lines s^hcw total loading to date in 1922 compared vAlh the

equivalent period for each of the two previous years. Wliere the 1921 and
1920 lines are extended in outline fc.rm. it represents the e-xtcnl of the subse-
quent movemtnt of these commodities for the remaining three months of
the year. Comparing the length of the black area with that of the outline
it can be seen just wh;it prri'ortion cf the year's movement was completed
by the end of .SeptemlKr.

It will be n<.ted that the total movement t;^ date this year has exceeded
last year by approximately 40,000 cars, and 1920 by 140,000. Almost with-
out exception indi\-i'i-.'al comm(.dities show a greater movement this year than
for the corresi»onding perid of the two previous years.

This r^art gives a gr.Tphic picture of the extent to which traffic in fruits
and vcgct.-ililes is increasing year by year.

available, 270.045 freight cars, or 11.9 per cent of the cars

on line, were in need of rejiairs. This was a decrease of

21,609 cars compared with the total on Octoljer 1, at which
time there were 291,654, or 12.8 per cent. This also was
54,5^8 fewer than on July 1, the date on which the strike

of railway shopmen began. On October 15, 1921, there were
354,996 freight cars, or 15.5 per cent, in need of repairs.

Freight cars requiring light repairs numl)ered 55,123 cars

on October 15 last, a decrease of 5,966 compared with the

total on October 1. Cars in need of hea\w repairs totaled

214,922, or a decrease of 15,643 within the same p>eriod.

Every district on October 15 showed a decrease compared
with the total not only on October 1 , but also on July 1

.

The freight car shortage increased from 156,309 for the

week ended October 15 to 166,349 for the period from
October 15-23.

Coal Situation Fairly Satisfactory

Washington, D. C.

'Tndvstrlal users of coal are beginning to accumulate

I some reser\^es, and the general steam coal situation may
now be regarded as fairly satisfactor>-," said Federal

Fuel Distributor C. E. Spens in a statement summarizing
the present coal outlook. For the past few weeks the average

spot price for all grades of bituminous coal has steadily de-

clined, while production figures have mounted. Mr. Spens"

statement is, in part, as follows:

A canvass of the situation, now being made by this office, indi-

cates that storage of coal by industry is increasing, although indus-

trial buyers have Ijeen urged to purchase only sufficient coal for

current requirements, in order that no consumer might be dis-

tressed, and particularly that production and transportation of coal

for domestic neetls might not be jeopardized. The present greatly

increased production of bituminous coal is, however, possibly suf-

ficient to permit of some reserves even under the prosperous con-

ditions of industry prevailing today.

The act creating tlic office of federal fuel distributor became
effective Septcmlier 22. Production of bituminous coal since that

time has been as follows

:

Tons

For the week ended September 30 9,822,000

For the week ended October 7 9,736,000

For the week ended October 14 10,021,000

For the week ended Octob:r 21 10,350.000

For the week ended October 28 1 0,500,000

The situation to-day so ttr as steam, or industrial, coal is con-
cerned, is fairly satisfactory. There are, of course, individual

cases where, due to lack of transportation, more or less difficulty

is encountered in securing sufficient supplies with regularity and
"spot" coal purclwses have to some e.xtent been necessary, but.

JAN. FEB MAR APR. MAY JUN JUL. AUO SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
ll4ZI264lll6Zi4 II tS li I a 15 ZZ 23 t a 20n i 10 n M I a IS ZZ ZS S n O Zi Z 3 li a X 1 I* V 26 4 II KS U 2 3 » n x_

REVENUE FREISHT CAR LOADINGS
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gmcrally spcakinK. the preMrnt steam ctwl tiltution i» nut a matter
of k'ra\> 1. .iiCiTii.

..r part of t: inc-jtic

I;' • are quite ^
; «imc

x^ available > :;•; tlu-

e^iit ; ;ii. Itiiiciit weather, aikl \\ :'.':.

trail ^|•>rtatiltl TIk- i>t>rthwe4l terntnr*

ly ti> Uke tran%|K>rtati<>n, will need for .

futir fiiilliun a<l>iitKiiial umm )>efi>re ll ' ii, iii

ad<liti'-ii to all rail muvetnent from lllr care
Uir it r. .|\i:rrmeiit> until April I. Ilari: .. .

. iilties,

u" at Lake Krie |M>rts averaKii>K at W^i uiie million

I'
•

it is anticipated that these re<iuirements will be
a< .

In lliinoi.'. the available sup|>ly on hand is low, due largely to

the fact that a very considerable propjrlioii of the coal mined
within the state and adjoining li-rritoriis has been, and is. movinn
all-rail to the northwest to siipplenK-nt the Lake allotment from
eastern ticlds. It is important tliat far distant communities Ix-

served at this lime, nearby communities can, of course. f)e taken

care of with little delay. ^
In the matter of prices of bitumiiHnis coals, the followmg figures

will give an idea of the present trend. For the week ended Sep-
teinJ>er 23, the average spot price of all grades of coal was $5.06

per ton.
Per ton

For Ihc w»ck ended Seplembcr JO $4.«9

For the week ended Ocluber 7 4.60

For the week en.lcil (KtIiiIkt 14 4.45

Fit the week ended October .'1 4.26

During the past few weeks the above average prices have been

held up by the comi»aratively higher prices received for domestic

coals, the margin lictwecn "run-of-minc" and "lump" coals having

in some instances W-nn abnormally large.

The anthracite situation differs from the bituminous. The

production today is practically at the peak and due to the strike,

the production this season wnich ends with .Mardi 31. l**?.'. will

probably not gri-atly exceed (*) i*t cent of tlvat of l.i The
plan for dislrilaition of this M-a>on's production a

pro rata distriliution among last year's trade. 1. ;ro-

ducti<Hi cannirt possibly, ihereiorc, e<|ual the demainl, ami ncvi-ss-

arily other fuels must to sonic extent be substituted.

The most serious territorial situation a.s to anthracite domestic

coal is. like the bituminous, in the northwestern states served by

the lakes. The anthracite lake program calls for approximately

two million tons, and up to dale approximately only five hundred

and fifty thou.sand tons have )>een shi|>ped, in addition, there has

lieen some movement all-rail, although this amount Iras nut a>

yet reached an appreciable pro|M>rti<jn. If ixjrmal lake conditions

iibtain. it is expected that shipment by lake will continue until at

least the first of Decemiier. and since it will not tie jxrisiblc dur-

ing this remaining period to complete the allotted proiwrlion for

shipment by lake, operators liave been urged to suppleineiit the

lake movement by immediate commencenK-nt of all-rail .-.hipments

with due regard, of course, to ntx-essary distribution to other sec-

tions of the country accustomed to the use of anthracite.

The average daily loading of anthracite during the last 18 days

of September, 1922'. (after the termination of the miners' strike),

was 5.007 cars. The average daily loading in October this year

up to and including the 26th in.stant, was 6,254 cars, as compared

with 5,853 in October, 1921. and 5.910 in October, 1920. This

indicates intense application by all interests.

The necessary distribution of coals is depcrident principally

upon two factors at the present time : climatic conditions and

transixirtation. The latter factor is to a large extent dependent

upon the former, although it should also be remcmb<Tcd in this

connection that the transportation lines of this country have not

yet fully recovered from the ravages of the recent railway strike,

and that in addition, the ofTcrings of tonnage of all character are

almost at the peak in the history of the carriers.

Automatic Train Control—a Signal Engineer's View*

Lucid Analysis by a Veteran Signal Engineer—Possibility

of Saving Expense of Wayside Signals

By Thomas S. Stevens

Signal Enf^ineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System

It
WAYSIOK .signals are to be used and the only purpose of

automatic train control is to check the performance of the

signals and the actions of the enginemen, those intermit-

tent devices which have only two positive indications, with a

speed control which is only local and momentar}', may work

up into first-class devices. By positive indications I mean

those which are not dependent on time element devices or

on the speed of the train.

If, however, we jirojiose to make automatic train control

pay liy developing it into a comi>lete signaling sclieme, some-

thing more than is jirovided by these devices will probably

be necessar)'. It would appear'that at least three indications

or controls are recjuircd— sto]) and jirfKeed, of course, with

the addition of a low-siK-ed control of some character which

should be continuous in its effect until rejilaced iiy a jiroceed

indication.

Wliether wayside signals are used or not. it is reasonable

to sup|Kise that train control will undoulitedly be the govern-

ing factor eventually. Because of tlie necessities it seems

safe to assume that the ultimate develojiment will tend to

leave the control of the train in the hands of the enginemen,

rather than that the actual brake application for the differ-

ent indications will be made automatically. The jirobalile

fundion of the automatic train control will be to check the

engincmaii by .stopping tlie train if |iro()er procedure is not

taken. If this is finally proved to be true, it seems cs.sential

•P.nper rc.id before the Society of Kniiinecrii .it Chicago. October 2.t.

Other luiperii read at that time were reported in the Railu/ay Agt of October

that information should be provided in the cab so that the

engineman may be advised of the condition of the automatic

train control ajijiaratus and so be able to control the sjjeed

of the train projierly in order to avoid being checked. This

information may be given tlirough the medium of a signal,

whistle, or indicator of some kind; but any of tlicse will, in

effect, be a repeater of the wayside signal. E.xccpt for the

fear of failures during the first few days of development,

there seems to be no justification for the duplication of indi-

cations which will result if wayside signals arc used as well

as the necessar)' call indications which would appear to be

necessary in any ca~e wliether wayside signals are installed

or not.

Developing Train Control

It would seem advisable for a number of railroads to ap-

proach this subject with the idea of developing something

wliicii would take the place of wayside signals as well as

provide an automatic check on the actions of the engineman.

This treatment is attractive from many standpoints:

(1) It would, of course, be far cheaper to install without wayside
signals than with them.

1 2) The cost of operating will be less because the necessity for

holding signals clear during 24 hours regardless of whether
the protection is needed or not will be eliminated and only

the necessary power to protect a train properly which is

actually operating over the railroad will be used.

(3( The (|uestion of a background for the signal imlicatioii will

be solved, becau.se the indication will be given in the cab.

( 4 ) .^sik'iialiiig against Iratlic on double or multiple track rail-
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roads can be undertaken with far less cost because the clear-

ance prnhlcm is eliminated.

Advantages of Train Control

Railroading generally will not be as flexible with auto-

matic train control because the speed of operation will be

prescribed, but this prescription will be of the same extent

regardless of whether wayside signals are used or not. Grant-

ing that automatic train control is successful, there seem

to be many advantages which can he obtained from its use.

If prof)er analysis is made of the effect of signal indications

given by automatic signals, it will be found that the only

indication which protects the rear end of a train is that

which prescribes some form of low speed after stopping at

an automatic signal. The stop in itself has never been of

any use. Operating officers have been afraid to eliminate the

stop because of the fear that a proper low speed would not be

maintained without the stop. Probably the fear was justi-

fied, but with a controlling device which definitely takes

care of the proper rate of speed it would seem that all stops

for automatic signals could be eliminated.

In completely signaled territory rear flagging has been re-

ts ined due to the same fear with reference to the action of

the engineman, even after passing an automatic signal at

stop in the proper way, and this fear is natural because of

accidents which have happened after a train has actually

stopped at a signal or picked up a flag. Under automatic

train control it would seem possible to eliminate rear flag-

ging or at least to shorten the distance, because the speed

of the train will be taken care of definitely and positively

by the automatic control.

Problems Involved in Installations

From an engineering standpoint the problems involved

are many and varied. Considerable experience has been ob-

tained from some of the installations already made with

reference to the possibilities of mounting certain classes of

devices properly on engines. The experiments, however,

have not covered a sufficient length of time, nor have they

been of a sufficiently diversified character to allow of definite

suggestions as to the solution of the engineering difficulties

involved.

Ramp devices seem to present the least difficulty in con-

nection with the methods necessary to provide the requisite

indications and controls. A simple change of polarity is

all that is needed to bring about the different speed controls.

The electrical problems involved can easily be understood

by any signalman w^ho has maintained automatic signals.

The problem in connection with this type of device seems to

Ije the integrity of contact during inclement weather and the

proper construction and installation of the ramps so that

impact shocks will be taken care of properly and the ramps

securely protected against possible damage by dragging

equipment.

The questions of clearances and interferences with the

safety of employees seem to present subjects for study.

With the inductive devices which provide full clearance

there is the problem of insulation which has always been a

difficult one to take care of with apparatus which is prac-

tically underground. Most of the inductive devices involve

principles which will require additional education of em-

ployees. With all of the ramps and intermittent inductive

devices there will be a big prnl)lem witli reference to the

maintenance of track because all of these devices interfere

more or less with the present scheme of taking care of the

roadway structure.

The installation of this type of device will have to be

made very carefully l)ccause no really good way seems at

pre.sent to have ))een devisefi to take care of derangement

of the apparatus. Hy somewhat coniplicateil methods the

actual removal of a ramp or intermittent inchictive device

can lie protected against, but at the present time it seems

possible for sufficient derangement to occur to render the

device inoperative without any check being made.

With the continuous control devices which use central

energy, the big problem seems to be the integrity of the power

supply. This problem exists at the present time in connec-

tion with all installations of signals controlled from a central

point, but failures of this character where wayside signals

are involved can be taken care of by orders and, therefore,

business can be moved more readily than will be possible,

{x-rhaps, under automatic control. In at least one of the de-

vices an amplifier is necessar\", which is a more or less deli-

cate instrument. The installation of such a device on an

engine will require careful study to protect it against the

shocks which are bound to occur.

Air Brake Control Is the Big Problem

After all is said and done about the transfer of an impulse

from the track to the engine, the big problem appears to be

the proper control of the air brake apparatus. Whether the

air brake control can be actually made automatic or whether

it must always be a check on the actions of the enginemen, is

the one phase of automatic train control which will require

the most study during the period of development. If we
endeavor to replace the flexibility of human action by some-

thing which is automatic it will necessitate the same brake

application regardless of the length of the train, grades,

curves, or the condition of the weather and the rail. It

would seem probable that the final development would be to

[provide proper indications as to the allowable speed, with

the requirement that the engineman should keep within cer-

tain limits under certain conditions to prevent the automatic

train control having any actual effect on the air brakes

themselves. Another serious problem is tlie release of the

air brakes. Some of the questions on train control about

which there is a vast difference of opinion are as follows:

Whether intermittent or continuous control will prove more effi-

cient and flexible.

Whether the control points of intermittent devices should be lo-

cated at the signal or at braking distance from the signal.

Whether the actual stopping of the train should cause the air

brake control to be set to a prescribed Icrw speed and thus a posi-

tive proceed indication be required.

Whether an indication should be provided on side tracks which
would inform the engineman regarding the occupancy of the main
line.

Whether simple apparatus with overlaps is preferable to slightly

more complicated devices which would either decrease the overlaps
or eliminate their necessity.

Whether it is desirable to introduce the necessary complications
to insure that the indications of the signal should be properly
checked by the automatic train control, and those of the automatic
train control in turn checked by the signals.

Automatic train control will probably be subject to the

same extent of mechanical failures as is experienced with
other automatic devices. Man failures will be transferred

from the human beings operating trains or signals to other

human beings who are responsible for its manufacture, in-

stallation and maintenance. Whether train control will

prove more effective than past schemes will l)c dependent
on the care and study which is accorded its manufacture,
installation, maintenance and operation.

Discussion

H. R. Saftord (vice-pres., C. B. & Q.): Probably no de-

vice relating to safety and operation in railroading has been
approached with as much caution as train control. It was
hard at first for railroad men to realize that a substitute

should be provided to operate when the human mind fails.

We don't want to think that a mechanical substitute should
l>c provided to replace human intelligence. The problem is

to get a device that is durable and reliable with the organiza-
tion available for its maintenance. It is my thought that

the highest type of construction and highest type of care

will lie required to obtain a device to operate successfully.
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C. A. Dunham (sig. cngr., G. N): Wliat is rnjuircd in

Irain (i)ntrul Icxiay is a de\'icc to hrulKc the ^ap between
the automatic Ijlmk. .>innal system and the air lirakc device

on a moving train. There is a great difference l>etween

speed control and the simple autfmiatic stop. Some roads,

no doubt, have traffic and siH-fd* wliich warrant the adoption
of a sf)eed control device. However, this does not prove that

such conditions pn-vail on all of the 49 roads listed in the

commission*!^ order and that all of those carriers should be

required to install a system of this kind

F. J. SpraKUe (Spra),'ue Safety Control and Signal Cor-
poration): Train control will offer a greater track capacity

on one or two tracks with or without signals, normal clear

or normal danger, with steam or electric propulsion. Track
capacity will also l>e increased by operating trains either

way on both tracks. The big proljlem of train control is

the maintenance of the a[)paratus. It is our hope that the

train control apparatus will not l>e required to operate e.xcept

at infrequent intervals; normally tlic engineman can control

the train with a nicety of manipulation and judgment of

train length, air supply, etc., that cannot be duplicated by
a mechanical device. Train control, if properly engineered,

may tend to increase rather than decrease track capacity.

The system should be a friendly mentor and guide for the

engineman, aiding, not unnecessarily opposing, him, and a

thoroughly reliable but unobtrusive partner in the operation

of his engine, which, while interposing an effective shield

between him and disaster, will leave, within all proper limits,

the handling of the train subject to his judgment.

A. G. Shaver (Regan Safety Device Company): Installa-

tions of automatic train control have been in service on rail-

roads under practicable operating conditions sufficiently long

to demop.strate their usefulness and relial)ility. The fact

that a train can \>e safely stopped automatically or can have

its speed efficiently controlled automatically is not debatable

in view of the records for such performances e.xtending over

a period of several years under tlie variety of operating

conditions e.xisting on the usual railroad. That I may not be

misunderstood, I would define the essentials of automatic

control to l>c: Means for automatically stopping a train;

means to permit it to prcxreed after being stopped, and
means to restrict its speed under certain conditions.

In its application and use automatic train control involves

two different engineering departments of the railroad, neither

of which usually has any particular interest or part in the

business of the other. It has not Jjeen nccessarj- for a motive

power man to know how to signal a railroad in order to build

and maintain a hxomotive, nor has it been nccessar)' for a

signal man to know much about a locomotive in order to

equip a railway line with a signal system. With automatic

train control it is different, both the motive jiowcr and the

signal dei)artnients are concerned, and the lack of a full ap-

preciation of this fact, perhaps, has been quite a drawback
in train control progress.

Any successful system of automatic train control must be

simple in design and well constructed. The use of fragile

and delicate apparatus and equii)ment, the life of which is

not accurately known, is to be avoided. The careful railroad

will use a system of demonstrate*! practicability; one com-

prising ec|uipmfnt which the existing skilled forces of the

railroad can readily install and maintain. It .should be

borne in mind that those systems wliich will make the

engineman unnecessary and which will do everything but

talk are a long way from realization.

It has la-en shown that for systems already installed and

in regular o|)eration the locomotive equipment can be looked

after by the regular roundhouse forces, and there is nothing

about the track ajiplianccs which a good maintainer's helper

cannot do. To get gocxl .service it is, of course, necessary

to understand the working of the apparatus and its diseases

in operation, but a knowledge of these is soon acquired, since

the maintaining forces are already familiar with railroad

e<|uipment of a similar sort.

The major part and the important part of the train con-
trol system is the equipment on the locomotive. It is essen-

tial that it Ik- properly applietl and that it \>c given the same
liigh order of inspection and maintenance as that now given
by mo6t railroads to their signal systems.

Although, generally speaking, that part of the train con-
trol system located on the track is simple and easily installed

and maintained, there is the problem of its proper applica-
tion to best serve the operating and traffic conditions of the
railroad. No matter how good and efficient a train control
sy.stem may be, it will not best ser\e a railroad if improperly
applied. The important function of a train control system
is to keep trains moving safely, and already there are sys-
tems which will do tliis. What railroad would Ijc content to
have its trains automatically stopped in such impossible
places as on bad curves, steep up-grades, or on important
street crossings, or to have them subjected to such interrup-
tions as might occur from the signalman testing his circuits,

the trackman trj-ing his switches and the like?

.\. J. Brookins ( liurdette-Brookins Train Control Sys-
tem): In my opinion the transmission of the controlling
impulse from the roadway to the locomotive is far less im-
portant than the actual operation of the device used to control

the air brake equipment. There should be more latitude

in the selection of equipment. Those desiring to use the
simple stop should be allowed to do so; if others wish the
speed control, let them try it. The audible signal also
should be installed for an extensive trial. In this way a
varied experience would be offered and a middle ground of
development established. By such a program of trials and
experiments a multitude of difficulties in the progress of
train control would he eliminated.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has named the dining
car on its "Pioneer Limited." which is operated between Chicago
and Milwaukee, "Dan Healcy." in honor of its popular dining

ear conductor who served on this run for many years and who
died last montli.

Hanging Rock at Clifton, Alaska
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Thomas DcWitt Cuyler



Death of T. DeWitt Cuyler, |Executives' Chairman
Chairman ot Association of Railway Executives Found Dead

in Business Car on Return from Trip

Til' 'MAS DkWitt C'LYLtR, chairman of the Association

of Railway Exctutives, was found dead in his state-

room in the business car of President Rea of the

Ptnn^\lvania Railroad, at Philadelphia on the morning of

Thursday, NovcmU-r 2. Mr. Cuyler was 08 years old. He
had \nxi\ chaimian of the Association of Railway Executives

since May I, l'i\6, a director of the Pennsylvania Railroad

since May 10, IS69, and was also a director in a number
of other railroads and other companies.

Mr. Cuyler had ju.st retunicd from Rochester, X. Y. He
was in that city on Wednesday and made an address Ijefore

the Chamlier of Commerce on the subject of "A Constructive

Public Policy Toward Our Railroads."

By the death of Mr. Cuyler not only the railways but the

entire nation sustains a heavy loss. He succeeded Frank
Trumbull as chairman of the .Association of Railway Execu-
tives at a crisis in the transportation affairs of the country.

The railways were under governnx-nt control and were in-

curring large deficits. Public sentiment favored their return

to private ojieration. The very difficult problem was pre-

sented of formulating and securing the adofrtion of legisla-

tion under which they could lie returned to private operation

on conditions which would make possible restoration of their

earning capacity. It was essential that the railways should

secure the sup|K)rt of Ijusiness interests, public men and the

public for a reform of federal railroad laws. The railroads

for .some years in educating public sentiment and advocating

plans for constructive railway legislation had had the states-

manlike leadership of Frank Truml^ull, but he was no longer

available.

It was a rare piece of good fortune that Mr. Cuyler was
available to take up the work that Mr. Trumbull had l)egun

and that he was found willing to do so. He was a man of

large fortune. As a director for years of the Pennsylvania

and the .\tchison. To|)eka & Santa Fe he was familiar with

the railroad situation in both the ICast and the West. He
had di[)lomatic gifts of the highest order which enabled him

to win a hearing and .sympathy for his views from important

and influential |)e()ple in all walks of life. He was not only

a man of unusual ability but also a successful lawyer and
therefore knew how to present the railways' case on all occa-

sions logically and effectively. He was a natural leader of

men, an<l these (jualitics of leadershif) enal)le(i him to hold

the railway executives together to get them to harmonize their

views and present almost a united front even when there

were very wide differences of o])ini()n among them regarding

questions of railway management and railway regulation.

He was a su|itTb presiding officer and he had to exercise

great skill and firmness as a presiding officer at many meet-

ings of the .Association of Railway Exivutives when decisions

regarding imfxjrtant matters had to Ix* reached in s|)ite of

wide differences between different groups of executives.

While Mr. Cuyler was chairman of the AsscKiation of

Railway Kxecutivc-s, the Trans|«)rtation Act was passed; the

railways were returned to private o|KTation; the large ad-

vance in rates of 1920 was made; the struggle of the rail-

ways with the labor unions over the question of national

agreements occurred; the railways passed through the his-

toric crisis due to traffic congestion in 1920 and through the

more .serious financial crisis due to the great dtvline in tlieir

business in 1''21 and, finally, the)- fought out the reduced

rates case In-fore the Interstate Commerce Commission and

the reduced wage cases before tlie Railroad Labor TJoard.

The Association of Railway Executives determined the ]iol-

icy of the railways in respect to all these matters ano there

were times when the differences of opinion between railway

executive's were so great that it looked as if it would Ije

imjXKsible for them to agree ujwn policies. That in most
cases they finall)- did agree and that usually the policies

adopted were sound were largely due to Mr. Cuyler's quali-

ties of leadership and to the confidence inspired by his

unfailing judicial fairness and his statesmanlike presenta-

tion of the various problems to \te disposed of.

There has Ix^en a strong tendency recently among railway
executi%'es to believe that the .Asscxiation of Railway E.xecu-

tives has been i)laying too large a part in railway affairs and
in consequence many functions previously delegated to it

have been transferred to other organizations. Before this

process had begun, however, Mr. Cuyler had done a great

constructive work for the railways for which he will always
be held in grateful memory by all the railway executives of

the present generation.

Xo reference to his work would l>e complete which did
not mention the fact that as chairman of the Association of

Railway Executives he never received a dollar of compen-
sation. As a man of large business interests and especially

as a large owner of railway securities, he was very anxious
to help solve the railroad problem, but nobody who kne\v

him will question that in the main his work for the railways

was a labor of love [wrformed by him because he believed

it to be his duty as an .American citizen.

Personally, he was one of the most approachable and
charming of gentlemen. He had a [xjwerful will, a dominat-
ing mind and tireless energy l)ut in other resix-cts he was
the exact opposite of tho.se men having similar qualities who
are sometimes called "rough diamonds." He was indeed one
of the gentlest and kindest of men ;is well as a very able

lawyer, business man and leader of men.
Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania, said the fol-

lowing Thursday concerning the death of Mr. Cuyler:

"Mr. Cuyler"s sudden death is a terrible shock. Knowing
him so intimately as I have for many years, I had the warm-
est affection for him. His legal training, his intimate knowl-
edge of railroad affairs and finance and his keen powers of

observation gained through years of service and contact with

men of affairs all over the world qualified him as a business

man of the ripest ex|)erience. His death is a great loss not

only to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, in which he
was a director, but to all the railroads in the country, l)ecause

of his position as chairman of the Association of Railway
Executives and his able and im|>artial supervision of their

affairs in the nKxst difficult |KTi(Ki in their history.

"Xo personal sacrifice was ever ttx) great for him to make
to advance the interests of the railroads. .Among his own
friends in the suburl)S of Philadel|>hia, where he lived, his

delightful personality and generosity and personal service to

the ccnimunity will Ik? greatly missed."

Thomas DeWitt Cuyler was horn in Philadelphia, Sep-
tember 2S, 1<S.=;4. He was the son of Tlieodi>re Cuyler. who
at the time of his death on .April 5, 1S76, was general counsel

of the Penn.sylv;inia Railroad. He received his preliniinary

education in the schools of Philadeli)hia and graduated from
Yale in 1.S74 with the B..A. degree. He was admitted to the

bar at Philadelphia in 187o, following which he engaged in

the general practice of law. later making corporation law a

specialty. He .served as couii.sel for a numlxT of large

corporations.

In the earlier vears of his l)usiness career much of his

857
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work was in the \\'est, taking him to Texas, California, New
Mexico and other states. He was counsel for a number of

Scottish and English development companies that had

brought settlers to the West to open up new territories. This

brought him in direct touch with railroad building, and he

became acquainted with many of the problems of construc-

tion and financing.

From these connections he went directly into railroad

work, and was elected a director of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road on May 10, 1899. He was a director in several rail-

roads embraced in the Pennsylvania System, as well as of

the Atchison, Tofieka & Santa Fe; the New York, New
Haven & Hartford; the Rutland; the New York, Ontario &
Western; the Maine Central; the Long Island, and many
otliers.

He was also a director of the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company; the Equitable Life Assurance Societ}-; the Bank-

ers Trust Company; the Western Union Telegraph Com-

pany; the Guaranty Trust Company; the Metropolitan Trust

Company; the United States Mortgage & Trust Company,
and others.

He was counsel in the reorganization of the Asphalt Com-
pany of America, and engaged in many of the most compli-

cated and important railroad reorganization plans in the

last 25 years. He was also a trustee of Yale University.

Mr. Cuyler became chairman of the Association of Rail-

way Executives on May 1, 1918, succeeding Frank Trum-
bull, chairman of Uie board of the Chesapeake & Ohio.

^Ir. Cuyler's home was at Haverford, Pa. His fa%'orite

diversion was the raising of blooded cattle at his stock farm

at Paoli, Pa., known as the White House Farm, where he

had one of the largest pure blooded Jersey dain.' herds in

the countn,-. Mr. Cuyler was a memlter of the Rittenhouse

Club in Philadelphia, of the Society of the Cincinnati, and

of the Centun,-. University, Union, Recess and Bankers

clubs of New York.

Construction of the Street Locomotive Starter

Device Designed for Application to Trailer or Tender Trucks to

Give Increased Power at Starting

I.N'

the past numerous efforts have l>een made to utilize the

auxiliarj- carrying wheels of the locomotive as well as the

driving wheels as a source of tractive force. Recently

this practice has become more general with the adoption of

boosters acting either on the trailing wheels or on the tender

truck. The most recent development in appliances of this

rod has a crosshead on its outer end which engages a wrist

pin carried by a pair of lever arms, which on their lower
ends surround and are carried by a pair of collars formed
on the ratchet wheel. A ratchet which engages the ratchet

wheel is carried by and pivoted in tlie lever arms.

When the machine is idle and during the return stroke

Side and End Views of Starter as Applied to Locomotive Trailing Axle

type is the Street locomotive starter, originated by Clement
F. Street, Greenwich, Conn., which was briefly described in

the Railway Age of June 22, 1922, page 1710. The func-

tion of the starter is somewhat different from that of the

Ixxjster as it is intended to assist the locomotive only when
starting and is designed for use only at very low speeds.

The mcthrxl of application and details of construction of this

de\"ice are clearly shown in the drawing.

The starter consists essentially of a heavy cast steel ratchet

wheel pre.'vscd and keyed on an axle and driven by a steam
cylinder. The piston of this cylinder is driven through its

working or forvvarrl movement by steam pressure and through

its return or backward movement by a spring. The piston

of tlic piston thi> ratchet is held out of contact witli the

ratchet wheel by a pair of springs attached to the lever anns.

When steam pressure is admitted to the cylinder it passes

tlirough the hollow piston rod and through a hole in the

crosshead to a small cylinder fonncd in the crosshead and
forces the ratdict down into contact witli the ratchet wheel
and holds it there as long as the pre.s.>;ure exerted by the

steani is greater than that of the si)rings which hold the

ratdiet up. The area of this small piston and the strength

of tlie two small springs as well as tliat of tlie main spring

are .so proportioned as to result in tlie ratchet Ix-ing forced

ilown l)efore there is any forward movement of the main
[)iston and lifted U-fore it begins its rctuni movement. This
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rrangrmcnt eliminates any draeiiin? of the ratchet over the

ratchet wheel and the ur- vear and noise which
uoul'i n-sult if this wer.

Stiim IS aiimitteil to an.! . :roin the main cylinder
throui^h a piston valve emixxiicd in the rear cylinder head
and controlled hy a small slide pilot valve which is operated
by a stop on the piston nxl. This construction has been in

use for many years in air brake compressors.

The weight of the forward end of the starter is carried

by the axle through the lever arms and the weight of the

rear end by the truck frame throufih a pair of cylinder sup-
porting arms. The lower ends of these arms are carried by
a pivot pin .secured to the truck frame and their upper ends
surround a i)air of trunnions cast on the cylinder. These
trunnions are tied to the axle through a housing which sur-

rounds the entire front end of the machine. This method
of sui)porting and tying eliminates any possibility of a

spreading action l)Otween the truck frame and the axle and
results in all strain traniimittcd to the truck frame by the

starter lieing in almost a direct downwanl direction. • As
the only connection between the truck frame and the starter

is pivotal it can move vertically in relation to the axle with-

out hindrance or limit. Lateral movement of the axle is

cared for by clearance between the hul»s of the ratchet wheel

and the lever arms. The casing is water and dust proof and
carries lubricant for the bearing between the ratchet wheel

and lever arms.

The face or bearing surface of the ratchet and ratchet

wheel at the point of contact is four inches in width, the

ratchet teeth are J4 in. in depth and five in number.
The maximum pressure coming on these teeth is 32,000 lb.

and while five teeth are provided, any single tooth has ample
strength to withstand any strain which must be transmitted

through this pwint.

The control mechanism has been reduced to the most
simple form and consists of a one inch steam line leading

from the dome of the locomotive to the cylinder of the

starter with a throttle at the dome and a flexible joint at the

cylinder. The throttle is opened and closed through the

medium of a J4 in. copper pipe leading from the throttle to

a push button in the cab. When the \nisb button is held

down the machine will run and when it is released it will

stop. This button can be operated by either the foot or the

hand of the engineer.

A machine of this character must respond instantly when
action is demanded and there is no time to wait for water

to run out of pipes and cylinders. Therefore tlie throttle

must be placed near the dome or source of steam supply

and the cylinder and all .steam passage must Ix- free of water

when the machine is not working. The Street .starter has
an automatic drain valve at the lowest |X)int of the cylinder

which remains ojjen at all times when there is a pressure

of less than about 10 lb. in the cylinder and closes autCH

matically under any greater pressure. There are no pockets

in the piping and when the throttle is oix'ned the steam has

an unob.structcd ])a.><sage to the piston. The throttle is of

the double .seated balanced ty[)e and is fully opened as soon

as the button in the cab is pressed.

The starter exerts its greatest force wlien standing when
it is needed most. It lias no dead ix)ints and the tractive

force exerted at the rim of the wheel is practically constant

and tile maximum jH-rmissible at all times when the machine
is working.

The machine .shown in the drawing is designed for appli-

cation to a kxromotive trailing truck having wlieels 43 in. in

diameter and carrying a weight of 52,500 lb. The tractive

force exerted at the rim of the wheel with a lO'/j in. cylinder

and 200 lb. boiler pressure would be 12,900 lb. When mak-
ing api)lications to trucks re(|uiring more or less power than
this the cylinder and piston are made of different diameter
liut all oilier parts of tlie machine reiiKun the same.

The machine illustrated is called the T>'pe A; another

smaller and less powerful, called Typx: B, is built for appli-

cation to tender trucks. The starter is intended for moving
a locomotive in one direction only, and if it is wanted for

backing a second machine can easily tx.- applied.

The device is primarily a locomotive starter and is cut

out as soon as the train is well under way. In pa.ssenger

service it will eliminate starting shocks resulting from taking

slack. In freight service it will eliminate the need for taking

slack in order to get a train under way and in .^o doing

reduce break-in-twos, and draft gear and coupler failures.

The Problem of Highway
Crossing Protection

LS. Brach, president of the L. S. Brach Manufacturing

Company, Newark, X. J., has published a brief essay

• on this subject, in which he calls for decisive action

to do away with the confusion now existing in this feature

of railroiid operation. He says, in part:

The vast increase in the number of motor vehicles on pub-
lic highways in all parts of the country has led the general

public to Ijecome deeply concerned regarding methods of

safeguarding grade crossings. One of the great difficulties

in arriving at a decision as to what is the best method of

protecting crossings by an automatic device is occasioned by
the very large number and varied tj-pes of devices that are on
the market. These different arrangements are so puzzling

to the average automobile driver that the need for some
standardized form of indication is pressing. To attract at-

tention under all conditions of light and weather, the signal

should be different from all other signs or scenerj- along the

highway. It should compel attention in most impressive

terms by arresting the eye. It must deliver its message that

will be understood in all languages "stop! a train is com-
ing." It should not merely excite curiosity but it should tell

instantly to the sulxon-scious mind of the driver the message

that will cause him to bring his car to an instant stop.

It is now possible by taking a trip of not many miles, to

pass fla.shing light signals at road intersections and curves

and by traveling further along the highway to meet the same
type or similar signal at railroad crossings. Still further

along, we find swinging banners, swinging lights, stationary

lights and stationary banners, arm type signals, or flashing

signs. This condition is further complicated by the use of

one of these types of signal for advertising purposes. On
close investigation one finds a sign demonstrating the merits

of .some jx)])ular cigarette, or advertising tlie advantage of

a certain bank. At another point tlie same general scheme
may be used for the ])rotection of a railroad crossing.

This condition demands immediate action. It demands
unselfish action. It may Ik- necessar}- for some of us either as

manufacturers or as railroad men to at)andon our pet ideas.

There is a great opportunity ahead. All signals should Ix

impartially judged by competent engineers without connec-

tions or influence, neither having their own or friendly signal

interests in view. The writer has been a pioneer in the

development of a certain tyjx^ of crossing signal but he feels

that there is more to Ik; gained in a standardization of the

best signal by impartial judges whether that signal be manu-
factured by his company or by another company. Certainly,

standardization should not be left to the choice of any individ-

ual interested in any tyjx> of crossing signals or methcxls of

indication. The general jiuhlic is entitled to more consid-

eration than any manufacturer or individual and if the ap-

paratus is given the opportunity of impartial choice, the pub-
lic will be more likely to receive the benefit of a type of

signal that will \>c seen, and when seen will l>e respected.
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The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has reached an

agreement as to wages and working conditions with all its

mechanical department employees, represented by a new as-

sociation known as the Lackawanna Association of Me-

chanics, Helpers and Coach Cleaners.

The Canadian Board of Conciliation in a majority report

has nilt<l against reductions in wages for employees of the

Canadian Tacitic represented by the International Brother-

hood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,

Express and Station Employees. A minority report, how-

ever, supports the position of the company. The company

has announced its rejection of the findings of the majority report.

Twenty Million Loaded Cars

More cars were loaded with merchandise and miscellaneous

freight during the first 40 weeks this year than ever before in

the history of the railroads, according to a statement issued by

the American Railway Association. In this period (nine months

and seven days;) 20,649,237 cars were loaded, an increase o[ 4.02

per cent over the corresponding period in 1920. and 13.87 per

cent over the same period in 1921. Total loading of 1. c. 1.

freight this vear was 9.218,484 cars and of other freight 11,430,753

Freight Claims Adjusted More Promptly

The length of time required to adjust the average freight claim

is not as^long as seme people would have the general public

believe. According to the freight claim division of the Ameri-

can Railway Association great progress is being made in expedit-

ing the settlement of all claims, with conditions improving .steadily.

In 1921. about 54 per cent of all claims were adjusted withm 30

days, 'and 77.5 per cent in 90 days, while for the first six months

of 19^ records show that 64.7 per cent of all claims were

settled within 30 days, 21.2 per cent in 30 to 90 days, and only

14.1 per cent ( f the total required more than 90 days to be

settled.

P. R. R. Improvements at Pitcairn

The Pennsylvania has just completed and placed in service

at Pitcairn Pa., a mo<lern 34-stall cnginebousc with turntable at

a cost of $1,385,000. This terminal is located on the maui line

of the Central Region and is one of the key positions of the

system in expediting the movement of through trains. Nearly

200 engines arc handled daily. In addition to preparing the

engines for service the heaviest of running repairs will bo made

at Pitcairn. Among the important facilities at the new engine-

house 1-^ the turntable, 110 ft. long and electrically operated. Each

-tall is 140 ft. long and so constructed that it can be completely

enclosed. The structure is steam heated.

National Personnel Association Convention

The National Personnel Association will hold its annual con-

vention at the William Penn Motel. Pillsliurgh. Novcmlx-r 8-10.

Several of the sessions will be of interest to railroad officers who

nre interrsted in improving the relations between the men and

the managements. On Wednesday morning. November 8, there

will W sessions on employment and labor turnover, trade ap-

prenticeship progress and psychological tests and rating scales m
relation to training; on that afternoon, sessions on economics

for employees and health education. On Thurstlay morning there

will be sessions on tension plans, shop training, job analysis and

developing men for executive positions. The general session on

Thursday afternoon will include a di.scussion of our immigration

policy and it<= social and ecmomic effects, and also on nation-wide

co-o^ration in per-ionnel work. "" 'ridi.v moriiiui:. November

10, there will be sessions on industrial motion pictures, foreman

training methods, personnel problems of small offices and em-
ployee publications, p'riday afternoon will be given over to the

consideration of local personnel groups and activities. On Fri-

day evening there will be sessions on relations with engineering

colleges and with industrial and public schools.

The address of the National Personnel .'\ssociation is 20 Vesey

street, New York.

Tennessee Central Shops Destroyed by Fire

The machine, blacksmith, tin and woodworking shops of the

Tennessee Central at Nashville. Tenn.. were destroyed by fire on

Octofier 27, with an estimated loss of $80,000. Six freight cars

were also burned and four locomotives damaged. The company

intends to replace immediately both the shop buildings and the

machinery which was destroyed within.

Iowa Wins Tax Battle

The Iowa state executive council won its tax valuation case

against the Chicago Great Western and the Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific, when the United States Circuit Court, at a hearing

held in Des Moines. Iowa, on October 30. refused the plea of

the railroads for the issuance of an injunction preventing the

state from collecting taxes based on the 1922 valuations.

The railroads had protested the per mile valuation set by the

state executive council at a meeting in July. .At that time the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific was valued at $30,400 per mile,

a reduction of $600 from the 1921 valuation, and the Oiicago

Great Western, at $29,000 per mile, a reduction of $1,000. The
railroads claimed that the valuations were too high in comparison I

with the tax valuation set by the council upon Iowa farm lands.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative valua-

tion reports in which it finds the final value of owned and used

property as follows

:

Owned fsci

Sierra. 1016 $2.o;.'.S>«9 $2,077,276
South San Francisco Belt. 191^ 69,4')8 84.425

rVnison & r.icifc Stihr.rban. tWiS 180,000 184. .^00

NacogHoches X Southeistern. 1918 210.999 198.999

Cooperstown & Charlotte. 1916 260,000 531.427
Ciiniherlaml. 1917 386.20.' 404.203
FairchiM & \orlheast.-rn, 1916 884,746
RirminRbain X: Northwestern. 1917 722.847
Indiana Northern. 1916 29,310 55.250
Ver.le Tntinel & Smelter, 1917 571.101
Carrollon & Worthville, 1917 100.000
Kurcha Nevada, 1917 35,762 599.763
Vreka, 1917 103,142
Wa«hinirt.m. Trt.iho Sr Montana. 1917 2.581.294 2.582,836
Keesville. AiisaWe Chasm X I-iihc Champlain, 1916 113.619

Railroad Topics at A. S. M. E. Annual Meeting

L. 1". I.orec, president of the Oilaware &• Hudson, will be one

of the speakers at the Economic I'orum to be held in connection

with the annual meeting of the .\merican Society of Mechanical

Engineers in New York. December 4-7. Other speakers at the

forum will include E. M. Herr. president of the Wcstinghouse

Electric & Manufactu.-ing Company, whose topic will be The

Human Problem in Inilustry; Doctor W. C. Mitchell and Pro-

fessor H. R. Scager of Columbia University, anti Dean Dexter

S. Kimball of Cornell I'niversity. president of the society.

Notable among the reports to bo presented will he that by the

Committee on Training for the Industries, covering recent ad-

vances in correspondence work in extension schools, industrial

training schools, and training in the works, .\mong the pro-

fessional sessions will be one held by the Railroad Division, which

will be presided over by the new chairman of the division, James

Partington, of the .\mcriran Locomotive Company.

8<j0
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fon*Meetings and Conventions
T*# laltirwmt tut PKtl nmmti of itcrclmntt, imiti »( mm or rtgmltr

wurtmit *mi fUtll cf mteUmgi:

All Bt*>t » y- M. S»I1U. 165 BroulaiT. Stw York City. Ca» I

Ne M.y 14, 1923, Ucnrrr. I olo. eihibii by A.r Br»lM
An n.

All B«»>' \^•o<lAIlo«.—J. F. Crilrutt, The Aihton VilTt CmTt >

( oit^l'a. . .- ., ^•hinitun Si., Cliicato. Meeting with Air Brikc I

or UmyiMci Orrictu.— F. A. Pontiou*. Super- C'liiti

Nelun k Soni. 3.M0 South Michijui Atc., Chicago. Mectn.K with
of Amrrtcan lUilwar Bridfr and BuiMini Au'n.

Am
Ami

ion or Dm I DC Cai Si'niiHTtxMiiTt.—L. A. Slone,
Ky.. Chicago.
.;ioii or Exciiiuu.—C. E. Driyer, 6J E. Adamt St.,

nL Baccaci .\ci«xT».— E. L. Duncan, Si2

soil TiArric Orriciu.—W. C. Hope,
1 vcrty St.. New York.

.. . > KAMt'AD SiriiiXTixoixTt.—J. RothKhild, Room
-lalion, St. LouiA, Mo.

Railway A»»<k:iatioii.—J. W. WeUb, 8 W. 40th St..

N. .

. 75

York.I
' . , . I

-I ip-r.ilii.i; 1. I . ( .Mvi-i II, iii \ ..

N S

l-r.i^y.r Station Sectif>n (including former activitici of American
.\<...ii.,t: 1. „l Freight AgeniA). R. O. \VeIli, Freight Agent, Illinoii

( rriT.I K;iilrnafl. Chicago, III.

Mnli. .1 .ind Surgical Section. J. C. Cavitton, 30 Vetey St., New
Y..rk. .\. V.

I'fMtrciivr Section (including formrr actlvitie* of the American
K.iil».i% I hirf Special Aiiriits .ind Chief* of Police Auociation).Ill .in-ton. 30 Vc.ey St . New York. .V. Y.

S.if'^v STiion J. C. Cavi.ion. 30 Vesey St., New York.
T.-1-phone Scctiun (including former activit.es of the

• " 1»). W. A. Fair-
meeting has been

in.!. .1.

l>.»i. . I.- I I it.^portation (includ-'ng former activities of the .\s50-

cKli.ti Ml li.iiiM...ilalinn .ind C.^r Account.ng Officers). Q. W. CoTSrt,
4.'1 .<. nil. Drarl.orn St.. ( hicKo, 111.

I)ivi>i.„ III —Traff^ic. J. r;r,tt^chalk, 143 Liberty St.. New York.
1 In 1.1. .11 IV— Engineer. ng, E. H. Fritch. 431 -South Dearborn St.,

Chic.it^... III. Exhibit by National Railway .Appliances Association.
( i,nsi'iuii..n and Maintenance .Section. E. H. Fritch.

Elrctruil Seen. n. E. H, Fritch.
.Siun .1 Section (InchidinK (i>rmcr .-iclivilies of the Railway Signal

.V«» .ii;ili..nl. II. S. H,-|lliel. .10 Vcscy St.. New York. N. Y. Next
ni<cl nK .\..veml.er .'1 and 22. Hotel McAlpin. New York.

Division V—Mechanical (including f.irnier .ictivities of th; Master
Car Huililcrs" Association and the .\incrican Railway Master Me-
chanics' .\^sociation). V. R. H.-iwlh..rnf. 431 S. ulb Dearborn St.,

Chicago. 111. Ex h bit by Railway Sunply .Manufacturers' .\ssociation.

Equipment Painting Section (inclu.liiiK former activities of the
Master Car ami Loc. motive Painter^' .Vssocation). V. R. Haw-
thorne. 431 South Drarlium St.. Chicaijo. III.

Division VI— I'urch.nes and Stores (incltid ns former activities of

the Railway Storekeepers' Association). \V. J. Farrell, 30 Vesey St.,

New York. N. V.
Division VII— Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, HI.

Car Service Division—C. A. Buch. 718 18lh St., N. W., Washing-
Ion. D. C.

Ameiican Rsi'WAV BiiDT.e and Bi'Ilding .\ssociation.—C. A. Lichty. C. &
N. W. Ry.. 319 N. Waller Ave.. Chicago. Exhibit by Bridge and
Building Supply Men's Association.

Ahchicax Kaii.wav Deviuipment .VssociATins.— a. Leckie. Industrial
Agent. Kansas C ty Southern Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

Ahciican Raii.wav Enoinkminc Association.— (Works in cooperation
with the American Railway Auociation, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,

431 South Drarlxirn St., Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway Appli-

Amkiica -(See .\merican Rail-

r...x St Montrol. (>ne.
'•21, North Pine
ih. except June,

II Koeneke. 604
.<. first Tu;»dajr

St., New York.
.. .1.^... May, September

>r.iiix's .\StOCIATIuX.

—

of St. Louis. East St.

r 6-8, Hotel Sherman,

WAV Master Mrciianics' Associatio
way Association, Division V.)

AuEiKAN Rmiwav Tool Fouemen's Association. -R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East .Maniuclte Road. Chicaio. Exhibit by Supply Association of

the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
Aueikan Shout Line Railway .\ssociatios.--T. F. Whttelsey, Union

Trust nidg., Washington D. C.
Ameiican Soiikty ro» Steel Tieatisc-W. II. Eisenian, 1600 Prospect

Ave.. ( leveland. Ohio.
Ameiican Soiutv foi Testino Mateiials.—C. L. Warwick. University of

Pennsylv.inia, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ameiican Societv of Civil Enc.ineeis.—Prof. J. H. Dunlai). University

of Iowa. Iowa Cily. la. Regular meeting 1st .ind 3d Wednesdays in

month, except July and August. 33.W. 39tb St.. N;w York.
Ameiican Society of Mechanical ENfiiNEEis.—C.dvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York.
Railroad Division— A. F. Sliieliing. Manauer Editor, Railway Me-

chanical EnBincT. Woolworth IlldB.. New York.
iisicAN T.ain DisrATciiF.'s Association.- C. L. Darling. 13I0I3I1 Mail-

ers Bldg.. Chicago, III. Next convention. June 18, 1923. Chicago.
AuEiKAN Wood Pheshveis" Association.— -S. D. Cooper, A. T. & S. Fe

R. R., Topeka. Kan. Next meeting, January 23, 1923, Nrw Orleans.

.Association of Railway Claim Agents.— II. D. Morris. Northern Pacific

R. R.. St. Paul, Minn.
..iiation of Railway Elf(Tiiii»l F.ncineeis — Jos. A, Andreucetti. C,

S N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta.. Chicago. Exhibit by Rail

way Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.
A^^soriATioN OP Railway Exeil'tivis.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chair-

man), 61 Itro.-idway. New York. N. Y.
Association of Railway Si'Pply Men.—A. W. Chkev, 1658 McCormick

nidg.. Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-
men's .'\ssoc.ation.

Association of Railway Teleriapii Superintendents.— (See .\merican
Railway Association. Division I.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.- (Sec
American Railway Association. Division II.)

IIridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—John Nelson, Joseph E.

Chicago.
Chief iNTgiciiANCE Car lyspEcroRs' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's

A>s<KiATioN.— D. B. Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago,
III. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's .\ssociati.in.

CiBClNNATi Railroad Clui.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central BIdg.. Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Meetings, 2d Tuesday in February, May, September and
November.

Eastein Railioad Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F St., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

FiiiciiT Claim .'\ssociation.— (See American Railway .Association, Divi-
•ion VII.)

f^EKSRAL SUPPERINTENDENTS* .ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO.—C. H. Treichel,
Grind Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings. Wednesday, pre-

ceding 3d Friday in month. Room 1414. Manhattan BIdg., Chicago.
International Railroad Master Hi.acksmitiis' Association.—W. J. Mayer,

Michigan Central R. R.. Drtriit, Mich. Exhibit by International
Railroad Master Illacksiiiilhs' Supply Men's Association.

IxteinaTIonal Railroad M \ste» Blacksmiths' Supply Men's .Associatioic.—(iiorge P. White. 747 Railway Exchange, Chicago. Meeting with
International Railroad Ma«.ter Blacksmiths' Association.

Inteinational Railway Full .As'iociATioN.— 1. G. Crawford. 702 E. 5l9t

St., Chicago. Exhibit by International Radway Supply Men's -Asso-

ciation.
Inteinational Railway General Foremen's Associatiok.—Wm. Hall, 1061

\V. Wabash Ave., Winona, Minn.
International Railway Supply Men's .AssociATtON.—C. W. Sullivan. Gar-

lock Packing Co.. 326 W. Madison St., Chicago. Meeting with In-
ternational Railway Fuel Association.

Master Boiler Makers* Association.—Harry D. Vougbt, 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.— (See A. R. -A., Di»i-

sion V.

)

Ma.ster Car Builders Association.—(See A. R. A., Division \'.)

National .Association of Railway "Tie Producsrs.—Warren C. Nixon,
Western Tie it Timber Co.. 905 Syndicate Trust BIdg., St. Louis. Mo.

National Association of Railway and Utilitics Commissioners.—James
B. Walker. 49 Lafayette St.. New York. .Annual convention, No-
vember 14th, Hotel Tuller, Detrot. Mich.

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square. New
York.

National Railway Appliance Association.—C. W. Kelly, People's Gas
BIdg.. Chic.igo. Annual exhibition at convention of American Rail-
way Engineering .Association.

New England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic -Ave., Boston,
Mass. Next meeting, November 14.

New York Railroad Club— Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New Y'ork.

Regular meetings. 3d Friday in month, except June, July and .August,
at 29 W. 39lh St.. N:w York.

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St.. San Francisco. CaL
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Railway .Accounting Officers' Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-
ward Building, Washington, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon. 600 Libcriv BIdg.,
Broad and Chestnut Sis.. Philadelphia. Pa. Anniuil nieeling and
dinner. Novrmber 9. Hotel Commodore. New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave.. Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Regular meetings. 4th Thursday in month, except June,
July and August. Fort Pitt Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Development .Association.— (See .Am. Ry. Development .Assn.)

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.— J. Scribner,
General El?ctric Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with .\ssociation ot
Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—R. J. Hiintnelright,
17 East 42nd St., New York. Meeting with Traveling Engineers'
.Association.

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R, Hackctt. B.iltimore & Ohio
R. R. Baltimore, Md.

Railway Real Estate Association.—R. H. Morrison, C. & O. Ry., Rich-
mond, Va.

Railway Signal Association.—(See A. R. A. Division IV, Signal Section.)
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— (See A. R. A., Division VI.)
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conway. 1841 Oliver

nidir.. PillsliurRh. Pa. Meeting with A. R. A.. Division V.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. A. Nel-

s. n. 30 Church St., New Y'ork.
Railway Treasury iiihieps' Association.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust

BIdg.. Philadelphia. Pa.
ROADMASTKRS' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way .ASSOCIATION. P. J. Mc.AndrcWS,

C. J^ N. W. Ry., Sterling, III. .Annual convention. November 21-23,
1922. Hotel Slaller, Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit by Tr.ick Supply Asso-
ciation.

St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenlb.al. I'nion Station, St. Louis. Mo.
Rrgular meetings. 2d Friday in month, except June. Jtdv and .August.

Signal Appiiance Association.— F. W. Edmunds Sunbeam Electric Manu-
facturing Company. New York City. Meetng with .Americin Rail-

way Association. Sign.il Section.
SouTiiLRN AND SOUTHWESTERN Railway Clui— a. J. Merrill. P. O. Box

1205, Atlanta. Ga. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January. M.irch,
May. July, September and Novenilier, Piedmont Hotel. Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Servi, f Oi fueks— 1. L. C.irrier. Car Serv.
Agt.. Trnn. Cent. Ry.. 319 Seventh Ave.. Noilh Nashville. Tcnn.

Supply .\ssociation of American Kam.wav Tool Korehkn's Associati..n.—
II. S. While, 9 N. JclTcrson St.. Chic.igo.

Track Siipply Association —W. C. Kiild. Ramapo Iron Works. Uill.um,
N. Y. Meets with R.admaslers' and Maintenance of Wav .\ssociation.

Traveling Engineers' Association. VV. O. Thompson, 1177 E.ist tMy St.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers' As-
soci.'ition.

Western Railway Club— Bruce V. Crandall, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard.
Chicago. Regular meetings, 3d Monday each month except June,
July and August.
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Traffic News
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The Xcw York Central Lines on Monday, October 23, reported

shippers as loading a total of 3,978 cars of coal, 308 more than

ever were loaded before on these lines in a single day.

The Southern Railway announces the opening of freight offices

at San Francisco and Los Angeles, California. H. S. Knapp is

the representative at San Francisco, and H. \'. Gardner at Los

Angeles.

.\ bulletin issued by the Superintendent of the Rocky Mountain
National Park, Colorado, says that during the 1922 season (July

1 to September 10) there were 108,472 visitors to the park, while

during July alone, 51,114 people entered, making an average for

that month of 1,648 persons a day.

Grain, to the amount of ISO cars a day, is now going east

from Port Arthur, Ont., by rail, this movement having been

started because of a blockade at Buffalo making it impossible

to send grain forward by vessel. Because of lack of cars at

Buffalo, the elevators at that city are full, and at the end of last

week it was said that 5.000,000 bushels of grain were afloat wait-

ing to be unloaded.

Eestern Box Cars Ordered Returned

The Car Service Division of the .American Railway Associa-

tion, in orders issued on October 26 instructed railroad companies

in the Northwestern, Centralvvestern and Southwestern districts

to return at once box cars on their lines which belong to Eastern

roads. These cars are to be loaded and sent east as rapidly as

possible.

The order follows a similar one issued the day before by which

railroads east of Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis were instructed

to send west immediately all box cars belonging to western roads

in order to enable the roads in the western agricultural states

to meet the box car shortage that exists in that part of the

country, the box cars of western roads being built especially to

transport grain.

Under this latest order the western carriers are told to dis-

continue using locally, in station-to-station service, box cars

belonging to eastern roads.

Through this series of orders the railroads in both the eastern

and western districts will more nearly be able to supply the class

of cars required to meet the demands of shippers in their par-

ticular sections.

Increase in Express Rates Asked

The Interstate Commerce Commission on October 26 made
public a petition filed with it by the American Railway Express

Company on behalf of it.self and the railroads over whose lines

it operates for authority to make increases in its rates and certain

changes in classification and ratings. At the same time the com-

mission issued an amendment to its order calling for a general

investigation of interstate express rates, which had been set for

hearing at Wa.^hington on November 20 to include within the

investigation the rea.->onablencfs and propriety of the proposed

revised rates. In the petition the company mentioned no specific

amount of increase, but prc?;ented evidence to show that the

present rates are inadequate. The company conducted its bii.si-

ncss without profit from July 1, 1918, to September 1, 1''20.

the government bearing the loss of approximately $70,000,000.

In 1921 there was a deficit in the conduct of the express business

by the railroads and the company of $39,171,191 ,ind the deficit

for 1922 is estimated at $13,000,000, not allowing anything for

a return on the investment of the express company or those of

the railroad companies.

Both the express and railroad companies, the petition said,

have conducted their business on the most economical basis con-

sistent with good service. While the costs of operation have been

declining, due to a gradual return to normal of all operating

expenses and general conditions, the petitioner lieliexes that the

ratio of operation expense will continue practically the same in

the future so that there will be at least the same deficit in 1922

and 1923 and future years unless an increase in express rates is

granted. It is also stated that the net operating income of the

Class I railroads for the first six months of 1922 was only 4.4

per cent on their total valuation, plus additions and betterments

to September 30, 1921. The company says that an increase in

rates is necessary to pay operating expenses, taxes and a fair

return on the property devoted to that service and it is also de-

sirable that certain changes be made in classification and rating?

which will he proposed in det:iil at the hearing.

Coal Production

Preliminary returns on coal production in the fourth week ot

October indicate a total of 12,500,000 net tons, of which about
10,400.000 tons is bituminous coal and 2,100,000 is anthracite,

according to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey. Re
vised estimates for the third week show 10,365,000 tons of bitumi-

nous and 2,003.000 tons of anthracite. The gain in the rate of

production during the past two weeks reflects some improvement
in the transportation situation which, however, remains the prin-

cipal factor limiting output. The rate of output is approachin;.;

adequacy but does not yet assure sufficient coal to meet current

needs.

The outstanding feature of the mine reports for the week of

t)ctober 14 was the gradual improvement in car supply. Districts

in which working time increased because of better railroad service

were Illinois, Northern Ohio, Westmoreland, Central Pennsyl-

vania, Pocahontas, Tug River, Kenova-Thacker, Nortlieastern

Kentucky, and the Southwest interstate region. In the Pittsburgh

district in Northern West \"irginia, .Mabama, and the Rocky
Mountain States, however, losses of working time ascribed to

transportation disability increased.

Even in the Pocahontas field where some improvement was
noted operators alleged the loss of 55.8 per cent because of

railroad disability. In the Winding Gulf, Logan, Hazard ami
Harlan fields the loss exceeded 70 per cent.

Labor as a factor limiting mine working time is now important

only in the Cumberland- Piedmont, Kanawha, and Connellsville

regions. In addition, however, many mines are working short-

handed in the Somerset, Westmoreland and Connellsville district

of Pennsylvania.

Reports of declining prices at the mines have yet to be reflected

in mine idleness through no market, except in the Trans-
Mississippi States. East of that river only two mines reported

loss of time through lack of orders. West of the river, however,
indications of no market were received from Iowa, Missouri,

Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado and Washington.
.Although the tonnage of soft coal dumped into vessels at I-ake

Erie ports has declined steadily during the past month, and in

the week of Oct. 16-22 nwas at the rate of about 1,000,000 tons.

the tonnage remains much larger than at the same date a year

ago, Anthracite shipments from Buffalo during the week ended
October 17 were 113,300 net tons and in the week ended October
were 1 19,100 tons.

According to the Ore and Coal Exchange the total soft coal

handled at Lake Erie piers during the week ended October 24
was 1,004,094 net tons as compared with 1,090,599 tons in the

week preceding. In comparison with the corresponding week a

year ago this was an increase of 69 per cent.

During the present season to October 22, inclusive, 12,855,130

tons of cargo coal (bituminous) have been dumped into vessels at

Lake Eric piers.

According to reports received by the Car Service Division of

the American Railway Association, the total loading of bitumi-

nous coal in the week ending October 28 was 190.276 cars. This

exceeded the week licfore by 3.981 cars which up to that time h.id

marked the peak. Loading of anthracite coal totaled 32,927 cars

which was a decrease of 4,189 cars compared with the week
before. Durin.g the first five days last week loading averaged

6,508 cars daily, but on Saturday, because of the holiday (Mitchell

Day) only 385 cars were loaded.

More cars were loaded with bituminous coal on Monday than

on any day in approximately three years, with the exception of

one in 1920, according to reports received by the Car Service

Division of the .Nmerican Railway .Association. The total was

45,298 cars. This was only exceeded in the three-year period on

November 22. 1*^20. when the total was 45.457 cars or only 159

cars greater. The records of the Car Service Division do not go

back prior to 1920.
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The c..timii.>i.)ii lus isiucd a drcision tindinK proposed in-

crca»es in r.itr, on iron and steel articles rated as special iron in
Southern cla»)i!°ication from Ohio river points. St. Louis and
points taking the same rates to points in Carolina tcrritor)',

Auftusta. Ga.. and South .Atlantic ports and points taking the
same rates, to have \«en justified in part. The suspended
schedules were ordered cancelled without prejudice to the estab-
ti''hm.i'f ,.f rnti s ip ...nfnrniitv with tlie commission's findings.

State Commissions
. he Railroad Commission of Tennessee has ordered 12 railroads

t" appear on N'ovemker 9 and show cause why they should not
furnish cars for the transportation of gravel and other material
for use in highway construction. The commission believes that

the railroads have l-een furnishing open top cars for use in

carrying classes of freight not authorized by orders which re-

quire such cars to be used for coal, food and other commodities
classed as essentials.

Service on M., D. & G. Ordered Restored

1 he .-\rkansas Railroad Commission has ordered that op-
erations on that portion of the defunct Memphis, Dallas &
Gulf, between Hot Springs, .Ark., and Glenwood, must be
resumed within 90 days. .At present the new owners are

operating the M., D. & G. only between Ashdown, Ark., and
Shawmut, under the name of the Graysonia, Nashville &
Shawmut. The Commission, however, has held that the entire

line between Hot Springs and Ashdown is owned by one in-

terest and must he operated throughout.

Court News
Necessity for Evidence of Value of Damaged Shipment

In a suit for damages to a shipment of celery and cucumbers
while delayed in tran^'t, there was evidence that the goods were
of some value after being damaged, but no evidence as to this

value at the time they were offered by the carrier to the consignee.

The Georgia Court of Appeals holds that a verdict for the

plaintiff was without evidence to sustain it. Evidence of the

selline price on the day following was insufficient, the goods

being subject to rapid deterioration.—.American Ry. Express Co.

V. Dubois Bros. (Ga. App.) Ill S. E. 70.

Violation of Commission's Order as to

Use of Ladders on Cars

The fc(ltr;il district court for ilu; \\ istcrn District of Michigan
holds that the Interstate Commerce Commission's order that all

cars having sides more than 36 inches high must be equipped

with side ladders is final and not subject to review or change

by the courts. Where interstate ore cars, no longer required for

carrying ore. were reconstructed to carry limestone by adding a

superstructure over 36 inches high, which would be so used as

long as the limestone traffic continued, the superstructure was
held not temporary, and it? use without ladders was a violation

of the order subjecting the railroad to the penalty therefor.

—

United States v. Dulutli S. S S: Atlantic. 281 Fed. 347.

What Is a Secure Sill Step?

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that the

requirement of the Safely Appliance .Art of "secure sill steps"

mean.s "steps which furnish secure footing for employees having

to use them." and it was a question for the jury whither slickness

of an engine sill step rendered it not a secure one within the act.

Knapp, Circuit Judge, dissented, on the ground that thus to hold

was to bind the railroad to keep the step continually new, which
would be practically impossible, "and in effect to hold that in

the matter of safely appliances the railroad company is an insurer,

which is not the law." It should be said that the court regarded
the case as a close one on the question as to whether it should
go to the jury —Davis v. Reynolds, 280 Fed. 3^J.

United States Supreme Court

No Reparation to Shippers for Loading Services

The Supreme Court of the Lnitid itaies has reversed the
judgment of the Court of .Apjieals of the District of Columbia
(277 Fed. 538) directing the issue of mandamus requiring the
Interstate Commerce Commission to take jurisdiction of the
claims of the Waste Merchants' .Association of New York for
allow anc.s, under section 15 of the .Act to Regulate Commerce.
for loading services in respect of paper stock shipped in carload
lots from New York harbor, which services had been imposed
;ipon the shippers, menihcrs of the association, by the carriers'
failure to perform that duty, and to allow damages and fix the
amount thereof. The Supreme Court finds that the commission
did not dismiss the complaint for lack of jurisdiction, but heard
the case fully, and dismissed the demand for allowances because
it held the shippers were not entitled to relief. It found that
"the rates charged were not unreasonable or discriminatory (m
violation of the Commerce Act) nor unreasonable for the service
actually performed (in violation of the Federal Control .Act».
It found th.-it the conditions complained of were an incident of
the World War; that the arrangement for loading was a volun-
tary one beneficial to shipper; that there was no provision in the
tariffs for allowance to shippers who load cars; and that, there-
fore, such allowance could not legally be made by the carriers."

Petitioners sought in the proceeding to set aside the adverse
decision of the Commission on the merits and to compel a decision
in their favor. The Court of .Appeals granted the writ. This
was error. Mandamus cannot be had to compel a particular
exercise of judgment or discretion. Riverside Oil Co. v Hitchcock
ISO U. S. 316; .\ess v. Fisher, 223 U. S. 683; Hall v. Payne!
254 U. S. 343; or be used as a writ of error. Commissioner of
Patents v. Whitcly. 4 Wall, 522.

Whether a judicial review of the Commission's decision could
be had by some other form of proceeding the Supreme Court
considered it unnecessary to enquire.
The original complaint of the association, filed March II, 1919,

was directed against the Director General of Railroads and 184
transportation companies. Reparation was sought to the extent
of "a reasonable allowance per ton or per car for lighterage serv-
ices performed, and which are presumed to be performed by
defendants," and "liquidated damages for violation of said act
to regulate commerce and said federal control act." The allega-
tion as to disregard of the tariff provisions in respect to lighterage
was abandoned. The proceedings before the Interstate Commerce
Commission showed that either the carriers or the shippers sug-
gested that the movement of paper stock would be facilitated if

the shippers were willing to load their paper stock into empty
cars for outbound movement. The evidence was somewhat con-
flicting as to the origin of this suggestion. However, from the
evidence as whole, there was little doubt that an agreement, tacit
or expressed, was arrived at between the carriers and shippers
of paper stock by which the latter undertook to do their own
loading of the cars, if they were permitted to drive their trucks
on to the carriers' piers, having but short periods of waiting. The
complainant's members were thus enabled to withdraw their
trucks from the long lines of vehicles containing mi.scellaneous
commodities and to form lines consisting exclusively of paper stock,
obviating great delays and the consequent additional trucking
expense. The Commission held (57 I. C. C. 686) that such a
mutual arrangement was unquestionably for the benefit of both
parties under war-time conditions. Nothing in the act requires
that a shipper must be reimbursed ior transportation service that
he may elect to perform primarily for his own convenience.
.Section IS, the Commission held, was intended merely to provide
against excessive allowances to owners of shipments for services

connected with tmnsportation. The other findings of the Com-
mission are stated in the above quotation from the Supreme
Court's opinion. Interstate Commerce Commission v. United
States ex rel. Waste Merchants' .Association of New York.
Decided October 23, 1922. Opinion by Mr. Justice Brandeis.
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Performance of British Railways in 1921

The Ministry of Transport of Great Britain has issued a volume
of statistics covering the operation of British railways in 1921.

The average return to capital for the year's operations was 4.28

per cent. This return was possible only with government com-
perjation. the roads having operated at a deficit amounting to

£5.S92.(m.

1,000 Employees of English Road
Are Attending Classes in Transportation

The Xorth Eastern Railway, England, has in operation a

very comprehensive program for the training of clerical em-
ployees.

Most entrants into the service come in between the ages of

15 and 17. They are required to pass an examination in regard

to physical fitness and a written examination in English composi-

tion, arithmetic, geography and other elementary subjects. .^ high

standard is maintained and only about 23 per cent of the ap-

plicants succeed in gaining employment. The successful ones are

then placed on probation for a period of not less than a year.

Every clerk is expected to become proficient in shorthand within a

reasonable time after entering the service and. after a year's

probation, he is called upon to pass an examination in that sub-

ject. .At the age of \7'/2. a junior clerk is eligible for a qualify-

ing test in shorthand and typewriting, telegraphy, or some kindred

subject and if he passes this examination, he is advanced to the

position of fffh class clerk at the age of 18. These tests are

compulsory.

In addition to these there are voluntary examinations on the

ifollowing subjects

:

A. Train Signaling; Train Operation by Telegraph Block; General Rules

;and ReguK-itions.

B. I. Freight Station Work and Accounts, or

2. Passenger Station Work and Accounts, or

3. Locomotive and Car Accounts and Statistics, or

4. Engineering Accounts and Office Work.
<*. Railway Operation.

D. Railway Economics.

£. Railway Law.
F. Railway and Commercial Geography of the United Kingdom.
H. .-\n examination en any other cognate subject.

Preparation for these examinations in subjects .A to F, as given

above, is offered in classes held during the winter months at

various terminals along the railway. Three clas.ses of certificates

are issued for passing marks in any of the subjects and a final

certificate is granted to any employee who qualifies in five of

the subjects, which must include subjects .\ and B and at least

two from C to K inclusive. For success in passing any subject

from C to F, money prizes are given as follows

:

£ s.

Class I Certificate 5 5

Class 2 Certificate 2 2

Class 3 Certificate 1 1

In addition, a prize of £S Ss. is given to each student who obtains

a final certificate within a period of five years.

Instruction in some of the branches in which employees arc

examined is given in conjunction with the Universities of Durham
and Leeds and lectures are given by competent and learned

instructors. Each course consists of 21) lectures. The classes are

popular and nearly 1,000 students have enrolled for work during

the winter months.

Above this program of instruction is the "traffic apprenticeship."

The company has about 30 traffic apprentices who arc appointed

as the result of competitive examinations in the following svibjccts

:

1. Account; Blofk Operation; General Rules and Regulationv
2. Railway Operation.
J. Railway Economics.
4. A IJrneral Paper
5. An £«say.

These examinations arc conducted by the University of Leeds
and .'\rm«trong College, Newcastle. "The company appoints the

five candidates who make the highest marks as traffic apprentices
and it may also select any other student who has done par-
ticularly well. The traffic apprentice goes through a strenuous
course of training lasting three years. He serves in many
departments and his progress is constantly watched by the
officers of the company. .A limited number of traffic apprentices
have been appointed from outside the service, notably from
graduates of colleges and universities.

The Railziay Age is indebted to the Railway Gazette (London)
for the above information.

Control of Chinese Eastern Relinquished

Secretary Hughes of the State Department has addressed a note

to the Chinese government announcing that, following the with-

drawal of allied troops from Siberia, the United States Government
has followed the action of Great Britain. France. Italy and Japan
in relinquishing its participation in the intcr-allicd control of the

Chinese Eastern Railway. The control was established by an
agreement in connection with the dispatch of .American and allied

troops to Siberia in 1918. The representatives of the United

.States on the inter-allied committee at X'ladivostok and the

technical board at Harbin have been instructed to proceed to the

winding up of the affairs of each organization and the termination

of further activity as of October 30.

"The government of the United States takes this occasion,"

Secretary Hughes said, "also to reaffirm its concern in the preser-

vation, of the Chinese Eastern Rai'way with a view to its ultimate

return to those in interest without the impairing of any existing

rights, as well as its continued interest in the efficieat operation of

the railway and its maintenance as a free avenue of commerce
open to the citizens of all countries without favor or discrimination.

"Having regard to its concern in these matters, and to the im-

portant contributions which it has made to the maintenance and
operation of the railway during the last four years, both materially

and through the services of the distinguished .American engineer,

Mr. John F. Stevens, and his assistants, the government of the

United States will not fail to continue to observe carefully the

administration and operation of the railway and the manner n

which the government of China discharges the obligations it h.i

assumed.

"At the same time the government of the United States desin >

to assure the Chinese government of its friendly interest and good-

will and its readiness to assist or co-operate with the governmciv

of China and the other powers concerned at any time in any pra^

ticable way with a view to conserving the railway and assuring it-

efficient operation in the interest of all concerned."

Planning for Heavy Passenger Traffic at British Empire
Exhibition at Wembley, Near London, in 1924

Railw.iv Officers Inspect Site of Exhibition lo Make Preliminary Pl,in» -

From Left lo Rtghl. Back Row: Col. Sinne, in Charge of Exhibition, an.;
Mr. Derry of the London & South Western— Middle Row: Messrs. Hamlui
'Great Northern), Oddy (G. .N.), Smith (Great Central), Crabtree (Great
Western)— Front Row: Messrs. Daniels (G. N.), Uennis (London, Brighton
& South (oast), and Milton (L. &. S. W.)
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Locomotives

The PiiiLADCx-riiiA & Rxadinc is arranging to build 5 Pacific
type locomotives in its Reading shop^.

Tut Great Nortiiean denies a currctit rumor that it expects
to come into the market soon for a niimlicr of locomotives.

Thi; Tennessee Central. rc|K.rttd in the Railway Age of
Oc-i.'Ur 28 as contemplating the purchase of 4 Mountain type
loconvjtivts, has deferred buying for the present.

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered one locomotive from
the .\merican Locomotive Company. It has also ordered one
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works and one from
the Lima Locomotive Works.

The Southern FAaric, Texas Lines, reported in the Rail-
uay A&e of Octolwr 14 as inquiring for 9 Pacific type locomo-
tives, has orderc<l this equipment from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Chesapeake & Ohio. rcportc<l in the Railway Age of

Septcmljcr 30 as inquiring for 2 Mountain type and 6 Pacilic

type Incomotivcs, has ordered this equipment from the .-Vmcrican

Locomotive Company.

The Central of New Jersey, reported in the Raihvay Age
of October 14 as inquiring for 10 Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered this equipment from the .American Locomotive Com-
pany. This company is now asking for 4 Pacific type locomo-

ti\es.

The Illinois Central reported in the Railway Age of October

28 as inquiring for alxiut 75 locomotives, has ordered 85 Mikado
type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works. It is ex-

pected that this road will place an order soon for 40 additional

locomotives.

The Toledo Terminal, reported in the Railway Age of Octo-

ber 21 as contemplating the purchase of three switching locomo-

tives, has placed an order with the .Vmerican Locomotive Company
for one «ix-wlieel switching locomotive and two Consolidation

type locomotives.

Freight Cars

Thk Mis.sissippi Central is inqiiirint! for from 100 to 200

flat cars.

The Cornwall Railroad is ini|uiriiig for 40 ore cars of 50

tons' capacity.

The General Electric Company is inquiring for 2 tank cars

of 10,000 gal. capacity.

The Charleston & Western Caroli.na has ordered 100 single

sheathed box cars of 40 tons' capacity from the Standard Tank
Car Company.

The P.eacon Oil Company, Boston, Mass., has ordered 50

tank cars of «,(XX) gal. capacity from the .American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has placed an order with the General .American Car

Company for 3 flat cars of 30 tons' capacity.

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Salt Ste. Marie has ordered

500 box cars and 250 gondola cars from the Pullman Company

and 500 box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The St. Loiis Soitii Western is inquiring for 500 double

sheatlu-fl box cars of 40 tons' capacity. 500 auKmiobile cars of 40

tons' capacity. The company is also inquiring for 200 ballast cars

of 50 tons' capacity.

The Chicago & North Western, reported in the Railtivy Age
of October 14 as inquiring fnr WO steel ore cars of SO tons'
capacity, has ordered this equipment from the Pullman Company.

The U EsTtRN Pacific. rcp<iricd in the Raitzi-ay Age of Oc-
tober 2H as inquiring f. r Si«) mn.ral service gondola cars and
SOD stock cars, is inquiring f.,r 5<XJ to 1.000 of the latter. Some
reports state that this equipment is to be used by the Denver &
Rio Grande Western.

Iron and Steel

The .Northern Pacific is reported to have divided an order
for 35.000 tons of rail.

The Chicago & .North Western has ordered 40,000 tons of
rail from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 118 tons of structural steel

from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Illinois Ce,ntral is reported to have divided an order
for 30,000 tons of rail of which the Inland Steel Company received
10,000 tons.

The Virgin i.vn Railway has ordered from the Bethlehem
Steel Bridge Corporation 5,700 tons of steel for a coal pier at

Sewalls Point, Norfolk, Va.

The Great Xorthern has closed bids for one steel oil tank
of 65,000 gal. capacity, including all steel, work fabricated for

erection.

The Grand Trunk has placed an order with the British Em-
pire Steel Corporation for 25.000 tons of 100-lb. rails. The rails

will be rolled at the Sydney. X. S.. plant of the Dominion Steel

Corporation.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 43,400 tons of rail from
the Tennessee Coal Iron & Railroad Company and 1,600 tons

from the Lurain Steel Company. This is in addition to 76.000

tons previously placed by this company for delivery in 1923, as

already reported in the Railway Age.

Track Specialties

The Michigan Central is inquiring for about 11.000 kegs of

spikes.

The Xew York Central is reported to have divided about

25.000 kegs of bolts and 15.000 kegs of spikes between the Oliver

Iron & Steel Company, the L'nited States Steel Corporation, the

Inland Steel Company and the Buffalo Bolt Company.

Machinery and Tools

The New York Central is inquiring for one crank planer.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific has placed an order

with the Whiting Corporation for a 200-ton transfer table.

The St. Louis Southwestern is inquiring for two boring

mills, a centering machine, a cutter, a rcanur criiider and two
emery stands.

The Canadian National is inquiring for one 32-in. by 32-in.

crank planing machine, one 18-in. by 8-ft. lathe and one close

quarter pneumatic drill.

The Chicago &• Xorth Western is inquiring for six lathes,

three grinding emery wheel stands, three power hack saws, two

drill presses, two crank planers, one spot welding machine, one

centering machine and one power hammer.

Signaling

The A>-n .Arbor has placc<l an order with the General Railway

Signal Company for a 72-levcr electric interlocking machine to

be installed at Boulevard (Toledo), Ohio. The order also in-

cludes an illuminated track diagram, relays, position-light signals

and replacement of storage batteries and charging outfit.
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John G. Turpie has been appointed assistant to the presi-

dent aTul B. W. Lockwood to consulting engineer of the

Standard Tank Car Company, Sharon, Fa.

H. P. Hevenor has joined the staff of Dwight P. Robinson
& Company, Incorporated, New York, as consulting engineer.

He was until recently a member of the firm of Engel &
Hevenor, Incorporated, where he specialized in track con-

struction.

Dwight P. Robinson & Company, Incorporated, New York,

is now at work on the design and construction of an extension

to the plant of the American Rolling Mill Company at .Ash-

land, Ky. The extension will include a jobbing and sheet

mill and a galvanizing plant.

J. T. Mullaney, signal supervisor of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with headQuarters at Deer I-odgc, Mont., lias loft

to enter the service of the Union Signal Construction Com-
pany, and will take charge of the installation of an intcrlockins;

plant for the new Chicago Union station.

G. P. Atkinson, for several years connected with the sales

department of the Weston Electrical Instrument Company,
Newark, X. J., has established an office at .\tlanta, Ga., to

represent that company in Georgia, South Carolina and north-

ern Alabama. In addition to Weston instruments, Mr. Atkin-

son will represent several other electrical equipment com-
panies.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son

Celebrates Eightieth Anniversary

One of the oldest companies in the railway supply business in

this country is Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, which this month cele-

brates its eightieth anniversary. The history of the company and

the earlier connection of the Ryerson family with the iron indus-

try in this country are fascinating chapters in the development

of industry and transportation in America

Shortly after New Jersey was granted to Lord Berkeley,

Old Warehouse on South Water Street, Cliicago, Occupied

by Joseph T. Ryerson from 1852 to 1872

George Rycr.'ion and a syndicate purchased f).(ltK» acres of land

in the northern part of the st.itc. In \(>'>S the development of

this tract for aariciiltural purposes was begun. I-atcr ore fields

were discovered and devclnpcH .10 that Mr. Ryerson and his

associates were among the first to work the iron mines in this

region. His son. Marten Ryerson, further developed iron pro-

duction and quite an amount of pig iron was made as early as

1740. The Ringwood and Wynokie mines in this region supplied

the colonial army with great quantities of munitions material

and equipment during the Revolutionary War.
About 1790 Marten's son, Thomas Ryerson, moved to Phila-

delphia and started business as a wholesale dealer in finished

iron and steel products. Joseph, the son of Thomas Ryerson,

continued in the same business. Hearing the call of the west,

he started for Chicago in 1842, as the agent of Wood, Edwards
& McKnight of Pittsburgh.

Some idea of the development of the country at this time can

be gained from the transportation facilities. On his trip he went

by railroad from Philadelphia to Columbia, Pa., then by stage

coach to Pittsburgh and Cleveland ; by boat to Detroit ; by

railroad to Jackson, Mich. ; by stage to St. Joseph, Mich., and

by boat to Chicago. The journey took eight days and he arrived

November 1, 1842.

The rent for Mr. Ryerson's first store near Clark and Water
streets, was $200 a year. From this small beginning has de-

veloped the present company. As business expanded, Mr. Ryerson

moved first to Lake street and then to South Water street where

the warehouse was located for many years.

Joseph T. Ryerson died in 1883 and his son, Edward L.

Ryerson, succeeded him at the head of the business. The com-

pany was incorporated as Joseph T. Ryerson & Son in 1888.

In 1S08 the first buildings of the present Chicago plant were

erected. They have been gradually expanded since until they

now occupy over 19 acres. Other plants were establishd in St.

Louis in 1914; in New York in 1915; in Detroit in 1917, and

in P.ufifalo in 1919. The five plants now cover 40 acres, having

a combined floor space of nearly 1.500.IKX) sq. ft.

Obituary

E. A. Hurlbut, formerly western railway sales representa-

tive of the Crouse-Hinds Company, with headquarters at

Chicago, died in Evanston, 111., on October 9.

William Blake Wood, president of Gifford-Wood Co., Hudson,
N. Y., died on October 28 at the Albany City Hospital, after a

two weeks' illness. Mr. Wood was born in Arlington, Mass., on

July 15, 1869. He became a member of the firm of William T.

Wood & Co., of Arlington, upon the death of his father, Cyrus, in

1896 and continued as a partner with William E. Wood, and

later as a member of GiiTord-Wocd Co. when it was incorporated

in 1905. He moved with his family to Hudson in 1911 and
succeeded Malcolm Gifford as president upon the latter's death

in 1919.

Trade Publications

blRF.PROOF LOXSTRL'CTIOX FOR Sm.\LL Cro.M.INC STATIONS.—The
Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has issued a folder

illustrating and describing one of the most recent developments

in coaling station construction, namely, the application of rein-

forced concrete, permanent construction to coaling stations of 100

tons storage capacity, serving either one or two tracks. The
descriptive matter shows how a permanent and reliable plant can

bo obtained for a moderate outlay.

Stkkl Structures.—The McClintic-Marshall Company, Pitts-

hiirgh. Pa., has recently issued a leather bound, 70-page book

containing illustrations of structures erected by this company. A
short introduction states that the pictures is the simplest and

most direct method of transferring ideas and that this book is a

form of picture writing. Other than this and the titles under

the illustrations, there is no printed text. Sixty-four pages are

devoted to full-page illustrations of a large number of steel

structures covering power houses, enginehouscs, erecting shops,

warehouses, freight houses, office buildings, pier sheds, and other

types.

The Wadasii Railroad, by a notice issued by J, E. Taussig,

president, has offered a reward of $1.(XH) for information

leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons

guilty of derailing train No. 2 on October 19, near Williams-

port. Ind. The derailment resulted in the deaths of three

members of the crew and some injuries to passengers.
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Railway Construction Railway Financial News

Banco* & Aboostook.—This company ha» awarded a contract

to the Howlctt Construction Com[>ari>, NiMlinc, III., for a coaling
station with 50 tons' ground storam- and a 25 tons' overhead
storage, using automatic machinery, at Squa Pan, Me.

LofisviLLE & Nashviixe.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the H. K. Ferguson Company, Cleveland. Ohio, for the

construction of a freight house 60 by 600 ft. with a second story

at one end for offices, at Knoxvillc, Tcnn., to cost appruximatcly

$150,000.

MissofBl Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

T. S. Leake & Company, Chicago, for the construction of a
frame engine house SO by 300 ft. with a composition roof at

Pueblo, Cal.

Penssvlvania.—This company has just completed and placed

in service at Pitcairn, Pa., a modern 34-stall cnginehousc with
turiilatili- at a cost of $1,385,000. The turnlaljlc is 110 ft. long

and electrically operated. Each stall is 140 ft. long and so con-

structed that it can be completely enclosed. The building is steam
heated.

Pennsylvania.—This company is asking for bids for the

completion of the substructure for the Cherry street undergrade
bridge, Erie. Pa. The approximate quantities are as follows

:

600 cu. yds. foundation excavation ; 400 cu. yds. concrete founda-
tion masonry; and 770 cu. yds. concrete abutment masonry. The
use of slag concrete will be permitted. The work will be in

charge of George Nauman, assistant to the chief engineer, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Pennsylvania.—This company has undertaken improvements
and extensions to cost $900,000 at its Enola Yard on its low
grade freight line three miles west of Harrisburg, Pa. The
purpose of the improvement is to facilitate the movement of

through freight and to provide enlarged facilities for the handling

of through preference shipments and scheduled freight trains,

in all directions and from all points, east, west, north and south.

The work includes the erection of a new steel freight car repair

shop, 100 ft. by 620 ft., the building of v\'hirh has already been

begun.

Pennsylvania.—This company is asking for bids for all the

work necessary to complete the strengthening of the bulkhead of

the American Agricultural Chemical Company's warehouse at

Baltimore, Canton, Md. The approximate quantities are as

follows: 4,300 tons stone (I and 2 men) furnished and placed;

9,600 sq. ft. four-inch concrete flooring; 300 cu. yd. back fill and

excavation ; and 25 piles, 40 ft. long, 14 in. butts^ in place. The
work is in charge of J. W. Craig, assistant engin;;cr, Baltimore,

Md. V

Pennsylvania.—This company proposes the installation of

extensive waterfront facilities at Little Creek, near .Norfolk,

Va., where it has purchased about 1,0(K) acres of land together

with water rights. .At present the road enters Norfolk direct

by car ferry from Cape Charles. In the proposed development

car ferry service will terminate at Little Creek and entrance to

Norfolk will be effected by trackage rights over other roads.

The improvement includes the construction of a modern freight

warehouse at St. Julian avenue, Norfolk. At Little Creek a

complete rail-water terminal will be constructed. This work will

involve the expenditure of some $3,000,000.

Tennkssf.k Central.— This company will replace the machine

shop, blacksmith shop, tin shop and woodworking plant at

Nashville. Tenn., destroyed by fire on. October 27.

ViRCiNiAjv.—This company will build a new steel coal pier at

Sewell's Point, Norfolk, Va., to cost approximately $3,000,000.

The new pier, it is reported, will he 1.073 ft. long, 86 ft. wide

and 74J^ ft. high. It will be compUtely equipped with modern

coal dumping machinery and, it is reported, will have a dumping

capacity of about 6.000 tons an hour an<l will double the com-

pany's coal dumping capacity at Sewalls Point.

.\TciiisoN, ToPEKA & S.vNTA pE —To Redeem Equifmienl Notes.—
In addition to the $4^0,000, series C. 6 per cent equipment trust

notes maturing on January 15, 1923. this company will retire the re-

maining $5,884,800 of its 6 per cent equipment notes, at 103,

•m that date. The total issue of these 6 per cent equipment notes

was $7,356,000, and they were issued in 15 scries, maturing on the

15th of January from 1921 to 1935.

Boston & Maine.—Asks Aulhorily to Issue Bonds.—This com-
pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $4,000,000 of 6 per cent bonds to be issued fur

refunding purposes. Merrill, Oldham & Co. have offered 87.89 for

$3.{l00.fl00 of the bonds with an option on $1,000,000 additional

at the same figure.

Carolina & Yadkin Rives.—Asks Authority to Abandon
Line.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of its

line from High Point to High Rock, N. C, 35 miles.

Central India.va.—Rccchership.—William P. Herod, of

Indianapolis, was appointed receiver for this road on October 31

by Federal Judge .\. B. .\ndcrson on the petition of the Union
Trust Company, of New York.

The Central Indiana operates between Muncie, Ind., and Brazil,

127 miles.

Central Vermont.—Equipment Notes Offered.—Plympton.

Gardiner & Co. and Paine, Webber & Co. are offering $754,000 6
per cent equipment trust qotes, scries E, nt prices to yield from

5 per cent to 5.75 per cent, according to maturity. The notes

are dated May 1, 1922, and mature $49,000 semi-annually from
November 1, 1922, to May 1, 1927, and $44,000 semi-annually

from November 1. 1927. to May 1, 1930. The first semi-annual

instalment of $49,000 was paid on November 1. The notes are

issued to provide part payment for 500 30-ton rebuilt box cars

and 200 50-ton rebuilt coal cars, purchased at a contract cost of

$1,107,571.

Chicago & Eastern Illlnois.—Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $989,000 of S'/i per cent prior

lien bonds for the purpose of partially reimbursing the treasury

for cash payments for cars and locomotives. It is proposed to

sell the bonds to Kuhn, Loeb & Co., at 95.

Chicago Great Western.—Asks^ Authority for Equipment

Notes.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue 40 notes aggreiiating $906,573

at S'A per cent, maturing quarterly from June 15. 1923, to March
IS, 1933, to the Pullman Company in payment of 75 per cent of

the cost of .SOO box cars at $1,850 each.

Cleveland, Cxkcikkati. Chic.\co & St. Louis.—A'«u DiVfi-

:ors.—.Mhert H. Harris and Warren S. Hayden have been elected

directors to succeed A. T. Hardin and William Rockefeller,

deceased. Bertram Cutler has also been elected a director.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Z?c/>o.fi» Date Extended.—The Sutro

committee has extended the time for the deposit of bonds with

the .Xmcrican Exchange National Bank to December 4, 1922. .\

statement issued by the committee said in part:

"The constructive efforts of our committee are being and have

been thoroughly examined into by numerous important independent

and impartial sources, resulting in each case in recommendations

that bonds be deposited with the committee."

Detroit & Mackisac—Asks Authority to Abandon Z.i»i<'.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a certificate authorizing the abandonment of its Hurst branch,

from La Rocque to Hurst, Mich., 5.08 miles.

Grand Trunk Pacific—To Pay Interest.—]. P. Morgan & Co.

announce that the Bank of Montreal has been ordered by the
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Dominion of Canada to pay the coupons due m November on the e |

Alberta bonds. | ,, r^rv -

International-Great Northern.—7o Buy Bonds.—J. & W. | Railway OffiCerS I

Seligman & Co. and Speyer & Co.. reorganization managers, have | |

arranged to purchase the tirst mortgage 6 per cent (extended to ^irttiiiiimirMiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiimimiiimiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiimimiiiiiimiiiimiriiinmrmiiinnrs

7 per cent) bonds of the International & Great Northern, due

November 1, not heretofore deposited under the plan. The bonds Executive
should be presented on that date to the Equitable Trust Company,

where thev will be purchased at par. W hen the new Interna- John J. Mantell, manager of the New York region of the

tional-Great Northern securities are issued, as it is expected they Erie, has been appointed vice-president of the New York

will be later in the year, the old lirst mortgage bonds will be region, with headquarters at New York City. Mr. Mantell

cancelled and the mortgage discharged. Interest due November was born at Elmira,

1 will be paid bv the receiver upon the surrender of the coupon. ^^^^^ ^ew York, and was

^^^^^Hll^ educated in the public
Norfolk & Western.—To Ri-de.-m Rqmpmcit A o/<r.f.—Holders ^^^F\ schools of that citv and

of the following equipment gold notes issued under the agree- ^^^^K ^ ^^ Elmira .\cademy. He
raent dated January 15. 1920, are requested to present them for ^^^^K began railway work in

pa)Tnent on or after January 15. 1923. at the Guaranty Trust ^^^^^^^|^ June, 1899, as a clerk
Company of New York: Notes maturing from January 15, ^^^^^B^^ and stenographer in the
1924 to Tanuarv 15. 1935, inclusive, and bearing numbers 1378 ^^^^^H superintendent's office

to 1835. 1837 to 2294. 2296 to 2753. 2755 to 3212. 3214 to 6885, ^^^VT „,- ,he Erie Later he
all inclusive, for $1,000, each, and Dl to DIO, El to ElO. Fl to FIO .^^^HpT* served consecutively a«
and Gl to GIO. all inclusive, for $100. each, at 103 per cent of .^^^ T^C^ J'^""** '^'^''^- <^'^'<^' >="'^

par, and accrued interest. ^^^^k ^^Tj^^^^^ clerk, yard master' and

Texas & Pacific—£>/»i>)".-"/ Trust Authorized.—T\\e Inter- ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ general yard master at

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to assume ^^^^^^^^^^^^^V Croxton and Jersey

obligation and liability in respect of S810.000 of 5 per cent certifi- ^^^^^^Utt^^^V *"'' ^" ^'' ^"'^ Susque-

cates to be issued by the Commercial Trust Company of Phila- ^^^^^^^Bfl^^^V lianna. Pa. He then be-

delphia and to be sold at not less than 97^- ^^^^^^K^^^ '^^™^ special agent in

... - . T , ^^^^^^^B^H^ the oflice of the general
Western Maryland.-.-J.rfr:? .luthorily tor Equifmciit Trust.— ^^^^^^^^^

superintendent at New
This companv has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

York and afterward*
sion for authority to issue $450,000 of 5 per cent equipment j. j. Mantell served consecutivelv a<
trust certificates to be issued by the Commercial Trust Com-

trainmaster of the Dela-
pany of Philadelphia. ware and Jefferson divisions, terminal trainmaster at Jersey

City and superintendent of the Wyoming division. In 1915

Railroad Administration Settlements he was appointed superintendent of terminals at Jersey City

The United States Railroad .Administration reports the follow- ^^^ m May, 1917, became general superintendent. Lines East,

ing tinal settlements, and has paid out to or received from the
During federal control, he was terminal manager at Jersey

*
, J .1. £ .1 • „., City tor the Eastern and .Alleghany regions and at the termi-

several roads the following amounts: :
.- f j . . i

• . i . .u
,. „ .. „ t, ,t„nnn nation ot federal control was appointed manager ot the

Charlfston & Western Car->lma Railway Comranj- $1,450,000 .

'^^ =•

Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Cofn,Kiny 50.000 New \ ork region.

Delaware & Hudson Ompany pai<l Director General... ..... I'^'JO-O*" «r i? »« /- u .- . j
. r u

Beaumont Wharf & Terminal Company paid Director General 19,935 W. E. McGraw, whose promotion tO vice-president of the

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, and general superintendent

Dividends Declared of the St. Louis Southwestern lines, with headquarters at

,, , . ,. ._ .J Tyler, Texas, was re-
Central of New lerscv— $2 "0. ouarttTlv. navab e .November lo to holders . , . ., ' r, ,

, J i \l Vn
' 1 ported m the Rafu-ax

of record November !0. --.^ '^
r ^ u , .

Clei-eland & Pittsburch—Gitaranteed. 87!i cents, quarterly; special guar- ,, ^"^^ Wg<- of October 14, was
anteed, 50 cents, quarterly; hoih payable Dccemhcr 1 tn holders of rcc. rd j^

" ^^ born in 1875, at Fond
November 10.

fc M ''^ ^^'^' ^^ '*' "* ^""

^f ^1 tered railway service as
Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices Tl^s ^^ •"> tircman on the Chi-

Last Last ^H ^^ ^^K cago. Milwaukee & St.

Oct 31 Week Year ^Lt^ ^T ^^"' '" '^^^" ^'^°"^

Average price of 20 representative rail- ^|^. M "^^^ to 1900 he was a

way stocks 69.50 72.40 56.00 ^^^j J^ brakeman and conduc-

Averagc price of 20 representative rail- ^^^It^^^ "^'' °" ''"^ Wisconsin

wav bonds 86.40 87.13 77.35 ^^^^^^^ Central, and for the

^^^HA ^^^^^^^^B he

The State of Utah, through .Attorney General H. H. ClufT, ^^^^K^^^^^^^^^^P of the Denver
has petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission to be ^^K^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^'° ^'''^ti<^<^ 3"^ the

allowed to intervene in the proceedings of the Southern jKM^^^^^^^^^^^W Colorado & Southern
Pacific for permission to acquire control of the Central Pacific. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^T at Denver, Colo. In

The state intends to support the contention of the Southern ^^^^^^^^^^ jgOg i,p became super-

Pacific and to oppose the application of the I'nion Pacific, intendent of terminals

which objects to the granting of the Southern Pacific applica- "'• ^' '^'*'''"''
for the Grand Trunk,

tion. and from 1907 to 1910

_ _ , „ 1 .-1 I .-. .1 '" ^^as a trainmaster on the El Paso & Southwestern, withThe St. Ijouis-Soi'thvvesters has tiled a petition in the . . c-i n t t imr. i
_ • . I .1 r>- . .-r- 1 1 .- . c

headquarters at El Paso, Texas. In 1910 he was promoted
Supreme Court of the District ol Columbia tor a writ of

. j . f .i i- \r • •
'.".'""'^"

^ ; ,1,1 . , ,. to superintendent of the lines in Mexico, which position hemandamus compc ling the Interstate Comiiurce Commission
, ,,

"^
., ,„,^ i u . j .i i / .i. o V

.

. . 1 .. I I . . I
beld until 1916, when he entered the employ of the St. Louis

to permit representatives of the rai roads to inspect records c .u . e . •
i <• . •lu y^"" I

, ,. , . ,
. .„ .. I , . „f ;.. Southwestern as supervisor of terminal service of the entire

of the Bureau of \ aluation relating to the valuation of its ,. ,, . j . . j ^ , ». ,

. T, 1 I 1 i .u , .. . „.- .-„,.,;., ''"«• "<^ "as promoted to superintendent of the Northern
property. The commission had denied the request ot certain .• • • ,n>,i i.- i •.• i i u .i i•^ " •' , . , . lit-.. division in l''2(). which position he held until his recent
carriers to he permitted to examine and make copies of various

, ., ,
"^ . / .1 1 1 J.I promotion,

detailed notes in possession of the bureau, unless and until

such notes should he offered in evidence in a valuation hear- Franklin G. Robbins, vice-president of the Chicago & Erie,

ing or in a court. has been appointed vice-president in charge of the Chicago
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region of the Erie Railroad. Mr. kobbini became vice-

president of the Chicago & Erie in May, 1922, and a photo-
graph and a brief biographical »ketch of him appeared in the
Railu<j\ .1s<- of June 3.

R. S. Partons, vice-president in charge of operation of the

rie. hai been appointed vice-president of the Ohio region with
•.id<iuartcrs at Voungstown, Ohio.

W. A. Baldwin, manager of the Ohio region of the Eric

with headfiiiarters at Youngstown, f)hio, has been promoted
to vice-president in charge of operation with headquarters at

New York. Mr. Baldwin
was born at Elmira,

N. Y.. on July 26,

1876. and was gradu-

ated from Cornell I'ni-

versity in 1896. He 1)C-

gan railway work the

same year as a chain-

man for the Eric. In

May, 1899, he was pro-

moted to rodman and
some time later to as-

sistant engineer. From
March. 1902, until Sep-
icnil)er, 190J. he served

as trainmaster. He was
then appointed division

ingineer and retained

that position until 1909,

from which time until

December, 1910, he
*""

again served as train-

master. He was pro-
moted to superintendent of the Chicago and Lima divisions

in 1910 and was transferred to the JcflFcrson and Delaware
divisions in May. 1912, after which he was promoted to

general superintendent. Lines East of Salamanca, and in 1917

was transferred to the Lines West with headquarters at

Youngstown. He was appointed transportation assistant in

June, 1918, and a month later was appointed general manager,
in which position he served until .April, 1920, when he was
appointed manager of the Ohio region. In this position he

was serving at the time of his recent advancement.

Finsmcial, Legal and Accounting

J. N. Davis, whose promotion to commerce counsel of the

Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head<iuarters at Chicago,

was reported in the

Railway ARe of October

28, page 824. was
born on February 27,

1880, at Clermont, Mo.
After graduating from

P^T| Grand Island College

V in 1906, he entered the

P^—\ ,• employ of the Fidelity

f]
& Casualty Company of

Hf'w, New York, in the Chi-

cago oftice, where he

was assistant trial at-

torney. He remained
in this capacity until

May 1, 1911, when he

entered railway service

as assistant general
solicitor of the Chicago,

.MiKvaukcc & St. Paul,

with headquarters at
J. N. Davi«

C hicago, which position

he was holding at the

time of his promotion to commerce counsel.

L. L. Atwood, whose promotion to contract attorney of

the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

was reported in the h'ailu'ay .-Iki' ot October 21, was born on

July 1, 1872, at Hridgeton. Mo. He was graduated from
Washington I'niversity, St. Louis. Mo., in 1893. and entered

railway service a« assistant claims attorney of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. He held this

position until his recent promotion.

J. M. Salter, treasurer of the Texarkana & Fort Smith,
has been appointed assistant treasurer of the Kansas City
Southern. H. H. Hoar succeeds Mr. Salter on the Texarkana
& Fort Smith.

A. K. Atkinson has been appointed assistant auditor of
the Wabash with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo. Mr. Atkin-
son is 30 years of age. He entered railway service as an
office boy in the office of the general auditor of the Denver &
Rio Grande in October. 1909. He held various clerical posi-

tions in the oflice of the auditor of disbursements and, after

serving as traveling accountant for several years, was ap-
pointed special accountant. On .April 1, 1919, he entered the
service of the Railroad .Vdministration as field accountant
and in July, 1921, was advanced to the position of super-
vising accountant. In March, 1922, he was appointed assistant

to the compfrolkr and held this jiosition until the time of
his recent appointment.

I. C. McGee has been appointed treasurer of the Kansas
City Southern, succeeding H. \'isscher. deceased. Mr. McGee
was born at Holt, Missouri, in December. 1873. He began

his railroad career with

the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy (Hannibal &
St. Joseph) as a tele-

graph operator in 1887

and served in various

capacities including that

of bridge train dis-

patcher at Kansas City,

vihich position he re-

signed on Xovember 1,

1898, to engage in busi-

ness. He returned to

railroad service in Sep-
tember. 1900. as clerk in

the auditing department
of the Kansas City
Southern and in .\pril,

1903, was elected treas-

urer of the Texarkana
& Fort Smith with
headquarters at Texar-
kana, Texas. He re-

mained in that capacity until January, 1915, when he was
elected assistant treasurer of the Kansas City Southern with

headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., and held the latter position

at the time of his appointment as treasurer.

Traffic

T. A. Ward, chief clerk in the freight claim department of

the \e\v York Central at Buffalo, N. Y., has been promoted
to district freight claim agent, with headquarters at Chicago,
succeeding C. J. Lindeniann, deceased.

G. E. Schnitzer, assistant general freight agent of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Little Rock.
.'\rk., has been promoted to general freight agent. He is suc-

ceeded by H. E. Rilley, chief clerk to the vice-president and
freight trallic manager, with headquarters at Chicago.

W. L. Nichol, assistant general freight agent of the Xash-
ville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters at Nash-
ville, Teiiii., lias been promoted to general freight agent suc-

ceeding C. Barham, resigned to accept the position of chair-

man of the Southern I'reight .Association, with headquarters

at .Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Xicliol was born on January 5, 1872. at

Nashville. Tcnn., and entered railway service as a delivery

and bill clerk in the local othce of the Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis at Atlanta, Ga., in 1891. In 1892, he became a

claiin and rate clerk in the general freight ofiice at Nashville,

Tcnn., which position he held until 1897, when he was pro-

moted to assistant local agent at the Tennessee Exposition,

with the same headquarters. .\ year later he was promoted

I. C. McCer
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to soliciting freight agent with the same headquarters, which

position he held until 1899, when he was promoted to com-
mercial agent with headquarters at Chicago. In 1901, he was

transferred to Nashville, Tenn., where he remained until De-

cember 1, 1912, when he was promoted to assistant general

freight agent, with the same headquarters, w'hich position he

was holding at the time of his recent appointment.

Operating

G. E. Donnatin has been appointed assistant trainmaster

of the Los .-Kngeles division of the Southern Pacific with

headquarters at Indio, Cal.

E. J. Sturdevant has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation of the Minneapolis & St. Louis and the position of

superintendent of car service has been abolished.

C. E. Green, trainmaster of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Cedar Rapids, la., has been

promoted to superintendent of the Des Moines Valley divi-

sion, with headquarters at Des Moines, la., succeeding C. T.

Ames, deceased. He will be succeeded by C. F. Redans, train-

master, with headquarters at El Reno, Okla. C. G. Adams,
chief clerk to the vice-president and general manager has

been promoted to trainmaster of the Chicago Terminal divi-

sion with headquarters at Chicago.

G. L. Whipple, whose promotion to general superintendent

of transportation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age

of October 28, was born

on January 30, 1872, at

Keithsburg, 111. He en-

tered railway service in

1888 as a telegraph

operator on the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul and held this.posi-

tion until 1894, when he

was promoted to train

dispatcher, which posi-

tion he held until 1900.

On the latter date he

was promoted to chief

dispatcher and held this

position for the next

six years. His next

promotion was to train-

master, which position

he held from 1906 to

1910, when he was
promoted to assistant G. L. Whipple

superintendent of trans-

portation. Two years later he was promoted to superintend-

ent of transportation and has held this position until the time

of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

E. W. Smith, wliosc promotion to general superinlon(U>nt

of motive power of the Southwestern region of the IVimsyl-

vania, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., was reporled in the

Railway Age of October 21, page 776, was born on September
21, 1885, at Clarksburg, W. Va. He was graduated from the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute at Blacksburg, Va., in 1905 and
iiilercd railway service as a shop hand in tlie Wilmington
shop of the Pennsylvania on June 5. of that year. On
August 1, 1906, he was promoted to special apprentice in the

.Mtoona machine shop. On July 26, 1909, he was promoted to

inspector in the oflfice of the assistant to the general manager
and on March 12. 191.1, to foreman in the office of the gen-

eral superintendent of motive power. On October IS, 1913,

he was promoted to assistant master mechanic at the Wil-
mington shop, which position he held until April 19, 1915,

when )ie was transferred to the Altoona machine shop. He
was promoted to assistant engineer of motive power in the

office of the general superintendent of motive power on July

1, 1916. and to master mechanic of the Harrist)urg shops on
the Philadelphia division on October 10, 1917. On May 26,

1918, he was promoted to superintendent of motive power of

the Central Pennsylvania grand division, with headquarters

at Harrisburg, Pa., which position he held until December 1,

1919, when he was transferred to the Eastern Pennsylvania
grand division, with headquarters at .Altoona, Pa. On March
1, 1920, he was promoted to engineer of transportation in

the office of the vice-president in charge of operation, which
position he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. W. Stone, assistant valuation engineer of the Pennsyl-
vania System, has been appointed valuation engineer with

headquarters at Philadelphia, effective October 1, succeeding

C. A. Preston, retired.

Mr. Stone was born in

Philadelphia and edu-

cated at Treemont
Seminary, Norristown,
Pa. He began his rail-

road career as a rodman ^B^^H^ ^H^'
in the engineering de- \F ^P3P ^r
partmcnt of the Penn- ^ ^ ,

sylvania when he was ^£2L—
but seventeen years of .

^ •^.J^mS!^
age. .'\fter four and
one-half years in the «
engineering department
he was transferred to

the operating depart- V
ment where he served *V%^
successively as transit-

man, assistant super-
visor, supervisor and
division engineer at

•
°

,, J. W. Stone
various pomts on the

lines east of Pittsburgh
and Erie. On May IS, 191S, Mr. Stone was appointed assist-

ant valuation engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Lines
East, and served in that capacity until his present appointment
as valuation engineer of the Pennsylvania System.

P. Aagaard, president of the T. S. Leake Construction Com-
pany. Chicago, and formerly superintendent of buildings on
the Illinois Central, has returned to that road as general
building inspector, with headquarters at Chicago.

F. F. Seeburger, signal inspector on the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., has been
promoted to signal supervisor, with headquarters at Deer
Lodge, Mont., succeeding J. T. Mullancy, resigned.

^.1̂

Obituary

H. B. Green, general agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, with
headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, formerly division superin-

tendent of the Cleveland division until its consolidation with

the Newcastle division on April 1, died on October 30 at

Cleveland from paralysis.

H. J. Simmons, formerly general manager of the El Paso &
Southwestern, with headquarters at El Paso, Texas, died on
October 16, at El Paso, Tex. He was born on July 17, 1869,

at .Adairville, Ky., and entered railway service as a rodman
on the Huntsvilie & Monfc Sano in .\pril. 1888. From 1889

to 1893 he engaged in the private practice of civil engineering

and from August, 1893, to August, 1895, he was civil engineer

for the railroad coinmission of Texas. During the next seven

years he was engineer and superintendent of the Galveston,

La Porte & Houston and the Arizona & New Mexico, respec-

tively. He entered the employ of the El Paso it .South-

western as chief engineer in April, 1902, and later held the

positions of general superintendent and of general manager
from which latter position he resigned on September 1, 1915.

Iti M.Trch, 1920, he was appointed general agent atid repre-

sentative of the company in its dealings with the Federal

Railroad .Vdministration. At flic time of his death he was
general agent, with headquarters at El Paso, Tex., and was
also in charge of valuation matters.
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The Table ol Con(>nl> WJI B« Found oa Pa(e S o< the Advertiiinf SiKlion

What Will the Mechanical Section Do?

\luiilor'i Xolr—The joU<ra.-ing editorial was uritltn and

in type when nrws was received that the General Commiltev

of the Meihitnical Section had decided this week not to hold

a convention next year, although a business meeting will be

held. This decision does not in the least alter the facts as to

wh-at kind of convention OUGHT to be held next year, and

therefore the editorial is published exactly as originally writ-

ten. We shall publish further discussion of the situation

presented in later issues.
)

IT IS KIVE MONTHS since the last convention of the Mccliani-

* cal Section of the American Railway Association was held.

Almost ever since then the mechanical department officers

have been engajjed in fighting the shop employees' strike or

trying to remedy its effects. Therefore, little progress has

been made in doing the preliminary work of making the

program and preparing the report.s for the 192o convention.

It is not too late, and it certainly is not too early, to em-

phasize that the convention next year can and should be

made the most important and constructive in the history of

the mechanical associations. Whether this will be done,

however, will depend on whether the mechanical department

officers, with the assent and encouragement of their execu-

tives, take advantage of the opportunities and live up to the

demands of the situation which exists now and will exist

for months to come. If the papers, reports and discussions

at the next convention are not extraordinarily valuable and

constructive it will be because they will fail to deal with

the subjects with which they ought to deal, and with the

frankness, intelligence and courage with which they ought to

deal with them.

The year 1922 has thus far been one of the most im-

portant in the historj' of American railroads, and especially

of the mechanical departments. .\ numlx-r of locomotives of

new and remarkable design and construction have lK"en put

into service. The policy of running locomotives over more

than one division without turning them, in order to increase

the u.seful service of liKomotives, has been tried on several

railways and within the months immediately ahead will be

tried on many more. The railways have gone through the

first nation-wide strike in their history, and it has been a

strike in the shops. When this strike began there was an

almost unprecedented amount of bad order e(|uipnient, and

the strike rendered it impossiljle for months materially to

improve this condition. Some railways have settled the

strike, but many more have not, and in spite of this the

railways are now handling almost as large a volume of

freight as they ever did in history. Cold and stormy weather

will come within a few weeks, finding many locomotives in

bad condition, and the mechanical departments during the

winter will be put to one of the severest tests they have ever

known.

We are mentioning these things because they suggest the

most important subjects with which next year's convention

should deal. What does—or ought—the Mechanical Sec-

tion exist for? Obviously, to help promote economy and
efficiency in railroad operation. How can it best do this? By
serving as a clearing house for the exjjerience and ideas of

those who are especially charged with responsibility for the

design, maintenance and operation of locomotives and cars.

These men have technical questions, and they also have

human problems. The two kinds of problems arc inter-

locked. Neither kind can be solved unless the other is

solved. A railway may buy the best designed and constructed

locomotive ever turned out, but unless it is repaired, main-

tained and operated by men who do their work skillfully it

may get very little better results for the company than would

a i^oorer locomotive.

What has l)een the experience of mechanical department

officers with the locomotives of new and even novel t}f)es

which recently have been put in service? What are the argu-

ments for running locomotives over more than one division,

what new problems does this practice give the mechanical

departments, and how may they best be solved? What new
methods have been used to expedite reduction of the amount
of bad order equipment, and what have been the results?

Why did most of the shoj) employees, and even the foremen,

on some roads strike, while on others only part of them

struck, and what lessons does the experience teach? How
have the roads that settled with the labor unions got along,

as compared with tha«e that have not, and why? What
methods have been and are being used to train the big army

of new employees that many roads have in their shops as a

result of the strike? What improvements in shop equipment

does the necessity of recruiting and training this army of new
men suggest are needed? The railways for months com-

871
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plained loudly about the working rules of the national agree-

ments with the shop crafts. What changes have been made

in these rules on railways whicli have not settled with the

shop crafts and what have been the results? What have

these railways done to increase efficiency not only by chang-

ing working rules, but also by effecting more intelligent

differentiation between tlie pay of unskilled and skilled em-

ployees, and what have been the results? What new methods

for dealing with employees have been adopted and with what

results? These are the kind of questions which ought to be

considered at the convention, and adequate consideration of

which would make it a great convention. They afford oppor-

tunities for papers, reports and discussions which would be

most interesting and most valuable if frankness, intelligence

and courage prevailed in them.

Is this opportunity going to be missed and the convention

allowed to consist of mere perfunctory threshing over of old

straw, or is the opportunity going to be grasped and the con-

vention made one which will be of really great value to

mechanical department officers and the railroads? This will

not depend entirely up)on the mechanical department officers.

It will depend largely on the railway executives. It will

depend upon whether the executives tell their mechanical

department officers that matters such as those which have

been mentioned are too sacred and delicate to be frankly

talked about at a convention, or tell them that the more

squarely these problems are faced and the more fully and

freely they are discussed the sooner their solution will be

eft'ected

.

One of the most foolish and harmful superstitions in

the railroad business is the widely prevalent superstition

that it is all right for railway officers to get together and pub-

licly discuss the technical problems of the industry, liut that

it is dangerous for them to get together and talk publicly

about the great economic and human problems of the indus-

try. One of the principal causes of the troubles the rail-

ways have been having for years is that their officers have

not thoroughly studied and frankly and fully discussed the

economic and human problems of the business and the

methods for solving them. Does the existing labor situation

in the railroad industry indicate that the prevalent past

policy of dealing with it has been a success? Is there any

industry in the United States today which has relatively

more men in it who constantly resi.st efforts to increase its

efficiency or who gladly listen to every misrepresentation of

its management that is spread abroad and actively participate

in propaganda against its management?

The officers of the Mechanical Section, with the sanction

and approval of their superior officers, should begin at once

to prepare to make next year's mechanical convention the

most valuable ever held. 'I'hey should recognize from the

very start, however, that they will not do this unless the\-

decide to discuss frankly and fully the important and vital

problems of the mechanical department, including its labor

problem. There have been too many mechanical conventions

within recent years at which 90 per cent of the time has been

consumed in the consideration of problems to which mechani-

cal department officers do not devote 10 per cent of their

time when they are in their own. offices or out on their own

lines.

Let the mechanical department officers decide to devote

90 per cent of the sessions of the next convention to the

problems to which they devote 90 per cent of their thought

and energies at home, and the convention will be most im-

portant and valuable to the railways of the countrj-—and it

will not he unless this is done.

The Farmer and Freight Rates

K TOTHING I.N" THE FUTURE is more Certain than tliat within

the next year there is going to be a great struggle over

freight rates on farm products. In the western states many

candidates for the national House of Representatives and

Senate devoted most of their campaign speeches to attacks

upon the Transportation Act and the present freight rates,

which they attribute to it, and most of the candidates who

did this have been elected. Some of the western state rail-

way commissions already have started proceedings for

further reductions of freight rates. The farmers have been

told that most of their present troubles are due to freight

rates, and they believe it.

There is no doubt that the fanners generally are suffer-

ing severely from present economic conditions. The situa-

tion in which they find themselves and the transportation

situation are the two conditions which afford the strongest

arguments to those who express doubt whether the period of

prosperity the country is entering will last long. If, how-

' ver, the farmers would investigate the facts for tliemselvcs,

nstcad of believing the gross misrepresentations of men such

1^ Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin, and Messrs. Brookhart

ind Howell, who have just been elected to the United States

Senate from Iowa and Nebraska, they would soon find that

they are laboring under a remarkable hallucination when they

attribute most of their troubles to freight rates.

Freight rates are higher compared with the prices of farm

products than they were immediately before the war. But

it is also true tliat the prices of almost all the things the

farmer has to buy are higher compared with the prices of

farm products th-an they were before the war. The railway

rates and prices of the year 191,^ are usually selected for

comparison with present railway rates and prices. The

average rate per ton per mile in 1913 was 0.729 cents and

in 1921 it was 1.275 cents, an increase of 68 per cent. As

a result of the 10 per cent reduction made this year, the

average rate is now 57 per cent higher than in 1913. Whole-

sale prices of all commodities are reported monthly by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor.

These statistics show that in July. 1922, the average price

of farm products was 35 per cent higher than in 1913. What
do the statistics of the Bureau of Labor show regarding the

average wholesale prices of other commodities? They show

that in July, 1922, the average price of cloths and clothing

was 80 per cent higher than in 1913; the average cost of
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fuel and lighting, 154 (jtr cent higher; the average price of

lumtjer and building materials, 70 per cent higher, and the

.vcrage price of house furnishings, 78 per cent higher. The

viTage wholesale price of all commodities, except farm

•roducts and foods, was 62 per cent higher than in 1913.

It will be seen that the increase over 1913 in the prices of

tlmo6t all other things the farmer buys was greater than the

.larease in average freight rates.

But why compare the statistics of 19 13 with those of

1922? Railway rates had descended to almost the lowest

level ever reache<l in 1913. On the other hand, the prices

of farm produas and other commodities hid U-en increas-

:ni; for some years before that. The average railway rate

• ^ now only 50 per cent higher than the average railway rate

of the 10-year period, 1900 to 1910. .\s compared with the

average prices of 1900-1910, the average price of farm prod-

ucts showed an increase in July, 1922. of 74 per cent; of

doth.s and clothing, 99 per cent; fuel and lighting, 176 per

cent; metals and implements, 40 per cent; lumber and build-

ing materials, 70 per cent; house furnishings, 82 per cent.

The average increase in the wholesale prices of all com-

modities was 79 per cent as compared with an average in-

rease in freight rates of only SO p)er cent.

These statistics show conclusively that the increase which

has occurred in the average freight rate, as compared with

the increases which have occurred in the prices of commodi-

ties, is being enormously exaggerated.

Furthermore, the farmer makes only a comparatively small

part of his total expenditures for freight transportation.

James R. Howard, president of the .\merican Farm Bureau

Federation, is authority for the following estimate of ex-

penditures made by the farmers in a year: For purchases

at wholesale prices, $7,018,340,000; for interest, at least

51,000,000,000; for taxes, $663,000,000; for railway trans-

portation, freight and passenger, $1,103,000,000. These

figures make a total of $9,784,000,000 for expenditures made

by the farmers. If this estimate is correct, the farmer's ex-

penditure for railroad transportation is only 11 per cent of

his total expenditure; his expenditure for freight transporta-

tion is not more than $800,000,000. Therefore, of his total

outlay not more than 8 per cent is made for freight trans-

portation.

Upon what theor)- of economics can it be claimed that the

farmer is l<eing ruined because there has been an increa.sc in

the cost of something for which he makes only about 8 per

cent of his total expenditures?

.According to Mr. Howard's estimate the farmer is paying

about a billion dollars a year in interest. This is more than

he is paying for freight transportation. The total mortgage

indebtedness on the farms of the country increased 132 per

cent between 1910 and 1920. The average rate of interest

al.so increased, so that what the farmer [)ays in interest has

increased much more than what lie pays for transportation.

Nothing could be plainer than that the real cause of the

farmer's troul)les is the disparity wliich exists between the

prices of his pro<lucls and the cost of all things far which he

has to pay, and that only a relatively small fraction of hi.s

present troubles is due to freight rates. Why, then, do men

such as Senator Capp>er of Kansas, Senator LaFollette and

Messrs. Brookhart and Howell tell him that most of his

troubles are due to freight rates? Why do they not tell him

the truth—viz., that no reduction of freight rates which

there is the slightest possibility of his getting would help

him much, and that if the situation in which he finds him-

self is really to be improved, he must secure a more 5ati>fac-

tory relationship between the prices of the things he has to

sell and the costs of all the things for which he must pay?

The reason why they do not is that they are demagogues who

attack the railways and their rates because they believe that

by doing this they can best promote their own political in-

terests. Senator Capper is a wealthy publisher of many

farm pap>ers. Is it entirely unreasonable to susp)ect that the

reason why he so persistently attacks railway rates and

ignores the relatively high cost of other things besides trans-

portation that the farmer has to buy is that the people who

sell these other things to the farmers advertise in his farm

papers ?

The fact is that the fanner can less afford to have reduc-'

tions made in his freight rates than in the cost of anything

else he buys. The farmer is today suffering heavy losses

Ijecause the railways are unable to furnish enough transporta-

tion to move farm products satisfactorily to market. This

condition can never be remedied except by an increase of

railway facilities. A sufficient increase in railway facilities

can never be secured unless the railways are allowed to earn

net returns large enough to enable them to raise large amounts

of new capital. To reduce railway rates under present con-

ditions would inevitably be to keep the net return earned by

the railways inadequate. The railways as a whole could

not financially stand any further reduction of their rates

unless it was accompanied by further reductions of wages

and the prices of the fuel and materials they have to buy.

But under present conditions it would be impracticable for

the railways to secure further reductions of wages. There is

no perceptible tendency of the prices of materials to decline.

The cost of coal has been increased as a result of the coal

strike.

Under these conditions an order, whether made by

the Interstate Commerce Commission or any other govern-

ment body, including even Congress itself, for a reduction

of railway rates would be confiscatory, and therefore uncon-

stitutional and void.

In the course of years further reductions of railway rates

may become practicable. They will not become practicable,

however, until corresponding reductions in the prices of

commodities, in rates of interest and in the wages of labor

have been or can be brought about. The railways cannot

reduce their rates as long as the wages of laljor and the

l)rices of commodities remain so much higher than they were

Ijefore the war, because the railways have to pay these high

wages and high prices themselves. They never can make

pre-war rates until they can get labor, materials and fuel

at pre-war costs. To force a further reduction of railway

rates under present conditions would do little toward bring-

ing about the needed general readjustment, and it would be

ruinous to the railways and make it impossible for them to

provide the increased transportation service that the farmers

and all the other producers of the country impcr itively need.

Demagogues may go on lying to the farmer an 1 mi.-ileading

him as long as they like, but these are the irrefut I.lj facts.
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Tuentv-seven passengers injured and a damage l)ill of per-

haps $15,000 constituted the net result of a crossing collision

at Houston, Tex., as described in one

Old Rules of the latest investigations made by the

Not Outlawed By Interstate Commerce Commission, re-

Ignorin'' Them ported in another column. This col-

lision was due to open-eyed and evi-

demlv deliberate violation of two rules which have been

well-known for years; fi'st, the rule to stop before crossing

another railroad unless interlocked signals are provided—

a

rule which, in essence, is at least 60 years old—and, second,

the rule to use air brakes on long freight trains, which is of

manv vears' standing. Let us not entertain the superficial

idea that automatic train control is the only problem in the

prevention of collisions. Had either of these unlawful prac-

tices been eliminated, says the report, "this accident un-

doubtedly would have been prevented."

Two unique contributions on improving the relations with

the employees appear elsewhere in this issue. They pre-

.scnt some interesting facts and both of

Improving them are written by neutrals—one a

Employee V. M. C. A. secretary and the other a

Relations college student who has spent a couple

of summers in railroad service. Both

of the.se, in different ways, stress the necessity of a "get

together" spirit on the railroads which will eliminate the

gulf between the employees and the executives and allow

them to meet in a friendly way on a common platform.

There are many ways in which this better relationship can

be cultivated. Although many progressive industries have

been promoting employee representation for a number of

years, the term has been little used and is hardly under-

stood on railroads. The inauguration of such a plan on the

Pennsylvania Railroad, which permits the groups of offi-

cers and employees at a local point, on a division, or in a

region, or on the system as a whole, to meet around a table

to discuss their common problems, has worked wonders in

getting each side to recognize the good points and claims of

the other side and humanize tlieir relations. It is remark-

able how misunderstandings and grievances have melted

away and have been replaced by a spirit of co-operation.

One unfortunate effect of the shop strike was its interference

with the work of the various associations of railway officers.

.\lthough this did not militate against

Quality the success of any of the conventions

Rather Than held this fall, it caused a general post-

Quantity poncment of the American Railway En-

gineering Association's committee meet-

ings durings the summer months, when the bulk of the sub-

committee work is usually carried on. However, judging

from the numl)er of committee meetings which have been

held by this organization during tlie past three weeks, this

delay is now U-ing largely overcome. There is even,- reason

to believe that these committees will exercise scrupulous care

to avoid the inclusion of any ill-considered or superficial

work in the rejKjrts that are submitted for publication. But

in the effort to expedite the jirogress of the committee work,

there is danger that some defective material may creep into

the published conclusions. It is well, therefore, that each com-

mittee keep definitely in mind the periodic admonishments

of the assf)riation's officers, that rejiorts be presented only

on those assignments that have stood the test of mature

thought. 'I'iiere has been a growing tendency in recent years

to increase the K-ngth of the committiT rejiorts. This fact,

together with the enlarged membership of the association,

makes it increasingly (hfficulf to undertake a <letailed con-

sideration of all of tlie re|K)rts at the annual conventions.

The result is that most of the committee reports are accepted

as the word of the association with little or no change from

the form in which they were presented. This imposes a

responsibility on the committees which must not be borne too

lightly. The aim should be for quality rather than quantity.

In periods of car shortage a special effort is usually made
by the railroads to secure quick loading and unloading. This

means of reducing the idle time of cars
Delays should not be neglected at present, but

to there are other features of car move-

Freight Cars ment that deser\'e as much, or more
attention. One of the most impwrtant

is delays in yards. In making an average trip of 475 miles,

a freight car passes through about four division terminals.

It is very easy for dead freight to lose two or three da\s in

yards and empty cars especially are likely to be delayed

when yard tracks are crowded. The time lost between move-

ments is usually much greater than the time wasted during

loading and unloading and for that reason speeding up yard

operation probal)ly offers one of the greatest fields for saving

cars. Providing a few tracks on which trains can be set

after they are made up is a simple method of relieving con-

gestion and avoiding delays that is applicable at many of

the smaller terminals. Running trains through intermediate

terminals without switching is another means of eliminating

idle time which should be carefullv considered.

When confronted with the necessity of increasing the track

capacit}' of single track lines no road can afford to overlook

the possibility of solving the problem
Institute a j^y an installation of automatic block

Signaling signals. Obviously, this would require

Investi<^ation ''" extensive investigation by competent

officers. In many cases the manage-
ment and the operating officers have considered signaling as

a dubious quantity; in fact some roads in the absence of

convincing data or due to a lack of study of train opera-

tions on roads equipped with signals, have actually con-

structed second track when an expenditure of only approxi-

mately $4,500 a mile for signaling would have permitted the

traffic to be handled on single track for years to come. For

example, a certain road that had adopted a large program of

second tracking, had failed up to 1017, to close up a few

stretches of from 10 to "75 miles of double track on a 300
mile division. In 1919 an operating officer, in co-opera-

tion with the signal officers, instituted a traffic study that

evolved a signaling system for the stretches of single track

so as to increase the track capacity' of the entire division to

the extent that the completion of the original double track-

ing program can be deferred for years to come. On this same
road there is a low grade single track division 165 miles

long, connecting two trunk stems. For years, at certain

.seasons, this line has been congested with freight requiring

rerouting over other divisions. On account of the many
curves and rock cuts the expense of constructing a .second

track is excessive, and as a result little has been done to

relieve tlie situation. However, this road has just awakened
to the fact that an installation of automatic signals would
relieve the congestion and obviate the necessity for second

tracking for years. No douiit there are many other roads

that, through a lack of co-operation Itetween the operating,

engineering and signaling departments, have missed opi>or-

tunities for enormous savings. Therefore, on roads where
certain single track divisions are known to be "bottle necks"

in the system, it would seem advisable to require the signal

engineer, in co-operation with the operating officers, to make
an investigation and rejiort on what can W expected from an

installation of automatic blrck signals.



One of the interesting topics dis(u>'k-d at the Baltimore
meeting of the Railway Fire Protetti.iM \««OLiatian (Raiiwaw

Agr. (JctoUr :> uat;.- 7Q<J) was the
P™**^*'"^

• .ton office

Records from n- of the

Fire '. the dis-

cussion was that oi b. S. Mace, of the
timori- & Ohio, who emphasiiEed tlic im|)ortance of main-

ti ! 'i' vaults on every division of a 1 irije railroad.

A • iieadquarters is not rnouijh. In almo?t every
rail" ' - ..re records and pajx-rs the loss of which would
entail much inconvt-nit-nie and loss of time and monev. Som,.-

of them could not U- rf|ilaced at any price. It is true that no
railroad is so well provided with funds that it can install all

the efjuipment it needs. When funds are available there must
be a .selittion amoni; various possilde exjK'nditures in accord-
ance with their nlative merits. In the ordinary course of

business, however, it is the new madiine or other improve-
ment which promises direct and imnu-diate savings to which
attention is most easily directed. Ordinarily it is only after

a di.sastrcHJS fire has occurred that the installation of fire-

proof vaults and filing cases for the protection of important
records receives the attention it descr\'es. This condition

is unfortunate, for it is much more prolitahlc to lock the

stable with the horse within than to Ijarricade the door after

the animal has been stolen. Similarly the protection of

records which can be replaced only at great expense or not
at all should be considered on a par with improvements which
promise a direct money return. The .safeguarding of val-

uable [Hjs.sessions already in hand is (|uite as important as the

acquisition of new things—be they bridges, machines, build-

ings or records and documents which represent the expendi-
ture of money and effort in their compilation.

"Net railway operating income," the tirni which the Railway
Age has recently been discussing in these columns, is given

an official or legal definition in that
A Figure much di.«cussed section of the Trans-

of Leading |)ortation .\ct—namely Section IS-a.

Importance ^he definition is contained in para-

graph 1 and reads as follows: "...
and the term 'net railway oixjrating income' means railway

operating income, including in the computation thereof

debits and credits arising from equipment rents and joint

facility rents." In last week's is.sue, page 8.>0, there was
given a list of tlie items in the form on which the carriers

report their monthly earnings to the Interstate Commerce
Commission and an explanation was given showing how the

figure of net railway operating income was worked out.

Quotation of the delinition as given in Section 15-a adds
nothing to the definition as given in the description of the

monthly report form. The point in introducing it here at

this time is to emphasize the importance of the figure and in

so doing to make clear the value of a proper understanding

of what it means. It may t^e worth while at this time to refer

to the fact that it is net railway oixrating income which for

all the roads in a rate-making group is suppo.sed to equal

5-)4 per cent on the property used in the service of transpor-

tation. For federal control it was tiie basis of standard

return. It seems hardly necessary also to add that net rail-

way operating income is in the case of the individual road

the figure upon which is based tlie computations for the

recapture of half the earnings over (> [kt cent. All in all,

therefore, the figure of net railway o|)orating income is a

very significant and important one In the monthly re-

fwrts of the carriers as individuals or in total, it serves

as an index available 12 times in the year for use by the

commission, by railrojid men, by investors and the public

generally. In its annual form it su|)i)lements and supplants

the monthly figures, and in addition stands as one of the

basic indices in railway regulation. The figure in whatever
form it may appear has had a deservedly increasing ix)|)u-

larity. It is unfortunate, however, that there still remains
considerable hesitancy about u.-ing it and some inconsistency,

erolxxiied chiefly in the difficulty of comparing or reconcil-

ing the figun-s shown in the monthly reports with those cov-

ering the year as a whole.

The wholesale railway consolidations under way in Great
Britain are being effected by the exchange of securities in

the new companies for those of the ex-
Consolidation istent companies, rather than by the

by acquisition of control of smaller corn-

Amalgamation panies by purchase of stock or lease by
the larger companies. These exchanges

of securities are arranged, insofar as jxKsible, to provide new
stocks and bonds of the same earning pwwer and relative

security as those of the old comi)anies. Under the terms of

tlic Railways .Act of 1921, all British railways must be con-

.solidated into four non-com{x-ting systems. The companies
are required to submit plans for consolidation to the Amal-
gamation Tribunal, a body created by the Railways Act,

before January 1, 192.5. If satisfactor>- plans are not filed

by that date the tribunal is authorized to prescrilje proNnsions

of its own formulation. The directors and security holders

of the railways have, however, been active in their negotia-

tions to arrive at equitable and acceptable plans of amal-
gamation and their efforts have, generally speaking, been
quite successful, considering the great variety of interests

which they have had to reconcile. The provisions for rail-

way consolidations in the railway law of this country are

voluntar)'. The carriers are not comp>elled to con.solidate,

although there is some agitation in Congress to make the

consolidation provisions of the Transportation .Act obligatorv

on the railroads. At any rate, however, there will jirobablv

be many consolidations of railways in this country during
the years to come, even if they are not forced upjon the roads.

The British method of amalgamation by an exchange of

securities has certain advantages over acquisition by lease

or purchase of stock and a study of British practice might
be of value to railway officers in this country who are inter-

ested in the subject of consolidation.

Railway managements as a whole are giving far more atten-

tion to publicity than they have in the past. They are fast

. .
learning the desirability of improving

Receiving the relations with both the public and
Representatives their own employees by educating them

of the Press ^s 'o 'I'c problems with which tlie man-
agements are confronted and by giv-

ing them facts relating to railway operation and finance
Much more, however, can l)e done in this direction. One
way in which some roads can greatly improve matters is to
show more appreciation to the representatives of the news-
|)apers. Government officers at Wa.shington, including the
President and jirominent members of his Cabinet and .Ad-

ministration, make it a practice to set aside a certain hour
once a week, or oftener, to receive press representatives and
to talk with them frankly as to their problems and answer
([uestions. This is in addition to the regular news releases

from their offices in typewritten or printed form. It is

understood that the.se officers will not be quoted direct,

unless spe<ific permission is given so to do. Members of
the press, however, are given a view back-stage, as it were.
This makes it possible for them to anticipate certain im-
portant developments and more correctly to interpret the
situation to their readers. This practice not only conser\'es
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the time ot both the Government officers and tlie representa-

tives of the press, but it is invaluable to both parties in

directing public thought along the right lines. It would be

impossible to overestimate the value of these informal meet-

ings with representati\'es of the pres.s in recent years. Why
cannot railway officers adopt the same fjolicy to advantage?

Newspaper men complain that they find great difficulty in

getting to some of the prominent railroad officers; railway

officers say that too much time is often required in receiv-

ing representatives of the press. An important point of

contact is therefore being largely neglected and lost. Why
not set aside definite times each week to receive represen-

tatives of the press, talk to them of the road's problems and
answer questions as far as it is possible to do so? It would

help to break down a most undesirable wall which now
exists between some railway officers and the press. It would
eliminate a lot of misunderstanding and be exceedingly

helpful to the railroads in improving the relations with both

the public and their employees.

Although Henr\' P'ord and his son continue to give advice

to the railroads, it is noted that they have been less inclined

recently than they were for a time to

D., T. & I. Again ij^sg their discussions on the "remark-

Experiences able" results experienced on their own

Deficits railroad, the Detroit, Toledo & Iron-

ton. After the Fords had bought this

road and given it a large volume of new traffic, the results

were much more satisfactory for a time than those obtained

by the former management, but the improvement has by no

means been kept up, as expenditures for maintenance and

for hire of equipment have increased with the increase in

traffic. For the first six months in 1922, the road's reports

to the Interstate Commerce Commission disclose, it had a

net operating income of $705,518, as compared with $190,-

082 for the similar p)eriod of last year. However, for the

montli of Julv there was a deficit of $16,367. for .August

of $300,404 and for September of $383,097, with the result

that for nine months of the calendar year the net operating

railway income has been reduced to $5,650. Operating rev-

enues for that period were $6,687,749, an increase of $1,906,-

539, while the expenses were $5,577,756, an increase of only

$1,779,842. However, there was also an increase of $463,-

855 in the debit balance of equipment rents. The Septem-

ber revenues also showed an increase over Septemlier of last

year, but the increase in expenses was still greater.

Locomotive orders in October totaled 184, freight car orders

14,498, and passenger car orders 116. For the ten months
period the totals for domestic orders

Equipment j^ve now reached 1,856 locomotives.

Orders in 125,658 freight cars and 1,553 passen-

October i^^''' cars. The total of 184 locomo-

tives in ()ctol)er was not l)ad; it was,
however, not as good as the totals reported for the four pre-

ceding months. Why there should have been a falling off

it is difficult to say. The disappointing railway net re-

ported by most roads for Augu.st and September was possi-

bly a deterrent to purchasing. A more important reason may
have l)cen that many roads that have already placet! their

orders are having difficulty securing deliveries. Some siz-

able inquiries, however, are in the market, so the prospects

for NovemtKT look to ]>e far from disappointing. The orders

for freight cars in October were much better than those for

locomotives. The October freight car total—14,498—was
double those for August and Septcml)er (ombined. It was
exceeded, however, by narrow margins liy the totals for

July, May and Februar)-, but it was only half the total for

1922's biggest month to date—April—when the New York
Central's business brought the total up to over 30,000. In-

terest in these car and locomotive figures now has two values

—one embodied in the use of the figures as an index to

the volume of railway purchasing and the other as an indi-

cation of the success the railways are having in meeting

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE ORDERS
Freight Passenger

Locomotives cars cars
January 5 7,960 235
February 8 14.721 160
March 76 5,550 25
April 272 30,507 540
May 99 18,337 235
June 22 11.097 3.7

July 353 15,675 120
August 220 576 22
September 617 6,737 63
October 184 14,498 116

Total, 10 months 1,856 125,658 1,553

deferred equipment requirements. Car loadings of over a

million cars for the week ended October 21 and the present

severe car shortage are a measure of the deferred require-

ment. The railways are making fair progress towards meet-

ing this particular problem; the volume of orders for new
equipment is, on the whole, quite satisfactor)'. The present

transportation situation, however, is plain evidence that still

further progress is needed. The experts say that business in

general should be extremely satisfactory in 1923. If they

are correct, a continuation of the present volume of equip-

ment purchasing and possibly an increased volume as well,

are quite properly to be expected.

The unfortunate controversy between the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and the Labor Board over the question of employee

representation has given the public at

A Word large a wrong impression of this whole

of question. It is even claimed by some

Warning th''*' ''^c real object of this new develop-

ment was to destroy tlie Railroad

Labor Board and the Transportation Act. Now that the

full facts about the scheme are becoming known and under-

stood, the real significance of this remarkable advance is

becoming more widely recognized. The time was when rail-

way officers assumed that questions of wages and working

conditions were matters to l>e settled by the management
only; the employee could take them or leave them. Un-
fortunately, some managements still do not recognize the ad-

visability and necessit)' of giving the employees a voice in

these matters. The employees on the Pennsylvania, as was
shown in the article in the Kiiil-d\jy Age of October 14. page

691, now have a voice in these questions and the machinery

has been set up for the prompt hearing and adjustment of

all grievances or criticisms relating to them. The results

in increased loyalt)' and liettcr production are truly re^

markal)le. Other roads seeing these results are anxious to

adopt similar measures. A word of warning is necessarv'.

It must be recognized that tliis development on the Penn-

sylvania was not brought about in a few days, a few months,

or even a few years. It began some years ago. The
foundations have been well laicl. The riHjuest for the pres-

ent arrangement first came from the train service employees

and it was finally worked out by them in civoperation with

the officers. Other roads wishing to adopt similar meas-

ures must recognize this, and as indicated in the etlitorial

on page 828 of last week's issue, must not attemi>t to hand
down a ready-made plan, but must de%Tlop it with the co-

operation of the employees, .\fter all. the machineri- of the

]>lan is unimportant as compared to the spirit of a square

deal which must dominate it. This same thing liolds true

of all personnel work.
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Erie Builds New Enginehouse at Jersey City, N. J

An Old Structure Destroyed by Fire Is Replaced Without

Interference With Locomotive Operations

THE KkiE Kaii.kiiad has recently tomplcted a new engine

terminal at Jersey City, N. }., which includes a 21-

stall enginehouse, machine shoi> and other facilities,

the ccmstruction of which was carried on "'under traffic." It

replaces an old layout which was destroyed hy fire and was

built on the old site without interference with operation, the

old turntaltle and radial tracks heing kept in use for the

turning and servicing of lx)th passenger and yard locomo-

tives. Because of the restriction as to location and space and

the necessity for non-interference with the motive power

movements, the design and construction are both novel aivl

Alternate Installations of Two Types of Smokejacks

interesting. The new building is a n)inl)iiialioii of a radial

type 105-ft. enginehouse and a rectangular l)uil(ling.

The old enginehouse was of tiniU'r construction with 21

stalls served by an 80-ft. turntable and adjoined Pavonia

avenue, a heavy trucking thoroughfare ending at the ferries.

The back wall of the structure was |)arallel to the street line,

a plan that was followed in the construction of the new
enginehouse. In conjunction with the 21 stalls in the engine-

house, there was a repair bay containing 8 tracks which

connected with 6 radial tracks at one end, and with a

transfer table at tile other. This transfer table is located

between and serves the repair bay and a rectangular engine-

house of 12 tracks known as the "long" house. The fire

destroyed the main part of the layout, leaving only the trans-

fer table and the "long" house. Most of the engine pits,

which were of timber, were badly damaged.

Jersey City is the eastern temiinal of the Erie and, as a

General Arrangement of the Machine Shop

result, a large freight and p»assenger business is handled at

this point. In addition there is a heaxT commuter traffic,

riu' freight engines and througli line passenger engines as

well as a large numlicr of switching and yard Icxromotives

877
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are turned at the Secaucas engine terminal in

the Hackensack meadows. The Jersey City

enginehouse is primarily for the sers-icing of

the commuter engines although all of the New
York division passenger locomotives and a

few yard locomotives are also handled there.

About 200 engines are turned daily at Jersey

City which, in connection with the congested

layout, presented a problem that was easily

rendered serious by the loss of the engine-

house. It l>ecame imperative that the utmost

speed be developed in erecting another struc-

ture with a minimum of interference to engine

movements and motive power repair require-

ments since under the circumstances the old

tracks had to be continued in use. At the same
time it was desired to use this opportunity to

modernize the layout. The result was that

construction and design proceeded almost

simultaneously and both were largely pre-

scribed by the existing conditions, predomi-
nant among which was the location of the

turntable.

The new layout is a rectangular shaped
building, having straight walls on three sides

and the customar}' iimer circle of doors facing

the turntable. It is of brick and concrete con-

struction with a timber superstructure of the

shed roof tyjje modified to fit the rectangular

shape at the corners and where joining into

the machine shop and the repair bay monitor.

There are 21 stalls, divided into three sections

of seven stalls each, one section adjoining and
actually being a part of the eight-track repair

bay of the monitor type. In one corner of the

rectangular house beyond the radial section is

located a large machine shop, the boiler and
engine room, forges, air compressors and
pumps, hot air heating equipment and the

offices. A similar corner, although smaller, at

the other end has been utilized for the wash-
room, shower baths, and lavatories and above
this, in a small second floor, are located the

lockers. A lean-to adjoining the north wall of

the repair bay houses the pumps, tanks and
other machiner)' for a complete boiler washing
system.

The rectangular shape of the building re-

sulting from the location of the center of the

80-ft. turntable only 159'-3J/^" from the street

line, the existing radial tracks and the neces-

sity for complete utilization of all available
space, produced a non-uniform spacing of
pila.sters in the street wall. Thus the distance
between each pilaster increased gradually at

either side of the turntable center line perpen-
dicular to the street, tending to Income too
wide for economical construction beyond the
points where the street line intersected the
outer circle of the standard 105-ft. section.

Between these points, that is, along the chord,
single pilasters of heavy construction were
used while in the remainder of the wall, inter-

mediate pilasters were used to ix-rmit of tiie

easy installation of standard size sash.

Much of the foundation is supported on
piling, the site of the enginehouse bcini; tilled

ground near tidal waters, the piling being
driven in clusters of from two to four under
the pilasters. Four piles were driven under
each of the single pilasters in the chord section, -tt*>*TM -^
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three under each of the other main pilasters and two under

the intermediate ones. This, a« well .i- the location and num-
ber of pile* in the other section-; i.i the building arc shown

clearly in the illustrations. Piles were driven and cut off at

an elevation of 1 ft. 6 in. above mean low water. These were

capped or surmounted with concrete footings, 3 ft. wide, 20

in. thick, and from 7 ft. to 13 ft. long dej)ending upon the

number of piles and the location. These footings earn,' piers

from 5 to 11 ft. long, 13 in. thick, and 4 ft. high with an

H-ia. by 24-in. pilaster poured integrally with it on the inner

side. The strtxt wall proper is carried on a continuous rein-

forced concrete girder, resting on these piers and running the

with 6-ft. by 6-ft. footings carr>ing a 2-ft. 4-in. square pier

8 ft. 9 in. deep.

The repair bay is of the monitor type with a steel super-

structure fabricated from iloor beams, chords, etc., taken

from an old steel bridge across the Susquehanna river. This

work was done by company forces, the erection being han-

dled by the bridge gangs. .\ 15-ton elettric traveling crane

will be installed in this section of the building, provision

having been made in the design and con.slruction for this

purpose. The crane bay is 42 ft. TJ/j in. wide from center

to center of posts and runs the full length of this section.

.\ Whiting hoist of 200-ton capacity has also been installed

-M..

iffff dl L yl "l-

StCTlOM A~A

A Cross Section Through the Enginehouse and Repair Bay

full length of the wall. It is 13 in. thick and 7 ft. 4 in. high

with an 8-in. by 24-in. pilaster poured integrally with it to

correspond with the pilaster section poured with the piers.

The remainder of the street wall with the exception of the

lintel, which is another reinforced concrete beam running

continuously, is of brick and steel sash. The foundation

adjoining the transfer table is a gravity wall stepped to carr)-

one of the transfer table rails.

The engine stalls are designed on the basis of a standard

105 ft. house with five bavs spaced from inner to outer wall

at di.<tanccs of 26 ft., 24' ft., 20 ft., 19 ft. and 16 ft. The
limiting faptor of the distance from the center of the turn-

table to the street line made it necessary to continue the old

in this section in conjunction with four new concrete pits.

Other crane and hoisting facilities consist of a scries of si.x

post cranes of 16-ft. radius installed at convenient points

throughout the house.

Within the circle there are three stalls without engine pits,

five with old wooden pits, four of which have been extended

with concrete, and 13 new concrete pits with inside lengths

varying from 52 ft. to 89 ft. The seven-stall section at the

east end of the house has been floored with 6 in. of concrete

poured with depressed drains on each outer side of tlie pit

rails. These drains connect with the engine pits and carry

off quickly any water which ma\- accumulate on the floor

during boiler w^ashing, this section being used chiefly for

The Engine Terminal Occupies an Extremely Congested Location

angle Iwtween tracks of about 8 deg. 12 min., 49 sec. in

order to secure sufficient clearance at the doors; instead of

the usual standard of the Erie for this length of stall of

about 7 deg. The roof structure is of timber overlaid with

Barrett roofing and is supported upon wooden posts spaced

as described above. These in turn are carried on and

anchored to heavy concrete piers ami f(K)tings with a bearing

surface of 6 ft. by 6 ft. The lower ftwting is 18 in. thick,

the upper is 3J^ ft. by 3>4 ft. and 12 in. thick and the pier

is 1 ft. 6 in. square. The repair b;iy, having been designed

lor an electric traveling crane, refiiiin-d heavier foundations.

I our piles were driven under each column and surmounted

that purpose. One pit contains a concave section of track

with a 5 J/,
in. drop, an arrangement which permits of easy

removal of spring hangers, etc., without use of drop pits or

hoists. The remainder of the enginehouse and repair bay has

a cinder floor. The machine shop fl(X)r is Kreolite wood

block laid on concrete while the boiler room, blower room

and i>ump room are floored with cnmrete. .Alternate installa-

tions of Johns-Manville and Dickinson smoke jacks have

been made to secure comiiarative performance data.

The staicturc is heated Ity a modern installation of heat-

ing coils and blower discharging into a concrete air duct

situated below the floor and around the outer circle. This
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duct is tapped between each two stalls by lines of vitrified

clay pipe which carry the heated air to the engine pits.

Wherever the enginehouse tracks cross the duct, the upper

slab has been reinforced and in addition, the running rails

are carried in a double rail trussed construction.

Electrically Equipped for Economical Operation

The power used in the enginehouse for machine shop and
other uses, is purchased from an outside source supplying

two-phase energy at 2,300 volts, and 60 cycles which is

stepjjed down to 220 and 110 volts according to needs. A
unique method has been utilized to prevent the destructive

action of gases on wiring installed in conduits above the gas

line. From the switchboard at one end of the enginehouse,

the conduit is led out through the street wall and along

and over the e.xterior of the building. .\t points where it

was necessary to run wiring above the gas line, it was ac-

complished b)' mounting the wire on glass petticoated

insulators supported on the rafters.

On the inside of the street wall, two 100-watt lighting

units are installed between stalls and so arranged that the

light beam? from each will cross each other, both also being

for charging train lines and for various shop and engine-

house requirements.

The air line to the enginehouse stalls is carried on brackets

with other pip>e lines suspended from the rafters and follow-

ing around the building 30 ft. inside of the doors. There
are five distinct lines, aside from the steam line, consisting

respectively of a 3-in. air, a 4-in. cold water, a 4-in. filling,

a 4-in. washout and a 5-in. blow-off line. Each pit has

individual connections.

The Machine Shop Equipment

The machine shop is well arranged and well equipped
for the work to be performed, which consists entirely of light

running repairs. Should heavier repairs be required, a loco-

motive is sent to the North Shop on the other side of the

tracks. At the entrance from the enginehouse to the shop

there is a toolroom which serves all the men whether work-

ing in the shop or on locomotives. Adjoining this on the

same side is a double blacksmith forge with a blower, two

anvils and a trip hammer. A 3jX-in. bolt threader is also

placed on the same side of the room in a convenient position.

Six engine lathes are arranged in line along the street

The Street Wall of the Enginehouse on Pavonia Avenue

inclined downward to an angle of about 15 deg. from the

horizontal. A single unit of this type is mounted on the door

posts. The circuits for this latter installation arc lirought

over the roof of the enginehouse and down on the outside

of the door [x)st.^. Three flood lights mounted on the roof,

keep the turntable well lighted at night. Facilities for arc

welding are furnished by two Wilson two-man sets deliver-

ing sufficient current for four welders through cables tapped

at each stall and terminating in a 150-amperc charging

receptacle. The welder simply plugs in his welding lead at

the proper receptacle, removing it when he has completed his

work.

The majority of the machine tools are belt-driven from an

overhead line shaft ojwrated by a 50-hp., 220-volt, two-

phase motor with a 30-Iip. motor in reserve which can be

substituted immediately by throwing on a belt. Two large

turret lathes, a blower fan, and a large Ingersoll-Rand air

compressor unit have individual motor drives. The latter

unit is of the duplex, two-stage, constant speed tyjx; with a

capacity of l..^"4 cu. ft., the regulation of the supply tx-ing

accompiishcil liy a five-step clearance control which loads

or unloads the compressor in five successive steps, according

to needs. The motor is a 260-hp. synchronous motor oper-

atinf( on 2..H)0 volts. The plant supplies air at 100-lb.

pressure for use in the electro-pneumatic interlocking plant.

side of the shop. These range in size from 14 in. by 6 ft.

to 36 in. by 20 ft. In front of the lathes is a 60-ton rod
press, a double-end emery wheel grinder, a 42-in. drill press,

a 4J'2-ft. radial drill, a 2S-in. shaper, a 24-in. vertical turret

lathe, and a 42-in. vertical Iwring mill.

List of Shop Tools and Equipment

The location of the various machine tools is shown on the

general plan by numbers given in the following table:

I—60-Ion rod press.
2—455ft. Nfurllcr radial drill press.
3—38in. Smith & Mills shaper.
A—.lOin. by 3in. double-end emery wheel grinder.
5—42-in. drill press.
6—24 in. IliilLird verticil inrret lathe,
7—tJ-in. Colhurn verticil Niring mill.
«— 14-in. by 6-fl. Cisco rnirinc lathe.
9—17in. bv 8-(t. Xatimi.Tl cn«ine l.ilhe.
!0

—

Iftin. by S-fl. \ali.>n:il eimine lithe.
II—18-in. by 8-ft. Nation.il rnpine lathe.
12—28-in. bv 12 "^^-ft. Boyc *S[ Emmes entrine lathe.
13—36in. by 20-f(. New Haven engine lathe.
14

—

35i-in. .Adams bolt threader.
15—Trip hammer.
16—Buffalo for« blower.
17—Donble bbicksmith's forge.
IS—T>vo anvils

Protection Against Future Fires

Ample precautions have been taken for proper fire pro-
tection in addition to the fire walls between each of the seven
stall sections and lx.'tween the macliinc shop and the engine-
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hou-MT proper. A Urv iHimp situ.uni in the nuchiiic shop
connects with the main intake wad-r supply by a system of

valve* which arc normally set so ih.it the wati-r is hy-pa!W«d

around the [Himp. Each valve is plainly numi>crvd while

a large chart shows clearly what valve> shoulii l<c turned to

deliver water to any section of the liuilding or the yard. Fire

ho6e connections have been installed U-tween every two pits

within the liuilding, as well as on tlie roof structure, there

being five in the latter instance akuie. In addition numerous
other hydrants are installed in and around the remainder of

the building.

Methods Necessitated Close Co-operation

The ojn.'.truction of the Erie house necessitated close co-

o()eration Ixtween the engineerini;, motive jiower and oper-

ating departments. The broad plan adopted was for the

construction forces to \jv allowed thri-e tracks at a time, free

from interference while the o(Krating dei>anment would
deliver each 24 hours the designated rars of material before

the -t.irtiiii; lit' uiirk ci. h m<prnin^ I In- i-iiiiiiu-cr in ih.irLif

place, work was started on the concrete piers. The supj)orts

for the roof jxists were built in a progressive manner from

one end of the house to the other, the excavating, sheeting

and shoring where necessary, being handled by one gang,

and the forms by another, after which followed the con-

creting, removing of forms and backfilling.

The erection of the sujierstructure was handled in a some-

what similar manner, the work in this case being divided

and carried out i^rogressively from one end wall in each of

the three sections. The fx>sts, roof Ijcams and rafters were

framed in a car placed on tiic track next to the wall after

which the timbers were erected with the aid of a locomotive

crane. Material for additional stalls was then hoisted on

top of the roof and the remainder of the roofing structure

framed and erected from the top with the exception of the

posts. The f>ost.s were distril.iutfd well in advance of the roof

construction and as needed were erected by a locomotive

crane operating on engine stall tracks. This method insured

the use of a minimum amount of ground work and a conse-

iiuentlv iircath lt»fnf(i iiittrfcrenre with liHonintivi- unrk.

Boiler Washout Section, Showing Depressed Drains, Post Cranes, Etc.

of construction was given authority to move engines in the

roundhouse not under repair from stall to stall according

to the needs of the occasion. This factor in itself eliminated

much waste motion since it was possible to return one or

more tracks to the motive power department and take |)osses-

sion of others promi)tly, thus keeping the construction forces

and equipment steadily at work, .\nother factor of conse-

quence was the assurance of ready material liy keeping it

"in load." On account of lack of storage space wherever

possible all material purchased was loaded into f-rie cars

and when this was not possible it was transferred on the

job as soon as .such cars were available. These cars were

held in one of the outer freight yards subject to the orders

of the engineering de|)artment. Ka< h afternoon a li.st of the

cars containing the materials wanted for the ne,\t day's work

was forwarded to the oi)erating (Ui)artmint, which moved

them to the roundhouse after rush hours, the ones designated

being set in on the enginehouse tracks before morning.

Construction itself was prosecuted from as many different

points as possible. Hoth track drivers and land drivers were

used for the piling, working in the case of the former from

the radial tracks and extensions to them laid along the line

of the outer wall. As soon as each cluster of piles was in

The new enginehouse was designed by the engineering

department of the Erie, R. C. Falconer, assistant to the

president and chief engineer, C. H. Splitstone, sujieiintend-

ent of construction and surveys; F. A. Howard, engineer of

structures and O. V. Derr, resident engineer, in active charge

of construction in the field. The Austin Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, was the contractor for the superstructure and
Frank D. Brown of Jersey City, N. J., for the substructure.

.\'oN-OBSERV.\NCE OF Riu-E 6 of the codc of per diem rules, re-

quiring subscribers to the car service and per diem agreement

to make settlements for car hire with non-subscriber con-

nections at the established per diem rate without any tree

time and without reclaim, has been complained of to tlie

Board of Directors of the American Railway .Association, and

an appeal lias been issued, calling upon the railroads to sec

that the provisions of Rule 6 are uniformly enforced. Non-

observance results in discrimination as between non-sub-

•scribcr railroads and in constant efforts of non-subscriber

roads to obtain as favorable arrangements as may have been

made with the few, all of which has a tendency to break

down the entire per diem structure.
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Freight Car Loading

Shows Further Gain
Washington, D. C.

RE\KNVK KKKir.HT Car loading continued to increase dur-

ing the week ended on October 28 and vvas over the

million mark for the second time this )'ear. The total,

1,014,480, was also only 4,059 cars less than the record for

a week established in October, 1920, and in all districts

except the Pocahontas and the North Western, the loading

was in e.xiess of that for the corresjionding week of 1920.

The loading for the three western districts combined was

also in excess of that for 1920. The total loading for the

week w-as 10,721 in excess of that for the previous week,

63,096 greater than that for the corresponding week of last

year, and 33,2j 8 greater than that for the corresponding

week of 1920. The peak of car loading this }ear is later

than it vvas in 1920 or 1921, but it is now regarded as

probable that the next week's loading w'ill show some reduc-

tion. The loading of grain and grain products was less

than it was the week before although all other classes of

commodities showed an increase and all but coal and mer-

chandise l.c.l. showed increases as compared with last year.

All except coal, coke and ore also showed increases as com-
pared with 1920. The summary as compiled by the Car
Service Division of the American Railway Association is

given in the accompanying table.

The number of locomotives out of service for repairs

showed a further decrease during tlie first half of October

to 15,935, or 24.7 per cent, for repairs requiring over 24

hours, and 3,296, or 5.1 per cent, for repairs requiring less

than 24 hours. The number of locomotives turned out of

shop during the period was 11,404. However, the number
of serviceable locomotives stored had been reduced to 950.
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REVENUE FREIGHT CAR LOADINGS

rev?;nue freight loaded

Summary—All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Years Ago. Week Ended Saturday, October 2S. 19J2

Total revenue freight leaded

DistiicU Year

Eastern 1 922

1921

MIcKhany 1922

1921

Pocahontas 1922

1921

Southern 1922

1921

Northwestern 1922

1921

Central Western 1922

1921

Soulhweslcrn 1922

1921

Total Western districts. . 1922

1921

Tol.ll. all ro.i.ls 1922

1921

1O20

Incrc.isc compared 1921

Decrease compared 1921

Increase compared 1920

Decreise comrarcd 1920

October 2S 1922

October 21 1922

October U 1932

October 7 1922

Se^onber 30 1932

and

grain

products

10,152

12,310

3,561

2,791

212

276

4,041
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12,413

5,949
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52,492
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4,035

3,640

3,896

3,321
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2,654

2,307
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13,915

4,106

3,066

31,690

27,120

42,644

36,829

32,867

5,815

9,777
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39,141

39,359

39,830
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57,170

56,603

58,624

58,928

18,881

25,000

22,830

26,790

11.299

12,586

22,582

24.585

6,542

6.138

40.423

43.309

197,928

210,630

222,986

12,702

25,058

197,928

196.771

196.926

189.312

189.349

Coke

2,050

2,690

5,814

2,611

370

212

1,206

580

1,480

872

322

196

146

235

1,948

1,303

11.338

7.396

16,492

3.992

5,104

11,388

10,631

10,208

9,880

9.456

Forest

products

5.963

5,324

3,233

3,166

1,681

1,432

20.992

16.937

14.697

12.776

7,028

7,316

6,990

7,479

28,715

27.571

60.5S4

54,430

59,4ft6

6,154

118

6C,58t

60,344

59,727

57.844

58.742

Ore
5.228

4,321

8,759

5,122

48

2

1,342

568

30,187

6,463

2,044

763

397

857

32.628

8.083

48.005

18.096

68.039

29,909

20.034

48,005

45.468

46.362

47,439

40,777

•
Mdse.

L.C.L.

64.838

66,005

50.382

50.417

5,464

5,881

39,065

39,541

27.092

29.318

31.362

32.477

15.477

15.932

73.031

77,727

233.6,><0

239,571

213.440

5.801

20.240

233.680

231.797

226.123

228.515

234.517

This

M iscel- year

lanrous 1922

99.468 248,904

96,095

80,481 214,750

68,0M

3,779 30,804

4.029

46.357 138.487

40.833

42.709 153.272

39.964

62.621 155.733

55.953

32.923 72.530

31.337

138.253 381,535

127.254

368.338 1.014,480

336.;22

3.10.456

32.116 63.096

37,882 33.238

368.338 1.014.480

364.505 1,003.759

352,491 983.470

345.267 968,169

351.581 988,381

Corre-

sponding

Corre-

sponding

year year

1921 1920

246,988 238,442

194,367 210,427

37,273 37,469

130,934 129,367

125,347 158.440

147,618 140,817

68.957 66,280

341,822 365,537

951,384

981.242

951.384 981. :42

064,811 1,008,818

910.529 1.018,539

899,681 1,011.666

904.831 992.283



Railway Development Lags Behind Traffic Increase

C. H. Markham Tells Railway Business Association How
Inadequate Facilities Menace Prosperity

THAT THE rxcREASE in railway facilities during the past

dtiade and more has U-en entirely inadequate to meet
growinij traftic re(|uirinunt.s and that this check to

railway development has reMilted from restrictive legislation

was the theme of the address of ("harles H. Markham, pres-

ident of the Illinois Ontral. delivered at the annual dinner
of the Railway Business Association on Thursday evening.

Other speakers were Senator Georue Wharton Pepper of

Pennsylvania and James A. Kniery, counsel of the National
Association of Manufacturers.

Mr. Markham presented some interesting statistics to show
the extent of the decline in railway development in recent

years. For example: during the five-year period ended in

1921 the increase in the combined tractive effort of all loco-

motives was 60 per cent IcSs than for the five-year period

ended 190"; similarly, tlie increase in tonnage capacity of

all freight cars was 85 per cent less for the jieriod ended
1921 than for that of 1907. Mr. Markham also laid em-
phasis upon the significant fact that the present acute short-

age of transportation is being felt at the beginning of a period

of industrial revival and not, as has always lieen the case

heretofore, at the peak of business activity. Mr. Emen.-, in

his address, advocated an end to government interference

in labor disputes unless there is imminent danger of an
interruption in transjwrtation. The addresses of Mr. Mark-
ham and Mr. Emer\' follow in part:

Mr. Markham's Address

We have witnessed this year a remarkable change in con-

ditions in the United States. The country recently was

passing through one of the most profound business depres-

sions in its history. It has emerged from this depression,

and has entered a ])eriod of tcaivity in production and com-

merce such as those which always have followed its panics

and depressions in the past. Foreign conditions affecting

our exfxjrt business are very unsatisfactorj-, and it is im-

possible to measure the influence they will exert. But our

domestic commerce always has been many times as im-

portant as our foreign commerce, and in our own land almost

ever)' condition seems favoralde to another era of expansion

and prosperity.

At the very threshold of this new era, however, we are

confronted with a shortage of railroad transportation. The
farmers have produced bumper crops. The railways have

moved more grain this year than ever l>efore in histor)-.

Nevertheless, the farmers complain that, although their big

crop has not all been har\'ested, they cannot get enough cars

for even the grain that is ready for shipment. Lumber
manufacturers find themselves unable to ship the lumber

they have produced and for which there is a demand. The
coal mine operators cannot get anywhere near as many cars

as they order. Manufacturers of iron and steel show that

their output is being restricted because the railways cannot

deliver them enough fuel and raw materials. Road building

and other construction concerns comf)lain that their business

is interfered with by the priority in the use of open top cars

being given to coal under an order of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Grmvers of fruit and vegetables say

they are suffering large losses because they cannot get

enough refrigerator cars.

Some of these complaints are exaggerated. Some are with-

out justification. Rut they reflect a nationwide condition,

the existence of wliidi cannot be ([ucstioned.

Transportation Shortage, Heretofore Felt Only

at Peak Times, Now Comes at Beginning

There have Iteen other times when the .serN-ice the railways

could render has Ixen unequal to the demands. This was

the case, for example, in 1906 and 1907, and in the war

years. But in every pa.st time when there was a .shortage of

transportation it was felt only after the revival and increase

of business had been going on for some time and had carried

production and commerce to higher levels than ever before.

What we call "car shortages" always have represented in-

adequacy of all railroad facilities. The "car shortages" of

1906 and 1907 did not come until toward the close of a

ten-year jjeriod of industrial and commercial expansion dur-

ing which the railways had increased by 2y2 times the volume

of freight carried by them. The car shortages of the war
years did not begin until when, in 1916, the railways were

handling 20 per cent more freight than in the previous year.

The outstanding fact regarding the present shortage of

transportation, the significant fact which challenges our at-

tention, is that it has been met at the very beginning of a

period of business revival. In this respect it creates a situa-

tion unprecedented in the history of the United States—

a

situation which should cause every farmer and business mau,
every railway regulating official, every public man, every

wage worker, to pause and reflect seriously.

Adequate Transportation Necessary

for Prosperity to Any Class

It is plain to ever)- man wiio thinks that the wage labor

can be paid, the income the famier can get, the profits that

can be derived from business, dei)end in the long run upon
the total amount of production and commerce that can Ix*

carried on. If the necessities, comforts and luxuries each of

our people have is to l>e increased, we must increase our

total production and commerce more rapidly than our p)opula-

tion. We have always done this in America. But nothing

could be more obvious than that the increase in production

and commerce which is vital to the welfare of all cannoi

be secured without a corres|)onding increase in transport.

It is a historic fact that in this country within the last

one hundred years prcxluction and commerce and the mate-

rial welfare of the jx'ople have increased faster than they

ever have in any other country in the world. It is also true,

as every student knows, that this wonderful material progress

has been made possible In' the fact that until recently our

railroads always were dcveloix-il ahead of. and prepared the

way for, the growth of iiojiulation and indu.stry. The con-

ditions which now exi.st, therefore, mark a revolution in our

affairs. Nothing le.ss than a revolution has occurred when
our railroads, whose suqilus capacity has always in past

periods of business made jwssible the vast increases which

have occurred in our jinxluction and commerce, are found

threatening to ]irove unequal, or actually proving unequal,

to the demands made upon tliem at the veiy beginning of a

l)eriod of business revival.

The railways are now moving about as much freight
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weekly as in 1920, when the highest record was made. In

spite of this the "car shortage" recently reported has been

the largest ever known, and the demands of shippers con-

tinue to increase. In past j^eriods of business revival the

increase in freight business has gone on until it has reached

a point 35 to 150 per cent higher than ever before. We
may well ask ourselves whether, with tiie railways hnding
it difficult to surpass the freight carrying record of 1920,

they can l)e expected within a few months or years to handle

such an increase in tonnage as past experience shows would
be only normal in a j)eriod of general revival of commerce
and industrj-.

Inadequate Transportation Costs Farmers $400,000,000

Who can measure the losses which may be sustained by

the countr)"s people if the railways prove unable to increase

anywhere near as much as they have in past periods the

amount of freight handled? Mr. Julius H. Barnes, president

of the Chamber of Commerce of tlie United States, was head

of the government's grain corporation during the war, and

has been in the grain exporting business for 30 years. In

a recent address Mr. Barnes showed how inadequacy of

transportation has so restricted the flow of grain from our

farms to Europe that, in his opinion as an e.xpert, the dif-

ference between the prices of grain on our farms and in

foreign markets average 10 cents a bushel more than it

would if transportation conditions in this country enabled

the grain to flow normally to market. He estimated that if

similar transjiortation conditions continued throughout the

crop year the loss due to them suffered by farmers on grain

alone'vvould \>e $400,000,000. He attributed the inadequacy

of transportation to "an over-rigid system of government

regulation over our railroads, which has extended over ten

or twelve years." Apply similar reasoning to all the rest of

the industry of the country, and you will get some idea as to

why Secretary Hoover recently estimated tliat ever)' period

of shortage of transportation costs the country at least a

billion dollars.

Why are we suffering from this shortage of transportation

at the ver\- beginning of a business revival ? The correct

answer must l>e given to this question, and the public must

be convinced that it is correct. Without an informed public

opinion the situation cannot be remedied.

The situation is partly due to the coal strike and the

shop employees' strike. The long coal .strike has imposed

upon the railways a demand for the movement during the

fall and winter months of a vast tonnage of coal which should

have been moved in the spring and .summer. The shop

employees" strike has delayed repairs to a large amount of

equipment which was in bad order when it Ijcgan and which

would have been made ready for ser\'ice if the strike had

not occurred.

Development of Industry Continues

—

Railroad Development Lags

But it would Ik- a serious mistake to assuiiu- that these

strikes have caused the present shortage of transportation

and that it will disappear when their effects have l>een re-

moved. The causes of the present .shortage of transportation

and the still greater shortage there is reason for fearing go

much deeper and farther back. During the last 15 years

the production and commerce of the countrj', in spite of

occasional reverses, have grown as rapidly in proportion as in

previous years. The increa.ses in the freight offered the

railways conclusively prove thi.s. But during this time the

development of the facilities of the railways has steadily

and rapidly declined. The time has come at last when not

only has the surplus capacity of the railways iK-en exhausted,

l>ut when their development has fallen far behind that of

other industries. These are the real causes of the present

situation.

Decline in Tractive Povi^er Increase

60 Per Cent, Car Capacity 85 Per Cent

In the 5 years ending with June 30, 1907, the number of
locomotives in service on the railways of the United States
increased 18,160. The end of this period coincided with
the beginning of the period of restrictive regulation. Com-
pare this with the increases that have occurred since then.
In the 5 years ending with June 30, 1912, the increase in

the number of locomotives in service was only 8,-147; in the

43/2 years ending with December 31, 1916, it was only
4,558; and in the 5 years ending with 1921 the number of
locomotives in service actually decreased 664. The loco-

motives retired were constanll)- being replaced with more
powerful engines, and the increase in the total tractive power,
or total pulling capacity of the locomotives in service in the
first 5 years of this period was 640 million pounds. In the
next S years it was only 338 million pounds; in the next

43/^ years 367 million pounds; and in the 5 years ended
with 1921 only 262 million pounds.
Now, take freight cars. In the 5 years ending with June

30, 1907, the number in service increased over 480,000.
In the next 5 years it increased less than 230,000; in the

41/S years ended December 31, 1916, it increased only 114,-

000; and in the 5 years ended with 1921 the number of

freight cars in service actually declined 13,521. The cars

retired were constantly replaced with cars of larger capacity,

and the increases in the total capacity of the freight cars in

service were as follows: 5 years ended with 1907, 23 mil-
lion tons; 5 years ended with 1921, 16 million tons; 4^
years ended with 1916, 12 million tons; 5 years ended with
1921, 31^ million tons.

Comparison of the figures for the two 5-year periods
farthest apart show that the increase in the total tractive

power of locomotives was almost 60 f)er cent less, and the

increase in the total capacity of freight cars 85 per cent

less in the 5 years ended with 1921 than in the 5 year>

ended with 1907. Probably these statistics afford as good a

measure as could be given of the decline in the expansion of

the railways which has occurred.

Decline in Increase of Other Facilities

The decline in the amount and capacit}' of tlie equipment
provided has been accompanied by a corresponding decline

in other facilities provided. Construction of new lines, which
formerly averaged about 5,000 miles a year, has dwindled
until during the last 5 years more mileage has tx-en abandoned
than built. The enlargement of terminals, the construction

of second and other additional main tracks, the improve-

ment of stations, have been for years coming nearer and
nearer to a standstill.

The fact that a decline in the expansion of the railroads

lias l)een occurring has l)een frequently stated and is gen-

erally known. I have given the.sc statistics not so much to

show there has been a decline as to make clear how mucli

greater it has been than most people realize.

Railways Can Increase Facilities

if Capital Is Forthcoming

It should l)e evident to even,- well informed person that

tlie country must have a revival of the expansion of its

means of transiwrfation, or its prcxluction, commerce, wealth

and the well lieing of its p)eople will never be able to in-

crea.se again as in the past. Some advocate the development

of other means of transportation, such as inland waterways,

upon the theori- that needed transportation can be obtained

more economically by other means than by railroad develop-

ment, or that adequate develoimient of the railroads has

l>ecome imix»ssible. In my opinion, it is easily demon.itrahle

that the additional transportation needed can Ik- .secured

more economically by increasing the capacity- of the railways



than in any uthcr way. Furthcmiore, I say merely what
• very experienced railway officer will endorse when I add
hat if a reasonable anxMint of nc-w capital can be raised

'V them the capacity of our railroads can be increased just

!•> easily and rapidly in future as it fonncrly was.

The Cause of the Present Situation

What is it that has caused this great and menacing decline

in railroad development!' What must be done to revive

their expan>iun.'' From time to time it is suggested that

ngulation sliould be alxJishcd and the managements of the

lilruads given tlie same fn-edom of action as those of other

.luems. I believe the railroads, l»ecause of their character

nd fundamental importance to all other business, should be

l>erated under the supervision of agencies controlled by the

|iul)Iic. But while I am a firm believer in the principle of

regulation, I also U'lieve that government regulation as it

h.is been practiced for IS years is almost wholly responsible

'•r the decline of railroad development and for the existing

iiDrtage of transpwrtation. For 10 years Iwfore tlic war.

regulation kept down the rates and reduced the net return

'if the railroads, although wages, prices and the returns

tamed in other lines of business were increasing. The
l^olicy of regulation was dictated chiefly by tho.se who charged
that the railways were enormously over-capitalized and who
argued that because they render an essential public service

the net return they are allowed to earn should be especially

restrictetl. Persons who had money to invest more and
more avoided the railroads. The market value of their

.securities declined, and with it the capital they could raise

to expand their facilities. After the countn,- entertxl the

war they were unable satisfactorily to meet the demands.
When the government after operating them 2 years returned

them to their owners, without having substantially enlarged

their facilities, their expenses had lx>en increasixl so much
more than their rates and earnings that they were incurring

a large deficit, and the prices of their securities had sunk
to new low levels.

Congress provided in the Transportation Act that the

Interstate Commerce Commission .should have authority to

.set aside rates made by state authorities which were dis-

criminator}' against interstate commerce or unrea.sonably

unremunerative; that it should m;ike a tentative valuation

of the railroads and so fix the rates on this valuation as to

enable the carriers, under economical and efficient manage-
ment, to provide ade(|uate transportation; and that for two

years it should take 5|/^ per cent upon the valuation as its

mea.sure of a fair return and might in its discretion allow

Yi oi \ per cent more to be earned.

The Commission in 1920 granted advances in rates which

it Ijelieved would l)e sufficient to cover the increases in oper-

ating expenses which had occurred and to enable the railways

to earn a return of 6 per cent upon the tentative valuation

of $18,900,000,000 made by it. Hut the country was just

entering a period of l>usiness recession and depression. Rail-

way traffic declined to the lowest level since 1915. In spite

of the most drastic retrenchments, instead of 6 per cent the

railways earned and received in 1921 only 3
'/i p)er cent

—

an amount barely equal to their fixed charges, .\lthough

a large part of the railways were threatened with bankruptcy,

there was raised throughout the (ountPi- a demand for a

general reduction of freight nitis. Farmers, business men,

politicians, all joined in it. Reductions of rates l)eing

manifestly impossible without reductions of wages, and the

cost of living and wages in other industries having declined,

the railways af)[)licd to the Railroad Labor Board for gen-

eral reductions of wages.

Reductions of rates were advocated on the ground that

they were cs.sential to a revival of general business. With-

out ncrw arguing the question whether they were desirable or

not. it is notable that general business began to revive Ix-forc

any reductions of rates were made. Within the last 6

months the freight busines> handled by the railways has

increased 30 per cent, and the net return earned by the

carriers as a whole this year has been somewhat larger than

last year, having averaged 4 per cent uf>on their valuation.

Owing to this, to the relatively large advance which has

occurred in the market prices of railway securities and to

the prosjx'ctive demands of a still heavier traffic, the railways

thus far this year have ordered more cars and locomotives

and begun more improvements of other kinds to enable them
to handle more business than they have for several years.

To the middle of October orders for locomotives this year

has totaled 1,792, for freight cars 122,05.^ and for passenger

cars 1,467.

Adequate Revenues the Only

Solution of Railroad Problem

Clearly it is essential to the welfare of the country that

the railways should as rapidly as practicable p>ut their exist-

ing facilities in good condition, and that they should for

some years raj)idly im])rove and expand their properties.

What is necessary to insure that this will be done? Those
charged with the responsibility of managing railways can
make but one answer. The one thing, and the only thing,

which ever will enable and cau.se the railways to carry out

a sufficient program of expansion will be to let them earn
sufficient net return to raise the new capital required for

that purpose. The question is not what interest and dividends

railways ought to pay. It is what they must pay to get

capital.

The Interstate Commerce Commission having, after 2

years more of investigation, again held reasonable the valua-

tion placed by it upon the railways in 1920, has held it

would be fair and in the public interest for them to eani

in future an average annual net return of 5;^ 4 jjer cent on
this valuation. In view of past ex]>erience in the railroad

busine.ss and of present economic conditions it is im[XKsible

to comprehend how any reasoning mind could conclude that

the earning power by the railways of any smaller average

return than 5-^.; per cent over a period of years would enable

them to raise the large amounts of new capital which, in the

interest of the entire producing, commercial and consuming
public, they should raise and invest.

It is a fact, however, which we must not minimize or

disregard that a strong and widespread propaganda is Iwing

carried on to secure legislation to reduce the net return of

the railways to a much lower basis than that which the

Commission has held reasonable. It has Ijeen proposed in

bills introduced in Congress to restore to the states the same
authority to regulate rates that they had l^efore the Trans-
portation Act was passed. This would remand the railways

again to tlie rule of 49 masters. It would result in the

states again making state rates lower than the corresponding

interstate rates. It would destroy the ability of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to so regulate rates as to enable

the railways to earn net returns adequate to attract a suffi-

cient amount of new ca[>ital.

In addition, the valuation made by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is being attacked by certain labor and
political leaders on the ground that it is from $5,000,000,000
to $7,000,000,000 too large.

The passage of the Valuation Act under whose provisions

the Interstate Commerce Commission collected and compiled

the information upon which the valuation was based, was
secured 9 years ago chiefly by men who claimed that the

railways as a whole were gros.sly over-capitalized. Basim;

its estimate mainly ujHm the wages and prices of materials

which prevailed in 1914 the Commission, after 8 years' work
in carrying out the valuation law, has found that the value

of the railways as a whole, while less than the investment

.shown by their Ixwks, is more than $2,000,000,000 greater



than the amount of tlieir securities actually outstanding in

the hands of the public.

Attacks on Rate Making Provisions

of Transportation Act

It would be unwise to ignore the fact that many people,

especially railway employees, and farmers in the middle

west who are suffering from adverse conditions, are believing

and being influenced by propaganda against the railways.

Its avowed purpose is to bring about changes in federal

regulation by which the valuation would be scaled down
billions of dollars and the net return of tlie railways cor-

respondingly restricted. The attack is directed chiefly

against the rate-making provisions of the Esch-Cummins
Act. The most important of these provisions now in effect

is that which directs the Interstate Commerce Commission in

fixing rates to consider the need of the countr\- for adequate

transportation. Therefore, the principal thing Congress

would do by repealing the rate-making provisions would be

to say in effect to the Commission that it should not in future

consider the need of the countPi- for adequate transportation.

The principal lesson taught by the outlaw switchmen's

strike two years ago and the recent shopmen's strike seem
plain enough. Both, after doing much harm, proved fail-

ures. They plainly indicate that, having established an
impartial tribunal to pass on labor controversies, the public

will always be so strongly against railway employees who
strike that most strikes will in future be foredoomed to failure

from the start. The public and the railroads long since

decided it would !:« best for all concerned for differences

between the railways and their employees which could not be

settled by direct negotiations to be settled by arbitration.

Labor leaders have l^een hostile to arbitration. There are

indications, however, that railway labor leaders who are not

infected with radical hostility to the entire present industrial

and social system, but who are simply striving to promote the

best interests of members of their unions under the present

industrial .system, are losing confidence in strikes, and es-

pecially in strikes on a huge scale, as means for promoting
the welfare of labor.

With respect to the valuation law and the rate-making

provisions of the Transportation Act, there seems real danger
that they will be changed for the worse unless the public

can be given a better understanding of the railroad situation.

and of what must be done to improve it if it is not to be

allowed to restrict the growih of production and commerce
until it brings a great disaster upon die nation. That dis-

aster must be avoided; and therefore adoption of the policy

that would cau.se it must be f)revented.

Duty of Executives to Educate Employees and Public

In concluding my remarks I wish to emphasize as strongly

as I can the duty that those responsible for the management
of the railroads owe to their security owners and to the

nation to make much greater efforts than they ever have to

give railway employees and the public a better understanding
of railroad management, of the railroad situation and of

the railroad problem. Most of the troubles of mankind are

due to lack of understanding or to misunderstanding. A
ven,- large majorit}' of the employees of the railways are

good citizens who do their duty as they see it, and who desire

to contribute their share toward their country's progress ana
prosperity. I have an abiding faith, based upon long experi-

ence as a railway officer, that if the managements of the rail-

roads will not only treat the employees fairly, but will also

get to them the facts about the railroad business which they

are entitled to know, and appeal to and rely upon their

intelligence and good sense, a large majority of railway

employees will respond in what they say and do in the

same spirit.

I have, besides, an abiding faith in the fairness and good
sense of the American public. We should never have had
the unfair and harmful policy of regulation we have had for

fifteen years if there had not been abuses in the railroad

business which the managements themselves ought to have
corrected. Furthermore, we should not have seen this policy

persisted in year after year if the railroad managements had
not failed to use legitimate means which were available for

presenting to the public the simple facts which demonstrate

that, in spite of some abuses, the railways of this country

have been as honestly, as economically and as public spirit-

edly developed and managed as any large industn,-.

The duty—the selfish duty, if you please—of helping create

an intelligent public sentiment regarding regulation of rail-

roads rests upon our agricultural leaders, our business leaders,

our public men and our newspapers as much as upon railway

managers; and all will suffer in the disaster that will result

if such a public sentiment is not created.

Mr. Emery's Address

If it is no longer necessary for a railway business man
like John Stevens to convince a Livingstone that a locomotive

may operate upon a track with the speed and safety of a

canal lx)at, or persuade a complacent turnpike company that

it is feasible to substitute .steam for a Conestoga wagon, you

are still confronted with conceptions of public railway con-

trol that fit only "the Tooncrville trolley that meets all the

trains." I view with apprehension that misguided belief

that would divide the control of national transportation

among 48 principalities or fatuously insists that we may
starve our distributive service and insure its growth. The
lessening consuming power of the transportation giant al-

ready reacts u|x)n a thousand activities that fed its diminished

appetite. If economic necessity drives from its exclusive

service the great specialists who have ministered to its needs

and multiplied its powers, it is the American people who
will suffer.

From the shipper's viewpoint, what problem is more vital

than an effective means to prevent the continually threatened

interruption of interstate commerce through disputes Itctween

carriers and their employees? Within ,^5 years, four notable

legislative experiments are rcjirescnfcd in the .-Vets of 1888,

1898, 101.1. and the Labor Board provisions of 1020, Stand-

ing in the shadow of the most serious effort to paralyze

transportation since 1894, may we not inquire whether the

nature and operation of the pre.-cnt method indicates that its

theory and practical administration are best calculated to

secure the object sought?

Two things are prerequisities of any plan. The one, an

enlarged acceptance of social responsibility so indisf>ensable

to the .security of our interdependent .social life; the other,

a resolute and effective enforcement of existing law against

any and even- combination that crosses the deadline of public

sa fety.

Approaching the present plan, I critici.se neither the per-

.sonnel of the Labor Board nor its administration. I am
concerned with a far more fundamental a.sp)ect of the matter,

the jirinciplc of ofx-ration and the tendencies it is plainly

dcvelojiing. What is it that is sought? A practical means
of protecting the paramount public interest in uninterrupted

transportation, efficiently performed at reasonable rates. The
method employed is arbitration through representative groups,

com[K>lling inquiry and delivering an opinion without penalty.

This is not adjustment through a commission representing

the public exclusively, but arbitration through groups rep-

resenting the parties at interest in which the public element



1- a minorit)-. The Board is unrrlat«->j ro thf Intrr^tatc Cam-
::.L.' • Comraissian. The primar\

•utKo is thi-refore the .sopur.i-
I

bodies. The price of trui.-, • ;i.iii..ii i> ncn-^s.iriiv
i.v iu> cost, but the body lixing the price is noc a
:|ant in detrniiinini; the cost,

liicsc structural defixts niuy be cured by amendment if

It is practicable to establish a liaison Ijetwecn the I.at>or
!'•

! and the Commission. But .1 >till i,'r.ivcr ' "
-

nature of the plan and will :<. kiuc mu:
:.. it- continuing operation. I he public is n.>; v. ...v. ....«]

n every difference between management and men incidental

I.) the emplojmcnt relation, but only such as threaten a

substantial interruption of commerce. The present Board.
in 2'/i years, has received 11,000 disputes, which means that

in practical operation it deals not with irreconcilable differ-

ences of gravity but Incomes a detailed and meticulous super-
visor of every circumstance of working conditions, necessarily

abstituting the judgment of a public Ixxly for the discrc-

:;onar>' authority of e.\i)erienced management in contract,

ndividually or collectively, with free men. If this means
iiything at all, it is practical substitution of governmeni
(r private control under circumstances that do not make for

onomic ojicration. But. furthermore, the establishment of

: Kit morale, once the proud boast of every road, demands an
ntimate relation l>etween management and men in accord-
iiice with their mutual agreement. But right employment
relations cannot be manufactured i<y government and imposed
from without. The experience of ail industn,- teaches that

ihey are a human growth that springs up only from within.

The issue then is, are we, as a matter of national policy,

to permanently aftprove the meticulous regulation of the rela-

tion of railroad managers and employees, or urge govern-

ment inter\'ention only when their natural disagreements,

arising out of their differing conception of private interest

and public obligation, threaten the suspension of indis-

pensable service. One method leads to a detailed govern-

mental control characterized by all the essential asfiects of

ownership. The other gives free play to the origination and
' -tablishment of employment relations in accordance with the

:rcumstances of c-ach road as an independent unit of self-

jnterest and transportation prwluction and stops the assertion

of group interest only when it approaches the deadline of

public safety. It rests upon continuing enforcement by
public authority, of public order, under ever)' circumstance

and upon every cxrcasion and with all the weapons possessed

by government under the long standing, clearly recognized

limitations u[)on combined aggression.

Are we then left to the ultimate of compelled arbitration

if the dispute reaches its crisis? ("ompulsor)- arbitration is

the last re.'ort of social self-defense. Why, therefore, not

experiment within safe limits, with the protective sanction

of an aroused and informed and thercfnlre invincible puidic

opinion? Suf>pose the President of the I'nited States, when-
ever in his judiancnt, a dis[)Ute between a carrier and its

employees threatens the movement of the mails, the free flow

of commerce between the states, or the distriliution of supplies

es.sential to the Army and Navy for the national defense,

halted the controver.sy and apiK>inted, for the express pur-

pose, a commission of not to exued live impartial and quali-

fied persons to investigate the rau.ses and circumstances of

the controversy and report their findings to him, to be made
by him pui)lic. To preserve the sui)ject matter of controversy

and insure uninterrupted operation, it may be made unlawful

for the parties to the dispute to strike or lockout until a

reasonable time after the publication of the report of the

President's (oinniission. Tliereupon. if the determination to

conrertedly but p«'accfully witliilraw from the ser\'icc of the

carrier remains, it may lie exerri.sed after the taking of a

secret ballot, under the supervision of a public officer, by the

parties in ass(X"iation.

Ultimate intcr\'ention in the public interest may thus be
sccurvd under circumstances which, while protecting trans-

portation from obstruction or stoppage, insures an inquiry*

into any dispute of sub.-i.mtial im[)ortance under circum-
stances which, rivetini; pii 1:^ ,iti<iitii,n u|>on the event, as-

sure for the commission's limiiiig attentive consideration and
the establishment of an informed opinion. The period of

delay intervening for permitted action a.ssures a deliberate

e.\ercise of judgment under circumstances which e.xcite the

recognition of a condition demanding correction or the {Hiblic

condemnation of the withdrawal in terms so certain that it

cannot endure.

I. C. C. Declines To Take
Charge of Car Distribution

WuiiixcTOX. D. C.

TiiK Interstate Commerce Commission has declined

formally to take charge of car distribution under
Paragraph 15 of Section 1 of the Interstate Commerce

Law, as it was reque.sted to do by the Washington Depan-
ment of Public Works and others who have presented de-

mands of ;he shippers of the Northwest for an increased

car supply, on the ground that the commission deems such
a step unwise and prefers, under the circumstances, to work
in co-operation with the Car Service Division of the .\merican
Railway .Association. The Cur Service Division has recently

taken steps to relieve the situation in the Northwest by issu-

ing orders for the return by the eastern roads of cars of

western line ownership, but in spite of this fact the com-
mission has been urged, particularly by O. O. Calderhead,
traffic ex]>ert of the Washington commission, and also by
Senator Poindexter, to exert its emergency powers. On
November 3 the Washington commission advised Mr. Calder-

head, who has been in Washington in connection with the

matter for several weeks, in effect to demand that the com-
mission take direct charge. This was followed by a message
to the commission on the subject from Senator Poinde.\ter,

to which the commission replied as follows:

"The commission deems it unwise formally to take charge
of cars under sub-.section IS. The effect might \)C to relieve

carriers from responsibility and the commission is without
the elaborate organization necessarj' to handle the subject

in detail, and the time required to build up .such an or-

ganization renders it jjractically impossible. Tiie fact of

the matter is there are not enough cars and motive jwwer
to go around and it is physically impossible wholly to re-

lieve the situation. The directions of the Car Service Divi-

sion of the .\merican Railway .Association are made after

the fullest conferences with our representatives and we have
the personal assurances of the executives of the affected

carriers that orders will be observed. In fact our check
.shows car distribution is being made so far and fa.st as

physical conditions permit. The demand made on carriers

now is the greatest in history at this time of the year, with

motive power only two-thirds in service as a result of the

strikes."

The Car Service Division reports that the orders i.<sued

Octolx;r 25 have been made effective on all lines and that

the movement of empty western route cars to home lines is

well under way. .Although reports were not yet available

from all lines, such as have been received indicate sub-

stantial progress in this direction. For instance, up to and
including October 30, throe New England lines delivered

371 western cars to connections for home, while six of the

smaller lines cast of Chicago report delivering 59S. Two
Kansas City lines report delivering 512 while six western

lines delivered 1,618. In addition to the aiiove an informal

report frcm one of the larger eastern lines says that up to



the evening of the first it exf>ected to have completed deliver}'

at western junctions of 400 cars with approximately 200

more en route to be delivered within 48 hours.

Western lines have also received orders to expedite the

return of cars belonging to eastern lines, by eliminating their

use in local service and by loading either to home lines or

terminal markets where there will be eastern loading to take

the cars home.

The above orders have received rather wide publicity

and the reaction to it has been very favorable in all sections

of the countr}- and at Washington. The entire movement
is being closely watched by the Car Service Division with

the view of obtaining the maximum performance.

Reports show an excessive number of open tops in New
England. Michigan and the Northwest, and the Car Service

Di\-ision is actively after the return of these cars. The heavy

loading of coal is taking the cars into this territory in

abnormal amounts.

Division Five of the Interstate Commerce Commission

has approved the recommendation of the Federal Fuel Ad-
ministrator that the use of open top cars be permitted for

loading coke when consigned to public utilities or for domestic

use.

P. J. Coleman, formerly assistant general superintendent

of transportation of the Northern Pacific, has been appointed

district manager of the Car Service Division of the American
Railway Association with headquarters at Minneapolis,

Minn. Mr. Coleman will have the authority of the Car
Service Division in the territory- to which he is assigned,

which includes the terminals at St. Paul and Minneapolis,

states of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, northern part

of Wisconsin, and the state of Montana east of the Rocky
Mountains.

Valuation Questions Argued
Before I. C. C.

Washington. D. C.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission devoted three

days last week, November 1, 2 and .5, to hearing oral

argument on questions as to various fundamental prin-

ciples of its valuation work raised by the protests of the car-

riers to the tentative valuations served by the Bureau of

Valuation in approximately a dozen cases. One of the chief

points discussed was involved in the insistence of the carriers

that the commission state the methods or process by which it

arrives at the figures stated as representing the "final value"

and particularly as to whether it should state only a value

for rate making purposes or a figure which would represent

the commercial value. Coun.sel for the railroads urged a

valuation representing the latter type, while representatives

of the bureau of valuation and of the state commissions urged

the use of a "rate base" as representing the principal pur-

fX)se of the valuation work, although some of them also cx-

pres.sed the opinion that the commi.ssion should state what

considerations it had given weight to and what kind of a

value it means in stating the final value. In the tentative

valuations the question is avoided and the figure given is

stated to represent value in accordance with the meaning of

that term as u.sed in the interstate commerce act. Several of

the commissioners dissented from the opinion in the Evans-

villc & Indianapolis ca.sc because it contained no analysis of

the method l)y which the final value was arrived at.

W. G. Brantley, speaking for the Winston-Salem South-

bound, asked of what avail it is when the commission has

said that the value is so much and the company says it is

so much more, if nothing i.s known as to the process by which
the commission arrived at its conclusion. Leslie Craven,

representing the railroad valuation committee, said that the

greatest danger is that there will be no exact definition of

what the commission has done, that these points have been

argued before the commission for years and no decision has
been reached yet on one of the greatest economic problems
before the countn.-. The railroad lawyers took the jxeition

that the question of the value of a railroad property is a

judicial and not an administrative one and that without a

statement of the methods, which they said the act contem-

plated, the results published by the commission would be
of little value. P. J. Farrell, chief counsel of the commis-
sion, although he opposed the railroads on other points, said

that the time has come when the commission must say what
it is doing and that if it is going to make no distinction be-

tween value for rate-making purposes and commercial value

it will create a valuation that can't be used for any purpose.

Mr. Brantley also pointed out that even if the valuation act

when passed had contemplated a valuation for rate-making

purposes the transportation act provided for several addi-

tional uses for the valuation. He also asked where is the

constitutional protection if the commission has centered in it

the two powers of making rates as its judgment dictates and
determining values in the same way. If this is so, he said,

the carriers are remitted for a remedy "back to politics, back
to efforts, if you please, to bring about the appointment of

a new commission, and things of that kind."

Edgar E. Clark, former chairman of the commission, ap-

peared for the Tonopah & Tidewater and expressed views

in general similar to those of Mr. Brantley regarding the

finding of a single sum value.

J, M. Souby said that the Ijureau is proceeding in a circle

in contending that there is a value for rate purposes lower

than the commercial value of the same property, because, if

so, the other value would be reduced. He argued that cost

cannot be made the basis of a reasonable rate for the con-

veyance of passengers or freight.

While several roads have taken the position that their

earning power should be treated as at least an important

element of value, some of the roads represented at the hear-

ing that have had frequent deficits took the position that

their potential earning power should be considered or that

they were at least entitled to the cost of reproduction of their

property. Mr. Brantley said that if a road had earning
power it should be given weight, but that at least its physical

value should be considered.

Attorney Matthews of the Western Pacific said that in a

valuation for rate making purposes an argument based on
earning power begs the question and that to take a new and
undevelo|X'd carrier and assume that its immediate earning

power is a measure of its ultimate earning power would do
it great injustice. He contended that the cost of reproduc-

tion is the essential criterion and he pointed out that the

commission would not fix rates in relation to the valuation

of the Western Pacific except as its valuation entered into

the valuation of the roads as a whole used as the base for

figuring a 5^4 per cent return. The purpose of the valuation,

he said, is to afford a check on rate making, not an absolute

basis for it.

In rei>ly to tliis type of argument, Mr. Farrell said that

when a railroad has a low earning power its. valuation is

not cut down on the basis of the earning fHJwer but on the

ground of improvident investment.

Walker D. Hines. formerly director general of railroads,

apfwarcd on behalf of tlie Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany in opposition to the inclusion in the railroad inventory

of contributions made by the telegraph company to the prop-

erty of tiie railroad along its right of way.

.Arguments were also presented liy Sanford Robinson, for

the valuation committee. C. W. Xeedham. P. J. Doherty and
H. H. Hartman for the bureau of valuation and John E.

Benton, general .solicitor of the National .Association of Rail-

wav and Utilities Commissioners.
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Pennsylvania System Dining Cars Built at Altoona

Attractive Interior Finish, Kitchen Equipment, and Cast-Steel

Truck Side Frames Features of Design

T\tNTY NEW STEEL dining c;irs. lor the Pennsylvania

System have just Ix-en compktrti in the car shops at the
'

company's Altoona works. Structurally, these cars are

the same as others now in service, having a strong l)uilt-up

center sill with a cross-.sectional area of 50 sq. in., and four

cantilevers, two attached to each side of the center sills, spaced

18 ft. 9 in. from the transverse center line of the car, sup-

porting the superstructure. No lx)lsters are used in this con-

struction.

The sides below the window sills are designed to act as

trus.ses and transfer the load to the cantilever supjwrts,

which in turn carry it to the center sill. The side posts, of

the cantilever type, are made of '/^-in. pressed steel and
e.\tind frcm t^e let'em of the .-^ide to the deck |)late. the lower

onals l)otwcen corner and door posts. Standard diaphragms
are attached to the I-beams.

The general dimensions are as fellows:

Length over buffers g^ ft. m m.
OisLince bctviicn centers of trucks 56 ft. i at.
Distance between centers of crossaearei, 37 ft 6 in.
Width uver sides 9 ft. lOH "i.
VVidin over roof 9 ft 115^ m
Width over u|>ner deck 7 "ft. 7 in.'

Height from rail to center line of coupler 34W in.
Height from rail to top of platform So in!
f I eight from rail to car floor 52 in
Height from rail to eaves lower deck 11 ft. 2J< in!
Height from rail to eaves, upper deck 13 ft. 3J4 in.
Height from rail 10 top of roof 14 ft y, ,n.
Seating capacity 36 persons
Wei^'ht wlitn fully equipped with ice, coal, water and supplies. .. ,160.000 lb.

The air Ijrake is the Westinghouse type UC-1812, without

Cast Steel Side Frames Reduce the Weight of the Truck and Decrease the Number of Parts

deck roof sheets, 1/16 in. thick, being riveted directly to

the posts. The deck plate is J-s in. thick and the upper

deck roof sheets arc 3/32 in. thick. The roof sheet joints

are welded.

Vestibules have been omitted since passengers enter the

dining cars only from adjoining cars. F,nd protection

against collapse is of the same strong c()n.struction used in all

Pennsylvania System steel passenger equipment cars, which

for non-vestil)ule cars consists of one 12-in. l-l>cam on each

side of the doorway and two Z-bars, one 4 in, by 8,2 lb. and
one 3 in. by 6.7 lb., at each corner, with i)ressed steel diag-

thc electro-pneumatic attachnients, although this feature can

lie readily api)lic(l as the wiring has been installed.

The cars arc heated with vapor, having a thermostatic con-

trol and may also be operated manually, the thermostat being

located at the center of tlie car between windows.

The lighting effect is very satisfactory, semi-indirect lights

iK'ing used, one over each ]>air of tables. Each fixture con-

tains a 100-watt lamp, which makes a very efficient light.

Between each pair of lamps is an electric fan with an air

(Icllet tor or distril)ufor, which jiroduces a movement of air at

intervals of about 20 times \yQr minute. This feature of in-

889
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termittent breeze eliminates the steady gust of air common
to many t\pes of electric fans.

The draft gear is of the W'estinghouse type N-11 with at-

tachments for cheek castings at least 25 per cent stronger than

the A. R. A. requirements for freight cars. The tail yoke is

cast steel with quadruple shear attachment to stem, which has

the latest A. R. A. type D head.

The trucks are of the six-wheel clasp brake t)'pe and have

a wheel-base of 11 ft. in. The a.xles are of the special

Pennsylvania System type with 5';-in. by 11-in. journals,

and the wheels are rolled steel, o6 in. in diameter. The
general scheme of the trucks is the same as used on all former

Pennsylvania System cars, the bolster being of riveted plate

construction, which has been exceedingly satisfactory on pre-

vious cars. It was designed to flex readily in a horizontal

plane, but is rigid against transverse and longitudinal strains.

The bolster is supported on sets of quadruple elliptic

^ w^"^
^m %WH^ ^ ^v'' ^^^^1

m^§dpi
awl jK ^9or«^.pT"

,sim
The Interior Is Finished in Olive Green

springs, one set under each end of each spring beam. The
eciualizcrs supporting the elliptic springs have one end hung

from the truck frame, the other being attached to an inverted

I'-.shaped wjualizer and hanger comljint'd. which rests on the

helical spring located over the center jou-nal l)ox. The
helical springs arc supiwrted directly on the journal boxes

which in turn are guided as usual in [X'de.^tals. It will be

noted that this arrangement results in having the least pos-

sible non-spring-supportcd weight and, therefore, the least

jx>ssil)le kinetic effect on rails. The principal feature which

differs frf)m the old trucks is the side frame.

The older trucks had side frames built up of channels, cast

steel pcficslals, spacing j>ieces, cross-braces, etc. In the new
truck all of these parts are combined into two cast steel

frames, one on each side, connected flexibly iiy only two 2-in.

transverse rtxis, Uxated res|)ectively between Oie center and

each end a.\lc. Each frame can. therefore, readily adjust

itself, indcix-ndcntly of the other frame, to meet track irregu-

larities. Als<^>, since the bolster is flexible in a horizontal

plane, it in turn can adjust itself to the various jxisitions

taken bv the side frames and, l)eing rigid longitudinally.
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liolds the side frunes in correct tmiuverse alinemrnL The
cist-stii'l side frames were desi.;iiol to l)c inti :

'

'
'

with the old l>uilt-up side fr.uiu - -.> that when
necessary to old trucks the ca-t ^titl frames, wi ^.i

less than the built-up frames, can Ijc substituted. 1 he total

weight of each truck is 23.000 lb.

The interior of these dining cars is arranged so that there

- a laTRc dining room, seatinn .>6 jxrsons. They are finished

in plain mission style of architecturr. the walls beini{ painted

a medium shade of olive prccn with striping of a darker

.<hade of green edged with gold. The ceiling is cream color

griped with dark green. The carpet and curtains are of a

•ri-en shade. The color of the side walls is uni(|ue and has
rt-n the subject of many complimentary remarks from pas-

' ngers.

\, ,.„,. ..„,] of (he (lining room are hx-ated the linen lockers,

- and steward's lockers, while on the opix>site side

: •; -iL;e-way is a large refrigerator with a humidor
u.->ed by the ste^vard for mineral waters, etc. There is also

at this end of the car a buffet for the use of the steward.

At the other end of the dining room the pantry and kitchen

are located. These are arranged eAi)ecially for quick service,

the kitchen and pantry being in one without a partition be-

tween them as is usually the case; thi.< permits the waiters to

enter the kitchen and allows more freedom for the men.
The kitchen and pantry have a numlK>r of special features,

-uch as a water filter for filtering all water used on the tables,

and separate coolers for milk, cheese, butter, meats and fish.

Hearing on Disposition

of Central Pacific

O"
KAi. AR(;vMEN'TS were held by the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington on November 4 on the

petition filed by the Union Pacific asking the com-

::iission to dismiss for want of jurisdiction the application

of the Southern Pacific, which had been set for hearing on

Xovcraber 21, for authority to retain control of the Central

Pacific by stock ownership and by lease pending the com-
[)lction of the commission's plan of consolidation. In a gen-

eral way, counsel for the Union Pacific ba.sed their argu-

ments on the contention that the jurisdiction of the case is

with the United States court for tlie district of Utah, which

was directed liy the Supreme Court to i>rei)are a decree for the

I
separation of the Central Pacific and tlie Southern Pacific

I
and that the Supreme Court has decide<l that control by the

Southern Pacific is contrary to [lublic interest. On the other

hand, the contention of the Soulliern Pacific was that the

; court had not attempted to deal with the situation created by

r the trans[)Ortation act because it lies witliin the administra-
' live functions of the Inter.state Commerce Commission, and

that the commission, therefore, has jurisdiction over its ap-
' plication and should certainly allow a hearing on it. The

Union Pacific's argument was j)resented by H. A. Scandrett,

(ommerce counsel; !s'. H. Looniis, general .solicitor; C. C.

Dorsey, general attorney, and Kdgar E. Clark, formerly

I
chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, while the

Southern Pacific was represented by Fred H. \Voo<], com-

merce counsel: J. P. Blair, general counsel, and Ma.x Thelcn,

who was formerly chairman of the California Railroad

Commission.

Mr. Scandrett began the argument for the Union Pacific

liy reading from the Supreme Court decision, which held

tliat the Central Pacific and tlie Southern Pacific were com-

|)eting lines and directed the lower court to prepare a decree

Severing the control i)y the South<rn Pacific. Commissioner

Potter asked if it was his claim that the commission may not

ultimatclv award the Central Pai ific to the Southern Pacific

in a consolidation plan. Mr. Scandrett said that it was not

necessary to argue that ]><jint now, although, in his opinion,

the conunission may not do so, as the Sup^-me Court has

held that the control by tlie Southern Pacific is contrary to

the public interest. Commissioner Meyer asked if the com-

mission might not at least hear the application of the South-

ern Pacific, to which Mr. Scandrett replied that if it appears

that the commission would have no authority in law to grant

the application time would be wasted in holding a he;iring.

He said the commission is asked to e.xercise an e.xtraordi-

nary power—to nullify a decree of the Supreme Court. If

that power is conferred by the law it must be done only in

express terms. Unless the commission can say at this time

that the inclusion of the Central Pacific in the Southern

Pacific system will be in accord with its final consolidation

plan, he .<aid, it cannot entertain the application now. In

reply to a cjuestion as to whether the commission could not

afford the temporary relief asked by the Southern Pacific,

Mr. Scandrett said that the relief asked is not temf)orary

and that the commission cannot say what will be the best

plan of consolidation until it reviews the entire field. Com-
missioner Hall [winted out that the court acted under the

Sherman law, while the commission is to act under the new
law. Mr. Scandrett said the court was presumed to know
of the transportation act and, in fact, the consolidation pro-

visions were called to its attention in argument, so that if

it had wanted to it could have referred to the situation cre-

ated by the new law in its decision. Mr. Scandrett con-

tended that the control proposed by the Southern Pacific is

in effect a consolidation, although authority to approve a

consolidation in advance of the final plan is expressly with-

held from the commission in paragraph 2 of section 5. The
roads are now consolidated into a single system for owner-

ship and operation and only the further step of conveying the

property to the Southern Pacific could make the consolida-

tion more complete. The Southern Pacific, he said, is ask-

ing the commission to perpetuate a control which the Su-
preme Court has said now constitutes a practical identity

of the properties.

When Commissioner Potter asked if the Supreme Court

has foreclosed the question of the public interest, Mr. Scan-

drett said that the jurisdiction of the district court is ex-

clusive until the decree is carried into effect and it is the

duty of the district court in preparing a decree to make ar-

rangements for joint use of terminal properties, etc.. which
would require a long time. Unless the commission finds

that the Central Pacific should be included in the Southern

Pacific system, the court procc^?dings must go on. When
Commissioner Hall asked what effect an order of the com-
mission could have on the court, Mr. Scandrett said that he
was not in the confidence of the Southern Pacific, but he
guessed it would show the order to the court and ask it to

stay its hand. He argued, however, that until the court pro-

ceeding has readied a finality, the commission should not

interfere with the subject matter: otherwise there would be

an unseemly conflict of jurisdiction resulting from a court

order directing a separation and an order of the commission

allowing control by the Soutiiern Pacific. Commissioner
Meyer asked how the commission can find what is in the

pul)lic interest until it hears the evidence. Mr. Scandrett

replied that that is res adjudkata. Even if the Supreme
Court decision is not conclusive, Mr. Scandrett said, it pre-

cludes a finding of the commission in advance of its final

consolidation jilan that such a consolidation would be in

the jniblic interest and until there is a separation in accord-

ance with the decree there is no way in which the Central

Pacific can have a voice in the matter because its directors

are selected by the Southern Pacific. When Mr. Scandrett

asked if briefs would be allowed to be filed, !Mr. Wood, on
behalf of the Southern Pacific, entered a vigorous protest,

saying tliat the whole inir])ose of the l^nion Pacific was to
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cause delaj-, but the commission ruled that briefs might be

filed within seven days.

Mr. Loomis discussed the bearing on the case of the

Pacific railroad acts, which contemplated a continuous

through line from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast,

although the line was built by two separate companies.

The law provided, he said, that neither company should dis-

criminate against the other in the handling of through

traffic and, therefore, the Union Pacific is barred from

building or acquiring a line of its own to San Francisco to

handle freight which would otherwise go by the Central

Pacific. But, he said, the Central Pacific cannot possibly

treat its partner, the Union Pacific, fairly, because it is

under the domination of the Southern Pacific. The Pacific

railroad acts constitute a three-part}- contract between the

government, Central Pacific and Union Pacific, which can-

not be impaired. He did not claim that the Central Pacific

should be given to the Union Pacific, but merely that it

cannot be given to the Southern Pacific because the South-

ern Pacific would be "bound to operate it in its own in-

terest."

Mr. Clark said that the consolidation provisions of the

transportation act, except the clause relating to the express

company, speak for the future and give no power to the com-

mission to approve an e.xisting consolidation. The commis-
sion's approval of the Southern Pacific application, he said,

would be based only on a tentative finding of the public

interest and would involve a breach of comity toward the

Supreme Court. Commissioner Aitchison asked if the com-

mission does not have a mandate from Congress to carry out

the provisions of the transportation act, to which Mr. Clark

replied that the law gave it power onl\- to deal with a control

not then in existence. When Commissioner Hall referred

to the case in which the Pennsylvania was allowed to lease

the Panhandle, Mr. Clark said that different facts and cir-

cumstances existed, but Mr. Hall asked how the commis-
sion was to get at the facts without a hearing. Mr. Clark

also pointed out that the commission has no power to re-

quire a consolidation and that the Central Pacific could

refuse to consent to any plan of consolidating it with any
other company, and under Southern Pacific domination, he

said, it could not give any independent assent to any plan.

He also made the point that the Southern Pacific is not in

lawful possession of the stock which it has voted to assent

to control of the road by the Southern Pacific.

Mr. Wood said that coun.<!el for the Union Pacific had
presented the kind of arguments that would naturally follow

the presentation of evidence on the merits instead of on a

motion to dismiss. Tiie sole issue, he said, is the question

of public interest, and for the purpose of the present argu-

ment the allegations of the Southern Pacific petition as to the

harm that would result if the roads were to be separated

must be taken as true. He pointed out that motions to

intervene on behalf of the Soutlicrn Pacific have been filed

by the state authorities of Utah and Nevada and by a state-

wide committee representing commercial organizations of

California, all of which say that the granting of the South-

em Pacific petition will be in the public interest.

Mr. Wood also contended that the Southern Pacific docs

not seek the continuation of the existing status. It seeks

control of the Central Pacific by a valid lease and a lawful

stock ownership, whereas, according to the opinion of the

Supreme Court, it has never been in lawful control of the

Southern Pacific. As to the effect of the Pacific railroad

acts, he s.iid that the unreversed decision of the district

court that the provisions of those acts could be carried on
by the Southern Pacific as lessee of the Central Pacific, as

well as by the Central Pacific itself, stands as the law of
this case and that the control of the Southern Pacific is in

no way violative of the Pacific railroad acts. The Supreme
Court, Mr. Wood said, did not pass on any issue arising

under the transportation act, because there was none before it

and could not be until the commission exercises its adminis-

trative jurisdiction and the court has something to review.

Tlie commission and the commission alone is empowered by

the act to bring about a relation between railroads in har-

mony with the new policy of Congress. When Commissioner
Potter asked what would happen if the commission should

award the Central Pacific to the Union Pacific in a consoli-

dation plan and the Southern Pacific should prevent such a

consolidation by asking $500 a share for the stock, Mr.
Wood replied in that case the commission could terminate it-

lease.

The Southern Pacific's belief, he said, is that if the

properties are separated the quality of public service will be

impaired and harm done both to the public and to the South-

ern -Pacific, but he realizes that the commission should not

now authorize a form of control that would be any barrier

to the consummation of the commission's fmal plan. He
said the Union Pacific probably hopes that if the commis-
sion shall refuse jurisdiction and the di.strict court requires a

sale, the Central Pacific will fall into the hands of people

who will never sell it back to the Southern Pacific at any
price that would be approved by the commission. On the

other hand, if the commission should grant the Southern

Pacific's petition, the disposition will be in its hands. If

the separation were to take place and the commission should

subsequently grant authority to the Southern Pacific to ac-

quire the road, it would have to pay much more for it than

it would get for it at a forced sale. He also contended that

the fomi of control proptosed by the Southern Pacific does not

constitute a consolidation any more than other cases where
the commission has authorized leasing of roads which are

already controlled by stock ownership.

Mr. Blair said that Congress had not attempted to tie tlie

Union Pacific and the Central Pacific together any closer

than by the requirement of physical connection and non-
discriminaton,- treatment. As long as there is a thorough, un-

hindered transportation route, the public is not concerned

with where one road begins and the other ends. He said

that the sending of more freight over the Southern Pacific

Ijy the El Paso gateway is not a discrimination prohibited by
the Pacific railroad acts. When Commissioner Potter re-

ferred to the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific dissolution plan

which provided for the sale of the Central Pacific to the

Union Pacific, Mr. Blair said that that was a plan which
the Southern Pacific had, had to consent to at a time when
"a club was being held over its head in one hand and a

bribe was held in the other."

Mr. Thalen denied that the doctrine of comity prevails

as between the judicial and legislative branches of the gov-

ernment and said that the commission is a representative of

Congress. The case Ix'fore the commission, he said, does
not have a similarity of purpose, subject matter or relief to

that befori the court because the public will be represented

before the commission but not before the court. The only
remedy available to the court, he said, is to tear apart: the

commission may keep tlie proj-iertics together. If the com-
mission is in doubt, he said, it should decide in such a way
that the representatives of the public may have a chance to

he heard and he referred to the petitions filed by the state

authorities and commercial organizations of California, Ne-
vada and Utah.

H. W. Prickett spoke briefly on behalf of the state of

l^tah and the chambers of commerce of Salt Lake Citv and
Provo, asking that the contmission give an opportunitv to he
heard on tiie Southern Pacific's petition, and the concluding
argument for the Union Pacific was made by C. C. Dorsey,
who said that if the Supreme Court had expected the Inter-

state Commerce Conmiission to interfere with the separation
it had ordered it would have made some provision for it in

its mandate.



Two Points of View on Employees' Relations

Officers and Employees Should Be on More Friendly Basis

—

The

Value of System Athletics

TIE Railway Age drive on the m-cessity for improving

relations bt-twccn the managements and the employees

has brought many expressions of interest and commen-
iiion to the Editor's desk. Two of these, incorporated

III this article, are of sp)ecial interest—lx)th arc based on

actual experiences and both are thought-provoking and con-

structive.

1 The contribution from Ward W. Adair focuses out into

1 dear relief one of the fundamental reasons for the misunder-

standings which are the rule rather than the exception on

many roads. The mere fact that this condition is allowed to

continue to exist is bccau.se its vcn,- existence is, or has been,

largely overlooked; at lea.st its great imjwrtance has not

been recognized. Mr. Adair, by the way, is a keen student

of human nature. He is one of the most successful of the

Railroad Y. M. C. A. secretaries ;ind has had special opjxtr-

tunitics—as a neutral—for studying the relationships be-

tween managements and men on .American railroads. Inci-

dentally, he knows how to express himself in writing and

make his point clear.

The .second contribution—that from Leander H. Poor

—

is equally <^triking. Mr. Poor is a student at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technolog)' and has spent two summers

in the ser\-ice of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The article

was originally written in connection with his college work

after his first summer on that road; it was revised this fall

on the basis of his more extended experience and observa-

tion. \Miilc it relates largely to the value of a system ath-

letic program, reading between the lines it goes far deeper

into the big and complicated problem of employees' rela-

tions on the railroad.

An Incident and a Suggestion

By Ward W. Adair

Executive Secretary, Railroad Branch Young Men's Christian

Association of the City of New York

The vice-president of an Eastern railroad sat at his desk

wTestling with the great transportation problems that oc-

cupied each waking hour, when the clerk laid a letter of

introduction on his desk. He read it, tlien reread it, and

pondered. The thing that gave him pause and pain was that

an outsider was introducing him to one of his own men.

"Show him in," he said to the clerk.

The man entered and was cordially greeted by his su-

perior officer, who listened patiently and s>Tnpathetically to

the story of a fjersonal injustice of several years' standing,

wliich had greatly worried the employee, but which in tlie

presence of his kindly di.sposed superior was straightened out

in five minutes. Happy over the outcome, tlie railroader

rose to go, and as he did so, the vice-president held out his

hand and bade him goodbye.

Letters of Introduction Not Needed

"And now," said the official, "let me urge upon you that

if you ever have another such incident in your life, you will

come to me without any letter of intrcxluction. We both be-

long to the same great railroad family, and you have as free

access to me as to any other man in our employ. It makes

me feel a little l>a(lly to think that one of our owti men
should go to an outsider to get a letter of introduction to

me, and I want our men to feel that no such ceremony as

that is necessar)-. Whenever anything is wrong, feel per-

fectly free to come to me and we will talk it out together."

This story is not a figment of the imagination, for it

actually happened within the past year, and it is highly

interpretative of a regrettable situation that has grown up
within the last decade. .\ gradually developing feeling of

estrangement between officialdom and the men of the rank

and file has been observed and deplored by many thinking

j>eople who arc at once friends of the railroad companies

and of the men who work for them.

To a certain extent, the condition is the result of rapid

growth, and it frequently is the jjenalty that is paid for quick

development. In the organization served by the writer, where

the membership has grown from 1,500 to 5,000 within a

comparatively short time, it is altogether jxissible that a

memlKT might seek a letter of introduction to the executive,

for the very reason that the larger family is more unwieldy

and more difficult to know than the smaller one. In such

an organization as the railroad company, however, the lack

of personal acquaintance breeds grave misunderstandings and

misapprehension. The "stove pipers" are much given to

derogatory conversation. Many of them are accomplished

knockers, and it is a well known fact that a knocker needs

neither mental capacity nor training in order to become an

expert. When a group of this kind get together, and none

of them have any personal acquaintance with their superior

officers, they are great breeders of dissension and distrust.

If they knew some of the men at the top, and knew how
thoroughly human the most of them are, such knowledge

would greatly temper their conversation, but they draw on

their imagination for qualities that really do not exist, and

they have no scruples about doing the man an injustice.

Humanize the Railroad

Now, the antidote to this whole situation is in the get-

together idea. The human element in railroading is first of

all human. Wives and little ones of the section hands arc

just as dear to them as the wives and little ones of the

president and general manager are to them. There should

be mutual understanding, mutual sympathy, mutual ac-

quaintance. The humanizing of the whole railroad situation

is one of its most crying needs.

A big machine looks territ)ly heartless at times to the

fellows down at the bottom. If the>- are not careful tliey

will find themselves conjuring up visions of high salaried

and unfeeling men who care nothing for their struggles and

problems. As a rule, nothing is faJrtlier from the truth, but

in order to dispel these erroneous ideas, officials should be

ready and eager to avail them.sclvcs of opportunities to meet

their men in social fellowship, man to man.

In the WTiter's .SO years in a branch of the railroad ser\-ice

that provides a common meeting ground for the men and the

officials, he has had a varied experience. Certain railroad

officials stand out in memory as those who always had "a

previous engagement" when an oi>portunity was given them

for an evening with their men. Certain others, and these I

am thankful to say have been in the majority, have shown

an appreciation of such opportunities, and have cancelled

engagements, and inconvenienced themselves in order that

tliey might seize upon oppurtunities to further friendly ac-

quaintance with the employees. The vice-president aliove

cited is a conspicuous and refreshing example of this latter

class, although even he was in danger of being misunder-

stood by one of his own men.

It was mv lot to listen not long ago to an address on the
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subject, "The Human Element in Railroading." The speaker

had not talked five minutes before it was patent to any

thinking man that he had overlooked the pivotal fact that the

human element in railroading is, first of all, intensely human.

It is tlie appreciation of that fact that will engender good

feeling on the railroad, and it is the ignoring of it that will

work infinite and irreparable harm. The employees of any

railroad should l)e one big, happy family, with plenty of

"family reunions," where ever)-body would get to know
everjbody else in a great human way. We are constantly

progressing toward it, and only the slow of heart lag behind

the procession.

Place of Athletics on the Railroad

By Leander H. Poor

"What's all the shootin' for?"' With tliese words the

stable man in George Cohan's stage success "The Tavern"
introduced himself. "What's all the shootin" for?" seems to

neatly express the public's attitude in our ever recurring

industrial disputes. The "shootin' " is all because tlie two

factions, labor and capital, cannot agree. That much is

evident. But why can't they agree? Each side mistrusts

the other. Neither party wishes to retrench. Such has been

the general attitude in the past. But today, industries, in-

dividually, are awaking to the fact that both capital and
labor are indispensable to successful operation. And coinci-

dent with this awakening comes the further realization that a

closer co-operation between these two necessani' factors will

net both of them greater returns. But that this principle

has been successfully applied to one of the largest railroad

systems in the country may come as a surprise. Indeed,

taking the public at large, the much too general impression

of a railroad is a complex organization which conveys one

at its convenience from starting jwint to destination. The
conductor who takes one's commutation ticket is carelessly

looked on as being scarcely more human than the machine
which gurglingly swallows nickels and dimes in the subway,

the engineer and fireman, as only necessary adjuncts to that

complicated, wheezing giant out front, which somehow gets

one home at night; the shopman, as a bolshevist in dis-

guise, and the official as the cartooned plutocrat, who sits

back in a plush chair and snarls at his cringing subordinates.

But the realization, by railroad officials and the public, as

well, that the railroad organization is made up of individuals

every bit as interested as the rest of us is coming.

Railroad Orgaxizatiox Made Up of Individuals

The ofiicials of the Pennsylvania System have long since

come to this realization. The results from it were brought

home to me today as I watched the Eastern Pennsylvania

Division elimination contests in track, field and swimming
events, as well as in tennis, trapshooting, quoits, tug-of-war,

golf and baseball. In a most beautiful setting in the moun-
tains of central Pennsylvania are the Pennsylvania Rail-

road athletic grounds at Tyrone. As I sat looking across

the greensward of the baseball field, the cinder track and the

tennis courts to the swimming pool, and the golf links be-

yond, I asked myself, as you would have, what has a man
rightfully to complain of when he has all this given to him
to use as he .«o desires?

And my mind turned back to a day late in September,

1921. The scene was in eastern Ohio—"The Twin Cities"

they called themselves—Dennison and Ulrichsville—and they

had been chosen as the scene of the Second .Annual Pennsyl-

vania System Field Day, Almost liefore daylight I had
been awakened by an unusual commotion. In the station

the first "Special" had arrived with its load of enthusiastic

roofers from Philadelphia, Before it had pulled out into

flic yards another pulled in from St. Louis, then one from

New York, then one from Cleveland, and so on, until, bv

the middle of the morning, the little towns were fairly swarm-
ing with ruddy faced variously tagged but unanimously
zealous supporters. All morning long a cheerful mob drifted

toward the green field and white bleachers at the foot of

tlie street. Meanwhile the preliminarv" and elimination

contests were being run off in the green carpeted arena, ac-

companied by the intermittent barking of shotguns, as the

trapshooters pulled away on the blue clay pigeons in the

meadow behind the east stands.

By noon, the sun in a spotless blue sky, shining through

an atmosphere such as exists only after a recent rain, lent

its warmth to the enclosure, while its rays were reflected

from the gigantic red keystone on yonder hill with its P. A. C.

(Panhandle Athletic Club) emblazoned in gold letters. By
this time the movement to the field had become general, and
there was a steady stream of delegations marching on to

the field, each led by its band. At one o'clock the stands

were jammed and the field was well cleared of all but con-

testants and field day officials. Bands kept the air aquiver

with blatant notes of popular songs. Good humored jibes

floated back and forth between stands and field, while events

were run off with a dispatch and precision that might well be

copied in collegiate competition.

The sun was setting as the last inning decided the West
victor over the East in the first of the three-game "Rail-

road \\'orld Series." And then the rush for the waiting

trains began. In the rapidly advancing dusk the medals
were awarded, by the manager of the Central Region, "Vice-

President J. A. McRea. And finally with the perfect order

with, which we like to characterize good railroad operation,

the 20 trainloads of employees and officials, 25,000 in num-
ber, were cleared of the Dennison station, while the indi-

vidual passengers sought what rest they could get as the

clicket\-click of wheels on rails stepped off the miles toward
home.

How THE \\'ORK Is OrGAXIZED

This field day at Tyrone today was the first of two elimi-

nation meets in preparation for the Third System Field Day.
These elimination contests are based on the geographical

divisions of the system. Each superintendents division has a

team which is picked by the divisional chairman of athletics,

his choice being based on the showing of the individual can-

didates in practice, time for which is granted by the com-
pany. These teams compete in the grand division meet, one

of which was the meet at Tyrone today. The qualifiers,

the first four in each event, or the winning team, in these

meets represent the gramd division in the regional meets,

where in a similar manner the regional representatives for

the system meet are qualified. This plan is satisfactory in

every respect; there are thus about five teams competing
each field day. The general plan had its birth in 1916 on the

then Pennsylvania Lines Ea,-;t (lines east of Pittsburgh),

with the expectation of extending the scheme over the entire

s\stem if it ]>roved popular. The war and government con-

trol interfered with the immediate expansion, but competi-

tion was continued through 1918 and 1919 on the lines east,

or as it had come to 1k> known, the Ea.stern Region. In

1920, with the return to private control, the First Annual
Pennsylvania System Field Day was held on the Cricket

Club grounds (P. R. R.) at .\ltoona. Pa. It proved beyond
a doubt the success of the plan and the added interest shown
in the Second Annual Field Day, held at Dennison, Ohio,

last fall insures its continuance as a leading feature in the

welfare program in years to come.

This success has been p>ossiblc only through the generous

liolp of the management in establishing first-class athletic

grounds and e<iui[iment at important division points, such

as Philadelphia, Tyrone, Alfoona and Columbus in con-

nection with its already excellent Y. M. C. .A.'s. Athletic

directors were placed in charge of the well equipped .gym-



lUjiunts, UM.- of which was encouraged among the em|>Io)ef.s.

The ornani/.ition, once decided upon, was place*! in the

hands of iirtii(*tcnt workers. It is l>asc<l. like the competi-

tion, on the jjeographical and traffic ili\ i-ii.n- cif the system.

At the head there is the thaimi.iii . f th. »\>i.m atlilctic

conimittt-e. who is dirtvtly ri^-- " •-, mananemcnt.
Rcsi->ii~il.le to him an- the : under whom
arc re^)<i lively the grand <ir. n. and the su-

perintendent's divisional chairmen. luu much cannot be

•aid in i>raise of these chairmen. Their enthusiasm is an
cianiple lo college ctKiches and their confidence in the future

succes.- of athletics on the Pennsylvania is an explanation

of the extraordinary development of the plan in the past.

"The higgest athletic mi-et in history'' is their slogan for the

System Field Day at .Mtoona* this fall.

Is It Worth While?

.After the difficulties and expenses c.xfx-ricnced in procur-

ing extra service, arranging for conventions, etc., one may
well ask, "Is this all worth while?'' The most direct and
conclusive answer is that if it were not, the Pennsylvania

System would not be doing it. As a matter of fact, the cost

to the railrcKid is cominiratively small, consisting only of the

extra trans[x)rtation facilities, and the time lost away from

the job. That the scheme is actually worth the expense is

apparent in the general attitude of the employees. The im-

mediate effect is the same that athletics have on college life,

a wholesome diversion from the monotonous routine of daily

affairs.

A day or so away from the old grind and each man
comes back to his job on Monday morning refreshed and

with something to talk about besides reduced wages and the

faults of the management.
Particularly among the younger men is the effect bene-

ficial. The young men have entered the railroad service in

answer to the appeal that railroading still holds for many of

us. In their daily work they come to feel infinitely remote from

the guiding forces at tlie head of the organization. The labor

union organizers work on these young men with their usual

collection of arguments, tending to instill the principle of the

union first, the railroad afterward. The eventual result of such

persistent hammering on the youthful mind can lead to Ijut one

result: the detriment of the man's effectiveness. But see how
the field days arrest the intent of this jKiison. Here is the

railroad willing to give the man time off to ])lay. not idle

play, but play by which he can get his name or picture in

the local pa|)er, by which he can become known among his

fellows. So the railroad is trying to flatten out his pay en-

velope, is it? Well, at least, he is getting a good time out of

it, rather better all around than liis .school chum who is

selling neckties in the haberda.sher's shop. Then on the field

he meets the general manager or a vice-president, or a super-

intendent, or even his own boss, who comes up to him, grabs

him by the hand, and calling him by name, compliments him

on his performance. Are these the niggardly tightwads the

union agitator has dcscriln^d? He should say not I At

least, not so he can notice it! That friendly recognition is

going to be remembered, every worrl of it. .\nd it has not

hurt the official. It is a man's frank recognition of another

man's honest work. For the time l)eing, he can forget his

office and be a man among men, Vcs, that handshake is

worth the man's wages to the management, for it means a

^t. ,, toward permanency in the working force.

I hen perhaps to a lesser extent, there is the feeling of

iiinal rivalry which springs ui) out of this field day.

Tlie.se fellows the competitor meets arc good sports and all

that, i>ut they aren't like the home bunch. Or it may be

—

see their roadlK-d, not much as it is on his division—or the

engines, not (|uite like the baby lie and Jim were pulling

down yesterday, and so it goes. The effect on the spectators

• -See Railway Age, September 30, 1922, pages 597 and 607.

is much the same. "Good stuff these fellows ha%"e here but

they can't travel fast enough to beat our bunch," or "The
luck was with them this year, but we'll show 'era next year

and you can bet I'll be on hand to see 'em do it."

CfLTnATES GlX)D-WILL

So much for the immediate effects of the field day, but

what about the ultimate result of the continuance of the

plan? It looks to me like a solution to much of the unrest

in the labor situation of today. I firmly Ix'lieve it builds

for a better understanding between the management and the

employee, l»ecause it is founded on good-will. If not a

cure-all, it is a [xitent combatant of the disastrous effects of

radical lalx>r agitation. If anything will build for democ-
racy in the industry, certainly here is a means—effective

because of its universal scope on the system. The fireman,

the mechanic, the apprentice, the draftsman, the clerk, the

conductor, the office boy, and the official are mingled for a

day in e<|ual fo<jting. If collective l)argaining, or any kind

of wage agreements, can he made between labor and man-
agement without outside interference, here is a way for both

parties to discover to themselves their respective places in

the industry.

Across the conference table, as on the field, they can
meet as man to man, no longer as lord and slave, each

mistrusting the moves of the other.

Organization is not f)erfect by any means; very few hu-

man creations are. Grumbling and discontent cannot lie

stifled; they are bound to exist. Discontent with conditions

as they were has brought civilization ahead as far as we
have come. But discontent and grumbling to the extent of

hindering progress is disastrous and I believe the ultimate

result of the System Field Day will be to reduce these neces-

.sary evils to their proper status. It is coming, I feel sure.

The employee is a true man at heart, and as soon as he has

recovered from tiie Aral)ian Nights dream he enjoyed under

the Railroad .Administration, he must, and will see that

field days, trades picnics, welfare lectures, employee owner-

ship of company stock, and the employee benefit associations

fostered by the railroad are not tools for prying more work
out of him for a smaller wage, but are methcxls of showing

the management's interest in making the man worth more

to himself as well as to the com|)any. What can result but

an increasing loyalty to the industry and a desire in the man
to show his appreciation, by increasing the returns from his

own labor?

Such are my conceptions of the possibilities in the results

of field day. I find the whole idea aptly summarized in an

editorial referring to the system me«t of 1921 by Cullen

Cain, sports editor of tlie I'hilailelphia "Public Ledger" in

its issue of September .iO. 1921. 1 quote in part: ".\thletic

and competitive sports are best of all to promote lietter and
friendlier feelings and to create a pride in the firm or insti-

tution in the hearts of emi)loyees. It might be said now that

the S[x)rts idea among great business and industrial institu-

tions is universal. But this system meet of the Penn.sylvania,

the second annual affair of its kind, by the way, is a sports

promotion on a tremendous scale. To furnish a gym for the

workers is very fine, and to lease a baseball grounds and

even go 40 miles from town to play a rival is fine also. But

U'h<-)i thf fount n'tithr old Pciiiisy sysleiii nssniibles its chil-

driu from llu- Atlantic seaboard to the Mississipl^i shore by

thr thousands in an Ohio town for a lompclitive nuet on

such a sc<ile as this Dennison affair, then it is time lo scratch

all piker entries, enlarge the (grandstand, build some more

bleachers and issue a neu- cataloj^ue embellished with the

royal seal. It is also time lo ihiitk.

"What do sports mean to workers and their children?

Some day the answer to this (|uestion may amaze the world."

In the foregoing I have attempted to outline my conce])-

tion of tlie field for athletics in one industry.
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Signaling Busy Terminals

By T. Holt

Signal Engineer, Chicago Union Station Company, Chicago

TRAix SPEED in congested terminal territor)- must of neces-

sity be retarded. The current of traffic is in both direc-

tions on all tracks, with train movements deflected over

crossovers and turnouts which are arranged for a multiplicity

of routes. There is little need of liigh speed signals, but a

great need for a system of signaling which will permit train

movements at the maximum authorized terminal speed when
the route set up is unoccupied. Such a system should also

provide an indication for retarding train movements to a

speed which allows them to follow each other with safety

to occupied tracks.

Two general schemes of signaling have been used on the

important terminals in this countn.-, one a dwarf signal

scheme with dwarfs operating in three indications; the

other a two-arm high signal scheme using four indications,

usually known as special terminal signaling.

With the dwarf signal clear, information is conveyed to

the engineman to proceed at maximum authorized terminal

sjjeed. that the track is clear to the next signal, which is

either at clear or caution. The dwarf signal at caution indi-

cates that the next signal is at stop and the track between
the caution and the stop signal may or may not be occupied.

The stop indication gives information that the route is not

set. These three indications are considered by some operat-

ing officers as giving sufficient information for the proper
governing of traffic on a busy terminal. However, other

operating officers feel that information should be given as

to whetiier the track ahead is occupied when a caution sig-

nal is displayed. This has led to the adoption of special

terminal signaling on some important terminals.

The top arm of the two-arm high signal in sjjecial terminal

signaling has three indications and is used to govern to all

routes, showing clear when the track is clear and the next
signal at caution or clear; showing caution when the track

is clear and the next signal at stop and showing stop when
the route is not set. The bottom arm has but two indications,

one in a proceed indication in combination with the top arm
at stop which shows that the switches are set for a route

which is occupied. The other is a stop indication in combi-
nation with the top arm at stop which shows that the switches

are set for a route which is occupied. The other is a stop
indication in combination with the top arm at stop, which
indicates that the route is not set.

The unusual use of the top arm to govern to all routes is

based on the assumption that the maximum authorized speed
in the terminal territory- is the safe speed for all turnout and
crossover movements. This same assumption makes it pos-

sible to move trains at the maximum authorized terminal

speed by dwarf signal indication.

The chief advantage derived from the use of special ter-

minal signaling is the information as to the occupancv of the
track ahead. This not only quickens the movement on a

caution indication but makes follow-up moves safer. Thi'

information is clear and definite and no indication can have
two meanings.

The chief disadvajitage is the difficulty of placing signals

at the proper points to allow the tracks to be used to full

capacity, as the complicated track layouts with crowded
clearances usually found on important terminals make it

almost impossible to erect the overhead structures at actual
fouling points for the support of high signals.

The dwarf signal has the advantage of lieing located at tiie

proper point to permit trains to occupy tracks to full ca-

pacity, but as it is used today it cannot give the information
as to the occupancy of the track ahead. Ihr engineman

running under a dwarf signal caution indication must de-

termine for himself whether the track immediately ahead
is occupied. His decision depends largely on his view of
the track. The careful engineman will proceed with caution
j)repared to make a stop, watching the line-up of switches to

determine whether he is to be deflected to an occupied track.

The optimistic engineman will take a chance and proceed
without reduction of speed, prepared to stop at the next

• signal, but he may have to make an emergency stop before
he reaches it. The first man may slow up the terminal
movement unnecessarily. The second man may make follow-
up movements hazardous. The only factor of safety for

him is to have the maximum speed permitted in the terminal
slow.

Actual obser%'ations of the speed at which train movements
are made through short slips and crossovers on some terminal
layouts would indicate that the track engineer has allowed
for a considerable factor of safet}' in his decision as to the

COLOR LIGHT POSmoN LIGHT

PROCECO WITH CAUTiOn
PRtPARtO To STOP 5HCP-
OF TKAIN OP OBSTROCTtOj

Four Position Dwarf Signal Indications

safe speed at which these deflecting moves should be mad.
Unless enginemen are constantly checked up the sj>eeds art
usually exceeded, but very rarely with disastrous results.

This has an important bearing on the need in indicating
definitely when the track ahead is occupied, as the speed of
the optimistic engineman may be one that makes an emer-
gency stop difficult. Having in mind the cautious and the
confident engineman, it is seen that the addition of the fourth
indication, which is gained by using two-arm high signals,

will speed up the first man on the other indications and will

retard the second man when he is moving to occupied track.

Considering the two schemes of signaling, we find that if

the addition of one indication were made to the dwarf signal

scheme it would have the advantage of special terminal sig-

naling witliout its disadvantages, and the advent of the light

signal makes this fourth indication possible without an\
change in tlie design of the signal as now used for three ind
cations. This would seem to make the dwarf signal partici;

larly adapted for the propt-r governing of traffic on a bu~
terminal, as it comliines tiic advantages of the two systcii

as now used on our important terminals without their di-

advantages and makes possible the operation of a busy tei

minal to its full capacity. The four indications are show:
in the sketch.

Lumber Mills of British Columbia report that 90 per ecu
of their output is now being purchased by China and Japa:
The Prairie Provinces were formerly the chief outlet for this

province's lumber. So insistent is the demand from the Orient

that most of the Coast mills arc said to be sold out a month
ahead.



Railway Electrical Engineers Meet in Chicago

Heavy Electric Traction. Power Trucks, and Axle Generator

Pulleys Among Subjects Discussed

TiK iiiiKTF.i'.NTii annual convention of the Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers was held at Hotel La
Salle, Chicago, Octol)er 31 to November i. This was

the first annual meeting that the electrical men have held

OctoU-r, 1920, the usual fall cat! - 'in!; been

.1 in 1921 on aCKaint of the l.u-iii' i which

, I lied at that time. In spite of the I.n > of tlie

past troublesome months, the convention was well attended

an'! much interest was manifested in the proceedings. Con-
• ibly more than 100 railway electrical officers registered

:ie attendance includi-d many others who did not register.

'•''' session of the convention was called to order by

lit, L. C. Hensel. electrical engineer of the St.

I rancisco Lines, at l():.i() a. m. on Tuesday. ()c-

Crane Type TrutK .^ i- -
l-^cononnc-s

toiler .SI. .\ftir a brief ojjening address by Mr. Hensel, the

reports of the .secretar}- and auditing committee were pre-

sented and accepted.

Presented as unfinished business was the question of af-

filiation with the .American Railway .Association. This sub-

ject was first broached to the .Association of Railway Electri-

cal Engineers at its annual convention in Octolier, 1919, and

has been held in abeyance ever since. Originally, it ap-

peared that certain advantages might accrue to the mcml>ers

l)y becoming affiliated with the .American Railway Asso-

ciation, but more recently these advantages do not ap[>ear so

marked. Whatever may subsequently develop in the situa-

tion will be taken care of by a committee consisting of J. R.

.Sloan, chief electrician, Pennsylvania System; L. S. Billau,

assistant electrical engineer, lialtimore & Ohio; J. A. An-

dreucetti, assistant electrical engineer, Chicago, Northwestern,

and E. Wanamakcr, electrical engineer, Rock Island Lines.

E. A. Lundy of the Railway Elictrical Engineer, chair-

man of the committee on data and information, presented a

report including tabulated information showing the extent

to which electrical equipment is being used on the various

railroads throughout the country. Tliis report is the first of

its kind that has lieen presented since 1918, and the figures

given show a remarkable increase in the use of electrical ap-

paratus. One field in which this increase is particularly

noticeable is that of electric arc welding. It is plainly evi-

dent that the roads are coming to realize the economic ad-

vantages of electric welding and it is only a question of

time when this work will be common practice on all roads.

A report on power trucks and tractors was presented by

L. D. Moore of the Missouri Pacific. Inasmuch as trucks

and tractors are not always electrically operated, the report

includes gasoline operated equipment as well as those deriv-

ing power from storage batteries. The report outlines in

general the different types of equipment for use under vari-

<xis conditions and locations. While it was believed for the

most part that electrically operated trucks and tractors would

satisfactorily meet all requirements, it was conceded that

under sdhie conditions gasoline equipment might be the best

to use.

One particularly interesting development which was

brought out in the discussion which followed the reading of

the rejjort was in regard to the crane type truck. John Car-

son of the New York Central Lines stated that his company

was using three trucks of this type in enginehouse service

and had found them to be one of the greatest labor-saving

machines that had ever come into their hands. Locomotive

air compressors, front ends, main rods, or any similar parts

are handled with no trouble whatever. The machines are of

the Elwell-Parker t}pe, having a capacit>- of 3,000 lb. at

a 6-ft. radius. The trucks are equipped with outrigging so

that the danger of the machines tipping over is ver>- remote.

It has been found best to place one man on each shift in

charge of this truck and not to allow it to be operated by

anyone else.

To illustrate the economy effected with the crane type

truck, Mr. Carson stated he knew of several instances where

a crippled compressor had been removed and a new one ap-

plied by three men in 25 minutes. .A front end can be

handled in a proportionately short time. For use in yard

work, unloading cars, or handling material such a truck with

an operator and two men will accomplish 75 per cent more

work than six men will do in the same length of time.

The Committee on Heavy Electric Traction presented a

very extensive report, including much tabulated data on rail-

road electrification in both North and South America. This

report was read by J. R. Sloan, chairman of the committee.

In reply to a question by E. Marshall, electrical engineer of

the Great Northern, as to what lies in the immediate future

along the line of heavy electric traction, Mr. Taylor of the

General Electric Company said: "It is rather a general sub-

ject as to just what is going on. Here in Chicago, the Illinois

Central has just given out a report that it is going to electrify

its suburban service, using 1,500 volt direct current. Of

course, that is in the immcHliate future. There are several

foreign jobs, one in Chile and another in Mexico. There

seem to be more requests for rejiorts on electrification just

now than at any other time; more steam railroads seem to

lie interested in the possible electrification." In sj^aking

on the same subject, Q. W. Hershey of the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company said in part: "Dur-

ing the war, of course, there was no money available to spend

for electrification and all energies were exerted to provide

transportation. Following that came a peak in traffic re-

quirements and again everybody fell in to move the load.

Then came the depression. Then following that another

peak, which we are now in. The problem of the railroads

has been taking care of details for the immediate necessities

of the transportation requirements, so that in this country

there has not been vcr^• much physical electrification work

897
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done in the last four or five years. This condition exists

—

that in a ven- broad sense the railroad managements are

looking forward to preparing for the time when money will

be available to provide such electrification as they will find

they need. It would seem your part of the electrical in-

quiries of the railways should be that of studying their prob-

lem rather than letting some outside people do it without their

participation. I want to compliment the committee and also

the Railway Electrical Engineer for the data which has

been prepared. I telieve this is the most complete statistical

data that has been offered at any time since electrification

has been thought of, and it will stand as a valuable refer-

ence work."

In touching upon the factor of regeneration by electric loco-

motive, it was brought out that the important feature was

not the amount of power which could be returned to the

trolle\- or jX)wer system but rather the control and restraint

of trains traveling down grade.

One of the significant points in the report of the Committee

on Electric Repair Shop Facilities and Equipment was

brought out by E. H. Hagensick of the Union Pacific, who
said: "During this last labor trouble on our road we have

had a great deal of difficulty- with motors burning out and

we have got by simply because we had lots of spare motors."

Spare motors are vitally essential if tie-ups are to be avoided,

for without means to replace a burnt out machine most costly

delavs may easily develop. In order not to carr}- an excessive

number of spare motors or parts, it is clearly advantageous

to standardize on motors for different purposes.

Another factor which is destined to become an important

adjunct to the already large scope of activities for the electri-

cal men was presented in the form of a motion picture illus-

trating the Regan System of Automatic Train Control. This

picture, together with a description of the equipment, was

presented by Joseph Beaumont and B. F. Meisel of the

Regan Safety Devices Company.
The report of the Committee on Illumination was pre-

sented by L. S. Billau, chairman of the committee. A num-
ber of changes has been made in the report since it was pre-

•sented at the June meeting of the association in Atlantic

Citv'. The principal point of interest, however, is that of

train lighting lamps now available and listed in commercial

production. Stocks of lamps which are in general use by all

railroads and are apt to be found everywhere in the coun-

try, ought to be reduced to a minimum. The committee rec-

ommmends that the 50-watt gas filled lamps should be

brought out with the bowl enameled or frosted in order to

prevent glare which results from the unprotected filament of

such lamps. There has been an increasing demand during

the past year for a locomotive cab lamp of smaller physical

dimension than is possible to secure at present, and it is be-

lieved that a smaller 32-volt lamp can l>e developed that

will give reasonably good life. It may also be said that in

the effort to secure smaller lamps for locomotive cab use the

Michigan Central and the New York Central Railroads have

been experimenting with 6-volt lamps. In view of the fact

that practically all railroads are using flashlights for inspec-

tion purposes throughout all departments, it was felt that

some consideration should be given to the desirability of

standardizing these miniature lamps.

Another point emphasized by the committee was the fact

that illumination intensities are being used in other than

railroad fields that are 100 per cent higher than was con-

sidered good practice three or four years ago. It is believed

that an increassc of lamp load, which means higher illumina-

tion intensities, would be justified by the advertising benefit

derived even though it might increase the cost of operation

and maintenance to some extent. Tiie discussion developed

the fart that a mill type tungsten filament lamp has U-en

developed which many of the roads are using with entire

satisfaction in all kinds of portable service in shops.

The report of the Committee on Motor Specifications pre-

sented by E. A\'anamaker did not provoke a great deal of

discussion, but the committee has obviously taken a step in

the right direction by preparing a standard specification for

motors used in railroad service. Such motors are of necessitv"

frequently required to perform work that is particularly

arduous. B}- preparing a set of specifications with the co-

operation of representatives of the motor manufacturers,

motors more suitable for the exacting requirements of rail-

road service may be developed.

The discussion of the report of the Committee on Train
Lighting Equipment and Practice centered largely upon the

subject of axle pulleys, particularly the barrel type pulley

as used by the Pullman Company. E. Lunn, chief electri-

cian of the Pullman Company, explained at considerable

length the development of the barrel t}-pe pulley and quoted

figures showing that the belt life obtained with their use was
approximately 100,000 miles.

Another type, known as the universal pulley, which has
recently been brought out and is undergoing test on the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, came in for some discussion.

New Axle Pulley Built on the Universal Joint Principle

This I'ulley. which is designed on the universal joint princi-

ple, aims to keep the axle pulley in line with the generator
pulley regardless of whether the car be on curve or tangent
track.

The report of the Committee on Electric Welding consisted

of a tentative specification for the rating of welding machines.
The little discussion that followed was confined largely to

the merits of alternating current welding equipment and tlie

extent of its application, a subject upon which opinions seem
to differ.

The electric headlight report was substantially the same
as the progress report presented in June, with a few minor
changes. L. C. Muelheim of the Baltimore & Ohio, chair-

man of the committee, read the report. The discussion which
followed touched briefly on the subject of regrinding ball

bearings and rebushing and rel)oring tlie turbo-generator ma
chine cases to fit tlie ball bearing properly, after having been
worn down in service. Both of these practices arc entire!)

feasible and practical.

The final paper of the convention was the report of the

Sponsor Committee on Insulatcxl Wires and Cables of the

.American Engineering Standards Committee. The report was
accepted and no discussion followed. An interesting feature

of tile final convention .session was the presentation of a !

tion picture showing the various stages in the manufacture
of rul)ber covered wire by the Okonife Company, Pas-
saic, N. J.
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Election of Officers

11: ir arc as follows:

K S nt; Krni-st Lunn,
V'.iVr; ., . , ;. 1 . J. Hill. Michigan
I .il. second vice pn-.suli nt. I wo new mcntlicrs of the

. \ Hive committif were svkxii- 1 as follows: E. H. Hagen-
Mck, Union Pacific, and Gtor^jf \\ . Bebout, C. k O.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers'

Association Exhibit

I lu- exhibit of the Railway Klcctrical .Supply Manufac-
turers' .\s50ciation. which is always held in conjunction witli

the convention of the electrical enj;ineers, was highly success-

ful. There was a numU-r of new e.xhiliitors. .\11 of the ex-

hibition space was taken up, and if the numlier of exhibitors

increases further cither iarfier quarters will have to be se-

cured or some of the larjjer companies will Ik- obliged to give

up part of their space.

The officers of the manufacturers' association elected for

the coming year arc as follows: Daniel Woodhcad, Daniel

WtKxlhead Company, Chicago, president; K. L. McClelland.
Wcstinghouse Klectric and Manufacturing Company, New-

York, senior vice president; George H. Scott, Safety Car
Heating and Lighting Company. Chicago, junior vice presi-

dent; Edward \Vray, Railway Purchases and Stores, Chi-

cago, treasurer; J. Scribner, General Electric Company, Chi-

cago, secretary.

The Financial Starvation of the Railways

Industry and Commerce Strangled by Shortage in

Transportation Facilities

By Herbert Hoover
Secretary of Commerce

OiR TRAXSPORT.^Tiox facilities have lagged far behind

the necessities of the countr)-. Progress has been made
in their restoration from the demoralization of war, but

our rolling .--tock. our trackage, and many of our terminals are

une(|ual to our needs. Some increases in equipment have

been made during the past year; yet they are entirely insuf-

ficient as the result of long-continued financial starvation.

The deficiency in transportation finds its visible expression

in car shortage; and while the recent strike has temporarily

aggravated the situation, the trouble is far more deep-seated.

K.\ti|>t during f)eriods of business dejiression or strikes there

lias to some degree been continuous car shortage for the last

six years. Furthermore, car shortage reaches its most acute

stage during the four or five months of peak load in the fall

and early winter.

Railway cars are the red blood corpuscles of commerce,

and we suffer from commercial anaemia every year, because

they are star\c-d. The losses through short transportation

are a ta.\ upon the community greater than the cost of our

government, becauiie such a shortage not only stifles the

progress of production and intrcxJuces speculation into dis-

tribution, but it al.so seriously affects price levels. No lx?tter

instance e.xists than the lift in the price of coal by over .500

per cent in 1020 when there was no strike, and over 60 per

cent in 1922. after prtxJuction following the strike had been

resumed. In lioth ca.scs the mines could have produced .50

per cent more coal, and if the railways could have tran.S|K)rted

even 20 per cent more, then prices would have been normal.

Furthermore, this very .shortage is one of the most deep-

seated causes of the instability in the bituminous industry

and its recurrent strikes. The car shortage also directly af-

fects our farmers, because in ever)' car-shortage period a

price differential on grain below the Liverpool price (and

yet in excess of the railway rates and handling co.sts) sets in

of from 5 to IS cents per busliil. The los.ses to livestock

growers are very great becau.«e of the necessity to feed stock

l>oyond the fattened stage. And there arc regularly great

losses in fruit and vegetables Ijecause of the lack of refrig-

erator cars.

The management of our prim ipal railways to-day, by all

the tests of administration, of load factors, of mechanical ef-

•EKtr.-icu from tlic forihcnmind annu.il report of the Secrelary of Com-
merce for the fiscal year 1921-22.

ficiency, etc., is the most efficient transportation machine in

the world in so far as it is not limited by causes beyond the

managers' control.

A Cumulation of Experiments

The situation has been contributed to by the war, but also

fundamentally by the cumulation of exi>eriments in public

relations to the railways, both national and state. We have
tried uncontrolled operation; we have tried negative regula-

tion in the j)revention of discrimination; we have trit?d nation-

alization; we are now trying jwsitive regulation. National-

ization would be a social and economic disasteer; free opera-

tion would reconstruct the vicious practices of .50 years ago.

Regulation in some form is necessan,-. but constructive devel-

opment of this regulation—to preser\'e the initiative and re-

sponsibility of our railway executives, to .«ecure the fine values

of private oj^eration, and at the same time to secure public

protection and assure adequate service—are absolutely vital

and not necessarily incompatible. The present Transporta-

tion Act possesses many constructive features and some weak-
ness. It was the result of compromises in many particulars,

and these very compromises are some of its weakest points.

Disproof of Fiction That Earnings are Guaranteed

If the causes of financial stan-ation were .«olcly a question

of war and of hard times, we could aft"ord to wait for a nat-

ural .solution, but they are not. The Trans|K)rtation Act of

1920 affirmatively declared that the rates should yield a fair

return on the aggregate real value of the railway properties

(as determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission)

u.scd in pulilic service and o|)erated under honest, (efficient,

and economical management. It provided that the fair re-

turn during the first two years should be at the rate of SJ/2

[ler cent on the railways as a whole, or in each of the major

groups in which the country might In- divided in the admin-

istration of the law. and that during this ])eriiKl there might

be added '/^ per cent for rehabilitation. M the expiration of

this twf)-year period the Interstate Commerce Commission

placed the fair return at the rate of 5vi ptT cent per annum,
or 6 per cent less J4 pf" '"'^nt 'o cover income taxation. The
law. however, further provided that any particular carrier

which earns in excess of 6 per cent per annum shall hand
over one-half of that excess into a contingent fund to be ad-

ministered bv the Interstate Commerce Commission "in fur-
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therance of the public interest in railway transportation"

either by loans to carriers or b}' the purchase of transportation

equipment and facilities and the leasing of the same to the

carriers. The carriers have never earned these amounts and
the failure of earnings vvitliout charge on the government
is complete disproof of the current fiction that earnings are

"guaranteed."

Strong Railroads Cannot Provide

Equipment for Weak Ones

Furthermore, the immediate effect of this recapture pro-

vision would be that whereas the strong and fortunately sit-

uated railways are able to earn in excess of 6 per cent, and
are therefore able to secure finance for betterments, the very

fact that they did earn in excess of the average would mean
that the weaker roads were unable to earn up to the average.

It may be accepted as a general proposition tliat carriers

earning materially below the 5-y4 per cent return are not in a

position to command the confidence of investors which is

necessar)' for e.xpansion to meet the public demand. The con-

tingent fund makes available money which such carriers may
borrow, pro\nded, however, that they are able to give the

necessary security for repayment. It is easy to comprehend
that such a contingent fund may serve the purpose of bridg-

ing carriers over temporary difficulties, but it is more difficult

to understand how a carrier which, though it may be very

essential to its part of the country, is financially a chronic

weakling is to be made strong and capable by becoming more
deeply involved. If there is any merit in this device, it

seems not to extend to those anaemic carriers that are unable

to give tlie government the color of assurance of repayment.

This device also carries a certain liability to the government
in that carriers that borrow from the fund and fail to pay are

likely to become government railways tlirough their financial

difficulties. It would seem tliat the first of the two uses to

which moneys of the contingent fund may be put holds out

better promise of furtherance of the public welfare. How-
ever, the creation of such a national reserve of transportation

equipment has not been seriously undertaken. It would seem
that our dire di.stress in time of car shortage and, at times,

motive-power shortage would strongly argue for the creation

of such reser\^es. Rolling stock for limited use during 60 to

90 days is probably unprofitable to any railroad, and cer-

tainly the stronger railroads can not, and should not, be

expected to provide it for the weaker ones.

The present act contemplated the solution of the problem
of the weak roads through voluntary con.solidation of the

weaker and stronger roads into larger sy.stems to be definitely

indicated by the Interstate Commerce Commi.ssion. Tlierc is

no doul>t that such consolidation would be a large advance in

solution to the whole j)rol)lem. As the nation has resolved to

control rates, and thus to depend no longer on competition as a

means of rate regulation, it should secure the manifest advan-

tages of larger .systems. The economies in ojx'ration through

standardization and better employment of rolling stock would
be construdive themselves, i)Ut of vastly more importance

would be the strengthening of the foundations for the financ-

ing of betterments and for more intelligent handling of rate

regulation. The i)art of the act providing for con.'^olidations

lias not been advanced veri' much so far, although a tenta-

tivf plan for grou|)ing has In-en issucxl to serve as a basis for

investigation, and hearings have been l)egun. When the

permissible consolidations are once enunciated it is possible

that some railways can arrange terms amongst themselves

for such consolidations.

How far surh voluntary action would solve the problem is

uncertain, but (f)mpulsor\' consolidation leads into many un-

tenable premises. It might be that there could be invented

some inducements to consolidate into the projio.sed .systems,

or to lease for cons*)lidated operation, or .some form of Co-

operative ' peration. If the recaptured profits principle is to

be maintained and if it can l>e enforced by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, the assured application of such re-

caj^tured profits within such enunciated groups in some form
might at least be worth discussion as an inducement to con-

solidate.

The alternative of repealing the miscalled guaranty clauses

of the act does not fundamentally assist the expansion of the

weaker roads, for so long as rates are controlled by 49 dif-

ferent commissions, it is unlikely that the rates would or

could be made di.scriminatorj' in favor of the weaker roads,

and thus die basis for the financing of betterments by these

roads would not be materially improved. The suggestion

that all rate control should be repealed except control

against discrimination or preference would not meet the sit-

uation of the weaker roads, because the restoration of competi-

tive rates would enable the stronger roads to again drive the

weaker roads nearer to the wall.

Rate Structure Needs Reorganization

Another vivid question in this connection is that of the

rates themselves. In an era of wide disparity between
farmers' income and that in and of industry-, the transporta-

tion rates have proven to be a heav}' burden on agriculture.

On the other hand, under present conditions railway earn-

ings are obviously not large enough to assure railway ex-

pansion. Some relief both to the railways and the farmer
may be obtained by thorough reorganization of the rate struc-

ture. Some classes and areas of traffic are carried at actual

loss; others are carried at lower rates than the relative value

of the commodities warrant; and a series of scientific upward
readjustments should be made in some cases in order to give

the railways and the shippers of primary commodities and
agricultural produce some relief. The recent reduction of 10

per cent in rates on luxuries as well as on primar}- goods con-

tributed nothing to commerce and impoverished the railways

just that much. The tangled skein of rates seems a mesh in

which there is so persistent a resistance against every con-

structive propo.sal, that we are incapable of rescue except by
some complete dej)arture in courage.

Labor Regulation Unsatisfactory

Another phase of present regulation is the machinen.- of

wage control and strike prevention, which are unsatisfactory

.

The legislation embraces the important principle of the pub-
lic's right to secure continuity of ser\^ice and it carries the ol)-

ligation of the public to secure just wages to the employees.

The Railway Labor Board has perfonned large services to

the emloyees, to the railways, and to the public. The
difficulties arise from the tripartite structure of the board
under the act, from its detacJiment from the rate-making body,

and especially from the fact that the act did not originali\-

contemplate that the government would be a universal wage
fixer. It was the assumption that the txxird would only func-

tion in ca.^e of a major threat of stoppage in service. The
failure of the kxal adjustment boards for direct contact be-

tween employees and employers has thrust all disputes on the

lai>or board; and in result we have practically governmental

fixing of all wages and conditions of labor.

There can tie no question that action in some direction is

imperative, if indu.stry and commerce are not to be further

strangled by a shortage in transjxirtation. Wliatevcr may
have lieen tlie sins of railway finance in the last generation,

we are not only suffering from them, i)Ut we have maintained

an attitude of bitterness in our jmblic relationship to our rail-

ways for which we pay thrice over in prevention of their

|>roper develojiment.

We must have increa.«ecl transportation, if we are to main-

tain our growing productivity. We must therefore find a way
out of the cycle of systematic starvation of a large part of our

mileage and the denudation of our railway managers of their

responsibilities and initiative.



T. E. A. Displays Keen Interest in Long Engine Runs

A

Convention Discussed Utilization of Power and Operation of

Stoker and Oil Fired Locomotives

KEntKT of the opening session of the thirtieth annual
convention of the Traveling Kngincers' Association,

held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, October Jl to

November 3, inclusive, apfK-ared in last week's issue. The
following are abstracts of the more im[K)rtant reports which

were presented and discussed at the later sessions.

Distribution of Power: Its Effect on Operating Costs

At more or less frequently recurring periods, every rail- absolutely works out in practire. The fuel used at terminals

road is confn^nted with a situation where its at<ility to earn and in stand-by losses represents probably 30 to 35 per cent

revenue is controlled by its ability to mo>e the traftic offered, of the total and this expense increases with the larger power

Likewise periods occur when surplus equipment represents a on light trains.

large overhead investment producing no revenue. Any plans The cost of locomotive operation for a representative mid-

that will contril>ute toward improving these conditions will western road for the year 1920, and which will be fairly

help greatly in reducing the general cost of operation. representative of 1922 conditions, was as follows:

A study of the power situation with a view to conserving

tractive effort on the railroad system as a whole, without ref- Total co« loco, owned p«r

erence to particular conveniences or economies on a single _ , ./o^iTVc/; .till?
division, IS of paramount impwrtancc. Records of fuel and Repairs 26,462,086 12,094

locomotive maintenance cost will ,*how that, generally speak- ^JS'pT^^cf'"'".'^
..'*.""!"..'"''. .'".'!"'^°""

18,442,173 8.429

ine, where the size of the train is limited, the smallest type J-ub"canti \\\'\ll }?1," .
, ... r I , . 1, .,, OAtr supplies 335,696 153

of eneme that will comfortably handle the train will give —: —
.,,,'.

,
.. \ c c 1 1 •_ Total of selected items »74,454,628 $34,029

the lowest annual operating cost for fuel, wages and repairs,

and in turn will release the heavier t)pe of fwwer for trains This represents average costs applied to all locomotives

where the loading is controlled only by the tractive effort of owned. If this were shown only for the locomotives in

the engine. Investigation has shown instances of compara- actual service or for the heavy freight locomotives in service,

tively heav>' engines handling verj- light local passenger the average cost would be much higher, but this will serve

trains, with lighter engines handling tonnage freight trains for illustration.

on other divisions, perhaps for the reason that the engine- The St. L. S. F. has for some time made up a daily cost

man returned on a heavier run, or t>ecause that particular sheet for each freight train operated. This shows the cost

division inherited that particular class of power as a result per 1,000 G. T. M. for fuel and wages, including overtime.

of some changes in the power distribution on the district as This information reaches all division operating officers, in-

a whole. Changes in power distribution or extending the eluding the road foremen of engines, daily, and is very val-

run of locomotives over two divisions have in such cases uable ^n keeping individual fuel and wage costs before all

brought alx)ut considerable saving in tractive effort and as concerned, including enginemen and trainmen.

a result decreased the cost of operation. On the majorit}- of ro;ids the operating or transportation

Locomotives having a large reserve of power for the trains department distributes the jxjwer, in conjunction with the

they are required to handle, or more modem in design, can motive power department, whidi usually approves of the in-

be in less than average good condition and yet make the time dividual engines to be assigned to divisions or runs, but this

without failure. Furthermore, small tyi>es of more or less is not always the case in transfers of power between divisions

antiquated jKJwer are not popular at the general shops for or districts. A ver\' close working arrangement is necessarj'

overhauling, for the rea.son that the more modem t}pes are if the best results are to be obtained. Transfers of power
usually in demand, and it is easier to figure on what the)' are sometimes, if not usually, made at times of msh business

will require in repair parts. The motive jxiwer officer on the when new men are entering tlie ser\'ice, l)oth in the shops
division has for his yardstick man hours per locomotive and on the road. .\ transportation officer without training

despatchment and engine failure's, rather than the total cost in locomotive matters cannot fully appreciate all that is in-

of operation per 1,000 gross ton miles or per passenger car volved in intr<xiucing new ty[x>s of locomotives into new ter-

mile. riton,-. The experience of nun with the training of the trav-

It has been stated t)y eminent authority that the loss to the eling engineer is ver\- valualiU- in such times and .should lie

farmers of the United States, through not l>eing able to move utilized. The traveling engim-er .-o advising should be thor-

their crops when markets are favorable, amounts to about oughly familiar with the operating conditions on the railroad

$400,000,000 annually, and yet railroad officers find them- as a wiiole and make his recommendations accordingly, with-
selves at certain pericxls with considerable surjilus of [Kjwer. out reference to division economies which disregard the gen-
These considerations, together with the fact that the average eral gocxl to be accomplished. Compound engines or engines
miles per hx-omotive day for fn-ighl locomotives in 1920 was ef|ui|i|)ed with certain special devices, while giving excellent

59.3, gives to the subject of fK)wer utilization a com[K'lling ser\-i(e where regularlv u.scd, may prove of negative Itenefit

interest, any discussion of which will naturally resolve it.sclf when thrown into a group of engines of similar tractive power
into consideration as to the merits of p<x)k'd vs. regular en- perhaps, but unlike in design or equipment. This is espe-

gines, of long mns vs. division mns, and many other things, cially tme where there are many new men in engine service

One feature to consider in engine assignment is that en- and shops not entirely familiar with the types of locomotives
gines having a lari;e reserve of power for the trains assigned or devices.

to them do not call for the same refinement in the handling .\ numlier of roads have increased the available power
and firinc that will obtain where it is nece.ssari' to have skill- supply through lengthening locomotive runs. This will not
ful handling in order to deliver the desired service. This apply ef|ually on all roads, but has great possibilities under

901
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certain conditions. This practice has been ven- much ex-

tended since our 1921 meeting, and the exjjerience of the

members is invited in the discussion to follow. Local con-

ditions, as to train schedules, conveniences for taking coal

and water, the grade of fuel used and facilities for caring

for the lire and ash-pan enroute, must be considered. It is

a fact that enginemen and firemen are assigned to runs

rather than to engines and the difficulty in actually having

regular crews on engines has increased, thus making it diffi-

cult to secure satisfactory mileage from regularly assigned

engines to runs. It is safe to predict that where the charac-

ter of the fuel used will permit, the tendency of oiK'rating

departments of railroads will be to develop the fullest infor-

mation as to the desirabilit)- of extending the length of runs

for locomotives in passenger and fast freight service, but

particularly in passenger service. The exj^erience of the

New York Central Lines, with which two members of your

committee are connected, has been that to date the average

monthly mileage of all passenger locomotives has not in-

creased as a result of running certain engines over two

divisions, although individual engines will make large mile-

age for a period. There is a saving in fuel due to decreased

terminal consumption and the supervision given toward main-

taining good condition of fires enroute to avoid delays for

steam. We suggest the possibilities of extended runs for

locomolives be made a subject for next year's convention.

Segregating certain tyjies of engines to one district or di-

vision, instead of mixing up different classes in one territor}-,

has it< advantages. This may appear to impose a hardship

at first if the engines are n'.w to the district and somewhat

more difficult to maintain and to operate than the engines

regularly or previously used, but if done at a time when
business is not too heav)- and when experienced men are on

both sides of the engine, and a high standard of insjjection

and repairs can be built up, it is a ver\- paying proposition.

It is the practice, al.so, on seme roads to work fairly close

on power at all times, the motive power officers themselves

insi.sting on this, thus keeping the largest possible re.'^erve of

power laid up in good order for rush jjeriods. It coits

money to take engines out of storage, and it should not be

done without knowing that they are actually needed.

The roads referred to also maintain pooled freight engines

throughout the year rather than I'.ssigning regular crews to

engines duing slack periods and then having to pool them
when a rush comes on. The principle involved is that of

maintaining a more rigid average year round system of in-

spection and repairs at terminals than would obtain with

regularly assigned engines for certain seasons cf slack busi-

ness, and when we more or less depc-nd on the engineer's

report and ]^)ersonal interest to help maintain the power than

when running pooled engines. However, when forced to

return to pooling it is hardly possil)le to build up quickly

the ins|x;ction and the method of caring for repairs or to

keep the same degree of interest alive among tht engine

crews that obtains with regularly assigned engines or with

a highl\- developed plan of pooled service. The advent of

newlv promoted enginemen and new firemen is an important

point to consider and it is always to be remembered that the

period of rush business is when the earning capacity of the

locomotive is the greatest and when we should be able to get

the l>est possible use from it.

The refx)rt is signed bv Robert Collett (N. Y. C), chair-

man; David Meadows (^I. C); \\. R. Garber (K. & M.);

J. E. Ingling (Erie), and C. A. Fisher (G. N.)

Discussion

The discussion of this report centered very largely around

the subject of long engine runs, in which it is evident that

the members of the association are taking a deep interest.

Several cases of passenger runs of from 250 miles to over

600 miles were cited, and a number of cases were also cited

where freight locomotives were running over two districts.

It developed that in several cases the extension of the length

of the locomotive run has recjuired an increase in the size

of the cylinder lubricator. The four-pint lubricator has

been found too small for large passenger power and in some

cases six pint lubricators are being installed. This matter

has offered no real obstacle, however, as extra oil is placed

on the engine for use in case the original filling does not

carry the locomotive over the entire run.

On the New York Central passenger locomotives are being

run through from Harmon, N. Y., to Syracuse. This has

saved turning 40 locomotives a day at the Rensselaer ter-

m'nal (Albany, N. Y.), at an average cost of from $6 to S9

each, with a corresponding reduction in the number of move-

ments between the roundhouse and the station, a distance of

one mile over a busy double track bridge. Car department

employees fill the main pin grease cups and shovel the coal

forward at the Albany station in an average of from five to

seven minutes. The locomotives have a short layover ar

Syracuse and return to Harmon in less than 24 hours.

This practice has not necessitated any increase in tlie engine

house force either at Harmon or Syracuse. On the two

divisions, trains which formerly required 21 locomotives to

handle are now Ijeing taken care of witli 16 locomotives.

No ca.se was cited in the discussion where the practice, once

established, had been discontinued because of the inability

to overcome any of the difficulties encountered, although the

shopmen's strike has interfered with the development of the

practice in some casej. Although numerous difficulties have

ix>en encountered, the consensus of opinion of those meml)ers

of the association who have had experience with it, indicates

that some increase in locomotive mileage may l>e expected,

that train miles per locomotive failure need not be decrea.«ed

by the longer runs ami that engine house expense will be

reduced. Definite opinions as to what effect the long nms
will have on fuel consumption and locomotive maintenance

was not brought out.

Is Mechanical Firing Reducing the Cost of Train Operation?

Tlie outstanding features of stoker firing arc tiie possible

increa.se in tonnage or decrease in time i)etween terminals,

or IxJth, together with the possibility of handling a fuel of a

lower B. t. u. value and a corresponding lower cost.

As an offset against these considerations, which directly

affects the cost of train operation, tiiere has always been

charged the increa.sc in coal consumption |kt 1.000 gross ton

miles, which has always l>een considered as going hand in

hand with stoker operation. In the early development of

the .itoker the only successful machine was one having a

relatively high jKiint of deliver)', and, consequently, when
the locomotive was being forced to its maximum the liglifer

particles of coal were carried over the arch, where arches

were used, therel)y resulting in an excessive stack or spark

loss. In recently conducted road tests it has iK'en found that

this condition no longer pa-vails. It was shown that where

the same attention was given the stoker as in hand firing, the

fuel consumptiiin jkt 1,000 gross ton miles per hour was

generally hiwer on the stoker-fired IcKomotive. This differ-

ence in fuel consumption was no doubt due to the higher

average tenii)erature obtainable in stoker firing, due to the

elimination of the jK-riodical inrush of cold air, and tlie more

perfect combustion i>a"isible through carrying a lighter fire ,i

well as the more reuular and uniform fuel feed.
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Iht data in the tabic was '• ii,- n-Mjlt oi a care-

ful test conducted on a tru: to detcnnine tho
difference between assigned ai:

i c.

Fin PnrotMAart or t'. S. R. A. Lieut Mikam Ttm I^ocomoiitcs
Egfims WiiM StoKo*

Fcbnurr. 1922 Aiii«D«d Krrke Pool irTTia!

!<*««« No »ji 654
fff^ mil** J.ISO j.rojGnM tsa aOn 4.5I4.SJS 4.*9t.t*i
Poasdi coal between icrmto*li 476,710 605 SJO
Povnd* p« l.OOO O. T. M 105.59 1J4 6*

y-- ' 652 656
' • i.750 6.144

' ' >« 5,129.449 7,723.177
i\M<n.i. luai uciseni imnifulf SM.S62 91J.279
l'aun<i> per l.oOO O. T. M 113.24 11825

The test extended over a period of 60 days. The two loco-

motives were identical in every respect, and operated in the

-aine class of service, viz., fast freight. Locomotive No. 652
was operated by the same crew throughout the entire test,

while locomotive Xo. 656 was handled by four crews alter-

nating. Note that during the t"ir<t .^0 days the assigned loco-

motive made 18,150 more ton milles and 553 less engine
miles than the (x»led engine, and consumed 12S,820 pounds
less coal or a difference of 27.5 per cent calculated on a

1,000 gross ton mile basis.

At the end of the first month it was possible to make an
immediate comjxirison which showed up the above difference

in coal consumption. Steps were therefore taken to bring

the performance of the pool crews to that of the assigned

crew by teaching and getting the men intea-sted, and the

result of this action is reflected in the results for March.
\\'hile these results show an increase of 7.3 per cent in

fuel for the assigned engine, this increase was due almost

entirely to weather conditions. The table shows, however,

that the active supervision over the pool crews, together with

their co-operation, resulted in a decrease of 13.8 per cent.

As the weather conditions affected both alike, it is reasonable

to assume that had the p)ool crews been allowed to go on

during the month of March as in February, the coal con-

sumption for Engine No. 656 would have Ix'cn affected the

same as in the case of Engine No. 652, i. e., increa.^ed 7.3

per cent, which would have made it approximately 144.49 lb.

per 1,000 gross ton miles instead of 118.25 lb.

This test proves, first, that the excess in fuel consumption

of the jxwled over the assigned engine was not due to the

stoker or the locomotive, but altogether to the manner in

which it was handled by the four crews; and, second, that

intelligent su[KTvision will bring the same results in case

of stoker as in hand firing.

Economical train operation means the movement of the

greatest possible tonnage over a division in the shortest

possible time. The loading and time factors are the all-

governing ones and must be carefully worked out by the

operating department, as an error of 10 per cent either way,

i. c., overloading or underloading, s]k-IIs a material increase

in operating e.X[)ense. What has the stoker to do with cor-

rect loading? Ever)'thing. Where the coal consumption

per hour a])proaches the physical limitations of the fireman,

it is only thrfnigh the application of the stoker that a uniform

maximum steam pressure is possible at all times, and it is

only through the maintenance of the maximum steam pressure

that the desired speed can be sustained.

Opinions varj' as to the size of the locomotive to which

the application of stokers seems justified. This is l)ecause the

conditions are not the same on all railroads or even on all

divisions of the .same railroad, and as men speak of things

as they find them, it is but natural that there should be a

difference of opinion.

A certain railroad in the Southwest, where temperature

ranges are high, operated consolidation type locomotives of

45,000 lb. tractive effort, 49.5 sq. ft. grate area, over two «

divisions, one being 117 miles long of practically one per

cent tontinuous grade, llie othir 124 miles long with one
per cent broken grade-, tlie Imigt-st continuous grade being

40 miles. The rating of the locomotives when worked to their

ca[»city was 1 ,500 gross tons. Owing to the physical limi-

tations of the firemen it was found necessary- to reduce the

tonnage owr the first district to 1,150 gross tons and over
the second to 1,250 tons in order to get the trains over the

road within the sixteen-hour period. Stokers were afterward
applied to these locomotives and the tonnage raised to the

locomotive capacity; i.e., 1,500 gross, or an increase in the

first instance of 30 per cent and in the second of 20 per

cent. As the wages remained the same, this change resulted

in a corresf>onding direct decrease in operating cost. In this

instance it was not a question of the size of the locomotive

so much as a question of climatic conditions and physical

characteristics of the railroad.

We now cite a case where the locomotives were so large

that when worked to their capacity the firemen were unable
to supply the coal as fast as the engine could bum it. These
were of the 2-10-2 type, 67,000 lb. tractive effort, SO sq. ft.

grate area, operated over a choppy division 100 miles long

having short grades of 1
' j per cent. The tonnage behind

these engines when hand fired was 2,350 gross tons. Stokers

were applied and the tonnage increased to 2,650 gross or

12.76 f>er cent. The wages and other costs remaining the

same, this resulted in a decrease in cost of train operation

of 12.76 per cent.

In some ver\- exhaustive tests conducted in the Dominion
of Canada during tlie months of May and June, 1921, with

Mikado type locomotives, 53,000 lb. tractive effort and 56.5

sq. ft. of grate area, it was found that the maximum drawbar
horsepower that could be developed hand firing on the

maximum grade was 996, while the same t,\pe of locomo-

tive stoker fired gave a drawbar horsepower output of 1,227,

an increase of 22 per cent. \n increase of 300 gross tons

over the normal hand-fired rating was handled by the loco-

motive stoker-fired, maintaining the same average speed as

was maintained by the hand-fifed engines with the lighter

tonnage.

On the road represented by the chairman, there is a sea-

sonal fruit rush which calls into service every available man
and locomotive to such an extent as to make it necessary

to double the road (150-mile division) wherever the condi-

tion of the locomotive, the crew, and the hours of service

make it possible. When this rush is on, we find no difficulty

in getting the men to double back on stoker-fired locomotives

even though they have a stoker-fired engine in but one direc-

tion. Therefore it is clear that if we did not have stoker-

fired engines it would mean either more men, which would
often result in the payment of the arbitrary held from home
terminal, or in holding the engines for the crew's rest, or in

an increase in the numlxT of engines assigned to this service

which would mean an increased numbec of idle engines dur-

ing the slack fx>riod. An idle engine costs money even if

standing dead behind the roundhouse, as it represents an

investment on which the interest will run from $10 to $15
per day.

The al>ove simply represents the definite decrease in cost

of train o|X'ration as develoi)e(l on different railro;uls through

the apj)lication of stokers to locomotives of different dimen-

sions.

There is, however, another decrease in cost of train

operation which can l>c absolutely attrii>uted to the applica-

tion of the stoker, imt which varies with the seasons and
climatic conditions of the states traversed by the railroads.

We refer now to the necessity of .sending out relief firemen

to take the place of others who on account of the extreme

heat or through other cau.ses have become physically ex-

hausted. While this may appear as a smaH matter, records

indicate that on some ro;ids the loss chargeable to this one

item amounts to considerable. The committee has records
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of one railroad located in the Mississippi Valley having one

division 156 miles long, operated by locomotives developing

39,000 lb. tractive effort and during the summer months it

is necessar)' to have relief firemen stationed at intermediate

points 50 miles apart, and as a rule one or more liremen are

relieved daily. As under the schedule, 100 miles or less

constitutes a day's work, it follows that in a case of thi.s

kind the labor cost insofar as firemen are concerned, is

doubled. This in itself would not amount to so much, pro-

vided there is no attendant train delay, but where it is neces-

sary to tie up a train at some intermediate station until a

fireman has been deadheaded from a terminal, it results not

only in an increased labor cost, but it upsets the dispatcher",-

entire schedule, delaying not only the train in question, but

often other opposing trains.

Going bai-k to the Canadian test previously referred to, it

was found that the maximum speed on the grades possible

with the hand-fired locomotives was 12.42 miles per hour,

while with the stoker-fired engine handling the same tonnage

a speed of 1 5.61 miles per hour was maintained, or an increase

in speed which is equivalent to an increase in ton-miles

per hour of 25 per cent.

It is on account of the speed factor not being considered

that in many instances the mechanical stoker has been charged

with an increase in fuel consumption over hand firing. Ton

miles or train miles or locomotive miles is a mighty poor

yardstick by which to measure train or locomotive operation.

The time element should always be taken into consideration

and where this factor is considered and coal consumption as

well as other operating costs are based on the ton miles per

hour, it will be found that the stoker can show economies over

the best hand firing.

In the beginning of this paper we referred to one possible

reduction in operating costs through the possibility of burn-

ing a cheaper grade of fuel. During the last months in 1921

slack coal, or what is termed screenings, became a drug on

the market and could t>e purchased at $1.20 per ton less than

the mine-run coal prcxluced at the same mines. A saving

of $1.20 per ton held out a very attractive proposition to the

railroads, but it was found that in hand-firing practice it

could only In; handled successfully in switch engines, as in

road service the firemen experienced considerable difficulty

in maintaining full steam pre.ssure at all times in either

passenger or freight service. Tests were conducted to deter-

mine whether or not the coal could be successfully u.sed in

connection with mechanical stokers, and it was found that

with some types of stokers practically the same locomotive

horsepower output could l)e obtained per jjound of screenings

as per pound of mine-run, and therefore on such roads as

were equipjied to handle both mine-run and screenings at

their coaling stations, screenings were u.'^ed in the stoker-

fired locomotives, resulting in a net saving in fuel cost of

7.6 cents per locomotive mile—more than enough to offset

the wages of the fireman.

The report is signed by James Fahey (N. C. & St. L ),

chairman; A. L. Bartz (E. P. & S. W.), Joseph Keller

(L. v.), William Towney (G. N.), and V. P. Roesch (Stand-

ard Stoker Company).

Discussion

The trend of the discussion lx>re out the conclusions in the

report that fuel consumption with stokers firing, when

measured on a ton mile basis, is more economical than hand

firing. Of course, the only direct comparisons which can

be made are with lf)comotives of less than about 50,000 lb.

tractive effort, since engines of greater capacity are lieyond

the limit of [yracticahility for hand firing.

Considerable attention was gircn to the ((ue.stion of spark

losses in the discus.sion and it is evident that while the.se

lasses were large with some of the eariy stokers, they arc

now no longer s<rious, even when slack coal is being burned.

On the Baltimore & Ohio the steam from the stoker exhaust

is being diverted into the stoker barrel, where it serves to

moisten the coal slightly and to hold it in the firebox long

enough for complete combustion to take place. It was sug-

gested that eventually it will be impossible for the railroads

to procure screened coal at the mine because of the difficult}-

of disposing of the screenings and that it will become neces-

sary to purchase mine run coal. It was brought out that

this is already the case in some districts. The railroads

should, therefore be prepared to bum coal economically with

any percentage of slack that may be produced at the mine.

The design of the grate is also receiving attention in con-

nection with stoker firing. The Santa Fe is replacing finger

grates with table grates having circular instead of slotted air

openings in territor)- where Gallup coal is being burned.

This has effected a reduction both in the spark losses and

the loss of unbumed fuel through the grate. The Pere

Marquette is also appl}ing the table grates on stoker fired

locomotives. On the Wabash it was brought out that the

standard finger grates are being replaced with Hulson grates.

Stress was also laid on the need for high standards of stoker

maintenance, particularly of the distributors, to insure that

the fuel be uniformly distributed over the grate.

Ver)- little was said about stoker failures. Although the

members taking part in the discussion generally admitted

that there are stoker failures, it is evident that they are of

no more frequent occurrence than the failure of other parts

of the locomotive and that they have not had any detrimental

influence on the miles per engine failure.

[The reports on Operation and Maintenance of Oil Burn-

ing Locomotives and on Employing and Educating Engineers

and Firemen will appear in an early issue of the Railway

Age.—Editor.]

Other Papers

Reports were also presented on the following subjects

;

Flange Oilers; Radiolite for Illuminating Cab Gages, and

Relation of Air Brake Defects to Traffic Delays and Fuel

Consumption.

Election of Officers

The following officers were elected to serve for the year

1922-2.?: President, Frederick Kerby, (Baltimore & Ohio);

first vice-president, T. F. Howley, (Erie); second vice-pres-

ident, W. J. Fee, (Grand Trunk): third vice-president, J.

N. Clark, (Southern Pacific); fourth vice-president, J. B.

Hurley, (Wabash): fifth vice-president, J. D. Heyburn, (St.

Louis-San Francisco), and treasurer, D. Meadows, (Mich-

igan Central).

The membership of the executive committee for the coming

vear is as follows: B. T. Feenv, (Illinois Central); G. A.

kell, (Grand Trunk); James Fahey, (N. C. & St. L.); E.

R. Boa, (New York Central); J. A. Cooper. (Erie), and

]. H. DeSalis.

The Southern Pacific will reduce freight rates on a number

of commodities from eastern points to Oregon, the reductions

ranging as high as 30 per cent and effective November 30.

Two Million Words.— /V number of words approximately

equivalent to that in 26 novels was written by five court stenog-

raphers during the nine days of the government's injunction

proceedings against striking railway employees; 2,100,000 words,

said to be the biggest record in the federal court since the famous

I W. W. trial in 1918. The five stenographers in turn rushed

back to their offices and dictated to a corps of 35 typists. In

this way tbey turned out more than 750 pages of the record in a

day. and certified copies of the proceedings were delivered to

the court, the govcrnnimt attorneys and the attorneys for the

defense by the next inoriiiiig.
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Fire Insurance on the Burlington

Till. lAiJK oa lire prfvnit...ii. l,y \\ . 1 Kraux-h,
cnj;inecr of buildings of tli<- (hit ago, Burlington &
(Juinc)', which was read it lialtimon? on October 18

nd was noticed in the Railu-^ty Age of October 26, was
upplemcnted by a sketch of the fire in^^urance and fire pre-

vention activities of the officers of that road, which sketch

i» reprinted below. This was in the form of a letter to an
ioMirance agent from the vicc-prc-sident of the road who
iijierx-ises this work, and was as follows:

•This work is in charge of \V. H. Klinsick, who is assisted

by H. I. DeC'amp, E. Bigncll, S. H. Shults and R. M.
Parker. Mr. Shults devotes his time to making fire inspec-

tions at large shops and terminals and attending monthly
meetings of the division fire prevention committees on Lines

East. Mr. Bignell de^•otes a portion of his time to similar

fire protection work on Lines West and has been concentrat-

ing on the locomotive spark hazard in the lignite territory.

Mr. DeCamp and Mr. Parker make fire ins|)ections of ira-

{jortant terminals and shop profierty whenever we feel that

such arc necessarj- to check up conditions.

"The insfjectors from this office insf)ect all terminals, coal-

ing .stations, elevators, water plants and other important

projiert)' twice each year and send their report to this office

and a copy to the division superintendent. All other pwints

not mentioned above are inspected by our special agents'

organization once each year, who send a copy of their repHjrt

to the di\nsion superintendent and one to this office. Fire

inspections of bridges are made by the bridge foreman when
making monthly inspection and by the master carpenter

when making his regular bridge inspection in the spring and
fall. All coaling stations where lignite coal is used are

cleaned and in.sp>ected twice each month, and stations where

bituminous coal is u.sed are cleaned and inspected once each

month. These insfK-ctions are made by or under the super-

vision of the master carpenter.

"\\"e have organized fire prevention committees on each

division, composed of representatives of each department,

who meet once each month and discuss matters pertaining to

fire prevention. Memliers of these committees inspect the

buildings on their respective divisions and correct any exist-

ing hazard.*. These meetings are held according to a pre-

arranged .schedule and on the same day on which the com-
mittees on .safety and fuel economy meet, so that the work

of fire prevention is extended to a large degree by the mem-
bers of these other committees. At each terminal or shop

plant a fire marshal has been appointed who has charge of

the fire fighting ajiparatus and the drilling of fire companies.

He al.so makes semi-monthly inspection of all structures and

fire fighting apparatus at his terminal and holds two fire

drills each month.

"When reports of ins[x;ctions are received from the under-

writers they are immediately taken up on the ground with

the division people and all items arc carefully considered.

Those not rcciuiring large expenditures of money or new
practices, are taken care of immediately. Copies of these

reports, showing action taken on each recommendation, arc

forwarded to the vice-president of operation, the general man-
ager and all concerned.

"Messrs. Shults and Bignell for years prior to their work
in fire prevention had been active in the official position of

(division sufjerintendent. . . ."

The Burlington road has over 5,000 buildings, as follows:

r.cncr.ll offices 7

I'.tsnrnKcr ittations and freight stationii. approximately 1,800

Roundhouses, ihopt, store and oil houses, etc.. approximately.. 720

Power plants (separ.ite and distinct plants), approximately.... 40

Coal plants, approximately 200

Water plants, approximately 460
terrain elevators 6

Large stock y.irds 8

Miscellaneous buildinRS 2,000

Hooper on the "Living Wage"
TlLk. ktcl.Nf kll.I.vi. i,t the Railroad l.alxjr Board on the

question of the "living wage" for maintenancc-of-way

employees, descritx-d in the Railway Age of November

.

4, page 8J7, has brought forth a torrent of denunciation by

the Hearst chain of newspapers particularly in Chicago

where the l>o.irtl has it.-. lRadi|uarter>. This attack has been

alietted by statements from Samuel Gompcrs, president of

the American Federation of Labor; Edsel Ford of the Ford
Motor Car Company and many labor leaders.

The issues raised by these interests were finally answered

by Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the Labor Board, who said

:

Mr. Edscl Ford breezily remarks that the railroads would prob-

ably suflfer "deficits for a while" if the so-callc<l living wage were
established. Plunging all the railway systems of the nation into

a deficit docs not disturb the ciiuanimity of Mr. Fi.rd. He makes
no reference to the inevitable consequence of such a deficit, namely,
higher freight and passenger rates.

It is now a matter of quite general knowledge that the margin
of profit in the manufacture of tin Lizzies is much greater than
it is in the operation of railroads. It is also pertinent to note that

the man who pays for the operation and upkeep of a Ford is in a
better position to sympathize with the men who run railroads than
is the manufacturer of the Ford.
Mr. Ford should be able to speak of railroad deficits as one hav-

ing authority. The records now show that the Ford railroad,
although it has the benefit of the diversion of the tonnage of the
Ford Motor Company, an advantage it did not enjoy before he
purchased it. has experienced deficits at the end of several months.
The deficit in December. 1921, was $331,240; in July. 1922. $16,-
367, and in August. 1922. $300,-404. It also goes without saying that
the operation of this small railroad can not be taken as exemplary
of the operation of the great railway systems of the country.

In so far as the opposition of Mr. Gompers to the Railroad
Labor Board is concerned, it is sincere and understandable. He
is opposed to anything that looks toward a limitation of the free-
dom of labor organizations to enforce their demands on the rail-
roads and the pulilic by strikes. The issue is clear between Mr.
Gompers and those who believe that the public has a definite and
positive right to efficient and uninterrupted transportation, which
must not be destroyed by controversies between carriers and their
employees. The latter view is not hostile to organized labor. No
greater blessing can be conferred upon the employees of the rail-
roads than to free them from the necessity of engaging in recur-
ring industrial struggles at the cost of enormous loss and suffering
to themselves and. at the same time, to guarantee to them just and
reasonable wages and working conditions.
The attitude of the Hearst syndicate of papers is not quite so

clear. The position of this syndicate of papers on the living wage
bears many of the recognizable earmarks of political expediency,
and this is an unsafe foundation for an economic policy.
The Board in its action on this question has not only served the

best interests of the public in general, but has saved labor from
the folly of .some of those who pose as its friends. A wage award
which would crush the railroads would ruin their employees. A
wage award which would create an enormous deficit in every rail-
way treasury would necessitate the imposition of higher freight
rates on the farmers, producers and shippers of this country. Does
this syndicate of papers advocate an increase in freight rates and
the consequent increase of living costs to the masses? If not. from
what source do they expect to obtain the 125 per cent increase
which the so-called living wage would necessitate?
One of the expert economists who presented the matter to the

Board for the employees stated that this would "throw a monkey
W'rench into the industrial machinery" and that the theoretical
living wage should not be established all at once, but the minimum
should be made 48 cents per hour.

In view of this situation does this syndicate of papers desire to
throw the monkey wrench into the machinery? If not. why
criticize the Board for refusing to do it. Let it be remeriibered
that the Board contends that it has established "a living wage" for
common lalxir—a wage, which, in an overwhelming majority of
instances, is appreciably higher than the wage paid common labor
m the same community in other industries.

A flat wage is as impractical as a flat dollar. Both have been
tried out in Russia, where the laborer mav get millions of roubles
for an hour's work, but what will his flat wage and his flat rouble
buy him?
The swelling tide of prosperitv in our countrv can not he hast-

ened by methods of this kind.

Subsequently, there has been a noticeable decrease in the
space given to this controversy in the Hearst publicaf'ons.
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The Missouri & North Arkansas announces that passenger

and freight service will be extended to Joplin, Mo., on Novem-
ber 15, thus completing resumption of service over the entire

line from Helena, Ark., to Joplin, Mo.

The Illinois Central has announced that all shop employees

who lost their pension rights as a result of a strike in 1911,

but who remained at their posts during the strike last summer,

will have their lost pension rights restored.

The New England Railroad Club will meet on November

14 at the Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston, at 6;30 p. m. C. F.

Shirley, purchasing agent of the Forbes Lithograph Manu-

facturing Company, will speak on New England Railroads

from a Commercial Agent's standpoint.

Five hundred dollars fine and three months' imprisonment

were imposed as penalties for contempt of court, in the

Federal Court at Macon, Ga., on October 28, against two

striking shopmen of the Central of Georgia who had violated

the injunction against interfering with railroad employees.

The two men were found guilty of attacking two workmen

several weeks ago. A third man who was tried was found

by the jury not guilty.

Two train-robbers killed and no property lost, is the result

of an attempt to loot the mail car of Train 805 of the St.

Louis-San Francisco near Wittenberg, Mo., on the night of

November 2. One of the robbers was well known, having

served 12 years in the Missouri penitentiary, and post-office

inspectors, who had been watching him for several weeks,

were on hand at the scene of the robbery, with railroad and

local policemen. They stopped the robbers a short distance

away from the train and on their refusal to halt shot them.

They had pulled the mail car several miles away from the

rest of the train, and after taking the registered letters ran,

with the locomotive, still farther, finally jumping oflf, leavmg

the engine to run wild.

• The Careful Crossing Campaign lias had some ei?ect in

limiting the number of persons killed and injured, as indicated

by preliminary compilations made by the Safety Section, A.

R. A., which managed the campaign. The figures do not

show any remarkable gain in safety and they are based on

only 204.091 miles of road—four-fifths of the Class I mileage

of the country—but they indicate a definite diminution in

both fatal and nonfatal injuries. For the period of the cam-

paign, June 1 to f)ctober 1, there was an increase of 9.7 per

cent (as compared with the same period last year) in the

volume of railroad business as indicated by the car loadings,

and an increase in registration for the same period of 2,009,021

automobiles and trucks, or 21 per cent; but the number of

accidents at highway crossings increased only 3.6 per cent;

non-fatal injuries 2.4 per cent and fatal injuries 3.6 per cent.

This is an average of 3 per cent increase for non-fatal and

fatal injuries. The total of the accidents reported for the

period was 4,411, an increase of 153; total non-fatal injuries

1,800. an increase of 42, and total fatal injuries 693, an increase

of 24.

Commissioners Object to Cut

in Valuation Appropriation

Chairman McCliord and Commissioners F.^ch and Lewis of the

Interstate Commerce Commission called on the President on

November 4 tn protest against a proposed reduction in the ap-

propriation for the commission's railroad valuation work for the

next fiscal year, which has been recommended by the Bureau of

the Budget in its cfTort to reduce government expenses. The

rfnimi'sinn had asked an appropriation for this purpose of

$1.300.000 .niKJ tlir liudeet bureau had recommended that the sum

be reduced to $750,000. The President was told that if the ap-

propriation requested is allowed the underlying work of valua-

tion would be completed by July 1, 1924. He will discuss the

matter further with the officers of the budget bureau.

Circus Train Wreck

Three persons were killed and four seriously injured when the

westbound "Sunset Express" of the Southern Pacific crashed into

the rear end of the Wartham Carnival Company's special show
train near Adeline, La., on October 31. The dead and injured

were all members of the theatrical company.

Tank Car Safety Valves

The Mechanical Division of the American Railway Association

has issued a circular granting permission to companies having

stocks of tank car safety valves of the 1920 design to place in

service prior to July 1, 1923 any valves now on hand of that

design. All patterns should be changed at once so that future

castings will comply with the requirements shown in Supplement

1 to the Tank Car Specifications for 1920. Fig. 9-.\ and \0-.\.

Interstate Commerce Commission Accident Report

Houston, Tex. ; Crossing of the Southern Pacific and the

International & Great Northern, September 13. At this crossing,

where the tracks lie nearly at right angles, a yard freight of the

International & Great Northern, with 44 cars, moving slowly,

about 4 :50 p. m., ran into the side of a passenger train of the

Southern Pacific; 27 passengers and one employee injured. Three

passenger cars overturned. The inspector finds that the air

brakes of the freight train were not in use, a violation of law,

and that the engineman did not bring his train to a stop before

passing over the crossing, also a violation of law. There are no

interlocked signals at the crossing. The investigation disclosed

that the movement of yard freight trains without using air

brakes and without coming to a stop at the crossing was a com-

mon practice, and the officers of the road arc held to merit

severe censure.

Air Brake Hearings Resumed

Hearings before Examiner Mullen of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in connection with the commission's general air brake

investigation were resumed at Washington on Wednesday,

November 8. Witnesses representing the Automatic Straight Air

Brake Company presented a number of voluminous exhibits

covering air brake failures and the results of tests and were to

be recalled later for cross-examination after the representatives

of the roads had had an opportunity to check them. The first

witness was a conductor for the N'irginian who filed records of

several hundred air brake failures on the Virginian and other

roads. On being questioned as to whether he was able to testify

to these records from his personal knowledge he said that about

75 of the failures occurred on his own train and that these cases

had been checked in his exhibit and that the others could be

identified by the notation "B. S." which he had used to indicate

that the information was taken from the records of the Bureau

of Statistics.

Katy Employees Organize Union

Employees in the motive power and car departments of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines have complctotl the organization

of the M. K. & T. .Association of Metal Craft aiul Car Depart-

ment Employees, "to promote the welfare and protect the interests

of its members, to promote rockI feeling and constructive co-

operation between the members and the officers of the railway,

and. by joint action, protect and promote the interest of the

90(J



1^l!ic." The organization was committed at a mwting held

recmtir in Parsons, Kan., attended by *c\cnty delegates, repre-

icntinK employees at practically all termiial and »ht>p points on the

tystetn.

A system adjustment board was created under the provisions

of the Transportation Act, and the h)-lawi of the asuiciation

providr that this board shall act a^ the ntlicial representative of

the a>v«-iation. It i< the duly of tin- .nljuMincnt bixird to place

before the officers of the railway all maltcrs submitted to it by
local adjustment boards concerning grievances and it will deal

with all matters relating to interpretations of rules, rates of pay
and working conditions.

The by-laws furthi-r provide that any disputes which cannot

be settled in conference between the system adjustnwnt Ixard
and officers of the railway, shall then be handled in accordance
with the provisions of the Transportation .\ct.

of 15.7 per cent over the same month oik year ago. The number
of freight cars in need of repairs was reduced by 30.000 and of

locomotives by 114. Expenditures for maintenance of way, how-
ever, were seven per cent under those of one year ago. Measured

by net ton miles freight traffic in September this year iiKrcased

more than 10 per rent.

During the first nine m<iiilli> this year, the railroads had a net

operating income of $52"<.-»13.i««. compare<l with $393.7^3.000

during the corresponding piri'xj laNt year. This is at the annual

rate of return of 3.96 per cent, compared with 2.95 per cent.

Carriers in the Eastern district in September earned net at the

annual rate of only 1.98 per cent; those in the Southern district

4 66 per cent and those in the Western district 3.46 per cent.

Forty-four roads in SeptemU-r had operating deficits. Of this

number. 23 were in the Eastern district, 4 in the Southern and 17

in the Western. In .\ugust, 49 had operating deficits.

Mechanical Convention in 1923

The General Cummittee of the Mechanical Division of the

American Railway Association decided at a meeting held in New
York on .\ovember 8 not to hold in 1923 a convention of the

kind ordinarily held in past years. It was decided to hold merely

a business session of the Mechanical Section, at which reports

dealing with interchange of cars, standard box cars and kindred

iratters will be received.

The explanation given for this action is that owing to the

shop employees' strike no meetings of the committees of the

section have l>etn held to consider most of the regular reports,

and that it will be impracticable to hold meetings of this kind

during the rest of the present year. It was therefore decided

that it would lie impracticable to prepare the usual reports for

the convention.

This decision, if left unchanged, means that the business session

will be held at some place, possibly Giicago. instead of the con-

vention being held at .\tlantic City, as originally intended. It

also means that no exhibit of er|uipment and supplies will be

given and tliat ihi- si-^siim to be hild will l.i^t only tuo or three

days.

Gray and Gormley Speak to Chicago Shippers

t
. R. firay, president of the I'nion Pacific, and M. J. Gorm-

ley, chairman of the car service division of the .-\mcrican

Railway .Association, were the principal speakers at the annual

meeting of the Chicago Shippers' Conference .Association

which was held on November 7, at the Hotel LaSallc, Chi-

cago. Mr. Gray discussed the Southern Pacific-Central

Pacific "unmerger" case, contending that Chicago shippers

should be concerned in seeing that the Central Pacific is

kept separate from the Southern Pacific.

Mr. Gormley dwelt upon the present car shortase situation,

"the greatest in railroad history." On September 9, a total

683,689 cars were moved, while on October 25, 876,657 cars

were moved, or an increase of 192,968. He said that 11 per

cent of all the cars in service today arc awaiting repairs,

but with conditions steadily improving. He explained the

recent orders issued by the car service division and appealed

to the shippers to sec that the cars at their disposal arc lOfidcd

to capacity.

The new officers elected by the C. S. C. A. arc as follows:

President, R. C. Ross, traffic manager of Joseph T. Rycrson

& Son: vice-president, G. A. Blair, traflic manager of Wilson
& Co.; treasurer, R. W. Campbell, traffic manager of the

Butler Paper Company, and secretary, W. J. M. Lahl, traffic

manager of the .American Seating Company.

Revenues and Expenses for September

The ("lass 1 railroads in Septemlxr had a net operating income

of $58,428,000. according to reports filed with the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Tliis represented a return, on an annual

basis, cf only 2.88 per cent on their tentative valuation. In

September last year it was at the annual rate of 4.32 per cent,

while in .Nugiist this year it was 2.f)5 per cent. The railroads

failed by $58,000,000 of realizing a return of SH per cent. Sep-

tember operating revenues were substantially increased but

operating expenses incrca.sed 8.2 per cent. In September $120,-

OOO.IXX) for maintenance of etiuipmciit was expended, an increase

New Officers of Railway Equipment
Manufacturers' Association

.At the annual meeting of the Railway Mijuipnunt Manufac-
turers' .Association, held during the Traveling Engineers'

.Association convention at Chicago, on October 31, the follow-

ing officers were elected for the coming year: F. W. Venton,

(Crane Company), president; R. J. Himmelright, (.American

Arch Company), vice-president; J. W. Fogg, (Boss Nut
Company), secretary, and George E. Haas, (Pyle National

Company), treasurer.

The following members of the Association, not included in

the list published last week, also had exhibits at the Hotel

Sherman during the convention of the Traveling Engineers'

-Association

:

.American Steel Foundries, Chicago.—Models of brake

beams, couplers, adjustable shelf coupler pocket, adjustable

brake heads for passenger beams, vertical key yoke, and side

frame and journal box.—Represented by VV. G. Wallace, J. H.
Tinker and W. C. Walsh.
Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass.—Locomotive steam

and air gages, driving wheel quartering gage, safety valves,

whistles, wheel press recording gage and gage testing de-

vices.—Represented by J. F. Gettrust, H. O. Fettinger and
E. W. Nordstrom.
Johns-Manvillc, Inc., New York—Insulations, packings and

locomotive specialties.—Represented by J. E. Meek, J. C.

Younglovc, J. H. Trent, P. C. Jacobs. Charles E. Murphy,
Harry Flannagan, L. S. Wilbur, P. R. .Austin, H. J. Crowe
and .A. H. Purdom.
Sheafe Engineering Company, Chicago.—Locomotive cylin-

der and lubricator air pump steam cylinder lubricator.

—

Represented by J. S. Sheafe.

Standard Stoker Company, New York. Photographs and
literature of mechanical stoker.—Represented by F. P. Rocsch,

H. N. Carmer and L. F. Swxeney.
White .American Locomotive Sander Company. Roanoke,

Va.—Locomotive track sandcr with new duplex operating

valve.— Represented by James Frantz and W. L. Ransom.

The New Santa Fe Shop Employees' Association

Our attention has been called to the fact that the article

appearing in the Ktiilusiy ./.:;.• of October 21, page 768, omits the

.Atchi.son. Topeka & Santa Fe as one of the first railroads on

which associations of shop employees were formed independent

of the .American F'edtration of 1-ibor. The list of roads named
at lliat time emanated from the Railroad Lalior Board, as stated,

but unfortunately the Santa F'c was not included in the board's

aiinounfcnient.

When ihc strike began. 2,300 mechanics remained in the service

of the Santa Fe, and by August 22. the number of employees in

the mechanical department had reached a total of 13.702 or 71

per cent of the normal force. These employees had already formed

company unions among themselves and had made a re(|uest on

the maiianenient to negotiate new agreements. Consequently on

.August 22 new agreements were signed with the shop craft

associations. !.<•.. machinists, boilcrmakers. blacksmiths, sheet

metal workers, electricians and carmen and their helpers and

apprentices. .Agreements were also made with the stationary

engineers, firemen and oilers. The date of this action, therefore.



places the Santa Fe as one of the first railroads in the country

to reach a. satisfactory settlement of the strike. On October 19,

the force in the mechanical department had reached 100 per cent,

the road having at the present time 18.972 employees in the

mechanical department.

In discussing the effect of the strike on the Santa Fe, one of

the officers of that road recently said, "Xever in the history of

the Santa Fe System Lines has it been offered and handled as

heavy a business as it has since the latter part of August. We
have no embargoes in effect ; we have no serious congestion of

any kind; our condition of motive power is normal. Our bad
order freight car situation, as of October 25. showed only 4.69

per cent of all cars on our lines in need of repairs the lowest

point of record since the return of the roads to private control.

We have 2,000 new bo.\ cars soon to reach us and we have

ordered for delivery in the first quarter of next year 59 loco-

motives. 1.000 box cars, 1.000 automobile cars, 2.000 refrigerator

cars, 500 double-deck stock cars and 500 coal cars."

Decline in Number of Firms Manufacturing Cars

Census reports show the decrease in activities of establishments

engaged in the manufacture of cars for use on steam and electric

railways during 1521, as compared with the year 1919, according
to the Department of Commerce.

In 1921 there were 105 establishments engaged in the manu-
facture of steam railroad cars and the total value of their products

amounted to $314,394,867, as compared with 99 establishments
for 1919 with a total value of products of $538,222,831. The
decrease in the total value of products was $223,827,964, or 41.6

per cent.

During this same period there were 10 establishments engaged
in the manufacture of electric railway cars and the total value
of their products was $14,856,068 as compared with 7 establish-

ments for 1919 with a total value of products of $18,441,976;
showing a decrease in the value of products of $3,585,908, or 19.4

per cent.

The decrease in the value of products for both classes has
been accompanied by decreases in the number of wage earners,

in the total amount paid in salaries and wages during the year,

and in the cost of materials used. In January, the month of
maximum employment, 66,545 wage earners were reported, and
in September, the month of minimum employment, 35.264—the

minimum representing 53 per cent of the maximum employment.
The average number of wage earners in 1921 was 46,863 as

compared with 55.218 in 1919. a decrease of 15.2 per cent. A
classification of the wage earners shows that 10,170, or 21.7 per

cent of the total number were employed in establishments where
the prevailing hours of labor per week w ere 48 and under

;

20.295, or 43.3 per cent between 48 and 54; and 16,398, or 35
per cent, were employed in establishments where the prevailing

hours of labor ranged from 54 to 60.

The number of cars manufactured during the year by both
classes of establishments showed a decrease from 155.186 in 1919
valued at $387,447,866, to 51.894 in 1921, valued at $180,866,191.

The decrease was chiefly in the manufacture of steam railroad

cars. This class showed, in 1919. 153.288 cars made, valued at

$373,945,213, as compared with 50,361 cars, valued at $170,325,626,

for 1921. The decrease in the number and value of cars manu-
factured was 67.1 and 54 5 per cent, respectively.

These figures do not include the number and value of cars

manufactured in repair shops of steam and electric railroad

companies, or as secondary products by establishments classified

in other industries. In 1919 establishments of this kind manu-
factured 6.345 cars valued at $16,217,044.

Brotherhoods Oppose Changes in Working Conditions

A controveriiy. which labor leaders claim represents the in-

auguration of an attack on the ciRht-hour day, came before the

Railroad I^bor Board on November 2 when W. G. Bicrd, receiver

of the Chicago & Alton and other officers of that road appeared
before the board in support of a petition asking for the elimi-

nation of time and one-half for overtime in road-freiijlit transfer

and hostler service, the extension of the present eight-hour rule

to nine hours in short turn-around pas.icnger service and a modifi-

cation of the working schedules in outlying switching yards on
the road.

They asserted that time and a half in connection with the
mileage basis for train and enginemen, is wrong; it pays for
service never rendered ; is a premium for not putting forth
ordinary effort ; and it prohibits the carriers from supervising
train operation closely and economically. Enginemen and train-

men, it was argued, receive a rate of pay that is unfair to

every other class of railroad employee. It was also contended that

under present conditions the C. & A. is called upon to sacrifice

the use of 12 to 20 engines a day and to put on two trains and
crews to do what one train and crew had formerly done for many
years.

The road also asked the board to grant a nine-hour rule for

yard service in small outlying terminals where it has no con-
tinuous service. Under the eight-hour day the road cannot get

full service from the crew at these small points.

A third question before the board is the double header rule,

from which the C. & A. is asking to be released on its 300 miles

of single track from Roodhouse. 111., to Kansas City. Mo. Re-
moving the double header restriction would increase the capacity

of this 300-mile line.

In replying, representatives of the employees claim there is

evidence tending to show that the punitive overtime rule has

been beneficial by increasing the speed of trains, thereby saving

in motive power, equipment, etc.

Referring to the road's contentions regarding the eight and
nine-hour day, the employees reiterated the arguments on the

right of workers to an eight-hour day, adding. "It does not make
any difference whether the eight-hour day is in the control of the

carrier or not ; if a man works longer than eight hours he is

drawing unreasonably upon his resources and he is therefore en-

titled to an increased rate of compensation."

Representatives of the men stated that the objection of the train-

men to double headers is a desire to reduce their hours of labor

and that there is an added element of danger involved in handling

trains with two engines.

The Condition of the C. P. & St. L.

.\ possible solution to the difficulties of the Chicago, Peoria

& St. Louis is the contemplated merger of that road with

a larger line having east and west connections. The hearing

on a petition to abandon the road is scheduled for November
13. B. A. Worthington, president of the Cincinnati, Indianap-

olis & Western, denied that his road had decided by buy the

defunct line, but admitted that he had inspected the property

and that the inspection report is now in the hands of his

directors. He further said: "I'nofficially, I will say that the

Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis is much too good a road to be

scrapped. In the interest of the public good, as well as from
the standpoint of the railroads, it should be absorbed with

some road with east and west connections. The road has
about 247 miles of tracJf, 75 per cent of which is in passable

shape. The rolling stock is somewhat out of repair, but it

could be put in shape and used with profit. The road has

about 1,800 freight cars, 38 coaches and 51 locomotives.

Control of 25 per cent of the stock in the Peoria & Pekin
I'nion Terminal stock is valuable, as are also the St. Louis
terminals. The road serves a territory which will show great

development under proper conditions.

"The fate of the road rests with the bondholders, who hold

the prior lien on the property, amounting to about $2,000,000.

If the road is scrapped, these people can get their money
at once. If another railroad system were to take over the

property, it would be necessary that these bondholders take

stock in the new organization in place of their former hold-

ings. It might mean a few years to wait, hut the property

would undoubtedly pay its way within a few years, and the

slock would have a good value. The company taking over

the Chirago, Peoria & St. Louis would have to put about

$3,000,000 in improvements and repairs. With the $800,000

current debts which the road has, no big system will absorb
If unle-is the present owners take part pay in stock in the

new organization."

The bondholders are understood to be anxious that the

property be abandoned and scrapped, as the scrap value will

be ample to relieve the $2,000,000 bonded indebtedness now
outstanding.
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Traffic News

The San Francisco freight office of the Southern Railway is

under the jurisdiction of J. L. Martin, Pacific G>ast agent. 70S
Monadnock Building.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States has asked
the federal coal commission to be allowed to present the

views of organized business in the event the commission seri-

ously considers any proposal looking to the nationalization of
the coal industry.

The Illinois Central announces a new train, to go into operation
on December 5, between Chicago and Jacksonville, Fla., to be
known as the "Floridan." The train will leave Chicago Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays about noon and will arrive at Jackson-
ville about 9 p. m. the following evening in time to make con-
nections for other Morida points.

The .Arkansas Railroad Commission has announced that it will

oppose the Oklahoma Corporation Commission's petition to the

Interstate Commerce Commission asking a readjustment of the

freight rates for the entire southwest, declaring that the petition

:s directed toward practically the same ends as the "Memphis
rate case." It claims that the purpose is to increase freight rates

on all commodities moving into and through Arkansas.

The St. Clair River District Transportation Club was or-

ganized at Port Huron, Mich., on October 9. The following

officers were elected : President, E. C. Miller. Mueller Metals

Company, Port Huron; first vice-president, W. M. Markle, Dia-

mond Crystal Salt Company, St. Clair, Mich. ; second vice-

president, W. W. Shingle, Pere Marquette Railroad, Port

Huron ; secretary, A. G. Thcrnstrom, assistant agent, Grand

Trunk, Port Huron; treasurer, J. M. Barbee, Port Huron
Chamber of Commerce.

Durant Motors, Inc., announces the personnel of its traffic de-

partment as follows : William J. Bailey, director of traffic, Long
Island City, N. Y. ; Fred L. Pomcroy, assistant director of traffic,

Long Island City, N. Y.; Edward G. Rice, assistant to director

of traffic. Long Island City, N. Y,; P. V. Demerest, traffic man-

ager. Elizabeth, N. J.; Bert C. Sproul, traffic manager, Lansing,

Mich.; Earl C. Allander traffic manager, Oakland, Cal.; Arthur

C. Heath, traffic manager, Muncic, Ind. ; Emnnt F. Howley,

traffic manager, Leaside, Ont.

The fuel situation has become stabilized to such an extent that

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States has notified its

members that surveys and reports are no longer necessary, as the

program adopted in September to equalize coal distribution through

co-operation amonK users in the period immediately following the

strike has been successful. In a letter to business organizations

Julius H. Barnes, president of the chamber, calls attention to the

present adequate distribution of supplies and to the steady re-

duction of prices during the last few months.

Storage in transit is now allowed by the Canadian Pacific,

on apples in carloads from British Columbia destined to Eastern

Canada or to the .\tlantic seaboard for export. Exporters are

said to be arranging to establish big collecting ware-

houses in Winnipeg and other cities. The storage in

transit privileges are allowed at Winnipeg, Rcgina,

Moose Jaw. I.ethbridgc and Calnary. The shipper has the

privilege of holding this produce in any of the cities named for

a period of six months. The new regulations will, on and after

November 17, apply on shipments to points in the United States.

The .Atchison, Topi-ka & Santa l"c has announced that until

December 31, 1022, om-half present tariff rates will api'ly ""

cottonseed cake, meal and hulls, corn and articles taking corn

rate, hay and alfalfa from all points on that road in Texas,

Oklahoma, Colorado and Kansas ; also from Kansas City, St.

Joseph, and Superior (Neb.) to S.int.n Fc points in New Mexico.

Half rale basis will apply from I'liocnix. Ariz., on cottonseed

cake, meal, hulls and alfalfa. Thi< emergency rate reduction is

Bude for the relief of the drought stricken livestock uidustry in

New Mexico. The El Paso & Southwestern and the Southern
Padiic have made similar reductions.

The Alabama, Tennessee & Northern announces that additional

gasoline motor cars will <i-jii be put in service. On May 1 this

road bought and put into service between York, Ala., and Silas,

a gasoline motor car, later extending the service to Millry and
Healing Springs. The car has proved popular and the same kind
of service is to be established from York north, serving Reform,
Carrollton, Aliceville, Cochrane, Dancy, Panola and intermediate

points. The latest car purchased has improvements o\er the

first one. President J. T. Cochrane says that he does not expect

to take off any steam trains; the motor car service is to be in

addition to all other trains now in operation.

John T. Cochrane, president of the Alabama, Tennessee &
Northern in an interview in the Mobile (Ala.) Register calls

for a general freight car pool. He says: "The transportation

system of the United States as a whole is under obligation to

take care of all shippers as near proportionately equal as prac-

ticable, and the only way to do this is to mobilize the cars of

the various railroads of the United States under an effective and
authoritative central management as can be done by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. Cars can be handled through rail-

roads just as the Federal Reserve system handles money through
the banks. The A. T. & X. owns more than enough cars to

take care of the large production on its railroad, but now its

cars are scattered all over the country and we cannot get them
back. We are contending that all the cars, including ours, be

put into a pool and sent by those in authority to the points

where needed most. Until this is done all our railroads are going
to continue to have the same hard fight we are having from day
to day to get empties."

The wealth of Kaolin in the ground along its lines is the chiel

topic of the latest newspaper discussion issued by the Central of

Georgia. Georgia is generally regarded as an agricultural state.

but its mineral products in 1920 were valued in excess of

$13,000,000 and clay products (brick and tile) made up approxi-
mately 35 per cent of this amount. The development of the clay

industry means more to a greater territory and to a larger num-
ber of people than any other mineral. The road has been
co-operating with the government in a series of tests and states

with full assurance that Georgia kaolins when properly prepared
can compete with the English china clays in the filler trade and
the manufacture of pottery, electric porcelain, floor tile, wall tile,

and sanitary ware. .An even more inviting field for development
is afforded by the refractory clays which possess primary re-

quisite for the manufacture of fire brick, for electric, chemical,
metallurgical and industrial furnaces—the ability to withstand
fusion at high temperature. There is enough clay in Georgia to

supply the needs of the nation for generations to come. Pamphlets
describing the clay resources, the tests and the preliminary results,

may be had from J. M. Mallory, general industrial agent of the

road. Savannah.

The Illinois Central's November Manifesto

The Illinois Central in its latest general newspaper advertise-

ment assures the public that the officers are leaving nothing
undone in their efforts to meet the situation. Since the October
statement was published 75 large freight locomotives have been
bought, making a total of 140 locomotives purchased this year.

"However, we are handling the largest traffic in the history of

this system, and our patrons doubtless will continue to be incon-

venienced by the general shortage of transportation facilities.

"In the seven years ended with 1921 the number of locomotives

in the LInitcd States increased only 275 a year, and the number
of freight cars only 6,(X)0 a year. The increase in the number
of locomotives in the seven years ended with 1921 w.is only

one-ninth as great as in the seven years ended with 1907, while

the increase in the number of freight cars was only one-fifteenth

as great. The decline in the amount and capacity of the equip-

ment provided has been accompanied by a corresponding decline

in other facilities. * * * When the confidence of investors in

railway securities is fully restored, large expenditures for addi-

tions and betterments can be made, and the railroads will then

be able to supply all necessary transportation. This is the 'rail-

way question' in a nutshell. » • *

"
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Operating Statistics for August and Eight Months

The net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue freight handled

by the railroads in the month of August totaled 30,452.000,000 as

compared with 30,420,000,000 in August, 1921, according to the

monthly bulletin of operating statistics issued by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. The car miles per car day averaged 21.8

as compared with 22.7 last year, the net tons per loaded car 26.3

as compared with 27.4 and the net ton miles per car day 406 as

compared with 400. For the eight months ended with August,

the net ton miles totaled 227,739,000.000 as compared with

222,411,000.000 last year.

Southern Freight Association

The Southern Freight .Association has recently been organized

by the railroads operating in the territory south of the Ohio and

Potomac Rivers and east of the Mississippi as a successor of the

Southern Freight Rate Association, to have jurisdiction over

rate adjustments in that territory. Charles Barham. heretofore

general freight agent of the Xashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,

has been elected chairman of the association and also of its execu-

tive, general and standing rate committees. L. E. Chalenor, who

was secretary of the old association, was elected secretary of the

new one.

"Sell Recreation"

M. E. Westbrooke, director in charge of the National Travel

and Out Door Life exposition, which will be held in Chicago

May 7-12, inclusive, has asked the support of the railroads. At

a meeting of traffic men held in Chicago on October 26 he said:

"Sell recreation and you will have sold travel. Recreation is a

commodity and should be sold as other commodities. The scenery,

highways, hunting and tishing grounds, golf links and polo fields

constitute a commodity of which there is an unlimited supply

awaiting purchasers. Sell the playgrounds of the United States

and Canada and you have sold travel. Outdoor life is a com-

modity which in the past has been bought much as the farmer

purchased his requirements from a mail order catalog, only to

meet with disappointment.

"The Xationa! Travel and Out Door exposition in its exhibits

will symbolize all the principal forms of outdoor recreation.

The playgrounds of .\mcrica and Canada will be visualized to

give the purchaser of recreation a realistic picture of what the

various sections afford."

Coal Production

Preliminary returns to the Geological Survey on coal produc-

tion in the week ended November 4 indicate a total of 12.500 net

tons, of which about 10,700,000 tons is bituminous coal and

1,800.(X)0 tons is anthracite. Revised estimates for the fourth

week of October show 10.681.000 tons of bituminous and 1.773.000

tons of anthracite. Thus a slight increase in the total coal raised

is shown for last week as compared with the week before.

The increased rate of production during the past three weeks

is said to be principally due to improvement in transportation

The rate of output of soft coal is now about equal to that ot

1918 and higher than in 1921, but lower than in 1919 and 1920.

The production of anthracite in the fourth week of October is

estimated at 1.773.000 net tons which is a decrease of 11 per cent

as compared with the week preceding.

Reports for the week ended October 21 indicate continued

improvement in transporlalion in most of the territory cast of

the Mississippi. The most notable exceptions were in Wcstmori -

land County, Pennsylvania, and the Tug River district of We^i

Virginia, where transportation losses increased to 49.4 and 72.X

per cent, respectively. In the trans-Mississippi states the rail

situation grow steadily worse and losses charged to transporta-

tion disability ranged from 1.7 per cent in Iowa to 57.4 per cent

in Utah.

The movcmcnf of bituminous coal across the Hudson Rivrr

into eastern New York and New England decrease*! during tli'

wrrk ended October 28. The rumiilativc movement for this yc.ir

to date now stands at 67.872 cars of anthracite and 85.184 cai

of bituniinoiis rnal through the Hudson gateways, and 282 c.ti

of anthracite and 1.963 cars of bituminous coal through Roitsi

Point.

The fourth week nf October was the seventh successive week

in which the tonnage of soft coal dumped into vessels at Lake
Erie ports exceeded 1,000,000 tons. Anthracite shipments from
Buffalo during the week ended October 31 were 94,200 net tons
against 119,100 tons in the week before.

Shipments of bituminous coal through Hampton Roads in the
week ended October 28 increased about 6 per cent as compared
with shipments in the 2 weeks preceding. In the last week
reported dumpings totaled 276,072 net tons as compared with
261.524 in the week preceding.

Reports received by the Car Service Division of the American
Railway Association show that under the program agreed upon
following the settlement of the miners' strike, the railroads have
only 2,000.000 tons to deliver in order to fulfill their agreement.
This means the delivery of approximately 666,700 tons a week.
The Car Service Division reported on Nov. 7 a total coal

loading for the week of 237,010 cars. This exceeded by 13.599

cars the week which ended on October 21, the previous high
mark. Bituminous amounted to 193,103 cars, an increase of 2.827

over the week before, and a daily average of 32.184 cars. This
was an increase of 1.139 over the daily average for October one
year ago. Anthracite totaled 33,907 cars, 'an increase of 980 cars

over the week before, when Mitchell Day was observed. The
average of 5,651 cars daily exceeding the daily averages for both
November, 1920 and 1921.

On Monday of this week 43.810 cars were loaded with bitu-

minous coal. Except for the preceding Monday, when .45,298

cars were loaded, this was the largest number of cars loaded

on any one day since December 13, 1920.

Commercial Coal Stocks

A. canvass of commercial stocks of anthracite and bituminous
coal undertaken by the Bureau of the Census and the Geological

Survey, indicates that on October 1, commercial consumers had
in storage approximately 28.000,000 tons of soft coal, according

to an announcement by Fuel Distributor C. E. Spens. This figure

compares with 27,000,OCX) tons on October 1, 1916, and with

28,000,000 tons on October 1, 1917. On September 1, stocks

amounted to 22.000.000 tons. The trend of production has con-

tinued upward and it is estimated that the increase in storage

from October 1 to November 1 will at least equal the increase

from September 1 to October 1. The stocks on hand on Novem-
ber 1—approximating 35.000,000 tons—comprise the quantity in the

hands of commercial consumers, and does not include coal in the

cellars of domestic consumers .nor steamship fuel.

"On January 1. 1922." said Mr. Spens, "commercial stocks

amounted to 48.000.000 tons, and by April 1, when the strike began,

to at least 63.000.000 tons. The average weekly production at

present is approximately 10,500.000 tons or roughly, 2,000,000 tons

in exctss of current consumption.

The Reading's New Drawbridge Over Darby Creek,

Chester, Pa.
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Interstate Commerce Commission

Applications for Relief from the Fourth Section

In ihc interest of economy and expedition, it has been the

practice uf the commission to pas^ upon certain applications for

relief from the provisions of the fourth section of the act without

hearing. Applications based upon the circuitous character of the

peiiiioiicr's route arc so handled.

\\ hilc no objections have come to the attention of the com-

mission, some misundorstanding appears to have arisen concerning

the status of orders granting relief in such cases. To clear up

such mi.sunderstanding the conuiiission announces that where

applications arc passed upon without a hearing, the orders issued

are not to be considered as final but arc subject to modification

upon complaint after notice and hearing; or without hearing if,

because of changed conditions or other adequate reasons, such

modification may seem necessary and proper.

In order to afford the public more information with respect to

applications for relief under the fourth section, arrangements

have been made to issue and place upon the press table in the

secretary's office daily synopses of applications as received.

Leases of Property by Railroads to Shippers

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report on its

investigation instituted prior to federal control concerning the

propriety of practices of carriers in leasing their facilities and

other properties to shippers of freight over their lines. The com-

mission holds that no justification exists for the leasing of

railway lands to industries at a nominal rental charge. The com-

mission held hearings at New York, Washington, Kresno, Calif.,

aiKi Spokane, Wash., after which the intervention of federal con-

trol delayed action and the commission has since been advised

that various changes have occurred as a result of the hearings

so that the record does not in all respects accurately reflect the

present situation. For the sake of brevity, the report deals only

with the situation at Spokane as it was disclosed at the hearing.

It is stated that this situation fairly illustrates the questions of

law and of public policy involved and affords an adequate basis

for the discussion of the questions. The commission goes no

further in this report than to indicate some of the underlying

principles which, in its opinion, should govern carriers in the

leasing of lands to shippers and which are illustrated by the

evidence which has already been summarized

:

1. No justification exists for the leasing of railway lands to

industries at a nominal rental charge. It is conceded that traffic

considerations are the moving cause, in such cases, so far as the

carriers are concerned. Where the traflic of the lessee is in part

the consideration the transaction amounts to a concession to the

shipper-lessee, in violation of the law.

2. A provision in a lease whereby a shipper agrees to route

over the lines of the lessor or its connections all or any part of

his traffic amounts to an acknowle<lgment that the consideration

was in part the exchange of traffic for right to occupy the land.

3. The determination of the value of leased premises by

mutual agreement of the shipper and carrier, and revaluation

from time to time is an arrangement open to serious abuse.

4. Every effort should be made by carriers to obtain terms no

less favorable than wou'd be obtained were the land owned inde-

pendently of the railroad.

The facts disclose<l by this investigation strongly support the

general conclusion that the above principles have not been suffi-

ciently observed by the carriers, and that leases have often been

a medium of unwarranted concessions to shippers. There is

reason to believe lliat this investigntion has led to improvements

in the practices of carriers. Shippers and others who believe

that they are subjected to undue prejudice and disadvantage can

be of assistance by bringing such situations to our attention.

The proceeding will be discontinued. No order is issued.

State Commissions

The Illinois Coimnercc Commission has approved an agreement

between the Chicago, .\urora & Elgin and Alfred E. Pfahler,

whereby the railroad company is to lease 20 passenger cars and

one electric locomoti\e. The railroad is authorized to issue and

deliver to Mr. Pfahler $470,000 in equipment trust certificates.

Railroads in Wisconsin Ordered to Repair Cars

Railroads operating in Wiiconsin were ordered last week by

the railroad commission of that state to take immexliate steps

to relieve the freight car shortage situation by repairing the

cars now idle because of unfitness for service. The roads are

called on to make daily reports on the results of their car repair

work.

Illinois Commission Appeals to I. C. C.

The Illinois Commerce Commission has asked the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the American Railway Association to

modify the car service orders which have been put into effect

It is requested that eastern railroads be required to supply some

of their own cars for use in the west, especially for grain move-

ment ; also that the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio and the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, among the eastern

lines, be relieved from the emergency requirement, now in force,

of returning box cars belonging to western roads empty on con-

dition that they move grain in them toward the midwest terminals.

Court News
Price for Coal Taken by Railroad

In an action by the shipper of coal against the carrier for the

confiscation of the shipment en route by the carrier, which used

it as locomotive fuel, the evidence showing that the confiscation

was not malicious, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit,

holds that tlie measure of damages was the market value of the

coal at the time and place of confiscation. If the coal had not been

taken, it would have gone into certain pools at point of destination,

after which the shipper would have been entitled merely to a credit

in the pools for an equal amount of coal of corresponding grade.

The shipper's actual loss was therefore the market value of the

credit.—Norfolk & Western v. Ft. Dearborn Coal & Export Co.,

280 Fed., 264.

Commission's Order for Union Stations Held Void

The statutes of Minnesota do not expressly confer upon the

liailroad and Warehouse Commission the power to require inter-

secting railroads to maintain a joint station at the point of crossing,

and whether this po\\er is implied in the general control vested

in them the Minnesota Supreme Court does not decide, but con-

ceding the implied authority, it holds that an order requiring the

Chicago Great Western to construct on its property a station, one

fourth of the co't to be borne by the Chicago & North Western, to

be maintained at the sole expense of the former, and with no

provision for joint occupancy, is an unlawful invasion of the

property rights of the two companies, and void.—Palmerlec v. C.

G. W. (Minn.) 18S N. VV., 328.

State Statute Regulating Car Repair Shops

The federal district court of the District of Minnesota, Third

Division, holds that the requirement of the Minnesota statute of

1919, as amended 1921, c. 481. requiring buildings for the con-

struction or repair of railroad cars, is in conflict with section 4

of the Safety Appliance Act, requiring defective cars on interstate

carriers' lines to he repaired at the place where the defect is

discovered, if feasible, or at the nearest available repair point,

and, the federal statute being paramount, the state statute is void

as to this requirement.

The whole statute was held \oid because the section providing

for the protection of employees from working outside in inclement

weather is too uncertain and indefinite to be valid, this section

embodying the real ground of the statute.—C. & N. W. v. Rail-

road & Warehouse ComniisMon of Minnesota, 280 Fed. 387.
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Labor Board Decisions
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No Authority Over Lines Outside of U. S.

In a case concerning track forces on the Great Northern lines

in Canada, the Labor Board held that it had no authority over

the rates of pay and working conditions for employees engaged

exclusively in work outside the territorial limits of the United

S\Aits.—Decision No. 977.

Contracting Extra Gang Work

On May 30 and 31 an extra track gang employed on the St.

Louis-San Francisco whose laborers were being paid AS'A cents

an hour was discharged and the work being done by this gang was

turned over to the Walsh Construction Company, which employed

negro laborers at a rate of 20 cents an hour. The railroad con-

tended that it had contracted similar work previously and that

its action was in accord with the provisions of the Transporta-

tion Act obligating the management to operate the property as

efficiently and economically as possible. The decision of the

labor Board is the same as in Case No. 1254.

Contracting Coal and Water Supply Work
The Chicago & Alton awarded a contract to Joseph Colianni &

Brothers for the handling of coal, sand and citiders, the pumping

of water and for engine watchmen, the employees of the railroad

having the privilege of going to work for the contractors at a

reduced rate of pay. This was brought to the attention of the

Labor Board which decided that this case involved the same

principles that applied in the case of the Indiana Harbor Belt,

that the contract constituted a violation of the Transportation Act,

insofar as it purported to remove the employees from the applica-

tion of the act; and directed the carrier to take up with any em-

ployee the matter of reinstatement upon the application of the

employee or his representative.— (Decision No. 1254) ....
In 1921 the St. Louis-San Francisco advertised for bids for the

personal labor required for the operation of individual water

stations on a monthly basis. This case ( No. 1230) the Labor

Board decided substantially the same as that of the C. & A.

Dismissal of Bridge Employees

for Refusal to Work Overtime

About 7:15 p. m., on July 29, 1921, 645 ft. of double track

trestle on the Stockton division of the Southern Pacific near

Banta, Cal., was discovered on fire and 135 ft. was destroyed be-

fore the fire was extinguished. It was necessary to call men from

adjoining divisions to restore the trestle and track as promp'.ly

as possible. Foremen and men were brought from the Sacra-

mento division, arriving at nine the next morning. These men
worked until 4 p. m., when they returned to their outfit cars and

refused to perform further service at the pro rata rate, notwith-

standing that an emergency existed ; and for this action they were

discharged. In a decision upon a protest registered by the United

Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Fmployecs and Railway

Shop Laborers the Labor Board decided that the management
was justified in the action taken in this case and denied the re-

quest of the employees' organization for the reinstatement of the

men.— {Decision No. 1118.)

Instruction in Traffic Management is now being given by

Charles F. Walden at the West Side Y. M. C. A., New York
City, and he is preparing a roursc in the subject which will be

available through the United Y. M. C. .\. Schools to ambitious

men in all parts of the rniintry. Mr. Walden for about 20 years

was in the froighl traffic department of the Pcnn'iylvania Railroad

and subsequently was the president of one of New York city's

largest transfer and forwarding corporations. He is offering the

class a practical course dealing with evcry-<lay problems. He
finds that industrial and merchandising concerns are rapidly

awakening to the necessity for the services of a traffic expert.

I Foreign Railway News |
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English Firm to Build 17 Locomotives for Spain

Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox, a British concern, have received

an order from the Northern Railway of Spain for 17 locomotives.

These locomotives will be built at the company's Spanish works

at Galindo, near Bilbao. These locomotives will be the most

powerful in use in Spain, according to the Times (London) Trade

Supplement.

Death of Former American

Representative of British Road

Alfred G. Wand, for 20 years general agent in America for

the London & North Western, died on October 13. Mr. Wand
came to this country in 1898 and remained until his retirement on

account of ill-health in 1918. His office was in New York City.

He had been in the service of his company for more than 45 years.

Electrification of Argentine Transandine Railway

An increase amounting to 1,500,000 gold pesos over the sum
already allotted is provided by a proposed law recently submitted

to the Argentine congress, to be used for the electrification of

the Argentine Transandine Railway between Zanjon and the

Chilean frontier, according to Commerce Reports. A contract

between the government and the Argentine Transandine Railway
has already been approved under the provisions of the law of

October 13, 1921. This agreement provides for joint administra-

tion of the Chilean and Argentine Transandine roads, connecting

Mendoza and Los Andes. It stipulates that the government shall

place at the disposition of the railway company bonds of the

.Argentine external loan, not to exceed 2,500,000 gold pesos, bear-

ing interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum, with 1 per cent

amortization.

The new line, for which the additional 1.500.000 pesos has

been requested, is approximately 45 kilometers in length and
connects with the section of the Chilean line, which is also to be
electrified

Death of Well Knowm British Railway Executive

Charles Aldington, until his retirement in 1921, general manager
of the Great Western Railway, died on October 16 at Marazion,
Cornwall, where he had resided since his retirement. Prior to his

appointment as general manager of the Great Western Railway,
Mr. .Mdington had held the post of superintendent of the line for

nine years, including the whole of the war period. During this

period his efforts were directed toward ensuring the smooth opera-

tion of troop trains and the carriage of munitions of war, and
throughout the war he resided on the premises at Paddington
Station. London, so that his services could be available at all hours
of the day and night. He became general manager in 1919 on the

death of the late Frank Potter, hut his health had been under-
mined by his incessant toil during and after the war. He became
seriously ill and retired in June, 1921.

Born at Tamworth, Warwickshire, 59 years ago, Mr. .Mdington
was educated at Packwood School and joined the staff of the Great
Western Railway on the Birmingham division in 1876. .Vfter a

probationary training at Handsworth and Knowlc stations he was
transferred to the divisional office at Birmingham in 1879 and to

the Northern division staff at Chester in 1881. In 1894, Mr.
.Mdington was appointed chief clerk in the London divisional super-

intendent's office. From 1899 to 1902 he was traffic superintendent

of the Central London (P-lcctricI Railway. In 1903 he returned

to the Great Western and had a year's experience in the general

manager's department. Mr. .Mdington was in I'fM appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the line. On January 1, 1910, he was pro-

moted to superintendent of the line. His term of office as super-

intendent of the line coincided with the time when great strides

were made in developing the Great Western passenger train service,

and in extending the numerous road and rail motor services which

Mr. Aldington inaugurated soon after his return to the Great West-
ern in 1902.
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Mr Aldington visited the United State* and Canada tcverat
times and took a keen interest in American railway affairs. His
first visit on this side of the Atlantic was in 1900, when he went
on an electric traction mission in the interests of the Central Lon-
don Railway. In I90S he came to the United States as one of the
delegates to the International Railway Congress at Washington,
and also in 1909 and 1911 on the business of the Great Western.

Lower Passenger Fares in Britain

Reductions m passenger fares and in the rates charged for
perishable freight by passenger trains have been announced
by the British railways, effective January 1, 1923. In general,
these reductions will bring the level of rates down to SO per
cent above those of pre-war days, instead of 75 per cent
above, as at present. In addition to the reductions, there will

be a standardization of passenger rates to the basis of 1^4d.
per train mile, third class, and 2j4d. lirst class. Where present
rates are below this standard, they will be raised or lowered
under the new tariffs and no rates will be reduced below
this basis. On the other hand, all rates will be lowered to

this basis, whether the standard reduction would make them
that low or not.

It is estimated that the reductions will bring about a loss

of revenue of ilO.OOO.OOO and negotiations are now in progress
between the railways and the railway unions in an endeavor
to bring about some reductions in wages in an endeavor to

absorb a portion of this loss.

There is some speculation around London concerning the

eflfect which the new tariffs will have on suburban fares,

these, in many cases, being considerably lower than the
standard rates announced.
Round trip tickets under the new tariff will bear the double

rate in all cases. Tourist and excursion fares will be reduced
proportionately to ordinary fares. There will be no change
made in the rates for season and commutation tickets.

China Notes
Peking.

.•Mthough the financial situation of the ministry of communica-
tions has not changed perceptibly during the past few months,

the morale has improved considerably. Following the flight of

the minister to I'eitaiho following the attack upon him by the

school teachers of Peking, he resumed office only after having

secured certain guarantees of support which tended to clear the

situation by making apparent that Wu Pei Fu is "boss." Next
he secured from the cabinet a revocation of the pledge to the

teachers made by Yeh Kung Cho. In order to take care of the

educational needs of the metropolitan area, the cabinet has

arranged for a regular pledge from the foreign administered cus-

toms revenue. The return of Kao En Hung to the ministry

under these conditions has served to break the semi-conscious

"going slow'' strike which the old "Chiao Tung" clerical staff

were conducting in the ministry. Several bureaus are accomplish-

ing as much with less than half the former staff, sleeping during

office hours has become perilous, desks are cleared with some

regularity, and a Kcncral air of cheerful industry prevails. Kao
has also set a precedent about preserving "face" and has given

an unusual example of "thick skin" for Chinese officialdom.

For the first time in their history the railways of China arc

facing a concerted strike movement. It began, as reported last

month, on the Peking .Suiyuan line as a protest against the Ameri-

can Car Loan. No sooner was the s"vcrntncnt in control, than the

Peking Hankov^' line was paralyze<l by a walk-out of shopmen

and engine drivers The rcprcseritalivt-s. when questioned, could

give no coherent account of what they wanted, most of their

demands having been met a lonp time ago by action of the

management. Thi"; settled, the I.img Hai line underwent the

same experience, the complaint being against certain foremen

whose dismissal was demanded. A settlement was soon arranged,

and by this time the Canton Hankow employees walkc<l out de-

manding dismissal of certain officials and more prompt payment

of salaries. The management endeavored to use vigorous measures,

with the result that ISO strikers laid down on the track in front

of the train which it was attempting to run. The local military

were called upon to disperse the threatened suicides with the

result that ten were killed and a score or more injured. This

strike is still on, and the connecting line next on the cast.

the Chuchow Finghsiang. saw its employees in turn "down tools."
Thus the movement had run the length of the "west side" line*
beginning at the north and proceeding in regular order to the
south. Rrports have it that the shopmen of the Peking Mukden
line have now presented (Uinands.

At the .«ame time, sympathetic strikes are numerous. The work-
men at the Pinghsiang coliicrK-s are out, demanding an increase
of ten coppers a day—ihcy now receive twenty coppers or about
seven cents, gold, per day in the lowest grades. This will prob-
ably be granted for if the mines were to be flooded, the Hangyang
Steel Works would be helpless for want of fuel. The Canton
Hankow as well as the Chuchow Pinghsiang Railway would also
lose their principal freight traffic. The Hangyang Steel Work*
also had a partial walk-out and the Yang Ste Engineering Works
are closed for the same reason. The employees of the Hankow
Water Works arc the latest to be on the rampage. It is well
known that certain prominent Russians are spending a great
deal of money in small checks on London accounts which are being
cashed by coolies. Recently, prominent Chinese educationalists
and ex-officials gave public recognition to the Bolshevik move-
ment in terms which identilied their interests as being in common.
If there is an aristocracy in China it is to be found among the
scholar class. At first it seems incredible that this class should
be cultivating friendship with Bolshevism. However it must be
remembered that Giina is now under the control of the scholar-
official class no longer, but instead is at the mercy of the soldiery,
most of whose representatives are near-illiterates. So far. no one
has been able to see how the soldier nuisance is to be abated,
except by such a demoralization of the country that starvation
finally works on the soldier. However, it may possibly be that
by giving leadership to the unlearned and unorganized working
classes in this way, the scholar class may be able to forge a
weapon which can match the arms of the militarists.

However, the mini.stry of communications is treating the sub-
ject of labor disturbances in good faith and along conventional
lines. During the past week a conference has been called con-
sisting of eighty-seven representatives of the departments in the
several lines together with a few members of the ministry staff,

to consider ways and means of improving the conditions of labor
on the railways. The meeting had for its object principally the
preparing of the officer's minds for the measures which appear
sure to come. After considerable discussion it was decided to pre-
pare rules and regulations for a ci\il service, standard scales of
pay. standard leave (vacation) privileges, forms of education for
younger employees and for employees' children, and a pension or
provident fund system. Considerable attention was given also
towards working out piece rates to be applied rather than time
wages, as well as bonuses to distribute a portion of the profits

during favorable years. Many of these subjects are not new in

Chinese experience, but because most of the railway organization
has been directed by foreigners, foreign methods of pay rather
than the traditional Chinese methods rule at present.

A further contract covering the construction of the Kirin-
Hucning line in Manchuria has lately been concluded between
Japanese interests and the province of Kirin, in which it is

agreed that "Japanese shall have charge of the business manage-
ment and engineering work of the railway." Whether or not the
conclusion of this agreement with the province indicates that the

Japanese consider Chang Tso Lin's declaration of independence
fmal. it docs indicate that these interests have come to the con-
clusion that some authority nearer to the people of the district

than the Peking government must be considered. Considerable
local opposition is reported.

Chinese and Japanese in Harbin have organized a Tram and
Electric Light Company. The principal interest to .-Vmericans in

the subject centers around the fourth clause of the agreement,
which rc.ids : "The agreements concluded between the China
Electric Co. and the .American merchants with regard to the pur-
chase of plant, raw materials, etc., shall become null and void."

fVlio said "Open Dnnr"' The China Electric Company, which
is a combination of the Western Electric and the ministry of

comnninicatiniis. Peking, hold this contract up to a recent date.

In making arrangements for the removal of foreign post offices

from Oiina effective J.Tnuary 1, 1923, in pursuance of the a.gree-

ments made at the Washington conference, the Japanese have re-

fused to consider withdrawing those in the railway zone of the

South Manchurian Railway, The Chinese have acquiesced "in

order not to jeopardize the friendly relations existing between the

two nations."
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I Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Oliver Iron Mixing Company may purchase 10 switch-

ing locomotives.

The Grand Trunk is inquiring for 10 Mountain type and 10

Santa Fe type locomotives.

The Montour Railroad, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 30 as inquiring for 4 locomotives, has ordered 4 Mikado
type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Pere Marquette, reported in the Railu-ay Age of October

14 as inquiring for 22. 8-\vheel switching locomotives, has ordered

20 switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Western Pacific, reported in the Railicay Age of October

21 as contemplating buying 5 Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered 6 Mikado type locomotives from the American Locomo-
tive Company.

The Villa Yon Atocha (Argentina) has ordered one Mikado
type locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This

locomotive will have 21 by 24 in. cylinders and a total weight in

working order of 155,000 lb.

The Villa Yon Atocha (Chili) has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the American Locomotive C'oinpany. This loco-

motive will have 21 by 24 in. cylinders ~-im a total weight in

working order of 155.000 lb.

The Fruit Growers E.xpress Company has ordered one 4-wheeI
switching locomotive from the .American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 1 1 by 16 in. cylinders and a total weight

in working order of 41,000 lb.

The American Woolen Company, Boston, Mass., has ordered

one 4-whccl switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. This locomotive will have 16 by 24 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 99,000 lb.

Denaston Breakey. Breakeyville. Que., Canada, has ordered one
4-wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. This locomotive will have 14 by 22 in. cylinders and
a total weight in working order of 79.000 lb.

The Pennsylvania-Ohio Electric Company, Youngstown,
Ohio, has ordered one 4-whcel switching locomotive from the

American Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 14

by 22 in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of 65,000 lb.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, reported in the

Railway Age of October 7 as having ordered 5 electric locomo-
tives from the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
has ordered 7 additional electric locomotives from the same com-
pany.

The Mexican Railway Company, Ltd., has ordered 10 electric

locomotives. These locomotives will be constructed and equipped

jointly by the General Electric Company and the American Loco-
motive Company. The locomotives will have a total weight in

working order of 300.000 lb.

Freight Cars

The Pittsburgh Steel Company is inquiring for 25 gondola

cars of 75 tons' capacity.

The Southern PACtric contemplates coming in the market
soon for about 3,500 cars.

The Union Tank Car Company is inquiring for from 500

to 2.000, 50-lon tanks cars of 10,000 gal. capacity.

The Detroit. Toledo & Ironton is inquiring for 500 box cars

of 40 tons" capacity and 500 hopper cars of 55 tons' capacity.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reported in the Railway
Age of October 28 as inquiring for 3,000 gondola cars, 1,500 box
cars and 500 automobile cars, is now reported to be considering
the purchase of 7,000 gondola cars of 50 tons' capacity and 3,000

box cars of 40 tons' capacity, although the original inquiry has
not been increased.

The Louisville & Nashville, reported in the Railway Age of

October 28 as inquiring for 2,000 steel hopper cars of 55 tons'

capacity and 1,000 box cars of 40 tons' capacity, has ordered

2.100 hopper cars from the American Car & Foundry Company
and has ordered 500 box cars each from the Chickasaw Ship-

building Company and the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing
Company.

Passenger Cars

The Chicago & North Western, reported in the RaittiHiy

Age of October 14 as inquiring for 36 coaches and 10 baggage
cars, has ordered 40 coaches and 10 baggage cars from the Ameri-
can Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central is asking for bids until 12 o'clock

noon November 27 for the requirements of the New York
Central, the Michigan Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie of passenger equip-

ment as follows : 35. 70 ft. steel coaches with 6-wheel trucks,

also alternate bids on cars with 4-wheel trucks ; 2 steel dining

cars, 72 ft. 6 in. long; 5, 70 ft. steel combination passenger and

baggage cars ; 10. 60 ft. 6 in. steel baggage cars also alternate

bids on 70 ft. cars ; 10, 50 ft. steel underframe milk cars and 10

steel passenger motor cars for subway service.

Iron and Steel

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has ordered 768 tons

structural steel from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Grand Trunk of Canada has placed an order, according

to a report to the Department of Commerce from Consul General
Gunsaulus. Halifax, for 25.000 tons of steel rails with the British

Empire .Steel Corporation, Sydney. N. S. This order, with

others on hand, is said to insure the continuous operation of the

Sydney works, employing 3,000 hands, all winter.

Machinery and Tools

The Pennsylvania is inquiring for one 1,500-lb. steam hammer.

The Cornwall Railroad is inquiring for a 36-in. by 36-in. by
12-ft. planer.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 1 flue welding and
swcdging machine and 2 motor-driven centrifugal pumps.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is inquiring for the following

machinery: 24-in. hy 10-ft. lathe; 20-in. by 10-ft. lathe; 16-in.

by 6-ft. lathe; spring forming machine; ^-in. rotary shear; 3-in.

by 36-in. turret lathe ; 48-in. upright heavy duty drill
;
power-

driven hack saw ; 4-in. pipe machine ; 6-in. pipe machine, and a
car roofing saw.

Miscellaneous

The Cleveland, Cinonnati, Chic.\go & St. Louis is inquiring

for approximately 15,000 barrels of Portland cement.

The Chilean State Railways. 141 Broadway, New York,

will receive bids until November 11 for some special tools for

repairing Wcstinghou.se air brakes, to inchide lathes, drills and
planers, also for about 600 tons of steel plates for car repairing.

Rids arc also wanted on November 25 for 14,000 meters of 1%
in. steel pipe for air brake equipment.

Signaling

TiiF. Hall Switch & Signal Comt.vny has received an order

for 12 single unit, three color "searchlight" signals, 56 relays and
24 signal transformers for installation on English railways.
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Supply Trade News

C. E. Naylor has hrrn appointed Texas sales agent o( the

Lukens Steel Company, Coalc«vitle, l*a. Mr. Naylor's office

. at oil) I artrr biiildiiiK, Hoii-.t(>n, Texas.

The Black ft Decker Manufacturing Company, Baltimore,

Md., lias removed its branch oftice and service station from
!8 North Broad street to 824 North Broad street, Philadel-

phia, I'a.

The Carter Bloxonend Flooring Company, Kansas City,

Mo., has received a contract from the Baltimore & Ohio for

the installation of 12,000 squ-tre feet of bloxonend flooring

in a warehouse at Philadelphia.

William Le Compte has been appointed sales manager in

charKc of the New York territory for Jenkins Bros., 80 White
street, New York. Mr. Le Compte has been a member of

the sales organization of this company for a quarter of a

century.

R. J. Piatt, sales representative of the Sellers Manufacturing

Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted
to assistant general sales agent, with office »t the same place,

succeeding T. D. Crowley, who has resigned to enter the

trvice of the Crcepchcck Company.

T. D. Crowley, assistant general sales agent of the Sellers

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has resigned to become

general sales agent of the Creepcheck Company, which has

opened general sales

offices at 564 Peoples

^^^^^^^ Gas building, Chicago.

^^^^^^^\^ J. T. Reagan, western

^M sales manager for the

^L __ Creepcheck Company,
^^k^9|h ^^ has been promoted to

^^^^^^PSV^ I service manager, with

^^^^^l^ft^ the same headquarters.

^^^^^^^Fj Mr. Crowley was born
^^^^^^K^ Clinton,

^f^^^V August 18, 1884, and

^^^^ ^^^^^ entered railway service

^^^^^k ^W ^^^ in 1901 as a timekeeper

^^^^l^^^i ^^H^^^^B He

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ foreman

^m^^^H^^^^^^ gang foreman
^^^^^^^^^^

the same department

and in 1907 was pro-

moted to assistant road

master on the W'l-

sin division, with headquarters at Milwaukee. In l''i

was appointed superintendent of materials in the tj'i

storekeeper's department at Chicago and subsequently wa^

promoted to roadmaster, with headquarters at Sparta, Wis.

In .April, 1914, he went with the Madden Company, Chicago,

as sales agent and continued with that firm until his appoint-

ment as assistant general sales agent of the Sellers .Manu-

facturing Company in November, 1918, the position he held

at the time of his recent appointment. Mr. Reagan was born

on July 13, 1887, at St. Louis, Mo., and entered railway service

in the transportation department of the Grand Trunk in 1907.

In August, 1914, he entered the sales department of the P. &
M. Company, Chiiago, and in October, 1920, became asso-

ciated with the Creepcheck Company as assistant general

sales agent, the position he held at the time of his recent

promotion.

Paul A. Cuenot has been appointed mechanical representa-

tive tn furnish special tool .service to customers of the Alvord

Reamer & Tool Company, Millcrsburg, Pa. Mr. Cuenot was

formerly connected with the American Locomotive Company

and the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

T. D. Crowley

R. S Gay, formerly Chicago sales representative of Beal

Brothers and the Beal Tool Company, and more recently

plant manat^er of Hubbard & Co., Montpelicr, Ind., has been
appoii ted a sales representative of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company, with headquarters at Chicago.

Frederick B. Larsen is now field representative for South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida for the Bryant Electric Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn. .\Ir. Larsen's headquarters are at

Atlanta, Ga. Me was for three years manager of the Hunter
Electric Company of Clearwater, Florida, and prior to 1919

he was for 12 years sales representative of the Robbins &
Meyers Company in the South Atlantic states.

Trade Publications

ExPRE-ss Rf.frice«ator C.Mts AND Tank Cars.—Thc Canadian

Car & Foundry Company, Ltd.. Montreal, has recently issued

bulletins describing steel underframe express refrigerator cars

built for the Canadian Pacific and allsteel tank cars of 8,000 gal-

lons capacity built for the Russian Soviet Government. Another
bulletin describes helical, semi-elliptic, and elliptic springs manu-
factured by this company.

Centrifugal Pumps.—The Dayton-Dowd Company, Quincy,

III., has issued bulletin No. 249 illustrating and describing its line

of centrifugal pumps. This bulletin includes detailed specifications,

efficiency and capacity tables and characteristic curves, as well as

a description of the company's method of testing the pumps. The
illustrations show the pumps in various combinations and

installations.

Pacific Southwestern.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

construction of a railroad from Lompoc lo White Hills in Santa

Barbara County, Calif., 4 miles.

A Relic of Old Days Put Into Working Order for Service

in the Motion Pictures
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Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has entered into a contract

with the John S. Mctcalf Company, of Chicago, specialists in

grain elevator construction, for the preparation of plans and
specifications for the new grain elevator facilities at Locust Point,

Baltimore, Md., in replacement of the two old elevators destroyed

by fire July 2 last. Tentative plans which have been worked out

by the company and on which the architects will now prepare

drawings, specifications, etc., call for a steel concrete elevator

of the most modern type. The storage bins with capacity of

3,000,000 bu. will be so arranged that they can be readily in-

creased to 8.000.00O bu. The plans include complete facilities for

drying and cleaning grain, and provisions for unloading grain

from boats. Safeguards against dust explosion will be used. The
elevator will be constructed on the water's edge adjacent to piers,

with galleries and belt con\eyors reaching eight berths, four of

which will be located on an exclusive grain loading pier, to be

constructed for that purpose, the other four on a two-story mer-

chandise pier already in use. Provision will be made so that the

gallery system can be extended to other piers in the future. It

is expected that the architects will have the detail plans in shape

for submission to the railroad engineers within three months,

after which invitations for bids on the con.struction work will

be issued.

Buffalo Cref.k & Gauley.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the Phoenix Bridge Company, Phoenixville, Pa., for

six steel bridges.

Chicago, Bltjlincton & Quincy.—This company has awarded

a contract to Edgar Otto. Downers Grove, III., for the installa-

tion of a pumping plant, intake well, suction piping and intake

piping for a reservoir at Galesburg, III.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—This company has been

ordered by the Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of

South Dakota to construct a station at least 24 by 70 ft. at Draper,

Jones county, S. D.

Chicago UNio>f Station.—This company, reported in the

Raikfay Age of October 14 as closing bids October 12 for the

granite and stone work for the main building of the Union

Station and for the construction of a signal tower, has awarded

the former to George .^. Fuller Company, Chicago, and the signal

tower to R. C. Weibolt Construction Company, Chicago. This

company, reported in the Raihi'ay Age of September 16 as clos-

ing bids September 18 for the excavation for permanent station

tracks between \'an Buren and Harrison streets, has awarded the

contract to VV. J. Newman Construction Company. Chicago.

This company, also reported in the Raikcay Age of September 23

as receiving bids for the widening of Canal street, Chicago, from

Harrison street, 22S ft. north, has awarded the contract to Paschen

Brothers Company, Onicago.

Illinois CENTRAL.^This company closed bids November 8 for

a 100,000-gal. creosotcd water tank at Hcrrin, III., to cost ap-

proximately Jl 5.000. This company will also construct two yard

tracks 5,000 ft. long at Broadview, to cost $22,000; two car re-

pair tracks at Clinton. 111., to cost $16,000, and a wye track 3,000

ft. lonff at Blackford Ky., to cost $13,000.

Michigan Cfntral.—This company, in conjunction with the

Michigan State Highway Commission, will construct a two-span

girder bridge, 118 ft. long, over its tracks at I.coni, Mich. The

contract for the substructure, including 1.406 cil yd. of concrete,

20,600 lb. of reinforcing steel and 1,040 ft. of vitrified tile, has

been awarded to the Fargo Fngiiicering Company, Jackson, Mich.,

and the contract for the steel superstructure to the McCIintic-

Marshall Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Santa Ff. St l-os Angeles Harbor.—The Interstate Commerce
Commission has issued a certificate authorizing this company to

construct a new line from a connection with the Rcdondo branch

of the Atchison. Topeka Si Santa Fe near El Segnndo to Wilming-

ton in I.os Angeles Cnunly. Calif.. 12.54 miles.

Railway Financial Ne'ws

Chicago & Alton.—Stocklwlder Files Intervening Petition.—
The recently formed independent stockholders' committee of this

company's leased lines announces that an intervening petition

has been filed in the Federal District Court in Chicago against

the Chicago & Alton and its receivers by the executors of the

estate of William A. Slater, a large holder of the guaranteed
preferred stock of the Kansas City, St. Louis & Chicago, on
behalf of the minority stockholders of the road, for the restora-

tion of $598,912 alleged to have been wrongfully appropriated by
the Chicago & Alton shortly before it went into receiver's hands.

It is stated by the petitioners that this sum was the proceeds of

the sale of terminal properties of the Kansas City road and was
turned over to the Alton Company without consideration in return

therefor.

Deposit of Bonds Asked.—The protecti\e committee for the

$45,350,000 3 per cent refunding SO-\-ear bonds, of which Charles

A. Peabody. president of the Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York is chairman, has asked the holders of these bonds

to deposit them on or before December 22 with the New York
Trust Company, or with the Illinois Trust & Savings Bank,

Chicago. The committee announced that it contemplated arrang-

ing to advance the amount of the October 1 interest to holders

of the bonds who deposit their holdings of bonds with the com-
mittee.

Chicago Great Western.—New Directors.—Charles G. Dawes
and John A. Spoor have been elected directors to succeed Col.

.\. J. Sprague and Clyde M. Carr.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Asks Authority to Abandon
Line.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of its

line from Gratiot. Wis., to Warren, III., 7 miles.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—Date of Sale.—The sale of this

road, postponed four times, has been set for November 29. The
sale of the main line will be held at Colbert, Okla., at 10 a. m.
and of the Texas lines at Denison at 3 p. m. the same day.

Norfolk & Western.—Reduction in Dividend Rate on Eqmp-
mcnt Trust Certificates Authorized.—The Interstate Commerce
Commission has issued a moflification of its order of May 27

authorizing an issue of $6,700,000 of equipment trust certificates

so as to change the dividend rate from 5 per cent to 4^ per cent

and the minimum price at which the certificates shall be sold from
97'4 per cent to 95J^ per cent. The company represented to the

commission that money conditions are such as to warrant the

belief that certificates carrying the lower rate can be marketed

on terms more favorable to it than the 5 per cent certificate.

The certificates are to be offered for competitive bidding by the

\'irginia Holding Corporation.

Western MARViANr

—

Equipment Trust Certificates Author-

ised.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this

company to assume obligation and liability in respect of $450,000

of equipment trust certificates to be issued by the Commercial

Trust Companv of Philadelphia and to be sold at not less than

97.25.

West \'irginia Northf.rn.—Certificate for Acquisition

Denied.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied this

company's application for a certificate authorizing the acquisition

and operation of a branch line of track 5.612 ft. long extending

from a connection with its railroad near Tunnclton, W. Va.. to

the coal mine of the .Atlantic Coal &• Coke Company. The branch

line is owned by the coal and coke company. The commission

says that the results of past operations have not justified the

existence of the railroad from a transportation standpoint and

in its opinion the matters of record do not justify the addition

to capital arcnunt of the large sums proposed to be paid for the

branch and a proposed extension.
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Treasury Payments lo kailroads

-:ncc laJt announcrmciit. ilatctl Cktrji^r 2. payments
...lums 204. 209. 210 and 212 of il>c Trantportation Act,
u amrnded. ha\e been nude by the Treasury as follows:
<«tioo 104:

'"•lion Chain
- rfi« Coait A Pirdmonl .....,..,',',',','.
^nmora k Wrrtrra
•tl« Rf<k. Maumelle k WMtcra. Rcccivrr

iliUtowB .\ir Line
.Nnlnr, Cjrvin k Soulbcni
Nortkanpton A Bath
WalCTvilIc Raitoar
W;rantlo<tc Souihrm

SccIMM iO»:
CharlMon Trmiinal Compaor
Chmvnkr Wtttera
L,^ t . ,. , „ „
M

umlcr

1920,

Ri»rr..
•lonrille.
Line. . ..

21.127
10.917
34,4M
14.960
M.IS9
I2I.9II

9.671
I0.J89

10.JS2
6.(04

184.751
10.J04
11.588
2.J4]
14.086

298.042

27.862
,100.0<X)
9J7.00O

Total M.16I.6I1
jTOKTitt 'o DctcT^r 31. T>22:
'n f^'

'"•
•-nded bv Section 212 for re.

mV ring Federal Control:
li liniE partial pay-

Ivtrtii. t^.nrr.!* t . carriers as to which
a certilicate tar final payment has not
been receive<I hy the Treasury from the
Interstate Commerce Commissiun

3,847,665

1.138.102

lursement of deficits
amended by Section 212 for

ftiaranty in respect to railway operating income for
nrtt six months after Federal Control:
(1) Final payments, including advances and

partial payments previously made 109,356.189
(2) Advances to carriers as to which a

certificate for final payments has not
been received by the Treasury from the
Interstate Commerce Commission 213.590.672

(3) Partial payments to carriers as to
which a certificate for final payment has
not been received, as stated above... 126,947,222

1 payn
Under Section 210 for loans from the
revolving fund of $300,000,000 therein
provided 317.886.657

Toul $772,766,517

Repayments on loans under Section 210 have been made by 37

companies to the amount of $98,323,511.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad .Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out or received from the several

roads the following amounts

:

Buffalo & Sus<iuchanni Railroad Corporation $465,000
Norfolk Southern Railroad Comp.iny paid Director General 200,000
Morganlown & Kingwood Railrond Company paid Director General. 75,000

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative

valuation reports in which it states the hnal value of the property

owned and used as follows

:

Owned Used
Ariiona & New Mexico, 1917 $4,223,928 $4,223,932
Cumberland & Pennsylvania : 4,269,273 4,269,523
Gulf & Ship Island, 1416 9.034,850 9,036.302

The capitali^ration of the Cumberland & Pennsylvania as of

valuation date was $4,904,397 and that of the Gulf & Ship Island

$11,700,000.

Dividends Declared

ent. quarterly, payable DeCripple Creek Central.—Prcferrwi. 1 per
cember 1 to holders of record Novemlier 15.

Kansas City, St. Louis & Chicago.— Preferred, 1 '/i per cent, quarterly,
pay.-ible November 1 to holders of record October 20.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Nov. 6

l-nst Last

Week Year
Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 7031 69.50 56.01

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 86.65 86.40 77.76

Executive

J. E. Duffy has been elected president of the Port Huron &
Detroit, succeeding T. L. H.indy. deceased.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

George A. Kelly has been appointed general solicitor of
the Pullman Company with headquarters at Chicago, effective
November 1.

F. I. Gowen, vice-president and general counsel of the
Pennsylvania with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has re-

signed these offices and has been appointed special counsel
of the company. C. B. Heiserman, general counsel of the
company with the same headquarters, will succeed Mr. Gowen.
Both appointments are effective December 1.

R. P. Jones, assistant general auditor of the Seaboard .\ir

Line, with headquarters at Portsmouth, Va., has been ap-
pointed assistant to vice-president-accounting, with headquar-
ters at Baltimore. L. L. Knight, auditor disbursements, has
succeeded Mr. Jones as assistant general auditor and H. B.
Anderson has been appointed auditor disbursements.

Operating

B. C. Murphy has been appointed chief dispatcher of the
Florida East Coast, Northern division, with headquarters at
New Smyrna, Fla.

N. Johnson, trainmaster of the Louisiana & .Arkansas with
headquarters at Minden, La., has been promoted to super-
intendent with headquarters at Stamps, Ark., succeeding
R. L. Whitener, resigned.

Traffic

William B. Lanigan has been appointed general freight
traffic manager of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at
Montreal. Mr. Lanigan was born on October 12^ 1861, at

Three Rivers, Quebec.
He was educated at St.

Joseph's College, Three
Rivers, and at Stan-
stead College. In July,

1877, he began railway
work with the Quebec,
Montreal, Ottawa &
Occidental, now a part
of the Canadian Pacific.

He subsequently served
as telegraph operator
on the Grand Trunk
until September. 1884,
and later served in the
same capacity on the
i^'anadian Pacific. He
was then agent at vari-

ous places, and from
July, 1891, to Decem-
ber, 1900, was traveling
freight agent at
Toronto. He later

served as assistant general freight agent at the same place,
and subsequently became general freight agent, at Winnipeg,
of the Western division. In March, 1908. he was appointed
assistant freight traffic mnnaKor of the Western lines and in

September, 1918, was advatiood to freight traffic manager of
the entire system, in which latter position he was serving at
the time of his recent pronidtion.

M. C. Browning, general agent of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, with liendquarters at Cleveland, O., has been transferred

W. B. Ljuiig.n
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to Chicago, succeeding F. S. Griffin, promoted. C. F. Stith,

commercial agent, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.,

has been promoted to general agent, with headquarters at

Cleveland, succeeding Mr. Browning and will be succeeded

by M. P. Davis.

E. W. Soergel, assistant general freight agent of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul with headquarters at Chicago,

has been promoted to assistant to the traffic manager with

the same headquarters. J. A. Farmar, chief of tariflf bureau
of the same road and G. E. Stolp, oriental freight agent with

headquarters at Chicago, have been appointed assistant gen-

eral freight agents with the same headquarters. F. J. Calkins,

export and import agent with headquarters at Seattle, Wash..
has been appointed assistant general freight agent with the

same headquarters.

F. P. Cruice, whose promotion to assistant general freight

agent in charge of solicitation of the .'\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., was re-

ported in the Railway Age of September 30 (page 633), was
born in Michigan in December, 1874. He entered railway

service with the Michigan Central in 1890. In 1898 he entered
the employ of the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix at Prescott,

Ariz., as voucher clerk and operator in the general manager's
office. In 1902 he was promoted to secretary to the president,

which position he held until 1905, when he w-as promoted to

chief clerk to the president. He was promoted to assistant to

the president in 1908, and from 1910 to 1912, he was assistant

to the president, secretary and treasurer and tax agent. Upon
the merger of the Santa Fe, Phoeni.x & Prescott with the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ve in 1912, he was appointed as-

sistant general freight and passenger agent of the Santa Fe,

Prescott & Phoenix lines, and in 1913, assistant general freight

and passenger agent of the Coast lines at Prescott and later

at Phoenix. In June, 1921, he was appointed assistant general

freight agent of the Coast lines, with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal., and in September, 1921, manager of the agri-

cultural and industrial development department, with head-
quarters at Topeka, Kan.

Mechanical

Alonzo G. Trumbull has been appointed cliief mechanical
engineer of the Erie.

W. R. Lane has been appointed road foreman of engines

of the Missouri division and L. L. Lasswell of the Illinois divi-

sion of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters

at Shopton, la. C. C. Reynolds has been appointed district

road foreman of engines of the Los .\ngeles division, with
headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal. P. J. Maloney has been
appointed road foreman of engines of the first district of

the -Albuquerque division, with headquarters at .Albuquerque,

N. M., and the jurisdiction of W. Daze will be confined to

the second district of the Albuquerque division, with head-

quarters at Winslow, .Ariz.

F. A. Torrey, general superintendent of motive power of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at

Chicago, whose retirement was reported in the Railivay .-Igc

of October 28, was born in Pennsylvania and when a boy
served an apprenticeship in a machine shop, lie entered rail-

way service as a locomotive fireman oti the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy at West Burlington, la., in March, 1874, and,

until February 1, 1887, was a hostler and again a locomotive

fireman and later a locomotive engineer. On the latter date

he was promoted to road foreman of locomotives on the

Ottumwa and Creston divisions, whicli position he held until

April 1, 1889, when he was promoted to master nu'clianic,

with headquarters at Ottumwa, la. He was transferred to

Creston, la., on March 1, 1902, and on September 1, 1903, he

was promoted to assistant superintendent of motive power,
with headquarters at Chicago, which position he held until

April 20, 1905, when he was promoted to superintendent of

motive power, with the same headquarters. On January 1,

1911, he was promoted to general superintendent of motive
power, with the same head<iMarters, from which position he

retired on November 1 after 48 years of active scr\ice with the

company.

M. Bisbee

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

F. A. Russell, formerly office engineer in the valuation

department of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with head-
quarters at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed professor ot

railway engineering at the L'niversity of Kansas, succeedint:

C. C. Williams.

F. M. Bisbee, chief engineer of the .Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, Western lines, with headquarters at Amarillo, Tex.,

whose retirement on November 1, was reported in the

Railu-ay Age of Octo-
ber 21, was "born on
September 27, 1853, at

Brunswick, Me., and re-

ceived an education in

civil engineering at the

University of Maine.
He entered railway

service in 1878 as a

transitman on the .Atchi

son, Topeka & Sant.i

Fe. Later he entero(i

the employ of the Me.xi

can Central as superin-

tendent of construction

and was soon promoted
to resident engineer of

maintenance. In 1883

he returned to the

Atchison, Topeka iS:

Santa Fe in charge oi

construction and in

1887 was with the Colo-
rado Midland for some months, alter which he returned to the

-Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. In December, 1890, he was
appointed roadniaster of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Ft,

with headquarters at Cleburne, Tex., and in October, 1892.

he was employed by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
but soon returned to the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, at

Cleburne as superintendent of track, bridges and buildings.

In .August, 1896, he entered the service of the St. Louis &
San Francisco as superintendent of track, bridges and build-

ings and three years later he became general and chief engi-

neer of the Tennessee Central, which position he held until

January, 1901. when he became general manager of the Los
.Angeles Land & Water Company. From 1903 to 1904, he was
employed as an engineer by li. Lantry & Sons, railroad con-
tractors, at Ft. Madison, la. In June, 1904, he returned to

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as engineer of the Western
lines, with headquarters at La Junta, Col. In May, 1913, he
was promoted to chief engineer of the Western lines, with
lieadquarters at .Amarillo, Tex., which position he was holding
at the time of his retirement.

Purchasing and Stores

Winfield S. Haines, assistant to the vice-president ot the

Erie, has been appointed superintendent of reclamation service.

J. E. Toms has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,
succeeding E. H. Gaines.

J. L. Higgins has been appointed purchasing agent and C.
F. Leatherman storekeeper of the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf,

both with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla.

Obituary

E. E. Kruthoffer, auditor of freight accounts of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at

Cincinnati, Ohio, died on November 5.

F. S. Gannon, formerly president of the Norfolk Southern
and. since I'^O*'. president of the Montana, Wyoming &
Soutliern, died at West New Brighton, Borough of Rich-

mond, New York City, on November 8.
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Make It a Real Convention

T~'iiK (IciiMon oi thf Mi'chaniciil hivision of the Ami-ri-

can Railway Association not to hold a regular convention

in 1923 has caused some sur])ri*e. The decision is at-

tributed to conditions existing in the mechanical departments

and in the Mechanical Division itself caused by the shop

employees' strike. The mechanical officers have been busy

most of the time since July 1 fighting the shop emplo>ees'

strike and attempting t* remedy the effects in the shops and

upon railway equipment which have l>een caused by it. Never

in the history of the railroads were any of their officers sub-

jected to a severer test or required to do more arduous,

con.stant work than the mechanical officers have done within

the last four and a half months. Not a few of them have

been attending not only to their ordinary duties but spending

a great deal of time and energy in overalls doing work

which previously was done by employees who went out on

strike.

In consequence of the strike the conditions in the shops of

many railroads are still very unsatisfactor)'. The principal

mechanical officers have had to devote so much time to

duties made nece.'isar)' by the strike that ordinary meetings

of the committees of the Mechanical Division have not been

held, and in fact it has even been impossible to organize

many of the committees. Furthermore, many mechanical

officers have expressed fear that they will not be able to do

any considerable amount of work on the rep)orts during the

rest of the present year.

The conditions which exist and which will continue to

exist for months to come do not seem sufficient, however, to

make it necessarj' to hold merely what is called a "business

meeting" in 192,3.

When next June, the usual month for the mechanical

conventions, comes, one year will have elap.sed since the

shop cmplo)ees' strike began, and largely because of the

unsurpassed energy and loyalty which have been shown by

the principal mechanical officers and by many of the super-

visory officers and foremen, the railways are handling vir-

tually as much freight business as they ever did before,

and in spite of conditions in the shops are steadily reducing

the amount of bad order equipment. The existing condi-

tions undoubtedly will be much improved within the seven

months which will elapse before the regular time for the

mechanical convention. While it prol)ably will not be pos-

sible to hold the usual committee meetings and prepare the

usual reports meantime, it should be possible to arrange for

the preparation and presentation of some very im|K)rtant

papers on timely subjects for discussion at the meeting.

Furthermore, there are many important subjects concerning

whith valu.ibk- jntenlianni- of experience and opinion could

be secured without prcliminar)- preparation of any elaborate

reports regarding them. A number of subjects of this kind

were mentioned in an editorial which appeared in the

Railway Age last week.

For swne years now the mechanical conventions have been

becoming "off again on again " affairs. Sometimes one rea-

son for not holding a convention has been offered and some-

times another. Meantime, the conventions of other important

railway technical associations have been held regularly. The
.American Railway Engineering .Association has had its con-

vention in Chicago in March of every year and every year

the attendance at and interest in its sessions grew greater.

The Railway Fuel Association has regularly held successful

meetings. The Traveling Engineers' Association within the

last hvo weeks has held a successful convention regardless of

locomotive conditions resulting from the shop employees'

strike.

Undoubtedly one of the reasons why for the third time in

seven years it has been decided not to hold the regular

mechanical convention is that for some years the conventions

have lH;en held at .Atlantic City and the suspicion has spread

abroad that the expenditures in connection with the exhibit

and entertainment there were excessive and that the me-

chanical officers in attendance devoted too much time to

diversion and not enough time to work. Everybody in the

railroad business within recent years has grown much afraid

of doing anything that might cause suspicion or criticism by

the Interstate Commerce Commission or the public. It is

also undeniable that the reports, papers and discussion at

the convention of the Mechanical Division have deteriorated

within recent years.

Whether or not it is due to the connection it has estab-

lished with the American Railway Association, it is a fact

that the vitality and initiative which formerly characterized

the Master Car Builders' .Association and the Master Me-
chanics' Association have been largely lost.

The work of the large technical associations of the railways

of the United States has contributed enormously toward pro-

moting the improvement of practices along all lines and

securing the uniformity and standardization where needed,

which has enabled our railways to become the most efficient

in the world. Never in histor)' was there a time wlien pro-

found study, interchanges of experience and opinion, and

concerted action regarding railway mechanical problems were

more needed than now. Six years ago the cost of main-

tenance of equipment was less than $600,000,000. In

1921, a year of business depression when every possible
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economy was practiced, the cost of maintenance of equipment

was over $1,250,000,000. The mechanical officers are charged

with the direct responsibility of making this vast expenditure

efficiently and economically. They also have a very large

responsibility with respect to capital expenditures for new

equipment which amount to hundreds of millions of dollars

a year.

The welfare of the railroads imperatively demands that

there shall be some organization of the higher mechanical

officers which constantly- will study, broadly, profoundly, and

constructively—the problems common to all railroads, affect-

ing the design, construction, maintenance and operation of

locomotives, cars and shops. If the ^Mechanical Division of

the American Railway Association ceases to do this, as it is

ceasing to do it, it will be necessary to leave the work undone

or organize .some other association to do it. Railway execu-

tives in testimony before the Interstate Commerce Commission

and Congressional committees have repeatedly within recent

years cited the existence and work of the large railway

technical organizations as evidence of the constant efforts

being made bv the railwavs as a whole to increase the

efficiency and economy of o{>eration. Can they afford to

allow a condition to develop which will make it necessary

for them to tell congressional committees and the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the future that with respect to

mechanical problems this work on behalf of the railways

as a whole is rapidly declining or has virtually ceased?

The initiative in realizing the work of the Mechanical

Division should come from the leaders among the railway

mechanical officers. It cannot be shown too soon. There is

yet time to broaden the scope of the "business meeting" of

the Mechanical Division which it has been decided to hold

into a meeting at which there will be papers and discussions

in addition to the reports of committees such as those on car

construction and the rules of interchange which will convert

it into a convention which will be highly valuable even

though it lasts only a few days. The Mechanical Division

will be derelict in its duties to the railroads if it fails to

prepare and present at the meeting next year papers dealing

with technical, economic and human problems that would

justify holding a convention in a far greater emergency thn^i

the one which the railroads are now facing.

The National Election and the Railways

It will be very difficult for railway officers to get much
* comfort from the returns of the recent national elections.

Among the public men who voted for the Transportation

Act and favored intelligent regulation of railroads who were

defeated for re-election were Senator Freylinghuysen of New
Jersey, Senator Pomerene of Ohio, Senator Townsend of

Michigan, Senator Kellogg of Minnesota and Senator Hitch-

cock of Nebraska. Two of these senators are Democrats and

three Republicans. Three of them, Messrs. Pomerene,

Townsend and Kellogg, are members of the Senate Commit-

tee on Interstate Commerce. Most of them owed their defeats

partly or even largely to their part in helping pass the Trans-

portation .Act and their subsequent defense of it.

On the other hand, almost every candidate for senator in

the middle western and western states who attacked the

Transportation Act in his campaign speeches was elected.

Senator La Follette was triumphantly re-elected from Wis-

consin. The new .senator from Minnesota was elected by a

combination of radical farmers and workingmen. The new

senator from North Dakota was the candidate of the Non-

partisan League. Iowa's new "republican" senator, Smith

W. Brookhart, has long been an advocate of government own-

ership of railroads and attacked the Transportation Act in

his campaign with the most mendacious misrepresentations.

Mr. Howell, the new senator-elect from Nebraska, was as

mendacious and virulent in his attacks on the Transporta-

tion Act and the railways as Brookhart.

The result of the election, in the western states at least,

is the expression of a great change of sentiment regarding

railway matters within the last three years. Three years

ago the western farmers were disgusted with the results of

government ojwration and favored the return of the railways

to private operation under a policy of regulation which

would enable them to cam reasonable net returns and ade-

quately develop their properties. Railway rates were ad-

vanced in 1920 because if they had not been every railroad

in the country would have been bankrupted. The prices of

farm products began at almost the same time to decline

rapidly. The farmers began to suffer severely because tlie

prices of the things they had to sell declined much more

tlian the prices of the things they had to buy. Immediatel)'

a host of demagogues sprang up and began to tell the farm-

ers that their troubles were mainly due to high freight

rates and that the high freight rates were mainly due to

the Transportation Act. They represented that the Trans-

portation Act "guaranteed" the railways a return of 6 per

cent, and implied that the railways were getting this while

the farmers were suffering great losses.

If ever there was a time in tlie history of the railways

when their officers would have been justified in denouncing

and refuting misrepresentations of this kind, and taking

advantage of every opportunity and every available means

for presenting the facts about the railroad situation, this

was the time. For railway officers to denounce and refute

misrepresentations regarding the railways is not to go into

politics. It is as much the duty of railway officers as rail-

way officers to defend the railways from unjust attacks, re-

gardless of who makes them, as to maintain the track or

run the trains. Here and there a few replies were made to

these misrepresentations, but in most cases they were allowed

to go unrefuted and even uncliallcnged. Most farmers be-

lieved tliem because they often heard them and seldom or

never heard them denied. In consequence La Follette, Brook-

hart, Howell and the rest of their kind hung Uie hide of

the railroads on their political fences in ever)- community

where they spoke and will now take it to Washington for

further exhibition and perforation. A great industn,' which

will not defend itself in the court of public opinion is more
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likely to be profitable in the long run to detnagogues than to

iboM who invest their mooey in it.

Most of the business men of the countr)' now understand

the railroad prol>Ieni, and are wilting to cooperate in iiolving

it. Ihe farmers are being misled regarding it, and in the

long run they « ill determine what kind of railway regulation

will prevail. Until within recent years the meat packing

industry divided with the railways the attentions of dema-

^••v'lirt who were seeking the favor and votes of western

rs. The head of a large organization of farmers re-

made in public the statement that there was no longer

any hostility among the farmers toward the packers, but on

the contrary a feeling of friendliness. How was this enmity

changed to friendliness? George F. Swift. Jr., chairman

of the packing industry's "Committee on Public Relations,"

recently made the following statement:

"Doubtless there was something to criticise. There gen-

erally is in every industry and in every individual. But

there was also much to praise. Unfortunately, however, the

industry did not tell its story. But the critics of the in-

dustry told theirs. Xor did these critics confine themselves

to facts. They created an atmosphere of slander; they

propagated a swarm of downright untruths—untruths alleg-

ing conditions which, were they true, would antagonize any

man of common sense and inflame any man of decent feeling.

Perha[)S packers of those days were too confident that the

admirable, efficient service they were rendering would be

appreciated and that it would protect their businesses from

slander.

"By bitter experience, meat packers have learned the neces-

sity and value of constantly interpreting their industry and

its services to the public. Today the industry enjoys a

higher standing. Its cheap, efficient service is better under-

stood. Meat packers are more highly regarded and meat

products are being re-appraised with respect to healthful-

ness and high food value."

The packers told their story over and over again in public

addresses, newspaper interviews and especially by extensive

public relations advertising in newspapers, magazines and

farm papers. The Standard Oil Company also has carried

on an extensive campaign of public relations advertising. So

has the American Telephone & Telegraph Company. So

have public utilities throughout tlae country. Every one of

these concents and industries has by these means greatly

improved public sentiment regarding its affairs. The rail-

ways have told their story only in a fragmentary way and

occasionally. They have never told it through all the chan-

nels available in all the ways and with the tireless persistency

that it must \x told if the public in general is ever to know

the facts about railroad regulation and the railroad situation.

In conscfjuencc, in half the states of the Union, demagogues

still find that the surest road to public favor is to tell lies

about the railways and advocate legislation for their de-

struction.

Unless the railroads as a whole, and most individual rail-

ways take more seriously their probhm of public relations

and make real efforts to solve it, they u-ill in time, and in no

very long time, make private ownership impossible and gov-

ernment ownerslUp unavoidable.

Much of the material used by railroads can and should be

purchased according to detailed sf>ecificatiaDS. Tool steel,

however, is not in a class with this ma-
Brand versus terial. Attempts to purchase it on

Analysis Buying specifications based on chemical analy-

of Tool Steel "'* ''•'^'*" proved costly to the railroads

and unsatisfactory from the point of

view of shop men who used the steel. The final and con-

clusive test of any tool steel is its cutting cajxicity, of which
it has Ijeen well said that 25 per cent depends on chemical

analy.>is and 75 |X'r cent on the exjx'ricnce, skill and care

of the manufacturer. Chemical analysis cannot explain the

difference in quality of tool steels any more than it can ex-

plain the difference between chemically identical diamond
and graphite. The large number of tool steel brands,

formerly causing so much confusion, has been reduced in the

past few years to a comparatively few well-proportioned

grades, with properties and qualities well known to shop
men by brand name. It is obviously far better to purchase
tool steel by brand of reliable manufacturers, holding them
responsible for the quality and suitability of the steel, rather

than attempt to dictate detailed specifications based on chemi-
cal analysis which plays such a small part in tlie final

product. Tool steel is essentially different from structural

steel which lends it.self more readily to purchase by specifica-

tion. Tool and structural steels have been aptly compared
to a skilled engineer and a lalwrer. Both steels have similar

characteristics as regards strength, fibre, and ability to stand

up under varying conditions. The tool steel, however, has
certain desirable qualities in excess of the structural steel,

just as the engineer has knowledge in excess of tlie laborer.

In tool steel these excess qualities are put there by the manu-
facturer and designated by some brand name. Metallurgists,

heat treaters and chemists may eventually evolve a scien-

tifically exact method of manufacturing tool steel according
to specifications in which the results can be exactly pre-

dicted from the premises, but in the present state of the art, it

is far better to purchase steel-making ability as indicated by
brand names rather than attempt to write analysis specifica-

tions. Railroad men should also remember how excessively

costly poor tool steel proves in the shops and not make the

mistake of basing purchases on price rather than quality. In
many cases one tool steel, affording only five per cent greater

production than another brand, could profitably be purchased
even if the price was 100 per cent greater.

riie recent formation at Paris of the International Union of

Railways is one of the most encouraging developments which
have taken place looking toward the

The International restoration of pre-war transportation

Union of conditions in Europe. Witli the setting

Railways "P of many new nations, especially in

Central Europe, the lack of agreements
for interchange of equipment and otlier reciprocal allow-

ances has acted with the serious physical deterioration of

the railways as an effectual barrier to any kind of efficiency

in international trading. Petty jealousies and intense na-
tional feeling prevented tlie early solution of the problem.
With the representatives of the railways meeting together,

however, it seems that there is hope for an early restoration

of the fairly satisfactory conditions of pre-war days. There
is no reason, however, wliy tiie newly-fornied union should
not go much fartlier than tlie mere restoration of pre-war
efficiency. The railways of luirope were never as closely

related to each other as they could have been to their common
advantage. Standardization of rolling stock to the extent

necessary to permit of universal interciiange, standardization

of gages, simplification of accounting, avoidance of unneces-
sary delays for customs examinations—all these are goals
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which the union may set before it. Russia, as might have
been expected, was not represented in the founding of the
International Union. One hears persistent rumors, how-
ever, of constantly improving conditions in that country and
it may be expected that, before long, it too may join with
the rest of Europe in the union. China and Japan belong
already, but will not participate actively until the Trans-
Siberian Railway is again functioning normally. The
International Union of Railways is in a position to accom-
plish for the railways of Europe some of the results which
the American Railway Association and its predecessors have
accomplished for the railways of this continent. Conse-
quently it deser\-es the hearty support of even,' railway and
every nation within its sphere of influence.

There can be no question but that railway executives honestly
want to serve the public acceptably and cultivate a friendly

feeling toward their roads. Unfortu-
Why Shippers nately, however, with the rapid growth

Are in size of organization, and also as a

Unfriendly result of federal control, the morale of

the employees in many cases has fallen

to a dangerously low ebb. The public has noticed this in

indifferent service on the part of the employees and has been
constantly irritated by this indifference, which sometimes
has bordered on discourtesy. Winthrop Martin, a shipper,

tells frankly elsewhere in this issue of his disappointing ex-

periences in dealing with the railroads. He also makes a

unique and constructive suggestion, which either by itself, or

in a modified form, seems well worth consideration. Funda-
mentally, of course, the trouble is that the railroads, as

they have increased in size, have been notoriously deficient

in properly selecting, training and promoting their employees
and in training and coaching the foremen and subordinate
officers. Fortunately, many of the roads are awakening to

the necessity of giving more attention to these and other

matters relating to the personnel. Mr. Martin's observa-

tions, of course, refer to a limited area; has he overstated

the conditions as they exist generally throughout the coun-
tr}'? Have our readers other constructive suggestions for

remedying the difficulties outlined bv Mr. Martin?

There have now appeared in these columns tliree references

to the use of the figure of "net railway operating income."
This is the fourth. The two preceding

Net notes have essayed to define the term
After and all three have been intended to em-

Rents phasizc its importance and to express

a suggestion for its more general and
more consistent use. Before going further into the discussion,

however, it might be well to emphasize the fact that "net
railway operating income" is "net after rents." This com-
ment is rather necessary because of the confusion that may
lie in distinguishing between the terms "railway operating
income" and "net railway operating income." The former
is a figure which lias been in use a much longer time than
the latter. Briefly it represents the net after the deduction
of taxes and of the relatively unimportant item of "uncol-
lectible railway revenues." "Net railway operating income,"
however, is an entirely different thing. It is after the deduc-
tion or addition, as the case may be, of net equipment rents

and the net for joint facility rents, which is tlic reason it is

sctmctimcs called "net after rents." All this would seem
extremely elemental and hardly worthy of such extended
comment, but for the amount of confusion that exists when
it comes to differentiating between "railway operating in-

come" and "net railway operating income." One who under-
stands that there is a sharp distinction is inclined to be
discouraged somewhat because of the great number of occa-

sions in which one of the figures is shown unwittingly i

the place of the other or in which the designation of th
figure that may be shown is such that it is impossible 1

determine which of the two it may be. It is disconcertinj
further, to see in how many instances the railways in thei
o\vn monthly reports and still more in their annual reporl
fail to show the figure of "net railway operating income
at all, but remain content with showing merely the olde
figure of "railway operating income." Railway accountin
IS now enough of a science so that there should be greate
consistency about this feature. The figures should be carrie
dowTi as far as to show the "net railway operating income
both in the annual reports and the monthly reports whic
the carriers send to the press. In summary, the figure i

important enough to be given and to be given correctly unde
its proper designation.

President Worthington of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis i

Western has something to say on another page about th
policies of organized labor as it existiToauce on the railroads today. He directs at

or tention to certain fundamental princi

Starve! ples of economics and severely criticise

organized labor for not recognizin]
them. It is important to note, however, that he speaks o
organized labor "in the sense that we understand it today.'
His criticisms are quite likely to be misunderstood if this i

not clearly kept in mind. Unquestionably, Presiden
\\'orthington is sympathetic with organized labor having thi
right motives and under wise leadership. Undoubtedly h(
would pay a high tribute to that t\TXi of organized laboi
which has remedied abuses in the past and has helped to

secure a proper understanding as to the privileges and right:
of the workman. Unfortunately, however, radicalism wiUiii
the ranks of labor has caused the pendulum to swing t<

an extreme radical position. President Worthington's artich
indicates the necessity on the part of the railway manage
ments for educating the workmen as to their responsibilitle;
and in simple industrial economics.

The Early Bird

VBYhile at first thought it may seem premature to sug-" gest the consideration of next year's construction pro-
gram at this time when the present season's work is not ve
completed, several roads are already making detailed plan;
for their 1923 activities. This year has witnessed the grad-
ual resumption of the improvement of existing facilities. Or
some roads tlie amount of work undertaken has even ap
proached that of boom years. The heav7 traffic with wliicl
the roads are now struggling has demonstrated the short-

comings of existing facilities ven,- forcibly and it is to bt

hoped will soon begin to provide more net revenues fron
which improvements can be financed, so that the indication;
jioint to 1923 being an active year.

The railways have been out of the construction field sc

long that the organizations to which these activities have
given rise in the past have disintegrated in large measure.
Few roads have sufficient engineering forces to do other than
the minimum amount of work and the experienced locating
and construction engineers in their service arc few in number.
Even more serious i.* tlie lack of large contractors' construc-
tion organizations familiar witii the requirements of railwav
work. Many of the railway contractors of former days have
entered the field of highway construction, while others have
gone out of business because of the lack of contracts from
the railroads.

It is because of tliese conditions that the more alert roads
are already working on detailed plans for next year. The
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engineering department o£ one rood has secured authoriza-
tion for more than 20 million dollars' worth of improve-
ments and is now preparing plan.s and specifications prc-
liminar)' to calling for bids Other roads are scarcely leas

active. By calling on contractors for bids on their projects

^oon these ro;ids will not only be prcparc-d for an early start

next spring and secure the use of the facilities quickly, but
they will also semre first call on the available contractors.

Whenever activities arc resumc<l on the scale which the

present inadequacies of railway facilities demand, there

will be a shortage of experienced railway and contractors'

organizations which will limit the amount of imj)rovcnient

wort whiih can Ix; completeil economiially and will lead ^o
coinjx-tition for service whicli cannot but add to its cost. The
road which anticipates this condition and contracts its work
early will be in the same favorable position as the railway
which buys its materials in advance of its associates.

Senator Capper on the

Railroad Situation

SKNAToR .^RTHiK C.\ppER of KaHsas is the leader of the

farm bloc in Congress. He is also the wealthy pub-
lisher of numerous farm pa{>crs. He has done more within

recent years to disseminate misinformation regarding railway

matters among the farmers than any otlier man. The senti-

ment which has been engendered among the farmers by mis-
representations of the TransfKjrtation Act and of the facts

about the railroad situation was the principal cause of the

recent election from many states, especially in the west, of

numerous senators and congressmen who advocate a policy of

railway regulation which would be more unfair, restrictive

and harmful than that which has been followed in the past.

The Railway Age recently published an editorial in which
it criticized Senator Capper and others for di.sscminating mis-

representatives regarding railway matters among the farmers.

Senator Capper on November 5 devoted a speech at Clear-

water, Kansas, to replying to this editorial in the Railway
Age. He published his speech in his various papers. He
denied that he had misrepresented the railway situation, and
then proceeded in this ver}' same speech to make another

.series of wholly misleading statements.

The existing shortage of transportation is so great and
serious as to constitute the strongest possible argument from
the standpoint of the public welfare for a fair and construc-

tive policy of railway regulation. With respect to this sit-

uation Senator Capper said: ".As to the present car shortage,

that is no new di.^ease. We always have a car shortage with

us at this time of year," What are the facts? There was a

large car shortage in 1906 and 1907 at the end of a ten-year

jjeriod during which the total freiglit handled by the rail-

roads had increased ISO pxjr cent. The railways were then

making and for some years continued to make great efforts

to so increase their facilities as to remedy this condition.

The result was that in the eight years from 1908 to 1915, in-

clusive there never was a large car shortage except in the

fall of 1912, and in six of the eight years there was no car

shortage at all.

Meantime, however, because of restrictive regulation the

expansion of the railways was rapidly declining, especially

after the year 1910. In con.sequence, when the great increase

of business came in 1916 there came a large car shortage

which prevailed not only in the fall of each year, but which,

except in the spring of 1919, was practically continuous

throughout the five years 1916 to 1920 inrlu.sive. Because

of the decline of business there was no car shortage in 1921,

hut the revival of business in 1922 has brought much the

largest car snortage ever reported. The largest net car short-

age ever reported in any past year was on Septcml>er 1, 1920,

when it was 146,000 cars. The net car shortage reported on

October 15, 1922, was 152,034; on October 23, 161,940^

and on November 1, it was over 175,500 in spite of the fact

that during the two imnu-diately preceding weeks the rail-

ways moved more carloads of freight than ever before in the

corrcsfwnding two weeks of any year in history.

The facts, then, are that during the eight years ending

with 1915 there was only one large car shortage, while in

six out of the seven years since then there have been large

car shortages which have increased in size until we now have

one which surpasses all previous records, and which grows

larger with every report.

Another statement made by Senator Capper was as fol-

lows: "This autumn they (the railways) are doing the

greatest business in their history at an increase of 78J/4
jjer cent a ton-mile for freight, and of nearly 66 f)er cent a

mile for passengers." Most comparisons between present

railway rates and prices are based on the rates and prices of

1913. The average railway rate per ton per mile is now
only 57 f)er cent higher, and tlie average rate per passenger

per mile only SO per cent higher than in 191.?.

Senator Capper also said: "Railway officials estimate that

for the last five months of this year the Class I roads will

earn a net operating income of $480,000,000. This will

make a total of $900,000,000 for the year, compared with

earnings of $615,000,000 for 1921. $900,000,000 net

income equals 5 per cent on $18,000,000,000, the ap-
proximate property value of the roads." WHien Senator

Capper said that railroad officials made any such estimate of

net operating income for the last five months of this year

he said what we believe to be untrue. The Railway Age has
never seen any such estimate from any railway source, and if

any railway official did make it he did not know what he
was talking about. To earn in the last five months of the

year the amount of net operating income mentioned by Sen-
ator Capper, the railways would have to e;im an average of

$96,000,000 a month. In August they earned only $52,-

580,000, or at the annual rate of 2.65 per cent on their val-

uation, and in September, only $58,428,000, or at the annual
rate of 2.88 per cent on their valuation. In the first nine

months of the year they earned ony $529,413,000 net op-

erating income, or at the annual rate of 3.96 per cent on
their valuation. The net ojjerating income earned by the rail-

ways in August and September, 1922, was almost $67,-

000,000 less than in August and September, 1921, when
they earned at the rate of only 4J/2 per cent.

This reduction in net return was due to the reduction of

freight rates made on July 1, and to increases in operating

exp>enses caused by the shop employees' strike and by ad-

vances in the price of coal. To make their net return for

the entire year $900,000,000, the figure mentioned by Senator

Capper, they would have to earn in October, November and
December a net of $391,000,000. This would be ap-

proximately $90,000,000 more than they ever earned in these

three months in any year in tlieir history. There is not the

remotest fxssibility that they will earn anywhere near this

much and every well-informed man knows it. Any public

man who, in the light of these facts, all of which were avail-

able when Senator CappxT made his s(H\^ch, would publicly

make an estimate tliat the railways in 1922 will earn an aver-

age net return of 5 pjer cent shows a reckless disregard for

facts and a reckless disregard for the effect that his state-

ments arc likely to have upon public sentiment, railroad

regulation and the i>ublic welfare.

No class of people is losing more money now from in-

adequacy' of transportation than the fanner. By minimizing

the seriousness of this condition, misrepresenting its causes,

and making misstatements adapted to promote the adoption

of a policy of regulation which will intensify and prolong

it. Senator CapfXJr and other public men influential with the

western farmers arc doing all they can with ri'spcct to rail-

way matters to make worse the bad (voiioniic- conditions from
which the farmers are suffering.
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[I'he K.\ll.\\AV Ar.r. urlcomes letters from its readers and
esptcially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in tli-e railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

Mechanical Department
is Severely Indicted

New York

To THE Editor:

The announcement on page 907 of your issue of Novem-
ber 11. 1922, that the Mechanical Division, A. R. A., con-

vention has been Cjilled off for the year 1923, comes as a

serious shock to those of us who are particularly interested

in mechanical department affairs and developments. Wero
it not for the reliability of your publication one would be

inclined to question the statement that the proposed conven-

tion at Atlantic Cit)^ will be displaced by a business meeting

of the Division, to be held at some other place at some time

during the year. It seems almost inconceivable that the

General Committee of the Mechanical Division could havL'

so far lost its sense of responsibility to the members of the

Division, as well as to the railroads at large, as to have taken

action of this sort at a time when there was never greater

need for a real convention.

What has happened to the mechanical department officers?

Have they entirely lost their manhood? What will the

executive officers think of this action? They have seen some-

thing in recent years of the vital nece.ssity for having the

equipment maintained in the best possible condition and they

must have learned something of the seriousness of the labor

problem in the mechanical department during the j)ast sum-

mer. Will they stand patiently by and allow the mechanical

officers, through a mistaken sense of loyalty, to stay at home
ne.xt June when they might far Ix-tter \x gathered in conven-

tion, di.scussing some of these prol)lcni-;, exchanging experi-

ences and educating themselves as to how they ma\' .^rve

their railroads to l)etter advantage?

The time was that the mechanical men gathered in their

M. M. and M. C. B. conventions, put over real progressive

programs and were a vital force in improving and developing

the mechanical department. Can this Ik- said today? If

not, why not? Surely the problems now are greater than they

ever were before. You have pointed this out repeatedly in

editorials and articles in the Railway Age during the past few

years and yet your constructive suggestions have ajiparently

made no impression. I cannot conceive why this is so.

Many mechanical department officers have expressed them-

selves as hx-ing dissatisfied and disgusted with the narrow

and inadequate prograras which have been followed by re-

cent conventions. Thej- have admired you for your con-

structive .suggestions. Someone .seems to i)e blocking the

game. Who is it?

Someone has said that the mechanical department officers

have lost caste in recent years. Many people Ixlieve that if

they pa,ss up the next June convention tliey will lose Uie

last shred of dignity. You made some excellent and prac-

tical suggestions in your editorial la.st week on "Wliat Will

the Mechanical Sertir)n Do?" The mechanical department

can redeem it.'nlf if it will accept your challenge and develop

a real program and hold a real convention next June. This

docs not mean that long-winded, exhaustive reports must be

prepared, enine into endless detail ^is to the size of Ixilts

and .screws, or limiting dimensions, etc. It does mean somfe

real reports or ifidividual papers, prepared by men who are

doing things in the strenuous p>eriod through which we are
passing, which can be discussed to advantage and can be
mighty helpful to mechanical men at large. What will the

.mswer be? D. I. S. Ousted

Give a Thought to the Flagman
Cambridge, Mass.

To THE Editor:

Is the shadow of the possible false clear signal to be re-

moved from the signal engineers mind? Mr. Stevens, signal

engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in the ver)-

interesting paper that he read at Chicago and which you
[printed on November 4, page 853, talks about the abolition

of the flagman in a way that suggests that he really expects

to accomplish something in that direction; but can he do it?

Can the operating officers, who do not always comprehend
all of the fine points of automatic signaling, be induced to

put Rule 99 on the shelf?

At present, the flagging rule (including the torpedo rule)

is needed because ( 1 ) the engineman of the following train

may fail to obser\-e a semaphore signal and (2) because the

semaphore may be out of order and fail to give him notice

of the presence of the train ahead. The automatic stop ( as
we have known it heretofore) propo.ses to settle the fir.st

point, and Mr. Stevens, apparently, profKSes to elaborate

the automatic stop (or cab signal) so as to settle the second
one also. Just how, he does not explain. The crucial point

is the track relay, which must op>en on the passage of each
train and thereby cause the signal behind diat train to change
so as to indicate to the following train '"Stop." Is the train-

control specialist going to give us something more certain

and more faultless than tlie track relay? .\t present, the

track relay is liable not to open; being closed it does not

protect the train; and the train, if stopped or much slackened,

must depend for rear protection on the flagman.

Another thing; when you propose to alxilish flagging, con-

sider the flagman himself. If you adopt a signal system

under which flagging is not required he becomes only a

brakeman; or, perhaps, more strictly, a trainman. But if he
is faithful and responsible, he still continues to have a gen-

eral care over the rear end of the train, and his services as

flagman may become necessary and imf)ortant at any time if

the automatic train-control apparatus should get out of order.

It will be necessar}- to include in the rules .some suitable

instructions concerning what to do in ca.se of such failure

of apparatus. Therefore, to make it fxxssible that the rear

brakeman can l)e at all times clear in his mind as to the

.safety of his train from collision, it will be necessary not

only that the automatic apparatus be in good order, per-

forming its projxT function, but that it give this brakeman
constant assurance th<U it is so. The alert and thoroughly

competent rear-end man desires this assurance at all times.

He desires it today. If his train is stopped on a clear day
a quarter mile ahead of a semaphore block signal with hori-

zontal arm plainly within his view, he is .satisfied (so far

as visual signals are concerned) that liis train is protected.

He w;ints this assurance at all stages of his journey, though

for mre^t of the time he cannot have it. He most certainly

ought to have it, if we are to do away with the rule requir-

ing him to go back; and he ought also to have assurance of

an efficient audible as well as visual protection,

Mr. Stevens, presumably, dcx-s not claim at present to be

doing anytiiing beyond tiieorizing; but as he is an eniinently

practical engineer it will l)e interesting to know if he has

considered these es-sential features,

John C. Hakvard.



A New Project for a Railroad to Hudson Bay
Temiskamin^ & Northern Ontario Building 70-Mile Extension

Toward Mouth of Moose River

ANKW Canadian railroad route to tidewater on Hudson
bay is now being projected in the form of an extension

of the Temi«kamini; & Northrrn Ontario from its junc-

tiun with the National Transcontintial at Cochrane, Ont.,

to James bay. The first 70 miles of this line is now under

construction and sur\xys are being made for its extension to

the estuar)- of the Moose river at the south end of James
bay. The story of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

Location of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Extension

and the extension now under way presents an interesting side

light on tlie effort toward the development of unpeopled areas

of Canada through the construction of railways with the aid

of provincial or dominion funds.

Less than 20 years ago the northern and largest part of the

Province of Ontario, lying Ijetwetn Lake Huron and Lake

Superior on the south and James liay on the north, was

quite unsettled, and in a large part unexplored, except for

a narrow strip of settlement along tlic shores of these lakes

and along the main line of the Canadian I'acifif. The belt

of country lying immediately north of the lakes and traversed

by the Canadian Pacific was rocky and presi'nted a practically

unsurmountal)le l)arrier to colonization. This belt extends

as far north as the "height of land" between the Great

Lukes and James bay, and the existence of a large area of

clay land further north heavily timbered with spruce and
poplar, was not generally known.

It was to tap this clay belt that the pro\nnce commended
tile construction of a colonization railway in 1902, from
North Bay on the main line of the Canadian Pacific to the

north end of Lake Temiskaming. About two years later, the

Dominion Government projected the National Transcon-
tinental tx'tween Quelle and Winnijjeg, and the Temiskaming
& Northern Ontario was extended further north to meet the

Transcontinental at Cochrane. This was completed in 1908,

thus enabling the construction of the National Transconti-

nental to be carried on east to Quebec and west to Winnifjeg.

It will be remembered that the National Transcontinental

was to be leased to the Grand Trunk Pacific while the

parent company, the Grand Trunk entered into an agreement
with the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Commission for

ruiming rights between Nortli Bay and Cochrane, thus com-
pleting the connection between the Grand Trunk lines in

Construction Progress View of the Bridge at Mile 11.3

Ontario and the Grand Trunk Pacific lines in the west.

War conditions following shortly after the completion of Uie

National Transcontinental completely changed the railway

situation in Canada, and, as is well known, the Grand

Trunk lo.-t a control of the Grand Trunk Pacific, which

along with the Canadian Northern has been incorjwrated into

the Canadian National and the running rights agreement re-

ferred to above has never become operative.

Although the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario has not

tiecome a real link in the transcontinental railway system ;vs

has been anticipated, it has servetl to develop the country

it traverses. A vast area is rapidly Ix'ing cleared and placed

under cultivation, sujjplies of spruce and jwplar and abun-

dant water powers have led to the establishment of large

pulp and paper mills, and silver antl gold mining is being

undertaken at camps such as Cobalt and Porcupine. The

construction of the railway has moved the frontier of Ontario

250 miles farther north. The extension now under construc-

tion is designed to open up to settlement the area between

the National Transcontinental and James bay.

Survevs disclosed that tluTc would be no serious construc-

tion tlifficulties to deteniiinc the Icxation of the extension, but

that the real jiroblem was to select a route that would best

925
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serve to develop the intervening territory and reach a suitable

terminal on tidewater. It was found that the mouth of the

Moose river was the most desirable site for a harbor and that

the terminal should Ije located on the west bank of the river

opposite Moose Factory, an old Hudson Bay Company post

on an island in an estuary of the river.

It is anticipated that the construction of a railway to

Moose Factory will create considerable interest in James and

Hudson bays, and that during the navigation season of

five months, a considerable amount of coastwise shipping will

be carried on. On the map it will be seen that in selecting

a route for a railway from Cochrane to Moose Factory, the

most direct line has not been followed, but it is believed that

the route that has been adopted, will serve to open a larger

area to .settlement, and will Ijctter serve to promote the estab-

lishment of pulp and i>aper mills on the Moose river and its

tributaries.

The Airplane for Surveys

The initial surveys were carried on by methods usually

followed in Northern Canada, the only means of transporta-

tion being canoes in summer and toboggans and dog teams in

winter. Subsequent to the completion of the explorator)'

surveys and the selection of a route the Laurentide Air Ser-

vice, Limited, established an air station near Cochrane and

the engineers of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario have

used sea planes to a slight extent. It has been their experi-

ence that they are valuable for exploratory surveys in un-

mapped countr\^ and if they had been available while the

surveys preliminary to the selection of a route were being

carried on, they would have been of great a.ssistance. The
engineering staff, however was not able to utilize them in

connection with detailed location surveys.

Currently with the location surveys, topographic surveys

were made of the water powers on the Abitibi river. These

survejs in part were necessary in order to determine clear-

ances for structures crossing the Abitibi and its tributaries.

In all cases these structures are being designed so that they

will not restrict the future development of the water powers.

Information obtained from the hydrographic surveys, was

also used in connection with the investigation of the electri-

fication of the railway, which is now receiving serious con-

sideration.

Construction

The first 70 miles of this extension is now under con-

struction. The general contractors are Grant Smith & Co.

and McDonnell, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C. The clearing and

grading has been sul>contracted to Noehren & Mannix and

the concrete masonry to C. D. French & Co. The work is

comi)aratively light, and the grading quantities, average about

14,000 cu. yd. per mile, while tiie masonry is relatively some-

what heavier, being about 15,000 ru. yd. in the 70 miles.

The maximum gradients are 0.4 jwr cent southbound and 0.6

per cent northlx)und. The maximum curvature is four

degrees. Embankments are 18 ft. and cuts 24 ft. in width.

The location profile showed no solid rock, but a small quan-

tity has been encountered in one or two of the deeper cuts.

All structures are of jK-rmanent constniction. The smaller

culverts are reinforced concrete pipe, except in a few cases

where by reason of greater facilities in transportation, cor-

ugated pipe was used. The larger culverts are of flat top

reinforced concrete. The clay is of glacial origin and in the

case of most stnictures, pile fovmdations are necessary.

Spruce suitable for piling is generally found adjacent to the

right-of-way. The larger creeks have worn deep ravines and

these are crossed by steel trestles, the clay hanks of the creeks

not being sufficiently stable to [x-rmit the construction of large

culverts or high abutments.

The contract for the steel bridge work has been awarded to

The Hamilton Bridge Works Company, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

The l:irre<;t strm turn is the crossing of the Abitibi river at

Mile 44.4 the principal span of which is a 220-foot deck
truss. The structures are designed for Cooper's E-60 loading

to Canadian Engineering Standards Specifications. The
track is being laid with 80 lb. A. S. C. E. section rail, heat-

treated angle bars and bolts. The ties are jack pine, un-
treated.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario is under the juris-

diction of a commission appointed by the provincial govern-

ment, the chairman of the commission being George W. Lee
of North Bay. The engineering staff includes S. B. Clement,
chief engineer. North Bay, Ont., W. R. Maher, chief locating

engineer, A. L. McDougall, division engineer in charge of

construction, and A. A. McRoberts, assistant engineer in

charge of design of structures.

Railway Commissioners
Meet in Detroit

THK National Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners held its thirty-fourth annual convention in

Detroit, Mich, on November 14-17, inclusive. The
meeting was opened on Tuesday morning, with a short

address of welcome by James Couzens, mayor of Detroit.

The mayor's talk was especially noteworthy because of its

appeal for government ownership. He stated that municipal
ownership of street railways is now on trial in Detroit,

which has the largest municipally owned street car system

in the countr}'. He said that the railway and utilities

commissioners had a great power entrusted to them and
that was to see that proper service is provided at a rea.son-

able cost; that the commissioners should insist upion public

utilities eliminating graft, interlocking relationships, un-
reasonable salaries, etc.

President C. D. Jackson, of the association, followed with

his address of welcome. He made a vigorous attack on the

tendency toward centralization in government, and an equally

strong plea for the perpetuation of local right and in-

dividualism as against socialism and communism. He de-

plored the national Transportation Act, which, with the

amended Interstate Commerce Act, gives the federal com-
mission control of railroad rates within a state when in con-

flict with interstate rates. He declared that state commis-
sions will continue to resist the further encroachment of the

federal power. «

The remainder of the morning session was devoted to the

reports of the committees on Public Ownership and Ofiera-

tion and Safety of Railroad Operation. The former de-

nounced tlie Railroad Labor Board, stating that it is clearly

ajjparent to all who have given the subject careful study

that tiic existing dual system of control of the railroads of

the countrj' is a failure. The system is wrong in principle,

and has proved disastrous in practice, as evidenced by the

recent nation-wide railroad strike. It concluded that the

only sound economical, logical, reasonable and practical solu-

tion to such a perilous situation is to abolish the Labor

Board and transfer its function to the Interstate Commerce
Commission; at tlie .same time, enacting a law "with teeth in

it," which will enable the Commission to enforce its decrees

and orders.

The Committee on Safety, the chairman of which was
C. C. McClionl, of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission,

stated that during the past year a number of serious acci-

dents occurred on the railroads of the United States, which

again forcibly calls attention to the necessity for extending

the installation of accident preventive safety appliances.

The greatest numlier of .serious accidents, this committee

claimed, may be attril>uted to the inherent weakness of the

time-table and train order system of operation, necessarily

involving the fallibility of the human element. The com-
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minee coociudcd that the need of automatic train contrul

drvicM is now paramount, as is also the importance of noore

efficient powi-r brakes.

Chairman McChord of the Interst.itr Cominerce Com-
iircssed the commissioners on luisday afternoon,
- his topic Co-oporation. 11. told of the history

,r.>\vth of railroad regulation aiu! of the various

mcts and legal restrictions enacted since the first act regu-

lating commerce was passed in 1S87. Si>oakinj; of the Trans-
portation Act, he stated that one of its most outstanding fea-

tures is not generally appreciated and tliat is car service

regulation. He strongly advocated much clost-r co-o[)eraticm

between the federal and state commi.ssion^ and the carriers.

He stated that the I. C. C. is ready and willing to do its

part; tliat it has commenced a nation-wide investigation of

the interstate express rates and charges and has invited all

state commissions, through their Washington representatives,

to co-operate—not only in respect to the interstate rates, but

also in resp)ect to all the intrastate rates. His concluding

words were: "Unity of action can, of cour.se, come only

from unity of purpose, and that purpose must undeviatingly

comprehend the good of the whole. We have laid the founda-

tion. Our co-operative plan announces our purpose and
marks the bcgitming of an ejxxh in railroad operation."

Committee reports and two round-table discussions took up

the remaining time of the conventioD, which end: i riday.

A report from the Committee on Motor Vehi. ! rans-

portatiGn discussed the regulatory statutes recently i.icted

by some states in order to control this tj-pe of canu .- This
cammittce stated that, if the railroads hojje to retain .-hort

haul traffic, it will \ye ncces'-ary for them to make radical

changes, both in .service and equipment, although, th<- re-

port continued, it should be the puqxtse of all regulatory

bodies to co-ordinate the various transportation systems of

the country in such manner as to render the best service

to the public, with the least injury to c«tabli.shcd rail and

boat transportation companies. The committee suggested

that a gasoline tax is the most equitable method of requiring

the users of highways to contribute in proportion to the use

they make of same. Other committees, including that on
railroad rates; car service and demurrage; express and
other contract carriers by rail; valuation; grade crossing

and trespas.sing; and statistics and accounts, presented their

usual annual reports.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

D. N. Lewis of Iowa, president; A. Forivard, Virginia,

first vice-president; H. G. Taylor, Nebraska, second vice-

president; J. B. Walker, New York, secretar), and J. H.
Corbitt, Tennessee, assistant secretary.

.Attendance at the convention was in excess of 100.

If We Do Not Produce We Shall Starve To Death

"Organized Labor" Unless Wisely Led and Conversant

With Real Facts Will Bring About Disaster

By B. A. Worthington

President, Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western

MUCH HAS BtEN SAID and much has been written about

the prevailing unrest of labor, and nostrums galore

have been offered by "students of human nature,"

college professors, and an endless array of self-seekers who
modestly acknowledge they have found the .secret; liut when
all of these remedies have been simmered down there is not

much left that is tangible. In the simmering process, most

of it passes off as gas.

It -seems more than passing strange that ever)l)(xly but

those in closest touch and directly charged with the re-

sponsibilities of getting results from lalx)r knows more alwut

railroad lalx»r troubles and their remedies than management
itself knows. The twaddle that has been written about

"inalienable rights," "right of strike," "seniority rights,"

"humanizing industry," "living wages," "labor not a com-

modity"—an endless list of theories and suggestions—serves

principally to becloud the issue. In this impossible pot-

pourri of fantastical and fanatical concoction, we find a finan-

cial seasoning—an aid to digestion [lossibly—in the form of

"high finance," "over-capitalization," "valuation of railroad

properties for rate-making purposc-s," "freight cars," "passen-

ger rates," legislation co<lifying this and that, and restrictions

denying this and that, unions defying everything and every-

body—it seems that "laixjr" is running amuck and nolxxly

knows what a halter is or where to find it.

Where Are We Headed For?

If wc could only shake our minds free from the I'loli-^h

obsessions that grij) us, we might be able to see things clearly

and to understand less hazily. If wc do not understand our

troubles in these days of ultra-rehnrment the first thint; you

know industry- will have to submit to dangerous oi)eratii)ns.

whereas, in fact, it has only the belly-ache because it has

been forced to swallow somediing that it did not want and
cannot possibly digest

—

and that is all there is to it! The
possibilities that lie right straight ahead of us, if we do not

hasten back to common sense, are so terrible to consider that

I will assert emphatically, if we could only realize what we
are doing and where we are headed for, we would actually

shiver in our boots.

Now to get the right view-point on "labor"—and "capital"

too, if you please—we must necessarily find some tangible

fact, some indisputable common ground to stand upon. We
can go on theorizing and debating, and arguing and fighting

about "inalienable rights," for instance. The fact is, whether

we have any rights at all, alienable, inalienable or otherwise,

if we do not {produce we are going to starve to death. And
the same tiling about "physical valuation of railroad prop-

erties for rate making purposes." Suppose, for instance, this

physical valuation would "warrant" a freight rate of ten

cents, or ten dollars, when the going rate was one dollar.

What are we .going to do about it? If you lower the rates,

the railroads cannot be maintained; and if you increase the

rates, the farmers cannot market their produce. .\nd all the

way down the list, you might ask yourself seriously, "Well,

what about it?" Suppose some of our ideas about "humaniz-
ing industry" do not fit into the general scheme of things

—

to i)e specific, while we are "humanizing" industry' why not

try the farming industry—it needs it worse than the rail-

roads. No sanitan- toilets (just think of it!), no ice water,

no punitive or constructive overtime, no "standard day," no
classification of work! Well, what about it?

Necessarily you have got to build on fact. If theory fits

into fact, all right—it's a goo<.l theory; but you caiuiot pos-
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sibly make fact fit into theor)-. Fact cannot be altered in

any respect. It can be misunderstood and misapplied, and
we can pursue die succession of resulting fact as far as we
want to—until it becomes impracticable; then, if we have
any common sense, we will trace back to see where we got

off the right road, and start again from there. If comp)osite

American intellect is entitled to the high plane it presumes
to occupy, it will never lose sight of the main fact.

The main fact that confronts us today in America is this

—hard, substantial and unalterable; in the past 60 years

(appro.ximately) America has become a wonderful and
powerful nation. Summarized and expressed in units that

ever}-body will understand, bearing in mind always that

progress, prosperity', power—everything desirable—has its

roots in wealth, the following tabulation taken from authentic

sources, is mightily impressive

:

Accumulated WE.\LTn of America

(U. S. Bureau of Census)

1840 $7,135,780,000 1890 $65,037,091,000
1860 16.159,616,000 1900 88,517,307,000
1870 30,068,518,000 1904 107,104,212,000
1880 43,642,000,000 1914 204,393.000,000

Now here is fact—basic fact! It is unalterable. What-
ever was done in that period, in the main fitted into our

conditions well and the results that flowed therefrom were

immensely .satisfacton'. Nothing like it in the history of

the world! How proud we ought to feel! How anxiously

we should strive to preserve the elements of these facts! Can
anybody, in his sane mind, question that? Whether he ques-

tions it or not, the fact remains, unalterable—a succession

of fact, confirming and endorsing the policies which governed

our actions, and blessing us with a superabundance of every-

thing that a sane people might desire!

Produce or Starve

!

Are we so sup>erficial, so insanely ambitious, so utterly

given over to vain imaginings and selfish aspirations, as to

suppose for a lone instant, that this succession of fact will

continue indefinitely, or that the present status can be sus-

tained, without continued production? Do we not realize,

too, that high costs of production, limitation of output

—

everything that unionized labor (as we know it)—sponsors

today, militates against production? That if we follow the

vain theories that have l>een advanced so insistently and

persistently that they have l)ecome "recognized" to acertain

extent—the theory of ever increasing cost and ever decreasing

production—we necessarily must fail in the end? And, at

the rate we are traveling in pursuit of a worthless will-o-the-

wisp, the end is not far removed?
During this prosperous period of America when, by sheer

force of its wealth, it became a factor in the world's affairs,

our railroads were built. The close relation that exists be-

tween operated railroad mileage and accumulated wealth of

America, is easily understood. These two facts are linked

together indisputably and inseparably. The antecedent fact

upon which this accumulation of wealth has l>een possible.

by which labor profited, directly and indirectly, as it had

never profited Ix-forc, is the fact of tlie railroads. The level

of the "laboring classes" has txen raised so high that the

laboring man on the streets can scarcely be distinguished from

the haughtiest financier. The "working conditions" of labor

have Ixx-n so improved that labor is reduced substantially to

pressing a button or throwing a lever. Who made these

improvements?
Underlying the physical fact of the railroads is capital!

"Organized" capital, if you please! The flow of foreign

capital into America was a fact that preceded the fact of the

florifi of humanity that .spread over the continent. "Or-

ganized' rapitnl preceded labor and organized it according

to the needs of the people; following down this succe-iision

of fart we arrive at the financial facts quoted in this article.

Arc they satisfactory to you? Would you change them?

Another startling fact is the absolute absence of "organized
labor" in this entire record of construction

—
"organized

labor" in the sense that we understand it today! It is a re-

markable fact—but ea.sily understood when tlie principle of

"organized labor" is understood. It has no place in a con-
structive program! It is not creative! It would not, could
not, and did not fit into the general scheme of things—and
we have ever)' material reason to believe that it does no
belong there today!

If you analyze "organized lalwr" as it is operating today,

you will find that it is parasitical of origin, destructive in

principle, and openly opposed to every attempt to increase

production or to reduce the cost of production, both of which
are urgently necessary.

For the purpose of this article, I do not believe it is neces-

sary to follow succession of fact much farther. Suffice be
it to state that we are at the crossroads, one broad flower,-

avenue of ease leading off to the beautiful sunset, the sweet
Elysium of idle dreams; the other, a rough, hard road to

travel possibly, where united effort will carr>' us to the

promise of another day of inspiration which cannot fail fo;

fact. Here, with our feet upon substantial ground always,

we may reach the fruit of honest effort, and revel in the

substantial benefactions of industry.

Without realizing the motive that compels men of wealth
to labor on, even after reaching a point in years where they

individually would be justified in retiring, few men are satis-

fied short of devoting ever\' energ}- of their entire life to

the common cause, and their trained business genius ,and

mature judgment are invaluable to us. Their funds are in-

vested in industry and profits are re-invested in industry

whereby production is maintained and workers are profitably

employed on a marvelously practical basis—not for addi-
tional profits which cm mean nothing, but for the satis-

factions that flow from voluntan,- acts that are helpful to

the common cause. And so far as relates to the stabilizing

effect and broad up-lifting influence upon industr>-. there is

grave doubt whether more wholesome methods may be de-

vised for the distribution of the nation's income. In all the

substitutes that are offered, one vital defect is common—the

inevitable lack of production that invariably follows the

withdrawal of proper incentive.

What We Must Do
It seems to l)e a fact more or less generally accepted that

"collective bargaining," within certain limits, is not to be

condemned without a fair trial. There seems to be certain

merit in co-operative endeavor, genuinely helpful; but when
"collective bargaining" takes the form of unyielding de-

mands, economically impossible, or when wages and working
conditions are prescribed by irre.sponsil)le parties who have

no personal interest in the particular industry or railraid.

but who, notwithstanding, are vested with a terrible power
of destruction, the organization becomes a thing to be feared
-—not loved and respected for its wholesome benefits.

What America must do, if it is to maintain its present

status, is to get back fo earth ; tliat is, get a working basis of

fact to build upon. We surely have had enough disturbance

—murders, personal as.saults, destruction of property and
destruction of service—to teach us a real good lesson. The
"right to strike" means no rights for anybody but strikers,

and "freedom" seems to mean lawlessness. From beginning

to end tliere is not a single fact to justify "organized labor,"

as we now know it.

The only "organized lal>or" that fits into our general scheme
of things is that org.anization, brought together, trained,

utilized and comiiensated by organized capital on the basis

of economic production. Practically all of our ailments will

disappear if we live sanely and naturally and do wholei^ome

things; and what ailments do not disappear spontaneously,

ma\' be cured bv common law administered bv common sense.



A Shipper Comments on Railroad Morale

Conditions Are Deplorable and Drastic Measures

Should Be Taken to Improve Them

By Winthrop Martin

S.iii FranCisco, Calif.

TiiK AMAZINGLY Complicated problem of the American
railways is under attack from widely differing angles.

From within and for the employtvs, Mr. I'lumb—of the

once exciting and now thoroughly moribund "I'lumb Plan"
—had a fa.icinatini; scheme, whcreljy the investment of

merely a few billions would show startling economies in mil-

lions. His program lies completely riddled.

The Association of Railway Executives growls and groans

periodically, the substance of its p)lea being, that if the

railroads are let alone, and regulation largely withdrawn,

they can work, their way out.

Then from a distance—usually too great—a host of skilled

publicists have taken long-range shots aiming at some solu-

tion, but more often their work has been in the direction of

diagnosis only.

There is still one angle of approach—a close-up—that I

have not seen attacked, the angle of the average and con-

stant railway customer.

Strangled by Red Tape

Living in a California village, a division point on the

Santa Pacific. I ship and receive probably 200 cars of freight

and travel [K-rhaps 2,000 miles a year. From brakiman and
freight clerk, yard master and local agent, to the executives

of various departments, 1 am constantly in touch with what

is, I supjxKe, a typical cross-section of railway management
and ojx-ration. The preponderant idea in the minds of all

these men, their guiding and deep ingrained principle, is

"Cleave to the rules and damn the consequences." As a

matter of fact, the con.sef^uenccs are thoroughly damned, and

with them the railroads in the minds of the shippers.

And why ? Not because the jxTSonnel is esf>ecially chosen

for its lack of initiative, its .stubbornness, or ^Iahatma Gandi

disposition; but because they pass their official lives in

fear and apprehension of a host of distant suj^eriors, and a

mass of rules and regulations. The freight tariffs alone,

about IS volumes of them, are so enormously complicated

—

with exceptions, cross-references, supplements—and so vague

in their general terms that an average intelligence, after paw-

ing them for an hour, longs to go out and end it all.

Hut of course the railways do their utmast to aid in solving

and inteq)reting com|)liratcd tariff prot)lcms? Of course

they do NOT. Consider a ro ent and still jiending case of

mine. I was planning the purchase of a carload of com
and com products from Nebraska. This is the sort of long-

haul business that the .Santa Pacific craves, so they tell me.

But now let us see how badly they want it. This was my
first com shipment from Nebraska and the tariff—

a

peculiarly intricate affair—was new l)oth to my local agent

and to me. Did or did not certain six-cific products fall into

a certain group; if so, well and good, if not tlic addition of

10 sacks of chick feed would increase the rate Sl.dO per ton

on the entire carload.

Taking A Chance

Faced with this difficulty, I wrote the distric t freight agent

a si-)ecific inquiry as to the rate on the pro<knts involved.

The universal railway terror—of lieing by some possibility

wrong—so obsessed him that he in tum wirifl my agent,

referring us to the identical tariff over which we had so long

and vainly pawed, and giving us not a word as to the inter-

pretation we sought. Knsuing corresjjondence to Nebraska

induced me to chance the shipment as planned, though the

delay was costly; on its arrival my local agent assessed the

freight on the basis of the lower tariff—and this in spite of

the fact that finally the district agent did hand out as his

opinion that the higher rate prevailed. Yet the incident may
not be closed. Subject only to the statute of limitations, a

fen^eting auditor may drag tlie item from a mildewed file and

an outraged law department may come roaring after me for

the difference involved.

The same excessive passion for being on the safe side—at

any cost in time and annoyance to the customer—prevails in

the matter of refunds for the most olmous sort of over-

charges. My last claim took some 90 days in being verified,

checked, cross- and re-checked, audited and approved, and

then staggered to my desk more dead than alive. And this

in the face of the fact that a claim of tlie same simplicity in

normal commercial practice takes from ten minutes to five

days for complete adjustment.

The same disposition to avoid the giving out of definite,

and therefore possibly compromising, information holds as

to traffic rules. .A.sk the Santa Pacific by letter whether barley

can be loaded at YorktowTi, milled-in-transit at Hazleton,

and consigned to Malta on the through freight rate. To us

that seems a simple, definite, and reasonable inquiry. We
see no trace of the TNT that undoubtedly lurks there. But

the great company knows better. In reply will come a civil

letter quoting the general rule on milling-in-transit privileges

with not a vestige of an answer to the specific inquir>-.

Now these isolated instances of my particular annoyances

as a railroad customer are in no sense important, except as

they are typical of a verj' general situation. From scores of

shippers I have sought their attitude toward the roads; some

are fighting mad, some bitter, some sadly resigned to what

they have come to regard as an inevitably bad situation. Not

one is even half-way satisfied with the service rendered, or

has a reasonably friendly feeling toward the companies.

Lack of Morale

That is tmly a serious situation and indicative of some

fault far deeper-rooted than mere high freight rates. That

fault is, as I see it, an all-ixrvasive rank-and-file lack of

morale that could scarcely be worse if deliberately planned.

By and large, railroad employees will fall into two groups,

the young.sters eagerly struggling to get out of the game,

and the older men plodding drearily along to the day of

retirement and a p<^nsion. A deliberate effort to inculcate a

standard of mediocrity, a dead level of featureless, errorless

[X'rformance, could have produced no worse results.

Obviously it is no trick at all to draw up a damning indict-

ment such as this, unless with it goes something concrete in

the way of diagnosis, and something potentially possible in

the way of remedy.

Chief Cause of Discontent

Promotion, or the lack of it on any equitable basis, is one

of the chief causes of discontent in the ranks. Now this is a

subject on which an outsider can, of necessity, have no de-

tailed or accurate knowledge, except as the promotion policy
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affect.'; the great body of employees, which is after all the

vital feature. Actually the system of promotion may be a

most prefect structure, worked out in die greatest minutiae,

for the elevation of the worthy and the good of the service.

But despite all that as an alluring possibility, the railroaders

firmly believe that the grossest favoritism prevails in all

promotions and that any practice of the grim virtues

—

loyalt)', efficiency, initiative, hard work—merely makes them

ridiculous. However much or little truth there may be in

this deep conviction is entirely beside the mark. Essentially

if is absolutely true so far as they are concerned, and the

results in cumulative disloyalty must be staggering.

Take the quaint story of a certain high official and the

humble agent at a branch line resort town. This official,

whose functions appear largely social and decorative, is

habitually hard up in spite of his most adequate salary,

and borrowed in fifty and hundred dollar units a rather

sizable sum from this agent. Repayment looming awkward,

this accommodating chap was rewarded by promotion as

agent to one of tlie most important cities on the entire system.

Now that tale, which is universally current and accepted up

and down the line, to me seems on the face of it ridiculous

and absurd from every angle. Yet that does not in the least

reduce its enormous morale-wrecking possibilities over hun-

dreds of miles of the system where every youngster who

enters the sevice is regaled with it.

The Poor Agent

Then there is the system of centralization and departmen-

talization carried to such an extreme that the rank-and-file

are removed from all personal contact with their superiors,

and contact is made solely by voluminous and formal inter-

departmental correspondence. An agent recently gave me a

list of 1.3 chiefs to whom he was responsible for various

sections of his work, to whom he reported, and who kept

meticulous records of his errors. I am inexorably convinced

that that is 12 too many. In theory, instruction, admoni.sh-

ment, and reproof originate by letters from these various

department heads; in practice it seems invariably to come

from some inexperienced clerk, who knows the rules with

commendable accuracy, and who lacks any faint conception

of the problems involved in rigid adherence to them in every-

day routine. Examples on this score could be given in dis-

couraging profusion, but why waste time on what seems to

me the reasonably obvious proposition that .such excessive

centralization is stultifying to the initiative and ambition of

the men who have to support it.

Recruiting for every branch of the service is the third oV

the major causes of cumulative morale-failure. Until the

last 15 or 20 years, different phases of railway v/ork have

appealed variou.sly but keenly to a host of youngsters out of

school and college. There was real romanie, variety, and

opportunity in the field, so they thought, and they clamored

for admittance. Now that is all in the past, and for reasons

already enumerated. In appeal the service is scarcely on a

par with routine federal and state employment. The poten-

tially keen and able are seeking what they consider more

attractive fields and the effect of this loss will l)e increasingly

apparent as the older men in the service are replaced by the

just risen generation.

Where is Help to Come From?

Now what, if anytlting, ant! within the limits of possibil-

ity, can the roads do about this situation? Obviously they

cannot destroy the present huge unwieldy structure, however

desirable that course might seem from the angle of pure

theory. They will claim that along morale and personnel

lines they are already doing an enormous deal, that they

provide excellent hospital care for a trifling monthly as.ses.s-

ment, that tlie pension system should prove a lure (it docs

—

to the wrong t>pe of man), that they issue an attractive

monthly magazine to all employees filled with "inspirational

topics" and "uplift" features. Yet all that is pitifully and
even ludicrously inadequate in getting at the real trouble.

This magazine is especially an example of all that it should
not be. Handed down as pabulum from above, it is full of
copy book maxims and urgings of contentment and a sweet
optimism in whatever humble position an employee may
find himself. Quite naturally, it is received resentfully and
read, if at all, mockingly. If it were made a real service

paper, actually for and largely by the force, of)en for sug-

gestions, criticism, and controversial discussions, it would be
a real asset in a few months.
The triple problem of promotion, centralization, and

recruiting is so widespread and probes so deep into railway
management that I doubt if there is any real hope for

worth-while relief entirely from within. Rail executives have
been in their narrow harnesses for so long and subjected to

the "reign of rule" so assiduously that any hojje of their

wrecking their—to them—perfected structure from within is

dim indeed.

In a recent talk with a rail chief well up on the steps of

the throne, he was vehemently thankful that he now labored
under federal and state commission control, that the evil

days of freedom and responsibility were gone forever. This
is certainly no place to discuss the merits of government
control, but that a rail executive should rejoice to sit under
a rule imposed from without is dismally significant. No;
help is not likely to come from within alone.

A Constructive Suggestion

But is the following plan, or some modification thereof,

so absurd or unworkable on the face of it. that it is unworthv
of a trial

?

First: Select with infinite care and a seeing eye, 10 men
between 30 and SO years of age, who are rea.sonablv success-

ful in their present work, who are open-minded, thoroughly
practical, chosen from widely varying environments, in no
sense "experts"' or hobby-riders, and above all skilled in the
handling of men. That does not seem an impossible task.

Second: Send these men out individually and without
contact with each other, giving them no program and no
instructions beyond absolute freedom in investigating with a

free hand ever)' phase of railroad operation from cellar to

roof-tree.
,

Third: Assemble this crew at the end of six months and
throw them together for a ten-day discussion and exchange
of infomiation and ideas; and then shoot them out again for

another six months on the road.

Finally: Bring them together once more in a jury-room
session, holding them until tliey submit majority' and mi-
nority reports on improvements in operation, morale, and
service to customers. The whole affair would be on a simple

and informal basis with no solcrrm nonsense of testimony

and hearings, and no possible grooves into which a jury

might slip.

These reports should be of infinite interest and value.

They should provide an impartial, intimate, and common-
sense survey of the entire situation that would be of enormous
value to the rail executives.

From that point on, the cure of necessity must come from

within. Mr. Ford has found it possible and desirable to

purchase a road in toto, to inflict on it all his favorite hob-

hies and fancies and then so to juggle its traffic and so to

feed it freight that it will show a specious profit. The rail

executives might easily enough, if the reward loomed large,

likewise selctt a r«id to be a laboratory and field experiment

station on which to practice the procedun^ outlined by the

jury of ten. Certainly the situation is at present so desf)er-

ate that heroic measures arc more than necessary—they are

vitally imperative.



The Truth About the Transportation Act

"It Is a Moral and Economic Crime to Assert That Railways

Were Over-valued by Seven or Eight Billion Dollars"

By A. B. Cummins
United States Senator frum Iowa; Chairauin of the Senate Comniittcf on Inttrstatc ( ommerce

[Editor's Note.— The Transportation Act was tht target

for thf most false and misleading attacks by many western
politicunts in the recent political campaign, and it will be
the object of similar attacks in Congress after it meets.
Senator Cummins, who was one of the principal authors of
the act, took little part in the campaign, but delivered one
of the ablest addresses in defense of the law at Des Moines
OH October 30 that has ever been mad^. Most of his address
is reproduced belou; because tlie Transportation Act will be
the subject of much discussion and controversy in the months
immediately ahead.
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THK REciLATioN by the government of the United States

of our "railway transf>ortation never has been and I

sincerely hope never will be a partisan subject. It is

purely an economic problem and with respect to it every

man and woman has an unquestioned risht to hold and ex-

press an individual opinion without regard to party declara-

tions or party affiliations.

I am submitting my views to the people of Iowa upon the

subject because I represent them in part in the Senate of

the United States and was responsible in a measure for the

passage of the Act, and because the regulation of our indus-

tries, including railways, will, in my judgment, be the chief

matter for consideration in the next session of Congress.

Whatever indignation I may feel respecting thi- flagrant

misrepresentations with respect to thf legislation under con-

sideration will not influence me in the least degree in this dis-

cussion. I intend to treat the subject from an economic stand-

fX)int and from that standpoint alone.

The briefest s<jrt of outline of the physical character of

our railway system on the first of January, 1918, will be

helpful in understanding the difficulties with which we had

to deal in preparing the legislation of 1920.

When the government, in the last days of December, 1917,

assumed the control and the operation of the railways, we
had substantially 265,000 miles of main-track road. It

had been constructed practically without any supervi.sion on

the part of the government. It was owned by substantially

900 separate corjwrations. Some of it was prosperous, some

of it bankrupt, some of it in high state of development, some

of it poorly built, poorly equipped, and enormously over-

burdened with capital obligations, Ijut practically all of it

absolutely necessary for the tremendous traffic of the countr)-,

and to meet the needs of the .several communities of the

United States. During the first six months of the year 1918

the government returned to their respective owners .something

like 30,000 miles of this property, consisting mainly of

what are ordinarily known as the short-lines.

Federal Control of Railways

Under the Federal Control Ait of 1918, the President was

authorized to contract for coniiK-nsation for the use of the

property so taken over and retained. The standard fixed

for comjx'nsation was the average net operating income of

the particular road for the three preceding fiscal years. This

standard gave to some of the roads, in my judgment, a great

deal more than they were entitled, and to some less than

they were entitled.

The government operated the.se roads for twenty-six

mcmths; it more tlian doubled wages and increased the rates

25 per centum. Its net loss for the entire p>eriod, assuming
that settlements yet to be made are made upon the same basis

as those already made, was at the rate of about $45,000,000
per month. The law provided and tlie agreements stipulated

to return the roads to their owners at the end of federal con-
trol in as good condition as they were when taken over on
the 1st of January, 1918.

It may be interesting to note that in settlements already
made the government has paid, for under maintenance dur-
ing federal control, $125,428,809—and if future settlements

are made on the same basis it will pay $97,167,663 more,
making a total of $222,596,472 on this account.

In 1919 the President notified Congress that he would sur-

render the roads on the 1st of January, 1920, but later modi-
fied his notification extending the time to March 1, 1920. It

then became the duty of Congress to enact such legislation as

was necessary, first, to wind up the affairs of the United
States Railroad Administration, and, second, as would enable
the owners of these properties to give to the people of the

country the transportation service which their business im-
peratively demanded.

It will be remembered that the railroads were being re-

turned to their owners with an average montlily deficit of

substantially $45,000,000 per month. And, also, that for

six months before the return application had been pending
before the Director General for a further increase of wages
amounting in the aggregate to $800,000,000 per year. It

was well known that all or a large part of this increase would
Ije granted, and in fact when the applications came to be

heard by the United States Railraid Labor Board increases

in wages were granted, on the 20th of July, 1920, amounting
in round numlx?rs to $650,000,000 per year. It is well to

recall at this p>oint that when the government took over the

railroads it took over all their cash balances.

Under these conditions Congress continued what is known
as the standard contract for six months; and until September

1, 1920, the government has paid or will pay to the railroads

which applied for it in apt time, the iompens;ition which was
paid during the twenty-six months prior to March 1, 1920.

It was also agreed by everyone that the railroads would be

compelled to l)orrow immediately immense sums of money
to rehabilitate their several properties, for while the govern-

ment maintained some of tiiem in reasonably fair condition

many of them had been neglected and the equipment espe-

cially required the most extensive repairs. We all knew
that tlie credit of even tlie soundest companies had l)een

seriously impaired, and that it would lie impossible for the

l)cst of them to borrow money in the iinmixliate future at le.ss

than 7 per cent.

This is an outline of the situation, and to meet it and do

all that could l)e done to make it reasonably certain that the

railroads would continue to render the service upon which

the welfare of the United States al).solutely depended. Con-

gress passed the TransjK)rtation Act.

I refrain from further discu.ssion of the infinite details

of this important measure and proceed directly to the con-

sideration of tho.sc parts of the Act which affect freight and

pas-senger rates, only asking you to hear in mind that if r.ites
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had not been increased the railroads as a whole would have
incurred after tlie 1st of Septemter, 1920. for a time at least,

a monthly deficit of SI 00.000,000 per month, and this upon
the assumption that nothing had been expended for ex-

traordinary rehabilitation. // additional revenues had not

been provided every railroad in the United States would have
been in the hands of a receiver before the 1st of January,

1921, and our system of transportation would have been
practically destroyed. It is, I think, generally admitted that

many of the advocates of the government ownership and op-

eration of these utilities, opposed the Transportation Act
hoping that the continuance of existing conditions would
bring about that result, and I agree that it would have done

so.

It is not my intention to inquire into the desirability or

wisdom of government ownership and operation. I limit

my comment upon that .subject to just one remark. It is this:

That if we are to h^ve public ownership of the railroads it

ought not to be effected by first physically destroying the

efficiency of th^ facilities of transportation. If there is to be

a change in our policy in that respect it can be and ought

to be accomplished through constitutional methods, and with-

out subjecting the people to the almost infinite loss that they

would suffer if deprived for any considerable period of ade-

quate means of transportation.

The Increase in Freight Rates

I approach now the specific objections which many people

and particularly many powerful agricultural organizations

have made and are making against the Transportation Act.

It is claimed that the Act is the direct cause of the high

freight rates which were established on the 26th da)' of

August. 1920. and which have l^ecn and are so burdensome

upon industry. I recognize the hardshijis which the farmers

have suffered, and it is not difficult for me to understand

their attitude. For rea.sons which are not pertinent to this

discussion their productions went down in 1920 to pre-war

levels or below, and at the same time freight rates were

increased to a higher level than ever before. This conjunc-

tion of two extraordinary events was the severest blow that

ever fell upon any industry, and it is not strange that their

efforts to e,«cape the disaster commanded all their thought

and energy, and it may l>e that their extreme trials clouded

their judgment when they came to inquire into the cause

of their misfortune.

In order that there shall be no obscurity about my position

with re.spect to this matter I assert that the high freight rates

which have oppressed all the people and the farmers particu-

larly are not due to the Transportation Act, 1920, but to

other causes over which the government neither had nor

has the least control. I go further and assert that in all

probability freight rates would have been higher without the

Act than under it.

I ask now the most careful and unprejudiced attention to

that part of the Transportation Act which it is claimed has

had the effect of unduly, unreasonal>ly, and unjustly increas-

ing freight rates.

During the first two years of the operation of the Act,

namely, until March 1, 1922, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission is directed to take as a fair return five and one-half

per centum ujxm the aggregate value of the railroad property,

and that, in its discretion, it was authorized to add one-half

of one per centum to make provision in whole or in part for

improvements, l>ettcrments, .md equipment, which, according

to the accounting "ivstem presi ribwl by the commission, are

chargeable to caj)itai account. I'his means, of cour.se, that not

more than five and one-half per centum could \k raised for

distribution either as intervst u|)<)n twnds or dividends ujion

stock. It is to l>c observed, first, that this |)roviso of |)ara-

graph 3 of the .section expired on the Ist of March. 1922,

and is not in any manner responsible for the rates which now

prevail. I do not, however, say this in apology for it. It is

absolutely sound economically. It is in no setise a guarantee.
It is simply a declaration by Congress that in its judgment
a return of five and one-half per cent would meet the CoiP
stitutional requirement that private property shall not be
taken for public use without just compensation.
The period immediately following the transition from

government operation to private operation was chaotic, and
it was believed that this rule of rate making would have the
double effect of steadying the credit of the railroad systems
which were in complete disorder, and at the same time bar
the insistence upon the part of the railroads that in view of

the high interest rates which they were compelled to pa.x

and the reduced purchasing power of money when applied
to both labor and material, for a higher rate of return. In
my judgment it fulfilled lx)th these purposes, and it enabled
the railroads to render the .service without which all business

would have been paralyzed. I repeat that it is not a guar-

antee as at once must be admitted when it is remembered that

during the year 1920 th£ nft operating income of all the

roads was less than one-third of one per cent, and during the

year 1921 and the first two months of 1922 the net operating

income of all the roads was substantially three and three-

tenths per cent, and no one contends or has ever suggested

that the government is under any obligation to make up the

difference between the actual net earnings of the railroads

and the five and one-half per cent.

With this statement for the period ending March 1, 1922,

let us examine that part of the law which is jjermanent in its

duration. The statute as now in force provides

:

"In the exercise of its power to prescribe just and reasonable
rates the Commission shall initiate, modify, establish or adjust such
rates so that the carriers as a whole (or as a whole in each of

such rate groups or territories as the Commission may from time
to time designate) will, under honest, efficient and economical
management and reasonable expenditures for maintenance of way,
structures and equipment earn an aggregate annual net railway
operating income equal, as nearly as may be, to a fair return upon
the aggregate value of the railway property- of such carriers held
for and used in the service of transportation : Provided. That
the Commission shall have reasonable latitude to modify or ad-
just any particular rate which it may find to be unjust or unrea-
sonable, and to prescribe different rates for different sections of
the country."

In every respect save one the paragraph just quoted is the

declaration of the Constitution as construed again and again

by the Supreme Court. That court has many times an-

nounced that a rate or body of rates prescriiicd by a Congress,

a legislature, or a commission which does not allow a fair

return upon the value of the property which renders the

service is confiscatory and unconstitutional. It has more

than once set aside a Inxly of rates which allowed a greater

rate of return than the railroads have received since Septem-

ber 1, 1920.

It is quite impossible to jjerceive the justice of a criticism

upon this part of the law for it is nothing more than an

accurate repetition of the Constitution and the repeated deci-

sions of the Supreme Court interpreting it. If the Congress

had directed the Commission to do le.-is than to adjust rates

that would make a fair return, or if the Commission without

direction had done less, the Act of Congress or the act of

the Commission would have l>ecn in violation of plain duty

and the clearest command."* of the Constitution.

The only new thing or element in the paragraph last

quoted is the authority given to the Commi.ssion to consider

what rates will produce a fair return tiiKm the value of the

railroads as a whole or in groups instead of considering the

railroads singly; and I assert without the least fear of suc-

cessful contradiction that this authority tends to decrease

rates rather than to increa.se them. More than 90 per cent

of the transportation of the United States is competitive in

its character, that is to say, that with resporf to more than
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00 per cent of the traffic the shipper hu the choice between
two or naore railroads. It i> apparent tliat for the wclfan;
of the countr>- substantially all our railroads must l»c sus-
tained, and it has In-cn the rule of the Interstate ("onuiicrvf
< onunisMon for years to adju>t rate* upon lompelitivr busi-
ness atiordingly. This neces>ary |>ractice n-quired rates that
might, while giving to one tumpetin^,' railroad a meager re-
turn. Kiw to another excessive protit.-.. It muM l>c manife^^t
that if rates are fixed upon the basis of maintaining rail-

roads which have a higher cost of producing trans|K>rtation
than some of its rivals the whole level of rates would be a
great deal higher than if they are tixed upon the basis of
maintaining the railroads as a whole.

It is this national or group principle that is intrtxluced in

the paragraph quoted, and it is this principle which in addi-
tion to the suggestion I have already made with regard to

.the rate of return, which sustains my a.s.>icrtion that freight

rates would in all probability have bet-n higher in its absence
during the whole period since the Transportation Act was
passed, than they have been.

Most (K-ople who think at all u\Hm this subject agree that

the rinu'-oning which I have laid U'Tore you is absolutely

-Mjund, and \xr\- few people claim that the rate of return fixed

in the statute for two years as a fair return, or the rate of

return since the expiration of the two years fixed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission (5^4 jx-r cent) is too high;

and it would be difficult to find a man with a sane mind but

wh-o would claim that the rate of return actually received by
the railroads is high enouj^h to escape the condemnation of
the Supreme Cmnt, if the question had been submitted to

that tribunal. The critics of the law have practically aban-

doned that part of their contention and have fallen back
ujKjn two other provisions which 1 will now consider.

It is said that the cost of tlie maintenance and operation

of the railroads since their return to the owners has been

excessive, and if these expenditures had Ix-en reasonable in

amount the net Ofx-rating income would have t)een greatly

increased. Upon this jwint the Committee on Interstate Com-
merce of the Senate, of which I am chairman, has taken an

immense volume of testimony. .\ report is alx)ut to be made
and I will not anticipate its findings.

// expenditures have been extravagant the fault is not to

be attributed to the law. If the facts alleged were proven

beyond controversy it would furnish no reason for a repeal

or modification of the statute. The Transportation Act in

the paragraph to which I have so often referred provides for

such rates as "will, under honest, efficient and economical

management and reasonable ex[X'nditures for maintenance of

way, .structures and ef|uipment, earn," etc. If we cannot trust

the Interstate Commerce Commission to [x-rform diligently

and faithfully its duties in this res()ect then our whole plan

of regulation by the government is a failure.

Valuation of Railroad Property

Having a .Sfjmewhat intimate knowledge of the work of

the Commission I am prepared to say that it has done every-

thing in this regard that it could have done. Of all the many
tribuuiils and departmerUs of tlu- government charged with

the i)rotection of the f)cople against wrong doing there is no

tribuiiid or department which lnhors more continuously or

more iiUrlligently than the Iitterstnte Commerce Commission.

I take pleasure in commending it with all my heart, and

while I am conscious that it has made mistakes, for no

earthly tribunal is infallible, I venture to say it commands

the resiK-ct and confidence of the people to a greater degree

than any other gm'ernniental Ixxly administering the laws

of the countrA'. In any event, tlie criticism is not to be

directed against the law and if there have been mistakes

either of commission or omission in this respect they would

have occurred in more serious form if the statute had not

lieen enacted.

The last objection in.'olar as rates are concerned, involves

a subject upon which there has Ix-en more mi.sapprehension

and more misrepresentation, .-.ometimes intentional and some-
times unintentional, than ujion any other, grows out of the

statement, current throughout the state, that the Transporto-
tion Act validates seven or eight billions of dollars of watered
capitalization, and ccjmpels the people to f>ay a return upwn
seven or eight billions of dollars in excess of the actual value
of the railroad projierty. Thi.>- charge is flagrantly and ob-
vicxisly untrue, but m<jre honorable men and women have l)een

deceived and misled by it than by any other part of the

long continued campaign against the measure. The argu-
ment is, that even granting that the rate of a-tum whether
designated by Congress or designated by Uie Commission,
when comjjuted upon a value of 518,900,6oO.OOO. it becomes
excessive, when computed ujxin a value of S12,(XKJ.000,000

the alleged market value of all railway stocks and bonds
and that rates could l>e reduced even though the cost of

maintenance and operation is not reduced. The charge is ac-

cepted by great multitudes of the people without reflection

because they know that there have been vast amounts of

railway stcxks issued w ithout any consideration. No one has
insisted more vigorously than I have that this practice should

come to an end. and finally in the Transportation .\ct it

was brought to an end. Everybody knows also that begin-

ning with the first railway construction a very considerable

amount of the funded or bonded indebtedness was issued

without consideration, and I am glad to say that this vicious

financing cannot occur- under the Transportation .^ct. It is,

however, a moral and economic crime to assert that because

these things have been true that the railroad property of the

United States which renders the ser\'ice of transp>ortation,

taken as a whole, was over-valued by seven or eight billions

of dollars by the Interstate Commerce Commission when it

fixed the value for rate making jiurposes at $18,900,000,000.
If I cannot make this so plain that any intelligent human

being can understand it I will forever despair of establishing

the simplest problem in railway economics.

Let us first examine the provisions of the Transportation

.\ct ujx)n this subject. They are found in paragraph 4 of

section 422, which added Section 15a to the Act to Regulate

Commerce. I quote it

:

"(4) For the purposes of this section, such aggregate

value of the proj^rty of the carriers shall be determined by
the Commission from time to time and as often as may be

necessary. The Commission may utilize the results of its

investigation under Section 19a of this Act, insofar as

deemed by it available, and shall give due consideration to all

the elements of value recognizixl by the law of the land for

rate making [luqw.ses. and shall give to the pro]x'rty invest-

ment account of the carriers only ihat consideration which
under such law it is entitled to in establishing values for

rate making jiurposes. Whenever pursuant to Section 19a

of this .\ct the value of the railway property of any carrier

held for and used in the service of transportation has been

finally ascertained, the value so a.scertaintxl shall be deemed
by the Commission to be the value thereof for the purpose
of determining such aggregate value."

Under this paragraph and in a proceeding properly insti-

tuted, known as Kx Parte 74, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission found, on the 26lli of .\ugust, l'>20. that the railroad

propertv of the United States was, as a whole, of the value

of $18,900,000,000. This value was found mainly, if not

wholly, under an act passed in 191,\ and which now con-

.stitutes Section 19a of the .\ct to Regulate Commerce. Sena-

tor Robert M. La Follette, of Wisconsin, was the author of

the measure and it was profnrsed and passed for the sole

pur]H)se of giving to the Inter.st.ate Commerce Commission a

t)asis upon which to fix rates. In 1920 the Conimission had
been engaged for seven years in making an inventory and
assigm'ng the values of both the real .md jx^rsonal property
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of the railroads, and had substantially completed its task.

It disregarded all stocks and bonds or other indebtedness and

viewed the property just as it existed; in fact, the amount

of stocks and bonds which any company had issued became

absolutely immaterial. The Commission looked up)on the

railroads as tangible physical property, no matter from what

source the money creating it had been derived. It appraised

the property precisely as one would appraise his farm with

the buildings upon it or a town lot with its improvements.

If there had been $100,000,000,000 of stocks and bonds is-

sued by the railroad companies it would have neither added

to nor taken from the value of the property itself. The
Supreme Court of the United States had definitely and finally

laid down the rule of law for the ascertainment of the value

of railroad property. It had declared in many cases that

the value of personal property including all structures and

improvements is the cost of reproduction less depreciation

for age and use, and that the value of the real property or

land was at least the value of similar areas of adjacent lands

or lots with such additions as would represent the cost of

acquiring the lands or lots for railway purposes. Proceeding

in this way and in strict obedience to the Constitution and

the decisions of the Supreme Court the Commission decided

that the property was worth $18,900,000,000. I may not

agree, in fact I do not agree, that railway companies should

enjoy the benefits of what is known as unearned increment,

but the Supreme Court has decided that under the Constitu-

tion they are entitled to the increased value of land brought

about by general growth and development, and Congress is

powerless to change that decision, for the value of propertj*

and the elements which enter into that value are judicial

and not legislative questions.

The Supreme Court has held that if a right-of-way is

donated to a railroad company by the government or by an

indi\'idual the value of that property is to be considered in

determining the value of the entire property of that company.

This may seem to be unjust. I think it is unjust, but the

Supreme Court says tliat the Constitution demands it, and

as a law-abiding citizen and a law-abiding Senator I accept

the conclusion. Property not used for transportation pur-

poses is of course not included in the value upon which rates

are based.

At the risk of repetition I venture to state this propositioa

in another form, liecau.se the thing that rankles in the hearts

of the people of this state is the feeling induced by the

grossest misrepresentation that they are a.sked to pay a re-

turn to the owners of railroad capitalization upon seven or

eight billion dollars of watered stock and bonds. If this

were true and if there had been any lawful way in which the

burden could have been lifted, I agree that the Congress

which passed the Transportation Act and every member who

voted for it merits nothing but tlie severest condemnation.

The only answer to the proposition is that it is not true, and

men who make the statement, if they have studied the subject,

are enemies of good government, and men who accept it

without inquiry fail in tlieir plain duty as citizens of the

Republic.

The railroad property of the United States comprises

265,000 miles of main track road; it consists of right-of-

way, land, road lx;d, bridges, side and .'^cond tracks, rails,

ties, ballast, station houses, warehouses, elevators, round-

houses, shops, offices, elevated tracks, crossings, and .scores

of other structures necessar)' in the construction and

operation of a railroad. It also consists of substantially

2,500,000 freight cars, hundreds of thousands of passenger,

mail and express cars, 70,000 locomotives, and an infinite

variety of other forms of equipment. What is all this prop-

erty worth? Take any particular company; the property

which it uses in rendering the public .service is worth just

the same in the law whether it has issued fifty millions or

a hundred millions of capitalization. The Supreme Court

has said that it is worth for rate making pmposes what it

would cost to reproduce it, less depreciation for obsolescence.

If, tested by this standard, the property of all the railroads is

worth more than the aggregate amount of stocks and bonds,
the railroads as a whole are entitled to that additional value;
if the property is worth less than the stocks and bonds that

have been issued by the various corporations, the excess of

capitalization does not add a penny to the value of the

property which renders the public service.

Government Ownership

Suppose those who advocate government ownership should
finally become a majority, and the government would under-
take to acquire the title to all railroad property. There are

two ways in which it could be done: First,, to condemn the

physical propert}-, in which event the value would be ascer-

tained in precisely the way which the Interstate Commerc
Commission has pursued. It could, however, acquire all th

stocks and bonds and thus become the owner. If the latter

plan were adopted every lawyer knows that these securities

would be valued upon the h)'pothesis that the several roads
were, as against any restriction by the government, earning a
fair return upon the value of the property ascertained as al-

ready indicated, so that the outcome would be substantial!

the same in either case. The only way in which this resul

can be avoided is to abolish the Constitution and the Su
preme Court. I grant that if we reach the time when th.

people are willing to adopt the polic>- of confiscation afti

having removed these hindrances to that policy, the govern
ment can take the railroads with or without compensation,
but until we reach that time it is absurd to insist that we
can ascertain the value of railroads either by consulting the

market value of their securities or by eliminating all the

stocks that were ever issued without proper consideration
and all the discount upon the bonds that were ever issued for

less than par. Whatever you may think, or whatever I mav
think, with respect to the proper method of valuing such
property may be dismissed, for the question has been perma-
nently adjudicated.

I have now given you what seems to me to be the material
facts from which you must draw your conclusions upon the

proposition I announced in the beginning, and ven.' con-
fidently I submit that no thoughtful man who desires to

reach an honest conclusion can do other\\-ise than acknowl-
edge that the Transportation Act which has been so furiously

assailed is not the cause of the high rates, whether freight

or passenger, which now prevail.

Cause of High Rates

While it is not strictly pertinent to my present discussion

the subject would not be complete if I were not to express

my opinion with respect to the cause or causes of these rates.

They are due wholly to the increased cost of maintaining
and operating the railroads. The expenditures must be de-

ducted from the gross revenues in order to reach the return

contemplated by the statute, so that the higher the cost of

maintenance and operation, the higher the rates must be.

For the year 1020 the total operating revenues amounted
to $6,255,417,245; for the same year the total cost of main-
tenance and operation, including taxes and uncollectible

revenue, was $6,124,573,270. These expenditures consisted

of maintenance of way and structures, $1,030,503,557; main-
tenance of equipment, $1,593,481,899; traffic, $73,797,532;
transportation, $2,001,583,273; general, $174,102,954; all

other expenditures (including uncollectible revenues of about

$1,000,000), $238,103,863. For the year 1921 the same
items are: Total operating revenues. $5,563,232,215; total ex-

penditures for maintenance and operation, $4,835,593,114.

To these expenditures there mu.it he added for the year 1920,

expenditures for equipment and joint f.icilitv rents, $54,-

692,311, and for the year 1921, $67,522,377.
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Ihcsc hguris ui.cn from the nxords of the Interstate
Commerce Commission tell the whole stor)'. Upon the same
volume of business the cost of maintaining and operating .\

railroad was a great deal more than twice the cost of main-
tenance and operation in 1917, and the situation was not
essentially changed in 1921. To tins fact, and to this fact
alone, must be attributed the high freight rates of which
shippers so bitterly complain, and it should be here noted
that the increase in rates beginning with government op-
-ration has l)ecn about 57 per tent, while the increase in the

>st of labor and railroad supplies has been 100 per cent
.>r more.

1 here have been some sharp criticisms upon the legitimacy
of some of the expenditures lor maintenance and operation
since the roads were returned to their owners. I would like

to di.^uss these things but it is impossible to do it at this

time. I repeat that objections of this sort are objections
not to the law, but to the administration of the law by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. 1 hat commission has
full authority to examine every item of expenditure and to

reduce or altogether expunge any item which has been either

exaggerated or is wrongfully inserted in the accounting. I

may be permitted to add, however, that if every item which
has been challenged in a long and exhaustive hearing before

the committee of which I am chairman should be eliminated,

or modified, the total expKrnditure would l>c reduced less

than one per cent. All this means, of course, that the reve-

nues of the railroads cannot be constitutionally lessened in

any substantial degree until the railroads themselves are able

to reduce their expenses or the government can compel a re-

duction and that is the matter to which the farmers should
turn their attention rather than to assaults up>on the Trans-
portation Act.

Should Government Guarantee Farmers a Fixed Price?

One further phase of the controversy deserves some con-

sideration. It has been said that if the government passes

a law which provides that railroad rates must be so adjusted

that they will yield a fair return upon the value of the rail-

road property, that the government should likewise make
some provision that would insure a market price for farmers'

products that would yield to the fanners a fair return upon
the value of their property. The government has undertaken

to fix the price of transportation and the Constitution says

that the price must be so fi.\ed that it will yield a fair return.

It would greatly rejoice the railroad corporations if the

.Act to Regulate Commerce, including the Transportation Act,

were repealed, and they be permitted to charge whatever

they please, but I assume that there are very few people not

connected with the railroads who would be willing to see

this done.

1 will not discuss the wisdom of putting the farmers of

the country in the hands of the government to the same ex-

tent as the railroads are. My judgment is that nothing

could be more disastrous to the agricultural interests, and
so long as the farmers are at liberty to conduct their affa:irs

in their own way there is, of course, no lawful basis for

invoking the protection of that provision of the Constitution

which forbids the taking of property for public use without

just compensation. I am not unmindful of the fact that

there are some powerful organizations advocating a move-

ment for the transfer to the government of all industry and

all business, hut it is not my puq)ose at this time to enter

upon the many hued doctrine of state socialism.

Fifteen pages of the Act cover the establishment of the

United States Railroad Labor Board for the settlement of

disputes between railroad companies and their employees. I

understand perfectly that the railway unions insist upon a

repeal of these sections of the Act, and they do so because

they fear that the Labor Board will continue to reduce their

wages, and that strikes are not as likely to be successful

agamst the judgment of the l>oard as they would u- if Aere
were no governmental tribunal to pass upon the jusiice of the
disputes which from time to time arise. I think :i. «t of
the railroads want the labor sections repealed, for o vious
reasons, but it is inconceivable to me that the great body
of the people who must in the end Uar the expense of every
strike or disturbance in transportation will lend their in-

fluence to the desires of thesi- two selfishly interested parties.

It may be that the Labor Board can be improved; but that
we must have .<ome tribunal to settle these disputes and do
what we can toward preventing the interruption or paralysis
of our transportation system is, I am sure, the judgment of
the great majority of the people.

Section 4j9 gives to the Commission for the first time
supervision of the issuance of railway stocks and bonds and
it will prevent for all time the harmful speculation in these
securities. It also forbids any person from holding an
office in two railway corporations unless the Commission
finds that neither public nor private interests will be injuri-

ously affected.

I have mentioned but a few of the sections of which the

Transportation Act is composed, but I have referred to

enough of them to show how blind and destructive the de-
mand for the repeal of the .\ct l«;comes when examined
in tlie light of reason and when tested by the common interest.

I close this discussion with the final comment that when
truth and reason resume their rightful sovereignty the people

of Iowa and the country will clearly recognize that the prorn^

ises now so lavishly made in dcnauncing the Transportation
Act can be fulfilled only wlien the Cotistitution is trampled
under foot, when the courts cease to perform their functions
and when the United States is ready to walk in the footsteps

of unfortunate, ill-fated Russia.

George Geer, of Bozeman, Mont., 83 years old, has just re-

signed his position as loccmotive engrineman on the Northern
Pacific after serving as fireman or engineman 54 years, and after

67 years in the railroad service altogether. Mr. Geer says that

his eyes are as bright and his brain as clear as they were in 18S4

but he thinks it time to avail himself of his privilege of going

on to the pension list. He began as a water boy on a wood
train on the Buffalo & Erie; was a fireman on the Michigan

Central in 1857 and was on the Union Pacific in 1868. He began

his service with the Northern Pacific in 1884.

Kadel Sr Hnbtri

Passengers from Cork to Queenstown, Ireland, Have to

Change Trains Where Rebels Have Damaged a

Bridge by Dynamiting
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Mexican Railway to Electrify

Thirty Miles of Main Line

THK Intrrnuliuiial General Kit. tru ( ikhimhv has rc-

itived an order from Uu- Mixuan kailway Company,
Lid., of Mexico Cily for the cle» trifitation of jO miles

(.1 single lr;uk hetwccn ()ri/..ilM and Hs|Kranza which is on
the m.iin line Ijetween Mcm.i Cit> and Vera Cruz. The
appro.xinute cost of the eUvtriiKation projitt will be between
$2.00<).()00 and $2,500,000.

This is the lirst main line steam road electrification to be

Double-Ended. Oil-Burning Steam Locomotive Which Will

Be Supplanted by Electric Motive Power

undertaken in Me.xico and is on the oldest and one of the

largest railways in the countr)-. The compelling reasons for

electrification were the heavy grades and increasing traffic.

Indefinite postponement of the necessity for double tracking

the road and a saving which will pay for the entire cost of

electrification in five or si.\ years is indicated. The system

will be ofjerated at .5,000-volt direct current, p>ower to be

supplied at this voltage by the Pueblo Tramway Light and

Passenger Train H.iulcd iiy Two iJouDic-Knocii Steam Loco-

motives Ascending Grade North of La Bota

Power Comjjany, whose hydroelectric jjlant is five miles from

Orizaba.

The International General Klcrtric Company will supply

ten 150-ton hKomotives interdiangealdc for freight and pas-

senger servile, eijuipmcnt for an uutoniatic substation, the

trolley rtverliead and feeder lines ;in(l fittings complete. It

will also su|)ervise the complete installation.

The electrification of tliis portion of the Mexican Railway
ii the beginning of the main line extensions which will follow

as it becomes necessary to increase the capacity of the single

track or the numljer of electric locomotives. The total route

mileage of the Mexican Railway is 40.> miles, rising from
sea level at Vera Cruz to a nuiximum altitude of between

8,000 and 9,000 fivt. Grades as steqj as 5.25 per cent are

encountered while the ruling grade on the electrified portion

will be alxMit 4.7 per cent.

R. B. A. Cautions Against

Transportation Act Changes

TiiK k.AiLW .AV Hisi.NKss .ASSOCIATION at its annual meet-

ing at the Hotel Commodore, New York, on November
9. adopted five resolutions which are given below. The

first of these urged that no changes be made in the Trans-

fX)rtation .Act at this time. Others dealt with the stability

of railway purchases, immigration and the appointment of

the fact-finding commission for the coal industry; the fifth

was an appreciation of the services of the late T. DeWitt
Cuyler. .Addresses of C. H. Markham, president of the

Illinois Central and J. .A. Emery, counsel of the National

.Association of Manufacturers, were reported in the Railway
Age of November 11. The resolutions, verbatim, follow:

I

Prosperity is here. Let us make it last. Recovery in agricul-

ture, indu.^try and trade has its mainstay in railway buying. It

was the replacement and addition of locomotives, cars, tracks,

terminals and accessories which largely revived general business.

Railway improvements must continue if the traffic is to be carried.

Car shortages are upon us. October almost brought a new peak
in car loadings. Shippers arc confronted by congestion in freight,

!imit upon industry and sacrifice of farm products. The founda-

tion of railway purchases is the confidence of railway managers
and investors. For Congress to consider early amendments to the

Transportation Act would open the door to assaults upon the

policy which is designed to give the roads an opportunity to make
sufficient earnings. To let it be clearly seen that no amendments
of any kind are under serious consideration will leave all con-

cerned free for the work of railway rehabilitation and preparation

for the coming burden of traffic. We urge that Congress refrain

at this time from all amendments to the Transportation Act.

II

\\c again emphasize the need of giving railway purchases
Iter stability. Railway improvements even if sufficient in the

1 :-resate over a period of years would yield their fullest public

benefit only if so planned as to relieve instead of aggravate general

depressions. Greater stability would give steadier employment to

industrial lalior and a more constant domestic market to farm
and mill products. It would promote adequacy in the replace-

ment and prixluction of facilities and conomy also by resort to

the cri-dit market when rates are low and to the markets for labor

and material when both are plentiful. Essential for a policy of
planning ahead and adhering to plan is a clearer public and
political understanding of the practical financial problem with
which the railway managers and directors have to deal. We note
with satisfa.tioii an increasing interest in the subject and sy.stem-

atic study of it by agencies lioth governmental and volunteer.

Ill

We favor amendment of the immigration law to provide admis-
sion limited by quality of applicants instead of by their number.
The present law was enacted at a time of serious domestic unem-
ployment. That occasion has passe<l. Railroad improvements other-

wise feasible and urgently ncciled arc delayed by scarcity of un-
skilled labor and the execiilion by us of railway orders for

material and appliances is impaled by the same cause, which per-

vades all industry, .'sufiicieiiey of common Labor is essential to

enlarging employment of skilled operatives and fundamental to

general prosperity.

IV

We commend the President for appointing to the Coal Inves-

tigation Commission no miner or ojK'rator. In a body established

by the public to inquire into problems of public service and to
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appraise the practices of those engaged in such service the public

interest is paramount and advocates speaking for these under in-

quiry should have no seats. The whole personnel should represent

the public as such.

V
A heavy loss is suffered by the whole countrj- in the untimely

death of Thomas De Witt Cuyler. Discharging with great ability

through an active life in large affairs the many professional,

fiduciary and civic rssponsibilities of a strong citizen, he led the

railway executives and performed a unique work in the critical

period of remedial railway legislation and of development in ad-

ministration of the new policy. Success in these vital and difficult

processes required that the national railway system should have
a representative voice; and in Mr. Cuyler was found a sagacious

counsellor and a persuasive public spokesman. In gifts, in devo-
tion to great duties and in character he filled a place among
Americans who have served the republic well.

The membership of the association as of October 31 was
reported to be 545, as compared with 241 on the same date

in 1917—an increase of 79 per cent over the pre-war

membership.

Government Report On
Sulphur Springs Collision

THE IxTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION' has issued a

report dated October 10 and signed by W. P. Borland,

chief of the Bureau of Safety, on a rear collision of pas-

senger trains on the Missouri Pacific at Sulphur Springs.

Mo., on August 5 when 34 persons were killed and 186

injured.

This collision was reported in the Railway Age of August

12 and 19; and the present document gives few additional

details except a considerable number of quotations from the

rules.

The conclusions at the end of the rep>ort include the fol-

lowing paragraphs;

This accident was caused by the failure of Engineman
Glenn, of train No. 4, properly to observe and be governed

by automatic block-signal indications; and by the failure of

the crew of train No. 32 to protect the rear of their train

against following trains, as required by rule, for which Flag-

man Boston, Conductor Long, and Engineman Gross are

responsible.

The evidence points to the conclusion that Engineman
Glenn was not complying with the rules relative to the ob-

servance of the caution indication of distant signals, but was

relying entirely upon that. of the home signals. The fact

that his train was a fast train and naturally was given a

clear track, and held a train order that train No. 1, another

fast train, would wait at Wickes until 7 :40 p. m. for him
ver)' likely had a tcndenc)' to lead him to the conclusion that

the road would be clear.

In this instance had these rules [flagging rules] been com-

plied with at Sulphur Springs alone it is doubtful, on ac-

count of the close proximit>' of the two trains, if the flagman

would have had time to get back a sufficient distance to

afford any substantial protection. However, had these rule-

been generally observed at all stations, including Riverside.

which would have required the leaving of torpedoes, .

it is quite likely that Engineman Glenn's attention would

have been railed to the fact that he was following another

train closely, and he would have been more attentive to the

signal indications.

Flagman Boston's most important duty was to protect the

rear of his train, yet according to his own statement he made
no attempt to do so. . . . Conductor Long was in chnrgc of

the train and it was his duty to know that Flagman Boston

was oboyine the niles, yet it is clearly apparent that he knew
Flagman Boston was not doing so with respect to flagging

and that it was not customarv for him to do so. For this

negligence Conductor Long shares in an equal degree the

responsibility. . .

This accident still adds to the already appalling list of

similar occurrences and but further emphasizes the necessity

for the adoption of means which will automatically compel
obedience to signal indications by taking Uie control of the

train away from the engineman when for any reason

obedience to block signals on his part is lacking. An ade-

quate installation of such a device in this instance would
have prevented this accident.

It appears that it is the practice for operators to copy only

such fKjrtions of a train order as directly affect the trains for

which they are being copied. This is a dangerous practice

and contrar)- to the rules of the railroad company.
\\"hile the direct cause of this accident was the failure of

the engineman, the underlying cause was lax enforcement of

the operating rules, for which the supervising officials of the

Missouri Pacific must bear the responsibilit}'.

A rule which requires a train receiving a permissive signal

indication to proceed with caution prepared to stop short of

train or obstruction clearly requires some positive action on

the part of an engineman when approaching or passing such

signal and the failure to comply with such a rule is a matter

which could easily have been checked up by supervising

officials. The lax practice in flagging disclosed by this inves-

tigation is also a matter which could scarcely have escaped

the attention of the officials. According to the statement of

Flagman Boston, when officials were riding with them they

made only a pretense of flagging. The Missouri Pacific

Railway Co. should promptly take steps to secure proper

obedience to its rules and regulations to prevent the recur-

rence of accidents of this character.

Engineman Glenn had been employed as an engineman
since 1890; in Decemljer, 1908, he was discharged for re-

sponsibility- in connection with an accident, being reinstated

in March, 1910. since which time his record was ven- good.

The Socthern Pacific has reduced the freight claim pay-

ments on its lines since January 1, 1922, sixty per cent.

The "Railroad Building .\nd Loan Association" has been

formed by railroad men and others at Dallas, Texas, with L. P.

Tallcy. a banker, as president of the association. .Among the

railroad men on the board of directors are M. L. Buckner.

W. G. Crush. John F. Lehane. H. J. Sewell. E. E. Taylor and

W. M. Whitenton.

The Greek Exodus from Thrace—Scene at Railway Station

at Adrianople



Authority for Reduced Rates to Pacific Coast Denied

C. C. Interprets Amendments to Transportation Act

—

Must Foster Water Transportation

Waiuikstom, D. C
ANKW CHAPTKR in the history of transcontinental freight

r.ites has l)een written \>y the Interstate Commerce
C'ummission in its decision made public on November

1 1 . dcnyini; most of the fourtli section applications filed by
the transcontinental lines in August, 1V21, proposing to

establish from and to the Pacific Co,ist terminals lower rates

than arc in effect to and from intermediate points on traffic

having origin or destination in the defined territories lying,

roughly speaking, east of the Rocky Mountaiiw, to meet the

low rates by steamship lines between the Atlantic and Gulf
ports and Pacific f)orts. In this decision the commission
interprets and gives force to the amendment to the fourth

section made by the transportation act ;uid particularly to

Section 500 of that act, which declares the policy of Congress

to "foster and preserve in full vigor boiii rail and water

transportation." The commission thinks that the amend-
ment prohibiting it from granting fourtli section relief where

the charge to and from tlie more distant point is not "reason-

ably compensatory" for the service fjerformed was Congress's

way of saving that it should follow a less liberal policy in

dealing with departures from the long and short haul rule

than had been followed in former years and it finds that

the carriers have failed to make the necessary affirmative

showing that losses of revenue would not result from the

reductions they had proposed in Pacific terminal rates. The
decision is also based in part on the theory that the region

west of Pittsburgh would be accorded a preferential rate

structure by the proposal of the railroads to blanket the

rates from Pittsburgh to the Pacific from all points of origin

from the Atlantic to the Missouri river or even westward

while keeping in effect rates from eastern origins in the

same territor)- to intermountain destinations graded roughly

according to the respective length of the hauls.

Southern Pacific Reductions Allowed

While denying the general westbound application of the

transcontinental carriers for reduced rates on various com-
modities to the Pacific Coast terminals, however, the com-
mission allowed the proposed reductions on crude sulphur

from Te.xas and Louisiana mines to Pacific Coast terminals

on the ground that they are reasonably compensatory to the

roads. It also approved the application of the Southern

Pacific to estalilish reduced rates from California teniiinals

to New York City by its rail and water line through Galves-

ton on asphalt, beans, canned goods, dried fruit and rice,

but with modification increasing the proposed rates by S

cents per 100 pounds. The other applications denied were

for authority to establish reduced rates on sisal and ixtle

from El Paso and Gulf ports to Pacific terminals and green

coffee from New York, New Orleans and Galveston to

Pacific terminals. Cnmmi.ssioner .Aitchison dis.sentcd in part

from the decision of the majority and si.x other commis-
sioners signed separate concurring opinions objecting to cer-

tain findings of the majority.

Departures from Long and Short

Haul Rule Ended in 1918

On March IS, 1918, all departures from the long and
short haul rule in westbound transcontinental rates were

removed under the decisions of the commission finding that,

due to the withdrawal of ships for u.sc in the trans-Atlantic

service, water competition between the Atlantic and Pacific

ports was no longer a compelling force. The commission

found that the maintenance of lower rates to the coast than

to intermediate points unduly preferred the coast, and ex-

pressed the view that commodity rates in certain instances

at least might l>e graded, but generally speaking, the rail-

roads increased the rates to the terminals to the e.xtent neces-

sary to put them on a parity with the intermediate points,

resulting in a blanket extencling several hundred miles in-

land from the Pacific Coast. At the hearings on the applica-

tions filed in 1921 the carriers showed that the traffic des-

tined to the Pacific Coast had been moving by water in heavy
volume and that competition was keener and the water service

more efficient than at any time before the war and that con-

siderably more than half the traffic in most of the commodi-
ties involved was shipped by water. All but a small portion

of the water-borne traffic originated in and west of Buffalo-

Pittsburgh territor)', indicating that the Pacific Coast inter-

ests were making their purchases in that part of the east

which is tributary to the water lines and from which they

can secure low rates. The commission says that the move-
ment by water may be relatively greater now than it was
during the period of the liearings. The rail lines contended

that the propvosed rates were no lower than necessary to yield

them a fair share of the business. It was Uie declared pur-

pose of the carriers to be conservative and not to meet water

competition where it is a matter of serious concern and then

only within reasonable limitations.

None of the proposed rates meet even appro.\imately the

coast to coast rates of the water lines. They approximated at

the time of the hearings the charges available from certain

interior points to the Pacific Coast terminals by rail to the

.Atlantic and Gulf ports and thence by water, plus such

incidental charges as marine insurance and unloading and
transfer charges at the Pacific Coast terminals. While on
traffic to the Pacific Coast it was proposed to keep the Middle
West on a parity with seaboard territory, the latter would be

required to pay more than the Middle West on traffic to inter-

mountain territory. Before discussing the rates themselves,

the commission discussed the effect of the fourth section as

amended, finding that the situation presented to it in former

transcontinental cases has been changed by the new language

in the law. Its discussion on this jxiint is in part as follows:

The Fourth Section as Amended

Where water competition is involved, the applicants contend
tliat they demonstrate the propriety of relief from the lontr-and-

short-haul rule when they show that the competition by water is

actual and compelling ; tliat tlic rates proposed to meet the water
competition, while less than they might otherwi.se be, are necessary
if applicants arc to secure an equitable share of the traffic; that
the proposed rates yield some margin over the extra expense in-

volved in taking on the additional traffic moving tlicrcunder ; and
that the rates maintained to intermediate points are not unreason-
able in themselves. Each of these positions, they contend, is

demonstrated on the present record, taken in connection with our
finding in Inlcnnediale Rale Asso. v. Director General, supra, that
the rates to intermediate points arc not unreasonable or unduly
prejudicial. They furtlicr contend that the present wording of the
fourth section, prohibiting us from granting relief where the charge
to or from the more distant jxiint is not reasonably compensatory
for the service performed, docs not in anywise invalidate the
sufficiency of the showing which they here make. In short, they
contend that if the proposed terminal rates are all they can get,
and yield something in the way of net revenue, they are perforce
rcasonahly compensatory.
For the intermountain interests it is argued that a rate to be rea-

sonably compensatory to the more distant terminal point must
bear its full share of operating expenses, interest on funded debt,
equipment and joint facility rents, taxes, and the percentage return
fixed by us pursuant to section 15a of the interstate commerce act.

We are unable to accept this interpretation of the phrase "rcason-
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ably compensatory." So interpreted, the long-and-short-haul rule

of the fourth section must become absolute or rigid from the very

nature of the case. There may be difficulty in discovering to a

nicety the exact legislative intent in the amended fourth section.

But tlie rejection of an absolute long-and-short-haul clause by both

Houses of Congress is inconsistent with any construction of the

phrase in question which would be equivalent in effect to an abso-

lute clause.

A similar but less extreme interpretation of the words reason-

ably compensatory" is urgcil on behalf of various state commis-

sions in the intermountain territory. It is pointed nut that there

is a margin between a rate which barely escapes being confiscatory

and the highest rate which a regulating body may lawfully allow.

To the intermediate point a rate might approach the latter limit

while a rate to a more distant point might conceivably be less and

yet not so low as to be confiscatory. Seemingly, the rate to the

more distant point may contribute something less than a full pro-

portionate share of return upon investment and thus theoretically

be less than a greater rate to an intermediate point.

We are unable to accept this interpretation of the words "reason-

ably compensatory" as used in the amendc<l fourth section.

VVhere a rate imposed by a regulatory body is under judicial re-

view upon the allegation that the rate fixed is confiscatory, it has

been held by the courts that a rate may not lawfully be fixed by

such tribunal which is based alone on the out-of-pocket costs

ascribable to that particular traffic, but that to be lawful the rate

must be sufficient to cover a ratable proportion of the average cost

of freight traffic generally, including a return on the property de-

voted to public service. To hold otherwise would compel the per-

formance of a certain specified kind of service by the carrier at less

than average cost. The extension of this principle to other classes

of traffic, if pursued far enough, would bankrupt the road.

Where, however, carriers voluntarily propose to reduce certain

rates to an out-of-pocket t^lus basis in order to augment the total

traffic carried, a wholly different situation is presented. The men-

ace of confiscation is aiasent. for volenti yion fit injuria; and the ad-

ditional traffic, if secured with a resulting augmentation of net

revenue instead of laying a burden upon otl er traffic, affords the

possibility of lightening the burden thereon by bringing a greater

tonnage under contribution to net revenue.

The criteria of a reasonably compensatory rate in a confiscation

case are therefore essentially distinct from the criteria of a reason-

ably compensatory rate where carriers volunteer a reduction on

certain rates to an out-of-pocket plus basis. In the first set of

cases the carrier has presumably been charged with seeking to ex-

tract from th'e public which is served more than the services are

reasonably worth ; in the second set of cases the carrier is accused

by protestants, not primarily of seeking to extort more than the

service is reasonably worth to those who receive the service but of

working undue discrimination as between those who can and those

who can not avail themselves of the lower rates voluntarily pro-

posed.

The criterion of a reasonably compensatory rate suggested by

the carriers has been indicated above. It is summarized in the

formula "out-of-pocket-expenses-plus-some-profit."

Just as we have rejected the two interpretations of "reasonably

compensatory," suggested by the protestants as too narrow, so we

are disposed to reject the single criterion suggested by the carriers

in the above formula as insufficient, standing alone. It is probably

true that this formula was decine<l by us as adequate in disposing

of fourth-section applications prior to the amendments of the

fourth section in the transportation act, 1920. We do not agree

with the carriers that the fourth section has not been changed in

substance. The amendment has made mandatory what theretofore

rested in our sound discretion as to compensation for the service

performed to the more distant point, as to circuity, and as to

potential water competition. Moreover, in section 500 of the trans-

portation act, 1920, is expressly declared the policy of Congress to

foster and preserve in full vigor both rail and water transportation.

We think the amendment was the Congress's way of saying that

we should follow a less lilK-ral policy in dealing with departures

from the long-and-short-haul rule than had been followe<l in

former years. Our administrative power at this time is in some

respects narrower than before the amendment. The fourth sec-

tion, as amended, requires the observance by us of certain ad-

ministrative rules which we were enforcing prior to the amend-
ment, but which in some measure lay within our sound discretion

to modify or change. We arc also requiral nmv to accord due

observance to section 500 of the transportaticm act. 1920.

Moreover, the requirements of section 15a may not be defeated

or jeopardized by the action of particular rail carriers seeking to

augment their own net earnings, irrespective of the effect of rate

changes adverse to the carriers of the country generally, or of a

large territorial group. It clearly would defeat the intent of

Congress to foster transportation by rail and water in full vigor

if the rail carriers were permitted, at practically little or no profit

to themselves, to operate so as to deprive water carriers of traffic

which the water carriers would naturally handle. Moreover, it

must be borne in mind that where the out-of-pocket theory is used

as a rate basis, there is inevitably thrown upon the rest of the

traffic the task of providing the bulk of the net return contemplated

in section 15a. Too wide an extension of the out-of-pocket theory

would transpose the entire burden of producing dividends and in-

terest and meeting other fixed charges upon only a part of the

traffic carried.

In the light of these similar considerations, we are of opinion

and find that in the administration of the fourth section the

words "reasonably compensatory" imply that a rate properly so

described must ( 1 ) cover and more than cover the extra or ad-

ditional expenses incurred in handling the traffic to which it ap-

plies
; (2) be no lower than necessary to meet existing competi-

tion; (3) not be so low as to threaten the extinction of legitimate

competition by water carriers ; and (4) not impose an undue
burden on other traffic or jeopardize the appropriate return on the

value of carrier property generally, as contemplated in section 15a

of the act. It may be added that rates of this character ought,

wherever possible, to bear some relation to the value of the com-
modity carried and the value of the service rendered in connection

therewith. We also find that where carriers apply for relief from
the long-and-short-haul clause, of the fourth section and propose
the application of rates which they designate as "reasonably com-
pensatory," they should affirmatively show that the rates proposed
conform to the criteria indicate<l above. It goes without saying

that carriers should not propose rates or rate structures for ap-

proval in a fourth-section application which create infractions of
other provisions of the interstate commerce act. and particularly

of section 3.

Effect on Revenues

E.xtensive statistical data were offered by the carriers to

prove, that the proposed rates to the terminals would l>e suffi-

cient to pay something over and above the out of pKxJtet

costs. After outlining these cost studies, the commission says

that so far as revenue is concerned it is satisfied that taking

the additional business by itself, the proposeil rates generally

and easily cover the extra out of pocket expenses involved

in handling the additional traffic which the railroads expect

to be able to obtain by reducing the rates and in certain in-

stances, it says, that the rates would contribute to the net

return on carrier property. Were the rate level alone to be

considered, it says, it would be difficult to condemn the pro-

posed terminal rates in the general westbound applicition.

Moreover, tlte going water rates shown were such as not

seriously to invalidate the prof)osed terminal rates as lower

than presumably necessary to meet water comjsetition. How-
ever, the commission says, such profit as would accrue fropi

the proposed rates apparently would he largely offset by
what would be lost thereby on the traffic that would move
by rail even witliout the reduction. .Although a large volume
of the traffic in question is moving by water, the movement
by rail is still vcr)- heavy and it is safe to say that there will

always be a substantial movement in most of these commodi-
ties by rail because, other things being equal, the shippers

prefer rail to water. The rail lines by hauling the business

overland would deprive themselves of revenue they are now
receiving for the haul from points of production to the ports

based largely on local rates presumed to be reasonable and
fully compensatory. They believe, however, that tlie proposed

rates would yield greater net returns per 100 pounds than

the local rates to the ports, although tlie rates to the ports

would proI>al)ly yield a greater percentage of profit.

Taking, for example, the iron and steel traffic from tlte

Pittsburgh district, by far the most important traffic involved,

the commission says that proliably somewhere near half is

moving by rail. .Assinning the nioveiiient of 1,000,000 tons

per annum, it is stated that by reducing the rate from $1.66]S-'2

to $1 there would be a direct loss on the 500,000 tons now
being carried by rail of $6,650,000. If the effcvt of the re-

duction would be to take away from the boats one-half of

the tonnage they now have it would mean a gross gain to

the carriers of $5,000,000, which allows nothing for the ex-

pense of handling the additional business. If the cost o^

service were half of the former rate, or 8,^ cents, the com-
mission savs. tlie cost of liandling the added business would
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,/• $4.t>nnn(i. or a net gain from the added traffic of only

igainst the loss of traffic now l>eing han-
I. or a net loss of $5.S00,000. Other

.> arc given and the commission says it is

'(t prt-pared to say that it could l)ase ujwn these estimates

: .oll.itcral losses of net re\'enue the necessary denial of the

tions, hut il is of the of>inion that Ufore it grants the

live relief asked it is entitli-d to be shown by the

carriirs the prohaMe extent of such collateral losses of net

revenue, if any. and the way in whicli such losses would be

divided as between variixjs larriers and territorial groups.

It is pointed out that the lines east of Pittsburgh, although
formal parties to the application, stated at the hearing that

they were not to be understood as either actively supporting
or op{>o6ing it and the commission says it seems clear that

the lines east of Chicago have little, if any, reason to expect

increased gross or net revenue from the proposed rates. The
probabilities are that they would suffer substantial losses.

For example, it is stated that the eastern lines pro]x>se to

haul iron and steel alxMJt 408 miles from Pittsburgh to

Chicago for a division of 15 per cent of the through rate

or a proportion of IS cents instead of from Pittsburgh to

Baltimore, about Jll miles, at the local rate, which is of

5 cents.

"If the carriers are of opinion," the commission says,

"that no collateral loss in net revenue would result, the

obligation to make such showing is upon the carriers. Should

they concede the probabilit}- of a net loss in revenue to the

carriers as a whole, we should have to consider whether such

a shrinkage would adversely affect the return at which we
are required to aim under section 15a; and if, reasonably

assured on this point, we are prepared to allow the carriers

to a.ssume voluntarily a shrinkage in their net revenue, the

question might arise whether it is lawful to focus the whole

gain resulting to the shipjnng public up)on those shippers

mainly located in a particular section or sections, or whether

the relief might not more appropriately be applied through-

out a wider extent of territorj- and among a greater number
of shippers. We find that the carriers have failed to make
the neceisar>- affirmative showing as to the collateral losses

of re\'enue which would result from the proposed terminal

rates.''

The proposed rates on sulphur, the commission says, are

reasonably compensator)' and as to the Southern Pacific

application it finds that the collateral loss of rail revenue

involved is negligible. It finds that the rates proposed will

Ik- rea.sonably compensatory except that "out of aluindancc

of caution" it is of opinion that the proposed terminal rates

should l>e increased by 5 cents jht 100 [rounds. This would

produce a rate on barley in excess of the present rate so that

item is omitted from the authority granted.

Separate Opinions

Commissioner Meyer, in a coiuurring ojiinion in which

Commissioners Esch and Lewis joined, agreed with the find-

ing that the carriers have not justified the relief .sought, but

did not agree with the findings that a violation of scnrtion 3

results from the carriers' proposals with respect to rates from

Chicago and points in Chicago territory to the Pacific Coast.

He said in part:

Practically all articles upon which the rates apply arc procluced

both nil the Atlantic seaboard and in Cliica.i?o territory. I'ihUt nor-

mal c<inditlons producers at Chicaso have an advantaRc in beins

located nearer the Pacific Coast an<I have corrcsponditiRly lower

rates. With the establishment of ratr^ via water routes from the

eastern seaboard which are lower than the rail rates from cither the

seaboard or Chicago, the PacilU- Coa.st supplies its requirements

very largely from the East with articles which were formerly

shipped from Cbicag.i. If the western riil carriers are to partic-

ipate at all in the transportation of these commodities, it is neces-

sary for iheni to make rates which will attract tralVic to their lines

from the seaboard or from Cbica.,;i]. If the traffic i>rininates on

the seaboard tliey must divide their revciuies with the eastern car-

e ti€

iers\

riers. but if the traffic moves i

transportation charge. If the

ihc rate from the seaboard.
Ixard, ami the revenue of the »
t>c depleted. It is therefore the co
ing tjhicago with the water carr
which compels the western carr
Chicago if ihey are to continue to

One of the reasons advanced in

from Chicago is that it is not pro
to inc intermediate territory the
cago ; and that the coast |>oints wi
markets at i-<iual rates which the]
have. Water competition dix-s

mediate points of destination in tli

rates to these points therefore may'
tance. The western carriers from C
port traffic to the intermountain terrii

.serving the same or other markets
points which will deprive them of the i

cago, served by the western carriers^
supply. To require the blanketing of r;

eastern seaboard to this tcrritorj- woulo"
ern carriers to participate in equal rates
divide their revenue with the eastern carr
them of a portion of the revenues which thv
retain. The intermountain territory now has nt
gets at equal rates, and would not be at all benefi,
Chicago from reaching the coast cities while thesi
have the advantage of the lower rates from the east v

The handling of all-rail traffic from Chicago ratbii
the seaboard would preserve the revenues of the westc
and be of benefit to the public at large served by them, inc.
intermediate points of destination, in that any addition to i.

nues of these carriers may ultimately enable them to corre^
iiigly reduce rates to intermediate points. It is my judgment
even if because of the impairment of their revenues the carru
should not reduce their all-rail rates from the eastern seaboard, the
western carriers might well be justified in meeting the competition
of the water routes from the East by reducing the rates from
producing points on their lines in Chicago territory in order that
they may not be deprived of the opportunity of hauling traffic to
supply the requirements of the Pacific Coast points.

Commissioner Aitchison, dissenting in pail, said:

The record in the westbound application shows that the appli-
cants have met all the affirmative tests stated in the report as
criteria

; but the application is denied because thcv have not gone
further and disproved a net loss because of collateral changes in
traffic which supposititiously may affect injuriously the earnings of
some—not all—of the participating carriers. I am not able to con-
clude that having shown the necessity for relief and having satis-
fied all other tests as to the reasonablv compensatory character of
the rates proposed by them, they should be sent hence and denied
access to certain important traffic found to be remunerative, mcrelv
because they have not in their presentation entered the realm of
speculation and proved a negative by conjectural evidence. There-
fore I dissent from the denial of that application.
The addition of 5 cents to the terminal charge made by the

majority in the eastbound application finds no warrant in the rec-
ord, and should not be imposed.

Commissioner Potter concurred in this expression.

Commissioner Hall concurred in the conclusions reached
except that he objected to the arbitrarx' addition of 5 cents
to the rates proposed l)y the Southern Pacific as finding no
support in the record. As to the general westlwund appli-
cation, he said: It may be that rates and movements from
certain groups on certain commodities, iron and steel, for

example, could have been so segregated in the presentation
that fourth section relief could be granted on some even if

denied on others.

Commissioner Campbell concurred in the conclusions of

the majority in deny in;; certain of the applications, but ob-
jected to the granting of the Southern Pacilic and the sulphur
applications, on the ground tiiat if the more distant rates

are reasonably coni|X'nsatory, they iKHTome fully compensatory
and rea.sonable at many intermediate points. He expressed

the opinion that the construction placed on the amendment
docs not Tccogni/e the full intent of Congress and that

"reasonably compen.satorx-" as used in the amendment means
a rate equal in amount to a non-confi.scatorx' rate.
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nted matter where to apply to railroad offices and
pply to for the particular job for which men are
This should be done by mailing this information to
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ess men live at railroad division points, they know little

. nothing about the opportunities in railroad service. Sy.s-

tematic development of the labor material available will do
much in remedying labor conditions on railroads at the time
of \ear when men are needed.

The employing officer should have regular days in his

office to confer with applicants for {Msitions, and this in-

formation should lie given on the circulars. This officer

should be a responsible person and carefully selected. The
fir.st impression made on an applicant is usually a lasting

impression. Does he ask the applicant to sit down and
treat him as he would like to be treated by taking interest

enough in him to ask where he lives and when he arrived,

what vocation he followed, if any, and where he could l>e

found when needed, and, in the meantime, judge his mental
and physical fitness for the job before giving him the appli-
cation to fill out? It will be claimed that no one has time
to converse with all the men who apply for jobs. Might it

not be cheaper in the end to have some capable person or
organization responsible for handling all applicants with the
chance of getting the right man at a time of need, instead of
finally having to take whoever comes? A kind word of
encouragement to the promising man, a word of advice to

improve himself by study, a recommendation where to obtain
literature by recognized authorities on the subject of firing,

and a record or symbol written on the face of his application
is all that is needed in the way of a preliminary interview
and record.

Progressive Examinations

We believe railroads should establi.'^h a system of pro-
gressive examinations when a man is cmplo)'ed first as a
fireman. He will 1)C given the questions on which he will

be examined at the end of the first year; having answered
these questions satisfactorily, he will then Ik- given questions
for the following year. Having passed this examination, he
will l)o given a third and final .set of questions, on which
he will be examined l)cforc being promoted to engineman.
It is not expected that a man will answer these questions
without assistance, and in order that he may understand

•.\l.«irarl nf a r«i<^ rr-»rni<-<l tK-fore ihp Traveling EnuinccrV Afxiciali

them properly, there should be established a school of in-
struction in the use of the air brake and all other locomotive
appurtenances. He should also be invited, and urged, to
ask the master mechanic, traveling engineer or air brake in-
structor or any other official for such information as may be
required on any points in connection with his work.

If a man passes 80 per cent or more in all examinations
he should be given a certificate. If a man fails to pass the
first or second examination, he should be dropped from the
service. At the third examination, if a man should fail to
pass 80 per cent of the questions asked, two more trials not
less than two months apart will be given him to pass the
same examination. If he then fails to pass by a percentage
of 80 he shall be dropped from the service.

Firemen passing the third and final series of questions will
be promoted in order of their seniority as firemen, except
that those who pass on tlie first trial shall rank when pro-
moted above those who pass on the second or third trial and
those passing on the second trial shall rank above those who
pass on the third trial.

Enginemen employed shall be required to pass the third
series of questions before entering the service.

The report is signed by [. B. Hurley (Wabash), chair-
man; W. H. Corbett (Mich. Cent.); J. C. Simino (Sou.
Pac); Andrew Wheeler (C. & N. W.), and C. W. Stark
(N. Y. C).

Discussion

It was evident from the discussion that most of the rail-
roads arc following the practice outlined in the paper for
examining and promoting firemen. The methods of giving
the examination, however, vary considerably. In some cases
the new fireman, on entering the service, is given the ques-
tions for the first year's examination, which he must answer
and turn in by the end of the year. He then receives the
questions for the second and third year's examination after
having answered the preceding questions. On other rail-

roads the men are not given the examination questions, but
are called into the division headquarters to prepare a wTitten
examination on questions which they are not permitted to
take away with them. The written examination is generally
accompanied by an oral examination.

There is considerable variation as to who hires the fire-

men. In some cases where conditions require the taking on
of a large number of men, the men are hired by almost any-
one available. The opinion most generally expressed dur-
ing the discussion, however, was that the traveling engineer
should select the new men. It is evident that the problem
of securing satisfactory recruits is a difficult one, as com-
pared with conditions in the days when young men were
promoted from roundhouse laborers via the ashpit to posi-
tions as firemen. One of the difficulties is the inability of
many applicants to finance themselves during the period of
their trial trips. The opinion was expressed by a number
of the members that the railroads should allow student fire-

men at least tlie amount of their expenses on the road. This
has been .solved to .some extent on the Baltimore & Ohio by
providing the students with meal tickets at certain specified
Ixwrding houses.

B. J. Feeney (Illinois Central) follows the practice of
passing the word around among the enginemen, firemen and
sliopmen when new firemen are to Ix- hired. He asks that
these employees send men to him with letters of recommen-
dation. This has worked well in securing new employees
who come to their jobs with a .sense of responsibility and live
up to it.

The Missoi'Ri Pacific in 1921 paid out $204,972 in livestock

claims, or an avcraRc of $28.'40 per mile of road; and is asking

the aid of cattle owner';, the press and the public in a campaign
fo reduce tlic nimihcr of animals killed by trains.



Motor Driven Rail Car with High Power
New Equipment for Maryland & Pennsylvania Has

120 Hp. Engine and Seats 76 Passengers

THE Maryland &i Pennsylvania has recently received

a passenger train, consisting of a gasoline motor coach

and trailer, with a total seating capacity for 76 pas-

sengers, from the Russell Company, Kenosha, Wis. The
motor coach is .57 ft. 6 in. in length over the end sills, with

a 4-ft. 10-in. baggage compartment and a seating capacity

of 28 in the passenger compartment. The trailer coach is

31 ft. 3 in. in length with seats for 40 passengers. Drop
seats in the baggage compartment accommodate eight addi-

tional passengers. The motor coach is fitted with a 120-hp.

motor and weighs 28,000 lb. The trailer weighs 19,000 lb.,

making a total for the train of 47,000 lb., or 691.2 lb. per

seat, e.xcluding the drop seats in the baggage compartment.

The cars are driven by a 5 ^4 -in. by 7-in. six-cylinder

underframc. Power for the air compressor and elec

light generator are taken off this shaft, in the former cas

through a silent chain drive and in the latter through a belt.

The transmission provides three speeds forward with a re-

duction of nearly five to one in low. The reverse gear is

specially designed for railway service.

The driven shaft from the transmission passes into a drop
gear case just back of the transmission, from this shaft the

power is carried down to the drop shaft by a silent chain
drive. The shafts inside the case carry two sets of gears.

Those on the driving shaft are permanently keyed to the

shaft while tliose on the drop shaft are connected to the shaft

by a three position clutch. These gears provide speed ratios

of 1.1 to 1 and .76 to 1 for each transmission sj^eed, the

ppafjpnanoij
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Maximum Size Floor Plan of the Russell Motor and Trailer Cars

Wisconsin ga.«oline motor, which weighs 1,275 lb. and de-

velops approximately 120 hp. at 1,200 r. p. m. This motor,

handling the motor car and trailer, averages 3.8 miles per

gallon of gasoline. It is mounted on the underframe in

front of the forward truck center and is equipjx'd with an

Eismann dual magneto ignition system, Stroml)crg car-

carburetor and Leecc-Neville generator and starting units.

A separate 32-volt generator, with a 16-cell storage battery

of 70 hours' capacity, furnishes power for the headlight and

train lighting. Fuel is carried in two supply tanks with a

total capacity of 52 gallons and is fed to the carburetor by

the vacuum system, supplemented by air pressure on the

supply tanks.

The underframe consists of two 9-in. 25-lb. steel channels

spaced .1.^ in. apart over the outside faces. The drive shaft

is carried back through universal joints to the clutch and
transmission, which are located under the middle of the

purjjose being to permit the motor to be operated at a speed

lower tlian that provided by the normal ratio, when the car

is traveling at high .«peed under conditions which do not

require heavy duty from the motor.

The drop sliaft extends through the case in both directions

and from it flexible drive shafts are carried forward and
backward to a gear case on the inside axle of each truck.

This gear case contains a Ijevel pinion, supported on ball

bearings, which meshes with a bevel gear attached to the

axle. The gear ca.se is carried on the a.\le itself, but attached

to it is a torsion arm which is spring supported on a bracket

attached to the truck crossframe.

The trucks have a wheel! lasc of 4 ft. 8 in. They are built

up of cast steel pedestal frames of 9-in. I section, connected

by structural steel cross members of channel section, and
weigh 3,750 lb. each. The side and cross members arc joined

by top and bottom gusset plates which are riveted to the chan-
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>^?s on tlie top and bottom

, cast steel wheels 24 in. in

solid steel axles. The out-

er and are fitted with 54-ui-

•bearings. The bearings are

1 a maximum weight of 40,000
i mounted in removable cages

journal box on which the truck

. single coil springs. The truck

n. semi-elliptic spring the ends
.wing links from the truck cross

spring a short channel for the

side bearings is attached by two
IS the spring band,

ggage compartment and the loca-

i" in the trailer car, the floor plans
ylvania coaches are similar to those

which are the arrangements of the

uKxiies. The bodies of the Mar\-land
re built separate from the underframes.

jurely bolted. The overall height is 11

rail and the floor is approximately 42 in.

ihe bodies are of wood frame construction

•xiing. The trailer of the Maryland & Penn-
is fitted with a blind vestiliule at the front end,

e heater is located; tlie steps at the rear end of

car serve the front end of this car. The regular

jent of the builder, however, provides for vestibule

^es at both ends of the trailer car and at the rear end
le motor car. The vestibules are fitted with side, end

A trap doors.

Each car is fitted with a toilet and the trailer car carrier

a small Arco Ideal hot water heater. The motor car is

heated by the motor exhaust, a portion of which may be di-

verted through metal ducts carried along the sides of the

car just above the floor.

The cars are fitted with Westinghouse self-equalizing

automatic brakes. The brake heads and shoes are of the

M. C. B. tA'pe and the couplers are Van Dom vertical plane

type, one-half M. C. B. size. The motor car is fitted with

a pilot, an electric headlight, a bell, air operated whistle,
and marker brackets, to conform to steam railroad require-
ments.

Freight Car Loading
\\ A5HI.VGTON, D. C.

THE USUAL END of the year seasonal decline in freight
business manife.sted itself during the week ended No-
vember 4, when the total revenue freight car loadini:

was 994,827 as compared with 1,014,480 in the week ended
October 28, which marked the peak for this year. The load-
ing for the week of November 4 was, however, 157,251 cars
greater than that for the corresponding week of last year
and 79,212 cars greater than that for the corresponding week
of 1920. As shown by a chart published by the Car Service
Division of the American Railway Association, the peak load-
ing this year was from one to five weeks later than it was in

the four preceding years. In 1918 the peak was reached
in the week of September 2.5, when 989,788 cars were loaded:
in 1919, in the week of September 2.5, when 995.901 cars
were loaded; in 1920, in the week of October 14, when
1,018,539 cars were loaded, and in 1921, in the week of
October 21, when 064,811 cars were loaded. Prior to 1918
the car loading figures were not compiled but the ton-mile
figures show the peak to have been reached in 1916 about
October 1 and in 1917 the peak was in May, shortly after

the United States entered the war.

The peak for 1922 was only three-fourths of one per cent

below the record for any single week in the historj' of the

railroads. The decline from the high point is usuallv verv

rapid toward the end of the year as the wholesale ship-

ments of Christmas gcxxls cease, the grain reaches the ele-

vators, the lakes freeze up and reserve stocks of coal have
been accumulated, but as the result of continued hea\y coal

shipments and the delayed movement of grain because of car

shortage in the west it is expected that the decline this year
will be less abrupt. For two weeks the loading this year

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
Summary—

A

LL Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Years \co. Week Ended .Sat RDAY. NOVE UBEK 4, 19 2.

•
Total revenue freight loaded

Corre- Corre-

Grain spond- spond-

and grain Live Forest Mdse. Miscel- This year. ing year. ing vear.

Districts Year products stock Ccal Coke products Ore L.C.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920
. 1922 9.794 3,793 56,487 2,238 5.993 6,196 65.359 97.136 246.996

192! 9.708 3,255 49,440 2.255 4.828 3,086 66.357 78.504 217,433 217.514

Allegheny . 1922 3.915 3,785 56.944 5.790 3,201 9,373 51.066 78.613 212.687

1921 2,381 3,002 50.255 2,647 2.757 4,231 47.882 57.756 171.111 193.511

Pocahontas . . 1922 243 302 20.167 433 1.624 58 5.713 3.549 32.089

19il 220 201 22.823 194 1,257 9 5.627 3,323 33.654 33.539

Southern . 1922 4.162 2,465 23,283 1,274 21,215 1.373 39,353 46.930 140.055

1921 3.141 1.975 23,-71 526 16,377 522 39,177 38,773 124.262 126.783

Northwestern . 1922 15,845 9.969 10.806 1.436 14,324 27.151 27,029 .19 429 145.989

I92I 11.16S 8.288 7.55') 703 11,811 1,871 28.783 34.479 104.662 147.953

Central Western .... . 1922 12.461 15,479 20,819 307 6.615 2.346 31.054 57.787 146.868

1921 9.701 11,231 13,054 219 6.632 752 31.861 44.693 123.143 132.027

Southwestern !922 5.492 3.938 5.571 163 7.041 549 lf.l63 32.226 70.143

1931 3,700 2,923 5.104 141 7.412 714 15.938 27.379 63.311 64.288

Total Western Districts 1922 33.798 29,386 37.196 1.906 27.980 30.046 73.246 129.442 363.000

1921 24.569 22.442 .10.717 1.663 25.855 .1.337 76.582 106,551 291.116 344.268

Total All Rna-is 1922 51.912 39.-.n 194.077 11.641 60.013 47.046 234.737 355.670 994.827

1921 40,219 30.875 177,006 6,685 51,074 11.185 235,6;5 284.907 837,576

1920 36.223 31.313 203.820 14.748 56.797 66,893 201,478 304.343 915.615

Incieasc Compared ... 1921 11.693 8.856 17,071 4.956 8.939 35.86' 70,763 157.251

Decrease Coinrared . . 1021 888

Increase Tonirored .

.

19JO 15.699 8.418 3.216 33.259 51,327 79.212

Dfcrease Compared .

.

1920 0.74.1 3.107 19,847

Vnv. 4 1922 51.912 39.731 194,077 11.641 60,013 47,046 234.737 355,670 004.827 837.576 915.615
('1 :» 1922 51.913 42.644 117.928 11.388 60,584 48.005 233.680 368.338 1.014.480 951.384 961.243
'

'
' i' Ioj: 53.680 40.473 196.771 10.631 60.344 4.v4f8 231.797 364,595 1.003.759 064,811 1.008.818

1. . H i"»:.' J2.492 .19.141 196,926 10.208 59.727 46,3f.2 226.123 352.101 983.470 010.520 1.018.539
<1.l. 7 1

•).'.' 50.55.t 39.359 189.312 9,880 57.844 47.430 2:8.515 345,267 068.169 ,<<oo.68I 1.011,666
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baj> bci-n greatly in execs* of that for the correspooding wcdu
of any pn-vious year.

The principal decrease :i

week was in miscellanoms

tioQ of 12,00» cars. Then

3,851 and livestoik of 2,9 1.

^

tlie preceding

Acil ;i n-duc-

;>c in coal of

Cirain loading showed a de-

crease of only one car. There were also slight decreases in

forest products and ore, but nterchandisc 1. c. 1 increased

1,057 cars. As compared with the corresponding week of

last year there were increa.*es in all classes of commodities

except merchandise and in all district.^ except the Poiahontas.

As compand with the corresiHjnding week of 1920 there was

an increase in all cla.«ses of commcxlities except coal, coke

and ore and in all districts except the Pocahontas and the

North Western.

The summary as compiled by the Car Service Division is

given in the accompanying table.

In a bulletin issued last wt^k the Car Service Division

said that there is no index of current business conditions

more reliable than the loading of miscellaneous freight on

the railroads and, calling attention to the fact that miscel-

laneous loading for the week of October 28, .>68,3v58, had

"While the general trend of the curves indicates a falling

off of business during the months of November and De-
cember, this p)eriod has Inx-n forced ahead during 1922 to

a jKjint where we can reaxjnaldy e.\|K.'it a continuance of

exceptionally heavy loading this year l»eyond the jx-riod of

prior years. It is reasonably certain, therefore, that the en-

tire year of 1922, when completed, will l>e indicative of the

fact that business conditions throughout the year and the

performance of transportation will lend s|)ecial emphasis to

improvcxl economic conditions and a return to so-called

normal conditions."

Earlier in the year the Car Ser>ice Division had made
an estimate, based on i)revious experience and assuming a

settlement of the coal strike at an earlier date than was
realized, that a loading of 1,100,000 cars might be attained

by Octol)er 21, but the coal strike lasted for some weeks

longer and the shop strike also intervened.

The railroads furnished a slightly larger percentage of the

op>en top cars required during the week of October 28 than

during preceding weeks, 61 per cent as compared with 59

the week before. While 673,638 cars were required. 408.816

were furnished and 378,092 were loaded. For coal loading

J*H. FEB. M»f>. APR MAY JUN. JUL. AUO. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
1 )* II a * II « ZS4II IS zs I ais2Z!sta20Viion»i aiSiZdasizeazaieaioTH zi a 4 ii le zs 2 9 k a x

BOO^

REVENUE FREIGHT CAR LOADINGS

exceeded all previous records, the bulletin said: "If there

existed any adjusted period in the countr)''s history which

might with certainty Ijc termed normal, the present record

car loadings indicate a full and complete recovery from the

post-war deflation.

"The fluctuation in the progress of agriculture and industry

during and since the war is depicted in the depressions and

peaks of the curves for the various years, and an analysis of

economic conditions existing during pericnls of low carload-

ings gives a fairly accurate picture of the cau.ses of jirice

decline and perifxls of inflation.

"In analyzing the trend of the loading for 1922 in rela-

tion to former years, it will be noted that in spite of the fact

that the year was commenced with e.xtnimly low loadings, a

gradual and healthy im[irovcnHnt is indicated up to the

perifxl of the coal strike, 'lliis ;irrangement in this industry,

coupled with the effect of the shop strike on the railroads

which commenced on July 1, retarded the accomplishment

of an immcxiiate return to a peritxl of exceptionally heavy

carloadings and an upward trend of prices. (\)mmencing

in .\ugust, however, the reiovery of the railroads was rapid

and with the resumption of (();il mining in the union fields

carloadings have increased to a jxiint where for the week

ending Octolier 28 they were but a fraction of one percent

under the highest week in the history of the railroads.

the percentage was 57 as compared with 54 furnished the

week before.

The freight car shortage for the week ended on October

30 averaged 179,239, an increase of 12,890 cars over the

average for the preceding week. The shortage included

91,039 box cars, an increa.se of 9 305, and 47,273 coal cars,

an increase of 698. The large.«t shortage reported was in

the Central ^^'estem district, 45,887, while the shortage in

the North Western district was 39,164, but tlie greatest de-

mand for box cars was in the North Western district, where

shortages of 27,160 were reported.

The railroads on Noveniljer 1 had 249,960 freight cars

in need of repairs, or 11 per cent of the cars on line. This

was a reduction of 20,085 cars since October 15 last. This

al.so was the smallest number of freight cars in need of re-

pairs since March 1, 1921. Since July 1, the date on which

the shopmen's strike began, there has been a reduction of

74,623 cars in the number of bad order cars, the total on

that date having been 324,583, or 14.3 per cent of the cars

on line. On November 1 last year, the number of bad order

cars was 345,201.

Of the total on November 1, 198,669 were in need of

liea\7 repairs, a reduction of 16,253 cars since October 15,

and 51,291 in need of liu'ht repairs, a decrease of 3,832

since October 15,
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Effect of the Elections

on Railroad Legislation
Washington. D. C.

AMONG THE QUESTIONS most frequently raised in dis-

cussions as to the significance and probable results of

the recent elections, which will have the effect of

greatly narrowing the present large Republican majorities in

Congress, is the one as to how the transportation act will

be affected. It is expected that the defeat of numerous of

the more conservative of the Senators and Representatives

who voted for the law two and a half years ago, and their

replacement in many cases by men of more radical tenden-

cies, will tend to renew the agitation which has been carried

on since early in 1921 for a repeal of the section under which
the Interstate Commerce Commission is directed to make
rates in an effort to produce a predetermined percentage of

return on the value of the railroad property, .\long with this

goes the demand for a restoration of the former powers of

the state railroad commissions, as the object in both cases is

to bring about reductions in freight rates.

However, many of those who are anxious to see the law,

or at least its rate-making provisions, given a complete and
fair trial w-ithout important amendment under conditions

somewhat more normal than have prevailed since its passage,

see no occasion for serious alarm for some time to come.

The new Congress does not get on the job until next Decem-
ber, unless something should happen to force President

Harding to call an extra session after March 4, which he
now hopes to avoid, and in that time much may develop,

just as the improvement in business conditions during the

past few months has already changed a general complaint

of high rates on the theor\- that they were stifling traffic to

a demand for more cars in which to ship a record-breaking

volume of traffic.

While many of those who have just been elected conducted

their campaigns to a considerable extent on the issue of

opfxjsition to the law, it is much easier to claim than it is

to prove that there has been anything like a plebiscite on the

question, and until March 4 the Congress will consist of

those who have successfully withstood the demand for an
emasculation of the act during the past year and a half.

The Congress so many of whose members will be retired to

private life as a result of the election was criticized as a

"do-nothing"' Congress. One of the things it did not do was
to reduce freight rates, but if good business continues through
another year and the Interstate Commerce Commission con-

tinues to demonstrate occasionally that section 15-a is no bar
to such rate reductions as it thinks justified, even though it

may be used as the basis of an argument against reductions

it docs not think justified (as in the recent transcontinental

rate ca.ses), interest in the freight rates may not be so keen
in another year as it was last year and the first part of 1922.

Also the spectacle of a deadlocked Congress, or a deadlock
between the administration and Congress, may be sufficiently

interesting to allay the demand which is so prevalent in

hard times for Congress to "do something." There is some
uncertainty as yet as to the extent to which the radical ele-

ment, which can hold the balance of power in the new Con-
gress, will be able to so organize itself as to make the neces-

sary trades to put through the legislation it desires, or as to

whether it will, as in the past, be mainly successful in ob-

structive tactics. Even if a m.ajority vote can be secured,

there is always the question of obtaining a two-thirds vote

to override a presidential veto. As a Senator, Harding did
not take part in the final vote on the transportation act, but
he was paired in favor of it and he has never expressed any
sympathy with the proposals for seriously modifying it,

except as to the labor provisions.

The Escli-rummins hill was not handled exactly as a

partisan measure and it was approved by a Democratic

President, although most of the votes by which it was put
through were Republican and a majority' of the Democrats
in both the Senate and the House voted against it. Criticism
of the act also has been to a considerable extent non-partisan
and some of the loudest demands for a repeal or amendment
of the rate-making provisions of section 15-a have come from
Republicans—notably Senator Capper, who had voted for
the bill—but a great deal of denunciation of the law has
come as a matter of course from the Democratic side. The
great reduction in the Republican majorities in both the
House and the Senate in itself, therefore, gives some reason
for apprehension but of greater importance is the large num-
ber of radicals who have been elected to Congress, regardless

of their party affiliations. Among these are such men as
Brookhart, Shipstead, Howell and \\heeler, who are expected
to form an alliance with Johnson, Borah, LaFollette, Norris
and others of the so-called radical group in the upper house,
where the Republican majority is so slender that by sticking

together they could easih- exert a powerful influence on legis-

lation. C. C. Dill, who succeeds Poindexter from Washing-
ton, has also been a lecturer for the Plumb Plan League.

In the Senate there will be 52 Republicans and 44 Demo-
crats, but 19 of the Republicans have been classified as

radicals, "progressives" or liberals, and 15 of them consti-

tute the "farm bloc," while taking the Senate as a whole,
only 40 may be considered conservatives and 56 as liberals

or radicals. The Senate committee on interstate commerce,
which handles most railroad legislation, has lost four con-

sor\-ative Republicans, Townsend of Michigan, Poindexter
of Washington, Kellogg of Minnesota and Frelinghuysen of

Xew Jersey, and two conservative Democrats, Pomerene qf
Ohio and Myers of Montana. All of these were defeated in

the elections except Myers, who was not a candidate. All of

them had voted for the Esch-Cummins bill. Senator Cum-
mins, one of the principal authors of the law, will probably
remain as chairman of this committee, but he is in poor
health and LaFollette is next in line.

In the House there will be 230 Republicans (including

one socialist, one independent and one farm labor member)
and 205 Democrats, but they have been classified as 210
conservatives and 225 liberals. Tlie House committee on
interstate and foreign commerce will lose the following Re-
publicans as the result of tlie election, including those who
were not candidates for re-election : Sweet of Iowa, Stiness

of Rhode Island, Jones of Pennsylvania and Burroughs of

New Hampshire. These were all considered conserv'atives

and all voted for the Esch-Cummins bill. Representative

Johnson of Mississippi, a Democrat, who was against the

bill, was also defeated. The chairmanship of this committee
will probably remain with Samuel E. Winslow of Massa-
chusetts, a conservative.

At the present time the railroads have no program of

affirmative legislation to ask of Congress, although they are

vitally interested in proposed anti-strike legislation and other

changes in the labor provisions of the law, and it is quite

likely that the principal result of the changes in Congress

will be to merely increase the number of hostile bills the)-

will have to fight. There are some who believe that tlie

chances of legi.slation to prevent a recurrence of the shop
strike of this summer and of the threat of a trainmen's strike

that caused some concern a year or so ago. have been reduced

by the effect of the vote demonstration upon the present Con-
gress. This is on the theory that the vote represented a

general repudiation of the ideas that have been expressed

by the present head of the administration. However, the

chances for such legislation were somewhat doubtful before,

in spite of the rather strong expressions of public opinion

at the time of the strikes, and the intentions of the adminis-

tration along that line have not yet been definitely announced.

The primary purpose of the extra session called for No-
vember 20 is to try to pass the ship subsidy bill, but it is
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considard probable that the President will also propose
ome amendments to the labor provisions of the transporta-

tion act, such as he has suggested in the past, in his address
or message to Congress at the o[H-ning of the «<Hi«i'>n Some
of the leading Senators have been givini; s^ - ition

to the subject for some time and Chainnan ' his

return to Washington from Iowa, calK-d at i.. v iluuse

on Tuesday and made an engaisenvnt to confer with the

President later on proposed railroad legislation.

Senator Cummins will endeavor to have Congress consider

amendments to prohibit striki-s and, by way of compensation
for this restriction, to guarantee some kind of a "living

wage"; also to transfer the I.atior Board from Chicago to

Washington and possibly to make it an adjunct of the Inter-

stale Commerce Commission and reorganize it to consist of

members representing the public only. The Senator also

wants to tr>' again to enact a compulsorj- consolidation meas-
ure and it is understood that he is now considering a plan

for the creation of a company to own all railroad equipment
While legislation of this kiml may be put through the Senate,

the prospects for action in the House are regarded as much
less certain, particularly as the introduction of the subject

will be a signal for arousing the demand for a repeal of the

rate section, and as the short session will be rather crowded
with the subsidy bill and the necessar)- appropriation bills

anyway.

Pacific Type for Passenger and Fast Freight

Latest Design for Atlantic Coast Line Is Especially

Adapted to Conditions on That Road

Tif. MAIN LINE of the .-Vtlantic Coast Line is character-

ised, throughout the greater part of its length, by com-
paratively light grades and cur\'es. A hea\'y passenger

traffic is handled, es|x;cially during the winter tourist sea-

son, and the freight consists largely of perishable goods,

which are movtxi on fast schedules. Up to 1911 a large part

of this traffic was handled with locomotives of the Ten-wheel

t)"pe, but the increased weight of passenger trains required

locomotives of greater power than could be obtained with this

wheel arrangement and, in the year mentioned, the Pacific

typie was adopted for the heaviest passenger traffic. These
Pacifies, built bv the Baldwin Locomotive Works, were sub-

reducing tile tube length from 20 ft. 6 in. to 18 ft. 6 in. This
accounts for the reduction in heating surface.

The new locomotives, which are designated as Class P-S-B,
are closely similar, in weight and general dimensions, to the

standard light Pacifies built for the U. S. R. A. The most
important change is a reduction in the driving wheel diameter

from 73 to 69 in. This raises the tractive force and gives

a ratio of adhesion in the new locomotives of 3.88. The
weight on drivers is thus utilized fully and the hauling and
steaming capacities are large in proportion to the wheel loads

carried in this design.

The boiler has a maximum diameter at the dome ring of

Tyi.^ in Drivers for Use in Mixed Service

sequently followed by others built on various orders. The
latest development of the .series is sliown in the accompany-
ing illustration of engine 1606, which is one of 45 ordered

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1922. A comparison
of the leading dimensions of these various Pacific type de-

signs is given in the following table.

•o l^
M j_

g 1 .

K

1

b

c

5

fc.S

a

i.

o li Vin X6
>

u
1911 22 in. by 28 m 72 18S 54.2 J..'; .19 138.950 220.850 29.600
1912 22 in. by 28 in 72 200 54.2 2,917 590 139,800 225.900 32,000

1914 22 in. by 28 in 68 2C0 54.2 2/..15 524 140.400 226.500 33.900

1918 23 in. by 28 in 68 200 56.5 3.345 792 151.050 243.850 37.000

1922 25 in. by 28 in. 69 200 66.7 3,349 830 166,770 275.950 43.000

A combustion chamber was used in the design of 1914,

86 in. and is built with a conical connection in the middle of

the barrel. This provides an ample water space under the

combustion chamber, which is 23J,4 in. long. The firebox

seams are welded throughout and the tubes are welded into

the back tul>e sheet. Flexible bolts stay the combustion cham-

ber and throat, and there is a partial installation of such

bolts in the sides and back head. The firebox contains an

arch, and the labor-saving equipment includes a power-

operated fire door and grate shaker and a coal pusher on

the tender.

The valve gear is of the Baker type, controlled by the

Ragonnct power reverse mechanism. The valves have a

steam lap of 1,% in. and an exhaust clearance of J4 in-

and are set with a travel of 6^ in. and a lead of J4 in-

The guides and crosshcads are of the alligator type and the

piston rcKls, in accordance with Atlantic Coast Line practice,

are bolted to the crossheads instead of keyed.

These locomotives have ample speed capacity for the
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passenger train schedules on the Coast Line, and they are

also well adapted to fast freight service on lines having
moderate grades. They are, therefore, an excellent "all-

around" engine for work on this road.

Further particulars are given in the table of dimensions.

Table of Dimensions, Weights ,^nd rVoPORTiONS

Type 4-6-2
Service P,-issenger and fast freight
Track gage 4 ft. S'A in.
(Nlinders, diameter and stroke 25 in. by 28 in.
Valve gear Baker
Valves, kind and size Piston, 14 in. dia.
Weight in working order:
On drivers 166,770 1b.

On front truck 54,330 lb.

On trailing truck 54,850 lb.

Total, engine 275.950 lb.
Tender 194,050 lb.

Wheel base

:

Driving 1 3 ft. in.

Rigid 13 ft. in.

Total engine 34 ft. 11 in.

Total engine and tender 70 ft. 9yi in.

Driving wheels, diameter outside tires 69 in.

Boiler:
Type Conical
Steam pressure 200 lb. per sq. in.

Fuel Bituminous coal
Diameter first ring, outside 74^ in.

Firebox, leneth and width 114'/^ in. by 84J4 in.

Tubes, numoer and diameter 188

—

214 in.

Flues, number and diameter 36—5J^ in.

Tubes and flues, length 19 ft. in.

Grate area 66.7 sq. ft.

Heating surfaces:
Firebox, including combustion chamber and arch

tubes 273 sq. ft.

Tubes and Hues 3,076 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 3,349 sq. ft.

Superheating 830 sq. ft.

Combined evaporative and superheating 4.179 sq. ft.

Tender:
Water capacity 10.000 gal.

Fuel capacity 16 tons
General data, estimated:

Rated tractive force 43,000 1b.

Cylinder horsepower 2,082
Weight ratios:

Weight on drivers -r- total weight 60.4
Weight on drivers -^ rated tractive force 3.88

Boiler ratios:

Combined heating surface -f- cylinder horse-

power 2.01

Tractive force -i- combined heating surface.... 10.28
Tractive force X diameter drivers -~ com-

bined heating surface 710
Cylinder horsepower -^ grate area 31.2

National Industrial Traffic League

THE National Industrial Traffic League held its annual

meeting at Hotel Commodore, New York Citj-, on

Wednesday and Thursday of this week, with about

400 members in attendance. \V. H. Chandler, of Boston,

president of the league, occupied the chair, and J. H. Beek,

of Chicago, executive secretary of the league, was secretary

of the meeting.

The first day was taken up with the first two items on the

program, revision of the constitution and an address by Hon.

James C. Davis, director general of railroads. United States

Railroad .Administration. Mr. Davis gave a brief .statistical

statement of the work which has devolved on the railraid

administration since the roads were relinquished by the gov-

ernment and explained, by way of reply to criticisms, the

reasons for certain of his acts and decisions. He said, in

part: The taking over and operation of the railroads by the

federal government, as a measure necessary to the successful

prosecution of the World War. was a unique proposition, and

the liquidation of the innumerable liabilities and the adjust-

ment of the many and complex controversies resulting is a

fascinating story. It was probably the largest li<iuidation

problem ever undertaken. 'Ihe claims presented for adjust-

ment may tie roughly divided into the following classes:

1. Claims of the railroad corporations. 2. The innumerable

claims of third persons growing out of the operation of the

property. 3. Claims of freight shippers asking reparation.

4. Claims of the carriers for the use of their propert>-.

The property included 250,000 miles of main track— 18S

large systems and more than 800 .*hort lines. The gros<

earnings of the property for the calendar year 1917, just
prior to federal control, were $4,050,463,579; net railway
operating income, $974,778,937. Up to November 1, 1922,
the total claims filed by the corporations on final settlement
amounted to $958,924,305. Of these claims presented, $677,-
216,939 have been adjusted. The net amount paid in making
these adjustments was $163,509,040.
The settlements so far <;oncluded represent 75 per cent of

the mileage under federal control. \\'ith the exception of
one first class road, adjustments have been made or are still

pending with all companies whicli have presented their

claims. When you consider the extent of this property, the

oportunity for controversy seems to be almost unlimited, and
the adjustment of 75 per cent of the claims without recourse

to the courts is a result that is worthy of special considera-
tion. The notion that the railroads were returned to their

owners in a much worse physical condition than when thev

were taken over is not borne out by the investigations made
by the Railroad administration. The cost of labor and ma-
terial greatly increased as between the test f>eriod and the

period of government operation, but the vast expenditures

of the United States Railroad Administration were made
under the direct f)ersonal supervision of the men who during
private ownership had charge of and operated these identical

properties, and I believe it is a fair conclusion that the gov-

ernment did everything humanly possible to maintain the

property in its possession at the same standard of maintenance
established by the owners during private control. Immedi-
ately after federal control the railroads did the largest busi-

ness in their history; if the roads were returned in a dilapi-

dated condition, this result could not have l)een accomplished.

The railroads suffered serious damage as the result of

federal control, but it was an economic rather than a physical

damage. When returned they were being operated at a deficit,

and were faced with the unpopular and difficult burden of

asking an i; crease in rates and a reduction in wages.

Claims of Third Persons

The claims of third persons consist of an innumerable

number of demands of employees and third persons, which
may be generally described as based ujxin personal injuries,

fires, and loss and damage. These claims are being adjusted

through tlie agency of the corporations upon whose lines the

claims originated. While much progress has been made
there were still pending on July 1, 1922, over 14,500 law

suits, involving an aggregate of $75,000,000.

Some criticism has arisen as to the attitude of the Railroad

Administration in regard to the statute of limitations as to

claims against the Administration. The Transportation Act

provides that proceedings to enforce claims cannot be com-

menced after Februani- 28, 1922. If a claim cannot be

enforced by .suit, it is quite clear that any payment made
after the statute lias run must be considered a voluntary' pay-

ment, and I have held that, as a public officer, I cannot dis-

burse public money in the way of voluntan,- pa\nients. * * *

Everv- one presenting a claim would insist that it was meri-

torious, and the .-Xdministration would at once be in the posi-

tion of arbitrarily determining what in its opinion was a

meritorious claim. The position of a public officer, in the

matter of waiving statutory provisions is very different from

the position of an individual or a private corporation under

similar circumstances. While in some few instances the rule

a(lo])te<i l>v tlie .\dministration has worked an apparent in-

justiie, there are a great flocxl of claims wliolly without merit

that have been disi>osed of, and I feel quite confident that

any im]xirtial suney of the situation will justify the conclu-

sion adopted by the Administration.

There is one scries of claims that is ver>- unusual. In

October, 1918, a gri-at forest fire occurred in Minnesota. An
area of some 1 ,500 square miles was burned over, and several
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towns and citii-s were totally destroyed, notably the town of
Cloquet, with a |M>pulution of sonu- 10,000.

N'otwithstandiriK the fact tlut there were many fires

originalitii; in the burned over srttion entirely independent
of railroad origin, and also notwithstanding the faa that
during the jicnod of the conflagration a hurricane was blow-
ing at the rate of 60 miles an htxir, the court* of Minnesota
have held that if. as a matter of fact, it can Ijc shown that
a fire s<t by a railraid under federal control materially con-
tributed to the contlagr.it ion wliicii destroyed individual
pro{»eny. the Railnxid Admini-stntion is liable. In the trial

of some te>t cases, the jur>- found against the Railroad .\d-

mini.Htration, and the Supreme Court aflirnied the verdicts.

As a result of this disaster, there were instituted over
10,000 law suits, making claim for an aggregate of some
$50.n<)0.(H)0. Having cxhauste<i the defen.^es which were
availal>le to the .Admini.«tnition in litigation, a final conclu-
sion was reached to adjust the losses occurring in that portion
of the burned area which was tributarj- to federally controlled

railro.ids. Up to this time, some 4,000 of these cases have
Ijccn adjusted, representing aggregate demands of sonoe

$20,000,000. The amount paid out, to date, is alwut $8,000,-

000, and the total cost to the Government, in completing these

adjustments will be from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.

Reparation Claims

The adjustment of reparation claim.s has been the subject

of some dissatisfaction. Claims growing out of the charge

of unjust rates can be adjusted only after approval by the

Interstate Commerce Commission. If the claim is on the

informal docket, the approval is made on the recommendation
of the Administration. If on the formal docket, the matter

must be the occasion of an affirmative finding or order of the

Commission requiring payment. * * * The formal awards
made by the Commission many times involve quite difficult

and comjilex questions of law. In many imjxirtant contro-

versies there are differences of opinion as between the mem-
bers of the Commission, resulting often in di.ssenting opin-

ions, and at times there is enough involved in doubtful

controversies to justify asking the decree of a court, and the

Railro;id Administration has simply exercised a privilege al-

ways accorded carriers under private ownership, of submit-

ting doubtful <|uestions of law to the court. This privilege

has l)cen very sjiaringly exercised.

Since July 1, 1920, when the Railroiid Administration

commenced paying reparation awards direct, there has been

received from the Commission 2,048 awards which have not

been subsequently reopened by tiie Commission.

Of this total, there were 52.5 formal awards, of whicli

payment has been authorized in 486 cases, involving total

pa\-ment of $1,707,594. Payment of all tiic informal awards

has been authorized, the total aggregating $1,014,705. There
are at this time only 82 awards for which vouchers have not

been drawn. Of these 55 are held pending an examination

as to wiicther or not the claimant is indebted to any federally-

controlled road. This investigation is required by the pro-

visions of a federal statute. The remaining 37 awards are

held i)ending investigation * *. The final .settlements with

the railroads should be completed by say June .?0, 1923, and

the remaining outstanding matters should be substantially

dis[>osed of by the end of the calendar year 192.>.

The federal control of railroads was undoubtedly a neces-

sity as a war measure. Whether or not lessons of value were

learned as a result of this venture may l)e the subject of dif-

ference of opinion and debate. The cost to the Government

w;is very large. I lielieve, when tin- books are finally dosed,

it will aggregate ai.|)roximatelv ,$1 ,,S1)0,()()0,()()0 to $2,000,-

000,000; $1,200,000,000 to $i,,5()n.l)()0,0()0 as the general

loss by reason of the 26 months of operation, and $600,000,-

000 to $700,000,000, covering the six months' guaranty pe-

riiKJ and the adjustment with the deluit short line railroads.

Operating and Maintaining

Oil-Burning Locomotives*

IN
iHK ui'KKATio.v of an oil-buming locomotive great atten-

tion should be given to avoiding sudden and great changes
in fire-box temperatures. The fireman, by inattention in

letting the steam drop jjack and then forcing the fire to bring
the steam up again, not only wastes fuel but works a great

hardship on the boiler. Owing to the rapidity with which
the temperature can be dropped Ijy cutting down the fire, it

is of utmost importance to have the engine crew give special

attention to the use of the dampers and handling of injectors

or feed water heaters and the bhnver to prevent ai)use of the
boiler. In starting a train the locomotive burning oil can
develop its maximum power without fear of holes Ix-ing torn
in the fire, but if care is not used in handling tlie oil-burning
engine, this feature will adversely affect fuel economy by
producing uneconomical acceleration.

The fuel oil should Ije he-ated to about 100 deg. F. in the
tank to give the lx>st rc^sults, although with the use of ver>-

heavy oils it has l>tvn ncccssar)- to heat the oil to 150 or 180
deg. F. Excessive heating damages the oil by driving off

the lighter gases and causing the asphaltum to separate from
the lighter oil. This makes the flow to the burner irregular
and it is difficult to carrj' a light fire when drifting or
standing.

Frequent sanding of the flues to prevent accumulation of
stx)t promotes economw Sanding should be done where
there is no hazard of starting fires ;ind when the engine is

working under heavj' conditions at a long cut-off. The in-

tervals between sanding depend upon conditions of opera-
tion.

The operation of the firing valve and atomizer require
close attention to take care of the varving boiler load, due to
changing cut-off. Careful attention in the use of the atom-
izer and firing valve will eliminate black smoke, except
where mechanical defects interfere. Heavy black smoke is

not only a direct fuel loss, but rapidly deposits soot on the
flues which interferes with the heat transfer to the boiler.
A dear stack is deceiving. It may mean only a small amount
of air, or it may mean as much as 300 per cent e.xcess. A
clear F'ack is ideal when the gas analysis at the same time
shows a high percentage of carbon dioxide, a very low per-
centage of frcx' oxygen and no carbon monoxide. Under
operating conditions it is good practice to regulate the supply
of air until a very light brown haze is shown at the stack,
which will reduce the amount of excess air and tliereby pro-
duce economy in the use of fuel. The presence of smoke
dcjcs not always mean insufficient air. Poor atomization,
|)o<)r mixture of air and oil, unconsumed oil striking cooling
surface and p<x)rly designed or bricked fire-pan frequently
cause smoke when the air supply may be far in excess of that
rc(|uired.

Maintenance

Hurners should have sufficient air admitted around them
to prevent them from becoming heattxl to a temperature caus-
ing carbonization of the fuel at the mouth of the burner, re-

sulting in deflecting the oil S|)ray. The best results have
Ijcen obtained with a burner kx-ated at a point from six to
nine inches above the floor of the fire-pan.

The fire-pan should be free from all leaks, except the air
openings provided for the combustion of fuel. Leaks in
many ca.ses cause the l>rick work to become loose. Permit-
ting the brick to fall into tlie Ixjttom of the fire-pan deflects

the oil spray. Much can be accomplished in maintaining
the l)rick work by having the fire-pan properly braced, elim-
inating vibration. Should any carbon bo found on the flash-

• Ablfcract o£ a report prf'cntcd brfcrc the convention of the Trnvclinu
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wall, this should be removed to permit the oil spray to come

in contact with a reasonably clean wall.

Both small and superheater flues should be inspected fre-

quently, as there is a possibility of sand collecting in the

large iiues when leaks exist in the front end. Any restric-

tion in the flues will affect superheating and evaporating

efficiency.

The front end arrangement of an oil-burning locomotive

is quite similar to that of a coal-burning locomotive, with

the exception of the absence of the deflector plate and the

necessarv- netting required to prevent cinders from emitting

from the stack. The absence of netting permits of a freer

flow of gases in the front end of oil-burning locomotives. If

an oil-burning engine is properly drafted and the firebox

properly bricked to prevent the localization of high tempera-

tures, the cost of maintenance is about the same as that of

a coal-buming engine.

Economic Advantages of An Oil-Burning Locomotive

In comparing the operation of an oil-burning locomotive

with a coal burner, the locomotive burning oil has a number

of distinct advantages: (1) Reduction in amount of smoke;

(2) absence of cinders; (3) largest type of power can be

operated without the mechanical stoker; (4) less loss of fuel

at the stack; (5) hazard of starting fires along right-of-way

reduced; (6) with careful handling the steam can be kept

closer to the maximum boiler pressure without frequent or

prolonged openings of the pop valve; (7) the fireman is per-

mitted at all times to observe signal indications and operat-

ing rules; (8) the use of oil permits a more accurate check

of the fuel consumption, which is of great value in compiling

individual jjerformance of enginemen, firemen and locomo-

tives; (9) quicker turning of the power may be accomplished

with the use of oil, also a reduction of terminal charges be-

cause of the reduction in hostler service and the elimination

of ash-pit ser\-ice; (10) better system and lower cost of fuel

distribution through the use of pipe lines.

The use of oil is also conducive to longer locomotive runs,

as for equal heat value oil occupies much less space than

coal. Furthermore, oil when stored does not lose its calorific

value as does coal, nor are there any difficulties arising from

disintegration such as may be found when coal is stored.

The report is signed by J. N. Clark (Southern Pacific),

chairman; J. C. Simino (Southern Pacific), J. C. Brennan

(N. Y. C), E. F. Boyle, W. G. Tawse (Superheater Co.),

and Dumont Love (F. E. C).

Discussion

The principal points brought out by the discussion were

the necessity for care in firing up the oil-burning locomotive

to avoid the risk of gas explosions in the fire-box, the value

of the stack cover for retaining heat in the boiler when the

locomotive is in the terminal and a doubt as to whether the

risk of roadway fires is entirely eliminated by the use of oil

as fuel.

The practice outlined to avoid explosions in firing up oil-

burning locomotives, particularly when the fire is to be

lighted in a hot firebox, is first to open the blower valve,

open the fire dfX)r, then turn on the atomizer and finally open

the oil valve after the burning waste for igniting the oil has

been placed in the firel)OX, The blower and the open door

permits a sufficient volume of air to p^uss through tlie fire-

box to prcv'ent the accumulation of gas which may Ix; formed

in the hot firebox should the oil l)e slow in igniting.

The use of stack covers does not seem to lie general practice

although a numl)cr of roads use them to .some extent. In-

stances were cited where, l)y the u.sc of the stack rover, it has

be^n possible to retain sufficient steam pressure in the boiler

after from 8 to 1 2 hours in the rounclhousc, to permit the

engine to be fired up with its own steam in the atomizer.

T,. D. Gillett (Dominion Railroad Commission of Can-

ada) raised the question as to the fire hazard of oil-burning

locomotives, stating that in Canada an investigation as the

result of fires in oil-burning territory had developed the fact

that burning tar has been thrown from the stack in quanti-

ties sufficient to set fire under favorable conditions, and that

a change in tlie refinery process has eliminated the trouble

The discussion thus started brought out the need of super-

vision to insure that cigarettes or cigar stubs, pieces of waste

etc., be not thrown into the sandbox, and thence into the

firebox, through the tubes and out the stack, only partially

consumed, to set fire along the right-of-way and on the ad-

joining property. Through certain agricultural districts,

where considerable grain is grown, the Southern Pacific uses

netting in the front ends of its locomotives during the dry

season as a precautionary measure against the small sparks

throwTi out when sanding the tubes. Although it is evident

that fires can be set from oil-burning locomotives, the con-

sensus of opinion of the memtjers who have had e.xperience

with tliem, is that the risk is incomparably less than with

toal-buming locomotives.

Oregon Wants More Railroads

Washington, D. C.

THE Public Service Commission of Oregon has filed

a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission,

imder paragraph 21 of section 1 of the interstate com-

merce act, asking it to order the Central Pacific, Southern

Pacific, Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany, Oregon Short Line, Oregon Trunk and Deschutes rail-

ways or some one or more of them to extend and construct a

line of railroad from Crane, Ore., westward to a connecting

point that will give market outlets in California and western

Oregon cities to eastern, central and southern Oregon, and

to extend and construct connections tlierewith from the termi-

nals of the present railroads at Kirk and at Bend, Ore., and

that such furtlier order be made giving such constructed lines

such joint and common use of existing lines as will warrant

such construction and thereby adequately serve the territory' of

eastern, central and southern Oregon and open it to the con-

suming markets of the East and the Pacific coast markets,

])orts and terminals. The petition also asks that such rail-

roads be so grouped and such joint and common use be

ordered as to assure maximum competition and maximum use

of cars, equipment and facilities.

The petition says that there is no railroad extending south-

eastward from the western part of the state, south of Port-

land, to any point in eastern Oregon or to that part of

southern Oregon lying east of the Cascade mountains; that

the existing routes through the state are so circuitous that

they constitute continual inconvenience to all inhabitants

of the state and are particularly disadvantageous to the

marketing of its products; that there is no adequate and

efficient line from Lakeview, Klamath Falls, Crane, or Bums
to Portland and that the public convenience and necessity

require that an adequate and efficient line be constructed

from Crane, Bend, Kirk and Eugene to Odell, from Crane

to Burns, from Lakeview to Klamath Falls, or from Lake-

view north to connect witli the proposed Crane-Odell line.

The Oregon commission says that there exi.st practicable

and feasible routes for these extensions and that surveys

have been made and in some instances construction actually

begun many years since but never completed.

After setting forth the resources of the region, the petition

asserts that prompt and effective adtniiiistration of the state

government and the exercise of their duties by state and

county officials require more direct routes between central

and southeastern Oregon and the northwestern part of the

state and that under existing conditions there has always

been an annual car shortage in the territories described.



General News Department

The American Railway Auociation is to hold a special

session at the Ulackstonc, CliuaKo, on Wednesday, December
6, to consider rules relative to distribution of freiKht cars and
methods ol securing observance of car service rules.

The regular monthly meeting of the Western Railway Club
will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on Monday,
November 20. at 7 :30 p. m. Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the

Railway Age. will speak on "Industry and the Man."

The Pennsylvania's grain elevator at Fifty-seventh and
Leavitt streets, Chicago, was destroyed by (ire on November
II with an estimated loss to the building of approximately
$200,000, in addition to which 100,000 bushels of oats were
destroyed.

The annual meeting of the Telegraph and Telephone sec-

tion of the A. R. .\. will be held at the Hotel La Salle,

Chicago, on December 12, 13, 14. This meeting was to

have been held in Colorado Springs on September 19, 20, 21,

but was postponed on account of railway conditions at that

time.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the Chicago Great
Western, at a hearinp held in Drs Moines last week, were
granted the right to appeal to the United States Supreme
Court in their joint effort to prevent the State of Iowa from
collecting property taxes based on the state's valuation. A
temporary injunction was granted.

The Car Shortage is to be the subject of a debate to be
held before the Transportation Club of Louisville, Ky., on
Wednesday evening, November 22. T. B. Turner, assistant

superintendent of transportation of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, will speak for the railways, and J. Frederick Howard,
trafhc manager of Henry Knight & Son, for the shippers.

In a strike of freight handlers at the Wavcrly (N. J.)

transfer of the Pennsylvania Railroad on Monday, November
13, about 250 men went out. Leaders of the workmen's
brotherhood told New York reporters that a general sympa-
thetic strike of freight handlers all around New York was in

contemplation but so far as can be learned they have taken

no serious action. The Pennsylvania has replaced the strikers

with new men.

The Regan Safety Devices Company, New York city, an-

nounces that the installation of the Regan intermittent contact

automatic train control apparatus on the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, throughout its Illinois division, 164 miles, double

track, is to be begun immediately, with the expectation of

completing the work in 100 working days. The directors of

the railroad company on Tuesday, November 14, confirmed

the decision, announced some time ago, to equip this portion

of the Rock Island System in compliance with the order of

the Interstate Commerce Commission. The apparatus is now
being made at the Regan Company's factory at Niagara Falls,

N. Y. That part of this train control system which is already

installed, Blue Island, 111., to Jolirt, 25 miles, has been in

service three years.

Automatic Train Control Order Modified

The Interstate Commerce Commission has modified its automatic

train control order to provide that the Northern Pacific may
instal automatic train stop or train control devices on one full

passenger locomotive division ln-twecn Mandan and Dickinson,

N. n., in lieu of the installation nquircd on the portion of its

line designated in the original ordtT, but the Northern Pacific's

petition, in so far as it requests a mfxlification of the order so

as to permit of the use of an automatic train stop under the

control of the engineman, who may, if alert, forestall automatic

brake application and proceed, is denied. The commission has

also denied a petition of the Chicago, Burlitigton & Quincy for

a modification with respect to the extau of the installation re-

quired on its road, and also the joint petition of the New York
Central, Boston & Albany, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St
Louis, Michigan Central and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, asking

a postponement of the date.

Conference on Numbering of Steel Called by A. E. S. C.

A conference to consider the desirability of providing a system
of designating qualities or kinds of steels by code numbers, has
been called by the American lingineering Standards Committee at

the request of the U. S. Bureau of Standards. The conference
will be held in Room 704, Department of Commerce Building,

Nineteenth street and Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C, at

10 a. m., Dec. 6. This conference will attempt to determine the

desirability of applying a uniform numbering system to forging
steels, casting steels, structural steels, including plates, tool steels

or other steels not so classified.

Railway Development Association

The Kali meeting of the American Railway Development .\sso-

ciation was held in Chicago, on November 9 and 10. W. W.
Harris, editor of "American Railroads," in the absence of Ivy
Lee of the Association of Railway Executives, opened the meet-
ing with a talk on publicity, in which he pointed out the benefits

to be derived from taking the public into confidence, especially

by personal contact. On Friday morning, J. R. Howard, president
of the American Farm Bureau Federation, spoke on the farmers'
viewpoint on railroad questions. The afternoon sessions of both
days were devoted to round table discussions.

Central Railway Club

The regular meeting of the Central Railway Club, Buffalo,
N. Y., will be held on Thursday, November 23, at 2 p. m.
The principal speaker will be F. W. Brazier, assistant to the
general superintendent of rolling stock of the New York
Central, who will read a paper on the training of men to
act in supervisory capacities and on the best results in

handling men.
At 7:30 p. m. in the Hotel Iroquois, the club will hold

its annual dinner. There will be special entertainment
features and the dinner will be followed by dancing.
A party of members of the New York Railroad Club plan

going to Buffalo on a special car to start from the Grand
Central Terminal at 8 p. m. on Wednesday.
The speakers at the dinner will be Ivy L. Lee of New York

City and Reverend G. F. Williams of Buffalo.

Convention of Chief Interchange Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association

The Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's
.'\ssociation held its annual convention at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, on Thursday and Friday, November 9 and 10. In
addition to the discussion of the changes in the rules of inter-

change which are to go into effect on January 1, papers on
the following subjects were read and discussed: Lubrication
of Car Journals, Suggestions for Changes in the Rules for
Loading Long Material to Better ,\ccomniodatc Certain Steel
Products; The Maintenance of Tank Cars, and Car Depart-
ment Apprenticeship System.
The following officers were elected for the coming year:

President, A. Armstrong, .'Vtlanta, Ga.; first vice-president,
William Westall, New York Central; second vice-president,
f. M. Hitch, B. & O.; secretary-treasurer, W. B. Elliott,

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.
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Railroad Meeting of A. S. M. E.

Three papers on locomotive design and operation will be pre-

sented at the railroad session of the annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers to be held at 29 West Thirty-

ninth street. New York, Wednesday afternoon, December 6. The

titles of the papers and the authors are as follows: Steam Dis-

tribution in the Locomotive, G. H. Hartman, Locomotive Appliance

Company; Stresses in Locomotive Frames, R. Eksergian, Baldwm

Locomotive Works: Mechanical Drafting of Locomotives, F.

H. C. Coppus, Coppus Engineering Company.

On Wednesday evening the society will hold a joint session

with the American Economic .Association at which L. F. Lorcc.

president of the Delaware & Hudson, will deliver an address.

E M. Herr of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company will speak on the subject of the Human Element in

Industry.

Wage Statistics for August

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of wage

statistics for the month of August. 1922, shows an increase in the

total number of employees of 126,250, as compared with the

number reported for the preceding month. The number of em-

ployees in the maintenance of equipment group, counted as of

the middle of the month, showed an increase of 78,936 over the

corresponding number for July, the first month of the shopmen's

strike, making a total as of August 15 of 299,385 maintenance of

equipment employees.

Considerable increase is shown in the average earnings per

employee due to a greater proportion of overtime, and the fact

that August had 27 working days while July had only 25.

Compared with the previous month, the increase in the number

of employees, by groups, was as follows:

Executives, officials, .ind staff assistants '^,

Professional, clerical, and general 28'62';
Maintenance of way and structures 79'«36
Maintenance of equipment and stores •

c'fio*
Transportation (>.ther than tram, engine, and yard) ..•• '°?2

Transponation (yardmasters, switch tenders, and hostlers) ^/
Transportation (train and engine senice) •'•"°

Net increase
126,250

A comparison of the number of employees and their compensa-

tion, by months, follows:
Number of Total

„ , employees compensation

* .107,1 1679,927 $227,745,895

lT^i,er 92V. : : ; :

:

ns "o 223 972,822

n.?it3?r •921' :

:

1 754,136 237.602.959

Nmemh'er 192l'' .... 1732,353 225,304,006

kbn,7rv io22> ::::::::::::;: ! 545 mq 194.523,427

M.r7h To4> . 1570,158 216.704,408

ArrH 1922 1578.133 203.413.071

«^.„ • lo" 1,628,228 216,672,028

1685,414 222,932,689May, 1922
Tune. 1922 .

.

*"'„
1922 ;

; ;
1,467,824

&^i9ii- ::.::::::.. 1.594,074

• F.xcludrs Detroit. Tolc<lo & Irrmton Railroad.

193.571,244
224,976,644

English Store Door Delivery

Discussed by Terminal Engineers

The subject of English methods of store door delivery was

presented by F. C. Horner, transportation engineer, before the

Society of Terminal Engineers at the Engineering Societies

building. New York City, on November 4. Mr. Horner's paper

was attended by a moving picture of the work at one of the large

railway freight stations. Following this there was an open dis-

cussion covering the salient points of his paper as well as those

brought out at the September and Oclohcr meetings when the

subjects of store door delivery and shipping containers were

presented. Store door delivery in England is. to all practical

purposes, a sidewalk delivery made by the railroads and although

this service is optional with the shippers or consignees, about 80

per cent of I. c. I. freight is thus handled. The t.iriff rates for

bII of the roads show or will show shortly the chnrges separated

hito rail haul and cartage items. A minimum rate is provided

and certain exceptions are made such as minerals for instance.

No classification is made, however, in regard to cartage. The

average rate is approximately $l..'>n a Ion with an average haul

of about 2V5 miles in London.

Unless otherwise specified, delivery is always made by the

railroad, the aim of the roads being to get the freight out of the

station promptly. This arrangement is country wide, the rail-

roads arranging with a local trucker in small towns to handle

the 1. c. 1. shipments when there is not sufficient volume to justify

railway owned equipment. Motor trucks are now being used to

a limited but growing extent. Car load service will be given

when wanted. When a shipper or consignee desires to truck his

own freight, he is given every facility and is limited only in one

respect. He must deliver or call for freight during certain speci-

fied times. The average consignment in England is about 300 lb

as compared to 900 lb. in this country.

A. R. A. Offers Co-operation in

Work of Coal Commission

The co-operation of the railroads was tendered to the United

States Coal Commission, in a letter sent to John Hays Ham-
mond, the chairman, by R. H. .Aishton, president of the Ameri-

can Railway Association, on November 14. Extracts from thi>

letter appear below

:

"While the railroads of the country have not been officially

addressed by the commission concerning the subjects under in-

vestigation," Mr. Aishton said, "it is their desire to be as helpfu'

as possible in aiding the commission to obtain a solution of the

problems before them. As you are fully aware, the railroad*

are the largest users of coal, and are therefore vitally in-

terested in the economic problems concerning this industry, from
the standpoint of the consumer, as well as the distributor ot

the product. The railroads and their various agencies extend

their helpful co-operation to the commission with a view of aid

ing in every possible way in bringing about a successful ac-

complishment of the tasks before you."

Revenues and Expenses for September

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of revenues
and expenses for Class I roads for September and nine months
of 1922 is as follows

:

September Nine Months
,

>
., ,

A
^

Item 1922 1921 1922 1921

.\verage number of
miles operated 235,058.13 234,974.18 235,231.63 234,854.31

Revenues:

Freight $355,402,370 $354,841,357 $2,846,610,826 $2,894,218,771
Passenger = 97,504,148 > 100,599,536 « 802,566,601 •893,687,823
Mail 7,383.568 7.376,941 66.550,312 71.256,168
Express 12,980,046 10,426,998 94,023,878 70,544.920
All other transpor-

tation 15,680,420 14.668,027 130,395,621 120,935.012
Incidental 10,668,226 9,960,834 83,821,569 89,220,282
Joint facility—Cr 765,660 637.769 7.410,439 5,761.415
Joint f.icility—Dr. 181,891 163.698 1.581.712 1,256,137
Railway operating
revenues 500,202,547 498.347,764 4,029.797.534 4.144,368.254

Expenses:

Maintenance of way
and structures.. 67,585,109 72,748.042 547.885,294 580.247,777

Maintenance o f

equipment 120,040.733 103,778,465 893,894,517 946.134,097
Traffic 6,849,320 6.873,477 64,568,193 63,649,851
Transportation ... 197.636.508 177,700,887 1,561,063,088 1,734,583,431
Miscellaneous oper-

ations 4,303,461 4,024,987 35.631,272 37,573,124
General 12,753,995 13,140,769 117,246.654 127,611,225
Transportation for

investment—Cr.. 607.778 499.484 4.728.802 4,424, 32.>

Railway operating
expenses 408,561.348 377,767,143 3,215,560.216 3,485.375,183

Net revenue from
railway operations 91,641,199 120,580.621 814.237.318 658.993.071

Railway tax accruals 26,422,050 25,919.081 227.531.452 209,534,410

Uncollectible railway
revenues 118,867 99,920 1,023,701 883.S16
Railway operating

income 65,100,282 94.561,620 585,682.165 448.574.845

Knuipmcnt rents—Dr.
bafance 5,080.637 4,787,807 42,618,429 39,750,543

Dr. °wlance"."."TT 1.562,181 2.167.438 13.645.090 14.755.463

^nrinwrnc^".'.'. 58.457.464 87.606.375 529.418,646 394.068,840

Ratio nf expenses to ., „„ .„ ,„
revenues (per cent). 81.68 75.80 79.79 84.10

•Includes $3,217,091. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

• Includes $2,932,258. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

• Includes $24.352. .'47, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

" Includes $24. 704, .'49, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
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Traffic News

The Chicago k North Western has issued a booklet entitled
"Fony Ways, and More, to California and the North Coast."

The .\«sociaied Traffic Gubs of ",
. lal

mectiiiK un December 5 and 6 at thi- M,.

The Traffic Gub of St. Louis will :,,kJ

banquet on the evening of December 5 anJ Utkgitti to tlic la-
lional meeting arc invited to attend as guests of the St. Louis
dnb The Fort Worth Traffic Club, of Fort Worth. Tex., is

the thirtieth club to join the national association.

The National Coal .Association, through a special committee,
calls upon the United States Coal Commission to take action

looking to the furnishing, for the c.al industry, of a continuous,
regular and adequate supply of the means of transportation. "The
railroads of the country should be given sufficient freedom, inde-

pendence and revenue to enable them to obtain the money neces-

sary to provide proper equipment and other facilities to meet their

increasing business. They should be regulated only to an extent
necessary to insure the proper use and distribution of these

facilities when obtained." The causes of the present difficulties

in the coal industry include lack of adequate railroad service and
the commission is asked to compare the existing freight rates with
the rates existing prior to the war ; and also to study the effect

of adequate transportation facilities on production and cost of coal.

Hearings before Interstate Commerce Commissioner .Aitchi-

on on a proposed revision of the coal car distribution rules,

including the question of the right of the railroads to assign

cars for railroad fuel, were resumed at Washington on Novem-
ber 15 and are expected to continue for some time. Among
the witnesses on the first day were A. G. Guthcim, formerly
of the Car Service Division of the .American Railway .Asso-

ciation, C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central,

F. H. Alfred, president of the I'crc Marquette, and E. J.

Pearson, president of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

who testified that the only alternative to the assigned car

rule at times of shortage is the confiscation of coal by rail-

roads, which results in a general increase in coal prices. The
National Coal .Association also expected to put a number of

witnesses on the stand. Representatives of the state railroad

commissions also sat with Commissioner .Aitchison.

J. D. Battle has been appointed traffic manager of the Na-
tional Coal Association, with offices at Washington. D. C,
effecti\e December I. succeeding John Callahan, who recently

resigned to enter the coal brokerage business. Mr. Battle has

had extensive railroad service, beginning with the Georgia Rail-

road, and later with Atlantic Coast Line and Charleston &
Western Carolina joint terminals. From 1918 until the end of

federal control he was connected with the Car Service Division

of the United States Railroad Administration at Washington,

handling the subject of intensive loading of, and efficient use of,

freight cars. When the carriers were returned to their owners,

he was appointed a traveling inspector for the .American Rail-

road Association, beinti recalled to Washington in June of

192f) to assist in directing the work of various terminal com-
mittees that were organized for the purpose of clearing up ac-

cumulation, etc.. resulting from the switchmen's strike. Since

September 15. 1920. he has been assistant traffic manager of the

National Coal .Association.

Oral arguments as to whether the Interstate Commerce
Commission should require the railroads to issue interchange-

able mileage or scrip coupon tickets at reduced r.itcs were
heard by the commission at Washington on Wednesday.
Francis I. Gowen, special counsel of llic Pennsylvania, pre-

sented the argument for the carriers, contending that there is

no justification for such a reduction in railroad revenues and

S. Rlumberg presented the argument for the National Council

of Traveling Men's Associations, urging that a one-third reduc-

tion in rates on a $100 coupon book, would so stimulate freight

and passenger traffic as to result in an increase in revenues.

Commissioner Hall seemed somewhat skeptical as to whether
freight traffic could be stimulated beyond what it has been
during the past few months and asked whether Mr. Blum-
b«rg thought the record showed a basis for the determination
of just and reasonable rates lower than the rates which the
commission has already determined to be just and reasonable.
Mr. Blumherg argued that Congress by passing the law leav-
ing the fixing of the rate to the commission had intended
the commission to make some reduction.

New England Governors' Committee
Discusses Railroad Consolidation

The Joint .Vew England Kailr ad Committee, appointed some
months ago by the governors of the six New England States, sat
in Boston la^t week to hear the views of shippers and others con-
cerning the problem of helping the New England railroads to im-
prcve their conditions. The presiding officer was James J. Stor-
row, chairman of the committee. The first speaker was Henry C.
.Attwill. chairman of the Massachusetts Public Utilities Commis-
sion. Mr. .Attwill thought that in all probability the railroads
could recover their former financial health if they could have
four additional sources of income as follows

:

I.—Compensation from those who receive the special privilege
of having their freight switched to and from private tracks.
2.—More adequate compensation from the United States Govern-

ment for the carriage of mail.

3.—More revenue from the carriage of express matter.
4.—Compensation for the carriage of baggage.
The most generally expressed opinion among shippers was

that the consolidation of New England railroads with trunk lines

west of the Hudson River would be detrimental to the port of
Boston and to New England generally. Charles A. Andrews,
former president of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts
elaborated this view.

Professor William J. Cunningham of Harvard University gave
a brief outline of the recent freight rate history of the country,
and set forth the advantages of consolidating New England lines

with larger systems. New England merchants fear unfavorable
changes in freight rates if such consolidations were to be carried
out but Professor Cunningham reminded them that the Interstate
Commerce Commission would sec that New England wis not
dealt with unjustly. To objections about absentee management,
the speaker referred to instances of that kind already in effect

which are not inimical to the public interests; for example, the
.Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe, which is managed from Chicago
and the Boston & Albany which the New York Central people
manage to the satisfaction of the citizens of Massachusetts.
On Friday, the third day of the hearing, John E. Oldham

presented an elaborate argument in favor of the affiliation of the
New England roads with trunk lines.

Coal Production

Preliminary returns to the Geological Survey on coal loaded
at the mines in the week ended November 11 indicate a total

production of 12.600.0(10 net tons; 10,700.000 tons bituminous and
1,900,000 tons aniliracite. Revised estimates for the week ended
November 4 show 10,617,000 tons of bituminous and 1.839.000 tons
of anthracite. The rate of output of soft coal is now higher than
in 1918 and 1921. and of course much higher than in 1919 when
at the corresponding period the great strike of that year h.id

begun; the present rate is lower than the same season in 1920.

The mine reports for the week ended October 28 indicate im-
proved traffic conditions in Ohio, Westmoreland, and Somerset
counties, Pennsylvania. Maryland. Northern West \'irginia, the
New River and Kanawha districts of Southern West Virginia,

Western Kentucky, and all the trans-Mississippi states

excepting Arkansas. Transportation disability grew more acute
in Indiana, Pittsburgh and Central Pennsylvania districts. Poca-
hontas. Hazard, Harlan, and ."Southern .Appalachian fields, and
in southwestern X'irginia, In Illinois, and the Panhandle of West
Virginia. Winding Gulf. Tug River, and Logan districts, and in

Alabama, the transportation situation remained practically un-
changed. Reports of "no market" were received from operators
in nearly all the states west of the Mississippi.

Shipments of soft coal through Hampton Roads declined dur-
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ing the first week in November. Cargoes consigned to New
England decreased to 149,466 tons and e.xports dropped to 10,379

tons.

Since August 21, approximately 10?4 million tons of bituminous

coal have been dumped into vessels at Lake Erie ports. The

tonnage dumped has been more than a million tons a week during

the last 8 weeks, a high record for sustained heavy movement.

According to the Ore and Coal E.xchange the total soft coal

handled at Lake Erie piers during the week ended November S

was 1,088,104 net tons, as compared with 1,026,388 tons in the

week preceding. Stocks of bituminous coal on the commercial

docks at Duluth, Superior, .Ashland and Washburn increased from

1.034.520 net tons on October 1, to 1,946,875 tons on November 1,

The supply of anthracite increased from 12,370, to 104,430 tons

during the same period.

In spite of this large increase, however, the present reserves

of soft coal are less than one-third of those on November 1,

1921, and the anthracite supply is only about one-eighth of that

a year ago.

Car Relocation Orders

.^dditional orders for the movement of box cars to western

railroads for the purpose of relieving the acute shortage in the

northwest, and of 4,050 coal cars to the Louisville & Nashville,

were issued by the Car Service Division of the American Rail-

way .Association following a meeting of executive and operating

officers at Washington on Saturday. A conference was tirst held

with Commissioner Aitchison, who is understood to have in-

sisted that the practical railroad officers devise some plan for

relieving a situation caused to a considerable extent by viola-

tions of car service rules and later a meeting was held at the

offices of the Car Service Division.

.Mthough a large number of cars of western line ownership

have been returned under the order of October 26, the results

were not fully felt on the roads which were not able to receive

cars directly at Chicago, such as the Great Northern, Northern

Pacific and Union Pacific, and those roads have had their box

car supply depicted to a greater extent than others. Therefore,

an additional program was set up by which all western line

cars arriving at Chicago empty this week, regardless of owner-

ship, were to be made up into solid trains of approximately

100
'

cars each to be delivered alternately to the three lines,

although some provision was also made for the Soo Line. The

first train under this arrangement left Chicago on Monday over

the Illinois Central for the Union Pacific. The trains of empty

cars were to be moved on the same schedules as fast freight

and, if necessary, the program will be continued for another

v\eek.

.Mso to make available the maximum number of cars for

this purpose orders were issued to the eastern lines to deliver

745 box cars daily at Chicago, of western line ownership if

possible, but their own cars if necessary, as follows; Wabash.

15; Grand Trunk Western, 20; Pcre Marquette, 25; Erie, 45;

Michigan Central, 115; New York Central, 125; Pennsylvania,

100; Baltimore & Ohio, 200. and Philadelphia & Reading, 100,

to be divided equally between the Baltimore & Ohio and the

New Y'ork Central. Arrangements were also made for the

daily delivery of 50 cars by the Central of New Jersey, 125

by the Boston & Maine, and 150 by the New Haven, some to

be moved westward by Canadian lines, and a meeting was held

on Monday to arrange for the movement of box cars from

the Southern lines through St. Louis.

The coal car orders provided for the movement within 10

days to the Louisville & Nashville of 7.S0 cars by the Chicago &
Northwestern, 750 by the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. 250

by the Ann Arbor, 500 by the Fere Marquette, 500 by the

Michigan Central, 150 by the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line. 100

by the Toledo, St. Louis & Western. 200 by the Minneapolis &
St. Louis. 300 by the Chicago Great Western, 250 by the

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Stc. Marie, and 300 by the

Great Northern.

Under the order of October 26 reports received by the Car

Service Division show the delivery of 9,997 western box car.?

by the New England group nf lines, including 6.314 loads, and

16.632 box cars from eastern lines to western lines, including

10,207 loads, at Chicago. Peoria and St, Louis. Also the New
England lines have been delivering 200 to 300 empty coal cars

a dav to the anihraritc coal rn,ids.

(nmniiiMniiiniiiiiiiriiiiiiiiniiiiniiMiiiMiiiiniiniminiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiininiininmnmmimima

I Commission and Court News j
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The ii'mmission has declined a request of President Howard

of the American Farm Bureau Federation that it order an em-
bargo on Canadian grain moving over transportation lines in the

United States.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's Bureau of Tariffs has

published the third issue of its schedule of sailings of steam

vessels which are registered under the laws of the United States

and which are intended to load general cargo at ports in the

United States for foreign destinations.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued orders per-

mitting the states of Utah and Nevada and the chambers of

commerce of Salt Lake City and Provo, Utah, to intervene in

the case of the application of the Southern Pacific to acquire

control by lease and stock ownership of the Central Pacific. The
Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific have filed briefs with the

commission on the petition of the Union Pacific for a dismissal

of the Southern Pacific application which was argued orally on

November 4.

The commission has issued orders permitting the states of

L'tah and Nevada and the chambers of commerce of Salt Lake
City and Provo, Utah, and San Francisco and Fresno, Calif.,

to intervene in the case of the application of the Southern

Pacific to acquire control by lease and stock ownership of the

Central Pacific. The Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific

had filed briefs with the commission on the petition of the

Union Pacific for a dismissal of the Southern Pacific applica-

tion which was argued orally on November 4.

The Public Utilities Commission of Kansas has filed a com-
plaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission praying for

reduction in the rates on grain, hay and grain products in Western
territory which were increased 35 per cent in 1920, reduced 13

per cent by a decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission
last year, but were not included in the general 10 per cent reduc-

tion ordered by the commission this year. The commission is

asked to establish reasonable and non-discriminatory rates. It

has assigned the case for a hearing before Examiner Hunter at

Washington on December 11.

I. C. C. to Take Evidence on

Southern Pacific Application

The Interstate Commerce Commission on November 14 an-

nounced that after considering the motion of the Union Pacific

to dismiss the application of the Southern Pacific to acquire

control of the Central Pacific it had been voted that the com-

mission will not, without the hearing of any evidence, decide

the question of jurisdiction, or its power to grant or deny in

whole or in part the application of the Southern Pacific, or

the propriety of taking such action. The motion to dismiss

the application without the taking of testimony was therefore

denied, and the hearing set for November 21, will proceed.

Court News
Placing Freight Cars So as to

Obstruct View of Crossing

The placing of freight cars upon a side track so that the view

of a crossing is obstructed is not an independent ground of negli-

gence, so that where the evidence in an action for damages to

an automobile by collision at a crossing was conflicting as to

whether the bell was rung, the Iowa Supreme Court holds that

the trial court's error in submitting the negligence of placing box

cars so as to obstruct the view, which was the only other ground

of negligence, as an independent ground of recovery, was prejudi-

cial error, necessitating reversal.— Anderson v. U. S. R. A.

(Iowa) 1S,S N. W. 826.
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Foreign Railway News

New Branch of Mexican National

to Be Put Into Operation

At odd times for the last several years construction of the
extension of the branch line of the National Railways of Mexico
from Cuairo Citnegas to Sierra Mojada has been carried on. It

is now stated that the line is practically finished and will soon
be placed in regular operation. It connects with the Mexican
Northern Railroad at Sierra Mojada and with the Eagle Pass-
Torrecn division of the National Railways at Monclova. It is

about ISO miles long and traverses a region that is known to be
rich in minerals and coal.

French Railway Labor Act Revised

The bill providing for a revision of the working day on
French railroads effects small economies in the operation of

the roads, which are now working under a heavy deficit,

according to Commerce Reports. .A distinction is made be-

tween active labor and mere presence on the job. In the

former class the 8-hour day still obtains, while in the latter

the length of the day varies according to the nature of the

work. Each employee must put in 2,504 hours of work a
year, with extra pay for overtime. The indefinite nature of

this provision for overtime payment is expected to neutralize

the good features of the bill.

Allowance is made for a reduction of 30,000 in forces and a

decrease of 250,000,000 francs in the annual pay roll, while

the eight-hour day law increased the operating forces by
110,000 and the pay roll over 1,000,000,000 francs.

Track Improvements on Mexican National

The entire division of the National Railways of Mexico be-

tween San Luis Potosi and Tampico is to be laid with new
ties and ballast. The contract for getting out the ties has

already been let. It is stated that this division is to be prac-

tically rebuilt in many places, the grade reduced and the line

otherwise improved. In order to promote the conservation

of ties for use in Mexico instead of sending them out of the

country, especially to the southwestern part of the United

States, the Mexican government recently placed an export

duty, equivalent to about 47J^ cents on each tie. It is stated

that in the Sierra Madre mountains of the state of Chihuahua
there was quite an industry of manufacturing ties for export

to the United States. It is expected that the new duty will

be prohibitive and that the railroads of Mexico will now be

able to get all the ties they may need at lower cost than

formerly.

Fog Signaling in Great Britain

The first of the autumn fogs descended upon the London area

one day recently, and the commuting population made the train

journey to town to the accompaniment of a fusillade of fog-sig-

naling, according to the Times (London).

The men who take up their station at distant signals to protect

the traffic are drawn from the permanent way staff, and a list of

the men available is kept at every station. On the occurrence of

fog, these men are either called fi>r special duty, or voluntarily

report themselves to the signalman, and, after lighting their

familiar fire and arming themselves with a supply of detonators

(i.e., torpedoes), take up their responsible duties.

\Vhile the signal is in the danger position the fogman must keep

two detonators on the rail and show a red lamp or flag to

the driver of the train approaching the signal. If the "line clear"

signal is given the detonators arc removed. Sometimes the de-

tonators arc placed in position by hand, but when the fogman has

to protect more than one track, detonator-laying machines are

used.

Even these comparatively simple arrangements involve the rail-

ways in considerable cost. One railway in the London district,

which has not a large suburban traffic, nevertheless uses half a

million detonators a year, and these cost 2s. 6d. per doren. The
total number of detonators used on all the railways for various

purposes, but mainly for fog signaling, runs into many millions a

year. During conditions of general fog thousands of men arc

engaged in fog-signaling work.

Formation of the International Union of Railways

Representatives of European railways, meeting at Paris from
October 17 to 21, formed the International Union of Railways
(abbreviated in French to U. I. C). The meeting at Paris was
agreed upon at the Genoa conference and the principal purpose
of the newly-formed union is to facilitate the movement of inter-

national traffic. M. Mange, general manager of the Orleans
Railway, was chosen to head the union, which will have its

headquarters at Paris.

The administration of the association will be in the hands of a

managing txiard, representing the countries forming the union.

Assisting this board will be five commissions as follows

:

1. On Passenger Traffic.

2. On Freight Traffic.

3. On Reciprocal Accounts and Exchanges.

4. On Exchange of Rolling Stock.

5. On Technical Questions.

A general assembly of all members of the association will be
held regularly at five-year intervals. Voting will be, under certain

safeguards, proportionate to route mileage. Decisions cannot be

made binding without sanction of governments of all nations

affected.

Countries represented at the formation of the union were:
Great Britain, Austria, Germany, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark,
Spain, Esthonia, Greece, Netherlands, Hungary, Italy, Lettonia,

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Roumania,
Saarc Valley, Serbia, Sweden, Switzerland, Czecho-Slovakia,

France, the Oriental Railways and the League of Nations. Japan
and China were represented but will not take an active part in

the work of the association until the re-opening of the Trans-
Siberian Railway again puts them into communication by rail

with Europe.

Railway Labor Situation in Britain

Better Than Ever Before

"The brightest feature of the British railway situation is found

in the happy relations between the companies and their men," ac-

cording to The Engineer (London). "Never, during the hundred

years of railways, has this aspect of the railway position been

so good. There is, at present, a noticeable esprit de corps among
the men, a greater desire to gi\e a day's work for a day's pay,

both in the operating and the manufacturing and repairing

branches, that is beneficial to men and masters, and consequently

therefore to the railway proprietors and railway users. We will

not allow ourselves to think that a fear of the effects on labor

of railway grouping is the cause of this change; though it must
he recognized that one consequence of the big amalgamations

now being made may be considerable reductions in the number
of men employed.

"We prefer to believe, and will almost go as far as to affirm,

that the attitude of the men is the result of the unions having

been recognised and of the men themselves having been given a

greater interest in the operation of the railways. This interest

is not as great as Sir Eric Geddes intended when, in the outline

of his proposals, made public towards the end of June, 1920, he

laid down that the boards of management should include repre-

sentatives of the employees, elected from and by the workers.

Subsequent discussions, directly between the companies and the

men's unions, led to clauses being agreed upon for inclusion in

the Railways Bill—now the Railways Act, 1921—for the recogni-

tion of the three railway unions, the continuance ©f the Central

and National Wages Boards, and for the establishment of Whit-

Icy Councils.

"The Whitley Councils cover local departmental committees at

stations and depots, sectional councils on each railway represent-

ing the various grades, and a railway council for each railway.

Above the railway councils is the Central Wages Board, and the

final court is the National Wages Board. Both the companies
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and the men have expressed their determination to give the con-

ferences a fair trial, and. judging by what has happened since

the councils were inaugurated in April, they would seem to be

doing all the good that was expected of them
"

Railroad Construction in Finland

The president of Finland has recently sanctioned the gov-

ernment's proposition to the Finnish diet, covering a program

of railroad construction to be handled during the next five

years, according to Commerce Reports. This program is

based upon the assumption that 75,000,000 Finnish marks

could be devoted to such work annually. Altogether the

different lines recommended for construction in this connection

have a total somewhat in excess of 500 iniles. Therefore, it

may be expected that Finland will construct about 100 miles

of railroad annually during the next few years.

In addition to the above construction work that is to be

carried forward under government auspices, provision is made
for additional construction wlienever the various communes
will provide the necessary funds for supplementary construc-

tion. Obviously it is not possible to estimate the extent to

which public sentiment will support such a program, but re-

ports indicate that something along these lines may develop.

jjiiiiiMiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillillKlliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiniiiii:

I
Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives

The Georgia Railroad is inquiring for 5 locomotives.

The Delaware & Hudson is inquiring for 1 locomotive tender.

The Lehigh Valley is inquiring for 30 locomotive tenders.

The Colorado Midland is inquiring for one Mikado type loco-

motive.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is inquiring for 50

Mikado type locomotives and 10 Santa Fe type engines.

The Central of New Jersey, reported in the Railway Age
of November 4 as inquiring for 4 Pacific type locomotives, has

ordered 5 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. This company is now inquiring for 10, 8-wheel switching

locomotives.

Sir William Acworth Compares Railroad

Operating Statistics of Various Countries

Sir William Acworth recently addressed the Institute of Trans-

port on British Railway Operating Statistics, making some com-

parisons between them and similar statistics of other countries.

The average length of haul in Great Britain was 58 miles, about

the same as in Germany. The average freight train load in

Britain was 135 (long) tons and per route mile British railways

carried 900,000 tons per annum, as compared with one million

in Germany and Russia and 1.650,000 tons in the United States.

The average train load in other countries was: .•\ustria. 200;

Canada, 400; China. 250; France, 150; Germany, 225; India, 200;

Japan (narrow gage), 140; U. S. A., 650.

This comparison, he .said, suggested an important practical

conclusion. There was room on the existing railways for the

existing number of trains. Improvement in train loading ought

at least to keep pace with increase of traffic, and especially having

regard to the effect of the new grouping, he had no doubt that

it would. Further, there was the prospect of electrification in-

creasing freedom of movement on the most crowded sections. If

this were so, British railways ought to be able to get along for

many years to cjme with no new capital expenditure for widening

main through routes.

The average number of cars per train seemed to be much the

same—35 to 40—in England, France, Germany, and the United

States. The capacity of the average French or German car

was probably 40 per cent higher than the English standard. The
American car was four times as large. As to the proportion

of loaded to empty cars there seemed also little difference,

at Ica^t between England. Germany, and .\merica. But the car

mileage per diem showed a startling difference. In England it

was roughly 9 miles ; in Germany 21 ; in America—as a whole

—

it was now about 24 though under stress of war it at one time

got to over 30.

Dealing with the effect of railway charges on the cost of living.

he said statistics showed that the average haul of potatoes was
114.68 miles, and the average charge per ton mile 2^d.—roughly,

8 II). for Id. With farmers selling potatoes at less than £2 per

ton, farmer and railway between them received 1.625d. for 5 lb.

The average housewife could work out from her grocer's bill

the amount of what were euphcmi'stically called "other expenses."

,'\ year's experience as a member of the Railway Rates Advisory
Cf.mmittcc had convinced him that the railways tried to give

the .shippers what they wanted.

The constant plea of the shippers was that they wanted to get

back to pre-war conditions, but Ihcy could save a great deal of

mriiiry by adopting new and more economical methods. The
xtravaganf retail methods of Britisli shippers were shown by

'he fact that they employed 1,360,000 cars to move twenty thou-

nnd million ton miles, while Germany had 700.000 cars to move
.<8.000 million ton miles and France 332,000 cars to mo>e nearly

18.000 million t..n miles

Freight Cars

Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 2,000 hopper cars of 55

tons' capacity.

The Ulen Contracting Corporation, 120 Broadway, New
York City, is inquiring for 35 flat cars.

The Union Pacific has placed an order with the American
Car & Foundry Company for 100 tank cars.

The Central Railroad of Brazil is inquiring through the

car builders of this country for prices on 200 box cars and 200
gondola cars.

The Gre.-\t Southern Refining Company, Lexington, Ky., is

inquiring for about 80 tank cars of from 6,000 to 10,000 gal.

capacity.

The East Jersey Railroad & Terminal Company has placed
an order with the .American Car & Foundry Company for 36,

50-ton tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity.

Watson, Robb & Company has purchased 13 service box cars

from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company, which they have
converted into two office oiu's, fi\e bunk cars, two cook cars and
four service dining cars.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Railway
Age of October 14 as inquiring for 500 box cars and 500 gondolas,

has ordered the former from the Western Steel Car & Foundry
Company and the latter from the .American Car & Foundry Com-
pany. This company is now preparing specifications on an addi-

tional 1,500 cars, also reported in the Railway Age of October 14,

with the above inquiry.

New Freight Cars for the Southern Pacific

The immediate construction of 7.(X)0 freight cars, to cost more
than $8,000,000, has just been authorized by the executive com-
mittee of the Southern Pacific roTnp.iny. This new equipment,

which will be delivered during 1923, docs not include refrigerator

cars for handling perishables, as the company's supply of re-

frigerators is provided by the Pacific Fruit Express Company,
in which the Southern Pacific owns a one-half interest. The
new equipment program of the Pacific Fruit Express, soon to be

announced, will add a substantial number of refrigerators to the

21,598 it now owns. Plans for the construction of the new
cars for the Southern Pacific are nearing completion and it is

expected that a large proportion of the cars will be built on the

Pacific Coast with Pacific Coast materials and labor. The new
cars will be of the most modern design. The total number of

cars owned by the Southern Pacific Company at present is more
than 58,000.
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Passenger Cars

The National Railways or Mtxico are in the market for

10 sttr\ mail cars, 40 ft. long.

The Cektsal op Bkazil contemplates buying in the near future

between SO and 100 cars of various types for passenger Krtice.

The Pennsylvania has ordered 3 gasoline motor cars from
the J. G Brill Company. These cars arc for use on the Smyrna
branch. Bustlcton branch and the Berwick branch.

The BaooKLYN Rapid Transit Company, reported in the

Railway Age of July 22 as contemplating the purchase of 50
cars, is now injuiring for SO trailer cars for use in its subways.

The Central of New Jhisey. reported in the Railway Age
of October 21 as having placed orders for 65 cars for passenger

9e^^ice. has placed additional orders for 25 coaches with the

American Car &• Foiindr)- Company, and 25 coaches with the

Standard Steel Car Company.

Iron and Steel

The Chicago & North Westers is inquiring for SCO tons

of bar iron.

The Chicago & Wester.v Indi.wa has ordered 5,000 tons of

rail from the Illinois Steel Company.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 127 tons of steel from
the Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Company for repairing its

Mississippi river bridge.

Machinery and Tools

The Gllk & Smr I>i..\.sd has ordcrcti from the Niles-Bement-
Pond Company a 5-lon. 72-ft. span overhead crane.

The Lake Erie & Western has placed an order with the

Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Company for a l^^-ton hoist.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has ordered one, 130-in.

by 84-in. by 20-ft. planer from the .\ilcs-Bcmcnt-Pond Company.

Signaling

The City of Philadelphia has placed .in order with the Hall
.Switch & Signal Company for 45 single unit, three color "search-

light" signals.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered from the Union
Switch & Signal Company interlocking for Frisco Crossing,

Okla.. where the M. K. & T. and the St. L.-S. F. cross the Red
River on a joint track. The interlocking machine has ten

mechanical levers and three electric switch units, style S-8.

Supply Trade News

Collision at a Junction on the Northern Railway (France)

at La Briche Fort, Six Miles from Paris

W. W. Sayers, representative of the Link-Belt Company,
with hcadcjuartcrs at Chicago, has been promoted lo cliict

engineer of the Philadelphia works and F..istcrn operations,

with headquarters at Philadelphia.

A. H. Hunter, president of the Atlas Steel Corporation,

Dunkirk, N. Y., has resigned as president, but is still a

member of the board. No action has been taken as yet toward
electing a successor to Mr. Hunter.

The Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago, has

acquired from the Railway & Traction Supply Company of

Chicago, all rights for the manufacturing and selling of the

Little Giant and Hercules bumping posts.

The Southern Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Company, Orange,
Tex., has arranged for a change of name to the Orange Car &
Steel Co. Its operations in the future will be concentrated

on steel railroad car construction and repairs.

F. F. Rohrer, assistant to manager of both the power and
railway departments of the Westinghouse Elective & Manu-
facturing Company, has been appointed general contract

manager of that com-
pany. In his new ap-

pointment, which is ef-

fective immediately, Mr.
Rohrer will be a mem-
ber of the staff of W. S.

R"gg. general sales

manager. In his new
position, Mr. Rohrer
assumes responsibility

for service to customers
under contracts and
will have general super-
vision of all contract

and order work of the

company. In addition

to this general work, he
will continue to have
direct charge of the

contract work of the

power and railway de-

partments which duties

he performed in his

previous position. Mr. Rohrer, wsa born in Harrisburg, Pa.,

.^pril 22, 1876, and attended school there until 1895. He
entered the employ of the Westinghouse Company as a stu-

dent in 1896. After serving in the shops for four years, dur-
ing which time he obtained extensive training in the manu-
facturing and testing departments he was transferred to the
sales department. His services in the latter department have
included a number of positions of responsibility. During the
war, Mr. Rohrer was a member of the Committee of the War
Industries Board appointed to conserve the production of
turbine-generating equipment for government needs. .After

the armistice was signed, he became the representative of

the Westinghouse Company in the settlement of contracts
which were terminated as a result of the ending of the war.
When this work was completed, he served in the capacity of

assistant to the managers of both the power and railway
departments, which position he held until his present appoint-
ment.

The Norwalk Iron Works Company, South Norwalk,
Conn., has opened a Chicago office at 627 W. Washington
boulevard in charge of L. R. Bremser, who for 13 years was
associated with the Gardner Governor Company.

E. C. Wilson, formerly connected with the U. S. Light &
Heat Corporation and the Vapor Car Heating Company, with
oflircs ,it Chicago, has luen appointed western sales manager
for the Ohio Locomotive Crane Company of Bncyrus, Ohio,
with offices in the Railway Fxchangc Building, Chicago.

F. F. Rohm-
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Atlantic Coast Line.—This company has awarded a contract

to Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, for the construction of a

150-ton concrete coaling station at Jesup. Ga.

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has placed a contract with

the Seaboard Construction Company, Philadelphia. Pa., covering

the remodelling of second-hand girders and the erection of a

new superstructure for the bridge carrying its tracks across Stone

Coal creek, Macpelah Junction. W. \'a. The new bridge at this

point is to consist of a 55-ft. through plate girder span, replacing a

timber trestle. Remodeled second-hand girders are to be used.

For this remodeling, certain new material will be required, which

is to be furnished by the McClintic-Marshall Company, under the

tonnage contract recently placed with them by the railroad.

Canadian National.—This company has awarded contracts

to Symes & Company, Fort William. Ont., for the laying of

12.500 ft. of 8-in. water pipe at Mount, Ont.; to the Jamieson

Construction Company, Edmonton, Alta., for the laying of 6,500

ft. of 8-in. water pipe at Korth Battleford, Sask. ; to J. D.

Mc.^rthur. Winnipeg. Man., for a dam at Rivers, Sask.; to the

Northern Construction Company. Winnipeg, for a water supply

system at Pattee, Sask. ; and to P. W. Graham, Moose Jaw, Sask.,

for the construction of an addition to the office building at

Saskatoon, Sask.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company closed bids

on November 14 for a frame icehouse at Eldon. la., to cost

approximately $12,000.

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, with the

Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, has been ordered by the

Louisiana Public Service Commission to build sheds over the

train platforms at the joint station at Ruston, La.

Colorado, Columbus & Mexicaj*.—This company, through its

attorney, John Phillips, of Wichita Falls. Texas, has filed a

petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate

authorizing the construction of 550 miles of electric railroad in

New Mexico, Texas and Arizona, including a main line from

Columbus, \. M., on the Mexican border, to Farmington on the

Denver & Rio Grande, with various branches including one to El

Paso, Texas. The company has been incorporated in New Mexico

with an authorized capital stock of $5,000,000 and asks the com-

mission for authority to issue $20,000,000 of bonds to be sold at

not less than 85.

Gulf Coast Lines.—This company will construct a six-stall

concrete roundhouse at Brownsville, Tex., to cost approximately

$50,000.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Railway Age of November 11 as closing bids November 8 for a

100.000 gal. creosoted water tank at Herrin, 111., has awarded a

contract for the work to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago.

This company will also improve its water facilities at Calumet,

Iowa.

Kansas City Southern.—This company has been ordered by

the Louisiana Public Service Commission to build a station at

De Quincy, la.

Minneapvlis & St. Louis.—This company has awarded a

contract t« the Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company,

Chicago, for the construction of a water treating plant of 25.000

^rallons' capacity at Manly, Iowa.

San Antonio 8r Aransas Pass.—This company has awarded

a contract to the \irginia Bridge & Iron Company for the con-

struction of a bridge over the Brazos river near Wallis, Texas.

St. T.mis-SAN pRAJJasco.—This company dosed bids on

November 13, for a 300-ton concrete coaling station at Fort

Smith, Ark.

St. Louis-San Francisoo.—This company will construct a

storeroom at Ft. Smith. Ark.

Alabama & Mississippi.—New Company.—See Mississippi

& Alabama.

Boston & Maine.—Bonds Sold.—A banking s>Tidicate com-

posed of Merrill, Oldham & Co., Paine, Webber & Co. and

Blodget & Co. of Boston. Cyrus Peirce & Co. of San Francisco

and Reilly, Brock & Co. of Philadelphia has sold $4,000,000 6

per cent mortgage bonds due January 1. 1933, at 95^ and interest,

to yield about 6.62 per cent. These bonds are part of an issue of

$112,985,979 and are secured by a first mortgage on 1,651 miles

of line, subject only to $2,838,000 underlying bonds on 153 miles.

Chicago Great Western.—Asks Autlwrity to Issue Bonds.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $10,206,000 of first mortgage, SO-year,

4 per cent gold bonds and $3,580,000 of 4 per cent preferred stock

to be exchanged for bonds of the Mason City & Fort Dodge.

Georgia, Florida & Alabama.—Abandonment of Boat Lin,-

Authorised.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a certificate authorizing the abandonment of operation of a boat

line between Carrabelle and Appalachicola, Fla., 32 miles, which
has been operated by the company as a part of its line of railroad

The commission says that it is apparent that the boat line serves

no substantial public need which cannot be met adequately by
other available means of transportation.

Illinois Central.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $968,000 c:

refunding mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds to be pledged from
time to time as collateral security for short term notes.

Interstate.—Asks Authority to Issue Stock.—This company
has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

to issue $1,500,000 of common stock for the purpose of purchas-
ing 1,000 all steel hopper cars.

Kentwood & Eastern.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of its line from
Kentwood to Scanlon, Miss., 16.53 miles.

Macon & Birmingham.—Operation to Cease.—At a hearing

in the Superior Court of Macon, Ga., on November 11, Judge
H. A. Mathews ordered the suspension of all service on this road,

effective November 15. He stated his order was based upon the

fact that further operation was unsafe for human life, due to the

poor condition of the road bed. and that the receiver had no funds

and had exhausted all his credit. This road is 97 miles long, from
Sofkee, Ga., westward to La Grange. The Official Guide shows
the line as operated only for freight service.

Marietta & Vincent.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for authority to abandon its line from Moore's Station to

Vincent, Ohio, 10 miles.

Mississippi & Alabama.—To Reopen Line.—Under this name
a company has been organized in Alabama for the purpose of

rehabilitating and continuing the operation of the 17 miles of

line formerly operated as part of the .Mabama & Mississippi

between Vinegar Bend. .Ma., and Leakesville, Miss. Operation

on the Alabama & Mississippi between Vinegar Bend and
Pascagoula, Miss., 78 miles, was discontinued August 14, 1922.

New York Central Lines.—Equipment Trust Authtrised.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the New
Nork Central lines to assume obligation and liability in respect

of $12,660,000 of 4'/i per cent equipment trust certificates to be

issued by the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, and to b«

sold at not less than 95.

Pacific Southwestern.—Asks .-lulhority to Issue Stock.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion for authority to issue $100,000 of stock to be used in the
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cofiMrtKtiofi of • railroad from Locnpoc to White HilU, Calif..

4 miles.

Sakta Fe & Los Anccl» Yi \tmm—.'1iilhorited to Isn*
Slo<k—The Fnlerstate Commrr ' ,, authorized this

CDtnpany lo issue $50,000 of ~oId at not less

than par and the proceeds u- • n purposes aiKl

the .Mchison, Topcka & Santa i'c i^, !m:cii .lullioriird to acquire

coatrol of the company by purchate of its capital stock and by

lease.

Savannah & SmrtHtks.—SaU Ordfrtd.—Thii 32-mile line

will be sold under court order on December 5. Julius Morgan
was appointed receiver for the road March 2, 1922.

Urfo Mmo.v & PLVMoirrH.- Authoriied to lisut Slock.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this com-
pany to issue $330,000 of common stock for the purpose of acquir-

ing additional equipment and discharRing crrtain indebtedness.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission on .N'ovembcr l.i

made public its tentative valuation of the properties of the

Rutland and the .Addison railroads as of June 30, 1917. The
final value of the property owned by the Rutland is given as

$21,881,255 and that of the property used, including that

leased from the .Addison, the Central Vermont, the New York
Central and private parties as $22,205,821. The outstanding

capitalization on date of valuation was $19,952,600. The in-

vestment in road and equipment, including land, was stated

in the books of the carrier at $22,500,622. This is readjusted

in the report to $20,269,100.

The commission has also issued its tentative report on
the valuation of the New Orleans Great Northern as of

1916, in which if states the final value as $7,201,388. The
capital obligations outstanding as of the valuation date amounted

to $15,923,000. The investment in road and equipment as stated

on the books of the company was $16,045,668 which is readjusted

by the commission to $15,201,241.

The commission has also issued tentative valuations in which

the final value of the property owned and used is stated as

follows

:

.Shrcvrport. Homton & Gulf, 1918, owned $92,578.

VoKTnite Villty, 1916, owned $3,436,492.

Dividends Declared

Alabama Great Southern.—Common, J!/j per cent, semiannually, payabK-

December 28 to holder, of record November 29; preferred, J'/i per cent,

•cmiannually. payable February 15 to holders of record January 19.

Canadian Pacific—Common, 2J4 per cent, <iuarlerly. payable December

30 to bolder! of record December I.

CalawUia.— lit and 2nd preferred, J1.25, payable November 18 to holders

of record Noverober 3.

Chicago 4 North Western.—Common. 2;; per cent, semiannually; pre-

ferred, 3^4 per cent, semiannually; both payable January 15 to holders

of record December 14.
. ii

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—6 per cent preferred, $3.00, semiannually:

7 per cent preferred. $3.50, semiannually: both payable December 30 to

holders of record December 8.

Colorado & .Southern.—Common, 3 per cent, annually; first prelerred,

2 per cent, semiannually: second preferred, 4 per cent, annually; all

payable December 30 to holders of record December 16.

Pittsburgh, Bessemer & Lake Erie.— I'feferred, 3 per cent, semiannually,

payable December 1 to holders of record November 15.

Southern I'ac.fic— 1'/, per cent, quarterly, payable January 2 lo holder.

of record Noveml>er 29.
, , i , i .„

Union Pacific—Common. J', per cent. .|uarlerl). pay.il.lc lanuary . lo

holders of record December 1.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

N'ov. 14. Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 66.27 70.31 56.21

Average price of 20 representative rail

way bonds 85.64 86.65 78.77

The Explosion of the boiler of a locnmotise of a freight train

of the New York Central at Monland, N. Y. on the night of

November 11 killed four employees and injured three. This

engine was the second one of a double head southbound freight,

and the boiler was thrown into the air and fell 400 ft. ahead of

the train and the leading locomotive ran into it.

Executive

John C. Walter, whose appointment as vice-president in

charge of personnel of the New York Central was announced
in the Raihvay Age of October 28, page 823. was born on
.\pril 12, 1871, at Cincinnati, O. He was educated in the

public schools of that city. He entered railway service in

1885, since which he has been consecutively: To 1893, clerk

in the office of president and general manager, Ohio & Mis-

sissippi; 1893 to 1899, private secretary to the second vice-

president and traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western at St. Louis, Mo.; 1899 to 1904, chief clerk in the

office of the vice-president and general manager of the same
road at Cincinnati, O.; 1904 to 1908, assistant to the general

manager, with the same headquarters; 1908 to 1909, general

superintendent of transportation of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Baltimore, Md.; 1910 to 1912. assistant general manager of

the Baltimore & Ohio; 1912 to 1914, assistant to third vice-

president; 1914 to 1921, secretary of the Bureau of Informa-

tion of the Eastern Railways at New York; 1921 to the time

of his recent appointment, executive secretary of the bureau.

Operating

V. S. Bumham has been appointed trainmaster of the San
Joaquin division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

Bakersficld, Cal.

P. E. Odell has been appointed general manager of the Gulf,

Mobile & Northern and the Meridian & Memphis, with head-

quarters at Mobile, Ala.

R. G. Parks has been appointed superintendent ot car service

of the .\t1anta, Birmingham & .Atlantic and the office of car

aciountant has been abolished.

O. A. O'Neill, yardmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to

trainmaster, with headquarters at Montevideo, Minn.

Traffic

E. N. Todd has been appointed freight traffic manager of

the Canadian Pacific.

W. M. Kirkpatrick has been appointed general freight

agent of the Canadian Pacific.

George Stephen has been appointed assistant freight traffic

manager of the Canadian Pacific, Western Lines, with head-
quarters at Winnipeg, Man.

H. F. Twining has been appointed general agent of the Ft.

Dodge, Dcs Moines & Southern, witli headquarters at Ft.

Dodge, Iowa, succeeding A. L. Hillman, resigned.

A. L. Still, passenger agent of the Gulf Coast Lines, with
headquarters at Brownsville, Tex., has been promoted to as-

sistant general agent, with headquarters at Mexico City,

Mexico.

G. W. Sloan has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with head-
quarters at Nashville, Tcnn., succeeding W. L. Nichol, pro-

moted.

H. J. Niemann, assistant general freight agent of the Vicks-
burg. Shrcveport & Pacific, with headquarters at New Orleans,
La., has been promoted to general freight agent, with the

same headquarters.

M. D. Riggs. passenger agent of the St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco, with headquarters at Cincinnati, O., has been promoted
to district passenger agent, with headquarters at Fort Worth,
Tex., succeeding E. Mitchell, promoted.
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Mechanical

W. B. Whitsitt has been appointed assistant mechanical

engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio and W. R. Hedeman has

been appointed chief draughtsman.

J. E. O'Brien has been appointed manager of the mechani-

cal department of the Seaboard Air Line, eflfective November
15. Mr. O'Brien will report to the president and to the vice-

president and general

manager. Mr. O'Brien

was born on December
4, 1876, at Stillwater,

Minn., and was gradu-

ated from the Universi-

ty of Minnesota in 1898,

in which year he

entered railway service

as a special apprentice

on the Northern Pacific

at Livingston, Mont.
From November 1,

1901, to November 25,

1903, he was in charge
of general inspection of

material and tests for

that company at St.

Paul, Minn. On the

latter date he became
master mechanic of the

Dakota division at

Jamestown, N. D.
From December 1, 1904, to August 1, 1909, he was assistant

shop superintendent at South Tacoma, Wash. On the latter

date he was promoted to mechanical engineer, with headquar-

ters at St. Paul. On January 1, 1910, he left the Northern
Pacific to become superintendent of motive power of the

Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco. In

1913 he left this position to become assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Missouri Pacific and a short time

thereafter was promoted to superintendent of motive power,

which position he resigned in the early part of 1922.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

Irwin H. Schram, regional engineer of the Hornell region
of the Erie with headquarters at Hornell, N. Y., has been
transferred in a similar capacity to the Chicago region with
headquarters at Chicago.

B. B. Shaw, division engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark., has resigned

to become chief engineer of the Cuba Railway, with head-
quarters at Camaguay, Cuba.

J. E. CBrien

Obituary

F. H. Ustick, general superintendent of the Chicago, Burl-

ington & Quincy, with headquarters at Burlington, Iowa, died

on November 13, at Denver, from pneumonia, which followed
an operation for appendicitis.

A. F. Vickroy, superintendent of the Union Pacific, with
headquarters at Denver, Colo., whose death on October 17

was reported in the Railzvay Age of October 28, page 824,

was born on January 16, 1861, at Avoca, Neb. He entered
railway service in 1873 as a supply clerk on the Kansas
Pacific (Union Pacific) at Ellis, Kan., and from 1874 to Janu-
ary, 1879, held the positions of shop clerk at Wamego, Kan.,
timekeeper in the motive power department at Armstrong,
Kan., telegraph operator at Carr, Colo., clerk and operator
in the division superintendent's oflTice at Denver, Colo., and
agent at Hugo, Colo., consecutively. When the Union
Pacific absorbed the Kansas Pacific in January, 1879, he was
transferred to Wallace, Kan., where he remained until May,
1881, when he was promoted to dispatcher, with headquarters
at Denver, Colo. In January, 1883, he was promoted to chief

dispatcher at Como, Colo. (Colorado & Southern), and from
January, 1884, to September, 1901, he was dispatcher and

Kinney

chief dispatcher at Denver, Colo. He was promoted to

superintendent of the Kansas division, with headquarters at

Ellis, Kan., which position he held until September, 1906,

when he was made assistant superintendent of the Wyoming
division, with headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo. On April 1,

1907, he was promoted to superintendent of the Colorado
division, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., and held this

position until the time of his death. From April 1, 1907, to

May 1, 1915, he was also president of the Denver Union
Depot Company.

O. L. Kinney, general western passenger agent of the Pere
Marquette, with headquarters at Chicago, died on November
10 from an attack of apoplexy while driving from his home in

Oak Park to his office

in Chicago. Mr. Kin-
ney was born in 1875

and entered railway ser-

vice in 1894 as an office

boy with the Grand
Trunk, rising through
various promotions to ^
the position of ticket

agent. He entered the

employ of the Pere
Marquette on .^pril 28,

1902, as a ticket agent
at Toledo, O., later be-

ing promoted to city

passenger agent and
division passenger
agent, with headquar-
ters at Toledo. In

1914, he was promoted
to general western pas-

sengeragent, with head-
quarters at Chicago,
which position he was holding at the time of his death. Dur-
ing the period of Federal control he was employed as division

passenger agent for the Pere Marquette group of lines at

Chicago and upon the dissolution of this group resumed his

former duties and title.

Emil E. Kruthoffer, auditor of freight accounts of the Cleve-
land. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, died at his home in Cin-
cinnati on November 5. Mr. Kruthoflfer was born in Batavia,
Isle of Java, May 22,

1853, his father at that

time being manager of

a Dutch East Indies

trading company. He
was educated in Europe
and was a graduate of a

college at Frankfort,

Germany. .'\t the com-
pletion of his studies,

at the age of 19, he
came to .America, re-

maining in New York
City for a short time.

He then went to Ohio,
locating in Noble
county as bookkeeper
for his uncle in a
large country store.

Subsequently he was
employed as a steward,
or clerk, on a steam-
boat plying the Ohio
river. In 1872 he entered railroad service with the Cleveland,
Marietta & Pittsburgh as bookkeeper. He was assistant

auditor from 1875 to 1877 and auditor from 1877 to January
1, 1882, on which latter date he became a clerk under E. B.
Thomas, general manager of the Cleveland, Columbus, Cin-
cinnati & Indianapolis, which in 1889 was merged by consolida-
tion into the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago iS: St. Louis Rail-

way. He later became traveling auditor, which position he
held until April 1, 1890, when he was appointed freight ac-
countant, the latter position being changed in title to auditor
of freight accounts on July 1, 1905.

nlhofrn-
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Railroads and Public Relations Advertising

THE XKKU for a Utter undcrbtaiuliiij; of llic railroad situ-

ation by the public, and csi><.-ciully the famu-rs, is plain.

I'o public misunderstanding of the railro;id problem is ver)'

largely due the results of the recent election in many states,

es|)ecially in the west. The attitude of a very large part of

the men elected to Congress is such as to justify fear that

unless there is a substantial change of public sentiment be-

fore the new Congress meets, legislation seriously adverse

to the railroads will be pwssed.

During the present year the Railway A^f, realizing that

public sentiment regarding railway matters, especially in

western territory, was undergoing an alarming change, re-

peatedly urged the railways to make greater efforts to set

tlicmselves right jjefore the public. There has Ijeen an in-

crease of public relations work, Ijut it has been wholly inade-

quate to the needs of a time when more misleading propa-

ganda against the railways has been carried on than ever

before.

There is no more effective means available for presenting

the case of the railways to the public and influencing public

timcnt than advertising in magazines and newspapers of

iit-ral circulation and in the farm pa|KTs. Public relations

advertising is often discus.sed as if its main purpose and

effect arc to influence the policy of the press through the

counting rcKjm, but as a matter of fact the editorial policies

of reputable jtublications are influenced by advertising to a

very much smaller extent than many people believe. The

real purpose and effect of public relations advertising should

\te to present to the pul)lic in an attractive and interesting

way correct information which will influence public senti-

ment becau.se the information is correct and suggests correct

conclusions.

Several railways have done considerable public relations

.nlvertising, i)Ut no other railway has done as much of it in

its own territory, or done it as .systematically and thoroughly,

a.s the Illinois Central. Every month for over two years the

Illinois Central has pui)1ished in every daily and weekly

Mnglish language newspaper of general circulation in its

territory an advertisement 30 column inches long dealing

with some matter of common interest to the railro;ids and

the pulilic. In these advertisements it has told its patrons

and employees the causes and remedies for grade crossing

luiidents, the way in which every dollar earned by the

Illinois Central is s[)cnt and the reason and remedies for the

shortage of trans|)ortation. During the shop employees' strike

it explained the causes of the strike and asked for the co-

(i|HTation of the public in the emergency, and urged its

employees to stay at work or return to work. These are but

a few examples of the subjects with wliich its advertisements

have dealt.

It cannot Ix' questioned that the Illinois Central is among
the best managed railroads in the country. Few railways

have done as well in the last two years. Few succeeded in

keeping as m;iny of their shop employees at work during

the recent strike, as quickly restored their shop forces to

normal or were as little affected by the strike in respect to

earnings and expenses. In the lirst nine months of 1922 the

Class I railways of the country as a whole had $411,000,000,

or over ten per cent, less total earnings than in the same

months of 1920. On the other hand, the Illinois Central in

these months increased its total earnings by $6,500,000, or

over six per cent, as compared with tlie same months of 1920.

The operating ratio of the Class I railways as a whole de-

clined from 96.3 per cent in the first nine months of 1920

to 79.79 [XT cent in the corresponding months of 1922, or

16.51 points. The Illinois Central's operating ratio declined

from 95.2 to 76.8 per cent, or 18.4 points. In the months

of August and September, 1922, when the railways' earnings

and expenses showed most plainly the effects of the reduc-

tions of rates and the shop emjjloyees' strike, the net oper-

ating income of all the Class I railways declined $77,000,-

000, or over 40 per cent as compared with tlie same months

of 1921. In these same months the net operating income of

the Illinois Central almost doubletl, increasing from less than

$2,900,000 in 1921 to over $5,600,000 in 1922.

When the management of a railroad is able to show such

a record as this its opinion regarding any question of railway

policy is entitled to most respectful consideration. Is there

any relationsliip between the Illinois Central's public rela-

tions advertising and the operating and financial results it

has secured? The management of the Illinois Central is the

iiest judge of that, and its ]3rincipal officers arc unanimous

in the opinion that there is such a relation.ship. Thev believe

that its public relations advertising has been a ix)tent influ-

ence in helping it to increase its earnings and in securing

co-operation from its employees and patrons in handling its

business efliciently and economically. The advertisements

have all been signed by President Markham. They have

helped to give jxirsonality to the railroad, a thing every rail-

ro;id needs. They have influenced public sentiment favorably

to it, and this has attracted business. They have made its

employees ;md its public understand railroad iiroi)lems bet-

ter, and this has helped to build up morale and to nullify

tile effects of anti-railroad propaganda.

It might i)e assumed that the public relations advertising

the Illinois Central is doing costs a gocxl deal of money. The

967
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total annual cost of it is about IJlOd.OOO. Tliis is 7/100 of

one per cent of its total earnings, and 9/100 of one jwr cent

of its total operating exjjenses in 1921. If every Class I

railway in the country had sj»nt relatively as much in 1921

for this purpose as the Illinois Central, the total expenditure

would have been less than $4,000,000. Absolutely, tliis is

a large amount of money. Compared with the total earnings

of the railways and the importance of a better understanding

of the railroad ])roblem by railway employees and the public,

it is a small sum.

The total exjienditures made by the railways for adver-

tising has shown a marked decline within recent years, both

in absolute amount and in proportion to earnings and oper-

ating expenses. Omitting the two years of government oper-

ation, the total outlay for advertising in 1913 to 1921,

inclusive, was as follows:

l*er cent Per cent of

Advertising Operating of Total Operating Operating

Year Expenses Revenue Revenue Expenses Expense

1913 $9,2;5.698 $3,125,135,798 .296 $2,169,968,924 .427

1914 8,122.328 3,047,019,908 .266 2,200.313,159 .369

1915 7,141,908 2,956,193,202 .241 2,088,682.956 .3A2

1916 7,745,466 3,691,065,217 .209 2.426,250,521 .319

1917 7,305,790 4,014,142,747 .182 2,829,325,124 .258

•1920 4,138,198 6,178,438,459 .066 5,833,731,629 .070

1921 6,362,810 6,516,556,462 .097 4.562,668,302 .139

It will be seen that the total advertising expen.se in 1921

was one-third less than in 191.?, and that whereas in 191.>

almost 3/10 of one per cent of earnings was spent for adver-

tising, in 1921 less than 1/10 of one per cent was spent for

advertising. Because of the increase in the cast of advertis-

ing space, the decline in the amount of advertising done was

much greater than these figures indicate. In 1923 the rail-

ways as a whole could spend as much for other kinds of

advertising as tliey did in 1922 and increa.se by over $3,000,-

000 the amount sjjent by them for public relations advertis-

ing, and still not make their total exix'nditure for advertising

exceed what it was 10 years ago.

The Railway Age does not suggest that each railroad

should individually adopt a public relations advertising pro-

gram relatively as large as that of the Illinois Central. Per-

haps better results would be secured if ])art of the exjjenditure

for this purpose were made by the individual railways and

part of it jointly by groups of railways or by the railways

as a whole. It does, however, seem most probable that sys-

tematic and persistent presentation of the facts about the

railway situation through advertising throughout the country

would have in time a very beneficial effect upon the relations

of the railways with their employees and the public. Several

large concerns or groups of concerns such as the American

Telephone & Telegraj>h Company, the meat packers, and the

Standard Oil Company have systematically carried on such

advertising campaigns for long periods, and got excellent

results. The railways that have done such advertising believe

it has been worth far more than it has cost.

There are many ways in which more public relations work

should be done, but it seems clear that public relations adver-

tising should, and even must be used if all the many millions

of people to whom transportation facts and conditions shoulil

l)e presented are to be reached and influenced.

Important Problems Before the Mechanical Division

TiiK Mechanical Division of the .\merican Railway

Association has given as the reason for deciding not to

hold its regular convention in 1923 the inability of the mem-

l)ers to attend committee meetings or to work on rejwrts.

This decision was i)ased on conditions just after a nation-

wide strike and was undoubtedly influenced by the circum-

.stances existing during the past few months. There is no

prospect of another disruption of shop forces; in fact, the

worst crisis that can be anticipated at present is a record-

breaking traffic. It seems pertinent to inquire at this time

what constitutes an emergency that would justify a railroad

officer in giving up his work in the technical associations.

There are, of cour.se, emergencies which threaten to stoji

the operation of the railroads. When they occur, the most

important duty of every railroad man is to overcome them.

It is well to prepare for emergencies; l)Ut it is a mistake to

stand in such dread of unforeseen |K)Ssibilities that the ex-

|)CCtation of a crisis will put a stop to progressive and

constructive work. Second only in importance to kee])ing the

railroads running is the jiroblem of making them more effi-

cient and economical. Kxcc|)t under extreme conditions, no

railroad officer should l)e too busy to give his attention to

anything which promises to add materially to the efficiency

and ironomy of o|>erati<)n. If he cannot do this, there is

.something wrong with his organization.

The technical associations of railroad officers exist because

they afford the mast effective means of solving problems of

imjwrtance to all the railroads. They are co-operative or-

ganizations to which the railroads contribute a small amount

of time in committee work and in return get the best judg-

ment of representatives of all the roads on tlie subjects con-

sidered. The imixjrtant railroad problems which form, or

should form, the subjects of discussion at technical conven-

tions have not Ijeen disjxflled by the strike. On the contrary,

they have become more pressing due to the large number of

new men taken into the sen'ice and the amount of «iuipmeiit

in bad order. Eventually, the railroads must bend their

energy to solving the.se prol)lems in the way that will Ust

jironiote economy and efficiency. Pastponing the solution

will inevitably cau.se avoidable waste in railroad o]x>ratioii

It will not save time because the officers of the indivitlual

roads will each have to consider these matters whidi .should

have been settled for all by the committees. This, in the

aggregate, will take much more time than would have Ihyii

re(|uired for a very thorough study on behalf of all thi

roads by members of the association.

What are some of the problems before the mechanical

department on which concerted study and action are netxled ?

First, and most imjwrtant, is the jiroblem of training em-

ployees. Practically every railroad now has considerabli
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nuinlier» of imihank-* who .in- incx|>cricnicd in ntilrutd

"<>rk. S<«nc also have a lonsiili-raMc |tm|iortion of formxti

HI wiTi- i»njnvi«»tl clurin;; thi- >trike. Very little of the

.i;iiiutJx of railroad mechanical work has (jcvn set down in

book*. How are these men to \ic instructed to give them a

thorough understanding of their work in the shortest (KMsilile

time? What jxjlicies should Ik- adojited regarding foremen

to insure that they will rcm;un h»yal in any future crisis?

How can they !« trained to inteq)n.t the jxilicy of the rail-

roads to the nx-n under them so as to counteract the lying

propaganda of lalior organizations which has proved so de-

structive to the morale of the workers? A frank interchange

iif exfKrrience ;uid opinion on these to|)ics alone at the next

Mechanical Division convention should re|)uy the railroads

for all the time which the officers would l)e reijuired to s|>end

in pre|Kiring committee reports.

In addition to these human |)rol)lems, there arc pressing

technical prol>lems which the railroads cannot afford to put

off for two years. The question of wheel loads and rail

stresses is a good illustration. Ever since 1914 the American

Railway Engineering Association and the American Society

of Civil Engineers have Iwen analyzing the effect of single

wheel loads and a combination of wheel loads under both

static and dynamic conditions. The.«e tests have brought out

the fact that isolated whcMjls, such as the trailing wheels or

two-wheel leading trucks, produce greater stresses in relation

to the weight carried tiian do the locomotive drivers. This

indicates that the weight of the locomotive should not be

distributed evenly between the wheels, l)Ut that greater loads

can lie carried \)\ the center drivers than \>y the end drivers

and that the load should be still further reduced on the

leading and trailing trucks. The Mechanical Division has

had a committee co-o[X'rating with the American Railway

Engineering Association since 1920 and its report should

not be further (lostponed. Other investigations have indi-

cated that heavily loaded freight cars set up far greater

stresses in rails than is commonly believed to Ije the case.

This work has such an important i)earing on locomotive and

car design that the conclusions of the committee should be

rejiorted and di.scussed at the earliest opjwrtunity.

Other questions of special im|x)rtance at this time are cor-

rosion and decay in cars, the selection and testing of draft

gear and the operating results oi>tained with new designs

of locomotives. These are actual problems which the me-

chanical de|)artment must .settle .sooner or later. It i^ the

function of the Mechanical Division to see that tlie right

solution is presented to the railroads as |)romptly as |)ossii)le.

These questions are of such ini|K)rtance to the railroads tliat

their consideration should not be deferred.

Railway ojierating income represents net after taxes. Net
railway operating income—the term which the Rdilway Age

has recentlx been discussing at some
""'C length in ihi>f (()lunins^rei)resents, on

of the other hand, a net after rents

—

Equipment namely, equipment rents and joint fa-

cility rents. The editorials that have
already appeared have Ijeen intended to throw .some much
needed light on tiie difference between the two terms "railway

oficrating income" and "net railway ofM-rating income", ami
also as a plea in favor of a mi»re general and more consistent

use of the latter term. Continuing the discussion leads one

next to comment on the goixl judgment which was shown
in working out a figun— we refer to that of "net railway op-

erating income" which pay> pn>|Hr regard to the matter of

et|uipment rents. There has Urn much di.«cus>ion in ac-

c(Minting circles concerning the pr(Ji»er place and the proper

manner in which e<|uipment rents should Ik* shown in the

income account. It is not intended, however, just yet at least,

to participate in that discussion. We shall content ourselves

in this instance in showing just how great an effect the inclu-

sion r)f efjuipment rents may have on the o[)erating results.

Mr. Ford's ruilro-ad, the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton has thus

far failed to .show those wonderful results which Mr. Ford
promised. The D. T. & I.'s monthly earnings rejwrts not

only have not l)een good— they have, on the contrary, been
extremely |)oor. Not enough attention has been paid to the

fact that the road's difficulty has iK-en due to etjuiimient rents

—or to i)ut it into the terms of our discussion, due to the fact

that the monthly reports have had to show net after rents

rather than net after taxes only. The figures show that for

the nine months ended September 30, 1922, Mr. Ford's rail-

raid had a net after taxes of $1,016,301—a very satisfactory-

figure, but that it had a net after rents of only $5,650—

a

very jxwr figure. A selcciion of the figures follows:

Detroit, Toledo & Iionton

Sept., 1922 Nine mos., 1922
Net .-ifter taxes —$233,982 $1,016,301
Net after rents 383,097 5.650

Sept.. 1921 Nine mos., 1921

Net after taxes $31,779 $893,082
Net after rents —91.7*1 352,447

These figures point out that the D. T. & I. needs cars.

I'hey also serve as a pertinent exam]>le of how much more
comi)lcte the story of net earnings may sometimes be told if

"net railway o])erating income" is shown rather than merely
railway operating income.

Undoubtedly one great objection of many practical railroad

men of the old school to shop .schedule or routing systems is

that certain forms have to be filled out.

Simplified involving more or less clerical work.

Schedule System Sliop sdiLtiules consist, however, of far

at Jackson Shops '"""^' ''*''" filling out forms by some
clerk. ritry arc essentially a nuih-od

of loriilitii; weak di [>artmnUs, speeding up operatUms and in-

creasing shop ouiput. They have demonstrated their ability

to perform these three functions, and the number of forms

used, or details developed, can be readily suited to individual

shop needs. A shop scliedule, notable for few printed fonns
as well as for its effective control of shop operations, is in-

stalled at the Michigan Central SIiojjs, Jack.son, Mich., as

descriijcd elsewhere in this issue. This schedule has admit-
tedly been one of the important factors enal)ling the Jackson
sho|)S to recover rapidly from the effects of the strike and
.vithin three months show an important increase aliove normal
output. The most noticeal)le feature al>out the schedule sys-

tem at Jack.son, the one without which no shop schedule

can be successful, is that everyone Ix'lieves in it from the

superintendent of motive |)ower down through the ranks. If

in any shop the superintendent or general foreman tloes not

believe in the schedule, and give it his hearty co-operation and
sup|)ort, it will be absolutely ineffective and useless. The
next feature is that the ini|M)rtance of the work of the schedule

su|)ervisor has lieen recognized. In this case he has been
given the title of schedule foreman and made responsil)le not

only for scheduling hHtmiolives, but following u]> work or-

ders, trucking all material through the shops and shijjping
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to outside points. To handle details of tliis work the schedule

foreman ha.s under his ]K'r.<onal direction an assistant, a work

order clerk and ten laborers provided with six pow^er tractor.s

for trucking material. The movement of material is plainly

a function of the schedule department although not commonly
so considered and the way in which the efficient trailer trac-

tor .system at Jackson shops is directed by the schedule fore-

man is therefore of e.xceptional interest. The next feature of

importance is the .^^pecial efficiency gang composed of five

practical shop experts who devote their entire time to tracing

delays as indicated by red marks on the schedule board, locat-

ing the weak points in various departments and strengthening

them. When one department has been brought up to stand-

ard, usually some other becomes the limiting factor and, In-

correcting these deficiencies, there is a continual improve-

ment in shop operation and output.

After several postponements occasioned by the strike of the

shop crafts, the Telegraph and Telephone Section of the

.\merican Railway Association will

Importance of hold its annual meeting at Chicago on

T. & T. Decemjjer 12, 13 and 14. This meet-

Meeting '"" is the first since that held at Rich-

mond, Va., last March and a number of

interesting and valuable reports have been prepared for pre-

sentation, which afford an opportunity for constructive work.

The section, however, has another opportunity to make this

meeting one of the most valuable ever held if it has the

courage to discuss the problems arising out of the strike. The
meeting can thus be made to cover discussions of technical and

the human problems which go hand in hand in any organi-

zation. In order that the greatest good may result, railroad

managements should see to it that their telegraph department

officers are in attendance. Even though proljlems relating to

the strike are not discussed on the floor, the information

gained from an interchange of ideas and experiences among
the various groups of men in attendance after the sessions

will be invaluable. It is fair to assume that those present will

come away better ecjuipped to inaugurate savings in the tele-

graph department which will more than repay the railroads

many times over the expense involved. A concrete example

of this is where one telegraph department ofticer was at a

meeting when the application of the symjjol system to mes-

sages was discussed thoroughly. On his return, he inaugu-

rated this system on his road with the result that it enabled

him to dispense permanently with operators at certain loca-

tions. This road has received a high return on the investment

made i>y having its re|)resentative present. Other roads

should benefit in similar wavs.

The L. C. L. Problem
and Motor Trucks

LESS-TTiAN-cARi.oAD freight comprises between four and
five per cent of the total tonnage handled by the rail-

ways. Yet it requires more than 23 per cent of the cars.

While the rates received for its transportation are liigher

than for carload freight, it is loaded and unloaded by the

roads at their ex|K'nsc tlirough stations provided by them.

'I'hese stations must l>e hnated close to the industrial centers

if they arc to .secure the traffic, wiiich means that the invest-

ment for land is high. All of these factors make such great

inroads on the revenues derived from tiiis traffic that only in

rare instances docs it contril)Ute its share to tiie net revenues

of the roads. In fact, in many instances, |)articu)arly with

short hauls, the roads are actually carrying tlic traffic at a

loss. This situation calls for serious consideration by rail-

way officers and gives special timeliness to the able discus-

sion of the motor truck as an aid in the solution of tliis

problem, presented by W. H. Lyford, vice-president of the

Chicago & Eastern lillinois, which appears elsewhere in

this issue.

The disproportionately large demands for cars to handle
this traffic are specially important at the present time when
cars are so much in demand, particularly the type required

in this service. While some reduction in the number of cars

required may be secured by heavier loading, aided by more
transfer or assembling points, the relief possible from such
measures is limited owing to the relation Isetween heavy
loading of l.c.l. freight and claims. There is, however, one
place in which improvement can be effected. In many large

cities it is the practice to transfer l.c.l. freight between rail-

ways in cars, which movement consumes many car da}'S.

Furthermore, it is the practice of many roads to transfer the

freight between the several receiving and deliver)- houses
and a central assembly and break-up platform or between
large industries and this platform by trap cars. In this

service the motor truck offers large possibilities, as pointed

out by Mr. Lyford. That this is no new idea is indicated

by the use of demountable bodies on trucks at Cincinnati,

the trailer plan at St. Louis and the more recent suggestions

at Xew York.

The second great opportunity for reduction in cost lies in

the use made of the freight station. At the present time the

shipper delivers his freight at the station at any time he
pleases and the consignee calls for it at his convenience.

usually allowing it to remain in the house three or four days.

Because he has to call for and deliver his freight, he patron-

izes the road whose station is located nearest to his plant,

thereby forcing the roads to use expensive property, so ex-

pensive in fact that as Mr. Lyford jwints out, the interc-st

charges alone on real estate occupied by at least one freight

house in Chicago are more than $2.30 per ton of freight

handled.

If the railways could move all freight to the warehouse of

the consignee the day it was received, the relatively large

]>roportion of the floor space now required for storage could

lie restored to its real purpose, relieving the congestion and
|)ostponing for a long time expenditures for more area now
])rcssing. It is doubtful if the railways can afford to under-

take to deliver this less than carload freight individually

because of the duplication of effort and heaN-y- expense.

There are also considerations which favor the development

of this service by an independent cartage company working

in conjunction with all of the railways in a city and making
a special charge for it. Such a company should, by reason

of the volume of its operations, lie able to render tlie service

for shii)pers for less than it now costs them independently.

By working in conjunction with the railways, it could relieve

them of the necessity for a large part if not all of the storage.

Bv a further co-ordination of activities and tlie transfer of

the cartage responsibility to another company, niucli of the

objection of shippers to a more remote and less expensive

Ux-ation for the freiglit stations could be overcome. This

again suggests the use of motor trucks.

In the early days of the motor truck, its s]X)nsors launched

extensive campaigns to ".ship by truck." In launching the

motor truck as a competitor of the railways, its friends

hindered its development along logical lines. By failing to

realize its possil)ilities as an aid in the solution of their

problems, the railways may be losing an equal op()ortunity.

Ihc motor truck is a trans|x)rtation agency which has a

definite future. It is the problem of the railways to utilize

it as an adjunct in its operations. In no phase of railway

operation are there greater ixxssihilities than in the handling

of less than carload freight.
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What Increased Coal Prices

Are Costing the Railroads

TiiK NKT oi'KRATiNd income of ihc railways shaqily ile-

ilinwl in August and SfpUniUr. It was 40 jitT tint

leas in these niunths lluin in the same months of l')21. This
decline has Urn attributed to the reduction of rates made on

July 1, and to the effects of the shop employees' strike.

Detailed statistics of ojieratinn cxjK'nses for August which

recently have lieen made public hy the Interstate Commerce
Commission disclose that there was another factor which
was of very great importance. This was the increase in the

average price that the railways had to pay for coal.

Before the coal strike l»egan last sjiring the average price

the railways were paying for coal was declining, and in

April, the month immediately following the l)eginning of

the strike, when the prices charged into the accounts were

those |>.iid immediately Ijcfore the strike ln-gan. the average

cost of railrtrad coal was $3.46 a ton. From that time the

cost iK'gan rapidly to increase, and in August it was $4.87, an

increa.se since April of $1.41, or over 40 per cent.

The railways u.se about 12,500,000 tons of coal a month.

Therefore, this increase in its cost of $1.41 a ton added

alxHit $17,500,000 to their operating ex|)enses in August.

This increase in ojK'ratinc ex|x-nses resulted in an equivalent

reduction of their net operating income. The reduction in

their net oixTating income a< c<)ni|Kired with .August. l')21,

"IS $.i7,600,000. Therefore, the increa.se in the cost of

il alone was responsiljle for almost one-half of the entire

luction of their net operating income.

The railrcKids have had a strike of their own. It has

cost them a great deal of money. Nobody has proposed to

allow them to advance their rates to offset the increased

ex|>en.se cau.sed by the shop employees' strike. On the con-

trarj', most of their rates, including those on coal, are now
10 [)er cent less than they were Ijefore July 1 when the shop

employees' strike Ijegan.

The coal o|)erators had a strike in their mines. They lost

it. In conse(|uence they arc paying the same wages to the

miners now that they were prior to .^pril 1. The coal strike

cau.sed a shortage of coal. The coal operators have, in con-

sojuence, increased the price the railways have to i)ay for

coal almost 40 per cent.

The railways are not only being forced, out of reduced

rates, to pay the cc/St of the shop employees' .strike, but also

a large part of the cost of the coal strike. They consume
about one-third of all the coal produced. Therefore, they

are paying, roughly, one-third of all the increase in the co.st

of coal due to the coal strike.

It may i)e said that the advance in the price of coal was
commercially justifiable ijecau.se of the shortage of it. But

there is also a shortage of transportation about which the

coal operators frequently coni|)laiii. If the i(»al 0|>erators

are justified in increasing the price the railroads have to

pay for coal 40 |)er cent l)ecause of tlie shortage of coal, ujion

what theory of morale or economics can it be contended that

the railroads should l>e ref|uire(l, not merely to refrain from

advancing rates on coal, but to continue to haul it at rates

whi(h are 10 j)er cent lower than they were before the coal

strike liegan?

Tlie Ktiilway A/je does not wish to be understood as advo-

cating an advance in the rates on coal. It does contend tliat

for the railways, under present conditions, to lie re<iuired to

haul coal at reduced rates and to l)e forced to pay coal prices

that have been advanced 40 per cent since la.st spring is an

economic and moral outrage.

W'iicn is the increase in the |)rices the railroads have to

|)ay for coal going to stop? In only one month of 1920 or

l')21 was the average price they paid as higli as in Augu.st,

1''22. This was in NovemU-r, 1920, when it was $4.92.

We have no di--]x>sition to advocate govemnn-nt regulation of

the price of coal. But those in the coal business are cer-

tainly doing their best to afford justification for the advocacy

of such a polity.

There is in some sections a jiowerful agitation for further

reductions of railway rates. Those carr)ing on this agitation

might well direct their attention to the price of coal. How
lan the railw.ays be ex|»ected to reduce rates again when
within six months the price of their coal, one of the largest

items in their operating ex|)<.'nses, has been increased 40
|H.T cent?

New Books
Bionni/ihiiiil Dir,\liiry of A'lii/uvi.v OKciils of America. Edited

by F.lmer T. Ilowson, Western editor. Railway /Itic; D. A.

Steel, associate editor. Railway Age, and J. li. Tebo. 718

tages, 6 m. by 9 in. Bound in cloth. Published by the Sim-

mons-Roardman Publishing Company, ll'oolworth BIdg.,

New York.

The publication of the Biographical Directory was begun
by the Railway Age Company in 1885 for the double pur-

|)Ose of furnishing a com])lete list of American railway offi-

cers arranged ali)habetically for personal reference rather

than under the titles of their companies and also providing

a concise record of their railway history. The 1922 edition

is the eighth in this .series of directories. While the need

for an al])habetical list of railway men is now supplied

from other sources, the increasing value of a directory con-

fined to the personal history of the men who build, control

and carr}' on the operation of the railways of North .America

has been demon.strated in the years which have passed since

the appearance of the first edition and the Biographical Di-

rectory has come to be recognized as an indispensable refer-

ence book in every railway liljran.-, as it is the only com-

prehensive history of the ])rofessioT>al careers of .\merican

railway officers published. The purpose of the directory is

to give a concise and accurate record of the railwav service

of general, divisional and departmental officers.

The present volume shows a larger number of new names
than any previous edition; only approximately 1,850 of the

more than 5,000 officers whose sketches appear in this vol-

ume appeared in the last, or 191.>, edition. It is of interest

to note that only approximately 650 of the men whose

sketches appeared in the 191.^ edition are holding the same

position as then, indicating that a new generation has come

into the command of our railways. More tlian ,vO()() of the

sketches incorporated in this volume liave l>een inserted for

the first time.

In addition to tlie sketches of men in active railway

service, there are also included sketches of a number of rail-

way officials of extended service who have left important

railwav positions to engage in other business, l)ut whose

railway records still continue to lie a matter of general in-

terest. Sketches are also included of many former railway

officers now retired and still living. As in the 191,5 edi-

tion, biograjjhical sketches of the members of the Interstate

Commerce Commission and of many of the state railway

commissions are grou|>ed in alphabetiial order at the end

of the volume. To these have been added tiie members of the

Railro;id Labor Board.

TiiK Raii.w.sv Ci.un ok Pittsbubgh will hold its regular meet-

inn at Fort I'itt Hotel, on the evening of Thursday, Novem-

ber 2.V F. X. Milholland. assistant to senior vice-president of

the Haltimorc & Ohio, will speak on Public Relations of the

Kailroads.
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Letters to the Editor
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Expedited Service and Rate Making
^ _ .St. t.ouis. Mo.
To THE Editor:

I have been impressed, sometime.s favoraI)lv and some-
times otherwise, with the views of Secretary of Commerce
Hoover, as jmlilished from time to time, resjiecting freight
rates and trans[K)rtation. I think I .see a fundamental fea-
ture runninji through his statements, which, I believe, if

recon;nized and acted uj)on will result in mutual Isenetit to the
carriers and to the public. Mr. Hoover held, in his testi-
mony before the Interstate Commerce Commission, in Gen-
eral Rate Investigation Docket No. 13,29.?, that the class
rates, or those covering the higher grades of merchandise,
might well be advanced, making reductions onlv in the rates
on the lower grades of commodities.

If the carriers would so adjust their methods of handling
these different classes of shipments, and recognize that there
should ]>e a di.stinct and well-defined service commensurate
with the value of the goods, so that high-class shipments
should not be delayed in transit or held in suspense in conse-
quence of maximum train tonnage rules, much higher rates
might quite reasonably be demanded. In fact, I believe the
shippers and receivers of the higher grades of merchandise
would willingly pay higher rates if such rates were predi-
cated on schedule of such speed and guaranteed regularitv as
would iireclude the filling in with cars of jjig iron, or other
low-grade commodities, in order to bring the train load ujj.

In other words, if the public were assured of a specialh-
expedited, dependable service on high-class shipments, rates
might be maintained on the basis of such schedules, provided
a system of refunds, or forfeitures, for failure to make or
offer delivery at destination within a resonablc, fixed num-
ber of hours over schedule were adopted.
My thought is that in this manner we might have a service

intermediate with the present merchandise .service of the rail-
roads and the -American Railway Express service. It may be
said that some of the lines have high-class merchandise trains—symbol trains, if you please. It will be found, however, on
careful e.\amination of the rules governing the make-uj) of
these trains that low-grade shipments may be put in to
make up maximum train tonnage loading. As the maximum
speed of a train can l)e no greater than the bearings of the
heaviest loaded car therein will permit, that necessarilv iie-

comes the maximum service that can l)e accorded the higher
grade commodities in that train.

The value of the goods is an imi)()rtant factor—important
to the carriers in that every unnecessary day in transit add.s
to the risk, witiiout additional compensation therefor, to say
nothing of the loss incident to tlie misuse of equipment.
The im|K)rtan(e to the owner of the goods lies in the fact
that the value of the goods represents idle ca|)ital and everv
needless day in transit is an unreasonable drain on his
working capital, and detracts from his legitimate turnover
accordingly. Adam Smith said, over a hundred and fiftv
years ago (and it is just as applicable to the commerce of
today), that "the greate.st and most important branch of the
commerce of every nation is that which i^ carried on between
the inhabitants of the town and those of the lountry." There-
fore, is it not of vital imjiortance that our trans|)()rtalion
.sy.stem shall provide the most exjicditious, economic metluxls
and facilities for tin- exchange of the products of the farm
(the sustaining forces of Hfe) for the tinished articles of
manufacturing and jobbing centers?

Obviously, thi.'i should be done with a.', little waste of
energy and capital as {wssible. In other word.s, g<xxls

ready for consumption should be moved with the greatest
possible dispatch, while the Ixisic articles of commerce may
well be moved on a maximum train tonnage basis, so long as
industries are kept regulariy and amply supplied.

\\hat the shipper wants is service^ and he is willing to
pay a good price for the genuine article. P. W. Coyle,

Traffic Commissioner, St. Louis Chamber of Commerce.

Concerning Statistical Comparisons

rj, „ Nkw York, X. Y.
lo THE Editor:

In the Railu-ay Age of November 4, page 831, D. M.
Neiswanger criticises certain features of an article of mine
in a previous issue. It is only fair to state that the Railway
Age had held this article for some time and that therefore
certain statements were somewhat antiquated. Insofar as
his remark that the statistics quoted are erroneous, would
say that the original copy of my article specifically .stated

that these were not all as of the months of July (as was
stated in the published version), but were for summer months
readily comparable. :Mr. Neiswanger was thus misled
through the caption over the statistical table. It would
seem superfluous to add that the figures used were taken from
reports of the U. S. R. A. and the I. C. C, and were not the
product of my imagination.

I admit fully the error in the wording of the phrase
"average number tons per car-mile" in order to get entire
|)hrase on one line; I felt that railroad men would readilv
understand that this meant pi-r loaded car-mile.

As for the aspersion that ,^0 cents {^)er car-mile is not a

true figure for the co.st of handling a heavy official car, or
Pullman, would say that this is an average. Service of

another character is naturally reflected in any average. For
authority, might add that this estimate was made by one of
the high officials of the Railroad .Administration, as the files

will di.sclose. Since that time I have seen higher calculation-
Referring to the remark (in connection with my di.scu.ssii

of passes) that I neglect the i)rinciple of "long establishes

consideration of em]iloyees, particularly those older in ser

vice," would refer the gentleman to the first paragraph oi

page 70,1, which especially mentions this factor, almost ii

the words which lie uses.

Mr. Neiswanger"s further criticism of my remarks regard
ing lighter loading of trains as an economy concludes with
the contention that this "is oiH-n to considerable doubt."
Judging by the mass of material appearing in the Railw<r:
Age and elsewhere, both pro and con, his statement is mon
than correct, and from tiie disagreements as between eminent
authorities, it would ajux-ar that one theor\- is as valuable
as anotiier. His discu.ssion of the economics of the subjei i

is a valuable contribution, imt can it not lie n-futed bv argu
ing from the human equation? Mr. Hungerford in his rixeni
l)cx)k, depicts a trainman on a northwestern road, who, after

cree|>ing over the division on a freight drag, is deadheaded
east on his rest pericxl to take out another train. The chaji-

ter is well worth reading, and the man who wears out his
life to assist in making "tonnage records." etc., show up
well, can hardly Ik' blamed for not lieing loyal to his com
pany. This subject might be stretched into an entire article
for the feelings engendered in the liearts of trainmen forced
to lake out trains t(X) iieavy f( r the hxomotive can never b<

measured in dollars and cents, nor in gross tons per train
The further computations of what mighf have been, etc..

had there been fewer bad order cars, had busine.ss been
heavier, and such surmises, I pass over with the suggestion
that such hypotheses are about a< valuable and informative
as the rating of fixitball teams by tomparative scores—the
probabilities never come true under actual conditions.

Franklin Snow.



Schedule Assists in Rapid Shop Reorganization

Output of Jackson Shops of the

Michigan Central Quickly Raised

Above Normal by Simplified

Shop Schedule

I Sihtdult Board

Willi A NORMAL
output of

about IS

ivv and 20 light

[luir locomotives a

month, the Michigan
( i-ntral repair shops

at Jackson, Mich.,

closed down during

the first three weeks

of July as a result of

the strike, and the

output dropped prac-

tically to zero. Re-
ihop force was being

Willard-Jewell strike

uj^ning the last of the month, the

r.i[ii(lly recruited when the so-called

settlement occurred and many of the striking shop men re

turned, swelling the total shop force in the month of October

to almost 25 \k't cent above normal. During August and

Septemtjer the shop organization was gradually rebuilt and

the output increased until, in October, all departments were

well balanced and functioning smoothly, so that 25 hxromo-

tives were given hcav\- repairs ;uid 20 light repairs. This

output represented an even greater increase over pre-strike

months than the proportionate increase in men employed.

It was a striking achievement considering that new men were

trained, old men reUx-ated. dc])artments built up and the

entire shop put on a production basis in three months.

In view of the results obtained, a brief analysis of the

shop force and output by months, as shown in Table I, will

be of interest. The total number of employees at Jackson

Taile I—EiirLOYtts and OurruT of Jackson Shops, A»il to OcToatR.
1922

April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

Shop force 555 554 569 211 346 641 783
RoundbnUK force 323 311 282 160 229 225 288
Total employee* 878 865 851 371 575 866 1.071

Heavy repair locomolivea. . 15 18 15 6 5 25
Li(bt repair locomotives... 23 20 19 8 20 41 20
Locoi. turned in 24 hr«. . . 64.2 54.7 51.9 60.2 64.6 65.1 70

previous to the strike was about 862, of whom 556 worked

in the repair shops and 306 in the roundhouse. When the

strike was called on July 1, only 60 men reported for work

and these men were sent to the roundhouse together with the

shop foremen to keep as many locomotives as possible in

service. The output of heavy repair locomotives was slow

in picking up during August and September, as shown in the

table, owinu' to the concentration of work on liyht repairs;

but by Octotx;r. the shop output had increased fully 25 per

cent and the roundhouse 2.i p<T cent.

Salient Features of Shop Organization

Credit for the rapid reorganization of Jackson .shops is

doubtless due first of all to the character and ability of the

supervi.sory officers and shop foremen who remained loyal to

the railroad in the emergency. They formed the foundation

on which the new organization was built. Unquestionably,

the factor of second importance, .ind the one lOmiing the

basis of this article, is the simple and effective shop schedule

or routing system, by means of which shop oiierations are

controlled. Next in imf)ortance is the efficient power-

for Ertctine Shot Oterttions

trucking system, di-

rected by the schedule

foreman, and de-

signed to secure ma-
terial and parts from

the storehouse or

stripping gang, keep

them moving through

the various shop de-

partments, and truck

them to the eretting

shop for assembh- as

soon as they are fin-

ished. Mention
should also be made of the special shop efficiency department

consisting of the assistant shop supervisor and five special-

ists who devote practically all their lime to tracing and.

removint; the causes of delay as indicated by red marks on

the .schedule board. This department has developed many
improved methods, jigs and fixtures which tend to speed up
the schedule and increase the sieneral efficienri" of the .sl;op

as a whole.

Simplified Shop Schedule System

The schedule system employed at Jackson shops is un-

usually simple, being carried out with as few printed forms

as possible. Its success is largely due to the fact that every-

one believes in it and works for it, from W. H. Flynn,

superintendent of motive power; F. P. Neesley, division

master mechanic, and (". \V. .\dams, shop superintendent,

down to the joungest shop foreman.

In brief, the master schedule consists of an immense board,

iy> ft. high by 21 ft. long, taking up the entire front wall

of the room in which the foremen meet frequently to discuss

the progress of the work. This Ixiard is ruled in squares,

and provided w-ith a heading, as illustrated in Fig. ,i. Hori-

zontal columns .1 indicate the dates on which various opera-

tions are due, columns B showing the dates on which these

operations are actually completed. In case of delay, these

dates are marked with red chalk, indicated in the illustra-

tion by numbers enclosed in circles. Obviously, a red date

is a signal for investigation and action by all concerned.

About the twenty-second of each month, the shop super-

intendent and foremen meet in tlie foremen's room to sched-

ule engines for the following month, and another meeting is

held on the tenth of the month to make necessary schedule

revisions. From work reports and insp)ectors' reports the

condition of each locomotive is known, and a reasonably

accurate estimate can be made of the time net>ded for each

repair operation. Dates are .'.ccordingly chalked on the

master schedule board. All the foremen arc present, and if

they feel that any of the dates cannot be met, the matter is

fhra.shed out then and there. It is the intention, however,

to .set the .schedule slightly ahead of what can be accom-

plished, and continually shorten the .schedule as better shop

methods arc developed.

The foreman of each important department has a printed

form covering the work of his department, to be filled out in

accordance with the master schedule and carried by him for

973
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reference. This fomi is also duitlicated in chalk on a de-

partment hoard, located in a conspicuou.s position for the

information of the workmen. Fig. 1 shows such a board in

the pipe shop.

Dates for the completion of erecting shop work on each

locomotive are chalked on an 8-in. by 9-in. piece of sheet

iron, painted, lettered and attached to the cylinder, as shown

in Fig. 2. Dates when material should be received from the

machine shop and when it should be applied to the locomo-

tive are shown. Erecting shop men are thus enabled to tell

exactly when different operations are due without consulting

every important machine and job throughout the shop

Workmen naturally try to get the slips onto the O.K. hook

us fast as possible. Moreover, foremen can walk througl.

their departments and tell at a glance which machines hav,

a lot of work ahead and which will soon be caught up.

Dates on the master and department schedule boards ar

made with \ellow chalk, the date when the work is actuall;

completed being put on with blue chalk, except in the case <

delays, when red is used. Delays are, therefore, indicated

on the master department schedule boards by red dates which

are conspicuous and attract attention. In order to avoid

t^fc^4^^_ OEN'L.FOREMAN MICHIGAN CENTRAL SHOP ROUTING
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Fig. 3—Reproduction of Upper Section of 7'/2-ft. by 21-ft. Master Schedule

the foreman. The only other forms in ccnntcticn with this

simplified schedule system are two small ones used to report

delays to the foremen, and causes of delay to the shop super-

intendent. There are, however, two additional small shop

forms, one being a work order slip form for outside work

and small material not mentioned on the schedule, and the

other consisting essentially of a form issued by the schedule

foreman for the movement of material.

Work Order Slips Effectively Used

The work order slip (Fig. 4) is of sufficient importance

to be described in some detail. In general, it is made out

in triplicate by a foreman who needs work done in another

department. The original white slip goes to the department

which will do the work; the second blue slip goes to the

routing office which looks up pattern numliers and gets the

rough material from the storehou.se or casting platform; the

third yellow slip is retained by the issuing foreman for ref-

erence. When the work is completed, the time is entered on

the original slip; it is signed by the foreman and returned

to the routing office which arranges for the finished material

to t)e trucked to the proper department. Tlie work order

slip also serves as a rcord of time sjKint on individual jobs

and is used in computing costs.

A typical work order slip, made out for 20 liexagon head

frame bolts, is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is issued by an

erecting shop foreman against the blacksmith department

which, if the Iwlts are not in stock, makes them on the forg-

ing machine, illustrated in Fig. 5.

SjK'fial attention is called to the work order board at-

tached to the forging machine water pipe, as illustrated. One
half of the board is painted black and marked "Work
Order," the other half being painted red and marked "O.K."
Two hooks arc provided at the Ixittom. and when a work
order slip is received at the forging machine, it is hung on

the black hook at the left. When the work is comi>leted.

the slip is transferred to the red "O.K." hook at the right.

Most people hate to see a lot of work jiiled up ahead of

(hem waiting to be done and advantage is taken of this trait

of human nature by means of the work order Ixmrd. It is

used not only at the forging machine, illustrated, but at

questioning and possible censure, there is a definite effort on

the part of both foremen and men to have as few red dates

as possible appear on the boards.

In addition to the monthly schedule meeting, the foremen

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Friday after working

hours to check up the progress of the work, settle any ques-

tions which may arise, and discuss any suggestions for im-

proved shop operation. Minutes of these meetings are taken

in shorthand and later distributed to the various foremen

THE MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD CO. N? SS51

® WORK ORDER SLIP „„___,«.
inrn M» TOJ (j cjHrtp S^^c^l^y^Ti^M. DATE ^0- ^ - ,92 2.

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION Of WORK

2.0 / » X. 6" M*^ . kLu»M F-.i.jiL.'^ t3»Z'ti
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-
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Fig. 4—Typical Work Order Slip Made Out Against the

Blacksmith Department

who thus have a permanent reminder of the points discussed.

These meetings prove extremely effective in ironing out any

differences which may arise between the respectiw foremen.

enai)ling them to work as a unit for tlie general JH-tterment

of the shops.

Schedule Foreman Has Charge of Routing System,

Trucking and Shipping to Outside Points

Sliop schedules can never be a success unless run by men
of extensive practical shop experience. Obviously, if a clerk

is employed simply to go through the motions of filling out
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form> in the oftkc, tho r«>ult- . fur as

imn-asinij shq) output is ci-iu r- I -ly inti-

mated, the im|>ortanie of the >«.hnkiU- i_- .,,,... ,..i>,i at Jack-

son and a real joJ) has IjCi-h created for the Mhetlule foreman

who has general charge of the routing sy«tem, work order

flips, trucking material, and shipping to outside points.

This schedule foreman is relieved of minor details by an
assistant who checks the progre>- of the work each morning

and afternoon. .\ clerk is also j)r()vided in the routing office

to take care of all work order sli|>s and shop orders.

The importance of the prompt movement of material and

velojied which not onl> -]Ht(ls the movement of material

through the shops but saves a great amount of hard manual

laljor, formerly recjuired when trucking Ijv hand. The trailer

sy.stem has another advanlat;e in that nuiterial can Ix- loaded

on the trailers and then moved, a considerable number of

units at a time, without tying up a tractor or being com-

pelled to wait for one.

The im|)ortance of the schedule foa-man in the .s<heme of

shop operation descrilied is evident and it seems logical that

the man who has charge of the progress of Ijoth .schedule and

outside work should also have charge of getting the material,

SCHEDULE .tonTHOF x^€u.<^**ns JZ

• iO Jl Jl JJ J4 J5 V, I- •« >^ 4) 41 a « 44 4& 4» 47 48 49 50 51 51 55 54 55 5* 57 S8 S9 60 tl
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Board, Taking Up the Entire Front Wall of the Foremen's Room at Jackson Shops

it.- relation to the shop schedule is recognized l)y giving the

schedule foreman three Ford gasoline tractors and three

Mercury storage battery tractors together with 10 laborers

for o|XTating ti>e trucks and handling material. The schedule

foreman, knowing when the work on various lixromotive

parts is comjileted, is in the l>est |K(sition to see that this

material is moved promptly. As fast as one operation is

com[)leted on a part it is moved along to the next machine.

Fig. 5—Men Like to Get Work Order Slips on the "O. K."

Hook

I he schedule foreman also has direct charge of ordering

and .sliipi)ing all material to outside points, which work bulks

large in tin- Jatksoii -liop operations. While the erecting

shop is of the lon?;itiulina] tyi)e imd more or less difluulty

is experienced in transporting material through it on that

account, an effective trailer and tractor system has \xMn de-

mcving it from point to point about the shop and shipping

it to outside points when completed.

Unusually Heavy Repair Work at Jackson

.\ close examination of the master schedule, illustrated in

Fig. J, will show that the first three locomotives were allowed

18, 16 and 14 days in the shop, the time actually taken lieing

23, 18 and 17 days respectively. While these shopijing

periods may appear unduly long, it should lie noted that in

each case the locomotive was given unusually heavy repairs

involving jacket and lagging removal and tia-lw.x repairs.

I'robal)ly tliere are sliojis no larger than those at Jackson,
which turn out more than 2h heavy repairs a month, but in

fairness it should be pointed out that locomotives sent to

Jackson shops are given unusually heavy repairs and in fact

many locomotives, credited only with light repairs, receive

practically heavy classified repairs owing to the rigid Mich-
igan Central ruling on mileage. (Unless a locomotive has
made a specified mileage, it cannot be given general repairs.)

The pro.ximity to the roundhouse and conse<)uent large num-
ber of light repair locomotives also tends to disrupt the .«hop

cirganization for heavy repair schedule work. In fact, pref-

erence is given to light repair or roundhouse work whenever
it conflicts with the schedule work.

Shop Efficiency Department

Railroad sliops, unfortunately, are not like the "one horse
>liay," with each department as strong as the other. In
ron.sequence a close obscnation of the master scliedule board
will usually show weaknesses in certain depailments. Ob-
viously, it is the duty of the shop superintendent to take the
necessary steps to strengthen weak departments, l)ut one man
I annot attend to all the details of this work which is handled
at Jackson shops by a si)ecial efficiency gang, under the direc-

tion of the assistant .shop sui)ervisor. The gang consists of
two machinists, two boilermakers and one blacksmith, all ex-
pert workmen experienced in their respective lines.

A series of n-d marks in the same department, as shown
on the schedule board, always indicates some trouble which
may \x caused by inefficient machines or methods. In
either case some slight change will often remedy matters and
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allow this department to get its work done on time and

eliminate the red marks. As a rule, when one department

has been brought up to the mark in this way, some other

department proves to be the limiting factor and so it goes.

As a result of the work of the efficiency department, a con-

tinual improvement in shop methods and output is obtained.

Among the devices which have been developed compara-

tively recently may be mentioned a double crown brass turn-

ing jig, a power-operated device for pulling in cylinder bush-

ings, a jig for milling throttle lever quadrants, a motion work
bushing press, several effective brass room tools, a set of guide

liner dies, etc.

Experimental Room
Another unusual feature at Jackson shops is an experi-

mental room in which is segregated all the tool work done
for the efficiency department. This experimental room is en-

tirely separate from the main toolroom, being equipped with

an 18-in. lathe, an upright drill, a 24-in. shaper and a

grinder. All new- jigs and fixtures, or devices intended to

facilitate the shop work are made in this experimental room,

which is allowed to be used for nothing else. It is well

known that where work of this kind is carried on in the or-

dinan,- toolroom it becomes sidetracked whenever a rush job

comes in, and the result is a delay in the development of new
tools if the work is not stopped altogether.

In view of the results accomplished, it may safely be said

that the shop schedule, as installed at Jackson shops, has
justified its existence. It amply fulfils the expectations of

those who for years have advocated this method of controlling

railroad repair shop operations.

Proposed Railroad Legislation

Washington, D. C.

PiAxs FOR iiiREE distinct types of railroad legislation,

for which it is lioped to obtain consideration by Con-
gress at the extra session, which convened on Novem-

ber 20, or the regular session, which begins in December,
are now being worked out by various groups. One type of

proposed legislation is that on which Senator Cummins and
other administration leaders are working designed to

strengthen the Transportation Act by provisions to prevent

strikes, requiring compulsor)- consolidation of railroads and

possibly a general equipment company. At the same time

members of the agricultural bloc and other so-called pro-

gressives have renewed their agitation for a rep)eal of the

rate-making section of the law and the section which au-

thorizes the Interstate Commerce Commission to remove dis-

criminations caused by the action of the State authorities.

Heads of railroad labor organizations and their supporters

in Congress, while planning to oppose any anti-strike legis-

lation, are also planning an effort to push amendments to

the act to abolish the Railroad Labor Board and at the same

time to work with the interests that are for a repeal of the

rate-making, or so-called "guaranty," section of the law.

Senator Cummins has conferred with the President regard-

ing the amendments which he wll propose, but he has al-

ready indicated that he has little expectation of obtaining

definite action during the present session of Congress, and

the President did not touch on the subject in his address

before Congres?.

The reason advanced for proposing compulsory consolida-

tion is that the railroads during the two years and a half

that have passed since the law was enacted making con-

solidations permissive, if approved by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, have not displayed more affirmative in-

terest in consoli<lation plans, although it has recently begun

to appear tliat numerous plans for extensive consolidation

have been considered by various groups of railroads, and

are merely being delayed by the apparent necessity of await-

ing the Interstate Commerce Commission's complete plan for

grouping the railroads of the country into a limited number
of systems. The Hill roads have been before the commis-
sion for several days, urging a consolidation of the Great

Northern, Northetn Pacific, Burlington and Colorado &
Southern in place of the commission's tentative plan which
would combine the Burlington with the Northern Pacific

and the Great Northern with the St. Paul, and hearings

were also begun this week on the petition of the Southern
Pacific to retain control of the Central Pacific pending the

commission's determination as to how the Western roads

should be grouped. The New York Central, Pennsylvania

and other roads have also taken several steps in the direction

of further consolidation by obtaining permission from the

commission to make long-term leases of subsidiaries, and
apparently would be ready to proceed with actual consolida-

tion as soon as the commission is in a f)Osition to give its

approval.

A call for a national conference of "progressives" to meet
in Washington on December 1 and 2 and to organize a

"progressive" group in Congress was issued on Saturday by
Senator La Follette and Representative Huddleston, as chair-

man and vice-chairman of the People's Legislative Service.

The call proposed a meeting of "progressive" members of

Congress for December 1 and a gathering of "progressive"

leaders generally on the following day. Senator La Follette

also issued a statement announcing that among the objects

proposed are the defeat of the administration's ship sub-

sidy bill and proposed anti-strike legislation. At about the

same time. Senator Capper, chairman of the Senate farm
bloc, issued a statement outlining a program of legislation

including a reduction of freight rates. Just what Senators

and Representatives will join in the movement is not re-

vealed, but there were reports that some friction might be

created by the failure of Senator La Follette to consult with

all elements of the "progressive" group before calling the

meeting. Senator La Follette also attended on November 18

a meeting of tlie officers of the 16 principal railroad labor

organizations a.«sociated with the Conference for Progressive

Political Action, called by W. H. Johnston, president of the

International Association of Macliinists, to discuss the legis-

lative situation resulting from the recent elections and par-

ticularly plans for opp>osing proposed anti-strike legislation.

At the same time, it is understood that the plans were con-

sidered for favoring legislation to abolish the Railroad Labor
Board and a call was issued for a national meeting to be

held in Cleveland on December 11.

rnltrtialionnl

Derailment Near Paris, France



The Human Problems of Modern Industry"

The Development of Democracy in Business Is Under Way

—

It Needs Wise Leadership and Direction

By Samuel O. Dunn
Kditor. Railway Age

THt HISTORY of industry* and of its relations to the people

in the leading countries of the world during the last

centur)-, and esjiecially during recent years, presents a

.-ii-iiige paradox. The devclojiment of nifxlcm industrj- has

resulted in a vast increase of jjrixluction which has enabled

t\rv class of people to estaljli>h and maintain material

lards of living higher than ever were attained by any
,1 very few in earlier times. It has also made possible

rr tuitions of the hours of labor and increase of the hours

available for leisure, for intellectual improvement and for

• '-ure of a vast majority of people.

; any man whose life ended prior to a centun,- ago, or

prior to a half century ago, had foreseen this vast in-

-e of production, this great improvement in standards of

:i^ and reduction of hours of work, he might have an-

ited that it would u.^her in a golden age of harmony,
.• and rontentment among men. Quite the contrary

.. - been the result. There never was a time when there

were bitterer quarrels or fiercer struggles in industry than

within recent years. The great war and its effects have in-

tensified these struggles, but they began before it occurred

and would have continued if it had not occurred.

They have been waged not only between large industries

and their employees, but also lietween large industries and

their customers. Both Ijefore and since the war the railways

have Ix'en engaged almost constantly in carrying on contro-

versies with their patrons regarding rates as well as with

their employees regarding working conditions and wages.

Almost everv large industrial combination also has been the

objctt of attacks in the courts which indirectly were the

results of efforts made by their patrons to break their power

and reduce their rates.

These great struggles between industry and the people

are being carried more and more into politics. More and

more are efforts made to use legislation and government ad-

ministrative bodies to settle differences arising lietween large

industries and their employees or patrons; and when legis-

lation and government commissions are invoked their general

tendency is to settle the questions submitted to them ad-

versely to large industrial concerns.

Finally, growing more and more active and influential

is a class of labor leaders, politicians and agitators with

complexions varying all the way from a pale pink to a

deep red, who are striving by propaganda, by political ac-

tion, by strikes and even by violence to overthrow part or

all of our existing political and industrial institutions and

to establish in their place institutions varying all the way

from a mild form of state socialism to the "dictatorship of

the proletariat" in both government and industry as it is

exemplified in Russia.

Modern Industry the Cause of Social Unrest

No intelligent man would question the seriousness of some

of the struggles between large imiustries and tlieir employees

or patrons which have occurred within recent years. There

are those who arc convinced that these struggles are direct

and inevitable results of the development of motlem industry

and of the way in which many large industrial concerns have

• From .T paper read before the \Vc
Xovemher 20.

Railway Club, Chicago,

been managed and that unless very important changes are

made in the management of many of these concerns the strug-

gles between them and their employees and patrons will be-

come more frequent, more bitter and more destructive of the

welfare of all concerned.

There can tie no question about what has been the principal

cause of the great increase of production in modem times.

Until a little over a century ago there had never been any
really great improvement in the physical machinery of indus-

try. Almost all the power used in agriculture, in manu-
facture and in transportation had been furnished by the

muscles of men and animals. It was chiefly the discovery

and utilization of new sources of power, mainly steam and
electricity, that made passible the development of modem
industry. In order to make the best use of these new sources

of power large manufacturing and transportation- units were
created which rapidly drove out smaller ones. Other im-
provements in the physical machinery of industr}'. such as

those in means of communication, stimulated the tendency
of industrial and transportation concerns to increase in size.

Ow^ng to these and other causes we have witnessed within

comparatively recent years the development of concerns in

many lines of business which are enormously larger than
any which existed prior to a generation ago.

How has this great increase in the size of industrial and
transportation concerns heljDed to create the social unrest

and antagonisms which now cause so much trouble?

First, it has tended to put great power into the hands of

the managers of these large concerns, and it is a law of

human nature that men who have great power will be
tempted to abuse it to further their own interests and the

interests of tliose they represent. There is hardly a large

concern in the country that has not at some time and in some
ways abused its power in dealing with its employees and
patrons.

Secondlv, where great power is possessed, or thought to be

possessed, people have a tendency to believe that it is being

abused, or to fear that it will be abused even though actually

it is not being abused at all and there is not the slightest

intention of doing so.

The Need of Personal Contacts

The owners and managers of small concerns come into fre-

quent contact with their employees and patrons and therefore

their employees and patrons know what kind of men they

are, and the owners and managers know constantly the feel-

ing and attitude of their employees and patrons and can act

.iccordingly. The owners of large concerns usually are

numerous stockholders who are widely scattered and hardly

ever come in contact with the employees and patrons. Even

the managers of large concerns come into direct contact with

only a very few of the employees and |>atrons. In conse-

quence usually they are almost unknown to tlie many thou-

sands of people with wluim indirectly they are dealing; and

often they themselves know extremely little about what is in

the minds of all these many tliousands of people.

If, in addition, as often happens, the print ipal officers of

a large concern deliberately refrain from making any efforts

to come into contact with as many of their employees and

patrons as they can, or even from making any [)ublic state-
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ments regarding affairs of the company in which the com-

pany and its employees or patrons have a common interest,

you have a situation which, human nature lieing what it is,

is certain to beget a lack of mutual understanding which

will tend to develop into suspicion, then into antagonism

and then into great and dangerous struggles. When the

employees and the public begin to suspect, dislike and attack

the big concerns in any field the smaller concerns in that

field are likely to become the objects of similar suspicion,

dislike and attack.

There is not the slightest likelihood of any reduction of

the size of industrial concerns. The most radical advocates

of socialism or .syndicalism or guild socialism would not

favor this. On the contrary, they favor wholesale consolida-

tions of all the concerns in each field and seizure of their

ownership by the public and transfer of their management
either to the government, or to the employees under schemes

similar to the Plumb plan.

We have recently seen production seriously interfered with

by two great strikes in this country. These strikes were due

to controversies between employers and employees. We
are now seeing the production and commerce of the country

limited by inadequacy of transportation. This is due partly

to labor troubles but much more largely to years of govern-

ment regulations of railways based largely on public mis-

understanding and prejudice. Bad human relations in

industrv- are tending to arrest the progress of industrv".

What is "Democracy in Industry"?

The policy most persistently and persuasively advocated

by the critics of the present industrial system is that of

"democracy in industr}." This is their principal slogan,

although they do not always mean the same thing by it.

In fact it is used to mean everything from certain mild

forms of government regulation to the Russian soviet scheme

of complete ownership and management of industry- by the

proletariat. It is aljsurd to call the Plumb plan and similar

schemes plans for establishing "democracy in industry."

The Plumb plan provides that the public shall buy the

railways and turn them over to the management of those

on their payroll. If the railways under the employees'

management earn any more than interest on the investment

in them, one-half of the surplus will be given to the pulilic

and one-half distributed among the employees. If a deficit

is incurred the public will pay it all. There never would be

any surplus, however, because those in the payroll would fix

their own pay through a board selected entirely by them-

selves. Democracy is supjxjsed to l>e the rule i)y the many.

Where would be the democracy in an industr)- which was

owned by. 100 per cent of the people and ruled by only two

per cent of them for their own benefit?

How Shall Democracy Be Attained?

However, one may not be very favoral)ly impressed by the

plans for establishing democracy in industrv- which are ad-

vocated by those wlio seek to overthrow the existing political

and industrial order, and may, at the same time, believe

that an increase of real democracy in industry is inevitable.

In fart, there already have l)een some very great increases

of democracy in industrv'. Labor unions in some industries

have acquired .so much power that they are able at times

for consideratile periods practically to dictate their own
terms to employers. W^itncss the recent strike in the coal

mining industry and its results. This is one form of democ-

racy in indu.str)-, since it involves dictation by hundreds

of thousands of employees to a few employers. Our policy

of governnirnt regulation of railroads affords another illus-

tratino of one form of democrao' in industry. It involves

dictation by the many who use railway service to the com-
paratively few companies that render it.

The great movement for democracy in government which

liegan some generations ago has been resisted to the last

extremity by the upper classes in some countries. The re-

sults in those countries, of which France in the eighteenth

century and Russia in the present centurv* afford the most
striking examples, have been tremendous social explosions

and upheavals in which the upper classes, and, indeed, the

entire countries have been almost ruined. In England, on
the other hand, the upper classes yielded step by step.

\'icious class antagonisms were avoided and under condi-

tions of democracy the property owning and more intelligent

classes of Great Britain have succeeded in maintaining their

leadership in politics and in government down to the present

time.

Does not this political history hold a lesson for the pres-

ent generation, which is confronted \vith the insistent de-

mand for more democracy in industry? Does it not suggest

to the leaders of industrv- the wisdom of not resisting all

efforts to increase democracy in industry, but on the contrary,

of furthering its development along lines which will give

employees and the public a larger participation in the man-
agement and control of industry, while leaving its leader-

ship and direction still in the possession of the compara-
tively few men of large ability who alone are equal to its

leadership and direction?

The employers of past generations took practically the

pwsition—and many take the same position today—that it

was their right to fix working conditions and wages in their

business, and that labor could accept these conditions and
wages or go without w-ork. Now, capital furnishes the physi-

cal machinery' and selects the directing minds of industry,

but labor furnishes the manual skill and labor which ojierate

the machinery. There never was and is not now anything

unnatural or unreasonable in the desire of labor to have an
equal voice with the management in settling the terms and
conditions of the employment relationship. But, if the em-
ployees are in any real sense to deal with the management
regarding these matters, they must do so through repre-

sentatives chosen by themselves. This necessarily means
some organization of the employees. It is ver}' doubtful, in-

deed, whether some kind of organization of the employees
of any large concern can long l)e prevented. If this is true,

then the question is whether the employees of the individual

concerns shall be encouraged by the management to form or-

ganizations of their own, or whether this shall be discouraged

and resisted by the management with the almost certain ulti-

mate result that practically all of the employees will be-

come members of national labor organizations.

From the stand|X)int of both employers and employees,

dealings between each concern and its own employees are

far preferable to dealings by each individual concern with

national labor organizations. Only agreements between each

concern and its own employees can adapt working condi-

tions and wages to the local conditions with which they are

immediately surrounded. Personally I have no douiit that

all large industrial concerns should favor an increase of

democracy in industry which will result from allowing and
encouraging their employees to fomi organizations of their

own and from dealing fairly and frankly with such or-

ganizations.

Furthermore, it seems highly probable that most large

industrial concerns would derive benefits from encouraging

conferences between representatives of the cmjiloyees ancl

representatives of the managements regarding many questions

of operating efficiency. In the long run it is as much to the

interest of employei-s as it is to employers to have each con-

cern efficiently oiierated. .\hout 1 J years ago when the rtvord

for industrial accidents, and especially railroad accidents,

was at its very worst in this country, many industries, in-

cluding the railways, organized safety committees composed

of officers and em|)loyees. There has been since then a very

remarkable re<!ucti<>n of fatal accidents on the railwavs.
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The Democracy of Ownership

There is another form of dcnuxraty in industry which

ever)- large business concern should earnestly and ener-

getically promote. This is the diffusion of the ownership of

its securities among its own employees and patrons. Most
large concerns, and especially the railroads, are regarded by

their em[>loyces and patrons as being a kind of alien insti-

tutions which e.xploit those who work for them and from

whom they get business in onler to jwur profits into the

coffers of a small class of rich people who do business and
live at ease in or within a comparatively small radius of

Wall Street. So long as the employees and patrons of a

large concern regard it thus it will always be very difficult

to convince them that they have any interest in its pros-

perity'. Some large industrial concerns have adopted suc-

cessful means of getting large numliers of their employees

to become .stockholders. Some of the largest and best man-
aged public utilities in the country are making great and

successful efforts to get large numbers of their customers

to buy their securities and thereby establish what is called

"customer-ownership." The best kind of industrial democ-

racy which could possibly be established would be a democ-

racy of ownership. Substantial difficulties would have to

be overcome in securing a widespread diffusion of the .se-

curities of railways among their employees and patrons, but

it may lie they would not be .so great as the managements

now believe. Xo management probably knows just how
great they would ]>c because so far as I know no management

ever has really tried to overcome them.

No great result is ever attained without thorough study

and great effort being made to attain that result. There has

been study and effort to improve human relations in modern

industr>- but the conditions which e.xist show clearly enough

that this study and effort have been very far from sufficient.

The principle of arl)itration of all great controversies be-

tween employers and employees that cannot be settled by

direct negotiations should l)e insisted upon; but the thing

most needed is the adojjtion of metlio<ls and the creation of a

spirit which will tend to prevent the development of contro-

versies to a point where they cannot Im- siiili-fl except by

arbitration or strikes.

The Menace of Destructive Propaganda

Without doubt (im- of the priiuijial causes of the \im\ hu-

man relations existing in mocUrii industry is that employees

and most of tlie public have been allowed by the manage-

ments to Ije grossly misled regarding the way in which large

concerns really are managed and the profits that are made
in them. Most members of the i las.ses that own j)roperty

and manage commercial and industrial concerns seem to

have ver)' little idea of the amount, the character, or

the real purpose of the radical literature attacking the pres-

ent social and industrial order which is being disseminated

throughout every country of Euro|x' and America among

those who work for wages. Let extensive propaganda go

unchecked long enough and it will overthrow any human
institution. The propaganda to which I have referred,

whether carried on by bolshevists, syndicalists, guild social-

ists, 1. \N . W. or parlor socialists, is intended to convince

that large majority of [khiiK- who do not own or manage
property that the pre.s«-nt >>?tem of private ownership and

management of pro|>erty. and especially of large industries,

inevitably works the enrichment of the few and the robbery

and imfwverishment of the many. It preaclies that the many,

by forcing the payment of wages which industry cannot

stand, or by constant strikes and violence, or by governmental

action of various kinds, should indirectly or directly take

over to itself the virtual ownership and the actual manage-

ment of all industries.

This kind of propaganda is supplemented by propaganda
carried on among small prof>erty owners and farmers which

attempts to create sentiment among them against the existing

order by greatly exaggerating the profits made by the rail-

roads and large manufacturing and mining companies, with

the object of causing regulation of their management, their

rates and their prices which will help to make private own-
ership and management of them impossible.

Even if all the problems arising from the relationship of

employer and employee could Ix' solved temporarily at least

there would not long be peace in industry. The present

railroad situation illustrates that. The wages of all railway

employees have now undergone some, and those of certain

classes substantial, reductions, and probably there would be

no more serious controversies between the railways and their

employees for some time if the present rates were let alone.

Hut already there is a wide.s])read and energetic agitation

for further reductions of rates among the farmers. This is

jiartly due to the fact that the farmers really are suffering

severely from an unwholesome disparity between the prices

they can get for their products and the rates and prices

they have to pay for the transportation and commodities they

))Uy, and partly to reckless jirojiaganda which has been car-

ried on among them to make them believe that while they

are suffering losses the railways are guaranteed large profits.

If railway rates should soon be reduced again it would be

necessary for the railways to start at once to secure further

reductions of wages, and then the controversies between

them and their employees would l)egin on a large scale again.

Take the Mystery Out of Big Business

There is a certain large railroad system which from every

standpoint is one of the best operated and most successful

in the United States. The management of this railroad has

tried in numerous ways to establish close relations with its

employees and jiatrons, and has presented to them by news-

paper advertising and every other available means tlic facts

about the railroad and what it is doing. It also has been

especially prompt and courageous in refuting misrei>resen-

tation of this railroad itself and of the railways as a whole.

When the recent shop employees' strike came this railroad,

from the very beginning, kept one-half of its shop employees

and was one of the very first in the country to build up a

100 per cent force. Probably there is no other railroad in

the country which is today more jx)pular with and the object

of fewer criticisms and attacks from its employees and

patrons. Its management is fully convinced that the edu-

cational work it lias carried on for months and years among
its employees and patrons has contriljutcd very greatly toward

enabling it to maintain its shop forces, to secure efficient

work from its employees, to handle a record-breaking busi-

ness and largely to increase its net earnings at a time when
those of many railways actually declined.

What the management of this railway has done, those of

others can do. With re-|iect to this matter of educational

work among the emploxees and [latrons of large concerns

there are two conclusions I have reached after years of

study and observation and which I venture to state and

emphasize. The first is that our present .system of private

ownership and management of large industrial and trans-
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portation concerns cannot be permanently maintained with-

out a better understanding and more good will being estab-

lished between these concerns and their patrons and em-

ployee'; The second is that the amount of educational work

which must be done by such concerns among their em-

ployees and the public, if a better understanding is to be

lerured. must be ver>- greatly increased. There are at least

a hundred politicians and labor radicals who are actively

en"a-ed in carrying on propaganda to secure the adoption

of\ "ruinous policyV regulation and the destruction of pri-

vate ownership of railroads in this country to every single

man who is actively engaged in combating this propaganda

There are literally scores of radical labor organizations and

farmers' organizations that constantly employ men to deliver

addresses and secure publicity in every community in the

country attacking private management of railroads, lliere

are literally hundreds of thousands of railway employees

who under the direction of radical leaders, are ever>-where

earn-in" on propaganda against the managements of the

railroads. How many of the 20,000 railroad officers make

any effort to combat this propaganda ?

The Esch-Cummins Transportation Act was passed to de-

strov the restrictive policy of railway regulation which

formerly prevailed, and to establish in its place a construc-

tive policy Almost from the time it was enacted it became

the object of the most fal.^e and misleading attacks that

political and labor leaders ever carried on vyith respect to

any piece of legislation in this country. At the recent na-

tional election almost every- important member of the Na-

tional House and Senate who voted for and defended that

law who was up for re-election was defeated, while almost

every candidate who made his campaign largely one of attack

upon that law was elected. In consequence, there is the very

arave'^t danger that all the important constructive provisions

li the Transportation Act will be destroyed. If this should

be the case the railways probably will have to look for pro-

tection of their right to earn a reasonable net return to the

federal courts. But in the long run the courts themselves

cannot be relied upon to afford sufficient protection to prop-

erty owned by large concerns.

In the long run the preservation of the present industnal

order will depend upon public .sentiment. Whether public

sentiment in regard to railroads and other large industries

will be friendly or hostile, wise or unwise, constructive of

destructive, will largely depend upon whether the manage-

ments of these concerns make real, persistent and intelligent

efforts to solve their human problems. Big business must
establish closer relations with its employees and the public

and destroy popular suspicions and prejudices by taking all

the mystery out of big business or big business wiU have
more serious troubles in the future than it ever has had in

the past.

Freight Car Loading
WAiUlXOTO.N. D. C.

FREIGHT CAR LOADING again declined during the week
ended on November 11 to 953,909 cars but was still

greatly in excess of the loading for the corresponding

week of last year, 755,777, and also in excess of that for the

corresponding week of 1920 when it was 927.586. This
makes the third consecutive week of loading in excess of

1920. Increases as compared with 1920 were shown in all

districts except the Pocahontas and Central Western and in

grain and grain products, forest products, ore. merchandise,

1. c. 1., and miscellaneous freight while there were increases

as compared with last year in all classes of commodities. A
part of the decrease in loading as compared with the previous

week is attributed to election day.

The freight car shortage also showed a decrease during the

period from November 1 to 8 to an average of 174,498, while
the surplus averaged 4,990.

The railroads of the country- repaired and turned out of

their shops during the period from October 15 to November
1 last the largest number of locomotives for an\- semi-monthh'
period in approximately the last two years, according to re-

ports received by the Car Service Division. During the

period, 13,490 locomotives were repaired. This exceeded by
2,086 the number turned out of the shops from October 1 to

October 15 last. Locomotives in need of repair on November
1 totaled 18,366, or 28.5 per cent of the number on line.

This was a decrease of 865 since October 15, at which time

19,231, or 29.8 per cent, were in need of repairs. Of the

total, 15,101 were in need of repairs requiring more than 24
hours. This was a decrease since October 15 of 834. The
remaining 3,265 represented locomotives in need of light

repairs, which was a decrease of 31 within the same period.

On November 1 the raMroads had 46,096 serviceable loco-

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

SlMMARY Au DlSTRTCTS. CoMFAHlSON OF ToiALS THIS YeaR, I.AST YeaB, TwO YeaRS AGO. WeEK E.NDED SaTIRDAV, NOVEMBER U. l':22

Total rerenue freight loaded

Grain
and

grain Live

Districts Vcar products stock

K,„,m 1922 11.022 3.695""'™
1921 8,268 .1.534

A"--v nii IS nil
P««-™'»'

,'o'?? r^l 287

s-'--
-j^if tzi nil

N'"^--"""
\lli 'till T2I'

c"'"' ^'"""'
J?i? '?:JS5 12:^5^

S-"—
" ]l?, l-l^ li?7

Tota, Western Districts. .922 33.3.9 28_..,4

Total, all loflds 1922 .«.501 38.001

1921 34.086 33,722
1020 •

,14,507 38.91.

Inrrr.ise cmpnred 19?1 18.4.5 4.279

Pccrcasr cimipared 1921

Tncreasc compared .920 17.994 ••••••

Decrease crmpared .920 •;••;•; .. ?I?
Normber 11 .922 52,501 38.001

November 4 .922 5 .912 39.731

October 21 1922 S.,9.3 42,644

Ortober 21 1922 S3.68C 40.473

October .4 1922 52,492 .19.141

Cnmtiltd by •*» Car Stn-if Diviticn of »*# A

Coal

55.946
42,068
55.825
40.211
18.455
22.376
22.533
2. .932
10.574
7.024
19.260
17.325
5,719
.1.914

35.553
28.263
.88.313
154,850
222.874
33,462

34.562
.88.312
194,077
197.928
196.771
.96.926

Coke

2,305
..944
5.963
2.727
526
.69

.,266
547

1.734
696
332
183
147
111

2.213
990

12,273
6.377

15.110
5.896

2.837
12.273
11.641
11,388
10.631
10,208

Forest
products

5.773
4,279
3.427
2.524
1.501
1,225

21,917
16,998
14,249
11.932
6.362
6.656
7. 161
7.152

27.774
25.740
60,392
50,766
56.2.56

9,626

"iiiie

'6o!392
60.015
60.584
60.344
.59.72/

Ore
5.254

1.296
517

22.026
1.364
2.143
664
4.«0

769
24.649
2.797

39.383
8.735

49,683
30.648

10,300
39.383
4 7,046
48.005
45.468
46.362

Mdse.
L.C.U
63.834
60.281
48.95<.

39.627
5.798
5.460

38.611
37.531
24.788
26.519
30.714
30,501
15.340
15.608
70.851
72.628

228.050
215.527
201,261
.2,523

Miscel-
laneous

89.868
64.863
73.838
54..193

3.391
3.297

45.404
37.011
38,1.12
28.420
53.343
37.679
31,021
26.051
122.496
op.lSO

334.00;
251.714
308.984
83,283

26,789 26.013

Corre- Corre-
This sponding sponding
year year year
.922 1921 1920

237.70.
188.025 226.000

203.52S
147.206 201,013

30.144
33,009 37,435

.37.567
119.396 130...8

136.393
94.262 .31,895

.39.336
114.16V 1,12.936

69.240
59.710 68.189

344.969
268.141 333.020

953,909
755",77r

9271586
198.132

26,323

228,050
234.737
233.680
231.797
226.123

334.997
355.670
368..!,1S

.164.505

352.40.

953.909
994,827

1.014,480
1.003.759
983.470

755,777
8.17,576

951,384
964.811
010.520

927.586
915.615
981.242

1.008.818
1.018.539

Kailxiav Atsociation,
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REVENUE FREIGHT CAR LOADINGS

permit, thereby minimizing the severity of car shortages, put-

ting idle capital in the form of car surplus at work, thus per-

mitting of a stability in price level will go far in solving the

country'.; spasmodic economic and transportation difficulties.

"Directly related to less acute fluctuations are the factors

of (1) distribution organization. (2) trade practices, (3)

trade units, (4) storage capacities, (5) capacity loading, (6)

prompt loading ind release of cars—together with the build-

jiuu*'

A '

•

A ..i-- A y

i<:'^

country has passed through 87 months of car surplus and 43

months of car shortage. Both periods are expensive to the

jiublic and tend to increase distribution costs."

National Industrial Traffic League

THE National Industrial Traffic League held its annual

meeting in New York City on November 15 and 16.

Tlie address of Director General James C. Davis, on

the first day of the meeting, was reported in the Raii-u.;iy Age

of November 18, page 948.

The principal business of this convention was the consid-

eration of the report of the legislative committee; and the

main feature of this report was a series of conclusions con-

cerning the character and work of the United States Railroad

I.al)or Board, which conclusions are noticed at the end of

this article. Ihcse conclusions were adopted with great en-

thusiasm and without amendment.

Besides the conclusion that the Labor Board ought to be

abolished, the report contains numerous other radical recom-

mendations. In adopting it, the League has given its en-

.lor.>cmer,t to the Newton Bill, H. R. 11,822. This bill

would rejical the present provision of law under which the

Interstate Commerce Commission is to make a plan to con-

solidate all of the railroads of the country into a few sys-

tems, and instead would enact a simple provision under
which the Commission may authorize con.solidations upon
application of interested carriers. It amends section 1,^ of

the .\ct to regulate commerce so that a state regulatory t)ody

may pa.-s upon the general level of intrastate rates which
arc complained of before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, before the federal iiody makes any order which will

have the effect of advancing intrastate rates. This means
tlie adoption of the Slireveport doctrine, with a proviso; the

opinions of state bodies being, however, subject to review by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Newton bill also provides a substitute for section
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15-A of the Interstate Commerce Law by reducing this para-

graph to a simple declaration that common carriers are en-

titled to earn a fair return and that the Commission shall

always consider this element. It also amends the section

regulating telegraph, telephone and cable companies, provid-

ing that the law shall apply to them in all respects the same
as to railroads, where this is practicable; and in particular

to suits based on loss, damage or delay.

Other sections of the report of the legislative committee

relate to various bills designed to prevent destruction of rail-

road property, to penalize malicious mischief, and to broaden
the Erdman Act, providing for conciliation in labor disputes,

so that it would apply to all railroad employees. All these

measures were approved by the meeting. The League con-

demns all proposals limiting the freedom of persons seeking

employment with common carriers.

The League also went on record as opposing all measures

empowering Congress to make railroad rates directly, as for

example the pending bill to require the abolition of the sur-

charge on passenger fares now collected in all cases where
the passenger rides in a .sleeping or parlor car. It is held

that the Interstate Commerce Commission should be free to

adjust railroad rates according to its own judgment. The
League also made clear that it does not favor the agitation

to repeal the Esch-Cummins Act, and it recommends that

the Carmack amendment to the Interstate Commerce Law.
section 20, be further amended so that a suit may be tiled

against the delivering carrier or the initial carrier as the

shipper may elect.

The League favors the bill prohibiting commercial brib-

er)-, which, among other things, would forbid the payment
of money to railway employees with a view to obtaining pre-

ferred freight service. It opposes all proposals that the In-

terstate Commerce Commission should regulate the wages of

the employees of common carriers and opposes the pending
bill which provides penalties against shippers for making
false statements in claims for damage to freight, etc. In

such claims, incorrect statements are often made without evil

intent and there is no provision for a p)enalty against the

railroad employee in similar circumstances.

Diversion, Demurrage and Other Things

The committee on diversion and rcconsignment, H. D.
Rhodehou.*e, chairman, presented a long report embodying
proposed changes in rules recently discussed with the car-

riers' committee at a public hearing in Chicago. This rcfx)rt

was subjected to a lengthy discussion, participated in by
many members, and the conclusions of the meeting, as

handed back to the committee, will be the .subject of further

conferences with the railroads.

A similar course was taken with a brief report of the com-
mittee on car demurrage and storage, \\'. II. Day, Jr., chair-

man. This report, recommending modifications of rule 1,

section B, was adopted suljsfantially as presented.

The committee on freight classification, X. D. Chapin,
chairman, presented a report recommending action looking to

closer relations Iwtween the meml)crs of the League and the

railroad committee, together witli certain proposed changes
in the classification rules; and this report was adopted.

Other reports, adopted with little or no discussion, were
those of the weighing committee, the committee on embargo
rules and regulations, the special committee to confer with
railroad traffic executives, and the express committee.

.\ special committee on merchant marine, Seth Mann,
chairman, made a long report containing numerous recom-
mindations, among which is one to the effect that export bills

of lading should be left under the jurisdiction of tlie Inter-

state Commerce Commi.ssion, so far as concerns the move-
ment of traffic within the limits of the United .States, rather

than in the hands of a new board, which is chiefiv concerned
in the successful operation of ships.

Under the head of new business, the League adopted a

resolution declaring that the National Industrial Traffic

League commends the railroads for their efforts to rehabili-

tate themselves, and calls upon all regulating agencies, com-
mercial organizations and the public at large for patience

with the carriers during their forward progress; "the per-

formance of the carriers in the face of handicaps has, gen-

erally speaking, been all that could have been expected under
the circumstances; and this, in our opinion, is a further evi-

dence that the policy of private competitive operation of the

railroads, as advocated by the National Industrial Traffic

League, is correct; and it is hereby reaffirmed."

The officers of the League for the ensuing year are: Presi-

dent, Charles Rippin, traffic commissioner of the Merchants
Exchange, St. Louis, Mo.; vice-president, Paul M. Ripley,

traffic manager, American Sugar Refining Company, New
York City; treasurer, E. C. Wilmore, traffic manager, Sefton

Manufacturing Corporation, Chicago; executive secretarj-, I.

H. Beek, 1 1 1 West Washington street, Chicago.

Dallas, Tex., was selected as the place in which to hold

the Spring meeting.

Shippers' Views of the Railroad Labor Board

The "conclusions" concerning the character, status and
usefulness of the United States Railroad Labor Board, pre-

sented by the legislative committee and adopted by the

league, are substantially as follows:

First : We believe in preserving freedom of contract. Thi^
principle was wisely written into our fundamental law when our
government was founded, and we have always found trouble when
we sought to depart from it. It should apply to laUir as well a^

to capital and to contracts of employment as well as to commercial
dealings.

Second: W'c are opposed to having governmental agencies make
wages or intervc ic in the ordinary relations between employer'^

and employees. When our government undertakes to perform these

functions it is drifting dangerously near outri.ght socialism. Such
a policy will destroy the individual initiative of the workmen, and
at the same time undermine the discipline and respect for authority
which is necessary in an efficient business organization. The con-
tinuance of the Labor Board will undoubtedly have these tenden-
cies.

Third : The Labor Board has failed to accomplish the good re-

sults which its advocates predicted for it. It has been demonstrated
that it will not prevent strikes, nor will it stop them when once they
have started. It has no)fe prevented the intimidation of workers,
the destruction of property, the impairment of transportation, nor
the taking of human life when labor sought to ignore its mandates.
In fact, the acts of the board tend to precipitate many of those
troubles. This is no fault of the Labor Board as at present con-
stituted ; it is the fundamental danger inherent in any scheme where
the government undertakes to make labor contracts for private in-

dustries and supplant the tinic-lcsted plan of direct dealing l>etween
employers and employees.

Fourth : The continuance of any national board to adjudicate
controversies between railroads and their employees will necessarily
result in nati<inaIization of the industry. It solidifies the national
organizations of the employees and in like manner consolidates the

executives. All of them on each side must stand shoulder to shoul-
der for the conflict, while the public pays the bill. There has been
too much of this shoulder to shoulder business already. National
organizations mean national agreements, and national agreements
ignore the important differences in conditions applying in various
sections of the country, and at various points in every section. .*\ny

attempt by government agencies to make uniform rules and de-
cisions will take away from railroad managers the power and in-

centive to use business discretion in dealing with local conditions
peculiar to each line.

I'iftb : We believe that the controversies and grievances arising

can generally best be handled between the officers and the men on
each particular line. Let us get back to normal operations where
the officers in cbar.ge of a railroad are supposed to run that rail-

road and the workmen on that railroad handle their own cases
without being subjected to dictation by some national union officer

who feels that he has to dictate in order to keep his organization
intact. It is impracticable for one national government hoard to
determine the needs and conditions on every division of every rail-
road in this broad country without doing injustice to one side or
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tralKJiis. ilii> was iniK-rsc<lc<l in IK'/S i,\ tlu- Krdinan Art, which
provided in detail a plan for li.iii.llin^' iIum- <lisputes and created
what is known as the Federal Hoard of NfctJiation. In 1913, the
law was revised but l)Oth the Erdman Act and the revisions ap-
plied only to employers having to do with the handlinR of trains.

This law sljould be hri^dened so as to apply to all employees of
common carriers cnRaRo*! in interstate commerce, and we so recom-
mend. This law lias averted numerous strikes, and most of the
disputes determinecl under it have been individual line grievances.
In fact, it can hardly be otherwise. The law should provide for

puhliiali"ii '>t arbitration dcciMons in important cases, and we so

recommend.
iiii{hlh : The operation of such an agency as the Labor B<jard

has a tcnilency to crystallize riili s of seniority and working condi-

tion» which will not be ti> the l»t~t interest of the employees. Dur-
inK the i>ast generation, we iiave seen numerous men rise from
laborers, clerks, trainmen or nieclianics to become presidents or
chief officers of our Kre.iiest railroad systems. The individual

initiative of the workmen in the ranks has made our railroads the

most ertitient and progressive in the world, but the events of the

|iast four years have operatc<l to check this progress. Every pos-

sible step shouUI be taken to leave a free, open road for every
railroad worker to rise as he becomes proficient and we cannot
expect this when we have a governmental agency to hedge the
workmen in by hidebound rules.

Finally : We believe that private industry will t>c lietter off

without the railroad Ialx)r board. The artificial scales maintained
by the national body for railroad labor operate to create unrest in

labor conditions affecting private industry. The great inequality

between common railroad labor and farm labor, thus continued by
the labor hoard in defiance of the laws of supply and demand, has
been one of the greatest factors in creating the serious crisis facing
the farmers of this country. The farmers and the public pay these
bills, and certainly the government should have no part in the con-
tinuance of these conditions.

November Meeting of Signal Section in New York

Brief Report on Economy Efifected by Signals-

by George M. Basford

-Address

TiiK SiGS.'\i. Section of tlie .\merican Railway Associa-

tion held it? eleventh mcctinn in New York at the

Hotel M('.\lpin on Tuesday and Wednesday, Novem-
ber 21 and 22, with a registered attendance of 3.33.

' A. C'hristofferson (X.P.), chairman of the section, pre-

.led.

The Committee of Direction, in session on Monday pre-

ceding the meetinj?, aholished the third meeting of the sec-

tion each year and directed that the annual convention be

held in Chicago in March of each year during the same
week as the conventions of the Maintenance and Construc-

tion Section and ai.'-o the Kkttrical Section of the Division

I\'—Engineering. A. R. A., of which the Signal Section is

a part. In view of this new schedule, it is tentatively an-

nounced that the 192.3 annual convention will be heltj at

the Drake hotel in Chicago, beginning Tuesday, March 13.

.\t the beginning of the afternoon session on Tuesday,

],. C. Porter, commercial engineer of the K<li.son Lamp
Works of the General Fleclric ('omjiany, Harri.«on, N. J,,

gave an illustrated lecture on the development of electric

lamps for use in electrically lighted railway signals. Curve

charts, showing operating charai tcrislii and photographs of

testing e(|uipment, together with actual field applications.

were shown on the screen. Valuable information was offered

on how and win signal lamp.< are so designed, wiiich was

followed with directions on the installation and ojieration of

such lamps to si-(urc the longest life at the least operating

expense

On Wednesday morning George M. Basford. one of the

founders and a charter memluT ol" the Railway Signal Clul).

tile forerunner of the jiresent .Signal Sc-ction, was re<|Uested

to address the meeting. Mr. Hasford sfioke of the many
recent improvements in steam locomotives and reminded the

signal engineers tliat improvements in signaling were equally

important as ojierating factors, and should be their constant

study. Signaling should be presented as an economical im-

])rovement, cajiable of saving money in train operation as

well as saving lives of passengers. The signal engineer

should lie busy studying methods of increasing track capacity

ratiier than discussing in detail the [iropcr sizes of bolts and

nuts. These details should be thrashed out in committee
meetings, not on the floor of the convention. The signal

engineer has the opportunity to greatly increase the track

capacity of the average single track division with signaling

and he siiould set his goal to make such a line equal, as

nearly as possible to a double track road. Signaling is to

be looked at not so much as a production of specifications as

a means of increasing the net returns to your company. "Do
you, as signal engineers, realize that you must also be oper-

ating officers? Do }ou appreciate your asscK'iation and your
opportunities? Develop the highest standard, and then do
)our best to see that your road lives up to them."

When the committee on Highway Crossing Protection re-

ported, A. H. Rudd, chairman, said that the subjects as-

signed to the committee for study had been found to be

(,nes which came under the jurisdiction of the Maintenance
and Construction section. He moved that the report as pub-
lished in the [>roceedings lie withdrawn and the motion was
carried. He then stated that the committee had been in-

structed to report on standardization of aspects for mechani-

cal or electrical devices at highway crossings as a substitute

for cro.ssing watchmen, gatemen and flagmen.

After the conclusion of the committee rejxirts automatic

train control was discusscxl informally for about an hour.

.Among those taking part in the discussion were A. H. Rudd,

J. M.' Waldron. R, C. Johnson, V. J. Simmen and R. W.
Richards, Mr. Richards described very briefly an induction

apparatus which he is develojiing at his shop in Balti-

more. Md.

Important Savings Produced by Signaling

Savings that are acconiplished by various installations of

signal apparatus and automatic crossing flagmen are shown

in tables in the rejiorl of Committee XIX— Ivconomics of

Railway Signaling. On a single track division, an installa-

ti(;n of 4.>.6 miles of automatic iilixk signals, with a few

interlockings, showed a saving of $190,000 a year in oper-

ating expenses.

Of 71 distant-o|Kratetl switch machines that were in-

stalled on 11 different roads for the operation of outlying
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passing track switches, an istiniated .saving of from S2.5UO

to $8,700 a year was reported for each machine, with a sav-

ing of from 10 min. to 30 min. for each train stop eliminated,

and an annual saving of coal of from 970 to 1,300 tons.

By consolidating eight small interlockings into the con-

trol of only four towers, certain railroads show a saving of

$35,000. One railroad reports that by combining the con-

trol of three small plants into one having 171 operating

functions, it was possiiile to effect a saving of $43,000 a

year in operating costs. A saving of $5,000 a year was

accomplished by spending only $2,000 for some automatic

interlocking control apparatus.

Reports from 15 roads show that a saving of $165,000 a

year was made by the installation of automatic flagmen

which replaced 186 crossing watchmen at 133 highway grade

crossings. The committee emphasized the fact that Ijecause

of economy of operation, the additional protection oljtained

by having 24-hr. automatic flagman service, and the elimina-

tion of the human element, this phase of signaling should

receive careful attention.

The chairman stated that tlie committee now had under

preparation fot presentation at the annual meeting, time

charts, dispatchers" sheets and data, covering in detail the

methods of determining the savings effected on a certain

single track division equipped with automatic block sig-

naling.

In the discussion of this re[)ort, H. M. Sperr)- explained

that a rate of $0.40 per minute for a tonnage freight train

delay was an average figure ccvering all items of expense.

He further stated that on one road an installation of distant

control switch machines and signal protection at the end of

a double track costing not over $5,000 had shown a saving

of $65,000 a year on a basis of the elimination of train de-

lays to some 30 freight trains a day. The report of the com-

mittee was accepted as information.

Other Committees Reporting

Committee \T—Standard dcsi.gns, presented revisions of

five drawings, i.e., binding posts; concrete signal founda-

tion; concrete battery bo.\ and various gage plates. Five

new drawings showing operating rods for switches were pre-

sented for discussion. The opinion was expressed that al-

though some of the new standard switch rods were patented,

there was competition in their manufacture and sale and

therefore the eection might well adopt several different de-

vices as standard. The committee was then directed to com-

plete the plans to include details, facing point and lock con-

nections. The remainder of the report, on enameled steel

single blades, was accepted as information.

Committee XV—Valuation, presented a progress report.

One of the important items licing studied by this committee

is establishing percentage multiples to show variation in the

cost of signal apparatus from the period indicated by the

I. C. C. as the "1914 Period" to the present date.
' The

report was accepted as information.

Committee VII—D. C. Relays, asked for suggestions witli

reference to the standardization of relays having both front

and back contact adjustments. After considerable discus

sion, the matter was accepted as information and referred to

the committee for further consideration.

Committee XVI—Oils, reported progress. The committee

has secured the co-operation of the petroleum department of

the Bureau of Mines. Tliirtv-six samples of semaphore oil

from various roads arc now being tested and analyzed, the

data tf) be used in preparing specifications. The report was

accepted as information.

Committee XI—^Batterics, presented a specification for

cylindrical dry cells, which after a brief discussion was ac-

cepted for presentation at the annual meeting.

Commitffc II—Mechanical interlocking, offered a specifi-

cition for electro-mechanical interlocking machines together

with requisite sheets, .\fter extensive discussion, including

numerous suggestions to the committee, the report was re-

ferred back for further consideration.

Committee VIII—A. C. Signaling, presented a report in-

cluding a comprehensive method of making readings and
recording the operating characteristics of alternating current

track circuits. Charts, tables and diagrams in the report

simplify the solu'.ion of a. c. track circuit prolslems and thus

offer a means of effecting economies in track circuit opera-

tion. This report was accepted for presentation at the an-

nual meeting for inclusion in the manual.

General Contingent Fund, $25,000

W.VSHINCTON, n I

WHILE NO public announcement has been made and
while in the nature of things most people are not

even inclined to su.spect it, the "general railroad

contingent fund" contemplated by the transportation act, to

be made up of the one-half of the excess income above six

per cent which the fortunate roads are required to turn

over to the Interstate Commerce Commission under the

"recapture"' provisions of the law, is in actual existence and
contains about $25,000. It is not yet, however, a revolving

fund-. As directed by the law, the commission has deposited

the fund in a bank at \\'ashington where it is drawing
interest. It consists of what a few roads have sent to the

commission voluntarily, in response to its orders to the car-

riers to report their returns for that part of 1920 during
which they were not under guaranty and for the year 1921.

en the basis of the amount of property investment which
they reported in connection with the rate case of 1920, and
to send it checks for one-half of the excess.

Of 692 roads that filed returns for 1920, only 17 reported

excess income, amounting to $645,186. Of 654 filing re-

turns for 1921, 21 reported excess income amounting to

$696,944, but not all of the money due the government has
l:)ecn paid and the commission, it is understood, has not been
able to accept the payments made as the amounts due be-

cause it has not yet completed the valuations of the indi-

vidual roads on which the law provides that the six per cent

return shall be figured— For the same reason it is not yet

able to order any road to pay over an exact sum in com-
pliance with the law or to say what roads other than those

tliat have reported excess income were in fact in such a

]ilutccratic state as to have earned more than six per cent in

tlic two lean years referred to.

Many of the carriers filed their returns under protest, some
contending that the recapture provision of the law is uncon-
stitutional, and others that returns should not have been

asked for the last four months of 1920. while exception was
also taken to the idea of basing the percentage of return on

the property investment accounts, which many roads claim

are less than the actual value.

Until tlie valuation work is more complete, and perliaps

until after there has been a court test of the law, it is not

expected that the contingent fund will be of much assistance

to tlie weak roads.

The commission also has another fund consisting of re-

liayments of loans, from the $300,000,000 fund also pro-

vided for by the transportation act. Some $98,000,000 has

already been repaid on these loans and is available for new
loans but only on applications filed within two years from

the date of the passage of the law. Mr. W-arfield's National

Railway Service Corporation and some other companies whose

wants had not been entirely satisfied from the original fund

have some applications pending but for some months the

commission has not been making extensive loans and the

amount to its credit in tlie Trea.«ur\- has increased.



Labor Board Renders Two Significant Decisions

Contracting and Overtime Involved in Latest Rulings—Both Are

Favorable to the Employees

Two SIGNIFICANT dixi»ioll« iM i, r.niirnl ii\ the Kail-

rtad Laljor Board in the p.i>t week, one involving the

praitice of contracting on the \\ e>tern Man-land and
the otlier in a dispute between the Southern Pacific, Texas
and Loui«iana lines, and its niaintenance-of-way employees
o\ anient of these employees to a ten-hour day, the

ni' ^ing them and their *u[xTvisory officers for
'' ;.. .: i tenth hours of senice and for going to and
turning from work.

In the Western Maryland case the Lal)or Board held that

iJic several contracts entered into between that road and
George E. Fowblc, C. J. Wolfe, W . K. Hossack and the

Dickson Construction and Rejiair Company for the operation

of its shops and the performance of certain other ojx'rations,

were in violation of the Transportation .\ct and Decisions 2,

119 and 147 of the Board.

An interesting fx)int was involved in this case arising

from the carrier's contention that a strike ciJled at the shops

involved on March 25, 1922, was a strike by the employees

of the contractor against the contractor and that, therefore,

even if these employees were at the time of the strike order,

employees of the railway company, "they have withdrawn
from the jurisdiction of the Baird by reason of their strike

and can now have no standing before the Board.''

In discussing this point the Board, in its decision, said

:

This brings the Board to the consideration of the new question

as to whether the employees lost their right to present their con-
tention against these shop contracts owing to the fact that they

discontinued work under the contracts. In other words, the car-

rier contends that it can close down its shops, put its employees
under a contractor, arbitrarily reduce their legally-established

wages, and deprive them of the railway shop rules embraced in

an agreement of the parties and in the decisions of the Board,
although said wages and rules had previously been put into effect

by the carrier, and the 30-day notice provided by the agreement
and the requirements provided by Congress in the Transportation

.\ct for negotiating such changes in wages and working conditions

had not In-en complied with. Then, having thus violated its ob-

ligations, legal and moral, to the men, the carrier takes the posi-

tion that the men can not present their grievance to the Labor
Board, because they have refused to work for the so-called con-

tractors under the diminished wages anfl mutilated working rules

imposed by this process. No court or tribunal animated by the

princi|iles «f equity should give ear to such a contention as thai

made by the carrier in this case.

These contracts were merely subterfuges by which the carrier

arbitrarily changed the wages and working conditions of these

employees without compliance with the provisions of the law. If

it be said that the decisions of the Board embodying the wages
and rules taken away from these employees were not legally bind-

ing on the carrier, it must be remembered that these decisions had
been accepte<I, and put into effect by the carrier and had thus, in

effect, become agreements l)etween the parties which could not be

terminated except in accordance with the express provisions of the

agreements themselves as well as the Transportation Act, 1920.

Any effort upon the part of the carrier to change these accepted

and effective decisions would have constituted a new dispute,

which the statute imperatively directs shall be brought to the

l^bor Boiird for adjustment. In these cases, the employees sought

conferences with tlie carrier, but they were denied this right.

If it be insisted that the men shoulil have continued work under

the contracts and should have brought cx-partc disputes to the

Board, let it be noted that the carrier claimed that it had shut

down its shops and denied that the nirn were its employees. At
that time, the Board had not yet held that men so situated were
as a matter of law employees of the carrier, and the employees

of conr.se had no means of knowing that the Board would so hold.

If this h.id been a case in which the carrier h.id violated a de-

cision affecting some ordinary matter of wages or rules, there

would have been no question as lo the duty and necessity of the

employees to remain at work until the question in dispute could

be adjudicated by the Labor Board. In this case, however, the

carrier had taken steps which purported to close its shops, trans-

fer its employees to a new employer, remove them from the ap-
plication of the Transportation .\ct, 192(1, and obliterate their

wage and rule agreements. This was equivalent to a lockout
This was done under a claim of legal right and the employees ap-
larently acquiesced in the carrier's view of the matter that the
shops had been closed and that they had not been thrown out of
employment. The Labor Board can not afford to strain at a
technicality and say that these men, with their entire status ai
railway enipIo\ets apparently destroyed by a deliberate act of the
carrier, should not be heard to complain before the Board because
they stopped work under the contractor. With the principle once
thoroughly established that the carrier's effort to expel them from
ts empIo>ment in the way descrilx-d was illegal and ineffectual,

the duty of the employees might be different in the view of the
Board.

Three Members File Dissenting Opinion

A dissenting opinion, .signed by R. M. Barton, a member
cf the public group on the Board, and Samuel Higgins and
Horace Baker, members of the railroad .group, was appended
to the decision, these men taking e.xception to that portion

i>f the decision pertaining to the rights of the employees who
went on strike. .\n abstract of the dissenting opinions
follow

:

In this case, the facts show that these employees on whose
behalf this application was made have and had before the malcing
of this application gone on a strike, voluntarily removing them-
selves from the service.

The strike was ordered before the matter was brought to the
attention of the Board by Mr. Jewell's advice of March 23, which
notified the Board of the strike, but did not invoke the Board's
action. The strike went into effect on March 25, 1922. and the
men left the service without waiting for or invoking action by
the Board and pending the Board's correspondence with the par-
ties. In fact, no application has been filed, but the Board took
jurisdiction on June 6, 1922. on the ground that the dispute was
o.ie likely to interrupt interstate commerce.

.\fter the former employees—on whose behalf action is now
invoked by a protest made on the hearing—had left the service,
their places were filled by others who have since been doing the
work required. It is shown that over 700 men were employed
and have been rendering satisfactory service. Written petitions,
signed and acknowledged by more than 350 of these employees,
representing that they were em[iIoyed and accepted service in good
faith and asking that these relations be not changed, interfered
with, or destroyed by the Board, have been filed in their behalf.
Their rights are involved and are entitled to consideration.

If the employees here represented had remained in the service
a id continued to work so as to prevent an interruption of the
operation of the carrier, and had submitted the case to the Board
for the protection and enforcement of their rights, the same relief

would have been granted to them as has Ih-cii awarded in like

ca.ses to other employees. But wc are of the opinion that by
going on a strike, refusing to do the work required, and volun-
tarily removing themselves from service, thus compelling an inter-
ruption of the operation of the carrier unless their places were
tilled by other employees, the parties on whose behalf this apph-
cation is filed have removed themselves from the jurisdiction of
the Labor Board and the protection of the Transportation Act,
1920.

The Labor Board was created for the very purpose of settling
these disputes and preventing an interruption of transportation.
It was intended to prevent acts bv either or both parties that
would result in such interruption. It matters not that the carrier
was first ill fault in such case ; it is the duty of the other party
to comply with the positive mandates of the .\ct and bring the
matter before the Board for decision.

The employees by taking the matter into their own hands to
settle it by a strike have violated the spirit, purpose and express
directions of the Act ; they have removed themselves from the
jurisdiction of the Board and prevented it from granting any
relief.

The provisions of the .Act and the regulations of the Labor
Board were entirely ignored. If such .action can be sanctioned
or condoned the verv conditions sought by the .\ct to In; removed
and prevented will be encouraged and brought aliout. The em-
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ployces ill question voluntarily removed themselves from the class

entitled to be heard.
If the matter had been merely a question of equity between the

irrier and the employees atifected by the contract, wc might have
een able to agree with the majority, but in our view, with all

due respect to the conclusions of the majority, this was not and
is not the real question. The decision involves the much more
vital question of public interests, public policy, and the enforce-
ment of the Transportation Act, 1920—the carrying out of its

spirit and purpose, to which, in our opinion, the equities between
the parties must yield.

The decision, in our opinion, also wrongfully affects and de-
stroys the rights of the new employees who accepted cmp.o\ment
in good faith. It is contrary to previous ar.nouncemcnts and (k-

cisions of the Labor Board.

.After calling attention to

^ ?rtaining to the r^-"-'" "' "

minority continue:

.Alter calling attention to previous orders of the Board
{jertaining to the right.*; of employers who go on strike, the

minority continue:

We think that the decision adopted by the majority is in effect

a reversal of these decisions, orders, and announcements, or at

least a very unfortunate modification of them. And we especially

regret the effect on the rights of the new employees who may be

presumed to have relied on the positions taken by the Labor Board.

We note the position of the majority that the action taken by

tlie carrier was in effect a lockout, but in our opinion this is

more technical than real and rather a play upon words. .As a

matter of fact, all the employees were continued in exactly the

same service by the change until they voluntarily left. Other
employees in other lines and under hke conditions have continued

in the work and have been granted relief on the ground that the

change was ineffective as to their status as employees of the

carrier : that they still remained such and were entitled to the

benefit of the provisions of the Act and the protection of the

Board.

Board Renders Significant Decision on Overtime

Another significant decision was rendered by the Board

recently in a dispute between the Southern Pacific, Te.xas

& Louisiana Lines, and its maintenance-of-way employees.

Three questions were involved in this dispute, namely:

"(a) Are employees in the track and bridge-and-building

departments entitled to pay under Decision No. 501 for

going to and returning from work.

'•(b) .Are supervisory employees entitled to overtime for

the ninth and tenth hours when the force is assigned to work

ten hours per day, and

"(c) Is the carrier violating the provisions of Decision

No. 501 in assigning employees to work ten hours per day?"

On all three of these questions the contentions advanced by

the employees were upheld, the Labor Board deciding that:

"(a) Kmployees' time will start and end at designated

asseml)ling point for each cla.ss of employees covered by the

agreements governing maintenance-of-way and bridge-and-

l)uilding department employes,

"(b) Supervisor)' forces shall be comix'nsated on the

same overtime basis as the men supervised when the general

force is required to work in excess of eight hours per day,

and
"(c) The carrier violated the meaning and intent of sec-

tion (c-1) and section (h), Article V of Decision No. 501

in establishing the. ten-hour day as outlined."

In di.scussing these (juestions the Board in its decision

said

:

Opinion—Question ("a") -The Ubor Board has careliilly

analyzed the evidence submitted and the positions taken by the

respective parties to this dispute, and while principle 12. E.xhibit

B of nerisii.n No. 119, stales that "for eight hours' pay eight

hours' work should be pcrfornud." it is felt that the cliaractcristics

of the service rc(|uirrd in the mainfcnance-of-way and bridRC-nnd-

huilding departments justify certain latitude in the dclinition of

"work" or service.

The nature of the work and tlic varying locations at which such

work is [)crfornied in these departments necessitates the designa-

tion of points at which men may assemble prior to proceeding to

their point of work. After assembly and upon leaving such ilesig-

iiatrd assembling points, the lli.ard feels that it has been generally

imdersfood and recognized that the employees were under the

supervision of the furenuii and tliat the foremen were considered

as being on duty and required to perform the functions incum-

bent upon that position while proceeding to the point of work,
such as the inspection of track and remedying any defect that

might be detected while in transit.

The Board does not feel that the time consumed can be prop-

erly considered the "men's time" as they are subject to service

while en route. The same principle applies to the return to the

designated assembling points at the close of the day.

Question ("b")—The Labor Board directs especial attention to

that portion of section (h), .Article \' of Decision Xo. 501. reading,

"service in excess of the working hours or days assigned for the

general force" and "such work will be paid for on the basis pro-

vided in these rules in addition to the monthly rates."

In tlie promulgation of this rule it was recognized that there

would be incidental services necessary for the supervisory forces

to perform requiring their services in excess of the hours worked
by the general force, such as making reports, recording time, and
similar duties usually incumbent upon the positio.i of foreman
However, as specifically stated in the rule, this exception only re-

ferred to service in excess of the working hours or days assigned

for the general force, and which was considered a part of the

employees' "responsibilities and or super\'isory duties."

Section (a-1 ), .Article V of Decision No. 5Ul provides:

"Except as otherwise provided in these rules eight (8)
consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal period, shall con-

stitute a day's work." (H, R. L. B., 469.)

This rule and other rules relative to overtime, etc., are equally

applicable to the supervisory forces, except in so far as the specilic

exceptions are referred to in section (h) of Article V and which
have been hereinbefore referred to.

Hence, it can be properly said that when the "general force" is

required to work 10 hours per day the overtime rules are ap-

plicable to said general forces and likewise to the supervisory

forces in charge for the ninth and tenth hours because of the

fact that these two hours do not represent time in excess of the

hours or days assigned for the general force. Incidental duties

performed in excess of 10 hours, however, such as making re-

ports, etc.. which are considered part of the responsibilities or
supervisory duties, are excepted in the same manner as if on an
eight-hour basis.

Question ("c")—The Labor Board after a careful analysis of

the subject matter in dispute promulgated Decision No. 501, in

which decision is incorporated the following rule "except as

otherwise provided in these rules, eight (8) consecutive hours,

exclusive of the meal period, shall constitute a day's work."
There was also incorporated in this decision rules providing for

the payment of service performed in excess of eight (8) hours
per day and on Sundays and holidays, which was not considered
a part of the standard measure of a day's work. This decision

also embodied a rule which provided a method for changing the

starting time of the various classes of employees covered thereby.

The evidence in this case clearly shows that the carrier did not
seek or hold conference with the duly autliorized representatives

of the employees prior to the time certain of the changes com-
plained of were placed in eflfect. In other words, the starting time

of certain employees, which was formerly 8 a. m.. was changed to

7 a. m. without proper compliance with section (c-ll. Article V
of Decision No. 501. Instruction of the carrier with respect to

foremen being assigned to 10 hours per day without additional

compensation for the two extra hours was not in conformity with
the meaning and intent of the provisions of Decision No. 501 as

will be noted from the foregoing opinion with regard to Ques-
tion "b."

The entering of 10 hours' time in conformity with the carrier's

instructions was an improper entry, as will also be seen from the

Board's opinion expressed above. In the course of the oral hear-

ing conducted in connection with this dispute, the representatives

of the carrier indicated that the assignment of the employees to

10 hours per day was prompted by the thought that the supervi.sory

forces couUI be worked these additional hours without extra com-
pensation therefor in addition to their monthly rate. The position

of the carrier if predicated upon tliis thought was indeed unjust

and unrcasonahle and one which the I..\h(ir Board cannot sustain.

The Labor Board recognizes that the carrier has a right under
the rules incorporated in Decision No. 501 to work its forces

nine, 10 and even a longer number of hours should an occasion

arise necessitating and justifying such an assignment, with the

provision, however, that the meaning and intent of the rules ire

adhered to.

I. 1.. Ni( iioi s. of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, has

lieen elected chairman of the steam transportation committee of the

Chicago Safety Council, succeeding S. S. Morris, of the Illinois

Central. This committee had charge in Chicago of the recent

careful crossing campaign.



Southern Pacific Asks to Retain Central Pacific

Officials Point Out Dismemberment of System to Result It

Court Decision Under Sherman Law Is Carried Out

AiiEAkiNo CHI the applicatiuii of the Southern Pacific

to retain cojitrol of tlit- Central Pacific through lease

..n<l stoik ownership [Knding the completion of the

.oninii>Mon"s consolidation plan, was JK'gun Ix-fore fomniis-

iiooers Me.er and Potter of the Interstate t'ommerce Com-

Wasuiiiqtok, D. C.

vent interference thereof with the commission's final plan of

consolidation, (2) the omission from the proposed lease of a

provision of the old lease for amendments thereof by consent

of the parties or in the event of dispute by reference to

arbitrators, and (.>) the addition of a clause to the fifth

mission at Washington on NovemUr 21 and was expectetl paragraph m the proposed lease providing that if the capital

. take se\eral days. The application is Uing vigorously stock of the Central Pacific now dejx»ited with the Central

ntested by the Union Pacitic on the ground that jurisdic-

tion of the matter is still with the I'nitcd States court which
was directed to carry out the mandate of the Supreme Court

that the two companies \)c separated and a large number of

commercial organizations and state and local authorities

have taken sides in the controversy and were reprc-seiited at

the hearing. So m;;ny inter\'ening petitions were offered at

the opening that Commissioner Meyer ruled that they should

be filed in writing and the commission would j)ass ujwn them
later. When K. F. 'I'redwell offered such a jx'tition on be-

half of the California Producers' and Shipjxjrs' Association,

in opposition to the Southern Pacific application, Fred H.
Wood, counsel for the Southern Pacific, said that the

Southern Pacific at the proper time would move to strike its

petiti(;n from the files as not offered in good faith. He said

the organization is "nothing but the Union Pacific under an
alias."

Lewis J. Spence, director of traffic of the Southern

Pacific, presented a lengthy statement to show the effects of

the separation, along with exhibits showing the traffic inter-

change, etc., and the indirect corporate relationships. He
presented a map which showed a large number of gaps in

the Southern Pacific lines that would be left if tlie Central

I'acific were removed from its control.

Seeks I. C. C. Authority for Lease

"By this application," Mr. Spence said, "the Southern

Pacific seeks authoritv' to control the Central Pacific, first,

by lease until December 31, 1984, subject to termination by

order of the commission if and when found by the commis-

sion to interfere with the consummation of its final plan of

consolidation, and, second, by ownershij) of all the issued

and outstanding capital stock of tlie Central Pacific during

the continuance of the lease.'' The [jurpose of this applica-

tion is to avert the injury to the interested carriers and the

public growing out of the operation of the.se lines as separate

and indepn-ndcnt companies and at the same time to protect

the public interest for the future by making the control

sought terminable by the commission so that this control, if

authorized, may never under any pretext or under any con-

ditions become a barrier to tiie bringing about of the con-

solidations contrmplated by the Iransportation Act in the

manner provided in the plans finally adopted i)y the com-

mission, wliatevcr ihey may be.

"The Southern I'acific is now in physical possession of

the Central Pacific lines under a lease dating from February

17, 1885, which has been declared void by the Suprerhe

Court of the United Stales in it* recent decision as being in

contravention of the Sherman .Anti-Trust Act. While the

original leasehold interest be^'an February 17, 188S, an

ami-n<led le.ise was executed Dcdinlier 7, 180.?. This lease,

but for the decision of thi' Sii|irenie Court, would have

terminated December .51, 1984.

"The proposed new lease is |)ractically identical in terms

with the lea.sc of December 7, 18').?, as amended except (1)

tlie firovision of .\rlicle First of the proposed lea.<e to prc-

Union Trust Company of New York, as trustee, as security

for the payment of the .Southern Pacific's 4 {jer cent Gold

Bonds (Central Pacific Stfxk Collateral) shall be sold un-

der the pro\'isions of said deed of trust, such sale shall con-

stitute a termination of this lease."

Central Pacific Would Lose 500,000 Tons
of Transcontinental Freight

Setting up of an independent Central Pacific with con-

sequent withdrawal of Southern Pacific support to the Cen-

tral Pacific-Ogden route would result in loss of more than

one-half million tons of transcontinental freight per annum
by the Central Pacific line, or more than six times' the ton-

nage which, upon any theory, can be assumed to have been

diverted from the Central Pacific-Ogden route to the

Southern-El Paso route as a result of the ownership and

operation of Central Pacific lines as a part of the Southern

Pacific System, Mr. Spence said.

Mr. S|>ence said that less than .VA per cent of the tonnage

of the Sunset-Gull route is transcontinental business. ''A

fundamental change followed the opening of the Panama
Canal in 1914, which has almost eliminated the Sunset-

Gulf route from transcontinental business," he said, "and

has substituted the canal steamship lines as the agency for

transporting sul>stantially all the traffic of the character

which was formerly shipped by the Sunset-Gulf route."

"The Sunset-Gulf route does not and can not complete

with the Central Pacific-Ogden route or any other route for

perishable freight or any other freight that is not adaptable

to steamship transportation."

Pointing out that at Ogden and El Paso the transconti-

nental routes of the Southern Pacific lines were 755 miles

apart, Mr. Spence said that the Ogden line and its con-

nections primarily form a route from and to Central-

Northern California and Oregon while El Paso route

primarily forms a route from and to Southern California

and Arizona and New Mexico and that their alternative

uses are incidental to their major use in the accommodation
of traffic l)etween different .sections of the country for which
their alternative u.se is impracticable.

The entire tonnage handled by the Sunset-Gulf route to

and from all Central-Northern California points reached

by the rails of the Central Pacific was less than scven-

tenths of one p>er cent of the tonnage via the Ogden and
El Paso routts to and from all points East of Ogden and
El Paso in 1921, according to the witness.

"This," he continued, "is the traffic that has l)ecn so

industriously u.^ed as the principal basis for the disruption

of a system, the greatly preponderant use of which is for

traffic in which the Union Pacific System has no interest

whatever."

Separation of Central Pacific from Southern Pacific Lines
would leave the Southern Pacific with no incentive for

soliciting the more than l.?5,000 tons of freight it moves
annu;>lly from Oregon via Central Pacific-Ogden route nor

any incentive for soliciting the more than 215,000 tons of
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A Southern Pacific Presentation of the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific Case
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ir.,..it It iii.A,. irnii.illy frum Stiutlifrn Califonua via

route, Mr S|niKc <ml In thi- went
IS.OIMJ tolls ,,1 till* (>ri);on and

..mi I aliiuriii.i iraftic ma\ . c c.xjHXtwl to move over
' le I'nion Pacific lines from I'Drtlund and Los Angeles.

'
"'

'
• (i-ntral

ilu- net

. .. .1 sustain

!iic diversion or re-routing oi traiiic wiiliin the Pacific

-. nnr <\rm it "take account of the additional Ioas that

Mid !<>• the Central Paciiu during the jxTiod

independence if the Union Pacific manage-
1111 lit -.H iiiu lum it advantasfouj to withdraw whatever

})refereiiti;il supjjort it may now be givini; lo that line in

the solicitation and rotiting of Central-Northern California

traffic in ordi-r lo com[)lcte it.s imjioverishnu-nt and facilitate

its ultimate purchase on the bargain counter."

The witness noted that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has rciKMtitliy recognized the fact that two line hauls

justify a higher rale than one line haul and declared the

tearing apart of the interwoven Central-Southern Pacific

lines which have Ki-n under common control and operation

as a single unit since 1870, would mean that "instead of

having l>etter service at lower co<t, we will have poorer

>en-i':e at :i hiiiher cost."'

An Integral Part of Southern Pacific System

Pointing out that the Central Pacific forms an integral

part with rhe Southern Pacific of a transportation system

extending 2622 miles from Portland, Oregon on the north to

Tepic, Mexico on the south, linking the states of Oregon,

California, Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico, Texas, Nevada
and Utah, Mr. Spence testified that 76 per cent of the ton-

nage and 88 j)er cent of the passengers of the Central Pacific

line are handled exclusively within the Pacific states west

of Ogden, Utah, and El Paso, Texas and that of such

traffic 6,3^4,848 tons, or 75 per cent was handled jointly

by Central Pacific and other Southern Pacific lines.

.After referring to the serious disruptions of traffic and
higher costs that would result from the separation, Mr.

Spence said: "Economy and efficiency have been promoted

by the arrangement of freight and train schedules and the

method of as.sembling nnd distriljuting freight which a uni-

I system has made |)ossible. The public fully shares the

'•fit. In like manner, a unified and interwoven pas-

-i-nger .service over the Central Pacific linos and over lines

of the Southern Pacific has bctn developed as the result of

a lifetime study which cannot lie disrupted without serious

public inconvenience.

"The Southern Pacific would l)e in no way tlie lieneficiary

of conditions which, under separation, would produce an

impoverished Central Pacific," said Mr. S|)ence, who noted

•''it both roads' earnings and ability upon which g(X)d pub-
service depends, largely rests u]K,n their complcmentar)-

I itions.

"The investing fiublic would suffer as a result of perplex-

ing problems that would arise from the separation as a result

of the complicated inter-financial relations between the

Central and the rest of the Southern Pacific .Systems," Mr.
S|)ence .said. In tiiis connection lie pointed out that the

Southern Pacific with the apjinnal of the govi'rnnicnt au-
thorities guaranteed ?.S,S,nOO,0()n of the Central Pacific debts

and thus made it possijde for tlie government to get the

money due it after committees of Congress had reported that

the property was uiisufficicnt to pay tlie debt. Tracing the

developments of the Southern I'aiific System through ac-

quisition of a number of sejjaratc lines, the witness showed
that there is pledged, a security for a portion of the funded
debt of the Centra] Pacific, stocks and bonds of the affiliated

Southern Pacific companies, aggregating nearly $84,000,000."

Operating EtTects of a Separation

According to the testimony of Mr. liurckhalter, a.ssist.iut

general manager of the Southern Pacific, with the use of

these lines as interdependent and complementary parts

of a single system tr.iins are s<> routed as to bring alxHit the

maximum of efficiency and public convenience at minimum
I'ost I hese results he said, are due entirely to a complete

disregard of corporate ownership in the routing of traffic and

handling of tniins. He continued: "ITie entire train serv-

ice in central and northern California would be deranged as

to lx)th freight and passenger service by a termination of

the present unified u.se. Existing routes and thannels of

trade, to which the public has become accustomed, would

be destroved. eflicicncy would be impaired and the cost of

transportiition substantially increa.>*d. The Central Pacific

is deficient in e(|uii)ment, depending ufion the Southern

Pacific in large measure for its etjuipment supply.

"The demand for additional locomotives and cars for the

use of the Southern Pacific itself resulting from the rerout-

ing of traffic on account of operation, would compel the

.Southerr Pacific to withdraw locomotives and pas.senger cars

r;ow usefi by it, leaving the Central Pacific with a supply

inadequate to enable it to provide the public with the service

now l"urnishing. The Central Pacific is particularly de-

ficient in freight cars. All Southern Pacific system cars are

now pooled tor the use of all system lines and distributed

to Ix'St advantage. This flexibility in use would be de-

stroycfl ;\nd serious car shortages would be created to the

detriment of Pacific Coast shippMjrs.

"Under separate management we estimate that the in-

creased operating expenses incident thereto, and without any
improvement in .service, would amount to approximately six

and one-half million dollars a year and the additional capi-

tal expenditures required to provide facilities to take care

of traffic as rerouted and under separate management would
amount to upwards of $18,000,000, which would be wasted.

"The district affected is one of the most productive areas

on the Pacific Coast, where the intricacies of train op)cration

;i.re greatest by reason of the large amount of gathering and
deliver}' service involved. In this particular district the per-

centage of traffic requiring expedited service is probably
greater than in any other portion of the United States and
the impainnent of service would be particularly disastrous

to the pulilic because of the interference with such expedited

sers'ice under separation.

"Divisional organizations, the growth of 50 years of de-

veloi)ment in operating methods, would l)e disturbed, result-

ing tn increased ex[)ense and in the unsettlement of

conditions of employment for large numbers of men en-

gaged in tr.iin .service and also working in the shops. The
jjrincipal shops of the system are today located at Sacra-

mento and belong to the Central Pacific. Shop capacity at

Sacramento is largely in excess of that which would be
needed for the Central Pacific as an independent company.
( )n the other hand, these sliops would not be suitably located

as general shops for what would remain of the Southern
I'acific lines after separation from Central Pacific lines.

The ultimate effect would therefore be the transfer of the

<hop operation of Southern I'acific to other places and leav-

ing Central Pacific shops at Sacramento witli a large surplus

lapacity unused. The number of employees that would
l)e affected by separation aggregates ai>proximately 18,000.

"The evil effects of separation from the standpoint of the

public cannot be avoided by any sjx'cies of joint use which
is not an adequate substitute for unified use as interde-

pendent parts of a single system and under a single manage-
ment. Joint use if accompanied by competitive effort on tlie

part of joint users necessarily results in wasteful duplica-
tion of service.

"The only way in which this waste could be avoided is
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by a pooling of earnings and cxix-nses whicli would in turn

destroy the ven- competitive effort which is the only reason

which has ever been assigned for the separation of these

properties. Under the latter condition the result would be

to restore a species of unified use but of a less efficient

character, less responsive to the needs of the public and to

the miking of neces.'^ary improvements, because it would be
a unified use dependent upon a double management by two
companies whose interests would be conflicting instead of a

unified use under the control of a single management all

parts working in harmony with each other."

Mr. Kruttschnitt's Testimony

Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the Southern Pacific,

said that the lines of the Southern Pacific and the Central
Pacific are so interwoven in both construction and operation
that it is almost impossible to separate them physically.

While the title to some parts stands in the name of Central
Pacific and to other parts in the name of Southern Pacific,

the division is in name only. There are two names Ijut only
one railroad .-}stem, each part of which is dependent for its

ma.vimum usefulness upon some other ]iart or parts. Mr.
Kruttschnitt said in part;

Should our application be denied much expense and inconveni-
ence to the public through changing existing routes and channels
of traffic will ensue, which will prove to have been entirely un-
necessary if the commission in its final con.solidation plan should
leave the existing relations of Southern Pacific and Central Pacilic
unchanged.

.'^n analogous case would be that of a house ordered demolished
because it did not conform to building regulations within fire

limits. Because of a change in the law thereafter it is found to
conform rigidly to them; what possible purpose could be served by
insisting on its demolition because of infraction of the old law?

In the slow growth and development for over SO years of
Southern Pacific System, an efficiency of operation, implying a
high excellence of service to the public, attained by careful adjust-
ment of mileage of divisions, location of division terminals and
freight train terminals, convenient to sources of water and fuel
supply, arrangement of train service, location of shops, wood-
preserving plants, fuel stations, all without regard to corporate
ownership, has created an operating organization equalled by few
and surpassed by none. The highly co-ordinated train service pro-
vided by Southern Pacific can be successfully operated only with
terminals functioning with great efficiency. Through long years
of training the superintendents and their staffs have attained a
high degree of operating efficiency within the terminals along the
line and with respect to co-ordinating operations with neighboring
divisions and terminals. In assembling fruit and other freight.

each terminal builds up its trains so as to minimize switching
and insure prompt delivery at destination. A co-operative spirit

is maintained between divisions, founded on the theory that each
is working to a common end. liach division strives strenuously
to increase its own efficiency, but is ready to surrender its in-

dividual advantage whenever necessary to improve the service as

a whole.
Through a long period of years co-ordinated train service has

grown up concurrently with traffic. Traffic is much heavier on
some routes than others. Some terminals have become more im-
portant than others. As a consequence the various lines and
terminals have capacities proportioned to their needs, including
sidings and engine-houses, car repair yards and other facilities

that must expand with volume of traffic. Important pieces of lino

have heen double-tracked. The operating divisions, II in number
fnot including steamer division) have been established with terri-

tories and headquarters to best suit relations with patrons and
shippers, and effectively supervise operations.

Central Pacific and other system lines are so interwoven and
interdependent as to offer alternative routes for traffic at a very
large number of points, a feature of great public convenience,
because in case of accident or damage to permanent way l>v fire

or washouts, detours arc ready at hand whereby currents of pas-

senger and freight traffic can lie diverted and inoved with negligible

delay. Such abnormal as well as normal movement of traffic

requires the indiscriminate use of both lines to ciunplctc delivery

of Ircight at destination and to gather freight from origin .ind

assemble it into solid Irainloads. Tlie llow <if traffic in the main
north-and-south commerce arteries between California and dregon
and between Nnrthern and Southern California requires the use.

first of S'lUtherii Pacific, llieii of Central Pacific, and finally again

of Southern F'acific lines to complete delivery. Where alternative

routes exist, train service has been arranged regardless of owner-

.-.liip of rails, so as to afford the best service to the public at the
lowest practicable cost.

Joint Versus Unified Use
It has been conclusively shown that complete dismemberment is

impracticable. In fact, every suggestion for a termination of
the existing unified operation contemplates joint use of certain
lines to a greater or less degree, itself conclusive evidence of the
interdependence of these lines, .^ny species of joint use is there-
fore a mere makeshift to avoid the admitted evils of .separation.

If the commission denies this application, the district court has
no power to authorize a continuance of such unified use of all

lines. The most that it may do is to authorize a joint use of a
part of such lines as compared with the present unified use of all

such lines. The extent of such authority and the extent to which
the interested carriers, independent of each other, would care to

avail themselves of joint use is involved in great uncertainty. To
whatever extent joint use may be employed it is not an adequate
substitute for the existing unified use. There would be substi-

tuted either neutral management of all jointly used properties or
management by the owning company with the other admitted as

a tenant either with or without neutralization of station and cer-

tain other forces.

Increased Cost of Separate Operation

A careful estimate prepared by our operating officers shows that

a separation of the properties, even with extensive joint use of
tracks and terminals, will result in increased operating expenses for

the two lines combined of approximately $6,557,000 per annum.
.Ml of this money, which is approximately 21 per cent of the entire

net railway operating income of the Pacific System for the calen-

dar year 1921, would be wasted each year during which the separa-

tion-continues.

A careful estimate also shows that there would be imposed upon
the Southern Pacific capital expenditures amounting to $2,676,000,

mainly for enlarged facilities to take care of traffic now using

Central Pacific tracks, while in order to make good its equipment
deficiencies Central Pacific would be required to spend $1,840,000

for passenger locomotives and cars, $3,250,000 for freight loco-

motives, $10,000,000 for freight cars, to which expenditures should

be added other scattering capital expenditures, making a total for

the Central Pacific of $17,966,000, or for both lines of $20,642,000.

Central Pacific Without Credit

Whether unified control continues or ceases, capital expenditures

should l)e made on the Central Pacific to provide increased fa-

cilities for the handling of traffic both as to second tracks and

facilities at important traffic centers. Litigation of the past nine

years has so clouded the title of Southern Pacific to Central Pacific

that improvements of all kinds have been sparingly made ; that is.

hardly to the extent demanded by increasal traffic. The general

increase of traffic has inade it imperative to undertake a number
of improvements of a pressing nature at once, and Southern Pacific

stands ready, if this application for temporary lease of Central

Pacific be granted, to advance the money at once, as the Central

Pacific itself, with its poor credit, cannot obtain it, in order to

provide enlarged and more modem facilities at various points,

including stations at Sacramento and Reno, whose requirements

have outgrown existing ones ; to establish enlarged terminals at

Dunsmuir ; substitute the most substantial ballast for that now
under the ties on parts of the line where necessary; to start the

construction of second tracks on parts of the Central Pacific line

where such construction will facilitate the prompt movement of

traffic such as certain sections of the tracks over the Sierra Nevada

and in the territory where the meeting points of eastbound pas-

.senger trains out of San Francisco and westbound passenger trains

into San Francisco arc concentrated.

The Central Pacific as an independent coinpany has no credit

in the linancial markets of the world. If separated from the

Southern Pacific it could not raise the capital necessary for these

improvements now needed, nor the huge additional amounts re-

quired solely on account of separation and which would otherwise

he unnecessary.

Central Pacific contributes 25.4 per cent to the total income of

the Southern Pacific System, that is, $9,143,251, out of $35,946,291.

The Soutliern Pacific Company's net income is used for payment

of fixed charges, additions and betterments, and for the payment
of guarantiTS on bonds of its constituent or related companies.

On lulv 31, 1922, the amount of such bonds guaranteed bv it as

to principal and interest was $401,000,000 and in addition $4,479,000

of outstan<ling bonds have been guaranteed as to interest onl_y.

The annual interest on these guaranteed bonds amounts to $17,-

400.0(X), It is patent, therefore, that if deprived of the net income

cimtributed by the Central Pacific, the Southern Pacific Company
would be in position where it might have to default on some of

its obligations incurred in building up a transportation system de-

signed to give to the public the most efficient possible service.



Competition or Co-Operation with Motor Truck'

A Discussion of Its Possibilities as an Aid in the Solution of the

Terminal Problem

By W. H. Lyford

Vicc-pn-sidont. Chicago k Eastern Illinois

TiiK TKANSiiikiAiiiiN of i;ock1s is an absolutely essen-

tial re(|uirimcnt for the family, industrial and com-
mercial life of a civilized people. The furnishing of

transportation is sometimes considered a function of the

goi^-ernment, hut the jxjoplc of the I'nitetl States will not

permit the government to perfonn trans|x>rtation, except

through the mail stnicc and for packages weighing 70 lbs.

or less. All other transportation of goods must l)e per-

formed by the person requiring it, or by a carrier for hire.

Transportation is not complete until the goods are moved
all tlie way from the premises of the shipper to the premises

of the consignee, and, for brevity, we will call such move-
ment "complete tran.sportation." .\lso for brevity, we will

use the British term "trader," which includes both .shipper

and consignee, or all persons for whom transportation of

goods is furnished for hire.

The trader is concerned only with complete transporta-

tion. His greatest need is Uiat complete transportation

shall Ix furnished with regularity and within reasonable

time. His secondary need is that the charges which he

must pay for complete transportation shall not V>c more than

the traffic will l)ear. without curtailing his profitable trade.

Complete transportation cannot be furnished regularly

and promptly unless the charges of the carrier are high

enough to pay all the expenses of carriage and a profit suf-

ficient to warrant the inve.stment of capital and energy

in the installation of the transportation service and in in-

creasing the serN'ice as traffic increases. In normal times,

the volume of freight traffic in this country increases at a

rate of not less than 6 per cent per year.

The trader is entitled to the liest transportation service

which can tie furnished for the charges which he pays,

and it is the duty of carriers who, singly or jointly, under-

take to furnish complete transport.ition, to make their

charges as low as is consistent with the maintenance of

adequate, regular and prompt service.

We are accu.stomed to think of the transportation of goods

as divided into four general classes : parcel post, express,

less-than-carloid r)r package freight (commonly called

1. c. 1.) and (arlo.ul freight.

The Problem of Collection and Delivery

Whether tin- goviTnmcnt, the cxi)ress company or tlie

railroad C()m[)aiiy undertakes to transi)ort the goods, the rail-

way actually perform.s the entire transportation service, ex-

cept the movement between the premises of the traders and
the stations of the railway companies. Such movement is

called "collection and deliver)'," Parcel post is not col-

lected, but it is delivered by tlie government. Express is

collected and delivered by the exf)ress company. Freight is

collected and delivered, not by the railway company, but by

the trader or l)y the owner of trucks or teams, whom we will

call "the trucker."

Because the railway does not fumi.sh collection and de-

livery, and tiiat service must U- performed by or at the ex-

pense of the trader, the traders liavc hxated their industries

as close as possil)le to railway stations. Consequently, the

vicinity of the freight station is usually a congested district

"Abstracted from .in .lildn
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in any large city. If the railway furnished collection and
delivery, the location of the freight stations would be im-
material to the trader. .\ distance of two miles between
the locations of two stations in a large city may make a

difference of 300 pcT cent, in the interest charges on the

real estate occupied by the statiun.s. In Chicago the interest

charge alone on real estate at 12th street on which a freight

station is located, is more than $2.30 per ton of freight

handled through the station. If the station were located at

33rd street, such interest charge would be reduced to about
.SO cents ptr ton. The amount of interest saved by moving
the station to 33rd strtH;t would j>ay the cost of well organ-
ized cartage between the 33rd street station and the prem-
ises of the trader. The present cartage charges would \x
saved.

Outbound freight is moved to the station in whatever
way and at whatever time the trader chooses, during the
l)usiness day. Inlxmnd freight is removed from the rail-

way station in whatever wa\- the trader chooses and, on the
average, alwut tlirc^ days after the freight arrives. There-
lore, the station iK'comes a storage warehouse, congested
with piled-uj) freight awaiting delivery^ to the trader, at his

convenience. With collection and delivery service controlled

by or in full co-operation with the railway, large freight

stations with storage facilities would be unnecessary. A
narrow platform, with a roof over it and with tracks on one
side and a highway on the other, is all that would be re-

quired.

With very few exceptions, railway freight stations in large
cities already are so congested that, unless we can find some
way to pass more traffic through the existing facilities, or
to keep on enlarging and multiplying them, by extravagant
expenditures for additional real estate and track connec-
tions, the railwa\s will not be able to handle the normal in-

crease in freight traffic.

Railway companies are organized to furnish transporta-
tion. Storage is a separate field for enterprise. The public
warehouse is needed and should be fostered because it can be
ojierated at a iirofit. Storage in railway stations rarely is

profitable to the railway company, and it seriously inter-

feres with the legitimate function of the railway—to furnish
transportation.

Competition Between Four Agencies

in tins C(iuntr)-, four different agencies are competing with
each other for the transportation of the same goods: Parcel
post, the express company, the railway and the trucker.

While the parcel post ami express are transported over rail-

ways, the government and the express company compete with
each other, and with the railway for the carriage of pack-
ages weighing 70 lb. or less, and the trucker competes with
the three other agencies.

Competition for the local carriage of goods within city

.ind suljurban areas ought to i)e welcomed by the railways,
as they perform this .service at an actual loss, while the
trucker can perform it at a profit. On the other hand, com-
petition with the railway for the carriage of goods through
rural districts, along main lines of railway, is harmful to the
railway and unprofitalile to the trucker.

I'or jiarcel post there is complete co-operation between

991
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railway and highway transportation, as the government has

its own cartage system. There is like co-operation in the

express business, as the express company operates its own

trucks and wagons. For freight traffic, there is hardly any

co-operation between the railway and the motor truck.

I have marshalkxl the foregoing facts with the idea that

they midit form a background for the statement: That unless

there is a radical change from present practices in railway

transportation in the United States, our great transportation

system, which is the wond^ of the world, will become a hin-

drance to the further progressive dneloptnent of this cowiiry.

Five years ago, when our railway system was placed under

federal control, its march of progress was halted, and it has

never regained its stride. Its development has not kept pace

with the industrial development of the country, because its

revenues have not l)een sufficient to attract the additional

capital necessary to finance the cost of normal additions and

betterments to road and equipment.

The public is clamoring for lower rates, while existing

rates are not high enough to produce the net railway operating

income which, as determined by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, the railways are entitled to earn. Still the

tendency of the commission is to reduce rates and there is

no reasonable hoj>e of increasing them.

Disregarding the temporarily bad condition of railway

equipment resulting from the existing strike of the shop

crafts, the onlv limitation on the volume of traffic which

the railroads can move is due to the railway terminal facili-

ties, which are inadequate to take care of the traffic which

easily could be tran.sjx)rted over the main lines of railway.

Under existing rates, the line haul of freight would be

highly profitable, if the revenue therefrom were not ab-

sorbed by constantly increasing terminal expenses. If the

railw^ays are to remain solvent and carry the traffic for

which rail transportation is demanded, they must find a

way, first, to reduce terminal expenses, and, second, either

to enlarge their terminal facilities or to pass more traffic

through the existing facilities. How to do these things is,

in my opinion, the most important problem before the

.\merican people. I have devoted to it all the time I could

spare from my regular duties during the past 15 years, and

have arrived at the definite conclusion that the problem can

be solved only by remedying the following evils:

First—Too low- compensation paid to the railways for

carrying parcel post and express on expensive passenger

trains.

Second—Lack of organized collection and delivery serv-

ice, which lack makes it nccessarj- to furnish unreasonably

large and exjK'nsive freight terminal facilities, and an un-

reasonaljly large supply of freight cars.

Third—The use of box cars for the transfer of 1. c. 1.

freight between railway stations in large terminal areas.

The trucker could perform that necessary service more

quickly and economically. Thousands of box cars tliereby

would \)C released from an unprofitable service and would

substantially increa.se the carr}-ing capacity of tlie railway.

Fourth—The use of Ijox cars as trap cars, for moving
1. c. 1. freight through terminal areas for industries which

have rail connections, and the iniquitous absorjition by tlie

railways of trap-car, sul)way and lighterage cxiH'nses, whicii

is equivalent to furnishing free cartage to the favored few

large traders, in discrimination against the average trader,

who is obliged to provide or pay for his own cartage.

Fifth—The operation of branch lines on which tlic traffic

is too light to sustain railway tran.sportation and which

could l>c served better and at far less expense l)y tlie motor

truck.

The most important field for co-operation between the

railway and the truck is offered by the collection and de-

livery of 1. c. 1. freight in large cities. Comparatively few

trucks are used in this service, first, because there is no co-

(Jijeralion between the truckers tliemselves, and, second, be-

cause there is no co-operation between the trucker and the

railway. As the collection and delivery of 1. c. 1. freight in

large cities is now conducted, the delays to trucks in reach-

ing the station door and in loading and unloading the truck,

make unprofitable the use of tlie truck in station service, so

that by far the greater part of this service is performed by

horse-drawn vehicles. Truck transportation is only profit-

aljle when the truck can be kept mo\nng the greater part of

the time.

Notable experiments have been tried in the United States

for handling the collection and deliver}- of the freight of one

railway company in a large city and, so far as I have been

able to learn, none of them have been successful. No single

railway company receives and delivers freight from and to

Lver)- part of a large cit}^ in sufficient volume to make profit-

able the collection and delivery of such freight by a trucking

( rganization. I am satisfied, however, that the combined
1. c. 1. freight of all the railways reaching a city could be

collected and delivered by a properly equipped single truck-

ing organization, working m full co-operation with the rail-

ways, at less cost than is now paid by the traders in that city

tor their cartage, and still yield a reasonable profit to the

trucking organization.

For many years, the Canadian railways have furnished

collection and deliver}- in the principal cities of Canada,

under separate cartage tariffs. The president of one of the

largest Canadian railways is my authority for the statement

that his railway could not possibly handle its traffic through

its present terminal facilities without well organized collec-

tion and delivery service.

British Operate Terminals Intensively

In England, Scotland and Wales, the raihvays are fur-

nishing collection and delivery at practically all of their

stations. Knowing this, I devoted a few days last year and
several w-eeks this year to intensive study of the collection

and delivery service in England and Scotland, principally in

London. Manchester and Glasgow. I was given exceptional

opportunities and assistance for the investigation at close

range of the terminal operations of the principal English and
Scotch railways. The several general managers with whom
I discussed these problems in Great Britain were unanimous
in expressing the following conclusions:

1. That the collection and delivery- of freight, at ter-

minal cities and in large industrial centers, by a single

trucking organization, is absolutely essential to the mast

efficient operation of freight stations and that, with such a

trucking organization co-operating with it, the railway com-
pany ma\- control the time of collection and delivery of

freight and is able to operate its stations throughout the

24-hour day if necessary, and to use the same platforms and

forces for handling inl>ound and outlwund freight.

2. That collection and delivery can lie furnished under

a separate tarift' at rates high enough to jirixluce an actual

profit from the cartage ojierations, after paying all expenses,

and low- enough to induce '^5 per cent of the traders to avail

themselves of the organized collection and delivery service

rather than to perform it themselves.

.V That in England, where the general conditions are

substantially like those in New England, the railways and

the traders have prospered under unified cartage systems,

without any substantial additions to station facilities.

In all of tlie.se conclusions of the Uritish railway man-
agers I heartily concur and I believe tlicy ought to be

adopted by American railw-ays.

Contrast the operations of a large tenninal freight station

in the I'nited States with a t\-pical British "gixxls" station.

In this countr)-, the inbound freight is handletl over one
set of platforms by one working force and the outbound
freight is handled over another set of platforms by another
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outitound siuiion during tlu- ciinri' ii.t\ 1 lu iinxiunti plat-

form is piled up with frfiebt •'.::<
:iu' <lrlivir\, interfering

with llif mov. I, phiiiurm. When the

inbouii"! • ;ir- U- pulled out of the

8t:t '

; ...' w" ....I wii.i ^iation for loading the

1 I British station, the same platfomu are used

to haiiilU- iitit only the inlxxind and outbound traffic, but

also a third ilass of traffic, ami they are o(»erated through

the entire 24-liour day. Whin the d.iy force goes on duty
at 8 a. ni., a line nf cars loaded with inl>ound freight is stand-

ing on one side of the station platform and a continuous line

of trucks or "lorries" are backed up to the other side of the

platform. The city is divided into districts and the freight

for one district is loaded into one or more lorries, there being

more lorries at tiie platform than there are districts in the

cit)'. As soon as a lorry is fully loaded a driver is summoned
by telephone from a nearby stable. He comes with a heavy
Clydesdale liorse and drives away with a .>-ton load to the

proper district, where he makes deliver)-. When one lorri- is

loaded and driven away, another empty lorrA' is backed into

its place, loaded and driven away.

Before noon, all tiie inbound freight has been removed
from the cars and delivered l>y lorries. At 1 p. m. the

station {)latform is clear and ready to receive the outbound
freight, which is collected and delivered at the station by

the same drivers who delivered the inbound freight in the

forenoon. All of the outbound freight is collected tiefore S

p. m.. loaded into cars and dis])atched liefore midnight. The
platform is again clear and ready to receive the heavy fish

:ind vegetable traftic which begins to arrive at 1 a. m. and is

• livcred at the markets iKjfore 6 a. m. At 8 a. m., the plat-

• rm is again dear and the empty lorries are standing at the

platform ready for the inbound merchandise.

For collection and delivery in this countr)', demountable
•ruck Ixxlies. trailers, or semi-trailers doubtless would be

••d instead of the British lorries and gasoline or electric

tors would l>e substituted for Tlydcsdale horses. On our

.tioD platforms, we doubtless would use four-wheel trailer

licks drawn by electric tractors, instead of the old-fash-

iied two-wheel trucks which are used in Great Britain. In

.. t, I left that country with the firm conviction that, with

ir American methods applied to the British system of coi-

tion and delivery, much greater efficiency would Ije.ob-

Miied and iK-tter service would lie rendered than is now ren-

• red in Great Britain.

Three of the great English railways have combined their

llection and deliver)- service in London with most .satis-

iitory results and I was assureil l)y the manager of the

' mbincd service that, if all of the railways reaching London
ould join in the combination, he could affect even greater

iinomics than he had already accomplished.

I am well aware that the average railway manager in

this country fears to encourage the e.stai)lisliment of col-

lection and delivery service, iK-cause of the danger that the

railway will Ik* re(|uired to pay the cost of the service and

thereby increase the terminal expenses. I would not recom-

mend that the collection and delivery .service lie forced upon
the trader, but rather, that it be offered to him under sepa-

rate cartage tariffs at rates wliicli would be less than the

trader's present cartage expense^ I believe tli;it the result

would lie the same as it has been in Canada and Great

Britain where the collection and delivery service has been

accepted voluntarily by a large majority of the traders.

Collection and Delivery of Car-load Freight

There is a second field for co-operation lietween the

motor truck and the railway, which would require a more

iri'in
1

•:" "hods than tin- one

ut which '. I'e even n; .r -iie-

lU parties It is the ov: h\/.td

delivery of carload freight from putjlic team' trucks iii large

terminal areas. As already stated, this freight is now lo.nlod,

unloaded, collected and delivereil by the trader, or at his

e.xpcnH'. In different cities the trader is allowed from two to

five days within which to unload cars after he has received

notice that they are ready to lie unloaded.

Generally speaking, there is a shortage of team tracks in

the central districts of large cities and it is next to impossi-

ble for the railroads to furnish additional team tracks. Cars

must be held in the outer yards until there is room for them

on the team tracks, and then they must l>e held on the team

tracks until it is convenient for the trader, or his trucker, to

unload them. The necessar)- consequence is that large ter-

minal districts are full of idle cars, and I think it is safe

to say that the average time that bo.x cars are delayed at the

port of New York and in the switching di.strict of Chicago

is 10 days per trip. If all of the freight cars which carry

loads into the port of Xew York, the switching district of

Chicago, and other large terminal areas, could be unloaded

on the day of their arrival, they could be loaded out on the

same day, or the following day, and the present freight car

ei|uipment of the railways would be sufficient to meet all

transportation needs for several years to come.

Competition l)etwcen the railways to outdo each other

in affording privileges to the traders has l)rought about a

situation which is crippling the freight car .supply and
thereby is injuring the trader more than he is l)enefited by

the allowance of an unreasonable time within which to load

and unload carload freight.

At the present time there is a serious shortage of freight

car equipment, in all parts of the country. The railways,

the commercial organizations and the public authorities are

urging the traders everywhere promptly to load and unload
cars in order to reduce the idle time of freight cars and
supply the crying need for more cars to move accumulated

freight. Notw-ithstanding these appeals, the car shortage is

not lieing substantially remedied.

In my judgment, a new system of delivering carload

freight must be adopted and it will require the co-op)eration

not only of the railways and the truckers, but al.so of the

traders, warehouse men. the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the State L'tilities Commissions. The rules relat-

ing to free time for holding loaded and empty cars, awaiting

the convenience of the traders, should be so modified as

to insure the unloading of cars within 24 hours after they

are ready for unloading and the loading of cars within 24

hours after they are placed at the disjxisal of the trader.

I realize that this is a radical change and would deprive

the trader of a substantial amount of free storage which he

has always enjoyed and would require him to pay ware-

house charges on such inbound freight as he is unable to

receive on the day of its arrival. This apparent disad-

vantage, however, could l)c, to .some extent, off.set by cheaper

cartage furnished by an organized collection and delivery

service and the warehouse charges might be reduced sub-

stantially by co-operation between the railway, the trucker

and the warehouse man.

Branch Line Service

The im[)ortance of lutting down the idle time of cars is

shown by the fact, which I believe can be established, that

the average time required by a freight car. in carload freight

service, to inake a round trip is about 20 days, and of that

time, the car is actually moving in line haul, loaded or

empty, only two and two-tenths days, and it is actually

earning revenue only one and one-half days out of the 20

days required for the round trip.

.\nother field for the profitable use of the motor truck
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is the transportation oi" freisilit Ijetween communities wliich

are served by branch lines of railway, on which the traffic

is too light to pay the e.\pen.ses of any kind of railway

transportation. Such branches are almost innumerable and
are scattered over ever\- part of the country. They were

built before motor transportation was {perfected and. un-

doubtedly, they have jjerformed a necessary public service,

but the}' have outlived their usefulness. The transportation

furnished over such lines could be performed better and
more cheaply by motor conveyances over the public high-

ways. No more such branch lines ought to be or will be

constructed, if the motor trucker will take over the field and

occupy it intelligently and efficiently. In recent years, I

have known of several cases where railways seriously liave

contemplated the construction of branch lines, to reach

small cities and towns, and, on investigation, have found

that they could better afford to establish their own truck

service, and the proposed branches have not been built.

I will go further and state that I think that all such

money-losing branch lines, along which transportation by

truck over e.xisting highways could be furnished at less ex-

pense, should be abandoned. The better and less expensive

truck serV'ice should he substituted by the railroad company,
if the trucker will not occupy the field.

Who Will Benefit Through These Changes

Five parties are interested in bringing about the changes

we have outlined

:

The whole public would be benefited in that the city

streets would be relieved from the congestion caused by
wagons and trucks carrying small lots of freight to and
from the railway stations. The new rural highways would
last longer, as the cooperation of railway and truck woukl
put an end to long-distance trucking.

The trader would get lx;tter service at less cost.

The motor-truck industry and existing cartage companies
and private truckers who would co-oi)crate with the railways

would vastly increase their field for profitable operation.

The warehouse man woukl profit by the additional stor-

age now furnished by the railways.

The railways would cut down their terminal expenses and
would increase their capacity for service.

The trucker has a distinct advantage over the railway, in

that highways are constructed l)y the general public, through

some form of taxation, while tlie railway is constructed at

the private expense of the railroad company. In the early

histor\' of this country, public lands and moneys were con-

tributed to a few railway companies, to induce them to build

railways in territory which greatly needed transportation,

but .such donations have long since been repaid by the en-

hancement in tlie value of the taxable property, whose de-

velopment has followed the railroad and would not have
occurred without the railroad.

The railway, through taxation, pays a large share of the

cost of con.structing and maintaining highways, while the

trucker pays no part of the cost of constructing or main-
taining the railway. If the trucker is to compt'tc witli tlie

railway, either he should pay a substantial part of the cost

of constructing and maintaining the highway or the railway

should Ije relieved of taxation for higiiway pur|x»scs.

If, however, the trucker, first, would [x>rform that part

of transportation furnished Ity the railway at an opx^rating

loss and on which the trucker could make a reasonable

profit; second, would cease to compete with the railway for

the traffic which the railway can carry at a profit and on
which the profit of the trucker is very doubtful; and, tliird,

would co-oj)erate with the railway in handling traffic which
requires transi>ortafion liotli by rail and highway; in other

words, if the truck would supplement the railway .service

instead of comjieting with it, then it would be to the interest

of the railway that the cxpcn.scs of the trucker should U-

reduced to the lowest possible limit, and. in my judgment,

the railway could well afford to pay substantial taxes for

highway purposes and to make no objection to the free use

of the highway by the trucker.

There is a steady and, for the trucker, an alarming

growth of public sentiment in favor of imposing upon the

trucker a more substantial part of the cost of maintaining

and renewing public highways, which, it is claimed, are

destroyed by hea\')- trucks almost as fast as the highways

can be constructed. If the public were satisfied that the

truck was only used as a common carrier where the railwa\

could not furnish as good and as cheap service as the

trucker furnishes, I believe, the public would cease demand-
ing that greater burdens be placed upon the trucker, which

would increase the cost of his service.

I believe that for even,- city there is a practical solution,

which, with the full co-of)eration of railways and trucks

would result in the movement of freight through the city

stations as soon as it arrives there and would thus enable the

railway to furnish much more transportation service without

increasing its facilities and w'ithout increasing its charges

for transportation.

Conclusion

The truck should supplement tlie railway and not com-
pete with it. \\"herever complete transportation can bi

furnished by the truck more efficiently and cheaply than

by the railway, the truck should be used. Wherever the

railway service is adequate and profitable and less expen-

sive than truck serA'ice, the railway should perform the

service. Where the best and cheapest .service can be fur-

nished profitably by the railroad and truck combined, the

railway and the trucker should co-operate in furnishing that

service.

Be Sure and Get It Back Together Again So It Will Run,
Uncle



Roadmasters Hold Fortieth Annual Convention

Meeting at Cleveland Characterized by Large Attendance

Instructive Papers and Interesting Exhibits

T
M! I .'111 IH unnual coininiiuii oi the k().i(lma.st«.-r> and
M ; ince of Way A~-i» lation and tla- t-K-vcnth an-

iiu.il ixhiliit of the Trai-k Su|>j)ly Association were held

at the StatliT Hotel,* Cleveland. Ohio, on November 21-2.v

In spite of the recent lal)or troul>le:>, more than 400 memliers

were present. The reports and pajxrs ])resented were Sfx.*-

cially practical in character and brought active discussion.

The convention \va.« called to order promptly at 10 o'clock

Tuesday morning by L. M. Denny, pri'sidcnt (^uper^•isor,

C. C. ('. L St. I.., Indianapolis, Ind.). C. E. Denny, vice-

president and general manager. New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, welcomed the association to Cleveland. After refer-

ring to the passenger terminal development now in progress

in that city, he emphasized the im[)ortance of co-operation,

illustrating his remarks by a description of a plan now in

effect among the executives of the roads with terminals in

Cleveland. These executives meet informally at a weekly

luncheon to discuss local transportation prolilems and "iron

out" difficulties. By this means, all congestion has been

avoided and it has not tjeen necessary to organize a car

service committee. He closed with th-e statement that no rail-

road fan afford to retain a man in any responsible position

who dors not take part in association work and exchange

i-ims with those similarly employed.

C. A. Paquettc, chief engineer, C. C. C. & St. L., spoke

on the necessity of the roadmasters giving more attention to

the personnel of their forces. He said, in part : "To me
the track is the most wonderful part of a railroad, t)ecau.se

of the human element connected with it. The maintenance

of equipment is performed at certain concentrated points,

where it is subject to close supervision and direction, but

maintenance-of-way work is performed on every foot of the

railway with supcr\'ision which is of necessity more or less

general in character. The big question confronting main-

tenance officers is that of securing efficiency from the forces.

"In recent years wc have seen attemi)ts of professional

agitators to inoculate these men with the views of dis-

content and suspicion, but what attempts have we made to

overcome this propaganda? The superintendent is too busy

looking over re|)orts and dictating mail to know his section

forces. The division engineer who knows all of his track

foremen is an exception.

"I have been more concerned over this situation with ref-

erence to the maintcnance-of-way foreman than any other

problem ^)efore me. We must find a way to regain his confi-

dence, and his old time interest and pride in liis work. I

cannot t)elieve that tliey have di>ai)|nared, imt they arc sulv

mergcd for the time being. You men are tlic connecting

link between the railways and their mainlenance-of-way

employees. Upon you rests the res|)onsibility for the restora-

tion of the former relations. Don't lose sight of the value

of personal contact with your men. Don't widen the cxi.st-

ing gap; close it."

In his presidential address, I.. M. Denny reviewed the

work of the association during the last year. He paid

tribute particularly to the members of the committees who

had carried on the work of the association.

Report on Section Gangs vs. Extra Gangs

The committee recommended that all regular routine track

maintenance work such as detailed gage, line, surface and

cross level maintenance, ordinary drainage, and tic

renewals should l>e taken tare of by regularly assigned

secticMi forces equipped with modem tools and suitable

motor cars. The forces should be maintained at as nearly

uniform strength as possible throughout the year, with

slight .seasonal additions during the heavy working season

from .April to Xovemlx-r in the average .American climate.

This makes possible and encourages the employment of a

better and more skilled class of labor than the great seasonal

force variations sometimes practiced, where a bare skele-

ton organization is maintained through the winter and a

large numlx-r of e.xtra, and usually floating and poor quality

lalx)rers. are added during the summer.
The heavy track replacement work such as continuous

rail renewals, and heavy ballasting out of face should be

taken care of by sf)ecially organized forces, housed in

movable camp outfits. Extensive fence building or re-

building and cut or bank widening can also best be taken

care of by special forces. Such special forces become skilled

in their work and reduce unit costs to a minimum. They
should be required to leave their work in a completed con-

dition, and not leave parts of it to be completed by section

forces.

Between these classes of usual routine maintenance work

and special heavy maintenance work, which should be taken

care of by regular section forces and special extra gang

forces, respectively, there are some kinds of special work

of a lighter nature which can be handled economically by

increasing the size of and, if necessary, doubling up the

regular section forces. Such work includes scattered rail

patching, curve worn rail renewals in short patches, and

ballast cleaning and patching or light resurfacing in short

stretches. No heavy ditching should be done by hand.

Frequently section and extra gang forces can be worked

together advantageously where a large number of men are

needed for a sliort period, but cannot Ix- worked con-

tinuously to advantage. On one road extra and section

forces • are combined for rail renewals. The regular rail

extra gang makes necessary preliminary preparations for

renewing a stretch of rail, then the track is taken for a

day and the rail gang, with the assistance of section forces

brought in from IS miles in either direction, will relay

from two to three miles of rail in ten hours, while the

trains are being handled over another track. .\fter the

rail is laid, the extra gang completes the work of cutting

the old rail apart, loading it up, renewing ties and switch

timbers under new rail as may be necessary, and other

work incident to completing the job.

The same practice of doul)ling section forces for a short

period may be followed advantageously in making short

patches of curve rail renewals, or surfacing short stretches

of track out of face where the work is too heavy to be han-

dled by one average section force, but not great enough in

extent to justify the moving in of an extra .gang.

Ordinarily maintenance should be kept up currently so

that the necessity of organizing large extra forces for heavy

sea.sonal work may be reduced to a minimum. This can be

done where reasonable section forces are maintained

throughout the year. Routine fence repair work, for in-

stance, can best be done by regular section forces in the

late fall and winter after the undergrowth has disappeared.

(R. U. Smith (ihnirniaii). assistant dix'ision siiptrin-

tintliul, .V. ('r ir.. Kiuiiwkr. Va.)

995
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Discussion

To secure the greatest return for money expended for labor,

as well as to get much needed work done, P. J. McAndrews
(C. & X. W. ) stated that the railroads are now facing a

ver\- critical labor situation, since it is a serious question

where tlie labor for the coming year will be secured from.

Men, he thought, should not be laid off in the fall at the

first sign of frost, for if they arc not held it will not be pos-
sible to get them again in the spring. The ancient policy

of laying off men who can be employed economically during
the winter must be revised. On many roads the forces may
be kept to a fairly even average throughout the year and to

good advantage.

Where section forces are increased to do the work often

assigned to extra gangs, there was a distinct handicap, ac-

cording to T. Thompson (A. T. & S. F.), who said that

only about 50 per cent of the section foremen are capable
of taking a large body of men and doing construction work.
Ordinar}- renewals, he believed, should be handled by the

regular section forces and the heavy work by the extra

gangs.

Along the same line J. B. Martin (N. Y. C.) stated that

all of the track work could not be done by the section forces.

Local conditions prevented the acquisition and holding of

large numbers of men such as this plan would necessitate.

Under present methods, it requires from 65 to 70 men to lay

rail economically, and this would mean that fully one-half
of a roadmastcr's section forces would be required. The labor
supply is a governing factor.

The big advantage of doubling up the forces, according
to R. H. Smith (X. & W.) chairman, was that by the use
of section and extra gangs it is possible to increase greatly

the output, while at the same time there was an additional

beneficial eft'ect by thus securing a numl^er of skilled men to

balance up the forces.

Where section forces are increased, there are added duties

for the section foremen, and in this respect T. F. Donahoe
(B. & O.) said that, where this is done, the section foreman
should be paid the increased rate for the extra gang fore-

man, since lie must necessarily assume all of the responsi-

bilities of the latter. In addition, another man should be se-

lected to take charge of the section routine work.
F. H. Hansen (G. X.) stated that on some roads extra

gangs are an absolute necessity, since winter conditions are

so severe that the greater part of the track work must be
done during a short working season, Xaturally, only rou-

tine matters can be carried on during the cold weather and
thus it does not seem reasonable to suggest tliat the railroads

should keep men when no work can be done. If a section
foreman does better work than an extra gang foreman, the

roadmastcr is at fault.

Report on Methods of Making Tie Renewals

The committee recommended that tie renewals should
commence as early in the spring as possible. This gives
the track foreman four months in which to get all of his
ties in before hot weather, for in the opinion of many
trackmen, if ties are put in in hot weather the chances
for buckled track are increased. The most economical method
of distribution is by the work train in the late fall or winter
months. Ties unloaded from a work train should be piled
in neat piles so as to prevent rot, permit seasoning and im-
prove appearances along the right of war.

There is :\ difference of opinion as to whether ties should
be spotted in, starting at one end of the section and replacing
the bad ties to tlie other end. Giving the track a general
lift in most instances provides a better bearing for the
ties and insures In-tter riding track, affords a better oppor-
tunity for renewing anti-crceix-rs and tie plates and i>rovides

an accurate spacing of tie.«. As a general practice it is found

to be a mucli more satisfactory method than spotting in.

In general, the most satisfactory results in renewing ties

over a section are secured by giving the track a general lift

over two or three miles each year, putting in ties and work-
ing the track thoroughly. This method establishes a cycle
of three or four years.

The only feasible way of renewing ties at private and
highway crossings, is out of face. Ties put in a spike high
are not favored by the majority of roads. The largest num-
ber favor tamping solid.

For economical tie renewals, it is essential that the road-
master or supervisor be notified of the number of ties he
will be furnished. If this is not done, he cannot distribute
them economically.

(/. P. Davis (cliairmaji). road'masler. Central Indiana.
Anderson, Ind.)

Discussion

The part of the report dealing with the best methods and
time for the distribution and renewal of ties aroused con-
siderable comment. W. Shea (C. M. & St. P.) stated that
it was the duty of every roadmaster to make each tie render
the best service possible. This could not be done if ties

were distributed in the fall and piled along the right-of-way
according to needs, since a section foreman would use them
as they were, rather than redistribute them to secure maxi-
mum service according to grade, etc. A detailed inspection
of the track should be made and no ties distributed until

spring, when the proper ties could be unloaded at the proper
points. Furthermore, when ties are treated they are not
received in large quantities at one time, but over a consider-
able period. These ties, treated as well as untreated, should
be piled at convenient points, classified and sorted so tha:

each requirement for track use in the following spring can
be met quickly and economically.

Several members believed that such a plan was expensive
in that it cost a certain amount of money each time a tit

was handled and that the fewer rehandlings there were, thr

cheaixT the cost of the work. In regard to the question oi

methods for renewal. J. B. :Martin (N. Y. C. )said that,

where stone ballast is used, the economical way to maintain
track was to raise it out of face and renew ties at the same
time. This was not necessar}- in gravel ballast or on light

traffic lines.

R. G. Knight (X. H) stated that the report dealt chiefl\

with dense traffic, rock ballasted track and was probahl\
correct in reference to that class of road. It did not, however,
cover the problems of the other roads. Thus, in referenci

to a cycle of track-raising, where track was put in good con
dition once every three or four years, it might Ix- economical
to renew ties which had more than one or two rears" lii'c

However, due consideration should be given to the gradualh
decreasing timber supply and an effort made to secure all

[Mjssible service from a tie.

Training the Section Foreman
By D. C. BucU

Director, Railway Educational Bureau, Omaha, Neb.

It has come to be recognized by railroad officers generalh-
that the trackman should no longer be considered a common
laborer, but should be assistetl in an educational way to

become a skilled laborer. Labor conditions in this coun-
try have been such that it has been necessar\- to hire and
use a great deal of rough labor on track work. Mexicans.
Italians. Greeks, many of the Slavic races and even Jap-
anese have l>cen and arc still being used in large num-
bers, in addition to the Negro labor of the south. It is

by no means impractical to raise the standard of man\
of these classes of labor.

With the advent of heavier motive power, leading as
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it hus to the ni-cfssity for mu< h in..rf »ii«-ntitic track con-

struction, the section fon-man ha- ii.mc to occupy a po-
sition which has hardly any aii.ili^y in industry-. The
section foreman today must deal with engineering work
of the highest order.

It is the writer's opinion that the next ten years will

sec a chanije in the track foreman's status; that he will

be of necessity a better educated man; that he will have
as an a.ssistant foreman a younger man who will Ije train-

ing himself in a knowledge of the more technical phases of
track work; and that this cycle of training of track assistants

will provide tlie coml.ination of practical and technical man
that we are going to need in our track work in years to come.

This is going to be accomi)lislied on some roads by
school gangs made up of ambitious young men who want
to follow railroad track work as a profession and who
would I* worked as a special gang under a competent in-

structing foreman so as to obtain tlie experience required.

Where .s<ho<)l i;ani;> are not provided, the right kind of

.111 assi.<tant forcm.m can study by corTes{)ondence and
much of the training that lie needs in that way, par-

iarly if given the proper encouragement by his fore-

ni:in and his higher suf)cr\'ising officers. In order to at-

tract the right kind of young men for such work there

must l)e some system of apprenticeship leading to the po-
sition of assistant foreman and foreman at a rate of pay
sufficient to attract these men to the possibilities of the

opportunity offered.

Every intelligent trackman who e.\p>ects to follow track

work should be urged to become a student of track work
as an expected part of his training. Then, in step with the

e.xtended use of special track tools, power machines, the

further development of signal circuits, the adoption of auto-

matic train stops, and the e.\ten.«ion of electrified districts,

men will be developing who will be fully competent to give

the more skilled super\-ision required for the proper main-
tenance of purh track on our Annriran railroads.

Report on the Non-Spacing of Joint Ties

i he committee recommended the '"non-spacing of joint

ties and the non-slotting of joints." It is a known fact

that the joint is the weakest point in railroad track. Every
conceivable means has been api)lied to reinforce and
strengthen it to make it equal in strength to the rail, but

nothing that has yet been developed approaches this ob-

jective. Why, therefore, should we place an extra burden

upon the joint by making it render service over and above

the other portions of the rail by anchoring the track at this

weak point by slotting the angle Ijars and spiking through

the slots.

With non-.slotted angle bars and with rail anchors placed

on the intermediate portions of the rail, the joints are per-

mitted to pass over the ties without disturliing them if the

rail should creep, thereby eliminating tiie slewing of the

ties and creating no cavities in which the water may accu-

mulate altout the joints any more than about any other

tie under tlie rail. This preserves the angle bar and protects

the bolts.

.Ml ties should be spaced uniformly under the rail re-

gardless of their position relative to the joint. To space tics

uniformly under the joints and elsewhere throughout the

length of the rail where the track is given a three-inch

raise, pick tampied, will cost $&40 per mile in stone ballast,

while to give it a three-inch raise in stone ballast where

ties arc not spaced will cost only $600 per mile, a saving

of $150 per mile by not spacing ties. To space ties uni-

formly throughout the length of the rail in gravel ballast

where the track is given a thrct-incli raise, shovel tamped,

w-ill cost $700 per mile and when- the ties are not spaced $570

per mile, a saving of $l.iO per mile by not spacing ties.

Ihije figures are based on $0.40 per hour for labor. It

will cost $0.80 per joint to space the joint ties and shift

the shoulder ties where necessary in stone ballast and $0.50
per joint in gravel ballast.

In spacing ties more or less damage is done which hastens

the time of their removal. In spacing ties some of them
are necessarily moved off their old bed, while others are not

disturbed, which gives them an unequal bearing, howe%er
well they may be tamped, and requires more frequent sur-

facing to maintain the track at a true level.

{F. I.. McMillan {chairman), roadmasler, C. & A.,

Bloomington, 111.)

Discussion

The association voted to go on record in fa\or of non-
slotting of joints; it aLso voted against the practice of uni-

form spacing of ties throughout the length of the rail.

Report on Labor-Saving Devices

The committee reported that labor-saving dc\^ces are

being utilized more and more to sjjeed up the renewing of
rail and a great deal is saved by their use. Where long
stretches of rail are to be renewed, locomotive cranes are

coming into use to replace the tong gangs. The cost of
renewing rail by the use of 2 cranes, 4 portable air compres-
sors running S pneumatic machines, a work train with 4

double end rail loaders and 262 laborers and 26 foremen or

assistant foremen was found, in one instance, to be as fol-

lows :

Per ton Per mile
Unloading J, 161. 5 tons of new 1071b. rail $0.49 $82.39
Distribulini; ansle bars, tic-plates, spike and other ac-

cessories }i S7.17
Scoring ties and other preliminary work 22 36.99
Taking out old ino-lb. rail and renewinn with new 107-lb.

rail, including picking up old rail and scrap 3.29 533.18

$4.34 $729.73

The above included tlie cost of installing new tie-plates

and rail anti-creepers, but not the renewing of turnouts.

Ihis work, as done in the past by hand and including the

cost of closing in for trains, would aggregate approximately

$12 per ton or $2,000 per mile.

Where only a few men are available the three-man track

layer is a valuable asset, esjjecially in laying rail in yards.

These machines with 5 men will do the work of 15 men,
assuming that they are used about 2 hours per day, for 60
days in the year.

With tile increased weights of rails, frogs and switches,

the necessity for unloading machines becomes more pro-

nounced.

The utilization of locomotive cranes in connection with

screens in cars for the cleaning of ballast has proved that

much can be saved in this way.
The cost of cleaning switches of snow by hand will

average 55 cents per switch at interlocking points as com-
pared with 20 cents per switch by the use of hydro-carbon
torches. At terminals a steam heating plant properly oper-

ated can be run with three laborers and a foreman, whereas
it will take 25 men, a foreman and an assistant foreman to

keep such a place open during a severe storm.

Investigation shows the cost of tamping ties with tie

tamping machines to be little less than the cost of tamping
by hand, the work done with these machines will hold up
twice as long or more under favorable conditions.

The steam ditcher is one of the greatest labor-saving de-

vices where heavy ditching is to be done. With an air dump
car placed on each side in a work train, it will accomplish

as much in one day as 30 men will do with flat cars in three

days.

A spreader, when used with a work train, has performed
tile work of at least 20 men in disposing of material on a
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fill and in ditching light cuts. This, on the basis of 150

working days, would be a saving of about $9,600 in the

course of a year.

The use of weed killers should be extended and two

applications made a season. The cost of each treatment, in-

cluding work train service, is approximately $32 per mile.

It would be impossible to perform this work as economically

by hand.

Oiling appliances save a great deal of labor in oiling the

roadbed and grade crossings. There are also attachments

for these devices that can be used to oil track bolts and

fastenings.

{George W. Morrow (chairman), supervisor, N. V. N. H.
& H., New Haven, Conn.)

Co-operation Between the

Track and Signal Departments

By J. A. Peabody

Signal Engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago

The item of signaling, which brings the two forces together

most often, and which is apt to cause the most trouble is the

track circuit. If the track is on slag or coarse gravel and

well drained, the foundation is still good when the water

collects during the warm part of the day in the early spring,

the signalman and trackman usually have a pleasant good

morning for each other. But wlien the ballast is not of the

best, when the cinders and sand are thick and not only bear

against the base of the rail but perhaps a good ways upon

it. their relations are often otherwise.

Instead of quarrelling, however, the signal supervisor

should go to the roadmaster during the summer when forces

are plentiful and they should go over the situation together.

In one case the signalman shows the trackman where clean-

ing out around and underneath the rail will do everything

that is necessary. In another case external drainage is re-

quired which the roadmaster has wanted for a long time

and, with the help of the signalman, is able to get authority

to put in. In a third case the trackman shows the signalman

some track that he acknowledges is bad but which cannot be

taken care of properly without an expense which both agree

is out of the question. But as the signalman has wanted to

shorten the track circuit at that particular place for a long

time, he gets authority to do it with the trackman's lu-lp.

Thus the weak parts of the foundations are strengthened,

and when the thaws of March, the thunderstorms of July

and the tloods of any time of year come the foundation

stands.

If this method is followed in the field, the supervisors and

roadmasters as well as the signal maintainers and section

foremen will get some knowledge of each other's work, and

with that knowledge will come a better understanding and

greater respect for each other.

The Essentials of Morale

By S. E. Shoup

Enginecriiig .Assistant to General Maii.iger, Kansas City

Southern, Kansas City, Mo.

Favoritism of certain kinds will inevitably weaken if not

wholly destroy morale. If a man is favored because of su-

jierior energy, because of dependaliility or because of greater

knowledge, there is no resultant weakening of morale.

Favoritism of this kind may even strengthen morale and

spur individual effort. The favoritism that is objectionable

and which will ultimately play havoc is where one man is

given all of the easy assignments for no other reason than

that he is liked by his foreman or superior. This is fre-

quently found, and the effect u|K)n other men who work

hard and are not given the equivalent personal consideration

and concessions is disastrous.

There is a certain type of man who can never build up
a loyal or effective force. This type is conspicuously con-

scious of his own importance and authority. He is disliked

by his subordinates and associates and is usually disgust-

ingly ol)sequious in the presence of his own superior. It is

his delight to humiliate and belittle his men by an offensive

display and exercise of his authority. He never accords the

benefit of the doubt and is never satisfied with any per-

formance. He is a constant critic and can with unerring

accuracy tell how resulting consequences could have been

avoided after they materialize. This type is temperamentally

unfit to be in charge of men, for he will not only destroy the

morale of his own force but will weaken the morale of other

gangs with which he comes in contact.

All men are human and it is impossible to discount or

deny human traits. Yet we often see men in supervisory

capacities unconsciously doing this by indulging in useless

and constant criticism. This results in their subordinates

believing them unappreciative. When this belief becomes

fixed, it is difficult to obtain extra effort, even in emergency.

Another thing well calculated to weaken or even destroy

morale is the ignoring of the formal channels of authority.

This practice, which is all too freely indulged in, leads to

at least one disastrous consequence. The slighted officer feels

no responsibility for resulting complications or the carrying

out of the project. This brings about lukewarm or even dis-

interested supervision, and if persisted in will do much to

break down the morale of any organization.

And now we come to insincerity—the greatest obstacle to

loyalty and as such an insuperable barrier to the building

up of morale. Insincerity gives birth to sneers and engenders

sarcasm. Insincerity breeds distrust and opens the way for

serious breaches of faith. When a superior is insincere to

liis subordinates the subordinates are not long in finding it

out. The inevitable consequence is the complete sacrifice of

loyalty and loss of morale.

Conditions Strengthening Morale

Of first ini|iortance is the interest in the work to be per-

formed. It is far more difficult to sustain interest than it

is to create it. However, by proper methods and with the

proper knowledge of men, interest may be successfully sus-

tained. Probably the Surest wa> of sustaining interest in

subordinates is for the superiors to sustain their own interest.

Interest creates interest, both in the individual who is inter-

ested and in those with whom he comes in contact. Enthu-

siasm is only interest compounded many times, and enthu-

siasm is irresistiljle.

Closely allied to the interest in the work is an under-

standing of the importance of that work. In emergency,

when the importance of work is clearly understood by all

those engaged in it, men can, for limited periods of time,

put forth superhuman effort.

The understanding of men by their superiors is a neces-

sary condition to the creation and sustaining of morale. Su-

|)eriors should i)e al)le to appreciate the perspective of their

men. and knowing this, they are in In-tter position to guide

and direct their thought along sound and conservative chan-

nels. Without this understanding suiK-riors may offend with-

out the slightest intention, or may even bring about a condi-

tion entirelv opposite from that desired. One of the best

recommendations a sujwrior can have is the fricnd.ship and

personal loyalty of his subordinati-s. This friendship and

lovalty is not only an asset for the man him.self: it is also

an asset of his company.

Fair plav also has an important bearing on morale. When
men have confidence in getting fair jilay and such consider-

ation as tliey deserve, the result is an extended and spon-

taneous strengthening of trust, which in turn is rclleited in
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their morale. Fair play and judicial ....... i.r .....n arc of
double (jenefit. First, the suixrior i- intimate
insight into the work, probleni> ami • liis men,
which would othrrwise l>e withluld; uiul stioiid, the men
are in turn Ixnitittd by the broader advice and experience
of their .superior.

F^uration is the key and priduniinant mite of the whole
subject of morale—education both as concerns methods and
ways of handling the daily task and the further broader
education of elementary political ironomy. Knowledge of

the handling of men anil the jHTformanic of work is a |>re-

re<|uisite, but this knowledge may be indefinitely expanded
and amplified by pniiH-rly dinrted reaiiing and thinking.

Report on Motor Cars

The committee recommendetl that to obtain ma.\imum
iniciency, the motor car must U- of sturdy construction.

This R-sult is jjroliably better obtained by a steel frame
and this type should be sp>ecified. The weight of the car must
depend largely on the .size of the gang and the amount of ma-
terial hauled and should not greatly exceed 1,200 lb., or if it

is greater, some mechanical device such as a turntable or

center jack should l<e carried to facilitate liandling. One
pair of wheels should be free, that is. have a differential

action with the larger part of tlie dead load distributed to

the opposite end so as to permit the turning of the car from
the track at right angles.

In the use of a light car for inspection or signal ser\-ice,

the weight should be so distributed that an even torque

is obtained in driving, and so l)alanccd that the load will

not tend to derailment. This can only be accomplished

with the center-load car. .•Mthough certain advantages may
be claimed for the so-called speeder tjpe, they are largely

visionar)- and the danger of operation overshadows tliem.

The motor car must have certain features of convenience

and safety, which are largely left to the purchaser's discre-

tion. First, adequate space must be provided for tools;

this is imp<jrtant and also includes a safety consideration.

Tool trays should ])C placed on each side of the scat platforms

of sufficient depth to preclude the possibility of any tools

slipping fonvard over the front of the car. .Although most

makes may be operated for short distances backward, the

front and rear ends should be designated and the car

operated accordingly. This will j)crniit the installation of

high pipe rails on the front and rear, securely fastened to

the floor and connected by a longitutlinal center rail. This

safety rail arrangement facilitates mounting and prevents

men falling from the car. A protecting screen should al.so

l)e placed at the front end of the car to retain the load.

A safety item of prime importance is the protection by shields

of all moving parts of the power plant. This precaution

will prevent injury to clothing and persons of employees,

and also avoid the damage resulting from tools ])rojecting

into the working parts.

The factor of power is influenced by many considera-

tions. Probably the greatest limitation is the grade en-

countered. It mu.st be rememljered that even a short dis-

tance is a ruling grade for the section car. .\fter the horse-

power is decided, care should t>e takeii .so that the dead load

will not exceed ISO lb. per horsepower. Twenty miles per

hour should be considered a maximum speed from a safety

standf>oint.

The four-nxle free running engine will give the best

results for motor car u.se in railroad op)eration. The necessity

of feeding a fixed amount of oil with the gasoline through

the carburetor in order to provide the requisite lubricant

for only favorable conditions, without being able to take care

of this feature i)rop>crly under high temperature, heavy load

and grade conditions, renders the two-cycle type unfit for

the miscellaneous class of work which a railroiid motor car

is called upon to do. The human coefficient of cfficicncv is

not sufficiently stable, and never will be, to give the requisite

amount of ordinary honest effort necessary to operate the

two-cycle type under the favoral)le conditions for which this

class was designed. In the four-cycle tyf)e, each substance

necessary to its operation is separately confined and is aj>-

plied automatically from separate reser\-oirs, jjy reason of

which any man failure is easily apparent and the necessary

corrective measures can l)e applied at once, which is an
essential feature in securing long life from the car and lessen-

ing the maintenance cost.

The motor car for railroad use should be free driven,

as the direct driven motor car is not as safe to operate,

particularly under load and on grades. The free driven

motor car, with friction di.sc and fibre friction driving wheel,

seems to have given the best results with only a slight in-

crease in the cost of the car. The free running l)elt driven

motor car is effective and its first cost is less; it can be used,

l)ut the belt itself is adversely affected by weather conditions.

The economical advantages derived from the use of motor
cars are (1) the actual transportation time saved, (2) ar-

rival at the point of work without fatigue, resulting in

greater efficiency and increased morale, and (.i) decreased

cost of supervision due to the extension of sections. It has
frequently been proven in practice that the substitution of

motor cars for hand cars allows the lengthening of sections,

thus greatly reducing the expense for supervision. On four

large western railroads the replacement of 3,220 hand cars

by 2,812 motor cars has yielded a computed saving of $806,-
')9^ per annum.

There should be a road organization for making current

motor car repairs.

(/. H. Hartley {chairman), assistant division engineer,

Penna., Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Other Features

On Tuesday evening a program commemorating the for-

tieth anniversary of the association was presented, with talks

liy a number of the meml)ers. On Wednesday evening the

Track Supply Association gave a dinner to the members of

the Roadmasters' Association. Following adjournment on

Thursday, the afternoon was .spent in an inspection by spe-

cial train of the Cleveland terminals.

The Track Supply Exhibit

Coincident with the Roadmasters' convention, the Track

Supply .Association held its eleventh annual cxhiliit of mate-

rials and appliances emjjloyed in tiie con.struction and main-

tenance of railway tracks in nxiiiis adjacent to the convention

hall. Fifty firms particip.itcd in tln' exhibit in addition to 12

firms having representatives in atliiiilance without exhibits.

The officers of the Track Supply .Association during the

past year were: President, Herbert T. Potter, vice-president,

\\'yoming Shnvel Works. Wyoming. Pa.; vice-jiresident, F.

M. Condit, railroad de|)artment, Fairlianks, Morse & Co.,

('l)icago; .stH;retar)--treasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo-Aja.x
Corporation, Hillburn, N. Y.; advisory directors, E. T.

Howson, Western editor. Railway Age, Chicago, and
R. .A. ^an Houten, vice-jiresident. Sellers Manufactur-
ing Company, Chicago; directors: Alex Chapman, Western
sales manager, Rail Joint Comp.nny, Chicago; J. J. Cozzens,

salesman. Union Switch & Signal Company, New York;
.A. H. Told, general manager. Positive Rail .Anchor Com-
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pany. Marion, Ind.; and K. J. Eklund, vice-president,

Mudge & Co., Chicago; ex-officio, David T. Hallberg, gen-

eral sales manager, P. & M. Company, Chicago.

The names of those firms exhibiting, with the nature of

their exhibits and the names of their representatives follow:

Acroil Burner Company, Inc., Union Hill. N. J.; oil burners, hand pumps and

compressed air for thawing; J. L. Howland.
Americ.in Chain Company, Bridgeport, Conn.; r,iil clamps, replacers, one

piece guard rail, compromise joints, rail tenders; J. J. O'CcnncIl.

American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.; photograph of

ditchers; W. B. Maurer and Miss H. Holler.

American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati. Ohio; switch stands and

track appliances; J. T. McGarry. F. C. Anderson and Dan J. Higgins.

B.-ilkwilI Manganese Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio; model of an

articulated m.anganese ."-tecl crossing; S. Balkwill.

Bethlehem Steel Companv, Bethlehem, Pa.; switch stands, guard rails, gage

rods; Neil E. Salsich, E. H. Gumbart, J. F. Henncssy, G. Riddle, J. S.

Qark, J. H. Richards, C. A. Aldcn and J. C. Chandler.

Buda Companv, Chicago; seclicn motor car, switch stand, track jack; J. E,

Murray, F. T. Connor. A. L. Bliss and H. C. Becbe.

Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago; rail anchor tic plate, tic

plate with key, rail anchor tic plate with key, rail clips, Hercules and

Little Giant hemping posts; Warren Osborn.

Cbipman Chemical Engineering Company, Inc., New York; photographs of

track; M. McComb and A. H. Coldwell.

Craft Incorporated, New York; light inspection car with chemical fire

fighting lank and acetylene cutting and welding outfit; .Mbert .1.

Leonard.

Crerar, Adams & Co.. Chicago; bonding drill, track drill, rail saw, die

starters, jacks, snow brooms, shovels, etc.; Russell Wallace, W. I.

Clock and J. A. Martin.

Dayton Car Wrench Company, Dayton, Ohio; car wrench; H. L. Flack.

Doughtry Safety Guard Rail Lock. Chattanooga. Tenn.

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; jacks; E. A. Johnson.

Eymon Crossing Company, Marion, Ohio; model of continuous crossing;

Byron E. Wilson and A. C. Queen.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago: literature; A. A. Taylor, E. C. GoUaday,

F. J. Lee, F. M. Condit, G. W. Lewis, H. L. Hilliary, D. K. Lee,

J. L. Tones and E. .1. Coverdale.

Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn.;

inspection car, section gang car; H. E. Wade, W. F. Kasper, W. D.

Brooks and S. J. Gibson.

Hauck Manufacturing Company, New York; thawing outfits, kerosene

torches, circular flame burners, blue flame oil burners and syphon type

furnace burner; H. Vogelsong.

Hayes Track Appliance Company, Richmond, Ind.; derail and model showing

a cross-section of actual operation; H. J. Mayer, S. W. Hayes. H. H.

Jenkins and R. H. Gausepohl.

Headlev Good Roads Q.mpany. Philadelphia. Pa.; bituminous railroad

crossing: F. X. Kern and W. T. Gilbert.

Idol Track Lining Company, Chicago; track lines; F. R. Sinning.

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York; pneumatic tie tamper, pneumatic rail

drill, pneum.itic nutting machine and pneumatic bonding drill; W. H.
Armstrong. J. N. Thorp, Jr., and C. Dougherty.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.; literature; J. J.

McKinnon, F. E. McAllister and H. R. Miller.

Lundie Engineering Corporation, Ne^v York; rail anchor, tie plates; W. S.

Boyce, W. Brooke Moore and I.. E. Armstrong.

Maintenance Equipment Company, Chicago; friction car stop, steel fence

post, blue flag derail, rail layer, ballast screen, switch point straightener,

tie spacer; J. A. Rorhe and E. OvcrmJer.

Mudge & Co., Chicago; railway motor car; Karl J. Eklund, John M. Mul-
holand and Burton Mndgo.

National lock Washer Company, Newark. N. J.; nut locks, lock washers;

J. Howard Horn, R. L. Carncross, A. T. Thompson and S. H. Smith.

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveband, Ohio; wrecking hook, malleable

iron washers, rail braces and tie pl.atc; E. V. Siklcr.

Oxweld Railro,id Service Company, Ctiicago; reclamation of track materials

by tho oxv-acetylenc process; W. 11. Kofmehl, F. J. Dufly and \\'.

Rallcu.

P. & M. Company, Chicago; anti-crecpcrs; S. M. Clancey, D. T. Hallberg,

L. S. Walker and F. N. Eayliss.

Pocket List of R.iilroad Officials, New Yirk; copies of publication: Charles

L. Dinsmore.
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind.; girder type guard rail.

rail anchors, rail braces, guard rail plates .ind braces and tie plates;

A. H. Told and I.. C. Ferguson.

Rail Joint Companv. New York; insulated joints, compromise joints, standard
loinls and track liner; Charles Tenkmsnn, R. W. Payne. Alex Chap-
man. G. T. Willard, C. B. Griffin, J. N. Meade. \V. E. Godd, M.
Marklcy and E. A. Condii.

Railroad Supply Companv, Cliicago; lie plates; G. W. Nibbe and H. d.

Van No»tr.ind.

Railway Purchases and Stores, Chicago: copies of maga/inc: Edward Wrny.
Railway Reriew, Chicago; copirs of paper; W. M. Camp.
Ramapo-Ajax Corporation, Hillburn, N. Y. ; nutom.alic switch stand, double

shmildcr switch piste, mnnpanrse guard rail, guard rail clamp, adjust-

able rail brace, W. C. Kidd. R. J. Davidson, Jr.. J. B. Snow, J. B.

Strong, T. E. Akers nnd John V. Houston.

Reade Manufacturing Company, Jersey City, N. J.; model of chemical weed
killing machine: R. V. Bogle, R. W. Pritchard and C. H. Reade.

Reliance Manufacturing f'ompanv, Massillon, Ohio; nut locks; H. J.

McGinn, E. C. Gross. P. 1,. RoWrtson and H. K. Ilanna.

Selflock Nut ft Boll Company, East Syracuse, N. V.: track Iwlts with
Mlflock nut: M. E. Jennings. J. C. Woodward and F. W. Piche.

Sellers Manufacturing Company. Chicago: lie pUirs; G. ,M. Hogan and
R. A Van Hoiilen.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York; samples of papers
and cyclopedias; E. T. Howson, Milburn Moore, F. H. Thompson, F. C.
Koch, B. 1. Wilson, W. F. Rencb.

Stevens Metal Products Company, Niles. Ohio; galvanized fence posts;

S. H. Smith, G. J. Purcell, E. D. Thompson and E. L. Ruby.
Tcnipleton Kenly & Co., Ltd., Chicago; track jacks, car jacks, pole jacks

and emergency jacks: J. L. Crowlej-, G. L. Mayer and H. A. Walters.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.; insulated rail joints;

J. J. Coz^ens.
\*erona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.; railroad track tools, nut locks, track

jacks and rail joint springs; E. Woodings, W. W. Glosser, J. S. Win-
crantz and J. E. Hill.

Warren Tool & Fcrge Company, Warren. Ohio; sledges, hammers, spike
.vis; G. F. Konold, H. C. Mull and G. H. Konold, Tr.

nangancse steel one-piece

H. Allen, H. F. Heyl.

William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc., Eastcn, Pa.;
guard rail, gauge rod; Victor Angerer, W.
J. R. Smith and C. W. Smith.

Wcod Shovel & Tool Company. Piqua, Ohio; shovels, spades and scoops:
E. H. Hoec and C. I.. Butts.

Woolery Machine Company, Minneapolis, Minn.; motor car; H. E. Woolery.
Wyoming Shovel Works. Wye ming. Pa.; track shovels, spades, scuffle hoes

and picks; H T. Potter, St.inley H. Smith, G. E. Geer, E. L, Ruby
and A. W. Greetham.

NONE.XHIBITING .MEMBERS
American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago.
Qeveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohid.
Cleveland Railway Supply Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Dilworth, Porter & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Drcssel Railway Lamp & Signal Co., New York.
Elliott Frog S- Switch Company, East St. Louis. Mo.
lordan Co., O. F., East Chirago, HI.

Morden Frog & Crossing Works. Chicago.
Pctlibtnc Mulliken Co., Chicago.

Q. & C. Company, New York.
.-^t. Louis Frog & Switch I V .. St. Louis, Mn.
Universal Cr.ine Co., Clcvel-in 1." Ohio.

Virginian Places in Service

Largest Wrecking Crane

THE \'iRGiNiAN has recently placed in service for use on
its lines a new wrecking crane which it is claimed has
the distinction of being the largest machine of the kind

ever built. Heretofore, as far as is known, the largest rail-

road wrecking crane was a 16d-ton machine having a maxi-
mum capacity of o 20,000 lb. with all out-riggers in service.

.\s compared with this, the new crane has a capacity on the

main hoist of 400,000 lb. at a 17-ft. 6-in. radius with all

The New Crane Has a Capacity of 400,000 lb.

out-riggers in service, a capacity of 200.000 lb. at the same
radius with end out-riggers only in service and a capacity

of 85,000 lb. at the same radius without the out-riggers. On
the auxiliary hoist, the capacities are 90.000 lb. at 24 ft.

to .^0 ft. radii with the end out-riggers only, and 60,000 lb.

:it a 24-ft. radius without out-riggers.

In designing the crane, the main problem met was secur-
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ing the 200-ton capacity requireti by the heavy rolling stock
on the Virijinian without excecdinij r.iilroiid clearances and
a maxitmini illowable axle loail of oS.OOO lb. on account of
bridges. The crane in running order weighs JS6,S00 lb. and
is mounted on special six-whctl truiks, the maximum axle
load in running order being 64,000 lb. The car has a wheel-
base of 26 ft. 2 in. and itself is .>4 ft. long. The maximum
height of the crane is 15 ft. 9 in. and the greatest width,
10 ft. 6 in

The machine is equipped with a 12-in. by 12-in. engine
operating on steam from a 6S-in., 160-lb. A.S.M.E. boiler,

and a Wei^tinghouse air pump is provided, with clasp brakes

on each of the 12 wheels. These brakes may be operated by
the operator of tht- crane or by the engincman of the loco-

motive. All clutches are operated by air. The machine is a

product of the Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., and is

said to have passed through all tests recently applied with

ease and smoothness.

State Railway Commissioners Meet in Detroit

Co-operation with I. C. C. Urged—Public Ownership Theory
Denounced—Motor Bus Problem Discussed

rit IHUITV-FOUKTH annual convention of the National

Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners
was held in Detroit, Mich., on November 14, 15, 16

and 17, with over 100 commissioners in attendance; this is

said to be the largest convi-ntion roll call in tiie histor>'

of the organization. The opening address was made by
Mayor James Couzens of Detroit, who after a few words

of welcome, warmed to the subject of public ownership,

telling the commissioners that within tlieir jurisdiction rests

the fMJwer to provide good public service to the American
people at reasonable cost; that Detroit now has "on trial" the

largest municipally owned and operated street railway system

in the world, although so far as he is personally concerned, it

is not a public ownership experiment, but a definite jx)licy.

He advocated the elimination of graft given in the form of

unreasonably large salaries and other perquisites to the men
who control public utilities. The Mayor said there is a pre-

vailing and growing theory that all public utilities should

cover merely operation—they should be operated for the

service they give, and not for profits to private individuals.

In this, he contended, lay the great advantage of public

ownership.

The business of the convention was largely devoted to the

reports of standing and special committees, addresses and

discussions pertaining to railroad and other public utility

regulation. The following officers have been elected for

the ensuing year: President, Dwight N. Lewis of the Iowa

Commission; first vice-president, Alexander Forward of Vir-

ginia; second vice-president, H. G. Taylor of Nebraska;

secretary, Jame.s B. Walker of New York; assistant secretary,

J. H. Corbitt of Tennessee, and general solicitor, J. E. Ben-

ton, Washington, D. C. Abstracts of the addresses and the

committee reports follow.

Address of Retiring President

Carl D. Jackson, Wisconsin, the retiring presidt-nt, said:

The growing tendency toward centraii/.ation in government

is not only paternalistic, it is paternalism at the expense

of the state. Supervision of statt- activities, if continued,

must mean the necessary taxes not only for the federal gov-

ernment but inexorably necessary taxes by the state govern-

ments, the proceeds of which are to be spent under regula-

tion or su[>ervision by the federal government. Taxation

in this country has ceased to be a light matter. It will for

years bear heavily on all classes of society. When inordi-

nate and unneicssary activity becomes coupled with inordi-

nate and uiiniressari- taxes, there is no reason to hope that

the electorate will take an active interest in the matter

and apply the necessary corrective."

Mr. Jackson attributed centralization to the outgrowth of

unrest and stated that health, education and happiness has

been gained only through the recognition of the individual
and his property rights—not through socialism and com-
munism. He spoke of the relations between the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the commissions which compose
the National Association, referring to the Transportation
Act, which, with the amended Interstate Commerce Act,
gives the federal commission control of railroad rates within
a state when in conflict with interstate rates. He declared
that the state commissioners will continue to resist the further
encroachment of the federal power, but admitted that they
had officially recognized the exercise of federal control to

the extent necessary for the efficient exercise of undoubted
national authority. As proof of this he cited the action of
the association during the past year in agreeing with the
Interstate Commerce Commission on a policy of co-operation.

Co-operation

By C. C. McChord
Chairman, Interstate Commerce Commission

Co-operation is potentiall)' as broad in scope as the bounds
of human relations. My present interest is in respect of its

application in the field of transportation, where it should be

practiced between carrier and carrier, between carrier and
shipper, between carrier, shipper and tlie regulating authori-

ties, and between tiic regulating authorities themselves, state

and federal. It is rooted in the spirit of mutual forbearance,

sometimes called the spirit of give-and-take, in which neither

side seeks an unfair advantage.

The reconstruction and return of the railroads to their

owners after the war was complicated by conditions that

only time could adjust. In that situation the Transportation

Act, 1920, was framed and placed upon the statute books.

One of the outstanding features of that act, and one that I

think is not generally fully appreciated, is that relating to

car service. Under the present provisions the carriers are

required to furnish safe and adequate car service and to

establish, observe and enforce just and reasonable rules,

regulations, and practices with respect to car service. Par-
ticular provision is also made with respect to the distribu-

tion of cars among coal mines; and thereby vicious discrimi-

nations practiced in former times have been curbed. The
use, control, supply, movement, distribution, exchange, in-

terchange, and return of l<x-omotives, cars, and other vehicles

used in the transportation of property are subject to our

super\-ision and regulation. Whenever in the opinion of the

Commission there is a shortage of equipment, congestion of

traffic, or other emergency requiring immediate action in any
part of the country, it has authority, either upon complaint

or upon its own motion, to suspend for such times as may be

determined the operation of any or all established rules.
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regulations or practices relating to car service; to make such

just and reasonable directions with respect to car service

during the emergency, without reference to ownership of the

motive power and other equipment, and to require such

joint use of terminals, as will best promote the service in

tlie interest of the public and the commerce of the people,

upon appropriate terms; and to relieve against inadequate

transportation service by particular carriers by prescribing

the handling and routing of traffic. These provisions have

in effect recreated the essence substance of federal control

in respect of co-ordinated operation. For all practical pur-

poses it is equivalent to unification of lines as far as the ulti-

mate purpose of railroads is concerned, namely, the move-

ment of traffic. Not only so, but it is in no wise incon-

sistent with the proposed voluntary consolidation of the

railway properties of the continental United States into a

limited number of systems.

On May 3, 1922, a joint committee composed of five mem-
bers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and eight rep>-

resentatives of the state commissions, sitting at Washington,

reported a tentative plan of co-operation through conferences

and joint hearings. While experience probably will dictate

some changes, such satisfacton,- progress has been made as to

insure its ultimate success. For instance, a great opportunity

for die practical co-operative plan—one readily adaptable to

a completely successful issue—presents itself at this time.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has entered upon a

nation-wide investigation of the interstate express rates and

charges. In that connection we have invited all the state

commissions, tlirough their Washington representative, to co-

operate with us, not only in respect of the interstate rates

but also in respect of all the intrastate rates. The express

rates are founded upon a system designed for uniform appli-

cation throughout the countrv", both interstate and intrastate.

That they should be restored to a complete symmetr)- no one

will deny, and the case peculiarly lends itself to a full justi-

fication of our co-operative plan. We hope to receive the nec-

essar)- co-operation and to achieve a final result that will be

above reproach. Unity of action can, of course, come only

from unity of purpose, and that purpose must undeviatingly

comprehend the good of the wliole. We have laid the

foundation. Our co-operative plan announces our purpose

and marks the beginning of an epoch in railroad regulation.

Address by D. D. Conn
Manager, Public Relations Section, A. R. A.

There must be a public recognition of the fact that tlic

railroads must enlarge their machine at least to keep apace

with the progress in the development of agriculture and in-

dustry. Notwithstanding the effects of the shopmen's strike

the railroads have !)cen loading within a few hundred cars

of the peak in car loading in the liistory of the railroads.

Because of the shortage of ec|uipment the railroads have not

been able to load all the traffic offered and consequently

agriculture and business has been held back by lack of ade-

quate transportation facilities.

It is a fact that there are approximately 30,596,000 tons

of freight constantly in transit, valued at approximately

$1,503,000,000. If the average time in loading a car or

unloading it or in its transportation can be reduced only one

day, it will save an annual interest charge against the goods

in transit of $18,042,000.

The transportation machine has not kept pace with the

business of the country and there arc three important eco-

nomic necessities without which progress in industry and

agriculture would Ik retarded: First, enlarge tlu- trans-

portation machine to the place where its development will

again prerede that of industry and agriculture; second.

promote more efficient methods of distribution of tlic produc-

tion of the country in order to narrow tlie spread between

what the producer receives for his product and what the

consumer finally pays for it; third, effect a correlation, based
on scientific research and study, of our different modes of

transportation.

There are many instances today of where we are building
concrete highways paralleling rail transportation, iiut which
create no new business and which mainly serve to divert it.

The expenditure of this same money in building arterial

highways from tlie farm to the railroad, plus the creation

of a system for through movement of traffic via both mediums
of transportation, will give each a chance to live.

The Railroad Labor Board

The Committee on Public Ownership and Operation. .A.

G. Patterson. .Alabama, chairman, reported in substance a>

follows

:

It is clearly apparent to all who have questioned the

usefulness of the Railway Labor Board and have given the

subject careful study that the existing dual system of control

of the railroads of the country is a failure. The stysteni i.-

wrong in principle and has proved disastrous in practice,

as evidenced by the recent nation-wide railroad strike, which
was called by labor, in spite of all efforts of the Labor
Board to prevent such action. This highly expensive experi-

ment has .shown conclusively that it is impracticable to have

two separate, distinct and differently constituted govern-

mental agencies endeavoring to regulate and control, in the

public interest, the great transportation systems of the na-

tion. Such a policy cannot possibly accomplish the result?

it was designed to accomplish. It is economically unsound
and inherently inconsistent and unjust to have one govern-

ment agency to fix the income and an incompatible agency

to fix the major items of expense of any business institu-

tion. It would be just as consistent to have two boards of

directors of a bank or of a railroad.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has been in ex-

istence for many years. Created by law, and charged with

the responsible duty of regulating, in the public interest,

the railroads of the countrv", in regard to their rates, charges

and service, it has performed a wonderful service to the

nation, and has always been able to enforce its orders and
decrees. But not so witli regard to the Labor Board. We
can all see now that the creation of the Labor Board, charged

by law with the impossible duty of settling disputes between

railroad employer and employees, and without authority of

law to enforce its orders and decrees, was a serious govern-

mental mistake. The very manner in which the Labor Baird
was constituted as to its memhcrship was wrong, and it has

always seemed to be "as one horn out of due season." The
Labor Board is "a thorn in the side" to tlie railroads, and
they have disregarded its orders and rulings whenever their

interests suggested such action. It has l)cen denounced by

labor organizations, which have likewise refu.sed to abide by

its decisions, and it has been "a huge carbuncle upon the

neck of the public," left powerless to relieve itself of its

equally unsatisfactory decisions. The present administra-

tion lias evidently realized that this unfortunate child must
l)e expelled from the national hou.sehold. judging from the

speech of James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor, delivered at

.\thens, Oliio, on October 14, in which he denounced the

Labor Board as being a failure and strongly advised that it

be abolished. Secretar}- Davis, however, suggests as a substi-

tute the creation of a "Board of Conciliation," to function

through the Department of Labor, over which he presides as

directing head.

If his suggestions were adopted he would soon find his

department transformed into a hotbed of bitter factional

|>artisans, each striving selfishly to gain an advantage over

tlie otlier. in a somewhat similar manner as tlie Labor Board

experiment, .\fter deliberate consideration, it is tlic opinion
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of this committee that the only logical, reasonable and
praitical solution of this pcril<<u~ -itiiitidii is to abolish the
Railway Lalx)r Board; tr.iii>f. r it- iuiuti..ri> to the Inter-

state Commerce Commi.s.sion; cn.ni a law "with teeth in it,"

whith will enable the Commission to enforce its decrees

and orders. In conclusion, we rcvommend the last situation

herein dealt with, to the most serious and thoughtful con-
sideration of every state commission. \Vc l)elieve that its

proper solution will have a tremendous effect in retarding

the sentiment favorinjj ^;<)vcrnnunt ownersliij) and ojjeration

of railroads and other jiublic utilities, which sentiment, it

must be admitted, is rapidly growing among certain classes

and in certain sections of our nation, and which, if it

should be adopted as a national policy, would prove to be a
most destructive and disastrous government exfieriment.

Express and Other Contract Carriers by Rail

I. Martin

of California. Chairman

Kxpress service is purely an American institution. In no
oilier country in the world is there a similar service. It

has been demonstrated time and again that the express

service of this country is a most popular service and has
grown to l)e an absolute commercial necessity.

The state and interstate commissions and the public have
not fully recognized the impwrtancc of this service.

The numerous changes in transportation rates brought

alK>ut by the e.xigencies of war had a disastrous effect upon
the express fabric throughout the country. This condition

did not hold true of freight rates, for the reason that freight

rates were established by various and devious methods, with

a great variety of classification.s governed by special condi-

tions and disconnected relationship. The express rates, on

the other hand, were ujwn a definite formula of universal

application. So, when tiie horizontal increases in rates took

effect and then pyramidtxl, the result was a fabric of ex-

press rates without definite relationship, without considera-

tion of traffic conditions, and pro<luctivc of wide dis]>arity

between value of .service and cost of service.

With the two increa.ses, of 12.5 per cent and l.vS per cent

in 1920 by the Interstate Commerce Commission for inter-

state express rates, some of the states did not concur. A
numlxT allowed no increase of state rates whatever, and
others only the first increase of 12.5 per cent, the result

being that in some of the states the rates are on a lower basis

for intrastate business than for interstate business. The
express company has taken tlie matter to tlie Interstate Com-
merce Commission upon a comiilaint of alleged violation of

the Interstate Commerce Act, claiming that a condition of

undue prejudice to and interference with commerce has been

created.

It is believed that a comprehensive investigation of the

conditions under which express business is conducted at the

present time will disclose a number of instances in which im-

provement of service can be effected under regulation. Rev-

enue and operating expenses should be analyzed with a view

of determining the correct basis, if any, for segregating the

so-called non-profitable business.

In view of the practically 100 per cent monopoly of the

American Railway I'xprcss, with the exception of the south-

eastern portion of the country, all of the good coming from

competitive conditions has been eliminated, and the public

suffers accordingly. While tlie o|)eration of an express com-

pany as a monopoly may be more efficiently managed and at

some less expense by eliminating tlie dujilication of equip-

ment, etc., at the same time we l)elieve there should be

competition at least in the matter of service.

It has been held by some that the railroads should oper-

ate their own express service, and we sec no reason why an

express service could not be oiieratetl by the railroad organ-

izations just as easily as by an outside agency. Thousands
of railway employees are handling express, some with addi-
tional comi>ensation and many without. .\ segregation of
express charges and revenues must be made in some manner
so the express company may compensate the various rail

carriers over which it operates in proportion to the extent

each rail carrier participates in the carriage of express mat-
ter, and that could as easily be done by the railroads them-
selves.

The .\merican Railway Express Company is held forever
free from loss by its contract with rail carriers, under terms
which provide that the express com|)any must pay all of
its expen.ses and from what is left it takes for itself 2J/j
per cent and the balance goes to the rail line, which fur-
nishes practically all of the transportation equipment, in

most cases including depot room. etc. The express com-
pany cannot lose. The present contract allows gross rev-
enue from carload shipments on which the express company
performs no other .service than way-billing, delivery and
accounting to be divided on the same basis as all other
revenue—whereas no pickup, delivery or other terminal
service is involved. Furthermore, the contract is apparently
not strictly adhered to, for after the regular terms have tjeen

applied the records show certain deductions from gross, such
as the $272,367.94 in the annual report of 1921." Since the

2J/> per cent contract has been in effect, many economies
have been worked out between the contracting parties,
whereby railroad employees are being used more and more as
joint employees, resulting in elimination of large expense
and, many times, at the cost of inferior service to the public.
The express company has contended at various times that

the Transportation Act, 1920, provides that it should receive
the Syi to 6 per cent allotted return. If that is a fact how-
could any regulating body prescribe rates that would assure
any uniform return in face of a contract such as is now in

force between the express company and tlie rail carriers?
In some states motor truck competition, water competition
and privately owned vehicle competition is most keen and the
express company should be allowed to meet such Competition,
and in doing so be assured that such depressed rate? would
not be used where such competitive conditions are absent.

Motor Vehicle Transportation

E. V. Kuykendall

of Washington, Chairman

Many difficult problems are encountered in determining
whether i)ublic convenience and necessity justifies the grant-
ing of certificates to stages and trucks operating in compe-
tition with railroads. It should be the purpo.sc of all regula-
tory bodies to co-ordinate the various transportation svs-

tcms of the country in such manner as to render the best

service to the public with the least injury to established rail

and boat transportation companies. It must l>e conceded that

the country is dependent u[x)n the rail lines for the trans-

(lortation of passengers and heavy freight over long dist;uices.

It is also clear that auto truck transportation meets a public
demand in the rapid transit of less-tlian-carload shipments,
including the door-to-door delivery clement whidi tlie rail-

roads have thus far failed to furnish. The railroad com-
panies have exhibited a degree of indifference or slow'ness

bordering on stupidity in recognizing and meeting the de-
mands of the public for quicker and more convenient move-
ment of less-than-carload freight. Rather than provide light

e(]uipment and quick movement, they have relictl too much
upon securing protection from the regulatory bodies of the
various states against truck comix'tition. We believe it evi-

dent that if the rail carriers hope to retain their sliort haul
freight traffic, it will be necessary for them to make radical

changes, both in service ami e<|uipnieiit. Trucks are now
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rendering an astonishing service between shopping centers

and outlying traffic points. Country- merchants prefer direct

truck service to the railroads even where the cost of the

service is equal, for the reason that the trucks call at the

wholesale house, receive die commodities desired and unload

them at the store doors. This enables the country merchants

to conduct business with a smaller stock of goods, for the

reason that new supplies can be obtained conveniently and on

short notice through truck service. Truck service is also

preferable in the movement of household goods from one

town or city to another, there being no need for crating.

It is impossible to lay down any general rules of much

value to be observed by regulator)- bodies in granting certifi-

cates of public convenience and necessity in competition with

rail service. Each case must stand largely upon its own bot-

tom. One element which might properly be considered in

determining public convenience and necessity is the popular

demand for particular service. If truck and stage service

are ultimately to supplant short haul rail service, the process

in the ver\- nature of things must be slow and gradual.

Oftentimes petitions signed by substantially the whole com-

munity are presented demanding the truck or stage service.

While' such petitions are of doubtful evidentian,- value, for

the reason that the average citizen will sign a petition with-

out much thought or deliberation, they are usually received

as having some bearing upon the question of public con-

venience and necessity-. In cases where the demand for the

truck or stage service is practically unanimous and insistent,

the applications should ordinarily be granted, unless it

would result to the detriment of the community by the cur-

tailment or stoppage of train service. On the other hand, it

sometimes occurs that the community where a stage or truck

certificate is sought, is against the granting of the applica-

tion and petitions opposing it are filed. In such cases the

applications might properly be denied, for the reason that

the regulatory body should not assume the attitude of im-

posing upon a community a service which is not desired.

We do not wish to convey the impression, however, that

stage or truck service should be permitted in every instance

where popular sentiment seems to demand it. There may be

other conditions which would outweigh the element of popular

demand.
There is a general feeling, particularly in the western

states, that motor transportation companies should be re-

quired to compensate the state in some way for the wear and

tear of the highways over which they operate. In fact we

feel that the tendency of the coming sessions of the legis-

latiu-e will be to go to extremes in this direction. Some per-

sons have advocated a gross operating revenue tax, others a

mileage tax, and still others various other modes of raising

revenue, including the gasoline tax. If any scientific study

or investigation has ever been made for the purpose of deter-

mining what would be a just form and amount of tax to

impose upon motor transportation companies, we have no

know-ledge of it. We doubt ver)- much if it would be pos-

sible to conduct an experiment or make a calculation that

would be of much value to a legislature. The gasoline tax,

in our opinion, is the most equitable method. It takes more

gasoline to propel a 10-ton truck than a Ford. This tax is

easily and cheaply administered.

Safety of Railroad Operation

C. C. McChord
of the I. r. C, rhairman

During the year just closed, a number of serious accidents

occurred on the railroads of the United States, which again

forcefully call attention to the necessity for extending the

installation of preventative safety appliances. Probably the

greatest number of serious accidents which occurred during

the year from a single cause were those arising from the

inherent weakness of the time-table and train-order system

of operation, necessarily involving the fallibility of the hu-

man element. The most serious of these occurred on an

important eastern railroad and resulted in the death of 27

and injun.- to 70 persons.

In previous reports the need for a systematic program for

extension of the automatic-block-system has been pointed out

That need is of increasing importance. Statistics compiled

by the Interstate Commerce Commission indicate that, dur-

ing the year ended January 1, 1922, there was an increast

of but 517.6 miles of road of automatic, and 66.5 miles of

road of non-automatic-block-signal system in the United

States. Considering the enormous mileage which still re-

mains unequipped with the block system, these figures indi-

cate that comparatively little progress along these lines is

being made.

While the automatic-blcck-signal system has been per-

fected until a point has been reached where it affords a high

degree of protection and the failures of its apparatus to

function are extremely few, investigation has disclosed that

accidents resulting from the failure of employees to observe

understand and obey the signal indications are numerous

Statistics gleaned from the accident reports show that from

1909 to 1917, both inclusive, there were l.\.v59 head-on anil

rear-end collisions, resulting in damage to railroad property-

alone of over $19,000,000. These collisions resulted in the

death of 2,454 persons and injury of 37,724. In 1918, 220

of ^he 286 passengers killed met their death in collisions. A
studv of the accident investigation re]X)rts for the last thret

years, published in the annual reports of the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, disclose?

tliat during the year 1919, of the 53 collisions which were

investigated, 18 were in automatic signal territon.-, and 10

were in manual block signal territory. During the year 1920.

of the 58 collisions which were investigated, 20 were under

automatic signal protection with 11 in manual block terri-

tory. .\nd during the year 1921, of tlie 62 collisions which

were investigated, 17 were in automatic signal territory and

9 under manual block signal protection.

This year, 1922, will be recorded as an epochal one in the

field of automatic train control. In June last the Interstate

Commerce Commission, acting under the authority^ conferred

upon it by Section 26 of the Interstate Commerce Act, issued

an order requiring each of 49 railroads to install on one

passenger-engine division on a designated portion of its line

on or before January 1, 1925, automatic train-stop or train-

control devices applicable to its needs and according to the

prescribed specifications and requirements. .Automatic train-

stop or train-control devices, as defined by the Commi.ssion's

order, is a svstem or an installation so arranged that its

operation will automatically result in either one or the other

or both of the following conditions: First, automatic train

stop; the application of the brakes until the train has been

brought to a stop; second, automatic speed control; the ap-

plication of the brakes when the speed of tlie train exceeds

a prescribed rate and continued until the speed has been

reduced to a predetermined and prescribed rate.

Owing to the increasing lengtli of trains, increase of ton-

nage hauled and the high speed required, the question of

jiroviding and maintaining efficient power brakes in order

to control the speed of trains, becomes a question of serious

moment. Projier maintenance of the i»ir l)rakes on all loco-

motives and cars should demand the closest attention of

railway officials. There is a strong tendency on the part of

some roads, operating in level territor)-, to pay little or no

attention to the maintenance or conditions of the air brake

systems on car> passing over tlieir lines. The result is that

the burden of niainten;ince falls upon ra-ids having mountain

grades, which arc comparatively few in numlier, causing

delay and congestion and, not infrequently, resulting in

trains being operated with brakes in unsafe condition.
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Car Service and Demurrage

Following tli<- rtiMjrt of the C'omniittcv on Car Scr\'ice and

Dt-murraRf, of which A. Forward, Virginia, is chaimun,

the following resolutions relating to tar st^'rvice were adopted

by the convention:

( I ) Whereas it is impracticable kt the Interstate Commerce
Commi'^i ii t.> .i!U-ni;it t» supervise the (li>tributi<>n of cars as bc-

l^ciii throuKli"til ill!' I iiitiil States, and
\\ : l>e some k;.'.rrHiiunt.il .lutlmrity within

rcas :

'' appeil can \h- iii.uli \'< ri<niire eqiiitalilc

distnbuii' i< •'! car> uiihuut n-gard to whether the same are to be

used f'if -hipmert-. interstate nr iiitra-,tate.

Thcrcl"rc. be it resolved; That «e resi)ectfully urge upon Con-
gress the an-.i-ulnu-nt of the Intcrsiatr Commerce Act in such way
that ihe re;^i!l.i:iry authorities of the states may make reisoiiablc

.
r.i r, aihl regulations, not in conllict wiili federal law, or with

' orders of the Interstate Commerce Commtssion, rc(|uirinK

within the respective l>orders of such states to be equitably

u.-..:.uted to shippers desiring the same, without regard to

whether they are desired for use in shipments that arc interstate or

intrastate.

1 2 » Resolved : That we urge upon Congress the repeal of sec-

lion 15a of the Interstate Commerce Act. as aniende<l by the Rsch-
Cummins .\ct, and the making of such other amendments thereto

as shall clearly limit and define the power of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and restore to the several states control over
their intrastate tratlic and the rates applicable to the same ; and

(3) Resolved, further: That wc endorse the amendments, to

accomplish these purposes, presented t<i the house committee on
interstate and foreign commerce, on March 17, 1922. on behalf
of the legislative arvl executive committees of this association, and
appearing on page 437 of the printed record of the hearing on
H R. 6861 and H. R. 8131. and that we respectfully urge their

early enactment.

Service Accommodation and Claims
G. E. Erb

of Idaho, Chairman

Most commissions throughout the countn.- have been called

upon during the year last past to consider applications for

permission to discontinue or curtail service heretofore af-

forded. Service once furnished for any considerable time

tends to stimulate certain lines of activity, build up certain

industries and results in certain investments. The discon-

tinuance or .serious curtailment of such service, after it has

existed for any considerable time, results in killing these

activities, destroying these industries and partially, at least,

destroying the value of these investments and should only I*

permitted by a regulatory body after full notice to the public,

full notice to the security holders, and full opportunity on

the part of both public and security holders to be heard, and,

after full investigation and unquestionable necessity therefor

shown and only to the extent absolutely necessary to avoid

confiscation of property. In a consideration of revenues de-

rived from the operation of branch line service, it is

erroneous and unjust to credit the branch line with only the

revenue derived from tlie branch line mileage. Credit should

be given for an equitable portion of the main line haul of

business originating at or destined to fwints on the branch.

For several years past, sections of the country with heavy

seasonal crops Iiavc suffered inconvenience and at times se-

rious loss tlirougl) inability to secure the movement of their

products as desired. The energies, not only of the various

state commissions, lait of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion as well, should be directed toward the adoption and
enforcement of a plan of co-oix-ration in the distribution,

and co-ordination with the carriers in the placing of surplus

cars, to the end that perishable products, fuel, livestock,

foodstuffs and other commercial frciplit should l)e served in

a manner calculated to entail the least loss or damage pos-

sible to tlie various products and to the various sections.

The personal relationship of a carrier with its patrons is

estaidished quite generally and very largely through subordi-

nate employees. The public generally does not come in con-

i.ut with the general, executive or operating ofiicials of the

railway, but bases its judgment of the railway and its effi-

ciency on experience gained through contact with station

agents, station employees and trainmen. Unless discipline,

relative to personal relationship with the public, is enforced

among subordinate employees of the carrier, the business of

the carrier will suffer and an advantage obtained by attrac-

tiveness of route, by hard work of solicitors or by expendi-

tures in advertising may be entirely lost through the inatten-

tion or discourtesy of employees engaged in selling tickets,

checking baggage and other subordinate details bringing them

in actual contact with the traveling public.

It is safe to assert that of the vast amount paid for loss

and damage claims by the carriers, fully 75 per cent is

attributable to the carriers themselves and not to exceed 25

per cent to the shippers. The amount p>aid for loss and

damage claims attributable to the carriers is the result of

careless billing, rough package handling, rough car han-

dling, defective eciuijiment, defective ventilation, delay in

transit, etc. The necessity of education of railway employees

is further emphasized when it is considered that to this vast

sum paid on account of loss and damage, must be added a

still further sum aggregating about five per cent thereof to

defray the actual cost of handling the loss and damage
claims. The employees of the carriers must not only be

taught what to do but how to do it, and further, that dis-

cipline will provide a penalty for non-p>erformance.

Statistics and Accounts
B. H. Meyer

of the I. C. C, Chairman

During the year, the question has been raised whether the

amount spent by railroads for clerical services is dispropor-

tionately large. A satisfactory statement of the growth in

the number of clerks over a long period of years cannot be

made owing to the radical changes in the classification of

employees, but an inspection of current summaries of rail-

road employTnent shows tliat clerks play a large part in

railroad operation at the present time. It has been determined

that about one out of every eight railroad employees is a

clerk.

Much expense and labor could be saved by a reduction

in the number of primary accounts in the classification of

operating expenses and the Railway Accounting Officers'

.Association, through its committee on general accounts, is

now considering this subject. Individual expressions by a

number of the chief accounting officers of railroads indicate

considerable opposition to a radical reduction in the number
of primary accounts and several have expressed their pur-

pose of seeking |>cnnission to continue as sub-accounts the

accounts now in use should the classification be materially

abridged. Should action such as this be taken by any con-

siderable number of carriers, it is apparent that no reduction

in costs from this source would follow. Moreover, many
contend that the number of primary accounts is an item of

relatively small importance from the viewpoint of economy
in management.
New occasions teach new duties. The determination of

railroad wages has for many ye.ars been left to bargaining

between the trade unions or brotherhoixls and the railroad

managements. Under the Transportation Act, 1920, such

controversies are submitted to the Labor Board. These pro-

ceedings require more detailed wage statistics. .Accordingly,

in co-operation with the I-ahor Board, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has prescribed much more detailed reports

on this subject. These are published monthly. The number
of classes is increased to 148, and the distinction between

straight time and overtime is introduced in connection with

the service and compensation of each class. Although the

impairment of comparability with prior statistics may be
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deplored, it was felt that the desire for continuous com-

parability should not stand in the way of real improvement

in statistical data.

Under the Transportation Act, also, it becomes the duty

of tlie Interstate Commerce Commi.ssion to pay greater at-

tention to the question of whether carriers are economically

managed. The monthly reports of operating statistics, which
follow with some modifications those inaugurated by the

United States Railroad Administration, afford the statistical

basis for studying the economy of management. Monthly
summaries based on these reports are forwarded regularly to

the various state commissions.

Among the most useful of present-day railroad statistics

are those published weekly by tlie Car Service Division of

the American Railway Association. These show by districts

the number of cars of revenue freight loaded, classified under

the headings, grain and grain products, live stock, coal, coke,

forest products, ore, merchandise, 1. c. 1., and miscellaneous.

These reports afford a means of judging of the trend of

McGarvey's Hog Feeder

JAMES McG.^RVEY, of Maiden, Wash., who attends to the

feeding of train loads of live hogs for the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul at that station, has so shortened the

time for completing this task that the pneumatic apparatus

with which he effects this economy is being called for at

other places where the device has been heard of, and he has
applied for a patent on it. Its construction and arrange-

ment are illustrated in the photographs.

A car carrying a supply of com with which the hogs are

to be fed is pushed by a locomotive along a track adjacent

to the standing stock train, and compressed air, for blowing
the grain into the hog cars, is conveyed from the locomotive

through the hose shown at the extreme right in the right-

hand picture. The larger hose, with a flat nozzle which can

be pushed between the slats of a stock car, is held by a
man standing on a removable shelf or platform attached

to the doorway of the grain car. The hopper, from which

McGarvey's Hog-Feeder, Used on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

railroad freight traffic considerably in advance of the ref)orts

based on freight revenue accounts.

This committee believes that loss and damage claims by

commodities should be made the subject of a test or analysis,

and that the ascertained damage rate per ton so found upon
the commodities .studied, taken in connection with the {per-

centage which the tonnage of those commodities bear to the

total tonnage, would determine a fair working unit of appor-

tionment.

Other committee reports and business included that of

Grade Crossings and Trespassing on Railroads; State and
Federal Legislation; Publication of Decisions and Orders of

the State Commissions; and Litigation.

It was vatvd to hold the next convention at "Miami, Florida,

on DcccmlxT 4, 192,S.

[ The report on Valuation by F. P. Woodruff of Iowa will

appear in an early issue of the Railway Age.]

The Third Annual Indoor Athletic CHAMPioxsHirs of the

Pennsylvania Railroad will be contested for on .\pril 14, \923.

The city has not yet been selected but eliniinalions have al-

ready started throiiKhtnit the System. In these a|>i>roxiinately

25,000 employees arc taking part. More than a thousand con-

testants will niret in the finals on .'Npril 14. The outdoor meet

at .Mtr.ona, last fall, attracted about 40,000 ot" the P. R. i\.

family to that city.

the grain falls to the large hose by gravity, is placed in the

center of the grain car and is filled, as required, by shovelers

inside the car. Admission of air pressure, in the right degree,

is regulated by a valve beneath the hopper.

The feed is scattered uniformly through tlie car of hogs,

-SO as to give each animal the ni-eded supply—a task whicli,

with double deck cars, is anything but pleasant or expedi-

tious when done by hand.

The hopp)er serves as a measure, and a decided saving
in the amount of feed used, as compared with former prac-

tice, is reported. The grain car, pushed slowly along, is

stopped, when at the right place, not by motioning or shout-

ing to the engineman, but by starting the grain blower,

which exhausts enough air from the train pipe to stop the

Itxnmotive—and the car.

This feeder has been in use at Maiden eight months and
at Deer Lcnlge, Mont., Miles City, Mont., and other places

for shorter periods. Incidentally, it has been found useful

on occasion to transfer a load of grain from a defective

car, a job which is done in almut one hour. A train loail

of hogs is fed in about one-third of the time formerly

quired, and the stock-car doors are not opened at all.

The Consoi.idatrd Purchasing Agency of the American
Short Line Railroad .Association will be moved from Was''-
ingfon, D. C, to Chicago on December 1.



Hill Roads Oppose I. C. C. Consolidation Plan

Object to Grouping of Great Northern with St. Paul and

Ask That Present Combination Be Continued

T.,:

\UM. on lii.ii part ui the in;. mcrcc
I --ion's ttntativi- conMjlidatiun ising

>. :,.i:^ 14 and 15, the Northi-rn 1'.: h..;..:i);ton

and tlic Ureal Northcm-St. I'aul systems, at Washington on

November 17-21 before Commissioner Hall and Examiner

Healv, brought forth a vigorous objection to the proj)osed

grouping on the part of the Hill roads, who made strong

representations, supported by voluminiius testimony and ex-

hibits, in favor of putting the properties of these tliree com-

panies, including the Colorado S: Southern in the same
system or group. If this cannot l)e done, however, the Great

Northern a<ked that it be grouped with the Burlington.

In a preliminary statement, Conunissioner Hall said that

the commission's tentative plan, based on studies made for

the commission by Prof. \V. Z. Ripley, does not indicate

any prejudgmg by die commission but was put forth rather

for tlic iHiqxjse of eliciting thought and discussion to afford

a starting point for the building up of a record on which the

final plan will be based.

The commission had placed the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and the Northern Pacific in System No. 14, to-

gether with the Chicago Great Western, Minneapolis 8: St.

Louis, and possibly the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, although

it had also suggested as an alternative that the latter be

placed in System No. 15, comprising the Great Northern;

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Chicago, Terre Haute &
Southeastern, and possibly the Duluth & Iron Range; Duluth,

Missabe & Northern; Green Bay & Western, and Butte,

Anaconda & Pacific. The Colorado & Southern was tenta-

tively placed in the proposed Santa Fe system.

While the first part of the hearing was devoted to the

presentation of arguments that the Hill roads should be con-

solidated, the Great Northern officers then took the stand

and Faid tliat if the roads were to be separated the Great

Northern rather than the Northern Pacific should be con-

solidated with the Burlington. The Northern Pacific offered

no testimony on this point but it is expected that its officers

will lake occasion to reply at a later hearing to be held in

the west. It is understood that if the commission had the

power to put its tentative plan into effect the Northern

Pacific w<xild have nothing to say in opposition to the idea

of combining with the Burlington instead of having only a

half interest in it, but since there ap[)ears no way of com-

pelling the Great Northern to give up its half interest, even

if the commission should so provide in its plan, the Northern

Pacific prefers to work for a practicable plan and, therefore,

has joined with the other roads in asking that the three Hill

lines \k kept together.

President H. E. Byram of tlie Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, wjio also testified. e.xpresspd no strong preference as to

which of the Hill roads it should he grouped witli. He also

suggested a grouping with the Union Pacific. An outline of

the testimony which was presented l)y the witnesses for the

Hill roads in su]>port of the contention that they should be

placed in one system was given in an opening statement on

behalf of the three companies b\ Walker D. Hines, counsel

for the Great Northern. Mr. Hines said:

Hines Outlines Arguments for

Consolidation of Hill Lines

We propose first to show that tin.' present situation of the

Burlington, Northern Pacific and fircat Northern together with
their interdependence and the further dependence of the Burlington

Wasuimctox, I>. I'.

uinn Its (lanicipatioii m tranic to and from the south is not only
one of the great existing facts in the railroad situation of the
country but it is a situation which has been the outgrowth of
planning of the ablest pioneers in the railroad development of
this country, and that the prosiKTJty of the three companies has
iK-cn due to the realization of this early planning and to the con-
tinued and consistent progress of the three companies in the
direction of the realization of the great conceptions of these rail-
road builders who laid the foundations for the development of
these roads to their present wonderful capacity for efficient public
service.

In 1886 the Burlington was projected to St. Paul with the
definite purixisc of interchanging with the Northern Pacific which
already reached the Pacific coast and with the Great Northern,
which was in course of construction to the Pacific coast, and from
that day until the present time the Burlington has used the Great
Northern freight facilities at St. Paul, the Great Northern pas-
senger and freight facilities at Minneapolis, and trackage over
the Great -Northern between St. Paul and Minneapolis.

In 1894 the Burlington was built to a connection with the North-
ern Pacific at Billings, for the purpose of sharing in the business
between and through the then Burlington territory and the Pacific
coast, and extensive use has been made by the Burlington of
.Northern Pacific facilities at and near Billings from that time to
the present. It will also appear that the Burlington's construc-
tion to Billings was simply a substitute for the Burlington itself

constructing its own line to the Pacific coast. The Burlington
seriously considered such construction, made extensive surveys
and examinations with that in view, and further seriously con-
sidered in 1895 the acquisition of the Oregon Railroad & Naviga-
tion Company, which was subsequently acquired by the Union
Pacific. It will further appear that about the same time the
Burlington also contcmplateti constructing its line to a point of
connection with the Great Northern in the Great Falls district
in Montana, but that at that time J. J. Hill, of the Great Northern,
was not sympathetic with the idea of such construction and it did
not take place, but that on the other hand within a few years after
the purchase of the Burlington stock by the two Northern com-
panies, the Great Northern itself began the construction of a line
to connect with the Burlington at Billings, this line being com-
pleted in 1908.

It will thus be disclosed that the purchase bv the two Northern
lines of the Burlington stock in 1901 was simply a further step
in the realization of the idea of handling through traffic by these
lines which had been in the minds of these great railroad pioneers
long before and which had been partially realized by -them at
early dates.

The vision of the builders of the Burlington was not turned
solely towards the north and northwest, but that tliey equally real-
ized the vital importance of adequate establishment of the Burling-
ton as a line participating in the movement of traffic to and from
points west of Denver and to and from points in the southwest
and that in consequence of these farsceing views extensive investi-
gations were made with a view to constructing or acquiring
railroads west of Denver, railro.ids into the southwest from Den-
ver, and railroads into the south from Kansas City. It will ai>-
pear that the Burlington eventually carried out these conceptions
directly in the matter of a line from Denver to the southwest
through the acquisition of a controlling interest in the Colorado
& Southern, and that its interest in the other directions were ade-
quately protected by establishing interchanges of traffic with rail-
roads whose motives to interchange traffic are likely to be largely
destroyed if the grouping proposed by the commi^ion should be-
come effective.

We will further show the large expenditures which have been
m.idc by all three companies, each seeking to promote this essen-
tial development of interchange traffic and bringing about that
intensive improvement of these three railroads, and that the re-
sult has been that each of the northern lines has become more
and more dependent upon the Burlington and the Burlington has
become more and more depeiidtiit upon each of the northern lines
in order that the great facilities which have been created for the
public service may be adequately and profitably employed.

Wc shall then show, through President Holden of the Burling-
ton, the i)hysical and traffic situation of the Burlington, its rela-
tion to the Northern Pacific and Great Northern, its dependence
upim interchange traffic, the injurious effects which would follow
if the tentative grouping of the western roads should become

1007
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effective in {act. and the beneficial results if the Burlington, Xorth-
em Pacilic and Great Northern were grouped together.

It will appear that since the purchase of the Burlington by the
two northern lines in 1901, a period of intensive development of
the Burlington began so as to equip it for the efficient handling
of the growing interchange between the three companies, and that
since the purchase by the Burlington of a controlling interest in

the Colorado & Southern in 1908, that property has been pro-
gressively developed so as to enable it to handle business inter-

changed not only with the Burlington but through it with the two
northern lines.

Regions Served Supplementary

We shall show that the characteristics of the regions served
by the Burlington and the northern lines respectively are such
that these regions are supplementary to each other so that the
free interchange of products between them is of the highest im-
portance, as. for example, the movement of lumber from the
northern lines to the Burlington, and that the Burlington has been
developed in order to effect this interchange via each of the
northern lines, and that each of the northern lines has likewise
been developed with a view to this interchange with the Burlington,
with the result that the Burlington needs both of the northern
lines, and that each of them needs the Burlington.
We shall further show that a highly important part of the

strength of the Burlington is due to its interchange at Kansas
City and St. Ivouis of traffic moving between the southwest and
Chicago and east, and that the tentative plan of the commission
will, if made effective in fact, seriously handicap the Burlington
in further participation in that business, because each of the
southwestern lines which heretofore have ended at Kansas City or
St. Louis and have, therefore, had an important interchange with
the Burlington, will be provided with its own line to Chicago,
so that its future interest would be to hold this business for its

own rails and terminate the interchange with the Burlington. In
other words, the tentative plan gives the southwestern lines an
outlet to Chicago but gives the Burlington no inlet into the
southwest.

It will also be shown that the interchange from the western
end of the Burlington into the southwest via the Colorado &
Southern is of growing importance, and that this likewise promises
to be largely defeated by the tentative plan which takes the

Colorado & Southern away from the Burlington.

It will appear that 52.5 per cent of the tonnage handled by the
Burlington and 54.9 per cent of the revenue derived by the Burling-

ton is frnm interchange business and that the loss of interchange

with the Great Northern, with connections at Kansas City and
St. Louis, and with the Colorado & Southern, involved in the

commission's tentative plan would, if the plan should actually

be realized, make a serious modification in the standing and pros-

perity of the Burlington and would so impair its strength as to

make it much less able to take care of weak lines to be provided
for in the consolidation plan than has been assumed. In fact,

the manner in which the Burlington has been dealt with tends

largely to destroy the Burlington's strength, which has been a

moving factor in the making up of the tentative plan.

It will necessarily appear that such menaces to the prosperity

of the Burlington and, therefore, to the two northern lines which
own it, will inevitably deprive the Great Northern of any motive
whatever to voluntary action which would be necessary to brin.t;

about the realization in fact of the existing tentative plan, and
since the statute is framed solely on the idea that no consolidations

are to take place except by volimtary action of the owners of the

properties, it will become evident that the dispositions made by
the plan arc of such a character as to create insuperable obstacles

to its realization, and in this respect also the method in which the

properties of the Burlington, Northern Pacific and Great Northern

are dealt with constitutes a striking exception to the general policy

of the plan which in nearly all oilier principal aspects is of such

a character as not to create new motives adverse to its realization.

A Trade Route Through the Twin Cities

Vice-president Martin of the Great Northern will show that the

tentative plan fails to preserve existing routes and channels of

trade and commerce as required by the statute, but instead dis-

rupts such routes and channels to a much greater extent than in

any other grouping proposed by the tentative plan. He will show-

that the tentative plan disrupts a route of trade and commerce
of very great importance through the Twin Cities, being that

over which a great volume of traffic has moved between the

Great Northern and the Burlington, such interchange having

its beginnings at the time the Burlington was constructed to St.

Paul in 18^ and being one of the important purposes of such

construction.

It will appear that this interchange has been greatly increased

in importance because of the policy which the two northern lines

and the Burlington have put into effect since the purchase of

the Burlingtf.n stock in 1901 to develop a great movement of coal

from soutlicrn Illinois to points in Minnesota and North and
South Dakota, and it will appear that there is a highly important
movement of such coal for locomotive use by the two northern
companies in addition to the ordinary commercial movement. If

this movement to points on the Great Northern and for the Great
Nortliern's own use should be discontinued a serious interference
with existing channels of trade would result, not only to the
detriment of the Burlington, but to the detriment of the coal mines
on the Burlington.

The total interchange between the Burlington and the Great
Northern at the Twin Cities has averaged over 900.000 tons per
year for the last 20 vears and in a recent vear has reached as much
as 2.000,000 tons.

It will further appear that in order to provide for the direct
interchange of traffic between the Burlington and the Twin Cities
via the Great Northern a line of 108 miles in length was con-
structed in 1906 by the Great Northern from Sioux City south-
wardly to connect with the Burlington and was transferred to

the Burlington a little later. This established an important direct

channel of trade between the Burlington territory and the Twin
Cities, and both the Great Northern's line down to Sioux City and
the Burlington's line up to Sioux City are dependent upon this

interchange. The tentative plan would disrupt this route. The
average tonnage interchanged between these lines for the last 14

vears has been over 400,000 tons per vear, and this increased to

540.000 tons in 1921.

It will further appear that in 1908 the Great Northern con-
.structed a line 194 miles in length at a cost of $12,300,000 to con-
nect with the Burlington near Billings, Montana, and that the
Burlington, partly on account of its Billings interchange with the
Northern Pacilic existing since 1894 and partly on account of its

more recent interchange witli the Great Northern, constructed a
low. grade line to Billings as an alternative to its older line with
heavier grades, such new line costing $17,000,000. The interchange
between the Burlington and the Great Northern via Billings has
averaged over 500,000 tons per year for the last 14 years and
reached 890,000 tons in 1921. The maintenance of this route is

vital to the success of the Great Northern's connecting line of IW-
miles in length, is an important element in the success of the Great
Northern as a whole and also in the success of the Burlington
This route will be disrupted by the tentative plan.

It will also appear that in 1909 the Northern Pacific and Great
Northern joined in the construction of the Spokane. Portland &
Seattle Railway, a low grade railroad from East Washington t^

the Pacific with a total mileage, including branches, of 885 miles

at a cost of over $97,000,000. This line gets a much larger share
of westbound business to Portland territory than the two northen:
lines could otherwise obtain, and this has a highly important effec
upon the ability of the two lines to get eastbound traffic. It will

be obvious that this line is of the greatest importance to both th-

northern lines and ought not to be separated from either of them,
and that it is also highly important to the Burlington to be able

to participate in the business which each of the northern lines i-

able to handle by reason of its one-half ownership in tlie Spokane
Portland & Sea'ttle. •

Benefits the Public

Mr. Martin will further be able to show the striking benefit,-;

to the public which have flowed from the equal ownership b>
the two northern lines of the Burlington stock and the consequen
intensive development of the three lines for the purpose of build
ing up the interchange between each of the northern lines an'
the Burlington. He will show that since the purchase the three
lines have expended for extensions, additions and lietterments. in

eluding equipment, over $900,000,000. He will show that wherc.i-
the three lines had altogether about 18.(i00 miles of road in I'XII

the date of the purchase, they have since that time constructe>l

5.500 miles of new road. He will show that they have increasci!

their locomotives by 97 per cent and their freight car capacit\

by 176 per cent. He will show marked increases in efficiency c
operation, and will show tliat in the year 1917 the traffic of the

three roads increased 245 per cent over the traffic in the yea:

preceding the purchase. He will show the great increase i:

productivity of the territory served by these lines.

It will appear that the Burlington stock owned by each of the

northern comjianies is pledged urKlcr the respective mortgages oi

the latter to secure mortgage debts which were incurred with the

approval of the commission, so that both the mortgage creditoi

-

and the stockholders of the two northern companies are vitall>

interested in preserving the existing situation, and certainly the

stockholders of the Great Northern have no motive for substitut-

ing a new condition which would be distinctly injurious to their

manifestly legitimate interests.

The statute obviously contemplates that no consolidation plan

ran be effected without the elimination of some competitioti, ami

we shall contend that the competition which could be eliminated

by putting the lines of the three companies in the same group
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scheme of consolidation, the thiiiK souKht hy the Transportation
Act There is not another situation in the country where con-
solidation would be more logical or more in the public interest,

and there is no other situation where consolidation could so

readily be brought about. Wc shall earnestly urge that this im-
portant reality ought not to be thrown away for the purpose of
trying to accomplish some theoretical consolidations much less in

the public interest, and which after all cannot be accomplished
because the facts we have shown preclude the arising of any
motive which could bring them about.

We realize that one important problem which confronts the

commission is to provide a satisfactory grouping for the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul. Upon that i>oint our position will be
that the existence of that problem can in no event constitute a

justification for attempting to dismcml)cr the existing affiliation

between either of the two northern lines and the Burlington, and
furthermore that the mere theoretical placing of the St. Paul
road in a group with one of the northern lines will not in practice
accomplish the result, because no motive can exist on the part of

the Great Northern to take voluntary action, the only sort con-
templated by the statute, for the consolidation with the St. Paul
when such action would impair the Great Northern's own mani-
fest interests through disrupting the financial and traffic relations

with the Burlington. We shall point out that, generally speak-

ing, the commission's tentative plan preserved existing relation-

ships and ownerships in other parts of the country, even thouyh
a dismemberment of such affiliations might theoretically have fa-

cilitated satisfactory disposition of other lines, and we shall urge

that the same principle should be applied in this instance, and that

this treatment is called for by public considerations of paramount
importance.

But it will further appear in the course of the commission'.;

hearings on its tentative plan that other solutions of the St. Paul

problem are practicable and which are indeed more satisfactory

than the solutions which tht commission's tentative plan ad<|>led

in other parts of the country where problems somewhat similar

have arisen.

The testimony of the railroiul officers who a[>pcared as

witnesses, went into Rrcat detail in developing the p>ointS

mentioned by Mr. Hincs.

Testimony of Hale Holden

Hale Holden, president of the ChicaRo, Burlington &
Quincy and Colorado & Southern, was the first witness. He
produced numerous exhibits of growth in mileage, improve-

ment and I nlargemi-'nts of yards and terminals, .second and

third track and increa.ses in numlK-r of locomotives and cars

in support of his testimony, showing the intensive develop-

ment of these sy.stcm lines since they Itccanic closely associ-

ated in 1''01, and pointed out the disf)rgani/ation which

would follow from an attempt now to disturb the channels

of trade and commerce which have naturally been established

in the development of this strong combination of western

railroads.

Mr. Holden pointed out that Burlington is in no way
competitive with cither Northern Pacific or Great Northern.

He further showed by careful analysis of tonnage figures

that more than 98 per cent of all the freight handled hy the

Nortliern Pacific and Great Northern is competitive with

other lines, such as the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Soo
Line, Chicago & North Western .systems and Union Pacific

System, so that by consolidating the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern with the Burlington all practical competi-

tion was still to he protected while at the same time the long-

fitnnding close ulliancc Ix-tween tlic Burlington, NOTthem
Pacific and Great Northern would be improved and substan-

tial economies in cost would be accomplished.

The Colorado & Southern line from Wendover, Wyo., to

Denver is now a |)art of the Burlington line between Denver
and the Northwest, and the proposal of the commission to

turn the Colorado \ Soutlu m over to the Santa Fe will not
only destroy tliis through line, he said, but also destroy the

imfxjrtant north and south route between Galveston and
Texas points, Denver and the great Northwest which the

Burlington with the Northern Pacific and Great Northern
have been interested in building up by the ownership of

the Colorado & Southern.

Mr. Holden criticizetl the whole plan of the commission
as based too largely ujton east and west traffic instead of also

giving consideration to tlie importance of north and south

traffic; he pointed out liie growth of the great north and
south lanes of traffi. ; and predicti-d that the Denver gateway
would increase in importance as the center of another large

tlow of north and south traffic whereby the market for the

products of the Northwest, and principally lumber, would
increase throughout the central and southwestern states and
the volume of fruits, vegetables and other products from the

south would increase in volume in the opp>osite direction into

tlic Northwest.

Four Western Systems Proposed

After reading his prepared statement Mr. Holden said that

the western mileage might be grouped into four systems and
by way of reply to the argument that such systems would be
too big he gave figures showing one-fourth of the business,

mileage, revenues, equipment, etc., of the western roads as

contrasted with the similar figures for the New York Central

and Penn.s;, Ivania systems to show that in practically each

item they would l>c smaller but the net revenues would be

greater. The former Harriman system or the present Santa

Fe system, he said, would also be comparable. Prof. Ripley

asked if Mr. Holden's logic was not based mainly on the fact

that the tentative grouping would take something away from

the present Hill system and that the present arrangement

ouiiht not to be disturbed. Mr. Holden replied that in the

main that was the basis of his argument, tliat it would disrupt

the results of years of work. "We would be willing to take

our share of the weak lines," he said, "but we mustn't have

the blocxl let out of our veins tirsi. Let's take what we have

and build up u|)on that rather than tear it down and begin

all over."

When Prof. Ripley asked whether tlie Northern Securities

decision is to be considered, Mr. Holden said that the status

of the Burlint^ton itself was not involved in that case, also

that the St. Paul's new line to the Pacific coast had created

a new condition and tliat in view of the new law, the applica-

tion of the Sherman act to the situation seems obsolete. \\'ith

reference to Mr. Holden's argument about dosing gateways

to the Burlington, Prof. Ripley asked if that were not the

necessary effect of an\' consolidation; if the jmrchase of the

Burlington by the northern lino had not caused a dwindling

of .some of the interchange with other roads at St. Paul and
if the c|uestion did not resolve itself into one of whose traffic

was to be dried up. Mr. Holden said that the St. Paul gate-

way is wide open because the interests of the Great Northern

and Northern Pacific require them to maintain an extensive

interchange with other roads than tlie Burlington. Mr. Hines

then int(T|)osc(l to say tliat at the i>roper time for arguing

law (|Uestions he was pie|>ared to show that the Nortliern

Securities case has no bearing if the commission should de-

cide that the three roads should be put into one system,

also that the present interchanges referred to, constitute the

ihaniiels of trade which the law says are to be preserved

rather than tlio.se which may have dried up in the past.

Prof. Rii)le\' expressed considerable interest in Mr.
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Holden's suggestion tliat the western mileage be divided

into four systems, but asked if that would not operate to close

gateways in the same way that Mr. Holden had opposed.

Mr. Holden said that if each system were given a line to the

Southwest and the Gulf and an opportunit)- to build as it

might see fit it could look after its own long hauls and would

not e.\p>ect so much in the way of interchange, but that each

system must have either its own through line or an open

gateway. Prof. Riple)' said that one difficulty about giving

each system a north and south line was tliat there was no

line so direct as the Colorado & Southern. ''That is one

reason," Mr. Holden said, "why we are a little cautious

about giving it up," but he pointed out that other systems

have lines toward the Gulf and said that by watching the

map lie could see that it was perfectly obvious that the Santa

Fe was developing a line to the Southeast. Prof. Ripley

then asked why the western lines could not help the com-

mission m developing a practicable plan. He said : "We are

breaking our hearts in the commission trying to develop such

a plan and not merely an academic one." Mr. Holden said

that he has been giving very careful consideration to tlie

subject for IS months and although he did not want to get

ahead of the views of otiier western railroad executives, he

thought they should all get around a table and try to develop

something that will help the commission. Prof. Ripley asked

if each system should also be given a line to Seattle. !Mr.

Holden said it isn't possible to give each large system the

same location, but that he had suggested that each be given

access to the Pacific coast. Prof Ripley said that he had
proposed giving the Burlington the Western Pacific as a line

to San Francisco and asked what Mr. Holden thought of

this proposal. ^Ir. Holden said he was not prepared to

express his opinion at this time. With regard to the placing

of the Chicago Great Western in the system of tlie Burling-

ton and tlie Xorthem Pacific, Mr. Holden said: '•Well, we
haven't been tn.ing to buy it," and when questioned similarly

regarding the Minneapolis & St. Louis, he merely stated

that the Burlington had a line of its own to the Twin Cities.

Statistical testimony was presented by G. R. Martin, vice-

president of the Great Northern, along the lines indicated in

Mr. Hini's" opening statement.

Howard Elliott Outlines Historical Development

Howard Elliott, chairman of the Northern Pacific, testified

on November 18 regarding the histor)- of tlie Burlington and
the Northern Pacific and the reasons that led up to the pur-

ch;ise of the Burlington by the two northern companies in

I'JOl, making an arrangement which he said "seemed to me
a wise one at that time, that has been a wise one for the last

21 years and is a wise one now—and one that should not be

disfurlxd." He showed that the Burlington had long planned

its own line to the Pacific coast but that in 1894 an agree-

ment was made with the Northern Pacific which opened the

territon,' of each road to the other at the Billings gateway

and that this was one of the fundamental elements in the de-

velopment of the situation that resulted finally in the purchase

of the Burlington after the Burlington liad built its line to

the Twin Cities.

Tlic statements of Mr. Perkins made in 1001 show that he

had reuardcd the coml)ination made with the two northern

companies as to the culmination of the efforts to secure the

best results for the Burlington property and the states served

by it—the full and final justification for building to St. Paul

in 1886 and to Billings in 1804, Mr. Flliott said, and the

Burlington has retained and increased its financial strength,

Iffcaitse it did not have to spend, as the St. Paul did. the large

yums ncfcssan*- for a new line to the coast. As shown by Mr.

Martin, the interchange of business l)etwccn the Burlington

and Northern P.icific since 1896 w.is ,M,258,267 tons, and
between the Burlington and Great Northern 32.105,506 tons.

"My own views, after having been closely associated with

the Burlington and Northern Pacific since 1880, and having

a prett}' good know-ledge of the western country and of its

railroad development," Mr. Elliott said, "are:

"That it would be a mistake from the standpoint of the

public to separate the C. B. & Q., N. P. and G. N. systems.

That permission should be given by the commission to still

further unify the three roads, for such unification would per-

nii: the maximum development of the properties and the

greatest service to the public. That separation of the three

roads would not 'maintain' long established, much less 'exist-

ing channels of trade and commerce,' would do harm to many
engaged in business of all kinds who have established their

business based on the present railroad arrangements, and
would retard tlie growth of the country served.

"The next 25 years will show a much greater growth in

the United States and in the western countr\- than the last

20. The country needs big tools of even.- kind for its de-

velopment, particularly big transportation machines that can

furnish the service needed. These three roads will form such

a machine. They have done fine work in tlie last 21 years

and can do even better. If consolidation, or the creation of

big tools of commerce, is a wise national p>olicy here is prac-

tical consolidation that can be made effective. To separate

either the Northern Pacific or the Great Northern from the

Burlington would introduce a new financial problem of

magnitude and create a feeling of uncertainty which would
do no good but w-ould check the progress of the railroads in

reaching a more stable basis, in overcoming the difficult con-

dition resulting from the war and federal control and in de-

veloping their properties so as to give the best service to the

public.'"

Great Northern Wants to Keep Burlington Anyway
Ralph Budd, president of the Great Northern, said he felt

)he public interest would be Ijest served by placing the three

lines in one system but that if that could not be done and
the choice had to be made, the Great Northern and the

Burlington should be kept together. He went into a detailed

explanation of the traffic relations and facilities of the roads
in support of that contention.

Mr. Budd said the Northern Pacific had only two prin-

cipal points of contact with the Burlington, at the Twin
Cities and Billings, while the Great Northern had three, the

third being at Sioux Ci^y. James J. Hill, he said, had much
to do w-ith bringing the Burlington to the Twin Cities in

1 886 and had allowed it to use the Great NorUiem terminals.

I'he Great Northern had also built a line to meet the Burling-
ton at Sioux Cit} in 1906. If the Burlington and the Great
Northern were made competitors, the Great Nortliern would
not be willing to give the Burlington joint use of its facilities

at the Twin Cities, and the .separation would otherwise break
up interchange between the lines. He said he knew of no
j)lace in the United States where a breaking up of existing

systems would cause more disruption of the channels of traffic

than a separation of tlie Great Northern and the Burlington.

Mr. Budd also said the Great Northern, if separated from
other parts of the system, would have weaknesses similar to

those which have caused the "well known financial situation

of the St. Paul," for example, he said, neither line would
Iiave enough transcontinental business to utilize fully its

facilities because the Great Northern would lose business
which has liecn coming to it from the Burlington.

Mr. Budd also jxiinted out that the Nortliern Pacific has
extensive facilities at Duluth which the Great Northern uses
:\nd that at Minneapolis the only tw-o passenger stations are
those owned by the St. Paul and Great Northern. A group-
ing of the St. Paul and the Great Northern, Mr. Budd said,

would be very impracticable and whereas the officers of the

Hill roads have worked together harmoniously and efficiently

he feared that placing the roads in different groups would
fend to cause discord. He also pointed out that the Great
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Ni*rthem territory lu'cd* many new linr», tn'

which has ixt-n di-hsM-d Ky the .\ ir and the j-

sion and that the Great Nortlu-rn-St. I'aul ton

be too Weak to finanic the proper development oi the territory.

He gave the figures showing tlie amount of bonds of the

9e\'cral i<im|>.inii'S maturing betwein now and 1940 to show
that the <i'tiii ination of the St. Paul and Great Northern
would producer the greatest amount of maturities, a total of

$404.fXni,(XX), as against only :?: i<»,0()0,000 were the Great

Northern and Burlington lonibincd. 'lliat alone, he said,

would make the consolidation of the St. Paul and Great
Northern practically prohibitive.

Mr. Hudd testified that the comix.-titive situation is no argu-

ment in favor of selecting the Great Northern as the road to

be divorcctl from the Burlington for the purfx>se of being

groujjed with the St I'aul. He explained that the erroneous

imprs<ion lliat there is much greater com(K.-tition U'twecn the

Northern Pacific and St. Paul a-sts upon the fact that they

parallel each other for long distances tlirough.vthe state of

Montana. He otTfcred in evidence a relief map to bring out

the fait that where the.se roads parallel each other the country-

is exceedingly mountainous and the relative amount of traffic

is small He stated that on the contrary the Great Northern

and St. Paul wt-re in competition in the Great Falls district,

which is much more open country with extensive copper and
other industries and agricultural interests, and he stated that

on the whole there is distinctly more comjietition between the

Great Nortiiern and the St. Paul in Montana than between
the Northern Pacific and the St. Paul.

Taking the whole territory, he said, there is no competi-

tive reason for .selecting the Great Northern instead of the

Northern Pacific for grouping with the St. Paul, and that

every otl'.er consideration indicates that the Northern Pacific

ought to be selected for this purpose if the commission

reaches the conclusion that either the Northern Pacific or the

Great Northern must be separated from the Burlington in

order to be groujjcd with the St. Paul.

Mr. Budd said that Professor Ripky had proposed to take

the Great Nortiiern instead of the N^orthern Pacific away
from the Burlington to be grouped with the St. Paul in order

to avoid elimination of competition, and yet for the purpose

of adequately strengthening the Great Northern-.St. Paul

group had proposed the addition to that group of the Dulutli,

Missabe & Northern and Dulutii & Iron Range. He said

that these two railroads and the Great Northern were the

railroads wliith handled the immense Missain; iron ore traffic,

and that the result was that Professor Ripley's plan con-

templates the elimination of a great deal more competition

than the amount in question between the Northern Pacific and
the St. Paul.

Louis W. Hill, chairman of the Great Northern, outlined

some of the early history of that road and the Burlington to

show tliat they had worked together and that J. J. Hill and

his associates had an interest in tlic company which built the

Burlington line to St. Paul while the Forbes interests in the

Burlington had a one-tenth interest in the St. Paul, Min-
neapolis 8: Manitoiia, the predecessor of the Great Northern,

before the jiurthase of the Burlington by the two northern

companies. Ihc Burlington route had always been a pre-

ferred connection of the Great Northern at the Twin Cities,

he said, and after J. J. Hill and his associates had bought

into the Northern Pacific and were considering the purchase

of a line to the south Mr. Hill had considered the Burlington

as the logi(al road for this puri)osc liecausc it promised the

largest interchange of the kind of traffic which the northern

companies desired. Some of tlic Northern Pacific people

had preferred the St. Paul and there was some discussion of

a purchase of that company. He said that the elder Hill

was not influenced by fear that the Burlington would invade

the Great Northern territor\- but felt that the two roads were

• -illy supplementary and feeders. He said it ne

.1 of all the Great Northern directors that tii :•

; .n is to place all three companies in one system.

H. E. Byram, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee \ ^i

Paul, had a prepared statement based on the commissiui! -

tentative plan pointing out ways in which a combination oi

the St. Paul with the Great Nortiiern would be advantageous.

He said the St. Paul would strengthen the Great Northern

in the east and the Great Northern the St. Paul in the west,

and that many opicrating economies could be effected. How-
ever, in view of what had Ix-en said by representatives of the

Great Northern at the hearing, Mr. Byram said that in many
ways the same advantages would result from a combination

of the St. Paul with the Northern Pacific.

In reply to questions hy Professor Ripley as to why the

St. Paul is not earning so much in proportion to its value as

other lines, Mr. Byram said that is largely due to the lower

density of traffic, particularly west of the Missouri, because

the St. Paul is the new line in that territory. He said the

economics resulting from electrification had not yet been fully

realized but tliat tlio lines were so separated that he did not

think enough Great Northern traffic could tie routed over the

electrified line to greatly increase its density.

Byram Suggests Union Paciiic-St. Paul Combine

Mr. Byram then suggested that an alliance of the St. Paul

and the Union Pacific would do away with many of the diffi-

culties which had been mentioned as likely to result from a

merger of the St. Paul and the Great Northern. He said

the I'nion Pacific has no lines east of the Missouri while the

St. Paul has no lines west of the Missouri, e.xclusive of the

caist line, and that the St. Paul's line to Omaha was double-

tracked for the express purpiose of the Union Pacific inter-

change business. Such a combination, he said, would do
away with the problem of what to do with the third nortli

coast line and that if the Hill combination were left intact,

there would be two systems to the north coast.

Mr. Byram pointed out that the St. Paul has contact with

the Union Pacific at Omaha, Kansas City, Butte, Spokane
and Seattle. Such a combination would not make an exces-

sive mileage, he said, about 20,000 miles. He thought there

would be advantages to the Union Pacific in being linked

with the St. Paul, provided the commission is going to re-

quire the Union Pacific to have an eastern connection. He
said undoubtedly if the commission were not going to require

the Union I'acilic to have an eastern connection, it would pre-

fer to remain as it is, because it has the advantage of many
roads gathering at Omaha.
Mr. Byram said the two roads already use the same

facilities at Spokane, Seattle and Omaha.
Professor Ripley said Mr. Byram had made a very in-

teresting suggestion but asked what he would do with the

North Western. The witness said that if the Great Northern
and the Northern Pacific were separated the North Western
might be coniliined with one of those lines.

Steel Roads Oppose Merger

W. A. McGonagle, president of the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern, testified on November 21 in opjiosition to the

inclusion of that road and of the Duluth & Iron Range,
which are controlled hy the United States Steel Corporation,

in the system with the Great Northern and St. Paul. The
objections were based, he said, upon tlic history, character

and location of the ro;ids, the kind of service rendered by

them, their unique position among the carriers of the countrv,

their conip<'titive relation to the Great Northern, and the fact

that the\- would add neither financial strength nor increased

facilities to any other system. From their inception, he said,

the railroads have licen purely ore-carrying roads and have
formed the inseparable part in a mining venture of the A'er-

iiiilion and the Messaba iron ranges.
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Light Weight Gasoline

Car for Heavy Grade Line

THE Hetch-Hetchy R.\ilroad is a 68-niile line built

by the Cit>- of San Francisco to transport material for

the Hetch-Hetchy water supply project. The road

passes through a rugged and sparsely settled country and is

built with maximum grades of four per cent. The char-

acter of the traffic is well suited for motor car operation and

this type of equipment has been used for several years.

A gasoline-driven passenger car, which is of special in-

frame to the main frame. The sub-frame forms one-half of

a complete truck and has a swivel bolster built in the main
frame so that it will turn at curves, thus reducing flange

wear and relieving side thrust.

This unique construction has numerous advantages.

Since there are no revolving parts in front of the rear axle,

a very low-hung body can be used. A considerable increase

in seating capacity is also obtained without lengthening the

wheel base of the car. Vibration is minimized and motor

noises, smoke, or gasoline odors are kept away from the car

body.

The car seats 30 passengers, weighs but 10,400 lb. com-

The Location of the Engine at the Rear of the Body Is a Distinctive Feature of This Car

terest because of the unicjue features included in the design,

has reecntly been delivered to the Hetch-Hetchy Railroad.

The most striking feature of the construction is the location

of the gasoline engine, which is placed at the rear of the

body tiehind the driving wheels. The motor is suspended on

coil springs directly over the rear a.xle on one end of a suli-

jik'te and makes 8 miles per gallon of gasoline. It is stated

that it makes the 12-mile 3.4 per cent grade on the Hetch-

Hetchy at a speed of 27 miles per hour. This car is prob-

al)ly the lightest in proportion to its seating capacity that

has yet been built, weighing only 347 lb. per passenger.

It wa'i built bv the A. Meister Sons Co., Sacramento, Cal.

E»fr)f Car I.narird to Caparily— r.r

A Sixty-Car Coal Train on the Pittsburg & Sh

n \Vri«hl of Train l.?in T.nj. I'.lllr,! by Two Mik.l<los. Each Wtight of 180,000 Ibf



Some Service Records of Electric Equipment

A List of Unusual Things Accomplished by

Railroads with Electric Motive Power

By Homer K. Smith

Raihv.iy KpfjinctT, \\t>tini;lu)u-ii- Kk-ctric & Manufaitiirinj; Ccmpany

THE Long Island was the first steam railroad in the

United States to substitute electric for steam power on

a larjic .-tale, the thantje iKini; made on tiiis road in

1905. Multiple unit cars with two OOU-volt d.c. motors and
a third-rail contact system were adopted. Since electrifica-

tion this road's passenger traffic has increased nearly 400 per

cent. '1 he frei<.;iit traflic has increased nearly 200 |M.'r cent,

and the earnini;s have increased approximately 200 per cent.

There are 220 miles of electrified track and over 700 cars,

of which approximately 80 y>er cent are motor cars, now in

oiK-ration. The annual j)as.''enner traffic is over 600,000,000

passenger miles Some idea of the dependal>ility of these

larne motor cars is shown by the fact that diirini; certain

hours the schedules call for over '>.^ jx-r cent of the e(|uipment.

New York, New Haven & Hartford

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, with approxi-

mately 550 miles of electrified track, has more connected

electrified trackage than any other system in the world. In

1918 the passenger traffic density on this road was second

only to tliat of the Long Island. Single jihase electric loco-,

motives are used for the through fast jjassenger and .some

of the local i)assenger .service, for tin- fast freight .service and
for switching .service. Multi])le unit cars are u.sed for some

of the local passenger service.

In 1921 the electric pas.senger locomotive averaged .5.5,000

miles |)er locomotive failure and the average detention per

failure was 18 minutes. The mileage |K-r IcMomotive was
nearly ()9,()()0. During the same \tar, with a comparatively

light freiuht iraftu', the freight liuoniotive mileage per loco-

motive- failure was approximatel>' 22,500. These locomo-

tives frequently made two round trips between the Harlem
river and New Haven in 24 hours. This represents a mileage

of 272. Under steam operation in this .section the daily loco-

motive mileage was from 100 to 120.

The New Haven has in operation 16 electric switching

lotomotives. I'or a period of seven years— 1915 to 1921 in-

clusive—these locomotives were in actual service over 70 per

cent of the total time and during 1916 they were in actual

service over 77 per cent of the time. These locomotives are

operated 24 hours jier day and they consistently make 140

miles a day (based on 6 miles an hour). It is a matter of

record that the use of these electric locomotives has resulted

in a coal saving of 65 per cent of that required for steam

ojieration of this service and they have replaced steam loco-

motives in the ratio of 2 to 1.

A striking illustration of the adaptability, flexibility and

reliability of the New Haven electrification for meeting heavy

traflu emergences was demonstrated on November 20, 1920,

this l)eing the occasion of the annual Vale-Harvard football

game. 1- rom 8:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. 44 special trains

were dispatched from New York to New Haven in addition to

the regular trains. During this j>eriod trains were dispatched

from the Grand Central Terminal at intervals of 10 minutes.

1 he same day 45 e.\tra trains were ojjcrated in the opjx)site

ilirection. The 89 extra trains carried approximately 70,000

|)assengers, and all of these trains departed and arrived prac-

tically (m schedule.

Pennsylvania, New York Terminal

In 1910 the Pennsylvania Railroad placed in service on its

electrified extension into the New York terminal 31, 600-volt

third rail hxnniotives. These handle all of the main line pas-

senger traffic into and out of New York terminal, and from

X.jvember, 1910, to 1918 they made a total of 9,508,7o5 miles

with a total of 121 engine failure^;, or an average of 78,600

miles per detention on account of locomotive trouble. During
one year there was a total train delay due to failure of motive

power of onlv 55 minutes. These Kxomotives are now aver-

aging about 4,500 miles per month and their maintenance is

extremely low.

Norfolk & Western

The Norfolk & Western electrification rejiresents the most

severe requirements that electrification has yet been called

\0\i
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upon to perform. This road was the first to substitute electric

for Mallet locomotives for mountain grade service when its

electrification extending from Bluefield to Vivian, a route dis-

tance of 30 miles, was put into operation in 1914. The elec-

trification zone has since been extended west approximately

eight miles to Farm. This line is double tracked diroughout

except for the 3,000 ft. Elkhorn tunnel. There is a consider-

able mileage of third track, side and yard tracks and vari-

ous branch or spur tracks to numerous coal mines along this

section.

With steam operation, trains of approximately 3,250 tons

were hauled up the Elkhorn grade with three most modem
Mallet locomotives at a speed of seven miles an hour. Two
300-ton electric locomotives haul the same trains on this

grade at a speed of 14 miles an hour. Twelve electric loco-

motives were purchased to replace 24 Mallets but by the time

electric opyeration was started traffic had increased so that

33 Mallets would have been required. Since electrification

was inaugurated the volume of traffic has increased enor-

mously but the twelve original electric locomotives handle the

service.

In a service where the average main line haul is short and
where there is considerable coal mine setting out and gather-

ing service, as well as pusher sen'ice, these electric locomo-
tives consistently do more than 100 miles per day. During
the year 1920 they made an average mileage of 37,820. Be-
cause of there being so much switching service, the actual

mileage was undoubtedly more than shown by the above
record. The steam locomotives formerly used in this ser\'ice

averaged approximately 60 miles per day.

The increased train sjjeed and reduction in road delavs

obtained with the electric locomotives has, of course, greatly

increased the track capacit\'. It has been stated by Norfolk
& Western officials that this electrification has at least

doubled the track capacit)'—as compared to steam operation.

A recent notable achievement on this electrification was
the handling of 90,000 tons of freight eastbound over the

Elkhorn grade, and through the single track tunnel at the

summit of this grade, in a single dav.

New York, Westchester & Boston

An example of the successful application of heavy alter-

nating current motor cars to dense traffic in exacting suburban
service is that of the New York, Westchester & Boston; local

and express service from the Harlem river station of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford trains make a schedule of 22
miles per hour with a stop even,' mile. The express train

schedule speed is 37 miles an hour with an average distance
of 214 miles between stops.

These equipments have proven their reliability in all kinds
of weather. During the heavy snow storms of 1919-20, when
the service on many steam roads was seriously demoralized,
the operation of the .suburban service on this road was 100 per
cent perfect. In 1919 the average mileage per car was over
42,000 and the average car mileage per minute of delay was
over 2,700.

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Suburban Service

The Pennsylvania suliurhan service from the Broad street

terminal in I'hiladelphia to Taoli and Chestnut Hill repre-
sents wliat is undoubtedly the most severe, congested traffic

probUm in modem railroading. The Broad Street terminal
is of the stub-end type. There arc 16 tracks in the train
shed, but at the interlocking tower controlling the entrance
to this terminal, there arc only six tracks.

In 1915 this tomiinal had reached the limit of its capacitv
of 160 trains per day with steam ojierafion. The physical
conditions were such that it was almost imixissililc to en-
large the terminal, and to increase its capacity electric opera-
tion of much of the suburljan service with multiple unit cars

was inaugurated. .\\\ cars are equipped with two alternat-

ing current motors on one truck and trains are made up of

from three to eight cars. The time required to bring a motor
car train into the station and get it out again—including

unloading and loading—is approximately one-third of the

time required with steam operation. The track movements
per train turn-around have been reduced from six to two.

Through the six-track bottle neck at the interlocking

tower, approximately 600 trains per day are now operated.

Between 5:00 p. m. and 6:00 p. m. 50 trains pass this tower

and during one 17-minute period of this hour there is a train

movement every minute. This terminal had a capacit)' of

only 160 trains per day with steam motive p)Ower.

With electric operation the running time from Broad Street

to Paoli—20 miles—has been reduced 10 minutes. With
steam operation 82 per cent of the suburban trains were on
time while with electric operation the corresponding figure

is 94 per cent. During the year 1919 a total of over 2,-

883,000 car miles were operated with an average of over

48,000 car miles per detention. During one month of this _

year a total of 252,200 car miles were operated with five

detentions, totaling 14 minutes.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

The Chicago, ^Milwaukee & St. Paul electrification is the

only example of an extensive single track electrification of a

transconiinental railroad. The original installation covered

440 miles from Harlowtcn, Montana, to Aver>-, Idaho. On
this section the Big Belt, Rocky and Bitter Root mountain
ranges are crossed. With steam operation there were four
engine districts on this section. The second installation ex-

tends from Othello to Seattle, Washington—a distance of

220 miles—and this section crosses the Cascade mountains.
Passenger service is handled by the most powerful passenger
locomotives in the world, and these locomotives are making
mileage far in excess of any previous records. They have
ample capacity to haul a 13 -car all-steel train over the entire

electrified zone without helper.

Soon after these locomotives were placed in service it was
decided to run them through tlie entire 440 miles without
turning in at Deer Lodge shops—near the middle of the

electrification zone—for a general inspection as had been
the previous practice. This was a radical step but the

results obtained have justified this plan of operation.

The locomotives are given a light inspection at the end of
the 440-mile run and are sent to the main shops at Deer
Lodge for a general inspection on a mileage basis of from
3,000 to 5,000. Two men at each terminus of electrification

—Avery and Harlowton—take care of the light inspection

of the equipment.

Individual locomotives in this service have made as much
as 12,000 miles in one month. They have made the through
run of 440 miles per d.iy for 12 consecutive days during the

most severe winter months. On the occasion of schedule
derangement on the steam-operated sections of the road, these

electric locomotives have been kept in continuous road ser\Mce

as much as 30 hours and have made over 750 miles in a
24-hour period.

The sub.stitution of electric for steam motive power on
the Cliicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has made it feasible to

greatly .'simplify the operating organization. The 440-mile
section is now in charge of one suj^>erintcndent with two sets

of train dispatchers, whereas with steam operation there were
two division superintendents and four sets of dispatchers.

Eliminating intermediate engine terminals has, of course,

simplified the mechanical department organization also.

Tiiere arc many other noteworthy railroad electrifications.

Those mentioned, liowever, rejircsent all classes of hea\'v

traction service which cl.itrihcitinn will be called upon to

perform.
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1
The name of the Bureau

: ,,1 i'ark and
Resorts, maintained by tin- > Western and
Union Pacific, will be chaiin' • ,if Tours, ef-

fective January I. This wa» Uie ii-int; oi that department
prior to the railroad administration.

A bill was introduced in C..nvrrs5 at the opening of the new
session on N'ovemher 30 by kll.rc^> iitativc Zihlman authorizing
the Inter>tatc Commerce Coniinisbiun to order priorities in car
service and tmljarRoes and to take other necessary steps to secure
equitable distribution of building materials.

The American Association of Ticket Agents held its fourth
annual convention at Savannah, Ci.t., beginning on November
13. The attendance numbered about 600. The address of

welcome was given by Col. .\. R. Lawton, vice-president of

the Central of Georgia, and the principal addresses were by
Charles A. Cairns, passenger traffic manager of the Chicago &
North Western, and Frank W. Connor, passenger traffic man-
ager of the Central Region ol the Penasylvania.

Supreme Court to Review

Pennsylvania-Labor Board Case

The United States Supreme Court on November 20 granted a

writ of certiorari on the application of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road providing for a review of the decision of the court of ap-

peals in the controversy as to the authority of the Railroad

Labor Board to issue orders governing the method of employee

representation on committees formed tor the purpose of conferring

with the management on questions pertaining to rules and work-
ing conditions.

A Break in the Ranks of the "Big Four"

The open break in the ranks of the "Big Four" brother-

hood, which has been brewing for some time, is more or

less confirmed by recent circulars issued by Warren S. Stone,

grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

appealing to his members to assist T. C. Cashcn, president

of the Switchmen's Union of North America, in inducing

switchmen who are now members of the Brotherhood of

Railway Trainmen, headed by W. G. Lee, to leave that or-

ganization and enter Mr. Cashen's union. Reports from

Cleveland, the headquarters of the majority of the train

service brotherhoods, indicate that the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Firemen and Enginemen, headed by D. B. Robertson,

will be alifincd with Mr. Stone, while L. E. Shfpard, Presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors, will side with Mr.

Lee as he has in previous disagreements among the "Big

1-our."

D. T. & I. Proposes Employees' Investment Plan

The Detroit, Toledo & fronton, Henry Ford's railroad, has filed

an application with the Interstate Commerce Commission for au-

thority to issue to its employees investment certificates of indebted-

ness to an amount not exceeding $1,000,000. The certificates arc

to be issued in denominations of $1,000. $500 and $100 and to be

delivered to employees of the railroad for deposits in cash which

will be received by ticket agents or other agents of the company.

These certificates will bear no definite rate of interest, but a rate

will be paid upon thorn to be detcrniined annually by the board of

directors to be derived from a fund set aside from the net earn-

ings of the company after the reserve for the government has been

set aside (in case the company has earnings in excess of 6 per

cent, as provided in the transportation act), such fund not to

exceed 25 per cent of the final net earnings computed semi-annually.

It is stated that all expenses in connection with the maintenance of

the plan will be paid from the fund and will not be charged

against the operations of the railroad. The railroad may use any
part or all of the sums so invested by the employees for additions
and betterments or for any other expenses in connection with the

operation of the railroad or the funds may be invested outside
of the railroad.

E. J. Liebold, vice-president of the company, says that his ex-
perience indicates that about 50 per cent of the employees will

make investments in this way to the amount of 5 per cent of the

annual pay roll, and the company has 2.225 employees, earning
approximately $185 a month. It is stated that the certificates are
to be issued "in order to promulgate a feeling of participation in

the earnings of the company, that the employees will gain a spirit

of interest in the well-being of the company which
will result in a more efficient and loyal service

"

The uses to which the funds deposited with the company by the

employees are to be put are to be determined by the board of
directors.

Railway Business Association Appointments

.Mba B. Johnson, who was re-elected president of the Railway
Business Association on November 9, has announced the acceptance
of appointment by four new executive members. They are B. L.

W'inchell, president of the Remington Typewriter Co., who during
federal control was Southern regional director ; .Mexander Brown,
president of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, and presi-

dent in 1921 of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce ; E. M.
Zehnder, president of the Scranton Bolt & Nut Company, and
F. N. Bard, president of the Barco Manufacturing Company, Chi-

cago, chairman for several years of the association's committee

on consolidation of exhibits.

W. W. Salmon and W. W. Willets, retiring vice-presidents, have
been appointed executive members. Reappointed upon expiration

of their three-year terms are J. C. Bradley, Buffalo ; S. P. Bush,

Columbus ; R. P. Lament, Chicago ; Frank J. Lanahan, Pittsburgh
;

.\. H. MuUiken, Chicago, and H. H. Westinghouse, New York.

Four executive members were elected vice-presidents at the an-

nual meeting: J. G. Piatt, Boston; F. A. Poor, Chicago; William
F. Sharp, Chicago, and S. L. Smith, Cleveland.

The president, seven vice-presidents and 27 executive members
constitute the general executive committee.

The treasurer, P. Harvey Middleton, was re-elected and he is

also assistant to the secretary, Frank W. Noxon.

Pacific Railway Club Admits

Supplymen to Membership

The Pacific Railway Club, the only railway chib in the country

that has net admitted supplymen to membership, amended its

constitution at its November meeting and supplymen will here-

after be admitted to associate membership upon the same basis

as they are admitted to other clubs. Supplymen will pay the

same dues as other members, $3 a year, but may not vote or hold

office. There is no initiation fee.

Heretofore the club has only admitted to membership men
actually employed by railroads, those in the service of railroad

regulatory bodies, and faculty members of universities. It has

an active membership of nearly 400.

The section added to the club's constitution under which sup-

plymen will be admitted reads : An associate member shall be a

person not eligible for active membership but who is actively

engaged in some occupation where he co-operates with men in

railroad service for the advancement of the science of railroad-

ing and the best interests of the railroad profession. Manu-
facturers and dealers in railway equipment, material, and sup-

plies, their salesmen and representatives, arc eligible to member-
ship under this section.

William S. Wollner of the Northwestern Pacific is the club's

secretary, his address being 64 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of September, 1922,

.\verage
miles of

ResriOD, road and year road Train-
New England Region: operated miles

Boston & Albany 1922 394 255.448
1921 394 222,944

Boston & Maine 1922 2,455 551,437
1921 2,469 509,592

N. Y., X. H. & Hartfr.rd..l922 1,959 427,879
1921 1.960 409,359

Great I..akes Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1922 887 301,828

1921 880 316,197
Del., Lack. St W«tem 1922 994 426,794

1921 995 508,856
Erie (ir.a Chic. & Eric) ... 1922 2,309 751,106

1921 2,259 1,019,253
Lehigli Valley 1922 1,317 481,745

1921 l,3i6 582,490
I Michigan Central 1922 1,827 516,249
'' 1921 1,829 444,683

New York Central 1922 5,675 1,785,640
1921 5.655 1,679,163

N. Y., Chic. & St. L 1922 1,225 492,753
1921 1.225 432,236

Pere Mar<iuette 1923 2,182 311,024
1921 2,196 350,212

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1922 228 149,040
1921 228 74.487

Wabash 1922 2,418 477,577
1921 2.418 574,617

Ohio-lndiana-AUegtieny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio 1922 5,235 1,248.156

1921 5,185 1,610,416

Central R. R. of N. J 1922 692 267.840
1921 679, 272.477

Chicago & Eastern 111 1922 945 218.373
1921 1,131 234.017

Clev., Cin., Chic. & St. L... 1922 2,378 590.328
1921 2.382 628.210

Elgin, Toliet & Eastern 1922 459 94,435
1921 456 89.389

Long Island 1922 394 42,702
1921 395 43,726

Pennsylvania System 1922 10,903 4.884,720
1921 10.877 3,898,149

Philadelnhb & Reading 1922 1,119 558,848
1921 1,120 513,295

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1922 2,551 542,530

1921 2,548 633,978
Norfolk & Western 1922 2,228 746,718

1921 2,222 663,538
Southern Region:

.\tlantic Coast Line 1922 4,926 615,431
1921 4.886 475,893

Central of Georgia 1922 1.907 268,037
1921 1.899 204,668

I. Cent. (inc. Y. &M. V.).. 1922 6.135 2,015.151
1921 6.151 1,520,231

Louisville & Kashville 1932 5.021 1,344.251
1921 5.020 1,466,213

Seaboard Air Line 1922 3,537 445,153
1921 3.537 360,279

Southern Ry 1922 6.942 1.148,202
1921 6.942 1,165.697

Northwestern Region:
Chic. & N. Wn 1922 8,427 1.471.210

1921 8,342 1.606.528

Chic. MiU-aiikee & St. r..l922 11,027 1.713.124
1921 10,992 1.605.995

Chic. St. P., Minneap. & Om.l922 1,726 330.863
1021 1,726 325.402

Great Northern 1922 8,255 1,101.143
1921 8,163 936.678

M., St. P. & S. Ste. M...1922 4.355 687.347
1921 4.3':9 405.685

Northern Pacific 1922 6,388 981.958
1921 6.408 908.277

Oreg.Wash R. R. ^- Nav..1')22 2.143 246.585
1921 2.205 238.900

Centr.i1 Western Region-
Atch., Top. & S. Fe 1922 9.798 2,036.387

1921 9.762 1,739.403
Chicago * Alton' 1922 1.010 220.288

1921 1.010 -359.557

Chic, Burl. 4 QuincT 1922 9,326 1,726.775
1921 o.,126 1. 573.667

Chic, Rock I. » Pac 1922 7.662 1.302 166
1921 7.661 1. -132. 117

Denver A R. G. Wr. 1922 2.593 317.806
1921 2.593 .V)7.679

Oreg. Short Line 1922 2.365 453,782
1921 2.359 433.907

Southern Pacific 1922 6.082 1.281.217
1021 6,975 1.156.802

fnion Pacific 1922 3,707 1,333.677
1921 3.615 1.383.661

Sotilhwestem Region

:

Gulf, Colo. & S.inta Fc 19?2 I.R95 233.575
|o21 1.R9S 286. -141

Mo.. Kans. * Tex 1922 1.658 275 759
1921 1.709 253.120

Mo.. K»n« ft Trr. of Tex.. 1022 1.738 200.032
1921 1,740 232.611

Missouri Pacific .1022 7.11? 962..19n

1921 7,264 1.187.097
St. Ixnii»-S.in Francisco 1<>22 4.683 685.098

1921 4.683 750.131
S«ilhern Pacific Urcs fin 1">72 3 710 599 578
Texns and I.«.1« |o2l 3.617 514.537

Texas * Pacific 1922 1.953 334,984
|0'l 1.053 239,334

'No fwsscnger train service,

Comf-itti ^y tht Biirtaf i>f Slalisliri. tnlrralalr Co"

Ton-railes ( thousands) Average number
Locomotive-miles Car-milcs '

: V ofl scomotives on line daily

Princip.il
\ r

Loaded Per
Gross.

Excluding
Net.

Revenue Serv- Un- Per cent
•

and (thou- cent locomotive ice- serv-
helper Light sands) loaded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored
270,172 27,154 5,063 76.0 242,765 100,655 106 35 24.9
243,619 31,104 4,353 68.8 217,599 87,374 123 28 18.8
618,187 59,338 12,751 76.0 609,236 255,461 308 139 31.1 "22

568,885 48,773 11,634 73.0 570,463 235.666 336 123 26.8 42
467,476 28,803 11,691 76.7 554,800 244.331 244 98 28.6 4
444,155 29,366 10,322 71.4 507,400 215,823 307 75 19.6 44

402,487 37,910 8,583 74.6 505,888 265,873 251 60 19.1 101
415,561 31,014 8,213 64.3 525,997 261,416 275 39 12.3 121
528,385 108,658 13,891 73.6 710,837 315,844 266 100 27.4 10
629,732 119,170 15,688 68.7 854.488 393,090 298 56 1S.8 45
835,068 62,275 27,040 74.2 1.474.504 675,835 430 316 42.3 8

1,156,496 65,233 33,911 66.1 2,001,461 889,240 560 178 24.1 35
534,225 65,030 13,376 72.1 745.915 357,597 347 207 37.3 52
640,254 61,403 16,635 63.9 1,009,738 471,334 423 120 22.0 121
521,551 23,744 18,016 73.5 881,658 361,923 293 106 26.6 42
452.525 17.742 13,846 66.9 729,114 285,753 327 86 20.8 106

2,018,655 168,491 69,603 73.2 3,841.005 1,772,354 883 694 44.0 16
1,860.340 134,651 50.063 65.1 3.406.024 1,461,923 1,015 60S 37.4 233
498.019 2.583 14.034 77.1 684,594 293.632 151 70 31.6 19
435.048 1.589 12.382 68.4 636.340 256.534 180 59 24.6 49
315,988 6,122 8.434 75.8 425,611 198.714 146 62 29.7
360,485 6,652 8.788 67.8 488.415 220,577 162 42 20.5 12
153,857 833 5.388 67.9 382,014 228.802 55 24 30.3
78,523 1,066 2,547 64.6 176,853 101.283 54 32 37.1 i3

495,118 5,506 15.184 79.5 754,952 353.656 248 97 28.0 3
604,735 8,797 16,307 71.0 855,519 370.177 280 67 19.4 44

1,426,124 98,790 32,152 66.9 2,033,459 1.068,357 784 551 41.3 2
1,728.245 131,716 41,319 64.2 2,597,692 1,287,832 1,023 368 26.5 222
294.658 35,881 6,110 67.4 363,715 180,030 205 54 20.9 15
303.625 39,842 6,142 61.0 389,338 195,970 204 56 21.6 14
225.605 4,850 5,681 75.5 321,922 175,062 86 73 46.1 11
237,042 3.721 5.643 62.3 346,012 173,044 125 48 27.8 42
614.666 7,299 20,151 71.0 1,158,607 575.268 227 226 49.9
651.146 3,000 17,5-13 60.2 1,076,625 514.993 302 143 32.2 33
97.324 1,157 2,487 62.1 218,604 119.627 86 20 19.0 21
97,057 5,044 2,737 65.7 203.OS6 109.370 99 9 8.2 40
44,617 6,340 559 62.7 31,717 12,272 35 11 23.9
48,480 8,211 553 60.0 31,387 12,299 36 U 23.6 1

5.3611.353 407,107 143,354 71.8 8,756.113 4.530.122 2.478 896 26.5 42
4.230.611 306.502 102,248 64.6 6,790.417 3,405.133 2,628 SSI 24.

S

691
625.681 73.554 13,785 69.5 882,157 478.836 382 77 16.7 152
574,749 66.531 12,837 63.8 848,505 442.946 374 79 17.5 163

608,565 13,422 16,698 64.6 1,216,301 684.428 337 199 37.2 19
697,906 20.164 17,846 57.3 1.396.955 745.595 458 105 18.7 124
913,043 38.711 10.875 63.9 l,.';23,5IO 844.259 528 197 27.2 78
817,266 27.787 18,249 59.7 1,368,066 739,914 618 92 13.0 203

618,792 9.843 15.245 75.7 734,999 325.388 321 109 25.3 31
480.905 6.127 10.521 68.3 525,f20 212.006 297 123 29.1 72
269,802 3.911 5.588 77.9 281,900 133.620 117 16 12.3
205,531 2.304 4.547 73.7 220.072 98.136 115 20 14.5 is

2,038,932 50.922 59.470 71.0 3,498.863 1.690.775 752 92 1C.9 6
1,527,024 31,219 41.849 65.8 2,544,299 1,156.839 717 94 11.6 11
1.437.903 57,241 24.131 69.5 1,429.453 710,036 597 97 14.0
1,571.063 55,472 25,893 61.1 1,678,923 800.196 558 96 14.6 37
4.S0.I44 12,593 9,957 78.7 483.137 218.874 161 114 41.5
371.693 7,211 7.796 75.3 376.768 161.069 170 91 34.9 4

1,176.649 38.774 24.586 79.2 1,202.578 556.925 742 300 28.8 1

1.186.721 27,886 25,969 71.1 1,315.603 560.426 897 229 20.3 64

1.536.309 19,959 34.107 69,7 1,925,185 866.089 656 376 36.4 2
1 .658.635 24.916 34.360 62.1 2.005.483

'

820,553 790 181 26.2 28
1.755.125 75.159 44,260 71.5 2.411.565 1.169.680 761 301 28.3 49
1.649.635 63.233 38.629 62.5 2.212,998 982.685 860 213 19.8 132
351.208 1 5.253 6.4 1

8

77.5 328,652 150.9<--3 142 73 33.8 11
341,803 14.208 5,373 72.3 334.575 146,995 151 61 28.9 18

1.130.306 44.051 32.542 65.0 1.990.164 990,188 548 205 27,2 33
960.266 31.793 26.134 63.4 1.577.662 745,549 590 198 25.1 166
695.352 12.796 16.592 73.3 841.854 415,910 346 58 14.3 2
527.098 8.101 11.298 69.0 589,968 267,936 345 59 14.5 10

1.024.108 50.007 27,334 72.4 1.525,124 740.603 577 147 20.3 69
954.811 60.223 25.395 64:2 1,590.234 6.57.601 567 160 22.0 82
274.293 33.839 6,088 73.4 348.73? 173.823 134 38 22.3 4
265.017 34,203 5.754 70.2 347.282 172,763 126 31 19.9

;.i7ii.').t4 141.557 59.278 60.4 3.238.314 1,187,366 754 210 21.8 29
i.8';s,.io'< 94.273 47.213 632 2,740,450 979.648 762 210 21.6 82
222.879 6.173 5.157 71.3 297.535 107.712 76 67 46.8 3
366.791 5.208 7.864 62.5 170.82? 194.249 133 35 20.9 17

1.795.863 91,135 49,797 68.6 2.906.806 1.432.776 733 254 25.7 6
1.653.347 77.736 41.334 63.6 2.482.580 1,180,249 677 266 28.2 73
1.817.704 17.274 29,020 75.7 1,473.098 677,473 527 211 28.5 28
1.163.060 1 2.960 30.833 68.8 1.717.448 92,187 306 165 21.7 19
376.117 70.276 6.756 66.0 404.986 187.171 220 105 32.3 4
381.563 70.177 6.655 63.0 397.848 175,957 239 65 21.4 9
472.360 31.191 9.780 64.8 607.311 276.171 175 64 26.7 17
44.5.705 24.959 10,106 61.0 653.071 384.372 167 44 20.9 29

1.442,525 254.237 36,00-) 68.0 2,022.665 823,626 622 205 24.8 g
1.307.818 237,028 32,514 68.5 I.S40..50S 759.045 582 186 24.2 18
1.347.032 93.474 3S.554 70,1 2.073,285 819.095 420 128 23.3 59
1.397,535 65,153 39.092 63.0 :.283,759 849.077 416 116 21.8 26

2.18,297 5.133 6.234 71.8 333.230 149,830 109 41 27.5 7
293,624 7,346 6,862 66.2 407,707 192,445 133 36 21.1 16
276,230 6,449 7.786 67.7 423.227 181,938 103 89 46.4 22
253,290 6,675 6.735 61,0 380.756 152,056 138 42 23.4 49
206.667 3,452 4.103 71.0 211.336 92.633 77 67 46.7 9
237.715 2.660 4.448 62.3 2;9.7|!R 1O9.050 94 41 30.2 16
971.409 36.397 22.531 71.8 1.240.225 569,105 376 225 37.5

I.197.O06 34.856 28.251 67.8 1,595.140 712,3.16 408 153 27.3 i

691.210 14,089 11.751 70.1 643.850 292.552 290 155 34.8
761.018 10.807 13.667 «7.1 767.791 337.433 344 97 22.0 '26
604.076 4,612 12.895 67.3 719.107 3.10.470 181 106 36.5 3
516.863 4.143 10.339 62.8 628.257 268.110 172 116 40 3 4
214 0<<4 4.702 5 oo^ 70.3 317,997 131.965 91 105 53.4 8
239.324 1.147 5.653 68.3 296,449 115.842 121 71 36.9 28

\mrrcf Commission. .^»hifrt to refisio
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Compared with September. 1921. for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000

A*mtc 0naibcr
ol (rcl«hl cut on lifw daflj

Rc(ioa. road ani! year
Scv Eailand Rriion: Home

BoMcai ft AlUnr i9U 2.14;
1931

Bo«>jn ft Maine 1922
1921

N Y.. N. H. ft HartC. .1922
1921 J4.401

CrcM Lake* Rcfion:
Priavare ft Hudioa 1922 ia.7}2

1921 iM.v.i

DtI.. Lack ft WcHcra. . . 1922
1921

Erie (inc. Chic, ft Erie).. 192.'

19.>1

Lehifb VaOer 1922
1921

Michigan Central 1922
1921

New York Central 1922
1921

N. Y.. Chic, ft St. I 1922
1921

Pert Marnurlte 1922
1921

FiiK ft Lake Erie 1922
1921 1 . .,

Wabaafa l'>22 n.iiK
1921 12.221

Ohio-ln'iiana.Mlcgheny Rcgioii;
Baltimrxe ft Ohio 1922 " -

1921
•CcninJ R. R. of N. J... 1922

1921
Chicaco & Eanem III 1922 lu.ii

1921 IJ.HSI
Oe»., Cin.. Chic. & Si. I.. 1022 11,469

l')21 16.279
Elgin. Jolirt ft F.n 1922 8,940

1921 10,398
Long I (land 192.' 1,961

1921 1.997
Pennsylvania Svstem 1922 164, •H.'!

1921 215.61.1
Philadelphia ft Reading.. .1922 15.609

1921 26,228
Pocahontaa ReRion:

Cheupeake & Ohio 1922 .'0.157

1921 30.774
Norfolk ft Weitrm 1922 26.135

1921 33.616
S/«ihcm Region:

Atlantic Coaat Line 1922 11.819
1921 21,671

Central of Georgia 1922 1,710
1921 4,359

I. Cent. (inc. V. &M. V.).1922 26,177
1921 42.759

Ixmiarille ft Naahville 1922 22.978
1921 3'). 536

Seaboard Air Line 1922 10.517
1921 11.943

Sootfaem Ry 1922 27,591
1921 38.512

Northwettern Region:
Chic, ft N. We»tem 1922 38,456

1921 47,977
Chic. Milwaukee & St. P. 1922 42.180

1921 48.5ns
Chic, St. P., Minn, ft Om.l922 3.307

1921 4.079
Great Northern 1922 43,059

1021 45,949
Minn., St. P. ft S. Sle. M . 1922 17.342

1921 20.646
Northern Pacific 1922 29,862

1921 36,297
Oreg.-Wanh. R. R. ft Nav...l922 5,727

1921 7,500
Central Wmtrrn Resion:

Alch.. T<.r * S. Fe 1922 39,662
1921 48.112

Chicagr, A Alton' 1922 6,934
1921 9,823

Chic, Burl. .» Quincy 1922 38.669
1921 47,078

C3iic.. Ro<-k I. ft Pac 1922 24.403
1921 28.641

Denver & R. G. Weatem ..1922 10,859
1921 12.532

Oreg. .Short Line 1922 6,155
1921 7,009

Southern Pacific 1922 21,936
I92I 24.598

Union Pacific 1922 11.688
1921 16,135

Southweatem Region:
Gulf, Colo, ft S. Fe 1922 5.199

1921 8.073
Mo., K.inn. ft Ten.- 1922 7.661

1921 7.651
Mo., Kan« S Tr-c. of TeT..1922 '27

1921 .'77

Mi»«ouri Parific 192? 21 606
1021 .10 K>'5

St. t^uiaS.in Franciaco ...1922 16.307
1921 20.500

Southern Pacific Lines (in 1922 5.615
Tcx.n« and La.)" 1921 8.477

Trx.n» & P.irific 1922 3.951
1921 5,497

'Include* fi»urc« for Augu«t 31. 1922.
'Includes G.llvcXnn, H.irri>hiirK (^ S.in

Lake CTiariM ft Northern. Louiai.ina \Vc«crn

per train,
eadttding

U..'4l

-niui
«.19«
7JtS

12,000
Jl.OJl
4J,9U
JB,642

.S'rt Net
Ions tal»-

[»r mile*
per loa<le«l per

Net Car.
nuks

Potmdi oi
coal per

1,000 groM Puacnger lerTica1,000 groM t

7.176 17,908
?..39 15,7««

• 25,027
25.821
58.973
5J,604
43,527
39,355
29,600
33,(M1
127,682
130.260
13,706
14.852
22.887
23,138
24,346

..-.«, 27,387
14.740 23,078
11.348 2J.S69

" •' 103.658
99.792
26.596
27.502

^..'.". 15,398
3.955 17.806

26,405 37.874
16,601 32,880
5,505 14,445
2,951 13.3«
3,488 3,449
3,576 5,573

134,724 299,159
f.9,040 284,653
15,347 30,956
11,387 37,615

19,

1,009

1,083
1,635

i,894

1,001

i,867

1.914
730

41,178
26.601
33,036
27,912
9,462
12,293
12.486
7.880
7,596
5,692

11,324
8,805
3,926
3,639

25,353
12,799
6,184
F.323

33.623
21.350
21.471
21,842
5,610
5.715
4.315
4.913

19,877
18,938
11.449
11,133

5.389
4,663
8,561
5,855

11.448
12.748
28.093
23.725
22.793
11.094
15,164
14,534
8,781
3,996

24,120
28,071
6,894
7,536

64,186
62,842
44.613
55,450
23,518
18,810
71.505
58.242

79,634
74,578
75,215
76,420
12,769
16,372
55,545
53,829
24,838
26,338
41,186
45.102
9,653
11.139

65.015
60.911
13.118
15,146
72.292
68.428
45,874
50,483
16,469
18,247
10.470
11,922
41.813
43,536
23,137
27,268

10,588
12.736
16,222
13.506
11.675
13.025
49,699
51.610
39.100
31,594
20,779
23.011
12.732
9.493

16.4
20.9
21.9
2S.9

15.7
13.7
21.4
9. J

IS.l

12.J
22.4
11.4
20.3
IS.J
20.5
13.4
18.2
36.6
38.6

18.3
19.6
13.7
n.s
12.4
17.8
7.7
4.8

19.681 49.841 13.8
10.549 50,323 10.3
14,769 40,904 6,1

5,784 39.400 9.5

356
1.724
268

1,480

2,«9t
324
92

7'.657

4,484
894

1.918

'i65
889

6,283

200
250

1,199

771
3.471
4,941
4,198

1,266
313
262

938

166
11.4 3,581
15.4 50,417
5.0 743
5.8 7.273

17.3
23.6
12.1

14.3
7.5

11.7
12,7
28.2
34.9
30.8
15.4
13.1

17.6
18.2
14.5
13.3

12.1
14.6
16.0

6.2
10.5
6.9

15.6
12.1
10.4

300
1,895
692

1.150

486

"995

348
1,129

67
19.8
15.2
26.7

976
1,105
1,119
1,297

1J39

1,676
1,664
1,666
1.679
1,9M
1,694
1,548
1,733
1,708
1,640
2,151
2,028
1,389
1,472
1,368
1,395
2,563
2,374
1,581
1,489

1.629
1,613
1,358
1,429
1,474
1,479
1.963
1.714
2,315
2,272
743
718

1,793
1,742
1.579
1,653

2,242
2,204
2,040
2.062

1,I(M
1,052
1,075
1,736
1,674
1,063
1,145
1,085
1,046
1,047
1,129

1,309
1.248
1,409
1.378
993

1,028
1,S07
1.684
1.225
1,172
1,553
1,641
1,414
1.454

1,590
1.576
1.351
1,309
1.683
1.578
1,226
1,199
1,295
1,293
1,338
1,505
1,579
1,591
1,556
1,651

1,427
1,423
1.535
1,504
1.052
1.117
1,289
1,344
940

1,024
1,233
1,221
1,353
1,239

train
394
392
463
462
571
527

881
827
740
772
900
872
742
809
701
643
993
871
596
594
639
630

1.535
1.360
741
644

672
719
802
739
974
820

1,267
1,224
287
281
927
874
857
863

1,262
1,176
1,131
1,115

529
445
499
479
839
761
528
546
492
447
485
481

683
612
456
452
899
796
605
541
754

583
563
489
540
830
750
564
553
598
572
609
655
643
656
615
614

641
672
660

600
427
450
SSI
521
562
484

19.9

20.0
20 3

20.9
20.9

31.0
31.8
22,7
25.1
25.0
26.2
26.7
28.3
20.1
20.6
25.5
24.3
20.9
20.7
23.6
25.1
42.5
39.8
23.3
22.7

33.2
31.2
29.5
31.9
30.8
30.7
285
29.4
48.1
400
22.0
22.2
31.6
33.3
34.7
34.5

41.8
42.5
40.5

23.9
21.6
28.4
27.6
29.4
30.9
22,0
20.7
22.7
21.6

25.4
23.9
26.4
25,4
23.5
23.1
30.4
28.5
25.1
23.7
27.1

25.9
28.6
.10.0

20.7
20.9
24.7
28.8
28.6
23.3
25.7
27.7
26.4
28.2
27.9
22.9
23.3
21.2
21.7

24.0
28.0
23.4
22.6
22.6
24.5
25.3
25.2
24.9
24.7
25.6
25.9
22.0
20.5

ear^day car-day f
409 27.1
400 28,9
266 17.5

253 17.1

495
553
421
507
382
553
274
399
408
288
463
374
714
576
289
318
313
123
511
524

344
430
226
238
379
324
506
523
276
273
75
74

505
399
516
393

458
494
688
626

450
252
646
434
878
614
531
481
310
285
260
321

363
367
518
429
394
299
594
462
558
3i9
599
486
600
517

109
536
265
428
661
575
492
523
379
321
879
795
657
581

1,180
1,038

473
504
374
375
264
279
387
435
249
356
530
388
345
407

7.J '/.I

17.5 3,468
17.1 3.182
11.5 4.I5H
12.5 3,671

21.4 9,992
27.0 9,898
25.1 10,591
29.5 13,174
20.6 9.755
31.9 13,123

9,053
22.0
27.6
20.9

15.4
21.5
11.4
12.2
16.3
16.9
25.0
29.5

10.4

27.8
18,3

34.7
27.3
43.5
33.7
26.0
25.5
17.9
18.4
14.5
20.9

20.5
24.7
27.4
27.0
21.6
18.0
30.1

25.5
30.4
20.7
30.6
29.2
28.7
24.5

43.8
40.9
17.8
27.7
33.3
31.6
27.9
29.6
20.7
19.0
48.1
46.8
42.0
36.2
79 3

75.9

27.3
27.1

23.6
27.2
16.3

14.3

21.5
30.7
23.8
22.3
29.1

11.936
6.605
5,207

25.2 10,410
23.6 8,617
44.3 7,987
40.6 6,978
16.2 3,036
18.7 3,348
10.9 33,462
4.8 14,813

27.6 4,876
32.5 5,104

6,803
8,280
8,676
9,627
6,174
5,100
8,064
7.206
8.68S
7,989
1,038

5.5 1,039
22.3 13,850
18.5 10,435
21.4 14,269

17.3 8,944 130
20.6 9,753 125
25.3 12,632 190
25.9 11,102 163

2,202
1,446
2,336
1,714
9,187
6,269
4,714
5,313
2,063
1,518
2.674
2,691

3.426
3,279
3.536
2.980
2,916
2,838
3,998
3,045
3,183
2,049
3,864
3,421
2,704
2,611

4.O40
3,345
3,439
6,409
5,121
4,219
2,947
3,447
2.406
2.262
3,893
4,018
3,932
3.627
7,365
7.830

2,636
3.386
3,657
2,965
1.777
2,089
2.667
3.269
2.082
2.402
2.969
2,450
2.253
1,977

118
129
116
122
113
132
134

210
176
190
164
170

114
318
315
148

124
132
170

158
174
183
212
197

140
149
104

144
150
147
147

145
134
140

181
132
126
155
143

Antonio, IIouMon ft Shreveport. Houston ft Tex.u Ceiilral. Iloint. n East ft We»t Texas
. Morgan'j U. ft Tex. R. R. ft S S. Co.. and Texas ft New Orleans.

Tram
miles

309.992
302.876
87u.4jy.
898,436

1.061.975
l,08',',745

199,009
197.626
485.628
501.387
591,515
679.477
249,547
354,474
564.828
589,613

2.398,204
2.4O5.706
148,437
149,681
225,682
319,448
111.764
100,842
364,233
512,784

1,176,272
1,382,663
374.408
362,925
181.451
216,957
632.196
683.622

()
(')

220,062
222,991

5,133,858
5,144,772
499,571
490,351

431.458
436,313
384,390
399,796

675.565
672,594
317,334
303.967

1,414.269
1,397.642
983.076
911.889
436.390
538.269

1.210,524
1.283.469

1,289,360
1,600,517
1,438,042
1,492,184
258.846
309,681
881,489
974,546
407,240
436,146
730.454
836.669
251.811
250,639

1.573.400
1.558,855
237,680
286.845

1.489,388
1,501,944
1,255,865
1,311,742
253.464
247,153
287, .506

288,883
1,331,694
1,305,182
869,204
870,687

191.220
185,797
225,415
263.721
186.935
258 764
734.238
903.081
644.093
752.454
529,234
512.141
223,023
294,299

Iberia ft

Paatengcr-
train

carmilcs
2,009,502
2,092,453
5,003,979
5,134,820
6,960,659
7,197,994

1,150,103
1,103,353
3,52v,466
3,799.663
4.502,177
5.093,716
2,706.813
2,804.360
5.266.167
5.694,157

20,087,491
20,556.392

217.566
756,639

1,385,471
1,659,013
586,367
551,679

2,401,921
2.841,856

7.647,797
8,971,358
1,839.241
1.822.833
1.263.076
1,450,218
3,927,291
4.278.836

(')

(')

1.368,668
1.341.050

35.585.787
34,715.229
2,368,125
2,249,731

2.383,533
2,503,426
2.446.078
2.634.346

4.002,959
3.989.392
1,531,533
1.447.230
8,290,412
8,079,178
5,815.252
5,348.161
2.783.090
3.097,280
7,005.521
7.651,453

8.653.212
10.375.509
9,120.819
9,496,437
1,677,985
1,843,066
5,725,466
6,032,613
2.625,558
2.728.109
5.286.631
5.856,361
1,786,378
1.772,123

12.771,467
11.938.863
1.534.797
1.674.213

10,301,473
10.297.086
7,424.657
7,765.011
1,912.636
1,822.284
2,112.477
2,108.210

11.169,074
10.638.606
7.314.959
7.361.024

1,125.636
1.079.701
1,869,153
1,934.706
1.354.993
1.573.144
4,640,558
5.490,233
3.633,959
4,334.360
3.421.677
3.258.041
1.531.772
1.905,489

lilion.
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Heavy Loading of Steel Products

The National Tube Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., in a letter ad-

dressed to the traffic department of the principal railroads, has
recently given out interesting statistics showing the great increase

in car loading by the United States Steel Corporation companies
in general and especially by the National Tube Company during
the last 20 years. The record of the average outbound car load

traffic of the United States Steel Corporation subsidiary companies
from 1911 to 1920 increased from 69,200 lb. per car to 94,352 lb.

per car, thereby effecting a saving of 356,070 cars in the 10-year

period.

The National Tube Company's record of average carload of

wrought iron pipe between 1901 and 1920 increased from 38,500

lb. per car to 80,700 lb. per car, effecting a saving of 41,437 cars

in the 20-year period. There were 916,904 more tons of wrought
pipe shipped in the year 1920 than during 1901 and only 6.194

more cars used. The heavier loading of this traffic effected a

saving of 52.3 per cent in equipment.

.Attention is called to the fact that the increase in the average

car load of wrought pipe was not entirely due to the campaign for

intensive loading. In 1911 the question of obtaining suitable cars

for wrought pipe was taken up by the trunk lines and in that year

1.000 gondola cars with an inside length of 46 ft. were built. At
present there are in service or under construction about 30,000

gondolas 36 ft. or more in length inside.

The new tube works of the National Tube Company now being

built at Gary, Ind.. will produce wrought pipe and tubular goods

up to a diameter of 20 in. and a maximum length of 24 ft. In

order to provide for loading two lengths of these larger sizes in

a car, the National Tube Company has suggested that future gon-

dola cars be made 48 ft. 6 in. long inside and that flat cars be

built the same length.

A Busy Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission is always busy, but

judging by the outward and visible signs it is just now un-

usually busy. On one day last week nine hearings were being

held by members of the commission or by examiners, in

Washington, to say nothing of those being held in other cities.

On Monday of this w^eek there were six hearings and on

Tuesday seven, including several of major importance either

from the standpoint of the issues involved or of the num-

ber of witnesses heard and time consumed. On Wednes-

day, although the consolidation hearing had been concluded,

there were nine hearings. Last week there was the hear-

ing before Commissioner Hall on the consolidation of

western railroads, in which the executive officers of half

a dozen big roads have taken part and which was also con-

tinued this week; the hearing before Commissioner Aitchison

on coal car distriljution rules, also continued this week; the

Boston port differential case on which hearings also have

been and will be held in other cities; the air brake investiga-

tion in which there have already been several weeks of testi-

mony; and several hearings on the rate, valuation and finance

dockets. On Monday, hearings were begun in the general

express rate investigation. There was also argument before

the commission involving practically all the sugar rates in

the United States, and the consolidation and coal car hear-

ings were continued. On Tuesday a hearing was also bcgim,

to continue for several days, on the application of the South-

ern Pacific to retain control of the Central Pacific. Not only

the members of the commission, but also some of the lawyers

who have numerous clients, and the railroad lawyers whose

companies are concerned with numerous of these cases, have

had difficulty in trying to be at two places at the same time,

and not only have some of the commi.ssion's hearing rooms

proved too small to accommodate those wlio appeared to

hear the testimony and to assist the lawyers and witnesses,

but it has been necessary to hold hearings in other buildings,

including fho.sc of the Interior Department and even the hotel

across the street.

The activities of the commission arc also indicated by the

great number of orders, opinions, reports, statistical state-

ments, notices to the press, etc., which arc given out at the

secretary's office daily and the nimiber of petitions, applica-

tions, complaints and briefs filed by railroads, shippers and

others. All these are placed on the press table in the secre-

tary's office each day.

Traffic News

The New England Governors' committee on the railroad situa-

tion held hearings last week in Worcester, Springfield and other
place's, and this week is again in Boston. A number of railroad

officers are to be heard. The committee has established at Boston
a staff of statisticians headed by Howard G. Kelley, former presi-

dent of the Grand Trunk Railway. Associated with Mr. Kelley
are T. L. White, formerly on the Union Pacific, and Frank C.

Wright, vice-president of the Bangor & Aroostook.

Commission Suspends Coal Priority

Order as to Southern Roads

The Interstate Commerce Commission on November 18 issued

an amendment to its Service Order No. 25 which gave priority in

the use of open top cars to coal shipments, suspending the priority

provisions of the order effective on November 20 as to lines and
portions of lines situated south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers

except the Baltimore & Ohio. It is stated that this order willnot

operate to suspend or vacate directions for special priority here-

tofore given under the provisions of Paragraph 7 of the order

which have not been fully executed and such directions will con-

tinue in effect until fully executed.

Express Rates Under Inquiry

A general investigation of express rates throughout the United
States was begun by the Interstate Commerce Commission at a

hearing this week before Examiners Barclay and Mullen, for the

purpose of determining whether the rates are unreasonable or
otherwise in contravention of the provisions of the interstate com-
merce act. The investigation was given a new turn, however,
by the recent filing of the application by the American Railway
Express Company for permission to make a general increase in

express rates for the benefit both of the express company and of

the railroads. C. A. Lutz, vice-president of the American Rail-

way Express Company, the first witness, produced statistical

evidence regarding the earnings and expenses of the company and
stated that during the first six months of 1922 approximately

$308,000 had been paid to railroads by the express company as

a voluntary contribution because of complaints by railroads that

they were not receiving a sufficient return under the new con-

tract. The presentation of the request of the railroads that ex-

press rates be increassed so as to increase the proportion of ex-

press revenue which accrues to the railroads was begun by L. E.

Wettling, statistician for the railroads, who presented exhibits

showing that in 1921 the railroads had conducted their part of

the express business at a loss of over $40,000,000, and that there

were prospects for a large deficit for 1922.

Box Car Orders Modified

The Car Service Division of the American Railway Associa-

tion on November 20 issued modifications of its previous orders

directing the return movement of bo.\ cars of western line

ownership, which were intended to relieve the car shortage on
western railroads, to provide that such western cars may be

loaded west from certain points instead of being moved empty.

The order to trunk line roads provides that in all territory east

of Grand Rapids. Detroit, Toledo. Cleveland, Youngstown.
Pittsburgh and Wheeling, box cars, except automobile cars of

western ownership may be loaded to any point west of the line

from Grand Rapids to Wheeling, inclusive, in the direction of

the home road. In the territory west of that line box cars of

western ownership may be loaded to or beyond Chicago, Peoria,

St. Louis or other western junction points. This modification

makes no change in the number of empty cars previously specified

to be delivered at Chicago. The provisions of the order are also

to be applied to Wabash box cars. The orders to the Norfolk &
Western, Bessemer & Lake Eric. Detroit & Mackinac, Lake Erie

5: Western. Toledo, St Louis & Western, permit loading to any

point beyond their lines in home direction, while the order to
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(be Chesapeake & Ohio pennits loading lo or .west of Cincinnati
At points wot of Cincinnati we»icm car* may be loaded to or
beyond Chicago, Peoria. St. Louis or other western junctions.

Coal Production

i'rcliminary esiimai. '

November 6-11. as rc\:

*ey. reflecting the rir-

Armnt.cc l);.y
•

., „^^^^^

ft\^>
""""^ November

i,'/i?^ '
''-' ^* "^ "" foa' «<•

2.100.000 tons anthracite. 1 his approximates the record for a week
made just before the coal strike of |Q19.

The estimated cmmil.itiic |)r.~lu. tl. n ..f
'

,1 this year
to XovemlxT 11, iiuin-u. ~tiii|. ,; v^j which is

21.541.000 tons, nr t> jht cm- li-~ :lim ;:i
•

i,,ib period
of 1921.

The pr.>duction of anthracite in the week ended November 11 is

estimated at 1.863.000 net tons, a small increase over the output
for the week prcccdiiiij. The rate of loading on other days indi-
cates a 1'«< nf -itviut 3(X),000 tons, on account of Election I>ay and
An; The last week is expected to show an output of
mo- > tons.

1 ^' feature of the mine reports for the week ended
Xovcuiittr 4 was a gradual but general improvement in traffic con-
ditions. Only in Somerset County, Pennsylvania, Cumberland- Pied-
mont, Pocahontas. Southern Appalachian, and the states of Montana
and Wyoming was the car supply not equal to that during the
preceding week.

Labor has practically ceased to be a factor limiting production,

except in Connollsvillo and Cumberland- Piedmont in the Kanawha
districts. The labor supply at the mines reporting in Westmoreland
and Somerset counties. Pennsylvania, that have been working short-

handed for many weeks, has now become practically normal.

Anthracite shipments from Buffalo, as reported by the collector

of customs for that port, amounted to 109.750 net tons in the week
ended \oveml>er 14; 112.700 tons in the week preceding, and 94,200

tons in the week before that. .According to the Ore and Coal Ex-
change, the total soft coal handled at Ijke Erie piers during the

week ended November 12. decreased to 987. 4.V) ton-; .t! compared
with 1,088,104 tons .in the week preceding.

Warfield Again Proposes Remedy for Car Shortage

Complaints of inaction in respect to determining underlying

causci for the existing car shortage and in making investigation

of the proposals of the National Association of Owners of Rail-

road Securities to permanently relieve car shortage through pool-

ing of cars, are made in a letter addressed to Commissioner

Aitchison of the Interstate Commerce Commission by S. Da\ies

Warfield, president of the association.

The letter says that the Union Pacific on November 11 asked

that the commission use the emergency powers granted in the

Transportation Act in order that the U. P. may be supplied

with cars commensurate with its ownership, to relieve the serious

shortage ; that it was foreseen early in 1922 that at the present

period shippers would be left without cars. It is stated that

"adequate service cannot be supplied without a definite central

agency with power to utilize the services of any of the forces or

agencies of the railroads in investigations with the effect of

adopting the most effective method for the acquisition, standardiza-

tion, rebuilding and selection of cl.isses of interchange freight

cars to give best results by pooling and provide a definite dis-

tribution system. , . ."

Mr. Warfield says that while the railroads are complaining

of over regulation, they at the same time call on the commis-

sion to further regulate them by relocating cars on their lines,

because of the failure of their present car service association to

perform this service for them, the most recent illustration being

the application of the Union Pacific.

The association long ago presented proposals, he said; in fact

as early as 1919. for an adequate supply and a more extended and

economical distribution of freiglit cars through pooling; and, "in

the opinion of many, this would have overcome the condition now
confronting the railroads, the country and the commission. , . .

How long existing conditions can continue without action to cor-

rect them, remains to be seen. Until they arc corrected, private

operation of the railroads is in danger."

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a decision find-

ing not justified the $10 per car rental charge proposed by various
refrigerator car lines to be applied on their cars when used in so-
called local service from Pittsburgh to destinations in Central
Freight .Xssociatinn territory.

Personnel of Commissions
B. A. Bridges, a member of the Louisiana Public Service Com-

mission from 1912 to 1918, died at Baton Rouge, La., on Oct. 23.

R. A. Allen has been appointed state engineer of Nevada and
cx-officio . member of the Nevada Public Service Commission to
complete the unexpired term of J. G. Scrugham, who was ap-
pointed for a four-year term in 1919. but who resisned recently
upon accepting the Dinii cratlc party's nomination for governor.

Court News
Negligence in Sudden Stoppage of

Train Must be Proved
The Minnesota Supreme Court holds that negligence cannot be

established in an injury case by showing that the forward motion
of a freight train was suddenly and violently checked and the
cars jerked, without also showing that it was due to some negli-
gent act or omission of the trainmen —Perkins v. Great Northern
(.Minn.) 188 N. W. 564.

United States Supreme Court
Combination of Interstate and Local Rates

Cannot Be Used to Defeat Through Rates

The Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern has freight stations at Oak-
ley and at Madisonville, both in Cincinnati, and has published inter-

state rates on lumber from southern points to both. Those to Madi-
sonville (beyond Oakley) are higher than those to Oakley plus the
local rate from Oakley to Madisonville. .\ lumber dealer at Mad-
isonville had lumber shipped from the .south to Oakley

;
paid the

freight to that point; and without unloading the cars, reshipped
them within a few days to .Madisonville, paying the local freight

rate. WTien shipped, and continuously thereafter, the intention was
that the cars should go to .Madisonville. They were billed to Oak-
ley to get the tjcnelit of the lower freight charges resulting from
the combination of rates. The railroad claimed the through rate

and sued for the difference. The Circuit Court of .Appeals for the

Sixth Circuit affirmed a judgment for the shippers (272 Fed. 675).
This judgnieiit is reversed by the Supreme Court of the United
States, which holds that "the movement had been divided by the

shippers into tv\'o stages because they believed that by so doing
they could secure transportation to Madisonville at less than the

through interstate rate," and whether under the .Act to Regulate

Commerce lower intermediate rates can be so used in combination

was the precise question for decision. The important fact in the

case was that the shippers admitted that shipment to the ultimate

<lestination had at all times been intended.

The Supreme Court said, in part : "Through rates are, ordi-

narily, made lower than the sum of the intermediate rates, but

there may be commercial conditions which justify giving excep-

tionally low rates to movements which are intermediate. The mere
existence of such intermediate rates confers no right upon the

shipper to use them in combination to defeat the applicable through

rate. The interstate rates from the southern points to Madison-

ville were the only lawful rates. To permit the applicable through

interstate rate to be defeated by use of a combination of inter-

mediate rates would open wide the door to unjust discrimination."

.ludgment for defendants reversed. Baltimore & Ohio Southwest-

ern V. Settle. Opinion by Mr. Justice Brandeis. Mr. Justice

McRevnolds dissented. Decided November 13. 1922.
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Foreign Rail\vay New^s

Commission Recommends State

Ownership of Irish Railways

The commission appointed by the Irish provisional grovcrnmcnt

to inquire into the position of the Irish railways has issued today

a irajority report recommending state ownership, with an inde-

pendent board of management. It admits certain objections to

nationahzaticn, but says that the advantages to be reaped from
unification would outweigh the disadvantages.

Well Known British Railway Journalist Dies

Edwin A. Pratt, a well-known writer on railway subjects, died

at Esher, Surrey, England, on October 27. Mr. Pratt was born
in 1854 and began his career in journalism at an early age. For
ten years he was a sub-editor on the Times (London), and served

on the staflf of a number of other journals, including the Railway
Gazette (London). Mr. Pratt traveled extensively in Europe and
America. Some of his better-known works are Rise of Rail Power
in War and Conquest, British Railways and the Great War, Rail-

ways and Their Rates, State Railways, Railways and Nationaliza-

tion, etc.

Consolidation Completed on Northeastern

Group of Railways in Britain

The consolidation of the railways of the Northeastern group in

Great Britain has been completed, to take effect January 1, 1923,

and the new company will be known as the London & North East-

ern Railway. The principal companies which have been merged to

form this road are the North Eastern, the Great Central, the Great
Eastern, the Great Northern, the Hull & Barnsley, the North
British and the Great North of Scotland.

All the railways of Great Britain will on January 1 be merged
into four regional systems. Details of the organization of the

Northwestern. Western and Southern groups have not, however,
advanced as far as have those concerning the Northeastern.

R. L. Wedgwood, at present general manager of the North East-

ern Railway, will be general manager of the new company. Mr.

Wedgwood was born in 1874 and was educated at Cambridge L'ni-

versity. He entered railway service in 1896 with the North East-

ern and served in various official positions in the operating de-

partment until 190S, when he became goods manager of the North-

ern division, with headquarters at Newcastle. In 1911 he became
assistant goods manager and, shortly thereafter, chief goods mana-

ger. In 1914 he also took over the management of passenger traffic.

He occupied a prominent transport position in the British army
during the war, and when he returned to the North Eastern in 1919

became chief goods manager, passenger manager and deputy gen-

eral manager. On January 1 of this year he became general man-

ager.

Railroad .Auditors at salaries from $2,.S00 to $3,600 are wanted

by the I'nitcd States Civil Service Commission for positions

in the Bureau of Internal Revenue, to audit and verify income

and excess profits tax returns of consolidated railroad com-
panies. Applications must be made on Forms 1312 and 2386

and must he sent in by December I.S. .Applicants must have

had five years' experience. The required experience is de-

fined in the notice in considerable detail; and it is also stated

that experience with the Shipping Board or the Railroad

Administration or the Interstate Commrrre Commission will

not be acceptable. Applicants must be between 2.S and .'iO

years old. Employees of the income tax tinit have the privi-

lege of attending lectures in the evenings, and arc encouraged

to engage in study as a supplement to the experience which

they gain in their work. Tf an applicant is appointed, and is

satisfactory, the government desires to have him remain at

least one vear.

Equipment and Supplies
i I
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Locomotives

The Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville is inquiring for 1.

8-wheel switching locomotive.

The Aluminum Company of America is inquiring for J

8-wheeI switching locomotives.

The Calumet & Arizona Mining Company is inquiring

for 3, 6-wheel switching locomotives.

The Wisconsin & Michigan has ordered 2, 4-6-0 type loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Pittsburgh Steel Company has ordered 1 switchin.:

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Detroit & Toledo Shore Line has ordered 2 switchinL-

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Toledo, St. Louis & Western has ordered 2 switchir-

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered
'

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Compan:

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Palil, reported in the Rau
way Age of October 28 as inquiring for 100 locomotives, ha
ordered SO Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomi
five Works.

The Duluth & Iron Range, reported in the Railuay Age
of September 16 as inquiring for 8 Mikado type locomotives,

has ordered 3 Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.

The Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac, reported in the

Raihvay Age of October 21 as inquiring for 2 locomotives, has
ordered 1, 8-wheel switching locomotive and 1, 6-wheel switching
locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Freight Cars

The Louisville & Nashville is inquiring for bids for the
repairing of 250 hopper cars.

The Pacific Fruit Express contemplates asking for bids

soon for about 5,000 refrigerator cars.

The Gulf Refining Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered
150 tank cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Atlanta & West Point and Western Railway of Ala-
bama are inquiring for 150 hopper cars of SO tons' capacity.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 1.000 low side gon-
dola cars of 70 tons' capacity. This company was reported in

the Railway Age of November 18 as also inquiring for 2,000

hopper cars.

Passenger Cars

The .Atlanta & West Point is inquiring for two 70-ft. steel

baggage cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Railway
Age of October 14 as inquiring for 50, 70-ft. steel suburban cars,

has ordered this equipment from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany.

Iron and Steel

The Southern is inquiring for 200 tons of steel for bridges.

The Louisville & Naskviii-e is inquiring for 2,000 tons of

lank plates.
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1 HE Cbuakake & Ohio i* inquiring (or 500 tons of (ted
lut bridces.

Tre Funuda East Coast is inquiring for 200 ton* of itccl

for bridges.

The St. Lolis-San FtANasco has ordered 118 tons of struc-

tural stfcl from the American Bridge Gjcnpany to be used in

ttrmgthening bridges.

The Mi<M)fRi Pxanc has ordered 201 tons of structural steel

from the Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Company, to be
used in the construction of additional shop facilities at St. Louis,

Mo.

The Kansas Crrv Soitthebn- has ordered 540 tons of struc-

tural steel from the Kansas City Structural Steel Company, the

material to be used in the extension of the company's shops at

Piflsburg. Kan.

Machinery and Tools

The Southess Pacific has ordered a Nilcs end-driven axle

lathe from the Niles-Bemcnt-Pond Company.

The Norfolk & Westebn has ordered from the Kiles-Bement-

Pcnd Company two right line 8-ft. radial drills.

The Mis.eoLTii, Kansas & Texas has ordered a 10-ft. full

pneumatic plate flanging clamp iron the Niles-Bement-Pond
Company.

Miscellaneous

The Chilean State Railways will receive public tenders

on Januar>- IS, 1923, for materials for a telephone selector system

for 800 miles of line. Bids are to be opened in Santiago, Chile,

at the offices of the Chilean State Railways. The system desired

is the Western Electric Company's alternating current type or

its equivalent. Public tenders will also be received on February

15, 1923. for material for a signal system for 240 miles of rail-

road. The bids arc to be opened in Santiago, Chile, at the

oflfices of the Chilean State Railways. The Chilean State Rail-

ways office at 141 Broadway, New York City, is furnishing

specifications and drawings for these bids.

Signaling

The New York Central has ordered from the Federal Signal

Company 33 Type 4 automatic signals for use on its Lines West
of BufTaln.

The Missoi-m Pacific has placed orders with the Federal

Signal Company for 6 low-voltage switch layouts together with

necessary signals, controlling devices and outlying switch locks.

The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy has placed orders

with the Federal Signal Company for switch mechanisms, signals

and controlling devices necessary for 9 low-voltage switch

layouts.

Secretary Denby of the Navy has written to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, recommending that the names of

towns be painted in large letters on the roofs of railroad sta-

tions for the guidance of aviators. They are obliged fre-

quently to fly very low for the purpose of ascertaining the

names of the towns over which they pass.

Seven Years and Ten Months was the sentence of imprison-

ment imposed by the state court at Wilmington, Del., on No-

vember 13, on Daniel Befany, one of five men found guilty of

attempting to burn a bridge of the Pennsylvania railroad in

Wilmington on .August 31. The sentences of the others wen-

seven years, seven years, six years, six years.

The American Railway Association announces that, by vote

of the Roard of Directors, the .Association decides to make
no contribution of funds to the investigation of the teredo in

piling along the .Atlantic and Pacific coasts. It is expected

that railroads having terminals at tidewater will each for itself

decide to what extent to participate in this work.

Supply Trade News

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Institute reports the appoint-
nicnt .! R. H. Jones a> assist.mt to the secretary-manager.

R. C. Jerome, vicc-prcsidint and general manager of the
Jerome-Edwards Metallic Packing Company, Chicago, has
left the service of that organization.

The Foamite Firefoam Company, of 200 Fifth avenue and
151 Fifth avenue. New York City, has been consolidated with
the O. J. Cliilds Comp.iny, Utica. .\. Y., under the name of the
Foamite-Childs Corporation, Utica.

The Gibb Instrument Co., Detroit, Mich., makers of electric

welding cquipnicnt, on December 1, will remove its plant
and offices to Bay City, Mich. The purpose of this move is

to provide increased manufacturing facilities.

D. S. Hutchcraft, formerly vice-president of the Indiana
.Air Pump Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed
district manager in charge of the Chicago Pnetmiatic Tool
Company's recently established branch office at Tulsa, Okla.

The Minnesota Supply Company with offices in the Pioneer
buildnig, St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed northwestern
representative for the I-"lannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Blake C. Hopper, formerly with the American Steel
Foundries, has been elected secretary-treasurer of the Minne-
sota Supply Company.

E. G. Buckwell, secretary and sales manager of the Cleve-
land Twist Company, Cleveland, Ohio, retired on November 1.

Mr. Buckwell remains a director of the company. W. E.
Caldwell, assistant sales manager, has been appointed sales

manager. Mr. Caldwell has served in the company's sales

department for 21 years.

The Richards Train Control Corporation of Baltimore, Md.,
has recently been incorporated under the laws of Maryland
with a capitalization of $2,0(X).000 for the manufacture and
installation of automatic train control apparatus. This repre-
sents a reorganization of the Richards-Ford Train Control
Company which was incorporated in 1917.

The Electric Material Company, San Francisco, Cal., with
branch office at Los -Angeles, has been appointed agent in

the State of Washington and parts of Oregon and Idaho for
the Roller-Smith Company, New York. The Electric Mate-
rial Company recently opened an office in the Hinckley
building, Seattle, in charge of R. F. Robinson.

The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., has built a special

crane for the \ir.i;inian Railway, which is said to be one of the
largest of its kind in the. world. It is known as a type
Z and its capacity with outriggers extended is 400,000 lb. at a
radius of V/2 ft. Without the use of jack beams, the main hoist

will lift 8S,(XX) lb., while the auxiliary hoist will lift 60,000 lb.

at a radius of 24 ft.

Obituary
p. W. Doty, Pacific Coast representative of the railroad

and government department of Johns-Manville, Incorporated,
New York, died at San Francisco on November 9.

Prize.s for F.ssavs by school pupils on making the highways
safe, ofTered in a contest which is being conducted by the Highway
Education Board, Washington. D. C, are the subject of a circular

which has been issued by C. I. Leiper, general superintendent of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, for the encoura.gcment of school chil-

dren in the state of New Jersey, i>articularly children of railroad

employees. The announcement has been posted at all passenger

stations on the line of that road in New Jersey, and the railroad

will supplement the prizes olTered from W.ishington by gifts of

books and gold medals. Essays must I* of 500 words or less, by
school pupils 14 years old and under, and the contest closes on
December 4.
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Railway Financial News
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Chicago, Rock Island & Paofic—In announcing the award-
ing of a contract to the Railroad Water & Coal Handling Com-
pany. Chicago, for the construction of a water treating plant
at Manly, Iowa, in the issue of November 18, the statement was
made that the Minneapolis & St. Louis had awarded the con-
tract. This statement was in error in that the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific had awarded a contract for the work.

Chicago, Rock Island & P.vofic.—This company has awarded
a contract to the T. S. Leake Construction Company, Chicago,
for a one-story addition. 40 ft. by 275 ft., to its machine shop
and for the construction of a woodworking mill, 60 ft. by 128
ft., at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—This company
has awarded a contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chi-
cago, for a ISO-ton frame coaling station at Emerson, Neb.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the
Railu\iy Age of September 23 as intending to improve its coal
handling facilities at Macomb, Miss,, has awarded a contract to
the Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for
a 300-ton coaling station.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was reported in the
Railway Age of November 18, page, 964, as intending to improve
its water facilities at Calumet, Iowa, has awarded a contract to
W. J. Zitterel & Company, Webster City, low^a. for the construc-
tion of a water station.

Louisville & Nashville.—This company will construct a
steel bridge 4.595 fl. in length near New Orleans, La., also
double track lines on the Cumberland division from Hiedrick
to Pinesville, Ky., a distance of 15 miles, to cost $2,000,000.

Missouri Pacific—This company will accept bids until No-
vember 27 for the construction of a passenger station at Harrison,

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company will
install a new turbine generator in its Cos Cob power station to
take care of an increased load due to the placing in service of
12 new high speed passenger locomotives. The new generator is

a 9,000 kw., single phase, 25-cycle unit.

Pennsylvania.—This company is elevating the tracks of its
Atlantic division between Whitman street, Camden, N. J., and a
point a quarter of a mile south of White Horse pike, involving
the elimination of two highway grade crossings.

Southern Pacific—This company has awarded a contract
to the Utah Construction Company, Ogden, Utah, for the con-
struction of a single track, concrete hncd tunnel, 1,200 ft. in
length, on its Coast division, 155 miles south of San Francisco,
Cal. This tunnel is being constructed in connection with the
revision of the line to eliminate several sharp curves. This
company also contemplates the expenditure of $250,000 in shop
buildings and machinery at EI Paso, Tex,

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company, which was reportedm the Raihvay Age of November 18, page 964, as closing bids
on November 13 for a 300-ton concrete coaling station at Ft.
Smith, Ark., has awarded the contract to Roberts & Schaefer
Company, Chicago.

Texas & PAaric—This company, in conjunction with the
Missouri Pacific, will construct a reservoir which will provide
adequate water supply for the two companies at Texarkatia,
Ark,, at an approximate cost of $150,000.

Union Railuoad,—This company, which is an affiliated line
of the United States Steel Corporation, has awarded a contract
to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, engineers and contractors,
Chicago, for a 100-tf.n rapacity, fwn-track, reinforced concrete,
automatic electric. Simplex roller .skip t>pe coaling and sanding
plant, at Bessemer, Pa.
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Revenues and Expenses for September—a Correction
In the table of Revenues and Expenses of Railways for Sep-

tember and the nine months' period which appeared on page 954
of last week's Railway Age, the figures for the roads—Grand
Trunk Western to Lehigh & New England—were incorrectly
shown. The reason lies in a printer's error whereby the figures
to the right of maintenance expenses were inserted as the nine
months' figures for the Lehigh & New England instead of in
their correct position as the September figures for the Grand
Trunk Western. To read the table correctly the figures for 'the
roads Grand Trunk Western to Lehigh & New England to the
right of maintenance expenses should be each dropped one line
with the exception of the nine months' figures for the Lehigh &New England which should have appeared as the first line on
the page. Thus for a number of typical roads the correct figures
should be

:

Operat- Net {rom Net Net after

V,™. f _ J '"S railway after rentals,
."Mameof road ratio operation rentals 1921

Grand Trunk Western Sept. 78.00 318.222 141887 —97 257
,.„.,,.. 9 nios. 77.80 2,686,409 475,562 —853.'297
l.reat Northern Sept. 76.10 2,566.889 l,836;i20 3 218 755
<„lf f-„, . r- 9 mos. 78.80 15,456,331 10,084,242 4,212,'635
(.ulf Coast Lines Sept. 63.40 319,146 285.812 343 036
'I..-t;„„ v: IT

9 mos. 67.40 2,462,862 2,023,354 2,493',306
-Iosk,n.c Valley Sept. 84.30 213,370 147,257 296 942
riii„„;, r . , 9 mos. 73.50 2.561,948 1.854,329 3I3!952Illinois Central Sent. 76.80 3,417.412 2.480,288 14909'6
International & Gt. Northern' S?it Itfo 'HlffoTs "HH^ "''IV'^S?

Kansas City Southe™ .".sTp^JfsS '^^ 11^9^;? -^^
9 mos. 7j.30 3,125,450 2,103,847 3.189.'419

.Alabama Great Southern.—.^H-j Authority to Issue Bonds—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commissior
lor authority nominally to issue $500,000 of first consolidated mort-
gage per cent gold bonds to be held in the treasurj-.

Baltimore & Ohio.—A^ra; Directors.—At the annual meeting
of the stockholders held in Baltimore, Md., on November 20.
Henry Uuhleiider and Richard H. Williams, both of New York'
were elected directors to succeed James Speyer and L. F. Lorec,
who declined re-election because they could not consistently serm-
on the Enltimore & Ohio board under the provisions of the Inter-
state Commerce .\ct.

Operating Results i^ 1922.- President Daniel Willard pre-
sented a summary of the company's condition from the first of
this year up to the present time and the prospects for the future.
He said in part

:

M the lK.>-inning of the present year 1922, a budget for the vear w.i«
prcpariHl, li,ist-d upon an assumed business 5 per cent in excess of tlu-
l)usmcss iKindled in 1921, and also assuming a reduction in freight rale,

"ru u K" '^'^"'' *"" '""^ continuance of the then existing rates of pav.
I he budget prepared at the beginning of Ihe year contemplated a net railwav
o|>erating income of $32.000 000 at the end of the year, which »Hth rthc.

yniSfn,^'" 1
" nr"^',"^. ("f"-'' <leducting fixed charges. $6,000,000 o;

?/.000,000 surplus applicable to tlie common stock after paving the preferrc I

oividend and providing for the $3,500,000 sinking fund.'
.Notwithstanding the f.ict that more than threefourths of all the co.,;

mines located on the Baltimore & Ohio ceased production April 1, due t.

the coal strike, which of course affected very seriously the business of tin-
company, we were able to show at Ihe end of the first six months' perio.l
net oprratmg revenue of more th.w S.'.noO.OOO in excess of Ihe amount s<:up in the budget for the same period, and there is every reason to helicv.
h,nt if conditions had continued as they then were, the company wmild hav.
had not less than SS.000,000 surplus at the end of this year applicable to
the common stv>ck.

The total number of men employed in the maintenance of eouipment de-
partmcnt <.n .lune 30, 1922. was 21,150. of which 17.500 left the service,
leaving alxnit

.J..500
at work. During the perio<l of Ihe strike 1,322 of themen wiio had left the service returned. On September 15. when the settle

ment was ic.iehed. the H.-iltimoie & Oliio h.ad aUut 17,000 men working in
It, rnechanical department. 4.f 34 being cl-l rmplovees of the company, an.]
1..1.SS new men who had been hired. There were no unsettled matters oi
controversy between the nallimoie & Obi., and its men who went on strike
on the first ot tuly, and when Ihe settlement was nuade it was on the
''•"". ."' "" """ reluming to work under Ihe same rules and working:
i-ondilions, and at the same rate of wages, that were in effect on Ihe dale
they stoppe<l work
the result of the slrik-« bore very heavily upon the Baltimore & Ohio.

During Ihe month c.f .lune. 1922. Ihe net operating income of Ihe companv
was $2 61.6.003. and during the month of October it was $3,000,000. .Assum-
ing, winch may fairly be dmr. that the net operating income of July
August and Se|leniber would have been equal to the average earned in the
two months aliove mentioned, it seems clear that but for the strike the
company would have earned during those months a net operating income
of nwre than $8,000,000. On the conlrar)-, however, because of reduced
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CiiESAPCAKE & Onto.—Inilial Preferred Dividend.—The direc-
'- ''ive declared an initial dividend of $1.62; i a share on the

ly's new issue of $12,558,500 preferred stock. They also

^d the regular semi-annual dividend of $2 a share on the

Stock. Both dividends are payable J.inuary 1 to stock-

of record December 1. The dividend on the preferred

covers the quarter ended January 1. The directors de-

tbred their intention to pay the dividend on the new 6^3 per

cent preferred stock semi-annually in the future.

Chicago Great Westesx.—Authorized to Issue Notes.—This
company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mi'sion to issue $906,573 of promissory notes to the Pullman Com-
pany in connection with the purchase of equipment.

-INNATI, I.VDIANAPOLIS & WESTERN.

—

.'isks Authority for

n,-nl Trust.—This company has applied to the Interstate

' rce Commission for authority to enter into an equipment

tnia: aRreement for the issue of certificates to the amount of

$300,000.

Erie.—Asks Authority for F.qttipmcnt Trust.—This company

has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

to guarantee the payment of $2,800,000 of equipment trust

certificates.

S'lfTHERN.

—

Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This company

has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

nominally to issue $5,000,000 of its development and general mort-

gage 4 per cent gold bonds, payable .April 1, 1956. to be held in

Ihe trca.surj'.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative

valuation reports in which it states the final value of the proper-

ties owned and used as follows:
Owned Used

Lake T»h<i« Railway 4 Transportation Com- ^ . „
pany, 1917 $365,453 $378,400

Virginia ft .Southwestern. 1916 11,947.564 12.197.864

Dividends Declared

Binl.n ft .Mbany— 2J< per cent, quarteily, p.ijable December .'0 to

holder* of record November 30.

n.xtun ft Pro\'idenee—2>4 per cent, quarterly, payable January 1 to

holders of record December 20.

Chesapeake ft Ohio—Omimon, $2.00, semi annu.llly: preferred, $1.62^5,

initial quarterly, both payable January 1 to holders of record December 1.

Cincinnati, New Orleans ft Texas Pacific—Common. 3 per cent, semi-

innually; common, 3^4 per cent, extra, t)oth payable Dccemlier 26 to holders

&f record December 5; preferred, 1 !4 per cent, quarterly, payable Decem-
ber 1 lo holders of record Novcmlier 25.

New Orleans, Texas A Mexico

—

\yi per cent, quarterly, payable Decem-
ber 1 to h-jlders of record November 24.

I'itl»t.uriih. YounRslnwn ft Ashtabula— 1)4 per cent, quarterly, payable
December 1 to holders of record November 20.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

I^st Last
Nov. 21 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 66.67 66.27 56.76
Average price of 20 representative r.iil-

way bonds 85.29 85.64 80.04

L Railway Officers

Executive

L. E. Martin and A. H. Jones, assistants to the vice-presi-

dent of the St. Louis Soutliwisicrn, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo., and M. M. Sisson, vice-president and general
superintendent of the Ft. Worth and Rio Grande, with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., have been appointed assistants
in the president of the St. Louis Southwestern, with head-
<iuarters at St. Louis, Mo., and the office of assistant to the
vice-president has been abolished. O. H. McCarty will

succeed Mr. Sisson.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. H. Brahany has been appointed auditor of the Detroit.
Bay City & Western and the Port Huron & Detroit, suc-
ceeding L. C. Van Laan, resigned to accept service with an-
other company.

Henry Wolf Bikle has been appointed general attorney of
the Pennsylvania. E. N. Davis has been appointed assistant
general solicitor with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa. G. R.
Allen has been appointed assistant general counsel ;vith

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., all effective December 1.

Operating

W. J. Carr has been appointed assistant trainmaster of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford to act as office train-
master at New London, Conn. W. J. Smith has been ap-
pointed trainmaster with jurisdiction between Waterford,
Conn., and Auburn. A. O. Whitford, assistant trainmaster
at New London, has retired after 40 years' service on account
of ill health.

Robert E. Woodruff has been appointed superintendent
of the Buffalo division of the Erie, succeeding Edmund I.

Bowen who has been transferred in a similar capacity to
the Rochester division, succeeding A. B. Caldwell, assigned
to other duties. The Kent division of the Erie has been
extended to include the Marion Terminal and Cincinnati
division. H. R. Adams is superintendent with headquarters
at Marion, Ohio.

Traffic

J. Lever, traveling agent of the Chicago & North Western,
with headquarters at Casper, Wyo., has been promoted to
division freight and passenger agent, with the same head-
quarters.

J. A. Behrle, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago
it .Mton, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed

.
general freight agent, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.,

succeeding E. L. Carr, resigned.

F. D. Gahagan, chief clerk »o the division freight agent
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe with headquarters at
Denver, Colo., has been promotcc to division freight agent
at I'ueblo, Colo., succeeding G. W. Smith, who has been trans-
furred to Oklahoma City, Okla., to succeed M. -C. Burton,
promoted.

W. D. McVey, assistant general freight agent of the Michi-
gan Central, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., has been
transferred to Detroit to succeed E. W. Brunck who will take
over the duties of F. R. Newman, with the same title and
headquarters, resigned. S. W. Carder has been promoted to
assistant general freight agent at Buffalo to succeed Mr. Mc-
Vey.

J. A. Behrle, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago
& .Alton, with headquarters at Chicago, who has been pro-
moted to general freight agent with the same headquarters,
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succeeding E. L. Carr, resigned, was born on September 1,

1887, at Chicago, 111., and entered railway service as a clerk

in the traffic department of the Chicago & Alton on August

6, 1903. In 1910 he was promoted to chief clerk to the as-

sistant general freight agent and on September 1, 1912, was
promoted to assistant general freight agent, which position

he was holding at the time of his recent promotion. During
the period of federal control he also had jurisdiction over

the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

G. H. Wilcox, assistant to the freight traffic manager of the

Southern, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has been

promoted to assistant freight traffic manager, with headquar-

ters at Birmingham, Ala., succeeding R. L. Simpson, who has

been transferred to Washington, D. C. W. T. Turner, divi-

sion freight agent, with headquarters at Greensboro, N. C,
has been appointed assistant to the freight traffic manager at

Washington, D. C, succeeding Mr. Wilcox. C. C. Elder,

division freight agent at Columbia, S. C, has been transferred

to Greensboro in place of Mr. Turner. G. M. Nolen has been

promoted to division freight agent at Columbia, S. C, suc-

ceeding Mr. Elder. H. V. Gardner has been appointed com-
mercial agent, with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal.

G. W. Sloan, whose promotion to assistant general freight

agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with head-

quarters at Nashville, Tenn., was reported in the Raiki'ay Age
of November 18 (page 965), was born on October 21, 1883,

at Nashville, Tenn. He entered railw-ay service on August

23, 1901. as a messenger in the correspondence department

of the general freight office of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, and during the following six years held various

correspondence and rate department positions. In Novem-
ber, 1907, he was promoted to chief clerk to the commercial
agent at Nashville, Tenn., and on January 1, 1915, he was
appointed chief rate clerk in the general office. On March 1,

1920, he was promoted to chief clerk, which position he was
holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. G. Am, assistant engineer of maintenance of way of

the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with

headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to assistant chief

engineer of the Chicago
Terminal Improvement
of the Illinois Central,

with the same head-
quarters. Mr. Arn was
born on February 7,

1877, at Terre Haute,

Ind., and was graduated
from the Rose Poly-

technic Institute in 1897.

He entered railway

service as a rodman on

the Louisville & Nash-
ville, September, 1897,

and was promoted to

masonry inspector in

October, 1898, which
position he held until

1899, when he was ap-

pointed building inspec-

tor. In November,
1900, he was promoted
to assistant engineer,

which position he held until .\pril. 1905, when he was pro-
moted to roadmastcr. He left the employ of the Louisville &
Nashville in March, 1906, to become superintendent and
engineer of the Southern Bitulithic Company at Nashville,

Trnn., which position he held until October, 1906, wlien he
became assistant engineer of the Missouri r.-icilic. with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo., where he remained until March,
1907. On the latter date he entered the service of the Illinois

Central as assistant engineer in charge of the construction
of the Birmingham terminal at Birmingham, .Ma., which posi-

tion he held until .\pril, 1908, when he was promoted to

assistant engineer of the Birmingham division, with head-
quarters at Corinth. Miss. In September, 1909, he was

Col. W. c. Am

appointed assistant engineer in charge of the reconstruction

of the passenger terminal at Louisville, Ky., and in June of

the following year he was appointed assistant engineer in the

general office at Chicago, where he was assigned to special

work, including valuation. In .\ugust, 1912, he was appointed
assistant engineer in charge of the construction of the new-

passenger terminal and subway at Memphis, Tenn., which
position he held until November, 1914, when he was appointed
roadmaster with headquarters at Mattoon, 111. In June, 1916,

he was promoted to assistant engineer of maintenance of way
on the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with
headquarters at Chicago, which position he was holding at

the time of his recent promotion. Mr. Arn enlisted in the

L'nited States Army in February, 1917, and in May of the

same year became captain of the 13th Engineers. While in

France he was promoted to major and later to lieutenant

colonel and was discharged in June, 1919, when he resumed
his duties with the Illinois Central.

Mechanical

E. H. McFadden, assistant superintendent of shops of the

St. Louis Southwestern at Pine BluflF, Ark., has been pro-

moted to master mechanic, with the same headquarters, suc-

ceeding J. W- Blakeburn, deceased. A. Townsend, road fore-

man of engines, with headquarters at Pine Bluff, has succeed-
ed Mr. McFadden, and he will be succeeded by W. H. Graves,
locomotive engineer.

Special

Dr. Reman Humphrey has been appointed chief surgeon of

the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal.

Charles E. Hill has been appointed general safety agent
of the New York Central Lines with headquarters at New
York City, succeeding Marcus A. Dow, who resigned on Novem-
ber 15, to become executive secretary of the Bureau of Safety
of New York City, under Special Deputy Police Commissioner
Barron G. Collier. Mr. Hill is 46 years old ; a native of Illinois.

He received his early education in the public schools of that

state and taught school for a few years. Later he was graduated
from the Southern Illinois College at Enfield. He was for several

years clerk of a district court in Illinois. He entered railroad

service as claim agent for the Geveland, Cincinnati. Chicago &
St. Louis in September, 1906. was promoted to district claim

agent at Paris, III., in 1911, and in June. 1914, his territory was
enlarged to include Indianapolis. In October, 1916, he was
transferred to the Cleveland district and continued to fill this

position until he became general safety agent. He has for a

number of years been an ex-officio member of the safety com-
mittees of the districts in which he was located.

Obiuary

Dr. E. C. Underwood, chief surgeon of the Kentucky &
Indiana Terminal, died recently.

E. B. Taylor, who retired two years ago as vice-president

of the Pennsylvania, Lines West, died on November 8 at

Pittsburgh. Mr. Taylor was born at Riverton, N. Y., in 1850

and was graduated from Haverford College in 1869. The
following year he received a degree in civil engineering from
the Polytechnic College of Pennsylvania and immediately
entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as a clerk

in the superintendent's office at Harrisburg. Two years later

he was promoted tn supervisor and, shortly thereafter, to

assistant engineer of the Middle division. Later he was trans-

ferred in a similar capacity to the Pittsburgh division and later

was promoted to superintendent of the Lcwistown division.

He was then transferred in a similar capacity to the West
Penn division. He then went to the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis in a similar capacity and subsequently
was promoted to general superintendent. Northwest system.

In 1890 he became general superintendent of transportation

of all the Pennsylvania, Lines West. The following year he

was elected fourth vice-president and was later advanced to

third, and then second vice-president in charge of accounting

and treasury. Mr. Taylor was 72 years of age at the time

of his death.
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Radicalism More Dangerous to Public Than to Railroads

OolH UIK >iiii'i-lNi. and prcMluLiiij; j)ul)lii and the rail-

roads may well feci alanmd at the results of the recent

' 'ion. In the opinion of the Rtiilu'ay Age, however, the

rs of railway securities and the managers of railways

nanifesting more fear than is justified, while the pro-

:ii; and shipping public is showing a much smaller de-

grte of concern than it should.

I

The recent election will send more extreme radicals to

" .Tess than any election in many years. Indications are

they will hold the balance of fX)wer. They seem practi-

unanimous in favor of repeal of all provisions of the

-portation Act which were intended by its authors to

'iistructive and to cause an adequate revival of the e.x-

;.i:i-ii)n of railroad facilities. It appears by no means im-

.lile that the Transportation Act will be seriously

ulated when the recently elected Congrt>ss meets,

a speech in the Senate on November 23 Senator Arthur

cr of Kansas, in referring to a recent editorial in the

Liiy Age, said: "The opinion held by the Railway Age

A shared by the stock market nor the 'ticker' news. The

i-sion in regard to lower railroad rates has been going

• If more than a year, and some reductions have been

made; yet in Wall Street railroad stocks have risen some-

thing like 50 per cent within 12 months."

Since Senator Capper has selected the prices of railroad

stocks as the barometer of expert opinion regarding the

future of the railways we suggest that he include in his

comparison the changes in the prices of railroad stocks which

have occurred since November 4, three days before the elec-

tion. In the first place it is not true as Senator Capp>er

stated that railro;id stocks have ri.sen something like 50 per

cent within 12 months. There were .54 railroad common

stocks which were quoted in the stock market rcpwrts on

Novemk-r S, 1921, November 4, 1922, and November 27,

1922. The average price of these stocks on November 5,

1921, was $48.12>^ and on November 4, 1922, it was $61.50,

an average increase of $13.37J^ a share, or about 27J/2 per

cent. The average price of these stocks on November 27,

1922, was $54.75, a reduction since Novemlier 4 of $6.62^

a share. Thus in three weeks after the election the decline

in the average jirice of railway stocks wiped out one-half

of all the advance in price that had occurred in the jircced-

ing year. The declines iiave ranged from less than $2 to

$21.50 a share.

This is the answer made by the stock market to Senator

Capper's claim that in spite of the agitation for further

reductions of freight rates the prices of railway securities

have been advancing. The results of the election have been

interpreted as (onverting what li:iil l>een an agitation for

lower rate> into a direct threat ol the adoption of a worse

policy of railway regulation than the countrv' ever had before.

There is, however, a consideration of tlie greatest im-

|)ortance with which owners of railway securities and mana-
gers of railways may comfort themselves. This is that while

a radical Congress can destroy the constructive provisions

of the Transportation Act it cannot repeal the Constitution

of the United States. Regardless of what may be done to

the Transportation Act, the constitutional provisions which

prohibit confiscation of property, and which protect the prop-

erty of a railroad the same as all other property, will still

remain in effect. Now, the fact is that the very narrowest

passible interpretation of these constitutional provisions

would not under present conditions warrant any general

reduction of railway rates.

.An argument made a year ago for general reductions was

that the rates were so high the traffic could not move under

them. This argument was based upon the fact that there

had been an enormous decline of business since the rates

were made. This argument, however, cannot now be used,

because during the last eight weeks for which statistics are

available the amount of freight that actually has moved on

the present rates has been larger than the amount ever before

moved on any rates in any eight weeks in history.

The right of the railways to earn a "fair return" upon

their valuation, so long as their rates are not excessive per se,

was not created by the Transportation Act, but by the Con-

stitution as interpreted by the courts. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has held that a "fair return" on the valu-

ation of the railways under present conditions would be

5-)<4 per cent. In view of all past decisions it is most doubt-

ful whether any federal court would hold that the railways

could constitutionally be restricted to a smaller return than

this. It also seems most doul)tful whether the courts would

hold e.\cessive the valuation made by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for any group of carriers. In the first

nine months of the present year tlie railways earned a net

o|)crating income of only $529,400,000, or but 3.96 per cent

upon their valuation. Under the ruling of the commission

the railways were entitled to earn during this period a net

operating income of $770,000,000, or 45 per cent more tlian

they did earn.

The only logical conclusion is that the railways, not

merely under the provisions of the Transportation Act, but

under the provisions of the Constitution itself, are entitled

to cam a larger return than they have been earning, and

tliat if the state commissions, or the Interstate Commerce

Commission, or Congress itself should attempt to make re-

ductions of rates which would reduce, or even prevent an

1025
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increase of the present net return, tlie railways probably

could defeat this effort by appealing to the courts. The

present operating expen.ses of the railways, owing to the shop

employees' strike and the high price of coal resulting from

the coal strike, are abnormally high, and should decline and

present indications are that traffic will continue to be heavy.

Therefore, an increase of railway net operating income seems

probable in spite of all the efforts which may be made by

the radicals to compel unwarranted reductions of rates.

There is, however, a real danger in the situation. Until

the Transportation Act was passed the policy of regulation

systematically pursued was that of restricting the net return

earned by the railways to the lowest point that would not

result in actual confiscation. Under this policy the expansion

of railroad facilities steadily declined. The result is that

at present the railwa)s are wholly unable to handle the

traffic offered to them, and that as the countr)''s production

and commerce try to increase the inadequacy of transporta-

tion becomes constantly more acute. The adoption of the

provisions of the Transportation Act represented an effort

by Congress to establish a jK)licy of regulation which would

cause an adequate revival of railroad expansion. The repeal

of these provisions would result in a return to the restrictive,

"near-confiscation" policy of regulation which prevailed Ix?-

fore government control and would inevitably prevent the

revival of railroad expansion which is essential to enabling

the railways to handle the country's commerce. The adop-

tion of such a policy probably would not prevent the rail-

roads from maintaining and substantially increasing the net

return now being earned by them, but it would prevent them

from making the increases in their facilities essential to

enabling them to handle the country's commerce.

If the radicals who have been elected to Congress succeed

in carrying out the program of railroad legislation they favor

it will not in the long run make the financial situation of

the railways any worse than it is now, or even prevent it

from improving, but it will make the situation of producers

and shippers constantly worse and worse. There are con-

stitutional provisions which can be invoked to prevent gen-

eral reductions of rates until the railways as a whole are

earning larger returns. But there are no constitutional pro-

visions which can be invoked to save farmers, manufac-

turers and other producers from the enormous losses which

they will be caused if transportation continues to become

more inadequate.

The radicals who have been elected to Congress are a

rnenace to the railroads; but they are a far greater menace

to the prosperity of tliose who elected them.

The Opportunity of the Mechanical Division

I ESS Tiuvx A MONTH has passed since the Mechanical
'—' Division of the American Railway Association announced

its decision to hold only a business meeting in 1923. In that

short time, however, conditions on the railroads have changed

so greatly that it is certain if the Executive Committee were

to meet now it would have far less reason for calling off next

year's convention. Weekly car loadings have now decreased

50,000 cars from the high point reported three weeks ago.

Bad order equipment has been rapidly reduced and the roads

are entering the winter in much better circumstances than

cculd be anticipated even at the beginning of last month.

This indicates that the handicap under which the mechani-

cal department has been working, is being overcome and the

officers will soon be able to give more time to their committee

work. It would, of course, be difficult to make up for post-

poned committee meetings, but the value of reports does not

depend .^o much on the number of meetings a committee

holds, or the length of time it deliberates as on the ability

and experience of its members. Individual papers on many

subjects may be more valuable than the findings of an un-

wieldy committee. If the subjects which are of the greatest

importance at tlii.s time could l)c referred to some of the

leading mechanical officers, very valuable papers could be

presented when the division meets next June.

In recent i.«sues the Ruilway Age has called attention to tlie

opportunity which the present railway situation offers for

constructive work by the Mechanical Division. The prob-

lems that might t)e discussed are so numerous that it should

I* easy to arrange a program that would appeal to ever)-

railroad officer and to e\cr)- road. The sul)jects that have

,l}een mentioned in previous editorials by no means exhaust

the topics as is evident to anyone who comes in contact witli

the important every-day problems of the mechanical depart-

ment.

For example, the American Society for Testing Materials

has been exposing various kinds of iron and steel sheets to

determine the relative corrosion of different materials.

Where some of the common types of steel failed completely

in sixteen to twenty-two months, sheets of different com-

position were all so^d after forty-six months and 6J per

cent were sound after sixty-four months. These results have

such an important relation to selection of sheets for freight

cars that the railroads should make tests to determine as

quickly as possible whether the same decrease in corrosion

will be obtained in equipment under actual service conditions.

Long locomotive runs as a means of getting increased

utilization from equipment is another important suliject in

which the railroads are vitally interested. Some roads ap-

jiarently are getting good results from increasing the lengtli

of runs; others have tried tliis practice and have given it

up.

The railroads that are still waiting to experiment with

long runs would liencfit greatly if they could learn what

factors have influenced the success or the failure of this

practice wjicre it has already lieen tric<l.

There is prol>ably no road in the countr)- which is not

anxious to learn the results obtained with new types of loco-

motives now in service. What effect have radical innova-

tions in design had on the cost of ojx-ration ? What sa\nngs

in fuel and in wages of train crews have been affecftxl?

What is the cost of maintenance and what monthly mileage

ran reasonably be obtained from these locomotives? The
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Mcthanical DivL«ion can pcrfonn an important srrvicc to the

roads J<y presenting information on tht-sc matters.

Many roads haw now and will have for some time to

come large numl>ers of had order freight cars. In some
cases entire chi-s.-ics require extensive repairs or rebuilding.

Methods of s<-heduling and sy.^tematizing this work have

proved very effective in reducing costs. The Mechanical

Division Committee on Scheduling and Routing Systems

could make its refwrt e.xtrenuly valuable hy outlining the

best practices and .showing the results that have been ob-

tained from a-ntralizing and systematizing car re[>airs.

It is of the greatest imiwrtance that these matters should

be di.s-us.sed before the Mechanical Division by the men
who have the most thorough knowledge of the suijject. It is

immaterial whether committee rejwrts or individual papers

are submitted. The im[x)rtant [xiint is that the Mechanical

Division has an unusual opportunity to build up a program

for its Chicago meeting that will l>c .so constructive that it

wll give a new imjx-tus to the annual gathering of the me-

chanical department ofiBcers.

"Xery Correct" would seem to \>c a suitable designation for

the new plan for checking the loading of freight Into cars

from freight houses, illustrated in an
The Veri-Direct

' article on another page, which is in use

Method of on the Erie Railro;ul in Ohio. This

Loading Freight I*'''" ''''^ '^"•'*'" described to us by C. G.

Johnson, of Voungstown, whose name
will Ijc recalled as that of the author of an interesting prize

article on loading freight which was printed in the Railway
Age of Novcml)er 26, 1915. Mr. Johnson's plan certainly

seems calculated to call the blunderer to account, not only at

every turn, but at numerous points between turns. The
salient point in his story is that he is extending the use of

his plan Ijecause it is profitable, and proves its profitableness.

.\.~ a rule it is douljtful economy for railroads to [)urchase

second-hand machine tools, .•\lmost certain loss will result

if these tools are bought without ex-
Care Needed tremely careful investigation and in-

in Buying -jicction. The truth of this statement

Used Machinery '> indicated by the ex|xrience of a

railroad wliith was in the market re-

ccntl\ for two turret lathes. .\n order was placed with a

prominent manufacturer, but later cancelled when a dealer

offered two seiond-hand machines at a considerably re-

duced i>rice. The manufacturer was naturally desirous of.

holding the business, and looke<l u|) tlie .serial nunil)er of

the two turret lathes. It was disiovered tliat the lathes had

been working on three eigiit-hour shifts in a Canadian shell

plant since 1914, and were decidedly the worse for wear.

On learning this fact the railroad reinstated its order for

two new machines, thereby dis|ilaying .sound judgment.

There is enough worn-out machinery in the average railnxid

shop without installing additional machines which have

already given their best service. The difficulty with second-

hand machinery is in deteting worn parts and determining

how much usefulness may still remain. A reliable o|)inion

cannot be formed without disasseinl)ling and insjiecting prac-

tically every vital |>art of the machine, and even then, com-

petent inspi-ctors sometimes overlook serious llaws. Machine
castings fre(|uently warj) in aging, so that the ways and

other guiding surfaces get out of alineinent. In other ia.se.;,

macliines are used in repetition work in which certain gears

or jxirts arc subject to undue wear, whereas the rest of the

machine is practically new. Large i.idustrial manufacturers
do not consider it safe or a g<xxl investment to buy second-
hand machinery unlis> they know all abcut it, and the rail-

roads should Ik- i<iu.illy cautious, bearing in mind that

'"First use is Ix-st use."

Employees
and the

Public

Improved cmplo\ee relations is intimately associated with im-
proved public relations of the railroads. Indifferent em-

ployees, not projxrly trained and in-

spired, cause needless irritation and
even anger on the part of patrons of a
railrcKid. It is doubtless, aLso, one of
several things that result in keeping

the possible traffic of the roads as a whole to a minimum.
This is emi)hasized in an article elsewhere in this issue, en-
titled, "Do American Railways Lack the Selling Sense?" In-
difference and ignorance on the part of employees is directly
chargeable to the managements. It cannot Ije corrected unless
those in authority fully appreciate the fact that the directing
of men is a highly siiecialized problem—the greatest problem
confronting .American railroads and industries today. Con-
ditions change steadily and rajiidly in this old world of ours
and men cannot lie handled today as they were even a decade
ago. No field of endeavor presents greater possibilities than
this. Changing an organization from a spirit of ordinary- or
average interest, or from a spirit of indifference, to one of
intense loyalty and enthusiasm, has tremendous possibilities.
What could not .\merican railr(;ads do todav if this condition
cculd be brought about? It lan i)e donel

Industrial conditions are constantly undergoing change.
This is a fact so obvious that its statement in the abstract

\ATh f T fU
s>^»^ms hardly worthy of attention, andwnat Is the
y^-t „.hcn its specific application close

Future of at home suddenly forces itself on the

Apprenticeship? attention, its recognition comes widi
S(jmething of a shock. It is becoming

evident Uiat the conditions affecting apprenticeship in railway
j'.liops are no excejjtion to this rule. Considerably less than
a generation ago api)licants for apprenticeship were so numer-
ous that considerable .selection was po.ssible. .\s a rc>sult it

liecame an e.stalilished rule that sons of employees |)e given
preference and the fear of an over-supply of mechanics led
the labor organizations to take an active interest in limiting
the number of ai)prenticis. In the national agreement nego-
tiated with the United States Railroad .Administration these
organizations succeeded in limiting the numljcr to one for
each five mechanics. Hut now it is becoming evident in
many cases that there is no occasion for the a|>plication either
of the rule giving jireference to the sons of employees or that
limiting the number of apprentices, for the rea.son that the
sons of enii)loyees apjiarently do not consider the opportuni-
ties of api)renticcship attractive and other applicants do not
[ircscnt themselves in sufficient numl>ers to keep up the one
to five ratio. This tendency is reflected in the increasing
age limits for regular apprentices in newly negotiated agree-
ments and in the comjilete removal of the upjier limit in the
case of hel|>er apprentices. A numl)er of (juestions are sug-
gested by this situation that are worthy of the thoughttul
attention of railway executives. Arc the highly s[Krialized
proce.s.ses of modern indu.str)-, jiaying comparatively high
wages after short i)erio(ls of training, more attractive to

young men than the future offered by the railraid shojis after

a long |>eriod of training? If so, can the railroads success-
fully depend on the |)r()moted heliicr and handyman for their

future sup|)ly of mechanics? If not, how shall thev mixlifv
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the conditions of railway shop employment to compote suc-

cessfully with other occupations? Will it be possible to

depend more and more on the specialist and less and less on

the all-around mechanic? Answers to these questions are

necessary before the railroads can formulate comprehensive

plans for satisfactory' shop conditions in the future.

In September the Class I railroads reported a net railway

operating income of $58,457,464. This compared with

$87,606,,37S in September, 1921. In
Earnings other words, there was a decrease of

in $29,148,911 or 33.2 per cent. The

October reason for the decrease in net was an

increase in operating expenses, shown

by the size of the increase in expenses for maintenance of

equipment—$16,262,268 or 15.7 per cent—to have been

due to tlie cost of the shopmen's strike. Such of the monthly

earnings for October as have been given out up to the present

indicate that the October figures will show a considerable

improvement over those for September but, on the other

hand, it is rather unlikely that the October net railway

operating income will come anywhere near equalling the

October, 1921, figure which totaled about $90,000,000.

Earnings for a number of typical roads follow:

Net Railway Operating Income

Inc. or Dec. Inc. or Dec.

compared with Ten mos., compared

Road Oct., 1922 Oct., 1921 1922 last year

Baltimore & Ohio.... $J.08I,1S7 —$341,340 $15,572,377 —$3,121,317

Boston & Maine 624,244 —205,102 5.749,109 7.126,462

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St Paul 2,224,314 —285,833 10,205,385 5,124,491

Gulf Coast Lines 294,568 84,274 2,317,922 554,126

Illinois Central 3,204,458 900,506 21,176,121 5,051,505

Lehigh Valley Def.635,865 —1,746,799 104.967 —3,719,266
Maine Central 162,150 —30.323 2,030,695 2.307.752

New York Central.... 5,362.344 —655,858 39,997,455 129,744

New York, New Haven
& Hartford 1,121,631 —364,320 10,982,099 12.515,327

Pennsylvania Railroad 4,190,096 —1,964,140 61,245,197 31,615,398

Union Pacific System 5.406,573 —1,048,023 25.285,815 —4,690,288

Railway stocks have recently experienced some rather try-

ing vicissitudes on the stock exchange. The Raihvay Age's

average of 20 representative railway stocks was reported in

last week's issue as being on November 21 at 66.67, or ap-

proximately lyi points below the peak of 74.16 which was

reached on September 12. Of course, rail stocks have not

been the only ones which have suffered a decline in the past

two months. The decline has been a general one. The

rail shares seem, nevertheless, to have suffered a loss of some

of their late popularity. This may be j)artly due to the

fear of adverse legislation but there can l>e no question that

the decline in their value and the drag on the recovery of

that value on the exchange has been due primarily to the

expected effect of the strike on earnings. It is unfortunate

that the carriers—as in 1920—have been unable to realize

more adcc|uately on the peak business in October.

There is now more freight awaiting movement than the rail-

ways are able to handle. With the car shortage already the

largest in hi.story, the indications are

Utilize that it will continue to increase as we

the enter the winter. With this condition

Traffic Man ''^'"''^ '^ ""w no necessity for the solici-

tation of additional ininicdiatc liusine.'^s

and the best argument with which to solicit future traffic

is to render the l)cst possible .service now. This sug-

gests the importance of the employees of the freight traffic

department concentrating their activities on the promotion

of freight movement. Much can be done by pcr.'^onal calls

on shippers to enli.st their co-operation in loading cars to

capacity and in releasing them, loaded or empty, in the short-

est possible time. In many instances the traffic represent-

atives can aid in devising ways of loading cars more nearly

to capacity or more quickly. The problem of car movement
is primarily that of keeping the individual car in motion.

This requires intensive supervision of industry- tracks, team
tracks, side tracks and yards. Where the forces of the

operating department are insufficient to provide this intensive

supervision, traffic employees may Ije utilized to good ad-
vantage. They can aid the car-distributor. The public is

now demanding that the railways move a traffic in excess

of their capacity and the interests of all departments should
be subordinated to the one objective of meeting this demand
as fully as may be physically possible.

Some railway managements have been doubtful of the pos-

sibilities of effecting economies in operating costs by the

installation of signaling equipment.
Facts on the xhe report of the committee on Eco-
Economics of nomics of Railway Signaling, of the

Signaling Signal Section of the A.R.A., abstracted

in the Railway Age of November 25,

page 983, contains facts worthy of careful consideration by
such roads. For example, a study of 71 different distant

control electric switch machine installations for the opera-

tion of outlying switches showed an annual saving of from
$2,500 to $8,700 for each location, while, one road saved

$5,000 in operating costs each year from a $2,000 installa-

tion of automatic interlocking control apparatus. The re-

port is so full of such data regarding the savings effected

by automatic signals, automatic highway crossing protection

and combined interlocking facilities, that railway officer^

confronted with the problem of increasing the capacity of

certain lines may well give these figures serious attention

Better yet, a committee consisting of a signaling and an

operating officer should be directed to make an extensive in-

vestigation of the possibilities of automatic signals, inter-

lockers and outlying switch machines on congested division?

and the increase in track capacity that can be expected. A?
shown by this report it is possible to secure tangible evidence

of the economies produced liy signaling, and in view of the

comparatively small cost of such studies it would apfiear

advisable for the railroads to undertake such investigations

as soon as p>ossible while the recent congestion is still fresli

in their minds.

In last week's issue of the Railway Age some figures were

given which showed that Mr. Ford"s railroad, tiie Detroit.

Toledo & Ironton, had for the nine
Showing months ended September 30, 1922, a

Equipment net after taxes of $1,016,301, but for

Rents ''" same period, a net after rents of

only $5,650. The September figure

showed a deficit after taxes of $233,982. Net after rent?

for the montli, through a typographical error, was shown as

a net of $38.?,097. It should have been shown witji a minus

sign and as a deficit, whidi would, in addition, show that

Mr. Ford's payments for equipment and joint facility rents

ran in September at alx)Ut $150,000. The editorial in

which these figures appeared was not intended so much to

point out the principal reason why ^Ir. Ford has thus far

been unalile to make liis D. T. & I. projierty show the won
derful net earnings which we were all led to expect—becausi

of the unusual amount of publicity wliich surrounded hi?

|)urchase of the road—were going to be realized. They did

point out the reason, to be sure, and in somewliat unmis-

takable terms, the reason being, of course, that the D. T. & I

is something of a slacker when it comes to having an ade-

quate car supply. The intent of the note, however, was to
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oint out how much more adequate net eaminf^s of a rail-

-iiad can lie sho»-n if they arc larricd down ai far as net
iftcr nnts. or net railway ofK-ratins income, instead of only
|i>wn as far as net alter taxes or railway operating income.
In the D. T. & 1. we have an cMrnnc example to prove this

intention. It should not l-t- ili..u-ht. however, that Ijecausc

t is such an extreme case ii i- net ., proju-r one to use-. It

vould l»e i-asy to quote fij'ures of other and more typical

-ads which would bring out a similar relationship. Students
f railway figures have Ixtn somewhat reticent in recogniz-
Mg the effect that hire of ojuipment and joint facility rents

nay have on railway net. Tiiey should realize that these
lems may in cases be as imjMjrtant indexes as the o[x;rating

:.itio or other of the various figures which arc usually given
leading imjwrtance. All of which is further argument in

favor of the railways reporting the net after rents figure in

their monthlv and annual statements.

The *'Peak Load" and
Capital Expenditures

Tilt ikLcLAL TEST of tile capacity and eftkiency of a

railroad's plant and organization is applied when it

handles the largest traffic which it can move. This tests

the amount of business that, under the conditions existing,

the railroad can handle. It also tests the economy with
which under the conditions e.xisting. the railroad can
operate. Therefore, when a railroad has just handled the

peak load of business is the be.<t possible time thoroughly to

study its plant and organization and locate the limiting

factors in the plant and the weak spots in the organization.

Of course, what has been said applies to any business con-

cern or man. The real test of a man comes when he is

called upion to meet the greatest demands on his talents and
character.

The railways of the United States recently have had of-

fered to them the largest freight business in history. The
jjeak load of their annual business usually comes in the

fall. In the eight weeks ended on November 1 1 they handled

a slightly larger freight business than in any previous year.

The total carloads of freight loaded and moved in the eight

weeks ended Xovcmlx-r 11, 1920, was 7,863,858. while in

the eight weeks ended November 11, 1922, it was 7,880,286.

The inequality Ixtween the total demand for and the supply

of tran.sportation was, however, greater than ever Ixjfore.

Some railways could have handled more traffic, but a large

majority moved all the freight they could and still fell far

short of meeting the demands. Some railways earnetl more

net operating income while handling the peak load this year

than ever before. A large majority fell far short of ecjualling

their best net earning records of previous years. The princi-

pal explanation of these facts is that some railways have

made relatively greater improvements in their plants and

organizations within recent years than others.

All indications are that for some time to rome the de-

mands ujwn the railways for the movenunt of freight will be

extraordinarily large. The scMSonal decline of business has

come, but it has come later than at any time in recent years,

and the decline has thus far been less than in any recent

year. Now that on most lines the (K-ak load has passed for

a while, it behfx)ves the management of every railroad to

make a careful survey of its i)liysii al jiroix-rty and organiza-

tion to determine, as indicated liv the way the peak load has

l)een handled, exactly what an- Ilit- (onditions on the physi-

cal property and in the organi/.ation which have most seri-

ously interfered with the handling of the traffic , and handling

it with tile greatest practicable economy.

If the limiting factors have been conditions of the physical

property, j>lans for capital ex|RMiditures should Ik; so made

as to remedy, first, the particular conditions of plant which
have interfered most with handling the business, or handling
It with maximum economy. Some railways have available
only very small amounts of mone>' for physical improve-
ments. Others have availaiile relatively large amounts.
KxjK'rience shows however that tlic way in which new capi-
tal is invested is almost, if not quite, as imjxirtant as the

amount invested. Nobody can study the capital expendi-
tures made and the operating and financial results obtained
by different railways witliin the last ten years without con-
cluding that some railways have secured much larger results

in the form of net earnings from given amounts of capital

ex|K'nditures than others. .\n eminent American economist
has said that the ability to make investments wisely is the
rarest form of business ability. The present earning ca-
pacity of most railways has been very largely determined,
and their future earning capacity wili be ver>- largely de-
termined, by the judgment shown in making capital expendi-
tures.

Has the handling of the peak load this fall shown thai
the principal limiting factor in a railroads capacity and
o[)erating efficiency has been inadequacy of equipment, or
inadequacy of tracks, terminals, roundhouses and shops?
There should t>e a steady increase in ton-miles for each loco-
motive actually in service, and this increase should be at

least proportionate to the increase in tractive power. Do the
statistics of a railroad show that in handling the peak load
the increase in the ton-mileage per locomotive was not pro-
portionate to the increase in average tractive power per
locomotive within, say, the last five or ten years? If not,
was this due to the condition of the locomotives, or to the
fact that the improvements which have Ijeen made in track
capacity or engine terminal facilities or in signaling or in
operating methods have not been sufficient to make it f)ossi-

ble fully to utilize the increased tractive power? If perma-
nent structures and operating methods have not been so
improved as to make possible full utilization of increased
tractive power, it is evident that what is needed are improve-
ments in other facilities and operating methods. Many
railways in the past have acquired better and more powerful
locomotives faster than they have improved the facilities

and operating methods for utilizing them, and in conse-
quence part of the increased power has been wasted. The
conditions on such railways obviously suggest the need for
capital expenditures and operating improvements which will
give the locomotives an opportunity to do all the work for

which the)- were bought.

A shortage of transportation is always reflected in the
form of what is calletl a ".shortage of cars." But is your
railroad really short of cars? Do the stati.stics show an in-

crease in average miles per car per day and in average tons
per loaded car within recent years? The real test of freight

car efficiency is the average nuniljer of ton-miles per car per
day when the peak of the business is being handled. Any
railway whose statistics do not .show an increase in ton-miles
per car per day for cars in serviceable condition in a period
of maximum traffic is not increasing its operating efficiency

as much as is i)ractical)le. This may be due to inadequacy
of power, to inadequacy of terminals, to failure to induce
shippers to increa.sc the loading of cars and expedite loading

and unloading, or to lack of supervision which will keep
every car moving.

Investigation may show that the capacity of an entire di-

vision of a railroad, or even of the entire railroad is limited

by congestion upon a particular part of the line. This con-

gestion may be due to the existence of a stretch of single

track the demands ujKin which exceed its capacity. If this

is the case, should this part of the line be equipped with

automatic block signals or double tracked? Often the in-

stallation of an automatic bkxk system on a single track line

will so increase its capacity as to postpone the need for the
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larger capital expenditure that would be required to double

track it.

Perhaps the limiting factor in both capacity and economy

of operation is a grade the reduction of which would make

it possible to handle longer trains over an entire freight

division. Of all the improvements which have been made

in the railways of the I'nited States, none have contriljuted

so much toward enaljling them to increase their capacity

with a minimum increase of both capital and operating costs

as those which have enabled them to handle more tons per

train. There have been great differences in the extent to

which different railways have made such improvements.

Statements are often made to the contrary, but nobody with

a knowledge of the underlying facts can study the statis-

tics of the various railways and escape the conviction that

there are still many railways w^hich could largely increase

their capacity and reduce their operating expenses by con-

centrating their efforts more upon improvements in their

phvsical plants and ojierating methods which are needed to

increase the average train load.

The railwavs in 1922 have made much larger capital ex-

penditures for equipment and additions and betterments

than thev did in 1921. Information which the Railway Age

is gathering and which will be published in a later issue

shows that they are planning to make relatively large capital

expenditures in 1923. Tlic traftic demands, however, are so

great as to make it evident that no amount of capital ex-

penditures which can be made will put them abreast of the

demands of commerce and of the necessity for more economi-

cal operation for years to come, unless capital expenditures

shall be made only after the most careful study to determine

where the investment of a given amount of money will pr<>-

duce the ver>- greatest possible result. This means that it is

almost as important as it was during the war to restrict to

the lowest practicable minimum the investment made in im-

provements which will not increase capacity or reduce the

cost of operation, and to study with the utmost thoroughness

the experience recently gained in handling the peak load so

as to determine as accurately as is humanly possible just

what improvements will \ield the greatest results. Each in-

dividual railroad is an enormous existing property with an

enormous existing investment. The vital problem to be

solved is what particular improvements will have the great-

est effect in increasing the capacity of the property alreadv

in existence and in increasing the net return earned upon

the existing investment.

Under such conditions as have prevailed in tlie railroad

Imsiness for the last ten years it has required not only rare

knowledge and judgment to determine the exact places where

capital exjwnditures should be made, but unusual moral

courage to make them. There is always real danger that

a costly improvement will not produce the effect expected

upon the net return earned. Examples might \ie cited of

large inve.stm^-nts which have been made in individual rail-

wavs within the last ten years which have not increased their

ability to cam net return as was expected, and wliich liave

so increased fixed charges that they have almost ruineii the

railroads making them. Hut in a country such as the

I'nited States where conditions change and production and

commerce increase with great rapidity, it is even more

dangerous for a railroad management to lack the courage to

make capital exfx-nditures which are nc-eded and which it is

financially nble to make, as to make them and take the risk

that thev will not turn out well. There are few railroads so

poor that they cannot raise some capital to invest in im-

provements. In many cases poor railroads have slowly but

surely Income rich Ucause their managements have shown

rare wisdom in .'^electing the exact improvements which

would pay the l>est, and courage to go ahead and make them

as rapidlv as they could.

The greatest inrrra-i« in capacitv and economy of opera-

tion always have been and always will be mainly due to

wise and courageous investment of capital, and the experi-

ence of recent months should be the best possible aid to each

management in determining where, and in what facilities,

such capital as is available should be invested.

Don't Wait Until Spring

IF
I'KKSENT INDICATIONS form any index of what may be

expected next year, the railways in common with other

large employers are facing a shortage of labor. At the

same time many roads are planning large programs of im-

provement work for next season which will make their re-

quirements for labor greater than in the year now closing.

This condition points to the necessity of reducing next sum-

mer's j>eak demands for labor to the minimum. This can

be accomplished by doing as much work as possible during

the winter and by starting that which cannot be done during

this season as early in the spring as jjossible.

With reference to the first suggestion, the railways are

the victims of a long-established, self-imposed habit of re-

ducing their forces to the minimum during the winter and

of crowding all but the routine patrol into a summer peak

load.

When there was a large surplus of labor this was
the easy and perhaps the economical thing to do, but as

this surplus has disappeared and maintenance-of-way work

has lx>comc more complicated, this economy has vani.>hed.

^luch maintenance work is admittedly seasonal in character

and can be done only when the frost is out of the ground,

but those roads which have really studied the problem have

found that more work can be done during the winter than

is commonly performed. Furthermore, much of this can be

done with little or no addition to the forces and thereby

constitutes a clear gain. In view of the indications that

the railways will not be able to secure all of the lalwr neces-

sary' for their improvement programs next spring, and the

further indications that the traffic and the earnings will con-

tinue at a high point throughout the winter, it would seem

the prudent course to make a survey of that work which

can be done as economically now as in the summer and get

it out of the way in order that forces which are thus pro-

ductively employed throughout the winter may be diverted

to the strictly seasonal wjrk at the first approach of spring

weatlier.

The second suggestion, that of starting the .sea.<onal work

at the earliest opportunity, may at first seem premature at

this time, but unless i>lans are initiated promptly the pro-

gram will not be perfected and materials and forces assem-

bled at the appointed date of starting. Some railways already

have their plans for next year's work well in liand with

the intention of launching them as early as ])ossible, and

thereby securing their quota of men and materials. In

times of .shortage of labor other roads, must of necessity,

take what is left, to their disadvantage,

Many railways have suffered in recent weeks from a lack

of facilities which have not only limited the amount of

traffic which they could handle but have increased their

operating costs. Much construction work of necessity inter-

feres to a greater or less extent with ojieration and the

longer the period over which this work can be distributed,

the le.<s is the seriousness of this interference. The policy

of starting maintenance-of-way work early is therefore not

alone one of economy affecting the maintenance-of-way de-

partment, l^ut it is likewise to the interest of the operating

department that this work shall W so handled as to de-

crease the interference with traffic to the minimum and to

bring the improvements to comiiUtion at the earliest possible

date in order that they may be utilized.
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Letters to the Editor

I
Thr Kaii-WAV All ' .,/rrj and

especi-illy thosr contr.' for im-
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.Loul 250
IcotJs—are particularly apprrcuittd. I'He fdtlors do not

hold ihrmtflvrs rr^ponsible for farts or opinions rxpressed.]

The Car Distributor

BaookriKLD, Mu.

To THE Editor:

I have had a number of letters from readers of the Rail-

vmy Agr relating to my conununication entitled, "Get Better

Scri-ice from Frei>;ht Cars." which appcan-d in your issue of

ScjitemU-r 9, pa^e 458. You may l>e interested in having
Mxnc additional information which is suggested by questions

which have been profKJunded to me.

Any railroad employee or officer who is in the operating

department knws-s full well that car distribution ever> where
is a feature of railroading which is given verj- little attention,

as it is supposed to lje a side line of dis[)atching trains; a

duty divided betiveen yardmasters, trainmasters, agents, yard

clerks and others. When a car shortage ocairs these people

arc appealed to to get busy and keep cars mo\'ing, and to

unload ; l>ut you ver)- seldom hear any one say anything about

distribution, and what relation it has to the shortages, move-

ments and release.

From ten years' actual experience and experiments on the

Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy and from observations on

alKiut all the important railroads in the United States during

my several years as inspector for the A. K. A., 1 found that

the thing uppermost in the mind of tver}t)ody was to hurry

release of cars, ol>ey car service rules when practicable, and

to hurr>- movement; but never was anything said alxmt the

distribution.

The car di.stributor is like the army officer in the field. If

he is tomiR'tent, he distributes his soldiers where he will get

100 per cent service out of them: the same with a car distrib-

utor. If he is a competent, experienced man he will get 100

per cent service out of the cars. Please l>ear in mind that if a

car is delayeti at a station: if two cars are furnished on an

order for one, or a car furnished where one is made empty or

none furnisher! because the yardmaster failefl to switch it out;

or a coal car not moved l>ecause the local would not take it. or

an empty delayed on a blind siding because no one knew it

was there, or a man received two cars and another none

when they had ordered the cars at the same time, it is not

the fault of the yard clerk, or of the local train crew; nor

of the agent or any other man who is usually blamed for

such errors or mishandling of cars; it can l>c traced back to

the man behind the gun, the car distributor.

A car distributor who is burdened with a lot of clerical

duties which have nothing to do with the distribution of cars,

is like a race horse trying to run a race with a load of coal

hitched on Ixhind. It can't be done.

Unshackle the car distributors. Give them a chance to

distribute cars and watch moving trains and to take ad-

vantage of all means available to know of every car on their

division and to keej) infonne<l of all the orders; then you will

have 100 per cent service, and not before.

There are several ways of distriliuting cars, but the best

way is liy dividing the cars into seven classes, and then to

follow up each class incessantly. Tlie clas.ses are: (A) Box

cars; (li) coal cars; (C) stock cars; (D) flat cars; (E)

furniture and automobile cars; (F) all foreign cars when

not |j<jnled with system; (G) nus<.cllaneous cars. The tide

of each class sliould be handled separately to avoid repeti-

tion when changing or canceling or modifying the tide on

one cUtss of cars.

The lar distributors should be high class, well educated

men with several years of practical experience.

A aBiiiM-tent car distrilxitor may handle 10,000 cars a day

and di.stnbute and fill orders for a thousand cars to load; but

often the record is far below that, and as a rule, it will

l>c found that he has numerous other duties to perform so

that he is not able to do justice to the work. Each railroad

has a different way of di.stributing and most of them have

long cumliersome, old-fashioned rejKjrts calling for a lot of

unneiessar\ information, entailing much unnecessary clerical

work. W itli comiKtent distribution will come less delay and

le*s trouble for demurrage bureaus. By having one man
responsible it will take a big loiid off the division and

general officers and do away with the present custom of

"IKissing the buck." H. B. Drf.\t.r.

The Service of Supply

Portsmouth, Va.

To THE Editor:

The possibilities of enormous savings to be made by a

properly organized supply department on railroads are

thoroughly outlined in H. C. Pearce's article on "Functions

of Departments of Purchases and Stores," published in your

issue of September 15.

The simple statement that stock has been reduced eight

and one-half millions of dollars may not astonish a railroad

executive, but to a business man or to a banker to whran

I showed this article, a saving of this kind is a.«tonishing,

and savings of this kind are what many of the railroads in

the United States need most. Interest on eight and one-half

million dollars is $500,000 a year. The reduction in stock

means that this amount does not have to be handled, saving

another half-million, as the handling charges on mast roads

are more than six per cent. The loss through deterioration,

material becoming obsolete, etc., can only be approximated,

but it can be safely stated that the C. & O., or any other

railroad reducing stock eight and one-half million dollars

will save one and one-half million dollars a year.

During the 20 years I was with railroads, from clerk

to general storekeeper, pay-roll comparison, more tlian any-

thing else, stunted and handicapped those railroads whose

executives did not have the vision to know what a profierly

organized supply department could accomplish. Some roads

never had a chance properly to organize for this reason.

When reductions are made in stock, and the supply depart-

ment is not jiroperly organized and strengthened, store-

keepers, as well as other officials, know serious delays are

to be encountered, and storekceixrs dread the criticism of

being out of material and delaying the work. They know

they cannot make an intelligent reduction of stock and still

give service. If properly organized, with stock books prop-

erly kept, and given increascxl suiiervision, which is abso-

lutely necessary with decrea.sed stotk. there is no reason for

any tomiilainl about shortage of material. Executives do

not appear to realize that it takes money properly to operate

their stores to secure economical reductions in stock.

A bank will take every ]irecaution on a loan or invest-

ment, yet lime and again 1 have known thousands of dollars

to be invested in special materials on railro;uls without

mature deliberation, and this material lay on hand for years

and was eventually scrapiicd. There is need for strong and

able men in your supply departments.

The principles in this article, and various other articles

written by Mr. Pearce are not visionar}-, but entirely prac-
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tical. There is nothing visionary about Mr. Pearce. He is

deadly in earnest at all times. He talks and writes straight

from the shoulder. Twenty years ago he went to the South-

em Pacific, and these same ideas and principles were put in

use. Anyone who has worked under or knows Mr. Pearce,

knows that this meant that the smallest detail was carried

out to the letter. That is the way he has things done. The

things that some supply men consider theory are practical

to Mr. Pearce's organization.

When railroads consider, as other corporations do, that

every dollar invested in material that is not necessary is

tied up capital, they will then have reached a common busi-

ness understanding. Material is cash, but few railroads

regard or control it as such.

D. D. Cain,
Southern Brass Works, Inc.

Who Are the Employees' Leaders?

Ithaca, N. Y.

To THE Editor:

I was in a prayer meeting once, and one of the striking

things that I heard was the advice of an old saint to the

younger ones to take care, in confessing their sins, to seek

diligently to confess the right ones—the real sins. "We are

very likely," said he, "to confess something which we class

as needing confession, but which after all is not the great

fault which God is requiring us to correct." I thought of

this as 1 read your brilliant editorial of November 4 on

dealing with the labor problem. You will perhaps say that

this is not a fair criticism; for you do, in the last two col-

umns of that article, confess (for the railroads) such grave

sins that one can only wish that the editorial, in double

leaded type and red border, could go to every railroad direc-

tor in the land.

The thought that you had omitted to put your finger on

the spot most needing attention came to mind in connection

with the paragraph on letting the employees organize their

"company unions" without being dictated to.

But what will the men do when not dictated to?

The crucial problem is the choice of leaders. Taking

warning from innumerable past mistakes, one must feel im-

pelled to warn every group of employees to select as leaders

those of their comrades whom they have known for a long

time, who have worked for the road a long time and who

are well known generally for their integrity, fairness and

conservatism.

In thus warning against giving preferment to the short-

sighted, the inexperienced and the loud-mouthed, I may

perhaps lay myself open to the accusation of squealing be-

fore I am hurt; but it is so easy to be fooled by men whose

chief qualification is their gift of gab, and it is so difficult

to get modest and solid men to do the work, sometimes un-

pleasant, connected with leadership, that I cannot believe

my fears are wholly groundless.

Every division superintendent has a duty to keep as closely

as possible in touch with his employees, of different classes,

to see how they use their new-found freedom. He is, indeed,

debarred from dictating to them; but he must, of course,

have an intense interest in seeing that the best and most

experienced of his men arc at all times fully alive to their

duty to guide the younger ones, and the newcomers, in every

situation where there is a liability to go wrong. Aluiut 99

per cent of our labor difficulties are due to the carelessness

with which the rank and file have sclertcd the wrong men

for leaders. Let even,- man do his own thinking!

The fully alert railroad president will, oj cmirse, see that

no .superintendent, or other officer negotiating with emplojees,

ever allows the employees' spokesmen to outdo him in

rourtcsy. fairness or patience. R. R. S.

Train Order Form 19

San Francisco. Cali'

To THE Editor:

I am much interested in the article in the Railway Age of

September 23, page 553, on "Train Orders by Signal Indi-

cations," by A. R. Fugina, but I cannot quite agree with
Mr. Fugina in his last two paragraphs, where he says that

the "19" order for restricting the rights of trains represents

one of the greatest advantages of an automatic signal system.

The use of the "19" order for restricting trains does not
represent "one of the greatest advantages of an automatic
signal system." This form may be used with equal safety

without such a system. On January 1, 1923, one of the larg-

est railway systems in the United States will, under its

new rules, permit the use of the 19 form for the restriction

of trains on every mile of its track, outside as well as in-

side the automatic signal system. There will be a clearance

check restriction, and a few minor restrictions; but these

will not require the use of Form 31 for more than three

per cent of the orders. The unrestricted use of the 19 order

on single track is unsafe and dangerous.

The movement of trains by train order and time-table is

entirely independent of the automatic signal system. All the

automatic signal system ever did to extend the use of the

19 train order was to put some additional marrow in the

backbone of some who did not understand the real differ-

ence between the two forms for restricting purposes.

I am a firm believer in the system of train operation by
signals if there are adequate signals and provided some
means can be arranged for eliminating the equality between

a fast passenger train and a 75-car freight.

With the train-announcing scheme referred to by Mr.
Fugina the operator and dispatcher must see the actual move-
ment of the trains, or the result will soon be a blockade.

Wireless communication between dispatchers and train crews
would l>e of great value in preventing blockades.

How about permitting trains to do station work, or work
extras to work under protection of a flag without holding

an opposing extra or other train at the next station (abso-

lute permissive system) or at the home signal intermediate

lietween stations (p>ositive .system) ? It sounds nice to say

that trains will be equipped with portable telephones, but
when it becomes necessar)' to have quick action in case of

unexpected delays by a leaky engine or a slippen,- rail, and
the trainmen have what they think is a reasonable excuse

for not hooking up a portable set, I am afraid some of our
non-operating friends are going to be disapfjointed.

The trouble with the train order system on some roads has
been in overloading a first-class dispatcher with entirely too

much territory and requiring him to do routine train sheet

work for tlie benefit of the clerical force.

There is nothing wonderful in the operation of trains by
signals alone on double track, as there are comparatively

few train orders necessar}' and train dispatching is a joke.

W'm. Nichols.

[The large railway system referred to by Mr. Nichols is,

no doubt, the Southern Pacific. The rules defining the re-

strictions on the use of Form 19 which that company pro-

pa^es to put into effect on January 1 are as follows:

The "19" tr.Tin order mii^t not be used in the following cases;

When a train order restricting the superiority of a train is issued for

it at the point outside of block signal limits where such superiority is re

stricted, unless it be its initial station.

For a train order to be delivered to a train at a point not a train-order

office, or at one at which the office is closed, the superiority of which is

thereby restricted (.See Rule 217); or for restricting orders tent direct to

Ir'^iin and enginemen by telephone.

To restrict a train which has been cleared or the engine of which has

passed the train<irder signal (See Rule 219).

Where it is necessary for train dispatcher to know before authoriting

its use by an inferior train, that the order has been delivered to the supe-

rior train.

When it is apparent that train orders are to be received without stopping,

Ir.iin order offices must be passed at a moderate rale of speed.
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Transportation Department at Syracuse

H Your editorial in the A'<ji7u'<jv Agr. NovinilH-r 4, page 827.

I
mhkh commented upon the reient appointment of John S.

I

Woriey as professor of transportation in railway engineering
I in the University of Michigan and the cstablishnaent of a

j
Transportation DefKirtmcnt, has l)een noted and is com-

I
mended.

I For your information, in addition to the Chair of Trans-
I portation at Hanard University made possible bv James J.

Hill, there was also established in 1920 in the College of
1

Business Administration, Syracuse University, a Chair of
Transportation made possible by a gift from H. H. Frank-

I lin, the Syracuse automobile manufacturer. This chair is

I filled by Dean Charles l.ce RajK-r, who has built up 11
courses dealing with the economics of transportation. The

1

aim of this specialized work is to furnish men with the eco-
nomic background necessary in order that they may later

deal with transjxirtation problems intelligently.

From your editorial we gained the impression that this
s'hool might have Ix^n overlooked.

Wayne E. Butterbaugh,
.^uociatr Pruftuor of Tranaporiaiion.

Why Not Employee
Relations Departments Too?

Niw York.
To THE Editor:
The inauguration of special departments to assist the

patrons of a railroad is concrete evidence of the railroads'

efforts to render intelligent and effective first-aid to those

in difficulties—perhaps in locating a lost shipment, or in

ol>taining settlement of a claim, or possibly in apjjeasing

a passenger who feels that the attitude of a ticket-seller or

trainman, or the .service in the diner is not all that might
be desired. Briefly, it is a centralization into one department
of all com{)laints and dissatisfaction?.

Now let us go Ix-hind the scenes, as it were, and consider

the rca.son for establishing such l)ureaus. If the .service

rendered were all that could \>c desired, would it be necessary

to maintain such organizations? May not public relations

work on the railroads be boiled down to the axiom, "If our

employees fail you, tell us about it." Going to the heart of

the situation, and treating the cau.se rather than the effect it

is first of all necessary to restore the loyalty which was once

so conspicuous on j)ractically every railroad. By this state-

ment, we arc not attempting to disparage in any sense the

great majority of railroad men. On the other hand, it does

not require a very long conversation with the average rail-

road worker of the strictly union class, and esp<.'cially among
the shop and track lal>orers, to receive the information that

"the presidents and directors are a lyin', thievin' bunch of

grafters," or "the railroads are rich, why shouldn't we take

all we can grab." .Again, "what do I care for the company,
-SO long as I git all that's comin' to me," and "why should I

work my head off when the big bosses spend their time in a

private car ridin' to Chicago to rut my [)ay still lower?"

It is hard to counteract such a line of tliought. Publicity

through the daily press will accom])lish little. In fact, every

editorial and news-dispatch at all ( ritical of the unions mere-

ly .'iervcs to further antagonize tbcs*- men, and to deepen their

belief that "the executives, thnnigli the bankers and news-

papers are tr^'in' to bust the unions." Obviously, the trend of

thought above depicted is encouraued, and in fact originate<l

by the lalK)r union j)eri(Kiirals, with tiieir insidious editorials

and vulgar cartoons jiortraying labor as the "martyrs" who
wealth," or words which convey such an expression to their

unthinking readers. It is sometimes amazing to understand
how apparently self-reliant .\merican men can "fall'" for such
stuff, and yet the fact remains that they have fallen, are fall-

ing, and will continue to fall for it unless the companies take
s<jme active steps to counteract the influences swaying them.
Fortunately the sentiment indicated by the alxjve quotations
are probably not typical of the great majority of railroad em-
ployees. Yet, a few men with such feelings can do a lot of
damage. It is easier to drag a miin down than up, and the
effect of such language on the auditors is not helpful, to say
the least.

What are the railroads doing individually to correct these

growing symptoms of disinterest in the company's welfare?
We know of one fairly im[X)rtant system where a truly

remarkable example of loyalty is displayed by the shc^
foamen and higher officers of the motive-power department,
the company's shops to U- repaired by employees during
working hours with company tools and equipment. An amus-
ing incident in this connection occurred a short time ago. A
bicycle was brought in by a certain officer, who instructed a
mechanic to make a new part to replace a worn-out one.

While the job was not a particularly difficult one, it would
have consumed over two hours time, so the employee stepp)ed

up town, purchased the necessary part for 30 cents and re-

turned to the shop. Placing it on the wheel, he returned the

bicycle to the official later in the morning, saying nothing
These men bring their motor-cars and children's bincles to

slave that the "capitalists may increase their ill-gotten

about what he had done. It is not the purpose of this article,

however, to analyze the reason for the man's action—whether
he was too honorable to steal the necessary material, or too

lazy to make the required part himself. If such instances

occur at one point, it is not unreasonable to assume that

similar happenings are practiced elsewhere.

We have pointed out, first, that the attitude of the employ-
ees in general is not all that it should and could be; and
second, that the sense of duty may not be as strongly stressed

by those in authority as it might be.

What means are available for correcting such conditions?
Some time ago, we mentioned in an article in the Railway

Age, the desirability of a closer co-operation between manage-
ment and employees, with committees which would gather
jieriodically merely for a "get-together" to discuss affairs.

The advantages would be far-reaching. A closer association

between management and employees (and by employees, we
do not mean national unions) would seem to be the first and
most effective step, toward improving the esprit de corps.

But of all the opportunities afforded the railroads for im-
proving morale, none is greater than the employees magazine.
It is surprising that so few companies, comparatively, have
thus far taken advantage of this admirable agent. The value
of these periodicals is inestimable. There are many argu-

ments in their favor, of which it may not be amiss to sum-
marize the following.

(1) Improves morale. (2) Provides a point of contact be-

tween management and employees. (3) Instructs emplovees
in the inijiortance of their duties, and the relationship thereof

to the work of other departments. (4) Offers an opportunity
for the real men to express themselves and make known their

ability (not neces.^arily as writers, but as thinkers). (S) Af-
fords a clearing-house for worthy suggestions, by which the

employee may benefit himself, as well as the company. (6)
.\llows the company a means of contradicting the misstate-

ments in the union publications. (7) Makes possible a means
for dis.seminating publicity favorable to the railroads, as such
a magazine would be read by the newspaper editors along
the line. (8) Pays its own way (by advertisements). (9)
Saves money for the company and earns money, by encour-
aging from employees (a) pep, (b) ideas, (c) loyalty, (d)
interest, (e) economy. (10) Keeps readers (officials and
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men alike) in touch with what is being accomplished by the

company.

Recently, another step has been taken by several roads, in

an effort to keep in closer touch with their employees, in the

creation of personnel managers, or any of the several titles

which cover a similar range of duties.

To every official is offered the opjwrtunity of doing his

bit, however, in the way of increasing tlie initiative of those

under his supervision. It is reasonable to assume that many
employees could, if properly encouraged, offer some broad,

constructive suggestions in the interests of the company. The
stor}- goes that an employee of a certain system offered several

thoughts toward impro\nng the road's service, and increasing

revenues in some obviouslx- possible ways, but was met by a

rebuke from the vice-president, that such suggestions were

only acceptable when advanced by officials of the road, and
that this was the first time in the recollection of the officer in

question that any employee had ever taken such a libert>'

uf)on himself. There is no doubt but that many employees
have originalit}-, plus ambition, and that only the prop)er en-

couragement is necessan,- to apply this to the company's ad-

vantage. The B. R. & P. has shown its progressivenes? by
offering cash prizes for the best suggestions.

Fraxklix Sxow.

Echoes of the Recent Strike

Chicago.

To THE Editor :

x\s the echoes from the recent strike of the shopmen and
allied crafts are reverberating, I am wondering if any good
will result from the struggle or if the losses to both sides

will be in vain. Is it possible to make an entry on the

profit side of the ledger.

In dollars and cents, there cannot be. Even by working
overtime and on holidays at time-and-one-half, the men
cannot regain the stufiendous losses in wages as a result of

their self-imposed idleness. Neither can the railroads re-

coup their losses sustained through idle equipment, de-

struction of property and tlie inefficiency of a great ma-
jority of those who took the places of the strikers. Nor
can the public, the innocent third party, regain the drain-

age on its resources through tlie inability of the railroads to

transport the commerce of the nation promptly from the

producer to the consumer, thus resulting in the loss of

millions to the producer for jiroducts unsold and to the

consumer in higher prices for the products consumed. Con-
sequently there seem.s to he no immediate or concurrent

good resulting from the strike.

Without thought or reasoning man is very little above the

level of the brute. The swine feasts upon the acorns be-

neath the oak tree but never looks up to see whence they

came or whether there be any more to fall. The stam|iodcd

herd follows its leader over the precipice to destruction on the

rocks below. The man who does not tliink for himself is

contented as long a< tlie physical nature is satisfied but is as

easily stampeded and led to his destruction as the beasts of

the field.

I was a striker once myself and have been the third party

in other strikes, and it is my opinion, liased on actual ex-

perience as well as ol)servation, that only a small minority

of those involved in any strike really and truly desire one

or have a real plausible excuse, from a pcr.sonal standpoint,

to go on strike. Then why does the vote usually show an
overwhelming majority for a strike? Simply for the reason

the men do not think for them.sclves or weigh the cost but

follow the universal ftrling or impulse that to vote ncga-

lively is an evidence of weakness and cowardice and liable

lo subject them to ridicule by their fellow men. The emo-

tions of the herd become predominant over the reasoning

faculties of the individual and the stampede is on.

Labor has always maintained that its right to strike against

unfair wages and unjust working conditions is inalienable.

But let us analyze the meaning of the phrase and see if this

is true. As strikes have been conducted in the past, they

mean more than the peaceable cessation of work when
wages and working conditions are unsatisfactor)-. No one

will deny the worker the right to quit work, in a peaceable

manner, when he feels that he is not obtaining the pay that

he considers his labor worth or that his environment is not

as pleasant as he would desire; but when he enters into an

agreement, or legally sp)eaking, a conspiracy, with other co-

laborers that all will cease work at a given moment, he i?

then beginning to infringe upon the rights of others and
thus puts himself in opposition to the principles of our gov-

ernment. If the concerted movement would stop with the

cessation of work he might still l>e within his rights to a

certain extent, but they do not stop there. The striker, in

leaving his work, does not renounce his claim to the posi-

tion he leaves, but, calling it his own job, uses every means
in his possession, even resorting to violence in many cases,

to prevent another from doing the work he said by his ac-

tions in quitting that he would not do. Thus the rights of

the public to an uninterrupted production or distribution and
the right of a man to work where he wills are infringed

upon and there is where the government steps in and calls

a halt.

This to my mind is the reason for the failure of almost

every strike of any magnitude. Our government would
cease to exist did it not protect the rights of one against the

encroachments of another.

.\sk those who have gone through a strike, remaining idle

for weeks and sometimes for months, their savings, ac-

cumulated by thrift and self denial, exhausted, if strikes

pa}', if they would be willing to go through another for the

same cause, and quicker than they voted "'yes" before they

will say "no.'' Circumstances have caused them to do some
thinking for themselves and they will think more for them-
selves in the future than they have allowed others to think

for them before.

Railroad labor had been led to l)elieve, through agitation

and propaganda from those in authority in each craft and
tlirough repeated failures of local strikes, that more could

lie accompli.shcd through a nation-wide strike, but it is for-

tunate for the countPi- and labor itself that the shopmen's
strike did not include all classes of railraid labor. It is

true that our transportation system would have been par-

alyzed temporarily, but the ultimate result would have been

the same, the triumph of our government. The end of the

shojmien's strike was not the triumph of the railroads but

of the government, and while the losses have been shared

alike l)y the strikers, the railroads and the pul)lic all have
gained in the awaking of a new consciousness and we find

labor coming to its senses and the shadow of an impending
national paralysis of our transportation .system that has
been hovering over the country' since 1916 is being dis-

sipated by tlie return of reason to her throne and the banish-

ment of radicalism from the assembly hall. No stronger

indication of this state of mind can l)e found than in the

action of President T.ee of the trainmen in declaring that

Iienceforth his organization would stand aloof from all en-

tangling alliances with other organizations and fight its own
figlit alone.

If then, the strike has taught men to think for them.selves

and to appreciate the fact that our government exists of, by
and for the people, that each has rights upon which the

other cannot encroach and that reason, aided by the golden

rule, is the tx-st arbiter of all differences, the losses sus-

tained through the strike will Ik- as "bread cast upon the

waters." .\x Ex-R.Aii.Ro.Ar) Employee.



Gntral liVtt of Ike Slmcture frum Ikr South SiJr

Philadelphia CEi. Reading Builds 46-Arch Bridge

Steel Centers Shifted by Floating Adjustable Traveller at

Susquehanna River Crossing at Harrisburg, Pa.

By Charles H. Hitchcock

A.-si-tant Enj^inecr, Philadelphia & Readins;, Harrisburg, I'a.

THK l'nii.ADtLi'HL\ & RtAUiN(;'s ncw arch bridge over

the Su><|uehanna river at Harrisburg, Pa., has reached

its second and final stage of construction, traffic having

I)een transferred to the completed southern half on July 11

of this year. The bridge is Imated on the Philadelphia,

Harrisburg and Pittsburgh branch of the Philadelphia &
Reading connecting the Lebanon \alley branch at Harris-

having been made for a third truss for double tracking al-

though this was never constructed.

New Structure Has 46 Arches

Bridge No. 8, as the river liridge is designated, will l)e a

double-track, reinforced concrete structure, ,>,507 ft. 9 in.

long and consists of 46 semi-circular arches with a clear span

Method of Supporting Upper Chord of Old Trusses to Allow Placing of Centers

burg with tile Western Maryland at Shii)|)cnsburg, I'a. An
article on the traffic conditions ne(essitating this change and

also descriptive of the design, etc., ap|)eared on page 869 of

the November !<>, 1920, issue of the Knilway Age.

The new bridge replaces the original single track 2.i-span

wrought-iron. deck truss bri(lg<- l>uilt in 1890-1891 by Coff-

rod & Saylor. its total weight l>eing 5,551,000 lb. The pier

ma.sonry of double track wa.s l)uilt by Nolan Brothers, Read-

ing, Pa. riie original truss spans were 149 ft. 4 in. center

to center of end pins. 24 ft. 9 in. center to center of upper

and lower chords, and 9 ft. 9 in. center to center, provision

of 66 ft., and a wid.h lietween railing pani^ls of .51 ft. 6 in.

The bridge, which is constructed on the existing alineraent

and grade, is 54.65 ft. above water level at the eastern pier

and 79.15 ft. at tlie western pier with a gradient of 0.7 ft.

per 100 ft. The old jiiers were encased in concrete and were

152 ft. 6 in. center to center, the encasement being not less

.than 18 in., giving a thickness at the springing line of 11 ft.

6 in. These old piers were built in range work from founda-

tion to coping of Clearfield County sand stone laid with

cement.

The encasement is thoroughly reinforced and anchored to

103:
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the old masonry by means of bolts 3 ft. 6 in. long with 4-in.

by 4-in. by ^-in. plate washers, set in the masonry about

two feet. New intermediate concrete piers were constructed

between the old piers, making the spans 76 ft. 9 in. center to

center, with a thickness of 9 ft. at the springing line. All

of the piers in the river have semi-circular noses on both

ends with a batter of J,j
in. per ft. on the downstream end

and 1 in. on the upstream end. The sides have batters of

from Yz in. to 1 in. p)er ft. and were constructed with six

recesses on each face to carry supporting brackets for the

centering. All the piers were completed for the full length

with the exception of Nos. 21 and 2.S, the northern half of

Cofferdams of steel frames with two lines of light Lacka-
wanna steel sheeting about 18 in. apart enclosing a puddle
wall were used in constructing the foundations, the depth of

water varying from 2 ft. to 8 ft. 6 in. These dams were

found to be satisfactory except when fissures in the rock were

encountered within the dams making unwatering difficult

and requiring considerable more puddle with a layer over

the surface outside the dams.

Unique System of Centering is Devised

In order to eliminate falsework, the use of which would
have been necessary in the 46 spans at two separate periods.

A Cross Section of the Arch Rib Traveler

which are now under construction upwards from a point

about six fc'ct above water level.

Old Trusses Continued in Service During Construction

The springinj* line of the new arches is 40 ft. below the

base of rail and 1 2 ft. below the tops of the old piers, en-

abling the contractor to build for the full lengtli and height

without interference from tlie old tru.s.ses. Above tlie spring-

ing line the work was divided into two sections, the southern

half being constructed with traffic on the old trusses.

The majority of the old piers were i)uilt upon bed rock,

in some ca.'scs upon gravel overlying the rock. All of the

new piers with the encasement of the old were built upon

rock with the exception of al)out ten piers located about mid-

wav of the structure.

with all but two spans over water, 10 sets of steel centers

nnide by the Blaw-Knox Company were provided for the

ardi ring construction. These consisted of three steel arch

ribs liinged at the crown and resting on steel i)rackcts set in

recesses in the piers, of which tliere were three in each half

of each pier. These centers wiih the lagging intact were

moved from span to span by means of a pontoon traveller

constructed and furnished by the same company. The
traveller was built of steel and rested on a pontoon of three

decked scows built by the masonr)- contractor. The scows

were about 16 ft. wide, 60 ft. long and shallow on account

of the depth of water.

Since there were 44 arches over wafer in the construction

of which it was intended to use 10 centers necessitating

.ibout 88 moves, the bridge being constructed in two sec-
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lioiii, it was nixcssan li< Jim-i >..iii. ;n<ihml whcrciA' the

center* could l<c raised or lowcri'l ..u th, |><int(X)n to over-

ccjfnc the difference in elevation Uiahii afilics. I'hc maxi-

mum difference in elevation U-twitn extreme* was alxxit

24 ft. This was accomplished by cim-truiiing the traveller

to that one section of the -t..l !>• V ul.l U- raist-d

work, and thus the centir when in position lor raising or

lowering is aixxit three feet, at the spring line. This ar-

rangement for handling the centers was entirely satisfactorj'

and wa* found to l<e a material factor in the saving of time

and expense.

The loncrcte was moviii from mixing plants situated on

Showing a Number of Stages of the Construction

or lowered on a fixed section made a part of the pontoon,

while to cover the maximum difference in elevation, additions

were made to the fixed section as required. The movement

of this sliding or movable section was controlled by a series

of hand power, worm-driven, drum hoists. The center itself

either side of the river by means of a 24-in. gage track built

upon 6-in. by 10-in. timbers spaced between the ties and ex-

tending sufficiently to give a side clearance of 9 ft. 6 in.

from center to center of tracks on the north side of the

bridge with pussinu sidings at lioth terminals. The train

Adjustable Traveler Used to Place the Slccl Centers with Lagging in Place

rested upon two hand-controlled "roller" tyiK- bearings which

are moved in or out from the center line of the framework

upon a steel section made a part of the upper or sliding

section and cantilcvered out bevond it on two opposite sides

as shown in the illustrations. The clearance of the frame-

eonsisted of side dump cars with a .i-ton gasoline engine.

Construction was started at both ends of the bridge, spans

20 to JO i>eing the final location of the centers for the first

half section.

The contract for the removal of the old truss spans was
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awarded to the contractor constructing the new bridge. At

the time of this writing considerable work has lieen accom-

plished in connection with the dismantling, together with

the resumption of work on the north half of the new struc-

ture. After traffic was transferred to the finished southern

half of the new bridge, the old structure was vacated and

turned over to the contractor for dismantling.

Floor System of Old Trusses

Used for Construction Track

In order to provide means of moving the concrete from

the plant on tlie west side of the river to the location of the

centers left in place between Piers 20 to .30, it was decided

to make use of the floor of the e.xisting trusses to carrj- the

narrow gage construction track. Trestle bents w'ere con-

structed on the intermediate piers supporting the center post

and the diagonal members on either side of the pier were

reinforced with timber compression members. In this way
the span of the top chord was reduced sufticiently to permit

the removal of the balance of the truss, and resulted in suf-

ficient clearance to permit the shifting of the steel centers to

their position under the north half of the new work. When
the centers were placed in position and to the proper eleva-

tion for the arch ring concrete, the end posts and temporary

diagonal meml)ers were replaced by batter bents supporting

the top chord on the centers. This provided an oj)en and

clear space for pouring the umbrella section, when supports

were again rearranged, making use of the concrete in the

umbrella, after which the other sections of the arch ring

were completed.

The pouring of the arch ring will be followed in order by

the spandrel walls, waterproofing, protection coat and dry-

stone packing, until all arches from Xo. 20 westward are

completed. The removal of the upper chord and deck of

the old truss will follow in order, after which work will be

started on dismantling the old bridge and the construction

of the new from Pier No. 20 eastward.

The concrete in the structure is a 1-2-4 mixture with

lYz-'xn. stone for foundations, neat work, arch ring, spandrel

walls, center wall copings and railing |X)sts, with .V,s-in.

graded stone for railing panels, with some imliedded stone in

piers to springing line. The sand being used is crushed

silica rock ])rincipally from Mt. Holly, Pa., and the stone

is lime stone rock from nearby quarries.

Tlu' waterproofing is two layers of asphalt saturated

fabric protected with a 2>2-in. course of concrete reinforced

with electrically welded wire cloth 4-in. by 4-in. mesh. No.

12 gage, and fibrous cement in all joints. \\\ overhead wires

are removed and placed in a 4 multiple terra cotta duct in

the coping on both sides of the liridge with hand holes

located at every third pier.

The following are the api)roximate ([Uantities in the

finished bridge:

Excavation 7.n(X) cu. yd.

Concrete ''^^"O cu. yd.

pjlcj .35.600 lin. ft.

Reinfiircfmciit ' ,.3<)O.0O(1 lb.

WatcrproofinK l.S.3.0(X) sq. ft.

Wire cloth l.W.OOOsq. it.

Terra cotta conduit 7,0(K) liii. ft.

The structure was designed i)y and is now being con-

strurtod under tlie direction of the engineering de])artinent

of the Philadel|)hia & Reading, Samuel T. Wagner, chief

engineer, flark DillenU-ck, assi.stant chief engineer and P.

S. Maker, engineer of bridges and i»uildings. The field

work is in charge of tlie writer until recently asswiatcd witii

EHwin rhaml)erlain, assi.stant engineer, now deceased. Tlie

contractors on the work arc the James McGraw Company,

Phila(lel|>hia, Pa., T. L. Kyre, Philadelpliia, to whom the

foundation excavation was sublet and the .Minwax Com-

pany. New York, for the water-proofing.

New Haven Valuation Report Issued

Washington, D. C.

THK Intekst.atf, (corMF.RCF, COMMISSION on NovemlxT
28 made put)lic its tentative valuation report in whicli

the common carrier property used by the New York,

New Haven & Hartford and its leased lines is given a "final

value" of $.582,797,066, or at the rate of $194,000 per mik
of line, as of June 30, 1915. The property which is given

this valuation covers 1,966 miles of main line (4,405 mile-

of all tracks), including 751 miles of main track, or 1,80(1

miles of all tracks, of lines leased by the New Haven, valued

at $121,927,724, and 35 miles of niain line (90 miles of all

tracks) owned by the New Haven but leased to the Central

New England and the Boston & Maine, valued at $3,251,-

800. The final value of the common carrier propert}' wholl\

owned and used liy the New Haven is given as $260,8()Q.-

342, or $208,000 per mile of line. Tlie total outstanding

ca])italization of the New Haven was $373,861,350, of whicii

$157,117,900 was stock and $216,743,450 was funded debt.

This capitalization covers the New Haven's investment in

its leased lines, but not their entire capitalization. It alsu

covers $227,399,3,30 of investments in the securities of other

companies having a book value of $227,399,330, the actual

value of which, the commission's report says, is not known
It also covers investments in miscellaneous physical proji-

erty not included in the commission's valuation, but stated

on the books cf the carrier as $5,357,414 and 5,851 acre~

of non-carrier lands of which with the structures, the com
mission gives the "present value" as $13,466,313. The com
pany's investment in road and ecjuipment as stated on it-

books was $195,505,843, which the commission readjusts h-

$193,417,165. The cost of reproduction new of the common
carrier projjerty owned is reported as $244,901,542 and of

the proj>?rty u.sed as $338,8.56,084, while the cost of repro-

duction less depreciation is given as $187,528,798 for the

property owned by the company and $263,759,083 for the

property used.

"The original cost to date of the common carrier prof)erty

cannot be obtained, the report says, for the reason that the

records are not obtainal)le.

The final values of the leased properties are given as

follows:

Old Colony $49,002,100
Huston & Providenc^MIas.s. ) 16,250,000
Boston & Provi.lcnce*tR. I.) 5,000.000
Providence. Warren & Bristol 2,000,000

Ilarlcm River S: Portchester 30,245,500
Ilolyokc & Wcstlield 1,750,000
I'rnviclcncc & Worcester 10,350.000
tliath.%m 150,000
.Vorwich & Worcester 6,250.000
(ifv of New York 620,000
I rrland Real Kstate Co 286,000
Private Parties 18,887
West End 5,237

The book value of the investments in securities of other

companies is classified as follows:

lloston & Maine $29,017,616
Railroads 86,027.209
Trolley Lines, Water Trans.iortation and public

utilities 98,220,766
Other investments 14,133,737

In an api>endix the report gives a voluminous history of

the develo|)ment of the physical proixTty of tlie New Haven
system and of its com|)licated corporate financing, as well

as an analysis of its investments in other companies.

\ffiKs l-!Ni"oKTKn from Halifax, Nova Scotia, up to the end of

.Stptt'Miber ainouiiti-d to a total of 134.839 barrel,'!, all Roing to

the markets of the United Kingdom. This is double the ship-

ments for the same period a year ago. This year the early apple

crops in both the riiitcd .States and western Can.ida were good,

so that the Nova .Scotian exporters only had the English market

to supply.



Do American Railways Lack the Selling Sense?

Great Possibilities Lie Dormant Which Would Make for Greater

Business and Good Will

By a Former Railroad Man

IKKMKMiiKK fi-ading, uhi-tt 1 was a Email boy, abuut a

surly passenger on a Pennsylvania train, who when the

conductor asked him for hi< ticket, threw the pastclioard

on the floor. I'he stor\ m.uli- .i Ljri'at impression on my mind.
For the suave and sell-|>o>»<-->(ii conductor said not a word,

but stoo|ied. picked up the ticket, punched it and laid it

back on the tloor.

I was a schoolboy then, and I rode on the Pennsylvania

ever)- day. We siIiooIIkms were prett)- noisy on the train.

But there was one particular train on wiiich we were careful

to behave pretty well. The conductor was a stately and
white-haired man who stood very straight in his irrej)roach-

able uniform, and who wore gold eyeglas.ses. 1 used to

wonder if he was the one in the story who had met rowdy-

ism with the retort courteous. It was a pleasant feeling to

travel witli a man of that kind. Some of the conductors

used to have more or less trouble with the l)oys. But the

stately old gentleman never did. He carried what we would

today call an atmosphere.

There has tteen a great deal of that kind of influence

€xerted in America by railroad men. Some of them have

been railroad i)rcsidents, and .some of them of much humbler
rank. Some have dominate*] their communities, and could

carry their ward—and others luivc made more enemies than

you coulrl dream ot

Spreading a Trail of Discontent

(Jne day this summer I was riding up in the anthracite

regions, where there are many branch lines and changes of

cars. The Kxnh in which I traveled was crowded with

travelers to the summer resorts. They were just plain folks

—not the kind that ride in parlor cars and feel sure of

thenvselves—and they were an.vious, disturbed, confused by

a transfer we had just made. Tin- conductor was working

his way down the aisle. He liadii't gone far until he was
scolding an old couple and telling them they were on the

wrong train. He grabbed at passengers' tickets as if he

suspected the holders of having stolen them. He gave in-

structions and answered questions in a tone that could not

be more than half understood. He spread a broad trail of

unrest and di.scontent.

.As I watched him, I told myself that the whole trouljle

with the railroads is that they lack .selling .sense—that

they've forgotten the cordial courtesy of fonncr days. I

told myself that you can bu\' tickets from them if you in-

sist, but that they're the onl\ |)eople in this whole United

States who had no idea of how to sell.

There's muih talk about railroad ailnu-nts. and whether

it be right or wrong, a mountain of ill feeling and com-
yjlaints. These range all the way from the average politi-

cian's patter to the grouch a [)assenger gets in the dining car.

And most of them are groundless. We all know American
railroads are managed extremely well. Under great diffi-

culties they have functioned ami are still fundioiiing steadily

as the arteries of our national life. I am inclined to think

that their one big failure is the one I've just been telling

about.

Is This Typical?

To be sure, the conductor wasn't supposed to be a sales-

man, and you buy your tickets before you get on the train.

But isn't that lagging the question ? Customers must come
back again. I wonder sometimes what the railroads would
do if we all quit coming back?

I live in a prosj^rous suburb of a big towTi. A weary
little woman walked u|> to the ticket window the other day
while I was there.

"What will a ticket to Denver cost?" she asked.

"Denver, Colorado?" reidied the clerk, as if correcting her.

She was a timid little thing. "Why, I s'pose so," she
Ijcgan. And then the words began to fall over one another
as she told her tale. "My sister's sick," she said breath-

lessly, "and they sent me a telegram, an' I run right over

here quick, an'
—

"

He turned to a tariff with an air of boredom, jotted down
a figure or two, turned halfway back to his desk, called

over his shoulder "Fifty-one dollars and eighty cents," and
sat down again to the work he had in hand.

She stood reluctant. She wondered whether he meant one
way or round trip—how long it would take her to get there

and when the train would start. She wondered if she
dared to inquire. But the atmosphere was too forbidding

—

the little woman turned slowly away.

The Banker as a Salesman

The other morning my wife and I were walking up the
street when we met the president of our new suburban bank.
He was all attention and smiles.

"I certainly do wish you'd come down to the bank and
call on us now and then," he said to my wife. "Come in

when you're down our way. I counti-d 6.5 ladies in our
bank the other morning between nine-thirty and twelve

—

we're getting to be almost as much a social center as the
Cash-and-Carry store."

And we all laughed, for the line of limousines that draws
up even,- morning at the Cash-and-Carn,- store is a rather
notable array.

So the banker was trying to sell his banking facilities to
my wife. He wanted to see if he could be as successful at

it as the grocery man. And he has opened 500 new check-
ing accounts in 60 days.

I wonder why the railroads don't tjuit scolding, and .solicit

business that way? For the banker didn't go at it at all

like a railroad man—be didn't tell my wife about his capi-
tal stock; he didn't grumble about the small dividends banks
are able to cam; he didn't once mention the unfairness of
the banking laws, or the trouble he is having with labor, or
how heavy his taxes are—he just tried to sell her the fact

that they were human folks and would be glad to have her
stop in. .And his banking rooms are co/y. For the ladies
there arc desks and easy chairs. There is an air of cordial
hospitality, and everything is quiet and clean.

Experience in a City Ticket Office

I went into one of the big city ticket offices not long ago.
The place was jamtned. Customers stixxi at the long counter
two and three deep. I wondered how long I would have to

wait. Ticket clerks were hurrying u|> and down, jostling
one another, spending long i)erio(ls at the telephone, ask-
ing one another where to find this or that—a handsome
I>icture of how it should not be done. There was no quiet,
no desks, no easy chairs for the customer who had the

1039
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temerity to sit. And yet I am told that it is one of the best

appointed ticket offices in the world. They employ lo high-

dass ticket clerks during the summer rush—men who know
routes and rates and are teclinically equipped to issue you

a ticket round the world. The demands upon them are in-

tricate. Bui I understand that not one of them ever has

heard a talk or read a book on salesmanship.

I asked one of the road's officials why it was. Here w-as

a great opportunity to sell transportation. But nobody

thought of selling anytliing. I told him that no merchant

would dare treat cash customers as they were treating them.

He looked at me pityingly. I told him that he was looking

for trade, just like tlie rest of us—or at least he should be.

".•\nd competition," I said.

That was sometliing he could understand. "I don't think

we have much," he said complacently.

I led him up a broad and boulevarded street. We went

into an automobile place. A brass-buttoned servitor opened

the door for us. A courteous attendant asked whom we
would like to see. .\ great leather-covered divan invited

us to sit and loaf. We sat idly lookingly at a car that was

fit for a king.

"Here is your real competition," I said to the railroad

man. "Here's where they're taking money away from you.

Down at the big department stores they are taking still

more. The shoe man, the jeweler, clothing man—all of

them are busy selling goods.

"You railroad men are a decade behind the times. You
should think as these merchants think, in terms of cus-

tomers and sales. If they found themselves confronted with

your case—the getting of all these vacation people out of

town—the>' would know what ought to be done. I think

I can see their full-page announcements, and tlieir care to

stimulate more trade, and I can see the crowds hurrying

in their doors. And comfort and promptness and courtesy.

People would begin to talk about what a fine thing travel is.

"Shall I open a department store?" he asked. "Job lots

of tickets? With signs on the counter, 'Odds and Ends

$1.98' and 'Damaged by Fire, Closing Out at Half-Price'?"

I smiled. "I'd just mi.x in a little selling sense," I said.

I spoke to him about the ticket clerk who had laid down

his pipe to tell the old lady what the rate to Denver was.

I said I thought that such things were prett)' rank.

"You're picking out an exceptional case," he said. "Some

of these out-of-the-way stations where we can't always be

on the watch."

I smiled at him in a superior way.

"Let me tell you, old man," said I, "that was nothing less

than on your own great and most splendidly run road. And

it was not at an out-of-the-way station. At least one of your

directors uses it regularly to commute. Pretty bad, let me
say, when it's done under the official nose."

No Trained Salesmen

And I find it about the ."^ame everywhere I go. In the

first place, there are no trained selling men. And if there

were, there is no proper or adequate physical plant in most

stations for selling tickets. There is a dingy and dusty room

in which stand.'* a ticket case. It is a crowded little room,

and nine times out of ten the light is poor. The agent

won't smile at you. And he won't be very polite. He will

be crusty if you give him half a chance. And he will not

volunteer to do, say, or help in any way if you arc in a

predicament. As to establishing a relationship with you

for his road, or asking if you are going to want any trans-

portation to Florida this winter, or inquiring if he can be

of any help when your two girls get ready to start back to

school—as to sdlinf^ transportation— it simply isn't being

(lone.

I hear the railroad men jump up to state exceptions.

Well, there are exceptions. But they are in spite of the

sy.-teni and dependent on the man. But the dingy sur-

roundings in which he is e.xpected to work out his sales are

always the same.

Think them over as your eye glances over the country.

The ding}-, grimy station at—What town shall we say?

They are much alike. The little old wickieup station, and
the little window before which you plead. It may be in

the northern hills. It may be at a southern winter resort.

It may be on the western plains. In Ohio. Michigan, Iowa,

you meet the railways through their untrained men.

It is hard to get the right man! We all know that. We
have the same difficult}' in ever}- business, no matter what
it is. I remember it was in that selfsame state of Iowa
that the noble-minded agent burned dow-n the station in

which he lived so that he could get the insurance on his

household goods, to repay his company shortage and die

an honest man. They're hard to handle, I'll agree. But can

they be handled ? And is any organized and adequate means
to train the railways' salesmen in salesmanship being pur-

sued? And if not, is it agreed that we are not going to

sell transportation at all?

The average merchant or manufacturer succeeds only be-

cause he sells. He sells so well that he can say, usually,

that his turnover is three or more times his investment per

year. If he has a million-dollar plant or stock of goods,

he must sell a million dollars' worth of his product every

fourjnonths. I am not laying down an invariable law; but

I am stating an average case.

Are the Railroads Different?

But there is not a single railroad in the United States

that makes even one turnover a year. And when you talk

about it to railroad men they look at you in surprise. And
when you tell them about it, they say that the railroads are

different. In what are they different? In that they have

put selling effort behind them ? The e.xecutives of a rail-

road, like those of a manufacturing plant, divide sharply

into production and sales. The railroad man will tell you
that he uses no such terms. That is true. But he has
operation and traffic, which amount to the same thing.

When the government took over tlie railroads, the traffic

man almost fell dead. His op)erating colleague had been

waiting for that for many years. And now it looked as if

his time had come—as if. like the man in the book, he

would, officially speakin.ft, die and go to his place.

It was accepted, in other words, as a fundamental fact,

that the railways of this country were to be operated solely

as a means to carry the maximum of goods that had to be

moved. There was no question of creating traffic. There
was too much of it at best. The roads no longer solicited

trade. The freight solicitor who had run up and down the

land taking tonnage from his competitor, but never creating

an additional ton of it, was to be made extinct. The pas-

senger solicitor, who wasn't much more useful than he,

was to be called in. Most of them have now passed into the

great unknown. The officials in charge found that it was a

mo.«t tempting opportunity to clean hou.«e.

But are their successors a different breed? The old men
dropped out for the reason that they had never been trained

to sell. They were former clerks or rate men, grown up by

.seniority from the lowest ranks. Their capacity was small.

They belonged to that era when there was a general passen-

ger agent, who went about the countr}- tacking up posters

and ciirds; and a general ticket agent, who spent his

time in trying to .see that the road he represented got the big

end of the split-up when the revenue came in. It was
largely an atmosphere of rates and pro-rates, differentials,

arbitraries and rebates, and no fit place for an executive to

learn his trade.

That and one or two other considerations explain largely

whv the railroads todav are where thev arc. It is a de-
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batabic question whetlicr a man lirought up from boyhood,
perhaps, in this kind of an atni.>»|>herc, can rise to the

question of how to teach the >j.int cf salesmanship, or in-

spire a tjody of men with the genius of how to secure the

good will of large numbers of our body politic. It is pretty

hard to do.

Some years ago Edward Hungerford wrote in the Saturday
Evening Post that "The primar) schools of railroading are

the little red and yellow and gray station buildings that

one finds up and down the steel highways of the nation,

dotting big lines and small." Hut I venture to say that if

you were going to pick out your future big transportation

njen the average group of station agents wouldn't interest

you very much. For this school is a poor one, crowded with
unprofitable tasks—shipments of live stock, telegrams, train

orders, the collection of freight Ijills and mending the sta-

tion stove. The station agent is faithful and hard-worked.

But he is far from tx.-ing an active .selling force.

.^nd let me quote further from Mr. Hungerford. "You
find at least one of them in each town in America that thinks

itself worthy to \)C called a town. To the railroad their im-

portance can hardly l>e minimized. They are its tentacles,

the high spots and the low, where it touches its territory

and its patrons." Therein, I am sure you will agree with

him most heartily. They are, as you might say, the dealers

who handle the railroad's goods. But the goods are not

always well sold. .\nd 1 am arguing that these dealers

should be shown how to .sell.

Some years ago, Marvin Hugiiitt, who had l)een a station

agent's helper himself, once upon a time, said to a recently

elected governor of a western state, "Governor, I think I

should be entitled to citizenship in your commonwealth."
The governor hadn't been governor \cvy long, and I think

he was flattered as the veteran railroader talked with him.

"How's that?" he inquired. "I am sure we would all of

us welcome you." Which of course they would not, for

they were gunning, politically, for all railroad people in

those days.

Mr. Hughitt drew himself up a little and looked the gov-

ernor in the eye. "I have slept," he said, "on the bare

ground and under the open skies in every county of the

state of which you are now the head. Don't you think that

should entitle me to citizenship?"

I think the governor saw the point. He was by way of

being something of a pioneer himself. And a pioneer is

pretty nearly a patriot. The state need fear no harm from

the man who has slept on the ground and under the stars,

helping to jjring civilization into tlie wilderness. Many of

our railroad men are of the Hughitt type. They have helped

to make our cities and our fanning communities what they

are today. They feel a pride in having been a part of it all.

They don't propose that any harm shall fall upon the coun-

try they have helped to form. That isn't highbrow, and it

isn't altruism— it is just plain human nature, working its

own will.

The railro;ids are in the hands of such men as these today.

And it is possiide that the roads are just emerging, if I

mistake not, from that period of strong personal control. A
new type of man will follow where Hughitt and Hill and

Ripley once led. The public sees no one of commanding
figure to stej) in when Elliott an<l Kea, Willard and Atter-

bury step down. Perhaps, before they go, now would be a

good time in which to begin a new line of policy. Perhaps

now, when the railroad heads no longer sleep with their en-

gineers on the open ground, it is time for the railroads to

turn to the (juestion of salesmanship, so tliat they may once

more come into their own.

How About Advertising?

Our civilization is gettini; pntty coni|)k-x. We as a

people are no longer pioneers. We are no longer poor. We

sjjend money freely. The railroads cannot be prosperous so

long as they do not get their share. And they are not getting

it. It becomes a grave ijUestion, then, to traffic men, whether
they're using all the methods of modem selling power that

are available. Many are quite ready to admit that they are

not. Selling power, as an example, includes salesmanship-

in-print. The railroads are not keeping pace with the

manufacturers in the use of this necessary and effective

merchandising weapon. .Advertisers, in 1921, spent $95,-

4.?9,2.?6 in nationally circulated periodicals. This included

seven of the larger farm jxipers. But the railroads used

only $169,926, and over one-fourth of that was from the

three Canadian lines. In newsi>ap)ers, from the nature of

the case, the roads spent more. But much of it was spent

with one eye upon the editorial attitude, which is a mistaken

point of view.

I doubt if many railroad men have posted themselves

fully about the problems and the richly generous results that

come from the correct use of the printed page. It presents

to the business man a mightj- forum wherein to preach

profitably the merits of his wares. But in it the voice of the

railroad man is seldom heard.

It has become, the railroad people agree, a recognized

fact that the day when the merchant could stand in his

shop door and solicit trade is past. They agree that the

town crier is a municipal institution now wholly of the past.

But they haven't learned that the seller must communicate
with the buyer in larger ways.

So, if you will examine the difficult case of the railroads,

you will find, largely, I believe, because of this, the old

question of turnover is constantly bobbing up. It is sure

to appear in any business where selling forces are not prop-

erly applied. It is, in a way, the old question of grass

blades. Is there no practical answer to the belief that two
grass blades can be fo.stcred where only one once grew?
The whole histor}' of the railroads refutes such a claim.

Of course they can be made to grow. But should the rail-

roads continue to wait until some one shows them how?

Short on Good Will

One of the great returns from advertising is good will.

The railroads are certainly short on that commodity. And
yet there need be no dearth of it. Business men know all

about how to secure it, and they use the way to its doors

over and over again. The name of it is selling. And in

order that selling may be en masse, and that big results may
be secured in a minimum of time, it takes money, and science,

and cxperieiuc, and lirains.

My friend Mr. M. has a plant that is capable of pro-

ducing a million tons a year. He could put on a night

shift and make it two million if only—But his men tell

him the public is using all of it that they know how to use.

Here not good will, but increased earnings are at stake.

There's no market, Mr. M. is told, for his product's greater

use. No need to make two millions when only half of it

will be absorbed. How like the condition of every railroad

in the countrj* today. What road wouldn't be able to handle

twice the pas.senger traffic if it were offered them?

Offered is right. Some of them print a few dodgers to ad-

verti.sc a dollar excursion and think they've done a wonderful

thing. Have they talked transportation and sold transpor-

tation, until they have stirred the body politic—until the

idea of travel occurs constantly in pleasing colors to you

and me? I am told it cannot l)e done. That we know when
we want to shi]> freiglit and when we want to ride, and that

nothing will move us beyond that.

But that is fallacious, anti dangerous too. Of course it

can be done. The formula therefor is scientifically exact.

The manufacturer who decides to put up his volume 20 per

cent finds there are three things to do. First he must see

that his ]irodurt is right— that it meets the public idea of
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what the public wants. Then he must clean up his or-

ganization. He must key everj- man in it up to the new
conception of how much goods he must sell. And then he

looks over his finances and costs. He puts down so much
for materials, and so much for labor, and so much for sell-

ing. And then he goes to it.

A Selling Goal

He will spend for advertisinu. we will say. on an average

of 2J/2 per cent. Xot, mind you, to hold his volume where

it is, but to attain a goal—an increase of 10, 20, 30 per

cent. Do the railroads need to do something like this?

Have any of them ever been known to set for themsehes

a selling goal? To the business man who does it, the results

come so surely that, barring unreasonable folly, he in-

variably builds up his sales.

Should the railroads do it? Only five American roads .so

much as used a line of advertising space in the 36 principal

national magazines last year. Only a dozen or so spent so

much as a hundred thousand dollars in advertising last

year. And that for the most part isn't real advertising. I

know a road that conducts a great suburban service—three

hundred suburban trains in and out of their terminal every

day—three magnificent groups of suburban communities to

be served. Three high-class experts work incessantly in

checking up schedules of these trains. From this checking,

the customary pocket time cards for commuters are pro-

duced. They are an e.xpensive thing, these little cards

But they are no more advertising than the coal by which

the trains are run. Yet their cost is charged that way, along

with a hundred other things. There is no way to avoid

that. But I mention it Ijecause for real advertising, such

as influences and creates, there is very little money spent

indeed.

The railroad dollar for 1921 was spent as follows:

Wages, 46.9 cents; materials and supplies, 26.3 cents; loco-

motive fuel, 9.5 cents; ta.xes, 5 cents; rentals and hire of

equipment, 1.4 cents, leaving 10.9 cents for fixed charges,

improvements, and surplus, if any such there be. For the

first six months of 1922 the latter grew to 13.4 cents. Sup-

pose a cent of it was set aside for selling costs—on some of

the roads it w-ould amount to several million dollars a year.

Suppose it were cut to five mills. That would, in propor-

tion, be less than a tenth of what the average manufacturer

pavs. And suppose when that were done, the whole thing

were spent for actual selling work—that timetable folders

and charity donations and subscriptions to the Firemen's

Ball were not counted in, and that this great arterial life

passage were left open to really vital blood currents. Can

some railroad executive get a fleeting vision of what would

occur?

"Un-Management"

It is quite likely that tlure is the very trouble with the

whole thing. It is strange indeed how hard it is to make

them see. I remember that A. D. La.sker, long before he had

tasted the futility of showing the nation how to operate its

ships, once said that he knew of no business in which there

was so much un-ni/i>ia,^i'mriit as in the railways. You will

note that he didn't say mis-mantigimnU. .\i\i\ 1 think he

was thinking largely of their failure from the standpoint of

sales effort. For with all the admirable (|ualities of our

railroad management there is without doubt a spirit of dazed

un-m<nt<if;i'i'irtit in that particular that overlooks a lot of

things which the average business man could not overlook

for a moment without courting disaster.

How ran we get rid of it? It is a strangely tenacious leg-

acy from the days when railroading was more or less backed

up by the doubled fist. That is all past long ago. Hut it

.seems to have left an inability to do what some one has

aptly termed the :iliilitv to "think adverti>inL'lv." with tlie

result that the roads are failing lamentably projierly to

advertise their own good qualities. .And that is possibly the

one big trouble with the roads today. Passenger traffic could

be increased, freight movements controlled, general good
will, above all else, could be sought and found if only the

roads could understand.

The late war taught us that we have to accept great

principles daily where formerly a smaller and more re-

stricted view would carry us along. That is true in rail-

roading. There is a tendency to speak of a railroad career

today as if it were something that a man should shun.

.Among railroad executives there is a very general tendency

to say that it is a pity that a good man should find himself

cast as a railroad man—that the ijig days for such a career

are past. It is doubtful if our best blood—the young men
from our universities—are joining the railroad ranks. But
it is all based on fallacy. Never in the history of the

world has a great nation depended so wholly for its life

blood upon one specific thing. Roms could live without

her provinces, Greece without her culture, Italy without the

Renaissance, and Britain without her far-flung dominions,

far more easily than America could do without these ar-

teries of her life.

There will come a l)ig man some day who will see the need

of making and l)inding these arterial interests closer to us

—

who will stir within us a pride in them that will carry with

it justice, and that will interest us in making a greater and
l)roader use of them. He will see from the selling stand-

point. He will show us how they are a friendly part of our

existence, and how we can put our money into the greater

use of them. He will sell us the transportation that nowa-

days we have to work so hard to persuade the railroads to

let us buv.

Utilities' Commissioners'

Views on Valuation*

T>iF. COMMITTEE believes that the carriers are endeavor-

ing to establish valuations far in excess of what can

fairly be considered reasonable; that the valuation

cases—each involving, as it does, millions of dollars—are of

very great importance to the country as a whole, as undoubt-

edly the valuation fi.ved by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission will be used as^ basis in measuring the rates to be

charged.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific case is the first of

the large systems to be heard, and it is of the utmost im-

portance that all the elements of value should be well con-

sidered and weighed, and ample preparation had so that the

])rinciiiles and rules adopted in the case shall be right, when
followed in the other ca.«es so far as applicable. In this

Rock Island case, begun and only partially heard, there is

an example of what co-ordinated effort will do. as made by

the state commissions in the Central Western group. That

group was organized for the direct purpose of co-operating

in the jirotection of the putdics interests in the case of the

Chicago, Rock Island &: Pacific and its associated lines.

.Several conferences were held, and a committee of three com-

missioners and of engineers was appointed to direct the work

and furnish mutual aid and counsel. When the hearing

came on at Washington on May 2.^^. this group was repre-

sented l)y counsel, engineers, and other experts, and it is

believed that the appearance of these representatives of the

states was a very valuable senice in tliat hearing, and will

be of more value when we get the other states to join in the

further hearing, now only scarcely begun. The slates should

I thr N*:iljntiAl AiiMKiati'^n of
>ii\ ciitiim at Dclrnil . n No-
il, ilihfr naper«» an<l reports
nf NovcniiKT *?. pigc 1001.

? report of ihc committee i n vnlii.iti*

y anil I'tililir. Comm^^ioner!. at tl

14.17. F. r. Wowlriiff of Iowa, ch.i

tiinvention ai'prarcil in the Faitmiy
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be grouped in the different sections and the work together

sh<jul>i tic done at oner, anil no effort or rxiimse within the
incan> of the several state conitii-i. - should be spared in

this work. The tentative valu. •.r\.-^[ in accordance with
•'

' • Vrnild 1* thnrr:'' •

:„1

- of the var: ,

l'

-all to U- 11-'
: ,r-

revtiicss of the tentative valuation of surh railroad, and
evidence should U- prepared that could be used as reliuttal

to ll. introduced bv the railroads to substantiate

the .lim* made in their protest. H> tlie united

effort^ . . ; M l* pro(iuce<l ;inii shown in each group, or

for each r.iilrofl. that will -h. a ihe unreliability of many
of the f.ut- ^liiiun in the evicl,ii,e i;iven by the carriers in

their attempt to get a high valuation.

What may |je called the first part of the work of the

so far as steam railroad > .irriers arc concerned,
ill advanced toward inm; 1. tion. The accumula-

[.1 from which tentative v.ilu.itions may be pre-

pared has been substantially complettnl for the entire coun-

tr)'; and the preparation and senice of tentative valuations

arc now going forward with fair rapidity. By Septeml>er 1,

1922. the number of tentative valuations .served u[>on car-
- - had reached 258, covering in the aygrcgate .^60 railroad

'ties, with j7,048 miles of road and .'i2.045 of track.

. • any estimate now made may ultimately l>e found to

fail wide of the mark, it would .setm probable that tentative

valuations covering all the properties of rail carriers may be

completed and scr\-ed within the next two years.

We find that the second part cf the commission's work has

as yet scarcely licgun. The commission has made three so-

called final valuations in contested cases: Texas Midland.

Winston-Salem Southbound, and Kansis City Southern.

While these valuations, however, were styled final valua-

tions, they were incomplete in that they contained no state-

ment of final value.

The third [>art of the commissions valuation work is the

accumulation of data as to changes in condition or value of

carrier properties, and the making of apjiropriate resulting

changes in the valuations covering such properties. This is

a most important part of the original scheme of the Valua-

tion .\ct. What the commission is doing towards it is there-

fore of great interest. The carriers arc required to keep a

record by valuation sections of changes in their roadway

property through additions or retirement. This record is to

show the units of propert)- added or retired and the cost,

and the carriers are required to tabulate and file this infor-

mation with the commission "when directed." The carriers

are also required to file "annually" statements showing for

each valuation section "the charges for property placed in

operation and the credits for property retired from operation

that have affected the investment in road and equipment."

The committee concluded in its report that the state com-

missions have a triple duty to perform:

First, in the api)lication of the guiding principles whereby

the underlying facts upon which the values rest were to be

determined, errors may have been made. To the extent that

su( h errors have been made, and that the state commissions

in their respective states are able by checking the work to

demonstrate this, protests .should Ix? filed, and evidence

offere<l thereon, so that the errors may be verified by the

commission and corrected.

Second, with respect to unit |>riccs applied, and other

matters involving the e.xercise of eNpert opinion, the carriers

are seeking to break down the work of the commission. We
have explaine<l that the commission's expert forces are now

largely disbanded. The reduction of ajipropriations as the

field work approached completion h;is made this unavoidable.

It is the opinion of this committee that the state commissions

should not allow unjust criticism of the commission's work

to be made without meeting it to the extent that their limited

means Will enable them to lend support to it by the evidence
of their own ex|H'rts.

Third, and finally, as the values which have been placed
upon carrier pmperties are reviewi-d by the commission, the
state commission* can, !> i niitiiiuiiii: tlu-ir efforts, ser\'e the

[lublic interest li\ iir(.iiM,r,j a-.iiii-i ilu- inclusion of ele-

ments which apixar to U- uiiju>t. and which unduly swell

those values.

The committee recomnunded that the president-elect ap-
jioint a s|)ecial committee' of tc-chnical men to make a thorough
study of the rules and methods of the I. C. C. for keeping
its valuations current; and that the states traversed bv the
lines of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific contribute S^iOO
to a common fund for the jiayment of assistance in jiresent-

ing the evidence in writing and printing briefs in that case.
A resolution was adopted by the convention that the states

having memU-rship in this association Ije idacc-d in six
groujis as follows:

( 1 ) The New England states.

(2) New York, New Jersey. Maryland, West Virginia,
Ohio. Indiana. Michigan and Illinoi.s.

{^) The states south of the Potomac and east of the
Mississippi, not including Louisiana.

(4) Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Montana, Idaho
and Washington.

(5) Iowa, :Montana, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah, Nevada and Oregon.

(6) Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma. Texas, New Mex-
ico. .Arizona and California.

(Second) That the Valuation Committee of the Associa-
tion be composed of one mcmlxT of each of the above named
groups. The apjmintment of the committee to be made by
the president-elect of the National .Association during the
current session of the convention.

(Third) That one commissioner from each state be ap-
pointed to form a group comhiittee on valuation to conduct
the group activities, the chairman of such group committee
to be a member of the National Committee on Valuation.

(Fourth) That within 30 days from date of appointment,
the chairman of each group call a conference of engineers
and commissioners and adopt .specific plans for immediate
work and make a TC\)OTt of the proceedings of said confer-
ence to the chairman of the Valuation Committee of the
National .Association.

(Fifth) That each group chairman shall report at least
once each month the program of the group activities to the
chairman of the National .Association.

The new \aluation Committee is: Chairman, F. V. Wood-
ruff, Iowa; (group 1) T. W. D. Worthen. New Hampshire;
(group 2) K. D. Lewis. West Virginia: (group 3) .A. G.
Patterson, Alabama; (grouj) 4) L. E. Gettle, Wisconsin;
(group 5) H. G. Taylor, Nebraska; ^group f>) H W.
Hrundige. California,

LoVAtTv Begets Loy.^ltv.—This is the theme of a letter in

the Southern Pacific Bulletin fnim F. J. Bailey, of Houston,
Tex., a conductor. The most striking drvelnpment in tliis direc-

tion duriiiK the past few years, says Mr. Bailey, has Wen the

remarkable rhanKc in the attitude of tlie switchmen as a class.

Switchmen were formerly ready, appareiTtly. .it anyliine. to re-

spond to a call to throw up their jobs, and their strike activities

made tremendous difficulties for the railroads. "Now all is

changed. They are amoiiR the most contented and loyal em-

ployees on the railro.id. This chanRc in attitude dales frcmi the

in.<ugiirati(>n of the ciRhf-hfiur day, and the swiichnien's acccpfapce

of it in letter and in spirit. If the train ser\icc hrotherlioods hjjd

been equally loyal to the spirit of this reform and not dtsloyql

to the eiRht-hour principle throufih the abnormal mileage-still

made by some, on the claim of seniority, it would have been

better for the railroads, the men and the public."
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Bndc* Aerasi the Jtmtt Riier Connrci th thr Atlantic Ccujt Lt

Perishable Freight Service Specialty of R. F. CS, P.

Miles per Train Hour in 1921 Averaged 19.2. Car Miles per Day
44.2. Earned Three Times Standard Return

THE Richmond, Fredericksljurg & rotoniac operates only

1 17 miles of line. In reality, it consists of only a single

freight district. On this district, however, it is doing
some things in railway operation that are of more than
ordinary interest. This is evidenced by the fact that in 1921

its train speed or miles per train hour averaged 19.2 as

against the country's average of U.S. Its car miles per day
averaged 44.2. Because of the interesting manner in which
locomotives are doubled over tlie division daily and the

method followed in returning crews to their home terminal

at the end of their day's work, the road succeeded in arriving

at a figure of 88.9 locomotive miles per locomotive day, which
figure was nearly double that for the railroads of the country

as a whole.

Earned Nearly Three Times Its Standard Return

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is a consistent

money maker; so much so, that Moody's .Analyses of Rail-

road Investments gives all its bonds a rating of Aaa, and its

stock a rating of Aa. During federal control the property

earned nearly three times its standard return.

The road derives its impwrtanrc i)ccause it is a connecting

link between the southeastern lines and the lines to the north.

It operates a double track railroad of high standards lietween

Richmond and Washington, in addition to whicii it owns and
operates Potomac Yard, one of the most imjiortant freight

facilities in the country. The company is controlled by six

railroads. This control is carried out through ownership by
the Richmond-Washington Comjiany of a majority of the

"voting" common stcxrk. The Kichmond-Wasiiington Com-
pany, in turn, is owned equally hy the Pennsylvania Railroad,

tlie Haltimore & Ohio, the Atlantic Coast Line, tiie Southern,

the Seaboard Air Line and the Chesapeake & Ohio. The
Atlantic Coast Line and the Sealioard Air Line connect with

the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac at Richmond, and
from there north the business moves as R. F. & P. business.

Interchange of through freii;lit traffic is made witli the

Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Oliio at Potomac Yard and
of passenger traffic with tlie same roads at Washington.

The Southern railway connects with the Richmond, Fred-

ericksburg & Potomac just south of .Alexandria, and has
trackage rights over the R. F. & P. to the Potomac river.

The Southern's interest is primarily its interest as a tenant

line at Potomac Yard. The Chesapeake & Ohio is in a simil-

ar position; it uses the Southern Railway from Orange north

and reaches the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac in that

manner. Some business also is interchanged at Doswell.

The Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio are also interested

because of their being tenants at Potomac Yard.
Bearing in mind that the Richmond, Fredericksburg &

Potomac consists of a double track line between Richmond
and Washington, at tlie northern end of which link is the im-

portant interchange freight facility at Potomac Yard, one

must, in studying the operations of this road, divide the

analysis into two parts; one relating to the main line opera-

tions and one to those at Potomac Yard. .Attention will be

paid first to the main line operations.

A Prosperous Appearing Property

In riding over the Richmond, Frcdcricksl)urg & Potomac
one is impressed by the prosperous appearance of the

propert)' as a whole. The line is laid with 100 lb. rail and
is well maintained. It is ballasted with a high grade of

washed gravel. The ballast is lined, the banks and ditches

are clean-cut and neat, the road is block-signalled with

upper quadrant, three-position signals, and stations and

signs arc well painted and clean in appearance. White oak

ties are standard. Tie plates are used on curves, although

there are al.so 60 miles of tangent track laid to the high

standard of tie plates on oak ties. The road, incidentally,

at the present time is relaying most of its rail. In 1921

it laid about 60 miles and the program called for new rail

entirely at the end of aiiout three years.

It is rather difficult to speak of the Richmond, Fred-

ericksburg & Potomac without referring at length to its

ballast. Tliis road was one of the first to use washed gravel

ballast and because of its having accessible at Fredericksburg

an unusually hard gravel, the use of this ballast has been

1045
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•extremely successful; so much so. that it has attracted much
attention from other railroads. The illustrations which ap-

pear in this article give a clear idea of the manner in which

the gravel is used and the good roadbed which it produces.

As to signals, attention should be paid to the interlocking

towers which exist at nearly every passing track. The rail-

road further than tliat makes full use of its signals, and

it relies on these signals as much as possible in operation.

The tendency is to use messages instead of train orders

wherever possible and, in addition, the road has installed

take-siding signals which have proved of material assistance

to efficient operation. The road uses telephone dispatching

and in general follows the modern idea of using the telephone

to the largest possible extent.

Road's Specialty Is Perishables

Naturally, under tlie conditions, tlie traffic of the line is

rather diversified. In 1921 products of agriculture made up

23.5 per cent; products of animals, US per cent; products

of mines, 17.4 per cent; products of forests, 24.2 per cent;

manufacturers and miscellaneous, 2.52 per cent. The road's

specialty is perishables. In 1921, of the total tonnage car-

ried 12.3 per cent was citrous fruits and other fresh fruits;

6.3 per cent potatoes and other fresh vegetables. Cotton

supplies only 0.4 per cent of the total tonnage but the

Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac like most of the roads

to the south of it. depends upon the welfare of the cotton

industrv considerably more than its proportion of tonnage in

cotton would indicate. The reason is that cotton represents

such a large proportion of the purchasing power of the South.

The citrous fruit traffic is naturally northbound. The

manufactured products represent the southbound traffic and

the volume of these manufactured products depends upon

the prosperity of the Southeast. The relative importance of

perishable freight to the R. F. & P. was indicated rather

pointedly in 1921. The road in tliat year had the largest

perishable movement in its history, but the lowest of all other

freight for some years. The perishable freight, in other

words, saved the day. The road expects that the 1922 move-

ment will even exceed the record-breaking figures for 1921

of 49.361 cars.

The large volume of perishable traffic explains in no

small measure the average of \^.2 miles per train hour. The

Atlantic Coa.'t Line and the Seaboard Air Line are two of

the leading carriers of perishable commodities in the United

States because they serve the agricultural communities of

Florida and the vegetable and fruit area extending north-

ward along the .\tlantic seal>oard. These commodities move

in fast trains to Richmond. They are turned over to the

Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac at .Acca. the yard

adjacent to the Richmond passenger terminal, and they move

over the Richmond. Fredericksburg S: Potomac at a speed but

slightlv slower than that of the passenger trains. After

their arrival at Potomac Yard they are forwarded under fast

schedules to the consuming centers of Baltimore. Philadel-

phia, New York. Boston, etc. The standard freight locomo-

tives are Pacifies with a tractive effort of from 26.000 lb. to

47.320 lb. Because of the high ."speeds maintained, the aver-

age train load is not high. In 1921 the road had a net tons

per train, including revenue and non-revenue freight, of 339.

This average, incidentally, was lowered considerably by the

small amount of southbound business which was carried

during the venr. The avcraiic train lo:id in 1^20 was 445

Freight Movement Not Materially

Slower Than Passenger

The statement was made above that freii;lit movement over

the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is not materi.dly

slower than that of the passenger trains. Of the 34 scheduled

pa<senccr trains 20 arc op<rated in connection with the

Atlantic Toast Line and Seaboard Air Line. In other words,

tlie statement compares the operation of freight trains with

an impiortant and fast passenger service. From Acca to

Potomac Yard is 104 miles. The average time of freight

trains for this distance is usually kept below five hours. The
average crew time, including terminal time at Acca and
Potomac Yard is usually kept at approximately 7 hour^

June, 1921, was an exceptionally good month in this resp^

During tliat month the crews averaged 6 hr. 28 min.; divic

terpiinal time at Acca, 1 hr. 10 min.; road time, 4 hr. 15

min; at Potomac Yard, 53 min.

The railroad has also compiled some interesting figu- ?

relative to the average time which a car of p>erishable fre:. .

spends on Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac rails.

May, 1921, which presumably is an average mcHith, !
-

figure was 6 hr. 39 min. from the time the car was tur;

over to the Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac at .A .

to tlie time it was delivered at Potcanac Yard. The av -

age included 1 hr. 7 min., representing the time frcan deliver;,

to the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac at Accz until

it left diat yard. The road time from .^cca to the inter-

locking tower at Potomac Yard was 4 hr. 34 min. The
movement to the receiving yard at Potomac Yard required

58 additional minutes. .\n analysis of this kind should also

include the time the cars were kept in Potomac Yard before

delivery to the Pennsylvania or Baltimore & Ohio, but be-

cause of the large number of cars held for reconsignment at

the j^ard. as will be explained below, this particular figure

would not prove of great value in this connection.

The road does, of course, m-.ike some distincticm as between

perishable and other freight, the perishable in all cases being

given preferred attention, but the policy as a whole is to move
all trains at high speed. The road, in other words, does not

draw the sharp line of demarcation between perishable or

manifest and ordinar\- drag freight, as is the rule on most
roads. This is made possible on account of the small pro-

portion of slow freight handled.

These conditions permit the road to avail itself of a number
of interesting and unusual methods of of)eration. For one

thing, it is the policy to have all the crew layovers at the

home terminal. .-Vll of the road's freight crews have Rich-

mond as their home terminal. \ crew is called for a run from
Richmond to Potomac Yard and after a short layover at the

latter p>oint returns to Richmond. The locomotives are pooled.

This method has been found very successful and there can be

no question but that it fB much more satisfactorv- from the

point of view of the crews who have the advant.ige of being

able to get back to the home terminal at the end of their day's

work, and besides having their sleep at home are not sub-

jected to additional exjienses because of lieing away from
home.

To secure an average of 19.2 miles p>er train hour requires

a high grade roadlied and the use of ever)- facility to keep

the trains in motion. These points have been brought out

alxjve because mention has been made of the high grade

double track line, the completeness of the interlocking system

,\nd the use of automatic signals. .\s a matter of fact, the

raid normally s^ucceeds in ofx-rating a freight train from

Richmond to Potomac Yard going into a passing track but

once. The automatic signals and interlocking facilitate thii

movement and keep the time required at a minimum.

Potomac Yard

Potomac Yard is in Yirginia and lies about four and one-

lialf miles south of Washington. It was formerly operated

by the W.i.sliington Southern which was merged with th«

R. F. & P. in 1920. .^s already noted, there are five rail-

roads that ojjerate jointly into the terminal; namely, the

R. F. & P.. the Chesapeake 8: Ohio, the Southern, the Penn-

sylvania Railroad and the B;iltimorc & Oliio. Potomac

Yard is not new. It has l>een described in this paper and

elsewhere but not a great deal has been said concerning the
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manner of its operation. The following description and de-

tails have k-cn supplied bv an k K & I* oftker.

The Facilities at Potomac Yard
Potomac Yard has about 6J miles of trackage. There

are two receiving yards, one northlxiund and one southbound.
The northbound receiving yard consists of 11 tracks, in-

cluding two tracks for re-icing purposes which can accom-
modate 52 cars each, or a total .set-up of 64 cars for re-icing

at one time. The 11 receiving? tracks range in length from
38 to 72 cars each, or a total capacity of 509 cars. The
southbound receiving yard consists of eight tracks ranging
from 55 to o5 cars in length with a total capacity of 498
cars.

There are two classification yards, the northbound yard
consisting of 50 tracks rangim,' in length from 21 to 60 cars

each, or a total capacity of 1.H2 cars, while the southbound
classification yard consists of 27 tracks ranging in length
from 19 to 54 cars each, or i total capacity of 1,053 cars.

the loads. I'otomac Yard gateway being the interchange

point between the southern and northern lines, a great num-
ber of cars are reciived from the south which will not pass
the clearances I" 'a-rn connections. This yard is

used for such tr -ively.

The LtL tr.i;. :? of a platform about 1,100 ft.

in length. There are eight tracks, four on either side of the

platform, with a total capacity of 158 cars placed in working
(tosition. An average of 1 20 loads of LCL freight is handled
daily, classified into 45 classifications northlxxind and 48
classifications southbound, an imaginar>- line about the center

of the platform dividini; the northbound from the southbound
business.

The icing facilities are nnxiem. The ice house has- a
capacity of about 130 tons [kt day with a storage capacity

of 12,000 tMis. The factory is adjacent to the platform
where the re-icing ser\ ice is performed, the ice being stored

as near as possible on a level with the incline from the ice

factory to a point near the t<^ of the cars where it is auto-

K. V. & P. Track is WeU Maintained

Both \ards are hump yards, tiie northlxHind yard lieing

equipped with a system of electric switch control. In addi-

tion to the above, there are two advance yards, one north-

bound and one southbound, consisting of three tracks each,

whidi are used to take care of the overflow from the classi-

fication tracks. It frequently occurs tiiat trains are dis-

patched from the advance yards, although the greater number

are made up and dispatched from the classification tracks,

providing power is available. .At present work is in prog-

ress looking to the expansion of the northbound classifica-

tion yard by the addition of .several tracks and the length-

ening of existing tracks.

To care for bad-order cars there are two yards for light

repairs and one yard for heavy repairs, having a total of

13 tracks with a standing capacity of 327 cars. There is

also wliat is termed a bulk transfer yard consisting of siT

tracks in groups of two tracks each having a total capacity

of 61 cars, the Kxiding track elevated alxiut six inches above

the track on which the empty cars are placed for receiving

matically lowered to a platform on a level with the top of

the cars.

The enginehouse facilities consist of a 12-stall engine-

liouse with an SO-ft. turntable, three ash pit tracks and a

power plant for heating and lighting pur(X)ses. .\n addi-

ticmal turntable is now being installed. One of the tenant

lines, the Southern Railway, does not use the enginehouse

facilities, as it has its own in .Alexandria.

The stock y>en facilities consist of 52 livestcvk pens used

for the unloading, feeding, watering and resting of livestock

in transit. New and modern ju^ns are now under construc-

tion in a new location. No deliveries are made at the yard

of any class of freight, except company materials.

Method of Operation

Upon arrival of trains I'roni the tenant lines the waybills

are delivered to the yardniaster for booking and record pur-

[wses, after which they are passed through the hands of the

agent and the revision bureau, an au.xiliary department to
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the general auditor's office, for the purpose of revising the

waybills for routes, rates and revenue. This operation

means considerable delay to the movement of trains from the

receiving yard to the classification yard; but, during the

interval in which the waybills are being revised it is the

custom to re-ice, inspect and make running repairs while

trains are in the receiving yard. Upon the return of the

waybills to the yardmaster the trains are considered as being

delivered to connections. They are then passed over the

humps into the various classification tracks.

Classifications and Scheduled Trains—Northbound

There are 17 classifications made for the Pennsylvania

Railroad and six for the Baltimore & Ohio. Perishable

freight via the P. R. R. is classified to move in solid trains

for New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New England points

and p>oints west and north of Harrisburg, Pa. Two corn-

consisting of citrus and the other, high class perishable,

modity classifications are made for New York alone, one

In the case of the Baltimore & Ohio, perishable classifica-

tions are made for New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore,

and one for the west.

As a rule, there is a total of eight northbound perishable

trains leaving Potomac Yard daily between the hours of

midnight and 7:00 a. m. Three of these trains are for New
York and Jersey City via the P. R. R., known as MD-2
(sj-mbol), scheduled to leave Potomac Yard at 4:30 a. m.

for ne.xt morning market delivery. This train is limited to

45 cars.

Symbol train MD-6 has cars for New England points only

and is scheduled to leave Potomac Yard at 6:00 a. m., with

a limit of 45 cars, for second morning market deliver)'. It

frequently occurs that these trains are run in sections.

Svmbol train MD-18 has cars for Baltimore, Md., and is

scheduled to leave Potomac Yard at 7:15 a. m., daily. It

also has perishable freight for Harrisburg, Pa., and points

north and west, making second day's delivery for points such

as Pittsburgh, Erie, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester, etc., and

also points in the New England territorj' via the Wilkes-

Barre gateway.

B. & O. train No. 92 scheduled to leave Potomac Yard at

3 :00 a. m., handles perishable and high class freight for

Philadelphia and intermediate points, as well as perishable

and high class freight for points on the Philadelphia &
Reading and the Jersey Central.

B. & O. No. 97 scheduled to leave at 3:15 a. m., daily

moves perishable and high class freight for points west via

the B. & O.

Classifications and Scheduled Trains—Southbound

Southbound trains are handled in exactly the same manner

as northbound insofar as waybills, inspection, etc., are con-

cerned, excepting that in the case of trains arriving south-

bound with cars to be re-iced, it is necessary to handle such

cars from the southward classification yard to the re-icing

station which is located in the northt>ound yard.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac is the con-

necting line with the Atlantic Coast T.ine and Seaboard Air

Line, and necessarily at Potomac Yard separate classifica-

tions are made for those lines to avoid switching at the Rich-

mond terminal.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has three ar-

ranged schedules from Potomac Yard, 3:30 a. m., 5:1.5 p. m.

and 11:30 p. m. The latter train handles perishable and

high class freight loaded in Baltimore and Washington for

delivery in Richmond the following morning, and perishable

and high class freight for conncrlions at Richmond. By
reason of the heavy northliound movement the R. F. & P. at

all times has sufficient power to keep the southbound freight

moving currently.

The Southern Railway has four scheduled trains from

Potomac Yard daily. Train No. 85, scheduled to leave at

9:00 a. m., handles perishable and high class freight for

points between Potomac Yard and Charlotte and west of

.\sheville, N. C. Train No. 53 scheduled to leave at 11:00

p. m., daily, has perishable and high class freight for Colum-
bia, S. C, Atlanta, Ga., and points beyond. The other two
are local connections, one scheduled to leave at 1 :30 a.m.,

and the other at 1 :30 p. m., daily, and both handling cars

for points between Potomac Yard and Charlottesville on the

main line, and branch lines.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has one scheduled train from
Potomac Yard, daily, at 1 1 :30 p. m., covering perishable and
high class freight for Charlottesville, Va., and points west.

70,920 Cars of Perishables in 1921

During the year 1921 a total of 70,920 cars of perishables,

exclusive of livestock, passed through Potomac Yard for

Airplane View of Broad Street Station, Richmond, Va.

northern and western markets. Of this number, 6,440 cars
were peaches from the southern peach territory. Of these
2,321 were destined to New York City, 919 to Boston and
other New England points, 670 to Philadelphia, 668 to

Jersey City, while the balance moved to miscellaneous desti-
nations. Of the 2,321 cars destined to New York City, only
64 failed to make the market for which they were intended,
due to engine and equipment failures as well as improper
classification, etc.; at the same time, only 20 cars of the above
number were received late from southern connections.
The daily movement of cars handled through Potomac

Yard averages 3,000, although a maximum of 4,600 cars
has been reached. There are 21 crews in service, normally,
to handle the business, which number is increased with the
heavy movement.

During the peach season all records so far as re-icing and
dispatching cars are concerned were broken. On July 5,

1921, 490 cars were re-iced within a 24-hour period, con-
suming 1,132,566 lb. of ice in the performance; this, of
course, included cars held at Potomac Yard for rcconsign-
ment or diversion purposes.

One of Potomac Yard's Problems Is

Reconsignment and Diversion

The privilege lias been extended to the Produce Dealers'
.Association, through permission from the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, to make this a holding yard for recon-
signment and diversion of perishable freight. The result is

that cars are billed from the south as well as the north to
Potomac Yard with a privilege of reconsigning them to a
[xiinf beyond for tlic purposes of rnntrolling or meeting the
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various markets. It is stated by representatives of the Pro-

duce Dealers' Association that without this pri%'elcgc the

markets would be glutted causing a loss of considerable

f)erishable freight. This terminal, considered the principal

gateway between the north and the south, has within reicnt

years \ieen claimed by tlio [KTishaMe [)roduce dealers to be

the nu*st im[>ortant distriiuiiiii; point in tin- c.i!<ti-rn country.

It fre<iuently occurs during; tin- iR-rishablc season that as

many as 2S0 to 400 cars of perishable freight of all kinds

are held at this point for reconsignment or diversion orders.

The usual practice is for the produce dealers to have local

representatives in Washington, D. C, or .Mcxandria, Va.,

who are advised concerning the jKrrishablc freight moving
or which is held at Potomac Yard for inspection. These
representatives report details to the various prcxluce dealers

in the large cities and the cars are sold by market trans-

action from the Yard.

R. F. & P. Supervision and Statistics

The Richmond, Kredericksliuri; & Potomac is a small road,

so supKjrvision of its operations docs not become as difficult

a factor as might be the case on a larger and more com-

plicated system. This does not prevent the road, however,

from issuing each month some very adequate statistics of

earnings and operations. The monthly report gives com-

plete details of operating income and expenses by primary

accounts with comparisons with the same month last year

and accumulated for the present year. Similarly a detailed

analysis is shown of train and car miles, locomotive miles.

^ ijj^ ' ^^S^"^

l%*>^
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Another View of Broad Street Station, Richmond, Showing

the Platforms and Loop Track*

etc., locomotive hours, the latter under 12 items; tons of coal

per locomotive mile and locomotive hour, etc.

One notices on the railroad an unusual spirit of loyalty.

The section labor, to take one e.xamplc, is practically en-

tirely native labor. The officers and men seem to lie ex-

tremely proKd of their railroad and seem to be helping in

every way to make it .show the best result.s possible.

The Richmond shops are old and considerable money will

have to be spent in the near future on l)Oth buildings and

equir)ment. Tills, however, llic road lias in mind and a site

ha.s been cliosen for an entirely new installation of engine

terminal and shoj) facilities. The ei^uipment is maintained

in good order. The high jKrccntage of superheated steam

locomotives is especially noticeable.

The earning of nearly three times its standard return is

the Richmond, Frcdericksburi; & Potomac's record during

the period of federal control. This was the largest percentage

of standard return earned we believe by any property operated

by the government. The re^ison for the favorable operating

results was due primarily to its strategic position as the link

between the north and south carriers which has been em-
phasized in the foregoing paragraphs. The road carried

supplies to the southern camps and it was used as part of the

routing to the embarkation port at Norfolk and N'ewp>ort

News. Further than that it had a large troop movement
both to and from camps and to the transports at Hampton
Roads. In view of the earnings during the period of federal

control, the road naturally did not decide to accept the

guaranty, for the six months of the guaranty f>eriod and it

eame<l $500,000 over what its guaranty would have been.

Since the return to private control, -the road has not been

doing quite so well because of the falling off in business.

This is shown by the figures of net railway operating income.

The standard return for the propert)', including the Washing-
ton Southern, which was merged in 1920, was $1,604,204.

In 1918 the road had a net railway operating income, in-

cluding as before the Washington Southern, of $4,761,617.

In 1919 it earned $4,639,053. In 1920 the net railway

operating income bad fallen to $1,766,089 and the figure

for 1921 fell still further to $1,275,457.

The total tons of revenue freight carried in 1921 were
3,363,411. The revenue ton-miles were 298,386,813, a de-

crease of 24 per cent from 1920. The average haul was
90.5 miles, this bcinp; nearly the entire length of the road.

.\n interesting feature of the operating figures is, as is to be

expected from the conditions, the large percentage of traffic

received from connections. In 1921 the road handled 3,-

337,874 tons of freight of which it originated 564,150 tons

and received from connections 2,773,724 tons. The number
of tons freight carried per mile of load totaled 2,837,846.

In addition to its freight traffic, the Richmond, Freder-

icksburg & Potomac carries a sizeable passenger business.

For the _\ear 1921 the number of passengers carried totaled

1,443,924, the passenger miles totaling 98,498,452, which
was a decrease of 23 per cent from 1920. The passenger

business is primarily that received from connecting lines.

In other words, the road handles between Washington and
Richmond the through trains of the .Atlantic Coast Line and
the Seaboard Air Line. The Richmond passenger terminal,

known as Broad Street Station, is owned jointly by the

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac and the .Atlantic Coast
Line. The Seaboard Air Line trains, however, use the Main
Street Station in another part of the city.

One of the interesting features of the Richmond terminal

is the fact that all of its tracks are on loops. Every train,

whether northbound or southbound, goes through the station

in the same direction and the arrangement of the facilities

is such that the road succeeds in having its locomotives spend
but 8 minutes on the average after being uncouples! before

reaching the roundhouse. A complete description of the

Broad Street Station will be found in the Railway Age of

February 14, 1919, page 401.

The outstanding funded debt of the Richmond, Fred-

ericksburg & Potomac amounts to $8,491,800 including $1,-

311,800 of equipment notes. The stock totals $9,417,400,

including $1,316,900, "voting" common stock; $481,100,

guaranteed 7 per cent stock; $10,300, guaranteed 6 per cent

stock; $3,600,100, non-voting dividend obligations and $4,-

000,000, 6 per cent, non-voting, common stock. The Rich-

mond-Washington Company which is jointly controlled by
six roads owns $947,200 of the voting common stock. The
6 per cent, non-voting common stock is entitled to receive

the same dividends as may be declared upon the common
voting stock but not over 6 per cent. In 1920 and 1921 all

of the shares except this issue received 9 per cent.

A large number of the shares of the road are owned by
the state of Virginia. It is interesting in this connection to

leani that the state of Virginia is using the proceeds on some
of this stock in the sinking fund of one of its bond issues.

In other words, the bonds are being carried and retired by
means of ownership of the stock.
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Freight Car Loading
\Vasiiin.-.ion. n. C.

RE\ENVE freight car loading increased during the week

ended November 18 to 969,094 cars, the preceding

week having included the partial holidays on election

day and armistice day. This was also an increase as com-

pared with the corresponding week of last year of 178,731

cars and as compared with the corresponding week of 1920 of

79.956 cars. Increases as compared with 1920 were shown in

the loading of grain and grain products, livestock, forest

products, merchandise and miscellaneous freight and in all

CARS OF CfHIV iyp OR/IIM PRODUCTS LOADCO
JAH. Fis. mn AFR. M>r jun. jul. eut. sir. OCT. no*. OK.

districts except the Pocahontas and Southwestern. As com-

pared with last year increases were shown in all classes of

commodities except l.c.l. merchandise. The largest increase

as compared with last year was in miscellaneous freight, of

which 77,384 cars more were loaded. Coal loading was the

largest it has been since the strike, 205,024, an increase as

compared with last year of 36,586 cars, but 11,298 cars less

than the corresponding week of 1920. This represents the

fourth consecutive week of loading in excess of 1920.

The freight car shortage showed a further reduction during

the period from November 8 to 15 to 158,236, while for the

same period there were surpluses amounting to 4,945. The
shortage included 82,533 box cars and 42.827 coal cars.

Labor Board Approves Piecs Work

THE PiECE-\\t)RK SYSTEM as established in the Elkhart,

Ind., locomotive shopis of the New York Central some

time ago has been definitely approved by the Railroad

Labor Board in a decision handed down last week because

the installation of this system "was in accordance with the

expressed wishes of a majority of the employees at that j)oint,

and in conformity with tlie agreement l)etween the dul\'

authorized representatives." The testimony in this case

showed that a substantial majority of the Elkhart shop em-

plo)ees expressed a desire to work under a piece-work s)stem.

Following conferences Ijctween the vice-president of that road

and the authorized representatives of the unions, it was

agreed that the matter should be placed before the employees

in an op)en meeting and the decision whether or not to estal>-

lish piece-work be decided in this manner. This meeting was

held but representatives of the employees later took the posi-

tion that the Elkhart shopmen had been coerced by officers of

the company. As a result it was proposed to take a secret

ballot at Elkhart again placing the proposition before the

men. This proposal was turned down by the system shop-

craft leaders and the matter came before the Railroad Labor
Board.

The Board's decision holds that the evidence submitted in

the case did not prove coercion and that inasmuch as the

agreement was made between the duly authorized representa-

tives of the men and the carriers the result of this agreement

should stand.

A seventeen page dissenting opinion was appended to the

decision by A. O. Wharton and Albert Phillips, members of

the labor group on the Board, who reiterated a great deal

of the testimony introduced in this case by the employees,

drawing the conclusion that "the outstanding indisputable

facts are that the method adopted by Uie carrier were not in

accord with any recognized principle of justice and fair play,

both of which it is assumed were the guarantees accruing to

railroad employees under tlje provisions of the Transportation

.A.ct and the decisions cf me Labor Board.''

ARY

—

All Districts, Compabison or T--'

REVENUE FREIGHT I.OAnED
Vr\5 I ' >: \ii, T»,i Years Aoo.

Grain
and

gr.iin Live Forest

District"* Year prcxtiicts stock Coal Coke products

Eastern . 19.'2 12.440 4.2.M 67,561 2.517 5,903
;<>J1 9,045 4.054 48.182 1,809 4,330

.Mleiihtny . 1922 3,7.'5 3,S6S 58.178 5.948 3.507
1921 2,.172 3,498 47,983 2.891 2.928

Pocahonl. . 1922 254 120 18,498 577 I.60I
1921 212 181 20,781 168 1.27.S

.Southern 1922 3,849 2,506 23.387 1.306 21.085
1921 2,951 1.820 20.395 543 16,763

Norlhwesicrn 1922 16.658 11.411 10,224 1.640 15.233
1921 10.194 9.373 8.758 810 11,444

Central Western 1922 13.121 15.142 21.471 272 6.733
1921 9.588 12.488 18.420 138 6.570

Southwestern 1922 5.157 3.457 5.705 171 7.241
1921 3.479 2,878 3,919 105 7.165

Total Western district*. 1922 34,936 30.010 37.400 2.083 29.207
1921 23.261 24.739 31.097 1.053 25.179

Txal. all roads 1922 55.204 40.735 205.024 12.431 61,403
1921 37.841 34.292 168.438 6,464 50.475
1920 35.753 40.579 216.322 13,625 53,934

InrrriT r.n,,„rpd '921 17,363 6.443 36,586 5.967 10.928
rir .1 1921
Ii 1920 19.451 156 7.469
I)r I 1920 11,298 1.194
N 1922 55.204 40.735 205.024 12.431 61,403
Nnvetni'r II 1972 52,501 38.001 188.312 12.273 60.393
November 4 1922 51,912 .19.7.11 194.077 11.641 60.01.1

Oct<*er 28 1922 51.913 42,644 197,9:8 11,388 60.584
Ocloher 21 1922 53,680 40,473 196,771 10.631 60,344

Compiled by the Car Service Division of the American Railway AssocLitJoo.

Mdse.
Ore L.C.I..
4,412 64.662
2.073 63,969
7.767 46.881
3.373 47.520
100 5.594

3 5.656
1,267 38.502
479 38.065

16.495 26.653
877 27.136

2.186 30.972
757 31.082
.'53 15.658
773 15.879

19.234 7J.283
2,407 74,097

32.780 228.932
8,335 229..107

37.674 202.554

4,894
32.780
39,383
47,046
48.005
45.468

385
26,368

228i922
228.050
234.737
233.680

Miscel-
laneous
91.617
69.450
74,177
53.366
3.765
3.115

44,312
36.545
36,003
28.334
52.872
37.849
29.849
26.552
118,724
92.735
332,595
255,211
288.697
77.384

332.595
334.997
35.1.670
368.338
364.595

KOVEUBER 18. 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

This
year
1922

253,343

204.1 51

ioisw

1361214

iiiiii?

i42!769

"67;79i

J44;877

969.094

178,731

43,898 79.956

969.894
953.909
994.827

1.014.480
1.003.759

Corre-
sponding
year
1921

Corre-
sponding

vear
1920

202.912 209.029

163,931 188.006

31,.19I 32.135

117,561 128.412

96.926 128,759

116.892 134.086

60.750 68,711

274.568 331.556

790.363
swjis

790.363
755.777
837.576
951. .184

964.81

1

889. 1 3S
927.586
915.615
981.242

1.008.818



All-Service Locomotive Power Reverse Gear
New Non-Creei)ing Power Reverse Gear Equally Adapted to

Passenger, Freight or Switching Service

TiK Ai.L-Sr«vicE powiT rivirst gear is the n-sult of

dcvrloprnt-nts extending' 'mt ;i period of about four

yean*, during which iti. 1. -iijntTS, the Trans|xirtation

l»<vm-s Cori-irution, Indian. ij^ li>. Iml., larriod on an ex-

tt-n-ivi- iiiv( -iij.ition covcrini; all ph.i-o .ii the reverse gear

problem I lie- concrete result ii.i- Wctn the incorporation in

this gear of certain features, the value of which has been

amply demonstrated.

DesiraMe features of con-trm lion and oi>eration rlaimiil

for the All-Ser\'ice reverse m ir iiulude e<|Ual adaptaliilily

to pa.«*enijer, freight or switchiiii; x-rx-ice, intcrchani»ealiility

with the majority of reverse gears now in service, and [visitivc

prevention of creeping. Fine adjustment, air cushioning is

provided for pa.ssenger and freight ser\-ice, and quick, reverse,

easy handling for switching serviie. In addition, stufiing

boxes and glands are eliminated, and the operating valve is

readily removable for repairs witliout removing the entire

gear Crom the locomotive. Many of the parts subject to wear

ran \>c obtaine<l from standard stcx k always carried by the

railroads. The provisions made for lubrication are such

that in this respect the gears recjuire no attention from the

enginemen.

To obtain the alxive features, the body of the gear is made

an integral casting, embodying the cylinder and guides, one

of the gear. This fx-rmits employing the same methods and
materials in successful u>e for years in packing air brake

cylinders; cylinder leakaije is reduced to the minimum; and
there is no possibility of air leaking from one pressure

chaml»er to the other. I'urtliermore, the absence of any
pj^t" II nxl (ir -luftun; b">\ ,i- i • mtriliutory ( ,iu>c for leakage

4M V.^M.IN
-__ ',vm iRoxr

The Operating Valve Is an Independent Unit with Microm-

eter Adjustments for the Four Poppet Valves

makes the gear proof against creeping due to instability of

iressures.

Lost motion of connection levers and bearings is one con-

tributory cause to inaccurate reverse gear operation and in

this gear, hardened steel pins and bushings are uscxl through-

out, all fits being ground. To insure long life of cylinder

|>acking cups, the cylinder walls are also ground surfaces.

The operating valve is applied as an independent unit on

surfaces to reduce wear to a minimum.

All-Service Power Reverse Gear with Cylinder and Guides on Integral Casting

cylinder luad anil bolted joint 1h iiig thus eliminated. .\ny

ItKid on the gear is supjjorted bclwecn the jioints of attach-

ment to the i(Komotive, and the i\iinder it.self takes no lo;id

other than internal [iressurc. .\ floating cylinder, moving

within the main body cylinder, and a fixed piston head arc

provided, thus eliminating the u-iial piston rod, crosshead,

stuffing box and packing. By this construction the pack-

ing rings, or sealing medium, are subjected to air pressure

in one direction only for each of the air pressure chambers

The ()|>cTating valve is ajiplied as an indeix'ndent unit on

the gear, ])erforniing the same function as the triple valve

with respect to the brake cylinder or reservoir. The four-

()0|)pct valve principle is emi>love(l to give long life to valves

and allow separate adjustments of exhausts and admissions

for each of the two air chambers. Micrometer adjustments

are provided for each |X)|)pet valve to allow of independent

clearance, or no clearance at all, and to make tljc gear sensi-

tive to any adjustments that may be required, either because
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of the gear moving itself, or being moved by the engineman.

It is apparent from the illustrations that this valve can be

readily removed and taken to a bench for repairs, another

Reverse Lever with Fine Tooth Circular Quadrant

valve being applied in the meantime without disturbing the

gear or unduly delaying the locomotive.

Some unusual features are included in the reverse lever

and especially the quadrant. A circular quadrant without

make available a large number of adjustments. The notches
and quadrant latch are so designed that the reverse lever

can be placed in any cut-off position desired. The fineness

of adjustment is determined by the fineness of the engine-
man's movement of the lever.

The valve and lever construction is such that the speed of

the reverse gear crosshead is proportionally the same as the

reverse lever, preventing "slamming" in reversing and "surg-
ing" when the slack is taken up. The pull on the reverse

lever need be no greater than can be exerted by one hand,
sufficient to open the valves, the power of the gear moving
the lever. The air consumption is reduced to that required

to fill the increment of volume from which the gear is ad-

justed. This reverse gear can be readily applied to loco-

motives with either high or low-hung reach rods, and it is

especially designed to work with automatic control of cut-off.

Continuous service for three years without attention of

any kind is the record established by one installation of All-

Service gear. This gear is in service on high-speed Atlantic

t\j>e passenger locomotives where convenience of adjustment

and stability of cut-off are particularly essential. Several

gears have been in use a shorter period and as yet have

required no adjustments.

The Ferryboat "Buffalo," a new vessel of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western, was launched on November 22 at

Elizabethport, N. J. The new vessel is 221 feet long with a '

carrying capacity of 1,000 passengers; and is to be used be-

tween New York and Hoboken. The Philadelphia & Reading

has just ordered two new ferryboats for use between Phila-

Plan and Elevations of Gear, Showing, in Cross Sections, Details of the Floating Cylinder

Stops is used to insure full travel of tlie level. The wear dolphin. Pa., and Camden, N. J., where, within the last two

of the quadrant teeth with corresponding lost motion of the years, the movement of vehicles by ferry has increased about

lever is compensated for in revolving a new set of teeth to 50 per cent. The new boats will be built by Pusey & Jones.

the operating arc of the lever. V-notched teeth are used to WilminRlon. Del., and will be 200 feet long by SS feet wide.



The "Veri-Direct" Method of Handling L.C.L. Freight

To Prevent Wrong Loading. Wrong Way-Billing and Wrong

Mailing of Way-Bills—Economy Proved

Tm \ mi-DiKKcT .\hiiii.ii of lixidinj; fniulit iTom
freight houst-s into i;irs, which is her* described has

Utn iti use in the Ohio Region of the Erie Railroad

for o\er a year, and it has ntluced the errors and losses

due to urooK loading about 70 |xr cent as compared with

former conditions. A ver>' complete checking for errors is

regularly made and the system is such that every bill of lad-

ing and ever>- way bill must l>e accounted for. This method
was introduced early in 1''21 and is now in use at nine sta-

tions; and C. G. Johnson, superintendent of station sercvice,

has given us a description of it substantially as follows:

From the arrival of a shipment of goods on the con-

signor's dray to the sending out of the way bill seven blank

forms are required. These are:

1. Shipping order (transcript of bill of lading) on which
are entered the "flag number'' and location nunil)er of the

car into which the freight is to Im? loaded; the veri-check

progressive number, the rate, the extensico and the waybill

number.

2. A "veri-check ballot" which is filled out with a de-

scription of the car: the flag and Kxation number, the veri-

check number, the number of piciis in shipment, the number
of pieces on the truck, the checker's number; also the stower's

signature and a rubber stamp impression (put on by him) of

the flag number.

3. Freight house veri-check record No. 1, one for each

day. This .*hows the arbitrar}- progressive numbers of the

ballots used.

4. Freight house veri-check record No. 2; one each day,

showing the veri-check progres.'iive number and the number
of pieces of freight on each bill of lading. The difference

between record Xo. 1 and record No. 2 is that No. 1 merely

shows what ballots are made, while No. 2 shows, under

the head of each car, what ballots were sent to that car.

5. Original waybill, one sheet 8'/^ in. .x 11 in., for each

shipment originating at the station.

6. Loading schedule (layout or spot sheet). See illus-

tration. Copies of this are used l>y the flag clerk, the typist,

the way-bill mailing clerk, and all concerned.

7. Combination invoice and veri-check record, used in the

main office. This is sent out with the waybills; it is a way-

bill of waybills.

When the Shipper Comes

When the bills of lading are tendered, the representative

of the shipper is sent to the central flagging office, where the

bills of lading are routed, and the shipping order .separated

from the other portions. The < krk here stamps on the ship-

ping orfler the flag number which indicates the car into

which the freiglit is to be loaded, and the spot number show-

ing where the car is to be found. ( Permanent .spot or loca-

tion boards are placed opposite each line of cars, and flag-

boards within the cars).

The flag clerk has a master flag book showing all the

station? on the Krie Railroad, in alphabetical arrangement,

and those on connecting lines moving via F.rie junctions,

together with the flag number and symbol letter; and the

shipping orders are "flagged" with this book as his guide.

The clerk places a numl)er on each ship[>ing order, by the

use of a con.secutive numberiiiL; machine, commencing with

No. 1 on the first day of every week. This number is used

as an identification of the shii>iiient throughout. A record is

made of the numbers of all shijiplng orders so that the ship-

per can U- (juickly ideiitilied in aise a shipping order should

be lost. For example: "Progressive Numbers 599 to 604

—

The May Company." This done, the bills of lading are

returned to the ship|xr's representative and by him ti'ndered

to the receiving clerk for the handling of the goods. The
check clerk receiving the freight arranges the shipping Vder
portions in alphabetical order as to the destination stations,

for convenient checking.

The Check Clerk, the Caller and the Stowman

A caller calls the consignee, the destination marks, the

commodity, the case or bale number, or other identification

marks shown on the package, and the checker checks against

the shipping order.

The freight is placed on a truck and the checker caUs the

flag and location number, which has been written on the

shipping order and the caller wTites these numbers on the

top of one of the packages. The two numbers are separated

by a horizontal line, the flag number being shown above and

the spot or location below; example:

66

503

The veri-check ballot, prepared by the check clerk, shows

the flag number and the location number of the car; the veri-

check progressive number, the number of pieces in the ship-

ment and on that particular truck, and the checker's number.

This ballot is handed to the caller, who deposits it in a

receptacle on the side of the truck; and the truck is shoved

to the opposite side of the freight house by the caller, and

there dropped. Motor tractor or hand power then moves the

truck to a point near the location board shown.

Regular stowmen are assigned to each line of cars, one

stowman stowing four or five cars. These stowmen are re-

sponsible for the opening of the cars at the beginning of the

day's business, the placing of the gang plank.s, the .sweeping

of the car floors, the pulling of the nails from the sides and
floors of the cars, and the general preparation of cars for the

receipt of freight. They are required to place the flag

boards insitle the car at the right of the door opposite the

entrance to the car, in plain view from the platform.

No truckmen or other employes, except the .stowimen, are

allowed to enter the car e.xcept upon the authority of the fore-

man or assistant foreman.

The stowman stows all of the freight. He notes the flag

number as shown on one of the packages and moves the

freight into the car according to this number. He then re-

moves the veri-check ballot from the receptacle on the truck

and conii)ares the flag luinilx-r on the ballot with the flag

number on the flag board within the car. He then counts

the number of pieces on the truck and compares that number
with the numlier shown on the ballot. If the numlu-r of

pieces on the truck is right the stowman places the ballot in

the small pocket of hi.s jacket and unloads the freight,

observing the destination marks on the packages.

H he has any doubt about the loading he can refer to a

book which he carries in his jiocket. This book shows all

the stations on the F.rie Railroad for which freight may be

loaded info a particular car. The cars are arranged in this

bfxik adordiiig to the flag number, in consecutive order. All

de.stinations which may be loaded into a particular car are

shown under the flag number of that car, in alphabetical

arrangement.

Symbol letters are used for places off the Erie Railroad.
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No.
>^^ro

No. OF PIECES

tn Shipment I On Truck

TRUCKMAN

No.
CHECKU

No. 4^

N

hu--3h^< ^t^^y^^ ^^ T^^-^^ftyV^t O/ifo //^J5:l2f

A Veri-Check Ballot
Copy of a Portion of Veri-Check Record No. 2, for September 25, 1921

This record is made in pencil on sheets 16 in. tpide and 14 in. in height. This eniraving shcn^s a half

of cne sheet, reduced about two-thirds in xiridth and hctght- The checking, indicated by a circle around
the number, has been completed to th4 tnd of the fourth column, as shown by the "O. K.**

VERI-CHECK RECORD NO. 1- SEPTEMBER 25. 19?1

Verkhtck Verichcck yericheck yericheck Vericheck

No. 6 No. 7 No.S No. 9 Wo.

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

(16) (17) (18) (19) (20)

(26) (27) (28) (29) (30)

(36) 37* (38) (39) (40)

(46) (47) (48) (49) (50)

(56) (57) (58) (59) (60)

(66) (67) (68) (69) (70)

(76) (77) (78) (79) (80)

(86) (87) (88) (89) (90)

(96) (97) (98) (99) (100)

(106) (107) (108) (109) (110)

(116) (117) (118) (119) (120)

'CanetlM.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. |

1
"?;: °

2
"""*'•"

fu, 1

3
^ '-"'**'

4 ,H;'E
Spot

iiO'^
Ipot

Xo'g
KP
,0^ &<? Joo

(f

7/3 / 1 X. / o
.... l£

11 ""''V" 12 13
WaSHMOION

14
"-"

Sp.1

Hoy- 3oS

LS ^
&
M"*" 73 -5 SO u-? 3 / o 7V isS9

Part of a Daily Loading Schedule—Reduced
A daily toadint Schrdule fcr 40 cars fills a sheet 17 in. aide and 8 in. kick
Numbers 21, 31, etc., uould come directly under No. U; and 22, 32. etc..

under No. 12.

Tht above is a reproduction of half (the right-tuind

half) of I'eri-Check Record i\'o. 1. It is reduced about

one-half in xvidth and height. Pamitlieses indicate that

the number has been used this day. Assuming that I20

is the last nutnJtcr used, the clerk makes a notation on the

sheet to tluit effect. It may be assumed that "57" repre-

sents a skifmtent to hr held over unlit tlte nc.xi day.

In the next column is a transcript of an invoice covering 14

way bills. The invoice sheet is 5J/2 in. wide and has 44
numbered lines, being 17 in. in height. The carbon copy,

retained in the sending office is on a wider sheet hairing

three additional columns for (a) the veri-check number
(fr) the nu/mber of packages and (c) initial of the clerk

who makes final check of ballots again.^ way bills.

ERIE RAILROAD COMPANY
INVOICE FOR WAY-BILLS FORWARDED

VoungstoWH, Ohio, Stp^ember 26, 1921.

Flag No. 11

Agent at Shenang^, Pa. Train No. 77

Waybills for Erie Car 68482 Encloted herewith

Billed from Billed to Date
9-25

Number
698
699
703
711
712
714
716
717
71S
720
725
729
741
747

Weight
310
4U0
100
lis
310
100
40O
63S

1.190
2.310
2.100
4.310
990

I.2IS

14.375

Nile*. O Gir.ird. P«.
VnungMown, O ClrnrH. Pa.
Slrulhtr». O Ciiraril, Pa
nf«»fr. P.. Krcmis. Pa
Youngslown, O Krrmis, Pi
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For example "11" is the flag number lor a car going to

Shenango Junction, and IIX means that the destinatioa is

oa the B. &: L. £. to be transferred at Shenango Junction.
On the divider sheet which separati-s one car from another

in the stowman's book, there is a note to the effect that for

freight lx:ing loaded into this car for stations on connecting
lines which do not appear in the alphabetical list, he must,

in addition to flag and location number, have the authority

of a svniliol letter: and this letter is shown.
When the l.allot shows only the flag number and the

packages arc destined to a station not shown in the stow-

man's book, ihcy are rejected by him avi the assistant fore-

man adjusts the irregularity.

As soon as the freight is deposited in the car by the stow-

man he amoves the ballot from his pocket and stamps at

the top of the ballot, the impression of the flag number of

the car, by the use of a rubber stamp attached to the veri-

check box. He then writes his name at the bottom of the

ballot and deposits it in the veri-check box. Stowmen are

prohibited from handling more than one shipment or one
ballot (or set of ballots for one shipment) at one time.

Immediately after the completion of the check of the ship-

ment by the check clerk at the receiving door, all portions

of the bill of lading are compared, and stamped with the

regulation time stamp, showing the hour and date of receipt;

and he signs his full name on the original, in the space
provided under the agent's printed name.
The time stamp used in receipting bills of lading is at-

tached by a chain to the clothing of the check clerk, in order

that unscrupulous persons may not have the opportunity to

sign ."spurious bills of lading. The original and memorandum
portions of the bill of lading are returned to the shipper's

representative and the shipping order is placed on a spindle

on the check clerk's desk. These are collected at intervals

by a messenger and taken to the freight house veri-check

desk in the central flagging office.

The Daily Records

At the beginning of the day's business the veri-check

clerk prepares a sheet with numbers equal to the probable

number of shipments that will be received on that day. This

is veri-check sheet No. 1. These numbers are arranged for

quick reference according to the last digit of the number,

from "1" to "0"; i.e., number "495" is placed on the "5"

column. These numbers are placed on the sheet with a con-

secutive numbering machine.

Immediately upon the receipt of shipping orders at the

freight-house veri-check desk the numbers shown thereon

are checked against the arbitrar)' numbers shown on the

sheet, a circle being placed around the number to denote

that that particular shipping order has tieen received at the

desk. This is to insure that all shipping orders shall be

accounted for.

The veri-check progressive numbers shown on the shipping

orders, with the number of pieces of freight, arc then recorded

on the freight-hou.se veri-check sheet No. 2, each number
being entered under the flag number of the proper car. The
shipping orders are then sent to the office for waybilling.

At intervals the veri-check ballots are collected by a mes-

senger from the bo.xes in the cars. He examines the flag

number as shown on the flag board and as stamped on the

ballots by the stowmen, and if a ballot is found with the

wrong number it is turned over to the a.ssistant foreman for

adjustment.

A rubber band is placed around each lot of ballots taken

from each box, and the ballots are sent to the freight-house

veri-check clerk where they are ( hccked against veri-check

sheet No. 2 to account for proper loading in car, a circle

being placed around the numbers. The ballot is now sent

to the main office veri-check desk.

Any omission found by the freight-house veri-check clerk

such as the stowman Icavmg off his name, or failure to show

impression of flag stamp, is immediately called to the atten-

tion of the a.ssistant foreman. If a veri-check ballot is miss-

ing, record No. 2 immediately detects it. For example: if a

veri-check numU-r shown under the car on sheet No. 2 has

not been circled, while the one IjcIow it has been circled,

that is a danger signal to the clerk, and the shipping order

or waybill is obtained from the waybilling office and an

inspection made of the freight in the car to see if it b there.

When found a ballot is made covering the shipment and

that ballot, marked "duplicate," shows that the freight has

been actually loaded in the car.

The checking of the arbitrary progressive numbers on the

veri-check sheet numlx-r 1 will immediately detect any miss-

ing shipping order and reference is made to the record main-

tained by the flag clerk of the veri-check numbers on the

shipping orders; and the shipper is immediately questioned

as to the possible delivery of all portions of the bill of lad-

ing to him: and the shipping order is returned or a copy

made and the record cleared.

If any shipment is held over and not loaded into the car,

the shipping order is obtained and the veri-check number
cancelled thereon; it is also cancelled on the sheet showing
the arbitrary numbers. Every arbitrary veri-check sumber
shown on the sheet must be accounted for at the end of the

day's business, or cancelled on the sheet and an explanation

made of the reason for the cancellation.

Every veri-check number and number of jjieces ki a ship-

ment as shown under the flag number on veri-check sheet

No. 2 must be accounted for before the cars are closed.

Way-billing and Mailing

Immediately upon receipt of the veri-check ballots in the

main office they are placed in a case provided for them, in

compartments numbered to correspond with the permanent
loading schedule (layout or spot sheet), ready to be checked
against the combination invoice and veri-check record.

There is a waybill distribution case with 100 compart-

ments numbered according to the flag numbers on the cars.

.^11 waybills show the flag number of the car and they are

distributed into the waybill distribution case according to

these flag numbers. They are then \vritten on the final veri-

check record, which is a combination veri-check record and
invoice of waybills, .^s soon as these waybills are entered

on this form, the veri-check ballots are checked back against

this record, and if the total number of pieces shown on the

ballot or ballots agrees with the number of pieces shown
against the record of the waybill, the main office veri-check

clerk attests the fact by writing his initiak in the verification

column on the record ; and he then files the ballots for future

reference. If the number of pieces on waybill as shown by
the record does not agree with number of pieces shown on
the ballots the shipping order is secured; and if an error in

waybilling has been made a new waybill is made. If there

is a missing ballot, the freight-house veri-check record is

inspected.

In waybilling freight the veri-check number, as taken from
the shipping order, is shown on the waybill in a regularly

assigned space. At the close of the day's business, after the

ballots have been checked against the combination veri-check

and invoice sheet and all items closed out, the main office

veri-check clerk goes through each compartment of the way-
bill distribution ca.se and first compares all of the flag num-
bers shown on the waybills with the number of the compart-
ment. Then he refers to the permanent landing schedule and
finds the initial and number of the car, compares it with the

number shown on combination veri-check and invoice form,

and then again goes through the waybills and compares the

initial and number of the car shown thereon to see that they

are all correct.

In addition, he counts the number of waybills and com-
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pares them against the number of entries on invoice as shown
by the numbered items thereon. He then attaches the invoice

to the wajbills, together with a copy of the non-revenue

waybill up)on which the car moves, and places the whole in

the envelope, which has previously been prepared. This
shows the flag number, the car number, initials, station from
and date. If a way car, the original non-revenue waybill is

attached to the other waybills.

Before mailing, the envelope is compared against the com-
bination invoice and veri-check record of the car, the copy

of the non-revenue waybill attached thereto, and against the

permanent loading schedule to see if the car number and
initial and the mailing destination of the car are correct.

A copy of the combination veri-check record and invoice

is retained at the station as a permanent office record.

A Typical Shipment

In order that the reader may review this method of load-

ing, free from details, we will follow a shipment from the

shipper's dray through its various processes to the completion

of the waybill and the mailing of that document.

Take a shipment of one box of patterns, 310 lb., shipped

by the Carnegie Steel Co., Young.stown, Ohio, to the Edgar

Thomson Foundry, Bessemer, Pa.

1. All parts of the bill of lading are presented at the

central flagging office. Flag clerk enters (a) the routing

(via Shenango & B. &: L. E. R.R.); (b) flag number of car

("IIG"') and location numljer (409); (c) veri-check pro-

gressive number (96) put on with a consecutive numbering

machine. He makes a record of the shipping order against

the shipper's name, as jjefore noted, and returns all parts of

the bill of lading to the shippers representative.

2. All portions of the bill of lading presented at the re-

ceiving door are then separated; and all shipping orders are

arranged alphabetically according to destination stations.

The caller calls the marks and unloads the freight from the

dray and puts it in his truck. The checker checks against

the shipping order and announces llG-409, the flag and

location of car, to the caller, wlio chalk-marks these numbers

on one of the packages. The check clerk makes a ballot and

hands it to the caller, who places it in the receptacle on the

truck. The caller pushes the truck across the house to the

car side. The checker stamps and signs all parts of the bill

of lading; he returns the original and the memorandum to

shipper's representative and hangs the shipping order portion

on a hook on his desk.

3. This shipping order is picked up by a messenger and

delivered to the freight-house veri-check desk. There it is

checked on veri-check sheet No. 1 and the information shown

on the order is recorded on sheet No. 2.

4. The shipping order is sent to the main office for billing.

5. The truck with freight thereon is moved by tractor or

by hand to a point opposite location board "409."

6. The stowman notes the chalk mark and the flag num-

ber and moves the freight into car 11. He removes the ballot

from the receptacle on the truck; compares flag number

"IIG" with flag board No. 11 and symbol G, shown on the

board and on the l)Ox inside of the car. He counts the num-

ber of pieces on the truck and compares with the number

shown on the ballot. He docs not need to check destination,

as the symbol letter "G" is shown. (If no symbol letter is

.«hown the stowman unloads according to destination mark,

referring to his book to find any destinations with which he is

not familiar) and stami)s the ballot willi the flag number

of the car; he signs his name on the ballot and deposits it

in the box inside the car.

7. Messenger collects all ballots from box 11; compares

rubber stamp impression number 11 with number 11 on the

flag l)oard; takes ballot to freight-house veri-check office

where it is checked against record No. 2, whiih sliows pro-

gressive number and number of pieces ; the ballot is then sent

to main office.

8. Shipping order is taken by the rate clerk and the rate

is entered on it. He enters the waybill number (E-698)
thereon with a consecutive numbering machine; extensions

are made by the comptometer operator in blue pencil, and
the waybill is made by a tj'pist, who makes an exact copy

Samples of Items :n Loading
Guide, Yon»GsTOWN, O.

Flag
No. Station *

5 Castile, N. V.
Id CatLiraugus, N. Y.
6 Cedar Grove, N. J. (Ppd.).
3 Cement Works. O. (Ppd.).
7 Central \'alky. N. Y.
7 Charlottsburg, N. T.

5 Cheektowaga, N. V. (Ppd.).
12 Clanricarde, Ind. (Ppd.).
16 Clarion let.. Pa. fPpd.).
7 ricmo. Pa. (Ppd.).
4 Cleveland. Ohio.
6 Oifton, N. J.
7 Clifton, Pa.

YouNOSTOWN, O.

—

Foreign

Flag No.
and symbol

Baltimore & Ohio R.R.:
Akron. Ohio I A
Itarberton, Ohio I A
Bessemer, Pa. (P. &

L. E.) 2S T
Bnrbank, Ohio 1 A
Cleveland. Ohio 4B
Ilexter. Pa. (P. & I.. E.) 26 T
Knit. Ohio 2 AC
Mt. Tcwett. Pa 16 L
Mansfield, Ohio 1 A
Bessemer &L. E. R. R.:
Meadville, Pa 14 K
Greenville. Pa 23 Q
Shenangn, Pa 11 G

Bn(I„ Rcx:h. & Pitts. R. R.
Bradfrrd, Pa 16 L
Rrnckwavville. Pa 16 L
Carrollton. N. Y 16 L

A Le.xf from a Stowm.\x*s Book,
YOL'NGSTOWN, O. FLAG No. 6

Allwood. N. J.
.•\rIincton, N. T.

Atl.enia. N. J.
Atlantic Terminal, N. Y.
Atlantic Term., Brooklyn, N. Y
Awxjsting. N. Y.
Babbitt. N. J. •

Baltic Term., Brooklyn. N. V.
Bardonia, N. Y.
Belleville, N. J.
Belhvood Park. N. J.
Blnomfield. N. J.
BloomfiiUI Ave.. N. J.
Rloomingdale, N. J.
R.ardville, N. J.
Bogota. N. J.
Brighton Ave.. N. J.
Brcoklyn, N. Y.
Brooklyn E. D. Term, N. Y.
Bnsh Term., Brooklyn, N. V.
Butler. N. J.
Bush Dock. N. Y.
Caldwell. N. J.
Campgaw, N. J.
Carlstadt. N. J.
Carlton Hill. N. J.
Carlton Park, N. J.
Cedar Grove, N. J.
Clifton. N. T.

Closter, N.
J.

Cooper. N. J.
Cresskill. N. T.

of the written portion of the bill of lading. A shipping order

when finally filed bears seven notations. For example, in

the case of the box of patterns referred to:

1. The flag number IIG, and the spot number, 409, written in red
pencil.

2. The progressive number, "96."

3. The routing, rubber stamped, "Route 5237 Shenango, B. & L. E."
4. The rate, in red ink. 79"^.
5. The freight (310 .r 79".^), $2.46.
6. Total amount including war tax. $2.53; and the waybill clerk

stamps on it the number of his waybill. 698.

9. The waybill is SCTit to main office mailing desk and

there placed in compartment number 11, faced up.

10. Tlie mail clerk transcribes the waybill on a combina-

tion invoice and veri-check record (see illustration); then

checks the ballot number against the item on the record and

returns both the waybill and record to compartment num-
ber 11, faced down.

11. Tile mail clerk counts the waybills and compares the

number of eadi l)ill with the number shown on the invoice;

then he checks all flag numbers shown on waybills to see

if they agree with the compartment numl>er; obtains the car

number from tlie loading schedule and checks the car num-
bers on all waybills; addresses the envelope; attaches invoice

and copy of non-revenue waybill to other waybills; com-

pares address on envelope witli destination of car as shown
on loading schedule, and sends to mail room for mailing.

(Loading .schedule shows that number 11 car is Erie 68482
and destination Kremis Transfer. B & L E.)

Satisfactory Economy

Mr. Johnson informs us tliat at a station or transfer han-

dling from 900 to 1,200 consignments a day the additional

cost necessary for the operation of the "veri-direct"' loading

meliifMl will not exceed $200 a month; and he declares that

this amount is insignificant compared with the saving made
by the u.h" of the method in the elimination of loss and
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1 iic mctiiwi IS lit Use at llu l< .ii> >.'. ni,' -t.iti'Xi'- : famcStOWD,
N v.; Mcadville, Pa.; Youiii;-ti<un. ()lii<.. ( l(\iland, Ohio;
Akron. Ohio; Ashland, Ohio; Manj-iii-ld, Ohio; Sharon, Pa.;

Warren, Ohio.

Freight Transferred

In the handling of outliound fn-iiiht all through waybills

received at the freight-house with goods from connecting

railroads are treated the same as bills of lading received

—-H

put on with tiie numin-nng machine, the same as though it

\wre a shipping order.

Each freight station that transfers freight from one car

to another keeps a loos<--leaf record showing all necessary

details of cver>' shipment. The record of :i given inbound
car at Voungstown, for cxamjile, shows not only the freight

transferri-<l but al.so all freight for Voungstown proper, with

any necessar>' notations as to condition of goods found in

bad order.

Clerks Demand Large Wage Increases

Railroad Labor Board Asked to Restore Rates of Pay

Received Under Its Decision No. 2

ANOTHEk DEMA.N'D for large wage increases was placed

Ijefore the Railroad Lalwr Board when representatives

of the clerical employees on approximately 50 carriers

apfjeared liefore that l>ody on Novemljcr 23, 24 and 25. In

general their requests were for the restoration of the rates of

pay in effect under the Board's Decision No. 2, in other

words the restoration of the highest rates of pay ever received

by these employees, .\ccording to their testimony, the in-

creasi's requested, if granted, would add $5,!S''5,O00 to the

monthly payroll for clerks (based on the .August, 1922

figures) and $1,330,000 to the monthly ^xiyroll for freight

handlers, a total monthly increase of $7,225,000.

A new aigumcnt in favor of wage increases was included

in the employees' jiresentation when, in dealing with the

ability of Xhe carriers to pay the increased rates requested,

they ofjenly made the charge that "the railroiids have per-

sistently concealed the true measure of prosperity which they

enjoyed by the grossly misleading practice of earning ex-

cessive charges to maintenance.'' This "method of con-

cealing profits has long lieen an integral part of railway

financial policy' and is "common knowledge." they con-

tinued. "The extent to which it 1ki< Uvn indulged and the

full significance of that indulgence has been clearly recog-

nized and forcibly driven home by only one prominent finan-

cial writer, fhonias Gib.son, who in recent years has dp\'oted

a large meiisure of his time to extended analysis of this

factor in the railroad income statement and has repeatedly

urged his clients—the holders of railroad securities—to

reilize t!ie inlluencc which ovenii:iinten:ince exerts in depress-

ing railroad net 'Mrnings below their actual ])ro|XT level."

Numerous "weekly market letters" written by this man
were quoted in supfwrt of their [wsition, but upon cross-

examination none of the emplovi-es' representatives could

definitely identify the author.

In concluding his ;irgumcnt for a wage advance, K. H.
Fitzgerald, president of the BrothiHioiKl of Railway & Steam-
ship Clerks, Freight Handlers. St.ition & Exjiress Employees,

said:

We have pniveii

:

(1) That inequalities in the wa^i- rates paid to freight han-
dlers in certain localities have workrd an injustice and merit im-
mediate action by the Board.

(2) Tliat the cost of a decent standard of living in the United
States today is far above the wam-. received by the classes of

employees wc represent.

(3) That tlic standard of livini; "f these workcru has fallen

and unless the I'.oard acts now, th< increases in living costs whicli

arc beiiiK daily reported will iiievil.iMy operate to further depress

the standards of living of these railway employees.
(4) That business conditions in general, and the condition of

the railroads in particular, are such that an increase in the wage
rates can be easily paid from railway earnings. Not only is the
financial condition of the railways now very favtroble. but every
indication points to the conclusion that the railways will profit

even more liberally in the near future. We have shown in this

connection that the granting of punitive overtime rates for all

time worked in e.xcess of eight hours a day or 48 hours a week
is under existing conditions not only just and reasonable but an
absolute necessity.

(5) That the wages of employees in outside industries have
increased very rapidly in the general upward movement that has
taken place in the last six months. We have shown that the
wages of railway trainmen have been continued at the level pre-
vailing after July 1, 1921. We have shown that individual rail-

ways, acting in agreement with their employees, have increased
the rates under Decision 1074 in their application to the employees
wc represent.

In regard to the alleged inequalities, the employees' repre-

sentatives contended that freight handlers in the larger

terminals are suffering from a maladjustment originating in

Supplement 7 to General Order 27 and petitioned the Board
to restore the differentials fonnerly existing between clerks

and freight handlers in freighthouses.

The "rebition between wages and the cost of living"' factor

cnumenitt'd in the Transixirtation .\ct as one of the princi-

ples to tx" considered in fixing wages, is inseparably con-

nected with the budget method and the tbeori' of the "living

wage," they argued. The minimum cost of living level, they

added, averaged more than $1,960 throughout the country,

whereas the yearly wages of the classes of employees involved
in this dispute ranged between $1,730 for "Class A' clerks

and $932 for common labor. In this connection, they also

went into the subject of "real wages," basing their conclusions

upon a comparison of wages and retail jirices of fcxxl be-

tween 1895 and 1922. This com|)arison purported to show
that the wages of station employees now, measured by their

purchasing |K)wer, are seven |X'r cent less and the wages of

clerks eight jn-r cent less than they were in 18''5.

.\ great deal of the ernjiloyws' testimonx' was devoted to

an attempt to prove that the carriers' financial difficulties are

now over and that they are able to pay the higher wage scale

re<|uested. It was in conntvtion with these contentions that

the employees introduced their charges of "concealed profits

in the f(>rm of overmaintenance."

Employees' Testimony Answered by E. J. McClees

The rei)ly of the ea-^tcTn carriers was |>resented bv F,. J.
McClees, secretary of the Bureau of Information of the

Kastem Railways, who repeatedly called attention to the fact

that almost all of the arguments advanced by the employees
have iK'en subjects of extendcxi hearings and in manv- cases
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of decisions by the Board. This was particularly true, he

pointed out, in regard to the men's demands for punitive

overtime and various changes in their working rules.

For instance, the changes in rules requested by the em-

ployees should be declined, Mr. McClees said, because: (1),

they are merely repetitions of requests previously filed with

the Board and ujxm which exhaustive hearings were held in

1920 and 1921; (2), the railroad testimony submitted at that

time clearly showed the drastic and restrictive nature of the

proposed rules; and (3), there has been no change in the

conditions affecting the employees which would justify a re-

consideration of tliese questions.

Referring to the comparison of wage? and retail food costs

from 1895 to 1922, Mr. McClees pointed out tlie "impossi-

bility of establishing any earnings of these cla.<>es of railway

employees from the Interstate Commerce Commission's re-

ports for tliese past jjeriods" and also the changes which the

Department of Labor has made in the food item at various

times between 1900 and 1913 all of which tend to nullify

the comparison.

"We feel that there is only one conclusion to be drawn

from the general statement on behalf of the employees," Mr,

McClees continued, "and that is set forth in the statement

made by committees on practically every eastern railroad

which is represented in this hearing, namely, that it is the

pasition of the organization that Decisions 147 and 1074 of

the Labor Board did not recognize conditions as they existed

and therefore w-ere improper and unjust; in other words,

that the Labor Board erred when it ordered these reductions.''

Taking up the contentions of the employees, namely, first

that Decisions 147 and 1074 were improper and unjust,

second, that there is an upward trend in the cost of living,

third, that the present wages of the employees involved are

not sufficient to maintain an average family in health and

decency, and fourth, that there have been increases in wages

in other industries since Decision 1074 was rendered, Mr,

McClees said in part:

"(1 ) Our exhibits clearly indicate that the treatment which

employees have received in the way of adjustment is a com-

plete answer to the claims of the organization concerning

inadequate or improper treatment, and demonstrates that all

the classes of employees involved in the present hearing have

received fair treatment whether viewed from the .standpoint

of actual increases or upon the basis of reduced purchasing

power of money.

"It will be noted for instance that the average hourly rate

for clerks in 1915 for the railroads indicated was 27 cents;

in OctoI}er, lOH, 30.7 cents; June, 1921, 62.7 cents; June,

1922, 56.4 cents, and at present 53.3 cents; that the clerks

involved are at present enjoying an increase over 1915 of

97.4 per cent m their rates and, after making allowance for

the reduced purchasing power of the dollar, they are 18.7

f)er cent better off than they were in 1915. Using 1917 as a

base they are 48.6 per cent liettcr off now than in 1917.

"(2) As to the claims of the representatives of the em-
ployees concerning the upward trend in the cost of living, the

latest information available completely contradicts the claims

of the employees. The Department of Labor bulletin i^hows

that for July, 1922, the index number of the cost of living

was 166.9 ba.'^ed on 1914, compared with 166.3 for .Sciitcmlier,

1922. Scptcml)cr being the latest figure available, and 174.3

for Decemljcr, 1921. Such fluctuation.s as have taken place

since last spring are not sufficiently pronounced to justify

the rccon.sidcration of the wage scales upon that factor.

"(3) As to the employers' contention that the present

wages do not yield a reasonable living wage, we l>clieve that

in view of the conclusions reached i)y the Board in its recent

decision in the maintenance of way case no further argument
need l)e made by the railroads on that subject.

"(4) The i)cst information available shows that nothinp;

approaching a general increase in wages has taken place in

other industries. Such changes as have taken place have been
spotted and largely confined to associated industries. A
summary of an investigation made by the individual rail-

roads as to changes which have taken place in the wage scale

of clerical forces in other industries, shows that 83 per cent

of 733 firms canvassed have made no changes in the wage
scales of their 31,957 clerical employees, that 85.8 per cent

of the employees have had no increase or decrease while 15.7

per cent of the firms made increases applying to 14.2 per cent

of the employees. It will be observed that nothing resembling

a general adjustment has taken place, in increases which
have been granted it is evident that they must have been
based upon the merits of the individual cases."

Several presentations were made on behalf of the individual

carriers and Dr. C. P. Neill and J. W. Higgins presented

brief statements oullinmg the position of the southeastern

and western carriers, respectively, the bulk of the testimony

on behalf of the latter group was given by representatives of

the individual lines involved.

Representatives of the Pennsylvania and the Mobile &
Ohio protested their inclusion in tlie controversy but no rul-

ing was made by the Board on this point. The hearings
ended on November 25.

An Automatic Substation

for the New York Central

THE Xew York Centr.al Railroad has contracted with
the General Electric Company for an automatic sub-

station installation to be used on its electrified divi-

sion. The new substation, which is the first to be installed

on an electrified steam road, will be located beneath the

elevated tracks at One Hundred and Tenth street and Park
avenue. New York, near the p>oint where they emerge from
the Park avenue terminal. While the equipment furnished
will provide for full automatic operation, the operator at

Mott Haven substation No. 2, about two miles distant, will

have the new station under his sujservision through pilot

wires providing for remote control. This equipment offers

an interesting and economical solution to some of the prob-
lems of train o[)eration at points where the growth of traffic

develops load centers which did not exist at the time of

the original installation.

The equipment will consist of a 2,000-kilowatt motor-
generator set ojx'ratcd directly from the 11,000-volt trans-

mission line and with . tiie generator supplying fwwcr to

the 660-volt third-rail .system.

The set ma>- be floated on the line all day or may be
closed down during the periods of light traffic at the dis-

cretion of the operator at the Mott Haven Junction substa-

tion. To start the station, he simply operates a control

switch and the automatic control in the new substation takes

care of starting the motor-generator set and bringing it on
to the line. .An ojx-rator in the station at Mott Haven may
also follow the output of the machine and its load condi-

tions at any time of the day. From his knowledge of train

movements he is in a position to know when the set may be
unnecessary and the indicating equipment on his meter

panel gives an additional check on the line load.

In the event of a service interruption due to failure of

the high tension suj^ply, the automatic station will of itself

sliut down and be ready to come onto the line again with

the resumption of service from the power station.

The automatic station control is laid out so as to pre.sent

the ch.aracterisfics of a constant current generator. The
control can lie adjusted so that the generator will supply

continuously any value of current below the rated output

for so long as tlie i)(X'rator may anticipate the concentration

of load or for such a period as is possilile without over-

heating.
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Southern Pacific-Central

Pacific Hearing
Wi»Hi»-i >». L>. C.

TiiK IIF.AKIXG before fommissioncrs Meyer and Potter of

the Interstate Ccmimercc Commission at Washington

on the application of the Southern Pacific for authority

to retain its control of the Central Pacific by lease and stock

ownt-rship was continued this week. Following the prescn-

taiiiin of testimony by officers of the Southern Pacific, a

large amount of testimony was given by representatives of

western shippers and of state commissions who have inter-

vened in tlie case to favor or oppose the Southern Pacific's

application. Those who urged the commission to approve the

Southern Pacific's application did so largely on tlie ground

that they preferred to maintain the Southern Pacific as a

strong railroad system, which they looked upon as a Cali-

fornia institution, rather than to have additional competition,

while many of them also feared that the service would be

impaired by a separation of the Central Pacific from the

Southern Pacific. Others who favored the separation took

the position that if separati-d from the Southern Pacific, the

Central Pacific would disi)lay more interest in the develop-

ment of the intermountain territory. The Union Pacific wit-

nesses are to be heard later.

L. J. Speuce, director of traffic of the Southern Pacific,

was cross-examined at length by H. A. Scandrett, commerce

counsel of the Union Pacific, regarding the extent of prefer-

ential solicitation by the Southern Pacific of traffic over its

southern routes. In reply to questions, Mr. Spence said that

while the Southern Pacific was under Union Pacific control

the agents were supposed to solicit business through the gate-

way which yielded the longest haul to the system lines, but

that after the separation he had substituted specific direc-

tions based on the definite geographical line which he had

described in his original statement and that in what he

called Atlantic-Gulf territory the Southern Pacific agents

were instructed to solicit preferentially via the southern

routes. In the territory north of that line they solicited

preferentially via the Ogden route. He denied that it was

the practice to solicit for the southern routes in the territory

north of the line. In other words, he said, the Southern

Pacific undertook to use the route by which it could most

successfully get its share of the business. He admitted that

under this policy the Southern Pacific tricxi to get freight

from Cincinnati via the southern route, although the distance

was somewhat greater than via Ogden because the southern

route was available for this purpose and by it the Southern

Pacific would receive a greater revenue, but, he said, the

companv regarded the Omaha route as an indispensable

route by which to solicit business as against the Santa Fe

and other lines and that the Union Pacific is indebted to its

organization for manv a car via Ogden when the Southern

Pacifi( could not get it the other way. Mr. Scandrett in-

• luired whetlier an independent Central Pacific would view

the Cincinnati traffic in the same way and Mr. Spence ad-

mitted it would not. When Mr. Scandrett asked if this does

not indicate that the Southern Pacific competes against itself,

Mr Si)ence replied that, in his opinion, the railroad having

a long haul by one route and a short haul by another route

necessarily competes against il.self. He denied that the

Sunset-Gulf route is a material competitor against the Ogden

route, on the ground that because of canal competition the

transcontinental traffic does not amount to much. The canal

competition, he said, now has three times the force it had

when the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific ca.sc was sub-

mitted to the court. He also denied that the Southern Pacific

had made lower rates over the Sunset-Gulf route to take

liusiness away from the Ogden route, a.sscrting that the

desire was not so much to make a differential as against the

rail lines as for the purpo.se of meeting the canal competition.

Mr. Spence said that when the policy of solicitation was
adopted after the separation of the Central Pacific and the

."southern Pacific, he had informed Judge Lovett, chairman

of the Union Pacific, at his request, and that Judge Lovett

had said it was entirely satisfactory.

Conunissioner Potter asked if the Southern Pacific in

drawing the line had attempted to be impartial. Mr. Sp>ence

said that it had drawn the line with reference to the points

at which it could make its solicitation effective. Fred H.
Wood, counsel for the Southern Pacific, had the witness

rejieat his original tc-stimony showing that the traffic which
moved via El Paso last year which might have gone via

Ogden amounted to less than 83,000 tons and that the same
jxjlicy of solicitation had put 316,000 tons of freight over

the Central Pacific which would not have moved that way
if the Southern Pacific had not solicited it. Commissioner
Potter inquired how much tonnage the Southern Pacific

would lose if the line from Ogden to San Francisco alone

were taken from the Southern Pacific. The witness said he
had made no estimates along that line.

In connection with the cross-examination, Mr. Scandrett

recalled testimony by William Sproule, president of the

Soutliem Pacific, before the Railroad Commission of Cali-

fornia in 1913 to the effect that the separation of the Central

Pacific from the Southern Pacific would be of great benefit

to the shipjjers and the public of California, that additional

railroads bringing new competition were always of benefit

to a community, and that there would be no advantage in

rates and no inconvenience to the public to result from such

a separation.

F. I^. Burckhalter, assistant general manager of the South-

ern Pacific, was cross-examined for an entire day by Mr.
Scandrett and by H. W. Clark, general counsel of the Union
Pacific, regarding the operating conditions which would re-

sult from a separation. Mr. Clark attempted to show by the

questioning that existing routes need not be disrupted by a

separation of the ownership and that the public would not

be seriously affected in any way because arrangements could

easily be made for joint use or running rights over the track-

age so that ven,- little change in present methods of operation

need result. He insisted that the Southern Pacific's objection

to such joint use was based on questions of economy from

tlie Southern Pacific standpoint, while as to several lines,

Mr. Burckhalter said that the Southern Pacific could not

afford to enter into any arrangements for joint use because

it iiad lines of its own serving practically the same traffic.

"We do not assume that all disruption of traffic is against

tlie public interest," Mr. Clark said, "although that is evi-

dently the case of the Southern Pacific in this hearing. W'e

propose to show that a disruption can be made that will not

particularly injure the present service and will in the long

run afford better service." With a large map of the lines

Mr. Clark had Mr. Burckhalter point out the various routes

and cross-hatch with a red pencil the lines over which trains

of both railroads could be run without, as he said, much
cliange in methods of operation. Mr. Burckhalter would not

admit that traffic would continue to move in the same way
in the event of a separation, l>ut Mr. Clark insisted that

this merely meant that he thought it would not he economical

for the Southern Pacific to enter any joint use arrangements.

.\tliol McBean, vice-chairman of the California Shippers'

Committee, which he said representcxl the shippers of 90 per

cent of the freight tonnage of California, whose freight bill

amounts to $250,000,000 a year, apiH-ared in support of the

Soutliem Pacific's apjilication. He said the shippers of

California and the Pacific Coast feel that the Southern

Pacific is essentially a California institution and deix-ndent

to a large extent upon the growth and development of that

territory for its prosiK>rity, and that they preferred a strong

railroad organization to tlic competition of additional lines.

Thev also saw in the Southern Pacific Company an institu-
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tion which looks from the West east rather than from the

East west. The opening of the Panama Canal, he said,

and the resultant dwindling of the so-called transcontinental

business have accentuated this situation and the freight pay-

ing public is virtually unanimous against dismemberment of

the Southern Pacific System, because they believe that from

such a local institution the state will receive its fullest

measure of co-operation. He took the position that the sub-

stitution of competitive operation, were the Central Pacific

lines not operated by the Southern Pacific, would impair

service and substitute higher rates for a two-company haul

than are now charged for a single-line liaul. Under cross-

examination he said it was a good thing for the Santa Fe

System to go into nortliern California and that the comf)eti-

tion of the Western Pacific was welcomed, l)Ut he declined

to admit that the operation of tlie Central Pacific as an inde-

pendent system would be of benefit. ''We would not want

so much competition that it would break down the good

ser\-ice we now have," he said. "There are too many trans-

continental lines into Oregon and Washington now. We
want one strong road rather than two weak ones. If the

Union Pacific wants to build into California, we will go

with _\ou, but we don't want you to come in and break down
the one strong system we have." He was asked if joint use

of the lines would not meet the difficulties as to ser\-ice, but

he insisted that better senice could be obtained under uni-

fied management by the Southern Pacific.

Grant E. Halderman, chairman of the Public Utilities

Commission of Colorado, opposed the Southern Pacific ap-

plication on the ground that control of the Central Pacific

by the Southern Pacific would "per{>etuate intolerable con-

ditions now existing" and would be greatly detrimental to

tlie state of Colorado. The interests of the public in Colo-

rado, he said, as well as in the intermountain region, demand
that the decision of the Supreme Court be speedily and com-

pletely carried into effect and Colorado sentiment is a unit

in urging that this course be pursued. He presented resolu-

tions from several organizations in tlic state favoring a

separation of the Central Pacific from the Southern Pacific

on the ground that the Southern Pacific has diverted to its"

southern route a large amount of traffic which would other-

wise pass through Colorado and thereby add to the efficiency

of the railroads serving that state.

Mr. Wood asked the witness if he or the senators and

others from Colorado who have been sending telegrams to

public officials in \\'ashington urging a separation of the

Central Pacific, on the theory that it would increase the

tonnage moving \Ta Colorado lines, had made any investi-

gation of the amount of tonnage that would be affected.

The witness said tliat he "knew nothing about the traffic

game" and that he had not heard any of tlie others discuss

the amount of traffic involved. Mr. Wcxxl tlicn asked if he

thought an increase of less than 100,000 tons through the

Ogden gateway, or le.ss than one per cent of the tonnage of

the Union Pacific, would have any ven,- substantial influence

one way or tlie other. The witness admitted that if that

were the amount he would not think it was a matter of great

importance to the |H'ople of Colorado whether the tonn.igc

moved via Ogden or through El Pa.so, although he thought

it might be of some advantage to the projiosed tunnel on

the Moffat road. Mr. Wood then asked if he knew whether

the efforts of the Union Pacific are directed more largely to

putting its transcontinental business through Omaha, where

it does not (lass through Colorado, or through the Kansas

Cit)' line, where it does pass through Colorado. The witness

said that without knowing much al>out it, it would largely

lie determined by the origin of the tonnage and that much
of it would naturally go through Omaha. Mr. \\ckk\ then

asked questions to bring out that if the l^nion Pacific should

acquire control of the Central Pacific and dose the use of

the ("cntr.il Pacific as a connection of the Denver & Rio

Grande, the traffic oter the D. & R. G. through Colorado
would be likely to be reduced.

H. W. Prickett, testifying on liehalf of the state of Utah
and various chambers of commerce in that state, favored the

retention of the Central Pacific by the Southern Pacific. He
said it is the unanimous opinion of those he represents that

the future development of the state will be best served by
continued competition between the Central Pacific and the

Southern Pacific. He feared that a separation would weaken
the Central Pacific and that the state would have less com-
petition than it now has with two lines from Utah and Cali-

fornia. He testified that Vice-President E. E. Calvin of

the Union Pacific had told him that if the Central Pacific

was separated from the Southern Pacific there would be no
question but that the Union Pacific would acquire it. In
his opinion, the amount of traffic moving through the state

that would be affected is of comparatively small significance,

but that if the Union Pacific or interests friendly to it con-

trolled the Central Pacific they would have a practical

monopoly and would advance rates. Other business men of

Utah, California and Oregon gave similar testimony. F. A.

Summers of San Francisco, who has a large grain warehouse

at Port Costa, said he feared that if the Central Pacific were
separated it would set up a grain terminal of its own which
would deprive Port Costa of a great part of the business it

now receives. .-V number of representatives of the Willamette

Valley lumber interests also testified in favor of the Southern

Pacific, application, saying that control by the Southern

Pacific gives competition with the Union Pacific and that

joint operation of the Central Pacific by the Union Pacific

and the Central Pacific would result in impairment of

service.

Representative F. W. Mondell of Wyoming testified in

favor of the complete separation of the Central Pacific from
the Southern Pacific, saying that the national interest de-

mands that the transcontinental line represented by the

Union Pacific and the Central Pacific should be operated

by one system. \\'itli the Central Pacific under management
and control whole-heartedly favorable to the utilization and
development of the transcontinental system of which it was
intended to be and is a part, he said, the service now ren-

dered in and to Wyoming would l)e extended, enlarged and
improved. Branch and feeder lines would be built and with

them would come increased population and a general im-

provement of conditions in the state. He said he had no
quarrel with the Southern' Pacific officials, but they cannot

be expected and should not be asked to ser\-e two interests.

George E. Erb, president of the Idaho Public Utilities

Commission, also opposed the Southern Pacific application,

as did C. L. Draper, chairman of the Public Service Com-
mission of \\yoming. J. F. Shauglinessy, chairman of the

Nevada commission, presented an intervening p>etition in

support of the Southern Pacific application, saying that a

.separation leaving the Central Pacific unattached to a strong

operating company would cripple it. He said he did not wisli

to commit the state as to the final disposition which should

be made of the jiroperty. He also read a letter from another

member of the Nevada commission which took the position

that it should remain neutral until the federal commission
has completed its investigation on the ground that the state

commission has held no hearings and the sentiment of the

shipixTs has In-en represented only by a series of ex parte

petitions in atwut e(|ual number secured by representatives

of the Southern Pacific or the Union Pacific.

Richard Sachse, chief engineer of tlie Californi.i Railroad

Commission, testified at great length in support of the South-

ern Pacific application, asserting that a separation of the

projierties and an attempt to operate over the Central Pacific

lines jointly would result in a great decrease in efficiency.

He occupied the stand for nearly a day and a half and was
iri)>s-exaniined in detail b^• Mr. Scandrett.



General News Department

The Unued Sutcii Su^iciuc Cuurt will hear arguments on
January 8 in the injunclion suit of the Pennsylvania Railroad
against the Railroad Labor Board.

Examiners Mullen and Borland of the Interstate Commerce
L'omniisMon will rounic luarinKs at Washington on Decem-
ber 4, in the Ki'iiiTal air brakr investigation.

The New York Central Lines' Train Control Committee
witnessed a preliminary test of the Cliflford Automatic Train
Control system which was i-oii<lucii-d on the Eric at Port
Jcrvis, N. Y.. on November 28. The test was made at the
request of this Committee and proved satisfactory.

The Senate on November 24 in committee of the whole
adopted an amendment to the Lilierian loan resolution pro-
viding for an appropriation of $170,100 for 35 additional

locomotive inspectors for the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, but on .November 27 the Senate voted to recommit the
resolution to the tinance committee.

Renewed complaint al)out the condition of railroad equip-
ment as a result of the shop strike was made to President
Harding on .November 25 by William H. Johnston, president

of the International .Association of Machinists, and B. M.
Jewell, president of the Railway Employees Department
of the .American Federation of Labor.

They also protested to the President that several railroads

were still violating orders of the Railroad Labor Board regarding
the contracting' out of shop work.

The American Short Line Railroad Association announces
the removal of the Consolidattd l'urcha^ill^; Agency from
Washington to Chicago, cfFcctivi- December 1. It is also

completing plans for a finance corporation, through which
gasoline passenger motor cars may be actiuired by member
lines and others under a lease purchase contract. It is believed

that this will be a great help to a large number of railroad

companies who have otherwise found difficulty in financing

the purchase of motor equipment on this basis.

Pierce Butler of the law firm of Howe, Butler & Mitchell

of St. Paul, Minn., has been nominated by the President as

an associate justice of the Supriim- Court of the United States

succeeding \Villiam R. Day, resigned. Mr. Butler was formerly

general attorney of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha and later counsel for the western group of the Presi-

dents' Conference Committee on Valuation. Representatives

of the radical and labor elements in the .Senate have announced
their intention of opposing the confirmation of the appoint-

ment by the Senate.

On Tuesday the Senate Judiciary Committee voted to report

favorably to the Senate on the nomination.

Payments for loss and damage of freight by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford in the month of September

amounted to $39,690, which is a large sum of money; but it

is 75 per cent less than the sum paid in September, 1921.

Bills paid for bosses of entin packages decreased 95 per cent.

The percentage of total daiii.ik'e payments to gross freight

revenue was eight-tenths of mie per cent, as compared with

3.7 per cent in September, 1''21. The record for September

was not so very exceptional, tin- payments for the nine months

of 1922 having been 62 per cni l<ss than in the s.niie period

of 1921.

Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad have bought,

through the Mutual Bencfici^il Association, 27,000 shares of

the slock of the railroad cmiipany. and aliout 1,500 shares

were thus bouyht by emploM rs during one week recently.

J. K. Linn, treasurer of tin- Mutual Beneficial .Association,

Philadelpliia, through whom the purchases are made, says

that he recently received from one limited territory nearly

1,000 names of employees desiring to buy stock, most of
them ordering a single share each. The stock is bought in

the open market an<l the .Mutual Beneficial .Association keeps
the shares for a time so as to allow the buyers to pay in

installments.

The Northern Pacific has announced a new style of land
vontract. Lands are to be sold on terms which will provide
for the spreading of payments over a period of 19 years. One-
tenth of the consideration is to be paid in cash .uid the
balance, drawing simple interest at six per cent, is to be amor-
tized over the above period. L'nder the new plans, purchasers
must reside on or within 10 miles of the premises or move
thereto within six months, and must maintain this residence
for five years. They must utilize the land for farming or
stock raising and within one year, place upon the premises
improvements of a value equal to five per cent of the purchase
price; and, the same in each of the next three years.

The track elevation committee of the City Council of Chi-
cago has given the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio
ten days to resume work on the elevation of their tracks at

Garfield boulevard near Leavitt street, Chicago, in compliance
with the provisions of an ordinance of 1921. ^he roads were
notified that unless they started the work within this period,
the city would start it and charge the cost to the railroads.

If the order of the committee is not observed, the committee
will request that policemen be stationed at the grade crossing
to stop all trains. It is said that notices will also be sent
to the Chicago & Western Indiana, the Baltimore & Ohio,
the Monon and the Belt Railway to elevate their tracks at

103rd street and Harvard street and 116th street and Michigan
boulevard.

Senator G. W. Pepper, of Pennsylvania, to whom the repre-
scntatives of the .American Federation of Labor, speaking for

former Pennsylvania Railroad shopmen, have appealed lor

aid, had a long conference last week with vice-president W. W.
.Atterbury, and on Monday, November 21, at the invitation of
General .Atterbury, conferred at his oftice in Philadelphia with
chairmen of the new associations of shopmen which have
been organized since the strike, representatives of the former
shopnion also taking part. Tliis tripartite conference on
.Monday, after three hours' deliberation, was adjourned to a
date to be selected by Senator Pepper. Reporting this con-
ference. General .Atterbury reiterates the determination of the
railroad company to continue its present arranceinent with
its shopmen, unless the shopmen themselves desire a change:
and says that he asked their representatives to confer with .

the Senator because, "I simply wanted tbim to share with
me the burden of convincing people that what we have jointly

set up on this railroad is fair and mutually satisfactorv."

St. Louis Southwesterti to Spend $5,000,000

The St Louis-Soutlnvestern lias announced a $5,000,000 im-
provement program including the purchase of 500 box cars, 500
automobile cars and 200 convertible cars ; also the reballasting

during the next three years the entire line from Illmo, Mo., to

Texarkana, Tc.\., and replacing 75 lb, rail to 85 lb, rail on about
100 miles of main line and the conversion of locomotives used
in Texas from coal to oil burners. The new equipment purchased
will amount to $3,000,000.

Foreign Trade Council Extends Trade Adviser Service

The .National l-'oreign Trade I'oiincil has announced that

the trade adviser service, which has been a featuie of the

foreign trade conventions, has been made a year-round service

instead of only a few days each year during the progress
of the convention. The trade advisers are appointed from
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the country's experts in the various lines of foreign trade

and their advice on the particular problems of individual

manufacturers and exporters is offered free of charge. Further
details may be obtained from the secretary of the National
Foreign Trade Council at 1 Hanover Square, New York.

present Grant street freight house will be vacated under this plan
ma!<ing the space available for a proposed new post office. The
relocation of Liberty avenue with the attendant closing of the
old avenue will make available for the railroad a large area for
future expansion of station and track facilities to the north.

The Moffat Tunnel

The Colorado Supreme Court has handed down a unanimous
decision upholding the constitutionality of the MofTat Tunnel Act,

which provides for the financing of a six-mile tunnel through the

Continental Divide on the line of the Denver & Salt Lake by

assessment on the property included in an improvement district

served by this railway. This decision was the result of a friendly

suit to test the validity of the bonds which it is proposed to issue

to finance this work. This project was described in the Railway
Age of September 23, 1922, page 571.

A Spectacular Wreck

In the derailment of a freight train near Cabeza, New Mexico,

on the El Paso & Southwestern on October 2S, at about 7 p. m.,

36 cars of coal (of a train of 43 cars) were thrown oflf the track

because of excessive speed, on a steep descending grade, and the

wreck was piled up in a space only 325 ft. long. Only two

trucks in this wreck were found in condition for use in moving

a car to the nearest shops. One engineman and one brakeman

Subjects for A. S. M. E. Annual Meeting

Many topics of interest to the railroads will be discussed dur-
ing the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers to be held at the Engineering Societies' building, 29
West Thirty-ninth street. New York, December 4-7, 1922. On
Tuesday morning, the Management Section will discuss several

subjects, including the Installation of Management Methods and
Measurement of Managerial Ability. On Tuesday afternoon a
session on Training for the Industries will take up reports on
Extension and Correspondence Schools, Schools for Apprentices
and Shop Training and Industrial Education as Represented in

Schools.

The Railroad Session on Wednesday morning will discuss

Steam Distribution in the Locomotive. Stresses in Locomotive
Frames and Mechanical Drafting of Locomotives. On Thursday
morning a session will be held on Power and Safety Engineering.

On Thursday afternoon the Forest Products Division will meet.

There will also be held during the week sessions on Machine
Shops, Material Handling, Research, Standardization and Stokers.

A feature of special interest will be the joint session Wednesday

A Sudden Stop on i ci Cciii. Uidde—Two Trainmen Killed, Two Injured

were killed and two other employees were injured ; and the

property loss was over $92,000.

, There were two locomotives at the head of the train, but one

of these was dead. The engineman of the train lost control of

the air brakes, and when the speed rose to 67 miles an hour (as

indicated by the speed indicator) some of the cars in the front

of the train left the track at a curve of eight degrees; and as

before stated, these cars piled up, in a great wreck, the whole of

the train except seven cars at the rear. Two views of the wreck

are shown below.

Pennsylvania Starts Clearing Way
for Pittsburgh Improvements

In an endeavor to clear the way for a "widespread future im-

provement program covering the passenger station and freight

station facilities at Pittsburgh, Pa., an ordinance has been sub-

mitted by the Pcnnsylv.nnia Railroad to the City Council. The
agreement covers a relocation of Liberty avenue, which adjoins

the station, between Eleventh and Seventeenth streets, the probable

rnnstruclion of a large freight station on the north side of Forbes

'freet, a tunnel under Forbes street, the widening of the present

Grant Hill tunnel, the relocation of Grant street between Seventh

and I.it>rrty avcnnes, a change in track alinnnent leading to the

Allegheny river rrossing and a widening nf Cherry way. The

evening, December 6, with the American Economic Association

at which E. M. Herr, president of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, will speak on The Human Element in

Industry, and Wesley C. Mitchell of Columbia University will

deliver an address on Making Money and Making Goods.

Petition in Court Against Railroad Labor Board

The Railway Service & Supply Corporation which contracted

with the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to repair

freight cars and locomotives at the ro.id's shops at Beech Grove,

Ind., and Brightwood, Ind , has petitioned the Federal District

Court at Chicago for a writ of certiorari in order to obtain a
court ruling on the action of the Railroad Labor Board in de-

claring these contracts to be violations of the Transportation Act
and of decisions of the Labor Board. Petitioner points out that

under the contracts the road is saving from $115,000 to $125,000

annually on the repair of locomotives and approximately $11,000

a year on repair of cars. All of the legal arguments which
have been advanced before the Board and directed .igainst that

licxly's right to rule against such contr.uts are cited, and petitioner

avers that the Boards decision "unjustly and unlawfully inter-

feres with and prejudices relations established by petitioner

with its employees and the railway company" and "any unlaw-

ful interference [with these relations] will deprive the petitioner
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o( the full benefit oi time, efforts, industry and lArfc mnu e(
money cx|)ended in perfecting tlie efficiency of iu orguiizatioa
cmpluyrd by it in operating the shops, to the great and irre-

trievahlc loss and damage of the pctiitoner," The apphcatioa
also call) aitcntion to the fact that if the Uoard'i ruling U
allowed lo stand "petitioner has good reason to fear that the

railway company will terminate the contract" and "it will deter

other railroads from seeking the services of the petitioner and
from entering into similar contracts, all to the petitioner's great

and irreparable damage." The Board is charged with exceed-

ing the authority conferred upon it by the Transporution Act,

and with infringing upon the judicial power of the courts and
the leitislative powers of Congress. The fact that the contractor

was not represented at or iiotiiifd of the hearings in the case

it cited by the petitioner as dcprivinK it of its rights of property

and contract.

Cunimins Postpones Plans for Railroad Legislation

Senator Cimimins. chairman of the Seiiale coinnuttce on intcr-

(tate commerce, amiounccd on November 28 that he would not

attempt to secure consideration at the pre^cnt extra session or
the forthcoming short session of Congress of bills which he had
previously proposed, to amend the transportation act in order to

provide a prohibition against strikes, compulsory consolidation of

railroads, etc., but would withhold his bills until the next Congress.

Senator Cummins has had conferences with the President on the

subjea and there had been reports that the President would
suggest some legislation along these lines in a message at the

opening if the regular session of Congress next week, but it is

understood that it has now been practically decided that it is

inadvisable to open up the subject at this time, particularly in

view of the short time available for consideration of the ship

subsidy, and plans arc also being made for legislation for the

relief of the farmer which it is hoped may cause some lessening

of the demand for lower necessary appropriation bills on freight

rates.

A delegation of representatives of the National Association

of Railroad and Public Utilities Commissioners, headed by Presi-

dent D. H. Lewis, called on President Harding on November 23

to present the resolutions proposing amendments to the transpor-

tation act which had been adopted at their recent annual conven-

tion at Detroit, which included provision for the restoration of

the powers of state commissions relating to rates and distribu-

tion of cars. They informed the President that they had brought
the matters to his attention because it was understood he would
probably touch upon the subject of tran.<!portation in his message
to Congrress.

The campaign for legislation to reduce freight rates, par-

ticularly on farm products, was opened in the Senate on Novem-
ber 23 in a speech by Senator Capper of Kansas, head of the

farm bloc. After describing the conditions faced by the farmers

as a result of low prices for their products, he referred to the

recent large increases in railroad traffic and to the earnings of

some of the more prosperous railroads and rumored increases in

dividends to show that the roads could afford to reduce rates.

He aLso argued that the railroads cannot afford not to make re-

dtKtions m the interest of future traffic. He sai<l that the rail-

roads ought to make further rate reductions voluntarily and at

once or in default of such action the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission must reduce rates promptly, and he hoped to see the

interstate commerce committee of the Senate report favorably

at an early date on hi^ bill repcalinR Section l.'ia of the trans-

portation act. Senator Capper particularly criticized the pro-

vision in the law under which the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion makes rates intended to produce a fair return for the rail-

roads by groups averaging the strong roads with the weak roads.

James R. Howard, president of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, in an address before the annual convention of the

Association of Land Grant Colleges on November 21, said that

the farmers are looking to Congress to bring relief from high

railroad rates, "P.iit we will look in vain." he said, "for the

laws of economics supersede any statutory enactment. If is my
f'wn conviction that the solution of the railroad problem lies in

a more economical handling of present facilities, the continual

improvement of equipment and operation and such legislation as

will permit the exercise of person.il initiative with only that de-

gree of govcrninont supervision which insures an honest service

to the public, and ultimately in clerlrification."

Meetings and Conventions

mtrlimtl »md flttt at wutUngl

.

All B»>i .\>>~i>t: X K M Ncllia, 165 BfOkdvar, Kew York Cilr.
: 4, IWJ, UcfiTcr, Colo. ExbiUt by A'.i Brake

.\i» 11. lATioK.—J. F. Grttrost, The A*hum V»l»«
>>M:i.in) .'

.
- >iaii<ngiun St., CbicMO. Meeting wiib Air Brtkr

.\muioii AuociATion or UiuuUACS Orriccu.— P. A. Puotioui. Sapcr-
«uor u( Drniurrage and Storafr, C. & N. W. Ry., Cbtcago.

AMtaiuK .\AtociiiTioK or Uinimg Cab SvrxaiifTBiiraiiTa.—U A. Sionc.
C. & E. I. Kr., Cbicaju.

AMiaicin .A««H-i»Tioi« or Encikksu.—C. E. Drayer, 63 E. Adams St.,

AMta: 'or GaxiiAL Dagcaoi Acckt*.—£. L. Dtwcan, Hi
\ve., Chicago.

Axtai' ' .s Of Passikceb TkArric Arricits.—W. C. Hope,
>• ^ ^ .... J.. 143 Liberty St., Sew York.

Ahui>.ai< A»u<.iaiiu.'< ot Railioao Serial MTtKDiiiTa.—J. Rotbachlld. Koom
4U) L'nion Suiion. St. Louia. Mo.

AmaiCAK Ki-iCT»ic Railway Association.—J. W. Welsh. 8 W. 40th St.,
New York.

Amcbilan Kailroao MASTct TiMHias', CorPEBsuiriis' and Pire Fimas'
AisociAlloK.—C. Uorchcrdt, 202 North Hamlin .\it.. Chicago. III.

AmaiCAN Railway Association.—J. E, Fairbanks, General Secretary. 75
Church St . New York, .V. Y. Sjwial ses6iaa, December 6. Black-
stone Hold. Chicago.

_
Division I.—Operating. J. C. Caviaton. 30 Veaey St., New Y'ork.

N. -Y.
Freight Station Section (including former actirities of Amor
socLilion of Frciuhl Agents). R. O.

Central Railroad. Chicago, 111
Associ. Wells, Frdght Agent, Illinois

J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St.. NewMedical and Surgicl Se
York, N. Y.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association).

T. <" Cayisl,.n, 30 Vcsci,- Si.. New Y'ork. N. Y.
Safety Section. J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey St., New Y«rk.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activvirs of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 3U Ve»ey St., -New York, .V. Y. Annual meeting, December
1214, Hotel Ui .<:.alle, Chicago.

Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the Asso-
ciation of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W. Covert,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. HI.

Division III.—Traffic, J. Goilschalk, 143 Liberljr St., New York.
Division IV—EnKinecr:ng. E. H. 1-ritch, 431 South Dearborn St,
licago, HI. Exhibit by Nat'onal Railway .Appliances Ai
Construction and Maintenance Section. E. 11. Fritch.

Chicago, HI. Exhibit by Nat'onal Railway .Appliances Associati
Construction and Maintenance Section. E. 11.

Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch
Signal Section (including former activitiea of the Railway Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet, 30 Vesey St., New York. N. Y. Annual
convention. March 13. Dt.tKc Hotel. CTlicago.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master
Car Builders' Association and the .\merican Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association). V. R. Hawthorne 431 Souti Dearborn St..

Chicago, III. Exhibit by Railway Supply Manufacturers* Association.
Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .Association). V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicapj, III.

Division VI— Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association). W. J. Farrell, 30. Vesey St..
New York. N. Y.

Division \'II— Freight Claims (including former activities of the
Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,
ChicaKo. HI.

Car Service Division—C. A. Buch, 718 18th St., N. W., Washing-
ton, n. c.

American Railway Bridge and Bcilding .Association.—C. A. Lichty. C. &
N. W. Ry.. 319 N. Waller Ave., Chicago. Exhibit by Bridge and
Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development .Association.—A. Leckic, Industrial
Agent. Kansas City Southern Ry., Kansas City, Mo.

American K.mlway Engineering Association.— (works in co-operation
with the .American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Exhibit by Nation.il Railw.iy Appli-
ance .Association.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See .American Rail-
way Association, Division V.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road. Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

.\MERiCAN Short Line Railway -Association.—T. F. Whittelsey. Union
Trust nidg . Washington. D. C.

American Souetv kir Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman. 1600 Prospect
Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio.

.American Souity for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick. University of
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—Prof. J. H. Dunlap. University
of Iowa, Iowa City. la. Regular meeting 1st and 3d Wednesdays in
month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St. New York.

American Society or Mechanical Engineers.—C-ilvin W. Rice, 29 W.
.19th St., New York. Annual mcetiuK, December 4-7. 29 W. 39th St..
New V.irk.

Railroad Division—A. F. Stuebtng, Manager Editor, Railway Me-
chanical Engineer, Woolworth BIdg., New York.

American Train Dispatcher's Association.—C. L. Darling, 13101311 Mail-
ers BIdg., I hicagn. HI. Next convention, June 18, 1923, Chicago.

Amrrican Wood Preservers' .Association.—S. D. Cooper, A. T. & S Fe
R. R., Topeka, Kan. Next meeting, January 23, 1923, N;w Orleans,
La.

Association or Railway Claim Agents,—H. D. Morris, Northern Pacific
R. R.. .St. Paul. Minn.

Association or Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos, A. Andreucetti. C.
& N. W.. Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta.. Chicago. Exhibit by Rail-
way Electrical Supply Manuf.iclurers' .Association.

.Association or Railway Execctives.—Alfred P. Thorn (general council),
fil Broadway. New York.

Association or Railway Srrri y Mbn.—A. W. Clnkey. 1658 HcCormick
BIdg., Chicafio. Meeting with International Railway (General Fore-
men s Association.

Association or Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— (See .American
Railway Association. Division I.)
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Association of Tramspoiitation and Car Accoi-nting Officers.— (See

American Railway Association, Division II.)

Bmbce and Buildisc Si'PPLv Men's .Association.—John Nelson, Joseph E.

Nelson & Sons. 3240 South Michigan Ave., Chicago. Meeting with

convention of American Railway Bridge and Building Assn.

Canadian Railway Club.—\V. A. Booth, 53 Rushbrook St., Montreal, Que.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, e.\cept June.

July and August, Ijreat Northern Hotel. Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association or St. Louis, Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke, 604

Federal Reserve Bank Bldg.. St. Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday

in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. Louis,

Central Railway Club.-Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St.. New York.

Rcg.ul3r meetings. 2d Thursday in J.inuary. March, May, September

and November, Hotel Iroquois, Buffalo, N. Y.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—

W. P Elliott, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis. East St.

i.oiiis. in.
,

Chief Interchange Cab Inspectors' and Car Foremen s Supply Men s

Associ.\TlON.—D. B. Wright, 34th St. and Artesian .Ave., Chicago.

111. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-

men's Association.
, „, . r~-

Cincinnati Railroad Club.—W. C. Cooder. Union Central Bldg., Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Meetings. 2d Tuesday in February, May, September and

EASTERN°RATLR^o.iD ASSOCIATION.—E. N. Bcssling. 614 F St., N. W., Wash-

Freicht Claim Association.—(See American Railway Association, Divi-

sion VII.)
r- TT T -.i,.i

General Sipperintendents' .Association of Chicago.—C. H. Ireichel,

Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday, pre-

ceding 3d Friday in month. Room 1414, Manhattan Bldg., Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—W. J. Mayer,

Michigan Central R. R.. Detroit, Mich. Exhibit by International

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.

—George P. White. 747 Railway Exchange, Chicago. Meeting with

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 51st

St., Chicago. Exhibit by International Railway Supply Men s Asso-

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall. 1061

W. Wabash Ave., Winona, Minn.
International Railway Supply Men's .Association.—C. W. Sullivan, Oar

lock Packing Co., 326 W. Madison St., Chicago. Meetinfe with In-

ternational Railway Fuel Association. «, ^ , j c.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought. 26 Cortlandt St..

New York.
» t. a »-.• •

Master Car and Locomoti\-e Painters' Association.— (See A. R. A., Divi-

Master Car Builders Association.— (See A. R. A., Division V.)

National .Association of Railway Tie Producers.—Warren C. Nixon.

Western Tie & Timber Co., 905 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners.—James

B. Walker. 49 Lafavelte St.. New York.
National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New

York.
National Railway Appliance Association.—C. W. Kelly, People's Gas

Bldg.. Chicago. Annual exhibition at convention of American Rail-

wav Engineering .Association.

New England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic .Ave.. Boston.

Mass. Next meeting, November 14.

New York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York
Regular meetings, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

at 29 W. 39th .St.. New York. „ „ ^, .

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. WoUner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Gal.

Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-

cisco and Oakland.
Railway -Accounting Officers' Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-

ward Building, Washington, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bldg.,

Bro.id and Cheslni.t Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave.. Pitts-

burgh. Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Thursday in month, except June,

July and August. Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Deveiopment .Association.— (See Am. Ry. Development Assn.)

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. Scribner,

General Electric Co.. Chicago. Annual meeting with Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railwvy F.niipMEST Manufacturers' Association.—T. W. Fogg. Boss

Nut Company, 1732 N. Kolm.-ir Ave., Chicago. Meeting with Travel-

ing Engineers' .Ass"?ciati<-n
,

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R. Hackett. Baltimore S Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, Md. ^ . ^ „ „. ,.

Railway Real Estate Association.—R. H. Morrison, C. & O. Ry., Rich-

Railway Signal Association,—(See A. R. A. Division IV, Signal Section.)

Railway Storekeepers' Association.— (Sec A. R. A., Division VI.)

Railway Suppi y Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver

Bldg.. Piiisburgh, Pa. Meeting with A. R. .A.. Division V.

Railway TEttr.RAPH and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. A, Nel
son, 30 Church St., New York.

.

Railway Treasury Officers' Association.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust

Bldg., PhiLidelphia. Pa. „ . „ . ,

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—P. J. Mc.Andrewt,
C. *t N W. Rv.. Slcrling. III. Exhihil by Track Supiv Assocniion.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenth.nl. Union Station. St. Louis. Mo.
Regular meetings, 2d Friday in monlh, except June. July and .August.

Signal Appiiance Association.—F. W. Edmunds. Sunbeam Electric M.inu-

f,icturing Company. New York City. Meeting with American R«il-

W.1V Association. Signal .Section.

SOITIIFRN AND SoUTHWKSTERN R Ml WAY Club— .A. J. Merrill. P. O. Bo«
1205, Atlanta, Ga. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January. M.irch.

May, July, September and November, Piedmont Hotel, Atlanta

Southern Association of Car Service Ofpicers.—J. L. Carrier. Car Serv.

Agt.. Tenn. Cent. Ry.. 319 Seventh Ave., North Nashville. Tenn.
Supply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—

H. S. While. 9 N. Jeflerson St.. Chicago.

Track Supply Association—W. C Kidd, Kamapo Iron Works, llilbum.

N. Y. Mens with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.

TBAni.iHO Enoimeers' Association.- W. O. Thompson. 1177 East 9Rih St..

Cleveland. Ohio. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers' A»-
soclstion.

Wr«-r-^ Railway Ci i n Brurr V Cran.l.iM. 605 North Michigan Ave.,
( hu-.igo. Regular meetings, 3d Monday each month except June,
Inly and .Augtijt.

iriniiiiiiiniiiiii'niiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiriiiniiiiitiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiithiriiiitniitiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiittiiMiittiii mie

Traffic News

The Traffic Club of Xew York has elected as president

for the ensuing year Frank \V. Smith, Chairman of the Official

Classification Committee.

The traffic clubs of Grand Rapids and Lansing, Mich., have
joined the Associated Traffic Clubs of America, making the

total membership of this organization to date 32 clubs.

The report of the Government superintendent of Glacier Xa-
tional Park for the season just closed shows that 23,935 people

visited the park last summer. This is an increase of 21 per cent

over the season of 1921. The increase in arrivals by railroad

was .S3 per cent.

The consolidated freight classification, as issued by the Official

Classification Committee. 143 Liberty street, New York city, can

now be had in a "Pocket edition." 5 in. by 6*^ in. The page-

forms are reduced by photographic process from the standard

edition of the classification. -\ limited number of copies will be

for sale by the committee
;
price two dollars.

Because of the threatened destruction by fire of a large stock

pile of bituminous coal, and at the recommendation of the federal

fuel distributor, the Interstate Commerce Commission, in Service

Order Xo. 27. directed the Baltimore & Ohio to assign open top

cars at the mine of the Elkhorn Piney Coal Manufacturing Com-
pany, located on tlie Long Fork Branch of the Baltimore & Ohio
at Weeksbury. Ky., for the loading of coal, at the rate of 30

cars per day for each consecutive working day until a total of

250 cars are so furnished.

Because of the rapid improvement in the coal situation, the

Interstate Commerce Commission on November 23 issued an

amendment of its Service Order Xo. 25 so as to release from the

requirement that priority be given to coal shipments, open top

gondola cars with sides 48 in. or less in height. The previous

order had exempted only cars with sides of 42 in. or less.

The commission has issued an order directing the Green Brier

& Eastern, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Xorfolk & Western
to furnish four cars a day for 10 consecutive working days to

three named coal mines for coal consigned to the Commonwealth
of \'irginia Purchasing Commission in preference to any other

use of such cars.

Freight traffic on the^Warrior river, .Alabama is increasing,

and barges arc able to get loads both ways. The Birmingham
Age-Herald reports a recent shipment of three barges of canned

goods from Mobile to up-river ports, to he distributed to points

in the states of .-Mabama, Tennessee. Georgia and Mississippi.

These goods came from the Pacific coast on a Luckenbach line

steamer to Mobile. Three barges laden with wire mill products

were sent from Birmingham to Mobile to In? transferred to

ocean going barges for Texas. Four barges laden with .sulphur

from Freeport. Tex., have just moved from Mobile to Birming-

ham. Sclma is shipping 1.7(X) bales of cotton for export by rail

to ncinopolis and thence by barge to Mobile. N'orlhlxiund barges

are bringing Brazilian ore for the Tennessee company at Ensley.

New Haven Football Traffic

The New York. New Haven & Hartford reports that the

passengers carried to and from New Haven on Saturday, Novem-
ber 25. on the occasion of the Harvard-Yale football game, num-
bered 56.1/8; and that 122 pas.senger trains were run. SO to New
Haven in tlir forenoon and 63 out in the afternoon and evening.

Hiiring a perioil of two hours in the forcniMin, a train was un-

loaded every 2.1 minutes; and for a similar period in the afternoon,

a train was loaded every 2.S minutes. Of the inward trains, 45

were specials and of the outward. 49; and 83 locomotives 369 cars

had to be asj-iKned to passenger service over and ,il>ove the normal

number. Forty-seven extra trains had to be run to take empty

cars to their proper starting points and, alter the rush, to return

ihciii to their usual locations. The whole movement was carried
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:f on ttitMiantiatly the sch(dulc< arranged. The Iota! numtier

: pa»«cnKers wa> about 3.000 greater than the total on a umilar
asion in N'oveniber, 1920.

Anthracite Shipments in October

> nis oi anthracite in Octolirr as reported to the

:ic Bureau of Information, I'hiladelphia, amounted to

D..-"j/,'-> tons, as compared with 5,872,783 tons during the

corresp'indinR month last year, an increase of 695,145 tons.

Shipments by origiiLiting cirrlcrs were as follows:

Oclober. lv'2 Ociot)cT. 1921
!• ^ 1< 1.26«,0»2 1, 104,828
I- \ 1.166.195 l,04«.996
r. <-( N. J (.17.(.'.8 5711.189
D. I., ft W 1S(,.37> 759.492
D. & H T S.'I*..>I6 898.J76
PennfylvaaU 579,306 492.6J2
Eric 701,270 6I8.0M
N. Y. O. * W 179.865 126,925
U ft N. E 292.941 253.311

Tout 6,567.928 5.872,783

Coal Production

Bituminous coal production during the week of November
13-lil is placed by the Geological Survey at 11.213.000 tons as

against 10,147.000 tons in the week preceding. Early returns for

the week. November 20-25, indicate that U.UOO.OOO tons will be

raised. Both bituminous coal and anthracite output in the week
ended November 18 were at high rates, and the total coal raised,

13.404.000 net tons, was the highest weekly outturn since the

rike and was exceeded this year only in the week ended March
_-. when the total outturn was 13.543.000 net tons.

The movement of coal across the Hudson River into eastern

New York and New Kngland increa>ed to 3.289 cars of bitu-

minous coal and 3,582 cars of anthracite in the week ended

November 18. In addition, 215 cars nf soft coal and 35 cars of

anthracite were forwarded through Rouses Point. The total all-

rail shipments of bituminous coal during 1922 to date arc now 21

per cent behind, whereas the anthracite shipments are 72 per cent

greater than (luring the corresponding period in 1921.

The movement of bituminous coal from Lake Erie ports in-

r. aiied sliplilly in the week ended November 19. RciHjrts from
L Ore and Cijal Exchange show that 1.042,792 tons were dumped.

II the total dumpings, 1,003.621 tons were cargo coal and 39.171

as were ves.sel fuel. Cumulative dumpings of cargo coal during
< present season to date stand nt 16.839.249 tons, of which
-718.082 tons went to regular Lake territory, and 1.221,167

ns went fo destinations not ordinarily taking Lake coal. In

inparison with the three years preceding, the r|uantity of cargo

::1 dumiH-d in 1922 is about 22 per cent less than the average

1 r those .vears.

Colorado River Basin Compact Signed

The Colorado River liasin compact was signed on November
-'4 at Santa l-'e. N. M.. by the representatives of the seven states

iicerned, according to a telegram received at the Department
t Commerce, from Herbert Hoover, chairman of the Colorado

River Commission. The States oi' .\rizana. California. Colorado,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming have resolved to

'nter into a compact, the major |>urposes of which are to provide
• r c(iuitable division and apporlicjninent of the use of the waters

1 the Colorado river system, to ^ecllre the ex|H'dilious agricultural

and industrial development of the Colorado River liasin. the

storage of its waters and the protection of life and properly from
floods. The. compact is to bcconie binding when it shall have
' 'in approved by the legislatures of each of the signatory states

lid b) the Congress of the United States. It was approved by
< liairnian Hoover.

The project involves one of tlu greatest national improvements,

requiring over a term of years .iii expenditure of several hundred
millions of dollars. The land uiuler irrigation in 1920 from the

river and its tributaries amountcl to about 2,464.000 acres in the

Ciiiled SlaUs and I'Hl.tKK) acres ii; Mexico. It is estimated that

the amount of irrigated land can lie increased to about 6.123.000

.icrcs in the I'nited States and .'<iK),OflO in Mexico. Development

of six million horsepower is a possibility as an incident to de-

velopment of irrigation storage.

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended until March 2: the operation

of numerous schedules of Western and Southwestern carriers

and .Agents E. B. Bojd and F. A. Leland which propose a

general readjustment of rates on grain and feed from western

and southwestern points to the Mississippi river crossings, Cairo,

III., aiKl south thereof, also interior points in the Mississippi

Valley and southeastern territory.

The commission has suspended from November 30 and later

dates until March 30. 1923. the operation of schedules which

propose to reduce the transcontinental rates applicable on various

commodities from New York. N. Y., piers. Southern Pacific.

.Atlantic Steamship Lines (Morgan Line) via Galveston to the

'same basis applicable from Group "D" (Chicago) via all-rail

to the same points of destination in the west and southwest.

United States Supreme Court

Statute Imposing Attorney's Fees

on Railroad Held Invalid

.An action against the Chicago & North Western questioned
the validity of a Nebraska statute making every common car-

rier liable for a reasonable attorney's fee in suits for collection

from it of claims for damage, etc., not adjusted within 60
days.

A corporation of Fremont, Neb., which shipped hogs to

South Omaha sued for $2,097 and $900 attorney's fees, for

loss or injury to hogs shipped in 105 intrastate shipments, the

railroad having refused to pay any amount whatever. The
jury awarded $802. with interest and the court fixed attorney's

fees at $600. On appeal to the State Supreme Court, a remit-

titur was consented fo for $209 and the attorney's fee was
reduced to $200, but the Supreme Court taxed the railroad

company with an attorney's fec»of $100 for services in the

Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court of the United States, on the question
of the statutory provision for attorney's fees said that:

"These arc costs imposed on the defeated defendant in the

litigation but not on the defeated plaintiff. This is an in-

eiiuality and the question is whether it is a discrimination

which the legislature may make and not take the defeated
defendant's property without due process of law." The court

made an extended review of its more recent decisions con-
cerning the constitutional validity of ine(|ualities of this gen-
eral character as between claimants and common carriers, and
stated as the general rule to be gathered from these cases
that "common carriers engaged in transportation may he
grouped in a special class to secure the proper discharge of

their fiuictions, and to meet their liability for injuries in-

flicted in their performance; that the seasonable payment of

just claims for faulty performance is a part of their <luty, and
a reasonable penalty may be imposed for failure promptly
to consider and pay such claims. This penalty or stimulus

may be in the form of ;ittorney's fees. But it is also apparent
from these cases that such penalties or fees must be moder-
ate. . The 105 claims sued on were reduced to 72, and the
trial lasted four days. The .Supreme Court considers that in

such case, an attorney's fee of $200 does not shock one's sense
of f.iirness. The fee of $100 imposed on the railroad when
it won its case on appeal by reducing the amount recovered
in the trial court presented a different question. The original

Nebraska statute was .iniemled to read "and in event an
appeal !>e taki'n, and the plaintiff shall succeed, such plaintiff

shall lie entitled to recover an additional attorney's fee to be
fixed liy such court or courts." Thus we have a require-
ment that the carrier shall pay the attorneys of the claimant
full compensation for their labors in resisting its successful
effort on appeal to reduce an unjust and excessive claim
against it. This wc do not think is fair play. Penalties im-w
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posed on one party for the privilege oi appeal to the courts,

deterring him froin vindication of his rights, have been held

invalid under the Fourteenth Amendment.—Missouri Pacific

V. Tucker, 230 U. S. 340. ... So much of the statute as im-
posed an attorney's fee upon carrier in this case in the Su-
preme Court was invalid. "The judgment of the Supreme
Court is to this extent reversed and in other respects affirmed."

—Chicago & North Western v. Nye Schneider Fowler Co.
Opinion by Mr. Chief Justice Taft. Decided November 13.

Labor Board Decisions

Pajrment for Yard Crews
Helping Trains Out of Terminals

Prior to April 1, 1920, yard crews were helping trains out of

yards and beyond yard limit boards at various terminals on the

Minneapolis & St. Louis as a part of their regular assignment,

compensation therefor being covered by yard rates without arbi-

traries or special allowances. After that date yard crews were
allowed a minimum of one hour at road rates of pay. in addition

to the day's pay for yard service, for each time such service was
required of them, in accordance with an interpretation of para-

graph b, Article 20. of supplement 24 to General Order No. 27.

After the receipt of decisions rendered by the Labor Board of

Adjustment No. 1, indicating that no change in the manner of

payment for such services was contemplated in paragraph b, of

Article 20, this allowance was discontinued. Members of the

train men's organizations then appealed to the Labor Board,
contending that this allowance should be continued. The Labor
Board decided that paragraph b applied only when yard engineers

assist trains beyond the switching limits.—Decision No. 1285.

Classification of Drawbridge Tenders

In a controversy with the Pere Marquette the Order of Rail-

road Telegraphers raised the question : (A) whether employees
who operate drawbridges and are classified as levermen should

be paid at a rate less than that provided in Decision No. 2 for

such classes, and (B) whether employees who decline to sign

application or a contract providing for a lower rate of pay and
different conditions should be given employment in their former
positions and paid for time lost because of their refusal to sign

such a contract. The Labor Board decided that no change should

be made in the rates of pay and conditions of employment for

drawbridge tenders unless made in accordance with the rules of

the agreement or in the manner provided in the Transportation

Act. The employees refusing to sign the contract and not taking

employment were considered as having severed their connection

with the company and claims were denied.—Decision No. 1253.

Compensation for Working on Rest Days

Certain train dispatchers on the Erie wltc required to work
on their rest days during the period from January 30 to March
12, 1921, in violation of Decision No. 2; and application was
made for reimbursement and refund of amounts deducted from
their earnings as set forth in Decision No. 91. The Erie liad

issued instructions suspending relief days as it felt that there

was no out-standing decision of the board on this point. The
Labor Board decided that the carrier should reimburse the train

flispatchers for the amount arbitrarily deducted from their earn-

ings and for the rest days which they were required to work in

January, February and March, 1921. Decision No. 1332.

The Order of Railroad Telegraphers also had a case before the

Labor Board against the Erie with reference to the request of

employers in telegraph service for reimbursement of amounts de-

ductetl from their wages in January, Fcbniary and March, 1921.

The employees stated that the action of the carrier was taken

without consulting or advising the committee regularly elected

to represent these employees. The carrier stated that this re-

duction in working time of the force was put into effect because

of the necessity of economizinc, as its operating expenses were

at that time in excess of its opcr.iting revenues. The I,abor Board

decided that the action of the carrier in deducting certain amounts

from the wages of telegraph employees was in violation of the

Transportation Act and that the employees affected should be

reimbursed for the amount deducted during the above-mentioned

month"!.—Decision No. 12Sfi.

afiiilillMlltlllllluilllMli

Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives

The Chicago, Mil\v.\ukee & St. Paul has ordered 25 Mikado
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, in addi-

tion to the 50 reported in the Railway Age of November 25.

The Northern PAaric, reported in the Railway Age of Octo-
ber 21 as inquiring for 20 Mikado, 20 Pacific, 15 switching and
4 Mallet type locomotives, has ordered 49 locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company.

The Central of New Jersey, reported in the Railway Age
of November 18 as inquiring for 10, 8-wheel switching locomo-
tives, has ordered this equipment from the American Locomotive
Company. This company is now inquiring for 5, 6-wheel switch-

ing locomotives.

Freight Cars
The Wwjston-Salbm Southbound is inquiring for 25

gondola cars.

The Canadian National Railways are inquiring for 1,250
stock cars and 50 caboose cars.

The Manila Railroad is inquiring through its office at 17
nattery Place, New York City, for prices on 50 box cars of 28
tons' capacity.

The Missotnu Portland Cement Company has ordered 10
steel hopper cars of 50 tons' capacity from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of

October 28 as inquiring for 3,000 box cars, is expected to place
this order this week.

The Pittsburg. Shaw.mut & Northern, reported in the
Railway Age of September 16 as inquiring for 200 stock cars,

has postponed this inquiry indefinitely.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Rail-

way Age of November 18 as having placed orders for 500 box
cars and 500 gondola cars, has issued an inquiry for 250 refrigera-

tor cars, 250 ballast cars, 250 flat cars and 250 stock cars.

The Pere Marquette, reported in the Railway Age of Oc-
tober 28 as inquiring for 500 hopper cars of SO tons' capacity

and 1.000 box cars, has ordered the former from the Ralston
Steel Car Company and the latter from the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company.

The Southern PAaric. reported in the Railtvay Age of

November 18 as contemplating the purchase of 7,000 freight cars,

is asking for prices on 3,700, 40 ft. single sheathed box cars of

50 tons* capacity; 650, 40 ft. fiat cars of SO tons' capacity; 550,

36 ft. 6 in. stock cars of 40 tons' capacity and 100, 8-wheel

caboose cars.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reported in the Rail-

Tvay Age of October 28 as -inquiring for 3.000 gondola cars, 1.500

box cars and 500 automobile cars, has placed orders with the

Bettendorf Company for 3.000 gondola cars, the Western Steel

Car ft Foundry Company for 2.000 box cars and the General

American Car Company for 500 automobile cars.

Passenger Cars

The Pere Marquette is inquiring for 2 dining cars.

Thf Phii.adelpiiia & Reading is inquiring for 45 steel subiu--

ban passenger coaches and S steel suburban combination passenger

and baggage cars.

The Canadian National Raiivvays are inquiring for 35 first

class coaches, 20 sleeping cars. 30 baggage cars, 10 mail cars

and 50 express refrigerator cars.
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Iron and Steel

Thi Cbicaco Lnioh Statiok company U inquiring for IJOO
tons o< structural steel to be used on the Roosevelt Road viaduct,
Chicago.

iHt CiiiCAOo, Rock Isiand & PACiric has placed an order
with the Milwaukee Bridge Companr for 103 tons of structural
steel for bridge spans.

Miscellaneous

Tin I HiCACO Union Staiion Comi-anv has ordered 6 tractors
and 300 trailers from the Mercury Manufacturing Company, Chi-
cago, and 2 tractors from the Elwell- Parker Electric Company,
Oeveland. C, for use in the new mail terminal.

Signaling

The Iu-INOis Central has ordered from the General Railway
Signal Company an electric interlocking machine. Model 2, for

insullation at Homewood, 111. The machine will have SO work-
ing levers. The order includes 22 switch machines, Model 5.

Railway Construction

Chicago, Buri-I.scton & Qiincv.—This company has awarded
a contract to Joseph E. .Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for the laying

of 18,000 ft. of 16 in. pipe for its water treating plant at Gales-

burg, 111.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, reported

in the Railway Age of Novemhcr 18 as closing bids November
14 for a frame ice house at Eldon, la., to cost approximately

$12,000, has awarded the contract to Joseph E. .Nelson & Sons,

Chicago. This company will also accept bids until December 8

for the construction of a brick and stone station at Clay Center,

Kan., to cost approximately $15,000.

EoWASO HiNES Yellow Pine Trustees.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has issued a ctrtiticate authorizing the Edward
Hines Yellow Pine Trustees to place in operation in interstate

commerce a railroad from Lumbcrton to Kiln, Miss., a distance

of approximately 52 miles. The road was built primarily to

facilitate the applicants' logging operations, but a demand arose

from the inhabitants of the territory to have it placed in opera-

tion as a common carrier.

Illinois Centr.^l.—This company will construct an extension

and rcarrancv its passenger station at Kew Orleans, La., at an

approximate cost of $20,000.

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.—This company has been or-

dered by the Louisiana Public Service Commission to construct

a viaduct over and across its tracks, facilities and properties in

the fifth district in the city of Xew Orleans, La.

Missouri Paofic.—This company has awarded a contract to

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for the construction of a

one-story brick boiler house 47 ft. by 50 ft. at Coffeyville, Kan.

Yakima Southern.—This company will construct 90 miles of

line from Yakima to Underwood in the state of Washington. Con-

tracts for grading and bridRcs will be let in May, 1923. The maxi-

mum grade will be V/i per cent. The grading on 60 miles of the

line through the mountains will be side hill excavation consisting

of 30 per cent solid rock. 40 per cent loose rock and 30 per cent

earth, and on 30 miles in the valley will consist principally of

earth. There will be 12 bridRcs averaging 100 ft. in length, one

tunnel 5,000 ft. long and another tunnel 1,000 ft. long.

Supply Trade News

The Norfolk & Western announces that an agreement has

been completed with tlif newly formed association of its shop

employees.

A Fire at Springfield. Mass., on Sunday afternoon, Novem-
ber 26, damaged the p.issengcr station of the Boston & Al-

bany about $25,000. 'lli.il iiart of the station on the north

side of the tracks was Ipiirncd out inside. Plans already had

been made to discontinue the ticket office on the north side

and to concentrate all ticket selling on the south side.

John B. BaMctt has been appointed assistant engineer of
the -New York district with office at 120 Broadway, New York
City, of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

C. G. Harwig, chief engineer of the Regan Safety Devices
Company, with headquarters at Niagara Falls, N. Y., has
been appointed sales engineer of the Hall Switch 8c Signal
Company, with headquarters at Chicago.

The Reed-Prentice Company, Worcester, Mass., has pur-
chased outright the good will, business and certain assets
of the Becker Milling Machine Company, Hyde Park, Mass.,
and the Whitcomb-Blaisdell Machine Tool Company,
Worcester, Mass., and will manufacture the products of these
two companies henceforth in its own plant at Worcester. The
products will carry their former names, but the manufacturing
will be all concentrated in the Reed-Prentice plant and the
selling will be done by their present, and enlarged, sales force.

E. Bodde has been appointed consulting engineer for the
Regan Safety Devices Company, Inc., with headquarters at
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Mr. Bodde was born in Holland and
studied in Paris and London before coming to .America in

1902. His first position in this country was in the testing
room of the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y.
He was later employed by the Hall Switch Signal Company
in the engineering department at Garwood, N. J., and left

this position to undertake research work and wireless teleg-
raphy in Professor Fessenden's laboratory at Brant Rock,
Mass. His next position was with the Norwich University
at Northfield, Vt., after which he returned to the General
Electric Company at Lynn, Mass. During the war he was
associated with Elihu Thompson in research work. When
the war closed he contracted with the government of China
to head the department of electricity in the Institute of Tech-
nology at Shanghai, China, which position he was holding
at the time of his recent appointment.

Rice & Ilsley, Inc., is the name of a new firm of engineer-
appraisers located at 18 Trcmont street, Boston, Mass., with
which is associated Ernest W. Rice, architect, and Arthur B.
Ilsley, formerly engineer of bridges, Lines East, of the South-
ern Railway with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Ilsley

was born at Limerick, Me., on March 29, 1873, and was
graduated from Dartmouth College and the Thayer School of
Civil Engineering, entering railway service with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford in February, 1896. He sub-
sequently left the New Haven to go with the Boston & Maine
as assistant bridge engineer, serving in that capacity until

March, 1904, when he left that road to become assistant engi-
neer in the bridge department of the Southern Railway. In
.August, 1909, he was promoted to engineer of bridges and
served in that capacity until February, 1917, when he was
appointed as engineer of bridges. Lines East, following a
division of jurisdiction, a position he held until his recent
resignation. Mr. Rice was formerly employed by the Ameri-
can Appraisals Company, Milwaukee, Wis., and has had 20
years' experience in this work, during the last two years of
which he was district superintendent of the company for
.New England.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation Absorbs
the Midvale and the Cambria Companies

The board of directors of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation at a
special meeting on November 24 authorized contracts for the
purchase of the plants and other assets of the Midvale Steel &
Ordnance Company and of the Cambria Steel Company, except-
ing the ordnance plant and other business located at Nicetown,
Pa., and assets appurtenant thereto. In payment for the proper-
ties to be acquired, the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, besides

providing for the assumption of the bonds and other indebtedness
of the Midvale and Cambria companies will issue about $97,650,000
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par value, of the Bethlehem common stock, of which $95,000,000,

par value, will go to the Midvale Company for distribution on
dissolution to its stockholders, and the balance to the holders of

the stock of Cambria not held by Midvale. As a result of these

purchases the stockholders of the Midvale Company will receive

for each two shares of $50 par value, of the Midvale Company
stock, $95, par value, of the Bethlehem common stock, together

with a pro rata share of the stock of the new corporation to

which the Xicetown plant is to be transferred.

Through the acquisition of the properties of the Midvale and
Cambria companies, the Bethlehem Company will acquire plants

at Coatesville and Johnstown, Pa., and Wilmington, Del., and
important developed iron ore properties in Michigan and Min-
nesota, as well as developed coal properties in Pennsyhania. It

will also give to Bethlehem important lines of steel products

which it does not now manufacture, such as steel freight and
mine cars, steel wheels, boiler tubes, agricultural implement parts,

etc. "The Bethlehem Company's present annual ingot capacity

of .4.800,000 tons will be increased to 7,600,000 tons by the Mid-
vale-Cambria purchase.

No increase in the aggregate indebtedness is necessary for

this transaction. With the additional common stock to be issued

for the properties to be purchased and with the 8 per cent pre-

ferred stock converted into the new 7 per cent cumulative preferred

stock, the approximate capitalization of Bethlehem Steel Cor-

poration will be about S213.S00.000 funded debt. $62,000,000 7

per cent preferred stock. $180,250,000 common stock. The com-

bined investment in property and plant, less depreciation and de-

pletion, will be about $465,500,000 and the aggregate net quick

assets will be about $133,700,000.

Standard Stoker Company

The management of the Standard Stoker Company. Inc., Xew
York, has been changed. Frank L. Connable, of New York,

vice-president of E. I. du Pont de Xemours Co., who was president

of the Standard Stoker

Company, is now chair-

man of the board ; W. A.
Lamer, of Xew York,

vice-president of Peyton- /

du Pont Securities Com- ) ,

-

pany, is now president

;

i^K I

Eugene du Pont, of ^^f 1
Green\ille. Del., a direc-

tor of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours, remains as

vice-president of the

Standard Stoker Com-
pany, and T. W. Keith-

ley, of Wilmington, Del.,

formerly secretary, is

now secretary and treas-

urer. The directors in-

clude F. L. Connable.

W. C. Peyton, of New
York, who is president

of Pcyton-<lu Pont Se-

curities Company: W. .'\.

Simnnton. director of traffic of E. I. du Pont de Xemours Co.,

Wilmington. Del. : G. W. Keithley, Eugene du Pont and W. .\.

Larncr. W. R. Williams, of Richmond, \'a., has been appointed
general manager with headquarters for the present at Eric. Pa.,

and Frank P. Rocsch. who was western manager, has been ap-
pointed sales manager with headquarter* at Chicago.

William R. Williams was horn in Bristol. Va.. on Xovemher
16. 1866, and was educated in the schools of Richmond, Va. He
later, for ten years, attended Virginia Mechanics' Institute, a night

school, part of the time teaching mathematics and drawing. At
the ape of 15 he entered the employment of the Old Dominion
Iron & Steel Co. at Bcllc Isle, Richmond, serving fur six years

and when he left that company was chief of wnrks" oflice. He
later went to the Richmond Locomotive Works, and was secretary

of the comp.nny when if was consolidated with the American Loco-
motive Con'pany. He remained with the latter company two
years as local purchasing agent—a total lenslh of service with the

locomotive companies of 18 years. In 1*^05. in co-oprration with

Joseph Bryan, formerly president nf the Richmond Locomo-
tive Co.. he organized the Richmond Forgings Corporation.

Mr. Williams served as vice-president of the new company

w. R. waiii

until his recent appointment as general manager of the Standard
Stoker Company. In July. 1920. he was appointed assistant

secretary of war by President Wilson and ser\ed until March 4,

1921, when he was reappointed by President Harding and served

for one month, returning to the Richmond Forgings Corp.

Frank P. Roesch was born in Alsace, France, and came to

this country immediately after the close of the Franco-Prussian

War. After graduating from high school he entered the service

of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific as ma-
chinist's apprentice at

Trenton, Mo., and while

serving his apprentice-

ship studied mechanical

engineering under the

tuition of his father.

Upon the completion of

his apprenticeship he

went west, working as a

machinist in various

shops until he resigned

a foremanship to take a

job as fireman, being

later advanced to loco-

motive engineman. In

1859 he was promoted to

traveling engineer on

the Colorado & Southern

and later was general ^ . „ „
,. r .1. Frsnk P. Roesch

travelmg engmeer of the

Colorado & Southern
System-Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. joint lines. In February,

1902. he was appointed master mechanic of the Chicago & Alton
at Slater. Mo. He later served as general manager of the Hicks
Locomotive & Car Works until the plant was sold in 1906, when
he resigned to become master mechanic of the Southern Railway
at Birmingham. Ala., and later was transferred to Spencer,

X. C. In 19C8 he was appointed master mechanic of the El

Paso & Southwestern at Douglas. Ariz., where he remained until

August. 1918. when he was appointed regional fuel supervisor.

Xorthwest Region. V . S. R. .\.. and at the close of the railroad

administration he became identified with the Standard Stoker

Company, as its western manager.

Mr. Roesch has been a frequent contributor to th£ various

railway technical journals since 1898. He is an authority on sub-

jects pertaining to locomotive operation, combustion, etc.. and is

a past president of the Traveling Engineers' .Association.

B. H. Tripp, formerly San Francisco manager of the Chi-

ca,i,'o rneuniatic Tool Co., has associated himself with F. C.

Severin, formerly of XilesJBemcnt-Pond Company and Betts

Machine Company in the sale of new and used machinery.

with olVices at 2220 Cliestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., and
2.^ Church street, Xew York City, under the name of Severin-

Tripp Machinery Company.

Obituary

J. J. McCarthy, treasurer and chairman of the board of

directors of the Chicago Cleveland Car Roofing Company,
Chicago, died in that city from pneumonia on November 2h.

J. E. Simmons, assistant to the vice-president in charge of

sales of the Republic Railway Supply Company, Chicago,

died'on November 24 from paralysis. Mr. Simmons was born

in 1860 at Devonshire. England, and came to this country in

1880, where he entered the employ of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern in the car repair departtuent at Cleveland.

< •hio, and later at Youngstown, Ohio. Some time thereafter

he was placed in charge of the car department of the Pitts-

burgh Coal Company at Pittsburgh. Pa. He was later em-
ployed at the Hicks Locomotive Plant. Chicago, and later

represented the Pittsburgh Steel l-"oundry and the Ft. Pitt

Spring Company. In 1917 he entered the employ of the

Joliet Railway Supply Company as assistant to the vice-

president in charge of sales and upon the t.iking over of this

company by the Republic Railway Supply Company in July,

1922, he was appointed to the same position, which position

lie was holding at the time of his death.
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Railway Financial News
A

Atlanta & North Cabolina.— ./jfri .iuthoriiy lo Issm*
Pr^nds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

imiisiion for authority to issue $325,(J00 of first mortgage 6 per
' bonds for refunding purposes.

AtuvxTA, BiKMiN'CHAM & Atlw r .l-iks I'trmis-

sion to IsiUi- L ertidcaits.— B. I. r. has tiled a

petition in the L'nitcd States hi-' it Atlanta, Ga.,

asking for permission to issue $SU.(*)0 rctcucrs ccnificates for

repairing 400 wooden gondolas. Judge S. H. Sibley has set the

date of hearing on the petition for December 2.

Bancom & .XnnosTOOK.

—

Asks Authority for Equi/^nenl Trust.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $250,000 of equipment trust certificates

for the purcha.se of 300 box cars.

Boston & Maine.—Authoriced to Issue Bonds.—The Inter-

Mate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $4,000,000

of 6 per cent mortgage bonds to be sold at not less than 87.89

to provide for the pavment of bonds maturing on January 1 and

May 1.

Chicago & .^ltos.—Asks Authority to Issue Receivers' Cer-

iihi-nies.—The receivers have applied to Federal Judge Carpenter

luthority to issue $2,000,000 receiver's certificates. One half

JR- amount sought will be used in repairing 24 locomotives and
.-I "I cars. 400 of which are coal cars, and for the purchase of

90-lb. rail to lie used on 15 miles of its line. The other half of

the $2,000,000 is reiiuired to pay off pressing debts.

Chicago, .\ttica & Southern.—.Authorized to Operate Lines.—
Tile Interstate Ccmmerrc Commission has issued a certificate

'•! sizing this company to acquire and operate a line from La
^e to a point 25.72 miles north of Brazil. Ind.. and of a

..;.i;ich liiJc extending from Percy Junction to the Illinois state

line, having a total length of about 145 miles. The lines form a

pnrt of what was formerly the coal railway division of the Chi-

• & Eastern Illinois, which were recently abandoned in ac-

' iwcc with a -rerlificite issued by the commission. The com-
proposes to pay $250,000 for the property.

'i ATH VALI.EY.

—

.Authorised lo Issue Stock.—Upon further con-

r.ition, the Interstate Commerce Commission has reversed its

ii^r decision denying the application of this company for au-

;ty to issue stock for the purpo.se of retiring outstanding first

....iigagc bonds and has authorized an issue of $99,100 for this

purpose.

r>KT»oiT &• Mackinac.—.Asks .-lulhorily to Issue Bonds.—This

liany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission

authority to issue and sell $4.i0,0()() of prior lien bonds, the

te|js to he used to pay oflf notes.

LADY & .\i.PENA.

—

.Abandonment of Line .Authorized.—The
iTitcrstate Comnieree Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-

ing the abandonment as lo interstate and foreign commerce of

this company's line of railroad from Gladwin to Evenwood, W.
18 miles. The line was built primarily to handle forest

lucts and the available supply of timber has been cut.

1 \(;m \ .\kizoNA.-.-.Vi//iori;<-rf to ls.uie .Slock.—This company
brrn authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

; $800,000 of stock at not less than par for the purpose of

tilling its narrow-gage railroad of 30 miles connecting at

ma, .Ariz., with the .Arizona Eastern, from narrow gage to

'lard gage.

Missnt-Ri. Kansas & Texas.— /'.i/i-M.tioii of Time.—}. & W.
man & Co. and Hallgartcn & in., reorganization managers,

. annoimcc'l that the time for the deposit of assignments of

Ills atjninst the road and of il- guaranteed bonds has been

iidcd to January 2, inclusive.

Vkw York Central.—The Unitcl Slates Supreme Court, in a

ilrcision handed down on Novcmlx i 37, held that the consolida-

tion rif the l.ikf Shnrr H- Mirhisraii Somhrni and nther roads

\c9ttncnt i.uin|iitny oi Moiiie.

New Vi*k. Ontario & Westkrx.—\'fw Direelor.—J. L. Rich-

ards has been elected a director to succeed Thomas De Witt

Cuyler, deceased.

Pennsylvania Company.—.Vrtr Director.—C. E. Ingcrsoll

has l>cen elected a director to succeed Thomas De Witt Cuyler,

deceased.

Pennsylvania Raiijioad.—Sew Director.—Arthur W. Thomp-
son, of Pittsburgh. Pa., has been elected a director to succeed

Thomas De Witt Cuyler, deceased.

PiTTSBlRGll.' CiNrlNNATI, CllICACO & ST. LoUIS.—\'eW
Director.— Rayard Henry has been elected a director to succeed

Thrmas De Witt Cuyler. deceased.

RiCH.\ioNu. Fredericksburg & Potomac.—Operating Study.—
See article on another page of this issue entitled "Perishable

Freight Service Specially of R. F. & P."

St. Louis-Southwestern.—Preferred Dividends Resumed.—
The directors have declared a semi-annual dividend of 2'/i per

cent on the preferred stock. This is the first dividend paid on
the preferred since April 15, 1914. when Yi of 1 per cent was
paid.

.Authorised to Acquire Control.—This company has been
authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to acquire
control of the X'allcy Terminal Railwav for 50 vears from
January 1. 1922.

Te.xas & Pacific.— Terminal Improz'emer.ts Planned.—Discuss-

ing the bill xyhich has been introduced in Congress by Senator
Morris Sheppard to authorize this company, which operates under
a federal charter, to issue additional securities amounting to ap-

proximately $7,000,000, J. L. I^ncaster, receiver of the road,

said that if the measure is passed about $1.000.0(X) will be ex-
pended in Dallas on terminal improvements during the next two
years. Mr. Lancaster said :

The development of Texas, especially the territory served by the Texas
& Pacific, during the last year has been so rapid that we have not been able
to keep abreast with the situation. Ihe greatest need of the line is better
terminal facilities. If the road is given authority to issue the $7,000,000 in
bonds, the sum will be sprnt chiefly for terminal improvements.

Th; present bond limit of the Texas & Pacific is $50,000,000. this being
established under the reorganization plan of 1888. If the amendments
Eroposed by Senator Sheppard are allowed by Congress, the second mortgage
onds of the Texas & Pacific totaling about $25,000,000, will b; converted

into preferred stock and the amount for new bonds for improvements will
automatically be made $J5.0nn.0OO. The second mortgage bonds is the issue
under which the Texas & Pacific is now in the hands of receivers.

Reorganization of the Texas & Pacific .and dissolution of the receivership
will ff'llow rapidly upon the passage of proposed amendments to the com*
pany's charier.

The Texas and Pacific is in need of improvements along its entire
system. The management of the road has been unable to make such
improvements as have been needed since all betterments had to be m.ade
out of the earnings of the road. The necessity for larger improvements
and the inability of the road to increase its earnings sulliciently to make
these improvements, led to the presentation of the bill in the Senate.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Loan from Rc't'olving Fund.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission Ij^^i certified to the treasury a
loan of ?.^0»),000 to this company to assist it in meeting maturing
indebtedness.

Dividends Declared

Atlantic ("oast I.ine. -Commnn, $1.50, quarterly, payable December 9 to
holders of record Xovember .10.

Erie & Pittsburgh.—1^ per cent, quarterly, payable December 9 to holders
of recrrd November 2'».

St. I.ouin & Souihwcotem.—Preferred. 2Vi per cent, semi annually. |>ay-

able lleeeniber .10 to holders rf record Heccmber 15.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

I^st I-ist

Nov, 28 Week ^car
.Average prici ni Jt) reinisnit.iiivc rail-

way stocks 64.53 (i6.67 58.87

.\veragc price of 20 renrtscnlatlve rail-

way bonds ... . 8444 85.29 81.94
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Railway Officers

aiiiiiiitriitiMirntiniiiiiMiiiuiiniiiuiiHiiininillttiiiiiiitlitlililirniirimiiiriiitMiui iiiiiriiitiiiliirdiinintim

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Miss E. S. Redel, chief clerk in the office of the President

and vice-president of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, at Minne-

apolis, Minn., has been promoted to assistant secretary, with

the same headquarters.

Operating

R. F. Finley, superintendent of telegraph of the New York

Central, west of Buffalo, with headquarters at Cleveland,

Ohio, has been appointed also superintendent of telegraph of

the Indiana Harbor Belt, the Chicago River & Indiana and

the Chicago Junction, succeeding W. L. Connelly, deceased.

Mr. Finley acts also in this territory as the superintendent of

the Western Union Telegraph Company.

F. S. Elliott, general superintendent of the Western district

of the Great Northern, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash.,

who has been on leave of absence, has resumed his duties.

W. R. Smith, acting general superintendent of the Western

district, has returned to his former position as general

superintendent of the Central district, with headquarters at

Great Falls, Mont., and F. Wear, acting general superintendent

of the Central district, has returned to the Butte division as

superintendent with the same headquarters.

I. H. Luke, general superintendent of the Utah lines of the

Denver & Rio Grande Western with headquarters at Salt

Lake City, Utah, has been promoted to assistant chief operat-

ing officer of the system, succeeding W. E. Green who has

resigned to accept service with the Train Service Board of

Adjustment for the Western Region. J. D. Stack, superin-

tendent of the First Division with headquarters at Pueblo,

Col., has been promoted to general superintendent of the

Utah lines in place of Mr. Luke. C. E. Leverich, superin-

tendent of the Third Division with headquarters at Gunnison,

Col., has been transferred to Pueblo, succeeding Mr. Stack.

J. W. Martz, assistant superintendent of the First Division

with headquarters at Pueblo, has been promoted to superin-

tendent of the Third Division in place of Mr. Leverich.

W. F. Thiehoff, general manager of the Chicago, Burlington

& Ouincy, Lines West of the Missouri river, with head-

quarters at Omaha, Nebr., has been appointed general man-

ager of the Lines East of the Missouri river, with headquarters

at Chicago, succeeding L. B. Allen who has resigned on

account of ill health. E. Flynn, General Superintendent of

the Nebraska district, with headquarters at Lincoln, Nebr.,

has been promoted to General Manager of the Lines West,

succeeding Mr. Thiehoff. L. B. Lyman, general superintend-

ent of the Illinois district, with headquarters at Galesburg.

111., has been transfcr/od to the Nebraska district in place

of Mr. Flynn. J. H. Aydelott, superintendent of transporta-

tion of the system, with headquarters at Chicago, has been

appointed general superintendent of the Illinois district, suc-

ceeding Mr. Lyman. W. H. Card, division superintendent,

with headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo., has been promoted to

general superintendent of the Iowa district, with headquarters

at Burlington, la., succeeding F. H. Ustick, deceased. J. D.

Farrington, superintendent of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas

City, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the St. Joseph division of the

Burlington succeeding Mr. Card. H. D. Brown, who has been

doing special work on the staff of the operating vice-president,

with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed superin-

tendent of transportation with the same headquarters, suc-

ceeding Mr. Aydelott. T. J. Thomas, who has been doing

special work in the office of the president, has been appointed

superintendent of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City in place

of Mr. Farrington.

Traffic

J. E. Reilly, chief clerk in the general passenger agents

department of the Pere Marquette at Detroit, Mich., has been

promoted to general western passenger agent with head-

quarters at Chicago, succeeding O. L. Kinney, deceased.

William J. Rose, assistant to the traffic manager of the

Eastern region of the Pennsylvania, has retired from active

service at the age of 70 years, under the pension regulations

of the company. Mr.

Rose served the Penn-
sylvania 56 years and 8

months, practically all

of which time he spent

in the traffic depart-

ment. At the age of 13

his railroad career be-

gan in the engineering

department of the War-
ren & Franklin now a

part of the Pennsyl-

vania. In 1867 he was
assigned to clerical

work in the office of

the superintendent of

motive power at Al-

toona. He was out

of the service from
1870 to 1871, when he

re-entered as a special ^^ j ^^^
agent, and on January

1, 1872, he was ap-

pointed general freight and passenger agent. He became

commercial agent of the Pennsylvania, Lines East of Pitts-

burgh, on May 8, 1879, and in November of the same year

was promoted to general agent of the Pennsylvania and the

Northern Central. He was appointed general agent at Harris-

burg in 1882, and on January 1, 1885, was appointed division

freight agent, in which capacity he served on several divisions.

From January 14, 1901, to January 1, 1903, he was general

freight agent of the Long Island, following which he went to

Harrisburg as division freight agent of the Eastern Penn-

sylvania division, which position he occupied continuously

to January 1, 1922, when he was advanced to assistant to

the traffic manager of the Eastern region. Mr. Rose was born

at Pittsburgh, Pa., on October 5, 1852. His home at the

present time is at Carlisle, Pa., where he has lived for a

number of years.

Mechanical

C. S. Patton, superintendent of motive power (system) of

the Seaboard .Mr Line, has been appointed superintendent of

motive power. Northern district, with headquarters at Norfolk,

Va. J. J. Hanlin, assistant superintendent motive power (sys-

tem), has been appointed superintendent of motive power,

Southern district, with headquarters at Savannah, Ga. L. D.

Freedman, assistant superintendent of motive power (system),

has been appointed assistant to the manager ot the mechanical

department with headquarters at Portsmouth, Va.» Master

mechanics will hereafter report directly to the manager of

the mechanical department on matters concerning classified

repairs and to superintendents of motive power of their re-

spective districts on other mechanical matters. Shop superin-

tendents and other officers hitherto reporting to the superin-

tendent of motive power (system) will report to the manager

of the mechanical department.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. R. Bennet, signal eiiKinccr of the Eastern Bengal Rail-

way. Calcutta, India, who recently spent some time in this

country studying railway signaling, sailed from England on

November 21 for Calcutta where he will resume his regular

duties.

Arthur B. Ilsley, engineer of bridges, Lines East, Southern

Railway, with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C, has resigned

to become associated with the new tirm of Rice & Ilsley, Inc..

Boston, Mass., further notice of which appears elsewhere in

this issue.
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Whva the collapse of several docks in San Francisco Bay
.1 fi-w yr.irs ago revealed the prisfnce of nuirinc borers in

large numbers in the timUr substrui-
Marine Borers juri-s, the railways ami other owners of

Invade water-front property Ixcame much con-

Atlantic Harbors cernitl over this new danger. At first

the activities of these insects were be-

lic%"cd to be confined to the Pacific coast, tjut it is now evident

that they have also Ijecome active in the harlwrs along the

Atlantic coast. The investiijation which the National Re-
-i-arch Council is now making shows that they are to l»e

found as far north as Province-town. Mass., and south to

the Gulf of Me.xico. This new danger is of live interest

to the railways reaching tiic.se [>orts because of the large

investment which they have in piers and other water-front

>tructurcs. The situation is one which demands pronnpt at-

tention if the inroads of these inscnrts are to lje arrested.

While extensive scientific investigation miist Ite made to

detennine means of overcoming their attacks, the dc-struction

they bring al)Out is so rapid that these investigations mu.st be

conducted with tlie utmost sjx-cd. The railways which have
property in danger from this source should, therefore, give

their full supjwrt, financially and otherwise, to this investi-

.'.ition before the damage Ijecomes increasingly serious.

The way to get rid of the delays to trains incident to reijuir-

ing conductors' signatures to dispatciiers" orders is to intro-

duce the general use of Form 19 in-

Use instead of Form 31. The way to

Train-Order introduce it is to use it. An executive

Form 19 order of two sentences, with the profX-T

signature, is enough to start an im-

(jortant progressive movement, lliis simple truth is known
to all well-informed operating officers (and, in .some cases, so

well known that the knowledge lias led to action), yet many,
who seem convinced, ap])arently fear to make the change, .^ny

manager who thinks that possibly tiie aljolition of signatures

might increase the risk of collision ljy a millionth of one [Xir

cent ought to re-read the convincing arguments in favor of

Form 19, wiilch have lieen rei)eatedly published, and then

see if he cannot get some neighboring road to join him in

accepting and acting on those arguments. If the legal de-

partment of your road must be educated Ix-fore its assent

can be secured, the plan of educating two or more legal de-

partments simultaneously may help to overcome inertia. We
suggest this neighborluxtd arrangement because anything like

country-wide ((>-o|)eration seems to lie out of the question, at

least for the present. One progressive manager who ap-

pealed to the Train Rules Committee of the .American Rail-

way A.s.sociation to take action received the reply that the

Standard Co<le rules already allow any road to use Form 19

as freely as it plea.ses; and tlu' committee dro|)iK-d tlie suii-

ject. We are not sure but the diaractcristic con.servatisni

of the .\. R. .'\. is, in this instance, harmless. This reply

is a direct challenge. It may be a go<i<l thing for railroad

managers to lo(»en up a tritle in their hide-bound worshiji

of precedent, and get out of tlic habit of hiding Ixjhind a

big and frigid organization. One leading road, the Southern

Paiilic, is to extend the use of Form 19 on January- 1

tlirouglioiit it- lhon-;iiKl- of miles of lines, as noted in the

Railway Age last week, |>age 1032. There is ample time
for any numl)er of other roads to join in the same movement.
\\ hy not make this change on your road on the same day?

Genuine

Employee

Interest

.\ communication from an engineman in the employ of the
Great Northern Railway of England was recently published

by our British contemporar)-, the Rail-
way Gazette, telling of the "locomotive
impnnement" classes pro\ided by his

railway. The writer tells of a particu-
larly interesting lecture which was

given recently at one of these cla.<ses. The subject was the
valve gear of a three-cylinder locomotive and the lecture was
illustrated b\ a working model. The correspondent says
that the lecture room was packed with all classes of engine-
men and engine-hou.^e employees, •from the chief to the call

l)oy." The audience, he continues, took an active interest

in the lecture and plied the speaker with [xrtinent questions.
The corresjiondent concludes by empha.<izing the great change
which has come over the employees in their increased inter-

est in their work and their desire to ])erfect themselves in it.

The Railuiiy Age has already called attention to the classes

in railway economics, operation, law and kindred subjects
" which have been organized by the British railways and
which are attended by hundreds of earnest students—all of
them em|)loyees of the railways. We have also noted how-

railway officers and employees are meeting together in com-
mittees and councils, not only to settle disagreements, but to

take counsel w-ith each other on means and methods of im-
proving the efficiency of the railways. Moreover we have
the word of a leading Fnglish technical journal to the effect

that the harmonious relationship with lalxir is the most en-

couraging feature of the British railway situation. Surelv

.\merican railway officers and employees can learn much
al)out mutually advantageaus co-operation from England's
example

!

.\ road that proposes to undertake an investigation of the

l)ossibility of increasing the capacity of a line should collect

the required infomiation with care. If
Makmg a the signal engineer is a close student

Track Capacity lie should lead the investigation. \\'ith

Study 'li<-' assistance of the enginc^-ring de-

partment, the large field maps can be

reduced to simplified straight line track diagrams on a scale

of about one to 1,000, with the grades an<l curvature indi-

cated by auxiliary lines and with all passing tracks, water
tanks, coal chutes, station platforms and train order signals

indicated. He should then make a trip over the territory on
a motor car to locate on his maj) numerous local conditions

affecting oiteration, .so that the.<e features may l>e in mind
during the studies to follow. He may then well jiroceed to

the dispatcher's office, where he can i>re])are "time-distance"

charts in consultation with the chief dis|)atcher, covering all

train movements for various 24-liour jxriotls of normal and
heavy traffic, as taken from the train sheets. A study of

these charts will show how trains are spaced and the time

that the track is occu]>ie(l hy certain movements. With a

1071
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knowledge of the estimated traffic to prepare for, the signal

engineer, with the aid of the chief train dispatcher or the

superintendent, is now in a position to prepare prospective

"time-distance" charts, in which are incorporated the addi-

tional train movements that will be permitted by signal pro-

tection. With the proper co-operation of the operating and

mechanical officers in the study of such charts, relatively

accurate conclusions can be drawn regarding the possibili-

ties of expediting tlie movement of traffic by a signal system.

In view of this fact and considering the small incidental

expanse involved, it would seem advisable for numt-rous

roads to institute such investigations on their busiest single-

track divisions that are now giving trouble from apparent

lack of track capacity.

In the days when James J. Hill was developing the heavy

train load there were many experienced railway men who
shook their heads and said that while

"Main Tracker" suJi a method might work out satisfac-

Here to torily on the Great Northern, it would

Stay "ot meet the peculiar conditions which

existed on their roads. However, the

Hill idea has prevailed and one road after another has come

to realize its economies until today its merit is generally

conceded. The point may be raised whether we are not now-

facing a similar situation with reference to the making up

of trains for movement intact through intermediate terminals

to remote destinations. A few roads have followed this prac-

tice for )ears, others have adopted it more recenth' and there

are still many roads who feel that this plan is not practical

for their conditions. A few weeks ago when the traffic was

at its peak, the capacity of the roads was determined largely

by the number of cars which could be classified and dis-

patched through the terminals. Every train that was kept

out of a terminal added, therefore, to the capacity of the

roads. The peak of traffic has passed, but capacity is still

of prime importance, since many roads are still being offered

more l)usincss than they can handle. However, there are

other advantages of the "main tracker" of equal or even

greater value. Foremost among these advantages is the re-

duction in operating costs. One large railway which has

pioneered in this direction estimates that it is saving three-

quarters of a million dollars monthly by this plan, consid-

ering only those costs which can be allocated directly, such

as labor and fuel. Another railway which inaugurated an

intensive campaign in this direction about a year and a half

ago has l)een able to effect a reduction of between 50 and 60

eight-hour switch engine tricks daily. This road has also

been able to reduce the number of men enii)loyed to inspect

and repair cars because of the reduced amount of switching.

Surely, such economics as these warrant the closest investi-

gation in times of heavy traffic or of light traffic. The "main

tracker" idea has been developer! on a sufficient number of

roads to demonstrate the soundness of the princijilc. The

(|uestion on those roads which have not yet taken it up is

not whether it is practicable or not, but rather whether when

it will be adapted to the local problems of these particular

roads.

The petition filed with tlie ?ul>lic Service Commission of

Oregon asking the Interstate Commerce Commission to order

some one or more of the railroads

How to Get serving that State to construct a con-

New Railroads sideralile amount of new railroad mile-

Built "R*" '" eastern, central and southern

Oregon, as reported in last week's is-

sue, is interesting as the first imiwrtant case in which the

provisions of the Transjwrtation ,\ct authorizing the com-

mission to require the liuilding of new railroad facilitif^

have been invoked. It is also a most significant illustration

of the fact that there are parts of the country where the

public wants new railroads which the existing railroad

companies have not built voluntarily. The war and the

period of business depression which followed it undoubtedly

account for .^ome of the lack of railroad extension and ex-

pansion in the last few years, but the Oregon commission's

petition says that there exist practical and feasible routes

for the extensions which it asks that the railroads be com-
pelled to make and that in some instances construction was
actually begun many years since, but never completed. If

this is the case, it must have l^cen because the projectors

of the railroads were unable to demonstrate to those who had
capital to invest that the railroads pro]X)sed would be profit-

able enterprises. One of the reasons which has caused doubt

as to the prospective profitableness of a railroad enterprise

has l)een the kind of regulation which has been applied to

existing railroads, and one of the surest ways of bringing

al>out an increase in railroad facilities would be a policy

of regulation which would hold forth a prospect of profitalile

operation. These remarks are not made particularly for

the Ijenefit of the Oregon commission, which was one of the

comparatively few State commissions that offered no obstruc-

tions to the putting into effect of the increased rates au-

thorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1920,

and which may lie willing to accord to the new railroads it

wants some excuse for lieing from the viewp)oint of others

Ixsides those who desire the service. The Transpwrtation

.\ct,' which gives the Inter.state Commerce Commission pwwer
to order new extensions, also expresses a policy intended to

appeal to those who must furnish the necessary capital and
it also attempts to encourage new construction by providing

that a new railroad may retain any "excess" earnings with-

out recapture for 10 years. We are told that the revenue

provisions of the act have not yet been able to work as in-

tended, because of the abnormal conditions that have pre-

vailed. If more normal conditions make it possible for the

railroads to reach the standard set by Section 15-a of the

act. it may lie that Oregon can get new lines built without

the need for invoking Paragraph 21 of Section 1.

It is as an index of what ma\' be expected from the year's

operations as a whole that the monthly reports of railway

re\enues and exfienses find their great-
Monthly and est^—although, of course, by no means

Annual their only—value. As an index of

Reports what the years earnings may prove to

be the monthly earnings' statements

have their leading value because they are availal^le in from

three to four weeks after the close of tlie month which they

cover. Pro|)er use of the figure for the month and for the

cumulative periotl supplies a readily available measure of the

year's results available promptly and increasing in accuracy

and in value in proportion to tlie proportion of the year which

the cumulative |)ericKl includes. It is common sense to say

that a railway's report for a particular month or for a par-

ticular cumulative period must l)e used with projier regard

to the railway's own peculiar conditions. Thus, for a road

like the .\tlantic Coast Line which normally shows its best

months in the earlier part of the year when the perishable

freight is moving, an entirely different .iet of conditions is

l>rc,sented as lompared with those of the Great Northern

which n'akes the better of its net when the iron ore and wheat

are moving in the latter half of the year. Realizing the value,

with due regard to the road's characteristics and underlying

conditions generally, of the monthly statement as an indica-

tion of what the year as a whole may show, it would be

natural for us to expect that everi' care would be taken to

show a |>ro|x'r relation>hi]> between the figures given in the

nvinllih st.itenients .tikI those which ultimately appear in
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the annual ri[)ort itself. This, unfortunately, scldum proves

> work out in actual practice, und the reaMns that it does

.( work out arc several. The l"ir>t i.s that only a compara-
iivi-ly few ruid.s .show in tluir .vmm.il rijKirts that im|>ortant

fi>;ure in the monthly rejHJrt ii,im< l\ , n, i r.iilw.iy o[K-ratin);

income, .\nother reason is tli.it irnjuciitl) the annual refxjrt

ivers a different mileage—titvausc possiljly of the indu-
-iiin of sulisidiary lines-—from the monthly report. Third,

there are almost always corrections which cau.se the annual

refiort to show ilifferent fijjuri-s from those which ap|H.>ar, let

us say, in the DecemlnT cumulative statement. .And we
might RO on. Taking the situation by and large, however,

it s.ems evident enough that this is a matter which should
- given greater attention than has thus far In-en given to it.

! iider present conditions there is much confusion al>out the

tigurcs that should l)c entirely unnecessar)-.

With the car and locomotive orders for the first eleven months

of the year placed, we are now in a poe^ition to make a

pretty fair estimate as to how 1922 as a
Orders whole will rank with other years from

in the standi)oint of equipment purchases.

November '^P '*> *'"'' including last week's issue,

the Kiiil-duiy Ai;r had reported in its

(<iuipment and sup|)liis column, orders [)luced for 2,175

locomotives, 139,257 freight cars and 1,706 j)assenger cars

for use on the railways in the United States. These figures

Itreak no records but, on the whole, they compare vcr)- favor-

My indeed with the totals for recent years, as is shown in

::ic following table:

Domestic Orders

Freight Pa».«cnpcrs
I Ltocomotivcs Cars Cars

l-I, 1.612 109,793 3.101

1916 2.910 170.054 2.544

1917 2.704 79,367 1,124

1918 2.593 114.113 109

1919 214 22,062 292
1920 1,998 84.207 1.781

1921 239 23.346 246
1922 (11 mo..) 2,175 139,257 1,706

In this table the striking feature is the comparison with

1921 and the fact that the 1922 eleven months' total for

freight cars is the best in the period given with one exception,

1916, when orders for 170,054 cars were reported. Orders

in NwemlR-r this year totaled .U9 lotomotives; 1.^,599 freight

cars, and 15.5 pa.s.sengcr cars. The November figures and

the cumulative totals are .shown as follows:

DoMMTic Car and Locomotive Order in 1922

Frcixhl P.issengcr

.Month l^comolivci Ciri Cars

i.n 5 7.960 235

Kh « 14.721 160

.M..rch 76 5,550 25

April 272 30,507 540
\Ly 99 18,337 235

Iiine
".'."..'. 22 11.097 37

July 353 15,675 120

-Aui 220 576 22

.S,pt 617 6.737 63

Ocl. 1«4 14,498 116

.\ov 319 13,599 153

Total < 1 1 moi. ) 2,17S' T39.257 1 .706

The orders in 1922 are apparently going to hold u]) well

to the end of the year. The Xoveml)cr totals were good.

Tlif more imjiortant fart is that in the ei|ui|)ment and sup-

pi ii- (oluniii this week there are reported .5,000 tank cars

placed by the Union Tank Line, which .5,000 arc not in-

cluded in the NovemlK-r figures already quoted. The South-

ern I'acific has arranged to secure some 7,000 cars, inquiries

for 5,000 of which are already issued. In<|uiries have also

Im-n sent out for 5,000 refrigerator cars for the I'acific Fruit

K.xpress and it is under.'^totxl that l)ids will .sliortly l)e a.sked

for ,500 additional refrigerator cars for pa.ssenger train

service. This means that the 1922 eleven months' total is

likely to be substantially incr.ased befon- the year is out.

The Truth About the

Transportation Act

RADii'Ai. iMi.irniANS and lalnir leaders will, within the

ne.xt few months, make an energetic drive to secure the

rejieal of the 'rran.s|K)rtation .Act. or at least of those pro-

visicns of it against whith they have constantly carried on

propaganda during the last two and a half years. They will

make this drive uj)on the a.ssumption that the Transportation

.\ct is beneficial to the railways. 'ITiey and many other

people seem to rc-ason that anything which l)enefits the rail-

ways must harm lai)or and the public.

i he Railu-ay A^e advtxated the Trans]>ortation .\ct. We
still JK-lieve that if its provisions had l>een in the past, and

should l>e in the future, carrieil out in the spirit in which

they were enacted it would do more good and less harm than

any o:her railroad legislation ever enacted in this country.

In our opinion, however, tlie Transportation Act thus far

has done the railroads at least as much harm as good, and it

is doubtful if they should ven, strongly opjKJSe its re|H.>al.

The most iniiwrtant provisions of the Act are those relating

to rate making, to labor controversies and to consolidations.

The rate making provisions directed the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to so fix rates that the railways would Im?

able to earn a fair return upon their valuation, giving due

consideration to the tiansjxjrtation ncvds of the country. It

directed the Commission to fake as a nunisure of a fair return

for the two years ending with March 1, 1922, not less than

5K' P^r cent. The Commission ruled in the 1920 rate case

that a fair re.urn at that time would be 6 per cent, and in

the 1922 reduced rate case that a fair return would be 5^
per cent. What have the railways actually got? In the year

ended March 1, 1921, including the government guarantees

for the six months of that year, they had a net return of only

3^2 per cent. In the year ended March 1, 1922, they had

a net return of 3.65 per cent. Ihe average for the two

years was 3.57 per cent. For the entire two years, it was

$918,000,000 less than a return of 6 per cent on their valua-

tion, and $730,000,000 less than a return of 5' j per cent.

Thus the Commission, in fixing the rates, completely

failed to carry out the instuutions and intent of the law

with respect to these two years. Its failure was mainly

due to the depression of business, but it failed in .spite of the

fact that the railways, during those two years, received

$730,000,000 less than the minimum return mentioned by the

law, the Commission, immediately after the termination of

these two years, yieltled to public clamor and made a gen-

eral reduction of freight rates, and during the seven months

ending with last Sei)teml)er the net return earned was less,

than 4 per cent, and in .\ugust and Septemlier averaged

only 2).'i per cent. The net returns which the railways have

received in the thirty-one months since the Transportation

Act went into effect for which we have complete figures has

been $1,146,000,000 less than 6 per cent and $844,000,000

less tlian 5jj per cent, and has lieen in fact the smallest

return they ever have received in any equal i>eriod since

statistics for the railways as a whole liave been ke]>t.

In other words, the Trans|X)rtation .Act as administered by

the Conimi.ssion. has thus far failed to enable the railways

to earn anything approaching a "fair return." It is incon-

ceivable that even if the Act had never been passed, regula-

tion would have or could have restricted them to a lower

return than they actually have received under it. Hut while

the rate making provisions thus far have done the railways

no g(KKl, ihe\ have, in one res|H'ct, done them much harm.

I hey have afforded pretext for the wide-spread di.ssemination

of proi)aganda to the effivt that the railways are "guaran-

teed" a return of 5
' 1- or 6 iK-r cent; and this propaganda

has done much to create sentiment hostile to the roads.

The rate making ]irovisions further provide that any rail-
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way wliiili cams more than 6 per cent on its valuation must

hand one-half of its net return in excess of this amount

over to the Interstate Commerce Commission. This pro-

vision manifestly was predicated upon the assumption that

the provision assuring to the railways an opi>ortunity to

earn a "fair return" would be carried out. But while the

railways as a wliole have not earned anywhere near tlie

returns specified in the law and expected by them the Com-

mission, in conformity with the law, is taking steps to collect

tliis "excess" net return of the more prosperous railways.

The results of the passage of the rate making provisions

are. then, that the railways never have earned anywhere

near a "fair return"; that the provisions have been made

tlie pretext for damaging j^ropaganda against them; and that

some railways must surrender a part of their net return

which they could have kept if the Transportation Act liad

not been passed. Plainly, the rate making provisions up to

this time have done the railways more hami than good.

From tlie latter part of 1920 until recently other indus-

tries secured the Iwnetit of sharjj reductions of wages, es-

peciallv those of unskilled labor. The Transportation .\ct

required all controversies between railways and their em-

ployees that might threaten interruption of trans[X)rtation to

be submitted for settlement to the Railroad Lalxir Board.

The second decision rendered eflVctive by the lx>ard on May

1, 1920, caused the largest advance in the wages of railway

employees ever given to any class of workers. It put the

level of railway wages far higher than it was during the

war just when the greatest decline of business in history was

beginning. The board subsequently awarded reductions of

wages, but they were not made until long after extensive

reductions had been made in almost every other industry.

and even then left railway wages higher than those in other

industries.

Thus, during a ]x>riod of acute business depression the

railways, under the Trans])ortation Act, were compelled to

pay wages far in excess of what they probably would have

paid if the Labor Board had not been created.

The principal purpose for which the Labor Board was

created was to prevent strikes. Its creation did not, how-

ever, prevent tlie most extensive and costly railroad strike

that ever occurred.

It is easv to see how railway employees have benefited

from the passage of the lal)or provisions. On the other

hand, it seems probable that the railways, during the last

three years, would have been better off if these provisions

had never l)een enacted.

The con.solidation provisions required the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to frame a plan for tlie consolidation of

the railways into a limited number of competing national

.systems. The Commission lias tentatively ado]ited a ])lan

many parts of which might Ix^ carried out to the advantage

of tlie railways and tlie public. This plan would, however,

work the disru])tion of the great Hill system, with conse-

quences which would seriously injure the railways com-

posing that sy.stem ,ind which would not benefit the public.

Furthermore, the i)rovisions of tlie Act ri-(|uire that when

two or more railways are consolidated, the total securities

they have outstanding must lie adjusted on the liasis of their

combined valuation, which tends to make the whole con-

solidation scheme unworkable. If the law merely authorized

anv consolidation of railways that the Interstate Commerce

Commis.-ion .^hould liold not contrar\ to the pulilic interest,

it would promote tlie welfare of Initli the railways and the

public; but it is doubtful if the provisions actually adopted

will ever prove to be of any value, and certainly they liave

not ronfcrr«l any Unefits tlius far.

Hie truth is that the only provision of the Trans|X)rtalion

Act which have dime the railways any gootl are those which

lontinued the war-time guarantees during the first six months

of priv.ite oper.ition. and which rcsulti-tl in loans Wing made

to them Ij)' the government to carry them through the period

of transition from government to private operation.

The Transportation Act on tlie whole is a good law. Its

rate making provisions, from the standpoint of the welfare of

l)Otli the railways and the public, are the best part of it.

But a gixxi law is no better than a had law if it is not

l)acked by public sentiment and carried out in the spirit

in which it was enacted. The principal purjxKe of those

who framed the Transjxirtation Act was to give the country

a law wjiich would end the n^-ar-confiscation policy of regu-

lation which prevailed for more than ten years before gov-

ernment control of railways was adopted, and so restore

the earning capacity of the railways as to enable them to

provide sufficient transportation for the countr}-. With the

exception, fierhaps, of its consolidation provisions, it should

be kept on tlie statute books if it is ever going to be given

tlie effect its authors intended. If, on the other hand, it is

to lie emasculated by rejieal of its only constructive and
valuable provisions, or is not to be carried out in future

differently from the way it has been in the past, then every

syllable of it might as well lie wiped out. The railways

would be much better off with a more intelligent public

sentiment and the much worse laws by which they were

regulated prior to 1920 than they are with a public sentiment

poisoned against the Transportation .Act by propaganda

;

for as long as this public sentiment exists, it will do the

railways far more harm than any law will do them good.

Human Problems in the

Mechanical Department

DIRINC. THE PAST five years the relations between the rail-

wavs and the employees of the mechanical dejiartment

have undergone a series of profound and sudden changes.

Nineteen eighteen saw the the first complete unionization of

shopmen; 1920 marked the introduction of wage adjustment
by arbitration of a governmental agency; 1922 brought the

first nation-wide .shop strike, resulting in the formation of

many company unions. On most roads the strike has nomi-
nally been settled, but the problems arising out of the strike

and tlie five eventful years that preceded it are by no means
settled. Some roads have made great progress in re-establish-

ing satisfactory relations with their employees; on other

roads ill feeling still »ists. No individual or road has a

monopoly of all the good ideas for correcting the present

situation and for that reason mechanical officers should find

it distinctly helj^ful to get together when the Mechanical

Division meets next year and discuss frankly and thoroughly

the methixls that have proved effective in improving rela-

tions with the employees.

The scope of this question is so brtxul that a scattering

di.scussion would arrive nowhere. To make it effixrtive some
logical plan must l^e adopted and the most important topics

outlined, preferably in individual jxij')ers. The starting j>oint

for any discu.^sion of this subjix't should l>e the development

of foremen. No railroad can regard without alarm a p)ossible

recurrence of the situation that existed during the strike,

when foremen at many ]x>ints struck with the men. Alxive

all things, tlie roads must develop in their foremen a high

degree of loyalty. Wliy did some of these men support the

lalior organizations instead of the managements, and what

can l>e done to prevent it in the futuR-? Mechanical depart-

ment officers .should work dili,cently to find the answer to

this question.

Many new foremen have K-en employed since the strike.

diving them a title does not automatically qualify them to

interpret the [lolicies of the conij>;iny and to direct men in

a way that will win their supjxirt and get the liest service

they are capable of giving. If any railraad is to operate
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icetefully, it must have fun-tncn who are maw than mere
, ,.T^, r, .,,,1 ,.,.,r.. ,1

,
. . j^^j^

or-

Ahkh
HJiwiiiing ot liic ijuJiiim oi liii- dipiunut, the busi-

II and the craftsman. I he iiveniet- t<ir>-man does
iraininL; that uill <l(\ ' necessary
How I an 111- iH-t , , responsi-

i, some nu-tli<NU '-l !r.i;i :. li.

irgt road has ad(>|it.il th. |.r iiK annual
.- of its master nirili.in;i », t: 'iiieers and

lonnuii in the various hranihes of tht iiKtliaiiiial de|)art-
inent. Suth meetings may have an in)|M)rtant effect in unify-
ing 'he

;
' ' ractiie of a rcxid. disM-minatini; infornu-

tion ».-< methcxls, and l.uildinii up an esprit de
""Ps '

I 1)0 a fruitful topic for discussion, for
the pro()lrm ot training fon-men is one that the railroads
will always have with them.

The present lal)or situation is focusing the attention of
the mechanical officers again on the human prol)lcms which,
in rvcent years, the Mechanical Division has consistently
avoided. There is need for a return to the constructive view-
point which J. F. Deems voiced in his presidential address
l)efore the Master Mechanics' Assc/ciation in 1907: "What
shall we leave to aid in solving the prol»lems of the future,

many of which may Ik? more [K-rple.xing than thtise we are
called upon to solve today? We may work in brass and steel,

and leave the most perfect mechani.sni: we may develop and
improve and evolve methods and practices until nothing more
can Ik- desin-d; wc may reach perfection in all these, in

me<-hanism. structure and method, and yet our heque.st he a

failure and it.^-lf a burden unle,«s we provide that which is

paramount, which is over and aliovc the sum total of all this,

and for which even today events throughout the world are

crying aloud—the man. .\ man prepared. ex|x?rienced. earn-

est; hopeful and happy; consecrated to his work and ready

to the hand of the future."

On Making Friends for the Railways

Tin- KAii.kdADS sorely need more friends. The best way
to make friends is to show that you take real interest in

and are truly anxious to promote tlic welfare of those that

you want for your friends. Many intelligent ])cople are in-

lluenced, or even controlled, in forming tlicir opinions re-

garding matters of im|x)rtance, such as the railroiid problem,

by the evidence and arguments presented regarding it. But

even they arc much more susceptible to conviction l)y s|)okes-

men for an industry that they believe is treating them as

well as it can, than by spokesmen for an industry that tliey

l)elieve cares ntrthing at all al>out their welfare; and a large

majority of pe()|)le arc inlluemed much less l)y reason than

by .sentiment, and therefore are much more likely to give

their friendship and sup|>ort to [K'rsons or concerns that they

lielieve are really interestitl in their welfare than to persons

or concerns that never manifest any interest in it.

One of the principal reasons wliy it is so ca.sy to create a

pul>lic .sentiment hostile to the railways is that railways make
so little effort to show the public tliat they not only want
to make money \>y serving it, but tliat tiiey really want to so

serve it as best to promote the welfare of the public, and espe-

cially of the producers, the shi()i>ers and the travelers, in

their own territories. The railways have lines and repre-

sentatives in every territory and community. They are sell-

ing aliout five l)illion dollars' wortli of .service annually to

the |)ublic. For tlie most part it is good service. It is

doubtful, however, if any other industr)- or concern in the

world does relatively as little as the railro;ids of the United

States to convince its patrons that it is rendering them the

liest service that it can, and trying as hard as it can to so

rrndcr the aervic-r and lix the rharjie* for it i* t<> pronvite the
intir. ' •

I k:

.sol\. ,|,

the>
,

1 , „., .,,1-

ways are so managed and organized that their officers and
representatives will come in contact with a larger part of
the |)eo|)le and until those who do come in contact with the
(leople .M> treat them as to .show them that the railways take a
friendly inten-st in them.

There is a certain large city from which a certain large
railway system derives millions of dollars of business an-
nually. The editor of the leading newspa|>er in that city

recently made the .statement that he had never had a call

from, and never in his life had come in fX'r.M>iial contact
with, any officer or rej)re.sentalive of this railway. Nor is this
an exceptional case. There are literally hundreds of cham-
l)ers of commerce throughout the country. Tlu railwav is

one of the largest business concerns in every communitv that
it serves. But tliere are many of these chambers of commerce
in whose affairs no railway officer ever participates. Ihere
are, in fact, many large towns which are never visited by
any railway officer.

But the most neglected class of all are the farmers. Di-
rectly and indircxily, the farmers furnish to the railways a
large part of their traffic. There are innumeral)le public
meetings of farmers' organizations to whidi railwiiy officers

would l>e welcome, and in which the} would l»e given opjwr-
tunity to particii)ate in the discussions regarding matters af-
fecting the welfare of agriculture, including transjKirtation

matters. Seldom, indeed, arc thc^c meetings attended liy any-
body autiiorized to say a word regarding matters in which
the farmers and railways are mutually interested. Every
year millions of pas.scngers buy tickets at railway ticket of-

fices and stations. Comparatively little effort is made by
railways to select, train and su|)ervi.se ticket agents so that
they will always show an intelligent and courteous interest

in the problems of the traveler.

Probably if the whole matter were sifted to the bottom it

would be found that the principal and fundamental cause
of the constant troul)lcs of the railways with the public is

that most railways hardly make any real effort to sell them-
selves, as institutions, and tlieir services to the jiublic in the
right way. Salesmanship is an art in the knowledge and
practice of which tlie railways are strangely deficient. Xo-
Ixxiy wiio constantly comes in contact with all classes of
IK-opie can have any doubt that the average man regards
the average railroad as a huge money-making institution

wliidi cares little or nothing aUiut the interests .nul welfare
of its customers, employees and the public. Tlie failure of
tile railroads to get and keep in close human contact with
the people leaves wide open the dcxir of opiwrtunit}- for'

demagogues and radical labor leader* who see their ow'n in-

terest in misrepresenting the railroail*. The ilcmagogues
and labor leaders win railway patrons and emjiloyees to their

supiKjrt Uy professing the most intense interest in their wel-
fare; and day in and day out. year in and year out. the
misrepresentation of the railroads, not only l>y politicians
and labor leaders, but even liy hunilreds of thousands of the
railways' own employees, gix's on unceasinglv. The average
man who never meets a railway officer or representative of
any rank excejit ticket agents and train employees, who never
hears or reads a refutation of an> of the misrej)resentations
of the railways and hears them constantly repe.ited. but who
<kH's come fre(|uently into contact with the manv ardent
"friends of the pccplc" who live and further llieir .iinbitions

liy attacking tlie railways, is sure sixmer or later to become
hostile to tile railways and to act acciJrdingly.

It may be asked, how can railway officers do their (ires-

eiit work and at tile same time participate in the affairs of
chamiiers of commerce, attend meetings of farmers, call upon
loial i)usincss and newspaper nv.'n and oilierwise come into
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contact with the public? If they cannot do these things

—

and probably they cannot—that fact plainly discloses a very

serious weakness in the organization of the railroads. It

indicates that the railways are under-officered; and as to

most railways, this is undoubtedly true, at least in some de-

partments. When the organization of a business concern

is in such a condition that its officers and representatives

cannot do the things which obvioui^ly must be done to sell the

concern, as an institution, and its services to its patrons on

the right terms, then very plainly there is something seriously

wrong with its organization which should be promptly

remedied.

It will cost money to make the changes in the organizations

of the railroads necessary to increase and improve the human
contact between them and their patrons and employees. It

may be necessary to increase the official staffs, not only at

head(|uarters, but on every division. But how much is it

annually costing the railways in net return not to make their

organizations such as to enable them to establish better rela-

tions with the public? l^nfair and prejudiced public senti-

ment e.\pre.«sing itself in corresponding regulation is costing

the railroads hundreds of millions of dollars. They are now
handling the largest freight business in their history and yet,

owing indirectly to unfriendly public sentiment, failing at the

rate of a half billion dollars annually to earn a 5)4 per cent

return. If adequate public relations work carried on in the

right way would improve pulilic sentiment, it would be worth

literally hundreds of millions of dollars to the railways an-

nuallv. The cost that would be incurred in doing such work

would really not be a net loss even if it were a failure. If

it were a failure the final outcome would l>e the destruction

of private ownership and management ; but it is only a mat-

ter of time until private owiiership and management will be

destroyed anyway unless a more intelligent and friendly pub-

lic sentiment can be created and maintained.

Mechanical Conventions and Exhibits

THK viKWS of a supply man as to the proper rela-

tionship between the railroad associations and the

organizations which exhil)it at their conventions, are set

forth in a communication elsewhere in this issue. The

writer maintains that holding the June convention at a

summer resort creates the impression that the convention and

exhibit are holidays rather than business affairs; and that,

from the exhibitors' standpoint, an organization of the vari-

ous mechanical associations, so that the members of all of

them could attend a meeting or meetings at various times

during a continuous period of two weeks, during which time

a single comprehensive exhibit would be maintained, woulil

give the best results.

In considering this matter of the "relationship of the as-

sociations and exhibitors the fact should not be overlooked

that the primary oi)jects of the two groups are not identical.

The various railway associations have been organized by

groups of officers or supervisors, in most case voluntarily,

for the |>uri>ose of educating and broadening the members

and furthering progre.ss in the various branches of tlie art

of railroading. The exhibits, on the other hand, are one

form of sales development work of the companies manufac-

turing and .selling tools, materials or devices to the railroads.

They are the organized means of .seizing the opportunity

[)re.sented by the convention for a display of wares before,

and personal contact with, a large number of men specify-

ing or using these tools, .materials or devices, at one time and

place. The relalionshii) between the two groups is funda-

mentally that which always exists between the pros|)ective

buyer and the seller. The .seller aggressively seeks the more

or less passive prospet ts and by every mi-ans at his command

sdks to m ike it easy for him to see and develop a desire to

l)U)' whatever goods are offered. In this process entertain-

ment is a time-honored means of creating good will and
lielj>ing to convert passive into active interest.

When and how the conventions of the railroad organiza-

tions are to be held is a matter to be settled by their members
in the manner which they believe will best further the pur-

po.ses of the organization. If, from their standpoint, the

exhibits passess real educational value or are otherwise of

real service to the members as a whole, then the convenience

of the exhibitors should not be left entirely out of con-

sideration.

Whatever the action of the railway associations, however,

the question as to whether or not exhibits are to be held

must be settled finally by the supply companies and the

supply companies alone. They must decide whether or not

these exhibits are effective sales development agencies. It is

doubtful whether a unanimous affinnative could be obtained

in answer to this question. The very fact that exhibits con-

tinue to be organized, however, indicates that many com-
panies believe that they are effective. But they might be

effective and still be less efficient in the use of time and
money than other equally effective methods. Some light

may be thrown on this question by an analysis of the cost

of the Atlantic City convention and exhibits. Including the

hotel bills of both railway and supply men, this cost is esti-

mated at about $1,000,000. In 1922 there were 341 ex-

hibits which were visited by approximately 1,300 railroad

men. !More than one-half of these men were memlx'rs of the

Mechanical Division and more than one-third were men of

lower rank whose principal interest was the exhibit. The

remainder were purchasing agents and storekeepers. It is

evident then, that had the entire expense been borne by the

supply men, the average cost would not have been quite

S3,000 for each exhibitor, in reutrn for which he has the

oppcrtunity of imparting some knowledge of, or interest in,

his product to L.^OO railroad men. But it may be assumed

that prolnibly not more than one-half of these men are inter-

ested in any one product or device. If this be true, then the

total average cost per prospect reached is a little more than

$4. Part of this is borne by the railroad men whether there

is an exhibit or not. But if the entire amount came out of

the pockets of the exhibitors, is it conceivable that the same

results could be ol)tained in any other manner without a

several times larger unit expenditure?

.\t the outset the statement was made that the priniar)-

end of the associations and exhibitors are not identical. But

if the railroad man finds the exhibit a valuable medium of

education and a convenient means of shopping, and if to the

supply man it is an effective means of sales development at a

comparatively small unit cost, it is evident that there is a

strong mutual interest between the associations and the ex-

hibitors. It is evident, however, that this is a strictly busi-

ness interest and the relations between the two parties should

be established on a strictly business basis. On such a basis.

elal)orate entertainment, although it is a natural development

of the buyer and seller relationship, is not essential. On a

large scale it cannot esca]>e unfavorable comment, which in

itself is detrimental to the interests of the railroad association

and indirectly at least to the effectiveness of the exhibit.

It is not the jiurpase here to enter into a discussion of the

feasibilitv of the form of organization of the various me-

chanical asswiations suggested by the writer of the letter

.ilreadv referred to. Suffice it ti> say that the idea of a com-

bined exhibit with consecutive meetings during a continuous

|vriod has already been considered and considered favorably

hv a number of the minor mechanical organizations. The fact

must not l>e overlookinl, liowever, that the jirimary object

of conventions is not the exhibit and that however mutually

advantageous the exhibits may Ix-, any association which

cannot function without them has little reason to continue

its existence.
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Letters to the Editor

The Mechanical Conventions

—

A Supply Man's View
_ _ CUICACO.
To THE EoiTOk
Your editorials on tm- luiuiKt l;.o iiuihanical conven-

tion, in thf issues of NoveniUr 11 and Novemlier 18, have
[Mxn read with a fjreat deal of intenst. There can In- no
question but that you have made some ver>- jtertinent points

in these e<litorials, but all of the ur^in^ which vou can jHit

into your pa^es will not serve to cornet a condition which is

caused by something detper than mere lack of interest, which
has U-en increasin>;ly evident in the work of the mechanical
conventions durinj; the past few years. There is something
basidy wronij, and while we are all loath to Ijelieve it, we
must face the fact that the mechanical conventions, as held

at Atlantic ("ity, are not in conformity with the requirements
of present day conditions in the field of railway operations.

The |)roof is l)cfore us.

You point to the consistent work of the American Railway
Knjjineerin.t; Association, in its annual sessions. These ses-

sions have Ijcen held in Chicago, and whether or not they

were more business-like, the\' certainly appeared so. When
:i railroad man visits C'hicaj^o from any part of the United
States or Canada it is Icxjked on as a business trip, or, in

other words, what it purports to Ix'. When a railway officer

visits .Atlantic ("ity, this is not true. The trip may be one

of business or it may be an annual vacation. If it is a

business trip and if the railroad employing the officer who
makes it sees Ijenefit therein, why should he have to go to

the far east coast from San Francisco, St. Paul or Denver?
If it is a vacation, why should he be compelled to take it

in June, regardless of the requirements of the service on his

railroad?

You [Hjint to the success of the International Railway
Fuel A.ssociation and of the Traveling Kngineers' Asso-

ciation in their annual conventions, held in Chicago. Why
should not the traveling engini-ers and numbers of other

minor mechanical organizations, such as tlie general fore-

men, the to<jl foremen, the master jjlacksmitlis, the car and
locomotive painters, the fuel men, and others, ije amalga-

mated into one good mechanical as.sfxiation, Division V of

the .American Railway A.s.sociation, if you plea.se, or an in-

dependent organization? Let them meet on different days in

a centrally hx-ated city, hut let thase days be consecutive, the

committee reports being so arranged that certain classes of

men can come to the lonvention, sit through that part of

the di.-icussion in which they are interested and go home.

This is now a new thought, but for some rea.son it has not

been expressed with sufficient force to gain a logical nega-

tive reply from those who are not in agreement, so far as

1 have been able to discover.

The railway su|)i)ly manufacturers' interests cannot be

overlooked in this matter. .\ dozen conventions throughout

the year, S|)read all over the I'nited States, result in un-

necessarily large bills, whicli nuist be paid by the railroails

and finally by the jtublic. 'There is no (lueslion but that the

criticism whiih has resulted in postponement and abandon-

ment of convention after convention at Atlantic City, comes

from those who have considered the.se facts. Why, then,

should we obstinately ignore this sentiment and continue to

hold our major mechanical conventions in haphazard man-
ner, ahvays at .Atlantic City or not at all? Is there anyone

who believes a real convention at .Atlantic City would be

|)ossibli' without till- sLipport of the suiijjly manufacturers

with their e.xhibits? Had the mechanical association fol-

lowi-d the apparently business-like methods of the .American
Railway Engimxring .Association, its conventions would have
been just as consistently held, year after year.

The railway supply manufacturer who sincerely wishes to
exhibit to the railway engineering officers in convention as-
sembl«l is fortunate indcxd, compared with the manufacturer
who has wi-lied to effect the same purpose with respect to

the niechanical officers. We hear it said everywhere that the
railway officers asstmblc-d at .Atlantic City are confined to a
.small area throughout the convention, and that, therefore,

they will give the exhibits more close attention, there being
nothing else to take their spare time, but that if such a
convention were held in Chicago the interests would be so
diversified that the exhibits would get small attention. The
persons who make this statement are paying our railway offi-

cers no compliment. The officers who attend the convention
for business rea.sons will consummate their mission. On
the other hand, those who go down to the seashore at con-
vention time for a vacation cannot l>e forced to take anv
more effective notice of the exhibits by the mere fact that

they are imprisoned, so to speak.

In your issue of November 18, D. I. S. Ousted wxites
pointedly and heatedly on this subject, but he does not get
us anywhere except that he adds his voice to tlie clamor for

a convention. Uy all means let us have a convention. Call
it a business meeting, if that .sounds better, but let it be a
business convention. Fncourage the co-operation of the sup-
ply manufacturer by furnishing some sort of a guarantee
that the attendance will include a rqjresentation of all classes
of methanical department officers and he will take chances on
their seeing his exhibit whatever may be the other interests

of the visitors.

Sentimental inertia dies hard. The writer has seen 13
mechanical association conventions and, compared with the
majority in annual attendance, he is low on the seniority list.

During these years the exhibit and discussion of a tremen-
dous number of devices has resulted in the improvement of
locomotive, car and shop performance, but tlie space actually
demanded for the exhibition of bonafide new devices would
not have amounted to more than one-tenth of the space used.

The rest was pure waste, not only in space rental, but in

the movement of heavy machinery and of locomotive and
car parts and devices. \\'hy? Because a few new members
were in attendance each year, who might not have seen the

exhibits in jirevious years.

The hand-writing is on the wall. These unnecessary ex-
penditures of time and money mu.st Ix? stopped, but the work
must go on. It is true that each annual convention has in-

cluded a few new faces occasioned by promotion and ap-
|)ointmi-nt, but the\ are not laymen injected suddenlv into

the railway field. They have Ix'en .Mowly educated and ad-
vanced, step by step, to the position of importance which
allows of their attendance. Now, if their knowledge of those

devices customarily exhibited at conventions is important

—

and it is—that fact must be recognized and it might as well

be recognized early in the individual's service. 'The difficulty

is that he cannot, early in his career, be sent to an .Atlantic

co.'.st resort with its attendant absence from duty of from
10 to .50 days, its "soup and fish" fonnality, its $12 a dav
hotels. 'The logical result is an attendance year after vear
of those who "have arrived" and who, therefore, are not as

absorbent of new ideas.

Su|)po.se, then, a mechanical department convention were
arranged for a centrally Uxati'd point to extend over a period

of two wivks. Sujipose committees were organized to in-

clude rejiresentation of every plia.se of mechanical depart-

ment .service, including tho.se minor interests represented at

present in six or eight different as.s<Kiations. Su|)|x)se the.se

re|X)rts were systematically |irograme(l to make it unneces-

sary. excf|)t in sjiecial casi-s, for any individual to s|-H'nd
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more tlian two days in attendance, and yet arranged to bring

all reports to the fountain head of the general committees

made up of mcmtjers of the present major associations at the

close of the general convention. Is not the benefit to the

crreater number obvious?

Xow, consider the ca.-e of the supply manufacturer under

such an arrangement. He first would plan on a worth-while

exhibit, cheapened in cost by the verj' location. He has men
who must work with tlie general foremen. He has other

men who must deal with the traveling engineers. He has

still other men whom he must depend on to meet master

meclianics and mechanical superintendents. He has but to

consult the program and act accordingly, making each man-

day and each expense-dollar count.

The exhibit has a run of two weeks during which, not

onlv all railway officers who at present are numbered as

members of many present organizations, but younger men
who are being educated to follow, may visit it. The cost is

reduced to the minimum per observer. The results will be

vastly more satisfactor}-.

The plan suggested is business-like and should command
the support of those who have made the faults of past prac-

tices so evident as to effect the abandonment of the conven-

tion. L. F. WiLsox.
Vice President. The Bird .\rcher Company.

Combine Train Control

With Block Signals

Chicago, III.

To THE Editor:

Referring to the editorial which appeared on page 874, of

the Rinl'u.'ay Age for November 11, 1922, under the caption

"Institute a Signal Investigation," it is generally accepted as

a fact that the installation of automatic block signals on

busy single track railroads has substantially increased ca-

pacity. Indeed, there is little doubt that such installations

afford substantial relief from congestion because the blocks

are reduced in length, permitting following movements to

be made under comparatively close headway and under sig-

nal protection.

However, an exi)enditure of $4,500 per mile for signal

protection only on single track lines seems unwarranted, for

the reason that no real physical protection is afforded by

such an installation. It is, of course, true that such an

installation will give certain signal indications, but even with

this there is no absolute assurance that trains will be gov-

erned thereby.

.\fter an installation of automatic block signals is com-

pleted—be the scheme what it may—there still remains un-

spanned a ga|i lietween the fixe<i signals and the trains

which they are intended to govern, so that while the signal-

ing system may be complete as such, it is incomplete as to

l)rot<'Cfion. .As is well known, each signal is connected

through the running rails of tlic track with the train which

it is intended to protect—but is this sufficient? Is it not a

fact that in reality the danger lies in the train whicli the

signal is intended to stop? With such a signal .system there

is no assurance that the approaching train will stop and it is

under precisely such circumstances that the conditions pe-

culiar to train operation may bring disa.ster. The cause may
be low visibility occasioned by fog, snow or storm, or the

rMfasional lajise of mind of the ongineman. He the cause

vhat it may. such accidents are the most regrettable because

liey are entirely preventable.

Why should any railroad management desire to spend

ipprnximately $4,.';(I0 per mile for signaling when it is pos-

sible to .secure a signal system and with it complete auto-

matic train control protection for an equivalent amount, with

not alone an increase in the caparitv of the track but with

such safety as signals alone cannot provide? Why continue

to install e.xpensive motor-oi>erated semaphore signals with

the necessary complicated electrical and mechanical means
for moving a semaphore arm wlun adequate light signals

are available, operated entirely through relay contacts? Why
not install a combination of light signals and automatic train

control such as will not only give signal indications—the

same indications by day as by night—but with such an in-

stallation bridge the gap between the signal and the ap-

proaching train and thus eliminate the possibility of colli-

sions by striking out from our otherwise splendid railroad

system the unnecessan,- hazard which, under existing operat-

ing conditions, is always present in the alma«t irresistible

force of a high-speed train closing in upon another train in

its path. It is as practicable to control the aiiproaching train

as it is to control an automatic block signal. Assuredly then,

the cycle of safe operation should be completed in all future

installations by combining such automatic block signals as

it is necessary to install, with automatic train control.

The attention of railroad managements should be called to

the fact that capacity with safety can only be secured by
means of a system of automatic train control consistent in

its operation wth the indication of fixed signals and with

sufficient flexibility to meet any demands of traffic. Further,

that numerous urmecessar}- stops will be eliminated by the

installation of such a .system and the time lost due to rear

flagging will be considerably reduced if not entirely elim-

inated. J. BE.-«TxroxT.
Vice-Pre^^ident. Regan S.ifety ncv!ce= Cnri.

Need for Diplomatic Apologies
Xf'.v York City.

To THE Editor:

The letter of \\'illiam \\'. Tirrell in your issue of October

28, page 78.>, is a most searching analysis of the factors in

our problem of establishing a gocxl understanding between

the railroad owTier and the men who work for him; so search-

ing, indeed, that the most superficial reader must see at once

that the question is rather abstruse. The only way to get

practical results, on the broad lines which are sketched in

this letter, would be to establish a ni^ht school and to require

study, for scveml weeks, on the half dozen important topics

suggested. In other words, we have here the texts for a series

of lectures of 40 minutes each—the value of which lectures,

however, would depend Jt^eatly on who gave them and to

what kind of men they were r'ddres.sed.

^fr. Tirrell, indeed, reminds us that the science of edu-

cating a thousand railroad cmplovccs in mind, conscience

and public spirit, so that they will give ideal service, is a

complicated science; and one in which ver\- few of us are

proficient. In short, the whole matter is so difficult that it

continues to be neglected. But, though we have made little

progress in the application of this science, we are not de-

barred from practicinsr some of its precepts. Let us make a

start in some branch that we already have some knowledge of.

For exam[>le: "Eacli employee must be taught to take a

personal interest . . . and to defend his railroad, and know
why he defends it."' Set 25 of your best men a definite task

in this direction. Require them to write a 200-word essay.

Set them to defend some policy, or practice or condition

whicli can Ix- only ]iartly justified: which in part must be

apologize*! for.

The suiHTintendent of a large division, doing a heav}-

pa.ssengcr and freight business, could spend S200 in no l>etter

way than to offer prizes for excellence in this kind of work.

Every large railroad has been niiliged of late years to do a

gotxl deal of apologizing; and most of the cnncluctors and
station agents, on whom dependence is placed for maintain-

ine the road's reputation, have verv little skill in th.Tt kind

of work. B. R. B



How Can Employee Relations Be Improved?

A Catechism That Develops Certain Truths Which Must Be

Recognized if Conditions Are to Be Bettered

By Roy V Wright
M.inaging Editor, Railuay A^f

(Jufiliott. Wliat is a railroad for

Ansuer. To furnish adequate transportation for freight

,ind fjasscngers— in short, to svr\c the public.

(^ueilUm. Who aclually performs the detail work in ren-

dering this sen-ice?

Ansu-er. The rank-and-Ale of railroad employees.

Qurstum. How does the public want to be served?

Anrwer. With courtesy, promptness, certainty and as

(heaply as possible.

Question. .\re the employees specially trained to ser\'e in

this way?

Ansu'rr. .\pparently not. e.xcept in a limited number of

uses, and even then often only to a limited degree.

Question. Should this special training apply only to

those employees who come in actual contact with the travel-

ing public and the shippers?

Answer. No! Ever)- employee can contribute to more
efficient or more economical operation. Sometimes it may be

in an crfjscure place or in a seemini;ly very indirect way. If

the contribution is in more economical o|x'ration or in the

elimination of waste of some sort resulting in more econom-

ical ofieration—and even without coming in contact with

the patrons of the road—it is inifwrtant because it means
that iK'tter sen'ice can be rendered at the same rates or the

rates can be lowered for the same ser\'ice. On some roads

willi limited earnings or deficits it may ivi-n mean keeping

them out of Ijankruptcy.

Question. .\re the em|)li)yet> L'iner;illy iinhui-d witli this

spirit of serN'ice?

A nswer. No.

Question. Give some illustrations to prove this.

Ans-iver. (1) The attitude of indifference, sometimes even

l>ordering on discourtesy, on the i)art of some ticket sellers,

.igents, conductors, brakcmen, gatemcn, [Wrters, waiters,

freight hou.se employees, clerks, etc., toward the patrons, par-

ticularly if of humble appearance, is one illustration'—and
this in face of the fact that the patrons of the railroad are

:ill cash customers.

(2) .\nother evidence of the disloyalty toward railroad

managements on the part of some employees, is indicated by

the unfair and misleading propaganda promoted among
many classes of em])loyecs through some brotherhood maga-

zines and l)y so-called labor economists or e.\|ierts employetl

by the men. In this respect one quotation in Mr. Brazier's

f)aiH'r is specially significant: ''.^ mule cannot [mil wliile he

is kicking, and he <annot kick wliile he is pulling." Wiiat

sort of service is Ix'ing given by employees who are interested

in promoting and spreading such propaganda?

• Pteienled in the di«cus»ion of a paper on "The Traininu of Men lo Act
in Supervisory Capacities and Best Kr^iilln in Kandling Men." which wm»
read Ixefr.rr the mertinij of the Central Railway Club on Thurvlay, Novemlier
23. 1932. hy F. W. Brazier, auistant lo the liencral superintendent of rollin|r

stock. New York Central Railroad.

' This is refleetrd in the following articles which have appeared in the

Railu'av Agt: "Do Railways LacV the ScllinK Sense?" December 2. 1922,

paKr injO; "A Shipper rmimcnls on Railroad Mtirale." Nmemter I». l')2.'.

paur 03'); "Oli.pi-v.itioii of a Tran-continenlal Traveler," March 11, 1922,

p.-iKc 5R.V

Qufslion. 1 he al»ove illustrations arc only typical and
may Ijc multi|jlied many times over. In the last analysis,

whose fault is it that such conditions exist?

.\nsv:tr. The managements".

Question. Surely your answer is wrong! It is incon-

ceivable that railroad managements would knowingly allow

such conditions to e.xist if it were in their [Kjwer to remove
them. Can you prove your point?

.Xnsurr. There are several reasons for the failure of

railroad managements to realize their full duty and respwnsi-

bilities and (ii.<charge them properly. In the first place, it

would almost seem—at least in many res|)ects—that the>-

feel the patrons are under a distinct obligation to them when
they condescend to sell them transportation and to serve

them. Except in a few cases no real salesmanship- ability

is shown in dealing with the customers, and no attempt has
lieen made to train even those employees who are engaged in

the actual selling proce.<ses in the principles of real salesman-
shij). Moreover, in these days even banks and professional

men advertise for business, and yet the railroads with all

that they have to .^ell, spend a mere pittance' for real adver-

tising.

Question. Would the amount of transportation as a whole
be increased by better salesmanship and more real advertis-

ing? Does not the amount of railroad transportation sold

depend directly on general business prosfx'rity in the same
way as does the sale of postage stamps?

.\nsu'fr. Decidedly no! Passenger traffic* es|iecially,

can l)e greatly increased by the right sort of salesmanship
and advertising. Skillful railroad development departments^
lia\e found many wa\s of developing new business. Sales-

manship and advertising' can be made to pay in many direct

u-tiys.

Question. Wiiy emphasize dirrrt -xays? What other

good results will follow?

Ansu'er. Shippers and patrons, often irritated and even
angered \>y indiflference and ignorance on the part of railway
employees, may l)e converted into friends," and surely the

railroads need friends today more thi.n they ever needed them
before.

Question. What is another reason for your reference to

tile failure of the railway managements?

.l/i.rurr. They have failed to take the em|)loyees and the

pulilic into their confidence as to their i)roblems, finances,

etc. This has allowed a degree of myster)- to creep into the

'See "Do Railways Lack the Selling Sense?" Railwav .Age, December 2,
1932. page lOJV,

' See "Railr.>ads and Public Relations .Xdvertising," Railwav Age, No-
vember 25, 1933. page 967

* .See "Public Relations Work and .Vdvertising" (Communication). Railway
.'Ige. .\pril 33. 1932, page MS.t.

*See .annual reports of the meeting* of the .\nierican Railway Develop-
ment .Association.

"See "rtn 'Selling' the Railroads." Railuav .Igr. February 18. 1932, pagf
4111; "One Big Thing That Is the Matter With the Railroads." Kailmav Age.
February 2.'. 1933. page 457: "Positive Public ReLltions Work," liailuvy
Agf. M.irch IS. 1'133. page 733.

' See "Why Not Sell the Necessary Service at a Profit ?" Railwa\ Age,
March 4, 1933. pace 505: "Public Relations Work." Railmiv Age, March II,
1033. page 55J: "For a Belter fiiderstanding Between the "Railways and the
Public." RdlVtniv .Age. .Vpril 33. 1933. page •)54: "More .\houl rSiblic Rela-
tions Wi.rk." R'ailuxiv Age. May 20. 1933. page 1155.
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business, particularly since there are persons who have been

ready—through ignorance, or for other reasons—to spread

misleading propaganda as to the earnings, valuations, etc.

Except in a few cases—the Illinois Central* is one notable

e.xample—the managements have done little in a large way

to remedy this by giving general publicity to the facts.

Question. What do you regard as another failure of rail-

way managements?

Anyxer. The managements have failed," as the systems

have gro«Ti larger and larger and the rank and file has been

further and further removed from the chief executives, to

give the necessary attention to the selection, training and pro-

motion of employees.'" Men have often been promoted to

the position of foreman purely because of their abilities as

craftsmen, or because of their technical knowledge rather

than that they understood men, or knew how to direct them.

These untrained foremen have frequently irritated and an-

tagonized the men under them when they should have been

building up a spirit of loyal co-operation and teamwork

among them. Several years are required to train a machinist

in the operation of a few simple tools, and yet no special

training is given a foreman to fit him to direct the most com-

plicated and highest type of machine in the world—the

human being. President Smith of the New York Central

is responsible for the statement that "the efficiency of a rail-

road dejjends principally upon its men. It is estimated that

95 per cent of railroading is human"—and yet what a lack

of appreciation is shown on most roads for taking advantage

of the most up-to-date and .scientific knowledge concerning

the successful handling and direction of human energy."

A number of large industries have found that it paid well

to develop limited but intensive training courses for foremen

and other ofticers, or for jjrospective foremen. These courses

have proved so popular and have been so thoroughly appreci-

ated by both the men and the managements where they have

l>een properly conducted, that it would seem the railroads

could well afford to develop similar courses of training for

their foremen.

Another splendid way of inspiring and training foremen

and officers is through the conventions or meetings of their

various as.sociations. While these organizations are largely

technical, fortunately a few of them have recognized that the

human problem was, after all. one of the most important

problems which confronted them and have talked the ques-

tion over frankly both in their open meetings and among
them.-elves outside of the regular sessions. These conven-

tions and meetings act as clearing houses for the best prac-

ti' cs and thruihts and should be encouraged.

It is unfortunate that the Mechanical Division, .\. R. A.,

the parent organization in the mechanical department, has

failed to recognize this and has limited its committe? investi-

gations and the convention [iroceedings largely to questions

relating to equipment standards. It is to be hoped tliat the

mere fact that there has Ijeen little time for the preparation

of committee reports during recent months will automaticallv

force the consideration at the 192.> meetint; of questions re-

lating to employees' relations, through the presentation of

individual papers or reports by men who are specially quali-

>linnt Wrrk on Ihf Illino
6,^4 and 68.1.

^f-lrhinc^3f .inH Nrplrclii

Crnlril." RaOu-ay Age, Oc-

r Mm," Railnny Aff, Sep-

iilti From Railroad Organiialion»," RaSnro\ Agt.
"ncnrfiti Derivrd From Apprfntict Traininrr."
,:\n 714: "Tr.iininK and Tlo'tlnpine ihr Rail-
March IR. \''2\. paltr 719; "Mananrmmt
nl," Raihfay Agf. June 10. 19;i. pagr 1309

Ti'jTOv Aer. June IS,
rni in Railroailing.*'

....,vrr--V„i , D'arate
' 1 1 C7. •'The Func-

' "lary 4. 1921,
Srp«»mbCT 3,

t'-'. pane 549.

fied to consider the various aspects of the personnel ques-

tion.

Question. In what other way have the managements
failed?

Ansujer. In realizing that autocracy must be replaced by
a spirit of democracy.'"

Question. Hold on a minute, you say. This is no place

to preach radicalism, socialism or communism. You had
better stop where you are.

Answer. The above statement might have been challenged

successfully 10 or 20 years ago, but times have been chang-

ing rapidly for the better. No one would accuse the Penn-
sylvania Railroad'" of being radical; its pxjsition has usually

Ijeen considered quite conservative. That road has sum-
marized its present policy and practice in its relation with its

employees in this sentence: "To give all employees an oppor-

tunity to have a voice in the management in all matters af-

fecting their wages, working conditions and welfare; and
in other matters of mutual concern affecting the welfare of

the company and of tlie i>ublic which the company serves."

Question. Are you going to take things out of the hands
of the management? What will become of discipline?

.-1 ns-iver. No. The employees can participate in the alcove

mentioned matters and yet it will be possible to preserve the

strictest sort of discipline. It is, of course, necessar\- to

have thoroughly understood just what are the rights and re-

sponsibilities of the management and just what are the

rights and resf>onsibilities of the employees.

Question. Is this in any way related to the training of

men to act in supers-isory capacities?

Answer. If the representatives of the employees gather

around the table with the representatives of the management
to discuss matters relating to wages, working conditions and
welfare, both sides will come to understand each other much
better. Moreover, the bringing up of grievances and the

receiving of constructive suggestions from the men should

automatically locate weak spots in the organization and fore-

men and officers who do not understand how to deal with

men properly. Efforts can then be concentrated upon these

men to coach and train them to deal with the men in the

right way. In most cases an immediate improvement will be

noted. In some cases where the men arc unfitted for the

h:indling of men they can be transferred to positions which

do not require their coming in contact with the men in a

sup>er\-i.sor)- capacity.

Question. This matter of employee representation looks

good and the scheme seems logical, but is not something else

needed to insure its success?

.Insu'cr. Yes. It will fail unless it is dominated by

justice and the spirit of a square deal.

Question. You fail to use the expression "Golden Rule,"

which is so much in vogue. Did you do this intentionally?

.1 nsu-ef. Yes.

Question. Why?
Ansuer. The term "'Golden Rule." rightly interpreted,

is far more satisfactorj- than the expression we have used,

l)Ut it has Itecn applied so thoughtlessly and carelessly that it

is to lie feared it has lost its real force and meaning to many
of those who use it. Obviously, if we arc to solve tiie human
relations problem on tlie r.iilroads. thus insuring the most

efficient and economical trans|Hirtation and the best service to

the public, we must inject a real spirit of lirotherhood into

" Src "Tlic Hum.nn Protilems of Modern Induolry." Rat,'nny Atf, Norem-
l.er 25, 1922. page 977.

•* See "Employee Repre»en1alion on ihe Pennsvlvania." RailwQy A^t. Oc-
loher 14, 1922, pages 6S2 and 691 and November 11. 1922. page* 874 and
876.
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the railruad organizations. In o«hcr words, the Golden
Rule must l>e u|>plied in iu l>est and .strangest sense.

Oufslion. This sounds L'to^ji.in and possibly borders a
'

' Why try to put something
that commercial and indus-

Anni'er. Hold up! You aru soing too fast. Not a few
iiiiiu'tries and at least one large C'hamlicr of Ccmrocrcc have

lit clearly and forcefully for a more widespread recog-

; ., 11 of tlu" Goldi-n Rule in the busini>$s world.

Consider the Fhiladcl|ihi.i ('hamt)er of Commerce, for in-

.•itance. i hat l)ody appoininl an industrial relations com-
mirtiv to look into the ijuotiun of industrial unrest, dcter-

iinii.- what caused it and >u>:i;i--t a renu-dy. The lommittce
. iinr to the conclusion that lia-ically it was caused l)y a tiX)

I nt spirit of greediness and suspicion. The remedy
.-- -ted by the committee, enthusiastically endorsed by the

I'liil.iiielphia Chaml)er of Commerce, was the recognition of

till- (ioldeii Rule in its l>est and highest sense. Attention was
(liritted to the fact tliat the success of our forefathers in

establishing a democracy in this country was due to the fact

that they were inspired by a spirit of service and unselfish-

ness and looked to Divine Providence for inspiration and
leadership. United States Senator George Wharton Pcf)i)cr

in s|)e.nking to the group of isSO business men of I'hiladel-

|)hia, who later adop'ed what is known as the Golden Rule

Pledge, stated that latx)r and capital ccxild not be reconciled

by any of the mechanical m-thods which trusted in force,

but that "we must go back to God." The Golden Rule

Pie Igc which w:<s adopted by the Chamlier of Commerce,

and which is receiving endorsement by other similar Ixxiies,

and is l)eing enthusiastically [iromoted by Philadelphia busi-

ness men, follows:

Golden Rule Pledge

".1? Anierirans, we recognize that we face a crucial condi-

tion in our social, political and industrial life, which, if not

corrected, can lead only to individual and national disaster.

"H> Rrco/^nize that the trend of comljining interests of

individuals and groups will continue.

"Ittit HV I.ikrunse Rrroptizr that such interests in the

creation of their relationships to the many must be controlled

l»y the spirit of equity and reii.son if they are to endure.

"rnjuat Exploitntion of the many by the few, regardless

of its position or field of activity, cannot continue, for self-

preservation would force all citizens into hostile groups.

"The Remedy of our present malady lies in approaching

the interests of others, be they employer or employee, buyer

or seller, producer or distributor, individual or group, in a

spirit of faimc-ss actuated by the GoUlcn Rule.

Facts

"We arc all workcr.s.

"The United States is our union.

"Our memU-rship is over lOO.OnO.OOO in good standing.

"Our allegiance is first to Go<l and then to that union.

"Our nation is a living expression of belief in our Creator.

"Liberty is our human right by Divine right.

"The Dcdaration of Indei> -ndence acknowledges .\meri-

(an liberty to be a gift of G(k1: '.Ml men are endowed i»y

their Creiitor with certain inalienable rights. * *

Willi a firm reliance on the iiri-tcction of Divine Providence.'

—Declaration of I tidependente.

"The Declaration of Tndepc-ndence establishes, without

discrimination

Indepc ndence of person

Indepi ndence of [iroperty and

Independence of contract.

"The Declaration of IndefK-ndcnce is maintained by the

Constitution of the United States.

"The Constitution of the United States is administered by

representative government.

"Our representative go>'ernment is controlled by public

opinion.

"Public o]>inion is based on ignorance, illusion, prejudice

—or knowle«lge, truth, judgment.

"The Declaration of Indejx-ndence—the Constitution of

the United States—and representative government will be

maintained or destroyed by public opinion! Public opinion is

what nu-n think. Our prcJilem is not to change habits, laws

or men, but to make facts the basis of tliinking.

"HV, as Americans, recognizing the fundamental nature

of the alxjve facts, do hereliy declare that we will in all ways
urge upon our associates, and those with whom we come in

contad, the imi)ortance of making facts the basis of their

thinkinj^, and
"We Pledf^e our loyalty and renew our allegiance to God

and Country to the end "That this nation under God shall

have a new birth of freedom and that the government of

the people, by the people and for the jieoplc' (Lincoln) shall

\)c sustained."

Question. This sounds well, but can it be interpreted

in the terms of actual practical application? Does it not

border tcx) much on the sentimental?

.\ns-d'er. Many schemes and methods have Ixjcn suggested

and tried throughout the industrial world for replacing the

friction and unrest between the employees and the manage-
ments with a spirit of co-operation and teamwork. Some
of these plans have proved eminently succe.ssful, but only to

the degree that they were dominated by a sincere apprecia-

tion of the spirit of a .square deal, based on the Golden Rule.

Looking at the facts frankly, it must be admitted that the

most .serious proldcm confronting the railroads today is that

of employees' relations. Railroad managements and railroad

employees realize that things are not as they should be. and
that they cannot continue on the present basis. Both sides

are earnestly .seeking relief from this impossible situation.

Unless the spirit of friction and unrest that exists in many
cases can be replaced by a spirit of co-operation and team-

work, the railroads are surely headed toward disaster, which

will in the last analysis, affect adversely the interests of the

public, the employees and the investors. The old methods

of organization and of directing the human clement have

failed absolutely. The one thing that is left, and the only

one which ])n niises any real relief and success, is that which

has been suggested in this catechism.

IVhat could the railroads not do in giving better and more

adequate sennce to the ptihUc, in imfrroinng the Ih-ing con-

ditions of the employees, and in itu<:uring a fair return to the

investors if the organizalioiis could he dominated by the

GoMen Rule—"Thou shaU l-ove thy neighbor as thyself, and

thou shall do unto others as ve u-ould have them do iinto

FivK HvNDRKP TuoiSANn Tons was the amount of ice trans-

p<ir1eH liy the Delaware Lackawanna & We.stern in 192L accord-

ini; lo an adverliscmeni of the road printed in New York City

papers. Most of thi^ ice was taken from lakes in the hills and

monnlains of New Jersey and Peniisy'vania. Il is cut with

modern machinery, and is so pure that it can be used for storage

batterios drnRijists' prescriptions and other purposes ordinarily

rcnnirini; distilled water. .\h«\H 100.000 Ions is shipped to

creameries. Ice houses have discarded sawdust and straw pack-

ings ill favor of insulated walls. Ice cars arc rarcfully washed

and prc-cooled and the ice protected from shrinkage liy paper

lininRs. The I^ackawanna ices refrigeralor cars at Buffalo,

Elmira. Gouldslioro and Holioken. and there are separate icingr

stations for milk cars at BinRliamton. Richfield Springs and

Chenango 1'orks.
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Who Builds the Highways?*

WHO SH.ALL PAY for tlic constructioti and maintenance

of liard-surfaced roads to be ground to powder under

the wheels of motor vehicles, of which many of

the most destructive compete with the railroads for freight

and passenger traffic? The growing use of motor vehicles

for commercial purposes and the extension of hard-road

systems to cover the entire country make this an important

problem. The railroads and their patrons have a great

deal at stake in the solution of it.

There were appro.ximately 10,500,000 motor vehicles in

this country in 1Q21. of which more than 1,000,000 were

trucks, commercial cars, taxicabs and buses, engaged in the

service of transportation. To a large extent, it is true, the

service performed by this motorized fleet is supplemental

to the transportation service performed by the railroads,

but in many instances the two services are competitive.

Whether motor vehicle transportation service is supplemental

to or comjjetitive with the railroads, however, does not alter

the prol)lem.

The railroads pay for the construction, maintenance and

improvement of the roadways over which their trains pass,

and that cost necessarily becomes a part of the nation's

railway transportation ))ill. In 1921 the maintenance of

the tracks, roadbed, buildings, bridges and other structures

used by the railroads cost $756,948.98.=!. This was exclusive

of interest on the investment and improvements chargeable

to capital account. It represents approximately 16.5 per

cent of the total operating expenses of the railroads in 1921.

.\ considerable part of the revenues received by the railroads

from carr>ing freight and passengers went to pay that par-

ticular cost.

;More than 1,000,000 motor vehicles used the public roads

for commercial purposes last year. The amount which they

paid for that ]>rivilege represents only a small fraction of

the cost of constructing, maintaining and improving the road-

ways wliich they heljicd to destroy. The total revenues de-

rived from the registration of all motor vehicles and from the

issuance of licenses to owners, chauffeurs, manufacturers and

dealer? amounted to $122,269,071..>.^ out of which there

was available for road work $116,117,167.80, exclusive of

taxes on gasoline, whicli amounted to $S,,S02.259.79. As

compared with this, however, the construction of highways

in the United States last year co.st $767,421,375. The differ-

ence represents the amount which the public had to pay out

of funds raised by general taxation. In other words, the

users of all motor vehicles paid about IS per cent of the

cost of road-building, and the other 85 per cent was paid

by general taxation.

The public at large has as great an interest in trans-

portation l)y railroad as it has in transportation on the

public highways. In fact, the benefits accruing from the

use of the railroads are more widespread than the benefits

accruing from the use of the highways by the more destructive

vehicles—trucks, commercial cars, taxicabs and buses. It

is no more equitable that those who do not derive immediate

benefit from the destructive u.sc of the highways should pay

for them than that the public should l)e taxed for the cost

of building, maintaining and improving the roadways used

for rail transjiortation.

It is important to note in tliis connection that the rail-

roads pav a not imonsiderablc jiortion of the taxes from

which come tlic funds for S5 per cent of the road work. In

1921 the taxes paid l)y the Class I railroads of the countr}'

in the various states amounted to $2.17,872,.^ 19. This was

exclusive of $.17,176,77.5 in federal taxes, $79,042 in Dis-

trict of Columbia ta.xcs, $660,218 in Canadian taxes and

$95,244 in taxes not localized to the states.

In order to emphasize the comparison between motor

•From an fdilori.il in thf Tllinoi. Cfntral Mai.innr for Orlnhtr, l'»22.

vehicle revenues and highway expenditures, there is shown
herewith a table giving the figures by states for 1921.

It is up to railway men to impress upon the public the

fact that ever\' burden placed upon the railroads is a burden

upon their patrons. The railroads do not have an inex-

haustible supply of funds out of which to pay operating

expenses, taxes and other charges. A railroad is an in-

stitution organized for the giving of a great public service,

in the performance of which certain costs are incurred, and
these costs are charged l)ack against the public in the form

of freight and passenger rates. The shippers and passengers

who use the railroads, therefore, pay the railroads' operating

expen.ses, taxes and other charges as truly as if the railroads

were not an intermediate involved party in the financial

transaction.

When the public gets that view of the situation—and it

is the proper view—there will be fewer attempts to unload

tax burdens and burdensome operating costs upon the rail-

roads, .^nd when the public comes to realize that the cost

of building, maintaining and improving the highways is

not being paid by those who put them to a destructive use.

a solution will he found for this problem.
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Motor Vehicle

Revenues

$1,147,265 no

19.';,969.75

856.543.6n

6.S.!4,089.52

906.039.27

2.129.861.12

375.469.00

734.845.50

1.705,941.24

841.212.93

6.803.556.21

2.422,227.00

7,719.127.47

1 1.400.000.00

1.77I.S87.02

453.276.00

1.004,750.25

2.460.162.04

4.717.389.30

6.751.924.51

5.672.424.61

751.946.63

2,505.353.90

594.520.50

2.824,811.25

102.800.00

876,322.14

3.974.063.75

198.632.77

10.288,858.25

2,259.240.43

683.052.45

6.894.159.73

2.619.713.49

2.334.931.25

9.470.174.31

848.723.59

741.114.79

720.587.00

1..187. 870. 10

3..><06.305.25

441. ,159.88

668.288.50

2.021.146.09

3.140.730.74

1.250.525.82

J.671.645.50

288.121.88

Highway
Expenditures

$4,065,000.00

8.800.000.00

23.300.000.00

38.200.000.00

8.291.898.00

•6.000.000.00

3.403.822.00

5.180.000.00

25.153,452.00

•15,000.000.00

30..10fl.000.00

I4.ooo.ooo.nn

28.323.920.00

2.!. .166.848.00

8.500.0n0.00

12.430.918 00

7.052.419.00

•8.850.000.00

14.000.000.00

31.000.000.00

25.672.859.00

6.000.000.00

13.675.000.00

6.714.409 00
11.032.895.00

1.710.379.00

3.423.000.00

1 4.030,000.00

3.238.36600

47,126.068.00

•8.078,298.00

4.600.000.00

57.OO0.O0O.no

9.800.000.00

23.ooo.ooo.on

"58.525.232.00

2.300.000.00

5.600.000.00

12.275.000.00

11.000.000.00

51.481.000.00

6.989.036.00

3.200.000 00

•ii.4nn.ooo.oo

15.900.000.00

9,000.000.00

24.750.000.00

4.681,556.00

Tol.ils »i:2. 269.071. 33 $767,421,375.00

tFor period July-necember. inclusive. tFor period Frbruary-December, In-

clusive. •Fstimaled.

Motor irehicle revenues include the revenues from motor vehicle registra-

tions and from owners', chauffetirs', manufacturers* and dealers' licenses.

Figtires furnished by Bureau of Public Roads. Department of Agriculture.

Highway expenditures include the amounts spent in various states for high-

way construction. Figures furnished by Bureau of Public Roads. Department
pf Agriculture.



Marine Borers Attack Piling Along Atlantic Coast

The National Research Council Has Undertaken an Investigation

to Determine Methods of Protection

BH AfSK of the larpc invt-strntnt whiih the r.iihvuNs and
olhcr industries li.ivc made in do* ks .ind other structures

along the waterfront in the harLors along the Atlantic

loast, there is cause for concern in the evidence now being

hrouuht to light reganling the appearance of marine borers

in thi-sc «.itrr> Only three years ago the collapse of a

Condition of Test Blocks. (1) From Ft. Sumpter. S. C, In-

stalled on September 6, 1922. and Removed on October 2,

1922. (2) From Ft. Sumpter, S. C, Installed on Septem-

ber 6, 1922, and Removed on October 23. 1922. (3)

From Ft. Scriven. Ga.. Installed on September

15, 1922, and Removed November 1. 1922.

numJKT of structures in San Francisco Hay brought the rav-

ages of these l>orers proniini-ntly l>efore the owners of water-

front pro[>erty in this country. .As a result of the great

damage done in the upjier waters of San Franci.sco Bay.

jireviously immune from marine borers, a committee was

(Left; Condition cf Untreated Pile Attacked by Bankia after

One Year's Service in Harbor at Norfolk, Va.

(Center) Untreated Piling Attacked by Martesia

(Right) Condition of Untreated Pile Attacked by Bankia after

Six Month's Service in Harbor at Norfolk, Va.

org.iiii/i'tl l)y liRul intiTi>t? to -tud\ Hit j.ri.Miiii. 1 his

committee .soon found that it was nece»sar\ to enlarge the

Slope of the work so as to cover the entire country, and at

its suggestion the National Research Council organized a
committee to carry on a nation-wide study.

.\n investigation of the existing literature showed that

while much study had l)een given borers for the past three

hundred years, these studies had been disconnected and
while much information had Ijeen developed, no conclusion

had Ix-en re-ache<i. It was evident that a ..o-ordinated

biological, engineering and chemical investigation offered

the best chance for success.

There was found to be little information ..,- to the dis-

tribution of the various species of lx)rers and their living

requirements. It was, therefore, necessary to find out where
these various si)ecies existed, under what conditions they

lived and what conditions in the water governed their dis-

tribution and activities. The damage in San Francisco

Section of an Untreated Pile from Lehigh Valley Pier at

Jersey City after Ten Year's Service Indicating Recent Attack.

Living Organisms Were Extracted from This Pile in

September, 1922

was done by the teredo navalis. the pile-worm of Holland.

No thoroughl)' authenticated records could be fixind which

indicated its previous occurrence on the .American coasts.

It was first identified on the Fast coast in Barnegat Bay,
New Jersey, in 1921.

In order to secure definite information regarding the dis-

tribution of the various species and their rate of growth, a

test board was designed carrying 24 bhxks, one of which is

to be removed from each lioard on the first and si.xteenth

days of the month and sent to Harvard I'niversity or the

University of California for biological .~tudy, dctenuination

of species and rate of growth of the different species. These
test boards are c.xix'cted to determine the pre.<ence and sfiecies

of marine borers in any locality and also the time of the

year in which they work and breed. The blocks are 2 in.

by 4 in. by 5 in. in size, of wide ring sappy yellow piiic,
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surfaced on four sides. Each block is identified by a copper
tag. The board with its 24 blocks is sunk from the end

Condition of a Pile Removed from the Standard Oil Com-
pany's Pier at Bayonne, N. J., in November, 1922,

After Seven Year's Service

of a wharf or pier to an elevation aljout a foot above the

mud line and fastened securely in place.

With the ro-npcratinn of tlio railroads, the Coast Guard,

the Xavy, the Army, the Bureau of Lighthouses and various
state and municipal bodies and industries owning water-
front structures, 235 of these boards have been put in place
between the Eastern boundary of Maine and Kodiak,
Alaska, as well as in harbors of the American possessions
in the Caribbean Sea and on the Pacific Islands. The first

boards were placed in June, 1922, and the number has been
increased until the total mentioned above are now in place.
As a result of the inspection of the ijlocks taken from

these boards, teredo navalis has been found in practically
all harbors from Provincetown, Mass., south to Delaware
Bay, and in s jveral other harbors in the South Atlantic and
Gulf. Ikcau.se this species appears to thrive in water of
low salinity and with a high degree of pollution, and since
it also has a very high rate of reproduction, it may i)e con-
sidered as probably the most destructive species of borer.

The greatest activity has been found in Providence, R. I.,

where blocks on one of the test boards were practically de-
stroyed in three and one-half months.

Bankia gouldi (.\ylotria) have been found from Delaware
Bay south through the Gulf and on the Pacific Coast. This
species grows at proljably twice the rate of teredo navalis,
but it docs riot reproduce as rapidly—probably about 1 ,500,-

000 young j>er year as again.st 2,500,000 for teredo navalis,
and so far as known it does not seem to have the resistance
to low salinity and [wlluticn that teredo navalis possesses.
One of the ixiards carrying the test blocks in Galveston Bay
was totally destroyed in two months by bankia.
A number of new or little known species of molluskan

liorers have also been identified: some of them apparently not
being affected by creosote. The 'economic importance of these

species will l)e established by further study of the test blix-ks.

Limnoria have Ijcen identified in harlxirs practically all

the way from Maine to Alaska. Their rate of destruction
is extremely variable. It seems to be high in some locations

in New England and in some Gulf and Pacific harbors.

The biological studies have shown some interesting and

Map Showing Location of Test Boards, Laboratories and Experiment and Salinity Stations
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j>«rh.i|)- -ii;nifirant iinjKaIu>ii> iii tin- cftcil of tin- proximilv
of i..|.;«r iiid iron to the Uinrs and u-sts art- now l>cing

carriol ..ii it rrovidrmo. K 1 , Charliston. S. C, and Gal-
veston, Texas, to determine whether a system of protnrtion

for fxith old and new structun-* cannot l)c develoi)e<l hy the
UM •!' ' U in .stri|>s or win-. The laUinitory studies

"f t
•

irrit-d on liy the Inivt-r-ity of California
ha\r extremely vulualilc information regarding
thi^ 111..-! ili-struitive species,

III II.
. jK-ration with the University of California and the

Forest I'rixlucts Lal)orator>', ti-st l)locks impregnated with
various chemicals and various fractions of creosote are Licing

te-ti'<l by immersion in Gulf and Pacific harlxirs. Tests are
also Uin« made of several tropin] wottds which are reported

to resist Ijorers. Some of these timl»crs have European and
Asiatic rvcords showini; a high resistance. As a portion of

the report of the W ixxi Preservation committee of the .Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Assmiation to lie submitted in

March, 192.>. a comprehensive study has been made of the

literature on the subject of ser\-ice records of various methcxls

of protection. This re[)ort, when published, will give con-

siderable information as to methods which have not l)een

Ml ^ others which have given good results

•o\ nods.

I< te as a substitute for timlier is becoming
more and more used. Unfortunately, its record is not one
of universal success. In fact, the committee has found verv-

many more cases of failure than of success, and in most
cases the causes of failure are verv- oljscure. Studies are being

carried on to endeavor to determine these causes and to

produce a .specification which will result in a construction

which can be deiK-nded on to give long life, if such a thing

be [Ktssible with this material.

As the investigation goes on, the interest of the various
co-of>eration agencies has Ix-en increasing, as several ideas

giving .some jiromi.se rjf satisfactor)- results have develojMjd

from the study. Tiie next season's work should l)e even more
productive than the last, as the preliminar>' work is largely

completed and the lines of investigation to be followed by
the biologist> and chemists are l)ecoming much clearer.

This investigation is being conducted by the rommittec
on Marine Piling Investigations of the National Research
Council, Xew York City, of which William G. .Atwood is

director.

Road Test of Clifford Automatic Train Control

Apparatus of the "Conductive" Type Having Continuous Control

Feature Tried Out On the Erie

ADEMuNSTtLATioN and test of an automatic train con-

trol device which has been developed by the Clifford

.Automatic Train Control and Signal Corporation

was made on the Erie before the New York Central Lines

Signal Committee, Train Control branch, other interested

railroad men and guests on Novemljcr 2S. A Pacific type

passenger locomotive was ec|uipped with the control appara-

tus while other apparatus was used in the car to demonstrate

its ojR-ration. The tests were made on the castbound main
track between Port Jenis, N. Y., and Graham, four block

sections U-ing cquipi)ed with the train control circuits.

The train control apparatus developed by this company
is what is known as the "conductive " system. It gives an

indication at any point in the block corresponding to any

change which takes place in the track conditions ahead. No
roadside ajjparatus is employed, as a superimposed circuit is

used in connection with the track circuit and the drop in

voltage between the front axle of the engine and the rear

axle of the tender in train control territor)- is utilized as the

primarv' impulse to actuate the ajiparatus. Tlirough the

primary impul.se, whidi actuates s|)ecially designwl threc-

[Kisition polarized relays, other relays, of the telcplione t>'pc,

are controlled; which in turn govern a solenoid magnet

which actuates the air apparatus and also the cab signal. The
cab signal is auxiliary to the .system itself and can be used

or not as dc-sired. This signal consists of white, red, yellow

and green lights, from which four indications are obtained.

Time element relays of the inverse time element overload type

are used in connection with the delayed application effect.

The entire electri(al e(|ui])m(nt, with tlie exception of the

eight-volt storage battery, will l>c contained in a box 5 in.

by 8 in. iiy 12 in. mounted in a convenient location on the

engine.

The circuits used in the test were d. c. polarized cir-

cuits of the double rail type. The imposed circuits are car-

ried to the rails over two No. 6 H. & S. gage copper wires

and equalized by keeping the voltage in the two rails bal-

anced with the line. The impn.sed voltage is approximately

18 volts ix-r circuit. In order to get the advance indication

the polarity is reversed on the imposed circuit. Current is

required in each block section to permit the train to proceed
and in this manner the apparatus is made self checking.
The circuits which can be used are the double rail imposed
circuit, the single rail imposed circuit or the diagonal wired
double rail imposed circuit. These have lx«n designed to
meet varying conditions and their application is not confined
to d. c. steam road operation. An eight-volt storage battery
is used to operate the air valve and cab signal lights on the
locomotive.

The engine air equipment consists of an eliminating valve
cut in the main reservoir lead between the engineman's au-
tomatic brake valve and the pipe leading to the main
reservoir. The function of this valve is to prevent the en-
ginemaii from releasing his brakes after an application is

made, hut it does not prevent him making a greater applica-
tion if desirable. In addition to the eliminating valve there
is an electro-pneumatic or .solenoid valve controlled through
tiie track circuit; and also the actuating valve, which sets
in motion the automatic brake control valve, which in turn
controls the eliminating valve which makes the |)roper brake
pi|)e reduction, .\fter the pro|)er brake pipe reduction has
l)ccn made, the actuating valve returns automaticallv to its

normal position. After the stop is made, there is a releasing
valve which, wlien ojjcned, actuates a piston in the elimi-
nating valve which again ojx-ns up tlie lead from the main
reservoir to the engineman's automatic brake valve.

Under normal conditions the solenoid valve is always en-
ergized. When it is de-energized the solenoid opens an air

valve which allows eijualizing air to flow against a piston
in a graduated air valve which produces an application of
the brakes in proportion to the speed of the train and at the
same time cuts oft" the main reservoir sujiply to the standard
E. T. or L. T. brake C(iui|)ment so that the engineman can-
not release his brakes until the train is brought to a stop;

i)Ut he can make a heavier application if he wishes. As
stated above, after the .solenoid valve produces the necessary
stop application it closes automatically and returns to nor-
mal, leaving the standard brake equi]iment lapped and the
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automatic features of the train control device ready for a

further application.

The tests made consisted of running the engine in auto-

matic block signal territory not wired up with the train con-

trol circuits to show that the engine equipment was not sen-

sitive to tlie ordinar}- track circuit; engine running in train

control territory with the blocks clear; a shunt put on the

track two blocks in advance, showing that the engine would
receive an advance caution indication (white and green light)

two blocks back, and a caution (yellow light) followed l)y a

stop indication (red light) w-ith an automatic brake applica-

tion in the ne.xt block; a test of the air apparatus to show
that the engineman could not prevent the stop but could

make a greater application of the air, and a test showing
how the device operated when attempting to follow a train

too closely.

When the engine entered train control territon,-, not occu-

pied, the green light showed. A shunt was then put on the

track two blocks ahead and the white and green lights

showed, these automatic functions taking place irrespective

of the train's position in the block. When the train ran into

a red block at a speed of 45 m. p. h. or under, the vellow

light showed up for about 20 seconds (delayed application),

after which the yellow light went out, the red light came on
and the train was stopped automatically. If the train oper-

ates at a speed over 45 m. p. h. there is no delayed applica-

tion, but the red light appears immediately and the stop takes

place.

The next test was made with the train moving at approxi-

mately 25 m. p. h. by putting a shunt on in the block in

which the train was running. A delayed stop application

was made. With the shunt still on, the engineman released

him.self after coming to a full stop and then proceeded. The
shunt was then taken off with the train in the block and the

apparatus cleared up automatically, the green light showing.

The train next went on a siding to allow another train to

pass, and after it had cleared the lilock the train backed out

of the siding, the apparatus automatically indicating a clear

block by the green light showing.

The next test consisted in opening the track wiring on one
of the superimposed circuits to show that the apjiaratus

would still function through the remaining circuit on the

one rail. When the train ran from automatic train control

territory into non-automatic train control territory an auto-

matic stop was made with the apparatus as it was installed

for test purposes, .\fter the engineman released himself he

could then proceed without receiving additional stops.

In order to test the effect of foreign current keeping a track
relay energized with a train in the circuit, a shunt was put
on a block in advance of the train and the track relay was
maintained in its normal position corresponding to no train
in the block. \Mien the train ran into this section it was
automatically stopped in braking distance. This test pro-
duced the same effect as if the train had run from automatic
train control territory into non-automatic train control ter-

ritory.

.\nother test made was to have the test train attempt to

close up the gap between itself and a train ahead. In this

test the proper indications were received, corresponding to

the positions of the trains in the respective blocks, but when
the test train ran into the block occu[)ied by the train ahead,
the test train was automatically stopped.

As the speed control apparatus was not installed no speed
control tests were made, those conducted being in connection
with the automatic stop feature onlv.

Freight Car Loading
Washi.vcton, p. C.

ALTHOUGH the number of cars loaded with revenue
freight is showing the usual seasonal drop the reduc-

tion continues to be less abrupt than it has been at

this season in recent years. For the week ended November
25 the total was 955,495, which was over 13,000 cars less

than the loading for the previous week but was 282,030
more than the loading for the corresponding week of last

year and 151,794 more than that for the corresponding week
of 1920. This was partly due, however, to the fact that the

Thanksgiving day holiday last year and the year before

came earlier in the month than this year, which destroys

the value of comparisons with the figures for the correspond-

ing calendar dates. Grain and grain products loading con-

tinued heavy, with a total of 54,790 cars, or slightly less

than the week before. Coal loading showed a decrease of

about 3,000 but there were increases in the loading of coke,

forest products and miscellaneous freight. Ore loading,

15,052 cars, was only about half of th.Tt for the previous

week.

The freight car shortage was further reduced during the

period from Novemlier 15 to 23 to 152.565 cars. This was
a decrease of 5,671 in approximately a week. The shortage

included 79,037 box cars and 43,683 coal cars. At the same
time 5,306 surplus cars were re^Kjrted.

BlSlRlCT.":. COMPARISO!

REVENUE FREIGHT LOAV>ED

ToTAus This Y»ar, Last Year. Two Yeahs Ago Ended Sxti'rdav. November 25, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Gr.iin
.iiift This

Corre-
sponding

Corre-
sponding

gram I.ive Forest Miscel- year year
Districts Year products stock Coal Coke products Ore L.c.r.. laneous 1922 1921 1920

.. 1922 10.614
."(.in.?

4.171
2.819

64.790
39.521

2.710
1,647

,-.937

4.194
2.358
1.203

64.051
56,289

89..192
58.785

244.023
i72;56i1921 185,29(1

AlleRhenv .. 1922 .1.848 3.838 57.782 6,465 3.642 4.989 47.282 76.119 203.965
1921 2,079 2.784 41,075 3,128 2.636 1.989 42.638 45.872 142.201 173.179

.. 1922 272 12J 17.947 578 1.693 128 5.893 3.43') 30.073
^921 192 100 15,677 147 1.176 4,974 2.787 25.053 31.622

Sfntlhern . . 1922 ,'.85.1

2.818
:.444
1.636

24.450
16.43'.'

1.200
461

22,943
15.950

1.215
471

38,480
33.203

44.943
32,327

139.528
ioii-ios1921 121.190

,. 1922 17. .194

9,59.1

11.189
6.915

10.086
7.931

1.756
722

15.812
8,609

3.636
713

26.509
23.250

36,363
22.313

122.745
'soiow'921 107.234

.. 1922 1.1.508 15.033 21.683 .1<»3 7,919 2.13: 30.949 53,668 145.285
1921 S.964 0,209 14.299 121 4.730 704 26.543 31,083 95.653 120.789

.. '92; 3,301

J.410
3.419
.'.308

5.294
3.078

132
Kin

8.100
6.496

594
638

15.607
13.927

31,429
24,659

69,876
°S4!6461921 64.397

Tol.il Western lislri.- s. 1922 .16,20.1 29.641 37.063 2,281 31.831 6, .16 2 73.065 121,460 337.906
1921 21.967 18.432 25..108 973 19,835 2.055 63.720 78,055 230.345 292.420

.. 1922 54,790 40.217 202.032 1 3.234 66,046 15,052 228.771 335.353 955.495
1921 ,15.159 25.771 138.020 6.356 43.791 5,718 200.824 217.826 673.465
1920 33.308 29.987 208,966 14,445 48,014 31.964 177.517 3S9,500 803,701

tnrrrase c<mir«re<l .. .. 1931 19.631 14.446 64.012 6,878 22.255 9.334 27.947 117.527 282,030
DccrmM ctini^ored . 1921
Incrca.w compored .

.

. . 1920 21.482 10.230 18,032 51.251 75.853 151.704

I>ecrea'ic c»impare<l . .. 1920 6.934 i.jii i6.oi2

.. 1922 54.790 40.217 202.032 13.234 66,046 15.052 228.771 335.353 955.495 673.465 803,701

.. 1922 55.204 40.735 205.024 12.431 61,403 32.780 228,922 332.595 969,094 790.363 889.138

.. 1022 52.501
51.912

38.001
39.731

18B.312
194,077

12.273
11.641

60.392
60,013

39.383
47.046

228.050
2.14.737

334.997
355.670

953,909
994,827

755,777
837,576

927.586
.. 1922 915.615

Oct.iher 2fl .. 1922 51.91.1 42.644 197,928 11.388 60.584 48.005 233.680 368.338 1,014,480 951,384 981,243



Southern Pacific^—Central Pacific Hearing

Most Pacific Coast Witnesses Want Unified Operation

Retained—Middle West for Separation

MiMT ami 1'«pII(T of

>nuiiis.«i<in on tlie appliia-
TMi M> vKl.^i. L.i.irc ( I. null.

-

the Inti-rstate roninuTn- (

tion of the Soothorn I'uitic for [Jtrmis<iion to retain

control of the Central Pacific has Ix-en continued during the

past week, testimony U-ing presented by representatives of

the various commercial organizations and state commissions
that have intervened in the rase either in sup|X)rt of or in

op[>nsition to the application. In a genera! way most of the

repre-.-ntatives of California and other Pacific coast com-
munities have strongly urged the retention of the present

unified operation of the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific

lines, or at least that there should I* no separation until the

commission has completed its final consolidation plan and
has definitely allocated the Central Pacific, while represen-

tatives of the inter-mountain and middle western communities
served by the Union Pacific have tx'en more inclined to favor

the separation of the Central Pacific from the Southern

W»IIIXCTOK, D. C.

exi><Ti fur till- iiinimitttr: .\l«liii .Viiitirsim. representing the

California Fruit I)i-tril)utors; James A. Keller, of the Pacific

Portland Cement Company; H. H. Nan Horn of the Cali-

fornia Packing Corporation: Frank Clifford of the Spern-

Flour Company; Dallas H. Gray, of the Shippers' Com-
mittee for the .South San Joaquin Valley; G. J. Bradley, of

the Merchants' and Manufacturers' .\ssoiiation of Sacra-

mento; Seth Mann, of the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce; Frank M. Hill, of the Fresno Traffic .Association:

¥. P. Gregson, of the .Associated Jobl)ers of Los .Angeles;

R. L. Vance, of the California Portland Cement Company;
C. L. Bailey, representing warehouse owners; H. E. W'oolner,

of the Great Western Milling Company; Charles R. Thor-
t)um of the Watsonville Chamber of Commerce, and C. L.

Crumrinc of the La Halira Shi|>iH'rs' .Association. E. O.

Edgerton, director of the .shipfiers" committee, filed with the

commission 1 ,000 copies of resolutions adopted by commer-
Pacific and its operation either independently or by the cial and civic bodies of the Pacific coast territory, which.

I'nion Pacific. Members of the California Shippers' Com-
mittee .Again.st Dismemberment of the Southern Pacific-

Central Pacific System have shown more interest in the net-

work of lines in California and indicated the belief that

their interests would be better served by maintaining a strong

railwav system with headf|uartcrs in California than Vjy

building u|> competition against it and they have also insisted

that rates would be increased and ser\'ice impaired if the

present system and its methods of operation were disrupted.

Those supix)rting the Union Pacific contention that

the Supreme Court's decree ordering a dissolution under the

Sherman law should lie carried out have shown more inter-.'^*

in the line from Sacramento to O.iiden and have taken t;io

position that the Southern Pacific discriminates against the

Ogdcn route Itecause of its greater interest in the longer haul

over .Southern Pacific rails via the F.I Paso gateway and that

if the Central Pacific were operated independently or by the

Union I'acific it would display more interest in developing

the territor)' .serveil by the Ogden line and the Union Pacific.

The witnesses have been cross-examined by coun.scl for the

Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific and there has been

much di.scussion of the extensive propaganda conducted by

both raids and by the organizations that have lined up with

them and numerous questions as to who paid for advertisin<;

and publicity matter or what promises on the part of the

roads influenced the attitude of the shipfn-rs.

Labor Intervenes for S. P.

In addition to the shippers, bankers and public ofiicrals

who have testified, general chairmen of the train service

oreanizations on the Southern Pacific, reinforced by Grand
Chief Warren S. Stone of the HrotherhcKKl of Locomotive

Engineers, ap|x"ared and proti-sted vigorously against a sep-

aration of the Central Pacific from the Southern Pacific, on

the ground that it would cause rehhation of tenninals and

the creation of new divisions, therelty uj^rooting the employees

from their homes, causing chaotic conditions affecting their

seniority rights and reducing the (ontinuity of emplovment

by dividinu the work in California between two railroads.

C. E. Cliilds of the Omaha Chamber of Commene testi-

fied on November 28 and op()o.scd the Southern Pacific |H"ti-

tion, urging the develo[)ment of the Central Pacific and

Union Pacific as a tlirouuh transcontinental line. He was

he said, urged the commission to allow the Southern Pacific

to continue to operate the Central Pacific as one system.

See Increased Rates

Many of these witnesses said that a separation of the two
roads would substitute two or three line hauls for.one line

hauls with a con.sequcnt increase in rates which, in many
instantes, they said, would be sufficient to interfere with the

movement. Mr. Mann said that while the San Francisco

Chamtn-r of Commerce in 191.> had as.sented to the proposal

that the Central Pacific be sold to the Union Pacific, it was
influenced at that time by the fact that the government had
announced its intention of liringing suit for a separation of

the Central Pacific from the Southern Pacific and he also

said that conditions had changed since that time. The
Panama Canal lines have taken a large part of the trans-

continental traffic, the I'nion Pacific has acquired complete

ownershij) of a line into Los .Angeles and there has been a

complete change in the country's transportation policy as

cx]-)ressed in the Transportation .Act.

The representatives of the employees spoke in a very com-
]ilimentary way of their relations with the Southern Pacific

management and cxi>re.<sed some doubt as to whether their

relations would be so satisfactori- with another railroad. For
example, they said another company might not maintain a

pension system. Tliey also said that the Southern Pacific's

interest in California was so diversified that it is enabled

to employ a large number of trainmen on its .southern lines

at one time of the year and its northern lines at another

time, thereby giving continuous employment which they

might not have if the .service and the employees were divided

among different companies. They testified as to the large

numlier of men that own their own homes and said that some
of them were afraid they would have to leave the salubrious

climate of California. .Also, it was stated that the men who
stand high on the seniority list on the Southern Pacific would
be placed much lower on the li.sf if transferred to the service

of another railroad and jierhaps mi.cht not be able to obtain

cinploynunt bec.iuse of their a.ce.

0\\ December 2 a number of witnesses took the stand in

support of the Union Pacific's contention in this case that

the Central Pacific should Ite separated from the Southern

Pacific. The first of these was Frank Francis, mavor of

followed by a numlier of representatives of the California Ogden, who said that the Southern Pacific showed only a

committee against dismemberment, who supported the South- passive interest in the Central Pacific line to Ogden and

cm Pacific application, including H. H, Sanborn, traffic treated it as a bridge for through traffic, while reserving its

lOR-
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progressive upbuilding and development work for the terri-

tory from wliich it would receive a longer haul. James
Brennan of Ogden, banker and live stock man, also gave

similar testimony. A. M. Holloway of Salina, Kan., testified

that under pre.-^ent conditions shippers in the middle west

are not able to use the Ogden route to the fullest advantage.

H. H. Corey, member of the Public Service Commission of

Oregon, told of that commission's recent petition to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for an order requiring one or

more of the railroids of the state to build additional lines

through eastern, central and western Oregon and said that

the commission is interested in a disposition of this case

which will bring Oregon more railroads and more competi-

tion. It would oppose, he said, any lease of the Central

Pacific to the Southern Pacific which would preclude any

joint use of that company's lines in connection with the

proposed Natron cut-off. On cross-examination by F. H.

Wood, counsel for the Southern Pacific, he said that that

question is the particular concern of the Oregon commission

and that it would not object to a temporary arrangement

which would cause only a reasonable delay in the construc-

tion of that line.

The I. C. C.'s Jurisdiction

This led Commissioner Potter to question Mr. Wood as

to whether the Southern Pacific's petition contemplates only

tempwrary relief and as to what will be the situation if the

commission .should decide that it has power only to deal

with the permanent situation. Mr. Wood said the company's

desire is to present to the commission primarily the situation

for the immediate future, because it desires to avoid dis-

ruption of its system which might become unnecessary if

the Central Pacific were finally allocated to the Soutliern

Pacific in the consolidation plan, but that it asked relief to

the extent which the commission shall decide is in the jjublic

interest. It has no desire to limit its apjilication to temjwrary

relief, but intended to leave it to tlie commission to determine

the extent of the relief that could be allowed.

A number of witnesses also appeared from Salt Lake City

who differed from the position which had been previously

taken by witnesses who had apjieared on behalf of the gov-

ernor of the state and the Salt Lake Commercial Club. They

said that the people of Northern Utah in general were in

favor of an independent Central Pacific that would be inter-

ested in developing the territorj' which it traversed. One of

the witnesses told the commission that it would have great

difficulty in ascertaining the real sentiment of the shippers

and of the jiublic because so many who had taken sides in

the case had been influenced by propaganda without making

a first-hand investigation of the facts. It was admitted that

the Oregon Short Line had paid for some of the full page

advertisements which had appeared in Utah pa[K'rs in the

name of the committee of shippers.

Admits Association Financed by U. P.

A strong opposition to the Southern Pacific's ap])lication

was expressed on behalf of the California Producers' and

Shippers' Association. E. F. Treadwell made an o|)ening

statement for this as.sociation in which lie undertook to repl\'

to a statement made by Mr. Wrxid at the o[)ening of the

hearing that this a.ssociation was "merely an alias'' for the

Union Pacific. He saitl that after the Soutliern Pacific had

undertaken a publicity campaign, the Union Pacific had

undertaken a counter campaign by getting the support of a

largo number of pro<hicers and shi|>|>ers throughout the state

and that an organization had been formed vvliich consisted

of 8,000 members, who, he said, are deeply interested in

seeing the spirit of the court decision carried out. He said

the association is not pledged to support any ambition of

the Union Pacific to acquire the Central Pacific, but is will-

ing that its disposition lie controlled by natural laws and

by the commission under the laws of the United States.

Charles Teague and Van Bernard appeared as witnesses on
liehalf of the association, among others, asserting that there

is a large territory in the Sacramento and San Joaquin val-

leys that is inadequately ser\'ed by the railroads, that the

farmers have suffered enormous losses by reason of car

shortage and that the territory would not be adequately de-

veloped without the competition of additional lines. On
cross-examination by Mr. Wood, Mr. Bernard, who appeared

as a farmer and as chairman of the executive committee of

the California Producers' and Shippers' Association, ad-

mitted that the organization had been financed by the Union
Pacific and that he was being paid by the Union Pacific.

Under questioning by Mr. Wood, he testified that the present

organization was formed on July 21, although he and a few

i.thers had been doing organization work before that and
that he had aiijiointed an executive committee consisting first

of a farmer, who afterward resigned, two real estate men
and an insurance man. Meetings were held and members
secured by distributing postal cards, which, he said, had
been signed by .5,720 up to the time he left California and
additional names since had brought tlie total membership
up to 7,837.

\Mien Mr. Wood questioned him regarding publicity

material in opposition to the Southern Pacific's efforts

to retain control of the Central Pacific, which had been

given out as coming from the "Washington headquarters

of the shippers and producers of the Pacific coast," and
later from the "Washington headquarters of the California

Shippers' and Producers' .Association,'' the same office ad-

dress being given in both cases, he said he knew nothing of

such publicity work prior to the date of this hearing, that

the office named was not the headquarters of the association

l)Ut the office of the publicity liureau which he knew had
lieen giving out publicity during the hearing, and that neither

he nor any one representing the association that he knew of

liad authorized or paid for the ])ublicity. One of these state-

ments purported to be an interview with Secretary McGinty
of the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding the effect

of the Sujirenie Court's decision on the conimi.ssion's con-

solidation plan, which was dated June 2.\ 1922, prior to

the date of the organization of the association. Mr. Bernard

also denied knowledge of a .statement handed him by Mr.
Wood, in which Wallace .\lexander of San Francisco had
cliallenged the associatisB to state who it represented, or a

statement issued from the Washington publicity bureau on

July 22 announcing the formation of the committee in Sac-

ramento the ilay liefore. He said he had been in the office

of the Washington publicity liureau but once, when he pre-

sented a letter from a publicity man in Sacramento w'ho had
been working with his association. When asked who paid

the [lulilicity men, he replied: "I don't mind telling you

that so far as I know, the Union Pacific is paying the bills.

We have made no secret of it."

Otlier witnesses for the association were Victor R. Larsen,

of Loli; H. S. Maddox, of Sacramento; H. H. Dunning,
(if Maryville; and John \. Livingston of .\uburn, Calif.

Chicago for Separation

J. P. Haynes, ajipeariiig on behalf of the Chicago Asso-

ciation of Commerce, and the Chicago Shippers' Conference

.\ssociation, urged that the Central Pacific be disassociated

from tlie Southern Pacific control in order that the trans-

continental route from the central west to San Franci.sco and
northern California may be managed by those who are inter-

ested in developing new traffic for that route rather than

by an organization whose jirimary interests, he said, are in

the dcvelo|>meiit of traffic from the .Atlantic seaboard in

preference to movement from the central west.

W. H. Hiddle, former president of the St. Louis-San

Francisco, speaking for canning interests of Oregon, said
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that the intiTfsU of On-gon and the Pacific coast would be
'mtuicd by the incn-a-sctl cun)|>t-tiiuin which would result

>m a separation of the Central I'a.itir from the Southern
.. itu and F. G. D • '

'

• ..r inicrests

the Willamette \
, ,„ „f that

rritor> was largilv
;

. .., um|)etition.

rhrou);hout the hearing there have been more publicity
.;ints than newspaficr men in attendance mot of the time,

and the newspajKT men who have Ix-en sending out stories

on it have had the assistance of thri-e sources, as well as
three diMinrt types, of publicity material. Ihe Southern

Pacific's repres<-nlaiives have given out copies of the pre-

pared statemvnis of Southern Pacific witnesses and occasion-

ally some extracts from the stenographic report of the hear-
ing. Representatives of the shipjjers' committee against
dismemlxrnuiit have given out enthusiastically-written sto-

rii-s regardiiii; tlie testimony of their witnesses and twice
daily stories h.ive k-en given out in the name of the C'ali-

fornia Producers" and Shii)|>rrs' .Association regarding the

testimony of the witnesses who were opfKJsed to the Southern
Pacific application, and frctiuently giving adverse editorial

comment on the testimony favorable to the Southern Pacific.

Annual Report of Interstate Commerce Commission
Regulator of Railroads Finds a Revenue Problem of Its Own In

Reduced Appropriations

THK Interstate Commerce Commission has made its

annual rej>ort to Congri»ss for the year ended Octo-

ber 31, l^>12. For Uic reasons stated elsewhere in the

report and in former reports, the commission makes the

following recommendations

:

Summary of Recommendations

1. That sectiun 1 of the interstate Cunmicrce act bo amcixlcd to

provide for the punishment of any person offering or giving to an
cmplu>c-c of a carrier any money or thinj; of value with intent to

influence his aciitm or decision with re^Ih.ct to car service, and to

provide also for the punishment of the guilty employee.

2. To provide for increases in tlic number and salaries of loco-

motive inspectors and the increase in the number of inspectors

under the safeu- appliance acts provided for by the first deficiency

act. approved beptemlxr 22, 1922. be made permanent.
3. That subject to appropriate exceptions the use of steel cars

in i>assenger-train service be required, and that the use in pas-

scniger trains of wooden cars between or in front of steel cars be

prohibited.

4. That the hours of service act of March 4. 1907, be so amend-
ed as to require all service of employees subject to the act to be

<oiistrued as continuous service, e-xcept that if an employee is

given a release from duty for a (lelinitc period of not less than
three hours, and under such circum^tances that the employee has

proiKT facilities and opportunities for securing rest during such
relief period, such relief period can be used to break the con-
tinuity of the service and the service ceases to be continuous and
becomes aggregate service.

5. That to complete .Mime and undertake other of the im-
|Hirtant duties and to keep the general work current, we recom-
mend appropriations sufficient to meet our absolutely ncces.sary re-

quirements. • • «

6. Tluit section 20a of the interstate commerce act l)c amended
to cover electric railway companies engaged in the general trans-
portation of freight.

7. That ffciragraphs 4 to 8. inclusive, of section 5 of the inter-

slate commerre act be made to clearly provide whether and. if so.

how voluntary consolidations may Ik- effected pending ultimate
adoption by us of a complete plan of consolidation.

8. That section 25 of the interstate commerce act be amended
by making it uimeccs.sary for common carriers by wafer in foreign
commerce to file, and for us to publish. Ihe information referred
to in paragraph 1 of the seclion.

9. That .section 19 of Ihe merch.Tnl marine act. 1920. be amended
so thai ils prfivisions will clearly not be applicable to the Inter-
slale Commerce Commissifin, an<l thai seclii n 28 of this act be
reconsiflercd bv the'Congress in ihe light of the circumstances set

forth in our .l.^th annual report.

Appropriations Curtailed

'Ihe first part of tlie report is devoted to a discussion of

the commission's experiences witli government regulation of

its own revenues by the Hureau of the Budget : an argument
tliat the commission must have adef|uate a[>propriations to

do its work jiroiK-rly. For the fiscal year endin<» liine .W.

192.?, the commission submitted to the Bureau of the Budget
an estimate that $5,649,500 would be required. The bureau,
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after^ an extended investigation, suggested that because of
the financial condition of the Treasury, certain additional
activities delegated to the commission by the Transportation
Act of 1920 be further held in abeyance and that the com-
mission endeavor to perform its duties within amounts less

than the estimates. Therefore, the estimates for this vear
were cut by the bureau to $5,344,907. This included a re-

duction of $130,000 in the appropriation for valuation work,
from $1,630,000 to $1,500,000. These amounts were ap-
proved l)y the President and sul>mittcd to Congress, but were
further reduced by Congress to $4,879,500, the amount for
valuation being reduced to $1,300,000. Tlie commission re-

cently submitted a deficiency estimate for the fiscal vear
including $100,000 for general purposes, $73,500 for safety,
$201,917 for locomotive inspection, in response to which
Congress aj)i)ropriated $100,000 for general purposes and
$66,150 for the work of the Safety Bureau, but failed to
provide the amount requested for locomotive inspection. .\s

a result, the commission's appropriations for tlic current
fiscal year are $5,045,650, impairing its ability to comidete
some and undertake other important duties laid upon it bv
law. This has resulted in curtailment of activities in several
bure.ius, notably those of accounts, .service, safety, locomo-
tive inspection and valuation. "The same is true," the report
says, "as to the studies of economy and efficiency in opera-
tion which s cm to have been contemi)lated i)y tlie Congress
as necessary incidents to some of the duties expressly imposed
by recent legislation."

In compliance with the direction of the budget bureau,
the commission submitted jirior to .August 1 an advance
report of its estimates for the fi.scal \ear 1924 amounting to

$5,204,500, wliich included $1,280,000 for valuation. The
director of the bureau later advi.sed that the President had
api)rovcd the allcKation to the commission of $4,494,500 as
a tentative maximum and that, therefore, the estimates should
not exceed tiiis amount; but if, in the opinion of the com-
mission, the reduced amount would not meet its absolutelv
necessary r.(|uirements. tln' estimates might be accompanied
by a .•up|)Ieniinlal statement. This amount, the commission
points out, is $710,000 less than its total estimate for the
en.suing year and $551,150 less than the current total appro-
priation. The report then says:

"We have given careful consideration to our work * * *
.

Reducing the appropriation for valuation more rapidlv than
we had planned may practically defer recover)- of excess
earnings under section 15a of the interstate commerce act.

Reduction m the current appropriation for our bureau of
accounts will retard the [Hilicing of carriers' accounts as con-
templated by .section 20, the revision of the accounting
classifications, and the prescribing of classes of property for
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which depreciation charges may properly be included under

o|)eratin<; expenses. If we are to function promptly and effi-

ciently, more funds must be supplied to care for tlie disposi-

tion of j)ending fourth section applications. Investigation

and sus[K>nsion cases are increasing and necessarily cause

delay in the disposition of other cases. Under paragraph 3

of section 6 of the act we are autliorized to make suitable

rules and regulations for the simplification of tariffs, but

thus far we have been able to only approach this imjxjrtant

subject." (The recommendation of the budget bureau sub-

mitted to Congress on December 4 provides $4,514,500 for

the Interstate Commerce Commission.)

Car Service

In a review of the commission's exercise of its emergency

powers relating to car service during the past year, the report

points out that the accumulations of freight did not cause

congestion at the large terminals as was the case in 1920.

Loaded cars accumulated at intermediate terminals or were

set out at sidings along the line. The effect of the shop

strike caused deterioration of motive power. On certain im-

pxjrtant trunk lines, the report says, the condition of motive

power was most serious and on some lines the number of

locomotives retired for repairs was over 60 per cent of the

total owned and this condition forced a diversion of freight

to lines better able to handle it. Statistics are given showing

the accumulated carloads which carriers were unable to move
promptly. The number increased from 36,868 in the second

week of July to 80,320 in the third week of Septemlier, but

was then greatly reduced until for the fourth week of Octo-

ber it was down to 52,973. The commission reviews the

shortage of freight cars (179,239 on October 31) and says

that a considerai)le net surplus, perhaps 100,000 cars, is

necessary to the prompt filling of orders and to avoid waste

in transportation. This shortage is attributed to the lack of

efficient transportation service, particularly in the south, dur-

ing the early part of the shopmen's strike, and the inability

of the carriers to move cars promptly on account of strike

difficulties following the resumption of heavy coal shipments

and seasonal crop movements in the north and west. Emer-

gency orders were issued for lake coal, but dealers and

consumers in regions remote from their sources of suiiply

are urged to make contracts for a supply in .season for early

transportation. "They can hardly exjiect to rely upon our

regulator)" power continually to relieve them from tlie conse-

quences of their own inertia." Acting under the coal anti-

profiteering act, the commission has ordered priority in

transportation and distribution in 14 instances covering 879

cars, but has not found it necessary to lay embargoes.

Freight Rates

.\ review is given of the ca.sc in which the commission

made a general reduction in freight rates on July 1 and in

this connection the commission says:

"The net railway operating income for the year 1921 was

5614,810,531, clearly an inade(|uate income. * * The
tonnage moved by the railroarls has been steadily increasing

in recent months until the traffic is almost C(|ual to the

largest ever handled. Manifestly tlie existing rates arc no

longer interfering with the free flow of commerce as a whole,

whatever may have been the situation prior to the reductions

of July, 1922. Little opportunity has been afforded for

determination of the effect of the reduced rale level upon

net earning-'^ Ucause of freight congestion * ."

Locomotive Inspection

The work of the lUireau of I.iKomotiw Insju'ction. the

report says, has been restricted, the expenditures being kept

within the appropriation of $290,000 only by curtailing the

activities of the inspecting force to the detriment of the

service. There are only 50 inspectors for ap[>roximateIy

70.000 locomotives housed or repaired at 4,600 places.

Automatic Train Control

.After outlining the orders issued lor the installation of

automatic train control devices, the report says the need for

such devices has been further emphasized since January 1,

by its investigation of six serious train accidents resulting

from non-obedience to automatic block signals which re-

sulted in the death of 50 persons and injur>- to 488 others.

Studies in Efficiency and Economy

Calling attention to the fact that the law requires that in

adjusting rates it shall have in mind "honest, efficient and
economical management," the commission says:

"To go into the question of efficiency of management in

a thoroughly effective way would necessitate an organization

of experts especially qualified to investigate the numerous
and complex phases of railroad management, such as shop
methods, locomotive performance, road and terminal 0]>era-

tion, maintenance of way and structures, purchasing, and
many others. This would involve a large additional appro-

priation and would in some degree duplicate the work of

the technical staff of the railroads. We have not been con-

vinced that we are called upon to engage in the study of

operating efficiency upon this elaborate plan. We have under-
taken, however, to emphasize to a greater degree than here-

tofore the systematic comparison of operating results through
statistical reports. We have also given attention to plans

for improving the efficiency of the national transpwrtation

system by a more effective co-ordination of the various trans-

portation agencies.

"The subject of terminal expense is one of growing im-

portance because of the complexity of temiinal operation

incident to commercial and industrial activity concentrated

in large and growing cities. Delays in transportation are

traceable in the main to terminal handling, not to thejine
haul, and terminal expenses seem out of proportion to line-

haul costs. Intensive study of terminal problems, long im-

portant, has become of first importance to the communities
served, the shipping public, and the carriers. Methods of

handling less than carload shipments must be developed

which will materially reduce the present cost and delay.

The need is no less in respect of carload shipments and the

release and return of cars. Discussion of such methods would
be unprofitable at this stage of our studies, but we note with

approval the attention which carriers arc giving to the sub-

ject. We are convince* that much can be accomplished
along these lines and that the carriers should accomplish it."

Bureau of Finance

Under paragraphs IS to 22 of section 1 of the interstate

commerce act, 100 applications for certificates of public con-

venience and necessity were filed. Of these, 53, covering

2.941 miles of line, were for authority to construct new lines

or to extend existing lines, and 47 were for authority to

abandon mileage aggregating 808 miles of line. The com-
mission issued 57 certificates, of which some were on ap]->li-

cations made during the preceding year. 27 covering 446
miles of new construction and 30 authorizing abandonment
of 526 miles of line, and denied 1 1 applications, six cover-

ing 259 miles of new construction and five seeking authority

to abandon 79 miles of line; 12 applications, seven covering

tlie construction of 1 75 miles of line and five for authority

to abandon 100 miles of line, were withdrawn.

In 24 ca.ses hearings have been held for the commission
by state commissions during the year, and in the majority

of such cases it has followed the recommendations of the

state authorities.

The question whether, under paragrapiis 4 to 8, inclusive

of section 5 of the interstate commerce act. two or more
carriers may consolidate their properties either with or with-

out the commission's approval, pending the adoption l)y it

of a complete plan of consolidation, is undetermined * *.
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I'araKraph 2 of Mction 5 authorize the romnuMian lo

approve the a(<)uisition l>v one carrier ' •' ' ^f one
or naorf carriers in any manner not tion

into ii single system. Under this par.i. tions

have U-en fili-d and 24 authorizations li.«vc licra iMiictl. Sev-
eral im|>f)rtant nci|uisitions hav»- Ui-n l>r(MiKht alwut.

Fnliminar>- to the ditenninatinn and recover)- of excess
income, ordir- daletl Januari- 16 and March 16 were served
iHi carrier^ ri-.|uirinj; each to Tv]wn the amount of its net

!v»-ay ofieratinK income for the applicable i>iriod ended
' .emt)er M. 1920. and the year 1921; the value of the

railway pro|>trfy held for and used l)y it in the service of
transportatiim; thf net railway operating income in excess
of six |>cr ciiit of the value; and to remit to the secretary
one-half of tlu- excess income receivi-d. if any Returns have
l)een retciveil from all larije and many smnlj carriers. Com-
pliance with the order? is still the subject of correspondence
witli sonu- of the small carriers.

Returns were filed by 739 carriers for the applicable pe-
riod ended December .il. 1920, of which 17 reported an
aRgrcRi'te of S7.w,.>67 net railway ofK-ratinc income in excess
of six per cent of the value as re|K)rtfd. For 1921. returns
•.vere filed by 692 carriers, of which 21 re[)orted an ajjgrei;ate

5696,944 in e.xcess of six per cent. Of the carriers report-

j excess income, se%en rep<jrted an atjgrcRate of $50,475
.iiul remitted one-half of the amount to be placed in the

general railroad continijent fund. The commission is .eivinp

consideration to all returns which indicate that e.xcess income
was earned, with a view to early determination of the

property values and ascertainment of the excess income
recoverable.

Issuancf of Sn-uritits.—The commission has received 195

applications under section 20a of the act and has authorized

the issue of securities and the assumption of obligations and
liabilities in respect of securities of others in an aggregate

amount of S889.719.7I0.2.i plus 69,760,500 French francs.

The report shows how much of each chuss and how much fo*

new money, for refunding, etc.

Under paragraph 9 of section 20a, certificates of notifica-

tion of the issue of notes maturing within two years, in the

aggregate sum of $54,141,584. were filed.

The Illinois Central and the Chesapeake & Ohio made
applications for authority to issue preferred capital stock,

the proceeds to lie used in making additions and betterments.

These a|)plications constitute encouraging indications, the

commission says, ina.smuch as of late years it has l)een gen-

erally the practice to finance additions and betterments

through sale of l>onds carr>-ing fixed charges. Both appli-

cations have been granted.

Iiiterlorking lyirrctorntes.—The provision of section 20a
of the act making it unlawful for any person to hold the

position of cjfficcr or director of more than one carrier unless

authorized liy tiie commission became effective January 1.

1922. Tiie evils which the statute was designed to prevent

arose mainly from interlocking relationships l)etween 0|K*ra1-

ing carriers. * * * Tli,. niajority of instances in which
authority has been denied have related to o[)crating carriers,

especially where there has been suljsfantial competition for

traffic Iwtween the carriers. The commission received 41.^

applications from individuals and .^05 from carriers; 1

carrier a|>p1ication was wholly denied, and 408 individual

applications and .?08 carrier applications were granted in

wliole or in part, making a total of 727 applications, 415

individual and .<12 carrier applicants, of which disposition

was made.

Deficits I'litlrr Ffdrnil Control.—Claims have lieen filed

for reimbur.sement liy .^44 carriers, under section 204, claim-

ing approximately $25,000,000. It is estimated that the

amount to be certified on these daims will l>e approximately

$15,000,000, of which $5,09.\.>50 has been certified to date.

Settlement ha* been effected with 8.1 roads and 17 cases

have licen dismissed. The commission thinks that prac-
tically all of these claims will \k settled during 192.V

Six Months' Guaranty for 1920.—As shown in the last

annual re|)ort, 547 of the 667 carriers which had accei>ted

the guaranty provision claimed an amount approximating
$818,000,000 by their returns filed in response to the order
of OctolK-r 18, 1920. .\n aggregate of approximately $600,-
(X)0,000 is claimed by 578 carriers which have filed returns

conforming to the rejtort and order of DeamU-r IS, 1921.
The commission finds no cxcasion, however, to make any
change in its estimate of the total amount probaldy payable
under the guarantv as .stated in its last report, i*iz.,

$5.^6,000,000.

Settlements have lieen effected with 119 carriers and 75
cases have been dismis.scd. Practically all certificates issued
since October .>!. 1921, have l)een in settlement of claims.

Of the amcjunt estimated as necessary to make good the

guaranty, t*i2., $5.?6,000,000, the commission has issued

certificates in the aggregate amounts indicated below:

As advances under section 209 $263,935,874
-As partial payments under section 209

as amendecj by section 212 168,970,412
In final settlement under .section 209g 17,166,759

Total $450,073,045

Leaving an estimated amount still payable to the car-

riers under section 209 of $85,926,954.
Loans.—Under the revolving fund, the time during which

applications for loans might Ir' made expired Fel)ruary 28,
1922. Loans from the fund subsecjucnt to that date have
been and will be confined to applications so made. The ag-
gregate amount of loans requested in finding applications

is large, but it is not tliought tliat the total amount of loans
yet to be made will l)e substantial. An appendix contains
a revised statement of loans and of the present status of
the revolving fund. Out of the original appropriation of
$300,000,000 the commission has held out $40,000,000 to

cover claims and judgments arising out of federal control

as provided by the statute.

Bureaus of Accounts and Statistics

The accounting examinations in determining the amounts
due carriers under sections 204 and 209 of the transportation
act, 1920, have absorbed much of the time of tlie bureau, but
this wc)rk has now decreased and the bureau has resumed in

[lart the general examinations of carriers' accounts. Substan-
tial progress has been made in investigation of the classes of

dejireciable property and the related percentages of depre-
ciation which, under section 20, the commission is required
to prescribe. A vast amount of research is required. A re-

duction in the approi)riation of tlie bureau made it neces-

sary to restrict tlie number of field examinations in connec-
tion with the work of diecking carriers' claims under sec-

tions 204 and 209. This has delayed the settlement of the.se

claiins to some extent as well as the completion of the special

accounting work required liy the.se jirovisions of the law.

.\dditional emphasis has recently been put by the Bureau
of Statistics upon analysis and research. The development
of statistical standards for judging of the adecniacy of main-
tenance, the formulation of index numbers to .sliow the effect

of changes in wages and prices of materials upon the cost

of railway operations, the .separation of terminal and line

costs, and a history of cluingcs in wage rates and working
conditions fmm 1918 to 1922 are among the subjects to

which attention has l)een given.

The ]irincij)al analytical work that is being done is the

comparative study of operating averages. .\n examination
is l)eing made of the differenc-es in results obtained i>v vari-

ous railroads operated under similar conditions. Although
it is diffiriilt to readi final conclusions as to the honestv.
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^^"^^-.^y "i^nagement from statis- vestigated 51 train accident... involving a total of 117 persons

%tf? '"«. central office, . ,s believed that a systematic killed and 953 pennons injured. Two investi^ationrper-
effort to e.xpla.n apparently abnormal results will prove of taining to .strength of materials are in progressrone having

to do with the prevalence of transverse fissures in rails and
Formal Docket the other concerning the endurance of chilled iron wheels

The formal complaints filed numbered 1,264. of which
^^'^" conditions of service. Plans of 179 fsafet>'i devices

1,127 were original complaints and 137 subnumlwr's a de-
""^ cxammed and opinion thereon transmitted to the pro-

crease of 223 as compared with the previous period', hear- P''"^'°[*- ^^ f^ose e.xa mined, 23 possessed meritorious fea-
ings numbered 1,862, producing 227,037 pages of testi-

'"''^*. ""' '•^9""'*^d further development or .service tests to de-
mony. as compared with 1,616 hearing's and 185,111 pages

^^"7"'"^
''l*^'''

Poetical utility and nine [assessed merit as
of testimonv during the preceding period ' "^

safety devices warranting some degree of commendation. In
co-operation with the American Railwav Association, ob-

Bureau of Traffic servations of three automatic train-control devices in service

The commi.<sion".-: activities of an administrative charac-
^^^^ ^^^^ "^^^^ ^"^ '^*'* °^ '^'° °^^^^ devices, of the masj-

ter dealing with the various kinds of charges for transporta-
"^tic-mduction type, are now in progress.

'^aZ^
t'-'^n^mi^^sion, including rules and^egulation.. affect- Bureau of Locomotive Inspectionmg those charges, are largelv centered in this bureau The . - ,

spci-uuii

current year has continued to be one of transition readjust- -
-^ summ^iry ot the fiscal year 1922, as compared with the

ment, and reduction. The number of freight rate chan<Tes jfj
^'^^^ '^.-^- ®''°"'- '' decrease in this department of

proposed and made was the greatest in the histon- of AmcM-i
^'^ "^^"^ '" ""^ number killed, and 11.3 per cent in the

can railroads. In addition to the general reduction on Julv
^'^™'^\ injured. Since 1912, the first >ear of the existence

1 of all freight rates not previously reduced since ig'O 'v ,"' ^^^"^ '^''^ '^'^^" ^ decrease in the number of acci-

thousands of readjustments of rate relationships disturbed rM"?'!," V Per cent, 72.5 per cent in the number of persons
by general changes during war vears have been made Manv ^?,

^^'^ ^^ ^^^^ '" '^^ number of persons injured,

individual situations have also been revised to remove in-
The report of the bureau does not mention the shop

equalities and discriminations.
strike, but s.ivs that a comparison of all accidents and cas-

Efforts to settle rate controversies without litigation
"'''''"-^^ d"nng July, August and September, 1922, with

through correspondence and conferences with shippers and j
'^ -^ '"' ''^"•""^^ ""^ September, 1921, shows 288 acci-

carriers have been continued with considerable success ,

'*' ^^ PeJ'sons killed, and 350 persons injured during the

Tariff publication is permitted upon less than 30 days' notice '^^ 1?^°"''^* o^ ^.'^-- ""d 152 accidents, 3 persons killed,

wherever the proposed rates appear likelv to facilitate the
'?" ^'"^ l^ersons injured during the corresponding period of

free movement of commerce and correct' impror>er adjust- '
'"creases tor the 1922 period of 89.5, 233, and 102

ments. Due to the rapid and extensive rate changes of the ^^ ,"?*' '"''^PccHvely. Reports made to this bureau art-

past five years, the tariff situation, alreadv complicated has
'^"^*:'^^d with the accident reports made to tlie bureau of

become more complex, and special efforts 'toward simplifica-
*''^''*''cs. The figures for the tliree months of 1921 include

tion of tariffs are being made in conjunction with commi't-
'^^^°^^^ '"''^^^ *° ^"'^ bureaus, but the figures for the

tees representing carriers and shippers, it bein" the aim to
corresponding period of 1922 do not include the reports

lessen the expense of tariff publication and "^o facilitate "V ";
'" ''"^ ^^^reiiu of statistics for August and September,

ready determination bv all concerned of the legal chart^es
'1^ "'''^ ""^^ •'^' available for checking.

There were filed 135,433 tariff pul)lications and '''O 54
comparison of the number of locomotives inspected

were tendered for fil ins and rejected because of failure to "ive
^'"""-, '""^ months of July, August and September, 1921.

the notice recjuired by law. Those filed represent an increase
"' ' * ""^ corresponding period for 1922, shows:

of 31,685 over the preceding year. During June approxi- 19:2 ,92,
mately 34,000 tariff publications comprising in the an^rcate ^>""[^'" f infomotivr.> impectri i6..5f(o i6?2'
3/>,.>97 pages were filed, most of them in compliance with J^r^n'asc inMwicd fo.md ^ectivc ..::...';"' w %
the findings in Reduced Rates, 1922. Over 8,000 rate memo- l"T2cu'ct"h'Z "'"'.".*'"'

,lf' ,, f !^randa have been prepared for the commission's use or for ., , c„„
• •

.

the use of inc|uiring shippers, carriers, and other branches
'^"^^^

'•^^'l
more locomotives were inspected than dur-

of the government, including the federal traffic board !"" ''^'" Preceding year; but during that year the locomotive
For violations of the interstate commerce act and related

!"*I^'ctors devoted an aggregate of 962 days to special work
acts 27 indictments were returned, 16 informations filed and

'" connection with the transportation act, 1920, and the in-

20 cases concluded. The indictments returned and informa- T^^'^^^,
commerce act, as against an aggregate of 200 davs

tions filed charged the falsifving of records of common car-
""'"'ca to such special work in the ensuing fiscal vear.

riers, unlawful u.se of pas.sesi false billing of interstate ship-
" "'''^''' ''''"^'' during the fi.scal year 1922 the in-

ments, and frauds in connection with the issuance and use 'T''^*^^*"'* ^P^^^ » greater amount of time than usual at such
of bills of lading. P"'"'s as they visited and at their head(|uarters, so as to

T,
f c •

reduce travel and subsistence charges. As a result thevBureau ot bervice were unable to make inspections at i,913 points where loco-
\\ith a steady imjirovement in busine.-s conditions, there '""*'^'cs; are housed or repaired.

ha.s been a corresponding increase in tlie demand for cars. .
BeC'iusc of defective condition of IcKomotives and willful

This, with the strike of the miners and shopmen, made ^'o'"*'on of lawful order of inspectors, suit was brought in
necessary the exercise of emergency powers. Continuous '''c I'nited States district court for the southeastern division
efforts have been made to improve the cfficicncv of trans- ?^ ''"^ eastern district of Missouri against one carrier and
portation .service by the rerouting of loaded cars over open J"''.i-'"i<'>t "as rendered on 20 counts in favor of the govern-
routes. by urging the return of cars to the originating car-

""""' ^" ''<>rmal appeal from the decision of any inspector
rirrs and by ((irrrrtini; the •i|x-<ifir deficiencies in transporta- ^^"'^ '''*'' ''iirini; the vear.

tion *.

n,,, , e r
Bureau of Valuation

Bureau of Safety
Ti 1 f .1 1 ... Kcgarding tlie work of this bureau tlie renort savs in mrf-The work of the bureau of safety is re,,orted in a sepa- 'We have reached the stage in valuat o, of the s'^eamrate document. During the fiscal vear 1922, the bureau in- railroa.ls where, except for rechecking ,l" inventonint oJ
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roads ncently tun.stnictcd, and a ftw minur details, ibc

oriitiiial field work bus Ixi-n cuniplik-d. Underlying reports
.' issued in larno numUrs, and hearings and final
•, on ((r»>te«U<l tentative valuations are in progress.

ns served. 101 have Utonie final

t. Full hr.irinKs ujxin protests

• - ' . Six ca.*es have U-en partly heard

and JJ arc a>sij{ncd for hearing Inrfore DccemUr 31, 1922.

Final arjjununts have Ixen had in three casi-s and 12 were

set for argununt in Novemljer. Issues raised by protestantS

in 19 cases have been submitted without arguntent.

"The act provides that valuation shall l>e kept up to date

and we have taken ste[)S to comply with that provision. We
have completed the transfer of all forci-s and records of the

bureau to the central oft'icc in Washington. The numlicr of

employees has Iteen reduced to approximately 550, or about

one-third of the maximum readied in 1018. Kx|R-nditures

have been reduced from approximately $.^,000,000 per an-

num during the first few years, SJ./.n^.Oll for the fiscal

year 1920-21, and $1,597,572 for the fiscal year 1921-22, to

approximately $1,300,000. This reduction has, in large

part, bi-en made possible by the termination of original field

work.

"The following table .shows data with respect to the under-

lying reports which have been completed and issued:

Number Number of Milr< of Per crnt of
Section of reports cor]>oration< rt ai) total mileage

iinling. >• of Oct. Ji, 1721 27J 444 6l.7.t1 34.89
\ .untint. » "f Oct. JI, 1922 555 95.' 151, 57J 61.11
KiiKincrrinr. » of iVt. Jl, 1921 42.1 755 U3. T,<9. 53.6(>

Enirmrerini;. «> rf Oct. .«!, 1?22 636 1.165 17').475 72..17

ljn.l. ... of riet. 31. r<21 371 565 71.=;5(i -'S.|I5

I-.n.i. a« i,f Oct. 31, 192:: 671 1,06.< 144.411 5l<.23

V like summary covering tentative valuation reports fol-

' s:

Numl>er Number of Mile* of Per cent of
r>ate ofre|>oti!( coriwraticns road total mileaRC

• 31, 1921 151 193 :4.493 9.«6
31, 192.' 287 40(1 39,956 U.U

"These summaries do not adequately reflect the progress

made. One feature of reorganization was the concentration

of effort on production of reports covering the major steam

railroad properties, jnirticularly tlio.se of carriers whose
gross revenues were $25,000,000 or more per annum. Mate-
rial progre.ss has been made on these rc|K)rts. Moreover, 58

tentative valuation rc|)orts, emiiracing 84 roriH)rate proper-

ties and 12,9,59 miles of road, which were completed but not

issued on October 31, 1922, are not included in the imme-
diately |)receding table.

"The emphasis laid upon valuation by the transportation

;. 1920, has nece.*sitated expediting the valuations of the

• im railroads to meet increasing re(|uirements.

In our consideration of Reduced Rates, 1922, wc had
cilable untU'rlying valuation rejKjrts covering 47.7 (kt cent

ot the total mileage. .Analysis of the preceding summaries

and of the S( liedule for the remaining months of 1922 in-

dicati s that for a similar survey of rates, fares, and charges

the underlying reports available early in 1923 would cover

approximately 75 per cent of the total mileage.

".Section 5 of the act provides that, in preparing and

adopting the (ilan for consolidation of the railway properties

into a limitid number of .systems, tlic grouping should be

so arranged that the rates, as between competitive systems

and as related to the values of the properties through which

the service is rendered, shall be the same so far as prac-

ticable. Paragraj)h six of that section provides that the bonds

and capital stock at par of the corporation wliicli is to become

the owner of the consolidated properties shall not exceed the

value of the consolidated jiropertics as determined by us,

and makes it our duty to proceed iimnediatelv to the ascer-

tainment of such value ujx^n flte filing of the application

for consolidation. We have need also for valuation findings

in regulation of security issues for existing crmpanics and

for the recapture of excess earnings. Retjuisitions for data

arc made by other branches of the government. Local gov-

ernments have calltM for valuation maiM for use in plan-

ning develo|)ment of industrial sites, flotxl control, port de-

velopment, relocation of fracks, and planning of terminals.

".Although the activities and energies of the bureau have

been miinly directed to the pro|)erties of steam railroads, all

original field work on the proiK-rties of the Western Union
and I'ostal Telegraph companies has Inrn completed. The
field work on the pro|K»rties of the Pullman Company has

l>een completed. No substantial amount of work on the tele-

phone lines has yet t)een completed and no work has lieen

done, except incidentally, on electric railway lines and ex-

press and pipe line properties."

Some Experimental Results

With Quick Setting Concrete

Di'Ki.NG IHE LAST meeting of the International Railway
Congress at Rome, Italy, mention was made of the

use of a quick setting concrete known as "Ciment
Fondu." This is a French cement which has certain char-

acteristics which arc distinctly interesting. Predominant
among these is its ability to attain a usable strength in a very-

short periiKi of time. In June, 1922, the Boston Elevated

Railroad Company obtained some samples of this product

and conducted a series of tests, the results of which arc

given in the tabulations.

The material was tested at the laboratories of the com-
pany in com|)arison with three well-known brands of Ameri-
can cement and with the specifications of the .American Sc>-

ciety for Testing Materials for 1921. Three different mixes

of ciment fondu were u.sed. F'igures were obtained on the

amount passing through a No. 200 sieve, the time of initial

set and final set, the strength of the French cement after 24

hours, the .strength of all cements of the one-to-three mix
after 7 and 28 days, and tiie results of a five-hour lx)iling

test. Separate tests were made of the one-to-two and one-to-

one mi.xes of ciment fondu. From the results it will be

noted that the French cement obtained a strength in 24

hours greater than any of the standard cements did in 7

days and that the 7 -day test of the French cement is greater

by 15 per cent than tlie 28-day test of the others. On the

28-day test it showed a .slight loss in strength compared with

that at seven days. This cement, however, did not stand up
well under the five-hour l)oiling test, as it cracked and scaled.

It was the intention of this road to secure some of this

cement, if possible, for use during winter weather or for

use in track work to shorten the time of from seven to ten

days which is rc(|uired with .American cements before traffic

can be turned on newly concreted or paved track. Com-
munications with French manufacturers, however, indicate

that the (juestion of sup|)ly has not been stabilized and so

far it has not l)een ])ossible (at the time of this writing) to

secure any of this material.

We are in(lcl)ted to Kdward Dana, general manager of

the Boston Elevated, for information regarding these tests.

rovirAH/VTiVK Tf.si.i or 1-3 Mixti'rk

Per tent
passing

Inlii.il Final #200 24.hr. 7-.l.iv 28<Iay
Make I'd set sieve tensile tensile tensile

A. .S. T. M 'on hr. 45 min. ..tlOlir. min.. 7X ... #200 '300
"A" nran.l 2 lir. 40 min 6 hr. 10 niin. S5.2 ... 34S 377
"W nr.iml 2tir.S0min 5 hr. 40 min . 85.4 ... 271 300
"C" Urnn.l 3hr. .lOirin 7 hr. 25 min. 85.

n

... 282 3!;6

French 3 hr. 5 inin 6 hr. 20 min 96.4 376 423

•Not less than.
tNft more than.

CoirAiATiVK St««si",tii or DirrrnrNT Mixts or Ciment Fondu

Per cent of
Mixture 24 hr. lest 7.rtay 28 tlav of strength

I cement 3 sand 376 Ih. 423 lb, 407 lb. 4.0
1 cement 2 s.ind 578 Ih. 725 lb. 671 lb. 7.25
1 cement 1 sand 685 Ih. 1,112 1b. 1.078 1b. 3.0



How To Get at the Inside of a Railroad Payroll

Suggesting a Method of Recapitulation and Comparison of Costs

with Transportation Produced

By John Collins Owers

Noiw iTHSTANDixG the old proverb that familiarity breeds

contempt, in these days no one concerned with railroad-

ing permits himself lightly to regard the payrolls. On
the contrary, indeed, each succeeding month these important
documents seem to inspire still greater respect, esjx^ciall)' in

the hearts of those wliose dut}' it is to direct operating affairs.

This is going to continue, so that there can be no diminution
af the effort to obtain still higher degrees of efficiency. There

and if they did, such study, however carefully done, cannot
possibly result in the thorough comprehension that is really

necessary. This will be found true even though the rolls

contain the number of hours or miles for which each indi-

vidual is paid, because neither hours of service nor miles
properly indicates how much actual transportation the ex-

pense has produced, nor the cost per unit, without which it

is impossible correctly to adjudge the expenditures.

Form A
HECAPITiniTIOII OF TSAUSPORTATION DEPARTKEHT PAYROLLS - OLD COLOHY DIYISIOH
Period Ending and compare d with Standard Wages 4 Labor Hours

PercentageVariation from Standard
Servioe Sroup Curren t Soils Standard Rolls Increase Decrease Increase Decrease

Hours Wages Hours Vages Era. Wages - Kra. Wages Hrs. Wages - Hrs. Wages
Superlntendenoe:

Supervision 416 $ 260 448 $ 255 « 5 32 1.9 7.2
DlepatohlEg Trains 336 341 352 358 17 16 5. 4.8

Station Service:
Largo Passenger 2881 1600 2880 1600 1 - -

• " Freight 9423 5200 8200 4526 1223 1674 15. 37.
Other Stations 6338 3765 6328 3760 10 6 .1 .1

Yard Service:
Passenger 1295 1002 1012 783 283 219 28. 28.

• Freight 8760 6705 6778 5242 1982 1453 29. 28.
Train Operation:
• Passenger 6984 7110 6190 6301 794 809 13. 12.
* Freight 7672 6461 7975 6716 303 ^256 3. 3.8

Tel & Tel Signal i Interlookers 2992 1828 2296 1405 696 413 3. 2.9
Crossing Protection 12102 4143 12000 4114 102 29 .8 .7
Mlsoellaneous Service:

Draw Bridges 392 246 392 245 - 1
* Hon-Hevenue Trains 210 763 210 714 - 49 4.9
Other Enployeea 96 66 96 65 - 1

Total Payroll 69897 39389 55157 34984 5091 4"676 3Fl 255
* - Standard roll based on produoed units; L.C .L. tonnage, Cars Received , Car L'lles, Cross Ton Klles and Work Train Houra 1

respocTtlvely.
STATISTICS 0? OPERATIOH

Current Perlod Corresponding "Period Pe:centags

LCL Tons Heed. Large Stations
Previous Year Inc. Deo. Inc. Deo.

SlSfi 59 5B^ 215B 36.7
Cost per Ton (Cents) 64.7 88.5 23.8 36.
Tons Handled per Labor Hour .86 .54 .32 37.
Cars Hecelved All Yards 9059 8081 978 12.1
Freight Switch Engine Hours 1086 1271 186 17.
Cars Handled per Engine Hour 8.8 6.4 2.4
Cost per Car Received (Cents) .71 1.13 .42 67
Passenger Train Miles 16204 16571 367 £.2
Cost per Train Mile (Cents) .439 .44 - _ _
Passenger Car Klles 53362 60795 7433 12.2
Cost per Car Bile (Cents) .133 .13 . _ .,

Freight Train Miles 9800 9947 147 1.6
Coat per Train Ulle (Cents) .659 .918 .269 39.3
OrosB Ton Miles 7976210 7354107 681103 8.
Cost per lOCO (3,r.M. (Cents) .81 1.24 .43 63.
Loaded Freight Cas Miles 162264 160306 11948 7.6
aipty Freight Cor Miles 84838 74919 9914 n.7
Ratio Loaded to Total Car Ullsa 66.7 66.7 1.
Average Freight Train Load - East (Tone ) 776 720 66 7.2

" - Bo Bt 863 799 64 6.4

Form A—Recapitulation of Transportation Department Payrolls

will be no let-up in the insistent demand for still more ton-

miles per dollar spent.

OI)viously then, the thing nece.ssarj' is to get the best pos-

sible understanding of the payrolls, to search their innermost
recesses and exfxise tlic hidden secrets of non-productive
costs, and lost motion wastes, which even on the most care-

fully supervi.sed roads still sap at the tenderly nourished
earnings and hinder achieving the so much desired net; and
anything that offers to facilitate such an understanding, and
assist in the ix-ttcr control of these expenditures is worthy of

receiving thoughtful consideration.

Few railway officers can devote the time necessary really

tit study their payroll- as they come from the tiniekee(Krs,

Nevertheless, there is a way jjy which even the busiest

officer can speedily delve to the innermost recesses of his

jiayrolls, notwitlistanding the i)ulk of the sheets or the vol-

ume of amount they may carry, and bring to light their mast
ol>scure secrets, whether of values receivetl, or los.ses incurred.

This may be done by reca|>itulating the rolls and relating

the money tiiat has been sju-nt with the transportation that

has been productxl; a comparison of cost and accomplish-
ment, which is really a very simple process, but one that is

tremendously effective in obtaining a clear understanding of

what the payrolls mean. To do this it is ncci-ssar}' only to

'iroiip the classes of em|)loyccs engaged in producing a given
servi.e, ,ind obtain the total expense of performing their

1(>'4
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work; coin|>uri- this with u profM-r standard cat for ihc serv- l^ecomes possible to aMxrtain whether the work has been done
ice rendered, and wit'' •' - '• ' • -nrd. economically or otherwise.

For tran>|K)rtaiio«i • !iiis llu-x- standards may Ix.- made hy determining the required

•ort would ri'<|uire I'l i.li'd numIxT of lal)or liours and amount of wages to produce a

for the puq>ose of adniiiiiAtratioii. ur as it is urint-d tn tlie given unit of transportation, such as for pas^enge^ and
classiAcatiun of expensi-s. "Superintendence"; Station Oper- freight train operation per car or ton-mile, or |>er ton of

freight handlcnl at stations, or per car handled in yards.

Standards for the other groups may t^e based on actual re-

quirements for operating purposes. Thus, for the passenger

station or train control groups, no difficulty would be en-

countered in determining the actual wages exjx-nses necessary

to provide the scr\'ice as.signed for normal weekdays, Sun-

days and holidays, and such separate daily totals having

been ol>taincd, the normal requirements for each payroll

fwricKl may be secured by multiplying the standard waye
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Form B—Yard and Station Performance

ation. Yard OjK-ration, Passenger and Freight Train Service,

Train Control on Line of Road and Highway Crossing

Protection, with still one other group to comprise the mis-

cellaneous employees and services, such as non-revenue train

operation, pK>iice protection, drawbridge (^ration, and so

forth.

To produce the best results, .some of these groups, such as

"SujHJrintenili-nce'' and "Station Service," may be sub-

divide<J; Superintendence, l>eing .separated as between "'Su-

f)er\'ision" and "Dispatching Trains," and "Station Service"

divided into three sections; one, to include the employees at

exclusive pas.senger stations; the second, those at the freight

stations at which the forces fluctuate with the volume of

traffic; and the third, to include all the other stations, the

forces of which are governed by general operating charac-

teristics.

By recapitulating the amcjunts of wages paid to the em-
ployees in group order as outlined, the total wage expense

for a given service is obtained and may be compared with a
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Form D—Report of Non-Productive Time Payments

expense by the number of weekdays, Sundays and holidays

comprising the period under consideration and thus reach a

standard total. This recapitulation (Form A) occupies only

a letter size sheet, but it furnishes a complete picture of the

payrolls, and tells a quick, positive story of the success of

the operation, regardless of volume.

In case, however, a closer view of what has been done is
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Form C—Through and Local Freight Train Performance

previously determined standard of what the amount should

be, and variations noted; also in conjunction with such

groups as comprise the train, yard and freight station ser\'-

ices, it is valuable to set up the number of miles run. cars

or tons handled and the unit cost for each, so that it at once

needeil, and it usually is, this .sheet should be supplemented

by a detail of such operations as readily lend themselves to

analysis. For inslame, the results obtaine<i at individual

yards and freight .stations, and the movement of freight serv-

ice, are particularly interesting, and because of the fact that
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these services are largely controlled by the flow of traffic,

the forces employed require frequent adjustments in order

that a proper balance may l)e maintained. To provide this

information, another sheet (Form B) has been devised, one

section of which is devoted to the freight house? and the

other to the yards. On this form, each point stands alone,

and tells its own story of wage expenditures, tons of freight

handled or number of cars received, and the cost per ton and
per car, compared with previously determined standard costs;

and for those who care for the further information, the

number of tons handled per labor hour, or cars handled per

switch engine hour may lie given with their proper standards

for purposes of comparison.

Passenger train .service needs no special analysis beyond
a comparison of the actual with the standard cost per car

mile. A greater than normal variation from the standard is

usually caused by overtime, deadheading, or other schedule

allowances for which a special sheet is provided.

.•\1though the cost cf frei<?ht train service is properly com-
parable with a standard, there are so many elements likely

to increase the expenses of operation that it is well to secure

a still closer examination of the service, and for this purpose

another sheet (Form C) is designed. On this is shown the

performance cf through and local trains separately by direc-

tions and by routes. Thus, if a division consists of a portion

of main line and several branches, all the through eastbound

trains on the main line between crew terminals are reported

in one group, and conversely all the westbound through serv-

ice between the same points. In separate groups are shown
tra'ns operated on the branch lines, whether the service is

entirely operated frcm. or partly operated over, the main
line. Thus, all through service between any two terminals

will be reported upon a single line which shows the number
of trains run, the locomotive miles, gross ton-miles, train

hours and wages, with appropriate statistics to show the

gross ton-miles and rating ton-miles per locomotive mile, the

average speed, the gross tons per train hour, wages cost per

locomotive mile, and per 1,000 gross ton-miles; and although

fuel consumption is net payroll, the statement may be further

extended to .show the (]uantity of fuel used in total, and per

1,000 gross ten-miles, thereby making the report more com-
plete as an operating statement.

On the same .sheet, following the through service, is given

the local or way freight performance. Ijut not in such detail,

as local service is not ;'S readily susceptible to traffic condi-

tions. Data in regard to this class of trains is, therefore,

restricted to the number of trains run between specified ter-

minals, the train miles, gross ton-miles, gross tons per train

mile, wages cost divided between [)ro rata and time and one-

half pay, the cost per train mile, and also, if the information

is desired, the fuel consumption per train mile.

These statements bring out the payroll details in a pretty

thorough manner, with the exception of one feature, wliich,

bv the way, too often serves as the woodpile for the payroll

jinx. This is the element of schedule arl)itrary and penalty

payments, which unless guarded against may destroy the

effect of otherwise good operation. Tlicse items run the

gamut from passenger conductors' monthly guarantees to the

penalty for calling a latiorer in advance of his regular re-

porting hour. They are little foxes continually reaching up
to spoil the good grapes: but before they can be stopped

they must first l)e exfwsed, and their composition and cause

brought to the .surface. To do tills, one more sheet lias been

added: but it is well worthy of careful study.

This one (Form D) is entitled "Report of Non-Productive
Time Payments," liecau.se, although in most instances the

allowances represent some .service rendered, it is almost al-

ways the case that thcv are in the nature of penalties imposed

on the company for failure to meet certain orierating condi-

tions with em|iloyees specially designated to perform the

work required.

Thus, a road engine crew ordered to report 30 minutes
earlier than the ordinary reporting hour of the run, for the

purpose of heating passenger coaches with their locomotive,

will not only be paid for the extra 30 minutes that they

perform service, but an hour additional because they are

doing work not properly that of an engine crew. There are,

therefore, at least two hours of entirely non-productive time,

and if conditions were such that the work could be assigned

to an enginehouse employee, the expense of the 30 minutes

actual time might also be avoided, a total of three hours
time. Items of this character, unless brought into prominence
through such a sheet, become buried in the general cost of

service, and are completely lost sight of, but with a proper

detail, the interested officer can save many a good dollar

from disaster.

By means of the statements described, it is possible to

obtain a quick, but thorough, comprehension, not only of

what has been spent, and the way it has been distributed,

but of what has been obtained in return from each of the

groups of employees, and also to ascertain how near to

standard the op>erations have been conducted.

In the "Recapitulation," the whole payroll is brought into

view and compared with "budget," or other standard allot-

ments, and any deviation from the allotment by any group
can be at once noted. The second sheet brings up for review

the individual freight house and transfer platforms, and the

individual yards, and at once localizes any discrepancies

v'hich may have appeared on the "Recapitulation" data of

f.cight handling, or yard expienses, and thus indicates unmis-
takably wliere corrective effort needs to be applied. The third

sheet performs a similar service in connection with road
freight operation and points immediately to the trains that

i'Te not being handled advantageously, so that whatever fur-

ther investigation is necessary, may be applied directlv to

tlie runs needing attention, and the offending individuals

Itrcught into projx-r step.

The last sheet brings graphically to the surface all the

little wastes and los-:es produced by schedule rules and ineffi-

cient cperat'ng conditions, such as deadheading spare men
to furnish relief, guarantee payments, switching arbitraries,

time paid for but not worked, initial terminal delays, men
called but not used, piloting, and the many other items of

similar character that occur on every railroad, but which do
net show on the payrolls 6r usual payroll statements, because
the expense is lost in the total wages paid either to the indi-

vidual, or to the class of employees being dealt with. Such
items as the.se can often be avoided by a little extra foresight

on the part of yardmasters, dispatchers, agents and others

under whose direction the expense is incurred, and a state-

ment of this character brings very forcibly to the forefront

the need of all the foresight that can be brought to bear on
tlie subject.

The preparation of these statements is relatively simple.

The basic information is always available, and for the pur-

pose of the.<e sheets needs only to be brought into the proper

combination and related with what has been produced as

transportation within the same peritxl.

By following the same general ]>rinciples. analyses may be

made of the jiayrolls of the mechanical and maintenance of

way dejiartments; the underlving idea being fir.st to deter-

mine how much properly should have been .spent during the

payroll period, either by means of direct budgeting or bv a

process of lime allotment |x.'r unit of i)ro<luction, and then

to compare the actual expenditures with the standard. The
statements mav be made more interesting and valuable by
the addition of columns showing the labor hours, as well as

the monev amounts, but the principle of bringing figures of

expense into relationship with figures of pro<luction is the

only true way by which to determine whether the expen.se

has been wise or otherwise, and by which waste can lie fore-

stalled and good operation improved.



Essential Elements of the Human Problem'

"Scientific Management" Must Be Broadened—Employers as

Well as Employees Need Education

By E. M. Herr

President of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

THE HiMAN PROBLEM in industry is not a new thing.

Durini; a thousand years of ancient times, for the most
part before the Christian era, self-supporting and self-

regulating organizations of workmen existed, which were re-

markably similar to the trade unions of today. They were
publicly acknowledged and legislative enactments made to

control them. But they were weakened under the reigns of

successive tyrants and finally lost with the Christian massa-
cres of Diocletian in the early part of the fourth centur)' and
the subsecjuent feudalism of the dark and middle ages. The
immediate cause of the destruction of these far-reaching labor

organizations seems to have been the coveting of their wealth

and power by the rulers of the day. * * * Constantine

in A. D. 337 recognized 35 crafts—architects, brass and cop-

per smiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, decorators, doctors,

founders, fullers (cloth), furriers, glaziers, goldbeaters and
gilders, goldsmiths, ivon,- workers, joiners, looking-glass

workers, lapidaries, masons, marble cutters, plasterers of

various kinds, pearl and filigree workers, potters, painters,

plumbers, pavers, sculptors, silversmiths, stonecutters, statu-

aries, veterinaries, wagon makers, workers in mosaic. There
were many strikes, usually called historically, when they at-

tained sufficient proportions, "servile wars." The greatest

and last of these was the uprising led by the gladiator

Spartacus. Practically all ended disastrously.

And so the tide of the human element in industry has

ebbed and flowed through the centuries. The so-called Eng-
lish (industrial) revolution in 1760 marked the beginning

of the factory system and a departure from isolated crafts-

manship under oppressive landlordism. * * * As late

as 1820 less than five per cent of the American people lived

in cities with a population of 8,000 and over. Today we
are the greatest manufacturing nation in the world and over

half of our population are city dwellers. In Massachusetts

from 1800 to 1815 laborers received from 35 to 75 cents a

day; carpenters and blacksmiths about $1.00, and women
employed as domestic servants their board and 50 cents a

week. About 1825 occurred the first strike for a ten-hour

day. "Sweatshop" methods had then begun. Local trade

unions sprang up more or less intermittently early in the

centur\% principally in the shoemakers' and printers" trades,

both for mutual benefit and insurance, and for the reduc-

tion of working hours and the increase of wages, but it was
not until the fifties that national organizations began to

take effective form. These were pretty well shattered by
the depression preceding the civil war and did not really

come into being until the seventies and eighties.

[The speaker here reviewed the development of manufac-
tures in this countr}-, showing, from the census of 1920, that

40 per cent of the inhabitants support the whole, directly or

indirectly.]

Principles Underlying the Human Problem

Let us now turn our attention more directly to this prob-

lem in an endeavor to ascertain at least some of the directions

toward which its solution trends. The principal new thing

about the problem is that industry is now conducted on a

scale larger than ever known before. The problem has been

*Abstract of an address delivered in New York City on Wednesday,
December 6, before a joint session of the .^me^ican Society of Mechanical
Engineers and the American Economic Association.

intensified by the greatly increased size of manufacturing
establishments, by the concentration of papulation in cities

having a large foreign element of often radical tendencies,

and by the insecurity of employment, in which business
cycles play a large part.

The underlying labor unrest and distrust are bom of fear

and misunderstanding—fear of coercion, unemployment and
sickness—and a lack of mutual confidence as Ijetween em-
ployer and emplo3ed. There is more liberty and considera-
tion for the workers than has ever been known before, and
with it has come to the workers the greater vision of what
they believe should belong to them in welfare and happiness.
The social responsibilit\- of management is being emphasized
as never before. The awakened worker of today, more sen-

sitive than his predecessors, intelligent, critical and perhaps
irritable, must be convinced of the ability of management
as well as its good faith, and in extreme cases even of the

necessity of its being. It is said that democracy without
management reverts to despotism on the mere ground of its

inefficiency, and that the fundamental error in the recent

Russian failure was confiscation of the factories and the

expulsion of the managers, with the resultant breakdown of

discipline and credit, on a false theory that labor alone
creates wealth, whereas management, with credit and good
faith, is of the first importance in the process of production.
* * * It is the duty of the management of today to prove
its "reason for being" and that the collective result of the

combined efforts for managers and workers is a fine and
great thing. If tliey can feel that this is the case, most men
will toil cheerfully as subordinates. The management must
convince employees by their experience that their treatment
is fair and honest and without "bluff." It takes time to

establish such confidence, and men will discover very quickly
if the "boss" is not square. It must be established that

labor and management are not foes.

The personnel department is now becoming common, but
its intelligent extension still has far to go and it is regrettable

that some companies have seen fit to curtail this activity in

times of depression when they and their men need it most.
These relations should not be handled and directed by the

personnel department alone. The active heads and real

managers are the ones on whom this responsibility must rest

and who must handle it with their employees, not occasionally

nor spasmodically but regularly and continuously, for work
of this kind requires a great deal of time and patience.

This effort on their part will gain the confidence of the em-
ployees and instil a spirit of co-operation throughout the

organization, and it must be exerted on those directly in

charge of the daily work of production, .\nything less than
this is futile and doomed to failure. Boards of directors

must keep in mind this relation and work with the officers

in determining policies which the managers can carrv out

without destroying valuable relations established only after

long and patient work and almost impossible to renew.

Shop Representation Plans

One very large organization cites good results of five years'

experience. * * * They find that if the men are free

to make suggestions to the management they will not ask

an outsider to do it for them. Thev find that workmen
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are anxious to learn if !;ivcn a chance, and they encourage

the study in factory scliools of the work of other depart-

ments. This broadens the employees' perspective and in-

creases their interest in their own work.

It is credibly stated that at present there are in the United

States more than 300,000 employees working under shop-

representation plans created to give them a voice in the con-

duct of the shops in which they work, and that in by far

the larger number of cases considerable progress has been

made in establishing the most cordial relations between man-
agement and employees.

The crux of the industrial proljlem includes the question

—How the just share of each party to industry is to be de-

termined and how is each to be guaranteed its right to share

progressively in increasing productivity', and be held also

to the corresponding obligation to see losses proportionately

shared? This obligation is often overlooked. Nominal
wages have increased enormously, and it is safe to assert that

real wages have also augmented despite the high cost of

living and the fact that in the early days of industry few

workers depended entirely upon their wage but were "found''

many things which must now be purchased. * * *

Manufacturers naturally wish to see their employees receive

a wage, with reasonable working hours, which will support

them in comfort. This, of course, is only possible when
economic conditions will permit, as wages are not and can-

not be based on the cost of living. If this condition is to

obtain, the employee must live in accordance with his in-

come and responsibilities and exercise frugality and care in

his exfienditures. Unless this is done, the real interest of

the employer and employee will not be conserved because

wages would be lifted to the jxjint of throttling the industry.

Scientific Management

Scientific management—which is in fact little more than

getting rid of confusion and perfecting adjustments, or in

other words, good management—has entered largely in re-

cent years into the human problem in industry. As helping

to avoid undue strain on the part of the worker, and waste

of time and materials, it .should be of benefit to all con-

cerned. It should remove the cause of any hostility to the

broadest application of scientific knowledge of the conditions

of maximum labor efficiency, to the gain of all parties to

production. The scientific management which dealt in the

earlier stage with individual output in an engineering way
must now deal with men collectively and develop that scien-

tific breadth of imagination and application which is becom-

ing a vital necessity for the welfare of a modern civilized

community. The psychology of labor, both in good and hard

times, says Professor Commons, is fundamentally the p.sy-

chology of a class of people whose life is insecure. Tlic

accident-compensation law has accomplished the first little

step toward giving security to the job. It has .shown that the

only way to estal)lish safety and security is by making it

financially profitable to do so. And so shall we make it

financially profitable to business to eliminate to a large ex-

tent the wage loss due to unemployment on account of sick-

ness, on account of clianges in seasons, and on account of

fluctuations in business. Tabor can never accompli.sh this re-

sult. The only possible accomplishment of it will come
when the employer arranges to cover unemployment from

sickness by some ade(iuate form of insurance, to the expense'

of which the employee will contribute, indemnifying the em-

ployee against loss of employment from tliis cau.se (accident

is now covered by our compensation law), and to lessen

unemployment on account of the fluctuation in prcKluction

because of changes in seasonal demand by the proper use of

stocks of finished product so as to sm(K>th out these fluctua-

tions and also those due to abnormal variations in business.

Increased security and continuity of employment greatly

lessen the human problem, but on account of les.scned lalior

turnover and uniformity of production they also reduce the

cost of the product. Many progressive industrial organiza-

tions have gone far beyond the requirements of the accident

compensation laws and the safety of the worker, incurring

large expense in providing liberally for free life insurance,

advantageous savings and loan opportunities, housing, service

pensions, and education.

Education, Economic and Moral

.Additional phases of helpful education might well be tried

;

for example, how to make repetitive work, in itself monoto-
nous, interesting. A knowledge of the "why" of their

product and the use of it and of related products of other

departments has been found to materially broaden the opera-

tor's perspective. Then, too, workers can be encouraged to

exercise their ingenuity in devising means to lighten and
quicken their work and thereby incidentally increase their

earnings. With shorter working hours there arises the ques-

tion of what to do with idle time. .Any one who investigates

the use to which the average employee devotes his leisure

undoubtedly will be convinced that such emjiloyee would be

much better physically, mentally, and morally if he had
less idle time, for it is generally used in loafing or in amuse-
ments which consume a material part of his earnings witliout

corresponding benefits.

Work well done and with a knowledge of progress is a

source of enjoyment with many, taking tlie place of the

recreation others find necessary to their happiness, buf edu-

cation of both se.xes in ways in which to use leisure time

profitably )et pleasantly is needed. The young should be

taught thrift, for a thrifty person will not uselessly waste

liis leisure time. The human problem in industry cannot

but be largely affected by example. H. G. Wells speaks of

tile disturljing influence of "the obvious devotion of a large

,ind growing proportion of the time and energy of the own-
ing classes to pleasure and excitement. This s]iectacle of

amusement and adventure affects the imagination of the

working man. In making labor a part of ever)- one's life

and the whole of nobody's life lies the ultimate solution of

our industrial difficulties."

The human problem in industry is very complex and can

never be entirely solved. To measurably improve the feel-

ing of confidence of the employee in the employer we must
always and fundamentally be aljsolutely honest in our deal-

ings; not only honest in cmr actions but also in our thoughts

and intentions. Unpleasant facts and infc>rmation necessary

to be told to the emplo)ees should be given them as honesth"

as the others, and very promptly, so as to give them as much
time as possible to adjust themselves to difficult or distress-

ing conclitions.

Finally, is it not clear that at least one direction of the

solution of the prol)lem is along educational lines? First,

education of ourselves, the employers, to a more general un-
tlerstanding of the spiritual, personal, economic, and physical

relations involved; and second, education to encourage and
aid in every projier way the general and vocational training

of the en>i)loyees in thrift, especially the younger boys and
girls, but also the mature but still impressional)le group of

young men and women who are keen to learn how their posi-

tion in the workaday world can l>e improved. Example in

this effort to educate and train the employee is especially ef-

fective. Such educational effort should establish confidence

and encourage co-o|ieration. It should also be directed so as

to develoj) individuality in each workman and woman.
Let us therefore sub.stitute the rule of reason and intelli-

gence for force and so endeavor to restore in America the

freedom of the individual, be he employer or employee

—

"that freedom wliich enaliles the young man to look into the

future witli confidence, knowing that the only limitations to

his achievements are the boundarii- of his intellect and the

niesure of his energy."



Fan Draft for Locomotives Discussed by A. S. M. E.

Proposed Construction Would Permit Application of Additional

Equipment for Saving Fuel

TiiKKF. WIDELY different phases of locomotive design

formed the topics of the papers presented at the Rail-

road Session of the annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers held in New York on De-
cember 6. An extremely technical discussion of Stresses in

Locomotive Frames was presented by R. E. Eksergian of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. George H. Hartman gave

an analvtical discussion of valves and valve gears in a

pa[_)er entitled "Steam Distribution in the Locomotive," and
Frans H. C. Coppus brought out the advantages that might
be derived by securing the draft in a locomotive through
the use of turbine-driven fans in a paper on Mechanical
Drafting of Locomotives. .An abstract of ]Mr. Coppus" paper,

which is especial!}- noteworthy because of the possibility of

effecting large fuel savings Ijy the method which he pro-

poses, is given below.

The Mechanical Drafting of Locomotives

By Frans H. C. Coppus

GK.XER.ALLV --])eaking. it is a simpler task to incorporate

extensive improvements into the design of a new loco-

motive than to apply them to one already in operation.

Though the author would be the last person to discourage

the development of the locomotive along radical lines that

would require a total reconstruction or rearrangement of the

present locomotive power plant, he believes that more can be

accomplished for the immediate future by adding to the

existing locomotive equipment which is standard, in prin-

ciple at least, in stationary and marine practice, and which

does not necessitate extensive or costly alterations. The ex-

isting locomotives. 68.000 in this country alone, represent

Fig. 1—Modified Form of Standard Front End with Induced

Draft Fan

such a large investment that no matter how efficient a new
locomotive may be built, it is out of the question to relegate

them to the scrap heap, and they will be with us for many
years to come.

In the treatment of this subject the author has therefore

limited himself to the existing locomotive. The supporting

data employed are Ijased on modern steam locomotives

equipped with superheater and brick arch and fed by means

of a live-steam injector.

The use of the e.xhaust steam for drafting the locomotive

makes the locomotive power plant differ in principle from

the marine or stationary power plant. In the latter the boiler

is an independent unit, while in the former the boiler and

the engine are interdependent inasmuch as the exhaust of

the engine creates the draft for the boiler and the shutting

down of the engine renders the boiler inoperative. Separate

the two by ?uli?tituting mechanical draft for the exhaust jet

and there is no reason why the locomotive power plant can-

not be fitted out with the devices which have been responsible

for the low cost of power generated in marine and stationary

power plants. The problem is one of successful adaptation

with reliability and moderate maintenance cost, within the

present limitations of clearances and other conditions under
which the locomotive must operate.

The logical course of developm.ent would be as follows:

I. mechanical induced draft, II undergrate forced draft,

III condensing the exhaust steam, IV Dumping the hot water

from the tender through a waste-gas heater into the boiler,

A' operating condensing.

Mechanical Induced Draft

About ten years ago extensive experiments with mechanical
mduced draft were made on the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe, but they failed because of the "inability to secure

a fan of sufficient capacity to properl)' handle the volume of

gases" within the limitations of clearances.

It is doubtful if a fan without the introduction of an
intensifying element can be built to overcome this difficulty.

Only recently this new element has been brought out. It

takes the form of stationary guide vanes held in a casing.

The current of air leaving the propeller is radially sub-

divided by the individual vanes and taken up without shock.

These guide vanes, which have a curvature increasing in the

direction of the rotation of the propeller, concentrate the air

current and give it a further acceleration, so that a large

part of the pressure is produced and a large part of the end
thrust taken up by them. This new fan or blower is very

much smaller tlian a multi-blade centrifugal fan of the same
capacity, both of commercial construction. Because of this

fact the former can be made applicable to the locomotive

and the latter not.

Fig. 1 shows the smokebox of a modern locomotive fitted

out with a blower in the stack and the exhaust pipe and
nozzle displaced by a plain exhaust pipe discharging the

e.xhaust steam into the atmosphere. The guide-vane casing

takes the place of the low-er part of the stack.

A modification of the fan is necessary in order that it

may function properly as an induced-draft blower for loco-

motives, keeping in mind especially, simplicity of construc-

tion, low maintenance cost and assurance that the bearings

are kept cool and well lubricated at all times, as the success

of the whole scheme hinges not only on the capability of the

blower to create the desired draft in the smokebox, but also

to stand up under it. A special design has been prepared in

which the fan is driven by high pressure steam acting on a

turbine wheel at the peripher}- of the propeller. The revolv-

1099
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ing unit has oil cooled bearings and the end thrust is taken

up by floating the shaft in oil under pressure.

Saving by Reduction of Back Pressure

One of the outstanding advantages of the use of an

induced-draft fan instead of the exhaust jet for drafting the

locomotive is the reduction of the back pressure in the cyl-

inders. Prior to the experiments of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe, a series of indicator cards taken from actual

road tests of representative locomotives in various classes of

service were prepared showing the initial pressure, mean
effective pressure, back pressure, and indicated horsepower,

and in addition the added mean effective pressure and indi-

cated horsepower which could be obtained by reducing the

back pressure to 4 lb. These showed increases in indicated

horsepower ranging from IS to 30 p)er cent for simple loco-

motives and an average of 53 per cent for a Mallet

compound.
The author understands that since these tests were made

the exhaust nozzles have been opened up considerably so

that the back pressures have been greatly reduced. It would

be idle to estimate what saving in fuel would result from

a strong bearing directly upon fuel economy and will greatly

increase the overall boiler efficiency.

The heat loss due to combustible in cinders, estimated

anywhere from 5 to 20 per cent depending largely on the

class of service, is generally classed among the "unavoidable

losses." With a fan the constant flow of air through the fuel

bed, while gradually changing in intensit}', will not lift or

tear the fire, and this loss, therefore, can be practically

entirely eliminated.

Undergrate Forced Draft

To put the ashpan of a locomotive under pressure might
I)rove impractical for several rea.sons. To overcome this diffi-

culty tlie author has constructed a grate with hollow bars

taking the air from a wind Ijox to which the forced-draft

blower is connected.

The forced-draft blower is of the same general construc-

tion as the induced-draft blower. It operates, however, in a

horizontal position with no excessive end thrust and handles

cold air. Therefore, the special lubrication, end-thrust bal-

ancing, and cooling features are unnecessary. .

While it is not impossible to operate a forced-draft blower

^fer Toner-.
Condenser

Induced-Draif-

.--Condenser., yfasfe-Sas Heah-r. \/ano Blover

Boiler-Feed "I'-np

Fig. 2—Proposed General Arrangement of Locomotive with Induced and Forced Draft, Centrifugal Boiler Feed Pump, and
Steam Condensing Apparatus

drafting locomotives mechanically due to reduction in back

pressure. However, the field seems broad and the prosp)ects

bright for enormous savings along this line.

If the only effect of drafting locomotives mechanically

was the elimination of the back pressure on the pistons, this

would in itself be sufficient to deserve the keenest interest of

those responsible for the economical operation of locomotives,

but the subject embraces a great many other questions and
vitally affects many features in connection with tlie economi-

cal generation and use of steam. Mechanical drafting gives

the locomotive a degree of flexibility whicli it does not now
possess.

The steam pressure may be picked up at will or allowed to

drop, regardless of the amount of work the engine is doing.

This flexibility of draft makes it unnecessary to favor

the engine at any time. The practice of favoring the engine

on hills, often no doubt unavoidable under the ]>resent metho<l

of drafting, is not only wrong from tlie point of efficiency

but cannot help but result in leaky tubes, increasing main-
tenance cost, and in shortening the life of the boiler.

The advantages of mechanical induced draft mentioned
alwve largely relate to economy in tlic use of steam after it

is once generated. In addition thereto meclianical draft lias

in conjunction with an exhau.-t jet, it is much simpler and

better to connect it up to an induced-draft fan. The speed

of tlie two blowers could be so adjusted—and after once

adjusted, maintained—that there would be an atmospheric

]iressure condition in the coml>ustion chamber, if carried to

a nicety. This is very common practice with stationary- and

marine boilers. With the fire door open there would lie no

inrush of cold air nor any outward leaking of flames or

ga.ses. Such a condition is called "balanced draft." It can

l)e effected only by tlie use of a forced-draft blower in con-

junction with an induced-draft blower, jet blower, or stack.

While in a locomotive boiler tliere is no boiler setting through

wliidi air can filter in. the draft over the fire is so much
stronger than in stationary practice and Uie fire door (on

hand-fired coal burners) openetl so much oftener, that even

greater economic1^ than in .«tationan,- practice should result

from l)alanccd draft.

W'itli forced draft there is no rea.son why cheaf)er grades

of fuel could not lie utilizwi, which will not only result in

economy in the cost of fuel, liut also in the cost of handling

and storage of coal.

Tlie air si>ace in the grates may also be very small so that

no fuel will be lost in the ashpan. and at tlie same time the
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grate will let suffiticiit air through on account of the air

being delivered under pressure.

The forced-draft hlower creates sufficient pressure to force

the air througli the fuel bed, leaving only the drawing of the

gases through the boiler tubes to the induced-draft blower,

and the latter may, therefore, be smaller or may be run at a

lower speed than if used alone. For these various reasons

it is easier and more efficient to use a balanced-draft system

than merely induced draft.

Condensing the Exhaust Steam

When the locomotive is drafted mechanically all of the

liaust steam is available for whatever use can be made of

u. Heretofore a small part of the exhaust steam has been

u.sed to heat the feedwater. This practice has been cjuite

common in Europe but has been only recently successfully

carried out on this continent and to only a very limited ex-

tent, less than one per cent of American locomotives being

thus equipped. The e.xhaust-steam feedwater heaters have

been constructed on the principle of imparting to the water

the ma.ximum amount of heat with the minimum amount of

exhaust steam because the latter was needed to draft the

locomotive. \\\ti\ mechanical draft, the more steam used for

heating the feedwater the better, as the more water will be

I

Fig. 3—Modified Front End, Equipped with Induced Draft

Fan and Feed-Water Heater

saved. Railroad men fully appreciate the economy in time

and fuel due to the saving of water, especially in freight

service, and incidentally the not negligible economy in boiler

repairs in bad-water districts.

Pumping the Hot Water from the Tender

Through a Waste-Gas Heater into the Boiler

The e.xhaust steam, or as much of it as can be condensed,

mav be passed through a condenser on top of the locomotive

running all the way back to the tender (see Fig. 2). The
remainder may be allowed to pass to the air free for the

time being. Such an arrangement affords a large cooling

surface and the amount of water which can be saved without

even attempting to run the engine condensing will be much
larger than the amount saved by merely heating the feed-

water by means of an efficient heater. The cooling surface

may be made more effective by directing over it a current

of air created by the speed of the locomotive with or without

the assistance of the undergrate-draft lilower. It is a simple

matter to encase the condenser, provide it with louvers to

catch the air, and connect it to the blower inlet by means of

a duct. This would have the additional advantage of re-

claiming part of the latent heat of the exhaust and supplying

the fuel bed with preheated air. A cooling tower located on

the back of the tender would further assist materially in

condensing the exhaust.

It needs no explanation that with all the exhaust steam

availaljle it will lie a simple matter to keep the water in the

tender at any temperature desired up to the boiling point.

This would convert the tender practically into an open heater.

Instead of the injector a boiler-feed pump, preferably of the

centrifugal type, installed in duplicate, will feed the water

through a waste-gas heater into the boiler. The f)unips will

be located under the cab of the locomotive, so that there will

be a sufficient head of water from the tender. Waste-gas
heaters have hten so far a distinct failure largely on account

of the prerecjuisite that the heater should not interfere with

the draft, because if it does the economy derived from its

use would be nullified by an increase in back pressure.

The autlior has constructed a waste-gas heater which can

be placed in the front end with slight alterations thereto,

and which has a heating surface of over 1,000 sq. ft. By
extending the front end this heating surface could be in-

creased if necessar}-.

From the point of efficiency it may be considered that at

the present time the water is put in locomotive boilers at an

average temperature of 60 deg. F. the year round. If, instead

of an injector, a pump is used the exhaust steam and the

waste gases—which comprise the two largest items of waste

energy in present locomotive operation—can heat the water

from 60 deg. to 300 deg. With an absolute steam pressure

of 200 lb. this is an undisputed saving in fuel of a little over

20 per cent.

Operating Condensing

^lechanical drafting of locomotives makes it possible to

run locomotives condensing. It can be accomplished without

material change in their construction outside of an enlarged

and modified tender. This, however, will come later after

the steam consumption of the locomotive has been made as

small as possible, which will, in itself, make condensing
operation easier.

General Arrangement

Fig. 1 shows the induced-draft blower located in the

stack. This is naturally the logical first step in the develop-

ment of an induced-draft system for a locomotive, but a

blower in such a position is not readily accessible. Practical

considerations led the author to place the blower outside of

the smokebox. A diagram showing the general arrangement
of exhaust pipe, waste-gas heater, and induced-draft blower
is shown in Fig. 3 and will need no further explanation.

^Means are provided whereby the guide-vane casing can
be quickly separated from the fan casing, giving access to

laoth the fan and the guide vanes for cleaning. Automatic
adjustment is provided for maintaining the proper relation

between the pressure at the grate bars caused by the forced-

draft blower and the draft at the 'front end caused by the

induced-draft blower. The speed of the fans is controlled

to keep the boiler pressure from varying more than 10 lb.

The induced-draft l:)lower not only furnishes the necessary

draft but also controls the amount of fuel used and the water

fed into the boiler. Proper provision is made whereby the

steam supply to the different apparatus is partly shut off

when the engine is standing, or drifting.

Conclusion

Wliatever the saving in fuel will be, due to the elimination

of back pressure, the heating of the feedwater, the stopping

of the waste of unburned coal through the stack and through

the grate, the elimination of cold air over the fire, etc., it is

going to reduce just that much the amount of coal that is

being fired, or the rate of combustion, which in itself greatly

increases the boiler efficiency.

\ rate of combustion of 100 lb. shows a boiler efficiency

of 65 per cent. Reducing this rate of combustion (o 60 lb.,

directly and indirectly by means of mechanical drafting,
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which is not impossible, the corresponding boiler efficiency

would be 74.2 per cent, or a saving of 9.2 p>er cent.

In a paper presented by John E. Muhlfeld, at the annual

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

December, 1919, entitled Scientific Development of the Steam

Locomotive, the following heat balance is shown as repre-

sentative of locomotives worked at from 25 to 35 per cent

cut-off and hand-fired:
Per cent

Heat absorbed by boiler 55

Heat absorbed by superheater 10

Heat loss in smokcbox gases 14

Heat loss in cinders S

Heat loss in vapors of combustion 4

Heat loss in combustible in ash 3

Heat loss in carbon monoxide 2

Heat loss in radiation and unaccounted for 4

Trial lOU

Under the same conditions but with mechanical draft and

the waste-gas heater as described by the author, the heat

balance should be approximately as follows:

Per cent

Heat absorbed by boiler and waste-gas heater 74

Heat absorbed by superheater 10

Heat loss in smokebox gases 5

Heat loss in cinders 2

Heat loss in vapors of combustion 4

Heat loss in combustible in ash ' • 1

Heat loss in radiation and unaccounted ft.r 4

Ti.tal 100

In conclusion, it may be stated that mechanical drafting

of locomotives is imperative for the following reasons:

(a) It reduces the back pressure to a minimum, effecting

a saving in fuel of from 10 to 30 per cent; or increasing the

power of the locomotive in the same degree, especially as

speed increases, therefore adding to the hauling capacity or

speed of fast freight and passenger engines, producing addi-

tional revenue tonnage and also eliminating or lessening the

necessity for double-heading.

(b) It produces an engine that is free-steaming under the

most adverse conditions and with all grades of fuel, decreas-

ing liability of delay and saving time and money now spent

in changing nozzle tips and experimenting with them.

(c) It keeps the steam pressure constant, regardless of

load, saving steam now wasted every time the safety valve

pops and making it unnecessary to favor the engine at any

time, thereby saving fuel, avoiding unequal stresses in the

boiler and resulting in saving in maintenance cost.

(d) It increases the efficiency of the boiler and grate by

effecting better combustion and eliminating the waste of un-

burned fuel through the stack and in the ashpan—and inci-

dentally stopping the inrush of cold air every time the fire

door is opened—thereby avoiding sudden cooling of crown

sheet and tul)es.

(e) It makes possible the use of cheaper grades of fuel,

resulting in large economies and in simplifying the handling

and storage of coal.

(/) It eliminates the smoke nuisance in terminals and

freight yards.

(g) It makes it possible to condense from 25 to 95 per

cent of the exhaust steam, depending upon the sca.son of the

year and the kind of condensing apparatus used, resulting

in economy in the cost of water and of maintenance.

(h) It effects a saving in fuel of 20 per cent by making

it possible to preheat the feedwatcr from 60 to 300 deg. F.,

and incidentally greatly decreases the cost of maintenance

by eliminating unequal stresses caused at present by the

great difference in temperatures between the lower and upper

portions of the boiler.

(«) It reduces the rate of combustion, thereby increasing

the boiler efficiency.

(;) It lessens the work of l)ofh engineer and fircm.in,

therebv necessarily increasing their efficiency.

Discussion

William Elmer (Pennsylvania System) questioned the

desirability of making the boiler output independent of the

locomotive steam consumption. To show the great amount
of air that it would be necessary to handle with a fan if

locomotives were drafted mechanically, he presented figures

from test plant trials of a Pacific tyj>e locomotive with 27 in.

by 28 in. cylinders. This locomotive developed over 3,000

hp., evaporated 65,000 lb. of water and burned 12,000 lb.

of coal an hour. The draft in the front end was as much
as 18 in. of water. It is difficult to determine the amount
of air required to burn each pound of coal, but J. T. Anthony
states it varies from 12.7 to 8.7 lb. Assuming an average-

value of 10 lb. of coal and assuming further that a locomo-

tive consumes 10,000 lb. of fuel an hour, the fan would

be required to handle 100,000 lb. of air per hour. This

would amount to 1,300,000 cu. ft. per hour at atmospheric

temperature, and at a temperature of 600 deg., which might

be expected in the front end, the volume would be double.

Roljert Rennie (.American Locomotive Company) stated

that a locomotive with 55 sq. ft. of grate area working at

full capacity should have a fan capacity of at least 48,000

cu. ft. per min. at atmospheric pressure. Cooling the air

before it is admitted to the fan would make mechanical

drafting less difficult, but the additional resistance due to

any appliance for recovering heat from the waste gases i?

a disadvantage. He considered that the method of reclaim-

ing water from the exhaust steam would hardly be practical

because of the enormous cooling surface required.

\V. L. Bean (N. Y., X. H. & H.) called attention to the

magnitude of the fuel problem on the railroads and pointed

out the desirability of tr}-ing such designs as proposed by

Mr. Coppus because of the possibility for large savings. He
stated that fan efficiency and capacity had been greatly im
proved since the last trials of mechanical draft were con-

ducted and urged early application of the design put forward

:ifter careful engineering investigation had been made.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss discussed mechanical drafting of loco-

motives by means of a turbo-exhauster. He called attention

to the objection of the operation of locomotives in cities on

account of the noise and smoke and outlined how these could

be overcome by the turbo-exhauster. He stated that the re-

quired draft could be obtained with from 40 to 50 per cent

of the existing back pressure, and in conclusion expressed

the opinion that mechanical drafting had so many advan-

tages that it is likely to come into use soon on the railroads.

In closing the discussion, Mr. Coppus stated that his pro-

posal had in some cases been misunderstood due to failure to

consider all the conditions set forth in the paper. His con-

clusions had been based on careful study and he felt certain

tiiat they were practical.

fUslorical Society

The "Uncle Tom," Fitchburg & Worcester Railroad (Massa-

chusetts) 1850-60



The Relation of Syphilis to Railv^ay Accidents

Call for Thorough Examination of New Men and Men Whose
Errors Have Caused Collisions

By Archibald E. Chace, A.B., M.D., F.A.C.S. and George A. Hays, M.D.*

Di'kiNG lyjU tlRTL- were 10,110 collisions on ste;ini rail-

roads in the- United States, of which 8,246 or 82 per

cent were due to "man failure." In other classes of

rajlroad accidents, the role played b)' the human element as

distinct from the "equipment factor," with the exception of

derailments, is excessive.

There are many reasons, of which the most important are

three. Those of us who are railroad surgeons have had a

very narrow and completely frozen attitude toward our pos-

sible usefulness in the industry of transportation. From this

has resulted, if not complacent indifference, at least a very

skeptical attitude by the majority of railroad officers toward

the possibility of overcoming man failure accidents. The
engineer, both civil and mechanical, may have been more

aggressive, for he had something to sell unhindered by pro-

fessional strictures against advertising, and he certainly had

an article which the practical business executive could test

with his own senses—a gong which he could hear, a signal

device which he could .see and operate, a rail section or a

switch which he could test in service—not an unseen almost

unthinkable, entirely intangible normal human sensory-motor

mechanism, and the maze of association centers which we
must (and in time will) sell to the railroads of this country.

To these two causes must be added a third : the antagonism

of union labor.

Before the war teachers, professors and psychologists had

accumulated some store of knowledge about the testing of

brain function, especially of the student. Before, and in the

main during, the war, psychologists gathered a large body

of statistics both in industry and in the army. Since then

they have with some success applied this information to the

difficult task of fitting a man to his job. They feel, with

some excuse, that a psychologist only is qualified to do this.

They forget that an applicant for a job may have a brain

perfectly suited and pulmonary tuberculosis. When we prove

to railroad executives that we know the functions of the con-

trolling organ in man, as well as we know other human
functions, and then patiently study and experiment until we

have a plastic, but never a crystallized, method of procedure,

then can we be of real service in putting the right man in

the right job and keeping him there, with safety to himself

and others. This is one of the tasks of the railway surgeon,

and the broad field of which the present inquiry is but a

small part.

In the healthy man the capacity for judgment and the

time of motor response, which are two of the essential ele-

ments in railroading, may be assumed to be fairly constant

in any one individual under like conditions. In the diseased

individual, whether the toxemia of intestinal stasis or an

acute infectious disease be the variant, sudden and wide

departure from this normal line of judgment and reaction

time may be expected. This condition is so well known that

proof or further consideration seems unnecessary.

So the study of, and elimination of, diseased individuals

from hazardous occupations must be accomplished if we are

to greatly lessen the man-failure accidents on our railroads.

This as a rule means the removal of the disea.se, not of the

man. To begin with a disease which would likely prove very

important, we have undertaken to determine what the relation

*Dr. Chace is chief surgeon of the St Louis-South Western, and Dr.

Hays is attending dermatologist at the company's hospital at Texarl<ana.

is between syphilis and man-failure accidents. Let us first

examine, however, the general problem.

The Great Cost of Accidents

Railway accidents are usually classified as train accidents,
train service accidents, and industrial (or shop and mainte-
nance of way) accidents. These three grand divisions are
tlien sub-divided minutely. Of the 126 sub-divisions of
these headings, the two containing by far the highest number
of accidents (involve almost entirely exercise of judgment,
failure to control by hand brakes and improper han-
dling of cars or locomotives in switching or coupling—giving
2,684 train accidents out of a total of 10,757 man-failures
in 1920).

.After considering such "causes" of railway accidents, how-
ever valuable they may be to railway executives, one is

impressed with the undoubted fact that they are not causes
at all. They are but visible and outward manifestations of
the real cause. We get a little nearer when we discover a

lack of judgment, a .slow motor response, inattention or wilful

misconduct. We are still closer when we find these conditions
caused by fatigue, a man with a mental age of eight in a

position requiring a mental age of 14; a man dazed by the

toxemia of chronic nephritis; an engineer with glasses rais-

ing his vision from 20/80 to 20/20 and the one and only
pair of glasses in his coat pocket at home; or some acute
toxemia or brain syphilis. Such data would give us the real

causes of man-failure accidents on railroads, and the means
of prevention.

Would it pay the railroads to look into the real causes
of man-failure accidents? The first item of the answer is

the cost of such accidents now. In 1920 the cost of replacing
cars and locomotives damaged by train accidents alone fm
which employees were held responsible, was roughly $10,-

200,000; and 330 persons were killed and 4,176 injured.

In train service accidents there were 3,793 killed and 53,286
injured. In non-train accidents there were 439 killed and
100,519 injured. So we have an approximate total of 4,562
killed and 157,981 injured in one year. Taking the average
cost of a death to a railway at $2,000 and $100 for each
injury, and adding the equipment damages, we arrive at a

total cost for one year of about $35,000^000. If this could
be reduced even one-third by strict medical supervision alone

—and there are grounds for the belief that it can—the sav-

ing would be between 11 and 12 millions of dollars a year,

less a small additional cost over the present svstem. Of
course, this calculation does not consider the trend of public
policy involved. If then a great saving is possible, and pub-
lic policy demands the lessened risk to human life, then why
haven't the railways long since introduced strict medical
supervision? The answer, we believe, is two-fold; firstly, the

saving has not yet been fully demonstrated; secondly, the

labor unions are opposed to it. What the railway surgeons

seek is the opportunity to demonstrate.

Syphilis Among Railroad Men
Now let us consider syphilis in tliis relation. We are

familiar with the ordinary manifestations of this disease.

Even in the secondary stage it is now evident that the central

nervous system is involved, and the toxemia may be so great

as to cause complete incapacity for any occupation. From

1103
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this virulent type to the milder affections of judgment and

sensory motor response, we may include all cases of sec-

ondary syphilis. For this reason we believe such cases should

be taken out of the service and given intensive treatment.

When proper examination shows them to be Wassermarm

negative, spinal fluid negative to globulin and colloidal gold

test and cell count negative, and normal in brain and nerve

function as ascertained by thorough neurological examina-

tion, they may be returned to work with the proviso that they

continue treatment and arc re-examined at first once a month,

later every two to six months, for ten years.

In the tertiary stage, so called, we may expect to meet a

wide variety of conditions from aortic heart disease to

paresis. The early detection of these conditions, and a change

to a proper non-hazardous occupation under treatment is

extremely important if we expect to exclude syphilis as a

factor in railway accidents.

Knowing then the possibilities of syphilis, the next inquiry

is whether or not it exists among railway men to an extent

sufficient to cause concern. Evidently, if railroad men have

very little syphilis, then our inquiry is of small importance.

Our hospital statistics show that in the South, at least, more

than six per cent of railroad men seek treatment each year

with a venereal disease, of wliich half are luetic. Believing

that state insane hospitals might throw some light on the sub-

ject, letters of inquiry were sent out to about 80 institutions,

and so far we have 53 answers. These figures show that of

all paretics, railroad men form roughly five per cent, and of

these about 80 per cent are from train crews and dispatchers.

The IMayo Clinic has published its statistics of syphilis

in regard to occupation. These show that nearly eight rail-

road men are affected to one farmer, three railroad men to

one business man, and two railroad employees to one laborer.

"Men of these types (train, yard and engine service), aside

from the responsibilities which devolve on them, form an

especially interesting occupational group, medically speaking,

because they have for years been ostensibly under medical

surveillance, and their health record is, therefore, in a sense

indicative of the efficiency of the industrial medical practice

of the past. To find so high a percentage of the men infected

with a grave disease, capable of seriously impairing their effi-

ciency and thus of bringing discredit on railroad administra-

tion and danger to the public, is a matter for concern. To

find so much of the infection easily recognizable and yet

apparently unrecognized, suggests the need for a modern

revision of methods and conceptions in medical supervision."

Now if 4.2 per cent of all men have syphilis evident with-

out a Wassermann, and if three per cent of railroad men are

infected each year (our own statistics), it follows that the

Mayo Clinic ratios are not too high as against railroad men.

Wrecks Due to Defective Health

The next inquiry was directed to determine if the records

of railroads showed any wrecks caused by syphilis. We
have answers from the chief surgeons or claim departnients

of 47 railroads. These clearly demonstrate that nothing has

been done to determine the causes of wrecks.

The American College of Surgeons was next asked for

assistance in unearthing railroad wrecks caused In- syphilis.

From the literature, there has been reported the following

situation

:

Expressions of belief in the important role played by

syphilis as a factor in serious railway accidents arc wide-

spread. A bibliography of 22 titles is appended (appendix

A). This belief is shared by a number of railway chief

surgpons.

Incidents of near-wrecks when dangerous neuro.syphilitics

were found handling trains, or who became violently insane

soon after exercising such responsibility, are also numerous.

For example: (f) A conductor had vertigo and blunted

memory while running fast train; another conductor (1) had

"hemiparesis," amnesia, diplopia, etc., and had to be taken

from his train; (2) a fireman became unconscious; (2) an

engineer came to a hospital able to obey commands, but

unable to understand what he was doing; (2) an engineer in

a hospital insisted upon going back to w-ork because "the

[iresident of the road had wxitten" wanting him back, but

this man had attacks of partial paralysis; there are several

cases of forgetfulness while on duty, and the insane hospitals

furnish many instances of violent insanity following closely

upon duty in hazardous railroad occupations. One engineer

ran a fast train in the East, two hours after completing tlu

run tried to kill his wife, and died in a short time from brair,

syphilis. All of the above near-accidents, which could Jjc

multiplied many times, were due to syphilis, and most of

tliem reported by physicians not in railroad work.

Actual wrecks caused by syphilis: The Baker Bridge acci-

dent on the Boston & Maine in 1905 apjx^ars to us undoubt-

edly due to syphilis, and the presumption is raised that many
if not most wrecks, and other accidents, caused by an em
ployee wilfully disregarding usual precautions are due to

syphilis. There are many such accidents in medical literaturi

;

for example, conductors who confused orders, engineers whu

became paralyzed, unconscious or died suddenly in the cab or

ran past signals; trainmen who fell from moving cars. Large

damages are paid by railroads for "cord injuries'' due ti'

svphilis and actual insanity on duty. There are men in ri

sponsible positions w'ho are suft'ering from brain and cord

svi>liilis. Three cases of beginning insanity due to syphilid

were discovered on one railroad. It cannot be doubted that ;i

thorough examination would disclose many more.

Remedies

Granted that syphilis is an important factor in railwax

accidents, what are we going to do altout it?

(1) Treat syphilis in railway hospitals and when feasiblt

at emergency stations, because

—

(a) We can get hold of the cases more often and quickei

when free treatment is given and a square deal is

assured.

(b) The community and other employees can be protected

by quarantine in no other way.

(c) The patient can get efficient treatment.

(d) Laboratory facUities for early and prompt diagnosis

and to check treatment are available.

(2) Teach the early diagnosis of neurosyphilis, by

neurologic examination before the lahoraton,- can tell us any-

thing, and before definite tissue destruction has taken place

so tliat neurosyphilis can be cured, not being misled by the

lack of primary and secondary manifestations of the

neurotrophic spirochete.

(.?) When a man-failure accident occurs, the men involved

should be very carefully examined, to determine every pos-

sible phvs'cnl defect which might have had a bearing on tlie

accident. Tliis evidence should then be reviewed in conjunc-

t TIiisc numbers refer to the bibliography.
" nililinKrapiiy—Appendix—

A

1. Burnett. S! G. Med. Herold. 19M, 33. p. 14 20.

2. Camp, r. D. J. A. M. A. I'lS. 61. p. 655-6.';''.

3. London Correspondent. T. A. M. A., 1908, 51 p. 928.

4. Diller. T. Penn. M. T., 191213. 16, p. 805-807.

5. Diinlon. VV. B. J. A. M. A.. 1909, 52, p. 2098-2100.

6 rieckcr. Hon. Tracy C. (PrivileRcd Communications). J. A. M. A .

l,-<96, 26 p. 1065-1067.
7. Hicks, C. Rv. Snrpeon J., 1904 1905. 11, p. 19.

8. HiiRhes. C. H. Alienist and Neurologist, 1908. 29.

9. Tolinson. E. T. Rv. Sureeon T.. 1905, 12. p. 264-269.

10. "Knapp. r. C. BoVton M. & S. J., 1908, 1.58, p. 187-189.

(See the romniiltee's Report).

11 Moore, I. T. Texas State J. M.. 1906-7, 2. p. 202-294.

12 I'acan "J. O. Atl.inlie Monthly, 1908. 101. p. 80-87. Am. J. ln«an-

ily. 1909, 65, p. 541-542.
U Priestley. T. P. Rv. Surgeon T. 1014 1915. 21. p. ,101 302.

14. Pyle. I. I- Ry. Siirccn T.. 1918-1920, 25. p. 199-201.

15. Committee Report, t New and Mant. Dis.. 1911, 38, p. 227-231.

16. RoEers. r. B. Rv. Surceon T., 1913-1914, 20, p. 3.50-354.

17. Stokes & Brehn.er. T. Ind. Hyfriene, 1920, 1. p. 419427,
18. Thomas. C. D. Rv. Suroeon J.. 1908.1909. 15, p. 404-406. -

19. Oliver. E. A. I. Ind. Hvijiene, Sept., 1919.

20. Everett. R. TT. I. Ind. Hygiene. Sept., 1920.

21. Chace. A. E. J. Ind. Hygiene, Oct. 1920. p. 224.

22. 37lh Annual Report- Mass. Board of Railroad CommiHioner*.
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tion with the facts brought out at the investigation of the

accident.

(4) Reorganization of the medical examination of appli-

cants, and periodic re-cxamination of employees to meet

modern standards.

It may reasonably be concluded from the above facts that

syphilis alone would warrant a different viewpoint in demon-
strating the causes of railway wrecks. Add to this disease

all the other physical afflictions, congenital and acquired,

which could have a bearing, and it would seem that we have

sufficient reasons for a complete reorganization of our method
of examining applicants for employment; for maintaining

the physical condition of employees and for the more thor-

ough investigation of railway accidents.

Small Vertical-Type Air Compressors

THE Ingersoll-R.and Company, New York, announces

a new line of small vertical air compressors known as

Type Fifteen. In addition to plain belt drive, each of

the four sizes is built as a self-contained electric motor out-

fit, driven through a pinion and internal gears, or by employ-
ing a short belt drive arrangement. The compressing end

and electric motor of both gear and short belt-drive units are

furnished mounted on a common sub-base, so that they are

in no way dependent upon the foundation for correct aline-

ment.

Several noteworthy features of construction have been in-

corporated, of which the constant-level lubrication system is

the most important. Others include the constant speed un-

loader for plain belt-drive machines; the centrifugal unloader

3-in. by 3-in. Air-Cooled and 4%-m. by 5-in. Water-Cooled

Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressors

for start and stop control machines; and the increased size

of the water reservoir cooling pot.

The lubrication of small vertical compressors employing

the enclosed crank case and splash system has often been

a source of concern wherever oil in the air is a serious

menace. The tendency of the old system has been to feed

too much, resulting in the discharged air containing excess

oil, or too little, causing scored cylinders, excess loads and

burned out bearings.

.Vs with the ordinarj- splash system, the base of the com-

pressor forms an oil reservoir for the constant-level system.

However, with this system, pet cocks detennine the maximum
and minimum amount of oil in the reservoir. Above this

reservoir and directly underneath the connecting rod is a

constant-level pan. Oil is pumped from the reservoir into

this constant-level pan through a unique oil pump. Re-

f;ardless of the amount of oil in the reservoir, so long as it

i- somewhere between the high and low level pet cocks, this

system will function, insuring a constant-level of oil in the

pan. A projecting stem on the connecting rod dips into this
pan and distributes just a sufficient quantity of oil for proper
lubrication.

The constant speed unloader controls the unloading of the
compressor by automatically opening the inlet valve when
the receiver pressure rises above that at which the unloader
is set to operate. When the receiver pressure has fallen a
predetermined amount, the unloader automatically releases

the inlet valve and allows the compressor to return to work
and thus build up the receiver pressure again.

The centrifugal unloader allows the compressor to start

under "no load" such as is essential when automatic start

and stop control is used, and permits the electric driving
motor to come up to full speed before the load is thrown on
automatically. This unloader accomplishes its purpose by
holding the inlet valve open until the motor has reached full

speed.

The smallest size is built with either ribbed cylinder for

air cooling, where the service is intermittent, or a water-
jacketed cylinder of the reservoir type for constant service.

All other sizes are built with the water jacket of the reservoir

type. The belt and electrically-driven machines include the

3 in. by 3 in. air-cooled, the 3 in. by 3 in., the 3^ in. by
4 in. and the 4i/ in. by 5 in. water reservoir cooled machines.

The Daylight Lamp Type of signal gives a more arresting

signal than a semaphore and is visible at a longer range in ad-

verse conditions. This is from the. report of Major G. L. Hall,

inspecting officer of the British Ministry of Transport, on a

collision which occurred near Gravesend on the South Eastern

& Chatham Railway on August 21 last. In the somewhat limited

space available at the location investigated—where an engineman

and fireman had both passed the signal without observing it—the

light signal is recommended "for the consideration of the manag-
ing committee" of the railway. Following this recommendation,

and closing the report, Major Hall says this was a typical e.\-

ample of the class of accident preventable by automatic train

control. The collision occurred at 6:45 a. m. during the preva-

lence of a dense mist. The engineman did not remember ever

having been stopped at this signal before, and the inspector ob-

serves that the infrequency of stop signals at this point "has a

distinct bearing on the case." The fireman's observation of the

signal is believed to have been "quite perfunctory and he is very

much to blame for having misled his dri\cr."

^S
1 "^ \"^
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International

"The Oldest Station of the Oldest Railroad in the World"

Mount Clare Station of the Baltimore & Ohio Built in 1830 and Used Now
As a Freight Station. The Station Was Built For the Use of the Line
From the Western End of Pratt Street, Baltimore, to the Carroll Viaduct.

\Vi Miles. Toward Ellicotts Mills, the Terminus at That Time of the B. &
O.—a H-Mile Railroad—This Station Supplanted a Wooden Structure Built

in 1829.
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The American Association of Freight Traffic Officers will

hold its annual business meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
hotel, New York City, on Monday, December 11, followcil 1)y

a banquet in the evening.

Employees of the Chesapeake & Ohio, to the number of

about 600, are to receive bonuses, a fixed sum for each day,

for their voluntary service in doing emergency work during

the shopmen's strike of last summer.

The Northern Pacific Shop Workers' Association is the

latest addition to the ranks of the "company unions" not

allied with National organizations. The new union is reported

to have agreed with the company on wage scales and working
conditions.

The North Carolina Short Line Railroad Association held

its annual meeting at Southport, N. C, on November 21.

C. J. Fields, manager of operation and traffic of the Wil-
mington, Brunswick & Southern, was elected president of

the association.

A jury in a trial court at Chicago, on December 1, awarded
a brakeman on the Pere Marquette $41,000 for the loss of

an arm and permanent injury to a foot, received when he

was thrown from a freight car at Lansing, Mich. The brake-

man maintained that the brake chain was too long.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has made agree-

ments with the engincmen's and the firemen's brotherhoods to

continue present pay and conditions until September 30, 1923.

The agreements provide for the withdrawal of all cases now-

pending before the United States Railroad Labor Board.

Pierce Butler's nomination as an associate justice of the

L'nitcd States Supreme Court was passed over by the Senate

on December 4 at the close of the extra session, because of

the opposition of Senators La Follette and Norris, and
President Harding, on the fifth, sent the nomination to the

new session of the Senate.

The Southern Pacific is operating a "demonstration train "

of 11 cars over its Texas lines, carrying e.xhibits of agricultural

products in great variety, live stock and farm implements;

prize winning dairy and beef cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry.

A home demonstration car contains exhibits of cooking and
sewing. G. A. Long, director of exhibits of the West Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College, has charge of the

exhibits.

Grade Crossing Controversy in Toledo

The Toledo, Ohio, city cmMuil has forbidden the further con-

struction of railroad tracks in the Lower Town district of tiiat

city between Galena street and Bay \'icw Park, following the

action of the .Ann Arbor Railroad in bringing suit against the

city to secure authority to cross several streets in the forbidden

district. A proposal to concentrate several Lower Town rail-

roads across one street and thus avoid the cost of eliminating a

number of grade crossings will t>c considered by the council at

a future meeting.

Candidates fcr Offi-ers of Signal Section, A. R. A.

The nominating cominittee of the Signal Seciiim of the .\incri-

can Railway Asoriation aiuioiiiiccs the selection of the following

candidates for officers of the Section, to be voted for at the

annual meeting next March: C li.iirman. B. T. Anders<ni (I'-. L.

& W.); first vice-chairman, V\'. M. Vandcrshiis (I. C.t: second
vice-chairman, W. M. Post (Penn.). The time of holding the

nnnnnt meeting having been changed, the terms of these officers

will be from March. 1923. to March, 1924.

A. S. C. E. to Meet in January

The scvcntielli annual meeting of the American .Society of Civil

Engineers will Ix; held at the headquarters of the society, 33 West
.59th street, Nevy Voik City, on January 17-19 inclusive. The
business meeting will be called to order at 10 a. in. on January 17.

at which time the annual reports will be read, officers for tlic

ensuing year elected, reports of special committees presented,

medals and prices awarded, honorary membership conferred with

formal appropriate ceremonies and other business transacted.

Automatic Train-Control Orders Modified

The Ititerstate Commerce Commission has authorized the Cen-

tral of New Jersey to install, in accordance with the terms of its

order, an automatic train-stop or train-control device between Red
Rank, X. J., and Winslow Junction, X. T., in lieu of the installa-

tion required upon the portion of its line designated in the order

of June 13. The Great Northern has also been authorized to

make an installation upon one full passenger-locomotive division

between Minot, N. D., and Williston, N. D., in lieu of the installa-

tion required in the order. The petition of the Richmond, Fred-
ericksburg & Potomac for a moditication of the order with tepcct
to certain requirements was denied.

Largest Railwaj' Mail Terminal

The largest mail terminal station in the world was put in

operation on December 3, when the Chicago Post Office took

possession of the new building at Van Buren street and the

Chicago river, Chicago, erected for it by the Chicago Union
Station Company. The building is 800 ft. in length and contains

belt conveyors, automatic hoists, pneumatic tubes, tilting parcel

dumps, and other mechanical devices to aid in the handling of

mail. It is equipped to care for 3,000 tons or 100.000 sacks of

parcels a day. The building has direct loading facilities on track

level for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul ; the Chicago & Alton and the Pennsylvania.

This terminal was described in the Railway Age of March 4.

page 513.

New Freight Cars in 1922

The railroads of the United States from January 1 to Novem-
ber 1 this year had 47,802 more new freight cars, either ordered

and under construction, or installed in actual service, than durinu

the entire year 1921, according to reports received by the Car
Service Division A. R. A.; that is to say, a total of 117,238 cars

During the year 1921 the total was 69.436.

Of the total this year. 50.196 were box cars, of which, np to

X'ovembcr 1. 19,3.^2 had been installed. Coal cars ordered totaled

49.383. of which 26.812 were actually installed.

There was also an increase of 716 in the number of locomotives

installed or on order. Locomotives installed up to November I

totaled 866. while orders had been placed for 1.232, making a total

of 2.098. as compared with 1.382 in the 12 months of 1921.

D. T. & L Has Deficit for 10 Months

Deficits since July 1 have finally wiped out the net railway

operating income earned by the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton during

the first six months of the year, and for the 10 months ended

October 31 the road had a deficit of ?U«.807. which represented

a decrease of $514,115 as compared with the net earned in the

corresponding perird of last year, according to its report to the

Interstate Commerce Commission. For October the deficit was

$174,457. l'"or the 10 months' period the operating revenues

were $7,467,782, an increase of $2,056,464. The operating ex-

penses were $6,328,875, an increase of $2,036,457, but there was

1106
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a debit balance in equipment rents amounting to $1,137,490, which
was $531,561 greater than the debit balance for the previous year.

Maintenance of way expenses increased $411,034, and maintenance
of cqiu'pmcnt increased $919,627, while transportation expenses
increased $7in,%5 and tradic expenses decreased $12,425.

Lehigh Valley Disposes of Morris Canal

By an agreement signed last week by representatives of the

State of New Jersey and officers of the Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company, the Morris Canal, extending from the Delaware River
at Phillipsburg, N. J., to New York Harbor at Jersey City, is

'•Uleially abandoned, and the property is divided between the rail-

mad company and the state, the railroad company paying over
S75,000.

The canal has been in the hands of the railroad company since

1S71, and though regular business on it has long since ceased, the

railroad company has been at large and constant expense to keep
the waterway technically in condition for navigation. Negotia-

tions have been going on between the state and the railroad com-
pany for many years, but until now without result.

To the railroad company the important feature of the present

agreement is the acquisition of absolute title to the freight termi-

nal occupied by the road in Jersey City ; the "Big Basin" going to

the railroad company and the "Little Basin" to the state. The
railroad retains the right-of-way of the canal from the eastern

terminus to the Hackcnsack River, and also terminal properties at

Phillipsburg. The state retains the rest of the canal, including

the right to divert water from Lake Hopatcong, and other water

rights.

Roadmasters Elect Officers

,\t the convention of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way
Association at Cleveland on November 23, the following officers

were elected to serve for the ensuing year : President, J. P.

Corcoran, roadmaster, C. & A., Bloomington, 111. ; first vice-presi-

dent, J. B. Alartin, supervisor, N. Y. C, Elkhart, Ind. ; second

vice-president W. E. Muff, roadmaster, A. T. & S. P., Newton,
Kan. ; secretary P. J. McAndrews, roadmaster, C. & N. W.,

Sterling, 111. ; treasurer, T. F. Donahoe, general supervisor of

road, B. & O., Pittsburgh, Pa. ; members executive committee

(two years), H. R. Clarke, district engineer, C. B. & Q., Lincoln,

Neb.; B. C. Dougherty, roadmaster, C. M. & St. P., Chicago;

(four years), J. P. Davis, roadmaster. Central Indiana, Anderson,

Ind., and C. H. Gruver, roadmaster, C. R. I. & P., Manly, Iowa.

Chicago was selected as the place where the next convention

would be held.

On the same morning the Track Supply Association, which

presented an exhibit in connection with the convention, elected

officers : President, F. M. Condit, railroad department, Fairbanks,

Morse & Co., Chicago ; vice-president, J. J. Cozzens, salesman.

Union. Switch & Signal Company, New York ; secretary-treasurer,

W. C. Kidd, Ramapo-.'\jax Corporation, Hillburn, N. Y.

;

director (two years), J. Howard Horn, sales manager, Naticnal

Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.

New York Railroad Club Golden Jubilee Dinner

The New York Railroad Club will celebrate its fiftieth anni-

versary by holding a Golden Jubilee Dinner at the Commodore
Hotel, New York, on Tuesday evening, December 12. The prin-

cipal speaker of the evening will be E.x-Governor John J. Corn-

well of West Virginia.

Ex-Governor Cornwell comes of very old American stock and
is regarded as the leading citizen of the state of West Virginia.

He is resolute and fearless and an able and clear thinker. One
of his friends is responsible for the statement that "He be'.icves

that we are the greatest commercial and agricultural nation atop

of earth and he believes in the American people and does not

believe that demagogic politicians should injure the American
people. He believes in the railroads of our country as the great

distributors of our products."

H. H. Vreeland will preside at the dinner as toastmaster.

George A. Post will speak of the importance of the club and

Mr. Vreeland will trace its history. Ten days before the din-

n;r 2,100 reservations had been made, so that it will be the

greatest railroad event of this kind which has ever been held in

this country. Reservations may still be made through J. F.

MacKnuIty, Pressed Steel Car Company, 55 Broad street. New
York.

A Bill to Create Seven Regional I. C. C.'s

A bill to amend the interstate commerce act by providing for

the creation of regional Interstate Commerce Commissions located

in districts to be constituted by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission was introduced in the House on December 5 by Repre-

sentative Hawes. Mr. Hawes also introduced another bill, which
provides for the creation of seven district commissions to be

designated, respectively, as the New England, Eastern, South-

eastern, Central, Western, Southwestern and Pacific divisions of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, each consisting of three

commissioners appointed by the President, to be charged with the

duty of enforcing the provisions of the interstate commerce act

pertaining to rates as to the territory included within their

divisions. The bill provides for hearings before the commission

at Washington in cases involving two or more of such divisions

and for appeals from the division commissions to the commission

at Washington.

Wage Statistics for September

—

Over $3,000,000 in Bonuses

The total number of employees reported by Class I railroads

for the month of September, 1922, was 1,708,591, an increase of

114,517, or 7.2 per cent, over the preceding month, according

to the monthly statistical bulletin issued by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. The total compensation was $238,735,394, an

increase of $13,758,750, or 6.1 per cent. The largest increase in

employment appears in the maintenance of equipment and stores

group, which was 96,505. The total number of employees falling

within that group was 410,278, or 85 per cent of the average

number employed during the 12 months preceding the strike.

The number of persons employed as machinists, blacksmiths, or

boilermakers was 69 per cent of the average for the year ended

June 30, 1922.

As in August, the overtime made by shop employees was ab-

normally heavy, representing 25.57 per cent of their total com-

pensation. In June, 1922, or the month just prior to the strike,

this percentage was 2.62.

Reports from 181 roads employing 98 per cent of the total

number of employees indicate that during the month the em-

ployees received bonuses amounting to $3,689,907 for loyal service

performed during the strike, which amount is not included in this

summary.
Compared with the previous month, the increase or decrease

(D) in the number of employees, by groups, was as follows:

Executives, officials and staff assistants
__

11

"

Professional, clerical and general D 7,060
Maintenance cf way and structures 1

Maintenance of equipment and stores 96,505
Transportation (other tliau train, engine and yard) 5,685

Transportation (yardniaslers, switch tenders and hostlers) 863
Transportation ftrain and engine service) 18,404

Net 114,517

The reduction in the number of employees in the professional,

clerical, and general group was brought about by a reduction in

the number of lieutenants and sergeants of police and patrolmen.

In June, 1922, there were 8,482 employees in these two classes.

In Julv. as a result of strike conditions, the number was increased

to 39,430.

A comparison of the number of employees and their com-

pensation, by months, follows

:

Number Total

Mcnth of employees compensation

September 1021' 1.718,3.10 $223,972,822

October, 19211 1.754,136 237,602,959

November 19''li 1,732,353 225,304,006

December.' 1921" 1.637,151 214,921.396

Tanuary 10^21 1.553.014 205.178.639

Febrnarv 1922' 1,545,040 194,523,427

March 19'2i 1,570,158 216,701,408

April," 1922 1,578,133 203.413.071

May, 1922 1.628.228 216.672,028

Tune 1922 1,685,414 222.932.689

Tulv 1122 1,467,824 193,571,244

Autrust,' 19^2 1.594,074 224,976,644

September. lO.^i 1,708.591 238,735,394

lExcIuiIcs Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.
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Court News
U. S. R. A. Baggage Regulations

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that not only did the

baggage regulations promulgated by the Railway Administration

during federal control set aside any state laws in conflict with

them, but they were binding upon all passengers, interstate or

intrastate, regardless of the passenger's lack of knowledge of the

regulations or the failure of the carrier to inquire as to the value

of the baggas;e—San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf v. Nast (Tex. Civ.

App.) 240 S. W. 596.

Sudden Application of Brakes Danger to Cattle in Cars

In an action for killing mules on the track the Texas Court

of Civil Appeals holds that with a heavy train, 40 carloads of

cattle moving down grade at IS or 20 miles an hour, with the

mules only 100 ft. ahead, it would have been poor judgment for

the engineman to apply his brakes in emergency, even if he could

hope to avoid striking the mules, since this would have thrown

the cattle in the cars oflf their balance, to their injury; and a

judgment for plaintiff was reversed.—Hines v. Pennington (Tex.

Civ. App.) 240 S. W. 703.

Landowner's Contract to Repair Railroad Fence

The Tennessee Supreme Court holds that a landowner's con-

tract to keep a railroad fence in repair with material furnished

by the railroad on notice of defects, the owner releasing the

company from all claims for damages to straying animals, is not

invalid for want of consideration, since the statute does not

impose on railroads the absolute duty of fencing their tracks

;

it merely makes them liable for the value of stock killed by its

moving trains if the track is not fenced. The owner cannot

recover for the value of his stock killed as a result of his own
failure to give notice to the railroad of defects in the fence.

—

P.Mtord v. Louisville & Nashville (Tenn.) 240 S. \V. 759.

United States Supreme Court

Alleged Overcharge Not Recoverable

Under Anti-Trust Law
Action was brought under the ,^nti-Trust Act by a manufac-

turer of excelsior and flax tow at St. Paul against eight railroad

companies, members of the Western Trunk Line Committee and
their officers, for damages alleged to have resulted from an agree-

ment for uniform rates from St. Paul on e.xcelsior and tow. The
rates had been approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Whether there was a cause of action under section 7 of the ."Knti-

Trust -Act was the sole question for decision. The Supreme Court

of the United States answers the question in the negative, affirm-

ing a judgment in favor of the defendants by the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit (271 Fed. 444).

The plaintiff alleged conspiracy to eliminate competition. The
Supreme Court holds that a rate is not necessarily illegal because

it is the result of a conspiracy in restraint of trade in violation of

the Anti-Trust .Act. What rates are legal are determined by the

Ac to Regulate Commerce. Congress did not intend to provide

the .shipper, from whom illegal rates have been exacted, with an

additional remedy under the Anti-Trust Act. "If a shipper could

recover under section 7 of the Anti-Trust Act for damages re-

sulting from the exaction of a rate higher than that which would

fdherwise have prevailed, the amount recovered might, like a rebate,

operate to give him a preference over his trade competitors. If is

no answer to say that each of these might bring a similar action

under section 7. L'niform treatment would not result, even if all

sued, unless the highly imprnbable happened, and the several juries

and courts gave to each the same measure of relief."

It is the Commission which must determine whether a rate is

discriminatory, in the first instance at least. Not only did the in-

jury complained of rest on hypothesis, but the damages alleged

were purely speculative. Damages must be proved by facts from
which their existence is logically and legally inferable. They can-

not be supplied by conjecture. Exaction of the higher legal rate

may not have injured the plaintiff at all; and for every article

competing with excelsior and tow, the adjustment of the rate must
have been made. No court or jury could say that, if the rate had
been lower, Keogh would have enjoyed the difference or that any
other advantage would have accrued to him. Judgment for de-

fendants affirmed. Keogh v. Chicago & North Western. Opinion

by Mr. Justice Brandeis. Decided November 13, 1922.

Not Liable for Obstruction of River by Old Piles

In 1895 the California Pacific was authorized to build a new-

bridge over the Sacramento River at Sacramento, the approval
of the Secretary- of War being given on condition that the

company remove the piers of the old bridge to a depth of 7

It. below low-water level. This condition was complied with,

the old piles being cut down three or four feet lower than

was required, to a level with or below the then existing bed
of the river. Subsequent dredging operations by the govern-
ment gradually lowered the bed of the river until, in 1918, the

old stumps protruded several feet above the river bed. In

that year a dredger, drifting down the river, struck a stump
and sank. The owner sued the California Pacific and the

Southern Pacific, the railroads using the bridge, for damages
for collision. The federal district court dismissed the libel.

This was reversed by the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth
Circuit, on the ground that the railroads should have guarded
against the probability of the channel shifting and the fiver

bed being lowered.

The United States Supreme Court has reversed the decree
of the Circuit Court of Appeals and affirmed that of the dis-

trict court, holding that the railroads were entitled to rely on
tlic order of the Secretary of War, and having complied with

it, could not reasonably be held to an indefinite and specula-

tive responsibilit}' for changed conditions. The subsequent
obstruction was due to changes of a most radical character

in the river channel, brought about, in the main, by the gov-
ernment itself, which the railroads were not negligent in

failing to anticipate, so that, even leaving out of consideration

the order of the Secretary of War, there appeared no ground
on which the railroads could be held liable.—Southern Pa-
cific V. Olympian Dredging Co. Opinion by Mr. Justice

Sutherland. Decided November 13, 1922.

Not Liable for Injury to Boy Climbing Bridge

.\ public municipal steel truss bridge over the tracks of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford at 149th street, New
York City supports cross arms carrying bare electric wires
for operating the trains. The nearest wire is 19 inches from
the floor of the bridge. With difficulty and danger active boys
can climb to the highest parts of the bridge and often did,

until chased away. A board at each end of the bridge bore a

warning against the danger of live wires. In June, 1916, a

boy eight years old climbed to the top of the bridge after a

bird's nest, touched the wire and received severe injuries, for

which he and his father sued the railroad. The Circuit Court
of .Appeals, Second Circuit, affirmed judgments for the plain-

tiffs February, 1921, 271 Fed. 419.

The United S'ates Supreme Court has reversed these judg-
ments. "Infants have no greater right to go upon other
people's land than adults, and the mere fact that they are

infants imposes no duty upon land owners to expect them
and to prepare for their safety," in the absence of some temp-
tation amounting to invitation. In the present case there

was no such invitation. "It is clear that if the plaintifT had
lieen an adult, he could not recover; and we are unable to find

any sufficient evidence from which the jury could have prop-
erly concluded that the railway company either directly or by
implication invited or licensed him to climl> upon the strut

to a point from which he could touch the bare wire thirty

feet above the street. The motion for an instructed verdict

should have been granted." N. Y., N. H. & H. v. Fruchter.
Opinion bv Mr. Justice McRevnolds. Decided November 13,

1922.
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Drawbridge Operators Classified

as Stationary Engineers

A question was raised by the employees of the New York
Central regarding the classilication and rating of the men in

charge of the operation of a drawbridge which is swung by steam
power at Charlotte, N. Y. The duties of these men consist of

operating the engine incident to the swinging of the bridge, firing

the boiler and making routine repairs to the power plant. The
employees contended that these men should be classified as sta-

tionary engineers, while the railroad contended that they are

drawbridge operators. The Labor Board decided that they should

be classified as stationary engineers.

—

Decision No. 1354.

Engine Watchmen Entitled to Meal Period

The Gulf Coast Lines employ three engine watchmen at Anchor-
age, La., each of which is assigned to work 8 hours a day, ex-
clusive of the meal period, which makes a spread of 8 hr. and 20
min., from the time they report for duty until they are released.

The employees contended that these men should be allowed 20
min., or more for a meal period without deduction in pay since

they did not leave the premises of the road for lunch, nor neglect
any of their duties ; there was sufficient time in which to eat

while waiting for steam or for an engine to fill with water or
oil. They contended further that the carrier has no right to

hold them on duty an extra 20 min., without e.xtra compensation.
The carrier contended that it was within its rights by arranging
the shifts in this manner and requiring a 20-min. overlap. The
Labor Board decided that in accordance with section a-2, Article

V, of Decision No. 501, the employees should be granted a

meal period not to exceed 20 min.. without any deduction in pay
and without being required to lap shifts or make up this time.

Decision No. 1345.

Right of Express Company to

Reduce Number of Messengers

In the complaint filed against the American Railway Express
liy the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, etc., the

Tight of the company to make a reduction in the number of

messengers on trains between Clarksdale and Yazoo City, Miss.,

was contested. On March 14, 1922, the company abolished one

run and so arranged the schedules that three messengers were
able to handle the same trains as four had handled before.

The employees requested that the runs be re-established with the

four messengers and that the three messengers who had been

assigned to these runs be paid a salary commensurate with the

number of increased hours they had been compelled to work.

As the evidence did not indicate that the reduction in crews and

increase in mileage was made for the purpose of offsetting the

rules of the agreement, the Labor Board denied the claim of the

employees.

—

Decision No. 1338.

Trainmen and Conductors Required to

Operate Air Dump Cars

The Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen protested against the action of the North-
western Pacific in requiring trainmen to operate "Lidgerwoods,"

Jordan spreaders or air dump cars. In drawing up the agree-

ment with its employees the railway agreed to relieve trainmen

from the physical operation of Hart convertible and similar types

of work cars which are dumped by means of a ratchet operated

by a man at the end of the car. Air dump cars require merely

the- manipulation of a valve located on the end of the car to dump
the car and return it to the normal position after dumping.

It has been the practice for trainmen to operate these valves,

while maintenance of way employees were assigned to the

operation of such cars as required physical effort. The Labor
Board decided that the service required was not unduly burden-

some and that it was reasonable to call upon trainmen to operate

the valves on air dump cars.

—

Decision No. 1326.

Proof of Authority for Representation Required

On April 18, 1922, the chief executive of the United Brother-

hood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Railway Shop
Laborers claimed, before the Labor Board, that the organization

represented a majority of the maintenance of way employees and
railway shop laborers on the Wabash, Chester & Western. The
railway contended that there was no controversy between it and

its employees ; that on that railroad there was no organization

of the employees referred to and that the complainant organi-

zation did not represent anyone on that road ; and it refused to

deal with them. The Labor Board decided that the road should

arrange to hold a conference with the representatives of the

maintenance of way organization ; and if they can produce evi-

dence that the employees on this road have designated that

organization to represent them, negotiations shall be conducted

in an effort to agree upon rules and working conditions covering

the employees involved.

—

Decision No. 1357.

Extended Leave of Absence Sustained

A bridge and building foreman on the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville was granted two months' leave of absence to serve as

general chairman of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of

Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers. At the end of

this period he decided to retain this position permanently and the

railway demoted him to carpenter, contending that an employee
in a supervisory capacity should not act as general chairman
representing the employees. He was further notified that if he

expected to remain in the service of the carrier as a carpenter,

he would have to work enough time to keep his name on the

payroll. The employees appealed to the Labor Board, which
decided that it has been a recognized and time-honored practice

with practically all carriers having working agreements with

their employees to grant leaves of absence (ofttimes indefinite

with full retention of seniority rights) to general chairmen

representing large groups of employees in order that they might
perform the duties incumbent upon that position. The Labor
Board decided that the carrier was not justified in refusing this

man further leave and free transportation and that he should be

restored to the seniority roster in accordance with his standing

prior to his demotion.

—

Decision No. 1342.

Selection of Employee Representation

In accordance with Decision No. 119, the Pere Marquette

entered into negotiations with a committee representing the United

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America which was

recognized by the carrier as the duly recognized representatives

of the workmen in the bridge and building department. In

these conferences certain working rules and agreements were

agreed upon, while certain others were not agreed upon and

were submitted to the Labor Board for decision. Later the road

entered into negotiations with the United Brotherhood of Mainte-

nance of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers, in the

course of which a disagreement arose regarding the scope of the

rules so negotiated. The Maintenance of Way Brotherhood con-

tended that it represented all employees in the maintenance of

way department, while the carrier took the position that the bridge

and building employees were represented by another committee

and should therefore be eliminated from the scope of the rules

under consideration. Later the carrier placed in effect the pro-

visions of Decision No. 501 for all employees referred to therein,

including those of the bridge and building department in lieu of

the rules agreed upon in the conference with the committee of

the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.

Representatives of the employees took the position that the road

should not have applied Decision No. 501 to the employees in the

bridge and building department in lieu of the rules that had been

agreed upon. In its opinion the Labor Board took the position

that it will not decide questions as to the jurisdiction of organiza-

tions nor as to representation of employees. It sustained the

carrier in the application of Decision No. 501 to the employees

of the bridge and building department and stated that the in-

clusion of these employees shall not preclude them from select-

ing representatives of their own choosing.

—

Decision No. 1358.
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New General Manager for

the Great Eastern of England

S. A. I'annvell. assistant general manager of the Great Eastern
of Englaml, has been appointed general manager succeeding Sir

Henry Thornton, K. B. E., who has gone to Canada to take up
his new duties as president of the Canadian National Railways.

Mr. Paniwell entered railway service as a surveyor for the

Great Northern Railway (England') and in January, 1909, was
appointed land agent of the Great Eastern. When Sir Henry
Thornton became general manager, Mr. Parnwell was named as

one of a committee to draw up a new plan for the organization

of the company. When the new organization was put into effect

Mr. Parnwell was appointed assistant to the general manager.
In 19! 6 he became secretary and comptroller. During the war
when Sir Henry Thornton's military duties kept him from his

post with the Great Eastern, Mr. Parnwell served as acting

general manager. At the end of hostilities he was appointed

assistant general manager.

British Firms Secure South

African Electrification Contracts

.\ number of British tirms have secured the contracts for the

railway electrification in Natal, South Africa. The total expen-
diture involved is placed at £4,500.000. Among the tirms partici-

pating are: Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.; C. A. Par-
sons & Company, Ltd.; Babcock & Wilco.x, Ltd.; British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd. ; Telegraph Manufacturing Company ; A.
Iteyrolle & Company, Ltd.; South .'\frican General Electric Com-
pany. For the automatic telephone exchange equipment contracts

aggregating ilOO,000_ have been awarded to Messrs. Siemens
Brothers & Company' Ltd., of Woolwich, England.
The contracts placed with the Metropolitan-Vickers Company

include seventy-eight 3,000-volt, direct-current electric locomotives,
according to the Times (London) Trade Supplement for No-
vember 25, 1922. The electrical equipment for the locomotives
will be built at the Sheflield works of the Vickcrs Compajiy. The
section of railway to be electrified extends from Glencoe to Pic-

termaritzburg, a distance of about 20O miles. The new locomo-
tives are expected to be capable of making a round trip from
Ladysmith to Pietermaritzburg once every twenty-four hours for

six days a week, the distance being 129 miles each way.

Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives

The CAN.^DIAN National Railways are inquiring

65 locomotives.

for about

Georges Clemenceau at New Haven—Yale Students Cheering
for Him

The Lake Termin.^l has ordered two 8-wheel switching loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Union Pacific has ordered one 12-ft. cut rotary snow
plow from the American Locomotive Company.

The Louisiana Central Lumber Company has ordered one

Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Norton. Griffith Ltd.. Ceara, Brazil, have ordered 2, 4-wheel
switching locomotives and 2 Consolidation type locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Georgia Northern has ordered one 4-6-0 type locomo-
tive from the American Locomotive Company. This locomotive

will have 19 by 26 in. cylinders and a total weight in working
order of 143,000 lb.

The Detroit Terminal has ordered 2, .8-wheel switching

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. Tliese

locomotives will have 25 by 30 in. cylinders and a total weight

in working order of 240,000 lb.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Saui.t Ste. Marte has ordered

5 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. These locomotives will have 25 by 26 in. cylinders and a

total weight in working order of 269,(K)0 lb.

The Union Oil Company, Oleun, Cal., has ordered one

4-whecl switching locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company. This locomotive will have 16 by 24 in. cylinders and

a total weight in working order of 99,000 lb.

The Warren Pipe & Foundry Company. Phillipsburg, N. J.,

has ordered one 4-wheel switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 16 by 24 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 99,000 lb.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Co.mpany. .Mlentown, Pa., has

ordered one 4-wheel switching locomotive from the American
Locomotive Comixiny. Thi§ locomotive will have 14 by 22 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 79,(XX) lb.

The Riverside Portl.'vnd Cement Company, Riverside, Cal.,

has ordered one 0-6-0 switching locomotive from the American

Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 18 by 24 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 128,000 lb.

The Essex Terminal Railway, Walkerville, Ont., Canada,

has ordered one 6-\vheel switching locomotive from the /Xmeri-

can Locomotive Company. This locomotive will have 20 in. by 26

in. cylinders and a total weight in workini; order of 145,000

lbs.

The Inspectoria Federal das Estradas for: E. F. Central

no PiAiHV (Brazil") has ordered one 6-whccl switching locomo-

tive anil one consolidation type locomotive from the /Xmerican

Locomotive Company. The switching locomotive will have 13 by

18 in. cylinders and a total weight in working order of "0,000 lb..

and the consolidation type will have 17 by 22 in. cylinders and a

total wcisht in working order of 90,CKX) lb.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western has ordered 10 Mountain

type and 15 Mallet type locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company. The Mountain type will have 28 by 30 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 377.000 lb. Of

the Mallet type, 10 locomotives will have 25 and 39 by 32 in.

cylinders and a total weight in working order of 531,000 lb. and

five locomotives will have a totnl weight in working order of

230,000 lb.
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The Great Northern- is in the market for 500, 7S-ton steel

ore cars.

The St. Louis, Troy & Eastern is inquiring for 300 flat cars

of 50 tons' capacity, also for 100 gondola cars.

The Texas Company, reported in the Railway Age of October
21 as inquiring for 100 tank cars, has ordered this equipment
from the General American Tank Car Corporation.

The Canadian National Railways will ask for bids soon
for 100 general service coal cars, 100, 40-ton freight refrigerator

cars, 100 ballast cars, 800 automobile cars and 2,000 box cars of

40 tons' capacity.

The Union Pacific is asking for bids on 5,000 refrigerator

cars. These cars are for the Pacific Fruit Express. The plans
also include the construction of 300, 50-ft., refrigerator cars

equipped for passenger train service.

The Southern Pacific, reported in the Railivay Age of De-
cember 2 as asking for prices on 5,000 cars, is now inquiring for

1,700 cars additional, as follows: 1,150, 50-ton, drop-bottom gon-

dola cars ; 50, 50-ton tight-bottom gondola cars, and 500, 40-ton

logging cars.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 1,000 gon-

dola cars from the Pullman Company and 1,000 from the Western
'

Steel Car & Foundry Company. This is additional to the orders

placed by this company for 5,500 cars, as reported in the Railway
Age of December 2.

The Northern Pacific, reported in the Raihvay Age of Oc-
tober 28 as inquiring for 3,000 box cars, has ordered 1,000 of

these cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry Co., 1,000 from the

General American Car Company, and 1,000 from the Western

Steel Car & Foundry Company.

The St. Louis Southwestern, reported in the Raihvay Age
of November 4 as inquiring for 1,200 cars, has ordered 500 box

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, 500 automo-

bile cars from the Mt. Vernon Car Company and 200 convertible

cars from the Rogers Ballast Car Company.

The Union Tank Car Company, reported in the Railway

Age of November 11 as inquiring for from 500 to 2,000 tank

cars of 10,000 gal. capacity, has ordered 1,000 from the Standard

Steel Car Company, 1,000 from the American Car & Foundry

Company, 500 from the General American Tank Car Corporation

and 500 from the Cambria Steel Company.

Passenger Cars

for 30,The Me.mcan Post Office Department is inquiring

40-ft. steel mail cars.

The Canadian National Railways will ask for bids soon

for 100 steel sleeping cars.

The Southern Pacific contemplates coming in the market

soon for about 140 passenger train cars.

The New York Central, reported in the Railway Age of

November 11 as inquiring for 72 cars for passenger service, has

ordered 35, 70-ft. steel coaches with 4-wheel trucks from the

Pullman Company ; 5, 70-ft. combination passenger and baggage

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 10 multiple unit

steel passenger motor cars for suburban service from the Standard

Steel Car Company, all for use on the New York Central. An
order has also been placed for 10, 60 ft. 6 in. steel baggage cars

with the American Car & Foundry Company for use on the

Michigan Central.

Machinery and Tools

The New York Central is inquiring for a 6-ft. radial drill.

The Southern Pacific has ordered a piston-rod grinder, a

lathe and a quartering machine from the Niles-Bement-Pond Com-
pany.

I
Supply Trade News |
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The Power Specialty Company, New York City, has opened
new branch offices in Detroit, Mich., in the Dime Savings
Bank building, in charge of L. Lanyi, and in Boulder, Colo.,

at 2324 Fourteenth street, in charge of R. B. Nutting, who was
formerly Chicago district manager.

Ray G. White, formerly Chicago branch manager of B. M.
Jones & Co., Inc., has recently been appointed eastern rail-

road sales agent for the Mclnnes Steel Company, Ltd., Corry,
Pa., manufacturers of hammered crucible tool steels. Mr.
White has opened a temporary office at 56 Murray street,

New York City,

W. D. Hudson, formerly principal assistant engineer of
C. E. Smith & Co., has resigned to become associated in the
capacity of transportation engineer with Harland Bartholo-
mew, city plan engineer, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Hudson will

handle railroad and waterway transportation, also grade cross-
ing elimination problems.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has

set aside a fund of $400,000, the income from which will be
available for encouraging and rewarding service in the electri-

cal field by giving prizes to its employees. As an expression
of appreciation to Charles A. Coffin, who retired in May 1922

from the active leadership of the General Electric Company,
the board of directors named it the Charles A. Coffin Founda-
tion.

E. D. Lynch, of the railway department, Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been transferred to the New Haven, Conn., office, to fill

the vacancy made by J. P. Alexander's removal to the Boston,

Mass., office. R. W. Everson, sales manager of the Mexican
branch of the Westinghouse Electric Internationa! Company,
has been appointed district manager of the Atlanta, Ga., office

of the Westinghouse Lamp Company, to succeed Julien Bin-

lord, Jr., resigned. A. G. Crocker has been appointed special

power representative in the Detroit, Mich., office of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

A. C. Scherer has been appointed assistant to C. W. Gen-
net, Jr., in the supervision of the rail and track appliances

department of Robert W. Hunt & Company, Chicago. Mr.
Scherer graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1909,

and immediately entered the employ of Robert W. Hunt &.

Company, since which time he has served consecutively as

chief inspector at the Monterey (Mexico) Steel works, and
at the Lackawanna Steel Company's plant, and in charge of

the physical laboratory at Chicago, which position he held

at the time of his recent promotion. He served as a lieutenant

in the ordnance department of the United States Army during

the war.

Lorenzo C. Dilks has resigned as vice-president of the

George A. Fuller Company, New York, to become vice-presi-

dent of Starrett Brothers, Inc., New York City. Mr. Dilks'

offica will be in Chicago. Starrett Brothers, Inc., is a new
corporation, formed to carry on the business of building

construction by Paul Starrett, formerly president of the

George A. Fuller Company, Colonel W. .\. Starrett, formerly

vice-president of the George A. Fuller Company, prior to

that chairman 'of the construction division of the War Indus-

tries Board and who was also with Starrett & Van VIeck,

architects; Ralph Starrett, formerly of the Thompson-
Starrett Company, Andrew J. Eken, formerly vice-president

of the George A. Fuller Company, and Lorenzo C. Dilks.

Daniel M. Brady Honored

The directors of the Brady Brass Company. New York,

tendered a luncheon at the India House, New York, on Decem-

ber 6. in honor of their president, Daniel M. Brady. The dinner

was given in recognition of the fact that he has just completed

a half centurv of service in the raihvav industry and two score
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years in the metal trade. There were a large number of guests,

all business friends of Mr. Brady. Hon. Morgan J. O'Brien

presided as toastmaster and addresses were made by Henry A.

Bishop of Bridgeport, Conn.
; John F. Fowles, vice-president of

\V. R. Grace & Co.. and C. S. Trench, editor of the American
Metal Market. Mr. Bishop made a presentation speech, Mr.
Brady being the recipient of a gold watch, suitably engraved

for the occasion, from the stockholders of the company.

Railway Construction

Obituary

J. J. McCarthy, treasurer and chairman of the board of

directors of the Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company,
Chicago, whose death in Chicago from pneumonia on
November 25 was re-

ported in the Raikvay
Age of December 2,

was born at Burlington,

Vt., on April 8, 1842.

and moved to Chicago
with his parents in

1845. His first railway

experience was ac-

quired with the Chicago
& North Western in

1855. He was engaged
in the banking business

from 1856 to 1881 in

Chicago, being asso-

ciated with the Tinke-

ham Banking Company,
George C. Smith &
Company and the Bank
of Montreal, consecu-
tively. During the Civil

War he was in the

service of the Army of

the Potomac in the Quartermaster's Corps, being statioia-d

at Harper's Ferry. In 1881, he organized the Chicago Car

Roofing Company, which later became the Chicago-Cleveland

Car Roofing Company. At the time of the Chicago fire, when
the currency of the banks of that city could not be reached

because of the fire, Mr. McCarthy went to New York and

secured the first currency that was put into circulation im-

mediately following the fire. Mr. McCarthy was said to be

one of the two oldest residents of Chicago.

Trade Publications

Locomotive St.-\rtek.—.'K booklet describing and illustrating the

Street locomotive starter has recently been issued by Clement F.

Street, Greenwich, Conn. Photographs and drawings are included

showing the locomotive starter as applied tn the trailer a.xle, and

also diagrams showing the increase in starting tractive force

obtained by the application of the starter tn various types of

locomotives.

McCarthy

Tritkinc Compa,nies which do business at railroad freight sta-

tions in Manhattan, New York City, number more than ISO. and the

problem of general store-door delivery continues perplexing. .Vs

indicating the magnitude of the business to be dealt with. W. II.

Conncll, assistant manager of the traffic bureau of the Mer-

chants' Association, gives the following data : "During Augu>t

the American Railway Express Company made 2.626.000 calls

to pick up outbound shipments from Manhattan, Bronx,

Jersey City and Brooklyn. During this period that carrier

made 857.000 calls delivering inbound shipments, or a tot.il

of 3,483,000 calls. Of this total 85 per cent of the pick-ups

and delivery calls was made on Manhattan Island. Vehicles

used numbered 786, of which 412 were engaged in pick-up

service for outbound shipments and 376 for deliveries. The
pirk-up wagons made 237 calls per vehicle per day. The
average calls per vehicle in delivering inbound shipments

were 2,280 or 84.4 calls per vehicle per day. ... It is

re:isonable to assume that no trucking concern in New York
rity is making 84 calls per vehicle per day nn cither inbound

or outbound freight shipments."

iliiniitiiiitiiiiiiiDtiiiitmiiitiiiiiiiiiiiii niiiiiiiiiirtitiiiitriHtiiiirr

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has placed a contract with

Seaboard Construction Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., covering

the erection of new spans required to provide additional water-

way at its bridge crossing Grand Calumet river, Gary, Ind.

The additional opening supplements a 14-ft. arch built in 1908.

The new spans are of the deck plate girder type, double-track,

solid floor, 78 ft. and 25 ft. long, respectively.

C.\NADi.\x P.^ciFic.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Sidney E. Junkins Company of Winnipeg and Vancouver for

the construction of an ocean pier, 330 ft. by 850 ft., at Vancouver,

B. C. at .^n approximate cost of $2,000,000. The work is to be

completed by September 30, 1923.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company will build a

second main track for si.x miles between Sorento, 111., and Ayres,

at a cost of approximately $200,000.

Chicago. Indian.\polis & Louisville.—This company will con-

struct a one-story frame shop 45 ft. by 200 ft., at Lafayette, Ind.,

to cost approximately $8,000, to replace one recently destroyed by
lire.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—This company has

awarded a contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago,

for the rebuilding of a coaling station of 300 tons' capacity at

South Hammond, Ind., to replace one which was recently de-

stroyed by fire.

Illi.xois Central.—This company will construct a spur track

3 mi. long from the main line at Elkville. 111., to the mine of

the Black Servant Coal Company, at an estimated cost of $50,000.

The work will be commenced at once by company forces.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Herman & McCain Construction Company, Little Rock, .Ark.,

for the construction of a passenger station at Harrisburg, Ark.

The building will be 24 ft. by 71 ft., and will be of brick with

slate roof.

Pacikic Southwe.stern.—This company has been granted per-

mission by the Railroad Commission of California to construct

a standard gage line from Lompoc, Cal., to White Hall, a dis-

tance of approximately four miles.

Wisconsin Southern.—This company, which was organized

recently, has completed surveys for a line from Madison, Wis.,

to Calumetville, and plans to begin grading and track laying in

March, 1923. The road will eventually extend from Madison to

Manitowoc and other lake Michigan points, a distance of 164

miles. The project is expected to cost approximately $2,600,000.

C. D. Smith, of Fond du Lac, Wis., is president of the road.

N.,.t,-I .«- Il.rbrri

Irish Regular Army Railway Patrol Between Cork and

Mallow
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Railway Financial News
iiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiriiiiiit^

Buffalo & Susouf.hanxa.—Special Dh-idend.—This company
has declared a special dividend of $10 a share in addition to the

regular quarterly dividend of 1}4 per cent on the common stock,

also the regular semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent on the pre-

ferred stock. The dividends will be paid December 30 and dis-

tributed to holders of record December IS.

Chicago, Tefre Haute & Southeastern.—Authorised to

Issue Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to issue $713,000 of 5 per cent

first and refunding mortgage gold bonds to be delivered to the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for the payment of certain obli-

gations of the company and for the payment by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul for additions, betterments and extensions

to the property of the C. T. H. & S. E. The Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul was also authorized to assume obligation and liability

in respect of these bonds.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.—Equipment Trust Cer-
tiUcates Authorised.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has

authorized this company to assume obligation and liability in

respect of $300,000 of equipment trust certificates.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—Reserves Decision on Lease.—
Justice E. J. Gavcgan in special term of the Supreme Court of

New York on Tuesday reserved decision in the application of

Leon Tanenbaum, representing minority stockholders in the

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad, for an examination prior to

the trial of a suit against Henry Ford to restrain the company
from executing a lease for 75 years to the Detroit & Ironton

Railroad. This latter company was organized under the laws of

Delaware by Henry and Edsel Ford, who own almost the entire

stock. The complainant, who alleges that he invested $10,000 in the

old company, charges that the lease to Ford interests would deprive

the minority stockholders from sharing in any of the profits that

might be derived from the lease.

Erie.— Ca.s/i on Hand $6,000,000.— President F. D. Underwood
has denied reports of an impending receivership, stating that the

company has cash in hand of about $6,000,000 and bills due
January 1, 1923, amount to $2,737,411.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Nna Director.—E. E. Nash, vice-

president in charge of operation and maintenance of this road,

with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been elected a

director.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Dividends De-
clared.—The directors have declared a dividend of $2 on both

the preferred and common stock from the accumulated surplus

of 1909 to 1919, inclusive, payable December 28 to stock of record

December IS. The same dividend was declared by the Soo Line

in March out of accumulated surplus. The preferred stockholders,

however, took the matter into court, claiming that it was illegal

to pay anything on the ctmimon until the full amount for the

year had been paid on the preferred. The lower court upheld

the company, but the case was appealed and is still in litigation.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Sale Again Postponed.—The
sale of the properties of this railroad has again been postponed

to December 13, 14 and IS.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas.—Reorganisation Plan Approved.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 4 issued an

order approving the principal features of the reorganization plan

by which the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad is to take over

the properties of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and authorizing

the issuance of the securities in accordance with the plan. The
commission issued a certificate that the public convenience and
necessity require the acquisition of 19 lines of the system and
authorized the purchase of the stock of the companies, also the

acquisition and operation under trackage agreements of S lines

and terminal companies. Authority was also given for the ac-

quisition of control of the property leased by the Booneville
Railroad Bridge Company to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and
by the Oklahoma Belt to Charles E. Schaff as receiver for

that company, but action was deferred on the request for authority
to acquire that properly or the properties of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas Terminal Company of St. Louis. Authority was given
for the issue of $S2,942,752 of prior lien mortgage gold bonds,
series .A, $27,236,000 of prior lien bonds, series B, $29,121,347
of prior lien bonds, series C, of which $6,500,000 are to be
pledged with the director general of railroads, and $57,500,000 of
convertible adjustment mortgage gold bonds. The company is

also authorized to issue $30,000,000 of 7 per cent preferred stock
and such additional amount as may be necessary to effectuate the

conversion of the convertible bonds, also 1,000,000 shares of com-
mon stock without par value. Commissioner Eastman dissented.

New York Central.—iVm) Director.~W. P. Bliss has been
elected a director to succeed A. T. Hardin, deceased.

Stewartstown.—/lifej Authority to Issue Stock.—This company
has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority
to increase its capital stock from $100,000 to $200,000 to pay for

some improvements and to pay off a small bond issue.

Tionesta Valley.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to abandon its line from a point near Brookston to a
point near Nansen, Pa., 8^ miles.

Wichita Falls & Oklahoma.—.-Ji^j Authority to Issue Securi-
ties.—The Wichita Falls & Oklahoma Railway has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to issue $6,000 of

capital stock and $109,000 of first mortgage gold bonds and the

Wichita Falls & Oklahoma Railroad of Oklahoma has applied for

authority to issue $7,500 of stock and $418,000 of first mortgage
bonds. The Colorado & Southern has also applied for authority

to purchase the stocks and bonds of the Railway company and to

nominally issue its refunding and extension AYz per cent gold

bonds to the amount of $542,000 and to acquire control of the

Oklahoma company by purchase of its stock.

Wyandotte Terminal.—Authorized to Issue Stock.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company to

issue $415,000 of common stock for the purpose of acquiring

property formerly held under lease and additional property.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out or received from the

several roads the following amounts

:

Pittsbursh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny Railway Co $328,000
Ithaca Traction Corporation 8,000
Fort Street Union Depot Conmany 19,000
Hannibal Union Depot Company 10,000
Leavenwortb Terminal Railway & Uridge Ct^mpaiiy paid Director

General ' 3,300

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative

valuation reports, in which it finds the final value of property

owned and used as follows

;

Owned I'sed

GageNevada County Narrow Gage 1916
Georgia Railroad 1916
Akron Union Passenger Depot Company. 1916
Mineral Point & Nortbern 1917
Crittenden 1916
Lexington Union Station C.mpanv 1917

$609,270
15,209,360 $17,521,976

301,713 305,763
556,927
176,680
776,498

Treasury Payments to Railroads

Since last announcement, dated November 1, 1922, payments

under Sections 204, 209, 210 and 212 of the Transportation Act,

1920, as amended, have been made by the Treasury as follows

:

Section 204:

Bloomsburg & Sullivan $15,235
Bristol Railroad 729
Chicago Tnnnel Company 22.747
Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company 64,246
Frankfort & Cincinnati •. 7.551

La Salle & Bureau County Railroad
Madison Sruthern
Mosbassuck Valley
San Joaquin & Eastern
Sterling Mountain
Wisconsin S: Northern

3,414
5,953
9,224
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Section 209:

AsheviUe & Craggj- Mountain ^*^ii
Carolina & Tennessee Southern 4,435

Central New York Southern 15,277

Chicago Tunnel Company 16,813

Chicago Warehoiise & Terminal C'-inpany 46,806

Cincinnati. Indianapolis & Western 282,081

Cumberland Railroad 1 5,823

Danville .S; Western 37,549

Ehirham & Southern 70,167

Frankfort & Cincinnati 152

Georgia, Florida & Alabama 15.450

Gulf & Ship Island 160,970

La Salle & Bureau County 375

Afarion & Southern 2,924

San Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf 82,718

Washington &- Choctaw 2,202

Wisconsin & Ncrthem 45,867

Yadkin Railroad 11,008

Section 210
Section 212

Total $1,055,542

Total payments to November 30. 1922—
(a) Under Section 204, as amended by Section

212 for reimbursement of deficits during
federal control

:

(1) Final pa>Tnents, including partial pay-

ments previously made $4,142,914

(2) Partial payments to carriers as to which
a certificate for final payment has not

betn received by the Treasup' from the
Interstate Commerce Commission 1,079,502

Total payments a/c reimbursement of deficits $5,222,416

(b) Under Section 209, as amended by Section
212 for guaranty in respect to railway oper-

ating income for first six months after federal
contrcj

:

(1) Fir.al payments, including advances and
partial payments previously made $111,245,534

(2) Advances to carriers as to which a cer-

tificate for final payments has not been
received by the Treasury from the In-
terstate Commerce Commission 212.965.672

(3) Partial p.-iyment? tc carriers as to which
a certificate for final payment has not

been received, as stated above 126,494,722

Total payments account of said giiaranty... 450.705.928

(c) Under Section 210 fcr loans from the revolving fund
of $300,000,000 therein provided 317.886,667

Total $773,815,011

Rep.iyments of luans have been made to the amount of $99,339,985.

Dividends Declared

Bangor & ArofStook.—Preferred, li- per cent, quarterly; payable January
1 to holders of record December 15.

Beech Creek.—50 cents, quarterly; i.ayable January 2 to holders of record

December 1 5.

Buffalo & Susquehanna.—Common. 1 -kj per cent, quarterly: crmmon
(special), $10: preferred. 2 per cent, semi-annually: all payable December
30 to holders of voting trust certificates of record December 15.

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversvillc.— Preferred, lYi per cent, quarterly;

payable December 15 to holde^-s of record Dcceml>cr 5.

Illinois Central Leased Lines.—2 per cent, semi-annually; payable January
1 to holders of record Pecemher 1 1.

I-ackawanna of New Jersey.— 1 per cent, quarterly; payable January 2

to holders of record December 6.

t^high Valley.—Common, S0.87K, quarterly; preferred, $1.25. qu.irterly;

both payable January 2 to holders of record December 9.

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Stc. Marie.—Preferred and c< mnum. $2;
payable December 28 to holders of record December 15.

Morris & F^sex.—4J4 Pcr cent, semi-annually; payable J:muary 1 to

holders of reconi December 9.

New York & Harlem.—Common and preferred, $2.50; payable January 2

to holders of record December 15.

New York. Lackawanna & Western.—$1.25, quarterly: payable January 2
to holders of record December 14.

New York, Philadelphia St Norfolk.— $3, payable December 31 to holders
of record December 1 5.

Pittsburgh. Ft. Wayne & Chicago.—Common and preferred, 1^ per cent,
quarterly; payable January 2 tc holders of recf«rd December 9.

Pittsburgh, McKeespori & Youghingheny.—$1.50, semi-annually; payable
January 2 t-.. holdcr.s of record December 15.

Rensselaer & Sar.itoga.—$4. semiannually; payable January 2 to holders
of record Dcccniber 1 4.

Rochester 5: Syracuse.—Preferred, $1, quarterly: payable December 15

to holders of record December 2.

Valley Railroad.

—

214 per cent, semiannually; f>ayablc January 2 to

holders of record December 16.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Dec. 5 Week Year
Averajtc price of 20 representative rail-

way .stocks 64.53 64.53 60.28

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 85.19 84.44 8L88

Railway Officers

illlllllDtirtMllllllllltlllDUItllllll iniiinii)tiirMlirillllliiniir(=

Executive

W. C. Ramsay has been appointed assistant to the president

of the Oklahoma, New Mexico & Pacific and general manager
of the St. Louis & Hannibal, with headquarters at Hannibal,

Missouri.

P. J. Neff, division engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been appointed

assistant to the president of the International-Great Northern,

with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

Robert P. Jones, whose appointment as assistant to vice-

president-accounting of the Seaboard Air Line with head-

quarters at Baltimore, Md., was announced in the Railu-ay

Age of November 11,

page 917, was born on
.\pril 20. 1892, at Nor-
folk, Va. He attended

grammar school and
business college and
entered railway service

in 1907 as an office boy
in the engineering de-

partment of the Vir-

ginian Railway. In 1909

and 1910 he was em-
ployed by the Southern
Railway successively as

collector, baggage-
master, freight receiver

and assistant cashier at

Norfolk and Ports-

mouth, Va. In 1910 he

entered the service of

the Seaboard Air Line
°"** and served successively

in a number of various

capacities, among which were assistant general bookkeeper,
special accountant, principal assistant to the corporate comp-
troller (during federal control) and assistant general auditor,

which last named position he assumed on March 1, 1920, and
which he held until the time of his recent appointment as

assistant to the vice-president. From September, 1917, to

January, 1919, Mr. Jones was employed as cost accountant
in the Ordnance Department, serving in the capacity of as-

sistant supervisor and supervisor and during the latter part

of his period he was in charge of the Pittsburgh district cost

accounting branch.

Operating

I. P. DeWitt has been appointed superintendent of the

Middletown & Unionville with headquarters at Middletown,
N. Y.

J. W. Leyden has been promoted to trainmaster of the

Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Madison,
Wis., succeeding L. Jutton, resigned to engage in other

business.

J. L. Kendall, superintendent of the Memphis division of

the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Wynne, -Ark., has

been transferred to the Missouri divisiort, with headquarters
at Poplar Bluff, Mo., and A. A. Miller, superintendent of the

Missouri division, has been transferred to the Memphis
division.

J. C. Goodfellow, terniinal trainmaster of the Southern
Pacific with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., has been
transferred to the Tucson division, with headquarters at

Yuma, Arir. J. J. Sullivan, trainmaster of the Tucson division,

has been transferred to terminal trainmaster at Los .\ngcles,

succeeding Mr. Goodfellow.
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W. R. Davidson, general superintendent of Western lines

of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
transferred to the Eastern lines, with headquarters at Mont-
real. Que., succeeding R. H. Fish, who has been transferred

to the Ontario lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.
Mr. Kish succeeds C. G. Bowker, whose promotion to operat-

ing manager of Lines East of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers

was reiiorled in the Railway A^c of October 21, page 775.

J. A. Clancey, superintendent of transportation at Chicago,
has lieeii transferred with the entire operating department of

the Western lines in the United States to Detroit, Mich.

L. B. Allen, whose retirement as general manager of

Eastern lines of the Chicago, Burhngfon & Quincy, with
headquarters at Chicago, was reported in the Railway Age

of December 2, entered

railway service in 1885,

as a messenger boy on
the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul at Austin,

Minn. From 1886 to

1889 he served the same
road as station clerk

and clerk to the master
car builder at Minneap-
olis, Minn. He was
promoted to yard clerk

and secretary to the

superintendent of the

Minneapolis Transfer
Railway in 1889 and
held this position until

1893, when he entered

the transportation de-

partment of the Great
Northern with head-

L. B. AUen quarters at St. Paul,

Minn. He was pro-

moted to secretary to the general superintendent in 1896,

and on November 15, 1898, was again promoted to assistant

superintendent of the Fergus Falls division with headquarters
at St. Cloud, Minn. He was promoted to superintendent of

the Willmar division with headquarters at Willmar, Minn.,

on September 1, 1899, and was transferred to the Dakota
division with headquarters at Larim.ore, N. D., on October
1, 1902. -\ year later he was appointed superintendent of the

Cedar Rapids division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

with headquarters at Cedar Rapids, la., and on February 15,

1904, he was transferred to the Illinois division, with head-
quarters at Rock Island, 111. On February 1, 1906, he was
appointed superintendent of the Ottumwa division of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Ottumwa, la. He was
promoted to general superintendent of the Wyoming district,

with headquarters at Alliance, Neb., on July 25, 1906, and
he held this position until May 15, 1909, when he was trans-

ferred to the Iowa district with headquarters at Burlington, la.

On September 1, 1910, he was again transferred to the

Nebraska district with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb., and on
June 1, 1915, was promoted to assistant general manager of

Lines East with headquarters at Chicago. He was promoted
to general manager of Lines East on September 1, 1907, and
held this position until his recent retirement from service.

S. E. Miller, superintendent of transportation of the Boston
& Maine, has been appointed superintendent of the Southern
division, succeeding H. C. Robinson, retired. W. H. Towne,
assistant superintendent of transportation, has been appointed
superintendent of transportation. Mr. Robinson retires after

52 years of service. He has served consecutively as freight

clerk, clerk to superintendent, passenger conductor, train dis-

patcher, chief dispatcher, assistant superintendent and super-

intendent. Mr. Miller entered the service of the Boston &
Maine at Beverly, Mass., in 1899 as an operator. He has
served the company in that capacity and as ticket agent, clerk

and inspector of freight transportation.

H. Hulatt, manager of telegraph of the Grand Trunk, with
headquarters at Montreal, Que., has resigned to accept an
executive position with the Alexander Hamilton Institute. Mr.

Ilulait was born on February IS, 1883, in London, England,
and entered railway service in 1907 in the stores department
of the Canadian Northern. In March, 1908, he was appointed
private secretary to the manager of telegraph of the Grand
Trunk Pacific at Winnipeg, Man., and in October, 1910, was
promoted to chief assistant in the same office. He was
promoted to superintendent of telegraph of the lines west of

Fort William, Ont., in January, 1913, and served in this

capacity until October, 1915, when he was promoted to man-
ager of telegraph at Montreal, Que., which position he held
at the time of his recent resignation.

H. D. Brown, whose promotion to superintendent of trans-
portation of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with head-
quarters at Chicago. III., was reported in the Railway Age
of December 2, was born on May 10, 1882, at Atchison, Kan.
He entered railway service as a call boy on the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy at St. Joseph, Mo., on March 1, 1898.

Shortly after, he was promoted to yard clerk and subsequently
to chief yard clerk with the same headquarters. He was a
freight brakeman on the St. Joseph division for a short time
and was then employed as a clerk in the office of the train-

master. Later he was promoted to chief clerk in the office

of the superintendent at St. Joseph, and served in this capacity
until his promotion to assistant chief clerk to the general
manager with headquarters at Omaha, Neb. He was pro-
moted to trainmaster with the same headquarters on December
1. 1916. During the period of federal control he was a trans-
portation inspector on» the staff of the regional director of
the Central Western region with headquarters at Chicago.
He was promoted to transportation assistant to the regional
director on November 1, 1919, and held this position until the
end of federal control when he was appointed assistant super-
intendent of the McCook division with headquarters at

Denver, Colo. He held this position until his recent promo-
tion to superintendent of transportation at Chicago.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Henry Wolf Bikle, whose appointment as general attorney
of the Pennsylvania was announced in the Railway Age of
November 25, page 1023, was born at Gettysburg, Pa., on

October 20, 1877. He
attended Gettysburg
College, from which in-

stitution he received the

degree of bachelor of

arts in 1897 and of

master of arts in 190O.

In 1901 he received the

degree of bachelor of

laws from the Uni-

^^ versity of Pennsylvania.^A ""'^^^^^^^ Mr. Bikle entered the

^^^H > ,^^^^K °^ ^^^ Pennsyl-

J^^^H i ^^^^Kk vania Railroad in 1907

W^^^K M^^^^^^^^m assistant general so-

T^^mJB^^^^^^BF ^^^ h^^A that

'^Km^^^^^^^K' position July

^^^^^^^^kT 1916, when he was^^^^^*^ advanced to assistant

general counsel. This
latter position he held
continuously until the
time of his recent pro-

motion except that during federal control he acted as assistant
general solicitor of the Pennsylvania, Lines East, and as legal
adviser to the traffic assistant for the Allegheny region, U. S.

R. A. In addition to his connection with the Pennsylvania
Railroad, Mr. Bikle has served on the faculty of the Law
School of the University of Pennsylvania in the following
capacities: from 1901 to 1908, lecturer in law; 1908 to 1913,
assistant professor; and 1913 to date, professor of law. In
this latter capacity Mr. Bikle is still serving, his courses being
Constitutional Law and Law of Carriers.

W. R. Durland has been appointed auditor of the Middle-
town & Unionville with headquarters at Middletown, N. Y.,

succeeding I. P. DeWitt, appointed superintendent.

H. W. Bikle
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Traffic

H. Allen, division freight agent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at Tulsa, Okla., has been promoted
to assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.

L. F. Kemper, general agent of the Louisville & Nashville,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been transferred to

Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding E. T. Arnold, deceased. E. L.

Blandford has been appointed general agent, with headquarter;,

at Pittsburgh, succeeding L. F. Kemper.

R. C. Kerr, local freight agent of the Chicago & North

Western at Milwaukee, Wis., has been promoted to general

agent of the freight department in the same city, succeeding

C. Thompson, deceased. E. P. Rueter, city passenger agent

at Milwaukee, has been promoted to general agent of the

passenger department with the same headquarters, also suc-

ceeding Mr. Thompson, who served as general agent of both

freight and passenger departments.

Edwin N. Todd, whose appointment as freight traffic man-
ager of the Canadian Pacific was announced in the Railway

Age of November 18, page 96.'!, was born at Ifuntingdon, Que..

on October 17, 1879,

and was educated at

Huntingdon Academy
and Montreal Business

College. He entered

railway service in May,
1896, as a junior clerk

and stenographer in the

foreign freight depart-

ment at Montreal. In

1898 he was advanced
to import clerk and
served in that capacity

at Montreal and at

West St. John. In

June, 1903, he became
a contracting clerk in

the office of the assist-

ant freight traffic man-
ager at Toronto. In

May of the following
t. J J EN. Todd

year he was advanced
to contracting freight

agent in the foreign freight department at Toronto. He was
promoted to assistant export and import freight agent with

the same headquarters in May, 1905, and remained in that

position until January, 1909, when he became export freight

agent at Montreal. In September, 1911, he was appointed

division freight agent at Montreal and, in September, 191S,

was advanced to general freight agent. He was appointed

general foreign freight agent in Marcli, 1919, and served in

that capacity until the time of his recent promotion to freiglit

traffic manager,

E. M. Kain, general agent of the Erie, with headquarters at

Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed general freight agent, with

the same headquarters. W. R. Dusenbark, general agent, with

headquarters at .Xkron, Ohio, has had his jurisdiction extended

over freight trafiic in the Chicago region between Kent, Ohio,

and Mansfield. A. R. Tennis, division freight agent, with

headquarters at Marion, Ohio, has been assigned to the

district from Mansfield, Ohio, to Kings Creek. J. H. Hackett,

division freight agent, with headquarters at Huntington, Ind.,

has been assigned to the territory between Espyville, Ohio,

and Saxony, Ind. E. J. Brattain, division freight agent, with

luadqunrters at Dayton, Ohio, has been assigned to the

territory l)etween Urbana, C)hio, and Dayton. L. Enos, divi-

sion passenger agent, with headquarters at Mansfield. Ohio,

has been assigned to the territory between Kent, (^hio, and

Dayton. L. B. Smith, division passenger agent, with head-

quarters at Huntington, Ind., has been assigned to the terri-

tory between Hammond, Ind., and Marion, Ohio. M. P.

O'Brien, milk and live stock agent, with headquarters at

Chicago, has been assigned to the territory between Chicago
and Kent, Ohio, and between Marion, Ohio, and Davtnn

Mechanical

G. T. DePue, mechanical superintendent of the Ohio region
of the Erie, with headquarters at Y'oungstown, Ohio, has
been transferred to the Chicago region, with headquarters
at Chicago, 111.

D. Davis, assistant master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley
with headquarters at Easton, Pa., has been promoted to
master mechanic with headquarters at Coxton, Pa., succeed-
ing W. B. Woolever, resigned.

W. S. Tasker, general foreman of shops on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe at Clovis, N. M., has been promoted to
master mechanic of the Panhandle division, with head-
quarters at Wellington, Kan., succeeding A. Dinan, who has
retired on pension.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

F. G. Jonah, chief engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed
assistant to the president and chief engineer in charge of

engineering, maintenance and construction, with the same
headquarters.

F. G. Swofiford, trainmaster of the New York Central, with
headquarters at Gibson, Lake County, Ind., has been ap-
pointed superintendent of telegraph on the Indiana Harbor
Belt Railway and assistant superintendent of telegraph on
the Illinois division of the New York Central, succeeding
W. L. Connelly, deceased.

Special

Edgar J. McClees, secretary of the Bureau of Information
of Eastern Railways, has been appointed secretary in charge
of the bureau, succeeding J. G. Walber. Mr. McClees was
born on March 31, 1875.

at Philadelphia, Pa.,

and, attended public

school in that state. He
entered railway service

on September 15, 1890,

as telegraph operator

and extra agent on the

Philadelphia division of

the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. In 1897 he was
transferred to telegraph

operator in the office

of the superintendent

at Philadelphia and in

1904 was advanced in

the same capacity to

the general office of the

company. In 1910 he

was appointed clerk on
wage matters in the

office of the superinten- ^- "• M'^C1««

dent of telegraph, the

superintendent of telegraph being at that time chairman of

the general managers' labor board. In 1912 he was assigned
to special duties with the Conference Committee of Managers
of Eastern Railroads and in 1914 was advanced to chief clerk

of the Bureau of Information of Eastern Railways. In 1918

he was appointed assistant secretary of the bureau and served

also as chief of the wage bureau of the Eastern Region of

the Railroad .^dministration. In 1921 he became secrctarj' of

the Bureau of Information of Eastern Railways and held

that position until his advancement to the position of secretary

in charge.

Obituary

E. C. Arnold, general agent of the Louisville & Nashville,

with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, died on November 24.

W. Queenan, assistant superintendent of shops of the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy with headquarters at Aurora,
III., died November 28 after a short illness.
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Science, art and industry are in a continual process of change

and development, and yet man is so much a creature of habit

that he often unconsciously resists

Difficulty changes vital to his best interests. Per-

in Changing haps this explains why in many rail-

Shop Methods '°'"i shops, new machines or methods

of doing the work are introduced only

with great difficulty and after unnecessarily long test periods.

In some cases it is difficult to get new methods tried at all,

and doubtless railroad shop operation is not now on as

efficient a basis as it would be if shop executives and men
as a whole kept in closer touch with modern industrial shop

methods, adopting those best suited to railroad conditions

and needs. All too often, satisfaction with a given process

because it has always been done that way is a sign of in-

difference and laziness, pure and simple. The argument that

it is best to leave well enough alone applies occasionally,

but it can be greatly overworked. When used as a justifica-

tion for resisting all changes and improvements in methods,

it means mental stagnation and decay on the part of men
holding it, and loss of money to their employers. One of

the practical things which higher mechanical department

officers can do to improve shop and roundhouse operation is

to instill in their subordinates the idea that present shop

methods are by no means perfect and a continual effort

should be made to improve them. If shop foremen, for

example, once get this idea and are encouraged to read tech-

nical papers and visit other shops, both railroad and indus-

trial, where efficient operation obtains, the results in improved

operation of railroad shops will be immediately noticeable.

In a recent issue of the Railway Age appeared an editorial

entitled "The Water Supply and Traffic Movement." As
readers may recollect, this editorial re-

The Next Step ferred to the extraordinary demands

to which are now being made and which

ft Consider will continue to be made for some time

I upon railroads of the country for trans-

portation service. It dwelt upon the relation borne by the

water supply to this situation. It referred to the responsibil-

ity resting upon all officers engaged in or having jurisdiction

over water service so to adjust all operations and practices

in this department as will contribute most effectively to the

unobstructed movement of cars, and finally it enumerated

typical operations and practices warranting investigations

directed to this end. But what does it avail to devote con-

sideration to this factor in transportation if no agency exists

which can be depended upon to put any findings made into

effect? This observation brings us to the next step to

consider, namely, the importance of having a water service

organization. Mention has been made to the responsibility

of officers engaged in or having jurisdiction over water

service. As a matter of fact, on those roads upon which, gen-

erally speaking, water service warrants particular investiga-

tion at this time, there are no such officers, in the proper

conception of the term. On many roads the water supply

rather than being the primary function of some one officer

or officers is only the incidental concern of not only several

officers, but of several departments. For instance, it often

happens that the engineering department is found effecting

a change entirely out of harmony with the immediate inter-

ests of the mechanical and operating departments and vice
versa, or the operating department is found establishing a
practice inconsistent with the best interests of either. As a
result, what is everybody's business is made nobody's, and
the water supply, though the management may not be aware
of it, does not function as it should and could if properly
handled. Admittedly, it can be handled in the unorganized
way which is typical of many roads, but in the interests of
transportation it ought to be the special function of a water
service organization.

One of the objections which has been raised most fre-

quently against the practice of classifying trains for move-

I'lv/r
•

nient through intermediate terminals
The Main wdthout break-up is that it delays the

Tracker" Expeditescars so classified. In arriving at this

Movement conclusion consideration is given only

to the originating terminal. It is evi-

dent that cars must be held longer at this point if trains are

to be made up for a number of terminals than if they are

grouped only for the next terminal and are forwarded as soon
as there are a sufficient number to make a train. In raising

this objection no thought is given to the time which is saved

by keeping cars out of tlie intermediate yards. If a train can
be moved through a terminal with only the minimum inspec-

tion and the changing of locomotives and cabooses and with-

out breaking it up, it can proceed on its way with relatively

little delay, whereas if it is necessary to break it up it is the

common experience that the average delay to cars exceeds

eight to ten hours. In general, on a line of fairly heavy

traffic, any delay in the originating terminal is made up at

the first terminal outside and the saving in time at other

terminals is a net gain. That this practice expedites rather

than delays traffic has been demonstrated on those roads

which have applied this method systematically. One road

which has specialized on the grouping of trains operating be-

tween large centers has found that the reduction of delays in

the intermediate yards has enabled these schedules to be

shortened as much as 24 hours in some cases, while at the

same time it has been possible to add to the tonnage of these

trains. From a competitive standpoint, this practice has en-

abled this road to secure business from other lines which

are not able to make deliveries with the same regularity.

This improvement in service was effected over and above a

saving of one and a half million dollars in operating ex-

penses in the first year it was in effect.

Commissioner Meyer recently called attention to the fact

that one man out of every eight in railway service is a clerk

and to this class may be added others

Give the whose work keeps them in the office, so

Desk Man that an even greater proportion are

a Chance denied the broadening influence of a

physical contact with the real business

of transportation. It has often been said that the desk man
is more susceptible to dry rot or petrification than the one

who rides on trains or who is directly concerned with the-

maintenance of cfirs and locomotives or the tracks on which,

they run; there is no denying that this barrier between the

1117
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man at the desk and the real business of the company which

employs him not only decreases his efficiency for the work

in which he is directly employed, but curtails his opportunity

for advancement. This condition may be overcome at least

in part by affording the office man some measure of oppor-

tunity to see railroading first hand. .\ train dispatcher who
rides over the division is not only afforded a chance to see

what a train is "up again.st" in moving from "A" to "B",

but he will probably get an "earfuU" from a conductor or two

which will provide him with ample food for thought,

granting, of course, that it must be taken with several grains

of salt. An agent directing a large city ticket office, handling

a heavy coupon ticket business, recentl)' testified to the

increased efficiency of a young woman on the staff who
obtained a first-hand knowledge of the more f)opular vacation

trips by taking the tours herself as opportunity afforded.

Another group, whose work may well be benefited by direct

contact with the physical facts, includes the auditor of capital

expenditures and his staff; this was recently exemplified in

a tour of inspection made by an auditor and a chief clerk

over a section of heavy second-track construction accom-

panied by the engineer in charge. These men went back to

the office with a better knowledge of the physical significance

of the expenditures with which they were dealing that wdll

pay the railroad many times over for the time and traveling

expenses incurred while on the line. The fact that a recent

list of appointments to important operating positions on one

railroad included the names of two men whose training had
been primarily clerical testifies to the ability of the office man
to demonstrate his merits if he is given the chance.

The commission appointed by the Irish provisonal govern-

ment to study the railwaj' situation has recommended govern-

ment ownership. These railways are
The Future at present ojierated by 28 companies

of the Irish and have 3,500 miles of line. The

Railways railways were released from govern-

ment control on April IS, 1921, and
immediately found themselves faced with a serious labor

problem, arising out of the dissatisfaction of the employees

with wages and working conditions. Arbitration was resorted

to but the employees were not satisfied with the result. The
commission of inquiry was then appointed to try to find a

solution of the labor problem and, in general, to design a

workable plan for the future operation of the railways. The
commission's report recommends the acquisition of the prop-

erties by the government, payment to be made in bonds rather

than in cash; the operation of the railways by a board of eight

members—one an experienced railway officer, four represent-

ing industry and trade, two representing labor and one repre-

senting tlie Irish treasury; and the setting up of sectional con-

ciliation councils, a general railway council and a general

conciliation board to deal with labor disputes. The Irish

railways under private ownership have been in a most un-

fortunate position since the war. Wages have increased 300
per cent and prices of material and supplies have increased

tremendously. On the other h;u)d, water competition is

severe, with most important producing centers located on the

sea or navigable rivers. The advantages of centralized owner-

ship and operation by the government are enumerated as: (1)

The saving in supervisory personnel, (2) the co-ordination of

the services to avoid duplication, (3) standardization of

equipment, and (4) the purchasing of supplies in larger

quantifies. It is thought that the management by a board

rather than by a cabinet minister will remove the roads from
political control, Acquisition by the government seems to be

the lo* of railways the world over when the\' are so unfortu-

nate as not to be able to pay high wafjes to their emploiyees,

offer low rates to shippers and pay dividends sufficiently at-

tractive to bring needed new capital into the enterprise. There
seems to be no reason, however, why a combination of proper-

ties could not be brought about in Ireland as in England
without government ownership and operation. The advantage

of private initiative could then be retained togetlier with any
benefits which might arise from unified operation.

How often must a surprise test be made, for any given en-

gineman, in order to afford reasonable assurance that his

propensity to let his mind wander is

How Much being thwarted as tlioroughly as pos-

Surprise Testing sible? That is to say, as thoroughly

Do You Do? ^s is possible by means of surprise

checking. A speaker at the last con-

vention of the signal engineers, in New York City, said

that on his road each trainmaster is required to make 30
surprise tests a month. If a trainmaster has 90 enginemen
that means on the average one test for each runner every

three months. So far as the signal engineer is concerned,

many of the tests included in most surprise schemes have no
definite value. Practically all that he cares to know is

that the engineman is vigilant at distant signals. If we
exclude all tests but those at distant block signals, it is

probable, on any road, that most enginemen are tested by
the trainmaster less frequently than once in three months.

Is not that spreading the tests out pretty thin? Even if a

"test" means an eight-hour tour, in which surprises are

sprung on as many enginemen as practicable, the adequaq^

of the program, as regards frequency, still remains ques-

tionable. A very practical question for every trainmaster is,

How many men should I employ to assist me in this part of

my work? Or, to put it in the way that the question first

appeals to his mind, how many men can I afford to employ?

How many will the general superintendent approve? The
speaker to whom we referred believed it to be, probably, im-

possible for the superintendent of runners traversing 100 or

200 miles of line to enforce the high degree of vigilance in

signal observance that prevails on the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company's lines (w-here any runner can be inter-

viewed every few hours and where all block sections are

less than 1,000 ft. long); and that may be so. It is certain

that the runner who aims to discipline himself finds the

task much easier where block sections are short and of uni-

form length. It would be very interesting, however, to have

a direct statement from any superintendent who will de-

liberately aver that he has done cver\-tliing that can be done

to imitate the discipline of the subway lines.

The prime object of transportation is to remove the barrier

which distance imposes on commerce. Second only to this

is the conservation of time. The im-
Increase Miles portance of this second element has al-

Per Hour by ways been recognized in passenger serv-

Decreasing Delays '"^^^ ^^^ '* '^ ""''X within recent years

that any adequate consideration has

lH>en given to it in the case of freight train movement. For
many years the ton-miles per trip, which is only another way
of saying the tons per train, was considered an adequate

measure of freight train perfonnance. There is now a grow-

ing appreciation that the time consumed in making this trip

must also be given some consideration and ton-miles per

train hour is coming into use as a measure of freight train

IH'rformance. This unit carries with it the suggestion that

tonnage and time are opposing factors in the ratio and that

if less tonnage means less time there might l>e a possibility

of increasing the value of the ratio by decreasing the train

load. Considerable light is thro\vn on tliis question by a

.series of tests conducted on the Illinois Central during the
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Railroad Administration operation, an account of which will

be found on another page in this issue. In the light of these

tests the ton-mile per train-hour ratio seems to be a satis-

factory measure not only of the amount of transportation per

train unit but also of the efficiency with which it is rendered.

The tests indicate, however, that the operation of light trains

generally does not permit a sufficient decrease in time be-

tween terminals to increase the ton-miles per train hour be-

cause of the disturbing effect of delays, which were found to

be the largest single factor in the equation. This gives em-
phasis to the importance of eliminating delay in order that

the economy of operation as well as the capacity of the line

may be increased. The elimination of delays requires the

utmost care in every feature of train operation, but the dis-

patching and spacing of trains is the factor which probably

affects the results most directly. Where excessive delays are

constantly encountered it no doubt indicates a need for addi-

tional track facilities. But even in this case the best utiliza-

tion of any additional facilities that may be secured, will

only be obtained by the utmost skill in dispatching. The
ideal conditions would be a scheduled operation which did

not varj' from day to day, thus making possible a 100 per

cent utilization of carefully located passing tracks. Of
course, no such operation can be obtained, but is there not a

possibility that it may be much more closely approximated

than it now is, by the establishment of fixed times for dis-

patching freight trains with time intervals based on the re-

quirements of the maximum traffic, some of which may be

cancelled without disturbing the others, when less trains are

required? Some such methods of scheduling have already

been tried on several railroads with marked success in the

reduction of delays.

Developing Efficient Shop Employees

IN the Railway Age for December 9, the Human Problems

of the Mechanical Department were discussed and several

suggestions were made as to what the Mechanical Division

might do regarding the training of foremen. The question

of the foremen is a big one, yet it is only a part of the labor

problem in the mechanical department. Settling the strike

has enabled many railroads to obtain their full quota of

mechanics. But the individual efficiency of the employees

is far more imp)ortant than the number of men in the shop.

The strike settlement did not automatically make efficient

mechanics of the new employees and it did not remove the

principal causes of labor unrest.

During the past few months shop organizations have been

completely disrupted and it will take a long time to build

them up again. The forces must be reorganized and while

the railroads have the opportunity they should see that the

forces are put on a better basis than before. There is a

tendenc)' to place the entire responsibility for training men
upon the foreman. This is a mistake because the foreman
already has too many duties. The railroads need to take

more definite measures to train the men in the various crafts.

Some railroad officers will, no doubt, say that on their roads

apprentice courses are maintained for training competent

mechanics. This is fine if apprenticeship really means more
than time-serving, but how many competent all-round

mechanics have come cut of the apprentice courses in recent

years? How can apprentice training be utilized in educating

the many new men now in the shops? Training methods
should be developed that will improve present conditions and
that will be suitable to insure a sufficient number of com-
petent mechanics under conditions that may be expected in

the immediate future. Is apprenticeship impracticable under
present conditions? Some roads maintain that the only

salvation for the shops and roundhouses lies in the developH

ment of specialists but, on the other hand, at some shops
there is a waiting list of high-school graduates who have
applied for admission to the apprentice courses.

No doubt a great deal of labor trouble could be avoided
if railroad managements would deliberately pay more atten-

tion to keeping the employees interested and contented.

There is a tendency in some quarters to regard this merely
as a question of wages. As a matter of fact, it goes far

deeper into the life of the workman. The average employee
has an ambition to get ahead in the world; he cannot be
satisfied without the consciousness of progress or the antici-

pation of increased future rewards. No doubt the reason why
man}- men put their loyalty to the union before their loyalty

to the company was because they believed the only prospect

for larger income lay in the union's program. This indicates

the necessity for providing graduated wage scales, piecework
and bonus systems, or other incentives for the employees.

Another cause of discontent among the shop men is the

belief, carefully fostered by the labor leaders, that railroad

profits are unreasonably large and that the wage earners are
not getting a fair share of the gross revenues. The cam-
paign of misrepresentation has led to shirking, sabotage and
strikes. It still threatens to undermine the organization. We
read with amazement of the workmen breaking the first

machinery that was built to increase production. Production
at the present is not entirely dependent on machinery; it

depends fully as much on organized effort. Today the unions
are deliberately trying to break down the organizations on
which production depends and are setting up friction which
keeps them from functioning, yet practically nothing is done
to counteract this,

The work of establishing a propei understanding among
railroad emplo3'ees should not be left entirely or mainly to

public relations or labor specialists. The local officers should
be made to understand that technical skill is only a part
of their equipment; that an understanding of the human
problem is of equal, or even greater, importance; that they
should study carefully every condition which leads to discon-
tent and thereby reduces production. The results obtained
in shops still depends quite as much on personnel and organi-
zation as on facilities. No one can deny that the personnel
problem is and will continue to be one of the most important
factors in shop management and shop production. It is one
of the outstanding problems and is so big and vital that the

Mechanical Division cannot afford to ignore it. The question

demands immedfiate and thorough consideration; this is

another reason why the Mechanical Division should not fail

to hold a real convention next vear.

"Salesmanship in Transportation"

THE railways of the country might well publish and send to

every employee who sells passenger tickets the address on
"Salesmanship in Transportationr" delivered by C. A. Cairns,

passenger traffic manager of the Chicago & North Western
Railway, at the annual convention of the American Associa-

tion of Railroad Ticket Agents at Savannah, Georgia, on
November 13. We publish most of Mr. Cairns' address

elsewhere in this issue.

A very large part of all the people in the country buy
passenger tickets every year. This is the only form of direct

dealing with the railroads that most of them ever have.

They have to give their tickets to the conductor but the con-

ductors do not sell them anything. As Mr. Cairns points

out, the ticket agent is a railroad salesman in exactly the

same sense that a clerk in a store is a salesman. For the

benefit of his employer the ticket agent should show the

utmost courtesy to every customer and appreciation of the

business the customer is giving to the railroad. He should
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be so thoroughly informed regarding his goods, which con-

sist of trips oii railways throughout the United States, that

he can promptly give to the customer all the information he

desires. The salesman who does not know his goods and how
to present their merits attractively is a poor salesman.

Mr. Cairns' address shows plainly that he knows most

railroad ticket agents are poor salesmen. Everybody who
has frequent occasion to buy tickets knows this. The aver-

age railway ticket agent is quite as well paid as the average

clerk in a store but the average ticket agent does not greet

his customer with the cordiality that the store salesman does;

he is more likely to .show ignorance of what he is trying to

sell and he is more likely to treat the customer contemptu-

ously if the customer shows ignorance about what he is trying

to buy. A chilly attitude, curtness in speech and otlier char-

acteristics never shown by salesmen are shown by a large

majority of railway ticket agents. How many ticket agents

ever even say "Good morning" in greeting a customer, or

"Thank you," when they take the customer's money? Ex-

tremely few.

Mr. Cairns related the incident of a railroad that required

its ticket clerks to keep a tally over a period of ten days

of the number of the total prospective travelers who called.

Subsequent comparison of the total prospects with the total

sales made revealed a most unsatisfactory situation. A con-

test was then started among the ticket agents with prizes

for increased sales, and the result was a large increase in the

number of sales. Tlie principal point of this story seems to

be that the kind of ticket salesmen a railway will have will

depend upon what efforts the management makes to develop

ticket salesmen. The same thing is true of selling in every

branch of the railroad business. Whetlier a railroad and its

service will in the long run l>e sold right to its customers will

depend mainly upon the efforts that the management makes

to select the right kind of men to deal with the public, to

teach them how to deal with it and to check up on their

work to make sure that they are dealing with it right.

While Mr. Cairns' address dealt chiefly with salesmanship

in the passenger department, most of it is of much broader

application, and it may be read and pondered with profit by

officers and emploj-ees in every branch of the business.

The Proposed National

Transportation Institute

THE ESTABLISHMENT of a "National Transportation Insti-

tute" was advocated in addresses made at a dinner in

Chicago last week by ftien representing three different points

of view. Those making the addresses were Representative

Sidney Anderson, chairman of the Joint Commission of

Agricultural Inquiry of ("ongrcss, James R. Howard, presi-

ident, and C. B. Hutchings, transportation manager, of the

American Farm Bureau Federation, and Bird M. Robinson,

the president of the American Short Line Railroad Asso-

ciation.

The idea of the need for such an organization was an
outgrowth of the work of the Joint Commission of Agricul-

tural Inquiry. This body made a remarkably thorough in-

vestigation of the relationship of transportation to agricul-

ture and industry. It found it impossii)le to get a great deal

of the information that it wanted. It also found, however,

that when the facts regarding any particular situation could

t>c ascertained it was romi>arativcly easy to get men repre-

senting diverse interests to agree on the conclusions to be

drawn from these facts.

The proposed National Tran.sportation Institute would
be .supported l)y and would represent the large agricultural,

manufacturing, mining, banking and transportation organ-

izations of the country. It would have a twofold purpose.

The first of these would be to investigate and ascertain the

facts regarding the relationship of railway rates and service

to agriculture, to manufacturing, to mining and to the gen-

eral public interest. Its second purpose would be to dis-

seminate the information gathered and the conclusions

reached among all special interests and the general public in

order to fonn and maintain a sound public opinion regard-

ing transportation matters.

The desirability of accomplishing the objects mentioned is

plain. There is no other industry' in this country which has

been investigated so much and scrutinized so closely by pub-

lic officials as the railroad business. There is no other in-

dustry regarding which so much information is available to

those who really want it. The widespread prevalence of

misinformation about the railroad business is chiefly due to

misrepresentations of it by persons who have deliberately

misstated the facts and by persons who have ignorantly re-

peated these deliberate misstatements. There is, however, a

great deal of information not readily available which an
institute such as that suggested could collect and make more
readily available. But the most valuable function it could

perform would be that of disseminating correct information

with an authority that would cause it to be accepted by, and
through channels and in ways that would cause it to reach

all classes of people in all parts of the country.

If, however, such an organization were to accomplish
anything that cannot be accomplished through existing organ-

izations one thing would be prerequisite. This would be

that it should represent and be supported by the agricul-

tural, industrial and financial interests as well as by the

transportation interests. If most of the money for its sup>-

port were furnished by the railways the information given

out and the conclusions stated by it regarding railroad

matters would be discounted by many people to as great an
extent as these same people now discount information given

out and conclusions stated by organizations or persons repre-

senting the railroads. The first and most practical question

to be raised regarding the proposed organization, therefore,

is wliether it can enlist the confidence and support of

farmers' and business men's organizations. If it can the

railways will be justified in giving it tlieir reasonable share
of the support it will need. If it cannot first command
confidence and .support froni other interests, tlie railroads had
as well have nothing to do with it.

A transportation institute which did not represent and re-

ceive its support ratably from and command the confidence

of lx)tli those who buy and those who sell transportation

service, but which was supported mainly or entirely by the

railroads, would merely duplicate the work and expense of

existing railroad organizations of high character, such as

the Bureau of Railway Economics.

Do the business men and farmers of the country really

want to know the facts about the transportation industrj- and
about the relationship of its rates and service to other in-

dustries? Do they really want the facts disseminated among
tlic public, and the public's policy of dealing with trans-

portation agencies based upon the facts? Do they really

Ix^lieve that a fair and sound policy on the part of tlie gov-
ernment in dealing with transportation problems would be
beneficial to all concerned? If they do, will they show their

lielief by indicating their willingness to give material as well

as moral support to a proposed institute whose creation is

endorsed and advocated by men so entirely removed from
railroad influence as Mr. Anderson, who is chairman of the

House Committee on Agriculture, and Mr. Howard the head
of the largest farmers' organization in the country?
The railroads might well give their support to such an

organization along with other special interests, because the

railroads have everything to gain and nothing to lose by hav-
ing the actual facts regarding them more thoroughly in-

vestigated and more widelv dis.seminatod.
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The Standardization of Lumber

THE PURCHASER of lumber is at a marked disadvantage
as compared with the bu)er of steel because of the much

greater vaiiability of the product. The basic reason for this

lies in the fact that the lumber manufacturers simply cut

into workable shape and sizes a product otherwise entirely

finished by nature, while the steel maker has almost com-
plete control of the quality as well as the size and shape
of the product. Because nature produces timber in infinite

variety as to density and strength with an unending variation

as to natural defects, no two pieces of finished lumber can
be e.xactly alike. Furthermore, the common implements for

reducing timber to finished lumber, namely, the saw and the

planer, function through the reduction of a considerable por-

tion of the material to sawdust and chips. This affects the

sizes of the finished material with the result that a so-called

"two by four" is rarely, if ever, two inches thick by four

inches wide. Steel and iron have fixed specific gravities. Con-
sequently, they are readily sold by weight, but the specific

gravity of lumber varies with the species, the rate of growth

and the water content, making it necessary to sell wood by
volume, that is, by designating a given number of pieces of

a specific size and length. This has led the unscrupulous

dealer to depart even further from nominal sizes than is

necessary because of the limitations of manufacture.

Efforts have been made from time to time by organiza-

tions of both the users and the producers of lumber to effect

some measure of standardization which would correct some
of the obstacles which beset the lumber buyer. However,
owing to the fact that tlie industry covers widely separated

territories with more or less diversified interests, the stand-

ards which have been set up are limited in their scope to

the specific species of timber, consequently the grading rules

established for one kind of lumber differ widely from those

set up for competing species produced in other portions of

the country.

It is in an effort to effect a further standardization of

lumber practices that a movement has been started through

the agency of the United States Department of Commerce
under the leadership of Herbert Hoover. Actually, the ef-

forts are being directed through a voluntary organization in

the lumber industry, representing the manufacturers, whole-

sales and retailers. The Department of Commerce is a party

to this project only insofar as it can be of assistance to the

representatives of the industry in carrying out the work.

Thus far, the deliberations of the committee are still in a

preliminary stage and involve a determination of the degree

of standardization to be attempted, the drafting of tentative

specifications and rules and a thorough discussion of all the

questions involved to insure a thorough understanding of

the effects of any changes on the various interests concerned.

The progress being made indicates that the work will re-

solve itself into a simplification of grades, the standardiza-

tion of sizes and the specification of quality and quantity

through the branding of the lumber, the carding of cars and
organized inspection. This development is of vital interest

to the railroads because of the large amount of lumber that

they consume, not only as direct purchasers but in the award-

ing of contracts for construction work involving the use of

lumber bought by others. The movement will also accrue

to the advantage of every lumber manufacturer and dealer

whose business is founded on square dealing.

American Citizens coming from Europe and landing at Quebec

numbered in the month of Septem,ber more than 4,000; and thus

far during the present year passengers bound for the United

States landing at Quebec totaled 16.841 which is more than SO

per cent above the number recorded for the corresponding period

of 1921.

New Books
A Selection of Cases Under the Interstate Commerce Act. Second

Edition. Edited by Felix Frankfurter. Byrne Professor of
Administrative Law in Harvard University. 789 Pages. Size

6y2 in. by 9'^ in. Bound in cloth. .Published by Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass.

This book brings up to date the first edition published in
1915. The preface to the former edition contained a state-
ment that the selection of cases included in the volume had
been prepared for use in the Harvard Law School. Pre-
sumably the second edition is primarily intended for law
school students, a factor which, incidentally, rather has a
tendency to emphasize how important a factor in legal and
judiciary activity the law dealing with public regulation
has long since become.
The book, of course, has a value considerably outside of

that intended for the law school student who is studying
the law relating to railroad or public utility regulation or
for the member of a legal department of a railroad. Other
railroad men frequently have reason to look up the law rela-
tive to federal railroad regulation, and a book of tliis kind—presuming that the outstanding and more interesting cases
are included—would prove of considerable value as a book
of reference.

The editor of the volume has included only the decisions
themselves; there are no notations or comments on the de-
cisions. The cases are arranged under four divisions, each
divided into sub-divisions. They are: I Scope of Com-
merce Regulated by the Act, subdivided under (1) kinds
of carriers, (2) kinds of commerce and (3) "railroad" and
transportation; II Duties of Can-ier Under the Act, sub-
divided under (1) services to be rendered, (2) equality of
service and (3) maintenance of competition; III Functions
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the enforcement
of the Act, subdivided under (1) constitutionality and (2)
powers and duties. The fourth section, headed, Function of
Courts in the Enforcement of the Act, is divided into (1)
primary jurisdiction of the commission, (2) Judicial review
and (3) proceedings for enforcement. The cases are almost
entirely decisions of the United States Supreme Court, with
the exception of the larger part of the third section, which
consists of decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission
itself. Included among the decisions are a number of such
as the Western Rate Advance Case, the Fifteen Per Cent
Case, Increased Rates, 1920, etc.

Inasmuch as the book is a compilation of cases only, it

seems hardly necessary to enlarge upon the manner of
formulation or the importance of the principles which are

embodied in the Interstate Commerce Act and the many
court decisions relative to it. It is presumably generally

enough understood that the law on the subject is to be found
not only in the various acts themselves but also in the long
series of decisions in the courts which have guided the

workings of the legislative enactments and in truth the

formulation of many of the things now contained in the

legislation.

Sampling and Aymlysis of Pig Iron. By the Chemists' Committee

of the United States Steel Corporation. 40 pigcs, 6 in. by 9

in., bound in paper. Published by the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

This book describes the accepted and approved methods used

by the chemists of the constituent companies of the United
States Steel Corporation for the sampling and analysis of

pig iron, which have been revised to include the latest prac-

tices. The work is not only authoritative, but it is also

very complete. In addition to methods for determining the

more common elements, the determination of titanium and
of copper are described.
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Letters to the Editor
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[The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.]

The Shipper Needs Information
Chicago.

To THE Editor:

I have noted with a considerable degree of interest the

article of Winthrop Martin in your issue of November 18.

It seems surprising that an article of this type was able to

overcome the rather conservative barriers of the Railway Age.

However, as it no doubt represents the tj'pical views of a

large class of shippers, its publication may be of value in

presenting in organized form the views of a disgruntled

patron of the railroads.

In the first place this article represents the trend of the

times—that trend so aptly expressed in the results of the late

election. It represents an opinion, formed from personal

contact, and with no further effort being made to ferret out

causes, or to determine the reasons for conditions complained

of. "That the conditions exist is sufficient," argues Mr.

Martin. "Let's change them." No thought apparently is

given to changing the causes.

Mr. Martin was not always handicapped thus. Perhaps

he can remember the time when the Interstate Commerce

Commission did not exist. Perhaps he can remember when

the commodity tariff file consisted of letters from the general

freight agent telling the forwarding agent to apply a certain

rate, a rate that was often very agreeable to the shipper and

would help him to develop his business. In those days, Mr.

Martin would have no difficulty in obtaining any desired

rate.

Another thing, has Mr. Martin ever wondered why "an

auditor may drag an item from a mildewed file and an

outraged law department may come roaring after me for the

difference involved?" Has he ever speculated on the expense

involved in maintaining that audit office and that high priced

legal department? Does he think a carrier, as a business

institution, could spend fifty dollars to collect an under-

charge of fifty cents, unless it was compelled to? And who
compels it? Why, Mr. Martin, himself, and his fellow

shippers, through their regulatory measures, passed by their

representatives in Congress, interpreted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and enforced by the courts. While

a carrier must collect ever)' cent due it by every meiins pos-

sible regardless of cost, until the item proves absolutely

uncollectible, a business concern that i.s able to conduct its

business unhampered by regulation would charge it to profit

and less if the expense and trouble were in excess of the

benefit. Mr. Martin won't permit a railroad to do this. Its

bills must be revised and checked until no chance for an

error remains for fear he, himself, or his friends might be

discriminated against.

While it is true that tariffs and rules are complicated and

while railroad men have an "excessive passion for being on

the safe side," what is the reason? Did Mr. Martin ever

read the Interstate Commerce Act or the Transjwrtation Act

and has he ever taken the time to find out to what minute

detail the provisions of these laws have tjcen applied to rail-

way practices? Let him read some of the conference rulings

of the Interstate Commerce Commission if he wishes to find

out why tariffs arc complicated or have him review some of

the court decisions based on the various regulatory acts if

he has a real desire to find out why a railroad employee has

"an excessive passion for being on the safe side." Mr.
Martin and his fellow shippers have, through their agents,

the Congress of the United States and the various state

legislatures, ordered the carriers to be on the safe side. Why
should he complain if his demands are lived up to?

Then, tliere's the cause for the numerous overcharges and

undercharges. Here we meet again the same situation that

prevented the rate being quoted right in the first place—the

complexity of the tariff's. In his fear of being discriminated

against, Mr. Martin has forced the carriers to go into such

details and finesse in the application of their rates and regu-

lations that, owing to the deficiency in the power of the

English language to make a statement understandable, the

rule or rate is often interpreted differently by ever)' railway

official or employee who attempts to apply it.

Mr. Martin complains about the delay in settling claims.

Doesn't he know that he has forbidden a railroad to settle

a claim without making a thorough investigation of its

merits? To do so would be a violation of a law that he

ordered passed. Why complain then of the delay, for it

takes time to investigate such causes in such an extended

organization as a railway company.

Space forbids going into the other subjects covered by Mr.
Martin's article. It is quite evident that they are discussed

by him only after a cursor}' examination of actual conditions

or of conditions that exist at one station. But there is one

message that his conclusions can convey. It can best be pre-

sented by a personal reference. In my ten years of intense

reading and study of the transportation business, I have seen

innumerable statements that the railroads were being over-

regulated and if let alone would work out their own sal-

vation. I have read dozens of "panaceas" and "solutions"'

of the railway problem, but I have never yet seen in public

print a concrete explanation or a concrete instance of over-

regulation. No one has ever taken the trouble to show by
definite cases, for the understanding of shippers and rail-

way employees, how railway operations are hampered by
regulation. Ever\'one who speaks or wTites an article on the

subject seems to take it for granted that specific instances

can be found only in the proceedings of investigation com-

mittees or in the personal experiences of officers and
employees.

What is the result? First, we have the antagonistic atti-

tude of a certain number of shippers as is tA'pified by the

article of Mr. Martin, who blame the carriers for conditions

when in reality the two causes are something in which the

carriers have no control—over-regulation in this case. Sec-

ond, we have the lethargy of railway employees in seeking

the true causes of conditions complained of. They are un-
able to understand the application of a general statement

unless concrete cases come under their observation.

In the first case a little explanation would perhaps change

a hostile shipper to a friend of the carrier, but because the

employee is unable to explain, due to his ignorance of the

true causes of the conditions complained of, he either agrees

with the shipper or expresses his indifference. A proper

presentation of the problems of the earners will do more
to allay ill-feeling on the part of shippers and promote
loyalty on tlic part of employees than any other undertaking

that tlie railroads could engage in. C. E. Parks,
La S-ille Extension University, Chicag*.

Automobiles Exported from Canada now constitute a con-

siderable frcJRht movement. In the month of October, ship-

ments were made to Australia. South Africa, New Zealand,

Sweden, Switzerland. United Kinpdom. Turkey and the United

States. The total value of these exports in tbat month was

more than Z'/i millions.



The Drag Line at Mofiee Cut

Illinois Central Improves Line Near Chicago

Reduces Grades and Adds to Tracks Between Matteson, 111.,

and Kankakee Under Heavy Traffic

WHEN IT BECAME EVIDENT early last spring that the

mines in Southern Illinois would be closed by a

strike on April 1, the management of the Illinois

Central decided to take advantage of the expected lull in

traffic to reduce the grades and construct additional main
tracks between the south limits of the Chicago suburban
zone at Matteson, 111., and Kankakee, 25 miles further south.

Looking South at Matteson with the E. J. & E. Crossing in

the Foreground

While the decline in traffic lasted only for a short time,

owing to the movement of large quantities of coal into Chi-

cago from the non-union fields in Kentucky, this work has

been pushed actively throughout the season and is now near-

ing completion. It involves a total expenditure in the neigh-

borhood of two and a half million dollars, comprises about

1,000,000 yd. of excavation, and when finished will afford

marked relief in the section of the line which now constitutes

the throat of the Illinois Central System.

Except for a secondary line extending west through Nor-

thern Illinois to Omaha, it is over this line that all Illinois

Central business enters and leaves the city. It not only car-

ries all of the traffic of this road between Chicago and
southern points, including a heavy tonnage of coal from

Southern Illinois, but also a considerable traffic from the

St. Louis line which connects with the New Orleans line at

Oilman, about 25 miles below Kankakee. The traffic is

further enlarged at Kankakee by the business of the Big
Four which is handled between tliat point and Chicago by
the Illinois Central. This traffic has increased rapidly in

recent years and averaged about 32 passenger and 58 freight

trains a day during the period of construction.

Adverse Grades an Obstacle to TrafHc

While ample facilities are available for handling the

traffic as well as the heavy suburban business between Mat-
teson and Chicago in the presence of a long stretch of prac-

tically level track, increasing from four to eight tracks in

Looking North Through the First Cut at Monee Showing
the Elevators in Their New Location

the direction of the city, the conditions were not so favorable

in the 27 miles between Kankakee and Matteson. In the

first place, traffic over this section was confined to two tracks,

except for a distance of 1 1 miles between Tucker, four miles

north of Kankakee, and Peotone, where a third track was

laid three years ago. The grades were also adverse over this

section, especially for northbound tonnage. Almost imme-
diately upon leaving Kankakee, a 0.4 per cent grade extended

1123
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for about 2^ miles to Tucker. Beyond this point more

favorable grades were encountered until near Monee, where

a 0.425 per cent grade extended for nearly two miles to the

top of the hill, 160 ft. above Kankakee. This summit con-

stituted a similarly formidable obstacle to trains proceeding

southbound, as it was approached by long 0.4 per cent grades.

Added to these obstacles were grade crossings with the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern and the Michigan Central at Matteson.

To improve conditions and give greater capacity, it was

decided to extend the four track system from Matteson, south

for about seven miles to Monee. As a third track was already

in service between Peotone and Tucker, it was decided to

continue this track north to the end of the four track section
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The Illinois Central System and Tributary Lines Near Chicago

at Monee, and to Kankakee on the south and to install inter-

locking plants at intermediate stations to pei-mit the diversion

of trains from one track to another. It was also decided to

reduce the 2^ miles of 0.4 per cent grade between Kankakee

and Tucker to 0.3 per cent and to reduce the 0.425 per cent

grade approaching Monee from the south to 0.3 per cent.

As this involved heavy excavation through Monee a large

amount of material was available beyond that required for

the new tracks and it was further decided to separate the

grade crossings at Matteson by carrying the Illinois Central

tracks overhead.

The Monee Cut Was a Big Problem

' Because of the distance between the two points at which

it was decided to reduce grades, the size of the entire project,

the necessity of conducting all work under traffic, and the

premium placed on speed, the work was divided into two
units, each under the supervision of an assistant engineer

reporting to an engineer in charge. The larger of the two
was the Monee-Matteson unit, the most spectacular feature

of which was the work undertaken in the vicinity of Monee.
As before stated, the problem at Monee consisted of reducing

about three miles of 0.425 per cent grades to a maximum of

0.3 per cent. To accomplish this and to provide the addi-

tional trackage planned, necessitated making a cut directly

through Monee which ran 20 ft. deep for about a mile, aver-

aged about 100 ft. in width at subgrade and involved in

the neighborhood of 700,000 yds. of excavation.

The proportions of the work suggested the advisability of

using a dragline outfit, which was accordingly installed,

together with two steam shovels. In order to provide for

traffic during the progress of the work, the first step under-

taken was that of making a cut 30 ft. wide at the bottom

for the entire length of the cut on the east side. To do this

the steam shovels removed the approaches at each end, after

which the dragline completed the remainder of the heavy
excavation in this first cut, utilizing the adjacent main line

track for loading. A new track was built west of the main
tracks whicli with the southbound main track were used by
traffic. After this cut was completed, two main tracks were

Looking South from the Michigan Central Crossing at

Matteson Prior to Grade Separation

laid in die bottom and the dragline returned to the south

end of the heavy work where it again began working north,

removing the remainder of the cut to the full width as it went.

The dragline proved particularly efficient in this work.

Equipped with a five yard bucket operated from a 75-ft.

boom, this machine cut a section for the full depth of the

cut and 60 ft. wide at the bottom. It handled about 3,200

yd. per day of two shifts, the excavated material, which is

of heavy clay, being carried to the dump by four contractor's

trains, each containing IS air dump cars of 12 yd. capacity.

These trains were loaded on a temporary track laid along

the top of the west slope and were hauled over tlie main
tracks under the supervision of Illinois Central conductors

to Matteson and to the IMarkham yard at Harvey, five miles

north of Matteson. On account of the long haul (reaching

a maximum of 12 miles and averaging six miles) and the

necessity of operating over the main line, the trains consti-

tuted the limiting factor in the work, the dragline itself

being capable of handling half again as much material.

Before beginning the work at Monee it was necessary to

move two elevators to new positions across the track (no

mean job in itself in the face of traffic) and two viaducts

have been built to carry highways over the tracks. The work

at this point also required the moving of the station to a

new location and the building of several industry buildings.

Another problem which arose by reason of the reduction of

the grade at Monee involved two water supply reservoirs at

the south end of the cut. The smaller of the two reservoirs,

constituting the original source of water at this point, en-
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croached upon the new roadbed, because of which it was

decided to drain it. This was done by excavating a ditch

in the cut sufficient to earn' allwater to the larger reservoir,

which was located some distance down hill.

The Problem at Matteson Was Grade Separation

As stated before it was decided to utilize the material

obtained from the Monee cut to separate grades at Matteson.

To do tliis as well as to extend the four tracks through the

town from the north required extensive changes in the exist-

ing lavout at that point. Approaching Matteson from the

south, were two main line tracks which extended through

the town, crossing consecutively, the two tracks of the E. J.

& E., a street and a crossing shared by the Michigan Central

and a street adjacent to it, beyond which it merged into the

four track section which crossed the Lincoln Highway, about

a half-mile distant. Leaving the main line on the east side

about a mile south of Matteson, was a track which also

crossed the E. J. & E., and then continued north to within a

short distance of the Michigan Central crossing, where it

turned east to form a transfer connection with the Michigan

Central. Leading off from "this switch lead, in turn, at

Richton, about a mile south of Matteson, was a yard of four

tracks running parallel with the switch lead and pro\'iding

northbound interchange facilities with the E. J. & E., with

which it connected through a single track lead. To the south

of the E. J. & E. crossing and to the west of the main line

were three tracks which served as a southbound interchange

yard with the E. J. & E.

Further, in the short distance between the E. J. & E.

crossing and the Michigan Central crossing was a lead ex-

tending from the switching lead to a yard of the ^Michigan

Central. The Matteson freight and passenger station, a

frame structure adjoining the switching lead on the east, was

also located in this area. Extending for about one-half mile

north of tlie Michigan Central crossing on the west side of

the Illinois Central main line were the two tracks devoted to

permanent work the transfer lead into the Michigan Central

yard, situated just beyond the E. J. & E. crossing, was taken

up and a new transfer track established north of the Michi-

gan Central crossing by laying a track some distance east

of tlie toe of the new slope and extending it north to a con-

nection with the main line beyond the Lincoln Highway,
this work requiring the removal of the pumping facilities

for the suburban water supply from the east side of the main
line to a new location on the west. At the same time the

combination freight and passenger station was dismantled,

the passenger section being moved west of the grade separa-

tion work where it was established at street level, and the

freight station being moved north of the Michigan Central

crossing in the vicinity of the new transfer track, just men-
tioned, an elevator later being installed to afford communi-
cation with the elevated tracks.

This done, tlie suburban tracks on the west were swung
out of the way, through traffic was turned over two tem-

porar}' tracks established west of tlie existing roadbed, the

old main tracks were torn up, and a trestle was built to

carry a single track over the entire length of the work with

its deck 3 ft. below final grade. Earth was then hauled

from the Monee cut over the newly laid eastbound tracks

and dumped at the rate of about 350 cars a day continuously

until a grade for three tracks was completed, when two

tracks were opened to through traffic.

Considerable Concrete Work Was Involved

As the filling was being placed the concrete work was

being pushed to completion. This involved the placing of

about 12,500 yd. of concrete and consisted in building exten-

sions to several culverts, a two span crossing over the two

tracks of the E. J. & E., a street opening about 700 ft. north,

a four span crossing over the ]\Iichigan Central and the

adjacent street and a second crossing over the Lincoln

Highway.
Roth road crossings were built to give 21^2 ft. clearance,
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A Condensed Profile from Chicago to Kankakee Showing the New Work Which Was Undertaken

suburban sers'ice, together with the suburl)an station and
turntable

The first step in the construction program at this point

consisted in converting the through switch lead into a third

track, moving the station at Richton from the east side of

the track to a location west of the future fourth main track

and establishing a new switch lead, which was extended

north to a point just Ix-yond Richton station where it became
the west track of a nine-track yard extending as far north

as the E. J. & E. crossing and Ijuilt to accommodate both

north and southbound interchange business with this line,

thus replacing the existing interchange yard on either side

of the main line which encroached on the space required for

the new work. To prepare the layout still further for the

which clearance was secured at tlie Michig;in Central cross-

ing by lowering the tracks of this road 4 ft. These crossings

consist of reinforced concrete abutments and intermediate

columns, topped in the case of the Michigan Central by

reinforced slabs, and, in the case of the E. J. & E., by

concrete-encased I-beams. Of the two structures the Michi-

gan Central was much the larger, requiring alx)Ut 2,500 yd.

of concrete and consisting of a four span structure designed

to afford access from the street level to the passenger plat-

fonn on die new grade by interior stairways.

E.xcept for the extension of culverts, where hand mixers

were used, and the construction of the Lincoln Highway
sul)way about 1.000 ft. north of the Michigan Central cross-

ing, wliere a half yard steam mixer was employed, this
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concrete was all mixed and placed from a central plant situ-

ated between the Illinois Central main line and the Michigan
Central yard. This plant consists of a steam-operated one
yard batch mixer, a tractor crane for unloading aggregate

from the cars, a stiffleg derrick for filling the mixer bins

from the storage piles and a system of tracks over which one
yard hopper cars were hauled to their destination by gasoline

tractors, there to be hoisted to a point from which the con-

crete could be spouted into the forms or where, in the case

of the slab construction carried on near the plant, the buckets

could be picked up bodily by the tractor crane and emptied
directly.

With the completion of the grade separation work at this

pKjint, which involved 750,000 yd. of fill, the remaining

maximum depth of 10 ft. and produced 225,000 yd. of

excavation. Since this was 100,000 yd. in excess of that

required for the new third track on the east of existing main
line, the remainder was wasted along the west side between
Kankakee and Peotone to provide for a future main track.

This work, while lighter than that at Monee, was not

without its problems, the most interesting of which was the

encountering of a water pocket about 1,900 ft. long in the

underlying rock when making the first cut. For a time this

fwcket presented a serious obstacle to the progress of the

work, but it was completely drained by widening the cut

10 ft. and establishing a ditch along the top of the east

slope. The excavation from the cut was handled by two
contractors" trains averaging 15 cars apiece. As on the

60 40 £0 20 40 60

A Typical Section Through the Monee Cut Showing the Old and New Tracks

work at Matteson consists only of removing the tracks which

were laid temporarily for use by suburban and through

service and to build a four track suburban yard south of the

E. J. & E. crossing so that suburban trains might enter

Matteson on the main line tracks and proceed down into

the yard on z. lyi per cent grade.

As before mentioned, the work eliminated the necessity

for interlocking towers at the Michigan Central and the

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern crossings as well as watchmen at

all street crossings. This separation of grades was not ac-

complished without increasing the gradients somewhat on

both sides of the work. The new grade of 0.425 per cent on

the north, however, does not exceed the ruling grade over

the district while the grade on the south approach is so short

that it presents no obstacle to traffic, which approaches it

from Monee on a descending grade.

The Tucker Unit Was Also Interesting

The Kankakee-Tucker work was carried on contempo-

raneously with that between Monee and Matteson. As stated

before, this work consisted of reducing about 2.5 miles of

0.4 per cent grade to 0.3 and extending a third track from

Kankakee to connect with the existing third track at Tucker.

This required several changes in the layout at Kankakee,

consisting essentially in making a three track connection with

the Big Four yard about four blocks to the east, converting

the west track of the existing yard into a new third main
track and moving this yard east, as well as moving the track

scale to a new location and effecting other minor yard

improvements.

The grade reduction work itself began about a mile north

of Kankakee at Bradley and involved shovel work carried

on in three stages. A cut 30 ft. wide at the bottom was first

carried through to Tucker on the east side of the existing

roadbed, the earth being carried back to form the grade for

the new third track between Kankakee and Bradley, and a

track laying gang following behind the shovel with two per-

manent tracks. Upon the completion of this cut through

traffic was turned onto these tracks, the old main line taken

up and a second cut was carried through for the new third

track. Following this a third cut was then made to make
room for a fourth track. This cut gradually increased to a

Monee work these trains were in charge of Illinois Central
conductors owing to the necessity at times of operating them
upon or across the main operated tracks.

Interlocking Towers and Special Track Facilities

In addition to increasing the number of main line tracks

and as a means of increasing their capacity still further,

three interlocking plants were installed, one each at Tucker,
Manteno and Monee, the latter at the end of the new four
track section. For this purpose an old station was appro-
priated at Tucker while at Manteno, Peotone and Monee
new towers were built which are of brick construction, fully

equipped with heating facilities and modern interlocking

equipment. These plants afford the means of diverting trains

from one track to another at will. Passing tracks 4,000 ft
long were located at all stations, and at Tucker, Manteno,
Peotone and Monee, besides the interlocking plants men-
tioned, there were also located additional 2,600 ft. passing
tracks for use by local freight trains, thus providing the

means of keeping them off the main line while doing switch-

ing service at these points. No. 18 frogs are installed at all

facing crossovers between main tracks and all tracks are

laid with 90 lb. rail.

Although the track work as well as the grading and con-
crete work were contracted originally, the track work was
finally done by company forces, it having developed early in

the progress of the work that delays both to through traffic

and the construction work itself could be avoided only by
company forces taking over the track work. The grading
was begun on April 15, within three weeks after the con-

tracts were let and the work has been pushed forward with-

out interruption since that time with the result that all traffic

has been carried on the new grade for several weeks.

The New Work Aids Traffic

The completion of the work will aid greatly from an oper-

ating standpoint. Aside from expediting the movement of

trains, it enables the company to take advantage of an vm-
usual and fortunate traffic condition at Kankakee. As men-
tioned in the early part of this article, the Illinois Central

handles the Big Four business from Kankakee into Chicago.

As the ruling grade between Kankakee and Matteson has
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now been reduced below that between Kankakee and Cham-
paign, the southern end of the district, it is now jxesible to

load trains out of Champaign for the ruling grade south of
Kankakee and fill them out at Kankakee with full tonnage
for Chicago. The train rating over the section north of
Kankakee has been increased from 3,800 tons to 4,400 tons.

Three contractors were engaged in the work, M. L. Wind-
ham, Centralia, handling the grading between Kankakee and
Tucker, and the Walsh Construction Company, Davenport,
Iowa, handling that between Peotone and Matteson, while
the Bates & Rogers Construction Company, Chicago, placed
all of the concrete involved in the latter unit. This project

has been carried on under the direction of F. L. Thompson,
chief engineer of the Illinois Central and F. W. Armstead,
assistant to chief engineer, with T. H. Robertson as con-
struction engineer in immediate charge.

Freight Car Loading

THE NUMBER of cars loaded with revenue freight during
the week ended December 2, which included the

Thanksgiving Day holiday, dropped to 845,219, which
was a decrease of 110,000 cars as compared with the week
before. This compares with 741,849 in the corresponding
week of last year and 882,604 in the corresponding week
of 1920, but in those years the holiday occurred during the

preceding week. In the week which included Thanksgiving
last year the loading was 673,465 and in 1920 it was 803,-

701. For six weeks, therefore, aside from the effect of the
holiday, the loading this year has been in excess of that for

1920. Because of the effect of the holiday, comparisons are
not particularly valuable, but grain and grain products load-
ing showed a decrease of 5,000 cars compared with the week
before; live stock decreased nearly 6,000; coal decreased
nearly 16,000, to 186,158; coke loading showed only a slight

decrease; forest products decreased 6,000; ore, 5,000; mer-
chandise, 29,000, and miscellaneous, 43,000.

The freight car shortage had been reduced to 133,786 cars
on November 30, a decrease of 18,781 compared with the
total on November 23. The shortage in box cars amounted
to 67,468, a reduction of 11,569, while the shortage in coal
cars totaled 42,848, a reduction of 835. At the same time,

5,595 surplus freight cars of various classes were reported,

an increase within a week of 289 cars.

Locomotives in need of repair on November 15 totaled

18,356 or 28.5 p>er cent of the number on line, according to

reports filed with the Car Service Division. This was a

decrease of ten locomotives as compared with the number
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Freight Cars Awaiting Repairs

The above chart shows a comparison of freight cars awaiting repairs by
classes since Januai-y 1, 1920. The heavy increases from January 1 to

August 15 of last year was the result of accumulation of cars on home
roads following heavy service during the previous year and a subsequent
reduction in car requirements due to falling off in business during the
first nine months of 1921.

.^s business increased after the middle of Augi:st, 1921, cars awaiting
repairs decreased until January 1. 1922, after which time they remained
practically the same due to labor difficulties until August 1, since which time
they have stendilv decreased.

REVENUE FREIGHT LO.\DED
SoiiMARY—All Districts. Ccmfarison op Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Ye.«s Acq.

Grain
and Grain T-ive

Districts Year Products Stock Coal Coke
Eastern 1922 9,598 3.529 54„122 2.609

1921 9,452 3.737 42,524 1,550
Allegheny 1922 3.297 3.504 56,148 6,186

1921 2,756 3.169 41,243 3,095
Pocahontas 1922 192 101 18,241 614

1921 233 106 12,906 158
Southern 1922 3,368 2,299 22,757 1217

1921 3.041 2,046 15.083 483
Northwestern 1922 15,927 9,670 9,243 1887

1921 13,629 9,176 8,369 796
Central Western 1922 12,451 12,385 20,413 292
„ .

192t 13,115 10,400 13,503 164
Southwestern 1922 4,508 2,893 5,034 270

1921 4,609 2.552 2.956 99
Total Western Districts.. 1922 32.886 24.948 34,690 2,449

^ , ... „ .
1'21 31,353 22.128 24.828 1.059

Total All Roads 1922 49.341 34,381 186.158 13.075
1921 46,835 31.206 136.584 6,345
1920 36.10S 31.263 233.228 15,004

Inrrcasc compared 1921 2,506 3,175 49.574 6.730
Decrease compared 1921
IncreaJW compared 1920 13.233 3,ii8 ......
Decrease com |ia red 1920 47 070 1929
December 2nd 1972 49.341 34,381 186.158 13!o75
November 25ih 1922 54.790 40.217 202,032 13,2.14
November I8ih 1922 55,204 40.735 205,024 12.431November 11 1922 52.501 38,001 188.312 12,273
November 4th 1922 51,912 39.731 194.077 11.641

Compiled by Ik* Car Sirvict Divition of Ih* Amtrietm Railway AttociaHom.

, Two YEARS Acq. Week En

Forest Mdse.
Products Ore L. C. L.

5,405 2,420 56.122
4,805 735 62.710
3,116 2,248 41.708
2.566 2.375 46.555
1,425 107 4,979
1,197 1 5.859

20.753 1,367 33.513
16.329 450 37,301
14,687 1,552 23.015
10.883 279 27.361
7.305 2,306 26.988
4.836 664 70.406
7.319 550 '3.392
7,025 673 16.472

29,311 4,408 63,395
22,744 1,616 74.239
60,010 10.550 199,717
47.641 5.177 226,664
52,583 26.103 200.871
12,369 S,373

26,947
7,427

15.553 1,154
60.010 10,550 199.717
66.046 15,052 228.771
61.403 32.780 228,922
60.392 39.383 228,050
60,013 47,046 234,737

DED Saturday. December 2nd, 1922

Total Revenue Freight

Corre-
sponding

This Year, Year.
Miscellaneous 1922 1921

77.853 211,858
65.165 190.678
65.165 181.372
50,901 152,680
3.067 28.726
3,214 23.674

39.156 124,430
34,229 108,962
33.421 109.402
25.894 96.387
45.669 127.809
35.575 108.663
27.656 61.622
26.419 60.805

106.746 298.833
87.888 265.855

291.987 845.219
241.397 741,849
287.444
50.590 103.370

'4.543 '.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.

37,385
291.987 845,219 741,849
335.353 955,495 673,465
332,595 969,094 790,363
334.997 953.909 755,777
355,670 994,827 837.57S

Corre-
sponding
Year,
1920

219,249

191.674

3V.654

iVs'.ioi

lVo',663

131,436

70.422

3li',92i

882,604

882,604
803.701
889,138
927,586
915,615
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on November 1. Locomotives in need of heavy repairs totaled

15,120, an increase within 15 days of 19, while those in

need of light repairs amounted to 3,236, which was a de-

crease of 29 within the same period. From November 1 to

November 15, the railroads turned out of their shops 12,139

locomotives. The number of serviceable locomotives totaled

46,101 on November 15 as compared with 46,096, which

was the total on November 1.

CAKS OF FOREST PRODUCTS LOADSO
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Large Building Program Stimulates Movement of Forest Products

The charts indicate the trend in the loading of forest products by different

districts in the country, together with the cumulative loading in the entire

country—the latter contrasted with the building projects now being under-

taken.

It will be noted that the loading of the forest products in the Southern

district has, with slight exception, been greater than during the years 1920

and 1921. At the present time the loading in that region is far in excess

of the two prior years.

The loading in the northwestern district has not kept the even trend as

has been prevalent in the South, and while it now exceeds the loading for

corresponding periods of the past two years, this district was slowe:

covering, compared with other regions, from tl

which affected the industry as a whole, during
been, however, a large water-borne traffic fro

would partially account for the larger relative

Loading in tlie southweslern territory has
btit during the fall period of car shortage, h

period of acute deflation

ig 1920 and 1921. There has
1 mills in this territory, which
decrease in carloading.
xceeded the loading for 1921.
s been less than that of 1920.

The trend indicates that this section of the country is rapidly recovering
however.

For all districts from January 1 to November 11, the loading during 1922
has exceeded the similar period of 1921, but still shows a decrease under the

car-loadings during 1920. This is largely due to the fact that for the first five

months of 1920 the lumber industry passed through one of the greatest

periods of prosperity in its history, where orders far exceeded the ability of

mills to cut or ship. The loadings during the first six months of 1920
greatly exceeded the last six months, whereas the reverse condition is

generally true during 1922.

It will be noted that the loading of forest products^ is now on the upward
trend, due, in part, to tlie very large building projects being undertaken
which fact, coupled with the depletion of stock yards, should produce con-
tinued activity on the part of the milling industry.

For the 46 weeks of 1922, ending with the week of November 18th, the
organized saw mill industry of the country shows a total of 10,159,212,045

board feet manufactured, 9,569,673,141 board feet shipped, and orders

received for 10,200,834,464 board feet. For the entire year the industry, as a

whole, has shipped in excess of 90 per cent of the footage manufactured.
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Labor Board Removes
Inequalities in Telegraphers' Pay

ADKCisiox, upholding the contentions of eleven of the

largest western carriers as to the necessity- for the

eliminating of inequalities in the rates of pay of

telegraphers and station employees, brought about through

the application of an order of the Railroad Administration,

was recently handed down by the Railroad Labor Board.

The carriers involved, the Chicago & North Western, the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, the Chicago, Rock island & Pacific, the Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, the Great Northern, the

Illinois Central, the Minneapolis & St. Louis, the Min-

neapolis, St. Paul &: Sault Ste. Marie, the Northern Pacific

and the Southern Pacific (Pacific System), asked the Board

for the right to correct inequalities produced by the applica-

tion of Interpretation 8 to Supplement 13 to General Order

27, issued by the United States Railroad Administration.

The Board decided that, effective Januar}' 1, 1923, "the in-

equalities * * * shall be eliminated by reducing the

hourly rate of these employees an amount equivalent to the

increase resulting from the application of Interpretation 8

to Supplement 13 to General Order 27."

The Labor Board, in discussing this dispute, p>ointed out

that for some years prior to 1917 telegraphers employed by

the carriers were paid a monthly salary to cover the full

calendar days of the month, that is. 28, 30 or 31 days. In

the latter part of 1917. telegraph employees in the service

of these carriers received an increase in wages of approxi-

mately 12 per cent and in conjunction therewith the calendar

month basis was changed to a working-day-month basis or

26 days, and thereafter the rate formerly applying for service

performed on the calendar days of the month applied for the

working days of the month and additional compensation was

paid for ser%'ice performed on other than working days, that

is Sund.ays and holidays. Later the application of Supple-

ment 13 to General Order 27 and its Interpretation 8 re-

sulted was in some instances in the establishment of in-

equalities of the rates of pay of certain telegraph and station

employees, which inequalities constituted the subject of this

dispute. The Board's analysis of the case continues in

part as follows

:

The carriers state that the application of Interpretation 8 as

directed by the Railroad Administration not only created an addi-

tional expenditure of over $1,000,000 per annum but created

a very disturbing and unsatisfactory situation ; that agents, who
previously received a substantial differential over telegraphers,

are now receiving^ less than the telegraphers at a great many
stations: and that telegraphers, who recei\ed rates in excess of

other telegraphers working at the same stations, are receiving a

lesser rate, notwithstanding the fact that the class of work and
responsibility required are unchanged. It is stated that on some
roads where, prior to Interpretation 8, there were 30 rates of

pay. there are now 172 different rates of pay. and that on the

lines represented in this controversy 11.008 employees received

increases and 4.027 received no increases. Tlie carriers contend
that this has resulted in old experienced agents holding responsible

positions taking assignments of less responsibility where rates of

pay were increased under Interpretation 8, and agents of less

experience accepting the more important stations, thereby impair-

ing the efficiency of the service.

It is the contention of the carrier that the language of Supple-
ment 13 clearly shows that it was never intended to include com-
pensation for Sunday and holiday service where such service was
paid for as overtime in establishing the hourly rate to which the

increases provided for in Sirpplcment 13 should be added; further-

more, that there is no decision of record issued by the Railroad
Administration which provides that overtime should be included

in computing the basic rate to which increases prescribed by the

various .supplements should be added.

The Board u[)hcld these contentions specifically stating in

its opinion

:

The Labor Board finds that inequalities exist in the rates of

pay of employees in telegraph and station service which are un-
justified and detrimental to the service. It appears that the

employees who have benefited by the inequalities resulting from
the application of Interpretation 8 have received the full amount
of the increase provided for in the orders and decisions of the

Railroad Administration and the Labor Board, and that the higher
rates of pay accruing to them through the application of Inter-

pretation 8 have resulted from the inclusion in the monthly rate

used as the basis for computing the hourly rate under Supplement
13, compensation for service which was paid for additional as
overtime. This does not appear to have been contemplated by
any decision of the Railroad Administration increasing the rates

of pay of any class of employees.

A. O. Wharton Files Dissenting Opinion

Again a dissenting opinion was appended to the decision

by A. O. Wharton, member of the labor group on the Board,

who quoted extensively from the emplojee's testimony at

the hearing in this case, his contention being ''that the ques-

tion now decided adversely to the employees was one which
had the personal attention of the Director-General of Rail-

roads; that it was also approved by the Director, Division of

Operation, both of whom were exjjerienced railroad officials;

and that prior to the decision being rendered the Director-

General had received the benefit of the judgment of the

Director of the Division of Operation, Railway Board of

Adjustment No. 3, and the Board of Railroad Wages and
^^"orking Conditions."

Mr. Wharton added that:

The immediate effect of this decision—based on the figures

submitted by the carriers—will reduce the annual earnings of

these generally underpaid and highly skilled workers $1,255,680
per annum. In Wage Series Report Xo. 3. issued by the Labor
Board October. 1921, the average wages per month for telegra-

phers, et cetera, are shown to be $123.55 per month. The 11,008
directly affected will suffer an average reduction of $114 per
annum by this decision, and while it may be said that these em-
ployees, as a class, are today under the Board's wage reduction
Decision No. 147. effective July 1, 1921, receiving a wage 82 per
cent above the miserably low wage rates in effect prior to the
period of federal control, the fact remains that they are generally
underpaid.
The decision of the majority arbitrarily puts into effect differen-

tials that were in effect during the year 1917, and every practical
railroad man must admit that this decision will create a multitude
of unjustifiable differentials in rates of pay, and that the existing
dissatisfaction and discontent of these employees will be augmented
by this impracticable decision, the only effect of which is to bring
about another reduction in wages veiled by a thinly spread smoke
screen which simply emphasizes the desire of the majority to deny
the employees an opportunity to meet the respective carriers in

conference and work out an equitable adjustment of any existing
improper differentials.

W. L. Mc^Ienimen, member of the labor group on the

Board, also appended a statement to the effect that while he
voted against the decision he did not formally enter a dis-

senting opinion, adding, "as a rule dissenting opinions ac-

complish no practical purpyose and merely encumber the

record."

A resolution accompanying the decision proposed by Mr.
McMenimen, and passed by the Board, ordered the retention

upon its docket of various other applications from carriers

for decreases and employees for increases in the wages of

telegraphers. No action on these applications was, however,
taken at this time.

Gl.\nds FiGi'RE. nowadays, in varied classes of news, front-

page and other. The latest item is one concerning the endo-

crine gland of a woman who was injured by a switching loco-

motive of the Chicago & Alton, when it struck the automo-
bile in which she was riding, and who is now suing the road

in the Federal Court at Kansas City for $50,000. It is charged

that, because of an injury to this gland the lady has grown
to weigh 375 lbs., a degree of obesity which is very oppressive,

and a misfortune for which compensation ought to be made.



A National Transportation Institute Advocated

First Steps Taken to Create An Organization to Develop

Fundamental Facts Regarding This Industry

THE FIRST STEPS toward the establishment of a National

Transportation Institute "for the purpose of accumu-
lating, organizing and furnishing tlie people at large

full, complete, impartial and unbiased information about

transportation" were taken at a dinner at the Hotel La Salle,

Chicago, on December 8, when 150 agricultural, railway and
business men unanimously endorsed the plan and appointed

a committee of 19 men to act in conjunction with Congress-

man Sidney Anderson, chairman of the joint committee of

Agricultural Inquiry. United States Congress, J. R. Howard,
president of the American Farm Bureau Federation, and Bird

M. Robinson, president of the American Short Line Railroad

Association, who are the leading advocates of the institute.

Following the addresses of Mr. Anderson, Mr. Howard,
D. B. Hutchings, director of transportation of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, and Mr. Robinson, the meeting

unanimously adopted a resolution approving the establish-

ment of the institute and urging the agricultural, banking,

conunercial and transportation interests of the country to

participate in its organization. The committee appointed to

arrange for an organization committee and to participate in

the formulation of plans to be submitted to a representative

meeting to be called by them for the purpose of establishing

a permanent organization included: H. I. Drummond,
chairman of the Board of Governors of tlie International Farm
Congress; M. D. Campbell, president of the National Milk
Producers Association; John W. Blodgett, president of the

National Lumber Manufacturer's Association; E. B. Polleys,

president of the Western Pine Association; A. B. Johnson,

president of the Railway Business Association; Irvin T.

Bush, president of the Chamber of Commerce of the State

of New York; W. R. Skinner, secretary and general manager
of the National Daily Association; J. A. Edgerton, president

of the National Association of Manufacturers; George C.

Conn, director of traffic of the Buick Motor Company; Ralph
Van Vechton, vice president of the Continental & Commercial
National Bank of Chicago; J. W. Kerscher, president of the

National Wholesale Grocers' Association; W. H. Manns,
assistant to the president of the International Harvester Com-
pany; Francis Kemper, National Retail Grocers' Association;

J. L. Lovett, general manager of the Michigan Manufac-
turers' Association; Harrison F. Jones, executive secretary of

the National Poultry, Butter and Egg Association; W. L.

Wagner of G. M. H. Wagner & Sons Company, Chicago;

H. A. Palmer, editor of the Traffic World; S. O. Dunn, editor

of the Railway Age; and William Butterworth, president of

Deere & Co.

A tentative plan for organization, as submitted by Mr.
Robinson, provides for a board of governors, of IS prominent

citizens, headed by Edward E. Clark, former chairman of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, to direct research work,

and to present its findings to the public. A board of 35

directors is to be selected upon suggestions of the leading

national agricultural, banking, industrial and transportation

organizations, thereby insuring that the important business

industries in the country who participate in the financial

support of the institute shall have an opportunity to partici-

pate in the administration of the business and to present to

the board of governors their special points of view for con-

sideration. Staff officers are to be employed in each state,

whose duty it will be to give to the public information that

the investigations of the institute develops. The institute

will supplement the work of its staff officers by educating

students in the fundamental principles of the various kinds

of transportation, facts as to the present condition and the

relative importance of each class of common carrier, the effect

of present laws and regulations, and how the public and the

carriers will be benefited or adversely affected by any attitude

or action that may be taken wdth resp)ect to their transporta-

tion problems.

It was estimated that during the research p)eriod, which
will begin at once, the cost of maintaining the institute will

be less than $250,000 per year and later when the staff

officers are employed the cost will increase to over $1,000,000
per year. It is thought that when the institute becomes an
active, educational one, it will receive a large number of

students and the income from this source will aid in paying

expenses, and that it possibly will become self supporting

in the future.

The American farmer feels that a National Transportation

Institute is highly desirable, according to Mr. Hutchings of

the American Farm Bureau Federation. He stated that there

are numerous proljlems now vexing the farmer in regard to

transportation and that some responsible organization should

be formed to sift the truth out of the present cloud of mis-

information and malinformation. He declared that each

should have full, accurate and unbiased information about

the other's problems, what is being done to grapple with

them, the methods being used and the success which is being

met. Mr. Hutchings called attention to the fact that the

executive committee of the American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion, at its meeting in June, 1922, adopted a resolution

endorsing the movement and that it has since heartily sup>-

ported it. The American farmer believes that such an
organization as the National Transportation Institute would
be extremely valuable, and that it should be set to work as

soon as p>ossible in order that it may help to cop)e with the

problems now pressing for immediate solution.

The address of Mr. Robinson further pointed out the need
for accurate transportation information and sketched a plan
for the organization of a National Transportation Institute,

including its research work and personnel. He declared that

the magnitude of the problem and the work to be done is

stupendous, and urged that the men present at the meeting
join in the selection of men for a strong organization com-
mittee. In conclusion, Mr. Robinson appealed to his audi-

ence to join at once in an active, aggressive campaign to

inform the public as to the facts of the present rail situation

and what must be done to save the nation's transportation

system.

Congressman Anderson Advocates Institute

Mr. Anderson urged the creation of a National Trans-
portation Institute to establish sound public policies with

respect to transportation and to create appropriate relations

between industry, agriculture and transportation. He said

in part:

"It has been my observation in the contacts which I have
had during the past one and one-half years with almost

every important industry in the country, that most of our

troubles rise from a lack of understanding of the other

fellow's problem and the relation which it has to our own.
This meeting is an auspicious indication that we are coming
to a realization of this fact.

"I assume that my presence here may be ascribed to the

fact that I had the honor to be chairman of the Joint Com-
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mission of Agricultural Inquin.-, created by Congress in

June, 1921. The resolution which created this commission

was a ver\' broad one; charging the commission with ascer-

taining among other things, the causes of the agricultural

crisis of 1920; the reasons for the spread between the con-

sumers' and purchasers' prices; the comparative condition of

other industries; the adequacy of the credit, transportation,

marketing and distributing machinery of the country. It

was apparent from the outset that there was no hope of

accumulating the basis of fact upon which sound conclu-

sions could be predicated by the usual methods of congres-

sional investigation. As I saw it, therefore, the job was one

of organizing new agencies through which a basis of organ-

ized and correlated information could be obtained.

"Without going into detail as to the method of organizing

the committees and organization which co-operated with them,

I may say that altogether we established more than 200 com-

mittees and a co-ordinating organization of approximately

.5,000 people. This organization included the best men and

most constructive thinkers we were able to get in the fields

of agriculture, industrj', distribution and transjxjrtation. In

the transportation organization alone, were comprised 115

committees and 200 sub-committees, and a co-ordinating

organization of about 1,600 people. We sent out more than

200,000 questionnaires, asked more than 25 million ques-

tions, and made, or had made for us, more than 50 million

mathematical calculations. I think I may say, after a year

spent in this investigation, that the startling fact about

transportation, as well as distributive economics, is not what
we know, about the agencies and functions of transportation

and distribution, but what we do not know.

"It is true that there is a considerable amount of data

touching physical property and operation of railroads and
other transportation agencies, but this data has not been

organized with a view of bringing it together in such form

as would make possible a sound judgment as to the relations

of various factors of physical property and operation, and
the drawing of sound conclusions from them.

"Transportation is a public function; it is not an end in

itself, but a means to an end. It should be an efficient instru-

ment in the conduct and development of the nation's agri-

culture, industr}- and commerce. It can continue to function

under private management only if when so functioning it

best serves the economic interests of the country.

"I have no personal interest in railroads or in other trans-

portation agencies, but I have seen the economic relation of

transportation and industry' too thoroughly demonstrated, not

to appreciate the fact that the problems of transportation are

not merely transportation problems, but are problems in

which the agriculture, industry and commerce of the nation

are vitally interested. Transportation service and the cost

of transportation service, in considerable measure, determine

the location and prosperity of industry and agriculture.

Transportation rates are as potent a force in determining this

location and prosperity as taxes, and in many respects oper-

ate like taxes.

"The ability of the transportation agencies largely measures

the amount of business that ran be done by the country. We
have concentrated our attention largely, heretofore, upon the

operative and financial problems of transportation. The time

has come when some attention must be given to the relation-

ship of different forms of transportation to each otlier, and
to the economic effects of transportation service or the lack

of it, and transportation rates.

"There should be an agency representing the economic
interests of the country, capable of accumulating the basis

of fact upon which the economic effects of rates may be

determined. Transportation costs on the whole are a far

smaller element in consumers' prices than is generally .sup-

posed. It is probable that transjxirtation costs less than

wholesale distribution, and that the total cost of retail distri-

bution in the United States is four or five times as great

as the total cost of transjwrtation. No accurate determina-

tion of the economic effects of transportation rates as to

commodities or industries, can be obtained, except on the

basis of more detailed information than is at present

available.

"Retail associations, wholesale associations and associa-

tions of manufacturers, are beginning to realize that the cost

of distribution has outrun the cost of production and manu-
facture ; they are setting up agencies for study of the processes

of distribution, and for the dissemination of sound principles

upon which more effective and efficient methods of distribu-

tion can be predicated. If it is worth while for these agencies

to undertake to inform themselves and the public in regard

to their own business, is it not worth while for these agencies

to combine to ascertain their relationship to transportation

and the economic effects upon them and upwn the countn.',

of transportation rates and service?

"If the problems connected with transportation and distri-

bution were not so practical; if they did not touch industr\-

so closely; if they were not a part of the daily operating

factors of every industry; if, in other words, they were more
obscure and scientific, we would promptly recognize the neces-

sity of securing a basis of fact from which sound conclusions

could be reached.

"\Mien a new bug appears in the country, departments of

agriculture and scientific institutions study its life histon-

from the cradle to the grave. If it is worth while to spend
millions of public and private funds, in the accumulation
and organization of information touching the obscure hazards
of agriculture and industr)-, is it not worth while to set up
an agency capable of accumulating and organizing the infor-

mation touching transportation and its relations to the indus-

try, agriculture and commerce, which so closely touch the

prosperity and economic well being, not only of these agen-
cies, but of the whole mass of jxipulation?

"Transportation more than any other agency or instrumen-
tality of commerce, is dependent upon sound and favorable
public sentiment, yet it is a fact whidi I think no one will

question, that no industry- has been at less pains to create

favorable public opinion than railroad transportation. Rail-
roads formerly spent millions in securing the adoption of

sound public policies by national and state legislative bodies,

and in defending these policies and their operating methods
and performance before courts and commissions, only to find

that these millions had been spent largely in vain, because
they have not Ijeen supported b)' adequate public knowledge
and favorable public opinion.

"The point I am trj-ing to make is that those interested in
the establishment of sound transportation policies, and who
recognize relationship of transportation efficiency and service
to the progress and prosperity of the nation, cannot expect
that politicians or statesmen will be able to overturn public
sentiment by unfavorable propaganda in the hectic excite-

ment of a four or five weeks' political campaign. The men
in public life who recognize the importance of transportation
agencies, and the necessity of sound public policies with
respect tliereto, have a right to expect that agencies will be
created by the industries interested in transportation to
accumulate the facts and disseminate the information which
will create favorable public opinion touching these policies.

"I know of no idea which has greater potentialities for the
establishment of sound public policies with respect to trans-
jiortation; the creation of appropriate relationships between
industry, agriculture and transiwrtation, and for the dissemi-
nation of the information which is ei^ential to favorable
public opinion, than the idea which is responsible for the
proposal to create a National Transportation Institute."

Further efforts to enlist support for the institute will be
made at a dinner to Ix; held in New York Citv on January
18, 1923.



Great Need of Salesmanship in Transportation

"Day Is Approaching When Every Man Who Sells Railroad

Tickets Must Be a Salesman, Not a Mere Ticket Clerk"

.r

By C. A, Cairns

Passenger Traffic Manager, Chicago & North Western

THE BACKBONE of an Organization like yours is the men
who, through many years of experience and travel,

have acquired an intimate and specialized knowledge

of passenger traffic. Men who make the most of every op-

portunity to improve the serv-ice and who are entitled to be

classed as representing the highest art of salesmanship in

transp)ortation.

Every time I go into a ticket office and hear the wide range

of questions to be answered, it increases the admiration I

have always had for the men behind the counter.

Rightly handled, you gentlemen all know his is no easy

task. He has a real man's job for, if he is an exj>ert in his

profession, he must be a walking encyclopedia of informa-

tion about travel matters all over and all around the world.

In commercial lines prices often vary for articles which

correspond to a large extent and which contrast furnishes

the salesman with strong talking points, but generally speak-

ing, railroad fares are the same, likewise the train service

via the several routes between principal competitive points,

and it accordingly requires expert salesmanship to convince

a prospective buyer why he should use one particular route

in preference to another.

Some of you may have read an interesting article which
appeared several months ago of a plan inaugurated by a

certain line for greater salesmanship in its ticket offices.

The article went on to say that their ticket men had quit be-

ing "Clerks," having acquired the title of "Salesmen" and
were being required to live up to the new designation.

In considering the sales possibility, this company grouped

prospectives into three classes

:

First: Those entirely sold when they enter the office.

Second : Those partly sold upon entry and requiring sales-

manship in closing.

Third: Those shopping around yet susceptible of being

sold.

With a view to finding out how much or how little sales-

manship was being used in its offices, the company required

each ticket clerk to keep a tally over a period of ten days of

the number of prospective travelers who called. A compari-

son of the total prospects with the ticket sales showed a most
disheartening situation. The clerks were not it appeared

salesmen. They were courteous but did not make sales as

often as they should. As a result, a contest was started with

two or three prizes as rewards and there was at once a sur-

prising jump in the number of sales in proportion to the

number of prospects.

Commenting upon the sales methods of railroads, a former

railroad man has this to say in a recent magazine of nation

wide circulation : "The business of transportation is like

every other business in that it has something to sell. That
'something' is transportation—transportation of goods or

persons.

"Few, very few railroads, really sell transportation. Al-

most invariably it is bought. People do not go into the

office of a railroad and buy a ticket or ship a car of live-

stock in anything like the frame of mind with which they

enter a cigar or a man's furnishing store or a grocery. To all

intents and purposes, the transactions are identical. They

• From an address before the American Association of Railroad Ticket
Agents, Savannah, Georgia, November 13, 1922.

involve the exchange of money for goods or service, and a

man from Mars might suppose that the methods of procedure

would not differ. But they do. The cigar man or the

haberdasher or the grocer is keen to make a sale. If what he

first offers the prospective purchaser is not to the latter's

liking, he offers something else. He points out its good quali-

ties, anticipates criticism and objections, smiles, pleads,

urges—in short, he sells.

"The railroad representative does not do any of these

things. He is not curt or impertinent, but seldom does he
give the man who does business with him the impression

that his patronage is appreciated. It is, I suppose, in the

nature of the business—a 'holdover' from the days when
railroads were monopolies. They are not that today."

In view of the result of the investigation of sales condi-

tions previou.sly referred to and in light of this criticism,

whether justified or not, have we not here food for thought

of possible improvement in our sales methods.

Examples of Good Salesmanship

I was an interested spectator a short time ago at the In-

formation Bureau in a ticket oftice not a thousand miles

away from Savannah. A gentleman came in to make in-

quiry about service to California. He had in his hand a

telegram, which made it impossible to determine until he re-

ceived a reply to same, whether he could start on a Thursday
or Friday. He was given the desired information as to fares,

service, etc., courteously and correctly by the young man at

the counter, who proved to be a poor salesman, however, for

when he finished answering the inquiries put up to him
without volunteering any helpful suggestions of his own, the

man started to leave the office. Fortunately, as he hesitated

for a moment he was taken in hand by another employee who
knew the art of salesmanship and he advanced the idea that

it would be well for him to make his arrangements then and
there for the day on which he was most likely to go, as by
doing so he would be able to get a far better berth location

than if he waited and if he found he had made a bad guess

with respect to the date, he could bring back the tickets and
they would be cheerfully exchanged to meet his requirements.

The idea struck him favorably and as a result two tickets

were sold to Tos Angeles. You will agree the latter

evidenced good salesmanship. Both had the same oppor-

tunity; one let his slip away, while the other applied good
sales methods and secured the business as well as doing the

purchaser a real service.

Expert salesmanship is .well illustrated in a talk I had
a few days ago with a representative of an important tourist

agency. A lady came into their office inquiring for informa-

tion about the Catskills. After a short preliminary talk he
inquired if she would accept a suggestion from him as to

her vacation plans. She replied that she would be very glad

to do so, but that he must keep in mind two essentials—she

had only a certain amount of money to spend and a given

time to be away from her business. Beyond these limita-

tions she was open-minded. It so happened that his com-
pany was interested in a tour to the Bermuda Islands, and
seizing the opportunity, he began to tell her of the advantages

of an exhilarating sea voyage and expatiated glowingly

upton a country she had never seen. In short, he succeeded
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in a limited time in changing her from the Catskill to the

Bermudas, and upon her return she called to tell him how
satisfactor>' her vacation had been. This is simply illustra-

tive of what can be done when proper salesmanship is ap-

plied and which efficiency all of our offices must aim to

develop.

Salesmen Should Be More Carefully Employed

Recently I was deeply interested in a little pamphlet

issued by one of the largest business organizations in the

world and which gave an outline of the examination a sales-

man was required to submit to before his application would

be given consideration for employment. As I read it the

thought occurred, do we display the care we should in select-

ing our salesmen and might not the railroads follow with

profit some such systematic pre-emplo3'ment plan, for there

is no doubt but that there are many men in ticket offices who
have small ability for this important work and who, regard-

less of training, do not seem to develop into expert salesmen

of transportation.

"I can sell three tickets to Joe's one," said a first-class

ticket salesman to me a short time ago, and he could by

actual count. There was not a circular in the office which

did not bear his thumb marks of study and the contents of

which he was not familiar with, nor was there a ticket in

the case which he could not find as readily as a Scotchman

can repeat the Catechism, while his co-worker floated along

as easily as he could, having to ask someone else for detailed

information in connection with practically every transaction

other than that of a strictly local character.

You have all heard the stor)- of the Hebrew who went into

a ticket office and asked for a ticket to Springfield, and upon

being asked by the polite salesman to which Springfield he

desired to go—Springfield, O., Springfield, Mass., or Spring-

field, Mo., promptly replied, "Give me the cheapest." Un-
fortunately, this same kind of indifference is now and then

noticed in some ticket offices—the easiest methods being em-

ployed to get by with, instead of a desire to raise the stand-

ard of service, but fortunately such offices are rare exceptions

to the general rule.

May we now offer some thoughts which, if developed and

worked out, might help solve some of the difficult ticket

office problems that are encountered from day to day?

Sometime ago we had an analysis made of our ticket sales

and were somewhat surprised to find that approximately 25

per cent of the total passenger revenue of the Chicago &
North Western Railway Company was collected in our Chi-

cago offices. When you consider tliat our total passenger

revenue has run as high as $45,000,000 a year, you will

appreciate how important it is that we have the right kind

of salesmanship in these large offices.

First of all. it takes time and money to make an efficient

ticket salesman and on account of the knowledge being

largely technical and absorbed only after years of close study

and application, frequent changes in the personnel of the

office should be avoided and the salar)' should be made at-

tractive to insure reasonable permanency.

.\nd when changes arc nccessar)', is enough time devoted

to the direct tutelage of the new beginner? Are we not too

prone to let him shift for himself rather than to put him

through a course of study in ticket office problems that he

may be educated to become a real salesman. He should be

introduced to the tariffs—to the inside of them particularly

—not to the outside cover only and furthermore that he ab-

sorbs the contents.

Study of Tariffs Needed

Tariffs are necessarily more or less complicated, but much
of the mystery that surrounds them can 1)C eliminated by a

careful study of the parts that interest a particular office.

It is to be regretted that many ticket clerks make no com-

prehensive study of tariffs and do not think of looking at

anything but the outside covers until someone is at the counter

inquiring for information which they contain. There is then

a wild scramble to find the information desired—haste often

results in mistakes being made—not to mention delay in

w^aiting upon the passenger, thus causing him to leave the

office in an irritated mood with a ver)- poor impression of its

efficiency. As a matter of fact, the passenger gets the first

and strongest impression of the character of the railroad he

is patronizing from the manner in which he is served at the

ticket counter, and if this service is not prompt, helpful and

courteous, it is apt to discolor everything that follows.

Many of us have seen ticket clerks in busy offices do
unnecessary work pasting together several pieces of tickets

to make up a complete one when, if they had been acquainted

with their stock, they would have found a printed form that

would have served them all this trouble besides avoiding de-

lay in waiting on the purchaser.

The railroads spend thousands of dollars each year in

publishing booklets, exploiting different localities. These

are eagerly read by the prospective traveler, but can the same

always be said of the man behind the counter who is suf>-

}X)sed to be an encyclojjedia of information on subjects of

travel ?

Is it not frequently found that the prospective passenger

knows more about what he wants than the man who is at-

tempting to serve him? Some employes will tell you there

is not time for study during office hours. This may be true

to a certain extent, but there are times during the early and

latter part of the day especially when a salesman so disposed

can usually find time and furthermore should consider it

liis duty to read and digest every- piece of travel literature

that comes into the office, for that is part of his duties.

To illustrate this point, a friend of mine had occasion

quite recently to call at a large city ticket office shortly after

the opening hour and it happened at that particular time

there w-as not a prospective passenger in the office. He de-

sired some information about an eastern resort and evidently

did not get mucli satisfaction. "Was any one of the six or

seven men behind the counter studying the tariffs or reading

something of use in connection with their work? No, they

were not," he said with emphasis. "They were standing

around in pairs, apparently discussing the relative merits of

the Yankees and White Sox—all very weU in its way, but

this does not go very far towards giving satisfactorj' service

to patrons, nor in increasing the size of their pay checks."

A feature of good salesmanship is to have the ticket forces

kept familiar with the advertisements your company may be

running in daily paf)ers or national mediums of publicity,

that they may post themselves on inquiries they are likely to

have in connection therewith, and thus be prepared to

answer same promptly.

The prompt and accurate handling of sleeping car matters

is one of the most important features of good salesmanship in

a well organized office and should have close inspection and

supervision by the agent himself. An ideal condition in

larger offices is to have this important position filled by a

man who has had traveling experience and who knows the

necessity for prompt and discriminating work. This is espe-

cially true when dealing with foreign line ticket agents who
frequently control routings from promptness in replies and

the .satisfactory cliaracter of answers received.

A rapid firing and most imiiortant sales assistant is the

telephone and ever}- one in this room will agree witli me that

tliis service should also have close personal supervision. "A
soft answer turneth away wrath.'' If you want to see how
quickly your competitor will get the business away from you,

put a grouch on this job. He is a twin brother of Delay and

lK)th go hand in hand in opening up the floodgates of com-

plaints and consequent loss of traffic.
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Work of Information Bureau

An Information Bureau is an indispensable help to good
salesmanship if properly organized and harnessed up with

the ticket organization. I tliink you will agree with me that

no folder, booklet or other literature should be handed out

without polite inquiry being made as to whether the recipient

has a trip in view, and if favorable reply is received, oppor-

tunity is then afforded to volunteer further assistance in

planning an itincran,'. If a memorandum is taken of the

name, address and teleplione number and handed to the

soliciting agent, experience proves excellent returns may be

expected from such follow-up methods. Unfortunately both

of these angles of salesmanship are frequently neglected.

Is enough attention being given by your association to the

study and investigation of methods or mechanical appliances

that will assist in the reduction of work and at the same time

promote the efficiencv of the office? Can cash registers be

used to advantage in some ticket offices, by simplifying the

making of change and methods of accounting, thus giving

more time for the counter and adding to the efficiency of the

sales force?

In the building of new terminals or in the installation of

new city ticket offices, are }'ou men who may be interested

in same volunteering ideas and suggestions in connection with

their constructions and operation that are based up>on prac-

tical experience in the successful and rapid handling of

traffic?

Has a committee from your organization investigated and
passed judgment upon the merits of the so-called double-

deck and also wicket counters for city ticket offices which
came into existence during the railroad administration, the

former being used in the Consolidated Offices at Washington
and Cincinnati, and the latter at Denver, Detroit and San
Francisco? Are transactions with the purchaser face to face

better than the somewhat usual practice of making up tickets

on a separate desk some distance removed from the counter

with your back towards same so as to avoid interruptions

and possible mistakes as a result therefrom?

Noting as you do from day to day the use and abuse of

folders, is it not possible for your organization to take this

subject in hand and after investigation, offer suggestions as

to economies that might be practiced in supplies or improve-

ments made in the make-up or in the distribution of same?
Likewise would not the voice of your association be helpful

in sounding a note against waste in various other forms of

circulars and advertising matter of questionable value, with

which your offices are now flooded and much of the informa-

tion duplicated?

Could not a committee from your association with profit

make a study of the simplification of tariffs and give the

benefit of its finding from the viewpoint of the transpwrtation

salesman as well as the public, to tliose charged with the

issuance of same?
The day is approaching when ever}' man who sells railroad

tickets will be required to be a salesman, not a mere clerk

from whom tickets can be bought, as our critic has put it,

and to know as much about the transportation goods he is

selling as the expert clothing merchant does about his.

When that dav arrives the classification, "ticket clerk," vnll

vanish from the payroll and "transportation salesman" will

take its place.

Annual Report of the Bureau of Safety

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued, in

a pamphlet of 43 pages, the report of W. P. Borland,

chief of the Bureau of Safety, for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1922. This is a supplement to the annual report

of the Commission, which was noticed in the Railway Age
of December 9, which notice included a paragraph devoted

to the principal points in Mr. Borland's report. Other fea-

tures are here noted.

The number of freight cars inspected during the year
under review was 1.046,964, of which 4.35 per cent were
found defective; passenger cars inspected, 26,116, percentage

defective, 0.97; locomotives inspected, 23,590, per cent de-

fective, 2.40. The usual comparisons are given, with data
under this head, for preceding years. More cars and loco-

motives were inspected than in 1920 and the record also

discloses a gratifying decrease in the number found to be
defective. Of all the defects found, 65 p)er cent are in con-

nection with the air brake and haiid brake mechanism, and
among these, cut-out air brakes are prominent. The report

calls attention to the duty of reducing this percentage of

brakes cut out. Inspections during the past year have dis-

closed cars on which the hand brakes were unsatisfactory

because of too long brake shafts ; and in numerous instances

it has been noted that sill steps on freight cars were not
properly located under the ladders.

During the shopmen's strike in July, August and Se{>-

tember, there was a large increase in the number of cars

with defective safety appliances, and totals are given com-
paring the different months of the year.

The report of hours of service, covering cases where the

regulations of the law were not strictly complied with show
31,682 instances of excess service, which is less than half

the number reported in the year preceding. Of the 31,682
cases, 9,940 had to do with telegraphers in continuously op-

erated offices; cases where the operators worked longer than
nine hours; and there were 659 cases in daytime offices

where the operators were on duty longer than 13 hours.

The total number of instances of excess service of all classes

has progressively decreased, each year, since 1918; due, it

is believed, partly to light traffic conditions and also in a

good degree to increased effort on the part of the roads to

better observe the law.

Inspectors have noticed an increasing tendency on the

part of many roads to resort to the practice of temporarily

releasing trainmen for short periods under circumstances

where no rest could be secured, thus violating the intent and
spirit of the law.

The inspections of cars and locomotives are reported in

tabular form, in detail, as usual; and in the performance of

their exacting duties the inspectors are credited with having
displayed "marked ability, meriting special commendation."

The Executive Board of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Water-

way Association adopted a resolution at its meeting on December

11, challenging the railroads of the United States to meet with the

association and define their stand on the ocean-lakes waterway

project. The resolution states that the railways have asked the

public for fair treatment and an impartial attitude, and asks in

return that the lines respond to a similar appeal from proponents of

the deep waterways.

In the County Court at Pittsburgh, Pa., the Pennsylvania
Railroad has recovered a verdict of $106 in a suit against

C. J. Ramsburg for damage to a gate, a shanty and other

property when the defendant, disregarding the signals when
he approached a crossing, near Dixmont early in the morning
one day in December, 1921, broke the gate and was struck by
eastbound passenger train No. 8. Mr. Ramsburg's automobile

was wrecked, but he himself escaped. There was some snow
flying in the air, but the locomotive bell was ringing and

evidently the jurymen believed the railroad's statement that

the driver had approached the crossing in a reckless manner.

On February 11 of this year, Mr. Ramsburg brought a suit

against the road for $2,500, the value of his automobile; and

on April 15, the railroad brought the suit which has just

been decided. Mr. Ramsburg's suit has not yet come to trial.
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AllStcel European Sleeping Car Built by Leeds Forge dmpany, Ltd.

New Cars for International Sleeping Car Company
Leeds Forge Company Build 40 Steel Cars of Interesting Design,

Handsome Appearance and Increased Comfort

THE CARS of the International Sleeping Car Company
(Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des

Grands Express Europeens) are operated over many
different railroads in France, Belgium, Germany, Austria

and other European countries. Owing to the different re-

quirements of the various lines in regard to couplers, brake

systems, heating systems, signals, lamp brackets and other

details and tlie fact that the runs are frequently long and
cross the borders of several countries, the design of the cars

necessarily is a much more complicated matter than would
be the case were they to be operated only in a limited area.

The Leeds Forge Company, Ltd.. of Leeds, England, are

now completing the delivery of 40 new cars to the Internation-

al Company. These are the first all-steel sleeping cars to be

used in Europe and the longest and heaviest coaches ever

built in England. In general appearance, beauty of interior

finish and arrangements for tlie comfort of the passengers

these cars are particularly noteworthy.

General Arrangement

The cars have been designed to carry 16 passengers in

eight one-place compartments and four two-place compart-

ments, six of the one-place compartments being provided with

communicating doors capable of being locked from either

side. The seats turn over to form the bed, the bedding

being secured to the underside of the seat in dust-proof

containers. The seat back of the two-place compartment is

arranged to lift to a horizontal position to form an upp>er

berth, being supported by pull-out brackets fixed to the body
side and corridor partition and by safety straps suspended

from the ceiling. The two-place compartments are each

also provided with a tip-up seat at the window side and
opposite to the main seat, a folding table being fixed to the

body side between.

In the first six cars, which were for use on the Peninsula

and Orient Bombay Express service of the Paris, Lyons and
Mediterranean between Calais and Marseilles, the two-place

compartments were fitted with corner wash basin cabinets

instead of dressing rooms as provided in the remaining 34.

These, dressing rooms, of which there are two, are arranged

one between each two-place compartment and are provided

with locks operating simultaneously on the doors leading to

each compartment. A porcelain wash bowl is fitted, both hot

and cold water being provided, also mirrors, decanters, drink-

ing glasses, brush boxes, towel rails and soiled towel baskets.

The window to the dressing room in the corridor partition is

of obscured glass of St. Gobian pattern. The interior of the

dressing room is finished in white enamel, all metallic fittings

being silver-plated.

Each single compartment is provided with a wash basin
cabinet, the basin, which is of the tip-up type, being white-
metal, silver-plated, as is also the casing. Hot and cold

water are available at each basin. A hinged table forms
the front of this portion of the cabinet. The upper por-
tion of the cabinet forms a cupboard for the decanters and
drinking glasses and the lower portion contains the chamber
utensils.

The leading dimensions and weights of these cars are given
in an accompanying table.

Construction of the Body

The structure of the body is entirely of steel, being built on
jigs in units comprising full length compartment side, full

length corridor side, body ends, platform ends, full length
roof and canopies, thus insuring complete interchangeability

Dimensions and Weights
Dimensions:

Length over buffers 23.452 m. 76 ft. 11^ in.

Length over endsills 21.940 m. 71 ft. 11 J^ in.

Distance between truck centers.... 16.000m 52 ft. 6 in.

Truck wheelbase 2,500 m 8 ft. 2A in.

Diameter of wheels 1.040 m. 3 ft. 4H in.

Journals 130mm by 280mm. 5% in. by 11 in.

Height, rail to top of roof 4.O00 m 13 ft. I'A in.

Maximum Height 4.024 m. 13 ft. 2^ in.

Height, rail to center of buffers 1.050 m. 3 ft. S-fs in.

Ma.ximum width 2.875 m. 9 ft. 5A in.

Weights:

In running order 54 English tons 121,000 lb.

Per axle 13H English tons 30,250 1b.

Truck 15,230 lb.

as well as ease of production. These units, which largely

consist of pressings and rolled sections, all made to tem-

plates, are readily assembled whole on the underframe, leav-

ing the shell ready for the interior finish. To insure ab-

sence of vibration and drumming, the steel work has been

covered on the inside with canvas and insulation from heat

and cold has been provided. Free air circulation between

the outer skin and inner finish is also arranged for the pre-

vention of condensation.

The sides are constructed of J/^-in. pressed steel side-posts

of varying sections connected longitudinally at the base to

rolled angles, which rest on the underframe, on the outside to

a heavy belt-rail molding, and on the inside to a bulb sec-

tion; at the top the posts are connected by two angle side-

plates. The sides below the belt-rail are sheathed with %-
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in. steel plates of a special quality. The sheathing above the

belt-rail is of J/^-in. plate, pressed in to form the window
openings, four ^vindows being pressed in one piece. Steel

moldings are used to cover the butt joints of the side-plates,

the whole side being riveted together with rivets counter-sunk

on the outside to give a clean appearance to the exterior. The
sides thus become deep girders capable of supporting the

whole of the superstructure.

The roof is a departure from the former clerestor}' type,

being elliptical. It is constructed of rolled angle carlines

riveted to upper partition plates, the latter extending down
to the side-plate level across the compartments and shaped to

suit the ceiling at the corridor, the angles carrying the ceil-

ings being riveted to either side. These upper partitions are

connected longitudinally by angle upper side-plates and by
angle purlins, the whole being sheathed by 1/16-in. roof

plates lined with canvas to prevent drumming.
The compartment partitions of 1/16-in. steel plate with

angle framing are riveted to the underframe, body side and
roof and upper partitions thus effectively preventing side

swaying with resultant creaking of the woodwork. To the

underframes and partitions is fixed a steel flooring on which

is secured the wood partitions and floor covering.

The vestibule end is built up of J-g-in. pressed steel chan-

nel section posts and cross rails, sheathed on the exterior with

.J/^-in. plates and on the interior with 1/16-in. plates with

steel cover moldings. Incorporated with the vestibule ends

are cupboards for ice and wine, utensils and coal, with

linen cupboards in the ceiling—all of steel—the cool wine

cupboard being insulated with asbestos and zinc lined.

The vestibule is provided with two doorways at the sides,

a door to the corridor and a communicating door to the next

coach through the collapsible vestibule. These doors are of

teak.

Underframes

The underframes are of unusual design and consist of a

small number of parts, this result being obtained by the use

of large steel castings for the ends of the frames. These
castings were supplied in a machined condition by the Com-
monwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., to the designs of

the Leeds Forge Company. Although somewhat similar cast-

ings have been used for some time on heax-y coaches in

America, this is the first occasion on which they have been

used in conjunction with side buffers. The castings dispense

with a large number of individual parts which would be

necessar)' with the tj-pe of buffing and drawgear adopted

for these cars. Tail pieces extend from the end castings

towards the center of the car in such a manner as to give a

thoroughly strong connection with the remainder of the frame.

The cast steel construction for the ends of the underframes

give great resistance in the event of a collision.

The central portion of the frame consists of a fish-bellied

girder built up of two web plates. The depth of this main
girder at center of frame is 2 ft. ^ in. and at the part con-

necting to the end casting 10 in.

The four main crossbearers extend from side to side of

the car passing through slots in the web plates of the center

girder, other pressed crossbearers and floorbearers being built

into the frame.

The side frames are made of rolled Z-sections connectcfl

firmly to the tail pieces of the end castings and arranged to

forni landings for the bottom angles of the body sides.

The buffing gear is of the equalizing t}pe, the ends of the

buffer shanks l>eing fitted with .shoes bearing on large lami-

nated springs and connected by equalizing bars.

Trucks

The truck frame consists of one steel casting of which the

pedestals, bolster susfx-nsion brackets, brake hanger brackets,

etc., are cast to form integral parts, thus reducing the num-

ber of pieces to a minimum. The wear of pin holes is

taken care of by the insertion of hard steel bushings and
the pedestals and bolster wearing surfaces are faced witli

liners. The bolsters and spring planks are also of cast

steel, having been manufactured, together with the frames,

by the Commonwealth Steel Company. The trucks are of

the equalizing beam t}-pe with double elliptic and helical

springs, designed to obtain the easiest possible riding.

Interior Finish

The floors are covered with felt, cork-lino and carpet m
the compartments and with cork, linoleum and carpet in the

corridors. Bronze handrails are fitted over the fixed ^^^n-

dows in the corridor, straps and handrails are provided to

enable the dropping windows to be used as a means of exit

in an emergency. In the corridor are also boxes for liter-

ature, notice frames, thermometer, candle lamps and cup-
boards for soiled linen and spare parts.

A seat and bed for the conductor or p)orter is fixed at one

end of the corridor. The lavatories are situated one at each

end, one being provided with a water closet and tip-up wash
basin, the other with a water closet only, all fittings for both

being white-metal, silver-plated or ]X)lished_. The ceiling>

are removable for access to the water tanks and piping. The
lavatories are finished in white enamel, the floor composition
being cement and white marble chippings.

A signal alarm apparatus is fitted, capable of being oper-

ated from each compartment and from both ends of the cor-

ridor, the alarm valve being situated in tlie vestibule.' Each
compartment has also a push-button which operates a sema-
pliore fixed above the door in the corridor partition, the bell

being at the conductor's end of the corridor. Ventilators of

the torpedo extractor type are fitted to the roof, communicat-
ing to the corridor and lavatories.

The woodwork of the compartments and corridor is of

polished mahogany, constructed in sections ready for fitting

into position. The steel compartment partitions are cov-

ered on each side with a one-piece section while the corridor

partition is made up of several sections. The portions of

interior finish fixed to the body sides in the compartments
and corridor are also made in sections of suitable size. The
wash basin cabinets are each made as one unit, as are also

the cupboards in the corridor. The dressing rooms consist

of two units, ready for fixing in position, thus ensuring the

minimum of time actually spent finishing the inside of the

car where working space is limited.

The scheme of decoration for the woodwork of the com-
partments is inlaid veneered panels aljove the window sills

and figured velvet panels below, that for the corridor being

emlxjssed leather above the window sills and plain leather

and lincrusta below.

The ceilings are composed of impermeable millboard to

wliich is secured a border pattern of Anaglypta, the whole
painted white and secured in pa<ition with polished

mahogany moldings. The roof steel upper partitions are

also covered with a frame to which is secured impermeable
millboard witli a border corresponding to that on the ceil-

ings and painted white, with pwlished mahogany securing

moldings.

The seats which have comfortable, high backs are up-
holstered in figured velvet, the material lieing supplied by
the Wagons-Lits Cie., to their own design, as are also the

inlaid panels and embossed leather.

The double compartments are provided with three win-

dows of the frameless, balanced t)'pe, two dropping to the

full extent, the other dropping to the extent of a top glass

louvre ventilator operated from inside or out. The single

compartments are provided with two windows, one dropping

full, the other to the ventilator. The corridor is provided

with both dropping and fixed windows. All windo\ys are

fitted with roller curtains.
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The exterior of the coach sides and ends are finished in

royal-blue decorated with gold lining. The roof is painted

black as is also the underframe. The vestibule interiors are

finished to match teak. The outside lettering on the sides

is of bronze.

Heating, Water and Lighting Systems

High and low pressure stuani pipes pass through the

underframes, the former having connections to a reducing

valve placed in the body and the latter to the individual

steam heaters.

There are two heating systems, one the usual through
steam heating by means of serpentine radiators in the com-
partments and straight piping in the corridors, the other by
hot-water circulation. For the latter a heating chamber is

provided at one end of the corridor, in which is fixed a coal-

fired boiler. Circulating pipes of copper are run from the

boiler to a hot-water tank in the roof and from thence

round both sides of the car. The hot-water tank is divided

into two portions, the water in one p>ortion being heated by
radiation from the water in the other portion which is heated

by the boiler, the water thus warmed being used for the

wash basins. The cold-water tanks fixed in tlie roof are

also provided for supplying the wash basins. These tanks

are filled from connections at the side of coach on the side

sills. All tanks and piping, other than for high pressure

steam, are of copper.

The electric lighting installation is of the Dick system.

The current is generated by a dynamo slung from the un-

derframe and driven by a belt from a pulley attached to one

of the axles, the current passing to a pair of battery boxes

slung on the frames and thence to the switchboards. Each
compartment has a triple electrolier, two bulbs of 27 volts

each being used for lighting, a single light with blue globe

being provided as a night light. In addition there are read-

ing lamps situated at the head of each berth. The lava-

tories have each one light, the corridor four lights, the vesti-

bules one each, and one is provided in the roof over and
outside each platfoma entrance door. The switchboard and
regulator are placed at the end of corridor near the con-

ductor's bunk.

Brakes

As these cars are run over many railway systems, some
of which use the vacuum and others a compressed air brake,

it has been necessary to arrange the brake rigging for use

with either system. When the cars are operated in trains

having the vacuum system two 24-in. diameter cylinders

operate a pair of brake shafts from which the power is trans-

mitted to the brake shoes by suitable foundation brake rig-

ging, and when the Westinghouse compressed air system is

in use, the power is obtained from a 17-in. diameter brake

cylinder. Furthermore, the vacuum brake is fitted with

rapid action valves while the Westinghouse brake is fitted

with a double pipe line so that the system may be either

automatic or controlled.

The foundation brake rigging is necessarily somewhat
complicated as the brakes must be applied by either the

vacuum or the compressed air cylinders, or by the hand
brake controlled by a wheel placed in the vestibule at one

end of the car. The trucks are equipped with a clasp brake,

the shoes being suspended only 2 in. below the center of

the axle. All brake-rigging is elevated well above the track.

The appearance of the end of the car is complicated by

the unusual niunber of hose connections required for the

vacuum brake, the automatic and control pipes of the air

brake and the high and low-pressure steam heat hose.

Delivery of the Finished Cars

The question of transportation of the cars to the coast and

then of the shipment to France was a difficult one as the

cars were larger than allowed by the loading gages of Eng-

lish roads. To obviate the necessity of dismantling the
cars for shipment and consequent re-erection on the con-
tinent, it was arranged with the railway companies con-
cerned for the cars to travel to the port of shipment on their

own wheels comjilete, excepting for the renaoval of a few
parts of minor importance. Stations were passed at dead
slow speeds as the clearances were practically nil.

Once at the port of embarkation it was highly desirable
that the cars should be shipped without the necessity of
slinging them onto the decks of the ship. Channel ferry-

steamers had l>een built during the war for the purpose of
carrying rolling stock to the continent, but the terminals for
these boats were at Richborough and Southhampton, how-
ever, and to neither of these ports could the cars be run con-
veniently, owing to their exceptionally large overall dimen-
sions which would have necessitated alterations to the track
in places, in order to avoid damage to the cars and to rail-

way property. Negotiations were entered into with the Great
Central for a new ferry-steamer terminal to be made on their

line at Immingham, within 80 miles of the Leeds Forge
Works, and with the Midland, which had charge of the
transportation from the works at Newlay, Leeds, to Im-
mingham port. The problem of the actual loading was
settled by the provision of ramps over which the cars were
run onto the tracks on the ferry-boat deck direct from the
quay, an ingenious arrangement taking care of the rise and
fall in the dock water-level, and thus preventing delay in
loading. On the other side of the channel the delivery was
made at Calais.

Work on the Moffat Tunnel of the Denver & Salt Lake has
been delayed at least six months by a petition for a rehearing
on the case involving the constitutionality of the Moffat Tun-
nel Act before the Colorado Supreme Court. The unanimous
opinion of the State Supreme Court sustaining the Act was
reported in the Railway Age of December 2.

A NEW TYPE OF PuLLM.^N CAR has been put in service on the
Northwestern Limited of the Chicago & Northwestern oper-
ating between Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Paul. Perma-
nent partitions extending from the side of the car half way
across the backs of the seats provide greater privacy for the
occupants of the berths during the daytime. The outer surface
of the upper berths is flatter than usual, which gives the inte-

rior of the car an appearance of greater width. Other con-
veniences for the travelers, such as additional coat hooks in

the upper berths and more easily operated berth lights, are
also provided.

I>t How many Safety Rules

^•^ are belnj vlolaled In Ihls

THINK/

READ THAT RULE BOOK
From Tyrone Division Safety Bulletin, Pennsylvania Railroad
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An Improvement in Railroad Stoves

DURING THE p.\ST YEAR and particularly during the last

few weeks, with the approach of cold weather, a num-
ber of railroads have evinced considerable interest in

a recent development in stove design which appears to offer,

at a small initial exp)ense, the means of effecting substantial

economies in the fuel consumed in stations, cabooses, engine-

houses, pumping plants and other places employing coal

stoves, and materially to reduce the danger from fire as well

as to improve the service obtained from heating facilities at

these points.

The development takes the form of a two-piece diaphragm

which is supported in tlie upper part of the stove, one piece

consisting of a semi-circular plate which extends horizontally

across the fire compartment a few inches below the smoke

flue and the other piece projecting from this place vertically

to the top of the stove and occupying a position midway be-

tween the smoke flue and the front edge of the stove, in

which position it leaves a space at each side for smoke and

gases to pass from the stove to the flue.

The purpose of this arrangement is so to deflect the path

of the flames as to keep them in direct contact with the sides

of the stove, instead of allowing them to proceed directly

up the center of the stove toward the flue under the influence

of the draft. The principle underlying the construction is

that by thus eliminating the air space between the flames

The Pyropad Drum (at left) and Pyropad

and the stove, the maximum of heat produced by the combus-
tion is transmitted to the room instead of passing up the

stack.

That the device accomplishes the puqxee for which it is

designed is indicated by several observations made at demon-
strations. When fired up with open drafts and with only a

small amount of fuel in the fire pot, the stove assumes a

cherry red much more quickly than the same stove fired

up under similar conditions but not equipped with the de-

vice.

It is to be observed also that under any conditions of fir-

ing, the intensity of the heat is generally uniform over the

sides of the stove, a condition unlike that usually encoun-

tered in which the fire pot is red hot and the remainder of

the stove quite cool. It is also observed that the lieat may
be maintained over an unusually long period without re-

plenishment of fuel and with comparatively few coals upon
the grate; an obser%'ation brought out particularly well in

the case of an 800-lb. cast iron roundhouse type stove in

which a red heat was secured with Illinois bituminous coal

with only a third of an ordinary size scuttle full of coal and
maintained even when the grate could be seen through the

coals. It has also been observed that a red liot condition

of the stove is not accompanied by overheating of the flue,

the Fire Underwriters' Laboratories, in fact, having con-

ducted tests on the stove above mentioned in which it was
found, among other things, that tissue paper wrapped around
the stark cxpfricnred no mon- tlian a ^liijlit turning of

color at points where heavy paper would ordinarily have
ignited in a short time.

The advantages claimed for the device are several. It

appears that much less fuel is required to obtain a given

amount of heat, or that more heat can be obtained for a

given amount of fuel, or that it is possible to use a smaller

stove for any installation designed to afford a specified

amount of heat. It also appears that by reason of more per-

fect combustion less attention is required to keep up the

heat and because of the more uniform heating of the metal,

less trouble is encountered from cracking and buckling of

the bowl or from the burning of grates. It is further ad-
vanced that because of more perfect combustion obtained by
use of the device, as well as its ability to catch any soot

arising during periods of imperfect combustion in the stove,

soot troubles are largely eliminated, and finally it appears
from the fact that the smoke flue does not become over-

heated under any condition of firing, a decided protection

The Pyropad Roundhouse Stove

from danger of fire is afforded, since it is a well recognized

fact that most fires from stoves arise from the overheating

of the flue.

The development is called the Pyropad and is a product

of the St. Louis Stove Company, St. Louis, Mo., which not

only incorporates it in special types of stoves for railway

service called the Pyropad stoves, but also manufactures

Pyropad drums which may be adapted to stoves already in

service. A number of railroads are now using tlie device

or have it under test. Of these roads the Missouri Pacific

recently made an interesting test of the roundhouse t>'pe of

stove in sand drying in which the Pyropad stove is reported

to liave dried 50 per cent more sand with approximately 25

per cent loss coal than other stoves in service fired under
the same conditions.



Telegraph and Telephone Section Holds Meeting

The Use of Concrete Poles, Electrolysis, Message Traffic and the

Adoption of Radio Discussed

THK SIXTH SESSION- of the Telegraph and Telephone
Section of the American Railway Association was
held at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on December 12,

13 and 14, with an attendance of approximately ISO railroad

memliers and 50 affiliated members. This was the annual
meeting which had been scheduled to be held at Colorado
Springs, Colo., on September 19, 20 and 21, but which
was postponed because of the strike of tlie shop crafts em-
ployees, as many of the telegraph departments were af-

fected by the strike. The strike caused a postponement of

a nunilier of committee meetings which prevented the com-
pletion of several reports for presentation at that time. The
meeting was called to order by the Chairman W. H. Hall,

general superintendent of telegraph, Missouri, Kansas &
Te.xas lines, at 10 a. m. on Tuesday, December 12.

Talk Results, Says Mr. Aishton

R. H. Aishton, president of the American Railway As-
sociation, in addressing the meeting on Tuesday morning,

said that the world was full of railroad saviors at Wash-
ington, and this could be expected as long as the feeling

existed that the railroads were walking around on crutches.

"There has been enough talk of the 'crime of 1918' and
of the railroads breaking down. The railroad men them-

selves can do much to counteract such ideas," Mr. Aishton

said, "by getting before the people the tremendous things the

railroads are doing." There was never a greater necessity

for this than at the present time. Mr. Aishton pointed out

that the railroads have done a wonderful work during the

past year in spite of the handicaps such as the thousands of

idle cars and locomotives during the first part of the year

followed by the coal strike, which upset the normal railroad

service. This was followed by the shopmen's strike which
started on July 1 leaving 18 per cent of the cars in the

country in bad order, and on top of this there was a tre-

mendous demand for . transportation facilities during the

fall. In spite of all these handicaps Mr. Aishton said that

the car service division shows that during the first 46 weeks

this year, which extended from January 1 to November 18

last, 2,161,522 cars were loaded with grain and grain

products, which is the largest number of cars ever loaded

with grain and grain products during a similar period in

the history of the railroads. Compared with the same period

last year this was an increase of 112,583 cars, or 5^ per

cent. Loadings of all kinds during the 46 weeks' period

this year exceeded the corresponding period in 1920 by

513,059 cars, or 31 per cent.

In speaking of the work done by the Telegraph and Tele-

phone section, Mr. Aishton said it was necessary that all

sections show that they are functioning properly. He felt,

if the section had done nothing else, the Manual alone was
well worth to the railroads all the money spent. He advised

all the members continually to look into the future, as radio

.with all of its possibilities and telephone developments,

etc., must be watched closely and the railroads kept in-

formed so that greater economy and efficiency can be ob-

tained. "Get hold of your general managers, presidents and
even your subordinates, and tell them of the wonderful

things the section has accomplished and the good results to

be obtained through the adoption of recommended practices,

and you will become one of the most important branches in

the association." Mr. Aishton expressed his appreciation to

Chairman Hall for the splendid cooperation, and also to

Mr. Hulatt for what he had done for the American railways

while chairman of the section and he extended to him the

best washes of the American railways for his success in his

future work abroad.

One pleasing feature of the meeting was a "Dinner to

Dick" which constituted a personal farewell to H. Hulatt
from the members of the T. & T. section. The dinner was
held on Wednesday evening and was featured with music and
songs. Mr. Hulatt was chairman of the section in 1921
and has resigned as manager of telegraphs of the Grand
Trunk System to engage in other business in England.

Outside Plant—Construction and Maintenance

In view of the increasing cost of wooden pole lines the

report of Sub-committee A of Committee 1, including an
outline of a proposed specification on the construction and
maintenance of wood pole lines is of interest. The finished

portion of the specification establishes definitions of all

terms used in this work and includes 22 drawings of pro-

posed layouts and standards.

Concrete telegraph poles were used on the Panama Rail-

road in 1856 and numerous test installations have been made
both in Europe and the United States, the most important

being on the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio. More
recent designs have increased the strength and reduced the

weight and material required. Sub-committee A-2 presented

a complete specification for these reinforced concrete poles

together with photogra]3hs and charts showing results of

tests made. It is recommended that where permanency is

of first importance, concrete poles offer a solution well worth

experiment and development.

In May, Sub-committee A-3 decided that the American
Engineering Standards Committee should be requested to

include in its work specifications for telegraph and tele-

phone cable. However, it was thought that specifications

to be drafted by the Standards Committee would not be

completed for some time. Therefore, as the Telegraph &
Telephone section was desirous of securing specifications as

quickly as possible, the committee proceeded at once to pre-

pare an outline; and a sample portion of a proposed specifi-

cation of paper-insulated lead-covered telegraph and tele-

phone cable which was presented for discussion at the

meeting.

By providing a kit of tools according to the lists pre-

pared by Sub-committee A-4, the construction crews and
linernen can be held accountable for first class work and a

full outfit of equipment. A complete written agreement

between the railroads and power companies crossing railroad

pole lines with power lines is essential, therefore a new
form of agreement was presented by Sub-committee B.

Where tile or fibre conduit is used for underground

conduit systems crossing under tracks, at least 2 ft. 8 in.

clearance between the top of the conduit protection and the

base of the rail is required. If this clearance cannot be

obtained it was recommended in the report of Sub-committee

C that iron or mild steel conduit be used. Manholes, hand-

holes and terminal poles where practicable, shall have a

horizontal clearance of not less than 12 ft. from the nearest

track rail. Drawings showing the recommended cross sec-

tional area of conduit and concrete protections are included

as a part of the specification.

On account of difficulties in transposing train dispatching

circuits, such circuits should l>e kept in pin positions away
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from long distance telephone circuits, according to the report

of Sub-conimittee D—Transpositions, which included a

Sfjecification covering the assignment of pin positions for

phantom telegraph circuits. The end position on the top

cross-arms and the lower cross-arms have a slight advan-

tage in being somewhat less subject to cross talk and noise

as compared with other pin positions. Transposition poles

are to be marked by stenciled letters painted on the poles five

feet from the ground.

Inside Plant—Construction and Maintenance

In order to establish standards for switchboard plugs,

jacks and cords, Sub-committee B—Apparatus, Material and

Tools, has prepared specifications on these three articles for

the guidance of manufacturers. Where telegraph, telephone

and interlocking equipment is to be housed in the same

building, as in interlocking towers, it was recommended by

Sub-committee H that the apparatus be located according to

t}^pical plans presented with the report and that full in-

formation on requirements be furnished from officers respon-

sible for the construction and maintenance of all classes of

this equipment.

Instructions for the use of bridge testing sets with variable

ratio arms; a 28-page explanation on the theory of simul-

taneous telegraphy and telephony; and a set of instructions

for the maintenance of polar relays were included in the

report of Sub-committee J—Circuits and Current Supply.

Specifications for the installations and maintenance of

stationary storage batteries, both the lead type and the

nickel-iron-alkaline t}'pe were given in detail together with

sketches in the report of Sub-committee K—Installation and

Maintenance. Directions for the circuit cross connection

records for wire chiefs and specifications for soldering were

also included in the report of this sub-committee.

Message Traffic

A form was presented by Committee 6 for the recording of

requests for, and the completion of, long distance telephone

calls over railroad telephone circuits. It was recommended

that each telegraph message lie assigned a number, adding a

da.sh and a suffix numljer to indicate the number of ad-

dresses when more than one person is to receive a copy. On
private exchange telephone systems the limiting of the length

of conversations to three minutes was recommended. On
account of the continual changes in traffic it was not recom-

mended that an "efficiency unit" be established for relay

office performance.

Telegraph and Telephone Development

One road has developed a novel and convenient telephone

switching device for use in towers and offices where there

are numerous circuits to which the operator has occasion to

connect his telephone. The" "Superphone" is a new tele-

phone invented by R. D. Duncan Jr., chief engineer of the

Signal Corps Research Laboratory. This apparatus is said

to provide a means for ab.solute secrecy of communication

without possibility of being overheard or interrupted by an\-

one else on that particular line. The system is an outgrowth

of the "wircd-wireless." The Northern Pacific has installed

an extra push button at the long distance operator's position

to operate the calling circuits, thereby preventing undesirable

"ring backs."

The protector ground connection wire for lightning ar-

resters .should Ik; either of copjicr, not smaller than No. 6.

A.W.G. or galvanized steel strand. These wires, according

to Committee No. 4, should follow the most direct practicable

route and be free from splices, spirals and unnecessary-

sharp bends.

The most common causes for the electrical unbalances to

ground on telephone circuits are the transposition irregular-

ities and local leaks due to contact with limbs of trees

or loose joints in the wires. The elimination of such troubles

and also the transposition of metallic circuits and cables was
explained in the reports of Committee 7—Inductive Inter-

ference.

Efforts are continually being made to improve transmis-

sion by expensive changes in line circuits, switchboards and
sub-station equipment. However, the results so accomplished

are in many cases equivalent to only a few miles of standard

cable, whereas by educating the users of the telephones to

talk wath the lips practically against the rim of the mouth-

piece, additional saving can be made equivalent to many
miles of standard cable, and at no expense. "Place the lips

close to the vi-outhpiece and speak in a firm tone of voice"

were the instructions recommended by Committee 11, and

should be supplemented by a logical educational campaign

to teach railroad employees of the more satisfactory service

so easily obtained.

A paper on "Electrolysis Mitigation" together with photo-

graphs and a map was presented by Edward Entelman,

superintendent of telegraph, Southern Pacific. The pyaper

related several occurrences where cable sheath and pipe lines

were damaged, the trouble being eliminated by insulating the

pipe into sections and using drain connections. A form on

which to record the enrollment, qualifications, employment,

and progress in studies and advancement of employees was

presented by the Committee on Education and Training of

Telegraph and Telephone Employees. The first instruction

pamphlets are to be for elementary mathematics and for

elementary electricit>'. The books are to be of a pocket size

so that a man can use them in the field.

Negotiations were under way with the manufacturers for

the construction and tests of several radio sets applicable to

railroad needs according to the report of Committee 12

—

Radio and Wire Carrier S_vstems. Radio sets for communi-

cation between the head and rear end of long freight trains

or with nearby stations, using the conductors on adjacent

pole lines in a carrier-current system were considered as of

first importance. Short range sending and receiving sets to

be used in case of pole lines being torn down or in case of

accidents are also needed. Patent litigations are delaying

progress on the developments of such equipment.

C.^NADiAN Pacific Steamers have brought to Montreal this

past season 16.722 cabin passengers and have carried out 12,668

cabin and 8,565 third class passengers. These figures represent

the passenger business of 59 steamship trips.

l-rom the Daily Drn'crs' TcUgmm

An Unmatched Team



New York Railroad Club Celebrates Golden Jubilee

2,200 Attend Banquet Commemorating Club's Fiftieth Year

—

More Public Relations Work Urged

THE New York Railroad Clt.tb celebrated its fiftieth

anniversar}' on December 12 by a dinner at the Hotel
Commodore, New York. About 2,200 attended. The

speaker of the evening was Ex-Governor John J. Cornwell
of West Virginia, now general counsel of the Baltimore &
Ohio, who called attention to the growth of anti-railroad

sentiment in the countr}' and urged the roads to devote more
time and money to their public relations work.

Other speakers were H. H. Vreeland, vice-president of

the Interborough Consolidated Corporation, who was the

toastmaster; George A. Post, chairman of the Railroad Com-
mittee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

and Daniel M. Brady, president of the Brady Brass Com-
pany, who was the only one present who had been a member
of the club since its inception.

The three last named speakers devoted their remarks to

reminiscences of the earlier days of the club, its accomplish-

ments and to eulogizing those who by their devotion to the

work of the club have made it a success.

H. H. Vreeland Reviews Club's History

"The New York Railroad Club," said Mr. Vreeland,

"'came into being about December 21, 1872, on which date

what was perhaps its first regular meeting was held at 111

Liberty street. New York. Its inception, however, dates back

to December 12 of that year in the beginning of what had
for some time in the minds of men of affairs in the Master
Car Builders' Association and to whom Leander Garey, af-

fectionately remembered and honored to this day, was the

leader, who was even then a veteran in railroad service and
of whom the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, our only honorary

member, in an address given 25 years ago before this club,

said, 'an able, industrious, energetic and conscientious rail-

road man,' and the organization of the New York Railroad

Club with Mr. Garey as its first president, 'a happy omen
of its permanent success'."

The club, which is now celebrating its golden anniversary,

Tias at the present time 2,000 active members, Mr. Vreeland

pointed out. These include men in all ranks of railroad

service as well as representatives of the railway manufac-

turing and supply companies. There are now in this country

seven technical railroad clubs, he said, and two in Canada,
all modeled after the New York Railroad Club which "is

pleased to recognize them all as her own prosperous, success-

ful and well-behaved children."

"It is of still further pride," Mr. Vreeland continued,

"that upon our membership list will be found the names
of W. J. Harahan, president of the Chesapeake & Ohio;
James H. Hustis, president of the Boston Sz Maine; W. C.

Besler, president of the Central Railroad of New Jersey;

Elisha Lee, vice-president of the Pennsylvania System; Ralph
Peters, president of the Long Island; W. H. Williams, vice-

president of the Delaware & Hudson; Frank Hedley, presi-

dent and general manager of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company; Dr. W. F. M. Goss, president of the Car Manu-
facturers A.'^sociation ; P. E. Crowley, vice-president of the

New York Central; W. C. Thompson, general superintendent

of rolling stock of the New York Central and secretary of

the Traveling Engineers Association; W. K. Vanderbilt;

Daniel R. MacBain, assistant general manager of the New
York Central at Cleveland; Robert M. Lovett, chairman of

the board of the Union Pacific; George W. Wildin, general

manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company; Col. B.
W. Dunn, chief of the Bureau of Explosives, who has done
great work in the cause of safety in railroad travel and
transportation of property, and many others so numerous
that time will not permit of their individual mention. You
will find that all or nearly all of those referred to are here
tonight, the 'elder statesmen' being revered for their com-
panionship and helpful co-operation."

Presentation of Cup to Retiring President

Another feature of the program of the evening was the

presentation of a silver loving cup to John A. Droege, gen-
eral superintendent of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford, the retiring president of the club. Presentation was
made by W. G. Besler, president of the Central of New
Jersey. The evening's program was opened by F. T. Dick-
erson, secretary and treasurer of the Central of New Jersey,

the new president of the club. Arthur N. Dugan, vice-presi-

dent of the Bronze Metal Company, was chairman of the

dinner committee in charge of all arrangements.

Mr. Cornwell's Address

With the end of the shopmen's strike, the railroads would

have entered a more peaceful period, politically and so far

as legislation and a demand for more stringent regulation

go, had it not been for the unfortunate condition of the

farmer.

This country cannot become really and truly prosperous,

or if it has become prosperous it cannot long remain so, un-

less tlie farmer has his proper share of that prosperity.

Beside being the food producer, the purchasing power of

the farmer, in normal times, is almost as great as that of

all the balance of the people. If the farmer is crippled or

his purchasing power is impaired for long, the balance of

the country and all other industries, including the railroads,

will soon be affected.

The farmer's products have been deflated to a greater ex-

tent than those of anybody else, while he is comp)eting, when
he employs labor, with wages of other groups of employees

that have not been deflated. The coal miner is getting the

I highest wage that was paid as a result of war conditions.

So, what are many farmers doing? Taking their boys
and their girls out of college, and preparing to cultivate

only the land they and the members of their family can till.

They find it impossible to sell their farm products at prices

which will let them out on the cost of production. And what
else is the farmer doing?

He is getting in a bad temper, an ugly frame of mind.
He looks around to see what is the matter and is told that

the trouble is that the freight rate is so high to market that

it eats up the profit and the crop. Naturally, a large per-

centage of them believe the statements. When a man is in

hard luck in business it is not a difficult matter to convince

him that he has not had a fair deal; that somebody has
robbed him, and when a man has been robbed, or thinks

he has, and a seemingly respectable man points out the rob-

ber, what is the man going to do? Is it not natural that he
should go after the robber, real or supposed?

That is what the farmers seem to have thought they were

doing in the recent election in some of the agricultural
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States. They have been convinced tliat the railroads have

unjust and exorbitant freight rates and they have prepared,

not exactly to go after them, but like the old farmer I once

knew was about going to churdi. He said he would either

£;o or send. Those western farmers are sending. They have

sent Mr. La FoUette back with a record breaking majority.

They have done the same with IMr. Johnson in California.

They have elected the Non-partisan League, recalled gov-

ernor, Mr. Frazer, from North Dakota, and they have com-

missioned Air. Brookliart, of Iowa, to come to Washington

with a brand new crop of ideas. That is all significant.

The next Congress will, in all probability, seek to do

some very decisive things. Instead of putting teeth into the

Transportation Act, as some of you railroad men have been

talking, they are liable to cut the very gizzard out of it, if

indeed it is not scrapped entirely. When tliese western

farmers had the railroads pointed out as the malefactors

in the recent campaign, the voters were reminded of all the

malodorous things done by the railroads in the old days

when rebating was a custom, when discrimination in favor

of the big shipjjer as against the little one was popular and

wlien the general business standards and morals were on a

very different plane from what they are today.

Other Shippers Also Dissatisfied

The car shortage is making socialists, temporarily, out

of a good many shippers of other classes of freight. That

is particularly true of the coal operators. The non-union

operators have made little complaint, I think, probably be-

cause they got theirs while the coal strike was on and not

because they have any more patience or sympathy for the

railroads in their troubles than the union operators. The

latter, who had a 100 per cent strike for five months, who
were able to shut up shop and eliminate all the expense

possible by not attempting to run their mines, having sus-

tained heavy losses during the strike, naturally now want

to recoup—to get some of the money back, and they want

an ample car supply. Some of them forget that the rail-

roads were not allowed to make any huge profits during

the war, out of which they might have purchased cars they

did not need, for just such an emergency as we have been

having; they forget that the railroads also had a strike and

could not close down their plants, but had to keep operating,

no matter what the sacrifice. They forget that the railroads

are now attempting to handle a full year's supply of coal

in a few^ months—that is, some of them do, and they are not

only severe in their criticism, but—some of them—are stand-

ing' around saying: "Well, if this is the best the railroads

can do, I am for government ownership."

I suppose it would be a queer doctor who would come and

diagnose a case and go away without prescribing a treat-

ment, but I have no patent-medicine chest with me. I have

no cock-sure scheme to cure any of the ills with which the

body politic is afflicted. I do not know any way by which

Mr. La Follctte or Mr. Frazer or Colonel Brookliart can

be brought to look through your spectacles.

It does, however, occur to me that there are some things

the railroads, their officers and their employees can do right

now that would be, or at least might be, helpful. Ven-

brieflv, I am going to tell you what they are. In doing so, I

am giving you merely my personal o[>inions. They are not

the opinions or impressions of a railroad man, of the general

counsel of the Baltimore & Ohio, but rather the impressions

of one who was but lately one of the general public and only

a little while ago a public official who was having his

troubles dealing with some very acute industrial disturbances.

Need for Vigorous Public Relations Campaign

I would put on a tremendous publicity campaign to

put the facts as to the railroad situation before the country.

I would tell the.railroad story in every conceivable way and

to cvcrxlKxlv in the cnuntrv. The railroad:, have not fallen

down as the people think and as the politicians and the

demagogues have been telling them. You and I know that

but the people don"t know it generally. The countrj' is sim-

ply outgrowing the transportation facilities just as the big

railroad men of the countr}- were predicting a score of years

ago would be the case and why?
"\\'e know but the people don't know that it is chiefly be-

cause railroads have been over-regulated and over-restricted

and limited in their operations and limited in their earnings

until it really is a great tribute to the men who have been

handling them to say that they are operating at the peak,

as they have been the past two months and just following a

strike.

Probably you are sajing to yourselves the railroads alread\-

are doing that kind of publicity work. You are, in a way,

but a great deal of it does not get anywhere. You are col-

lecting and printing a lot of statistics and bulletins and

sending them around to your own officers and employees and

to the officers of other railroads. I get a lot of it. I read it,

too, for I have not been in the game long enough to lose

interest in the subject. But the public is not getting it.

.\nother thing: If there are any unfair rules or practices

being engaged in, anywhere on the part of the railroads, they

should be cut out, regardless of whether they are strictly

permissible under the laws. The public does not understand

that among the hundreds of agents and officers of a single

system there are bound to be a few men, here and there, who
will occasionally do things not exactly right and that are not

in line with tlie policy of the management which maV be

tr-^-ing ever so hard to be on the level. I sometimes wonder

whether the executive officers are, diemselves, always alive

to tliose facts and whether they are just as alert and as careful

to investigate and ascertain whether the under-officials, or

all of them, are always playing the game square.

I got a training while a public official which did me a

lot of good. I read vicious criticisms, soon after I took

office, based upon misinformation, sometimes, I might prop-

erly say, gross ignorance of the law or of the facts, or both.

A fine opportunit}' offered occasionally to soak a fellow and
soak him hard, but the man who wielded the editorial pen

would have the last word. He could keep on talking after

I had stopped and gotten absorbed with something else, so,

instead of uTiting him a nasty letter or giving out a state-

ment to his competitor in which I sought to expose his

ignorance, I wrote him a polite note and assured him of my
confidence in his desire to be fair and accurate in his state-

ments; that I thought he would be willing for me to point out

to him that a slight error had crept in and that the facts were

as follows. Rarely ever, indeed I can recall but one case,

where that kind of letter did not meet a proper response

and in at least three instances I made fast friends of influen-

tial newspaper editors who belonged to the opposite jxilitical

party.

There Are Still Opportunities in the Railroad Business

And you young men : I assume most of you are in the

railroad game for life. I do not entirely agree with the

thought that because railroads are regulated and unduly
hampered by governmental agencies that all opportunities

tor young men in the railroad profession are gone. Genius,

energy, common sense, diplomacy, and keeping everlastingly

at it will count today and will continue to count in the rail-

road world.

If the railroads can get through the f)eriod they are

now approaching and if the coming Congres* can be per-

suaded not to take away the only safeguards left and turn

tlie forty-eiglit states loose on tlicm to tear them into pieces

and make them a patch work, tlien, with reasonable pros-

jierity ahead for a few years, they will settle down into a

more peaceful state and federal ownership will be avoided.

But, it is going to take a fight to stave off those things and
you should begin now, not wait until tlie thing is upon you.



Effect on Ton- Mile Cost of Reducing Train Loads
Illinois Central Tests for U. S. R. A. Show Greatest Economy with

Full Tonnage Freight Trains

DURING THE PAST 20 YEARS much attention has been

given to the rating and loading of locomotives in

freight service and it is recognized as one of the most

important factors in keeping down the direct ton-mile cost

of freight train operation. The most economical loading

until recently has generally been considered as the maximum
which the locomotive could handle over the ruling grades

with a margin of capacity only large enough to prevent stall-

ing under the most adverse conditions likely to be encoun-

tered. During this period there has been an increase in the

revenue tons per train greater in proportion than the increase

in the average tractive effort of the locomotives in freight

service.

In the development of accurate tonnage ratings little at-

tention has been given to the element of time, although in

many cases it has been taken into account in the practical

adjustment of ratings to meet the requirements of local con-

ditions or traffic of special character. With the present char-

acter of train service wage agreements, however, the im-

fKjrtance of the element of time has been materially increased.

With the passage of the Adamson law in 1916, the trip unit

was decreased from ten hours to eight hours and in 1919

punitive rates for overtime were established by the Railroad

Administration.

Character of the Tests

During the early summer of 1919 a series of freight train

tests were conducted on five divisioris of the Illinois Cen-
tral System under the direction of the United States Rail-

road Administration to determine the best combination of

train load and corresponding practicable speed from the

standpoint of economy in the two most affected direct costs,

that is, fuel and crew wages. The combined effect of ton-

nage and speed was measured in ton-miles per train hour,

in which the train load in tons and the speed in miles an
hour are factors of equal weight, and the direct costs were
computed on the gross ton-mileage basis. No account of

these tests has been published previously, but the results are

of fully as much general interest and value now as they

were at the time the tests were conducted.

Tests were run on the Champaign district of the Illinois
division, the Paducah district of the Kentucky division, the
Fulton district of the Tennessee division, the McComb'dis-.
trict of the Louisiana division and the Tallahatchie district
of the Memphis division of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.
The tests consisted in the observation of the performance of
trains of regular make-up, without special equipment, some
of which were given the regular loading in accordance with
the tonnage ratings then in force and others of which were
given a loading reduced considerably below the regular rat-
ing. The observations were made in May, 1919, under ex-
ceptionally favorable conditions and on each district were
under the personal supervision of a traveling engineer who
was given competent assistance in keeping all records ac-
curately.

The coal consumption was arrived at by careful meas-
urements on all districts with the exception of the Paducah
district of the Kentucky division, where actual weights were
used. Accurate records were made of the time in motion and
of all delays. The tonnage hauled was arrived at by tak-
ing the scale weights from the way-bills for loaded cars and
using the stenciled weights for empty cars.

On the Champaign district the observations were confined
to northbound trains only, owing to the fact that the traffic

on this district is unbalanced, with the heavy movement from
the south.

_

This is a double track district 130 miles long,
and is divided into two sections for rating purposes, one 84
miles long with ruling grades of 31 ft. per mile and the
other 46 miles long with ruling grades of 18 ft. per mile.
The tests included 30 full tonnage trains and 9 reduced ton-
nage trains.

On the Paducah district of the Kentucky division the re-
sults of the operation of 25 full tonnage trains northbound
were recorded. With the exception of 10 miles of double
track, this is a single track district 99 miles long. It has
two tonnage sections, one 58 miles long with ruling grades
of 66 ft. per mile and the other 43 miles long with ruling
grades of 26 ft. per mile. No reduced tonnage trains were:
operated on this district because, with its comparatively
heavy grades and large number of trains, overtime is the
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result of interference by other trains and is not due to slow

running speeds.

The Fulton district of the Kentucky division, which is 128

miles long, is double tracked throughout and has ruling

grades of 26 ft. per mile. On this district observations of

9 full tonnage and 32 reduced tonnage trains were recorded,

the movements being about equally divided between north

and south.

The McComb district of the Louisiana division is a double

track district 96 miles long with ruling grades of 21 ft.

per mile. It compares in a general way with the Fulton

district except that it is 32 miles shorter. Records were

kept of the performance of 7 full tonnage trains and 9

trains with reduced tonnage, operating in the direction of

hea\'y traffic only.

The Tallahatchie district of the ]\Iemphis division is a

single track line with the exception of 28 miles of double

track and is 144 miles long northward and 145 miles long

southward. This is a low grade line, the ruling grade not

exceeding 13 ft. per mile southbound and 17 ft. per mile

northbound. On tliis district the tests included 32 trains of

full tonnage and 20 trains of reduced tonnage, in each case

evenly divided between the two directions.

As has already been stated, only fuel and crew wages

were taken into account in the test records and the results

were computed to show the cost of each and the total cost

per 1,000 gross ton-miles and per train hour with straight

time overtime, and the total cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles

and per train hour with time and one-half for overtime.

In addition to these direct expenses, however, enginehouse

expense is also affected by any change in operating conditions

which changes the number of train miles required to produce

a given number of gross ton-miles. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to add pro rata to the direct unit costs for the reduced

tonnage trains, a proportion of the cost of handling an en-

gine through a terminal equal to the j>er cent of the increase

in the train miles. Furthermore, in cases where the traffic

is not balanced any improvement in operating costs derived

from the running of lighter trains will be effective in the

direction of heav7 traffic only, and the cost of fuel and

wages as well as the additional enginehouse exj>ense inci-

dental to the balancing movement of the additional locomo-

tives required in the direction of heavy traffic must be added

pro rata to the direct unit costs in the heavy direction.

Lower Costs With Heavy Train Load

The effect of these additional items of cost on the relation-

ship of total costs per 1,000 gross ton-miles with reduced

tonnage to the total costs with full tonnage are included in

Table I, in which is presented a brief summary of the re-

sults of the tests. This table shows that in every case where

comparisons were made between full and reduced tonnage

operation, the lower ton-mile costs, considering the addi-

tional items, were olitained with the heavier train loading.

The effect of the lighter train loading on the cost of bal-

ancing power is a practical consideration of general im-

portance, since it is exceptional to find the ton-mile move-

ment in opposing directions equalized for moto than short

periods at a time. This effect alone was sufficient to throw

the advantage in favor of the hea\'y train loading in the

only case wliere the reduction of tonnage effected a reduction

in the fuel and wage costs.

Analysis by Districts

In Table II is shown the average performance and direct

costs of operation of the full and reduced tonnage trains on

each district. It will l)e observed that, with the exception

of the Champaign district, in every case the reduction of

the train load resulted In a decrease in the number of gross

ton-miles per train hour and an increase in both the wage
and fuel costs per 1,000 gross ton-miles.

On the Fulton district, with an average reduction in the

train load of 6.5 per cent, there was an average increase in

speed betvv-een terminals of 1.4 per cent, from 14.6 miles an
hour to 14.8 miles an hour, while the average running speed

increased from 17.6 miles an hour to 18.3 miles an hour, or

4 per cent. The average delays per trip increased from
1 hr. 26 min. to 1 hr. 47 min. The gross ton-miles per train

hour decreased from 48,364 to 45,419, or 6.1 per cent, and
the direct expense increased from $.156 to $.162 per 1,000

gross ton-miles, or 3.8 per cent. In tliis case the difference in

the average total time between terminals for the full and
reduced tonnage trains was so slight that a change from the

Table I

—

Co.\iparative Costs Per 1,000 Gross Ton-Miles of Full and
Redvced Tonnage Trains

Cham- Talla-
paigii Fulton McComb hatchie

District District District District
Tons Tons Tons Tons

Train load—full tonnage 3,750 ?,308 3,192 3,547
Train load—reduced tonnag- 3.271 3,091 2,389 2.948
Per cent reduction 12.7 6.5 25.1 16.9

Cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles:
(Pro-rata overtime)

Full tonnage trains $.165 $.156 $.202 S.161
Reduced tonnage trains $.150 $.162 $.228 $-174

Reduced tonnage trains incl. cost of
engines and crews returning light

and additional enginehouse ex-
pense $.173 $.174 $.300 $.209

Cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles:

(Time and one-half O. T.)
Full tonnage trams $.173 $.156 $.207 $.167
Reduced tonnage trains $.151 $.162 $.22^ $.188

Reduced tonnage trains incl. cost
of engines and crews returning
light, and additional enginelio:ise
expense $.174 $.174 $.301 $.215

Per cent of increase in ccst of re-

duced tonnage trains:

Pro-rata O. T Deer. 9.1 3.8 12.8 8.0
Pro-rata O. T. incl. cost in light

direction and increase engine-
house expense 4.8 11.5 48.5 29.3

One and one-half overtime. .Deer. 12.7 3.6 10.6 7.7
One and one-half overtime incl.

cost in light direction and in-
creased engineho-.ise expense... 0.5 11.5 45.4 28.7

Straight time to the one and one-half time overtime rate

luid no effect on the wage cost. The increase in wage cost

alone was 6.7 per cent and in the fuel cost, 1.2 jjer cent.

On the McComb district the average train load of the

light trains was 25.1 per cent less than tlie average load of

the full tonnage trains. The average speed between ter-

minals was increased from 10.6 miles an hour to 12.6 miles

an hour, or 19 per cent, while the average speed in mo-
tion was increased from 13.6 miles an hour to 16.2 miles

an hour, or 19.1 per cent. The average delayed time per

trip was reduced from 1 hr. 56 min. to 1 hr. 37 min. The
gross ton-miles per train hour decreased from 34,102 for

the full tonnage trains to 30,361 for the reduced tonnage
trains, or 11 per cent, and the total direct costs per 1,000
gross ton-miles increased from $.2025 to $.2280 on the

straight time basis and from $.207 to $.229 on the punitive

overtime basis, or 12.8 per cent and 10.6 per cent, respec-

tively. On the straight time basis the increase in wage cost

was 20.5 f>er cent, and the increase in fuel cost was 6.2

per cent.

The average reduction in the light trains on the Talla-

hatchie district, as compared with the full tonnage trains,

was 16.9 per cent. The average speed Ix-tween terminals

increased from 11.4 miles an hour to 12 miles an hour, or

5.3 per cent, and the speed while in motion increased from
15 miles an hour to 16.5 miles an hour, or 10 per cent.

There was a slight increase in the average delayed time per

trip, wliich amounted to 3 hr. 5 min. for the heavy trains

and 3 hr. 18 min. for the light trains. Gross ton-miles pyer

train hour decreased from 40,144 to 35,075, or 12.6 per

cent. The increase in direct ton-mile costs was 8 per cent
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on the basis of straight time overtime and 7.7 per cent on
the basis of one and one-half time overtime. For the heavy
trains the total cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles was $.1612
with straight time and ?.167 with time and one-half over-
time, while the reduced tonnage trains averaged $.174 and
$.18, respectively. On the straight time overtime basis the

wage cost increased 14.7 per cent and the fuel cost .5 per cent.

The tests on the Champaign district were the only ones
in which the reduction of tonnage was accompanied by an
increase in gross ton-miles per train hour and a decrease in

both the fuel and wage unit costs. Here, however, there

was a marked decrease in the average delayed time for the

reduced tonnage runs, amounting to slightly over one-half
of the total reduction in time between terminals. On this

district the average reduction in tonnage was 12.7 per cent.

This was accompanied by an increase in the speed between
terminals from 10.8 miles an hour to 13.4 miles an hour,

or 24.1 per cent, and an increase in the average running
speed from 15.8 miles an hour to 18.4 miles an hour, or 16.5

per cent. Delays were decreased from an average of 4 hr.

1 min. per trip to 2 hr. 41 min. per trip. The gross ton-

miles j>er train hour increased from 39,201 to 43,468, or

10.9 per cent, while the total direct unit costs showed a de-

crease of 9.5 per cent from $.1656 to $.15 for straight time
overtime and 12.7 per cent from $.1735 to $.151 for time and
one-half overtime. Wages showed a unit decrease of 8.4

per cent on a straight time basis and fuel a decrease of

10.5 per cent.

When, however, the additional enginehouse expense inci-

dental to the additional train movements required to take

care of the 12.7 per cent reduction in average train load

and the cost of returning the additional engines and crews

in the direction of light traffic are taken into account, the

ton-mile costs are in favor of the heavier train loading, even

on this district. The net increase in the cost per 1,000 gross

ton-miles of the reduced trains was 4.8 per cent with straight

time rates and .5 per cent with one and one-half time over-

time rates.

After taking into account these same additional items on
the other districts, the unit costs of operating the reduced

tonnage trains show increases on the straight time basis of

11.5 per cent, 48.5 per cent and 29.8 per cent, respectively,
on the Fulton, McComb and Tallahatchie districts, and 11.5
per cent, 45.4 per cent and 28.7 per cent, respectively, with
the one and over-half time rate for overtime, in comparison
with the cost of operating the full tonnage trains.

Road Delays and Gross Car Weights
A fact of considerable interest disclosed by the averages

in Table II is that there is no marked relation between the
delayed time and the train load or speed except in the case
of the Champaign district. An analysis of the individual
runs also bears out this conclusion. On the Fulton district,

for instance, the delays vary from less than one hour to 3j^
hours per trip throughout the range of train loads up to

about 3,400 tons, or 95 per cent of the full tonnage rating.
For the trains which were heavier than this there seems to

TaeI-e III

—

Average Gross Car Weighi

District Tonnage trains

Champaign 52 tons
Fulton ; ; 57 tons
McCcmb 37.1 tons
Tallahatchie 40.3 tons

Reduced trains

46.7 tons
45.5 tons
27.2 tons
42.1 tens

be a tendency towards a higher average of delays, although
tlie number of such trains for which data are available is

not sufficient to establish this relationship conclusively. On
the Tallahatchie district, a single track line, the trend of
delays is constant throughout the entire range of train loads.
On the Champaign district, where the average delayed time

showed a marked reduction for the reduced tonnage group,
the variations in the amount of delays between trains in
each group is so wide as to raise some doubt as to whether
the relationship indicated by the averages would hold if

more trains had been included in the light tonnage group.
Another variable condition which in a measure af-

fects the direct comparability of the light and heavy train

operation is the average weight per car. An examination of
the relation of the average number of cars per train and the

average train loads in Table II shows that with the exception
of the Tallahatchie district, the .car weights are favorable to

TABLE II—COMPAR.\TIVE RESULTS OF OPERATING FULL AND REDUCED TONNAGE TRAINS ON FIVE DISTRICTS OF THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL SYSTEM

District Champaign Paducah Fulton McComb Tallahatchie
f So. 145

Length, miles 130 99 128 96 ( No. 144
Direction of tests North North North and south One direction Noi-th and south

( So. 13
Ruling grade, ft. per mile 31 and 26 66 and 26 26 21 ( No. 17
Line Double track Single track Double track Double track Single track

Full load Reduced load Full load Full load Reduced load Full load Reduced load Full load Reduced load
Number of trains 30 9 25 9 32 7 9 32 20
Ratings, gross tcn-milcs 526,600 236,700 457,832 364,800 fSo.551,000)

I No. 547.200}
Ratings, gross ton-miles per train mile. 4,051 2,401 3.577 3,800 3,800 . .

Average actual gross ton-miles 487,453 425,280 228,908 423,452 395,72! 306,435 229,397 513,188 425 915
Average train load, tons 3,750 3,271 2,314 3,308 3,091 3-192 2,389 3,547 2,948
Per cent of rating hauled 92.5 80.8 96.6 92.5 84.1 84.0 62.9 93.3 ^77 5
Gross tonmiles per train hour 39,202 43,468 27,299 48,364 45,419 34,102 30,361 40,144 35,075

Average number of cars per train

:

Loads 69 65 50 55 59 62 33 67 51
Empties 3 5 5 3 9 24 55 11 19

Average time between terminals, hrs., min. 12-26 9-47 8-23 8-45 8-43 8-59 7-33 12-47 12-08
Average delavs. hrs., min 4-01 2-41 2-32 1-26 1-47 1-56 1-37 3-05 3-18
Average speed in motion, m.p.h 15.8 18.4 16.9 17.6 18.3 13.6 16.2 15.0 16.5
Average speed between terminals, m.p.h. 10.8 13.4 11.8 14.6 14.8 10.6 12.7 11.4 12.0

Costs per trip

:

W^ages $41.77 $33.41 $26.80 $31.13 $31.03 $27.73 $25.09 $43.41 $41.57
Fuel $38.95 $30.25 $24.83 $34.95 $33.09 $34.32 $27.29 $39.32 $33.17
Total $80.73 $63.66 $51.63 $66.08 $64.12 $62.05 $52.38 $82.73 $74.74

Lb. coal per 1,000 gross ton-miles 68.59 61.02 93.1 70.8 71.8 96.1 102.1 65.8 66.9
Lb. coal per train hour 2,689 2,659 2,544 3,426 3,260 3,281 3,102 2.640 2,345

Cost per 1,000 gross ton-miles:
Wages $.0857 $.0785 $.1170 $.0735 $.0784 $.0905 $.1090 $.0846 $.0970
Fuel $.0799 $.0715 $.1084 $.0825 $.0836 $.1120 $.1190 $.0766 $.0770
Total $.1656 $.1500 $.2254 $.1560 $.1620 $.2025 $.2280 $.1612 $.1740

Cost per train hour:
Wages $3.36 $3.42 $3.20 $3.56 $3.56 $3.09 $3.32 $3,395 $3.42
Fuel $3.13 $3.09 $2.96 $3.99 $3.79 $3.82 $3.61 $3,076 $2.73
Total $6.49 $6.51 $6.16 $7.55 $7.35 $6.91 $6.93 $6,471 $6.15

Total cost with l'/2 time overtime:
Per 1,000 gross ton-miles $.1735 $.151 $.231 $.156 $.162 $.207 $.229 $.167 $.18
Per train hour $6.80 $6.58 $6,315 $7.55 $7.36 $7.14 $6.98 $6.73 $6.34
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the operation of the heavj' trains in every case. The com-

parison is showTi in Table III. Had the train load been ex-

pressed in terms of adjusted tons rather than actual tons, the

effect of these differences in average car weights would have

been to decrease the proportionate amount of the reduction

shown in the average loading of the light trains on all except

the Tallahatchie district, where the proportional reduction

would have been increased. The most important effect of

this difference in conditions is on ton-mile costs. An exami-

nation of the data for the individual runs on the Champaign
district disclosed a well-defined tendency toward increasing

ton-mile costs as the average car weights decreased through-

out the whole range of train loads and speeds. Considering

the individual trains, the relationship between this factor

and ton-mile costs is more consistently observable than that

of any other single condition directly affecting either the

fuel or wage accounts.

In each case the lower average ton-mile costs were obtained

with the higher average gross ton-miJes per train hour. The
relationship of train load to ton-miles per hour, however,

is not at all clear and it is evident that under the test con-

ditions the speed between terminals is not generally affected

in a sufficiently marked degree by the tonnage reductions

to increase the ton-miles per train hour. The road delays,

which in the main are unaffected by reductions in the train

load or by the average running speed, appear to be the con-

trolling factor. In this connection it is pertinent to note

that the test trains were run during a period when the gross

ton-miles handled were from 15 per cent to 34 per cent

below normal on the districts where the comparisons were

made and that, in the opinion of the officers in charge, greater

reductions would have been necessary under heavy traffic

conditions in order to have secured the same effect on the

average time between terminals.

Conclusions

The following are the conclusions of the Division of

Operation of the Railroad Administration, based on the re-

sults of these tests:

(1) There is no general agreement as to the percentage

of tonnage rating which will bring the lowest cost. In the

majority of cases this is effected by a load of 100 per cent,

but in others the most economical load (considering the cost

in one direction only) is about 85 per cent. Each division

is governed by its own operating characteristics and no gen-

eral law appears in the results before us in this study.

(2) The cost per ton-mile decreases as the gross car load

increases, due probably to the lower train resistance per gross

ton. * * *

(3) The cost per ton-mile increased with the delay on

the road. This is illustrated well by the results on the Mem-
phis division. With two hours delay, the cost per 1,000

gross ton-miles was 14.2 cents; at three hours it was 15.8

cents; at four hours it was 17.4 cents, and at five hours it

was 19 cents.

(4) Up to a certain critical point the cost per ton-mile

decreases as the ton-miles per train hour increases. The
cost is stationary or rises slightly, as the ton-miles per train

hour increase beyond that point. The critical point is

reached only by trains running so far above the normal
average speeds for trains of their weight that the increased

fuel consumption offsets the saving in wages.

(5) There appears to be no distinct relation between

the train load and the hours of delay on the road.

(6) The delay on the road apparently has more effect

on the gross ton-miles per train hour than variations in speed

while in motion. The element of road delay is probably the

most important single factor in the equation.

The practical application to that road of the facts de-

veloped by the tests is summarized by the following general

conclusions in the report of the Federal manager of the

Illinois Central:

( 1 ) It is not practicable to reduce the train load to avoid

overtime because of the increased cost incident to the opera-

tion of the necessar}' additional trains in the direction of

hea\T traffic to handle the same tonnage and in the direc-

tion of light traffic to balance power.

(2) To a large extent the cost of handling the most eco-

nomical train load includes considerable overtime.

(3) Increased cost resulting from overtime, like any
ether wage increase, must be met by increasing facilities in-

stead of by reducing train load. This reduction, on a good

many d-stricts, would add train units in excess of present

capacity
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President Discusses Transportation Problem

Proposes Abolition of Labor Board and Creation of a Labor

Division of the I. C. C.

WHILE President H.aj«din-(j devoted a con.siderable

part of his address to Congress on December 8 to a

discussion of the railroad situation, referring to the

problem of transportation as an outstanding one demanding
the most rigorous consideration of Congress and the country

and saying he knows of no problem exceeding it in impor-

tance, it is not understood that he was in any sense outlining

a program of railroad legislation for immediate consideration.

While he made several more or less definite suggestions,

including one that the memljership of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission he increased by four to constitute a labor

division as a substitute for the Railroad Labor Board, and
that power should be conferred either upon the f)resent board
or the suggested substitute to require its rulings to be ac-

cepted, no change has been indicated in the {X)licy of the

administration leaders recently expressed in the announce-
ment by Chairman Cummins that he does not intend to

press, although he may introduce, at the present session the

bills he has at least tentatively prepared which would carry

out some of the President's recommendations, and it is also

understood that there has been no alteration of the Presi-

dent's determination not to call an extra session after March
4 if it can be avoided.

With this understanding, therefore, it is apparent that the

address was intended mainly as a compliance with the con-

stitutional duty of the President to lay before the Congress

from time to time the state of affairs in the nation and that

he was making a report to Congress and inviting its con-

sideration of his reactions from his contact during the past

year or so with the subject in connection with the contro-

versies over rates, wages and car supply. The President finds

much in need of improvement in the transportation situation

and he has various ideas, derived from various sources, as

to what should be done about it, but while he urged a

"prompt enactment at the present session" of legislation for

the relief of the farmers, he did not apply the same language

to his suggestions regarding transportation and the admin-
istration forces are anticipating sufficient difficulty in obtain-

ing action at this short session on even the present program
of the Administration.

*

In his first address to Congress after his inauguration

President Harding declared that railway rates and the cost

of transportation must be reduced. He is still urgent that

this be brought about but he has come to an appreciation

that "rates horizontally increased, to meet increased wage
outlays during the war inflation, are not easily reduced."

When he refers to the "five per cent horizontal reduction"

made last year it is understood that he has in mind the fact

that the ten per cent horizontal reduction of July 1 did not

apply to some rates that had previously been reduced and,

Washikoton, D. C.

therefore, effected less than a ten per cent reduction in total

freight revenues at the time, although it has usually been

estimated at more than five per cent, and the total reduction

from the high level established in Ex Parte 74 was more
than ten per cent.

As to how to effect better and cheaper transportation the

President is clear that "government operation does not afford

the cure." He sees advantages to result from plans to co-

ordinate all transportation facilities and agrees with most
railway officers that the motor truck should be turned "into

a railway feeder and distributor instead of a destroying

competitor," but he wants the government to point the way
to reduced freight costs and looks for "genius" among the

railway managers to find new economies and new efficiencies

in co-operation. The merger of lines into systems, which
the Transportation Act invites but temporarily postpones

pending the completion of an artificial plant, is suggested as

one means, and the President apparently has been impressed

with die proposals of Mr. Warfield, some of which found
their way into the report of the Joint Commission of Agri-

cultural Inquiry, in the direction, of car pooling under a

central agency, and the consolidation of facilities.

The President is strongly convinced that the strike is a
weapon of organized labor that must be abandoned because

its effects are felt more directly by the public than by the

railroad companies but he attempts to balance his censure

of those responsible for the shop strike by dividing the blame
with "heedless forces of reaction"' that "sought the pre-war
levels" of wages, although the wage reductions that were
followed by the strike, which he elsewhere characterizes as

"very moderate,'' were ordered by the Labor Board.

The President introduced the subject of transportation in

his address in connection with his recommendations for the

relief of the farmer, whose difficulty, he said, has been ac-

centuated by the railway strike. "Had we escaped the coal

and railway strikes, which had no excuse for their beginning
and less justification for their delayed settlement, we should
have done infinitely better," he said. "But labor was in-

sistent on holding to the war heights, and heedless forces of
reaction sought the pre-war levels and both were wrong, im
the folly of conflict our progress was hindered and the heavy-

cost has not yet been fully estimated. There can be neither

adjustment nor the penalty of the failure to readjust in which
all do not somehow participate."

Various measures are pending for tlie assistance of the

farmer, the President said, and the best judgment of Con-
gress ought to be expressed in prompt enactment at the

present session, but "permanent and deserved agricultural

good fortune depends on better and cheaper transportation."

He then continued

:

»
Text of the President's Address

Here is an outstanding problem, demanding the most rigorous

consideration of the Con.grefs and the country. It has to do with

more than agriculture. It provides the cliannel for the flow of the

country's commerce. But the farmer is particularly hard hit. His
market, so affected by the world consumption, does not admit of

the price adjustinent to meet carrying charges. In the last half

of the year now closing the railways, broken in carrying capacity

because of motive power and rolling stock out of order, though
insistently declaring to the contrary, embargoed his shipments or

denied him cars when fortunate markets were calling. Too fre-

quently transportation failed while perishable products were turn-

ing from possible profit to losses counted in tens of millions.

I know of nn problem exceeding in importance this one of trans-

portation. In our complex and interdependent modern life trans-
portation is essential to our very existence. Let us pass for the
moment the menace in the possible paralysis of such service as we
have and note the failure, for whatever reason, to expand our
transportation to meet the Nation's needs.

The census of 1880 recorded a population of 50,000,000. In two
decades more we may reasonably expect to count thrice that num-
ber. In the three decades ending in 1920 the country's freight by
rail increased from 631.000.000 tons to 2 234.000,000 'tons: that is

to say. while our population was increasing less than 70 l>er cent,

the freight movement increased over 250 per cent.

We have built 40 per cent of the world's rai'road mileage, and
yet find it inadequate to our present requirements. When we

1149
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contemplate the inadequacy of today it is easy to believe that the

next few decades will witness the paralysis of our transportation-

using social scheme or a complete reorganization on some new
basis. Mindful of the tremendous costs of betterments, extensions,

and expansions, and mindful of the staggering debts of the world

today, the difticulty is magnified. Here is a problem demanding
wide vision and the avoidance of mere makeshifts. No matter

what the errors of the past, no matter how we acclaimed construc-

tion and then condemned operations in the past, we have the

transportation and the honest investment in the transportation

which sped us on to what we are, and we face conditions which

reflect its inadequacy today, its greater inadequacy tomorrow, and

we contemplate transportation costs which much of the traffic

can not and will not continue to pay.

Manifestly, we have need to begin on plans to coordinate all

trans[)ortation facilities. We should more elTectively connect up
our rail lines with our carriers by sea. We ought to reap some
benefit from the hundreds of millions expended on inland water-

ways, proving our capacity to utilize as well as expend. We ought

to turn the motor truck into a railway feeder and distributor

instead of a destroying competitor.

A Motor Age

It would be folly to ignore that we live in a motor age. The
motor car reflects our standard of living and gauges the speed

of our present-day life. It long ago ran down simple living, and
never halted to inquire about the prostrate figure which fell as

its victim. With full recognition of motor-car transportation we
must turn it to the most practical use. It can not supersede the

railway lines, no matter how generously we afford it highways

out of the public treasury. If freight traffic by motor were

charged with its proper and proportionate share of highway con-

struction, we should find much of it wasteful and more costly

than like service by rail. Yet we have paralleled the railways,

a most natural line of construction, and thereby taken away from
the agency of expected service much of its profitable traffic, which

the taxpayers have been providing the highways, whose cost of

maintenance is not yet realized.

The federal government has a right to inquire into the wisdom
of this policy, because the national treasury is contributing largely

to this highway construction. Costly highways ought to be made to

serve as feeders rather than competitors of the railroads, and the

motor truck should become a co-ordinate factor in our great dis-

tributing system.

This transportation problem can not be waived aside. The
demand for lowered costs on farm products and basic materials

can not be ignored. Rates horizontally increased, to meet in-

creased wage outlays during the war inflation, are not easily

reduced. VVhen some very moderate wage reductions were

effected last summer there was a 5 per cent horizontal reduction

in rates. I sought at that time, in a very informal way, to have

the railway managers go before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and agree to a heavier reduction on farm products and

coal and other basic commodities, and leave unchanged the freight

tariffs which a very large portion of the traffic was able to bear.

Neither the managers nor the commission saw fit to adopt the

suggestion, so we had the horizontal reduction too slight to be

felt by the higher class cargoes and too little to benefit the heavy

tonnage calling most loudly for relief.

Railways are not to be expected to render the most essential

service in our social organization without a fair return on capital

invested, but the government has gone so far in the regulation

of rates and rules of operation that it has the responsibility of

pointing the way to the reduced freight costs so essential to our

national welfare.

Government operation does not afford the cure. It was govern-

ment operation which brought us to the very order of things

against which we now rebel, and we are still liquidating the costs

of that supreme folly.

New Efficiencies in Co-operation Needed

Surely the genius of the railway builders has not become extinct

among the railway managers. New economics, new efficiencies

in co-operation must be found. The fact that labor takes 50 to

60 per cent of total railway earnings makes limitations within

which to effect economies very difficult, but the demand is no

less insistent on that account.

Clearly the managers arc without that intcrcarrier, co-operative

Tclationship so highly essential to the best and most economical

•operation. They could not function in harmony when the strike

threatened the paralysis of all railway transportation. The rela-

tionship of the service to public welfare, so intimately affected by

state and fe<lcral regulation, demands the effective correlation and

a concerted drive to meet an insistent and justified public demand.

The merger of lines into systems, a facilitated interchange of

freight cars, the economic use of terminals, and the consolidation

.of facilities are suggested ways of economy and efficiency.

I remind you that Congress provided a Joint Commission of
Agricultural Inquiry which made an exhaustive investigation of
car service and transportation, and unanimously recommended in

its report of October IS, 1921, the pooling of freight cars under a
central agency. This report well deserves your serious considera-
tion. I think well of the central agency, which shall be a creation

of the railways themselves, to provide, under the jurisdiction of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the means for financing
equipment for carriers which are otherwise unable to provide
their proportion of car equipment adequate to transportation
needs. This same agency ought to point the way to every possible
economy in maintained equipment and the necessary interchanges
in railway commerce.

In a previous address to the Congress I called to your attention
the insufficiency of power to enforce the decisions of the Railroad
Labor Board. Carriers have ignored its decisions, on the one
hand, railway workmen have challenged its decisions by a strike,

on the other hand.

The Labor Board

The intent of Congress to establish a tribunal to which railway
labor and managers may appeal respecting questions of wages
and working conditions can not be too strongly commended. It

is vitally important that some such agency should be a guaranty
against suspended operation. The public must be spared even the

threat of discontinued service.

Sponsoring the railroads as we do, it is an obligation that labor

shall be assured the highest justice and every proper consideration

of wage and working conditions, but it is an equal obligation to

see that no concerted action in forcing "Semands shall deprive the

public of the transportation service essential to its very existence.

It is now impossible to safeguard public interest, because the

decrees of the board are unenforceable against either employer
or employee.
The Labor Board itself is not so constituted as best to serve

the public interest. With six partisan members on a board of

nine, three partisans nominated by the employees and three by the

railway managers, it is inevitable that the partisan viewpoint is

maintained throughout hearings and in decisions handed down.
Indeed, the few exceptions to a strictly partisan expression in

decisions thus far rendered have been followed by accusations

of betrayal of the partisan interests represented. Only the public

group of three is free to function in unbiased decisions. There-
fore the partisan membership may well be abolished, and decisions

should be made by an impartial tribunal.

I am well convinced that the functions of this tribunal could

be much better carried on here in Washington. Even were it to

be continued as a separate tribunal, there ought to be contact

w'ith the Interstate Commerce Commission, which has supreme
authority in the rate making to which wage cost bears an indis-

soluble relationship. Theoretically, a fair and living wage must
be determined quite apart from the employer's earning capacity,

but in practice, in the railway service, they are inseparable. The
record of advanced rates to meet increased wages, both determined
by the governn\ent, is proof enough.
The substitution of a labor division in the Interstate Commerce

Commission, made up frpra its membership, to hear and decide

disputes relating to wages and working conditions which have
failed of adjustment by proper committees created by the railways
and their employees, offers a more effective plan.

It need not be surprising that there is dissatisfaction over de-

l.':yed hearings and decisions by the present board when every
trivial dispute is carried to that tribunal. The law should require

the railroads and their employees to institute means and methods
to negotiate between themselves their constantly arising differences,

limiting appeals to the government tribunal to disputes of such
character as are likely to affect the public welfare.
This suggested substitution will involve a necessary increase in

the membership of the commission, probably four, to constitute

the labor division. If the suggestion appeals to the Congress, it

will be well to specify that the lalxjr division shall be constituted

of representatives of the four rate-making territories, thereby
assuring a tribunal conversant with the conditions whicli obtain

in the different rate-making sections of the country.

I wish I could bring to you the precise recommendation for the

prevention of strikes which threaten the welfare of the iwople and
menace public safety. It is an impotent civilization and an inadr-

(|uate government w'hich lacks the genius and the courage to guard
.against such a menace to public welfare as we experienced last

summer. You were aware of the goverinncnt"s great concern and
its futile attempt to aid in an adjustment. It will reveal the

inexcusable obstinacy which was responsible for so much distress

to the country to recall now that, thmi.nh all disputes are not yet

adjusted, the many settlements which have been m.adc were on
the terms which the government proiKiscd in mediation. .

Public interest demands that ample power shall be conferred
upon the labor tribunal, whether it is the present board or the
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suggested substitute, to require its rulings to be accepted by both
parties to a disputed question.

Let there be no confusion about the purpose of the suggested
conferment of power to make decisions efTective. There can be

no denial of constitutional rights of either railway workmen or
railway managers. No man can be denied his right to labor when
and how he chooses, or cease to labor when he so elects, but,

since the govenmient assumes to safeguard his interests while

einployed in an essential public service, the security of society

itself demands his retirement from the service shall not be so

timed and related as to effect the destruction of that service. This
vitally essential public transportation service, demanding so much
of brain and brawn, so much for efficiency and security, ought to

offer the most attractive working conditions and the highest of

wages paid to workmen in any employment.
In essentially every branch, from track repairer to the man

at the locomotive throttle, the railroad worker is responsible for
the safety of human \hes and the care of vast property. His
high responsibility might well rate high his pay within the limits
the traffic will bear; but the same responsibility, plus governmental
protection, may justly deny him and his associates a withdrawal
from service without a warning or under circumstances which
involve the paralysis of necessary transportation. We have
assumed so great a responsibility in necessary regulation that
we unconsciously have assumed the responsibility for maintained
service; therefore the lawful power for the enforcement of de-
cisions is necessary to sustain the majesty of government and to
administer to the public welfare.

Southern Pacific -Central Pacific Hearing
Union Pacific Charges Discrimination Against Ogden Route and

Ask that Central Pacific Be Made Independent

PRESENTATION of the Union Pacific side of the contro-

versy over the application of the Southern Pacific for

permission by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

retain control of the Central Pacific was begun at the hear-

ing before Commissioners Meyer and Potter on December
7 by Robert S. Lovett, chairman of the Union Pacific. Since

November 21 the hearing had been devoted to the Southern
Pacific testimony and that of the intervening shippers and
state railroad commissioners in favor of or against its appli-

cation. Mr. Lovett took the position that the continued pos-

session of the Central Pacific by the Southern Pacific would
not only be inimical to the Union Pacific, but also to the

public interest, because of the policy which it had "gradu-

ally" and "discreetly" adopted, he said, since 1915 or 1916,

of diverting traffic wherever possible from the Ogden route

to its longer El Paso route in violation of the provisions of

the Pacific railroad acts against discrimination by either

of the two Pacific railroads which built the transcontinental

route against or in favor of either company.
The Union Pacific case was completed on December 9,

after which some rebuttal testimony was heard, and the

hearing was practically concluded on December 13 as far as

the two roads most directly involved were concerned, but the

Western Pacific was expected to present evidence on the

following day. The testimonj' taken at the hearing amounts
to nearly 4,000 pages and there are over 100 exhibits.

The commission allowed until January 15 for the filing of

briefs and arguments will be heard by the commission on

January 19 and 20.

The Interest of the U. P. in the Transcontinental Route

Mr. Lovett went into the history of the Pacific railroad

acts to show that "the Union Pacific has a clear and un-

mistakable interest in the Central Pacific, the manner of its

control and the method of its operation, which must be recog-

nized and dealt with if constitutional rights are still to be

respected. Now that the Central Pacific is required to be

released from control of a competitor the Union Pacific asks

that the Central Pacific be allowed to keep faith and fulfil

its obligation as the owner of the western half of this one

continuous line of railroad from the Missouri river to the

Pacific ocean. If this western half is merged by authority

of this commission with some other railroad company, then

we insist it be with the Union Pacific, which owns the other

half of the same railroad which the national laws under
which both were constructed, mostly with government money,
require to be operated as one continuous line of railroad.

We insist that it would be not only a perversion of the

Pacific Railroad Acts but a gross violation of the rights of

Washington, D. C.

the stockholders and the security holders of the Union Pa-
cific to turn the Central Pacific, the western half of this

government-built railroad, over for all time to a company
that is not interested in sending a ton of transcontinental
traffic over it which it can send over its lines via other

gateways, which give it a longer haul and larger revenue,
and allow it to switch, as it were, to another gateway, the
western end of the line, which is just as essentially a part
of this great railroad project as the eastern end of it."

Mr. Lovett said the tentative consolidation plan of the
commission was regarded by the Union Pacific "with the
gravest apprehension, from the first," and that it had begun
preparation immediately, and before the decision of the Su-
I)reme Court, to show the "injustice and disastrous effects"

of its application to the Union Pacific. If the plan is ap-
proved, lie said, he had no doubt that the Southern Pacific

would buy the Rock Island, if it could acquire it at the price

indicated by the prices at which its securities had been sell-

ing. And the Southern Pacific, he said, would send all the
traffic it could tlirough the El Paso gateway, whether it kept
the Central Pacific or not, for that way would be its long
haul. After acquisition of the Rock Island the Southern
Pacific would use the Union Pacific, the Denver & Rio
Grande or the Denver & Salt Lake for such traffic as it

routed via Odgen, onh' as far as Denver, where the traffic

would be again turned over to the Rock Island, the Union
Pacific and its connections at the Missouri river would be
bottled up at Odgen and the traffic would be diverted from its

natural channel. "Nothing but a purpose to cripple one of
the most important and most efficient transportation agencies

of the United States, and the one that yielded the government
the largest net return during the war year of 1918, of all

the railroads under government control, could justify such a
policy," he said.

U. P. Dependent on C. P. for California Traffic

"The Union Pacific has been and is dependent almost

wholly upon the Central Pacific for transcontinental traffic

to and from central and northern California, to serve which
was the purpose of the government in constructing the lines.

It has never solicited or sought to send a ton of traffic be-

tween the Missouri river and San Francisco or central Cali-

fornia via Portland or through Los Angeles, to which some
references have been made in Southern Pacific propaganda as

competitive routes. The Union Pacific could not buy the

Western Pacific, as I believe it might have done at some time,

Ijecause of the inconsistency of such purchase with the obliga-

tion under the Pacific railroad acts. We have felt obliged to

work with the Central Pacific as if it were a part of the
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Union Pacific. We have no interest or connection incon-

sistent with the interest of the Central Pacific."

When Mr. Harriman obtained control of the Central Pa-

cific, the witness said, at a time when the Southern Pacific

had no ready means for raising large sums of money, he

had plunged ahead with improvements on the Central Pacific,

providing more than $20,000,000 through advances by the

Union Pacific, although he understood that "but scant credit

has been given him by some Southern Pacific officers before

this commission for his work upon the Central Pacific." He
did not dispute that many of the improvements, even tlie

Salt Lake cut-off, may have been planned b\^ Southern Pa-

cific officers long before Harriman made them, but he as-

serted that such plans were mere dreams until Harriman got

control, and that it was Harriman who gave the order for

the work and provided the money.

"I understand officers of the Southern Pacific testified that

the 'cloud' on their title to the Central Pacific is the reason

why double tracking and other increases in the capacity of

the Central Pacific ceased with Union Pacific control some

ten years ago," said Mr. Lovett. "One might suggest in

reply that improvements might be realized in an increased

price in case the Southern Pacific were forced to surrender

the Central Pacific, but the really surprising thing is that

now that the cloud has swept down the chairman of the

Southern Pacific appeared before this commission last week

and avowed his purpose to proceed at once with the necessar}'

improvements to the Central Pacific if—note the if—this

commission grants the pending application for the lease

which the Supreme Court has just declared illegal I The

least that can be said about this proposition is that it is

unique.

"We must expect the Southern Pacific officers to do what

is lawfully for the best interests of the Southern Pacific

Company. If they lawfully can get traffic for their longer

haul, they should and will do so. If they can persuade this

commission to allow them to retain the Central Pacific and

their grip on the Odgen gateway, they should do so. I

would do the same if in their place.

Diversion of Traffic

"For a number of years following its completion in 1869

the Central Pacific paid handsome dividends. From the

time of the acquisition by the Southern Pacific of the stock

of the companies owning the Sunset Route and from the lea.se

of said lines and of the Central Pacific in 1885 until Union

Pacific control, the Central Pacific never paid a dividend.

The Sunset Route liecame the preferred route because it af-

forded the long haul. I have no doubt that the effect on

the Union Pacific was very bad, but just how serious I do

not know. How much this diversion of traffic had to do with

the receivership I do not know, but that it had much there

can be no doubt. From 1901 until 1913 the Union Pacific

and Southern Pacific were under common control. The rules

witl) respect to the routing of traffic were changed, accord-

ing to my understanding, so as to send it the way that af-

forded the most revenue to the combined lines. \'er\- little

change followed immediately the unmerging of the Union

Pacific and Southern Pacific, according to my information.

The full force and |)ower of the Southern Pacific as a com-

petitor of the Odgen-Central Pacific line has not been ex-

erted since 191.^. The government had challenged the South-

ern Pacific's control; but during the long appeal of the gov-

ernment before the decision of the Supreme Court tlic ac-

tivity of Soutliern Pacific solicitors against the Odgen gate-

way was greatlv increased, according to t)ie information

coming to me from Union Pacific rei>ri>scntatives. If uncon-

ditional control of the Central Pacific l)y the Southern Pa-

cific is in any way finally perpetuated, my opinion is tliat

no San Francisco or other California freight traffic to or

from points east of the Missouri river which the Soutliern

Pacific can persuade through the El Paso gateway will ever

go through the Odgen gateway unless forced that way by

shippers or by competition in time or by the perishable char-

acter of the freight. In saying this I am making no criti-

cism of the Southern Pacific or any of its representatives.

They are doing precisely what the Supreme Court has many
times, and in this very case only recently, recognized as the

natural and inevitable efliect of placing one line under the

control of a competitor.

"If they succeed this important transcontinental line of

railroad cannot make a rate or fix a train schedule to or from
San Francisco and central California without the consent

and concurrence of its rival and competitor, the Southern Pa-
cific Company. We are asserting our rights under the Pacific

railroad acts because our opponents are in effect asserting

that this country has already, and as I believe, most unex-

]
lectedly to the people, arrived at the recall of decisions of the

L'nited States Supreme Court.

Judge Lovett Says Difficulties of

Separation Exaggerated

"T understand that testimony has been given here indicat-

ing that many Californians have been frightened by pre-

dictions and testimony of Southern Pacific officials as to what
will happen in the way of interrupted and inferior train

service and increased rates if the Southern Pacific is re-

quired, like all other corporations and people heretofore have
lieen, to obey the decision of the Supreme Court. Of course

if the Southern Pacific is to be allowed by the circuit judges

when they come to enter their decree and by the California

Railroad Commission to absolutely run amuck and do what-

ever it can to make good its threats, it may do much to in-

convenience the public. I assume that these railroad com-
panies will be prevented from interrupting or interfering

with the continuity of the train service or in any wise in-

creasing the existing rates except with the consent and ap-

])roval of projjer state and interstate regulatory authority'.

Trains which now run over portions of both lines should

continue to run and the apportionment of the through and

joint expenses and revenues can be easily adjusted by

agreement of the interested parties in the ordinarj' way or

can be determined by tlie court or commission if they fail

to agree. With great respect for my friends on the other

side, I am, nevertheless,' bound to say that these lions they

liave put in the way are very tame and harmless. In the

agreement of February 8, 191,i, between the Southern Pacific.

Central Pacific and Union Pacific, no difficulty was found

in providing for this difficulty wliich the Southern Pacific

now presents as so frightful. Once it is settled tliat the

Supreme Court decision is to be carried out all these diffi-

culties will disappear. The Southern Pacific will face about

and begin to t.ilk up the Central Pacific to enhance its price

if it concludes to s:-ll, for I know tlie Southern Pacific officers

and know something of their great ability as business men.

''Much has been said al)out the disastrous effects of cut-

ting the Southern Pacific off from its lines in Oregon which

are reached only over the Central Pacific. Certainly I should

favor the granting of full and equal joint use to the Southern

Pacific of the Central Pacific line between Tehama and the

connection with the Oregon lines which would assure the

Southern Pacific substantially the same use it now has. By
the asjreement of 191,i the entire use of this part of the Cen-

tral Pacific was leased to the Southern Pacific, but the gov-

ernment's bill and the Supreme Court's decision seem to con-

template that there shall be competition bv the Central Pa-

cific and Southern Pacific lines between San Francisco and
Portland.

".\pparently many people in California are in favor of

this procedure. Being my.self a consistent believer in the

princijile of competition in .service and facilities, I fail to

appreciate the reasons why these people ojipose it in this in-
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stance. However, the jjlim which this commission is iilxiut

to hiy out for the permanent establishment of the great trans-

portation groups and channels of commerce for this country

should be settled by consideration of the permanent welfare

of the countr)' and of the people and not by public clamor or

the agitation of particular agencies and particular communi-
ties in which both parties must almost necessarily resort to

propaganda and even ordinary political campaign methods.

"The time has been when the Southern Pacitic, its officers,

management and the operation of its lines were damned as a

grinding monopoly and otherwise by a majorit)' of the people

in San Francisco and central California, at least as much as

they are now praised. I am sure they were wrong then, for

I believe the Southern Pacific almost made California and
has been the greatest agency for the development of Califor-

nia that ever existed in that state. I believe the people of

California were mistaken in opposing the Southern Pacific

then, and 1 believe they are mistaken in falling in with the

Southern Pacific's plans now. They changed their opinion

before and I believe they will change it again. Hence I

say it is not the fluctuating and more or less cultivated opin-

ion of a community for the time being that should govern,

but the deliberate judgment of this commission looking to the

future as well as the present that should prevail in settling

these important and enduring transportation lines."

Cross-Examination

Mr. Lovett was subjected to a long cross-examination by
F. H. Wood, commerce counsel of the Southern Pacific, who
asked how much tonnage it was claimed the Southern Pa-
cific had diverted. Mr. Lovett said he had no figures, but

that he was interested in the principle and knew that if al-

lowed the Southern Pacific would adopt a more vigorous

policy than it had while the litigation was pending. He
said that numerous reports had been made to him by B. L.

Winchell, while he was traffic director of the Union Pacific,

and since by President C. R. Gray and Vice-President H. M.
Adams, that the Southern Pacific agents were working against

the Ogden gateway in the territory where it had originally

been the announced policy to work through that gateway.

He said that this hacl been done to such an extent that he

had determined to resort to litigation under the terms of the

Pacific railroad acts as a remedy if the Supreme Court had
not decided the Southern Pacific-Central Pacific case in the

way it did. Asked if he had expected to be successful, he

replied: "There is always a chance in a lawsuit." Whereas
since its separation from the Union Pacific the Southern Pa-

cific had not added a mile of double track to the Ogden line,

he said, on the contrary he knew of no railroad on which the

standard of maintenance had been so improved as on the

Sunset Route. When Mr. Wood asked if that were a matter

of great concern in this case as long as the Central Pacific

had been kept in a condition to be able to handle its busi-

ness effectively, he replied that the necessity for double track-

ing had been lessened because the Southern Pacific had tried

not to send business that way. Referring to the geographical

line which L. J. Spence, traffic director of the Southern Pa-

cific, had described as governing the Southern Pacific solici-

tation as between the Ogden and El Paso routes, Mr. Lovett

said that Mr. Winchell had reported that the line had been

gradually moving west and his last information was that it

had about vanished. The solicitors who formerly had re-

ported to local offices, he said, had been put under Mr.

Spence and had been given oral instructions under which

the solicitation encountered by the Union Pacific traffic

solicitors was "practically Sunset Route everj'where."

Referring to Mr. Spence's testimony that he had explained

the plan of Southern Pacific solicitation to Mr. Lovett soon

after the unmerger and that he had pronounced it satisfac-

tor\-, Mr. Wood asked the witness if he had not advised at

the time that it would be unwise for the Southern Pacific

to give the Union Pacific a memorandum on the subject so

soon after the dissolution. He replied that he had said that

of course the two companies could not agree not to com-
pete but that it would be wise to continue the territory from
which traffic had been solicited preferentially for each of the

two lines, and that agreement on this subject had been made
public as a part of the dissolution plan.

^Ir. Wood asked how the Union Pacific solicited southern
California and north Pacific coast business. Mr. Lovett re-

|ilied that it ought to solicit via the Salt Lake route for

southern California and that he certainly hoped it solicited

Portland business via the Oregon Short Line and O.-W.
R. & N. Asked if this represented any violation of the Pa-
cific railroad acts, he said that the Central Pacific does not

run within 400 miles of Portland or 300 miles of Los An-
geles and that business for those points was legitimately

handled by Union Pacific system lines. Asked who should

be the judge of the legitimacy of a route, he said that w'hen

the question is raised a judge would have to determine.

When Mr. \\'ood mentioned a reference in the Supreme Court
decision to a movement to San Francisco via the Union Pa-
cific to Portland, Mr. Lovett retorted with some energy that

the Interstate Commerce Commission's agents had combed
the United States and that every Union Pacific agent who
had lost his job by the consolidation of agencies after the

merger had been questioned, but they had not succeeded in

showing that a ton of freight had ever been solicited by the

Union Pacific. that way and they had shown only one shipper

who had sent freight that way. "I feel quite strongly on

that point," he said. "We think we are complying with the

Pacific railroad acts. If we are not it is our policy to do so

and we think the Central Pacific ought to."

Mr. Wood tried to show an inconsistency between Mr.
Lovett's present position and his testimony before the Cali-

fornia commission in 1913 that so far as immediate results

were concerned it might be better for the Union Pacific for

the Southern Pacific to keep the Central Pacific because

then traffic from central California would continue to go to

the Union Pacific at Odgen. He said this statement was

predicated on the Southern Pacific's policy remaining the

same as it had been and also applied only to the immediate

results because the Union Pacific expected to have to build

extensive lines in California to supplement the Central Pa-

cific lines before it would be independent of the Southern

Pacific. He declined to admit any inconsistency and said

that the Union Pacific now would probably lose traffic for a

while after a separation of the Central Pacific from the

Southern Pacific. He denied that the Union Pacific owner-

ship of stock in the Illinois Central constituted a control of

routes between the Alissouri river and Chicago and between

Chicago and New Orleans, saying that it represents only an

investment and that the North Western is the preferred con-

nection at the Missouri river. He said he had argued

strenuously with Professor Ripley that the Union Pacific

ought to be left at the Missouri river to interchange with

several routes rather than linked up with one line to Chicago.

"It is very difficult for me to conceive of the commission's

nullifying the decision of the Supreme Court," said Mr.

Lovett, "even pending the action of the lower court on the

mandate. According to my view of it, the Supreme Court

has decided this proposition, and I do not want to take any

position that would indicate that the Union Pacific takes

any other attitude."

"What is vour position as to an independent Central Pa-

cific?" asked Mr. Wood.

U. P. Not Seeking to Buy C. P.

"Our position is outlined in a public statement given out

on June 10 by President Gray that we were not seeking to

buv" the Central Pacific, but that we would buy it if fair

and reasonable terms could be agreed upon," said Mr.
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Lovett, "and if it could be separated from the Southern

Pacific under conditions tliat would allow it to live. All

the Union Pacific is contending for is that it be made inde-

pendent of the Southern Pacific."

Mr. Lovett was then questioned by ^Mr. Scandrett as to

the ability of the Central Pacific to finance itself if sepa-

rated. He said it ought to be a self-sustaining property,

assuming that it would be treated fairly by the court in the

dissolution decree, although a great deal may depend on the

conditions under which the lines are separated. At the end

of Union Pacific control, he said, the Central Pacific had a

surplus of about $25,000,000 and the Southern Pacific owed

it approximately $30,000,000. The surplus was reduced by

a 20 per cent special dividend which transferred much of it

to the treasury of the Southern Pacific and dividends have

since been paid on both preferred and common stock while

the surplus has again been increased. He said he did not

criticize the action in declaring the special dividend; that it

was proper and wise. He also went into the subject of the

Central Pacific bond issues and said that it owns a ver>-

valuable land grant which might be made the basis for some

financing. While it has been the practice of the Southern

Pacific to take title to the equipment allocated to the Cen-

tral Pacific, he said that in case of a separation it would be

fair for the Central Pacific to buy it at its depreciated value

and pay for it in equipment obligations, as the tj'pes are

better adapted for use on the Central Pacific than on the

Southern Pacific. If this were not done, he said, there

would be no difficulty in the Central Pacific buying all the

equipment it needed in the usual way, by equipment trust

obligations, which, as they are secured largely by the equip-

ment itself, can be sold, he said, without much reference to

the financial credit of the railroad company.

Propaganda

In reply to a request from Mr. Scandrett that he say

something about the publicity work and so-called propaganda

that has been criticized, ^Ir. Lovett said he thought mis-

takes along this line had been made by both sides. Almost

immediately after the Supreme Court decision, he said, a

very active propaganda was started on the Pacific coast in

favor of the commission's tentative consolidation plan, which

allocated the Central Pacific to the Southern Pacific, and

against the carrj'ing out of the Supreme Court decision. For

a time the Union Pacific said nothing, but the movement

spread so rapidly that he and President Gray had conferred

and decided they should let the public know what the Union

Pacific conceived to be its rights in the case and the course

it intended to pursue, that it was opposed to the tentative

plan and expected to do what it could to oppose it. He and

Mr. Gray then prepared jointly a public statement and de-

cided they ought to take any legitimate means to get their

views to the public. Mr. Gray was to handle it in the west

and Mr. Lovett said he had authorized the expenditure of

whatever might be necessan,' for the purpose with only the

limitation that nothing illegal .'should be done. They had

both agreed that there should be no criticism of Southern

Pacific officers because, he said, "they were only doing what

we would do if in their place." "The fight got started," he

said, "and many agencies were employed. I didn't keep up
with the details, but Mr. Gray used to tell me a good deal.

Whatever he did within tliat limitation I endorse and ap-

prove, but I realize that in carriing on a work of that kind

with so many agencies, some of them .strangers to us, mis-

takes might be made and some things were done which we
wouldn't do. I also saw some things on the other side that

I thought the Southern Pacific officers would not have ap-

proved. But it was a good deal like a war or a political

campaign.

At this point Commissioner Meyer remarked that the com-
mission now has some responsibility as to operating ex-

penses and asked ^Slr. Lovett whether he would say that

these expenditures for publicity were warranted. Mr. Lovett

said that it was agreed at the outset that they ought not to

be charged to operating expenses and they have been carried

in a suspense account with a view to charging them to profit

and loss—that is to tlie stockholders rather than to the pub-
lic, but he thought they were perfectly legitimate and neces-

sar>' to protect the interests of the company.
On cross-examination ^Nlr. Wood said he had not intended

to question ^Ir. Lovett about propaganda, but since ^Ir.

Scandrett had raised the question he asked whether he had
seen any statements from the Southern Pacific prior to that

issued by !Mr. Gray. Mr. Lovett said he did not recall

any during that period in the name of the Southern Pa-
cific, but there were many reports in the newspapers regard-

ing the position of various commercial organizations, etc.,

which he had no doubt were inspired by the Southern Pacific.

^\"hen ]Mr. Wood asked if the Union Pacific had not or-

ganized a publicit)' bureau in Washington in the name of

the California Producers' and Shippers' Association, he
said that Mr. Gray had told him that he had heard of it

recently and had disapproved it. When Mr. ^^'ood said that

this bureau had issued a statement by Mr. Gray on the

opening day of the hearing Mr. Scandrett stated that Mr.
Gray had not authorized it and had merely given the inter-

view to a Sacramento newspaper. "When you employ a lot

of people to conduct a hard fight, especially some enterpris-

ing newspapermen, you don"t always know all they'll do,"

said Mr. Lovett.

Commissioner Potter then said he would like to hear ex-

pressions on the propriet}' of the commissioners reading prop-

aganda. He had received a pamphlet in the mail sent out by
,

a Mr. Edgerton and wondered whether he ought to read it. I

Mr. Wood promptly expressed the opinion that the commis- '

sioners may with propriety read anything, but that he was
sure their decision would be based on the evidence. E. O.

Edgerton, director of the California shippers' committee

against dismemberment, said he did not know that the

pamphlet had been sent to the commissioner but that he

thought it was based on facts. Mr. Potter said he would
plead guilty of reading it, but wondered if he had so

opened tlie door tliat he was now obligated to read the sc^

called Union Pacific propaganda. Mr. Scandrett said he
thought the discussion of propaganda had no place in the

hearing, but he had asked Judge Lovett to state his views

because of tlie attack that had been made by the other side.

Adams Says S. P. Discriminates Against Ogden Route

H. M. .'\dams, vice-president in charge of traffic of the

LTnion Pacific, said that an independent Central Pacific would
create an additional active competing route between central

California and the East and would foster intensive devclop>-

ment of that part of California and other states served by its

rails, to the material aid and betterment of the several states.

There would be an added incentive to increase the inter-

change of commodities l)etween Utah and Idaho and con-

tiguous territory on the one hand, and points served by the

Central Pacific on the other. It may be assumed, he said,

that if the two railroads are separated they will be managed
by men of experience and broad vision, who will not under-

take to circumvent the purpose of the separation or unneces-

sarily inconvenience the public. With reasonable arrange-

ments for joint use of tracks and terminals, proper through

service and rates can be maintained without difficulty, as

President Sproule of the Southern Pacific f^tated it was the

intention of the Southern Pacific to do under the contract of

1913.

The Central Pacific, through the Odgcn gateway, with the

Union Pacific and its connections, forms in comparison with

the Southern Pacific through El Paso, the shorter line be-

tween central and northern California and the greater part
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of the United States east of Denver and Pueblo, Mr. Adams
said, and he presented a map and mileage figures to show
that only a small part of the territory from which Mr.

Spence stated that the solicitation of the Southern Pacific is

preferentially via New Orleans or the Texas gateways is with-

in the district where the distances are in favor of such solici-

tation. "It is thus shown conclusively," he said, "that the

division of eastern territorj- for preferential soliciting and

routing purposes, even as stated by Mr. Spence, creates an

undue discrimination and prejudice against the Ogden gate-

way which the decision of the Supreme Court seeks to cor-

rect. Attention might well be called to the waste in trans-

portation service which must result in the movement of traf-

fic via circuitous and longer routes. The influence of the

originating carrier upon the shipper is very great, and where

the relations are cordial, the shipper is generally quite will-

ing to favor the through route suggested or preferred by

such originating carrier."

Mr. Adams said he had had great difficulty in obtaining

an understanding with the Southern Pacific as to its solicita-

tion policy, although co-operation by the parties to the

through route via Ogden was important, but that experience

had indicated that the Southern Pacific representatives di-

rected their efforts toward securing for the Southern Pacific

the longest possible haul, the route via Ogden being favored

only when the nature of the traffic, the train service, or the

preference of the shipper was such that they considered it

unwise_ to undertake to prevail upon the shipper to use other

routes. He illustrated this by actual instances. He said

that the tonnage figures used in the Southern Pacific ex-

hibits, to show the small proportion of traffic which could

be diverted from one route to the other, were for 1921, which

did not represent a normal condition because of the general

business depression and the amount of traffic diverted from

rail lines by the Panama Canal.

Joint Use of Facilities Declared Feasible

E. N. Finch, general superintendent of the Oregon-Wash-

ington Railroad & Navigation Company, described the joint

op)eration of tracks and terminals in which that company
participates with the Southern Pacific, Great Northern,

Northern Pacific, Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, to show that joint use of facilities

can be worked out on a satisfactory basis. This company
participates in joint use of SSO to 560 miles of track.

W. A. Whitney, general manager of the Utah-Idaho Cen-

tral, and formerly for some five years a division superin-

tendent of the Southern Pacific, testified regarding operat-

ing conditions on tlie California lines as they would result

from a separation of the Central Pacific from the Southern

Pacific. He described in detail how joint use of facilities

could be worked out and expressed the opinion that it would

be entirely practicable to effect the separation without dis-

ruption or impairment of the present service to the public.

He said that joint trackage arrangements would permit a

service to the public so nearly identical with the present

service that the interests of shippers and passengers would

not be affected. He replied in detail to testimony given by

F. L. Burckhalter of the Southern Pacific, contending that

his estimate of increased operating e.xpenses and capital

investment were excessive. He said the problem could be

worked out very simply by the operating officers of the two

companies with proper co-operation. The routing would have

to be changed somewhat in some cases, but the public would

not be prejudiced, he said. Commissioner Potter asked ques-

tions as to how the operation could be worked out if the

Ogden line were separated and the California lines given to

the Southern Pacific.

J. E. Muhlfeld, consulting engineer, testified that in his

opinion joint operation under neutral management could be

applied to the Sacramento shops and various engine houses.

etc., in a way that would be feasible and practicable and
result in operation as efficient as that of a single company.

N. D. Ballentine, superintendent of transportation of the

Union Pacific, testified as to the effect of a separation of the

Central Pacific on car service, saying that only an insignifi-

cant increase in equipment would be required to handle the

business.

C. R. Gray, president of the Union Pacific, said in part:

"It has been charged that the Union Pacific attitude with

respect to the Central Pacific has not been consistent through-

out. The first announcement of our position with respect

to this matter was made under date of June 10, 1922. This

position has never changed, and is the same now. The Union
Pacific is not primarily, nor fundamentally, asserting a de-

sire to extend its ownership into central and northern Cali-

fornia. Our contention is that we are entitled, however, to

a connection on the part of the Central Pacific which will

work with us whole-heartedly, and has no conflicting inter-

ests on account of an additional route through other gate-

ways.

"It is admitted that the long association of the Southern

Pacific and Central Pacific in central California has pro-

duced a character of community of interests which must

have consideration. The shipping and traveling public should

not suffer as a result of conditions for which it is not in any

way responsible, nor should there be any increase in rates

over the basis which has been applied heretofore. Neither

should it be deprived of any essential service. The Supreme
Court clearly recognized the possibility of these disruptions,

and expressly provided that there should be an accommoda-
tion of such matters.

"There is ample precedent for the joint use of lines and
such joint use is conventional throughout the country. There

are many arrangements which are customary, some of which

have individual features, due to unique and unusual local

conditions, but they are all composed of elements of simi-

larity. Probably the one most prevalent is the so-called

'bridge' arrangement, by which through trains of a tenant

line are routed between given points without any interme-

diate traffic rights. Another is to give the tenant the right

to handle freight and passengers to and from its own lines,

having origin and destination at stations on the joint line,

and still a third is where the tenant has full, free and equal

traffic rights.

"Still other methods of joint use comprehend the use of

pieces of line by a tenant upon a train-mile basis, with vary-

ing traffic rights, and still another limits the use to passenger

or to freight train service, as the case may be.

"Still another limits the use to a commodity, and another

method is in vogue by which the operation of a certain line

is joint throughout, one of the users being entitled to the

full haul on all traffic going to its line and vice versa, the

general and operating expenses being divided upon the basis

of benefits received. Still another provides for through oper-

ation of trains and engines, each line retaining its individual

earnings, and assuming the expense of through trains and

locomotives on mileage basis. It can be seen that there are

very many precedents for the practical operation of joint

trackage between railroads, and any of them could be used

in the final disposition of particular parts of this problem,

and could be negotiated so as to insure the practical com-

pliance with any detail of the court decree, which would un-

questionably have as its basis, the public interest."

Mr. Gray also replied in detail to some comparisons be-

tween the respective operations of the Southern Pacific and

Union Pacific made by Mr. Kruttschnitt.

The relative business efficiency of each as a common car-

rier, depends, in the last analysis, upon all of the service

performed, and not upon isolated and selected statistics, he

said.

Just preceding Mr. Lovett's testimony a number of traf-
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.fijc njanagers of large shippers located in Detroit, Fort Wayne,

Rdckford, Chicago and St. Louis liad been placed on the

stand to explain the character of the solicitation of their

freight by the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific agents.

Most- of these witnesses were asked by H. A. Scandrett,

counsel for the Union Pacific, whether the Southern Pacific

agents had solicited their traffic via Ogden. The usual an-

swer was that in recent years they had merely solicited their

business for a Southern Pacific route, but that the business

for central and northern California was generally routed

via the Ogden gateway by the shipper. Mr. Wood asked

questions to bring out that they were not preferentially

solicited by the Southern Pacific agents for the southern

routes and' also that they usually routed the freight to suit

themselves regardless of the solicitation. Senator Gooding of

Idaho made a statement in which he bitterly criticized the

practices which he said resulted from the monopoly of the

Union Pacific system in Idaho and urged that it should not

be made more complete by Union Pacific dominance over

the Central Pacific. He said that if the Southern Pacific

were confined in its control of the Central Pacific it might

build competing lines into Idaho.

Rebuttal

After the Union Pacific had rested its case the Southern

Pacific put on the stand a large number of traffic managers

of middle western shippers and general agents of the South-

ern Pacific who testified in rebuttal regarding solicitation by

the Southern Pacific for the Ogden route.

Monday and Tuesday of this week were devoted to re-

buttal testimony on behalf of the Southern Pacific and cross-

examination and considerable time was devoted to a dis-

cussion of just what lines were meant by the Supreme Court

when it directed that the several terminal lines and cut-offs

leading to San Francisco Bay, which have been constructed

or acquired during the unified control of the two systems

for convenient access to the bay, should be dealt with either

by way of apportionment or lay provisions for joint or com-

rnon use. Commissioner Potter asked that maps be filed

giving this information and said it was important to have

all the available facts in the record on this point. He also

asked for information to .show just how much of the lines

to Southern California and toward Portland were to be con-

sidered as included in the original Central Pacific project.

Mr. Wood filed three maps, with an explanation of the

questions arising as to just what is to be considered as

Central Pacific property, and said that it is at last ques-

tionable whether the court referred to any period prior to

the acquisition of stock control by the Southern Pacific in

1899. He said he understood that in anti-trust cases the

Su]>reme Court has never ordered a separation of properties

except with reference to lines of corporate ownership. The
Union Pacific also filed a map. !Mr. Potter said that the

commission might conclude that construction since the con-

trol was just as much for the account of the Central Pacific

as for the Southern Pacific.

Finances of the C. P.

.\, D. McDonald, vice-president and comptroller of tlie

Southern Pacific, went into the finances of the Central Pa-

cific in considerable detail to show the financial inability of

th? Central Pacific to stand successfully as an independent

road. The testimony of Mr. McDonald was largely directed

at rebutting the earlier testimony of Judge Lovett. "The credit

of the securities of the Southern Pacific Company, and of its

constituent companies," he said, "rests in a large degree on

the value of the Central Pacific ;'S a part of the Southern

Pacific transfiortation system. The market value of the

Southern Pacific Company's securities, particularly its stock,

is liased on the value placed upon that company's equities

in the Central Pncific. Deprive the Southern Pacific Com-

pany of the Central Pacific, and the market value established

by the Southern Pacific Company for its securities since its

organization in 1885, will have to be re-established and

adjusted to the financial results ex-Central Pacific.

'T think it should be obvious to any one with a sense of

justice and fair play, who will make an impartial examina-

tion of the affairs of the Southern Pacific Company and the

resources of the Central Pacific that it is only through the

continued ownership of the Central Pacific by the Southern

Pacific that the holders of the securities of both companies

will be fully protected and safeguarded and that the travel-

ing and shipping public will be given the service they e.xpect

and should receive. I cannot bring myself to believe that

the business interests of the communities served by the

Southern Pacific Company's Lines should be unsettled, if

not jeopardized, by the separation sought for by the Union
Pacific and others. Great harm to a great many persons

will certainly be done by the separation, while the good

expected therefrom is problematical and remains to be

ascertained."

'Sir. McDonald was questioned about Judge Lovett's ref-

erence to the credit position of an independent Central

Pacific. He presented an income account of the Central

Pacific for the ten years from 1912 to 1921. For that period

lie said the net income applicable to the payment of interest

and dividends averaged $12,695,000. The interest on the

funded debt for 1921 amounted to $7,684,000. The balance

remaining over the interest amounted to $5,011,000, which

is slightly less than six per cent on the common and preferred

stock.

Says C. P. "Would Lose Traffic

"If no dividends had been paid by the Central Pacific

during the ten year period the amount remaining after pay-

ing for the additions and betterments which cannot be

capitalized, would be $2,711,000, which is equivalent to four

per cent on the preferred stock and about three per cent on

the common stock. This amount would entirely disappear

under independent operation of the Central Pacific. Mr.
Burckhalter has testified that if the Central Pacific is sep-

arated from the Southern Pacific the present operating ex-

penses will be substantially increased. ^loreover, Mr. Spence

testified that under independent oj^eration the Central Pacific

would lose al)out 500,000 tons of freight annually."

Mr. McDonald stated that "if and when these things

happen the Central Pacific instead of being a self-supporting

property able to earn its ' fixed charges and a reasonable

dividend with a margin for ordinary additions and better-

ments, which cannot be ca])italized. would be unable to pay

all its fi.xed charges. If the Southern Pacific's application

to retain the Central Pacific is not granted, the Southern

Pacific, because of its guarantee of the bonds of tlie Central

Pacific, would have to make good any fixed charges the

Central Pacific was unable to pay."

WESTBoiNt) p.\ssf.n"<;er tr.mn No. 5 of the Erie railroad wa,-;

derailed near Tiistcn, N. Y., on the night of December 11 and

the locomotive fell down a bank. The fireman was killed

and the cngineman injured.

.^f Ilanahan, S. C, on December 9, a northbound passenger

train of the .Atlantic Coast Line, \o. 80, second section, ran

into the rear of passenger train Xo. 52, crushing a sleeping

car of tile lasl-nicntioncd train. One person was killed and 19

wore injured. This collision occurred in a dense fo.n.

On the Philadelphia & Reading at Port Clinton. Pa., on

December 12, the derailment of a freight train resulted in the

death of two passengers of train No. 9, a part of the wreck

having fallen against the passenger train as it stood at the

station. Two coaches were overturned and a number of pas-

sengers were injured.
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The annual meeting of Division VI— Purchases and Stores

—of the American Kailwaj' Association will be held in Chicago
on May 22, 1924,

The Tenth National Foreign Trade Convention of the

National Foreign Trade Council will be held in New Orleans
from April 25 to 27, 1923.

Examiners Borland and Mullen of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission have concluded hearings in the general

air brake investigation and briefs are to be filed by Febru-
ary 10.

In a fire at East Somervillc, Mass., on Sunday, December
10, the Boston & Maine lost a wooden storehouse with large

quantities of electrical and signal apparatus and other road-

way material; estimated total loss, $250,000.

The American Railway Association announces that by action

of the board of directors Alfred P. Thom has been appointed

general counsel of the association. Mr. Them already holds the

position of general counsel of the Association of Railway

Executives.

The Boston & Maine has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to install automatic train-stop or

train-control upon one full passenger-locomotive division

between Boston, Mass., and Greenfield, Mass., in lieu of the

installation required in the order of June 13.

General increases in pay ranging from one cent an hour
to five cents an hour have been granted by the Pennsylvania
Railroad to maintenance of way employees. It is said that

the total annual addition to the payrolls which will result

from this order will be $1,800,000. The increases are retro-

active to November 1.

Senator-elect Shipstead, of Minnesota, appearing before a

sub-committee of the Senate judiciary committee last week,
opposed the appointment of Pierce Butler to the Supreme
Court, presenting a letter referring to Mr. Butler's activities

as a corporation lawyer and as counsel for western railroads in

valuation proceedings.

The Association of Railway Executives, at a meeting in

Chicago on December 7, acting on a report presented by a

special committee, Robert S. Lovett, chairman, adopted resolu-

tions under which henceforth the functions of the Associa-
tion will be confined to questions of National legislation.

Governmental action and policies and legal matters of large

importance which afifect all or substantially all of the railroads

of the country. The position of chairman of the association,

recently vacated by the untimely death of Mr. Cuyler, is dis-

continued for the present, and the atTairs of the association

will be directed by the executive committee. After the first

of January, the association will be administered from the

office of the general counsel, in Washington, and the New
York office will be discontinued. Stanley J. Strong, of New
York, formerly executive Assistant, was elected secretary and
treasurer.

Disastrous Collision at Humble, Texas

Press dispatches of December 13 report a collision on the

Southern Pacific (Houston, East & West Texas) at Humble,
Tex,, 18 miles north of Houston, on the evening of that day,

in which 10 persons were killed and 30 or more injured. North-
bound passenger train No. 28 collided with a switching engine

in front of the station. Because of the rupture of a steam pipe

many passengers were scalded. It is said that the switching
engine had drifted afoul of the main track while the engine-
man and fireman had gone to supper.

"Boring From Within"

Plans for amalgamating the 16 existing railroad labor organi-
zations were discussed at a three-day convention at Chicago,
which ended on December 11. A manifesto was adopted and a
committee of SO appointed to carry on the work advocated at
this meeting. Reports indicate that of the 360 persons present the
majority were former shop employees who are still on strike.

The leaders of the larger railway labor organizations did not
participate in this meeting and several of them w^arned the mem-
bers of their organizations not to attend. The presence of William
Z. Foster and other advocates of the "one big union" idea, in-

dicated that the purpose of the convention was to perfect plans
for "boring from within" the existing organizations in order to
bring about their dissolution.

Railway Revenues and Expenses for October
The net operating income of the Class I railroads in October

totaled $85,234,000, equal to a return, on an annual basis of 4.05
per cent on their tentative valuation. The same roads in October
last year reported $105,425,600 or 5.01 per cent; and in September
this year $58,457,000, or 2.88 per cent.

Operating revenues now reported aggregate $549,284,800, ar>

increase of 2^^ per cent; operating expenses $428,265,000, ai»

increase of 7.8 per cent.

While expenditures for maintenance of wav and structures in

October totaled $68,800,000, or 5 per cent less than in October
last year, expenditures for maintenance of equipment were $130,-

212,000, or an increase of 16.2 per cent ; and the number of freight
cars in need of repairs was reduced by 41,694. There was a reduc-
tion of 1,361 in the number of locomotives in need of repairs.

During the first 10 months this year net operating income was
$614,627,000, compared with $499,346,000 during the corresponding
period last year. This is at the annual rate of return of 3,97 per
cent, compared with 3.23 per cent in 1921.

Twenty-six railroads in October had operating deficits, of
which 15 were in the Eastern district, one in the Southern and 10

in the Western. In September 44 roads reported deficits.

Senator Capper Asks Report on Excess Earnings

A resolution calling upon the Interstaie Commerce Commission
to furnish detailed information in a report to the Senate as to the

amount of earnings in excess of 6 per cent of Class I railroads

for the years 1920 and 1921, was introduced in the Senate on
December 8 by Senator Capper of Kansas. The resolution says

that it is reported that many railroads have earned in excess of

6 per cent, but have failed to make report of the same to the

commission ; "in disregard of the trust created by said section

IS-a. have devoted all of said excess to their own uses" and that 13

great railroad systems will increase their dividends this year. The
commission is asked to report its regulations for the determina-

tion and recovery of excess income, with a calculation of the

excess and the reasons offered by any railroad which has failed or
refused to make a report.

The commission, in its annual report submitted to Congress the

day before this resolution was introduced, had explained the steps

it had taken to get returns from the roads and that it had received

only approximately $25,000 of excess earnings so far. It showed
that the recovery of excess earnings was being delayed by the

necessity for having valuation figures and declared that reducing

its appropriation for valuation more rapidly than it had planned

would probably defer recovery of excess earnings.

1157
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Teachers of Transportation to Meet

A meeting of university teachers of transportation will be

held in connection with the annual convention of the Ameri-

can Economic Association, to be held in Chicago on December
27-30.

The following sessions have been arranged:

Congress Hotel, December 29, 2 P. M.—Business Meeting

and Round Table Discussion. Organization of the Associa-

tion. Formation of plans and policies. "The Aims of Col-

lege Courses of Transportation."

Congress Hotel, December 30, 2 P. M.—Business Meeting

and Round Table Discussion. Election of officers. Adoption

of a constitution. "The Methods Used in Presenting Trans-

portation Courses."

University Club, December 30, 8 P. M.—Dinner. Special

speakers on current transportation problems.

Consolidation Hearings to Be Resumed

Hearing on the Interstate Commerce Commission's consolidation

plan will be resumed before Commissioner Hall and E.xaminer

Healy at Washington, January 17. Evidence will be received with

respect to carriers which, under the tentative plan, should be con-

sidered in connection with the following proposed systems as there

outlined, or in connection with such alternative systems as may be

proposed

:

System No. 13—Union Pacific—North Western

Union Pacific

St. Joseph & Grand Island

Oregon Short Line
Oregon-Washinrton Railroad & Navigation Company
Los Angeles & Salt Lake

Chicago & North Western
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha

•Lake Superior & Ishpeming

Wabash lines west of the Mississippi River

System No. 16—Santa Fe

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc

Colorado & Southern
Fort Worth & Denver City

•Denver & Rio Grande
•Western Pacific

•Utah Railway
•Northwestern Pacific.

•Nevada Northern

System No. 17—Southern Pacific-Rock Island

Southern Pacific Company
•Nevada Northern
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf
Arizona & New Me.xico

El Paso & Southwestern
•San Antonio & Aransas Pass
•Trinity & Drazos Valley
•Midland Valley
\'icksburg, Shreieptrt & Pacific

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

It is expected that the main affirmative case in respect of each
carrier, particularly the documentary evidence, will be presented
at the hearing in Washington. Carriers starred in the above
list, and other carriers not listed, may introduce all their evidence
at the western hearings if the commission is so advised in advance.
The western hearings will be held primarily to afTord state cotu-

missions, communities and the public an opportunity to present

evidence and to cross-examine witnesses, provided the commis-
sion is advised in season to recall witnesses.

The existing Union Pacific and Southern Pacific systems
will not be expected to present their evidence at this hearing.

Opportunity will be given them later.

Certain respondents tentatively included in systems No. 14

—

Burlington-Northern Pacific and No. 15—Milwaukee-Great North-
ern, arc to present their further evidence at the hearing commenc-
ing nn January 17. Due notice will be given of the time and
place of western hearings.

Respondents named in systems No. 18—Frisco-Katy Cotton Belt

and No. 19—Chicago-Missouri Pacific, have been asked to be pre-

pared to make their main affirmative cases at Washington upon
short notice at any time after January.

JiuiitiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiiitiiiiiiiitliiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiirriiiiiiirniiniiiiiiitiiiltiitltliiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiriittilirtTiitiiirttiimiiiiiniiti

Traffic News

A bill to reduce all freight rates on agricultural products and
live stock by 33^3 per cent or to the level existing on June 24.

1918, was introduced in the Senate on December 11.

The Transcontinental Passenger Association has announced
the same summer excursion round trip fares from California,

Nevada, Oregon, Wa.shington and British Columbia to eastern

destinations for the summer of 1923 as were in effect this year.

The excursion fares from Chicago, St. Louis, Memphis, New
Orleans, etc.. to California and the north Pacific coast in effect

in 1922 will also be maintained ne.xt summer.

Hearing on Proposed Grain Rate Reductions

A hearing was begun before Examiner Hunter of the Interstate

Commerce Commission at Washington on December 11 on the

complaint of the Public Utilities Commission of Kansas against

the western railroads, asking a further reduction in the rates on
grain and hay. Henry J. Waters, formerly president of the Kansas
Agricultural College, spoke for Kansas and the farmers, declaring

that agricultural products are bearing more than their share of

the cost of transportation.

Priority Orders Vacated

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 8
issued Amendment 4 to Service Order No. 25 and Amend-
ment 2 to Service Order No. 24, which vacated and set aside
those service orders, effective December 11, removing all

restrictions on the use of open top cars east of the Mississippi
river and canceling the priority accorded coal and certain

other specified commodities, both east and west of the
Mississippi river. The orders state that the emergency has
been "measurably relieved."

Service Order No. 22 is still outstanding. This requires all

railroads to forward traffic to destination by the routes most
available to expedite its movement and relieve congestion,
with appropriate provision for the protection of the rate

over the route designated.

Coal Production

The total estimated outpht of soft coal in the week ended
December 2, including coal coked, mine fuel, and local sales, was
10.336,000 net tons, accojfiing to the Geological Survey. As
Thanksgiving Day reduced^ the working time during that week to

about 5]i days the average daily production was 1,969,000 net

tons, the highest rate attained in any week this year. Preliminary

reports of cars loaded during the first 4 days of the week December
4-9 indicate nearly the same rate of production and a total output

of about 11,100.000 tons.

The estimated cuiriulative production of bituminous coal this

year to December 2, inclusive, stands at 365.387,000 tons which is

3 per cent less than in the corresponding period of 1921.

Shipments of bituminous coal from lower Lake Erie ports*

declined in the week ended December 3, and the season virtually

came to a close on that date. Reports furnished by the Ore and
Coal Exchange show that 554,525 net tons were dumped, of which
535,505 tons were cargo coal and 19,020 tons were vessel fuel.

Cumulative dumpings during the present season to December 3,

stood at 18,991,482 tons, a decrca.se of 18 per cent when compared
with the average for the three years preceding. Of the 18,171,965

tons of cargo coal dumped to date, 1,149.063 tons, or 6.3 per cent,

were consigned to destinations not ordinarily taking Lake coal.

More freight cars were loaded with bituminous coal on Mon-
day. December 11, than on any one day in the last three years,

which is as far back as the Car Service Division of the .\merican

Railway .Association has any daily record. The total was 45.886

cars. This exceeded by 42*^ cars the best previous record which
was attained on November 22. 1920. at which time 45,457 cars

were lo.ided. This also exceeded by 588 cars the total loading

on October 30 last which was the highest for any one day since

.'\pril 1 last, when the strike of bituminous miners began.
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Commission and Court News |

" Equipment and Supplies [
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission lias suspended until April 6, the operation

of schedules which propose to reduce rates on petroleum and
its products to Western Trunk Line destinations, from points
in Texas on the Texas & New Orleans and the Houston East
& West Texas, which include among others Beaumont, Hous-
ton, Orange and Port Arthur; also schedules which propose
to extend proportional rates on petroleum from Shreveport
and group to Vicksburg and to Natchez to shipincnts destined
to points beyond.

State Commissions
The Kansas Pulilic Utilities Commission has denied the petition

of the Leavenworth & Topeka Railroad for permission to dis-

continue freight service between Leavenworth and Meriden.

The State Utilities Commission of Ohio has dismissed for want
of jurisdiction the application of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
for authority to issue $1,000,000 employees' improvement certifi-

cates to be sold to employees of the company. The commission
held that its supervision over utility financing extends only over

securities issued for construction and betterments. While the

application specified that the certificates were to be used for the

purpose of promoting cordial relations between employees and
the company, it was not established definitely what was to be

done with the inoney derived from their sale.

Personnel of Commissions
L. E. Gettle, member of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin,

has been elected chairman of the commission succeeding Carl T.

Jackson, who has been acting chairman. Mr. Jackson will con-

tinue as a member of the commission.

Court News
Failure to Warn Passenger of Danger

of Riding on Platform Not Negligence

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that where a pas-

senger who had been smoking in a car where smoking was pro-

hibited and after being told by the porter that if he wanted to

smoke he would ha\e to go out on the platform, went upon the

platform, where he slipped and fell off the train and was injured,

the porter was not negligent in failing to warn the passenger of

the danger of going on the platform.—Rhodes v. Houston, E. &
W. T. (Tex. Civ. App.) 242 S. W. 263.

Injury by Defective Car on Private Siding

A railroad company left a loaded car on an industry track in

such a defective condition that a drawhead pulled out while in

use. The consignee's employees substituted a chain, which broke.

Some days later its inspector, knowing this, used a wire cable

to couple it into a short train. This broke with the first strain

of a reverse movement and the car, with- another car, broke away,

but was stopped. The engineer, not knowing his train had parted,

collided with the cars in making a run for a grade, and a brake-

man in the consignee's employ was thrown from the top of the

car and injured. The Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit,

holds that, under these facts, the negligence of the consignee, its

inspector and engineer were not merely intervening causes in

ordinary and natural sequence that should have been anticipated

by the railroad company, but, on the contrary, the supervening,

efficient and pro.ximate cause of the collision and consequent in-

jury, and that the railroad company was not liable for negligence

in delivering the defective car as being the proximate cause of

the mjury.—Lanz v. Pennsylvania, 281 Fed. 796. . .

Locomotives
The Union Pacific is inquiring for S Mallet type locomotives

with 12,000-gal. tenders, and for 73 Santa Fe type locomotives.

The Illinois Central is .reported to be considering the pur-
chase of IS Mountain type locomotives and a number of Pacific
type locomotives.

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways have ordered
through Mitsui & Co., New York, two 9-ft. cut rotary snow plows
from the American Locomotive Company.

The Central of New Jersey, reported in the Railway Age
of December 2 as inquiring for five, 6-wheel switching locomo-
tives, has ordered this equipment from the American Locomotive
Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy', reported in the Railuuy
Age of November 18 as inquiring for 15 Mikado type and 10

Santa Fe type locotnotives, is expected to place orders for this

equipment this week.

The Chicago & North Western is inquiring for 18 Mikado
type superheater freight locomotives, with a total weight of engine

in working order of 312,000 lb. ; 20, 0-6-0 type superheater switch-
ing locomotives, with a total weight of engine in working order
of 184.000 lb., and 12 Pacific type superheater passenger locomo-
tives, with a total weight of engine in working order of 294,000 lb.

Freight Cars

The Minarets & Western is inquiring for 200, 40-ton flat cars.

The Bengal & Northwestern (India) is inquiring for 250
freight cars.

The Summers Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, is inquiring

for 500 ore cars of 75 tons' capacity.

The United Gas Improvement Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is inquiring for 150, 50-ton coal cars.

Pensacola is inquiringThe Muscle Shoals, Birmingham &

for SO, 40-ton box cars and SO flat cars.

The Illinois Central is reported to be considering the pur-
chase of a large number of freight cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line is inquiring for 500 sets of 40-ton

trucks for cars to be repaired in its own shops.

, The Steamship Fuel Ccrporation, 33 Rector street. New
York City, is inquiring for 100 hopper cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The company may increase the number of cars when the order is

placed.

The Pere Marquette, reported in the Railway Age of De-
cember 2 as having ordered 1,000 box cars from the Western
Steel Car & Foundry Company, ordered 1,500 box cars from this

company instead of the 1,000 as reported.

The Baltimore & Ohio is inquiring for 2,000 box cars. This

is in addition to the inquiry for 2,0(X) hopper cars and 1,000 gon-

dola cars, mentoned in the Rnilzvay Age of November 18 and

November 25. It is expected that contracts for the hopper and

the gondola cars will be placed this week.

Passenger Cars

The Long Island, reported in the Raihwiy Age of October 21

as inquiring for 40 motor cars, 20 electric trailer cars, 20 trailer

coaches for steam suburban service, 10 coaches for steam service

and 2 combination baggage and mail cars, has ordered this equip-

ment from the .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Southern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of De-

cember 9 as contemplating coming in the market soon for about
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140 passenger train cars, will order IS steel coaches for main
line through service, 60 steel coaches for local service, 10 steel

diners, 11 steel buffet baggage cars, 35 steel combination mail

and baggage cars and 10 steel baggage cars.
Supply Trade News

Iron and Steel

The New York Central has received bids for 1,300 tons of

steel for bridges.

The Great Northern is in the market for 3,345 tons of

structural bridge steel for delivery in 1923.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 750 tons of steel for

bridges from the American Bridge Company.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 549 tons of structural steel

for turntables at St. Lx)uis, Mo., from the American Bridge Com-
pany.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 115 tons of structural steel

from the American Bridge Company for Center avenue bridge,

Minneapolis, Minn.

The Illinois Central has ordered 509 tons of structural steel

for 387 ft. 6-in. plate girder spans for Simpson, 111., from the

American Bridge Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 176 tons of

structural steel from Joseph E. Ryerson & Son for an addition

to its ice plant at Bakersfield, Cal.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeminc has ordered 193 tons of

structural steel from the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company to

be used in its car repair shop at Marquette, Mich.

Machinery and Tools

The Norfolk & Western is inquiring for a 20-in. engine lathe,

6-ft. between centers.

The Pennsylvania, reported in the Railzvay Age of October

28 as inquiring for a list of heavy machine tool requirements,

has ordered from various builders about 35 tools, including lathes,

grinders and horizontal borers.

The Great Northern is inquiring for one steam operated

locomotive crane, 30-ton capacity, 50 ft. boom, 8 wheel car, self-

propelling, equipped with enclosed cab, also for two Bucyrus

30-B cr similar gasoline shovels with caterpillar mounting with

one yard dipper, two 35 ft. booms complete with cable and two
one yard clam shell buckets.

Signaling

The New York. New Haven & Hartford will install the

Union Switch & Signal Company's continuous inductive system

of train control on its double track line from the west end of its

Providence (R. I.) passenger station to Auburn, R. I., five miles.

This territory will be divided into 17 blocks of which 11 are in

automatic territory and six within interlocking limits.

Thf, United Electric Railways, Providence, R. I., will have

automatic block signals on the line between Providence and Woon-
socket, about 15 miles. An order has been given to the Union

Switch & Signal Company for 32 color light signals, style N;
also for ten "automatic flagmen," showing three aspects. All of

this apparatus is to be energized by a current of 2,300 volts, 25

cycle. All installation work will be done by the signal company.

The Ann .Xrbor Railroad in connection with its improvements

at Manhattan Junction, Toledo, Ohio, to provide for the accom-

modation of the trains of the Pennsylvania Railroad, running to

and from Detroit, is enlarging the interlocking. The present

machine, 44 levers, will have electric levers added, and electric

detector locking will be provided on the Ann Arbor tracks. The
signals on the Ann Arbor will be of the position-light type.

Similar improvements will be made at the Halletf interlocking,

at the junction of the Ann Arbor with the Toledo Terminal, The
apparatus for all this work is furnished by the Union Switch &
Signal Company.

The Willamette Iron & Steel Works, Portland, Ore., will

begin the manufacture of gear type locomotive designed for

use on logging railways, on January 1. The company expects

to build one locomotive a month.

R. M. Chissom, formerly chief clerk to the purchasing agent
of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville at Chicago, has
been appointed special representative in the railroad depart-

ment of the Lehon Company, Chicago.

William N. Shawr, vice-president of the New York Air Brake
Company, of New York City, has resigned and in future will

devote all his time to the Eisemann Magneto Corporation,
Brooklyn, N. Y., of which he has been president for the past

four years, and to other interests.

John J. Kehoe, who represented Warren, Corning & Co..

no longer handles this account. Mr. Kehoe continues to

represent the Lehigh Railway Supply Company at 1 Madison
avenue, New York City, and all his time in the future will

be devoted to this work. This company is the selling repre-

sentative of manufacturers serving the railway, industrial and
marine trade.

Frank N. Phelps was recently placed in charge of rail-

road sales of Baker industrial tractors and trucks, manu-
factured by the Baker
R. & L. Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
Phelps was born at

Boston, Mass., on De-
cember 14, 1878. He
received a mechanical
engineering education

at Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology and
has been identified with
the electric vehicle in-

dustry since 1911, when
he took over the sale

of Baker road trucks

in New England. Mr.
Phelps now becomes
special railroad repre-

sentative of the same
company as noted
above.

F. N. Phelps

E. T. Fishwick, formerly sales manager of the Worthington
Pump & Machinery Corporation. New York, has been elected

vice-president in charge of sales to succeed F. H. Jones,
resigned. William Goodman, assistant to vice-president, has
been elected vice-president in charge of engineering and
manufacturing to succeed J. E. Sague, resigned. Both Mr.
Jones and Mr. Sague will remain with the corporation in a

consulting capacity. James C. Bamaby, plant engineer of

the Sfaten Island Shipbuilding Company, is now in charge
of certain engineering work in the Diesel oil engine division

of the Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation.

W. L. Allen, vice-president and general manager of the

Laclede Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., has resigned to be-

come associated after January 1, 1923, with Frank H. Johnson
of Chicago, 111., in the sale of Laclede Steel and other steel

companies' products. .After leaving college as a metallurgist,

Mr. Allen spent several years in the operating departments
of blast furnace, open hearth and finishing mill, and was one
of the sales engineers of the Carnegie Steel Company. He
later acted as commercial engineer of the R. D. Nuttall Com-
pany in the development of heat treated gearings. Mr. Allen

was president of the Valley Steel Company of East St. Louis.

III., until that company was taken over by the Laclede Steel

Company in 1918.
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aldwell

Alfred B. Carhart has resigned as vice-president and sales
manager of the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., to become
president and general manager of the Precision Instrument
Company, Inc., Newark, N. J. Mr. Carhart was for more
than ten years works manager of the Crosby factory. He is

a mechanical and electrical engineer and a graduate of Prince-
ton University. The Precision Instrument Co., Inc., has ac-
quired control of the Precision Instrument Co., of Newark,
N. J., and the present executive officers will retain their con-
nection with the company. The company's New York City
office will be at 114 Liberty street, and the factory will later

be moved to New York.

W. E. Caldwell has been appointed sales manager of the
Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding
E. G. Buckwcll, retired. Harry Jenson has been appointed

assistant sales manager;
Robert G. Berrington,

sales representative in

the Philadelphia dis-

trict, and George Kast,

treasurer, has taken on
the duties of secretary.

Mr. Caldwell, who has
lieen with the Cleveland

Twist Drill Company
since 1901, was ap-

pointed assistant sales

manager in 1916. Mr.
Jenson was for more
than 15 years a repre-

sentative of the com-
pany in the Philadel-

phia territory, and Mr.
Berrington, for 13 years

a representative of the

sales department in the

central states and Can-
ada, has returned to the

Cleveland Twist Drill Company after resigning two years

ago to act as sales agent for a line of machine tools in the

Cleveland territory. Mr. Buckwell, retired secretary and
sales manager, previous to 1899 was a traveling salesman
for the Sargent Company and later a member of the retail

hardware company of McClung, Bufifat & Buckwell at Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Obituary

W. B. Everest, general traffic manager of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, died on December 5 at his

home in Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Everest was born July 3, 1868, at

Newark, N. J. After

completing his high

school education he en-

tered the employ of the

United States Electric

Company at Newark

;

this company was later

merged with the West-
inghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company.
While at the Newark
works of the electric

company, he served as

chief clerk to the gen-

eral superintendent of the

works. In May, 1884, he

was transferred to the

East Pittsburgh works,
retaining his position of

chief clerk. In 1885 he

was transferred to the

auditing department, in

charge of cost, and was
later appointed storekeeper and shipper, and then traffic manager
of the East Pittsburgh works. In 1914 he was made general traffic

manager of the company, which position he held at the time of

his death.
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W. B. Everest
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Railway Construction I
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
a contract to Sharp & Fellowes, of Los Angeles, for the construct-
tion of second track on the Arizona division for 40 miles between
Griffith, Ariz., and Topock, and for 65.1 miles between Bagdad,
Cal., and Daggett. Between Bagdad and Lavic, the double track
will follow a new line. This company also contemplates the
construction of second track on the Albuquerque division for 8.6
miles between Dalies, N. M., and Rio Puerco, and for 32.6 miles
between Perea, N. M., and Defiance.

Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
a contract to R. E. McKee, El Paso, Tex., for the construction
of a brick and steel passenger station at Phoenix, Ariz., to be
built m conjunction with the Southern Pacific at a cost of ap-
proximately $300,000.

Belt Railway of Chicago.—This company has closed bids for
the construction at Chicago of a brick freight house, 40 ft. .by
220 ft., with a wood platform 300 ft. long, the total cost of which
will be approximately $75,000.

Chicago, Burungton & Quincy.—This company will construct
a new double track line two miles long, to cost approximately
$185,000, at Weston, Mo., to replace track which has been dam-
aged by high water. This road is also contemplating the con-
struction of a new freight and passenger station at Weston.

Cleveland, CmaNNATi, Chicago & St. Louis.—This company
has awarded a contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chi-
cago, 111., for the construction of a 400-ton, three track, concrete
coaling station at Hillsboro, 111.

Great Northern.—This company contemplates the construction

early in 1923 of a new engine house and repair shop at St. Cloud,
Minn.

Great Northern.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the construction of

a 500-ton fireproof, three track, automatic electric roller skip type
locomotive coaling plant at Havre, Mont.

Gulf, Colorado & Sa^ta Fe.—This company has awarded a
contract to Doullutt & Williams, of Galveston, Tex., for the
construction of two, 400 ft. steel and concrete train sheds at

Galveston, to cost approximately $30,000.

Longview, Portland & Northern.—This company will receive

bids at its headquarters at Kelso, Wash., until January 1, 1923,

for the construction of roadbed, bridges and culverts for approxi-
mately 8% miles of railroad in Cowlitz county. Wash. Twenty-
three miles of track are expected to be laid in 1923.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—This company, through its agents,

Harrington, Howard & Ash, consulting engineers of Kansas City,

Mo., has awarded a contract to the Herman & McCain Con-
struction Company, Little Rock, Ark., for the building of a one
story, brick and reinforced concrete locomotive shop to cost ap-

proximately $150,000, at Minden, La. The shops of the com-
pany were previously at Stamps, Ark.

Oregon, California & Eastern.—This company has awarded
a contract to the Eschbach-Bruce-Nettleton Company, Seattle,

Wash., for the construction of 14 miles of line from Hildebrand,

Ore., to the Sprague river to cost approximately $100,000. Further
construction plans of this company were reported in the Railzvay

Age of September 23, page 589.

Pennsvxvania..—This company is revising the plans for the

elevation of its tracks at Garfield boulevard near Leavitt street,

Chicago, which were made several years ago, and will begin con-

struction in the spring.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company has closed bids for

the construction of a five-stall, one-story, frame roundhouse, 70 ft.

by 92 ft. to be built at Muskogee, Okla., to replace one recently

destroyed by fire.
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I Railway Financial News |
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Alabama & Mississippi.—Operation May Be Resumed.—See
Mississippi Export.

Atlantic & North Carolin.\.—Attthoriccd to Issue Bonds.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

?325,000 of first mortgage 20-year, 6 per cent gold bonds.

B.'U.TiMORE & Ohio.—Income for 1922.—The preliminary in-

come account for the year ended December 31, 1922, shows net

railway earnings of $22,703,709 and a surplus after the 4 per cent

dividend on the preferred stock of $1,117,110, compared with a

surplus for 1921 of $3,885,806.

Commenting on the results for 1922, President Daniel Willard,

said:

That the results of the year are not materially better is due, first, to
the suspension of a large proportion of the coal operations on the company's
lines from April to September, and, second, and more particularly, to the
effect upon the earnings of the company for the three months to September
30, during which period the strike of the shopmen was in progress.
For the first six months of the year to June 30 the net railway operating

income was $14,580,295, an increase compared with the same period of the
previous year of $6,950,000.

For the three months to September 30 there was a deficit of $2,089,075. a
decrease compared with the same period of the previous year of $9,729,000.

For the three months to December 31 (December estimated) the income
aggregates $10,212,489, an increase compared with the same period of the
previous year of $3,630,000.

Total net railway operating income for the year $22,703,709, an increase
compared with the previous vear of $850,000.
By the provisions of the $35,000,000 loan of July 1, 1919, there is to be

set aside out of the income before dividends a sura equal to $3,500,000 per
annum, to be devoted to capital expenditures. The total appropriations
made under these provisions, to and including the year 1922, aggregate
$12,250,000. on account of the total of $17,500,000 to be so appropriated
during the five years beginning with July 1, 1919.

Bangor & Aroostook.—Authorked to Issue Equipment Trust
Certificates.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized
an issue of $250,000 of equipment trust certificates to be sold

at not less than 98.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—Asks Authority to Issue
Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $50,000,000 of first and con-
solidated mortgage bonds.

Chicago & Alton.—Asks Authority for Receivers' Certificates.—
The receivers have applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for authority to issue $2,000,000 of 6 per cent receivers'

certificates.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Looh Extended.—Ihe
Interstate Commerce Commission has approved this company's
application for a loan of $10,000,000 from the revolving fund,

to mature March 1, 1930, for the purpose of meeting at maturity
on January 1, 1923, a previous loan of like amount.

Chicago, Peoria & St. \M\m.~Suggcstcd Plans for Rcor-
ganizalion.—The patrons of this road are making strenuous
opposition to the proposal of the bondliolders to dis-

mantle the line. Herbert A. Tuohy of Springfield, 111., chairman
of the recently organized Patrons' Committee has addressed a
letter to the Illinois Commerce Commission and the Interstate

Commerce Commission, calling attention to the value of the
property and its potential earning capacity. The Circuit Court
at Springfield, 111., acting on a petition for authority to dis-

continue the operation of trains has decided that the receivers
must make their application to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, "or any other government body deemed by them to

have juri.sdiction." About 500 citizens representing 70 towns
which would be adversely a(Tect(xl by the abandonment, were
present at the hearing. The attorney for the patrons declared
that many towns in the best farming regions in the state will be
left entirely without railroad service if the road ceases operation.

Cinxinnati, Indianapolis & Western.—Asks Authority for
Equipment Trust.—Thh company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to assume obligation and
liability for $300,000 of preferred stock of the Cincinnati, In-
dianapolis &• Western Car Eriuipment Company.

Denver & Rio Grande Western.—Asks Ajithority to Issue Re-
ceivers' Certificates.—This company has applied to the Interstate
Commerce Commission for authority to issue and sell $5,000,000
of 6 per cent receivers' certificates for the purpose of making
impro\ements to its property.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Extend Time for Deposit.—The Sutro
protective committee has issued a notice to holders of the first

and refunding mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds and 7 per cent
cumulative adjustment gold bonds and certificates of deposit
therefor, announcing that the time within which deposits of these
securities may be made with the committee has been extended
to and including January 10 next.

Fort Smith & Western.—To Be Sold.—The sale of this

road at public auction will be held on January 16, 1923, at

Ft. Smith, Ark. The entire property of the company, which
operates a single track line between Ft. Smith, Ark., and
Guthrie, Okla., and Oklahoma City, a total mileage of approxi-
mately 250 miles, will be disposed of to the highest bidder.

C. T. O'Neal, Ft. Smith, Ark., is the receiver for the road.

Graysonia, Nashville & Ashdown.—Asks Authority to Issue
Securities.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for 'authority to issue $300,000 of stock, $300,000 of
first mortgage bonds and $300,000 of second mortgage bonds.

Illinois Central.—Asks Authority for Lease.—This company
has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

to lease the Chicago. Memphis & Gulf.

Intern.\tional-Gre.\t Northern.—This company on Decem-
ber 1 acquired and began the operation of the property formei'ly

owned by the International & Great Northern Railway and
operated by that company and its receiver.

As a final step in the reorganization of the Internatirnal and Great
Xorthern, there have been registered in the secretary of state's office at
.\ustin, Te.x.. three temporary bonds, one for $17,250,000, one for $750,000
and a third for $17,000,000. They will be exchanged for definitive bonds of
$1,000 each later and $7,500,000 m stock issued. Evidence has been intro-
duced showing that the owners of the property had put up $4,350,000 in
cash as a working fund, which is to be included in the capital stock. .\

final order has been entered by the Railroad Commission of Texas fixing
the valuation of the property at $44,939,0CO, and the cash deposit w,-is

included in that, .^mong the cancellations were $159,000 of bonds covering
the bridge across the Colorado River at Austin. There were also cancelled
$11,135,000 of bonds and $2,400,000 of receiver's certificates, besides certain
equipment obligations.

Capital Stock Purchased.—See St. Louis-San Francisco.

Interstate.—Equipment Trust Authorized.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has authorized this company to assume
obligation and liability in respect of $1,200,000 of equipment trust

certificates to be issued by the .Fidelity Trust Company of Phila-

delphia.

Kentvvood & Easter>'.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—The
Louisiana Public Service Commission has authorized this com-
pany to abandon operation and dismantle its line from Kentwood,
La., on the Illinois Central, southeasterly to Scanlon. 16 miles.

The application states that the line was opened for operation in

1905 and practically its entire tonnage has been forest products.

The timber holdings in the vicinity are exhausted and the traffic

of the line has disappeared. Hard surface highways now prac-

tically parallel the road.

Michigan Central.—Dividends.—This company has declared

an additional dividend of 6 per cent and the regular semi-annual

dividend of 4 per cent, both payable January 29 to stock of record

December 29.

Mis.'^ouri-Kansas-Texas.—Asks .-luthority to Acquire Lines

and Issue Securities.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to acquire lines and lease-

holds in connection with the reorganization of the M. K. & T.

system and for authority to issue $51,260,650 of general mortgage

6 per cent bonds and $1,400,000 of common stock.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Sold.—This road was sold on

December 13 for $28,000,700 to Randolph & Plumenthal, repre-

sentatives of the reorganization managers, J. & W. Seligman &
Co., and Hallgarfen & Co., New York.

Osage.—.tuthorized to Issue Slock.—The Interstate Commerce
Commission has authorized an issue of $197,000 of capital stock

to be sold at not less than par and the proceeds used to pay exist-

ing indebtedness.
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—New Directors.—Edward S. Hark-
iicss and Robert S. Lovctt have been elected directors to succeed

William Rockefeller and A. T. Hardin, deceased.

Salt Lake & Utah.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—This com-
pany has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission
to issue $6{!0,000 of first mortgage 6 per cent bonds by pledging

them with the Secretary of the Treasury as partial security for

a government loan.

South Georgia.—Aulliorizcd to Issue Slock.—The Interstate

Commerce Con!mission has authorized an issue of $199,000 of

preferred stock to be exchanged at par for a similar amount of

first mortgage 5 per cent bonds which mature on January 1, or

to be sold at not less than par, the proceeds devoted to the pay-

ment of the bonds.

Southern.—Authoriced to Procwrc Authcnlication and De-
livery of Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has au-

thorized this company to procure the authentication and delivery

of $5.000,0(X) of development and general mortgage 4 per cent

gold bonds to be held in the treasury until the further order of

the commission.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—Acquires I.-G. N. Capital Stock.—
E. N. Brown, chairman of the board of the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco, announced on December 13 that his company has 'purchased

the entire capital stock of $7,500,000 of the International-Great

Northern and will operate its 1,159 miles of line, if approval is

given by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The price of

the sale is such as to net the certificate holders of the Interna-

tional-Great Northern $26.75 a share.

Asks Authority to Is.mc Bonds.—This company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to issue and

sell or pledge $5,644,700 of prior lien mortgage SVi per cent gold

bonds and $1,047,900 of adjustment mortgage 6 per cent gold

bonds.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the fol-

lowing final settlements, and has paid out and received from

the several roads the following amounts :

Georgia, Florida & Alabama Railway Co
Akron and Barberton Belt Railroad Co
Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Railway Company paid Directoi

iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitililmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiliiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Railway Officers

. $ 120,000
. $ 70,000

al $1,410,000

Dividends Declared

Albany & Susquehanna.^Common, extra, $2.00, payable January 6 to

holders of record December 21.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—5 per cent, semi-annually, payable Decem-
ber 26 to holders <-f record December 16.

Chicaco, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Common, 15^ per cent; preferred, 2

per cent; botli payable January 10 to holders of record December 30.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—Common, 2^ per cent, semi-

annually; preferred, 3^ per cent, semi-annually; bcth payable February 20

to holders of record February 1.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Common, 1 per cent,

quarterly; preferred, \% per cent; both payable January 20 to holders of

record December 29.

Joliet & Chicago.— 1^4 per cent, quarterly, payable January 1 to holders
of record December 15.

Mahoning Coal Railroad.—Common. $ 1 0.00, semi-annually, payable Feb-
ruary 1 to holders of reccrd January 15; common, extra, $15.00, payable
December 29 to holders of record December 16.

Michigan Central.—6 per cent, extra, and 4 per cent, semi-annually, pay-
able January 29 to holders of recr rd December 29.

New York Central.— 1 J4 per cent, quarterly, payable February 1 to holders
of record December 29.

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington.—3 per cent, semi-annually, pay-
able December 30 to holders of record December 15.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific.—Common, 1 per cent, quarterly;
preferred, 1 J4 per cent quarterly; buth payable' December 30 to holders of
record December 16.

Troy Union.—6 per cent, annually, payable January 15 to holders of
record December 29.

Western Pacific.—Preferred. 1 J.-$ per cent, quarterly, payable January 2
to holders of record December 18.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last
Dec. 12 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 64.f

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 85.31 85.19 80.87

Tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiitiiiriiminiiiiiiiiiiitir:

64.53 57.1 =

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. R. Turney, acting general solicitor of tlic St. Louis-
Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been
appointed general solicitor, with the satne headquarters.
A. H. Kiskaddon has been appointed assistant general solicitor,

with the same headquarters.

Operatfng

W. A. Fitton has been promoted to assistant to the general

manager of the Southern, with headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio.

J. E. Smith has been promoted to assistant district superin-

tendent of the Pullman company with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, succeeding C. W. Lewis, deceased.

E. Flynn, whose promotion to general manager of lines

west of the Missouri river of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, witli headquarters at Omaha, Neb., was reported in

the Railway Age of De-
cember 2, was born on
May 19, 1873, at Be-
ment. 111. He entered
railway, service as a

trackman on the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illin-

ois in April, 1900. Until

November 15, 1906, he
was employed in the

track department of the

Wabash, as a brakeman
on the Southern Pacific

and the Wabash, and as

a brakeman and con-
ductor on the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy.
He was promoted to

trainmaster on the lat-

ter road, with head-
quarters at Omaha,

E- fly"" Neb., on November IS,

1906, and was again
promoted to assistant superintendent, with headquarters at

Lincoln, Neb., in 1908. In April, 1909, he was promoted to

superintendent, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., and was
transferred to McCook, Neb., in May, 1911. He was trans-

ferred to LaCrosse, Wis., in 1913, and to Chicago in June,

1917. He was promoted to general superintendent of the

Nebraska district, with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb., in

April, 1918, and held this position until his recent promotion
to general manager.

T. Rodger, superintendent of telegraph, the Eastern Lines
of the (irand Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.,

has been promoted to superintendent of telegraphs and tele-

phones with jurisdiction over the entire system, with the

same headquarters succeeding H. Hulatt, manager of tele-

graphs, whose resignation was reported in the Raihvay Age
of December 9.

W. A. Card, whose promotion to general superintendent

of the Iowa district of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

with headquarters at Burlington, Iowa, was reported in the

Railzuay Age of December 2, was born on June 22, 1870, in

Rochester, N. Y. He entered railway service with the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy on September 10, 1887, as a telegraph

operator. He was promoted to chief clerk to the trainmaster

at Aurora, III., in August, 1894, and held this position until

August, 1903, when he was promoted to trainmaster, with

headquarters at Beardstown, III. He was transferred to Chi-

cago in September. 1905, and was promoted to assistant super-

intendent, with headquarters at Galesburg. III., in July, 1908.
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In February, 1909, he was promoted to superintendent, with

headquarters at Creston, Iowa, and in July, 1913, was trans-

ferred to the St. Joseph division, with headquarters at St.

Joseph, Mo., which position he held at the time of his recent

promotion to general superintendent.

Walter H. Towne, whose appointment as superintendent

of transportation of the Boston & Maine was reported in the

Railway Age of December 9, was born on July 6, 1884, in Port-

land, Me., and was educated in the public schools. He entered

railway service in 1903 and served as receiving clerk for the

Boston & Maine at Salem, Mass. Shortly thereafter he was

promoted to assistant cashier and in 1906 was transferred to Pea-

body, Mass., as cashier. In 1907 he entered the office of the

general manager at Boston as a stenographer and shortly there-

after was transferred to the office of the general superintendent

in the same capacity. In 1910 he became a clerk in the office

of the chief engineer and served in the same capacity in the

office of the engineer, maintenance of way, and in the purchasing

department. In 1913 he was promoted to inspector of transporta-

tion and in 1914 again became cashier at Peabody, Mass. In 1916

he entered the president's office as clerk and stenographer and in

1917 became a transportation clerk in the office of the superin-

tendent of transportation. In 1918 he was appointed assistant

to the superintendent of transportation which position he held

at the time of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

E. M. Brockmayer has been promoted to road foreman of
engines on the Detroit-Canadian division of the Pere Mar-
quette with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

J. F. Sheahan has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic with headquarters at

Atlanta, Ga. A. W. Kirkland has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power with headquarters at Fitzgerald, Ga.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

R. C. Bardwell, engineer of water service of the Missouri
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-
pointed superintendent of water supply of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, with headquarters at Huntington, W. Va.

G. W. Koontz, roadmaster on the Delaware & Hudson,
with headquarters at Carbondale, Pa., has been appointed
division engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., succeeding P. J. Neflf, whose
resignation to become assistant to the president of the Inter-

nationaljGreat Northern was reported in the Railway Age
of December 9.

Traffic

W. J. Farrell has been appointed general agent of the

freight department of the Great Northern, with headquarters

at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding B. R. Persels.

J. H. Garrity has been appointed western freight agent of

the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh with headquarters at

Cincinnati, O. J. C. Gross has been appointed division freight

agent at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Everett D. Davis has been promoted to general freight

agent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh with head-

quarters at Rochester, N. Y. W. H. Francis has been pro-

moted to assistant general freight agent.

Edward A. Niel has been appointed freight traffic manager

of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. Mr. Niel was born

at Sclma, Ala., and was educated at Dallas Academy of that

city. He entered rail-

way service as an office

boy for the Selma,

Rome & Dalton (South-

ern Railway). A short

time thereafter he be-

came a telegraph opera-

tor for the same road,

which position he left

to enter the service

of the Western Union
Telegraph Company.
From 1883 to 1888 he

was a stenographer in

the office of the super-

intendent of the East

Tennessee, Virginia &
Georgia (Southern Rail-

way) at Selma. From
1888 to 1895 he was
chief clerk to the as-

sistant general freight

agent of the Southern

in the same city. He
then became general freight and passenger agent of the

Mobile & Birmingham (Southern) and served in that capacity

until 1899 when he was appointed eastern general freight

agent of the Southern. Shortly thereafter he was promoted

to general freight agent and in 1904 to traffic manager of

the Atlantic & North Carolina (now Norfolk Southern).

From 1905 to 1911 he was traffic manager of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna and from 1912 to 1920 he was coal freight agent

for the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. In 1920 he was

(ironiotcd to general freight agent and held that position until

the time of his recent promotion.

Obituary

A. Niel

John T. Chamberlain, for a number of years master car

builder of the Boston & Maine, died on December 12 at

Medford, Massachusetts. Mr. Chamberlain was born at

Eckington, England, on
May 21, 1849, and came
to this country with

his parents shortly
thereafter, locating at

New York City. At the

age of 18 he went to

Kent, Ohio, to learn car

building. In 1870 he
entered the service of

the Boston & Albany
in its Allston (Boston)
shops. In 1888 he left

the Boston & Albany
to go to Wichita, Kan.,

as superintendent of the

Burton Stock Car
Company. Two years

later he returned to

New England as master
car builder of the

Boston & Maine. He
served in this position

until the time of his retirement in 1907. Mr. Chamberlain

was president of the Master Car Builders' Association in 1901.

F. E. Batturs, assistant passenger traffic manager of the

Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, died

suddenly on December 7 at a hotel in Washington, where he

had been attending the hearing before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on the Central Pacific case.

J. L. Barnes, general agent for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., died in that

city on November 30. Mr. Barnes was born in Duchess

county, New York, in 1835. He entered railway service Sep-

tember 1, 1859, as a conductor on the first Pullman car ever

built, taking the car from Bloomington, 111., to Chicago. He
later became superintendent of the Kansas City, Ft. Scott &
Gulf, and when that road was taken over by the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa h'c in 1888, he became superintendent of the

Southern Kansas division. He held this position until his

retirement from active service in 1910. A few years later he

was appointed general agent for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fc, with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., and he held

this position until his death.

T. Chamberlain
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Are You Making Friends for the Railroads?

PERHAPS THE MOST important fact that needs to be

brought home to every railway officer is that the future

of the railways is in the hands of their own officers. We
do not mean merely in the hands of their chairmen and

presidents, but in the hands of their officers from the chair-

men and presidents down to the trainmasters, the road

foremen of engines, the traffic solicitors and other subordi-

nate officers.

Too long have railway officers complained that the rail-

ways are being ruined by public sentiment and public regu-

lation without themselves putting forth the efforts that they

could make and must make to change public sentiment and

improve government regulation. A man may lose a fight

even though he lights the best he can. But he always stands

some chance of winning it if he fights, while he is sure to

lose it if he defaults. The railways have lost struggles re-

peatedly within recent years because they have defaulted

when, if their officers generally had stood up and defended

them, they could have won.

The railways cannot, however, win important fights unless

they have many friends to help them. They never will

have enough friends unless their officers of all ranks take

trouble and make efforts to make friends for them. The

Railway Age published in its issue for December 9 an edi-

torial entitled "Making Friends for the Railroads." In that

editorial we tried to point out a few of the things that the

officers ought to do to make friends for their railroads. We
have received a letter regarding this editorial from one of

the leading railway officials of the United States—a man
who came up through the operating department and whose

opinions upon all important railway matters are universally

respected. He says

:

"I have just taken a good deal of pleasure in reading

}'our editorial in the Railway Age of December 9, 'Making

Friends for the Railroads.' This is, in my opinion, one of

the main things towards which the energies of the railroad

organization should be devoted. There is a great lack of the^

realization of the importance of it. I hope your editorial

stirs up some interest in the matter."

One question which every railway officer and every rail-

way employee who desires to see private operation and

private o-maership maintained, who desires to see the rail-

ways prosper, and who desires to see the railroad business

continue to afford opportunity for a successful career is:

"Am I really trying ever}' day to make friends for my rail-

road and for the railroads as a whole?" Any railway officer,

or for that matter any employee, who cannot answer that

question in the affirmative, is not doing his duty to his rail-

road or himself. The plain truth is that there are many

men connected with the railways who are constantly en-

gaged, not in making friends, but in making enemies for

them. This is true of every official and every employee who
fails to give the public the best service practicable, or who
fails patiently, courteously and intelligently, when oppor-

tunity offers, to explain the reasons why it is not always
possible to give the public the service which it wants or the

rates for which it asks.

The successful running of a railroad involves much more
than maintaining tracks, making up and running trains and
collecting freight and passenger charges. The failure of

many people on the pay roll of the railroads to recognize

this fact and act accordingly is responsible for a large part of

the troubles of the railroads. There are many railway men,
and even many railway officers, who steadily perform their

regularly assigned duties, but who make no effort to do any-
thing more. They do not try to so participate in the busi-

ness and other activities of their communities as to make
the people of the communities feel that the railway is just

as much interested in their welfare as any other business

concern. They do not try to acquire broad information

respecting the work of their own departments so that they

can answer the reasonable and natural inquiries of shippers

and travelers. They do not inform themselves as to the

facts regarding such matters as alleged "over-capitaliza-

tion" and excessive valuation of railroads, so-called "guar-

antees" of net return, the reasons why freight and passenger

rates are higher than they used to be, the reasons why the

railways cannot furnish all the freight cars wanted prompt-
ly, etc., in order that they may impart this information to

others. How can railway men expect the public to get

correct information regarding these matters unless railway

men will inform themselves concerning them and give the

information to the public?

We do not mean to suggest that railway officers and em-
ployees should engage in acrimonious controversies with

patrons who may complain about service or rates, or that

they should cram facts about valuation, the decline of rail-

road development, etc., down unvdlling throats. Far from
it. What we do mean is that there are millions of people

who earnestly desire information regarding these and other

railway matters, and that railway officers, and employees

who are interested in the welfare of the railways, should

make a real effort to inform themselves concerning them,

and should, when good opportunities offer themselves, give

people the information they desire and will welcome.

Where can railway officers and employees get the infor-

mation they must have in order intelligently to discuss those

problems of their industry in which the public is so much
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interested? The public is interested in the facts about each

individual railroad, but even more in the facts about the

railroads as a whole. Railway men can get or should be

able to get from their own higher officers all the information

they need about their own railroad. There are many sources

from which they can get information regarding the railroads

as a whole. They can write to the Bureau of Railway

Economics in Washington and get any information for

which they may ask regarding the railways as a whole. We
believe that without unseemly immodesty the Railway Age

can truly say that if railway officers and men would care-

fully read the articles and editorials dealing with railway

public problems that are published in every issue of this

paper, they could soon equip themselves to discuss intelli-

gently all the questions regarding the railways in which the

general public is interested.

It is a fact that is only too well known that hundreds of

thousands of railway employees have, under the leadership

of the heads of their unions, become enemies of private own-

ership and are actively disseminating propaganda against

private management in ever\' community in the countn-.

These employees get the information or misinformation they

disseminate by reading the weekly and monthly publications

issued by their labor unions. Can any railway officer or any

loyal employee believe he is doing his whole dut}- to his

railway as long as he lets literally hundreds of thousands of

employees do more to destroy public confidence in the man-

agement of his railway and in the entire policy of private

management than he does to defend the management of his

railway and private management as a policy?

There is cry-ing need for a great awakening of all railway

officers and all loyal employees with respect to this matter.

Every management ought to adopt a jwlicy of encouraging

and stimulating its officers and loyal employees to do all

they can to make friends for the railways by treating the

public well, and by speaking out in answer to the misrepre-

sentations and defamations of railway management which

are constantly being spread abroad. The managements of

some railways have adopted the practice of sending at inter-

vals to many of their officers literature called "talking

points," which gives facts and arguments that may be used

to refute misrepresentations. Why should this not be done

by the management of every railway? Undoubtedly many
officers have not spoken out in defense of the railways when

they have been attacked because they have feared that they

would be criticised by their superiors or because they have

not been furnished information which they could use in an-

swering misrepresentations.

The practice of a great majority of railway officers of

remaining silent when the railways have been under attack

from innumerable unfriendly sources has been followed too

long. No industr)- can year after year allow such false,

malicious and extensive propaganda against it to go on vir-

tually unanswered in innumerable communities without

finally paying a terrible price for the timidity and silence

of those who ousht to defend it.

Six New Records Made by the Railways

Cevere winter weather has come in the larger part of

the countr)' and is interfering in a normal way with

railroad operations. Before it came, however, the railroads

succeeded in breaking almost every record ever made in

the movement of freight. Since there are likely to be un-

usual complaints regarding deficiencies of transportation

during the winter, it is well now to record certain facts.

In spite of the shop employees' strike and other difficulties,

the railways within recent months have made the following

new records:

1. They moved more freight in November than in any

previous November in history and thus far have broken all

records for December. The four weeks ended on December

2 correspond roughly with the month of November. In

these four weeks tlie number of carloads of freight moved

was 483,000 more than in 1918, 530,000 more than in 1919,

221,000 more than in 1920 and 763,000 more than in 1921.

In the week ended December 9 they moved 81,875 more

carloads than in the same week of any previous year.

2. The week ended November 25 terminated a period

of ten consecutive weeks in every one of which the railways

moved more than 950,000 carloads of freight. This is the

first time in history that they ever moved so many car-

loads for more than seven consecutive weeks.

3. The amount of freight moved in November and De-

cember has so greatly exceeded all previous records that it

has made the total carloads handled in the 16 weeks ended

December 9 larger than the amount ever moved in the corre-

sponding 16 weeks of any other year. To state the matter

in another way, the total number of carloads of freight

moved since the coal mines began to open late in August

is 156,245 greater than in 1920, the previous record year.

4. In 34 out of 35 weeks ended on December 2 the rail-

ways moved more carloads of "miscellaneous freight" than

they ever did in the same weeks of any previous year. Trans-

portation experts regard the amount of miscellaneous freight

shipped in any given period as the best indication of what

general business activity and the total amount of freight

business offered to the railways in the months immediately

ahead will be. If the loadings of miscellaneous freight dur-

ing the last nine months are any criterion, the railroads

will be called upon to handle a record-breaking business,

for months to come.

• 5. The railways on Monday, December 11, loaded 45,-

886 cars with bituminous coal. This is the largest number

of cars ever loaded with bituminous coal on any one day.

6. During six consecutive weeks the total "car shortage"

reported exceeded the largest car shortage ever reported in

any single week of any previous year. The largest net

.shortage ever reported before was on September 1, 1920,

when it was 146,070 cars. In the six weeks ended on No-

vember 23 the net car shortage was never less than 147,259

oars, and went as {^igh as 175,523 cars. On November 30

the net shortage was 128,191. This figure represents a sub-

stantial reduction, but it shows that in spite of the fact that

the railwavs within recent weeks have broken all records
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with respect to the number of cars loaded and moved at

tliis time of year, the inadet|uacy of trans] )ortation is still

almost unprecedented.

If ever any forecast could safely be based upon railway

statistics the following two predictions may safely be based

upon the foregoing facts:

First, the railways will be offered and will handle more

freight in 1923 than in any previous year in history, unless

prevented by another coal strike or railway strike.

Secondly, the demand for railroad transportation will in

1923 exceed the amount of it that can be furnished by a

larger margin than in any previous year.

The lesson the foregoing facts suggest to the railways is

that they should put forth every effort to secure greater

utilization of the existing facilities and to improve and en-

large their facilities as rapidly as possible.

The moral for the shippers is, first, that the)- should ship

all the freight they can as soon as practicable, and that,

secondly, they should co-operate with the railways in in-

creasing the efficiency with which existing transportation

facilities are used by loading cars to their maximum capa-

city, by loading them and unloading them as promptly as

possible, and by delaying them in case of reconsignment as

little as possible.

The moral for law makers and regulating commissions is

that they should help the railways in everj- reasonable way

to increase the net return earned by them in order that they

may be able to raise the large amounts of new capital which

must be invested if the capacity of the railways is to be

increased anywhere near in proportion to the demands that

will be made upon them by industry and commerce.

There is complaint in some quarters that the American rail-

roads are not making as much progress with consolidations

as they ought to be making or as much
Much as the railways in some other countries

Consolidation have been making. There may be

Activity some ground for complaint on this

score, although it can be suggested

that there might be drawbacks in a consolidation program
carried out too suddenly or that there might be reasons for

delay incident to the method whereby the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has to draw up and hold discussions on

a plan upon which the consolidations program is to proceed.

However, we trust that those who are suggesting the de-

sirability of more rapid process will be satisfied with the

amount of work accomplished in the second week of De-
cember. In that week there continued the consideration

which is being given in New England official circles to the

treatment which should be accorded the roads of that dis-

trict in the consolidation plan. There was also a great deal

additional said before the commission in Washington by
representatives of the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific

concerning the disposition of the Central Pacific. The
third development was the announcement that the Interna-

tional-Great Northern had, subject to the approval of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, become a part of the

St. Louis-San Francisco which, whatever else it may be, is

one of the most important steps in the way of consolidations

that has thus far taken place. Of course, no one talks

much about consolidations without mentioning the Van
Sweringens of Cleveland. They came through with the

fourth development of the week and likewise a most im-

portant one, namely with the news that the Van Sweringen

interests had secured an option on H. E. Huntington's
Cliesapeake & Ohio stock which indicates that the Nickel
Plate-Lake Erie & Western-Clover Leaf system possibly has
its mind on including also the C. & O.-Hocking Valley lines

with the latter's valuable coal traffic and outlet to the At-
lantic seaboard. All of this means that progress in consoli-

dations is now finally becoming a much more practical mat-
ter than it hitherto has been. Probably it is not by chance
that we are hearing fewer extravagant rumors about this

than was the rule a few months ago; the real developments
.supply news enough in themselves.

During the last few years the Mechanical Division of the

.American Railway Association has made a commendable
start on the consideration of problems

'^"'-'P of shop operation and management.
Operation and The Committee on Scheduling and

Management Routing has presented valuable reports

which have become even more important
since the strike. Many railroad shops have functioned fairly

well in the past with little direction of individual workmen
because a large proportion of the men were old employees
familiar with local conditions. Detailed supervision is more
necessary now because many of the new men taken into the
organizations have little knowledge of railroad practice.

Probably scheduling systems could profitably be extended to

include practically every important railroad repair plant.

Labor turnover is now considerably greater than in former
years and it may continue to be high for some time to come.
Under such a condition the systematic planning and assign-
ment of work, which scheduling systems provide, would un-
questionably increase shop output to a very marked degree.
It is probable too that further developments along the same
general line would be advantageous. The instruction of ma-
chine operators in the details of their work, providing charts
showing methods of setting up machines and the proper
speeds and feeds to use for maximum production, would
relieve the foremen of a large amount of work and would
enable them to get far better results from inexperienced me-
chanics. Such methods are widely used in industrial plants
because they have demonstrated their value in reducing costs.

Some railroads have applied similar systems with satisfac-

tory results. Even if there is not time for the preparation of

an exhaustive report on this subject for the meeting next
June, it would certainly be worth while for the Mechanical
Division to arrange for individual papers telling what re-

sults have been obtained by roads that have introduced spe-

cial methods of instruction and supervision in shops.

In last week's issue of the Railway Age it was suggested

that the monthly reports of railway revenues and expenses

would prove more valuable if the fig-

Like ures given in them were comparable in

Figures Should better fashion than they now are with

Agree ^^^ figures which finally appear in the

annual reports issued after the close of

the year's business. Three reasons were given which in

part explain much of the present lack of complete com-
parability: (1) correction of the figures, (2) the showing
of different mileage in the monthly report from that in the

annual report, due usually to the inclusion of subsidiary

lines in the latter and not in the former, and (3) the failure

in the annual report to show the figure of net railway operat-

ing income. There are many railroads which are giving

proper regard to these considerations, so it must be under-

stood that we are making no attempt to present any par-

ticularly new and novel idea. The purpose of the monthly
or the annual report, as we see it, is to furnish necessary
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information to the management, to managements of neigh-

bor roads, to the Interstate Commerce Commission, to the

stock and bond holders, and to the public generally. Each
of these has a different use for tlie statistics and to each

they are important although, of course, to varying degree. It

is one of the features of railway operations that those in-

terested in railways are given more information concerning

the properties in which their interest lies than is the case

of any other group of properties—public utility, industrial

or whatever they may be. This is a point which must always
be borne in mind by the railway accounting officer. It seems

to follow that the earnings figures issued should, therefore,

be as informative as they can consistently be made. It is

very- much of a question, however, whether figures can be

termed adequately informative which, as is frequently the

case, differ for one reason or another although the respective

figures purport to cover the same line for the same period.

It is sometimes extremely difficult to ascertain the proper

figure of a railway's operating net for a particular period

because of the manner in which one has to try to select the

proper one of several figures, all of which purport to repre-

sent the same thing. The present too common manner of

supplying different figures purporting to cover the same
thing adds a degree of inconvenience that seems hardlv nec-

essar)' in view of the state of the art of railway accounting.

The St. Louis-San Francisco's purchase of the entire capital

stock of the newly reorganized International-Great Northern

from the latter's voting trustees is, of
The Frisco course, subject to the approval of the

I.-G. N. Interstate Commerce Commission. The

Consolidation purchase, as it happens, is not in line

with the commission's tentative plan of

onsolidations. The commission's plan puts the I.-G. N. in

I Chicago-Missouri Pacific system with the Texas & Pa-
cific, the Missouri Pacific, etc., thereby, among other things,

maintaining in one system the so-called Sunshine Route from
Houston and from Laredo and San Antonio through Long-
view Junction and Texarkana to St. Louis. The Frisco

in the tentative plan is put writh the Katy and Cotton Belt

and various smaller lines to form a so-called Frisco-Kat\'-

Cotton Belt system. It is, of course, a question how much
importance the commission may place upon its own tentative

plan. It is presumed that the plan was offered only as a

starting point for discussion and was meant to offer some
practical suggestions around which the discussion could take

place to greatest advantage. The International-Great North-

em should prove of great value in the Frisco sy.stem. The
road has not a high grade physical plant and its net earnings

have not been extremely good. On the other hand, it serves

an expanding territory and an analysis of the growth of its

gross earnings over a period of years will show that it is a

propert}' of possibilities. As a part of the Frisco system, if

that result comes to fruition, the I.-G. N. should be better

able to realize on these possibilities. It will offer to the

Frisco an advantageous outlet to the Gulf of Mexico at

both Houston and Galveston, a factor which should prove

of leading importance because of the former's position in the

petroleum industry' and to a lesser extent in the lumber
business and because of the latter's standing as a grain port.

Laredo, Tex., reached by the San Antonio division, exceeds

in importance as a p>oint of interchange for business with

Mexico, all the other cities on the Rio Grande combined.

There used to be a great amount of business between the

United States and Mexico and presumably the time will

eventually come when there will be again. The I.-G. N.
should be able to realize on this business to a greater extent

than any other road this side of the liorder. The I.-G. N.
needs, it is true, a great amount of physical rehabilitation

but considering the low price the Frisco has paid for it and

the jxjssibilities of the property, it looks, on tlie whole, as if

the Frisco had taken a wise step in effecting the proposed
purchase.

The year 1922 has been an eventful one for railways the

world over and the Railway Age, in its .Annual Statistical

Number, to be issued on January 6 of
Foreign ^^e new year, will publish a number of

Railways articles covering developments of the

in 1922 ys^'" ^^ leading countries of the world.

In most countries the railways have in

1922 been somewhat more successful financially than in 1921
and some steps Iiave been taken to renew programs for ex-

tensions and betterments which were curtailed during the

war. Many changes in management and organization have
either been made or seriously projected. The railways of

Great Britain have been consolidated into four regional sys-

tems. The French railways have been closely co-ordinated.

China has had to face a railroad labor problem for the first

time in histori-. In Canada all the government-owned lines

have been united under the management of Sir Henry Thorn-
ton, who has served in important executive positions both in

this country and in England. The war-worn railways of

Central Europe have made rapid progress in restoring at

least some measure of their former efficiency. Even in un-

happy Russia the railways, with the ccnoperation of Ameri-
cans, w'ere made to function with the efficiency necessary to

distribute thousands of carloads of foodstuffs to the starr-

ing people. Many important construction projects have

been begun during the year. The railways of most countries

find themselves beset with many perplexing problems—in

Australia it is the unification of gage, in India the adoption

of a more satisfactor}' method of management and so on.

The labor problem has been dealt with in some countries and,

in at least one important instance, it must be admitted, in

a manner much more satisfactory to all concerned than has

been the case in America. These developments, we feel, are

of interest to American railroad men who wish to keep well

informed about railroading the world over and who may
find in the achievements of their foreign confreres sugges-

tions for the solution of some of their own problems. The
manufacturer of railway equipment and supplies who is in-

terested in foreign markets for his products should likewise

find this information of value. The foreign section of our

.Annual Statistical Number for last year was, we have reason

to feel, a welcome addition to the other material presented in

that issue, and in our opinion this section of our forthcoming

statistical number will be none the less so.

On a Five Per Cent Basis

IN 1922 Great Northern stockholders have received one

quarterly dividend of 1?4 per cent and one semi-annual

dividend of 3J^ per cent. Ostensibly the stock has been

kept on a 7 per cent basis but the change from a quarterly

to a semi-annual basis, resulting as it did in the omission

of one of the quarterly payments, made the total dividend

payments for the year only 5% pcr cent. On Monday of

this vieck, the directors declared a semi-annual dividend of

2J-2 per cent. This dividend is payable Februar)' 1 and it

results in putting the stock on a 5 instead of on the 7 per

cent basis which had been maintained unbroken since 1899.

The reduction in the dividend had in great measure been

expected, and apprehension that it would take place has

existed at least as far back as the spring of 1922 when the

quarterly dividend was omitted and the change made tO a

semi-annual basis. Great Northern earnings have been

rather poor since the Ix-ginning of federal control. In the
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three yeurs 1918, 1919 and 1920 combined, net railway

operating income was only slightly in excess of the standard

return for one year and 1921 was not a great deal better,

althougli in these years standard return, guaranty and extra

Burlington dividends assisted in maintaining the corporate

net. In 1922, prior to the railway shopmen's strike, condi-

tions were beginnng to look much brighter. In July the road

operated with a ratio of only 64. At the end of August net

railway operating income for the eight months was $8,248,-

122, or about $7,250,000 better than for the same period

of 1921, and the Great Northern's best months were still

ahead of it. It appeared then that the company would in all

likelihood be able to maintain its 7 per cent rate.

This promising progress was not continued. Increased

maintenance of equipment charges due to the railway shop-

men's strike and higher fuel costs helped to increase op)erat-

ing expenses. At the same time, difficulties were experienced

in getting a proper car supply, and ore traffic which had
been running very heavy slumped off rather badly and some-

what earlier in the season than usual. The result was that

the September and October earnings were not as good as had
been hoped. For the first ten months the net railway operat-

ing income of $12,805,569 compared with $8,200,409 for

the same period last year and the operating ratio was 77.8.

The 1922 earnings have been better than those for 1921 but

not sufficiently better to be what one could term at all satis-

facton,'. The Great Northern, in company with several of the

other roads in the northwest, has been making a very slow

recovery from war conditions; it is now completing its fifth

lean year in succession. Under the conditions, it was quite

in order that the directors should have decided to take the

conservative course in reducing the dividend rate.

New Books

Freight Traffic Red Book for 1923. By H. G. Williams and C. J.

Fagg. 582 pages. 8 in. by 1\ in. Cloth. Published by The

Traffic Publishing Company, ISO Lafayette Street, New York

City.

This well-known book contains about 100 more pages than

that issued one year ago, and includes new sections on
storage, transit privileges, payment of freight charges, rules

of practice before the United States Shipping Board, and
parcel post. There is also much other new matter. The great

mass of freight traffic information contained in this book
comprises nearly everything that could be put into a book
of its size and which is wanted for reference on the desk

of the local freight agent or the shipper. For shippers it is

called an "everyday guide," and it justifies the name. Each
detail is treated with great care and evidently with scrupu-

lous attention to accuracy. The Interstate Commerce Act,

with rules of practice before the commission and other cog-

nate matter, fills 73 pages; and the forms and tables at the

end of the book fill 83 pages. This gives an idea of the

completeness of detail which characterizes the book. The
publishers promise to issue supplements free, as may be

needed, to keep subscribers informed concerning important

changes in railroad freight laws or practices. In the 12

months now past five supplements were issued.

Proceedings of the American Raihvay Engineering Association.

1,370 pages, illustrated. 6]/^ in. .x 9^% in. Published by the

Association, 431 South Dearborn street, Chicago.

In this volume are included the reports of the 23 standing
and special committees presented at the twenty-third annual
convention of this association in Chicago on March 14-16,

1922, inclusive, together with the discussions thereon. This
convention maintained the high standard for constructive

work which has long characterized this association. Among

tliose reports which are of sf)ecial interest and value are those
on "Warehouses in Connection with L.C.L. Freight Houses,"
"Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges," "Ash Pits,"

"Engine Terminal Layouts," "Methods for Training and
Educating Employees in Engineering and Maintenance
Work," "The Economical Operation of Trains Against the

Current of Traffic on Multiple Track Railways," "Specifi-

cations for Buildings for Railway Purposes," "Freight
House Design" and "Pacific Coast Marine Piling." This
volume also contains a monograph on "The Flat Disk Center
for Turntables" by B. R. Leffler, bridge engineer, New York
Central Lines West of Buffalo, Cleveland, Ohio, and a com-
plete report of a special committee on Electrolysis.

American Malleable Cast Iron. By H. A. Schzvart::, 416 pages.

6 in. by 9 in., illustrated, bound in cloth. Published by the

Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The American "black heart" malleable iron industry, which
now has an annual capacity for one and a quarter million
tons of castings, dates back to the discovery of this process in

1826 by Seth Boyden in a small foundry in Newark, N. J.
The process is quite different from that employed in Europe
for making "white heart" iron, which was first described by
Reaumur in 1722. This book, which is the first complete
treatise on "black heart" malleable, has been written by a

recognized authority on the subject. There are chapters on
the history of the industry, methods of manufacture, prin-

ciples of metallurgy, procedure for tests and an outline of

properties. It is made more comprehensive by the addition
of a bibliography of nearly 200 references to chapters and
articles in English and foreign books and periodicals, and by
a well-prepared index.

From its scojie, the book has evidently been written to

meet the needs of the user, as well as those of the practical

foundryman and the metallurgist. For the producer there

are chapters on melting stock, fuel, refractories, furnaces
and their operation, annealing practices, molding, pattern-

making, cleaning and finishing. Inspection, tests and
metallurgy are well covered, together with information rela-

tive to physical, thermal and electrical properties.

As a handbook of modern malleable practice, a record of

past and present metallurgical investigation, and a com-
pendium of information on the permissible uses of the prod-
uct, it should be of value to the many railroad men responsi-
ble for the design, purchase or use of malleable castings.

The Hot Springs of Japan. 504 pages; 196 illustrations and 15

maps. AY2 in. x 6J4 in. Bound in cloth. Issued by The
Japanese Government Railways, Tokio, Japan.

This is a very complete guide book, printed in English. It

has been compiled by F. de Garis, evidently an experienced
and accomplished editor in this field. The book covers
Korea (Chosen), Formosa and South Manchuria, as well as

Japan; and includes also the principal cold springs; though,
from a statement in the text, it would appear that the Japa-
nese people, of all classes, including farmers, make a prac-
tice of bathing in the hottest water they can find, and usually
several times a day. This book, however, is made for for-

eigners, for whom it explains ever>'thing in great detail.

The mineral springs of Japan number more than 1,100,
and they are to be found in the mountains, in the valleys, at

the sea coast and everywhere. Some railroad lines reach a
large variety of springs (classified by their chemical or

medicinal qualities), while some of the important springs
are reached only by using a motorbus or a jinrikisha, or both.

In these pages travelers are instructed as to all these con-
veyances, in connection with each spring, with the same care
and detail as in the case of railroad trains and hotels.

A notice in the front of this book says that the official

guide books of the Japanese Railways are for sale at the best

book stores in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
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Letters to the Editor
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[ The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

(rrovements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not

hold themselves respaitsihle for facts or opinions expressed.'\

Signaling Busy Terminals
Cleveland, Ohio.

To THE Editor:
The articles on "Signaling Busy Terminals"' by T. Holt,

signal engineer, Chicago Union Station Company, which

appeared in your issue of November 11, 1922, is of value

to railroad managements having to pass on this question.

In this connection it is interesting to note the similarity ex-

isting between the indications which have been decided on

for use on the Cleveland Union Terminal and those which

Mr. Holt proposes to use on the Chicago Terminal.

The indications I have proposed conform very closely

with those suggested by Mr. Holt; the name, however, is

different and necessarih- the control of train movements

must be different. In each case the proposed indications

conform with existing rules in the book of rules for the gov-

ernment of the operating department. They are:

Color Light

F.erf

Yellov/i

Yellow

Pea

stop Signal

Slow- Speed
Signal

Clear- Slow-
Speed Signal

Approach
Signal

Indication

Stop

Proceed at slow
speed prepared
to stop,

Proceed at slow
Speed.

Approach next
signal prepared
to atop.

A comparison of the two schemes follows:

1. Red light displayed: The name "Stop signal" and

indication "Stop"' are the same.

2. Yellow light displayed: The name "Slow-speed sig-

nal" and "Caution signal" have similar meaning; however,

the indications proposed "Proceed at slow speed prepared to

stop" checks more closely with indication No. 4 proposed

by Mr. Holt, i. e., "Proceed with caution prepared to stop

short of train or obstruction."

.1. Grion light displayed: The name "Clear-slow-speed

signal" checks closely with "Clear signal" proposed by Mr.

Holt, especially when considered with tlie indications pro-

jioscd, «'. e., "Proceed .it slow sjx-ed" and "Proceed at au-

tliorized terminal speed."

4. Yellow light displayed above red light vs. yellow light

disi)layed below red light. The indication "Approach next

signal prepared to stop" checks with Mr. Holt's No. 2 in-

dication.

In my opinion Mr. Holt's No. 2 and No. 4 indications

^'llould be transposed, for, although, in the .scheme suggested

al>ove, the display of a red light in connection with the dis-

play of a yellow light gives a mon' favorable indication,

the indication given is along the line of safety, because

if the red light for some reason should not lie displayed,

the lone yellow light will give the more restricted speed in-

dication, whereas, with Mr. Holt's scheme, it will give a less

restricted speed indication so that instead of receiving the

indication "Proceed with caution prepared to stop short of

train or obstruction," the indication displayed will be "Ap-
proach next signal prepared to stop." Furthermore, tlie

scheme I propose conforms with what is in use on other por-

tions of the line, i. e., a lone yellow light displayed by a

dwarf signal indicgites "Proceed at slow speed prepared to

stop" and is also in accord with the Standard Code; see

Rule 601 G. F. F. Wiegand,
Consulting Signal Engineer, Cleveland Union Terminals Company.

Railway Performance and
Business Conditions

New Haven, Conn.

To THE Editor:
I have no wish to burden your columns with an argument

which obviously cannot lead to definite conclusions. How-
ever, the following comments may be pertinent as an answer

to Mr. Snow's comments on page 972 of the Railway Age of

November 25. Naturally Mr. Snow has several objections

to my statements, but I regret especially that apparently I

did not make sufficiently clear the one important point whith
I believe he overlooked in his freight comparison, i. e., that

selected units of performance are not in themselves indicative

of either better or worse performance, when made as these

have been, under differing business conditions.

The fact that Mr. Snow's basic figures were not all based

on the month of July, 1919, 1920 and 1921, doubtless ex-

plains the inability to check his figures. However, the fact

makes no difference in my conclusions because there were

no summer montlis in 1919, 1920 and 1921 which are com-
parable one year with another, so far as volume of business

offering is concerned, the basis of my argument. It is be-

lieved that Mr. Snow feels that comparable months depend
only upon weather conditions.

While there was no intention to cast aspersion on Mr.
Snow's average cost of 30 cents p)er passenger car mile, I do,

however, challenge his use of that cost figure as applied to

the usual business car movement. Of course in such a case

as he so humorously describes in his original article where
an additional engine was required to handle a train because

of two business cars of ofiicers on their way to a fuel con-

servation meeting, the tost of the movement was far more
than 30 cents per car mile. But surely Mr. Snow is familiar

with the customary handling of such cars. On all rail-

roads certain trains do not handle their full capacity. There
are none more keen than railroad officers not to overload

trains with the business cars necessar}' for their use under
the high pressure and heavy load of present day railroad

operation.

As there is no additional engine or train crew expense on

such trains, these being important clement, of expense, there

is no possible method of arriving at so high a figure as 30
cents per car mile for the cost of the additional car move-
ment. In fact, in nine out of 'en business car movements the

additional expense is negligible.

I am unalde to follow the reasoning in Mr. Snow's final

paragraph where he refers to the futility of ranking foot-

iiall teams by comparative scores, to which I sadly agree.

However, my figures on miles per car day did not show what
might have been, but indicated the actual performance of

freight cars which were in use. On that basis, 1921 car

|)crfonnance was considerably better than that of 1919,
although Mr. Snow, beciuise of failure to take into account
import.mt alhrling roiniilions, has flic contrary' view.

Dox M. Neiswancer.
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Tracks in the

Treating Plant Solves New Haven's Tie Problem
New Installation at Cedar Hill Renders Possible the Use of

Hitherto Unused New England Timbers

THE New York, New Havex & Hartford has recently

started the system use of creosoted ties in order to

reduce its present annual requirements and to insure

a greater local supply. The treatment is being performed

at Cedar Hill, near New Haven, Conn., at a modern plant

'1'
If
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—i>
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ws^
A Well-Lighted, Well-Ventilated Interior

built by the American Creosoting Company, Louisville, Ky.,

with a capacity of 1,500,000 ties annually. Through the

adoption of timber preservation, the New Haven has made
it possible to utilize many more species of local woods, thus

stimulating the timber business in New England, while at

the same time securing economy in the maintenance of its

tracks.

New Haven's Tie Renewals Steadily Growing

The new plant, which is the first in New England ter-

ritory, is located in the north end of the large freight terminal

at Cedar Hill and connects with the receiving, classification

and departure yard tracks at that end. It is of the most

recent design, being of concrete and brick construction with

steel sash and superstructure and embodies many interesting

features of equipment and operation.

At the present time there are appro.ximately 15,500,000
cross ties in the tracks of the New Haven, the renewal re-

quirements of which have averaged about 2,000,000 an-

nually. \^"ith the gradual depletion of New England's more
durable grades of timber such as oak and chestnut, the an-

nual needs threatened to increase to o,000,000 ties. With the

treating plant in operation and the consequent use of treated

ties at the rate of about 1,000,000 a year in conjunction

with tbe continued use of chestnut, it is expected to reduce

A Modern Electric Locomotive Handles the Ties

the yearly requirements nearly to one-half of what they

now are.

It is estimated that the supply of chestnut and white oak

is sufficient to last from five to eight years more. The in-

auguration of timber preservation has, however, made it

possible to use many native woods such as beech, birch,

maple, red oak, ash, hickorj- and hemlock, the supply of

which is sufficient to furnish tie wood for the next 15 to 20

1179
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years or more. Much of this timber has not been marketable

heretofore, chiefly because of the fact that no one grade

grows in sufficient quantit}- in one location to make sawmill

operations profitable. It will now be possible to log a tract

of mi.xed timbers with profit and thus in addition to being

an economic advantage to the railroad, the inauguration of

timber preservation will provide some measure of stimulus

to the timber business of that section.

General Layout at the Plant

In a general way, the plant consists of a large well-lighted

retort house, a boiler and enginehouse, an office building,

storage tanks, tie storage yards, an adzing machine building

and a system of narrow gage tram tracks over which a mod-

ern electric mine locomotive operates. The chief points of

interest in regard to this plant are the design of and perma-

nence of construction of the buildings, the arrangement of

the equipment and the refinements in detail and improve-

ments in construction of much of the equipment to secure

easier and more economical operation.

About 47 acres of land have been utilized for the plant

and attendant tie storage yard. This tract adjoins the Quini-

piac river and the Air Line receiving and northbound de-

parture yards at Cedar Hill. The buildings and narrow

gage tracks serving the buildings are located ne.xt to the

terminal tracks mentioned with the storage yard beyond.

When ties are received in a solid train the cars are imme-

diately set in upon receiving tracks at the plant and later

distributed throughout the tie yard. In all other cases the

cars are cut out in the classification yards and then moved

in to the plant's receiving tracks.

Process Used Is the "Improved Lowry"

The treatment given at this plant is the Improved Lowry
process. It differs essentially from the straight Lowr\-

process in that the oil is not dropped to an underground

tank on the completion of the pressure cycle and the vacuum
then pulled, but the oil is pumped out directly from the

retort to the charging tanks and a vacuum pulled at the

same time. This gives a bigger recover)- and a quicker

vacuum. Following this method a vacuum of 15 in. is se-

cured in about 5 min., and of 22^^ in. in about 10 min.,

less time than would be taken ordinarily in draining the re-

tort. A normal working pressure of 175 lb. at a temperature

standard gage tracks stub end at the river, while the opposite

ends are connected through a ladder track with the inbound

and receiving tracks and the outbound tracks from the load-

ing docks, etc. A 24-in. narrow gage line crosses the yard

Corrugated roofi,

Galvanizedgutter-

Cross Section of Cylinder Building

at a 45 deg. angle at about the center, connecting with each

of the narrow gage yard tracks.

The layout is arranged to secure an easily controlled move-
ment to and from the retort house, either direct from cars,

direct from the seasoning yards or via the adzing and boring

mill. To do this the cross lead is connected in to the main

Plan of the Yard and Building Layout

of 175 deg. F. is used and a following vacuum of 26^2 in.

The average retention for a 6-in. by 8-in. by SJ'i-ft. tie is

2^ gal. and for a 7-in. by 9-in. by 8'<-ft. tie, oJ< gal.

Electrically Operated Narrow Gage System

The tie storage yard consists of a series of alternate nar-

row and standard gage tracks having an average length of

about 2,400 ft. There are nine standard gage and eight

narrow gage tracks laid alternately on 60-ft. centers. These

leads to and from the retort house which in turn connects

with a six-track narrow gage storage yard, the adzing mill

tracks and the two three-track sets of loading tracks, as

shown. All narrow gage tracks have an overhead catenary,

furnishing power to an electric locomotive for handling the

trams. Tlie locomotive is insulated at the retort end to pre-

vent any possii>lc grounding through the retort.

The retort house is a modern building of marked perma-

nence of construction as .^stated. The foundations are of
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concrete with brick walls, steel sash windows, steel roof

trusses and sheet iron roofing with the exception of a lean-to

which serves as an engine and generator room. This has

a tar and gravel roof laid on cement tile. The building is

174 ft. 8 in. long and 31 ft. wide with a 19-ft. by 62-ft.

lean-to.

It is of the monitor tj-pe with a height to the eaves of

about 13 ft. The center section, housing the charging tanks,

is in the form of a tower measuring 31 ft. bv 36 ft. with a

riveted, butt-joint construction designed for a working pres-

sure of 200 lb. The pitch of the rivets was designed to

secure tightness of joints at working pressures rather than

high pressure resistance. The cylinders are anchored on

two saddles at the center and carried upon roller bearing

supports for expansion. The doors are of steel plates with

cast-steel rims, thus securing a light construction with no
loss in strength or tightness.

The heating coils consist of lines of pipe so arranged as

The Storage Tanks Are Well and Conveniently Arranged

height to the eaves of 37 ft. Pilasters in the brick walls are

spaced about 17 ft. apart. Large steel sash are installed be-

tween each pilaster in the walls of the building proper in

addition to which there are two upper lines of sash in the

center or tower section. Additional lighting is obtained by

to secure a flow of steam in both directions from a center

casting and return with an absence of air pockets and con-

densation losses. Each pipe line from the central casting

consists in reality of two lines, an inner and an outer pipe,

respectively % in. and 2 in. diameter. Steam is admitted to

II^Ah
m^^-.
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The "Working" End of the Retort House

an extensive system of electric lights, all housed in vapor-

proof fixtures and conduits.

Retort Heating Coils Reduce Condensation Losses

The treating cylinders are two in number, 7 ft. in diameter

by ISO ft. long with a capacity of 18 trams of 8-ft. ties and

17 trams of 83/2-ft. ties. They have a %-in. shell of triple

the inner line at the center casting, flows through the ^-in.

pipe to the far end and returns through the 2-in. pipe to a

separate chamber in the center casting. The installation is

covered by a perforated plate and is most satisfactory.

The door rails are controlled through a lever by one man,

the arrangement being such that little effort is required to

swing them up out of the way or down into place for the
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movement of trams. The counterbalance is a compensating

one and operates )3y means of a cable and drum on the sup-

porting shaft, the former passing over a grooved cam con-

trolled by a lever, to a counterweight. Another labor sav-

ing installation is two balanced platforms, one for each re-

tort, which drop before the doors to permit the workmen to

reach the nuts on the upper half easily and quickly. These

platforms are so designed that they will remain safely in

Two-Pointer Indicators Give Quick and Accurate Readings

either the raised or lowered position, a force of about 20 lb.

being required to start and move them from eitlier of tliese

two positions. Between jjoints of atjout 3 ft. from either

extreme position they are in an almost perfect balance, re-

quiring little or no effort to move them.

Improved Direct Reading Charging Indicators

A pit in the center of the building houses the pumps which

handle the charges, as well as a considerable amount of the

the other by hundreds of gallons. Subdivisions permit of

reading to units of five gallons. This indicator is accurate

to plus or minus 20 gal. It is of the float and cable drum
tyjje. The thousand-gallon indicator hand is painted white

and the other yellow, thus making them readily distinguish-

able. The charging tanks are two in number, 16 ft. in

The Door Rail and Platform Arrangement

diameter and 25 ft. high, eacli with a capacity of ,i7,000

gal. The Outside storage facilities consist at the present

time of four 30 ft. by 30 ft., 150,000 gal. tanks, with provi-

sion for two additional to be installed later. Provision has

also been made for a contemplated main storage tank of 450,-

000 gal. capacit}-. The outside tanks are connected for

The Permanent Form of Construction is Clearly Evident Here

necessary piping. Vhv vacuum punijjs are on the floor level

and are installed near the retorts. A large indicator l)oard

is installed centrally and below this are situated the control

valves. An interesting feature of this indicator board arc

two large gages, one for each charging tank, which are

e<|uii)ped with two hands, one reading by thousands and

heating bolh by live and exhaust steam from the boiler

house. The tanks from wliich oil is being withdrawn steadily

for use are kept at or about a temperature of 120 deg. F. A
separate pinnji house handles oil from a 5-ft. by 100-ft. re-

ceiving tank located in a concrete pit under a siding, to the

storage tanks and circulates the inuredicnts in the mixing
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tank. The installation consists of a steam driven pump and
an electrically driven centrifugal pump, one being held in

reserve.

Modern Equipment for the Boiler House

The boiler house is a concrete and brick building measur-
ing 49 ft. by 62 ft. 6 in. It is equipped with three 150-hp.

boilers fed by automatic stokers. Coal is elevated to three

overhead hoppers which feed the stokers by gravity. The
office building now under construction will be 26 ft. 10 in.

by 71 ft. 10 in. in area and of the same general type of

construction. It will contain offices for the superintendent

and his staff, chemical laboratories, lockers, lavatories, etc.

Electric current for the plant is furnished by a 7S-kw. gen-
erator delivering direct current at 220 volts, located in a

room adjoining the retort house and forming a part of it.

Provision has been made for four adzing, boring and
branding units, which are now. under construction. Each of

these units is served bv single tracks on both the inbound

and outbound sides, the grade of the tracks being such as to
insure gravity operation of the trams and the length suffi-

cient to take care of two tram trains on each.

The narrow gage track layout in addition to that already-

mentioned consists of a two-track storage for inbound tram
trains, and a six-track storage yard for adzed ties ready for
treatment. This latter yard has a ladder at each end and
the switches are interlocked. Two sets of three tracks each;

on 11-ft. centers are provided for outbound treated ties.

One set runs on a loading dock at car door height, the other
at grade. Numerous crossovers provide the necessary flexi-

bility of operation. The tracks at grade are flanked by-

locomotive crane tracks, one 20-ton crane being used at pres-
ent for the loading of ties into open top cars.

The new plant was constructed under the supervision of
the purchase and stores department of the New Haven, N. M.
Rice, general purchasing agent, by the .American Creosoting
Company, Louisville, Ky., A. L. Kuehn, president, and R. H.
Mansfield, superintendent at Cedar Hill.

State Commissioner Urges Constructive Regulation
*

Emphasizes Necessity of Sane Control if Best Interests of the

PubUc Are to Be Promoted

By Carl D. Jackson

Member, Railroad Commission of ^^'isconsi^, Madison, Wis.

M.AXY PEOPLE BELIEVE that the sole object of the estab-

lisliment of regulatory commissions was to bring about

the reduction of rates to the consumer, and as a

matter of fact in the early history of regulation, reduction

of rates rather than the exercise of other functions of regu-

lation did absorb a large part of commission activities.

While it is true that regulation was first established largely

as a protest against abuses and practices which the public

had rightfully found to be against the public interest, it is

now beginning to be generally understood that regulation

must have in mind the fact that its principal purpose is to

bring real service to all of the people upon terms not only

fair and equitable to the consumer, but also to the utility

and carrier furnishing the service. Regulation must pro-

ceed in accordance with economic laws, and any system of

regulation which hampers or makes impossible the service

which the utility was established to perform is not in the

public interest but directly opposed to that interest.

The steam railroads of this country perform a service

absolutely vital to our welfare. It is probably safe to say

that nothing could more adversely affect our welfare or more
seriously threaten the very form of government under which

we live, than the complete br-eakdown of our transportation

system. The steam railroads are the arteries supplying the

vital elements of our life as it is now lived. An unwar-

ranted attack upon transportation affects industrial welfare

and the welfare of our farmers and workmen just as vitally

as would a direct attack upon industry itself. The situation

of the railroads today is such as to demand not unthinking

or unreasonable criticism, but serious and constructive con-

sideration. We are today having a practical experience of

what inadequate service in transportation means. The pres-

ent car shortage comes at a time when the demands for

transportation service are not nearly what they will be when
industry is again in full swing throughout the country.

This means that we must bring about conditions that will

address before the Chicago Association of Commerce

insure the necessary increase in railroad facilities to keep
pace with our industrial development, for transportation
limits are also the limits of production. Inadequate trans-
portation facilities necessarily mean the loss or stoppage of
business, the tying up of money in both raw materials and
manufactured products, frozen credits and the curtailment
of available capital for the business of the countrv. They
mean a direct loss and discouragement to the farming com-
munity, which after all is the basic industry upon which
all of our prosperity is founded. Our present situation is

due to a failure to increase our railroad facilities adequately
during the last five or ten years, and this failure, of course,
is based on a lack of foresight in the past. I shall not dis-
cuss how far it may be due to a short-sighted policy on
the part of the carriers, to the war, to government control, to
restrictive laws like the Sherman Act or how far there may
have been a failure to measure up to the full responsibilities
of regulation. I do believe, however, that undue emphasis
was placed upon the desirability of lower rates and lower
prices for service rendered, very often to the exclusion of
consideration of those economic conditions and necessities
for revenue upon which alone adequate service could be
based. The public had not come to realize the full effect

of the existing economic policy; and that failure to meet the
situation in a far-seeing way during this period was a mere
reflection of the general public attitude toward utilities and
carriers. But we are faced with a present problem and this
demands not only a study of the past but a careful survey
of the future. It is far preferable that we foresee and pre-
vent disaster, than that we cure it after it has come upon us.

There is much discontent today, and some of this discon-
tent is focussed on the railroads. Of this latter discontent,
much is wholly unreasonable and unreasoned. Very often
it is based on an entire disregard or misunderstanding of
facts. Here and there we find a tendency to ignore the actual
services now being performed by the railroads or a failure to
comprehend their importance or meaning to the countr)-. It

is true that transportation service is being performed by
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other agencies than the steam roads, but the slightest knowl-

edge of the actual facts would show that the service per-

formed by the carriers is not of less importance today than

it formerly was, but on the contrary, that service is greater

today than ever before. The increase in tonnage hauled
(service performed), has been steady for 30 or 40 years.

We are today doing about the same amount of transporta-

tion that was done in the banner year of 1920—the greatest

year of transportation service in the history of the country.

The amount of freight hauled by the carriers in 1920 is

almost seven times that hauled in 1890. It is nearly three

times that hauled in 1900, and it is over 70 per cent greater

than it was in 1910. No prewar year approaches 1920 in

the amount of freight hauled by the railroads. There is no
reason to expect a decline in the service that must be ren-

dered, and there is every reason to expect a great increase in

it; and it is perfectly idle to suggest or think of other forms

of transportation replacing or performing the service now
performed by the steam carriers of this country. I believe

that this will be so even though we take advantage of every

economic form of transportation, including waterways, which
should be developed.

The facilities for the performance of this service must be

available if this country is to prosper and industry is not

to be stifled. The problem, therefore, is one of the greatest

in this countn,-. In part, at least, the regulatory bodies will

be responsible for its proper solution. That means that the

regulatory commissions must be courageous enough to regu-

late as their vision and judgment dictate although it may be

contrary to political expediency or public prejudice at the

particular moment.
One of the helpful things that can be done is to continue

the attempt already started to bring home to every p>erson

in the United States the facts in regard to the situation. If

in the end these facts can be brought home to the public and
the people can be made to understand how their own welfare
is dependent upon the proper solution of the transportation

problem, there will no longer be any pKjlitical advantage to

that type of politician whose sole stock in trade consists of

unreasonable attacks upon the railroads. I believe that

every effort should be made to restore better public rela-

tions between the railroads and the patrons and shippers.

When this is accomplished, a great step will be made toward
solving the problem. Also, the people should come to under-
stand that regulation does not consist always of the reduction
of rates, that regulation with this sole object in view is not in

the public interest and that unwarranted reductions in rates

raay be directly against their own interests, leading in the

end to an increase in our transportation difficulties. An-
other great help would be an endeavor on the part of the
carriers to bring about the ultimate object of the Transporta-
tion Act— tlie elimination of unnecessary, unreasonable or
wasteful competition among themselves. As yet no advan-
tage has bc^n taken or perhaps could be taken of the pro-
visions of the Transportation Act permitting consolidation
or pooling as a means of doing away with unnecessary or
wasteful competition. The carriers should come to think
of the transportation sj-stem as a whole and as one transpor-
tation facility, and not as made up of a heterogeneous number
of individual railroads. It seems to me that the wise policy
on their part would be tlie encouragement of co-ordination
between their own and other means of transportation, to the
end that tliere should always be available the cheaper.t, most
economic and adequate service possible.

The Canadian PAapic reports that its new line being built

between Foremost, Alberta, and Wcyburn, is nearly com-
pleted, the laying of track on the last 25 miles being now
almost finished. The operation of one train each way, three
times a week, will probably be begun within two or three
weeks. "'' M

A " Y " Building and Loan Association

ORGANIZED on July 1, 1919, and having at the present
time—three and one-half years later—over 1,000
shareholders with over 5,000 shares subscribed, is the

record made by the P. R. R. Y. M. C. A. Building and
Loan Association of Jersey City, N. J. The Association has
at the present time over $150,000 in assets and its monthly
receipts total over $6,000. It '..as issued ,S8 loans, 34 to

railroad employees to assist then, in the purchase of homes.
The officers and board of directors represent a large num-

ber of the departments of the Pennsylvania Railroad or-

ganization at Jersey City. The president is A. M. Rey-
nolds, assistant master carpenter; the secretar}', M. S. Pine,
is chief clerk at the Jersey City freight station; the treas-

urer, J. M. Watson, is chief clerk at Pier K. Among the
directors are the ferry station master, the assistant freight
train master, the assistant super\-isor of stations, and a cap-
tain of a Jersey City-New York ferry boat.

The formation of the P. R. R. Y. M. C. A. Building and
Loan Association of Jersey City followed as a result of activ-

ities at the Y. M. C. A. in connection with the 1919 thrift

week campaign. A committee appointed to consider the I -t

method of making practical the ideas embodied in the tiirift

week creed decided in favor of the building and loan plan
which iias proved extremely popular in the state of New
Jersey, that state being among the leaders in the country
from the standpoint of number of huiidin? and loap or-
ganizations, number of shareholders and total assets. The
committee at once consulted with an attorney, a state char-
ter was obtained and the organization started its activities
on July 1, 1919, with 50 members who subscribed for a total
of 500 shares. On its first anniversary the association had
400 members with a total of 2,040 shares; on its second
anniversary, 518 members with a total of 3,406 shares. The
third year shows the organization as having over 1,000
members who have subscribed for over 5,000 shares.
The adoption of the building and loan plan of thrift was

agreed upon because of the greater profit accruing to the
members with the same degree of safet)- as prevails in a
savings bank. An additional incentive is contained in the
plan because each subscriber is required to pay in each
month $1 for each share. The share matures in about 11
years, depending upon the conditions, and is then worth
$200. Loans to prospective purchasers or builders of homes
are made on a first mortgage and on a mucli higher percent-
age of the house's value than is usual with ordinary first

mortgages. The borrower takes out shares in proportion to
the amount of his loan, and then proceeds to pav off his
loan in monthly installments by paying on his shares. Thus
if he is loaned, say, $2,000. he is required to have 10 shares.
He then pays $10 a month on his shares and $10 interest,
and his loan, if held to maturity, will be paid off at the end
of approximately 11 years as mentioned above.
The officers and directors of an association are elected

annually by the sharcliolders, these men being responsible
for the loans made to prospective home purchasers and for
other investment of the funds. The officers and directors
besides being close to the rank-and-file of the members, must
lie deeply interested in the welfare of the as.sociation and
also shareholders to enable them to hold such office in ac-
cordance with state laws. The association is further pro-
tected by having the accounts of these officers inspected and
audited at least once a year, as in the case of banks. In
New Jersey also all building and loan associations are under
the direct supervision of the state banking and insurance
commission. The associations pay 7 per cent, or better, to
the -shareholders as compared with 4 per cent paid by the
savings banks. In New Jersey the degree of success of the
plan is indicated by the fact' that there are at present in
the state over 1,100 associations with over 1,000,000 sub-
scribers and will) a<;sets approaching $500,000,000.



Traffic Direction By Signal Indication on D. L. CS, W.
Current of Traffic on the Meadows Line Is Authorized

Only by Interlocking Block Signals

THE Delaware, Lackawanna & Western delivers over

60,000 people even- week day to its Hoboken terminal.

These are, to a large extent, commuters who take the

Lackawanna ferries or the Hudson & Manhattan tubes from
Hoboken to various terminals in New York City. In the

evening, the commuters are returned to their homes through-

out a considerable section of northern New Jersey. Two
hundred and fifty scheduled trains are run on week days

and 108 on .Sundays. To handle traffic of this nature safely

and without delays forms one of the greatest problems in

modem railway operation.

Track Facilities and Interlockers

The Hoboken terminal has 16 platform tracks. Two
large electro-pneumatic interlocking plants, control train

Interlocking Machine and Track Model at Newark, N. J.

movements on the six through tracks, converging to four

tracks through the Bergen tunnel. Three of the last men-

tioned tracks are signaled for traffic in both directions, thus

allowing four tracks to be utilized for traffic in a single direc-

tion during portions of the day when this is advantageous.

An electro-pneumatic interlocking at West End controls

train movements to and from Bergen tunnel and the junction

of the two main lines—one four-track westward towards

Boonton, and one three-track leading southwest to Morris-

town, Montclair and Gladstone. Practically 80 per cent of

the passenger traffic is handled over the latter line, while

most of the freight trains are sent over the former, largely

because of extensive yards and other facilities which are

located at Secaucus.

The signaling which has been installed recently extends

from West End interlocking to Newark interlocking—a dis-

tance of 5.9 mi. The accompanying track and signal plan

indicates, to some extent, the nature of this work. Electro-

pneumatic interlockings were installed in place of the older

mechanical plants at Hackensack drawbridge, Kearny Junc-

tion, Harrison and Newark. A mechanical interlocking

plant which was in service at Passaic drawbridge was re-

duced in size so that it now handles only a freight lead oc-

cupying the lower deck of the bridge, while the units govern-
ing train movement over the double track on the upper deck
are controlled and operated from the Newark interlocking

machine.

The four tracks from the tunnel through West End inter-

locking converge to three and then to two, which pass over
Hackensack drawbridge. Three tracks are provided from
this drawbridge through Kearny Junction and Harrison
interlockings to within about 1,600 ft. of the Passaic draw-
bridge. The double track over this bridge joins to three

tracks at the west end, this junction being handled by the
Newark interlocking. Tracks 1 and 3 are signaled for

traffic in both directions; track 2 has signals for eastward
trains only. The changes in the number of tracks and re-

versals of normal direction of traffic necessitate the interlock-

ing of switches and signals throughout this section.

Through passenger and suburban express trains pass
through the newly signaled zone without stopping, and
usually at speeds of from 30 to SO miles an hour. Some of
the local suburban trains stop at Harrison station, between
Harrison tower and the Passaic river. No other regular

stops are made. Freight trains are moved into and out of
Harrison yard, and freight cars are delivered to industries

west of Hackensack draw, near Harrison, and in Newark.
Movements are also made from the main tracks at Harrison
to the lov?er deck of Passaic drawbridge. Interchange tracks

connect with the Pennsylvania at Kearny Junction.

A record taken on an ordinary week day showed 228
trains in 24 hr., or one train for each 6J<3 min. in one or
the other direction on one of the three tracks. As a matter
of fact, these trains are bunched so as to require that they
run on the same track with the headways from two to six

minutes during the rush hours at morning and evening. For
an average length block (1,930 ft., from which the variation

is not great), trains operated on a two-minute headway must
run at:

36 miles an hour on "clear" signal indications;

25 miles an hour on "approach restricting" signal indications; and
14.3 miles an hour on "approach" signal indications.

Opening Drawbridges Interrupt Schedules

Freedom from traffic congestion cannot be secured on this

section of track by even the most careful adherence to the

schedules for trains or the most perfect train dispatching, as

the drawbridges at the Hackensack and Passaic rivers must
allow uninterrupted boat traffic in accordance with the gov-

ernment marine regulations. Occasionally this interferes

seriously with train operation, especially when a bridge is

opened during rush hours. The trains on from two to six

minutes headway will close in and occupy from a half mile

to a mile of track, waiting for a bridge to be closed. To
witness the rapidity with which the road is freed of con-

gestion of this nature will convince one of the necessity of

providing the most complete signal facilities.

Trains can be operated eastward on three tracks or west-

ward on two tracks simultaneously. It is not so essential

that westward trains, which are just starting on their runs,

be kept exactly on time, as it is that eastward trains be not

delayed, as the latter are approaching the terminal and have

boat and subway connections to make. With signals 1,930

ft. apart a train can follow a train safely at a headway as

low as two minutes. As a result of the signal facilities pro-

vided, 95.3 per cent of the eastbound trains have been

1185
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normally reaching ihc tiTininal on time, in spite of unavoid-
able drawbridge dela\ s.

Changes Required to Handle Traffic

Ten years ago there were only two tracks across the

Meadows and traffic on these was protected by two-position,

two-arm semaphore signals, spaced approximately 3,500 ft.

apart. The number of trains increased until there w-as a

serious traffic delay in normal operation, so that it became
necessary to cut the blocks in half, making these about 1,750

ft. long. To be safe, it was necessarv- to have two caution

signal indications for each stop indication. As traffic in-

creased, a third track became necessar}- and a system of

signals was installed with this which provided for the first

time on the Lackawanna a differentiation between "ap-
proach" and "approach restricting" signals. A comparison

Mr£^LOCXW6 ^GV-ai jtSP£CTS.
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Interlocking and Automatic Block Signal Aspects

of the interlocking units and automatic signals before and
after the addition of the third track and subsequent changes
is indicated in the tabulated form Ijelow:

Old Layouts
l.ulg.

Levers
Hackcnsack draw 12
Kearny Junction 4t
Harrison 25
Newark draw 17
Newark 20
Autom.itlc?

r. t 11?

New Layouts

M t~* "t^ y ^* 3c -3-^ 's " * ^ * *£ S

"VVesj Knd (added) .... 5 .

.

1 2 2
Tfackensack draw. 19 IS 2J . . 4 17 2 5
Kearny Junction.. 19 15 .1,1 2 ,1 5 14 4
Harrison 23 21 47 .

.

9 9 15 'i 4Newark draw 8 8 8 2 2 4

^r"ti •; '^ ^^ 2? •• 8 '! 7 1 i
Kowville Avenue.. .... I .. .. 1

Automatics
. . 43 7 jj " ' '

'

'

Total 96 80 188 II 61 18 « ~8
19

Color-Light Signal Aspects and Indications

The adoption of color-light signals for the Meadows in-
stallation i- a departure from past practice on the Lacka-
wanna. Interlocking and automatic signal aspects and in-
dications are shown in the accompanying sketch. This gen-
eral scheme of aspects not only provides for closing in of
traffic safely by qualifying the "caution" indication, but has
also rifluced tlie number of indications formerlv used from

tN

V

ir~i-

*
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36 to 12. A number of dwarf signals, rcfiuircd I.}- tlie older

scheme, at the l)ase of liic;h signals, have been eliminated.

The greatest variation from past practice in signal indica-
tion.s exists in the introduction of the aspect D and A' which
indicates "approach next signal at restricted speed.'" Thus
a "stop"' signal, A, or a "stop-and-proceed" signal, /, will

be preceded by an "approach" signal, C and /, before which
will 1)6 an "approach-restricting-signal" D and K. This
arrangement provides for signals to be spaced less than brak-
ing distance apart and yet allows trains to be run at maxi-
mum speed. 'Irains at lower .speeds may close in, one train

following anotner under the indication shown in C and /.

This .system furthermore provides, where desired, a "ton-

Two-arm Style-L Ground Signal at Sanford Crossing

nagc" signal which is unnecessary on this section as no train

is operated which cannot regain headway after having come
to a stop at any of the signals.

Control of Train Movements by Signal Indication

Train dispatchers at Hoboken direct all train movements
over this stretch of track. Three levermen, but no directors,

are employed at each of the following towers: Newark,
Newark drawbridge, Harrison, Kearny Junction and lower
Hackensack drawbridge. Telephones and train describers

are u.sed between towers to facilitate train operation.

The bulletin placing the Meadows signaling in service

contains the following provisions : "Current of traffic will be
authorized only by interlocking block signals. Enginemen
will receive signal indications as per track assignment." In
other words, traffic direction is provided by signal indication.

Tile 'lirection of traffic may be changed as required ijy op-
erating conditions.

Under such conditions the levermen obtain a release from
the adjoining tower on the proper traffic lever and reverse
the desired signal levers.

Regular and Emergency Power Supply Provided

The regular source of power supply is the railroad com-
pany's 6,600-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle transmission line, which
extends across the Meadows and from which taps are taken
at two places, Hackensack drawbridge and Harrison sub-
station, just east of the Passaic river. Normal connection
is made at the Harrison sub-station. An emergency supply
is provided by the puiilic service, 2,400-volt, 2-phase, 60-
cycle line, which is converted to 3-phase and the proper
voltage by the use of scott-connected transformers.
The emergency supply of power is cut in automatically

at any time when there is a failure of the normal supply,
through the agency of a General Electric automatic sub-
station. The time required for a complete change-over is

approximately one-hnlf second. Circuit controllers are in-
terlocked in such a way as to prohibit single phasing. The
change-over is effective not only upon the "failure of normal
supply, but also whenever the secondary voltage falls as low
as 95. Restoration of the connection to the normal supply
is made manually.

The three 6,600-volt transmission wires are carried on the
same poles as the power department line of the same voltage.
It will be noted that it was necessary to use aerial cable' at
Sanford's Crossing, and submarine cable under the Passaic
river. With the exception of these two locations, transmis-
sion wires are carried on porcelain insulators. Nineteen
S-kva. transformers provide for the entire signal load. Those
transformers are located on the line poles and are protected
by means of General Electric compression chamber lightning
arresters and choke coils.

The signal transmission line is sectionalized at Sanford's
Crossing, Kearny Junction and Harrison towers, at which
points air-break sectionalizing switches are used. In sec-
tionalizing, any of the locations mentioned can be fed from
either direction. This allows for opening a section of trans-
mission line for repairs without suspending service at any
interlocking. Arrangement is provided for the Newark
interlocking to be fed from either the signal transmission
line or from the railroad power department line.

Energy for Interlocking Plants

The arrangement for the supply of energ}- to the interlock-
ings is remarkably simple. In the first place, no battery is

required as all parts except track circuits are arranged for
alternating current supply. There being no battery, no
charging equipment is required. The air compressors are
Westinghouse (National) type H-1 with a rated piston dis-
placement of 12.2 cu. ft. of free air a minute. The motors
are 110-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, developing a maximum of
2 h. p. A simple centrifugal motor clutch enables the motors
to start easily without a load. An automatic controller pro-
vides for a cut-in cut-out at 45 lb. and 60 lb. respectively.

Two compressors were installed at each of the Newark,
Harrison and Kearny Junction plants, while there is but one
at Hackensack drawbridge. The average consumption of air
at each plant is less than 2^ cu. ft. of free air a minute.
The compressors run approximately 20 per cent of the time.
This low requirement of compressed air is brought about bv
the use of modern electro-pneumatic apparatus.
The supply of energy is so simply arranged that it was

not considered necessary to install switch boards. The knife
switches for controlling supply to the air compressor motors,
the interlocking machine, and plant are suitably mounted
in safety panel-boxes attached to the tower wall.

The Union Switch & Signal Company's Model 14 power
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interlocking machines at all four plants are similar. Tak-
ing the Harrison machine as an example, there are:

8 levers for IS switches

9 levers for 27 signals

4 traffic levers

1 lever for outlying switch lock

22 working levi

1 spare lever

23 lever machii

total

It will be seen that 22 levers handle 47 units. This inter-

locking machine is less than 6 ft. long and its levers can be

easily manipulated by one man, an economical factor where

traffic is so heavy.

The indication and lock magnets are energized at 110

volts, 60 cycles. All switch levers are equipped for electric

detector locking. Traffic levers have a signal lock magnet.

All signal levers are three-position. A 3-light lever indicator

cabinet extends the entire length of the machine. Green

roundels are used except for the bottom row of lamps under

signal levers, which are equipped with red prism glass for a

special signal indication. The lever lamps are 12-volt. Push

buttons of the mechanical stick type are provided for all

signals. Mercur>' time releases operate in conjunction with

dwarf signal levers. One push buttom is provided for con-

trolling air whistles located on the signal bridges, witli which

trains can be stopped in emergency. Also witli the whistle

a maintainer can be called to a nearby 'phone from any

location.

The interlocking machine is self-contained and is com-

pletely enclosed in an enameled sheet steel case which has

removable panels. The panels are equipped with cabinet

locks which prevent access to the machine by other than

authorized persons.

Track Models Show Location of Trains

Track models are provided for all of the power interlock-

ings. These are of sheet steel mounted on angle iron frames

and supported from tlie floor on 2-in. pipe posts. Tracks,

letters and figures are in white on a flat background. This

combination in non-reflective finish is the clearest and best

when spotlights are used to indicate track occupancy.

Twelve volt telephone type lamps, behind frosted bull's-eyes,

indicate by their illumination that trains are not on the

various track sections. Because of the short length blocks

and consequent brief interval of time for indicating a train

approaching a signal, a four-block indication is provided

approaching home signals.

The track models are located directly over the interlock-

ing machines, and so provide a location where recording air

gages, ground and phase indicating lamps are most readily

discernible, and where train describers and clockwork time

releases are easily accessible.

Switch Movements

Type A-1 electro-pneumatic switch movements are used

exclusively. This movement is equipped with a cylinder

havin? a 12-in. stroke and of sufficient capacity to handle

any 'twitch, slip, derail or frog points at 40 lb. air pressure.

Tlie switch movements are controlled by means of Style

"C" cutoff type valves. The combination of reduced air

pressure and normal cutoff of the air supply to the switch

cylinder at the valve, results in a very considerable saving

of compressed air, as is indicated by the small size com-

pressors

Color-Light Signals Prove Advantageous

Union Style "L" color light .signals are used throughout.

The a.spects and indications have been described and the

construction as well as the mounting of these signals is clearly

indicated in the accompanying views. The long range of

this signal is secured by the use of an accurately based con-

centrated filament lamp. Provision is made for this lamp
burning out and the short range indication improved by a
pilot lamp which has an ordinary filament. Individual lamp
transformers make possible relay control at 110 volts and
the use of a rugged filament 6-volt lamp which provides long
life.

The colors used in the lenses are darker than the Signal

section A. R. A. standards, thereby providing satisfactory

range without any filtering out of the colors, which might
otherwise accompany the use of concentrated filament lamps.

As a result of a number of tests, a minimum spacing of 4

ft. was established between signal units which might be

illuminated simultaneously. This spacing gives ample pro-

tection from blurring.

Why D. C. Track Circuits Are Used

Anyone not familiar with all of the factors which were

considered in laying out this installation might wonder why
with all other units dependent upon alternating current, the

track circuits were allowed to remain battery fed. The p>os-

sibility of this portion of the Lackawanna being electrified

at some future time, and the uncertainty at this time as to

whether the propulsion current will be alternating or direct,

prevents a final determination as to what track circuit ap-

paratus will ultimately be required. Direct current track

circuits were in use prior to the present installation and so

were allowed to remain. All of the new apparatus will

apply without change after the road is electrified, no matter

what type of electrification is used.

All switches leading to the three-track line, excepting two,

are power operated. These two are controlled by means of

electric switch locks for which levers are provided in the

Harrison and Hackensack interlocking machines. At Harri-

son interlocking, lever 2 is moved to the right to allow a

train to pass from the siding to the main track, and lever

2 to the left allows the reverse of this movement. The electric

switch lock levers are interlocked in such a way with the

traffic levers as to prohibit conflicting train movements.

Train describers are provided between the Newark and
Roseville avenue towers, the latter being located west of

Newark. Communication between Hackensack. Kearny
Junction, Harrison and Newark towers is by means of tele-

phones. As previously stated, telephones are also located at

convenient points throughout the installation so that a main-
tainer can get in touch with a leverman within a few

minutes after hearing the call whistle.

Check Locking Provides Protection

Against Conflicting Train Movements

It is obvious that some means of protection against con-

flicting train movements on tracks signaled for traffic in both

directions must be provided. Check locking is in service

between adjacent towers throughout for both tracks 1 and 3.

The interlocking signal levers governing train movements on

tracks 1 and .? arc interlocked with the check locking levers,

the latter being controlled through track repeaters in such a

way that once traffic direction is established, and a train ac-

cepts a clear signal, this cannot Ije changed until the train

has reached the next interlocking plant and it is safe for

traffic to be reversed. The automatic signals Ijetween towers

are wired as they would be for one-way traffic, tliat is, no
preliminaries are provided, as would l>c necessar)' in single

track operation without check locking.

Tlie automatic signal and interlocking materials were sup-

plied by the Union Switch & Signal Co., and Kerite in-

sulated wire was used. The entire installation was made by
the signal department forces in the employ of the railroad

company.



Revision of Transportation Act Suggested*

Less Labor Standardization, Changes in Labor Board and Less

Restrictive Regulation Needed

By W. G. Besler

President, Central Railroad of New Jersey

r[ERE ARE TWO schools of thought today, each with its

very fixed opinions: one, that the Transportation Act
should be revised; the other, tliat it should not be re-

vised, but should be given a further trial.

Most of the criticism and dissension has to do with that

part of the act dealing with disputes between the carriers

and their employees and subordinate officers. In the opinion

of many, the Labor Board made a fundamental error in in-

cluding the craftsmen of all classes and descriptions, as

well as laborers of no class or description, as employees
coming within the category of "railroad men." They under-

took to standardize for the railroads of this country, wages
and working conditions for 500 classes of employment.

I am firmly of the opinion that this was beyond the

thought of those responsible for the framing of the Trans-
portation Act and I further believe that either the Labor
Board should now reconsider and revoke its action in this

matter, disavowing further authority or jurisdiction therein,

or else that it should be accomplished by congressional direc-

tion, because the situation as it exists constitutes an unjustifi-

able subsidy to labor which happens to be in the service of the

railroads; and for the further reason that this standardiza-

tion unsettles for the country at large the wages and working
conditions of craftsmen employed in industries other than

railroad service, most of whom are of an apprenticeship

that can be and is readily interchangeable with craftsmen

of similar apprenticeship and training engaged in outside

industrial service. As a matter of fact, such interchange is

constantly taking place.

Years of service, capacity and training count for nothing.

No one will seriously argue that the novice is immediately

worth the wages paid to the former trained employee. It

is this curse of holding men down to the level of the poorest

and least efficient to which I object. It removes all incen-

tive.

Enforcing Awards of Board

The suggestion has been made that "teeth" should be in-

serted in the labor section. Teeth are all right in their place,

but there are false teeth as well as real teeth. I prefer an-

other methods of approach.

No one is required to accept employment in the more than

quasi-public service of railroad transportation. If, there-

fore, a fjerson enters train or engine service or any kindred

occupation having to do with the actual movement of traffic,

he must voluntarily agree as a prerequisite condition of

such employment to surrender his right to terminate his

service under conditions which actually, or may in conse-

quence thereof, result in a cessation of service, being in its

practical aspect a strike, and that further as a prescribed

penalty for violation of such voluntary agreement, he may
subject himself to fine or imprisonment, upon the theory

that a man who "saws off the limb upon which he is sitting"

does so with the full knowledge of its possible subsequent

effect upon himself. Is there anything wrong or insuperable

in such a suggestion?

There seems to be an ever-increasing sentiment to the

effect that the Labor Board should be abolished. Mr. Lee,

president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, is re-

*Abstracted frcm an addri

Louis, Mo., on December S.

before the St. Louis Railway Club at St.

ported to have said that he longed for the good old days
when railroads and organizations sat around the table and
threshed out their differences and made agreements. Such
a situation, of course, does not contemplate any necessity

for a labor board. In those days, when the situation around
the table reached a deadlock the next step was arbitration,

concerning which we have ample precedent, with results

which were just as satisfactory and at least in some respects

more so than have been secured through the medium of the
labor board.

Should Labor Board Be Reconstituted?

In my opinion the Labor Board, as at present constituted,

cannot function properly. I would prefer one representative

of labor, one of the carriers, and three of the public; or, if a
larger committee is desirable, it might be 2, 2 and 5. In
selecting the 3 or 5 representatives of the public, as well as
the other members, something in the nature of a civil service

examination, showing fitness or capacity, based upon previous
training and experience along lines which qualify them to

service in such a position, should be a prerequisite to ap-
pointment. Is there anything wrong in the thought that the

law should require that those who are to serve the public in

places of such importance should qualify as to their fitness,

inasmuch as we require a prescribed course of study and
training, followed by a final examination, before a diploma
or license as a certificate of competency is given to a doctor,

a lawyer, a minister, or even an undertaker, permitting them
to practice their professions, and as a safeguard against

"quacks" with their nostrums or unqualified persons who
might otherwise practice or visit their schemes upon the

public ?

Changes in Section 15-A

Should the Transportation Act be amended so as to make
the so-called "guaranty" provision, contained is Section 15-A,
more effective? At the outset, it should be understood that

the Transportation Act does not contain any guaranty pro-

vision which is now in effect. The so-called guaranty pro-
vision contained in Section 15-A of the Transportation Act
cannot be made more effective by any rate-making device;

it could only be made truly effective by taking money out

of the public treasury. That course is obnoxious. The
railroads don't need to be, and they don't wish to be sub-
sidized by the Government. What they want is more free-

dom from regulation, more opportunity for private initiative

and economies that flow therefrom, more opportunity to take

care of themselves.

What the railroads need is a legislative holiday. If the

regulatory statutes were permitted to become stable so that

railroad managements of the country might have some as-

surance of the rules under which they might operate during

the next five or ten years, they would then be in a position

to give better service to the public and take better care of

their stockliolders, subject, of course, to reasonable regula-

tions which would prevent excessive charges and discrimina-

tory practices.

There is now pending in Congress what is known as the

Newton Bill (H. R. 11822) which has been endorsed by the

National Industrial Traffic League, representing practically

all of the large shipping interests of the country. It pro-
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poses that Section 15-A be amended b}' substituting for the

present rate-making rule, the simple statutory declaration

that the carriers are entitled to the opportunity- of earning a

fair return upon the property they devote to the public use

and that the commission shall give consideration to this right

in passing upon their charges. This right is already well

established at common law by the decisions of the United

States Supreme Court, but it has seemed that it had been

overlooked at times in the past. It may be desirable that

this right be clearly described in the act and thus formally

kept before the eyes of the commission.

It is the opinion of a great number whose views are worth

while, that Section 15-A as a whole, containing the so-called

six per cent guaranty provision and the so-called recapture

clause, should be eliminated from the law. Both of these

were innovations introduced into the law in 1920. They

have accomplished no good, but they have caused a great

deal of confusion of thought and the sooner we get away

from them and leave a greater freedom to the responsible

officers charged with the management of the railroads of the

country, the sooner we will get back to that efficienc_\- of

operation which made it possible for the railroads as a

whole, prior to the war, without the assistance of the govern-

ment, to earn a return approaching six per cent, while at the

same time providing more satisfactory service to the public

than it has enjoyed since 1917.

In my opinion. Section 15-A should, and I believe ulti-

mately will, be eliminated. In place thereof, I suggest there

might be substituted two rules or principles for the perform-

ance and observance of which the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission should be charged with the duty, as well as with

direct and personal responsibility in the matter of securing

the desired results: (1) The rates charged by the carriers

for their service must be reasonable. (2) The service given to

the public must be adequate and satisfactory. Neither of these

propositions contains anything insuperable. The iirst con-

templates that the rates must be sufficient so as to enable;

(a) The payment of wages which are fair; (b) Provision

for those other operating costs which are incurred in honest,

efficient and economical management; (c) Provision for the

payment of fixed charges, taxes, etc., and (d) Permission

for at least a reasonable return upon the capital invested.

The second will, as a corollary of these reasonable charges

which the public must pay (for the railroads have no other

source of revenue, or article for sale than service), result, as

the natural consequence of the first being assured, in service

l)oth adequate ancl satisfactory.

Senator Brookhart Attacks Railroads

S.Miin W. Hkiuikhakt, the new senator from Iowa, made
liis first s])ec(h in the Senate on December 18 in sup-

port of a motion to di.splace consideration of the shii>

~ubsidy bill to ])rocced with the immediate consideration of

tlie agricultural marketing bill. He took occasion to criti-

( ise the railroads and the transportation act in arguing that

tlie collective thought of the jx'ople had decided "that gov-

ernmental aid to private enterprises for profit is fundamen-

tally wrong and that present economic conditions are dis-

astrously ojjprcssivc to agriculture and in a large measure

are produced by impro])cr laws and unwise governmental

action. "One of the best illustrations in support of this

conclusion," he said, "is the transportation act," which, he

.said, has changed the basic rule of rate-making so tliat "the

paramount rights of the ]iublic are eliminated." Among
the statements he made to the Senate, a large part of whose

niemt)ers voted for the act and presumably know what it

contains, was that the Interstate Commerce Commission is

now commanded to levy rates high enough to yield a re-

irn of 6 j)er cent upon a valuation of $18,8nn,o6n,000 and

for the first six months the deficit was guaranteed out of the

Treasury of the United States." If the farmers could have

had a like guaranty during the first six months of their de-

flation, he said, it would have saved them seven billions of

dollars. He contrasted what he called a "guaranty of a half

billion dollars to eight thousand millionaires to keep full

the measure of their war profits" with a guaranty of the cost

of production of seven million farmers for a crop produced

at the command of their government. "For the next year

and a half," he said, "the commission was commanded with-

out discretion to levy rates that would pay all operating ex-

penses and yield a net return of 6 per cent upon the full

valuation." This it tried and failed because the operating

expenses climbed up to the sky and the common people went

broke and were unable to pay the bill upon any rates what-

soever. Since then the rate has been reduced to 5J4 P*^""

cent, and if the farmers and laboring people ever get money
enough it will all be collected.

"The valuation of $19,000,000,000, round numbers, as

the basis of rates is unjust. It was made under the rules of

this law. This is the first time that watered value has been

legalized. We have always had watered stocks and watered

bonds, but they had to shift for themselves. This watered

value is now given the sanction of the law and it will cost

the American people $400,000,000 per year to pay the return

upon it. This law should be repealed and the water punched
out by the simple provision that the value shall not exceed^

the market value of the securities.

"The railroads are now getting over $10,000,000,000 of

their capital at less than 4}^ per cent. Under this law we
must pay them 5^4 per cent, or a bonus of about 5150,000,-

000 per year. It is unjust and the law should define the

adequate or reasonable return, so it shall not exceed the

interest rate on the bonded pvortion of the capital. Other
gigantic items are excessive profits of subsidiary corpora-

tions and the waste of competition. These certainly amount
to several hundred million dollars per year. Altogether,

there is an excessive charge upon the American people of

perhaps more than $1,200,000,000 per year without con-

sidering the wages of any man that works.

"I have not taken up the railroad law with the view of

discussing it in full detail, but only for the purpose of show-

ing that under this law the government itself has imposed

these excessive burdens upon the American farmer and is, to

that extent, to blanie for his present plight, and I want to

include this part of my statement with a review of the psy-

chology that produced this law. The roads were being op-

erated by the government. I do not question the integrity

of the director general. But down below him, perhaps be-

low his possible personal touch, were managing officers who
were neither loyal to him nor to the government of the

United States. They .served the private owners of the rail-

roads, and they w-anted to discredit government operation so

the roads would be turned back. They were traitors as truly

as Benedict .\niold. They delilierately muddled and mixed
up the service. They hired excessive numbers of inefficient

employes and paid them excessive wages for the deliberate

purpose of increasing the operating expenses. They adver-

tised their own crimes as the evils of government operation.

"They created a general sentiment and demand for a

return of the roads to their private owners. Witli it. they

coupled tlie demand for this law. In spite of the disloyalty

and inefficiency in government management, in spite of the

increased and unnecessary expenses, the first year after the

roads were turned back, the private owners further increased

the oi>erating exjienses by over $1,400,000,000. About
$480,000,0(10 of this was \vagcs and the other $026,000,000

must be attriliuted to the causes liefore de.'^cribed. Since

that time wages have been reduced in a lump sum of over-

$400,000,000, with the further reduction that caused the

machinists" strike, but rates have been riiiuced less than

$100,000,000."
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Frisco Buys International-

Great Northern

As ANNOUNCED BRIEFLY in last wcek's issue, the St.

Louis-San Francisco has arranged to purchase the

entire capital stock of the International-Great North-
em and will operate that property in conjunction with its

own system, thus increasing its mileage from 4,769 miles to

5,928 miles, including trackage rights held by the purchased
line. By this means, tlie Frisco will secure a through route

to the Gulf of Mexico at Galveston and access to the Mexi-
can border at the Laredo gateway.

The purchase was arranged through an agreement with

Willard V. King, James Speyer and Frederick Strauss, voting
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The Relation of the Frisco System to the International

Great Northern

trustees for the majority of the stockholders of the Interna-

tional-Great Northern, for the acquisition of $7,500,000
capital stock, at a price of $26.75 per share, subject to ap-

proval by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Subject

also to the approval of the commission, and the stockholders

of the St. Louis-San Francisco, the purchaser guarantees

adjustment bondholders of the International-Great Northern

that the distribution on the adjustment bonds during 1924,

1925, 1926 and 1927 shall not be less than three per cent,

in consideration of the granting of an option for the purchase

of these bonds at 90, plus accrued interest, up to January 1,

1928, and after that date at par and accrued interest.

This plan for the consolidation of the International-

Great Northern with the St. Louis-San Francisco is the

most recent development in the history of the I. & G. N.,

which was reorganized effective December 1 with the elec-

tion of J. W. Kendrick as chairman of the board of direc-

tors and T. A. Hamilton as president. It is of interest to

note that Mr. Kendrick, who has had a rather intimate

contact with his property for a number of years in a study of
its economic possibilities, had at one time borne similar
relations with the purchasing road, the St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco. The financial plan for the reorganization of the

International & Great Northern and a discussion of its

potentialities as an important carrier were treated at some
length in an article appearing in the Railway Age of June
10, page 1748, and supplemented in the issue of October
28, page 811.

The International-Great Northern lies entirely in Texas.
It comprises a main stem 495 miles long, extending from
Longview, Texas, to Laredo, with a connection from Pales-
tine to Houston, 150 miles, and a line from Fort Worth to
Houston, 272 miles. There is also a small mileage in three

or four branches. Trackage rights over the Galveston,
Houston & Henderson afford a connection to Galveston. An
inability to obtain adecjuate funds for capital expenditures

and the necessity for curtailing the outlay for maintenance
have resulted in a physical condition of road equipment
which does not enable the railroad to handle the traffic of-

fered to the best advantage. Five million dollars expended
for heavier rails, ballasting and embankment widening and
for some additions to power during the course of the re-

ceivership, beginning in 1914, has served to effect some
improvement, which will be amplified by further expendi-
tures made possible as a result of the reorganization plan,

which contemplates improvements in the physical property,

the development of traffic and increased efficiency of opera-
tion.

The traffic of the International-Great Northern consists

primarily of wheat, cotton and forest products. The greater

part of the wheat is received in interchange at its northern
terminii and delivered to seaboard at Galveston. This is

true in part of the cotton traffic, but a considerable pwrtion

of this originates on its own lines which traverse an im-
portant cotton-producing territory. This is true in a measure
also of the traffic in lumber and other forest products. There
is also a considerable movement of manufactured products
and oil and a growing vegetable business, the latter originat-

ing largely in the territory immediately to the north of

Laredo. The principal source of strength to which the In-

ternational-Great Northern may lay claim is its service as

a connection between the Gulf ports and the Mexican gate-

way at Laredo, and the railroads with which it connects at

For Worth and Longview, this being the function which it

was orginally designed to perform as a part of the Gould
system in conjunction with the ^lissouri Pacific, the Cotton

Belt and the Texas & Pacific.

It is in this capacity as a connecting link that it has de-

veloped an important through passenger service. By traf-

fic arrangements with the Missouri Pacific and the Texas &
Pacific, through passenger trains are run between the junc-

tion at Longview, and Galveston and Laredo, that afford

through service between St. Louis and the Gulf and Mexico
City.

"

It is also in this function as the connecting link that the

International-Great Northern will prove of great value to

the St. Louis-San Francisco, a physical connection at Fort

Worth, Texas, providing the means by which the St. Louis-

San Francisco will be afforded a through line to the sea-

board at Galveston and a connection with the National

Lines of Mexico at Laredo. This will be of particular ad-

vantage in the grain movement to the Gulf, affording the

Frisco a long haul on export wheat, which undoubtedly

will make it of advantage for that road to develop this

routing of the wheat movement to the maximum. This also

applies to the cotton business originating on the Frisco

lines in Texas and Oklahoma. It will also provide the

means of developing a northbound movement of lumber,

vegetables and other products originating in either Texas

and Mexico, as well as the traffic to be received from ship-

ping at the port of Galveston.
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Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

THE NUMBER OF CARS loaded with revenue freight con-

tinued during the week of December 9 to be in excess

of all previous records for the corresponding period

of the year. The total was 919,828, or 178,487 more than

for the corresponding week of last year and 81,875 more

than for 1920. The loading was in excess of that for 1920

in all districts except the Pocahontas and in all classes of

commodities except coal, coke and ore. The loading of

miscellaneous freight was 50,000 cars above that for the

corresponding week of 1920 and grain loading, 55,608 cars,

was greater than it had been for several weeks, but coal

loading, 200,505 cars, was slightly less than it has been in

some earlier weeks.

The freight car shortage for the period November 30-

December 8 averaged 111,961, a decrease of 21,825 as com-

pared with the previous week. This included 56,711 box

cars and 37,613 coal cars. The surplus was 6,657.

The number of freight cars in need of repairs continues

steadily to decrease. On December 1, 226,288 freight

cars, or 9.9 jier cent of the cars on the line, were in need of

repairs. This was a decrease of 9,372 cars since Novem-

ber 15. Cars in need of heavy repairs totaled 176,006,

compared with 187,596 on November 15, or a reduction of

11,590. Cars in need of light repairs numbered 50,282,

which was an increase of 2,218. On December 1 last year

320,292 cars, or 14 j>er cent of the total number on line,

were in need of repairs. Since July 1 last, the date on
which the strike of railway shopmen began, there has been

a reduction of 98,298 cars in the number in need of repairs.

From November 15 to December 1, the railroads repaired

and turned out of their shops 13,484 locomotives. This was
within six locomotives of the greatest number repaired dur-

ing any semi-monthly period in approximately the last two
}ears, and exceeded by 1,345 the number turned out of the

shops during the first half of November this year.

Locomotives in need of repair on December 1 last totaled

18,009, or 27.9 per cent of the number on line. This was a
decrease of 347, compared with the total number on Novem-
ber 15, at which time there were 18,356, or 28.5 per cent.

Of the total, 14,450 were in need of heavy repairs, a de-

crease since November 15 of 670 locomotives, while 3,559

locomotives required light repairs, an increase of 323. Serv-

iceable locomotives on December 1 totaled 46,525. This
was an increase of 424 over the number serviceable on No-
vember 15.
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REVENUE FREIGHT CAR LOADINGS

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED
.SiMMARY

—

All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Years Ended Saturday December 9th, 1922

Total revenue freight loaded

Districts Year
Eastern 1922

1921
Allegheny 1922

1921
Pocahonta.0 1922

1921
Southern 1922

1921
Northwestern 1922

1921
Central Western 1 922

1921
Southwestern 1922

1921
Total Western Dists.. 1922

1921
Total all Roads 1922

1921
1920

Increase cimpared. . . . 1921
Decrease compared.... 1921
Incrc.i^c r.)m|).irc.| 1920
Decrcnse compare.).. . . 192n
December 9th 1922
December 2nd 1922
November 25th 1922
November l.'ith 192.;

November llth 1922

Compiled by the Car Service

Grain
and grain
products

10,953
9.822
3,563
3.271
242
264

3,917
3.577
17,160
13,947
14,578
13,157
5,195
4,475

36,933
31,579
55,608
48,513
35,725
7.095

Live
stock Coal

4.358 59,951
3,998 41.390
3,606 56.31-
3,976 41,014
119 20,204
160 15.151

2,287 22,415
2,019 15,262
10,532 10,835
8,582 7.125

13,884 25.118
10,194 15.274
3,384 5,765
2.633 2.999

27,800 41,718
21,409 25,398
38.170 200.505
31,562 138,215
32,225 229.950
6.608 62.290

19.883

55,608
49,341
54.790
55.J(M
52,501

38,170
34,381
40,217

29.445
200,505
186,158
202,032
205.024
188.312

Coke
2,496
1,632
6.665
3,401
621
171

1,224
478

1,608
730

146
95

2,045
989

13.051
6.671

13,789
6.380

738
13,051
13.075
13,234
12,431
12,273

Forest
products

6,491
5,134
3,506
2,663
1,512
1 .J49

22.831
16,560
14,009
12,083
6,U24

5,179
7,922
6,606

.?8,855

23,868
63,195
4".474
49,593
13,721

Division, American Railway Association.

63,195
60,010
66.046
<il.403
60,3V2

Ore
1.469
1,241
3,308
2,42?

140

722
3,767
1,769
9,879
5.984

18,431
3,80,S

8,552
9,879
10.550
15,052
32,780
39,383

Mdsc,
L.C.L.

64,752
63,769
46.702
45.182
5.961
5.803

38.564
37.'>58

25,802
26,650
31.43(.

30,877
15,175
16,182
72,413
73,709

228,392
226.421
197,642

l,o"l

30,750 SO,430

Miscel-
laneous

82,720
60,929
74,049
50,571
3,140
3,110

42,000
35,494
32,024
24.727
47.514
34.429
29,581
25,241

109,119
84,397

311,028
234,501
260,598
76,527

This year,
1922

233,090

Corre-
spond,

ing year,
1921

Corre-
spond-

ing year,
1920

197,716

'3'l',939

l'3V.433

112,817

142, i?!

67,662

siijeso

919,828

178,487

187,915

I'sV.soo

25,929

l'l'l',8'79

'94,177

109.988

'58,953

2'6'3",ii8

7'4'l',34i

205,265

l'8"5'.445

12'6'.'524

'9'9,6ii

l'2'2',72S

'65,406

2'8'7',i36

228,392
199,717
228,771
22f:9ii
228,050

311,028
291,987
335,353
332,595
334,9*7

845,219
955,495
969.094
953.909

741,341
741,849
673,465
790.363
755,777

837,953

837,953
882.604
803,701
889,138
927,586



Labor Problems From An Engineer's Point of View*

With Particular Reference to His Position as an Intermediary As

Between Labor and Capital

By Elisha Lee

Vice-President, Pennsylvania Railroad

THK ENGINEER In our present industrial system generally

occupies a leading position in what we commonly re-

fer to as management. He is entrusted with the de-

termination of policies for successfully guiding and directing

the work of large numbers of men. He is in turn respon-

sible for creating and maintaining an output satisfactory as

to quantity, quality and cost per unit, and in the case of

public utilities, for continuity and safety of operation.

Necessarily, these responsibilities include the building up
and holding together of a working force, adequate, but not

excessive, in numbers, loyal and willing in spirit, and capa-

ble of maintaining a satisfactory rate of production. This

means that the engineer must not only devise labor and
operating policies which are sound on paper, but must

convince his working forces of their reasonableness and fair-

ness. From this viewpoint, part of the engineer's equipment

is, or should be, an adequate understanding of human nature,

and a real knowledge of the causes which contribute to

labor unrest or contentment.

At present, and for some time back, the engineer, con-

fronted with the problems which I have endeavored to

sketch, has been obliged to cope with practically a universal

demand for lower unit costs. The people want, and in

some cases are insistently demanding, lower prices for

manufactured articles and commodities and lower rates for

service. It is hardly necessary for me to say that this ex-

pectation cannot be realized unless we can find some means

of effecting lower labor costs, either in the form of re-

adjusted wages, increased production per man hour, or both.

This arises from the fact that labor is not only the largest

individual item entering into costs, but if we analyze the

cost of any product sufficiently, we shall find that labor

represents ultimately nearly all the cost. Anthracite coal in

the ground is worth only a few cents per ton—at least that

is the basis upon which anthracite-bearing land is bought

and sold. Anthracite in your cellar is worth $15 or $16

per ton. Practically all of the difference represents wages

or compensation for labor or effort paid to different people

handling the coal between the workings of the mine and

the bin of the consumer. In other words, the cost delivered

is largely labor. In the case of the railroads, their own
payrolls constitute about 60 per cent of the total costs of

operation, and fuel and material costs, which make up
nearl}' all the other expenses, are in themselves almost alto-

gether wages paid to other workers.

The main problem in reducing costs, whether of products

or sers'ices, lies, therefore, in obtaining the co-operation of

labor. Thus far, that co-operation has not been forthcom-

ing with sufficient readiness to make satisfactory progress.

We have in this connection two general factors to deal with.

One is the attitude of labor unions, and the other is the

restriction of immigration. The latter is a matter of pub-

lic policy and, therefore, beyond control of the engineer as

an engineer.

Collective Bargaining, or Collective Coercion

Collective bargaining, in some form or another, is with

us and I, for one, see little likelihood of its abandonment.
It probably represents the only practicable basis by which

*Abstract of an address delivered at the meeting of the Technology Clubs,
Associated, New York City, Friday Evening, December 15, 1922.

the labor relationships of large masses of workers can be
dealt with and adjusted. The thing is to distinguish be-

tween collective bargaining and collective coercion. Un-
fortunately, we have had a good deal of the latter; so

much so that certain large and important groups of workers
have been able to retain, in practical entirety, the highest

inflated wage scales which prevailed during the war. We
must cure that condition by a process of education, and by
directing the pressure of public opinion against the attitude

of those groups of workers who persist in substituting co-

ercion for bargaining in their collective relations with
society.

How unbalanced the present situation has become may
be gathered to some extent from the fact that, while labor

in the great organized crafts is receiving about two and
one-half times pre-war wages, the farmer is receiving only
64 per cent of what he received for his products in pre-war
times. These and other inequalities have set up strains

in our social structure which will be very dangerous un-
less relieved in time. Capital is bearing a very large part

of our tremendous tax burden, and, consequently the real

return obtainable for its use is less than in pre-war times.

Capital is the savings of those who produce more than they

consume; therefore, we are penalizing thrift on the one
hand, and, by maintaining excessive wage scales and toler-

ating inefliciency in output, we are on the other hand plac-

ing a premium upon selfishness and waste.

The engineer is responsible not only to the ovimer of the

enterprise in which he is engaged, but to society as a whole,

for the cost of the output which society needs. The great

task, therefore, is to devise ways and means for bringing

the labor costs of products and service into a reasonable

relationship viath the capacity of the general public to pay.
The problem is sometimes referred to as that of bringing

down the cost of living. It might be more accurate to de-

scribe it as bringing living costs again into conformity

with economic law. The present living costs are out of

harmony with economic law and are filled with inequalities

and injustices largely because many labor costs are being

held artificially high.

The Divided Allegiance of Labor

The fundamental problem, which I do not believe is

hopeless of solution, is to bring the leaders of labor into

acceptances of the truth that labor must conform to the same
economic principles as all the rest of society; that otherwise

society is on an insecure basis, and disaster to all is certain

sooner or later to come about.

If we can achieve acceptance of this truth, we shall then

have ended the divided allegiance of labor, between the

union on the one hand and the employing industries on the

other, which is the basis of most of the present inefficiency

and excessive costs. We shall have both forces working to

the same end, which is to increase the output and distribu-

tion of the product, because it will then be understood that

wages can only be paid out of production.

While, according to historians, strikes and other con-

certed labor movements to obtain more satisfactory working
arrangements were not unusual, from about 2000 years B. C.

up to modern times in the old country, in our own country

the condition of labor unrest did not assume definite form
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until the early part of the nineteenth century, and was of

no particular importance in our economic life until about

the outbreak of the Civil Wht. Since that time the matter

of unrest among laboring men has grown in a manner cor-

responding rather closely to the growth of the so-called

factory system of industry, where capital, management and

labor are rather distinct individual groups.

It will be recalled that, up to about the beginning of the

nineteenth century, industrial plants were small and the

owner was not only the capitalist, but also manager and one

of the workmen. Therefore, these conditions of employment,

constituting an intimate relationship between management

and men, deser\'e serious consideration in determining the

policy for the handling of men under our present industrial

system.

-Desire for Increased Wages Not

Greatest Cause of Strikes

I feel that we are often very much misled by the expressed

demands involved in concerted labor movements, rather than

the underlying cause for these demands. It is, for instance,

a rather popular idea that the predominating cause of strikes

is a desire for increased wages. As a matter of fact, the

element of wages is, certainly in a very large percentage of

strikes, only injected after the organization has been com-

pleted and functioning for some time. Many strikes are

called without any mention of wages at all. There is a

deeper cause than either wages or hours of labor, or even

many of the demands calculated to improve working con-

ditions. / believe the chief underlying cause of labor unrest

making itself felt in the form of labor unions, or other

concerted labor movements, is the human desire to have an

unoppressed voice in all deliberations where labor policies

are involved.

The same spirit, it seems to me, which has prompted men
in overthrowing kingdoms in the old country from time to

time, and particularly since the war, and in fighting to a suc-

cessful conclusion the Revolutionary war in our own country,

as quite as pronounced in the hearts of men with regard to

their industrial life. They want to feel that they are a part

of industry, have a perfect right to be consulted and to

have their views and desires given the same thoughtful and

sympathetic consideration that they received during those

300 years when this country industrially was in the state

where the capitali.'st was also manager and co-worker.

There have been some experiments along this line in the

form of working arrangements, commonly known as Em-
ploAee Representation plans, where employees have been given

unhampered right to select representatives to help mould the

labor policy, and, as far as I have been able to learn,

wherever management "threw the cards on the table'' and

placed these men on their honor, they have proved them-

selves honest, thoughtful and practical.

There are many other labor problems which the engineer

has to cope with, particularly the selection and training of

foremen, and their superiors, but, to my mind, no great

progress will be made toward the elimination of the present

state of unrest unless we establish an effective substitute for

that condition where the employee was in position to present

his point of view directly to management and have it given

careful and .sympathetic consideration.

Thk Anthracite Tonnage of the Lehigh Valley Railroad

since the resumption of mining—September IS to December 16

—

has been greater than in either 1921 or 1920. The total was

3.568,494 tons; 643,196 tons over 1921 and 302,074 tons over 1920.

A statement issued by the road says that "at no time since the

rcsitm[ition of mining lias there been any suspension because of

a shrirtagc of empty coal cars at the mines, and all coal produced

has been moved promptly."

Standardization From the

Consumer's Point of View*

By N. F. Harriman

ONE OF THE iioST modern aids to industry is standard-

ization, which is now recognized as being of the great-

est importance to both producer and consumer. It is

sometimes said that the benefits of standardization are

mainly to the field of production. This is not the case. They
are quite as important to both the field of buying and of

selling. In industrial standardization it is the consumer
who is ultimately benefited most, but the immediate benefits

are largely to the producer, for it at once simplifies his work
and enables him to produce what is required by tlie consumer
cheaply and expeditiously. With lower production costs

comes more extended use of the standard article, for it is a

law of economics that when costs increase substitutes are

used.

Objectors to standardization frequently urge that it would

stifle initiative and progress and that the adoption of a

standard prevents advance through improvements in die arts

of manufacture. Of course this is not the case. A standard

should remain standard only until something better is de-

veloped, but it should not be changed until justified from

all points of view. Any given standard, to achieve its object,

must be suitable for the intended use in the majority Of

cases. The exceptional case requires special consideration,

and actual perfection will never be attained. The economies

and benefits of standardization as applied to qualities of

products and processes of manufacture have been so thor-

oughly demonstrated within tlie past few years that they are

entirely outside the argumentative field. Standardization,

like efficiency, is not an easy term to define; it is not always

understocxi in its true sense and by many is looked upon
with doubt and suspicion. The general idea of standards is

not new, but its application to science, engineering and in-

dustry has been developed withiii comparatively recent years.

Standardization may be defined as the unification of the

methods and practices involved in manufacture, construc-

tion and industry, and all lines of endeavor which present

the necessity of repetition work. It may be considered under

several aspects.

Standardization of nomenclature enables buyer, seller and
manufacturer to use and understand the same language. It

is very important that there be acceptable definitions of terms

used in specifications and contracts. Purchasing is often

done by persons who are quite familiar with the legal side

of drawing up contracts, but who are not familiar with die

technical details involved. The efficiency of many purchas-

ing officers is lessened by their lack of knowledge of the

nature and names of the articles they are intrusted to buy.

Standardization of variety, or simplification, involves the

elimination of unnecessary types, shapes, grades and sizes

of manufactured articles. Waste in industry is largely due

to an over-multiplicity in the number of products, as well

as to inefficiency of process. Waste due to idle stocks of

material and products through deterioration, obsolescence

and capital charges carried is large, especially with large

stocks.

Dimensional standardization insures ready interchange-

ability of supplies and the proper infer-working of parts

which may be manufactured or assembled by different

manufacturers.

Standardization of specifications and methods of test puts

bids on an easily comparable basis, promotes fairness in

trade competition, and insures the proper grade of material

for a given use.

•Frnm a p.iprr presented at the Nation.i1 Exposition of Chemic.M Industries,
New York, September 15. The author is cnpineer-nhysicist, IT. S. Bureau
of Standards and Technical Secretary, Federal Specifications Board.
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The- definitely staiulardized product is manufactured to

meet particular wide needs, according to definite specifica-

tions, and is constantly tested to ensure its being up to

standard grade. The ordinary purchaser is not an exp>ert

on cjuality of supplies, and in many cases the quality can

be lowered and he would be none the wiser until the material

is put into service.

One type, shape, grade or size of an article will not meet
all the rec|uirements of the consumer, neither is it desirable

to have such an extensive variety that the differences are

small and meaningless. The ideal condition is to have just

enough variety to meet all the real needs with no overlapping.

Sound industrial economy demand? the elimination of the

special or little used product and its substitution by the

standard or most widely used and most efficiently produced
goods.

Standardization of specifications is the most important

phase of the subject, from the purchaser's viewpoint. It is

the first and most essential step in the economy that arises

from the purchase of materials or supplies in large quan-
tities, and is a necessary factor in the improvement of the

quality of materials purchased and the adaptation of quality

to definite uses. The specification is the common meeting

ground for the manufacturer, dealer and user, and it is at

once a statement of the users' needs and what the maker is

required to supply. Purchase by competitive bids on speci-

fications is preferable to purchase on sample. The latter

method implies that each bidder's product must be considered

Independently and it is often a very difficult matter to decide

between different combinations of quality and price. The
specification should include limiting values for the proper-

ties necessary to meet the required service, with prof)er

tolerances. A proper specification is one which enables bid-

ders to know exactly what is desired or required and what
procedure the purchaser will follow to satisfy himself that

the specification has been complied with. Defective and in-

complete specifications, whether due to compromise of qual-
ity for temporary economy, or through lack of data, should
be replaced by those in which the best magnitude of each
property involved is so specified as to predetermine the def-

inite quality best meeting the need. There is a growing
appreciation of waste in industry due to the use of defective

and improper materials.

To determine the value of any material for a given pur-
pose, its properties must be measured, assuming that the

properties upon which its use depends are known and are

measurable. The testing of materials may prove a needless

waste of time, energy and money unless due consideration

is given to the nature of the tests applied, the conditions

under which they are made and the interpretation of results.

It includes both qualitative and quantitative measurements.
These may vary from a simple visual inspection to an inves-

tigation involving laboratory and technical work of the most
difficult and precise nature. Standardized methods of test

consider all of these conditions and are a necessary part of
an ideal specification for a material or a manufactured ar-

ticle. Friction and controversy between buyer and seller often

arise as to the question of facts concerning the results of

tests, especially when different methods or different equip-
ment are used. Quality may be determined directly by a

service test, indirectly by a test under simulated service

conditions, or still less directly by a laboratory test of indi-

vidual properties upon which the quality is known or as-

sumed to depend.

The selection and adoption of specifications or standards
without due regard to the manufacturing problems involved
would be equally as serious as for manufacturers to establish

standards without a careful consideration of the needs of

the purchaser.

With many large corporations, the standardization of pur-
chases and the resulting simplification of store stock varieties

of materials offer a fertile field for economv.

Ben W. Hooper Addresses Western Railway Club

Efforts of Radical Labor Leaders and Politicians to Destroy

American Institutions Denounced

NINE-TENTHS of the people of the United States agree

with President Harding that the functions of the

United States Railroad Labor Board must be exercised

by some tribunal, in the opinion of Ben W. Hooper, chair-

man of the board, who addressed the Western Railway Club

at Chicago on December 18. But, he said, the general

public is probably not greatly concerned as to what the

tribunal shall be. The results in wages and working con-

ditions because of the intervention of such a tribunal will

not be much different than those likely to be worked out as a

natural effect of unrestricted economic action and reaction,

in Mr. Hooper's opinion. Such a tribunal will, however,

justify itself by the tremendous saving in the cost of the

process to the railroads, the employees and the public.

Mr. Hooper began his address with a brief summary of

the nature of and the conditions surrounding the work of

the Labor Board, in which he characterized the institution

itself as a "unique experiment in legislation in this coun-

try," conducted under conditions as far from those normal
to the industry as they possibly could be. The board, he

said, began its work following the fitful period of govern-

ment control and was charged with the responsibility of de-

flating wages and working conditions of the biggest industry

in the country, which had just been subjected to extremeh-

artificial handling. Mr. Hooper compared the situation of

the board with that of a man thrown into a den of Nubian
lions and Bengal tigers, with instructions to bring them into

peaceful harmony, with no other agency than that of his

bare hands.

But whatever may be said of the quality of its work, Mr.
Hooper said, the record leaves nothing to be desired as to the

quantity. Up to date the board has handled 11,114 cases,

10,453 of which were formally docketed, and has disposed

of 9,244 of the total number, 8,534 of these being docketed
cases. But the service of the board, he said, ' cannot be
measured alone by the results of its formal decisions. In
his opinion, the mere fact that the board existed has in itself

been of tremendous service, because it has constituted a

forum before which both parties to the contests have had the

opportunity of discussing their contentions publicly and in a

measure getting the burden off their own shoulders on to

that of the labor board. This, he believes, has been of in-

estimable value in clearing the air.

Radical Labor Leaders

Mr. Hooper then paid his respects to radical labor leaders

obsessed with the idea that they must back a p>olitical move-
ment to destroy private ownership and hasten government
ownership with either government or private operation. It

is a serious question, he said, whether the type of morale
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can be maintaiBed among railway employees who follow such

leadership, tliat is necessary to give the public the character

of service it demands. The labor literature of today does

not deal with questions pertaining to the work of the em-

employees or those directly affecting wages and working con-

ditions, but is largely devoted to the political aspects of the

railway question and seeks to prejudice the employees against

the managements and in favor of government ownership.

In making these statements, Mr. Hooper disclaimed any

desire to criticize labor leaders for believing in government

ownership. His criticism, he said, is aimed at some of the

methods used to get it.

Mr. Hooper then referred to the so-called progressive con-

vention held at Cleveland, Ohio, during the second week in

December, the membership of which was made up of radical

labor leaders and socialists. Continuing, Mr. Hooper said:

"There are not many thinking men who would like to have

it said that they are not progressive and not many would

want to admit that they are not conservative. A combina-

tion of these two characteristics meets the approval of the

average American. A progressive who is not conservative

is radical. A conservative who is not progressive is reac-

tionary.

"A radical is a man whose normal gait is running away.

He reminds one of the story of the man who had bought a

new automobile, and overtaking an old colored friend on a

countrj' road, invited him to get in and ride with him.

Thinking that he would give Uncle Eph a leal thrill, he

threw his machine wide open and was clipping off about 60

miles an hour. He lost control of the machine for the frac-

tion of a second and the auto left the road and dashed into a

tree, turned turtle and threw the occupants high and clear

into a sand bank. They were jolted but not hurt. Uncle

Eph arose and as he brushed off the sand, said, 'Boss, what

pesters me is, how do you stop dat machine wha dey ain't no

trees?' The radical element never got control of any gov-

ernment and run it very far without jumping the track and

running into a tree.

"A reactionary is best described by the language of the old

colored woman, who was asked where she was going. She

replied: 'I ain't gwine nowha; I'se done been wha I'se

gwine to.' A reactionary has done been wha he's gwine to

and his eyes are fixed in satisfied retrospection on that place.

Comparatively speaking, there is not a handful of reaction-

aries in the United States and the real conservatives are ex-

tremely scattering.

The "Conservative-Progressive"

"A conservative-progressive is a man who moves steadily

forward, but keeps his eyes on the road ahead. This man
is the typical American citizen. He is the man who founded

this government, the man who preserved the Union and

freed the slaves, the man who has developed our vast re-

sources, and the man who today stands for the perpetuation

of our form of government, and its adaptation to the chang-

ing conditions of men and things. Men of this type realize

that society, industr>' and government cannot stand still.

They must go either forward or backward. Such men are

not enamored of stagnation nor affrighted by the rolling tide

of human progress. The conservative-progressive cannot

command the approval of either the radical or the reaction-

ary. The fact that he moves at all disturbs the reactionary.

The fact that he studies the chart of human experience and

sweeps the sea with the searchlight of prudent investigation

peeves the impatient radical.

"These so-called progressive policies, which involve vital

changes in our form of government, arc not progressive, but

are, in every .sense, retrogressive. The effort to deprive the

courts of the power of injunction for the protection of life,

property and the right of free men to work is simply a

retrogressive movement to an age when there was no law

but might. The meaning of it is that the courts of this

countr)' shall stand shackled and gagged in the presence of

insolent and triumphant brute force.

"The proposition to confer judicial powers on Congress is,

so far as constitutional questions are concerned, retrogres-

sive. It tends to destroy the balance wheel which our fore-

fathers fixed in tlie constitution, and would ultimately make
both the judiciary and the executive subservient to congress.

The most radical changes in our government could be speedily

wrought and our nation would be headed toward an irre-

sponsible mobocracy and its final sequent, an autocracy. The
statesmen who drafted our constitution full realized the dan-

ger of self-destruction inherent in pwpular government, and
they made the judicial department a sea-wall against de-

structive tidal waves of popular sentiment, which recedes as

quickly as they rise.

"The so-called progressive convention at Cleveland last

week was dominated by certain leaders of labor organizations,

associated with prominent representatives of the Socialist

party. It seems to me that the rank-and-file of railroad

labor in this country would indulge in much serious thought

before tliey permitted themselves to be delivered. It is

worthy of note that certain of the railroad labor organiza-

tions were conspicuously absent from the Cleveland meet-

ing."

Mr. Hooper then drew attention to the fact that in all his-

tory but two ways had ever been found to get men to work.

The first is hope of reward. The second is fear of suffering.'

The first inspires initiative, which brings out freely the full

powers of the individual. The extreme example of the sec-

ond is human slavery. Slavery, Mr. Hoojier said, is the

ultimate results of socialism or communism, based on the

destruction of initiative through the denial to the individual

of the hope of reward. In Russia, he said, this reversion to

slaver}- has already taken place in the form of conscript

labor.

The Cleveland Socialistic Convention

Continuing, he said: "Not the least remarkable things

about this Cleveland socialistic convention, which called

itself progressive, was its proposed method of political pro-

cedure. It was given out that this organization, which is

nothing more nor less than a political party, would not do
business under its own name, but its adherents will partici-

pate in the nominating primaries of either or both the re-

publican and democratic parties. Then if the nominations

are not satisfactory, independent candidates may be put out.

Such a proposition is fraught with the gravest political dan-

ger. It might easily result in the election of a large num-
ber of public officials by a minority of voters. If a majority

of the voters of a district were opposed to radicalism but

were divided between the two old narties, such an organized

radical block might elect candidates by adding this minority

vote to the anti-radicals who would slavishly adhere to the

party label. Of course, it is obvious that the success of

this minority radical movement is entirely dependent on

the assumption that those opposed to it will not pursue the

same tactics.

"With a situation of this sort in mind, it was recently

suggested by Frank Munsey that a new party movement
under the name of the democratic-republican part)' should

be launched. This would hardly seem to be impracticable,

but it would be perfectly feasible, wherever necessary, to

set up an organization of conservative-progressive citizens,

which would offset the radical organization, op)erate effec-

tively in primaries and elections, and stiffen the backbone of

weak-kneed candidates who might be intimidated by the or-

ganized radical minority.

"By such a course, can men who cherish the traditions of

our country, protect our institutions from the assaults of

radical m.alcontcnts."



Consolidation Locomotive Weighing 301.500 lb. and Having a Tractive Force of 68,200 lb.

Powerful Consolidation Locomotive for the L. CS,N. E.

Unusually Heavy Weight and High Tractive Force with Weil-

Proportioned Boiler Are Special Features of This Design

COMPARATIVELY few locomotives of the 2-8-0 type have

been built during recent years for use on American
railways. While this was a popular type of freight

locomotive for a long period, it has largely been superseded

by the Mikado typ>e because of the increased depth of firebox

and length of boiler banel, with correspondingly increased

boiler capacity, which can be obtained when a trailing truck

is added. However, the Consolidation locomotive is still a

highly desirable type where high tractive force combined
with low total weight is the important factor as it is where

heavy trains, moved at slow speeds, comprise the bulk of the

traffic. By careful designing, a boiler of sufficient capacity

can be obtained for such service if road clearance does not

impose too many restrictions.

Conditions on the Lehigh & New England are especially

suited to the operation of Consolidation type locomotives.

Most of the traffic is drag freight. Since the road is close

to the coal mining section fuel is relatively cheap. The
vertical clearance of IS ft. 8 J/2 in. gives room above the

driving wheels for a boiler of large diameter with a deep

throat sheet. The bulk of the power is of the Consolidation

type and in adding to the number of its locomotives it was
decided to adhere to the same type, but to increase the ca-

pacity over that of the older locomotives, which had 208,000

lb. on the drivers.

The four Consolidation tyjje locomotives built by the

American Locomotive Company which this road has placed

in service recently are excellent examples of well-designed

engines to meet special conditions. Weighing 301,500 lb.

with 279,000 lb. on tlie drivers, they are the heaviest Con-

solidation locomotives ever constructed. The previous record

for size with this tyjje was made by the locomotives built by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Western Maryland
and described in the Railway Age, May 13, 1921. In sev-

eral particulars the weights and dimensions are the same for

the two designs. Both have 27-in. by 32-in. cylinders, 61-

in. drivers, 17-ft. 6-in. driving wheel base, and a rated

tractive force of 68,200 lb. The Lehigh & New England
locomotives have boilers with a larger grate area and more
heating surface, which is reflected in the increase of 6,600

lb. in weight.

The height from the rail to the center of the boiler is 10 ft.

4 in. and to tlie top of the stack is 15 ft. 8J/2 in. The firebox

is 126'% in. long by 96^4 in. wide, while the height from

the bottom of the foundation ring to the crown sheet is 83 V2

in. at the front and 57J4 in. at the back, which gives a fair
firebox volume and sufficient space for the application of a
brick arch. There are 301 2-in. tubes and 50 5^-in. flues.

Dimensions, Weights and Proportions
Type -J,.
Service V^

'
*

'
* V .^

Cylinders, diameter and stroke.'
.'...".... ......".•

aV f'^L ,li„
Valves, kind and size

•.•.•.•....•.•.Pislon ^-I \\ In!

Weights in working order:

8;5p'^uck.-.v;.v.v.-.v.v.v::;:::::;:::;;:;:;:::;::::^^^^^^^

leJ^e;-"-:::;;:::::::::::::;::::;::;:;::;:;:::::::::-^!^:

Wheel bases:

Driving ^y .^ g .

Total engine of. ft- 'it •
'

.
Total engine and tender ....'..'.'...; .' .' .' ." .' .' .' .'

; ;% ft o S'Driving wheels, diameter outside tires .'.'.'.'.. 61 in'

Boiler:

TP" Straight top

Fuerk^nT"''" 210 1b.

Diameter, ti^st' ^ ing/ inside.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.;.'.;.;.-.-.-.-.'.-;/.';; ^''%s°^
Firebox, length and width 126^ in.'iy'gefl S]
lubes, number and diameter 301 2 in
Flues, number and diameter "en eu, ;-*

Tubes and flues, length *° — ^H f:
Grate area V.'.V.V.V.M.ill h.

Heating surfaces;

Firebox, including arch tubes 271 sq ft
Tubes and flues V.V.SgS sq! ft.
Total evaporative 3,666 sq. ft.
Superheating. . 901 j,. ft.
Lomb. evaporative and superheating 4,567 sq. ft.

Tender:

Water capacity 10,000 gal.
Coal capacity 16 tons

General data, estimated:

Rated tractive force, 85 per cent 68,200 lb.
Cylinder horsepower 2,755 hp.
Boiler horsepower 2,420 hp.
Speed at 1.000 ft. piston speed 34 m.p.h.
Coal, rate per sq. ft. grate per hour 106 lb!

Weight proportions:

Weight on drivers -H total weight engine 92.6 per cent
Weight on drivers -^ tractive force 4.08 lb.

Total weight engine — tractive force 4.42
Total weight engine ~ cylinder horsepower 109.4 lb.

Boiler proportions:

Boiler horsepower -f- cylinder horsepower 87.9 per cent
Comb, heating surface -r- cylinder horsepower 1.66
Tractive force ~ comb, heating surface 14.93
Tractive force X dia. drivers -r- comb, heating surface 911
Cylinder horsepower -H grate area 32.7

The total evaporative heating surface is 3,666 sq. ft., of

which 271 sq. ft. is in the firebox. The superheater has 901

sq. ft. heating surface. The rated boiler capacity is 2,420

hp., or 88 per cent of the cylinder power, which is 2,755 hp.,
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a proportion which has been found to be ample for the con-

ditions under which these locomotives are operated.

Of the total weight of the locomotive 92.6 per cent is on

the drivers and available for adhesion, whereas with the

tjpical Mikado locomotive the weight on the drivers is

nearer 75 jjer cent. The factor of adhesion is 4.08. The
possibilities of excellent use of the weight by a Consolidation

t}pe is shown by the fact that the total weight is only lflQ.4

lb. per cylinder horsepower and 4.42 lb. per pound of rated

tractive force, figures that can scarcely be equalled by a loco-

motive of the 2-8-2 type.

Two of these locomotives are hauling coal trains of 3,500

gross tons from Lansford to Pen Argyl, a distance of 54

miles, part of which is up a 0.5 per cent grade, at a speed

of approximately 20 m. p. h. Two others are running out

of Pen .-Vrgyl and handling 690 gross tons up a 2.75 per

cent grade without difficulty. While no test runs have been

made, it has been observed that these locomotives are free

steamers, of ample boiler capacity and consume a conserva-

tive amount of fuel.

The leading dimensions, weight distributions and propor-

tions of these locomotives are given in the accompanying
table.

Another Perfect Package Campaign

THE USE OF STEEL Strapping or wire binding on boxes

of shoes, clothing, confectioner)', groceries and other

things is looked upon by many shippers, not as an

added expense (as coinpared with bo.xes not reinforced) but

as an improvement in ser\-ice which more than pa\s for

itself. This fact, demonstrated by extensive inquiry, is the

salient point in a circular which has been issued b'y Lewis

hajjs this effort might be called a movement for super-perfect

jiackages.

With merchants or manufacturers who have not carefully

investigated tlie cost and the results of using adequate rein-

forcements on boxes, the first impression may be that such

an addition to ordinary boxing is merely an e.xtra expense to

head off thieves, and, therefore, is of interest only to the

carrier. The carrier must bear the loss if boxes are tam-
pered with or stolen, therefore let him provide the protec-

tion. But the carrier cannot with any reasonable economy

go into the shipper's packing-room; and even if he could, the

objection of the shipper to his presence there would, usualh

,

be strong. That is one reason for not asking the carrier to

take action. Another is that the shipper will find that

strapping and wiring are profitable, therefore he will not

wish for anybody's assistance in the matter.

.A. business may be so small that this argument would not

be susceptible of complete demonstration mathematically;

and a saving, where it is accomplished, may sometimes show
itself in so many different elements, or may be spread over

such a considerable period of time, that only a careful study

will give full assurance of success; but the essential fact

remains, nevertheless. Mr. Pilcher gives parts of numerous
letters received from shippers who are using wires and straj>s,

from which we quote:

"We would not under any circumstances permit a case to leave

our establishment unless fully strapped in accordance with our
.system. The result ot this is shown by the few claims we have
had in the past 20 years w'ith railroads although we are one of

tlie largest shippers in tlie industry."—^Clothin;; manufacturer.

"We find that our claims for damages and losses of goods due to

pilfering have been reduced to such an extent that we have almost
forgotten how to make out claims for loss in transit. In con-
sidering the amount of goods lost and the number of claims that

we made before using the straps, we think this in itself is worthy

Examples ol Wcll-Frotected Boxes

Pilcher, .secretary of the American Railway .Association's

Committee on Freight Claim Prevention, and sent to boards
of trade, chambers of commerce and other shippers' organiza-

tions all over the country. Whether or not Mr. Pilcher

would call it a ''campaign" we do not know; but his cir-

cular contains a picture showing a pile of a dozen boxes,

properly strapped and wired, which might well enlist the

careful attention of any shipper interested in getting his goods
into the buyers' hands in the best jiossible coniiition. Per-

of consideration, also combining it witli satisfactory service to

our customers."—Manufacturing confectioner.

"Wc liavc been using steel band strapping on boxes of groceries
for .seven years and under no circumstances would we discontinue

llic use of it."—I^r,ge wholesale grocery house.

"N'cvcr had to file a claim for damage by bursted container

—

considered cheap insurance."— Phonograph manufacturer.
The fnion N'cws Company uses band strapping and finds "That

had order complaints have been reduced 7.^ per cent."

"Our experience has been that this wire !)in(ling, even though
it is only one strand to each case, strengthens it very considerably
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and transports it in a very satisfactory manner."— Dm;,' lidnsc.

"Since using steel strapping, we have had very few claims for
loss lay pilferage and no complaints from customers owing to poor
packing condition. Bands when placed on center of case give
strength where most needed."—Manufacturer of underwear.

"Since using strapping our loss claims have been reduced 75 per
cent."—Shipper of underwear.

The Freight Container Bureau, A. R. A., has made ex-

perimental studies of the strength of boxes, and Mr. Pilcher

calls attention to the fact that a box of a given strength can
often ije made of thinner boards if reinforced by wire or

strap, and the addition of these makes the package safer

against theft. Pilferers show a marked preference for un-
protected packages. The average buyer will give preference

to the wholesaler whose shipments arrive uniformly in good
condition. Wholesalers testify to the value of this element
in holding custom. Its cost is small. With modern methods
and apparatus, large cases of dry goods are strapped in

less than a minute each.

Railroad men, of whatever branch of the service, who
are interested in a smooth-working freight department, will

do well to spread this information among all classes of ship-

pers whose goods would be benefited by the improvement.

Labor Board Announces New Rules for M. ofW. Men
Previous Orders Regarding Overtime Approved—Labor Member

Dissents—Chairman Files Answer

Ni;\\
RC'LLs governing the working conditions of main-

tenance of way employees and dealing specifically with

the subjects of seniority, promotion and, in part, hours

of service, overtime and call, were announced by the Rail-

road Labor Board during the past week. At the same time

the Board approved its previous rulings on the subjects of

punitive overtime, discipline and grievances and other mis-

cellaneous conditions, bringing another dissenting opinion

from A. O. W'harton, member of the labor group on the

Board. In December, 1921, the Labor Board, in its De-
cision No. SO'l, promulgated a set of new rules to take the

place of the old maintenance of way national agreement.

The outstanding rules announced at that time included pro-

visions for the payment of punitive overtime after the tenth

hour, instead of after the eighth hour on continuous service

as had been the case under the old national agreement, and
for the revision of other rules of the national agreement

so that the suljjects involved might be left open for adjust-

ment to fit peculiar local conditions. This decision was
described in the Railway Age of December 17, 1921, page

1215.

The present ruling of the Board continues in effect the

following articles and sections of this previous Decision

No. 501:

All of Article I, involving the scope of the rule.

All of Article IV, involving questions of discipline and
grievances.

Sections al, a2, ao, a5, a6, aS, dl, d2, e, f, i, j, k2, 1, m,

n, o, p, q, of Article V, involving hours of service, overtime

and calls.

Sections a to h, inclusive, and Section m of Article VI,

involving general rules.

The new rules promulgated by the Board at this time in-

clude the following:

ARTICLE II—SENIORITY
Sec. (a) Seniority begins at the time the employee's pay starts.

Sec. (b) Rights accruing to employees under their seniority

entitle them to consideration for positions in accordance with their

relative length of service with the railroad, as hereinafter provided.

.Sec. (c-1) Seniority rights of employees are confmed to the

subdepartment in which employed.
Sec. (d-1) Seniority rights of laborers, as such, will be re-

stricted to their respective gangs, except when force is reduced

laborers affected my displace laborers junior in service on their

seniority district.

Sec. fd-?) Seniority rights of laborers to promotion will be

restricted to the territory under the jurisdiction of only one super-

visor or other corresponding officer, except that for laborers in

the mechanical department such rights will be confined to the place

where emploved.
Sec. (e) Seniority rights of supervisory forces in the bridge

and building department will extend over the territory under the

jurisdiction of one division superintendent.

Seniurity rights of supervisory forces in the track and roadway
departments will extend over the territory under the jurisdiction
of one roadmaster.

Seniority rights of supervisory forces over laborers in the main-
tenance of equipment department will extend over the territory
under the jurisdiction of one master mechanic.

Sec. (f) Employees assigned to temporary service may, when
released, return to the position from which taken without loss of
seniority.

Sec. (g) Seniority rosters of employees of each subdepartment
by seniority districts will be separately compiled. Copies will be
furnished foremen and employees' representatives and be kept at
convenient places available for inspection by einployees interested.

Sec. (h) Seniority rosters will show the name and date of
entry of the employees into the service of the railroad, except that
names of laborers will not be included and their seniority rights
will not apply until they have been in continuous service of the
railroad in e.xcess of six (6) months.

Sec. (i) Rosters will be revised in January of each year and
will be open to correction for a period of sixty (60) days there-
after.

Sec. (j) Employees given leave of absence in writing by proper
authority__ of the railroad, for six (6) months or less, will retain
their senTority. Employees failing to return before the expiration
of their leave of absence will lose their seniority rights, unless an
extension has been obtained.

Sec. (k) When employees laid off by reason of force reduction
desire to retain their seniority rights, they must file with the officer

of the subdepartment notifying them of the reduction, their address,

and renew same each sixty (60) days. Failure to renew the ad-
dress each si.xty (60) days or to return to the service within seven

(7) days after being so notified, will forfeit all seniority rights.

Sec. (1) Employees temporarily transferred by direction of the

management, froin one seniority district to another will retain their

seniority rights on the district from which transferred.

Sec. (in) In case of change in seniority districts, a relative

proportion of the total employees affected will be transferred to,

and their seniority rights adjusted in, the revised district, by the
management, with a properly constituted committee representing

the employees.

Sec. (n) Employees accepting positions in the exercise of their

seniority rights will do so without causing extra expense to the

railroad, except as provided in these rules.

ARTICLE III—PROMOTIONS
Sec (a) Promotions shall be based on ability, merit and

seniority. .Ability and merit being sufficient, seniority shall pre-

vail; the management to be the judge.

Sec. (b) In transferring employees to fill vacancies or new
positions, the provisions of section (a) of this article will apply.

Sec. (c) Employees are entitled to promotion only on the dis-

trict and in the subdepartment over which their seniority rights

prevail.

Sec. (d) Employees declining promotion shall not lose their

seniority, except to the employee promoted and only in the next

higher rank of service.

Sec. (e) Employees accepting promotion and failing to qualify

within thirty (30) days may return to their former positions.

Sec. ff) New positions and vacancies will be bulletined within

thirty (30) days previous to or following the dates such vacancies

occur, except that temporary vacancies need not be bulletined until
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the expiration of thirty (30) days from the date such vacancies
occur.

Sec. (g) Promotions to new positions or to fill vacancies will

be made after bulletin notice has been posted for a period of ten

(10) days at the headquarters of the gangs in the subdepartment
of employees entitled to consideration in filling the position, during
which time employees may file their applications with the official

whose name appears on the bulletin. The appointment will be
made before the expiration of thirty (30) days from the date the
bulletin is posted and the name of the employee selected will then
be announced. New positions or vacancies may be filled tempo-
rarily, pending permanent appointment.

Sec. (h) The general rule of promotion and seniority will not
apply to positions of track, bridge and highway crossing watch-
men and flagmen at railway (non-interlocked) crossings, but, when
practicable, such positions will be filled by incapacitated employees
from any department, and reference in filling and retaining these
positions will be determined by the degree to which incapacitated

for other work, seniority in the service of the railroad and ability

to perform the work.

ARTICLE V—HOURS OF SERVICE, OVERTIME AND
CALLS

Sec. (c-1) The starting time of the work period shall be ar-

ranged by mutual understanding between the local officers and the
employees' committee based on actual service requirements.

Employees' time will start and end at designated assembling
points for each class of employees.

Sec. (h) Employees whose responsibilities and/or supervisory
duties require service in excess of the working hours or days
assigned for the general force will be compensated on a monthly
rate to cover all services rendered, except that when such em-
ployees are required to perform work which is not a part of their

responsibilities or supervisory duties, on Sundays or in excess
of the established working hours, such work will be paid for on
the basis provided in these rules in addition to the monthly rate.

Section foremen required to walk or patrol track on Sundays shall

be paid therefor on the basis provided in these rules in addition

to the monthly rate.

Supervisory forces shall be compensated on the same overtime

basis as the men supervised when the general force is required to

work in excess of eight (8) hours per day.

Sec. (k-1) Where special work, not within the scope of this

agreement, is done outside of regular work period and extra com-
pensation agreed upon, overtime will not apply.

Sec. (r) Except as provided in these rules no compensation

will be allowed for work not performed.

The request of the employees that a rule be incorporated

in their agreements prohibiting the contracting of work to

outside employees was denied by the board on the ground

that its position with respect to this question "has been

dearly and definitely set out in numerous decisions recently

issued and that a further reiteration of such position is

unnecessary."

A. O. Wharton Files Another Dissenting Opinion

Mr. Wharton, in his dissenting opinion, strenuously ob-

jected to the Board's reiteration of its ruling on overtime

payments for service rendered on Sunday and seven desig-

nated holidays and establishing pro rate payments for the

ninth and tenth hours when worked continuous with the

regular work perio<l.

After quoting under the caption "Lest We Forget" the

recommendations of the Railroad Wage Commission, Mr.

Wharton said:

The majority, in denying these employees punitive overtime rates

for Sundays and the seven designated holidays and for service ren-

dered in excess of eight hours, are at variance with the trend of

modern thought. Wise employers have quite generally recognized

the justice of the workers' plea. The federal, state, and municipal

governments have almost uniformly recognized the principle of

punitive payment for this overtime. Tribunals and boards of

arbitration created and selected to pass upon this question are to

be included in the long list, and society generally endorses this

principle.

There is one notable exception, however, and that is the tribunal

created by an act of Congress, obligated under oath to establish

"just and reasonable" rates of pay and rules governing working
conditions for railroad employees.

Railroad labor, notwithstanding the misstatements emanating
from the paid propagandists in the employ of the so-called "hard

boiled" group of carriers, does not seek preferential treatment.

but does demand and has the right to expect fair and impartial
consideration. That much and more they are entitled to.

Of course there is discontent and unrest among railroad em-
ployees when an examination of the decisions of this Board will
disclose that there has been but one decision issued during its

existence that represented any betterment of their conditions of
employment, and that decision (Decision No. 2, increasing wage
rates, eflfective May 1, 1920), did not give consideration to the in-

crease in the cost of living by 16 per cent, primarily due to the
fact that the information was not available until a date subsequent
to the findings of the Board ; but the employees never benefited
from that fact in any subsequent decision of the Board. This state-

ment must not be construed to mean that the Board has not ren-
dered decisions sustaining employees in many of the disputes filed

for decision ; it does mean that all other decisions rendered repre-
sented no improvement over conditions which had been previously
established by and through the various organizations representing
employees, or were less favorable than the rules of existing con-
tracts provided.

B. W. Hooper Defends Majority's Ruling

An answer to Mr. Wharton's dissenting opinion in the

form of a statement by B. W. Hooper, chairman of the

Board, was also attached to the decision. After pointing out

that he had not voted for the rule providing for pro rata

rates of pay for Sunday and holiday work because of his

belief that time and one-half should be paid for Sunday
work, except such work as is unavoidably and regularly per-

formed on Sundays, and which is absolutely essential to

the continuous operation of the railroad (the principle em-
braced in the Sunday and holiday rule of the shopmen),
Mr. Hooper said

:

The statement in his dissenting opinion to the effect that there
is discontent among railroad employees, because they have not re-

tained under the decisions of the Labor Board everything of rules
and wages that they obtained during government control is not
impressive. Practically nobody else in this country has succeeded
in maintaining the prices and conditions of work and business
built up during the stress of that abnormal period. Railroad labor
and its representatives could well afford to mingle with their

regrets over the comparatively little they lost a large degree of
self congratulation over the great advances they have retained.

In view of the sufferings and losses of the farmers and producers
of the country, from which railroad labor has been largely ex-
empt, the railway employees could consistently subdue their unrest
and devote their enthusiastic exertions to the efficient service of
the people who are paying for it.

It must also be remembered that many of the carriers have not
1>cen pleased with decisions of the Labor Board. Some of the

most important decisions that have ever been rendered bv the
Board were favorable to the employees. For example, the Penn-
sylvania case and the contract cases, in both of which the De-
partment of Justice at Washington is defending the rights of the

employees on up to the Supreme Court.

When the constituted authorities are being criticized, for deny-
ing some of the contentions of a given class of citizens, it would
be refreshing to make occasional mention of the fact that the same
authorities have been equally as zealous in upholding the rights

of that class. A degree of fairness along this line w;ould obviate

class hatreds, allay unrest, and strengthen loyal patriotism.

News Lkttf.r No. 9 has l)een issued by the Railway Fire Pro-

tection Association, E. A. Ryder, president, containing news items

and other matters which have come to the attention of the officers

since the annual meeting last October. Fires in freight cars con-

stitute the subject of a short article in which operating officers

are urged to see that empty cars, when left imaltcnded, have their

doors shift. One prominent road, in nine months, has recorded 28

fires in freight cars, with considerable losses ; and of this number,

12 were discovered in cars with open doors. In view of experi-

ences had on a number of roads during the past summer in the

construction or management of temporary barracks for shopmen,

there has been appointed a committee on emergency housing, of

which P. A. Bissell, 65 Kilby street, Boston, Mass., is chairman.

One of the suggestions in this pamphlet is that the sessions of the

association, on the occasion of the ar.nual conventions, should be

limited to two hours in the morning and two hours in the after-

noon "so that there would be less strain and tiresomeness."



A List of Salaries of Railroad Officers

Senate Committee Publishes Compilation Giving Compensation

Before and After Federal Control

ALIST or THE SALARIES of railroad officers, attorneys,

publicity agents, and other employees receiving com-
pensation amounting to $5,000 or more during the

calendar years 1914 and 1917, and proportionate compensa-
tion for the ten months, March 1 to December 31, 1920, and
for the first six months of 1921, together with the amounts
and dates of any increase or decrease between March 1,

1920 (the date of the return of the roads from federal con-

trol), and June 30, 1921, is published in Volume 5 of the

report of the hearings before the Senate committee on inter-

state commerce in its general railroad investigation under
Senate resolution No. 23. The hearings were concluded on

June 19 but the report has just been printed. The informa-

tion as to salaries, etc., published as an appendix to the

report, was furnished in sworn statements by the railroad

companies, the entire list occupying 241 pages. Following

is a list of the presidents or chairmen and also of other

officers receiving at the rate of $20,000 or more per annum
as shown in the report. There are some duplications in the

printed list where men held various positions at different

times and in some cases the total compensation can be found
only by combining salaries received on various roads com-
prising a single system. Apparently also one or two roads

repKjrted the full year's compensation for the ten months of

1920 and the first six months of 1921 as the amounts shown
are the same in both cnses, and there are some other apparent

errors in the compilation.

Some large roads are missing from the report. In some

cases footnotes to the tables state that reductions in salaries

were made later in 1921. Of all the officers named in this

list about 50 received increases and about ten received de-

creases for the same position following the return of the

roads.

Salaries of Railroad Officers

Alabama & Vicksburg

Year Year months
ended ended Mar.
Tyec. Dec. 1 (o Dec.

31, 1914 31, 1917 31, 1920

Six
months
Jan.

1 to Tune
30, 1921

D. D. Curan, pres. and g. m.
L. A. Jones, pres. and g. m.. .

$17,500
$15,000 $16,666 $10,000

Newman Erb, pres S,00O 7,500 7,750

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

E. P. Ripley, pres

W. B. Storey, pres

E. J. Engel, v. p
S. T. Bledsoe, genl. coun'I....

Asst. general solicitor

D. L. Gallup, compt
Gardiner Lathrop, genl. sol...

A. G. Wells, v. p
F. C. Fox, g. m
E. Chambers, v. p
F. G. Pettibone, v. p. and g. m.

75,000 75,000
41,666
20,833

25,000
20,000

15,000 16,250 16,666

25,000 25,000 20.833
25,000

15,000 16,250 16,666

22.500 23,750 20,833

15,000 16,250 16,666

6,000

25,000
12,500

15,000

10,000
12,500
15,000

10,000
12,500
10,000

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic

E. T. Lamb, pres

B. L. Bugg, pres. and recr.

24,999

15,000

Atlantic Coast Line

H. Walters, chm. of the bd.. . 7,735 7,800 6,500

J. R. Kenly, pres 17,850 18,000 16,333

Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic

T. Miirdock, pres. and g. m. . . 2,970

11
,785

3,900
10,000

1,980

Washington, D. C.

Bangor and Aroostook

XT „ Ten Six
Year Year months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
Dec. Dec. 1 to Dec. 1 to June

31, 1914 31, 1917 31, I9.'0 30, 1921
Percy R. Todd, pres 27,500 30,000 25,000 15,000

Belt Ry. of Chicago
H. G. Hetzler, pres 7,500 7,500 6,250

Bessemer & Lake Erie

3,750

J. H. Reed, pres. 10,000 25,606 26,840

Boston & Maine
7,590

30,000
10,000
10,000

7,350

Morris MacDonald, pres 21,733
J. H. Hustis, pres 13,266 35,000 37,500 22,500

Buffalo, Roche.ster & Pittsburgh

W. T. Noonan, pres 40,833 50,000 41,666
J. F. Dinkey, and. and treas... 15,000 15,000 13,333
T. F. Brennan, v. p io,333 13,333

Buffalo & Susquehanna
H. L Miller, chm. of bd 17,784
E. R. Darlow, pres 10,714 34,700 12,250

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Mark W. Potter, pres 15,000 20,000 6,277
Norman S. Meldrum, pres 5,388 4 999

Central of Georgia

W. A. Winburn, pres 14,611 20,000 25,000 15,000
A. R. Lawton, V. p 10,000 10,000 16,666 10,000

Central Vermont
E. C. Smith, pres 12,000 12,000 10,000 6,000

Charleston & Western Carolina

F. B. Grier, pres. and g. sol... 4,200 6,000 7,333 5,000

Chicago & Alton

W. G. Bierd, pres 25,833 36,000 30,000 18,000

Chicago & Eastern Illinois

W. J. Jackson, recr 24,000 24,000 30,000 18,000
W. H. Lyford, genl. coun'I... 24,000 24,000 20,000 12,000

Chicago & North Western
M. Hughitt, Sr., chairman 50,000 50,000 25,000 25 000
W. H. Finley, pres 60,000 50,000 40,000 40,000
M. Hughitt, Jr., v. p 28,000 25.000 25,000 25,000
A. C. Johnson, v. p 30,000 30,000 25,000 25,000
General traffic manager 15,000 20,000 20,000

Abolished Dec. 31, 1920
J. B. Sheehan, genl. coun'I... 10,000 15,000 22,600 22 600
F. W. Sargent, genl. sol 12,500 15,000 20,000 20,000
H. L. Adams, Iowa attorney. . 25,000 15,000 9,000 9,000

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
Marvin Hughitt, chm. of bd.. 10,000 10,000 4,166 2 500
W. A. Gardner, pres 15,000

J. T. Clark, v. p., St. Paul... 21,000
President 25,000 20,833 12.500

A. W. Trenholm, v. p. and g. m. 17,000
Vice-president, St. Paul 16,666 10,000

Chicago Great Western

S. M. Felton, pres 40,000 34,534 36,666 25,000

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

Frederic A. Delano, pres 15,792 Resigned Aug. 18, 1914
H. R. Kurrie, president 4,916 17,231 20,833 12,500

Elected president Sept. 3, 1914

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Geo. B. Harris, chm. of bd.... 15,000 15,000
D. Miller, pres 60.000
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Ten Six
Year Year months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
Dec. Dec. 1 lo Dec. I to lune

31.1914 31,1917 31,1920 30,1921

Ilak- llolclon, v. p 31,102
IVcsidcii! 50,000 41,666 25,833

».. G. liurnhani, c.xcc. V. p 22,500 31,250 29,166 17,500
II. E. Bvram, V. p 25,000 22,500

Resigned Sept. 30, 1917
E. F. Bracken, V. p 15,000 19,750 20,833 12,500
C. E. Spen.s, v. p 10,000 14,000 20,833 12,500

Deceased
C. M. Dawes, genl. coun'I.... 25.000 7,921 .^pril, 1917
O. M. Spencer, genl. coun'l.. . 16,000 23,583 20,833 12.500
Bruce Scott, genl. sol 10,000 14,833 16,666 10,000

ClXCINNAT!, Ixi)I.\NAPOLIS & WESTERN

B. A. Worthington, prcs 15,000 16,666 10,000

Clevel.xnd, Ci.ncinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

A. H. Smith, pres 7,072 8,757 11,733 7,030
Ira .\. Place, v. p 4,803 3,515
A. T. Hardin, V. p 4,777 4,803 3,515
A. H. Harris, V. p .3,816 4,236 4,803 3,515
G. H. Ingalls, V. p 4,218 2,812
H. .\. Worcester, v. p 20,202 13,258

Colorado & Southern

D. Miller, prcs 10.000

Hale Ilolden, pres 3,833 15,000 8,333 5,000
C. G. Burnliam, e.xec. v, p 416

Chicago, Mii.waukke & St. Paul

(From Oct. 1 to

A. I. Karlint;, clim. of lul... 18,750 Dec. 31, 1917)
President 75,000 56,250

H. E. lUram. president 17,000 50,000 .30,000

I). L. Hush, V. p 20.000 20,000 20,833 12,500
11. B. Earling, V. p 20,000 20,000 16,666 10,000
E. D. Sewall, V. p 20,000 20,000 12,500 7,500
E. S. Keelcy, v. p 20,000 20,000
K. M. Calkins, v. p 25,000 15,000
Burton Hanson, genl. coun'l.. 25,000 25,000 20,833 12.500

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and Chicmm, Rock Island &
Gulf

T. M. .Schumacher, chm. of bd. (Jan. to June 24, 1917,

and exec, committee 25,000 $36,000)

J. M. Dickinson, recr 20,612
H. r. Mudge, pres 60,000

J. E. Gorman, pres.._ 25,000 41,666 25,000
Chief executive officer 18,000
Eirst V. p. freight and pass-
enger traffic 25,000

M. L. Bell, V. p. and g. coun'l.. 24,166 17.500

Frank Xay, v. p. and conipt.. 16,666 2.202

T. H. Bcacom, v. p. and g. m.. 16,666 10,000

L. C. I-ritch, V. p 16,666 10,000

Delaware & Hudson

L. !••. Loree, pres 25,000 25,000 31,250 18,750
W. II. Williams, V. p 7,500 10,208 14,583 8,750
C. S. Sim.s, V. p. and g. m 20,000 13,750
E. P. Gutclius, V, p 11,666 22,500 13,700
K. .\I. Olyphant. chm. ex. com. 7,500 7,500

J, T. Loree, g. m 5,833 15,583 10,000

CiiKSAi'EAKE & Ohio

hVank Trumhull, chm. of l)d... 21,400 21,400
G. W, Stevens, pres 31,050 31,200 22,500
W. J. Ilarahan, pres 2,500 15,000
II. I'.. 1 luiilington, chm. of l)d.. (No compensation 1920-21)

Denver & Kio Grande Western

E. T. JefTery. chm. of bd 35,000 29,166 (Receivership)
B. 1'. Bush, president 13,180 (Receivership)
II. r Mudge, pres 38,037 (Receivership)
E. L. Brown, prcs 10,766 (Receivership)

Vice-president 25,000 (Receivership)

J. Kussell, g. m 16,666 10,000

Denver & Salt Lake

Newman Erb, pres 9,000

Chas. Boettcher, pres 3,131

W. R. Erecman. recr.., 10,000 6,000

El Paso & Southwestern
Ten Six

\ear Year months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
r>ec. Dec. 1 lo Dec. 1 to Tune

31,1914 31,1917 31,19J0 30,1921

(Deceased June
James Douglas, pres 12,000 12,000 25,1918)
T. M. Schumacher, v. p 25,000 ••3,333

President 53,333 33,333
Arthur Curtiss James, V. p.... 18,000 18,000 28,333 18,666
A. E. Sweet, v. p. and g. m.. . . 16,000 10,500
W. A. Hawkins, gen. atty.... 22,916 15,000
Wm. Church C)sborn,g. coun'l. 4,875 15,000 15,833 11,666

DuLUTH. South Shore & Atlantic

A. B. Eldrid,w, pres 7,200 7,200

Florida East Coast

W. H. Beardsley, pres 15,000 18,000 15,000 7,200

Fort Worth & Den\-er City

Hale Holden, pres..... 2.500

Georgia, Elorid.\ & Alabama

Mrs. C. B. Williams, prcs 5,850 6,000 5,000 2,S33

Great Northern

L. W. Hill, chm. of bd 4,166 20,833 12,500
C. R. Gray, pres 8,049
R. Budd, pres 25,000 15,000
L. W. Hill, chm. and pres 20,833 50,000
G. R. Martin, v. p. exec, dept.,

St. Paul 16,666 10,000
L, C. Gilman, v. p. exec, dept.,

Seattle 3,194 12.500
R. A. Jackson, v. p. and genl.

counsel 30,000
E. C. Lindley, v. p. and genl.

counsel 20,000 16,666 10,000
W. P. Kenney, v. p. and direc-

tor of tratific 18,000 18,000 20,833 12.500

J. M. Gruber, v. p. operating

_ department 25.000 20,833
\"ice-president and gen. mgr.

"

4,166
C. O. Jenks 20.833 12,.S0O

Gulf Coast Lines

J. S. Pyeatt, pres 15,000 20.833 12,.s00

Gulf. Mobile & Northern

President 15,000 10,000 6,000

Hocking Valley

Geo. W. Stevens, prcs 4,950 4,800 5,000
W. J. Harahan, pres ^ 403 3,000

Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi \allev

C. A. Peabody, chm. exec. com. 12.000 12,000 10,000 6,000
C. H. Markham, pres 50,000 60,(XX) 62,500 37,500
C. M. Kittle, senior v. p 25.000 15,000
W. S. Ilorton, genl. conul 15,000 15,000 1S.333 11,000
L. W. Baldwin, V. p 20,000 20,(XI0 25,000 15,000
F, B. Bowes, V. p 15,000 20,000 20,833 12.500
M. P. Blauvelt, v. p 20,833 12,.500

A. C. Mann, v. p 12,000 4,000 1.330 1 1,250
A. S. Baldwin, v. p 10.666 10,000

International & Great Northern

T. J. Freeman, pres. Jan. 1 to

Auk, 10, 1914 9,153

Kansas City Soithern

L. F. Loree, chm 30,000 30,000 28,750 17,500
I. .\. Ed.son, pres 25,000 25,000 26,083 16,(K)0

J. I". Ilolden, V. p 15,000 15.0(X) 16,250 10,000
S. W. Moore, genl. coun'l 14,166 10,000

Lehigh & New England

S. D. Warriner, pres 3,000 5.000 5,333 6,000

Lung Island

Kalpli Peters, pres 25,000 30,000 25.000 15,000

l.i>t isviiiK \- Xashvhie

H. Walters, chm. bd 15,000 15,000 12,000 7,500
W. L. Mapothcr, pres 25.000 20.000 16,666 11,666
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Maine Ckxtkai.
Ten Six

N'car Year months nnmths
iniled ended Mar. Jan.
l)ec. Dec. 1 to Htc. Itohmc

31.1914 .11,1917 Jl,19i0 30.1921

Morris McDonald, prcs 25,295 35,000 29,045 15,000

Michigan Central

A. H. Sinltli, prcs 9,680 8.303 11.600 6,945

H. B. Lc-dvard, chm. bd. dir... 30,000 30.000 25,000 12,500

E. D. Broiiner, g. m 15,000 3.125

Vice president and g. m.... 14,250
Vice president 19,033 12,500

Midland Valley

C. E. Ingersoll, pres 10,000 12,500 9,000

MiNNKAPllLlS & St. Loiis

Newman Erb, prcs 20,000

E. L. Brown, prcs 4.166

\V. H. Breminer, pres 12,000 19,666 12,499

Minneapolis. St. F'ArL & Sault Ste. Marie

E. Pennington, pres $50,000 $53,125 $62,500 $37,500
VV. L. Martin, V. p 20,000 20.000 16,666 10,000

G. R. Huntington, g. m 17.000 20,000

V. p. and g. m 16,666 10,000

MissoiRi. Kansas & Texas Lines

C. E. Schaff, recr 50,000 50,000 41,666 25,000

C. N. Whitehead, ch. op. offi.. 20,833 15,000

J. M. Bryson, genl. con'l 15,000 24,000 20,000 13,500

Missouri Pacific

Harry Bronner, ch. bd., and
exec, com 8,333 5,000

B. F. Bush, pres 50,000
Receiver 14,583

President 29,166
President 41,666 25,000

J. G. Drew, v. p 25,000 15,000

E. J. Pearson, 1st v. p 25.000
E. J. White, V. p. and gen. sol. 105.000 20,833 12,500

A. Robertson, ch. op. ofticer.. 10,416

V. p. for operations 14,583 25,000 15,000

Nasiiviij-e, Chattanocga & St. Louis

7ohn Howe Peyton, pres 12,000 12,000

W. R. Cole, pres 15,000 9,000

Chairman 6,000

E. C. Lewis, chm 6,000

New Orleans. Great Northern

H. I. Miller, pres 9,999

A. C. Goodyear, pres 4,166 2,500

New York Central

C. M. Depew, chm 22,596 22,580 20,833 12,500

A. H. Smith, pres 48,338 44,224 44,724 26,775
I. A. Place, V. p 35.000 32,000 18,296 13,837

J. Carstensen, V. p 27.085 27,473 8,032 4,819

A. T. Hardin, V. p 25,000 19,860 18,296 13,837
A H. Harris, genl. con'l 24.378
Vice president 24,106 18,296 13,837

R. J. Gary, genl. con'l 10,838 10,987 20,833 12,500

G. H. Ingalls, v. p 16,065 10,710
C. F. Daly, V. p 25,765 26,218
P. E. Crowley, v. p 25,000 25,416 16,250
W. J. Fripp, g. m 10,000 18,000 16,666 10,000
R. D. Starbuck, asst. v. p 16,666 10,000

Boston & Alba.w

A. H. Smith, pres 5.841 5,488 4,533 2,715

H. M. Biscoe, V. p 18,000 20,000 17,083 11,250

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

A. H. Smith, pres 4,462 4,272 4,725 2,825

J. M. Schoonmaker, V. p 25,000 25,000
Chairman of board 20,833 12,500

J. B. Yohe, g. m 12,000 13,750
V. p. and g. m 14,791 10,000

New York, Chicago & St. Louis

O. P. Van Sweringen, chm. bd. 6,000 12,500 8,000
W. H. Canniflf, pres 25.000

J. J. Bernet, pres 26,666 29,166 17,916
H. D. Howe, V. p. & genl. con'l. 16,666 10.416

New York, New Haven & Hartford
Ten Six

Year Y'ear months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
Hec. Dec. 1 to Dec. 1 to June

31,1914 31,1917 31,1920 30,1921

Howard Elliott, chm. bd 34,541
Chm. Com. on Intercorporate

Relations 12,583 14,749 9,000
President 27,166 17,666

J. M. Hustis, pres 21,733
E. J. Pearson, pres 33,33i 41,666 24,999

Asst. to pres. and v. p 11,666
E. G. Buckland, v. p. &

genl. con'l 25,000 27,583 29,166 17,499
B. Campbell, v, p 22,666 28.333 29,166 17,500
A. R. Whalev, V. p 25,000 10.416
C. L. Bardo, g. m 15.000 11,000 20,416 12,499
Col. E. D. Hines, sp. asst. pres. 8,000 12,000

New York. Ontario & Western

J. B. Kerr, pres 20,000 20,000 16,666 10,000

Norfolk & Western

L. E. lohnson, chm. bd 50,000 41,666
N. D. Maher, pres 50,000 50,000 41,666 30,000
A. C. Needles, V. p. oper. & traf. 25,000 24,000 20,833 15,000
T. W. Reath, genl. con'l 17,500 20,000 16,666 10,000

Norfclk South er.v

M. T. Perry, chm. bd 6,000 15,000

J. H. Young, pres. & g. m.... 25,000 25,000 20.833 12,500

Northern Pacific

W. P. Clough, chm 40,000
Howard Elliott, chm 18,000 33.333 20,000
J. M. Hannaford, vice chm.... 1,666 10,000
Chas. Donnelly, pres 3,291 17,500

Exec, vice president 22,500
.Asst. gen. counsel 20,000 20,000

W. T. Tyler, v. p 20,430 12,500
C. W. Bunn, V. p. & g. m 30.000 30,000 25,000 15,000
Geo. T. Reid, asst. to pres.

and western counsel 15,000 15,000 16,666 10,000
J. G. Woodworth, V. p 18,000 22,.S00 20,833 12,500

Land Deft.

J. M. Hannaford, pres 7,499
Chas. Donnelly, pres 833 7,500

Ncrthwestern Pacific

W. S. Palmer, pres. & g. m.. 8,000 10.000 8,333 5,000

Pennsylvania

Samuel Rea, pres 47,796 47,742 47,352 28,411
J. J. Turner, senior V. p 26,000 13,300
W. W. Atterbury, v. p. oper.. 34,920 34,880 25,106 15,063
G. D. Dixon, V. p 22,830 26,160 18,829 11,297
Henry Tatnall, v. p. finance.. 30,555 30,520 22,595 13,557
W. H. Myers, v. p. purch.... 17,460 21,276
G. L. Peck, V. p. personnel... 19,367 11,620
Elisha Lee, V. p. eastern region 23,350 14 010
F. L Gowen, genl. con'l 26,220 25,890 22,595 13.557
C. B. Heiserman, genl. con'l... 17,883 10,885

Pennsylvania Co.

Samuel Rea, prcs 11,625 10,875

J. J. Turner, senior v. p 23,466 20,800
G. L. Peck, v.p. in chge. transp. 17,600 15,600
V. p. under J. J. Turner,transp. 1,173 13,000

Pere Marquette

E. N. Brown, chm. bd 21,667 17,667 12,000
F. H. Alfred, pres. & g. m... 15,215 26,500 18,000
S. L. Merriam, genl. coun'l... . 15,000 17,250 16,200 10,800

Philadelphia & Reading

Geo. F. Bacr, pres 6,666
Agnew T. Dice, pres 35,540 20,833 12,499
Edw. T. Stotesburv. chm. bd. 10,000 8,333 4,999
Chas H. Ewing. v. p 20,833 12,499

Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac

Wm. H. White, pres 15,000 15,000 6,250
Eppa Hunton. jr., pres 4,375 7.500
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St. Louis—San Francisco
Ten Six

Year Year months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
Dec. Dec. 1 to Dec. 1 to June

31. 1914 31, 1917 31, 1920 30, 1921

W. C. Nixon, recr 32,634

J. W. Lusk, recr 32,634

W. R. Biddle, recr 32,634

T. T. Fauntleroy, spec, master 23.707

H. Ruhlender, ohm. bd 40,000

E. N. Brown, chm. bd 26,500 16,500

W. B. Biddle, pres 39,879

J. M. Kurn, pres 35,333 21,999

E. D. Levy, v. p. oper 27,270 13,250 8,499

C. W. Hillard, v. p. finances.. 20,000 20,833 13,130

W. F. Evans, genl. sol 18,000 25,000 21,583 13,249

Southern P.\cific Lines

J. Kruttschnitt. chairman .... 75,000 87,500 83,333 49,999

L. J. Spence, dir. of traffic... 25.000 35,625 35,416 26,666

J P. Blair, genl. conl 32,500 34,250 35,250 26,666

A. D. McDonald, v. p. & con. 15,000 26,250 31,250 26,666

C. W. Jungen, mgr., A.S.S. Line 19,000 21,500 20,000 12,000

Wm. Sproule, pres 50,000 61,750 62,500 37,500

Paul Shoup, v.p.&asst. to pres. 15,000 15,000 25,000 15,000

W. F. Herrin, v.p. &ch. con'I.. 36,000 36,000 30,000 18,000

E. O. McCormick, v. p 30,000 30,000 12,500 7,500

J. H. Dyer, g. m. P. S 18,375 23,541 16,666 10,000

Epes Randolph, pres.

A. E. R. R. Co 20,000 26,250 27,083 16,249

W. R. Scott, pres. So. Pac.
Lines in Texas and Louisiana 20,000 26,250 30,000 18,000

W. A. Worthington, v. p. &
asst. to chairman 12,000 13,500 18,749 12,500

G. M. Buck, asst. con'I 13,500 15,750 16,666 10,000

F. H. Wood, gen. atty. and
com. counsel 13,500 15.750 16,666 10,000

E. T. Dumble, con. geologist.. 10,000 12,000 16,667 10,000

St. Louis Southwestern-

F. H. Britton, pres 27,000

J. M. Herbert, pres 19,833 29,333 17,600

Te.xas & Pacific

Geo. J. Gould, pres 15,000

E. F. Kearney, 1st v. p 25,000

Toledo. Peoria & Western

E. X. Armstrong, pres. and recr. 6,000 6,000 5,000 3,000

Toledo, St. Louis & Western

W. L. Ross, pres. and recr.... 25,000 25,000 20,833 12,.S00

The Ulster & Delaware

Ed Coykendall, pres 6,000 6.000 5,000 3,000

Virginian
Ten Six

Year Year months months
ended ended Mar. Jan.
Dec. Dec. 1 to Dec. 1 to June

31, 1914 31, 1917 31, 1920 30, 1921

R. Du Puy, pres 4,000

C. W. Huntington, pres 16,666 20,833 12,500

C. H. Hi.x, V. p 16,666 10,000

Wabash

E. B. Pryor, recr 20,000
W. H. Williams, chm. bd 15,000 20,833 12,500

E. F. Kearney, pres 50,000

J. E. Taussig, pres 33,333 20,000
W. C. Maxwell, V. p 16,500 20,833 12,500

H. Miller, g. m 20,000
W. S. Pierce, genl. con'I 24,000 21,000 15,000

J. L. Minnis, v. p 21,250
N. S. Brown, v. p 16,665 10,000
S. E. Cotter, v. p 16,666 10,000

Western Pacific

E. T. Jeffery, chm. bd 16,000
Alvin W. Krech, chm. bd 8,333 5,000

Chas. M. Levey, pres 30,000 25,000 15,000

Wheeling & L.\ke Erie

W. M. Duncan, recr 14,700
President 15,000 12,500 7,500

L. F. Loree, chm. bd 10,000
C. R. Gray, chm. bd 5,000

The Baltimore & Ohio report was compiled on a different

basis, as follows:

Mch. 1, Dec. 31, July 1,

1914 1917 1920 1920 1921

O. G. Murray, chm. bd. $25,000
Daniel Willard, pres... 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 67,500
H. L. Bond, jr. gen. conl. 25.000 25,000 30.000 30,000 30,000
M. R. Waite, gen. sol. 8,000 15,000 20,000 20,000
G. M. Shriver, sr. v. p. 36,000 36,000 36,000
Vice president 30,000
Second vice president 20,000

A. W. Thompson, v.p.

oper. and maint... 30.000

T. M. Davis, V. p 24,000
C. W. Galloway, v. p.. 33,000 33,000 33,000

G. m. Western lines . 20,000 •

G. H. Emerson, chief

of m. p. and equip. 25,000 25,000 25,000
R. B. Begien, g. m.

Eastern lines 15,000
Western lines 20,000 20,000 20,000

S. Ennes. g.m. East, lines 20,000 20,000
E. W. Scheer, g.m. "

' 20,000

L'ndcrwood & L'ndcrtvood.

The Navajo Limited: 23d Street, Chicago, December 16. Union Pacific Locomotive No. 7000 About to Start from
Eight Persons Injured Cheyenne
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The American Society of Civil Engineers will hold its sev-
entieth annual meeting at the Engineering Societies' Building,
New York, on January 17, 18 and 19, 1923.

Seven sleeping cars overturned and 40 persons injured, none
seriously, is the substance of a press dispatch of December
20 reporting the derailment near Allenhurst, Ga., of south-
bound passenger train No. 83 of the Atlantic Coast Line.

Senator Capper's resolution calling upon the Interstate

Commerce Commission to furnish detailed information con-
cerning excess earnings of the railroads that have earned
net returns of over 6 per cent, was adopted by the Senate on
December IS.

One trainman was killed and two trainmen and IS passengers
were injured on December 14, when Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie passenger train No. 3, northbound, from
Chicago to Minneapolis, collided with a southbound freight

train near Thorpe, Wis.

A bill to abolish the Railroad Labor Board by repealing
sections 300 to 316 of the Transportation Act was introduced
in the Senate on December 16 by Senator King of Utah.

S. Davies Warfield, president of the National Association

of Owners of Railroad Securities, has issued a statement out-

lining the association's program for effecting economies in

railroad operation and urging that Congress act at the present

session on the recommendations made by President Harding
in his recent address to Congress, many of which were based
on the suggestions of the association.

The Transportation Brotherhoods' National Bank opened
for business at MinneapoHs, Minn., on December 19. This
bank is owned by members of the brotherhoods of railroad

enginemen and trainmen and is the sixth bank in the United
States owned and operated by members of railroad labor

unions. The president of the bank is Warren S. Stone, chief

of the locomotive engineers, and the executive vice-president

is W. P. Kennedy, general chairman, on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway of the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen.

A Correction

In last week's issue of the Railway Age it was announced that

the next annual meeting of Division VI, Purchases & Stores, of

the American Railway .Association would be held in Chicago on
May 22. 1924. This is incorrect. The meeting will be held on
May 22, 1923.

Eastern Presidents' Conference to

Broaden Scope of Public Relations Work
The Eastern Presidents' Conference has decided to broaden the

scope of its public relations work and to this end has retained

Robert S. Binkerd, who has resigned as assistant to the chair-

inan of the Association of Railway Executives, to take charge of

the work. Mr. Binkerd will enter upon his new duties on January
1, 1923, and will have his headquarters at 143 Liberty street, New
York.

M. & N. A. Strikers Lose AH Rights

Former employees of the Missouri & North Arkansas who
went on strike about two months ago following their refusal to

accept the wage offered by the road under the decision of the

Labor Board, have lost all rights as employees of the road, accord-

ing to a ruling of the Federal court at Harrison, Ark., in which
the temporary injunction against picketing was made permanent.

All relationship that the former employees may have sustained

to the company has ceased, according to the decision. The tern--

porary injunction which is now made permanent was issued in

July, and covered all the road's property in Arkansas.

I. C. C. to Hold Hearing on New York Terminal Plan

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered an investiga-
tion "in the matter of efficient, economical and joint use of
terminals of common carriers in the Port of New York District
and the cost to carriers of operating the terminals in performance
of common-carrier services." The railroads serving the port are
made respondents and the investigation is instituted for the purpose
of determining what, if any, order should be made by the com-
mission in connection with the carrying out of the comprehensive
plan of the Port of New York Authority for the development of
the port of New York. No date has been announced for any
public hearing. The Port Authority proposes the construction of
extensive belt railroads in New Jersey to connect the different

railroad yards and ocean terminals, and its members have com-
plained that the railroads are lacking in sympathy toward the
project.

Convictions for the Needles Tie-Up

In the United States District Court at Los Angeles, California,

on December 20. eight railroad employees on trial for conspiracy
to interfere with interstate commerce were found guilty, by a
jury, and are to be arraigned for sentence on December 26.

The charge was that defendants had plotted to tie up traffic on
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe [at Needles, Calif.] last August
by causing a walkout of trainmen. More than a thousand pas-
sengers were marooned several days, in intensely hot weather,
and much freight and mail were delayed. The defendants said

the walkout was justified because of defective equipment and
the presence of armed guards at terminals. The Government
contended that the walkout was brought about to assist the

shopmen then on strike.

Telegraph and Telephone Section Elects Officers

The officers chosen for the ensuing year by the Telegraph &
Telephone section of the American Railway Association at its

meeting in Chicago last week were as follows : Chairman, R. F.
Finley, superintendent telegraph, New York Central ; first vice-

chairman, I. C. Forshee, telegraph and telephone engineer, Penn-
sylvania Sy.stem ; second vice-chairman, G. D. Hood, superin-

tendent of telegraph, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific ; members
of the Committee of Direction : J. H. Brennan, superintendent

telegraph, St. Louis-San Francisco; G. A. Cellar, general

superintendent telegraph, Pennsylvania System; C. A. Plumly,
superintendent telegraph, Baltimore & Ohio; H. A. Shepard,

general superintendent electric transmission and communication,

New York, New Haven & Hartford; C. E. Davies, general

traffic superintendent, Canadian National Telegraphs ; W. Rogers,

telegraph and telephone engineer, Missouri Pacific.

It was decided that the oiScers of the Railway Telegraph &
Telephone Appliance Association, which met in conjunction with

the Telegraph and Telephone section should retain office during

the coming year. These officers are as follows : Chairman, J.

Warren Young, Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New York;
vice-chairman, F. W. Bayles, New York Telephone Company,
New York ; secretary and treasurer, G. A. Nelson, Waterbury
Battery Company, New York; members of the executive com-

mittee, B. A. Kaiser, American Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, New York ; W. T. Kyle, Page Wire & Steel Company,

New York; J. W. Hackett, Okonite Company, New York;

Wallace L. Cook, Reliable Electric Company, Chicago; E. V.

Adams, Western Electric Company, New York, and D. H. Morris,

Ohio Bell Telephone Company, Columbus, Ohio.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of October, 1922,

Region, road and year
New England Region:

Boston & Albany ...

.

Boston & Maine

N. Y., New li. & Hartf...

1922
1921
1922
1921
1922
1921

Great Lakes Regit n

:

Delaware & Hudson 1922
1921

Del., Lack. & Wn 1922
1921

Erie (inc. Chic. St Erie)...! 922
1921

Lehigh Vallev 1922
1921

Michigan Central 1922
1921

New York Central 1922
1921

N. Y.. Chic. & St. I^ 1922
1921

Pere Marquette 1922
1921

Pitts. & Lake Eric 1922
1921

Wabash 1922
1921

Ohio-Indiana-Allegheny Region

:

Baltimore & Ohio 1922
I92I

Central R. R. of N. J 1922
1921

Chicago & Eastern 111 1922
1921

aev.. Cin. Chic. & St. L.. 1922
1921

Elgin. Joliet & En.' 1922
1921

Long Island 1922
1921

Pennsylvania System 1922
1521

Phila. & Reading 1922
1921

Pccahontas Region:
Chesapeake 8: Ohio 1922

1921
Norfolk 4 Western 1 922

1921
Southern Region

:

Atlantic Coast Line 1922
1921

Central of Georgia 1922
1921

I. C. (inc. Y. S, M. V.1 . . . 1922
1921

Louisville & Nashville 1922
1921

Se.lboard A'lT Line 1922
1921

Southern Ry 1922
1921

Northwestern Region:
Chic. & N. Wn 1922

1921
Chic. Milw. & St. P 1922

1921
Chic., St. P. Minn. & Om..l922

1921
Great Northern 1922

1921
Minn.. St. P. ^ S. Stc. M..1922

1921
Northern P.icific 1922

1921
Orer.-Wa.ih. R. R. & Nav..l922

1921

Average
miles of

road
operated

394
394

2,455
2.469
1,973
1,977

887
880
994
995

2,309
2,259
1,317
1,316
1,827
1,829
6,486
6,466
1,225
1.225
2.182
2,196
228
228

2,418
2,418

5.235
5,185
692
679
945

1,131
2.378
2.387
459
456
394
395

10,902
10.875
1.119
1,119

2,551
2,548
2,228

4.930
4..899

1.907

1 .899

6.135
6.151
5.021
5.0211

3,537
3,537
6.942
6.942

8.393
8,37>5

11,027
10.99:
1,726
1,726
8.255
8,162
4,355
4,359
6,388
6,420
2,143
2,150

Train-
miles

311,458
248,213
648,629
593,320
477,356
451,309

368,416
362,917
487,529
583,323
940,719

1,194,502
490,537
654,605
579,701
486,045

2,437,580
2,065.715
525,229
459,907
359,251
378,377
150,708
93,428
529.410
633,635

1.939,187
1,842,781
329,347
295,995
223,493
274,317
699,583
679,165
132,079
103,892
51,897
48.890

5,006.921
4.603,675
672,840
577,160

640,628
759,300
754,760
796,648

666.901
564.675
272.597
223.985

2.110.301
1.813,792
1.504.859
1.662.242
496,469
431,801

1,524,761
1.372.170

1.855,536
1,788,642
1.955.512
1,758,207
330.852
356.383

1,187.054
1.287,869
707,274
579,037

1.050,906
1,096,526
266,668
268,684

Central We«iern Pecio;!:
Alch., Tcp. & Santa Fe 1922

1921
Chicago & .Mton 1922

1921
Chic. Hurl. (< Onincy 1922

1921
Chic. Rock I. fi Pac 1922

1921
Denver & R. G. Wn 1922

1931
Orec. Short Fine 1922

1921
S«ithe-n Pacific 1922

1921
Union Pacific 1922

1921
Sonthwestem Region:

Gulf. Colo. A S. Fe 1922
1921

Mo., K.ins. & Trx 1922
1921

Mo., Kans. & Tex. of Tex.. 1922
1921

Missouri Pacidc 1922
1931

Si. Louis-Pan Francisco 1922
1921

Snnihern r».cifi.- L!n«i fin 1922
Trras and I «.> 1921

Texas .^ Pacific 1922—— 1921
'No pawen«erlrain service.
Conifilnl (n iht Biireati of SInlislics of the Inlcrslale C

Principal
and

helper
330,022
270,090
727,658
665,637
517,941
493,433

503,554
483,942
609,938
723,502

1,066,527
1,332,813
542,202
721,706
587,854
497,301

2.744,521
2,292,377
529,973
462.689
366,146
389.805
157,482
97,353

551,485
662,598

2.226,668
1,996,070
361,322
334,412
225,169
276.709
721,563
710,354
144,812
114,557
61,422
54,832

5,515.809
5,041,348
766,631
654,573

706,176
829,7f.3

970,918
979,489

669,993
569,960
276,559
224,804

2,125,006
1,820,960
1,606,073
1.782,965
501,924
442,084

1.574.525
1.401.764

1,942.998
1.858.385
2,009.658
1,812,212
355,179
374,830

1,217,445
1.324.973
719,410
615.536

1.090.418
1,144,694
298,115
301,929

9.798
9.763
1.010
1.010
9.326
9.326
7,635
7,661
2,593
2,593
2,367
2,359
6.982
6.975
3.707
3.61 S

2.165.633
2,022,714
277,415
390.775

1,935,157
1,855.4.15

1,309,800
1,482,515
332,451
353,356
509.070
5I\290

1.361.526
1.319.919
1.6 5 '5.648

1.733,778

1,895 271,965
1,895 257,751
1,658 315.8.39

1.709 290.637
1.738 244,767
1.740 243,393
7.113 1,041,157
7,364 1,2,5'..553

4.683 735.846
4.683 843,571
3,710 618,.597
3.647 575,418
1.9«3 250.955
1.953 253,360

2,265,106
2.167,743
281,674
399.228

2.018.831
1.950.S«9
1.,-33. 527
1.507,431
402,025
447,277
531,445
530,574

1,538,656
1.508.111
1.693,517
1,755,100

279,020
265,063
316,433
290.656
249,962
248.234

1.049,370
1,268,619
743.238
854.313
621.534
.578,770
250 90<
283.160

Light
31.598
33,718
69,209
59,011
36,405
31,729

40,347
37,270
122,159
133,266
53,573
56,565
65,522
71,576
28,645
21,976

216,348
166,715

4,209
1,312
7,404
7,872
1,180
585

7,668
8,552

144,315
152,975
44,782
44,490
4.509
4,016
5,918
2,905
7,813
6.998

11,026
9,544

412,882
380.708
96.407
83,027

16,439
24,065
35,363
36,351

11,007
8,647
5,552
3,859

50,384
38.383
62,373
57,983
10,385
8,305

47,686
36,125

27,692
29,285
82,504
69,115
16,223
16,028
49,035
43,484
12,403
9,018
53,982
68,232
39.617
43,200

1 1 1 ,687

104.497
5.865
5.274

93.9S6
103,4.50
20.824
13,930
76,695
92,546
35,724
37.643

278.886
266.580
133.559
92,124

Loaded
(thou-
sands)
5,803
5,001

14,611
13,871
12,904
12,104

9,604
9,971

13.653
17,772
35,314
40,610
12,47C
18,774
21.309
15.995
91,877
74,834
14,265
13,642
9,565
9,828
3,597
3,249
16,556
18,394

57,669
48,440
7,686
6,744
5,905
6.870

22.571
20,474
3,940
3,278
720
625

136,575
124,151
18,075
15,096

20,497
23,127
19,502
22,911

16,322
12,873
5,775
5,146

60,786
51,042
27,852
29,659
11,044
9,507

33.941
31,083

43,344
39,161
49,458
44,793
6,519
7,408

33,468
37,181
14.746
14.251
29,038
31.900
6.432
6,405

61.151
57.286
6.741
8.578

55.043
50,623
31 476
33,705
7.065
7.678
11.136
11.979
40.645
38.153
46.337
46.098

6,116 7.759
4,436 6.658
6,223 9.30".

6,638 7.910
3,145 5.333
3.634 5,183

35,076 25.514
38,575 31,041
13,781 13,092
13.249 16,273

7.673 14.045
4.743 11.745
6.995 6.505
2.569 6.6St

Per
cent
loaded
72.5
70.3
73.3
74.0
77.1
71.1

67.1
66.3
65.2
63.4
73.4
66.4
67.6
64.2
74.1
72.0
70.1
67.9
72.3
72.0
76.5
73.4
68.3
630
79.0
75.2

72.2
65.0
64.7
60 9
69.7
62.3
68.7
64.9
65.8
66.5
63.4
60.6
68.9
65.1
69.0
64.5

63.3
58.8
61.3
61.0

74.5
66.5
64.6
68.3
62.5
74.0
74.0
73.5
70.4

60.2
63.0
67.3
65.0
76.3
72.6

74 9
74.7
69.1
76.2
67.5

65.2
65.0
72.5
63.0
65.4
64.1
76.1

71.2
65 9

63.3
65.6
60.2
71.9
68.7
69.3
63

71.0
65.5
69 5

63.6
73.U
64
73 3

68.7
70.2
68.4
69.4

64.7
72.5
67.3

Ton-milcs (thousands)

Gross.
Excluding
locomotive
and tender
295.603
251,120
733,237
686,186
626,803
603,556

629,985
633,178
830,446
979,579

2,035,631
2,415,566
780,592

1,152,523
1,023,399
804,750

5,326,063
4,210,865
762,589
683,169
489,647
521,250
395,694
234,918
854,844
948,597

3,315,362
3,055,823
487.241
444,701
342,417
429,980

1,351,893
1,220.648
318,282
242.803
41.031
35.433

8,846,833
3,373,895
1,160,224
1,010,602

1.460,288
1.757,408
1,508,185
1,704,232

806,568
653,649
290,455
249,495

3,724.575
3,146,105
1,671,219
1,896,413
562,840
465,459

1,739,820
1,585,680

2,451,427
2,266,132
2,806,376
2,501,508
342,339
380,561

1,973,539
2,218,184
849.730
708.614

1,586,375
1,802,429
361,393
373,356

3.473,643
3,235.278
383,672
519.787

3, ''79. 153
3.0I9.-.').i

1.598.413
1,791.5';2

413,754
450,507
683.439
759.343

3.323.311
2.172.652
2.521.671
2.700.650

406.455
373.373
495.279
441.312
265.505
286.568

1.385.042
1,748,084
709.413
895.830
763..il5

719,163
33''.39.8

353,101

and nc-n-

revenue
126,528
102,469
309,618
291,106
284,891
261,582

328.634
323,469
394,632
454,304
983,870

1,076,502
400,235
549,185
459,999
335,101

2,551,020
1,914,271
334,759
285,687
238,499
240,797
236,509
132,693
412,227
434,627

1,699,628
1,533,669
243,755
219,326
177,610
217,941
675,898
577,571
176,262
130,266
16,761
13,830

4,600,561
4,261,914
637,932
539,633

807,445
958,638
817,277
936,383

354,009
256,434
137,467
112,463

1,760,248
1,442,999
827,877
916,114
248,801
195.408
783,578
672,590

1,031,502
.985,420
1,333,204
1,127,810
154,594
167,774
964,535
960,561
425,697
340,026
771,614
812,038
187.613
173,962

1,269,485
1,154,739
196,169
216,102

1.568,330
1,422,780
740.957
819,175
190,653
195,472
309.969
322,085
963.874
913.433

1.036.797
1,048.633

176.768
161.740
215.263
181,738
113,769
115,438
651,747
797,150
319,147
399,818
338.066
314.386
139.679
140.400

Average number
of locomotives on line daily

^^v- Un- Per cent
^- serv- unserv-
3le iceable iceable Store
09 33 23.1
15 29 19.9
16 134 29.8 12
42 117 25.4 43
79 88 24.1 4
00 88 22.7 41

19.5

11.9
30.3
15.5
39.3
24.2
43.4
21.2
30.1
19.7
40.8
35.4
33.4
26.5
28.2
22.2
24.4
33.3
27.6
18.6

456
561
307
428
278
331

1,035
1,127
150
134

999
1,030
213
209
91
123
267
331

2,464
2,561
363

361
468
543
602

330
289
117
117

729
786
804
864

549
633
341
349
564
583
134
137

117
774
683
526

193
635
616
458
438

378
420
307
352
1.86

295
179
236
115
120

299
282
276
218

56
154
144

255
200
165
109

25.9
26.0
17.6

19.5
47.1
26.9
40.3
26.7
20.4
8.5

25.1
20.2
25.3
26.7
15.5
17.7

23.6
30.4
12.0
16.3

11.1
10.7
23.2
12.5
37.6
34.7
23.5
20.9

29.1
26.4
2S.S
20.2
32.9
28.7
28.0
19.5
1,5.6

13.9
21.5
19.8

22.2
18.0

23.5
21.5
37.2
23.5
23.8
27.2
27.5
21.8
32.6
23.2
26.0
18.2

23.0
23.8

20.1

23.4
48.6
26.2
47.6
28.2
36.5
29.2
33.5
22.3
36.2
34.7
48.4
33.1
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Compared with October, 1921, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000.

oiU^^r Ẑi.n^
^

Groses
^^^ ^^ ""VlTslS^L Passenger service

' Per cent per train, Net tons ten- Car- per ton-miles, / -!• >

,,n- excluding tons per miles miles mile including Passenger-

„ . , . service- Iccomotive per loaded per per of road locomotive Tram- train

Region, road and year
,ki,. qtnred -nd tender train car car-day car-day per day and tender mUes car-miles

New England Region: Home Foreign Tota able Stored ..nd tender train car ca a y >"
'j 3^5^ 227 302,243 1.931,014

Boston & Albany 922 1.801 7,169 8.970 4.1 .... y^ 209 301,951 1,960.439
1921 3,022 4,751 7.773 7.S 304 i,Ji- y- -u-^

J
• 806,689 4.376.381

Boston & Maine 1922 13,521 21,290 34,8 1 3.6 . ,30 477 2 2 287 8 5 4 068 1/^ ^ ^.^^^^^^^
1921 16,933 16,404 33,337 18.7 739 1,13/ ^yi ^i.i ^o^ ' .

1 0O4 246 6,380,045

N. Y., NewII.&Hartf..l922 18,402 30,837 49.239 .8.9 ^73 1.313 597 22.1 187 11.0 4.658 196 1,004,^^^ ^.^^^.^^^

^'^Ut7er.'i^dson 1922 S.26^ 9'441 17.702 79 .. 1710 892 34.2 599 26 1 11952 208 190 857 99.,788

Del., LacU. . Wn ^ g ^ g ^
- g -

Ifl \f, IV. \\f^\ ?^5 ^^ l^^
Hr.e (inc. Ciiic. Erie)..

il
l 3! g i ^992 i 1, 27.9 516 2S 3 13,743 144 574,647 4.n3,3|

19.il 34,941 21.065 56.000 1^.' 1,-— ^."--' 'V' '
, ,,, ,44 9805 215 346.000 2,653.924

-'^^^'^"- g IS ;i i i^
''^^^ • I ; 4& s^i ^^ ^^

^-'--^-^-^
1 1: : li •

•••
^'t^f rtlt lli 'sit Hi ^lill l^2^i^^^^

^-^^-'<^-^-^ ^ If I': :
^- i ^^ m ni iVo nil ]^'-^^''^^

L:;::r::^:::: ;^^^ iii i g i li Hi i il iH^— il 1 I ^11
.^^^3 if 1:1 g i ;| 1^ i^

log
2,ili

Wabash 1922 M56 15,679 22,635 ^8.8 .... 1,615 7,9
^^.J ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^3^^ ^^^^^^^^

Ohio-Indiana-Allegheny Region: 111861 12 6 1710 876 29.5 490 23.0 10.473 195 1,237.585 8.269.478
Baltimore & Ohio 922 50.370 61,491 11,86 12.6 ...^ /lu

^^ ^ ^^^ 1.419,843 9.165,392

, xr T \ll\ ^,o\Ia 1^475 ^A\\ 62 1 479 740 31.7 283 13.S 11,368 201 336,585 1,631,829
central K.R. of N. J.. .1922 1, 1. . ; --^^

;
33 1M27 171 336 196 1625 322

Chicago. Kaste. II,

.

I ^, ;

;

• ,, ; , 427 21.6 6 216 159 323,481 M77.383

aev.,C.n C^..St.L.. ^. ^. , , 28,2 555 30.3-^7,807 13, 715,66, 4,363.218

Elgin. Joliet & En.i 922 8.74, 5.6,3 ,4.354 10.^ ...
^ ^^^ ^^ ^ j29

Q?i ?'qjft i'q96 69,6 35 - 791 323 23.3 78 5.3 1,372 291 ,97,539 ,,,61.785
tong I.land 922 .920 4.996 6,916 3.. ..^ /^ ^^ ^g j.,3j 3^^ 202.762 ,,,.^6,605

. ^ \l-,\ i.l'ooi liTsJo oofi'sM 98 , 551 1 767 919 33.7 500 21.5 13,6,3 ,6, 5,, 25.300 35.975,267
Pennsylvania System ••922 48.999 ,47.840 296,839 y,» i.M /o/

^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ 5,079,674 34.5,0.292

\lll ^?^4^ Jn'771 34,73 4I 1.724 933 34.7 593 24.7 ,8,,08 178 503.924 2.292,814
Phila. & Reading 1922 1,3,400 20.773 34,173 4.3 ^.... j./^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^0.4 ,5,550 169 492,855 2.337,671

Pocahontas Region:
,n cnn 91 546 50 n46 ,9 8 . 2.280 ,.260 39.4 50, 20,, ,0,2,2 ,40 44, .17, 2.538.743

Chesapeake & Ohio 922 30,500 21.546 52.046 ,8 ....
|.j ^.^ 25,7 ,2,136 ,3, 445.453 2.508,873

Jo« lAtt li'238 38607 3 9 .... ,998 1083 41.9 683 26.6 U.834 224 .397.036 2.50,.,,,
Norfolk & Western 1922 24.309 14,238 38,60/ 3.9 .... ^.v^^

^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ 32,9 13,594 ,75 412,388 2,663,4,5

Southern Region: ,,3^ .5 j, j 209 531 21,7 434 28,6 2.3,6 ,28 70,.83, 4.402.903
Atlantic Co:.st Line 922 11.233 ,3,906 25,13. 0./ ....

.

^^ ^^^ ^o.S ,,688 ,44 703.575 4.409,348

, ^ . ^?i ^?'fi5^ ''819 7459 7'7 ,066 504 23.8 .595 32.2 2.326 182 323.009 ,.603.678
Central of Georgia ,922 ,.640 5.8 9 7.459 ^. ^^ ^ ^^^ ,g ^ j g,p j^g 3gg _,g2 ,,507.993

,. . „ „ ^ o?9 oAf'. 39 886 64391 60 ,043 ,765 83-+ 29,0 882 45,8 9,256 144 ,,497.50, 9,02, ,851

I, C. fine. Y. & M. V.),,,922 24.505 39.886 64.39 b.u .WJ
^^^ ^^^ ^^j, ^^^^ 1,439,, 76 8.32, .393

^ll\ ^^5oS ?il1i 4fil57 120 4, 11, 550 29 7 579 28.5 5.3,9 ,79 ,,023,588 5.995.597
Louisville ,^- Nashville,... 922 21.798 24.359 46,157 12,0 41 I V 9/ ^^ „ ^ ^^^ .^^^^.^^^^ 5,463,105

, ,. ,, J?? ^^-q?^ two 23'92? '97 .. 134 501 22.5 336 20,, 2.269 179 488.235 3.,,2.460
Seaboard Air Line ,922 9.933 ,3.990 23.92.( -9.^ ...

. ^^^ ^^^ ^ 191 557,431 3.214.635

\ll\ VAA .ini?? fi447^ 176 141 514 23,1 392 23,1 3.641 2,4 ,.274.662 7,371,772
Southern Ry 1922 24,356 40,1,7 64.473 17.6 .... L»^, M^4

^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ j,,^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^2

Northwestern Rerion: gg ,3,, 555 23.8 434 26.4 3.965 ,71 ,.384,339 9.5,9.828
Chic. & N. Wn ,922 34.956 41,7 76,676 8,0 1

27.5 3,794 170 1.63, .238 ,0.020.373

c T, lo?', ton?4 ?fi'94? 75975 ,44 ,435 682 27.0 566 . 3,.2 3.900 ,60 ,,467.923 9., 62.285
Chic, Milw. & St. ? 922 39.034 36.94 75.975 4.4 .. 1

4«
^^^ .^^^ ^^^ 1,520,943 9,475,005

r, „ . r. Q« ^'^n 8'729 11749 10 6 7 1,035 467 23.7 424 23.5 2.889 176 271,877 1.715,449
Chic. St. P,.Min. & Cm. 922 3.020 8,729 ,1.749 0,0 /

^^^ ^0,9 3,135 169 303,788 1,759,3,6

., , \tl\ -^vilv \Aol 48833 7, ... 1663 8,3 28.8 637 32.9 3.769 ,60 933.146 5.S9,.293
Great North-rn 922 37.337 , .496 48.833 /.i

5^, 3,^ 3^5 jj^ g^^^g, 5.924.6,5

c ^ c ,r \l\\ Ifi'Snn 7'fi99 23899 72 985 ,201 602 28,9 575 26,0 3.153 124 424.046 2.495,551
Minn,. ?t,r.& S, Ste,M,, 922 16.200 7.699 23,899 7.2 9« o

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ 2,577.928

o?o «si^ 9'6a? 35527 123 1 510 734 26.6 701 35.3 3,896 . 135 793,697 5,356.283
Northern I'achc 922 25,846 9,681 35,527 ,2.3 ....

^^^ ^^^ 3^g ^pj,^ j,^ g^,44g 5.554.885

^?i '^?oo 7170 7868 3? , 'SS 704 29.2 769 .34,6 2.824 240 256.290 1.703.773
Oreg.-W. R, R, &Nav,,,1922 4.689 3,179 ^7,868 3.. ..^. ,.;^5,

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ,27 255,2,2 ,,728,061

Central Western Region: , 2,, 53 173 1.604 586 20.8 638 47., 4., 80 ,47 ,.665.064 ,3.487,397
Alch., Top. & S^nta Fc. 922 35.809 28.403 64.21- 5.3 1/3

. ^^^ 1,658.487 12.797.196

„ .,
'2' 43.814 15.161 8,975 8.8 1,897 ^9. y ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ 1.523,600

Chicago & Alton 922 6.150 7.268 1.M18 9.3 ,,,.
^^^ 29.1 6.900 186 293.706 1.669.120

„ ^ ^-,', 7A,l 17 oil 71713 7 5
" 695 810 28.5 705 37.8 5.425 159 1.467.137 9.8,2.047

Chic. Burl, & Quincy,.. 922 34.419 37,294 7 .713 7.5 .... o
| ^^^ ^^^ ^ _,l ^^^ 1,524.875 10.057,395

ooi ^?'!o9 99'a^5 44317 143 "io 2'0 566 23.5 539 30.1 3.131 184 1,264.737 7.351.633
Chic, Rock I. S: Pac... 922 21.492 22.825 44.31/ 14.3 lU .-- ^^^ ,7^ 1,326.529 7.642,721

r. „. ool ?n^« Vfi53 15'8°8 110 ,4 246 573 27.0 389 2,8 2.372 245 229.719 1.672.263
Denver & R. G. Wn,...,922 0.175 5.6.53 ,5.828 11.0 4 .-^o =

^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^33,0.56 ,.658.165
1921 'V^W fi.OlO

Yalll
10.6 310 -/= = ^ j.|,g ^224 150 282.368 2.,.32.,46

Oreg. Short Line 922 5,847 5.092 ,0.939 4.) .... ^ i ^55 ,4, 281.433 2.034.848

'^?i ,o'?^5 lo'li? 10175 66 ,63' 707 23.7 793 46,0 4.448 ,53 ,.360.508 11.306.057
• Southern Pacific ,922 ,9 734 9.441 39.175 6,6 . .63 /^ -^ ^^^ 1,319.204 ,0.753.877

"-1 ?f^^c \A,l okili, 47 26 ,5'3 620 22.2 ,,2-9 82.C 8.934 166 870,175 7.438.227
Union Pacific 1922 ,,.695 14,6,4 26.309 4.7 ^26 ,,5-3 6,.

2^.^ ^.^_^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^g ^^^^^^^^^

Southwestern Region: .,, ,, ,g j 4,^ 65n 22,8 477 29.5 3.0,0 ,46 ,97.632 ,.,79.6,5
Gulf. Colo, & S, Fe 9.?2 5.366 6..595 11.96, 3.9 6 .4^ ^^^ ^^ ,3. ,,5^5^ ,.,80.538

. .r. \J,\ All q'l53 16lo 84 568 682 23., 43, 26,8 4,,87 ,44 248.638 2.006.534
Mo., Kans, & Tex 1922 6,948 9,,53 16,,0I 8,4 ,,,,

.^ j3, 273,962 2,068,122

, .. r.-o'o ^'^^lo lUlt 7§5n 7'6 085 465 5l 7 .300 18.7 2.112 183 203.808 1.462.376
Mo.. Kan. & Tex. of Tex. 922 339 1,9 1 12.250 /.6 ..,, .<J«- >

20.8 2.140 ,62 275.064 ,.776.187

. „ •. Itll ,oo« \All M35? 96
'

,.330 626 25,5 409 2,,9 2,956 ,69 820.43, 5.095.265
Missouri Pacific 922 ,9.965 31,394 51359 9.6 . . . ^^^ ^7.4 3.540 ,58 927.52, 5.657.228

,. • !o^i ?HoQ Ai*° 3819 70 964 434 24.4 270 15.8 2.198 220 661.130 3,815.004
St. Loufs-San Franc.^co .

, 922 4,699 23 432 .38.12^ 7.0 .... ^4 ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ 4.482.149

, \lll '1-$^? 1«12? nAli A " 1 '34 547 ?4,, 50, 30,0 2.939 ,34 .547.810 3.614.274
Southern P.^cific Linesi 922 5.441 6.343 21.784 6, .^ .

.-J ^^^ 32.2 2.781 ,3, 538.933 3.506.395

TeS^^^ra^fil^-:;::; : 1| I g
•""

[^^ III |1;1 ^^^ i^j r.% 1?^ ^^t;^?5 l;^^ip!

-Ti;^des Galveston, Hjrril?, ig ^^a^n^nt^Al^V^fo^ . |^^^^^^^^^ Tn-'^e^a^I.^'N^I^v-U^^n'';-'
^^^ ^"' ''-' ''"" ' '""""""'

Lake Charles & Northern, Louisiana Western, Morgans La, & Tex. R, R, \ >• >• i-"^-- ^""
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$10,000,000 D. & R. G. W. Issue Authorized

The United States District Court has authorized the Denver

& Rio Grande Western to issue $5,000,000 of receiver certifi-

cates to run for two years at six per cent and $5,000,000 of

equipment trust notes to run for 15 years and to bear not

to exceed 6^/1 per cent interest. Of the $10,000,000, $6,000,000

will be spent for equipment which will include 10 Mountain

type locomotives, 10 heavy Mallet locomotives, 5 narrow-gage

Mallet locomotives, a 150-ton wrecking derrick, a 175-ton

narrow gage wrecking derrick, a narrow gage rotary snow
plow, 500 stock cars, 100 narrow gage stock cars, 350 coal

cars and miscellaneous equipment. The remainder of the

$10,000,000 authorized in certificates and notes will be expended

in improving the various lines. These improvements include

new rail, ballasting, lengthening side tracks, yard improve-

ments, water stations and additions to shop facilities, prin-

cipally at the Burnham and Salt Lake terminals.

Revenues and Expenses for October

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of railway

revenues and expenses for October and 10 months of 1922 (193

Qass I roads) is as follows:

October Ten Months^

Item 1922 1921 1922 1921

.\veraee number of
miles cperaled 235,192.62 235,150.38 235,368.31 235.011.30

Revenues;
Freight ?406,105.599 $401,951,413 $3,253,395,823 $3,296,896,869

Passeueer »90,1.13.399 '88,903,056 •892,789,742 i> 982,697,055

Mail ~ 7,515,998 7,359,842 74,076,744 78,625,027

Express 18,75S,9i<0 12,178,757 112,784,602 82,728,318

All other trans- ,,„,,„,,
portation 16,240,598 15.917,948 146,641,440 136,856,033

Incidental 10,634,632 9,994.617 94,470,631 99,219,683

Joint facility—Cr. Wi6,838 595,615 8,297,277 6,357,028

Joint facility— Dr. 221,148 179,594 1,802,860 1,435,732

Railway operat-
ing revenues 5SO.0.';i,896 536,722,654 4,580,653,399 4,681,944.281

Expenses:
Maintenance of
way and struc-

tures 68,957,275 72,661,765 617,111,915 653,201,561

Maintenance of
equipment ... 130,408,463 112,191,535 1,024,418.667 1.058.558,504

Traffic 7,245,129 6.904,722 71,817.484 70.588,922

Transportation .. 205,891,873 189,465,425 1,767,289,149 1,924,445,014

Miscellaneous op-
erations 4,174,925 3,936.269 39,806,196 41,509,392

General 13,044,812 13,285.351 130,299,242 140,906,559
Transportatinn for

investment—Cr. 750,212 486,272 5,479,136 4,910,596

Railway operat-
ing expenses 428,972,265 397,958,795 3,645,263,517 3,884,269,356

Net revenue from rail-

way operations 121.079,631 138,763,859 935,389.882 797,674,925
Railway tax accruals 27,014,299 25,825,334 254,935,753 235,416,521
Uncollcctihle railway

revenues 42,014 175,652 1,065,847 1,059,469

Railwav operat-
ing income. 94,023,318 112,762,873 679,388,282 561,198,935

Equipment rents

—

Dr. balance 6,835,917 5,762,476 49,488,689 45,546,289
Joint facility rent

—

Dr. balance 1,932,435 1,479,621 15,582,324 16,238,890

Net railwav op-
erating :nrome 85,254.966 105,520,776 614,317,269 499,413,756

Ratio of expenses to
revenues (percent) 77.99 74.15 79.58 82.96

* Does not include Rnston ft Albany, the revenues and expenses of which
are included in New York Central report.

•Includes $2,890,164. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
• Includes $-.658..1'>5, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
•Includes $27. 23?, 711, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
•Includes $27,362,471. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

The Disaster at Humble, Tex.

The number killed or fatally scalded in the collision on the

Southern Pacific at Humble, Tex., reported in our last issue,

was 21 ; and some of the 14 injured were at last accounts in a

critical condition. The killed were nearly all in the negro
car, and steam from the damaged switching engine, rushing in

through an open window, caused all or nearly all the deaths.

All other windows of the coach were closed. It was believed

that if some or all the rest had been open, the scalding would
have been less severe. The collision occurred about 10 p. m.

The switching locomotive, which got in the way of the passenger
train (Train 28, Engine 255) had been laid up for the night, in

charge of a watchman. This watchman had to supply the loco-

motive with water and with fuel oil : and to do this it appears
that he m.oved it ; but he is held to have moved it from one
track to another when he should not have done so ; and in this

movement, in some way not explained, he moved it afoul of the

main track.

Of the killed or fatally injured, four were white passengers

Engine No. 255 After the Collision

and 14 were negro passengers ; to which are to be added the

conductor, the news agent and a porter.

The man who was in cliarge of the yard engine. J. H. Smith,

is about 60 years old. The reports indicate that he was in such

a nervous condition that his narrative was not wholly intelligible;

but one account, based on statements made by Smith, says that

the locomotive started unattended toward the main track, while

Smith was in his shanty ; and that he jumped to the engine and

tried to reverse it in season to prevent fouling of the main track.

The passenger train was approaching at moderate speed but there

was a dense fog so that the engineman could not see far ahead.

"Railway Engineering and Maintenance"

Effective January 1, 1923, the name of the R;iiluay Maintenance

Engineer will be changed to Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance. At the same time, the number of editorial pages will

be increased to permit the inclusion of more information relative

to the design, construction and maintenance of railway bridge,

building and water service facilities.

Since the establishment of the Maintenance of Way section in

the Railway Age in 1911 and its development into the Railway

Maintenance Engineer in 1916, there has developed a closer con-

tact between engineering and maintenance, until today they are

merged on many railroads. This increasingly intimate relationship

has been apparent in the Roadmasters' .Association, the Bridge

and Building Association and the American Railway Engineering

Association. It has also been reflected in the editorial contents

of the Railway Maintenance Engineer and its circle of readers,

until today this paper is read by nearly every railway officer of

technical or practical training in charge of the construction and

maintenance of roadway and structures. The new name has been

adopted in order to indicate more accurately the nature of the

editorial contents and the character of the readers of this publi-

cation.

The additional attention which will be given to bridge, building

and water service problems is a recognition of the increasing

importance of these phases of railway construction and main-

tenance. By increasing the number of editorial pages these de-

velopments will be treated more adequately without detracting

in any way from the space now devoted to the problems of track

construction and maintenance, or eliminating any other features

now appearing in the publication.
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Electrification—Installation and Operating Costs

Steam Road Electrification was the title of an address pre-
sented by A. H. Armstrong, chairman electrification committee,
General Electric Company before the New York Electrical

Society on Tuesday, December 19 at the Engineering Societies'

Building in New York. Mr. Armstrong stated that the saving
in coal effected by electric operation should offset the additional

cost of the electrical equipment. Electrical operating facilities

exclusive of locomotives, he stated, cost just about as much as

the electric locomotives themselves, while steam locomotive
operating facilities, not required when a road is electrified, cost

about one-half as much as the locomotives. Electrification, he
said, in a given case, should save about 20 per cent in operating
costs as compared with steam, 12 per cent of wbicli was effected

by reduced maintenance costs.

Mr. Armstrong also elaborated upon the better known advan-
tages of electric operation such as increased track capacity,

improved terminal facilities, impro\ed operation, etc. He also

pointed out the fact that the great majority of steam road
terminals were of a necessity on the outskirts of cities and he
stated that electrified tenninals centrally located would minimize
truck competition.

Short Line Association Establishes

Purchasing Agency at Chicago

The Consolidated Purchasing Agency of the American Short

Line Railroad Association, which was organized in June, 1921,

with James W. Caiin as manager of purchases, was removed from
Washington to Chicago, on December 1, 1922, and is now located

in the Railway Exchange Building. This change was necessitated

by the increased volume of business being handled by this depart-

ment of the association, which can best be taken care of from a

more central point. There was also need of being located in an

industrial and railroad center to facilitate procuring materials

and equipment more promptly. Chicago was chosen in order

that the agency might be able to keep in constant contact with

manufacturers and secure the best class of used cars and loco-

moti\es direct from the trunk lines.

The membership of the American Short Line Railroad Asso-

ciation consists of slightly less than 500 different railroads, which

in combination represent over 25,000 miles of main line tracks

and an investment of over $1,000,000,000. These roads vary from
small logging lines a few miles in length up to interstate carriers

of several hundred miles, and include Class 2 and Class 3 roads.

While the consolidated purchasing agency assumes no financial

responsibility, being unincorporated and without working capital,

it acts as an agency for combining the purchases of these different

railroad companies and for negotiating prices on a volume basis

instead of the retail basis on which the individual small railroad

has heretofore purchased its supplies. There has been no attempt

to cover all purchases, but instead the agency has proceeded

conservatively and confined its efforts during the first year to

those materials which were either standard or susceptible of

standardization. For example, purchases of rails have been made
in 500-ton lots and distributed to member lines in less than SOO-ton

shipments, which gave them the same advantage as the purchaser

of 500 tons and over. Likewise, spikes and bolts are purchased

in carload lots, and e\en though a small road may need only

25 kegs it derives the benefit of the carload price. Besides pur-

chasing, the agency aids in the sale of materials which the short

lines do not need and arranges the exchange of equipment among
the roads. To expedite the work of the agency a department of

new equipment and materials, one of second hand equipment and

one of industrial development was formed.

During its existence the agency has proved its value to the

short lines, not only in purchasing and exchanging, but in the

selection of equipment best suited to the most efficient operation

of these lines. As a result the scope of the organization has

reached such proportions that it is necessary to develop a more
extensive organization. Accordingly plans are being considered

wherein three regional offices will be opened during the next

year, one in the East, one in the South and one on the Pacific

coast, which will facilitate the distribution of materials shipped

in carload lots and reconsigned.

After an investigation covering the greater part of a year,

augmented by answers to questionnaires sent to all member lines

throughout the United States and Canada, the consolidated pur-
chasing agency made recommendations and placed orders for over
a quarter of a million dollars' worth of gasoline railway motor car
equipment, representing some 20 cars, which are showing ex-
cellent results on the different lines and which are replacing
steam passenger trains.

Through the activities of the manager of purchases, a finance
corporation is now being organized under direction of the asso-
ciation, whereby member lines and others may acquire motor car
equipment under a lease purchase plan, making it possible for the
equipment to pay for itself through the saving effected. This
corporation will be ready to function by the first of the year, at
which time formal announcement will be made.
Work is also progressing satisfactorily in the direction of

arranging for standard designs of cars and locomotives, whereby
substantial economies may be effected. It will also be possible
by using standard designs to arrange financing on a basis that
could not be done where a variety of different designs were con-
templated. Through the consolidation of the requirements of
these lines, the quantity will be sufficient to justify liberal prices

and terms.

Just as fast as these different problems are worked out, others
will be taken up, such as combining the fuel requirements in

different districts, grouping the insurance, and possibly evolving
policies giving more complete coverage than heretofore ; conver-
sion of coal burning equipment to oil, where the combined loco-

motives are sufficient to justify lower prices and enable financing
of the equipment; and other such innovations which make
for economy.

Central Pacific Hearing Concluded

The hearing before Commissioners Meyer and Potter of the
Interstate Commerce Commission on the Southern Pacific's appli-
cation for authority to retain the Central Pacific was concluded
on December 14 with the testimony of Harold K. Faye, traffic

manager of the Western Pacific, who asked that if the Southern
Pacific is authorized to acquire the Central Pacific, care should
be taken to insure that the Western Pacific will be entitled to the
same treatment by the Southern Pacific so far as joint through
rates on both transcontinental and local traffic are concerned, as is

.iccorded the Central Pacific. He took no position for or against
the Southern Pacific's application, but pointed out the handicaps
under which the Western Pacific and its shippers now work
because the Southern Pacific does not participate with it in the
making of through rates. There are practically no through rates

locally in California between points on the Southern Pacific and
on the Western Pacific, he said, and the combination of locals

restricts largely the ability of producers and manufacturers located
on the W^estern Pacific to ship to and from points off that line

in competition with those located on the Southern Pacific. Also
there are similar restrictions as to the application of through
transcontinental rates? Asked what would be the effect on inter-

change between the Union Pacific and Western Pacific at Salt

Lake City if the Union Pacific should acquire the Central Pacific,

Mr. Faye said he did not know; but he said it would be much
against the public interest for the Union Pacific to close that gate-

way, and he doubted if it would do it. In reply to questions by
Commissioner Potter he said that from the standpoint of competi-
tion his experience with the local California situation would indi-

cate that the competition offered to the public if the Central Pacific

were controlled by the Southern Pacific would not be materially

different from that which would be offered if the Central Pacific

were independent and he could not conceive of the competition

between the Central Pacific and the Western Pacific being any
stronger than it is now.
The last witness for the Union Pacific was H. M. Bischoff,

general agent of the Chicago & North Western at Chicago, who
testified that there was no co-operation between the Southern
Pacific and North Western soliciting agents at Chicago in solicit-

ing prospective business for the Ogden route. He said he did not

know the Southern Pacific general agent at Chicago and the

Southern Pacific was regarded as a competitor because of its

interest in the southern route. He was cross-examined by F. H.
Wood, commerce counsel for the Southern Pacific, to show that

the Southern Pacific might work with other lines out of Chicago

for business to be routed over the Union Pacific and the Ogden
route.
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Traffic News

tions are tailing and causmg delays all along the line. The
trouble is not confined to any particular road or locality but has

become quite general.

"One important mail train from Xew York missed connection

eight limes within a month, delaying the deliver.- of mails in cer-

tain industrial centers as much as 24 hours."

The Traffic Club of Xcw Plngland, at its meeting in Boston

on December 13, elected as president of the club, Charles B.

Baldwin of the United Shoe Machinery Corporation, in place

of Gerrit Fort. Mr. Baldwin is regional vice-president of the

National Industrial Traffic League.

The Baltimore & Ohio now accepts shipments of milk collect

using a "collect milk-cream waybill," supplanting the former rule

requiring prepayment. By a new system of invoice billing for

the return of empty cans a complete record is kept showing the

exact time when delivered to the railroad.

.\ committee of 21 to study problems of the farmer, including

marketing and transportation, was authorized by the Wisconsin

Manufacturers' .Association, at Milwaukee, Wis., on December

14. President Carl .'\. Johnson will appoint five representati\es

of agriculture, five dairymen, five bankers and five manufacturers

and will himself be chairman of the committee.

The Bureau of Service. National Parks & Resorts, maintained

by the Chicago & North Western-Union Pacific system, offers

for sale for use as a Christmas present, a prepaid certificate

covering railroad fare and all expenses, including hotel accom-

modations and motor trips, for a 27-day tour to Southern Cali-

fornia. The tour may begin leaving Chicago on the Los .Angeles

Limited either January 6 or 27 or February 17.

Bituminous Coal Production

Production of soft coal continues at a daily rate of approxi-

mately 1,900.000 tons. The output for the week ended December

9 is estimated at 11.389.000 tons, including lignite, coal coked, mine

fuel, and local sales, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geo-

logical Survev. Preliminary reports of cars loaded the first four

da\-s of last week indicated a small decline on account of lay-off in

some union districts on Tuesday, miners' election day. The esti-

mated cumulative production of bituminous coal this year to De-

cember 9. inclusive, stands at 376.826.000 tons, or 2 per cent less

than in the corresponding period of 1921

Anthracite Shipments for November

Shipments of anthracite for the month of November, as reported

to the Anthracite Bureau of Information, Philadelphia, amounted

to 6,420,102 gross tons, as compared with 5,314,014 tons during

the corresponding month last year—an increase of 1,106,088 tons.

November of this year showed a slight decrease from October,

but average shipments for the days the miijes were in operation

exceeded those of October.

Shipments by originating carriers were as follows

:

November, November, October,

1922 1921 1922

P&R 1,224,990 1,0)7.409 1,266,092

IV '
' 1,109,449 913,737 1,166,195

C oi U'j'".'.'. 583,835 512.613 617,668

D L & W 896,182 814,131 936.375

D' & H 876,861 756.59,S 828.216

p^na 546.214 429.638 579,306

Fric 706,747 503,488 7(il.270

N Y . O. & W 161.660 136.945 179,865

L.' & N. E. 314,164 229,455 292,941

Total 6.420,102 5,314,014 6,567,928

Post Office Department Finds Many Late Trains

Elaborate plans made by the Postoftkc Department for the use of

freight cars for parcel post holiday business arc being frustrated,

according lt> a statement issued by the Postoflice Department

Information Service, through "delays in the arrival of trains and

the failure of the railroads to furnish readily the necessary cars

at the desired points. I^tc trains arc resulting in the loss of the

utilization of hundreds of cars for many hours."

"A freeze-up at any of the larger terminal freight yards or a

bad snow would make matters even worse," the statement con-

tinued. "Already many complaints of delay in daily delivery of

the regular mails are being received. Many trains arc arriving

at destination from three to eight hours late. Important connec-

Freight Commodity Statistics

The Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has issued a statement showing by districts the freight

tonnage transported hy Class I railways for the quarter ended

.September 30, 1922. Below will be found a comparison, by

general classes of commodities, of the tonnage transported in

1921 with that transported in 1922:
Xuml>er of tons oricinated

^
A I

^

Quarter Quarter Per cent of
ended ended increase.

Class of cimimodities Sept. 30, Sept. 30, 1922 over
1921 1922 1921

Products of agricidture 31,920,709 28,135,979 •11.86
.\nimals ard products 5,919,002 6,473,191 9.36
Products of mine.'! 139,807,662 138,830,954 '.70

Products of forests 17,312.655 22.539.851 30.19
Manufactures and miscellaneous... 46.208.214 61.955.035 34.08
Merchancise—.\11 I.. C. I. traffic. )1, 133,525 11,020,382 •1.02

T)t.nl 252,301,767 268,955,383 6.60

Total tons carried

Products of asriculture .59.612,632 52.584.337 *11.79
\nim.i!s and products 10.378.917 11.015.159 6.13
Products cf mines 233.031.729 227.565.940 '2.35
Prodrcts of forests 33,845,769 42.429.882 25.36
Manufacrures f.nd miscellaneous... 87,585,753 116,425,428 32.93
Alerchandis^-All L. C. I. trafho. . 17,425,904 17.S79.4I8 2.60

Tr-.il 441,880,704 467,900.164 5.S9

•Decrease.

For the nine months ended September 30 the number of tons

carried this year was 1,255.628.322, an increase of 4.2 per cent as

compared with last year.

No Congestion of Christmas Mail

Daily telegraphic reports received by the Post Office Depart-
ment on December 20 from the IS railway mail service divisions

revealed no congestion of the Christmas mails at any point in the

United States, according to a statement issued by the department's
Information Service.

A marked improvement in the operation of traina was also a
feature of the dispatches. Several of the divisions reported heavy
increases in the holiday mails over last year. Atlanta showing an
estimated gain of SO per cent and San I-'rancisco 30 per cent.

.At Omaha the Union Pacific was compelled to run a special mail

train of 13 refrigerator cars loaded solidly with mail for Western
points making a total of 19 as compared with 15 cars hauled in a

single day over the .same line last year. .\ summary of these

telegrams received by the department today from its railway mail

divisions follow

:

.\TI,.\XT.\: Heavy holiday mails. Fifty per cent increase over same
period last year. Mads movinsr promptly.
BOSTON: Mails moving freely. Indications are early mailing campaign

successful ar.d may not have as pronounced peak as in former years.
NEW YORK; No congestion in terminals in and around New York city

nor at Albany, Ringh.amton, Buffalo, Philadelphia and llarrishurg. Weather
conditions so far favorable to prompt distribution and dispatch of mails.
WASHINGTON. D. C: No unusual amount of unworked mail. Number

of storage cars dispatched today was 71 as compared with 50 last year.
CINCINNATI: Ni. congestion and no unworked mail. Many trains

running late.

CHIC.\GO: Conditions favorable. No congestion or unworked mail.

Empty equipment situation nuich improved.
ST. Lot IS: Trains running badly but no congestion nor unwotked mail.

KANS.\S CITY. MO.: Conditi.ns satisfactory throughout division. No
concestion. Mails heavy. Weather fine.

S.\N FR.XNCISCO: No unworked mail. No eonjtestion on lines nor
tcrmin.Tls. Mails niovmg early to Eastern points. Estimated increase over
List voar over thirty per cent'

("I.E\ EI,.\\P: No congestion. Unworked mails normal. Terminals in

S'^od condition. Indications are for very heavy run of mail tonight and
tomorrow-.

ST. PAVL: Condition throughout divisim satisfactory. No unusual re-

ports of unworked mail and no congestion. Storage mails continue heavy
and trains experiencing difficulty in maintaining schedules on account of ex-

cessively cold weather.
FORT WORTH: No congestion of mails in district.

NEW ORLEANS: No congestion.
SE.\TTLE: Conditions are goo<l. No congestion at any pcinl in district

Transcontinental trains running from two to ten hours late.

OMAHA: .Ml terminal lines and platforms clear. Trains running mucl
better. ount of car shortage l^nion Pacific running second sect

Three as mail special with 13 refrigerator cars loaded solid with mall

for Ogden and points west making total 19 storage cars as against IS last

PITTSBfRCiH: Operation of trains better today. No congestion of mail?

No un\vorke<l mail.
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Commission and Court New^s
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State Commissions
The order of the Alabama Public Service Conimissioii requir-

ing passenger fares in that state to be reduced on December IS

to three cents a mile was suspended on December 11 by a tem-
porary injunction procured by the railroads from the United

States District Court.

Personnel of Commissions

I. C. C. Members Reappointed

President Harding on December 20 sent to the Senate the nomi-
nations of C. C. McChord and Joseph B. Eastman for reappoint-

ment as members of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Their
terms expire at the end of the year. Mr. McChord. who is now
chairman, has been a member of the commission since 1910 and
Mr. Eastman has been a member since 1919.

Court News
Trailer Car Not An Appurtenance

Within Boiler Inspection Act

The Mississippi Supreme Court holds that a trail car con-

structed and equipped like an ordinary flat car, but used exclusively

in pushing cars onto a transfer boat to prevent the great weight

of the locomotive from being p'aced on the apron of the boat, is

not an "appurtenance'' of the locomotive and tender within the

meaning of the Boiler Inspection Act. The action was for in-

juries sustained bv being thrown from a defective footboard on

the trailer.—A. W. (Miss.) 62 So. 161.

Not Liable for Explosion of Powder
Left in Car by Consignee

The Utah Supreme Court holds that railroad cars used in

the ordinary course of business do not come witliin the class

of instrumentalities that may be designated as attractive

nuisances. A railroad company was therefore held not liable

for injuries to a boy from the explosion of powder which he

found in a car where it had been left by the consignee, who
unloaded the car a short time before the accident, the railroad

company having no knowledge that the powder was in the

car. The company had the right to assume that the consignee

had removed all the powder. The car was not in a public

place where children or others had a right to pass.—Bogdon
v. Los Angeles & Salt Lake (Utah), 205 Pac. 571.

United States Supreme Court

Indiana Statute Requiring Settlement of

Damage Claims in 90 Days Held Valid

-An Indiana statute of 1911 provides for the presentation of

claims for loss or damage to freight transported wholly within

the state within four months and for payment or rejection by

the railroad within 90 days therefrom, failing which the claim

shall stand admitted as a liability. The Supreme Court of the

United States holds that the statute is not unconstitutional as in

violation of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Ainendment.

The court holds untenable the contention that by the statute, in

case of suit by a claimant, he is excused from establishing his

claim. "If the claim is just, there is no injustice in requiring its

payment ; if the claim is deemed by the company to be unjust,

the statute requires a declaration of the fact by its rejection.

Upon rejection, suit, of course, must be brought for it and it

must be established. No penalty is imposed for its rejection nor

increase of its amount in consequence of rejection."—Southern

Ry. Co. V. Clift. Opinion by Mr. Justice McKenna. Decided

December 4, 1922.
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Foreign Railway News |
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Ireland Considers Consolidation of Railways

Plans are being made in the Irish Free State to consolidate
all the railways into one or two systems, according to press
dispatches from Dubh'n. A bill to that efifect will, it is said, be
introduced sliortly in the Irish parliament.

British Railways in Conference With Unions

Conferences between representatives of the managements of the
British railways and the National Union of Railwaymen and the
Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen are in
progress looking toward a modification of certain phases of the
national agreements with these unions. In the event that the
conferees fail to reach an agreement, it is likely that the question
will be submitted to the National 'Wages Board for adjudication.

Another Electrification Combine in Britain

An agreement is rumored, according to The Engineer (London),
between Sir W. G. Armstrong-Whitworth & Company, locomotive
builders, and the British Thompson-Houston Company, electrical

manufacturers, whereby the former will undertake to build
electric locomotives and rolling stock and the latter electrical

equipment, power stations, etc. for railway electrification. Two
other strong groups similarly organized already exist in England,
viz. the Mckers group and the Poi\er & Transport Finance
Company, which is backed by the North British Locomotive Com-
pany and the English Electric. Company.

Peru Ratifies Dansmuir Concession

The Peruvian chamber of deputies has ratified the Dunsmuir
railway concession with certain reservations, according to dis-
patches to the Wall Street Journal. After approval by the
Peruvian senate the company will have six months in which to
place a bond issue for 1,245,000 Peruvian pounds sterling

($5,278,000 at present exchange rates). The proceeds will go
to Peruvian government and the concessionaires will receive a
monopoly on tobacco which is expected to yield sufficient profit

to provide for railway construction.

Nine lines of railway will be built and operated by the con-
cessionaire on his own account. At the end of a period of 45
years these lines revert to the government unless the conces-
sionaire desires to purchase them at cost price. The tobacco
monopoly reverts to the government after 33 years. It yields

a profit of some $2,500,000 per annum.
The concessionaire, moreover, is to receive as an outright gift

of government lands 15'/2 miles on each side of the railway, in

lots of 12,356 acres each, the government retaining and the com-
pany receiving alternate lots. Construction must proceed at a
minimum rate of 93 miles a year.

French-Built Electric Locomotive Undergoes Test

A trial run of a French built electric locomotive was recently

conducted by the French Ministry of Public Works. This loco-

motive is the first of a series of 50 which are to be built on a

star.dardized design for railroad service between Da.x and Toulouse,
a distance of 220 miles. They will be constructed by the Societe

des Construction Mecaniques which recently established works
at Tarbes where 900 men are now employed.

It is expected that the section of the Midi Railway between
Dax and Toulouse will be. completely electrified during 1923.

Progressively the whole of the Midi. P. L. M. and Orleans

systems representing a total of about 5,750 miles of line, will be

similarly transformed. This scheme for the electrification of

the railways is being carried out in conjunction with the under-

taking for the utilization of the rivers Rhone and Dordogne
for the development of electric power, generally. The substitution

of electricity for steam as a motive power on the railroads will

enable France, according to official estimates, to reduce her

imports of coal by about 3,000.000 tons a year.
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Locomotives

The De;nver & Rio Grande Western- has ordered one narrow
gage rotary snow plow from the American Locomotive Company.

The Xew York, Chicago & St. Louis is inquiring for 10

switching locomotives, 10 Mikado type and 8 Pacific type loco-

motives.

The Snoqualmie Falls Lumber Company, Snoqualmie Falls,

Wash., has ordered one Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

The Lehigh Valley, reported in the Railway Age of Novem-
ber 18 as inquiring for 30 locomotive tenders, has ordered this

equipment from the American Locomotive Company.

The Mes.^ba Cliffs Iron Mining Co., Ishpeming, Mich., has

ordered three 6-wheel switching locomotives from the .American

Locomotive Company. These locomotives are for 19 by 26 in.

cylinders.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, reported in the Railway

Age of November 18 as inquiring for SO Mikado type and 10

Santa Fe type locomotives, has ordered this equipment from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Tennessee Centr.vl is inquiring for 1.000 composite

gondola cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is asking for bids for the repair of

2,000 box cars.

The .\mfj!Ican Turpentine & T.\r Co.. New Orleans, La.,

is inquiring for one tank car.

The Texas-Louisiana Producing & Carbon Co., Monroe,

La., is inquiring for three insulated tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity.

The De,n\-er & Rio Grande Western is inquiring for SOO stock

cars of 40 tons' capacity, 100 narrow gage stock cars and 350 coal

cars.

The Muscle Shoals, Bir.mingham & Pensacola, reported

in the Railway Age of December 16 as inquiring for 50 box cars

and SO flat cars, is also inquiring for 50 hopper cars and 50 gon-

dola cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Chicago & North Western is inquiring for 3,000 single

sheath box cars of 80,000 lb. capacity with steel underframes and

upper frames and 200 steel underframe milk cars with standard

refrigerator car type bodies and four wheel passenger type trucks.

The Union Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of December
9 as asking for bids on 5,000 refrigerator cars, has ordered 1,000

from the Pullman Company, 1.000 from the General American

Car Company, 1,030 from the Pacific Car & Foundry Company,

1.500 from the Standard Steel Car Company, and 500 from the

Mt. Vernon Car Company.

Passenger Cars

The Pere Marquette has ordered two dining cars from the

Pullman Company.

The Central of New Jersey is inquiring for three, 70 ft.

combination mail and express cars.

The Missouri Pactfic is inquiring for 13 suburban coaches

and 4 combination passenger and baggage cars, 63 feet long.

The Philadelphia & Reading, reported in the Railway Age
of December 2 as inquiring for 45 steel suburban passenger

coaches and 5 steel suburban combination passenger and baggage
cars, has ordered this equipment from the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation, Harlan Plant.

The New York Cb;ntral, reported in the Railway Age of

December 16 as having placed orders for 60 cars for passenger
service, has purchased 125 additional cars as follows : 20 multiple
unit steel passenger motor cars, 20 coaches and 10 baggage
cars from the Standard Steel Car Company; 30 baggage cars

and 20 coaches from the American Car & Foundry Co. ; IS com-
bination passenger and baggage cars and 10 coaches from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

Iron and Steel

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered SOO tons of steel for

bridges from the Fort Pitt Bridge Co.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 700 tons of structural steel

from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Ft. Dodge, Des Moines & Southern has ordered 238
tons of structural steel from the American Bridge Company.

The Boston & Maine is inquiring for some structural steel

for use on locomotive shops now building at Concord, N. H.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age of

November 25 as inquiring for 500 tons of steel for bridges, has

ordered 400 tons from the Phoenix Bridge Company.

Machinery and Tools

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western expects to buy
shortly a total of about 27 machine tools including engine lathes

and a number of miscellaneous tools for its shops at East Buffalo,

N. Y. and at Gravel Place, Pa, also for its locomotive shops at

Kingsland, N. J.

Miscellaneous

The Great Northern is inquiring for 2 all steel air operated

spreaders equipped with ballast spreading and ditching attach-

ments.

The Kansas City Southern has awarded a contract to the

Truscon Steel Company, Chicago, for the sash to be used in

the reconstruction of its shops at Pittsburg, Kan.

Missouri P.'\cific.—This company has closed bids for the in-

stallation of sprinkler systems for fire protection at its shops at

St. Louis, Mo. ; Nevada, Crane and Poplar Bluff.

The New York Central has asked for bids for two inclined

freight elevators for Pier D, North river, foot of Sixtieth street.

New York City, also for fence wire, posts and parts for installing

same.

The Canadian Pactfic has ordered a new passenger steamship

for use between Canada and Australia, to be completed in 20

months. The vessel will be of 20,000 tons gross register, 600 ft.

long and 72 ft. beam, four screws turned by Diesel engines.

The Missouri Pacific has awarded a contract to the Railroad

Water and Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for the under-

ground work connected with the installation of sprinkler systems

for fire protection in its shops at St. Louis, Mo., Nevada, Crane

and Poplar Bluff.

The New York Cejitral is asking for bids until 12 o'clock

noon. December 28, for its requirements until April 1, 1923. on

the line Buffalo and East, of fuel oil (paraffine base), gasoline,

long time burning semaphore oil, turpentine, substitute, coach

candles, mineral seal oil, common black oil, West Virginia black

oil and gas oil.

J. W. Green, a former member of the Brotherhood of Ixico-

motive Engineers, has sued the Brotherhood for $50,000 damages

in connection with his expulsion from the Brotherhood for alleged

disloyal remarks; and in court at Selma, Ala., on December 13, a

jury is said to have given him a verdict for $40,000.
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Supply Trade News

E. F. Pride, secretary and assistant treasurer of the Standard
Coupler Company, New York, has been elected treasurer and
C. T. Lynch has been elected secretary.

A. P. Dennis, who has been officially connected with the
Standard Coupler Company, New York, since its organiza-
tion, has resigned as vice-president and treasurer.

The Railroad Supply Company, Chicago, has arranged with
the Valley Electric Company to take charge of exclusive
railroad sales of Valley rectifiers used in signal service.

The Ingersoll Rand Company and the A. S. Cameron Steam
Pump Works, New York, have opened a branch office at 718
EUicott Square building, Bufifalo, N. Y. This new office is

equipped to render full service to those interested in the

numerous products manufactured by these companies.

Peter A. Frasse & Company, Inc., New York City, has been
appointed exclusive eastern distributor for the electric carbon,

alloy and tool steels in bars, billets and die blocks manu-
factured by the Sizer Steel Corporation with plants at Buffalo,

N. Y., and Solvay, N. Y. (Syracuse'), combined with the

equipment of the Frasse Steel Works, Inc., Hartford, Conn.,

for cold finishing and heat treating. The Frasse Steel Works,
has been appointed the exclusive New England distributor

for the Sizer Steel Corporation.

Herbert Hall Hewitt, president of the Hewitt Rubber Com-
pany, Buffalo, X. >'.

; tl;e Magnus Company, Inc., New York.;

the Reading Car A\'hccl Company, Reading, Pa., and the St.

Thomas Brass Company. St. Thomas, Ont., died at his home in

Buffalo on December 19. Mr. Hewitt had been in poor health

for two years. He was born on January 19, 18SS, at Detroit,

Mich., and entered the employ of the Pullman Company when
he was about 20 years old and later became manager of that

company. He subsequently went to Buffalo where he estab-

lished the Buffalo Brass Company and the Union Car Works.
The latter company later became the Buffalo Car Works of the

American Car & Foundry Company. Mr. Hewitt was the in-

ventor of several railroad appliances. He had served as president

of the Magnus Company since its organization in 1899 and was
formerly a director of the Seaboard National Bank and the

Mechanics and Metals National Bank of New York City and

at the time of his death was a director of the Marine Trust

Company, Buffalo.

Major Frank S. Robbins, who recently returned from the

Orient after serving as a mechanical adviser for the Inter-

Allied Technical Board at Harbin, Manchuria, has joined the

forces of the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory at Pittsburgh,

Pa., having been appointed railway representative of this

organization. After graduating from Purdue University,

Major Robbins began his railroad work in 1900 as a machin-

ist's apprentice for the Pennsylvania Railroad at its Meadow
Shops, and continued in its service until March, 1921. At the

time the company's locomotive testing laboratory was opened

at Altoona, Major Robbins was assigned to work at that place.

Subsequently, he occupied positions as motive power in-

spector, assistant road foreman of engines, assistant master

mechanic and master mechanic, his last appointment being

master mechanic of the Pittsburgh Terminal division. Dur-

ing the war, he served with the 19th Engineers and later

was commanding officer of the 6Sth Engineers and acted as

superintendent of motive power of the 16th Grand Division

of the Transportation Corps.

Obituary

William J. Clark, advisory manager of the railway depart-

ment of the General Electric Company, died at his home in

New York City on December 12 at the age of 68. Mr. Clark

had been connected with the company for 34 years; his

headquarters were at the New York City office of the company.
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Atchison, Topeka & Sant.\ F'e.—This company, which was
reported in the Railway Age of December 16 as contemplating the
construction of a second track on the Albuquerque division for 8.6
miles between Dalies, N. M., and Rio Puerco and for 32.6 miles
between Perea, N. M,, and Defiance, has awarded the contract to
Sharp & Fellowes of Los Angeles, Cal., and will begin construc-
tion upon the completion of the second track work now under way
at Griffith, Ariz.

Canadian National.—This company will construct a connec-
tion approxim-itely 29^ miles long, between the Canadian
Northern Ontario Railway near Longlac. Ont., and the National
Trancontinental Railway near Nakina. Longlac is on the
Canadian Northern main line between Montreal and Winnipeg,
480.7 miles northwest of North Bay, while Nakina is 52.25 miles
west of Cochrane. The distance from Winnipeg to Montreal,
via the National Trancontinental to Nakina, the proposed con-
nection to Longlac, and the Canadian Northern to Montreal, will

be 1.357 miles as compared with 1,411 via the Canadian Pacific,

and 1,459 via the Canadian Northern through Port Arthur. The
distance from Winnipeg to Toronto will likewise be reduced to
1,207 miles, via the new line, as compared with 1,257 miles, via
the National Trancontinental to Cochrane and the Temiskaming
& Northern Ontario, and 1,309 miles, via the Canadian Northern
line through Port Arthur. This route will also eliminate the
necessity of dropping down from the height of land to Lake
Superior at Port Arthur and rising again at Winnipeg.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company is reported to have ap-
proved the construction of a 90 ft. by 242 ft. two story fruit

terminal station at Cincinnati, O., to cost approximately $240,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Paqfic.—This company will con-
struct a 24 ft. by 115 ft. passenger station at Carlisle, Ark., to

cost approximately $15,000.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—This company is constructing
with company forces a 32 ft. by 80 ft. frame freight station, with
platform at McGregor, Tex., to cost approximately $5,250, to

replace a warehouse which was recently destroyed by fire.

Illinois Central.—This company is considering plans for the

construction of a new freight house and passenger station at Cov-
ington, Ky., to replace one which was recently destroyed by fire

with a reported loss of $100,000.

Illinois Central.—This company contemplates the construc-

tion of a new single track line from Edgewood, III., to the Ohio
river at Metropolis and the reconstruction of its line from that

point to Fulton, Ky., a total distance of approximately 175 miles.

The present bridge of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis at Metropolis will be used.

The new line will he about 20 miles shorter than the present

route via Centralia. 111., and Cairo, and will avoid heavy grades

on the existing line.

Union Pacific.—This company has completed plans for the

immediate construction of shops and yards at Los Angeles, Cal.,

to cost approximately $1,750,000. The new terminal will include

an enginehouse, locomotive shops, freight car shops, coach shops,

vards and related facilities.

Boston & Albany Authorizes $4,000,000

Station at Springfield, Mass.

The Boston & .Mbany has authorized a new station at Spring-

field, Mass., estimated to cost about $4,000,000. Bids will be

called for as soon as detailed plans can be completed. It is esti-

mated that approximately three years will be required to complete

the work which includes the station proper, an office building, a

baggage, mail and express building and a new interlocking system,

besides platforms, tracks, subways, etc. Nine tracks with 20 ft.

platforms and canopies will be provided at the station.
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Ai,.\BAMA Great Northern.—Authorised to Procure Authenti-

cation and Delivery of Bonds.—This company has been authorized

by the Interstate Ccmmerce Commission to procure the authentica-

tion and delivery of $500,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent gold

bonds to be held in the treasury.

Ann Arbor.—Pennsylz'ania Leases Terminals.—The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad has entered into a 100-year contract with the Ann
Arbor for the use of the latter's terminals in Toledo, Ohio, and

its road to the Michigan state line.

C.-VROLiNA, Clinchfield & Ohio.—Bonds Sold.—A syndicate

composed of Blair & Co.. Inc., Ladenburg, Thalmann & Co..

Cassatt & Co., Spencer Trask & Co., Redmond & Co. and A. G.

Becker & Co., has sold $8,000,000 first and consolidated mortgage

30-year 6 per cent bonds at 96,'/2 and interest, to yield about 6.25

per cent.

Chesapeake & Ohio.— I'an Su-eringens \egotiating for

Control.—Negotiations are reported under way between O. P.

Van Sweringen. of Cleveland, and H. E. Huntington, chairman

of the Chesapeake & Oh'o board, for the purchase of the latter's

holdings in the road.

The ^'an Sweringen interests control the New York, Chicago

& St. Louis, the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Lake Erie

& Western.

Chicago & Alton.—Protective Committee Formed.—A pre-

ferred and common stockholders' protective committee has been

formed to safeguard these holders in the reorganization. An
agreement is being prepared and stockholders are urged to de-

posit holdings to obtain the benefits of concerted action. Walter

T. Rosen, of Ladenburg. Thalmann & Co., is chairman of the

committee, and the other members are : Franklin Q. Brown, of

Redmond & Co. ; George WoodrutT. vice-president of the National

Bank of the Republic, of Chicago ; Edward A. Pierce, of A. A.

Housman & Co., and Hugh K. Prichitt, of Prichitt & Co.

Feiner, Maass & Skutch are attorneys for the committee and

S. O. Levinson is counsel. Thomas F. Thornton, of 66 Pine

street. New York, is secretary of the committee.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.—Asks Authority to Abandon
Line.—The receivers have filed an application with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to abandon this company's

entire line from Pekin to East St. Louis, 111., with branches from

Havana to Jacksonville and from Lock Haven to Grafton, a total

of 237 miles. The application says that since federal control the

company has been unable to pay its operating expenses from

revenues. It was unable to pay its taxes amounting to $120,000

due on April 1. 1922. The ta.xing authorities of Illinois have

been threatening the sale and forfeiture of the property and the

receivers are unable to sell receivers' certificates.

Death Valley.—Authorized to Issue and Sell Capital Stock.—
This company has been given permission by the Railroad Com-
mission of California, to issue and sell from time to time at not

less than par, its capital stock in an amount not exceeding $99,100

and to use the proceeds to retire at maturity at the rate of ex-

change then pre\ ailing, 277 first mortgage, 5 per cent, sterling

sinking fund bonds. The proceeds are to be used in conjunction

with the company's sinking fund in retiring the bonds.

\-,n\T..—Equipment Trust Authorized.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has authorized this company to assume obliga-

tion and liability in respect of $2,800,000 of 5 per cent equipment

trust certificates to be issued by the Commercial Trust Company
of Philadelphia, and to be sold at not less than 97.

Georgia, Ashburv, Svlvkster & Camilla.—Authorized to

Is.tuc Slock.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue $405,000 of common stock for the

purpose of acquiring and reliabilitating the railroad purchased

from the Ilawkiiisville & Florida Southern.

Great Northern.—Reduces Dividend.—The directors have
declared a semi-annual dividend of $2.50 a share, payable Febru-
ary 1 to slock of record December 29. This compares with $3.50

a share declared in June, last.

See editorial in this issue entitled "On a S Per Cent Basis."

Internatiqnai.-Great Northern.—Purchased by St. L.-S. F.—
See article on another page of this issue entitled 'Trisco Buys
International-Great Northern."

Mississippi Export.—Asks Authority to Operate Line.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a certificate authorizing it to operate a line from Pascagoula to

Evanston, Miss., 42 miles, formerly operated by the Alabama &
Mississippi Railroad.

Missouri. Kansas & Texas.—Lines Sold.—The McKinney-
Shreveport branch was sold at Greenville, Tex., on December 16

to representatives of Cook & Nathan Co.. investment brokers

of New York, who are said to hold an agreement to transfer the

property to William Edcnborn, president of the Louisiana Rail-

road & Navigation Company. The price was $700,000, the min-
imum bid fixed by the federal court, which ordered the line sold.

Representatives of J. & W. Seligman & Co., and Hallgarten

& Co., the reorganization managers who purchased the Oklahoma
properties of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, have purchased the

Texas lines for $6,500,000 and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern,

a subsidiary road, for $2,220,300.

The reorganization of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas was
approved on December 19 by the Public Service Commission of

Missouri. The new name of the road is Missouri-Kansas-Texas

Railroad Company.

Norfolk Southern.—Additional Loan Approved.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has approved an additional loan to

this company of $355,000 to aid it in the purchase of recon-

structed freight cars.

Pennsylvania.—Leases Ann Arbor Termiiutls.—See Ann
Arbor.

Reading Company.—Authorised- to Assume Liability.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company
to assume obligation and liability as guarantor for $500,000 of 4

per cent first mortgage bonds of the Philadelphia & Frankford.

Southern Pacific.—Settles With Railroad Administration.—
This company has effected a final settlement with the Railroad

Administration covering the accounts arising from federal control,

by which it has received from the director general $9,250,000.

St. Louis-S.'VN Francisco.—Purchase of L-G. N.—See article

on another page of this issue entitled "Frisco Buys International-

Great Northern." 4

Dividends Declared

B.iltimore & Ohio.—Preferred. 2 per cent, semi .inniially, payable M.iroh 1

to holders of record June 13.

Canada Southern.— l^^ per cent, semiannually, payable Febru.ary, to

holders of record December 29.

"Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Common. 1 per cent: pre-

ferred, I'/i per cent, quarterly; both payable January 20 to holders of record

December 29.

Detroit River Tunnel.—3 per cent, semiannually, payable January 15 to

holders of record January 8.

F.l Paso & Southwestern.

—

i'A P«r cent, quarterly, pay.lble January 2 to

holders of record December 26.

Great Northern.—$2.50, semi.annually, payable February 1 to holders of

record December 29.

Kansas City Southern.—Preferred, 1 per cent, quarterly, payable January

15 to holders of record December 30.

Northern Central.—4 per cent, semiannually, payable January IS to holder*

of record December 30.

Philadelphia & Western.—Preferred. 1% per cent, quarterly, payable

January IS to holders of record December 31.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—$2.50, semiannually, payable February 1 to

holders of record January 11.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Dec. 19 Week Year

Average price of 20 rcprcscnlative rail-

way stocks 63.83 64.84 57.13

Average price of 20 representative rail-

wav bond< SS.IO 85.31 80.93
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Executive

Eugene Fox, general traffic manager of the EI Paso &
Southwestern, with headquarters at El Paso, Tex., has been

elected vice-president in charge of traffic, with the same head-

quarters, effective January 1, 1923.

L. E. Martin, whose promotion to assistant to the president

of the St. Louis-San Francisco was reported in the Railway

Age of November 18, was born on December 12, 1872, at

South Olive, Ohio. He
^^^^^ entered railway service

^^^^^^B||^ on June 1892, as a

^^^^^^^^^\ clerk and stenographer

^^^f \ in the stores depart-

^^^P ...A ment of the Kansas

^(f 0Mlf' Wr City, Ft. Scott & Mem-
phis, with headquarters

at Kansas City, Mo.
He was promoted to

maintenance clerk in

the office of the gen-
eral superintendent at

Kansas City in Janu-
ary, 1899, and when
the Kansas City, Ft.

Scott & Memphis was
taken over by the Fris-

co in August, 1901,

he was transferred to

Springfield, Mo., as

chief clerk to the super-

intendent of bridges
and buildings. He later was transferred to the office of the

division engineer. He was promoted to assistant chief clerk

to the general superintendent in August, 1906, and was trans-

ferred to the office of the senior vice-president at St. Louis,

Mo., in December, 1908. He was promoted to chief clerk in

the same office in May, 1911, and two years later was trans-

ferred to the office of the receiver and chief operating officer.

During the period of Federal control he was assistant to the

general manager with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. When
the roads were returned to private operation in March, 1920,

he was appointed chief clerk to the president and held this

position until November of this J'ear, when he was promoted
to assistant to the president.

Resign.\tioxs on Centr.\l New York Southern

Roger B. Williams, Jr., has resigned as president, director and
member of the executive committee of the Central New York
Southern, effective December 20, 1922. R. B. Williams has re-

signed as vice-president and director and T. P. Clancy has

resigned as director, treasurer, assistant secretary and general

manager. In resi.gning the above mentioned officers have made
the following statement in explanation

:

"In 1917 the effective control of the corporation, through an

agreement at that time deemed necessary, passed into the hands

of Messrs. Ford, Bacon & Davis of New York, by virtue of their

possession of stock. Certain differences of opinion have arisen

between the resigning officers and those in control, culminating

in the passage of a resolution of the board of directors commit-

ting it to an abandonment of the railroad. The resigning officers

feel that such abandonment would be injurious to the property

and inimical to the interests of the communities served which
have become so largely dependent upon the railroad for trans-

portation. They also feel that such action should not be taken

without first exhausting all practical means of preserving the

property as a going concern, and that such means had not been

exhausted at the time the resolution was passed. While resisting

by their arguments and votes the passage of the resolution they

were powerless to prevent it. In these circumstances they found

it impossible to continue official connections with the corporation

and by so doing appear to aid in an attempt to carry into execu-
tion a policy tn which they are utterly opposed. They have also

severed all connections with the Ithaca Traction Corporation,
and the Withburn Corporation, all of the stock of each of these

corporations being owned by the Central New York Southern
Railroad Corporation "

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. C. Stineman, chief claim agent of the Michigan Central,
with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed chief

claim agent of the New York Central lines, with headquarters
at Chicago, 111., and Indianapolis, Ind., succeeding W. H.
McGarr, who has resigned to engage in other business.

Operating

G. W. Leslie has been appointed general manager of the

Ohio & Kentucky, with headquarters at Cannel City, Ky.

J. W. Martz, whose promotion to superintendent of the

Third division of the Denver & Rio Grande Western, with

headquarters at Gunnison, Colo., was reported in the Railway
Age of December 2, was born on September 19, 1867, at Craw-
fordsville, Ind. He entered railway service as a locomotive
fireman on the LTnion Pacific at Ellis, Kan., in 1885. He
entered the service of the Denver & Rio Grande as a brakeman
in 1888, and served in this capacity and as a conductor until

1909 when he was promoted to trainmaster on the First divi-

sion, with headquarters at Denver, Colo. He was promoted
to assistant superintendent with the same headquarters in 1915

and held this position until November 23, 1922, when he was
promoted to superintendent of the Third division.

J. H. Aydelott, whose promotion to general superintendent

of the Illinois district of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
with headquarters at Galesburg, III., was reported in the

Railway Age of December 2, was born in Jersey county. 111.,

in 1883. He entered railway service as a stenographer and
clerk in the mechanical department of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, at Brookfield, Mo., in September, 1902. In

1908, he was promoted to chief clerk to the division superin-

tendent at St. Joseph, Mo., and in 1911, was transferred to

the office of the general superintendent at St. Louis, Mo.
A year later he entered the office of the general inanager at

Chicago in the same capacity, and held this position until

1916, when he was promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters

at La Crosse, Wis. He was promoted to division superin-

tendent, with headquarters at Hannibal, Mo., in 1917, and

during the next three years was transferred to Omaha, Neb.,

and Casper, Wyo. He was promoted to assistant superin-

tendent of transportation, with headquarters at Chicago in

1920, and a year later was promoted to superintendent of

transportation, with the same headquarters, which position

he held at the time of his recent promotion to general super-

intendent.

I. H. Luke, whose promotion to assistant chief operating

officer of the Denver & Rio Grande Western, with head-

quarters at Denver, Colo., was reported in the Railway Age

of December 2, was born in Tama county, Iowa. He entered

railway service in 1877, in the maintenance of way department

of the Missouri Pacific. He became a telegraph operator on

July 1, 1881, and was promoted to chief dispatcher on Decem-

ber 1, 1889. From June 1, 1896, to December 1, 1902, he was

division superintendent at Concordia, Kan., and Sedalia, Mo.

During the next five years he was superintendent of the

Second and Third divisions of the Denver & Rio Grande, with

headquarters at Salida, Colo,, and on October 1, 1907, he

left the employ of this road to become superintendent of the

Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at Texarkana, Tex.

He returned to the Denver & Rio Grande as superintendent

of the First division on January 6, 1910, but accepted the

general managership of the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with

headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., on October 10 of the same

year. He returned to the Denver & Rio Grande on September

1, 1911, as superintendent of the Fourth division, with head-

quarters at .'Mamosa, Colo., and in January, 1913, was trans-

ferred to the Second division, with headquarters at Salida.

His appointment as superintendent of the Salt Lake division
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on November 1, 1913, was followed on February 1. 1917, by

his acceptance of the position of vice-president and general

manager of the Utah Railway with headquarters at Salt Lake

City, Utah. On October 1, 1918. he returned to the Denver

& Rio Grande as general superintendent of Utah lines, with

headquarters at Salt Lake City, and held this position until

his recent appointment as assistant chief operating officer,

with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

Traffic

H. J. Niemann, whose promotion to general freight agent

of the .Mabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific, with headquarters at New- Orleans, La., w-as reported

in the Railway Age of

November 18 (page

965), was born in New
Orleans, La., on Janu-
ary 25, 1885. He en-

tered railway service as

a messenger in the gen-

eral freight office of

the Southern Pacific at

New Orleans on Sep-

tember 1, 1902, which
position he held until

January 24, 1906, when
he entered the employ
of the .\ 1 a b a m a &:

Vicksburg and the

Vicksburg, Shreveport

& Pacific as assistant

rate clerk in the local

offices at New Orleans.

He was promoted to

chief clerk in the office

of the freight traffic

manager in 191-6. and remained in that capacity until the war.

During federal control he was a traffic representative in the

corporate offices of the Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicks-

burg, Shreveport & Pacific at New Orleans, La. With the

return of the roads to their owners on March 1, 1920, he was
appointed assistant general freight agent, with the same head-

quarters, which position he was holding at the time of his

recent promotion.

A. E. Reilly, whose promotion to general western passenger

agent of the Pere Marquette with headquarters at Chicago

was reported in the Raihvay Age of December 2 (page 1070),

was born on July 16,

1876, at Chicago, 111.

He entered railway

service in January, 1891,

as a messenger in the

freight office of the

Grand Trunk at Elsdon,

(Chicago) 111. He be-

came a telegraph opera-

tor at the same place

in 1893, and during the

next four years served

as telegraph operator

and agent at various

points on the Grand
Trunk. He entered the

city ticket office at Chi-

cago as a ticket seller

and passenger agent in

June. 1897, and held

this position until 1900,

when he was promoted
to rate clerk in the

passenger office. He subsequently was promoted fo chief

rate clerk and chief clerk in the same office. In 1918 he was

transferred fo Detroit as chief clerk in the passenger depart-

ment of the consolidated railroads under Federal control,

whose headquarters were in that city. During tlic period of

government operation he became more closely allied with the

Pere Marquette, and when the roads were returned to their

owners on March 1. 1920, he remained with the Pere Marquette

E. ReUly

as chief clerk in tlie general passenger office at Detroit, which
position he held at the time of his recent promotion to general

western passenger agent.

F. T. Alexander, ticket agent at the consolidated ticket office

at Louisville, Ky., has been promoted to division passenger

agent of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at

.Atlanta. Ga., succeeding H. C. Bailey, deceased.

Mechanical

H. L. Hanna has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the New York, Chicago & St. Louis with headquarters at

Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding T. A. Lawes, retired.

Purchasing and Stores

C. S. Williams has been appointed stationer of the Southern
Pacific lines, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., succeeding

H. O. Koch, deceased.

Obituary

L. L. Dawson, wlio was superintendent of motive power
of the Ft. Worth & Denver City, with headquarters at Chil-

dress, Tex., until his retirement in 1918, died on December 11

at Champaign, 111. He was born on February 5, 1863, in

London, England. He came to the L'nitcd States when a boy
and entered railway service in February, 1880, as a machin-
ist's apprentice in the shops of the Illinois Central at Cham-
paign, 111. He received various promotions until he w'as

made foreman of the shops at Champaign, in May, 1892.

He was promoted to general foreman of shops at Louisville.

Ky., in January, 1897, and a year later he was promoted to

master mechanic at Memphis, Tenn. He held this position

for several years until his appointment as superintendent of

motive power of the Ft. Worth & Denver City, which position

he held at the time of his retirement. Since 1918, he has

lived on his plantation at Greenwood, Miss.

F. E. Batturs, assistant passenger traffic manager of the

Southern Pacific, w-ith headquarters at San Francisco, whose
death on December 7, at Washington. D. C, was reported in

the Raikcay Age of December 16. was born on August 27,

1870, at San Francisco, Cal. He entered railway service in

-April, 1886, as an office boy in the general passenger depart-

ment of the Southern Pacific. He was promoted to clerk

in the same department and held this position until August,

1892, when he was placed in char.ge of the division of rates

in the general passenger department. He was transferred

to the ticket audit office in charge of rates and divisions in

June, 1894, and held this position until May, 1899. when he

was promoted to chief clerk to the assistant general passenger

agent. On February 1, 1904, he was appointed assistant

general passenger agent of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, and
tlie Louisiana Western, with headquarters at New Orleans,

La., and was promoted to general passenger agent of these

lines in January, 1905. Four years later he returned to the

Southern Pacific. Pacific System, as assistant general pas-

senger agent with headquarters in San Francisco. Cal. He
was promoted to general passenger agent of the Southern dis-

trict, with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., in March. 1911,

and was transferred to San Francisco in .April, 1915. He was
promoted to assistant passenger traffic manager, with head-

quarters at San Francisco, on September 1, 1918, and held

this position until the time of his death.

The Pf.xnsvlvam.v R.Mi.R0.\n finds that the annual athletic

meets of its employees have been a real and useful means of

cultivating the "Pennsylvania family" spirit; and. as evidence

of this, cites a recent experience of the editor of the Pennsylvania

News. This editor received from each one of a score of his

readers the same citation from H. G. Wells' Outline of History;

a passage in the history of Greece, wherein he sa\-s that the Greek

people were held together, not by political organization or a

constitution but by common speech, traditions, epics, religion, and,

still n-.orc important, the Olympian games, that were held eVery

four years. These p:imcs were held regularly for more than

1.000 years.
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Friction

Draft Gear - Class A~18-S

If you wish to abolish draft
gear problems and cost
of maintenance use this
unrivaled shock absorber.

W. H. MINER, CHICAGO
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R-C STRAIGHT LINE DRIVE
power Hows in one direction

STANDARD RADIAL DRIVE
power changes direction 7 times

New Locomotives Create

A Maintenance Problem

Now that the higher capacity, more

economical locomotive has ar-

rived, railroad men are concerned with

its maintenance.

In the Ryerson-Conradson twin

motor radial, they have found a ma-

chine equal to the emergency. In the

Round-lhe-Corner drive of the stand-

ard radials, power changes direction

seven times between the motor and the

spindle. On the R-C Straight line

drive, power flows in but one direc-

tion. (Note the arrows.)

In the R-C Spindle Drive, four

shafts and sixteen gears replace the

thirteen shafts and thirty-three gears of

other standard types.

This elimination of nine shafts and

seventeen gears saves a large percentage

of power which on other drives is lost

through friction of many moving parts.

Friction means wear : wear means

breakdowns, repairs and replacement

;

and breakdowns, repairs and replace-

ments cost money and delay the return

of much-needed power to the road.

R-C Straight-
tinfi-drive will

operate on
either AC or

DC current.
Write tor bul-

letin 4,001 giv-

ing lull in-
tormation.

Joseph T. Ryersdn & Son
Establllhed 1M2 Incorpornted 18U

PLANTS : CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW \ORK
OFFICES: MINNEAPOLIS MILWAUKEE DENVER HOUSTON SAN FRANCISCO

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The Re^an Automatic
Train Control

An Automatic Train Control System that provides safety, and with

it, maximum capacity.

It combines those essential features necessarv to successful operation.

(i) It insures obedience to signal indications.

(2) It compels acknowledgment by the engineman of restricting signals.

(3) It insures safe speed approaching a stop signal.

(4) At a permissive stop signal, it provides either of the following, at the

option of the Railroad Company:

(a) Automatic stop after wliich the train may proceed, but onlv

under prescribed low speed.

(b) If the engineman has reduced the speed below the prescribed

low rate, then he mav acknowledge the signal and proceed

without coming to a full stop, ahvavs under the prescribed

low speed.

(:;; After an automatic appiicatiun of the brakes b\ the Regan System,

tiie release is entirelv under control of the engineman and is effected precisely

as tiiough he had made the application.

(()) The Regan System conforms to all requisites of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and has its approval for installation.

Vn'c invite a visit to our Cliicago ofHces for the purpose of investigating

thi> System. Our Engineering Statif is at your disposal to furnisli informa-

tion and to assist in working out your train control problems.

The Regan Safety Devices Co., Inc.
522 Fifth Avenue Peoples Gas Building
NEW YORK, N. Y. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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FAPLOW
HORIZONTAL
FORGED
YOKE

TWO-KEY
DRAFT

ATTACHMENTS

NO CASTINGS IN TENSION
Ordered For 79,000 Cars This Year

The T. H. Symington Co.
DRAFT attachments

wrought steel side frames
malleable iron journal boxes

NEW YORK CHICAGO BALTIMORE BOSTON ROCHESTER
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fall out and
treak his

The rust tax
ALL taxes cut into gross earn-

L. ings, and by no means the

least of these is the rust tax.

This is the tax, amounting- to

millions of dollars each year,

paid out by the railroads of the

country to replace the enor-

mous tonnage of iron and steel

eaten away by rust.

There is, however, one essen-

tial difference between the rust

tax and other taxes. Much of

the rust tax can be eliminated.

Simply by using a pure, rust-

resisting iron wherever possible

in its equipment, a railroad can

reduce its ruR<' tax materially.

That's why for locomotive

jackets, boiler tubes, cars, tanks,

fences, culverts, and hundreds

of other items, many railroads

are using "Armco" Ingot Iron.

"Armco" Ingot Iron resists

rust because it is a commercially

pure iron. In fact, it is the pur-

est iron manufactured in com-

mercial quantities. Gauge for

gauge and finish for finish, it

outlasts steel under the same

conditions.

If you will write us, mention-

ing the equipment which you

contemplate ordering, we shall be

glad to tell you where "Armco"
Ingot Iron should be used.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY, Middletown. Ohio

ARMCO
TRADE MARK

INGOT IRON
Resists Rust
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Investigate the Record

In the selection of a train control system there

are almost innumerable things to be considered.

Will the system do this, that or the other, and

what will be the effect of such and such a set of

conditions?

It requires time even to think of the number of

conditions which must be fulfilled by a system

upon which the safety and expedition of railway

operation are dependent.

The Miller Train Control has been meeting all

the conditions of everyday railroading over an en-

tire division of a busy road for eight years.

You have only to investigate the record.
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7 Hours Less at the Repair Shop

End view of Four-Jack Locomotive Hoist showitiR lifting beam lowered into slot in foundation; hauling winch
in forccrnnnrl. T.rhich Vnllrv R R., f-chighlon. T\i. Tliis company is usImk six Whiting Hoists
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7 Hours More on the Road
Many roads curtail engine serv ice through lack of proper

wheeling facilities. By the use of a

Whiting Screw-Jack (Patented)
*

LOCOMOTIVE HOIST
it is easily possible to save an averageof 7 hours per locomotive
on the unwheeling and re-wheeling operations, not counting a

saving in repair shop labor of from $14,000 to $36,000 per year.

All the big roads use and endorse the Whiting Hoist.

Send for Catalofj Xo. i6o

WHITING CORPORATION
(Formerly Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.)

15603 Lathrop Ave., Harvey, 111. (Chicago Suburb)

Representatives in 25 Principal Cities.

*Palcnlcd F.-b. 3, 1914; June 18, 1914; Sept. 2, 1919; Jan. 25, 1921.

USERS OF WHITING HOISTS AND NUMBER PURCHASED
Baltimore & Ohio R. R 6

Lehigh Valley R. R 6

C. R. I. & Pacific Ry 4

N. Y., N. H. & Hartford Ry 4
Pennsylvania R. R 4

Boston & Maine R. R 3

C. M. & St. Paul Ry 3

P. C. C. & St. Louis Ry 3

Chicago & Northwestern Ry 2

Denver & Rio Grande Ry 2

Erie Railroad 2
Illinois Central R. R 2
Los Angeles & Salt Lake 2
Missouri Pacific Ry 2
Southern Pacific R. R 2

Algoma Central Ry
Ann Arbor R. R
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Atlanta, Birm. & Atlantic
Bingham & Garfield Ry
Bufifalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
C. H. & Dayton Ry
Canadian Northern Ry
Carnegie Steel Co
Central New England Ry
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Rv
Cornwall R. R .",

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line...
Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry
Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe
Gulf & Ship Island R. R
Havana Central Ry. Co
Hocking Valley Ry
Interstate R. R
Kanawha & Michigan Ry
Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf
Lake Superior & Ishpeming Ry.
Lehigh & Hudson River
Lehigh & New England
Manitowoc Shipbuilding Corp...
Manufacturers Rv
N. C. & St. Louis Ry
New York Central
N. Y. C. & St. Louis Ry
N. Y., Philadelphia & Norfolk..
Norfolk Southern Ry
Northern Pacific Ry
Philadelphia & Reading
Raritan River R. R
Temiskaming & Nor. Ont
LTnited Verde Copper Co
N'icksburg, Shreveport & Pac...
Washington Terminal Co

COACH HOISTS—Standard and Special Designs (Patented)

TURNTABLE TRACTORS—TRANSFER TABLES
CRANES—all Types. FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Catalogs on Request.
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JJ Car Oak

^ Crossing Plank

J?
Switch and Cross Ties

JJ Hardwoods for shop nse of

\t^ our own manufacture at

our new double band

mill located at Voth,

O Texas, sawn from

"Neches Valley Hardwood

limber

O

KIRBY-BONNER LUMBER COMPANY
Houston, Tex.

Branch Offirrs Spprinlizin^ in Htiilnxul Material

225 Railway Exchange 120 Broadway

Chicago New York
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Quality Ties-Permanently Marked

With the I.C.C. Co. Dating Nail

THE International Company produces

only full size, sound ties, properly

treated.

To substantiate our willingness to assume
full responsibility for our ties—EVERY
International Tie is permanently marked
with the I. C. C. Co. dating nail. We are

thus staking our reputation upon the service

rendered by these ties in Track.

This automatically makes every Interna-

tional Tie a Test Tie. The I. C. C. Co. dat-

ing nail will identify International Ties at

any future date and demonstrate their

supremity over "just ties" by the long and
dependable service they render under the

gruelling pounding of heavy rolling loads.

It is Tie life and Tie service that count,

—

only Quality Ties will answer in these days

of economy. Look for the identification. If

it's an International Tie it's a quality Tie.

Every International Tie is a Standard

Specification Tie.

International Creosoting 8C Construction Co,
General Office—Galveston, Texas

Plants: Texarkana, Texas Beaumont, Texas Galveston, Texas
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MIDVALE
TIRES

FOR LOCOMOTIVES AND CAR WHEELS

Vl/'E have been making locomotive and car wheel tires

at our Nicetovvn Plant since it was. founded in 1867.

Our long and successful experience in the manufacture
of this specialty puts us in an especially favorable position

to meet an\- reasonable specification.

MiDVALE Steel ANDOrdnance Company
'^ Cambria Steel Company z£Sr
^''^° r^^^l na.., San Frandsco

Linannati n/ • i S*Jt Lake Citw

Qevelana Widener Building Philadelphia, Pa.
Seattle

Deamt St. Louis

N"* Yock WaJiingtoo.D.C
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Th<jse must be considered in

Cost of Lubrication!"

Getting Facts

One of the largest and most representative railroads in the United

States, wishing to get actual facts on the lubrication question, devoted

a full year's service test to lubricants claiming to be "good as Galena.
"

A check was kept, not only on the cost of the oils, but on the class

of service rendered by them——on the number of hot boxes and

driving journals, on locomotive performance, fuel consumption, re-

pairs and general condition of the bearing parts of equipment.

At the conclusion of the most thorough and impartial tests these

lubricants w^ere discontinued entirely and Galena Lubrication recom-

mended and adopted as being much more efficient in service and

considerably lower in cost, through its proven ability to maintain

equipment in first class running order and practically eliminate the

enormous expenses in time, labor and repairs that had grow^n to

large proportions with the materials under test.

The assertion "good as Galena" is easy

to make but hard to stibstnntiate.

Service is the unfailing test oj ability.

Galena-Signal Oil Qympany^
New York Franklin, Pa. Chicago

and offices In principal cities
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What are you thinking of when

you buy bolts and nuts—the

price or the cost?

^

'T^HE price is the figure on the

-*- purchase order. The cost is

the sum of that amount and what

you must invest afterward to

make use of the stuff you bought.

It is surprising how many pur-

chasing agents accept bad bolts

and nuts as something inevitable,

usual, and customary.

'Tiling Up Cost

It is more surprising to find that

some of them have never con-

sidered that every one of these

defectives added to the price on

the order sheet, that sum of

money paid to labor wasted in

trying to use that faulty nut.

It is no longer necessary to buy

1000 nuts to get 900 good ones.

It is no longer justifiable to sub-

ject any assembler or laborer to

the expensive necessity of find-

ing the good ones.

R. B. & W. engineers solved the

problem of quantity production

of nuts on a 100% quality basis.

The automatic nut machinery

used in the R. B. & W. plant is

the only equipment of its kind

in the world and it makes abso-

lutely certain that every single

Empire nut you may purchase

will do the work that it was

made to do.

Every One Terfect

The price of Empire nuts is also

the total cost of them. The trans-

action is complete when the

purchasing agent signs the order.

The production departments are

not required to make any contri-

butions of time and labor wasted

trying to use bad nuts. And this

result is guaranteed by a house

that has been a leader in the

industry since 1845.

RVSSELL.BURDSALL &^W^VRD
® BOLT&NUT COMPANY ®

yCMllEKWICK.CONN. • Chicago - San Francisco ItOCK TAIXS.UX .
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RAI LR^OAD^LUBRl CATION

Goodbye 1922

1922 is just about to leave us—with its records of

achievements and failures, and, looking back, there

will be few who do not agree that it was a pretty

good year after all.

The list of Texaco customers has grown remarkably

during the year, and old customers have appreciated

more than ever the lubrication service rendered by

Texaco.

To the roads in whose prosperity we have shared

—

and to which we have contributed by furnishing

better lubrication, we wish a Prosperous New Year.

To the roads who do not know Texaco Lubrication

we wish a Prosperous New Year, with the sugges-

tion that during the New Year they see for them-

selves what better lubrication means in railroad

operation.

Texaco Extends Heartiest Nezv Year Greetings

to Every Railroad Official and Employee

THE TEXAS COMPANY
RAILWAY TRAFFIC & SALES DEPARTMENT
NewYork. Chicago Atlanta Houston
St. Louis. New Orleans, Dallas, Cleveland, LosAngeles. St.Paul

THERE ISATEXACO LUBRICANT FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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LOY
STEELS

Open Hearlh and
Electric Furnace
I -LOY Steels are

famished in:—
Blooms, Slab's,

liilleis. Platis.
Uars, Rods. Bars
Dot Rolled, Culd
Drawn und Heat
Treated lospecifi-
cations

For—
RailrnDds
Autonntbilcs
Edf^ed Tools
Farm fmplemenw

Toucan Melal

Insure greater safety

at high speeds

Use alloy steels to lighten the weight of parts.

This saving lessens cost of repairs to equipment

and track. It increases the power per unit of

weight.

Recentl), in ilesigning heavy locomotives, a saving

of 500 pounds per engine was made by using

I'-LOY Steels for the reciprocating and revolving

parts. Reduced to the terms of Dynamic Augment,
these locomotives are no more severe on track

at 40 miles per hour than the same class ( ordinary

huill) engine traveling 32.6 miles per hour.

Weights of engines can be lessened even more by
Using U-LOY 8leels for axles, guides, valve gears,

equalizers, draw bars, bolls, springs, pins, etc.

Forgings of I'-LOY Steel can be made in your
own shop,—no specially trained organization re-

quired. Write for detailed information.

UMTED ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION
CANTON, OHIO

Roofinc .Sidlnft,

Enamellna .Slock
Electrical Sheets

f !.<)) S/n'cinl forg-

iiip Sirel makes loco-

motive parts both

liiililer ami stronger,

(ireater safety at high

s/ieed is insureil.
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_ American
SteelFoundries

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
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Protect this metal—\vith red-lead
Here's a dynamo suspended

from a coach body. With
the other metal underneath
the car, it is partially con-

cealed from view. There is

every chance for rust and cor-

rosion to attack these parts

because of their position. A
protective paint is absolutely

essential.

Red-lead is especially nec-

essary to use at contact points

and on concealed and in-

accessible surfaces. It should
always be used for nc\t-to-

the-metal coat. It is desir-

able to use it for following
coats.

Dutch Boy Red-Lead is

widely used and is specified

by the largest railroads in the

country. Properly applied to

a clean metal surface it holds

fast and covers the metal with
an even, elastic coat that time

affects very slowly.

Dutch Boy Red-Lead is

purest red-lead, highly oxi-

dized and prepared in both

paste and liquid form.

For contact surfaces and
for priming coats the straight

red-lead is used. For finish-

ing coats the liquid red-lead

comes tinted to light and dark
brown, light and dark green,

and black—usually preferred

for railroad use.

Protect every inch of metal
with Dutch Bov Red-Lead.

U'rite for Painting Helps No. 8

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Boston

Cleveland BufTalo

JOHN T. LEWIS A BROS. CO.. Philadelphia

Chicaito San Francisco

Cincinnati St. I.ouis

NATIONAL LEAD .« OIL CO.. Piii^bur^h

\ "Save the surface and
t you save aiV-JL^t^c^

Dutch Boy Red-Lead
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Cross Section o/ Austin No. 10 Standard Building. Normal mdth, 150 feet. Can be varied in multiples of 50 feet. Length, any multiple cj 20 feei.

Exterior of the Standard Steel Car Company's car slwp at
Hammond, Ind., showing the old building and the neiv ex-
tension, both designed, built and equipped by The Austin

Company.

t-^^i./'fc- 1
fef'-i^kmifc-sM j'-s,|R»r, -j^

^^^^^la.?Pki:.«bA^ V r^«ies*f -xm

"51liiiris' •,;;

Steel Car Company's Shop at Hani'
repeat contract)

^
designed, built and equipped

by The Austin Company.

American Car & Foundry Co. Car Paint Shop, Chicago,
III,, designed, built and equipped by The Austin Company.

MORE FLOOR SPACE
When You Need It

Wherever You Need It

You can have additional floor space quickly and take ad-

\ antage of the present business situation. You can have an

Austin Building ready for useful occupancy when you want it.

It will be built on a definite time schedule basis.

The Austin Company is prepared to render this complete

service whether you require a new terminal, a round house, a

locomotive erecting shop, a machine shop, a car repair shop, a

warehouse or addition or alterations of any kind.

Wherever you need additional floor space—at any point on

your lines—Austin can meet the demand. In every section of

the country there are Austin Branch Organizations ready to

serve you. Many years of experience in the railway field will

be applied to your building problem.

Austin engineers are ready to cooperate with R. R. engineers

in the design and layout of R. R. Buildings of any type. They
are available for an immediate conference. Phone, wire or use

the coupon.

THE AUSTIN COMPANY, Cleveland
Railway Engineers and Builders

NEW YORK
ViAlA.AS
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE
BIRMINGH.^M

Standard Steel Car Co. Car Repair Shop. An Austin No.
10 Standard Building, the first of several contracts executed

for this company at different points.

THE
AUSTIN METHOD

AUSTIN
RAILWAY ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA

THE AUSTIN COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA/ Q-v

702 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles ^ Vs -q,**>

A^ ^ »? .• .•

<^v.o<^>^
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STRESSES

It is so much easier to solve the

roof stress problem of steel-frame

or all-steel box cars with the

MURPHY SOLiDSTeEl ROOF
than with any other roof construc-

tion. The MURPHY ^OLtoSTEEJL
absorbs maximum roof stresses

and gives perfect waterproofing

with less weight and expense.

STANDARD RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO
MURPHY SolTdSTEFL ROOFS

NEW VOHK
niicAno
WASiriNliTON
RICHMOND
PIIII.ADKI.IMIIA

ST. i.oris
lIOfSTON
KANSAS CITY
SAN fIJANCISCO
MDNTIIEAI.

WORKS—NEW KENSINGTON. PA.
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These Two Standard Volumes
1922.1923 Editions

Just Off the Press
Ready for Immediate Delivery

The Locomotive Cyclopedia
ACCURATE, up-to-the-minute information on locomotive design, con-

struction and maintenance will be found in this Cyclopedia. The
1922-23 edition, with its new, easy-reference plan should receive a heartier

welcome from Mechanical Department men than any of the previous

issues. Under the new plan (which is also used in the '*Car Builders'

Cyclopedia") all related matter is grouped in one place—text, drawings,
photos and detailed data furnished by various manufacturers. Edited by
Roy V. Wright and Charles N. Winter under the supervision of a com-
mittee appointed by the American Railway Association—you can be sure

that the information is practical, concise and complete.

Contents:
1 Definition and Index Section

Locomotive Section

Locomotive Details—Fireboxes. Boiler

Fittings, etc., with A. R. A. Speci-
fications

Tender Section, including Tender
Tanks. Underframes, Draft Gear.
Couplers, etc.

Electric Locomotive Section
Material Section, including specifica-

tions for materials used in Locomo-
tive Construction

7 Industrial and Foreign Locomotive Sec-

8 Shop Section^ including an article on
Scheduling and Routing of Work

9 Rule Section, including the Govern-
ment Locomotive Inspection require-

ments and rules relating to Safety
Appliances

10 Miscellaneous Section

9 X 12 inches, more than 1150 Pages, 2740 Illustrations. I

Buckram Binding, $8.00. Full Leather Binding, $12.00 1

The Car Builders' Cyclopedia
BASED upon the same easy-reference plan as the "Locomotive Cyclo-

pedia," the "Car Builders' Cyclopedia" gives you usable, up-to-date
information on car design, construction and maintenance. Also edited by
Roy V. Wright and Charles N. Winter, under the supervision of a commit-
tee appointed by the American Railway Association. You will find it packed
full of practical data—available at a moment's notice. As both Cyclopedias
have had an unusual advance sale and the editions are limited, it is advisable
to order your copies as soon as possible. The coupon below is for your
convenience.

Contents:

Deflnition and Index Section 6 Materials Section, i-cli-ding A, R. A
Freight Car Section, including Speciflca- Specifications as to Rivets. Castings

Paints. Lumber, etc.

7

3
concerning Motor Passenger Cars 9 Car Shops Section
General Section, including A. R. A. 10 Rules Section, ircluding Safety Appl
Specifications ances. Governme-t Regulations, etc.
Light. Heat and Ventilization Section 11 Miscellaneous Section

9 X 12 inches, 1192 Pages, more than 3100 Illustrations.

Buckram Binding, $8.00. Full Leather Binding, $12.00

Clip and Mail the Coupon Today

Simmons -Boardman
Publishing Company

Book Service Dept.

Woolworth Bldg., 34 Victoria St.

New York, Westminster, S. W. I.

N. Y. London, England.

Immediate Delivery Coupon

SIMMONS-BOARDMAN PUBLISHING CO.

Woolworth Bldg., New York. N. Y.

Please send me tlv.e Cyclopedias checked in the squares below when
ready foi distribution. I will remit immediately on delivery.

Car Builders' Cydopedia, Leather"
1 Binding $8,00
Binding.. $12.00 D

, . _ , ,. Buckrai
Locomotive Lyclopedia, Leather

1 Binding $8.00 n
Binding.. $12.00 D

T,,„-n State.

(The Cyclopedias are sent prepaid in Ca
l-nited States)

lada. Mexico, and the
RA-17-19
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Safety, Economy, Mileage, Efficiency

Four sound reasons
why so many exacting

buyers invariably specify

GARY ROLLED STEEL WHEELS

Specially adapted for Freight

and Passenger car service

3Umot£f ^tee( Compan|)
(general ©ffireo, 20B ^. Ua *alU i&trppt
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i COUPLER YOKES I

Basic open hearth steel coupler yokes furnished to

specification.

These yokes are simple and easy to apply.

They are rugged in construction and meet the require-

ments of heavy draft gears.

The material is as good as we know how to make

it as the result of over 20 years' development of

the specialty of open hearth steel.

All yokes are annealed in a furnace of which the

temperature is controlled by thermo-electric

pyrometers.

Prints or information on request.

ScuLLiN Steel Co.
STEEL PRODUCTS

CHICAGO
1022 McCormick Bldg.

ST. PAUL
Merchants Bank Bldff.

In its Rolling Mill Department the Scullin Steel Co., ro Is standard sizes Merchant Bars—Squares and rounds

also flats TH in. and under; Structural Shapes—channels n ' bfams 8 in. and under, angles up to 6 in., light raib
up to SO lb., and special sections on request.

#
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"Railway" Products
SPRINGS

—of all types, shapes and
capacity for locomotive,
passenger coach and
freight car equipment.

TIRES
—Locomotive driving
wheel, engine truck and
tender wheel, also car
wheel tires.

WHEELS
—all classes of steel tired
wheels in general use
under locomotive and car
equipment.

"RAILWAY" SERVICE
"Railway" extends a service which
accepts definite responsihility. What-
ever your requirements, presenting
special prohlems, whether on old or
new equipment, our engineers will
furnish dependable counsel, plans and
estimates.

RAILWAY
STEEL-SPRING
COM PAN

V

GENERAL- OFFICES
30 Chu rch St ., New York

Chicago Der>\^ef IDeiroii
Lo,c/y's\/'///e _ , Mex / co Cf'^y
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THE SHARON COUPLER
Made in top, bottom, or side operating types,

for

Freight, Passenger or Engine service.

Knuckles, Knuckle-Pins and Locks are

interchangeable for all types

The National Malleable Castings Company
CLEVELAND
SHARON, PA.

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS TOLEDO
MELROSE PARK. ILL. EAST ST. LOUIS. ILL.'
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Electric arc welding reduces time and costs in making re-

pairs and helps keep locomotives in revenue earning service

C.-F. Poriuhir Cnnslonl Energy Sinttte
Operator Electric Arc Welding Set.
Other ItipesolG-EArc Welding Equip-
ment are the Automatic. Semi-auto-
matic, Portable Semi-automatic, and
Gat-engine-driven Arc Welding Sets.

Your initial investment in G-E arc weld-
ing equipment is small compared with
its remarkable saving for you. It saves

labor, saves material, and increases loco-

motive service.

Engine frames, cylinders and like parts

can be welded in place without shopping
locomotive. Worn parts can be removed
and built up and replaced in a short time,

all being accomplished at a big reduc-
tion in maintenance expense.

G-E experience in the arc welding field

includes installations of arc welding sets

in a great many representative railroad

shops of the Country

General^Electric
General Office
Schenectady, N.Y Company Sales Odtices in

all laiiic cities
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PISTON ROD
If a weak point exists in rods or other heavy-duty
forgings, the piston thrusts or motor torque in

time will find it. Find out how the manufac-
turer produces forgings—find out what materials

and methods he employs—and you will then be
able to determine probability of weakness in ad-
vance of purchase.

That is why all roads which analyze our methods
place confidence in Standard Steel Works For-
gings at a slightly higher first cost.

Standard Steelworks Co.
:.PHIA, PA.

St. Paul, Minn.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mexico City, Mex.
London, England
Paris, France

MAIN OFFICE: PHILA
Branch Offices

Chicago Richmond, Va.
St. Louis San Francisco
Havana, Cuba New York
Houston, Texas Boston
Portland, Ore.

WORKS: BURNHAM,
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You said it!

"With the adoption of the all-steel roof, the

question of flexibilit) becomes a \ery live sub-

ject. Some types pro\ ide for free mo\ement
of the roof sheets, in a similar manner to the

flexible outside metal roof.

"It is claimed for the first t\ pe that the roof

should be sufficiently flexible to take care of the

constant straining of the car body."
Railway and Locomotive Engineering

Hutchins AU-Steel Dry Lading Roofs
pro\ ide for this flexibilit> and do not have the

defects of the inside roofing boards to contend
with, as in the case of the outside metal roof.

flUTCHINS (ARRoOFINQCoMPANY
Detroit Michigan
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'I"1k' luiniiKT i:l' ,1 freight car (with two, three or four

initials iiidic atini; thi' name of the railroad) ought to be

plainly lettered on the lower left corner
The of each side, with distinct horizontal

Lettering of lines above and below. The reader will

Freio'ht Cars p^irdon the dogmatic tone of this sen-

tence when we remind him that it

re|)resents a reasonable rule, which was agreed upon by the

car-service officers, fourteen years ago, at their convention

at Niagara Falls. This simple and useful rule, costing

nothiiig, has been widel\- neglected. The communication
concerning it which appears on another page was accom-

])anied b\' a lot of pictures showing varied arrangements of

lettering, on all sorts of cars. These are new cars, not old

ones: and a composite picture of old cars would make a

still poorer showing. Also, many roads still show their

names (by initials) tiresomely long. Since the organization

of the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks,

Freight Handlers, E.xpress and Station Employees, the intro-

duction of long names in the railway world appears to have

run wild, and the car-service men are in duty bound to keep

up their movement for common sense and brevity. Our
correspondent's suggestion of the use of letters to designate

the kind of car is interesting, but critical readers would
want to see how well he could succeed in getting a hundred
or more yard clerks to make regular use of the plan with

sufficient persistence and care to make it a real time-saver.

Some very good clerical plans depend for success on cour-

ageous pushing by a determined officer, throughout a term of

months or vears.

President Kea of the Pennsylvania in a letter to the mayor
of New York and the chairman of the transit commission has

called attention to the tremendous
President growth in passenger traffic within the

Rea on city limits of New York which the

Rapid Transit Long Island Railroad has been called

upon to carry. Most of this traffic is

handled at the Pennsylvania station, the maximum capacity

of which is rajjidly being reached. Mr. Rea urged the

mayor and the transit commission to plan additional subway
and elevated rapid transit lines to relieve the burden on the

Long Island Railroad. Only excessive capital expenditures,

w'hich would probably not be justified in view of the short

haul, would enable the Long Island to meet the present and
jjrospective growth of traffic in its territory within the city

limits of New York and the problem is one which the public

authorities should be called upon to solve. Mr. Rea also

called attention to the great areas in New Jersey which are

either entirely undeveloped or only slightly so because of the

obstacle which the Hudson river places in the way of traffic.

He suggested that the proper authorities in New York City

should devote their attention to the construction of bridges

across the Hudson river, just as years ago they bridged the

East river and opened up Long Island to development. If

Mr. Rea's letter starts the discussion which it should start,

he will have done a real service to the railroads and to the

public around New York City. The transit situation wdthin

the city as well as the present provisions for suburban pas-
seiiger traffic are not satisfactory—primarily because little is

being done to develop them to meet increasing traffic—and
it will not be long before many existing lines will have
reached their maximum capacity. The Railway Age is of
the opinion that some well-thought-out plan for railway and
rapid transit extension should be adopted at an early date
and provisions made for carrying it out. Such a plan can
only result from a full and free discussion of the problem,
and it is hoped that President's Rea's letter will bring this
out.

Long distance telephone service between division headquar-
ters and inijiortant centers is becoming a necessity for the

_ .
transaction of business on many roads.

Railroad xhe demand for such communication
Long Distance is so heavy that many roads are paving

Telephone Circuits kirge toll bills to the commercial tele-

phone companies while others have
seen fit to add through circuits to the existing pole lines.
One road has a long distance conversational circuit 457 miles
long in service between two large cities, that cost approxi-
mately $100,000, which' has proved so useful for railroad
business that it has been stated that if all the business
handled on this circuit was charged for at the commercial
rates the line would pay for itself in a year. It may be
that if this business had to be handled by a commercial com-
pany, a considerable part of the communication would be
handled b}- mail. However, the use of a railroad owTied
circuit properly supervised will be found the means of set-
tling important questions promptly and will frequently
obviate the necessity for traveling; questions relative to im-
])ortant details in all departments may be asked and
answered and the work expedited by the use of such a
circuit. Especially those roads which are handicapped by a
lack of equipment and track capacity should consider the
efficient application of telephones as a facility that will earn
a high return on the investment in many cases.

The live ojjerating officer is constantly on the alert for means
of increasing the efficiency of the transportation service and,

at the same time, reducing costs. One

Money "'^3" '" which this may be accom-
plished is through the judicious instal-

lalks lation of signals or interlocking at

strategic locations. Too often the

engineering department is asked for estimates on second
track work at such locations when automatic signals will

postpone the need for such work indefinitely or crossings are

left uninterlocked because of the first cost involved in con-

structing interlocking plants. As a consequence, trains con-

tinue to stop at the crossing day after day, with all the loss

incident to such stops. In this connection, a signal engineer

on one road carried an item of $60,000 on his budget for

several years for the construction of an interlocking at one
grade crossing location at which an average of 60 trains

1217
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had to stop during each 24 hours. The management refused

to approve this expenditure, until the signal engineer cap-

italized these stops on the basis of $1.25 a stop and showed

that a saving of $38,000 a year over and above interest and

depreciation would result. The management, thinking $1.25

a stop excessive, referred this question to the mechanical

department for check, and this department estimated that

$1.40 a stop was more nearly correct. The construction of

this interlocking has now been approved. The proper use

of signal appliances will yield a high return on the original

investment and managements should make it a point to con-

sult the signal departments more frequently on ways to

facilitate train operation and to reduce costs. Some man-
agements have found that it pays to do this, and all will

find that it pays when they come to realize the important

place modern signalling holds in present day railroad

operation.

It is impossible to run a power plant or in fact any kind of

establishment economically, without detailed information

regarding operation. To get this in-

Recording Instru- formation in power plants, various

merits in Power kinds of indicating and recording in-

Plants struments are necessary and can be

installed at a cost which is insignifi-

cant compared with the possible savings. The possibilities

can be appreciated from the fact that there are over 1,200

railroad power plants in the United States, consuming thou-

sands of tons of coal annually, and many of them operated

with only fair efficiency. Power plant engineers should not

"save at the spigot and waste at the bunghole" by giving

all their attention to the engine room. The furnace and

boiler deserve first attention, and the efficiency of these

important units can be checked by careful use of the flue

gas analyzer, differential draft gage and high temperature

thermometer or pyrometer. In certain instances these instru-

ments should be of the recording type in order to give

warning of conditions which might not be noted at instan-

taneous readings. In general, draft conditions, furnace

efficiency, equality of boiler loading and boiler efficiency can

all be improved by a judicious use of the above instruments.

In the engine room, steam indicators, recording gages,

graphic wattmeters, p>ower factor and other meters perform

the same relative function. They afford information ena-

bling power leaks to be located and stopped. Power plant

engineers should be assisted to get such of these instruments

as they need and be encouraged—if not required—to use

them.

An interesting and most disconcerting example of the man-
ner in whicli railroads have a habit of substituting "new

figures for old" in their various reports
New is tliat of a railroad which in its

Figures December, 1920, report showed for the

for Old y^^^ ended December 31, 1920, a net

railway operating income of roughly

57,000,000. In the annual' rci)ort covering the year 1920,

this figure had become a deficit of roughly $1,300,000. One
year later, in the December, 1921, statement to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the comparative cumulative

figure covering the year 1920 was shown as a deficit of

$500,000, and in the 1921 annual report the comparative

figure for the year 1920 was shown in a fourth total of

$6,000,000, this time a net. Thus, for this road, we have

four different figures ranging from a deficit of $1,300,000

to a net of $7,000,000, all of which figures purport to repre-

sent the same thing—namely the net railway operating

income for this road for the year 1920. Of course, there

are good and sufficient reasons why the figures should differ;

there may have been the inclusion in some and not in others

of certain subsidiary mileage, of federal lapovers, of reserves

for maintenance, etc. But, nevertheless, what was this road's

net railway operating income in 1920? It is not easy to

find out because it is difficult to determine which one of the

four figures is the one desired for proper comparison with

the figures of preceding or following periods. In this

instance, we chose an extreme case, but although extreme, it

is somewhat too typical. "New figures for old" represents

a confusing and disconcerting condition which the account-

ing officer, in fairness to those who have to use the figures,

should seek to avoid.

Programs for second track construction, such as are now
under consideration or actually authorized for the coming

year, often give rise to the question of
Make simultaneous grade revision, the econ-

Every Dollar omy of which is readily ascertained orv

Count f^'s basis of the justified added cost ta

construct on a revised grade, over the

expenditure necessarj' to provide a second track of the same

gradient as the original line. A further problem is intro-

duced in determining whether a complete new double-track

line shall be built on an independent location or whether it

will suffice to build a new single-track line for the uphill

traffic, while retaining the old line for the downhill move-

ment. This solution is particularly appropriate in locations

where development for increased distance is required to effect

the reduction in grade, since the shorter distance on the old

line will be of advantage for the downhill movement in

spite of the heavier descending grade. Obviously, second

track provided in this manner introduces certain disadvan-

tages such as increased cost of maintenance and the pxjssi-

bility of some movement against the prevailing direction of

traffic to afford the necessary local passenger and freight

service to an occasional station on the old line. In some
cases, it also necessitates left hand operation. But in spite

of these real or fancied disadvantages, many railroads have
frequently found it profitable to resort to the independent

second-track line. One notable example of this is the EchO'

Canyon line of the Union Pacific where the uphill 1.14 per

cent line is used on one side of the canyon, whereas the

original line on a 1.77 per cent grade on the other side is

used for downhill movement. A similar example is found

on the Santa Fe's line up the western slope of the San
Bernardino mountains. Both of the illu.strations cited

invofve left hand operation. In these days of inadequate

railway transportation, when ever\' effort must be made to

effect the greatest increase in facilities for every dollar

expended, the opportunities to be afforded by such practices-

as these should not be overlooked.

The division superintendent comes into more intimate con-

tact with the employees in those departments contributing

most directly to tlie production of
When There transportation than any other railway

Is a Load officer. Because of this fact he has a

for Every Car liett^'i" opportunity than any other

officer to stimulate these employees to>

greater efforts to the end that more transportation service

may be rendered. There is now and probably will continue

to be for some time more business awaiting movement than

the railways can handle. Therefore cvcrv delay tliat is elim-
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inated means that the capacity and the earnings of the roads

are increased accordingly. With a shortage of cars of over

110,000 at the last report (December 8) it is evident that

there is a load awaiting every car available. The superin-

tendent and his staff can do much by personal contact with

yardmasters, agents and yard clerks to show them the im-

portance of their work in detecting and preventing delays

to cars by anticipating their release and arranging for their

movement promptly and by similar measures. They can

show train crews the importance of contributing to the

service the railways are rendering the country in bringing

cars with minor defects into the terminals where this can

be done safely, by picking up cars at outlying sidings at

the first opportunity, etc. The niaintenance-of-way foremen
can be shown the value of their service in unloading as

quickly as possible company materials intended for their

use. This is a time when every measure which saves a

day's delay to the cars adds to the earnings of the road.

More than that it means future business for the road, for

when cars are scarce every shipper who is served becomes

a friend whose traffic will be highly desirable when equipn

ment is more plentiful and freight tonnage offered for

shipment scarcer.

Details concerning what the Van Sweringens of Cleveland

may have in mind concerning their possible acquisition of

a large block of Chesapeake & Ohio
C & O.

—

stock are so meagre that it is hardly

Nickel possible to get any reasonable idea of

Plate what may be behind their plans. The
story that has been given out is that

they have recently extended an option covering the purchase

of the shares at present owned by H. E. Huntington. These
shares are not understood to include a majority control of

Chesapeake & Ohio, which detail in itself is sufficient to add
an additional measure of complication. Just how Chesa-

peake & Ohio would fit into the Van Sweringen system as it

has thus far been assembled, it is difficult to see. The lines

at preserit include the Nickel Plate, the Lake Erie & Western

and the Clover Leaf. The Nickel Plate's traffic relationships

are primarily with its connections at the Niagara frontier,

so it would appear that the Chesapeake & Ohio offers to

the system a rather secondary value as an outlet to the

Atlantic seaboard. The C. & O. may have a value to tlie

Nickel Plate from the standpoint of giving it a fuel supply,

but it is difficult to regard this reason as important enough

for so large a step as is proposed in the C. & O. acquisition.

The Chesapeake & Ohio business is principally coal which

moves east from the New River, Kanawha and Logan dis-

tricts to tidewater at Newport News, or west and north

primarily over the controlled Hocking Valley to the lakes

at Toledo, where the Hocking Valley has one of the busiest

of the several coal dumping piers on Lake Erie. The Van
Sweringen group of railroads has thus far been made up
according to the Interstate Commerce Commission's tentative

consolidation plan. The three lines—Nickel Plate, Clover

Leaf and Lake Erie & Western—were placed in system

No. 5, which was given an outlet to New York harbor, a

fuel supply through the inclusion of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, etc. The Chesapeake & Ohio was placed in a sep-

arate system, No. 8, with its controlled Hocking Valley and

with the Virginian. The two systems might be joined, but it

is not easy to see what favorable results might be expected

to result from that course. In short, the story that the Van
Sweringens may secure the C. & 0. needs more amplification

and explanation before the investing public is likely to be

convinced that the acquisition is probable, or, if probable,

that it is wise.

Freight Rates and Commodity Prices

THE CHANGES in Commodity prices and freight rates which
have occurred within the last year suggest some sig-

nificant reflections and questions regarding the way in which
freight rates should be regulated.

When the earliest proceedings for general advances in

rates under the present effective system of regulation were

begun by the railways about twelve years ago, the railways

contended that rates should be based upon what the traffic

would bear, as well as upon the cost of rendering trans-

portation service. They showed that increases in prices and
wages were increasing their operating expenses. They
pointed out that the general increases in prices which were
occurring made it easily possible for traffic to bear higher

rates and used this as one of the principal arguments for

advances in rates.

The spokesmen of the shippers and regulating authorities

almost unanimously repudiated and denounced the theory

that rates should be based on what the traffic would bear,

and that increases in prices afforded any justification for

advances in rates. They contended that schedules of rates

should be based almost entirely upon the cost of rendering

transportation service. They said that all a railway was
entitled to earn was enough to pay its operating expenses

and taxes and a fair return upon its valuation, and that as

long as it did this it had no legal or moral right to complain

if its rates were not advanced when prices increased.

The principle of basing rates on the cost of service was
applied so rigorously that up to 1917 no substantial ad-

vances in rates had been granted, although in that year the

average wholesale price of all commodities had risen until

it was 76 per cent higher than in 1913. After that, both

railway expanses and prices increased enormously. Strict

application of the principle of basing rates on the cost of

the service required the large advances in rates made under

government control in 1918, and again after the railways

had been returned to private operation in 1920.

The advance in rates in 1920 was followed by an unprece-

dented decline of prices. This was not followed for months

by a decline of railway operating costs. Suddenly, however,

spokesmen of the shippers reversed their attitude. They
pointed out that advances in rates and declines in prices

had made the rates on many commodities relatively much
higher than prices. They took the position, which was
exactly the opposite of that which they had taken for years,

that the rates should be based on what the traffic would bear,

and that rates in general should be reduced because the

traffic could not bear th«m.

The spokesmen of the farmers had previously been fore-

most in contending that rates should be based on the cost

of the service. Because of the unprecedented decline in the

prices of agricultural products, they now became foremost

in advocating application of the despised principle of charg-

ing what the traffic would bear. The Interstate Commerce
Commission itself practically abandoned the cost of service

principle and in the early part of 1922 ordered reductions

in rates which were wholly unjustified upon any principle

except that of charging what the traffic would bear.

At the very time the reductions in rates ordered by the

Commission were being put into effect, the entire relation-

ship between freight rates and commodity prices was again

undergoing a great change because commodity prices were

rapidly increasing. The reductions of rates required by

the Commission greatly accelerated this change. The latest

statistics of the Commission regarding the average railway

rate, and the latest statistics of the Bureau of Labor Statistics

regarding commodity prices, show that the present relation-

ship between railway rates and commodity prices is entirely

different from what it was a year ago. Then, as compared
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with conditions in the pre-war year, 1913, the average

railway rate was relativel}- higher than commodit}- prices.

Now. many commodity prices are relatively higher than rail-

way rates. Between September, 1921, and September .1922,

the average rate per ton per mile declined from 1.27 cents

to 1.12 cents, or 12 per cent. This left the average rate per

ton per mile only 54 per cent higher than in 1913, On the

other hand, between November, 1921, and November, 1922,

as shown by the statistics of the Bureau of Labor, the average

wholesale price of all commodities increased over lOJ/ per

cent, which made it 56 per cent higher than in 1913. The
average price of cloths and clothing was 92 per cent higher

than in 1913; of fuel and lighting 118 per cent higher; of

metal and metal products 33 per cent higher; of building

materials 85 per cent higher; of house-furnishing goods 79

per cent higher; of miscellaneous commodities 11 per cent

higher; of chemicals and drugs 27 per cent higher; of farm

products and foods 43 per cent. The increase in the average

price of farm products within the last year has been the

most notable, being 18'4 per cent. Farm products are now-

only 43 per cent higher than in 1913. This is less than

the increase in the average rate of the railways of the entire

country, but most farm jjroducts are produced in the west

and shipped to market mainly over the western lines, and

the average rate of the western railways is less than 39 per

cent higher than in 1913.

Even in Septeml^er, coal, which normallx' constitutes about

one-third of railway freight, had not begun to move in nor-

mal volume, and probably the average rate of the railways

for the last three months of this year will show a greater

reduction than it did in September. On the other hand,

the general trend of commodit}- jjrices is upward, and later

reports undoubtedly will show further increases in them.

Now that the average railway rate is lower relatively than

the average price of commodities in general, and that the

increa.^es in prices which are occurring apparently will make

it relatively still lower in future months, what attitude is

going to be taken by spokesmen of shippers and by regu-

lating authorities with respect to basing rates on what the

traffic will bear? Since they took the position so recently

that rates should be reduced because they were relatively

higher than the prices of commodities, will they in future

accept tlie results of their own recent reasoning and take the

position that rates should be advanced because commodity

prices are increasing?

That the argument for reducing rates because traffic can-

not bear them has been largely destroyed by the changes

within the last year is tacitly recognized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in its annual report for 1922. The

Commission says: "The tonnage moved by the railroads has

been steadily increasing in recent months until at the end

of the period covered by this report the traffic is almost cc|ual

to the largest ever handled by our railroads. Manifestly

the existing rates are no longer interfering with tlie free tlow

of commerce as a whole, whatever may have Ijeen the situa-

tion prior to the reduction of July, 1922." Since this report

was written the total carloads of freight handled by the

railways has exceeded that handled in the same i)art of any

previous year.

Some of the western state commissions now have jiending

before the Interstate Commerce Commission prtxeedings for

further reductions of the rates on farm products in wliich

the principal argument the\' have made has been that the

prices of farm products are so low that the traffic cannot bear

the rates. What becomes of this argument now that it can

be shown that the average rate of the railways ser\-ing the

verv territory which these commissions represent is lower

than tlie average price of farm products? The s|K)kesmen of

these commissions seem to tie falling back upon the argument

that the railways in their territory are making more money

than the farmers. But the relationship between railway

rates and the prices of farm products shows conclusively that

if this is true the inability of the farmers to make money is

mainly due to causes other than the relationship between

railway rates and farm prices. Furthermore, if, as these

very same men were contending a year ago, rates should be

ijased on what the trafiic will bear, what bearing upon the

question of the reasonableness of the rates has the question

whether the fanners or the railways are making or losing

more money?
^^'hen the Interstate Commerce Commission about a year

ago ordered reductions in the rates on grain, grain product-

and hay, the Rail'u.-ay Age called attention to the fact that in

doing so it had in that particular case, at least, abandoned
its own principle of basing rates mainly on the cost of tlu-

service, and had adopted the principle of charging what the

traffic would bear. We showed how inconsistent this wa-

with decisions rendered by the Commission in previous year>

We anticipate with more than usual interest, in view of thi

recent changes in the relationship between rates and price-

what the Commission's decision will be in the case now pend

ing for further reductions of the rates on farm products.

Tackling the Problem of Good Will

Wui .\ A :m.a,x uses the word "railroad" he usually mean^
only the physical propert}'. Railway officers at lea?"

should not think and speak of a railroad as merely a thinu'

consisting of right-of-way, roadway, locomotives, cars, shop>

terminals and stations. It is also a thing of brains, nerves

flesh and blood. The success of its development and opera

ticn depends under present conditions even more upon the

development and handling of the human than of the non-

human part of it.

It may be said, roughly, that a railway consists one-half

cf physical proi>erty and one-half of brains, manual effi-

ciency and good will. No physical propert}- is worth much
in the long run if it has not that intangible asset, which
it is impossible to appraise accurately

—
"good will." A

concern to l)e long successful must have good will among its

employees and good will among its patrons. The railways

cf this country are suffering from deficiencies and inadequacy

of their physical properties, but they are suffering much
more from lack of good will. In fact, the deficiencies and
inadequacy of their physical plants are largely due to want

of good will. If there were more good will among their

patrons they would be more fairly regulated. If there were

more good will among their employees they would be more
efficiently operated. If the railways could create more good

will among their patrons and employees it would enable

them to increase their net earnings much more than would

mere improvements and enlargements of the physical

plants.

Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic of the man-
agement of most large modern industrial concerns, including

railroads, is the large amount of study they devote to and

money they spend in im|>roving their physical properties

and the relatively small amount of work they do and money
they spend to increa.se this intangible but vitally important

as.set of good will. There is no amount of money that a

railway will not spend, if it has it available, to increase

the capacity and efficiency of its physical plant. Every

railway constantly cmjiloys large organizations to study and

improve its physical properties. When, however, the impor-

tance of doing work and sjiending money to solve the human
problems of tlie industry is urged upon them, ma-^t railway

officers are likely to l)egin Uuiking out of the window. Their

minds natur:illy drift away to the consideration of i)hysical

problems. They know that the problems of public relations

and employees' relations are vast and unsolved, but their

exjierience and training have had so largely to do with the
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tangiljle, physical problems that they lind it difficult to keep
their minds for any considerable length of time upon the

latter class of problems.

Consider the various associations of railway officers. The
number of them that deal with the physical problems of

engineering, transportation and maintenance is legion.

Where is there an)- association which devotes itself to reports

and discussions on the labor problem? Where is there an
association which devotes itself to reports and discussions

on the jiroblems of public relations?

Wonderful progress has been made in the solution year by
year of the physical problems of the industry. It is high

time that the great prolilem of creating among patrons and
employees the good will the industry needs should be at-

tacked with equal courage, energy and persistency.

Need for Co-Operative Research

THE RAILROADS of America have long been recognized as

the most progressive in testing new designs and new
equipment. No foreign railroad has ever conducted research

work on locomotives that can compare with the tests made
liy the Pennsylvania System at its Altoona testing plant.

These have added greatly to the scientific knowledge of the

locomotive; they have made it possible to build more efficient

motive p>ower, and have benefited not only the Pennsylvania,

but railroads all over the world. Other American roads

likewise have made important individual contributions in

research that have promoted economical and efficient man-
agement.

During recent years the railroads have been so hard

pressed with the operation and maintenance of tlieir prop-

erties that they have not given much attention to testing on

a large scale. Furthermore, earnings have been low and
the roads have not been able to devote any considerable sum
to such purposes. Because of the many innovations that

ha\'e recently been put into service, or proposed, there is at

present a great need for research and the railroads cannot

afford to neglect this activity.

The railroads have been criticized many times because

they have not adopted some new design or appliance that

promised to effect large savings. Some proposals, of course,

can be proved worthless without making a single installation.

Others have great possibilities. In the latter case, the only

effective answer that the railroads make to the critic who
advocates something new is to show that they have tested it

to find out what it would actually save. In the interests of

economy, as well as to avoid criticism, the railroads cannot

afford to hold back and wait, hoping that some other road

will investigate a new design.

In the locomotive field at present there are many prom-

ising innovations. The turbine, Diesel electric and Still-

Diesel locomotives, and appliances for producing draft by

mechanical means have great possibilities. The railroads

individually are not able to make extensive tests of such

equipment, and it is hardly right that one should bear the

expense when all will benefit by any improvement that may
be brought out. The logical way to handle this problem is

to have tests made jointly for all the roads, insuring that

the work is done accurately so that there will be no question

as to the acceptance of the conclusions reached and avoiding

duplication which would mean a waste of effort and

resources.

Co-operative research has been proposed many times in

the past. Several years ago the Mechanical Division of the

American Railway Association appointed a committee on

this subject, but only perfunctory action has been taken at

recent conventions. There has never been as great need

for co-operative research as exists at the present time. It is

to be hoped that the Mechanical Division will soon take some

action that will bring about the utilization of the splendid

equipment which is available for working out the many
important basic problems that are still awaiting extensive

research that they may be satisfactorily solved.

Not Insurmountable

IWIANY RAILROAD EXECUTIVES and employees seem to be
^^^ coming to a realization of the foolishness of and the

waste caused by the present wall of mistrust and misunder-
standing which has grown up between them. This wall,

based upon deep-seated prejudices, can only be broken down
by the most patient effort and tolerant attitude on both sides.

Disaster lies ahead if these misunderstandings are not wiped
out. This is frankly acknowledged by many of the railroad

executives and also by representatives of the men.
Representatives of the men agree that the interests of tlie

men, the railroads, the public and the investors depend upon
introducing a spirit of cordial co-operation into their rela-

tions with the managements and having each man feel as if

the road he worked for was "his road." They declare, how-
ever, that they cannot trust the managements, whose repre-

sentatives zealously seek every means of taking advantage

of them. The)- will support their contentions with many
specific examples. For instance, they say, a rule may be

agreed upon, but with no penalties attached. The railroad,

when called to account for not living up to the rule, will

admit that it is at fault, but go "right on disregarding the

rule. If conditions are to be bettered, these men declare,

the whole attitude of the railroad managements toward the

men must be changed, and this must come from the very top

of the organization. The chief executive must set a high

standard and see that his associates live up to it. If this is

not done, they say, the subordinate officers and clerks will in

many cases continue to be dominated by a spirit of sharp

practice in dealing with the men.

On the other hand, railroad executives will speak just as

strongly about the attitude of the representatives of labor

and will call attention to many specific ways in which these

men have failed to observe what they consider to be the

principles of square dealing. In commenting upon recent

editorials which have appeared in the Railway Age, one

chief executive expressed himself in this way: "The attitude

of the labor leaders who have been, particularly in recent

years, during and since the period of federal control, driving

into the minds of the railway employees the propaganda that

the employers and those connected with tlie management are

their enemies, and must be dealt with only on that basis,

has, to my mind, so prejudiced and embittered the mind of

the average railroad man that he cannot be approached on
the lines you advocate with any argument or facts that will

change his mind. He has been led to believe that he cannot

expect any consideration from his employers, but what is

forced upon them virtually at the muzzle of the gun (the

strike)."

This is a sorry state of affairs. Both sides recognize the

seriousness of the situation and yet the mutual mistrust is so

great that neither side wants to make a move toward improv-

ing die situation. The men, however, declare that the first

move is strictly up to the managements.

Conditions can be improved. This has been demonstrated

in other industries, when both sides have come to a realiza-

tion that in the long run questions of relations of the em-

ployees to the management can not be settled by force and

have decided to co-operate and work with each other to the

mutual advantage of all concerned. One of the most strik-

ing developments in the railway world during the past year

has been the getting together of the managements and the

men on the British railways. There is no reason why this

cannot be done on American railways. As a matter of fact,
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so many of the leaders on both sides are devoting intense

thought and study to the question and so many things have

already been started by the managements looking toward an

improvement of conditions, that undoubtedly the coming

year will be notable in this country because of the getting

together of the managements and the men on a better basis

of understanding.

The Public Should Be Told the Facts

WE HAVE REFERRED frequently in these columns of late

to the extreme modest)' of the railways in presenting

their case to the public. Nowhere is this illustrated better

than with reference to the agitation for hard roads which is

sweeping the country. Made possible in its early days in

large measure by the aid of the railways who saw in this

development a system of highways radiating from the rail-

way station, highway construction is now fostered chiefly

by the automobile and motor truck interests, which have

converted the plan into a grand scheme of trunk lines

paralleling and duplicating the railways. Not content with

this, they have placed the burden of construction and main-

tenance on the public, with the result that the railways are

required to pay a large part of the cost through taxation.

The highways having been built, the countrj' is being filled

with irresponsible men and concerns that have bought trucks

largely on the installment plan, that are unregulated as to

rates Or character of service, and that contribute little to the

upkeep of the highways which they use. The unfairness of

competition of this character is so evident that one is at a

loss to understand why the railways have not pointed it

out to the public.

There is a pressing need for specific information today

regarding the true economics of highway development. What
investment is a community warranted in making in hard

roads from the standpoint of the farmer, the driver of a

pleasure vehicle, or the truck operator? What are the rel-

ative damages to the highway which each class of service

does? What are their relative values to the community?
These are typical of the questions which must be answered

before motor transportation can take its permanent place

in the movement of the nation's traffic. It is doubtful if

the highway department of a state or nation can approach

the question fairly. Neither is it contended that the rail-

ways, which are suffering from the competition of the high-

ways, will be more fair. There is, however, a way of

creating an organization whose conclusions can be made
accurately. As the principal sufferer, both from taxation

and from the loss of traffic, the railways should take the

initiative.

In one community in which an extensive investigation

was made, the conclusion was reached that the farmer was
not warranted in spending over $7,500 per mile for hard
roads, and that this amount was sufficient to provide a good
gravel road entirely adequate for his needs. Any expendi-

ture beyond that amount should be charged those in whose
interests it is made.
The hard road is here to .stay. It is an agency of trans-

portation with a definite place. The problem is to so co-

ordinate it with other means of transportation that it may
fill this place most satisfactorily and contribute most directly

to the welfare of the countrv.

Leon.m)!) Kipp of Ossining, N. Y., whn died last week at the

age of 98, was said to have been a commuter on the New York
Central for 63 years. He was a passenger on the first train over

the road between Ossining and New York. Ossining is 31 miles

from New York and if is estimated that Mr, Kipp traveled about

1.500,000 miles.

New Books
American Railroads: Government Control and Reconstruction

Policies. By William J. Cunningham, James J. Hill, Profes-

sor of Transportation, Graduate School of Business Admin-
istration, Harvard University. 408 Pages. Syi in. by 8 in.

Bound in cloth. Published by A. IV. Sliaw Company, Chicago.

As the preface to this book says, while the volume is intended

as a review of railroad events during the years 1917 to 1922,
it deals primarily with the period of federal control. The
book has 24 chapters, of which 17 relate to the many and
varied developments in the two years and two months during
which the railways were operated by the United States Rail-

road Administration. Preceding the 17 chapters are two
which serve as introduction and one which deals with the

activities of the Railroads' War Board. The four conclud-

ing chapters bring the stor)- up to tlie present. They deal

respectively with the Transportation Act of 1920, railroad

events in 1920, conditions in 1921 and the situation in

1922. There is also an appendix of over 100 pages. In-

cluded therein are the text of tlie President's proclamation
taking over the railroads, that of the federal control act

and that of the standard contract. There is also included a

paper on the U. S. R. A. operating statistics which is re-

printed from the Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science.

The book has two assets of primary importance. One is

that it is interesting and readable, qualities that appear in

books of a technical character infrequently enough so that

they are worthy of attention on the part of the book reviewer

when they do appear. The second one of the two leading

assets is the authoritative manner with which the author

handles his subject. One might be tempted to say that the

book is a scholarly production, but for fear that the reader

might give the word "scholarly" an incorrect interpretation

and secure the idea that the book is a bit too learned and
heavy which, of course, is far from the case. We may be

better content perhaps in pointing out that it is easy to

determine that the author is absolutely at home with his

facts and that the manner in which the various complicated

details or interrelated events are marshalled and co-ordinated

makes the story a complete whole. It is easy to follow, and
in general the work is so well done as to make one feel that

the time spent in reading the book has been expended to

good advantage.

This is about the sort of thing, however, that we should

expect from a writer of Professor Cunningham's qualifica-

tions. We should, indeed, exjaect a little out of the ordinary

from the combination of the practical railroader and the

college professor teaching transportation subjects who, in

addition, was connected with the Railroad .Administration

in a fairly prominent capacity. Professor Cunningham was
in a position to observe the activities of the U. S. R. A. at

close range; he formulated tlie work of the operating statis-

tics section of the division of operation, was in charge of

that section for an extended period, and later served for a

time as assistant director of operation.

His official connection with the Railroad Administration

might have been expected to lead the author to be lenient

with those who directed that organization. While it will be

admitted that he is not very severe, it is also true that in

no case is he overly lenient. Where critici.sm is merited,

criticism is given, as is notably to be instanced in his

chapter dealing with the ill-famed national agreements. His
critical comment in that case is fairly topical. Among other

things he says:

"Impaired discipline and a general lowering of the morale of
the service followed in the wake of the national agreements. . . .

It is pertinent to note here that all of the national agreements
were entered into on dates subsequent to May 20, 1919, when the

President announced that the roads would be returned to their

owners at the end of that vear. . . . The railroad executives.
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therefore, had ground for criticizing the director-general for

assuming burdens which these agreements passed on to the rail-

roads while he was unwilling at the same time to assume the
responsibility for increasing freight and passenger rates so as to

meet the additional expenses."

If one were to make any criticism of the book, it would
be contained in the fact that it is rather too short to cover

so large a subject, which Professor Cunningham under-
stands so intimately and about which he must have decided

opinions. The book adds little or nothing to what we already

know or think about either federal control or the Railroad

Administration itself. It is intended only as a resume of

what happened and only enough comment is included as is

necessary to explain the meaning of the various events or

their importance in developments as a whole.

Most of the subjects, except as this objection may apply,

seem adequately treated. It is questionable, however,

whether the important subject of standardization of equip-

ment merits no more than the meagre five pages which are

devoted to it in Chapter VII. Of course, the Railway Age
had at the time and still has now its own ideas about the

U. S. R. A.'s plans for standardization of equipment. We
believe that the administration introduced some good de-

signs; that in its publicity it very much exaggerated the

value of the standardization idea and that it carried the

idea much further than was at all desirable or necessary.

Professor Cunningham falls into the error of intimating

that the administration standardized on 12 standard types

of freight cars and 6 standard types of locomotives of two
weights each. He might better have said that there were

added 12 new types of cars and 12 (not 6) new types of

locomotives to those already in service. He also falls into

the error of saying—at least we believe it in error—-"Ob-

viously the process of standardization would make the prob-

lems of new construction much easier and eventually would

reduce the cost of maintenance." The facts are rather that

there was a tendency to delay production while the new
designs were being worked out. On many roads the problem

of maintenance was complicated by the addition of the

new designs because of difficulty in getting repair parts for

the new locomotives. Of course, the word "eventually" in

the sentence helps. In five or ten years there might have

been a difference. In 26 months of federal control the Rail-

road Administration bought 100,000 freight cars and 1,430

locomotives. We wish that Professor Cunningham had
jwinted out that this represented normal replacements for

a period of about 12 months only, or for less than half the

federal control period. The U. S. R. A. gave so much
publicity to these large purchases that it is worth while to

draw attention to this point.

Chapter XX of the book concludes with the following

paragraph

:

"It is plain, therefore, that nothing definite can be proved from
the results of 1918-19. A real test of government operation is

possible only if carried on over a longer period—one in which
business conditions are normal and which political expediency
would have normal play. The period under review would be so

abnormal that the results are valueless as guides to what might
be expected from a similar control or complete government own-
ership when normal conditions return."

There are so many of us who will disagree with this

conclusion that it is hardly necessary to point out wherein
we may disagree. Possibly we can be satisfied with saying

that this proves our previous point, that Professor Cunning-
ham is not very severe on federal control.

On the whole, the book is one that no railroad man or

student of railway affairs can afford not to read or afford

not to have handy in his bookcase. While it is unfortunate

that it does not bring any new facts into the discussion

or throw any new light on five or six of the most interesting

years in American railroad history, it does review what took

place in these years in a masterly, authoritative and interest-

ing manner. Therein lies the book's real value.
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[The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated. The editors do not
hold themselves responsible for facts or opinions expressed.\

Do American Railways
Lack the Selling Sense ?

Washington, D. C.

To THE Editor:
The article on page 1039 of your issue of December 2 is

more especially woven around the idea of selling tickets,

but the author is quite right, and I have no criticisms to
make except to say that he has not gone far enough, for, in
my opinion, it is not too much to say that all of the real
problems of the railroads today are essentially problems
involving salesmanship; and our ills and difficulties are due
to an all but universal lack of a selling sense on the part
of the railroad organizations at the top and all the way to
the bottom.

The average railroad man" still thinks of salesmen with
unconscious superciliousness as mere "drummers"; without
the realization which is so obvious nowadays to the rest
of the business world, that there can be no real success
without salesmanship, and that a lack of it is a form of
ignorance which is almost as serious a handicap to a suc-
cessful business as that of downright illiteracy.

The writer was brought to a clear realization of the
depth of this characteristic deficiency of railroad men when
seeking, in 1919, for one of the largest commercial concerns
in the country, to recruit a corps of salesmen with the ability

to sell the conception of quality and service as against price
competition; and the railroad solicitors (who almost invari-
ably credited themselves with "selling service"), with a few
exceptions, had but the most rudimentary notion of that
real militant, creative missionary spirit which is the essence
of true salesmanship.

In the aggregate there are probably several thousand of
these freight and passenger representatives, intelligent men,
who represent their respective companies with dignity, credit
and a practical altruism for which there is hardly any other
business parallel; and if just half of them really under-
stood and applied real salesmanship in their daily contacts,
they could easily revolutionize and remold the present
adverse sentiment of the nation towards the railroads.

However, even the best salesmen do not get satisfactory
results without real sales managers, who have the confidence,

backing, support and co-operation of the entire official staff

of their companies up to the chief executives themselves. The
highest compliment that can be paid to the chief executive of
a big commercial business is to credit him with salesmanship
talent, but the chief executive of a railroad usually visualizes

himself as a statesman in whom he thinks salesmanship is

undignified and out of character.

Theodore Roosevelt was of one type of "salesman," Wood-
row Wilson of another, and Lloyd George of still another,

but the successes of each were due to their ability to sell

their ideas to the nation; and it was the same outstanding
quality which distinguished George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, Gladstone, and every other great man who has
gone down in history.

It is by reason of the absence of salesmanship or "selling

sense" that the railroads are in their present predicament,
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and u!ili'#.s it be speedily developed the opposition "sales-

men" of ccmmunistic ideas will inevitably succeed in selling

government ownership to the nation, with disastrous results

to all concerned.

Moultrie Hitt,
Assistant to President. American Short Line

Railroad Association.

The Lettering of Freight Cars
.'iAN .-\NToNio, Texas.

To THI-: Ediiiik:

When \ou are considering the very numerous proposals

to save mone\- or to economize in some new way, which now-

adays are sprung upon the railroad world almost ever\' day,

please remember the freight conductor and the yard clerk.

They constitute an important factor in transportation econ-

omy. What a saving of time of these men, and consequent

speeding up of the departure of trains from the yards, would

be accompli.shed if all cars were numbered uniformly. Each

car should show the name of the s}-stem owning the car,

the car number, with a letter signifying the kind of car; and

the capacity, weight and length; all in white lettering on a

black background, placed in the same location on every car.

This paint should be a standard paint, which would not

flake or fade. The lettering should be placed where it would

not be liable to obliteration by oil (as is the case frequently

now on tank cars), and on the level of the eyes of the average

man as he stands on the ground.

Take the Southern Pacific, where my e.xperience has been;

there are about a dozen subsidiarj- roads included in the

Southern Pacific System, and each has its owti lettering. In

making record of the cars in a train, much time is consumed

in writing these various initials. It is frequently necessary

to scan the whole surface of the side of a car to get the

required information. The record of the subsidiary to which

the car is credited could be preserved by the serial number.

The information whether it was a double deck, a single

deck, a box car, or what not, could be designated by a single

letter, to precede the number; as "D13123," indicating a

double decker. The adoption of this uniform marking plan

need not interfere with the carrying of any other adver-

tising designation desired, nor need it require the repainting

of the rest of the car. It could be inaugurated at a cost that

would scon be absorlaed in the time saved, to say nothing of

the elimination of errors in car records.

Every conductor knows how a few minutes" delay is fre-

quently stretched into hours. Take a train of sixty cars; a

saving of ten minutes means a saving of six car hours; or, in

the country as a whole, millions.

The difficulties beginning with the taking of the numbers
are multiplied all along the line. Cars are lost because of a

mistake in the number; time is lost by the switching crews

through difficulty in deciphering numbers and description.

There is a record of fatalities caused by car-checkers back-

ing out onto a parallel track in the effort to decipher a

number placed at the top of a car.

No railroad is more efficient than its yards. Competent

and experienced checkers are put to it to keep the records

straight; and experienced checkers are not numerous. When
the)- show signs of ability they are usually promoted to

higher places.

While I am saving minutes, another suggestion may not

be out of place. Would it not make for greater efficiency in

the disposition of cars at way stations if industries located

at such stations were designated by numbers instead of

names, frequently long and difficult to decipher? Thus:
"S.P. B0686O to '.spur 6 Sabinal."

If ever)' officer and employee were to be impressed with

the fact that every time a train is delayed a minute it means,

with a 60-car train, a car-hour lost, there would be fewer

rar-hcurs frittered awav. F. T- Bailey.

Phelo fc> Kadel & Hirbert

On the Southern Pacific Between San Francisco and Portland
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Is Education of Trackmen Worth While?
Carefully Systematized Efforts in This Direction Lead One Road

to Endorse Such Activities Heartily

DURING the last few years the Chicago, North Shore &
Milwaukee has been carrying on a rather unique and
decidedlx- interesting work in its maintenance of way

department in the form of an educational movement among
the track forces. Unlike many educational movements
among workers, regular schools have been established where

the men are gathered in classes at regular intervals and are

taught how to speak, read and write in the English language

as well as about American ways and about the railroad on

which they work. Nor is the work limited to these schools,

for, in addition, courses of instruction are given for foremen

and those who care to become foremen, and social gatherings

are provided in which the workmen and their families meet

together in wholesome recreational activities. In the opinion

of the management the experiment has proved very success-

ful. The foreign workers have entered into the spirit of the

work, and the company, originally ske])tical, considers itself

well repaid in various ways for the attention given this sub-

ject.

The Work Began as an Americanization Program

The work was undertaken about two years ago as an
Americanization program. The need for something of this

kind suggested itself during the war. There were then

eriiployed in the neighborhood of 200 trackmen. As on
other roads, these men were almost all of foreign birth and
all of foreign parentage. Altogether 14 nationalities were
represented with Croatians and Italians predominating. As
usual they were hired throuch labor agencies. During the

war the attention given to selling liberty bonds to these men
and to scrutinizing them in the interest of the government

disclosed that they were living in a decidedly un-American
atmosphere and were harboring un-.\merican ideas to an

alarming degree. It was apparent that little in the way of

improvement was being accomplished by the customan,- prac-

tice of working through foremen and labor agencies and that

something should be done to overcome the Old ^^'orld ideas

which these men entertained about their work and their rela-

tions with their employers.

As an initial step in this direction the practice of keeping
labor in boarding camps maintained by contractors was
replaced by a system of company camps constructed and
mantained to attract the better class of men and keep them
contented. An improvement was made in the commissary,
baths were provided, close attention given to fumigation and
tinally a Y. !M. C. A. secretary was employed to look after

their recreation.

While this work v.-as in the right direction it became
increasingly evident, that what the men needed was Amer-
icanization and after some hesitation it was decided to

encourage and by a systematic course of education to assist

these foreign born employees in becoming citizens. To this

end a committee was selected, composed of four officers of

the maintenance of way department and four foreign track

foremen to co-operate with and to advise the Y. M. C. A.
secretar}' in carrying forward the work.

As a tirst step in the program a complete survey was made
to ascertain the educational and citizenship needs of these

men. This survey revealed some startling figures. Among
other things it disclosed that while more than 88 per cent

of the men have been in this country over five years, 90 per

cent were not citizens and the remainder had only taken out

the first papers. The survey showed further that over 30
per cent of these men, whose ages ranged from 18 to 60 years,

and averaged 36 years, could not speak the English language,

75 per cent could not read it, and 80 per cent could not write

1225
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it, while 25 per cent could not even read or write in their

own language. The problem tlierefore was one of planning

a course of instruction to meet the varying requirements of

the men and which at the same time would not be looked

upon with suspicion by those receiving the instruction and

which could be made accessible to all regardless of the place

of their emploj-ment. As carrie 1 out the plans involved

putting up classrooms at convenient points along the line

where all gangs could meet on local trains passing their

houses. In all about six classrooms were provided, the one

illustrated being in an abandoned freight house.

Teaching the Men English

The first step of instructions was that of teaching the men
English. For this purpose Roberts' System of English for

Foreigners was selected, it being a course of study requiring

no interpreter nor any reference whatever to the students'

native tongues. Briefly the system consists of placing a

series of words on a sheet of paper, with a sentence opposite

each word to show liow the word is used. On the back of

this sheet each of the sentences found on the front is printed

to show how it appears when written in long hand. The

instructor, by means of his voice, shows how the word sounds

and explains its meaning by going through the proper

motions. For example, when teaching the word "drop," the

instructor points out the word on the paper, pronounces it

and then drops something so that the student can connect

the sound of the word with the motion indicated. To pro-

mote the interest as well as enlarge upon the value of the

work to the men, attention was given to tying the instruction

up witli track work and as a method of keeping the study

from getting tiresome use was made of motion pictures at

these classes. As the work progressed, English was supple-

mented \vith simple courses of study in grammar, govern-

ment and arithmetic, and here, as in the case of English,

the instruction was associated witli the work the men were

actually doing. For example, in arithmetic, a problem would

be given as follows: If 350 ties are unloaded for renewals

in track and 85 ties have been renewed, how many ties are

left?

Beginning late in 1920, two hourly classes were held on

two evenings of each week, excepting for two months during

the summer, wlien the program was confined to pictures

and recreational pastimes. Instruction was rendered volun-

tarily by men in clerical and supervisor)' positions in the

service of the company, and all study was conducted on the

men's own time. Early in the campaign it developed that

not every foreigner was willing to take up this training, and

it was thereupon decided to require all men to attend on the

ground that it was advisable from a safety standpoint for all

men working on track to have some understanding of Eng-

lish, and foremen were instructed to keep in their gangs as

far as practical only such men as could read and write

English and were willing to attend schools provided for

them. The order had a good effect upon attendance to

classes, bringing a number of men into the school who had

previously shown no interest, and while it necessitated dis-

charging a few men, it does not appear that those remaining

entertained any bad feelings over this order.

Much Interest Was Displayed in the Work

.\lmost from the start a great deal of interest was taken

in the work and creditable progress was made l)y the men

in their studies. As indicating the interest taken in the work

by some, one man over 40 years of age, who though many

years in this country had not learned the language, said to

an interpreter at the close of the first lesson, "1 would rather

learn English than to have ?1,000." Even the men who

could not read in their own languages began early to make

progress in reading and writing English, and the progress

was such that a day in May was .^elected as "first paper"

day, upon which all foreign employees on the road who
had not yet declared their intentions to become American
citizens, could do so. When the day arrived (May 19),

every court house from Chicago to Milwaukee was visited

by groups of these men, the day being made quite an occa-

sion. As a result of this, the number of employees not yet

having declared Uieir intentions to become citizens dropped
to 27 per cent, of which six intended going back to Europe,

nine did not as yet understand, and seven refused.

A Foreman School Was Instituted

So successful did the work of the English classes pro-

gress, that it was decided not only to continue these classes,

but also to establish a school for foremen and all who desired

to become foremen. As a matter of fact a survey showed
that some of the foremen were almost as much in need of

the training as the men under them, and instances were
recalled where foremen had been discharged for disobeying

instructions, which, as it was found out later, through

ignorance, they did not understand. These schools are con-

ducted in the form of a club at which lectures are given on
methods of maintaining track. The men are not required

to study lessons, but it is required that all foremen send in

answers to series of questions discussed in the lectures given

them. In addition to studies in track methods, foremen also

discuss in these club meetings the relation of capital and
labor as well as other subjects pertaining to the railroads

and their relation to it.

The Work Has Been Very Successful

At the present time the Americanization program and the

larger educational program into which it has grov\-n have

been conducted for two years and have proven very suc-

cessful both from the standpoint of tlie men and the rail-

road. The carefully systematized instruction given the track

men in the classes, supplemented as it is by family gather-

ings, has gone a long way not only to enlarge his interest in

the work he is doing, but also to readjust his viewpoint con-

cerning American institutions, and while much of the benefit

to the railroad is not measurable it has plainly been bene-

ficial from a safet}' standpoint, has materially reduced the

labor turnover and minimized labor difficulties.

.\11 of the schools are now grouped at two locations and

it is the intention of the management to continue the courses

and thus maintain a close contact with these men, which is

possible in such a work. The work is carried on under the

jurisdiction of J. S. Hyatt, engineer maintenance of way,

to whom we are indel)ted for the ahuvt- information.

Derailment Near Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.



Salaries of Railway Officers Compared
Only One Salary of $100,000 Shown in Data Submitted at

Insistence of Senator La Follette

AcOiNsiDEKAisLE numbcr of prominent railway executives

had their sahiries reduced during the lean year 1921,

while many received increases, according to the com-
pilation of salaries made by the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce, from which those over $20,000 were selected

and published in last week's issue of the Railway Age.
While the entire list shows many more increases than de-

creases, most of the increases were in the salaries of the lower

paid officers.

A list of the salaries of railroad officers for 1917, com-
piled by McAdoo's Railroad Wage Commission, was made
public in 1918 by Commissioner McChord of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, who was a member of the wage com-
mission and who furnished a copy to Congressman Sims for

publication in the Congressional Record. The new list makes
it possible to show comparisons and the trend of salaries in

recent years, because it gives the figures for both 1914 and
1917 as well as for the ten months of 1920 following the

return of the railroads and for the first six months of 1921
and also increases or decreases after March 1, 1920. It is

difficult to make an analysis of the complete list, however,

which takes 241 pages of the printed report, because of the

numerous changes made during the course of a year, so that

the compensation received for si.x months does not always

represent half of a year's pay, and because of some differ-

ences in the method of reporting the figures by different

roads. Also, a number of large roads are omitted from the

compilation, such as the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

Erie, Lehigh Valley, Seaboard Air Line, Southern and Union
Pacific, Central of New Jersey, while many smaller ones

are included.

La Follette Insists on Information

It is understood that this information was furnished by
the railroads to the committee at its request on account of

the insistence of Senator La Follette, who had threatened to

call for the information in a Senate resolution. One of the

chief points which the committee was attempting to investi-

gate was the cause of the increase of some $1,400,000,000 in

railroad operating expenses in 1920 as compared with 1919,

and Senator La Follette was anxious to find in the salary

lists something to add to the more noticeable items such as

the $700,000,000 wage increase made by the Labor Board
shortly after the return of the roads, the wage increases made
by the Railroad Administration toward the end of 1919, the

increases in cost of fuel and supplies, and the large increase

in traffic. The compilation shows clearly, however, that the

number of men receiving the larger salaries is very limited.

In the 1917 list the highest salary, and also the only one

reaching six figures, was that of Robert S. Lovett, chairman

of the Union Pacific, who was credited with $104,000. Judge
Lovett's name does not appear in the new list as printed

because the Union Pacific report to the committee was sub-

mitted in somewhat different form from the other roads, but

it shows Judge Lovett as receiving at the rate of $75,000

for 1921 as compared with $100,000 in 1917. It also shows
President C. R. Gray as receiving $75,000.

In the present list the highest salary shown is that of

Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the Southern Pacific, $100,-

000. He is reported as receiving $75,000 for 1914, $87,500

for 1917, $83,333.34 for ten months of 1920 and $49,999.98

for the first six months of 1921. The next highest in the

list is A. H. Smith, whose compensation from five companies

of the New York Central System totaled $92,580. Of the

Washington, D. C.

90 chief executives shown in the list (chairmen, presidents,

receivers, etc.), as indicated by the compensation reported
for six months of 1921, together with notations as to in-

creases or decreases, eight received $75,000 or over. Hale
Holden, as president and chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, received $60,-

000, an increase of $10,000 on June 1, 1921, but his salary

for the Colorado & Southern had been reduced from $15,000
in 1917 to $10,000. He also received $5,000 from the Fort
Worth & Denver City, making a total of $75,000. C. H.
Markham, president of the Illinois Central, also received

$75,000 in 1920 and 1921 as compared with $60,000 in

1917 and $50,000 in 1914; William Sproule, president of

the Southern Pacific, $75,000 in 1920 and 1921, as com-
pared with $61,750 in 1917 and $50,000 in 1914; and E.

Pennington, president of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault

Ste. Marie, $75,000 in 1920 and 1921, as compared with

$53,125 in 1917 and $50,000 in 1914.

Six Receive from $60,000 to $75,000

Six executives were shown to be receiving at the rate of

$60,000 to $75,000. L. F. Loree, as president of the Dela-
ware & Hudson, was increased from $25,000 in 1917 to

$37,500 on March 1, 1920, and as chairman of the Kansas
City Southern from $30,000 in 1917 to $35,000 on March 1,

1920, making a total of $72,500. In 1917 he also received

$10,000 as chairman of the Wheeling & Lake Erie. Daniel
Willard, as president of the Baltimore & Ohio was reduced
from $75,000 to $67,500 in 1921. W. T. Noonan, president

of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, was increased from
$50,000 in 1917 to $60,000 on January 1, 1921. H. E.
Byram, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

received $60,000 as compared with $75,000 formerly paid
to A. J. Earling. N. D. Maher, president of the Norfolk &
Western, was increased from $50,000 to $60,000 on January
1, 1921. T. M. Schumacher, president of the El Paso &
Southwestern, was increased $10,000 on September 1, 1920,

and reduced $10,000 on May 1, 1921, so that his compensa-
tion for the first six months of 1921 was $33,333.33.

Eleven from $50,000 to $60,000

Eleven salaries of from $50,000 to $60,000 werfe shown in

the list: W. B. Storey, president of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, $50,000 (E. P. Ripley received $75,000); J. E.

Gorman, president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

$50,000 (H. U. Mudge received $60,000 in 1914); C. E.

Schaff, receiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, $50,000;

B. F. Bush, president of the Missouri Pacific, $50,000;

Howard Elliott ($40,000 as chairman of the Northern Pa-
cific, and $18,000 as chairman of the committee on inter-

corporate relations of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford) ; E. J. Pearson, president of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, $50,000 (reduced $2,000 on July 1,

1921); Charles Donnelly, president. Northern Pacific,

$50,000; Samuel Rea, president, Pennsylvania ($28,411.65

for six months. In 1917 his salary was reported as $75,-

000); E. N. Brown ($24,000 as chairman of the Pere Mar-
quette, increased $4,000 on October 1, 1920, and $30,000

as chairman of the St. Louis-San Francisco, increased $6,000

on October 1, 1920, and reduced $6,000 on April 1, 1921);

A. T. Dice, president, Philadelphia & Reading $50,000;

S. M. Felton, president, Chicago Great Western, $50,000

(increased $10,000 on September 1, 1920).

Five railwav executives received $40,000 to $50,000:
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J. H. Hustis, president of the Boston & Maine, who received

$22,500 for the first six mondis of 1921, but was reduced

from $45,000 to $35,000 on Tulv 1; W. H. Finlev, president

of the Chicago & North VVL-stern. $40,000 ($50,000 for

1917); J. M. Kurn, president of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

$40,000; W. H. Williams, $25,000 as chairman of the

Wabash, and $17,500 as vice-president of the Delaware &
Hudson; J. E. Taussig, president of the Wabash, $40,000.

Fourteen from $30,000 to $40,000

Fourteen received $30,000 to $40,000: Percy R. Todd,

president, Bangor & Aroostook, $30,000; W. A. Winburn,

president. Central of Georgia, $30,000; ^^. G. Bierd, presi-

dent, Chicago & Alton, $36,000; W. J. Jackson, receiver.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, $36,000; W. j. Harahan, pres-

ident,"Chesapeake & Ohio. $30,000 and $6,000 as president

of the Hocking Valley; Ralph Budd, president of the Great

Xorthern, $30,000; ]. A. Edson, president, Kansas City

Southern ($32,000, increased $7,000 on April 1, 1920);

Ralph Peters, president. Long Island, $30,000; F. H.

Alfred, president and general manager, Pere Marquette,

$36,000; W. B. Scott, president. Southern Pacific lines in

Texas and Louisiana, $36,000; J. INI. Herbert, president,

St. Louis Southwestern, $35,200; "Charles M. Levey, presi-

dent, Western Pacific, $30,000; J. J. Bemet, president. New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, $35,000; Epes Randolph, presi-

dent Arizona Eastern, $32,500.

Those receiving $20,00 to $30,000, 18 in all, were: L. A.

Jones, president and general manager, Alabama & Vicks-

burg. $20,000; Henry Walters, chairman, Atlantic Coast

Line, $22,800; Marvin Hughitt, chainnan, Chicago & North-

western, $25,000 ($50,000 in 1917); B. A. Worthington,

president, Cincinnati. Indianapolis & Western, $20,000;

H. R. Kurrie, president, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville;

J. T. Clark, president, Chicago, St. Paul. IMinneapolis &
Omaha, $25,000; L. W. Hill, chairman, Great Northern,

$25,000; J. S. Pyeatt, president. Gulf Coast Lines, $25,000;

W. L. Mapotlier, president, Louisville & Nashville,

$11,660.68 for six months; Morris McDonald, president,

Maine Central, $25,000 (decrea.sed $10,000 on April 1,

1921); H. B. Ledyard, chairman, Michigan Central, $25,-

000; W. H. Brcmner, president, Minneajwlis & St. Louis,

$25,000; C; ^I. Depew, chairman. New York Central,

$25,000; J. M. Schoonmaker. chairman, Pittsburg & Lake

Erie. $25,000; T- H. Young, president and general man-

ager. Norfolk Southern, $25,000; W. L. Ross, president

and receiver, Toledo, St. Louis & Western. $25,000; C. W.
Huntington, president, Virginian, $25,000: O. P. Van
Sweringen, chairman. New York, Chicago & St. I>ouis,

$21,000 (increased $6,000 on June 1, 1921).

There were also nine receiving $15,000 to $20,000, 14

from $10,000 to $15,000, and five receiving less than

$10,000.

The Southern Pacific, in addition to paying the higlu-

salarj' to its chairman, seems also to have paid the highe-

salaries to men other than chairman and presidents. L. I

Spence, director of traffic of the Southern Pacific System, i-

shown as receiving $26,660.65 for the first six months of

1921, or at the rate of $50,000 a year, as he was increased

$5,000 on Augu.st 1. 1920. and $10,000 on February 1.

1021. J. P. Blair, general counsel, also received the same

amount, having been increased $9,000 on June 1. 1920. and

$10,000 on Februan,- 1. 1921, and A. D." McDonald, vice-

president and controller, also received the same, having

been inrrea.';ed $15,000 on August 1, 1020. and $10,000 on

Februan- 1. 1921.

The report gives the total amount of increase or decrease

in the salaries included in the list (those of $5,000 or more)

for each road and also totals for the various years. For

example, the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe shows increases

in the salaries amounting to $5,000 a vear or over $120,480

following the return of the roads, and also decreases amount-
ing to $9,800. The total shown in the report for the first

six months of 1921 was $767,658.79 or at the rate of

$1,535,317.58 a year, as compared with $1,333,968 for 1917.

The salaries of the vice-presidents on an aimual basis, as

indicated by the report, were: E. J. Engel, $25,000; W. E.

Hodges, $7,200; A. G. Wells- (operating), $30,000; E.

Chambers (traffic), $25,000; F. G. Pettibone (G. C. &
S. F.), $20,000: S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel, is shown as

receiving at tlie rate of $30,000.^

The Pennsylvania Railroad shows increases amounting
to $53,205, and decreases of $5,000, while its total for the

six months of 1921 was $1,407,602, or at the rate of approx-

im.-itely $2,815,204, as compared with $1,184,459 in 1917.

President Rea was shown in the 1917 report compiled by the

Lane commission as receiving $75,460. The present report

shows $47,742 as his compensation for 1917. but also reports

$10,875 for the Pennsylvania Company for that year. For
the first six months of 1921 he is shown as receiving $28,-

411.65. but as all of the subsidiaries of the Pennsylvania

are not shown the report does not indicate whether or not

his salary was reduced. The salaries of the vice-presidents

for the six months of 1921 are shown as follows: ]. J.

Turner, $13,300; W. W. Atterburv, $15,063.72, as "com-

pared with $34,880 for 1917; G. D. Dixon, $11,297.69;

Henrj' Tatnall, $13,557.42; M. C. Kennedv, $9,257.78; G.

L. Peck, $11,620.65; Elisha Lee. $14,010.'

The report also gives the replies of the railroads to ques-

tions calling for the amounts paid "as and for expenses in

connection with or upon the account of the compensation,

expenses and expenditures of any officer, attorney, publicity

agent or employee of such railroad in securing or defeating

legislative action or the action of any legislative committee

of the Congress or of any state legislature." of the amounts
spent "for advertising, pamphletizing or publicit\- work of

any kind or nature" and amounts paid to outside companies

for maintenance and repair of equipment during the years

1916 and 1920-21.

In giving the information as to expenses in connection

with legislation, most of the roads made no explanations.

Others gave the names of various committees or organiza-

tions to the cxp)enses of which they had contributed, while

others mentioned such items as "matters relating to taxation"'

or "full crew law rep>eal,"' or "attending legislative hearings."

Some roads gave a division of their expenses as between

"advertising" and "publicity."

Railway Station at Coquimbo. Chile. After Great Earthquake



The Distribution of Railway Freight Car Ownership'

Three Bases Are Selected to Study Excess or Deficiency

on 46 Leading Railroads

By J. P. Hallihan

Consulting Engineer; Formerly Secretary, Board of Economics and Engineering

THt DKir.iN.Ai. THKORV of Car ownership in the United

States was that each railroad should provide sufficient

cars to take care of the traffic offered on its lines.

P'reight destined beyond the originating line was formerly

transferred at the junction point to cars furnished by the

connecting line and the original car was made available for

a return load offered by the connecting line or for return

Cars distributed in same
|

(1,993,577) as loaded and
to loaded and empty car

Baltimore & Ohio as an ex

and einptv car mileage fcr

at 4.72 per cent of the total

Excess or Deficiency of Car Ownership on Basis of Loaded

and Empty Car Mileage During 1920

iportion to total cars owned by the 46 systems

pty car mileage of the individual road bears

Icage of the 46 systems. Again taking the

iple, its ownership was 98,717 and its loaded

he vear was 940,471.000. This figures out

npty' and loaded car mileage of the 46 systems

1920 was 19,916,11^.000. Of the total car ownership of the 46

systems—1,993,577—4.72 per cent gives a result of 94,097, or roughly,

94,100. Comparison with the actual B. & O. ownership of 98,717 gives the

B. & O. on this basis an excess of approximately 4,600 cars.

emptv to the loading point. The rights and responsibilities

inherent in individual owTiership were thus easily maintained

and exercised by the owning company. This is the European

system of today.

As transportation facilities were extended by the construc-

5 article are published by permission
of Railway Securities, Inc.

tion of new lines, difficulties arose. In addition to the delays,

breakages and losses attendant upon transfer of lading at

each junction point, connecting lines were frequently unable

to supply cars promptly for transfer and freight embargoes

followed. Large shippers became impatient of these delays

and finally furnished their own cars, paying the various

railroads participating in the haul on a mileage basis, after

the practice of the coal companies on English roads. This

opened the door to the formation of private car lines, which

offered the shipper specially supervised fast service in the

original car to destination, and speedily monop>olized the

carriage of high-class freight.

The loss in revenue suffered by the railroads forced them

to enter into an arrangement for interchange of freight cars

on a mileage basis of payment for use under which the roads

gradually recovered control of freight traffic, displacing or

absorbing all private car lines except those furnishing cars

for refrigerator or other special service.

The mileage basis of payment proved defective in that it

provided no penalty for undue detention of cars by roads or

consignees, and in 1902 it was superseded by the present

code of car service rules. Under this code the use of a freight

car is paid for at a fixed rate per calendar day regardless of

mileage, and the shipper or consignee is penalized by a

demurrage charge for undue detention of cars.

During this period of evolution the railroads were obliged

to relinquish individual control and to accept the principle

of the common use of cars dictated by the commercial advan-

tage of a rapid movement of freight from origin to destination

without breaking bulk. The theory of individual ownership

remained and it is now proper to inquire into the economic

reasons supporting this theory.

A Moral Obligation Easily Evaded

The original requirement that each road should furnish

cars sufficient for its originating business was early found

to be a moral obligation easily evaded and impossible of

enforcement. Roads so situated that they were able to divert

empU' cars returning to the owning road and load them with

freight destined in the same direction were not subject to

criticism, since they were complying fully with the car service

rules and w^re, moreover, offering an economic advaatage in

converting a waste haul into a revenue haul. Feeder lines

connecting with more than one trunk line were able to use

their competitive position to secure cars.

Nevertheless the business of the country had to be taken

care of, not in a restricted manner but to the full measure

of the seasonal needs, and the burden has been met by the

large systems able to meet it in the expectation that the per

diem payments would at least carr)- the investment. This

expectation has not been realized.

For the 15-year period from Januar}', 1907, to January,

1922, the records of the Car Service Division of the Ameri-

can Railway Association show that a surplus of freight cars

existed for 162 of the 180 months considered, or for 90 per

cent of the time. This surplus exceeded 20 per cent at times,

the average, however, on the basis of 2,500,000 cars in serv-

ice being 156,000 cars or a little more than six per cent.

This is not an excessive margin to be kept available for

peak business but it is in addition to about the same per-
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centage normally out of service for repairs, and taken alone

represents ;m unused capital investment of approximately

$150,000,000. The carr>'ing charge at five per cent, leaving

out of consideration the storage tracks ref|uired, is $7,500,-

000, incurred for the common good of all roads but met by

the individual owners. There is in addition the loss to all

roads in empt>' car mileage caused by return to owner when
surplus, and relocation to loading territory when a shortage

develops.

During the latter half of this period an attempt was made
to cover the carrying charges by an increase in per diem

rates but the rate was again reduced and at times suspended

during federal control and tlie net result of individual owTi-

ership has been the inequitable distribution of the burden

of equipment costs.

Studied From Several Angles

In an endeavor to ascertain the relative inequality of

ownership, the traffic of the year 1920, a year of good busi-

ness, w-hen all the equipment was in use, has been studied

from various angles taking as a basis the performance of

the 46 principal systems as derived from the records of the

Car Service Division of the American Railway Association.

The result of these studies is shown graphically by a series

of several charts, three of which are herewith submitted,

giving the individual position of each road and the position

of the regional groups, as defined (1) in the weekly reports

of car loadings, (2) in the loaded and empty car mileage,

and (3) on the basis of loaded and empty car days.

The calculation of excess or deficiency in ownership is

made in each case on the assumption that the ownership of

cars on any individual road should bear the same ratio to

total cars in service as its car loadings bear to total car load-

ings or as its car mileage bears to total car mileage, etc.

Three of the Bases Used in Present Instance

In making an analysis of the situation on each road, it

was necessary to consider three principal factors:

1. The requirement of each road and its contribution to

the total business of the countr}' expressed by its car loadings.

2. The participation of each road in tlie revenue derived

from the use of the equipment expressed by its loaded and
empty car mileage.

3. The character of service performed by each road ex-

pressed by the relation of loaded and empty car days to its

loaded and empty car mileage.

On the basis of car loadings alone, it appears that with

the exception of the Central Western Region—where the

roads have enough cars for their requirements—-all the other

regional groups own less cars than they should be required

to own with the single exception of the roads in the Great

Lakes Region which, combined, have a surplus of more than

80,000 cars beyond their requirements for originating ton-

nage. When the comparison is made on the basis of empty
and loaded car miles which in a measure is indicative of the

revenue derived from the use of equipment, this situation

immediately changes. The roads in the Central Western
Region show a deficiency in car ownership of over 111,000

Footnotes for T(i»i.e on Facing Page.

1 Raihv.^y Equipment Register._
2 Car Service Division, American Railway Association.
3 Cars distributed in same proportion to total cars owned by the 46 sys-

tems (1,993,577) as number of cars loaded by the individual road bears to
total cars loaded by the 46 systems (Column 2).

* Interstate Commerce Commission figures.
^ Cars distributed in same proportion to total cars owned by the 46 sys-

tems (1,993,577) .is loaded and empty car-mileage of the individual road
bears to total loaded and empty car-mileage of the 46 systems (Column 5).

^ Cars flistributed in same proportion to total cars owned by the 46 systems
(1,993,577) as leaded and empty car-days of the individual road bears to
total loaded and empty car-days of the 46 systems (Column 10).

a Average of component parts of system.
b Average Icr region.
e Estimated
f Approximate average.

g Average of Atlantic Coast Line, Seaboard Air Line and Southern.
h Assumed tn be same as for Missouri, Kansas & Texas System.

cars, indicating that their contribution to the total car supply

of the country is very much less than their proportionate

share of the benefits derived. The roads in the Great Lakes
Region appear on this basis to be in a more normal position,

having more than fulfilled their obligations by a surplus of

36,000 cars.

When the comparison is further extended to show the

beneficial use of the equipment or, in other words, the com-
parative rapidit}' of movement of freight on the various lines

as indicated by the figures of car miles p>er day and loaded

and empty car days, the deficiency of ownership shown in

the Central Western Region on a revenue basis disappears,

the Central Western Region showing almost a jjerfect balance

due to the long haul and low proportion of terminal delays

Excess or Deficiency of Car Ownership on Basis of Car
Loadings for Year Ended February 19, 1921

Cars distributed in same proportion of total cars owned by the 46 systems
(1,993,577) as number of cars loaded by the individual road bears to total

cars loaded by the 46 systems. Thus the Baltimore & Ohio's ownership
for the period was 98,717; its car loadings totaled 1,945,500. The total

loadings of the 46 systems for the same period were 36,648.789. The
former figure is 5.31 per cent of the latter. 5.31 per cent of the total

ownership of the 46 systems— 1,993,577—gives a result of 105,859, or

roughly, 106.000. This figure compares with the Baltimore & Ohio's actual

ownership of 9.'?, 717, indicating a deficiency, roughly, of 7,300 on this
particular basis.

permitting a much faster movement than on other roads less

fortunately situated.

Consider the Pennsylvania System which, besides being

the road owning the largest number of cars—over 265,000

—

enjoys a traffic much more diversified than the average, has

a great many feeders and connections with other lines,

reaches the great terminals on the seaboard as well as the

important gateways in the interior and is, in a word, a great

collector as well as a transmitter of freight. The charts show
that it is keeping up to its requirements on originating load-
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ings; that on the basis of revenue derived from participation

in handling the total business of the countni- it has, in fact,

exceeded its obligation by a little more than 40,000 cars,

but its movement being somewhat retarded by a large pro-

portion of intermediate hauls, on the basis of car days, it

becomes again deficient in its obligation of ownership by

12,J00 care.

The New England Roads

Perhaps the most characteristic example of the necessity

of considering the three bases mentioned is shown by the

New England roads on which traffic moves slowly and expie-

riences many delays at junctions and at terminals. On the

basis of car loadings the New England Region has but little

more than half of the number of cars required. If its owner-

ship is considered on the Isasis of its proportionate obligation

due to the revenue derived, it appears with an e.xcess of cars

which is wiped out, however, by reason of its slow movement,

leaving the New England Region in deficiency on any form

of r.verage calculation. From an economic point of view this

is as it should be, since under normal circumstances more

cars arrive in New England with raw material to be con-

verted into manufactures or to furnish power for such con-

version or with food products for the population than are

recjuired for manufactured products going out, which con-

stitutes the burden of its outbound traffic.

The problem of fair distriijution of capital cost of owner-

shij> in equipment that is employed, whether individually

owned or not. in a common service is quite evidently, from

this picture of the situation, not an easy problem to solve.

The inherent conditions differ on each road and in each

group, differing less between roads in the various groups

than between those governing a group of eastern roads and

those governing a group of roads in southern or western ter-

ritor\ . A short haul coupled with movement in and out of

congested terminals has a very important bearing on the

movement of freight expressed in car miles per day. Again,

the position of a bridge road originating ver\- little freight

but receiving freight from its connections destined for points

beyond its own lines, giving it the advantage of a long haul

with very little terminal switching, permits it to profit from

the general lousiness of the country with a ver\- small con-

tril)Ution to the equipment used. In such circumstances, as

in New England, it would be an economic loss to compel a

road so situated to purchase cars which in time of surplus

would come back to its lines for storage, thus creating unnec-

essary- empty car mileage, when the movement of empty cars

in Ijoth directions over its line furnish it at all times with a

sui)i)ly of cars more than adequate for its needs. Circum-
stance of location should not, however, permit it to evade its

share of the capital cost.

Burden of Ownership Not Now Equitably Distributed

|'he fact that is brouglit out very clearly from the analysis

is that the burden of ownership is not now equitably dis-

tri))Uted, and the f|UCStion naturally arises whether it is best

to attempt eciuitable distribution on the basis of individual

ownership. Certainly it cannot be done without power of

enforcing the purchase of rated equipment deficiency by indi-

vidual roads, and as shown, many of the roads most deficient

in e(,uipment on any of the bases considered should not,

from an economic standjioint, be pennitted to own cars indi-

vi(kially so long as the practice obtains of return to owner
wluii surplus. Such equipment, under car service rules,

would l)e located in times of surplus at points where a car

supply is not required and would require relocation to load-
ing territon,- before it could again come into general use.

Cuming now to consideration of common ownership as
well as common use, it is evident that some thought must be
given to the manner of protecting individual ownership in

the common supply, and to the possil)ilit\- of deducing a

formula under w'hich each road could thereafter contribute

its proper proportion to the capital investment. For example,

the present supply of freight cars might be evaluated and
equipment certificates issued to cover the whole capital in-

vestment, each road receiving certificates for the equipment
contributed and subscribing in addition to such amount as

would make up its proper contribution or receiving credit for

its excess ownership.

Protection of present capital investment offers no difficulty.

There is considerable difficulty, however, in determining the

excess or deficiency of contribution to the total equipment in

service on the part of each road. The base for derivation of

Excess or Deficiency of Car Ownership on Basis of Loaded
and Empty Car Days During 1920

C".irs distributed in s.iiiie propoi-tiuu to total c;irs owned by the 46 systems
(1,99.^577) as loaded and empty car days of the individual road bear to total

loaded and empty car days of the 46 systems. Thus the Hattimore & Ohio
is shown as having an excess of 6,400 cars on this basis, lis ownership was
98,717; its loaded and emptv car days were 36,900,000. Total loaded .and

empty car days of the 46' systems were in 1920. 797.180,000 of which
36,900.000 constitutes 4.63 per cent. This per cent of the total ownership
of the 46 systems— 1,993.577—gives a result of 92.303. approximately 6.400
less than the actual ownership of 9,*!. 71 7. In other words, on this basis
the Baltimore & Ohio has an excess of 6,400 cars.

a formula would appear to be that of benefits derived from

use; that is, the revenue derilftl from the liaul of a loaded

car as expressed by the relatitm of the car mileage of the

individual road to the total car mileage. This would have
to be modified by tlie ref|uirenient for originating tonnage

and again by the manner in which the road [x-rformed its

])art of the service of transportation, modified again i)y the

circumstance of location and by the physical conditions of

operation under which some roiids must work and which are

not in evidence on other roads. It seems clear, however, that

a reasonable standard of movement could readily be deter-

mined for each group, and a premium estal)lished for accel-

eration of movement by individual roads of the group.
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The situation is somewhat analogous to the problem con-

fronting a customs smelter receiving various ores, some of

which are free-smelting and some refractory.

Within reduction limits, the base rate per ton for treat-

ment is the same for all. Each lot, however, is credited a

definite sum per unit for each unit of tluxing elements in

excess of the Ijase percentage established and is likewise

penalized for each unit of refractor}' elements above the per-

mi.ssible limit. The adjusted treatment charge expresses the

net smelting value of the constituents of the ore.

.\ similar working formula could, no doubt, be deduced
in this case, and Ix- applied monthlv or annually, as might
be agreed. Standards of movement and values of modifying

circumstances could readily be determined for each group by
the roads interested, or by a general committee for all roads,

as standards are now determined in interchange practice.

There are various maintenance and operating economies

that would naturally follow if common interest and respon-

sibility are added to common u.se of freight cars, but the

unfair distribution of the financial burden alone, under the

plan of individual owTiership, warrants the conclusion that

it is not adapted to present-day conditions of operation and
should be supplanted by a method sufficiently flexible to

ensure that no road would escape its share of the burden of

ownership nor be deprived of due credit for beneficial use

of equipment.

Agitation for Reduced Rates Termed
Menace to Reviving Prosperity

THE Western Railways' Committee on Public Rela-

tions, on December 23, issued a statement declaring

the reductions of freight rates made within the last

year have averaged 12 per cent, and are costing the railways

at the rate of at least $471,000,000 annually in freight

earnings, and characterizing the agitation, especially in the

Western States, for further reductions, as a "menace to the

reviving prosperity of the country."

The committee is composed of the following railway pres-

idents: Ralph Budd, Great Northern; H. E. Byram, Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul; W. H. Finley, Chicago & North-

western; Hale Holden, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; J. E.

Gorman, Rock Island Lines; C. H. Markham, Illinois Cen-

tral; C. E. Schaff, Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and S. M.
Felton, Chicago Great Western. The statement, which was
given. out by the chairman, S. M. Felton, is as follows:

"The present agitation for further reductions of railway

rates, which is especially active among the farmers in west-

ern territory, indicates a serious want of public understand-

ing of the railroad situation, and is a menace to the reviving

prosperity of the countr)'. This want of public understand-

ing will, it is to be feared, be increased by a statement made
in President Harding's message to Congress on December S.

This statement is as follows: 'When some very moderate

wage reductions were effected last summer there was a 5 per

cent horizontal reduction in rates.' The ajipearance of this

statement in the message must have been due to an unfor-

tunate mistake, for, as shown by the latest statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, the reduction of rates has

been more than twice the amount stated. While railway

rates and earnings have been seriously reduced, the prices

of all commodities have been increasing.

"September was the first month since the general reduction

of freight rates was put into effect on July 1, the facts for

which show the full effect of the reductions of rates which

have been made within the last year. This is the case

because September was the first month after the reduction of

rates when the railways handled a normal amount of low

grade freight, especially coal. The statistics of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission show that between September,

1921, and September, 1922, two months w^hich are entirely

comparable, the average freight rate per ton per mile in the

entire country declined 12 per cent, or from 1.27 cents to

1.12 cents. Few people realize the great effect this has had
on railroad earnings. The total freight earnings of the

railways of the country from freight business in September

alone vi-ere $47,77.S,000 less than they would have been

except for this reduction in rates. Based on the freight

traffic handled in 1921 the reduction of freight rates within

the last year amounts to about |47 1,000,000 annually.

"The largest reduction in rates has occurred in western

territory, because the reductions on grain, grain products

and hay have been relatively larger than on other com-
modities. The reduction in the average rate of the western

lines between September, 1921, and September, 1922, was
13 per cent. The western railways in September earned

almost $22,000,000 less than they would have if the reduc-

tions of rates had not been made. Because of the reduction

in rates the earning.s of the western lines, on the basis of the

traffic of 1921, have been reduced at an annual rate of

almost $265,000,000.

"The argument has been made that rates should be

reduced because they are too high compared with the prices

of commodities, and especially of farm products. .A. state-

ment just issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the

Department of Labor shows that between November, 1921,

and November, 1922, the average wholesale price of all

commodities increased over lOy^ per cent. It also shows
that within this year the average increase in the prices of

farm products was 18' 4 per cent. The result of these reduc-

tions in railway rates and increases in the wholesale prices of

commodities is that the average rate per ton per mile in the

entire country is now only 54 per cent higher than it was in

1913, before the war, while the average wholesale price of

all commodities other than farm products and foods is 65
per cent higl^er,

"Since most of the complaints regarding high railway rates

come from the farmers in western territory, it is pertinent to

call attention to the fact that as compared with 1913 the

average price of farm products is now higher than the

average rate of the western railways. The average rate per

ton per mile of the western railways in September was only

38.6 per cent higher than in 1913, while the average price

of farm products in November was 43 per cent higher than

in 1913. The price of corn in the Chicago market is 50

per cent higher than it was a 3'ear ago.

"The railways are suffering not only from these large

reductions of rates, but also from the increases in prices

which have occurred, which include, of course, increases in

the prices of the things they have to buy. They are large

purchasers of metals and metal products, and the average

increase in the price of these things within the last year

has been almost 20 per cent. They are the largest purchasers

of coal, and they are paying almost 40 per cent more per

ton for coal than they were when the coal strike began.

They are large purchasers of lumber, and the increase in

the price of southern pine within the last year has been 39

per cent, while the increase in the price of Douglas fir lum-

ber has been 36 per cent.

"In the four months following the reductions of rates on

Tulv 1, for which complete statistics of earnings and expenses

are available, the railways of the country earned almost

$87,000,000 less net return than in the same months of

1921. although 1921 was an extremely poor year. In these

months the western lines earned $38,000,000 less net return

than in the same months of 1921. This reduction of net

return was due partly to increases of expenses caused by the

shop employees' strike, but mainly to the reduction of rates

and increa.ses in the prices of fuel and materials.

"The railways have never been able since the coal strike
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ended to furnish the countn.- with as much transportation

as it has needed, and the shortage of transportation has

been acute in the western states, where the farmers have

suffered severely from it. Further reduction of rates, which
would be absolutely without justification on economic

grounds, would cripple the railways. All signs indicate that

the demand for transportation will continue to increase, and
the railways will become less and less able to cope with this

demand if their rates continue to be the object of unwar-
ranted attacks."

Many Gages Are Found Throughout the World
A Study of the Practices of the Roads of 59 Countries Show 76

Per Cent Use Standard Gage

NOtwithstjustding the general tendency throughout the

world toward uniformity' in railway details, and espe-

cially in the promotion of free inter-communication,

there is one important detail with respect to which there is

still a lack of universal agreement. That detail is the railway

gage. The accomp:tnying statistics of railway mileage by
gages, compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics for

59 of the principal countries of the world, show that no one

gage or width of track has been adopted to the exclusion of

others; the majorit\' of the railways, however, use the so-

called "standard" gage of 4 ft. Sy2 in. This gage is prac-

tically universal in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Hol-
land, Hungary, New South Wales, Turkey and Chosen.

Next to the standard gage comes the meter gage of 3 ft.

3^ in. This is the almost exclusive gage in Porto Rico,

French Sudan, Malay Peninsula, Bolivia, and Dutch Guiana,
applies to a large part of the mileage in Brazil, and is found

on some mileage in nearly all the principal countries of

Europe and Asia. The two next important gages in use seem

to be the 5 ft. 6 in. gage and the 3 ft. 6 in. gage. The former

is found chiefly in India, Spain and Argentina. The latter

is standard in South Africa, New Zealand, South Australia,

Queensland, Tasmania, Western Australia, Japan, and the

Philippines.

The accompanying tabulation gives details as to gages on

565,088 miles of railway in the 59 countries. These 565,088
miles represent about 76 per cent of the total railway mileage

of the world. Several important, and a number of unimpor-

<?age

-« ft. 9 in.

4 ft. S'A i

3 ft. 6 in.

3 ft. 3H i

3 ft. in.

2 ft. 6 in.

2 ft. in.

Total
SOURCE

North America

Gace

Central America
^ r

Gage

West Indies

Canada Mexico
United
States'

Costa
Rica Guatemala Nicaragua Panama Salvador Cuba Jamaica

Porto
Rico

San
Domingo

'.'. 35,694 10.286
904

16
1,848

33
21

.. 36.598 12,204
E: Reports of the

190
241,938

V,285

5 ft. in.

3 ft. 6 in.

3 ft. in.

Total.

.; '322

..• I22

'962

~962

166

166

53

53

'ioo

100

4 ft. 8^ In.
3 ft. 3H in.

3 ft in...
2 ft. 6 in...

Total...

2,287

"51

2T33i

198

^98

13
325

6i

~6i

243.413
carriers to the Interstate Commerce Ccmmis- -Miles of Main track o\\ ned.

SOUTH AMERICA

Gage
Argentine
Republic

5 ft. 6 in 14,356

5 ft. 4M in.

5 ft. 2'A in.

4 ft. S'A in.

4 ft. S'A in.

3 ft. 6 ir. .

.

3 ft. 3ii i:

3 ft. In.

2 ft. 51 7/32 in.

2 ft. in

i ft. IIM in...

670
11

1,023
8 431 61
6

79
275 19

18.987 1,497

454 784

"l',i32
38

Bolivia Colombi: Ecuador Paraguay Per Uruguay Venezuela

Total 23,588

Crtge Bclgiiin

5 ft.

4 ft.

4 ft.

1 ft.

3 ft.

3 ft.

3 ft.

3 ft.

3 ft.

3 ft.

2 ft

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

1 ft.

1 ft
1 ft

Sy, in 2.972
6 in

in

8 in

306
2,128

EUROPE

Jnee Greece Holland Hungary Italy
I^iixem-
bourg Norway Spain

602 '780 2,604 ll'.S54 ii'.sis 198 i,'29'7

4,777
58

"ii

.308 '639
339
30 ii-t

1.1.37

312
652
16 3,644

11 in

8/, in. ...

7 31/32 in.

7/, in. ...

6 in

5 17/32 in.

4'/S in. ...

4 in

3 9/16 in.

3 in.

11« in.

m? in.

Switzer- United
Sweden land Kingdom
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British
East

Gage Africa

4 ft 8^4 in

3 ft. 6 in

3 ft 3H in 94
2 ft 7 31/32 in. ...
2 ft 6 in 108
2 ft. 5 17/32 in. ...

Total 202

Egypt

1,849
1,070

Africa

Union of West
French Gold South Africa
Sudan Coast Nigeria Africa (Angola)

269 983 8,982

143

1.126 9,542 616

Gage

S ft 3 in...
4 ft S'A in.

3 ft 6 in...
3 ft 3H in.

2 ft 6 in..
2 ft. in..

Total...

New
.South New South Tas- Western
Wales Zealand Australia mania Victoria Australia Queensland

1,124 4,092
5,048

36 3,010 1,210
18

818 4,003 931

;.334

Asia

Qage

ft in.... 3,746
ft. 9 in... 344
ft Sy, in. 2,242 1,157 24 186 ... 590 814
ft. 6 in... 7,248 ... 925
ft 3H in. 151 13.914 1,209 624 ... 836 ...
ft 6 in... 1,629 151 58 ...
ft in... 582 26

Total 6,483 1,157 37,231 7,449 1,209 868 925 1,426 814

taut, countries are not included because complete or up-to-

date statistics are not easily available. Among the countries

so excluded are Russia (including Siberia), Germany,
Poland, Turkey in Europe, Bulgaria, the Balkans, and
various possessions in Africa and elsewhere.

Of the 565,088 miles operated in the 59 countries, here

covered, in 1920, 396,169 miles are of the standard gage,

54,685 miles are of a gage wider than standard, and 114,234

miles of a narrower gage, the percentages being as follows:

Standard gage, 70 per cent

Wide " 10 p)er cent

Narrow " 20 per cent

The three gages shown for the United States are for the

Class I railways, and represent 243,413 miles of main track

owned. Practically all of this mileage is 4 ft. 83/2 in. gage.

During recent years there has been a rapid concentration on

the standard gage in the United States and at the present

time only three gages are in use on Class I railways. Of
these the standard gage represents 99.4 per cent of the total

mileage, the remaining 0.6 per cent being divided between

4 ft. 9 in. and 3 ft.

The railway mileage of Canada is divided between two

gages. Ninety-eight per cent represents standard gage, whil«

the other two per cent is 3 ft. 6 in. gage.

• The United Kingdom has 3,109 miles of the broad gage
of 5 ft. 3 in. (1.676 meter), and it also boasts of the nar-

rowest, that of 1 ft. 3 in. However, 85 per cent of the railway

mileage of that country is standard gage.

On the continent of Europe the English standards and
details were adopted in the first lines to be constructed, and
at the present time the standard gage, whose metric equivalent

is 1.435 meters, represents 76 per cent of the railway mileage

operated. But as in the United Kingdom this gage is not

universal. For the 11 continental European countries shown
in the accompanying statement no less than 23 gages are

represented. Nearly all European countries (Spain excepted)

have adopted the standard gage for their main lines, while

secondary or local lines have been constructed on narrow

gages.

In Africa the gages are mainly 3 ft. 6 in., 3 ft. 3^ in.

(meter) and 2 ft. 5 17/32 in. (0.75 m.). The railways
there also operate 1,849 miles of standard gage.

The mileage of the railways of Australia, including
Tasmania, consist of six gages. The 3 ft. 6 in. gage pre-
dominates with standard gage next in importance, while
there is a small amount of mileage of 2 ft. 6 in., and 2 ft.

gages still in service. A commission recently appointed to

consider the unification of railway gages in Australia has
recommended that the 4 ft. 8J^ in. gage be adopted as
standard.

In Asia, the Indian railways, the largest Asiatic system,
are divided chiefly between a "broad" gage of 5 ft. 6 in.

and a narrow gage of 2 ft. The greater percentage of the
Chinese railway mileage is 5 ft., although 35 per cent of
the mileage of that country is of standard gage. Practically
all the Japanese lines use the gage of 3 ft. 6 in. (1.067 m.).

In South America there is great diversity, lines being built
to gages ranging from 1 ft. 115^ in. (0.60 m.) to 5 ft. 6 in.

In Central America and the West Indies the principal gages
are 4 ft. 8^ in., 3 ft. 6 in., and 3 ft., with 4 ft. 83^ in.

predominating except in Panama, where the gage is 5 ft.

Interstate Commerce Commission
May Require Additional Equipment

Washington. D. C.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission announced on De-
cember 27 what promises to be one of the most im-
portant general investigations it has ever undertaken,

under docket 14,489, "into and concerning the adequacy of
the locomotives and cars of all descriptions owned and of
the locomotives and cars used by each such common carrier
by railroad, and used in the transportation of freight between
points in continental United States, and into and concerning
the customs and practices prevailing or desirable with respect
to the ownership, use and interchange of cars with a view
to promoting economical and efficient service, to prescribing
and establishing such just and reasonable rules, regulations
and practices with respect to car service, and to require the
respondents to provide themselves with such safe and ade-.
quate locomotives and cars wherewith to perform as common
carriers their car service as may upon such investigation

appear to be contemplated and required by law." The order
was entered on December 11. As a preliminary step the
commission has by questionnaires attached to the order called
upon the carriers for the following information:

(a) Freight train cars owned or leased at the beginning
and close of year 1922, and number ordered but not deliv-

ered December 31, 1922.

(b) Estimated number of additional cars needed by
classes; estimated cost thereof; proposed program for ac-
quiring such cars; and proposed plan of financing.

(c) Ages of cars in service by classes, December 31,
1922, 100,000 lb. capacity and over.

(d) Ages of cars in service, 80,000 lb. and less than
100,000 lb. capacity.

(e) Ages of cars in service, 60,000 lb. and less than
80,000 lb. capacity.

(f) Ages of cars in service less than 60,000 lb. capacity.

(g) Locomotives owned or leased at the beginning and
close of year 1922 and number ordered but not delivered

on December 31, 1922.

(h) Unserviceable locomotives on line first of each
month in 1922, by classes, and tractive power.

(i) Ages of locomotives at close of year 1922, by classes

—freight, passenger, switch.

(j) Estimated number of additional locomotives needed;
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proposed program for acquiring such equipment; and pro-

posed plan of financing the purchase thereof.

(k) Commodities loaded montlily, 1922, revenue freight

—carloads.

(1) Carloads of non-revenue freight loaded monthly,

1922.

(m) Freight cars on line daily, serviceable and unserv-

iceable, by months in 1922—box, coal.

(n) Freight cars on line daily, serviceable and unser^--

iceable, by months in 1922—refrigerator, flat.

(o) Freight cars on line daily, serviceable and unserv-

iceable, by months in 1922—stock, all freight.

(p) Freight car surplusages, daily averages by months,

1922, railroad owned cars.

(q) Freight car shortages, daily averages by months,

1922, railroad owned cars.

(r) Freight car surplusages, daily average by months,

1922, cars owned by private companies.

A questionnaire has also been directed to all private car

lines requesting information concerning freight train cars

owned or leased by them, and the number of such cars

ordered but not received.

All carriers by railroad subject to the Interstate Commerce
Act are made respondents. The governor of each state, as

well as the tribunal thereof, if any, having regulator)- powers

will enable obtaining greater ser\-ice from the existing equip-
ment; whether shippers should provide themselves with
greater storage facilities or whether the business of the coun-
try can be better distributed through the year so that there

will not be so acute a demand for cars for seasonal loading,

and also, if it should be determined that more railroad equip-

ment is required, what companies should be the ones to

purchase it. When the Railroad Administration ordered a

considerable number of cars and locomotives it allocated

them to the companies best able to finance them rather than
to those that needed them the most.

Freight Car Loading
Washinctom. D. C.

FREIGHT c.\R loading during the week ended on December
16 continued to break all records for the season of the

year. The total was 888,082, an increase of 162.008

over the corresponding week of 1921, and of 85,811 over

1920. The usual seasonal decline was shown, however, by

a drop of 31,000 as compared with the previous week. In

all districts except the Pocahontas, where the loading w-as less

than in 1920, the figures exceeded those of both 1921 and
1920 and the same was true of all classes of commodities

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

COMPARISO.N OF TOT.A Ls This Year L..ST Ve iR, Two Years Ago. Week E.s DED SaTIRDAY. Decemb er 16, 1922

' Totil revenue freight loaded

Grain Corre- Corre-

and This sponding sponding

grain Live Forest Mdse. Miscel- year year year

products stock Coal Coke products Ore L.C.L. laneous 1922 1921 1920

10,003 4.185 60.137 2.61S 5,97! 2,735 62.804 79.094 227,547

9,566 4.030 38,928 1,777 4,925 808 60.759 59.712 180.505 192,482

,?,413 3,559 56,084 6,586 3,525 2.699 45.691 70.760 192.317

3.018 3.400 41.290 3.606 2,573 2.37S 45,731 47,17/ 149.173 177.122

253 126 18,214 577 1,544 142 6.00S 3.295 30.159

247 92 14,675 159 1,304 24 5.4f!7 3.085 25.073 31,815

3,290 2.251 23,004 1,337 22,284 1.113 37.848 40.863 131.990

4.023 2.116 15.42(1 481 18,003 594 37,911 34.062 112.610 124.964

15.640 11.011 11,742 1.637 11.932 909 25,400 29.303 107.574

13.747 9,681 6,181 825 9,844 308 25,670 23.630 89.886 91.761

13,462 14,769 23,650 375 6,615 2,568 31,105 40.798 133,342 ..,,,..

12,628 11.805 14,928 193 4,874 758 30,683 34.470 H0.3.W 119,280

4,943 3,247 5.679 96 8,231 582 15,604 25.771 65,153

4,36i 2,794 3.367 124 5,455 635 16,222 24.526 58.488 64.847

34,045 29,027 41,071 2.108 26.778 4.059 72,109 96,872 306.069

30.740 24,280 24,476 1.142 21.173 1,701 72,575 ^ 82,626

^290,884
258.713 27S.88S

51,004 39.148 198,510 13.226 60,102 10,748 224.460 888,082

47.594 33,918 134.789 7,165 47,978 5.505 222.463 226.662 726.074

35.231 30.472 225,059 12,340 46,748 14.489 192.721 245.211 802.271

3,410 5.230 63.721 6.061 12.124 5,243 1.997 64.222 162,008

15,773 8,676

26,54'J

885 13,354

3,741

31.739 45.673 85,811

51,C04 39. 1 4.S 198.510 13.226 60.102 10.748 224.460 290.S84 888.082 726.074 802.271

55.608 3S,170 200.505 13.051 63,195 9,879 228,392 311.028 919.828 741.341 837.953

49.341 34.381 186.158 13,075 60,010 10.550 199,717 291.987 845.219 741.849 882,604

54,790 40.217 202.032 13.234 66.046 15,052 228,771 335,353 955,495 673.465 803,701

55,204 40,735 205.02') 12,431 61,403 32,780 228,922 352,595 969,094 790.363 889.138

Districts Y'ear

Eastern 1922

1921

Allegheny 1922

1921

Pocahontas 1922

1921

Southern 1922

1921

Northwestern 1922

1921

Central West-rn 1922

1921

Southwestern 1922

1V21

Total Western districts.. 1922

1921

Total, all roaris 1922

1921

1920

Increase compared ... . 1921

Decrease comi»arcd 1921

Increase compared 1920

Decrease compared 1920

December 16 1922

De<^mbcr 9 1922

December 2 1922

Novcmhe'- 25 1922

November 18 1922

Compiled by the Car Scr;'ice Pivitioii, .-Imt-rican Raihiiay Association

over the common carriers by railroad, have been notified of

this proceeding.

The timeg and places for hearings will be announced later.

The Transportation Act gave the commission for the first

time authority to require railroads to provide an adequate
supply of equipment and the numerous complaints it has
received liecause of the unprecedented car shortage of this

fall have apparently decided the commission to see whether

the remedy lies in the exercise of such powers. Such an
investigation will naturally involve such additional ques-

tions as whether the need is for additional cars or a better

supply of motive power or more adequate terminals wliich

except coal and ore. Coal loading was 198.510 cars as com-
pared with 134,789 in 1921 and 225,059 in 1920. Miscel-

laneous loading was 45,000 cars alx)ve that for 1920 and
tliere was an increase of 14,000 cars in grain. 8,000 in live

stock, 13,000 in forest products and 31,000 in merchandise.

The K.\ns.\s I.ndistrial Covrt has ordered the arrest of 46

railroad strikers at Horton, Kan., charging violations of the

Industrial Court .Vet. The warrants were issued on the three

counts of disturbing tlie peace, picketing and conspiracy to

obstruct the operation of the railroads.



Thi- Fich Lc I alley, Ser-.cd by the \ew Line

New Transcontinental Line in Northern Argentina

Interesting Engineering Problems Involved—Rich Agricultural

and Oil Lands Made Accessible

By Richard F. Maury
Chief Engineer, Salta to Antofagusta International Railway

WITH THE OBJECT of opening up the rich northern

provinces of Argentina it was recently decided by

the governments interested to initiate the construction

of a new trans-Andean line from the city of Salta, Argentina,

to the port of Antofagasta, Chile, on the Pacific, crossing

the main range of the Andes and following roughly the tra-

ditional Inca highway through the mountains. This line at

its eastern terminus connects with the Argentine State Rail-

way system, of which it will form an integral part. From
many points of view it presents features of great interest,

the center of the sugar district, which is in this territory,

being more than a thousand miles from Buenos Aires. The
fertile plains and wonderful valleys of the region make of

it one of the most promising zones in the world for future

development, producing as it does eveiy class of tropical and
sub-tropical products, timber, cattle and minerals.

New Line to Reduce Distance

The new line now in construction will reduce the rail haul

to the sea by 4.vi miles, more or less, while the sea haul to

^Sierra
» Oorda ^

r-

"'Pf''\\»\

'

4 ^

V V.^ ayt au ra

~t>^.Socompa

^^m^^ Argentine 6fate Railways ~-

Anfofat^asia-BolviaRailway
^wmmm^ Line Under Consfrucfion
— — Proposed ^riani" foLine UnderCons*f

The New Transcontinental Link

prominent among which are the low rates of grade, as gradi-

ents go in the country, which have been found feasible and

some rather remarkable developments which have been intro-

duced to maintain these low gradients.

The Argentine provinces which will be served by the line

are at present sparsely settled, due to the want of a port and

the enormous distances that separate them from the littoral,

American jjorts will be enormously reduced, the distance from

Antofagasta to Panama being only 2,200 miles. Undoubtedly

the present trade routes will be completely changed by this

construction and it will be a factor of great importance in

encouraging commercial relations between the United

States and Argentina.

Taking as a center, Guemes, the junction point of the new

1237
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line with the State Railways, the distances to the sea and
American and European ports are as follows:

From To Antofagasta To Buenos Aires
Miles Miles

Giicmes 409 931
Liverpool 6,770 6,258
New York 4.212 5,838
New Orleans 3,620 6,255
Amsterdam 7,058 6,370

Northern Argentina and eastern Bolivia will, in time, be

large consumers of American products. The sugar industry,

already well established, will acquire impetus with the open-

gineer. Surveys and construction work are in charge of the

writer.

The line leaving Salta crosses the rich Lerma valley for

some 25 miles to intern itself in the gorge of the Rio Toro,
which it follows to Puerta de Tastil, 65 miles. In the first

19 miles of the gorge of the Toro, the rise of the river bed is,

in parts, in excess of the maximum grade and due to the im-
possibility of introducing development without recourse to

rising tunnels, it was found necessary to employ two short

sections of switch-back, one of 3,937 ft. and one of 2,625

Viaduct, 950 ft. in Length and 80 ft. High, Being Built Over the Rio Toro

ing up of the new route, while the existence of enormous
fields of petroleum in the region has aroused the interest of

.\merican capital, boring operations on a large scale having
been started. This also will be a source of traffic, while it

is probable that, in time, a considerable proportion of the

agricultural machiner)' used in the Argentina will be im-
ported through this new channel. Trade relations will not,

in any sense, be unilateral since northern Argentina can be-

come in time one of the great corn and cattle producing areas

ft., botli placed at crossing stations to reduce operating difiS-

culties to a minimum.

A Sharp Climb

At Puerta de Tastil the line leaves the Toro to swing west

directly toward the coast and here die principal difficulty

was encountered. A table land running in the direction de-

sired on practically maximum grade was found, but between
its level and the bed of the Toro there exists a vertical rise

Erecting 2-10-2 Locomotives, Built by Baldwin

of the world. With these facts in view, the new line is being

constructed to handle a heavy traffic.

Maximum Grades 2.5 Per Cent

Work on the Argentine section of the line was begun with

great activity in April, 1921. The original surveys included
several sections of rack rail with gradients up to 7.5 per

cent and normal grades of 3 per cent, but it was wisely de-

termined to try for a 2.5 per cent line, compensated, and
with relatively easy curvature (11 deg. 40 min.). New sur-

veys now being undertaken on this basis have reached the

stage where it is possible to state that these standards will

not be passed at any point. The work is being done by the

State Railway organization of which Domingo Fernandez
Beschtedt is general manager and Arthur Acevedo chief en-

of some 2,300 ft. in an air line distance of 5 miles. Careful

surveys of the region, of which a part was made by photo-,

stereoscopic methods employing the Zeiss photo comparator,

demonstrated the possibility of attaining sufficient develop-

ment within the established grade, and at one point the line

makes six spirals around a group of conical hills on prac-

tically a surface line. From a scenic point of view this is

without doubt one of the most remarkable stretches of rail

in the world. At the top of the climb the traveler will dom-
inate with his eye on a range of snow-covered hills, many
of which exceed 20,000 ft. in altitude, while below him the

line stretches away in eight distinct levels, the last being
more than 2,000 ft. below.

The line from here follows to the west wth very easy

grading, with the exception of the crossing of the three dis-
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tinct ranges in the Abra Blanca (13,450 ft. high), the Abr»
Chorillos (14,750 ft.) and the continental divide at the

frontier, the point of which crossing is not yet decided.

Danger from Slides

In the period from April to December, 1921, 56 miles of

very heavy grading have been finished, witli a total of more
than 2,000,000 cubic yards of rock and hard-pan, while

25,000 cubic yards of bridge and culvert masonry have been

finished in the same time. Some heavy viaduct and tunnel

work is found on the same section, as well as hillside re-

taining walls. The lower stretches of the line are in a zone

of torrential rainfall and slides will be the worst enemy of

the constructor. In places, to avoid future difficulties, the

line is carried under the mud slides in cut-and-cover tunnels

carried out in reinforced concrete and it is possible that in

the future considerably more work of this nature will be

required. Fortunately, in the higher altitudes the precipita-

tion is ver>' small and no difficulty will be experienced with

snow, giving the new line a great advantage over the existing

Transandine line in the province of Mendoza.
The work is being given out on small contracts, the railway

furnishing equipment, and 5,000 men are being employed,
mostly Argentine peons from the mountain districts, who are

proving extremely good workers. The equipment includes

70-ton railway type, Bucyrus shovels, complete compressed
air equipment for the tunnel work and a large fleet of motor

heavy traffic of the transcontinental line. The proposed
variant would be very advantageous to Argentina, since it

would reduce considerably the total distance between Salta

and the sea, while increasing the part to be constructed by
the Argentina by only some 50 miles. Considerable opposi-

tion to this cut-off has been aroused in the north of Chile,

since it avoids the richer mining regions and the only zone
with irrigation.

Accident Investigations

—

July, August and September*

THE THIRTEENTH quarterly issue of the Summary of

Train Accident Investigations, prepared by the Bureau
of Safet}' of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

which is for the months of July, August and September,

1922, was issued on December 20. The report covers 21 col-

lisions and 11 derailments, besides an accident on an electric

road and one on the New York & Long Branch which was
not a train accident.

Below is a list of these accidents, the date in the last

column being that on which a report of the accident was
published in the Railu-ay Age. The letter c indicates col-

lision and d, derailment. Ten of these I. C. C. reports have
already been noticed in these columns, as noted; ten others,

Rio Tore Gorge—Railroad Embankment on One Side, Highway on the Other

trucks. Well-equipped shops are being provided for the

erection and repair of locomotives and plant, while, to better

the living conditions of the workers, co-operative stores have

been established in which it is possible to purchase articles

of good qualit}' at cost price.

The line is of meter (39.37 in.) gage to conform to the gage

of its connections and is being laid with 80 lb. rails on red

quebrachi ties (2,420 per mile) and is heavily ballasted with

broken stone and gravel. Santa Fe type locomotives of 146

tons are being supplied by the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
the first having been erected and placed in service. The fuel

used is crude oil from the Argentine fields and complete in-

stallations for storage and loading are being erected in Salta.

An Alternative Route

Work on the Chilean section has not been started, pending

the decision of a variant of the original survey through

Huaytiquina. The modification proposed, the possibilities

of which in Argentine territory are now being studied, will

pass the frontier in Socompa, considerably to the South of

Huaytiquina, skirting the volcano of Socompa to connect up
at Augusta Victoria (the ex-kaiser's important nitrate mine)

with an existing branch of the Antofagasta & Bolivia Rail-

way. This line of 75 centimeter (2 ft. 5 5^ in.) gage would
be rebuilt to meter gage and put into condition to handle tho

indicated by stars in the list, are abstracted below; leaving

14, of relatively less importance, which must be omitted

because of limitations of space.

Abstracts of Government Reports

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc, Burrton, Kan., July 8,

about 4 p. m. Eastbound passenger No. 4, consisting of

locomotive 1428, a buffet car, a dining car and five sleeping

cars, wliile moving at 18 or 20 miles an hour, ran over a

misplaced switch and into some cars of gasoline standing on
a side track; one passenger killed and 48 passengers and
employees injured. The buffet car was telescoped for half

its length by the dining car. Tank cars on the siding were
ignited and burned; but the cars in the passenger train were

not damaged by fire. The line of road is straight, the

switch target showed red and the weather was clear, but

the engineman evidently did not see the target; and the fire-

man did not see it until he was very close to it. The switch

is close to the station and close to the crossing of the St.

•Previous quarterly summaries, for 1921 and 1922, were noticed in the
Railway Age, as belrw:

No. 7. 1921, July 2, 1921, page 35;
No. 8, 1921. September 3, 1921, page 459;
No. 9, 1921. December 10, 1921, r>age 1145;
No. 10, 1921, Tune 10, 1922, page 1343;
No. 11, 1922, tune 17, 1922. page 1483;
No. 12. 1922, Stptemher 2. 1922, page 426.
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Louis-San Francisco. The operator at the station had just

returned to its normal position the gate at the St. L.-S. F.

crossing, but had not noticed the switch in the wrong
position. The report, quoting the fireman, says that the

tank at the station is painted red and forms a background

for the target, making it difficult to read the indication for

any considerable distance. The inspector finds that the

switch had been left in the wrong position by the conductor

of a freight train of the St. Louis-San Francisco, who had

been using the Santa Fe track a few minutes before for the

purpose of turning his locomotive; but the conductor claimed

emphatically that he went back to the switch and closed

it. The speed of trains over the St. Louis-San Francisco

crossing is limited by rule to 15 miles an hour; and it is

held that if the engineman had obeyed this rule, the col-

lision probably would have been avoided. It seems to

have been the common practice for the Frisco people to

use the main track of the Santa Fe at Burrton for turning

Accident iNVESTicvTinNS Completed in Third Quarter of 1922

d. Atlanta. B. & A Ben Hill, Ga March 12.

d. Atlantic City Wfinslow T July 2 Sept. 23.

.. N. Y. & Long Br Asbury Pk July 4.

c. A., T. & Santa Fe. .. 'Burrton. Kan July 8.

c \ro. Pacific Leeds, Mo Tuly 12 Sept. 9.

c M , K. & Texas Alsuma, Ok Tulv 19 Sept. 9.

c. St. LouisS. F Logan, Mo July 22 Sept. 9.

c. Penn Lester, O Aug. 1 Sept. 9.

.. Cincinnati. L. & N... Pleasant Ridge—same as preceding.

c. M.. St. Paul & S. S. M.'Gile, Wis Aug. 3.

c. Mo. Pacific Sulphur Spgs Aug. 5
{ Not! 18!

c. Bait. S: Ohio Elluood Cy .\ug. 6 Sept. 9.

d. Boston & -Mb Worcester . . . .\ug. 8.

d. Bangor & A Caribou Aug. 9.

c. M.. St. Paul & S. S. M..\nnadale Aug. 12 . . . . | '^^f ]^;

c. Bait. & Ohio Kanawha Aug. 13.

c. Nor. Pacific *Durant .\ug. 14.

c. St. Louis-S. F 'Horine Aug. 16.

.. Intemt"! Ehvood. N. V .^ug. 17.

d. Mich. Central Gary, Ind Aug. 20.

d. Ches. S: Ohio Muncie .\ug. 21.

c. III. Central 'D. Boone Aug. 24.

d. Nor. Pacific Wymer Aug. 25.

c. Colo. & South'n Mamel .\ag. 27.

c. Utah *.Martin Aug. 2».

d. Chi. & N. W Waukesha -....Aug. 30.

d. St. Louis-S. F "Starland Sept. I.

c. Nor. P,icific "Parkwater Sept. 7.

d. Macon. D. & S Fitzpatrick Sept. 11.

c. S. P. and I.-G. N Houston Sept. 13 Nov. 11.

C.Chi. & N. W •Clintonville Sept. 17.

d. Mobile & Tamsia Sept. IS.

c. Southern Pac 'Muntalvo Sept. 22.

c. Denver & R. G. W...roltec, N. M Sept. 29 Oct. 28.

c. 111. Central Doris Sept. 30.

locomotives, without any form of protection, except that

inquiry would Ix made of the operator if the block was

clear, the line of the Santa Fe being worked by a manual
block system.

Miininipolis, Si. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie near Gile, Wis.,

.\ugu.~it .5. Eastbound e.xtra freight 2427 collided with west-

bound freight No. 151. Both locomotives were badly dam-
aged and the fireman of train 151 was killed. Nine other

employees were injured. The operator at Ironwood had

neglected to deliver a meeting order to train 151. It appears

that he accepted the order from the dispatcher after the

train had left his station; he evidently had depended upon

the conductor to come into the office, as was his ordinary

practice, after finishing his switching and before departing.

The operator had been in service five years and had a clear

record.

Xorthfrn Pacific, Durant, Mont., .\ugust 14. Westbound
freight extra No. 1747, moving at about 18 miles an hour,

collided with eastbound passenger No. 2, moving at about

10 miles an hour. Both of these trains were long and heavA',

but the report says that neither of the locomotives was
derailed. The .second car in the passenger train was tele-

scoped by the first for about 15 ft. The express messenger

on the ])assenger train was killed and 20 passengers and 4

employees were injured. No block signal system is in use

on this line. The freight had no orders and no rights

against No. 2 and every man on the train admitted over-

looking No. 2, although all had time-tables and all were
familiar with the road and with the regular trains of the

division. The conductor said that he had consulted his

time-table on leaving Butte, 13 miles east of the point of col-

lision; but. he did not make a thorough check of it for

opposing trains as he had worked on this line for years

and was positive that he absolutely knew which trains were

due. None of the men gave any reason for their neglect

St. Louis-San Francisco, Horine, !Mo., August 16. South-

bound passenger train No. 801 collided with northbound
passenger No. 806, causing fatal injury of Engineman
Weston of the southbound train and Fireman Jones of the

northbound. Five employees and 68 passengers were injured.

Train 806 was standing on the main track waiting for the

southbound, which was ordered to enter the siding, but did

not do so. Engineman Weston appears to have been under
the impression that the northbound train, which was late,

had passed on to the double track at Southeastern Junction.

28 miles north of Horine. \\'eston had received an order

fixing Horine as the meeting point, but he had made a

remark to the fireman from which it is believed that he had
misunderstood the order and had taken it as a notice that

No. 806 had cleared the single track line. Weston had had
considerable trouble with his injector and other things on
the locomotive; this could have no direct bearing on the

misinterpretation of the order, but it may have prevented

him from seeing No. 806 in time to avert the collision. The
fireman, who had been in the ser\'ice 12 years, was a ,son

of the engineman. The meeting order had not been shown
to him. Had he insisted on a compliance with the rule

and thus had read the order himself instead of taking the

engineman's interpretation of it, "it is probable that the

error or oversight on the part of the engineman would have
been discovered in season." The engineman had been a

runner 20 years. He had been dismissed once and had been
disciplined for serious infractions of the rules, including

two occasions when he was responsible for collisions; but

at the time of this collision, "his record was clear." No
block signal system is in use on this line.

Illinois Central, Daniel Boone, Ky., August 24. Collision

lietween southbound third-class freight train No. 197 and
northbound second-class freight No. 1 76 : three trainmen

and one trespasser killed and five employees and one other

(lerson were injured. This is a single track line with no
block signal system in use. The northbound train had l>een

ordered to wait at St. Charles, about two miles jjouth of

Daniel Boone, until 5:15 P. M., but it did not do so; also.

the southbound train left Daniel Boone and attempted to

reach St. Charles without sufficient time to clear the other

train five minutes, as required by the rule. The inspector

reports that there was "an utter disregard for the rules, as

far as time was concerned, by all the employees involved.'"

The operator at St. Charles recorded the departure of 176

l)efore the train started; No. 197 disregarded the rule requir-

ing it to keep 10 minutes behind a preceding pas.senger train,

i'lie o[>erator at another station mis-stated the time of this

train so as to make it appear that the 10-minute interval

had been observed; and from the nature and multiplicity of

these violations of rules, the inspector concludes that they

are of common occurrence. The circumstances attending

this collision "present an extreme case of lax operating con-

ditions." The fireman of train 176 was inexperienced and
the conductor of \^1 h.Td been promoted only five days
before.

I'tah Railway, Martin, Utah, .Augu.st 28. Westbound
extra freight No. 102 collided with eastlxnind extra freight

No. ?> in a tunnel, 240 ft. from the end. both trains moving
at low speed; one employee killed and four injured. The
westbound train had an order to wait at Jacobs, east of the

tunnel, until 2:,55 p. m. .Afterward, the dispatcher issued

another order allowing the eastbound extra until .i:15 to
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reach Jacobs. The westbound train, being on a descending
grade, was moving at more than eight miles an hour while
the s|jeed limit in the tunnel is six miles an hour; also the

line in the tunnel is on a curve of eight degrees, and one
of the locomotives had no headlight because the engineman
had forgotten to replace a defective bulb. The eastbound
train was pulled out of the tunnel, after the collision, with-

out delay, but the other one took fire and six cars were
destroyed, together with some of the timber lining of the

tunnel.

The di.spatcher was performing the duties of local freight

agent and was hurried; and in allowing Extra No. 3 until

3:15 P. M. to reach Jacobs, he was acting on a mistaken
reading of the preceding order in his book. He discovered

his mistake in less than two minutes after the faulty order

had been delivered, but too late to prevent the collision.

The inspector found much loose practice. An operator

signed a conductor's name to an order and allowed the con-

ductor to sign his (the operator's) name, to a clearance card.

Orders were often issued for train movements without regard

to the rule requiring them to be given to all concerned in

the same words; that is to say, the use of the single-order

system was habitual.

Orders restricting rights of trains are sometimes issued

without sending copies to the superior train. Trainmaster

Thompson, about a month before, had been assigned to this

district, with instructions to watch the work of the dis-

patchers; but being very busy in distributing cars to mines,

he had not made any useful investigation of dispatching

practices. Personally, he considered the single order system

unsafe, but had not got around to making a change.

The inspector characterizes Thompson's attitude as amaz-
ing. He had checked the train dispatcher's order book
three times but had not discovered the glaring faults to be

found in it. No block system was in use, yet conductors

and enginemen neglected to compare watches with each other

and one engineman did not know where the standard clock

was located. The train dispatcher entered the service of the

Utah Railway as operator in June, 1920, and was made
dispatcher a year later.

St. Lmds-San Francisco, Starland, Mo., September 1.

Southbound passenger train No. 805, moving at about 40

miles an hour, was derailed on a trestle bridge which had
been weakened by a flood, resulting in the death of three

pa.'isengers and the injur}' of 64 passengers and four em-
ployees. This derailment occurred about 4 a. m., and the

two central bents of the bridge, which extended 11 ft. 6 in.

into the earth, had been entirely washed out by a flood which

occurred between midnight and 3 a. m. The section fore-

man had gone to bed at 1 :30 a. m., concluding, from what
he deemed satisfactor}- evidence, that the rain had not been

sufficiently serious to endanger the track. Trestles have been

maintained at this point for 19 years and this is the first

trouble that has been experienced with wash-outs.

Northern Pacific, Parkwater, Wash., September 7. West-
bound passenger train No. 41, moving at about 40 miles an

hour, or faster, ran into a preceding train of one locomotive

and three coaches carrying shop workmen, and moving
slowly, near the station; and six employees were killed and
four injured. The employees killed were the engineman
and the electrician of the passenger train, the engineman
and the fireman of the shop train and two shop employees.

The collision occurred at 7:12 p. m. Parkwater is A^A miles

east of Spokane. The shop train had brought a load of

shopmen from Spokane and discharged most of them at the

shops at Parkwater, and had just crossed over to the west-

bound track preparatory to returning to Spokane. At this

point the two main tracks are 132 ft. apart and the cross-

over, through jvhich the shop train passed from one to the

other, is 1,280 ft. long. The road is equipped with auto-

matic block signals and there is a switch indicator at each

of the two switches of the crossover; but except at the ends,

the crossover track is not bonded; and a short train, moving
from one track to the other, does not hold the main line

signals against approaching trains throughout the whole of

its journey through the crossover.

Between Parkwater and Spokane, the speed of all pas-
senger trains is restricted to 20 miles an hour, the whole
territory being included within yard limits. The block
signal which should indicate stop for westbound trains as

soon as the crossover switch is opened, is 6,228 ft. east

of the point of collision ; and the next signal, which at the

same time should indicate caution, is more than two miles

farther east.

The route of the shop train being wholly within yard
limits, the train is regularly moved without written orders.

By rule, tlie shop train must protect against regular pas-
senger trains, but the only precaution taken when passenger
trains are late is for the conductor to examine a blackboard
on which is kept a memorandum of telegraphic advices

received indicating when trains are expected to arrive.

Approaching Parkwater from the east, the line of road is

straight, and parallel to it is a highway on which many
automobiles travel; and emplo3'ees said that often it was
impossible to tell, when seeing an approaching headlight,

whether it was on a train or on an automobile. In the

present case, the men of the shop train saw a headlight

approaching and concluded it was a freight train. No flag

was out, and all efforts to move the shop train out of danger
or to stop the passenger train, were too late. There is a rule

requiring that when making a crossover movement at least

one of the switches must be kept open; but the trainmen did

not know of or did not realize its importance. Train 41 had
been reported late and was not expected at Spokane until

7:35.

The engine of the passenger train was overturned, as was
one of its cars and the engine of the shop train, which was
at the east end, pushing the cars, was wrecked, together with

the car next ahead of it.

The report gives the primary cause as the occupying of

the main track within yard limits without authority or

proper ilag protection; and the secondary cause, the failure

to keep one of the crossover switches open all the time the

crossover was being occupied. The inspector thinks that

train 41 received a clear home signal because the shop train

at that moment was on the unbonded section of the cross-

over. No. 41 having passed the distant signal at clear t)efore

the shop train entered the crossover. Hand signals were

given to stop the shop train after the impending danger was
discovered, and it is impossible to explain why these were

not heeded by the engineman.

The inspector says that proper vigilance on the part of

the officers of the road would hav- disclosed that the infor-

mation posted on the blackboard was being improperly used

to dispense with flag protection and that the switches at the

crossover were not being operated according to the rules.

The cars of the shop train were being pushed ahead of the

engine, yet the conductor, on the front of the leading car,

had no means of applying the air brakes, except by going

inside of the car.

Chicago & Northwestern, Clintonville, Wis., September

17. Westbound passenger train No. 141 collided with east-

bound freight extra 1875 which, while most of its cars were

on a side track, was switching on the main track, on the

time of the passenger train. Its locomotive fouled the main
track at the east switch of the passing track at the time of

the collision. The fireman of the passenger train was killed

and 26 passengers and two employees were injured. The
inspector found much loose practice in the management of

the freight, the principal excuse for encroaching on the time

of the passenger train being that the station operator had

said to one of the brakemen that 141 was about 30 minutes
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late. The east switch was set for the side track and the

distant signal was set against the passenger train, but the

engineman disregarded it. He said that he had often found

these signals set against him when the switch was straight.

There are 111 signals of this kind on this division and
surprise tests are made; but no record of these tests is kept.

The superintendent said that no case had come to his atten-

tion where an engineman had disregarded a caution indica-

tion at a distant switch signal.

Southern Pacific, Montalvo, Cal., September 22. Side

collision about 8:35 p. m. ; one engineman and one fireman

killed; 29 passengers and seven employees injured. East-

bound passenger train No. 38, moving from a wye to the

main line, fouled the main line just as eastbound passenger

No. 78, a heavy train, came along at 40 or 50 miles an hour;

and both locomotives were overturned. There was a dense

fog at the time. The engineman of No. 38 said that after

stopping at the approach to the main line to give time for

a brakeman to run forward and look at the switch indicator,

he started along, having been told by the fireman to come
ahead; the supposition being that the fireman had received

a hand-motion signal from the brakeman; but the fireman

was killed in the wreck, and the brakeman says that he
had not given any signal. He said that he had not yet

reached the switch indicator when the collision occurred.

The brakeman thinks that the locomotive had drifted over

the fouling p>oint of the main line before coming to a stop.

The only way to give credence to the engineman's statement

is to assume that the fireman had seen a motion of some
light which he took for a proceed signal; the brakeman
says that he was carrying his lantern in such a position that

it could not have been seen bv tlie fireman.

The span, center to center of the runway rails, is 49 ft.

3 in. With the cantilever extension at one end, the effective

reach of the main hoist is increased 19 ft. 6 in., and the
effective reach of the auxiliary hoist 21 ft. 11 in. The lift

of the hook above the runway rails is 23 ft. The main and
auxiliary hoist motors are each 50 hp. The trolley and
bridge motors are 10 and 80 hp. respectively. The speeds

with maximum full load are: main hoist, 10 ft. per min.;

auxiliary hoist, 40 ft. per min.; trolley, 100 ft. i)er min.,

and bridge, 80 ft. per min.

The cantilever extension is of the elevating type, being

Gantry Crane for

Handling Heavy Freight

A <r ELECTRIC gantry crane has been erected by the

Niles-Bement-Pond Company in a busy freight yard

near New York, as shown in the illustrations. This
embodving modern features of construction through-

New 40-Ton Niles Gantry Crane Unloading Container Car
Section

out, covers three tracks with two driveways, approachable

from either direction, with trackage space for IS cars at

the crane. With a lifting capacity of 40 tons, the crane

furnishes ample facilities for handling heavy freight, such

as structural iron, building materials, machinery, boilers,

steel freight containers, transformers, etc. An auxiliary hoist

is provided, having 10 tons capacity.

Gantry Crane with Cantilever Extension Placed in Raised

Position

motor-operated from the cage, and is readily elevated to

clear any obstruction. Platforms are furnished on both

girders running the entire length, including the cantilever

extension. A platform is also placed at the top of the

shear legs for access to the cantilever elevating mechanism
and one on each side of the trolley, wliich is enclosed for

outside service, as is also the cage. The top of the trolley

housing is arranged so that any jxirt can be opened on
hinged joints, allowing easy access to the trolley mechanism
for oiling, etc., or the entire house can be easily removed.

The cross platforms are easily lowered on hinged joints,

allowing unobstructed access to main and auxiliary hoist

drums and gears.

The trolley frame is a self-contained built-up steel struc-

ture, with all the mechanism and motors mounted. The
trolley is designed to incorporate such improved features of

construction as complete lubrication, large wearing surfaces,

ample strength and rigidity, self-contained units, easy acces-

sibility and easy handling. The cage is of plate steel con-

struction, special provision being made for mounting the

((mtrolling apparatus with concealed wiring. The back of

the switchboard is reached through large doors, which, when
o|)ened, expose the entire board, allowing ready access to

all wiring connections. The crane travels on eight wheels,

four at each end. Two of the wheels at each end are driven

and the others trail.

The installation of cranes of this type insures the prompt
unloading and placing on trucks of all classes of heavy

freight from any one of IS cars available in the shortest

[lossihle space of time, thereby solving in a large measure

freight congestion at terminal warehouses. There is an

important saving of time and cost in handling heavj' freight,

and in addition it is moved more promptly to the con-

signee's premises.



Abandonment of Pacific Great Eastern Is Urged

J. G. Sullivan Advises Giving Up Line Unless People Are Willing

to Pay Large Annual Deficit

CONTRARY to the udvice of the counsel it employed, the

province of British Columbia has decided to continue

the operation of the Pacific Great Eastern, a province

owned line, extending from Squamish, B. C, a small village

on Howe Sound, to Quesnel, in the heart of the Cariboo
placer mining district, a total distance of 362 miles, and
to proceed with a program of extensions and betterments.

John Oliver, minister of railways of that province, recently

announced this decision before a Liberal convention, stating:

"We come of good old British stock and if we can't go
through with the maximum of efficiency, we'll muddle it

through in the good old British way." He declared that

The Pacific Great Eastern and Adjacent Lines

the Pacific Great Eastern would not be abandoned and that

work would be carried on for another year to the end, in

order that the taxpayers' investment of $40,000,000 should

not be wholly lost. "I'll take my chances. I'll not abandon

the road until I have taken stock and have satisfied myself

that we cannot redeem the situation," said the premier.

This step taken by the "Oliver" government is considered

one of the most important in the history of that province,

noteworthy because the decision reached by the administra-

tion was in the face of adverse reports submitted by the

three experts who were engaged last spring to investigate

the P. G. E. and to determine both its present economic and

its potential value. According to one of the investigators,

J. G. Sullivan, consulting engineer, Winnipeg, Man., and

formerly chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific, western

lines: "If the people of British Columbia are not prepared

to continue paying from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 per year

on the investment already made, an amount that will be

necessary for the next ten years, it is recommended that the

line be abandoned at once and what salvage possible be

recovered." W. P. Hinton, another investigator, a former

general manager of the Grank Trunk Pacific, had very

little to say in favor of continued operation, and J. S. Dennis,

director of colonization of the Canadian Pacific, stated that

the railroad in question could not be expected to pay operat-

ing and maintenance costs for many years to come. Inas-

much as all three of the reports presented are somewhat
similar in nature and language, this article has been limited

to that of Mr. Sullivan, who discusses in detail both the

economic and the engineering features of the P. G. E., the

substance of which is abstracted below.

Physical Features Adverse to Construction

The physical features of the territory which the Pacific

Great Eastern traverses are unfavorable to tlie construc-

tion of a railroad, due largely to the prevalence of much
clay, sand, gravel and like materials. Sheer cut banks and

the unstable condition of the above materials when wet

forced the location out of the valley of the Eraser river (the

natural location where low grades might be obtained) to

high levels. In climbing out of the valley of the Eraser

river and dropping into the valleys of other water-sheds

sheer rock bluffs, with rugged contours, were encountered,

necessitating comparatively heavy tunneling and a large

number of rock cuts, or a loose foundation of clay, sand

and gravel, which increased the cost of construction and

made maintenance e.xpenses very high. This, combined

with the adverse financial conditions at the time of con-

struction, made it impossible to build a line cheaply.

The line is constructed and in operation from North Van-

couver to White Cliff, a distance of 12.7 miles, and from

Squamish to Quesnel, a distance of 350 miles. From White

Cliff to Squamish, a distance of about 29 miles, no construc-

tion has been undertaken. This portion of the line follows

a very rugged shore of rock bluffs, the cost of construction

of which is estimated at $3,500,000 to $4,000,000. From
Quesnel north to Prince George the grading is completed

with the exception of cleaning out slides that have occurred

since the line was first graded some six year ago. The track

is laid from Quesnel to Cottonwood river, a distance of 17.5

miles, and also from the junction with the Grand Trunk

Pacific (about one mile east of Prince George), to Red

Rock Creek, 18 miles south, leaving a gap of 45 miles with-

out track. The track fastenings and ties required for this

work are on the ground. The Cottonwood river is to be

crossed by a steel viaduct, requiring about 1,225 tons of

steel, of which amount 1,130 tons have been fabricated and

are now stored at Walkerville, Ont. The cost of this steel

and fabrication has been paid for, but before the work can be

undertaken, an additional 95 tons must be purchased and

reinforced concrete foundations built. In addition, some

8,000,000 ft. b. m. of timber remains to be built in trestles,

nearly all of the timber for which is on the ground and

paid for excepting about 840,000 ft. b. m. of stringers.

The cost of the work necessary to complete the gap and

put the line in good operating condition is estimated at

$500,000 to $600,000, without taking into consideration

about $1,500,000 for new equipment that would also have

to be bought, tlie entire expenditure totaling over $2,000,000.

To complete both gaps between North Vancouver and Prince

George will require about $6,000,000 of new capital.

The line as built is in accordance with good branch line

1243
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standards, having 70-lb. rail on grades of 2 and 2.2 per

cent and 60-lb. rail on the lighter grades, all liberally sup-

plied with a good typ>e of tie plates on cur^-es. The bridges

and culverts are of wood. On this road 27 wooden spans

have also been constructed, varying in length from 60 ft.

to 150 ft. with a total length of 3,180 ft. In addition, 27,-

000,000 ft. b. m. of timber is already in place in wooden

trestles and culverts with about 8,000,000 ft. additional

b. m. to be placed before the completion of the Quesnel-

Prince George gap. To renew the wooden structures with

permanent work, such as steel viaducts and trusses, concrete

culverts and fills, will cost in e.xcess of $8,000,000. The
only alternative is to renew in wood at an enormous main-

tenance cost and the extra cost of maintenance will about

balance the interest charges for more permanent construc-

tion.

Financial Condition

The total par value of the outstanding debt is $44,226,-

403, of which amount $5,925,135 is held by the company.

The interest charges for the year ending December 31, 1921,

amounted to $1,911,913. The total investment in road and

equipment on December 31, 1921, w^as $38,438,590. This

is the net sum on the company's books after $5,618,248

has been credited, this amount being waived in claims against

the province. The Government took over the railway and

subsidiar)- companies on the receipt of $750,000 in cash.

The assets of the subsidiary companies, the Pacific Coast

Eastern Development Company and those of the Pacific

Great Eastern Equipment Company, consisting of lands,

townsites, docks and wharves, locomotives, cars and stores

of various kinds were turned over to the P. G. E. In

addition the contractors waived claims to $245,000 in unpaid

estimates and $1,647,583 of retained percentages on prog-

ress estimates, the whole totaling $5,618,249, which has

been credited to the various accounts. Of the $38,438,590

investment, $10,543,530.79 \vas expended in paying inter-

est charges and the deficit in operating revenues during con-

struction.

The rolling stock of the P. G. E. consists of 12 locomo-

tives adequately assorted for this class of road, although the

heaviest engines are about up to the limit that the standard

of con.struction will sustain. Two gas-electric cars and two gas

motor cars operate out of North Vancouver. There are 12 pas-

senger, 1 combination and 2 baggage cars in passenger service,

and 258 miscellaneous cars in freight service, in addition

to 68 cars in company service, the majority of these cars being

used for construction purposes. The management claims

that the present equipment is sufficient for operation as far

as Quesnel, but that if the line is put into operation between

Quesnel and Prince George, extra equipment will be neces-

sary.

Revenues and Expenses

During 1921, the Pacific Great Eastern handled 53,351

tons of freight for a total of 4,634,231 ton miles and at a

rate of 5.7 cents per ton mile, the revenue per mile of road

operated being $844.70. During the same year the company
carried 15,290 passengers 1,462,871 passenger miles with

total receipts from this business of $6.3,890, equal to a rate

of 4.3 cents per passenger mile. The passenger earnings

per mile of road operated were $323.86.

AvrraRe numlier of tons of freight per 1o.ided car mile Ifi.*)!*

Average number f.f tons of freight per train mile M.36
Total gross income from all sources $484,327.00
Total gross corporate expenses 3,6(19,205 00

N'et corporate loss $2,204,878.00

Of this amount $1,011,913 was charged to interest during

construction and $2^2,965 to operating loss. As $88,632 was
earned from rent of e(|uipnient in construction during the

vear the actual loss or deficit in o|x>ration for the year

should be increased bv that amount.

If the road is to be completed between North Vancouver
and Prince George it \\ill require $6,000,000 of new capital,

and an additional $8,000,000 within the next ten years to

replace wooden structures. Adding this to the present in-

vestment of $38,438,950 will give a total final investment of

$52,538,950 for 470 miles of line, or nearly $112,000 per

mile, the interest charges on which will be over $5,500 per

mile of road. If the Quesnel-Prince George gap only is com-
pleted, the new capital investment will only be $10,000,000,

making a total of $48,438,950 for approximately 440 miles

of road, or $110,000 per mile of road, and the interest

charges will be nearly $5,500 per mile of road. If no
more construction is done and the line from Quesnel to

Prince George is abandoned, there should be at least $250,-

000 salvage, and to replace the wooden structures south of

Quesnel should not require over $6,500,000. In this case

the total investment would be $44,688,950 for 360 miles

of road or an investment of $124,000 per mile, and the in-

terest charges would tje over $6,100 per mile of road.

Therefore, regardless of what action the company may decide

upon, it is faced with an ultimate interest charge of about

$5,500 per mile of road, which some one, either the tax-

payers of British Columbia or the patrons of the road, must
})ay in addition to the cost of operating the road.

Inasmuch as the Canadian National has a much shorter

and much cheap)er line to operate to Vancouver than via

the P. G. E. connection, no business of any moment can be

expected from that source, and the P. G. E. must depend

almost entirely on business developed along its own lines.

During 1921 the outbound freight from the line amounted to

36,505 tons. As a local line between Vancouver or Squamish
and Prince George, the countr)' will not produce enough
traffic at any reasonable rate to pay operating expenses, plus

a fixed charge.

Questions of Abandonment—Construction—Leasing

Owing to the nonproductive nature of the country for a

distance of over 100 miles south of Clinton, a plan is being

considered by the province whereby that portion of the line

would be abandoned and an extension constructed from Clin-

ton to Ashcroft to connect with either the Canadian National

or the Canadian Pacific. The total receipts from freight, both

forwarded and received, on this section during 1921 (after

the line has been in operation for a numlier of years) did

not exceed $400 per mile. There are over 8,000,000 ft. b. m.

of timber in trestles and about 1.000,000 ft. b. m. in truss

spans on this section that will have to be renewed within a

few years, besides the timber foundations at the crossing of

the Eraser River at Lillcost. The cost of the proposed line

will not be less than $.\500,000, which will increase fixed

charges liy at least $175,000 per year. Nevertheless, it is

advisable that the entire line south of Clinton should be

abandoned, providing the timber interests at the south end

cannot raise enough money to purchase any portion of the

south end cut of Squamish at a cost of from $15,000 to

$20,000 per mile. If this portion of the line will not pay

interest on that sum it should be abandoned. The salvage

should amount to ajjout half the cost of the Clinton cutoff. The
savings in operating exjwnses and in renewals on the aban-

doned line would show a substantial reduction over the

interest on half the cost of the Clinton-.\.<hcroft line.

It is also advisable that the line between Quesnel and

Prince George be abandoned U'cause an expenditure of

$2,000,000 would be required to complete this line and to

acquire sufficient rolling stock to meet the operating expwnses

and the traffic to lie derived from the completion of this

route will not justify the necessary construction. This same

argument holds true in reference to the pro(X)sed extension

from Prince George to the Peace river country.

It has been suggested that one of the larger connecting

lines might be induced to take over the Pacific Great East-
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ern and operate it as a feeder line. The road, however,
with its limited traffic collected from the local inland points,

is of no value to a trunk line. In 1921, the total inward
and for^varded freight handled througli \'ancouver for the
P. G. E. was only approximately 36,000 tons. If it is

assumed that the 36,000 tons would be hauled an average
distance by a trunk line of, say 450 miles, and that the rate

received would be 25 per cent greater than the average rate

per ton mile, say 1.5 cents, then the 16,200,000 ton miles
this traffic would make on the above assumptions, would
bring in a revenue of $243,000, a sum less than two-thirds

the deficit in the cost of operating the P. G. E. in 1921.
The P. G. E. has no strategic advantages, excepting the

possibility that if there should ever arise a demand for an
Alaskan rail connection, the line would become a link.

Mr. Sullivan's Conclusions

In the concluding words of his report, Mr. Sullivan states

that it is impossible for the Pacific Great Eastern to meet
expenses in the near future. It certainly cannot be done
if the present method of financing is followed, that is,

charging to capital the accrued interest and deficit in oper-

ating expreses, for the interest charges will increase faster

than the business. The results of the investigation show
that the total indebtedness at the end of ten years will be
nearly doubled without taking into account the extra ex-
I>onditure that would be necessary to purchase sufficient new
ecjuipment to handle a greatly increased business.
Among the suggestions by Mr. Sullivan in addition to

those referred to above are the following:

"Abandon the operation of steam trains for passenger and
express business and replace them by gas driven motor cars.

To raise money for the necessary expenditures, sell some of
the locomotives now owned by the company, cancel mail
contracts for the winter months and close down that portion
of the line where snow trouble occurs during the winter
months. Operate a freight train as often as there is busi-
ness to warrant during the summer months, be that one a
fortnight or one a month. Do not send out an engine unless
there is a full load at least in one direction. Raise rates,

both passenger and freight, to all that the traffic will bear,
that is, meet competition. Stop hauling freight at less than
cost, to say nothing of paying interest charges. Encourage
development as much as possible by giving commoditj- rates

to low grade freight as long as it can bear a rate slightly

above cost."

Victorian Railways Consolidate Departments
Signal and Telegraph Branches Combined In One Organization

to Prevent Overlapping of Duties

A SEPARATE SIGNAL and telegraph branch has been

formed by the commissioners of the Victorian Gov-
ernment Railways, Australia, which w-as made effec-

tive July 1, 1922. The branch comes under the control of

the chief engineer of signals and telegraphs, F. M. Calcutt,

who reports direct to the commissioners. Prior to the forma-

tion of the branch, the signal department was a division of

the way and works branch, and came under the engineer of

signals reporting to the chief engineer of way and works;

and the telegraph department from 1919 has been a section

of the electrical engineering branch under the chief electrical

engineer, but before that date it was a separate branch under

a telegraph superintendent. Owing to the overlapping of

duties between the two branches and to provide more efficient

and economical working, it was decided to form a separate

branch to be responsible for all matters pertaining to traffic

protection on the railways.

Organization of the Branch

The accompanying chart shows the organization of the

new branch. The clerical staff is in charge of a chief clerk.

The engineering staff comes under four headings. The tech-

nical and drawing office staff engaged on mechanical signal-

ing and interlocking, power signaling and all kindred elec-

trical circuit work, and mechanical and electrical design is

under the supervision of the office engineer. Immediately

under the office engineer are a circuit checker and a locking

checker, who are responsible for the correctness of the circuit

and locking plans issued, and an officer in charge of each

division of the drawing office work. The installation of

fXJwer and automatic signaling is in charge of the power
signal construction engineer, who has under him the signal

supervisors and the staff required for this purpose.

The maintenance of all apparatus connected with the

branch is in charge of the signal and telegraph maintenance

engineer. The telephone and telegraph engineer and the

power and lighting engineer report to the maintenance en-

gineer on all technical details connected with their portion
of the work. The state is divided into eight districts for

maintenance purposes, and each district is in charge of a
signal and telegraph supervisor. The arrangement of the
maintenance staff is shown in the chart.

A bonding supervisor is located in the metropolitan area
and is responsible to the maintenance engineer for installing

and maintaining the traction bonding and the overhead
structure, ground connections, etc., the staff required for this

purpose coming under his charge. A testing officer is under
the maintenance engineer for conducting all electrical tests

connected with signaling and kindred matters. All large
construction work, as well as some of the larger maintenance
renewal work, is carried out by construction super\'isors, who
have their headquarters at Melbourne.

Facilities Handled

The signal and telegraph branch is responsible for the

installation and maintenance of:

Signaling and interlocking appliances, telegraphs, tele-

phones, and the pole lines and wires required for these

purposes.

Traction bonding, cable trunking and overhead structure

and ground connections required for the Melbourne electri-

fied railways. Electric bells (with the exception of those

used in the railway power-houses and the different sub-

stations), electric clocks and clock controls, train describers,

train departure clocks and indicators, fire alarms and time

recorders.

Gas, lux and kerosene lighting at stations, road crossings,

depots, etc., including stationary Pintsch gas holders and gas

pipe lines.

Outside the electrified area, all electric lighting and (with

a few exceptions) all electric power required for railway

purposes.

The erection and maintenance of signal boxes and all

buildings required by the signal and telegraph branch, as
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well as the painting of signal masts and fittings, will continue

to be carried out by the way and works branch.

Apparatus in Service

On June 30, 1921, there were on the 5 ft. 3 in. track gage

lines 8,102 interlocked levers over a route mileage of 4,274

miles, 3,944 miles of which were single track, with 5,801

signals, 5,012 switches, and 1,087 lock bars. Train protec-

tion appliances were installed on 3,520 miles, there being

582 electric staff and tablet instruments, 317 Winter's block

instruments, etc., and 1,092 track circuits. Within the Mel-
bourne suburban area there were in service on June 30, 1922,

telephone wire carried on postal poles and maintained by the

Commonwealth Government postal department. There are

3,686 miles of pole line on railway prop)erty. There are

nearly 400 telegraph stations in operation, and, excluding

automatic telephone exchange connections, there are 3,700
telephones. An automatic telephone exchange, with a capa-

city of 500 lines, is located in the head offices of the railway

administration at Melbourne, and this has been in service for

the last 10 years, being one of the heaviest worked switch-

board installations in Australia and having a switching

capacity of 40 per cent. Another automatic telephone ex-

change, having a capacity of 50 lines, has been installed in
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Organization Chart Showing Definitely the Division of Duties

359 left-hand, upper-quadrant, three-position signal mechan-
isms and 75 color-light signals, with 296 train stop mechan-
isms, on 38 miles of double track.

A 2,200-volt a.c. signal transmission and 110-volt a.c.

signal operation circuits are used on the 1,500-volt d.c. oper-

ated traction system. One electro-mechanical interlocking

frame, containing 32 levers, has been in service for the past

six years; and an electric interlocking frame, containing 55

levers, is being installed in the central area, where the traffic

is exceptionally heavy. At present one electric switch

mechanism—operating with 110-volt a.c. energy

—

is in serv-

ice, which has been installed for experimental and observa-

tion purposes prior to equipping a large plant with such

mechanisms. The test has proved satisfactory. A section

of single-line automatic signaling is in service for 3.5 miles

between Upper Fern Tree Gully and Belgrave on the 2 ft.

6 in. narrow gage railway.

Telegraph and Telephone Equipment

On June 30, 1922, there were 7,719 miles of telegraph and
telephone wire, with 2,738 miles of wire used for electric

staff and block working, electric bells and signal repeaters.

In addition to the railway wires, there were 7,678 miles of

postal wire carried on the railway pmles and maintained by
the railway. There were 876 miles of railway telegraph and

the principal railway sub-station for the exclusive use of the

services required by the electrified railway system.

Shops and Stores

It is the policy of the railways commissioners to manufac-
ture such material as can be economically done, with tlie

exception of all appliances which are highly specialized. At
the signal shops located at Newport, seven miles from Mel-
bourne, all interlocking frames, signal fittings, a large portion

of the apparatus required for power signaling, etc., are manu-
factured. The telegraph workshops now located at Mel-
bourne are to be transferred to Newport and combined with

the present signal shops to form the signal and telegraph

workshops. The workshops are under the control of the

works manager, who reports to tlie assistant chief engineer

of signals and telegraphs. The works manager, who has an

assistant, is responsible for the manufacture and repair of

materials, and super\-ises the requisition and issue of all stores

connected with the branch. .\lx)ut 510 men are employed at

present in the combined shops. An assistant engineer, re-

porting to the assistant chief engineer, is in charge of all

contracts between the branch and outside firms. He is re-

sponsible for the preparation of all specifications for public

tender, and co-operates between the different engineers and
the workshops for the prompt supply of material.



The Fundamentals of Good Organization

These Must Be Kept Clearly and Constantly in Mind to

Insure Efficient and Economic Operation

By R, N. Begien

General Manager, Western Lines Baltimore & Ohio, Cincinnati, O.

MAXIMUM EtVRNiNGS and minimum expenses are impos-
sible unless a railroad is carefully organized, and of-

iicers and men thoroughly understand that deviation

from the rules of proper procedure will not be tolerated.

Ever}' officer sliould understand clearly for what duties and
results he is held responsible. He should not be excused
from such responsibility on any pretext whatsoever. His
superior should deal with him only, and he should never run
aroimd or ignore any officer, subordinate or superior. If re-

sponsibility is definitely fixed from top to bottom and a

definite plan of action is made, an organization of ordinary

men will accomplish far better results than the same number
of brilliant men, each working hard to carry out his own
ideas.

It is not possible to realize a high standard unless it is

known what constitutes it. In a railroad organization some
one has to fix the standard. Only one person can do it and
he is the chief executive. It is important, therefore, that he
should be a man who knows what a high standard is. If

he selects a staff of men who are able to measure up to his

ideals and who know what they are, he has made good
progress.

Each man of the staff has his own special department, but

he must conduct his department in such a way as to meet

the standards of his chief. If an executive has selected his

aids with a view to having them carry out his plans and
ideas it may be necessary to go only into the question of

standards, without consideration of methods of attainment.

Instruction in method is generally necessary, however. Pro-

motion generally comes to a man as soon as he has learned

the importance of correct standards and organization, so

that new men have to be educated constantly. Above all, a

subordinate should never see that the standard of his chief

has been lowered.

An Accurate Sense of Justice

An accurate sense of justice is a valuable asset for any

man. Without it a man is disqualified for an executive

position. Some men have an excellent idea of justice when
they are calm, but become unjust when they are disturbed

in mind. A superior should never frighten a subordinate.

If the chief makes no impression on his subordinate, then

it is evident that the latter has but little regard for what he

says. If his remarks do make an impression they will prob-

ably be passed on to subordinates.

If the chief is cross or excitable he usually says things

he does not mean and leaves his subordinate with an un-

certain feeling of what is required. He does not fill his

man with a desire to accomplish much good, but he does

often make make him realize that his job hangs by a thread.

He thus has a confused man who is frightened. Such a man
will usually pass it on to his subordinates and it will go on

down the line. The length of time that it takes to dis-

organize a job will be in direct proportion to the number of

times the "boss" explodes.

An organization of more than 10,000 men needs only about

six steps from the top to the bottom. It will be conceded

that one man is capable of supervising the actions of ten

*From a paper read before the convention of the American Railway
Bridge and Building Association at Cincinnati, O., on October 18,

men. In addition he can educate them in the standards of

his chief.

Look at this

—

1 Chief officer

10 Vice chiefs

100 Heads of departments
1,000 Sub-heads

10,000 Bosses
100,000 Men

111,111 Total

Some railroads have more steps than shown; some have
less. Thus the laborer on a section has only five steps to the
presidency of a railroad. As there are only six grades from
top to bottom, only four men have to interpret the words of
the president before the man on the track is working accord-
ing to the standards laid down by the president.

The selection of the subordinates in sequence is a most
important matter. If a 100 per cent officer selects 100 per

cent assistants the result is 100 per cent performance. If a
90 per cent general superintendent selects a 90 per cent

superintendent, and he selects a 90 per cent division engineer,

who employs a 90 per cent supervisor, who hires a 90 per
cent foreman and 90 per cent men, the result is a 53 per

cent result.

It should be remembered that the highest officer is the

standard bearer and his men are rarely ever any bigger than
he is.

In other words, it is hardly possible for a 90 per cent

officer to have a 100 per cent assistant for any length of time.

They would probably change places if the relation was true,

unless the chief raised his own standard to 100 per cent.

Men are largely what we expect them to be. It is perfectly

evident to anyone who gives the matter thought, that if a sub-

ordinate feels that a mediocre performance is satisfactory to

his chief, he has no incentive to produce more than a

mediocre performance. Much can be gained by expecting a

great deal of subordinates, as they will then make an effort

to realize what is expected.

The Principal Function of a Railroad

A railroad is a highly organized body. Unless care is

taken in placing competent supervision in every part of the

organization, the effect will be felt in other parts of the or-

ganization. An expensive and expert staff may evolve fine

plans for economy, but they can not be carried out by a dis-

organized force. Proper organization mil make expenses

lower and earnings better at once, for it will then be possible

to carry out a plan. It is important to remember that if a

feasible plan cannot be carried out it is nearly always due

to defective organization. For example, a bridge gang re-

pairing a bridge may delay operations to the extent that the

effects are felt over the entire railroad.

It is not unusual for a bridge gang or in fact for those

who supervise bridge gangs, to feel that the railroad is

operated very largely for the purpose of supporting the

bridge gang, while we all know that the work of these gangs

is entirely subordinate to the principal function of running a

railroad—the handling of cars. From an economical stand-

point it is always cheaper and better to delay the work of a

1247
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bridge gang than to allow the bridge gang to delay the work

of the railroad in serving the public.

It is not enough that an officer or a sub-officer is compe-

tent in the discharge of his own immediate duties. It is

his chief dut}' to see to it that his force is competent, able

and willing to do the things that are assigned to them to do

in the best jxjssible manner, and if he does not have such

men he is negligent in the most important part of his duties.

Men should not be replaced indiscriminately, as it is ofttn

a fact that little good is accomplished by making a change.

It should first be determined that a more suitable man than

the one at present occupying the position is available, and the

one who is now occupying the position cannot be made avail-

able by proper instruction. If men are made to feel that

nothing but a high standard of performance will be satis-

factor}-, they are bound to improve.

Therefore it is important to do the following tilings : ( 1

)

Study the staff with a view to knowing that they are perform-

ing their duties properly; (2) If they are not performing

their duties properly ascertain if they can be instructed in

such a way as to improve them; (3) If they are not .-iuitable

men for the positions which they are now occupying, and

cannot be made to be suitable men, find out if there is any

one who is suitable, or can be made suitable; (4) Impress

subordinates with the fact that they should expect the same

things of their subordinates as is expected of them; (5)

Make subordinates feel responsible for the results in their

departments. Encourage them in ever\' possible way to take

responsibility onto themselves. Do not spare praise in cases

of successful administration, and in cases of failure tr}- to

find out what is tlie matter and help them work out a solu-

tion of the problem.

Every officer should understand it is not sufficient merely

to state that the cause of some failure to perform a duty

properly was that some of his subordinates did not carry out

instruction. If the organization is a proper one excuses of

this kind will gradually disappear.

In a divisional organization, the superintendent should

assign each member of his staff to definite duties and definite

tern'tories wherever possible. The object of such assign-

ments is for the better delegation of work and for the fixing

of specific responsibility.

Strictly Up to the Chief

The chief of each branch must feel that the results to be

secured are strictly up to him. On the other hand, he should

not be hampered in his work, and excepting that he should

conform to certain standards which are laid down by his

superior officers, he should be allowed to use his judgment,

which is equivalent to asking him to exercise his ingenuity.

No officer should fall into the habit of dodging an issue.

In his dealings with subordinates or others he should never

speak of having referred a question at i.ssue to anyone for a

decision. To others his own judgment is the only one that

should be asked for or .should be given. If it should become

necessary for him to ask for a ruling or advice, that should

be a matter .strictly t^etween him and his superior officer.

It is important that new officers and employees be in-

structed in their duties before being allowed to fill a position.

One naturally thinks that all new officers and employees are

instructed in their duties prior to appointment, but it is too

often the case that this is not a fact. It is true that some

classes of employees are handed books of rules, and are ex-

amined upon them, but that does not constitute instructions

in their duties. Good men often fail to fill positions on

account of the fact that they arc not instructed. Failure may
occur on account of being over-zealous, or of being backward

to the point of laziness.

If a man is fit to l>e advanced at the start he generally is

able to advance further and it is a serious reflection on his

superiors if he faiU. He must not be allowed to fail; it i?

the duty of his superior to train him and it should be im-
possible for men to be good men for a time and all of a sud-
den be discharged or demoted as unfit.

Notwithstanding the importance of organization, the per-

sonnel is, generally speaking, the last thing which should be
disturbed. Where improvement is demanded it is better to

mold the existing personnel into a proper organization and
then see if the men can Ije brought up to the standard as

indi\'iduals. Where there is disorganization it should be
remembered that men of abilit}- are often not able to work
to any degree of efficiency on account of this. When the

form of organization is improved the efficiency of the individ-

ual has a chance to assert itself.

It is necessar}' for ever}- executive to form habits of thor-

oughness and concentration that will make it possible to

compare values carefully. It is far easier to let things go
along as they are than to organize and put into effect new
ideas, but new ideas must be carried out. When an officer

thoroughly realizes that betterments are jxDssible in almost all

operations he has reached a satisfactory starting point. It is

certain that if his mind is made up that present conditions

cannot be improved, he w'ill waste a lot of time trjing to

prove that he is right. The first thing that an officer needs is

the desire to accomplish things. A great personal desire to

accomplish something is the strongest moving impulse tliat is

known. It is greater than fear of punishment or hope of

reward.

Some men are skilful in carrying out their own ideas but

have difficult}' in getting into the proper frame of mind to

carry out the ideas suggested by another. It is less difficult

to get an idea carried out if by the power of suggesrio.i

a man may be led to believe that he himself originated it.

Dealing With Employees

Discipline should be firm but not harsh, .\dhere rigidly

to the contract if there is one. In dealing with organized

labor do not adopt an air of antagonism. Organized labor

is here to stay, and there are features in its favor that may be

and can be turned to the advantage of a railroad company, or

any other compan\- emplo\ing it. The wide influence of

these organizations holds down complaints from individual

employees and has .standardized practice in the discipline of

men that is not without lienefit to the employer.

Rates of pay and working conditions may be subject of

controversy, but the local officer is chiefly concerned with the

administration of tlie rules as laid down in the contract. Id

dealing with committees, courteous treatment and a disposi-

tion to hear their side of the case fairly will help the relation

of officers and employees materially. It is not strange that

the interpretation of the contract should be the .-subject of

dissension. The contracts and their interjiretations have

grown in size and complexity. It should be remembered that

thousands of lawyers make a living by telling citizens what
their rights are under the Constitution of the Ignited States

and its various branches and interpretations. It could

hardly \ie supposed that a few railroad men could draw up
anything as com]>licated as a w"age schedule without serious

comi-ilications and differences of opinion.

The foregoing is largely fundamental; but it must be

realized that until the fundamental conditions have been

made correct it will not lx> possible to plan economies and

cany them out successfully. Even then it should be remem-
bered that large organizations absorl> changes slowly. To
get best results take up one thing at a time and correct the

trouble in that. \\'ith each difficulty overcome other things

will be Ix-nefitcd. Work slowly enough to observe fully the

effect of innovations. Do not expect results too quickly.

It is possible that officers think a great deal of their own
attitude toward men of the rank and file and pay too little

attention to what employees think of the officers and the com-

pany in general. It is certain that if a man likes his officers
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and is proud of the company for which he works, he will do
much better work and form a better part of the whole organ-
ization than if he is dissatisfied and displeased with his

"boss."

The rank and file know but little of the officers at the
head of a large organization. They deal entirely with their

foremen and it is generally the foreman, or his boss, who
gives a man his idea of the company or concern he is work-
ing for. Since the man under di.^cu.'^sion, in many instances,

is the one who performs the manual work, for the purpose
of getting results it is most important that he should be
handled well and be in a proper frame of mind.
The laboring man prizes most good working conditions, a

steady job, a boss who knows how to handle men properly,

and delivery of his pay envelope with regularity. In times

of stress I have seen labor troubles of considerable size

generated by failure of the paymaster to deliver the pay
envelope on time, and it is worth the earnest thought of

men in charge of organization to make a plan that will result

in the men being paid with regularity.

Motor Truck Competition

THE Houston, Tex., chapter of the American Associa-

tion of Engineers has arranged for a series of addresses

on the motor truck as a competitor of the railways. The
first of this series was presented on October 11, by J. D.
Fauntlero}', state highway engineer of Texas, who spoke

from the standpoint of the highway builder. Other speakers

scheduled include Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the Southern Pacific, who will present the

views of the railway executive; F. J. Feight, president of the

Teche Transfer Co., Jeanerette, La., who will present the

truck users' view, and J. B. Culbertson, president of the

Wichita Motors Co., Wichita Falls, Tex., who will speak

from the standpoint of the truck builder. An abstract of Mr.
Fauntleroy's paper follows.

We have no exact figures as to the total number of trucks

which are operated in the state for the purpose of carrying

freight, but the following figures are interesting. Smith

county reports that truck traffic has increased 100 per cent

since its highways were improved two years ago. Four
large grocery houses are now handling 60 per cent of their

outgoing freight in trucks. One large concern with 14

branch houses uses trucks extensively in handling its goods

between branch houses in trucks operated by the firm. Only
40 per cent of its goods are handled by railroads or by
wagons. Another large wholesale firm handles 65 per cent

of its outgoing freight in trucks and also delivers to customers

in trucks, because it is claimed that in this manner it can

make much faster deliveries than can be secured by railroads.

El Paso county reports that for the past two years a truck

line of four trucks has operated regularly between El Paso
and Las Cruces, N. M., 48 miles, and has given good service,

picking up inbound and delivering outbound freight of any
class, such as milk, calves, potatoes or manufactured prod-

ucts. The delivery is from farm to store or vice versa.

Deliveries are prompt. On account of this truck line we are

informed that the Santa Fe now handles freight between

these two points only in carload lots.

The operation of trucks has had an appreciable effect on

the freight traffic of the railroads. All material used in

building the Alamo Gordo road was hauled in trucks, as that

method was cheaper than the railroad haul. All cement used

in the construction of the Anthony-Las Cruces highways

was hauled in trucks direct from the plant at a considerable

saving. All lumber dealers in El Paso make delivery of

materials by trucks to any place in the county. Oil com-
panies in like manner use trucks to deliver gasoline and oil

to any point desired in the county. Coca Cola is delivered

in the same way. .\11 local hay is brought in trucks or by
wagons and no hay is shipped by rail to El Paso except for
rebilling to other points. This applies to practically all

other farm prcxlucts. On a rough estimate it appears that
the local freight business done by the railroads today is 10
per cent of the total local freight handled within a radius
of 100 miles of El Paso.

Motor Trucks Perform Valuable

Service for Short Hauls

There are approximately 26,000,000 food producers in

the United States who are trying to feed themselves and also
the other 79,000,000 American citizens. We should there-
fore welcome any new means of transportation that will sim-
plify the transportation of food products to consumer and
thereby tend to lower the cost of living, for at present the
original producer gets only 35 cents out of every dollar which
the consumer pays for his goods. It appears that, espe-
cially in the case of fruits, vegetables and other perishable
products, die motor truck has a special and ver)' necessary
function to perform and if it can cheapen the price of food
to the consumer and at the same time cut out the middle-
man so as to give the producer a better price for his products,
it will be entitled to fair treatment by our lawmakers.

It is interesting in this connection to consider that the
Public Service Commission of Nevada, in the case of the
Virginia & Truckee Railway Company vs. Ginocchio
Brothers to restrain the latter from operating a truck line
along a road parallel to the railroad and competing with it,

ruled that railroad freight service for short distances in less

than carload lots has become wasteful and obsolete and it

welcomed the addition of the truck service for agriculture,
live stock and mining sections of the state and recommended
that the railroads install similar facilities.

While the use of motor trucks for carrying freight un-
doubtedly has proved beneficial to many merchants and their

customers, it also has its corresponding disadvantages. For
example, many gravel and iron ore roads, which were built
with the expectation of carrying ordinary farm traffic and
a reasonable amount of auto traffic, have been damaged and
some of them almost destroyed in a short time by the use of
heavy trucks. The result is that we have roads now in a bad
condition of repair which will require large expenditures to
put them in proper shape and for which no funds are in
sight. Nevertheless, the bonds which were voted and sold
to pay for these roads will not be retired for perhaps 25 or
30 years. The condition is a very serious one.

The state legislature has prescribed laws regulating traffic

upon highways, but the enforcing of these rules rests with
the commissioners' courts of the different counties and in
many instances it seems that little or no effort is being made
to carrv' out the intention of the legislature. It appears
that if the roads are to be adequately protected from destruc-
tion by heavy trucks and by overloaded trucks some means
must be found to enforce the traffic regulations, probably
by giving some central body the necessary authority to see

that the laws are enforced.

The State of Maryland finds itself in a peculiar condition
in that it has the most complete system of improved high-
ways of any State in the Union, but it is surrounded by
states whose highways are in more or less completed condi-
tions. Also located around Maryland and near its borders
are many large manufacturing cities. As a result a tremen-
dous truck traffic has grown up on the Maryland roads and
these trucks are frequently licensed in adjoining states. The
general tendency of these trucks is to be overloaded. As a
result Maryland authorities found their roads in imminent
danger of destruction by these foreign owned trucks. It

was decided to try the experiment of weighing each heavily
loaded truck to see if it was overloaded and if it was over-
loaded to fine the owners and to compel the overloaded trucks
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then and there to remove part of their loads so as to come
within the limits prescribed by the law. Of course the truck

drivers cursed and swore, but the highway policeman, after

testing the load by means of small portable scales, com-

pelled the drivers to unload a portion of their load alongside

the road, where it would lay unprotected until the driver

could arrange to haul it to some nearby store or farm house

for storage. In a little while there were no more com-

plaints, as one experience of unloading was enough for any

driver.

The State Highway Commission of Marj'land informs me
that in 1918 hea\'y trucks were permitted to operate over the

main highway running north and south through Baltimore

and that many of these trucks were overloaded. As a result

the road was practically destroyed and had to be reconstructed

at a cost of $600,000. If all of the loads carried over tlie

road during this period by these trucks had been within the

legal limit the road would not have been destroyed but could

have been maintained at a reasonable cost. He estimated

that by overloading these trucks instead of using more trucks

with lighter loads the truck owners had saved about $16,000,

whereas the cost to the state of reconstructing the road was

$600,000.

.Another matter which is worthy, of serious consideration

is the fact that many of our main highways parallel rail-

roads and the construction of such highways is largely paid

for by the proceeds of district highway bond issues. The
railroads, being in the district, necessarily will pay their

proportional part of the cost of building these highways.

The fees which the trucks pay are in many instances totally

inadequate to repair the damage done to the roads by the

use of the trucks, so we have the peculiar condition existing

that the railroads are helping to pay for the improvement of

highways which parallel their lines and which are being

destroyed by trucks whose business it is to take traffic away

from the railroads.

Motor Trucks Must Pay Their Share

of Highway Costs

It seems to be the opinion of many thinking men that not

until the truck operator shall contribute his due proportion

to the cost of highway construction and maintenance, can

his right to use the highway be considered equal to that of

the ordinar}' taxpayer. This is the conclusion of tlie Public

Utilities Commission of Colorado in a decision rendered on

March 8, 1922. The Colorado Commission held that through

abuse of the highways by inadequately taxed buses and

trucks, "the 137,336 passenger car owners of the State are

grievously wronged" and "the farmer and city home owner

pays the bills."

in a similar decision, June 14, 1921, the Public Serv'ice

Commission of Pennsylvania declared, "public interest would

immeasurably suffer" if auto lines were permitted to engage

in destructive competition with the railroads that were pro-

viding reasonably adequate service to their territories. The

Pennsylvania Commission, in a decision on March 16, 1921,

refusing to permit an auto line to parallel an electric rail-

way, pointed out that the proposed competition would mean

either increased rates or impaired service for the patrons of

the electric line.

These decisions are important because thej' enunciate first

principles relating to the regulation and taxation of highway

carriers and have a vital bearing on conditions in every

western state today.

It may not be amiss to state in this connection that tht

use of highways by jitneys and bus lines is also having a

very serious effect upon the revenues of the railroads. We
are informed that due to the general use of jitneys and buses

over an improved highway which parallels the Katy rail-

road, the passenger receipts were $1,500 less at one station in

June of this year than in June, 1921.

Our whole system of transportation is in more or less of a
transition stage, but the railroads have been of greater value
in developing the agricultural, manufacturing and mining
resources of our country than any other one factor and their

continued operation on a paying basis is essential to the

verj' life and prosperity of our people. The auto has also

come to stay and the proper use of the motor truck is going

to aid very greatly in the future development of our State.

Both railroads and motor trucks have certain special func-

tions to perform and there appears to be no reason why these

functions cannot be performed without conflict and, moreover,

to their mutual benefit. The railroads themselves should use

motor trucks to a large extent.

New Laws Enacted in 1922

JE.
Fairbanks, general secretary' of the American Rail-

, way Association, acting in behalf of the committee on the

relation of railway operation to legislation, has issued a

circular giving abstracts of laws of interest to railroads

enacted during the year 1922 in tlie 11 states where the

legislatures were in session; and also abstracts of bills intro-

duced but not passed. An abstract in tabular form of the

information gathered shows, imder 32 heads, 228 laws
introduced and 49 enacted. The largest number of laws
passed on any' one subject was nine, on taxes; there were
six under the head of claims, personal injury, etc. > From
the abstracts of laws passed we condense the following notes

of those which are of more general interest:

Georgia changed the name of its railroad commission to

the Georgia Public Service Commission, and provided for a

tax on public service corporations to support the commis-
sion.

Kentucky adopted two laws providing for the elimina-

tion of grade crossings and apportionment of the cost of

such work; increased the penaltj- for train WTecking to not

less than five nor more than 20 years; gave the state com-
mission increased powers with respect to the regulation of

common carriers.

Louisiana adopted a law regulating the jurisdiction of

courts over claims for loss or damage to freight.

Maryland repealed the full crew law.

Massachusetts modified the regulation relative to the

abandonment of passenger stations, allowing the Department
of Public Utilities to authorize exceptions.

New Jersey repealed its full crew law, revised the law
concerning passes for officers of the state, empowered the

Public Utilities Commission to fix prices of securities to be
sold, removed the necessit}- for municipal approval of rail-

road police officers and changed to December 10 the date for

fixing valuations of railroad propert)-.

New York amended the law relating to cabooses and coal

jimmies, amended the law relative to the inspection of loco-

motives and added a requirement that small concerns
operating locomotives shall have them inspected the same as

is required of railroads.

Rhode Island adopted a law regulating the operation of

jitneys.

South Carolina consolidated the Railroad Commission
with the Public Service Commission.

Virginia made changes in its tax laws, and adopted a bill

requiring vehicles approaching certain railway grade cross-

ings to l>c stopped before passing over them.

"Stop That Leak" is the slogan of a campaign which ha-s

been started in the Baltimore & Ohio F.mployccs' Magazine to

reduce expenses. Officers in all departments arc pointing out

opportunities for economics in their various fields, and employees

arc being urged to contribute suggestions.
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The Pennsylvania reports encouraging progress in repairing

freight cars, the output of the shops having increased in six

months so that the number of cars requiring repairs was reduced

to about nine per cent of the total number owned. In November
the daily average number of cars awaiting repairs was 25,056

or 11,614 less than in June.

The Signal Section of the American Railway Association,

which holds its next meeting at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,

in March, announces that the sessions will occupy three days:

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, the 13th, 14th and ISth.

Secretary H. S. Balliet expects to mail the committee reports

to members on February 12.

The Illinois Central extended Christmas and New Year's

greetings to its patrons through the distribution of holiday

cards, which were handed to all passengers at the ticket gates.

Officers of the road also sent out cards with their letters.

They expressed appreciation for patronage and asked con-

tinued patronage, confidence and friendship.

Payment of dividends by railroad companies, except after

a certificate has been obtained from the Interstate Commerce
Commission to the effect that an inspection has been made
and the equipment found adequate for the requirements of

traffic, would be prohibited by a bill which has been intro-

duced in the Senate by Senator Johnson of California.

Passenger train No. 16 of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy was derailed three miles east of Saxton, Mo., on De-
cember 12, by malicious misplacement of a rail. The rail had
been taken out, at one end, and spiked down six inches out

of line. A section house had been broken into and a claw-bar

and wrench taken out. Although seven of the eight cars of

the train left the track, only three passengers were injured and
these but slightly.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has prepared plans for

the construction of a large office building to accommodate its

general offices in Chicago on land owned by the company on
the east side of State street, south of Roosevelt road. The
company's present lease of three floors in the Railway Ex-
change building will expire in 1923 and it is now considering

whether to remain at its present location, to become tenants

in the new west side Union Station office building, or to con-

struct its own building.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that

the hearing set for January 17 on its consolidation plan as applying

to several western systems will be interrupted for two days on
account of the argument before the full commission on January
19 and 20 on the application of the Southern Pacific to acquire

control of the Central Pacific. On January 17 and 18 evidence

will be received with respect to Systems No. 14 and 15 and com-
mencing on January 22 evidence will be received with respect to

Systems Nos. 13, 16 and 17 of its tentative plan.

"Company unions" have been formed on the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois by shopmen, signalmen and telegraphers ; and,

in conjunction with officers of the road, have agreed on wages
and working conditions. These organizations are the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois Association of Mechanical Department Em-
ployees and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Association of

Signal and Telegraph Department Employees. The wages
agreed upon are in accord with the rulings of the United States

Railroad Labor Board, but with provision for graduating the

rates of pay according to the skill and experience of various

classes of mechanics.

Railway officers and railway supply men of Chicago are

participating actively in the campaign of the Chicago Safety

Council to secure financial support for that organization, which
proposes to spend $100,000 during 1923. F. A. Poor, president

of the P. & M. Company is general chairman of the drive.

W. E. Sharp, president of the Grip Nut Company, is chair-

man of the railway supply division conducting the campaign
among the railway supply companies. J. G. Rodgers, vice-

president of the Pennsylvania, is supervising the w'ork of the

steam transportation division, which includes safety officers

of nearly all the railroads entering Chicago. The Chicago
Safety Council has co-operated with the railroads at every
opportunity to minimize accidents. It directed the recent
Careful Crossing Campaign of the American Railway Asso-
ciation in Chicago, and plans to conduct three safety instruc-

tion classes for railway foremen in 1923.

Hall Three-Color Signals

The Hall Switch & Signal Company has received orders for

its color-light signals—a single lens serving for all three colors

—

from the New York Central (lines west) eight signals; the

Michigan Central, three signals : the Toledo & Ohio Central, one
signal, and the Baltimore & Ohio, two signals.

Society of Terminal Engineers

The Society of Terminal Engineers will discuss the illumina-
tion of piers, warehouses and railroad terminals and yards at
its meeting on January 9, at 8:00 p. m., at the Engineering
Societies Building, New York. G. T. Johnson, electrical super-
visor of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, will speak on
the illumination of terminals and yards, giving special attention

to the installation at Cedar Hill. H. E. Mahan, illuminating
engineering laboratory. General Electric Company, will discuss
the illumination of piers and warehouses.

Nine Thousand Foreign-Born Citizens

Of the 12,907 foreign-born employees on the Eastern Region
of the Pennsylvania Railroad a total of 9,249 or 70 per cent have
either become naturalized American citizens or have obtained
their first papers. Forty-eight nationalities are represented

;

Italians. 5,707; EngHsh, 1,610; Irish, 1,444; German, 696; Aus-
trian, 586; Polish, 528; Russian, 511; Hungarian, 338; Nor-
wegian, 177; Spanish, 172; Swedish, 148; Scotch, 139; and
Czecho Slovak, 102. The following show less than 100 each

:

Armenian, Mexican, Portuguese, Canadian, Danish, West Indian,

French, Swiss, Jugo Slav, Greek, Syrian, South American, Dutch,
Welsh, Roumanian, Belgian, Turkish, Cuban, Lithuanian, Finnish,

Bohemian, Australian, Ukranian, Bulgarian, Serbian, East Indian,

Macedonian, Galiciar., Arabian, Porto Rican, Egyptian, Costa
Rican, African, Central American and Japanese.

It is the policy of the Pennsylvania to assist all foreign-born

employees who wish to take advantage of instruction in English
and the fundamental principles of American government.

Unequal Taxes in Nebraska

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago & North
Western and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, have
been denied a Federal court order enjoining the collection of
their taxes for 1921 in Nebraska, based on appraisals and valua-
tions which they claim were discriminatory. The roads claim
that their taxes have been assessed on valuations as high as 40
per cent greater than the actual value of their property, while
other property in the state was assessed at only 65 per cent of
its actual value. The opinion denying the order held that the

roads should have exhausted all means provided by state law
for correcting the assessment before coming into Federal court

for relief. Reference was made to the provision in the Nebraska
law for appeal to the State Supreme Court in tax cases after the

state board of equalization has acted, which action the roads
had not taken.
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Readjustment of Wages on U. P.

An agreement has been reached between the Union Pacific and
representatives of tlie Miscellaneous Employees' Association of

that system whereby it will pay wages ranging from two to ten

cents an hour over those established by the United States Rail-

road Labor Board to employees performing work of a high degree

of skill. For work semi-skilled in nature and other grades re-

quiring but little skill, the rates of pay are less in some instances

than rates established by the Labor Board. A complete set of

rules governing working conditions was also agreed upon, which

are similar to those contained in agreements recently entered into

between the I'nion Pacific and the Shop Employees' Association

of that road.

Butler, McChord and Eastman

The Senate on December 21 confirmed the appointment of

Pierce Butler as an associate justice of the Supreme Court by
a vote of 63 to 7. Those voting against the confirmation were
Senators Harris, Heflin, LaFollette, McKellar, Norris, Sheppard
and Trammell. In opposing the confirmation, Senator LaFollette

is said to have used a letter from John H. Gray, former valua-

tion analyst of the Interstate Commerce Commission, saying that

Mr. Butler had caused his dismissal from the faculty of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota because of the attitude he had taken on
railroad valuation questions while with the commission. The
Senate also confirmed the re-appointment of C. C. McChord and

Joseph B. Eastman as members of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Coal Production

The rate of production of soft coal has declined since the

second week of December, according to the Geological Survey
Bulletin. Revised estimates for that week show 11,495,000 tons

including lignite, coal coked, mine fuel and local sales, whereas

the preliminary estimate for the week ended December 16 stands

at 10,518,000 tons, and for the week of December 18-23 at

10,000,000 to 10,300,000 tons. The decline began on Tuesday,

December 12. when the output was limited by observance of

Miners' Election Day in some union districts, and has continued

since that day for causes which are not yet apparent.

Production of anthracite in the week ended December 16, in-

cluding mine fuel, local sales and washery and dredge output is

estimated at 2,197,000 net tons, the highest week's output for

the year 1922.

The total mine output of bituminous coal in November is esti-

mated at 45,300.000 net tons. This is 8,495,000 tons, or 23 per

cent more than the Xovember, 1921, production.

The Lake season is now virtually closed. Cumulative dumpings
of cargo coal (bituminous) over Lake Erie piers in the 1922

season to December 17 total 18,500,055 tons which is 17.5 per

cent less than in 1921 and 1920, and IS per cent less than in 1919.

It is noteworthy, however, that of the total cargo coal reported

for 1922 1,179,417 tons, or 6,4 per cent, has gone to Lake Erie

destinations not ordinarily taking "Lake" coal. Therefore, on
the basis of regular movements the present season is 22.5 per

cent behind 1921 and 1920 and 20 per cent behind 1919.

Constitutionality of Recapture Law Contested

The first suit to test the constitutionality of the so-called

recapture provisions of the transportation act has been in-

stituted in the United States district court at Beaumont, Texas.
by the Dayton-Goose Creek Railway, which has filed a petition for

an injunction to restrain the Interstate Commerce Commission
from instituting proceedings to collect from the company
$10,833.12 for 1920 and $16,833.49 for 1921, representing one-
half of this company's net in excess of 6 per cent upon its

value. The petition states that this law is in violation of the

fifth amendment to the constitution and declares that its

rates wore fixed both by tlic Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and by the Texas Railroad Commission as reasonable
rate,s and that the commissions could not have declared lower
rates to be reasonable. It also makes the point that part

of its net operating incoinc was not derived from freight or

passenger service, but from profits accruing to it from rentals,

leases, trackage rights and interest; also that it does not

know how much of its net income it may be able to retain

as it may eventually be reduced as a result of litigation over
rates, damage suits, etc.

Dearborn Station Damaged by Fire

Dearborn Station, Chicago, operated by the Chicago & Western
Indiana and used by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chesa-
peake & Ohio, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Erie, the Chi-
cago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Grand Trunk and the Wabash,
was damaged by fire to the extent of $300,000 on December 21.

The fire was caused by crossed wires and started in the ceiling

over the second floor at 3 :30 p. m., spreading rapidly to the third

floor and loft. The fire was confined to the upper floors of the

building which were used for offices and the storage of records.

It spread so rapidly that within half an hour the entire upper

portion of the building was in flames. The train shed was not

damaged and no mail or baggage was lost. As soon as the fire

was under control, arrangements were made to handle the heavy
holiday traffic with a minimum of inconvenience and delay. By
7 p. m. trains were being handled on schedule and an annex ordi-

narily used for the accommodation of suburban passengers was
used for regular passenger traffic. On December 23 the debris

had been cleared so that passengers were able to enter the train

shed through the main floor of the building. The baggage and
waiting rooms were restored to service on December 24. The
station was built in 1885 at a cost of from $400,000 to $500,000,

and was considered one of the largest and best appointed stations

in the country at that time.

Illinois Central Urges More
Intensive Use of Railway Facilities

In an article appearing in the Illinois Central Magazine for

December this company points out that relief from the present

transportation shortage can be secured only through the more
efficient use of present limited facilities. Quoting from this

article, relief may be brought about by the loading or unloading

of cars the same day they are delivered instead of holding them
over into the following day. This company is endeavoring to

load cars as heavily as possible. It has been found that only

three-fourths of the full capacity of freight cars, except coal

cars, is being utilized, which means that one-fourth of the

capacity of such cars is being wasted. The co-operation of

patrons in assisting in the correction of this condition is solicited.

In October, lumber loadings on the Illinois Central were only

58.6 per cent of the capacity of the cars, mixed seed 54.9 per

cent, cement 76 per cent, cotton seed products 56.2 per cent, flour

and meal 59 per cent, sugar 52.2 per cent and stucco and plaster

75.3 per cent. Coal car loading exceeded 95 per cent of the

maximum capacity, wheat and corn 90 per cent and stone, sand

and gravel nearly 96 per cent. That the railway is attempting

to do its part is indicated by the fact that a record of 45.75 miles

per car per day was made in October of 1922, as compared with

(he previous high record of 44.59 miles per car per day estab-

lished in October, 1920.

A Bill to Protect I. C. C. Against Influence

A bill to make it unlawful "to attempt to influence the determi-

nation of any proceedin.g before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission or any examiner thereof, excepting under the rules and
regulations of the commission governing its proceedings in the

orderly administration of the interstate commerce law" has been

introduced in the Senate by Senator La Follette. The bill pro-

vides that

:

"E\ery person who attempts to influence the action of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission or any member thereof, in making or

refraining from making any ruling, conclusion, finding, recom-

mendation, report or order in the determination of any proceed-

ing before the commission or any examiner thereof, by writing

or sending to the commission or any member thereof or to any
examiner thereof any letter or any written or printed communi-
cation, circular, paper, or by writing or printing or circulating

or causing to be printed and circulated any communication, mat-

ter or thing addressed to the commission or any member thereof

or any examiner thereof, or by communicating with the com-
mission or any member thereof or any examiner thereof in any
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other manner with like purpose and intent in relation to such

ruling, conclusion, finding, recommendation, report, order or pro-

ceeding pending before the commission or examiner thereof, ex-

cepting under the rules and regulations of the commission govern-

ing its proceedings in the orderly administration of the Inter-

state Commerce law and acts amendatory thereof, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished

by a fine of not more than $2,000 or imprisonment for a term

not exceeding one year, or by both fine and imprisonment, in the

discretion of the court."

W. H. Johnston Asks Investigation

of Strike Expenditures

William H. Johnston, president of the International Association

of Machinists, on December 23 filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission a petition requesting the commission to investigate

the expenditures by railroad companies for the maintenance of

their equipment since July 1, 1922.

"The present freight and passenger rates were originally de-

termined by you on the assumption that adequate standards of

economical and efficient operation would be fulfilled by the car-

riers," he said. "Consequently, if at any time they are not ful-

filled, it becomes the duty of your honorable body to act in a

way which will record the facts of the situation and effect the

necessary remedies. Especially is such action on your part ap-

propriate and necessary at this time, in view of the persistent

demand by the agricultural and other shipping interests of the

nation for reduced freight rates. I charge that progress toward

such reduction has been effectively and consistently blocked by

the carriers in recent months as a result of their costly and

utterly unwarranted labor policy."

Mr. Johnston said that there exists today not only a depletion

of usable cars, coupled with a serious decline in railroad earn-

ings, but also a condition of deferred equipment maintenance

which is likewise very serious in view of the coal shortage and

•he increasingly severe winter weather. He charged that this

situation is "the direct result of those very faults of management
which the Interstate Commerce Act has made a primary factor

in the determination of railroad rates and which the commission,

in accordance with this act is authorized to remedy." He calls

the present state of affairs "tantamount to a lockout."

"Green Caps" at Pennsylvania Station

The "Message Exchange" introduced at the Grand Central

Terminal, New York city, last July, is now m operation also

at the Pennsylvania Station, New York, with "Green Cap"
messengers circulating among passengers in the waiting rooms
and concourse. The announcement issued by the railroad

company lists the things that the Exchange and its messen-

gers will do, among which are:

If a patron has failed to telephone an important message to

his home or elsewhere, his message can be taken by a mes-

senger. If a reply to the message is required, the Message

Exchange will get the answer.

Messages may be left to be called for.

Travelers may have letters and telegrams addressed to

themselves in care of the Message Exchange. * * * On
request, the Message Exchange will require positive identifi-

cation of persons to whom valuables are delivered.

Messengers will deliver messages, bags and parcels of all

kinds between any two points in Greater New York.

A "Green Cap" will page anyone throughout the Pennsyl-

vania Station. This service can be obtained by telephoning

Pennsylvania 0114.

Railroad patrons can have railroad and Pullman tickets

purchased and held for them.

The booth is open from 7 a. m. until midnight. For the

present its working force consists of a day and a night tele-

phone operator and four messengers. The Exchange during

its first two days accommodated approximately one hundred

railroad patrons.

The Grand Central announcement said that for all ordinary

service the charge would be uniformly ten cents each. The
present announcement simply says that a nominal charge will

be made.
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The navigation sea.son on the upper Great Lakes ended on

December 22, when the locks at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., were
closed for the winter.

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 20 issued

a service order directing the Pennsylvania Railroad to place

three cars a day for 15 consecutive days at the mine of the Com-
mercial Coal Mining Company. Twin Rock. Pa., for coal con-

signed to the government fuel yards at Washington. These
yards supply all public buildings in Washington.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. the Great Northern and

the Northern Pacific, are planning a $1,000,000 campaign to

advertise the institutions, the economic resources, the development,

the history and the future of the northwest. Officers are now
traveling through this territory collecting information which will

be used in the campaign. The campaign will be handled through

the Burlington offices. A motion picture scenario laid in Colorado,

Yellowstone Park and Glacier Park has been completed and will

be displayed in cities throughout the United States.

Christmas holiday traffic on the railroads centering in Xew York
City was this year heavier than ever before. The different roads

reported estimates of from 20 to 30 per cent above the normal

average number of passengers passing through the station on

ordinar.y winter days. The New York Central sent out many
extra trains, including 75 extra sleeping cars. An officer of the

Pennsylvania said that 50 more Pullman parlor cars could have

been used if they could have been found. Similar increases in

the aggregate number of passengers were reported also at

Philadelphia.

.Advice how to fight the boll-weevil is the subject of the latest

advertisement published by the Central of Georgia Railway in

the daily and weekly newspapers published along its lines. The
agricultural department of the road will supply any farmer with

all available facts and figures as to how the weevil has been

fought, and the results. The only advice given in the advertise-

ment is the naming of the best weapons, which are "hard work

and common sense." These must be supplied by the farmer

himself, but the railroad, without attempting to say what

method is best, and without recommending one plan above

another is ready to do what it can. Pamphlets may be obtained

on application and personal interviews may be had with the

department's agricultural agents at Cuthbert, Griffin, Milledge-

ville and Columbus. This railway organized its agricultural

department in 1911 and has established test farms, has assisted

boys' clubs for crop growing and stock raising and has distributed

pure-bred sires, cattle and swine, throughout its territory ; it

has shown how tobacco and other money crops may be grown

to bridge over the lean years while the farmer is learning to

live with the weevil ; it has conducted farm tours through the

west ; aided in the construction of correctly designed storage

houses for sweet potatoes, and is now promoting test pastures to

show that permanent pasturage is possible.

Car Service Division Appoints

Agricultural Representative

To enable the Car Service Division of the American Railway

Association to keep more intimately advised regarding the trans-

portation requirements of the farming communities of the country,

it has appointed Elmer Knutson, of St. Cloud, Minn., as agricul-

tural representative, whose function will be to keep in touch with

farm needs so far as freight transportation requirements arc

concerned. He will analyze the movement of agricultural prod-

ucts and will co-operate with farm organizations throughout the

country in anticipating car requirements. He will spend most

of his time in the agricultural sections of the country. Creation

of this oflice is part of the general plan of the Car Service Divi-

sion to bring about closer co-operation between shippers and

carriers.
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State Commissions

The Railroad Commission of California will apply to the

California Supreme Court for a rehearsing in the Los .\ngelcs

terminal case in which the court denied the commission author-

ity to order the construction of a union passenger station.

The Supreme Court annulled the order of the commission
directing the Southern Pacific, the -Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe and the Los Angeles & Salt Lake to join in the construc-

tion of a station as part of a plan for eliminating grade cross-

ings. The Supreme Court, while conceding the power of the

Commission to order the elimination of grade crossings, held

that the Interstate Commerce Commission possessed exclusive

power over all extensions to railroad facilities, including

terminals. In the event that the order of the Supreme Court

becomes final, the California commission will initiate proceed-

ings before the Interstate Commerce Commission to accom-
plish the result sought.

Court News

Railroad Company Not Liable for Work
Contracted While Under I'"ederal Control

Where a railroad was under federal control when an agree-

ment for construction formerly made was modified and performed,

partly by the contractor and partly by the railroad after the

contractor's abandonment of the work, the Tennessee Supreme
Court holds that the railroad company was not liable for the

amount due the contractor under the modified agreement nor for

the rental of the contractor's equipment taken and used after the

abandonment.—Johnston v. Cincinnati, N. O. & T. P. (Tenn).

240 S. W. 429

Alabama Cattle Guard Statute

The .\labama Court of Appeals holds that under the 1907

statute requiring the erection of cattle guards for plantation roads

when demanded and shown to be necessarj', two things are

essential to recover damages (1) the cattle guards and crossings

must be on plantation roads, either present or prospective
; (2)

there must be a demand by the owner or person in possession,

accompanied by a showing that such guards are necessary to

prevent depredation of stock upon his land, and that the crossings

are necessary for the proper use nf the land.— .-X. T. & N. v

.Norwood, etc. Stock Co. (Ala. .\pp.) 92 So. 199.

Consignee, Agent of Shipper. Liable for Deficiency

in Freight Though B. L. said P. P.

Goods were shipped to the shipper's agent, on a straight bill

of lading reciting that the frcikht had been prepaid. On arrival

it was found that the full lawful freight had not been prepaid,

and a small additicnal amoun'. detnandcd was paid by the con-

signee "to avoid delay and confusion." Some months later it was
di.scovcred that $9.1 additional was lawfully due. and on the con-

signee's refusal to pay this, the railroad sued him. The consignee

contended that the rule that the consignee accepting the goods i-

to he treated as assuming the charges cannot apply if the contra*

!

of shipment is that the freight is to be prepaid, especially when
the railroad knows that the consignee is the shipper's agent. Xom
of the cases in the higher federal courts involves a prepaid ship

ment, but the federal district court for the Xorthern Oistrict ol

Georgia in the present case arrives at the conclusion that the

consignee cannot accept delivery without incurring liability for

the carrier's charges, known or unknown, supposed to be prepaid

or otherwise, and no matter what the consignee's actual relation

to the shipper is. If by the shipper's omission the consignee is

thus mack' liable for a charge which as between him and the

shipper should not be borne by him. his recourse is on the shipper.

—Western & Atlantic v. Underwood, 281 I-'ed. 891.

Ownership of Condemned Land Not

Used for Railway Purposes

Certain lands of plaintift's predecessor in title were con-
demned in 1879 for railway purposes. Hitherto the defendant
company has not used or needed all the land condemned,
and a portion of it has been continually occupied and used by
the plaintiflf and his predecessors. The Kansas Supreme
Court holds that, as plaintilT and predecessors were strictly

within their rights there has been no adverse, hostile, incon-
sistent use to the prejudice of the company so as to give

rise to a right founded on 15 years' adverse possession, and
an action by the fee title holder to quiet the title against

the railroad company cannot be maintained.—Harvey v.

Missouri Pacific (Kan.), 207 Pac. 761.

Sufficient Excuse for Failure to Furnish Cars

hi an action for failure to furnish cars, it was shown the cause

of the failure was an unusual demand for cars after a sw'itch-

men's strike, which had practically stopped shipments during the

preceding months. The Wisconsin Supreme Court holds that a

I'lnding that the railroad could, in the exercise of reasonable dili-

gence have furnished the cars without jeopardizing its other

business was not warranted. It is undoubtedly the duty of the

railroad to notify the shipper within a reasonable time if it cannot

furnish the cars at the time and place requested ; but where there

is no causal relation between failure to give such notice and the

damages sustained, it is immaterial that the notice was not given.

— Richland Equity Shipping Assn. v. Rock Island (Wis.) 188

X. W. 625.

When a Train Is Approaching the Four Lights Below the

"Railroad" Sign Show "Stop" in Red Letters in the Cross-

ing Signal Developed by A. B. Ramsdell, Assistant

Vice-President of the Rock Island
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News

Locomotives

The Lehigh & New England is inquiring for three Consolida-

tion type locomotives.

The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis is inquiring for five

Pacific type locomotives.

The Holton Inter-Urban has ordered one Prairie type loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company.

The Narragansett Pier Railroad has ordered one 8-wheeI

locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Freight Cars

The United Gas Improvement Compaj^y, Philadelphia, Pa

,

reported in the Railway Age of December 16 as inquiring for

150 coal cars of SO tons' capacity, has ordered this equipment

from the American Car & Foundry Co.

The Great Northern, reported in the Raihi-ay Age of De-

cember 9 as inquiring for 500, 75-ton steel ore cars, has divided

equally an order for 1,500 ore cars between the Pressed Steel Car
Company and the Cambria Steel Comjany. This company is now
inquiring for 1,000 U. S. R. A. standard, double-sheathed box
cars.

The Southern Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of De-

cember 2 as inquiring for 5,000 cars, has ordered 3,700 box from

the Standard Steel Car Company. 350 flat from the Ralston Steel

Car Company, 550 stock from the Pullman Company. The rail-

road company will build 300 flat cars and 100 caboose cars in its

own shops.

Passenger Cars

The Union Pactfic contemplates coming in the market soon

for about 50 cars for passenger service.

Iron and Steel

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 1,599 tons of struc-

tural steel for its Rigolets bridge in Louisiana.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered two through riveted spans,

700 tons, from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis will receive

bids until January 3 for plates, shapes, nails, wire, cable, axles

and tubes.

Track Specialties

The Long Island received bids until 12 o'clock noon,

December 29, at Jamaica, N. Y., for 420 kegs of track bolts

1.350 kegs iron track spikes, 36 open hearth frogs, 2 hard frogs.

24 switches and 2 pair alloy tipped switch points.

Miscellaneous

The Norfolk & Western receiiied separate bids until 12

o'clock noon, December 27, at Roanoke, Va., for its rcquiremlnl^

from January 1 to June 30, 1923, of locomotive steel tires, wire

fencing, steel springs, and from January 1 to March 31, of couplers

and repair parts. Bids were also received on the same date for

101 cast steel truck bolsters. The company is also asking for

separate bids until 12 o'clock noon, January 3, for 550 sheets

finishe'd steel, 12 cast steel truck bolsters, 8,000 switch plates,

300 bars bevel reinforcing steel, 100 cast steel side frames, re-

quirements of brake shoes from January 1, 1923, to March 31,

1923.

The W. S. Murrian Company, Knoxvilk-, Tcnn., has been

a])pointe(l lit-ld rcprisiiitutivc tnr the >outlKrii |>art of the

United States of the Mahr Manufacturing Company, Minne-

apolis, Minn.

H. A. Hutchins district manager of the Chicago territory

for the Thew Shovel Company has become associated with

tile main office of the Northwest Engineering Company, 1220

Steger building, Chicago.

The George Oldham & Son Company, Baltimore, Md., has

opened a branch office in the National building, 1404 E. Ninth

street, Cleveland, Ohio. This office is in charge of W. W.
Davidson and C. M. Hartzell.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company has awarded a con-

tract to Dwight P. Robinson & Company, New York, for the

design and construction of a Portland cement plant at Bir-

mingham, Ala., having an annual capacity of 1,000,000 barrels

of cement.

The Globe Steel Tube Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has

opened a southeastern district sales office at 716 Continental

building, Baltimore, Md., and R. R. Lally, formerly of the

National Tube Company, has been appointed district sales

agent.

Edwin L. King has been appointed district sales manager
for the Reading Steel Casting Company, Inc., Reading, Pa.:

Pratt and Cady Company, division Reading Valve and Fittings

Company, division, Bridgeport, Conn., with headquarters at

208 South La Salle street, Chicago, to succeed M. L. Chase,

resigned.

L. R. Phillips has been appointed district sales manager of

the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit, Mich.,

and will establish an office in Chicago on January 1. For
the past 20 years Mr. Phillips has been associated with the

National Tube Company, 17 of which were with the Chicago
office, and the latter three with its St. Louis office.

O. D. Street, general manager of distribution of the West-
ern Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has resigned to

organize a company of consulting specialists to deal with

questions affecting management and distribution. Mr. Street

was connected with the Western Electric Company for 22

years, most of the time in an executive capacity.

The Gibb Instrument Company, Bay City, Mich., has taken

over, under exclusive license, the manufacture and sale of

the automatic and semi-automatic electric arc welding ma-
chines developed and heretofore manufactured by the Fred

Pabst Company of Milwaukee, under various letters patent,

and have contracted to act as selling agent for the Pabst line

of patented covered electrodes.

John J. Gault has joined the sales force of the Bucyrus
Company, South Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Gault's headquarters

will be at 622 McCormick building, Chicago. He formerly

served as assistant engineer of the Chicago & North Western,

engineer maintenance of way of the Chicago & Alton, con-

struction engineer for the United Fruit Company and assist-

ant engineer of the Chicago, Milv^aukee & St. Paul and later

with the International Harvester Company as locating engi-

neer on a railroad project.

Walter C. Doering has resigned as vice-president of the

Southern Wheel Company, St. Louis, Mo., effective January 1,

to engage in the railway supply business in St. Louis. Mr.

Doering has been connected with the above company and

its predecessor the St. Louis Car Wheel Company since

January, 1900. Among the concerns that Mr. Doering will

represent, are the Anierican Brake Shoe & Foundry Company,

New York, the Bradford Draft Gear Company, New York
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and Chicago, and the Republic Railway Equipment Company,
Chicago. His offices will be located in the Railway Exchange
building, St. Louis.

Obituary

William R. Walker, assistant to the president of the United

States Steel Corporation, died on December 22 in St. Luke's

Hospital, New York City. Mr. Walker was born in La Porte,

Ind., on November 26, 1857. He had been identified with the

.Steel Corporation since its formation.

Fred A. Marsh, general purchasing agent of the Link-Belt

company, died on December 11 at his home in Chicago at the

age of 52 years. Mr. Marsh was a member of the Link-Belt

organization for over 33 years. He was one of the organizers

of the Purchasing ."Xgcnts .Association of Chicago, and served

as its first president; he has been for some years a director

in the National Association of Purchasing Agents.

Railway Construction

Baltimore & Ohio.—This company has awarded a contract re-

cently to the American Bridge Company covering the fabrication

and delivery of approximately 750 tons of steelwork for bridge

superstructures. The order in question consists principally of

deck plate girder spans, but includes a number of short "I" beam
spans and one through plate girder span. The majority of these

new bridges are to be placed on the line paralleling the Ohio

river between Benwood and Brooklyn Junction, W. Va. The
material is to be delivered early in the coming spring, and the

erection is to proceed as soon as the steelwork reaches the re-

spective bridge sites and the weather conditions become suitable

for field operations.

Belt Railway of Chicago.—This company, which was re-

ported in the Raihvay Age of December 16 as receiving bids for

the construction of a brick freight house at Chicago to cost $75,000,

has awarded the contract for the work to Rowley Brothers Com-
pany, Chicago.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—This company has awarded a

contract to the E. W. Sproule Company, Chicago, for the recon-

struction of Dearborn Station, Chicago, which was recently dam-

aged by fire.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company is consider-

ing plans for the construction of a union station at Clinton, Iowa,

to serve the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The

structure is expected to cost approximately $40,000.

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.—This company contem-

plates terminal improvements at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, in-

cluding increased trackage and alterations to freight and passenger

stations.

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific—This company is survey-

ing a new line from Waurika, Oklahoma, to Healdton, a distance

of approximately 15 miles.

Eastern Maine.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the construc-

tion of a new line from Iloulton to Bancroft, Maine, 31 miles,

with a branch of 3 miles to the Canadian border, and also for

authority to issue $2,000,000 of capital stock.

Illinois Central.—This company is receiving bids for the

l.iying of 38 miles of second track from Central City. Ky., to

Dawson Springs, which will follow a new route for a short dis-

lapcc. The construction of yards and terminal buildings at Cen-

tral City is included in the project, which is estimated to cost

.ipproximately $3.(00,000. This company closed bids December
28 for the construction of wash room facilities at Memphis, Tenn.,

consisting of a two-story brick building to cost approximately

$60,000. The company will close bids on January 3 for the con-

struction of a gravel v/ashing plant at Freeport, III., to have a

capacity of 2,000 cu. yd. per day.

IixiNOis Central.—This company, which was reported in the

Raihvay Age of December 23 as contemplating the construction

of a single track line from Edgewood, 111., to Fulton, Ky., ap-

proximately 175 miles, has completed plans for this work. The
maximum grade will be 0.3 per cent. There will be no large

bridges but there will be one tunnel, one mile long, in the Ozark
Mountains of Southern Illinois. The line from Edgewood, 111.,

to .Akin and from Fulton, Ky., to Metropolis, III., will be con-

structed first. The total cost of the work will be approximately

$13,000,000.

Ka,nsas City Terminal.—This company plans the construc-

tion, jointly with the city of Kansas City, of a viaduct near

Chestnut and Guinotte avenues, Kansas City, Mo., approximately

1,500 feet long, crossing the tracks of the Chicago & Alton, the

Missouri Pacific, the Kansas City Terminal and part of Guinotte

avenue.

Louisville & Nashville.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Company, Leaven-

worth, Kan., for the construction of piers for a bridge at Rigolets,

La. This company has begun with company forces the con-

struction of 15 miles of second track on its Cumberland \'alley

division between Bailey, Ky., and Walls End.

New York Central.—This company contemplates the con-

struction, jointly with the city of Cleveland, of a new bridge in

that city ; estimated cost approximately $100,000.

Pennsylvania.—^This company has awarded a contract to the

H. E. Culbertson Company, Cleveland, O., for the construction of

trestle work in connection with the elevation of its tracks through

the city of Cleveland.

Southern Pacific.—This company plans the construction of

a bridge across the Colorado river at Yuma, .\riz., in a new
location to cost approximately $2,000,000.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company, which was reported

in the Railway Age of December 16 as having closed bids for

the construction of a round house at Muskogee, Okla., has

awarded the contract for this structure to C. E. Hamilton of

St. Louis. Mo.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company is contemplating

the construction of a new line from Sipsey, Ala., to Arkadelphia.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company contemplates the

construction of a new freight house at Fayettcville, .Ark. It is also

considering remodeling the present passenger station.

Wabash.—This company contemplates the construction of a

locomotive repair and machine shop at Decatur, III.

K.ulrl fr llffh.-rt

Christmas Trees Being Taken from Railway Piers at New
York
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Railway Financial News
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Carolina, Ci.inciifield & Ohio.—Authorised lo Issue Bonds.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$9,500,000 of first and consoHdated mortgage 6 per cent bonds

to be sold at not less than 9W2, the proceeds to be used in paying

off loans agiiregating $8,000,000 from the government and in

reimbursement for expenditures amounting to $1,500,000.

Chesapeake & Onto.

—

(Guaranty Certified.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has issued a certificate placing the amount

of this company's guaranty for the six months' period of 1920

at $4,378,841, of which $1,078,841 is still to be paid.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Option on Slock Extended.—The Wall

Street Journal says

:

The Van Swcringen interests will acquire the Huntingdon holdings of

Chesapeake & Ohio cnnimon stock at $80 a share, if their recently acquired

option is exercised according to bankers close to the Cleveland railroad opera

tors. As the option is understood to cover about 30 per cent of the out-

standing stock of the road, the total amount involved will be about $16,000,-

000. The road has outstanding common stock of a par value of $62,792,600.
Apparently the Van Sweringens are having some difficulty in finding the

cash to finance this transaction. It was learned that their option, which
originally expired on January 1, 1923, has been extended for two weeks to

give the intending purchasers time to complete their arrangements.

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf.—Guaranty Certified.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a final certificate

placing the amount of this company's guaranty for the six months

period of 1S20 at $273,076.

Chicago Warehouse & Ter.minal Company.—Asks Authority

to Issue Notes.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to issue $150,000 of 5 per

cent notes to be sold to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the

proceeds to be used in the construction of new tunnel and elevator

shafts necessitated by the removal of the Burlington freight

station facilities in Chicago to a point immediately south of the

present location.

Detroit & Mackinac.—Authorised lo Sell Bonds.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to sell

$450,000 of first lien bonds at not less than 80.

International-Great Northern.—To Offer Bonds.—This

company will offer $13,462,000 6 per cent bonds on January 3

through a syndicate composed of Speyer & Co. and J. & W.
Seligman & Co. They mature in 30 years and are secured by

a direct first lien on the 1,159 miles of track, of which 1,106 miles

are owned in fee. The total issue is of $20,000,000, of which

$3,788,000 were exchanged for first mortgage bonds of the old

company taken over in the reorganization and $2,750,000 were

pledged with the director general of railroads as collateral for a

6 per cent, loan of $2,400,000 due March 1, 1930.

Kentwood & Eastern.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-

ing the abandonment as to interstate commerce of this company's

line from Kentwood to Scanlon, La., 16.53 miles.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Equipment

Trusts Sold.—Dillon, Read & Co. and the National City Com-
pany have purchased $2,360,000 5 per cent equipment trust cer-

tificates, series K. issued under the Philadelphia plan. All the

certificates have been sold privately at prices to yield from 5 to

5.20 per cent.

Niagara Junction.—Authorised to Issue Stock.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized this company to issue

10,000 shares of capital stock without par value in place of 1.345

shares of preferred stock and 1,600 shares of common.

Pennsylvania Company.—Extra Dividend.—This company,

the capital stock of which is owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company, has declared its usual semi-annual dividend of 3 per

cent and an extra dividend of 20 per cent, payable out of its

accumulated surplus on December 30, to stockholders of record

December 27.

The extra dividend is a further step in liquidating the Pennsyl-

vania Company, which has been in progress since 1917 when it

relinquished the operation as lessee of the various lines in the

Pennsylvania System West of Pittsburgh, which obligations were

assumed by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

Virginian.—.4sks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This company

has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

to issue $2,074,000 of first mortgage 5 per cent, SO-year gold

bonds to be sold at not less than 95 to reimburse the treasury

for expenditures for additions and betterments.

Dividends Declared

Louisville & Nashville.— 3J^ per cent, semi-annually, payable February
10 to holders of record January 15.

Northern Pacific.—1^ per cent, quarterly, payable February 1 to holders

of record December 29.

Reading Company.-—Common, 2 per cent, payable February 8 to holders

of record January 16; 2nd preferred. 1 per cent, quarterly, payable January
1

1

to holders of record December 29.

Trend of Railway Stock and Bond Prices

Last Last

Dec. 26 Week Year

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way stocks 64.88 63.83 56.30

Average price of 20 representative rail-

way bonds 85.02 85.10 80.31

Maroggia Bridge, St. Gotthard Railway, Switzerland
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Railway Officers

Executive

W. S. Andrews has been appointed assistant vice-president

of the Southern.

E. Fox, general traffic manager of the El Paso & South-

western, with headquarters at El Paso, Tc.x.. has been pro-

moted to vice-president in charge of traffic, with the same
headquarters.

C. E. Spans will conclude his work as federal fuel distributor

on December 31 and return to his duties as vice-president in

charge of traffic of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with

headquarters at Chicago, from which he has been on leave of

absence.

Traffic

E. H. Potter has been appointed general agent, freight de-

partment, of the New York Central, with headquarters at

South Bend, Ind.'

G. Byrne has been appointed general agent of the Cleveland.

Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis and the Evansville, Indian-

apolis & Terre Haute, with headquarters at Terre Haute, Ind.,

succeeding .A. T. Kingsley, who has resigned to take up other

work.

F. N. Westerman, assistant general passenger agent of the

Southern, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
transferred to Washington. D. C, in the same capacity. E. G.

Irwin, chief clerk in the passenger department at Cincinnati,

has been promoted to assistant general passenger agent, with

the same headquarters, succeeding Mr. Westerman.

C. S. Morse, district freight agent for the Canadian Pacific,

with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., has been transferred to

Ottawa, Ont., in the same capacity, succeeding F. P. Tucker,
who has been transferred to Detroit, Mich. G. C. Cochlan.

district freight agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., ha.-

been transferred to Toronto, Ont., succeeding Mr. Morse.

W. J. Tremaine, assistant general freight agent of the

.•\labama & V'icksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport &
Pacific, with headquarters at Vicksburg, Miss., has been
transferred to New Orleans, La., succeeding H. J. Niemann
whose promotion to general freight agent was reported in tlu

Railway .Igr November 18. J. F. Hardin has been promoted
to assistant general freight agent with headquarters at Vicks-
burg, Miss., succeeding Mr. Tremaine.

W. C. Barnes, freight traffic manager of the EI Paso &
Southwestern, with headquarters at El Paso. Tex., has been
promoted to traffic manager, with the same headquarters.

G. King, general passenger agent, with headc|uartcrs at

LI Paso, Tex., has been promoted to assistant traffic manager,
with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal. W. S. Dawson,
assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at El I'aso.

Tex., has been promoted to general freight agent, with the

same headquarters. J. D. Mason has been promoted to gpn-
eral passenger agent, with head(|uarters at El Paso, Tex.,
succeeding Mr. King. H. D. McGregor has been promoted
to assistant general passenger agent, with head<iuarters at

HI Paso, Tex. C. F. Arnold has been appointed general
agent, with hea<lquartcrs at San Francisco, Cal.

A. Cotsworth, Jr., assist;(nt general passenger agent of the
Chicago, Burlington & Onincy. with headquarters at Chicago.
Ml., has been promoted to general pa'^scnger agent, with
hcad<|uarlers at Omaha, Neb., succeeding L. W. Wakeley,
who has been transferred to Chicago as assistant to the

passenger traffic manager. Mr. Cotsvyorth was born on
March 18, 1882. at Burlington, Iowa. Me entered railway
service in February, I'XX), as an olficc boy in the general
passenger department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

at Chicago. 111. During the next six years he served in vari-

ous clerical positions in the same department, and on Febru-
ary 1, 1906, was promoted to chief clerk in the department.

He was promoted to assistant general passenger agent on
March 1. 1920. and held this position until the time of his

recent promotion to general passenger agent, as noted abo\ c.

Harvey Allen, whose promotion to assistant general freight

agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at

St. Louis, Mo., was reported in the Railway Age of December
9. was born on February 28, 1889, at Evansville, Ind. He
attended Staunton Military .Academy at Staunton, Va., and
Washington and Lee University at Lexington, Va., until No-
vember 12, 1907, when he entered the service of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas as a clerk in the local freight office at St.

Louis, Mo. He was transferred to the claim department in

February, 1909, and was promoted to rate and tariflf clerk in

June, 1910. He served in various capacities in this depart-

ment until he was promoted to clerk to the assistant general

freight agent at St. Louis. Mo., in October, 1916, and held

this position imtil October, 1919, except for a period of 15

months when he was in the engineering corps of the army.
In October, 1919, he re-entered railway service as chief clerk

in the general freight office of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
at Dallas, Tex., and held this position until he was proniotc<l

to division freight agent at Oklahoma City, Okla., in July,

1920. He was serving in this capacity when he was promoted
to assistant general freight agent in December, 1922.

C. E. McCloskey
the Gulf Coast Lines

Mechanical

las lieen appointed master mechanit of

with headquarters at Kingsville, Tex.

Obituary

W. W. McCauley, assistant general superintendent of trans-

portation on the Northern Pacific, died at St. Paul, Minn.,

on December 25.

Alexander Hilton, vice-president in charge of traffic of the

.St. Louis-San Francisco, died at St. Louis. Mo., on December
25, following a nervous breakdown.

A Dining Car in Norway
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ACCOMPLISHMENT

T IFE'S true reward is the satisfaction of

*-^ accomplishment and the hope of more

to come. This desire is the inspiration of

every real effort to benefit mankind.

It is the inspiration of every engineer, every

inventor, every executive. This desire has

given us our railroads, our locomotives, our

cars—the best in the world.

It also has given us the better locomotive,

meaning 40 to 50 percent, more ton-mile

capacity. Does this mean a lot to the rail-

roads right now? Can you afford to over-

look it when ordering new power?

G. M. Basford Company
17 East 42d Street

New York City
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Franklin Automatic Firedoor

Butterfly Type

SHUT THE DOOR

NO ONE would huild a locomotive and leave

off the fire door.

Everyone knows that enough cold air will kill any

engine.

To keep out steam-killing cold air is the purpose or

the Franklin Automatic Fire Door.

With a good fireman, there's just enough time to

get the scoop out and the firedoor is closed.

Franklin Firedoors make freer steaming engines and

nt the same time save coal.

Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc
17 East 42nd Street, New York

332 So. Michigan Avenue 1209-12 Praetorian Bide. 77ifMoniJnoek BIdg.

Chicago, III. Dallu. Texai. San FranciKO, CiL

FnnliKn Rillwtv Supply Compiny of Canada, Ltmlt«d. Montreal

Ejipor Dccartment^lnttmational Railway Supply Co.—30 Church St., New Yotit

i'>'^' -' -'--'^•^^^'^ ^^ >' - - -^>^y.^v^-^^'^'^'^ y.^ ^'^'^r^'^'^'J^
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On the Lehigh and New England Railroad

Total Weight of Engine, 301,500 pounds; Weight on Driving Wheels, 279,000 pounds; Diameter of Driving
Wheels, 61 inches; Boiler Pressure, 210 pounds; Cylinders, 27x32 inches;

Maximum Tractive Power, 68,200 pounds.

Consolidated locomotive No. 301, one of several of this type recently de-

livered to the Lehigh & New England Railroad is the heaviest and most
powerful consolidated locomotive ever built.

"Two of these locomotives are assigned to a region where they are
handling heavy coal trains a distance of fifty-four miles, encountering .5%
grade, hauling 3500 tons at a speed of approximately twenty miles per
hour.

Their performance is highly satisfactory, negotiating all grades and curves
with ease, steaming freely without excessive coal consumption. Two
others, working out of Pen Argyl on a 2.75% grade, haul 690 gross tons
with similar results."

The remarkable results obtained by these locomotives point with par-
ticular clearness to the efficiency of Alco engineering methods.

To retain consolidation arrangement but increase its power to the capac-
ity usually only found in a widely different type was the objective.

Working in close co-ordination with the Mechanical Department of the

railroad, Alco Engineers succeeded in enlarging the capacity of this type
without departing from established methods of weight distribution or

altering arrangement of consolidation design.

In this instance as in many others, a need was supplied—without
supplying more than was needed.

Alco service has often demonstrated that there is a vast difference be-

tween

—

getting all you need
and

needing all you get.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY
30 Church Street New York City
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When Winter Comes
THEN is the time that the proper heating of coaches and Pull-

mans in station sidings, coach yards and terminals counts

—

counts big in securing the good will of the traveling public and in

obtaining increased patronage for your road.

TTie rigor of the coldest winter weather will find your passenger

cars warm and comfortable, if you use

B A R C
Station and Coach Yard

Connections
Zero weather, snow, ice, or high pressure cannot hurt Barco All

Metal Connections nor cause them to burst, leak or fail—while the

Barco Universal Ball Joints always furnish a free and unobstructed

passage for steam, regardless of the exact position of the car and

without requiring accurate spotting of trains.

And think of the savings m hose renewals made possible by the

use of Barco metallic connections. This item alone quickly pays

for their installation.

Why not let us solve your terminal car heating problems? Com-
plete information gladly furnished—write for it.

Barco Manufacturing Company
IN CANADA

MONTRF.AI. TORONTO

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE HOLDEN CO., LTD.
IN CANADA

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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making good on

A Resolution!

TEN years ago we resolved to build a locomotive stoker that would

embody every quality shown by study and experience to be re-

quired in performing the tremendous task of firing any locomotive to

full capacity

—

Under all conditions which might arise in the course of a normal

road trip

;

Crushing its own coal as it went

;

Distributing fuel in a manner to obtain the most efficient and

scientific combustion

;

Rugged enough to stand up under ymrs of gruelling service;

Practical, economical, dependable, satisfying;

A stoker for which no job would be too big!

Our resolution culminated in the DUPLEX STOKER, and proof

that we have successfully met every requirement laid down for perfect

stoker performance is found in the fact that

5,000 of our Stokers are now in Service on 78 Railroads

— '"''because the Promise has

been performed"

Locomotive Stoker Company
Main Office and Works: Pittsburgh, Pa.

50 Church Street

NEW YORK
Munscy Bldj;.

WASHINGTON
Railway Exchanfje Bldg.

CHICAGO
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CTo our friends the railroads, and our contemporaries

in the railway supply field, we extend best wishes for

the New Year.

COn the threshold of another twelve-month business

cycle, we take pleasure in thus publicly renewing our

pledge of 53 years' standing to give our customers and

our friends in the future the same degree of loyal

co-operation and unselfish service which it has been

our constant endeavor to render in the past.

([May Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Three hold a

full measure of happiness and prosperity for us all.

PRESIDENT

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
® General Office and Works,Wilmerding, Pa. ®

NewYork Washington Pittsburgh Chicago St.Louis SanFrancisco
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^ai
l^aKes It ST9»Wi

VVTHY do carbon steel running gear parts, seem-

''^ ingly sound and strong, fail in service?

The answer is simple.

Under repeated reversal of stresses, plain carbon ste e

becomes fatigued and eventually gives away. This

gradual weakening of the steel cannot be prevented

or even anticipated, for plain carbon steel lacks the

strength and shock-resisting qualities which locomo-

tive forgings must have.

Running gear parts should be made of tough, strong

alloy steel of high anti-fatigue and shock-resisting qual-

ities. Such a steel is Carbon -Vanadium, the simple

alloy steel that meets every railroad requirement.

Carbon-Vanadium Steel is strong and tough. It is

not quenched or tempered, merely Normalized*. It

can be handled by any shop having ordinary anneal-

ing facilities.

Write for Bulletin

LF 1 and other data

on Carbon-Vanadi-

um, the Normalized

Forging Steel.

I

' NORMALIZED: means healed and allowed to cool slowly in still air.

VANADIUM CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

NEW YORK
120 BnuiJwav

DETROIT
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PARKESBURG TUBES
are REAL Cnarcoaf Iron JiolierJubes

A lower priced tube—not a cheaper one. A genuine charcoal iron tube, at a
slightly higher price per foot, would have given longer and lower cost service.

Buying for Service

AN important railroad recently

ordered forty locomotives

at a total expenditure that would
have purchased sixty locomo-

tives of the same class, but less

efficient.

Forty of these better locomotives

will do more than sixty weaker

ones. Forty locomotives require

less maintenance than sixty.

A number of large roads buy
boiler tubes on the same basis.

They pay a little more per foot for

genuine charcoal iron tubes be-

cause they know that charcoal

iron tubes give longer service life

with few replacements and less

maintenance cost.

Locomotives or boiler tubes—it

pays to pay a little more for a

better article.

For corrosion-resisting charcoal

iron tubes that last beyond the

life of ordinary tubes, specify

Parkesburg Charcoal Iron Boiler

Tubes.

"For Every Locomotive," a Jittle /older with an

interesting story of the Charcoal Iron Boiler Tube,

will be sent you on request. Write tor a copy.

The Parkesburg Iron Company
Parkesburg, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES
New York, 30 Church Street—Boston, Oliver Building—Chicago, Fisher Building

Philadelphia, Commercial Trust Building — St. Louis, Security Building

San Francisco, Rialto Building — Montreal, New Birks Building

EXPORT AGENTS
Wonham, Bates & Goode Trading Corporation, New York
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And There Are 150 More Like This

Now Under Construction

—
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THE locomotive boiler shown above is completely equipped

with FLANNERY FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS and is

one of 150 such boilers now being constructed and applied to

150 new engines of similar type.

The remarkable savings in maintenance as well as the

splendid all around service given by the first engine so equip-

ped was responsible for the specification of F. B. C. Flexible

Staybolts throughout when additional locomotives were re-

quired.

Your road, too, can share in this saving by specifying

FLANNERY FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS for all new power
and repair work.

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
Vanadium Building

PITTSBURGH :: :. :. PENNA.
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View looking into the tank of a locomotive equipped with an Elvin

Mechanical Stoker, the front deck plate and cover over the coal breaker

being removed to more clearly illustrate the operation.

Coal Crushing
Elvin Mechanical Stokers do not crush coal already small

enough for stoker use. Such coal passes through slots

direct to the conveyor. The Elvin breaker breaks lumps
only and does it in plain view ahead of the coal gates,

where foreign matter can be easily removed if necessary.

Approximately three Horse Power only is required to

run the stoker and appurtenances under full load.

Elvin Mechanical Stokers fire less coal in a manner that

secures more work from your locomotive—and keep

doing it!

ELVIN MECHANICAL STOKER COMPANY
50 Church Street New York City
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"FORT PITT" SPRINGS
for Long Life

By virtue of their long life "Fort Pitt" Springs

eliminate much of the expense and delay caused

by laying up freight and passenger equipment for

costly spring repairs.

Investigate—

Fort Pitt Spring & Manufacturing Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Boston, Mass,
New York, N. Y.
New Orleans, La.

Richmond, Va.
St. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia, 1

BRANCH OFFICES:
Louisville, Ky.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah

Portland, Ore.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Denver, Colo.

Washington, D. C. St. Paul, Minn.

Chicago, lU.

Detroit, Mich.
Mexico City, Mexico

X 7
In This Case—the Most Economical

as Well as the Best

Automatic Train Control

The NATIONAL Automatic Train Control System has

43een brought, during ten years of untiring effort, to non-

reducible simplicity. This simplicity makes the NATIONAL
economical for installation and for maintenance as well as

thoroughly efficient.

An installation of automatic stops and speed control is in

regular service operation on the Southern Pacific Railroad

in California. A special inspection trip to see it is v^ell

vvrorth «rhile. Details of this installation and proof of the

superiority of the NATIONAL will be sent on request.

The National Safety Appliance Co.
Automatic Train Stops

SPEED CONTROL
Magnetic Induction Process—No Mechanical Contact

57 Post Street San Francisco, Cal.
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UNLOADED 18 CARS
IN THREE DAYS

"Our 12-ton 'INDUSTRIAL' Crane re-

cently unloaded 17 cars of coal and one
car of pig iron in three days, including
changing from bucket to magnet and back
again," writes Mr. H. O. Hart, Superintend-
ent of the Grand Rapids Malleable Works.
"Before we installed the Crane it took one
man from 15^ to 2 9-hour days to unload
one car."

This "Industrial" is saving this firm more
than $13,000 per year. It also has time to

do other work, such as a grading job where
the dirt was so full of slag that handling
with shovels was almost impossible. To
quote Mr. Hart again: "The Crane kept
nine wagons busy making three trips an
hour to a point four blocks away, and easily

completed the job within the time desired."

Write for Illustrated Catalogue No. 109.

LoooaiotiTC^ Erection »nd Wrecking Cranes, 5 to 200 tons capacity. Pile Drivers, Pillar Cranes, Transfer Cranes, Gantry Crane*. CnwUns
Tractor Cranes, Rail Saws, Grab Buckets. Double-Acting Steam Pile Hammers, Wood Grapples.

Prompt deliveries can be made on any type of Crane

The Jordan Spreader - Ditcher - Snow Plow
The-year-'round machine

"Does the work of an army of men"

lUr'
^--^'-^

Opened for Traffic by the Jordan

O. F. JORDAN COMPANY East Chicago, Indiana
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^(dur^ (n)rJH,oire

That's the average life we build

them for, but many users report

a much longer life of Norwalk.

Compressors.

Consider the very low deprecia-

tion—just a trifle over 3% annu-

ally; and the low up-keep cost

during all these years of service.

We build them to operate every

dav, without shut-down or annoy-

ance, just a constant reliable source

of air, and good for a decade of

service and longer.

To whom and where shall we

^^^^H 1- send all the mformation.-'

,^^( ^")\
Norwalk Iron Works Company

South Norwalk, Conn.

invj\ ^^^^^
V. )

TRADE MARK

VJUJ KIORWALK
1 ^ AIR compressors! %—

What the Maintenance of Way Cyclopedia Is:

It presents in alphabetical order definitions, descriptions,

illustrations and methods of use of the devices and material*
used in the maintenance of railway physical properties. It is

indispensable to the maintenance engineer or other railway officer.

Subdivided into parts corresponding to the several subdivi-
sions of maintenance of way work, including Track, Bridges.
Buildings, Water Service, Signals, Wood Preservation, in tht
order named, and a General Section, including devices and ma
terials in common use in several or all of the preceding sections

A Library in One Volume.
The Maintenance of Way Cyclopedia thus includes in ont

volume, in convenient form for ready reference, authoritative
information upon all phases of its subject necessary not only to

the Engineer of Maintenance of Way and his Assistants, the
Supervisor, the Roadmaster, the Superintendents of Bridges, of
Buildings, of Signals and of Water Service, but to the operating
officer—the Division Superintendent, the General Superintendent,
the General Manager and Executive Officers generally.

It is authoritative, concise, comprehensive and complete

—

a
Maintenance of Way Library in one volume.

860 paeet, 2500 illuitrationi

Price, in buckram, $10.00; in leather, $15.00.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company
"House oj Transiiortalion"

Woolworlh Bldg., New York
Cleveland Cincinnati

Transportation BIdg., Chicago

Washington LondoB
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EDGEWATER STEEL
Locomotive Tires Steel Tired Wheels

Car Wheel Tires Rolled Steel Wheels

SALES OFFICES
McCormick Bldg Chicago, HI.

Finance B!dg Philadelphia, Pa.
Munsey Bldg Washington, D. C.

Starks Bldg LouisvlUe, Ky.
53 Oliver St Boston, Mass.

. Title Insurance Bldg Los Angeles, Cal.

iX Merchants Bank Bldg St. Paul, Minn.
Bailway Exchange St. Louis, Ko.
Santa Fe Bldg San Frandsco
Henry Bldg Portland, Ore.

Keams Bldg Salt Lake City
50 Church St New York
4th Nat'l Bank Bldg Atlanta. Ga.

ED<ia«ATeR,^ STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH"

1

1

1

m^^^^ ^^^*—
1 ri^^ ^^M^^^^M^

k

L:: c^^^Hj^l^^^B^^^^
,1

Ih

Builders of Steel and Composite Freight Cars.

Manufacturers of Pressed Steel Repair Parts

and Forgings. Specialists in Repairing and

Rebuilding Railroad Freight Cars.

e Ralston Steel Car Comp^
COLUMBUS, OHIO

my
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Note the additiorn4

Bemrinp Surfara of-

fered by the n««

ring.

Increased Bearing

Surface
The Johns-Manville Expander Ring was
designed to assist in overcoming two of

the greatest sources of trouble and annoy-

ance in train operation—brake cylinder

leakage and packing leather wear.

It will assist in reducing this leakage and

wear to the minimum because it has a

bearing surface on the cylinder wall equal

to four times that of the old fashioned

round wire ring.

It is carefully constructed, being made of

the best cold rolled steel and English

spring wire obtainable. It will work effi-

ciently without maintenance.

Because of its superiority over the old

ring, railroad men all over the country

have recognized this ring as standard and

are accordingly specifying it on car and

locomotive equipment.

JOHNS-MANVILLE, INC.

New York City

Branches in S6 Larffo Cities

For Canada:

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., Toronto

Maintenance
>> OF WAY

(YCLQPEDIA

A Library in One Volume

The Maintenance of Way Cyclopedia

includes in one volume, in convenient form

for ready reference, authoritative infor-

mation upon all phases of its subject

necessary not only to the Engineer of

Maintenance of Way and his Assistants,

the Supervisor, the Roadmaster, the

Superintendents of Bridges, of Buildings,

of Signals and of Water Service, but to the

Purchasing Agent and the Operating

Officer—the Division Superintendent, the

General Superintendent, the General Man-
ager and Executive Officers generally.

The books presents in alphabetical order

definitions, descriptions, illustrations and

methods of use of the devices and materi-

als used in the maintenance of railway

physical properties. Indispensable to the

maintenance engineer or other railway

officer.

Subdivided into parts corresponding to the

several subdivisions of maintenance of

way work, including Track, Bridges,

Buildings, Water Service, Signals, Wood
Preservation, in the order named, and a

General Section, including devices and
materials in common use in several or all

of the preceding sections.

860 pages, 2500 illustrations

Price, in buckram, $10.00; in leather, $15.00

Simmons-Boardman
PublishingCompany
The House of Transportation

Transportation Blds^.,

Chicago
Woolworth Bldg.

New York
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A POWERFUL, ECONOMICAL
AND HARMLESS CLEANSER

Cleans by a new principle. WESTOLITE
is not a soap and does not contain caustic,

soda, potash, lye, acid or grit. Will not

injure materials or skin. Dissolves imme-

diately in water. Does not make suds and

requires no rinsing.

One ounce WESTOLITE to the gallon of

water cleans tile, wood, marble, mosaic and

linoleum floors quickly and thoroughly,

leaving no slippery surface.

Excellent for windows, skylights—all glass

surfaces. No rinsing. Does not leave soapy

streaks. Dirt, grease and grime are easily

removed leaving glass smooth and clear.

There are numerous other uses—washing

overalls and jumpers; removing dirt and

grease from the hands and from metal parts.

WEST DISINFECTING GO.
RAILROAD DEFT.

Railway Exchange BIdg., Chicago, 111.

MM nns^^s^ffiffiT

WHEN you put

> o u r money
into KERITE

you make an invest-

ment in service. You
do more than buy
conductors, insula-

tion and protection.

You obtain the best

possible combination

of the most desirable

qualities in perma-

nent form. KERITE
remains long after

the price is forgot-

ten

KERlTEv ^COMPANY

WORTHINGTON

Locomotive Feed Water
Heater and Pump

Increases speed

Cuts down fuel costs

Proven by road tests

Self contained, easy to operate

Works with good and bad water alike

WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORPORATION
Executive Offices: 115 Broadway, New York City

Branch Offices in 24 Large Cities W-116.4
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OLDHi^M ChIF^I^EF^S
Are Standard in the

Country's Largest Foundries

Type A

9LDH/^M
NEUMATIC TOOLS

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR NO. 106

Sand Rammer!>, Core Busters, Scalers Type B

GEORGE OLDHAM & SON COMPANY
I BOSTC
I CHIC/

I Alexar

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
BOSTON DETROIT MONTPELIER PHILADELPHIA ST. CLOUD
CHICAGO MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS

Alexander Wilson, Aberdeen Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Yokohama E. Garfield Andrews, Sydney

H. H. HEWITT W. H. CROFT
President Fir«t Vioe-Pmldeot

MAGNUS COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

Journal Bearings

AND

Brass Engine Castings

New York Chicago

AIRCO DISTRICT GFTICES
&. DISTRIBUTING STATIONS

AiRco Products
Oxygen

Acetylene

Nitrogen
Argon

and other
Atmospheric
Gu ProducU

AlRCO-DAVIS-
bournonville
Products

Welding A Cutting
AppAratus and

Supplies

Acetylene Generators

Sp«*ciAlly Dtttlgned
Machines for

Automatic Welding
and Cutting

National
Carbide

"Alrco Oxygm and
Ac<'tylene Service Is

Good Service"

An Airco Olstribotliii StatiM li IsettM !
each of tbg (ollwing cities. District OBmi an
locateil in cities Indicated by i stir (*).

Albany, N. Y.

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Hd.

•BlrmlDgbam. Ala.

2826 Nil). 29tb At.

•Boston. Ma.ss.

122 Mt. Vernon St.

Dorclwster.

Bridgeport. Conn.
Brooklyn. N. T.

Bronx, N. Y.

•Buffalo. N. T.

730 Grant St
•Cblea»o, nl.
2236 So. Lumber St.

•Clcwland. 0.

1210 fV. eOUl 8L
(Iniinnatl. 0.

Coat<sTllIe. Pa.
Coltunbin, 0.

neflarf*. 0.

Pes Moines, Iowa
•nctrolt. Mich.

79H1 nartirick St.

nuluth. Minn.
Kast Chleaito. Ind.

Kast St Unils. III.

•EnHTynilc, Oallf.

Park An. and Hal-
Ipck St

Krlo, Pv
Fort Wayne. Ind.

(lloin-sUr, N. J.

Hrand Rapids, Mlrh.
Hartford. Conn.
Indlanapolla, Ind.

Jerwy City. N. J.

Johnstown, Pa.
JopUn, Mo.
Kania.s City. Mo.
Ubanon, Pa.

•liOR AnKrIes, Cal.

4th and Main 8t>.

Unlarllls, Kj.
UuUioo, m.
Milwaukee, Wla.

•Minneapolis, lUnn.
327 26th At., a B.
New Haren, CooD.
•New York. N. Y.

(MetropoUtao Dis-
trict)

343 Madlsa kif.
Jersey City. N. J.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bronj, N. Y.

Norfolk, Vs.

•Oklahoma City, OUs.
P. 0. Box 1S88

PateiMO, N. J.

Peoria, 111.

•Philadelphia. Pi.
Germantovn and
Alleitheny Atcs.

•Pltl.-iburjh, Pa.
mil Rldit Am.

Portland. Ore.

Pa.

•Rlrhmond, Va.
P. 0. Ra 1199

liorli.-sliT. N. Y.

San FYanclsco, 0*1.

•Seattle, Waih.
3633 K. Msnlnil
Way

Sharon, Pa.
SprlnKlleld, 0.

•St l,o«l<i. Mo.
1 1 ."i Plm Bt

Taroma. Wash.
Tt-nv naote, Ind.

Toledo, 0.

Tiilfia. Okla.

Warren. 0.

Wrst Quiney. Msa,
Yoiinpitown, 0.

AIR REDUCTION SALES CO.
Mfr of Alreo and Alrro P R Prodnetj

ufaciurt and talf of
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A.R.A. Standard"D Couplers

Pitt Couplers

Penn Couplers

for Cars and Locomotives

Pitt Pivoted Couplers
Designed on Proper Principlei especialfy for

Passenger Train Cars.

Acid Open Hearth Forging Ingots

and Billets

Rolled Steel Bars

THE McCONWAY & TORLEY CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Woods' "Tip RoUer"

Side Bearings

I

Flange Wear
Train Resistance
Derailments

EDWIN S. WOODS & CO.
Transportation BIdg-.

Montreal

Marquette BIdg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Penobscot BIdk'

Detroit

W^-'^'
^~%.

Lowrif Process
C^eosoted^^^od

WHAT DO YOU BUY?
WHEN you contract for the

creosoting of ties or bridge

timbers, do you simply buy so much
creosote injected into the timber? Or
do you really buy increased service

from your timber? These two things

can be made synonymous only when
judgment, experience and a sincere de-

sire to produce the best results are

found in the plant operators. These
qualities can't be covered by specifica-

tion. See that they are provided for in

your choice of a creosoting company,

American Creosoting Co., Inc.

Louisville Kentucky

Colonial Creosoting Co., Inc., Bogalusa, Louisiana
Georgia Creosoting Co., Inc., Brunswick, Georgia

N. J. Liv.Plants—Manville. N. J.; Palerso

ingslon Manor. N. Y.; Toledo, Ohio; Indianapolis, Ind.;

Bloomington. Ind.; Russell, Ky. ; Marion, 111.; Kansas City.

Mo.; Springfield, Mo.; Hugo, Okla.; Shreveport, La.; De Rid-

der. La.; Bogalusa, La.; Brunswick, Ga.; New Haven. Conn.

3

The Hall Friction Draft Gear

has about thirty times the average friction

area of other draft gears at a correspond-

ingly reduced friction pressure.

It is impossible to overload our friction

urfaces with high pressures per square

inch, causing scoring and excessive wear.

We maintain a constant high capacity

and continuous protection in service for

the equipment and lading.

Interchangeable in existing sill pockets.

HALL DRAFT GEAR CORPORATION
Hamilton, Ontario Watervliet, N. Y.
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Assuming that you like the idea behind
Dearborn Scientific Water Treatment and
the good standing of the Company, and
are planning on giving us a trial "some
day." the question arises "WHEN"?
Why not start your saving as quickly

as possible? Why not make provision
now to save on your fuel bill NEXT
MONTH?
You will be surprised at the way Dear-

born will jump into the traces and prove
its claims of actual immediate savings for
you.

Write us that the time is "NOW."

Dearborn Chemical Co.
332 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago

^^^

Am e p i can
SSJJi; Fence

and

A.nn e r i c an
FENCE 1. C^ 1^ I S

Absolute Right-of-Way

Protection

Illustrated Catalogue Free

American Steel & Wire
CHICAGO NEW YORK Company

A New Type Air Drill

especially designed for

Tell Tale Drilling and
Passenger Car Work

No. 6 "Little David" Drill

A lightweight air tool for drilling holes up to }i"
diameter in metal. Runs without vibration and
will not break small twist drills.

Weight 9 lbs. Free Speed 2,000 R.P.M.

Can be furnished with breast plate or screw feed
if desired.

Described in Catalog 8000

Ingersoll-Rand Company
General Offices: 11 Broadway, New York
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RAIL ANTI-CREEPERS
imulPH^MI.^^

CORISTINE BLDG., MONTREAL

CiE DES Apr. IPi.BTf W?!!.,(France)
n0.7 rue scribe

31, BUDGE ROW, LONDON

Think it Over!
OFFICERS of railways which are not using

POLARIZED treatment are doubtless inter-

ested in the reports of those who have been obtaining
the benefit of its use for several years.

You now have the advantage of the long expe-
inence of others to back you up in your recommen-
dation that your road use POLARIZED treatment
in bad-water districts.

Mechanical officers can guarantee to executives

THINK IT OVER AND WRITE VS FOR

the following benefits and point to the results ob-
tained by other efficiently operated railways, as proof.

Flue mileage better than doubled.

Fire box maintenance greatly reduced.

fFashout expense reduced 50%.
No foaming tendency.

No dependency upon engine crews for use of treatmau.
Reduced cost of treatment itself over any other in tue,

OUR TREATISE ON BOILER WORK

THE BIRD-ARCHER COMPANY
33 RECTOR STREET, NE>V YORK

Northwestern District Office Southwestern District Ofifice
Peoples Gas BIdff., Chicago, III. Frisco Building, St. Louis, Mo.

The Youngstown Steel Car Company

Build and Repair Steel Freight Cars

Pressed Steel Parts

Niles, Ohio

^^irtht Gar D©©!* Fi^ture^,
:|

gterBr©©!fT^At Car ®©@r L®skiii||Awmngtiiieiit,

ImMmMgmm lli^d^
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REPUBLIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

Successors to

JOLIET RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

Huntoon Brake Beams
Joliet Brake Beams

Huntoon Truck Bolsters

RAILWAY EXCHANGE BLDG. CHICAGO
BURTON MIDGE, Pres. J. H. SLAWSON, First Vice Pret.

C. A. CARSI.ADIN. I irc Pres—(Sales)

BRAKE SHOES

Safety Economy

The Diamond "S" Reinforced Sho*.

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.
30 Church Street, New York

332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago Chattanooga, Tenn.

CAR HEATING
Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.

RAILWAY EXCHANGE

CHICAGO

NEW YORK, 30 Church St. PHILADELPHIA, Commer-

BOSTON, 53 Sute St. "^^ Trust Bldg.

ST. PAUL, Merchant Nat. SAN FRANCISCO, Hobart

Bank Bldg.

WASHINGTON, D. C, Mnn- MONTREAL, CANADA, 65

gey Bldg. Dalhonsie St.

Water-Tube Boilers
Babcock & Wilcox—Stirling—Rust

Steam Superheaters

Chain-Grate Stokers

Oil Burners

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO
85 Liberty St., New York

Hranoh offices at Atlanta. Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland
Denver. Detroit. Dallas. Havana. Honolulu, Houston, Lo«
Angeles, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City,

San Francisco. San Juan, Seattle and Tucson.

Car and Maintenance Devices
The value of Q & C devices to the railroads throughout the

country is in the design and construction of the products afl

much as it is in their ability to render a better and longer service

A complete line of
literature on one or
all of our devices wilt

be sent upon request.

Just twite, phone
or -wire our nearest
nHice for any informa-

The Q AND C Company, -90 West St., N. Y.
Chicago San' Francisco St. Louli

me & Co , Boitonnk & Goodell. St. Ptbl
Genef.l Supply Co o( C>

u^otrurrr, o( RuMtd Sutl Sup Joinu. Guard Rail Clampi. Rail Bracej.
" "

.
Deraiti, keplacnt Skid Shoej. Elfctnc Stum. Mtlun.

in I arJVa ntiK Rr^wKcr. Ctntury St*«l Fmct Poju.

"FALLS HOLLOW" staybolt iron
is the most economical, safest of all staybolts, and

gives you more engine hours.

AND WE CAN
PROVE IT.

Buv the full length bars and save waste in applying
and superfluous stock.

FALLS HOLLOW STAYBOLT CO.
CUYAHOGA FALLS. OHIO

BARBER
LATERAL-MOTIOIV DEVICE
1,000,000 in service on 43 Railroads

ROLLER SIDE-BEARINGS
Roller Center Plates

Lessens Wheel Flange Wear
Reduces Friction on Rails 15%

STANDARD CAR TRUCK CO.
MrCORMICK BtllLDINr. CHICAGO

CHICAGO OFFICE, RAILWAY EXCHANGE BUILDING
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Patented April 23. 1918

Schaefer Truck Lever Connections
For Freight, Passenger and Engine Tender Equipment

Used by the Largest Railroads in the Country

Made from one-piece open-hearth steel, drop forged

jaws, no welds. Lighter in weight, greater strength.

Made in styles and sizes to suit all conditions.

U'rile for Descripthe Literature

SCHAEFER EQUIPMENT CO.
General Offices: Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

GRAVER
Water Softeners and Filters That

Fully Meet Railway Prob-

lems, Steel Tanks and

Steel Plate Work
of All Kinds

GRAVER CORPORATION
East Chicago

Ind.

Railroad Dept.,

Steger BIdg., Chicago

SPECIALISTS
IN THE

Design aoid Manufacture

OF

Standard-Insulated-Compromise

Rail Joints

THE RAIL JOINT COMPANY
61 Broadway, New York City

GLOBE STEEL TUBES CO.

Cold Drawn Seamless Steel

Boiler Tubes

Safe Ends

Arch Pipes

Superheater

Tubes

Steel Bushings

Mills: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

-TRUE HITTERS OF RIVETS
The Thor One Piece Long Stroke Hammer
strikes a quick, hard blow, hitting: the rivet
square on the head, and driving it home

~~ clean, tight and true.

1,544 rivets driven on locomo-
tive repairs and stee! freight
cars in one day.

MORE RIVETS PER DAY
THE THOR WAY

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
600 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO

New York Pittsburgh Philadelphia Boston St. Louis CleveUnd
Detroit San Francisco Uontreal Toronto Birmingham {

TWICE THE WORK -HALF THE MEN

A ditching machine working between two
Western 20-yard air dump cars is a real labor

reducer and profit maker. Such an outfit saves
time by its ability to dodge traflic much better

than flatcar and unloading plow equipment.

Put ''Western" in your requisition. A. R. A.
construction throughout.

Catalog sent on request.

WESTERN WHEELED SCRAPER CO.
Earth and Stone Handling Equipment

AURORA, ILLINOIS i

Stone Franklin Company
TRAIN LIGHTING ENGINEERS

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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INSPECTION CARS SECTION CARS

iitL ek» IB- i^^ xlyTSF ^^^ ^M^"
T.-^-,^. MOTOR CAR TRAn RR.«PRESSED STEEL WHEELS EXTRA GANG CARS "^^^p PUSh'^AR^^''^

MUDGE & COMPANY^Ra^^O^ui^^nt Railway Exchange Building, Chicago

GREENVILLE STEEL CAR CO.
Manufacture Steel Underframes, Pressed Steel Shapes and Forgings

Rebuild and Repair Steel Freight Cars

Greenville, Penn'a.

UNION SPRING & MANUFACTURING CO.
Coil Springs, Elliptic Springs, Steel Castings, Pressed Steel Spring Plates and Pressed Steel Journal Box Lid»

KENSINGTON JOURNAL BOX— All Steel

WORKS—NEW KENSINGTON, PA.

PITTSBURGH OFFICE—300 GRANITE BLDG.
so Church St., New York, N. Y.
Fisher Building. Chicago, 111.

Munscy Building, Baltimore, Md.

Todd Building, Louisville, Ky.
Mutual Building, Richmond, Va.
Crozier Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

IQ

CAR LIGHTING
"UNDER-FRAME" Electric "PINTSCH" Gaa

"PUTNAM" Storage Batteries

"SAFETY" Lighting Fixtures, Electric and Gas.

THE SAFETY CAR HEATING AND LIGHTING CO.
NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA BOSTON ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO MONTREAL

MANUFACTURED
BY THE

SAFETY
CAR HEATING AND

LIGHTING CO

m LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
CLAM SMELL BUCKETS -SHIPBUILDING CRANES

CAR DUMPERS PILE DRIVERS

L. The McMyler Interstate Co. jm
We speci

plete line

derrick c

cranes, c

THE M

Cleveland

New York
Drnver

alize in the designing and building o

of railroad equipment, including car

ars, pile drivers, locomotive cranes

oal and ore bridges and clam shell

cMYLER INTERSTATE CO^
"Crane Headquarters"

BRANCHES
City Chicago Birmingham N

Smi -Francisco Seattle

f a corn-

dumpers,

,
gantry

buckets.

«PANY

Ohio

pw Orleans

Boston

If

O. S. Dependable
Pile Drivers

Designed and manufactured to meet any reouirements
for the economical handling and driving oi piles.
Self-propelled collapsible leads.

ORTON & STEINBRENNER CO.

Factory
Hunting-
ton, Ind.

3Jnter5tate
NAILS

Wire nails all sizes and styles.

Small cut nails—Tacks.

Let us quote on all your requirements

2fntcrstate2fron^Steel (Co.
104 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago

Southern Pine
Long and Short Leaf

Central Coal & Coke Company

Chicairo. III.

General Offices, Kansas City, Mo.
BRANCH OFFICES

napolis, Ind. Houston and Dallas, Texas

Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company
Manufacturers of

Steel Roofs and Carlines for Freight Cars

1617 Kimball Bldg. Chicaro
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SHAROIV
PRESSED STEEL CO. X ^

Pressed Steel Car Roofs—Industrial Trucks and Trailers—Hand
Trucks—Pressed Steel Parts for Railways, Trucks, Tractors, Etc

SHARON, PA.

BROWNING
BUCKETS THAT BITE'

Reeved Type Clam Shell—
Bucket—great bit- quickly detach-
ing power with able — splendid

sturdy design. digging power.

THE BROWNING COMPANY CUVEUND
<alc5 Offices:

New York Seattle Salt Lake City

Chicago Portland Los Angeles
Francisco ^lontreal Washington, P. C

i
RAILWAY UTILITY COMPANY

Sole Manufacturers

"Honeycomb" and "Round Jet" Ventilators for

Monitor Deck and Arch Roof Cars, and all

classes of buildings.

141-151 West 22nd St.

Chicago

1328 Broadway
New York

CRANES

RAILWAY

SPECIALTIES

CDRPDRATIDN

FOUNDRY

EQUIPMENT

Send for

Catctlogs

i|||i||i{liniiii|||

fF?ON

Unusual Facilities For Prompt Shipment

UNITED STATES f^l,:; PIPE a FOUNDRY CO.

General Offices -Burlington. N.J.

MULE-HIDE PRODUCTS ^<""''S--
MIjLE-HIDB Plastic Car Roofing. /MTILE-HIDE Waterproof Canvas for roofs of Pas- #

sender Coaches. Cabooses and Cabs. f
MULE-HIDE lunsulatlng Paper for Rerrieerator Care. 1 i

MULE-HIDE FABRIC, membrane for Waterproof- \ L

*MULEriipT^

OOUNG
ID^ Concrete Construction. \M

HULE-HIDE Roofing for Railroad Building, etc. TF*

The Lehon Company, I, Vl'T Chicago i^

BLAW-KNOX BUCKETS
Single-line, two-line, three-line or
four-line—for every type of serv-
ice—from the heaviest digging to
the hardest rehandling.

WRITE US
BLAW-KNOX COMPANY

614 Farmer's Bank BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMERICAN STEAM jet
CINDER CONVEYORS

CONVEYORS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
326 W.MADISON ST., CHICAGO

STEEL FORGE
PITTSBURGH

Heating and Ventilating Systems
Power Apparatus Forge Systems

Park, Boston, Mass.B. F. STURTEVANT CO., Hyde
r,„cipal

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.
220 Fifth Ave., New York

Manufacturers of Rolled Sheet Glass for Skylights and Windows,
Special Designs Increasing Daylight Illiunination

Write for Catalogue and Samples

HALE & KILBURN
CAR SEATS

General Offices" and Works: Philadelphia

Offices: New York, Chlcaso, St.< Louis, Wasf«n»ion, San

CRANE
STEAM SPECIALTIES

Kass Safety Brake Steps
FOR FREIGHT CARS

Eliminate the danger of Brakemen slipping while apply-
ing hand brakes. Steps can be furnished with or with-
out brackets to suit any style of brake ratchet wheel
and pawl.

Manufactured and sold by

MORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Chicago.

Ramapo Ajax Corporation
HILLBURN, NEW YORK

Chicago New York Superior, Wis. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Ajax Rail Braces and Manganese One-Piece Guard Rails

Ramapo Automatic Safety Switch Stands
Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Etc.

0. M. EDWARDS
COMPANY, Inc.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CHICAGO NEW YORK
Canadian Representative:

Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd.,

Montreal and Toronto.

PASSENGER COACH
EQUIPMENT

Window Fixtures
All Metal Sash Balances

Metal Stop Casings
Top Bottom & Side Weather Strips
Metal Extension Platform Trap Doors

Trap Door Locks
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H. D. FOOTE
LUMBER

CO.
Alexandria, La.

LONGLEAF-YELLOW
PINE

For All Railroad Purposes,
Bridge and Construction Timbers,
Car Sill, Siding and Decking.

Milling Capacity 20,000,000
per Annum

Chicago Railway Equipment Co.

BRAKE BEAMS AND
BRAKE BEAM SUPPORTS

Cliicago

"Outlast the Fevctoiy"
An excellent investment for freight houses an
platforms, engine houses, machine shops, etc.

Write to-day for our booklet—Factory Floors.

THE JENNISON-WRIGHT COMPANY
Kreolite Creosoters—Cross Ties and Timbers

ed Block 65 Kreolite BIdg., TiJedo, Ohio

FxcH/iNG€ Sawmills. ^flL€S Qo.

LONG BLX)G. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Gr^in Doors—Car Material—Long Leaf Bridge Timbers

SPECIALISTS IN YELLOW PINE LUMBER
(See advertisement of December 16, 1922, page 13)

CAR SEATS of
Pressed Steel for all Classes of Passenger Service.

Rattan for Covering Seats and for Snow Sweepers

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

OHIcts It New Vork. Chicago, Us Angeles. San Francisco. Houston. Washington.

Portland, Ore , Toronto and Montreal.

National Boiler Washing Company
of Illinois

Railway Exchange Building Chicago

Engineers and Builders of Locomotive Terminal Facilities

PITTSBURGH SPRING & STEEL CO.
1417 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Maker, of QPPINr^Q of Every
Elliptic and SpiraJ Or IXll^VjO Description

Quality and Workmanship Guaranteed
New York Agencies Chicago

Z03S Grand Central Terminal Hit Fisher BIdg.

STANDARDIZE YOUR PASSENGER CARS WITH

NORTH POLE
SANITARY ORINKINQ FOUNTAINS

HENRY CIESSEL CO.

_ ^n Bessemer- American OtieriHeiirth-KeysloneCopptr Steel
Black Sheets, Galvanizpd Sheets. CorruKated Sheet?. Automobile Sheets,
Electrical Sheets. Formed Kooflne Producis, Tmand Teme Plate.s, Etc.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY. PirrsBURGH. Pa.

5P
ROBERTSON PROCESS

ASBESTOS PROTECTED METAL
A Rust and Corrosion-Proof
Building Material for Perma-
nent Roofs, Siding and Trim

Write for Sample
H. H. ROBERTSON CO., Pillsbnrgh, Pa.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
ANNUAL CAPACITY, 25,000 TONS

FORT PITT MALLEABLE IRON CO., Pittsburgh, Pa,

TAPS DIES
DRILLS REAMERS

SCREW PLATES GAGES PIPE TOOLS
MACHINE TOOLS MILLING CUTTERS

g"c'g^r5iP?,-5°.-[)
GREENFIELD

MASS.

ELWELL-PARKER
Electric

TRUCKS AND TRACTORS
(sr Frsliht and Pasitnter Terminal, St(ra(< Battscy

Waretioise, Baggage ajld Shop Tricks.

The Elwell-Parker Electric Co.
"Pioneer Builders Electric Industrial Tracks"

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
Omces in All Principal Cities. I

VAPOR
.\ND OTHER TYPES OF

CAR HEATING SYSTEMS
GOLD CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO.
Bush Tornunal 220 36lh St. Brookl>ii, N. Y.

Improved Pressed Steel Car Parts
Forgings

Railway Specialties

PARISH & BINGHAM CORPORATION
CLEVELAND
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SUPERHEATERS,
FEED WATER HEATERS

and

EXHAUST STEAM INJECTORS
Save Fuel—Increase Capacity

THE SUPERHEATER CO.
General Offices: 17 E. 42nd St., N. Y.

Chicago: Peoples Gas Bldg.
Superheater Co., Ltd., Montreal

DICKINSON DEVICES
Cast Iron Smoke Jacks for En^ne Houses
Ligh Fireproof Jacks for Ensrine Houses

Aeol us Veti tilators made of Cast Iron ant Sheet Metal
Cas t Iron Chimneys fc r Small Buildings

Cast ron Exhaust Heads Cast Iron Smoke Plates

PAUL DICKINSON, Inc., 3352 South Artesian Ave., Chicago

Ashton High Grade

Pop Valves—Steam Gauges

quality standard for

THE ASHTON VALVE CO.
York, Boston and Chicago

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
Geo. P. Nichols & Bro. 2139 Fulton Street Chicago

ROLLED MANGANESE STEEL RAIL
Furnished
in all -' ^
standai'd
sections-' „. ... ,,

traffic - -

MANGANESE STEEL RAIL COMPANY
Sales Office HILLBURN NEW YOR-IC

Effects ^reat
economic in
maintenance
on all curves -

for congested

JOURNAL A.S C O TRUCK
BOX PRESSED SPRING
LIDS STEEL PLATES

XLLEGHENY SXEEL COMPANY
Brackenridge, Pa.

Standard Steel Platform
In Use by 2S1 Companies

Sessions-Standard Friction Draft Gear
In Use by 205 Companies

Both Made by the

Standard Coupler Co., 30 Church St., New York

MASSACHUSETTS MOHAIR PLUSH CO.

Bay State Brand Plush
ALL STANDARD GRADES FOR CAR SEATS

PLAIN AND FRIEZE

BOSS ^%VI
UNCtUESTIONED
DEPENDABILITY

DOSS NUT CO. CHICAGO.USA

Serves ^^^^^^ ^
Saves and Satisfies

A strong, service-

able railway wrench
which gives dollar

for dollar the most
satisfactory service.

CUES WRENCH CO
Worcester, Mass.

And wherever tools are sold.

FRICTIONLESS
SIDE

BEARINGS
The Wine Railway Appliance Co.

Toledo, O.

PITTSePRiGH
TANKS
& Structural Steel "Work
PITTSBURGH - DES MOINES STEEL COMPANY

EXTENSION SIDE DUMP CARS
30 cu. yds. l.evel Full;

43 cu. yds. Normal Loading;
100,000 pounds A. R. A. Capacity.

CLARK CAR COMPANY
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Boston
683 Atlantic Ave.

PITTSBURGH

DUNER CAR CLOSETS
Enameled Iron Wet or Dry Closets

DUNER CO.
10 1 S; CLINTON

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
MANUFACTURERS CHICAGO

Hand, Push and Motor Cars—Coaling Sta-

tions — Standpipes—Oil Engines— Pumps

—

Motors—Fairbanks Scales—Light Plants

—

Water Systems.

MACHINE TOOLS
For the LocomO'tive and Car Building' Shop
For Railroad Repair Shops and General

Repair Shops—Complete equipment including:

Cranes and Steam Ha

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
Ill BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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THE ARiNOLD
COMPAISri'

ENGINEERS—CONSTRUCTORS
Electrical — Civil — Mechanical

Specialists In the plannlne of

rallro&d properties and tbelr

construction. Offering complete

serrlce from conception to

operation, eliminating hazard-

ous division of responsibility

and Insuring mazlmaDi

economy.

lOS South La Salle Street

CHICAGO

A CARD HERE

will keep your name

before Railway OSicers

Charles Evan Fowler
M. Am. Soc. C. E. M. Eng.
Inst. Can. Consulting Civil En-
gineer.

BRIDGES, FOUNDATIONS
Reinforcements of Long

Spans a Specialty

New York City, 2S Church St.

THE H. K. FERGUSON
COMPANY

ENGINEERS—BUILDERS
HAROLD K. FERGUSON, Pres.

General Offices

New York Cleveland Chlcaio

6523 Eoclid An.

An organization experienced in

laying-out. designing, building
and equipping railroad shops
and terminals.
Specialists in designing steel

and reinforced oncrete struc-

tures.

Exclusive Representatives for

GAP CRANE ERECTING SHOPS
and

MORGAN ENGINEERING CO 'S CRANES

BATTEY & KIPP
INCORPORATED

Engineers
Complete railroad shops and

Locomotive Terminals
Power Plants

Industrial Properties

123 \V. Madison St.. Chicago

A card here is one

placed weekly on the desks

of nearly every important

Railway Official.

THOMAS N. GmMORE
Consulting Engineer

Railroad Shops; Locomo-
Ter

Ste Sta

and Equip-
?r Plants;
and Indus-

il Phint:

136 Liberty St., New York City

GULICK-HEIVDERSON CO.
Inspectins Engineers. Inspection of

Bridges. Building -Materials. Railway
Equipment. Cement. Pipe Machinery,
etc. Examinations. Consultations. Ap-
praisements. Phj-sical and Chemical
Laboratories.

General Offices. New York
Pittsborgh. 525-529 Third A»e.

Chicago. Ill . 4J1 South Dearborn St.

New York. 145 West 36th Street

^
This TRADE-MARK Spells Quality

Track Tools, Track Jacks, Nut Locks,

Rail Joint Springs, Shop Tools

VERONA TOOL WORKS
New York PITTSBURGH Chioago

jM THE WEIERBACH BRAKE
llVBr 1^Ik SHOE
I* ^A M. C. B. Deiiiin

¥ , -: „i-^*-.^ -^j l^r 25% longer ivcar. Do not heat, bum
or V, ear wh< els. A trial order sent

< for quotat ons.

WEIEUBACH BRAKE SHOE CO.
Offic* and PU nl S^-ranlon. Penna.

e: Al n. nnffman. EirluMte Export Sales Acentj; Fox
mr, AiDfilran Bank BIdf.. Urn AngelM. Brethera 1 Co.. 128-130 Ufajetl* St. I

C«l. Nfw York City
1

McClellan & J unkersfeld
Incorporated

Engineering and Construction

NEW YORK
45 William ;

PHILADELPHIA
112 South 16th St.

It will pay you to take

advantage of space in these

columns.

JOHN E. MUHLFELD
Consulting Engineer

RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES
INVESTIGATIONS AND

VALUATIONS
2S Broad Street. New York

MONROE NASH
Consulting Accountant

VALUATION PROTESTS,
INVESTIGATIONS,

AUDITS

521 High St.. Portsmouth. Va.

Dwight P. Robinson & Co.
Incorporated

Engineers and contractors
With which is consollilated

Westlnghooie. Charth, Kerr & Co.. Inc.

Railroad Shops & Terminals
Power Plants Electrification

Coallne Stations
125 East 46th St. New York

Chicago Youngstown Dallas Los Angeles
Mnnlrpal Bio (le Janplro

C E SMITH & CO.
ConsuUing Engineers

2065-75 Railway Exchange, St. Loaii,

Mo.. Chicago. Kansas City
Itivestigalions. Beporta. Appraisals, Ex-
perl Tfestunony. Bridge and Structural
Work. ElectriflcaUon. Grade Crossing
EliminatloD. Foundations, Docks, Water
Supply. Bi«r and Flood Protection.
Drainage and Sanitation, Naval Arctl-

STONE & WEBSTEB
Incorporated

Examinations Reports Appraisals

on

Industrial and Public Service

Properties

New York Boston Chicago

The Watson
Ejigineering Company

Our complete and ex-

perienced organization

is at your service for

the design and con-

struction of railway

Structures of every

character.

4614 Prospect Ave.

CLEVELAND

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Ens'-neers—Constructors

Industrial Plants. Building*,
Steam Power Plants. Water
Powers, Gas Plants. Steam and
KIcctric Railroads. Transmission
Systems.
« Exchann Place, New York

Robert W. Hunt Ino 1. Conr 0. W. McNaugher

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS
BUREAU OF

INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTS

ESTABLISHED OFFICES IN
CHICAGO NEW YORK PITTSBURGH ST LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE LONDON MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER

Let the Get Together Department act as your

silent salesman in helping you turn your idle

second-hand equipment into cash.

Use the Professional Directory in order to keep your name before

every important railway official.
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Classified Advertisements—Help and Situation Wanted advertisements appearing in the "Get Together Department,"
5c. a word an insertion, including ten words for address. Minimum charge $1.00 for each insertion. For Sale

advertisements, $3.00 a column inch (1" deep x 1%" wide.) Any number of inches may be used. Copy must be in

this office by Saturday noon to insure insertion in the following week's issue.

POSITION OPEN

SALARIED positions $2,500 to $25..

000 upward; executive, techni-
cal, administrative, engineering, man-
ufacturing, professional, managing,
6nancial, etc., all lines. If you are
qualified, and receptive to tentative
offers for a new connection, you are
invited to communicate in strict con-
fidence with the undersigned, who
will conduct preliminary negotiations
for such positions. A method is

provided through which you may
receive overtures in confidence, with-
out jeopardizing present connections,
and in a manner conforming strictly

to professional ethics. Send name
and address only; preliminary par-

ticulars will be sent without obligat-

ing or compromising you in anv way.
R. W. Bixby. Inc.. 402 Lockwood
Building, Buffalo. N. Y.

Vr/ANTED in New York City by
" private company, clerk for check
ing A. R. A. repairs. Stats age
education, experience, salary ex
pected Address Box 443. Railway
-Age. Woolworth Building, New York
Citv.

SALES MANAGER AND EXECUTIVE

Sales Manager and E.xecutive desires to change his position.

Has had many years' experience directing sales organization in

steam railway and industrial sales. Has also had considerable

experience in merchandising. Correspondence invited and will

lie kept confidential. Address Box 440, care Railway Age,
Woolworth Building, New York, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE

.\ii Executive with thorough training seeks real activity and
responsibilities. Long service with two large manufacturing

companies earned consistent advancement to position of Gen-
eral Manager and in such capacity he successfully directed a

1400-man organization including operations of a large factory.

The automobile accessories and railway supplies manufactured
were nationally distributed. Highest references business and
personal—a record of achievement and ability to grasp and
solve problems. Address Box 442, Railway Age, Woolworth
Building. New York City.

POSITION WANTED

POSITION WANTED—Electrical

engineer with broad experience in

telegraph, telephone and signal con-

struction and maintenance. Position

with central, western or foreign rail-

way. Address Box 441 Railway Age,
Woolworth Building, New York City.

AMBITIOUS young man 34 years
of age wants supervisory posi-

tion in Passenger Car Department,
with some up-to-date railroad. Has
long experience in both mechanical

and engineering department. Refer-

ence furnished. J. L. Williams, Pas-

senger Car Dept., N. & W. Ry., Roa-
noke, Va.

EDUCATIONAL

SEND for Free Special Bulletin

and learn how to increase your
knowledge of practical railroad

work and fit yourself for promo-
tion. The Railway Educational
Bureau, Omaha, Nebr.

If you have second-

hand equipment to

sell, your advertise-

ment should appear in

the

—

''Gef Together

Departments^

Take advantage
of it.

BOX CARS
125 65,000 lb. Capacity BOX CARS; ALL REBUILT,
in strictly first class condition; ready for immediate

shipment

GONDOLA CARS
25 100,000 lb. Capacity ALL STEEL, Double Hopper

cars.

25 100,000 lb. Capacity, ALL STEEL, Flat Bottom cars.

80,000 lb. and 100,000 lb. NEW STEEL FLAT CARS.

L O COMOTIV E S

5 to 100 tons in weight, ALL TYPES, for all classes

of service. Have over 50 rebuilt and ready for IMME-
DIATE SHIPMENT.

SOUTHERN
ATLANTA

IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.
(Established 1889) GA.

Use the Classified Sec-

tion, when in need of

a man or looking for a

position.

36" Gauge Equipment for Sale

1 50 -Ton Shay Locomotive.

1 36-Ton Brooks Mogul Locomotlre.

5 3 5 -Ton Cooke Consolidation Locomo-
tives

1 18-Ton Davenport Saddle Tank Loco-

motive.

3 28' Box Cars, 30 m. cap.

3 30' Flat Cars, 40 m. cap.

MORSE BROS. MACH. & SUPPLY CO.,

Denver, Coio^ S

FOR SALE
70 ton (140,000) 41 ft. Flat Car.

3—Western 16 yd. Air Dump Cars.

36—Side Dump Ballast Cars.

Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Co.

St. Louis

FOR SALE
ALL STEEL

GONDOLA CARS
110,000 lb. capacity.

Twin hopper bottom
or

Flat Steel Floors.

Air Brakes.
Standard Safety Appli-

ances.

Completely Rebuilt and
Meeting all I. C. C.

requirements.

For further information
and photos of cars write or

wire.

The Youngstown
Equipment Company
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Angles. Channels and Tee*—
(See Shapes, Strnctural).

Arresters. Lightning.
General Electric Co.
P. & M. Co.. The.

Ash Conveyors.
Conveyors' Corporation ot

.America.

Automatic Train Control.

Miller Train Control Corp.

National Safety Appliance
Co.

Axles. Car and Locomotive.
.Vmerican Locomotire Co.

Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Barges. Steel.
American Bridge Co.
Pittsbnrgh-Dea Moines Steel

Co.

Barrels. Tumbling.
Whiting forp.

Bars. Concrete Eeinforcing.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Cambria Steel Co.

Ciirnfgle Steel Co.
lUinnis Steel Co.

Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Mi.lvale Steel Co.

Bars. Iron and Steel.

I'amliria Steel Co.

("arneple Steel Co.

Falls Hollow StayboU Co.

Illinois Steel Co.

K.verson & Son. Joseph T.

li.ltert Alloy SIfcl l^•<^.

Batteries. Electric Storage.

Snfet.v Car Heating &
Mshtlnit Co.

St. .no Franklin Co.

Bearings. Center.
I l.l.nc" Ry. E<i"lpment Co.

Miner. W. n.
SymlnetMn Co.. T. n.
Woods * Co., Edwin S.

Bearings. Jonmal.
MaennB Co.. Inc.

More-Jones Brass & Metal

Co,

Bearings. Bide.
American Steel Fonndrlcs.
rhlrago Ry. Equipment Co.

Fort rut Malleahle Iron

Co.
Miner. W. H.
.itandird Car Truck Co,

Wine Ry. Appliance Co.

Woods ft Co . Edwin S.

Bending and Straightening
Machines.

Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Billets, Steel.
Cambria Steel Co.
lUinois Steel Co.
Mirtvale Steel & Oidnance

Blanks, EoUed Gear.
Cambria Steel Co.
Mldvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.

Blocks, Creosoted,
American Creosotlng Co.

Central Coal & Coke Co.

International Cteosoting &
Construction Co.

Jennison Wright Co.

Blower Fittings, Automatic
Smokebox.

Barco Mfg. Co.

Boilers. Locomotive.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Bolsters, Steel.

American Steel Foundries.
Illinois Steel Co.
Republic Kailway Equip. Co.
ScHllIn Steel Co.

Bolts and Nuts.
Ross Nut Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Nati..nal Malleable Cast-

ings Co.
Russell. Burdsall & Ward

Bolt and Nut Co.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Brake Forging, Pii

Schaefer Equipment Co.

Steel Car Forge Co.

Brake Heads.
American Steel Foundries.
Cliicago Ry. Equipment Co.
National Malleable Castings

National Railway Appliance

Brake Shoes.
.\merican Brake Shoe &

Fdy. Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron

Brakes, Air,

Brakes, Hand.
Miner. W. H.
Minich Ry. Appliance Co.
National Malleable Casting

Co.
Wine By. Appliance Co.

Builders, Portable Steel.

Bulldozers.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

iiklln Ry. sfnpply Co.

Boring and Turning Mills.
Vertical.

Nlirs BementPond Co.

Braces. Rail.
.Vmerlcan Chain Co.
Cnmhria Steel Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron

Co.
Mldvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

National Malleahle fastings

I

Bridge Builders.
.\rnold Co.
Austin Co., Tlie
Fowler. Chas. Evan.
Pittsblirch-Des Molnos Steel

Co.

I

Buckets, Clam Shell.
Rlaw Knox Co.
Rrown Hoisting Madly. Co.
Browning Co.
Industrial Works.
Orton & Steinhrenner Co.

Buckets, Grab.
.Vmerlcan Bridge Co.
Blaw-Knox Co.
Brown FTolsting Machy. Co.
Browning Co.
Hnyward Co.
Industrial Works.
McMyler Interstate Co.
Ortnn & Steinhrenner Co.

Buffers. Friction.
Miner. W. H.
Westlnghouse Air Brake Co.

I
Brake Beams.
American Steel Foundries,
rtilcncn Ry. Equipment Co
Purl. I. ,V ningbam Co
Rrpnbll. Railway Kquip Co

I

Brake Beams—Supports.
Mii.Tl.aii Steel Foundries,
("bb-ai:" Ry. EqnIpmonI fo.

Buildings. Iron. Steel and
Steel Concrete.

Arnold Co.
Austin Co.. The
Ferguson Co., H. K.
McLellan & Jankersfeld.

Inc.
Plttshnrgh-ncB Moines Sleel

Co.
Robertson Co., H. H.
RoWnson Co., nwlght P.
St.ine * Webster.
While Eni: Corp.. J. O

Burners,
Gas.

Air Redact

Bunsen, Oxygen,

Sales Co.

Cables, Electric.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Kerite Insulated Wire &

Cable Co.

Cahleways— (See Tramways').

Car Lighting Equipment —
I (See Lighting. Car Equip-
i

ment).

Carlines.
Chicago Cleveland Car Roof-

ing Co.

Standard Ry. Equipment Co.

Car Material. Wood.
Exchange Sawmills Sales Co.

Kirby-Ronner Lumber Co.

Carriers. Monorail.
Conveyors Corp. of .\merica.

Cars. Ballast.
Cambria Steel Co.

Western Wheeled Scraper

Cars, Dump,
Cambria Steel Co.
Clark Car Co.
Western Wheeled Scraper

Co.

Cars. Freight.
American Car & Fdry. Co.

Cambria Sleel Co.
nre.nvllle Steel Car Co.

Ralston Sleel Car Co.
Ryan Car Co.

Youngstown Sleel Car Co.

Cars, Hand and Push.
Fairbanks. Morse \- l o.

Mudge & C".

Cars. Industrial.
Whiting Corp.
Youngstown Steel Car Co.

Cars, Motor (Section),
Clark Car Cn.

Fairbanks. Morse & Co.

Mudge A Co.

Cars. Passenger.
American Car A Fdr.i Co
Ralston Steel Car Co.

Cars. Rebuilt and Repaired.
American Car \ Fdrv. Co.
OreenvlUe Steel Car Co.

Rnlsinn Steel Car Co
Youngstown Sle.-I I ar •,,

Cars. Second-Hand.
Snuth'n Iron \- Equip. Cn
Zelnicker Supply Co.. Wal

Cars, Shapes, Pressed Steel.
Parish & Bingham Corp.
Sharon Pressed Steel Co.

Cars, Spreader,
Jordan Co., O. H.
Western Wheeled Scraper

Castings. Brass and Bronze.
.Magnus Co.. Inc.

Castings, Gray Iron.
.\merican Brake Shoe &

Fdry. Co.
.\merican Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Mldvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

National Malleable Castings
Co.

Ramapo AJax Corp.

Castings, Malleable Iron.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co.
McCounav & Torlev Co.
National Malleable Castings
Co.

P. & M. Co.. The.

Castings, Steel.
.\merican I.ocomotive Co.
.\merican Steel Foundries.
Kdgewater Steel Co.
McConway & Torley Co.
Mldvale Steel A Ordnance

Co.

Chain.
American Chain Co.

(Tharooal. Iron,
Parkesburg Iron Co.

Chemicals.
Pearborn Chemical Co.

Chemists.
Piarborn Chemical Co.
Hunt & Co.. Robert W.

Cinder Handling Plants.
Conveyors Corp. of .\merlc
Roberts * Schaefer Co.

Clamps. Guard Rail.
.Vmerirnn Chain Co.

Q * C Co.. The.

\Vestlnghouse Air Brake Co.

Clamps. Pipe.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.
National Malleahle Castings
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Coal. Ore a d Ash Handli K

Machines
Brown H. stini; Machinery

Co.
Conveyors' Cor[). of Vmerl 'a

Industrial Works
Ortnn i: Stclnhrcnn r Co.
KobiTts & Schaefer Co.

Coaling Stations,
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
PIttsburgh-Dfs Moines Steel

Co.
Roberts & Schaefer Co.

Cocks, Angle.
Westingboiise .\ir Brake Co.

Compounds Boiler.
Bird-Archer Co.. The
Dearborn Cbemiral Co.

Compressor s. Air.

General Electric Co.

Injrerstrll l;aid r.

Norwalk Iron Works
WorthiiiL loll Piin |. & Mob

Corp.

Condensers
IngersoU Rand Cf

Conduits. Metallic Flexible.
Barpo Mfg. Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Schaefer Equipment Co.

Connectors. Automatic T. P.— (See Train Pipe Con-
nectors. Automatic)

.

Control Devices, Train Speed.
Miller Train Control Corp.
Regan Safety Devices Co.

Conveying Machinery.
Brown Hoisting Mach. Co.
Conveyors' Corp. of America
Industrial Works
McMyler Interstate Co.
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Conveyor, Ash— (See Coal, Ore
and Ash Handling- Mach.).

Coupler Pockets— (See Draft
Yokes).

Couplers.
American Steel Foundries.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.
McConway & Torley Co.
National Malleable Castings

Co.
Q & C Co., The
Standard Coupler Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co,

Couplings, Hose.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co.
IngersoU-Rand Co,
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Covering, Seat, Rattan.
See Rattan

Cranes, Electric Traveling.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.
Ferguson Co.. H. K.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
Whiting Corp.

Cranes, Gantry.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.
Industrial Works
Niles-Benient-Pond Co.
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.
Whiting Corp.

Cranes, Jib.
Brown Hoisting Mchv. Co.
Industrial Works
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
Wliiting Corp,

Cranes, Locomotive.
Brown Hoisting Mchy, Co.
Industrial Works
McMyler Interstate Co,
Ohio Loeomotive Crane Co.
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Cranes. Portable.
Brown Hoisting Mchy, Co.
Indostrlal Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

iDdustriiil Woi-kt;.

Cranes, Wrecking.
Brown Hoisting Mchv. Co
Browning Co,
Industrial Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Creosote.
.\merican Creosoting Co.
International Creosotlng
Construction Co.

.Tennison Wright Co.

Cross Arms.

Crossheads and Shoes.
Bnldwin L*)Comotlve Works,

Tlie

Barco Mfg, Co.

Crossings — (See Frogs and
Crossings)

,

Crushers, Coal.
Brown Hoisting Mach. Co.
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.
Worthington Pump & Mchy.

Corp.

Culverts.
American Rolling Mill Co.,
The

American Sheet & Tin Plate
Co.

Canton Culvert & Silo Co.
U. S. Cast Iron Pipe &
Fdy. Co.

Curtains and Fixtures. Car
Window.

Morton Mfg. Co.

Curtains & Fixtures. Car
Vestibule.

Morton Mfg, Co.

Cutting and Welding Appa
tus (Oxy- Acetylene).

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Cylinders,
Etc.

Air Redu

lii.lustrial Works,

Diaphragms, Buffing

Mechanism.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Diaphragms for Cars, Can
and Steel.

Morton Mfg, Co.

Ditching Machinery.
Browning Co.
Industrial Works
Jordan Co.. O. H.

Door Fixtures— (See Fixtures.
Car Door).

Door. Locomotive, Fire-Box.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Doors, Car.
Camel Co.

Ex
Co,

W. H.
? Ry. Applian

Grain.
ange

Co.

lis Sales

Doors, Steel.
Morton Mfg, Co.

Di-aft Arms.
American Steel Foundries.

Draft Gears.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co.
Hall Draft Gear Corp.
Miner. W. H.
Standard Coupler Co.
Symington Co., T. N.
Union Draft Gear Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Draft Yokes.
American Stcul Foundiies.
Miner. W. H.
National Malleable Castings

Co.
Steel Car Forge Co.

Dredging Machinery.
Industrial Works.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel

Drill Steel, Rock ai

Sharpeners.
IngersoU-Rand Co.

Drilling Machines, Hock,
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Oldham & Son Co,. Geo.

Drilling Machines, Upright
and Radial.

Niles-Bement-Pon.l Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T

IngersoU-Ranrt Co.

Drills, Pneumatic.
Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.
Ingersoll-Rand fo.

Drills, Track and Bonding.
Eird-Arcber Co., The
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Drills, Twist,
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp,

Drinking Fountains.
Giessel Co.. Henry.

Driving Boxes (Extended
Main).

Franklin Railway Supply Co

Dryers. Rotary.
Wliiting Corp,

Dynamos — (See Generators,
Electric. Economizers,
Fuel).

Economizers, Fuel.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F'.

Electrification, Railroad.
General Electric Co.
McLellan & Junkersfeld.

Inc.

Robinson Co., Dwlght P.
Smith & Co.. C. E.

Enamels, Air Drying and Bak-
ing,

Murpby Varnish Co.

Engineers and Contractors.
Roberts & Schaefer Co,
Robinson Co., Dwight P.
Stone & Webster
Watson Engineering Co.
White Eng. Corp., J. G.

Engineers, Construction.
Arnold Co.
Austin Co.. The
Bush, Roberts & Schaefer.
Ferguson Co.. H. K,
McLellan & Junkersfeld,

Inc.
Roberts & Schaefer Co.
Robinson Co.. Dwight P,
Stone & Webster.
Watson Engineering Co.
White Eng. Corp., J. G.

Engineers. Consulting. Civil.

Elec. , Hydraulic. Mech.
Val.

Arn.dd Cn.

Austin Co,, The
Battev. Paul L.
Bush. Roberts & Schaefer,
Ferguson Co.. H, K.
Fowler, Chas. Evans
Fowler, Geo, L.
Gifford-Wood Co.
Gilmore, Thomas N.
Hunt & Co., Robert W.
Muhlfeld, John E.

Smith & Co., C, E.

Engineers. Contracting.
Arnold Co.
Austin Co., The
Bush. Roberts & Schaefer,
Ferguson Co.. H. K.
Fowler. Geo. T..

Hunt & Co.. Robert W.
Mublfeld. John E.
McLellan & Junkersfeld,

Inc.

.<mitb & Co., C. E.

Stone & Webster
Watson Engineering Co.
White Eng. Corp., J. G.

Engineers, Inspecting.
Arnold Cm.

Austin Co,, The
Buab, Roberts & Sdinefe;

Co.
Ferguson Co., H. K.
Fowler, Geo. L.
Gulick. Henderson Co,

Hunt & Co., Robert W.
Muhlfeld, John E.
Smith & Co.. C. E.

Engines, Crude Oil Fuel.
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Worthington Pump &
Machinery Corp.

Engines. Gas and Gasoline.
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.

Sturtevant Co.. B. F*.

Worthington Pump & Mchy
Corp.

Engines, Hoisting.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.
Industrial Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Fans, Exhaust and Ventilat-
ing.

Buffalo Forge Co.
Mudge & Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Fasteners, Car Door.
Arnold Co.
Camel Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co.
Miner. W. H.
National Malleable Castings

Co.

Ferro Molybdenum.
Vanadium Corp. of America.

Ferro Vanadi'
Corp. of Americ;

Fireboxes.
American locomotive Co,
Baldwin Locomotive Works

\A'estinghouse Air Brake Co.

Fixtures, Car Door.
Camel Co.
Miner. W. H,
National Malleable Castings

Flooring.
Central Coal & Coke Co.
Exchange Sawmills Sales

Forges, Rivet Heating.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.
Sturtevant Co., B, F.

Forgings.
American Steel Fomidries
Edgewater Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Mldvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
Parish & Bingham Co.
Steel Car Forge Co.
United Alloy Steel Corp.

Forms, Steel, for Concrete
Construction,

Blaw-Knox Co.

Foundations.
Fowler. Chas. Evans
Smith & Co., C. E.

Foundry Supplies.
Bird-Archer Co., The
Whiting Corp,

Frames, Locomotives,
Americ.'in Locomotive Co.
American Steel Foundries
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Frames, Truck.
American Locomotive Co.
American Steel Foundries
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Franklin Railwav Supply Co.
Scullin Steel Co.

Frames, Vanadium.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Frogs and Crossings.
Cambria Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Fulcrums. Brake Beam.
American Stpel Foundries.
Chicasio Ry. Equipment Co.
National Malleable Castings

Co.

Furnace, Annealing and Case
Hardening,

Whiting Corp.

Furnaces, Melting.
Whitlns Corp.

Furnaces, Rivet Heating

—

(See Forges, Rivet Heat-
ing).

Gage Testers— (See Testers,
Gage)

.

Gages, Machinists,
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.

Gages, Steam.
Ashton Valve Co.

Gages Wheel Press, Record-
ing.

Ashton Valve Co.

Gates, Tail.

Morton Mfg. Co.

Gear Blanks, Rolled Steel.
Standard Steel Works.

Gears and Pinions.
American Steel Foundries

Gears, Valve — (See Valve
Gears).

Generators, Car Lighting.
Safety Car Lighting &
Heating Co.

Stone Franklin Co.

Generators, Acetylene.
Air Reduction Sales Co.

Generators, Electric.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

Glass, Wire.
Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Goggles,
Air Reduction Sales Co.

Graphite, Lubricating,
Galena Signal Oil Co.

Grapples, Wood.
Industrial Works.

Grate Shakers.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Grease Forming Machine,
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Grinding Machines, Portable.
IniTcrsoll-KanM (\x

Guard Rail, One Piece.
American Chain Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp

.

Guards, Dust
Symington Co., T, H.
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Hammers. Steam.
Industrial Works.
Niles-Bement-roDd Co.
RyiTson t Son, Joseph T.

Handles, Door, Pressed Steel
Parish & Bingham Corp.

:. Car Door— (See Fix-
!s, Car Door).
..n & Son, Joseph T.

Heaters, Feed Water,
i_;raver Corp.
Superheater Co., The.
Worthington Pump vii Mohy.

Co.

Heating Systems, Car (Elec-

tric and Steam).
Gold Car Htg. & Ltu'. Co.

Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Co.

Stone Franklin Co.
Vapor Car Heatinu' l<... Inc.

Wine Ry. .ippliaiici- Vi>.

Heating Units, Independent.
SturtevaiJt Co., B. F.

Heating and VentUatins Ap-
paratus.

r.old Car Htg. & Ltg. Co.
Stnitevant Co., B. F.

Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.

Hoisting Machinery.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.

Industrial Works.
McMyler Interstate Co.

Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Hoists, Air,
Ins;crsc.ll-Ran.l Co.

Hoists. Chain.
Rycrson & Son, Joseph T.

Hoists, Coach.
Whiting Corri.

Hoists, Electric,
Bronn Hoisting Machy. Co.

Hoists. Locomotive,
WhiliuK Corp.

Hoists, Pneumatic,
Ineersoll-Rand Co.
Whltlog Corp.

Holders, Angle Cock.
.\Iudge & Co.

Hooks, Wrecking.
National .Malleable Castings

Co.

Hoppers. Wet and Dry (Car).

Diiner Co.

Hose, Air, Steam, Etc,
lnL.rs..|l lUn.l Co.
rihlhnm & Son Co., Geo.
Wistinehouse Air Brake Co.

Hose. Welding.
.\ir R.-.luitlon Sales Co.

Injectors, Exhaust Steam.
Suiicrhealer Co., The.

Ingots.
Cnml.rla Steel Co.
Eflgewater Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
MrConway A Torley Co.
Mhlvale Slwl & Ordnance

Co.
National Malleable Castings

Co.

Inspection of Haterlal and
Equipment — (See Engi-
neers, Inspection).

Insulation, Eleotrlcsl.
Johns Manrllle. Inc.

Insulation, He*t,
I.<-hon (<:. Tl.i>

.Inhns-Manvllle. Inc.

Minor, W. H.

Iron Chain,
EwnW Iron To.

Falls Hollow Stiybolt Co.

Iron. Charcoal.
rBtnl.rln ."(lepl Co.
Fnll< Hollow ."^taTboll Co,

Mldrale SI.el A Ordnance

rk.-.hnrg Ir Co.

Iron. Hollow Staybolt.
liills Hollow staybolt Co.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc.

Iron, Refined.
Ewald Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.
Init.-il .\lIoy St..-Hl Corp,

Iron Staybolt— (See also Stay-
bolts),

Falls Hollow staybolt Co.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc.
Rrerson &• Son, Joseph T.
Cnilid -Mlov Ste.-l Corp.

Joints, Air Reservoir.
Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Uy. sni.ply Co,

Joints, Blow Off Line (Sound-
house).

Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

Joints. Coach a-'d Coach Yard.
Barco Mtg. Co.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

Joints, Flexible.
Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

Joints, Rail.
American Chain Co.
American Steel Foundries.
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Q & C Co., The
Rail Joint Co., The

Joints, Steam, Air and Liquid.

Barco Mfg. Co.

Franklin By. Supply Co.

Journal Boxes and Lids,
.\llegheny Steel Co.
American Steel Foundries.
National Malleable Castinus

Co.
Parish & Bingham Corp.
.Symington Co., T. H.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co.

Journal Box Wedges — (See
Wedges, Journal Box),

Ladders, Steel Car,
Parish & Bingham Corp.
Wiup Railway Appliance C

Lath, Metal.
.\nieriran Rolling Mill Co.,

The

Lathes, Ergi-e.
Nilps-Bomcnt-ronrt Co
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Lead, White,
National Lead Co.

Lighting Equipment, Car.
Safely Car Wc & Ilts. Co.

Stone Franklin Co.

Locomotive Repair Farts.
American I-ocomotlve Co.
Baldwin l.ocomotlve Works,
The.

Locomotives, Contractors'.
Anierlrnn Locomotive Co.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Locomotives, Eleotrio.
American lyicomotlve Co,

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Locomotives, OasoUns,
Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Loromotlves, Industrial,
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Locomotives, Hlns.
Ainerlenn ly.comollve Co.
Ralilwln Locomotive Works

Locomotives, Second-Hand.
South'n Iron & Equip. Co.
Zclnicker Supply Co.. Wal-

ter A.

Locomotives, Steam.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Lubricants (Oil and Grease).
Cialena Signal Oil r.,,

Te.xas Co.

Lumber,
Central Coal & Coke Co.
Exchange SawmllU Sales Co.
Foote Lumber Co.. H. D.
Kirby-Bonner Lumber Co.

Lumber, Creosoted.
.American Creosotinu- Co.
Central Coal & Coke Co.
International Creosoting &
Construction Co.

Magnets, Lifting,
Industrial Works.
Browning Co.

Mechanical Draft Apparatus

—

(See Heating and Vent.
App.)

Milling Machines, Plain and
Universal.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Mixing Machines, Concrete.
Blaw Kn.ix Co.

Molybdenum Metal.
Vandium Corp. of America.

Monorail System.
Whiting Corp.

Motors, Electric.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
General Electric Co.

Mouldings, Steel Drawn,
.Morton Mfg. Co.

Nails.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Nozzles, Exhaust.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Nuts— (See Bolts and Nuts),

Nut Locks,
Boss Nut Co.
Verona Tool Works.

Oil Cups.
Crane Co.

Oil Filtering and Storage
System.

Graver Corp.

Oil. Fuel.
Texas Co.

Oil, Linseed.
National Lead Co.

Oils. Lubricating.
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Texas Co.

Oil Plugs. Steam Chest.
I'ranklhi Itailway Supply Co

Ovens, Core.
Whiting Corp.

Oxygen.
Air R.ilnctlon Sales Co.

Packing. Cylinder and Valve-
ring.

Young, C. C.

Packing. Soft.

Crane Co.

Paint.
lehon Co., The.
National Tyead Co.

Paint, Metal, Protective,
National Lead Co.

Paper Sheathing,
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof.

Ing Co.
Lehon Co., The.

Pavement Breakers.
IngersollRonel c„

Pier Builders,
Bush. Roherla & Schaefer.

Pile Drivers.
Browning Co.
Inilustrlal Works.
MeMyler Interstate Co,
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Piling. Creosoted Wood,

Construction Co.

Pins, Coupler Knuckle.
Steel Car Forge Co.
National Malleable Casting.

Co.

Pins, Crank,
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Cambria Steel Co.

Pipe Cutting and Threading
Machinery.

Greenfleld Tap & Die Corp.

Pipe. Metal Culvert.
American Rolling Mill Co..
The

American Sheet & Tin Plate

Planers,
Niles-Bement-Poud Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

ebox— (See

; Bearings,

Plates, Iron and Steel,
.-Vmerican Rollin-j .Mill Co.,
The

Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

Plttsburgh-Dcs .Moines Steel
Co.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Plates. Tie.
Cambria Steel Co
Illinois Steel Co.

Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

National Malleable Castings

Co.

Plows, Snow.
.\merlcnn Locomotive Co.
Jordan Co., O. H.
Q & C Co.. The

Plush. Mohair.
Mass, Mohair Plush Co.

Pneumatic Tools.
Inaersoll Rand Co.
Oldham & .Son Co.. Geo.

Pockets. Push pole.

Steel
Parish ,1: BInghar

Pressed

Corp.

'oles. Creosoted.
American Creosollni: Co.

Central Coal « Coke Co.
International Creosoting &

Const ruction Co.

'oles. Telegraph and Tele-

Co

Posts. Steel Fence.
American Steel * Wire Co.

(J & C Co.. The

Powder Blasting — (See Ex-
plosives).

Inc.

! Muhlfeld. John E.
' Stone & Webster.

White Eng. Corp., J. G.

Preservatives. Wood.
.lennison Wright Co.

Pulverizers, Coal—(Bee Crush-
ers, Coal).

Pumps and Pumping Hachin.
ery.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
i Ingersoll-Rand Co.

I

Worthington rnrnp A: .Mcbv.

I

Corp,

Pumps, Vacuum,
Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Punching and Shearing Ma-
chines.

Bntralo Forge Co.
Ryerson *: Son. Jo.sepli T.

Pushers. Locomotive Coal,
Locomotive Stoker Co.

Rail Anchors.
P. k XL Co.. The.

Rail Benders.
American Chain Co.

g A.- C Co . The
Verona Tool Works.

Rail-Bonds.
.\mericaD Steel & Wire Co.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.

Rail Braces — (See Braces,
Rail).

Rail, Manganese.
Manganese Steel Rail Co.

Rail (Relaying).
Sonth"n Iron & E^nip. Co.
Zelnioker Supply Co.. Wal-

ter A.

Rails.
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Rail Splice Plates— (See
Joints. Rail>.

Rattan
Hale .V Kilburn Corp.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Reamers, Expanding.
Greenaeld Tap & Die Corp.

Reamers. Solid.

Greenfleld Tap & Die Corp.

Refrigerators.
Wine Railway .\ppliance Co.

Regulators, Gas Pressure.
.Air Reduction Sales Co.

Repair Parts.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Replacers, Car.
.American Chain Co.

National Railway Appliance
Co.

Q & C Co . The

Retorts. Creosoting.
Graver Corp.

Reverse Gear. Power.
Bareo Mfg. Co.

Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Rivet Cutters.
Ingirsoll-Rand Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Riveting Machines.
Incer-oll Band Co.

Riveting Machines. Portable
— (S e e also Hammers,
Pneumatic).

Ingersoll Rand Co.

Rivets.
Boss Nut Co
Rnssell. Burdssll & Ward

Bolt * Not Co.
Ryerson & Son, J...ei.h T

Rods, Piston.
Cambria Steel Co.

Roller Bearings— (See Bea
Ings. Rollerl.

Roofing. Asbestos,
Robert»..n Co. H H.

Roofing, Car.
American Sheet & Tin Plate

Co.
Chicago Cleveland Car Roof

Inc Co.
HutcMns Car RooBnc Co.
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AmericaD Sheet & Tin I'late

Co.
Robertson Co.. H. H.

Amurican Sheet *: Tin riiile

Co.

Roo&ns, Wood.
Foote Lumber Co., H. D.

Exchange Sawmills s.ules

Co.

Rope, Wire—(See Wire Rope).

Running Boards, Car.

Standard Uy. Equipnient Ci>.

Railroad Structures— (See En-
gineers and Contractoti;

also Buildings).

Saddles, Running Board.

Miner. W. H.

Saws. High Speed Friction.

Rj-erson & Son. Joseph '

ps. Railroad (So

ings. Iron. St<

Steel Concrete).

Seats, Car.

Hale & Kilburn Corp.
Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Shafting.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Cn.

Byerson & Son, Joseph T.

Shapers.
Nllps Bement-Pond Co
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Shapes, Pressed Cteel.

Greenville Steel Car Co.

Ryan Car Co.
Sharon Pressed Steel Co.

Shapes, Structural.
Cambria Steel Co.

Illinois Steel Co.

Interstate Iron & Steel C
Mirtvale Steel & Ordnan^

Co.
Ry & Son. .Insei.h T.

Train.Shedi
Arn.ild Co.
Austin Co., The

Sheets, Black and Galvanized.

.\merican Rolling Mill Co.,

The
American Sheet & Tin Plite

Co.
Rohcrtson Co.. H. II.

United Alloy Steel Corp.

Signal Accessories.
General Electric Co.

Signals, Automatic Cab.
Miller Train Control Corp.
Rei;aii Safety Devices C.>.

Signals, Railway.
.Miller Train Control Corp.
Regan Safety Devices Co.

Skylights.
Robertsun Co.. H. II.

Spikes.
American Steel & Wire Cn.
Illinois Steel Co.

Splice Bars, Angle.
Illinois Steel Co.

Spreaders.
Jordan Co., O. H.

Spring Plates or Seats.
Allesheuy Steel Co.
National Malleable Castings

Co.

Springs.
.\nieriean Steel Foundries.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Fort Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co.
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel

Co.
Railway Steel Spring Co.
Standard Steel Works.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co.

Springs, Vanadium Steel.

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel

Co.
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel

Co.

Springs, Machinery for Re-
pairing.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Stacks, Steel.

Graver Corp.
Pittsburgb-Dea Moines Steel

Co.

Stayholt.
,\meriean Locomotive Co.

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Flaiinery Bolt Co.

Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.
United Alloy Steid Cnrp,

Stayholts, Hollow.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Steam Chests.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Steam Shovels.
Orton & steinbrenner Co.

Steel. Alloy.

United .\llny Steel Corp.

Steel, Firebox.
Cambria Steel Co.

Illinois Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Switches, Electric.
General Electric Co.
McMyler Interstate Co.

Switches and Switch Stands..

Ilamapo Ajax Corp.

Tacks.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Tanks. Air, Gas and Oil.

Araeriean l,<)comotIve Co.

Babcock & Wilcox.
Graver Corp.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Tanks, Storage,
Conveyors Corp. of America.

Tanks, Water.
Anierii-an Locomotive Co.
Babcock & Wilcox.
Graver Corp.
I> ftsli\:rgli-I)es Moines Steel

Co.

Water Cooling Equipment.

Co.
& Son. Joseph T.

United Alloy Steel Corp.

Sheets, Corrugated.
American Sheet & Tin Plate

Co.
Robertson Co., H. H.
United Alloy S^teel Corp.

Sheets, Electrical.
American Sheet & Tin Plate

Co.
United Alloy Steel Corp.

Sheets, Locomotive Jacket.
American Sheet .H Tin Plate

Co.

Sheets. Polished or Plan-
ished Iron.

eet & Tin Plate

Sheets, Steel.

Cambria Steel Cn.

Midvale Steel &

Steel. Heat Treated.
United Alloy Steel Corp.

Steel Plate Construction.
Blaw-Knnx Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Graver Corp.
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel

Co.

Steel, Pressed Specialties.

Hale & Kilburn Corp.
Parish & Bingham Corp.

Steel, Structural.
Blaw-Knox Co.
Graver Corp.
Illinois steel Co,

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel

Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Steel, Tool.
Illinois Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.
United Allnv Steel Ccirp.

Stokers, Locomotive.
Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co.

Taps. Machinists,
Grefiineld Tap & Die Corp,

Taps, Staybolt.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Terminals, Freight.

Austin Co., The
Ferguson Co.. H. K.

Terminals, Railroad,
Bush. Roberts & Schaefer.
McClellan & Junkerstcld,

Inc.

Robinson Co., Dwight P.

Testers, Gage.
Ashion Valve Co.

Testing Machines. Prop.
Whiting Corp.

Tie Tamping Outfits.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Ties, Creosoted,
International Creosoting &
Construction Co.

Ties, Steel.
.\mi-rican Bridge Co.

Ties, Wood.
Exchange Sawmills Sales

Kirby-Bonner Lumber Co.

Timber, Railway.
Anieric.:n Creosoting Co.

Central Coal & Coke Co.

Exchange Sawmills Sales

Co.
Poote Lumber Co.. H. D.

International Creosoting &
Construction Co.

Kirby-Bonner Lumber Co

Tires. Steel.
Edgewater Steel Co.

Midvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

Railway Steel Spring Co.

Standard Steel Works.

Tools, High Speed Steel.

Bird-Archer Co., The
Tools, JPneumatic.

Independent Pneumatic TonI

Co.

Torches. Welding and Cutting.
.Vir Reduction Sales Co.

Track Tools.
Verona Tool Works.

Tractors, Industrial.
KIwcU Parker Electric Cn.

Tractors, Turntable.
.Nichols & Bros., Geo. P.
Whiting Corp.

Trailers, Industrial.
Sharon Pressed Steel Co.

Train Control Systems.
Miller Train Control Corp.

National Safety Applianc(

Co.
Regan Safety Devices Co.

Tramways (Wire Rope).
American Steel & Wire Co

Transfer Tables.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.

Industrial Works.
Whiting Corp.

Transmission Towers.

Treatment, Water— (See Wa-
ter Softening and Puri-

fying).

Truck Frames—(See Frames
Truck).

Trucks. Car and Locomotive.
.American Locomotive »".

American Steel Foundrje-.
Baldwin Locomotive Wnrks.
National Railway Appliance

Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Cn.

Standard Car Truck C<i.

Trucks. Electrio Storage Bat-
tery.

Elwell Parker Electric Co.

Trucks, Industrial.
Elwell Parker Electric Co.

Sharon Pressed Steel Co.

Whiting Corp.

Tubes, Arch,
(ilobe Steel Tubes Co.

Parkesburg Iron Co.

Tubes, Boiler.
.VIlcL'lniiy steel Co.

Cambria Steel Co.
Globe Steel Tubes Co.

Midvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

Parkesburg Iron Co.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

United Alloy Steel Cnr...

Waterproofing Mate
Leh<i Th.

The

Tubing,

Tungste;

ybolt Co.

Steel.

Turbines, Generators.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Turntables.
Industrial Works.
.McM.vler Interstate Co.

Whiting Corp.

TTnderframes, Steel.

Greenville Steel Car Co
Ralston Steel Car Co.
Ryan Car Co.
Youngstown Steel Car

Upholstery, Car.
Chase & Co.. L. C.
Mass. Mohair Plush Co.

Valves. Blower and Bio

Blaw-
Brnwi

Trap r

Co.
1 Hoisting Mchy. Cn.

DOTS and Fixtures,
rds Co.. O. M.

Steam.
Co.

Valves, Pop, Safety and Be-
lief.

Ashton Valve Co.

Crane Cn.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Valves, Pressure Regulating.
Crane CO.

Ventilators. Car.
Gold Car Htg. & Ltg. Co.

Mudge & Co.
Railway Utility Co.

Vapor Car Heating Co.. Inc.

Wine Railway Appliance Co.

Ventilators. Shop and Round
house.

Dickinson. Inc., Paul.
Johns-Manville. Inc.

Robertson Co., H. H.

Washers.
National Malleable Casting'

Co.
Wine Railway Appliance Cn

Washing Systems, Boiler.

National Boiler Washinj
Cn. of III.

Water Columns — (See Col

umns. Water).

Water Purifying
and Compounds.

Bird-Arcbc
Dearborn Chemical Co.

Water Softening and Purify-
ing.

Bird-Archer Co.. The
Dearborn Chemical Co.
Graver Corp.

Wedges, Automatic.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Wedges. Journal Box.
.\merican Steel Foundries.
National Malleable Castings

Co.
Steel Car Forge Co.

Welding Machines, Electric.
General Electric Cn.

Welding Machines, Flue.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Welding and Cutting Appari
tus — (See Cutting and
Welding Apparatus).

Welding Supplies,
General Electric Co.

Welding Rods and Wire.
-Vir Reduction Sales Co.
American Rolling Mill Co.,

The
Page Steel i: Wire Co.

Wheel Centers, Driving.
American Locomotive Co.
American Steel Foundries.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Edgewater Steel Co.

Standard Steel Works.

Wheels, (3ar and Locomotive.
American Locomotive Co.

American Steel Foundries.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
E<lgewater Steel Co.

Illinois Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
Railway Steel Spring Co.
Standard Steel Works.

Wheels, Cast Iron.

Grirtin Wheel Co.

Wheels, Mine Car.
Edgewater Steel Co.

Wheels, Pressed Steel Motor
Car.

Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
Mudge & Co.

Wheels, Steel and Steel Tired.

Cambria Steel Co.
Edgewater Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Whistles, Locomotive.
Ashton Valve Cn.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Window Fixtures.
Edwards Co., O. M.

Windows, Weatherproofing,
Morton Mfg. Co.

Wire.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Kerite Insulated Wire &
Cable.

Pa^-e Steel & Wire Co.

Wire. Barb.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Wire. Fence.
American Steel & Wire Cn.

Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Page Steel & Wire Co.

Wire, Insulated.
American Steel & Wire Co.

General Electric Co.

Kerite Insulated Wire &
Cable.

Wire. Rail Bond—(See Rail
Bonds).

Wire, Rope.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Pas Steel & W4
Wire. Telephone & Telegraph.

American Steel & Wire Co.

Page steel .C Wire Co.

Wood Preservative— (See Pre-
servative. Wood).

ines- (S
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Ail Reduction Sales Co 48

Allegheny Steel Co. 57

American Arch Co 1

American Brake Shoe »y Kdry.
Co

American Car & Foundry Co. . . 66

American Chain Co., Inc

American Creosoting Co., Inc..
.\merican Locomotive Co., The
American Rolling Co., The
.American Sheet & Tin Plate
Co £6

American Steel Koundries .... 19

\merican Steel and Wire Co. . . 50

Arnold Co., The iS

Ashton Valve Co., The 57

Austin Co.. The 21

Babcock & Wilco.\ Co., The . . 52

Baldwin Locomotive Works, The 35

Barco Mfg. Co 34

Basford Co., G. M 31

Battey & Kipp, Inc 58

Bird-Archer Co., The 51

Blaw-Knox Co 55

Boss Nut Co 57

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co. 65

Browning Co.. The 55

Buyers" Index 60, 61, 62, 63

Cambria Steel Co 14

Camel Co 51

Central Coal & Coke Co 54

Chicago, Cleveland Car Roofing
Co 54

Chicago Railway Equipment Co. 56

Clark Car Co 57

Classified Advertisements 59

Coes Wrench Co 57

Colonial Creosoting Co 49

Conveyors Corp. ot America.. 55

Crane Co 55

Dearborn Chemical Co 50

nickinson, Inc., Paul 57

Duner Co 57

Kdgewater Steel Co 45

Kdwards Co., Inc., O. M., The 55

Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co. .

.

41

F.wellParker Electric Co., The 56

Exchange Sawmills Sales Co.,
The 56

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Inc. . .

Falls-Hollow Staybolt Co
Ferguson, H. K., The
Flannery Bolt Co
Foote Lumber Co., H. D
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co. . .

Fort Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co. .

.

l-'owler, Charles Evans
FrankKn Railway Supply Co.,

Galena Signal Oil Co
General Electric Co
Georgia Creosoting Co. . . .

Get Together Department .

.

Giessel & Co., Henry
Gilmore, Thomas N
Globe Steel Tubes Co
Gold Car Htg. & Ltg. Co.

Graver Corp
Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.

Greenville Steel Car Co. . .

.

Gulick-Henderson Co

H

Hale & Kilburn Corp 55

Hall Draft Gear Corp 49

Hayward Co., The 56
Heywood-Wakefield Co 56
Hunt & Co.. Robert W 58
Hutchins Car Roofing Co 30

llinois Steel Co
ndependent Pneumatic Tool Co.

ndustrial Works
ngcrsoll-Rand Co
nternational Creosoting & Con-
struction Co

nterstatc Iron & Steel Co

Jennison-Wright Co., The.
Johns-Manville, Inc

Jordan Co., O. F

K

Kerite Insulated Wire Sr

Co
Kirby-Bonner Lumber Co.

Lehon Company, The
Locomotive Stoker Co.

M

Magnus Co
Manganese Steel Rail Co
Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co.
McClellan & Junkersfeld. Inc..

McConway & Torley Co., The..
McMyler Interstate Co., The ..

-Midvale Steel v^ Ordnance Co...

Miller Train Control Corp
Miner, W. H
Mississippi Wire Glass Co
Morse Bros. Machinery & Sup-

ply Co
Morton Mfg. Co
Mudge & Co
.Muhlfeld, John E

N

Nash, Monroe 58
National Boiler Washing Co., of

Illinois 56
National Lead Co 20
National Malleable Castings Co.,
The 27

National Safety-Appliance Co.,
The 42

Nichols & Bros., George P. . .

.

57

Niles-Bement-Pond Co 57

Norwalk Iron Works 44

Ohio Locomotive Crane Co.
Oldham & Son Co.. Geo...,
Orion & Steinbrenner Co....

P. & M. Co., The 51

Page Steel & Wire Co 2

Parish & Bingham Corp 56

Parkesburg Iron Co., The 39

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co. 57

Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Co... 56

Professional Directory 58

Q & C Co., The

Rail Joint Co.. The 53

Railway Materials Co 53

Railway Steel Spring Co 26

Railway Utility Co 55

Ralston Steel Car Co., The 45

Ramapo Ajax Corp 55

Regan Safety Devices Co., Inc. 6

Republic Ry. Equipment Co. . . 52

Robertson Co., H. H 56

Robinson & Co., Dwight P 58

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T A

Russell, Burdsall & Ward, Bolt
& Nut Co 16

Safetv Car Heating & Lighting
Co., The 54

Schaefer Equipment Co 53

ScuUin Steel Co 25

Sharon Pressed Steel Co 55

Smith & Co., C. E 58

Southern Iron & Equip. Co. ... 59

Standard Car Truck Co 52

Standard Coupler Co 57

Standard Railway Equip. Co. ... 22

Standard Steel Works Co 29

Steel Car Forge Co 55

Stone Franklin Co., Inc 53

Stone & Webster Co 58

Sturtevant Co., B. F 55

Superheater Co.. The 57

Symington Co., T. H 7

T
Texas Co., The 17

u
Union Draft Gear Co 50

Union Spring & Mfg. Co 54

United Alloy Sted Corp 18

U. S. Cast Iron Pipe & Fdy.
Co 55

V
Vanadium Corp. of .America . . 38

Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.,
The 52

Verona Tool Works 58

w
Watson Engineering Co., The.. 58

Weierbach Brake Shoe Co 58

West Disinfecting Co 47

Western Wheeled Scraper Co... 53

Wcstinghouse .*\ir Brake Co. .

.

37

White Eng. Corp., J. G., The .

.

58

Whiting Corp 10, 11, 55

Wine Railway Appliance Co.,
The 57

Woods & Co.. Edwin S 49

Worthington Pump & Machy.
Corp 47

Y
Voungstown Equipment Co. ... 59

Youngslown Sleel Car Co SI

z
Zcliiiiker Supply Co., Walter A. 59
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